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Bar
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560, 593, 722
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400, 561, 689
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754
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659. 689, 721. 753, 817

Aylesbury, 336, 367
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Barking, 17, 50
Barnes, 17, 50, 82, 625. 659. 689. 722
Barnsley, 753
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Bedford, 178, 210, 240, 304, 336, 367.

400, 722, 753
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210, 241, 272
Chile, 17, 50, 82
Colne, 82, 115, 146, 754, 818
Crewe, 722
Darlington, 433, 464, 496, 818
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Doncaster. 241. 272
Dublin. 367. 496. 529. 659. 689. 722
Dundalk. 689. 723. 754
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659, 689, 723, 754, 818
Farnworth, 210, 241
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France. 241. 272. 336. 368, 733
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Gellvgaer. 272. 304. 336, 368
Gillingham, 241, 273
Glasgow, 464, 625, 818
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Grimsby, 689, 722
Hackney, 593. 625, 659, 689, 722
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Hampstead. 82
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Margate. 304. 33C. 400. 433. 464
Melbourne. 82. 145. 178. 210. 240. 373.

304. 3.36. 367. 433. .593. 689
Merthvr Tvdiil. 341. 273. 304
Middlesbrough, 818
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New Zealand. 83. 115. 210. 341. 273.

mt, 336. 368. 560. .593. 635. 6.-.9,

722. 754. 818
Nottingham. 754
Nuneaton. 539. 560. 722. 754. 818
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Plymouth, 178. 210, 273. 304. 3:l(i
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Pontypridd, 51, 82, 115
Furlsmoulh, 4%, 529
Khondda, 18
Rochdale, 560, 593, 723
St. Helens. 146, 178, 593
St. Pancras, 593, 689
Salford, 146, 178, 310, 241, 464, 560,

593, 659, 68!(, 722
Seychelles Islands, 723
Sheffield, 18, .529, 560
Shoreditch, 36S, 433, 529
South Africa, 304, 336, 368, 400, 433,

529, 560, 593, 625
Southampton, 689, 722, 754. 818
Spain. 210. 336. 400, 464, 496, 539,

560, 593, 689, 722
Stepney, 18, 51, 82
Stockton-on-Tees, 115, 146, 593
Sunderland, 464, 496, 523
Swadlincote, 304
Sweden, 626
Swindon, 754, 818
Sydney, 17, 50, 82, US, 145, 593, 689,

721 753 817
Tasmaiiia, 433, 464, 496, 539, 560,

593
Tyncmouth, 18, 51
Uruguay, 210, 241, 496, 529, 560
Venezuela, 18, 51, 83
Wakefield, 304
Warrington, 115, 146, 178, 689, 722,

754, 818
Wellington (N.Z.), 560, 593, 659
Whitby, 83, 115, 496, 529
Wimbledon, 689, 722, 754
York, 51, 83, 178

Contracts, Spanish Government, 141
Control, Automatic train. 828
Control of London transport. State,

148
Conveying machinery for Norway, 526
Cooking combine, Canadian, 144
Co-operative shareholding in engineering

Trade, 395
Copper cable into Australia, Importa-

tion of, 270
Copper in France, Electrolytic, 274
Copper, Intercrystalline brittleness of,

491
Copper prices, German. 238
Copper production costs, American, 434
Copper «orks in Russia, Siemens, 401

Corona discharge, 692
Corona voltmeter A, 787

. by " Bri
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136
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Cowpcr-Coles, 8S0
ri^ctrolytic iron, bv S. Cowper-Coles.
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Flectrolvtic meters, bv " H. W. M.."

23S.'265; by A. C. Salisbury. 222.

396; bv C W. Marshall. 235; by
" .\. \V. C," 265: bv Edi»n-
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Oily rags, .'• The salvage of, 749
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Ontario, Elcical installations for, 780
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299
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Output of ci The, 747
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Patent law,nish, 212
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Patentees amconie tax, 459
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'
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Payment by Its, 207, 395
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Permanent lets in theory and prac-
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Persian proj. 53
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Petrol, Cost of, 339, 362
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Physical Society's Exhibition, 54, 89
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Pipe manufacture. Concrete, 7Ju
Plant for China, Electrical, 620
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Plant in China, Electric, 268
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of.
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Plants, Seiisitive, 3U0
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174
Ploughing, Electric, in Italy, 3.)2

Plugs, Spark, 532
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Poles, New method of erecting, 690
Police lamps. Electric, 180
Pony electroculetl, 626
Porcelain in Japan, Manufacture of

electrical, 621
Port Elizabeth, Wages demand at, 207
Portable apparatus. The earthing o.,

by P. R. I'Viedlaender, 569
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Post Office robberies, 148
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declaration on pro-

138

818

and
•e interfei

companv
developiiient in U.S.A., 770, 79'

lines, Induc-
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Bombay, 46
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dent), 825
Power factor. Inverse, by C. Turnbull,

583
Power from blast furnace gas, 409, 541

Power from the tides, ;J69, 747

Power station firemen, 715
Power, Three-phase, 226
Power transformers. Large, by A. G.

Ellis and J. L. Thompson, 447

Power without fuel, 755

Precipitators in Japan, Electrical, 635

Preference to Australian manufactures,

77
Presentation. The Ayton 642, 660
Preservation, Fish, 595
Press, The " Lay," 148

Pre-war debts, Claiming, 300
Price advance, Swedish, 526

Price dictatorship in Germany, 802

Prices in Germany, Permanency of

high, 98

Prices in New South Wales, Control of

electricity, 80
Prices, London coal, 716
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Prices of German wires and cables, 444
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the, 589
Private meeting, 174
Prizes, The Nobel, 690
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Railway signalling, 531
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by G. F.. M. Johnson, 493

Diesel engine ilesign, by H. F. P.
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Dyeing industry, The, by S. H.
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Education and training for the elec-
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Elltcient boiler management, by C. F.
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Man[ig.:ment problem. The, by Ed-
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Principles of transformer design, by
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and applied, by J. G. Hill, /u_
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\\ ireless transmission of photographs
by M. J, Martin, 798
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in the, by F. C. Aldous and A. E.
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Rifle League, Electricity Supply, 6'26,

Robberies, Post Office, 148
Rolling stock. The new Bakerloo, 483,
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Rome, When in—Call on consul, 430
Rotary converter sub-stations. The re-

mote control of, by H. Wilson, 581
Riilary snap switches, 363, 395
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Roval Society's soink-, 649
Royal Warrant, 480
Rubber-covered wire. Conditions of im-

portation into Australia, 781
Rubber, Extension of the uses of, 748
Rubber Trades Exhibition, 465
Rubber Trees, Diseases of 368
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Rumania, Swiss enterpris*- in, 556
•rs. Hydraulic power in

Run
the

n. Strike at, 497, 534
Siemens copper work
Trade with. 111

Sr. I'ANCRAS, New electric clock
at, 531

" Safety First," 268, 652
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Salary of a technical engineer, The,

Salvage of oily rags, &c., 749
Sao Paulo, Exhibitions at, 77
Satisfied "consumer," A, 394
-Scandinavia, Electrical trade with 174
Scandinavia, Water power in, 763
Science and industry, 737
Science and international relations, 32
.Scientific and n-chnica! books, 3(>"9

Scientific management, 252
Scientific management : A solution of
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J. M. Scott-Maxwell, .58, 122
Scientific research in Australia, 275
.Scientific societies. South .African. 595
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S.vurities, Prices of German and Swiss

electrical, 141
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Sensitive plants, 360
Si'parators, Magnetic, 18
.Sequestration, 5*26

.Service notes, 594, 660, 723
Sewage, Elwlrical treatment of, 180

Shanghai electrical undertaking, 78

Shcliield, Strike at, 712
Sheirield, Three 8-hour shifts at, 684

Ship welding. Electric. 19, 51, 211

Ships, Electrically-propclUd, 3*4. 787

Ships* lights, 192, 343
Ships. The Diesel-electric propulsion

of, 533
Ships, rhe electric propulsion of, by

R. ]. Butkr, 699

.Ships, The stabilisation of, by means
of gvrosrcipes, by P. R. J.ickson.

Shipyard crane. A
\V. Hok, 701

Short-circuit tests,

tew type of. by

Turbo-altcrnator,

Shortage of plant. ElecUicily works
and, 45
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Siomeii:. Co., i.:.ipit;il cxpun^iion uf the
German, tiH

Siemens copper works, Russia, 401
Siemens lamps and supplies, 715
Siemens on Ihc ^iiiuation in Germanv,

Karl von, 191
Sienions-Schuckirt Co., i«
Siemens works closed down by coal

shortage, German, 142
.Signal experinicnial ship, 84
hijjnalling on railwa>-s, lileclrical, 180,

531
Signals, A.c. haulage, 536
Single-phase meters on balanced three-

phase, three-wire systeins, by H.
G. Solomon, 741

Single-shall Curtis turbines, 213
Slough iMotor Depot, 53, 84, 158
Small dwellings, Eleetricity in, 228
Small electric lighting sets for Cuba,

(i84

Small electricity undertakings, 579
Small houses, MoiJvrn lighting methods

in, 448
Small motors ; A hint, 354
Smelting o( iron ores. The electric,

3Ui>, G16
Smelting of tin, Electric, 20
Smelting works in Norway, Zinc ore,

(iOS

Smoke abatement, 273
Socialisation schemes, German, 589
Soda-chlorine cells, Electrolytic caustic,

746
Solar electrons, A cloud belt of, by

" Epsiloii," 650
Solidite switchboards, 622
South Africa, Coal in, 331
South .Africa, Electrical business in,

112, 173
South African farms. Electricity on.

818
South .-Vfricaii s, Ele. al machi-

South .African scientific societies, 595
South .African Steel Corporation, 686
South .America. Electric vehicles in,

562
South .American trade, 78
Southampton strike. The, 515, 526, 554
Southern Europe, Business conditions

in, by E. P. Bennett, 013
South Staffordshire electricity supply,

615
South Wales Linking-up Committee,

309
Spain, Electrical developments in, 533
Spain, Imports of, 411
Spain, The electrical trade of, 254
Spain, Trade with, 812
Spanish company. 332
Spanish electrical industry in 1919-20,

The progress of, 742
Spanish Government contracts. 141
Spark plugs, 532
Spaa-king at brushes, 88
Specifications, Published. 32, 64, 96, 128,

160, 192, 224, 256, 288, 320, 352.
384, 416, 448, 512, 544, .576, 608,
640, 672, 704, "36, 768, 800, 832

Spirit of confidence. The need for the,
161

Stabilisation of ships bv means of gyro-
scopes, by P. R. Jackson, 539

Stalybridge dispute, 307, 338
Standardisation in Germany. 530
Standardisation of gears. 269
Standardisation rules for electrical

machinery, 510
Standards in Sweden, 652
Startere for marine motors. Electric.

179
Static charges on motor lorries. 728
Station firemen. Power. 715
Station men, 674
Stations or super-stations, 2
Stator windings. Eddv currents in. bv

H. W. Taylor, 102
Steam consumption. Turbine, 690

Steam Users' Association, Manchester.
743

Steel Corporation, South African, 686
Steel, Dr. Arnold's new, 715
Steel making. Electricity in, 755
Steel work, .A.W.P. arc welding for

sti^ctural, 615
Steel works plant, Direct current com-

pared with 3-phase current for
driving, by C. A. Ablett. 761

Sterling works visit. A. 76
Stokers, Mechanical, 213
Strike at Lever Brothers, 558, 748
Strike at Runcorn, 497, 524
Strike at Liverpool. 117, 142, 206, 237,

331, 363, 396, 686, 812
Strike at Sheffield, 712
Strike, Dock electricians'. 332
Strike, Gas workers and a, 590
Strike in Canada, Hvdro-electric. 812
Strike in Sweden, Engineering, 78, 111.

143
Strike, Ironmoulders', 12. 110. 144
Strike, Kinema operators', 724
Strike of railway workshop men in

India, 605
Strike, The Southampton, 515, 526, 554
Strike threat, 588
Structural steel work. A.W.P. arc

welding for, 615
Stuart Street generating station, Man-

chester, Extensions at, 230
Stuart Street, Memorial tablet at, 84

84
Studv in load factors, bv Councillor

Dennv, 675
Submarine cable magnetic fields, 691

Subm.irine cable pioneer. Reminiscences
of a. by R. Appleyard, 491

Submarine detection. Magnetic field,

498

Submersible motor*, 306
Sub-stations, Automatic, 163, 433
bub-stations in the United States of

America, The progress of automa-
tic, lea

Sub-ai.iiiuns, The remote control of

rotary converter, b) 11. Wilson, 581
Sunuiier lime, 307
bummer time in Belgium, 212
Summer time in Canada, 562, 594
Sunnner time on the Kliinc, 179
Super-power station. The design of a,

by 11. Goodwin and A. R. Smith,
794, 809

Super-:>tatiuns, Stations or, 2
Supply combination, A French, 301
Supply, Electricity, 66, 131
.Supply, Ihe financial side of electricitv,

by W. A. Chamen, 26
Supply, The future of elc-clricity, 33
Supp,; undertakings. Wages in elic-

liicit), 147
Surplus aeronautical material, 557
Sweden, American cable for, 812
Sweden, Electrical vehicles in, 588
Sweden, Engineering strike in, 78, 111,

143
Sweden, Standards in, 652
Swedish .Allmanna Co., 394
Swedish Boiler Cleaning Co., 394
Swedish cable company. New, 112
Swedisn companies, 1:16, 461, 716
Swedisli company 's activity, 295
Swedisn company's reconstruction, 77
Swedish electrical and engineering

ti:»de, 45
Swedish electrolytic process, 365
Swedish engineers and higher piece

Swedish price advance, 526
Swedish transformer compelition, 555
Swedish wireless company, .New 200
Swiss electrical securities. Prices of

German and, 141
Swiss engineering and electrical trades

in lal9, 267
uprisi Ku

Swiss glow-lamp indu
Swiss trade " "

Switchboard

170

676
II, by V.

Switchboards, Solidite, 622
Switches, Rotary snap, 362, 395
Switchgear, .\11-British, 713
Switching competition, Lundberg's, 525
Switchman's soliloquy—^2 a.m., 558
Swiliccrland, Electrically-heated dwel-

lings in, 466
Switzerland, German lotin in, 450
Switzerland to France, Hydroelectric

power transmission from-, 827
Sydney discussion on Japanese manu-

460
Sydney, lilectrical work in, 56^2

S\tine) tendering conditions, 78
Synthelic ..mmonia, 148
Synthetic manulaclure of nitrat

qr ALE of a rat, 274

Tamping machine. Electric, 368
Tarilf, New Australian, 570, 748
Tariff, New Italian, 141
Tariffs, Electricity supph, 550
Tasmanian hydro-electric' plant, 749
Technical and scientific books. 36:1

Technical and Supervisory Workers,
National Federation of Professional,
163, 179

Technical books, by A. C. Purday, 569
Technical books, 99
Technical engineer. The salary of a,

by " Ruddigore," 329
Technical training of disabled men, 626
Telegramophone, The, ISO
Telegraph cables. Ocean, Magnetic

storms as affecting, bv E. Rav-
mond-Barker, '293

Telegkaph Notes—
" Admiralty " lines. 177
Antipodes Island, 463
Argentina, 688, 783
Atlantic cable, 272, 367
Australia, 240, 303, 495, 528, 625, 753
.Austrralian postal finance, 117
Austria, 399
Belgian Congo, 399, i'M
Belgium, 495
Bolivia, 240
Brazil, 17
Coble delays, 17, 721
Cable operator's grievance, .lOO

Cable rates and censorship, 82
Cable repairs, 688
Cables, New, 592. 753
Cables, Pacific, 209
Canada, 17, 367, 559, 688
Cheap wireless, 177
China, 463, 528
Communication with Russia. 753
Costa Rica, 209
Czecho-Slovakia, 592
Denmark, 240, 367
Direction-finding stations, 786
Do\-er, 560
Dutch Indies, 592
Eastern cable delays, 303
Ecuador, 817
Egypt, 82
Engineers for Dutch Colonies, 433
European telegraphs, 272
Federated Malav Stales, 114
Finland, 399, 721
France, 145. 303. 335. 463, 592, 786
French colonies, 817
Germane. 209, 367, 528
Greece, ' 753
High-speed telegraphy. 753

Imperial wirele
India, 788
Ireland, 463, .'.60

Italy, 82, 14.".. 272, 592, 625
Japan, 335. 4:13

Lerwick, 65S
Liverpool, 721

Lonilon, .MiO. 625
Mexico, 50. 4IW
Naval wireless stations, 399
.New Swedi^h-.American cable, 177
New wireless s<Tvicc, 303
New Zealand, 303
Nicaragua, 50
Pacific cables, '209, 721
Poland, 528
Portugal, 335
Post Office employes' wages, 658
Post Office engineers, 50
Post Office loss, 433

allati< 721
Radio Research IkKird, 209
Restoration ol cable, 399
Ship's wireless, 335, 463

South .Africa, 210, 496
South .America, 5*28

Spain. 240, 330, 367, 753
Storm damage, 82, 177
Strikes, 114, 817
Sweden, 17, 399
Telegraph Convention, 496
Telegraphic delay, 145
Telegraph rates, 528, 658
Telegraph service, 210
United States of .America, 17, 177,

210, 463, 592, 625
West African wireless station, 497
West Indies, 177, 303, 0'25

Wireless aerial. New form of, 367
Wireless " Calling-up " device. New,

114
W'ireless direction-finding stations,

145, 336, 463
Wireless operators' strike, 786, 817
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Though it is not our intention to occupy the time of the

reader, or to ta.x his already over-burdened mind, with a

detailed review of the events of the year that has just

closed, the occasion cannot be passed over without brief

reference to some of its outstanding problems and experiences.

Nineteen-nineteen has passed into history, and it will be

remembered as one of the most momentous years through
which any of us has lived.

Many anxious months were occupied with the negotiating

of the Terms of Peace ; even now the Treaties have not

been ratified by all the parties concerned therein, and there

yet remain unsettled many World Problems arising in that

connection. The demobilisation of millions of men has been

continuously in progress, and the P>ritish Empire and the

Allies have been faced with innumerable difficulties attend-

ing the resettlement of the Forces in peaceful avocations.

While we have been thus engaged, there have crowded in

upon us the accumulated problems of five years of war ;

these and other matters all seemed to clamour at once for

settlement. Though our hands were as full with duty
directly connected with the war as at almost any period of

actual hostilities, the weight of responsibilities was added
to enormously by a desire that was abroad for all the ills of

humanity to be removed without delay as by the waving
of some magic wand. Nationalisation demands, incessant

agitations for higher wages and shorter hours, efforts

to secure "control," the railway strike and struggle

with the community, the continued increase in the

cost of living, the serious developments in rates of

exchange, the ever-growing burden of National Finance

—the.se are some of the leading questions of the year.

Remembering all that has been involved, and all the

dangers through which we have passed, it is im-

possible to view the situation in its entirety without

adopting the tone of optimism of the King's Speech. It is

a matter for general thanksgiving that we have passed

through so critical a year without greater damage to con-

stitutional and individual interests.

Limiting our survey to matters coming more imme-
diately within the scope of our specialised activities, we
recall that for thousands of factories and works no incon-

siderable part of the period referred to has been busily

occupied with the turnover from war work to commercial

production. For some concerns this was naturally an easier

operation than for others. During the year it was pos-

sible to reveal something of the brilliant war-time record

of engineering and electrical factories, of the achievements

of scientific men and societies, of the advances in wireless

applications, and of the exploits which stand to British

credit in submarine telegraphy.

Electrical, engineering, and other scientific bodies have

returned to former activity ; indeed, are more " live " than

ever. The I.M.E.A. and the B.A. have resumed their pre-war

programmes. The Whitley Councils are taking shape, and

as a result of this movement the E.P.E.A.. the 8.T.E.,

the N.A.S.E., and the E.S.C.A. have been stimulated to

increased activity with a view to securing the representation

of their members—the " middle class " of the industry

—

on the Councils.

If we turn our thoughts to purely electrical opera-

tions, perhaps we must place first and foremost the Elec-

tricity Supply Act, which has just received the Royal

Assent.

Our pages have told from week to week, as the year has

passed on, of gratifying projects which were in course of

preparation. Electric railway work is about to advance on

a large scale within the United Kingdom, in the Colonies

and Dependencies, and in practically all parts of the world.

There are hydro-electric schemes ready to be put in hand at

[1]
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home and abroad. In wireless and cable telegraphy and
t'elephony, land and sea alike, conditions are ripe for a great
move forward. Electricity works in all parts of the

kingdom are short of plant, and cannot keep pace with the

demand for energy, notwithstanding all the additions of the

war period. The domestic load and all that that implies
is promising beyond our fondest hopes of earlier days.

The Electrical Development Association is getting

to work at the right moment. The electric

vehicle is coming into its own, as the numerous orders

of the year have proved. The outlook for manu-
facturers in all departments of the industry is unquestionably
brighter than it ever has been.

At the beirinning of IDl'.i we wrote looking forward to a

period of intensive activity in the electrical industries. If

we were justified then we are more than justified to-day, for

it is our conviction that the electrical industries are in for

a Boom, and for one that should last for years if the menace
of industrial unrest and financial stress do not assume
serious shape. In a sense, we have carried over to 1920
many of the problems that we had to meet in 1919, but the
experience of the latter year fills us with hope.

Dartmoor in

Danger ?

Thk proposal to develop the possibilities

of Dartmoor as a source of water-power

has aroused the wrath of those who love

the district for its aesthetic amenities and its arch;fological

interest, and they are conducting an energetic campaign

against the scheme by letters to the Press. We respect

their feelings, and their solicitude for the interests of those

who, they say, would suffer injury if the scheme were

carried through. But are they justified in believing that

those natural features or those interests would be prejudiced

by the utilisation of the waterpower ?

The details of the project are not in our possession, but
they are not necessary to our purpose, which is to point out
that hydroelectric works do not roi/siimf the water which
passes through their ' turbines, nor do they contaminate it

in any way. The water is still available for use in irrigation

or for human consumption when it has yielded up its

energy, and by the construction of dams and reservoirs its

flow is regulated so that floods and droughts are obviated.

At the same time the benefit of a supply of electric power
at their doors will accrue to the residents, and the district

will be enabled to develop industries without the accom-
paniment of smoky chimneys, while many thousand tons of

coal will be annually saved.

Whether scenic beauties should be preferred to industrial

development in these days is a question upon which we
hold very decided views, but in this case we doubt whether
that (juestion arises at all. A much more weighty
objection to the proposal is one to which Mr. H. Davey has
given definite shape—namely, the extravagant expenditure

which is foreshadowed, and which appears to be out of all

proportion to the output obtainable. The chief obstacle

to the development of water-power is usually the question
of finance, and if the scheme will not hold water from that

point of view it is not likely to float.

Whilst uttering a solemn protest

Fear to Tread " ^^^'^^'' ^^^ Dartmoor scheme, on the

usual lines—that is, taking for granted

that it would necessarily ruin the district as a pleasure

resort, which is an unwarranted assumption— the Dfiily

Mail does not scruple to give pictorial publicity to a hare-

brained scheme emanating from the imagination of a Mr.

A. E. Steel, who proposes to generate electricity by means

of pumps, water tanks, and turbo-dynamos from the passage

of heavy traffic over the street surface. To charac-

terise such a proposal as idiotic is to put it mildly ;

moderate language is utterly inadequate to the occasion.

Yet this preposterous idea is said to be " among the most
ambitious inventions of the year," and the Daily Mail has
evidently taken it quite seriously.

Now, of what value is the opinion of a paper which
could entertain such a mad notion, with regard to any
engineering or physical question whatever ?

We regret to say that the Mnrnin;/ Pnxl was similarly

fooled, and said the scheme seemed Ui be " worthy of con-

sideration." We would gladly save our lay contemporaries
from these astounding blunders if they would only ring us

up and ask our advice.

Iv is regrettable that political con-

.. ... siderations should be allowed to colour, or
Super-Statioas.

.

v,
,

v,

at least give a " complexion to, purely

engineerins: problems. That of super-stations is a case in

point. The word has become a party cry. There are the

super-stationists and the anti-super-stationists. The latter

comprise mainly the reactionary element who profess to

pin their faith to the somewhat indefinite process called

"linking-up" (which the Board of Trade Electric Power

Committee, with perhaps unnecessary gentleness, put aside

as not in itself sufficient).

This " sit-still " party has, indeed, a good deal to answer

for in giving such a good case for the frovernment to

insist that only the most drastic steps in legislation {vide

the Electricity Bill as it left the Commons) would be of

any use. On the other hand, the word super-station has

been exalted by the other party to a sort of fetish. It

has stolen some of the etymological glamour attaching to

the Nietzschean " super-man." As a matter of fact, there

is no real distinction between a station and a super-station.

The whole question, the purely engineering question, falls

under two heads—one, the problem of concentratins as much
plant as possible under one roof ; the other, that of making

the size of each machine as big as possible. The first

(juestion is only one of degree as compared with the practice

in existing stations of making one roof cover lus many
machines as are necessary for a particular district. As to

the size of the sets, here again " super-sets " are not some-

thing special and unadaptable to existing stations—witness

Manchester and its 30,000-k\v. set.

The fault of the whole thing is, in fact, largely due to

the matter being considered in raciio. There is no question

of some universal panacea. Each district with its own
special electrical conditions must be dealt with individually.

What size of station is, in the individual case, necessary,

and what size of set is most economical, under the particular

conditions, must be determined by engineering considera-

tions with due regard to the commercial aspect of the

question.

A DECIDED feeling is growing in
German

Germany against the export of various
Restrictions on , . , ; , ,

, ,

DumninsS kinds of manufactures at dumping prices

in paper marks, examples of this kind

being regarded in many circles as a waste of national

wealth under the existing circumstances of the heavy

depreciation of the mark. In pre-war times many foreign

customers became so accustomed to purchasing goods from

Germany— goods produced in bulk, and safely protected in

the inland market by high import duties—at very low

prices, that they consider it only right and proper that they

should be able also at/ the present time to procure similar

goods from Germany on the same terms, with the additional

advantage of deriving benefit from the low exchange value

of the mark. But the representatives of some of these

customers have been afforded an opportunity of experiencing

the truth of the old saying that even a worm will turn.

The first instances of this kind of any importance were

recorded at the recent Trade Fair held at Frankfort-on-

Main, when the paper mark was still worth twice as

much as it is now, and when foreign customers expressed

surprise that many German exhibitors refused to accept

orders for delivery in German paper exchange, but demanded

payment in foreign currency, or in marks of the equivalent

amount.

A second instance occurred some weeks ago, when the

former Secretary of State to the Ministry for Economy, in
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the course of an address delivered before the Association of

German Engineers at Berlin, recommended that engineers

should at once increise prices by 300 per cent.— a suggestion

which was received with applause by the members of the

audience—and at that time, too. the mark was substantially

higher than at the present time. Since then the Associa-

tion of Machine Tool Makers, in the course of a circular

distributed privately among the members, advised the

latter to raise prices by 700 per cent., this percentage

including an increase of 300 per cent, already previously

in operation. Treading iron and steel makers are also

moving in the direction of obtaining in export markets

prices which are practically equivalent to the world's

market prices, although a decided leakage of goods sold by

merchants continues to take place through the " gap " in

the West. In addition, the (Government is devoting atten-

tion to the waste of national property by dumping, and is

determined to stop this practice either by the imposition of

export duties, or by extending the control of the export

trade to self-governing combinations in the form of duly

authorised trade syndicates, and it is probable that the

latter remedy will be adopted. Nominally the export and
import trade has been under Government control for a long

time past by means of the export departments for specified

industries, but evasions are easy and numerous ; and it

is therefore thought that if each branch is self-governed by

its own constituents, they will take care that merchandise

is not exported at dumping prices which, while being of

temporary benefit to the individual manufacturer, are

detrimental to the interests of the community, which lie in

the direction of securing higher export prices, and thus

contributing towards an improvement in the trade balance

of the country and consequently in the value of the mark.

As bearing upon the (|uestion, we observe in a Copen-

hagen newspaper, of December iJst, that Danish pur-

chasers of metal goods in Germany have recently found it

impossible to secure delivery, as they have been informed

by German makers that the State Export Department will

not grant an export permit unless the prices are increased

by up to 800 per cent. In the case of a Danish importing

firm which ordered electrical articles from a wholesaler in

Berlin, the prices of the goods which were ordered in

September were raised by 45 per cent, in October ; but in

the middle of November the intimation arrived that the

German Government would not permit the expoit of the

articles without the prices being more than doubled.

It is understood that similar instances have arisen in

Great Britain. Whatever views we may entertain con-

cerning the advisability or otherwise of importing merchan-

dise of any kind from Germany, at all events we have an
interest in seeing German export prices rise considerably

beyond their present level. Higher prices imply a

reduction in the severity of German competition due to

dumpiiig ; they indicate a tendency towards an improve-

ment in the (German exchange. They show a possibility of

the country being able to pu'-chase raw materials more
cheaply ; and they exhibit a movement towards a manu-
facturing revival. If these ellVcts are not brought about,

the pos^ibility of the Allies eviT receiving a monetary war

indtmuily from (Jermatiy will be exceedingly remote.

In our " Correspondence " columns

c
"* to-day, " Economy " strikes a true note ;

the elimination of waste of every kind

—

including waste of human labour—should be our aim.

But the question is a very wide one, and, while we

endeavour to promoto economy in new ways, we must not

neglect methods which are already known to us.

" Economy " rightly deprecates controversy between gas

and electrical men, and we had no desire to embark upon it.

But a campaign was opened by Sir Dugald Clerk, last

spring, in the interests of the ^as industry, in the course of

which he made statements with regard to the relative merits

of gas and electricity from the economical point of view

which could not be allowed to pass unchallenged. So long

as he affects to coTipnrc electrical energy—energy which

is directly available for use, far more widely available, in

fact, than if it were in the form of actual units of heat

—

with the potential heat energy which is admittedly present

in gas, but which is not capable of utilisation to a degree

even remotely approaching that of electrical energy—he is

laying a false scent, and his assertions must be fought and

refuted. It was for that reason that we published Mr.
Kleraens's articles, which we believe to be substantially

true.

But, as we have said, it is a broad question, and a con-

sideration of the first importance in this relation is almost

invariably ignored—namely, the coal itself. Gas suppliers

must have coal of a certain kind and quality to work upon ;

but there are vast quantities of coal from which the by-

products cannot be extracted on an economic basis, and

which are fit for nothing at all but combustion. This coal

can be, and is, utilised by electricity works : otherwise it

would be almost wholly wasted—thousands of tons have

been dumped in the sea, and large quantities have been

left in the pits. Hence, even if the claims of the gas

engineers were justified, the case would not be materially

altered. Put it this way : Every ton of waste coal used in

electricity works saves a ton of good coal that would other-

wise be used in gas works. How does the " comparison
"

stand then ?

Dr. Walter Rathenau, addressing the

... . c /- c 1 „ shareholders at the recent annual meeting
the A. E.G. Speaks _„ ... , .

Again. °f ^'^^ A.E.G., did not appear to be in a

very happy frame of mind, judging from

the reports of his speech published in the German news-

papers, although he concluded by again emphasising the

indispensability of German industry and trade to other

countries. He stated that the destruction of property,

which was a consequence of the world war, had not ceased

with the end of the war, but still continued to-day. A
reduction in all visible capital property was taking place,

and at the same time there was a decrease in the workmen's

efficiency, together with the diminution in the length of

the working shift from nine to eight hours. The present

low rate of production was inadequate to cope with the

problems which the future imposed on world economy, and

one of the chief matters of the near future was the

restoration of the East and of the North of France and

lielgium.

The chairman proceeded to say that, generally speaking,

the balance-sheet of world economy was very gloomy.

In former times the production was able to meet the con-

sumption, but the conditions were now reversed. Still,

it was impossible to refc to a period of high prosperity,

as the efficiency had abated as compared with former

times. If German industry wished to recover its leading

importance in the world's markets, it must be guided in the

direction of combination and simplification of working, and

for this purpose the A.E.G. had taken up the lamp business

with the Auer Co. and the Siemens & Halske Works. A
great need of capital had been manifested for the entire

(German industry owing to the depreciation of money ; the

A.E.G. had contracted a loan of 100,000,000 marks, and

hoped in this way to have sufficient liquid funds without

provisionally holding out the prospect of an increase in the

share capital.

Coming to consider the question of raw materials, the

chairman remarked that at the beginning of the year, lists

were prepared by private firms, and by the competent

authorities, showing the classes and quantities of raw

materials which would be urgently required by the industries

in the next few years. The (lovernment, howe\'er, had

given way to the pressure of wide circles, and permitted

free trading for many economic branches. In his opinion

the dumping of German goods abroad and the fall in the

value of the mark were due to this " dictatorship of free

trading," whilst the keeping open of the German frontiers

had also been injurious to German economy. It was

urgently necessary again to promote the technical efficiency

of German industry, and the speaker concluded that when

this level of efficiency had again been reached, other

countries would also perceive that the world's markets could

not manage without German industry and trade.
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THE PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN BY ELECTROLYSIS.

By l.ieut.-Col. T. A. ROSS, A.M.I.E.E., late R.A.F. and R.E.

Hydrogen and oxygen were employed in large and
ever-increasing quantities by the various Expedi-
tionary Forces during the course of the war, and
were obtained from various sources. The needs of
the B.E.F., in France, of course, overshadowed all

other demands.
Hydrogen was required for dirigible and observa-

tion balloons, for carrying propaganda literature bv

Army, combined with the effects of the enemy sub-
marine campaign, bold measures and rapid execution
had to be undertaken in the field to overcome pre-
sent and future difficulties.

After a survey of the situation it was decided that
the production of hydrogen and oxygen by the elec-
trolysis of water was possible in the field, and. taking
every disability into consideration, promised the least

Fig. II.—General View of the IElectbolytic Wobks.

means of free balloons, and for meteorological pur-
poses, whilst oxygen was required for treating
medical, particularly asphyxiating and other gas.
cases, for pilots of aeroplanes, and for workshop
needs. Both hydrogen and oxygen were employed
in other ways, which must, for the present, at any
rate, remain secret.

delay in erection of plant. It will be appreciated that
the case presented some features which are not, and
never will be, present in civil operation. There were
comparatively few existing data to go upon, the
workshops of the Allies were more than fully oc-
cupied already, and many considerations had to be
subordinated or dismissed in view of the need for

Fig. 2.

—

Intebiob of Gejjeeatixg Station.

With the processes of production, or the sources
of supply, of these gases up to the latter end of 1917.
this article is not concerned. It is sufficient to say
that the quantities delivered fell short of the demand
and that, with the programme ahead of the British

speed. Nor could the attentions of the enemy by
land or air be overlooked. In viewing, then, the
means adopted and hereafter described, these points
must receive consideration.
From many places in France and Eng^land suffi-
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cient, if not always suitable, plant was gatliered to-

gether in February, 1918, to form two widely sepa-

rated installations in France. The combined in-

stallations were estimated to be capable of producing
approximately 200,000 cubic feet of hydrogen and
100,000 cubic feet of oxygen each day of 20 working
hours. These figures did not represent the total

demand, but sufficient to secure the situation only.

Work on both sites was commenced early in Feb-
ruary, but most of the effort was, for the time being,

concentrated on the southern, and smaller, installa-

tion.

Work on buildings, foundations, railways, and
water supply was already well advanced when, on
March 21st, the German offensive was launched.
Prior to that date, bombing operations by the enemy
had been somewhat active, but not sufficient to lead

to any modifications in the plans.

With this great and progressive offensive, how-
ever, all went into the melting pot. Such plant as

could be removed was at once taken back to a place

of greater safety, though it may be said here that

the German wave never quite reached either site.

Eventually, the northern plant was handed over
to the Admiralty for erection in England for pur-
poses of its own. and a fresh site was selected for the

remaining plant, in France, .it

Rouen. This is the plant now
completed and described below,
the plant in England not having
been completed.
The site is on a slope of about

I ft. in 40 ft., and in the lay-out

regard was paid to the utilisation

of this feature as far as possible.

The plant may be considered as

consisting of three groups, the

first dealing with the production
of electric power, the second with
the conversion of water into

hydrogen and oxygen, and the

third with the storage, compress-
ing, and handling of these gases
when produced.

In principle the arrangement is

that all liquids and solids flow or

move by gravity^ down hill, and all

gases travel back uphill.

Power Group.—The general ar-

rangement is shown in fig. 4, and
fig. I gives a view of the plant.

Buildings.—A steel-frame build-

ing houses the power plant, and
was designed to be walled by sand-

splinters. It was also made long and narrow-
as to reduce the target offered.

HYDROGENa-o

Fic. 4.

—

Arrangement op Plant.

9 •©'
o o

Fjg. 3.

—

Main Switchboard.

baling between stanchions, aad to have concrete
traverses, for protecting the machines against flyiiii;

Fig. 5.—Distribution Stvitchboard.

Water Supply.—After examination of the geolo-
gical strata, it was decided to sink a bore-hole of
200 ft., and employ the air-lift system. This proved
entirely successful, as a continuous supply of 9,000
gallons per hour is available. The water is of verv
good quality.

Cooling Tower.—This tower is of the usual drip-
board, open-frame type, and was designed to deal
with 11,000 gallons of water per hour.
Fuel Oil Tanks.—The tanks are each of 6,500 gal-

lons capacity, and are set at such a level that the
oil-fuel, on arrival in railway tank-trucks, flows into
them by gravity. They are cross-connected, to en-
sure continuity of supply. From them the oil is

pumped into two ready-use tanks of 500 gallons
each, situated on platforms in the power-house.
Engines and Generators.—Two 500-550-B.H.P.

Diesel engines, by Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, drive
two 340-K\v. compound, interpole D.c. generators,
with their windings arranged for static balancing,
by Messrs. Crompton X: Co., Ltd. (see fig. 2). The
voltage is 480, and this is utilised on the ordinary 3-
wire system, the out-ot-balance load bein^ cared for
by two oil immersed static-balancers, by Johnson and
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Phillips. These balancer.-^ are connected to their

respective generators through slip-rings, the arma-
ture winding being tapped at three points, and the

interpolc and series field windings arc rcspectivels'

grouped with their positive and negative poles in

series. The field, apart from the ^hunt-\\inding.

provided for the Diesel engines, it being the

writer's previous experience that anti-aircraft gun-

ners in the neighbourhood of engines with noisy

exhausts invariably demand that they shall be shut

down during raids owing to the difiiculty of locating

aircraft bv sound under the circumstances. This

a, Plate ; h. Rubber joint : r. Bolts ; d, Flange ; e, Corragation

Fig. 6.

—

Details of the

tlius becomes divided bet\\een the positive and neu-

tral and negative and neutral.

In dealing with the engine auxiliary gear, all

starting-air receivers were interconnected and air-

piping duplicated where necessary, so as to minimise

the effects of possible damage by boinb-splinters.

/. Passage ; g. Glass; h. Separator -. ,;, Port ; A-, Feed ; I, Leads.

Electrolytic Cells

i-i particularly the case with multiple-engined aero-

planes, which more readily synchronise with local

noises. The writer had some interesting experiences

at the front in this connection. In fine moonlight
weather, when bombing' was active on both sides,

loss of production, consequent upon frequent shut-

-INTKRIOR OK BaTTERV IIODSE, •SHOWISO THE ElECTROLVSER.S.

A small auxiliarv air-compressor, driven by a 4
B.H.P. petrol engine, is provided to recharge a start-

ing cylinder in case of complete loss of air. This

proved very useful.

Specially large silencers, liuilt of soft bricks, were

downs, became a serious matter in the case of cer-

tain water-treatment plants in France.

Auxiliary Machinery.—Petrol sets of 18 kw. and 5

KW. provide power and lighting at no volts. Two
centrifugal pumps, submerged below the level of the
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cooling- tower reservoir, supply water for all pur-

poses, including an auxiliary circulating-water supplv

to the Diesel engines after the latter have been shut

Each cell consists of two dished cast-iron plates

(a) insulated from each other by a rubber joint and

held together by a number of insulated bolts. The

faces of these plates are finely corrugated. Placed

horizontallv across them, for their full width, and

held in place bv suitable ebonite distance-pieces, are

.-1 number of glass vanes (g). Referring to tig. 6k,

Fio. 9.—Tj\y out op Compressing Pl.^st.

it will l)e seen that these vanes are inclineil down-

ward, witli one edge resting against the corrugated

surface. Assuming that this cell is now tilled with

tlie electrolyte, and the plates are connected to a

source of current, the water in the electrolyte will

be resolved into its constituent gases, hydrogen and

oxygen. The whole system is submerged in the

electrolvte. i )xvgen bubbles will form on the posi-

FlG. ,S.—CORRUGA.TED PLATE WIT J GLASS VANES.

down. This is to minimise de-

position in water jackets.

An air compressor, motor-

driven, supplies air for the air-lilt

system, previously referred to,

and was also employed for tools

during the erection of the plant.

Szvhcli boards. — Two switch-

boards, seen in figs. 3 and 5, were

supplied by Messrs. Switchgear

and Cowans, Ltd. They present

no unusual features, and were

placed in annexes to the main

building, in order to make their

protection from bombs an easier

matter. The distribution board,

fig. 5, had also to be isolated from

the batterv house in order that

flashes might not fire any escaping

gases.
Gas-production Group. — The

electrolytic cells, of which there

are 2,600, are arranged in 5J

groups of 50 each, and four

groups each are connected '.n

series between positive and nega-

tive, with the mid-way point con-

nected to neutral, which, in turn,

is earthed. A general view of the

interior of the battery house is

seen in fig. 7. The electrolyte is

a solution of pure caustic soda dis-

solved in distilled water, of a

specific gravity of 30 deg. Beaume.
The action of these cells, whicli

were made on the " Systeme

(ieeraerd," can best be followed

by a reference to the diagram in

fig. 6. It will be noticed that this

system does away with the use of

a porous screen between the

oxygen and hydrogen compartments,

ably lowering the internal resistance.

I'll.. 1", -GAS-HOLDERS

Fui. 1 1,—(iAS COMPRESSIXO Pl.ANT.

thus consiiler- live plate and hydroger

bubbles on leaving their

(in

ilate

the negative. These

> are detlccied back by
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the ylass vanes, and their natural tendency to rise

is accommodated by the corrugations previously

referred to. They pass along these and find them-
selves in the respective chambers formed by the

rubber joint {b), whose lower edge is some inches

below the level of the top vane. These chambers
have each a port, opening into one of the two pas-

sages (/). It will be evident that numbers of these

cells may be bolted together, with insulated bolts, to

form a multiple system, the passages (/) thus becom-
ing automatically manifold pipes. Each plate (a) has

one face connected through its port (/) to one pas-

sage (/), and the other face connects in the same
manner to the remaining passage (f). It follows

that gases formed on these faces will find their way
only into the passages with which they are con-

nected. They then pass along them to separators.

seen on top of the cells (fig. 7).

There any entrained liquid is se-

parated and returned to the cells.

From them the gas flows to the

purifiers. These purifiers consist

essentially of a platinum wire coil,

surrounded by a mass of plati-

nised fibre, the whole being kept

at bright-red heat by a suitable

current. The gas, in its passage
through this mass, is relieved by
combustion of its impurities,

mostly oxygen or hydrogen in

each case. By this means its

purity can be raised if necessary,

above 99.7 per cent.

The make-up water is distilled,

in a still supplied with warm water

from the main engine jackets, and
about 750 gallons per day is

normally required. The caustic soda remains un-

affected! The guaranteed production ol the battery

was 84,000 cu. ft. of hydrogen and 42,000 cu. ft. of

oxygen per day of 20 hours. Working experience

shows a wide range of production, with the variable

factors of electrolyte temperature and current den-

sity. Normally efficiency grows with increment- of

current density, but there are several limiting factors.

Gas-handling Group.—Gas-holders.—The purified

gases flow by 4 in. mains to two single-lift gas-

holders, fig. 10, each of 20,000 cu. ft. capacity. As
the sub-soil consisted of coarse gravel, and the total

loading was not more than 1,500 lb. per sq. ft., the

water tanks were erected without the usual concrete

foundations. No trouble was experienced on this

score. Provision was made for turning the warm
circulating water from the main engines into these

tanks in freezing weather. They were erected at

some distance from, each other and from adjacent

buildings, as it w^as considered that the sudden dis-

placement of the atmosphere, following on a bomb
or shell explosion sufficiently close, might lead to

the involuntary release and ignition of the very light

and highly inflammable gas. This view was con-

firmed by subsequent experience elsewhere.

Compressors.—From the gas-holders, the gases

are led to the compressor-houses, fig. 11. The ar-

rangement of these is similar for each gas, the only

variation being in the number of compressors, of

which there are five in the hydrogen house and four

in the oxygen house. These compressors were made
by Brotherhood, and are capable of delivering 20

cu. ft. per hour at 2,500 lb. per sq. in. They have
four stages, driven from a single-throw crank, and
ere similar to those employed for compressing air

ioT torpedoes.

Each of these compressors is mounted on a bed-

plate with a 35-B.H.P., 4-cylinder petrol engine, and
is connected through a clutch and reduction gear.

This is, of course, not an ideal drive, but as pre-

viously referred to. everytliing had to be sacrificed

to speed of erection and the utilisation of existing

and available plant. The compressing of these at-

tenuated and inflammable gases presents some pro-

blems. \'alves, pistons, piston-rods, and packings

must all be of suitable materials and maintained in

a state of the utmost elficiency. This means frequent

overhauling. Matters are further complicated by the

necessity of preventing oxygen from coming into

contact with lubricating oils. A solution of pure

castile soap is recommended for lubrication of those

moving parts of the compressor which come into

contact with this gas. To facilitate overhauls the

layout shown in |jg. 9 was adopted. This permits

of a complete compressing unit being withdrawn
from service into the repair shop, and a fresh one
put into its place within 30 minutes, with the aid of

a 2-ton overhead traveller. To facilitate this all gas
and water connections to the unit have a rubber-

FlG. 12.—TrBE-CHABGING BENCHES AND TRACKWOBK.

hose insert fastened with clips. Petrol is piped from
a common tank, placed outside, to each set. The
circulating fans for the radiators w-ere placed as

shown to keep down temperature and dust in, and
exhaust any gases outward from, the engine room.
The method of silencing the engine exhausts was
the same as that employed for the main engines, for

the same reasons. The general arrangements en-

sured the absence of personnel and repair work from
the engine room under working conditions, only the
man in charge of the shift having reason to be there.

Charging Arrangements.-—The compressed gases
are conveyed in | in. bore. No. 8 gauge, hard-drawn
copper piping to the tube-charging benches. These
are seen in fig. 12, which also shows the system of

turntables and trackwork adopted to permit of con-
tinuous charging and handling of gas-tubes, on
special trucks capable of holding six tubes, each
averaging 260 lb. in weight.
The author has been responsible for the design and

erection of tliis plant, using only militarv labour.

Gattie Clearing-house Scheme. — The Departmental
Oommittee, presided over by Sir Fortescue Flannery, that
inquired into Mr. A. W. Gattie's proposal for a goods cleax-

ing house for London is unable to recommend its adoption.

The report issued on December 23rd states that even at

pre-war figui'es it might cost 300 million pounds if applied to

the whole country. At present-day costs the outlay would
be much greater, says the report, which is addressed to the

Minister of Transport, and the committee is of the opinion

that it cannot recommend such an expenditure of pubhc
money. This is only one of the many good reasons why the

scheme is disapproved by the committee of inquhy, which,

however, considers that the container system has undoubted

advantages. The necessity for an improvement in railway

terminal arrangements is recognised by the committee, which

hopes that benefits will be derived from the institution of a

Ministry of l^ansport.
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ENGINEERING ON BOARD SHIP.

In- the courae uf his presidential addiess bei'oie the Jukior
Institution ok ENCiiNEEUs, on " The Intluonce of the Wax on
Engineering." Sir £. H. Tennyson D'Eyncourt, K.C.B..
M.I.N.A., .said that there had never been any period during
which the work of engineers had been of equal importance
or been more indispensable tt-) _the coiiiinuuit\ than during
the great war, and it would be equally important during the
period of reconstruction, and the later period of increased
production which must follow, if the British Empire vvas to

'continue to prosper. They had learnt a groat many things
from the Wdj-, and were m a splendid position to take advan-
tage of those lessons, if they took care to utilise the know-
ledge so gained in the proper way. In the next few year.s

the engineers of this country would be called upon to play
a part whicli might be a deciding factor in the future pro-

sperity of the country.
In this connection there was a danger which they should

be especially upon their guard against, and that was that
with the tremendous shortage of all sorts of manuf:ictured
articles at houie, whether gi'eat or small, this great home de-

mand would keep then- own industries well occupied for a
considerable number of years; if they ^vere not careful to

foster their foreign trade they would lose the foreign market.
It was. therefore, doubly incumbent u(xm them to increase
production, so as to be able to meet as far as possible demands
from abroad, and in this manner to retain the foreign markets,
of which they -nould be in great need within a certain num-
ber of years.

.\11 who were concerned with industry, of whom the en-
gineers of this country were probably the most important
liody of all, must bend their minds to the task of producing
a. condition of stable equilibrium in labour. They should
all endeavour to exchange views with the actual workers m
the shops and try to arrive at a friendly understanding
between tho.se in authority and those who were working
under them. The young men should take great pains to

find out the point of view of the workmen and all concerned.
Only in this way. by friendly interchange of views and i

knowledge of what both .sides were thinking, would they
arrive at an understanding and make it clear that the pro-

sperity of all was intimately bound up together.

A few years before the war. Sir Ch.aiies Parsons had
tackled the problem of combining the desired high s:peed of

revolution of the turbine with the more efficient slow-running
propeller by means of mechanical gearing, and the geared
turbine design was adopted for destroyers, light cruisers,

patrol vessels, and battle cruisers in quick succession, with
most gratifying results. For some time past it had been the
recognised type of machinery for all classes of warships, and it

had proved itself to be suitable in all respects. Never, perhaps,
had such an important step in machinery development made
such rapid strides. In .some of fue destroyers they obtained
a propulsive coefficient—that was. the ratio of efficient to in-

dicated horse-power—as low as 40 per cent., whereas when
they adopted the geared turbines they obtained a propulsive
coefficient as high as 60 per cent. This meant that they could
obtain either a greater speed with the same power, or obtain
the speed which would formerly have taken a much greater
power with proportionately less power. This, therefore, gave
an immen.se military advantage to the design. This very
marked iiuprovement was to a somewhat less extent also

apparent in the larger ships.

So far as they knew, no enemy ship was fitted with mechani-
cally geaied turbines, but some of them had been fitted with
the Pottinger transfoitner. The loss of power in the Fottinger
gear was 8 or 9 per cent., whereas the loss in the Pansons
gear was only 1 or 2 per cent.

.'Vnother form of transmLssion which had come into pi'o-

minence was the electric transmission which had been adopted
by the United States Navy with considerable success, and
on a smaller scale in oar own Navy; It wa,s being considereil

witli much interest, as although it would appear to offer few
advantages and some decided disadvautages lor lull power
working (considering the success they had hud with mecham-
cal gearing), yet the advantages for low-pressure working
might (if substantiated) prove of considerable value and well

worthy of trial by ourselves, especially when it was borne
in mind that war.ships steamed for perhaps 80 per cent, of

their time at sea at a small fraction, say one-tenth, of their
full power, so that nine-tenths of their power might be re-

garded as re.serve to be used only in emergency. Economy at
such powers became of very high importance.

In the largest cla.ss of submarines, the K boats, to obtain
a surface speed of 34 knots they had to provide steam tur-

bines, as it was impossible to get the 10.000 H.r. necessary
with Diesel engines, which ha-d been adopted for the surface
drive in all previous submiirines. The boats were a great
success. It was interesting, in this connoerion, to point out
that besides the .steam turbines for full speed on the surfnre.
the K submarines had the electric drive under water, .ind

also a Diesel engine for u.se just before diving or just after
coming to the surface. The transmission from the Diesel
engine was through the electric motors, so that these vessels
had not onl> geni'ed turbines for the steam drive, bnt they
also had eleetricnl transmission with a Die^eT engine and nn
electric battery drive when under water, .ind were therefore

quite unique vessels in every way; they were .5 or 6 knots
I aster on the surface than any vessels the Germans produced.
Great economy had l)cen etfecteil by the use of oil fuel for

the Navy during the war. It had been pointed out that it

was a. most uneeouomical thing to bum oil fuel in a boiler

for tile purpose of steam raising, as very much greater economy
could bo achieved by burning oil fuel in iuteriial-combustion
engines. But, unfortunately, it had been found quite im-
l>ossible with lh<'ir present knowledge and exin'iience to design
mterual-combuslion engine^s burning heavy oils, which would
meet the requirements of power, space, and weight demanded
in naval ships. But the actual saving in labour by the use
of oil for the Navy as against coal resulted in freeing approxi-
mately l.jU.OtIO men. who would otherwise have been engaged
in dealing with the coal, from the time it was won at the
face in the pit to the time it was shovelled into the furnace.
Dining the war more than 400 vessels burning oil fuel only

in their boilers, and with an aggregate of some I'i iiiiOion H.r.,

were couipleled for 11. .M. Navy.
It was up to the engineers of this country to make such

improvements in internal-combustion engines as would enable
jaopelling machinery of high power and of weight comparable
to that of the present marine types of steam engines to be
adopted. This would effect an enormous reduction in the
aiiKjunt of fuel required for the '

.«iffi]i^ liorse-power. The
actual annual production of crude oil in the whole world
amounted to only some 75 to 80 million tons per .annum.
against 1,2:30 million tons of coal. If the 80 miUion tons of
oil w-as taken as the equivalent of 100 million tons of coal,

the amount of oil produced was still only one-twelfth that of
coal. It was evident, therefore, that oil should be used as
economically as possible.

.-Vdvance in auxiliary machinery was indicated by the recent
efforts to adapt rotary driving to the requirements, a note-
worthy example being the closed-feed system evolved by
Messi's. G. & J. Weir, from which most promising results

were expected, combined with a decided diminution in the
corrosion of boiler tubes.

In the construction of internal-combustion engines, it was
unfortunate that in nearly all cases they were manufactured
in this country under foreign licences, necessitating their

being always somewhat astern, but it was hoped that this

reproach would not long continue, as there must be abOity
in this country to avoid such deploi-able dependence upon the
foreigner in such an uii]iortant industry. It was a stigma
that ought to be. could be. and must be removed.
The problem of employing Diesel engines for high-powered

installations was n difficult one. requiring considerable thought
and investigation. The successful low-speed installations m
merchant ships only developed 400 to 700 H.r. per cylinder,
and the number of cylinders necessary for a large aggi-egate
power was so considerable as to make the arrangement ina.
.ship almost, if not quite, impracticable. Further, the weight
of such installations, being as much as 2-50 lb. per H.r. or
more, was quite prohibitive in any type of warship.
To develop their intellectual resources it was necessarv- tn

devote great attention first to education and -secondly to

research. X point he wi.shed specially to emphasise was that
in the education of young engineers the study of psychology
and human nature should not be overlooked. To obtain a good
I'esult it was absolutely necessary to understand one another
and tn work all together for the common good.

THE EDISWAN " POINTOLITE " LAMP.

The " PointoUte " lamp, which was first evolved in the

laboratories of the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.. in 191.5.

has undergone important developments during the jiast four
years, and several new features were demonstrated at the
meeting of the Illuminating Engineering Society on Novem-
ber ijth. The mterest nUarhing to this wholly British in-

vention, and the importance of the applications for which it

is suitable, have led us to bring it befoi'e our readers in its

latest forms, and we recently had the pleasure of investigating

the subject at the company's w-orks at Bonder's End, under
the guidance of Mr. P. Freedman. who is conducting the re-

seaxches and experiments in progress in tliis connection at

the Ediswan Laboriitory.
'

I-"or the beueht of those Who 'are not' acquainted with thft
" I'ointolite " lamp, we must explain that it is an arc lamp
with one or two tungsten electrodes, the arc burning in a
partial vacuum within a glass bulb similar to that of an in-

candescent-filament lamp. The lamp in the smaller sizes has
three terminals, and is hold in a special tyfie of bayonet
holder, which ensures its being inserted in the correct posi-

tion. To strike the arc. the ionising power hf a heatefl body
is utihsed ; by means of a push-button switch the circuit

through the ioniser is first closed, and when the ioniser at-

tains the temperature at which it comes into operation, the
push-^switch is re!ea?ed. and the current leaps across the gap
between tlie positive electrode—a spherical globule of tunp
sten—and the ioniser. Praeticnlly the whole of tie light is

emitted frnm th(* globule of tungsten, which hecoines bril-

liantly incandescent; the light is neailv pure white in eolonr.

E
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and as the globule is (in the 100-c.r. lamp) only about 2 mm.
in diameter, it is practically a point source (hence the name)
admirably suited lor optical projection. Pig. 1 is a diagram
of tho connections, and fig. i a view of the 100-c.p. lamp,
which has been on the market since 1915.

In order to adjust the length of the arc and to avoid undue
weai' on one part of the ioniser, the tungsten electrode is

mounted on a thermal expansion device which moves the
globule along the ioniser. Owing to the characteristics of
the arc, a ballast resistance is necessary, as shown in fig. 1.

The bulb is filled with inei't gas at a pressure of about 5 in.

of mercury. In the earlier lamps the ioniser took the form

p s. Push-button Switch.
Fig. 1.—Diagmm of Connections (3-electrode Lamp).

of a thick filament composed of tungsten and refractory
metallic oxides supported by two stout wires, and trouble
arose owing to the tendency of this filament, when repeatedly
switched on and off, to buckle and disturb the conditions.
An important improvement was made by substituting a tung-
sten wire filament, wound into a small spiral at one end,
with the ionising tube slipped over the straight portion, as
in fig. 2. The ioniser is heated by the filament, the arc is

sti-uck on the spiral, and the tungsten electrode then moves
away from the spiral to a position opposite the ioniser. The
elasticity of this ariangement has completely removed the
trouble, and greatly increased the life of the lamp, which is

from 500 to 1,000 hour.';. This improvement, develoi>ed in
1916 and 1917, put the lamp on a satisfactory conmiercial
basis. The next step was to develop a lamp of higher candle-
power, and this was rendered possible by the new ioniser,
together with the use of a larger tungsten globule. The
latter w-as essential, as the parts must be in proper propor-
tion; difficulties were met with, but were successfully over-
<-ome, and now globules of pure tungsten can be made of
any size desired. In fact, the large globule is regarded as the
secret of success in producing the high-candle-power lamp.
.Another departure was the use of two tungsten electrodes for
the arc, and all the larger lamps are constructed on this
principle; the arc is struck between the ioniser and a small
globule, and then a new arc is struck between the latter and
a larger globule, which is then the positive electi'ode—the
smaller globule being first positive to the ioniser but finally
the negative electrode. The three-electrode lamps having

Fig. 2.—PoLNTOLrrE
100-c.p. Lamp.

Fig. 3.

—

Diagram of Connections
(3-ELECTRODE LaMP).

four terminals, it was necessai-y to substitute an Edison ecrew
holder for the bayonet type, to make room for the four con-
centric contacts. The arc between the two electrodes is made
]X)s?ible by the double ionising action which takes place

—

that due to the emission of electrons from the hot negative
electrode, and that due to the atomic collisions in the gas.
The first 500-c,p. lamps had positive electrodes of thin

tungsten plate, which were quickly perforated; the develop-
rnent of a method of making largp thick plates overcame this
difficulty.

_
The plate is square in shape, but the negative

electrode is a large sphericaJ globule.
The -SOO-c.p. lamp was introduced in 1916 and 1917. Fur-

ther experimental work was carried on in 1918. leadins to
the production of a lamp of l.OOfJ c.p. in 1019, working on
the same lines as the 500-c.p. lamp.
The life of the lamp is limited by the fulluwiug factors:

the derangement of the ioniser; the gradual curvature of the
plate electrode; the flattening of the globule; and -ihe

blackening of the bulb. The first of these has been mastered,
though in the case of the 100-c.r. lamp the deposit of tung-
sten on the ioniser and the corresponding wastage of the
globule have to be reckoned with. The second and third
cannot be altogether obviated, but the fourth has been reme-
died by an ingenious invention of Mr. Freedman's—a glass
cup of a particular .shape and size, which is welded to the
inside of the bulb over the arc, the lamp being fixed bulb
upiwriuost. The connection cmrent of hot gases from the
arc rises into the centre of the cup and descends down the
sides of it, forming a deposit on the wall of the cup but
leaving the glass of the bulb perfectly clean in the case of
the large lamps, and nearly as clean in the 100-c.p. lamp.
This device doubles the useful life of the lamp, which in the
case of the 500-c.p. lamp averages over 500 hours. It also
checks the volatilisation of the electrodes by keeping them sur-
rounded by an atmosphere saturated with tungsten vapour.
Not only has 1.000 c.p. been successfully attained; a lamp

of no less than 4.000 c.p. is now being developed, with a view
to its substitution for the carbon arc in bioscope projectors,
a most important application. A fixed-focus lamp has
been produced during the past year, in which the positive
electrode is hemispherical in shape, with the convex side
opposed to the ioni.ser; the electrode in this case remains
stationary. The flat side presents a perfectly unifonn disk

Fig. 4.—Pointomte
SOO-c.p. Lamp.

Fig. 5.—Fixed-focus La.mp.

of light, and is 1 cm. in diameter. This lamp has been
found extremely u.seful at the National Physical Laboratory
as a pyrometric standard, the pyrometer being focused on the
disk. The temperatm'e of the latter can be varied, by ad-
justmg the current, from a dull red to brilliant incandescence.
and thus, once the lamp has been calibrated, the readings on
an ammeter give a perfect measure of the temperature.
The minimum practicable vtJtage across the arc itself is

45 volts, and the " Pointolite " can be worked off nay D.c.

cu'cuit above 50 volts; but lower voltages have been rendered
possible by a recent improvement, bringing the minimum arc
voltage down to 15 volts, .so that a portable 100-c.p. set can
be made, working with a 30-volt storage battery.
The lamp alone (without the external resistance) consumes

0.65 watt per candle m the case of the 100-c.p. lamp; 0.5
w./cp. at 500 c.p.,- and 0.42 w./c.p. at 1,000 c.p. The last-

named lamp takes 7 amperes for starting up, 3 amperes for
the first arc, and S amperes when fully in operation.
The candle-power of the " Pointolite " depends on the

nature and pressure of the gas in the bulb, the length of the
arc, and the size of the electrodes; it follows a law nf the form
(for 100 c.p.) c.p. =k (i-c) ; where i is the current m
amperes, c is a constant (about 0.2 amp.), j(=1.8, and k is a
constant.

It .should be observed that the caudle-jiower mentioned,
being approximately the same in all directions, is practically
the mean spherical c.p. The intrinsic brilliancy of the elec-
trode is about 16.(J00 c.r. per sq. in. in the 500-c.p. lamp, and
12,000 in the 100-c.p. lamp, but the latter can be run up to
60.000 c.p. per sq. in., when the globule is practically molten.
The bulb of the 1,000-c.p. lamp is 6 in. in diameter. An

important feature of the " Poiutohte " is that it can be used
in a deep parabolic reflector, utihsing an enonnous proportion
of its flux of light, to produce a parallel beam. Used for
projection in the ordinary way. the licht utOised is only that
which falls on the condenser of the projector, but by placing
the arc at the focus of an elUpsoidal reflector, and masking
the direct rays, a converging beam can be obtained without
using a condenser. During the war the 100-c.p. fixed-focus
lamp was largely used with a parabohc reflector for signal-
ling puipose?. Wf have already mentioned the application of
the " Pointolite " to the biost_-ope and other projectors; it

is also .-suitable for microscopy, surgei-y, galvanometers and
oscillographs, the shadow-projection of gauges, photography,
colour-matching, and theatrical pm-poses.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Ltttsrt received by us after 5 P.M. ON TCTESDAY cannot appear until

tke fnllttwing week. Correspondentg sliould/vrward their commiini-

cations at the earlient possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer^s Tiame and address in inir vossessioiu

Appointments in India and Burma.

I have read with interest the var-ious letters on the above
subject, and the letter signed " G. Y. M." represents my
views.
To it, however, might be added, that, as it will take "Al

years or more of careful living to make one's independence
one should not go out to the iiast much older than oU years
iu the first instance.

Some of your readers may have heard of " The Call of

the East "; I can assure them it is a real one. I am at

present in England, and shall be glad to find myself shortly
m the East again; as Kipliug says: " Ship me somewheres
east of Suez."
The life of the East is a much more luxm'ious one than

that of the West. A large house, a number of servants, and
a table equal to that of the best London hotels, are what one
usually gets after a few years out there.

The social life is also very attractive, and on a higher
plane than many electrical engineers can aspire to in England.
The general opinion prevalent in England of the ill-eliects

of the heat is a very exaggerated one. and with plenty of

cha«ges of clothing, electric fans in oflice and home, and
the easier time one usually obtains at business, there is no
valid J'casoii why with occasional visits to a hill station, one
should not keep a.s lit. if not titter, than one keeps in England.

It IS, however, quite a good thing to come to England for,

say, six months in every three years. It not only tones one
up somewhat, but it forces one to appreciate the many ad-
vantages of living in the East, which one would perhaps
otherwise not do to the extent that the circumstances merit.

England,
December -l-liid, 1919.

Gvmkhana.

The Fuel of the Future.

1 do not profess to be an expert on the above subject; by
that I mean that I cannot trot out data with such fluency as
Mr. Klemens displays. I am not a " gas man," but have
been engaged for a number of years in experimenting with
a view to retrieving some of that 80 per cent, waste heat
you mention in your article on fuel economy.

Instead of attempting to prove that you obtain more
B.TH.D.'s by obtaiumg only 20 per cent, effective energy from
each jjound of coal than the gasworks is capable of, why does
not Mr. Klemens approach the question from a broad-minded
ixiint of view?
In his article on "The Fuel of the Future" he entnely

leaves out, excepting coke and tar, the valuable by-products
obtained from coal. We have to consider the question from
an econonn'c basis; thus, is it more efficient to the connnunity
to bm'n coal as we now do in producing olecti-icity, or t<i pass
it first thi'ough a sieve, as it were, as is done in a. gasworks,
extract its by-products, and with the remaining gas generate
ypur electricity? Let us have a discussion on these lines,

for I am convinced where one gas exponent is, figuratively,
trying to tear out the eyes of an equally {>erfervid electrical

expert, progress will always lie very slov\-, and fipuren merely
ci-asintis. Only liy an exchange of ideas can \vc eat into that
deplorable figure—80 per cent.

Economy.

.4 Scandalous Waste of Coal.

Travelling from Canterbury by the S.E. & C. Railway on
Wednesday night, the 10th inst., I saw a primitive method
of ijurning coal, which would have been a discredit to the
ancient Britons had they used coal. To keep the stand-pipes
(for supplying the locomotives with watei-) from freezing,
one. and sometimes two, braziers were in use. Each meas-
ured about 15 in. wide, 15 in. deep, by 2 ft. long, and each
had a large coal fire in it weighing perhaps 1 cwt. The he^it
from these was chiefly warming the air of Kent, but at times
the wind carried a small fraction of it towards the stand-pipes,
and some reached them by radiation. It the stand-pijjes were
encased with sheet iron, leaving a 2-iu. sp.ice all round, closed
at the bottom, with a suitable outlet at the top. and the flue
from a small slow combustion stove weie connected to the
lower end of this casing, probably one-fifth the quantity of
<nal would more effectively prevent the freezing. The amount
of coal burnt by these large braziers throughout Great Britain
during a windy, frosty 24 hours can be imagined.

Alfred S. E. Ackermann,
B.Sc. fEng). M.rons H . A.M.TC.E,

I.oudou, S W.
December UUli, 1919.

[Electric railways do not require stand-piiies.

—

Eds. Elec.
Rev.]

Merchant Ships as Generating Stations.

The determining factors in ship design are tonnage (or
carrying capacity) and speed, only .•,ulhcient power being
provided to propel the ship at a pre-determined speed at the
least cost i>er ton-mile. Ships with large carrymg cai)iicity
and great bulk have often only moderately iwwerful engine
units. Thus a ship of j,U(JU tons would have engines mdicating
about l,5tXJ I.H.F., and would probably cost anything between
i'lOO.OOO and ±'12(.i,00ti. accordmg to age and general con-
dition, and would be capable of an output of 1,000 kw. (ap-
proximate). Thus the capital sunk for such an output would
be out of all reason, especially as the gi'eater part of the
vessel would have no earning capacity. Again, marine en-
gines would be unsuiled for the generation of electricity,
being very heavily built and of slow speed, the latter neces-
sitating the use of a multipolar alternator of large dimension.s
half the diameter of which would most likely be too great
for the space between the hne of shafting and .ship's bottom.
Marine boilers are designed for hand tiring and the fitting
of mechanical stoking gear would pyo\e rather a costly
matter. Engines are also unsuited for use with superheated
steam and are ungoverned. One can hardly understand a
person considering such a scheme seriously. Such a vessel
moored in a dock or harbour would be liable for dock or
harbour fees. Coaling would be costly, and all ashes would
have to be transported outside the dock area for disposal.
I'here would also be liability to damage from other shipping
and the consequent interruption of supply. Of course, a
smaller and higher powered vessel could be obtained, such
as an old turbine-driven destroyer or torpedo boat, where
the i.H.p. pev cu. ft. of capacity of hull would be greater.
However, even in this class of craft the machmery would be
un.>^uited for the generation of electricity, as the turbines
(unless of geared type) would be less efficient than those
of the higher speed type as used in generating stations ashore.
By far the better plan, where it was essential to have the
generating unit afloat, would be to have the engines erected
in a barge after the style of the floating station recently
offered for sale by H.M. Government, which consisted of two
turbine-driven alternators and u.c. generators, together with
boilers and necessary auxiharies. in fact, a complete floating
generating unit. High-speed turbines could then be used,
keeping the space per kilowatt generated down to a minimum
and the efficiency could be made to compare favourably with
an\ generating station a.shore nf the same capacity.

I.. P. Morinan.
Cardiff.

Deccmhrr 19fh. 1913.

Combined Lighting and Ignition Set.

I have to thank you for inserting my letter of the .5th inst.,

and for the ample apology to The Rotax Motor .'Accessories

Co.. Ltd.. contained in your footnote.
With regard to the letter from Messrs. C. A. Vandervell

and Co., Ltd.. in your issue of the 19th inst.. the ignition
dynamo made by The Rotax Motor Accessories Co..
Ltd., is e.ssentiaily different from that described in the 1910
patent mentioned. I have taken the advice given and searched
the patent file.«. Init lieyond noting that our "rival" is pro
lific in compOing a certain type of combination patent, I have
found nothing helpful. I am glad to .see that the type de-
scribed has been abandoned in favour of the type made by
Messrs. Rotax.
With regard to the kind offer of infoiTuation. I am always

glad to acquire knowledge, and any information given me
will be gratefully received—and acknowledged.

For flic Rotax Motor Accessories Co., Ltd..

H. F. P.ARrsH.
London. N.W.
DcrcmhcT lind. 1919.

The Lay-out of Switchgfar.—Mr. ^^. .T. Webber asks us
to point out that his name has been incorrectly quoted by
our correspondents as " .\. J. Weblier."

Representation of British Firms in Norway.—We learn

that there is a strong feeling in Norway in favour of dealinir with
ajrents resident in Norway in preference to agents resident in one
of the neighliourinrr countries. The Norweeian Chamber of Com-
merce. London, Inc. (Kintrsway Chambers, W.C. 2\ has been asked
to brinp the matter to the attention of British manufacturers and
exixirters. It has sent us a copy of a circular issued in Enjilish by
the various .Vgcnts' Associations in Norway, on " The Seourinsr of

Sole .\srencies in Norway to Xorwesjians." the vicw.s expresseil in

which are endorsed by important trade a-ssociations. Obviously
the interests of manufacturers and exporters .sliould be better served
by an airent in the importing country than by one whose head-
quarters are in an ;uliaci'nt country. It i.-i reatonable to assume
that the former is iiatnially better ;ieqiminteil with the reiiuin -

nionts luid tastes of his country, and with the purohasera them
selves. Furthermore, he is more likely to have an establishe<i

organisation properly covering his district, and will reffularly work
his ground.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

The " Electrical Review " Index.—As it is still

neoeasary to effect every possible eeouomy in paper oonBumption,
the index to Vol. 8.) of the Electrical Rkview, which will

shoxtly be printed, will be supplieii only to those who, through the

post, specially apply for it. To such it will be .supplied for 3d.,

post free. Any reader or advertiser at home or abroad who
requires a copy for bindinjf, or for other purposes, is asked to

make early application therefor, to the publisher, Electrical
Review, 4, Ludtrate Hill, K.C. -1.

Mining Safety Lamps.—The London dazetie for

November 23rd publishes an order made by the Secretary of State,

Home Department, approving of a number of types of safety lamps,

including.' the " Ceair " electric safety lamp bull's-eye type (for

officials, or in case of emerjrency only).

Census of Production, 1921.—The Board of Trade has

issued an order determining that a Census of Production shall be

taken in the year 1921, limited to certain trades, including- the

following ;
—

Coal and ironstone mines under the Coal Mines Regulation Acts.
Coke works at col'ieries.

Iron mines under the Metalliferous Mines Regulations Act, and iron

quai-ries.

Iron and steel trades (smelting, rolling, and founding).
Engineering trades (including electrical engineering).
Shipbuilding and marine engineering trades.

Cycle and motor trades.
Rai.way carriage and wagon trades.

Copper, brass, lead, tin, zinc, and other metal trades (except the gold and
silver refining trade.)
Chemicals, coal tar products, and dnigs trades.
Building and contracting trades.

Brick and fireclay trades.

China and earth(.-n\vare tradej,.

Gas undertakings.
Electricity undertakings.

New Belgian Electrical Company.—La Socicjte des

Cableries et Trefileries Liegeoises is the name of a new company
which has lately been formed at Renory-Angleur, near Liege, with
a capital of 1,200,000 fr. (nominally £48,000), to manufacture
cables and wire.

New French Electrical Company.—A new ccmpany has
lately been formed in Lyons, with a capital of £40,000 and the title

La Socicte Nationale d'Entreprises Electriques.

Bradford Corporation Contract for Car Motors Cancelled.
—The Bradford Corporation placed an order with Messrs. Brown,
Boveri i: Co., Ltd., in 1915, for the supply of 200 car motors, which
the contractors subsequently were unable to fulfil on account of

conditions arising out of the war. It has now been mutually
agreed, as the result of friendly discussion between the parties,

that as the conti actors cannot guarantee delivery of the motors by
next summer, the work shall not be proceeded with. The Tram-
ways Committee has accordingly passed a resolution recommending
that the contract in question shall be cancelled by the mutual
consent of the parties.

A Birmingham Celebration.— At the Queen's Hotel,
Birmingham, on December 19th, Messrs. J. H. Tucker & Co., Ltd.,

manufacturers of tumbler switches, accessories, and switchgear.
entertained their chiefs of departments and outside representatives

to dinner. It was the first function of the kind given by the firm
since the war, and was really a celebration of the completion of a
wonderful record of war work and of the resumption of peace
activities on a scale which already eclipses its prewar activities.

The function provided a pleasing manifestation of the good
relations prevailing between Messrs. Tucker and their staff.

Members of the staff present included the following :—Me-srs.
H. E. Bateman (production manager"), W. J. Line (chief of
technical department), J. J. Evans (cashier), G. T. Baker and E. J.

Brothers (London representatives), G. E. Gibson (South-Coast
representative), S. G. Smith (Scottish representative), and G. L.
Thorburn (New Zealand representative). Mr. W. Y. Smith
(superintendent of Assembly) was absent owing to illness. The
following were among the gueits :—LordTorphichen, late Director
of Fuse Production, Ministry of Munitions ; Mr. F. R. Wade, late
Inspection Department, Woolwich Arsenal ; Mr. N. B. Kosher,
Inspector Munitions Areas, Ministry of Munitions ; Mr. B. D.
Summerfield, Inspector Munitions Areas, Ministry of Munitions;
Mr. H. Evans, Ministry of Munitions ; Mr. J. R. Baxter (Baxter
and Impey), past president. Electrical Contractors' Association

;

Mr. H.E. Walker (Walker Bros.) chairman (Midland Section), Elec-
trical Contractors' Association

; Mr. E. A. Reynolds (Reynolds and
Brad well), honorary secretary. Electric U Contractors' Association.
Mr. J. B. Tucker, joint managing director, presided, and he was
supported by Mr. T. R. Martin, his energetic colleague in the
managing directorship : Mr. C. F. J. Tranter, director ; and Mr.
J. Tui,k;r, the father of the founder, and the Grand Old Man of
the firm. During the evening, Mr. Tucker proposed, and Mr.
Tranter seconded, the toast of '' The Visitors," which was
responded to by Lord Torphichen and Mr. Walker. Mr. Wade
and Mr. Rosher proposed and seconded respectively, "The
Electrical Industry," and Mr. Baxter replied. " The Firm " wa«
given by Mr. Bateman, seconded by Mr. Baker, and supported by
Mr. Smith, Mr, Martin responded. Finally, the health of the
chairman. Mr. Martin, and Mr. Tranter, were proposed by Mr,
W^de and Mr. Evans, and responded to by all three. In the
course of the speeches it was mentioned that during the war

Messrs. Tucker manufactured for the Government two million
articles of various special kinds for war purposes. This was in

addition to the production, as far as circumstances permitted, of
their normal products. When the question of the supply of high-
explosive fuses became acute, Messrs. Tucker were amongst the
earliest invited to make them, and those in .authority testified to

the excellence of their workmanship and finish. In the references
that were made to the future of the industry, stress was laid u]>on

the development that could be looked forward to when the pro-
duction of power was centralised ; the speakers emphasised the
severity of foreign competition. Germany, it was pointed out,

would rehabilitate herself. She could at this moment produce
electrical goods at a price at which we could not even buy the raw
material. American and .lapanese competition added to tho
difficulties of the position. One or two speakers advocated Pro-
tection as the only possible solution of the problem, with
preferential treatment for the Colonies. Despite these warnings,
however, there was a ring of confidence in the speeches, suggesting
that the resource, initiative, and energy of the firm would enable
it to surmount all difficulties.

On the previous evening. Messrs. Tucker gave a Christmas
social and welcome home to demobilised employing. Some 70 of
the staff were in the Army, and seven made the supreme sacrifice.

The social was held in the works canteen, which was divided into
two sections—one for a whist drive and the other for a dance. In
addition, a musical entertainment was given. The artists were
all employes of the company. Mr. J. B. Tucker occupied the chair,
and Mrs. Tucker distributed the whist and dancing prizes, as well
afl those won in the recent air-gun competition. A vole of thanks
was passed by the ."lOO members of the staff and works present to
Mr. and Mrs. .T. B. Tucker for their presence.

Plant for Disposal;—Leeds Corporation Tramways and
Highways Committee invites offers for about 1.50 tons of worn-out
tramway rails, a quantity of scrap manganese tramway points and
crossings, one hand crane on truck, and three second-hand smith's
bellows. For fnll particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

The Moulders' Strike.—It was stated on Tuesday that
new efforts were being made to bring about a settlement of the
above dispute, which has now lasted for three months, and is most
seriously hampering various branches of the engineering and allied

trades, 100,000 employes in which have been thrown out of work,
in addition to the moulders themselves. The .assistance of the
Prime Minister was being invoked, and the Minister of Labour was
returning hurriedly from Scotland.

Railway Rates Advance.

—

The Ministry of Transport has
publicly announced the alterations of rates for goods traffic on the
railways, which take effect as from January 15t,h, 1920. The
advances vary from 26 per cent, in the case of coal, coke, and
patent fuel, to 100 percent, for small parcels conveyed by mer-
chandise train. The provision of trucks for traders advances by
50 per cent., with a minimum charge of 9d. per ton. A new
schedule of charges is issued for the detention of wagons and
sheets.

Engineering Profit-Sharing Scheme.— 77/? Timp.s states

that a profit sharing scheme has been set in operation by Messrs.
Geort.e Rich.\rds & Co., Ltd., machine tool makers, Broadheath,
Altrincham. by which the whole of the 1.000 employes are practi-

cally admitted into co-partnership and given an equal share in the
profits of the concern. The scheme, after making provision out of

the profits for a deduction of 1\ per cent, on the present day valua-
tion of the firm's business, allocates the profits on the ,vear between
the shareholders and the workpeople, and it is anticipated that the
addition to the earnings of the latter will not be less than 50 per
cent. Employes may invest the bonus in shares, upon which the
directors guarantee a payment of 7^ per cent.

Rising Prices of Electrical Plant.—An illustration of

the difficulty of giving a correct estimate owing to the rapid rise in

the price of materials. &c., is afforded in the case of Falkirk.

Recently Mr. W. W. Lackie, of the Glasgow Corporation Elec-

tricity Department, reported regarding the proposal of Falkirk

burgh to obtain further borrowing powers to the extent of £30,000
for new plant. To the last meeting of the Town Council, Mr.
Lackie wrote intimating that in his statement showing the

estimated additional capital expenditure, he said that a 1.600-KW.

alternator set complete, would cost £.5 per KW., or £7,500. He
had just seen an approximate quotation for a 1,500-KW. set, and
the price was given as £14.000, If it was not too late, he
suggested that the Council add £7,000 to the £29,872 mentioned in

his statement.

Meters for Holland.— T^f Times, contained tlie following

advertisement on Tuesday last :

—
" Quotations wanted for electrical

meters for export to Holland in large quantities ; complete descrip-

tions, illustrations, prices, and delivery dates requested by the

Technical Commercial Office, Joh. Visset, Beeklaan, 470, The Hague.
Holland.

The Price of Coal In France.

—

The Paris correspondent

of the Times stated on December 29th, that the coal situation was
very bad. " One cannot expect to purchase a cargo of coal at

much less than 430 fr. a ton (over £12 a ton at 35), which is, of

course, a ruinous price for industry to have to pay."
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Christmas Entertainments, &c.—The St. Helens Cable
aud Rubber Co , Ltd., Warrington, and some of their employ^, last

week entertained to dinner the near relatives of employua of the
firm who were killed in the war. The children were provided
with an illuminated Christmas tree with presents of toys.

Both the Tramways Committee and their employes at Oldham
were agreed that no cars should be run on Christmas Day, and
instead the men held a social fratherinsj at which they welcomed
home their colleagues who had been on war service. The men had
themselves raised £ lun, and the Committee gave an additional £75.
A memorial tablet at the Mumps Depnt to fallen tramwaymen was
unveiled in the morning by Councillor Cheetham, chairman of the
Committee, who was accompanied by the Mayor and Mayoress, and
afterwards some i'>0 of the men attended a memorial service at

St. Mary's Church. The social gathering took place in the after-

noon, and the children present received gifts.

On Christmas Eve at the Sterling Works, Dagenham, Mr. Guy
Burney. managing director of the Sterling Telephone 4: Electric

Co., Ltd.. on behalf of himself and the company, presented the
members of the Sterling Ladies' Football Team with medals in

commemoration of their achievement in going through 1917-1918,
1918-1919 undefeated, during which period they assisted to raise

some £800 for charitable objects. The men's team wound up the
half-seison by qualifying for the final of the Barking Hospital
Cup, defeating N U R. by 12 goals to nil. They have reached the
divisional semi-tinal of the London Junior Cup.
Messrs. CHAMBESLArx A; Hookham, Ltd.. Solar Works. Bir-

mingham, held a staff ball on the evening of Friday, December
19th. at the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham. Some 130 membersof
the staff and their friends were present, many of the former having
only recently returned from the lighting services. The music for

a varied programme of dances was rendered by Miss Coxen'a
orchestra. The evening was in every way a pronounced success.

Mr. W. S. Sprague. the managing director of the company, acted in

the capacity of M.C.

Calendars, &c.—Messr.s. Mawdsley's, Ltd.. of Zone
Works, Dursley. Glos.. have sent us a wall calendar with monthly
slips for 1920. " Gladys " is obviously a favourite, for all that we
sa'd about her last week is confirmed by her adoption for a year by
this firm also.

Greeting cards have been received from the Sterlfng Tele-
PBONE AND Electric Co., Ltd., and the Automatic Telephone
Manufacturino Co.. Ltd.
From the Keighlev Gas and Oil Engine Co., Ltd., of

Keighley. we have received a wall calendar for 1920, which consists

of a block of boldly printed date slips upon a stout card base in the

form of one of their Imperial engines.

The White Electrical Instrumfnt Co., Ltd., of 2 to G,

Gloucester Street. Clerkenwell. E.C. 1. have sent us a vest pocket
court-plaster case, with calendar for 1920 printed thereon.

A small calendar,with monthly slips.has been received from ME.SSRS.

H. WOOAN & Co . of 71, Stockport Road, Ardwick, Manchester.
Messrs. E. P. Allah & Co., of 107-109, Gray's Inn Road,

W.C. 1. have issued a desk-standing calendar, with monthly slips

in red and gilt framework which will brighten all around for

1920 ; calendar for the entire year pasted on the back.

Mr. 'W. H. Sugden'. of Wakering Road, Barking, Essex, has

also prepared a desk calendar, with monthly date-cards.

From Messrs. Ale.xander Hawkins i Sons, of 125-128,

London Road, South wark. S.C. 1. there has come to hand a wall
calendar, with monthly slips below a poultry picture entitled
' Queueriosity."

Messrs. J. H. Woolliscroft & Co , of New Quay, Liverpool,

have prepared a calendar, with daily slips, with figuring in red,

mounted on a stout card base.

Messrs. Pirelli. 144, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G..

have again issued one of their very serviceable wall calendars for

the new year. A block of date and engagement slips, printed

boldly in red. is mounted on a strong metal base. The design

appearing above the block shows an aeroplane holding a Pirelli

tire over a bird's-eye view of the company's works.

Trade Annonncements.—Messrs. Fitt Bros. & Davies.
Ltd., of Swansea and Cardiff, have added to their mechanical
engineering works an electrical engineering department, which
will be devoted to general works and colliery electrical repairs and
supplies. The management of the branch will be in the hands of

Mr. B. T. Davies as works manager. The head ofiice will be at

17. Wind Street, Swansea.
Mr. F. C, Edwards has commenced business as an electrical

engineer at High Street, Tenterden (Kent).

The Canadian National Carbon Co., Ltd., and the National
Carbon Co., Inc.. have had their commandeered premises returned
to them by the Government, and they are now back at Imperial
House, 15-19, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

Mr. H. B. Arnold has resigned his position with the "'Z"
Lamp Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., and is commencing business on hig

own account for the supply of electrical accessories, ice. He
desires to receive lists of a.c. and D.c. motors, switohgear, fittings,

kc. at 135, Kingsway, Ponders End, Middlesex.

Mr, B. E. Crow (late London representative of the Sterling

Telephone and Electric Co.. Ltd.), and Mr. R. 0. Toogood (late

assistant manager of the Electrical Supplies Co.), have resigned
their positions with these companies and commenced business on
their own account as wholesale electrical suppliers, at 15, Wardour
Mews, D' >rblay Street, Wardour Street. London, W. 1.

The British and Allied Electrical Agencv. Ltd., has
removed to larger offices and showrooms at Ely House, 13, Charter-
house StrMt, London, E.C. 1.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.— E. Bohm, electric lamp
manufacturer, 5, Boxworth Grove, Barnsbnry, London.—Appli-
cation for debtor's discharge, to be heard at Carey Street, W.C,
on January 21st.

A Municipal Electrical Loan.—We observe that the
Ayle,5bury Municipal Council is inviting, through advertisement in
the financial Pre.s3, tenders for loans amounting to £80.000, in
sums not less than £5,000, for a period of 19 years, for the
electricity undertaking.

Book Notices.—It is announced in the December
number of the Jiidu>itrial League and Council Journal, which
completes its first volume, that commencing with January, 1920,
the publication will appear monthly. The present number
contains a report of the annual meeting of the Council and of
other meetings held in October, including that at which Mr.
Benn delivered an address on " .Should Wages be Lowered .' "

;

also of one held at the Guildhall in November, when Sir Auckland
Geddes spoke on the " Industrial Outlook." There are some
interesting notes on the " Apprentice Problem," setting forth the
views collected before the war from educational, industrial. Trade
Union and commercial organisations, and other authorities.

'' Jintrnul of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. " Vol. LVIII,
No. 286. December, 1919. London : E. i: F. N. Spon, Ltd.
Price 10s. 6d,—This issue contains the inaugural address by the
President (Mr. R. T. Smith), and the Chairman's addresses at the
following Centres :—North-Eastern (Mr. W. Cross). Irish (Mr. R,
Tanham). Western (Mr, A, Ellis). North Midland (.Mr. W. M.
Selveyl, Scottish (Mr. W. B. Hird). North-Westeni (Mr. J. A.
Robertson), South Midland (Dr. C. C. Garrard), and a paper on
" The Calculation of Tooth Reluctance : A Suggested Improvement
on Hird's Method." by Mr. S. Neville.

" The M. & C. Apprentices' Magazine." Vol. 3, No. 12. Pp. 259
+ xvii.—This is the Christmas number of the very able quarterly
magazine published at the works of Messrs. Mavor k Coulson, Ltd.,

of Glasgow. The production includes a number of well-written
articles of both technical and literary value, and is copiously
illustrated by photographs and pen and ink sketches.

"Technical Book Review Index." Vol. 3, No. 1. Pp. 68.

50 cents per annum. Published by the Technology Department of
the Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh. U.S.A.—A comprehensive index
of reviews that have appeared in various trade and technical
journals, giving a brief description ot the nature and scope of each
work. It is concerned mainly with pure and applied science, but a
few works on allied subjects are included. Books are indexed
under authors' names arranged alphabetically.

" The Life and Letters of Silvanus Phillips Thompson, D.Sc,
F.R.S.," has been prepared by his wife and his daughter, Helen G.
Thompson, B Sc, and will be published by T. Fisher Unwin,in the
spring, at 21s.

Negli cted Revenue : A Suggestion to the Prime 3Iinist6r."

By Sir GuUford Molesworth. London : Vacher & Sous, Ltd,
Price Id.

"Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

"

VoL XXXVIII, No. 12. December, 1919. New York : The
Institute. Price $1.

" Trangacf.ion-i of the Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland.'"

VoL XLIV. Dublin : The Institution.

'"Precis d'Electricite Theorique." By L. Bloch. Paris;
Gauthier Villars et Cie.

'"Jahibuck der Elektrotechnik.' By Dr. K, Strecker. Berlin-
Miinchen : R. Oldenbourg. Price 24 marks.

Electricity Undertaking for Disposal.—The Receiver for

the Weaverham Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., invites offers for the
undertaking, with the whole of the effects, including the pro-
visional order for the districts of Weaverham and Acton and
Sandiway and Cuddington. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Fuller's United
Electric Works, Ltd., Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.—
Price leaflet of the " Popular 'dry battery i alsoa list of reduced prices

of ' Kwik-Lok " lamp shade carrier. The reduction ispossibleowing
to increased manufacturing facilities reducing the cost of pro-
duction. Copies of the list over-printed will be supplied to
traders.

National X-Rat Reflector Co., Chicago, U.S A.—Pamphlet
illustrating and describing the ""Tru Dalight," a lamp specially

designed for use in shop interiors.

The British Thomson - Houston Co.. Ltd., Mazda House,
77, Upper Thames Street, E.C. 4, have sent us two attractively

coloured wall showcards, advertising the "Mazda"' lamps. One is

a painting of an oak tree, symbolising strength and emphasising
British manufacture. The other is headed "The Electric Lamp for

the Home, " and depicts a shaded lamp throwing its rays upon a
table. Both are brass- stiffened at top and bottom, and provided
with eyelets for hanging. Copies can be obtained from Mazda
House.
Athol Engineering Co.. 9, Peru Street, near Broughton, Man-

chester.—Leaflet describing the "" Athol ' outline template.

The General Electric Co., 67. Queen Victoria Street, E.G. 4.

—

TJp-to-date catalogue of electric heating and cooking appliances,

priced and illustrated. Also Specifications Nos. 15a and 74a,

detailing "Salford" automatic circuit-breakers and O.E.C. motor
starters respectively.

The Sterling Telephone and Electbio Co., Ltd.— A
novel show card, advertising the "Sterling" sanitary glass tele-

phone mouthpiece. This is a very effective cardboard model of •
desk set with an actual sample of the mouthpieoe fitted to it.
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o Pateot Restoration.—Au oidtr has been made restoring

Letters Patent No. it.lol, of I'.'U. t'ranted to Mavor k Coulson.

Ltii.. aud S. M. Mavor. for " Improveinenta in. or connected with,

luachinea for use in mininfj minerals, particularly adapted for use

in mining coal and the like.''

Patent Extension.—A petition presented by Mr. C.

Smith for the extension of Patents Xos. 16.242, of 1906, and 22,525,

of 1907, for inventions of improvements in fire and temperature

alarms or indicators, is to be heard on February .Srd.

New Beigian Electricai Company.— Les Cableries

Beiges, Societi- pour la Fabrication des Cables et Fils Electriques et

rindnstrie du Caoutchouc is the name of a new company which
has lately been formed in Brussels (33, Rue de Luxembourg).

Tlie Export Credits Scheme.—The Board of Trade
announces that Rumania has been added to the list of countries to

which this scheme applies.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—Sydney.—To cheapen the supply of elec-

tricity the Local Government Department contemplates making
large increases in plant and the area of distribution, and it has

been stated that the price per unit would decrease from the

present rate of 5Jd. to about 3d.

Victoria.—A total of £3.000.000 is to be spent in developing

the Morwell brown-coal field to provide electricity at cheaper rates

for the city of Melbotime and other districts.

Barnes. — Froposeh Extensions. — The electrical

engineer has submitted two alternative schemes for extending the

plant. Proposal (.<;). invohnng an expenditure of £20.000, provides

for additions to existing plant, but ib) will mean changing over from

the reciprocating plant at present in use to a turbine-driven unit of

3,000-KW. capacity and from D.c. to A.c. The cost of the latter

scheme is given as £77.000.

Brazil.—Industrial Develop-aient.— ]\Iany extensions

in the industries of Brazil were projected by the Minister of Agri-

culture, Commerce and Industry, in a recent speech. The steel

and iron trades can be made to produce twice the present revenue

if advantage is taken of the opportunities presented by the ease

with which the South .American markets can be supplied. The chief

difliculty in iron and steel production is the supply of fuel, but it

is considered that the application of electricity will eliminate this

to a great extent. Water power is obtainable from the Serra do
Mar between Victoria and Itabira and between Rio and Sao Paulo,

for supplying many smelting works, and also the principal ports of

the country. The Federal Government would bear the expense of

erection of the necessary hydro-electric plant, and by selling power
cheaply to consumers, would encourage the establishment of all

classes of factories.

Dundee.—Water Power.—The latest development in

the Tummel hydro-electric scheme is marked by a joint report to

the Corporation of the city by C. S. Meik i: Buchanan and Sir Alex.
Binnie, Son i Deacon, together with a report dealing mainly with
the conclusions arrived at by these firms, prepared by Mr. H.
Richanlson. the city electrical engineer and manager. The joint

report is most exhaustive. It is divided into three main heads :

—

(1) A general description of the complete scheme
; (2) an indica-

tion of how the complete scheme can be best developed to meet
the growing demand for electricity, with the estimate of cost ; and
(3) the effect of the scheme when developed on the flow of the River
Tay, and other general considerations. Commenting on the joint

report, Mr. Richardson states that comparisons between steam
plant and water power might lead to the conclusion that there
was not sufficient probable saving to decide in favour of using
the water power, but there were many other factors to be con-
sidered. If the first instalment were completed, the possibility

of extension up to the likely requirements of Dundee would be
assured for many years to come, whereas it appears doubtful
whether the Harbour Trustees will grant facilities for the next
extensions of the present Carolina Port generating station.

Refusal to grant sufficient facilities will mean that a new .station

will have to be built some distance from the city, as no other sites

are available at present. Even if the present estimated cost, as

given by Messrs. Meik and Binnie. of the first instalment of the
water scheme, proves approximately sufficient to cover the actual

cost, then it seems clear that the ultimate advantages to be gained
warrant proceeding with the water-power extension. One million

and a quarter in cash is involved in the first instalment of this water-
power scheme, and as the present capital accoimt is £340.1*0, the

huge extension contemplated will bring up the capital account to

£1,577,180. By an alternative extension scheme (steam plant) the
capital cost would be £1.026..SjO, a figure less than the Tummel
Valley scheme, but it is pointed out that while under it the cost

per unit at Dundee would be '^'Ad., the cost tmder the Tummel
Valley scheme would be '4 72d. or 'oSSd. if the existing capital

expenditure is included.

HoosrSG Scheme.— It has been decided that the dwellings in

the new Corporation housing scheme at Logic shall be lit elec-

trically, and that the charge shaU be a fi:xed one of £.2 per

annum, with Jd., plus 15 per cent, per unit consomed.

Falltirlc.—Loan.—The Town (Council is to apply to the

Secretary for Scotland for powers to borrow £3ii,000, which it is

proposed to expend in extendinL' the electrical plant and mains.

It was pointed out that it was necessary that the additional plant

should be installed at an early date.

Grantham.—Price Imkease.—The Urban Electric

Supply Co. has increa.*ed the charge.s for energy as under :

—

Power, first 100 units per quarter. 7d. per unit ; next 3.000, SJd. ;

beyond, 2id. Heating, first 100 units per quarter. 3jd. ; beyond,

2.Vd.

Godalming.—Price Increase.—The Urban Electric

Supply Co. has adopted the following scale of charges :—Heating,
first 100 units per quarter. 4d. ; beyond, 3d. ; power, first lOOvmits
per quarter. 7d. ; next. 3,000. 4d. ; beyond, 3d.

Giossop.—Price Increase. — The Urban Electric

Supply Co. announces that from the December meter readings, the

charges for electricity will be :—Power, first 100 nnita per quarter.

7d. ; next 3.000. 4d. ; beyond. 2id. Heating, first 100 units per

quarter. 4d. : beyond. 2Jd.

Great Harwood.—Prov. Order.—The Council has
applied to the Board of Trade tor an extension of the Electric

Lighting Proilsional Order, and has also appointed a sub-committee
to make arrangements for an electric lighting scheme, with power
to act.

Gonrock.—Bilk Supply.—Negotiations are proceeding
between the Town Councils of Greenock and Gourock for the

supply of electricity for the latter. The supply is now being
offered at a cheaper rate, owing to the fact that the original main
extends to the torpedo factory, and, when laid do\m, it was
capable of providing a greater supply for these works than was
necessary.

Halifax.—Breakdown.—The electric light failed for .'0

minutes on December 17th. consequent on a defect in the main
switch of one of the principal machines at the generating works.

High Wycombe.—Prick Increase.—The Electric Light
and Power Co. has increased charges for electricity as under ;

—

Power, first 100 units per quarter, 7d. ; next 3.000, 4d. ; beyond,
3d. ; and heating, first 100 units. 4d. ; beyond, 3d.

Huddersfield.—Area Extension.—Application is to be
made to the Board of Trade for an order authorising extensions of

electric lighting to the districts of Kirkheaton, Kirkburton, Lepton,

and Meltham.

Hull.—Inadequate Supply.—The situation caused by
the restrictions recently imposed upon power consumers ha.s

become so acute that the Lord Mayor invited representatives

of employers and employes of the iron trades to a conference.

This was refused, an independent inquiry being insisted upon.

The fuel overseer had given shortage of coal as the reason for

deficiencies in supply, but the electrical engineer stated that the
trouble was due to lack of boiler power. In view of these con-

flicting statements, the Electricity Committee has decided to

appoint an outside expert to report on the matter.

Ipswich.—Year's Working The report on the elec-

tricity department for the year ended March 31st, 1919. shows a
total expenditure of £62.74S. including £12,441 capital charges,

and a total income of £55.140. representing a loss of £7,608.

Total units sold decreased by 1,059.413. or IB'6 per cent, to

5.737,961 ; lighting decreased by IS'2 per cent, to 687,220 : power
by 14'46 percent, to 4.486,810 ; traction by 23 per cent, to 645.57s :

and public lighting increased by 15,323 to 18.353 units. A sum
of £1.338 was received from the rates towards providing working
capital. The number of consumers increased by 35 to 1,996

;

kilowatts connected increased by 28 to 8.360 ; maximum load

recorded was 2.205 KW. for lighting and power, and 424 KW. for

traction. The year under review was. so far as operating the
plant was concerned, the most difficult in the history of the under-
taking. The conditions under which the station had to be run
were reflected by the cost of repairs which increased by £ 1 ,662, or
46'8 per cent.

Electric Vehicles.—The working expenses of the electric

vehicle garage were £555 ; the expenses increased by £289, or

109 per cent. The revenue increased by £537, or 173 per cent.,

which does not include electricity sold for charging vehicles, the
quantity being 5S,0i'.5 units, which brought in an amount of £380.
Xew Plant.—The Electric Supply and Tramways Committee

have reported that, unless extra plant is installed, there will be
an insufficient reserve to provide against breakdown. In view of

the heavy demands which will have to be met during the winter
1920-21, additions costing the estimated amoimt of £30.000 are
urged. The proposals include an expenditure of £25.800 for a
3,000-KW. turbo-alternator with necessary condensing plant and
inter-connecting pipes.

London.—Fui.ham.—The Borough Council has been
recommended by the Electricity and Lighting Committee to revive

the shop-lighting agreements suspended during the war. The
proposed annual charge per lamp is £3 I2s.. including cleaning and
renewals. Energy will be supplied through the ordinary con-
sumers' meters.

Stepsev.—Acting upon the advice of the borough electrical

engineer and manager, the Electric Supply Committee has submitted
to the Borough Council a proposal to erect a new sub-station in the
north-east part of the borough. It is proposed to install two
1,000-KW. converters. The approximate cost is given as £99,850.
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Hackney.—The new street lighting system, recently installed,

consists of over 100-B.T.H. ''Efrauta " lanterns, each containing a
300-watt, i-watt type lamp. The majority of the rays from these
lamps are re-directed at an angle slightly below horizontal, and
efficiently illuminate the areas between the standards, which
generally make a sharp contrast with the illuminated area in the
lamp's immediate vicinity. The Hackney system will ultimately
total .500 of these lamps. The "Efracta" was described in our
" Xew Devices " columns ou December 27th, 1918.

St. Panobas.—The London County < 'ouncil Finance Committee
has recommended the Council to sanction the borrowing of

£89,209 by the Borough Council for extensions. This amount
includes .* 17,000 for completion of buildings, and £33,000 for a
5,000-KW. turbine.

The Council Labour majority promises electric light, with free

wiring, in working-class homes.

Manchester.—New Plant.—The new steam turbo-
alternator at the Stuart Street generating station commenced its

work on December 15th. It is the most powerful set so far

installed by any municipality in Great Britain. The turbine is of

35,000 H.P., and the alternator develops 25,000 Kw., or two and
a-half times the amount of electricity needed to propel the 700
tramcars in Manchester. The city's three generating stations
have now a capacity of almut 120,000 kw., Stuart Street alone
having 92,000-KW. capacity. The largest boiler in Great Britain,

a Babcock ..V; Wilcox water-tube boiler, which evaporates over
100,000 lb. of water per hour, has been installed recently at the
Stuart Street works. The new plant was inspected by the
members of the Corporation, and later Alderman W. T. Dagnall,
chairman of the Committee, referred to the work of the depart-
ment during the past five years. They had never let down the
munition manufacturers in the area, and the Armistice meant
a reduction of 25 per cent, of the demand for electricity. During
the past 10 years the plant had been increaseil by 120 per cent.,

and the maximum demand had increased in the same ratio. The
average coat of production per unit gradually fell until 1914, but
since then, owing to the war, it had risen, and was still rising,

and to-day the cost was the s.Trme as in 1909. On December 9th

laat, the output for the first time exceeded a million units. There
were now 2,000 people waiting connection to the system, and the

Committee could not get the meters and the labour to connect
them as quickly as it wished.

Masham.—Bill.—A meeting is to lie held on .January

7th to consider the promotion by the Urban District Council of a

Bill in the ensuing session of Parliament, to acquire, among other
things, the undertaking of the Masham and District Electric Supply
Co., and to supply electricity in the district.

Melrose.—Proposed Price Increa.se.—The Electric

Supply Corporation has applied to the Board of Trade for an order

to increase the charges for electricity.

Newport (Mon.).

—

Strike.—A serious situation was
created at the docks on December 18th. when work was brought
to a standstill by a lightning strike of the men employed at the

power stations. The men claim the whole of the conditions apjilying

to shopmen, although the company's view is that they are not shop-

men ; the matter has been under the consideration of the Railway
Executive Committee for some time. With |the exception that

the electric light was kept on, the whole of the power available

for working the docks was suspended.

New Zealand.—Hydro-electric Developments.—The
Horahora Electric Power Works, erected by the Waihi Gold Mining
Co., at a cost of £200.000, a few years affo, have been purchased by
the Government. Water power to the extent of 9,000 h.p. is

used there, and the Government intends to supply the southern part

of the Auckland province as well as the Waihi Co. It is expected

that two additional units will be installed to take part of the

Auckland city load. Further developments are projected in Xorth
Island hydro-electric schemes, including the Arapuni plant, which
will consist of several generators capable of developing 13,000 ii.p.

each.

Paisley.—Visit of Committee.—The burgh electrical

engineer recently received the Second Municipal Ward Committee,

and conducted the party round the Corporation power station, and
the leading particulars of the plant were explained. Total plant

capacity, 7,100 kw. ; two-phase A.c. is [generated at a pressure of

2,000 volts and transformed down to 200 at the various substations.

A new 2,500-KW. turbo-alternator was installed last April, and an

addition of two new boilers was made during November.

Peterborough.—Reconstruction.—The Town Council

has discussed the report of Mr. W. M. Selvey on the electricity

undertaking, and has decided to proceed with the first stage of

reorganisation which will involve an outlay estimated at £40,000.

It is expected that it will eventually be necessary to carry out

the rest of the scheme at a cost of £100,000.

Ramsgate.—Price Increase.—The Electric Supply

Co. has, from the December meter reatlings, increased the price of

electricity as under :—Power, first 100 units per quarter, 7d. ;

next 3,000, 4d. ; beyond, 3d. Heating, first 100 units per quarter,

4d. ; beyond, 3d.

Richmond-on-Thames.—Price Increase.—The Board
of Trade has granted an order to the Electric Light and Power
Co. authorising an advance in the price of electricity to lid. per

unit for lighting, 2d. for heating, and 3Jd. for power.

Rochdale.—Supply of Power to Factories.—Since
the Corporation undertook to supply electricity in bulk for

power purposes, quite a number of firms in the district have
availed themselves of theopiiortunity to convert their methods of

driving to electricity. There have been quite a large number of

partial conversions during the past 10 years, but the first of the

large cotton mills in the district to make; a complete change
over in every department and drive the mill throughout by elec-

tricity is that of Messrs, Holt & Ogden, Ltd. Electricity will be
supplied at 3,000 volts, to be transformed on the premises and
distributed through motors varying in size from 20H.r. to 125 H.P.,

each being under separate control. Messrs. William Tatham, Ltd,,

who are making fui-ther extensions to their works at Belfield,

have decided to ailopt a mixed system of alternating and con-

tinuous-current electric power. The supply, in the first place, will

be taken from the Corporation main, transformed from high to

low pressure, and again converted from alternating to direct

current for meeting the calls of the variable-speed machines. The
design of Mr, W. D. Watson, electrical engineer, has been approved
in both these cases, and the tenders have been let to the Rochdale
Electric Co., Ltd. The Ensor No. 3 Mill, now under construction,

is also to be run by electric power supplied by the Corporation.

Southend.—Elrctric Heating With regard to an
application for a supply of electricity required for heating radiators,

and in view of the great demand for energy for lighting purposes,

it has been decided that the Committee is unable to supply con-

sumers at the present time for the purpose indicated.

Stoke-on-Trent.—Mains E.xtensions.—Application is

being uuvde to the Ministry of Health for sanction to borrow
£29,936 for mains Extensions, &c.

Ventnor.—Street Lighting. — The Urban District

Council has accepted the tender of the Isle of Wight Electric Light
Co. for lighting public lamps used prior to the war, until March 31st,

1921, and in the meantime tenders for the whole of the public

lighting are to be obtained from the Electric Light Co. and the

Gas Co.

Wallasey. — E.xtensions. — Acting upon the recom-
mendation of Sir John Snell, the Council proposes to temporarily
reduce its extension scheme and its cost from £111.300 to £06,240.
The electrical engineer has put forward an amended scheme for

the installation of a 5.000-KW. set, which will be sufficient for the
next two years.

Wareham.—Electric Light Scheme.—Owing to the

present inadequacy of the town lighting, the Mayor has been asked
to call a public meeting to consider the formation of an Electric

Lighting Company.

Warrington.—Year's Working.—The report for the

year ending March 3l8t, 1919. shows a gross revenue of £63,3^8 ;

working expenses, £48,395 ; out of the balance £4,908 was paid

as interest on loans, and £6,075 to sinking fund, thus leaving a
net profit of £3,720. The units generated numbered 9,682,154, an
increase of 11 '5 per cent. The units sold to private consumers
numbered 7,093,205 ; public lighting, 61,417 ; traction, 502,532 ;

private lighting increased by 33,262 to 494,924 units : and power by
774,063 to 11,598,281 units ; 895 consumers are now connected to

the mains.

West Ham.—Loan.—Application has been made for

sanction to borrow £164,500 for extension purposes ; in the course

of an inquiry by Col. T. C. Ekin, it was stated that owing to the

insufficiency of the borough supply, it had been necessary to borrow
from East Ham, Leyton, and the London County Council.

Wolfhill (Queen's Co.).—Electricity in Mining.—
Good progress is being made in the construction of modem
machinery for installation in the Moderheagh Colliery, which
includes electric pumping, haulage and coal-cutting plant under-

ground. The colliery is expected to be producing coal early this

year.

Wolverhampton.—Purchase of Plant.—In May, 1017,

negotiations were commenced between the Ministry of Mimitions

and the Electricity Committee for the supply of electricity to

H.M. phosphorus factory. The agreement entered into provided

that the Ministry should contribute £50.000 towards the cost of

the plant, the total cost of which w;us £78,000, the Corporation to

find £28,000 under sanction fi-oni the Local Government Board.

In addition the Ministry agreed to pay £3,270 tow.ards existing

boiler-house alterations. When the armistice was signed the

supply ceased. As a result of negotiations, the Corporation

offered to purchase the plant at its cost price, less depreciation

amounting to £10,000, The Ministry agreed to " write off " the

sum of £3,270 paid towards the alterations, and the building

now becomes the property of the Corporation. The Committee
now recommends api)lication for a loan of £40,000 to effect the

purchase, the Director of Electric Power Supply having promise<l

to advise the Ministry of Health to grant a long period of

repayment.
Price Increase.—The Committee also proposes that a further

increase of 15 per cent, be made in the charges for electricity on

all accounts (including meter rent), making a total increase of

100 per cent., and that this increase be applioi to the gross total

of all accounts after the meter readings taken at the end of the

December, 1919, (juartor, and that for the purpose of removing
doubts the increases hitherto made in the charges for the supply

of electricity, amounting in the aggregate to 85 per cent., shall

apply to meter rents.
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Argentina.—Railway Electkikicatiox.—The Western
Railway is about to proceed with the eleotritication of its system as

far as Castelar, 20 miles out of Buenos Ayres. The estimated cost

is £1.000.000, but it is considered tliat the results will entirely

justify the expenditure. The Southern Railway is expected to

announce its intention to electrify it« lines to La Plata shortly.

Australia.—Vicioria.—The Railway Co.'s report for

the year 191S-y states that much has yet to be done to complett-

the plant of the Newport power station, and the .Tolimout, New-
market, and Middle Brijrhton sub-stations. The total cost of the

electrification work in hand at present is £2.997, -tlo, exclusive of

the cost of new carriajjes and structural alterations to existinir

stock, and it is not expected that the programme will be com-
pleted before the end of 1921.

Meluournk.—The Railway Commissioners have reported that

up to June ilOth this year, a total of £2,867,000 had been expended
upon the electrification of suburban lines.

Barrow-ln-Farness.—Tramway .Sale.— In connection
with the purchase of the tramway system by the Town Council, as

already announced, the track is reported to be in fairly good con-

dition, but the cars are unsatisfactory. After allowing for

expenditure to be incurred in bringing the system up to srreater

efficiency, the sum of £96.2.50 w.is agrreed upon as the purchase
price. The company will continue to carry on the undertakinir
until it is handed over to the Council on January 1st. Jlr.

iT. R. Groves, the company's engineer will retain his post under the
Town Council at a salary of £600 per annum.

Belfast.—Supply Failure.—On two or three occasions

recently the tramway services were interrupted by want of power
in the eveninfrs when tlie " peak " point was reached, coinciding
with low tide in the Lagan, when the condensers were not able to

work properly. This, it is stated, may recur till the new power
station at the harbour is in t;oing order. In November, 1918, the
output was 1,852,-tU units ; last October it was 2,730.(JL'l. or an
increase of nearly 50 per cent. At the present time one-third of

the electricity is going to the shipyards, one-third to the tramways,
and one-third to the general consumers.

Blackpool.—E.xTENSiONS.—The Fleetwood tramroad is

to be connected up with the local system at the Glynn and Talbot
road. Owing to cost, estimated at £90 per week, the Tramways
Committee has decided not to run cars from Marton to ,South

Shore.

Bolton.—New Cables.—The Tramways Committee has
approved a report submitted by the borough electrical engineer
concerning the existing feeder cables and distributors, which he
considers are overloaded, recommending the provision of cables of
larger capacity, in order to safeguard the tramway supp'y. The
work is to be carried out as soon as practicable.

Bradford.—New ^Motors.—The order placed by the
Corporation in l:il.5 with Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co. for 20ii

tramcar motors, which, by reason of the conditions arising out of
the war, it has been unable to fulfil, is by mutual agreement
not to be proceeded with, and the Corporation is at liberty to
secure motors from another source. The contractors were unable
to promise delivery until next summer.

Cardiff.—New Cars.—The Electric Light and Tram-
ways Committee is to invite tenders for 15 complete tramway cars
and for 1.5 chassis. In the tramway manager's opinion, unless the
moulders' strike ends, the service will have to be withdrawn :

scrapped brake blocks are now being re-used.

Continental.—Spain.—Owing to the refusal of the
Madrid tramway companies to make any concessions to the strikers,
negotiations between the employers and the men have been
broken off. Some cars are being run under police protection.
SwEDEx.—A proposed scheme for the electrification of the

Stockholfc-Gothenburg line will probably be placed before the
Riksdag nest year. It is calculated that the work will take three
years to complete, and will involve a total expenditure of
60.000,000 kronen. Efforts are also being made to speed up the
electrification of the Gellivara-Svartdn Railway, which has already
received Government approval.

Halifax.—Tramway Losses.—The borough treasurer
has informed the Electricity Committee that during the eight
months ended November 30th the loss in working was £12.08.5,
although a higher revenue than was estimated had been received.
It was considered that the increased fares yielded very little extra
revenue, as the people took shorter journeys. A further increase
to 2d. a mile is contempLated, the Corporation being of opinion
that imless such measures are taken the resultant loss for the year
will be £20.000.

On Christmas Eve a small landslide close to St. Thomas's tram-
way stopping stage covered the line with several tons of stone and
gravel and stopped all vehicular traffic. After four hours there
was sufficient clearance for a single-line car service. Investiga-
tion as to the oauae of the slide and as to responsibility is being
made

Hastings.—Change ok Systems.—The Tramway Co.
is considering the substitution of the overhead system for the
Tilling-Stevens petrol-electric system at present in use on the
front-line Esplanade. Experts who reported on the existing

system expressed the opinion that the only way to obtain uii

efficient system was to change over immediately to overhead
working. Apart from inherent defects in the present system, the

reason of its being unsatisfactory was the lack of power, and this

could not be overcome, as it was impossible to increase the size of

the equipment of the cars. The Tramway Co. is again making efforts

to obtain the necessary powers from Parliament for the suggested
improvement, a previous application having been unsuccessful.

Ipswich.—Teak's Working.—The report for the year

ended March 81st, 1919, on the tramway department, shows that

the revenue increased by £3,95S to £3.S,775; working expenses by
£3,208 to £30.279 ; leaving a net profit of £2,295. against £1,478
last year. The passengers carried increased by 154,'<31 to 6,22t,608 ;

units used decreased by 163.075 to 546,578.

Jamaica.—Strike.—The Kingston tramway employes
struck work on December 26th, and the whole service was sus-

pended. The men demand 2d. per hour increase in wages.

Lancaster.—E.xpert Advice.—The Town Council has
decided to call in Mr. A. R. Fearnley, tramway manager, Sheffield,

to submit a report on the question of mechanical trans-

port in the borough, and as to what, in the financial interests of

the undertaking, would be the best sy?tem of traction to adopt.

There are both tramways and electric buses, neither of which
really pays because of restricted services. Mr. Chorlton's services as

traffic manager are to terminate, and Mr. J. Patterson wUl take over

the tramways superintendency at the end of January, at a salary

of £300.

London. — I.o.vdox Couxty CorxciL. — Hefore the

Advisory Committee on London Traffic, dealing with the financial

position of passenger-carrying undertakings \u the metro-
politan area. Sir Harry Howard, controller of the L.C.C., said

that the deficiency on the working of the tramways was at present
£137.00(1. and it was anticipated that next year it would be

£580.000. Relief could only be obtained by means of legislation

in regard to the rating of tracks, road maintenance. A;c. He did

not consider that the deljt charges constituted an unusual burden,
and it would be possible, instead of repayment by equal instal-

ments, to set up an annuity on the cumulative sinking fund
principle. That would save over £ 100,000 a year. The capital

commitments at the present moment were in the neighbourhood
of two millions of money, and he believed that the revenue could

not meet that figure. If there were less competition with motor-
omnibuses they could probably meet the expenses on the present

fares. Sir Albert Stanley, on behalf of the Traffic Combine, said

that, excluding the subsidy of £560,u0(i which the District Rail-

way, a controlled line, received from the Government, and apjiroxi-

mately a reasonable sum as allowed for renewals, the operating
results from all the 10 companies for the ctirrent year would show
a loss of £600.000, That was without making provision for fixed

charges and interest. The estimated loss in 1920 would be
£2,600,000. The total expenditure for 1920 over that of 1919
would be £2,6.50,000, and that sum would have to be raised in

increased earnings. There was not the remotest chance, Sir Albert
continued, of meeting the loss except by an increase of fares. The
services carried 1,300,000,000 passengers in the yesir, and an addition

of a halfpenny each passenger for each journey would realise

£2,5110,000 yearly.

Sir Albert Stanley, speaking at a dinner at the Savoy Hotel
recently, said that the underground railways combined under-
takings were now cai"rying about four million passengers per day,

or 1,300 millions per year. They had 35,000 employes, 2,57><

omnibuses. 894 tramcars. and 1,360 railway carriages. Their com-
mitments in the way of improveihents represented six millions of

money, which sum had to be raised.

PASSEXftER Traffic.—Sir Albert Stanley stated last week that

for the last 10 years records of the passengers carried in London
showed the following aggregate tot.als :—Omnibuses, 5,818.374,141 ;

trains, 2,Sbl.264,160 ; tramcars, 1,760,720,397 ; a total of
10,460,358,698. During 1918 alone, 052,562,327 passengers
were carried by the omnibuses ; 379,438,072 by the tubes and
underground railways ; and 198,334499 by the tramcars

; a total

of 1.230,334,S98, or an average of 3,370.780 passenger per day,
including Sundays. The 1919 figures are estimated to be still

larger.

UxDEROKOUND IsTBRRUPTlON.—Owing to cable trouble, traffic

ceased for some time on the evening of December 23rd, on the Under-
ground Railway between East Ham and Campbell Road Junction.
Passengers were taken meanwhile »i<7 Mark Lane and Fenchurch
Street.

Lytham.

—

Tramway Purchase.— It is proposed to

promote a Bill in Parliament to acquire the section of the Lytham
and St. Anne's Tramway Co.'s line within the Council's area. St.

Anne's Council has also taken similar steps, and has fixed the
purchase price.

Manchuria.—Proposed TRA^mAV.—Applications have
been made by an ex-minister for permission to construct an elec-

tric tramway between Dairen and Port .Vrthur, and another one at

the latter town. The first proposal will effect a reduction of
14 miles, compared with the railway route, but is not expected to
receive oflloiai sanction. The other will probably meet with
approval.

New Zealand.—Aucklaxd.—The total receipts of the
tramway undertaking for the year ending June 30th, 1919. were
.£292,503. and the number of passengers carried, 73,785,594. Last
year's figures were £294,564, and 44,823,967 respectively.
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Preston.—Year's Wohkikg.—The total income for the

year ending- March .Slst, 1919, was £77,930, the total expenditure
being £52.877, resulting in the transfer of £25.054 to the net

revenue account. The revenue increased by CI 1,433. A con-

siderable portion of the sinsrie track requires immediate reneA'al

for which service the present renewals fund is inadequate.

Working expenses increased by £9,433, or 22'2 per cent. The
increased rates came into operation in Aujjust, and resulted in an
increase in revenue of 20 per cent., with a decrease in passengers

of 15 per cent. During the year the passengers carried numbered
15,126,474, against 15,455,163 : working expenses per car-mile

were 10'06d.. against !i'14d. ; units generated numbered l,7ii7,154.

against 1.833,816, at a cost of 0'855d.. against 0'798d.

Rawtenstall.—Through Edxxing.—An intimation has
reached Accrington tramways authority, from Rawtenstall Cor-

poration, to the effect that employes on Rawtenstall tramways
have decided that the through running of cars between Accrington
and Rawtenstall shall cease after December Slst. This decision

was taken by Rawtenstall tramway workers without waiting for

the approval or endorsement of the Tramways Committee.

Sonth Lancashire.—Fare Increase.—The Board of

Trade has sanctioned an order empowering the South Lancashire
Tramways Co. to increase Id., ltd., 2d. and 2id. fares by Jd., and
3d., 4d., 5d. and 6d. fares by Id., as from January lat. This does

not apply to workmen's fares.

South Shields.—Light Railway.—The Light Rail-

way tbmmissioners who inquired into the application of the Cor-

poration for .sanction to construct alight railway from the borough
boundary to Cleadon Village, to serve its housing scheme, have
announced their decision as follows :—That the application he

granted so far as it relates to the construction of one mile of light

railway from its commencement at a junction with the authorised

tramway in the borough. The Commissioners, in arriving at this

conclusion, have attached weigl'it to the importance of reducing

capital expenditure, and of economising in the consumption of

material, at the present time. In their opinion the evidence at

the inquiry indicated that a light railway co-terminus with the

boundary of the liousing site at Cleadon Park would adequately

meet the immediate needs of the case, and that the construction of

nearly a mile of line Cinvolviug an expenditure of. say, £30,000),

which is cut out from the scheme by this decision, will lie avoided

without material detriment to the objects and the interests of the

Corporation. This decision has been come to without relation to

the proposed new thoroughfare on the line of the light railway.

and the alternative scheme of the Durham County Council for

widening the main road to Sunderland.

Walthamstow. — Secoxd-Hand Cars.—The Town
Council is buying eight second-hand tramway cars from Rotherham
Corporation.

Wolverhampton.—Fares.—The Town Council is to

reconsider the question of the increase of fares throughout the

system, with a view to reinstating penny fares for short stage?.

Bill.—The Corporation is promoting a Bill in Parliament to

extend the boundaries of the borough, and also the tramway
evstem.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Automatic Exchanges.— Mr. Pike Pease, Assistant

Postmaster-General, replying to a question in the House of

Commons, said that a number of automatic telephone exchanges

had been installed, and others would be installed in places where
efficiency and economy were likely to be secured. He regretted to

find in the recent tenders that the prices asked by manufacturers

for automatic apparatus were extremely high.

Brazil.—Accordint; to ( 'ommerce Repor/s, the Brazilian

Government has granted concessions to the Central and South

American Telegraph and Cable Co.. for the laying of submarine

cables (I) linking the cities of Santos and Rio de Janeiro to any
part of the territory of Uruguay ; and (2") from Rio de Janeiro to

Cuba rii't the Island of Fernando de Noronha.

Cable Delays.—Serious cable delays are still reported

between the Far East and this country. The claim that by the

end of September last the normal period of transmission had been

reduced to 2 or 2i days in the case of India, 2 to 3 days for the

StraitsSettlement8.il to 2 days for China, and between 5* and

7 hours in the case of Australia, does not appear to have been sub-

stantiated.

Canada.—The Canadian Landline Companies have

adopted the same arraugeraenta aa the United States Companies a.s

to the formation of a Registration Bureau, and will charge for local

telegraphic registrations $2.50 per annum. Reversible addresses

will notf be registered.

Sweden.—A Swedish engineer has invented a inethod of

ensuiing secrecy in connection with wireless telegraphy. Patents

have been taken out in several countries, and a company, A.-B.

Cryptograph, has been formed to exploit the invention.

—

Economic

Iteciew.

United States.—War-time operation of the telephone

and telegraph systems of ^he country cost the Federal Government
SI4.418.237. according to a report of Postmaster-General Burleson,

transmitted to Congress on November 13th by President Wilson.

This sum represents the difference between the net earnings of

the compani&s taken over and the compensation guaranteed by the

Government. Total net earnings of the telephone and telegraph

lines during federal control were reported to be .S70,387.532, while

the compensation assured was .SS3.055.769. The total deficit

included an estimated .sii.iiOO.OOO for settlement of future claims.

Small independent companies operated by the Government reported

a surplus of .S.=)7,42S. Reported deficits of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Co.. operating 30 subsidiary companies, were
.•<:t.290,170.31. while the Western Union Telegraph Co. asked an

adjustment of .<921.511. The Ohio State Telephone Co.. of

Columbus. Ohio, operating four subsidiary companies, showed a

deficit of 8392,123. The Government claim against the Postal

Telegraph-Cable Co. was listed at .'52,12 1.392. "If the unadjusted

claims of the Government against the Mackay companies Ije taken

into consideration," said Mr. Burleson, " the estimated obligations

of the Government will be substantially reduced."

The U.S. Navy Department has removed the ban on wireless

transmitting stations as far as non-commercial installationa are

concerned. All amateurs, however, must secure licences from

the Radio Service Bureau of Navigation. Apparatus manufac-
turers !U-e expecting an increased volume of business as a conse-

quence of this decision.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{Tlie date given m parentheses at the eTid of the paragraph indieatei

the issue of the Electbical Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.— February isth. One electrically-

controlled tower clock and four dials, for Sydney sub-station.

Chief Electrical Engineer's Office, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.

Perth, W.A. — February 10th. P.M.G.'a Department. 340

accumulators (schedule W.A.647.") (December 19th.)

Barnes.—January 20th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. Supply of water-tube boilers, economisera,

draught plant, turbo-alternators, condensers, air and circulating

pumps, transformers and rotary converters. (December 12th.")

Barking. Urban District Council. Second-hand air

compressor (electric or steam! (See this issue, t

Battersea. January 21st. Borough Council. One
5,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with condensing plant ; one 1.500-KW.

rotary converter
;
pipework for the 5,000- kw. turbo-alternator :

switchgear for the 5,000-KW. turbo-alternator and 1,500-KW. rotary

converter.

Belgium.—January 17th. Belgian Post and Telegi-aph

Authorities. La Salle Madeleine. I'.russela. Telegraph and telephone

cables.

Bootle.—January 7th. Corporation. Wiring :U houses

under the housing acheme. (December 26th.)

Bradford.—January 28th. Corporation. Two electric

battery locomotives. (December 26th.)

Chile.—March loth. Comision de Puertos, Santiago.

Electrical machinery (power and lighting) for the Port ot \'a!parai80.

Comision de Puertos, Santiago. Chile. Copies of the specifications

can be seen at the Chilean Legation, 94, (iracechurch Street, London,

between 3 and 5 p.m.

Cavan.—January 12th. Electric Light & Power Co.

Suction gas engine and plant ; alternative tender for duplicates,

electric generator and motor booster ; alternative tender for dupli-

cate, generator, electric storage battery, DC switchboard. (Dec-

cember 26th.)

Dundee. — .January 23rd. (."orporation. Electricity

Department. Three 750-KW. converter seta ; one 300-KW ditto ;

11,000 v., E.H.T. switchboard; two 760-K\v., D.c. control pauela .

one 300-Kw. ditto. (Deceml)er 19th.)

Halifax.—January .5th. Electricity Department. Supply

of atorea (including lighting fittinga and eleotrical acoeasoriea,

cables, meters, &c.), from February Ist, 1920, to March Slst, 1921.

(December lyth.)
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KingSton-upon-Hull.—lanuary 2:;rd. Electricity Com-
mittee. One 10,000-Kw. tarbo-alt«rnator, with exciter, and one

condenser outfit complete. CSee thi« issue.l

London.

—

Isi.inctox.—January 28th. Electricity Com-
mittee, stores. inoludinK cables, meters, electric lamps, &c., for 12

months. (,December 1 9th.)

FuLHAM. — January 13th. Electricity Committee. Manu-
facture, delivery and laying, complete, duct, e.h.t. cable, Ace,

between the freneratinp stations of Fulham and Hammersmith.
(December 19th.)

Stki'.nev. — January L'L'nd. Electricity Supply Committee.
Two water-tube boilers, chimneys, economisers, kc, and one
B,O0O-KW. turbo-alternator, with condenser, accessories and switch-

irear. (December 19th.)

Camberwell.—February L'nd. Borougrh Council. 12 months'
maintenance of the private telephones and electric bells at the
Town Hall. Mr. F. J. Slater, Borough Engineer, Town Hall.

Camberwell, S.E.

Manchester.—.lauuary 14th. Electricity Committee. One
2-ton electric lorry Cspecification No. 23) ; one 10|15-cwt. electric

van (specification No. 24). (Decemlier 2i;th.)

Rhondda.—January 5th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Committee. Steel or wood poles and the completion of over-

head lines. (December 1 9th.)

Sheffield. — January L'nd. Electric Supply Depart-
ment. Supply and layiner of six-core, e.h.t., split-conductor
cable (contract No. 2t;8). (December 12th.)

Tynemonth. — January 12th. Electricity Department.
Ten 250-K.v.A. transformers. (Decemter 19th.)

Venezuela.—June 30th. The Government Gacetlr of

Venezuela publishes a decree inviting tenders for the installation of
a wireless telegrraphic station near Caracas.

It is to be of sufficient capacit.v to communicate with similar stations in tlie

United States and Europe. It must have one installation for emission of con-
tinuous waves served by high-frequency alternators, and another for the
emission of damped waves to communicate with wireless stations not provided
with the system of continuous waves. Alternating tri-pl"ase electric current
now distributed at 190 volts and 50 cycles is available, but the plant must
have a reserve motor.

Tenders to Ministerio de Fomento de los Estadoa, Tnidos de
Venezuela.

Post Offics.

Boiler equipment, Mount Pleasant.—Krascr & Fraser, Ltd.

ripcwork with accessory plant, ditto.—Fostivr iiios., Ltd.

Uoilcr plant, Leafield Wireless Station.—Babcock Si Wilcox, Ltd.

Klectrical equipment, Mount Pleasant sub-atalion.---Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works, Ltd.

Cables lor ditto.—Pirelli-General Cible Wuks. Ltd.

Kngine and electrical plant, Leafield W'ircles!, .Station.—\V. H. .\llen. Son
and Co., Ltd.

Laying Conduits and manufacturing, supplying, drawing-in and jointing

cables in P.O. engineering districts as follows, for si.v months from
NoTCmber 21st, 1919 :—

.Scotland, N. & N.E.—Siemens, Bros. & Co., Ltd.

.N.W. Si S. Lancashire.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.

N.W.a, S.W.a. & .N. Mid.; S.W., S. Mid., E. S: S.E.—Western Electric

Co., Ltd.
London (cabling only).—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

Laving short lengths of conduits, &c., Hammersmith, 4c.—J. A. Ewart,
' Ltd.

Laying ducts, Esher.—Greig & Matthews.
Laving ducts and pipes, Hop-East junction work.—J. A. Ewart, Ltd.

Acton (Horn Lane).—Hardy & Co.
Laying pipes, St. Thomas Street, S.E.—J. Mowlem i Co., Ltd.
.Manufacturing, supplying drawing-in and jointing ciible :—

Kensington exchange; Western exchange,—W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co.. Ltd.

London-.Manchester (Derby, Hazel Grove).—B.I. & H. Cables. Ltd.

London-Manchester (Old Stratford-Leicester).—Johnson Sl Phillips, Ltd.

Homsey-Muswell Hill.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
K'-paJring battery, Gerrard Telephone Exchange.—Hart Accumulator Co.,

Ltd.

Protective apparatus.—Interna
Ericsson Co., Ltd.; Weste

Telephone apparatus.—^.^utomatic Telephone N
British L. .M. Ericsson Manufacturing C

Rubber Co., Ltd.; Peel-Conner Telephon
IVlephono & Electric Works. Ltd.; W,-ste;

Bros.

'IVIegraph and relephi

I 'able & Constructio
and Phillips, Ltd.;
*"o., Ltd. ; Siemens
Western Electric Cc

Ti'lephone cords.—Siemt
Electric Works Co.. Ltd.

Earthenware ducts.—Albion Clay Co
Ltd.; T. Wragg & Sons, Ltd.

Insulators.—Bullers, Ltd.
Telephone lamps.—Edison Swan Electric Ct

Ltd.
Motor generators.—Crompton & Co., Ltd.
Cable plugs.—Siemens, Btx>s. & Co., Ltd.
Insulator spindles.—Bullers. Ltd.
Insulated tails.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Copper wire.—B.I. & Helsbv Cables, Ltd.

Ltd.

L. M.

nufacturing Co., Ltd.;
.. Ltd.; .N'orth British

Works. Ltd.; Phoenix
Electric

I. Si Helsby Cables. Ltd.; Callender's
Co.. Ltd.; Connollvs (Hlacklev), Ltd.; Johnson
.lacintosh Cable Co., Ltd.; New Gutta-Perch..

Bros. & Co., Ltd.; Union Cable Co., Ltd.;
Ltd.

Ltd.; Fhcenix Telephone and

Ltd.; Sutton & Co.; J. Woodward,

al Electric Co.,

Wilkes. Son & Mapplebeck,

Crown Agents for the Colonics,

Killings lor Siemens' meters—Guest & Chrimes, Ltd.
Tramway track rails.—W. Jones.
Switchboard. i:c.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Telephone material.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Ipswich.—Town Council :

—

e 9,0CI0-K\v. Ljungstrum t\-pe Pteam turbo-alternator, with condenBing
plant, wet-air filter, 4c., i24,67."i.—Brush Electrical Eng. Co., Ltd.

CLOSED.

Bedford.—Electricity Committee :

—

Electrician's work for sis months.— H. H. Crawley.

Belginm.—Tenders were recently invited by the municipal
authorities of St. Gilles, Brussels, for the supply and installation

of a new l.OOn-H.P. engine and continuous-current gfenerator. The
lowest tender for the enjjine was that of the Societe des Ateliers
BoUincks. of Brussels, and for the dynamo that of the Societt'- des
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charleroi.

Bolton.—Electricity Committee :

—

E.H.T. s^sitchgear for Back-o-'th'-Bank generating station Metroplitan
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

12,000-Kw., 3,0(X)-R.r.M. turbine.—Escher Wyss Co., Zurich, Switzerland.
1'2,0(XKk\\. alternator for above.—Mesropolitan- Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Government Contracts.— The following Government
contracts were placed durintr November, 1919 :—

DiKECIOK N.U Contracts DECutiMENT.

vton Bros. (Derby), Ltd.Searchlight moto- generators.—

>

Switchgear.—Switchgear & Cowa
Torch batteries.—Sunlight Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Impulse gear for torpedo tubes.—.Armstrong, Whitworth

Mi: OF MCN

Rewinding alternator.—Metnopolitan.\'ickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Batteries.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.
Battery boxes.—Bond Bros.
Electrical equipment of aircraft.—.-Austin Motor Co., Ltd.
Generating sets and motors.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Spares for magnetos.—W. H. Johnson.
'I^urbo alternator.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

IsDi.i Office. Stores Depakt.\ient.

Baudot apparatus.—EUiotl Bros.

Balancers.—Lancashire Dynamo Co.
Insulator cups.—Bullers, Ltd.; Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co.
Dynamos.-Belliss S: Morcom.
Telegraph itistruments (parts of).—Creed & Q?
Electric motors.—English Electric Co.. Ltd.
Power board.—Erskine, Heap & Co., Ltd.
Switchboards.—Erskine, Heap & Co., Ltd.
Boiler tubes.--Muntz Metal Co., Ltd.; J. Wilkes, isons & Mapplebeck;

Broughton Copper Co., Ltd.; Perfecta Seamless 'Tube Co.; Talbot,
Stead Tube Co.

Stirling.—Town Council :

—

Electrician's work for a year.—Lockhart .t Macnah.

PORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Jonlor Instltatlon of Engineers.—Friday, January 2nd. At 39, Victoria

Street, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on "Automatic Electric Weighing
Machines, as used with Machine Packers," by Mr. A. V. Sims.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, January 3rd. At Albemarle
Street, Piccadilly, W. At 8 p.m. Xmas lectures on " The World of Sound "

(III) ;
" Sounds of the Country."

Tuesday January bth. (IV) " Sounds of the Town."
Thursday, January 8th. (V) " Sounds of the Sea."

Saturday, January lOth. (VI) " Sounds in War."

ClJlef Teclinical Assistants' AssoeiaUon.— Saturday, January 3rd. At 3 p.m.

At Anderton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.G. Resumed discussion on " Improving
the Thermal Efficiency of Generating Stations," by Mr. H. F. J. Thompson,

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, January 7th. At the Royal
Institution, Colquitt Street. At 8 p.m. Adjourned discussion on Mr. H. T.

Xewbisgin's paper on " The Science and Art of Lubrication."

Instltatlon of Electrical Engineers. — Thursday, January Bth. At the

Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Paper
on " Failures of Turbo-generators and Suggestions for Improvements," by

Mr. J. Shepherd.

(Preston Sab Centre.)—Monday, January 5th. Address on " Electric

Traction," by Col. O'Brien.

At 8 p.m. Holbom

Magnetic Separators.—An interesting series of articles

dealing: with magnetic separators is beinff published in Le Ginie

Ciril. The first appeared in the issue dated December 13th, and

{irives a good deal of valuable information regarding the per-

meability of various ores. A:o. The articles give exhaustive details

and diagrams of several types of separators.
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L'i dia'NOTES.

Parliamentary-—Royal Assent.—Tbe following Acts

have received the Koyal Assent ;

—

Trade Marks Act, 1919.

Patent and Designs Act, 1919.

Workmen's Compensation (War Addition) Amendment Act, 1919.

Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919.

Shropshire, Worcestershire and staHordshire Electric Power Act, 1919.

Appointments Vacant. — Tramway general manager
(,£8UU, rising to .tIjOUU), electrical engineer (.£1,000, rising to

£1,250) for the Cardiff Corporation ; mains engineer C£340J for

the .Sunderland Corporation electricity department ; engine-driver

^72s.) for the County Asylum, Kainhill ; switchboard attendant

(988. £.d.; for the Stockport Borough Council electricity works ;

charge hand for the Gellygaer Urban District Council electricity

department ; commercial assistant to the borough electrical

engineer and chief clerk C£SO(;) lor the Stoke-on-Tient Corpora-

tion electricity department ; assistant engineer (£-^50) for the

Willesden Urban District Council electricity department. See

our advertisement pages to-day.

Wireless Teleplione Receivers.—A comprehensive study

of the telephone receivers used in wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony is in progress at the Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC.
The tests include measurements to determine t,ne loudness of

response given by different types of telephones, as well as the elec-

trical characteristics which determine how aatiafactorily they nt

the electrical apparatus in which they are used. Accurate metnoaa
are being devised for these measuiemenis. It is expected thuL

observations will be made by a large number of persona, so as to

express results in terms ot the avearage ear, and also to use an
electrical artificial ear, and determine the relation of the average

ear to this device which will then serve as a standard. The results

should make it possible to determine which type of receiver is

required in a given wireless apparatus in orOer to obtain the

loudest signals. The methods ueveloped will be of value in

making measurements of tne strength oi signals received, and will

be utilised in connection with a study of tlie properties ot electrical

waves.

Electric Ship Welding.—The report of Lloyd's Register

of Shipping for 1918-1919 states that arranyeiiieuts have been
inaae lor experiiuents and tests to be earned out by Dr. Mai-
ctiant, I'rotesaur of iilectiical l^ugiueermg at tbe Ciiiveisity

of Liverpool, in connection uith electric welding, in order to

ascertain the best electrical conditions to be employed in tbe

process of arc welding, and also to determine whether the

variations in the current and voltage across tbe arc during
welding can be used as a criterion of the satisfactory nature
of a weld after it has been completed. In 191'i Lloyd'ii

HegLster arranged for an exhaustive series of tests to be caiiieil

out under the direction of tbe society 'a chief ship surveyor, to

determine, as far as possible, the general trustworthiness of

structional connections eUected by electric welding, and their

capacity to withstand the strains to which they would be
suDJected. The results uf the exi^eriments made were con-

sidered by the Technical Uommittee of the society, and on its

recoimnendation, as a tentative measure, provisional rules for

the classification in Lloyd's Register b(Xik of vessels electric-

aUy welded, subject to the notations " Experimental " and
" iUectricahy welded," were adopted. Tbe committee also

formulated its requirements regarding the tests to be com-
phed witb by all systems of electric welding for which
approval was desired, and a notice was issued stating that

the committee was prepared to (;onsider applications from
any electric welding companies for their processes to be recog-

nised by the society for i^se in ship construction, and for then-

names to be inserted in a list of companies whose processes

have been approved as fuihlling the society's conditions.

(We described the first electrically-welded ship built in this

country in our issue of August 9th, 1918.)

Plans for the first vessel in which the butts, seams and other

connections are to be electrically welded have been submitted,

and approved by the committee. This vessel, about 150 ft.

in length, in which the use of rivets will be entirely dispensed
with, is now nearly ready for launching.

Armstrong-Wtiitworth'd New Locomomotive Works.—
One of the most interesting instances of reconstruction

work on Tyneside is the conversion of the Scotswood munition
works into a locomotive works. When the armistice was
signed tbe works, which formed an important part of the

great Elswick Ar.senal, and covered an area of 3.5 acres, were
occupied by some 4,000 machines for the production of shells.

but the moment military operations ceased, the removal af

the whole of these machines was begun, and others requisite

for locomotive engine-construction were installed. It was a

great undertaking, but so promptly was it done that within

a year the first locomotive was built, tested, and ready for

delivery.

The ix)int of outstanding interest to electrical engineers,

however, is the very extensive use that has been made of

electrical energy, the installation having been reconstructed

in the last nine months. The energy is obtained from the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co., in bulk, off its

6,000-volt system, and this i"! led into four sub-stations at

various parts of the works. These sub-stations have dupli-

cate feeders laid between them, forming a ring main on the

works supply. The e.h.t. cables are connected to " Rey-

rolle " ironclad wail-oi>erate(:l type switchgear, so arranged

lliat half of the installation can be isolated for overhavil.

1 ran.slormers, each of 1,000 k.v.a. capacity are arranged in

hanks at three of the sub-stations, reducing the pressure to

140 volts. The energy is distributed by three-core L.C. and

A. cables to the various shops, being controleld by mediuin-

piessure ironclad switchgear of the same make as tbe high-

pressure switchboard. ."Alternating current is used through-

out for heavy power requirements, driving compressors, hy-

draulic pumps, cranes, shafting, &c. For hghting, separate

transformers reduce the pressure to 110 volts. High-candle-

power half-watt lamps are u.sed throughout for general hght-

mg. a standard of 4-ft. candles being maintained, while local

lighting for inspection purposes is provided for all machines
requiring it.

.\ fourth sub-station is used for converting the supply of

alternating current to direct current, by means of Westing
hou.se rotary -converter sets, each of 750 KW. capacity. The
D.c. is distributed to the machine shops at a pressure of 48o

volts, an(i is principally used for driving motors where variable

six-eds are requiretl, including Lancashire drive combinations

for planing machines, frame-slotting machines, slab milling

machines,, triplex and duplex drilling macfiines, boring and
turning inills, plate and angle-baj- straightening and bending

laachines, cold saws, and wheel turning machines, electro-

hydraulic wheel presses, " Tasca " angle-face grinding

luaehines, axle grinding machines, magnetic chucks and
tables, portable drills and grinders, &c. The startuag gear

and control mechanism is invariably of the cast-iron pillar

type with remote control, push-button operation on the

larger machines to facilitate handling. Metering of the energy

u.sed on the various operations is provided for, at) that

costing of each stage of the work can be obtained.

Two novelties introduced are a rivet-heating machine made
by the firm, and a machine of ilessrs. .Armstrong Whit-
worth's own invention for horizontal grinding, in which the

articles are held in position by means of magnetism.
The whole of the electrical work involved in the change

over of the works was carried out by the firm's own electrical

department, with the exception of connecting the high-pres-

sure mains to the switchboard, which was carried out by
the supply company.
The first locomotive completed was a 0-8-0 super-heate<l

engine for the Xorth-Eastern Railway Co.. built from the

designs of Sir Vincent L. Raven, chief mechanical engineer of

the railway. Mfty of these engines are to be. constructed.

When the' works are in full swing, between f'),000 and 7,00t»

men will be employed, and the erecting shop has a capacity

which will permit 70 engines to be built at one time, of whioli

3fi could be of the main-line tyix=.

Electrical Detection of Subterranean Oil.— It is stated

that crude petroleum has been located electrically in the

shallow odficld near Corsicana (Texas), and that further lefts

are being made around Burkburnett. .\ .series of batteries

IS u.sed for the test, the negative terminal being connected

to a wire which is dropped into a dry waterhole. valley, or

indentation, and the positive terminal is connected to a
" land wire," which is used to make contact at various points

on the siulace of the field investigated. It is stated that the

higher electrical resistance of oil, compared with other con-

stituents of the earth, permits it to be located by the reduced

deflection of a sensitive instrument in the circvut.—Klccfn'cai

Hccieic, Chicago.

Society of Technical Engineers.—A mass meeting of

members, at Manchester, on December 19th, was adchessed

by Mr. E. Murray-Wrong, who took as his subject "The
\ alue and Purpose of Organisation." He explained to the

meeting that he was speakmg from the point of view of one
outside the society, and he did not ixissess any special know-
ledge of the society's objects. Tbe si)eaker then gave his

views of trade unions and similar organisations, and pointed

out that contrary tfi earlier social doctrines these did not

restrict individual hberty, but provided a speaking medium
through which the individual might express his ideals, ft

bad been considered that trade unions necessarily involved

class warfare and unrest, but this was chiefly duo to ignor-

ance of the functions of such bodies. Their main object was
negotiation, and the strike was only resorted to when negotia-

tions failed.

Mr. Murray-Wrong considered that the society had many
difficulties to contend with. At one end of the scale it graded

almost imperceptibly into Labour, and at the other into

Capital. The society had therefore to guard against two
possibilities. There might be an attempt to use it as a

"balance of power" between Capital and Labour—a policy

which meant failure, .\gain, the organisation might tend to

become an appendage of Capital, thereby alienating labour

and limiting the society's .sphere of action. In the speaker'.^

opinion, the best cour.se to pursue would be for the society

to associate itself with the labour movement generally, send-

ing representatives to conferences and other similar gather-

ings. This would secure a public hearing, and make it

I)ossible to influence public opinion, which was the main
purpose of such an organisation.

Upon the conclusion of the address a number of membera
took part in a discus.sion of the subject.
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The Electric Smelting of Tin—In No. 99 of the Rcvuf

4'£lfctrvcheniic et iV ElectromctalUr.jie an account is griven by

Prof. Jeaii Escard of the treatment of tin ores in the electric

furnace. The author states that an electrical efficiency of 55 per

cent, or more can bo attained, and the electric furnace produces

pure tin with continuous operation, which is not possible with the

reverberatory furnace. The former, moreover, requires only H per

cent, of carbon for reduction, a-s compared with 20 to 25 per cent.,

employs less labour (only three men per furnace), and consumes

the electrodes so slowly that their cost is negligible. Where water-

falls exist in the neighl>ourhood of tin mines, and coal is dear, the

electrical process prepents marked advantages. Charcoal can be

used for reduction. The energy consumption per ton of tin is about

l.UO KW.-houre. The furnace is of the " shaft " type, with three

electrodes. Similarly, the electric furnace (of the resistance type)

can be applied to the recovery of tin from scrap metal with a high

commercial efficiency.

Inquiry.—The name and address of the glass shade

manufacturers or factors known as " W. F. Co.. Ltd.," is wanted.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the December
meeting of the Diesel Engine Users' Association Mr. Chtis. Gould,

A.M.r.E.E . electrical engineer to the First Garden- City, Ltd..

Letchworth, was elected president for the ensuing year, and Mr.

Percy Still. M.I.E.E., M.I.Pet.Tech.. chief engineer and manager to

the Chelsea Electricity Supply Co.. Ltd.. was re-elected hon. secre-

tary. Messrs. Geoffrey Porter. A.M.I.nst.C.E.. and A. W. A. Chivers

were elected members of the General Committee, in place of the

two members who letire. The present members of the Standing

Committee on Insurance, which deals with any question arising iu

connection with the standard policy of insurance against break-

down at Lloyds which has been approved and adopted by the

Asjociation. were all re-elected for a further term of office. The
Hon. Secretary made his annual statement, referring to the further

growth in the membership of the Association, and the subjects

dealt with and work carried out during the year.

Ttieatre Electricians.—As the result of a Conference with

the Parliamentary Committee of the Trade X'nion Congress on
December SOth an agreempnt was reached between the National

Association of Theatrical Employes and the Electrical Trades Union
in regard to a dispute between the two organisations. There had
been trouble with the Electrical Trades Union over the attempt of

that society to enrol theatrical electricians and kinema operators.

The agreement signed by representatives of both Unions and the

Parliamentary Committee runs thus :
—

"That the'X.A.T.E. and the E.T.U. agree to recognise each
other's membership card in the entertainment industry. That each

Union undertakes not to induce a member of the other Union to

leave one Union for the other. That when any question arises

affecting the conditions of employment of members of either Union
employed in the entertainment industry both Unions agree that

the section so affected shall have the support of all other sections

belonging to either Union.
' That, with regard to members of either Union, employed in

the entertainment industry, joint action be taken to promote a

joint programme for all membars of either Union so employed, in

any area. That immediate steps be taken to promote a joint pro-

gramme for those employed in picture theatres.'

Educational.—The Electricity Committee of the Willesden
Urban District Council has had under consideration a scheme sub-

mitted by the electrical engineer for providing a graduated course of

training in electrical engineering for boys residing in the district.

This scheme is the outcome of many applications which have been
received for the training of lads in this manner, and the Committee
is of the opinion that it would be advant-igeous to the Council and
to the inhabitants of the district if it were brought into operation.

It, therefore, recommends that the scheme as drafted be approved
in principle.

The Patent Office Library.—The library is now open
daily, from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.. except Sundays. Good Fridays,

Christmas Day, and Bank Holidays. On Christmas Eve, Easter
Eve, and Whitsun Eve the library will close at 1 o'clock. As
announced in our '' Correspondence " columns on December 12th,

Mr. C. Salter, of 33, Park Hall Road, London, X. 2, is promoting a
petition to the President of the Board of 'Trade with a view to

extending the hours to 10 pm., and will be glad to hear from
readers who will support the movement.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The December issue of the

Journal announces the following arrangements for January.
1920 :—

Ordinary Meeting.'^ of the ImtUution.—(To be held at the

Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, 'Westminster,

at 6 p.m.)

January Sth. "Failures of Turbo-Generators and Suggestions

ior Improvements," by J. Shepherd.
January 22nd. " Transformers for Electric Furnaces.'' by J. L.

Thompson, M.Sc.
Meetings of Territorial Centres.—January Otfi. Preston. " Elec-

tric Traction, bv H. E. O'Brien. D S.O.

January I2t/i, Newcastle. -'"Scientific Management,' by J. M.
Soott-Maxwell. —
January i'At/i. Edinburgh. (To be announced later.)

Jiinvary i^lli. Leeds. "Large Power Transfo.mers," by A. G.

Ellis and J. L. Thompson.
January I'itli. Manchester. (To be announce! later.)

January Ht/i, Birmingham. "Eddy Current Losses ia Stator

Windings," by H. W. Taylor.
January loth. Birmingham. Joint meeting with Midland

Junior Gas Association.

January Wfth, Liverpool. Address by Prof. E. W. Marchant. D.Sc.

(Inaugural Meeting of Liverpool Sub-Centre )

January 26th. Newcastle. " Failure.s of Turbo-Generators and
Suggestions for Improvements," by J. Shepherd.
January 21th. Manchester. (To be announced later.)

January 28M. Birmineham. "Failures of Turlx)-Generators and
Suggestions for Improvements, ' by J. Shepherd.
January SOth. Newcastle. Annual dinner of North-Eastcrn

Centre.

Stijdests' Sectios.—January 16th. City and Guilds Engineering
College. South Kensington. S.VV. (7 p.m.), "The Development of

Automatic Telephony.' by J. H, Reyner.
Irish Centre (Belfa.^t ).—The following have been appointed

to form a Preliminary Committee to take the necessary steps to

inaugurate this Centre .—Messrs. T. \V. Bloxam, E. S. Dashwood,
K. V. Macrory, F. W. Parkinson. H. D. ft'lght. and Prof. B. Stanley
lacting hon. secretary).

Scholarships.—"The CuuncU has awarded the following
Scholarships for 1319-20 :—

.>'ilomons Scholurfhi/M (value £50 each).—To Mr. J. C. Read, of

Bristol University : and to Mr. H. J. Barriscale, of the Engineering
School. University College. Cork.

DaiUi ITughet Scholar.^hips (value £5() each).—To Mr. D. S.

Anderson, of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow ; and to Mr.
B. A. Cronin, of the University College of South Wales and
Monmouthshire.
Paul Scholarship (value £25).—To Mr.F.E. Price, ofthe Finsbury

Technical College.

The Ixstitutios of Engineers (India).—The I.E.E. CounpU
has awarded for the next five years, an annual prize of £2uforthe
best paper on an electrical subject read before the above
Institution. .

The Journal also gives a complete list of the Committees
appointed by the Council for 191S-20, and the names of the
Institution's representatives on other bodies.

The Scottish Centre is holding a conversazione on Februarv
4th. 1920, at St. Andrew's Hall. Granville Street, Glasgow.

Society of Technical Engineers (North-Eastern District) The
following meetings will be held during the current month,
commencing at 7 p.m. :

—

Sunderland.— Wednesday. January 14th, at the Subscription
Library, Fawcett Street.

Middlesbrough.—Fridav. January 16th. at the Corporation
Hotel.

Newcastle-on-Tvne.^—Wednesday, January 2l8t. at the Citv
Hotel.

Belfast Association of Engineers.— " Wireless Communication
in the War was the title of a lecture given by Major Rupert
Stanley, at Belfast, on December ISth. The lecturer, in the
course of his address, which was illustrated by lantern views,

dealt with the transmission and reception of wireless messages,

wireless equipment for military purposes in the earlier phases

of the war, the evolution of the hard valve and its advan-
tages in wireless communication, the complete system of wire-

less communication employed in France in 1918. and the latest

achievements in wireless signalling, telephony, and long-range
work. Major Stanley was an instructor and experimental adviser

to the British Expeditionary Force in France. In acknowledgine
the vote of thanks. Major Stanley said that the Allied triuHiph

over the Germans in wireless work was largely due to the achieve-

ments of the French wireless experts.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tht Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with tht

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of tht

Electrical Review posted as to their mnrements.

Mr. E. Jordan, of Northampton, has been appointed shift

engineer at EavrtenstaU Electricity Works.
Mr. A. \V. Cooper, of the Electricity Works, Walthaipstow,

has been appointed meter charge engineer at the electricity

works, London Eoad, Sou then d-on-Sea.
C-aptain and Adjutant D. A. Willumsos, Tyne Electrical

Engineers, has vacated the appointment of adjutant on ceas-

ing to be employed.
Lieutenant W. G. C. Hardy. City of Edinburgh Electrical

Engineers, has vacated the acting rank of captain on ceasing

to be employed.
Commander J. P. Schofield, M.B.E.. Principal of the Car-

diil ^'ireless College, has been presented by the students with

a silver cruet set. The college turned out 1,0(X) wireless

operators during the war.
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At a smoking concert held at the Manchester Hotel, Hull, on
December 19th, Mr. J. Wilkinson, who recently retired from
the position of Corporatiou tramways electrical engineer,

alter nearly 30 yeurs' servRt.-, was presented by Mr. J. W. A.

Hentou, supervising engineer, on behalf of the tramways de-

partment employes, with an Underwood typewriter and an
umbrella. It is stated that Mr. Wilkinson i^ now introducing
electrically propelled battei-y vehicles into Hull.

Mr. F. H. EuDD, electrical engineer to the Rochdale Cor-
poration, has not yet recovered from a nervous breakdown,
and on the advice of his doctor, is taking a further rest and
change of surroundings. The Gas and Electricity Committee
last w-eek expressed their sympathy with him, and granted
him a further two months' leave of absence. The committee
feel that the breakdown of Mr. Rudd's health is due to the
trying time he has had since he took control of the under-
taking nearly three years ago. He has been faced w-ith h

great many difliculties, often being at the works for 48 hours
at a stretch.

On the occasion of his leaving the Aberdeen Corporation
Electricity Department to take up duty as shift engineer with
the Falkirk Corporation. Mr. H. Trowsdale, on December
'26th, was made the recipient of a watch and chain as a

parting gift from his fellow employes. Mr. Bullman, station

engineer, in the absence of Mr. Bell, made the presentation
The Birmingham Post states that the services rendered o

Bu'mingham and the district by Sir Oliver Lodge and Lady
Lodge ^'ere to be recognised by the presentation of an address
and a memento to them at a meeting of the subscribers to be
held at the Council House on January 1st. The list of contri-
butors was clo.sed on December .31st.

On the occasion of his lea\-ing the Surbiton Electricity

Supply system to take up another appointment. Mr. A. W.
Crick, who has been a. member of the stnff for the past
16 years, was presented with a suit case.

Alderman G. Pearrox, chairman of the Bristol Corporation
Electricity Commiltee. who has for the p.-ist 14 years acted
as honorary solicitor to the Incorporated Municipal Electrical

Association, has recently, much, to the regret of the .A,ssocia-

tion. been compelled to resign owing to indifferent health.

The Council of the I.M.E.A. have pleasure in announcing that

Mr. P. M. Heath, deputy town clerk of Manchester, ha.s

consented to accept this position.

.\cting Captain .T. A. Slee. C.B.B.. R.N.. has been ap-
pointed technical superintendent and adviser on the staff af

the Marconi International Marine Communication Co.. Ltd.

Obitnary.

—

Mb. Claud Hajiilton.—The death took place

at Sidmouth. Devon, where he was on holiday, of Mr. Claud
Hamilton, of Claud Hamilton, Ltd.. electrical engineers.

Glasgow and .Aberdeen. Mr. Hamilton, who came of an old

engineering family, took up that profession and served his

apprenticeship with Messrs. A. & .J. Inglis, Glasgow, and
Messrs. J. & W. ,\bernethy, Aberdeen. WTien the latter

business was incorporated as a limited company, he became a.

director. In the late '80's he founded the business of Claud
Hamilton, which, under his direction, became one of the most
extensive concerns of its kind in Scotland.

Mr. W. Hopekirk.—The death is announced, at the age if

74 years, of Mr. W. Hopekirk. electrical engineer, of Havrick.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Perna Engineering Works (Blackpool). Ltd. (161,690).—
Private company. Registered Decembf-r loth. CapiLil. £3,000 in £1 shares.

Objects : To take over the business carried on at Castlegate. South Shore,

Blackpool, as the " Perna Engine.;ring Works." and to carry on the business

of general and electrical engineers, manufacturers of Perna electric-dynamo

lighting sets and other Perna specialities, builders and makers of motor
bodies, chassis, fc. The subscribers (each with one share) are : G. H. Morris.

m, Central Drive. Blackpool, contractor: \V. S. Pvrah. 3. Alexandra Road.

South Shore. Blackpool, engineer; R. H. -Mann. !20. Osborne Road. South
Shore. Blackpool, engineer. The first directors are: G. H. Morris. W. S.

Pyrah. and R. H. Mann. Registered office : Castlegate, South Shore. Bl:ick-

British Brass Fittings, Ltd. (161,968).—Registered De-
cember 22nd. Capital, f3.".0.000 in £1 shares. Objects: To take ov,r th.-

businesses of Sperrvn & Co.. Ltd., Chas. Jovner S: Co.. Ltd.. Ingram & Kemp.
Ltd., and Plaver i Mitchell. Ltd., with certain of the assets ther.ol (the

purchase considerations being respectively £95.644. £43.395, £28,164 and

£23.872). and to cnrrv On the business of brass and iron founders, water,

gas. oil and electric fittings manufacturers, Sc. The first directors are: G.

Sperrvn. Hampton Grange. Solihull, director of Ingram & Kemp. Ltd.. and

Sperrvn & Co.. Ltd.; G. M. Sperrvn. 25, Wvclifle Road. Handsworth, director

of same companies: H. B. Butler.' Meadow 'View, StratfordK>n-Avon, director

of Butlers. Ltd.: D, B. Grubb, High Croft. Alvechurch. director of Kior.-

Sheep Farming Co.. Ltd.: \V. J. G. Sperrvn. 45. Frederick Road, Wylde
Green, Birmingham, director of Ingram & Kemp. Ltd.: W. Dampier. Park

Mount. Strencham Hill, .Moseley, Birmingham, director of Player & Mitchell.

Ltd. .Acting secretary : H. B. Butler. Solicitors : Brooks. Monk and Har-

greave. 3". Waterloo Street, Birmingham.

C. H. Davies & Co., Ltd. (161,802').—Private company.
Registered December 18th. Capital. £12.000 in £1 shares (2.000 6 per cent,

cumulative preference!. To take over the business of an electrical accessories

manufacturer carried on by C. H. Davies at 133. Bracebridge Street. Bir-

mingham. T!ie subscribers (each with one share) are: C. H. Davies, 153,

Bracebridge Street. Birmingham, electrical engineer: T. Gladdy. 135. Brace-

bridge Street, Birmingham, electrical engineer: T. Reynolds. 155, Bracebridge

Street. Birmingham, rflechanic.il engine«T, The first directors arc: C. H.

Davies, T. Gbddy and T. Reynolds. Solicitor: E. F. Freeland. Birminghnm.

Britisb Electrical Repairs. Ltd. (161,90o) .--Registered
December 20tli, Capital. £50.000 in £10 shares. Objects : To carry on bus:

ness at indicated bv the title. The first directors are: J. J. Atkinson. 1.

Vorth" John Street,
' Liverpool ; H. C. Evans. 18. Exchange Street, Man-

chester; .\. Fletcher, Eden Browe, Armathwaite; L. V. Gerr.ird, 21, Fennct

Street, Mancheste- : H. M. Longridge. 24. Fennel Street. Manchester; N. H.
Maxwell, 1. North John Street, Liverpool; H. F. Taylor, 56, Kingsway,
\V.C.2. RegistereJ olfice : 24, Fennel Street. .Manchester.

Sutton-in=Ashfield .Motor and Electrical Engineering Co.,
Ltd. (161,L<41).—Private conipanv. Registered December
18th. Capit.,1. i-io.lJUU in ID.'.'JO prvlerre<l 'ordinurv shares of £1 each and
l.OtM) deferred ordinary shares of J>. each. To ta'rry on the business indi-
cated by the title, and to adopt an agreement wit'h R. Kenna- The sub-
scribers (each with one preferred ordinary share) .ire: J. B. Hole, Jiedbaok,
.Mansfield. .Notts, gentleman; B. Walton, jun., 74. Kirkby Road, Sutlon-in-
Ashfield, Notts, hosiery manufacturer. The first directors are : J. B. Hole
and B. \\;iIton, jun. (both permdnent. subject to holding 100 deferred ordi-
nary shares e;ich). Qualification of ordinary directors, £500. Registered
ollice : Bank Chainbers, Sutton-in-.Xshfield.

British Arls Sparking Plug Co., Ltd. (161,966).—Private
company. Registered Uecemlvr 22nd. Capital. £5.000 in £1 shares. ObjecUs :

lo carry on the businc-^s of rnanuLicturers and importers of and dealers in
sparking plugs and all kmds ol mechanical or electrical machinery, engineers,
turbines, dynamos, &c., and to enter into an agreement with Soci4t^ Aris o'
:H, Rue dc I'Abondance. Lyons. France. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: J. P. Edmunds. White Lodge, Whitchurch, Glam., director and
shipowner: H. H, Deacon. " Ccedmor." Penarth, collierv agent. Permanent
directors are: J. P. Edmunds, H. H. Deacon, F. H. Bridge. A. S. Shedden.
H. J. Edmunds and A. L. Rhys-Evans. Qualification. £100. Secretary: A.
L. Rhys-Evans. Registered office : 65-8, Merchants' Exchange. Bute Docks,
Cardiff.

'^

Appareil Magnetique Co., Ltd. (161,796) .-Private com-
pany. Registered December 18th. Capital, £4,000 in £1 shares. To take
over the business of a company of similar name, and to carrv on the business
of medical electricians and magneticians. manufacturers of electrical, surgical
and calisthenic appliances, sports goods, ic. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: H. F. Perry, 8, Park Grove Road. E.ll, cashier; G. C. Baldock,
a4, Strowc Road, E.7, solicitor's clerk. -Man:iging director: G. Petterson.
Registered office: 2. Charterhouse Street. E.C.

B. K. E. Electric Motors, Ltd. (161,749).—Private com-
pany. Registered December 17th. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares. To carrv
on the business of buyers and sellers of and dealers in all kinds of vehicles',
ships and vessels (whether propelled or moved by electricity, steam or other
power) and all electric or other motors. &c. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: C. E. W. Ogilvie. 32. Essex Street, Strand, W.C. solicitor; W.
R. Br.--dshaw. 32, Essex Street, Strand, W.C. clerk. The subscribers are '.o

appoint the first directors. Qualification, eSW. Solicitor : C. E. W. Ogilvie.
32. Essex Street, Strand. W.C.2.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Power Engineering Co.. Ltd.—Debentures for ,£500 regis-
tered November 14th. 1919. part of £11,500, charged on the company's under-
taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Rushmores, Ltd. (formerly Rnshmore Lamp Works,
Ltd.)—Satisfaction registered November 12th, 1919, (a) to
the extent of f27,5(», of charge for £30.000 registered December. 1917, and
(b) in full, of charge for £].0(K. and other moneys registered August, 1919.

English Electric Co., Ltd—Debentures for ^1,000,000
isecure by trust deed dated September 15th, 1919) charged on interests in
^arious shares and in certain freehold works at Preston and Bradford, and
the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including un-
called capital.

"

CITY NOTES,

At the meeting held on December 17th,
Eastern Sir J. Denison Pender first referred to the

Extension, death of Mr. F. A. Bevan, who had been
Australasia and a director .since 1873. Turaing to the ac-
China Telegraph counts, he said that the.sc were very satis-

Co., Ltd. factory a.s the gros-s receipts for 1918
showed an increase of £.562,000, doe to

the enormous increase of traffic aU over the company's sys-
tem. The working and other expenses showed an increase
of ^£(38.000. mainly accounted for by additions to the staff
.salaries and war payments. A revaluation of their securities
showed that the provi.sion made in past years on account
of investment fluctuations was found to be practteaUy suffi-

cient to meet the depreciation of the reserve fun4 .securities

on December 31st. 191s. when the accounts were made up.
At the meeting of the Eastern Co. he had pone very fully
into the causes of delays on traffic. He would not go over
the ground again, and they would receive a full report of
that meeting. As an illustration of the enormous growth of
traffic since the outbreak of w;ir he mentioned that the
trans-Indian and this company's local traffics between India
and the Far Blast, ifcc.. showed an increase in 191S of roundly
.'3'27 per cent, over the pre-war year 1913. Ckmsequently. ad-
ditional carrying capacity w.as urgently required to deal with
this large volume of traffic, and they were making arrange-
ments for the manufacture .and laying of a new cable between
Madras and Singapore at the earliest possible moment. The
Eastern and other cable comiwnies also urgently needed more
cables to meet their traffic requirements, and it would, there-

fore, take some little time before this could be effected. The
money required for the Madras-Singapore cable would be
taken from the general reserve fund.

At the statutory meeting, held at Man-
chester on December IStb.^Ir. M. H.
Goldstone. who presided, said that the

state of the order Ixiok was very healthy:

in fact, they were booked uf :it pmfit:ibl.- rates in most de

partments ifor a long time ahead The demand for wirea,

cables, and flexible cords, .-ontinuod in excess of the snpply

Not only was there a continued incro.nsing demand for cahles

for b'ghting, heating, power, telephone and beU service, but

'Ward and
Goldstone, Ltd.
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the automobile industry requiieiuents were very substantial,
jind the diiectoi-s were niakiny provision in the new works
lor increasing the output. In the tlepurtments relating to
.switch and luse gcai . owing to the htuivy stocks of castmgs
th<-y usually carried. t!icy had as yet not boon seriously hauUi-
cappt'd by the luouldors' strike, but unlcs.s this trouble was
-soon ^ettled, they lea red that thi.s departineiit was likely to
sutler. Ahuust every branch of the oiigiiiiniiig industry wa^
deiX'udent upon obtaining supplies of c-astings. The demand
lor their electrical plants for lighting couutry houses, bunga-
lows, cinemas, Ac, was growing, and they looked to this
department to supplement their profits to a eonsiderable
extent. Referring to the comix^tition of American and other
makers, he said that they had httle fear of fan- competition
in lighting sets. They were anxious to remove to the new
works, particularly as the congested state of the present
stores and warehou.se was restricting turnover. They hopeii
to start moving in April of lO'iO, and as it was intended,
as far as possible, not to stop production during removal, they
were duplicating a portion of the machinery. It was antici-
pated that by a year hence they would be finally installed
m the new works, when they would be able to cope more
successfully with the large amount of business offered. The
turnover of the company continued to increase satisfactorily.
The directors were optimistic as to the future prospects of
the company, providing that they could steer clear, as they
had done in the past, of labour trouble.

Presiding at the annual meeting, held
Lasteru at Electra House, E.G., on December 17th,

Telej^raph Sir J. Denison Pender made some com-
Co., Ltd. parisons to illustrate the growth of business

diu-ing the war and suice the signing of
the armistice. I^e gross revenue tor tue year 1913 was
iJ] ,462,844. I'or 1917 it was i'2,901,579, an increase of
;gl,438,735, or lUO per cent. For 1918 the gross revenue was
£463,470 in excess even of 1917, and i'l,902,'205 above the
pre-war hgiue. On the other hand, the total exi>enses had
correspondingly increased, and large payments had accrued
to the Goverinnent for excess profits duty and income tax,
the result be;r.g that, notwithstanding the increase in the
gross revenue over 1917 of i'463,47fl. the amount available for
reserve and dividend on the ordinary stock was roughly
i'30.00U less than in 1917. The amount charged in the ac-
i:ounts under review for income tax and excess piotits duty
payable in England was ±"861,300, and the amounts paid and
due to the Covemment from this and their associated com-
liaoies for the last five years totalled no less than six million
pounds. Special attention should be drawn to the exjienses
attendmg maintenance of cables, £364,807. This work now
involved great expense owing to additional cost of cable and
materials, higher labour charges, and all the other items re-
lating to the upkeep and running expenses of ships. The
average annual cost of this item for the five years prior to
the war was ±T07,U-21. .\lthough their men had necessarily
to run risks in repairing cables during the war, they did not
lose a ship, although the whole fleet was at work practically
night and day. The naval authorities realised the ^^tal im-
portance of mamtainiug telegraphic communication through-
out the Empire, and it was a great satisfaction to the com-
pany to render important service to both the naval and mili-

tary authorities by laying, maintaining, and working many
strategic sections, as A\"ell as maintaining a satisfactory service
for Government conesiwndence. The combined interests of
this country and the Allies were their fir.^^t consideration, and,
although regular customers were subjected to many restric-

tions and their commercial service was hampered, they did
everything possible to provide, the best service obtainable dur-
ing the war. Unfortunately, the commercial service still fell

short of the high state of efficiency which existed before the
outbreak of war, and jMiblic telegrams were subject to serious
delay. They were doing everything possible to improve
matters. That they would succeed in again attaining their
pre-war standard there was no doubt whatever, but it must
necessarily take time. Prior to .\ugust. 19J4, the routes
owned by the Indo-European and by the Great Northern
Telegraph Companies, which passed through Germany and
Russia, dealt with approximately 40 iwi- cent, and 30 pet-

cent, of the Indian and Far East traffic respectively, and
since that date this company had had to deal with practically
the whole of this work iii addition to their own traffics. Be-
fore the war their system of duplicate, triplicate, and in .some
cases quadruphcate cables, and alternative routes, which pro-
vided security against the temporary breakdown from natural
causes of one or more sections, always gave a good margin
of capacity over and above a likelihood of any abnormal
volume of traffic which might arise from any special event
of national or international interest. When the unprece-
dented increase of traffic with which they had to cope was
suddenly thrust upon them, the whole of their previous
margin of safety disanpeared, and it was impos.^ible to manu-
facture and lay additional cables to meet this emei'gency.
Not only was this impossible, but it was with the greatest
difficulty that they were able to maintain the cahles already
laid, .\notlier factor which shotild not be overlooked was
shortage of ttatf. The deniaud foY \oiith to maintain the
fighting forces had. naturally, the effect of cutting off the
supply of suitable yninig men. and as it took some vear.fl of
training and experience to make an efficient telegraph opera^
tor. the burden during the war was thrown upon the shoulders

of those who, from age or by the wise decision of the nav&l
and military authorities, were prevented from taking an
active part in the laud and sea defences of their country.
The supply of suitable young men was now more satisfaotojy

,

and the strengthening of the staff was now only a question
of time, but it must be remembered that .some years train-

uig had been lost. The Government telegrams exchanged
with and through the United Kingdom contained on an
average over 3U,UO0 words a day, whereas in 1913 the daily
average was only about 3,000 words. The total number of
paid words dealt with by the companies in 1918 was about
180 milhons, in addition to which they had carried diu'ing
the war three million words free of charge in connection
with Wounded, lied Cross, ic. In 1913 the total number of
words was onlj about 64 millions. They had hoped that with
the removal ol the censorship lestiictions and the reintroduc-
tion of private codes, the volume of traffic would appreciably
diminish. The reverse had taken place, the number of mes-
sages had increased, and their length was only slightly

reduced. Not long ago two of their main line cables were
accidently broken by ships' anchors, and although these were
speedily restored, the accumulation due to these interruptions
created serious delay, because there was no maigin of capacity
to deal with the congestion resulting fiom the interruptions.
No permanent improvement could be relied upon if the traffic

was maintained at its present level, until they could improve
the capacity of the system by laying additional cables and
introducing new apparatus, which would increase the speed
of working. Neither of these means was possible during the
war. as all the cable and electrical apparatus manufacturei's
practically devoted the whole of their energies to the output
of war materials, and it would be some time yet before their
requu-ements could be met. They had long since placed orders
for both cable and apparatus, and the manufacturers were
doing all they could to assist, but the unavoidable delay in
delivery haiuijered their initiative. 'They made arrangements
with the Ministry of Shipping to charter the Steplian, one
of the largest cable-laying vessels in the world, which was
taken over from the Gennans, aad she had just completed
the laying of another fast speed cable between Porthcumow',
in Cornwall, and Gibraltar, about 1,200 miles in length, which
would form the first section of a new main line between Great
Britain and the Far East through the Mediterranean, and on
via Bombay and Madras, then taken on by their associated
company, the Eastern Extension, .tc, Co., to Singapore,
involving an expenditure of about 7,000 miles of cable. Pro
visional orders were placed immediately there was a likelihood
of the cable being manufactured, and as .soon as each section

was dehvered it would be laid and worked. In the meantime
partial renewals had been and were being carried out, and
other means had been devised to improve the speed of some
of the existing cables. The manufacturers were also being
pressed by other administrations to cari-y out extensive order.s

for cable to improve telegiaphic communication in other paits
of the world where there was also heavy delay. After re-

ferring to the vexed question of tiiple-rate urgent telegrams,
the chairman said that the company was one of the few public

concerns which had not raised their charges during the w-ar.

On the contrarv. thev had, in fact, reduced their rates since

1914 with British West Africa, New Zealand, the Dutch East
Indies. Japan. South Africa, and East .Africa, while reduc-
tions with China, Hong-Kong, and the Philippines would
come into operation on January 1st next. Although they were
always ready to reduce rates whenever circumstances war-
ranted it. they must point out that the Governments of Great
Britain and India had considered it necessary to increase their

pre-war charges for local internal telegrams, and the rentals

charged for pneumatic tubes and underground wires had also

recently been rai.-ied. which had had the effect of considerably

increasing their outpayments in Great Britain. The general

reserve fund had reached £3,076,000. due to the conditions

ruling during the last five years, w-hich made it impossible

to undertake necessary renewals and the laying of cables—

•

even those which in the ordinary course would have been
necessary to provide additional capacity to enable them to

deal properly with the normal growth of business. Therefore,

the moneys which would have been expended on this work
had there been no war were invested for the time Iieing in

War Loans. When it became pos.«ible to get delivery of p

part of their requirements, they laid the first link, the new
Porthcurnow-Gibraltar section already mentioned. This com-
pany alone must have at least another 4.000 miles of cable as

soon as they could be manufactured and laid, the cost of

which would be chargeable against the general reserve fund,

and as the price of cables to-day was so greatly in excess of

nre-war prices the reserve fund would be materially reduced.

Their reserve fund was not a " free reserve " in the sens<^

of the reseiTes of other trading concerns, and could not be

looked upon as available for capital di,=^tribution. It wa-s set

a.side for the specific purpose of providina renewals and ad

ditional cables, &c.. as required; and the withdrawals in

future would be very heavy. Thev had ordered a new cable

repairing ship capable of consuming either coal or oil fuel,

and fitted with all the latest cable repairing machinery and
(-quipment She would be a very useful addition to their

Heet. Had it not been for the moulders' st.rike she would
h.Tve been tlelivered in May next, but this date could not n6w
be adhered to. Her cost would he more than doulile tha

pre-war price,
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Bullers, Ltd.—The report for the four years ended July
31st, 1919, states that during the period in which the com-
pany was a controUed establishment the directors were unable

to issue reports and statements of account owing to the diffi-

culty of aniviug at accurate figures relating to luuuitions levy

and excess prohts duty. A settlement with the Government
has been reached enabling balance sheets for the four years

to be submitted. In order to deal with the great increa.se in

the voluuie uf business, new works at Milton are being erected

and are nearly complete. The accounts for the years 1916,

1917, and 1918 have been adjusted and a linal balance of

i'9,1-13 has been brought forward to be dealt with. For the
year ended July iJlst, lUib, 7i per cent, dividend on the ordi-

nary shares has been paid, and for 1917 and 1916 10 per cent.

The reserve fund has been increased, and now stands at

i'9O,0OU. The accounts, after payment of the diiectors' fees,

salaries, I'i.c, and after "providing for excess profits duty, show
a profit of i'3'2,6-5.ii. This amount, together with. £9,ii:i

brought forward, makes a total of ±''1'2,0%. The duectors re-

commend a further dividend of 1^ per cent., making Hi per
cent, for the year, on the ordinary shares; that ±TO,0(XI be
placed to reserve, bringing that amount up to ±'100,0(XI; a
fuither allocation of i'o.ftOO against contingencies at Hanley,
and the balance of i'Slt) to be carried forward.

—

Financial
Times.

Companies Struck oli the Register.—The following com-
panies nave been struck off the register, and are accordingly
dissolved :—

•

British Empire Lighting and Construction Co., Ltd.
Carbo WeWing Syndicate, Ltd.
(.'oal Carbonizing' Patent Syndicate. Ltd.
Klectra Rubber and Vulcanite Syndicate, Ltd.
Oil I*"uel Gas Generator, Ltd.
Ostro Light Co., Ltd.
Shipston iil^ttrical Co., Lid.

Barbados Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—For the vcar
ended June 30th, 1919, the trading protit was i;3,(j0(j', as
against ±'3,197 for the previous year. £1,303 has been
charged against trailing for repairs and renewals, as against
±'484, the increase being due chiefly to the cost of renewals
to Diesel engines necessitated by a breakdown which occmred
subsequent to the is.sue of the last report
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F..KK1..K TriAMS., A, .

Deo. IJeo. Rise Dec. Dec. liisi"

Btooks or :il9l. fclst, or Stocks or .Slst. slat, or

SharcB. 191;. iai9. fall. Shares. IMIB. 191H. fall-

A. Arg.Tr. IstPrl. 4,', SJ — ,"„ Mox. Trams. 1st 67 43}
—'24*

Brazil Traction., r." 6(M + »} Mex. LiBht Com. 88 17 -21

B. Col. Elcc. Prt. b7,'. «lii - « do. Pret. . . 4'J 25 —2!1

do. Preferred. . !io' 54j + 4J do. 1st . . . . 7U 52* —27*

Masukachhixi;.

BabcockitWilco.N 3\t SfJ, — i Klec. Construct. . . U 1,'.. - ,:,

Brit. Alumininm 1'^ IJ — ,•;; Oen. Electric .. 17* 2 f24

B. West. Pref. . . 2.< au + ,;, Henleys . . . .
aj 2i -

Oallenders . , 10» st -2J India-Rubber 17 l»i +11
Castner-Kellncr.. S^ Sj, + ,'„ TeleKraph Con. . . 48 26.5

+'•'

On undivided shares.

One of tJie featiu-es of the past few weeks lias been in

enormous outpouring of new issues. Tile electrical industry

ha« taken it.s part, though a comparatively small one, in the

demand for money. The general effect has been to reduce,

.1, little, the quotations of the existing securities, and for

ob\4ous reason.s. Newcomers must offer terms more tempting

thaji those available from present stcK'ks, and the diTer,sion

of public money into the former means that there is so much
the less left for investment in the latter. The public have

taken willingly, not to say greedily, the gi-eater part of the

new issues which have been so liberally presented, and that

there is still plenty of money available for employment in

stocks and shares is evident from the way in which company
promoters are actively employed in the preparation of new
prospectuses to be issued early in the New Year. The first

year of peace has proved in some resijects disappointing to

those who looked for immediate resumption of normality, but

the conviction that the anticipation of its fulfilment is only

postponed for a. while, lends sincerity to the hope that this

may prove to aU who are interested in electrical matters a

Prosperous New Year.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HouE Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price

, ^ Dec. :», Yield
1917. 1918. 1919. Rise or fall. p.c.

Brompton Ordinary ^9 f ot
"^^ "7 '? 7

Charing Cross Ordinary,-**
i'' , , s i a

CheVsea
'^^ "" ''.'": ^ ^ »

-'
^ S

^neisea.
. , • a a 10 4. w' fl l<t 4

Citv of London u ,
•

? I 'Zs 1 I a h n
do. do. eperoent. Prel. .. "J ^i +*

S ,? ?
County of London „ ,• 1 ' S

"
I 4 J

do do 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 9i - 6 9 9

Kensington Ordinary .

.

7 6 4i
- 6 6 4

Ijondon E'ectric •-,
'i'' 'J'' J?

'

f i; ,- ,n
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 8t . » s 1

1

10

Metropolitan . .„
'

, L Ji 2
~

? ,0 n
do. 4* per cnnt. Pref. .

.

4i 4* 8 —
i '!!

'

St. James' ana Pall Mall ..
f

'" «, " ggg
South London 5S ?" "

. „ „
South Metropolitan Pref 11 L

~
7 1.1 ?

Westminster Ordinary ...» o at —
1 ij o

TELEURiPHa AKD TkLEPHOHES.

Anelo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 m ~ 6 12 R
^

do Def IJ 88/6 22$ .} 7 10

Chile Telephone 8 8 6* -
.5 1w

Cuba Sub. Crd. 7 7 m ~
^J

13 4

Eastern Extension 00 .JS
"^

.1 il n
Eastern Tel. Ord. .... 8 8 16g - '*}^ °

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 12 '5^
~

i , k
do. do. Pref 6 8 9s

— 6 18
Great Northern Tel MM 231 - 97 2

Indo-European
J,?^ i? ^ ~

, 5 ? 1
Marconi .. '

'

?? ?S n*.
' •« 5 ,1 f

Oriental Telephone Ord 16 10
2f,

—
.! " i

United B. Plate Tel. .8 8 7e
- 'o 5

West India and Panama 1/8 1/3 IJ -
.,?''

Western Telegraph 8 8 17J
— 4 1. J

Home RAtLs.

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 68» —
? }" ^

Metropolitan 1 U fh +\h J 1 «

do. District . . Nil Nil 21 t 1 Nil

Undergrouna Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil 2i ^ i Nil

do do. "A" ,. Nil Nil fi/fi -fid. Nil

do. do. Income ..4 6 87 +•> *,'; 1.";

Foreign Trams, Ac.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. . . 6 8 SJ — 7 14 10

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . fi Nil 38 — —
do. do. 2nd Pref. . . — — 3i + J

—
do. do. .IDeh. .. 6 S 6U - 8 2 8

Brazil Tractions T ~
?St

~^
. 1^ ^

Bombiy Electric Pref 6 6 13* - 4 9

British Columbia Elcc. Rly. Pfce. 5 5 61J v2 8 2 8

do. do. Preferrred Nil U .'".li +.1 4 11 9

do. do. Deferred Nil Nil .'^2* +1 Nil

do. do. Deb. • 4+ 4J bl — 6 19 4

MexicoTraras5 percent. Bonds.

.

Nil Nil 42J
— Nil

do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 29 -1 Nil

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 174 —7i Nil

do. Pref Nil Nil 25 — Nil

do. let Bonds.. Nil Nil 52J —2 —
MANTFArTURINO CoMP.AJ!IES.

Babcock & Wilcox 15 15 3A ~ ji M 14 2

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 IJ —
2 '*

i
BritisTi Insulated Ord 2.i 121 2 — 6 .;

Callendets 2.^ 25 .?i
- 716

6* Pref 5 6* ii-J
— fi 11 6

Cratner Kcllner 25 20 3,\xrt - 3 IS 7

C^mptonOrd 7 10 21/6 -6d. 9 « 9

Edison-Swan, "A" ^- •• "T
'" Jf-

~" "=
i- o S

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ..45 8IJ — 629
Electric Construction .. .. 10 10 ft -ft 98 -j

Gen. Elec. Pref 6 64 19/6 —6d. » 12 I;

do. Ord 10 10 40/- - '5

Henley 25 2f. 2J
- 5 U 1

do. 4J Prel 44 44 88 - 8*2
india-KSbbei 10 10 18? -J '6 9 ,

Met.-Vickers Ptei — — 2H — ?4 "

Siemens Ord — 10 2il- +ii- '1 S 2

Telegraph Con 20 20 26i + I, M_10 6

• Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It ihoold be remembered, in making use of the agnres appearing

in the foUowinK list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstance!.

Tuesday. December 30tli.

CHEMICALS, *e.

I
Acid, Oialio per
Ammoniao Sal per
Ammonia, Muriate (large crystal) ,

Bisulphide of Carbon . . .

.

,

Borax I

Copper Sulphate .

Potash, Chlorate per

,, Perohlorate .. .. ,

Shellac per
Sulphate of Magnesia .

.

per
r
Sulphur, Sublimed Floviers .. ,1

t ,, Lump ,

Soda, Chlorate per

„ Crystals per
, Sodium Bichromate, casks .. per

£41
1/1

1/8

cs:t

£l^
£28

lb,

METALS. Ac.

« Babbitt's Metal Ingots .. per ton

c l^rass irotiou metal a- bo 12* basiB) yer ID,

c ,, Tubes (solid drawn) .. ,,

c ,1 Wire, basis ,,

c Copper Tubes (solid drawn) .. ,,

g „ Bars (best selected) .

.

per ton

g ,, Sheet ,t

g „ Bod ,,

d > (Electrolytic) Bars .. ,,

J ,, ,, Sheets . . ,,

J „ „ Wire Rods ,,

J „ „ H.O. Wire per lb,

^Ebonite Rod
f ,, Sheet ,

n German Silver Wire .. .. ,,

A Gutta-percha, fine ,,

h India-rubber, Para fine .. .. ,,

I Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) .. per ton

I „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O, qual, „

f Lead, English Pig ,,

g Mercury .. .. .. .* per hot.

a Mica (in original oases) small .

.

per lb.

m ,, 11 11 mediimi ,,

a ., ,, i< large .. ,,

g Phosphor Bronze, plain castings

g ,, ,, rolled bars \' rods ,,

g ,, ,, rolled strip A: sheet ,,

i< Silioium Bronze w ire .. .. per ib.

r Steel, Magnet, in bars .. .. per ton

( Tin, Block (Englisb) .. .. „

n .. Wire. Nob. 1 to 18 .. per lb.

White Antifriction Metals .. per ton

QDOIations eapplied by—

£88 to £292
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THE HIGH-FREQUENCY RESISTANCE OF WIRES AND COILS.

By Prof. Q. W. O. HOWE, D.Sc, M.I.E.E.

(Ahstract i'f paper read heforc the WiKELESS SECTION OF THE Institution of Electrical Engineers.)

The last five years have seen a remarkable development of the
application of hierh-frequency currents to telejrraphy and tele-

phony. In almost everv such application coils through which
high-frequency currents flow form an essential part of the

apparatus. In some cases they contain an ounce or less of the
finest wire, in others many hundredweights of massive copper strip

or tubing. In all cases, however, it is a matter of importance to

be able to calculate or. at least, to predict the losses occurring in

these coils when carrying high-frequency currents. Without this

knowledge it is impossible for the designer to utilise his material
and space to the best advantage.

In this paper an explanation is given of the principles involved,

and it is shown how these principles can be applied to the calcula-

tion of the resistance of wires and coils. A method of measuring
the resistance is described and the results obtained are compared
with the calculated values. The use of multiply insulated

stranded wire is discussed. The paper is to be regarded as an
opening contribution to a discussion on the subject.

Straiijht Conduct I' IS.— In a previous paper the author has shown
how the well-known telephone transmission forrauhv may be used
to calculate the skin effect in many cases. It is there shown that

in a solid round copper wire carrying a current of such a high
frequency that the penetration ia small, the ratio of the high-

frequency resistance B/ to the steady current resistance Bo is given

by the formula

—

B//b„ = 0-038 d V / + 0'25

where d is the diameter of the wire, and f the frequency.

For values of d-^fleas than 32, or values of B//Ro less than 15,

the penetration into the wire is so great that the assumptions

made in establishing the formula are no longer tenable. Even in

this case, however, the problem can be solved by applying the

graphical method so frequently employed in studyiug telephonic

transmission problems. The line is divided into a number of

sections by assuming its leakage and capacity to be concentrated at

a number of equidistant points. The current and potential

diflference at the receiving end are assumed and those at any point

of the line determined by constructing a vector diagram section

by section, commencing at the receiving end and gradually

working back along the line. This method was applied to the

determination of skin effect in the paper already referred to.

The vector diagram is instructive in showing how the magnitude
and phase of the current vary with increasing depth. This is

shown in fig. 1 for d \' / = 79. It is seen that at the moment of

maximum current the central portion of the wire is carrying

current in thfe reverse direction.

Fio. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.—Curves Showing Maximum Value (Dotted) and
Value at Moment op Maximum Total Current (I'ull Line).

When it is desired to keep the inductance of a circuit as low as

possible, parallel strips placed close together are frequently

employed. The current is concentrated towards the inner faces.

If the frequency is so high that the current density at the back of

the strips is practically zero, this is the simplest of all skin -effect

calculations. The resistance and losses are the same as if the total

current were distributed uniformly over a layer of depth t where —
t = i TT VTo^pi'V-

For copper the permeability ^ = 1. and the specific resistance

^ = 1'7 X 10"'' ohm per cm. cube, at a frequency of a million,

t = 0'06t> mm. If the frequency and the thickness of the strips

are such that the current penetrates appreciably throughout the

whole cross- section

—

R /(R„ = fl t/7, where /3 = 2 x V f fijuf p, t = the thickness of the

strip, and -> = (cosh 2 /S t — cos 2 jl T)/(9inh 2 d t + tin 2 S t).

For small values of 2 ji t, that is, for low frequencies or very

thin strips, this reduces to

—

R//b« = 1 + 2/3 (2 ;S t)'/5 I

which for copper may be written

B /iB„ = 1 + iTb (t V /y 10"*.

The value of R//b„ for any value oi fl t can be read directly off

the curve in fig. 2.

When the frequency is such that the current is confined to the

outer skin of a round conductor, material can be saved by using a

tube. If the thickness of the wall is snch that the current density

at the inner surface is negligible, the resistance will be the same
as if the conductor were solid ; if. however, the wjill is so thin

that the current density is appreciable throughout, the above

formula for the strips can be applied, r is then the radial thick-

ness of the wall, which should not excieed one-third of the radius.

Sinfile-layer Cylindrical Coilx.— In the previous paper the

author has shown that the resistance of a long coil closely wound
with a single layer of square or rectangular wire is given accurately

by the same formula as that already found for the parallel strips,

viz. ;

—

Re = Ro ^ TJy

where t is the radial thickness of the wire. The values of r<-/b„

are plotted in fig. 2 against values of ,S t.

If the wire has a square section of side t cm. and if 8 is the

number of turns per cm., Sr is the fraction of the axial length

occupied by the conductor, the remainder being occupied by

insulation or air space. The penetration would be the same if the

turns were close together, but the permeability of the material

reduced from 1 to s t. Assuming the conductor to have unit

permeability. ^ would he reduced to

—

2 IT Vs77/l<J^P-

It wUl be seen from fig. 2 that the values of the ratio Rc/R<. are

practically independent of /S t for values of the latter up to 0'6,

but directly proportional to ,:i t if it exceeds 2'5. Hence, when
the frequency is so low that the skin effect is only slight, the

pitch of the turns has little effect, but at very high frequencies

where the skin effect is very pronotmced. the ratio Et/Ro is pro-

portional to ^(s t). This is only strictly true when s t- differs

but little from unity.

For many purpases it is convenient to consider the ratio of the

high-frequency resistance &c of the coil to the high-frequency

resistance E^ of the same wire when straight.

A round wire equal in diameter to the side of a square wire has

ijir times its resistance both at very low and at very high

frequencies. It may be assumed, therefore, as an approximation,

that this ratio is constant at all frequencies. The inscribed-circle

method gives results in good agreement with observations ; the

biggest difference between the calculated and observed results is

about 4 per cent, for values of T\ff ranging from to 42.

The values of Rc/b„ and Bc/R/ have been calculated for a solenoid

of square wire with s r = TO, OS, 0'5, and 0'25 respectively.

TABLE I (.Abridged).

Calculated Value* of EdBffor Coilt Wound with Square Wire.
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A number of measurementa of the high-frequency resistance of

coils have been made at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology during tlie last three or four years by the author and
by several research students, especially Jlr. Smith-Rose, B.Sc, and
Jlr. W. Greenwood, 15.Sc.

In the case of a coil of il2 turns of 0'26i cm. wire, the total

length of the coil being 2tV!» cm. and its external diameter 2'8() cm.,

the calculated values for the equivalent square wire are about
11 per cent, greater than the measured values of R./b... Another
coil consisted of 62 turns of wire 0'lii3 cm. diameter with a total

length of 20'4 cm. and a pitch of 0'33 cm. The calculated values
of k,-/b„ are 2il per cent, higher than the measured values.

Exigencies of space sometimes compel the designer of radio
apparatus to employ coils with mo-e than a single layer of wire.
The inductance increases as the square of the number of turns in

a given length, whereas the resistance to steady currents is directly
proportional to the turns. At high frequencies, however, the
resistance may be greatly increased by the addition of a second or
third layer.

If the size of wire and the frequency are such that the skin
effect is very pronounced, the effective resistance increases much
more rapidly than the inductance as the number of layers is

increased. When, however, the penetration into the wires is con-
siderable, the calculation of the effective resistance is much more
complicated.

TABLE II.—Values op k,/r<,.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

^T.
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so upon an issue of preierence shares. Beyond this, it ia

sometimes necessary for the concern to borrow money speci-

ally at hxed rates of interest, on debentures or debenture
stocii, the interest on which must be paid year by year; other-

wise the holders may appoint a receiver. There is, therefore,

a considerable risk in proceeding by means of company enter-

prise, which obviously must be compensated for by the pro-

spect ot reasonably good dividends. Iheie are, however, no
electricity undertakings run by companies which are free to

make w^hatever profit they may like. .\11 of them aie limited

in some way or another, and the public is always protected

by a limitation of price in the Act or Provisional Order under
which the concern is worked; so that there is but small
chajice of prohteermg at the public expense m the electricity

supply industry. It may be that there are advantages in

some ways in the Government or municipal method of pro-

cedure, but on the wJiole, the advantage, even Irum tbe public

point of view, lies with a properly guarded and properly

managed company undertaking. If such a limitation were im-
posed upon the rate of dividend or interest which a company
might pay, as to reduce it to the level ol a Government or

municipal loan, no money would be found lor any company
enterprise, and it is difficult to see how it could be found
for Government or municipal enterprise either, for a ver)

large number of individuals are not satisfied to lend their

money at very low rates of interest, in spite of the absolute
security of rates and taxes, and there would come a time
when, in order to get money, the rate of interest would
have to go up. It is surely wiser to allow reasonable and
proper freedom for the earning of interest on capital em-
ployed in public utility undertakings, and so encourage
the finding of capital, than it is to hamper it by
limitations which take away all the spirit of enter-

prise and hamper energetic development. It . i.s remark-
able that the Electricity Bill does nothing to en-

courage the idea that Government will readily find money
for the development of electricity supply, though it provides
for that being done more or, less as a last resort. Elaborate
provisions are set out for the financing of District Boards, it

such boards are formed, but they all seem to do away with
the element of enterprise, and take the form of powers,
granted to the District Boards and to the Electricity Com-
missioners, to borrow money by the issue of stock bearing
interest at some fixed rate, and redeemable at such time as
the Electricity Commissioners may decide. It would seem
very doubtful if individuals will be willing to inve.st their

money in this way unless the rate of interest is considerably
higher than it has been on municipal or Government loans
hitherto. .\nd this interest as well as the repayment of the
loan must all come out of the consumer, i.e., the price charged
for electricity must be sufficient to cover all these charges.

The prospect of getting a cheap supply of electricity tinder

a, District Board does not seem very promising, but the Bill

as amended and now passed by the Hou.se of Commons does
not make the formation of District Boards compulsory.
Under clause 5 (2) association^: or bodies within the di.strict

are given an opportunity to submit schemes for improving
the existing organisation, if it needs improvement, in the
views of the commissioners. It may not be easy to suggest,

in detail, how this can be done, but the first thing to do is

to create the desire for such a scheme, and, having done that

it is wonderful how difficulties seem to dissolve. The desire

must be unanimous; it may be that some degree of self

sacrifice will be requu-ed, but do not let us allow what may
be an entirely imaginary bugbear to hinder us from putting
our heads together with the real desire to improve the whole
existing organisation of electricity supply. The problem
miglit possibly be dealt with by the giving and taking of bulk
supplies bet\yeen the parties, but that would probably entail

keeping up certain walls of separation between thorn, and
it would probably be far better to amalgamate the difl'erent

concerns. This involves the difficult question of finding a way
to unite the different orders of capital, municipal and com-
pany. There cannot, however, be any insuperable difficulty

about this matter, and it must be remembered that the
alternative is the District Board with its purchase of all power
stations and its practically unavoidable waste of money both
in first cost and in maintenance. If taken advantage of in

this way the Electricity (Supply) Bill opens up an avenue of

progress such as has not been possible before, but if we allow

the formation of District Boards, as alternatively provided
for. we shall be taking a retrograde .step, and causing at

,

once a strong feeling of want of confidence among those who
have their own generating plant. They will be afraid to

place themselves in the liands of District Boards on the

score of economy. Human nature cannot be reformed by
coercion. We must look to somethina quite different from
District Boards to bring about that unity of aim and interest

which alone can give us prosperity and peace.

Discussion .at Bristol.

Mr. H. Kabaij.av Proctor said he was particiilaiiy inteivsU'd

in the address because he did not see eye U> eye with the

author. He advocated a District Board for his locality. The
interest which the Government or a local authority paid was
less than that which companies paid because they rould get

money at that cheap rate. Was not the fact that the money

was cheap sufficient evidence that the supply was sufficient?

Plenty of money could be got at that comparatively cheap
rate of interest provided the security was good. He did not
understand the protests against what was considered to be the

elaborate system proposed in the Bill for the financing of

District Boards. I'here were two sums of money mentioned,
20 millions and '25 millions. Neither of these sums was in

tended for the systematic financing of District Boards. The
financing of the District Boards would be done by the various

component parts of those Boards guaranteeing the sums re-

quired. Money would be raised only by the issue of stock

—

the Boards were empowered to issue stock, and such must
be guaranteed, to give the investor that security which would
ensure his capital being forthcoming when necessary. Some
areas might be so sparsely populated as not to be able to pro-

vide a sufficient guarantee for a large scheme which it might
be desirable to inaugurate, in which case the 25 millions

which the Commissioners were to have placed at their dis-

j)osal would come into use. They would lend some of that

money to the District Board.
The joint electricity authority had to be representative of

authorised undertakers within the district either uith or u-itli-

tiut the additional representatives of any county, other local

authorities (not being authorised undertakers), large con

smners, and other interests. A District Board should incor

porate the local authorities, companies and persons who weii'

authorised undertakers, but it should also include the repre

sentatives of railway companies w'ho used or proposed to use

electricity tor traction pur'txises, of large consumers, and of

labour, and where there were other local authorities and
County Councils not being authorised .undertakers, who pro-

vided financial assistance, they also got lepresentation. What
reason was there for the sugge.stion that the incorporation of

these other people—the consumers, for they had to come into

the District Board—would lead to extravagance'^ -\.s regard.i

the incorporation of other local authorities, who were not at

the moment authorised undertakers, why should they be
tempted to extravagance? It was not compulsory to have
labour repre.sented on the joint electricity authorities; on the

District Board it was compul.sory. His experience with

labour had not been so very bad when one got in close con-

tact with labour as a rule; there were exceptions, there was
nothing bad or unreasonable. .\t any rate let them see

behind the scenes. Referring to the objection that all the

money for the repayment of interest and dividends had to

come out of the consumers' pockets, it was a very poor com-
pany that did not take its dividends out of the consumers'
pockets. Surely, the representation of the large consumers,
who were the persons most keenly interested in the produc-
tion of cheap electricity, was the very best form of represen-

tation one could have on District Boards.

Mr. J. H. Edwards thought that finance was the chief

thing to consider in connection with electric supply, but

finance went a httle further than actual money. For instance,

they had to consider the saving in coal as much as the saving

in money. He suggested that in this proposal of the Govern-
ment they were aiming at conserving the coal resources of the

country, and that the Government had at last realised that

the vital thing for the life of this country was electricitv

.supply. It was hoped by giving a cheap supply of electricity

to proceed a good distance towards the solution of the housing
problem. If they were ever to have peace between the

capital classes and the workers they must attempt to solve

the problem of the slums. He was not a believer m nationali-

sation, but he suggested that none would think to-day of

handing over the water supplies of this country to private

enterprise. In connection with the Electricity Bill how- far

were they to go? Was it a reasonable suggestion that the

actual generation of electricity and the provision of trunk
mains could be efficiently nationalised, whereas the more in-

tricate section of the work required a more elaborate scheme
of organisation, that was best left to private enterprise?

Mr. W. Hardy was interested in the Electricity Bill from
the consumers' point of view, and did not know whether
under the Government scheme they were, as consumers,
going to benefit in the price of electricity supply. .-Vt the

same time a scheme which unified electi'icity supply should

in itself supply the consumer at a cheaper rate, provided, of

course, the cost of transmission did not overcome the cost of

production by the consumer himself. He understood the

scheme had not been formulated from a financial point of

view, but purely to give a cheap supply to the country. He
had always felt that they, as electrical engineers, did not

produce the best value from coal, and it seemed that a .scheme

of that size was being run into very quickly without due con-

sideration of that fact. An endeavour should be made to use

the heat of exhaust steam ; that heat should be used for heat-

ing for domestic and industrial purposes, and for that reason

an electricity scheme with a tremendous distributing area
would not be the right thing.

Mr. H. H. Thompson said that one must congratulate Mr.
Chamen on the splendid imagination show;n in the latter part

of his address; if he was serious in his main conclusions, how-
ever, one was inclined to agree entirely with Mr. Proctor.

Personally, he believed in the pre.sent and its possibilities.

especially as new conditions, commeicial and financial, and
extremely interesting possibilities had arisen out of the war.
The appeals to the publii- in connection with new issues at

low rates of interest was evidence that a large section of the
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communitj" was generally satisfied with small returns on
money invested consistent with small risk. As to the finan-

cial success of electricity supply under the proposed con-

ditions, he was optimistic; it was not always sound to esti-

mate future success by past results. Now the state of things

was quite different; electricity supply had become a prime

necessity of industrial growth and economic life. If the new
loans for the proposed developments were raised by private

subscription, that would be a good feature. Direct public

interest in the new schemes as proposed should tend towards

closer s<rutiny and con-siequent reduced expenditure. He was
scarcely in agreement with the feared effects of Government
control, or the bad effects of what was termed nationalisation.

State management by expert business-like officials had still

to be tried and tested.

Mr. A. L. ST.4XT0X doubted " the belief " in cheap electric

power supply, as expressed through the medium of the daily

Press. He disagreed with the view generally held which
asserted the Bill to be mainly based upon a desire to con-

serve the national coal supplies. It was yet to be laid down
that coal exports would definitely cease; steam raising coals

such as were at present used by generating stations repre-

sented but a fraction of the total grades of coal annually pro-

duced; by the time the national coal resources reached the
limit line, the scientific developments of that age would have
far superior methods in operation to those now employed

;

finally, the war was largely won as a result of the part played
by engineering and allied production on a scale hitherto un-
dreamt of. How was the result achieved? Largely as a

result of the enormous flexibility and other advantages which
electricity supply as already available pre^nted in the shape
of an industrial power utUity. The prosperity of the country
depended upon its industrial expansion which implied a
capabihty to produce commercially with economy, rapidity
and continuity of output. The Electricity (Supply) Bill re-

presented a recognition of the part played by this form of

energy during the war. and aimed to utdise it to a far greater
extent as an element of the highest importance during peace.
Resting upon such foundations and reahsing the all-import-
ance of the " financial aspect " as an element of success, one

could not doubt but that the necessary capital required for

promoting essential schemes would surely be produced.

Granted that Government control of utilities had proved itself

inetficient and wasteful in the past, he could not see that

such judgment constituted any justification for allowing
matters to remain so. They had the power to raise the

standard and should use it. He was in accord with Mr.
Pr(Ktor"s refei'ences to " the labour element." His experi-

ence was that the surest way to obtain progressive effort from
the so-called " labour element " was to prove by one'a in-

dividual actions that its place in the universe was recognised,

and that no monopoly of intelligence existed anywhere. Re-
speet was thus gained and confidence was held.

Mr. W. A. CH.4MEX, in reply, said that his objection was
that a District Board had got to purchase or acquire generat-
ing stations. The scheme which he favoured was the joint

electricity undertaking. That there was no hardship in wait-
ing for dividends .so long as the burden of the loss fell upon
the community which benefited, he was in ab.solute agree-
ment. The water supplying London was now excellent, but
the cost of it had gone up so much that the Board had had
to apply for powers to increase the charges; the statutory
local authority had to make up deficits out of the rates. One
might get an excellent engineering propasal, but it might not
be an economic one: that was the lesson to be learnt from
the Ix)ndon ^^'ater Board. The utilisation of exhaust steam
was provided for under the BUI. It seemed to him more
satisfactory to arrange that in conjunction with a unified
scheme, in which the big consumers took their part, but
they had to negotiate with District Boards. Power com-
panies had a lot of "water" in their capital; there were,
however, two ways of looking at that. Contractors were
enterprising; they wanted to stimulate a demand for their
production, and they thought that power companies could be
of assistance in that direction. The idea was good, and there
was a spirit of enterprise in what they did. and they owed
a debt to the contractor that power companies had gone so
far as they had. They had suffered very severely from
lawyers' government. He did not agree that human nature
was unalterable.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC HEATING.

Considerable attention has recently been directed to the ap-
phcation of electric heating for industrial and commercial
purposes, and some notable developments have taken place
in Switzerland in this direction, where, according to an
article in Le Geni; Civil, of August 30th, 1919, by F. Rutgers,
electrical energy is being largely utilised for heating in

laundries, textile mills, and foundries, as well as for central
heating systems in offices, w"orkrooms, Sec, with a marked
economy over the use of coal or coke.
The special conditions obtaining in Switzerland with its

abundant water power, and consequent cheap supply of
energy, have in no small measure contributed to the results
obtained. Kevertheless, even in countries not so favourably
circumstanced it should not be impossible for electric heating

4.^

Fig. 1—Sectios of Electtric W ater He.\ter.

One kilogramme of coal yields 7,000 calories, and 1 kw.-
hour gives 860 calories. Theoretically, it would thus be
necessary to replace 1 kg. of coal by 8 units of electrical

energy; but in reality this is not so. Results obtained in

practice show that owing to higher efficiency and use under
favourable conditions, rarely more than 5 units are required
to replace 1 kg. of coal ; more often this figure does not
exceed 3 to 4 units.
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to find far more extensive apphcation in the industries iu
competition with the existing methods than is at present the
case, more especially when the manifold advantages of this
form of heating are properly realised. The heat required
can be produced exactly at the time and place desired, it can
be efficiently and simply controlled, and when the heating
epphance is out of service losses can be reduced to a mini-
murn. In many eases the heating can be performed entirely
at night, when it should be possible for energy to be supplied
at a specially low rate for this purpose, considering the ideal
nature of such a load, and its importance in materially raising
the load factor of the supply station. Moreover, the economy
c& electric heating does not solely depend upon the relative
cost of coal and electricity as is so often supposed.

Fig. 2.—DiAOBAM of Central Electric Heatixg System
WITH Delayed Distribctiox.

The special electric heating apparatus described and illus-

trated in the article referred to above aie manufactured by
the Swiss Ocrlikon Works, and cover a variety of types for
heating water, generatmg steam, producing hot air, &c.
The type of heater generally used for hot water is the

tubular circulating boiler depicted in fig. 1. The one illus-

trated is for 100 KW., has a height of 1.5 m. (4.92 ft.), and a
diameter of about 0..5 m. (19.7 in.). These boilers are also

made for a capacity up to 300 KW. For still higher powers
several boilers are used. The tubes enclose tie electric heat-
ing elements apd are mounted on a special base, and they
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can be readily removed for cleaning and scraping. When
automatic control of the temperature is required a thermostat

can be fitted to interrupt the supply current when a prede-

termined temperature is exceeded. For small installations,

provision can also be made for automatically closing the

circuit as soon as the temperature falls belov? a certain value.

The boilers of this system are mainly used for heating

water in brevperies, dye-works, chemical works, hotels, &c.

In conjunction with a tank they can also be used for hot-

water storage, and are frequently employed in central heating

systems in factories, dwellings, offices, _ &c. Fig. 2 shows
an electric boiler operating in parallel with a coke-fired boiler

for central heating.

A central heating system which has given special proof of

its value is one in which the electric boiler and storage vessel

are. heated during the first part of the night, i.e., up to about

4 o'clock in the morning, when the cost of the electrical

energy is low. As soon as the storage vessel reaches the

ina.ximum admissible temperature the hot water is automati-

Fig. 3.

—

Section op Electric Steam Boiler for 500 kw.

cally caused to circulate through the heating system, and the
rooms are heated. During the daj the supply of heat is de-
rived from the heat accumulated in the storage vessel. When
the weather is cold, the necessary heating dm'ing the day
can be obtained either by means of an electric boiler of small
power or by burning wood or turf in the existing boOer. 'I'his

central electric heating system with delayed heat distribution
has the advantage that smaller storage vessels can be em-
ployed than would otherwise be necessary for the thermal
storage obtained by utilising the whole energy available dur-
ing the night. The rooms are heatK^d before work is started ;

no attendance is required during the night; the circulation
is automatically effected. In fig. 2 is shown a diagrammatic
representation of this central heating with " delayed heat
distribution."

Very often the tubular radiators, or immersed radiator.';

as they are teruied, are placed directly inside the thermal
storage tanks, and are also used in a simDar manner inside
vats in breweries, inside coppers in laundries, &c.
For the generation of steam electrically similar radiators,

but of larger capacity and heavier construction, are used, and

Fi«. 4.

—

Removable Grate Radiator kor Coal-Fired
Boilers.

the ajrrangement employed is that shown in fig. 3, which is

a sectional elevation of a SOO-kw. electric steam boOer.
These electric boilers can be installed direct in work-

shops without fear of trouble, provided they are of sufficiently

robust construction, as the current can be instantly shut
off, and the production of steam stopped momentarily, which
16 impossible with coal-fired boilers. In Switzerland the
authorities stipulate that the boiler must be built for a

pressure equal to \\ times the normal working pressure. .'Vs

an example, if the working pressure is 88.2 lb. per sq. in. (6 ut-

mospheres) according to these rules it must be designed for a

working pressure of 132..3 lb. per sq. in. (9 atmospheres) and n

test pressure of 305.8 lb. per sq. in. (14 atmospheres). It is ,n

simple matter to proTide for the automatic interruption of
the supply when the pressure rises above a certain value or
when the water level dropa.

Electric steam boilers have a large field of application in

chemical factories, textile miUs, dye-works, choc/iiate factories,

&c. Speciall\' good results have been obtained with them ^n

installations in which in the summer steam is only required

In small amounts for certain purposes, when the ordinary .

steam boiler would be working under uneconomical con-

ditions.

An interesting application of the electric steam boiler i«

made in a spinning mill in which it is used in combination
with an ordinary boiler. In the mill a larrfe quantity of

energy is avaOable during the night, which is utilised in the
electric boiler for heating the main boiler, which in this way
acts as a heat accumulator. At times of heavy load the steam
produced can be used directly by means of automatic reduc-
ing valves and an overflow valve. The electric boiler used
takes 500 kw., and generates steam at a pressure of 117.6

lb. per sq. in. (8 atmospheres).
Another special application of electric heating is the use

of removable radiators (fig. 4), which are placed on the grate
of an ordinary steam boiler to keep it under pressure during
the night.
The production of hot air electrically is also of growing

importance. The air is blown upon the radiator by means

Fig. 5.

—

Section ok Electric Hot Air Furnace for 300 kw.

of a fan. Foi; small powers in drying installations spiral radia-

tors are employed. For larger powers the radiators are built
up of special cast resistances such as those shown in fig. 4.

The temperature of the radiator is from 400 deg. 0. to 500
deg. C. They are employed for heating houses, in drying
plants, &c. A portable type for 300 kw. is illustrated in
fig. 5.

These electric hot-air furnaces are very extensively em-
ployed in foundries, where they are displacing the small
portable coke furnaces hitherto in vogue for heating moulds.
The numerous disadvantages of coke furnaces, such as the

Fig. 6.—Electric Heating System in a Te.xtile Mill.

vitiation of the air of the foundry, frequent attendance,
liability to burn, dirty moulds through flying cinders, &c.,
disappear with the hot air electric furnace.
In most of the Swiss foundries these electric fumacea ai'e

used in place of coke furnaces, and the moulds are dried
during the night. In many foundries even stationary electric

furnaces are used, and the cores and small moulds are then
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dried inside them. The cold air is first heated by being

passed through a double spiral; heat losses are thus mini-

ui.icd.

For localised heating in machines the electric heating

system is specially advantageous, and either the spiral type

of radiator is used or a radiator similar to those already

described made up of special resistances in various shapes.

The simplicity of regulation and the desired localisation of

the heat required make it superior to all other methods.
In addition to the central electric heating system with

water, steam, or hot air. radiators with or without heat

storage can be used for heating rooms, &c.

An interesting innovation in connection with heating rooms
consists in arranging simple tubes analogous to those used
with low-pressure steam .systems around the walls. The
electric heating elements are contained in these pipes, and
a. large development of heat is obtained with a low energy
consumption. This arrangement is of t-pecial use in textila

mills, more particularly in carding rooms, owing to the
reduced supeiiicial temperature of the pipes. Fig. 6 shows
an electric heating and ventilating installation in a spinning

mill combined with a plant for humidifying the air.

The energy required for various heating purposes can in

many cases be simply calculated when, for example, thi'

quantity of water or air to be heated and the temperature
are given. The energy necessary to produce a determinate
amount of steam is known, and the heat losses can be kept
within well-defined limits by appropriate heat insulating

means. Also the quantity of coal previously used can serve

as a basis for comparison with the results obtained in similar

installations.

From 4 to .5 units replace 1 kg. of coal in the case of central

heating. With drying furnaces for foundries the ratio is 4.")

to 1. and in certain manufo'luring method.? 2 KW. -hours are
used, as comnared with 1 kg. of coiil.

Tn connection with heat storage, good results have been
achieved with thermal storace by water or steam extending
over several decades. Tbennal storage bv means of electrically

heated .stone slabs has also been realised.

.Vs regards the electrical pressure of electric heating ap-

paratus for small portable heaters voltages above '250 volts

should not be employed. In the case of lairge installations

o()(1 volts has given good results. Higher pressures are not

to be recommended owing to the possibility of danger in

handling. For steam generation electrically in addition to the
electric tubular type of boiler, electrode apparatus are used
which can be easily designed for .several thousand volts.

Pressures exceeding 5,0(X) volts are, however, but little suit

able. .At present the best solution is the tubular type of

steam boiler for a maximum pressure of 500 volts.

.\s an example of the economy to be obtained in certain

<'ases by using electricity in-stead of steam for heating a wool
mill may be cited, in which 400 kg. of coal were coiisumed
daily for the exclusive heating of the dressing machines in

the summer. With electric heating only 575 units were re-

quired per day. showing a considerable saving, as theoreti-
cally about '2,400 units correspond to 400 kg. of coal. The
equipment of the mill which was carried out by the Oerlikoii

Works, comprises, in addition, an electric steam boiler and
an electric hot-air heating system for (he winter, a> well as
other electric heating apparatus.

A. further example is given in the original article in con-
nection with the drying of foundry moulds. In the foundry
m question the sand of the mounds to be dried has a volume
(if '2.5 cubic metres, and the operation is conducted in a

drying room having a i-ubical content of 2."i cubic metres.
Tlie coke consumption amounted to '280 kc. in 12 hours, and
at a price of 0.24 fr. per kg. at the factory, cost 67 fr.,

.-^o that including for firewood (S.i! fr.). labour and attendance
(4 fr.). cleaning, blowing, and blackening the moulds (4.8 fr.).

the total cost for the 12 hours was R4.10 fr.

On the other hand, the electrical consumption of the radia-
tor and fan in the .same time was 1 .'200 units, and with
energy costing at night 0.05 fr. per unit, the cost of
energy was 60 fr.. which represented the total cost, as no
attendance was necessarv. and no outlay was incurred in
connection with the moulds, as they were removed from the
drying room in a clean condition.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

hinted to xiihmit particulars of new or improved devices mid apparatus, ivhieh will he published

if considered of sufficient interest.

The Filbar Electric Boiler.

Une of the exhibits at the recent exhibition in Glasgow,
and at the Science and Key Industries Exhibition which was
held in that city, was the electric water boiler introduced
by Messrs. Filbar Electric He.wer, Ltd., of 46, Berwick
Street, London, W. 1. This is a new device, capable of pro-
viding up to a quart of boihng water within one minute, and
.smaller quantities in a correspondingly shorter time. The
boiler is 6 in. in diameter and 16 in. high. When hot water
is desired, a valve rod is pressed until a gauge indicates that
the required quantity of cold water has been admitted, when
it is released, and in due course—after 30 to 60 seconds—the
boiling water is automatically ejected. The current cannot be
switched on unless water is admitted, and the water cannot
be ejected until it is actually boiling.
Other exhibits were the Filbar patent steriliser and a small

electric heater of the geyser type, which is attached to a
water tap; the geyser measures ,S in. high X 2i in. in dia-
meter, and when the water is turned on the current is auto-
matically switched on, a continuous How of water at 120 to
160 deg. F. being obtained.

I'Jectric Salt=batli Furnaces.

Messrs. .Vutomatic & Electric Furnaces, Ltd., of '281.

Gray's Inn Boad, London, ^V.C. 1, inform us that as a result
of lengthy experiments in their laboratory, extending over two
years, they have succeeded in obtaining a perfectly non-porous
metal container for their electric salt-bath furnaces, which
l>ermits the current' to be switched "on " and "oft" as and
when required. The new metal furnace pots are easilv re-
placed by simply lifting the furnace up and removing the pot.
With energy at one penny per unit, a ton of tools can be
hardened for the small cost of i'2 4s. The use of these metal
pots is an entirely new departure, and is the subject of pro-
visional protection.

The Perna Motor Cycle Lighting Set.

Judging by the recent exhibition at Olyuipia, a feature of
motor-cycle development is the increasing adoption of electric
lighting. To meet the demand a number of new dynamo
lighting sets specially designed for use on motor cycles have
already made their appearance. Among these is the Perna,
rtade by the Perna E.vgixeering Works, of Castlegate. South
Shore. Bla(l;pool. The set. whiih has been undergoing private
tests since 1014. and is stated to have proved entiielv reliable
in use, comprises the dynamo, switchbox. accumulators, and
the usual set of three lamps. Dealing first with the generator,

the windings are arranged to give a continuous output of
40 watts at 8 volts; the makers state that it wiD supply a
constant current of one ampere above that taken by two
32-c.r. half-watt lamps and one 4-c.p. tail lamp, when riinnin:'
at a normal speed of 3,000 r.p.m. The armature shaft runs
on large double-row. self-aligning bearings, and is aiTanged
to be driven by a Whittle belt or by a chain as required.

l-'iGs. 1, 2. 3 .\Kn 4.—Thi: I'i.rna MiiTOR-cvcr.E Lighting Set.

The overall dimensions of the dynamo are 4 1/16 in. outside
diameter, by 5% in. over the bearings; the weight is under
10 lb. Fuller block accumulators are employed in connection
with the set, and the wiring passes through a switchbox so
arranged that it can be mounted on the top tube of the frame
of the motor cycle. The switchbox has an ammeter in the
top easily visible when driving by night, as when the lamps
are switched on a small bulb beneath the ammeter dial in

circuit with the tail light acts as a tell-tale for the back
lamp. Inside the switchbox is an electromagnetic cut-out
which automatically breaks the circuit when the generator
speed drops below SOO r.p.m.. thus preventing the batteries

discharging themselves through the dynamo. Another feature
of the set i' a half-voltage device whereby the lamps can be
run on haif-pressure, and the lamps dimmed when the
machine is stationary or when riding through fog. One ad-
vantage of this arrangement is that onlv a small current is
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consumed, enabling a smaller battery than usual to be em-
ployed. Rekrnng to the illustrations, tig. 1 shows the geuf-ra-

tor. and fig. '2 its component parts; fig. -i shows the switohbox
in position mounted on the top bar of the cycle. Fig. 4 is a

view of the switt-hbnx with the cover removed.

The Lesco Lampholder.

In designing the " Lesco " lampholder, Messrs. Lesco,

Ltd., of Lloyd's Bank Buildings, King Street. Manchester,
have struck out a new line. They have abandoned the in-

ternal-screwed carrier ring and the spring plunger contacts,

both of which have given trouble enough in the past, and
have sub^tituted an external ring and solid contacts. The
latter are mounted in a block of porcelain, and the leads are
directly attached to them, so that there are no sliding con-

tacts; the block carrying the contacts is pre.ssed down upon
the lamp cap by a substantial spring, which of course carries

no cm'rent. The cord grip is also a new departure, consisting

(if two moulded plates of insulating coml>o.^itlon ; the leads are

passed through separate holes cut at an angle in the upper
piece, and then through a single hole m the centre of the
lower piece, the slight bend imposed on the wire in doing
this forming a perfect lock on the flexible when the holder is

Hh.'iembled. This cord grip requires no cutting away to accom-
modate the flexible, and will withstand a direct pull of 60 lb.

The holder is very ea.sily wired. The shade ring is ouisids the

!<hade, which is secured by one half turn of the locking ring,

which is provided on every holder, of which in fact it is an
integral part even when no shade is used, loi'king the two
portions of the holder together. To put on the shade, the

lower portion of the holder is taken off and the shade is placed

in position ; the holder is then put together with a bayonet
joint, and the locking ring fixed in position, the whole opera-

tion taking only a few seconds. The " Lesco " holder is made
only in one quality (heavy gauge), and is suitable for ordinary

or workshop flexible; it can be had with cord grip or screwed.

Being able to carry more current than the ordinary lamp-
holder. it is useful on low-voltage systems.

Siemens Dry Cells.

Messrs. Siemens Bros, i- Co.. Lti... of Palace Place Man-
sion.s, Kensmgton Court. W. S. have carrier! on the manufac-
ture of dry cells at Woolwich for over 2.5 years, and have
therefore accumulated a store of experience in this difficult arl.

During the war their battery department was extended to

cope with the Government demands, and they are now in a.

position to produce large quantities. They have taken up the

m h^ ^
i^Gs. .5 .AND 6.

—

Siemens Pj:fillj l''ui. 7.—Siemens
Dry Cell.

manufacture of pocket lamps, including the cases, some of

which are fitted with a neat " cam " switch, the subject of a

patent, and are made in a variety of patterns. FMg. o shows
one of the three-cell refills for a pocket case, and fig. 6 a two-

cell refill for the " baby torch " type. It is interesting to note

that in order to prevent deterioration in storage, the firm

have applied to these f=mall cells their " Inert " patent method
of manufacture, which has proved so successful with the larger

sizes. Fig. 7 shows one of their ordinary square cells, six IS".

for large output and strong current, as in the case of small

glow lamp-, induction coils, telephones, &c.

Roger's Magneto.

.\ magneto for aero-engines having 12 to 16 cylinders

has been developed bv the Vita Manufacturing Co..

of 730, Williamson Buildings, Cleveland. Ohio. L'.S..^ It is

described in the Icchnical Flevieu- as having no moving wires

or revolving armature, puncture-proof condenser, and a hotter

.spark because of the manner in which the voltage and ampei -

age ar<' built up in the magneto field. The process of impreg-
nating the coil? renders them waterproof. They were found
to be perfectly dry after submersion in water for a week.

The twivpule type fur 12 to 16 cylinders gives four sparks per
revolution of the rotor, the two-spark type gives eight sparks
per revolution, while the Liberty motor types give twelve
sparks. In recent Government tests attempts were made to
siiort-circuit the condenser by driving nails into it. The
magneto continued to function properly, as it also did after
portions had been cut out from the condenser.

LEGAL.

A Munitions Tribunal Case at Wolverhampton.
At the Munitions Tribunal at Wolverhampton, last week,
Mr. FlaveU, representing the Workers' Union, called atten-
tion to an arrangement made between the union and a,

Wolverhampton hrm ul mauulactunng electrical engmeers,
whereby, in settlement of claims made lor the payment of
arrears of pay under an award applicable to the trade, the
tiiTU had agreed to pay the sum of £1,200 for distribution
among 108 gu-ls m their employ. The claim was for the
payment of arrears of 50 weeks, amounting to 3s. per week
for girls over 16 years of age, and 2s. per week for girls
under IS years of age. Mr. Flavell said that his members
were quite satisfied with the settlement, and added that the
firm had agreed to pay the rates under the award in the
future. A representative of the firm stated that thev had
not been defaulters willingly, as it was only after the case
had been referred to the Interim Court of Arbitration that
the award in respect of their workers was made.
The Chairman said that th^ firm had rendered themselves

liable not only to pay the money, but, in respect of everv
girl, to a penalty of £5 for every day that they had neglected
to pay. It was evident that the defendants had committed
a series of offences since November 11th, 1918. though
he would not deny that they had been placed in a ven-
difficult position owing to the difficulty of interpreting the
Act, and the fact that the ca.se had been sent to the Court
of .Arbitration. It was evident there was no dehberate in-
tention to evade the .\ct, especially as the Ministi-y of Labour
had given them an answer on the subject which obviouslv
was wrong at the time it was given. In the circumstances,
they would inflict a merely nominal penalty of .£10.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution. — North
Eastern Social.—On Friday, December 12th, a social even
ing was held at Tilley's Rooms, Newcastle-on-Tyne. bv manv
ladies and gentlemen interested in the North-East Coast elec-
trical industries. The occasion was organised with a view-
to helping the funds of the Electrical Trades' Benevolent
Institution. Some 300 guests were received by Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Sloan, who acted as host and hostess. The Lord Mayor
and Lady Mayoress were present. The reception was followed
by a conversazione. Supper was served in the smaller re-
ception room, and dancing commenced at 10 p.m.
Mr. H. W. Clothier, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr.

and Mrs. Sloan, stated that the object of the Electrical
Trades' Benevolent Institution was to gi-ant pensions and
temporary relief in case of distress to persons who were or
had been engaged in the electrical trade as employers, man
agers. teachens, or on the engineering designs, drawing, sales,
or office staff, or in other similar capacities, or to their
dependents, in these times of uncertainty. .\lthough the
institution had been m operation since 1905. this was the first

local event organised for the purpose of collective effort in
the North-East Coast District, but it was hoped by the com-
mittee that it marked an epoch of local sympathy and activity.
It was announced that the occasion had already been the
means of introducing seven life members at flO'each, who
together with 25 other subscribers and new members would
immediately augment the fund by over ilOO, and it was
hoped that new members would come forward to double this
achievement; in any case, Mr. E. Eobson and Mr. W.
Fletcher were to be congratulated for their initiative and
work which had brought about sucJi a useful and enjoyable
event, and Mr. and ^[rs. Sloan had added another token of

kindness to their invaluable service to the electrical industry.
The funds will further benefit by about f25, the profit left

after paying all expenses.

Electrical Heating of Acids. — Tbe heating of acids

requires si>ecial precautions. The direct immersion of electric

heaters in the acid is jirecluded owing to the fact that there

are no suitable matcriaL that will withstand the action of

boiling acid. The special heaters described consist of a spiral

of. wire enclosed in quartz tubes. For high temperatures the

spirals are wound of tungsten, while for lower temperatures

nickel or nichrome may be used. The spiral touches the

mner surface of the quartz tube. The tube is filled with an

inert gas. such as hydrogen. Tubes of 1 kw. capacity have

an external diameter of 15 mm. and a length of 400 mm.
Thev may be used for all electric heating purposes, and will

.stand being .suddenly immersed in water or liquified gas.—

Uci-uc gcnctalc dc I'ElcciricHe.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1919.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.

I

Compiled expr<*sslv for th

for internal-( nbustii engii

Pal.

rnal by Mkssks. Sbfton-Jonrs. O'Dell and
P. Thompson & Co., of London), Chartered

I Agents. 385. Hich Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

K. 1.. Mt; •ind T[ Manufacturing Co.

M. H. GOLDSTONE. Dei

M. P.

S1,26S. " Teleph.

December 13tb.

31,869. " Elictricil oibl.

bar 13th.

31.300. " Acoustic alarms operated by alternating el

Fayre-Bulix and M. J. Lavet. December 13th.

Sl.SOi. " Electrical signalling apparatus tor mines. &c." C. Hunter and
F. E. Imeson. December 13th.

31,339. " Sparking plug." F. J. NiCHOlxs. December 15th.

31.338. " ElTtrical terminals of sparking plugs. &c." C. B. Browne. Dr.
•ember 15th

31,345/6. " Radio-navigational apparatus. &c." H. L. Crowther, J.

Erskine-Murrav and J. Robinson. December 15lh.

31.384. " Electrically-driven sewing machines." F. W. Le Tall. (West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.) December 15th.

31,390. " Electric lighting systems for automobiles. Sic." J. S. Withers.
(Renault.) December ISth.

31,403. "Sparking plugs." B. Hopps and A. M. Lodge. December ].jlh.

31,452. " Methods of distribution on alternating-current systems." A. M.
Taylor. December 16th.

31,472. " Mounting of rotary shafts for electric motors, dynamos, and
rotary converters." L. King. December 16th.

31,478. "Sparking plugs." C. H. Bingham. December I6th,

31.500. " Electric relays for signalling." J. J. V. Connaughton and M.
J. Railing. December 16th.

31.501. " Electric signalling apparatus." J. J. V. Connaughton and M. ].

Railing. December Itjth.

31,511. " Apparatus for use in telei^raphy .-ind telephony and control of

•lectricallv-actuated apparatus at a' distance." A. H. Branton and E. .A.

HiNTON. December leth.

31,519. " Spotlight electric lamps." Edison Swan Electric Co. and P.

FreedmaN- December letb.

.11.534. " Electric lamp holders." A. G. Oliver. December 16th.

31.561. " Dynamo.eIectrtc machines." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co.) I>cember 16th.

31.569. " Electric switches." R. \V. Hills. December 16th.

31,572. " Telegraphic and telephonic apparatus." H. St. J. DE A. DoNis-

THORPE. R. M. i^Dio, Ltd.. and A. Williams. December 16th.

31,575. " Magneto-erectric transformers." P. Rabbidge. December 16th.

(Australia, December I9th. 1918.)

31.578. "Process of welding." Wilson Welder Metals Co. December
l«th. (U.S., October Sist, 1917.)

31.579. " WeWfcJ joints." Wilson Wklder Met,u,s Co. December 16th.

(U.S., September 14th. 1918.)

31.580. " Manufacture of arc-welding electrodes." Wilson Welder Metals
Co. December 16th. (U.S.. July 21st.)

.31,617. " Electric welding." O. A. Kenyon. December 17th.

31.626. " Means of casting bridge pieces on lugs of accumulator plates.

Jic." H. DuTTON. December 17th.

.31.627. " Insulators lor electrolytic systems." A. S. Gush. Decem-
ber I7t!».

31.642. " .Apparatus for purification of liquids by electrolytic treatment."

A. S. Gusll. December 17th.

31.651. " Electrical signalling and indicating devices lor ships. &c." R. .S.

O'N'eil. December 17th.

31,665. " Dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co.
-nd F. P. Whitaker. December 17th.

31,674. " Wireless reception apparatus." H. L. Crowther and J. Robin-
son. December 17th, 1919.

31,695. " Apparatus for issuing receipts from electricity meters, gas meters.

&'f." C. A. GusTAFSSON- December 17th.

31.710. " Starting, lighting, and ignition apparatus of internal-combustion

engines for motor vehicles." \. Stell. December 18th.

31.711. " Electric heat-producing element." C. H. Roddis. Decem-
ker 18th.

31.712. " Sparking plugs." W. Aked and J. Tai-lev. December 18th.

31.775. "Coin collecting devices for telephone services." A. J. H. Haddan.
fHall.) December 18th.

31.776. " Meter registers and control devices for telephone services." A.

J. H. Haddan. iHall.) December 18th.

31.783. "Sparking plugs." A. J. Hudson and W. H. Peate. Deceni-
ht^r 18th.

31.786. " Dvnamo-electric machines." British Tho,mson-Houston Co. and
F. P. Whitaker. December 18th.

31.788. " .Mixed electric drive for vehicles equipped with steam turbines,

poh-phase gen<;rator9, and asychronous motors." Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon.
December 18th. (Switzerland. October 30th.)

31.789. " Method of controlling polyphase motors on vehicles," Maschinen-
FABRIR Oerlikon, December 18th. (Switzerland. November 3rd.)

31.806. " Refilhible electric fuses." Perfect Refillable Fuse Inc. Decem-
ber 18th. (U.S., December 18th. 1918.)

31.814. " Treating weakly magnetic iron ore containing sulphides as a

secondary constituent." R. Johanson. December 18th.

31.815. " Incandescent electric lamps." L. A. de Becker. December 18th.

31,833. "Signal lamp." P. Philpot. December 18th.

31.834- " Apparatus for electric traction systems." S. McLean and A.
MuiR. December 18ih.

31,856. ** Device for testing sparking plugs." .A. \'. Terry and Terry &
Sons. December 19th.

31.876. " Electrically-controlled valves for steam, hot water, gas, S:c." G.
Wilkinson. December 19th.

31.880. •• Telegraph and telephone systems." I. Hortix. December 19th.

31.891. " Contact breakers for ignition magnetos. &c." F. H. Farrer, F.
PoUNTNEY. and Viujers Engineering Co. December 19th.

31.895. " Medical electrical light and heat treatment couch." H. J.
MousoN. December 19th.

31.898. ** Dynamo-electriq machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. and
C. A. M.vrtin. Decenib»r 19th.

31.899. "Electric fur.-.sces." BuiTiSH Thomson-Houston Co. and H. C.
Hastings and N. LavCock. December 19th.

31.920. "Electric switchboards." A. J. Midgley and G- A. V'andervell &
Co. Deoember 19th.

31.927. " Enabling inovaWe objects to pursue an electrically staked-out
routs." A. W. Lots. December 19th.

3L940. "Telephones." C Kearton and G. B. Riley. December 19th.

33.942. "Electric lamps." Edison Swan Electric. Co.. P. Freedman and
G. A. Percivau December 19th.

31.948. " Ignition c

Smith December 19th.

31.953. " Switches for electric lamps. &c." J. B. Portway. December 20th

31.966. " Sparking plugs." G. Wilson. December 30th.

31.975. "Spot welding macKines." F. A. Cramer and H. Marryat.
cembcr 20th.

31.976. " Scam welding m-ichines." F. A. Cramer and H. Marryat.
.ember 30th.

32.013. " Sparking plugs." E. Chasseraux. December 20th. (Fi

January 14th.)

Dr-

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

X817.
11.785. Variable electric resistances. W. E. Baker. January 18th. 1918.

(133.523.)

ISXS.
6.856. High-tension electric transformers. F. Dessauer. April 23rd, 1918.

(135.528.)

12.968. Magneto-electric , machines. B. Wolkoff. August 9th, 1917,

(118.620.)

13.752. Alternating current dynamo-electric machines. British Thomson
Houston Co., H. W. Taylor, F. H. Clough and F. P. Whitaker. August 23rd
1918. (135,533.)

14,315. Dynamo-electric machines. British Thomson-Houston Co. and A
A. Pollock. September 3rd, 1918. (135,534.)

15,529. Electrical ignition apparatus for internal-combustion engines,

Remy Electric Co. September 19th. 1917. (120,203.)

15,769. X-RAV APPARATUS. M. 3. Rodrigucz. September 27th, 1918

(135,540.)

19,326. Utilisation of wind powfr for the generation of electricity. H
J. Read. Novetnber 23rd, 1918. (135,573.)

19,595. Filaments for electric lamps. Westinghouse Lamp Co. February
19th, 1917. (121,596,)

30,279. Circuit arrangements for reducing static interference in radio-

receiving STATIONS. Western Electric Co. (Western Electric Co.) December
6th, 1918. (135,635.)

20,289. Electric selectors for telephone systems. C. A. W. Hullman.
December 11th, 1917. (121.474.)

20.378. Electric metallurgical furnaces. \V. E. Moore. December 7th,

1918. (135,639.)

20.828. Sparking plugs. T. Antoine. December 13th. 1918. (135,661.)

21,052. High-tension insulators for use in electric supply systems. J. E.

Pollak. (Fabbrica Isolatori Livorno.) December 17th. 1918. (135,667.)

21,307. Insulators for high-tension electric cables. H. Wade. Fabbrica

Isolatori Livorno.) December 19th, 1918. (135,669.)

21,562. Electric time switches. E. A. Fagerlund. December 23rd, 1918.

(135.672.)

21.644. Electric switches. L. Benvenuli and G. Cigolini. December 24th,

1918. (135,673.)

21.8&3. Electric furnaces. E. Waring and W. Waring. December Slst,

1918. (135,674.)

XSX.S.
1,737. Electric starting mechanism for intern.u.-combusiion engines. H.

Lucas, C. L. Brecden and H. W. F. Ireland. January 23rd, 1919. (135,695.)

2.742. High-tension distributors for electric ignition apparatus. .Aki.

Ges Brown, Boveri et Cie. February 4th, 1918. (Addition to 114.825.)

(123,086.)

5.621. Electric light fittings. F, RawcliBe. March 6th. 1919. (135,734.)

8..56U. Rotors for dynamo-electric machines. P. F. Brittain. April 4th.

1919. (135,747.)

10,932. Apparatus for lamp signalling in overhead wire systems of elec-

tric traction. Brecknell, Munro St Rogers and A. M. Willis. .May 2nd,

1919. (135,764.)

13,201. ELEcrKic fires. H. H. Berry. May 26th. 1919. (135.779.)

14.427. Electric railway systems. Metropolitan-Vickers Electric (.o. July

10th. 1918. (129.628.)

14,934. Construction and design of bases, contacts, and sockets of wire-

less valves or vacuum tubes. J. W. Polybank. June 13th. 1919. (135.792.)

16,916. Electrical measuring instruments of the moving coil type. O, T.

Garwood. July' 5th, 1919. (135,801.)

17,622. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. C. M. E. 1..

Monnier. July 13th, 1918. (129,985.)

18,678. Electric lighting of machines driven by electric motors. V. Hope.

March 21st, 1918. (Divided application on 4,990/18.) (135,150.)

21.025. Telephone switchboard and plug fittings. Naamlooze Venootschap

de Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephone Mattschappij. August 27th, 1918. (131,895 )

21,866. Sparking plugs. F. A. L. Johnson. September 5th, 1919. (135,154.)

23.540. Apparatus employing variable electric resistances. S. G. Brown.

August 13th. 1918. (Divided application on 13,167/18.) (135,157.)

Water Power.—Mr. Lloyd George, on December Siith,

visited Dolg-arrogr Almnininm Worlcs, near Bettwsycoed, and the

Nortli Wales Power Co.'s Works. The Prime Minister was accom-

panied by Mrs. Lloyd Georg-e, Sir George Riddell, and Mr. and Mrs.

Richard Lloyd Georg-e. and was entertained at luncheon by Mr.

Jack, managing director of the companies, and the heads of the

various departments, Replyin^r to the toast of his health, Mr.

Lloyd George said that he had long- intended to visit those works,

as he was specially interested in the reg-eneration of country life.

For hundreds of years millions of gallons of water had been

running to waste. We were the most backward nation in the

utilisation of water-power. In Germany water-power had long

been made use of for factories, agriculture, and other purposes,

with the result that remote commimities had been established

which were rendering valuable service to the community at large.

He hailed the advent of similar enterprises in this country. The
secret of the future lay in the adequate exploitation of our great

natural resources—coal and water. In other words, cheap power

was the great necessit.y of our manufacturing life.
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nical publications and periodicals of the character
of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, we have refrained
from increasing the price. Owing, however, to the
constant increases in cost of paper, printing, en-
graving and production charges generally, w^e have
reluctantly decided that the price from the begin-
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THE FUTURE OF ELECTRICITY
SUPPLY.

Xow that tlie Electricity Supply Bill luis become an Act, it

is to be hoped that we shall soon see tangible results. In a

number of undertakings extensions of the generating plant

are urgently needed, but the whole matter has been hung

up pending a settlement of the national policy embodied in

the Bill. Xow at last there is a chance of making progress,

iloreover, at present the matter is, to a great extent, in the

hands of the undertakers themselves. We say at present,

since a further Bill (to provide for the establishment of

district boards and compulsory expropriation) is threatened

(or promised, according to one's point of view) for next

session. But in the meantime undertakings have a free hand

to form joint electricity authorities by voluntary action,

subject to the approval of the Electricity Commissioners

—

when they are appointed. The chances of the supple-

mentary Bill being passed appear, to a great degree, to be

contingent on what has been done to form joint authorities

up to the time when the Bill is brought forward. If joint

authorities are actually in existence in all the principal

districts when the new Bill is put before Parliament, the

Bill will obviously have little justification. But if the

undertakinirs are backward in taking action, or if mutual
jealousies or animosities are allowed to delay the formation

of joint authorities, the most powerful arguments will be
put in the hands of the supporters of the Bill.

As a matter of fact, a good deal of spade-work has already

lieen accomplished in this direction. South Lancashire,

which has been in the van of progress ever since the

subject was broached, as the valuable reports which we
have published bear witness, was on the verge of forming

a joint authority in 1917, but the scheme broke down
owing to the refusal of the local authorities to consider

the purchase of existing stations and the erection of new
ones, and progress was confined to the linking-up of a

number of power stations. However, the scheme was so far

developed that there should be no difficulty in picking up
the threads, and this time, we imagine, the municipal

authorities will approach the subject in a very ilifl^erent

frame of mind ; it would be something of an anti-climax

if they, of all people, should prove to "be the stumbling-

blocks I

Again, considerable progress has been made in other

areas, such as the West of Scotland, South Wales and
llonmouthshire, Dublin and district, and elsewheie with

linking-up proposals, which should be of great assistance

in connection with the more comprehensive projects now
called for, and movements have been set on foot in the

iliillands, at Dundee, Stalybridge, Bradford, Sheffield, and
other centres towards the formation of joint authorities.

The latest development comes from the West of Kngland,

where, for Gloucestershire and the surrounding counties, a

joint electricity authority has already been provisionally

arranged. Due largely, we surmise, to the " push " of

Jlr. Faraday Proctor, representatives of the undertakers in

the area, and certain local authorities that were interested,

were tirought together last Friday in Bristol Town Hall,

with the result that a joint authority was agreed upon, and

resolutions were passed, which, if confirmed by the com-

panies, councils, and others there represented will settle

the preliminaries at least as far as the principle is concerned,

a by no means mean achievement at one meeting, and

within a fortnight after the Bill became law. If succeetling

steps are taken at the same rate, wo ought soon to see

[33]
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the first joint electricity authority in being. AVe hope, how-

ever, that this will not be an isolated phenomenon, but that

in speed the Gloucestershire area will be only primus inter

jmrfs.

Small undertakings all over the country await, with con-

siderable impatience, the setting-up of joint authorities,

trusting that these may provide some way out from their

difficulties in providing additional generating plant. Big

undertakings are also holding their hands. It is to the

interest of everyone, therefore, that the Act shall be put

into operation immediately for all it is worth. "When shall

we have the names of Sir John Snell's four colleagues ?

It is generally assumed, or taken for

granted, that the special province of

philosophical physicists is to irplain the order of physical

occurrences, which means to express it in terms of common-

sense. Judging by what has transpired between them

during the last two months, their efforts in this direction

have been meeting with less than a moderate measure of

success. There has always been some difficulty in

explaining action at a distance, since it prompts the

question : How can a body act where it is not ? In the

case of light, after the corpuscular theory had proved

inadequate, the luniiniferous ether was introduced to

explain it. In the case of gravitation, we were settling down
simply to accept action at a distance as a fact : indeed, most
people were content to leave it at that : but this did not

satisfy Dr. Einstein, who. armed with a new mathe-
matics of transcendental power, set out to show it was a

property of space. The spectacular success he achieved in

predicting the deflection of light from the stars by the

gravitational tield (we must no longer say the attraction) of

the sun. will be in the minds of all our readers ; but,

although we cannot withhold our admiration of the result

achieved, it does not pro\e that the mathematical concep-

tions he formed in reaching it have actual counterpart in

reality. His general line of reasoning is set out very

fairly in the contribution he made to The Times of

November Ssth.

He points out that the mechanical laws as enunciated by
Galileo and Newton hold good, not only for a system of

co-ordinates at rest, but for every other system of

co-ordinates that moves in respect to it with uniform
rectilinear motion. He then intjuires why the validity of

these laws should be confined in this arbitrary way. "VThv

should not these laws hold good, though the system of refer-

ence be subject to acceleration, and, or. rotation ? Such a

development would, of course, introduce forces indistinguish-

able, by any means known to us, from forces of gravity ;

for a gravitational field of force is exactly equivalent to a
field of force introduced by a transformation of the co-
ordinates of reference, so that by no possible experiment
can we distinguish between them. The objection which at

once occurs to everyone is : if what I am accustomed to

think of as my weight is due to a perpetual acceleration of

my body away from the centre of the earth, how is it that
I remain always at the same distance from it

':

The surmounting of this difficulty is the essence of his

theory, and if, so far, all the great men of science have
excused themselves from the task of making clear how that
is done, it is unlikely that we shall succeed in doing so.

Suppose, however, you are in flat land. Since there is no
third dimension of height or depth, we shall not know
gravity as on this earth. Xow, suppose Hat land to
undergo rotation about a horizontal axis situated behind
you. Then all things, including yourself, would be subject
to a force of the kind called centrifugal, but indistin-

guishable from gravity acting throughout flat land. You
would tend always to slide forward, and would exercise
pressure on all that restrained yon. To apply this analogy
to things as they are, you must invoke what is called non-
homaloidal space-time, which is a curved surface in five

dimensions. This, of course, is absolutely inconceivable,
indeed, it is of the order of inconceivability squared, and if

Dr. Einstein esteems it his business to explain gravitation,
he has singularly failed, for an explanation that revolts

common-sense is not an explanation at all. The fact remains,

however, that he has achieved correct results in at least

two problems which have proved irreducible by any other

means.

That the instruments of his reasoning have therefore

objective reality is a conclusion it would be unwise to

draw, for do we not frequently arrive at correct results by

the agency of instruments that are inconceivable, in the

sen.iie of being meaningless as his are r Suppose we are given

the area of the <'ace of a cube and invited to find its

contents. The area is, let us say, 100 sq. in. "We had
best proceed by taking the square root of this, which will

give us 10 in., a quantity we can realise and verify with a

foot-rule if we like. Then cubine this we have 1,000 cu. in.

for the contents required. But we may proceed in another

way. We may begin by cubing the 100 sq. in., which will

give us 1,1100,000—but a million what ': S'othingon earth,

or elsewhere. These are. indeed, units which we cannot

imagine or conceive, much less verify physically with a

foot-rule. Nevertheless, taking the square root of this

number, we get l,0<i0 just as before for the contents required

in cu. in. Now this result does not prove the existence of

space in six dimensions. In the same way the correctness

of Dr. Einstein's calculations does not guarantee the

objective reality of any conceptions he may have framed

for the purpose of carrying them out. Moreover, these

same conceptions, being of the purely mathematical kind,

may be capable of entirely different interpretations. Sir

.Joseph Larmor made a communication to a meeting of the

Royal Society, held on November 20th, which proposed a

re-arrangement of essential features in Dr. Einstein's theory,

whereby it becomes a theory of correspondence between

different modes of specifying the activity of physical systems,

and not directly a theory of relativity at all.

The note of optimism which we
e ee or

adopted last week in our brief forecast
Engineering .';,.,., . , ,

Goodwill. °* ^^^ electrical industry is also struck

by Sir .lohn McLaren, chairman of the

lieeds Engineering Employers' Federation, in a New Tear

message regarding the whole of the engineering industries.

There are boundless opportunities for engineering, and,

therefore, for engineers, and Sir John is probably perfectly

correct when he promises unlimited employment and good

wages for all who care to work. As we have passed out of

Peace celebration year, we may with some measure of con-

fidence hope that there will be a greater disposition to work
—to do good work—and to increase production. But all

our optimism and confidence are necessarily moderated,

because we know well enough that there will not be pros-

perity for all, even when the demand for manufacturesus so

overwhelming, unless there is peace. Most appropriately,

and seasonably. Sir John calls for goodwill—goodwill among
both workers and employers. If we have that we shall

prevent " paltry grievances " on the part of a handful of

men holding up large sections of industry, and we shall also

be able to secure such a large output that, while the demand
is so great, the present wages will be justified. Whether
or not. or for how long, wages will remain at their present

level, must depend partly upon the cost of living and partly

upon whether we are able to secure a strong position in

the export field. High production and efficient methods
should enable us to reduce costs, so that our overseas

customers will find it possible to continue to purchase from
us rather than from somebody else. Everybody ought to be
brought to see—some are learning the lesson painfully

—

that mere high wages are not necessarily a sign of industrial

prosperity, nor with the cost of living high are they a sign

that the employe is any better off than he used to be. It is

only in the atmosphere of a genuine >roodwill that such

aspects of our industrial problems can be calmly

and sanely considered. If hot-heads and extremists are

in the saddle, we can hardly expect goodwill. They may
find it congenial t-o fiare up at the mere mention of lower

wages ever becoming necessary in the engineering trades.

But Sir John, in a N^w Year plea for goodwill and industrial

peace, is not living in so unreal a world that he can be
induced to forget the possibility that such a necessity may
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arise sooner or later. He was speaking as an engineering

employer, and presumably, therefore, his allusion to the

possible necessity of wages coming down " in some trades, or

even all round," was intended to relate to even the, at

present, very active engineering industry. He repudiates

any suggestion that he is an advocate of low wages, but

foreshadows that a reduction may become a pure economic

necessity " so as to brini: the cost of manufacturing to a

figure which will enable foreign customers to purchase

from us." We may be permitted to hope that by such a

time the cost of living will have reversed its present course,

also that by means of scientific production and earnest effort,

we shall have found it possible to decrease costs of manu-
facturing without decreasing wages. We hope that the

belief that the extremist is growing in disfavour, will be

justified by the course of events in the engineering

and electrical trades. It rests with the large body
of serious-minded men in these activities persistently to

bring the weight of their influence to bear in conversa-

tion with their comrades, so as to ensure that British

chances of successful employment shall not be jeopardised

by reckless policy, or even be rendered unstable by inflam-

matory talk. It equally rests with all employers, whether

big concerns with many millions of capital or small firms

with a few " hands," to act generously toward and to study

reasonably, without objectionable coddling, the well-being

of those who, in earning their livelihood, are securing the

return upon capital. It is only by all parties working
together in harmony that we can secure the maximum
benefit for all.

Fools and

Their Money-

The wild-cat scheme to which we

referred last week, for the generation of

electric power by converting- the public

roads into treadmills, is being put forward as a bait to

catch the unwary investor ; one-third of the world rights of

the " patent " (save the mark) is being offered by advertise-

ment for £20,000. To explain that, even if such a scheme

were practicable, the energy would be supplied by the

owners of the vehicles that traversed the roadways, who

would not tolerate any such robbery, would be to insult the

intelligence of our engineering readers ; it is conceivable,

however, that some person with more money than wits

might be induced by the foolish editorial notices in the lay

Press to part with the former, and in the hope of saving

possible victims from disaster, we invite our readers to help

us in disseminating a warning as to the futility of the

The new and unforeseen conditions
Making Both ^.^^ ^^^^^ electricity supply under-
Ends Meet.

, . ,,-,,,,
takings are faced, will demand certain

revisions of the terms under which they have hitherto been

working. Some method must be devised so that supply

undertakings may make both ends meet. In many under-

takings the continuously-increasing working expenses are

bringing them perilously near having to shut up shop. The

seriousness of the situation is very well illustrated by a

Bill which is now being promoted by a group of companies,

the title of which is " Edmundson's Electricity Corporation.

Limited, and other Electric Supply Companies (Increase of

Charges) Bill." Particulars of the Bill are given elsewhere

in this issue. As explained in the preamble, the capital

of the undertakings included exceeds £1,;!00,000. and we

see by the schedule that 30 Provisional ( )rders are covered.

The undertakings represented by these Orders are situated

in widely different districts, so that the conditions which

the promoters are trying to remedy may be taken as normal

to most small-sized undertakings throughout the country.

The preamble to the Bill voices a crying necessity. It

claims that owing to the great cost under existing condi-

tions of carrying on the undertakings scheduled in the Bill,

the revenue obtainable within the limits of the statutory

maximum prices is in certain cases insufficient to meet the

working expenses after making provision for deprecia-

tion, and in the remaining cases is barely sufficient

for that purpose. Continuing, it explains that the

remedy proposed in the Bill is necessary to enable

the companies to fulfil their statutory obligations and to

carry on efficiently, and to render possible the raising of

further capital to meet the increasing requirements of con-

sumers. This preamble would, of course, fit many more

undertakinirs than those .scheduled in the Bill. As to the

remedy suggested, it is proposed that the maximum price

should be raised to Is. -Jd. per unit (the highest maximum
price, we believe, yet applied for), qualified by a kind of

sliding scale adjustment of the actual price to be charged.

If the company charges Is. per unit, or over, the company
shall only retain of the revenue a sum not greater than

would pay (1 per cent, on the capital employed. If it

charges less than Is. per unit, the company shall retain, in

addition, a sum equal to half of 1 per cent, on the capital

employed for each halfpenny by which the charge is less

than Is. Whether this particular method is one which will

find favour in the House, or with the Electricity Commis-
sioners, is an open question. But that some such kind of

wide revision of the present rigid system of maximum prices

is. in many cases, ab.solutely necessary, is beyond doubt.

The Bill, therefore, touches upon a matter of crucial

importance to a very wide section of the electricity supply

industry.

New Year's Day often has. in

*'./ *" ^ addition to its ordinary significance, a
in Mines. , . . ,

special connotation in relation to particular

persons and things ; and the first day of the year which is

already growing old was noteworthy for its special meaning

to colliery engineers—for the regulations for the use of

electricity in mines which were put in force on .luly 10th,

1913, were not to apply to apparatus installed before June

Ist, 1911, until January 1st, 1920. E/ifn fw/aces

lalninhir arini '.—that date has come and gone ; but who

could have foreseen the world-shaking events which have

intervened ? or the utter impossibility, in those times of

toil and stress, of carrying out the alterations necessary to

comply with the Rule 't Application is to be made to the

Home Office to extend the time for a further period of two

years, a proposal which certainly cannot be regarded as

unreasonable : and as the Home Secretary has power to

grant exemption in cases which he considers worthy of it,

there should be no difficulty in complying with the request

—more especially in view of the fact that the mines are

under State control, in name at least (some say they are

controlled by the miners, in fact). To what extent the

electrical equipment of the coal mines has already been

brought into conformity with the Rules, we have no

information.

Eiectric

Heating.

Much has been heard of late regarding

the relative merits of gas and electricity

for heating purposes. As we have often

pointed out, the only sound criterion is the practical test,

and we have pleasure in drawing attention to the description

of the new heating system of the Lyric Theatre, Hammer-

smith, which appears elsewhere in this issue. Actual trial there

shows that the cost of installation of electric heating apparatus

throughout the theatre was only one-third of that of a hot-

water system, and the running cost is only half that of the

gas-heating system which has been displaced on account of

its inefficiency, although the electrical energy is not

supplied at a specially low price. Moreover, the results

obtained from the electrical installation have been most

satisfactory. The heating of a theatre is a difficult problem,

and it is gratifying to know that, as usual, the electrical

method provides an adeciuate solution. The facts that the

whole of the electrical system is controlled from a central

point, and requires no personal attendance, whereas the gas

radiators had to be visited when starting and stopping, and

that fire risk is reduced to a minimum, are other strong

points in favour of electricity, which, moreover, can be

installed with practically iic disturbance U) the decorations

or inconvenience to the patrons of the theatre.
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THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE MELBOURNE SUBURBAN RAILWAYS.

TiiK railway system of the State of Victoria, Australia, is

operated by the State (lovernment, the executive functions

being exercised by three Railway Commissioners ; at present

there are only two, Mr. C. E. Norman, chairman, and

Mr. W. M. Shannon. The electrification scheme owes much
of its success to the late Mr. E. H. .Tones, for some years a

Commissioner, whose death before the completion of the

work was a serious loss to the Victorian railways.

The total track mileage of the railways is some 1,:!()0, of

which over ;!(>0 miles are suburban lines serving the city

of Melbourne. The importance of the Jlelbonrne suburban
traffic to the whole sy.^tem is shown by the fact that it

accounts for some two-fifths of the total train-mileage of the

railways entering JFelbourne. Not only are the suburban
railways of greater importance to the system as a whole
than in other countries, but they are of greater importance
to the city itself than are the suburban systems of most
other cities. Owing largely to the foresight of the

authorities responsible for laying out the city, the density

of population is only about one-fifth of that commonly
found in this country. The result is that the suburban
railways cover an unusually large area, in spite of there being

an excellent cable tramway, and deal with a large amount
of traffic which in other cities is catered for by electric

tramways, interurban railways, or motor omnibuses.

The conversion of the Melbourne suburban lines to

electric traction was first considered in 1907, when, at the

request of the Hon. Sir Thomas Tait, K.C.M.G., chairman
of the Commissioners, Mr. Charles H. Merz, of London,
visited Melbourne and presented an exhaustive report

(.lune, 1908) on the whole i|uestion, which showed that

although there would be a considerable saving in operating

expenses, an increase of traffic would be necessary to cover

the capital charges. An increase in trafiic more than
sufficient for this purpose was anticipated, but it was decided

not to proceed with the electrification at that time. By
1912, however, the trafi^c had increased very much more
than had been estimated, and sufficiently to necessitate

either expensive track widenings, or alternatively to justify

the capital expenditure involved in electrification, even if

this produced no additional traffic. At the request of the

Hon. W. A. Watt, then Premier of the State of Victoria, a

stipulation that manufacture of the British contracts was to

be carried out in this country. The coach equipments
were ordered in America with the special condition that

some of the motors were to be made in England.
The scheme is one of the largest and most important

railway electrification works as yet carried out. The
leading engineering features are the production of electrical

energy at 3,;i00 volts between phases, by means of three-

]ihase, 25-cycle, turbine-driven alternators, raised to 20,000
volts by static transformers, its transmission to sub-stations

where it is converted to l,")00-volt direct current, and its

supply at this pressure to the trains by means of an over-

si: i;ooM Ai- .\l\vport i'li.vKR Station, Australia,

further report was presented by Me?srs. Merz A McLjllan,
based upon actual tenders from manufacturers. Alternative

prices were obtained for the single-phase and direct-current

systems. The latter proved to be substantially cheaper
both in capital expenditure and operation. Contracts were,

therefore, placed providing for the conversion of the whole
of the suliurban lines on the high-pressure, direct-current

system, the work to be carried out in three stages. With
the exception of the coach equipments, all the contracts

have been executed by British or Australian firms with the

Fifi. 2.—No. 1 Boiler House—Firino Fj.oor.

head contact wire. The main contracts were placed in

March, 1912, work was started in November, 1913, and the

first train was run on May 29th, 1919. The work has, of

course, been much delayed by the war.

Piiwfr Stalion.—The power station was originally to

have been placed on the River Yarra at Yarraville, the

nearest available site to Melbourne having a good supply

of condensing water and reasonable access by rail. It was,

however, decided to adopt a site at Newport which had
certain advantages in connection with
condensing water, sub-soil, &c., that

compensated for the additional expendi-

ture on transmission cables. Thus the

existence of a stone breakwater enabled

the intake and discharge to be separated

in a manner which is not ordinarily

obtainable without considerable expense.

The site consists of some 3(1 acres of

land adjoining the Williamstown Ferry,

and is mostly situated on basaltic rock

which, while providing a satisfactory

foundation, involved considerable extra

work, some 4.'i,000 cb. yards hiving to

be removed. The site has lieen laid out

to contain two power stations side by
side, the position of the future station

being indicated by broken lines in fig. 5.

In this way full advantage may be taken

of any future developments in power-

station design without interfering wit'i

the symmetry of the present station.

The first station is laid out to contain

six 10,000-K\v. turbo-alternators, which
suflfice for present requirements, and include two spare

sets for the purposes of stand-by and over-haul. The
two boiler houses are at right augles to the engine
room, and each is provided with its own coal store and
coal-handling machinery. The elevation of the power
station is shown in fig. (J. Between the two boiler houses

is a space occupied by a general-purpose building containiog

stores, water-storage tanks, workmen's accommodatiou,
laboratories, test tanks, &c. Placing these accessories in

this position has proved eflRcient as regards administratioa
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and working, and the separation of the engine room from

the boiler house by a lower pump room has a good effect.

Boiler Housps.—The equipment of each of the boiler

houses, fig. 2, is as follows :— 12 Babcock & Wilcox marine

type water-tube boilers, 30,000 lb. normal evaporation,

210 lb. per sq. in. working pressure, 610" F. total tem-

perature of steam, 6,725 sq. ft. heating surface, 168 sq. ft.

grate area ; two chain-grate stokers per boiler ; 288-pipe

(ireen economiser per boiler ; six Sirocco fans, one fan to

two boilers ; two Weir impu]i^e turbine-driven centrifugal

feed pumps : two Nichols vertical single-cylinder feed

pumps, 30,000 lb. capacity water per hour, each type feed

pump ; two sets ash-handling plant ; three coal conveyors,

40 tons per hour each ; one coal storage yard and crane.

The boilers are arranired six a side in pairs, each boiler

having its own integral superheater and economi.*er. <Jne

steel chimney, 7 ft. in diameter and Os ft. above economiser

floor level, with an induced-draught fan, serves each pair of

boilers. The furnaces are arranged at present to burn coal

from the State mine at Wonthaggi or Newcastle (N.S.W.),

but the arches could, doubtless, readily be adapted to burn

brown coal if necessary.

t'oal ami Atih-Handliiifi Plant.—The storage and handling

of coal is provided for by means of railway sidings, the full

and empty wagons being worked in a continuously forward

direction. The 15-ton hopper wsLions dump their coal into

large hoppers below the track, between the boiler houses

and the storage yard. From these hoppers the coal passes

to the bucket conveyors below, which carry it over weigh-

bridges, weighing four buckets at a time, to the coal

bankers above the boilers, or by the central conveyor to the

coal storage yard, ilotor-d'riven crushers are provided

below the hoppers. The coal, on reaching the gantry over

the coal storage yard, can be automatically dumped where

required, just as in the coal bunkers. In addition, a grab,

handled by an electric jib-crane of the luffing type, can be

used to spread the coal over the storage area. To i-ecover

this coal for the boiler houses, the grab can be brought into

use again, feeding the chutes to the travelling coal filler in

the underground passage bdlow the storage ground, which

returns it to the other conveyors ; or the grab can deliver

it direct into an auxiliary hopper on the end of the coal

gantry, w^hich, in turn, feeds the main hopper.

The ash-handling equipment consists of two sets of

suction plant, each with an exhauster driven by a r,(»-i: u.i'.

FiG. :l— SCREE.Nl.NG PLAN'T.

motor, and a receiver, into which the ashes are drawn while

being subjected to a tine spray of cooling water. The four

ash bunkers are erected over the track on which ash wagons

are worked in between the coal wagons. A few {.-ton

trucks, running on narrow-gauge rails under the furnaces,

are provided for ash handling in case of emergency. The

suction ash plant also deals with the soot from the

economisers.

Generaliini Ptant.—The generating plant is so arranged

that, provided any one boiler is in steam, any one turbo-

alternator can be started up : but, as no atmospheric exhaust

valve is fitted between the condenser and the turbines, these

are not intended to run on atmosphere, and two small

auxiliary turbines, each of 350-k.v.a. capacity, have been

installed for starting up the power-house auxiliaries at any

time when all the main turbines have been shut down. In

addition, the breakdown of anything comprised in one

generating set will not prevent the operation of the

remaining sets.

Each prime mover is treated, as far as possible, as an

independent unit ; thus each turbo-generator has its own

oil-cooled transformer for stepping up do 20,000 volts, and

a transformer stepping down to 14ii volts for operating

the circulating water, oil-cooler, and air-filter pumjis. &c.

Fig. 4.—Pimp Huuse : Circulating Pljip Motoiis in

Foreground.

Although experience seems to indicate that oil in tiaas'

formers presents a negligible fire risk, it was thought wise

to install the transformers belonging to each generator in a

c'haraber outside the engine room ; this being out of reach of

the engine-room crane, special provision is made for lifting

the transformers off railway trucks. Between the trans-

former chambers are intervening chambers containing air-

rtlters, neutral resistances. &c. The whole of the condenser,

boiler feed, transformer, air cooler, turbine oil cooler, and air-

filter auxiliaries are placed on the same level in the base-

ment, and easily accessible, the basement being well lit and

free from obstructions.

The turbine room, fig. 1, will ultimately contain six

Parsons horizontal pure-reaction turbines, with divided

cylinders, 1 h.p. and 2 (or one double-flow) l.p. cylinders.

The normal working conditions are : Steam pressure, 200 lb.

per sq. in. ; steam temperature, 600 F. ; vacuum, equal to

iin absolute pressure of 1-25 in. mercury; speed, 1,500 R.p.m.

i'^nergy is generated at 3,300 volts, 25 cycles, three-phase,

the economical output lieing for four sets 10.000-kw. each

and for two sets 12,500-k\v., at 0-05 lagging p.f. The

maximum continuous capacity is four 12.500-KW. and two

ll,00()-K\v., while the maximum output for short intervals

is four U,000-KW. and two 15,000-kw.

In addition, there are also provided sis Weymouth twin-

surface condensers of the " Contraflo '" type, each twin

condenser having a cooling surface of 22,000 sq. ft., and

being capable of dealing with 120,000 lb. of steam at a

vacuum of 28-S in. when supplied with 1 1,000 gallons of

circulating water per minute at a temperature of 6(i F.

;

six Michell-type Weymouth air-and-water-extraction pumps,

working on the kinetic system, each combined set of

air-and-water-extraction pumps being driven at a speed of

750 R.i'.M. by an induction motor of 80 e.h.p. -. six circu-

lating-water pumps, each of the vertical-turbine type, and

capable of delivering 40,000 gallons of water per minute

when driven at a speed of 500 r.p.m. by a vertical induc-

tion motor of 225 e.h.p. ; six bilge pumps of the vertical

centrifugal type, capable of lifting 1 00 gallons of water per

minute against a head of 35 ft. when driven by induction

motors of the liberal rating of 6 K.ti.p. at 750 R.I'.M.

The are six Sirocco ventilating fans, each driven by a

30-B.H.P. Westinshouse induction motor : six transformer

nil circulating and wet-air filter pumps, each being driven

by a Westinghouse induction motor of 15 b.u.p. ; six

350-K.v.A. auxiliary turbo-geuerators. non-condensing,

generating thrce-Dhase energy at 1 lo volts, 25 cycles, for
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starting up : sundry motor-driven oil pumps, an air com-
pressor and a vacuum cleaner. The Babcock & Wilcox

turbine room crane has a capacity of 60 tons, with an

auxiliary hoist capable of lifting .50 tons, the span being

75 ft. Fifteen-ton hand-operated cranes, by the same firm,

are provided for the repair shop and pump house.

The high and low-pressure portions of the turbines are

in separate cylinders, the high-pressure cylinder being of

cast steel. The rotor shafts and disks are forged of solid

steel. Each turbine is directly connected to the condenser

below it, which is supjxirted on large steel spiral springs.

There is no exhaust valve between the turbine and the

condenser, it being intended that these turbines shall not

run pn the atmosphere longer than is neces-sary to get a

spare turbine into commission. In the case of the two

turbo-alternators yet to be installed, the economical output

of the turbine has been raised to 12,.500 Kw., and the

maximum continuous output to 14,000 k\v., the steam con-

sumption being correspondingly reduced. The machines

will be similar to the four already installed, the improved
rating being obtained by " end-tightening " of the blading,

and other modern improvements. The speed of the turbine

can be controlled by a small electric motor from the control

room switchboard. Oil is supplied continuously under

pressure to the bearings by means of two gear pumps, a

steam-driven pump being provided for starting up and
shutting down.

The alternators are totally enclosed and ventilated by fans

on the rotors, in addition to the forced ventilation by means
of the separately driven Sirocco fans. The alternator is

excited by an exciter mounted on an extension of the alter-

nator shaft, the exciter being of the compound type, but

without commutating poles. The construction of the stator

windings of the alternator is interesting. Cotton-covered

stranded wires are laid up into an oval conductor the full

area of the slot ; each conductor is soldered to a Hat copper

end-connection, thus simplifying the end connections, and
facilitating rigid anchoring. The Michell type thrust

bearing, an Australian invention, is used throughout.

Water Supply.—The situation of the circulating pumps
is a novel and convenient feature of the design. The
water supply to the pumps is in duplicate, with arrange-

ments so that four pumps may be supplied from each half

of the duplicate system. As this is sufficient for the full-

load output of the station, overhaul operations in connection

with the maintenance and upkeep of the water-supply

system can be carried out at any time as a matter of routine.

Condensing water is taken from the River "\"arra, to which
it is returned on the opposite side of the retaining wall

after use. The two collecting channels terminate in screen

pits, the water passing first through stationary screens,

which remove only the heavy debris, and then through
revolving screens consisting of link chains carrying

galvanised iron-wire screens. Four screens are provided

(fig. 'X), each being driven by a Westinghouse 5-b.h.p.

motor. The screens are washed by jets of water supplied

at 50 to HO lb. per sq. in. pressure by two pumps driven by
Westinghouse oo-u.h.p. motors. The screens were supplied

by ]\Iessrs. Babcock & Wilcox, and the pumps by ilessrs.

Gwynne, of London. The pumps are installed in a pit

below the pump-house basement, so that they are flooded at

all stages of tide. The induction motors (fig. 4) driving

these pumps, which are mounted on the turbine floor level,

are of the vertical type, equipped with Michell thrust

bearings ; separate thrusts are provided for the motor as

distinct from those for the pump shaft, the drive being

through a flexible coupling.

Power Slafion Siritrli Hoi/sr. — One of the most
interesting features of the installation is the switch house.

This is parallel to the engine room, but at some slight

distance from it, there being no attempt to provide ready

communication between the switch-house and the engine-

room staff except by telephone and telegraph. All main
switching is carried out at 20,000 volts. The power-station

bus-bars ai'e divided into two sections by means of a

section switch, each sub-station being fed from both

sections. So far as security of supply is concerned, there-

fore, the arrangement may be regarded as equivalent to

duplicate bus-bars without the complication and expense of
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the latter. Another feature is the aiTan<;ement for pre-

ventin}; accidents, a system of mechanical interlocking

beinjr provided which prevents all possibility of an

operator obtaining access to conductors while they are alive.

This applies not only to the conductors of each switch

panel, l:ut to the sections of the bus-bars themselves ;

that is to say, access to each section of the bus-bars is

entirely prevented until the whole of the isolating switches

connected to it are open, thus ensuring that the bus-bars are

dead. In addition, each oil switch is interlocked with its

isolating switches, so that the latter cannot be opened or

closed while the oil switch is closed. The oil switches are

electrically operated with remote control, the operating

mechanism having a wall separating it from the oil-switch

chamber, so that it can be examined and cleaned without

danger.

An interesting feature is the absence of windows in the

switch house. < )ne side of each switch cell is open to the

outside air, in order immediately to release any excessive

air pressure in the event of an unusually heavy short-

circuit. Precautions are. of course, taken to prevent the

entrance of birds, rain, &c.

Each phase of the main switches is a separate single-pole

switch in its own oil lank, the parts working in air being

isolated from the parts working in oil. Each s.i'. switch

responsibility of all electrical switching operations, and his

control is absolute. A gallery is provided for visitors,

although there is little to attract the attention of the non-

technical observer during operations. The most striking

feature is a large diagram covering one wall of the room,

showing the position of all the principal switches on the

system.

(To be conlinned.)

ELECTRIC IGNITION: COIL AND MAGNETO
SYSTEMS.

By F. H. HTJTTOX, M.A.

Fig. 7.—CONTBOL Room.

has multiple breaks in series, arranged vertically close

together in the middle of the tank, with insulating barriers

between adjacent breaks, there being four breaks in the

s.p. generator oil switches. These are so connected that

upon the switch opening under load the mutual induction

of the arcs produces a radial blow-out effect towards the

insulated wall of the tank. Opening speeds xip to an
equivalent of 50 ft. per second can be obtained, aluminium
being employed to ensure rapid acceleration. The gases

produced are dischar.'ed to the outer passage way.

The three-phase oil switch will safely open a short circuit

on a system controlling power of a rated capacity of

240,000 K.v.A. The operating gear consists of a rotary

type magnet actuating a countershaft through a toggle

mechanism and tripping box, the magnet being excited

from a 110- volt battery supply and contactor, operated

from the control board. In addition to red and green
indicating lamps, there is an alarm-bell device to give
warning when the switch has opened.

The generator equipments are fitted with Merz-Price
protective gear, while feeder equipments have split-con-

ductor protecti\e gear. Each generator has an emergency
control pillar and load indicator fixed in the engine room.

Control Room.—This is situated at the end of the switch
house (fig. 7). In it is centred not only the control of the
main power-station switches of the generators and trans-

mission feeders, but all electrical operations throughout the
entire transmission and conversion system are directed
from this point. On the control engineer rests the

'I'nK subject of ignition for petrol engines used in motor
cars is full of interest at the pi-esent time, since so many
developments have been made in recent years, and so

much has been learned with regard to the process of

ijrnition. The articles in the Electricai, 1?evjew of

Xoveniher 7th by Mr. C. Sylvester, and of December l'2tli

liy .Mr. A. C. Booth, are evidence of this fact, and tes-

tify to the ajiprcciation of modern battery systems.

Before proceeding further with

the subject I should like to enter a

mild protest against the title. Coil

rirsiis Magneto. In these days we
seem to have passed the stage when
it was a question of only one system

surviving to the total extinction of

the other. Both systems have been

ileveloped to such an extent that

they are entirely satisfactory for

iirnition when well carried out. and
it is largely a question of which is

most convenient or suitable for a

l>articidar purpose.

Mr. Sylve.ster belongs to the school

of those who vote entirely for bat-

tery io;nition, as evidenced by his

remark that " the magneto will in

the near future be almost a dead
letter," and again, " the same com-
pany is utilising the same ma-
chinery for the manufacture of mag-
netos. This is a big mistake, be-

cause the majority of its production
will never be required."

These are rather sweeping statements. Are they

quite justified by the facts?

The high-tension magneto in pre-war days had been

ileveloped into a very reliable and efficient machine,

which rarely gave trouble. Since those days the mag-
neto industry has been transferred to this country, and
has developed and grown jjn a most remarkable manner.
Not only were there about 300,000 magnetos manu-
factured between 1911 and 1918, but during that time

the design was being rapidly improved in nearly every

important detail, tmtil the machines as finally turned
out were about as good as could be desired. The mag-
netos that are now being made for motor cars con-

form to this high standard, and the makers have
tlie benefit of all their war-time experience on tiie de-

sign of complicated aeroplane types. To mention only

a few points. The introduction of laminated pole pieces

in place of the solid cast shoes formerlv employed has

Lireatlv improved the low-speed sparking characteris-

tics of the magneto. At the recent Olympia Show
machines were to be seen sparking regularly over stan-

dard three-point 5.5 mm. gaps at a speed of 50 r.p.m.

The new system of cam construction is another impor-
tant point. Instead of the cams being separate pieces

of steel they are now ground out of one piece of steel

tubing, the two cams and the cam ring being all one
integral part. The cam shapes are formed on special

profile grinding machines, and are such as to impart
a smooth regular motion to the rocker-arm, this being
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necessary at the liigli speeds at which modern magnetos

operate. By this means the flinging and bouncing

action of the arm is avoided. Again, the " jump-

spark " distributor is generally considered a great im-

provement ; and so on. Nearly every detail has been

developed in tliis manner.
It has to be remembered that motor cars are made

for the public, the great majority of whom are not

engineers or electricians. What they require in the way
of ignition apparatus for their cars is something of

the foolproof " and thoroughly reliable order. They
have been accustomed to magnetos for many years, and
have been verj" well sati.sfied with them on the whole, in

spite of the fact that " swinging " the engine is neces-

sary for starting with a magneto, and that this is not

a pleasant occujiatiou with a large engine when it is

cold and stiff. Again, from the very fact of this swing-

ing being necessary, back-tires, which the average

motorist dreads more than anything, are of uncommon
occurrence, especially with a fixed ignition point ^?hich

cannot, therefore, be unduly advanced. Again the older

motorisj who had some experience of battery ignition

in the old days of no dynamos and trembler coils has

a holy horror of this kind of ignition, not having
realised fully that modern battery systems are an en-

tirely difierent proposition. Taking all this into con-

sideration, aud remembering that we are naturally of

a conservative nature in our habits, it does not seem

\ery likely that the average motorist will be in a hurry
to throw away his magneto. And what the average
motorist wants, the average manufacturer has to pro-

vide, if he wants to sell his cars in normal times.

Moreover, there are almost innumerable instances where
there seems little prospect of the magneto being dis-

placed as a means of ignition, and this field appears
to be a rapidly increasing one. To mention a few

which come to mind at once: the farm tractor, which is

just in its infancy: motor lorries and heavy vehicles

of all descriptions ; motor 'buses and taxicabs : station-

ary petrol engines for all purposes, and a Iwst more,
for all of which the magneto seems pre-eminently fitted

as a means of ignition. From this it would appear that
the magneto firms need not at once shut up shop and
ilraw down their blinds.

On the other hand, we have the facts that practically all

cars are now turned out fitted with electric lighting and
starting sets; that the battery must always be kept in

working order for these purposes ; that this battery can
be used just as well for ignition in connection with a

modern closed-circuit system ; that starting with battery
ignition is very easy, only a very low speed of rotation

being necessary : that this is an advantage not only for

hand-cranking, but also where electric starters are used ;

that the spark is equally good over the whole timing
range, and can be advanced or retarded as much as

de.sired ; that this gives a very useful additional control

over the engine and adds a refinement to the perform-
ance of an engine which is mucli appreciated by those

who know how to use it; that battery ignition is ideal

for slow running, the .spark being at its best at low-

speeds. Using battery ignition we have to remember
to switch off the current when leaving the car, and to

retard the timing lever before restarting. These items
can be dealt with automatically by the introduction of

thermostatic switches and ignition governors, but that
means bringing in complications which it is desirable
to avoid. Now, taking all these facts into considera-
tion, and bearing in mind that battery ignition has for

some years been the standard system in the U.S.A., it is

difficult to believe that it will not be very largely used
in this country also when its merits become better

known. Certainly a little more care and attention are
required than for magneto ignition, which can be prac-
tically neglected. The battery must be looked after,

but as that forms an essential part of the lighting and
starting sy.stenis it is not likely tf> be neglected for loni.'.

aiiJ knowh^dgt! (iboul l>al,lfrle.>! will probably liecoiiic

mach more general- intMst^outitrya.s in America. The
extra feeling of control given bv the ability to use the

timing of the ignition freely is delightful to anyone

who has an' appreciation of mechanical sense, and likes

to feel that he is getting the best result from his engine

under all circumstances of speed and load. The con-

tact-breaker, distributor, and coil of a battery system,

if properly designed and constructed, are simple, and

can be made very accessible. The first two are gsnerally

combined and driven by gearing from the dynamo in

many modern systems, making one unit with tte latter,

so that only one driving connection to the engine is

required.

5lr. Sylvester in his article mentions how the Remy
system was appreciated in the air services, both in this

country aud abroad, and also mentions the Delco as

used on the Liberty engine which was installed on the

seaplane N.C.4 when it crossed the Atlantic. Mr.

Booth, who has had considerable personal experience of

a Delco system, gives it a very good character, and in-

deed his record of 9,000 miles of running spread over

live years without once using the starting handle is re-

markable. One point must be remembered. Mr. Booth

is himself a skilled electrician, and we must not take

quite for granted that the same result would have been

achieved if the system had been in unskilled hands. The
skilled man may not imagine that he treats his car any
differently to another, but all the same there is a differ-

ence. A few minutes with a sciewdriver or file, a touch

here, a clean connection there, tlie battery not neglected,

ic, may not seenj anything out of the way to an engi-

neer, but the layman would leave them out, and in the

long run they might make a considerable difference.

In ease British manufacturers should seem to be

neglected in these remarks, I should like to quote a

paragraph from Mr. Booth's article with which I en-

tirely agree. " I would prefer to see British industry

in the forefront. On the other hand, I have no hesita-

tion whatever in giving credit where credit is due, even

though it be to those who are not Britishers, primarily

in justice, secondarily with a view to encouraging our

own people to do likewise, if they are unable to do
better." That is exactly my feeling in the matter.

British manufacturers have not yet had sufficient time

to develop battery ignition systems fully, as evidenced

by the comparatively small display of them at Olympia,
but there is no reason why they should not excel in this

line as in the case of magnetos.

The Remy system must be admitted to be a very good
example by all who have had experience of it. and was
to be seen at Olympia fitted to some high-class cars,

from the magnificent Lanchester to the little 3-cylinder

Cosmos, on which, by the way, a particularly neat

lay-out was provided. In this system simplicity in

design has been combined with first-class workmanship.
Mr. Booth raises many interesting points in his

timely article, but as these do not all strictly bear on
the subject of ignition perhaps a discussion of them
should not be included here. Much has been written in

the motoring Press on magneto aud coil ignition, but
the opinions expressed are srenerally strongly prejudiced

in favour of one system or the other, and it is difficult

to find any well-informed and unbiased pronouncement.
So far as the present article is concerned, whatever may
be thought of the views expressed, they are at least

straightforward impressions put forward without any
partiality or preference for any particular firm or

svstcm.

Excess Profits Duty.—The Board of Referees has con-
sidered an application by the Kiver Plate Eleotriiity Co.. Ltd.,

for an increa.se of the statutory percentage as respectinpr the
business of supplyiofr electric 'ligrht and power in the .Vr^entine
Repulilic. The Board has made an order increasinsr the percentaRe
in the case of any trade or business carried on or owueil l>y :i com-
pany or other body corporate to 9 per cent, with aiVlitional

jieiCf'ntasfM in the ctuao of other triule or hiisiuef^ as 3|H-eiri«J in the
order. A similar onler made in respect of the Bojrota Tiflephone
t'o., Ltd. (the business of supplyinir public telephone service in the
Republic of Columbia), increases the percentage to 7J per cent.,

with additions in specified cases.
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THE ELECTRICAL TRADE OF INDIA.

We have already iK-alt gciiorally with the jcpurt by H.M.
Trade Coinmissioiicr iTi ludia (Mr. T. M. Ainscough, U.B.K.)-

We desire to repeat uur ailvicc that the report should be

caxefully studied, and below we make a few exti-acts :
—

Competition from the United States ia

American becoming particulai-ly keen in electrical

CompetitioD. machinery, mining machinery, steelworks

plant, oil-crushing and refining machinery,

machine tools, and miscellaneous engineering supphes for

industrial purpofes. Before the war, British makers had such

a. hold on the trade, largely on aceount of the fact that

purchases were usually made in London by the managing
agents of Indian industrial concerns, and also because British

engineering practice and standards were preferred, that

foreign comix'tition made little headway. During the past

four years, however, orders have had to be placed in the

United State^ for immediate requirements, and it is likely

that the American connections, having once been made, will

be retained, and we must regard this competition as being

permanent. So far, very few American manufacturers have

opened oflices in India, but their representatives are very

active, and buyers are being inundated with catalogues and
hterature of all kinds. Mention should also be made of the

value to American industry of having American engineers

at the head of some of the largest industrial ventures in India.

(A number of instances are given in the Trade Commissioner's

report.)

The effect of the break in the supply of the British product
will probably extend for many years, inasmuch as the plea
will be made that, in order to secure homogeneity of plant,

future extensions shoidd also be obtained from the makers
of the original machines. The influence of engineers ia

responsible positions is also very great outside the sphere of
their own works. There were in India, before and during
the w'ar, no firms of consulting engineers, as this work was
almost entirely done in Txmdon. Consequently, the advice
and opinion of the chief engineers of successful industrial
undertakings is eagerly sought by the nilers of native States
and the promoters of other ventures. The leading British
industrial firms in Calcutta are also now engaging the .services

of trained British engineers on their staffs to advise them
with regard to new plant, and it is to be hoped that more
British engineers will come out to India in a consulting
capacity. The openings are very great for si>ecialists of all

kinds, particularly for highly qualified mechanical and elec-
trical engineers, with a thorough knowledge and experience
of modern industrial practice and organisation.

The leading groups of electrical machi-
How to nery makers already possess strong local

Combat it. branches in the leading centres, and there
is a thoroughly representative Indian

Committee of the Briti,=ih Electrical and Allied Manu-
facturers' Association in Calcutta. One prominent firm is

believed to be proposing to erect works in the country. In
view of increasing American competition, particularly m
hydro-electric enterprises, makers of suitable plant should
take steps to strengthen their position, and manufacturers of
the smaller .illied products would he well advised to as.socinte
themselves for selling purposes with one or other of the
principal groups, so that they may receive the advantarres
of the group's technical knowledge and selling organisation
on the spot, and also to enable the group to ouote for a com-
plete installation. In view of the considerable developments
which are taking place in India in the use of water power
for industrial purposes, many of which are already either
in progress or projected, it is es.sential that British rankers
of water turbines, generators, transformers, and ill the lesser
articles which make up a complete plant, should be .sti-ontrlv

represented. Verv severe competition will be exnerieP'^ed
from the United States, and it must 'lot be forgotten that
the engineers of some of

^
the large.st h vdro-electric schemes

in India, who have great influence on the plneing of ordc-s.
are Americans who were formerly in the employ of our prin-
cipal American competitors.

. .
Very large extensions are planned for

Coming iron ^nd steel works plant, power plants
Industrial of all kinds, particularlv electrical, im-

Development. proved mining machinery, complete.
machine shop equipment, and complete

installations of textile (cotton, woollen, I'nte, and nossiWy
silkl mills, floiir and paper mills, surar refineries, oil pres-
sin? and refining mills, glasi works chemicql works. oi]-wel'
equipment and pipelines, shiphnildins vards tanneries and
leather factories, soap works, paint works and cepient plants.
not to mention the repairs and renewals and considerable
extension to public works, railways, and the postal, telegraph,
and telephone services.

9';e point, in particular should bo borne in mmd bv the
British manufacturer, and this is the necessity for quotinc
for the supply and erection of a complete phnt.

In our issue of December '26th, 1919,

Trciiii of detailed liguics were given of India's im-

I in port Trade. port trade in electrical gcxids. The follow-

ing remarks by Mr. Ainsi.:ough should be
read in conjunction with tho.'^e statistics.

I'hiiips's Dutch-made lamps have obtained a firm hold, and
Japanese lamiw of all kinds have entered the majrket. The
demajid for electric ceiliug fans, and to a lesser degree for

desk fans, is increasing rapidly, and will continue to do so.

American and Italian makes are the best known, best adver-

tised, and most actively sold fans on the market. TTiei'e is

a, great opportunity for the British maker in this direction

if only he wiU make the goods in strict accordance with the
wishes of his representatives on the spot. As regards heavy
cables, British makers, owing to their reputation and excel-

lent selling organisation in India, are able to hold their own;
but, in the finer wires for house wii-ing, the Japanese maker
has come to stay. As a rule, the Japanese productions are

not equal to the British makes, but during the war India has
been only too glad to accept any quality in order to .satisfy

her demands. There is Uttle doubt that we shall regain the
greater portion of this trade, but there wih be keener com-
petition than before, and Japan will probably retain a great
portion of the bazaar trade, British standard marks should
be carefully watched against infringements. A complete
range of samples of Japanese electrical accessories in the
Indian market, with a full report on them, may be seen by
interested firms at the Department of Overseas Trade.

The manufacture of electrical machinery
Local Electrical such as dynamos, motors, transformers.

Manufacture. &c., has not yet been attempted in India
on account of the difficulty of obtaining

the requisite material. After exiDeriment it w'ould doubtless

be possible to produce suitable cast iron, but there is no
immediate prospect of producing from indigenous sources the
thin iron core-plates, electrolytic copper wire and sections,

cotton yarn and tape, and press-spahu. The cotton tape and
yai-n required must be made from fine counts, entailing the
use of long-staple cotton, and the finished product must be
entirely free from dressing and of uniform dimensions. This
has not yet been produced in India.

A certain amount of switchgear for direct current has been
manufactured in India during the war, and the results reflect

great credit upon the firms concerned, the gear comparing
very favourably with similar imported articles. The difficul-

ties of manufacture have been great, as, with the exception
of pig-iron for the castings, recourse has had to be made to
imported copper sheets, brass bars, &c., and in almost every
case it has been necessary to utilise such material as was
obtainable rather than that which would normally have been
used. All small pins, screws, nuts, springs, and washers
have had to be manufactured, either by hand or upon un-
suitable machinery, and this has resulted in increased cost

of production and the sacrifice of intei'changeability.

A notable achievement has been the successful production
of electrical porcelain, the insulators now produced in India
being in every way equal in quality to the usual imported
types. None were made in India before the war, and if the
existing factory is extended to supply insulators in large
quantities the imports will be considerably affected. If elec-

trical porcelain becomes readily available, factories could be
established for the manufacture of such accessories as ceiling

roses, tumbler switches, wall plugs, cut-outs, distribution
fuses, itc, all of which are at present imported.

All such electrical fittings as water-tight lanterns, deck
fittings, ironclad plugs and sockets, hand-lamps, table lamps,
plain glass globes, and the like, are now manufactured in

sufficient quantities to meet the pre.sent curtailed demand.
It is stated that in many cases they are superior to the im-
ported ai-tifle, and only in rare instances is there a marked
inferiority.

No attempt has been made to produce insulated conductors
and insulatipg materials (except porcelain), and the whole
of the requirements have been met from imported stocks.
The rubber now produced in Southern India, however, is of
very high grade, and eminently suitable for electrical pur-
poses, and there is no insurmountable obstacle to be over-
come for the production in India of all types of insulating
materials and insulated conductors.

Negotiations have been proceeding for some time with a.

large British electrical company for the erection of works at
Sakchi for the manufacture of lamps, motors, and the more
simple types of electrical machinery. In addition, a pro-
minent Calcutta firm is starting a. workshop for the manu-
facture and repair of certain classes of electrical machinery.

Promot Retnrn of Railway Wagons Urged.—While it

is moat important that a^ldition.al waeons should be placed on the
railways in 'order to relieve the present conffestion which ia

aerionaly hindering the trade of the country, that Ls not the only
way in ^vhich a remedy ranv be fonmi. We are anve that traders
will cive svmpathetic consideration to the appeal which appears in

our adyertiaement pages to-day in which it is urged that if wagons
were rapidly unloaded, released, .and returned expeditiously, the
result would be equivalent to getting more trucks on the railways.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Lettert received by us after 5 P.M. ON TuESDAT i-aniwt appear until

Ike following week. Correspvndents shouldforward their communi-

catiinit at the earliest possible iiwmeiU. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's Tiame and address in vur uossessutn.

The New Cable Standards.

I am obliged to you lor inserting my letter in your issue

of December "ieth, and forgive you the printer's error " B
it G " for " B & S gauge. My jHomotion to the rank
of captain also occasions me surinise, but I will not suggest

that this is premature until a search in the records has been
made.

,

The Institution's acceptance of 1/.044 in. wire for ordinary

sub-circuits in house wiring will probably occasion a feverish

demand for this size, which my tiiin, and presuuiably others,

will lay themselves out to lueet. Up to now it has ranked
with J /do S.W.G. as little more than an embellishment to

the list of V.I.R. cables, so that for a week or two the supply

mav not equal the demand. However, we will all do our
best.

Meantime, there will be many wiring firms—and wiremen
also—who will be shy at using the smaller 0.0015 sq. in.

cable (l/.Oli in.). The extra cost of wiring with the next
new .standard size, .002 sq. in. (S/.OiO) will be considerable,

and 1/18 S.W.G. (1/.043), the old friend of the competition
wiremen, should not be forgotten. I predict that it will be
manufactured and used for many years yet in spite of the
new wire standards.
The cost of wiring iJer point with 1/.044 in. will not be

much less than with 1/.048 in., for there will be no gain
in the cost of labour, and there is no doubt that the work
with 1/18 will be better. Incidentally, it is of interest to com-
jiare the cost of l/.OM inch CM.A., and that paradoxical cable

N/A-G.M.A., with that of 1/18 of equal qualities of insulation

but larger copjier section made by non-C.M..\. firms.

But those who want altogether uon-assixiation 1/.044 iu.

for low-priced wiring work shall have it in as large quantities

as they desire, now that the I.E.E. has blessed it.

For the

Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.,

F. ChAKLES EAPHAKr..

ilaiitii/cr Cable £ ^V^rc Department.
Ponders End. Middlesex.
December 31»(, 1919.

In many of the letters you have published recently, the
most important advantage of the new method of describing

the size of cable has been overlooked.
I understand that it is intended that each size shaU be

described by its nomiual sectional area in square inches,

instead of by the number and gauge of the wu'es, thus 7/20
wUI be known as .007 or 19/16 as .06.

At present, in calculating cable sizes, it is necessary first

to decide on the area, and then to translate that area into
number and gauge of the wires, but with the new lists it is

only necessai'y to order cable of a certain sectional area
(except in the case of .003, which may be either 1/16 or
3/20).

It is difficult to learn a new way of describing an article

of everyday use quicjkly, but I have proved for myself that
the new method of describing cables by sectional area saves
a great deal of tune and trouble, and I am confident that the
new system will be a great advantage to the industry.

W. Cross, M. I.E.E.
jSTewcastle-on-Tyne.

December mih, 1919.

Tlie " Lesco " Holder.

Lesco, Ltd., have suppUed me with a sample of their new
pattern lampholder, which is certainly ingenious. I have
caDed their attention to the fact that the weight is taken
entirely on two small indentations iu the top part of the
holder. This. I think, would not be safe, if the holder was
hanging up iu a high pubUc building, and supporting, say,

a heavy Holophane shade. Somefhing more mechanical than
two little indentations would be needeil to make the holder
entirely safe. This is more important, in that the holder is

made from light spinnings and not from castings. The
makers state that in actual use much of the weight is taken
off the indentations by the fact that the top jiart is a tight

fit. In the sample wliicli I have, however, this is not the
case, and the weight is really taken entirely on the indenta-
tions. My own feeling is that the lampholder would not be
.safe where there is any corrosion, such as happens in damp
atmospheres.

It would be interesting to havi^ tlie opinion nf other en-
gineers on the subject.

C. lurnbull.
Electricitv Works,
North Shield.=!._

January .5^/i,'1920.

The Fuel of the I-'uture.

With reference to "Economy's" letter in your last issue,

in which he reproaches me for not being broad-minded,
apparently he did not read the o|)ening sentences of " The
Fuel of the Future and the Gas Companies," for it was
stated therein that it was written because the B.C.G.A. were
endeavouring to jxTsuade the public that by using gas one
was utihsing the nation's coal in the most efficient way. The
way is not closed to " Economy " to save the remaining
80 per cent, of the coal heat value by my article; all it has
done is to show that as electricity is already more efficient

than gas. a saving in the process will make it overwhelmingly
so. If " Economy " will read his letter carefully he will

see that he is in complete agreement with me, for in pointing
out that it is the SO per cent, waste of heat at the station.s

that must be corrected, he has obviously dropped gas out of

his calculations. Therefore, if I am not broad-minded, h<;

falls into the same category.
B. L. Klemens.

Blackheuth, January 5th, 1920.

REVIEWS.

I'rinviphs and Practice of Electrical Tcstiny. By K. G. Allen,

B.Sc-., A.R.C.Sc.L, A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 363, 286 figs, Lon-
don : Messi's. Longmans, Green & Co. Price 18s. net.

The title hardly does justice to the scope of this work, since

several of the eailier, and in many respects the most interest-

ing, chapters deal with general theory concerning continuous
and alternating-current circuits. These chapters take the
form of a mathematical treatment of a series of problems
and theorems from which much useful information may be
obtained.
Coming to the part dealing with testing proper, we first

liud the measurement of high, low, and medium resistances
fully described. Modern direct-reading commercial instru-

ments are exempfihed by an account of the ''Megger" set

lor insulation testing, though no mention is made of the-
iuiportant adaptation of this instrument for the measurement
of low resistances. Particular attention is paid to the mea-
smement of insidatiou resistances of "live" systems.
Magnetic measuremeuts with regard to permeability and core

loss are next fairly completely dealt with, though the double
yoke method, which permits of permeabUity tests on straight
bars (or even on bunches of laminations) by the baOistic

method, is not described.
Succeeding chapters deal with the measurement of tem-

perature rise, inductance, and capacity, and foUow usual
Unes.
A large amount of space is devoted to machine tests, and

a fuU account of the methods available for measuring losses,

efficiency and regulation, and for the determination of the
various characteristic curves of generators and motors (for

continuous and alternating currents), of converting plant,

and of transformers is given.

An excellent feature of each test is that tables of results

obtained from typical machines are given for the u.se of
readers in furtherance of their studies. With regard to these
tables an important criticism may perhaps be made, namely,
that many of the columns or lines are not sufficiently labeDed.

only the symbol of the quantity concerned being given. Of
com'se, in many cases this will be sufficient to identify both
the quantity and the unit, but a much better plan is to label

clearly each column with the name of the quantity, the

name of the unit, and with the symlx)l (or formula by which
the quantity is derived). The possibility of misunderstanding
is then adequately prevented.
As wUl be gathered from the account already given, the

book covers a very wide range of matter, the most notable
omission being supply meter testing.

The diagrams, which have obviously been specially drawn
for the book, are clear and well reproduced. The work will

be useful to students of electrical engineering who have com-
pleted an elementary course, particularly if they have received

a good mathematical training.

Water-power in France. — Mention is made of tidal

power projects in France and of the new French law on water-
power developments of all kinds. Experiments with a view
to utilising tidal power arc to be made under Government
auspices in St. Briac Bay on the north coast of Brittany. The
new law provides that no one may utilise tidal or other water-

power without a State concession. Natural and artificial

waters, canals, river*, and lakes are included. In order to

avoid legal work and expen.ses which would be prohibitive in

the case of small concerns, the latter are exempted from the

new law so long as the maximum power does not exceed

M KW. There were iu the basin of the Seine in 1910 some 149

hvdro-electric equipments .'servinc village lighting; of these.

36 were from 2 to 10 n.v.: 4'> from 11 to 20 H.P.; 33 from
31 to .30 H.F. ; 13 from 31 to 40 H.p. ; and 8 from 41 to 50 h.p.—
Technical Revi'nu,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Trade with South China.—Those of our readers who are

interesting themselves in tratle with South China will find a lonp

aocoimt of a visit paid to Swatow, Foochow. and Amoy by

H.M. Commercial Secretary at Hong-Koufr, in the Board of Trade

JoMrnul for Januaiy let.

American Foreign Trade.—Mr. .]. P. Morgan's company

has formed the Foreijrn Commerce Corporation of America, to

carry on foreig-n trade. It is proposed to devise new means for

continuing America's foreign commerce. The new coDcem will

probably act in close co-operation with the Foreign Finance Cor-

poration : both concerns, says the Thuex Financial Correspondent

at Xew York, are backed by tremendou.s capital resources. They
" may well be regarded as the vanguard of a systematic invasion of

the world's foreign trade fields, and particularly those of Europe."

New Capital Issues of 1 9 1
9.— statistics issued by the

London Joint City and Midland Bank. Ltd.. give the following,

among other totals, of the new capital issues during the past two
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Coal Mining in India.—Quite a large number of ccm-
mittees are sittintr to consider questions afFectinfr the expansion of
industries in India. They include committees on coal production,
and purchase of stores. In the meantime a summary of a report by
Mr. Trehearne Rees. of Messrs. Forster, Brown A: Rees. London, to the
Secretary of State, on '' Indian Collieries ' has been issued at Delhi,
says Renter's Trade Service. Mr. Rees states that one-third of the
coal in Indian coal mines is at present beinfr lost by bad methods
of minint-'. while three-quarters of a million tons are lost annually
by the wasteful power working of collieries. The proposals con-
tained in the report include the filling: in of old workinjrs to enable
more complete extraction of coal, large organised schemes for
improving conditions of labour so as to settle non-fiuctuating
labour populations near the mines, central electric power generation
on a compulsory non-profit basis, modern coking and utilisation of
by-products, colliery-owned sidings and light railways, and
briquette manufacturing.

Belgian Electrical Industry.—A special department of
the Ministry of Industry and Work has been called "into lieing to
assist the re-establishment of the electrotechnical industry in
Belgium. It is styled I'lnspection de I'lndustrie. and has published
details of the former and present status of the electrotechnical in-
dustry. Before the war. it appears, electrical manufacturing firms
were 41 in number, employing s,t;»5 workmen. Most of these firms
were systematically plundered during the German occupation, and
especially the larger ones, stocks of raw materials and finished
goods being alike removed ; only the smallest firms in certain
districts escaped, the Germans apparently being minded to com-
pensate themselves for our blockade by this method of action.
The work of reconstitution has consisted, in part, in the recovery,
where possible, of the machinery carried away, and in part, in the
acquisition of new plant. The sam of these efforts is such that a
recovery of 50 per cent, of the state before the war has been made,
but only half of the workmen are at present employed on pro-
duction, the rest being engaged in works of restitution. The
actual recovery for the whole country being thus only about 25 per
cent. The province most injuriously affected is that of Antwerp,
that least affected being Brabant, on account of the secondary
importance of the pre- war electrical undertakings there. The staff

now employed numbers 4.275, and is steadily increasing. According
to moderate estimates, the works may regain their normal pro-

ductive capacity within the current year (Hi] 9), if no break in

the supply of raw material, machinery, and labour supervenes.

The acquisition of new supplies is, however, difficult, and emphasis
is laid on the hindrance met i\-ith in the execution and cost of

orders placed abroad, and it is considered that allied countries
should make some sacrifices on behalf of their fellows in Belgium,
if only for the selfish motive to preserve future access to this

market. Notwithstanding the enormous difficulties met with in

furnishing themselves with raw materials, and with the laudable

de-ire of escaping from German subserviency, the Belgians have
started six new works—one at Liege for fusible plates and cable

clips ; a glow-lamp factory at Deurne-Sud ; a machine tool works
at Brussels ; a mine-signal works, kc. ; these six works, with those

previously existing, make a total of 47, which form the subject

of the Governmental inquiry.— 1.' Industrie Electriijue.

Swedisli Electrical and Engineering Trade.— The
Ftimni-ier reports that, according to an inquiry that has been set

on foot by the Electrical Industry Association of Sweden, the
Swtdish electrical industry has made splendid progress during the

years of war. The combined share capital of Swedish electrical

industries, which amounted to about 50 million kroner in 1914, has
at the present moment reached a total of 230 million kroner. The
total output value of the trade was about 20 million kroner in 1914.

and would seem to have come to about 100 million kroner in 191S.

However, it is anticipated that the industry must be fully prepared
to meet much keener competition in the near future, both in the
home and export markets.

It is reported in the daily Press that, as the result of trouble in

Swedish engineering industry, 12 Stockholm factories, and three

in the provinces, have closed down. It is expected that 16 more
provincial factories will do likewise. Later reports indicate a large

extension of industrial dislocation.

Electricity Works and Shortage of Plant.—The Elec-
trical Development Association has been interesting itself in the
deficiency of plant which is experienced by many undertakings,
and would like to hear from those who are embarrassed in this way.

The British Industries Fair at Birmingham.—The
arrangements for the British Industries Fair (Birmingham Section),

to be held at Castle Bromwich Aerodrome, from February 23rd to

March 5th, are approaching completion. The exhibitors number
660, and 100 000 sq. ft. of space has been taken. Plans for hospi-

tality and entertainment to overseas buyers have been made. The
chief feature will be general hardware and engineering—the latter

being represented by 200 firms. All clas.ses of brass foundry are to

be adequately covered, particularly in relation to hot and cold

water, gas and electric light fittings, and, in view of the national
housing schemes, it would appear that manufacturers are paying
special attention to the claims of builders' ironmongery, grates,

gas ranges and stoves, and to electrical radiators and other elec-

trical appliances in domestic use. The section devoted to

chandeliers, candelabra, gaa fittings, electric light fittings and
accessories, and lamps of all kinds, including electric pocket lamps,
is extremely well covered, and interesting developments are
promised by enterprising firms. The tube industries, which
cater largely for the gas and electric undertakings, promise a big
display,

French Electrical Companies.—The German Alsatian com-
pany Els:i9sischer Kraftwerke has Ijeen converted into a French com-
pany, under the style of the Forces Electriques Alsaciennes. Its

headquarters are at Schlestadt, in Alsace, and with a capital of
l,500.uiiO marks, it works centrals at Kapeltenmuhlen. Markolsheim
and Schlestadt. It has lately been engaged in expurgating the
German members from its board of management.
The Energie Electrique du Littoral Mediterranien has decided to

raise its capital from 60,000,000 to 100,000,000 fr.. in order to carry
out sundry extensions and improvements tending to raise its

capacity to 150.000 HP., equal to a yearly output of 380.000.000
KW.-hours.

La Verrerie Scientificiue is the style of a company established at

Paris for the making and sale of X-ray tubes, and all .apparatus of

precision in gla-ssand quartz. Its capital is 160.000 fr.

A company called the Etablissements Alba has lieen launched
at Paris whose objects are the manufacture and sale of electro-

mechanical apparatus. Its capital is 100.000 fr.

The Appareillage Electro-Industriel. which recently raised its

capital to 1,500,000 fr., has now decided to add to its title the
names " Petrier, Tissot et Raybaud.''

The Societe d'Eclairage BUectrique des Automobiles, whose office-s

aie at Courbevoie, has gone into liquidation.

£600,000 Thrown Away.—After being closed down for

over five months, the Ebbw Vale .Steel and Ironworks resumed
operations on Monday. The works closed down last July.
follo%ving a strike of skilled tradesmen. The stoppage cost the
company £250,000. and the loss to workmen directly affected was
another £250,000. in addition to a loss of wages amounting in all

to about £100.000 to men who were not directly affected, malting
in all £600,000.— /•';'W«ci«/-.

What is a Pint ?—The old Winchester gallon, long ago
abolished here, is still in use. with its corresponding pints and
quarts, in the United States of America. The difference (20 per
cent.) is a handicap to both the British and the American exporter
of commodities sold by measures of capacity. The Decimal Associa-
tion wishes to collect spacific examples of contusion, difficulty, loss of

trade, or loss of money arising from this ilifference. and, in the
interests of the British export trade, invites those interested to

submit such examples to the Secretary, 229-231, Fmsbury Pave-
ment House, London, E.G. 2.

Catalogues and Lists. — Credenda CoNDuns Co.,

Ltd., Chester Street. Aston, Birmingham.—Illustrated leaflet

giving prices and descriptions of " Creda " electric irons and
kettles.

AuTO-V.\Tlc AND ELECTRIC FURNACES, LTD.. 281-283. Grays
Inn Road, 'W.C. 1.—Leaflet dealing with output and energy con-
sumption of metal furnace pots for use with Wild-Barfield electric

furnaces. -Also Bulletin No. 17, entitled " The Location of Harden-
ing shop Faults.''

The ExGixEEBiNO A ppliance Co., 22, Cricklewood Lane, N.W.

—

Leaflet describing the E.A.C. charging panel for accumulator work.
British Insulated and Helsey Cables, Ltd., Prescot and

Helsby.

—

Catiihignde Cablrx, rtO pp. A priced and illustrated list,

in Spanish, ofcables of various types.

Messrs. Falk, Stadelm.ann ,v Co.. Ltd., Efesca Electrical

Works, 83-87, Farringdon Road. E.G. 1.—Catalogue No. 445 (24 pp.).

giving illustrations, descriptions, and prices of " Efesca " lanterns

and accessories.

The Ben.iamtx Electric, Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff

Road, Tottenham, N. 17.—A card, entitled " A New Year's Resolu-
tion," advertising the " Benjamin " reflector.

The Chloride Electricai, Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junc-
tion, Manchester.—A 24-page booklet dealing with " Exide " and

" Clifton " portable accumulators and electric hand lamps. Priced
and illustrated.

Messrs. .Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.. Palace Place Mansions,
Kensington Court. London, W. 8.—Two battery showcards in

colour have been issued. Both are available for merchants and
traders on application. The larger one (approximately 18 in. X
11 in.) illustrates a selection of Siemens dry cells and batteries

suitable for bells, telephones, indicators. &c., and gives a view of a
portion of one of the battery shops at the works at Woolwich.
The smaller card illustrates various sizes of dry cells for pocket
lamps, torches, &c., a bird's-eye view of the Woolwich works
appearing in the centre.

The Overseas En(}ineerin<; Co., Ltd., 75, Curtain Road,
E.G. 1.—List No. 40, an illustrated price-list of " National " motor
starters.

Messrs. Matthews & Yates, Swinton, Manchester.- Lists

Nob. 2/1, 103/1, and 12»*, dealing with "Cyclone" air propellers,

electric blowers and exhausters, and electric vaciium cleaners.

Canadian Industries Exhibition in London.—An exhi-

bition, exclusively devoted to Canaiiian industrial enterprises, is to

be held in June next in London. It has the support of the

f^ansidian Trade Commission, the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, and the Canaiiian Mission in London, and its organisation is

in the hands of Mr. H. GreWllo Montgomery. Most of the grouud
floor space at the Royal Agricultural Hall has b,tii definitely

allotte<l to leading firms. luformatitm can be obtained from the

ortices. 43. E8.sex Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

All-British.— -^ British Order in Council requiring that

managing directors of British companies in CUina must be of

British nationality, is reported to have given rise to feelinff amonc
Americans, as a numtjer of our companies are managed by them,
and they will have to leave their jiositious at GO days' notice.
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New Bombay Power Company—Thk Tata Power Co.

is the name of a company which has lately been formed in Bombay
with a capital of 90,000,000 rupees to undertake the suoply of elec-

trical eucrsry for power purposes.

Book Notices.—Scientific Paper No. .S.')3 of the Bureau of

Standards :
" Variation in Direction of Propagation of Long Electro-

magnetic Waves." The observed direction of radio waves as obtained

with a direction-finder varies with time when long waves are used,

such as those from very higrh power stations. The variations of

direction are of the order of 90° for very louir waves. No such

large variations are found for short damped waves produced by spark

apparatus. A method of increasing the sharpness of determina-

tion of direction has been worked out. A theoretical explana-

tion of the variations of direction is given, based on the existence

of media in the earth's atmosphere capable of reflecting and

refracting the waves. Washington : Government Printing Office.

Price 5 cents.

Scientific Paper No. 354 of the Bureau of Standards :
" Principles

of Radio Transmission andReception with Antennaand Coil Aerials."

The functioning of the two principal types of radio aerials is worked
out quantitatively from fundamental electromagnetic theory.

Experiments have verified the formulas and conclusions presented.

Formulas for the current received in either antenna or coil aerial

in terms of current in either type of transmitting aerial are given.

as well as comparison formulas giving the relative performance of

antenna and coU aerials under various conditions. The advantages

of the condenser-type of aerial are presented. The theory and
nature of radiation are discussed, and applied to the elucidation of

some current fallacies. The basic principles of design of aerials

are given. Desirable lines of future research are pointed out. The
use of the coil aerial as a direction-finder, interference preventer.

reducer of strays, and submarine aerial are not among the subjects

treated. Washington : Government Printing Office. Price 10

cents.

Scientific Paper No. 351 of the Bureau of Standards :
" The

Dependence of the Input Impedance of a Three-Electrode Vacuum
Tube upon the Load in the Plate Circuit." Because of the

capacities between the electrodes of a three-electrode vacuum tube.

the input impedance, which determines the input voltage supplied

to the grid of the tube by the apparatus in the input circuit,

depends upon the electrical characteristics of the plate or output
circuit. In this paper theoretical relations are established which
permit the input impedance to lie calculated when the impedance
in the plate circuit is known. These relations are also checked by
experiment. Washington : Government Printing Office. Price

5 cents.

"Safety for the Household.' Circular No. 75 of the Bureau of

Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office. 127 pp. Price 1.") cents.—This is a very

complete " safety-first " publication, setting forth the necessary

precautions to be taken in the every-day applications of electricity.

&c. The first half of the book deals with electrical fixtures and
wiring, and gives in minute detail methods of guarding against

such accidents as shocks from lighting circuits, Ijurns from
arcs emanating from broken connections, and also warnings as to the

dangers attending the inexperienced handling of fallen overhead
wires. The proper voltages of various household circuits are

given, special attention being paid to private lighting and power
sets. Directions for the resuscitation of persons rendered uncon-
scious by electrical shock are fully set out. the treatment of cases

of lightning shock receiving separate notice. Following this is a

section dealing with the nee of gas. and giving descriptions of

most of the usual accidents caused by carelessness in its employ-
ment, and the precautions necessary to avoid such occurrences.

Treatment of asphyxiation cases is described very fully. A special

note is made of the proper use of acetylene gas, with directions for

the proper and safe storage of calcium carbide. The next section

is devoted to the causes and prevention of fires ; practically

every way in which a fire may be started is detailed, and methods
of prevention are suggested. Hazards arising from the use of
chemicals then receive notice, and the concluding section is a
compendium of miscellaneous risks and safeguarding measures
which are a part of every-day life. The circular is well Ulnstrated
and indexed for quick reference.

Scientific Paper No. .S55 of the Bureau of Standards :
" The

Determination of the Output Characteristics of BUectron Tube
Generators." Owing to saturation and rectification effects in

three-electrode vacuum tubes, the currents which they deliver to
any type of output circuit, when used as a generator, are heavily
loaded with harmonics. Experimental results indicate that the
frequency of the oscillating currents generated is the natural
frequency of the output circuit. Hence this circuit behaves as a
filter in series with the tube and the D.c. power system, and the
useful output current is approximately sinusoidal, whatever the
distortion of the tube currents, depending in amplitude solely upon
the fundamental constituents of the tube currents. General
expressions are derived for the power and current output in terms
of static characteristics of the generating tube, and are corroborated
by experimental results obtained with a particular tube. Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office. Price 5 cents.

" Colliery Manager's Pocket-Book Almanac and Diary for 1920."

London : Colliery Guardian Co., Ltd. Price (in cloth) 3s.—This
is the 51st annual edition of the pocket-book, a fact which almost
renders further comment supeilluous. The book being severely
practical, the political alarums and excursions of the past year
find no place in it, but the technical mining progress effected

during 1919 is surveyed, and this section includes an interesting
discussion of problems met with in electric shot-firing, which have
been investigated, The use of underground conveyors in South

Wales is favourably spoken of, but these appear to be workod by

compressed air. Abundant statistics are given ; we note that

electric satetylamps in 1917 numbered 146,651. out of a total of

747,570, while the majority of the flame lamps were lighted elec-

trically, and more than half the total had magnetic loclt*. Coal-

cutters, driven by electricity, numbered 1,739. and by air 2,060 ;

but over 10 million tons of mineral were got out by the former,

and less than 12 millions by the latter. On January 21st. 1918.

the electrical equipment of British mines aggregated 913.640 H.P.,

mainly underground. An excellent electrical section of 49 pages

is given, but, curiously enough, we have not been able to discover

any reference to the coming-into-force of the reguliitions iu respect

of plant installed before June l.st, 1911, on January 1st this year.
" AU About Anthracite : the World's Premier Coal." By A. L.

Summers. London : The Technical Publishing Co. Price 7s. 6d.

net.
' Treatment of Harmonics in Alternating-Current Theory by

Means of a Harmonic Algebra." By A. Press. Berkeley : University

of California Press. Price SI.

The National Union of Manufacturers (Inc.) has issued a 16-page

pamphlet giving, alphabetically arranged, names of members
enrolled between August, 1919. and November, 1919.

Calendars, &c.—From the Consolidated Pneumatic
Tool Co., Ltd., 170, Piccadilly. London. W. 1, we have received a

wall calendar with monthly sheets, which are held down at bottom
by an elastic holder. Each sheet has a fair-sized illustration of a

Consolidated tool.

Messrs. Downes k Davies, of 1 and 3, Stanley Street, Liver-

pool, have issued an attractive wall calendar with a study in colour

of " Miss Springtime." already acknowledged here as the favourite

patronised by another firm.

Mr. Geori-.e Ellison, of Perry Bar, Birmingham, has issued a

large wall calendar, with monthly slips below a richly coloured

study of a woman. Beside the slips are neatly given the aildresses,

phone numbers, &c.. of the firm's six br.anches in this country, and
at foot the interesting announcement is made that Ellison's are also

in evidence at Paris. The Hague, Copenhagen, Moscow, Milan,

Burgdorf, Johannesburg. Sydney, and Christchurch (N.Z).

From the Hillbar Press, of 76, Finsbury Pavement, London,
E.C. 2, we have received a wall calendar with monthly sheets for

1920.

From the Commercial Electrical Accessories, Ltd., of 9,

Diana Place. Euston Road. London. N.W. 1. we have received a very

serviceable desk blotting pad and calendar, with diary (interleaved

with blotting) on the left-hand side, while down the right side

there is a column of dates for the week with an indicator for

changing daily. Any reader can have one of these pads on
application to the company.
Mr. Fred. H. Jennings, of 74, Cinder Bank, Netherton,

Dudley, sends us an atlvertising device in the form of a Treasury-

note wallet.

From Messrs. W. H. Willcox 4: Co., Ltd., 38, Southwark Street,

London, S.E.I, we have received a calendar in their usual style,

with monthly turnover sheets.

Touring Exhibitions.—Sir Hamar Greenwooci. M.P..
Secretary to the Department of Overseas Trade, states that

by way of supplementing the British Industries Fair, the Depart-
ment is considering the possibility of starting a number of
" movable shops" and touring exhibitions abroad in the interests of

British trade. This is a revival of an idea which was discussed

a good deal in pre-war years, both for rail and shipping

exhibition purposes. The proposal is deserving of the fullest

discussion among the trades, and we shall probably refer to

the subject more fully later. These travelling exhibitions

should, in our opinion, be accompanied by kinema sections

for the display by industrial films of the operations in progress

in our great engineering, electrical, and other factories where
articles can be shown in course of manufacture.

Electrical Company's Claim Against War Office.

—

According to the Morning Adrertifcr, the hearing of the claims

made by the International Electrical Co.. Ltd,, to the War Losses

Commission for compensation in respect of War Office occupation

of their premises at Kilburn, from April, 191S. to March, 1919. was
tegun in December. The claims include amounts of £1.350. for

loss of profits, with an additional claim of £2.300 for the training

of unskilled labour, £3,000 for depreciation, and an item of £900
for re-decoration. The first claim, the loss of profits and the cost of

training unskilled labour, was dealt with by the Commissioner (Mr.

W. F. Hamilton, K.C.) on December 19th. After hearing evidence

the Commissioner stated that he considered there had been distur-

bance in the working of the company because of the military

occupation. He intimated that before making any determination

as to compensation he must read the whole of the evidence put

before the Commission on previous occasions.

The Fixation of Nitrogen.—Accordincr to the Financier,

the Aniline Organisation, composed of most! of the leading German
chemical factories, has doubled its share capital, which now
amounts to more than 600 million marks, in order to buOd new
factories for the production of nitrogen fertilisers. The process to

be used is the invention of Prof. Haber.

Prices Advance.—The Sterling Telephone and
Electric Co., Ltd., have issued notice to the trade to the effect

that owing to the continued advance in wages and manufacturing

costs, they have increased the advance on their current catalogues

from 33', per cent, to 50 per cent., subject to certain exceptions.

The advance was to come into force as from 7th inst. A gummed
slip has l)een issued for use in current catalogues.
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Trade Announcements.—The I '.ritish Klcctricul J-'edcra-

tion and most of its member companies have returned from the
Manchester Hotel, to 8S, Kinprsway. As part of the buiklin<r hag
been retained by the Government, the Federation engineerinfr and
stores departments will for the present be located at 11-13,

Southampton Row, while the Electrical and Industrial Investment
Co., and other finance companies will be at 4, Broad Street

Place, E.C.

The B.E. Co. (_op London and Birmingham), Ltd., have altered

their telegraphic address to '' Ubbecolita," Cannon, London.
Messrs. Finlayson & Eraser have commenced business «s

•electricians at 11, Warden Street, Dingwall.
Mr. Walter T. Keetle\-, who is taking;- up the post of

eng-ineer and manager to the City Service Garage, Ltd., automo-
bile and electrical engineers. Smith's Bank Chambers, Market
Place, Derby, wishes to receive price lists.

The Great War Exhibition at the Crystal Palace.

—

The Crystal Palace is to re-open in May this year with the Great
War Exhibition. We are informed that there are 50,000 sq. ft. of

exhibiting space unappropriated on the ground Hoor (garden side),

which has been reserved for an engineering and electrical

exhibition. Manufacturers should communicate with the General
Manager, Crystal Palace. S.E., if they are interested in the matter.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.—New St. Helens
AND District Tramways Co., Ltd.—Winding:up voluntarily.

Liquidators, Messrs. H. P. Conibear and E. H. Edwardes. Meeting
of creditors at 5. Feuwick Street, Liverpool, January 16th.

D, Hulett & Co., Ltd,—A meeting of creditors was called for

January 7th, at 1, Walbrook, E.C. 4.

Cramps Patent Reversible Turbine, Ltd.—A meeting will

be held on February 2nd, at 5, Copthall Buildings, E,C., to hear an
account of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. F. W. Seel.

Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for February
6th. at Egyptian House, Piccadilly, London, to hear an account of

the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. H. L. Williams.
Oulton Broad Electricity Co., Ltd,—Meeting called for

Feliruary 23rd, at Suffolk Chambei-s, Lowestoft, to hear an account

of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. A. Garratt.

S. T. Pemberton & Co., electrical engineers, s, Church Street,

Birmingham.—Mr. S. T. Pemberton and Mr. E, Marples have
dissolved partnership. Mr. Pemberton wUl attend to debts.

Payne, Bussey and Sabberton, motor, electrical and general

engineers, and ironfounders. Palace Street and St. Martin-at-

Palace Plain, Norwich.—Messrs. C. R. Bussey, F. A. P. Payne and
A. Bussey have dissolved partnership. Messrs. C. R. and A. Bussey
will attend to debts.

Jesse Roper & Co., plumbers and electricians, 82, Park Street.

Peel Green, Patrieroft, Lancaster.—Messrs. J. Roper and T. Grundy
have dissolved partnership. Mr. .1. Roper will attend to debts.

Unions Fraternising.—As a result of a Conference with
the Parliamentary Committee of the Trade LTnion Congress last

week, an agreement was retkohed between the National Association

of Theatrical Employes and the Electrical Trades Union in regard

to a dispute between the two organisations. The Electrical Trades
Union set out to organise electricians in theatres and operators in

kinemas, and the Theatrical Employes' Association questioned its

right to do so. Each Union has now agreed to recognise the

other's membership card in the industry.

—

T/ie Times.

Italian Company.—For the manufacture of and trade in

magnets and other electrical apparatus, the Fabbrica Italiana

Magneti Marelli has been formed at Milan, with a capital of

7,000,000 lire.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.— Salaries.— The remuneration of three

superintendents and four shift engineers has been considered.

Their jn-esent salaries are :—Superintendents, with war bonus, ,^c.,

£277 ; senior shift engineer, with war bonus, £248 ; other shift

engineers, with war Ixraus, £235. The following revised r.-ites are

now recommended :—Superintendents, £330 ; senior shift engineer,

£28?; other shift engineers, .£264.

Extensions.—The electrical engineer has been instructed to

prepare a scheme of mains extensions calculated to meet demands

for some years ahead.

Aldershot.—Supply Failure.—Owing to a failure in

the electricity supply, part of the town was in darkness for several

hours on Monday evening.

Bagenalstown (Ireland).— Electricity Supply.—A
number of local traders have combined to provide an electric

supply scheme for their premises. The power station is to be

erected on the banks of the canal.

Barnstaple.—Improvements in Supply.—In order to

place the electricity undertaking on a proper footing, and to

provide sufficient reserve for breakdowns, the Town Council

considers it necessary to expend £14,000, as well as a further amount

of £1,000 for mains.

Birmingham. — Storage-battery Installation.—In

order to cope with the increased demands upon the generating

plant, which have necessitated the imposition of many restrictions,

the City Council is taking steps to install a storage battery

in the Water Street station. The estimated cost, baaed upon

quotations by various firms, plus 10 per cent, to allow for con-

tingencies, is £78,300. The cost of the battery alone will be
£.53,48.S.

Blaina.—Delay in LiohtinCx Scheme.—It wa.s stated, at

a meeting of the Urban District Council, that the lighting scheme
was held up in consequence of the failure of Messrs. Lancaater'a
Steam Collieries Co. to rejily to the Council's letter regarding the
purchase of a bulk supply. The Council has decided to appoint a

deputation to meet the coniptvny.

Bolivia.— 1 >evelopm icnt ofWater Power.—The British
E.rpiirf dmettr states that a Bill is before the Bolivian Chamber of

Deputies for the development of the Republic's water resources,

and that a British engineer has been giving advice during the
drafting of the BUI. If this British expert's suggestions were
carried out, the hydro-electric development of Bolivia would centre
round La Paz, Tres Cruces, and Cohiuechaca, At La Paz it would
be used for the Corocoro copper mines, and for lighting, cooking,
and heating in the capital itself, a good market thereby being
created for materials and appliances of all kinds. Indeed, it is

proposed that a depot should be established for accessories at La
Paz, In the other cases, the principal aim would be the develop-
ment of mining. Altogether, the initial cost of the three
installations is estimated at about £2,000,000, but in addition to
this there would be much other machinery and accessories required,

and, considering the .scheme has been formulated in accordance
with British ideas, a very large proportion of the plant and
material required should be supplied by United Kingdom firms.

Canada.—Turbo-Gexerator Troubles.—In a letter

to the Electrical World, Mr. J. W. Lightbody, of Calgary, states

that much trouble has been experienced in Western Canada
through the faulty insulation of the rotor windings, no fewer than
five turbo-generators, totalling 10.000 K\v., having been put out of

commission recently by this defect. These machines are mostly of

foreign manufacture, and the makers' drawings show that the in-

sulating materials employed are fuller board and presspahn, which
have proved inefficient for this class of work. The defective

insulation causes a short-circuit of high resistance in part of the
generator rotor-field, which sets up vibration. Later, several

turbine-blades are stripped, and the vibration gradually increases

until it reaches such a point that it becomes necessary to shut
down the machine. In large power plants this short-circuiting,

and the consequent high induced voltages, are guarded against by
the use of electrolytic cells in parallel with the field windings, and
Mr, Lightbody considers that this idea should he applied to

smaller generators, as in the latter there is less room for properly

insul.ated coils.

Winnipeg Power Scheme.— Six sets of 28.000 h.p. each are

being erected at Du Bonnet Falls on the Winnipeg River, 75 miles

north of the city. The cost of this city plant is estimated as being
between £1,200,000 and ,*:i, 400,000. A chain of stations will

eventually be constructed on this river with a total output of over
half-a-million horse-power. The Du Bonnet plant will be the

largest link in the chain.

Castlewellan (Co. Down).—Price Increase.—Owing
to the increased cost of labour, tStc., it has been decided to raise

charges for lighting and power by 20 per cent., bringing the coat

up to Is. per unit.

Chester. — Electricity Charges. — The Electricity

Committee has examined an .approximate statement of accounts for

the half-year ended September 29th, 1919, and recommends that, as

the present charges appear to be satisfactory, no increase be made
during the current financial period.

Chilie.—The Santiago Press has recently published some
]iarticulara on the authority of one of the directors of the

Compania Nacional de Fuerza Electrica, of that company's pro-

gramme of power generation. The first scheme to be proceeded

with is a 30.000-H.p. station to be erected at Maitenes del rio

Colorado (branch of the Maipo), near Santiago. Power will be

transmitted thence to Valparaiso, and later to Rancagua, As soon

as the electrification of the railway from Valparaiso to Santiago is

definitely decided upon, the new company hopes to obtain the

contract for the supply of electricity.

China;—Water Power.—If the provisional plans for

the utilisation of the water powers of the Yangtze River m.aterialise,

British electrical engineers may be able to secure some inijiortant

contracts. On the assumption that the flow of the river varies

between 75,000 cb. ft. per second at low water and over 10 times that

amount during the average flood, it is estimated that a total of

31,000,000 H.P. could be obtained. The scheme includes the con-

struction of seven dams to maintain the river at flood level, and the

estimated cost of the whole scheme is £8,260,000.

Continental.— Italy.— The Consiglio Superiore delle

Acque (Water Board) has approved of the important scheme of

the commune of Tivoli, iissociateil with third parties, for the

development of the waters of the River Ariene. Some 700,000 H,p.

of electrical energy will be produced, and the work will be taken

in hand forthwith. The scheme is exjwcted to have great influence

on the industrial expansion of districts around Rome.
There has been formed at Milan the Hettrica Internationale,

with a capital of 2,000,000 lire, for the supply of electricity in

bulk.

Societa Anonima Idro-elettrica del Sovio is the style of a com-
pany formed at Milan, with a capital of 200,000 lire, for the

construction and working of electric plant.
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Acoordin-r (.o data collected by llic Itnlin l;7rl/,i,;i, Iho powci- in

kilowatta of electrical plant at work in Italy tn-day totals 1,1!<9, 11711.

Thia is jrenerated to the extent of S15.S(il KW, by hydro-electric

plant, and 37:!,815 KW. by steam and other plant. To these

figures is to be added tlie plant existinj; in Vene/.ia Tridentina ami
Giulia and in Dabnatia, amountint;- to a furtlier 117, 1 Hi KW.,

•generated for the mostlpartby hydro-electric plant. This makes a

Urand total of l,:!ii7,096 KW., produced by almost three-quarters

of the water power under utilisation. The methods and extent of

production vary jrreatly in each refrion. Lombardy takes the

first place with 3112,090 KW., of which '239,Ml is generated by

water plant and S9,92(> by steam. I'iedmont comes second with

292,0(19 KW. of which 25S,Slll is supjilied by hydro-electric works
and 33,178 by steam. These figrures show that the use of water as

a source of enersry is j;reater in Piedmont than in Lombardy, but

the latter m,akes a greater use of steam. Tlie plants in Liguria,

Veneto, Tuscany, XJmbria, and Laaio are likewise not inconsider-

able. Central Italy, on the other hand, is poor in electrical energy.

The Basilicata has stations of a total capacity of only 683 KW.,

Calabria a little over ."i.OOO, and Puglia 8.000 KW. Sicily and
Sardinia have only a modest production of energy, being limited as

to the former to 27,022 KW., and as to the latter to 7,837 KW.
Sardinia and Puglia share the peculiarity of being the only districts

in Italy without hydro-electric plant. Of the new provinces of

Italy, the wealthiest in electrical energy is the Trentino. which has

water plant to the extent of 51,010 KW. and steam of 600 KW. :

Vene/.ia Giulia has water plant of 5,605 KW. and steam of 11,896
;

Dalmatia has no steam plant, but possesses one conspicuous hydro-

electric station of a capacity equal to IS,905 KW. These figures refer

exclusively to plant at work. For a better estimation of Italian pro-

duction of electric power there should be set forth the works which
are under construction in almost every part of the peninsula, and
more especially those using water for generation purposes.

Following the essential modifications introduced in the regidations

controlling public waters, and the simplification of the procedure

for securing concessions, a large number of new concessions

have been granted, and the plant in question must shortly com-
mence working. Moreover, the recent provisions establishing a

State subsidy in favour of the generation by water of electrical

energy, albeit modest in amount, cannot fail to act as a spur to the

creation of new undert.akings. On the other hand, a larger output

of native coal may be utilised for the erection of fresh steam

plant.

Fifteen years ago Tuscany possessed no large transmission lines.

Small coal generating stations provided energy for lighting to the

largest cities only. In 1903 about 9,000.o00 KW,-hours were dis-

tributed with about 330 km. of line. In 191s Tuscany possessed

6,000 km. of high and low-tension lines, fed by 10 big new stations

of an aggregate power of over 60,000 KW., and distributed

200,000,000 KW.-hours, serving 1,300,000 electric lamps and 12,000

motors. In the western half of Tuscany the current is water
generated from the rivers Serchio and Lima, supplemented in the

dry season by current from coal or oil-using .stations. In the

eastern half the energy is principally supplied from a station situated

on the river Nera, 200 km. from Florence, and by lignite-fired

boiler stations. Two other noteworthy stations are those at

Larderello and Orentano, the latter using peat-gas for generating

power. A number of minor in.stallations utilise smaller water
sources for the service of sundry localities.

—

I/ii/rg/ieria Italiaiiu.

In consequence of the increase in costs generally, and as an
outcome of representations made by leading electric companies, tlie

Italian Government has issued a Decree authorising the raising of

the charges to consumers taking up to 100 KW. by 25 per cent,,

and to communes and State Departments taking up to 1,000 KW, by

IB per cent. Above 1.000 KW. the increase will be 10 per cent.

The increase is to run for five years. Another law accords a

subsidy of 10 lire per H.P. to new installations begun since January
1st, to continue for 15 years after entrance into working of the

plant. New transmission lines having a pressure above 2,000 volta

are also granted .subsidies for 15 years, as follows :—Lines having
a weight of copper above 1,000 kg. per km., O'ln lire per kg. of

copper used ; from 500 up to 1.000 kg., 0'20 lire ; below and up to

500 kg., 0'25 lire. Where metal electrically equivalent to copper is

employed, the same subsidies apply. Like subsidies are also

accorded to energy at 2.000 volts taken for use in agriculture or

irrigation, while other and smaller subsidies are granted to minor
agincultural operations.

Rumania.—With a view to utilising the water power which
the country possesses, the Rumanian Government has established

a department for the electrification of the railway network, the

first section to be undertaken being that from Braasow to Sibin.

Before carrying out the works, however, a special commission is to

go abroad and examine existing installations.

Sweden.—Among the new companies recently formed in Sweden
in connection with the utilisation of water power and the distri-

bution of electrical energy are the Hede Elektriska Aktiebolag,

Heda; the Pjatteryd Hofs Elektriska Kraft Aktiebolag, Vaxjo ; and
the Rosvika Elektriska Kraft Aktiebolag, of Rosvik.

France.—-The coal shortage continues to occupy the serious

attention of the Government and public authorities in France.

Some days ago the Est Lumiere power company, which supplies

the eastern suburbs of Paris, suspended its supfly. It has now
resumed opeaationa, but the supply is strictly rationed, so that each
district in turn has a " lightless day,'' The power station at Vitry,

which serves a large part of the suburbs, was shut down for two
days last week, with the result that a series of tramway services

were temporarily suspended. In order to economise electricity

and coal the Paris Prefect of Police forbade the traditional

Reveillon for New Year's Eve in cafes and restaurants. The
Munieipal Council is to reduce illuiuinatioa in the main avenues

and .streets between thi; luuira of I and 7 p.m. It ia pro-

bable that "Summer time" will be introtluced on February lat,

and remain in force till October 1st, by which an estimated saving
of from 80 to 100 million franca will be elfected, largely in the

coat of lighting. Power atations are being charged 270 fr. (£11 at

normal rate of exchange) per ton for coal, which in Great Britain

costa only 15a. per ton.

A company has been formed, under the title of the Eclairage

Electrique Legional, with a capital of 500,000 fr. Its objects

include the distriliution of power to the communes of Pertuis

(Vaucluse), La Tour d'Aigues. Cucuron. and Ansouis.

Spain.—Use ok Water Power. —Recently published statiatica

show that the number of hydro-electric plants developing over

800 H.P. in 1918 was 85, producing the equivalent of 403,046 H.P.

Installations of from 300 to soo H.P. numbered 50, developing
23,S90 HP. There were 103 smaller undertakings, with an
output of 11,394 H.P., making a grand total of 438,330 H.P.,

which is an appreciable a*lvanoe upon the previous year's figure

—

384,297 H.P. Only 14 per cent, of Catalonia's water resources have
been utilised up to the present. Works under construction will

make use of a further 11 ])er cent., leaving 75 per cent,

unexploited.

Beloidm.—Combined Power Schemes.—La Societc Inter-

communale Beige d'Electricite has completed plans for the
establishment of a large central electricity generating station on
the banks of the River Sambre, to meet the increasing demands
for current for lighting and power purposes, which ia being
experienced by the Societe d'Electricite du Baasin de Charleroi, and
the Societe d'Electricite du Bassin du Borinage, The scheme
includes the taking-over by the Intercommunale Co. of the
existing generating stations of the Charleroi and Borinage
undertakings.

Dalton.—I'dw'er Supi'LY.—A Provisional Committee
has been formed for the Furness and South Cumberland district,

to consider proposals for a central power supply.
The Dalton authorities have issued a circular for the purpose of

ascertaining the number of possible consumers in that town. The
prices are expected to be from 5d. to 8d. per unit for lighting, 1 -Jd.

to 3d. per unit for power, and IJd. to 2d. for heating and cooking.

Darwen. — Power Supply.—Darwen Corporation is

negotiating with the Lancashire Electric Power Co. for a supply of

electricity. It has been decided to supply current to the Walpamur
Works for motive power. The Corporation has also approved of

application being made to the Ministry of Health for sanction to

borrow £27,695 for electricity purposes.

Dandalk. — Incrkased Charges. — The Electricity

Committee has recommended the following charges, as 'from
January 1st :—Lighting : Private supply, lOd. per unit, subject to

Board of Trade approval ; contract supply, to be increased by 20
per cent. ; artisans' dwellings, raised to 7d. jier lamp per week.
Power : Up to 250 units per quarter, 6d. per unit ; from 250 to

500, 4Jd. per unit ; from 500 to 1,000, 4d. ; from 1,000 to 2,000,

3id. ; from 2,500 to 5,000, 3d. ; from 5,000 to 10,000, 2id. per unit.

The charges for heating and cooking will be raised by id. per unit,

and the contract price per lamp from £3 to £3 10a. per annum. It

is propased to ask prospective consumers to guarantee a minimum
payment before making the connections.

Dutch East Indies.—.Tava.—According to the latest

estimates, the water power available for generating purposes is at

least 5J million H.P., and the Chief Engineer of the Government
Department of Water-power and Electricity advocates greater State
developments, in order to supply cheaper power, electrify raU-
waya, and to aid irrigation by the installation of electric pumping
plants.

Glasgow.—iNCREASiNf; Demands.—It is stated that the
total output of the Glasgow i)0wer stations during the five years of

war was greater than that for the 21 years immediately preceding.
During the year ended May 31st, 1919, 170 million units were
generated. The number of consumers increased during the year
by 4,580 to a total of 40,680. The annual coal consumption is

300,000 tons. The two main stations are running with an over-

load during the winter months, but it is expected to have the new
station at Dalmarnock in commission shortly.

Ilford.—Deficiency As the Urban District Council
has declined to accede to the request of the Government auditor
to charge a deficit on the electricity account upon the rates, he
has disallowed an item of £10,261, The Council hits appealed
against this decision.

Japan.—New Turbo-Generators.—Two Westinghouse
25,00u-KW. steam turbo-generators are being erected for the Osaka
Electric Light Co., and will complete the largest steam-driven
electrical installation in tlie Far East. The Osaka Co. installed

three 3,iiOO-KW. turbo-units in 1908, two more in 1910, two 5,000-K\v.

units in 1911, and by the addition of the units now being installed,

the total capacity of the station will become 100,000 H.P. The
company eupplies a lighting load and also power to tramways, steel

works, ahipyarda, copper refining plant, paper mills, electro-

chemical plant, and other industries.

ToKio E.XTENSIONS.—The Electric Light Co. has decided to

erect an additional power station on the River Sagami. This will

bring the total capacity of the company's undertaking up to more
than 10,000 KW,
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Lampeter.—The Towu Council has under consideration
an electric lijrht acheme for the town.

Maidstone.— Extensions. — The Town Council has
applied for a loan of £32,000 for work necessary to supply energy
for the paper mills of Townsend, Hook Jc Co., of .Snodland ; and
fur a further sum of £1,095 for a high-tension cable for the
extension to Tovil.

Newcastle-npon-Tyne.—Colliery ELECTRiFirATiox.

—

Many new schemes are in progress in the Newcastle Electric
Supply Co.'s area for electrifying collieries. The Seaton Delaval
Coal Co. is putting down plant in five pits for main winding,
pumping, ventilating, and hauling. The Wallsend and Hebburn
Coal Co. is replacing a steam winder by electrical machinery, and
is also adopting electric battery locomotives and road vehicles in

place of the present steam system. The Stella Coal (
'o. has decided

to install electrical machinery in its Claravale Colliery, chiefly for

pumping purposes. Many other concerns are extending their use
of power, and the Newcastle Electric Supply Co. is making wide
extensions to meet the growing demand, including a 20-mile long,
20,000-volt transmission line.

Peterborough.—Loan.—The City Council has decided to

apply to the Minister of Transport for sanction to borrow £4u.000
for the provision of a 1,000-KW. generating plant, and for other
purposes connected with the undertaking.

Rotherham.—Year's A\'oi{King.—The borough elec-

trical engineer reports that the total income for the year ended
March 31st, 1919, was £108,S73, and expenditure £S8,359, a gross
profit of £20,514. The balance carried to the appropriation
account, after payment of loan interest, &c., was £2,514. The
total amount of energy sold was 24,623,978 units, the bulk of

which (21,744,409 unitsj was supplied for power purposes.

Salford. — Dock Extensions.— In connection with
further dock extensions, it is stated that the Manchester Ship
Canal (

'o. intends having additional electrical installations put down.

Price Increases.—Parliamentary Bill.—Seven elec-

tric supply companies are promoting a Bill nexUsession to enable
them to exceed the present maximum charges. The undertakings
concerned are :—Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Ltd. ; the
Electric Supply Co., Ltd. ; the Twickenham and Teddington Urban
Electric Supply Co., Ltd, ; the Penzance and District Electric
Supply Co., Ltd. ; the Ramsgate and District Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd, ; the Ilfracombe Electric Light and Power Co,, Ltd. ; and the
Camborne Electricity Supply Co., Ltd. The BUI proposes to

ensure a dividend of at least li per cent, to shareholders per
annum by increasing the maximum charge to Is, 2d, per unit.

Sonthend.—Diksel Engines.—Four sets of Diesel oil

engines, removed from German subraarines, have been purchased
for use in the electricity works.

Spalding.—Supply Co.mpany.—A private company pro-

poses to establish electricity works in the town. The Urban
District Council was in possession of a provisional order for this

purpose, but the time limit has been passed,

Stalybridge.—Proposed Combination.—Acting upon a

suggestion recently made by Sir John Snell, the Stalybridge,

Hyde, Mossley, and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board
has appointed a Sub-Committee to confer with a Sub-Committee of

the Ashton-under-Lyne Corporation upon the question of forming
a Joint Electricity Authority under the Electricity Supply Act.

It is agreed that the interests of both parties would be better served
by a supply of power from one station.

Stone (Staffs.).—Extension of Time Ldiit.—The
Board of Trade has granted an extension of three months from
January 8th to the Stone Gas sind Electricity Co., in which to
carry out the statutory powers with regard to electricity supply.

Todmorden.—Puke Increase,—-The scale of charges has
been altered as follows :—Lighting—Scale 3 (maximum demand)
for the first lOn hours of the maximum demand tier quarter, 7d.

per unit ; for all units above, 31d, per unit, plus 3.') .per cent.;
scale C (double tariff), between 4,30 p,m. and 10.30 p,m., 7d. per
unit, all other units, ajd., plus 35 per cent. Heating and cooking
—Scale D (flat rate), 2d. per unit, plus 40 per cent. Domestic
uses—Scale E, 15 per cent, of the rateable value, and a charge of

1 Jd. per unit, plus 50 per cent, for all units used. Power—Scales F
and G, present prices to be increased by 100 per cent, on July, 1914,
rates, (^neral—Scales B, C, and D, to be subject to a minimum
charge of 2s, 6d. for each (juarter ; scale F to a minimum charge
of 4s, per H,P, of demand per annum ; scale G to be subject to a
minimum charge of £1 per annum. Contracts, prices to he 100 per
cent, above 1914 rates.

Loans.—Sanction has been received to borrow a further £9i>0

for an electricity sub-station. Application is to be matle for power to

borrow a further £."i00 for electric lighting services.

Torquay.—^ew Power Scheme.—The cost of the
South Devonshire supply schenie, referred to in our issue of

December 2t;th, 1919, is estimated at £30U,000 by the Torquay
Tramway Cc's manager, but a representative of a private company
thinks it will cost £400,00u for the generating station alone.

Walsall.—Extensions.—Owing to the greatly increased
consumers' demands, the Town Council finds it necessary to proceed
with its extension schemes at the earliest possible moment. In

November, 1918, the maiimum load wag S,326 KW,, since when
additional connections, amounting to 1,392 KW., have been made.
Outstanding applications will add a further 3,714 KW., and so it is

impossible to wait for a fall in plant costs before proceeding with
the work.

York.—IIydro-Electricity.—The Corporation's .scheme

for hydro-electric works at Linton Dock has been received with
satisfaction by the Ministry of Health, but the Minister intimates

that he proposes to defer sanctioning loans until the Council has

submitted revised e-stimates based on tenders provisionally accepted.

It is proposed to substitute underground cables for the overhead
cables originally proposed, from York to Linton,

PROPOSEn Sne-CoiiMiTTEEs,—The Electricity and Tramways
Committee has recommended the formation of several Sub-Com-
mittees to deal with different branches of the electrical under-

takings. It is proposed to appoint a Traffic Sub-Committee to

attend to all questions relating to the tramways from the public's

point of view : a Development and Extensions Sub-Ctommittee
which will also deal with charges to consumers ; an Advisory
Sub-Committee which will settle labour questions, working hours,

wages, and conditions. Finally, a Works Sub-Committee is

suggested, whose functions will be to attend to all matters relating

to the power station, car-shed, mains, sub-stations, and water-

power. The arrangements for the supply of energy in bulk will

be in the bauds of a Bulk Consumers' Sub-Committee.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Barrow. — Tramway Pirchase.— The Ministry of

Transport has sanctioned the borrowing of £107,750 by the Town
Council to enable the latter to purchase the Barrow tramway
undertaking. A sum of £9(i.250 has accordingly been paid to the

Tramway Co.. which relinquished control as from January 1st. The
loan period is the maximum permitted by the Tramways Act

—

30 years—and the Ministry has stipulated that fti addition to a

sinking fund for repayment of the loan, an adequate renewals fund

must be maintained. New cars will be obtained as soon as jiossible,

to relieve the present overcrowding. The Tramways Committee
has recommended that the practice of granting passes and reduced

fare facilities to certain officials by the former company, be dis-

continued, only the staff on duty being permitted free journeys.

The staff will number 124, and the question of salaries and wages
is being looked into,

Blackpool.—Tramhiiad Pukihase.— One of the largest

transactions the Corporation has engaged in was completed on New
Year 8 Eve, when over £240,000 was paid by the borough treasurer

in respect of the purchase by the Corporation of the Blackpool and
Fleetwood tramroad undertaking, which was handed over to the

Corporation on that day,

Bradford.—Electric Pari el Vans.—The Ministry of

Transport has asked for details of working costs, A;c,, of the vans

which have been in use by the Corporation for some years, Thtse

vans are railless trolley vehicles with the addition of storage

batteries, which make it possible to employ them on roads not

served by overhead wires. It is claimed for these vans that they

are the cheapest form of road transport evolved, but their use is

limited to a certain extent by the fact that tramway systems are

not sufliciently developed in most small towns,

Belfast.— Year's Working. — As a result of fare

increases, the tramway undertaking has proved financially satis-

factory. The total revenue for the year ended March 3 1 st, 1919.

was £406,300, as against £3,'i5.U5r) in the previous year. The total

working expenses amounted to £257,162, leaving a gross profit of

£149,137. After deduction of loan interest, income tax. and
other fixed charges, the result was a net profit of £29,231. It is

stated that the track is in a bad state, and also that overcrowding

on the cars hsis reachetl a dangerous point. Fifty new cars

were ordered last year, but delivery is not expected for some
months.

Continental.—Italy.—Electrification of Railways.
—The electrification of the Leghorn Railway will probably be

accomplished in 10 years, as it has been decided that the use of

low-grade fuels (turf and lignite) for supply is quite possible. The
Societa delle Torbiere d'ltalia is constructing a 10,000-KW. station

capable of an output of 40,000,000 Kw.-hours per annum. Peat

from the Massaciuccoli basin is to be utilised in this station, which
has as its main object the supply of current for the State railways.

It is intended to electrify the Roma-Sulmona-Castellammare line

—

a distance of 240 km. For this project a plant of 4,000-KW.

capacity will be required, with an average employment of 3,000

hours per annum.

Fb.vnce.—The river Seine continues to rise, and, owing to the

floods, 11 tramway routes from the centre of Paris have been
suspended. Many factories have had to close for the same reason.

The electric power station at .lury is H(X)d«i, resulting in the

stoppage of all tramway-cars to tlie south-eastern districts.

The Paris Municipal Council refuses to allow ^ulvertisements on
tramcars and omnibuses, .ilthouirh it wa8cstimate»l that this would
bring in £20,000 annually, on the grouml that, although this was
done in London, P.iris must preserve its originality,

—

Tlif 7Vmr<,
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Enfield.—Uaii.\\ av Electuikicatio-v.—In a letter to tlic

Edmonton District Council, the G.E.R. Co. states that it is hoped
the electrification of the Eutii-ld branch line from Liverpool
Street station will be completed shortly.

Ilford.—Er.ECTRic Yehici.es.—For the collection of

house refuse the Urban District Council is to purchase six electric-

battery vehicles, at a cost of £1,325 each.

Jamaica.—Kingston .Strike.—The tramway employt-s
hnve acceded to the Governor's reijuest to have their claims investi-

gated by a Conciliation Board and to return to work pending the
Boards decision.

Japan. — Tokio Underground Railway. — The
" Tokio City Co.' has been formed, with a capital of 50,000,000 yen
{.about £,5,000,000). for the purpose of constructing an underground
electric railway. The formation of the company has been officially

sanctioned, and it is expected that the first section, with a length
of nine miles, will be completed in three years.

Lancashire.—Fare Increases.—The .South Lanca.shire
Tramways Co., whose system covers many industrial areas,

increased the fares, by permission of the Board of Trade, on New
Year's Day. Penny fares have been abolished, the minimum now
being three halfpence, whilst other stages have been advanced on
an average 25 per cent.

London.— Proposed Fare Increases. — The Under-
ground Railway companies are seeking power to raise their
charges to travellers. The new Bill proposes to abolish " work-
men's " tickets and to increase the maximum charge per mile to
4d. first-class, and 2d. for inferior classes. If passed, the measure
will double the rates laid down in the " Cheap Trains Act, " of
18S8. Parcel rates are also to be raised. The Metropolitan Electric
Tramways. Ltd., has deposited a Bill for introduction next session
to enable it to raise the fare charged on routes in Middlesex.
London, and Hertford, to a sum not exceeding 2d. per mile, and also
to make the minimum single charge not less than 2d.

Additional alterations in stojiping places for tramcars and
omnibuses, which have lieen recommended by the Advisory Com-
mittee, for the relief of traffic congestion, and have received the
approval of the Jlinistry of Transport, came into effect on Monday.

It is announced that Mr. S. B. Joel has purch.ased, on behalf of
the firm of Barnato Bros., the entire interest of Messrs. Speyer
Bros, in the Underground Electric Railway Corporation. The
share capital of the Underground Co.. the controlling company in

the combine, is £5,11110.000, and it is estimateil that one million
represents the .ipeyer interest. Another million is held in the
U.S.A., and the remaining three millions among British investors
and small holders in France, Holland, and Germany,
Track Si(;xai.ling.—On Saturday night last "the substitution

of the electrically-operated track circuit system of signalling in

place of the former manually-operated .system was commenced on
the South-Eastern and Chatham Railway line from '\'ictoria.

During the rush hour on Slonday morning a breakdown on the
Bakerloo Tube Railway near the Elephant and Castle, caused about
20 minutes' delay.

Newcastle.—Railway Electrification.—The X.E.R.
Co. is contempl.ating fresh schemes for extending the electrification
of lines in the Newcastle area. These include the main line
between York and Newcastle, a distance of SO miles, and also HI

miles of loo]i-line from Northallerton to Ferryhill, ria Stockton,

' Nottingham.—The ^linister of Transport has confirmed
the Nottingham Colwick Estates Light Railway Order, 191fl

(authorising the construction of a light railway in the parish of
Colwick and rural district of Basford, in the County of Notting-
ham"), made by the Light Railway Commissioners.

Yorkshire.—TRAirwAY Industrial Council.—Repre-
sentatives of employers and employes of the chief tramway under-
takings in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and North Derbyshire have
been elected to form a Joint Industrial Council.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

BraziL—The Telephone Co., Rio (Jrandense, of Porto
Alegre, has secured a loan of 2.000 cantos to cancel its floating

debt and improve its lines and offices. The loan is contracted by
an issue of 13,500 bonds of 200,000 reis' nominal value each, with
eight per cent, annual interest and two per cent, annual amorti-
sation.

Chile.—The Chile Telephone Co., Ltd., an English com-
pany, secured a concession for 10 years in I'.IOI to lay an imder-
ground telephone service in various cities of the Republic, which
concession was extended for another 10 years in 1911. According to

the Sociedad de I'omento Fabril, the company has not carried out
its obligations, and has taken up an arbitrary attitude towards
individual complainants. The Sociedad in consequence has drafted
a memorial, for presentation to the Government, praying for the
nationalisation of the service, as also of that of electric light
and power supply.

Denmarlc.—At midnicht on December 3 1st, a strike of

telephone operators liegan throughout the country. An emergency
service was to be set up with Government telephones, connections
l)eing made with the hospitals, police, and fire brigades. This
service was to be linked up with foreign cables. In the year
1917-18 there were 385,1S0,817 telephone conversations, or 131

conversations for every man, woman and child in the country.

Germany.—Telephonic communication between Denmark
and Germany has been teniix)rarily completely interrupted by
snow and frost, while only one telegraph line to Berlin is working
at present. The Lyngby wireless station is also temporarily out
of action.

Mexico.—During the past year l.'i new telegraph offices

were opened for public use. The number of messages sent and
received totalled 12.102,286. There were 1.879 km. of new lines

constructed. 11,398 km. of lines repaired. and4,753 km, of damaged
line corrected. The extent of the telegraph .system of the
Republic at the present time is 87,117 km. During the year 76
permits were granted for the construction of private telephone
lines.

—

T. \ T. Age.

Nicaragua.—The Director General of Telegraphs and
Telephones has ordereil the construction of a line from Managua to
Matagalpa ria Boaco.

Post Office Engineers.—Owing to the inade<iuacy of
the pay and prospects offered to qualified draughtsmen in the
engineering department of the Post Office, especially as compared
with the remuneration in the outside world, as many as 21 resig-

nations out of a total staff of 260 have occurred during the past

18 months, and many others are meditating taking a similar step.

In view of the altereil conditions and the superior attractions

outside, the whole scheme of ci^-il service salaries is in need of
revision. Othenvise the State will only attract the dregs to its

service—a very serious outlook.

—

Daihj Telegraph.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicatei

the ist-ue of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW in which the " Official

Notice " appeared^

OPEN.

Aberdeen.—lanuary 31st. Electricity Committee. Two
water-tuba boilers, with superheaters, economisers, steel chimney
and accessories. CSee this issue.

1

Bray.— -lanuary 30th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Works. One 200-b.h.p. Diesel engine, direct coupled to a

135-i<.v,A. single-phase alternator and exciter. (See this issue.')

Australia.—Sydney.—February 18th. One electrically-

controlled tower clock and four dials, for Sydney sab-station.

Chief Electrical Engineers Office, 61. Hunter Street, Sydney.

Perth, W.A. — February lOth. P.M.G.'s Department. 3J0
accumulators (schedule W.A.G47.) (December 19th.)

Barnes,—.January 20th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. Supply of water-tube boilers, economisers,

draught plant, turbo-alternators, condensers, air and circulating

pumps, transformers and rotary converters, (December 12th.')

Barking.— Urban District Council. Second-hand air

compressor (electric or steam\ (January 2nd.)

Battersea.— .January 21st. Borough Council. One
."),000-KW, turbo-alternator, with condensing plant ; one 1,500-KW,

rotary converter ;
pipework for the 5,000-kw. turbo-alternator :

switchgear for the 5,000-kw. turbo-alternator and 1,500-KW. rotary

converter. (January 2nd.)

Belgium.—.January 17th. Belgian Post and Telegi-aph

Authorities. La Salle Madeleine, Brussels. Telegraph and telephone

cables.

Bradford.—-January 28th. Corporation. Two electric

battery locomotives, (December 26th,)

Chile.—March 15th. Comision de Puertos, SauDiago.

Electrical machinery (power and lighting) for the Port of Valparaiso.

Comision de Puertos, Santiago, Chile. Copies of the specifications

can be seen at the Chilean Legation, 94, Gracechurch Street, London,

between 3 and 5 p.m.

Cavan.—-January 12th. Electric I^ight & Power Co.

Suction gas engine and plant ; alternative tender for duplicates,

electric generator and motor booster ; alternative tender for dupli-

cate, generator, electric storage battery, D.c. switchboard. (Dec-

cember 26th.)

Dundee. — January 23rd. Corporation. Electricity

Department. Three 750-Kw. converter sets ; one 300-KW. ditto
;

11,000 v., E,H.T. switchboard; two 750KW., D.C. control panels;

one 300-KW. ditto. (December 19th.)
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Halifax.—January oth. Electricity Depurtment, Supply
of atores (including lightinfr fittings and electrical accessories,

cables, meters, ifec.\ from February 1st. 1920, to March 3l8t 1921.

(December 19th.')

Ilford,—January 27tb. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. One 1.000-KW. converting plant, cooling
tower, motor-driven air compressor, l.t. cables. (See this issue.')

Kingston-upon-Hnll.—Tanuary 23rd. Electricity Com-
mittee. One I0,000-Kw. turbo-alternator, with exciter, and one
condenser outfit complete. (.Janaary 2nd.)

London.

—

Islinotox.—January 28th. Electricity Com-
mittee. Stores, including cables, meters, electric lamps, itc, for 12

months. (December 19th.)

Fur.HAM. — January 13th. Electricity Committee. Manu-
facture, delivery and laying, complete, duct, e.h.t. cable, A;c.,

between the generating stations of Fulham and Hammersmith.
(December 19th.)

Hammersmith.—January 20th. Electricity Department. Wiring
schemes for small property, boiler setting and furnace work, &c.

(See notices in this issue.)

Stepsey. — January jL'nd. Electricity Supply Committee.
Two water-tube boilers, chimneys, economisers, ko., and one
5,000- KW. turbo-alternator, with condenser, accessories and switch-

gear. (December 19th,)

Camberwell.—February ^nd. Borough C!onncil. 12 months'
mainteaance of the private telephones and electric bells at the
Town Hall. Mr. F. J. Slater, Borough Engineer, Town Hall.

Camberwell, S.E.

Manchester.—January 14th. Electricity Committee. One
2-tou electric lorry (specification No. 23) ; one 10/15-cwt. electric

van (specification No. 24). (December 26th.)

Pontypridd. —January 30th. Urban District Council.

Electricity Department. Rotary converter, transformer and
switchgear. (See this issue.)

Tynemonth.— January 12th. Electricity Department.
Ten 250-K.v.A. transformers. (December 19th,)

Venezuela.—June 30th. The GoTernment <la:ette of

Venezuela publishes a decree inviting tenders for the installation of

a wireless telegraphic station near Caracas. (See this column for

January 2nd,)

York.—January 20th. Electricity Committee. Tenders
for the carrying-out of a hydro-electric scheme at Linton Lock.
(See this issue.)

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Friday, January 9th. At 8 p.m. Holbom
Hestaiirant. Smoking Concert. (See " Notes.")

Jonlor InstitDtloo o( Engineers.—Friday, January 9th. At 39, Victoria
Street. At 7.80 p.m. Paper on " Goods Handling and Control," by .Mr.

C. H. Woodtield.
Friday. .lanuarv 16th. Chairman's address. " Meteorology and Engin-

eering," tjy Mr, B, E, Dunbar-KiJbum.

Institatlon of Electrical Engineers (North-Midland Centre).—Tne<iday,
January 13tli. .\t the Hotel Metropole, Leeds. At 7 p.ni. Paper on
" Large Power Transformers." by Messrs. A. G. F.Uis and J. L. Thompson.

INortb-Eastern Centre."—Monday, January Uth. At the Armstrong
College, Newcastle. -At 7.1.5 p.m. Paiier on " Scientilic Management," by
C:ipt. J. M. Scott-Maxwell.

iNorth-Westem Centre).—Tuesday, Janaary 13th. At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester. Ordinary meeting.

(Scottish Centre.)—Tuesday, January 13th. At Princes Street Station
Hotel, Edinburgh. At 7 p.m. Paper on " The Electrical Power Supply in
tli£ War Zone," by Major T. Rich.

(Soath-Midland Centre).^Thursday, Janua'ryl6th. At the University;
Birmingham. .\t 7 p.m. Joint meeting with Midland Junior Gas Associa'
tion. I)iscussion on " The Uses of Gas and Electricity for Heating and
Power."

I Wireless Section).—Wednesday, Janaary 14th. At the Institution of
Civil Enemeers, Gt. George Street, S".W. At 6 p.m. Paper on '* Wireless
liirection and Position Finding," by Capt. H. J. Round.

(Students' Sectionl.—Friday, January 16th. At the City and Guilds
College, Soutli Kensington. ,\t 7 p.m. Paper on '* The Development of
Automatic Telephony," l»y Mr. J. H. Reyner.

Boyal InstitQtion of Great Britain.—Tuesday, January 13th. .^t Albemarle
Street. \V. AX 3 p.m. Lecture on " Modem Development of the Miner's
Safety Lamp," by bir John Cadman.

Friday, January 16th. .\t y p.m. " Low-temperature Studies." by Prof.
Sir James Dewar, F.R.S.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, Janaary 13th. At Gt. George
Street, S.W. At 5.30 p.m. Papers on Whitby, Blyth and aanderland
Harbours.

Association of Engineers - in - Charge. — Wednesday, Janaary 14th, At
St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E,t;, At 7.30 p,m. Paper on " Currency,
Finance and Industrial Trading," by Mr, T. E. Gregory.

Society of Technical Engineers iNorth-Eastem District).—Wednesday,
January 14tli. At the bubscription Library, Faweett Street, Sunderland.
At 7 p.m. Mass meeting.

Friday, January 16th. At the Corporation Hotel, Middlesbrough.
At 7 p.m. Mass meeting.

Faraday Society.—Wednesday, Janaary 14th. At Barlington House, Picca-
dilly, W,l, Symposium and general discussion on "The Microscope :

Its .Design, Consti-uction and Application," Exhibition, 2,30 to 4.15 p.m.

;

Discussion, 4.15 to tt.30 and -S.lo to lO.l.'i p.m.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, January 15th. At Burlington House, Piccadilly,
W. At 8 p.m. Ordinary scientilic meeting.

Belfast Association of Engineers. — Thursday, January 15th. At the
Technical Institute. At 7.10 p.m. Paper on " Ship Riveting," by Mr. A. J.

Lewis.

Paisley Association of Engineers.—Friday, January I6th. At the Technical
College, George Street. .\t 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Electricity and Matter,"
by Mr. A. McLean.

CLOSED. NOTES.
Accriagton.—Corporation :-

Birmingham.—Electricity Supply Committee, Recom-
mended. Storage-battery installation at Water Street power station :

Battery, i'53,488.—Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Boosters, £9.002.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Switchgear, £1,676.—Bertram Thomas.
Cables and racks, £3,772,-Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd,
Estimated cost of building, £3,250.

Blackpool.—Wiring the new Regent Picture House and
the new Bryn Ti^'j Boarding House. Myles iV McCaffery.

Bury.—The (Corporation ha.s placed contracts with the
undermentioned firms in connection with the pulveriser :

—

Leyton.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

F.H.T. switchgear, £874,—A. ReyroUe & Co., Ltd.

New Zealand.— Auckland.— The City Council has
recently placed the following contracts for electrical material :—

CiBI.E.

Section I.—High and low-tension cable ;—

A. & T. Burt, Ltd., Auckland (manufacturers: Siemens Bros.).—£21.644.
Section 2.— (a) Triple-braided oyerhead cable :—

A. D. Riley 4 Co., Auckland (manufacturers: Western Electric Co.).—
£),»4I; (li) rubber cable. — Richardson. McCabe & Co., Wellington
(manufacturers : Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd ), £2,227.

Transformers, switchgear and oil (liter.—National Electric ,t engineering
Co., Ltd., Auckland (manufacturers: General Electric Co.. U.S.A.),
£1,056.

930 ironbark dressed poles.—Redpath & Sons, Auckland, £2,760.
la tons bitumen.-Ellis t Co., Auckland, £13 lOs. per ton (subject to

exchange.)
3,260 straight stem insulators ; 800 shackles.—Redpath A Sons, £485.

Todmorden.—Electricity Committee :

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—^Iovemext
AT Gl.\sgii\v.—We umleistand that a very strong Advisory Com-
mittee has been formetl in Glasgow, thanlis to Mr. W. W. Lackie,

the city electrical engineer, to deal with matters affecting the
E.T.B.I. in Glasgow and district. The committee, which is now at

work, comprises the following :—Dr. Magnus MacLean (chairman),

Mr. W. Roxburgh (hon. secretary), and Messrs. F. Anslow, G. L.

Black, A. S. Hampton, W. W. Lackie. Alex. Lindsay. R. B. MitcheU,
Aich. Page. J. S. Xicholson. J. E. Sayers. P. J. Sims. E. J.

Skinner, and .Toseph Taylor. In taking the initiative in this

matter, Mr. Lackie has followed the example set by Mr. Hobbs, in

Cardiff, which produced admirable results. The Advisory Com-
mittees will assist the Institution by reporting on local ca.«pa

requiring assistance and by obtaining contributions, organising

concerts, kc. to assist the funds.

Educational.—Imperial Collegk, London.—In The
Tillies of December 31st. there appeared a long letter signed by 22

professors of the Imperial College of Science and 'Technology,

advocating the claim of the College to acquire the right to grant
its own degrees in science and engineering independently of the

University lof London, on the grounds that the existing system
involved waste of effort on the part of the students, that non-
matriculated students were debarred from the degrees of the

University, and that the Imperial College was entitled to rank as

on a University plane. In The Timia for January 2nd, Prof.

Humberstone opposed the proposal, which he regarded aa

calculated to weaken the University.

British Oil.—Tlie well at Hardstoft is Mowing at an
average rate of 2.000 gallons a week : innnping m,ichinery has not

lieen installed. At the present rate of output the yield falls far

short of a remunerative value. .\t the other wells no oil has been
met with.

Electrically-welded Ships.

—

The first electrically-welded

ship to be built in French yards has been launched at Caen : the

vessel will serve as a floating workshop for the Society de la

Soudure Electrique Francaise, and is 20 metres long, 4 metres beam,
and 2'3 metres draught. It will be electrically equipped, and
driven by a 35-h.p. motor.
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A.C. Telegraphy.—The experimental section of the

French Post Ollice hiis installed plant at the Brest teleKraph office

to use alteruatinfj current to supply the lelesfraphic apparatus, and

thus avoid the use of accumulators. The installation has triven such

satisfactory service that it i.i proposed to apply it in the main

telepraph centres. The altematiujj supply is taken from three-

phase mains through a star-star bank of transformers. On the

secondary side the current is rectified by a mercury vapour

rectifier with three cathodes. A buffer battery is connected

between the neutral point of the secondary windin^rs of the trans-

former and the cathode of the rectifier. Between the battery and

the rectifier, an automatic switch disconnects the rectifier leads if

the current chan^'es its direction owinR to drop of voltag^e across

the rectifii'r terminals, and reconnects the rectifier to the battery

when the voltage rise.s ajiain. Duringf the i>ariod of disconnection

the Morse, Hufjhes, and Baudot telegraphic apparatus i.s supplied

by the buffer battery alone. A red lamp si^rnals this .state of

affairs, and if it will last for a i)rolonjred perioti, a reserve

battery of cells is brousfht into use. This battery is always kept

ready for-u9e, but the cells are kept dry until an emergency arises.

In order that the arc of the mercury vapour rectifier may not

become extinguished when the call for D.c. falls below the

minimum value that will maintain the arc. a permanent shunt

taking from 15 to 2 amperes, is connected between the cathoile

and the neutral point of the transformers. Normally the battery

voltapre is slisrhtly lower than the rectifier voltajje, so that the

battery does not discharge, but is slowly charged. If a motor
generator set were used to replace the local batteries of the Baudot
sets, it co.uld be driven by a D.c. motor connected to the buffer

battery. This would simplify the above-mentioned arrangement

by rendering the permanent shunt unnecessary, and it would

render current reversal impossible and enable the automatic switch

to be di^ensed with.

—

Technical Bcrieic,

Washing IHachines : Shortage of Materials.

—

The
manufacturers of washing machines in the U.S.A. produced no less

than flOO.UOO during 1919, representing a sale of £10,000,00(1. It

is doubtful if this output will be exceeded, or even maintained

during 1920, owing to the shortage of the necessary parts which

are manufactured by separate concerns. The three chief items in

washing-machine production are copper and tin sheets, wringers

and wringer rolls and motors. The metal sheet manufacturers

have not yet got back into their normal position, but it is con-

sidered a matter of a few weeks only. Wringer-roll manufacturers

are not increasing their capacity, as they consider that the makers
of the washing machines will soon produce their own rollers, and
thus leave the roller makers with a good deal of practically useless

plast on their hands. The total annual small motor output of the

U.S.A. is about 1,500,000, and thus a third is required for the

washing machine trade. Motors are, therefore, difficult to obtain.

and prices are still increasing. The demand for electric washers

still exceeds the present rate of manufacture.

The Electro-Harmonic Society.—At the smokini: concert

which will bs held at the Holborn Restaurant, in the Venetian

Chamber, to-night, at 8 p.m., Mr. L. L. Robinson will take the

chair. The artistes will be :—Mr. Bernard Collins, tenor ; Mr.

Thomas Howell, baritone ; Mr. George Gower, banjoist ; Mr. Will

Edwards, humorist ; Mr. Foden Williams, humorist ; Mr. Thomas
Sidney, entertainer at the piano ; Mr. Bernard Flanders, A.R.A.M.,

pianoforte solo and accompanist.

Winter Thunder.—The statements about the extreme

rarity in this country of thunderstorms during the winter months
are disproved by the fact that out of the first 28 days of December,

lightning without thunder was reported on three days, and thunder

and lightning on as many as 12 days, so that the atmosphere was
electrically charged on at least 15 days. On the ith ult. a

number of places in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland

experienced a storm ; and on the 19th ult., lightning alone was
equally widely distributed. It was laid down long ago that

thunderstorms could not occur northward of the latitude of

Shetland, but this conclusion has been proved to be erroneous by the

numerous instances of Arctic thunderstorms that have been

collected and published, showing that they occur all round the

polar region up to about latitude so deg. When it is remembered
that the number of travellers in the inhospitable regions of the

Far North has been very small, the frequency of the thunder-

storms they have reported is surprisingly large.

Persian Progress.— According to The Titm-s, Swiss

technicians are being enlisted by the Persian Government for

employment on the State railways, telephones, and telegraphs.

Science and International Relations.— The Paris

correspondent of the Monii/ii/ Pest states that the question whether
Allied scientists should renew relations with their German
colleagues, has again been raised in Paris. The overwhelming
majority of leading men appear to be firmly resolved that, for the

present at any rate, they will have nothing to do with German
scientists, or even with German science.

M. Emile Picard, the permanent secretary of the Academy of

Science, in the course of an interview, said :—Until the scientists

belonging to enemy countries manifest in an efficacious manner a

new mentality, and until they repudiate all sympathy for those

things which raised the indignation of the civilised world (the

most shocking of which was the manifesto issued by the " 93 ") it

will be impossible for French scientists to renew persona! relations

with them. We shall continue to hold the belief that science with-
out conscience is merely the ruin of the sonl.

Prosecution under the Coal Mines Act.—According to

a Sheffield paper, a miner, named Wooik-ock, has been summoned
at the Barusley West Riding Police Court, for two breaches of the

Coal Mines Act in the Stanhope Silkstone Colliery by relighting

his safety lamp with the electrical apparatus, which should only

lie used by authorised persons, and by lireaking the padlocks of the

apparatus. Defendant admitted relighting his lamp, but said he

found the ajiparatus unlocked. The Chairman said defendant hati

committed a very serious offence and had jeopardised not only

his own life, but the lives of his fellow workers. A fine of 30s.

would be infficted in each case.

Fatalities.—An inquest was held atLofthouse, Xidderdale,

last week, with respect to the death of an electric crane driver

named Richard Hubbard CJil), who had lost his life through coming
into contact with a live wire at the A ngrau transformer house in

connection with the Bradford waterworks. The voltage was about

2,S00. and death was instantaneous. The man had no .authority to

interfere with the high-tension switchboard, but persisted in doing

so after being told to keep off when something had gone wrong.

A verdict of " Accidentally electrocuted " was returned.

An inquest was held at Gateshead, on Monday, respecting the

death of William Hewitson (49), a cokeyard labourer lately

employed at the Marley Hill By-Products Works. Joseph Dryden,

who started work with deceased at 10 o'clock on New Year's night,

said they began to empty a truck near the pug-mill, which was
driven by electricity. Half-an-hour later deceased said he was
going to start the mill, and proceeded to the motor-house for the

purpose of switching on the current. The pug-mill started, but

after revolving four or five times, stopped. 'Witness went to the

motor-house, and found deceased lying dead on the floor clear of the

machinery. Dr. Smith said there were small scar burns on the

lower part of the abdomen, and he could not see how they could

have been caused except by electricity. Mr. W. Diamond, works
manager, declared his conviction that death was not due to electric

shock received in the motor-house, as the clothes of deceased were
not burned, nor were his hands. The energy could not have
passed through his clothes without burning them. The Deputy
Coroner entered a verdict ''That death was due to shock, but that

there was no evidence to prove whether it was electrical or

otherwise.
'

A Joint Electricity Authority for Bristol and District.—
A meeting of electrical undertakers and County Councils within a

radius of about 30 miles of Bristol was convened by the Lord
Mayor of Bristol, and held at the Council House, Bristol, on
January 2nd, to consider the propriety of promoting a joint elec-

tricity authority under the provisions of the Electricity (Supply)

Act. 1919. Representatives from the following undertakings were
present :—Bristol, Swindon, Stroud, Cirencester, Chippenham,
Melksham, Trowbridge, Bradford-on-Avon, Keynsham, Chepstow,
Gloucester, Frome, Weston-super-Mare, Cheltenham, Wedmore and
Bath, and the County Councils of Gloucestershire, Somersetshire

and Monmouthshire. The Lord Mayor of Bristol presided, and at

his request, Mr. H. Faraday Proctor (Bristol Electricity Depart-

ment) explained the provisions of the Aot and the scheme which
had been tentatively outlined. Considerable discussion took place,

and it was ultimately resolved that the councils of the counties,

cities and boroughs and other local authorities, and the boards of

directors of companies, except as regards the County Councils,

authorised undertakers operating within the limits of the proposed

district, be requested to pass resolutions agreeing to the formation

of a joint electricity authority under the Act, and to forming patt

of such authority, and in the case of local authorities to authorise

their electricity committees to take such steps as may be necessary

to carry out the arrangements, including the appointment of

representatives on the joint electricity authority. It was further

resolved that the authorised undertakers and others affected be

requested to pass resolutions agreeing to contribute towards the

preliminary expenses on a jim rata basis with other authorities,

based on the number of units sold within their respective supply

areas as per the last annual statement of accounts. An organising

committee was appointed to prepare a draft scheme for submission

to a future meeting. The following members compose this com-
mittee :—Alderman G. Pearson and Mr. H. Faratlay Proctor (Bristol),

the Town Clerk of Cheltenham. Mr. F. H. Corson, city electrical

engineer. Gloucester, Mr. E. T. Gardom, clerk to the Gloucester County
Council, Mr, F. Teague, city electrical engineer, Bath, the county
surveyor of Somerset, and the electrical engineer of Swindon.

Appointments Vacant.—Fitter driver, for the Shoreditch

Borough (Council Electricity Department ; overhead lineman

(82s. 2d.), for the Preston Corporation Tramways Department

;

telegraph inspectors (£25ii rising to £300 + £I2o), for the

Government of Nigeria ; shift engineer (88s.), for the Radcliffe

LTrban District Council Electricity Department ; laboratory

attendant (603. to 808.), for the Electrical Engineering and Physical

Laboratories of the Sunderland Technical College ; assistant mains
engineers (350 taels per montli), and assistant installation engineers

(230 taels per month), for the Shanghai Municipal Council Elec

tricity Department (the present rate of exchange for a tael is 7s. 9d.,

but this is abnormal) ; assistant lecturer and demonstrator in

electrical engineering (£30(i), for the University of ShefBeld Faculty

of Engineering ; electrical engineer for the Holmforth Urban
District Council Electricity Department ; meter room superintendent

for the Sunderland Corporation Electricity Department. See our
advertisement pages to-day.

Inquiry.—Makers
asked for.

of the " Tank " dry cell
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Electricity in Mines.—Regulations.—Tbe General

Regulations, Part III, Electricity (Section 60), July 10th, 1913,

froverninpr the use of electrical power In mines, have reached the

time limit set in paragraph 137 (A). The latter paragraph directs

that all regulations immediately preceding it are to become
applicable to electrical apparatus in use prior to June 1st, 1911,

on January 1st, 1920. These regulations relate only to under-

ground apparatus except where overheatl gear may directly affect

the safety of persons in the mines. Cables, switchgear, motors,

lamps, and signalling apparatus are fully dealt with. Regula-

tion 137 (fl) prescribes that exemption from these provisions may
be obtained from the Secretary of State in cases of emergency or

under special circumstances.

The Lancashire Branch of the National Association of Colliery

Managers has resolved to apply for an extension of two years. It

is stated that the five years of war, and. later the moulders' strike,

have made it impossible to comply with the regulations in the

time given.

The Slougli Motor Depot. — Recently we had an

opportunity ui' vi.sitinj; the exteii,^ive ruutor vehicle repair

Works at Slouyh. ut the invitation of the Ministry of Muni-
tions. Much criticism of this depot, some of which may have
been deserved, arose both in the House of Commons and in.

the Pi-ess generally, but as we found for ourselves, no one
who has iiisi>ected the works can help feeling that mnch of it

was premature. It must be admitted that in the early days
the prospect was not very inspiring to advocates of national

economy, but since then many and varied changes have been
made. Although the works are even now incomplete, the

restoration and sale of surplus Government owned motor
lorries, cars, and cycles is proceeding apace, and wheri thi.**

work has been completed, the Slough depot will he continued

as a permanent establishment for the repair and mjiinte.nance

of Government motor vehicles of all kinds. It bids fair to

become an efficient and valuable national a.sset. At present

the output of restored vehicles reaches about 240 cars and 50

cycles per week. The establishment covers an area of some
650 acres, of which S acres are covei-ed by one shop alone.

When the large number of different makes of vehicles owned
by the Government, and the number of parts that make up
a single vehicle are taken into conidderation the problem of

spares and component parts .stcires will be appreciated. The
whole of the. works are electrically driven, 3-phase energy

being employed, and the distribution being by means of

underground cables. The discussion which arose concerning

whether the depot should take a supply from the public mains
of the local supply authorities or whethei-. on the score of

reliabilitv of supply, should eiect a generating station of its

own, will doubtless be lemembered. Eventually the latter

course was adopted, and a station built i\hich, when com-

pleted, will contain three Tjjungstrom turbo-altei'nators rated

at 1,000 K\v. each, by the Brush Electrical Engineering Co..

Ltd. At pi'e.sent the .station contains one turbo-alternator of

the above make rated at -500 KW.. and running at 3.000 it. p.m..

.)<> cy< Irs, |-iO volts. The firing floor of the Babcock and
Wilcox boilers is on the ground floor a.s are also the con-

densers and the "Sirocco" spray air filters, the turbines and
switchboards being placed on the next floor. The various

ventilating and dust-extracting fans and exhau.^ters are driven

by B.T.H. 3-phasc motors, and the elei-tric. cranes are by
Messrs. Morris, of Loughborough. Messrs. Benjamin Electric,

Ltd.. are carrying out the ckx'tric lighting installation, which
has been planned on a .scientific basis.

Electrical Developments in Spain.—In a recent report

to his Governuicnt. the United States Consul-General at Bar-
<-elona states that the number of electric iilants existing in

Spain is now over 2,S(X), producing annually .54,800,000.000

KW, -hours of energy. .As nnght lie expected. Barcelona Pro-
vince contains the largest numbcj' of plants, totalling 500
odd. while the rrovinces of ,\licante. Valencia, Gerona, and
Saragossa come next in order of imixirtanee.

HydnH'lectric plants in Spain increased from 170 in 1917
to 238 in 1918. w-hilst the power piciduced ro.se from 384,297
H.I', to 438.:!:j0 h,p. Of the total in 1918. 85 plants h.id a
capacity of over SOO H.r. each, while .50 hydroelcc'tric installa-

tions had each a capacity of from 300 to 8CK) h,p. Hydro-
electric equipment already installed in the great industrial

section of Catalonia produces 150.000 H.P.. while works are
under con.struction which will yield a further 128.000 H,P..

but the total potential h.p. in these ca.=es is 1.104. .500. so that
820.000 H.P., or 75 per cent., will stfU be undeveloped. Four
large companies control tlie power in Catalonia, one of them
transmitting to certain stations at 110.000 volts for a ilistanco

of 114 miles. During 1918 a hydroeIe<'tric plant of 15,0(X) h.p.
wa.q commenced in A.sturias, and one of 12.(XX1 h.p. in

Valencia, while large plants were also proceeded with in
those provinces which had been commenced nreviou.sly. The
difficulties of the coal situation in Spain have in .some mea,sure
stimulated efforts to utilise the power of w-aterfalls and
mountain streams. Plans are beinrr discussed for the greater
application of electricity in the chemical and metallurgicTi
industries, especially in the production of .soda and sulphat*^
of ammonia, in the refinin',' of copper, in the treatment of
the b^uxites nf Catalonia, in the m-enaration of aluminium,
and in nuiny other operations of vital importance to the
nmgress of a country. The laws in forc^ in Spain relating to

th« -uso of pulilic water powet are, however,, the outgrowth

of legislation of 1866 and 1879, enacted before the advent of

hydroelectric enterprises. Rapid development has necessi-

tated numerous additions to the laws, which by theix diversity,

caused certain misinterpretations. Accordingly," by royal de-

cree, the provisions relative to .securing concessions for the
use of water iwwer, and the classification of various bodies
of water as public utilities, have been co-ordinated, and the
Minister of Public Works has also proiX)sed to reframc the
law nationalising construction work in connection with water
power, giving to the State the right of appropriation of all

unworked concessions. It is proposed to divide the country
into zones, and require the companies in each zone to form
an a.s.sociation, the object being to nationalise the water power
now under the control of foreign capital.

Electric railways and tramways were constructed and ex-
tended in various parts of Sfwin during 1918, and plans to
electrify the raihvay from the ."Vsturian coalfields were dis-

cussed; it is quite probalde that the new road from Madrid
to Valencia will adopt electric traction.

-An electrochemical joint stock company has recently l)een

formed in Granada to extract ferro-molybdenum and ferro-
vanadium. It aims to produce also ferro-sihcon and molybdic,
tungstic, and vanadic acids, with their derivatives and by-
products. This company has an electric furnace which is to
be use<l in connection with the iron and steel production of
the great enterprises in nortliem Spain,

Inductive Interference between Electric Power and
Communication Lines.—Reference has been made in our
pages to the inve-stigation which has been carried on by the
Joint Committee on In<luctive Interference of the California
Railroad Conunission. ITiis committee, it will be remembered,
was engaged for a number of years on what was undoubtedly
one of the most exhaustive and i)ain.«taking investigations
ever made anywhere into the phenomenon of inductive inter-
ference between electric power and communication lines.

In the course of its investigatiim the committee compiled
a large number of technical reports on many phases of the
subject. Owing to the widespread interest aroused, the Com-
mission was a.sked to publish the mast important of these
reports for general distribution, and this it has done. The
volume is entitled "Inductive Interference between Electric
Power and Communication Circuits. Stdected technical re-

ports with preliminary and final reports of the .loint Com-
mittee on Inductive Interference, and the Coinmissi.on's
general order for prevention or mitigation of such interfer-
ence.
This publication is of special interest to electric railway^

power, telephone, and telegraph engineers, manufacturers of
electrical apparatus, and to governing bodies; the volume,
bound in morocco leather, and including l.OfiO pages, con-
sists of the 30 most imixu'tant technical reports of the com-
mittee, the preliminary and final reports of the committee
to the Commission, and the general order }^Io. 52 of the Com-
mission prescribing rules and i)rinciplcs governing the con-
.struction and o]x>ration of power and communication lines
for the prevention and mitigation of inductive interference.
A limited number of copies have been printed in addition

to those subscribed for. and are being di.stributed by
the California Railroad Commis.sion. San Franci.=co. at the
actual cost price of $10,00 per volume. Those who wish to
secure a copy should place their orders with the Commission
as early as possible.

Electrical Dehydration of Crude Oil.—According to the
FJrcirirnl Ftrrinr. of Chicago, elei'triral dehydration of crude
petroleum has proved to be superior to other methods. When
present in the form of large free globules, water will .settle

out from oil by gravity, but if the water is in a state of
emulsion with the oil. it will not settle out at normal tem-
peratures and pressures, even if the mixture be allowed to
stand indefinitely. The removal of w-ater at the well effects
an important reduction in freight <'o,sts. besides elimin.ating
the clumsy practice of allowing purchasers a rebate on the
percentage of water which they were able to prove was con-
fTined in the crude oil hitherto delivered. There are 17
electrical dehydrating plants now operating in the Whittier
district in California, and in manv ca.ses nil hitherto unfit
for use is made marketable bv electrical dehydration. The.
oil treated ranges from 15 to 50 pt^r cent, of water, and the
consumption of electrical cnergv is about 1 Kw.-hour per
IS barrels of drv oil. The electrical dehvdration cau.=es prac-
tically no l(x=s of gasoline, and the gravity of the oil is rai.'ied

one or two decrees by the treatment. This increases the
value of the oil sufficiently to pay all or nart of the cost of
treatment. The heating process, on the other hand, involves
more or less deterioration of the oil. Careful tests indicate
that, under the same conditions, the heating process costs

7.5 cents per barrel, compared with 1.5 cents per barrel for

2 cents, including royalty) for the electrical process. I'.suallv.

the electrical dehydrator operates on single-phase alternating

current at 11.000 volts. The emulsion of oil and water is

passed between hicrhlv-charged ele<-trodes. and the effect of

the electrostatic field is to coalesce the particles of water and
also coalesce the particles of oil. The water then settles

neadilv by gravity. The average maximum demand per
dehvdrator is 4 KW.. the average loail factor 5(1 (ler cent.,

and the average power factor 98 per o«'nt, l««iding. In districts

whetv' wafer is .ocjirce, the water separated electricaUy has
considerable value.
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Forthcoming Exhibitions—The Dailu Mail Ideal Home
Exhil>itinn which is to be uixniod at Olyiupia, London, W.,

on l'Vbiu;ii\ Jth, will 111- tho tilth <il a series. There will \n^

a luU-sizo rcpruihulKiii of part of the labour-saviDg hemic

designed by Mr. C. J. Kay, L.H.r.B..\., whuh won the fir.st

prize in the Dai\\i Mail labour-savina home competition. The

onlv coal iitR'ii in tliis house is for one anthracite stove to pro-

vide hot water; electric hot plat<;s are employed to keen

the food hot on its way to tlie table. In the kitchen there

are an electric copiHjr and cookinj,' rant'e. as well as an elec-

tric wa.sher and rinj^er. In the labour-savins section of the

exhibition will be shown many devices for lightening house

w-ork and doing away with drudgery. These will include

an eleitric dish and "plate washer, boot-polishing machine,

and other electrical devices.

So large is the number of British manufacturers anxious

t<.> take part in the British Industries Fair to be

oivned at the Cry.stal Palace on Februai-y •£iii, that it has

Ijocn found necessarv to ration the space. Similar fairs are

to be held at the same time at Glasgow and Birmmgham.
The Scottish one will be devoted specially to textile products.

and that in the Midlands to hardware. Many thousand

invitations have Ijcen issued to foreign buyers, and pamphlets

in seven different languages have been distributed.

The International Fair, to be held at Brussels from Ajiril

Ith to 'ilst. is being organised by the municipality with the

financial support of the Belgian Government and the Province

of Brabant. There will be important exhibits of electrical

machineiw. fittings, cables, telegraph and t.elephone apparatus,

itc. The largest portion of the exhibition will be in the

Pare Royal, in addition to an oi>en-air space for agricultural

machinery and the Palais Midi which will be reserved for

large machinery requiring motive power.

The Crystal Palace will re-open to the public in May, 1920, with

the Great War Exhibition. H.M. Olfice of Works has taken the

whole of the space on the main floor for naval, military, and

aircraft exhibits in connection with the war. On the ground Hoor

50,000 sq. ft. of space will be devoted to the engineering and

electrical section. A feature which will attract attention will be

the comprehensive oil exhibition. Full details may be ootained

from the General Manager, Crystal Palace, S.E.

Physical Society Exhibition.— < >n Wednesday and Thufs-

day the 10th annual exhibition of electrical, optical, and other

apparatus, was held by the Physical Society, in conjunction with

the Optical Society, at the Imperial College of Science, London.

Particulars will appear Ln our later issues.

Electric Furnaces. — The equipment of 20 electric

iianaccs which, it is said, will form cme of the largest electric

furnace installations ever made, is now being .shipped from
the Unitvd States to the tiloml'jord Snicltverk Co., Norway.
Each of the -20 units includes a 1,300-K.v..\. single-phase main
power transformer, a '2fi.2-K.v..\. series transformer, and a

%.2 K.V..4. induction regulator.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

ElectbicAI. Ekvikw posted as to their nun-ements.

Mr. A. Lewis, of Farington Steelworks, near Preston, late

of Cleveland and Durham Electric Power, Ltd., Middles-
brough, has been apixjinted works sui^erintendent to Don-
caster Corporation Electricity Works.
The Swedish Academv of Science has awarded the Nobel

Prize for Physics for 1919 to Prof. M. Planck, of Berlin, and
Prof. Starck, of Greifwald; the Chemistry Prize goes to Prof.
F. Haber, of BerUn.

Mr. J. Wilkinson, M.I.E.E., who recently resigned the
jxjsition of tramways engineer at Hull, has commenced busi-
ness on his own account as an electrical and mechanical engi-
neer at 4. Morpeth Street, Hull.

Prof. WiLHELii WiEx, of Wiirzbm-g, has been appointed
successor to Prof. Eontgen, of Munich, whose retii'ement was
recently announced.

At a meeting of citizens, held at Birmingham on January
1st. Sir Olr-er Lodge was presented with an illuminated
address and a motor-car, and Lady Lodge with a jewel, in
recognition of distinffuished seiTices rendered to the Univer-
sity and to Buiniugham. The recipients were proceeding on
a visit to America.

Lieut, and Acting Capt. G. O. King, London Electrical
Engineers, ha.s relinrjui.shed his acting captaincy on cea.sing
to be emiiloyed.

Lieut. .1. C). B.AiRU, M.C., Tine Electrical Engineers, has
been restored to the establishment of the Territorial Force,

EurnleA- Tramways Committee recommends that the ,salarv
of Mr. MozLEV (the manager^ be increased to dE675, inclusive
of all bonus, from £bl5 inclusive.

Mr. W. 11. Evans, foreman oi the electrical department of

Messrs. Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, Ltd., of Dowlais, Mcrthyr
Tydtil, having resigned, has bt^-u prcscnU-d by tho^e under
his charge with a maliogany clock.

Mr. Ja.mics Wii.i), who has been manager of the lliims-

bottom tramways fur the pa.st six years, has be<.'U api>ointed

out of a considerable number of applicants to the position of

manager of the Todmorden Corixnation motor 'bus system at

,i;3(J(J per annum.
Mr'. S. Dekwen Jones, Batley borough electrical engineer,

has been granted a war wage increase, bringing his salary to

,i'4IXl i)er year.
Capt. H. G. C. Tdenell, .\.M.I.E.E.. lyondon Electrical

Engineers, has been restored to the establishment of the
Territorial Force, of which he was a supcmumer-ary whilst
employed in extra regimental duties.

The Leeds City Council has been recommended to approve
of the appointment of Mr. J. S. H.^mimon, second assistant
engineer, as first assistant engineer of the tramways depart-
ment at a s;ilary of £'-500 per annum.

Tlie Liverpool Corporation has been recommended to grant
the tramways manager. Mr. C. W. Mallfxs, a retiring pension
of .£660 per annum. Mr. Mallins has been with the Corpora-
tion foV '2:2 years, 14 of which he has been manager, and was
previously '2:3 years with the tramways company. He is retir-

ing through ill-health.

Mr. Havdn T. Harrison, having completed his work for the
Xavy, has returned to his previous occuiwtion of con.sulting

electrical engineer. He is to be found at his office, 11, Vic-
toria Street, London, S.W., or at his Re.seaich Laboratory,
White Hor.se Lane, Canterbury, where he is in a position to

carry out all cla.sses of research and experimental work.
St. Helens Electricity Committee has decided to increase the

salary of the electrical engineer (Mr. B. T. Hawkins) from
.i'(X.» to £fff) ]ier annum.

New Year Honours.—Several names of interest to the elec-
trical and allied professions and industries are to be found
in the Xew Year Honours List, and we have pleasure in

tendering our congratulations to the following :
—

Sir Albert Stanley, late President of the Board of Trade,
ujion whom a peerage is confeiTed.

Sir E. T. Glazebrook, C.B., F.E.S., late director of the
National Physical Laboratoiy, who is appointed K.C.B.
Walter George Gates, assistant secretary to the G.P.O., who

receives a C.B.
Sir Henry Biichenough, K.C.M.G., and Sir H. Trevor

Dawson. M.LC.E., M.I.M.E., E.N., upon whom baronetcies
arc conferred.

James Kemnal, F.E.S.E. (Babcock & NVilcox, Ltd.), who,
in recognition of public services in connection with the manu-
facture of munitions, is made a knight.

Francis Grant Ogivilie receives the honour of knisrhthood.

as do also Hugh Malcolm Eobinson, C.B., I.G.O.. Chief In-

sptYtoi- of Factoi-ies. and Prof. Ai-thur Schuster, F.E.S., late

secretary of the Eoyal Society.

The appointment CLE. is awarded to Matthew Alfred
Thompson, Deputy Director-General, Telegraph Traffic, Pun-
jab.

We observe that a thoroughly well-earned peerage has Iveon

conferi-ed upon Sir George EiddeU. Bart., one of the best-

known figirres in the newspaper world—a man of shrew'dness,

foresight, and boundless energy.
Sir David Hanel, who receives the G.C.B., was chairman of

the Interim Court of Arbitration. 1918-19, in connection with
industrial questions, and chairman and member of Conciliation

Boards and Inquiries.

Obituary.

—

Mr. John Orde.—A famUiar figure in Northern
electrical engineering circles has been removed by the death,

at the age of 59 years, of Mr. John Orde. principal in the

firm of Messrs. John Orde & Co., copi)ersmiths and brass-

founders. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The E.T.Z. of December 4th records the death of Dr. M.

DoLivo-DoBROwoLSKY, formerly a director of the .\.E.G.. and
a well-known pioneer in electrical engineering, at the age of

58 years. In the same issue the death of A. Lessing, a

pioneer in primary battery manufacture, is reported.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Heath Plugs, Ltd. (161,947V—Private companv. Rcgis-
t.r<.l n.nmh^r *!nd. Capilal, ft2,000 in fl shares. To acquire from A.

v.. Heath a Mile liceni-e to use certain patents relating to sparlcing plugs, to

acquire the assets of Heath, Norton & Co.. &c. Th<' first diret-tors arc: A.

E. Heath, 8, Tatcombe G.-.rdcns, S.W.4: H. Norton, .'16, North Side, Claphani

Common, S.W.; H. H. Hassall. 16. Chrlstchurch Road. East Sheen: E. E.

Glover. 47. Slanlake Road. Shepherd's Bush. W'.: F. E. Preston, 7, Perccv.il

Road, East Sheen. Registered oflBce : 2, Sancrofi Street, S.E.U.

Cascoll Engineering Co.. Ltd. (lfi-2,006).—Private com-
n.inv Rei;i^l. r,-.! De.eniiKr 2:li.l. Capilal. il.UOII in £1 shares. Ol.j.Hts :

To c.irr\ on ihe business ..( mechanical, chemical and electrical engineers,

contractors, iron .and brass founders, manufacturers of and dealers in motor

cars and vehicles, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: C. F.

Casperson. a4. Shaftesburv .\venue, Roundhav, Leeds, electrical engiwer; R.

Collins. Warrels Grove, Bramlcy, Leeds, mechanical engineer. The first

directors are : C. K. Casperson and R. Collins. Secretary : C. F. Casperson.

Registered office : 20, Garden Street, Marsh Lane, Leeds.
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Buglass & Jamieson, Ltd. (10,783).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh Novwiiber iUlh. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engineers, millwrights'

niths. ngii &c. The subscribers (<-i

.Me

J. F. Ijuglass, 17,' Janeflcld Place, Dunde
li. Jamieson, US, Church Street, Brouyhty Ferij, Forlar, eleclrica

. The first directors are: J. F. Buillass and W. E. Jamieson. So
ander Hardie Buglass. Registered office : C3, Trades Lane, Dunde

rry

F.

H. F. Stephen, Ltd. (10,847).—Private company. Refjis.
tered in Edinburgh December 2uth. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To
on the business of electricians, electric light and po\v<-r and general engineers

&c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: J. .Mitchell, 92, Queen Street,

Peterhead, fish curer; R. L. Mitchell,. Ellishill, Peterhead, fish salesman; J

Mitchell, jun., Longhavcn House, Cruden, Abredeenshire, fish curer; H. F
Stephen, Balmooi' Terrace, Peterhead engineer; F. \V. Stephen, Morvcr
Ulack House. Peterhead, fish curer. iNlinimum cash subscription, £3,500. Thi

first directors are; J. Mitrhell, R. L. .Mitchell, J. Mitchell, ju
"' "

Stephen and F. VV. Stephen. Qualification, 100 ordinary shares. Solicitor :

C. G. Masson, 21, Broad Street, Peterhe.id.

Deans Electrical and Engineering Co., Ltd. (162,269).

—

Private company. Registered December 31st. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares.

To carrv on the business indicated bv the title. The subscribers (each with
one share) are : H. J. Dean, 19, Lcedham Road, Sheffield, celctrical engineer;
R. Lavie, 26, Scarcroft Hill, York, electrical engineer. The first directors

.ire : H. J. Dean and R. Lavie. Qualification, 50 shares. Solicitor : \V.

Ramsdcn, Station Street Buildings, Huddersfield.

Cnmmercial Ignition Co., Ltd. (162,156).—Private com-
pany. Registered December iWlh. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. To lake
over the business carried on b\ \V. Hill and C. J. K. Piggott as the "Com-
mercial Ignition Co.," and to carry on the business of mechanical and elec-

trical engineers, S:c. The subscribers are : W. Hill, 85, Lavender Hill,

S.W.ll. electrical and mechanical engineer, 800 shares; C. J. K. Piggott,
ill. Grandison Road, Clapham Common, S.W.ll, electrical and mechanical
engineer, 800 shares; L. P. Fulkes, 63. Belsize Avenue, Bowes Park, N.22,
ilectriial and mechanical engineer, 400 shares. 'Ihe first directors are ; W.
Hill. C. J. K. Piggott, and L. P. Fulkes. Qualification, £1. Secretary: H.
Hill. Registered office : 95, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.

Halliwell & Good, Ltd. (162,167).—Private company.
Registered December aOth. Capital, £3,01)0 in £1 shares. Objects: To carry
on the business of electricians, mechanical engineers and manufacturers,
workers of and dealers in electricity, &c. The subscribers (each with one
share) ?re : C. N. Good. Chesham. Bennett Road, Crumpsall. Manchester,
electrical engineer; J. R. Halliwell, 2, Princess Road, Crumpsall, Man-
chester, electrical engineer. Permanent directors : C. N. Good and J. R.
H.illiweir (chairman and managing dinctnr). Qualification of permanent
dir.ciurs, ti'tO. Registered office: 61, High Street, Manchester.

W. Crookell & Co., Ltd. 062,199).—Private companv.
Registered December 30th. Capital, £1..500 in £1 shares. Objects : To take
over the business of an electrical engtnec-r carried on bv W. Crookell at

Middleton, La:ica., as " VV. W. Crookell & Co." The subsoribcrs (each with
one share) are: W. Crookell. Water Street Works, Middleton, electrical engi-
neer; G. A. Toms, 1, Warren Avenue, Cheadle, Cheshire, cashier. \V.
Crookell is first director. Secretary : Vii. Proctor. Registered office : Water
Slre.;t Works. .Middleton.

Electrical Depositing Processes, Ltd. (162,100).—Private
company. Registered December 24th. Capital. £2,000 in 5s. shares. To
acquire plant for the purpose of dept>siting or forming metals by chemical,
electrical or other processes, &c. The subsi:ribers (each with one share) are :

C. V. Brearey, " Hartwell." North Farnborough, Hants, engineer; R. E.
Rollings. Orlando, Great Northern Road, Dunstable. Beds, engineer. The
tirst directors are: C. V. Brearev. R. E. Rollings. H. Lovelock, H. A. Graves'
and A. A. Ross. Qualificalion, 200 shares. Registered ofTice : 19a, Coleman
Street, E.C.

Electrical Maintenance Co. (Liverpool), Ltd. (162,072).—
Private company. Registered December 24th. Capital £2.1100 in £1 shares.
Objects: To take over the business c.irried on bv H. V. Greenep. at Liver-
pool, as the Electrical Maintenance Co. The first directors are : H. V.
C.reenep, 133. Upper Parliament Street, Livpj-pool; E. Durden. 74. Buchanan
Road, Seacombe; H. Copland. 1. Buchanan Road, Seacombe; H. Curphev, 8.

Rock Lane East. Rock Ferry; C. G. Curphev. Olybane. St. John's Terrace,
Seacombe. Registered ofTice; 142a, London Road, Liverpool.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Laing Wharton, Ltd.— .Satisfai'liun rujiistcrcJ November
2Ist, lill!), of charge for £1,000. registered November, 1918.

L. Weekes, Ltd.—Debentures for Jl.OOO, registered No-
v<:mber 17th. 1919. charged on the coinpany's undertaking and property, pre-
sent and future, including uncalled capital,

Bristol Institute of ElectrO'Therapeutics, Ltd.—Delx'n-
ture for £400 registered November l«lh. 1919, charged on the company's
undertaking and property, present ;ind future, including uncalled c:ipil;il.

Holder: E, D, Thomas, 70, Hampton Road, Redland, Bristol.

CITY NOTES.

The gross revenue for tln^ \t^ar euileil

Adelaide Electric Aucust 31.st, 1919, wa.s flS.5,90S against
Supply Co., Ltd. i'174.'J.54, an increa.se of 6 per cent. .\ftt r

meeting management and general expenses
in Adelaide and London, and providing for debenture interest

and sinking fund, f9.59 is written off cost of issue of " .A
"

preference shares, ^3.0*30 is put to reserve for income tax,

ii.5.000 to general re.serve, 6 per cent, paid on the preference
shares, 7 per cent, final, free of British income tax (making
12 per cent, for the year), on the ordinary shares, and ^61,419

is carried forward plus £16.942 brought forward. During the
first nine months of the year (to May last) there was a satis-

factory incre.ase in all depai-tments of the company'.st business.

The prospect of n record year was, liowever, upset by ttie pio-

longcd strike of seauien in -\ustraHa, and the net profit rr>r tlic

year was in consequence seriously diminished, a.s tlie autlio-

rities impo.sed dra.stic restrictions upon the u.s<» of electricity,

and for a time the supplv of current for industrial power was
prohibited. The effect of these restrictions was to dislocate the

local industries of Adelaide and to reiluco tho coiiipauy'o sale

ol electricity by appru.ximately .30 [>er cent, during the cou-
tinuance of the strike. Caiutal exiK'iidcd during the year was
±'(3y,94G, and tlier«; was written olf capital account i;2'3,481.

The business is rajiitlly outgrowing the capacity of the existing

power house at .Vlebtiiie, and ii new ixjwer station is to be
built at Osborne, Port .\(li'liiidi' ; ;i site ha.s been leased. .\n

issue of new preference sliiin^ I'ui ihi.s purpose was made last

July; the whole of the slian , CJ.'iU.ixk) tjf jKl each) were applied
for and aJlotted at par The development of the business dur-
ing the year is shown below :

—
Lighting, Motors Total con-

'
1 rated, ncctions in Units

H.P. KW. sold.

10,775,934

11,239,069

Year ended Consumers. kv

August, 1918 21,917 15,8b6 11,3.51 27,207

„ 1919 25,049 17,629 12,618 30,247

Increase in consumers 14 per cent. ; in power suifply 11 ikt
cent. ; in total connections 11 per cent. ; in units .sold 4 )>er

cent.; and in gross revenue G i>er cent. The resolution t:on-

tirming the subdivision of the £5 shares into HI shares is to

be submitted at the close of the annual meeting to-day.

TJic Bcrgtnaiin Elektrizilats Untcrncii-
(ieruian mungeii A.G., of DcTlin, earned gross

Cuinpanies. profits of '204,000 marks in 1918-19, nearly
all of which has been applied to the de-

preciation of investments.
The A.E.G.-Vntcrnchmungcn, A.G., of Berlin, whose share

capital of lO.OOU.OOO marks is held by the A.E.G., reports net
profits of 70'2,(XKJ marks (pre-wai- i'.3.5,100) for 1918-19, as com-
pared with (J88,00U marks (£34,400) in the. previous year, no
sum being mentioned for depreciation in either period. It is

proposed to pay a dividend of 6 per cent., as in 1917-18.

The Elektiizitats A.G. vorm Schuckert d Co., of NuTe7n-
herg, reports gross profits and balance forward amounting U)

10,880,000 marks for 1918-19, as compared with 11,'349,000

marks in the previous year. The sum set aside for deprecia-
tion is 4,209,000 marks, as against 3,500,000 mai'ks, and the
balance permits of the payment of a dividend at the rate of

8 per cent., as in the preceding year.

The Dcatsch-Ubersecisclie ElektrizHats Gcsellschafi, of
Berlin, Buenos Agres, dec has issued a financial statement
for the years 1917 and 1918. In the former year the gi'oss

receipts amounted to '21.644.(X)0 marks, and after meeting
general expenses, interest charges and rentals, and placing
4,'2"2'2,000 marks to depreciation and reserve funds, as against
4.123,000 marks in 191C, the accounts show net profits of

9,178,000 marks, as compared with 10,790,000 marks in the
preceding year. It is proposed to pay a dividend of 6 per
cent, on the preference shares, as in 1916, and 7 i)er oent.

on the ordinary shares, leaving 7,378,000 marks to be carried

forward to 1918, as the results proved to be very unfavomable
in the latter year owing to the extraordinary advance in

expenses for coal. A loss of 530,(KXI marks, in fact, occurred
at Buenos -Ayres in 1918. The total gross revenue in that

year was only 7,772,000 marks, rising to 15.150.000 marks
with the amount brought forward. After defraying general

expenses and other charges there remains a sum of 6,714.000

marks, of which 4,342.000 marks has been allocated to depre-

ciation and reserve funds, and the balance applied to the
payment of a dividend of 6 per cent, on the. preference shares.

Manx Electric Railway Co.—Sir W. H. ^'audrey presided

at the annual meeting held at River Plate House. E.G., on
December '23rd. The total receipts for the year were i'57,102,

against £17,554 in the previous >ear and £40,160 in 1913. The
expenditm-e was .£'25,601, as against ,£11,74'2 in the previous

year and £18,740 in 1913. The result was a net profit of

£31,-501 against £5,812 in the previous year and £21.4'20 in

1913. An expert engineer had been called in to confer with

the general manager, Mr. F. Edmimdson. and it was pro-

posed to extend and improve the phmt in various ways. The
accounts showed a debit 'balance forward of £31,411. whereas
the profit as shown above was £31. .501, thus leaving £90.

.\llowing interest on first debentures £9.0(XI, there is now a

debit balance on revenue account of £8,910.

Southern Canada Power Co.—During the year ended Sep-
tember 30th. 1919. distribution plants were extended to meet
requirements of more than a thousand new customers, making
a total of more than 9.000. New power development at Drum-
mondville is in successful operation. Gross earnings $.566,091

(against $475,009), profits $-26;i.'293 (against $210,517), intere.st

$'205,2'29 (against $162,.359), surplus $.58,064 (against

$48,157).

South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co—I'ndcr

the Bill now deposited power is sought to issue £.VKI,000 5 |>er

cent, juior lien debenture stock in addition to £314.148 stot'k

of 19J6 wliich has not yet been issued, in view of the nc<'e.';-

sary developments for giving requisite supply to industrial and
other works and authorised distributors.

Stock Exchange Notice.—.Application has been made to

the committee to allow the following to be officially quoted :

—

I'lilison Sw;in Rlectrie Co., Ltd.- .160.mK"l ordinary sh.ire.9 of

£1 ea< h, fuUv paitl. N.w. :-.98.308 to 9.").'^.3<i7.

North Wales Power & Traction Co.—.Vccordinq to tlie

Financial T/oics-, the profit and Itiss account for the year ended
.Tunc 30th, 1919, shows a credit balance of £167 to be cajried

forwaid.
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Underground Hailnays of London,— It is announced that
Mr. S. B. Jix'l lias mquind the whole of the Speyer intoJVist,

estimated at al>init one iiiilliun ixmnds. in the Underground
railways groii|i. ineliulinj; the L.U.O.

Capital Increase.—It is announced that the James Keith
and hlaekuian (_V). are cout'enii>latinj; an iuci'ejise of capitaj by
±l'i(»,(iiAI in ordinary shaies to i-i-^H.dK). Undivided profits

are to Ih' eapitalisi'd and distrilxited anioiii; shareholders.

Bell Tele|>hone Co. of Canada.—Oiiarlirly dividend of '2

per cent., less lax.

Mackay Companies.—CJuarleii> dixiiknd 1'. per cent., less

la.\, on tile common stock.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TuBsoAY Evening.

The voluiue of StiK-k K.xchauye businc.-js shows no sign.s of

diminution. The hrst week of the New Year has brought
nioi-c and more orders into the markets. The publie are buy-
ing ."itoek freely. Ob\'iously the Board of Trade statements
with reference to the demand that there i-s lor British goods
the world over has quickened the ima^'inatiou of the investor
and the speculator. Industrials occupy the principal place in
the limehght, and markets are active iu nearly all depart-
ments.
This a|>i>li<'s mIso to the Home Railway market. The rise

which stiirtid l,i.-t week Avas further continued until checked
by the attitude nf the radvsiaymen in regard to the Govern-
ment's proiKJsals as to wages. The remarkable deal whereby
Barnato interejsts have acquired the Speyer holdings iu the
Underground Electric RaUways Co. has aroused as much in-

terest as the proix)sal to raise fares has created protest. From
the point of view of stockholders, it may be remarked that
fares on the District Railway, as an example, are still low,
anil that travellers would have little cause for complauit if

the rates w-ere raised, provided accommodation w-ere found for
the passengers. To cite one instance, the first-class season
from Hammersmith to the City iu pre-war days was .i'-i a

quarter. It is now ±"2 4s., a rise of 10 per cent. Manifestly
it would not be unreasonable if this sort of rate were to be
put up, although the season ticket-holders would certainly
have reason for demanding that they should receive in return
a prospect of getting a seat. Prices have improved in conse-
quence of the Barnato deal, the Underground Incomes and
the ±10 shares rising, 10s., and the .shilling shares lis. 3d. Dis-
tricts are i higher; so are Metropolitans. Both the latter
have been better still, giving way in sympathy with declines
in the steam stocks on the railwaymen's protest.
There are few changes in electricity supply prices. County

of London at 9j are J better, but the prefeicnce fell an equal
amount to 9J, while City of Ijimdon preference at 9i and
Charing Cross oidinary are 'is. (5d. up. A gooil deal of atten-
tion i-i h.-mu bwiised upon the relative advantage of ordinary
or iniMi'iiiicr >li;ircs. Investment has become such a mixed
problem that thv old laii(imarks, safety on one hand and
speculative possibilities on the other, have lHx;n almost .swejit
away. The recent HcKid of new issues has had the effect of
diverting money from the nioi'c sober securities \\liich jiay
6 per cent, or thereabouts on the money, and turning the
ca^pital into channels that offer 7, S or even more i>er cent.
^ye are steadily approjiching the time when the investor will
either insist on 10 per cent, on ordinary shares, or he will be
content to put up with some Post Olfi<e rate of interest from
is.sues that promise larye capital appreciation in the near
future. Thr-,. inHurii,r. pull .tmnLjIv in the Stock Exchan-v
tide which immm , .|im,i,iIi, ii,-. ;ni I tlu' tendencv at presnit in

(ertainly t.. iv^di^ the hrttn .1;,-.. stocks in order to buv the
more venturesome shares. This factor is apparent even in
such securities as the best cla.ss of cable stocks. Easterns,
Eastern Extensions, and r41obe preference are amongst thase
which have yielded a trifle during the past week. United
River Plate Telephones are 1-lfi down. Init on the other hand
Chile Telephones hardened to 6i. Marconi shares improved toa in the i-ush to buy the i)opular industrials, and other Mar-
coni descriptions improved in sympathy.
To the nian who is prepared to take risks, the shares of the

Automatic Telephone Co. may be mentioned. Thev are of
course, frankly sp<-culative, as evervthing else must be which
IS largely concerned with patent rights. That there must be
.some sort of automatic telephone in the near future is becom-
ing apparent with the growth of the business, and probablv it
IS only a matter of initial cost which causes the Government
to hesitate before embarking upon the process at the present' " It is difficult to .say what percentage of spei-ulationtime.
and what of sound investment-possibilitv enter into the pre-
sent price of Automatic Telephone shares, which is .31s. fid.,
but for those w-ho do not mind a sjvculation. fairly faced a.s
such, the shares might be picked ujv in order to' rest with
others of higher class in the strong box T^^lich liolds financial
Iiii.stages for the futun-.

M'ith the conclusion of the mouldeis' .strike, a better tone
lia.s become apparent amongst engineering and kindr<>d .shares
but so far no marked advance has occurred. Babcock &. Wil-

cox went up :!-]() la.st week, and are another 1-16 to the good
now. British Aluminiuni gained a few pence. Siemens
rallied to the isxtcnt of 'is. fid., and are once moix^ hard on the
hcvl.s of 3Us. India-liubljer shares at J7i look cheaji in their
ex dividend guise. Canadian General Electric clo«>d its ..-uh

sciiption lists for the new shares last Monday, on whidi (l:i>

the rights changed hands at Hs. premium. Midland Klectnc
7 |K'r cent, preference have gone back to 4j. London United
I'lamways d<'benture at 10 is a couple of points lower. British

Electric Traction has risen to Kt.J.

Among.st foreigners, Anglo-.\r;;entiue Tramways have begun
tu recover; the first and .second prefeivnce are both higher,
and exi)ectatiou oncu more fastens tipon the hope that arrears
(il dividend on the fomier may lie dealt with during the cur-

rent year. British Columbia Electric stocks are harder, the
preferred, with a ri.se of 'i, liciiig 7 iii> within a fortnight.

Brazilian IVactions at CI regained part of their loss. One of

the features in the railway markets is the strength of Mexi-
cans, the prices rising hand-over-fist. So far this has not
been much reflected in the utility i.ssues. )mt that the."e will

follow in due cour.se. provided Mexican Rails hold their im-
provement, may be regarded as fairly well a.ssnrcd. Mexican
Light preferred is 5 points Ijetter. The laibber market is

lioomrng, attracting an enormous amount of trade tioin all

over the country. Substantial rises have been .'.ecured by all

the leading -shares practically without exception, owing to the
jirice of the raw material hardening to '2s. Kl-Ul. per lb. It i.s

a matter for doubt whetlier the l)oom has not been too rapid
to la.st without Sfmie reaction occurring.

Edisons I'o.se to 24s. on Tuesday afternoon, on a rumour that
then' may be somethinj; afoot between this company and the
General Electric. The ordinary shares of the latter have
hardened to 40s. bid.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HoUE EI.E0TR10ITY COMPANIES.

Dividend Price
, '

^ Jan. f), Yield
1917. 1918. 1920. Rise or tall, p.o.

Brompton Ordinary 10 8 6J ±'fi Hi 3
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 4 4 3 + J 6131

do. do. do 44 Pref . .

.

44 4i 3 — 8 8 8
Chelsea 6 8 8 — 600
City of London 8 8 12 — 6 13 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

66 9* +> 664
County of London 7 7 Sj + J 7 11 4

do do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 9i + J 6 11 8
Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 4S — 6 6 4
London Electric Nil Nil Ig —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 81 — 8 17 10
Metropolitan 4 6 8 -^ 868

do. 4* per cent. Pref. .

.

4J 4J 8 — 7 10
St. James' and Pall Mall .... 9 10 6 — 868
South London 5 6 3}J

— 7 8 6
Booth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 6i — 7125

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 904 — 6 12 8

do. Def IJ 88/6 23i — 7 10
Chile Telephone 8 8 6| —

4

65fi
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 lOj — •« 18 4
Eastern Extension 8 8 ' l6 — J *.t

Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 1674 —1 '4 16 7
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 16i — •4 19 3

do. do. Pref 6 6 9^ — J 6 3 1

Great Northern Tel 22 92 2.3* — 9 7 2
Indo-European 13 13 484 — 6 IS 4
Marconi 20 26 4J +4 r. 17 8
Oriental Telephone Ord 16 10 2^;, — 4 14 1

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7,'; — ,V *S 5 10
West India and P»nama .. .. 1/3 1/3 l;. —

;, Nil
Western Telegraph 8 8 nxd — '4 14 2

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 684 — 6 16 9
Metropolitan 1 IJ 26 + J 4 16 2

do. District .. .. Nil NU 214 + I Nil
Undersround Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil 3 +J Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/!i + ,'. Nil
do. do. Income ..4 5 874 +4 '5 II 3

Foreign Trams, Ac.

Adelaide Sup. H per cent. Pref. ..6 6 3i — 7 U 10
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . 64 Nil 3^ — 4

—
do. do. 2nd Pref. , . — — 34 + J

—
do. do. 5 Deb. ..65 6I4 — 828

Brazil Tractions — — 61 f .* —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 134 — ' 490
British Columbia Elec. RIy. Pfoe. 6 5 624 +1 8

do. do. Preferrred Nil 24 56i +2 4 8 9
do. do. Deferred Nil Nil 624 — Nil
do. do. Deb. . . 4i 4^ 624 + 14 6 16

Mexico Trams 6 percent. Bonds. . Nil Nil 42J — Nil
do. 6 per cent. Bonds. . Nil Nil 20 — Nil

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 174 — Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 30 +.') Nil
do. l8t Bonds . . . . Nil Nil 634 ^1 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 15 15 3} + ;,, '4 12 2
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 l;j + ,', 5 12 8
British Insulated Ord 25 124 2 — 6 5
Callenders 26 25 SJ — 7 11 6

6» Pref 5 6* 4ftxd — 7 2 1

Castner Kellner 25 20" S.VjXd — 3 15 7
Crompton Ord 7 10 21/6 — 9 6
Edison-Swan, " A " . .. — 10 I,;. — 8 8

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. . . 4 5 794xd — 6 5 9
Eleotrio Construction .

.

10 10 1J, — 9 8 2
Gen. Eleo. Pref 6 64 19/6xd — 6 12 6

do. Ord 10 10 40/- — *5
Henley 26 25 2i — 611 1
do. 44 Pref ih 44 35 +4 6 4 3

India-Rubber 10' 10 17ixa — »5 10
Mat.-Viokera Pret — — 2ti — 5 14
Siemens Ord — 10 291) +2/B *fi 16 7
Telegraph Coi) 20 20 264 +4 '4 10 6

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,
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AN ELECTRICALLY HEATED THEATRE.

The heating of large buildings siirh as theatres, blocks

of offices, or flats has always been a difficult and costly-

undertaking, and to-day it is not made any easier by

the high price of coal, v.hich is used for the systems of

steam heating that, are in vogue in most places. Such

considerations, coupled with the fact that the old sys-

tern proved very unsatisfactory, induced the manage-

ment of the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, AV., to install

ok'ctricallv-heated radiators. The system, whicli we

Fio. 1.

—

Qi'Aix 3-iiAU 1 ii;ii.

special advantage in this connection lies in the fact that

the radiator is thoroughly "gas-tight," and thus alto-

gether obviates the risks of fire and explosion always

present where there is the possibility of inflammable

fumes, gases, or articles reaching a flame or even a

radiant-heated surface. Experience during the war

period enables this claim to be made with justice.

The electro-steam radiator is particularly useful

where warmth is required without radiant heat; it is

self-contained, fire and fool proof, devoid of radiant

surfaces, and its freedom from noxious fumes renders

its use ideal from a hygienic standjioint for bedrooms

and nurseries. In public buildintrs or conservatories,

low-temperature heat'ing by convection is desirable; it

is obviously better than a system employing small high-

temperature heaters which overheat patches of seating

accommodation in their immediate vicinity.

Thermaglo radiators are suitable for either direct

or alternating currents of any phase. The Quain heat-

ing element can be applied to every apparatus and

process in which heat is utilised; it provides high tem-

peratures, and maintains them at any given degree,

up to 1,800 deg. C, without appreciable variation and
with no risk of melting or fusing. The element con-

sists of a resistance wire closely wound upon a hollow

support of silica, which is itself enclosed within a silica

casing. The api)aratus burns equally well in a vacuum
in or out of water, and being relatively small, compact,

and simple in structure, it can be adapted for any pur-

pose the user requires. For steam radiators its appli-

cation ensures stability of temperature, and owing to

the absence of super-heated surfaces it prevents vitia-

tion of the atmosphere. High-grade nichrome alloy

wire and specially-graded silica quartz glass are used

in the element.

An example of the multi-bar tires installed in dress-

ing rooms and offices is shown in fig 1. The number
of these fires installed is seven, each with a consumption

of 1,500 watts. The centre bar is controlled by the

switch at the wall plui'. w liilc tlic ntlici- two are cou-

wcrc recently jirivileged to inspect, is, we believe, the

first of its kind to be installed in any large building in

tjiis country ; the London County Council authorities,

whose regulations Lave been strictly complied with, are

watching the experiment with a good deal of interest,

as are also other London theatre managei's and certain

Yorkshire nmnicipal authorities.

At the present time when the problems of heating in

connection not only with Lousing schemes, but also with

industrial heating, are receiving considerable atten-

tion, the results obtained with this installation should

be of more than usual interest. On the occasion of our

inspection the installation Lad been at work for some

time, and it is gratifying to record that it has ful-

filled all expectations with regard to reliability and
cflicieiicy.

Electrical heating was decided upon only after full

consideration of other systems, and it has now displaced

throughout the whole building the gas-heated radiators

which were formerly used. It will probably come as a

surprise to some readers that the installation of the elec-

trical system was found to be G5 per cent, cheaper than

a system of hot-water pipes to give the same results.

Moreover, it has proved to be 50 per cent, cheaper to

run than the displaced gas system. These figures are

not estimated, but are based on several weeks' running
costs, and further, the electricity supply, which is taken

from the public supply mains, is not charged for at

what might be termed a low rate.

The Quain Electric Co., Ltd., whose " Thermaglo "

radiators have been installed throughout the theatre

has during the past three years supplied electro-stearn

radiators in considerable numbers to the War Office and
Admiralty for use in aircraft hangars, particularly

where " lighter-than-air " machines are Loused. The

Fig. i.—Thi:i;>i.\glo Electuo-sticam Radiatou.

trolled by the switch on fire itself. The glowing red-

hot bars of quartz are pleasing to the eye, and make a

room look cosy. The fires, it is claiuied, give a real

radiant heat with high thermal efficiency, and the added

advantage that the element is protected from wear. The

electro-steam radiator, fig. 2, is the type of which

30 are used throughout the main body of the Lyric

Theatre, as well as in the corridors and on the stage,
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placed either sin>xl.v or in pairs. Formerly trouble was

experienced with the draughts which originated at the

main entrance to tlie theatre, and blew along the corri-

dors. These have been entirely eliminated by placing

two radiators against the wall immediately facing the

swing entrance doors so that the air is warmed as it

enters the building.

In figs. 3 and 4 are seen respectively the side, and

end elevations of the electro-steam radiator. Fig. 5

shows a complete 1-kw. heating unit, and lig. G the

details of the gas-tisrht fitting and connections. The

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT: A SOLUTION OF
THE CAPITAL AND LABOUR PROBLEM.

^/ofez-l.

Side EJsianon.
'

I Cnd Ckiratroa^,

Figs. 3 .\nd 4.—Side axd End Elevation or E.^dutor.

standard radiator, which weighs approximately 165 lb.,

is suitable for heating 1,000 to 1,200 cu. ft. of air

space under average conditions, the radiating surface

being 20 superficial feet and the loading 1.000 watts.

Each radiator is fused separately, and they are all

under the control of one person from one switchboard.

They are on for six hours each day, the system being

to switch thein on at noon, ofi at 3 p.m., and on again

from 6 to 9 p.m., which is found to be sufficient to heat

the whole theatre to a comfortable temperature. We

Fk;. .j.— IIhatixg Element.

understand that the system of ventilation is now receiv-

ing attention, and by certain improvements that are to

be made it is expected that still more efficient results

will be obtained from the heating system.

In conclusion, we have to thank Mr. A. P. Home,
business manager, for facilitating our inspection of the

installation; Mr. Davies, electrician, who carried out

the installation and explained its details; and Mr. J.

R. Spink, who supplied drawings from which the above

illustrations were reproduced.

Tradesmen Using the Royal Arms.—The London
Gazette for January 2nd, contains lists of tradesmen in London
and elsewhere, who hold warrants of appointment to Royalty, with
authority to use the Royal Arms,

DlSCL'SSlON' .w Gl.\sgow.

.\t Glasgow, on December 9th, Capt. J. M. Sc-ott-Maxwell's

paiHir, an abstract of which appeared iu our issues of Dccem-
lici- 19th and 26th, was read and discussed before the Scottish

Centre of the Institltio.n ov Electiucal Enolneers.

Mr. A. Page agreed that any system which would inwease
efficiency and eliminate waste, was lik<;ly to meet with ap-
provid, providing it was accompanied by rai.Mug the status of

the worker. But how were thoy to get ritl of the suspicion

of the unions which led to so lunch friction and was the
main cause of limitation of output'.' Fntil that was accom-
phshed, any attempt at motion and time study would be
futik». The gaining and retention of the giH)d\\ill of the

worker was the essence of .<-uccc,^sful manageiucnt. There
was increasing evidence of a more sympathetic attitude on
the part of the employing class, and there was promise in

the activities of the Joint Industrial Councils, llie scientific

handling of labour was the most difficult part of Dr. Taylor's

system, and a great deal of spade work would require to be
done before the British workman w'ould agiee to make an
automaton of himself in return for the satisfaction of know-
ing that he had completed his job with the minimum of effort.

Mr. J. H. Bunting s;iid they should now be convinced that

scientific management was the licst, if not the only way. to

increase production in this country. He s;iw no reason why
the principles of scientific management should not be intn>
duced into the factories of this country, not necessarily ;n

the form in which it was introduced by Dr. Taylor. He
thought, however, that they would have to do something for

themselves before asking Government support. He had seen

the principle introduced in a modified form, and it was at-

tended by remarkable results. If. howover, it was intro-

duced at present they were likely to have the trade unions
lip against them. The employer needed as much education

in this respect as did the worker. .\ny" person who seriously

considered the paper would improve his business.

Mr. Morrison pointed out that they woidd have to con-

vince the workers that the idea was not to give .something for

nothing; if higher wages had to be paid they mu.st have in-

creased output. If employers did not get a move on the

workers would step in, force their hands, and introduce the
principle for themselves.
Mr. T. C. Herbert .said he had for long been convinced that

ecientific management was the panacea for mi>st ol their in-

dustrial ills. Strongly as the author had put the human
aspect of the problem he had not put it strongly enough. He
would have liked it emphasised that the whole basic idea of

scientific management was the substitution of help and assist-

ance by the functional foremen for the mere bullyuig aud
driving of the ordinary general foreman. The mere f;K-t th.-it

encom-agement and help took the place of vindictive criticism

and punishment must necessarily improve the relations be-

tween capital and labour. It w'as, of course, true that

scientific management detached and eliminated false effort

and secured efficiency in avoiding waste in both materia'

s

and human energy, but its foundation was, he suggested, an
alteration in the attitude of the employer to the employed.
JIuch of their difficulty the author rightly a.scribed to the

sheer ignorance, of the so-caUed business man who often was
neither an engineer nor an accountant, but \irtually a stock

excliange trickster. Such a man often failed to ixsalise the

sanctity of human life, and had not even discovered that to

wear a man out was bad economics if only because it took

time and money to train his successor. Such a man often

failed to realise the utter idiocy of reducing a piece rate once
fixed. However, the author had i>erhaps done full justice to

this as]xx;'t of scientific management. The conversion of the

labour leadei's to his Wews was a task which be trusted the

author w'ould soon see accompUshed.
Mr. Jaiies Richardson said all agreed with the first prin-

ciple of scientific management proposals. It api>canvl

to him that they were likely in the course of the next few
years to be faced w-ith a crises w'hich could only be met by
adopting the principles advocated by the author. As to the

apphcation of the principles, they had not staff officers on
hand able to apply them, and were looking to the universities

and technical colleges to meet the defect.

Mr. L. M. JocKEL expressed his conviction that scientific

management would come. In the meantime mucli could be
done on the elemental side of the question. Siiy in the intro
duction of simple elementary reforms which led to economy
and improved results.

Mr. W. Keochie ixunted out that certain factories were
largely run under scientific management, but they had not

adopted the title because of its cold-blooded suggestiveness.

The system where tried was' working satisfactorily, but the

proper spirit had to accompany its introduction. If the men
were treated in a humane fashion the best results would fol-

low—the apphcation of the system might also get over the

bogey of shorter hours and higher wafres.

Capt. J. M. Scott-Maxwell. briefly replying, exjilained

that he did not mean that they should wait for the formation
of National Boards before applymg the system, but if each
made an effort they must have some national or ceiitral organi-
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sation. Meanwhile, they ought to stai-t national propaganda.
He agreed that in many cases employers were worse than the
workers. That was what brought scientific management into

disrepute in America. By the .proper operation of scientific

management they not only made more profits, but shortened
hours and raised wages as well. The system had , leen re-

feiTed to as cold-blooded in its suggestiveness, and he had
heard it termed murderous. Taylor was not that sort of fellow.

He had gi-eat concern for his workers, and in the Taylor fac-

tories, where the system had been a success, harmonious rela-

tions prevailed. He would have emphasised the " good to
humanity " potentialities of the system had he been address-
ing trade unionists or socialists, but it was the employers he
wished to get at now. The system taught the men; it did
not drive thera, and the provision of instructors formed a
valuable link between the two sections. As the Employers'
Federation had to deal with labour, that body would have
to be tackled first. Staff training in the principles of scientific

management took five years in .America. It was sjiecial train-

ing, and they were not likely to secure it if the matter was
introduced in piecemeal fashion in different workshops. It

was more likely to come by national propaganda. The idea
that because scientific management had had a bad record in
America it would be bad here was a mistake. It was iwssible

that a bad employer might use the sy.steni to the detriment of
the employes, but there was nothing to show that the system
was bad in itself. Scientific management was simply a system
for measuring human effort.

DlijCQSSION AT BiKMLNGHAM.

At Birminghimi, on December 17th, the paper was read and
discussed before the South-Midland Section of the In-

stitution.

Mr. A. PiULi.u'S siiid he was a firm behever in the applica-

tion of scientific management as a means of obtaining increase

in production. Time study, the fixing of rates, and the elimi-

nation of all unnecessai'y motions in the performance of work,
would go a long way to reduce the cost of production ; but
Taylor scarcely visualised the conditions that were bound to

obtain under what was recogmsed at the present time as

"mass production," and this would require very caieful con-
sideration on the part of manufacturers who must apply it.

The number of skilled workers, instead of being less would
be greater; they would, however, be engaged m producing
the necessary equipment for the unskdled workers. The
amount of production would then be increa.sed by hundreds
I>er cent. The field of unskilled workers would necessarily

be leavened by many who would have attempted, but failed, to

reach the amount of skill requisite for the more skiUed occu-

pations; also from the ranks of the. unskilled operators on
maehines would undoubtedly arise (as well as from the ranks
of skilled labom-) men who would fill high administrative

positions in the works. He believed that it was quite reason-

able to have a condition in which people would carry out the

purely mechanical repetition part of production, and need not

necessarily regard their work as their whole hie, but merely
as a means of providing them with the necessaries of life.

Shorter hours, congenial conditions of labour, in so far as

the sanitary and hygienic arrangements of the establishments

in which they had to work were concerned, would, he be-

lieved, render those who worked under such conditions hap-

pier, realising that they might enjoy and hve a more full

and happy life in their leisure time, which would be much
greater than it had been hitherto. That it would be necessai^y

to subject themselves to a certain amount of discipline they
would readily agree to when they realised the great advan-
tages that, not only they but the community at lai'ge, would
derive from this method of intensive production. The requi-

site thing at the moment was to educate the people to realise

the necessity of this condition. He saw no reason why the

great majority of those who were doing preparatory work to

equip themselves for higher positions in other spheres of

industry, should not devote a part of their time to attending

to the world's productive machinerj-. thereby directly benefit-

ing themselves and also the community. While payment by
results was what they were all anxious to get, yet payment
by piece work was not always the most satisfactory method.
What was needed was a balanced number of parts, and this

result was best attained by careful calculation of the number
of pieces one could get with safety from any given machine.
The great difference between this method and the system
of individual piece work was that although payments were
made l)y results, the results w-ere predeteiTnined, and not

left to the initiative of the individual.

Mr. C. Bell-Walkek referred to that aspect of the question

bearing upon labour unrest, and was of opinion that the

cause was mainly psychological ; increased pay and efficiency

would not cure, but might jiossibly aggravate it. The best

work was rarely performed with the object of making money,
but arose from a pride and interest in it. A large proportion

of the nation endured unparalleled suffeiing and privation

during the war for practically no pay, and no financial in-

ducement would have so stimulated them. The danger of

the Taylor system was the tendency to reduce men to the

level of parts of machines. A piece-work system of payment,
although at present the most sucoessful and practicable, was
not the system that eheuld be aimed at, because the worker'*

and employer's material interests were antagonistic, the
' former's being to do the least amount of work for the greatest

amount of money, and the latter's to give the least money
for the greatest amount of work. It had never been proved
that high wages in themi^lves wore a cure for labour unrest.

Mr. J. A. Haxnay stated that management could not te
called scientific if any difference was allowed to come between
capital and labour. It w-as absolutely essential to approach

these matters from a broader and national standpoint. Ho
hoi)ed the author was not going to make the mistake of holdinf

out a promise of a six'edy solution of the capital and labour

problem by .scientific management. It would take a great

many year's to solve the difficulty, but scientific management
would undoubtedly play a very great part in the .solution.

The author had omitted to mention the essential matter of edu-

cation and training of young men who were preparing to enter

into various industries. He, the speiker, considered that pre-

sent educational means were totally inadequate, and before

they could expect to have really scientific management many
schools and training colleges would have to be overhauled

and restaft'ed. He considered it a scandal that thi'. teaching

profession was not better supported and the ver>' best possible-

men selected. In the future scientific management in the

engineering industry would have tn devote more and more
attention to tool room, jig and tool design, and equipment,

and there should not be the slightest cause for anxiety on
the part of the workmen in developing improvements to the

greatest possible extent; this would be where they would
eventually find nearly all their skilled men. The want of an

adequate supply of skilled men was preventing tool rooms
from being thoroughly developed, with a con-sequent loss of a
very large amount of production. He emphasised the fact

that if capital and labour could only agree and concentrate

more and more on tool equipment that would automatically

solve innumerable problems. With regard to the workers'

objection to repetition work as being uninteresting, he did

not think there was anything to fear, providing the worker
was adequately recompensed, and able to work under healthy

conditions.

Lieutenant H. Soper said, with regard to the suggestion

that an industrial research organisation should be set up on

national lines, that practice had proved that in individual

works the installation of scientific management was best

carried out by starting with a small section and using that as

an object lesson to convert other sections, until the whok-

had been converted. In view of the distru.st with which
scientific management was at present viewed by uninformed
employers and employed, he suggested that if the Govern-

ment were to take up the work it should commence with a

number of model factories at which both employers and trade

union representatives could familiarise themselves with the

subject.

Mr. N. Martin regai-ded the researches of Taylor as an
attempt to set up standards of measurement for that most
elusive of all quantities, human activity, and he regarded his

work as the oix>ning of a new era in indu.strial histor\% when
instead of being content w'ith a rough quantitative idea of the

amount of human activity, based on financial results an

exact quantitative analysis could be made beforehand of the

amount of activity required to produce a definite result :3y

standard methods. From what he had .seen of the Black

Country a very large proportion of the workers were employed
in repetition work, in which no rational human being could

be permanently interested. They worked not for the intrinsic

interest of the work, but to earn then daily bread. It was
in such cases that Dr. Taylor's work offered to the worker,

without increasing the monotony of his work, a greater rcw'ard

for his labour.

Mr. W. H. Edwaeds said that scientific management had
for a long period been used and improved upon by firms in

this country, but there were hundreds of factories where
no system was used, while in some instances various systems

were used, even in the same factory, one department being

up to date, and another u-sing ancient methods. An imjxir-

tant matter was the education of the skilled man for such

positions as manager. su[->er\isor. foreman, designer, end tool-

maker. Many boys who had a technical school training found

it difficult to get into large works unles.s they were satisfied

to be dumped on a repetition machine and their efforts .stulti-

fied; manufacturers and others should oft'er facilities to such

students.

The Magneto Industry in France.—As in Great Britain.

tliere has beeu a great development of the magneto manufacturinsr

industry in France since the commencement of the war. At the

commencement of hostilities, it is estim.ited that the annual

requirements in France in the way of ignition magnetos amounted

to 7, .500 machines, fully M per cent, of which were supplied from

Germany. To meet war-time requirements, several old-established

firms, as well as a number of new undertakings, undertook the

manufacture of magnetos, and eventually, Iwth as rejrards output

and quality, the home manufacturers were able to meet the whole

of the French needs, the production rising to 1.500 magnetos per

month. Efforts are being made to maintain the position thus

attained, and in addition to meeting the oi-ders for mairnetos from

French motor-cai manufacturers, an eiport trade in the machinca

is now being developed.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

BeaJers are imited to submit particulars of new or imprM'ed ilevic»s and apparatus, whifh will he published
if considered of sufficient ititerest.

The Mira Igniter.

A British-made ignition unit, as an alternative to
the magneto, and utilising energy I'rom the etarting
and lighting eyuijinient ol' the i-ar, has been placed
upon the market hy the High Tension Co., of Bel-
vedere Koad, Westminster, London. The unit, fig. 1,
of which Mr. M. A. Codd i.s the inventor, consists
of a transformer coil of coarse and fine wire suitably insulated,
mounted on a rotating shaft complete with condenser and con-
tact breaker similar to that used in magnetos. Ihe whole
apparatus and connwtions are simple and strongly made. The
transformer, with its contact breaker, is rotated by the engine
within an insulating distributor body carrying the necessary
number of terminals. The top ol the distributor body carries
a cover, \\hich contains a cam ring, having the necessary
number of cams to depress the contact-bleaker spiing accord-
ing to the number of cylinders to be fired. Projecting from
the insulating body of the transformer is a distributor comb,
which passes the spark from the transformer to the heads of
the terminals in the distributor leading to the plugs. There
is a spark gap of about l/64th in. in each case. The base of
the distributor carries a tubular bearing, which extends with-
in the transformer and round its driving shaft, tenninating in
a ball thrust bearing located below the contact-breaker plate.
The contact-breaker cover carries the spring-loaded contact
brush, which bears on the live stud in the centre of the con-
tact-breaker plate, whereby the current from the accumulators
is led to th:' transformer, by which it is raised to a voltage

I'jo. 1,

—

Mira Ignitei:

.sufficient to enable it to jump the gap at the plug points and
leaves the transfomier by wa\- of the distributor comb. The
appliance is interchangeable with most modern magnetos, and
is fixed to the bedplate m the usual manner, the igniter shaft
being connected up to the engine through a flexible coupling.
It is claimed foi' the " Mira " that it gives equal results to a
magneto at high speeds, and is far better at low speeds for
the reason that the energy of the spark does not fall off as the
engine speed decreases. The effect of the spark gaps between
the distributor comb and the terminals, it is claimed, is that
greasy or sooty plugs are rendered more positive in action
owing to certain high-frequency phenomena. Easy starting
is a main feature of the device, and is of importance when
using starters, as the strain on the battery is thereby reduced.
The igniter does not give increased output of spark energv
with increased speed : parts that may require renewal are
readily accessible, and it is claimed to be water and damp
proof, and the ignition can be advanced or retarded as re-
quired.

A New Railway and Tramway Station Indicator.

-\nything that can be done to afford relief to the serious
overcrowding of underground railways and tramwavs will
be greatly appreciated. It is held that the overcrowding
is at least to some extent due to the fact that a large propor-
tion of the passengers are not sure of the order of the stations,
and are, therefore, not jirepai-ed to alight promptly when
the train draws up at the platform at the station where
they want to get out. Suih a condition c.'vuses confusion
amongst passengers attempting to board the train and those
aHghting, which in turn delays the departure of the train,
and may very easily lead to trains ruunins on a short head-

^^ay " piling up " quickly. To overcome these difficulties

an iUuminated indicator, which we had an opportunity of

inspecting recently, has been designed by Messrs. Indicators,
Ltd., of 11, Southampton Row, London, W.C. 1, and is,

uc understand, to be installed shortly, first on the Great
Northern to Moorgate Street tube, and then will be extended
to the Inner Circle and the Metropolitan system generally.
The device is also applicable to tramway working where
inlonnation concerning fares, Ac, can be given as well as
the stopping places and other matti-rs of intei'e.st, and it is

to be tried as an experiment on the Highbury to Westminster
L.C.C. tramway route. The indicator, which forms the sub-
ject of several patents, can be made to any size for any
number of stations; the device is controlled from a master
switchboard in the driver's cabin, it is set at the start of
the jouniey. and as soon as the train starts it works auto-
matically. Its most ingenious feature seems to be the system
of wiring; this forms the subject of a separate patent, and
no matter how long the train is or how large the number
of stations on the journey, it is only necessary to run four
\vires from coach to coach. Essentially the device consists
of a long box, part of which is shown in fig. 2, which is

divided into the same number of compartments as there
are stations on the line. A glass panel fronts each com-
partment on which is engraved the name of a station, a
.small map, and other information regarding shops, theatres.

itc. in the district served by the station. Behind each panel
electric lamps are fitted which enable it to be illuminated.
As the train leaves a particular station the panel for the
next station at which the train will stop is lit upl all the
others remaining dark, so that the passenger has early visual

Fig. -2.—Railway Station Indicatou.

indication of the station which is being approached, and
he can, therefore, make his preparations to alight accord-
ingly. As the train commences to slow up, a blinker light

placed in a prominent position comes into operation as an
additional warning. If certain stations are missed, the i>anels

for such stations remain in darkness, the words " Not stop-

ping at " apijearing above them, but at the same time the
panel for the next station stopped at is illuminated. The
operation of the system is simple: a stop is provided at the
side of the track near each station, which engages a pro-
jecting pivoted arm carried by the moving vehicle. The arm
is slotted to receive a pin fixed to a vertical bar in such a

manner that the impact causes the bar to rise. The latter,

sliding in guides, is provided with collars which compress a

spring, which in turn returas the arm to its normal position
«hen the lever has passed over the stop. As the bar rises

it makes contact with a switch arm, and thus closes the
circuit on a solenoid which operates the arm of a step-by-step
mechanism, causing it to move forward thi-ough one step.
The energy for this circuit is obtained from a battery- or
other suitable source. When the core of the .solenoid reaches
its uppermost position, a second solenoid is energised, which
releases the switch arm, allowing it to faU into its normal
position, the solenoid is thus de-energi,*ed and the
device becomes ready for the next impulse. The whole
mechanism is so interlocked that each step must be
completed correctly before the next step in the
sequence of opei-ation is commenced. The solenoid and lever
mechanism is in duphcate, one set being used when the
train is moving forward and the other when it is reversed.
This ensures that the step-by-step switch is not thrown out
of gear when the train is shunted. As an exti-a precaution
the whole mechanism can be thrown out of gear when re-

quired. An ingenious arrangement is employed to overcome
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the difficulty encountered owing to certain trains not stoppina

at all stations. A special switch tor each station is tittetl

in the driver's cab, which on being closed connects the stop

on the rotary switch corresponding to the stations which are

to be missed to the next stop in the series. In conclusion,

we have to thank Mr. Paul H. Waller, director, for placing

at our disposal the illustration and the particulars set out

above, describing a device which enables a train or tranicar

to tell the story of its own movements from station to station.

The passenger has only to glance at it to be sure whether
the train stops at his particular destination, and it also

warns him as to the next station ahead.

An Electric Motor Cycle.

.\ new electrically-driven combination motor-cycle and side-

car has recently been seen on the streets at ipswich. The
machine in question, we understand, was built at the Orwell
Works of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd., to the
specification of Mr. P. A. G. Mossay. The parts employed in

its construction are described as having been merely
assembled and not specially made for the purpose; if a suit-

able frame and motor were specially designed it could be
much improved. Even in its present form the cycle is

credited with travelling 30 miles on one charge of the battery,

which is accommodated under the seat of the side-car, under
favourable conditions and on good Hat roads. The advantages
of such a machine include extreme simplicity of control,

noiselessness, and the al5.sence of objectionable fumes and fire

risk. Its speed is about 1'2 m.p.h., but it will mount hills even
with the low-powered motor that is u.-ied, and the machine
has been running for three months quite satisfactorily. The
running cost is another jx)int in favour of the machine. With
power .supply at '2d. ijer unit, a full charge of the battery,

representing a distance of 30 miles, would cost Bd.. which
would give O.'id. per car-mile as the cost of fuel, whereas
with petrol at 3s. per gallon the cost would be fid. There is

no doubt a field of usefulness for an electric cycle car for town
work.

TRADE STATISTICS OF CANADA.

The following figures, showing the imports into and exports
from Canada of electrical and similar materials during the
year ended March 31st, 1918, are taken from the recentl\-

issued trade statistics. Figures for the year 1913-14. being the
last normal year of trade, are given for purposes of compaii-
son, and notes of any increases or decreases have been added.
The 1916-17 figures were published on p. 596 of our issue of

December 'iOth, 1918.

IMPORTS.
1913-4

Dols.

Copper u-ire, plain, tinned, or plated.-

From United States ... 11.5,(X)0

1917-8

Dols.

Inc. or Dec.
Dols.

•2:^,000 9-2.O<:»0

12.0<X)

50,000

Electric liglit carbons and carbon points.—
From United States ... 39,000 51,ikW

„ Other countries ... 50.00»J* —

Total ... ,^9,000 51,000 - 38,000

* Germany $40,000.

Incandescent lamp hnlh.i, dc.—
From France -2,000 l.Odlt

United States ... llO.tKK) 2-2o,(.N«i

., Other countries ... ^O.OOO* lO.(KK)

Total ... 132.(KKI •m.mt - 10-2,000

Au.stria-Hungary $14,000.

Electrical apparatus not mentioned [iniiidators, buttrrics,

telegraph and telephone instrurnents).—
From United Kingdom
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ELECTRICITY IN TIN MINING.

By D. M. W. HUTCHISON, B.Sc, M.I.E.E., and W. J. WAYTE, A.M.I. E.E.

(Abstract of paper read bsfore the Institution ok Electrical Enginekhs.)

Thk Federated Malay States furnish the product known in

the nietaJ market as " Straits tni "; the exports m 1913, th':

last normal yeai', were oli,l'27 tons of metal, value approxi-

mately i;il.8U0,t)00, Ihe labour force emplovt-d in tin minmi;

in the same year numbered 'iiJ.WKl, -iitijUCiy of this number
beinj; Chines(\ but the adoption of machinery and other

causes have resulted in rwent years in a large decrease in the

number employed. Machinery, which is already used t« a

large ext,ent, is hkely to come into use much more in the near

future.
Mines under Chinese management in 1918 produced about

70 per cent, of the total output, and as there are less than

haJf a dozen electrically-driven Chinese mining plants there

should be great scope for the electrical engineer in the imme-
diate future.

In 1917, 7,600 kilowatts of generating plant and 8,300 horse-

power of motoi-s were installed on tin mines, but the majority

of mines where power is employed still use steam, generally

in a very wasteful fashion.

The increase in the cost of firew'ood owing to its scarcity,

the discovery in recent years of a valuable deposit of coal in

Selangor suitable for burning on mechanical grates, and the

necessity that now exists for working low-grade propositions

on' a large scale, are three factors which are bound in the near

future to result in the installation of up-to-date economical

power plants for mine working.

The pre-war- i-at« of pay for Chinese labour was 60 cents

(Is. od.) a day; it is now about SO cents (Is. lO^d.).

Men in charge of electrical machinery have by law to pos-

sess certificates of competency issued by the Examining Board

under the Electricity Enactment. This law extends to Euro-

pean engineers, who, however, if as.sociate members of this

Institution, are not called uixin to appear before the Board.

The rate of pay varies greatly with the individual, especi-

ally in the higher grades. Init the following are approximate

rates paid in Perak :
—

2nd grade chargemen $'M per month (£2 6s. lid.).

1st grade chargemen $40 to $75 (±"4 13s. 9d. to £8 15s. 8d.).

2nd grade engineer $120 to $2(K) (f13 lis. 2d. to ±'23 8s. 8d.).

1st grade engineer $350 to $450 (f.39 to f.50 14s. 7d,).

OrF.x Cast Mining.

A typical lai'ge open ca.st mine in full working consists of

one or more huge oblong pits in the ground, perhaps 80 feet

deep and many ;icres in extent. .\t one end of each pit will

be an incline consisting of a double luie of rails up which the

ore is hauled to the puddler station ; in another position a
similar incline for the removal of overburden, which is

dumped out of the way, into an old working for preference.

The puddler station is furnished with rails and a double-

drum winch which serves to haul up the full tracks and lower

the empty ones.

The karang (ore) is dumped into the puddler, mixed with

water and churned, the mixture being led to sluice boxes

through a coar.se screen.

The sluice box consists of two or three compartments (WO

feet or so long, furnished with removable slats across the

bottom which catch the heavier tin particles and allow the

lighter sand and slimes to escape to the tailings dump.
The chief uses for power are for hauling, pumping (both

for unwatering the mine and for supplying water for the

puddlers and sluice boxes), and for puddler driviixg and light-

ing the mine at night.

The question of generating on a lai-ge scale in central

stations and distributing to mines has been discussed many
times, most recently by a Conunission appoint-ed to inquire

into various questions connected with tin mining. The
authors do not consider that the prospects of a ]x>wer company
would be very rosy.

A co-operative power station to supply a group of well-

proved miues is a different propasition altogether and seems
to be the solution of the problem.

Hi'DRACLic Mining.

In hydraulic mining proi)er the ground is cut by jets of

water projected by monitors under a natural head of from
50 to 400 ft., and the mixture if necessary elevated by
hydraulic elevators to the sluice boxes where the treatment
follows the procedure outlined under open cast mining. The
hydraulic method is used on some of the largest properties in

the country.
Where economy in the use of water is necessary, or where

the ratio of head to lift is less tLan about 5 to 1, making the
economical use of elevators out of the question, or where the
total head would be unnecossarilv high for the monitors, it is

usual to install gravel pumns and to use part of the available

head for generating electricity to drive these pumps, the
remainder being used for the monitors.
The gravel pump is a centrifugal pump of special make

provided with renewable liner and wearing plates, capable of

raising any stone which can enter its ol>eii-en(UHl suction pipe,

its eiucieucy la naturally not hign; lue comoinea eincieucy
ol pump ana motor woiks out at auout 42 per cent., tne mix-
ture puiii|)eU being about 5 per cent, solid uy bulK.

.As an a\erage tUe elliciency ot pump and pipe work may
be taken at aoout 38 per cent., as agaiu.st 16.6 per cent, lor

the elevator.

A suction dredge consists of a centiifugal pump to supply
a monitor jet, together with a gravel pump to elevate the
mixture.
Given a certain water power, 28 per cent, more work can

be done by employing the water power to generate electricity

to drive gravel pumps than by usmg it tor elevators.

llie pump works with a shahow open sump and a suction
lift of lo ft. or so as a rule, and delicate speed regulation is

necessary to keep the water level in the simip cou.stant.

As thiee-phase current is generally used owing to conveni-
ence in distribution, it is the usual practice to dnve the pumps
by induction motors and to regulate the speed by rotor resist-

ance.?. In some cases the motors are run at full speed and
throttling pieces put in the delivery pipe, which ha.s the effect
of introducmg artihcial head, thus cutting down the delivery.
Both these methods are, of course, wasteful, but it is probable
that they will continue in use in preference to the use of
direct current.
In the divided-volume system the cutting is done by jets of

water under natural head directed on to the working face -by
monitors, the .^ize ot the jet being usually about 2 in. dia-

meter.
The whole ul the available pressure water is piped to the

mine and there utilised partly t<j supply monitors and partly
to generate electricity for the purpose of driving gravel pumps
to elevate the mixture cut by monitors.

'ihe extra amount ot water available for cutting, and con-
sequently the extra ground cut by substituting gravel pumps
for elevators, is considerable.
The gravel puinp is capable of a maximum lift of about

100 ft., although it lo.ses efficiency, except in the largest
.sizes, at lifts much over 70 ft. ; but pumping in two lifts by
gravel pumps, where necessary, is hardly less efficient than
pumping in one. whereas to use elevators in two lifts is an
exceedingly inefficient process.

It is the usual practice where a high fall is available to use
the first part of the fall for generating electricity, which is

transmitted to the mine for driving gravel pumps. The re-

mainder of the fall is used for monitors, and as of course all

the water which passes the Pelton wheels in the electric power
station goes on to the monitors, this may be called the divided-
head sy.stem.

Bucket Dredging.

Bucket dredging is a form of alluvial mining which has
become very popular in the Federated Malay States during
the last few years, and will doubtless become more .so, as the
richer and more easily worked alluvial deposits become ex-
hausted. By this means, low-lying tin-bearing land of low
grade can be worked at a profit which would not be practi-

cable by any other method.
-A.t the present time 17 dredges are oiierating in the F.M.S..

only one of which is driven electrically, so that with a cheap
supply of power tin dredging should open a wide field to the
electrical engineer. The best values are usually on limestone,
so that the dredge and machinery must be of very robust con-
struction to withstand the severe shocks which are of frequent
occurrence.

Typical Installations.

The most modern example of hydraulic-electric mining in

the Federated Malay States is the Batu Karang mine of the
Idris Hydraulic Tin Co.. Ltd.. which is worked entirely by
gravel pumps driven electrically, the power for generating
current and cutting purposes being obtained from water on
the " divided-head " system.
The pipe line to the power house is 81 chains long and is

designed to carry 400 to 4-50 cu. ft. of water per minute, the
gross head being 955 ft. and the effective head 935 ft. The
diameter of the pipe varies from 21 in. to 16 in.

The plant installed consists of two Pelton wheels, each of
70fl B.H.P.. 7-50 R.P.M., with governors of the oil-pressure type
fitted with hydraulic automatic servo-motors operating com-
bined needle nozzles and deflectors. These drive through
flexible couplings two altemators. each of 4-50 Kw., three-phase.

50 periods, 400 volts, with the exciter overhung on an exten-
sion of the alternator shaft.

-A bank of three single-phase transfonners raises the pres-

sure to 3.000 volts for transmission.
The transmission line is IJ miles in length and consists of

bare copper wire, with an earth wire. The poles are of steel

with cast-iron bases and buckled plates. The hghtning
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arresters at each end of the hue are of the horn type with

jwwdered carbon " Brazil " resistances. These arresters in

conjunction with the earth wh-e have been found to give good

protection against lightning.

The water alter leaving the Pelton wheels is discharged into

the intake of the lower pipe line outside the power station.

The pipe Ime is li miles in length, 1(5 in. in diameter, and a
pressi^re of 170 lb. per sq. in. is obtained at the bottom of the

mine where the water is used for <:utting puriwses with moni-
tors.

Tiie sub-station contains one bank of single-phase step-down
oU-cooled transfonuers, each of 1'25 k.v.a. rating, i.,tM)/'£H)

volts connected .star-star, and one bank of single-phase trans-

formers as above, but of 50 k.v..\. ratmg. The neutral point

of each group of transformers is earthed through a resistance.

The total height from the bed-rqik to the sluice box varies

from 70 to 90 ft., and a double-stage system of working is

aiTanged with gravel pumps. The larger gravel-pump motors
are all provided with liquid controllers connected in the rotor

cii-cuit and capable of reducing the speed 50 per cent, con-
tinuously if required.
The idris Mme is equipped throughout with electrical

machinery of Britisli manufacture.
At the French Kampar Muie mo.st of the property is being

worked on the suction dredge sy.stem. Power is generated in

two stations, the original hydr'o-electric plant consisting of

two horizontal radial outward flow turbines working under the
unusually high head for this class of machine of 1,312 ft.

Tile Diesel station, which is quite close to the hydro-electric
plant, houses a Diesel engine driving a 400-KW. alternator.
Ihe total capacity of the two plants in parallel is 744 kw.,

but for ordinary ranning the Diesel is looked upon as a
stand-by to the water po'n'er which is apt to run short at

times. The pressui^ is 6,000 volts, three-phase, with insulated
neutral.
Kampar is a town situated at the foot of a large range of

mountains, and it experiences lightning .storms of remarkable
severity, hence the lightning ai-rester gear deserves attention.
At the power house end the gear is housed in a separate

building, and comprises horn-gaps and water leaks. The
former have a break of 5 mm. and a resistance consisting of a
coltunn of alkaline electrolyte contained in two open-ended
earthenware tubes provided with electrodes. The water leaks
ai'e of the enclosed type consisting of two glass tubes in
parallel, 800 mm. long and 14 mm. internal diameter, con-
nected between each phase and earth. A continuous circula-

tion of water is maintained through the tubes. Flat choke
coils are placed in the power hou.se.

At the sub-stations, horn-gaps n'itli 7-mm. openings imder
cover with flat choke coils are installed on the high-tension
side, the tran.sformer neutrals being earthed on the .secondary
side.

This arrester gear gives good results except in heavy storms,
when it is considered advisable to .shut down. At the mine
gravel and nozzle pumps are installed.

The Lahat Mines, Ltd., are a good example of open-cast
working, the deptli at the present time being 145 ft., but bores
have been sunk to a depth of '250 ft. from the surface and the
bedrock has not been reached.
The karang is raised to the jnuldlers in trucks up two in-

clines 600 ft. long, each served by a 40-b.h.p. electric winch.
Power is also used for pumps and ]>uddlers, energy being pur-
chased from another mine.
The Tin Beutong Mine is Ijeing worked by an electrically-

driven bucket dredge. Power is genei-ated by a hy(b-f)-electiic-

plant and transmitted 4^ mUes to Bentong at 11,000 volts.

A unique feature of the installation is the use of watei'
containing an abnormal amount of sand in suspension.
There is naturally a considerable amount of wear of nozzles,

needles, and buckets, but the fact lemains tliat tlie pi-<'sence

of considerable, amounts of solid matter in watt^r does not
prevent its use with moderate spouting velocities.

The lightning anesters in the power hou.se and sub-station
aie of the aluiiiiniuiu-cell type surmounted as usual with spark
gap and charging device. Between each line and earth and
between line and line there are two cells in series. This
arrangement has worked well.

The connection from the shoiv to the dredge is madi^ by a
three-core cable. The cores are insidated with vulcanised
india-nibber, laid together, and wi'api>ed overall with live laps
of varnished cambric; the cable is then served with com-
pounded jute and armom-ed with galvanised inm wii<\ The
weight of the cable is taken by barrels floating in the (lre<lgo

paddock.

Local Conditions.

The authors draw attention to certain details in tlie sjM'cifica-

tion of machinery which, often disregarded entirely, are of
vital importance.
The climate of the Malay Peninsula is moist and hot, the

shade temperature rarely exceeding 90 deg. F. llio rainfall

varies from tK) to 1.30 in. for the year.

It is not advisable to generate at a. liigher pressure than
2,200 volts, owing to the rapid deterioration of insulating
materials due to the nioisture-lad<ni atmosphere.
For transmission no far 11,000 volts 's the highest pressure

in use. For higlier voltages special precautions would proi)

ably be necessary on account of the dampness of the atmos-
phere.

For new installations the authors recommend a voltage of
400 at motor terminals lor a three-phase alternating-current
system.

it IS a common sight to see motors, which have been rated
on the assumption that they would be used in a temperate
climate, working contmuously up to their full load as marked
on the name plate, and even at overloads; this accounts to
a great extent for the large amount of rewinding that has
to be done. The temperature of the air shoulil bo taken as
95 deg. F. under cover, and the loUowing tem{H!ratuj'e-rises
should not be exceeded : Ucnerators and motors after six
hours' run at full load, 63 deg. F. ; motors driving intermittent
loads after one hour'.s run at full load, 70 deg. i^.

The water-tube boiler is mo.st suitable. The use of the
marine type with steel casing would probably be an advantage,
as neither material nor labour for brickwork is good. A tyix.'

using one length of tube only is advi.sable.
Turbines are being used for plants of 500 KW. and over.

Larger condensers will be required than in England as the
temperature of the cooling water will be about «6 deg. F. to
90 deg. F. The most suitable high-pressure switchgear is
the totally enclosed ironclad slidmg-carriage type. It must
be insect and lizard proof, all ventilating holes should be
covered with fine gauge wire netting, and ail instruments
should be enclosed. For low and medium pressures the ordi-
nary ma.rble-panel central-station type is quite satisfactory.
For high pressures multicore paper-insulated lead-sheathed

armom-ed cable should be used. For low and medium pres-
sures rubber-insulated cables may be used.
In view of the difficulty of drying out transformer windings

after they have been immersed in oil. moderate sizes should
be shipped in od from the factory, .\ii-cooled transformers
are not desirable.

For transmission lines steel jxiles are advisable, woo<len
poles of the necessary length being expensive and hard to
obtain. With steel poles an earth wire is essential.
At certain periods of the year thunderstorms are of frequent

occurrence, and hghtning is very .severe in some localities.
Protection for overhead lines can best be obtained by :

—
1. The use of step-up and .step-down transformers for all

hut very short lines and by heavdy reinforcing the insulation
of the transformer coils nearest to the line, in conjunction
with arresters of the horn type with cailjdii loistance in series
with the earthed horn, or with electinK tic mivsters.

2. An earth wire above the liower wiivs. .mtlH'd at frequent
intervals.

3. Earthing the neutral point of the generator and st^qi-
down transformer on the low-tension .side.

In no case within the authors' knowledge where step-up and
step-down oil-cooled transforiiiei-s have been irsed, has damage
by lightning been experienced other than to the line; on the
other hand, in those plants

_ where air-cooled transfoiTuers
have been used lir the generators liave been connected direct
to the line, failures of transformers, switchboard instruments,
and generators, have invarialily occurred even where earth
wires have been used.
For lighting cii'cuits a voltage of 230 must not be exceeded,

and this may best be obtained from a small transformer; if

.single-phase, the centre point of the winding .should be earthed,
if three-phase the neutral jxiint. The voltage between any
two wires should not exceed -M). There have been several
fatalities due to shock on alternating-current lighting circuits
w here the potential to earth was 230 or over.
Mine distribution is invariably effected by overhead wirc.^

on hard wood pole lines, the minimum height being nominally
Iti ft. Connections between lines and switchgear are made
by rubber cables, bare wires not being allowed within 7 ft.

of any building. Paibber insulation lasts about IS months if

exposed to the w eather, but ^so far no satisfactory substitute
has been found to leplace Tt

; probably three-core iiibber-
insulated armoiued cable would last longer, as the rubber
would be shielded from the direct rays of the sun.
The only type of mine switchgear that can be called .safe

is the totally enclo.sed interlm-ked ironclad tyi^e. No-voltage
and overload releases should be litted in all ca.ses. .Ml iron
work and motor frames must be <'arthed, and usually this
means an earth plate to every motor.
Motors wound for voltages above .500 are not necessary for

the majority of minin'g work, aud. except in large sizes, are
undesirable.
Former-wound .stator coils should be u.sed in preference to

hand-wound. With semi-close<l .slots it has been found that
coils of the " cut and push through " type aie the mo.st satis-

factory. The .slot insulation of all former-wound coils should
be of mica moulded on to the coil after winding, the coil being
trejited under vacuum with a suitable impregnating solution
before being placed in position in the slot.

Trouble with hand-wound coils lias been frequently exi)eri-

enced, more esix-cially in high-voltage motors, due to the
difficulty of packing the wires tightly ui.side the .>;lot and
excluding air.

Manufacturer.!! also frequently wind the coils m that tlie end
turns are adjacent and have to witlistand tlie fuU voltage of

the coil.

Whew speed reuuiation is si>ecilied, brushes aud slip-rings

should be of liberal de.<ign, and the lattei- should be well spaced
to prevent short-circuits in starting. The most satisfactory

type of resistance is the cast-iron grid, trouble having been
experienced with liquid resistances.
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The connections between switch-pauol ^,''J

^^^;*".^^."f.,^^
tween rotor and resistances are lK.-t made by tniee-cora

aroured cable"e,u,pped with
r'"''J'^r^s\"^:^"&l7^-

rubber-insulated cable li proi)erly protected is quite satistac-

'^N^i^hSl'oSi'LeoAL double^nim vai-iety with mo^r

reaisS^ces. switches, and tramway-type controller mounted

.ma bedplate of structural steel, the whole arrangement bomg

as ^rtabt as IS consistent with strength The best arrange-

nte^ is to mount driving spur wheel and band brake tetween

he drums; this, without unduly mweasing the width ot the

wfnch gives the drums a wider pitch. The piU;h oi the rails

is usuallv from 4 ft. (3 in. to C ft. G in., and a drum pitch ot

3 ft. 9 ill. gives good results.

\s a hi.'h-speed puddler runs at i-30 b.p.m. it la usual to

eninlov a single-reduction back-geared motor m conjunction

vitix a belt drive, a Hywheel being generally used to help the

motor at the moment the tarang is dumped. Gears should

run in an oil bath, otherwise owmg to the dust and gnt wtiich

is alwavs aljout they become intolerably noisy.

The "centrifugal pump is invanably used, as the water

pumped contains grit in all ca.ses. Purchasers of pumps

should obtain characteristic curves for each pump they pur-

When the alluvial deposits have been turned over and over

In- processes ot increasing efficiency until their valuable con-

tents have been exhausted, a time will come when lode

mining will receive more attention.

As lode minmg is sure to be carried out by European com-

panies in futiue, we may look forward to the time when

there will be a fairly heavy demand for electncal power trom

this source.
"

, . . ,.• n
The engineering problems m lode mining are practically

similar to those encountered in gold mining.

Finally, the authors urge all mine managers to mstall proper

recording instraments, and to keep accurate records of power

costs as a matter of routine ; by omitting to do so one ot the

advantages ot the electric drive is thrown away.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1919.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED,)

Compiled apresily lor this journal by Mbssrs. Sspton-Jonbs, O'Diu. and

Stiphkis (succMJors lo \V. P. Thompson & Co., oi London), Chartered

Patent Agents, 285. High Holborn, London, W.C, 1.

ith altern.iting-current ." .\. .M.

HuvTER & Jack, W. A. Jack

<hes." P. S. Crook and J.

for radio telegraphy or lele-

s. o.

32,040. " Methods of transn

Tavlor. December 22nd.
. ~, ,

32,044. • Sparking plugs." C. E. Perks. December 22nd .

32i060. "Telegraph and telephone insulators." E. D. M. SCRIVI

Tavlor, TuNNlCLlFF & Co. December 22nd.

32,064. " Electrical coal-cutting machines,

and F. A. Scott. December 22nd.

32,066. " .Automatically-operated electric

A. Hirst. December 22nd.

32,080. " Production ot electric oscillatio

phonv " F. S. Chambers. December 22nd.

32.090. " Protective devices for electric circuits." British Thomson-

Hol'ston Co. (General Electric Co.) December 22nd.

32,109. " Sparking plugs." O. G. Neat and \V. S. SllEPH.WD. Decem-

ber '22nd.

32,132. " Manufacture of plates or sheets by electro depo

CowpER Coles. December 22nd.

32,136. " Ionic valves." G. Hoist and Naamlooze Vennooisciiap Philips

Gloeilampentabrieken and E. Oosierhuis. (Holland, December 31st, 1918.)

December 22nd.
o „ « r, rx

32.138. " Controlling means for carburetters, magnetos, &c. O. H. UvKE

and L. A. Roberts. December 22nd.

32,164. "Electrical heater for wells." D. Diver. December 23rd.

32,194-5. " X-ray apparatus." British Thomso.s-Holstos Co. (General

Electric Co.) Decen-ber 23rd.

32,197-9-10. " Electric lamps." \V. R. Bullimore. December 23rd.

32,006-7. " Sparking plugs." C. M. HoRK. December 23rd.

32.206. " Trip mechanism for electric-ignition devices for internal-com-

bustion engines." A. J. Adams. December 23rd.

:fi,231. " Manufacture of dry batteries for pocket lamps, &c." M. Zeiler.

December 23rd.
32,244. "Thermionic valves." H. St. J. DE A. Donnisthorpe. Decem-

ber 23rd.
32.280. " Incandescent lamps." W. E. Jons. December 24th.

32.289. " Electric switches, &c." J. P. Ansacker. December 34th.

32,295. " Thermionic amplifiers." H. L. Crowther and J. Robinson.

December 24th.

32,311. " Electric vaporiser." G. Enklaxd. December 24th.

32.327. " Electrically-operated mechanism for driving clockwork trains, &c."

F. Holdes. December 24th.

32.328. " Engine siartec. " V. BENnix. December 24th. (U.S., Decern-

bor 19th, 1917.)

:12,346. " Electric circuit controllers." F. Bkchoff. December 24th.

32,371-3. " Electric arc lamps." F. Boarumav, F. R. Boardman and R.

W Boardman. December 24th.

32,372. " Reflectors for electric, &c., lamps." I". Boardman, F. R. Board-

man and R. \'. Bo.ardm.an. December 24th.

32,374. " Shades, globes and reflectors for electric. Sic, lamps." J. Masos.

December 24th.

32,392. " Sparking plugs." E. F. Birrill and S. E. Grlbb and T. E.

Saskivell. December 24th.

:)2 393 "Reception of electro-radiant energv." F. .\. Kolster. Decem-

ber 24th. (U.S., .March 31st, 1916.)

32.404. " Portable electric lamps." A. Cohen, H. -W. .Miller and F.

ZsisKOViTS. December 24tli.

:t2.405. "Telegraphic wireless systems." H. J. Dkane, B. Franklin and

A. T. M. Johnson. December 24th'.

32,409. " Magnetic separators for treating fer

December 24lh.
22.411. "Transmissions of electro-radiant energv." F. A. Kolster. De-

c-mber 24th. (U.S., November 27lh, 1916.)

32,413. " Aerial systems for wireless signalling." S. B. Smith and G. .M.

Wright. December '24th.

32,415. " Reception or transmission of electro-radiant energy." F. A.

Kolster. December 24ih. (U.S., January 30th.)

;." F. Ou

3-' 12j " Housing! of electrical swirchgear." A. H. Ccrtis and Igranic

Him. '^••'isiecSrhe'tfr's'' H. F. MACL.t,CHi.m and Simplex Conceits.

^^;j:-f-feiec\rr:"^:^!c!?^r';;;;^ly, &c." v. hope. Decom.

her 29th.
3'' 452 "Electric switches." V. Hope. December 2tlth.

32;4S4. "Telegraph printing systems." Automatic Telephone Manlfactur-

ING Co. H. H. Harrison and S. R. Smiih. December 29th

32 474' " Automatically-adiuslaMe ignition for internaUombustion engines.

Hor'stm«<n Cars, Ltd., and S. A. Horstmann. December 29'h.

3' 491 "Electric liquid healer." A. E. Kai.uaghan, C. A. Kallaciian, 1.

KiiTLAGHAN. and J. A. Smith. December 29th. „ „ „ „ „
:fi,495.

" Telephone receivers, tr.insmitters. .tc. S. HOCKLV. uecini-

'32"5i7'.' " Duplex cable sign.-jlling." L. Cohen. December 29th.

32.533. " Commutators for Ford car engines." A. E. Lamkin. Decern.

'3»"532' " Means for producing electric power." M. Harris. December 29th.

32;533. "Communicators for Ford car engines." A. E. Lamkin. Decem-

"32^536.' " Electrical heating apparatus." E. P. Dyer and V. E. Joyce. De-

"^W6. "Magnetos." American Bosch Magneto Corporation. December

29th! (U.S.. February 20th.)
a „ ™.

32,588. "Regulating mechanism for electrical insulators. ^O''- ^.'^'"'- P?^
FlABilsSEMENTS L. Bleriot. December 29th. (France, December 28lh 1918.)

32,597. " Magnetos for multi-cylinder engines." American Bosch Magneto

Corporation. December 29th. (U.S., March 27th.)

;i2,611.
" Mounting blades on the electric, &c.. fans." W . S. Bllpitt. De-

cember 30th
32,624. "Apparatus for electric welding." R. F. Woodblrn. Decem-

32,654.' " Sparking plugs." W. A. Harber. December 30lh.

S2,658. "Apparatus for electrically-controlling railway trains through the

track" X R. Angus. December 30th. (Sweden. October lOlh, 1917.)
_

32 670 "Electro-mechanical devices for producing vibratory motion. M.

J Hankee. December 30th.
. . , .. m H

.12,675. "Means for attachment of electric wire to sparking plug. M. H.

Swinnard. December 30th.

32,682. " Electric torches." W. G. Hldcell. December dOth.

32!687. " Permanent magnets." S. Z. DE Ferranti. December 30th.

32,b'92. "Electric coils," M. B. O'Leary. December 30th.

:!2 1)93. " Electrical toy motors." M. B, O'Leary. December 30lh.

32.700. " Manufacture of negative electrodes for galvanic elements." F.

HocKER and A. ElcHHOPF, December 30th. c„..„™-
32.701. "Production of galvanic elements." F. BoCKER and A. ElCHHOFF.

December 30th.
. „ „ x,

32,703. " Magneto-electric machines." A. M. Alles and R. B. North.

December 30th. . ,. i
•

i, v
32.706. " Apparatus for suspending electric heating appliances used in hair

dressing." H. Speeijess. December 30th.

32.707. " Audible and visible electric signalling systems for calling atle n-

d-ints " M V Ely and F'oster Engineering Co. December 30th.

32 713 " Rotors of electrical machines." Maschinenfabrik Oerlikos. Pe-

cmber 'sOtli. (Switzerland, January 30th.) ^ ^ m.i,
32.724. " Variable electrical resistances." A. BiRSlLL. December 30th.

32.729. " Electro-magnetic mechanism for operating relays." Automatic

Telephone Manufacturing Co. and A. E. Hudd. December 31st.

32,732. " Conjrol of crane hook motions actuated by alternating-current

electro motors." H. .Morris, Ltd., and W. N. Weston. December 31st.

32,753. " Electric fans and the like." J. B. Malpass (Pottle). Dceem.

^' 31st.
., ,- „ , ,.^ n,v-en,

32,763. " Elertroiles for oxidising nitrogen.' I- . II. I.oring. IJecem.

31st.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specificati.

printed and abridged, and all iubsequent proceeding! will be take

191T.
C, J. Beaver and E. A. Claremnnt. .M.nrch 12lh.

ENGINES.

P. I).

3.604. E
1917. (135,874.)

ISIB.
17 429. Ignition appar.atus fob internal-combustion

Whaley Engine Co. November 2nd, 1917. (120,887.)

18,072. Electro-macnetic wave transmitting and rece

Eckersley. May 5th, 1919. (135,895.)

18.076. Electro-magnetic wave navigational arrangements. J. E. Murray

and J Robinson. November 4th, 1918. (135,896.)

19,906. Method of and apparatus for the control of electric supply

PLANT. H. J. Read and W. j. Brandsom. December 2nd. 1918. (13»,922.)

19 955 Electrical equipment of motor vehicles. W. A. Cocking and W

.

E, Hean. IXcember .3rd, 1918. (135,926.)

19 985 Electric vaporisers and heaters. Electro Steam Radiator Co. No-

v.mber Mth, 1317. (121,285.)

20 004. Wireless receiving gear. British Thomson-Houston Co. and R. C.

Clini^er. December 3rd, 1918. (l:«,932.)

20178. El.ECTRIC.ALLY-PROPEU.ED TRUCKS, TRACTORS AND LIKE VEHICLES. P. A.

H. .Mossav. December 5th, 3918. (135,951.)

20.241. Assembling and supporting tubular posts for carrying electric

INSUL.ITORS. L. Joubert. December 6th, 1918. (13o,9a3.)

20.650. Electric heater for automobile r.vdiators and water stor.age

twks J D Browder. December 11th, 1918. (135,964.)

20 910. Electric ringing keys. J. D.ivis & Son and G. Dearie. December

Kiih, 1918. (135,971.)
XBX9a

TIQ Pir^TOT/. ICNITION SYSTEMS FOR INTEKN.AI.-COMBUSTION ENGINES. DavtOU

En"fnee'ing"Labo"a»r'ie: CrTnuary 2nd. 1918. (122.184)

806. Electrical earthing devices. R. S. Woods. January lllh. 1919

1266" Combined electric switches and plug connectors. M. J. Railing

J H Farthing and J. B. Levee. January 17th, 1919. (136.006.)

1.752. Lamp shade tilting devices. A. S. Cubitt. January iZSrd. 1919

(136.012.)
resistances particularly ad.apted for use in electric weld

,ng' Quasilr:: Co and A P Strohmenger. January 29th. 1919. (136.016.,

2."569: Ignition of intern.vl-combustion engines. C. H. T. Alston. Febru

""sm. "TORAGE^B'.*raKlES FOR ELECTRICITY. G. F. Cooke. February 7th

".%!i55!^^ELlL^R.C ARC FLRN.ACES. W. E. Moore. February 13th. 1919

(136.034.)

7 498 R.\DI0-TELECRAPHIC transmission SYSTEMS.

(A Taylor.l March 25th, 1919. (136.059.)

8.085. .Machines for use in the manufacture of

LAMPS AND THE LlhE. British Thomson-Houston Co.

March 31st. 1919. (136,062.)

10.755. .Manufacture of manganese and its alloys in

C. L. Lenoir. January 8th. 1914. (126,303.)

W. J. Mellersh-J.ackson

OF elfctric incandescent

.
(General Electric Co.)

: ELECTRIC FURNACE.
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V^ THE PRICE OF THE " ELECTRICAL REVIEW."

During the War, almost exceptionally among tech-

nical publications and periodicals of the character
of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, we have refrained
from increasing the price. Owing, however, to the

constant increases in cost of paper, printing, en-
graving and production charges generally, we have
reluctantly decided that the price from the begin-

ning of this year must be raised to 6d. per
copy. The change will not apply to unexpired sub-
scriptions.
Annexed will be found the revised rates lor new

subscriptions and for renewals :—

SUBSCRIPTION RATES, Postage Free.

UNITED KINGDOM and CANADA JS1 12 B per annum.
COLONIAL and FOREIGN .. 2 / S do.
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For a long time past it has been obvious to everybotJy in-

terested in export trade matters that, though we and our

American Allies worked together as one people in order to win

the war, that spirit of unity would be in danger of extinction

when we settled down to the operations attending post-war

trade competition. To the idealist it may seem a thousand

pities that it should be so, and even to average commercial

minds it may appear that the world-need for manufactures

is so great that for a time, at any rate, there will be enough

for all to do without indulging in big talk reviving former

asperities and causing irritation to those easily influenced

by such things. Personally, we have become so accustomed

to the extravagant statements of ambitious advocates in

other countries, European and otherwise, as to their

lick-creation intentions, that we decline to quake

at the utterance thereof. In this, we confess to

something in common with the President of the

P>oard of Trade, who declines to " shiver " at the

prospect of foreign competition. Foreign competition is

going to be keen— there is no doubt about that, and it

seems certain that, sooner or later, British manufacturers,

if they have the support of the workers, are going to do

their part to make it so. Have not our industrial organ-

isations been preparing for a long time, so that they might
be equal to the attack when it came '^ And are they not

preparing also to deliver attack when' the situation requires

it ? Yet though there is this preparation proceeding in

many countries, it seems to us that it might be a little

more gracious on the part of some people if, in these early

days, they were a little less aggressive. We recognise

that in all nations there will always be some who will

be unable to refrain from dreams of exercising world-

power commercially. Sometimes, as in (rermany during

certain stages of the downfall of Prussian Militarism,

statements designed to make our British blood run cold

were made by men whose idols now lie broken into

fragments. Much of this sort of thing was mere camouflage

to hide the fear that they were losing. Is it likely that we
shall be upset by what we will call the bad taste of some

of our prosperous trans-Atlantic industrial friends ?

We are not concerned, in making these remarks, with

the world schemes of United States electrical export or-

ganisations that have lieen established to satisfy some of

the general hunger for electrical manufactures, for we have

not come across tactless speeches from these sources

expressive of world-power intentions. We are touching the

subject now because correspondents in New Zealand are

showing signs of anger at the utterancas of a certain

Mr. Montague, who " bears the discredit of having

framed " tbe " Webb-Pomerene Act passed by the U.S. Legis-

lature " in 1918. This Act, to which we alluded at the time,

was intended to exempt American foreign trade combina-

tions from the provisions of the Anti-Trust Legislation of

the U.S. Mr. Montague has lieen addressing certain

textile authorities, textile traders having decided to avail

themselves of the Act and put up t' 4,000,000 to " carry

on." Nobody can object to that, even if it does, as a

New Zealand paper says, enable them to employ "all the

iniquitous dodges conceived by the most scoundrelly of

trust magnates, and which would place them behind prison

liars if attempted in their own country .... in an

endeavour to throttle competition." It is a game that two,

nr three, or even twenty, can play if they are so minded

—

deplorable as it seems after we tiave fought side by side for

higher purposes on the battlefields of Europe. What we do

take mild exception to, is such talk as this from Mr.

Slontague, or any other American world-power hot-head :—
.

.5] D
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" We have pro\ ided the machinery liy which the whole

of the energy, the wealth, and the brains of each American

industry, will co-operate to crush down foreign opposition

in foreign markets, and secure those markets in their

entirety for American manufacturers."

If this were the first time we had heard this sort of thing,

we //;////// have to think whether to obey the popular

demand " Hands up I
" while the brigand bagged the booty.

As it is, however, we prefer to order pistols for two—that is

more like the British way. .Mark the hurry and hustle of

this American booster I Fancy the American trade being

deprived of aJ] Ihe i>ntr(jii and irtaltli, and even the luains

too, now required to run its Home industries, because they

are to be diverted to crush out a few poor innocent, helpless,

stupid foreign worms " in their entirety." And after that ?

" We will tack the cost of it all on to the price," and make
the " foreigner " pay, said one, Steenbohm by name.

Shall we be pardoned for daring to remember that our

trans-Atlantic cousins got into our markets, and became
prosperous I'ight there, while we were at death-grips e.x-

hausting Germany ? Can it be that something has dis-

appointed those of whom Mr. ilontague and Mr. Steenbohm
are representative ? Is the outlook not so promising as

they expected it to be 'r Are the stars in their courses not

leading all the buyers of the world in the right direc-

tion ? Without waiting to witness the blush of shame

—

or pride—on the cheek of Brother Jonathan, let us hasten

to credit our splendid Ally with a desire to continue to

dwell in normal harmonious commercial rivalry with other

peoples— i'eace Treaty or no Peace Treaty—and let us regard

Mr. Montague's outburst as an exceptional, but, perhaps,

inevitable, pleasantry heralding the beginning of the biggest

trade war the world has ever seen.

Manufacturing

Costing Systems.

In his recent paper before the Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers on

" Scientific Management," Capt. Scott

Maxwell drew attention to efficient costing systems as an

essential feature of scientific management. The point,

however, did not receive much attention in the discussion,

perhaps for the reason that the author himself asked that

principles should be concentrated upon by the various

speakers, rather than details. The importance of efficient

costing systems and staffs, however, is emphasised by the

inauguration of the Institute of Costs and AVorks

Accountants. This is not a Trade Union, but an addition

to technical societies of considerable importance to the

engineering and other industries, for it is its object to

promote the higher efficiency of those engaged as works

accountants in order to render them more valualile to their

employers. In spite of all that has been said and done with

regard to scientific management, there is evidence that the

importance of the position of works accountant is too often

under-estimated in relation to its value in assisting the

management in framing its policy. Moreover, it is not

recognised as fully as it should be that costing is an

intricate and costly business, which needs some knowledge
of the particular industry in order effectively to carry

it out. ^lany firms have formulated new ideas on this

question as the result of experience gained during the war,

when costing had to be approached from quite a different

angle to that which was followed previously, and these firms

are not likely in future to hand the work of costing over to

any clerk, as is even now too often the case. The engi-

neering trades may well investigate what the printing trade

has done in this connection. Several years before the war
it was found that the costing system in the printing trade

was more or less in a hopeless muddle, and some of the

leading firms got together and formulated a costing system

which has now been standardised to such an extent, that it

is claimed it can be applied to any business, whether the

number of employt-s be three or three thousand. Obviously
the primary function of the works and costs accountant is to

provide the works manager or the managing director, or

both, with periodical figures of the cost of the various pro-

ducts in the firm's programme, in order to assist in the

formulation of a policy. Indeed, the works accountant

gboiild be looked to for advice in interpreting what his

figures purport to show. Looked at from this point of

view, it will be seen how separate and distinct are the

works accountant and the chartered accountant, yet this is

not always appreciated, for the so-called works accountant,

if he goes by such a name, is too often expected to work

under the direction of the chartered accountant, who merely

comes in half-yearly or yearly, for audit purposes. More-
over, the experience of many firms during the war was

that even chartered accountants are not always (/" fait

with the intricacies of works costing in its highly-developed

state, for many were the disputes with the Government
chartered accountants concerning the ever-vexed problem

of overhead charges. There is, too, a certain irony in the

fact that in America, the reputed home of scientific

management, there was even greater trouble than here

lietween the Government chartered accountants and firms

working on Government contracts on these questions of the

jiroper allocation of costs in arriving at total costs for the

jiurpose of adding the agreed rate of profit. Perhaps, how-

ever, it would be unfair to lay these difficulties too much
at the door of the chartered accountants and to overlook

altogether the idiosyncracies of the other side, which

may reasonably be suspected of indulging in a little

leg pulling, in order to run up the costs, and, consequently,

the profit. However, looked at from the purely commercial

point of view, no firm with any pretensions to scientific

management can expect to reach the highest state of

efficiency without a sound works accountant, a man who
knows something of the technical side of the business he is

engaged in, and who can offer advice which can be relied

upon. So much for the position of works accountant. The
question of the system to be adopted is equally important,

and in the engineering trades at the present time there is

need for co-ordination and standardisation. This is one of

the planks of the new Institute, which is out to deal with

industry by industry in an endeavour to introduce some

degree of standardisation, in so far as it is not affected by

peculiar local circumstances. AVe have the example of the

printing trade before us, and a large field for work lies

before those who have undertaken this task.

It is unfortunate that writere in the
ectr c ty

j^^ p^.^^^ ^^ technical subjects often do

not take the trouble to make sure of their

facts before they plunge into the ink-pot. We have on

many occasions pointed out the injury that may result

from the erroneous impressions thus conveyed to the public

mind, but examples continue to multiply. For instance,

in 77ir T/mr^ Traile .'<iipplrnir/i/ a contributor states that

the Electricity (Supply) Bill was divided into two parts :

the first part gave complete autonomy to the existing

undertakers, while the second took it away from them, and

also deprived them of the ownership of the generating

stations. The former has become an Act ; the latter, it is

stated, will be reintroduced next session, and " autonomy

will be cut short the moment the new P>ill becomes (if it

ever should become) an Act." We recently explained at

some length that this was not a true statement of the facts.

Certainly the first part is more or less true ; undertakers have

a free hand to co-operate in the formation of joint

electricity authorities, on which they will have direct repre-

sentation. But to say that "'autonomy will be cut short"

in the event of the new Bill being passed, is incorrect

;

such joint authorities as are then already formed will be

]iractically unaffected by the new Act, and the way will still

be open for others to be formed, with the additional incentive

of the sword of Damocles hanging over the parties, lest they

should prove reluctant, or unable, to enter into co-operative

arrangements by voluntary action. We agree, of course,

that it is very urgently desirable that undertakers should
" get busy " as quickly as possible with joint schemes ; it

is far better to do so voluntarily than under compulsion.

But we repeat that, even had the whole Bill become an Act,

the door would still have been open for companies to enter

into arrangements with other undertakers, and ito dispose of

their plant to the joint electricity authorities by agree-

ment, without coming under the " standard price " clause

at all.
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At the end of October last there was

Orifa i ati
published, under the auspices of the

Garten Foundation, a most interesting

pamphlet of considerable importance in the present position

of the world of industry. It is called " The Industrial

Council for the Building Industry," and purports to

contain what is described as " the story of a revolution in

industrial development," together with the full text of the

Foster Report on " Organised Public Service in the

Building Industry."

It is to be hoped that this well-written pamphlet, of 15;>

pages, published at the modest price of Is., will be widely

read. It will afford leading to those who hope for a real

change of heart on the part of both employers and employed,

and encouragement to those who are groping towards the

light ; while even those (and they exist on both sides) who
believe in coercion and industrial war as affording the only

path to improvement cannot fail to be impressed by the

results which have already been achieved, and the greater

advances which appear probable in the immediate future.

The inaugural meeting of the Industrial Council for the

Building Industry (Building Trades Parliament) took place

at the Central Hall, Westminster, on May 2'.lth and 30th,

19 IS. Thus it was established before any of the Whitley

Committees or Councils, and, indeed the whole concep-

tion of the scheme was bigger, better, and earlier than

Whitleyism.

The spirit of aggression and stubborn resistance, the

advocacy of coercion, and the preaching of open enmity

between employers and employed, had reached a point in

191-4 at which the smallest spark might cause a disastrous

explosion. The employment of two non-Union electricians

at the new offices then being built for the Pearl Assurance

Co., in Holborn, brought out all the Trade Unionists

engaged on that contract. The Board of Trade arbitrator

pronounced against the Unions, and the strike began. A
national lock-out of all building trade operatives would

have been commenced on August 15th of that year, but for

another and infinitely greater and more terrible conflict.

A young man, named Malcolm Sparkes, who was then a

director of a large joinery works near Willesden, was

one of those who had been drawn into the dispute, and he

was moved thereby to try to discover, in his words, " a

solution big enough to break through the old barriers of

hostility and suspicion, and carry all before it." For 18

months the only concrete result was an unnoticed paper read

before a group of friends, who were all keen social students,

but when, in February, 191(;, the Unions in the London
building industry presented fresh demands, and gave notice

to terminate their truce with the employers, Mr. Sparkes

took the bold course of writing to the secretary of the

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and .Joiners, and

suggested, in plain terms, the setting up of a National

Industrial Parliament for the building industry. The
keynote was to be public service. All were to unite their

efforts, and endeavour to organise the industry so as to

serve this end in the completest possible way.

The Trade ITnions concerned discussed the matter, and

eventually made a definite proposition to the National

Federation of Building Trades Employers of (ireat Britain

and Ireland, in a letter dated .January 17th, 1917. How
that letter brought about meetings, negotiations, and discus-

sions, which led finally to the establishment of the Building

Trades Parliament, should be read in the pamphlet now
under consideration. It will be found an enthralling

story.

Mr. Sparkes had published an article on the Industrial

Parliament scheme in Tlip Venltiifr for December, 191(5,

which attracted the attention of the Right Hon. ,J. H.

Whitley, M.P., and caused him to request the author to

prepare a special " Memorandum on Industrial Self-

Government," which reached the printers on .January 2Kth,

1917,

The scheme was earlier than the Whitley scheme.

Bigger ideas went to its making. It was, and is, free from

the defect we have so often pointed out in these columns

—

the defect of ignoring the trained technical worker. He
finds his right place in the Building Tradea Parliament, If

you want to know hnw, read the pamphlet.

It is a great pity that the shop stewards' movement in

the engineering industry seems to be ba.^ed on organised

antagonism. By continually encroaching on the control,

first of the workshop, then of the factory, and, finally, of

the administration and costing, the workers hope to elimi-

nate the capitalist employer. The pamjihlet states that the

Industrial Parliament has, on the other hand, been described

as organised voluntaryism (barbarous word—why not

" voluntarism " ?). Surely this is the better method.

The ground covered by the Foster Report is immense.

The report deals with subjects upon which we have com-
mented on other occasions, and in connection with other

interests ; as, for instance, the maintenance of constancy of

employment by the regularisation of demand, and the con-

ditions of entry into the industry. The decasualisation of

labour, and the prox'ision of work in other directions when
actual building could not absorb all the workers avail-

able—afforestation, preparation of sites, demolition of

condemned slums —receives careful attention. Research,

education, remuneration of the management, and the hiring of

capital are all dealt with, and the Committee's conclusions

provide much food for thought. The vexed question of

scientific management, by some thought to be closely allied

to nigger-driving, is touched upon ; and in general this

Committee, composed of eight employers and eight

operatives, got right away from the idea of restriction of

output, and showed that the way to progress is for everyone

to do just the best of which he or she is capable.

'To See Oorsels.'
The prime motive of the • Informal

Meetings " of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers is, we believe, to encourage the more diffident

—

or the less self-assertive—of the members to pra<tise the art

of debate, with the comfortable consciousness that their

remarks will not appear in cold print. That is an excellent

arrangement, and has been justified by the success of the

meetings, though the principle has not always been strictly

observed by some of our contemporaries. We have already

drawn attention to the peculiar choice of subjects for the

informal meetings of the current session, which would

appear to indicate the presence of an undue proportion of

the journalistic element on the Manairing Committee, with

a morbid propensity for " talkinir shop" ; how else can we

explain the choice of " Eniiineering Advertising " for one

meeting, and " The Functions of a Trade .lournal " for

• another ? Perhap? the title of th3 former subject, in spite

of the principle to which we have referred, contains the

solution of the mystery.

However, that is by the way ; the subject is chosen, and

on Monday next we shall sit at the feet of Gamaliel and

receive instruction as to the place in the cosmos that we are

expected to fill. Are we to appear before the Court of

Public Opinion as witnesses, defendants, or, perhaps,

co-respondents ? or shall we merely occupy the couirenial

ri>le of students ? Like Councillor Kelly, at the M.T.A.

Conference, we are tempted to ask :
'• AVIiere do we stand '^

"

Fortunately we have a clear conscience, and even if we
have ventured to open our columns to articles on the com-

mercial value of "The Kngineer's Wife," and the converse

question—the commercial value to his wife of the engineer

—we have committed no breach of decorum in the handling

of those delicate subjects.

For the rest, assuming that we are in the witness-box,

our proof of evidence is simple and concise : The functions

of a trade journal are to collect and distribute news and

information, technical, social, and commercial, bearing upon

the industries concerned ; to provide a medium for the

interchange of views and the solution of industrial problems ;

to make known to the world the products and achievements

of British manufacturers and engineers ; to protect the

public against the wiles of knaves and the illusions of the

Ignorant ; and generally to promote the welfare of every

branch and section of the industry concerned by every

possible means.

Those are the main functions of a trade journal sis we

understand them ; there are many minor ones that we could

cite, but we are not writing a paper-=no doubt they will

receive attention at the meeting.
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THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE MELBOURNE SUBURBAN RAILWAYS.

{ConrliuM from page 40.

Rnlll?iff Stork.—The trains are operated on the " multiple

unit" system, under which, instead of employing loco-

motive.*, every second or third car is equipped with motors :

the weigiit of these cars is thus available for adhesion

purposes. A complete train (fig. 8) is made up of a number

of motor-cars and trailers, easily varied to suit the changing

conditions of traffic.

In the case of Melbourne, while it was at one time

intended to make up each " unit " of a motor-car and a

trailer, both equipped for driving from one end, only a

Fig. 8.—Six-Car SLiDixe-DooR tvpe Train.

limited number of trailer cars have, for the present, been

equipped with driving apparatus. The normal six-car train

has a motor-car at each end, with a third motor-car at the

centre of the train. No special type of car . has been

designed for ilelbourne, the existing rolling stock being as

a rule utilised. Some 45 per cent, of the rolling stock will

consist of compartment cars with swing doors, the remainder

being of a combination type, having sliding doors and cross-

seats, with a corridor.

As no new swing-door cars are being constructed for the

electric lines, the bodies of the existing cars are being transr

ferred to new underframes and bogies of a type uniform with

those used in the sliding-door cars. Some of the sliding-

door trailer cars have also been running in the steam service,

but new sliding-door motor-cars are being constructed for

the electric service. The swing-door cars are very similar

to those u.sed on British railways. The sliding-door cars

have a centre passage-way throughout, but no vestibule, so

that it is not possible for passengers to pass from one car to

another. The whole of the rolling stock was built in the

State Railway workshops at Newport.

Each motor-car has four motors of 140 h.p., the gear

ratio being so proportioned that the maximum speed will be

52 M.p.H. on level tangent track. They are of the G.E.

237 type, normally for 750 volts.

The total pressure of the pantograph on the contact wire

is such that, with a reasonably clean wire, the pantograph

is able to collect considerably over 500 amperes, which is

the normal maximum operating current for each motor

coach, without sparking, from a contact wire of 0'25 sq. in.

cross-section. The pantograph has a working range between

14 ft. (1 in. and 21 ft. (J in., the working pressure being

maintained by means of springs. It is brought into and

taken out of action by pistons in cylinders mounted on the

frame of the collector, fig. 0. Aii pressure for the initial

operation of the pistons is supplied, in the first instance, by

a hand-pump installed in the guard's compartment ; the

motor pumps can then be started u]i, and the sul)sequentair

pressure obtained from the main brake reservoir. The
pantograph is then controlled by means of two electro-

pneumatic valves operated electrically or by hand.

In order to reduce the line voltage to one suitable for the

"master-controller and other control circuits, a dynamotor is

used consisting of a single Held, and an armature with two
identical armature windings and commutators.

The master-controller is of standard type, but as the

actuation of the contactors is automatic, the controller only

has four points in the forward direction and two in the

reverse direction. 'J'he air compressor, governor, emergency
and trip valves are of the usual type.

Permanent Wai/.—The system consists of approximately

:!35 track miles, including sidings ; most of the routes are

double track, but those from South Yara to Caulfield. and
North Melbourne to South Kensing-

ton, are four-track routes, while for

three miles there is a six-track route.

The normal permanent way construc-

tion is 100 lb. per yard, T-section rail

double spiked to untreated sleepers of

hard wood, there being about 15 in. of

bluestone ballast. The track gauge is

5 ft. 3 in., with 11 ft. .s in. centres,

while minimum structure clearance above

platform level on tangent track is 7 ft.

from track centre, increased to 8 ft. on

12-chain curves. The minimum curve

is of 9 chains radius, while the maximum
grade of any importance is one of 2 per

cent. For nine miles the average grade

is 0"85 per cent., the maximum permis-

sible speed on this section being 52
M.p.H. I'ractrically all curves have a

150-it. easement approach.

Orerliead Equijimenl.—The equipment
of the track with overhead contact wires for operation at 1,500

volts was designed to provide the advantages of a flexible con-

struction which would secure the best conditions for current

collection by the pantographs on the trains and to main-
tain the total copper section re(|uired per track without

auxiliary feeder cables. The number of conductors was

Fig. n.

—

Pantograph.

kept at a minimum in order to avoid interference with

signals, only one catenary wire and one contact wire being

employed over each track, fig. 10. The supporting

droppers between the catenary cable and contact wire are

terminated at the lower end by a short length of chain, so

that the tendency of the contact wires to lift' under the
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upward pressure of passing pantographs is not restricted

by the weight of tlie dropper or of the catenary cable to

which it is attached at the upper end.

The normal construction on main suburban tracks pro-

vides for 0'2.'>-sq. in. hard-drawn, gi-ooved copper contact

wire, supported by flexible droppers at intervals of 1.5 ft.

from a stranded hard-drawn copper cable of 0"l'5 or

0'37.') sq. in. There is thus a minimum equivalent of

0*.")-sq. in. section of copjKr over each track. The contact

wire is automatically tensioned at each end of each 3,000-ft.

length to approximately 2,.")0(i lb., ami is anchored near the

centre of every such length. The catenary wire nonually

has a 1(1 ft. li in. sag at the centre of a oOO-ft. span at

GO F., with a minimum tension of approximately 3,200 lb.

The normal contact-wire height is l(i ft. in. over the

was adopted for the line, and, where possible, a grade of

1 in 250, except where speeds were limited. In some cases

rigid droppers have also been used. The dropper

connections between the catenary and contact wires were

measured and cut to a special dropper table, which provides

the necessary adjustments to allow for grades ; the droppers

were then erected on the field with practically no adjust-

ment, and a well aligned line has been obtained, whose

vertical movement responds uniformly to changes of tem-

perature, the catenary wire being stressed well within its

elastic limit to provide for this. The importance of this

precaution will be realised with temperature limits between

27 F. and IT.J F. Where a steam service is also being

used, the insulators are arranged so as to avoid the direct

blast of the locomotive exhaust.

Figs. 10 to 15.— Overbead STRrcTCREs..

main suburban tracks at 70" F., but over grade crossings

the minimum height is IJSft., while under low bridges,

which are numerous, the minimum height is 14 ft. 6 in.

above rail level, giving a vertical clearance of 12 in.

between the contact-wire collecting surface and the uuder-

side of bridge. As the maximum height of the projecting

ventilators on the country rolling stock is 14 ft. 2 in., con-

siderable care had to be exercised in erection to preserve

the clearances provided. The standard contact-wire

suspension is maintained, but beneath low bridges, fig. 11,

and to ensure that the pantograph would not raise the

contact wire more than 2 in., a maximum grade of 1 in l.JO

The whole of the fittings were specially designed for the

equipments by the consulting engineers in conjunction with

the contractors.

Sitppoithxj Stniiiuifg.—The supports for the catenary

construction consist of pairs of tensioning anchor structures,

fig. 12. about 3,000 ft. apart with light intermediate

structures at 300-ft. intervals on the straight track, and

closer on curves. Fig. 1 3 shows the supporting structures

on a curve.

Einihitig.—All overhead equipment structures, signalling

bridges, and overline road bridges to which line work is

attached are bonded to the track rails through a paper spark
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gap 0*001 in. thick, between two aluminium disks, so that

they are normally insulated from the rails. This is neces-

sary to limit the unbalancing of current through the impe-

stations, and which are divided into sub-sections, while

sidings and terminal tracks leading from the sub-sections

are divided into branch sections. There is a very complete

system of track-circuiting and electric

signalling. On the ends of the sleepers

opposite '• stop " signals are installed

automatic train stops (tig. 1h) operated

through gearing by small induction

motors.

Sub-.'<ta/io>is.—The positions of the sub-

stations are shown in fig. 19. Fifteen

railway traction sub-stations are being

provided, and there are in addition two
tramway sub-stations, one at Elwoad for

supplying the St. Kilda- Brighton tram-

ways, and the other at Sandringham for

supplying the Sandringham-Iilackrock

tramway. At Spencer Street a sub-

station is also being built to take over

a supply of lighting, as well as to supply

the State Government offices and power
to the railway workshops. There are

two static sub- stations, one at Newport
workshops, and one at Jolimont work-
shops.

Special attention has been paid to

sub-station veutilatioi:, numerous large

screened openings being provided in the

basement, and vertical louvres above the

roof level. Each traction sub-station

consists of two or more bays for the

rotaries, with an unloading bay, anl the

larger sub-stations have a bay for sig-

nalling eijuipinent, the switch house and
operating gallery being in an annexe to

the main building. Each rotary is in-

stalled in a separate compartment, so

that during the starting up and operation

of any particular rotary, the chamber is

screened off, the locking gear on the

entrance gate being inter-connected with

the 20,000-volt switches controlling the

supply to the rotary static transformers,

and also with the operating levers con-

. trolling the 1,.500-volt n r. gear, so that

it is impossible for an operator to come
into contact with live metal.

Figs. 1G and 17.

—

Special Ovebhead Stbuctubes.

dance bonds connecting the signalling track circuits which

are operated by superimposed alternating current. Should

the insulation between the overhead wires and the support-

ing structures break down, the spark gap punctures and the

structure is connected to the nearest rail until the fault is

corrected.

Special Constrwtion.—The standard intermediate struc-

tures have been designed and adapted to carry, where

possible, the single-arm, power-operated signals. Fig. 14

shows a combined four-track signal structure, fig. 15 shows

five-pin arch structures spanning up to 12u ft., and carry-

ing the overhead equipment load of 13 tracks on an 18-chain

curve. They are also designed to carry a distributed signal

load of about six tons. Figs. 1 U and 1 7 give a jicod idea

of special wiring, it being noted that no contact wires are

crossed at the pantograph running level.

Sectioning and Insulation.—The up and down tracks of

all routes can be electrically insulated from each other, and
all routes are as far as possible separately fed. At extensive

junctions the overhead wires of a number of tracks are

connected together, and treated as one section, and are

nsually tensioned at both ends. An air section insulator

is employed between track sections where the speed of trains

exceeds 25 m.p.h. Over cross-overs and leading-in tracks to

sidings where train speed is restricted, the tracks are elec-

trically insulated from each other by means of section

insulators in the catenary and contact wires.

Sectioning points are located with reference to traffic

requirements and the position of cross-overs, being on the

out-lying lines from 2 to :'> miles apart. The system as a

whole is divided into sections which extend beyond sub-

FiG. 18.

—

Automatic Traix Stop.

H.T. Sn-itchgear,—The 20,000-volt switchsear is of the

cellular type ; the ceil doors are completely interlocked
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with the main oil switches and isolating switches, so that

access cannot be obtained to live conductors. The switch-

gear is arranged on three floors. On the ground floor are

Fii;, i9_Map or MELBorBSE Scp.uRr.AN Railway System.

installed the cable terminal boxes, earthing and isolating

switches, and instrument transformers ; on the first floor

are installed the oil switches, which are of large breaking

Fig. 20.—Ovebhead Tbassmissios Line Stri-cture.

switch cell are insulated, and the doors to the cell are dust

tight. The gallery giving access to the switch cells is open

to the outer air, so that in the event of a fire occurring in

one-switch cell, it can be dealt with from the outside. The

oil-switch tanks are provided with vent pipes which dts-

charge the gases into the open gallery ; on the second floor

are the busbars and busbar isolating; switches. The bu.s-

bars are split by means of a section switch, so that main-

tenance work and repairs can be carried out without shutting

down the whole of the substation. The operating gear

for the 20,000-volt and isolating switches is on the operat-

ing gallerv, fig. 21, in front of the oil-switch cells.

D. C. fradioii S/ri/rhi/^ar.—The l.:)00-volt D.c. swit-h-

gear and the positive busbar are installed on the ground

floor below the operating gallery, and all isolating switches

and circuit-breakers are operated by signal levers from the

operating gallery above. The switchgear is mounted in

cells with the automatic circuit-breakers on the top. The

chamber containing the switchgear and circuit-breakers is

specially ventilated. The negative and equaliser busbars

are run in the basement below the rotary converters.

Si(iiianiiiii Sirifr/i>/ia,:—The 2,200-volt. single-phase

signalling switchgear is of the Reyrolle armour-clad type,

specially developed for the purpose. It is installed on the

operating gallery.

capacity,

in strong

each unit consisting of three single-phase switches

steel tanks. The whole connections in the oil-

FlO. 21.—SUBSTATIOK OPEBATING GALLBRY.

A iiiiVwrii SiriHigeai-.—The 440-volt switchgear for con-

trolling the auxiliary and signalling supplies is of the

.Metropolitan-Yickers ironclad type, and is mounted on the

gallery above the auxiliary transformers, in one bay of the

main building. The TlO-volt D.c. switchgear for con-

trolling the lighting motor-generators, the tripping and

operating battery, &c., is of the usual slate-panel type, and

is mounted on the operating gallery.

Bolnry Conrprl'rs.—VonT sizes of rotary converter are at

present being built by Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.,

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and by the General

Electric Co. (of New York), the two-hour ratings being

3,(100 Kw., 2,2o0 Kw., 1,:>00 Kw.. and 7:>ii kw. The

750-KW. machines being destined for installation in outlying

sub-stations, with a comparatively infrequent train service,

have been specially designed with a drooping characteristic,

since the overloa'ds are relatively more sevei-e, and the

regulation of less importance. The conditions laid down

were the conversion of three-phase energy at 1 '.i.oOO volts,

2.". cycles to direct current at I. .500 volts, with a leading

power factor of O-'.i.". at normal load. .\ compound winding

on the larger machines compensates for a drop in pressure

of K) per cent, at double full load. The machines are

six-phase with 12, r,, or 4 poles, and sire arranged for self-

synchronising. The 3,i>i"i-K\v. machines ate designed to
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carry 0,000 K\v. for short [leriods, and I'vo rata in the case

of the other sizes, except in that of the TfiO-Kw. machines,

which are desipjned to carry i',(iOO k\t. for short periods.

//.'/'. histrihiilici .S//sA7(/.—Thirteen 2(i,000-volt feeders

ra<liating from the .Newport power house to the sub-stations

in the central area are included in the present scheme, nine

being of 0"1.') sq. in. and four of 1 sq. in. c.s.a. Paper-

insulated, lead-covered, wire-armoured cables are employed,
all of the split-conductor type. The cables are mainly laid

in trenches in the streets, owing to the very limited space

available alongside the railway lines. The trench averages

4 ft. in depth, and the cables are 1 ft. 9 in. between centres,

covered by boards ; special precautions are taken in the

cast-iron joint boxes (tig. 2i') to prevent air pockets being

formed when being filled with compound.
In the outlying districts the supply to the sub-stations is

pro\'ided by overhead transmission on the track ecjuipiuent

structures. The overhead transmission lines are carried

on brackets (lig. I'O) extending from the sides of the masts
away from the tracks, the three phases, each of two separate

wires of 0'035 sij. in. c.s.a., being placed directly above one
another, and supported on chain-type insulators. This
enables the split-conductor protection system to be employed
throughout the k.h.t. transmission system. Telephone
cables are laid along the route of the 20,000-volt trans-

mission line, there being an automatic telephone exchange
at Jolimont sub-station for ."lO lines. This provides com-
munication between the control room, all sub-stations, and
certain important signal boxes from which switching of the

overhead contact wires is regulated. Such l,."iOO-volt d.c.

METHODS OF BALANCING MACHINES.

Ry a. li. E.\SON, M.A., A.M.I.E.E.

This article deals with various types of balancing machines

on the market and with the principles upon which such

machines work. There is no need to discuss the mathe-

matical portion of the subject fully, as this is dealt with in

articles mentioned later, and in those of Andrews (JJir/ianicdl

World, Vol. 02, page 90, 1917), Heidebroek {Znl. Ver.

Deiil. Tngr., Vol. 00, page 11, 1916, and Journal,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 'ix, page
20.S, lOli;), Hymans (.4«/'o. En(iineir,\o\. 7, page 79. 1917).

One need only explain the terms " static " and " dynamic "

balance. Consider fig. 1, which represents symbolically the

conditions of a body rotating round the axis x y : («)

represents a homogeneous cylindrical shaft with two equal

weights II, ill the same axial plane at equal and opposite

distances from the axis. This system is in static balance,

and. if rotated, there is no unbalanced force or couple ; the

system is thus also in dynamic balance ; (//) represents the

same shaft with the equal weights displaced along the shaft

;

this system is still in static balance, as there is no unbalanced

force tending to turn the body round its axis .\ y. But
when rotated with regular velocity m, there will exist equal

and opposite centrifugal forces 3i r ,„-, causing an unbalance

couple M r „i'- /, which will tend to turn the whole shaft in

the axial plane through the bearings. The force on the

bearing at x will vary above and below the static force due

Fig. 22.

—

Cable Joi.nt, 20,000-volt, Split CoNDCtTOR.

feeders as are employed are paper insulated, lead covered,

and for the most part wire armoured, being of 0'75 sq. in.,

and in a few cases O'o sq. in. sectional area.

The whole of the electrification, Including the power
station, has been carried out to the plans and specifications

of Messrs. !Merz & McLellan, consulting engineers, of

London, under the direct supervision of their local repre-

sentative, Mr. E. P. (xrove. at their Melbourne offices, in

conjunction with the Electrification Committee of the

Railways Department. The excavations, foundations,

plaster walls, and brick buildings, were carried out by the

Victorian Railways staff.

For some of our illustrations we are indebted to Thv
Commonwealth Em/ineer.

We are informed by our Australian correspondent that Mr.
C. H. Merz visited Melbourne in October last, having gone
on from South Africa. He was to inspect the electrification

work and advise the Railway Department if the undertaking
could be expedited.

Fuse Size for Mercury-Arc Rectifiers.—On account of
the high starting; current required by mercury-arc rectifiers, some
trouble is occasionally exijerienced in determining: the correct size

of fuse to use. If the Tatinjr is too hi(rh, the tube will not be
adequately protected ag:ain8t overloads and its life will consequently
be shortened. On the other hand, if the fuse is rated too low,
there will be a tendency to blow if the tube is cold and requires a
greater amount of current. Mr. H. E. Weightman. writing to the
Electrical Wvrlil, states that he has found that if the fuse is rated
at the value obtained by the use of the following formula, proper
protection will be afforded :

—

I = (.rs X W)/ E X A X B.

where I = ampere rating of fuse ; w = d.c. output of rectifier in
watts : A = rectifier efficiency expressed as a decimal : B = power
factor of outfit ; and E = A.c. voltage. The rectifier eflSciency is

usually bet^veen 0'40 and 0'.50 and the power factor is 0'90 in most
cases. Where high reactance is used to smooth out pulsations,
however, the power factor will be about 0'57.

to the weight by M r m- (//l), according as the left-hand

weight is below or above the axis of rotation : (/) repre-

sents the same shaft with unequal weights at opposite sides

of the axis ; this system is in both static and dynamic
unbalance. When rotated, the external forces exerted on
the bearings are a couple ii r ,,,- plus an unbalance force

= m r „,-. The plane in which these forces act is continually

rotating round the axis, as the body rotates.

AVhen a body is in absolute static balance, there is no
force tending to rotate the body round the axis .\ y. In
absolute dynamic balance there is no couple tending to

turn the axis .x Y' either about x or y. No rotating body

X €
fc ®

®
i \

®

A ^ 7\
(m) (M+mj

J^l=l

a h c

Fig. 1.

is perfectly balanced : the amount of unbalance may be

inappreciable, and in well-designed machines is always

made innocuous. To reduce the unbalance to negligible

proportions is the object of all balancing arrangements.

Static Balance.

Consider the method of getting static balance by placing

the body on parallel ways ; the journals of the body rest

on two smooth horizontal surfaces, upon which they are
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free to rotate in either direction. If the vertical plane in

which the centre of gravity lies does not pass through the

points or lines at which the journals touch the ways, there

will be a couple tending to turn the body (see fig. 2).

Whether the body turns or not depends upon the

magnitude of the couple as compared with the frictional

moment resisting motion. The limiting load allowable on

parallel ways is about 750 rf lb. per inch width, where (/ is

the diameter of the journal in inches. If the ways are

li in. wide and d = 10 in., then each side might bear a

load of ll,L'50lb. It is obvious -that the line of contact

between the journal and the ways cannot be a true line,

but must have some width, say t. Suppose t = 0"005 in.,

and that the centre of gravity of the body is directly

above the mid-point of this width ; let a weight be added
to the body to unbalance it ; until the centre of gravity of

the body has been displaced by more than 0*0025 in., there

will be no turning moment apparent, as the downward
force due to the weight of the body will still act within

the area of support (fig, 2).

The turning moment w i- (e being ft.), which will just

begin to rotate the body, we shall denote by li! u/'in
oz.-in., where w is in lb., and /' is in inches. Akimoff
{American Much., Vol. \1. page 1,121, 1917) states

that Resal's formula for the residual unbalance not

perceptible by parallel-way balancing, is

—

Shaft, diam.,
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needle point, and will tilt if it is out of balance ; a chalk

pencil is allowed to touch the high .'jpot on the upper

surface ; the pvefence and absence of chalk will show where

the unbalance exists. Tjunips of clay are then added until

a balance is found ; lioles are then drilled opposite to

where the clay lumps are.

This is obviously a relatively rough method of getting

balance, as the weights and centres of gravity of the lumps

of clay will not lie accurately known. To get balance equal

lumps must be added at opposite sides of the central plane.

In the American Ehc/riral f!erifi/i\ Vol. 72, page .^)71, 19 IH,

will be found charts giving the weight of metal removed

when holes of various si/.es are drilled. Akimoff (^Trans-

wiions American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol. 3M,

page 3(17, r.ilC.) describes his msichine with rods and disks

for balancing bodies. In his remarks he depreciates the

value of the chalk mark method of balancing by noting the

position of " high spots "
; he emphasises the necessity of

balancing statically before proceeding to balance dynami-

cally. This machine of AkimofF's. and also ithe Norton
balancing machine, are described by Hymans in the Aula.

Et/i/ifleer. Vol. 7, page 71), 1917. The principle of

Akimoff's machine is shown in fig. 5. The machine to be

balanced is placed upon a beam, one end of which is

hinged, and the other end of which rests upon a spring.

Underneath the beam is fixed a driving motor m, and the

balancing arrangement, consisting of two disks, with six

sliding rods placed parallel to the axis. This system is in

perfect balance. The body to be balanced is rotated at

c--«it — ^^UitQ

^

such a speed that any vibrations existing shall be in reson-

ance with the oscillations of the beam and its load on the

spring. The rods ?. can be moved parallel to the axis v

while in motion, so that a couple can be exerted to equalise

the unbalance couple of the body d ; the amount of the

couple exerted by it depends upon how far the rods are dis-

placed in the disks a ; the plane of the two rods shown is

also adjustable about the axis c, so that the couple can be
introduced in the plane parallel to the unbalance plane of

body D. The rods are adjusted until the system, as a whole,
ceases to vibrate. The amount of unbalance can then be read

off upon a scale marked on the balancing system. Actually in

the machine six rods are used, but only two are shown in

fig. .5. Akimoff (.4)«f'>-. J/w//., Vol. 47, page l,li'l, 1917),
mentions an improvement he has made in the above
machine by replacing the disks and rods by two disks, each
with a single pin projecting from its surface ; there are

corresponding holes in the other disk, so that when
the disks are placed close together they are perfectly

balanced. Unbalance is brought about by sejiarating

them.

Other references to methods of balancing may be
mentioned here. Wheeler and Southwell {E?iffineerini/,

Vol. 99, page 64, 1915) describe the balancing of large

turbine rotors, using mirrors and a beam of light to reveal
unbalance. Commander Cleary {Jourtial American Society
of Naval Engineers, Vol. 30, page 1, 1918) describes the
same method, used in ximerica. Heidebroek {Zeit. Ver.

Dmi. Iwjr., Vol. (iO, page 11, 1910) describes Lavacz-
zeck's method of balancing, where the rotating body is

supported on bearings, one of which moves in the arc of a
circle, whose centre is the other bearing, under the control
of springs. In an example quoted, a 10(»-kg. rotor was
run at resonant speed, and a weight of 0-a gm. placed at a

distance of 300 mm. from the centre of gravity of the
body, produced an amplitude of vibration of 0'035 mm.

:

this means that a displacement of the centre of gravity by
O'OOl mm. was revealed b^ the machine.

Torbet {Journal American Society of Naval Engineers,

Vol. 30, page .OIH, 191S) discusses balancing of machines
and the vibrations of the fonndations from a mathematical

point of view, and suggests how to determine the unbalance

from the forces acting on the bearings. Wv'inion {Eleetrir

Journal, Vol. 1.0, page 349, 19lx) describes the Carl

Wenstrom balancing machine, which is based on Lavat-

zeck's idea. This article is reproduced in the Elertririan,

Vol. 82, page 12s, January :.'4th, 1919. The machine is

also described in Aerial Af/e Weehlij, April 29th, 191s.

Mtdliinenj (New York), in Vol. 25, page 28;"), December,

1918, and page 422, January, 1919, describes all the

existing types of machines. JelTcott {Phil. Ma//., Vol. 37,

page 301, 1919) discusses the question of balance from a

mathematical point of view. Ileyman (Hleclrohrh. Zeil.,

Vol. 44, page 234, &c.. May 22nd and 291 h, 1919)
describes the whole matter in a very well illustrated and
complete article.

The conclusions to be drawn may be summed up thus :

—

1. Very accurate balancing is possible if proper balancing

machines are used.

2. The balance obtainable by using "chalk mark" and
" high spot " methods is only relatively good.

3. Static balance obtainable by the use of parallel ways
is relatively poor.

4. Definite information to cover all eases is required, as

to the unbalance which is permissible or tolerable.

5. Where the natural period of oscillation of the supports

is being utilised, the deflection of the spring for the super-

incumbent load should be about 3,520/w'- in., where n is

the speed of the machine in r.p.m.

Time of swing — 2tv (deflection///).

WAGES IN THE LONDON DISTRICT.

The Industrial Court has issued an award relating to electricity

undertakings in London and the adjoininpr district Cwar-wajie

advance), dated December l!)th, l'.U9.

The parties were on the one hand, th« Electrical Trades UnioB,

the National Amalgamated Society of Enginemen, Firemen,

Mechanics, Motormen, and Electrical Workers, the National Union

of General Workers, and the Workers' Union ; and on the other,

the London County Council, the local authorities of Leyton, Epsom,
Ilford, Barking, Barnes, Beckenham, Erith, Walthamstow,

Watford, Willesden, Battersea, Bermondsey, Fulham, Hackney,

Hammersmith, Hampstead, Islington, Poplar, St. Pancraa, St.

Marylebone, Shoreditch, Southwark, Stepney. Stoke Newington,
West Ham, Woolwich, Croydon, Ealing, East Ham, Kingston-on- *

Thames, and Wimbledon, the London electricity supply and tram-
way compani«.s, the North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply and
Distribution Companies, and the companies supplying Heudon,
Twickenham and Teddington, Uxbridge and district, and
Richmond (.Surrey).

The terms of reference were a claim on behalf of the work-
people concerned in the employ of the undertakings for a further

war-wage advance of 15s. per week.
1. The matter was referred iunder the Industrial Courts Act,

1919, by the Ministry of Labour to the Industrial Court for settle-

ment, and representatives of the parties were heard on December
lUth, 1919, in London, The Richmond (Surrey) Electric Lightand
Power Co., Ltd., was not represented.

2, The men concerned, aged 18 years and over, have received war
advances not exceeding 2Ss, 6d. a week ; in addition, those 21 years

of age and over have received a bonus on earnings of 12i per cent,

in the case of timework^rs, and 7i per cent, in the case of piece-

workers.

The decision of the Court was as follows :

—

8. The men concerned, aged 18 years and over, shall receive an
advance of as, a full ordinary week.

4. The amount hereby awarded is to be taken into account in the
calculation of payment for overtime and night duty, and for work
OD Sundays and holidays, and will form part of the total earnings
of time and pieceworkers upon which the bonuses of 12V per cent,

and 7 J per cent, respectively, are to be calculated ; but it is not
otherwise to apply to or affect present time rates premium bonus
rates, or piecework prices, and is not to be taken into account as

part of the time rates for the purpose of fixing new piecework
prices or bonus rates.

5. The Court's decision shall take effect from the pay-day
immediately following Decemliier 1st, 1919, in respect of the pay
period for which payment was made on that p.ay-day.

William W. MackenziEj
J. McKlE BllYCE,

D. C. CUMMINGS.
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A similar award relates to eleotriual workers on niilwaya, and
bears the same date. The parties were, on the one han<l, the

Ti-ade Unions above-named, and on the other, the Railway Execu-
tive Committee, representing the railways operatinjj in the London
district. The terms of reference were a claim for an advance of

l.'js. per week.
The matter was referred under the Wages (Temporary Regu-

lation) Acts, 191.S and 1919, by the Ministry of Labour to the

Interim Court of Arbitration for settlement, and not having been

settled by that Court before the passing of the Industrial Courts

Act, transferred to the Industrial Court, and this award has effect

as it it were an award of the Interim Court of Arbitration made
under the Wages (Temporary Regulation) Act, 191,S. Representa-

tives of the parties were heard by the Industrial Court in London
on December 19th, 1919.

The decision of the Court was, in effect, identical with the

foregoing, with the following additions :

—

This decision shall not apply to men who in respect to wages are

at present on the same footing as men of a class othej than elec-

trical workers employed on railways.

The rates fixed in accordance with this decision shall be the

substituted rates of the workpeople concerned for the purposes of

the Wages (Temporary Regulation) Acts, 1918 and 1919, as modified

by the Industrial Courts Act, 1919.

THE COAL REBATE.

Under Clause 5 of the Coal (Pit's Mouth) Prices Order and
Direction, 1919, dated November 2.;ith, 1919. the following

prescription has been issued by the Controller of Coal Mines to

Electricity Undertakings :

—

Whereas under the provisions of Clause 5 of the above-mentioned

order and direction it is provided (amongst other things) that

where coal is delivered to an electricity undertaking the owners
or secretary or manaper may when paying therefor give a certificate

either to the colliery owner or to the factor dealer or merchant
from whom they bought that a proportion of the said coal has

been or will be used by them for making electricity for domestic

or household purposes, and shall in that case be entitled to deduct

10s. ])er ton from the price in respect of such proportion and that

the Controller may prescribe the amount of coal in respect of which
such deduction may be made as he in his absolute discretion

thinks fit.

Now therefore the Controller hereby prescribes as follows :

—

(,/:) In the case of coal delivered during the month of December.

1919, the amount of coal in respect of which the said deduction of

10s. per ton may be maile shall be ascertained by reference to the

proportion that the quantity of electricity supplied for domestic or

household purposes during the third quarter of 1919 bears to the

total quantity of electricity supplied during the same period and
shall be determined and certified accordingly.

(/») In the case of coal delivered between January 1st. 1920, and
March 31st, 1920, the amount of coal in respect of which the said

deduction of 10s. per ton may be made shall be ascertained by
reference to the proportion that the quantity of electricity

supplied for domestic or household purposes during the fourth

quarter of 1919 bears to the total quantity of electricity supplied

during the same period and shall be determined and certified

accordingly.
(() In any subsequent quarter the amount of coal in respect of

which the said deduction of 10s. per ton may be made shall be

ascertained by reference to the proportion that the quantity of

electricity supplied for domestic or household purposes during the

corresponding quarter of the previous year bears to the total

quantity of electricity supplied during the same period and shall be

determined and certified accordingly.

Provided always that in respect of sums so deductetl an allow-

ance shall be made to each domestic or household consumer at the

end of each quarter which shall be at that rate per unit which
results from dividing the total weight of coal (in tons) used in the

previous quarter by the total units supplied in such previous

(juarter, multiplying the quotient by 120 (the result being in pence)

less such percentage in respect of expenses as may from time to

time be approved by the Controller of Coal Mines.

The first allowance shall be given to the consumers at the end
of the first quarter of 1920, and shall take account of deductions

then actually made from the price of coal delivered between
December Ist, 1919, and March Slst, 1920. Any surplus or deficiency

shall be carried forward to the next quarter.

(Signed) A. R. Duncan.
Ciintrul/fi- III' Coal Miue.1.

Dated December 30th, 1919.

An Explanatory Memorandum on the Prescription (approved

by the Controller of Coal Mines) has been prepared by a Committee
consisting of :

—

Mr. Roger T. Smith, President I.E.E. (Chairman), and repre-

sentatives of

The Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association,

The Incorporated Association of Electric Power Companies,
The Conference of Chief Officials of London Electric Supply

Companies,
The Provincial Electric Supply Committee of the United

Kingdom, and

The Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers of Greater

London.
The memorandum states that to obtain the rebate of 10s. per ton

on the coal used for electricity supply for domestic or household

purposes for December, 1919

—

Electricity sold for domestic or household purposes

during third quarter, 1919.
Ri -

}<;iectricitv sold for all purposes during third quarter,

1919.

The rebate at 10s. per ton on coal delivered during December
will be

—

Rebate in i; sterling = Ri x total coal delivered

during December X 10/20.

For January. February, and March, 1920, the fourth quarter of

1919 is taken, and a similar formula is given for the rebate on the

total coal delivered during each month. For subsequent quarters

the corresponding quarter of 1919 is taken.

Certificates are to be issued only at the end of each month after

coal is delivered, and not when it is ordered. The total quantity

of coal certified is to be divided between the different suppliers in

proportion to the quantities delivered by each. Coal burnt from
stock receives no rebate.

To pass on the rebate on the coal obtained (less 5 per cent, for

expenses) to the consumer for domestic or household purposes,

for the March quarter, 1920

—

Tons of coal used in fourth quarter, 1919.
Ti — rj.Qjj^j

units of electricity sold in fourth quarter, 1919.

The rate of the rebate to be passed on to the consumer for

domestic or household supplies is 120 pence per ton. less 5 per cent.,

or IH pence per ton.

For the three months .lanuary, February, and March, 1920, each

unit of electricity sold for domestic or household purposes will

receive a rebate in pence = T, x 114 pence. The rebate itself is

to be given as a lump sum. to be deducted from the account.

For any subsequent quarter in 1920 a similar rule holds good.

The rebate actually passed on is to be compared with the actual

electricity sold and the actual coal used for domestic or household

purposes, the coal used being calculated as provided for in the

order as if every unit (whether for industrial or domestic supply)

reciuired the same amount of coal.

Any deficiency or surplus in the rebate passed on is to be carried

on to the next quarter, it being the intention of the order that

only the rebate actually received for the coal, less 5 per cent, for

expenses, should in the aggregate be passed on.

LEGAL.

Workmen's Compensation Cases.

In the Bow County Court, on Monday, before Judge Graham. K.C.,

in a case under the Workmen's Compensation .\ct, Edward
Hanxwell, of Stratford, was the applicant, and the Charing Cross,

West End and City Electric Supply Co., were the respondents. Mr.

Shakespeare appeared for the applicant, and Mr. Rowlands for the

respondents. It appeared that the applicant was employed as an

assistant engine driver at the power station at Marsh Lane, and on

December Ist, 191.-*, a ladder fell, causing him to fall into the pit,

and his right wrist was broken. At that time he was earning

£4 13s. 2d. a week. He went back at the end of March, and was
found light work at £3 (Js. 8d. a week, and his compensation was
lowered from 25s. to 10s. a week, for eight weeks. Then he was
put back on his old work for a time, but found himself incapable

of doing it. The respondents discharged him, but the Tratle

Unionists took the matter up, with the result that three days later

applicant was taken back as an assistant box cleaner at £3 10s. a

week. He claimed that since July he had been at a loss of the

difference between the £3 los. a week and the £4 13s. 2d. he had

originally earned. On the other hand, the respondents contended

that the high wage earned by the man was only caused by his

temporarily doing some very long overtime, but it was of such short

duration that it would not be fair to include it in an average for

compensation. Again they suggested that the man had recoveretl

sufficiently to do his old work, and that the reason for his dis-

charge was because he absented himself for days without letting

them know why, and it would be impossible to carry on a groat

power plant if that was to go on. They agreed to take him back on

the representations of his Union, but they could not then give him
his old job. as a numlier of their old employt'fl, who had been in

the Army, had been demobili.sed, and they ha<l to carry out their

promise to find them jobs. The applicant had only been taken on

during the war, and was not entitled to the same consideration as

the demobilised men.
Judge Graham reserved judgment.

SherikfSubstitdte Guy gave his decision at Edinburgh on

Saturday in a case in which a Portobello woman sought compensa-

tion for herself and two children from the Niddrie and Benhar

Coal Co. Pursuer sued for £300 in resiiect of the death of her

husband while working an electrically-driven coal-cutting machine

in the Woolmot Pit. Nidilrie. Tli.< sheriff held that the cause of

death was electrocution. It had been agreed l)etweeu the parties

that in the event of the pursuer su<:ci«ding in the action, the com-

pensation should be fixed at t:300, and he granted a decree acoonl-

ingly, finding the defenders also liable in expenses.
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IIODOES r, WEIU!.

On Monday last, in the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Peterson

commenced the Iiearing of this case, in which plaintiff, a foreman
electrician, a former member of the E.T.U ,

from which he resiffned

(he joined the National Association of Supervising Electricians),

asked that the defendant. Secretary of the E.T.U., should be

restrained from wrongfully interfering with, or attempting to

interfere with, his employment and his right to dispose of his

lalxiur as he willed. Hodges complained that Webb coerced his

employers (Messrs. Tyler A: Freeman), while doing work at Watford
for the Watford Manufacturing Co., into dismissing him, by calling

out on strike the 12 men who were working under him. Corres-

pondence was read which showed that Messrs. Tyler iV: Freeman
received a letter from Mr. Wyatt, Assistant London District

Secretary, in which he said that the men were not called off, but

that the whole of the men, members and non-members of the

E.T.U., came out together owing to the fact that the foreman was
a member of the X.A.S.E., and also because of the arrogant attitude

iuiopted by Mr. Hodges toward Mr. Webb when the latter approached

him. In the course of the hearing plaintiff said that in October

last Mr. Webb had told him that unless he joined the E.T.U. he
would lose his livelihood. This he refused to do. At the end of

November last plaintiff hail to go. and he had been out of employ-
ment until the hearing of the motion in this action. Jlessrs. Tyler

and Freeman took him into their employ again in December. Mr.
Tyler gave evidence on Monday. He referred to the relations of

his firm with the E.T.U., and said that the firm dismissed plaintiff

because the Watford Manufacturing Co. ordered them to push on
with the work. They were sorry to lose him, but they had no
option but to dismiss him. Under cross-examination, he said that

the E.T.U. had been in antagonism with the N.A.S.E. regarding
whether E.T.U. members should work with N..\.S.E. members.
The latter Association had been refused federation by the Trade
Union Congress owing to the blackball ol the London District.

Mr. Tyler denied that the N.A.S.E. was formed at the instigation

of the National Federated Electrical Association.

The hearing was resumed on luesday when Mr. Tyler was
further cross-examined. Evidence was also given by Mr. Banister,

hon.secretary of the X.A.S.E., and others. The defendant's case was
then opened and he was giving evidence when the Court again
adjourned.

(To be continued.)

Direct United States Cahle Co., Ltd. c Western Union
Tele(;bai>h Co.

This case was mentioned on an adjourned summons in the Chancery
Division, before Mr. .Justice Peterson, on Monday.
Mr. Maugham, K.C, said that the position at the moment was

that the witnesses from America had not yet arrived. They were
expected to arrive on or about January 2iith, and he asked his

Lordship to fix a date for the hearing of the action shortly after

that date. He suggested Monday, February 2nd.

3lR. Whin'NEV, appearing on the other side, said he would like

to see the documents before the case came on again.

Mr. Maugham said that copies of all the documents were here
now, and Mr. Whinney could see them.
His Lordship fixed February 2nd provisionally for the hearing

of the case.

A STERLING WORKS VISIT.

The Sterliug Telephone & Electric Uo.'s business was
established in 19(X), and was registered as a hmited
liabiUty company in 1909. The company manufactures
telephones, wireless telegraph instruments, mine signal-

Ung appai-atus, including shaft signalling systems, mine
exploders (blasting machines), electric bells and indi-

cators of every variety. The head office of the com-
pany is situated in London, and comprises a handsome
suite of offices, also a selling organisation, stores, showrooms,
and other departments. Here may be seen samples of the
company's various manufactures, the outstanding feature of

which is the large variety of ai'ticles which form part of the
telephone and signaUing industry, due to the fact that the in-

struments are required to work under such varied conditions.

Early in- 1909 the company secured valuable freehold works
situated on the eastern outskirts of liondon at Dagenham, in

Essex. The ground ai'ea is approximately 3-5 acres; the build-

ings and plant cover an area of six acres; sports ground five

v^pf
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are motor-driven by enclosed silent chains, the motors all

being placed overhead. In the main machine .shop the auto-
matic turret .section can produce over G(Kl,fl(lO .small enfiineering
parts weekly; the machines in the capstan lathe section are
operated largely by women, who handle them with great
dexterity. Most of the parts produced in the machine sliops

l-K, I'liESS Shop.

pass through the high-speed sen.sitive drill section, where
women ai'e almost exclusively employed. The telephone ma-
chine shop is more particularly engaged in tlie production of
telephone parts as distinct from other products. Fig. 2 is a
view of this .shop, in which -a large assortment of high-class

machine tools iis employed. The view also indicates the
nature of the lighting system and the commodiousness of the
shops. In other instances individual machines are lighted
locally. Fig. 3 shows a section of the ixnver i)ress shop, in
which the succe.ss of the operations dejiends largely upon the
efficiency of special press tools which aie designed and pr(]-

duced in the works' toolroom, wliich may be legarded as the
mainstay of the works.
Brass and steel turnings (swarf) are removed from the

variolic machine .shops -and treated by hydro-extractors and
oil liltintiun plant. The oil is extracted by centrifugal force
and Ultered by a .special process. In the annealing shop all

the tools as well as the magnets required in the nianufa<-ture
of telephones are hardened. In the grinding and polishing
shop small components are prepared for electro-plating. The
air is kept free from du.st by a hurricane extractor fitteil at

each operator's pfjsition. Hoods are fitted above the vats in

the electro-plating shop, where components are zinced, tinned,
coppered, or nickel-plated, by means of which the fumes are
drawn out of the building by a powerful fan. In the enamel
shop care is exercLsed to keep the air dust free while articles

are being dipped or sprayed, and precautions are taken against
(ire in the gas-heated baking ovens which adjoin.

In the coil-winding department coils are wound to specific

resistance, and must pass a severe test; the delicate w-ork,

denumding patience and skill, is handled exclusively by glils.

The whole of the printing required in connection with the
works is done on the premises; this department was greatly
appreciated during the war, when constantly changing con-
ditions had to be met without delay. In the general oflice

buildings, drawing offices for tool and instiument design, a
planning department, and a laboratory arc included.

In concluding this survey of the Sterling Telephone Co.'s

works we have to thank Mr. Guy Burney, managing director,

and Mr. A. Ander.son, works manager, for the courteous and
hospitable maimer in which we were received and conducted
over the works at the time of our visit, and also for supplying
photographs from which the above illustrations were repro-

duced.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Municipal Finance.—We read in the financial notes in

the Thiii'x that several municipalities are favouring the idea of the

establishment of a municip,al bank. The Manchester City Council
has agreed to appoint a special committee " to consider the

desirability of estatilishing and carrying on a national bank, with
municipal branches in all large centres of industry and commerce,
to enable, amongst other things, municipal corporations and .other

bodies to utilise their surplus .assets to finance house building and
other public undertakings, thereby saving interest on borrowed
moneys, the repayment of which under the present system entails

a total expenditure equal to twice or thereabouts of the original

cpital expenditure."

Exiiibitions at Sao Paulo.- The British Chamber of

Commerce at Sao Paulo and Southern Brazil is organising a aeries

of exhibitions of British products. The first, devoted to hard-

ware of every description, is being held from January Ist to

March 1st. 1920. The second from April Ist to June 30th, will

deal with fancy goods, including electrical batteries, pocket lamps
and fancy articles. From October 1st to December 31st the

exhibition will be devoted to glass, china and earthenware, includ-

ing electric bulbs, laboratory and lighting glass, insulating

materials and laboratory porcelain. From January 1st to

March 30th, 1922 (two years hence be it noted), electrical goods
will have the floor to themselves, and electrical manufactures of

very many kinds coming in an alphabetical list from A (accumu-
lators), to T (trolley wheels) will be displayed. Some further

particulars may be found in the Board, of Trade Journal.

Swedish Company's Reconstruction.—According to

Renter, the Volta Electric Co., Ltd., Stockholm, is to be liquidated,

and a resolution for reconstruction had been provisionally accepted.

The business will be taken over by a new company with a capital

of Kr. 6,500,000, of which Kr. 3,500,000 will be issued in founders'

shares, and Kr. 3,000,000 in preference shares. Of the founders'

shares, Kr. 2,500,000, or 50 per cent, of the present capital, would
go to present shareholders.

Italy.—Electrical TJndertakincs.—Numerous com-
panies are being formed in Italy for the purpose of the generation
and distribution of electrical power. Many of these, such as the
Societa Anonima Forze Idroelettrica Meridionali and the Societa.

Ligure-Tosoana di Elettricita, have as their object the harnessing

of Italy's water power. The majority of the remainder are relying

on lignite and other low-grade fuels, which abound in the valley

of the .Vrno, for the production of energy.

Empty Cases.—Owing to the increased railway rates and
other transport considerations, the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

will in future only make a nominal charge for packing cases, so

that clients may retain them or dispose of them locally, instead of

returning them. Ca-ses returned "carriage paid." in good con-

dition, will be credited in full as before.

Armstrong-Whitworth Diesel Engines.—Realising the

great future of the Diesel engine for ship propulsion. Messrs.
Armstroxo-Whitworth & Co. have entered into an agreement
with the well-known Swiss firm of Sulzer Bros,, whereby they
acquire a licence to manufacture and sell, in Great Britain and the

Colonies, two-cyole marine engines embodying the best features of

the Sulzer system. It has been decided to adopt the two-cycle

principle on account of the proved reliability and efficiency of this

type of engine, its high ratio of horse-power to size and weight, and
its ability to work continuously on Californian or Mexican crude

oils of high sulphur and asphalt content, which are the cheapest

fuels at present on the market. Engines aggregating over

600,000 B ir p. have now been built by Sulzer Bros, on the two-
cycle principle, and the experience they have gained in regard to

both design and manufacture will be placed at the disposal of

Armstrongs in the production of the new engine.

—

Fina/icitil

Time.':.

Foreign Trade.—December Figfres.—The following
are the values given of electrical goods and machinery in the official

returns of imports and exports for December :

—

December. Inc. or 12 montks,\n9

,

1919. dec. Inc. or dec.

Imports. £ £ £
Electrical goods, &c. ... 141,822 -t- 82,700 + 156,693
Machinery 1,714,943 + 922,051 -I- 4,3(12,299

Exports.

Electrical goods, &o. ... 646,155 -f 401,776 -t- 3,424.612

Machinery 3,884,429 -F 2,710,109 -1-1(;,(;18,00C.

Preference to Australian Manufactures.—The South
Australian Chamber of Manufactures has decided to use efforts to

get both branches of the State Parliament to pass a resolution

similar to that carricnl some years ago by the Victorian legislature

as follows
—

' That in obtaining machinery, goods or material for

the service of the State, the Government shall, with a view to the
encouragement of our own manufacturers and producers, give

substantial and effective preference to those manufactured or pro-

duced in the Commonwealth ; and further, that the prices and
tenders for all macliiuery, goods or material so obtained, which are

manufactured or produced outside the Commonwealth, shall be

laid on the table of the House at the end of each financial year,

or as soon thereafter as Parliament meets." The meeting also

discussed the disadvantages under which contractors tendering
for Government work are placed through awards of higher wages
being made after their contrsicts have been accepted. It was
resolved :

—
" That in view of the un(-ertainty of the labour position,

and the fact that wages are fixed by a Government tribunal, the

Chamber approach the Goven\uient with the object of having
included in the conditions of Government contract a rise and fall

clause in regard to w.ages."

—

'Icndem,
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Germany and her Foreign Markets.—It is sfenerally

assumwl in the Gernuui Press that, ajiart from the danprer of an
" economic war " on Germany, there is also what is termed a
" psycholotrioal epidemic " with which entire nations are afflicted.

This is resolvintr itself into an aversion for everything' German,

which will continne for some time to lead to a situation in all

economic life similar to a state of war. To overcome this prejudice

many sntrtrestions have been made, some of which have been

carried out. The first was the idea of selling German merchandise

under the trade-marks of neutral countries. This, it is stated, has

necessarily lieen abandoned. Another project is the establishment

of branch factories in neutral countries. But here apain, Switzer-

land, for example, has taken measures to prevent articles proiluced

by such branch plants from bearinj; marks indicating Swiss manu-
facture. Such articles are not admitted to the Sample Fair at

Basle, and it is anticipated that there will be future legislation, at

least in France and Ensrland, to prevent entrance of these

pseudo-Swiss products. It is hoped, however, that it may be

possible to overcome these difficulties by founding in neutral

countries local tnationaO firms under the control of dummy
directors. For the period immediately following the war. at

least, it is urifed that everything points to the neutral as the

proper representative of German firms. He can enter France and
England without difficulty, and can sell his customers German
goods, which naturally speak for themselves.

—

Board of Trade
Jottrnal.

Forthcoming Congress of Manufacturers.— T'''" Times
reports that the Federation of British Industries is ort>anising a

congress, to which the various manufacturers and trade organisa-

tions of the country will be invited to send representatives, in

London early in February.

The Situation in France.—It has been the practice at

the annual meetings of the Compagnie Gcnerale d'Electricite, in

Paris, for M. Azaria, deputy manager, to submit a forecast of the

pos3iI)le course of business, not only in the new financial year, but

also for subsecjuent years. At the recent general meeting, how-
ever, the customary resolutions were adopted without any state-

ment being made by the deputy manager, and it seemed at first as

if the shareholdei-s would disperse without any information being

given on the ijuestion. Xevertheless. the earnest request of the

shareholders induced M. Azaria. who appeared to be desirous of

discontinuing the tradition, to rise to the occasion, although he
remarked that any prevision at the present time is absolutely

impossible owing to the very difficult conditions of working which
prevail. The deputy manager statetl that it happeneil frequently,

too frequently for their liking, that their works were brought to a

standstill—stopped when they were in the environs of Paris, as

those at Ivry and Vitry, owing to the lack of current through the

works which supplied them having no coal ; and stopped when the

question concerned works which were supplied by the Compagnie
Generale as a consequence of the failure in the delivery of raw
materials to the latter, particularly coal. Under the circumstances,

what forecast could be made .' If, however, the coal and transport

crisis were to come to an end—which was a question of time—or

if the situation in this respect were to be mitigated, even slightly,

the requirements of consumers in the manufactures produced by
the company, as well as in all those made by industry in general,

were such that industrial pros])erity could not fail to become very
considerable ; and the company would derive advantage therefrom
as well as others, neither more nor less. Coming to consider the
problem of supply works and distributing companies, the deputy
manager remarked that the companies were gripped as in a vice

by the specifications or conditions of concession, which hindered
them from increasing their sale prices for the supply of energy, but
which did not prevent them from experiencing the immense reper-

cussions caused by the growth in the prices of the raw materials

they used, especially coal. Thus the price of coal, which was quite

normal before the war, at IS, 20 or 2.") francs per ton—and when
it advanced to 30 or 35 francs, the rate was considered to be
fantastic—had risen to 200, 300 and 500 francs per ton. As the
sale prices under the terms of the concessions could not be increased
without official sanction, the (luestion arose as to how to obtain com-
pensation for the excess of expenses over receipts, which amounted
to millions of francs. The attention of the public authorities had
frequently been drawn to the situation of aliairs, but many other
matters had to be considered on account of the war. The war,
however, was over ; the public authorities and the municipalities
now understood that the companies could not continue to sell at

the pre-war price a product which at present cost them two. three
and four times more ; and the speaker foreshadowed the impending
issue by the Ministres des Travaux Publics et de Flnterieur of an
instruction to the municipal and other competent authorities,

authorising an increase in the charges for supply. Under these
circumstances, the deputy manager expressed the opinion that the
supply business would first gradually recover financial equilibrium,
and subse<}uently the prosperity which it enjoyed prior to

the war.

South American Trade,—Speaking at a luncheon of the
British and , Latin-American Chamber of Commerce, Sir James
Kemnal, the president, said that a great amount of work was being
done by the chamber in bringing firms in South America into close

contact with British manufacturers. During the past year 1,250
inquiries were received by the chamber from South America, and
3,000 inquiries were received regarding South America and trade
openings. During the same period the agencies of 200 British
firms were placed in the hands of reliable South American repre-
sentatives, and those agencies were working successfully.

Shanghai Electrical Undertaking.—The Special Corres-

pondent at Shanghai of the Times Trade Supplement says that some

very goo<i contracts for engineering material have been secured

recently by British firms. Engineering firms generally are very

optimistic as to the future in China. In his presidental address at

the meeting of the Engineering Society, the President, as an

instance of the growth of industrial enterprises, cited the Muni-

cipal Electricity Department. With the atlditions now in course

of erection, the power station would be able to handle a load of

77,000 KW. Yet. the anticipated demand for power from mills

now in course of erection or contemplated in the neighbourhood of

Shanghai was such that the engineer-in-chief expects to have to

go home in the coming year to place orders for additional plant.
" It would pay some of the big electrical companies, which have

been formed since the signing of the Armistice, to send out experts

to study the electrical question on the spot, and establish their

own offices here. There would he ample scope for their activities

in China."

The Engineering Strike in Sweden.—A Reuter dispatch

dated .lanuary '.tth. stated that the situation in the dispute with the

Swedish engineering industry was becoming more critical. A lock-

out was probably to lie declared by all the factories belonging to

the Swedish Mechanical Works Association (Sveriges Verkstads-

foerening) in support of those firms where a strike had been

declared.

The Tbiiex correspondent at Stockholm says that the cause of the

strike, besides a demand for increased wages in some cases, is a

dispute as to the regulation of the hours of labour to meet the

provisions of the new law for an eight-hour day, which was voted

last summer and which entered into force at the beginning of this

year. The employers claim the right to apportion the eight hours

during the day so as to suit the character of the work, while the

workmen contend that they may complete their eight hours when
and as they like.

Sydney Tendering Conditions.—The Sydney (X.S.W.)

Municipal Council has decided that with regard to specifications and

general conditions of tenders for the electric lighting department,

in respect of which a conference has been held between representa-

tives of the Council and representatives of the B.E.A.M.A.. in

Sydney, amendment of the Council's specification and general con-

ditions, so far as the electric lighting dejjartment is concerned, be

approvetl and adopted, to provide for the following :

—

1. " Specifications " in future to be in suoli a foiin that wtiile each tenderer

must submit one formal tender precisely in accordance with the "specifica-

tion" and general conditions, each tenderer shall be at liberty also, it he so

wishes, to submit at least one alternative tender, this alternative tender to be

for plant or apparatus, il the tenderer so wishes, differing from the " speci-

fication."
2. In "specifications" issued during the next 12 months, the penalty for

late completion of contracts to be not more than J of 1 per cent, of the value

of the contract per week, with a maximum of 5 per cent, of the value of the
contract.

3. "Specifications" issued in future to set out standard rates on which the

amounts of tenders are based for :

—

(rt) Freight rate per ton from Great Britain to Sydney.
(b\ Freight rate per ton from United States of America to Sydney.

(fl Rate of exchange between Sydney and London.
id) Rate of exchange between Australia and the United States of America.
If) Price per ton for electrolytic copper on London market.
(;) Price per ton for lead on London market.
(yl Price per ton for tin on London market.
4. "Specifications" issued in future to provide for Council paying any extra

amount which the contractor has to pay for labour in Australia as the result of

an Award of a Wages Board or a Judgment of an Arbitration Court taking

effect between the date of the sending in of the tender and the date of the

completion of the contract.

Also that payments under future contracts he made in Australia

as laid down under resolution of Council and agreed to by con-

ference. By consent, the following clause was atlded :

—

(hi Price per ton for tin, copper and lead on Sydney market for Australian
manufactured goods.

Trade Union Methods.—In a letter to The Times, Mr.
p. M. Brooke-Hitching states that in a large building, which is

now nearing completion, fiats are let to people who wish to oljtain

possession as early as possible. The builder is doing all that he

can to exjiedite the work. A number of electricians are employed
carrying oHt wiring for electric light. In order to meet the

demand for telephones, the Post Office arranged to bring in the

necessary cables. After this work had been going on for several

days, an organiser of the Electrical Trades Union came to the

buildings and informed the electricians working there that he

would not allow the Post Office officials to continue their work,

and that, if the Goverment men did not leave, he woidd call out

every electrician immediately. As the completion of the electric

light wiring was a more urgent matter than the installationlof tele-

phones, the builder had no option but to obey the dictates of the

Electrical Trades Union organiser. This interference has appa-

rently been accepted without demur by the Post Office.

What occasioned the action of the Union is not clear to us ; is

this the beginning of an attempt to force the Post Office elec-

tricians into the E.T.U. .'

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made restoring

Patent Xo. 23,082, of 1912, granted to Robt. F. Venneb, for
" Improvements in electric heating and cooking apparatus."

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board,
Ministry of Munitions, Messrs. Harris i: Gillow will sell by
auction, at Shoreham Camp. Sussex, on January 21st, 22nd, and
23rd, a quantity of building material, huts, camp equipment, and
electrical appliances, comprising batten-holders, switches, wall-

plugs, pendants, &c. For full particulars, see our advertisement
pages to-day.
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A French Undertaking.—The tlirectoi-s of hes Exploita-
tions Eiectriquea, S.A., of Paris, reporting on the year 1918-19, state
that the diflicultiea experienced by the tramway and lifrhtinfr under-
takinffs managed by the company continued grreat. If labour had
become less scarce throufrh the prog^ressive demobilisation which
had rendered possible the return of a portion of the workmen, the
prices of all raw materials, and coal in particular, had remained
on a hijrh level. On the other hand, wages had largely increixsed

both in the case of the company and in that of its subsidiary com-
panies. These conditions involved a heavy charge upon the
subsidiary companies, and the directors had, therefore, applied to
the concessioning authorities for permission to raise fares and
charges for supply to a further extent than that previously
granted. In most instances the municipalities and the depart-
ments had acceded to the request, but only after long and tedious
negotiations. The company had taken an important part in the
formation of Les Constructions Electriques du Rhone CProcedes Dick-
Kerr). which wa.s constituted in November. 1918. The object of the
latter was the construction and maintenance of tramway rolling
stock, motors and accessory tramway equipment, and works for
this purpose were being built in the suburbs of Lyons. The
participation of the Exploitations Electriques in the new under-
taking would assure the former a supply of plant necessary for its

subsidiaries. As net profits and balance forward the accounts of
the parent company show the amount of 1,140,000 fr.. permitting of
the payment of a dividend of U)'25 fr. per ordinary share on a
capital of 12,500,000 fr.

The A.E.G, and Austrian Water Powers.—With reference
to the statement that the Berlin A.E.G. had been endeavouring to
secure ]x>ssession of the water powers in the Vorarlberg by means
of direct purchase, it is reported that after preliminary negotia-
tions the Government declined, on principle, to dispose of the
water powers to another country, but expressed its readiness to
enter into further negotiations on a different basis—namely, by
the formation of a joint company in Vorarlb ;rg, the State of which
would possess 51 per cent, of the share capital, leaving 49 per cent,

to be taken up by the A.E.G.

Book Notices.
—" Loctwood's Builder's and Contractoi'.s

Price Book'' for 1920. London : Crosby Lockwood i: Son.
4s. net.—This is quite an old friend, and, in view of coming building
activity, it will be much in demand, though, while giving prices
" down to date," the editor recognises that owing to the fluctuating

conditions to compile a definite set of prices for building work
during 1920 is an impossibility. Sections relating to electric

lighting and electric bells, prepared by Mr. A. P. Haalam. have
been revised and enlarged. Prices of electric lighting, heating and
domestic appliances, conduits, dynamos, motors, batteries, bells,

and telephones are quoted from various manufacturers' lists.

There are wages tables, legal notes, &c., and in the supplement
the London Building Act of 1894 and other Acts, by-laws, and
regulations afl'ecting building operations occupy a great deal of

space.

The Cliamher of f'oiiiiiisn'e Joiirniil, which is the official organ
of the London Chamber of Commerce, is now published weekly
C6d.), instead of monthly. Always a very useful paper for liusi-

ness men—employers and employed alike—it should be more so,

owing to the prompter publication of many matters which is

possible under the new arrangement.
" Science Abstracts " (A and B). Part 12. No. 264. Vol. XXII.

December 30th, 1919. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price

Is. 6d. each net.
" Electrical Engineer's Diary for 1920." London : S. Davis and

Co. Price 7s. Od.

"The Dyeing Industry." By S. H. Higgins. Pp. viii + 189.

London : Longmans. Green & Co. Price 8s. 6d. net.

Scientific Paper No. 34'.i of the Bureau of Standards, " Photo-
electric Spectrophotometry by the Mill Method. " Price 5 cents.

Scientific Paper No. 334, " New Forms of Instruments for Showing
the Presence and Amount of Combustible Gas in the Air." Price

15 cents. 'Washington : Government Printing Office.

Lead.—In their report, dated January luth, Messrs.
G. Cawson & Co. state :

—
The closing figures yesterday, ^47 158. prompt and January, and £48 5s. to

£48 10s. March and .\pril, are record prices, and they are not justified by the
position of the m«tal. . . .

There is a large supply of lead in the country, and it is a real hardship on
consumers that they should be corapelled to pay such tremendous prices,
owing to speculation. Lead is coming forward quite freely, as shown by the
arrivals last month of 12,496 tons. This month they promise to be quite as
heavy. . . .

The outlook is more confused than ever; should speculators continue their
operations, the price may be driven still higher, although the eventual crash is

bound to come sooner or later : it may even come sooner than anticipated.

Italian Engineering Combine for Near Eastern Trade.

—

The Agenzia Economica says that the following companies :

"Breda," ''Terni,'' " Officiue Meccaniche gia' Mianie Silvestri."
" Meccanica Lombarda," and " Moto-Aratruce. " have come to an
agreement, under the auspices of the Credito Italiano, to form the
" Societa Italo-Orientale," which has as its object to concentrate

into a single channel the exporting activities of the above
industries in the Balkans and the Near East. The new company
is beginning with a capital of 2,500,000 Italian lire, and has its

head offices in Milan. In order to put into practice a plan for the

co-operation of the countries with which the new company intends

to trade ; financial groups in these countries will be asked to con-

tribute to the capital of the new company, places being reserved

for their representatives on the board of directors.

—

Renter'x Truth
Sereirt.

Catalogues and Lists.—British Thomson-HoloTon Co.,

Ltd., 77, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. 4.—Descriptive List

No. 10,952, dealing with thermostatic metal developed for use on
thermostatically operated devices. The action of this metal may be

summed up by saying that ''
it bends with the heat.'

Mes.-jr.s. Siemens Bbos. & Co., Ltd.. Palace Place Mansions.
Kensington Court, W. 8.—Catalogue P 535 gives a two-page illus-

trated description of the Siemens ringing vibrator (pole-changer).

Simplex Conduits. Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.—Card
illustrating the " Plexsim " one-bar fire.

Messrs. Johnson a: Philmps, Charlton, S.E. 7.—Descriptive

illustrated list dealing with unit type ironclad switchgear (s pp).

Cryselco, Ltd.. Kempston Works, Bedford.—A pamphlet with
seven humorous illustrations purporting to show some of the
tests undergone by " Cryselco " lamps before leaving the factory.

Messrs. Matthews A; Yates. Ltd., Swinton, Manchester.

—

List Xo. 22/11, "Cyclone' D.o. motor, priced and illustrated

specification.

Messrs. Drake ^v: Gorham Wholesale, Ltd., 67, Long Acre,

W.C. 2.—Pamphlet No. 271 (42 pp.), "Artistic Fittings." An
illustrated and priced catalogue of electric light fittings and
accessories.

Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E. 7.—

A

lt',-page list of arc lamps and accessories, with prices and illus-

trations, and a folder dealing with lighting coats.

Calendars.—Messrs. S. (i. Leach & Co., Ltd., 26-30.

Artillery Lane, London, E.G., have hit upon a calendar novelty in

the shape of an electric fan through one of the blades of which, by
means of revolving card disks, the day and date can be shown as

long as the calendar lasts.

Messrs. S. Wolf & Co., Ltd., 115, Southwark Street, London,
S.E., 1, have issued a serviceable wall calendar for 1920. Clearly

printed monthly date sheets have a column of blank space set apart

for daily memoranda.
From Messrs. Smith ..t Co., of 17, West Tower Street, Carlisle,

we have received a wall calendar with a coloured picture in which
King George appears, his attention being centred upon a crucifix

that lies among the ruins in France, with a broken sword laid

upon it
—"Cross" and "Crown."

Messrs. Gabriel. Wade ,.*c Enolish, Ltd.. timber merchants,

of Hull, have issued a calendar with daily cards for changing.

Whitley Councils.—-At a meeting held in Edinburgh
between representatives of the Corporation electrical undertakings,

power companies, and employes, it was agreed to form an Industrial

Council for Scotland under the Whitley scheme. The employers

and the employes will each Ije represented by 10 members. Coun-
cillor Bruce Lindsay, Edinburgh, was appointed chairman of the

Council.— Glasfloir Herald.

Australian Exhibition.—The Iiidnstrial Anstraltan and
Miiiin'i Sfuiiilari! says that the All-Australian Peace Exhibition of

Manufactures, Arts and Industries, to be held in Adelaide from
March 2(jth to May 22nd, 1920, promises to be successful.

Practically all the available tloorage has Ijeen let. The exhibition

will be held in the Jubilee Exhibition building and annexes, and
it has been decided to erect two additional annexes. One will be

allocated to the Repatriation Dejiartment, which intends making an
extensive display of work by men undergoing vocational training,

and the other will be utilised for general exhibits.

Clearing Office for Enemy Debts.—The Clearing Office

for-enemy debts provided for in the Treaty of Peace with Germany
has now been established, and Mr. Egerton Spenser Grey, Senior

Official Receiver in Bankruptcy, has lieen apixiinted Controller.

All communications should be aildressed to :—The Controller of

the Clearing Office. Cornwall House, Stamford Street. S.E. 1.

Notices giving instructions as to the stejis to be taken for proving

their claims have teen sent to creditors in the United Kingdom
who have registered with the Public Trustee as custodian, claims

against German national.s. Notices requesting payment of their

debts to the Controller have also been sent to debtors in the

United Kingdom who have registered with the Public Trustee as

custodian, debts owing to German nationals. Any creditor or

debtor who does not receive a notice should communicate with the

Controller of the Clearing Office.

Amalgamations.—It is stated that Messrs. Brl'xxer,

Mono & £o., Ltd., have made a proposal to the Castner-Kellner

Alkali Co., for am.olgamation of interests : also that a provisional

agreement has been entered into between the Vulcan Boiler and

General Insurance Co., whereunder that company will be acquired

by the London Assurance Corporation. Messrs. Guest, Keen and

Nettlefolds, Ltd., are reported to be acquiring a controlling interest

in John Lysaght, Ltd.

The Cassirer Cable Works.—It is announced that the

cable and rubber works of Dr. Cassirer J: Co.. of Berlin-Char-

lottenburg, have been transformed into a joint-stock company, with

a share capital of G.OOO.OOO marks. The transaction has been

carried into effect with the co-operation of the Dresden Bank and

a private banking firm, each of which has a representative on the

board of the new company.

Carels Freres Developments.—The engineering firm of

Carels Freres. of Ghent, is changing its title to La Compagnie

Crt'nerale d'Electricitc et de Mcraniques (ProcOdes Thomflon-Uouston

et Carets), and is altering its articles of association to enable it to

engage in all branches of the electrical engineering industry.
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Trade Aitiouncements.—Thk Ivuk Electukai, Co.,

LtiL.lof 10. Kirliy Streol, ILitton Garden, K.C. 1, are now in a position

to undertake repairs to eUotric motors, nmiatures, majmetos, &c.

Mr. W. M. Williamson has removed from No. 104 to No. ISl,

Peckham Rye, S.E, 22, where he has lar^'er premises.

Messks. Haukison it Housi'ALL liave commenced business as

electrical eng'ineers and contractors at Waltham Street, Doncaster

Road, Barnsley.

Messrs. Budthekton Tuises A; Conduits., Ltd., have removed
their Manciicster office to No. 314, Corn and Produce Exchange.

Cathedral Street, Manchester. Tlie branch will be under the

management of Mr. T. A. Nunwick, as formerly. Telephone
number and telegraphii: tuldress unaltered.

Messrs. Spencer, Abbott & Co., Ltd, coal contractors (manu-
facturing fuel by rail or by water), have opened offices at S, Arthur
Street, London Bridge, E.C. 4.

Mr. William Glass, who has opened business a.s a mechanical
and electrical engineer at AUness, Ross-shire, N.B.. desires to receive

catalogues of electric wiring and accessories.

Control of Electricity Prices in N.S.W.—A Bill to

control the price of necessary commodities and prevent profiteering

was introduced by the Government in the X.S.W. Legislative

Assembly recently. In addition to fuels, electricity for lighting,

heating, or industrial purposes, is included in the necessary

commodities specified in the Bill.

—

Tenders.

Generating Plant for Sale.—St. .James' and Pall Mall
Electric Light Co.. Ltd., has for disposal two Willans compound
engines, coupled to two 310-KW. Siemens dynamos. For full

particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.— 1 1. Coltman & Sons,
boilermakers. Meadow Lane, Loughborough.—Messrs. J. C. and
E. E. Coltman have dissolved partnership.

Holme Electric Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator, Mr. J. Alderson, of Holme. Meeting of creditors at

1, Westgate, Huddei-sfield, January 19th.

Armature Repair Co., 5, Hirst Street, Liverpool.—Messrs J.

Copland, W. A. McGuii-e, and T. Murphy have dissolved partner-
ship. Messrs. J. I'opland and W. A. JIcGuvre will attend to debts
and continue the business.

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co.—Claims to be sent

by January 31st, to Mr. J. Cameron, 7."), Red Bank Road, Bispham-
with-Norbeck, Blackpool.
Gell Tele(;u.\p]iic Appliances Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting

is called for February 19th at Sardinia House, Sardinia Street,

Kingsway. W.C., to hear an account of the winding-up from the
liquidator, Mr. A. F. Dickin.
Graphite PLUMiiAGO Crucible Co., Ltd. — Winding up

voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. E. Phillips, Tanner's Hill, Dept-
ford, S.E. 8. Meeting of creditors, January 27th.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—F. .1. Hoenett (Earle),
electrician, Truro.—Trustee (Mr. (J. C. Hancock, official receiver),

released January 2nd.

C. Hellyar (A. Parker ^V: Co.), electrical engineer and contractor,
130, Upper Richmond Road, East Sheen.—Last day for proofs for

dividend, January 26th. Trustee, Mi'. T. Gourlay, 132, York Road,
S.E. 1.

W. H. Mellon (H. B. Wallis & Co.), electrical engineer,
37. Elliott Road, Chiswick, late of 43, Turnham Green Terrace.—
Receiving order made January 10th on debtor's own petition.

LIQHTINQ AND POWER NOTES.

Ascot.—Price Increase.—The Electricity Co. has
received from the Board of Trade authority to advance the price of
electricity from9d. to lOd. per unit.

Australia.—'Sydney.—The City Electrical Engineer
calculates that by the end of the present year a further capital
expenditure of £121,368 will have been ma<:le, bringing the total
capital charges up to a total of nearly £4,000,000. The net profit
of the Sydney undertakings for the three months, July to
September, 1919, was .4:17,588.

Tasmania.—The Minister of Works states that plant capable of
developing 50,000 H.p. has been ordered for the Great Lake hydro-
electric scheme, involving an outlay of £2,500,000, of which
£1,300,000 is for the power station, £573,000 for sub-stations and
transmission lines, and £200,000 for the Hobart installation. It is

anticipated that the following yearly revenue will be assured :

—

Electrolytic Zinc Co., £i;0,o00
; Carbide Co.. at Electrona, £30,000 ;

and Hobart district, £i;0,000.

Bath.—Loan.—The Ministry of Health regards the
proposals contained in the Council's application to borrow £30.405
as generally satisfactory, but awaits a revised estimate based on
provisionally accepted tenders.

Buxton.— Loan.— The Town Council has decided to
apply for sanction to borrow £24,379 for various improvements.
These include the replacement of the existing steam plant by
gas-driven machinery, at an estimated cost of .4:15.775.

Chesterfield.—Price Increase.-The Town Council
has increased Ithe charge for electricity for private and public
lighting by an amount equivalent to 75 per cent, on pre-war prices
from the last meter readings in November.

Crewe,—E.vi'ENsioN of Supply.—The Town Council

has applied to the Board of Trade for an order to supply electricity

to the township of .Shavington.

Darwen,—Loan.—Application has been made for sanction

to liorrow £27,695 for electricity extensions.

Derby.—.Ioint Supply Scheme.—The Town (Jouncil

had before it, at the meeting held on January 7th, the report of

Messrs. ,1. H. Rider and C. H. Wordingham upon the proposed

Midland joint supply scheme. It was found ^hat while most of the

towns would benefit iiy the suggestetl arrangements, Derby would
have to pay more for energy than at present, owing to the cost of

distribution. In view of this, the Joint Committee appointed to

deal with the arrangements has not yet agreed to the adoption of the

scheme in its entirety, but has arranged for the electrical engineers

of the undertakings involved to meet and form an alternative

scheme for the Committee's consideration.

Dewsbnry. — Bulk Supply. — To meet the present

shortage of electricity, the Corporation has decided to enter into

arrangements with the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. for a bulk
supply, and application is to be made for power to borrow £8,500
for distributive plant.

Dover,—Phice Increase. — The Board of Trade has

approved the Councils proposal to advance the price of electricity

to .s Jd. per unit from October last. The Town Council has decided

to abandon free wiring as unremunerative. Prepayment meters
have also proved too expensive iu maintenance, and it has been

decideil not to install them in future.

Loan.—The Town Council is applying for powers to borrow
t 20,000 for extensions and additional plant.

Dysart.—Street Lighting.—The Town Council has

invited offers from the Gas Co. and the Fife Electric Power Co.

for the lighting of the town. The Power Co. states that it has

recently laid main transmission cables through Dysart, l)ut it will

be necessarj' to erect a sub-station and Lay distribution cables.

Glasgow.—Dalmarnock Station.—It was hoped to

have the new power station at Dalmarnock partly in commission
by the beginning of this year, but the moulders' strike has caused
delay, and it is expected that three months will elapse before a

start can be made.
Loan.—The Secretary for Scotland has signified his approval of

the Council's request for powers to borrow a further amount of

£1,000,000 for electrical extensions. This brings the total

authorised by the Secretary to £5,071,478.
It has been decided by the Council not to reduce charges for

energy, upon the reduction of the price of coal, as no increase was
made when coal w.is raised by Gs. per ton.

Hastings,—E.xtensions.—The Council has sanctioned
several mains extensions, including one to Ore Rectory. Appli-

cation has been made for a loan of £3.000—the cost of installing

meters.

Isle of Wight.—Prices.—The Electric Light and Power
Co. has fixed the price for energy supplied for heating at 4d. per

unit for Hie first 300 units per quarter, and 3d. per unit beyond.

Leith.—New Plant.—The Leith Dock Commission has
decided to install a 1,500-KW. turbo-generator to replace the

I)resent gas-driven plant. The cost, including the foundations and
structural alterations, is estimated at £40,000.

Lewes.— Public Lighting.— The Town Council has
sealed an agreement for public lighting with the Lewes and
District Electric Supply Co.

Liverpool,—Extensions.—The Corporation proposes to

apply to the Ministry of Health for sanction to the borrowing by
the Council of £200,000 for the provision of ailditional generating
plant, boilers, cooling towers, kc, in connection with the recon-

struction of the Lister Drive power station.

London.—Poplar.—New plant is needed to meet the

increased demands for power. The Port of London Authority intends

to erect a 3,000-KW. sub-station shortly, which the Council is being
asked to supply from its mains. Although a certain amount of

assistance is available from "linked-up' neighbouring supplies, an
immediate expenditure of £68,080 is necessary.

Loughborough. — Year's Working. — It is stated

that the gross profit of £(U3 for the last year of the electricity

undertaking's working is not sufficient to pay expenses. Even last

years gross profit of .£2,112 was inadequate to meet the liabilities.

The increases in prices which came into force recently are not
considered large enough and a further 16 per cent, advance is

projected.

Nelson.

—

New Plant.—The Town Council has decided
to install additional plant, at an estimated cost of £47,600.
Applications have been received from cotton manufacturers for the
supply of power to 1,800 looms.

New Zealand.—Lake Coleridge Undertaking.—The
report on the fourth years operation of the Lake Coleridge supply
states that 23,3S7,54li units were sold to wholesale consumers at

an average cost, allowing for loss in distribution, of ri25d. per
unit, compared with 1,200,725 units sold at an average price of
3"74d. per unit in 1914, the last complete year of operation of the
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Ckfiatohurch City Counoil's steam-geuerating plant. The con-
nected load has increased to 23,189 KW. This has been supplied
without exceeding- a maximum loatl on the Addinj^ton .sub-station

of 5,340 KW., indicatinj": that with the nature of the load in the
Christchurch district the use of enerj-'y by consumers at different

periot-ls during the 24 hours makes it po.ssible to supply a given
amount with a plant capacity of less than one-quarter the agirre-

gate of the load connected. Of the special industrial developments
associated with a supply of cheap hydro-electric power which have
taken place durintr the year, the position is .is follows :—(<0 Iron
oxide for paint, prepared electrochemically from waste sheet-iron.

such as empty tins, ka. This industry has now been establisheii

on a commercial ba.sis, and the paint is being successfullv

marketed. (//) The electrolytic production of oxygen h,as proved a
definite commercial success. The oxygen is produced by direct

electrolysis from water, the hydrogen so far not being utilised, but
processes are under contemplation for using this giis in connection
with the recovery of lower-grade oils and in soap manufacture.
{<) Steel smelting : the ferro-concrete building for the works is

nearing completion, and the bulk of the electrical e<iuipment has
l>een delivered. The installation of a six-ton 1.20U-KW Ileroult
steel furnace bv a New Zealand company is an enterprise of con-
siderable magnitude and interest, and marks an important step in

the country's industrial and electrical development.

—

Ancklaml
Weekly .A>h-.v,

HoRAHOBA .-SCHEME —It is understood that the Horahora hydro-
elcetric power plant, recently purchased by the Government from
the Waihi Gold Mining Co., was taken over by the Government
early in November. The company's staff will, however, run the
plant for the time being, and will probably assist with the installa-

tion of additionsil plant,

Richmond (Yorks.) . — Lightixg Proposals.— The
question of installing electric lighting in the borough is under con-
sideration. Application has been made to the Ministry of Health,
which has referred the matter to the Board of Trade.

Sonthend.—Suij^Stations The position with regard to

the two sub-stations which were agreed upon prior to the w ar, is

as follows :—The Leigh station was erectetl shortly before war
broke out, and the Diesel engines were ordered and completed.
The Council was urged by the Government to dispose of this plant
during the war. as it was considered of greater utility else-

where. The plant was eventually sent to Russia, where there
was a shortage of such equipment. The manufacturers entered
into an agreement with the Council to supply further plant upon
the cess.ation of hostilities. This has not yet been delivered, and
it is proposed to "carry on" for the time being with the four
Diesels taken from enemy submarines. The Thorpe Bay sub-

station waa not commenced in 1914, but efforts are being made to

get it runniag as soon as possible.

South Shields.—Proposed E.xtexsions.—The Elec-
tricity Committee states that additional plant is reciuired to meet
the increased demands of consumers. The present capacity is

5,800 KW., the same as it was in 1915, and only a part of this can
be .considered efficient. Consumers' connections have increased

from 8,015 KW. in 191.") to 11,481 KW., and in addition to this there

are 110 outstanding applications and also the prospect of the early

construction of a light railway in the district.

St. Helens.—Loan.— The Ministry of Health has
sanctioned the borrowing of £28.900 for the purchase of a turbo-

generator and condensing plant.

Stockport.—ExTENSiON.s.—The Electricity Committee
is to expend £75,000 on new plant and extensions to the electricity

works.

Stockton-on-Tees.—Loan.—The Jlinistry of Health has

sanctioned the borrowing by the Corporation of £2,500 for

prospective expenditure on mains and plant.

Teignmouth.—*>kfer to Council.—Dr. Purves, who
holds an order for Teignmouth electric lighting, has offered to hand
it over to the Council on condition that he is allowed to do the

work at a charge of 5 per cent, on cost. The Council has decided

to meet Dr. Purves on the subject. Meanwhile the Council gives

its support to the Dartmoor hydro-electric scheme, and urges other

local bodies to take a similar course.

Torquay.—Loan.—The Town Council has applied for a

loan of £1,IJ17 for installing new plant at Beacon Quay, and has

increased the meter rental charge from Is. 3d. to Is. I'd. per

quarter.

Tunbridge Wells.—Loans.—The Ministry of Health

has sanctioned the borrowing of amounts of £15.518 and £3, "lil

for electrical purposes. Permission to Ixjrrow a further sum for the

purchase of plant is being withheld jiending the receipt of tenders.

Todmorden.—Dekicit.—The financial statement for the

past year, just issued, shows a deficit of £d,281 on the electricity

department's working.

Wigan.—Sr 11- Station Plant.—The Town Council is

applying for permission to borrow £12,050 for the purchase of

rotary converters, kc., for the Bradford Place and Pemberton
sub-stations.

Wolverhampton.—Proposed Extensions.—The Elec-

tricity Committee has submitted a list of improvements and
additions which, it is estimated, will cost £17,000. The largest

item is the provision of transformers at a cost of £7,600, excluding

the necessary switchgear and other accessories.

TRA/nWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Tramway Returns.—The revenue of the

Prahran and Malvern Tramways Trust for the year ended
Septemljer 30th, 1919, was £214,728, an advance of £10,036 upon
the previous year's figure. The last month of the period produced
receipts totalling £19,996, a record figure.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—The annual report of

the general manager of the Corporation tramways for the year

endei.1 March 31st, 1919, gives the following figures :—Total

income. £144,535 ; total expenditure, £93.639, leaving a gross

profit of £50,896. Net profit, after deduction of loan interest and
taxes, was £37,580, a decrease of £ J5."i on last year's figure. The
number of passengers carried was 25,548.753, and the total energy
employed was 2,137,716 units.

Further extensions of the tramways have been approved by a

majority of ratepayers.

Burnley.—Bulk Supply.—The Council has received

an application from Nelson Corporation for the supply of power
for traction purposes. It has been decided to accede to this

refjuest if the Nelson Corporation will replace the coal consumed
in generating the energy supplied.

Darlington.— Storm Damage.— During a gale on
January ,-<th, a tree was blown against an electric standard, and
both fell across the roadway, breaking the overhe.ad wires.

Tramway traffic was suspended for several hours.

Halifax.—The proposal to construct tramway lines in

Southgate was deleted from the Corixjration Bill at a ratepayers

meeting last week. The proposal to extend the tramway system to

Elland and Wood Bottom, and thereby join up with the Todmorden
'bus service, was carried, as was also the power to increase the

fares from Id, to 2d. per mile, and to alter the gauge.

Leeds.— Workmen's Fares.— It was stated at the

meeting of the Town Council held last week, that a heavy loss

was resulting from the running of workmen's cars at cheap fares.

The annual loss was at the rate of £44,565. An attempt by

one of the Labour members of the Council to extend the cheap

fare limit from 7.45 to 8.45 a.m. failed.

London.— Underground Extension.— The Central

London Railway Co. is applying for power to construct a branch

line linking up the system with that of the London and South-

Westem Railway Co., at a point near the latter's Shepherd's Bush
station. The necessary capital is being raised by the issue of

£371,000 debenture stock. The Bill imposes upon the company a

penalty of £50 a day if the stipulated time for construction is

exceeded, to be applied as compensation to landowners and others

affected.

Extensions Opposed.—Strong opposition is being offered by

London local authorities to the London County Council Tramways
and Improvements Bill which is being promoted for next session.

Among those who have deposited memorials asking to be heard

against the Bill are the City of Westminster, the City Corporation,

the Boroughs of Hammersmith, L?wisham,Southwark, Paddington,

Holborn, Lambeth, St, Marylebone. St, Pancras and Hampstead, and

the Urban District Councils of Beckenham, Willesden, and Penge.

Memorials have been received from the Borough of Hampstead
and the Willesden Urban District Council in opposition to the Bill

promoted by the Sliddlesex County Council for proposed tramways
and other improvements.

Middlesex. — Tramway Extensions. — The County
Council has deposited a Bill for next session which, if passed, will

enable the Council to raise £1,000,000 by the issue of county stock.

This sum is to be expended upon the construction of a tramway
route along the KUburn High Road, and also for the provision of

motor-omnibuses in the county and metropolitan districts.

Newcastle.—Protest Against Bell.—At a meeting of

the City Council, on the 7th inst., it was decided to jietition against

the Tvneside Tramways and Tramroads Co.'s Bill. The company
is seeking power, i)dfr alia, to run omnibuses from Gosforth Park

to Seaton Burn, and on other country roads in Northumberland.

The Corporation is also seeking power to run 'buses to Seaton

Burn, and claims a prior right to operate this service.

Salford.—Year's Working.—The report upon the

undertaking for the year ended March 3l8t, 1919, shows total income.

£419, ISI ; total expenditure, £294,501: leaving a gross profit of

£124,680. The deduction of interest on loans, rents. .Vc. leaves a

net profit of £25,000. The total mileage of the system is 748, and

the number of units used during the year waa 10.6ii6.ri72. One
item of expenditure (£23.s67), represented the amount paid to

employ& serving with H.M. Forces.

St; Helens.—Transfer ok System.—The Tramways
Committee is taking over the undertaking and also an existing

debt of £5,000, and is expected to produce £1.000 t)er annum while

bearing the whole cost of repairs ami maintenance. The charge

for energy has been fixed .at I'SOd, |>er unit, subject to an increa«e

or decrease of 0"03d. for each rise or fall of Is. \>eT ton in the price

of coal, at present 30s.
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St, Annes.—Tramway Purcuask.—The Urban Dis-

trict Council and a public meelinir have passed resolutions

confirmintr the proposal to promote a Bill in Parliament for the

acciuisition of the undertaking' of the Blackpool, St. Annes and
Ljtliam Tramways Co., Ltd., in the St. Annes and Lytham are.i.

Stoke-on-Trent.—'I'r.^.mwav PrRcuASE.—The Council
pr(i]>osea to promote a Parliamentary Hill to enable it to iiciiuire

and work tlie district tramways, liffht railways and omnibuses.
The Town Committee, a body comprisintr the leailinjr citizens,

approves of the scheme, but considers the proposeil purchase price

excessive.

Yorkshire.—Fare Increase. — The Dewsbury and
Batley Corporations are combiningr to oppose an application of the
Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric Tramways, Ltd., for un order
autliorisin^ increased fares.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cable Rates and Censorship.—Telegrams will now be
accepted for Hungary at 4(1. a word. Telegrams are liable to

censorship in Hungary, and can, therefore, oe sent at sender's risk

only. Deferred telegrams for Kismayu, British East Africa, will

now be accepted at the rate of Is. 7Jd. a word. All previous
notices as to the abolition of censorship on telegrams to places
abroad are cancelled. Telegrams for all places abroatl (with
certain exceptions, which may be ascertained at any post office),

may now be accepted without restriction, in accordance with the
general arrangements in force before the war.

Egypt.— liegardinu the cable delays, there was, according
to the Jigy /If hi II (i'ii:efte, in the middle of December, a waiting list

of 18.0110 messages at Alexandria, and at Suez a similar collection

of 12,000. These were being dispatched as quickly as possible, but
the fresh ones sustained the waiting list, as described.

Italy.—A special wireless service between England and
Italy for the use of the Press was opened on January 6th, by the
Marconi Co. This service, authorised by the Italian Government
and the Brit'sh Post Office, was instituted particularly to assist

the Italian Press in obtaining prompt reports of the Italian Prime
Minister's visit to London. The Marconi high-powered station at
Carnarvon is being used for the purpose, and three hours daily have
been allotted for this particular traffic.

Storm Damage.—There was a breakdown of the over-
land telegraph lines to the Continent, on January 10th, which
interrupted the cross-Channel cables. The main interruption of
the land lines was reported on Saturday afternoon near Tunbridge
Wells, on the London-Dover route, but soon after il o'clock
communication with France was resumed, and later with Holland,
but not with Germany.
Much damage was caused by the week-end storm to telegraph

and telephone systems, not only in England, but all over Western
Europe. Communication with Ireland and the Continent, on
Monday, could only be carried on by roundabout routes and with
much delay. Rome, Marseilles, and Zurich were completely
isolateti from London.

Wireless Meteorological Information.—The Lornhm
Gazette, January ijth, contains an Admiralty Notice to Mariners,
No. 8, of 1920, which cancels the former notice, No. l.:)93, of 191'.i,

relating to wireless meteorological information to and from ships
at sea. It is hoped that all concerned will assist in making this
service a success ; negotiations are in hand to extend and unify the
system of collecting weather data by wireless from ships at sea
all over the world, and at the same time to organise the free
transmission of weather bulletins to admit of ships being constantly
supplied with reliable weather reports and forecasts wherever
they may be. The need of ships at sea regarding information about
the weather will march hand-in-hand with the requirements of
aircraft, and the importance of the service will, therefore, be con-
stantly increasing. The essence of success lies in rapidity in
passing on wireless data collected by ships to the coast stations, and
thence to the central meteorological office.

Wireless Service Suspended.—The Marconi wireless
telegraphic service to the U.S.A. and Newfoundland has been
temporarily suspended, says the Fhuincuil K/He.*, due to a matter
affecting an agreement with the Western Union Cable Co.

Wireless Telephony.—According to the daily Press the
Marconi Co. is about to demonstrate a use for wireless telephony
in aerial navigation by the employment on an airway route of
direction-finding stations. The company also has made successful
experiments in wireless telephony between Chelmsford and a
station 20 miles east of Amsterdam, with portable sets that can be
carried on mules.

Wireless Time Signals.—The London Gazette, January
6th, contains an Admiralty notice to mariners. No. 7, of 1920.
which cancels the former notice No. 1,993, of 1919, giving general
information with regard to wireless time signals, also a complete
and up-to-date list of all time signals issued by wireless stations
throughout the world.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Ttn date given in parentlieseii at ttie end of tlie paragraph indieatit

tfie issue of tlie Eleotbioal Review in wliich ttte " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.
Aberdeen.—.January 3 1st. Electricity Committee. Two

water-tube boilers, with superheaters, economisers, steel chimney
and acce.ssories. (January 9th.)

Aldershot.—January 20th. Urban District Council.

Electricity Department. Renewal of 180 positive sections for

batteries. (See this issue.)

Australia.—Sydney.—February 18th. One electrically-

controlled tower clock and four dials, for Sydney sub-station.

Chief Electrical Engineer's Office, 61. Hunter Street, Sydney.
March Ist. Municipal Council. Supply of 2,000-k.v.a., 5,000 to^

1 0,000-V. transformers. Electric Lighting Department, Town Hall.

Perth, W.A. — February 10th. P.M.G.'s Department. 340
accumulators (schedule W.A.647.) (December 19th.)

Melisourne.—February 25th. 'Victorian Railways. Incandes
cent electric lamps. Particulars from the Contractor's Boom
Spencer Street, Melbourne.
March 10th. City Council. Supply of 6,600-v. switchgear for

sub-station switch houses, &c., and of six 250-K.v.A., three-phase

transformers. Specifications from City Electrical Engineers" (jffice,

Jlelboume.

—

Iinlimtriiil Australian and Mining StanAiril.

Bray.—January 30th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Works. One 200-B.H.p. Diesel engine, direct coupled to a

135-K.v.A. single-phase alternator and exciter. (January 9th.)

Barnes.—January 20th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. Supply of water-tube' boilers, economisers,

draught plant, turbo-alternators, condensers, air and circulating

pumps, transformers and rotary converters. (December 12th.)

Battersea.— .January 21st. Borough Council. One
5,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with condensing plant ; one 1,500-KW.
rotary converter

;
pipework for the 5,000- KW. turbo-altemator ;

switchgear for the 5,000-KW. turbo-alternator and 1,500-KW. rotary

converter. (January 2nd.)

Bradford.—January 28th. Corporation. Two electric

battery locomotives. (December 26th.)

Chile,—March 15th. Comision de Puertos, Santiago.

Electrical mach inery (power and lighting) for the Port ot Valparaiso.

Comision de Puertos, Santiago, Chile. Copies of the specifications

can be seen at the Chilean Legation, 94, Gracechurch Street, London,
between 3 and 5 p.m.

Colne.—Electricity Department. Xew or second-hand
1,250-KW. to 2,000-K\v., 6,600-v. turbo-alternator, with condensing
plant. (See this issue.)

Dundee. — January 23rd. Corporation. Electricity

Department. Three 750-KW. converter sets ; one 300-KW. ditto
;

11,000 v., E.H.T. switchboard; two 750KW., D.c. control panels;
one 300-KW. ditto. (December 19th.')

Edinburgh.—February iith. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. < )ne overhead travelling crane. (See this issue.)

Ilford.—January 27th. I'rban District Council. Elec-
tricity Department. One 1,000-KW. converting plant, cooling
tower, motor-driven air compressor, L.T. cables. (January 9th.)

Kingston-upon-Hull.—January 23rd. Electricity Com-
mittee. One 10,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with exciter, and one
condenser outfit complete. (.lanuary 2nd.)

London.^Isi.iNOTOX.—January 28th. Electricity Com-
mittee. Stores, including cables, meters, electric lamps, &c., for 12
months. ( December 1 9th.)

Hammersmith.—Januaiy 20th. Electricity Department. 'Wiring
schemes for small property, boiler setting and furnace work, &c.
(January 9th.)

Stepnev. — January 22nd. Electricity Supply Committee
Two water-tube boilers, chimneys, economisers, te., and one
5,000 KW. turbo-alternator, with condenser, accessories and switch-
gear. (December 19th.)

Hami'.'^tead.—January 2Sth. Borough Council. 12 months'
supply of electrical engineers' stores ; 6 or 12 months' supply of
oils for the electricity station. Forms of tender from Mr. A. P.
Johnston, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Haverstock Hill, N.W.3.
Camberwell.—February 2nd. Borough Council. 12 months,

maintenance of the private telephones and electric bells at the
Town Hall. Mr. F. J. Slater, Borough Engineer, Town Hall,
Camberwell, S.E.

New Zealand.—Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour
Board. 12 5-ton (and alternatively for 12 3-ton) semi-portable
balanced jib level Luffing electric cranes. Specifications from the
Agents of the Board, .Messrs. W. & A. McArthur, Ltd., 18/19, Silk
Street, Cripplegate, E.C.

Pontypridd.—January 30th. Urban District Council.
Electricity Department. Rotary converter, transformer and
switchgear, (January yth.)
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Venezuela.—June 30th. The Government Ga-e/le of

Venezuela publishes a decree inviting tenders for the installation of

a wireless telegraphic station near Caracas. (See this column for

January 2nd.)

Whitby.—January 30th. Urban District Conncil. Turbo-
altemator, condenser, air and circulating pumps, water-tube boiler,

rotary converter, transformer, A.c. switchboard, e.h.t. cables. (See

this issue.)

York.—.January 20th. Electricity Committee. Tenders
for the carrying-out of a hydro-electric scheme at Linton Lock.
(January !ith.)

CLOSED.
Australia.— Sydney.—City Council. Accepted :

—

Sub-station switcbgear for Palmer Street sub-station £1,75G.

., „ Bulwarra Lane

;

„ y54.

„ ,. Irvine Street „ a54.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

—

Tendtrg,

Glasgow,—The Tramways Committee has accepted the

following offers :

—

Aluminium ribbon.— Coe Ribbon Gold Leaf Manufacturing Co.
3-in., single-wav, lireclav ducts.—Doulton & Co., Ltd.
102 I..C.L. wire."—London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd.

The Tramway.% Manager is to report upon offers received for the
supply of a rotary converter for the Dalhousie Street sub-station,

and inspect types submitted.

London.—Stepxey.— The Electricity Committee has
accepted the offer of Messrs. Foster & Co. to supply 13,000 tons of

coal at prices varying from 34s. Id. to 3.")S. 4d. a ton.

Two new converters, 1 11,800. Bruce Peebles & Co., recommended.
Troughs, covers and earthenware pipes :

—

Sutton & Co (recom.) £2S4
Siemens Bros. A Co £267

Hacks KV.—Public Health Committee. Recommended. Special

plant in connection with the charging station for electric vehicles :

—

250-amp., llU-v. motor-generator :

—

R.P.M. £
Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co 7P0 475

1,000 445
J.H. Holmes 4 Co 900 445
Electromotors, Ltd 710 4S3
B.T.H. Co 815 415
Electric Construction Co 1,300 280

„ „ .. (recom.) .. 1.000 330
Charging gear :

—

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co .£629

J. H. Holmes S Co 480

Igranic Electric Co (recom.) 433

Nelson,—Town Council :

—

Generating machinery, £47,GOO.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co,

Tasmania,—Launcestox.—City Council.

One battery complete with spares and instruments (Australian manufac-
ture! delivery in 26 weeks, i'3.329.—Accumulators, Ltd.

Xo tender was accepted for the booster equipment owing to the
abnormally high prices.

—

Teiulers.

Wolverhampton.—Town Council. Accepted :

—

Two K.\ .A. transformers, £456.—Brtish Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.
Wheel lathe, i'JJO.—Wirth i Co.
Power press, £065.—Leeds Engineering Co.
Consumers' meters, £495.—Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, January 17th.
At the Ruyal Technical Institute. At 7 p.m. Presidential address by Mr.
J. Morris, and musical evening.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers (London Centre).—Monday,
.January 19th. At 5.30 p.m. At the Royal Society of Arts. Lectures on
" Victory Line to Germany," by ilajor H. Brown: *• Evacuation of Helles,"
by Major Turner ;

" Buried Cable Works," by Capt. Held.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Tuesday, January 20th. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture by Sir Jolm Cadman.

Friday, January 23rd. At 9 p.m. Lecture on " Researches at High
Pressures and Temperatures," by Sir Chas. Parsons, F.R.S.

Society of Technical Engineers (Nortb-Eastem District).—Wednesday,
January 21st. At the c;ity Hotel, Newcastleon-Tyne. At 7 p.m. Mass
meeting.

Jnnlor Instltntlon of Engineers.—Friday, January 22nd. At 39, Victoria
Street. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Evaporation in the Chemical Industry,"
by .Mr. J. A. Reavell.

instltntlon of Electrical Engineers.— Thursday. January 22nd. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, 8.W. .-Vt 6 p.m. Paper
on "Transformers for Electric Furnaces," by Mr. J. L. Thompson.

Infonnal meeting. Monday, January 19th. At the Institute of Patent
Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 7 p.m. Discussion on "Functions of

a Trade Journal," to be opened by Mr. F. H. Masters. O.B.E.

(Norlb-Western Centre—Liverpool Sub-Centre.l—-Monday, January
19th. At the l-'niversity, Livei'poo(. -\t ."i.M p.m. Lecture on "The
Application of Electric Power on Board Snip," hv Mr. C. H. Wordingham.
C.B.E. At 7 p.m. Chairman's iPiof. E. W. Marchant) address, alsr. ad-
dresses by the President, Mr. C. H. Wordingham, and Mr. J. A. Robertson.

Instltntlon of Mechanical Engineers—Friday, January 23rd. At Storey's
Gate, 8.W. At 6 p.m. Paper on " Recent .Advances in Utilisation of Water
Power." by Mr. E. M, Bergstrom.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (West Yorks. Section). —
Saturday, January 'ilth. At the Y.M.C.A., .Wbion Place, Leeds. At 6.45
p.m. Lecture on "The Legitimate Spliere of Trade Unionism," by Mr. E.
Kirkley.

Boyal Pbotograpbic Society, Bossell Square, W.—Exhibition of prints
lent by the Ruutgen Society. Open till February 7th,

NOTES.

The 10s. Coal Rebate,—We are informed by the
secretary of the Provincial Electric Supply Committee of the
United Kingdom that he has, at the request of the Coal Con-
troller, sent to electricity supply companies 200 copies of the
printed prescription issued by the Board of Trade with reference
to obtaining and passing on to the consumer the reljate of lOs.

per ton on coal used for generating electricity sold for domestic or
household purposes, together with an explanatory memorandum
approved by the Coal Controller. In case, however, any particular
undertaking has not received a copy, one may be had on appli-

cation to Mr. T. W. Cole, secretary of the above Committee, at

Moorgate Court, Moorgate Place. London, E.G. 2. The prescription is

printed on p. 75, with an abstract of the explanatory memorandum.

Central-Station Salaries.—A recent issue of Power
gives the undermentioned details of the salaries paid to the
various classe-* of typical central-station employes in the U.S.A. :

—

Salaries in Centbal Stations.

Capacity
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H.M.S. Hood.—On January ittli H.M.S. Hooil, the

latest Britisli capital ship, left Messrs. John Brown's Clydebank
yard for her official trials. She is to be completed at Rosyth, and
it is nnderstood that she will replace H.M.S. (,/iieen El'mheth as

flasrship of the Atlantic Fleet. Possibly the new Unml will be the

last of her kind ; there arc no other capitiil ships under construction

for the British Navy. This vessel, on which electricity is maile

use of extensively, is a blend of battleship and battle cruiser ; she

embodies all the lessons of the war, includiner " blister " protection

against torpedo attack. She is SIJO ft. long^, displaces 41,200 tons,

has a horse-power of 144,000, and a desi^'ned speed of 'A\ knots.

Her main armament consists of eijrht 1 .")-in. ^ans. and her secondary

armament of 12 .'la-in. and four 4-in. anti-aircraft gruns. When com-
pleted for sea, the /AW will have cost ,£li,02."),000, and the annual cost

of her maintenance in commission will be t5Stl,000,

—

Emiinij Xewx.

The Slough Motor Depflt.—In view of the fact that

our note last week on the above depi'it mi^ht be read as if the

Benjamin Electric. Ltd., was carrying out the electrical installa-

tion, we wish to make it «|uite clear that, while Benjamin reflector

fittings, and reflectors are being used throughout for interior

lighting, the installation work is being carried out by Messrs,

Dixon & Sons. Ltd., of Leeds. Messrs. Malcolm & Allen, and Messrs.

Foote t^ Milne, of London.

The "Threat" to Dartmoor.— In a letter to The Times

of January loth, Mr. J. E. Addinsell, secretary, the Wilson
Syndicate, Ltd., points out that the Dartmoor and District Hydro-
Electric Supply Bill is a Bill which the Wilson Syndicate have
taken over from its original sponsors, and to every detail of which
they are not wedded. It will be quite possible in Committee to

safeguard the desire, with which the promoters sympathise, to

preserve the historic monuments and the amenities of Dartmoor.
Thus, for example, there is no intention to submerge the stones of

Scorhill Circle, about the destruction of which so much has been

said. Again, there will be no generating station and consequently

no disfiguring pules on the moor itself.

With regard to the proposed metal works in the neighbourhooil

of Newton Abbot, most of the criticism of these is based on a com-
plete misconception. The works are to be situated in a spot

already so "industrialised" that there can be no question of

spoiling its beauty. It is not the intention of the promoters to

use any processes which will cause destruction to the surrounding
vegetation. The methods w-hich will be employed at these works
will be such as to ensure a total absence of any noxious fumes or

any gases which might be deleterious to vegetation, even to the

extent that there will not be any smoke whatsoever.

Further, with reference to the objections raised to the proposed
copper refining, blister copper, and not copper ore, is the raw
material which will be used, and this material will be sulphur free.

We recently explained that the use of the water power would
not necessarily interfere with the amenities of the district.

Training of Disabled Men.— ^Satisfactory pros^ress with
regard to the training of ex-service men in the West Midland area.

of which Birmingham is the centre, is reported by the Divisional

Director. The men in training total 922 in Birmingham, and 220
in country areas : making aggregates of l.Hli and 414 respectively.

There are still 1,272 awaiting industrial training. Forty-six men
are learning electrical engineering, either in technical school or

workshop : a figure which compares well with other industries.

A B.T.H. Dinner.—The annual dinner of the B.T.H. Co.'s

testing department will be held on the third or fourth Saturday in

February, The Committee trusts that all past membersof the depart-

ment will endeavour to attend. Application for tickets should be

sent as soon as possible so that final arrangements can be made to

Mr. K. R. Hopkirk. c/o Testing Department. B.T.H. Co., Rugby.

Appointments Vacant.—^hift engineer (£-2G4) for the

Accrington Corporation Electricity Department ; cable jointer

(78s. + 12i per cent. X for the Wrexham Corporation Electricity

Works; lecturer in electrical engineering (,£:-!50, rising to £400).
for the Faculty of Engineering, Merchant Venturers' Technical
College, Bristol ; assistant electrical engineer CSS-i'OO -t- .S720,

equal to £504 per annum, dollar = 2s. 4d.). for the Municipal Com-
missioners of Singapore ; instrument maker (.£300), for the East
Loudon College ; two vacancies in the Electrical Engineering
Department (Telegraphs) (iJOO rupees a month) in the Bombay and
Baroda and Central India Railway, India ; shift engineer (£4), for

the Torquay Corporation Electrical Department ; assistant mains
engineer (£260), for the City of Coventry Electricity Department

:

traffic superintendent (£27.5) ; and rolling stock superintendent

(£275), for the Wigan Corporation Tramways ; charge shift engineer
(£2.50 + 20 per cent. + £90). for the L.C.C. Tramways Depart-
ment : mains superintendent (02/6 + 20 per cent. + £110). for

the Tynemouth Corporation Electricity Works ; switchboard
attendant (37/6 -f 33/6 -t- 12J per cent.), for the Lancaster Cor-
poration Electricity Department ; assistant telegraph engineers
(£250 + £65. for single men, and £115 for married men), for the

Government of Uganda ; Principal of L.C.C. Training Centre for

disabled sailors and soldiers in the electrical and engineering
trades at Hackney Marshes (£600).—See " Official Notices ' today.

Volunteer Notes.—County of London R.E. (V.)

London Army Troops Companies.— .'l cheque for £94 8s. 5d.,

being the balance of the funds of No. 3 Co. Royal Engineers (V.).

London Army Troops Companies (Engineering Institutions Com-
pany), has been forwarded to Sir John Snell, for distribution to

the Benevolent Funds of the three Engineering Institutions, in

accordance with the arrangement made when subscriptions were
nvited.

Joint Electricity Anthorities.-Gi-oucestershire.—At
a meeting of the (Gloucestershire County Council, on January 12th,

the proposed formation of a joint electricity authority for the
county and |)arts of Wilts and Monmouthshire was discussed. The
chairman stated that the Ministry of Shipping was anxious to

dispose of the generating station at the Government works at

Beachley, which could be used to supply the Forest of Dean
district west of the Severn ; other schemes were being brought
forward for the supjily of electricity to the Forest of Dean mines.

With Mr. Gardom he had attended a meeting at Bristol, at which
certain resolutions (reported in our pages last week) were passed,

and he asked the Council to adopt them. The resolutions expressed

.agreement with the formation of a joint electricity authority, with
forming ji.art of such authority, with contributing to the expenses,

and with the appointment of an Organising Committee to prepare

a scheme. The resolutions were adopted.
At a meeting of the (Organising Committee, on Friday last, Mr.

II. Faraday Proctor was elected chairman.
Somerset.— At a meeting of the Somerset County Council, held

on Friday last, resolutions expressing agreement with the forma-
tion of a jjint electricity authority were adopted.

H«using and Transport.—Addressing' the members of

the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute, on Friday last, on
" Some Aspects of the Housing Proldem.' Mr. Frank Hunt, Chief

Valuer of the London County Council, said that hitherto the

traffic at cheap workmen's fares ceased on arrival at the London
terminus at s o'clock, and there was another traftic peak period

extending up to 10 o'clock. The alteration in the hours of labour

had tended to cause these two traffics to coalesce, and to be com-
pressed into a shorter period ; and this also operated in a somewhat
similar way at the other end of the day. There was no doubt that

considerable improvements would be needed in the methods of

transport, and he thought the present lack of system, whereby
there seemed to be no co-ordinated .action to use the various instru-

ments of transport for the purposes for which they were best

adapted, would need to be supsrseded by an intelligent system.

When the various systems of transport in big towns were scientific-

ally organised, it would be found most convenient to run the trains

to nodal stations, and to organise around those stations systems of

surface transport.

I.M.E.A. Convention.—The Yorhfthin OUcrvor states

that the annual convention of the Incorporated Municipal Elec-

trical Association is to be held in Bradford in June next, and a

special Sub-Committee of the Bradford Electricity Committee has

been appointed to make all the necessary local arrangements.

Memorial Tablet at Stuart Street.—On .January 1 1th

the Lord Mayor of Manchester unveiled at Stuart Street generating

station a memorial tablet, bearing the names of all employes of

the station who volunteered for service in the war and laid down
their lives. The names are 25 in number out of 212 who joined up
from the works.

Electricity to the Rescue.— At Newcastle-under-Lyme
the annu.il New Year's Fair was held, last week, on a piece of land
adjacent to the electricity supply station. Shortly before I o'clock

on the Monday. Mr. Pat Collins's representatives came to the

works in great distress, saying that their engine had broken down,
.and unless something cDuld be done for them there would be no
Fair, as the place would be in darkness after suniet. Mr. A. J. C.

de Renzi. the borough electrical engineer, immeiliately got to work,
and had a pair of leads run from the switchboard of the scenic

railway to a small motor-generator which was used in the ordinary

way as a milking booster. By 5 p m. everthing was connected up,

and a supply of 150 amperes was given, enabling the whole of the

shows to run with the usual blaze of light which is such a promi-
nent feature of festivities of this kind. Quick work !

It is interesting to note that the motor-generator referred to

above was installed chiefly for the purpose of charging battery

vehicles. The town being situated on the main ro.ad between
London, Birmingham, Manchester, and the North, there is an
enormous amount of motor traffic passing through daily, and the

electricity department has already given a charge to a number
of electric vehicles going through from Birmingham to places in the

North, A vehicle can be put on charge within five minutes from
the time it enters the works. When such charging facilities are

provided everywhere, the one obst.acle to the use of " electrics '' for

long-distance runs will be remove 1.

A Red Rag to John Bull.—Since our leading article on
page 65 of this issue was written. Mr. Edward Price Bell, of the Chiviiijo

iJiiih/ .Vi'irx London Bureau, has expressed in a letter to T/ie 7'iiii->s

some most admirable sentiments on the task of educating mankind
internationally. I'nder the title '' Light and Leading," he says that

practically everybody everywhere is occupied with the all but over-

whelming problem of giving the world " a happy peace—the only
kind of peace that can last." While we cannot hold Mr. Bell

answerable for all the utterances of men like Mr. Montague, it is

not inconceivable that he might be able to use his newspaper
influence to prevent indiscretions which cannot make for " happy "

international peace and harmony in respect of trade. Perhaps he
will be expressing his views on the application of his most noble
sentiments in connection with international trading relations.

Signal Experimental Ship.—The steam and elatrical

trials of the cruiser Antrim are to be carried out from the 12th to

17th inst. On February ISth the vessel will commission as an
independent command, with a special complement drawn from
Portsmouth, for service as signal and wireless experimental ship at

Portsmouth,

—

Miirning Fust,
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—The first

meetintr on the new syllabus wUl be held on .January 17th. when
the Presidential address will be gfiven, after which the meeting-

will resolve into a musical social eveumg. On March 13th, Mr.
D. U. Offley will read a paper on " Works Lighting-," and the
" Barton Electric Power Station " will form the subject of a paper
by Mr. S. L. Pearce on September llth. A reunion of members
will be held on November 13th to celebrate the home-coming of the
" boys" ; the annual general meeting will be held on December 4t h

and the annual social on December L'7th.

Institute of Metals,—The programme of meetings shows how
the Birmingham, Sheffield and Scottish local sections of the

Institute are developing ; the membership of the Institution is

now over 1,200. The annual general meeting will be held on
March llth and 12th, the annual dinner is also to be held on the

latter day.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The first meeting of the

Liverpool sub-centre will lie held on January 19th at the
University, Liverpool ; Mr. Roger T. Smith (president), Mr. C. H.
Wordingham, C.B E. (past president), and >Ir. J. A. Robertson
(chairman N.-W. Centre), will address the meeting. Prof. E. W.
Marohant, D.Sc. (chairman, Liverpool sub-centre), will deliver the
chairman's atldress, and there will be demonstrations in wireless

telephony and telegraphy. Mr. C. H. Wordingham will lecture on
"The Application of Electric Power on Board Ship," at 5.30 p.m.

This meeting is called to Inaugurate the new Liverpool sub-centre,

and it is hoped that there will be a good attendance from all parts.

Barrow and District Association of Engineers. — Mr. H.
Thackeray, A.M.I.C.E., read a paper on " Fuel Economy and the

Use of the Large Gas Engine," before a meeting of the Association

on January 9th. The subjects were exhaustively dealt with by the

speaker, who emphasised the need for large ironworks to utilise

or recover all the by-products from their blast furnaces. He
reminded his audience that Middlesbrough w;is supplied with gas

from the coke ovens of local ironworks. Referring to the subject

of g.as engines, Mr. Thackeray gave particulars of an 1.800-I!.h.p.

horizontal tandem engine at, present under construction at the

works of Messrs. Vickers, Ltd. This engine is of the four-cycle,

double-acting type, with 43-in. diameter cylinders, and a stroke of

47', in. At normal load the i.h.p. is 1,970, with a mean pressure

of tiO lb. per sq. in. and a speed of 100 k.p.m. It is designed for

driving either a d.c. generator of 1,1.50-KW. capacity (230 volts,

5,000 amperes), or an A.c. 1,200-KW. generator. Alternatively it

may be coHi)led to a reciprocating blower with a capacity of

27,000 cb. ft. of air per minute,

Birmingham and District Electric Club At a meeting held

on January 10th, Mr. Wolton, A.M.I. E.E., A.M.I.M.E., the ne%v

president, delivered his inaugural address. The speaker, com-
menting upon present industrial unrest, said that the stabilising

forces present during the war were still needed during the period

of reconstruction. He thought that the Electricity (Supply) Act
carried with it enormous possibilities in the direction of cheap
power supply. In conclusion, Mr. Wolton suggested the formation
of an Engineers' Club to provide a meeting place for engineers of

all branches.

Mr. H. A. Chattock. proposing a vote of thanks to the speaker,

said that his exparience led him to hope that Industrial Councils
would be instrumental in solving labour troubles. Referring to the

Electricity Act, the speaker .said that reorganisation had already
commenced, and in a short time the progress would be plainly seen.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The Council has arranged for

the delivery to students of the Institution in London and at some
of the Local Associations of two Vernon-Harconrt lectures, by Mr.
R. B. Dunwoody, Assoc.M InstC.E., on "The Economic Require-

ments for Inland Navigation Transport in the British lelcs," The
lectures will be delivered to London students at the Institution on
January Iiith and 30th, at 6 p.m.

Faraday Society.—At the annual general meeting, on Dec. 15th,

r.ll'.l, the following officers and Members of Council were elected

to serve for the ensuing year :

—

President.—Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—W. R. Cooper, Prof. F. G. Donnan, F.R.S.,

E. Hatschek, Prof. A. W. Porter, F.R.S., E. VV. Rayner.
Treasurer.—Robert L. Mond, F.R.S.E.
Council,—Dr, J, Allmand, Dr. H. Boms, Prof. C. H. Desch, Dr.

J. A, Barker, O.B.E., F.R.S., Cosmo Johns, Harold Moore, Prof.

J. R. Partington, Dr. W. Rosenhain, F.R.S., Sir T. Kirke Rose,

Dr. George Senter.

On March 1st. 1920, the Society will hold a joint meeting with
the London Section of the Society of Chemical Industry to receive

and discuss a report by Dr. T. Martin Lowry, F.R.S. , and Mr.
E. C, Hemmings on '' The Setting of Salts and other Crystalline

Substances.

'

On March 23rd, 1920, the Society will hold a general discussion

on " Basic Slag from the Metallurgical and Agricultural Stand-
points."

Wireless Society of London The next general meeting will be

held on January 29th, at 6 p.m., at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, when a lecture, illustrated by experiments and lantern

slides, will be given by Mr, R. C. Clinker, entitled "A Portable
Valve Set and Some Properties of C.W. Circuits."

A number of provincial Wireless Cluba and Societies bave
signified their desire to become affiliated to the Society,

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers A special
general meeting of the South African Institute was held at
Johannesburg on November 20th, 1919, for the purpose of con-
sidering and, if approved, adopting with or without further
amendments, certain amendments and alterations to the constitu-
tion and rules proposed by the council. Mr. A. E, du Pasquier
(president) was in the chair. The first amendment was to Rule II,

which originally read that it was necessary for a new member to
Ije proposed by a member, seconded by another member, and to be
supported by at least two other members, all from personal know-
ledge, Candid.atea wishing to join the Institute who went straight
out from home, and who did not know memliers out there who had
known them in their home capacity, were handicapped by this
rule. It was agreed that the rule Ije altered so !»s to provide for
such a candidate being proposed and seconded by members from
personal knowledge, and the other support to be from information
supplied. The next jiroposal was to amend Rule 20, with the
object of increasing the subscription rates of country members,
associates, and technical associates, but not of students. The
council felt that country membership terms were too low, namely,
£1 lis. 6d. and £1 Is. for a member and associate member
respectively. After some opposition on the score that country
members shosld not be taxed, the proposal was carried.

Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland.—At a general meeting
of the Institution, at Dublin Ijist week, Mr, L, J, Kettle .said there
was coal underneath 1,800,000 acres of Ireland—nearly one-tenth
of the surface of the whole country. The finest samples of
anthracite coal he had seen were from the County Tipperary.
Although anthracite coal was valuable, their consuming apparatus
in Ireland had been designed for bituminous coal, for the bulk of
British coal was Ijituminous. The exploitation of Irish coal had
been handicapped by the absence of a proper mining survey ; the
railways of the country had apparently been built with the idea of
avoiding the coalfields.

Mr. Marshall Harriss, manager of the Dublin Electric Tramways
Co,, agreed as to the usefulness of Irish anthracite coal. With
proper appliances and furnaces, they could burn it and raise steam
efficiently. Some of the owners feared that if they attempted to
exploit the mineral, the Government would intervene,
Mr, S, J. Home testified to the excellent results obtained from

Irish anthracite coal in connection with suction gas producers.
Mr. J. J. Parkinson, proprietor of the Castlecomar, Co. Kilkenny,

collieries, said that one of the great uses of Irish anthracite
in the future would be in the form of powdered coal.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—
Lectures will be given at Birkenhead on January 2l8t ; Man-
chester, on January 22nd ; and Chesterfield, on January 23rd.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, luhether connected with the

technical or the commercial xide of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officiats, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review iwsted as to their moiements.

TuEKt; was a lout' (lebute at Blackburn Town Council,
(111 January 8th, on a. resolution to iiKica,se the salary

of the ekftrical onf,'iiRH.'r (Mr. 1', P, Whkmi.wkight) Irom
i8(J0 to £1,0(10 a year. It was iwinted out that the. town
had savtd ^1.5,000 by Mr, Whct-lwright iindt.'rtakint' the per-
.sonal oversight of the new sui>er-pouer station at W'hitebirk
at a cost of pvei" £dW,IMI, and that having regard to the
iiiiiwrtance of his jHisitiou the propo.sed increase was littlti

enough. The Labour element opposed on the ground that
.Mr. Wheelwright was receiving far more than engineers in

cliaige of larger works in the county, notably Stoc-kport, Bury.
and CJldham, It was also urged that the Blackburn works
(hd not show the same favourable [lercentage as other works.
Eventually the resolution was carried, and a motion tliat

a further proiwrtion of the munition prortts at the electricity
works should l>e allocated to Mr. Wheelwright was with
drawn.
Captain H.NlMMO, E.E. (T.), recently gave up his apiHiInt

iiient as chstriet education officer lor the Woolwich district

hospitals, and he left Liverpool by the s,s. Deibysliiic on
January Uth for Eangoou to rejoin the Governineut of Burnia
P.W'.D. At the outbreak of war he was officiating electiital

inspector to the Governincnt of Burma, and ram- home at

the end of I'Jl-J to join the Forces. He wa,s in the London
Electrical Engineers K.E. (T.), until Kebnjary, 1919, when
he took up educational work.
Mr. C. T. A.STBUK1:, burgh electrical engint><M- of Wishaw.

ha.s resigned, having accepted a jxjst with tlie Calile Acce.s-

.st)ries (jo., Ltd., Tividale, Tipton, as their Siottish repre-

sentative, with offices at oo, Robertson Street. Glasgow, where
he takes up his new duties on January 17th.

Mr. WiLLMM Ste.wi, M.LM.E., M.I.E.E., has opened an
office in Manchester at Duchy Chambers. 4. Clarence Street,

Albert Square, from which he will condiiet his practice of

consulting, mei'hanieal, and electric:! I engineer, ^ir. Stead's

tent—by 40:3.13,5. Of the total units 4:1.5 |vr cent, were sold

for private lighting; 46. -3 were fur power puri)09es: other

pnrixjses took 6.1 per cent., and public lighting absorljed

3,55 iier cent. He told them at the last meeting that they
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experience of ixjwcr i>lant ilesign aud use extcuds o\er 30
years; it has included the utilisatiou of waste gases froui
lilast furnaces and coke ovens, &c.
Mr. Ki>wiN Jacob lia.s re-signed his jiosition as maiiaging

(hixvtor of the Tudor .\ccuiuulator Co., Ltd.. as from Dcveui-
ber 31st, I'Jl'J. The London office will, in future, be under
the inanageuient of Mr. .\. C. Soutt<^r, who has been in the
service of the company for the past '^i years. T\ie works at
Dukinlield will continue under the management of Mr. Paul
Peseatore, with the same staff as hitherto.
Mr. W. A. PEiiiiy, electrical and mechanical engint»er, who

has bwn manager of the Amoy electric light station for the
last five years, has returned home after t<'n years' residence in
the Bfist, and is ojK-n to take up a i-esiwnsible appointment.

St. Pancras Borough Council Parliamentary and General
PuriK>ses Cominitt^'e. aftw con.'^ideration. recommends that
awards No. 84 and 101 to Uovernmont employes he applied to
the chief electrical engineer, whose piesent sjilarv and bonus
is i'l.LjO. The inc-rea.<e by award 84 would he fllO, and bv
award 101 MlOO, making the total f1.360.
Mr. G. F. Cr.avkx, manager of the Corporation tramwavs

at Eea<ling. has resigned, and is succeeded by Mr. Calder.
Mr. Craven has joined tiae board of the local engineering firm
of Allen it Simraonds. Ltd.
The Batley Town Council has increased the salarv of Mr.

S. Dkrwex Jones, electrical engineer, to ±'400 a Vear, and
that of Mr. A. Eusli.ng, station superintendent, to i275.
Mr. J. Walker, electrical engineer to Messrs. Bruntons.

Wiremills. Musselburgh, has been api)ointed manager of tlie
electrical department. Messrs NYood & Cairas, of Edinburgh,
and takes up duties to-dav.
Mr. J. C. Elvv. A.M.I.B.E.. M.I.E.Soc.. who resigned from

St. Pancras to join H.M. Forces, being attached to E..\.F.
Head(]uart<'rs Technical Staff, was demobbetl last August, and
is now engaged in preparing a scheme for the electrical equip-
ment of a large kinema studio, involving a plant of l.OflO kw.
cajiacity.

NEW COMPANIES RBQISTERED.

Electric Motors (South Wales), Ltd. (102,293).—Private
company. Registered J.nnu.iry 1st. Capital, £iO,(K)0 in £1 sliarcs. To carry
on the business indicated by the title. The first directors are : W. H
Diamond, 168. Newport Road, Cardiff, ship repairer (chairman); .M. Wide-
man, Trewinard, 48, \'ictoria Road, Penarth, shipowner; T. Diamond, 5,
Palace Road. Llandaff, coal merchant; E. C. R. Mackadam, 3, Plasturton
Place, Carditf, cm)! merchant. Qualification, £500. Registered office 1
W'ood Street, Cardiff.

Electric Repairs, Ltd. (162,566).—Private company.
Registered January 8th. Capital. £1.000 in £1 shares. To carrv on the
business indicated by the title. The first directors are : W. BoSev, 189, Coven-
try Road, S. Yardley. Birmingham; W. H. Scott. 11. ISilston Road. Wolver-
hampton, B. F. Waiter, 4, Evelyn Villas. Brook Lane. Codsall ; T. Withers,
jun.. Hill Top, West Bromwich. Registered office : Old Bilston Ro»d, Wedncs-

Poorlock Co., Ltd. (162,547).—Private company. Regis-
tered January 7th. Capital. £i0.000 in £1 shares. To take over the British
and certain foreign patent rights relating to an invention for differential
gcanng, to adopt an agreement with R. A. Rothermel and C. A. Vandervell.
and to carry on the busine.'^ of manufacturers and repairers of and dealersm gearings, machinery, automobiles, motor cycles, &c. The subscribers (each
with one share) are : T. G. Conver, 49, Pemberton Road. Harringav. N .

clerk; J. P. England. 97, Strathvre .\venue. Norburv. S.\V.16, cashier.
'

R. A.
Rothermel is the first director. "Solicitor : W. C. Rundle, 20, Eastcheap E C
Registered office : 34-6. Maddox Street, W.l.

HuSam & Son, Ltd. (162,448).—Private company. Regis-
tered January 5th. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To carrv on the business
of engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in inlernal-combustioti engines,
steam, electrical and other motors, dvnamos. motor and other cvcles. &c. The
permanent directors are; W. S. Huffani, (^2. Mount Pleasant'. .Norwich; V".
Huffam, Surlingham, Norfolk. Registered office : 39, Exchange Street, Nor-

G. P. Dennis, Ltd. (162,532).—Private company. Regis-
tered January 7th. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. To carrv on' the business
of manufacturers of and dealers In electrical, mechanical and general engi-
neering supplies, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : G. P.
Dennis. 6. Normanston Road, Birkenhead, electrical engineer; Mrs. L. Dennis,
li. Normanston Road. Birkenhead. The first directors are; G. P. Dennis
(governing director) and .Mrs. L. Dennis. Registered office : 66, South John
Street, Liverpool.

Electro^Dynamic Construction Co., Ltd. (162,481).—Pri-
vate company. Registered January 6th. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To
acquire the business carrie'd on bv N. Pensabene. and to carry on the business
of electrical engineers, workers in metals, contractors for the supplv of elec-
trical plant, producers and distributors of electrical energv, &c. The first
directors are : .N. Pensabene, 4, New Cross Road, S.E. (permanent managing
director), and E. J. Timberlake^ 4, New Cross Road, S.E. Registered office:
4. New Cross Rend. S.E.

^

Ebonestos Insulators, Ltd. (162,480) .—Private company.
Registered January 6th. Capital. £100.000 in £1 shares. To take over the
business of makers of moulded *' Ebonestos '* insulators, turners and workers
in hard woods, ebonite and fibre. &:c., carried on at 127. Pomerov Street.
New Cross. S.E., and elsewhere, as the " Ebonestos Manufacturing Co.." and
to enter into an agreement with J. B. .Alexander and B. Weaver. The fir^t
directors are £ J. B. Alexander. 62. Water Lane, Brixton. S.\V.2. engineer;

Glensdale Road. Brocklev. S.E.4, manufacturer. Registered
'

is. S.E.14.

Steel Wire Co., Ltd. (162..320).—Private company. Re-
gistered January Isl. Capital, £700.000 in £1 sliares. To carry on' the busi-
ness of wire drawers and bar drawers of si,.el, iron, ct»pper and other metnls.
compoumls. allovs or substances, manufacturers and owners of aerial and
i.iher rooewavs,'cabUwavs .ind tramwavs. &c. The first directors .nre : E.
Smith. The Coppice, Barringion Road. Torquav; A. Smith, 113. Westbourne
Terrace, \V.; Harry Smith, Manor Heath. E:.st Morton. Binglev; Herbert
Smith, Gamstone House, Gamstone. Retford; F. Smith. Pollard Hall.
Gomersal ; E. Smith, jun.. White House. Newark. (.Ml directors of Don-
caster Wire Co., Ltd.. Ordsal Wire Co.. Ltd.. ,-.nd E. & A. Smith Co., Ltd.)
Solicitors : Chadwick, Son & Nicholson, Church Street, Dewsbury.

Engineerin;; Agency, Ltd. (162,294).—Private company.
Registered January 1st. C.pital. £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of an eniplosment agenc) for the engineering and allied trades,
&c. Ihc first directors are : T. B. Boner, 7, Oakhill Road, Surbiton, con-
sulting engineer; C. W. Chatcr, 9, Norwich Avenue, Bournemouth, consult-
mg engineer; Florence M. Millikcn, 124, Fordwvch Road, West Hampstead,
N.W.2. Qualification, £100. Sccretarv : FlorcnK .M. .Millikcn. Registered
office: 68, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

Mica and Asbestos Insulating Co., Ltd. (162,495).—Pri-
vate company. Registered Jano:.r> bth. Capital. £10.000 in £1 shares. To
c:iiry on the businebs of manulaciurers of and dealers in mica, asbestos,
carta, insulating cloth, enamelled wire. 4c. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: Thekki .Muller, 35. Fitzrov Square, W., commercial manager;
Horace Barrett, 2-3. West Street, Finsburv Circus, E.C., solicitor; J. Fogg,
69. Knatchbull Road. Camberwell, S.E.. clerk. Table " A " mainly applies.
Solicitors : Goldberg & Barrett, 2-3, West Street, Finsbury Circus, B.C.

Holders, Ltd. (10,863).—Private companv. Registered
December 30th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To carry on llic business of
electrical, mechanical and general engineers, contractors, manufacturers and
agents. The subscribers (each with one shiire) are : L. R. .Morshcad, 17,
\icloria Street, London, S.W.I, engineer; R. Steel, 8, Gladstone Place, Leith,
engineer. The first directors not named. Qualification, £250. Secretary : R.
.Mitchell. Registered office: 87. Hanover STreet. Edinburgh.

Mountain Railways, Ltd. (162,384).—Private company.
Registered January 2nd. Capil;il. £12.000 in £1 shares (6,000 preference). To
obtain from the French and Italian Governments concessions for the construe-
tion and working of a railway from Briancon, in the Hautes Alpes Dep^.it.
ment of France, to Oulx, in Piedmont, in Italv. across the Mont Genevrc
Pass o( the Alps, and to adopt an agreement with G. N. Fell. The sub-
scribers (each with one share) are : W. Brown, 40, Woodgrange Avenue, N.12,
engineer; W. R. .Makepeace. 22-3, Laurence Pountney Lane, E.C.4, iron,
steel, and engineering exporter. The subscribers are to appoint the first

directors. Solicitors: Wilkins..TV R;,ikes & Son. 34. Nicholas Lane, E.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Dartmoor Electric Supplv Co., Ltd Issue registered De-
cember 5, 1919. of £2.35U debentures, part of a series of f5,0(K) already regis-

Tyne Electric Steel Foundries, Ltd.—Particulars filed
November 25th. 1919, of £15,000 debentures, charged on the company's under-
taking and propertv. present and future, i including uncalled capital, amount
of present issue being £4,400.

W. A. & R. J. Jacobs, Ltd.—Debenture for ilO,000 regis-
tered Novembr 22nd. 1919, charged on land at Edgware Road and land 3n:i

buildings ;it Hendon and the compan^ 's undert;iking and propertv, present
an.l luluie, including uncalled capital'. Holders: L.C.W. and Parrs Bank.
Ltd.

CITV NOTES.

The annual meeting was held on Friday

.\delaide last. Mr. J. B. Bniithwaite presiding. The
Electric Supply chairman said that the most imjiortant

Co., Ltd. change in the balance sheet was caused by
the steps which the board had thought it

prudent to take in raising the additional cajjital necessary to

estabUsh the future of the company. During the yeai- they

had issued ±'i5U,U00 of 5 per cent, cumulative preference

shares of £1 each. In view of the rat^s which were now being

paid on similar securities he thought they were fortunate in

getting those shares issued at par. They provided them with
the capital which they estmiated would be necessary for

erecting the new power house at Port Osborne. The 5 pec
cent, debenture sinking fund stock continued to be redeemed,
and they were ottering to exchange the stock for 5 i)er c^ent.

^^'ar Loan. They hojied that \\ould enable them to obtain the

amount of st<x;k they required for the sinking fund, and
would still further i-educe the amount outstanding. The
dividend equalisation account stood at fiJ.tXKJ. the same as

for some years past, and was a sort of guarantee that the
dividend was likely to be maintained at the figure at which
it had stood for some years. The results of the past year
had been disastrously interfered with by the prolonged strike

in .\ustraha. which only just ended about the close of

their financial year. The strike cost the company very con-

siderable sums directly and indii-ectly. They lost 3i millions

of units in output, and in the net result, the profit instead
of being, as they had every reason to exj^ect it would have
been from the results of the first seven or eight months of

the year absolutely a i^cord for the undertaking, was nothing
very striking. -\s it was, the revenue had increased by flS.993

which in the circumstances was very satisfactorv'. The in-

crea.se in consumers connected was very satisfactory, but it

would have Ijeen larger but for the seamen's strike, which
delayed the shipment of poles. s<i that they were unable to

make the necessaiy connections. It was a very satisfactory

thing that the exjienditure they had made in the past on
extending their mains into districts where they were likely

to get new consumers, was now bearins fruit, as was evidenced

by the fact that of the new consumers connected last year

no less than SH were made with no extensions of tlie mains
at all; it was a thickenina up of the mains they had already

laid. In spite of the strike, not onlv did the gross revenue
increase a Uttle, but the units sold increased to a small ex-
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had established a uight taiitf with a view to inducing people
to take current during the uight, when the load was not
wanted for other purposes. The number of consumers who had
availed themselves of that night supply had increased from
65 to 9-5, and they were still continuing to receive inquiries.

With regard to the nesv power house at Port Osborne, a lease
had been secured on satisfactory t-crnis, and they were now
actively engaged in the laying out of the station. In view of
the labour troubles he did not like to say when they hoped
to have the power house running, but the board would press
on with the matter with the utmost ixjssible speed, so that
they migBT reap the advantages they expected at the eailiest

po.ssible date. The record of the company's employes in

regard to the war was : 91 enlisted, of whom seven were
killed, and .'34 had already returned to the company's employ.
They continued to give preference in employment to returning
soldiers, whether they were previously in their employ or
not, and out of a total establishment of 3'23 male and female
employes, 62, or 19.2 jier cent., were returned soldiers.

Mr. E. Percy Sellon seconded the motion.

The E. H. Geist Elchtrizitats A.G.. of
German Cologne-Zollstock, which was compelled to

Companies. go into liquidation several years ago in

consequence of the comiJetition of the big
firms even for comparatively small contracts, has now held
its "final meeting, and will be removed from the register.

The report of the Norddcutsche Kabelwerhe A.O., of Bcrlin-

Ncukoln, states that it was impossible for sale prices to keep
pace with the growth in the -norking expenses in 1918-19.

After placing 1-5,000 marks to depreciation, as compared with
2(30,000 marks in the previous year, the accounts indicate net
profits of 400.00(3 marks, as against .378.(X)0 marks, pennitting
of the payment of a dividend of 14 per cent., as contrasted
with 1-5 per cent, in 1917-18. The share capital is now to be
increased from 3,000,00*) to 5,.500.000. marks.
The A.G. fur ElehfrizHats Anlugcn, of Berlin, which is

chiefly an investment company, states in the report for 1918-19

that two of the company's works are situated in Poland, one
in the free State of Dantsic. and 'one in the occupied district

of the Saar. The future of these works was uncertain, and
the liquidation of the interests held in the Imatra Co.. of

Brussels, and the Moscow Electric Power Ti'ansmission Co..
of Petrograd. could also not be foreseen. The net profits

amount U> rm.OOO maiks, as against 6;30,000 marks in 1917-18,

and the dividend is at the rate of 5 per cent., this contrasting
with 6 ix;r cent, in the preceding year.

The directors of the Rheinischc Elehtrizitats A.G., of lilann-

hcim, which owns and contracts for the erection of supply
works and installations, state in their report for 1918-19 that
the company had been compelled to purchase large stock.s of

raw materials owing to the great activity in new construction
and installation work, the high prices paid absorbing a con-
siderable sum. It was therefoie propo.sed to issue 4^ per
cent, debentures for -d.OOO.CKX) marks, and to increase the share
capital from 11,000,0(X) to 16,000,000 marks. The accounts
show net profits of 1,(XKJ,0(W marks, as against 1,(X)1,0(X) marks
in 1917-18, and the dividend is 7 per cent, and 5 i)er cent,

in the two years respectively. '

The report of the Siemens-Schudiert Werhe, of Berlin, for
1918-19 states that the company was confronted with difficult

problems owing to the oppressive biirdens of the Treaty of
Peace and the taxation policy of the " Empire." The great
requirements of the world could afford the company an
abundance of work; it must be remuneratively fashioned in

the interest of German industry. The unfavourable .situation

of Gennan currency should not lead to the dumping of

national manufactures. A recovery of the national economy
could only be brought about by a material increase in the
production, which was not attainable with the present average
output per workman, and by the greatest economy at home
and an expert financial policy. Including the balance brought
forward the gross profits ai-e returned at 28,488,0(XI mai-ks,

as compared with 26,940,000 marks in 1917-18. and the net
profits at 1.5,293,000 marks and 1.3,8.37,000 marks in the two
years res[)ectively. The dividend is at the rate of 10 per
cent., being the same as in 1917-18.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Anglo<.4merican Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Balance ilividends

of £1 10s. ix'r cent, upon ordinary consolidated and prefencd
stocks, and a first and final dividend of £1 10s. per cent, upon
the deferrefl stock, less tax. in each ca.se. making, with divi-

dends already paid, £3 los. per cent, upon ordinary con-
solidated stock. ±'6 per cent, on preferred stock, and £1 10s.

per cent, on deferred stock for 1919.

Dublin United Tramways Co. (1896), Ltd.—After paving
7 jH'r cent, final on the ordinary .shares, making 6 )>er cent..

))lus a bouus of Is. 6d.. tax free, for the vear. £17.080 is carried

forward. To track renewals £.30.000 is put; £27.fK)0 to car
renewals; £12,821 to general reserve; and £4,(X)0 to deprecia-
tion of investments.

Kaministiqnia Power Co.—Dividend nn llie conimon slock
f(ir (lie qu.-irlcr cndini^ J,Tnu.ir\ 31-,! nt llic r;Ue nf S per
cent. ])er .onnuni.

Montreal Light. Heat & Power Consolidated Co.—Quar-
terly dividend of 1 per cent., less tax.

Tuesday Evesiko-.

While in some departments of the Stock Exchange business
has quieted down to a slight extent, on the whole there is
still a lot of trade doing. The disappointment felt at the
failure of negotiations in the moulders' strike has not sufficed
to hold back prices of iron, steel and engineering shares, but
the po.ssibility of imminent railway trouble makes itself felt
in the Home Eadway market, where prices have yielded
ground again. Speculative investment continues active. The
view IS generally expressed round the Stock Exchange, how-
ever, that if the radwaymen should strike, and particularly
it they do so without warning, the cITect upon mai-kets would
be much the same as it was last autumn, when for a few-
days a sort of semi-p;u-alysis .settled over enterprise, forcing
down the prices of speculative issues, while at the siime time
it produced a demand for the more sober .st<K-ks. The anomalym the coal trade, whereby mauuiacturing concerns, having to
pay more for theii- coal than the ordinarv householder, are
enabled to obtain supplies fairly freely, removes the appre-
hension of acute coal shortage from the industrial depart-
ments, and the electricity supply section, amongst others, has
hardened up.
Statements which were current to the effect that the

General Electric Co. and Edison Swan were going to amal-
gamate have been promptly denied, and the course of Edi.sons
has been rather curious. The shares, after being 27s., fell to
24s. 9d., from which latter figure there was a brisk recovery to
26s. 3d., and the market looks a good one, with several .sub-
st;antial buyers about. Expectation is kept alive bv mysterious
hints as to developments which are likelv to occur, and it is
said that next week should bring definite "news. In the mean-
time, it would appear to be advisable for proprietors to keep
then- .shares.

Another rumour which was cun'ent .some time ago, and
which was contradicted at the time, seems likelv to prove
material after all. .\s we mentioned here, the Anglo-
Argentme Ti-amways Co. was expected to pav off the arrears
of interest which have accumulated on the first and second
preference. Like the report of Mark Twain's death, this
turned out to be prematm-e. News, however, has come in
this week that the municipality of Buenos Aires has sanc-
tioned the ordinance approving a 12-cent fare. This is exactly
what the company had been hoping, and should make snich a
difference to the receipts of the undertaking as mav easily
enable the arrears of dividends to be paid. Prices of the com-
pany's issues are therefore harder. The last time that the
first preference received a dividend was in .lune, 1917. while
the second preference have gone without anything since Janu-
aiy, 1916, .so that there is 2^ years, equivalent to 13s. 9d., le.ss
tax, due on the former class and £1 3s. on the second. It
looks, moreover, as though the company were likelv to regain
its earning capacity, and the announcement is very gratifying
to those who have maintained their faith in the concern
during the war period.
Underground Electric income bonds have dropi^d back 3^

to 84. The ordinary shares shed J to 2J. and the " .\ " went
back to 7s. 6d.. while Districts and Metropohtans are both
lower at 21 and 2-5 respectively. Congestion on the lines
meanwhile becomes, if possible, more acute. Between the
company's intention to raise fares and the furious protests
which have arisen against such a step on the part of the
uncomfortably-carried travellers, the investor has little induce-
ment for buying Tudergrounds, and the present holder is
.somewhat in despair at the whole position. Nevertheless, the
income bonds may be cautiously recommended as worth
mixing with other investments owing to the return w-hich
they offer, the fact that the dividend is paid free of tax and
al,s<j that the couiJons can be cashed in New York at the
fixed rate of 4.86 dollars to the £. As soon as the present
tyranny of uncertainty is over-pa.ssed. the price might easily
go to the neighbourhood of 90. though it has to be remem-
bered that more capital is likely to be wanted before long, and
that anything of this sort may rank in front of these income
bonds.
The feature amongst electricity supply shares is the strength

of Citys. a rise of £1 carrying the price to 13. This is fullv
30s. higher than it was at the time when attention was first
drawn here to the likelihood of the company increasing its
dividend in respect of the la.st six months. Metropolitans are
J up at 3J. It is reported in the market that there is rather
more inquiry for shares in this group, although it must l><-

admitted that popular attention is still meagre. General
Electrics are better at 41s. British Insulated at 2 1-16 are
the fraction to the good. India-Rul)bcr shares fell awav
abruptly to 16. which is ex the dividend. Siemens lost Is. of
their previous half-a-crown ri.«e. Castner-Kellners have fur-
ther added Ss. 9d. to their price on the proi>os<^d arrange-
ment with Brunncr Monds. whereby the latter company oilers
two of its own shares to every one of Castner-Kcllner.
Brunner Monds stand about 41s. 3d. Several other ixissilde
amalgamations are talked of in this department, and all the
tendenrv nowaday.'? is in the direction of bii.^ conddnations.
In which connection it may lie incidentally observed that a
broker asking the price of some unfamiliar share the other
day was told that it was not known in the market, the coin-
p.any being " a small affair, with a capital of only a quarter-
of-mUlion stjerling."
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The table luaiket is uninteicsting. Aiiglo-Auiciicau

ilcfencd rose 1 ou the deilanitiou ol' the dividend, which is

'Ma. hn- the year. Lnited Kivor I'late Telephones have le-

eovered tu 7iJ. Matconis are a> better market at 4 5-1(3. Gossip

oneo more plays with a report, sjiid to emanate t'roni the

other side of the Atlantic, that there may be coming fusions

iu this group before very long. I'ossibly this acco\mts for the

recent buying of Canadian Marconis. which has stiffened the

price to 14s. 3d. American Marcouis remain a quiet market
at 3ifs. Callenders at 8i have started to recover after their

recent heaviness, and the preference are bettei" at 4J. Auto-
matic Telephones have risen to 3.5s. bid.

Mexiiaus have gone ahead in line style. Practically every-

thing connected with the country advanced by leaps and
hounds. The advent of a Commissioner to this country from
Mexico is held as a precui-sor to the ardently-desired settle-

ment which has been tantalisingiy within reach for the last

year or two, Carranza is declared to be heartily sick of cha<_>s.

and to be anxious to consummate a loan with the United
Stat<"8 that shall reestablish his ihstressful country. Conse-
iiuently. rises ranging from 2 to 10 points have occuri'ed in

various issues of the Mexican government, raDway and utility

companies. There has not been much actual business, quota-
tions being marked up largely as a matt<^r of sentiment. This
atcounts for the lack of discrimination which has occmi'ed in

adding ]ioints to prices, various anomalies being noticeable in

the way in which common and preferred shares have been
lifteil to nearly the same levels as the bonds. Best prices

were not maintained, but any confirmation of the more favour-
aide atriio-sphere (which is all it can be called at present) would
jMiibably advance prices still further. Tn Engineering shares,

liabcock il- Wilcox are J harder. Rubber shares keep toler-

ablv a<'tive, although a setback in the price of the raw ma-
terial laid a check uiKiu the previous uidimism.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to ciuantities and other circumstances.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Elkotbicitt Comfadies,

Dividend Price

1917. 191B. 1920.
' Rise or (aU.

Brompton Ordinary 10 8 PJ —
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 4 4 3 —

do. do. do 4J Pref. ,

,

4) 4) 2; — J
Chelsea 6 8 9§xd —
City ol London 8 8 18 + i

do. do. 6percent. Ercl. ., 6 6 9| —
County of London 7 7 9| —

do do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 9| —
Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 42 —
London Electric NU Nil 1g —

do, do, 6 percent, Pref,.

.

6 6 8g —
Metropolitan 4 B 3i + ^

do. 4^ per cent, Pref. .

.

4^ 4^ iix.l —
Bt. James' and Fall Mall .... 9 10 6 —
South London B 6 2\i —
South Metropolitan Ptef 7 7 1 —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 Bi —

Telegraphs and Telephonbs.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 BOJ —

do. Def li 83/6 Hi + i
Chile Telephone 8 8 68 —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 loj —
Eastern Extension 8 8 i6 —
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 167* —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 164 —

do. do. Pref 6 6 9J —
Great Northern Tel 39 32 3:« _
Indo.European 18 13 48} —
Marconi 20 26 i'- -t- y'.

Oriental Telephone Ord IB 10 si" _ >".

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 71 + ,',

West India and Panama . . .

.

1/3 1/3 It's — x'
Western Telegraph 8 8 17 — "^

Home Batlb.
Central Ivondon Ord. Assented .

.

4 4 P8J —
Metropolitan 1 IJ 25 — 1

do. District Nil NU 21 — i
nderground Electric Ordinary.

.

Nil Nil 2g — *
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/6 —3d
do. do. Income ..4 6 84 —3J

Foreign Trams, &c,
Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 3J —
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

6J Nil 4 * i
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — 3^ + i

do. do. 5 Deb. .. B 5 644 *^3

Brazil Tractions — _ 60 —1
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 134
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 6 5 624 —

do. do. Preferrred Nil 2^ 564 —
do. do. Deferred Nil Nil 524 —

.
do- do- Deb. .

.

4i 4} 63 -t- iMexicoTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 46 -^3S
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.

.

Nil Nil S6i -t-7*
Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 224 4-6"

do. Pref Nil Nil 35 +o
do, Ist Bonds.. .. Nil Nil 58 -HJ

Manufactcrinq Companies.
Babcock & Wilcox 15 15 ga .^1
British Aluminium Ord, ,, .. 10 10 1?4
British Insulated Ord 25 124 2^*- -t-

-'

Callenders 25 26 88' + i"
ejPref 5 6J 4? -

Castner Kellner 25 20 3i -f -'

Crompton Ord 7 lo 2I/6 — "
Edison-Swan, " A " . ., — 10 i ?.- + 1

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .

.

4 5 794"
Electric Construction .. .. 10 10 l\ —
Gen. Eleo. Pref 6 6J 19/6xd —

do. Ord 10 10 41/- -1/-
Henley 25 25 2} —

do. 4J Pref 4i 44 S| —
IndiaRubber 10 10" 10 —1}
Met.-Vickers Prel — — 213 _
Siemens Ord — 10 28/6 —1/.
Telegraph Co« 80 20 36J —

• Dividends paid free ol Income Tax.

S 17 10
8
7 16 6

6 13
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

The tenth annual exhibition of eleotrical, optical and otlior

physical apparatus held under the auspices of the Physicai,
Society of London and the Optical Society at the Tni)K'i-ial

College of Science and Tec-hnology, South Kensington, on
January 7th and 8th, ^-as looked forward to with more than
usual hiterest, it being the first post-war exhiliition, and
was hoped to reveal the progress that had been made during
the war period by scientific instrument manufacturers.
Although there was a good deal of interest to be seen, we
were disapiwuated to find on the occasions of our visits that
the attendance was very smaU.

The discourses by Prof. P. J. Cheshire, C.B.E.. on " Some
Polarisation Experiments," and by Prof. A. O. R.4nkine,
D.Sc., on the ' U.se of light in the Transmission and Repro-
duction of Speech," were full of interest. The latter ex-
plained that the main effect of light upon the element sele-
nium was due to the red rays of the spectrum. Its susi-ep-
tibihty to red rays was illustrated by a magnified Ijeam
passed through red-coloured glass and thrown on a scale by
a muTor galvanometei- ; the maximum effect lay somewhere
between the orange and the red. Prof. Rankine then ex-
plamed his photophone, which consists essentially of a gramo-
phone sound-box with a dehcately poised mirror m pface of
the needle. The mu-ror osciUates in accordance with the flu<--

tuations of the sound, and the beam from the mirror, travei-
hng to the receiver, conveys these oscillations with' it, the
sound being reproduced in a telephone with the aid of a
selenium cell. With sunlight there would lie pr.ncti-

Messrs. Newton A Co. showed optic^il lanterns and fitting."?
for u.se in lecture halls, &c., including a hand-feed arc lamp
for optical projection work, and a new half-watt metal-fila-
ment lamp with rc'^istancj for any .supply lioiii M) to '240
volts. Another new half-watt lamp was shown with an ac-
cumulator and a special mirror for use in optical lanterns.
Ihis lamp, being provided with a special cone form of con-
centrated filament, is claimed to give verv good results for
-small halls where electricity supply is not available. It is
made m two patterns for use with 6 or 12-voIt batteries, con-
suming 5 amps, in each case.

Messrs. Evershed & VioNoi.r.s, IvrD.—Standard " Megger "

and Bridge Megger " re.si.stance testing sets, the " Dionic
"

water tester, portable indicating instrmnents, and record-
ing mstruments fonned the basis of this exhibit. " Work-
'^nop " ohmmeters . weio shown, which without the use
of a bridge rapidly give not only insulation resistances but also
other resistances by direct reading, and can be supplied to
cover a range from 10 microhms to thousands of megohms.
.An improved form of d.c. leakage indicator, which not only
gives warning of the development of a fault but alsii enables

Pig. 1.—Evershed High-pressdee d.c. Set,
WITH cover removed.

Fig. 2.—Evershed Leakage Indicator.

cally no limit to the range of trau.smitting si)eecb through
the medium of light other than that interposed by the cm-va-

ture of the earth. With a helio mirror of 6 in. diameter,

however, distinct hearing was possible at a distance of eight
miles. There was an important advantage in this over wire-

less telegraphy in the fact that speech transmission between

the transmitter and the receiver could not pos.sibly be inter-

cepted. The two instraments had to be in line with the beam.
Photographs of speech recorded by the selenium apparatus
were shown, including the vibrations produced by articulating

the words " one " and " five." The open vowel sound of the
latter was brought out conspicuously.

One of Piof. Eankine's conclusions is that the avei-age

individual makes more vibrations than his auditor requhes,
but the ear makes up for many deficiencies.

The collection of War Exhibits included a number of in-

teresting captured Gennan instruments relating to artillery

and gun sighting. German compasses were exhibited by the
Admiralty Compass Observatory, Slough, while the Air
Ministry had on view a collection of captured German in-

struments, amongst which the following were noted ; A type
A.F.S. 43B- Telefunken sender; type E. Vi 89C. amphher
in a c^ise with valves, resistance tubes, voltmeter, h.t. battery
in case, and suspension springs; a W/T type D. No. 1.11-5

transmitter from a D.P.\\'. two-.seater; a Huth short-wave
receiver complete in case; a '270C- Telefunken generator; a
Grass 6: Woiff signalling lamp and Bo.sch landing light ; an
Accumulator-Fabrik A.G. " Varta." 1'2-volt. 2t> amp.-hour
unspillable accumulator; a wind-driven, 'iUO-watt. od-volt.

D.c. Telefunken generator; a Sacb.senwerk iD^J-watt. .511- volt.

D.c. gear-driven generatc-r; and an electrically-heated iiiutl

and boot.

The ' Sheringham Daylight," which we described in a

recent issue, was experimentally demonstrated at intervals

by Mr. L. C. Martin. This invention is a reflector for cor-

recting artificial light, the result, it is claimed, closely ap-
proximating daylight. .\n attempt is made to reduce the
excess of rays in the red end of the .sjiectrum present in arti-

ficial light and thereby to enipliasise the effects of the blue
and violet rays.

the insulation resistance of each main to be measured, was
exhibited in operation; the chief dili'erence from the earlier
pattern is the use of a switch instead of pressing keys to obtain
the successive readings. An accompanying table at once gives
the insulation resistance of each main from the.?e readings.
The most striking featm>e-of-the exhibit was a high-pressuie

D.c. motor-generating set, giving 15 milliamiieres at any volt-
age up to 5,000 volts; the set consisted of a motor driving three
small magneto-generators, which were connected in series and
mounted on a base-board with suitable insulators. A specially
designed cut-out protects the machine from damage due to
overload or a sudden short-circuit. The generators are so
constructed that the pressure wave-form is practically free
from ripples, and the cunent generated is suitable for X-ray,
cathode-ray, and research work generally.

Messrs. Elliott Brothers (London), Ltd., had a handsome'
show of their .standard apparatus, including a laboratory watt-
meter with a variety of ranges, millivoltmeters. a portable
bridge, the " Century " testing .set. and their tubular magneto
and revolution indicator, which is used to indicate at a dis-

tance the sjieed of the engines of aircraft. Other items were
parts of the Elliott gyrostat, and a vai-iety of etched metal
name plates, dials. Ac, a branch of work in which the firm
has attained to a high degree of accuracy and excellence of
workman.ship.

MbSSRS. Chance Brothers & Co., Ltd.—Protective glas.ses

for use in connection with the arc and in the presence of ultra-
violet rays and X-rays were a siXH.'ial feature <if this e.xhibit;

a nickel-chromium arc was used as a source of ultra-violet rays,
and demonstrations were given of the fluorescence of urauium
glass and light barium fiint gla.ss. It was shown that when
the visible rays of the arc were completely cut oft' by a thick
sireen of apparently opaque black glass, the ultra-violet rays
were transmitted almost unaffected, but in turn wero stopp«'d

by the interposition of a thin glass [ilato which was as trans-
parent as window glass. Sir William Crookes's spectacle.

glasses " .\ " and " B." which are manufactured by the firm,
were exhibited; their onacity to ultra-violet lays depends upon
the use of cerium and didyuiium in their coinjiosilion, and they
can be made practically as white as ordinary spei'tacle glas.ses.

By the use of screens opaque to visible rays but transparent to
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ultra-violet rays, with the aid of a sighting device, our mer-
chant ships were able to keep station in convoys whilst no
visible light was emitted to Betray then- positions to enemy
suljiiiarines.

Mkssrs. a. C. Cossor, Ltd., exhibited a represcn-
tativt' collection of the latest models of X-ray tubes,
applicators for el<'ctro-medi<aI treatment, wireless valves,

ami other manufactures, which are of entirely British
manufacture and of which a large number was supplied to the
War Office. The X-rav tubes on view included the water-

ELECTRICITY IN BRITISH MINES.

)R lRIllirM-TAH(;KT X-KAV Triil'.,

cooled and heavy-discharge radiator types of both iridium and
tungsten target tubes, the latter target having, it is claimed.
a very long life. Fig. 3 .sliows a pure iridium target tube with
a bulb diameter of -21) cm. Heavy-anode and special-treat-

ment tubes were included in the exhibit, each of the latter

being guaranteed to have, before issue, turned a Sabouraud

Fig. 4.

—

1x)Dgf, High-tknsiox Valvk.

pa.<itille, placed 7..5 cm. from the target, to the standard tint

m ll> minutes when using one milliampere. Sir Oliver Lodge's
high-tension valves tor heavy discharges, which require prac-

tically no regulation, were also shown. This type of valve,

tig. 4, is noted for long life, high efficiency, and heuvy current-
carrying capacity.

Marconi-Osram Valve Co., I-td.—This interesting exhibit

was almost entirely of an historical nature, illustrating the
evolution of the thermionic valve, from the rectifying valve of

Dr. Fleming in 1804 to the most recent three-electrode types
made by the company, which supplied them in large quantities

to the Government during the war. Ihe first valve manu-
factured in quantity was the " T.l " (150-'200-watt trans-

mitting), made for the Navy in May, lill7, by the 0.si-am-

Robertson Lamp Works; the first high-vacuum power valve

(T.3, 3oO-watt tran.smitting) was made by the same company
in February, 1917. During the .same year several other valves
were developed, for receiving, amplifying, rectifying and
transmitting, and improved tyjies followed one another in

quick succession. Twelve of the exhibits date only from 1919,

and amongst these are. found many large valves, including a
1-KW. rectifying valve developed in March last by the Mar-
coni-Osram Valve Co., and a 500-watt transmitting valve

developed in September by the Osi'am-E«bertson Lamp Works
for commercial use. With the Marconi MT.l valve ('2.50-watt)

wireless telephonic communication has been accomplished
across the Atlantic. During the war the products of the Osram
works were of the utmost value to our fighting forces, and it

would be difficult to assign a limit to the possibilities of the
therniionie valve in its peace-time applications.

(To be continued
.)

4u,:i;)0
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FAILURES OF TURBO-GENERATORS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS.

By J. SHEPHERD, M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of Paper read bejore the

After several years of experience in many stations and with
ditterent designs of mactiines, the more usual types of failures
have been determmed and may be roughly classihed under :

—

(1) -Uechanical weakness,
(:i) electrical weakness,
(b) Heating and tire risk,

(4; Ventilation difficulties.

Mech.axicai, Weaknesses.
The efficiency of the steam turbine increases materially

with Its speed, and modern generators are now run at speeus
which would not have been considered practical six years ago.
'I'he centrifugal stresses in the rotor teeth, upon the rotor
coils and their insulation are .serious in amount, particularly
so with speeds of 3,000 K.P.M., the centrifugal forces increasing
with the square of the speed.
To limit the.'^e stresses and retain the maximum speed of

rotation, the diameter of the rotor is reduced to the smallest
practical dimension, the increase in size for increasing output
being more in length than in diameter. As a result, the run-
ning speed of the generator is generally above its first
" critical " speed.

One serious result of the high speeds of rotation is the
difficulty of etfectively holding the rotor coils against centri-
fugal forces. The portion of the coils within the winding slots

is retained in place by metal wedges driven into dovetailed
recesses, machined out of the top of the rotor teeth. The
portions of the windings forming loops at each end pi the
rotor cannot be held in this manner. Originally they were
secured in place by steel wire bands wound tightly upon the
completed coUs.

Such steel bands are, however, open to grave objections.
When a short-circuit occurs at the ends of either the rotor or
the stator, the bands are usually fu.sed and the steel wires
rapidly unwind. Again, the ends of the wire banding may
become unanchored. Whenever a wire band fails, the result

is invariably the wreckage of the rotor and stator windings,
with more or less serious destruction of the ends of the stator

core.

Consequent upon these troubles, solid rings of high-tensOe
steel are now used instead. These rings are turned out of

substantial forgings in which internally hidden flaws may
exist, and, from the standpoint of reliable mechanical strength
alone, they have, not the advantage of drawn-wire bands.
Moreover, alloys like nickel and chrome steel are compara-
tively new, and the effect on them of prolonged heat and con-

tinued stress has yet to be determined. If during ageing, a
slow and continuous reduction in elastic tensile strength
occurs, a periodic renewal of the bands will be necessarj'. The
failure of a band is a catastrophe to be avoided at all cx)sts,

for it generally results in serious loss of life and plant.

For many years a flexible type of couphng between the
rotor of the alternator and turbine was generally used. Such
flexible couplings requiied two bearings each for the turbine
and generator. .\s the size of the combination increased,

mechanical difficulties were experienced. Some 12 years ago.

Continental makers began to discard flexible couplings, and
that practice has now been followed in this country.

The internal losses of a modem generator are about 4 to -5

per c^nt. of the rated output, and the heat resulting from
these losses is almost invariably dissipated by forced air venti-

lation through specially constructed air vents in the rotor and
stator. With higher speeds, smaller diameters, and increased

length of rotors, it becomes a matt-er of great difficulty to pass

the required amount of cooling air through the rotors. Gener-
ally there is adequate rtwni in the stator for the air ventilat-

ing-spaces at the exjiense of iron space. On modem machines,
the volume of the stator taken up by ventilating spaces is

from 1-5 to '25 per cent, of the total volume.
This method of open construction gives a mechanically weak

form of stator core and. under the alternating stress, chatter-

ing of the teeth may occur with consequent breakage. .\

further mechanical weakness occurs at the end of the stator

where the winding must have .spacings for the air freely to

pass between them.
.Another mechanical defect in the stator is the methotl of

attaching the stampings to the frame. In earlier designs of

generators, each stamping had two (or more) dovetailed keys
on each sector, and these keys were threaded into machined
keyways cut in the cast-iron frame. The cheaper form of

construction afterwards adopted on the Continent wjs to

stamp the dovetailed keyways in the sectors with coiresixind-

ing keys let into the frame. This construction does not give

so direct a connection to the frame as the former, and has
been the cause of numerous failures. With faulty workman-
ship and inadequate proportion of the keys, the core worked
slack at the keyways. with complete failure of the stator

after a few months' working. In other ca.ses the volume of

iron has been insufficient, and the induction in the iron near
the keys has caused serious overheating of the .stampings and
reconstruction of the stators became necessary. The probable

Institdtion of Electrical Engineers.)

c-ause was the formation of eddy currents in the steel keys,
with the overheating of the keys and the portions of the disks
near them. \\ ith certain conditions of load, this overheating
became so .serious as to burn off' the paper insulation on the
chsks and to throw out a shower of sparks from the burnt
paper at the air discharge. The former construction having
dovetailed keyways punched out of the stampings gives a
sounder machine. At the same time the later method may
give a good machine provided the keyways are well punched,
of adequate size, and that proper allowance is made for the
active metal lost by punching the keyways out of the sectors.

Inaccurate punching of the plates is another source of
trouble, entailing excessive filing of the stampings after build-
ing; and to prevent serious eddy currents across the burrs
caused by the fiUng, the plates are more lightly packed to-
gether than is desirable, and vibration takes place.
Owing to the limitation of railway facilities the stators of

large generators must be built on site under usually some-
what primitive conditions. Consequently the preparation of
the stampings and their building up is not always so care-
fully carried out as when erection takes place in the shops.

Electrical Weaknesses.
The electrical weaknesses in turbo-altemators have gener-

ally developed since the .size of the machines and the svstems
to which they were connected increased to over :30,000 KW. on
a single set of busbars. The insulation on the stator bais is
almost invariably micanite, worked on hot with a Haefley
wrapping. If the stator bars are not adequately supported,
bending will occur and cracking of the micanite insulation will
result usually just inside the ends of the stator core. .\ num-
ber of different types of insulation have been introduced using
•Empire tape and .similar fabric, interleaved with mica, .\fter
use at the ordinary working temperature of turbo-alternators
the fabric loses its flexible character and bec-omes as brittle as
mica.
The joint between the bars and the end connectors is gener-

ally soldered, and if care and time be taken a sound joint can
be made by experienced workmen. There is. however, always
the difficulty that out of hundreds of joints in a machine one
may be defective. In practice it usually happens that a
faulty joint is only detected through the machine giving way
and the solder melting, with every risk of a fire.
The greatest electrical weakness in turbo-generators con-

stracted a few years ago was their inability to withstand the
stresses set up on short-circuit. If even moderate movement
of the stator bars occurs, cracking of the insulation is pro-
bable, especially if the insulation is of some age, setting up a

"I r
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Fig. 1.

—

Thbee-turv Bar
DrviDKD Radially.

Fig. 2.—Three-turn Bar
DiVID! D Axially.

Fig. 3.

—

One-tcrn, Four
Bars in Parallel.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

defect which will develop sooner or later into .serious trouble.
In fig. 1 is shown a three-turn per slot winding for a .5,000-kw.

machine, 6,600 volts between phases. The three copper tapes
are ari-anged lengthways in the slot, giving a .stiff bar with
which there was no trouble on short-ciicuit. In fig. '2 is

.shown the winding of another machine of similar size,

laminated across the slot, and of better design for reducing
the eddy currents, but the bar is not so rigid. Both machines
worked under suuilar conditions, and were connected to the
same busbars, but the winding sho^\Ti in fig. 1 gave no trouble
on short-circuit, w'hilst the winding in fig. "2 repeatedly broke
down.
On the multiple-bar and crushed-strand construction, diffi-

culties occur with stator bare of considerable section. The
conductors do not nest firmly together, and a tight mica ^\Tap
around them cannot he made. An example is shown in fig. 3,

where the conductors were slack within their insulation, and
in less than three years the insulation was worn away at the
corners and caused a breakdown to earth at a very moderate
working pressiiie.

The latest method of constructing stator bars is a more
complete development of lamination. The stator bars are
divided radially into .several copptM- tapes, each separately in-

sulated, and each tape is connect-e<l to another tajie in the •

.several bars forming the winding pitch at the ends of the
stator. .'Vt eacJi joint the tajies are twisted relatively to each

'

other, giving a complete change of position in each complete
pha.se winding from the star point to the main terminal.
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This construction climiuatcs ciidy currents and gives a uni-

lorni distribution ol' current in every section ol the staler bar.

It has tlie additional adva'utage of small joints, which enable

the tap«'s to be fusion-welded toKother. Ihe only large joiilt.s

occur at the star iKiints and at the main teiininal connections,

and these can be arranged well out of the. revolving field.

However, a bar laminated w> completely has little stiffnejw or

luecJianical strength and requires very careful support.

Heating and Fire Ri.sk.

With the old t\y>e of low-speed generator the fire risk was
not considerable, as the proportion of intiaiumable material

was small. With a modem turboaltemator, owing to the

high si>eed and compact design with small volume of active

material, a very eon.siderable jwrtion of inflammable insula-

tion is built into the machine. The stators have usually two-

ixile windings, consequently about 50 per cent, of the stator

winding length is usually taken up by the connectors between
the stator bars. These connectors are purposely spaced in an
open manner to allow the cooling air to cu-culate, and the air

is circulated at the speed of a tornado and is constantly re-

newed by the fans. The inflammable character of the wind-
ing may be augmented by oily vapour and dirt carried into

the ma<'hine by the ventilating air and deposited as sticky

material on the conductors. A fire once started at or near the

end connectors is immediately swept round the openly spac^-d

windings, and their destruction is a matter of only a few
seconds.

Ventilation Troubles.

The amount of air required to carry away the internal heat

is dependent upon the internal los.ses and upon the i>ennissible

temperatvu'e ri.«e. Allowing a ri.se of 50 deg. F. in the cooling

au', and a loss of 4 iJer cent, in the genei-ator, about 4 eu. ft.

of air iser minute per kilowatt of output is .sufiicient, and this

allows for a certain amount of the air being short-ciicuited

within the machine. Except under very exceptional conditions

.some form of filtering and cooling the air is necessary. The
amount of dust caught by a di-y filter from an air blast of

40,000 ch. ft. of air per minute, has been found per week of

continuous working to be 5 lb. in the centre of L/ondon and
2 lb. at the outskirts of London.
Unless this dust be removed, it is sufiicient to choke up the

narrow air passages in the rotor and stator, which passages
can be cleaned only with considerable ditiiculty, even when the
rotor is removed.
The correct distribution of the air after entering the machine

is a matter of difliculty. Even should the various air cm'-

rents be correctly distributed when the machine is new,
deposits of dirt after use will soon alter the air distribution,

and the effect of incorrect disti'ibution of air is of serious prac-
tical importance.
The temj>erature of the ventilating air leaving the machine

indicates roughly the amount of heating of the machine, but
gives neither the maximum nor the average temperature, as

the temperature gradient is unknown. If the separate dis-

charge temperatures of each air current were known, a l>etteT

indication would then be obtained of the hottest part of the
machine.

Suggested Lines of Improvement.

From the operating jKiint of view, the requirements of

modern turbo-generators are (1) reliability, ('2) eJficiency, (3)

ease of operation. Reliability calls for machines which shall

be fireproof, the coils of which cannot break down or over-
heat, the insulation of which shall not fray, crack or
deteriorate, and the electrical joints of the machine shall be
.so constructed that there is no chance of their giving way
under load. Most operating engineers would consider relia-

bility the most important of the above conditions, and would
be willing to obtain it at the sacrifice of some electrical
efficiency.

Ease of operation re<juires some better means of knowing
what is happening inside the machine. It ought to be possible
to det<?rmine continuously, with some accuracy and by simple
means, what is the temperature of any part of the machine,
and it is desirable to anticipat.e breakdow-ns by the indication
of rising temperature of the faulty part, or otherwise, before
the fault develops.

The output of the machine should be independent of air

temperatures, and if possible there should be some reserve of
canacity to meet sudden overloads.
Rnfor coUk' centrifugal force.—When it is realised that a

pressure of over '2 tons \>er sq. in. may be encountered, and
that the insulation must stand continuously a temperature of

2<X> dea. F., it w-tll be seen that the insulation problem is not
one of easy solution. The choice at present is restricted to

mica, and various fonns of hard paper. The coil should be
made of as great a width as ixissible, and the separate turns
laid flat upon each other. The support of the coOs against
distortion at the end of the loops can be prevented by sub-
stantial metal packing between the loops.

The safest band over the coils would be one of drawn steel

tane, which would require centerinc by other means than the
coils themselves. With a laminated tape band, each turn can
adjust itself to the strains upon it.

Stutor cores.—The trouble of soft cores is usually due to the
end plates being of insutiicient stiffness, and as they are gener-
ally attached to the frame only at the periphery, there is a

considerable spring across the face of the plate. In the case

of cores of consulcrable radial de]>lh, one or more rmgs of

insidatod bolts mav bo necessary in addition^ in which case all

electrical contact with the bolt heads and nuts on the end

plates must be carefully avoided. Stronger supports should

he i>rovided for the teeth.

Stator windings.—Thv end connections, if attached to weak
laminat<Hl stator bars, are difticult to stay adequately. U.sually

fibre .spaced bloc-ks are laced lietween the ends of the stator

bars at the junction with the end connectors; these give

mutual .sup[X)rt betw«>n the bans in a circumferential direc-

tion, but stiv.s.scs on short-circuit are also radial from the

centre, and in this direction the space blocks give hut little

sui)ix>rt. The remedy is to provide continuous coil sup{X)rts

having winding slots for the entire length of the end con-

nectors.
Joints.—In the ideal machine all the joints would be fusion-

welded, except iKj-ssibly in the case of the largest joints, where
clamped and .soldered connections would be i)ermissible if well

removed from the rotating field.

Heating and fire risks.—The relation of the temperature to

the useful life of the insulation is of great importance. A
reduced temperature gives a greatly increit.sed life.

It would apjjear that for large machines working continu-
ously night and day for mouths together, a temperature of

1.50 deg. F. has much to recommend it from the point of view
of capacity to meet sudden overloads and long life of insula-

tion.

Having the fire risk in view', all inflannnable packing in-

.sertion and all fibrous iasulation should be avoided in both
stator and rotor. The ideal insulation is yet to lie found, but
it would have a substantial body of mica built up without
inflammable gum or varnish and with some degree of fle.xi-

bdity. The binding material of the mica and packing must
have a. high thermal coniluctivity and suitable specific induc-
tive capacity to give a uniform electrical pressure gradient
through the mass of insulation.

Ideal Machine.

Various designs Lave been projxised using liquid cooling.

Whilst the majority of them are of foreign origin the initial

adaptation of water cooling to modern machines is to be
credited to Messrs. G. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd.

.411 the liquid coohng designs on record appear to deal with
the problem of heat dissipation as an adjunct to air cooling.

If, for the moment, the priiK-iple of liquid cooling be accepted
and be completely developed as a practical feature, a number
of imix>rtant modifications at once become iX)Ssible. Air
ventilation, with the difficulties of cooling and cleaning, be-

comes unnecessary, and the fire risk of machines largely dis-

appears if there be no air to feed the flames. By splitting up
the water paths in the machine, and by provicling adjusting
cocks in the water supply to each cooling device, it becomes
a simple matter t<i determine the temperature of each part of

the machine and to adju.st the water flow to give a uniform
temi>erature with elimination of hot spots, and having regard
to the .snjjerior cooling effect of water over air, a lower tem-
perature would be possible with enhanced life of the insulation.

i\ further and great advantage would be in the provision
of continuous supports to the end connections of both stator

and rotor windings, which at present are the weakest features
of most generators.

Various designs of cooling rotor windings have been drawn
out for a modern high-speed rotor (fig. 4).

(a), (fe), (f) air c<K)led. (d), (e), (/) water cooled.

Fig. 4.

—

Rotor Winding, various methods ok cooling.

Taking the ordinary air velocities in rotor ducts as 10,000 ft.

l%er minute, and a moderate water velocity of- otK) ft. per

minute, the relative cooling capacities of the .streams of air

and water are as shown in the table below. The size of cool-

ing ducts are taken as large as can be con.structed with the
winding slots shown.

Relative
Proposed by cooling capacity.-Arrangement.

Fig. 4 Cfl)

„ 4(*)
Ordinary airang'ement 1

Siemens 0'8

i (c) Schuckert VS
„ 4 (</) Parsons 54

„ 4 Ce) Siemens Dynamo Works 83

„ 4 C/) Author 89

The actual heat-abstracting powers of the two sets of con-
ditions per degree F. rise in temperature of cooling medium
for the velocities stated are :

—
Air : 1,266 therms per minute per sq. in. of air duct.
Water : '210 thei-ms per minute per sq. in. of water duct.
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The cajwcity of water over air cooling is very marked, aa
might be expected, and may be in excess of the capacity of the
insulation to conduct the heat. \ rotor con.structt'd with c(xil-

ing ducts as shown in tig. 4 (/) is detailed in tig. .5, wheie
water-cooled supports are shown for the end loops against
side slip.

Water cooling for the stator does not appear to have been
..develojwd to any great extent.

If full advantage is to be taken of water cooling, it would
api>ear desirable for the cooling arrangements to be in clc^e
proximity to the coils, with very low-resistance heat paths.
Designs have been develotied by the author upon these lines.

In fig. 4 (/) the heat from the rotor coils is directly trans-

ujitted to the iron tooth, which would be made slightly wider

Fiu. •').—Rotor with Ski'Ahatk Com. Suitohts. WATKU-t'ooi.KD

than usual to compensate lor the loss in .section where the
water duct is milled out of the solid tooth; the top of the duct
is closed by a steel plug, fnsion-welded :n place.

Fig. 5 shows a rotor with teeth cooled as described, and
provided with separate bronze coil .s-upports at each end of the
core. The supports would provide continuous slots for the end
loops of the rotor coils. The metal teeth lietween the coils

give substantial support at the rotor periphery tor supix)rting
and centering flexible steel, tai>e l)and.s. The steel ring over
the end flange is arranged to giv<' a mechanical iiuchor for the
end of the steel binding tape.

{To be concluded.)

Di.scLssio.x i.\ London.

Mr. A. B. Field said that the suggestions put forward by the
author for a water-cooled generator were not new. and they
could not l>e adopted at the pre.sent time because they would
have to await improvements in details. By that he meant
improvements in methods of insulation upon which the whole
thing depended. It was his opinion that the present methods
of air-cooling generator? would certainly be superseded. .X

method worthy of consideration was that of incorporating an
air circulator and cooler in the generator itself; such a device
had. he thought, greater possibiUties than the author attri-

buted to it. He agreed that in, say, 1-5 years time present
practice would be considered quite as antiquated as that of
1904 wa.s considered to-day.

Mr. E. W. Dickinson's opinion was that the author's pro-

positions would not solve the problem ; .some considerable time
would elapse before the introduction of the water-cooled
generator would be possible. With regard to the suggested
use of solid strip in place of binding wire, bethought the .same
objection, namely, the possibility of " wiping " end coils,

would apply to both. Also concerning the merits of solid and
flexible couplings, the former were, in his opinion, much pi*--

ferable. One of their greatest troubles was, he thought, that
of workmanship. To-day the average workman was nothing
hke so ca-reful in carrying out his work as he used to be a few
years ago. Carelessness and low-grade workmanship were
responsible for a great many faults; if they could be sure of

the workman putting high-class work in the machine the
majority of common faults would automatically disappear.

Mr. G. \^'. Partridge was afraid that the author must have
been very unfortunate in his machines. The statement that
generally the rotor and its shaft were turned out of a single

forcing held good only for maehines up to 1'2,000 KW, and
H,000 R.i'.M. ; beyond that .size the plated construction was, in

his (the siieaker's) opinion, preferable, so that the inside of

the rotor could be seen, and what was coing on inside could
be noted. He regretted the attack in the paper on the Par-
sons' flexible coupling: personally he had always preferred a

flexible coupling, especially for large machines. One serious

form of trouble had TJeen omitted from the paper, namely, ,\

.single-phase short-circuit, which would result in the bm-ning
up of the wedges between the coils and %\ould also disturb the

end windings. He had fortunately been free from most of tlie

troubles cited by the author, although his service was perhaps
one of the most severe. With regard to water-cooled
Generators, such machines would be verv expen.sive, and the

problems to be overcome in making and maintaining water-
tight joints would be difficult. Cnnden.sation would also bo a

serious difficnitv unless the machine were kept working on a

constant load, and that was not always possible. Moreovei-,

he was certain that trouble would he experienced with de
nr>sits and corrosion due to the cooliir; water nnd the space

taken up by ducts for the latter could be utilised to much
better purDose if used in conjunction nnth air coolinsr.

Mp. a. M. TAtLOR assumed that it was vital that alter-

nators should be ab.solutely reliable under all conditions. The
alternator makers were bound to defend them.selves against
any charge of unreUability, and they would probably be con-
tent if it <-ould be shown that only one alternator in tive broke
down within, say, three years of purchase. But be (the

sjieaker) knew, of at least one case vviiere, with the very best

niodern alternator.s. even half this reliability was not attained.

He .submitted that the degree of reliability obtained with loco-

motives on main-lmc railuays was .something like 100 times as
great. Ho suggested that as, in the near future, they were to

have stations generating at :)0,(K)0 to (i<l,(lOO volts, which would
necessitate step-up transformers, it was a question whether
the "transformers could not be efliciently used to improve the
reliabihty of the generators. Supi)ose, for example, that, iii-

.stead of earthing one end of <'ach gcn<"rator coil, the coil were
insulated at both ends and the two <rids taken out to a corre-
sp<>nding coil on the primary of the tran.sformer and that the
midpoint of this coil were eai-thed. They would then at once
hahe the ixjtential stresses between any iwrt of the generator
winding and earth. The an-angemcnt would really be the
ecpiivalent of six phases on the generator, though there would
lie only three coils, as at present. Suppo.se, further, that a
second three coils of intermediate phase were added to the
generator, then, for the .same kilowatts, the voltage of all six
coils could be again halved, thus quartering the stresses to
earth. The second three coils would be connected to a second
lot of primaries on a second transformer; and in order to
rectify for the phase displacement, the second transformer
would have its h.t. side in delta, while that of the fir.st trans-
former would be in star, both l>eing coupled to the .same bus-
bars. Besides quartering the stress to earth on the generator
windings, the arrangement would have the decided advantage
(jf reducing the tendency of the sound coils on the generator to
deliver energy to the faulty coils, for, in the case of coils that
were feeding different transformers, there were two primary
and two .secondary reactances in series. He believed that
when the great advantages of multipha.se transmission were
appreciated, this (multiphase) form of transmission would be
adopted for all long-distance work, and in .such a c-ase the
'5-phase, double-star generator winding mentioned above could
be put direct on to the (cable) line, and this would at once
give 70 pec cent, better regulation on the cable system and
58 per cent, of the line losses, or conversely greater distances
could be covered for the same amount of copper. In cases
where three existing cables ran to an existing sub-station,
approximately 7t> jier cent, more power could be transmitted
by running the cables as a 6-phase system. At the sub-station
end an ordinary .3-phase transformer could be u.sed to give a
.'i-phase supply. The special generator could be disjxmsed with
if a transff>nner were introduced between the busbars and the
line. A li-pha.-ie. long-distance transmission line could be
carried out with two O-phase cables, and would reduce the
line losses to '29 jx'r cent, of that of the 3-pha.se system and
improve the regulation 340 jier cent. ; or conversely the dis-

tance of transmission could be extended 3j times for equal
copper investment.

^Ir. ^^'. McC'leli.an, O.B.E.. who was particularly intei-e.sted

in the paper from the point of view of electric ship propulsion,
said that the author had not exaggerated the difficulties in this

connection. This was at once apparent when it was remem-
bered that the air trunk pipes that would be necessary for

cooling a large electrically-propelled liattleship would have
diameters approaching '2(1 ft. Moreov<n-. the ciHiling of large
ship's motors was particularly iMflicult. as they were situated
in such confined space at the stern of the ship. Air ducts on
board ship al.'^) multiplied the problems encountered in con-
nection with water-tight compartments and bulkheads. In
America maxunum speed of vessels had been sacrificed to" ob-
tain efficient cruising speeds.

Dr. S. P. Smith pointed out that if the buyer insisted upon
having the cheai)est machine he could obtain, then he had no
one to blame but himself when breakdowns occurred. Fur-
ther, if the practice of allowing a lower factor of .safety for

an electric generator than for any other type of machine con-
tinued, they could expect little else than trouble. On the
other hand, it should be pointed out that there were machines
which had been running perfectly for years without any
trouble whatever. Some of the fatilts enumerated by the
author were out of date; slack cores, for instance. Surely
they should not have to be told how to make cores in these
days. They should be on their guard against lieing misled by
statements that water was a better c<K)liiig medium than air.

For instance, they might cool the iron iwrtions of the machine
in direct contact with the water more efficiently an<i yet the
copper conductors might l>e no l«>tter olf due to the thick

mica, insulation preventing the heat escapim: to the water.

The whole problem was one of insulation. Tlio author's pro-

posals had manv good points, but in his (the speaker's) opinion

a water<ooIed generator as proposed in the paper would not
be a. success.

Mr. F. H. Ci.ornH complained that many of the weak-
nesses enumerated in the paper were out of date : the author
advocated low teiiipeiatures, and vet ho propo.=ed the use of

windings- which would load to hich teniperatuie>. There w.ts

also much misconception regarding wlicic stres.^es in the

windincs really oicurred. It should not be forgotten that the

proposition of a. new tvpe of machine was quite a different

task to that of persuadins a customer to buy the said new-

machine. The state of affairs was not really so bad as was
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suggested l>y the author, but his paper would lead to very

serious thought. There was no doubt that water cooling

would be aclopU'd eventually, but they were not ready for it

yet. an<l if it eauie too soim it might lead to serious trouble,

jierhaps even more serious than that experienced to-day.

Mr. J. Shei'heiii), in reply, explained that the paper was put
forward to see if they could not from two points of view build

better machines; first cooler, and secondly safer machines.
With regard to the faults mentioiwd being out of date, he
could only say that lie had pei'sonally ex])erienccd all but one
of them, and that had been included at the express request

of !i friend. It was his opinion that in, say. Id years' time
air cooling would have gone out of use ; that method weakened
the machines on account of the large number of air holes that

were necessary, and it also led to the accumulation of dirt in-

side the machine. The air-circulating .sy.stem suggested by
.Mr. Field li.id its good points, but no method except water

riNiliiig uuuld allow of the insulated conductor being sup-

ported along its entire length. The user found the insulation

to be the seat of all disorders. He agreed with Dr. Smith
that a larger margin of safety should be allowed ; a conductor

should lie supimrtoil for the whole of its length and not only

for part of it- Im^ith :is was done at prestnit. Bars should be

so shaiH'cl tn ;issi-t iii.-ulation which should l>e the same along

its whole length. I'rcscnt prac-tice icsulted in the straight

portion of the bar being more efhciently in.sulated than its

curved jwrtions. Wire bands were sui>erior to .s<ilid .steel rings,

because during the process of drawing the wiie was thoroughly
teste<l. On the other hand, alloys like nickel and chrome
steel were conjparatively new, and the etl'ect on them of pro-

longed heat and continued stress had yet to be determined.
With regaril to the unsuitability of the flexible coupling, he
instanced a number of tiruis that had discontinued its use.

The pajH'r was illustrated by lantern slides.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Benders are hivited to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, whiek will be published

if cimsidered^ of sufficient interest.

A Water-cooled Cable System.

In order to cool high-tension cables run through the walls

of a tunnel in Cincinnati the L'nion Gas & Electric Co. has

installed a system of water pipes which will tend to prevent

any excessive cable beating. The ?y.stem. fig. 1. consists

of 25 1..5-in. (37-mm.) pipes running parallel to the ducts.

ki each end of the horizontal .section of the tunnel, which

is 64 ft. (19 m.) long, the pipes project into the tunnel

chamber and are fitted at their ends with removable plugs.

About 7 in. (15 cm.) from the end of each pipe tees are

inserted for inlet and outlet connections to manifolds. These,

manifolds are connected to a gravity or forced-feed circulating

system as conditions dictate.—Jb'lfc/r/ra! IForW.

when the truck is withdrawn all live parts mounted on the
fixed section are entirely covered in by a steel shutter, which
moves into position, thus covering the plug-switch holes.

Where busbars are required, these are accommodated in a
separate chamber at the top of the fixed cubicle, and are

entirely covered in. Inspection covers are provided to enable
the busbars to be inspected when necessary. Any desired

combination can be arranged with the truck type cubicle

illustrated so as to form a complete main switchboard.

The " Melton " Lantern.

Messrs. Falk, Sudelm.ann & Co., Ltd.. of 85, Farringdon

Road, EC. 4, have produced a lantern, fig. 3. designed for

street and shop front fighting. The reflector is designed to

give a good light distribution, and the lower section of casing

provides a cooling chamber to prevent overheating. In addi-

tion to the ventilating points provided round the globe seating

Fig. 1.—Cooli.ng Sy-stem fok
Cable Ducts.

Fig. 3.—Front View ok Switch Cubicle

WITH Truck Withdrawn.
Fig. 3.—The " Melton " Lantern

G.E.C. Switch Cubicles.

For the control of three-phase machines and feeders up to
6,600 volts where floor spac« is limited the General Electric
Co., Ltd., of 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4. manufactures
truck " tyi>e switch cubicles as shown in fig. '2. in which

the " truck " is seen withdrawn for inspection, cleaning, &c.
The construction allows of their being placed directly against
a waU, as a passage w-ay behind is unnecessary, neither are
special foundations required. The cubicles are constructed of
steel, so that the equipment.- aie rendered fireproof: no marble
or slate is used in their construction, all terminals, busbars,
isolating switches, &c.. being supported by means of porcelain
insulators. They are designed to accommodate the usual in-

struments, oil-break switches, isolating plucr switches, trans-
formers, and sealing boxes; the whole of this apparatus (ex-
cepting the sealing boxes) together with the inter-connections
and .small wiring, are mounted on a movable truck with w-heels
fitted with ball bearings. When the truck is withdrawn the
whole of the gear is rendered "electrically dead," and easy
access is afiorded to facilitate renewals, adjustments, clean-
ing operations, &c. By means of an interlock it is made
impossible for the truck to be withdrawn or placed in position

-.^vitb the oil-breuk .'.witch iu the "on ".po.^ition.- Furthermore,

under the cap of the lantern, the body is ventilated midway
to promote a cooling current of air round the neck of the

lamp. All ventilation ix)ints are adequately prote<'ted again.st

the weather.

Central Suspension for Street Lighting.

The accompanying illustration shows the latest installation

of street-spanning gear carried out by the London Electrii'

Firm. Brighton Road. Croydon, viz., at Hove, near Brighton.

The gear consists of a simple set of span-wire fittings, which

has been devised for use without lowering gear, the cable

being led down the wall in screwed conduit and finished of!

. with a watertight switch and fuse. The cable is so arrang;ed

that there is no possibility of water trickling down the wire

into the lamp. The efficiency of central-suspension lighting,

and its advantage in eliminating posts w-ith attendant ob-

-struction and risk of colhsion by (lassing vehicles, will no
lioubt be more appreciated with the advancing sjieed and

volume of street traffic, and also in view of the Road Board's

recent pronouncement m favour of this system, and the nowers

which are being >ought t-o obtain compulsory rights for

attaching fixtures to frontagers' buildings. Varying sizes (if

liuildiugb are uy bar to the- 6yf.tetp, Sb short -poles oan be
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erectetl on a low buililing, or attacliment can be made to a

chimney stack or the like, where opposite buildinys are not

Fiu. 4.—Ck-mkal SusrE>;sio.\ ai Huvl.

of equal height. Similar gear has been supplied to the City
of London and many other places.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri received by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
catii^HS at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have the writer's name and address in our vossession.

Unspeakable Bosh.

I notice your leaderette of the 2ud iu.'^t. entitled " Where
angels fear to tread," couimenting on the Daily Mail's account
of Mr. Steele's scheme of genei-ating electricity. You appear,
however, to have missed another gem in the same paper (I

am sorry I cannot refer you t othe particulai- date of their

issue) in which they de.'^cribe a " Fuelless motor bicycle":
this, briefly, is to operate by means of a hydraulic cylinder
upon which the saddle is fixed, ami which is connected through
a pump to a water motor. The bumping along the road
causes the weight of the rider to operate the pump, and
produces one horse-power. If there are two pumps installed,

it produces two horse-power, and if three pumps, three horse
power.
As you .say in your article, moderate language is utterly

inadequate to the occasion, and this is specially .so when
dictating to a lady typist.

T. C. Parsons.
Glasgow, Januuru G(/i. ]i>20.

Transformer Oil.

In the course of a nmnber of investigations into ca.ses of

transformer breakdown, we have come to the conclusion that
many engineers find difficulty in deciding when to change
the oil in their plant. ^Ve therefore put forward a few sug-
gestions for testing the condition of ti'ansfonner oil, in the
hope that they may be of interest.

The oil should be sampled at regular intei-vals. say, once in

three months, preferably from a cock near the bottom of
the tank. The first pint or so drawn .should be leturned,
and then a small quantity should be mixed with twice its

volume of natural petroleum spirit (not cracked spirit, shale
spirit, or benzole) in a clean, weU stoppered bottle, and
allowed to stand 12 horns in a cool place.

This treatment will cause any sli^dge which may be forming
in the oil to fall to the bottom as a deposit, and if the bottles
arc kept, the amount of depasit from any test may be com-
pared with that from prtx-eding tests.

When an oil oxidises, sludge begins to form long before it

begins to deposit—a quantity being held in solution—and it

should, we take it, be the aim of the engineer t<i change his
oil just before it reaches saturation point. Since warm oil

will hold very much more sludge than cold, it follows that
a good deal can be learnt by simply cooling samples over-

" night and noting the amount of turbidity.
A close watch should also be kept upon the dielectric

strength, or what m the case of high-class oils amounts to
the same thing, upon the dryness of the oil. Tt is not suffi-

ciently appreciated that during oxidation of petroleum wat<M-
is formed as well as .sludge. This fact would have forceil

itself upon the attention of engineers long aco wore it not
that the warmth of the transformer generally causes the
moisture to evaporate Whether the moisture escapes as
quickly as it is formed depends, however, upon the design
of the transformer oa.se.

A rough test is to heat ttc oil in a- test-tube, wbeu a

crackling and frothing indicates moisture, but this is only
sensitive enough to indicate a really dangerous proportion.

.\ much bett-er method is to determine the dielectric strength

by raising the voltage to breakdown point between a pair

of electrodes immersed in the oil at a known distance apart.

When traces of moisture are present small sparks traverse

the gap at a voltage considerably below that of complete
breakdown.
We do not att<'mpt'to propose rigid rules for managing the

oil insulation of a transformer, but we think that by studying
his oil in the manner indicated above, an engineer may acquire
experience which will help him in guarding against break-
down.

Alexander Duckham & Co.. Ltd,

London, E., Jaiuiurn 1th, 1920.

Relativity.

1 do not rightly know if I have understixwl the nature of
t\u: dilficidty that arises in your article of the 9th inst. ou

Relativity." but it .seems to me that all difficulties disappear
if it IS remembered that the higher duuensions are not used
in the " mystic " sense of nineteenth century mathematics.
The time function is treated simply as a .spatial quality, and
not as a coetiicient. The thiee-chmensional treatment of space
itself is, of course, purely arbitrary. A creature physically
constituted like H. G. Wells's " Martian " (and equally egotis-
tic) would probably devi..^ a radial sy.^iteui with or without
the integral treatment of the time function. The same writer
has treated time as a spatial quantity in the " time machine "

with fantastic results, and has perhaps intuitively appreciated
the true constitution of space in the curious short .story of
the man whose " optical field " is shifted by lightning stroke
while experimenting between the poles of a huge magnet.

It would seem that we must treat time-spatial relations
as a product of psychic-motion scrapping the ether hypothesis.
Upon the extraction of motion and. or. the psyche (whatever
it may be), space and time would collapse like a burst bubble
as a result of the rupture of all tensions. This, however, is

ultimate anil by-the-way. It would be interesting to hear
some practical views upon a theory which to me appears in-
tuitivdy satisfactory, and which will take a deal of refutation.

AVilfrid J. Jones.
Eastleigh.
January iiitli, I'J-20.

The " Lesco " Lampholder.

As the patentee of the " Lesco " holder, may L venture to
reply to Mr. TurnbuH's criticisms on this holder'?

Before doing so I should like to point out that in the
correspondence with Mr. Turnbull the point of his criticism
has been misunderstood. The arguments the Lesco Co. put
forward were based on the assumption that Mr. Tnmbull
was objecting to the method by which the shoulder which
supports the shade was attached to the body, whereas he
was really objecting to the method that was used to join the
two parts together. Of course, there is no suggestion that
the top and bottom parts of the holder should l>e a tight lit

in order to take weight off the indentations.
W'ith regard to this iwint, now that we understand what

he really means, our answer is that the heaviest shade, holo-
phane or any other kind, that is likely to be put on a holder
will not exceed 3 lb. in weight, and a deep conical opal 1'2-in.

shade weighs 1 lb. The I^sco holder. Mr. Turnbull will
find, will carry .50 lb. weight. Surely this is a sufficient safety
factor to allow for corrosion or any other cause.
Mr. Turnbull goes on to say that this is more important

in that the holder is made from light spinnings and not from
castings. This remark is a deliberate misstatement of fact.

In our letter to Mr. Turnbull of Deceml>er 'iOth, we gave him
the information definitely that the " Le.sco " holder is made
of solid-drawn brass tube throughout. It is not a .spinning,
nor is it a stamping job. There is more metal in the I>esco
holder than in the best quality English holders. Mr. Turn-
bull talks of holders being made from castings; the quantity
of holders made from castings in this country or anywhere
else is probably less than 5 per cent, of the total output.

In conclusion, whilst I do not objeit to Mr. Turnbull going
to the public Press to express his views on the mechanical
design of the holder, what I do objtxt to is his att<»mpting to
convey the impression that the holder is made of light stamp-
ings, and that it compares unfavounibly with the best quality
of English holders, whereas in reality it contains more mct:il

and is quite as substantial in every way.
Vernon Hope.

Manchester.
January 12fh. 1900.

The Fuel of the Future.

In reading th<' articles referred t<i bv " E<'onomy." who.«<»

letter vou published in your issu>' of .Tanuary ind. I cannot
see that there is anything that Mr. Klemens said in those
articles which would have the effect of disi-ouragine elec-

trical men from emulating the cas engineer by salving the
valuable by-products of coal to the utmost extent.

Mr. Klemeug does not attempt to deal nitb that aspect o(
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the problem, and the main lesson to be learnt from Ins
articles, a.s I understand theui, is that it is a fallacy to argne
that electrically-produced iieat is dearer than gas-prodiiccd
heat, mei-ely because Britisli Thermal Units can be produced
by gas more dieaply than by electricity.

In the case of gas heating. British Therfiial Units are blown
to waste, whereas in the ca.«e of electric heating, all heat
produced can be usefully employed.

If we are to get all we pos-sibly can from the coal, then
we must have gas, but the argument is that it would bo
better utilised in tlie power house than in the home.

Super-I;conomist.
Jantmiii Itli, I'JAl.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1919-1920.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Conplled wipreMly for this journal by Messrs. Sbtton-Jonrs. O'Dill amd
Stifhmis (successors lo W. P. Thompson & Co., o( London), CharlerwJ
Pitent Aficnts, 286, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

L-lectrical conductivity ol iiiptals." F. II.

-•s." A. J. A.MEY and H. V. Krott. Decern-

cms." M. B. Field. Dccom-

32.r()4. •• Method of .illering

LoRiNC. December 31st.

32.767. " Electric cut-out devii

ber 31st.

33,770. ** Means for measuring electric

ber 31st.

32,776. '• .Sparking plugs." C. L. Hikks. December 31st.

33.783. " Electric generators and motors." \an Raden & Co. and R.
Rakkin. December 31st.

32.789. "Indicators (or electrolytic cells," I. H. Levis. December 31st.

33.790. " .Separators lor electrolytic cells:" I. H. Levin. December 31st.

32.791. " Electrolytic cells." I. H. Levi.n. December 31sl.

32.792. " Feeding 'atlachmenrs for electrolytic cells." I. H. Levis. i)e-

cember 31st.

32.793. " Electros." I. H. Levin. December 31st.

32.794. " Electrolytic apparatus." I. H. Levin. December 31st.

32.812. " R.idio navigational app.iialus, &c." H. L. Ckowther and J.
Epskine .Ml rrav. December 31st.

32.813. " Radio-receiving • systems." British Tho.mson-Hoi;sion Co.
(General Electric Co.) December 30th.

32,845. " Method of fixing insulating rings on shafts or cores." Naam-
looze \"ennootschap Electrotecmnische Industrie Voorheen, \V. Smit &
Co. December 31st. (Holland. February 20th, 1915.)

32,853. " Method for electrolysing a solution of nickel salt." C. Heber-
LEIN. December 31st.

33,879. " Electric cigar lighters, &c." Qlain Electric Co. and J. R.
Spink. December 31st.

32,886. " .Apparatus for electrolysis of metal salt." Fredriksstad Elektro-
KEMISKE Fabriker Aktieselskabet F.K.F. December 31st. (Norway, Febru-
ary 13th.)

44. " NIeter for measuring, recording and indicating quantity of electrical

energy on electrical circuit." W. W. Lackie. January 2nd.
52. " Enclosed-bulb electric devices." O. DrRDLE, General Electric Co.

.January 2nd.
60. " Treatment of paper, &c., lor electrical, chemiral, &c., purposes." S.

Brvdon. January 2nd.
64. " Electric battery." A. Cavrdl and P. Odion. January 2nd. (Frnnte.

April 25th, 1914.)

66. "Process for manufacture of electric insulating material." E. F. A.
Blltemann. January 2nd. (Germany, January 39th. 1918.)

72. "Sound amplifiers." J. B. Mitchell. ' January 2nd.

94. " Valve amplifiers and inter-valy transformers." G. A. Mathieu.
January 2nd.

103. " Electric air-heating devices." A. Remartini. l.muary 2nd-
104. "Sparking plugs and manufacture of same." G. X. Hall and H (,

Ra 2nd.

with alternating currents." -A. .M.

on" Co. (General

lifold for internal-combusi
January 2nd.

128. " Methods of electric dist

Tavlor. January 2nd.
151. " Signalling s\-stems." British Ti

Electric Co.) January '2nd.

152. " Dvnamo-electric machines."- British Thomson-IIol-ston, 1-. H.
Clough, J.'Hlit and H. W. T.ULOR. January 2nd.

161. " Means for starting internal-combustion engines, also lor generating
electric current." \V. S. Je.al. January 2nd.

170. " Dvnamo-electric machines." A. H. MlDGLBY and C. A. Vanderveu.
& Co. January 2nd.

190. " Indicators or annunciators." F. G. Bell and Sterling Telephone
& Electric Co. January 2nd.

209. " Arrangements for offering greater- impedance to direct than alter-

nating currents." Automatic Telephone M.^nufacturinc Co. and V. N'.-

ROSEBY. January 3rd.

226. " Electric kettles. &c." R. W. CoAN. January 3rd.

243. " Insulators." British Tho.mson-Houston Co. January 3rd.

244. " Controlling devices, for alternating-current dynamo-electric ma-
chines." British Thomson-Houston Co. and H. W". Tavlor. January 3rd.

354. "Electric oscillation arcs." B. Binvon and Radio Commltjicat'ion Co.
January 3rd.

264. " El«-tric switches." Sir G. T. Buckham and Sir A. T. Dawson.
January 3rd.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
re those under which the spncificationi

ubsequent procebdingt will be taken.

X91S.
iVICES. Bosch .\kt. Gl7.178. DiSTRIEUTOKS FOR HICH-TESSION IGN

R. May 26th, 1917. (116,270.)

8.200. Roi.ARY electric machines. K. Nobuhapa. May 16th, 1918. (Con-

vention date not granted.) (116,886.)
'

10,453.. Method of and apparatus for charging material of electro-

osmotic APPARATUS FOR REMOVING LIQUIDS FROM SUBSTANCES. EleklrO-OsmoSP
Akt. Ges. (Graf Scbwerin Ges.) October 20lh. 1917. (135.815.)

10.458. .\PPAR.ATUS FOR ELECTRO-OSMOTICILLV RE.MOVING LIQOTDS FROM
MATERIALS. Elcktro-Osmosc Akt. Ges. (Graf Schwerin Ges.) October 20th,

1917. (135,819.)

10.459. .Apparatus ' fob electr6-6smoticallv removtvc irATER. Eleklro-

Osmose Akt. Ges. (C^aC-.'Sajwermt ©*.) October 20lh. 1917. (135,820.)

dila i'mFj '-i i.'imeijb

12,709. Electric licliu heating apparatus. I. Sordi. August 3rd, 1918.

(136,198.)

14,078. DvsAMO-KLECTRic MACHINES. British Thomson-Houston Co. and II.

W'. Taylor. August 30th, 1918> (136J02.)

14.715. Electrical svstem for generating intermittent high-tension cur-

rent impulses FOR ignition PURPOSES, WITH OF WITHOUT LOW-TESSION CURRENT

FOR BATTERY CHARGING. LIGHTING, AND THE LIKE. C. H. ToWCr. September

10th, 1918. (136,203.)

16..'i82. Automatic telephone system. W. Cross. (D. S. Hulfish.) Octo-

ber Uth, 1918. (136,207.)

18,216. Arrangement for evenly distributing single-phase loads between

the phases of a polyphase supply SV.STEM. U. Magini and F. Bassanesc.

November 6th, 1918. (136,211.)

18.715. .\RMATUKE WINDINGS OF ELECTRIC ALTERNATING-CURRENT MACHINES.

KriiUli Lighting and Ignition Co. and E. C. Turner. November 14th, 1918.

-CliLJl."..)

Jii.(i:ill. Continuous feed for arc lamps. .\. II. Slaiulefurd. December 4lh,

i:ilH. (i:!6.220.)

20.379. Armatures and pole shoes for m.vgnets. Siemens Bros. & Co. and

L. de M. G. Ferreira. December 7lh, 1918. (i:Ki,240.)

20,452. Sparking plugs. K. E. L. Guinness. December 9th, 1918.

(136,247.)

20.4.')8. Sound transmitting and amplifying devices for gramophones and

HIE LIKE. W. R. Free. Deccinber 9th, 1918. (136,249.)

20.619. Troixey heads for electric traction, j. B. Parker and J. Smith.

D.-cember 11th, 1918. (136,260.)

20,641. Protective head coverings or masks for ise in welding opera-

tions. C. J. Holstag. December 11th. 1918. (136,263.)

20,988. .Electric accumulators. H. F. Joel. December 16th, 1918.

(136,282.)

21,139. Visual electric.u. indicators for collieries and other mines. J.

King. December 18th, 1918. (136,287.)

21.457. Commutators for dynamo-electric mkimnes. E. J. Harman and

E. L<- Bas. Doc.mber 21st, 1918. (136,303.)

C. C.

X8X9.
van. January Hlh, 1919. (136,327.)511. Sparking

1 288 -Means for driving a dynamo and accessory parts of an engine. M.

Birkigt. January 17th. 1919. (136,339.)

1,404. Telephone repeater .svstfms. K. E. Edgeworth. January 20th, I9I9.

(136,340.)

3,269. Telephonic tr-wsmitters. B. S. Cohen. J.muaiy 29lh, 1919.

(136,360.)

2,785. Electric fuses. W. A. Coales and .Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical

Co. February 5th, 1919. (136,;)67.)

2,901. Control of electric motors driving reciprocating machines such

AS PLANES AND THE LIKE. G. Stirk, R. Stirk, and J. G. Stirk. February 6lh,

1919. (136,373.)

2,928. .Appar.atus for notching or "punching core-plates, for dvnamo-

electric machines and -the like." Lancashire Dvnamo and Electric Co. and

R. S. McLeod. February 6th, 1919. (136.374.)

6,051. Electric soldering-irons. O. Stalhane and O. O. Kring. March
11th. 1919. (136,406.)

8,914. Electric selective-switching apparatus. International Electric Co.

and F. R. Baldock. August 14th, 1918. (Divided application on 126.775.)

(136,436.)

9 323 Socket tl'bes for electrical connectors, wall sockets, and hie

like. C. L. Arnold and C. R. Belling. April 12th, 1919. (136,439.)

9,741. Galvanometers and the like. W. H. Apthorpe and Cambridge

Scientific Instrument Co. April 16th, 1919. (136,445.)

12,041. Method of and apfaratus for operating cable ok ocean tele-

graphy. H. Angel. May 14th, 1919. (136,094.)

13 841 Electrical switching means. E. .'\. Graham, W. J. Rickets and E.

A. Santleben. May 31st. 1919. (136,101.)

12.900. Electrical insulators. P. Wnturlnf. May 22nd. 1919. (136,103.)

13 024. Whipping for telephones and telegraph cab,.es Johnson &
Phillips and A. I. Tracey. May 23rd, 1919. (136.463.)

13 026 Relay for electric circuits. D. A. Christian. May 33rd, 1919.

(.Addition to 131,413.) (136,103.)

14.180. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. R. Soyer. June

5lh,'l918. (127.829.) , ;

14 392. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. \V. V. Rutler,

A. Farrington and G. M. Nicklin. June 6th, 1919. (136,109.)

14,583 Electko-thekapeutic appliances. A. H. Hewitt. June 10th, 1919.

(136,110.)

14 675 Electrical insulators. F. W. Le Tall. (Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co.| June 10th. 1919. (136.112.)

15,658. Sparking plug. A. Greensmith. June 21st, 1919. (136,115.)

15.921. Sparking plugs for explosion motors. J. Sender. June 24th, 1919.

(136,117.)

17 237 Signal system for telephones. K. Tsukamoto and Kabushiki

Kaisha Tsukamoto Denki Kenkyusho. July 9th, 1919. (136,494.)

17 640 Selecting deahces for automatic telephone systems. Siemens Bros.

S: Co., E. A. Petithory and G. P. Sumner. July l*th. 1919. (136,497.)

17,988. Electric furnace control apparatus. H. .K. Winne. January 2nd,

1919. (136.500.)

19,086. Distributors for magneto generators E. C R. Marks
, <fp"':

dorf Electric Co.) January 31st, 1919. (Divided application on 2,484/19.)

(136,124.)

19.730. HORSEHOE magnets. Scintilla. .August 29th. 1918. (121,880.)

32,171. Telephone receivers. E. Hausdorf. September 9th, 1919. (136,511.)

25 924 Measurement of alternating electric ci rrent power. S. Z. dc

Fcrranti G Wall and Ferranti, Ltd. December 21st. 1918. (Divided appli-

cation on 21.466/18.) (136,515.)

28.567. Electrical fuses. Cable Accessories Co.. F. H- R<'"'fs. and A

Crawford. December 13th, 1918. (Divided application on 20,686/18.) a36,al6.)

Municipal Enterprise in the U.S.4.—The Xational

Electric Lisht Association Bulletin (T^ew York), for December,

1;119, iiives, among other thinss. a long list of American municipal

undertakingrs that have had to be closed down as '' losin,? prooosi-

tions." This seems to indicate that England is not the only hard

place for ratepajer.s and electrical enterprise. The jotrrnal also

contains an article setting forth the advantages of advertising by

means of film cartoons. The author asserts that at least half the

population of the average town attends the local kinema shows

once a week, and there is, therefore, no better way of securing the

public interest in the business.
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THE PRICE OF THE " ELECTRICAL REVIEW."

During the War, almost exceptionally among tech-
nical publications and periodicals of the character
of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, we have refrained
from increasing the price. Owing, however, to the
constant increases in cost of paper, printing, en-
graving and production charges generally, wre have
reluctantly decided that the price from the begin-

ning of this year must be raised to 6d. per
copy. The change will not apply to unexpired sub-
scriptions.

Annexed will be found the revised rates tor nBvt
subscriptions and for renewals :—

SUBSCRIPTION RATES, Postage Free.

UNITED KINGDOM and CANADA £1 12 B per annum.
COLONIAL and FOREIGN .. 2 10 do.

The ELECTKICAL REVIEW,
Published every FRIDAY, Price 6d.

Tht Oldest Iffekly Eier.m^nl 1 aper. Eslabluhed 1S72.

I« >a OBTAINED BT ORDKB FROal ANS NEWSAGENT IN TOWN OB OOCNTBT,

OFFICE f—«. LUOQA TE HILL. LONDON, E.C. 4.
Telegr»phio AddresB: Aokekay, Cent., London." Code. ABO,

* Telephone Noa. : Cily997; Central 4425 (Editorial only).

The " Electriol Review "
ii the recognised medium of the Electricsl Tr»dei. and hu

by far the Largest Circulation of any Ele ical Industrial Paper in Great Bri

rOIiEIGISr A.GE3VTS:
3. Atkinson ft Co., Milan : Fratelli TreAdelaide . MESsr;

Gresbam Street.
Auckland N.Z ; Gordon & Gotch,
Albert Street ; Peter G. Tait, P.O.
Box 392.

Brisbane. Gordon AGotcb, Queen St.

Chbistchurch, N.Z.: Gordon and
Gotoh. Manchester Street.

DtTNEDiN, N Z, ; Gordon & Gotch,
Priucea Street.

JOBANNESBURO, CAPETOWN, BloEM-
FONTElN, Durban, Port Eliza-
BETH, &0. Central News Agency,
Ltd,

Launoebton; Gordon & Gotch,
Cimitiere Street.

Meiboobnb : Peter G. Tait, 90, Wil-
liam Street ; Gordon i Gotch, (^uceu
Street,

Cheques and Postal Orders Ion Chief Office, London) to be made payable to

The Electrical Review, Limitep, apd crossed "IJQndOD City agj Midland
Bank: Newgatu Street Brjncb."

New iToRK : D. Van Nostrand, 25, Park
Place

Paris : Boyveau 4 Chevillet, 33, Rue
de la Banque.

Perth, W \. : Gordon ft Gotch,
William b'-reet.

RoMK Loescher & Co., Cor30
Umberto 1° 807.

Stdsev t Peter G. Tait, 273, Georce
Street ; Gordon & Gotch, Pitt Street.

Toronto, Ont. : Wni. Dawson 4 Po'>«,

Ltd., Manning Chamhera ; Gordo.i
and Gotch 132, Bay Street

Wellinoton, N.Z. : Gordon 4 Gotch,
Cuba Street,

THE TRADE SITUATION IN BRAZIL.

We commend as deserving of serious study by British

manufacturers and export traders the revised report

issued by the British Chamber of Commerce in Brazil

(Inc.) relating to " British Trade with Brazil." It is

unnecessary to emphasise the immense importance of this

great country with its population of over 25 millions

and its area of 3^ million square miles—" nearly double

the area of India, and larger than the United States

without Alaska." For business purposes it should be

remembered that it is the only country in Latin America

where Portuguese is the language, and that the outstanding

features of the moment are the development of local

industries, a further increase in American competition, and

the general prosperity of local merchants. As the recent

visits to this country of Brazilian men of eminence have

shown, there is a very cordial sympathy with British interests,

but the Brazilian (iovernment is naturally anxious to free

its country as far as possible from its dependence on foreign

goods. It is doing this by encouraging and subsidising the

establishment of new industries, by extending its support to

coal mining, &c. (Jertain importing interests will suffer in

consequence, but it is hardly reasonable to fear that

Brazilian electrical manufacturing will become a serious

factor yet awhile, whatever it may do eventually. It is

pointed out in this report that it would be folly for the

British exporter to count upon any anti-American feeling

as a means for defeating American competition which has

latterly been steadily increasing. The Brazilian merchant

like others, will " subordinate his private feelings to his

interest, and will buy from an American firm every time if

it suits him to do so." With regard to German competition,

it is worth noting that, during the war, German trade in

Brazil was by no means eliminated. The Government per-

mitted the enemy banks to operate with only slight restric-

tions, and business houses continued their operations

unmolested. Our Black Lists notwithstanding, there have

been exceedingly few cases where German firms have been

obliged to close their doors. Somehow or other they

managed to " carry on " by selling both British and

American goods, although, of course, their business

decreased very considerably.

There is some interesting advice to us at Home with

regard to methods for dealing with the future situation.

We have to recognise the need for organisation and co-

operation both at Home and abroad, and to acknowledge

the community of interest as between the banker, the

merchant, and the manufacturer ; but equally as im-

portant, if not more so, is the necessity for the carrying

of stocks of British goods by British firms, as a means

of introducing them. " The British manufacturer wishing

to enter this market must adapt his wares to this market,

as the market is not going to adapt itself to his wares."

If the GeriDan trader is on the gronnfj with certain liqesi

[97] P
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it will not be of the least use for the liritish exporter's

agent to go to the buyer and say: "We could do that

Tor you." Why should the buyer trouble to place a trial

order with us if he Ib already getting what he wants

without indulging in experimental purchasing 'i The
absence of sentiment must be considered ; regard must be

paid to every-day human nature. If the British manu-

facturer Wiints to cut into (ierman lines, he must be

dowg it alreadi/, at the-time of his approach, not merely

offering to do so. " The most efficient way to intro-

duce British goods is to have them on the market, and

distribute them throughout the country." The report

advocates the opening of as many establishments as pos-

sible by British firms, not only as wholesalers, but as

retailers, for retailers gain direct contact with consumers.

It is advised that young Britishers should not be confined

to ottice work. They are required to be conversant with

the market, knowing the Portuguese language, understanding

the Brazilian people—therefore, " put them on the road for

.a while as salesmen," and let them " travel the country."

-But, before sending them out, prepare them for foreign trade

in the course of their education at Home, " so that young men
coming out should not be too green." All of this, and
much more like it. that appears in this publication should
afford very useful reading for manufacturers, traders, and
their staffs. We select one detail more. The Chamber
strongly recommends the standardisation of parts of

machinery " on the American principle," and proposes

that illustrated catalogues be issued with the parts

jiumbered, so that when a piece of machinery is broken
or worn out, it is only necessary to telegraph Home
for a new piece. Better still though, if possible, have the

parts available in Brazil.

While referring to this report issued by an organisation

which does not pretend to deal specially with electrical

matters, we may remind readers of the pamphlet issued

by the B.E.A.M.A., a short time ago, in which Mr.
J. M. Glen, as representing a leading British electrical

and engineering manufacturer, furnished some useful in-

formation of direct electrical value.

Shortly before the out)>reak of the

Commercial
^'"'' ^ '^''^® ^°^'^ °^ influential manu-

Propaganda. fiicturers, shipowners, and financiers in

Germany conceived the idea of establishing

a great scheme of commercial propaganda in other countries

for the promotion of the export trade, but the project was never

carried into effect on account of the war. Now, however, the

proposal has been revived by the " Imperial " Association of

German Manufacturers, which is a recent consolidation of

the employers' interests in practically all the industries in

that country, in conjunction with the Association of German
Engineers. The working of the scheme has been entrusted

to the AUgemeine Anzeigen Gesellschaft (General Adver-
tisement Co.), which was already financially supported by
many iron and steel and other firms in the West of Germany,
before the Association of Manufacturere was constituted in

its present form about a year ago.

As is reported, the scheme is to be carried out in the first

place by the inundation of foreign countries with German
journals dealing with all kinds of manufactures, and a

technical journal published in German, English, French,
and Spanish is to make its appearance shortly, although
this is merely the reintroduction of a former practice. All

th« manufacturing undertakings on the eastern bank of

the Rhine are stated to have given effective support to the

company in the form of advertisement contracts and
subscriptions, in order to ensure an extensive circulation of

the technical jcmrnal for a -period of five years. The F.

Tvriipp Co., for instance, is credited with having undertaken
ui defray the cost of sending 3,000 copies of each issue to

foreign firms during this period. In addition, a trust of

the German industrial newspapers ie in course of formation
in order -to work in co-operation with the advertisement

"

company. The company also proposes to establish in

foreign capitals publicity agencies, which will play the part
of offices for the centralisation and distribution of news for

the trans-Atlantic services, which have been placed in the

hands of a commercial-news bureau which is associated with
the company. As a result of the activities of the agencie?,

the Association of German Manufacturers hopes to succeed
in " exerting a useful influence on the newspapers and
commercial journals published abroad."
We ought to be thankful that the Germans are revealing

their intentions, because we shall now be able to protect

ourselves against the contemplated attacks. The scheme
shows distinctly the German frame of mind, which utterly

fails to understand that news circulated by Teutons in

relation to (Germany and (4erman industries will always be
regarded with suspicion, and be accepted, in their own
words, as scraps of paper. A large amount of political and
commercial propaganda was carried on—or, rather, sought to

be carried on—in Spanish and Portuguese in South America
during the war, but the newspapers, &c., were stopped by
the British authorities. Now that Peace has been ratified,

it will be impossible, even if we decided to do so, to arrest

this new form of propaganda, but we can, at all events, be
on our guard against the efforts which are to be made to

influence newspapers with tainted news.

A siriNiFicANT announcement has been
The Permanency ^^^^ ^ ^j^^jj, customers by the Siemens-
of High Prices

in (iermany. Scliuckert Works, of Berlin. The notice

states that the development of prices in

recent months has led to the circumstance that the additions

made on account of the dearness of materials and labour

—

additions charged in excess of pre-war basis prices—have

gradually advanced approximately to 1,000 per cent. It

cannot be assumed that prices will fall at any time to the

level of those which prevailed prior to the war. On the

contrary, even if the war-time additions can be partly

removed at a later date, it may be definitely reckoned with

that the basis prices will always be several times greater

than those in pre-war times. As a consequence, the firms

belonging to the price bureau of the Central Union of the

Electrical Industry have decided to increase the basis prices

and reduce the war-time additions to an equivalent extent.

The new basis prices have been fixed at three times those

which obtained in the first half of 1914. The only

exceptions apply to the price lists for machines and motors

constructed with substitute metals, and the prices of

machines with copper and aluminium windings : and in

these cases the quotations have only been doubled, as they

had already been raised by .50 per cent, as compared with

the prices in 1914.^ ;,^ . . .._

Years ago, enterprising business corres-

"^th't Counf
PO"<ients in a part of the world which

shall be nameless, took unto themselves a

reputation for slimness. They " forgot " to stamp their

letters sufficiently ; didn't know the rate ; or were too busy

" getting on in the world " to attend to such trivialities.

By the hundred their underpaid communications reached us,

and with British long-suffering we kept on smiling as we

paid the excess charges at this' end. One letter looks very

much like another ; and you never know, you know, what

it may contain, until it is opened. There is a limit to

human forbearance though, and it was reached when about

half-a-dollar was paid on what proved to be a manufacturer's

pamphlet. Is it to be wondered at that traders so neglectful

of minor courtesies were criticised even by their own
authorities because they in those days lacked aptitude for

building up foreign trade ?

What utter folly it is to begin by making a bad iuipression

upon the man whose favour you desire to gain ; how is he

to know that that failure to pay sufficient postage is not a

type of the other ways in which you will take .advantage

of him, on a larger scale, if you get the chance .'
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We betjan this comment by recalling the past faults of

others ; as we proceeded, we found ourselves writing in the

present tense and as though such errore were possible from
this side too. Well, unfortunately, that is just what tliey

are, and more than possible, for H.M. Consul- (General

at Antwerp has sent home a piotest, and small wonder at

it, seeing that 30 per cent, of the letters and packages sent

by British firms in response to his appeal for catalogues
and samples arrived under-stamped. In two days, 38 francs

were expended on taxed letters. The Honrd of Traile

loiirnal wisely publishes a hint to rommfiriaJ /loi/nes—for

they are the offenders—on the importance of ensuring the

correct stamping of the foreign mail. In these days of

great concerns and big ideas and strong policies, this may
seem to be a trifling point, but after all, it's the little things

that count I

With the contention of Mr. A. U.

Books
I'tirday in our " Correspondence " columns

to-day, that the date of publication

should be provided in every book, we fully agree : and a

mere reprint should never be misnamed " new edition." It

is also to be regretted that so many authors think it

necessary to start with the most elementary theory, but this

practice is not now so common. We feel, however, that

our correspondent's suggestion has little prospect of

fnllilment. There would be " too many cooks," and how-
ever excellent the standardised books might be in substance,

the loss of individuality of style and originality of treat-

ment would be deplorable. ' A theoretically perfect standard

diet might be developed by a ( 'ommittee of Physiological

Experts—but who could partake of it at every meal, or even

at one meal daily, without ultimate loathing ? We do not

agree that an adequate selection of books cannot be made
without excessive overlapping ; there is to-day an

embarrassing choice of good books on almost every subject

with which we are concerned. It is true that, as in every

other case, the nominal cost of technical books has greatly

increased, but the " young engineer or student " is apt to

under-estimate the intrinsic value of a set of good books.

In this the English should learn from the Soots.

l.b.L. Informal

Meetings.

The Liabilities

of Tramway
Companies.

The case of the Postmaster-General r.

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co.,

recently reported in our pages, illustrates

very clearly the heavy liabilities imposed

upon electric tramway companies. .
So long ago as 1x96 the

defendant company took statutory power to lay tramlines,

and, incidentally, underground cables in Blackpool. Their

Act contained a clause protecting the works of the Post-

master-General. In 1914 the P.M.G. laid wires within

7 ft. of the defendants' electric lines. A leakage from the

latter occurred in i;>l(;, the covering of the plaintiff's cable

being electrolytically affected. Subsequently the danger

was removed by the bonding of the plaintiff's cable to the

tramway track, but the plaintiff, nevertheless, brought an

action to recover the expenses to which he had been put in

making good the damage. The Act above referred to pro-

vided that " if any telegraphic line of the Postmaster-General

is injuriously affected by the construction by the company
of their electric lines and works, or by the working of the

undertaking of the company, the company shall pay the

expense of all such alterations in the telegraphic lines of

the Postmaster-General as may be necessary to remedy such

injurious affection." It was held that neither the fact that

the defendants had used all reasonable means to prevent

injurious affection, ?wr tliat the pla'uititf' hij p!an')iij his cable

in vnnecesmni prorimili'i in She dcfemldnts line had rni/iied

the injunj, nor, again, that he had, when laying the cable,

omitted to take the reasonable precaution of bonding it to

the defendants' lines, afforded any defence. This inter-

pretation of the statute may be correct, but it certainly

leads to a rather startling result. Logically, it follows that

no matter how careless the Postmaster-General, or his

servants, may be in the laying of a cable, the cost

of all the evil results which follow from proximity to an
electric tramway must be borne by the tramway company.

That these meetings are informal to a

high degree was evident on Monday

evening last, when a discussion opened

by Captain Y.. H. Masters, O.B.E.. on "The Functions of

a Trade .Tournal," rapidly degenerated into a di.scnssion of

the merits and demerits (mainly the latter) of the various

organs of the electrical industry, and touched upon

questions of policy, advertising rates, situations vacant,

and combustibility—or arson. Much was said with regard

to the make-up of the respective journals, and on this, as

on other points that were raised, we could write a good
deal ; we will content ourselves, however, with the remark
that the one crucial test of the satisfaction of the reader

is the numerical test, and a constantly expanding circula-

tion is an argument that admits of no refutation.

The author's able exposition was described as a hat-stand

without pegs ; perhaps that was the reason why some of the

speakers talked through their head-gear. The discussion

was lively and well-sustained, though the attendance wa.s

absurdly small—due, no doubt, to the uninviting title of the

subject.

We are pleased to say that the journalistic atmosphere
which has pervaded recent " Informal Meetings " has now
been dispelled, and a very attractive programme has been
put forward for the remaining meetings of the session : it

will be found in our " Institution Notes" to-day. That
Major '!'. Rich's " Engineering Experiences During the

War " will be of absorbing interest is certain, and we
confidently anticipate a full house on that occasion.

The Coal Controller is much to be

jj
. congratulated on the astute way in which

he has extricated himself from a difficult

position. He! had the thankless task of devising some way

or other by which the benefit of the 10s. reduction on house-

hold coal should enure to the domestic electricity con-

sumer. It was a most complicated business. But he found

a delightfully easy way out of his perplexities. He
simply transferred the whole thing to the shoulders of

the electricity supply undertakers. The Coal Controller

was bland, the undertakers were guileless. Result—the

Coal Controller has finished his task, but theundertakers

have just begun theirs, as they will probably find to their

cost before it is through.

Note what he has got them to agree to do. They
will go to their coal merchants and get a rebate of 10s.

per ton on such coal as they use for " household " electricity

supply. They will then pass the whole of this on ( less f> per

cent.) to those consumers who are entitled to it. By this

procedure they lay themselves open to endless criticism and
misunderstanding. There is no way of showing a con-

sumer that he is being treated properly as regards the

amount of his allowance. Consumers will get different

rebates according to the company or municipality which is

supplying them. The amount will be quite trivial compared
with the great trouble given. In many cases the rebate will

probably be less than a farthing per unit. As to the work
that will be entailed, and the difficulties bristling round
the whole matter, it is only necessary to see the documents
placed in the hands of the undertakers, which \yere

summarised in our last issue.

Altogether the electric supply nndertakingB would
certainly seem to have had a reasonable case for refusing

to become agents to hand to the public this Government
" dole," unless it was done in some simple and direct

manner, and one which placed no responsibility upon the

undertakers. As it is, the Coal Controller now stands aloof,

and leaves the problem to be settled by the mutually

hostile triad—the coal merchant, the undertaking, and the

consumer. AVe say mutually " hostile," since if they are

not 80 when they begin, there seems every likelihood that

amicable relations will not stand the wear and tear ai_

carrying out the Controller's "prescription." And the;

undertakers have consented to be put in a position wLere"

they can neither tell the disgruntled consumer to go to iiie

Coal Controller, nor—to the- devil, - - -- --. •
. -\ . .
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THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF PALMERS SHIPBUILDING AND IRON CO.'S WORKS.

Messrs. Palmers Shii'huildini; and Iron Co., Ltd.,

which has for long been renowned for its large operations in

shipbuilfling, engineering, iron and steel nianufactnre, and

allied industries, has during recent years made extensive

additions and improvenients at its two establishments at

Jarrow and Hebbnrn-on-'ryne, but more particularly in

connection with the iron and steel works at Jarrow.

The firm has for over half a century been one of the

largest concerns of its kind in the United Kingdom, and at

present its employes number about 10,000. The works

will be interested in some particulars of the generation of

electricity and adoption of electric driving at the .lawow

works which we are able to give.

During the last few years considerable progress has

been made in the adoption of electrical machinery for use

in the iron and steel works, and also in the shipyard. One

of the chief reasons for this advancement in the adoption of

electric driving is the fact that the gas emitted from

the blast furnaces, which was previously, to a large extent,

wasted by passing away into the atmosphere, is now

Fig. 1.—Powkr House at Messrs. Palmers Works, Jarrow.

cover an area of about l.>0 acres, with a river frontage of

nearly a mile, and consist of two large shipbuilding yards,

two graving docks (one of them the largest on the Xorth-

East Coast), large engine and boiler works, blast furnaces,

steel works, several foundries, and forge and galvanising

works, and include within themselves the entire range of

operations from the smelting of the ore to the complete

equipment of the vessel, .\mongst the vessels built for war
purposes are some of the largest ships constructed for the

cleaned to such an extent that it is possible to utilise it

for driving large gas engines, which are used both for the

generation of electricity and for driving the large blowers

required for blast-furnace woi'k. Previously the gas was
used simply in a dirty or crude state for the heating of

stoves and steam-raising in boilers.

The gas-cleaning plant is arranged on the well-known

Halberger- Beth principle. The system consists of a primary

cooler, re-heater, filtering compartments, and fans, with fina

-Galloway 1,650-h.p. Gas-Enoine Blower.

British Navy, while the merchant tonnage consists of every

class—cargo and passenger steamers, refrigerated meat

vessels and large oil tankers. The firm has, indeed, built

about 000 ships of all descriptions, and it is gratifying to

know that the prosperity of the company has gone hand in

hand with the developments and extensions which have

during recent years distinguished its management.
It is not possible within the limits of our space to describe

in detail th? many departments of the firm, but our readers

cooler and dryer. The gas from the blast-furnace down-

comers passes along a zig-zag main which is fitted with a

number of dry dust-catchers, after which it enters the

primary coolers, and is reduced to about 160 F.

The cool gas next enters the rehcaters, where it is heated

to a steady" temperature of about 175" F. by means of

steam coils, the bottom of this heater, as well as the bottom

of the neighbouring filtering compartments, being provided

with a screw conveyor for carrying the precipitated dust
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into dust-catchers, from whence it is removed for the
purpose of extracting by-products. After passing through
the heaters the gas is conducted into a filtering chamber,
which consists of a number of bags through which the
gas is drawn by means of fans. The clean gas from the

Fig. S.-National 1,500-h.p. Gas-engine Alternator

fan delivery is divided up, one portion passing to the

boilers and stoves, the rest to the gas engines ; the portion

required to drive the gas engines is passed through a

further, or final, cooler and dryer, the gas then being
purified to such an extent that the dust content is reduced

to 0'002 gramme per cubic metre, a lower figure being

often obtained.

In the engine house (fig. 1), three large horizontal,

low-speed (ralloway gas engines (fig. 2) havn at present

been completed, and a fourth one is now being in-

stalled, each of them being of l,t;5t>

H.P.. for the purpose of driving the air

blowers for the supply of blast to the

blast furnaces, and, in addition, five

\J)00-\i.P. engines (fig. 3), built by the

National Gas Engine Co., have up to

the present been running direct-coupled

to three-phase, k.h.t. alternatoi's ; these

engines are of the vertical, 12-cylinder

type, two cylinders working in tandem on
each of six lines, the speed of the engines

being 20() r.h.m. The alternators are

designed to give an output of l.;;3(i

K.v.A. at 40 cycles. Two further

engines of this type are being erected,

and, in addition, a 1,000-h.i'., 8-cylinder,

4-line tandem engine has been working
for a considerable time direct-coupled

to a 7iKt-KW. D.c generator arranged

with a choking coil necessary for three-

wire balancing.

The three-phase supply pa.sses from
the H.T. switchboard, which is arranged

on the remote control principle, to two
700-KW. AVestinghouse rotary converters

for an additional supply of direct cur-
rent required in the works : a heavy three-phase ring
main passes from the h.t. board to four static sub-stations

situated in different parts of the iron and steel works and
shipyard, the h.t. pressure of 5,.">00 volts being transformed
down to 440 volts for the general a.( . supply.

(To be concluded.)

THE COLLECTION OF REVENUE.

By A. C. QLOVER.

roLi-ECTiON of revenue may be hard and tedious work or light, bright and simple, and this short article is to assist those

who seek the happier way. Instead of the old bound books for collection, I intend substituting loose leaves, arranged in

streets or roads, and in the order of callings, as in the case of meter readings. Each division or district or a number of

roads will be placed in a loose-leaf binder and lettered, in preference to being numbered. A street index is es.sential, and
one is illustrated below on the vowel principle, which may hang in the office for immediate reference.
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EDDY CURRENTS IN STATOR WINDINGS.

Ml), il. VV. Tavi.ok. .\.i\l.l.K.,y.. i.'ad :i parer on the above

subject at Biniiinuliaiu last wwk before the South Minr.ANi)

Cknthk of the IxsTiTi'TioN oi'- Electhicai, Enginkkhs. The

.paper, which does iiot lend itselT leadily to abstracting,

attacked the problem of the eliiiiiuation of eddy currents from

stator conductors in a synthetic rather than an analytical

manner, with a view t(j dealing with some of the more ad-

vanced problems which have demanded consideration in recent

yeai's. Development of this subject on these lines leads to an

approximation, which considerably simplifies the calculation

of most practical cases.

In the usual analytical investigation a symbol is taken to

represent the complex current distribution in the conductor,

and after operating upon the symbol- in accordance with each

physical relation, the result is equated to the original symbol,

thus foi-ming a differential equatioli, the solution of which

.only di.scloses in general details the nature of the current

.distribution as represented by the;.symbol. The exact details

are .subsexjuently determmed from a knowledge of the dis-

tinctive features of the problem in hand.

.: The synthetical method .starts by assuming the distribution

of cui-rent to be uniform, as would be, the case if the external

electromotive force were the only one, under consideration.

(a)._CrRREN-T Dl.STTMBTTlOX DIAGRAM. (b).—MaGNETO-MOTIVF,

Force Diagram, (f).—Flux Linkage or Voltage Diagram.

(rf).—Eddy Current Diagram op First Order.

It then proceeds to determine the simple algebraical expres-

sions for the physic;il quantities which, in turn, would result

from this unifonnly distributed alternative cun-ent. It is

thus ixissible to calculate a local current in the conductor,

which can be conceived to be suijerimposed upon the original

current in order to satisfy the alternating flux set up by the

original current. This a.c, whatever its actual value in any

lamina, is everywhere tKJ deg. out of phase in time with the

original current. The next procedure is to take the eddy

current thus found, called the eddy current of the first order,

and carry through the 'same processes as were applied to the

original "uniformly distributed A.O., and what may be called

the eddy current of the second order, which will flow in order

to satisfy the alternating flux set up by the eddy current

of the first order, is then found. This second eddy current

will, in turn, be 90 deg. in time phase behind the first eddy

current., i.e.. it will be in exactly opposite phase to the

original uniformly distributed current. In the same way it

is possible to go on indefinitely calculating successive orders

of eddy currents, each of which will lag behind the previous

one by 90 deg. When the calculations have been carried to

a sutticient extent it will be found that the total resulting

current is the same as that obtained by the analytical

method.
The value of the present method lie.s in the fact that for

piost practical cases it is only necessary to calculate the eddy
currents of the first order.

The simple mathematics for the proposed method as applied

to the simplest case, vis., that for the bottom conductor m
a slot are then given; the process is indicated graphically in

lig. 1.

The distribution of the first order of eddy current across

the depth of the conductor is parabohc. The " extra loss

factor " is defined as the ratio of the extra loss due to eddy
currents only to the loss which would arise from uniform

distribution of current. If all eddy currents beyond the first

order can be neglected, the calculation of the exti'a loss

factor is simple.

When the eddy-current losses in the .second conductor aie

considered, it is found, fig. i, that the flux which pa.ss«>s

across the conductor depends not only utx)n the current in

the conductor itself, but also upon the currents in the con-

ductors! below it. The graphical representation of this ex-

pression is a parabola dI' the same form as was found for

Ihe bottom conductor, with the addition of a .straight line,

tin; sloiK' of which is pmiwrtional to the number of con-

(liictors below the one in question. Further, the height of

the parabola at the end of the conductor is half the height

of the straight line when drawn for oiu^ external conductoi-,

lig. .1 V.

.\ full appreciation of these jxiints is important in many o£

the subsequent .sections of the paper.

The limitation to the u.se of approximate expressions for

loss factor fully covers the practical range of conductors.

Under given conditions there is a critical depth of con-

ductor which gives a minimum lo.ss, which ari.ses out of the

fact that when this critical depth is exceeded the rate of

increase of the eddy-loss factor is greater than the rate of

increase of the depth of the conductor. This jwint may be
very conveniently investigated by means of the approximate
formula proposed, and the argument applies both to in-

dividual conductors and to the average value of the loss factor
' for all the conductors.

The author next considers losses in top conductors when
subjected to the external influence of currents out of phase to

those they themselves carry. For instance, in a multi-turn

coil in which there are eight isolated conductors in the same
slot, the losses in the four bottom conductors are calculated

in the manner already indicated, as they all carry current
corresponding to, say, phase «. The fifth conductor, however,
canies cuiTent of another phase, say. phase b, but is sub-

jected to the external influence of flux arising from four

conductors of phase a. Similarly the sixth conductor caiTies

current of phase b. but is subjected to the external influence

of one conductor of phase b and four of phase a, and so on.

The losses in a conductor divided into a number of sections

all connected together at the ends of the conductor are of im-
portance, since this is the simplest method of minimising the

eddy losses. The case of the infinitely laminated conductor
"is within the range of the present approximate treatment:
the extra-loss factor is that of a solid conductor reduced by
the square of the ratio of the core length to the total length
of the conductor, ie., in the ratio 1 : b'-. The more practical

case of a finite number of laminations will give rise to an
extra-loss factor intermediate between the solid and the
infinitely laminated conductors. An interesting case of un-
equal sub-division is considered in the original paper where
adjacent conductors in a bundle of six conductors are unequall.v

- -divided - in order that the separate sections may keep their

proper places during the insulation process. Fig. 2 has been
plotted from the formulte in this section, and relates: (a)

(full lines) to' a conductor divided into laminations, namely.
'3. 3, 4. and 5 parts to give the same total depth. Different

curves relate to the first, .second, third, and fourth of such
conductors from the bottom of the slot, {b) (dotted lines) to

similarly laminated third and fourth conductors in slots where
the curr<fnt in the top conductors difteis in phase from that
in the Ixittom conductors by 60 deg.

Fig

Miun^ex of laminations

-Extra Loss Imctor in Lajiin.^ted CoNDrcTOR.s.

The author next considers in detail some of the ca.ses which

arise in practice, from which he passes on to the question ol

losses in conductors and coils in which insulated laminations

are successivelv transferred.

The synthetic treatment is applied ui the body of the paper

so far as to deal with the must practical cases v.^hicli will

arise. An appendix is added in which the u.se of this method

in the derivation of the complete factors is briefly dealt with,

and in which the similarity between eddy currents and

tran.smission line problems is noticed. In a second appendix

the author shows how the approximate calculation of irrc

gularlv .shaped conductors may be expeditiously carried out

by developing and calculating step by .step an equivalent

transmission line from a knowledge of the mechanical shape

and dimensions of the conductor.
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Discussion at Birmi.ngham.

Mr. F. H. Clough said that with increasing sizes of elec-

trical machinery, especially turbo-alternators, the size of slot

had grown very much, and it had become necessary to fully

understand the causes which produced additional losses in

the copper conductors so that suitable means could be adopted
to avoid these losses. The author had in a proper engineering
way attacked the problem from a physical aspect, and had
ilSed mathematics only as a means of striving the physical
problems. He had thereby been able to simplify the mathe-
matical part of the problem and evolve a method whereby
practically all types of windings could be calculated compara-
tively simply. The paper marked a distinct step in progress
in the design of eleetrical machinery.

Mr. R. G. Jakeiian, after discussing briefly a certain mathe-
matical feature of the paper, said the expressions "' constant

"

and " variable " eddy currents looked strange at first, but
he (the speaker) understood that a '" constant " eddy current
was one which was uniformly distributed. With regard to
stranded conductors and the effect of compression on eddy
currents, if the cable was very highly compressed, it was
possible for the strands to cut into one another, and so form
practically a soUd conductor.

Mr. W. M. G'K.ixSTON e.xplai.ned that the author had brought
forward one or two methods of crossing over laminations in
conductors, thereby eliminating to a lai'ge extent the eddy
current loss. That this was of great importance might readily
be appreciated when it was considered that the only alterna-
tive at present available was the adoption of a completely
stranded conductor. The latter to reach its maxiruuui effi-

ciency should have its strands completely insulated through-
out the whole of its embedded length, and should have such
a pitch that a multiple of the pitch would exactly coincide
with the l«'ugth of the iron core. In normal practice neither
of these features was completely obtained, but the resultant
loss was usually' so small that it would be found to be less

than the eddy-current loss in the individual laminations of

the interconnected conductor.- The stranded conductor, how-
ever, cost about -30 i>er cent, more than a sohd bar of the
same dimensions. In large machines this economy would
go a long way towards paying for the extra connections, and
might induce manufacturers to adopt the proposed systems
in spite of increased risk of breakdown due to the multiplica-
tion of connections. In smaller machines they were content
to suffer the inconvenience of eddy currents, but designers

weiB apt to attach too great importance to the depth ol copper

for minimum loss. With regard to the depth of copper fpr

minimum intensity of beat dissipation, the author had given,

valuable figures.
" These showed that th^j depth of copiX'X

might under cei-t;iin conditions be increased by about M l>er

cent, with advantag« to tiie machine. Uf course, the losses

in the slots were increased, but the gam on the overhang

might more than compensate for that, and might result in

a more efficient and cooler machine. In certain cases even

this depth might be exceeded with impunity. ,

Dr. M. Kah.\ said the author had given a simple solution

for each case which might arise by considering only the eddy-

currents of the first order. To neglect the eddy currents of

higher orders was certainly justified, as an approximate know-

ledge of the increa.se of the copper losses was all that was

required. In considering the losses in conductors consisting

of a number of laminations connected solidly together at

the ends, the statement that the extra-loss factor in. ca,'*

of an infiuitelv laminated conductor was reduced by the

square of the ratio of the core length to the total length ct

the conductor seemed not to be quite correct; it neglected

the fact that the losses in the part of the conductor outside

the slot were increased by laminating the conductor. In the

case of a sohd conductor the alternating current was in the

end winding practically uniformly distributed over the whole

conductor, and the copper loss there equalled the loss which

would take place with a corresiwnding direct current. If

the conductor, were laminated, and the laminations .s(j in-

sulated that no current could pass from one lamination to

another, the loss per unit of length in the external part of

the conductor and iii the part of the conductor in the slot

would be equal.. In the case of stranded conductors where

the strands were arranged in spirals the voltage between the

various strands was very small, as each strand changed its

position continuouslv and completed a cycle of transposition

in each pitch of the spiral. The resulting voltage between

strands was smaller than the voltage drop necessary to allow

current to flow through the surface contacts between the

various strands. In the -case of a laminated conductor where

the laminations were joined at the end of each half turn the

voltage between the laminations was higher. Even^so. the

surface drop might still reduce the currents flowing between

laminations in the end winding to negligible amounts, if the

number of laminations was large. If the number of lamina-

tions was small, or if the ends of the laminations were not

joined up each half turn, insulation was, of course, essentials

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are invited to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, wkieh urill be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

.4 New Brush Holder.

A new " automatically constant pressure " brush holder for

dynamo-electric; machines has been recently patented by Mr.
C. M. Owen, of " Laugstone." .\venue Road, .\bergavenny

(Mon.), wherewith an attempt is made to i)l)tain a piessiu'e

FlU. 1.—Co\STAXT-PRESSl-RF, Bhush Holukh.

action of the spring and the two arms of the lever is such that

the pressure upon the brush remains substantially constant

during the wear of the brush. The means for adjusting the

tension of the spring when desired comprises a threaded plug

14 screwed into the spring 8, the thread on the plug corre-

sponding to the coils on the .spring and the plug having a

threaded extension 15 which is .screwed into a saddle piece lf>.

supported in bearings, so as to be rotatable. in the aruis 5, 5.

When the adjusting means is employed the saddle piece 1(5

takes the place of the rod 7. The pitch of the thread on the

plug 14 is the same as the pitch of the thread on the exten-

sion 13. Pi. spring washer 17 and a nut 18 are provided for

tightening purposes and a clamp 19 is disposed over the out-

side of the spring and the plug 14.

In operation, as the brush wears away it descends in the

frame and the lever 9 moves about its pivotal point. During
tliis movement the end of the arm to which the spring is

attached moves so that the effort of the spring acts at a

greater distance from the pivotal point, and. though the pull

of the spring becomes less, due to the movement of the arm,
the moment acting on the lever remains substantially con-

.stant during the wearing away of the brush.

In ca.ses when it may be desirable to alter the tension of

the spring, the clamp 19 and nut 18 are loosened and the

plug 14 is screwed into or out of the spring, whereby fewer
or more cods of the spring are put into operation as desired.

.Vfter adjustment, the clamp 19 and nut 18 are tightened.

The pressure increases slightly from the time the brush is put

in new until it is half worn out, and then decreases by the

same amount until the brush is fully worn out. The initial

and final pressures should, therefore, be equal. The slight

increase in pressure may be made as small as desired by small
increa.ses in the .size of tlu- brush holder.

upon the brush which automatically remains the .same from

the time the bru.sh is put in new until it is removed worn
out. No attention or hand regulation is required. Tlie

arrangement of the mechanism is easily seen from the draw-
ings, fig. 1 ; the combination is so designed that the inter-

B.T.H. Workshop Lamp Bracket.
' -\lthough the prosi-nt tcndeiKV ui indiistnal li-lilmg is to

rely exclusively on general overhead illumination w hcrever pos-

sible, there are still some conditions where it i:> nece^ary tp

use addifionallbcal units. The important thing in local light-
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ini;; is that the lit;ht should come from the right direction.

This means that the unit must be adjustable and under the
complete control of the mechanic, because he will probably
have to change his position or the position of his head and
hards from time to time, which will generally require a corre-

sponding alteration in the direction of the light.

To comply with these requirements the British Thomson-
Houston Co., of 77, I'piwr Thames Street. B.C. 4, has de-

signed an adjustable workshop bracket (fig. 0). which
con.sists of a single, double, or triple exten.sion arm,
each section being made of two pieces of angle steel

clamped together tn fnim a hollow square tube. thni\igli

TEXTILE MILL ELECTRIFICATION.

l"n B.T.ll. WllHKSHcll' BiaCKKT.

B
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closed to exclude dust and scraps of material. It i.s mounted
bifa. small ba.se plate, and supported at one end by a spring
U-hicb" keeps the transmission belt tightened automatically.

The " Witton " motor is made in three sizes—i, J, and 1
H-.P. Characteristic carves of performances of a J h.p. motor
of this type are given in fig. 2. It will be seen from this

j'ecord that at half-load the motor's efficiency is 85 per cent.

At about 60 per cent, of full load its efficiency rises to 86 per
cent., and an 80 per cent, efficiency is maintained at full load.

The question whether to install generators in the mill or to

take in a supply from an outside undertaking is one that must
be settled after close investigation of local conditions, and is

purely a business consideration.

'If the supply from a local authority is direct current it is

usual practice to install rotary converters to effect a. change
t;6' A.C.. providing separate exciters to maintain a Constant
^pced' during change? in the Inad.

Kl.KCTHll'ALIA -DRIVEN VVr.WLNG SHED.

- It has been found that for various reasons a.c. is more
satisfactory for this class of work than d.c. The chief points

in the former's favour are, first, cost of plant in cases where
plant has to be purchased. Secondly, an a.c. motor rans
almast synchronously with the generator, which renders the

speed variation very small compared with S d.c. motor, the

amount of " slip " being not more than -5 per cent, from full-

load to zero. Then the A.c. motor has greater efficieiu-y. and
requires le.ss and simpler starting gear than a d.c. machine.
Although the employment of A.c. motors is advisable, it by no
means follows that d.c. machines cannot be used, in fact cir-

cumstances will in some cases compel their use.

I'^ro. 4.- -dooble-frame installation driven bv 7i-h.i'.

" Witton " Motors.

Small mill alternatois with capacities up to "10(1 kw. may
be di'iven by high-speed reciprocating engines. l)ut in larger

installations the employment of steam turbines has lieen found

to be more sati.sfactory, as the generators can be direct-

coupled, minimi,sing the transmission losses.

Another question which arises upon the installation of

electrical plant is whether it is better to provide a .separate

motor for each machine or to drive groups by larger motors.
It^'om the officicnov pnint nf view the individual drive is no
doubt better than the group drive, but the cost of the former

compared with that of the latter presents a difficulty if

capital is limited. The absence of overhead gear us one of

the many advantages of the dir«ft-drive system ; this is very

clearly illustrated in fig. ti, which is a photograph of a typical

weaving shed in a large textile mill, and fig. 4 showing a

double-frame installation diiven by 7J h.p. " Witton " motors.

We are indebted to the G.B. Co. for the adjoining illustra-

tions, which appear in the recently is.^ued Bulletin No. II

bearing the same title as this article. The Bulletin contains a

great amount of interesting information and 40 illustrations,

chiefly of textile mills equipped by the G.B. Go.

THE FARADAY SOCIETY.

.\.\ Enoi.neeiung Ari'LicATioN OF Electrolvtic Iron
Deposition.

.\i the December meeting of the Faraday Society, Lieut.

W. A. Maci'ADYen described a. prucess that had been worked
out for the Electrometallurgical Committee of the IVIinistry

uf Munitions, and very usefully applied in the war- area for

the repair- of aeroplane engines. The problem solved was to

evolve a simple and reliable workshop method for obtaining

thick, hard, adherent deposits of iron on steel mechanism
parts which had been ovennachined or worn down in a few
places, so as to save them from the scrap heap. Existing

electrolytic processes chiefly used for refinmg had to be re-

jected, for pj-acticUl reasons; for exMiiiple, they made use of

liot solutions or solutions that could not easily be made u[>

or replaced. Finally, a simple concentrated aqueous solution

of ferrous ammonium sulphate was adopted, of acidity not

exceeding 0.00-5 normal, and a current den.sity of nearly -25

amixres i>er sq. ft. could be reliably employed at normal
temperatures to yield hard, smooth, adhesive deposits. From
.such a solution heated to 65 deg. C, but with O.O^ normal
free acid present, reguline deposits couI3 be obtained at '20<J

amp. per sq. ft. The solutions were found to deteriorate

after a few months' use, on account of the accumulation of

organic impurities. Boiling expelled these substances and
renovated the solutions, but later it was found that the

presence of finely-divided wood charcoal in suspension ab-

sorbed the organic matter continuously, and prevented the

deposition of momentary deposits of hydroxides—the supposed

cause of the inferior deposits. The photographs appended

to the paijer strikingly illustrate the effect of the presence of

the charcoal in suspension.

Adhesion to the articles covered was secured either by the

common method, of an intermediate copper coating from a

hot cyanide bath, or else by thoroughly cleaning the cathodes,

either chemically or electrolyticaUy. In the latter case, i.e..

direct deposition on to the steel base, heat treatment could

be applied to the deposits, and anneahng the article and
deposit above the A, point (at 950 deg. C.) strongly welded

the two together. Subsequent case-hardening and heat treat-

ment gave a surface quite fitted for severe mechanical con-

ditions, and photomicrographs of sections of the deposit

showed that the line of demarcation between base and deposit

to have been entirely eliminated.

In course of the discussion, it was made clear that the

[loor mechanical qualities of electro-deposited metals are fre-

quently due to occluded hydrogen. In the case of some metals,

e.g.. copper " annealing " in an oil-bath at quite a low tem-

perature is sufficient to expel the gas and enormotisly improve

the physical properties of the deposits.

It is clear that a useful future awaits the application of

processes like that of Lieut. Macfadyen in the engineering

works or repair shop. On this the opinion at the meeting wa,.;

unanimous.

The Electrolytic Production of Sodidm Pbrchlorate.

Sodium perchlorate is now produced commerciaUy by elec-

trolysing the chlorate solution between a platinum anode and

an iron cathode. In a paper contributed to Mr. I. GuiLFOvr.i;

Williams, it was stat-ed that better results are obtained at

higher temperatures and current densities than those given in

the text books. For example, at 60 deg. C. the production of

1 kilo : NaClO, icquire.5 only about 3 kilowatt-hours, as

against .3.6 in the accepted practice, and the frequent addi-

tion of hydrochloric acid to keep down the alkalinity still

further improves the efficiency.

The Mea.surement of I'hysicm. PnorERTiRs .\f High
Temperatures.

No more difficult problem confi-onts the practical physicist

ilian the testing of the refractory materials used in furnaca

construction, and in high-t*'mporature apparatus generally,

under the conditions to which they have in practice_ to stand

up. Mr. A. George T.\rrant described to the Society very

carefully thought-out pieces of apparatus which he h.as de-

signed for ineasuiiiig thermal cxnaiisioii, condiiclivity. and

tensile strength. For the first of these, the principle adopted

i.s to heat a cylinder 'I in. by 3 in. diameter of the material

under test in a tubul.ir graphite .eheath, and measure the

expansion of the test piece relative to the tube. The expan-
sion iff magnified by tho motion nf .% lever nctuatfd by a
long plunger attached to the test piece and extending con-
siderably above the top end of the vortical nichrorae-wound
^lectric' furnace, which furnishes (he source of heat.
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For measuring tensile stienBth, the Harker type of spiral

graphite tube furnace was employed, as in this temperatures
up to 1,700-1,800 Hep. 0. were attained. Kg. 1 ehows the
general chai-acter of the apparatu.'!, and indicate.s the arrange-

ments for clamping and stressing the test piece. The pomt

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

of fracture was localised by reducing the diameter of the
test piece at the centre, as shown at a. Otherwise the bar
was at its weakest and broke outside the hottest zone of the
fm'nace. The simpler device shown in fig. 2 was used for

tests at lower temperatures, and this apparatus was of great

practical use during the war.
In the nieasureiiieuts of thermal conductivity, the author

—as many before him—did not suci-eed (before the wav ab-
ruptly terminated his experiments) in obtaining absolute
figures that might be of general use. . But several ingenious
attempts were made, and an electrical and a gas-heating

method are described which are well worthy of attontipn by
others engaged on similar measurements. A rough thernio-

scopic method described was found to suffice for routine works
tests.

CORRESPONDENCE.
L^ttrt received by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear uiUil

the follmoing week. CorrespoTidents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible m»ment. No letter can he published
unless loe have the writer's name and address in our vossession.

Technical Books: Some Thoughts and a Suggestion.

That " of making many books there is no end " appears
no less true of technical books than of other branches of

,
literature. But the limitation of the time and money of the
engineer or student, who desires to learn his profession or
to keep in touch with the latest theory or practice, is much
more determinate.
When to the host of new books that are poured forth are

added reprints (without any additions) of books that were
first published many years ago, it seems time that a protest
should be made.
On a subject such as electrical engineering, which has

made tremendous strides in theory, and pei'haps even more
in practice, a book published, say, in J900, is laa'gely out of

date, and the mere iieprinting of it appears to me to be
almost taking advantage of ignorance.
When the date is nowhere mentioned in the book, the

student has not even the consolation of hnuicing that he is

buying an old book. One would like to se« it made compulsory
to insert the date of writing, or first pubUcation, in every
book.
Then the new (and old) books on any subject overlap one

another, and generally endeavour always to start at the ele-

mentary theory, wherever they may end, so that the pur-
chaser has to pay for many parts of his reading two or three
times over.

Now, my suggestion is that in these days of standardising
committees, yet another should be formed representative,

say. of the technical institutions, colleges, Press, publishers,

and, lastly (but not least), of the gentlemen who write tech-

nical books.
These should then agree on suitably graded series of books

on the various branches of engineering, one book of a series

leading to another more advanced.
They should be produced as cheaply as possible in the

first instance, later they would doubtless become so, owing
to their largei sale.

Periodically the coininittees should meet to revise the books,
which might be done by adding a supplement from time to

time, until sufiicient alterations and additions waiTanted the

book being lewritten.
When such a time came, no more reprint* of the old one

would, of course, be issued.

Thus, for a reasonable outlay, students and engineers could
[losse.ss a library of technical books, up-to-date, of known
contents, and not overlapping.
At present such a thing is quite beyond the purse of tlie

young engineer or student.
.\. C. Purday,

London, S.W.
January lUlh, 1930.

Theatre Heating by Electricity.

Having had several years' experience in the heating of

buildings by steam, hot water, hot air, iScc, I found your
article in a recent issue of the Elkctuical Beview on the

heating of the Ijyric Theatre, Hammersmith, by electric

radiators most interesting.

The advantages claimed for the system are great, i.e., low
installation cost, reliability, etticieucy, simplicity, ease of con-

trol, &c., and it will be interesting to learn whether, after a
practical test of, say, six months' working, all these advan-
tages, together with low running and maintenance coet, can
still be claimed.
In the light of past experience I certainly consider that

the electro-steam radiator is the best thing struck yet in the

way of electrical heating, but it at once puts it on a par with
any ordinai'y steam-heated radiator, and has all the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the latter. One of the
great disadvantages of steam heating is its well-known
tendency to burn or dry the heated air to the extent
of being quite irritating to the throat; frequently

humidifying trays have to be attached to radiators to

correct the fault. The electro-steam radiator should, how-
ever, enable manufacturers to give some rehable data regard-

ing its heating capacity, such as the transmission of British

thermal units per square foot of radiator smface per hour.

Such data have hitherto been unprocurable frolu the manu-
facturers of electric radiators. Even when the number of

B.Th.U. required for the heating of any building is known,
it is difficult to decide on the number and size of electric

radiators required owing to the lack of reliable data, .\ssum-

ing that the electric radiators are cheaper to install than a
system of hot-water heated radiators, with a coke-fired boiler,

there remains the question of running and maintenance costs;

the cost of maintenance of the electric radiators will largely

depend on the life of the nickel-chrome wire heating elements,

which may, or may not, require frequent renewal ; the main-
tenance costs of a hot-water heating apparatus, if carefully

installed, will be nil for several years, with the exception

Ijerhaps of a few new fire bars for the boiler. It is well to

remember also that the hot-water heating does not burn the

air in the way that steam and open-element type electric

radiators do. As to running costs, it would appear that when
all radiators are working at the Lyjic Theatre the total energy

consumption will be about 40 units hourly. I do not suppose

that the hourly B.Th.U. given off by the 97 electric radiators

in the Lyric exceeds 200,000; and taking the practical value

of coke at 0,000 B.Th.U. per lb. (which is readily obtained

with a boiler efficiency of 60 per cent.) we find that 33 lb. of

coke would be required hourly for the same B.Th.U., making
a total daily coke consumption of 2(J4 lb., or say 2i cwt.,

obviously much cheaper than energy at 2d. per unit; add to

the cost of coke an attendant's wages and the daOy running

cost would still be under ^1 per day. In the case of a

theatre vei-y little heat will be required -nhen the building

is packed with people, as the air readily becomes warm and

vitiated, but I venture to state that only a very small pro-

ixirtion of the theatres in the country me steam heated, hot-

water heating or warm air systems being largely adopted.

Ventilation is usually a difficult problem in the theatre, but

for the best results heating and ventilating are insepaiable.

It is stated that the ventilation at the Lyric is nov>- receiving

attention; should this result in an increased air change, then

in all probability the energy bill will also be increas«Ml. I

consider much more will be possible in electric heating in the

near future, paiticularly if the cost of energy comes down
to, say, 0.5d. per unit, but before that happens, coal and coke

must "also come down in price. In the meantime electric

radiators may be successfully applied in many instances,

especially where intermittent heating will suffice and first cost

is a consideration.
J. W. Hitchcock.

Januarv I6th, 1920.

[Most of the data required by our correspondent are given

in the article to which he refers. The cheapness of installa-

tion is not an assumption; it is a fact. The purchasers in-

formed us that the cost was about one-fhiTd of that of a hot-

water system to give the same results. The coke-fired fur-

nace cannot be started and stopped at pleasrrre, whereas it is

stated in the aitide that the electric radiators are u.=ed for

six hours daily, and the efficiency of the latter must in this

iasp be 100 per ceut. The price of electrical energy for heat-

ing in llaiiiiiH'isiiiith is L.'id. (n-r unit with discounts + 25 l>er

oent., and the running cost is stated by the purchaser to be

half that of the gas-heating system, which was discarded

because it failed to do its work.

On account of the pressure on our space we have been

obliged to shorten our correspondent's letter.—Eds. Elec.

Rev.]
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The Coal Muddle.

As it seems useless to protest to the Govemment with, refer-

ence to their idiotic vote-eatching " stunts," of which the
10s. rebat-e is the finishing touch, I suggest that the Elec-

trical and Gas Associations should get together and tn*
" passive resistance " by refusing to claim any rebate or
allow any rebate to their consumers. They will save money
and an enormous amount of work by doing this. The con-
sumer will, of course, have to pay a trifle more for his elec-

tricity and a trifle less in taxation, so that although he will
" grouse " he will on the average be no woi-se off.

January Yith, 1920.

Borough Electrical Engineer.

.4wards Delayed.

Being a constant reader and a mechanic, I should like

to bring before your notice the reason of much of the dis-

content of the present day. not always caused by the work-
men, but moi'e often by the employers. Holding no brief

for either, I believe in square dealmg. ^^'hy is it that the
L.C.C. tramways dilly and liaUy with red tape and oflicialdom

i)€fore paying different sections the awards? It is hard to

define, no other employers could approach them. In 1917-18

an award was made to be paid from Octobev. Some got

it, others who were ju.stly entitled to it did not until Feb-
ruary, 1918, being only paid from then. Why so much letter

writing to one official and another'.' Even the present day
awards make practical ij)on tired. These are things that the
outside public know nothing of, and it is time so much
officialdom was inquired into, as it gives rise to much dis-

content.

C. R.

A " Live " Lorry.

I was very much amused and interested to see under your
heading of " Notes " the account of a " live " lorry at Walsall.

I have a Foden steam wagon under ray care, and have
experienced similar surprises in the shape ot severe shocks
upon touching the metal parts after its return from a trip. I

may say I too was somewhat puzzled until one day the
boiler inspector happened to be making one of his calls.

Before going too near he asked where the " safety chain
"

was.
Noticing that I did not quite understand his meaning, he

explained the necessity of having attached to the metal
underframe a small piece of chain which would trail along
the ground, and by so doing relieve any person from nasty
shocks which he had experienced only too often.

It must be explained that this only applies to tho.>e wagons
which have rubber tires. I take it that the entire wagon is

insulated from the ground, and that a static charge is gene-
rated by the constant blowing-ofl' of steam from the safety

valve, as no matter what one might tell these drivers, they
always like to see that " blow " going on; they know they
have " a little to spare," as they put it.

It would be interesting to know whether the Walsall Foden
was rubber-tired ; if so, was the safety chain in order—or
lost—on that particular- trip? It has a knack of leaving
itself on the road, through wear.

J. G. Paterson.
Warhngham, Surrey.
January 19th, 1920.

With reference to your note in the last issue on a steam
wagon becoming charged with electricity whilst standing in

the roadway. I once heard of a similar occurrence, but in

this case the explanation given was that the friction of the
steam issuing from the safety valve had caused the metal
parts of the vehicle to become charged with static electricity,

and as the wagon was mounted on rubber-tired wheels, the
charge could not escape to earth, hence any person touching
the engine would receive a shock.

Stuart E. Philpott.
Birmingham.
January 19ili, 1920.

The Marconi International Code.

Having had some years' experience of both using and con-
structing telegraphic codes, I read with much interest
" C. H. C.'s " able review of the " Marconi International
Code" (The Electrical Review of December 26th, 1919).

It would appear that " C. H. C." was very favourably im-
pressed with the greater part of the code, but is not so en-
thusiastic as regards the " Numerical System."

It is agreed by all who use codes that the three principal

ends for which the compiler of a code .should strive are :

—

(n) Economy in transmission.

(/)) Simplicity and rapidity of use.

(c) Safety in transmission.

Re (u), the compilers of the code claim to effect cou.^ideiable

economy over existing codes, and " C. H. C." in this con-
nection only remarks that " A check which has to be worked

out for each code word not only adda complications and
increa,ses the work of coding and de-coding, but decreases

economy to the extent of the check syllable. As regards the

last portion, surely " C. H. C." has overlooked the fact that

the final syllable in the system under criticism, in addition

to acting as a check, can be made to convey any one of 23

separate meanings which are in frequent use, e.g., " C.I.F.,"
" F.O.B.," " for immediate shipment," " (50 days' sight," &c.

This I beheve to be an entirely new departure in codes, and
it will consequently be .seen that C. H. C.'s remark (a little

lower down in his review) that, ' The fifth syllable then
confirms this check figure in the usual manner," although in

a way true, hardly does justice to the code. As regards the
question of complieatious and increased work in coding (see

also (6) above), with the exixinditure (once and for all) of

a very few minutes' preliminary study of the tables and
explanations, the use of the numeral system becomes not
only a very simple matt«r, but quicker in actual use and
appreciably more economical than any other code I know.
Under heading (c) comes " G. H. C.'s " principal alleged

weakness.
In theory, the more usual mutilations which occur in

transit should be " caused by the omission, the addition, or
the changing of a Morse dot or dash," but my own experience
and that of many other users of codes with whom I have
discussed the matter on frequent occasions, has satisfied me
that in only a small percentage of cases is an error in trans-

mission due to one of these causes. Possibly this is due to

telegraphists being carefully trained and warned against these
obvious errors. Many codes contain voluminous tables show-
ing the probable mutilations of single letters and two-letter

syllables, but I have yet to meet any de-coder who has ever
really profited by them.

If absolute safety in transmitting figures is essential, then
the entire telegram can be reijeated [i.e., sent twice) automa-
tically; the cable companies charge only quarter rates for

such repetition, and even if every message were so repeated
there would still be an appreciable saving in cost in com-
parison with employing most existing codes, as well as a
large saving in time of both coding and de-coding. In pra<--

tice, however, it would meet all possible contingencies if

the single code word which conveys the numerals were itself

.sent twice over in the original telegi-am.

It is a little difficult to giasp what is " C. H. C.'s " attitude

towards " checks." In one place he falls foul of the use of

a check, whilst in another he apparently holds up as an ideal

some code which employs "a simple double check."
On the whole. 1 deduce that " C. H. C." is drawing a com-

parison between the numerical system of the- Marconi code
and an ideal (but as yet tmattainable) perfect system, and
not between the Marconi and any existing code. Taking the
ideals to be aimed at in a code as economy, rapidity, and
safety, it is an easy matter to produce a code which is prac-

tically perfect under one of these headings; a fair approxima-
tion to perfection can be obtained by devoting attention to
two only and ignoring the third; but for all normal work in

which all three factors have necessarily to be taken into

consideration, the Marconi code is, in my opinion, far ahead
of all existing codes, and has the further great commercial
advantages of rendering the telegram equally inteUigible in

nine languages, and of employment also for conducting and
translating foreign correspondence.

Code Enthusiast.
January mil, 1920.

[We regret that we have been compelled to shorten this

letter considerably.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The " Lesco " Lampholder.

Without wishing to enter into any controversy or express
an opinion on the merits or otherwise of the above lamp-
holder, there is a statement in Mr. Hope's letter in your
issue of January' 16th, that interests us. He says " There is

more metal in the Lesco holder than in the best quality Eng-
lish holders."
The complete bra«s case of our Cordgrip lampholder is half

an ounce heavier than the " Lesco."

For J. H. Tucker & Co.. Ltd..

W. J. Line.
Chief of Technical and Design Deparimenf.

Birmingham, Janvary VJth, 1920.

My attention has been drawn to Mr. Turnbidrs letter to

the Electrical Review regarding the above, and. being the

patentee of another lamp holder. I would like the opportunity
of making it clear to your readers that although some of

the features in my holder (the " Scot ' lamp holder) appear
to have l>een followed in the " IjCSco " lamp holder, the

ilefects pointed out by Mr. Turnbull do not exist in the
" Scot " holder, the barrel of which is in one piece.

My patents were granted between February, 1917. and
May. 1919, between which datvs Mr. Vernon Hope and others

(the promotei-s of Lesco, Ltd.) entered into prolonged nego-
tiations with me for a licence to enable them to construct

lamp holders under my patents. These negotiations wore,
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however, broken off by the said promoters towards the end
of May, 1919, and a few weeks lat-er provisional patents,
nnder which the " Lesco " holder is manufactured, were
*to)lied for by Mr. Hope.
i write in order to avoid the possibility of any confusion

between the " Lesco " and the " Scot " lamp holder, and
I will be pleased to send a sample of the latter holder -to

anyoiie inteuested.
6 .jii;;».> >.{' . . A. Peden Rutherford.

l)nLeift&'*>7 "li -i" •

'iii'i

.' :We read with interest the correspondence regarding the
"Lesco " holder, which no doubt is ingenious. We do not
think there is anything against the weight-carrj'ing parts, as
the indentations should carry any shade intended for the ordi-
nary C.G.S.O. holder.

As regards the corrosion which Mr. Turnbull quotes, this is

hable t<i happen to any metal holder, and if these are over-
looked in damp positions, one can only expect falling shades,
(fcc. A little grease and attention will remedy this point.
Now we come to the interior, and from the sample supplied

.to lis we find that the contacts being on the one spring do
not adapt themselves to the lamp contacts, as is the case with
the ordinary holder, in which the separate plungers will make
contact with any uneven contacts of the lamp. If the Lesco
holder had these plungers we think it would he an advantage.

Ardwick, Manche.ster. H. M'ogan & Co.
Jatiuary llth, 1920.

LEGAL.

HoDQES ti. Webb.

[The B.T.U. axd the N.A.S.E.]

(Continued from p. 76.)

FuRTHEB evidence was given on Tuesday, January 13th, the
cross-eiamination of Mr. T>-ler being continued by Mr.
Cunhffe, K.C. He said that the E.T.U. would not "accept
the code of rules arranged by his society, and the men went
out on strike. That was in 1914.

Mr. Banister, the hon. secretary of the N.A.S.E., was the
next witness called, and in the fourse of his examination by
Miv Hughes, said that the N.A.S.E. was not formed with
a view to intJerfering in trade disputes, but it became a trade
union in 1918, since which period it had power to take part
in trade disputes. The Society had 17 hon. members, five
of whom were contractors, but they were not allowed to
attend any of the meetings except the educational lectures.

In cross-examination by Mr. Cuxliffe, witness said that
the N.A.S.E. did not support the masters in 1914. It was
not then a trade union.
The plaintiff next gave evidence generally bearing on the

counsel's opening statement in regard to the occun-ences on
October 13th. Until then, he said, there had been no dispute
and no complaints had been made by the men.
In cross-examination, the witness said that when he went

to Watford on the job, he asked one of the Watford men
whether Watford was in the London district, and what were
the local rates, and the man to whom he had spoken wrote
them down on a shp of paper and handed them to him. He
had not seen the defendant before October 13th. and there
wa.s no reason why the defendant should have any ill feeling
against him.
Mr. CuNLiFFE, in opening the defendant's case, submitted

that there was nothing for him to answer. The right of a
man to dispose of his labour as he pleased was merely the
correlative right of other men to dispose of their labour as
they pleased, and there was nothing to prevent their refusing
to work with other men. if they so desired. The words alleged
to have been used by the defendant, if they were used, were
merely a statement that the plaintiff would lose his livelihood,
and there was no threat. It was. said counsel, obvious that
the N.A.S.E. if not really a masters' union was protecting
the interests of the masters. Men had a perfect right to
refuse to work with non-unionists, and the defendant was en-
titled to do as he had done, even if there had never been
any. dispute as to working hours.
The defendant, in the course of his evidence, said that the

first he had heard of any dispute at T^electaland was when
a deputation came from the Wntfnrd branch to the Tx>ndon
District Council and made complaint?. They made three com-
plaints- about the terms on which Messrs. Tyler & Fleeman's
roren-were employed. When he went to Delectaland on Octo-
her- 13th he had a talk with the men before he saw Hodges,
and they joined the E.T.U. 'WTipn Hodges came down he
.(defendant) asked him whether he was a member of the
JS.T.U., and he said that he was not. but that he was a
memher of the N..\.S.E. He (witness) thereupon pointed out
to him that the N.A.S.E. was not a recognised trade union,
flnd asked him to join the E.T.U.. which he declined to do.
Upon that he (witness) went back to the other men, and
told them that Hodges had refused to join the E.T.U.. and
,ftat under -the circumstanoes he had no option but to call

On January 14th the defendant was further examined in
chief, and in reply to counsel, said it was untrue that he
adopted » dictatorial attitude or endeavoured to intimidate
Mr. Hodges. Nor did he shake his finger in Hodges's face.
He might, however, have made an " oratorical " gesture.
He tried to persuade him to join the E.T.U., and so avoid
further trouble, and he did tell him that li he was npt prepared
to join he (defendant) would have no option but to withdraw
the. union members from the job. He had never seen or heard
<il 1 lodges beiore, and bore him no animosity, lie was sent
to W atlord to investigate complaints as to the employment
of non-unionists, as to hours, and rates of pay, and to try
and make peace. There were over 50,00U members of the
E.T.U., and he could till a book with reasons why the E.T.U.
could not recognise the N..\.S.E.
In cross-exammation by Mr. Hughes, defendant said that

he did not tell the plaintiff that he would have to get off

the job unless he joined the E.T.U., but he did explain that
his refusal to join might result' in his having to leave the
job. He told the man " not to-be an ass." Plaintiff .said

that he had an old E.T.U. ticket at home, and on being asked
why he had joined he replied " Compulsion." He was not
in the habit of using the expression to men who refused to
join the E.T.U.—" I'll take away your livelihood."
Counsel read a letter from the witness to a foreman uamecl

Branscombe, who had signified his intention of leaving the
E.T.U., asking him to reconsider his decisdon, and stating
that if he persisted in leaving the union he would placard
his name throughout the districts telling all members of the
union to refuse to obey his orders as foreman. He also wrote
that is the event of refusal to rejoin he would wherever pos-
sible hound him from the trade.

The hearing was continued on January loth.
Mr. Webb, in further cross-examination, said he had, the

power to caU out E.T.U. men from jobs where N.-^.S.E. inen
w-ere employed. If Mr. Hodges had consented to join the
E.T.U. the other matters at issue could have been discussed.

Witness, in reply to a question by the judge, said he was
prepared to admit frankly that if the plaintiff joined
another firm and stiU refused to become a member of the
E.T.U. the workers belonging to that union would be with-
drawn from any job on which the plaintiff was working.
Evidence was then given as to discontent alleged to have

prevailed amongst the men working at Delectaland, and with
that the case for the defence closed.
Mr. CcvLiFFE, K.C, addressing the Court on the whole rf

the evidence, said that in the action there had been a deter-
mined and deliberate challenge of the rights of trade unionists
to refuse to work with non-unionists. 'This challenge went to

the root not merely of trade union rights and privileges, but
also of the rights of every free man in the country. If the
action succeeded it would, he contended, be impossible for
any trade unionist, or indeed for any man or woman, to

refuse to work with any other man or woman without ex-
posing himself or herself to litigation of this kind. The
allegation of coercing the employers reminded him. said

counsel, of the Irish landlord, who, on his attention being
called to a threat by Fenians to shoot his agent, remarked
" If these people imagine they can intimidate me l)y shooting
my agent, they are mistaken." He submitted that it was
not unreasonable for workmen to object to work with mem-
bers of the National Association of Supervising Electricians,

an association which consisted of managers, and had as
honorary members masters pm-e and simple. The E.T.U.
refused to recognise Mr. Hodges's society as a genuine work-
men's society. They regarded it as a society which was seek-

ing federation with the E.T.U., when it was in point of fact

a satellite of the Masters' Association. At the time of the

trouble at Watford there had been an active and continuing

dispute as to the working hours and rates of pay. as well as

in regard to working with non-unionists. The latter was the

chief question with which the Court was concerned, and he
contended that the defendant was rightly justified in what he
had done.

Ckjunsel then proceeded to deal at length with the various

authorities recording decisions liearing upon the point in

question, and argued that his Lord.ship had to decide whether
there had or had not been a trade dispute within the meaning
of the provisions of the .\ct of 19(16. It would, he said, be
enough if it had only been a dispute as to the employment of

trade uniotiists. But it went further than that, as a meeting
had been called to decide whether unionists should be com-
pelled to work with non-unionists. It was a dispute in re-

gard to the particular class of indindnals of whom Hodges wag
one.
His Lordship said that the, dispute referred to in the Act

meant that there must be a dispute with the employers, but

in this case there was no dispute between Mr. Tyler and the

union, because at the time of Mr. Webb's visit they had not

approached each other.

Mr. CuxLiFFE said that there was a dispute immediately the

strike was called. There was a controversy going on as to

whether unionists should be compelled to work with non-

unionists, and everyone knew about it. It was not essential

that there should be a strike or even a dispute at a particular

place. His submission was that the dispute was not orily a

dispute between employers and workers, hut a dispute be-

tween workmen and workmen, inasmuch as it was a dispute

between members of the E.T.I', and the N.A.S.E. The Art

was undoubtedly intended to give the widest conditions of
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protest to workpeople as to the terms of their employment,
and the question was whether compelling a, man to work
with a non-imionist was a condition of employment contem-
plated by the Act. He contended that the dispute that was
going on at the Watford works was a trade dispute within
the meaning of the Act. It could not be said that defendant
was coercing the masters by what he had done, as when he
went to Watford there was undoubtedly a dispute going on
between Mr. Tyler and his men. Whatever test was to be
appUed, whether it was a test of there being a bi-oad and
general dispute as to the working with non-unionists, or a

dispute as to the working of the E.T.TJ. with the N.A.S.E.,
it was enough for his purpose if he was able to establish that
there was a dispute going on between the masters and men,
and it was impossible to say that what Mr. Webb had done
was not an act done in furtherance of a dispute existing at

the time. It was said that he had done something which
interfered with the right of the plaintiff to dispose of his

labour' as he willed.

His LoRDSHrp : An interference with his employment.
Mr. CunhfFe said that both meant the same thing, but there

really was no interference with his employment, as Mr. Tyler
was entitled to give him notice, and he did so.

His Lordship : Supposing a man induces an employer to

break a contract of employment by means of a threat to shoot
him if he does not do so, would that come within the Act
and not Be actionable?
Mr. (JuNLiFFE said that so far as the threat to shoot was

concerned he could get an injunction, but not because the
object was to bring about a breach of contract. The man
could be punished for threatening. As a criminal offence he
could be brought before a Ciiminal Court, but so far as the
civil remedy was concerned the Court might be asked for an
injunction to restrain the man from repeating the threat.

His submission was that the act of the defendant was in

furtherance of a trade dispute, and that no action could be
brought.
At the conclu.sion of the learned counsel's speech, which had

occupied two days, the hearing was adjourned.

The hearing was continued on Monday and Tuesday, when
counsel for Mr. Hodges summed up the plamtiif's case on the
faets and the law. He (Mr. Purchase, in the absence of Mr.
Hughes, K.C.) argued that if the case were decided against
the plaintiff it would put an end to all liberty of action on the
part of workmen, who would simply be as putty in the hands
of a secretary of a powerful trade union. He denied the
suggestion of Mr. Cunliffe. on behalf of the defendant, that

the N.A.S.E. was not a genuine workmen's trade union but
a ma-sters' union. The evidence, he said, showed that it was
not a masters' union. As to the allegation of the existence of

a trade dispute, he argued that in face of Mr. Tyler's evidence
that in other works in which he was engaged there were
N.A.S.E. working with E.T.U. men, jt could not be said that

there was an active dispute in existence on the question
whether N.A.S.E. and E.T.U. men should work together.

The plaintiff, he .said, had a common law right to dispose of

his labour as he pleased, and he submitted that the defendant
had interfered with him in that right, and that he had suffered

loss in con.sequence. \Miat the defendant had done was action-

able before the passing of the Trade Disputes Act, and that

Act did not protect him now. Tliere was no evidence in this

case that there was a trade dispute within the meaning of

Section 3 of the .Act. and even if there had been there was no
evidence that what was done had been done in furtherance of

the dispute. In conclusion, he characterised the action of the

defendant as a " malicious vendetta " against the plaintiff,

because he refused to renounce liis rights and i>rivileges in

'

tl^e N.A.S.E. and join the E.T.U.. and said that defendant by
calling out the employes had coerced the employers.

His Lordship reserved judgment.

Prosecution Under thk PaStoby Acts.

At Glasgow on January 15th, Grindley, Eoss & Co., Ltd.,

electrical engineers, Bndgeton, Glasgow, were charged at the

instance of Mr. W. D. Kirkwood, H.M. Inspector of Factories,

with having failed to efficiently protect electric wires used

for lighting supply in the premises of James Allan, Senior &
Sons, Ltd., Lambhill Iron Works, Glasgow, in consequence
of which John McKay, 16 years of age, was killed on
August 13th last. A plea of " Not guilty " wae tendered.

EVom the evidence submitted it api)eared that a temporary

installation had been carried out to give light to two punch-

ing machines. Owing to the pre-sience of a crane, overhead

lighting was not feasible, and the respondents' electrician

placed the cable on the ground between the machines. The
voltage was, roughly 240 a.c. On August 13th McKay, while

walking to one of the machines, stepped on to .some iron

plates which were on top of the electiic wire and received a

shock from which he died. Two other workers also sustained

.shocks, one of them being thrown off his feet and rendered

insensible for a time.

The respondents' representative stated that after the acci-

dent occurred he disapproved of the way the job had been

done. The wire should have been overhead or laid in con-

duits underground. Had he known how it was placed he

would have had the wire removed. Whether temporary or

permanent, it was dangerous.

Pot the respondents, an agent argued that the 6rm having

employed a journeyman electrician on the work the fault did

not lie with them. Their employ^ had no authority to break

the regulations.

The Sheriff expressed sympathy with this view, but said

the mere fact that respondents chose to perform their contract

through a. workman would not relieve them of responsibility.

The fault was entirely with their employe, who had betrayed

an utter recklessness of tbe lives of fellow workmen. So far

as the respondents were concerned, their's was a technical

offence. He imposed on them a fine of £15, with £&
expenses.

British Inddstries, Dtd. v. Simpson.

In the King's Bench Division, on January 16th, plaintiffs, of

Wandle Bank, Wimbledon, brought an action before Mr.

Justice Eowlatt to recover the sum of £141 17s. 9d. for dry

batteries and torches sold and dehvered to Mr. Ralph Dar-

lington Sunpson, of LeadenhaU Street, under contract during

August and November, 1918. Defendant's case was that the

plaintiffs failed to perform their contract to deliver batteries

with the ca.ses, and he counter-claimed for £299 odd as

damages. The evidence was mainly directed to the question

of accounts between the parties, and his Lordship, in giving

judgment, said the case really fell into two parts arising

mainly out of the counter-claim. One of the items was for

the non-delivery of 2,000 buU dog torches and refills, and at

was quite clear defendant was entitled to some damages for

that, as there was a profit to be made on these things. He
thought the defendant had been very hardly treated, as he got

cases but could not get b"&tteries for them, and therefore

suffered serious loss. He had to make guess at the damage
suffered, but the result of his judgment was that plamtifi was
entitled to £133 9s. 9d. on the claim, and defendant must
have judgment entered for him on the counter-claim for £150.

Graham v. Holme Electric Lighting Co.

At the Holmfirth County Court, on January 14th, Messrs.

J. W. & R. Graham, electrical engineers, Huddersfield, sought

to claim from the Holme Electric Lighting Co. for work done

in connection with the company's electricity undertakuig,

and there was a counter-claim by the company for £36 Ids.

for breach of contract. Messrs. Graham alleged that they had

carried out certain work in connection with the installation

of electric lighting at a village near to Holmfirth, where the

plant is driven by w-ater power. This work was not in the

contract.

The Holme Electric Lighting Co.. in their counter-claun for

breach of contract, alleged that the plaintiff company had

not carried out their contract. Messrs. Graham demed
liabihtv, and paid a certain sum into court. Defendants eon-

tended that they had been relieved of certain work by the

chairman of the company.
.

His Honour, in giving judgment, found for the plaintiffs

for £1 lis., in addition to the £37 6s. 8d. which they had

paid into court, and disallowed tbe counter-claim.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ittd. v. Corona Lamp
Works.

This case, m which plaintiffs ask for an injunction restraining

defendants from infringing Letters Patent No. 10.918, and

asking for damages or an account of profits and dehvei? up

of any infringing articles, was commenced before Mr. Justice

Sargant in the Chancery Division on Tuesday. The defence

was a denial of infringement. ' ".
,

French Railway Conversion.—A few months ago we

referred to the return to France of a Technical Committee dis-

patched by the French Government to the United States, iu order

to study the systems of electric railway working in that country.

The Committee reached the definite conclusion that the direct-

current method at 2,4U0 volts was the most suitable for adoptio'n

on the different railway systems in France. In this connection

M. Mauduit, who was one of the Committee, recently delivered a,

lecture on the subject before the Socicte Industrielle de I'Est. He
is reported to have stated that the 2,4U0,00O,00O KW.-hours, which

in 20 years will represent the energy necessary for the working ot

the electrified railways, would replace 4,000,000 tons of coal per- .

annum. The total length of the lines to be converted to electric,

traction was 5,480 miles, of which 4.1192 miles were in operation

/

21S miles in course of construction, and 270 miles projected. . ,/

Power Station Wages at Johannesburg.—According to

a Johannesburg report appearing in the r«/«- J'/me.v for Decgmber

18th, a demand for £9 178.4d. per week was beinp considered by the
^

artisans at the power station in placeof £8 28., and it was hoped t^.;

gain the support of all branches of the municipal service in ord^r

to make this amount apply all round. " It is said that a little

uneasiness prevails in committee circles over the proposed demand.

The municipal employes have been told that if it is insisted upon

the towns finances will not be able to bear the strain. Indeed, it

is asserted that they have been warned that if such a demand IB

made, the Labour Party will resigrn on tlie plea that it cannot

,

carry on under such increased financial responsiljility, inagihuc|i

as it will not be able to meet the pledge* given to the ratepayers.
'
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BUSINESS NOTES.

The Moulders' Strike. — The mouldera are taking
iinother ballot this week. The result may be announced before
this issue is in print.

Travelling Exhibitions for Overseas Trade.—In a recent
speech, Sir Hamar Greenwood referred to a scheme that the Depart-
ment of Overseas Trade was preparing for touring exhibitions.

The Huan! of Trade Journal now dives some particulars. The
tour is boinfT organised to exploit the present splendid markets for

United Kin^rdom sfoods in the (jrc^t overseas Dominions. It is

designed to be the cheapest and most comprehensive vehicle for

the display of Home products. Samples will be packed and carried
in specially desig-ned show-cases and exhibitions erected in the
industrial cities of the Empire. The Dominions Governments have
promised all possible support, and all the Chambers of Commerce
consulted have expressed the conviction that the tour will be a
success. The proposed itinerary and approximate time-table
(leaving the United Kingdom, May 1st, 1920), is as follows :—

City. Arrive. Depart.
Durban May 21st, 1920. July 12th, 1920.
.Johannesbuig.

. . . .July 14th, 1920. September 11th, 1920.
Cape Town . . . . September 14th, 11120. November 12th, 1920.
Perth December 3ra, 1920. Januarv- 2l8t, 1921.
Adelaide .. .. January 25th, 1921. Mari'h 22nd, 1921.
Melbourne .. .. March 23rd, 1921. May 18th, 1921.
Hobart May 20th, 1921. July 1st, 1921.
Brisbane . . . . July 7th, 1921. September 1st, 1921.
Sydney September 2nd, 1921. October 28th, 1921.
Christchurch . . .. November 2nd, 1921. December 28th, 1921.
Auckland . . December 31st, 1921. February 25th, 1922.
Vancouver . . . . March 18th, 1922. May 13th, 1921.
Winnipeg .. .. Mav 16th, 1922. Julv 11th, 1922.
Toronto .. July 14th, 1922. Sep'tember 8th, 19 J2.

Montreal .. .. September 8th, 1922. November 4th, 1922.
Halifax November 6th, 1922. December 26th, 1922.

Arriving in Liverpool in January, 1923.

The aim of the Department of Overseas Trade will be to make
the tour self-supporting, the exhibitor having to pay simply for the
cost of freight, rents, and show-caaes. Estimating on a basis of
500 exhibitors, the tour can be run under present conditions at a
maximum cost of £200 per firm or unit. A half-unit would cost
£120. Should the surplus allow, the tour might be extended to
the West Indies, or the balance refunded to the exhibiting firms.
In conjunction with the actual samples, it is designed to tour
cinematograph films showing an extensive field of British pro-
ductions, especially in the heavier goods, which are too expensive
to tour by sample.
We are informed that the regulations and conditions relating to

the tour will be published in pamphlet form, and will be obtainable
from the Intelligence Stall at the British Industries Fair, or

'

subsequently from the Department of Overseas Trade.

Women in Engineering Works.— Thr Timps states that
some 5,000 firms in Great Britain have been asked by the Women's
Industrial League for a statement of their experience of women as
industrial workers. Over 1,400 replies have been received,
covering a wide field in engineering and other trades. In the
main they may be regarded as satisfactory by a league whose
object is to secure equal opportunity for employment in all occu-
pations to men and women. The replies, as scheduled, show that
1,422 firms were employing 79,700 women at the end of May,
1919, as compared with 43,200 before the war and 245,300
during the war. Of 382 firms who employed women before
the war, 67 propose to increase the number, in consequence
of the larger experience of women's work gained by them

;

while of 764 who employed women for the first time during
the war, 22,S proposed to retain them. These firms do not
comment on the present labour situation. A further 97 firms
state that they would be willing to retain women but for Trade
Union opposition. Taking all the figures, the estimate is that
over 60 per cent, of those who have tested women's work are
ready to continue employing them. Nor, for various reasons,
must it be assumed that the remaining firms are necessarily
unwilling to use women's labour.

The Packing of Machinery for South America.—

A

mechanical engineer with many years of experience on the West
Coast of South America has given H.M. Commercial Secretary at
Lima the following note on the packing of machinery, particularly
electrical machinery, for South America :

—

"All engineering plant should be packed in strong, braced, open
cradles of deal, and these cradles should again be packed in a heavy
deal packing case, fitted with battens and, if possible, with diagonal
braces. Machines must, under no circumstances, be bolted down
to one side of the case. There is no objection, however, if the
opposite side of the machine is bolted to the case, too. It is much
better, however, to pack the goods in a cradle and to make the
cradle fit the case exactly, so that, even if the case is dropped, the
stress is distributed equally all over the case, and not on any one
side or end.

" All such small fittings and projections as handles, levers, valves,
pressure gauges, &c., should be detached and packed tightly with
wood wool into a small strong wooden box, firmly screwed on to
the inside of the main case or cradle. Any moving parts (as
armatures of electric motors) must be wedged tight relatively
to the fixed portion, to prevent oil rings being sheared off, bearing
ihielda broken, and other damage occurring.
"Any case containing machinery should be capable of being

dropped 15 times from a height of one metre ou to a concrete fl.oor

withoutinjurytocase or contents. This represents the average history
of a case of machinery leaving England or America, and arriving
ou site at final destination. So few breakages have occurred with
this system of packing over a large number of consignments
that insurance against it is not really necessary. The cost of the
packing is :t0 per cent, above that of ordinary heavy cases."

A sketch illustrative of the above instruction may be seen ou
application to the Latin America Section of the Department of
Overseas Trade.

—

Hoard of Trade Journal.

Bankruptcy Court Appointments.—Consequent upon the
appointment of Mr. E, S. Grey, Senior Official Receiver attached to
the High Court in Bankrujitcy, to be Controller of the Clearing
Office for Enemy Debts, the President of the Board of Trade has
appointed Mr. W. P. Bowyer to lie Senior Official Receiver, Mr. D.
Williams, hitherto Senior Assistant Official Receiver, to be Official

Receiver, and Mr. F. T. Garton, Assistant Official Receiver, to be
Senior Assistant Official Receiver,

Charges of Stealing.—At Leeds, on .lanuary i;Uh, the
charges against V, W. T. Bradshaw, of Sunderland, for the alleged
theft of electrical appliances from the Barnbow Filling Factory,
near Leeds, and (i. E. Pearson, of Pearson & Sons, Ltd,, Farsley,
for an alleged like oftence as bailee, were again investigated,
Pearson was committed for trial at the Assizes on the charge of
stealing an electric motor, and on the other charges he and Brad-
shaw were further remanded, bail being allowed,

Horace Collins (2ti), an electrician and demobilised soldier, Pendle-
bury, was at Manchester County Police Court, on Saturday, charged
with stealing from Messrs. J. Gerrard & Sons, Ltd., builders and con-
tractors, of Pendlebury, some time between December 11th and
18th last, eight electric lamps and four electric switches, valued at

£4 123. Defendant, it was stated, had been employed as an elec-

trician by the prosecutors for two months, and in the course of
this work had access to the storeroom. With the property he had
stolen, it was alleged that he had entered into a contract to fix

electric fittings in the Unitarian schools at Pendlebury, which he
did. Defendant, who pleaded guilty, said the reason he did it was
to augment his money, as he could not follow his work regularly.
Collins was fined £.5.

George Davies, electrician, of Kilmarnock, has been sent to
prison for three months for the theft of three watches and a
diamond ring from a shop where he had been sent by his employer
to do some repairs. •

The E.D.A.—We have received a quantity of advertising
matter recently published by the Electbical De\'EL0PMKNT
Association. Hampden House, 84, Kingsway, W.C. 2. These
latest indications of the Association's activities present many
interesting features. The chief aim of this form of propaganda is

to educate the non-technical public up to a proper appreciation of
the value of electricity in the home. For instance, one of the
leaflets ('' Fuel Waste : the Remedy ") graphically illustrates the in-

convenience and discomforts of the use of coal in the home, and
favourably compares the cleanliness, cheapness and convenience of
an electrical installation. This pamphlet also illustrates the work
done in various ways by a unit of electrical energy, stating, for
instance, that the unit will drive a fan for 10 hours or illuminate a
25 c.P. lamp for 30 hours. Another leaflet (" Where Light means
Business ") depicts by means of actual photographs the correct and
incorrect methods of shop-lighting. The efforts of the E.D.A.
should go far to popularise electricity and increase the sale of
appliances.

Industrial Problems.—A series of lectures dealing with
Industrial Problems is to be delivered at the Carpenters' Hall,
Throgmorton Avenue, under the auspices of the Industrial League
and Council. Sir George Paish, financial expert, has promised to

give a lecture, almost as soon as he returns from America, on " A
Defence of Capitalism." "The Industrial Situation' is the title

of an address to be given by The Rt. Hon. W. Adamson, M.P. ; Mr.
G. J. Wardle, C.H., M.P.. Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister
of Labour, will give an address on " Industrial Unrest and Whitley
Councils," and Mr. T. E. Naylor will lecture on " Trade I'nionism
and Output.

"

Board of Trade.—The Board of Trade announce that
the Scientific Instruments, Glassware, and Potash Production
Branch, and the Mineral Resources Development Department, have
now removed from 7, Seamore Place, Curzon Street, W. 1, to the
new public offices, Great George Street, S,W. 1 (Telephone number,
Victoria 9800). The office of the Controller of Trading Accounts
has also removed to Great George Street from Gwydyr House
Annexe, Whitehall, S,W, 1,

Edison Swan Electric Co. and Philips's Lamp Works.—
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., announces that Dr. G. L. F.
PhUips and Mr. A. F. Philips, of Philips Glowlamp Works, Ltd.,
Eindhoven, Holland, have joined the board of directors of the
company.
The Financier stated, on the 17th inst., that an important Dutch

firm " which possesses a monopoly in the manufacture of a
particular kind of half-watt lamps " had acquired approximately
one-eighth of the issued capital in the Edison Swan Co., and that
the latter would acquire the sole rights of sale and manufacture
in Great Britain of the lamp referred to.
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Copper and Lead Prices.— Messrs. .James and
Shakespeaee report January 2l8t, English pig lea<l £ 18 58., a
reduction of 58. No chanfjes are reported in copper.

Strike in Swedisli Engineering Indastry.—A Reuter
dispatch from Stockholm stated that the efforts to end the
disastrous strike in the Swedish en(,'-ineeriDjj industry had not yet
been successful. On the 16th inst. the arbitrator in the dispute
informed representatives of the employers and the strikers, that at

present he was unable to submit a proposal suitable for mediation.

He also informed the Government of this fiict, and sujrjrested that
the Government should appoint a special committee to continue
his efforts to bringr about a settlement. Subsequently, repre-

sentatives of both parties to the dispute conferred with the

Minister of the Interior, who had expressed a desire to learn the
real facts of the case with regard to the strike. Nine thousand
more workmen at various factories were on strike, as were also

the electrical fitters.

Book Notices.
—" Central Electric Stations in Canada,

Part I—Statistics.'' 74 pp. Price 10 cents. Canada : Dominion
Bureau of Statistics.—This interesting publication, compiled from
statistics obtained by the Census of Indu.stry. 1917, presents fully

the state of the Canadian electrical industry as far as the generation
of power by central stations is concerned. Reports were received

from ti06 central stations, 196 of which were purchasers and sub-

distributors of energy. The whole of the volume clearly illustrates

the overwhelming preponderance of hydro-electrical generating
stations which produced 89'6 per cent, of the total generated. The
number of generating sets reported was 983. developing an aggre-
gate of 1,844,571 H.P. Of these totals, it is shown that 619 were
operatedhydraulically.and developed 1,652,661 h.p., 251 were steam-
driven units with a capacity of 180,200 H.P., while the remaining
113. producing 11,710 H.P., were gas and oil engines. The Province

of Ontario employs water-power in the development of no less

than 95"7 per cent, of its total energy, which in 1917 was
fi04,024 K.v.A. Yukon, chiefly on account of the power used in

Ont.rio
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Electrical Business In South Africa. — The South
Alricdit Miiiinij (111(1 KiKjinieriiig J(iK/««/ (.December inthl stated

that the Belfrian Conifo, the railway, aud the municipalities were
buyintr all electrical material very freely.

Calendars.—'I"hk City ELEcruicAL Co., of 1. Emerald
street, London, W.C. 1, have sent ue a wall calendar for 1920, with
small monthly slips beneath a picture which sets you " Wonderinff

."

It is accompanied by an expression of good wishes and ajiprecia-

tions, and of gratitude to the trade Press 'or the invaluable .assist-

ance rendered by it to manufacturers during^ the difficult five years

of war. Such messages soften the asperities of trade journalism in

times when our production problems are as troublesome as ever.

The X.vtionaj,\-Kay Rei'I.kctor Co., of Chicago, have issued a

large wall calendar, with monthly date-sheets, each of which bears

a large illustration showing some particular application of their

retiectors.

Messrs. .Johnson i: Phillips. Ltd., of Charlton, S.E., have
again sent us one of their admirable blotting-pads, with interleaved

diary, date indicator, and memoranda slips. Having used its

predecessor for the whole of 1919, we know and appreciate its value

and convenience.

Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., of Coventry, have circulated a

finely executed calendar for 1920. The monthly sheets, which are

perforated for tearing off, will probably be preserved for the excel-

lent portraits that they give of kings, presidents, statesmen, and
naval and military leaders who led the Allies to victory.

The D.P. Battery Co., Ltd., of Bakewell, Derbyshire, have not
lost their appreciation of nature's scenery, which years ago stamped
their calendars with a special character of their own. The one
issued for 1920 has a charming coloured picture of sunshine and
shadow, running water, and nature's freshest greenness, cool and
restful on a summer's day, a glen in which to dream and to write

poetry—not to be practical and write " Business Notices.''

A desk calendar, with monthly cards, has been received from
the British Rawhide Belting Co.. Ltd., of Hythe Rowl.
WUlesden. N.'VV. 10.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., 77. Upper Thames
Street. E.G. 4, have issued a vest pocket calendar card for 1920.

Electrical contractors can have quantities over-printed.

Catalogues and Lists. — Credenda Conduits Co.,
Ltd., Chester Street, Aston. Birmingham.— Leaflet No. lOH,

dealing with " Creda " electric toasters, sterilisers, &c. Priced and
illustrated. Illustrated and priced leaflet of the " Creda

"

pedestal fire.

The Lka Recorder Co., Ltd., 28. Deansgate, Manchester.

—

Leaflet " T," users' comments on the " Lea '" recorder, and
Efficiency Diagram, M 3, showing the heat eSiciency of a boiler

when evaporation per lb. of coal is known.
The British Thomsdn-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.

—
"Descrip-

tive List No. 2,2.50 A," a 52-page catalogue of D.c. motors. Details
of construction and capabilities are given very fully, and the list

contains many illustrations.

Charles Mavfield, 19. All Saints' Road, Clifton. Bristol.

—

Leaflet relating to a business-coutrol-chart system.
The 0\erseas Engineering Co., Ltd., 75, Curtain Road.

E.G. 1.—Catalogue No. 125 (19 pp.), and Price Sheet No. US, giving
priced and illustrated information regarding small electric

lighting outfits.

The British Rawhide Belting Co., Ltd., Hythe Road,
Willesden, N.W. 10.—Leaflet illustrating various rawhide manu-
factures, pinions, belting, mallets, &c., also a blotting card
advertising these products.

Italian Electrical Companies.—The Societii Italiana

per Conduttori Elettrici Isolati. of Leghorn, has decided to increase
its capital from 3,500,000 lire to 7,000,000 lire in order to be ready
to take a large share in the supply of plant for the new inter-

urban telephone extensions, and electric railway conversions, pro-
jected by this State.

There has been formed at Milan the Societa Anonima A.B.6.D.,
with a capital of 1,000,000 lire, for the development of electro-
mechanical patents and kindred apparatus.

The Societa Ligure Pugliese Esercizio Imprese Elettriche has
decided to write down its capital from 1,000,000 lire to 100,000 lire

in consequence of the loss shown at the end of 1918, and to increase
its capital by the issue of shares to 100,000 lire.

Safety First.—The British Industrial Safety First
Association, 2 and 3, The Sanctuary. Westminster, S.W. 1, has
recently published a poster setting forth the conditions under which
the Gallant Conduct Award can be gained. This award is a silver

medal designed and executed by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths
Co., Ltd., London.

New French Undertakings.—The Societe d'Etudes des
Forces Motrices du Haut-Daubs, with a capital of 300,000 frs.. has
oeen formed at Paris. It has for- its object the development of
the power of the I'pper Daubs River.

At Grenoble, the Societe Hydro-Electrique de Verdon-Moyen has
been formed. The capital of this undertaking is 1.000,000 frs.

The project is the derivation of power from the falls on the
Verdon, near Castellane.

The Societe d'Equipement des Voies Ferries, recently floated in
Paris, for the building and equipment of electric railways, has a
capital of 1,300,000 frs.

For the manufacture and sale of " Idealith." " Mecanite.'' and
other insulating articles, there has been established, at Corbevoie,
the Societe pour la Fabrication des Isolauts, with a capital of
300,000 frs.

New Swedish Cable Company.—A new company has

recently l)8en formed in Halsingborg, with the title of ^le
Aktiebolag llalsingbergs Kabelfabrik. to manufacture electric and
other cables.

Trade Representatives Overseas.—The following further

appointmentH have been made by the Executive Committee of the

Kedoration of British Industries :

—

CiniA.—Mr. G. C. Musgrave has been appointed as a representative

of the Federation in Caba. He will be sailing at the end of this

month.
Me.mco.—Mr. Antonio Gibbon, of 7a, Naranja 179 Mexico D.F.,

has been appointed as a Federation representative.
HciLLAND.—Arrangements for a permanent secretary are beitlg

made.

The Birmingham Fair.—It is expected that there will be
heavy demands upon the accommodation that Birmingham is able

to offer visitors during the run of the British Industries Fair,

which opens on February 23rd. In order that the hotels may be
as far as possible left free for buyers who are in attendance, it is

suggested that exhibitors should avail themselves of apartments
which the general manager will undert.ake to reserve for them and
their assistants, if they will immediately intimate their require-

ments to him at the Chamber of Commerce, Birmingham,

Trade Announcements.—Mr. Arthir Irel.\nd, for

20 years with the Electric Supply Corporation, has commenced
business as a wiiung aud general electrical contractor at 12,

\'icarage Road, Chelmsford.
Mr, Sidney J. Goodson, engineer and manufacturers' agent,

has removed to 70, 'Wallingford Avenue. North Kensington,
London, W.. 10.

The Heme Bay Welding Co, (Messrs. E. Brown and D. T.
Fitzgerald) have commenced business as electrical engineers, &c.,

at 8. High Street, Herne Bay.
The style of Messrs. Turners & Manville, Ltd., has been

changed to " Asbestos and Electrical Fittings Co., Ltd." There is

no alteration in the constitution of the company or the conduct of

the business.

Messrs. Peto & Radford are removing their London head-
quirters from 12, Heddon Street. W.. 1, to 50, Grosvenor Gardens,
S.W., 1. New telephone number :

" Victoria 36G7 ''
; telegraphic

address :

" Concentration, Sowest, London."

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. J. McCombe, tramway
manager, Kingston-upon-Hill.—Trustee QUr. W. G. Hall), released

December 30th, 1919,

W. Mellon (H. B. Wallis & Co.), electrical engineer, Chiswick.

—

First meeting, February 5th, at 14. Bedford Row, W.C. : public
examination, February 24th, at Brentford.

Liquidations.—Herbert Frood & Co., Ltd.—Winding
up voluntarily for reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. J. Bell,

5, Clarence Street. Manchester, who is authorised to consent to

the registration of a new company. Ferodo, Ltd., and to enter
into an agreement with the new company. Meeting of creditors

to-d.ay at Manchester. Particulars of claims must be sent to the
liquidator by March 25th.
Alexander Duckham i Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily

for reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. L. A. Anderson,
2, Broad Street Place. E.C. Meeting of creditors. January 26th.

Holme Electric Co., Ltd.—Particulars of claims to be sent
by Fel>ruary 10th to the liquidator, Mr. J. Alderson, Holme, near
Holmfirth, Huddersfleld.
Alfred Herbert (France), Ltd.—Meeting of members called

for February 20th, at The Butts, Coventry, to hear an account of

the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr, D. M. Gimson.
A.E.G. ELEriRiCAL Co. OF SOUTH AFRICA, LTD., G, Old Jewry,

E,C.—Last day for proofs for dividends to non-enemy creditors,

February 2nd. Liquidator, Mr. H. de V, Brougham, Senior Official

Receiver, Carey Street, W.C.
RADIU5I, Ltd.—Liquidator (Mr. H. de V. Brougham, Official

Receiver) released January 5th.

Brolt, Ltd. — Winding up voluntarily for reconstruction.

Liquidator : Mr. E. Bosley. 120, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
Particulars of claims to be seit to the liquidator by March Ist.

Meeting of creditors, February 3rd.

New St. Helens and District Tramways Co., Ltd.—Claims
must be sent by February 28th to the liquidators, Messrs. H. P.

Conibear and E. H. Eilwardes, generating station, Howe Bridge,
Atherton, Lanes.

Connolly Bros., Ltd.—Liquidator : Mr. J. McD. Henderson,
2, Moorgate Street Buildings, E.C.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—E.xtensioxs.—The electrical engineer recom-
mends additions and extensions, costing £60,000, to meet increased

demands. The proposals include the erection of two sub-stations and
a considerable extension of distributing cables. During November
last a total of 2,500,000 units was generated at the Dee Village

Road station, an increase of 172,740 on the corresponding period of

1918.

Ammanford.—Lightins Charges.—The Councir;'1ias

been warned by Mr. Herbert, proprietor of the electric lighting
undertaking of the town^ that, unless it agrees to an inereaae of
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So per cent, in the charges, he will refuse to continue thr supply'
In the event of such an occurrence, the Connoil aaya it will apply
for a Court injunction.

Arbroath.—'Street Lightinc.—The Lighting Com-
mittee has agreed to accept the offer of the Arliroath Electric Light
and Power Co. to re-instaJl the public lighting system, at a cost of
£tj los. per lamp, for the period to Whit-Sunday this year. After
this date the charge will be £16 per annum, subject to the taking
over by the Town Council of the existing equipment at the price of
£700.

Ayr.—LvADEQUATE Plaxt.—A Special Committee has
been appointed to consider the electrical engineer's report that it

is now impossible to supply further demands as the plant will not
take a larger load. Demands have increased by 40 per cent, during
the past year. The suggested scheme of extension and additions
will cost £27,000. Among other things it is proposed to install

new stoker gear and a rotary converter.

Barnet.—Proposek Price Ixcrease.—The Town Council
is opposing the application of the Xorth Metropolitan Electric
Lighting Co. for sanction to increase charges for electricity.

Bamsley. — Extensions. — The Town Council has
approved a scheme of extensions and additions to the power under-
taking, involving an expenditure of £40,000. One item is the
erection of a sub-station at Town End, the cost of which will be
about £1.200.

Blackbarn. — Extensions. — The Town Council has
received a number of applications from cotton-mill owners for a
supply of power. This will involve the laying of new mains, as

will also the projected wiring of the Blackburn L^nion Workhouse
buildings.

Bradford.—Extensions.— The Electricity Committee
haa authorised extensions of mains in various parts of the city

area, at a cost of £3.S54

British Guiana.—Hydro-Electric Schemes.—Xot the

least important of the schemes for the development of British

Guiana is the utilisation of the waterfalls, with which the Hinter-

land abounds, for the purpose of hydro-electric energy. A pre-

liminary survey of the Cuyuni, Essequebo, Demerara, and Pocaro
rivers has recently been made. The Conjoint Board of Scientific

Societies, to which the report of the preliminary survey was
referred by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, has recommended
that automatic gauging stations should be erected on the rivers

named, as well as the employment of an engineer, specially trained

in hydro-electric work, to examine these localities in greater detail.

Meanwhile, the preliminary report has been entrusted by the Com-
mittee to one of its members, who has had long experience of

water power, with a view to getting further expert criticism. The
Committee has also undertaken to co-operate with the Colonial

Office in the selection, for the detailed examination, of an engineer

whose reputation would be a guarantee of the value of his recom-
mendations. The Combined Court has lost no time in authorising

the expenditure to give effect to the recommendations of the Conjoint

Board of Scientific Societies, and it will, therefore, be practicable

for the Government to embark on the undertaking early in the

coming year.

—

Financier.

Bromley.— •"^fPi'i.Y Faii-ure.—Due to a Ureakdown at

the electricity works. Bromley, Chislehurst, and district were in

darkness for several hours on Friday night, last week.

Canada.—Restrictions.— The excessive demands of

power consumers have led to the imposition of severe restrictions

by the Niagara Falls (Ontario) Commission. All signs and outside

lights are forbidden, and power usera are ordei-ed to return to
" daylight saving," starting earlier in the day and closing down at

4 p.m. Domestic supplies are also curtailed. These restrictions

are calculated to reduce the load by 40 per cent.

Carlisle.—Loans.—The Town Council has applied for

loans of £5,000 for high-tension mains ; £600 for services ; £3,000

for transformers ; and £1,.500 for sub-stations.

Carmarthen.—Price Increase.—The Town Council

has acceded to an application by the Electric Light Co. for leave to

increase the charge for electric light for domestic purposes from

7d. to 9d. per unit, and for public lighting by 20 per cent.

Cheltenham.—Loan.—As the existing plant has been

found inadequate, the Town Council is to apply for sanction

to iKjrrow £29,000 for additions.

Clacton-on-Sea.—Loan Sanction.—Loans amounting to

£5,500 have been sanctioned for the extension of mains, and

for the conversion of the street lighting system from gas to

electricity.

Continental.—Holland.—The Low-Tension Xetwork
Installation and Working Co. (>lij tot Aanleg en Exploitatie van

Laagspanning Xetten), of Groningen, has just offered for subscrip-

tion 6 per cent, bonds for 2,000,000 florins. The company was
formed in 1913, the shareholders being the province of Groningen

and the towns situated within the concession area of the pro-

vincial electricity works in Groningen and Drente.

Austria.—The coal shortage at Vienna is so critical, that in

order to maintain even a scanty lighting in the streets and houses,

from January liith the electric tramway service in the city waste be

completely suspended. Neither gas nor electricity may be used for

industrial purposes, and shops, ofllces. and banks must not be lit

after 3 p.m. All places of amusement must close, and the use of

lifts is only permitted in hospitals.

Dartmoor.—Hydho-Electric Scheme.—The Dartmoor
and District Hydro-electric Supply Co. has deposited its Bill for

incorporation and powers to erect five stations on the banks of the

Rivers North Teign, Lan, Tavy, Dart, and Erme.

Fife.—Street Lighting.—The Kinghom Town Council

is considering a proposal to substitute electricity for the present

system of gas lighting.

Eccles.—Proposkd Extensions.—Although the chartres

for power and lighting have been advanced 76 per cent, above
pre-war rates, applications from prospective consumers have so

increased, that extensions are contemplated.

Hull.—Removal of Restrictions.—The restrictions

placed upon the use of electricity for motive power have been

withdrawn, but the ban on display lighting and the use of energy
at kinema halls remains.

India.—Water Power A temporary Public Works
Division has been constituted, with headquarters at Lahore, to be
known as the Sutlej River Hydro-Electric Project Division, and
Lieut.-Colonel B. C. Battye, D.S.O., R.E., has been posted to the

charge of it.

Java.—Hydro-Electric Works.—The (rovemment of

the Dutch East Indies is proceeding with a scheme for the erection

of large hydro-electric works in West Java, to supply energy for

the electrification of the railways and tramways, and for lighting

and power purposes to municipalities. With a view to ensuring

that the supply shall be afforded to the towns concerned at as low
a charge as possible, the Government is endeavouring to bring

together all the parties interested, including the Xed. Ind. Gas Co..

of Batavia. which possesses the exclusive right to supply elec-

tricity in the town of Batavia until 1953. The Municipal Council

of Batavia has. however, asked the Government to exclude the

gas company from the proposed combination, the object apparently

being to induce the Government to expropriate the company,
which it can do in 1923 under the terms of the concession.

Knottingley.—The Board of Trade has revoked the 1914
Electric Lighting Order.

Loughborough.—Extensions.—Extensions providing an
additional G.dOO K\v. to the town's plant capacity, at an estimated,

cost of £150.1100. are suggested. Mr. C. H. Wordingham, O.B.E.,

has been appointed consulting engineer for the scheme.

Lyme Regis.— Inadequate Lighting.— The Town
Council has decided that it cannot pay the County of Dorset
Electric Supply Co. in respect of street lighting for the quarter

ended December 21st last. The reasons given for this are the
ineffectiveness of the system, the length of time taken in repairing

defects, and the inconvenience caused by roads still being

up. The Council also states that, unless there is an immediate and
substantial improvement, it will have to consider other means of

lighting when the present agreement expires in May next.

Mexboroogh. — N'ew Station. — The erection of a

lO.OOO-KW. generating station in the Adwick district at a cost of

£500,000 is being contemplated. An arrangement between the
Mexborough Council and the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. proposes
to place the station under the control of a Joint Board.

Middlesbrough.—Xew Station.—The Cleveland and
Durham County Electric Supply Co.. has expressed its regret at the

Corporation's decision to augment the town plant in view of the

negotiations proceetiings between the two bodies for an additional

supply of electricity to the town. The company asserts that, in con-

junction with allied undertakings, it is erecting a power station

at Haverton Hill, chiefly to meet the demands of Jliddlesbrough

consumers. The station will have a capacity of 32,000 kw., and it

will be necessary to lay a new high-tension network. The total

cost, it is stated, will be considerably over £1.000,000.

The borough electrical engineer reported that the price quoted
for a producer gas plant was very much in excess of his estimate
and it has. therefore, been decided to continue taking a supply from
the local gasworks for the present.

Monasterevan (Co. Kildare).—Storm Damage.—During
the recent storms the electricity company's pumping station was
completely wrecked, and the majority of the power station plant

put out of action, putting the town in darkness.

Monmouthshire.—Flooded Mine.—Owing to the failure

of the power supply and the consequent stoppage of the pumps,
the EUea Colliery, Pontnewyndet. was flooded, and work stopped
for about three days.

Montrose.—Proposed Prk e Increase.—The Town
Council is allowing the proposed increase of charges for eleotrioity

to 8d. per unit to stand over for a month, pending inveatigatiouii

into costs of production. \c.

Otley.—Electric Supply.—The District Council is

urging the Board of Trade to grant the necessary permiggioD to

the Vorkshire Electric Power Co. to install electricity in the town
ajs doou as possible.
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Stafford.—Extensions.—The Town Council is askiiif;

that the application for sanction to borrow £30,000 may be
amended to provide for a enm of £65,000. It is proposed to install

two 1,250-KW. sets, with accessories, one rotary converter, and
trauaformers. New buildinirs will have to be erected.

South Shields.—Yeau's Workino.—Tlie borough elec-

trical ensrineer's report for the year endinfr March Slst, 1919, shows
that the total income of the undertakinff for this period was
£42,11)9, and the expenditure ii;HO,7t4, leavinfr a jrross profit of

£11,425. After the payment of loan interest, kc, however, the
result was a deficit of £ 7,287. The total number of units generated
was 5.766,.S98, and the maximum simultaneous load during the
year was 2,709 kw.

Snnderland.—Sdb-Station.—The Electricity Committee
has received permission from the Town Council to erect a trans-
former sub-station in St. Paul's Road. The total cost of the
bnildintr. including equipment and site, is estimated at £3.325.

Tasmania.—HyDRO-EiiECTRic Department.—The fiftli

annual report (1918-19) of the Hydro-Electric Department shows
that the revenue for the year amounted to £35,767, and the total
working expenses to £25,087, leaving a gross profit of £10,'680.
The Department's total capital expenditure to June 30th, 1919, was
£771,506. Extensive surveys have been made of the available
water power, and a great deal of new construction is contemplated.

United States,—Water-Power Bill.—After a fight
which has lasted for 10 years, the Senate has passed the Water-
Power Bill, which provides for the creation of a commission for the
licensing of water-power projects for a period of 50 years, at the
expiration of which they will revert to the Government. They
may, however, be re-licensed if it is deemed desirable. The Bill
will now go before the House of Representatives.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Bolton.—Improvements.— The Tramways Committee
has recommended various improvements in the track, and also the
acquisition of new cars.

Bradford.—Contractors' Increases.—Contractors for
the supply of gear wheels for the Corporation tramways asked for
a L'O per cent, increase on contract prices owing to the increased
cost of production. The Committee has agreed to bear half of this
extra oo.st.

Continental.—Switzerland.—An avalanche fell near
the Goppensteiu-Loetschberg railway line late at night on January
nth, destroying the overhead electric railway equipment and
interrupting traffic between Italy and Berne. Till the line was
cleared, passengers were conveyed to Goppenstein by steam trains,
but were obliged to make a detour on foot to join the electric rail-

way further along the valley.

Leeds.—Parcel Servjce.—A net profit of £300 has
been made during the past financial year on the parcel service of
the tramways. Between April, 1918, when it was inaugurated,
and September 30th last, the department dealt with 97.7L'S parcels,
and of this total, 58,633 were carried during the six months ended
September 30th. There is now a working arrangement for the
carriage of parcels between the Leeds and Bradford tramways
authorities, and between November, 1918, and Septemlier 30th,
1919, 23,000 parcels were carried between the two cities.

London.—Accidents.—A car on the District Under-
ground Railway became derailed at 'Whitechapel about 10 a.m. on
Monday, and both lines Ijetween Bow Road and Aldgate East were
temporarily closed.

Due to an accident in the Chiswick High Road on Saturday
morning last, the front of a L.U.T. tramcar was damaged, and a
P.O. letter-box was knocked down.
A stoppage of 40 minutes was caused on the Bakerloo tube by a

defective shoe on Monday.

Newcastle.—Year's Working.—The report of the
engineer and general manager of the Corporation tramways for
the last financial period showed a total revenue of .£472,094, or
18'94d. per car-mile, as compared with l(i-82d. for the previous
year. Working expenses increased by £58,096 to £306,490. Rates
and taxes amounted to £34,427. During 1918-19 the number of
passengers increased to 101,631,660 from the previous year's figure
of 91,64.M,645.

Plymonth.—Extensions.—To enable the <'orporation
Tramways Department to deal with the requirements of the
travelling public, it is proposed to double the power supply.
Twenty additional cars are to be put on, the tramways are to be
extended on seven different routes, 30 omnibuses are to be provided,
and a parcel-carrying system is to be established.

Salford.—Extensions.—The Tramways Committee has
again been requested to extend its lines to Irlam, about four miles
away, to serve the population of this growing industrial locality.

Swansea.—Trajjsport.—Strong opposition was offered
at a ratepayers' meeting to clauses in the Corporation Bill pro-
viding for the establishment of motor-'bus services in lieu of
tramway extensions. It was pointed out that the cost of the

latter was now " prohibitive," the citimate being £30,000 per mile,

and that if the deletion of the clause referred to was insisted on,

it would deprive important areas of transport facilities. Alderman
T. J. Richards said the interests of 150,000 people in the outside

areas had to be considered. The pro|)osal to delete the clause was
defeated, but a second amendment, deleting clauses relating to the
|)rovi8ion of transport facilities for any district outside the

borough, was carried.

Tyneside,—Tramway Purchase. — The proposal of

the Newcastle Corporation to purchase the Tyneside tramway
undertaking is being opposed by Wallsend and Tynemouth.

Wolverhampton.—Fares.—The Tramways Committee is

strongly opposed to the reinstatement of penny fares. The
manager states that, although operating coats had increased from
H'5ild. per oar-mile in 1913-14 to 12-35i;d. in 1918-19, only a
halfpenny had been added to the original penny fares. The Com-
mittee has, however, decided to reduce the price of workmen's
tickets.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

A New Wireless " Calling-Up " Device.— A new
wireless "calling-up " system intended mainly for saving life at
sea, has been devised by the Marconi Co , and was recently
demonstrated at Chelmsford. The device will enable a ship in
distress to automatically ring alarm bells on board any vessels
within range, and will do away with the necessity for an operator
to be always on duty. The apparatus consists of an automatic
transmitter, which will send out a special signal with accuracy,
and a reliable receiver which will respond to this signal, and this
signal only. It will ensure general and immediate attention being
given to emergency calls, such as " S.O.S." and "T.T.T.," the ice
warnnig. The device was used, it is stated, during the war for
exploding mines, and its action was illustrated at the Marconi
Works on January 16th, gunpowder being fired by wireless from a
station 30 mUes away.

Federated Malay States.—The Times Traik SupplemenI
announces that large sums are being expended to improve the
telephone and telegraph systems of the Federated Malay States. A
trunk telephone line between Perak and Selangor is to be laid.

Much material is required in connection with these developments.

India.—The telephone trunk connection between Lucknow
and Allahabad was established on December 8th. It is hoped to
have automatic telephone exchanges established in Lucknow and
Cawnpore by the end of the cold weather, and a central battery
system installed in Allahabad.

Strikes.—At midnight, on January 13th, a general
strike of postal, telegraph, and telephone employes was put into
execution throughout Italy, and all these services were suspended.
The telegraph offices were' guarded by troops. The men asked for
increased wages, higher bonuses, and higher overtime pay ; the
Government seemed disposed to meet the demands, but the men
struck suddenly against the advice of their leaders. A few men
remained at their posts in Rome, and a few urgent telegrams and
Press messages were dealt with ; the telephone service was main-
tained tor newspapers within an immediate radius of Rome, and a
similarly reduced service was maintained in other large towns. The
naval wireless stations have been placed at the disposal of the
pnblic whenever possible. The strike is complete in Northern
Italy, less so in Central Italy, and only very limited in Southern
Italy, Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia. At Palermo, Catania, and
nearly all Sicily, in the Abruzzi, at Molise, Foggia, and other places,
the employes refused to obey the order to strike, and the public
services continue. In Rome 30 percent, obeyed. Daring the night
telegraphic and telephonic communication was re-established for
Government and Ministerial purposes, with many centres in

Northern Italy. The foreign telegraph service was, however,
completely suspended.

It is reported that numerous telegraph lines in the West of Ger-
many were wrecked by the workers daring the recent strike and
other riots. Telegrams from Berlin to England, France, and else-

where are subject to several days' delay owing to the damage done
to the wires in the west and south-weet by the recent storms.

In Belgium the postmen's strike tends to increase, and has
extended from Brussels to Antwerp, Mons, Charleroi, and other
places. The strike coincided with the gales, which suspended
telegraphic and telephonic communication in many directions.
A strike has been declared by the telephone operators at Oporto,

who belong to the same Union as the telephone operators who are
on strike in Lisbon.

Masked and armed persons entered the central telephone
exchange at Lisbon at night, and removed a number of indispen-
sable instruments. The telephone service had for a time to be
suspended.

United States.—After exhaustive investigations and long
experiment, the New York Telephone Co., has developed a machine-
switching central-office system of automatic telephones that has
proved so satisfactory in a number of practical trials as to warrant
its use in several places, says the Electrical World. Installations
at Dunkirk, Ithaca and Geneva were expected to be complete<l
early this year. In New York City it is proposed to place this
apparatus in three new central offices, but none of these installa-
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tioas can be completed before the end of this year. The Telephone
Co. is carrying out a reconatniction and expansion programme
to meet the heavy demand for serrice that continued throughout
iyl8, and to regain the ground lost during 1917 and 1918, when
no telephone work other than that needled for Government purposes
was permitted. In 1918, in addition to the large increase in the
volume of tralBc from existing stations, there was a net gain
in new stations installed since January 1st. 1918, of 100,000 in

New York City and its immediate vicinity. The new system will

not do away with the need for operators ; in New York City the
operating force was increased by 2,000 new workers in the
last nine months of 1918, and 1,000 more are expected to be
engaged in the first few months of this year. There will be no cur-
tailment of this force, which soon will number 12,000. Experience
has shown that the best method of changing from one type of

apparatus to another i.s to use the new type on all larger replace-

ments and for taking care of growth so that the most modern
types of equipment can b3 gradually brought into use with the
least amount of disturbsmce to the service and loss of time, and
without any radical effect upon employt-s or upon the financial

situation. The different types of equipment will interconnect
without difficulty. The system is extremely simple to operate.

Instead of telling the desired number to an operator, the subscribar
indicates it himself by manipulating a dial attached to the regular
telephone instrument. This dial is equipped with lu finger holes,

each carrying one of the 10 numerals. In some cases the dial will

be marked with certain letters of the alphabet. In addition to the
development in Xew York, installations of the new system are

understood to have been made also in several cities in the territory

of other Bell companies.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(7Vi« date given in parenthtses at the end of the paragraph indicatei

the issue of the Electrical Review in which the " Ofieial
Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Aberdeen.—.Tanuary Slst. Electricity Counnittee. Two
water-tubs boilers, with superheaters, economisers, steel chimney
and accessories. (January 9th.")

Aldershot.— February 17th. Urban District Council.
Electricity Department. Geared turbine and generator, condensing
plant, pumps, water-tube boiler and superheater, cables. &c. (See
this issue.")

Australia.—Sydney.—Aiarch 1st. Municipal Council.

Supply of 2,000- K.v. A., 5,000 to 10,000- v. transformers. Electric

Lighting Department. Town Hall.

March 10th. i 'ity Council. Supply of 6,600-v. switchgear for

sub-station switch houses, &c.. and of six 250-k,v.a., three-phase
transformers. Specifications from City Electrical Engineers" Office,

Melbourne.

—

Iiuhistrial Auttralian and Mininq Standard.

Belfast.—February 14th. Tramways Committee. 'I'ram-

way's stores, including electrical accessories, cable, lamps, carbon
brushes, trolley wire, &c. (See this issue.)

Bray.—.January 30th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Works. One 200-b.h.p. Diesel engine, direct coupled to a
13o-K.v.A. single-phase alternator and exciter. (January 9th.)

Bradford.—January 28th. Corporation. Two electric

battery locomotives. (December 26th.")

Colne.—Electricity Department. Xew or second-hand
1,250-kw. to 2,000-KW., ii,600-v. turbo-alternator, with condensing
plant. (January 16th.)

Edinburgh.—February Oth. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. One overhead travelling crane. (January 16th.)

Greenock.— February 3rd. Corporation. Electrical

installation work at 114 houses. Particulars from Mr. A. Nimnio,

Town Clerk.

Ilford.—January 27th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. One 1.000-KW. converting plant, cooling

tower, motor-driven air compressor, l,t. cables. (January 9th.)

London.—Islingtox.—January 28th. Electricity Coui-

mittee. Stores, including cables, meters, electric lamps, 4cc., for 12

months. (December 19th.)

New Zealand.—Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour
Board. 12 5-ton (and alternatively 12 3-ton) semi-portable balanced

jib level Luffing electric cranes. Specifications from the Agents
of the Board, Messrs. W. & A. McArthur, Ltd., 18/19, Silk Street,

Cripplegate, E.C.

Pontypridd.—January 30th. Urban District Council.

Electricity Department. Rotary converter, transformer and
switchgear. (January 9th.)

Stockton-on-Tees.—February 5th. District Fund, Oas
and Electricity Committees, Articles and stores for six months.

(See this issue.)

Warrington.—February 10th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Two water-tube boilers ; two mechanical stokers

(underfeed type) ; water softener. (See this issue.)

Whitby.—January 30th. Urban District Council. Turbo-
altemator, condenser, air and circulating pumps, water-tube boiler,

rotary converter, transformer, A.C. switchboard. E.H.T. cables. (See

this issue.)

CLOSED.
Barnsley.—Electricity Committee :

—

11,1. switchgear.— Ferguson, Pailin, Ltd., £292.
i.T. c;ible.—B, I, 4 Helsby Cables, Ltd., £595.
1,300-KW. ttirbo-altemator. complete with condensing plant, air filter anJ

recording apparatus.—English Electric Co.. £23,879.
Water-tube boiler, stoker, economiser and induced-draught fan. - Babcock

and Wilco.-;, Ltd., £8,6-46.

One turbine boiler feed pomp.—Mather ft Piatt, £44G.

Bradford.—Tramways Committee :

—

87 standard-type car trucks, £19.140 ; 124 electrical tramcar equipments,
£43, 069.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

20 tramcar bodies. £29.300.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee :

—

Three 1oO-k.v..\. and two 60:-k.v.a. transformers.—Ferranti, Ltd.
Three 250-k.v.a. tranformers.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd.
Two 400-K.v.A. transformers.— British Electrical Transformer Co., Ltd.
A.C. " Bl " switchgear, Bolton Road sub-station (including gear for two

additional rotaries and Merz-Price protective gear).

—

.\. Reyrolle i Co.,
Ltd.

Belgium.—The Belgian State Railway Authorities in

Brussels recently invited tenders for the supply of a large quantity
of electric cables. There was keen international competition for the
orders ; among the British firms tendering being the Enfield Cable
Works, Ltd. ; Henley's Telegraph Works, Ltd. ; the Metropolitan-
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. ; and the B. I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

The last-named concern submitted the lowest tenders for several

of the lots, totalling ItiS.OOO metres of cables of different kinds.

Dnblin.—J'he Port and Docks Board is purchasing from

the Dublin Dockyard Co. three electrically-driven winches for JS 550.

Epsom.—Urban District Council :

—

Sheffield.— The Birmingham Post says that Labour
representatives have raised strong objection in the Sheffield Corpora-

tion to the practice of that body in placing large contracts for

engineering material without disclosing details of prices. The
recommendations of the Electricity Committee, relating to certain

contracts for machinery and material, were, in consequence, sent

back for fuller information. It was stated that in one case the

amoimt involved was over £60,000, but that fact was not disclosed

in the minutes.

Sunderland.—Electricity Department

:

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (West Yorks. Section). —
Saturday, January 24th. .\t the Y..M.C.A.. .Mbion Place, Leeds. At 6.46
p.m. Lecture on " The Legitimate Sphere of Trade Unionism,'* by Mr. F.
Kirkley.

(Derby and District Section). — Saturday, January 31st. At the
.\lbert Hotel, Nottingham. At 7 p.m. .\ddress by the President.

Institution of CivU Engineers.—Tuesday, January 27th. At Gt. George
Street, 8.W. .\t 5.30 p.m. Further discussion on papers on " Whitby,
BIyth and Sunderland Harbours,"

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, January 27th. At the Royal
Society of Arts. John Street, .\delphi. At 8 p.m. Discussion on "Colour
Matching by Natural and Artificial Light," to be opened by Mr. L. C.
Martin.

iDiUtntlon of Electrical Engineers (South-Midland Centre).—Wednesday.
January 23th. .\t the University, Birmingham. At 7 p.m. Paper on
" Failures of Turbo-generators and Suggestions for Improvements," by Mr.
J. Shepherd.

(Nortb-Eastern Centre).—Monday, January 26th. At the Armstrong
College, Newcastle. At 7.15 p.m. Paper on " Failures of Turbo-generators,
and Suggestions for Improvements," by Mr. J. Shepherd. Friday, January
30th. Annual dinner.

(North Western Centre).—Tuesday, January 27th. At the Engineers'
Club. Manchester. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Transformers for Electric
Furnaces," by Mr, J. L. Thompson.

(Students' Section).—Friday, January 80th. At the City and Guilds
Engineering College. Leonard Street. Finsbury. E.C. At 7 p.m. Discussion
on "Quantity Production as a Panacea," to be opened by Major K.
Edgcumbe, R.E. (T.)

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Wednesday, January a?th. .Kl 8 p.m. At
the Philosophical Institution. Discussion on the I.E. E. " Regulations for
the Electrical Equipment of Ships," introduced by Mr. D. S. Munro.

Wireless Society of London.—Thursday, January 21tth. M the Institution
of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Illustrated lecture
on " A Portable Valve Set and some Propenies of C.W. Circuits," by Mr. R.
C. Clinker.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, January 30tb. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 9 p.m. Lecture on " The Gyrostatic Compass," bv Mr. S. O.
Brown, F.R.S.

Saturday, January 31st. At 3 p.m. Lecture on "The Astronomical
Evidence Bearing on Einstein's Theory of Gravitation," by Sir F. W. Dyaon
F.U.s.

Janlor Instltntlon of Engineers.—Friday, January 30th. M 39, Victoria
Street. S.W. At 7,:)0 p.m. Paper on " The Manufaoture of Hydrogen Oas
by the Silicol Process, for Airships and Commercial Purposes,*" by Mr. G.
F. Lygo.

Boyal Photographic Society. Rassell Square, W.—Exhibition of prima
lent by the Rontgen Society, Open till February 7th,
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NOTES.

Concert.—The Sheffield Electrical Social Union held n

grand Bohemian concert at the Royal Victoria Hotel, ShefSeld, on
the 1 Jth inat. The prooeediners, which were very successful, lasted
from 7 to 11 p.m. Messrs. F. H. V. Hooper and F. heng acted as
musical directors. Mr. A. Lucas is president of the Union, and
Mr. A. Walker, of l."), Cleveland Street, Sheffield, fills the office of
secretary.

Ramsay Memorial Fund.—The Sloan Electrical Co..
Ltd., actin^r upon instructions received from Messrs. Philips'
Glqwlampworke, Ltd., Eindhoven, Holland, has forwarded a dona-
tion of £500 to the Organising- Secretary of the Ramsav Memorial
Kiind.

Accident.—While Edward Owens, an operator at the
I.arbert (Stirlingshire') Picture Palace, was doing some repairs to
the electrical connections which control the action of the kinema
machine, his pliers came in contact with a live piece of steel,
with the result that he sustained a 400-volt shock, causing severe
burns to both hands. At last news he was in a serious condition.

Wireless Telephones for the Yukon.—Recent gold
discoveries in British Columbia have resulted in a call for te:e-
phonic commimication over snow-bound land, where no roads
have yet been cut. A Yukon member of the Overseas Club has
written to the Overseas Trade Bureau, asking to be put in touch
with a 6rm which can supply wireless telephone outfits to connect
Dawson and a camp 200 miles distant.— Z»«;/,v Chronicle.

Electric Refrigerators.—In order to determine accurately
the be-st type of machinery to install in a new refrigerating plant.
a firm of consulting engineers of New York made a detailed
analysis of the initial and ojierating costs. This plant was to have
u total capacity of (JOG tons based on a brine temperature of
— 15 F. C— 26° C.) with a suction pressure of 3 lb. CO'2 kg.) gauge
and a condenser pressure of 155 lb. (11 kg.). Consideration was
givea to"the following types of installation :—(!) Absorption
machines

; (2) Steam-driven compressors with Corliss engines :

(3) Steam-driven compound compressors ; (4) High-speed simple
compressors driven by synchronous motors ; and (6) High-speed
compound compressors driven by synchronous motors. The cost of
equipment for these various methods of operation was found
to be .•<277,11.S, $238,728, J237.728. 8158,165, and ^157, 165
respectively, making the motor-driven high-speed compound com-
pressor installation cheapest. The operating expenses under the
live methods of operation considered are about as shown in the

Operatisc; Expkn'ses.
l^fpc of plant. No. I. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Oost of plant !?2«0,000 $240,000 .•i24&,00O $160,000 .«;160,0CO
Power or fuel per year (tons

andKW.) '

.. .. 8.730 6,073 4,475 6,7,58,700 5,026,700
„ost power or fuel per year . . -.-27,500 SI5.988 .=11,100 846,000 .-i41,a50

?J^ 13,475 13,476 13,475 10,505 10,506
Maintenance 8,760 (i,800 6,800 4,000 4,000
Oil, waste, aiumonia,

water, ,&c 10.000 7,530 7,3.50 4.000 4,003
Total operating expense . . 69,725 4H,791 41,725 63.506 69 765
Interest, 6 per cent 16.800 14,400 14,400 9,600 9,6
Depreciation, SJ per cent. . . 9,330 8,0LO 8,0.0 6.330 5 ;,3J
Insurance 280 240 240 160 100

Total plant expense . . .

.

.^86,135 $66,431 $64,365 $78,596 $74.84.".
Deduct rental for space re-
leased by use of electricallv-

c
- , ^ ,-.-.- - -

driven plant .. .. .'.
'— ,j[, 'l^t'^'y^' 14.C00 14,000

Total net plant expense . . $86,135 .$66,431 $64,366 $64,,595 sBO.Wr,
Coal at S3-15 per long ton and energy at 000826 per kilowatt-hour,

accompanying table. Again the cost is less for motor-driven
compound compressors. As a result of these estimates four
refrigerating machines were installed, each to be driven by a
synchronous motor. The other electrical equipment consists of
six 500-ir\v. transformers which convert energy from 7,830-volt,
three-phase. 61i-cycle to 1,950-volt. two-phase energy.

—

Electrical
Wurld.

" Eda " becomes " Beda."—On .lammry 17th there was
egiatered at Somerset House the British Electrical Development
Association, a company limited by guarantee, to promote and
protect electrical industry and enterprise in the British Empire,
^nd to develop the demand and uses of electricity.

Tube Improvements.—A correspondent of the hnihi
Telegraph suggests a scheme for the relief of the present con-
gestion on the London underground railways. This is the pro-
vision of a central platform for in-going passengers only—the
existing side platforms being used for unloading passengers.
Trains would thus have a platform on either side. The cost is not
likely to recommend the scheme to the serious attention of the
railway companies, although no doubt the result would justify the
expenditure from the travellers' point of view.

Fuel Research.—The Lord President of the Council
has approved the appointment of Colonel Sir Frederic Nathan.
K.B.E., late K.A.. to be Power Alcohol Investigation Officer under
the Fuel Kesearch Board of the Department of Scientific .^nd Indus-
trial Research. Prof. Pierce Purcell, who was secretary of the
Irish Peat Inquiry Committee, has also been appointed to act as
Peat Investigation Officer under the Fuel Research Board. The
duties of the Peat Investigation Officer will be to keep the Board
informed of all progress in connection with research into the
utilisation of peat, to continue and extend experiments on the
mechanical cutting and winning of peat, and to make arrange-
men lo caeful teats of the use of peat aa a fuel under boilers.

Water-Hammer in Pipe Lines.—In Lp Genie Civil of
ilanuary 3rd, there appears an article by M. A. Causae on the
phenomenon of water-hammer in the pressure conduits of hydraulic
power installations. The author points out that with a view to

economy of capital in modern practice, the speed of the water has
been raised from 2 or 3 metres per second to 5 or 6 metres, with
the result that water-hammer has greatly increased in importance.
The phenomenon is exceedingly complex. The author deals with
the problem analytically and shows that the shocks due to water-
hammer can be predetermined, the calculated values agreeing well
with experimental results.

Scientific Management.—With a view to educating the
l)ublic, particularly those people engaged in commercial activity,
in this subject, the Industrial League and Council has organised a
series of lectures to be given in the Conference Hall of the Central
Hall, Westminster. Among the speakers, together with their
subjects, who are due to give lectures, are :—Mr. J. F. Butterworth.
" Modern Methods in Industry "

; Major E. A. Pells, '' Conditions
the 'Workers May Control "

; Mr. W. J. Grosart. " Evolution of
-Modern Methods in Industry ''

; Mr. H. Atkinson, " Economical
Production and Prevention of Waste "

; Mr. F. C. Laurence, " The
Effect of Modern Industrial Methods on Employment and Wages "

;

and Mr. J. F. Butterworth, " Results Achieved in Industry by
Modern Methods." .Anyone desirous of attending the conferences
can obtain full particulars from the Secretary to the Industrial
League and Council, at 66. 'Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Electricity Supply Act.—The London Gazplte for .January
20th, publishes the following notice issued by the Ministry of
Transport :

—
" That it is proposed to issue an order in council,

under the title of ' The Ministry of Transport (Electricity Supply) •

Order, 1920,' whereby the 23rd of January. 1920, wOl be fixed as
the date from which the duties of the Board of Trade in relation to
the matters specified in the Act will be transferred to the Minister
of Transport."

Inquiries.—^lakers of " Limpet " plugs are asked for.

Educational.—rxivERsiTY College, UNrvERsiTV of
London.—An appeal has been issued for £100,000 for the purpose
of erecting new engineering laboratories for the College. The
School of Engineering was established as long ago as 1828, and
has to its credit the names of many distinguished engineers

; the
present buildings were opened in 1893, and are totally inadequate
ior the accommodation of the students already in attendance, to
say nothing of those who eeek admission. One important feature
of the new scheme is an hydraulic laboratory, to be called after
the late Mr. Charles Hawksley. Lord Cowdray has given £10,000
to the fund, with a conditional promise of another .£10,000.
Donations may be sent to Prince Arthur of Connaught, 42, Upper
Grosvenor Street, W. 1, or to Sir Ernest Moir, at the College. We
commend the scheme to our readers, especially those who are old
students of University College.

Fatalities.—An inquiry was held on January 8th by the
Manchester City Coroner (Mr. C. W. W. Surridge) into the circum-
stances attending the death of a seven-year-old child named
Florence Pearson, who was knocked down by a tramcar when
crossing the street and died a few minutes later. The driver of
the car said he sounded his gong and applied the brakes, but could
not bring the car to a standstill in time. The safety device in front
of the car could not pick her up owing to the peculiar manner in
which she fell. If she had been a bigger person she would have
been automatically placed on the safety frame, but as she was very
small, the body was dragged under the lifting portion. A verdict
of " Accidental Death" was returned, the Coroner stating that no
blame was attached to the driver.

Found lying in an outhouse with her hair caught in the engine
of a plant for lighting the house by electricity—which her brother,
aged 20, had fitted up. and taught her to control—Doris Little, 16,
of Tottenham, died in hospital from scalp wounds. At the inquest,
on January 14th, it was stated that she was very proud of being
able to start the engine. She had told her mother that she was
turning off the switch so as to save current.

—
"Verdict, " Accidental

Death.
"

The Hvid Engine.—A recent issue of Power describes, in

detail, a little-known internal-combustion engine for which it is

claimed that it possesses all the .advantages and none of the dis-

advantages of the Diesel type. The Hvid engine is designed to run
on paraffin, and is of the four-cycle type. Its chief features are the
elimination of ignition devices and the use of compressed air, as
both principles are embodied in the operation of the engine itself.

Briefly its action is as follows: — On the first (suction) stroke a
charge of air is admitted to the cylinder, and at the same time a
fuel valve opens and fills a small cup. On the compression stroke,

the air is subjected to a pressure sufficient to raise it to a tempera-
ture high enough to ignite the more volatile elements of the oil in

the cup. This causes a small explosion which forces the rest of the
oil into the compression chamber. The heated air in this chamber
causes rapid combustion to take place, and the piston is forced
back. The exhaust stroke then drives out the products of com-
bustion. In addition to the advantages previously mentioned, the
fuel consumption is small, and the engine will operate on any oil

that flows. It has been produced in sizes as low as IJ HP. The
article contains curves showing the relative fuel consumption of
the Hvid engine and other types. At 8 B.H.P. the consumption of
the Hvid is given as '44 lb. per b.h.p -hour, as compared with "61

for a paraffin-driven engine with throttling governor, and 74 for
a petrol engine with a " hit and miss '' governor.
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Prize Awards.—The French Academy of Sciences has
awarded part of the Plumey prize (1.500 fr.) toM. Maurice Poincet,

for his researches on the bladea of steam tvirbines ; the Kastner-
Boursault prize to M. Maurius Latour. for researches on electric

motors ; the Gaston Plante prize to M. E. Brylinski. for work in

applied electricity ; the Hebert prize to M. Raymond .Jouaust, for

work on mafrnetism, electrical standards, photometry, and wireless

teleffraphy ; the Iluprhes prize to M. Henri Chaumat, for work on
ozone, indiffo and other dyes, and electroteohnics ; the Pierson-

Perrin prize to M. Georges Sagnac, for work on secondary X-rays ;

and the Clement Felix foundation to M. Charles Fery, to enable
him to continue experiments on the production of a small dry
accumulator.

Appointments Vacant.— Assistant sub-station attendant

(778. Id.X plumber-jointer (98s. .Sd.), jointer's mate (788. 2d.') for

the Stoke Newinjjton Borough Council electricity department ;

junior mains assistant and draughtsman (£4') for the Choltenh.am

Corporation electricity department ; meter repairer (mechanician)

(39s. + 33s. 6d. -t- 12i per cent.) for the Lancaster Corporation

electricity works ; overhead linesman (79s.) for the Burnley
Borough electricity department ; cable jointer for the Baoup
Corporation electricity department; e.h.t. plumber-jointer (94s.)

for the Swansea Corporation electricity department. See our
advertisement pages to-day.

Naval Telegrapliist Ratings.—It is officially announced
that in future all telegraphist ratings who have passed as tele-

graphists, and are otherwise qualified for entry, may be enrolled in

the Royal Fleet Reserve.

Radiographic Exhibition.—An interesting exhibition of

X-ray photograms is being held by the Rontgen Society, at the

Russell Square Rooms of the Royal Photographic Society. The pro-

gress achieved in this art is evidenced by a comparison between the

first radiogram from a human hand made in London 24 years ago.

with 20 minutes' exposure, and one taken last month with an
exposure of t,i,i second.

Liverpool Electricians' Lock-Out.—<>n Monday a lock-

out was declared by a number of Liverpool employers in the elec-

trical contracting industry, the National Federated Electrical

Association having adopted the following resolution :

—
'' In con-

sequence of the action taken by the Electrical Trades Union in

withdrawing their members from certain firms in the National
Federated Electrical Association, owing to the non-ratification of

the new rules by the Xational Joint Industrial Council, this

Association declares a lock-out of all Electrical Trades Union men
employed in the Building Section (other than staff hands), as and
from 5.30 p.m., January 19th, 1920." It is stated locally that the

new working rules had been agreed by the District Joint Industrial

('ouncil, but had not been ratified by the Xational Joint Industrial

Council, which put forward a number of amendments. The Union,
however, admits the National Council's right to veto, but as it

had not done so, claims that the rules should be in operation. A
number of men ceased work last week-end to enforce recognition

of the new rules, and the employers responded by the declaration

of a lock-out. It is understood that .some 400 men have ceased

work in Liverpool and district.

The " Electrical World " of New York.—We congratulate

our contemporary upon having emerged from the difficulties

occasioned by the strike in the printing trades in New York. The
issue of necember 27th, just to hand, states that the paper was then
returning from its temporary home at Buffalo, where nine issues

had been published, to its home quarters in New York.

Appointments in India.—In its issue of November last,

lailian Indtixtries and Power refers to the growing demand for

engineers in India, and for skilled men in most industries, and
quotes with approval the letter of Mr. 'W. T. I. Turner, which
appeared in our issue of September 2(ith. Our contemporary says :

—
" There is a great deal in these warning*. Although the rupee has

risen over 2s., there has been a corresponding rise in the cost of

living, and in Bombay a single man will have much trouble in

getting accommodation at Rs. 150 a mouth. The aver.age in the

hotels would be Rs. 300 per month, and there is difficulty in getting

a room even at that price. In private boarding houses the charges
have risen with the great demand. With the Japanese elbowing
the European out of the residential districts and the dearth of hotels

and boarding houses in Bombay and Calcutta, we may say that the

position has grown worse. Firms bringing out new men must
find accommodation for them, and to do this they had better devote
their early and prompt attention to the suburbs, and purchase
what bungalows are available, or arrange to build. Further, it

would be advisable to give the new-comers a full and frank state-

ment of the conditions and the cost of living. We would like to

see every firm handle this subject in a similar manner to that

employed by the Tata Co. Their booklet on the living condition.^

at jamsedpur is one of the fairest and most explicit we have seen.

It might be improved by a few illustrations, but that is a detail.

It prevents a man from feeling that he has been brought out here

under false pretences, and tends to make him have confidence in

his firm and his prospects. Employers of European labour in India

do not give sufficient attention to these matters, and very often find

their staffs discontented and unhappy in their surroundings. The
European engaged for work in India is entitled to careful con-

sideration, and if he is a married man, his case has a special claim,

for the outlook for a married man with a small family is distinctly

gloomy." •

The Accident to Submarine " K.i3."—One of the most
tiii;iiling and ab.sorbing war stories that we 'have seeu was
cDiitaiiied in an addre,>,s by Mr. Percy A. Hillhou^e, B.Sc,
to the (IreeiKxrk .Vssociation of Engineers and Shipbuilders,

which was reproduced in The Channel for November, 1919.

It will be remembered that " K 1^ " was one of two sub-
marines ordered from the Fairfield Co. late in 1915; she wa.i

MO le.s.s than 8;i0 ft. long, displaced '2,600 tons, and was fitted

with water-tube boilers atid turbines for surl'a<« propul.'lion ;

for under-water woik she had the usual- battery and motor
equipment. Her normal crew numbered 5'2. After

, pre
liminary trials, including succe.ssful submergences, on Janua^ry
•29th, 1917. she dived in the Gareloeh to 83 ft. for two hours,
and was accepted as satisfactory. A second sliort dive was
undertaken, with 80 persons on board, including representa-
tives of the Admiralty, the builders, and various contractors;
amongst these were Messrs. D. Renfrew and S. R. Black
(Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird), W. V. Elancock (Admirajty
electrical overseer), E. J. Skinner, manager, and his as.sistant,
1''. Neate (electrical department, i'^tiirtield Shipyard), an'd the
author (navaf architect, Faii-fiefd Shipyard). The dive com-
menced, but almost immediately it became evident that some-
thing was wrong, and the ship sank rapidly ; water was found
to be pouring into the boiler room, and the watertight door.s
were chj.sed. A jet of water through a voice pipe caused
.short-circuitmg on the switchboard, blowing fuses and setting
the cables on fire; attempts to smother the flames with wet
s-acks resulted in shocks, until means were devised to avoid
that trouble, and the pungent smoke wa.s highly irritating-
Every effort was made to rise by blowing out water and
letting go the drop keels, without efi'ect. Fortunately the
batteries were fully charged, and energy was available for
Ughting, pumping, and compressing air. The situation ap-
peared desperate, and all felt that there was no hoi)e of escape.
The unusual appearance of the dive had attracted attention
on the surface, and the work of rescue was immedia'tely
put in hand. On the ship, 48 persons were gathered in the
forward portion, including all those named above except
Mr. Neate, in a space of about 12,000 cu. ft., and it appeared
that the supply of oxygen would last for about six hours;
actually the prisoners were entombed for 42 hours, in an
atmosphere in which a match would not inflame. The com-
pressed air store was drawn upon crradually, but breathing
became painful and difljcult. All the wliile, the danger that
the salt water would reach the batteries and generate chlorine
gas WHS J>reseut. How the two commanders, Herbert and
Goodhart. took the desperate chance of leaving the vessel to
inform the rescuers as to the conditions, we have not space.
to tell; the former i>erished, but Commander Goodhart, who
had not intended to make the attempt, was blown out by
a fortunate chance and rendered invaluable assistance at the
surface. Eventually the bow of the vessel was raised b\-

blowing in compressed air from above; but the danger- of
chlorine gaa was increased by this, as the water could not
be pumped out. .\t intervals throughout the ordeal, fuses

• blew on the switchboard and the corresiwnding liglits wers
extinguished. In altering connections to an air compressor
a short circuit was made which blew the main fu.se, and 'put
the whole .ship in darkness for the last six hours. After oo
hours' durance of the vilest, all were relea.sed. but next day
the ship again sank to the bottom. It was found that the
four air inlets to the boiler room had been left oi>en when
submerging ; the man who forgot them paid for his error
with his life. Mr. Skinner was one of those to whom the
.\dmiralty awarded special commendation for their services.

The story, which is highly detailed, is of surpassing interest.

Water Power in the U.S.A.—The Secretary of the
Department of the Interior in his last annual report, emphasises
the necessity for further hydro-electrical developments. The
Greological Survey has estimivted the total available water power
in the States as 54,000,000 h,p. The last official census, taken in

1912, showed that the developed power from this source was only
4,870,000 H p., about 9 per cent, of the total resources.

Fixation of Nitrogen.—The U..S. (iovernment has intro-

duced a Bill into the Senate .and House of Representatives pro-

viding for the formation of a Fixed Nitrogen Corporation. The
corporation stock will be owned exclusively by the Government.
The functions of this body will be the mannfaoture, production,
and development of atmospheric nitrogen, chiefly for military and
agricultural purposes, The Bill empowers the Corporation to

purchase existing plant, and to take over the hydro-electric
undertaking at Muscle Shoals when completed.

Australian Postal Finance.—The Postmaster-General of

Australia reports a surplus of approximatel.y £.5.56,804 for the year
1918-19. The total earnings of the postal system were £6,158,029.
while the working expenses, including interest, amounted to

£5,601,225. The last years profit was £3.'!7,382. Every branch
increased its business, and the following advances on hist year's

earnings were given : —Telephones, £lill,3U ; telegraphs, £81,377 ;

and postal, £140,884, The Postmaster-General states that the
year's profit is equivalent to the interest on a £20,000,0C0
war loan.

An American Electric Car.—The Liff/it Car announces
that an American concern is oonteni plating: the production of an
electrically-driven light oar weighing less than 10 cwt. It will

carry its own " charging plant " in the form of a small air-cooled

engine.
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Arranerements for the
second part of the session, 191U-20. are as follows :

—

Ordinary Meetings.

February iL'th.—Major K. Edgrcumbe, R.E. (T.), " The Protection

of Altematintr-Current Distribution Systems without the use of

Special Conductors."

February L'rtth, -ReginaldlMorton, M.D.. 'On the Efficiency of

High-Tension Transformers as used for X-ray Purposes. ' Major
C. E. S. Phillips, O.B.E., " The Problem of Interrupted and
Fluctuating Currents." R.S. Wright, "High-Tension Transformers."
.Toint meeting with the Riintgen Society and the Electro-

Therapeutic Section of the Royal Society of Medicine.

(.At the Royal Society of Medicine, Wimpole Street. W., 5 to

6.45 p.m., and 8.15 to 10 p.m.).

March 4th.— .\nnual dinner. At the Connaught Rooms (7 for

7.30 p.m.).

Wireless Sectional Meetings.

February isth and March 17th.—To be announced later.

Infor.mal Meetings.

February 2iid.—Major T. Rich, O.B.E., " Engineering Experiences
during the War."

February Kith.—A. B. Eason, "Automatic Telephony for Private
Branch Exchanges."

March Ist.—R. E. Dickinson, ' The Future of Labour in the
Engineering Industry."

March 15th.—J. W. Beauchamp and S. M. Hills, " Industrial

Electric Heating."

March 29th.—To be announced later.

April 19th.—G. H. Ayres, " Group '. Individual Driving."

Meetings or Territorial Centres.

.\orth-Eastern Crnlrr.

January 2filh.—.1. Shepherd. " Failures of Turbo-Gencrators and
Suggestions for Improvements."

February 9th.- ,1. L. Thompson, "Transformers for Electric

Furnaces."

February 23rd.—L. H. A. Carr, " Some Magnetic Problems."
(Lecture).

North Midland CfiUrr.

February 10th.— E. Cross, " The Rotherham Power Station."

March 9th.—To be announced later.

March 23rd.—To be announced later. Joint meeting with the
Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.

Xortli-Western Centre.

January 27th.—J. L. Thompson, "Transformers for Electric

Furnaces.

'

February 10th.—Lieut.-Col. F. C. Aldous, D.S.O., and A. E. Leigh
Scanes. M.A., " A Critical Survey of Power Supply in the Rhine
Valley."

February 24th.—Informal discussion on " Electricity Supplv
Tariffs."

Scottish Centre.

February 10th.— .). L. Thompson, "Transformers for Electric
Furnaces.

'

March 9th.—Major K. Edgcumbe. R.E. (T.), " The Protection of
Alternating-Current Distribution Systems without the use of
Special Conductors."

.South Midland C6iitre.

January 28th.—J. Shepherd, " Failures of Turbo-Generators and
Suggestions for Improvements."

February 11th.—Informal discussion on B.E.S..\. .Specification

No. 72.

M'eitern Centre.

February 2nd.—To be announced later.

March 1st.—Prof. D. Robertson. " Electric Clocks."

April oth.—Prof. Y. Bacon, " Thermionic Valves."

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At the monthly
meeting of the Yorkshire branch of this Association, held at
Leeds on January 9th, a paper by Mr. Idris Jones, of the South Wales
branch, on " Practical Mining F.lectrical Notes " was read by the
president, Mr. R. Ho'iday. The notes, originally read at Bargoed
in March last, were of a technical nature, and had particular
reference to points which ari^e on E.H.T., A.c. systems in collieries,

which are linked up and working in parallel. The items
specifically dealt with were load and voltage adjustments, increased
forces under fault conditions, and the earthed neutral. The
president observed that as yet few members in the West Riding
had had actual experience of K h.t. plant, though several were
working in the South Yorkshire coalfield.

Faraday Society.- The symposium organised by the president.
Sir Robert Hadfield, on Wednesday last week, was highly successful.

The exhibition of microscopes and specimens was exceptionally
interesting, and valuable information was contained in the papers
that were read. Sir Robert, who presided, and afterwards enter-
tained 160 guests at dinner, pointed out the backward state of the

British optical industry at the outbreak of war, and the importance
of ensuring that such a condition should not recur. All the
requirements could be met by the Anglo-Saxon in the near future.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—The society's annual dinner is

to be held at the Exchange .Station Hotel, Liverpool, at 7.30 p.m.,

Thursday, February 12th.

National Association o( Supervising Electricians.—On Saturday
last the annual dinner of the Association was held at the Holborn
Restaurant ; the President, Mr. J. S. Highfield, presided, and there
were 114 guests. The toast of "The King" was given by the
President before the sorbet, and at a later stage Mr. A. W. Beaver
proposal the health of "The Association," which, he said, was
formed in 1914 mainly for educational purposes, but was registered

as a Trade Union in 1918, in order to secure representation on the
Whitley Councils ; however, owing to the veto of the Electrical

Trades Union, the Association wa.s not admitted to the Federation,
and therefore was not represented at the Trade Union Congress.
The Congress was the loser, for the Association represented the
brains of the contracting industry. Mr. R. W. Whitley, chairman
of the Council, in reply, said that the Association was the finest of
its kind, but ought to be more " pushful," and concluded by reading
amusing letters which he had not received from distinguished
statesmen. Mr. W. J. Revell, in proposing " The President," said

that to know him was to love him, and congratulated the Associa-
tion on his consenting to retain the post for another year. Mr.
Highfield, in responding, expressed his pleasure and pride on being
invited to be President for a third year ; he said the Association
had had chequered times in the past, and was likely to have more
in the future, but he was certain that out of the chaos created by
the war, would te built the finest Empire that had ever been. The
prestige of this country had never stood so high, and it was their

duty to light the way for the peoples of the world. They could
do that by work, but they ought also to laugh—laughter was better

than all the arguments in the world. Mr. C. J. Banister proposed
" Kindred Associations," with which, he said, the N.A.S.E. was on
very amicable terms ; it had recently been affiliated to the Federa-
tion of Scientific and Technical Societies, which would help it to

secure representation on the Whitley Councils. Mr. W. A. Jones
responded, and referred to a proposal to form another Federation
which would shortly come before the Association, and which would
require careful consideration. Hitherto they had met with some
opposition, but that was dwindling, and the Labour Unions were
recognising the value of the technical men. Mr. Perks proposed
" The Press," for which Mr. A. H. Allen responded, and finally

Mr. S. P. Ives gave the toast of "The Visitors," which was
acknowledged by Mr. Hogan. A musical programme was provided,

in which Mr. Jock Walker was especially successful, and the
function was thoroughly enjoyed by the members and their guests.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers kt the annual
meeting of the London Centre of this Institution, held on
January 19th, at the Royal Society of Arts, the way in which
telephone and telegraph communication was kept up between
G.H.Q. and the British Armies, corps, and divisions in France was
described. Major H. Brown, who was in charge of the work,
explained how what he called the Victory line to Germany was
constructed. Whenever there was a forward movement, the
Signalling Service was responsible for keeping up communica-
tions with the Commander-in-Chief's train close to the fighting

units. On the morning of the Armistice an order was received
from headquarters :

" We want 16 wires to the Rhine ; get on
with it at once." Arrangements were made that night for sending
400 extra men belonging to telegraphic construction companies to

assist in the work, together with the requisite stores, transport,

and two Pontoon Parks, consisting of 2S four-wheeled drive

lorries and 56 trailers, which were very hard to get started and
very difficult to stop when once they did start. Lantern slides

were exhibited by Major Turner illustrating the methods by
which wire signalling was carried on in the HeUas section of the
Gallipoli Peninsula, and Captain Read described the work of

laying buried cables in order X% avoid damage from shell fire.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—There was a large attendance of

members on Wednesday, 14th inst., to hear a lecture on "Anti-
Submarine Defence. " by Mr. B. Stark. The lecturer sketched the
numerous inventions which were first hurriedly evolved to deal with
the menace. He gave interesting particulars of the very perfect

electrical locating devices which were finally and effectively applied.

The next meeting of the Society will take place in the Philo-

sophical Institution at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, 2Sth inst., when there

will be a discussion on the newly-issued " Regulations for the

Electrical Equipment of Ships." The discussion will be introduced

by Mr. D. S. Munro.

The syllabus of this society includes the following :
—

February 11th. "Petrol Gas Plant for Electrical Engineers,"

by Mr. G. "Plucknett.

February 25th. " Electric Projectors and some of their Uses,"

with lantern illustrations, by Mr. Alex. Ogilvie, B.Sc.

March 10th. yaestions and Answers Night.

March 24th. Visit to Telei)hone Exchange, Rose Street.

April 7th. Appreutiies' Night; short papers on every-day work
for Society's prize.

April 2lst. The Telephone, " by J. M'Ewan Brown.

April 24th. Visit to Bruce Peebles's Works.

May 12th. Annual General Meeting.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tht Editors invite eleotrioal engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commsrcial side of the profession and iitdnstry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Elscteical Review posted as to their movements.

Mr. S. Parsons, foreman at the Karusbottoiu tramways
depot, has been appointed to succeed Mr. J. Wild as manager
of the Eamsbottom (Laucs.) U.D.C- tramways.

Messi-s. S. O. Bartholomev,' and K. M. Hook, assistant en-

gineers in the engineering deixirtment of the G.P.O., have

been appointed executive engineers.

The King has conferred the Territorial decoration on the

following officers of the London Electrical Engineers : Capt.

C. H. Pv. Thorn, M.I.E.E., and Capt. F. H. Master.s,

M.I.E.E.

On leaving Wigan to take up the position of tiamways
manager at Bury, Mr. F. Bdckley, who was formerly tram-

ways manager at Wigan, has been presented with a case

of cutlery by the Corporation oflicials.

The marriage took place on January 12th, at St. Mark's,

North Audley Street, of Mr. F. G. BiNG, fourth son of the

late Mr. G. Byng, to Madeleine, only daughter of the late

Harold Drory and Madame Drory, of Ghent, and Brussels.

Congratulations to Mr. W. V. Ball, O.B.E., one of our

esteemed contributors, on his appointment as Assistant

Kecorder of Tjeeds.

Corporal (.Acting-Sergt.) J. H. Potterton, Kifle Brigade,

who is now in Spain engaged in the erection of engineering

plant for the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., -has been
mentioned in despatches by Sir Douglas Haig for gallant

and distinguished service in the field.

Mr. E. G. Bowers, M.C, A. M.I.E.E., is leaving the em-
ployment of the Glasgow Corporation Electricity Department
t(.) "take up the position of electrical engineer to Messrs.

Bruntons, of Musselburgh.
Mr. A. B. Mallinson, M.I.Mech.E., has now cea.sod to

act as chief engineer to the group of paper mills controlled

from 44, King Street, Manchester. For the present he will

carry on his consulting practice from Wor.sley Street, Salford.

The Times states under University Intelligence (Cambiidgc)

that Prof. Sir Joseph L.^rmor, M.P., Proi. Sir J. J. Thomson,
and Prof. Ernest Rutherford are among those who have
consented to serve as representatives of the University on a

joint committee of the Royal Society and the University for

the purpose of taking steps to secure an appropriate memorial

to the late Lord Rayleigh.

Obituary.

—

Mr. H. T. Wakeman —We regret to record the

death ui Mr. H. T. Wakeman, surveyor and engineer for the

County of Middlesex, which occurred on Sunday night, he

having taken hydrochloric acid in mistake for medicine.

The late Dr. C. A. Mercier, of Bournemouth, left £4,829.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

English Electric Supplies, Ltd. (162,609).—Private com-
p.iny. Tlcgistored January ;lth. Capital, £50,000 in £1 shares. To take over

the business of the Britannia Lamp and Accessories Co., Ltd., &c. The sub-

scrifc>ers (each with one share) are ; G. Dickson, 4, London Road, South Ben-
fleet, clerk; F. D. Bilktt, 7, Trinity Square, Brixton, S.W., clerk. The
subscribers are to appoint th*.- first directors. Solicitors : Linklater & Paines,
>, Bond Court, Walbrook, E.C.

Barrett & -Wright, Ltd. (162,602).—Private company.
Registered January iJth. Capital, fl3,0U0 in £1 shares. To take over the

business carried on at 111, Barthi.loniew Close, E.C, and elsewhere, as " Barrett

& Wright," and to carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engi-

neers, manufacturers of and dealers in heating and ventilating machinery, .le.

The first directors are: J. Barrc-tt. a, Woodside Road, Wood Green, N.; R. F.

Wright, " Elmhurst," Caver^h.im .\venue, Palmer's Green, N.13. Kegislere,!

office: W, Bartholomew Clos. . E.C.

Oliver Engineering Co., Ltd. (162,770).—Private com-
pany. Registered January 13th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To take over

the business of mechanical and electrical engineers and general metal workers
carried on by A. H. Oliver and J. O. Dunbabin at 9. Fenchurch Buildings,
1-..C.. as '• Oliver & Dunbabin." The first directors are : A. H. Oliver,

Campsic, South Avenue, Southchurch, Essex; J. Sulch, 107, Blackhouse Road.
Fartown, Huddersfield ; F. Lavy, 74. Torbay Road, Brondesburv, N.W. ; J. O.

' Dunbabin, 11, Come Road, Forest Hill, S.E. Registered office': 9, Fenchurch
Street, E.C.

Automobile Electrical Repairers, Ltd. (162,841).—Private
companv. Registered January 15th. Capital. £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry

on the business of electrical and mechanical engineers, &c. The first dir.-ctors

are: P. Goldstein, 100. Lordship Road, N.16, engineer; C. F. Collins, 12.

Alexandra Road, Soulhall, electrical engineer. Solicitor : A. Carter, Bedford
Row House, W.C. Registered office : 400 Euston Road, N.W.

Telephone and Microphone Co., Ltd. (162,831).—Private
company. Registered January 14th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares (5,000

cumulative participating preference). To carry on the business indicated bv
the title. The first directors are : R. .Scrubv, The Oaks, Benhill Woo.1 Road,
Sutton, Surrey; I. K. Scrubv, Graigaure, BenhiUon. Sullon, Surrey. Soll.it.irs :

Rollit, .Sons Ik Conipt..n, 5, Miiuing l.an.-, l;.C. Registered onie'e : Thruwley
Ro.id, SufloM, Surrey.

Renew Lamp Co. (Eastern), Ltd. (162,824).—Private
company. RegisteieJ |..nuary 14th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of refillers of incandescent electric lamps, &c., and to enter
into an agreement with Aladdin Renew Electric Lamp Corporation, Ltd.. and
J. M. Moore, D.Sc. The first directors are ; J. M. Moore, .Sl-3. High Holhorn,
W.C; E. S. Saunders, 69, Linden Gardens, W.: I. S. W. Milne, 3-4. Great
Winchester Street, E.C. Qualification, £100. Registered office : 3-4, Great
Winchester Street, E.C.

Hart Collins, Ltd. (162,680).—Private company. Regis-
tered January 10th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the busincM

of Cyril Hart Collins, and to carry on the business ol manufacturers of and

dealers in motor cars, manufacturers of electrical appliances, motor, electrical

and general engineers, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: C.

Hart Collins, 39, Mayflower Road, Clapham, S.W.9, motor engineer; Mrs.

H. M. Collins, 39, Mayflower Road, Clapham, S.W.O. The first directors are:

C. Hart Collins (managing director) and Mrs. H. M. Collins. Registered

office : 5, Bossborough Mews, Bcssborough Street. Westminster, S.W.I.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Litholite Insulators, Ltd.—Satisfaction registered Decem-
ber 2nd, 1919. of all moneys due under charge registered March, 1911. Land
registry charge on 57. Hackney Green. Hackney, registered December 2nd,

1919, to secure all moneys due or to b<eome due from the companv to Barclay's

Bank, Ltd.

Hall & Towns Instrument Co., Ltd.—Debentures for
£250, registered November 2!lth, 1019, charged on the company's undertaking
and property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Lancashire Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
registered December 13th, 1919, of charge for £300, registered September 5th,

1917.

Power Engineering Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on land at
Westinghouse Ro:id. Traflord Park, Stretford, wilh buildings, plant, &<..

thereon, registered December 4th, 1919, to secure £6,000. Holders : .VIcKechnie

Brothers, Ltd., Rotton Park Street. Birmingham.

CITY NOTES.

The report of the Deutsch-Ucbersceischr
German Elektrizifafs Gesellschaft, of Berlin, whose.

Companies. financial re.sults for the past two years
have already been reported (no dividend

on the ordinary shares) states that the supply works at Buenos
Ayres suffered from an increased extent in 1918 from the

effects of the Black List, whilst the difficulties in the supply
of coal were greater than in the preceding year. The cost

of fuel per kilowatt-hour sold amounted to 0.04 marks in 1914.

0.10 marks in 1916, 0.14 marks in 1917, and almost 0.22 marks
in 1918, and the Buenos Ayres undertaking was worked at

a loss, coal having been the determining factor in this direc-

tion. Concerning the Chilean Electric Tramway k Light
Co., the report states that no information had come to hand
as to the working results in 1918. The Board of Trade in

England had offered for sale the company's holding of ordi-

nary and preference shares, but nothing was knoT\-n respect-

ing the conclusion of the traiusaction. An English manage-
ment had been appointed at Santiago, and had made a leeal

claim on the German company for the repayment of 16,530,000

Chilean gold pesos, which had been remitted to the latter.

The report of the Elcktrizitats A.G. vnnn. Schuchert & Co..

of Nuremburg, whose accounts for 1918-19 were summarised
two or three weeks ago, states that the supply works and
tramways suffered more seriously than hitherto as a con.'^-

quence of the effects of the lost war, and the revolution. The
possibilities for the construction and working of lighting

works and tramways in other countries were closed to Ger-

man firms for the immediate future. On the rather hand,
the spirit of enterprise at home was paralysed by the elec-

tricity and municipahsation laws coming into existence. The
problem therefore aro.se for extending the scope of activity

to new branches: the compa'nv made preparations some time
ago for this partial transjiosition, and had entered into rela-

tions in various directions which promised to lead to further

favourable development. In the case of the foreign invest-

ments at Trieste, Petrograd, Barcelona, and Paris, the report

mentions that the guiding lines for the settlement of these

participations were given in the Treaty of Peace. The
company hoped in conjunction with the Siemens-Schuckert
works to .share in the coristriutiiin of the Bavarian hydro-
electric works which the StitU? of Bavaria had now decided

to erect as a State undertaking, and also in the establishment
of the works on the I.sar,

The report of the directors of Siniicim <f Ilahkr, A.G.. of

licrlin, for 1918-19 states that only 70 per cent- of the possible

working hours was worked by the men after the revolution

and the introduction of the eight-hour day. .\s a conse-

quence the change over from war to i>eace work was con-
.siderably delayed, and it was only po.ssihie to satisfy a small

portion of the great demand for the company's manufactures
both at home and abroad. The conclusion of contracts with
long periods for delivery was rendered difficult, particularlv

abroad, by the fluctuations in German exchange, and the
uncertainty in the calculation of the casts of production.

The activity of the leading officials wa.s largely withdrawn
from productive work by worrying negotiations. The number
of workers was increased in the first piirt of the fin.nncial

year, but subsequentlv receded to the former peace-time level:

and the uumbt-r of hours worked declined from 120.000,000

in 1917-18 to 78,500.000 hours last vear. Nevertheless the
companv's expenses for wage.s and s;ilaries. and those of the,

Siemens-Schuckert Works ro=r from 208,000.000 marks m
1917-18 to 254.000,00f) marks la4 voar: and these expenses

were in course of p(*rnianent inciense in the new financial

year. The gross profits are returned at 15,736,(XX) marks for
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1918-19, and the net profits at 11,457,0(10 iiiHrks, these com-

paring with 17,750.000 marks and KJ. '.154,000 marks iu- the

precediDg .vrars rrspeL'tivply, It is i>ro|Kised to liay a dividtiul

it thp ratf rp| 1-2 pi.' r font., bbmu the Siune rat* as in 1917-I.S,

The jxM^i't tilalc^ that it caimot bo forcseeu what developraiMil

iTie nurks will t^ikc as a coiisetjiU'iice of the Trcat.v of Peaco,

the tHXatioii burdens, and the impending legal regidation of

iabour cqnditions; but scriou^ times are pending for German
industry.

Chatham & District Light Railways Co— Revenue for

the year 19.19. i.'78,S40; expenses, i,'5'2,615. Rent of Eochestcr

Corporation lines £3,744, interest a(!<;ount £2,172, to reserve

for depreciation i,'ti,000. Including the l)alance brought I'oi-

ward (£3,802), the balance is £18.061. After paying 5 per

cent, preference dividend and 4 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, £308 is, voted to the directors and £3,393 is canicd
forward. As. compared with 1918, there .was an increase of

j6i1,497 in revenue and £14,069 in expenses. £3,394 was
expended on deferred repairs. Passengers carried 16,197,991,

against 14,015,lil. Car mileage 979,983, against 790,799.

: Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—Final dividends at the
rate of 5 per cent, per annum (less income tax) on the pre-

ference shares, and i jier cent. i)er annum (less income tax)

on the ordinary shares, niakmg 5 per cent, on the preference

shares and 3i per cent, on .the ordinary shares for the year.

Jfeeting, February 24th.

• Electrical Utilities Co.—Ouarlerly dividend of 1\ per
cent, on Prcferenic sinck-

Shaiighai Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—Second interim

dividend at rate of 6 per cent, actual (12s. per share), less

lax, in respect of year 1919.

Greenwood & Batley, Ltd.—Interim dividend of 5 per

cent, on the ordinary snares.

. Montreal Companies.—Ouarterlv dividends of 1| per cent,

pn the Montreal Light. Heat and Power 'Consolidated^ Co; and
2.p,ei' cent, on the Montreal Light Heat and Power Co.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
,,; p-, Tuesday Eve.MiNg.

Thb Stock E.xchange is certamly having the time of its pre-

sent hfe. Business does not roll, it pours, into industrials.

Noi- are gilt-edged issues neglected. Substantial premiums
have been established upon vai'ious new Colonials, and this

has its effect in stiffening p^uT'ely investment stocks in other
markets.' The favourable influence produced iaix)n Russian
descriptions by the' suggested raising of the blockade is another
factor in the genera! situation. In the mining sections, tne
prices of base-metal shares are better. The rubber market J

quiet, its claims overshadowed by the potency of the spell

cast by the oil boom over imagination and money.
Mexican affairs are amongst the few disappointments of

to-day's markets. Prices were suddenly rushed up a fort-

night ago, certainly on flimsy grounds, but with hoi>efulness
eagerly expectant of early return from chaos to order in the
countvy. And nothing has happened. The consequence is

that ptices are- subsiding—rapidly as regards the railways, in

more dignified fashion amongs-t the Utilities. In fact, the
reaction in such issues as Mexico Tramways, Mexican Light
and Power, Monterey, Pachuca and others of similar character
has been very trifling compared not only with the previous
rises but also with the setback in Mexi<-an Railway stocks.
It is evident that proprietors of the Utility Companies are
ready to keep their stocks until such time arrives as will in-
deed bring i>eace to Mexico.

British Columbia Electrics are rather better, but the main
feature in this departnient is the further improvement ni
Anglo-.\rgentine Tramways. Upon the comments made here
last week with reference to the effect which the fare-raising
shcmld have on the dividend arrears, the first preference
advanced to 4a, seconds to 3|, while the 5 per cent, debenture
stock rose a point to 65i This last-named may now be con-
sidered a sound investment security of the second rank, and
it is not surprising that stock .should be none too easy to
buy. Brazilian Tractions are easier at 59. Ko particulai'
recovery can be expected here so long as the possibilities of
early Gerinan sales are worrying the market. Brazil is going
ahead rapidly, but Germany and Austria both held Brazilian
issues before the war, and the Stoc'k Exchange looks for sales
of such securities as soon as international freedom of financial
busine-ss is restored to pre-war conditions.
The market for electricity supply shares is steady enough

but there is not much change. Metropolitans continue to im-
prove, and at 3 3-16 shon- 1-16 rise, though on the other hand
South Londons at 2| are equally low^er. The tendency to
exchange from preference shares into ordinary and therefore
more spwulative isfsues, continues to be one of the features in
the- Stoc-k Exchange This may explain a drop in Countv
preference, bhai-es changed hands the other day at 8J anil
the nommal price is 8| middle. Considerable activity prevails
in Edrsons. It is said that some good news or otW is on
the point of being published which will have the effect of
putting up the shares to 30s. at least, but there is no official
information so far.

Manufacturing shares as a, whole are quite a good market.

Callendcrs are throwing off theii' recent weakness, and after

their jump of 7s. 6d. last week have advanced another 10s.

British Insulated at 2 3-16 are i higher. Electric Construc-
tions at 1 3-16 are also up half a crown. A further rise

larried Siemens to 30s., so that anyone who has bought either

Siemens, Edisons, or British Insulated on recommendations
given here from time to time is not likely to be dissatisfied

with the present position of his .stoc'ks. Nor does there seem
to be any particular huriy to.stdl unless the holder thinks he
sees something more attractive elsewhere. It must be
borne in mind that this is the day of big combines, and that

the shares of any toinpany likely to form a partner in amal-
gamation .sclieiues can be held with tolerable assurance of

improvement in value. British /Vluroinium/; at 36s. . are
slightly lower. General Electric preference shed 6d., which
was ))i(l-ced up by the ordinary— another minor illustration of

the trend of investment nowatlays.
The railway market is'belter, thiiugli 'confidence decline.s

to support stocks to any great extent. Underground Electric,

income bonds have regained 2J points. Metrbix)lita'ns are
also stronger, but there is' no movement in the other electrical

railway issues. '

.....
.Vpait fnim ex dividend ma rking.4. th'e prices of t<'!cgraph

and telephone shares exhibit little change'on the week. There
is a dulli.sh tone about the Marconi ^onp. the liarent .share.s

being J down, and other declines leaving 'Marconi Marines 2|.
Canadians l;(s.. and .Americans 30p. 3d. The market is out of

fashion for the time being, and rumour.s^ late-ly cnrrent with
refeJ'ence to. possihle agreement-of-inteiei4 schemes between
.^ome of the sub.sidiaries nave been allowed to fade aAvay. so far

as. market influence is concerned, .\utomatic Tele])hones. too.

are quieter, the price remaining about 35s. The rubber share
market, as already indicated, fails to make headway against
the.su[>eri(ii' attractions offered Ut the speculative mind- Ijy the
vitalitv of the oil list. 'u 1 ..

. : .-iM

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HoMK ELSOTBIOITT CoMPARllS,

Dividend Price
/ ^ Jan. 20, Yield
1917. 1918. 1920. Rise or fall, p.o,

Brompton Ordinary 10 8 BJ — £R 16 3
Charing CroBB Ordinary .... 4 4 3 — 6 18 4

do. do. do 4J Pret. ..4)4) 23 — 8 8 8
Chelsea 6 8 3 — 600
City of London 8 8 IB — 631

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 if,
— 664

County of London 7 7 fll — 794
do do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 8J —'J 6 1.1 2

Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 48 — 664
London Electric Nil Nil ll —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...66 si — 8 17 10
Metropolitan 4 6 3,;. -f j'j 7 16 10

do. 4* per cent. Pref. . . 4^ 44 25 — 7 16 6
Bt. James' and Pall Mall .... 9 10 6 — B 6 R
South London 6 5 2| — *n 7 1*J h

South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 6 6^ — 7126

Teleobaphs amb Tslkpbonis.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 89Jxd — « 14 1

do. Def IJ 88/6 ailxd — 7 12
Chile Telephone 8 8 6|xd — 6 8
Cuba Bub. Ord 7 7 10* — 'e 18 4
Eastern Extension 8 B l.i^xd — "5 10
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 164«xd — •4 17 3
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 B 16i — M 19 3

do. do. Pref 6 6 9J — 6 8 1

Great Northern Tel 39 38 33t — 9 7 2
Indo-European 18 13 48} — 6 18 4
Marconi 20 26 4,i —4 5 19 4

Oriental Telephone Ord 16 10 ?,' + Va 4 11 «
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7'i;

- ^
".i 'i S 8

West India and Panama .. .. 1/3 1/3 IJ -f ,\ Nil
Western Telegraph 8 8 17 — ' M 14 2

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 68i — 6 16 9
Metropolitan 1 IJ ^X +1 4 18 fi

do. District . . Nil Nil 21 — Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary. . Nil Nil 2g — Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/6 — Nil
do. do. Income . . 4 6 8t'iJ 2j »5 !.' 7

FOBEION TbAUS, 4o.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

6 6 32 — 7 14 10
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .. 6J Nil 4i -t- 1

do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— —
3J + | —

do. do. 5 Deb. . . 6 5 e.'ij ^^ 1 7 12 S
Brazil Tractions — — .19 —1 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 13J + J
British Columbia Elec. RIy. Pfce. 5 5

-

do. do. Preferrred Nil 2*
do. do. Deferred Nil Nil
do. do. Deb. 4} 4J

64" —1 6 IS ,
Mexico Trama 5 percent. Bonds.

.

Nu Nil 46 — Nil
do. ' 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil aij —1 Nil

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 22^ — Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 35 — '

Nil
do. l8t Bonds . . .

.

Nil Nil 56 ^2 —
Manufactubino Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox .*. .. .. 15 15 SS — , M" 4
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 19 ' — X'^

fi 11 3
British Insulated Ord 25 13i 3% -f i ' 6 14 2
Callenders 25 25 9* '

-t 1
' 617

6* Pref 5 6J 4$ — 7 2 1

Castner-Kellner 25 20 3J — 3 15 7
CromptonOrd 7 10 21/6 — 9 6
Edison-Swan, " A " .. .. — 10 Ig -* r^ 7 Ki

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .. 4 5 79J —. ,, 6 S 9
Electric Construction . . 10 10 If'.

—

'

8 8 8
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 6J I9/-j — 6 12 6

do. Ord 10 10 42/- +1/- 'i 15 3
Henley 26 25 2} —

'

fi.tl 1

do. 4JPref 4) 4) 8| — 6 4 9
India-Rubber 10 10 Ifi — »6 .6
Met..Viokers Pref — — 2W — . • 5 ^4
SiemensOrd _ 10 art/. .i^V6 •» 13 4
Telegrraph Cob ao 20 26i .-jrr .> MW «

Dividends paid free of Iiicome Taxi
.
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

{Contimied from page 90.)

The Zenith Manufactukin-g Co. showed a variety of regu-
lating resistances and rheostats, of the slate and tubuiar
patterns, for use in test rooms and laboratories: these were
of improved design, particularly in respect of the arrange-
ment of the end supports and the Tnethod of clamping the
wire. The supixirt is provided with a clamping ring which

J'^Kl -Zkmth Rhf.ostits

automatically fits the tube, a recess whicli prevents end move-
ment, and a projecting lug which definitely anchors the band
which surrounds the end turns of the wire, besides rigidly

supporting the terminal, anil' thus making a sound mechanical
job. .\ group of rheostats, of the cruciform and square slate

and enamelled-u'on tube pattern, is shown in lig. 5.

-Another exhibit was an improved type of magnetic vibra-

tory rectifier, suitable for small outputs (up to "o watts).

for charging .small lighting and starting battery equipments

portable testing set comprises two dead-beat inc. instruments
mounted in the same case, together with ammeter shunts and
voltmeter resistances, the combination being designed to secure
speed and accuracy of ojeasurement, with the maximum con-
venience in connecting up. The portable substandard is a
high-class m.c. instrument in an aluminium case, and is built

in accordance with the specification of the British Engineering
Standards .'Association for sub-standard accuracy.

The High Tension Co. exhibited a selection of some of the
apparatus it manufactures; for instance, there were to be s€«n
U.5 and l.o-KW. transformers and lO-in. induction coils for
wireless purpos<'s. as well as a Ui-in. coil of improved design
with interruption for X-ray and general purposes. This firm
prefers to design each coil for the particular purpose for which
it is used, and regards theiii as couiMiercial transformers of

energy, and they are, therefore, not labelled with fancy names.
If required statements of output and oscillograms of wave form
are supplied. Wi coUs are designed to work normally with a.

frequency of interruption of ,5U breaks per sec-ond. the time
economy being (I. .5. that is, when the period of make equals
the period of break. An entire absence of inverse is claimed
unless the coil is pushed to its extreme limit. The secondaries
(if all coils are wound by hand and insulated by a patented
method: any coil can be insulated with special high melting
point wax. such as is demanded for use by the Indian (jovern
nient. without extra cost. .\ high-tension transformer suit-

able for wireless, spectroscopy, diathenny, or testing is shown
in tig. 7. while the M.I.R.A. motor-driven turbine interrupter
shown in hg. ,"> embodies several new features. Being driven
from beneath, the jet cone and contact segments axe easily

accessible by simply raising the lid. which may be of glass

through which to view the apparatus while running. The jet

cone can be removed at once h\ unscrewing the milled headed
screw holding it in position. The ratio of make to break can
he varied by turning the exterior milled ebonite head. The
frequency of interruption can be increa.seil from 1 to S<> per

I'm. i;.— ViBRATINd RECTH-lKli.

WITH Cover Rrmoveh. -lilCH-TENSION TliANSrollMER. -MoTOR-DRlVRN Tl'RHISE
Interruftek.

from A.C. circuits. By the aid of a iiernianeiit magnet, the

reed is set in synchronous vibration, adjustment being pro-

vided to tune the reed; adjustable carbon contacts are fitted,

and both half-waves are utilised. The device, which is shown
in fig. 6, can be connected to a lamp bolder, and needs no
attention.

Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ivri)., had on view
a series of service valves for wireless reception and transmis-
sion, including Marconi vaLves made by the firm of the V'24. Q.
Round, and other types of receiving valves, as well as three
types of transmitting valves. Scott Taggart-Ediswan double-
anode, full-wave rectifying valves for low and high powers,
also a continuous wave transmitting valve for use with alter-

nating cun-ent without separate rectifiers were to be .seen.

.V high-power rectifying valve for passing heavy currents
at low anode, potentials which, it is claimed, will pass twice
the energy of ordinary rectifiers having tiie same size of bulb
was also exhibited, while in conjunction with Mr. H. W.
Sullivan, a receiving set was installed and shown in working
order. Finally, a .selection of various sizes of tungsten-arc,
gas-filled Pointolite lamps, as recently described in our pages,

was on view, some of the smaller sizes being alight to de-

monstrate the method of striking the arc on switching on
the lamp.

Messrs. Xai.okr Bhos. A Thompson'.-; exhibit iiuliulcd the
" Ohmer," the N.C.S. dead-beat moving-coil paralleling volt-

meter, a portable testing set, and a portable sub-standard in-

etrument. The voltmeter shows the difference between the
busbar voltage and that of the incoming dynamo, and by
means of a key the sensibility can be increased ten-fold, so

that great accuracy is attained at the critical moment. The

second with the two-segment, or from 2 to 160 with the four-
contact type of apparatus. The maximum current passed
should not exceed 40 amperes, but over half this amount may
be passed for hours without overheating the break.

The Weston Electrical Instru.ment Co., Ltd., had a
varied show of its well-known standard and portable in-
struments—ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters, &C.—in a
variety of sizes and patterns. .\ niillivoltmeter of the moving-
coil type is designed for use with a standard thermo-couple,
giving a full scale deflection with 18 millivolts ; a rheostat for
compen.sating for the resistance of the thermo-couple is pro-
vided, to keep the total re.sistance of the circuit constant. The
scale can be calibrated in degrees of temperature, F. or C,
in addition to the millivolt scale. The combination can be
u.sed for any purpose for which an ordinary thermometer is

used.

A novel instrument that was shown was the direct-reading
microfaradmetcr, a type of meter that we had not previou.sly
met with ; for quickly measuring the capacities of condensers,
citbles, aerials, &c.. this device will liave a wide field of
utility. It is made for various frequencies and voltages,
but is unaffected by wide variations of these factors from the
normal. The moving system of the instrument consists of
two moving coils wound upon the same staff, and two field
coils arranged somewhat similar to a We.ston ixiwej-factor
meter. The instrument also contains a standard condenser
and binding posts to which the unknown condenser is to be
connected. The current through the standard condenser
passes through both moving coils, and also the field coils,

thus causing the pointer to deflect 4.') deg. to the left of the
position shown in fig. 9, or on to the zero of the scale.
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when an unknown Cdndeuser is not connected to the instru-

ment. When a condense)- is connected to the tenninals marked
X, the eui-rent through it also traverses one windLng of the
moving coil, and also the fields of the in.strument, thus
causing the pointer to deflect to the right. The eonstants
of the instrument ai'e »i arranged that the ratio of the two
icurrents flowing thnuigh the standai-d and the unknown
fcondenser is substantially the same for any frequency and
voltat'e over fairh wide limits, hut for highly accurate work
the, voltage should not .vary more than .15 per cent, above or

below normal, or the frequency more than 10 per. cent. .'Vs

'"• "

Fr(K 9.— Wkston M l('KOI'*KAnMKTi''.I( DlACHAM OF CoNXF.rTIOX.S.

the instrument has no springs or similal' controlUng device

the position of the pointer must depend solely upon the ratio

of the currents through the two circuits of the movable sy.s-

tem, and as this ratio depends .solely upon the capacity of

the unknown conden.ser, the instrument must accurately

measure that capacity, and is guaranteed to do so within

i per cent, of the maximum scale reading. Being aij--daanped.

the pointer quickly comes to rest, so that measm-ements may
be made with the same speed and facility as with other

Weston measuring instruments. Indeed, with the microfarad-

mete.r a lai-go number of conden.sers may be measured in rapid

succession, in the same manner as dry cells may be te-sted

with a cell-testing voltmeter.

.\ resistance (not shown in the .sketch) is included in the

cu-cuit of the instrument, which will prevent an excessive

amount of current passing through it in case the binding po.sts

marked x are .short-cricnited.

Messrs. Isenthal &t!o.. Ltd., showed rheo.stats of the slider

pattern and nmltiple-.stud types, including the new " Post-

multiple-stud types was shown, including the new " Post^

war " designs. A new feature was the " Phantom " wireless

condenser—a variable condenser with a coarse and a tine ad-

justment, reading directly in wave-lengths wath the aid of a.

vernier, to an accuracy of 1 in 1.000. An auxiliary or 'phan-
tom " condenser is embodied in the instrument, which is

set to correct tor " plate-end " and leakage capacity in the

instrument itself, and a siniiil.' adjustment is iivovided for com-

1
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the worker. (4) The adequate division of the responsibility.
They started with the study of the human factors, tiie con-
ditions which surrounded the wwker and- the manajiement,
and generally the condition of the factory. His definition
of scientific management was the eliminatioa of aU forms of
waste, the waste that followed from people rushing about
doing things which it was not their business to do, instead
of the whole thing being properly thought out and methodi-
cally arranged; wa^te of energy and vitality, men doing work
for which they were not fitted or which was too hard for
them; waste of skill; waste of time in moving work about
the shop. British scientific management would overcome all

that by methods which were intensely human and directed
by common sense. They wanted a square deal between the
men on the one side and the employer on the other, perfect
frankness and perfect agreement over what was going to
be done. Those were the fines of British scientific manage-
ment. If capital and labour w'ould come together scientific

management would formulate a programme and put it on
the table. From that point of view he thought it ought to
be studied.

Mr. Allcock said that there was a feeling- that, underlying
the whole basis of Taylorism was a kind <,>f "German regimen-
tation to which they all felt very much opposed. It seemed
preferable to work along the lines advocated by the Higher
Production Council. The underlying principle, was that the
whole of the workshops of a particular description would work
together. They ought to encourage the team spirit rather
than the driving of the individual. He shared the views
advanced by Mr. Meusforth about the danger of dehumanising
industrj'. The Higher Production Council quoted as one of

the examples in support of its proposal the scheme intro-

duced, he thought, by Priestman Bros., of Hull. They
assessed in agreement with their workers the standard output
of their particular works. Assuming the standard output was
100 tons per week or per month, if that was increased by
20 per cent., the wage of everyone in the estabUshment, from
the managing director to the office boy, was in the next
month increased by the same percentage. That had all the
elements of simplicity. There was no room for suspicion on
the part of the worker, and he had very tangible resiilts very
soon after he had earned them. That was a very important
IX)int, because the average working man did not appreciate
any scheme for his better pay unless he got it on the Friday
night, and every Friday night. He did not appreciate a
proposal of profit sharing which might result in his receiving
6 or 7 or 10 per cent, dividend at the end of the year. The
only way to increase their output—and output must be in-

creased if they were to maintain the present high wages

—

was some method of payment by results, and that pajTnent
ehould immediately follow the effort.

Mr. Pilling was in general agreement with the criticisms

already expressed on the paper. He very much questioned
whether any good was done to an industry by driving men
to the utmost possible effort in an almost inhuman kind of

way, with the necessary result that very high wages had to

be paid. In these days most people were agreed that capital

and labour were equal partners after a certain point had
"l^n reached. He was not prepared to agree that profit shar-

ing was really unsatisfactory. Workmen, while quite willing

to paiticipate in profits when profits were being made, were
not prepared to participate in a reduction of the profit when
it was a falling profit, and still less when no profit was being
made. The question, therefore, arose : Was it possible to

have a profit-sharing scheme so arranged as to remove that
most serious obstacle? He suggested that in each industry

a certain standard profit should be agreed upon—a reasonable
profit to the capitalist. \\'hen the amount of that profit was
exceeded the surplus should be divided into two parts, one of

which was to pass to the capitalist at whose works they were
made, the other part to the workers who had made them.
The distinctive feature of his suggestion was that the profit

should not pass to the workers in the place where it waa
earned, but into a common pool, and the common pool should
be held in trust by some adininistrative board for the benefit

of the workers to be distributed in some way to be mutually
agreed upon. He would earmark the first distribution for

the relief of unemployment. The evil of the present situation

was that the workman thought that excess profits were being
made by the capitalist, and that he was not getting his proper
share of them. Under the sv'stera that he had suggested
the workpeople in all establishments would benefit to an

'equal degree in the prasperity of the .industry. It would
never do to let the surplus earnings go to the workpeople
at the e-fablishinents where they were earned: thev must
neceesarily be distributed as a common pool, otherwise dis-

content would be rampant all round.

Mr. S.i-NDS was qUite in accord with the views expressed

by previous sjieakers regarding the huruan side of the busi-

ness; the psvchology of the worker wa."!' almost entirely left

out. In connection with time studies the author referred to

the question of the first-class man. In general the first-class

man was superseded right away on repetition work by a girl

who had been on the job for two or three mouths. The
portion of the . paper relating to scientific individuahsm
venus Socialism, to his mind, was grossly unscientific: it

' I developed an irrelevant and unnecessary controversy. The
-.true view of sciejitjfic mapagement w'as that it' was the re-

placement of tradition and rule of tiiumb ' by considered

iaethods bused iipon a study of the problem; He held the
average British workman in- high, esteem, and he did not
think it was altogether in keeping with their prestige as

scientists that they sliould start him on scientific manage-
ment with a scathing condemnation of the present labour
leaders. In due course, if they could pursue the right path,
as they could do with scientific management, he would bo
man etumgh to see it and admit it in the long run.

Mr. A. P. M. Fleming said that under the Taylor s>'stem

the selection of men was very rigid and exacting. What
happened to the rejects? To those who might not have had
occasion to study the h'terature on the subjcxit he would utter

a word of warning against the flood of literature that was
being poured out iii book form nowadays on the subject, not
necessarily under the heading " scientific management " but
also under other headings, such as industrial administration
and kindred subjects; much of that came from the States,
and a large proportion of it was absolute piffle.

Mr. J. G. PE.4RCE thought that the chief reason why
scientific management had relatively failed in the . United
Stateji was not because the principles were not valid, but that
they had been applied dogmatically to all sorts of plain
irrespective of local conditions. Some aspects had be^n
grossly overdone: others had been neglected. British em-
ployers did not mistake an organisation chart for organisation
or a diploma in industrial administration for a qualification

for management. Scientific management must be judged
entirely by its results. Scientific management was not a code
of i"ules which could be mechanically applied, and Taylor
and others by making extravagant claims had done a great
deal to hinder the inevitable development of this science of
organisation and the recognition of the technique of man-
sigement as .distinct from the practical side. ,To his rnind,
Emerson's system w^as much more elastic than that of Dr.
Taylor, and much more congenial to British people. No
change in management could- bfr made without the knowledge
and willing consent of the workers, and that must be based
first of all on confidence. Education, particularly in econo-
mics, w'ould do much to establish that confidence. Through
industrial research they got that systematic pi-ogress in ma-
terials, processes, and designs which had been too frequently
excluded in the discussion of scientific management in the
few fully documented instances that they had of scientific

management being apphed to factories, they did not know
evea now to what extent the improvement was due to im-
proved organisation, and to what extent it was due to the.

employment of better materials and better processes such, for
instance, as high-speed steel.

Mr. J. D. P.iTON thought that Dr. Taylor should have the
fflpedit of being the originator of the movement, and that he
had handled the subject in a plain honest way. He chal-.

lenged any manager who had tried to introduce an innovation
iB his shop to say that he ever got it going on a voluntary,
basis. Dr. Taylor had handled the problem with judgment:
and they wanted to handle.it in the same way. He had not
forgotten the human element.
Mr. G. A. JuHLiN believed that one of the big factors, and

one which had not been emphasised sufficiently, was the
question of education. It was. to his mind, utterly futile to
Bet up a Board of Scientific Management and to try to im-
pose on an uneducated man certain so-called scientific facts.

W'hen labour said quite plainly :
" We are not prepared to

produce for the profit alone of a certain class," he did not
think that scientific management was hkely to achieve the
desired result.

Capt. Scott M.\xwell, in reply, said that the humanising
of industry was the one thing he meant to consider, yet he
-%as now told it was the very thing that scientiBc manage-
njpnt could not possibly do. Dr. Taylor said that the attitude
of the work^ieople was of primary importance. Dr. Taylor
recognised that the muscular type of man should have suffi-

cient intelligence to know how to do his work, and he culti-
vated that intelligence so that the man with less effort could
do nearly four times as much work, and he got very much
mora pay. Could it be said that that was eliminating the
intelligence of that rnan? Anyone who had hved in America
must, know that scientific management and bad lalioiir

conditions had nothing to do with each other. It was be-
cause the conditions were so ehockingly bad in America,
because the employer there was two generations behind the
Britisli employer in his attitude towards labour, that it was
almost impossible to adopt scientific management. It must
not be adopted by any employer who had still the idea in his
Head that his chief function was to exploit the worker. Mr.
Mensforth spoke about taking orders from eight people; but
really the workman had to take orders from only one of those
persons. Where they had proper planning and ever\-thing
dse. disciplinary orders were not needed to anything like the'
same extent. The foremen were more like instructors in the
works. Taylor doubted the trade unionism in .'Vmerica as be
knew it, but he was not oppo-sed to trade unionism, and he
wanted to improve the lot of the worker. The employers had'
given far more opposition to the movement than the men'
themselves. Mr. Stelling advocated team work and getting
the inaxiraum outpilt from the factory ratlier than from the"
individual; well, a team was an aggregation of individuals,
and if every individual in the factory did his best it seeme4;
to him that they got the maximutn output, Scientific mkti-
agement made a square deal iiossJBle' because it enabled thetts
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to measure the work done, and when tbey had measured it

a square deal could be made between capital and labour, but
they could not while each was trying to bluff the other.

Socialists believed scientific management was a good thing,

but they would not have it under the capitalist system because
if it were adopted there would not be much chance for

socialism for many generations to come. His ultimate object
was to eliminate waste s<i that the workers might produce
the same amount (or more) with about half the effort. A
3(l-honrs' week was. a pos.<iiliiIit,v. lie believed that work and
the creation of wealth shoidd be so <'asy that the ownership
of wealth would cease to give prestige. Under the pre.sent

conditions it was imp<>.<sible for the workers to make enough
money or have enough leisure to improve themselves. He
wanted the work to l>c very much shorter and the money to

be very much higher. With scientific management driving
was absolutely unnece.'^sary. If one went into a factory
organised on the Taylor system one would think the men
were all very slow. If they eliminated one half the work as
useless, they could go fairly lei.siirely about the remaining
half. The only drive was the desire of the men to make more
money. They wanted far more education, lliere w.as no
question about that—not for workers only, b\it for everyone

—

but he could not .<!ee that that afteited the woiker. Manage-
ment in the past had been very inhuman, and scientific man-
acement was the first form of management that had really

paid very great attention to the worker. Taylor thought tlie

demajid for scientific management would come from labour.

FAILURES OF TURBO-GENERATORS, AND]
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS. I

Bv J. SHEPHERD, M.I.E.E.

{Alistrart 0/ Paper read before the Institi'TIon or Er^rcTRlMI.

Engineers.)

(^Concluded from paije 93 )

The water path is along the ehaft from beyond the exciter

with helical How under the cooling support for the end loops,

along the hollow teeth to the other end of the rotor, helically

under the second support for the end loops. The water dis-

charge could be arranged either at the tlanged coupling as in

Ijg. 9, or could be continued through the turbine rotor shaft

to the water eeaUng gland at the low-pressure end of the
turbine.

Pig. 6 is a section of the stator with two types of coil sup-

ports, one for the end windings and fixed at the ends of the
core, and the other built into the core between batches of

laminations. The latter support is constructed with the

Fio. 6.—Stator with Wateb-
cooLED Coil Supports.

Fio. 7.

—

Details of Wateb-
cooLRD End-coil Supports.

inner part laminated to reduce eddy currents, and yet of con-
eiderable strength to clamp the portions of the stator bars it

embraces and gives considerable stiffness to the core teeth.

The hollow interior is divided by a diaphragm into flow and
return water passages.
The two pairs of end coil supports at the ends of the stator

aie shown in section with the two layers of end connections
clamped between them.

Fig. 7 shows an end elevation of the stator end (inner) coil

eupport, the bottom quadrants of which illustrate, respectively

the under and upper layers of the end windings. The two
upper quadrants show the supports without windings, and
with the clamping projections in place, forming between pairs

of them the winding recesses for a group of end connections,

one bar per slot winding.
Pig. 8 is a part section of such a winding rece.ss, with four

end connections' in place, supported by the projection on each
side. It shows the coiLs clarnped directly over a water-cooling

duct cast in the support and enclosed by a metal plate fusion-

welded in place. The plate must have considerable mechanical
strength and high electrical resistance. Copper-nickel alloys

are on the market, which are as strong as high-quality bronze,
and have over 30 times the electrical resistance of copper.
Their use would reduce the stray currents to a comparatively
insignificant loss.

When arranging the water circulating system, due regard
must be paid to the ri.sk of corrosion and to the recommenda-
tions of the Corrosion Committee of the Institute of Metals,

viz. :
—

(1) Only clear water to be used.
(•2) Water to be free from gases in suspen.sion or .solution.

(3) Water must be neutral, or only very slightly alkaline.

To comply conveniently with these recommendations, the
cooling water is taken from the condens;ite of the .steam tur-

bine, forced by the extraction pump through the cooling
devices of the alternator and discharged into the turbine hot-

^Proiectjons lioldan^ coils m position
Croup of four^end connections \

Fir.. R.- -W.^tkr-cgolel) Winding Slot on End St.^tor Sipport,
With copper tapes as heat conductors.

well. The whole of the lieat lo.sses in the alternator would
then be utilised. With modern high vacua the temperature
of the <-ondensate is from 70 deg. to 80 deg. F., which tem-
|)erature would then receive an increment of from 13 to 15
deg. F.

The return How of each water path is shown provided with
a thermometer pocket, and by reducing the How in any parti-

cular cooler a dose indication of the maximum local tempera-
ture can be obtained.
The object aimed at in all the designs described is to inter-

leave the conductors with liquid<'(X)led supports, thus provid-

ing continuous winding slots for the coils, coil loops and end
connections, iVc. in which the weakest and most frail bar (no
matter how thoroughly the bar be laminated) is continuously
supported under the most severe short-circuit conditions, kt
the same time, freedom for expansion is provided, together
with low-resistance heat paths to the cooling medium.
As every portion of stator and rotor windings would be en-

closed in cool metal winding slots, the cooling would be much
improved and the fire risk practically eliminated. The ab-
sence of ventilating ducts in the stator would be the imme-
diate gain of .solid cores and firm support over the entire sur-

face of the stator teeth.

The problem in the plaine.st terms is the possibility of con-
structing stator cooling devices capable of withstanding a
water temperature of about 120 deg. F. and a pressure of
oO lb. or less per .sq. in., whilst at the same time the devices

must have sufficient strength to withstand the short-circuit

stresses on the stator. The rotor cooling devices are sub-
jected only to the internal water pressure and stresses result-

ing from centrifugal forces. Adequate mechanical strength

can be given to these devices by the use of suitable matemi,
proportioned in accordance with well-known methods.

Fig. 9.

—

Dugram of Water-cooling System.

With respect to the prevention of water leakage, all joints

can be constructed of a character similar to those used in

hydraulic practice, and dealing with pressures of over '2 tons
per sq. in., or in accordance with steam practice, with high-
pressure superheated steam at i-itK) lb. pressure per sq. in. and
a temperature of 700 deg. P. Elision welding is now an
accepted construction for the more arduous requirements of

high-pressure boilers and steam piping. Moreover, the fusion-

welded water joints may be designed so that the weld is .sub-

jected to no other stresses than those caused by the internal

water pressure. Consequently, combining skilful design,

stout construction, and reliable workmanship, one can ensure
no movement of the coils, no leakage of the water devii'es,

and no overheating of the coils. Under such conditions,

failure of machines should be infrequent. Should, however, a
short-circuit in a machine occur, the walls of the cooling ducta

might become fused, in which extreme case a jet of water
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vfould injaiediately llooJ the luachiue; but even ft), this flood-

ing by water would only cxcur after a burn-out had happened,
€md in such circuinstames a stream of water playing upon the
fire would certainly be better than a tierce blast of air. In aU
cases, prevention is better than the l>est remedy, and the im-
provements suggested are all of a preventive character.

It will be seen, therefore, that whilst water cooling will

remove many if not all of the risks mherent in the ordinary
air-cooled machine, there is nothing in its application that

presents any real difficulty or introduces any method of con-
struction which has not been established in other branches of

engineering.
The cooling effect of water is so considerable that without

certain precautions, condensation difficulties may arise. If

the temperature of the cooling devices falls l>elow the dew
point atmospheric condensation upon them will take place.

This can be avoided by using cooling water with an inlet tem-
perature higher than the dew point, as by the method shown
in fig. 9.

As the output of most machines is rated by ultimate tem-
perature, there are substantial grounds for conchiding that

water cooling will allow an increase in output for the .same

total weight and volume of "ij to 33 per cent. Some readjust

mcnt of relative copper and iron losses may be necessary, and
the result should be a substantial reduction of average tem-
peratures and weight for the same output.
There are. however, a numt>er of ca.ses where water cooling

offers advantages over air cooling, quite apart from the im-
proved an<i more robust con.struction of maehines. i.e.. for

machines working under the following conditions :
—

(1) In hot cHmates where cool air is difficult to obtain.

(3) In extremely dirty and sulphurous atmospheric con-
ditions.

f3) M high altitudes with reduced air density.

(4) On board ship, where air cannot be freeil from salt spray.

.\3 an example of turbo-generators working at high altitudes.

the stations on the Rand may he cited. At an elevation of
a.OCK) ft. and a barometer of il.-T in. the air density would be
ft2 per cent, of normal, and a standard turbogenerator frame
of 10.000 K.v.A. Would only be suitable for an output of

approximately 8. -500 K.v..*. air cooled. The same frame if

adapted for water cooling would probablv give an output of
r2..50ii K.v.A.

Consequent upon the higher ambient temperature of the

South African climate, water cooling would have tlie further

advantage of a much lower average tem[>erature of windings.

Ship PRoruLsiox.

The field for the electrical propulsion of ships is practically

virgin and immense in size. The one great difficulty is the

presence of salt water. It is difficult to see how the cooling
air can be collected in large volumes free from salt spray.

The air ducts are of considerable dimensions, and it is doubt-
ful if any shipowner would sacrifice valuable carrying space to

accommodate them. In fighting .ships the problem is more
difficult, as the powers to be developed are higher and the
space is enormously costly. The objections might lie so serious

as to outweigh any advantages of electric propulsion.

With water cooling, the difficulti-.s of collecting and convey-
ing the cooling medium di.sappear. snd its use presents neither

the diffieulties of large ducts nor the trouble of filtration.

Proposals have been made to re-circulate the air through a
closed pipe system with air coolers: the .sizes of air ducts are

60 considerable that room for them could not be found with
the present allowance of engine-room siace. There is now
usually considerable difficulty in finding room for the com-
paratively small steam pipe^ and valves.

Watertight windings would be a great advantage. A sub-

stantial seal of vulcanised rubber could be " cured " in place

over the insulated joints, using the ccwling devices as heaters.

by passing low-pressure steam through those whiih embra<-e
the ends of the stator bars. This waterproof treatment of the

stator joints would be of advantage if surface condensation
took place. The ideal alternator for marine purposes should
be capable of being cleaned down with a hose pipe.

If electrical propulsion is to progress, the problem must be
attacked in a thoroughly practical way. as electrical methodfi
will be in opposition to establish interests and in competition
with thoroughly .sound and well-tried steam plant evolved

after years of practical sea exiierience.

CONCLCSIOX.

Whether we like the idea of liquid cooling or not. the qiies

tion has ti> be fa<e(l in the immediate future, and the full

consideration of its uses gives an opvtortunity of considering

alternator design from a new jwint of view.

Having regard to the necessarily few moving and wearing
parts of a turbo-generator, viz.. journals, bearings, and slip-

rings, there appears to be no sound reason why it should not

have as long a phy.sical life as the low-speed plant it ha- su|ier-

seded. provided it be possible to construct machine.-, which do

not overheat, the coils of which are efficiently and continu

ously supported against all stresses and vibration, and that

fhe fire risk be removed.
If the arguments put forward in the paper are sound, ma-

chines can be constructed embracing those features, and with

machines so constructed a much longer physical life may be

anticipated With dear monev and expensive nlant. longer

physical life will be an economical necessity of the immediate

future.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY ACT 1919.

Tm: following is a summary of the provisions of the Electricity

(Supply) .\ct, 1919, which was published last week. The Act

can be obtained from H..M. Stationery Office, price 4d. net :
—

1. for promoting, regulating, and supervising the supply

of electricity there shall ix; established a bcxly to be called the

Electricity Commissioners, not exceeding five in number, who
shall act under the general directions of the Board of Trade.
Three of the Commissioners shall be whole-time officers; three
of the Commis.sioners shall be selected for practical, com-
mercial, and .scientific knowledge and wide business experi-

ence, including that of electrical supply. The Commissioners
may act by two of their number.

•2. The Board of Trade may exercise through the Electricity

Commissioners any of their powers and duties relating to the
supply of electricity.

3. The Commissioners may conduct experiments for the
improvement of the methods of electric supply or of the
utilisation of fuel or water-power, and incur such expenditure
as may be necessary.

4. The Commissioners may appoint an advisory committee.
•3. The Commissioners may provisionally determine that any

district in the United Kingdom shall be constituted a separate
electricity district for the purposes of this ,\ct. and, if any
objection be made, shall hold a local inquiry. Where it

api^eiirs that the existing organi.sation for the supply of

electricity in a district sliouUI be improved, the Commissioners
shall hold a local inquiry, and shall give authorised under-
takers, county councils, local authorities, railway companies,
large consumers of electricity, and other bodies within the
district an opportunity to submit a scheme for effecting such
improvement, including proposals for altering the boundaries
of the district, and. where necessary, the formation of a joint

electricity authority for the district. If no such scheme is sub-
mitted within the time allowed, or if no .scheme submitted
is approved by them, the Commissioners may them.selves

formulate a scheme, publish it, and shall hold a local inquiry
thereon

.

IS. X scheme under the last-foregoing section may provide
for the establishment and incorporation of a joint electricity

authority representative of authorised undertakers, county
councils, local authorities, large consumers of electricity, and
other interests within the electricity district, and for the
exercise by that authority of the powers of the authorised
undertakers within the district, and for the transfer to the
authority of the whole or any part of the undertakings,
upon such terms as may be provided by the scheme. No
such scheme shall provide for the transfer to the authority
of any part of an undertaking except with the consent of

the owners thereof. The scheme may provide for payment
of expenses of members of the authority, and reasonable
compensation for loss of remunerative time.

7. The Commissioners may make an order giving effect to

the schemes, which shall not come into operation until it

has been approved with or without modification by a resolu-

tion passed by each House of Pailiament.
8. It shall be the duty of every joint electricity authority

constituted under this .\ct to provide or secure the provision

of a cheap and abundant supply of electricity within their

district, and for that purpose every such authority shall have
.such powers and duties as are conferred uinjn them by the.

scheme under which they arc constituted or by this Act with
respect to :

—

(a) the supply of electricity within their district (including

the construction of generating .stations, main transmission
lines, and other works)

;

(6) the acquisition of the undertakings or parts of the
undertakings of authorised undertakers

:

and powers incidental thereto. Every such authority shall

comply with any general directions given to them by the

Commissioners as to the exercise and performance of their

powers and duties. .\ joint electricity authoritv may. with

the approval of the Commissioners, establish a scheme .or

the payment of superannuation allowances and gratuities ti.>

any of their officers and .servants who become incapable of

discharging their duties.

9. .\ joint electricity authority may. with the consent of

the Commissioners, by agreement with the owners thereof

acquire any generating station or any main tran.snn'ssiou line

on such terms as may be iigrecd.

10. Where a joint electricity authoritv or any authorix-d

undertakers are authorised to acquire or use any land lor

the puriX}.se of a generating station, no person shall Ik- en-

titled to restrain the use of the laiid for that purpose.

11. It shall not be lawful for any authorit.v. company, or

per.son to establish a new or extend an existing generating

station or main transmission line without the consent of the

Conmiissioners (which consent shall not be refused or made
subject to compUance with conditions to which the authority,

company, or person object, unless a Iwal inquiry has been

held) ; but this restriction shall not apply to the establish-

ment or extension of a private generating station, provided

that, in the case of a new station, the owner thereof shall

comply witti regulations made by the Commissioners as to

the t\-pe of current, frequencv. and pressure to be used: but

su<ii regiJations shall be so frsojed ;)? pot to i«t^fere witfc

the oconoMkal and efficient wcrkiog of th« business for
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which- the suin.ly is ijouciated. Ju the <:asc uf a mlway
cotopanv or a dock' uiitiortakint; rcgTihited by Act otParhi-

inent consent shall Jiot be refused unless it is proved that

a joint electricity autbprity or authorised undertakers can

give' an adequate supply of electricity at a cost not greater

than would bavo been incurred by the railway ronipahy or

dock owners in sujipl^'iig themselves. Whei-e a group ot

pei-sons cua-rving on businesses in which large quantities ot

eJectricity are used lor purposes other than power or light

propose to establish a generating station for the. purposes of

such businesses; or where a iiKiiiiif;i<-tnivr, having a business

in which electricity can, be pih i:itrM Imni energy derived

from a process of inanufactui.' ..iim^l .m in his premises,

proiK>se-s to establish a generating station for the purpose ol

supplying electricity not only lor his own business, bqt al^

to other nianutacturers whose businesses arf^ associated there-

with, the Commissioners may authorise the
,

ei-tablishment,

by thos-c consumers or that manufacturer, of a gjenerating

station, subject to the condition that any surplus eJectncity

.shair be supplied to the joint electricity authority, or any
authorised undertakers, at such prices as the; Jlleptricity

Commissioners may think fit and proper.

12, A joint electricity authority shall not supply electricity

in any area w'hich forms part of the area of supply of any

authorised distributors without the consent of those dis-

tributors, except for railway or canal traction or haulage, or

for lighting vehicles and vessels for the haulage of which

electricity is supplied, or for the purpose of charging electric

vehicles not running on rails; or in any part of the area of

supply of a. power company for any purpose for which the

cxjmpany are therein authorised to supply electricity, without

the consent of the company, except to the iwevious owneir

of a generating station which has been transferred to the

joint electricity authority or for the parpose of charging

electric vehicles not running on rails. Where the authorised

distributors or power company withhold their consent, the

joint electricity authority may appeal to the Commissioners
xind the Board of Trade on th© recommendation of the Com-
missioners may dispense w'ith such consent if in their opinion

it is unreasonably withheld. Sections 2 and 3 of the Electric

Lighting Act, 1888 (which relate to the pm'chase of under-
takings by local authorities) shall not apply to the undei"-

takings of joint electricity authorities. 'Ihe C-ommissioners
may by order, after such inquiry as they think tit. impose on
Any joint electricity authority an obligation to supply elec-

tricity in such circumstances, w-ithin such areas, and on such
.terms and conditions as to price and otherwise as may be
sjpecified in the order.

' '13. Any local authority may, with the consent of the Oora-
-mksioners, agiiee with the joint electricity authority of the
district for the transfer to the joint authority of the whole
or- any part of its undertaking. Where any right to purcha.se

the whole or any part of the undertaking of any authorised
distributors is vested in any local authority (including a
county council), the right may be transferred to and vested
in the joint electricity authority, subject to the representation
on the joint authority of the 'local authority from whom
the right is transfen'ed. A joint electricity authority with
the consent of the Commissioners may at any time acquire
the whole or any part of the undertaking of any authorised
undertakers not being a local authority, by agreement.

14. The Commis.sioners may, on the application of a joint

electricity authority, by order exclude from the area of
6Tipply of any power company any part of that area w-hicli

is not supplied by the company, and which could be better
served by the joint authority. If those interested object t*)

the proposed order, effect shall not be given to the proposals
except by special order.

15. The Board of IVade, on the representation of the Com-
missioners, may by order authorise any joint electricity
authority or any authorised undertakers to abstract water
from any river or other source, and to utilise and return the
water so abstracted, subject to such conditions as may be
Bpecified in the order. Where any existing rights wUl be
affected by the abstraction of the water, the order shall be
a special order. A joint electricity authority and any local
authority, company, or person may, with the consent of the
Commissioners, enter into arrangements for the utilisation of
water power, waste heat, or other foiin of energy. The pur-
poses for which a joint electricity authority may be authori,sed
to acquire compul.sorily or use land under Section 1 of the
Electric Lighting .Act. 1909, shall include the development
of water-power for the generation of electricitv. A joint
electricity authority may, with the consent of tlie Commis-
sioners, erect and renew by-product plant for working up
and converting the residual products arising from the genera-
tion of electricity. .

'

.

16. If within five years from the date when . under this
Act a transfer of any p.-irt of an undertakipg has been. effected.
'« a scheme' has come' into 'operation, any olfi.cer .or. servant
'who has, before 'May fith, 1919.' been regularly .emploved in
«r about, any authorised undertaking proye.s to. the satisfaction
of referees appointed by the Minister of 'Labour that in con-
sequence of this Act he :^ . _

(i) has suffered loss of employment, or diininutioD .of salary,
w-ages or 'em'oliiiiienf.^. otlierwise than on gi-ounds. of . inis-
cbnduct, incapacity, or superannuation; or ; -. , .. .',.-.

";^ jii)'has relinqiiished "his •emprovTrient. in .consequencoof
t<Mfig-''itg-mr^"_'Jo'perfotm diities'suci a^.v^^^

or wero an uureasonrtble additioai to' those which -bfifove Jhe

said <Mghtli dav of May he had been required to perform; -or-
;

(ml l;;i,, fn .n placed in any wor.<k- position in resjieet to tho

(.oiidii .-. .^1 Ins service (inchiding tenure of ofdce, remunera-

tion, gialuilir.>, pension, superannuation, «ick or other fund,

or any benetits or allowances, whether obtaining legally or

by customary practice), .

and the body to which the undertaking was transferred,, or

the authorised undcrtakcis who are aiiccted by the schenits,

do not .--iiow that equivalent employment on- the like condi-

tions! was available, there shall lie paid to him by that body
or those undertakers sucli comix'iisation as the referees may
award, inchiding any exiienses which the officer or servant

necessiirily incurs in removing to another locality. Such
compensation shall, in the case of an officer employed on au
a.nnual salary, be ba.sed on but not exceed the amount which
yyoiild have been payable to a person on abolition of office

iHHste' the Acts and rules relating to His Maje.sty's Civil

Service in force at the date of the pas.sing of the Ixxial

CJovcrijment Act, 1888, but in computuig the j:)eriod of service

of any officer, service under any authorised undertakers shall

be reckoned as service under the authorised undertaker in

whose employment he is at the time that he suffers such loss

or diminution as is mentioned in this section; and, where any
such officer or servant was temporai-ily absent from his eni-

jiloyment whilst serving in or with His Majesty's Forces or

the forces of the Allied or As.sociated Powers, or in any oth<>r

einployment of national importance during the war. such ser-

vice shall be reckoneil as .service under the authorised under-

takers in whose employment he was immediately before and
after such temporary absence.

17. A joint electricity authority before incurring any capital

expenditure shall submit details, plans, and estimates.

18. It shall be lawful for the Board of Ti'ade. after con-

sailtation with the Commissioners, at any time after an elec-

tricity district has been provisionally determined and before
the e^stablishment of a joint electricity authority for the dis-

trict, and for two years after its e.stabhshment. to construct
any generating station, main transmission hne. or other works,
and exercise any other powers which a joint electricity autho-
rity can exercise under this Act. The Treasury may issnic

to the Board of Trade any sums, not exceeding in the aggre-
gate twenty million pounds, required for the constniction of

any such works or the acquisition of land, or required for

working capital. At the expiration of two years after the
establishment of a joint electricity authority for any district,

or at any earlier time which may be agreed on. any generat-
ing station, main transmission lines and other works, and
any land acquired for tjje purpose thereof by the BoaTd of

Trade within the electricity district, shall vest in that autho"-

rity. subject to the repayment of the advances made by the
Treasury, and any interest thereon which may be outstanding.
The prices fixed by the Board of Trade for electricity suppliefl

by them from generating stations estabhshed under this

section, shall be such that their receipts therefrom will be
suflicient to cover their exx>enditure on income account (in-

(luding interest and sinking fund charges in respect of such
advances as aforesaid) with such margin as the Board may
think fit.

19. During the period between the passing of this .\ct and
the establishment of a joint electricity authority for a district,

any two or more of the authorised undertakers within the
locahty may, with the approval of the Commissioners, and
if so required by the Commissioners shall, carry into effect

arrangements for mutual assistance of the one by the other,
with regard to the supply and distribution of electricity, the
management and workmg of the undertakings, the provision
of capital required, and the division of receipts arising under
any such arrangement, on such terms as may be agreed, or
as in default of agreement may be settled by the Coumis-
sioners. The provision of capital required for giving effect
to any such aiTangement by loan is authorised.

2U. The powers of the Minister of Health and the Secre-
tary for Scotland and the Ijondon County Council with respect
to the sanctioning of borrowing by local authorities shall be
transfei'red to the Commissioners.
.

'21. .Where the consent of the Board of Trade is obtamed
to the placing of any electric hne above ground in any case,
the consent of the local authority shall not be required, but
the Board of Trade before giving their consent shall give the
local authority an opportunity of bt>ing heard.

22. A joint electricity authority or any authorised iiuder-
taiers may place any elective line below ground across any
land, and above ground across any land other than land
covered by buildings or used as a garden or pleasure ground,
in cases where the placing of such lines above ground la

otherwise lawful, and may enter on the land for the purpose
of repairing or altering the line : Provided that, before plac-
ing any such line across any land, the joint electiicity autho-
rity or undertakers shall serve on the owner and occupier
of the land- notice of their intention, together with a descrip
tion .of the nature and ijosition of the lines propb.sed to be
so placed; and if, within 21 days after the' service of the
notice, the owner and occupier fail to give" their consent, or
attach to their consent any' conditions" to which the joint
eieotrieity authority or the undettakfrs object, it shall not
-be lawful to place the line' across' that land without the
eonseht 'of the Board of Trade; and the Board of Trade may,
jf. after-givitig' all parties concerned an. opportunity of beirfs
heard, they think it just, give their consent subject to such
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terms, oonditions, and stipulations as they tliink just. The
Board shall have regard to the effect, if any, ou the amouities
or value ol the land of the pl.ioing of the line in the \nanner
proposed. The ix>wer of placing lines across land shall include
the p<j«er of placing a line across or along any railway,
canal, inland navigation, dock or harbour, subject to the

rights of the owners thereof.

'23. A joint electricity authority and any local authority

authori.?.ed to supply electneity may provide, let for hire, and
in I'espect thereof ujay connect, repair, maintain and remove
(but shall not, unless expressly authorised to do so, manu-
facture or .sell) electric lines, fittings, and appliances for all

purposes for which electricity can or may- be used. Any
electric lines, fittings, and appliances provided by any aiithoi-

ised distributors on consumers' premises, and any lands,

buildings, or works held by them in connection therewith
shall be deemed to form part of their undertaking.

•24. The Commissioners may requu-e any authorised under-
takers to alter the type of current, frequency, or pressure em-
ployed by them in their undertaking, and the execution of

the works necessary to comply with such an order shall be
a purpose for which a local authority may borrow imder the
Electric Lighting Acts. This section shall not apply to elec-

tricity generated at a railway generating station existing at

the passing of this Act. If, on appeal by any authorised
undertakers, the Board of Ti'ade are satisfied that compliance
with the order would entail unreasonable exjiense, they may
direct that the order shall not apply to those undertakers.

'25. Section '26 of the Electric Lighting Act, 188'2 (which
contains provisions for the protection of the Postmaster-
f4eneral), shall have effect as if the words " or the laying of

connections with mains where the direction of the electric

lines so laid down crosses the Une of the Postmaster-General
at right angles at the point of shortest distance, and con-
tinues the same for a distance of 6 ft. on each side of such
point " were omitted, and as if for the words " not more
than "28 or less than seven claar days " there were substituted
the words " one month, or, in the case of the laying of j^ervice

lines to consumers' premises, seven clear days."

"26. Anything which under the Electric Lighting Acts may
be effected by a provisional order confirmeil by Parliament
may be ett'ected by a special order made by the Ek^'tricity

Commissioners and confirmed by the Board of Ti'ade, or by
an order establishing a joint electricity authority under this

Act. 1 special order made in pursuance of the ix)wers con-
ferred by this section shall be laid before each House of

Parliament, and shall not come into force unless approved
by a -I'esolution passed by each such House.

•27. .Joint electricity authorities and authoi'ised uudertakeas
.shall fmnish to the Commissioners such accounts, statistics,

and retui-ns as they may require.

'2S. Every joint electricity authority shall annually submit
to the Commissioners a statement of income and expenditure
on Revenue account. The accounts shall be audited by audi-
tors appointed by the Commissioners.

'29. 'Che Commissioners shall, at the beginning of each
financial year, prepare an estimate of then- receipts and ex-

penditure during the year, and submit it for approval by the
Board of Trade. The Commissioners shall apiioition the
amount by which the estimated expenses exceed the estimated
receipts amongst the several joint electricity niithnrifiis and
authorised .undertakers within the United KiiiLjdniii m pin-

portiou to the number of units of electricit\ ,^i nrutcd re-

spectively in the preceding year; and every such authority nv
undertaker, shall pay as a contribution towards theii' expense's

the sum so ap]X)i-tioned. During the first two years after

the passing of this Act. the amount of .<juch exce.ss shall Iw
paid out of moneys provided by Parliament, but such pa\'-

ments shall be treated as advances and shall be repaid with
interest by the Commis.sioners b.\' equal annual in.stalments

in the next three succeeding years.

30. .Toint electricity authorities or any authorised under-
takers may pay reasonable subscriptions to the funds of
any association formed for the purpose of consultation as
to their common interests and the di.scussion of matters
relating to the supply of electricity, and to the funds of

any recogni.sed association conducted on a non-profit-eai-ning
basis for developing the use i>f electricity, and may purchase'

reiwrts of the proceedings, and may pay the feasonabh'
expenses of attendance of any members or officefs at con-
ferences or meetings.

31. Section 4 of the Conspiracy and Protection of Property
Act. 1875 (which relates to breaches of contract by persons
employed in the supply of gas or water), shall extend to
persons employed by a joint electricity authority or by any
authorised undertakers in like manner as it applie.'^ to persons
mentioned in that section, with the substitution of references
to .electricity for the references to gas or watei;.

33. Where under this .\ct a joint electricity authoritv are
authorised to enter into an agreement with any body or
person for any purpose, it shall be lawful for such body or
person to enter into and carry into effect such agreement.

33. The Commissioners mav cause to be held such inquiries

as they consider necessar>' for the purposes of this Act. and
may by order rcquhe any nerson. subject U> the payment
of the reasonable expeni-es of his attendance, to attend as a
witness and give evidence.

.34. The Board of Trade and the Electricity Commissioners
may respectively make rules in relation to applications' and

other pitu'eedings before them under this Act, and to the
liayments to be. made in resi>p<:t? thereof, arid to the piiliiica-

tinn of notices and advertisements. '

•i.j. A special order made under this .\ct by the Eltctrii-ity

Commissioners .shall not have any effect unless and until
Confirmed by the Board of Trade. Before any special order,
other than a special order which is not valid unless approved
by a resolution passed by each House of Parliament, comes
into force it shall be laid before each House of Parliament
for a i->eri<id not less than :30 days. '

'

H7. This .\ct shall apply to S<-otland. and the Com i'nis,«inners

shall appoint a committee for S<-otland. .
.

. .

••i.s. Ihis Act .shall apply to Ireland.
8SI. All the powers anrl duties of the Board of Trade relat-

ing to the supply of electricity shall, as from such date a.s

His Majesty in Council may fix, l)e transferred to the Minister
of Transport, and accordingly references to the Board of
Trade shall be construed as references to the Minister of
Transport. The power of appointing Electricity Commis-
.sioners under this Act shall be exercised by the Minister of
Transport with the concurrence of the Board of Trade. The
Commissioners shall be solely responsible to the Minister of
Transport, and the Minister .shall refer to the Commissioners
for their ad\-ice on all matters connected with the exercise
of the powers and duties transferred to him, except the ap-
lX)intment of the Commissioners.

SCHEDDLE.

Before the Board of Trade confirm any sjK'cial unler uudei"
this Act, they shall piibli.sh notice of the proposal to confinn
the order, and of the place, where copies of the order may be
obtained, and of the time (not less than.'21 daj's) within which
any objection made with res£)ect to the order must be eeot
to the Board of Trade.
Where the Board of Trade do not amend or withdraw any

order to which any objection has been made, then they .shall,

before confirming the order, direct an inquiry to be held,

and may. after considering the report of the person who held
the inquiry, confirm the order either without niodificati<]n

or subject to such modification as they think fit, or mai'
refuse to confirm the order.

NITROGEN FIXATION.

The Final H*'pi)rt of the Niti'ogen Products Committee was
published last week. The report (Cmd. 48'2), which can. be
obtamed from H.M. Stationery Otiice (4s. net), is a yoluiu^
of 357 pages, containing a vast amount of valuable informa-
tion, and is well indexed. • -

We are devoting more space to this subject in a later issue,

but -the. chief points in the report touching the electrical

indu.stry are briefly as follows.
Some of the factors which aided the committee to arrive

at its recommendations are :
—

(i) The .sources of supply of comliined nitrogen in the
lulled Kingdom must be increased considerably if the exist.-

ing and prospective home demands are to be met and the
pie-uar .scale of exportation is to be maintained.

(ii) The existing sources of supply of combined nitrogen in

the United Kingdom proved wholly inadequate for meeting
the war demands.

(jii) The world's demand for <-omhined nitrogen appears
to double every ten years. The increased production during
the war has not been niore than the normal rate .of increase
during i>eace.

(iv) The actual consumption of combined nitrogen Cor
agriculture in the United Kingdom has practically doubled
during the war, and there is certKiin to be a further increase.

Provision for X.wionai, Safety.

The following measures are recommended by the Com
mittee -as a minimum prnvi.sion for safeguarding the future
and for meeting a. portion of the growing^ .hpijie; demand .fpr

\arioUS nitrogen products.

Calcium Cyanamidc I'luccn.-i.—The Committee reconimend.";
that:—

(i) This process should be estabhshed iu Great Britain
without delay, cither by private enterprise (supported, if

necessary, by the Government) or as a public work.
(ii) The scale of manufacture should be .sufficient to give

an output of about (i(),0(K1 tons of cyanainide [XM- annum,
equivalent on the basis of combined nitrogen to about one
eighth of the present home production of ammonium sulphate

(in) The necessary electrical energy should be obtained
either from water ixiwer in Scotland or from a. large steam-
power station

The Committee has ascertained from theWater Power
Resources Committee of the Board of Trade that there are
several sites in Scotland where the necessary water power
can be developed at a reasonable cost. If steam power is

used, a suitable
. site for the cyanamide factory might be

obtained at one of the capital power stations propo.sed by
the Board of Trade Committee on Electric Power Supply.
and the costs given hereunder arc based upoti' that assupip-
tion. '

"
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On thebasis of pre-war prices plus 50 per cent., the ap-
proximate' capital outlay at a water-power site would be
.£1,680,00C), inclusive of the capital cost of the hydro-electric
development, the latter being taken at ,£40 per f;.H.P. (£53.

B

per Kw.) of niaximuui demand. If the factory were erected
at the site of a large steam-power .station, the approximate
outlay would be i800,00(i, inclusive of the proportionate cost
of the power plant. The chemical sections for either site
would cost about ;e445,00O of the above totals.
Upon the same basis {i.e., pre-war prices plus 50 per cent.),

the approximate cost, at the factory, of raw cyanamide (19.5
per cent. N.) would be :

—
Price of elec- ^Factory costs per metric ton of^
trioal energy. Raw prodnct. Combined nitrogen

Source of power. Per kw. year. (ia-5per cent. N.) as raw cyanamide.

Water 4 6i 328
Steam (with coal at

lis. 3d. per ton)... 66 7'0 3«'0

The factory costs include interest on the capital outlay for
the power section of the plant, but not on the chemical
section, and are exclusive of any royaltie.s.

-\s the result of the action taken upon the Committee's m-
terim recommendations, considerable progre-ss was made with
the plans and specifications for a suitable steam-power station
designed as the nucleus of a possible capital power station.
The committee siiggests that it might prove desirable, in

the first instance, to arrange for a certain proportion of the
calcium carbide produced as an intermediate product to bi-
utilised as such instead of converting jt into cvanamide.
Synihetic .iniwonia (Haber) Prorf.ss.—This process has

hitherto only been operated on a full commercial scale in
Germany. Nevertheless, as a result of the continuous experi-
ments carried out since the summer of 1916 at the Eesearch
Laboratory of the Mimitions Inventions Department the
Government decided early in 1918 to erect a large facto'rv at
Billmgham-on-Tees for the manufacture of svnthetic ammonia
and ammonium nitrate. This factory, projected as an emer-
gency war measure, did not reach an advanced stage.
The committee recommends that the svnthetic ammonia

prwess should be established forthwith on a commercial scale
and, extended as rapidly as possible, up to a minimum manu-
.'^?^^^^ .

°^ ^^•'^ ^'^'^^ o'" ammoma (equivalent to
4O,(XJ0 tons of ammonium sulphate) per annum. The Billme-ham factory should he utilised for the purpose if practicable
ihe evidence on the question of capital cost is somewhat

uncertam, but the outlay for a factorv of the capacity in-
dicated, on the basis of pre-war prices plus 50 per cent
would probably amount to £600.000 L^ ammonia were the
end-product, or to £780,000 if the factorv were laid out for
ttie manufacture of synthetic ammonium sulphate.

Br-PRODCCT Ammonia Industries.
The following recommendations are made, among other's

for conserving and mcreasing the output of combined nitro-
gen .from esistmg by-product ammonia industries for
securing the better utilisation of the national resources in
coal, and for reducing the consumption of rair coal as a fuel •—
-Encouragement .should be given to facilitate and to ensure

tlie replacement of non-recoverv coke-ovens by recovery ovens
at a much more rapid rate than hitherto, in order that the
reserve.s of coking coal shall be utilised to the maximum ad-
vantage.

Encouragement should be given to all efforts to extend the
use of coal gas and coke in the place of raw coal for domestic
purposes, for steam-raising, and for other industrial require-
ments.
A special observation is made to the etfect that, as far as

the United Kingdom is concerned, nitrogen fixation and
allred processes will constitute a new ' kev '

industrv and
Its initiation and development will require the active support
ot the Government.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1919-1920.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

CoaplM apr«Kl; for this Journal by Mbsshs. Sefion-Ionss ODill AnnSnpHim (miccessors to W. P. Thompson & Co. of London) CharfrZrfP.tent Agents, 285, High Holborn. Loildon. W.C. 1.

'^"'"'"'' <^>'"""^

313-4.

iih.'
for controlling electr: C. G. Co

339. " Magnetos." J. F. Kebbell. January 5ih.
342. "Sparking plugs." Soc. Internationale polr l-Exploituion i,f ,

^°^V^:??'-:
J='""^'->-, S'h. (France, July 31st, 1919.)

'^'"^'-°""'"'- «= -^
347. Inductances for wireless telegraphy and iclenlmnv "HP Ei.v,January 5th. ^ pnuii,. n. i. kees.

,?^?- '"Electrical sislems." Domestic KNt;iNEEi<ivr. Ci, I-.n,,,,-, -,ik
llnited States, .April 6th. 1918.)

eti<i. i-
> o. Jjnudi> jih.

Co^ora;"ion^'5°'^uTrrllh."
''' ' M-"«-.-J-ksov (.Allen Elec.ro1y.ic Cell

.^TgL 8,f,' m9)
'""'"""

'• """""-S-'--"- J--:^ 5th. (Switzerland.

R.'1ooT„'"j;;t?;°^6^h.'"
'""',''^-' -'«•- l-'P-" E. BOOTH and N.

404. "Spark plugs." R. R. Hu.l. Janu.irv fith.

^^' ',', ^'""•"'y-oP^ated lawn-mower, &c." G. A. Browne. January' 6th.

..-,. „.u
Telephone traasmiliers." V. F. Feenv (Magnavo.-i Co.). Janu-

u'rw,'.,,','
Elcctrlcallv-controlkr cgmbustion hv.teni.' T. L. l^EEPMAKKR

C. C. .\KMS r> Blh.

O. Imray

4.52. " Eldclritally.hcalcd cooking i

(United Slates, June 2-th, 1916.)
461. "Shade-holders lor electric light fitting!,." C. J. CAH.ANt>tR and I*'

BtTLEK. January 6th.
46r. " Electric accumulators." J. H. Green. January 6th.

500. "Magnetic clutches." E. I. Caparn and ScoTTs' SllilBi. ildim; wd
Engineering Co. January 7th.

502. " Limit switches." E. T. C.iparn. January 7th.

520. "Dial switches for automatic telephone, &c., systems." .\iTuM,tTii;
Electric Co., Automatic Telephone MANUF.\CTfKiNG Co.'. J. Lairs, and S R
Smith. January 7th.

534. " Device (or locating Itakages or s-hort circuils on or between clec-
Iricai conductors." B. Darby. January 7th,

549. " Electrodes for electric welding ' or lu>ion-deposition o( mctaU "
Quasi-Arc Co. and A. T. Sirohmencer. January 7lb.

579. " Magneto-electric machines with oscillating arniatur
lEisemann Magneto Corporation). January 7th.

600. " Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." F. A. Smith.

602. " Methods of electric power generation and transmission with aller-
naling currents." .\. M. Tavlor. January 8th.

''}^: ','. -^'""s for making and breaking electrical circuils." F. .M. Brown
and .\. t. Davies. January 8lli.

636. " Sparking-plug tester." A. I). Alvward. January 8th.
638. " l-"illing lor storage batteries." S. Naraeavashi (C. .\. AllisunI

JaniTary 8lh.

654. " Zinc battery elements." S. O. Cdwper-Coles. January 8*.
655. " Wireless controlling relay." H. E. Tammeun. January 8th.
673. " Ventilation of dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-

Houston Co. and H. W. Tavlor. January 8th.
67S. " Electric Healing Units." British Thomson-Hoiston Co (General

Elcclric Co.) January 8lh.

695. " Incandescent electric lamps." G. C.tLVERT. January 8th.
697. " Generation of electricity by rise and fall of lides." R. I. Ward.

January 8ih.

707. " Electrical swilchgear." \V. A. Coates. I). K. Davies. G. E. Gittins
ind Metropolitan-Vickers Elecprical Co. January 8th.
716. ".Automatic train stop and track circuit signalling." J. D. .\.

9th.
.26. Electric circuit-breaker." W. H. Illincworth. January 9th.
729. " Mine-signalling systems." .Automatic Telephone Manitacturing Co

and C. Remington. January 9th.
730. " Electric circuil-breaker." R.Simpson. January 9th.

"?^'.,
".*''-w''°i*

^°' SC."erating_ and transmitting electric alternating cur
ents." A. M. Taylor. January 9lh.
752. " Electric cranes, hoists, &c." J. Ben
ry 9th.

and W. H. Scott. Janu

761. ".Adaptors for electrical connections.'/ J. Strang. Januarr 9lh.

766. " Telephonic iransToillers." R.J. B. Knight. January 9lh!

775. " Electrically heated garments." .A. Xegromanti. January 9tli.

782. " Electric incandescent lamps." J. J. Gowen. January 9th.

788. " Means for supporting electric fuses in operative position." L
Weekes and J. A. Waoisc. January 9th.

793. " Electro-magnetic clocks." M. P. F,ure-Bi lle, B. M. M. Moulin
mis Chenard, legal representative o( M. .\. Moulin), and M A Moulin
January 9th.

fi05. "Controller (or shunt-wound dynamos." J Hist. lanuarv 9th.
809. " Wireless telegraph calling devices." W . H. .Nottioe and T. D.

Parkin. Januarv 9th.

811. " Electric furnaces." H. Waue (Booih Electric Furnace Co.).
January 9th.

841. " Combined kevless lock, electric bell >witch and electric light switch
"

F. I. KiRBV. January 10th.
877. " Electric welding." British Insulateo 4 Helsbv Cables. Ltd.. and

L. B. Wilson. January 10th.
878. " Electric plug-connecting appliances." T. W . (efferson and T. \V.

Jefferson, Ltd. January 10th.
879. " Electric heating device." Electric Heaiing and H.ardware. Ltd

and F. J. Winebero. January lOtb.
"Suction cleaning apparatus." J. GRAi lEIeclric Vacuum Cl^ner

Co.)^ January 10th.
887. " Electrical apparati

Electric Co.) January 10th.
Ho Co. (Ge

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which Ihe specifications will tn

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be takon.

F. r.

ary 9th.

XSIS.
16.865. Electric motor drives for planis.-. machi

Haggas and W. Haggas. October 16th, 1918. 1136,J

20.396. .Apparatus for determining the directic
M.tGNETic WAVES. J. Erski'ne-.Murrav and W Robin;
(136,600.1

20.543 Induction coils. M. A. Codd. June 2nd, 1919. (136,601.)

20.686. Electrical fuses. Cable .Accessories Co., F. H. Reeves and A
Crawford. December 12th. 1918. (130.605.)

21,053. Electric insul.itoks. J. E. Pollak. (Fabbrica Isolatori Livorno

)

December 17th, 1918. (136,627.)

21,283. Electric switches. \'. E. Joyce and Park Royal Engineering
W'orks. December 19th, 1918. (Cognate application 13,453. 1919.. (136,650.)

21,417. Transmission and reception arrangements for electro-magnetic
siCNALLivG, W. E. Barber. December 20th. 1918. (136.654.1

XBia.
683. Electrically-heated melting-furnaces. L. C, Haruev

1919. (136,679.)

1.251. Magnetos for ignition purposes. E. .A. Smith. Januar> 17th 1919
1136.683.)

1.873. Electric cable carrying or supporting .means. .A H Lessells
January 28th, 1919. (136,691.)

2,448. Anti-vibration electric light fittings. F. A. Koss. January 31sl,
1919. (.Addition to 122,707.) (136,694.)

2,484. iGNmoN-MAGNEio generating devices. E. C. R. Marks. (Splitdorf
Electrical Co.) January 31st, 1819. (136,696.)

3,181. Magneto-electric machines for internal-combustion engines. M. S.
Conner and C. C. Fuckette. February 10th, 1919. (136,705.)

4,149. Transmission svste^i for transmitting high-frequency electric cur-
rents. Wejicrn Electric Co. February 19th, 1919. (136,712.)

4,630. iMethod of eleciricallv welding platinum or other metal disks to
the ends or heads of metal screws or rods. W. Meacher. February 25ih,
1919. (136,720.)

4,841. Induction coils. A. H. Midgley and C. A. Vandcrvell & Co. Feb-
ruary 26tb. 1919. (136,722.)

9,187. Apparatus for producing' a continuous electrically co,nducting
liquid _JET. J. F. G. p. Harlmann. May llih. 1918. (126,947.) '

13,655. .Arc generators of electric oscillations. P. O. Pedersen. March
4th, 1919. (136,762.)

22,289. Automatic voltage regulation of variable-sheed dynamos. F.
Mauron. September, 10th, 1918. - (133,518.)
S3.m. TELpWlNIC AptANGKMENT FOR USf BV FIREMEN, . W. M. Purdoil.

tieptErabtif IS'th, 1919. (136,791.)
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The morning papers of January 23rd contained the welconne

announcement that by a majority of over 6,000 the moulders

had voted in favour of a return to work, the strike having

lasted since September I'Oth, I'.H'.i.

All men have a perfect right to refuse to work, or to

withdraw their labour, if they consider the conditions of

employment unsatisfactory in any particular. We use the

plural number because it is lawful to combine together

to do this—in short, to strike is lawful.

In all the long history of labour disputes, however, it is

improbable that there has ever been a strike more deplorable

than the one just ended. Certainly this is true so far as

engineering is concerned. The moulders broke away from

their Federation, and decided to tight for themselves.

The remainder saw that the situation was hopeless

from the start, and so stayed at work. They started

out on this hopeless business, putting forward demands

which failed to produce the desired effect, either

on the employers or upon public opinion. AVith a

stubbornness which, in a better cause, would have

been worthy of admiration, they fought on, twice

rejecting a settlement, until the strike had lasted for 1

7

weeks. At the end of all this privation for themselves, their

wives and families, they have gained nothing but the

promise of an inquiry, which, we make bold to aver, would

have been assented to and participated in gladly by the

employers at the very commencement. The five shillings

advance would have been paid to the moulders in common
with other engineering workers ; and machinery for the

avoidance of disputes could, with the men's goodwill, be set

up to-morrow, in accordance with many famous examples

already in existence— the Building Trades Parliament,

recently discussed in these columns, for one.

The cost to the men and their dependents has been great,

but it has not stopped there. Many other workers have

been unable to earn their livelihood, and it is well known
that some of the largest firms were within an ace of having

to close down completely, not only their works, but their

offices ; of having to stop not only their operatives, but

their administrative staffs. The cost to the country has been

enormous, and even now it will be several months before

work can proceed normally. And all this at a time when
the one thing needful is to produce the goods of which the

poor old world has been deprived for over five years.

There is, as we admitted at the outset, a right to strike.

But all rights have their accompanying duties, and in

this case the duty is to see that the misery of the resultant

warfare falls on the enemy. The whole duty of any

individual is so to live his day that the community may be

better at the end of the day than it would have been but for

his day's effort. If the conditions of employment in resptvt

of reward, circumstances, atmosphere, are such that it

would be a shame to perpetuate them, then it is the

workers' duty to refuse to submit to them, and so advance

the common welfare by sweeping intolerable conditions

away. But when this is not the case, then one's duty is to

get on with the job. All strikes that have succeeded have

been strikes against injustice. Publii' opinion is, and must

remain, tbe final judge. The public, particularly the

British public, has a fine sense of fair play- This sense was

roused, to take a famous example, by the Dock Strike in the

'eiehties of last century, but it is most emphatically not

impressed in the slightest by the moulders' claim for l.is.

9] D
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a week increase, with no prospect of finality, and bound to

spread in all directions as the Chnrchillian 12i per cent,

still continues to do.

This strike could, as we have said, have ended on two

earlier occasions, if the men had accepted the recommenda-

tions and advice of those whom they appoint and pay to act

for them. With all allowance for the unworthy prominence

of the mere agitator—the gas-bap, in fact— in labour, as in

(ither walks of life, it ought to be possible to assume that

these chosen leadei's are capable men, who, being in close

touch with the other side, will be in a position to offer

sound advice. The men have, of course, the right to refuse

to follow it, and the moulders have twice exercised that

right—with the results we now seel It may be that the

very failure of this strike will have a tendency to restore the

authority of Trade Union leaders among their rank and file.

Surely, if a man is selected as a leader, it is the duty of the

rank and file to follow him. or else to appoint someone else.

The rank and file have the supreme authority, but that

authority is not properly displayed by the continual flouting

of direction and refusal to follow advice.

The weapon of the strike is effective, but terrible.

Negotiations take time, and inevitably engender impatience.

Then comes the temptation to use the weapon unjustifiably,

and great strength is better shown by the avoidance of the

use of the weapon than by its employment on every occasion,

or even the threat of its employment. The drum is an

effective instrument, and acceptable in its place in the

orchestra, but if the drummer beats it in somebody's bed-

room, he will not be praised for a clever drummer, but

cursed as an intolerable nuisance.

It seems almost incredible that, in an age so predomi-

nantly commercial as the present, we should have failed to

get away from brute force for the settlement of industrial

and international disputes. In personal affairs it has long

since been dropped, and we can all, however aggrieved,

repair to an impartial tribunal for the settlement, on just

lines, of any conflict. We have not reached the stage of

compulsory arbitration yet, but we have industrial courts,

and it is probable that already a serious strike at the docks

has been avoided by recourse to them. May all parties

make free use of them, and may they justify their

existence !

Not liy the winning or the losing, but by the avoidance,

of industrial disputes, shall we be able to get ahead with

the work, and to do the right thing by the country and
ourselves.

The Commercial

Engineer.

At the inaugural meeting of the new

Liverpool Sub-Centre of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, Dr. Marchant,

iiitfr (dill, drew attention to the importance of sound com-

mercial training to the engineer. As he pointed out, the

economic efficiency of an undertaking is even more impor-

tant than its technical efficiency ; no matter how admirable

a project may be from the latter point of view, it is worth-

less unless it is a paying proposition, and the engineer who
is competent only on the technical side, is not fully equipped

to deal with the problems that will confront him in the

future.

There is another aspect of the question, to which also Dr.

Marchant referred—the fact that the commercial representa-

tive who is not au fait with the technical side of his subject

is equally deficient in training for his vocation, especially

when he is called upon to act in foreign countries on behalf

of British firms. To meet the competition with which we
shall be faced abroad, it is essential that our " trade ambas-
sadors " shall be provided with every weapon that is

available, including especially commercial, technical, and
linguistic attainments of a high orderj and we cordially

agree that the admirable movement on the part of our

modern Universities towards the establishment of schools of

commerce should be fostered, with a view to the equipment
of the engineer with the " munitions of war " appropriate

to peace conditions. We have often pressed these points

upon the attention of our headers, and we welcome the

support of so notable an exponent of the fundamental
principl-es" of engineering training. -

'

A SERIES of articles by M. Paul (ienty
The Tr&de

C With
'^ being published by a Pans newspaper,

Germany. dealing with the economic contest between

the Allies and (icrmany. The articles

are mostly a record of the progress made during the war in

England, France, the United States, and Japan. In the

case of the electrical industry, the author states that z&

compared with France, (iermany in pre-war times had a

considerable excess of exports of electrical manufactures.

Nevertheless, French electrical firms in general were able

to meet the demands for electrical e((uipment during the

war, so that no difficulties arose from the cessation of

imports from Germany. Switzerland and the United States

supplied the products which were lacking, whilst the

necessities of the war acted as a stimulus to French
industry. A syndicate was formed to combat (German com-
petition in the world, concessions in tariffs were demanded,
and an increased utilisation of water power was undertaken.

Turning to the consideration of the position of the United
States, M. Genty states that the electrical exports of that

country were doubled during the war. However, the diffi-

culties incidental to ship tonnage, "an insufficient knowledge
of the market," the special (|ualities required for deli^•e^ies

under war contracts, and the scarcity of labour hampered
the development of the electrical industry in the United
States. The industry in .Japan also made considerable

progress, makers passing from machines of ordinary size to

those of large powers, which were sold at moderate prices.

The availability of raw materials at low prices, such as

copper and silk, and of hydro- electric power, facilitated the

development of the industry, and the country was soon able

to compete successfully with others, especially as current

manufactures could be produced very cheaply. It is said

that the Government by the grant of export bounties

encouraged exports to China and India, and the makers
proceeded to increase their productive capacity in the

German fashion, so as to be able to carry out large contracts.

The author concludes that German competition will be

completely ousted by England, France, the United States,

and Japan, unless Germany succeeds in outstripping these

countries by a solution of labour i|uestions, which are the

principal causes that can impede the restoration of the

economic life of the country.

As a result of the apprehensions which
A Kouble-Edged , . . ,,

^'^.
. ,,

c , A have arisen in Germany in recent months

as to the possibility of foreigners buying

ordinary shares in industrial companies, and securing a

majority control over the undertakings, a system has been

introduced of creating preference shares which are given up

to 20 times the voting powers of the ordinary shares. In

other words, a preference share may carry up to 20 votes,

as compared with one vote for each ordinary share. It is

hoped in this way to counteract any foreign intervention in

German industry. The initiative in this direction was

taken by the aniline dye combination two or three months

ago, and was soon followed by certain shipping companies,

whilst many industrial companies have also adopted the

same policy. It has occurred to some people, however,

that besides averting foreign control, preference shares with

many votes can also be utilised for depriving German holders

of ordinary shares of their rights by out-voting them in general

meeting. Not only so. but the banks are coming to the

conclusion that the issue of such preference shares is only

justified when foreign influence is directly impending.

A solution of the problem is now being sought by the

Lloyd Dynamo Works Co., oC Bremen, which is seeking the

sanction of the shareholders to the creation of preference

shares for 2(t0,000 marks, each ha\ing 20 votes, so that

they would equal in voting power the ordinary share

capital, ^hich is being increased to 4,000,000 marks. The
preference shares, however, will only be issued if necessary,

and the right of emission will lapse with the end of 1925.

Should the occasion arise, it will be possible for the

directors to issue the preference share capital, and thus

check foreign control, especially as all ordinary shares are

never represented at any company meeting.
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I.E.E.

Progress.

We have previously referred to the

rapid increase in the membership of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers ; at

the meeting last week 234 new members were elected,

including 34 Associate Members, 27 (iraduates, and 168

Students. That so large a proportion was in the junior

class by no means discounts the value of the list—

a

constant inflow of young blood is essential to the maintenance

of the health and vigour of the organisation. AVTiat

especially interests us on this occasion is the fact that the,

membership, which at October Ist, 1919, was 7,79l', is now
well over 8,000—a splendid record.

No doubt many factors contribute to this noteworthy

development ; but one, we believe, overshadows all the

rest—namely, the steady increase in the efficiency and use-

fulness and the broadening of the interests of the Insti-

tution, which, under the effective guidance and driving

force of Mr. C. H. Wordingham during his energetic two
years in the chair, has become so much more real and
human to its members and its critics.

CoNSiDERARLE agitation is prevalent in

nf
'^? ^'! the automobile world in view of the

Electricity. , , . . , . ,

threatened increase in the price of petrol,

and the probability that the ipetrol tax will be removed by

the Government. < )n the surface, it would seem that these

two factors, being of opposite sense, would tend to neutralise

one another, but as a matter of fact the tax will only be

transferred from petrol to some other basis, and avjto-

inobilists do not anticipate any relief in that respect. We
are here mainly concerned with the increasing cost of

petrol, which will not promote a reduction in the price of

benzol or other substitutes, though it will stimulate the

movement towards the adoption of alcohol.

Now. the cost of energy for propelling a railless trolley-

car is about l}d. per mile ; that of petrol for a motor-'bus

is already over .">d., and is going up : when all running

expenses are taken into account, the cost of railless traction

is about lid. per car-mile, against 17d. per 'bus-mile,

leaving a margin far more than sufficient to pay the capital

charges in respect of the overhead construction, even if we
assume that the cost of upkeep of the roads, and the life of

the vehicles, are the same in both cases—an assumption

which errs greatly in favour of the omnibus.

Again, the cost of running a storage battery omnibus is

about lOd. per mile. In by-gone days the battery-' bus

earned a very unsavoury reputation, but the undoubted

success of battery vehicles during the past 10 years has

redeemed their character, and there is no doubt that a

modern battery-'bus is a commercially sound proposition.

The superiority of the electric battery vehicle for municipal

sanitary purposes is now so well established that it requires

no emphasis.

Thus, it will he seen that the prospects for electric

traction on roads are highly fa\'ourable. and there is good

reason to anticipate rapid developments in this direction.

The only obstacle to the more extended use of the private

battery car is the lack of charging facilities ; this deficiency

is beiniT slowly remedied, and it rests with electricity supply

authorities to accelerate the provision of charging stations,

and to make their existence widely known. We commend
the matter to the notice of the Ministry of Transport

as one deserving immediate attention.

Now that the Bill, in its abbreviated

,
^ form, has become an Act, it is worth

Supply. ....
while to consider its immediate bearing

upon the electricity supply industry. In our last issue we

gave a summary of the Act, which, in spite of its curtail-

ment, remains a measure of the first importance, and

contains many provisions of very great value to the industry.

As announced in our pages, the Ministry of Transport took

over its new duties on Friday last : it is greatly to be

regretted that the Commissioners, with the exception of the

Chief Commissioner, Sir John Snell, have not yet heen

appointed, as there is plenty of work awaiting their attention.

and at least two are nece-ssary to form a i|iiorum. Besides,

is not the supply world looking forward with keen interest

to the disclosure of the ptirm/mel of its new general staff ?

The ( 'ommissioners, when they come into existence, will

at once become the authority charged with the administra-

tion of the Electric Lighting Acts, including the sanction-

ing of borrowing by municipal authorities ;
" special ordeis

"

made by them and confirmed by the Jfinister of Transport

will take the place of provisional orders, and the mass of

routine work which will fall upon their shoulders will give

them ample occupation. But one of their first duties will

be to organise the (ountry into " separate electricity dis-

tricts," and to set on foot the preparation of schemes for

improving the " existing organisation
"'—mainly conspicuous

by its absence—and, (/ neressen/, forming joint electricity

authorities. This work has been informally commenced by

the Board of Trade as regards certain area.s, as will have

been gathered from references in our columns during the

past two years, and the authorities and companies concerned

will do wisely and well if they follow the example of certain

provincial areas and gist to work on the formulation of

co-operative schemes. In their default, the Commissionei-s

have power to formulate and put into force schemes of their

own, lacking only the po« er of compulsory purchase.

A joint electricity authority, when formed, must comply

with the general directions of the Commissioners, submit all

proposals for capital expenditure ( beyond a prescribed limit)

for their approval, render accounts of income and expendi-

ture annually, and furnish a report of the year's work.

Pending the formation of a joint electricity authority,

existing authorised undertakers not only may, ' but if

required by the Commissioners, must, make arrangements

for mutual assistance, on terms to be approved, or if

necessary imposed, by the Commissioners : and they may

be called upon to change their system of supply, subject to

the right of appeal to the Minister of Transport.

Private undertakings have now come under the control

of the Ministry ; no new station or main transmission line

whatever may be erected without the consent of the Com-
missioners, unless they comply with regulations which have

not yet been formulated.

On the other hand, if the liberty of the individual is to

some extent restricted, valuable compensation is found in

the improved facilities for obtaining compulsory wayleaves,

erecting overhead mains without the consent of local

authorities, using land for generating stations, obtaining

cooling water, &c.

It is clear, from the foregoing, that the Act affords

abundant scope for the Commissioners, with the collaboration

of the authorised undertakers, to accomplish a great deal of

valuable work. Whether the clauses that were jettisoned

will ever be enacted, remains a moot question ; certainly

there is no urgent need for them.

A correspondent to-day remonstrates with us on the score

of undue severity towards a writer in The Times Trmle

SupphMfnt. who said that under the Act the undertakers

retain their autonomy, but under the Bill as it left the

House of Commons, their autonomy would at once have

been cut short. As we have shown above, their present

" autonomy " is by no means unrestricted ; but under the

complete Bill they would have had precisely the same

opportunities to come together and form joint electricity

authorities, selling their stations, if desired, by agreement.

It is the will of the nation, as expressed by the House of

Commons, that electrical undertakings shall join hands

with a view to improving the supply of electricity. The

original Bill provided compulsory powers to that end : but

those powers could not be exercised without holding a local

iiKluiry, and they could not be put in force without approval

by resolution of each House of Parliament. To provide

the power to do a thing in case of necessity is a vastly

different thing from doing it ; the police have power to

arrest any British citizen, under certain circumstances, but.

nevertheless, the British citizen is a free man—perhaps

the freest in the world. In the same way, supply authori-

ties, if they complied with the |law (as yet unwritten)

requiring co-operation, would have nothing to fear from

the big stick which was put on the shelf by the House of

Lords; and they would not lo^e the measure of autonomy^

which they now enjoy.
"':'''
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THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF PALMERS SHIPBUILDING AND IRON CO.S WORKS.

iCondtided from jiai/r 101.)

Electrical driviiiir has been adopted generally throughout

the whole of the works and steam plant is being almost

entirely done away with. At the shipyard the whole of

the drivini; is now done electrically, the largest motors

being employed to drive 7()0-H.r. air compressors for the

general supply of compressed air used in the various branches

of ship construction.

At the iron and steel works the whole of the overhead

cranes, charging machines, main water supply, and hydraulic

pumps, are electrically driven, and in addition the rolling

mills are being fitted with motors to replace large steam

engines, the auxiliary plant necessary for driving live rollers

and skids having already been converted for electric driving.

The rolling mill installation has been

carried out by the Metropolitan-Vicker.s

Electrical Co. (late IJritish Westinghouse

Electric and JIanufacturing Co.).

The mill motor (fig. 5) has been

designed for, and is dealing with, a

torque of 110 foot-tons at a speed

of 40 R.i'.M., which figure is well above

that met with in rolling the particular

size and weight ol' ingot over the time

specified ; for instance, rolling 4-ton

ingots, 20 in. by is in. to (i in. by iJ-S

in., an output of over 35 tons per hour

is easily obtained.

The stopping and accelerating of the

mill motor extremely rapidly is absolutely

essential if the maximum output is to

be reached. In this connection it should

be remembered that with Ward- Leonard
control the generator field at the end of

every pass is reducffd to zero value

during the reversal of the mill, and is

then built up in the rei|nired ilirection,

until the selected speed on the mill

motor is obtained. Although the tonjue

due to the inertia of the masses to be

stopped or started in the time by the mill

motor is small compared with the torque

due to the resistance of rolling and

friction, the former must lie impressed

within an extremely short interval of time. P'urther. in

order to effect the rapid stopping of the mill motor against

its own inertia and the inertia of the other moving niiisses.

brought to rest in a short space of time, the advantage, if any-

thing, being with the electric plant, as almost any magnitude
of momentary negative tonjuc is available for the pur)iose of

decelerating. This being so, it remains to be seen in what
manner the electrical equipment is speeded up. It might
i)e thought that, at first glance, the steam engine would
have the advantage, and could accelerate the mill, &c., by
the operator quickly moving the throttle to full open, thus

impressing full available pressure on the pistons. The
arrangement of the electric controls and gear by which
equivalent results are obtained is illustrated diagrammati-
cally in fig. d, in which, for the sake of clearness, all

switchgear and instruments have been omitted.

Fig. i.—Motor-Generator.

the generator field is first reduced, and the motor then acts

as a generator, returning energy to the line by way of the

generator and induction motor. The machine is then brought

quickly to rest, and may be reversed in an exceedingly short

space of time. Either an electric or a steam plant can be

Fig. 5.—An 8,500-h.p. Rolung-Mill Motor.

The plant consists, it will be seen from figs. 4 and 6

of an induction motor im, fed with three-phase current, as

indicated. The leads to this motor have interpolated in

them the slip regulator and starter s r, which is controlled

by the torque motor T M. The induction motor drives the

generator a a, having mounted on its shaft the fly-wheel f w.

The generators supply energy to the mill motor m, an overload

cireuit breaker o c b being comprised in the circuit. The
mill motor is regulated by the controller c, established on

the field circuits of the motor m, and of the exciter e. The
latter is driven by a motor E Ji, taking its current from the

D.c. circuit, as shown ; s D is a safety device, and f f E is a

field-forcing relay. The safety device s d consists of a circuit-

lu'eaker and no-volt coil placed in and across the generator

and exciter field. Should the voltage fail from any cause, a

weighted le\er is released which actuates the rheostat first

to insert resistance into the exciter field, and ultimately to

I ireak that circuit. At the same time the main circuit-breaker

is opened. The controller c consists of an apparatus by

means of which the field strength of the generator is' varied

between zero and full strength, at the will of the mill

operator, thus raising or lowering the voltage in the main
which is dependent on the stren;j:th of the generator field.

The speed of the motor then follows the generator voltage.

The controller also reverses the field in order to reverse

the direction of rotation of the motor at the end of each

pass of the ingot through the rolls. The controller consists

of an arrangement of resistances which are either auto-

matically, or by hand, cut out of the generator-field

circuit after the first movement of the control lever in either

direction.

At the neutral position of the operating lever there is no
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field on the ijenerator, and consequently the motor is at a

standstill. When the lever is moved in either direction

from the neutral or stop position, the generator field is built

up, and the motor speed rises until near the end of the pass,

or until the Ward-Leonard limit, or the normal full speed

is reached. The time of acceleration may he shortened to

any reasonable extent as described below.

If the billet is a long one, the speed of the motor is

further increased by another movement of the control

lever whereby resistance is inserted into the mill motor
field. When near the end of each pass, the generator-field

strength is decreased, and the motor and rolls are brought
quickly to rest by means of the regenerative braking effect,

the motor acting as a generator and driving the generator

as a motor. The result is that the ily-wheel which during

each pass of the billet through the rolls had dropped in

without excessive stresses. The wheel is solid throughout.

A complete duplicate system of centrifugal fans, with

filters for the forced ventilation of the motor, also duplicate

sets of oil ]iunips with tanks for the forced lubrication of

the bearings of the fly-wheel motor-generator set. are pro-

vided. With i-egard to the lattei-. it may be remarked that,

as a test, the set has been run for a long period under

observation, without using the forced lubrication. Throughout
the test there was no undue rise in the temperature of the

bearings, and, indeed, forced lubrication is installed more

as a reserve in case of an emergency than as a necessity.

One pump is. however, kept running constantly.

A second motor-generator fly-wheel set is at present

being erected, together with a similar motor to that

here described, designed to drive a reversing finishing

mill adjacent to the present cogging mill. The new

#%N

FlO. I'l.—DlAClRAM OK MlLIt CONNECTIONS. Fio. 7.

—

Forced Field Voi.ta(!f. and Fk;. S.—DRfAU-s of Fi.y-Wiiekl.

Normal Voltage Cdr\es.

is again speeded up, and at the same time any

surplus energy is returned to the line by way of the

induction motor.

It is found with normal voltage suddenly impressed on

the field of the generator that the rate of acceleration would

be, in most instances, rather slower, owing to the natural

lag due to self-induction, than the requirements of reversing

mill work might call for. Owing, however, to the adapta-

bility of electrical control, this sluggishness is very easily

motor-generator set will be coupled to the existing

set, although it can, if necessary, be run as a

separate unit. Tiater, an additional pair of generators

will also be coupled up, and will operate a third mill motor.

Fig. 9 shows, in outline, the whole composite fiy-wlieel set

as it will be when completed. The total overall length

will then be about xb It., and the set will comprise two

induction motors and six generators with two fly-wheels,

the whole designed for driving three reversing mill motors.

r^^:^-4M?^;*H.S'-"=^=^

-Arrangement oi' Mii.i. Equipment.

dealt with, and the acceleration increased to any desired

degree, even up to such a rate as would make it impossible

to handle the material. This is efi'ected by impressing,

through an electrically-limited interval of time, a voltage

much higher than normal on the generator fields. It will

be observed that f f k, the field-forcing device utilised for

this purpose, is controlled by the rise in voltage in the main

circuit between generator and mill motor, the exciter field

resistance being inserted when a predetermined voltage in

the main circuit is reached. It should be noted that the

speed of the mill motor corresponds precisely to the changes

in voltage. The effect of forcing the generator field in

this manner is shown in fig. 7, together with a comparison

with a normal field voltage applied to the same field. The
curve is, perhaps, remarkable for showing the effect of self-

induction on rather a large scale.

The following particulars relate to the equipment

described in this article :—Mill motor = 2,500 H.P.,

E.M.S. rating ; 8,,500 h.p. peak ; o/40 r.p.m. with Ward-
Leonard control ; 40/75 R.P.M. with rheostatic control ; forced

ventilation with filtered air. Generators = two, 1,000 k\v.,

(iOO R.P.Ji. Induction motor = 1,350 h.h.p., three-phase,

40-period, 5,750 volts, COO r.p.m. synchronous. Supply =
three-phase, 40 periods, 5,500 volts. Fly-wheel = 3."i tons ;

peripheral speed about 22,500 ft. per minute.

In designing the fly-wheel, of which full details are

shown in fig. s, the object aimed at has been to secure the

greatest possible store of energy in a given weight of wheel

In conclusion, our thanks are due to iMessrs. Palmers,

and the various firms mentioned which have supplied

])lant, for permitting the publication of the above details

and illustrations.

A New Heat-meter.—Difficulty having been ex])eiienced

lu eoiiiputiiit^ till- ;iiiiiiuiit cliarneahlc to iruiiviilual (Kcupit-rs

cjf liouses 111 Mats \\\\vn tliOM' are supplit-d with htat liniii a
lenlral installaticiii, a new heat-iiioter has liecii iiitrdiluccil by
Ml'. Hans f4<'iirichseii. of Ileflerup, Denmark. It consists of

tliK^e theiiuo-flei-trii' eouples in l)oxes. two of which are at-

tached to tile radiator and the third lixed on the wall of the
room. The tt^mporature ditlerence between the ra<liator and
the wall produces a feeble tdeirtric current which is recorded
by integratint,' mechanism, the radiators from each consumer
being connected in series to the integrating meter. Careful
trials at the C'oiHMihagen l^ublic Testing Station have .^howu
that the current i)roduced is very nearly pm)K)rtiomitf to the
amount of heat 'radiated. The error of the mot<'rs submitted
amounted in a few cases to 5 per cent., but was fiecjuently

sub.stantially less. The meter.s are carefully made, all tlieiino-

elements being constructed of nickel and copier wire finuly

attached to the conducting wires, which have the apivarauce
of armoured cables. The heat elements are enclosed in strong

boxes having .soldered joints to prevent ail interference and a
layer of non-conducting material to prevent radiation. The
heating elements of the radiators are fixed behind hv an orna-

mental bolder and are hardly rKjticeable. Meters (if this type
were used last winter in central heating installations in Den-
mark and were found eminently satisfactory.— Tec/inical

llriirw.
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ELECTRICITY IN MINES.

In our issue of .lanuary Kith, we gave some extracts from

the general report of H.M. Chief Inspector of Mines, regard-

ing the growth of the use of electrical plant in and about

mines, and also referred to the fatal accidents, which,

unfortunately, increased from two in 1917, to six in 1018,

below ground. There was also one fatal accident on the

surface, making seven deaths in all from this cause.

It is, however, satisfactory to learn that, in spite of all

the difficulties created by the war, the use of electricity

did increase by 5'GO per cent., and we have reason to believe

that were the coal mines once handed back to the coal

owners, very great and costly developments would be put in

hand at once, many of which would be in relation to elec-

trical plant. The North of England collieries, especially

—

where a bulk supply of electricity is available—appear to

be gradually, but surely, replacing their old plant with new
machinery driven by electricity. At present, however, the

coal trade is being strangled with the uncertainty as to

what is sioing to happen ; and \ast development work, and

schemes of reconstruction which would greatly facilitate the

better production of coal, are being held up. The great

importance of this is recognised by the chief inspector when
he says :

—" In order to increase output, more machinery of

the latest type, especially in connection with mechanical

auxiliary haulage, should be introduced to replace the more

costly systems by horse and by hand.
" Electrical apparatus and machinery, either not pro-

ceeded with at all, or long delayed through the prior claims

of the war, should now be readily procured. In this respect

it is well worth consideration whether the coal industry

should not be given precedence over other industries in

order to increase the output of coal." Everyone will,

without doubt, cordially agree with these remarks of the

chief inspector, especially when one realises that :

—

" Development such as boring, sinking, and the driving

of tunnels and cross-measure drifts to open out new seams

practically ceased during the war, and in consequence, many
of the pits will be seriously affected for some considerable

time to come. The present state of the mines is

necessitating, and will continue to retjuire, a large amount
of unproductive labour for a considerable time before the

mines are upon a satisfactory peace footing." With regard

to haulage machinery, it is important to notice that 02,7 7."i

horses and ponies were employed underground during the

year, most of which could jirobably be replaced by electrical

haulage machines, with very much greater efficiency, to say

nothing of releasing these animals from what must always

be a more or less dangerous employment. From this point

of view, it may be interesting to note that during the year,

2,812 died either from injury or disease : 2,537 had to be

destroyed for the same reasons : 7,9'.i2 suflfered from injury,

and there were 2:51 reported cases of ill-treatment.

While the use of coal-cutting machines slightly extended,

there being, in 1918, i;;),") collieries where coal-cutting

machinery was employed, against 078 in 1917, it is in-

teresting to note that the output of mineral chained by these

machines was reduced by no less than 322,81:0 tons ; the output

in 1917, from 3,799 machines, being 28,190,486 tons, and

in 1918, from 4,041 machines, only 27,S73,G46 tons. Of

these machines, 1,797 were driven by electricity, and 2,244

by compressed air, but of the latter 1,370. or more than

half, were "percussive" type machines, which are mainly

used in " headini^ " work. Of the "lonirwall" machines,

by far the most popular appears to be the " disk " type,

there being a total of l,2."i9 machines of this kind, against

595 " bar" type, and 791 " chain " type. Further, of the
" disk " machine, 859 were driven by electricity, as were

also 408 " bar," and 400 " chain " type machines. Scotland

still holds the blue ribbon for coal- cutting machinery,

having a total of 1,0S1 machines, 940 of which are elec-

trically driven. The Yorks and North Midland Division

follows with 882 machines, 429 of which are electric ; the

Northern Division, 800 machines, only 151 of which are

electrically driven, but of the remainder 019 are

" percussive " compressed-air driven machines : Lancashire

and North "Wales Division, 091, of which 399 are

" percussive," and only 53 electrically driven ; South

Wales 150, with 58 electrically driven, 9.s compressed air,

of which 31 are " percussive "
: and Midland and Southern

371, which includes 100 electrically driven, and 211 com-

pressed-air machines, of which 117 are of the " percussive
"

type. The following table, however, well illustrates the

superiority of the electrically-driven macbines, and shows

the output obtained by the machines in the various inspec-

tion divisions.

Output of Mineral Obtained bv the
Machines.
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The manager of a Yorkshire colliery was prosecuted for

contraventions of General Regulations 128 (c) and 123 (J),

in that (1) efficient means to prevent danger were not pro-

vided for cutting off all the pressure automatically from the

part of an electrical system in the event of a fault, and (2)
inflammable material was used in the construction of a

haulage motor room containing electrical apparatus. It is

quite clear that every sub-circuit should have its own
.separate protection, and in neglecting to provide fuses or

cut-outs in the circuit, an underground fire occurred which
might have had serious results. A conviction was obtained

on the the first charge, and the second was withdrawn on
payment of the costs. The fine and costs amounted in all

to £19 2s.

Surely it is time the responsibility for electrical apparatus

in and about mines was taken off the shoulders of the

colliery manager, and given to properly qualified and
certificated engineers.

bottom of the slot, since the value of b there is no longer

ef|ual to d'l>j'/.r.

Herein lies the fallacy in the " reduced torque" theory.

As long as the armature and conductor move together,

(i<l> (/j- has the same value as it would have in the case of a

smooth-cored armature, since the conductor cuts the same

total flux in any given time.

If, however, a slotted armature be set stationary in an

excited field, and a loose conductor be placed in the centre

of a slot, the conductor will not show the full normal

torque, for as long as it moves along the bottom of the slot,

without moving the armature, the value of rf <!>/'/./• only

corresponds to the actual flux density at the bottom of the

slot. Similarly, the e.m.f. generated will only be low, corres-

sponding to the low flux density.

As soon as the conductor moves, or is moved, into such

a position that further movement turns the armature core,

the torque and e.m.f. immediately rise to their full value,

due to the apparent movement of the flux across the slot,

which commences as soon as the armature begins to move.

THE TORQUE OF TOOTHED ARMATURES.

By LAURENCE H. A. CARR. M.Sc. (Tkch.)

With a toothed, or slotted armature, most of the flu.^ passes

through the teeth, and the flux density in the slot itself is

low.

This has led to the theory that the torque on the con-

ductors is proportionately lower than would be the case with

a smooth-cored armature carrying the same flux, since the

product of current and flux density across the conductor is

much smaller.

The balance of the torque on the armature is said by the

exponents of this theory to be due to the magnetic pull

between the teeth and the pole-face, the flux arranging

itself with the correct tangential component, due to

distortion, to give the observed result.

On the other hand, since there is no transformer action

between the field windings and the armature windings, all

the power input to the armature conductors (in the case of

a dynamo) is mechanical, and this must, by the law of con-

servation of energy, be equal to the electrical power output

(plus losses, if any).

In other words, the full torque of the machine must come
on the armature conductors, this torque being that corres-

ponding, not to the flux density at the bottom of the slots,

but to the average air-gap flux density. In order to be con-

vincing, however, the apparent paradox must be explained ;

in other words, the fallacy of the " reduced torque " theory

must be fully exposed.

As in all such cases reference must be made to first

principles, and here is the crux of the whole question.

There is no fundamental force of attraction between a

given current, and a field strength of given flux density

which can be defined as a first principle.

Maxwell* states that :
" Any displacement of the electric

surface (equivalent to a magnetic shell which has previously

been considered) will be aided or resisted accordingly as it

increases or diminishes the number of lines of induction

which pass through the surface in a positive direction."

In other words, the magnetic pull is determined by the

rate of change of flux, with reference to chantre of position,

and electromagnetic pull is, and can be only, defined in

this manner.

The usual formula for the pull of a conductor carrying

current is based on the above definition, and in its simplest

form may be written :

—

F = I / B, where f is the force in dynes : i is the current

in absolute units : / is the length of conductor in centi-

metres ; B is the density of the magnetic field.

From the previous argument it follows that this is only

true of a uniform field, since b in the above e(|Uation really

represents d'l'jdr, the rate of change of flux (<}>)> with regard

to the change of position of the conductor (.r). If this

equation be now applied to the toothed armature, it will at

once be seen that it is wrong to take the flax density at the

* "A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism," Vol. II, p. 137.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri received by us after 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear imtil

the follmoiiig week. Corresponde'nts shmildforward their communi-
cation* at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unlens we have the writer's namx and address in our uossession.

Electric Welding.

Can any readei' give inlormation with regard to the pio-

tfction of operators' eyes by using goggles instead of screeu.s

with electric welding apparatus'?

The screens appear to be very clumsy, as they prevent

the operator using both hands; also it is impossible to see

the job through the screen until the arc is struck.

Are there no goggles on the market similar to those used

with acetylene welding plaint, through which one can see

the job before striking the flame'?

R. A. Jones.

Shoreham-by-Sea.
January 19f/», 19'20.

[Not only the e\-es, but also the face, neck, hands, and anns

must be protected from the rays of the arc. Inquiries of this

kind are usuaUy answered by post ; we insert this because it is

typical of many such queries relating to matters which have

been fully dealt with in our pages. This subject, for example,

was discussed in the following issues of the Electrical

Review: November 1st, 1918, p. 411; December •30th, 1918,

p. 612.—Eds. Ei.ec. Rev.]

" A Red Rag to John Bull."

You do me the honour to refer to a letter of mme to The

Times in which I identify world enlightenment with world

Iieace, and express the view that without the one the other is

nnpossible. You kindly exonerate me from responsibility for

certain utterances by "two Amei-ican commercial men—Mon-
tague and Steenbohm by name—calculated to cause bitterness

between British and American manufacturers and traders.

You suggest the use of my " newspaper influence " against

"indiscretions" inimical to what you generously term my
" noble sentiments."
Of course, outbreaks such as those of Montague and Steen-

bohm—I a.ssume they are correctly quoted—are not prevent-

able. But editors either can refrain from pubhshing their

remarks or can accord them the derision they deserve. If I
'

had any " newspaper influence," or influence of any other sort,

I should use it to dissuade editors and all other persons with

access to the public mind from play-ing the game of mischief-

makers, and catering to the vanity of fools, by giving the

wrong kind of advertisement to what they say.

Montague is reported as foreshadowing the obliteration by

Americans of foreign opposition in foreign markets. Who
does not recognise on the instant that this i.-f merely ignorant

and arrogant bouibast? And Steenbohm's idea (note the

name) of bleeding the foreigner. Could economic idiocy go

further? These gentlemen, unless victims of misrepresenta-

tion, appear to have a type of intellect not to be found this

side of the Stone Age. England is our best customer, as

we are hers. Fine business it would be—would it not—for

us to impoverish her. or her us?
I gather from your article, " .\ Red Rag to .Tohn Bull,"

that cex-tain New Zealanders do not like the .\ct of the

American Congress ))ermitting .American trade combinations

for purposes of foreign commerce. Such combiiuitions are

necessary for sucli purpo.ses. Britain has many of them, the

mast experienced and powerfid in the world. France has

them. All countries who deal largely nliroad must liave them.

.\s a matter of fact, .America is far behind the international

luocession in this respect.

Do we squeal?
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Wo do not. W'c do not begrudge the British peoples a

single honest pciinv they can make. We want to see them

prosperous, we want to see France prosperous, we w^ant to

see everv nation prosperous. And why? \\ell for this

reason, if for no higher: only in a prosix>,rous world can we

be prosperous. Those who think we eare for nothing but

dollaas. if thev can l)elieve we are inicUigcni, will realise at

onc-e why, far" from wishing to cripple other nations economi-

cally, we wish them to be abundantly prosperous. Just a

free iield, and no favour; no jwkeying; no arbitrary, forcible,

explosion-niatui-infi iiifthods—these are what, and all. Amen
cans want,

Hdwarii Price Bell.

Chirado Dailjt Xeirx. i

\.,„u\nu Bureau, J.nninni -S^rd. 1920.

Electricity Supply.

I have carefully read your editorial comment with reference

to the above, and it appears to me that you are rather hard on

the contributor to The Times Trade Hupplement.

Whilst the portion of the Electricity (Supply) Bill referred

to as the second jMirt doe.s not of necessity do away with the

autonomy of the companies, it certainly seems to me that it

would provide all the power necessary to do so, and, therefore,

justifies the contribution which you censure.

Quite apart from the quesfion whether the policy of

the original Bill would or would not be in the real national

interest, thei^e can be no question but that the District Board

proposition is, from the company point of view, quite different

from that of the Joint Electricity Authority; in the one case

the Board is independent of the companies and set over them,

whilst under the present Act the latter become, voluntarily,

part and parcel of the J.E.A., and have an autonomy denied

in the event of a District Board being imposed upon them.

It seems to me that this is the reading accepted by the Asso-

<-iarion's representative of the industry. The fight on the Bill,

as I understand it, was on this very point, namely, that Dis-

trict Boards did awa\- with the autonomy of the companies

(and municipal undertakings also).

As to Joint Electricity .\uthorities being first allowed, we
have to remember that even if they were formed it was pos-

sible under the old Bill to substitute District Boards at the

will of the F'Jertricity Conmiissiouers.

J. Herbert Edwards,
Miiniiiii}iji I>!rrctor, Stroud, and other Electric

Supply Coinpaiiies.

Stroud. ( douce.stcr. Jainiuru •10th, 1920.

[We refer to this mattn in our leading columns.—Eus.

Elec. Rev.]

The " Lesco " I.ampholder.

In reply to Mr. Hofje's letter, may I make it clear that the

criticism of the " I^e-sco " holder, in my first letter, is that

the small indentations on the top part of the holder api)ear

to me to be insufficient to carry the weight safely. I In-

tended to say that the top part of the holder should be cast,

and I did not refer to the bottom part, which I agree is made
on normal lines.

Mr. Hope states that the top pait of the lamp is made from

a tube, and not from a stamping or spinning. Personally 1

do not think this makes much dilference. If the metal of

which the top part is made is too thin, then it di^s not seem
to matter whether it is a stamping, spinning, or a tube. To
save possible mi.sunder.standing, I .suggest that Mr. HoiK'
gives the tliickncss of the metal of which the top part of the

liolder is made—I mean the metal having the small indenta-

tions. If Mr. Hoije will give this in thousandths of an inch,

I will be glad to carry the discussion further.

My own impression is that, if the method of cairying the

holder is ihiproved, the lampholder will be made into quite a
good one, and my object in starting this correspondence was
to bring about this improvement.

I may add tliat 1 wrote the manufacturers of the " IjCsco

stating that I projxised to initiate a correspondence on the

holder in the Rbvif.w. I have sent a copy of this letter to

Mr. Hope, .so that I trust that his answer relating to the
thickness of the metal will appear in next week'.s Review.

C. Turnbull.
Electricitv Works,
North Shields. J„nuur,i 22»,/. 1920.

ill-. Turnbull havinjf sent me a copy of his letter to you,

desires that I should reply to the same in the same issue of

your paper. He narrows his criticism down to the strength

of the small indentations in the top pai't of the holder, which
he says appear to him insufficient to carry the weight safely,

and he asks me to state the thickness of the metal used in

this holder.

The thickness of the metal used is .032 in., and I am now
able to give the strength of the indentations in question.

The test consisted in adding weights to the bottom jiortion

of the holder to find out at what weight the indentations

would give way. The breaking point was arrived at when
the bolder was carrying 258 lb.; with this weight the projec-

tions were .sheared off.

I do not think any further comment on my part is neces-

sary, and I think that this test is sufficient to show that Mr.
Turnbull's fears are quite groundless.

Vern«n Hope.
Manchester.

Junuarii 2;lr<f, 1920.

Civil Engineers' Registration,

I am instructed to inform you that an executive committee
of the Society of Engineers, appointed to deal with the above
matter, passed the following resolution on the 19th inst. :^
That this Society cordially approves the principle of the

registration of engineers, but joins with other objectors in

opiX)sing the Bill promoted by the Institution of Civil En-
gineers on the following grounds :

—

1. Though in the broad sense in which the Institution of
.

Civil Engineers interprets its charter, i)rofessional engineei-s

in all branches would be included in the term " civil en-
gineer." it is nevertheless a fact that the term "civil engineer

'

is employed in a restricted sense, and is so used and undei'-

stood by the pubhc, by the universities, by technical schools,

and by the engineering world in general. As the usage is at

present, the title amounts to a misdescription.
2. This Society objects to the Institution of Civil Engineers

being the sole body to detennine who are to lie placed on the
register. The Institution of Civil Engineers, though a com-
petent authority as regards its own members, has no man-
date from the engineering profession as a wliole to act on its

behalf, and the determining body should lie representative.

Such a body should consist of members elected by the leading
engineering institutions and societies, and of certain members
nominated by His Majesty, much on the same lines as the
General Council is appointed to regulate the qualifications of

practitioners in medicine and surgerv under the Medical .\cts.

.\ltred S, E, .4ckermann,
Westminster.

Jaiiuarn mii, 1920.

Awards Delayed.

I w'aa very interested in " C. R.'s " letter regarding the
L.C.C. tramways and recent awards, but would like to inform
him and yoiu' readers generally, that nothing else can be
expected if the Government itself does not recognise its own
awards. The War Ofiice has not yet appUed the E.P.E.A.
award of last Mai'ch to members of its iwwer station stall's.

neither has it applied the 5s. advance of last November either
to members of the .A.S.E. or otherwise. Does the War Office

think that the cost of living has only gone up to others than
its own civilian staffs? It is now 18 months since we iieceived

a paltry advance in salary, and all our applications for ad-
vances or awards are either consigned to the waste-paper
basket or put in pigeon-holes bound up with great quantities
of red tape. I maintain that the War Office as part of the
Government should be the first to put all awards into execu-
tion at once, if only to set an example to other employers.

W.O. Electrical Staff.

luinnirii 2.V//, 19>20.

Electric Cast-steel Chain Cables.—With the greatly

increased output of ships in America, the shortage of chain
cables and wrought iron suitable for their manufacture was
necessarily uiuch accentuated. In March, J91iS, i.luyd's sur-

veyors at New York reported that an American company had
developed the manufacture of electric cast-steel cables, and
had submitted samples of four different sizes to very severe

tensile and shock tests, the results showing tlie tensile strength
to be from 73 to 93 per cent, over that required by the statu-

tory tests for iron cables, and the resistance to shock being
Btill greater than these proportions. The results being so
satisfactory, the surveyors recommended that .sanction should
be given for the u.se of such cables, which recommendation
was subsequently approved; as a tentative arrangement, with
a schedule of te.sts to be used in the case of cast steel cables

of con.siderably greater severity than those applicable to iron

cables, and such cables so tested have since been accepted for

use in vessels classed by this society. All cables for British

vessels are te.sted in accordance with the provisions of the

Anchors and Chain Cables ."^ct. The Act provides that any
test approved by the Board of Trade as a test equal or superior

to '^ither the breaking or the tensile test specified in the sche-

dule may be substituted for that te.st by order of the Board,

and the committee has now received an intimation from the
Ei-ird thMt the testiu!'; procedure above refevreil to will be
sanctioned for application in this country, if the occasion

should arise in the near future. An experimental .stud-link

caet eteel chain cable made in Sweden has recently been for-

warded to this country for the purpose of being crucially

tested at one of the public proving houses under the society'*

control.
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

(^CiDVtinued

The FosTiiR Instrdment Co. showed an improved type of

fixed-focus radiation pyrometer, with an arrangement for

ventilating and cooling the front portion of the receiving tube
(fig. 11). It i.s also fitted with a sighting mirror, enabling the
pointing of the receiving tube to lie verified, where the work-
ing ili.stance is long or the hot body is small. The mirror
which reoeivea and focuses the radiant heat is njounted in

a si)ecial cell which can be removed from the tube. A fixed
bousing is also provided for use when the pyrometer is to be

from page 122.)

tarns a pure gas and the other the same gas mixed with eome
other constituent, the extent of the deflection will be an

indication of the amount of the second gas present, and the

galvanometer can be cahbrated to show directly the percentage

composition of the mixture. The dilTerence in conductivity

between air and carbon-dioxide enables the method to be

employed to determine the [lercentage of COj in flue gases.

Fig. 13 shows the katbaromcter and water aspirator, which

are enclosed in a metal case with a glass door. H is the

katharometer screwed into the chamber k; the open cell of

the katharometer communicates with this chamber, through

which the flue gases are drawn by the water aspirator e.

The other cell of the katharometer, which is fiUed with air.

is connected to the tube f containing water, so that the air

in the katharometer cell is kept saturated. The object of

this is to prevent the water vapour in the flue gases from

vitiating the reafliings, as it would do if the flue gases were

Fig. 11.—FosTCR 'Portable Pyrometer.

continuously attached to the furnace wall (fig. 1;2), the stan-

dard tube ])eing interchangeable with the housings, so that

several of the latter can be provided in diffeient positions. A
closed-end refra<tory tube can be fixed to project into the fur-

nace. Various thermo-couples (of the Hoskins alloy) and pyro-

meters were shon u, as well as impact testing machines.

The Ddbilier Condenser Co., Ltd., had on view a selection

of high- and low-tension condensers suitable for use in wire-

less transmitting and receiving. The.se condensers were
similar to those shown at the British Scientific Products Ex-
hibition.

The Concordia Electric Wike Co., Ltd., had a show case

of bare and covered instrument wires, including copper and
resistance alloys covered with various materials for use in

electric magnets and other similar devices

The Igra-MC Electric Co., I.td.—This exhibit comprised

the " Leesona " electric coil-winding machine, together with
sample coils as shown at recent engineering exhibitions, and
also samples of a lockout switch or panel, counter e.M.f.

starter, electric vacuum flask, &c.

Mr. F. Harrison Glew exhibited radioactive substances

and apparatus for detection and measurement. Demonstra-
tions of the properties and uses of radium were given at

intervals, and radium luminous compound, the many applica-

tions of which need not be gone into, as well as luminous
gun sights and other instruments were on view.

Messrs. k. Gallenkamp & Co., Ltd., exhibited scientific

apparatus for the heat treatment of metals, including new
apparatus designed by Mr. C. R. Darling. The furnaces

which were shown in operation, being electrically heated,

were similar to those seen at the recent en.cineeiing exhibi-

tions, and were described in our pages at the time.

The Cambridue & Paul Lnsiru.mknt Co.. Ltd.—^This exhibit

consisted of a selection of finely made and finished scientific

instruments. The new electrical CO, recorder enables the

percentage of CO, in flue gases to be determined by an elec-

trical method, which does not involve the use of any chemical

absorbent ; moreover, while the portion of the instru-

ment through which the gases actually pass can be placed

in close proximity to the flue, the recorder may be some
coii.sidei'able distance awav. Tlie method employed for

measuring the percentage of CO, is one devised by Dr. G. A.

Shake-spear, of the University of Birmingham, for testing the
purity of gases. The composition of the flue gas is compared
with that of air by means of a katharometer consisting of

two identical spirals of platinum wire contained in two cells

drilled in a copper block, each of the spirals being connected
to form one arm of a Wheatstone bridge circuit. If a fairly

large current is allowed to flow in this circuit the two spirals

become heated and lose heat to the walls of the cells. The
rate of cooling depends on the thermal conductivities of th<'

ga.ses in the cells, .so that if the two cells contain gases of

different conductivities the two spirals will cool at different

rates. Tlie difference in femiJerature of the two wires will

cause a deflection of the galvanometer, the extent of the
deflection depending on the difference in conductivity of the
two gases. If, therefore, one cell of the katharometer con-

FiG. 12.—Foster Pvrometer in Fixed Hoosing.

compared with dry air-. When the gas in both cells is satu-

rated with water vapour the effect of the latter is the same

on both sides, and the readings are not influenced. Owing

to the nearlv equal conductivities of air and carbon-monoxide

the presence of the latter gas (li«s not affect the readings.

To the screwed plug G is attached a filter box of glass wool

Fiw. |:;.- ( \\n;i;ih(,r Rlkctkicai, C0_. Recorder.

for cleaning the gas which passes into the katharometer; n
is the water inlet to the aspirator, and the pii)e carrying the

gas from the flue is connecte<l to the tube c. A soot filter

should be inserted between the flue and the tube c, and at

the lowest point of the pipe a T-piece with its end dipping

under water should be provided as a drain for condensed

B
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steam. The n tul«3 on the front of the af-pir.itor is hjlf filled

with water, and when the aspirator is not working the wat<^r
lovel in this tube will he quite steady, and will indicate the
chiiTiney draught. Tlie water tiow regulator n is designed
to fc'ive Uiaxiruuni olheiency in the working of the aspirator;

Fig. 14.

—

Cambridge Galvanometer.

the How is adjusted until water runs freely out of the fine

tube at the bottom, and only trickles out of the wider over-
flow pipe. The water consumption is about five gallons per
hour. The records are obtained by means of a thread re-

corder, which consists essentially of a suspended coil galvano-
meter in w'hich the iminter is depressed by means of a clock-
work mechanism at intervals on to a thread impregnated
with ink, which passes above the surface of a revolving drum
carrying a chart. The charts are calibrated to read directly

the percentage of CO^.
The moving-coil galvanometer, shown in fig. 14, has been

designed to provide a simple and iiiexpensive instrunoent of
good sensitivity suitable for general laboratory work and for
students' use. The coil is wound with non-magnetic, silk-

covered wire on a wood fonner. suspended by phosphor
bronze-strip from a simple torsion bead, and can be clamped
by turning a handle. The small metal chamber encfosing the
magnet poles and the moving coil is made dust-tight. With
the standard phosphor-bronze susjiension the complete period
of the double swing out of the magnetic field is aboiit
fi seconds, and the deflection time nhen critically damped
about 4 .seconds. The galvanometers are supplied with the
coils critically damped unless specially ordered for ballistic or
other work. No external damping coil is, therefore, required.

{To be concluded.)

American Declaration on Productive Power.— The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers during its annual
meeting on December Ith, adopted the following declaration of
principles in regard to industrial conditions :

—

''Social and industrial unrest result from the fact that human
relations have not kept step with economic evolution.

" Competent directive manajjement of essential enterprises is the
logfical solution. Such management must be free from autocratic
control, whether by capital or hv labour.

" Sharp social or industrial disputes are no longer private :

Society is affected, therefore such cases must be subject to the
decision of authorities based upon intrinsic, not arbitrary law,

" Industry and public utilities must serve the people. There is

no room for special privilege of capital or of labour. Strikes,
irregular employment, or arbitrary acta of ownership or of
management are harmful not alone to the immediate parties, but to
society as a whole,

" Productivity and public service are absolutely essential,
'' On account of the peculiarly intimate familiarity of engineers

with industrial problems, our re5pon8ibility is great,
' Therefore, we, engineers and members of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, declare that the following essentials are
established by facts and experience, and urge all of our members
to uphold them and invite other engineers to co-operate with us in
having them unanimously recognised, viz, :

" Every important enterprise must adopt competent productive
manaffement, unbiased by special privilege of capital or of latxmr,
and disputes mast l)e submitted to authorities b.-uvd \ipon intrinsic
law.

" Credit capital represents the productive ability of the com-
munity and should be administered with the sole view to the
economy of productive power, that is, it should be granted only to
those who are able to render valuable service."

LEGAL.

WoJtK.ME.N's Co.\ll'ENS,\T10N CASES.

Jl:ih;i> Ukaiiam, K.C, gave a cou.sidercd judgment in the

liow C<)unty Court, on January 'ilst, in the Workmen's Com-
iwnsatiou Act claim in which Edward HanxweU, an assistant

engine driver, asked for an award of i'l a week, or ±'150, from
the Charing Cross, West End and City Electricity Supply
Co., Ltd. ills. Barnes appeared for the applicant, and Mr.
EUis Hill was counsel for the respondents. The man was
cleaning the engine pit, when the ladder fell, and he fractured

his right wrist. At the time, he alleged, he was earning
£i l'2s. a week, and was paid 'ijs. comi)eusation. Then he
went back to work, but found it most difficult to turn the
levers with his wrist so injured. Then he was dismissed,

but the union kicked up a rumpus about it. and he was taken
on again, but the work he then got was t(j help in the
cleaning out of the street boxes, for which he was being paid

i'3 lt>s, a week, his loss therefore being severe. The defence
was that the man absented himself from work for three <lay.s

without notice, and a great electricity concern like theirs

could not put up with men like that. He was a war-time
hand, and tlicy were having a number of employes home
demobilised, so his place was filled. He was not discharged
Ivecause he was incapable of doing his work, but anyway
they had to keep their obligations to demobilised em-
ployes, so that they did not see how he could have anything
to complain of; they could not keep an unreliable hand as an
assistant engine driver. Medical evidence was called to show
that the injury t<i the wrist would not affect his work at the
engine. Judge Graham, in his con.sidered judgment, said :

" I do not think that the defective grip, and the inability to
revolve his hand, of which the applicant complained, pre-

vented him from doing the work he was doing before the
accident. In my opinion, he was quite capable of doing it,

and Dr. Thomp.son, the medical referee, agrees with me.
The application must therefore be dismissed with costs."

British Thomsu.n-Holston Co., Ltd.
Works.

Coiiu.NA Lamp

L\ the Chancery Division, on Tuesday, January 'iUth, Jlr.

Justice Sai'gant began the hearing of an action by the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., of t)3, Cannon Street, E.C.,
against the Corona Laujp Works, of Ascham Street. Kenti.sh
Town, N.W., for an injunction restraining the defendants
from infringing their letters patent Xo. 10,918, and asking for

damages, or an account of profits, and delivei"y up of any
infringing articles.

Mr. Colefax, K.C.. Mr. T. Hunter Gray, K.C., and Mr.
Whitehead were for the plaintiffs, and Mr. A. T. Kerly, K.C.,
Mr. R. Frost, and Mr. J. Ewart Walker for the defendants.
Mr. Colefax said the patent was concerned with improve-

ments in incandescent electric lamps, and related to gas-filled

lamps in contradistinction to vacuum lamps. It was an in-

vention which had given rise to the " half-watt lamp." and
was" made and worked out in the laboratories of the General
Electric Co., U.S.A. It was found that by filling the
lamp with an inert gas, and using either a thick or a spiral

filament, a lamp could be produced of a higher efficiency

than any pi-eviously put on the market. The defendants
relied on various specifications of other patents which, they
said, disclosed the invention now in question. It was also

alleged liy the defence that there was invalidity and insutS-

ciency, and infringement was denied. They admitted selling

certain lamps which, the plaintiffs said, infringed the patent,

being gas-filled and with spiral filaments.

Mr. James Swinbdrne, consulting engineer, said it was
found that the tungsten lamp could not be made commerciallx'

under one watt per candle, and the inventor realised that

if he put a .suitable gas int<i the bulb it might stop the
vapori.sation of the filament, and carry away the heat. He
also found that under proper conditions w ith a thick filament

the light was increased. The result of the invention was a
fundamental change in the i>roccss of lamp manufacture,
which was of enonnnus commercial importance.
Oi-a=s-examined, Mr. Swinbiirne said he only knew of a

very few lamps on the market without spiral filaments.

Mr. Kerly : Have you ever seen a half-watt lamp with a

straight filament?—Oh. yes: but I don't know whether I

have seen them commercially.
Hnve you ever seen any lamps with straight filaments

made within this specification?—I don't remember having
seen one.
Do the lamp-makers desire to have the filaments as thick

as circumstances will allow?—Yes.

On Wednesday. .January 21st, Mr. Swinburne was cro.s3-

examined further by Mr. Kerly, and acfreed with counsel that

the only way he could turn a vacuum lamp into a gas-filled

l,^mn for the .same candle power and fixed voltage wa.s by re-

ducing the section ninl !\]?n reducing the length of the fila-

ment.
The hearing was continived on Thursday and Friday.

Dr. Passmore, consulting chemist, giving evidence for the
jilaintifTs, said he had considered the plaintiff's specification

and the various alleged anticipations. He saw no difficulty
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in couiprehending the iuvention or in putting it into practical

use. In the plaintiffs' specification were the words " in con-
centrated lorhi," and he saw no difficulty in apjilying that
alternative practically. Working in a gas, one knew that the
exposure ol' the aurface cooled the mass rmiMili'i ;ilil\

; one
wanted to e.xpose less surface, and one < niirriitijitil mass
still retaining the filament. Contrasting tlir Id.nmnt in a
lamp in accordance with the invention with that ol the tung-
sten vacuum lamp, the range of temperature was from '2,000

deg., at which the vacuum tungsten lamp ran, to 2,.50O deg.-

3,000 dej^., at which they could and must run in order to

get the increased efficiency of the gas-filled lamp. The si)ecjfi-

cation refcried to tungsten or other refractory metal. At the
date of the patent there were other refractory metals than
tung.sten, known as tantalum, osmium, and molybdenum.
Mr. Edw.urd Ar.FHED Gimingham, a practical electric lamp

maker, in cross-examination, said this waN ;iii mlvance on
all previous practice. In each form of inciin.liMml rlectric

lamp the difficulty had been to get a low candlc-puw.T- with a
hig'h voltage. So far as gas-filled lamps woie concerned, im-
provement was still going on, and to-day they could obtain
a much lower candle-power on a \oltage of 100 volts.

Mr. J. H. Gray, K.G., for the plaintiffs, said sales of the
])atented lamps in this country a)uld be proved to amount to

5,800,000. Addressing the Court on the conclusion of the
plaintiff's' ca.se, Mr. Ciray said none of the prior documents
relied on by the defendants showed a combination of gas and
coiled w'ire. The suggestion that there was a wonderful com-
bination or ring that controlled tungsten filament lamps had
not been proved. There was a large nundier of patents for

tungsten filament lamps, but not one of them approached the
combination now invented.

Mii. Kerlv, opening the defendants' case, said he attacked
the i>atent on two grounds : (1) That the ambit of the mono-
IK)ly claimed was not indicated with pro])er definition ; and
(2) that when it had been ascertained that the alleged inven-
tion was as claimed, there was, having regard to the admitted
public knowledge and the 'prior specifications, no such in-

vention.
On Tuesday, when the hearing wa.s icsimu'd. Mr. Keri.v

said there were two quite distinct branches of the argunwut
that he de.sired to press on his lordship ; in logical order
they were (1) meaning of the definition and the sufficiency of
the claim : and (2) the subject matter. He attached the
greater imjiortance to the subject matter, but tlie question
of the definition was a serious matter for con.sidcration. The
question whether the definition was .sufficiently preci-vc had
two asi>ects ordinarily: the more imimrtant aspect was: had
the inventor sufficiently described for a u.ser of the patent
what he proposed to do'? The other aspect was : had he
-sufficiently indicated the limits of his monoix)ly so as to
show what ground was left open and uncovered by his mono-
poly".' His lordship would have to answer these que.stions :

Was there a definite invention? If not. there was nothing to
define. Was it clearly and definitely- stated in the claim so
as to .show what was left uncovered and free and. incident-
ally, how to work if? Was the suggested doliiiiitation a fair
construction of the claim? Was there subject matter? Had
infringement been proved? Coun.sel quoted law on the sub-
ject of definition, and said that for this branch of his ca.se he
could assume that there was a g(xid invention here if it had
been proix-rly defined. He contended, however, that the in-

ventor had claimed a bigger monopoly than he was entitled
to by his .suppo.sed invention. He .submitted as a general
proposition which was sound and also was good law that no
definition which depended upon piolonged experiments to be
made by a person who desired to find its limits and then only
defined the aniljit for particular members of the combina-
tion claimed could possibly be sufficient for patent purposes.

ITie hearing was adjourned.

A.S.E. V. Smith, Barker & Wilson.

H.4r,iFAX ]\'runitions Tribunal, on Monday, gave its decision in
this ca.se again.st a firm of machine tool makers, of Halifax,
who were summoned for breaches of the Restoration of Pre-
war Practices .'^ct by continuing to employ female labour in
turning, fitting^ and slotting oiierations.' which before the
war were done by skilled labour or apprentices. Tlie main
defence, says the Dnilu Tdcjiraph. was that the practice of
employing women was not in consequence of the war. but
owing to .standardisation making the work of a repetitive
<haracter. The tribunal considered that the former practice
was departeil from in consequence of the war; but. believinij
that the respondents acted in good faith, thev imposed a modi-
fied i)enalty of £.50. Notice of appeal was given

Faruant v. Countv op London Ei-totric Sum.v Co., 1/i'n.

In the City of London Court, on Januarv '2fith, bt'forc Assis-
tant Judge -Jackson, this case, already reported in these
.•oluinns, was mentioned by Mr. W. 'j. T,ahk, the appli-
cant s solicitor. The action h.id lieen brought liv Mrs Kliza-
betb l''arrant. .SI, Fame Park Koad. Putney, against the re-
spondents. M(H)rgate Comt. MiM>rgate Place E C to recover
.t:|(K) as .-ompensation for the death of her hu.si)an(l who was
killed on May .-ilst at the respondents' high |>ower sub-station
at Pascals works, Streatham, when in one of the switch rooms.

When the ca.se was tried before the Deputy Judge. Sir -lohn

Paget, K.C., ho found for the apphcant for I'i-iOO anrl costs.

Mr. I>ark said that the respondents had intimated their in

tention of appealing, and notice of app»'al had been lodged

But they had now decided not to appeal, and application was
therefore now made for payment out of the d£300 to the

widow. She wiis the only depi'ndent. The Assistant Judge
granted the application.

liiNDSELL V. Paignton Electric Light Co.

.\n interesting question with regard to whether a company
should charge for electricity supplied to a kinema as for power
or for lighting purpo.ses. came before the Divisional Court
of King's Bench, composed of Mr. Justice Bray and Mr. Jus-
tice Bailhache. on January 2'ird. upon an appeal from the
judoment of the County Court judge of Paignton.
Mr. Cecil Tnce apr>eared for the api^ellants. who were the

Paignton Ele<-tric TJght C/O., and Mr. Jowitt was counsel for
the respondent, who is the proprietor of a picture palace at
Paignton.
Mr. Ince said that the appeal was from a judgment in favour

of the plaintiff in the action which was for the return of
alleged

_
overcharge by the electric lighting company, which

the plaintiff .said he had paid under protest as the charge had
been made for lighting instead of for power. The figures wvre
comparatively sraall._ but the question involved was of great

'

importance to electric companies supplying power to kinema
halls. Tlip rate for supplying energy for h'rrhtinfr wa.s 7d. per
unit, while that for motive power was onlv 3d. The short
point was whether energy supplied to a kinema hall and
passed through a ti-ansformer which reduced the piessure.
and which was then fed to an arc lamp used to throw the
picture on the .screen was supplied for lighting or for motive
oower. His contention, said counsel, wa^- that it was supplied
for lighting, and .should be paid for at the higher rate. The
contract was in the application hv the respondent for the
supply nf electricity by the companv. Tf he used it for
lighting purposes he was to pay for it at the higher rate of
•/d. per unit. The cnrrent was led to the transformer at a
pressure of 440 volts, and passed out at a voltage of 60, and
w,''s used for an arc lamp.
Mr. .Tcsttct; Bailhache said that if the current had Keen

supplied dn-ect to the laptern it would nbviouslv have been
for lighting purpo.ses. hut it was pa,s.sed tlirnuTh the (rap.s-
former to make it more useful for the purpose for which the
pl.iintiflF required it.

Mr. Lwe said that only one ampere was used for the film
dnvmcr machine, the remainder beitiLr used for lighting. Tt
w,a.s one out of •I.'?, which was a verv .small proportion." The
companv charged the whole tn licrhting.
Mr. .Tustice Bailhache : Tlien to the extent of 1/.35 of the

whole thev were wrong.
Mn. T.\-CE. in reply to questions bv his lordship, said that

the current used to Inrht the hall did not pass thronsh the
converter, and for it th^re w.ns a separate meter. His siib-
mi.ssion was that the learned judge of the Countv Court
misled hnn.self bv not lookimi nt the whole process '

Mr. .Towrrr. for the •espondent. said that it was a pure
question of fact, as to ho^^• the electri.-itv which lit the arc
lamp came into existence. If it was the electricitv sup
nlied by the compjiny used merelv in a different shape then
It Plight be said that the electricitv used for lighting the
arc lantern was supplied bv the apiiellants. But the dvnamo
Iw !.t^ T"' <'l«'0t'-icitv altogether. Tt «as mere accident
that the dynamo was driven by electricitv and not "as The
company's energy was used for motive power onlv"
Their lordships intimated that under all the circura.stances

It was desirable that they should, before giving judgment
see the report of the expert, Mr. Rwin ton, upon which the
K^Ji?

^' Court judge was .said to have acted
The hearing was thereupon adjourned for the production

of that report.

REVIEWS.

Lhc (oal (onsuniptum „J I'o.rrr Hants. By K, H. Parsons,
M.Gin.Soc.C.E.. As8o<-.M.Inst.C.E. Pp. -21 .5 figs
l>ondon

: The Electrical Review, Ltd. 1919 Price L'
net.

The difficulty of obtaining coal at all nowadays, not to
iiicntion the price \^hleh has to l>e paid for it even when it
IS procurable, is comiielhng all consumers to take far more
interest than formeriy m the efficient operation of their boiler
pfants. llie present monograph apjiears. therefore, at a very
opportune time, providing as it does a really practical methoil
of keeping a continuous check upon the efficiency with which
coal is utilised for the purposes of steam raisnng. What the
author does, m the first place, is to .show engineers how to
get a definite answer, and one applicable to their own par-
ticular plants, to the following questions, viz.. how much
coal ought to be burnt for any particular output of ener^'v.
and how much water should lie evaptirated by this quantity
of coal? SiK-h knowledgi' provides criteria agaiu.st which the
actual performance on every .shift can be iiidged, no matter
what the output of the plant may be. Thus the effect of
any change in operating conditions, whether intentional or
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i>tiiorw)se, can be imiiifiliiitcly ilt-tectfcl. Thib in itself ii!

autiiciont to liriiig about a rapid improvement in the economy
of luost plants.

The method devised by Mr. Parsons is a graphic one. so

that the results appeal to the eye in a manner that mere
ligures can hardly do. Vet the analytical study of the graphs,

as; given in the pamphlet, throws a most iuteiesting light

.

upon the operation of a station. It is shown that the con-

stant losses both in the boiler room and engine room can lie

readily determined, and that the ex<\ct quantity of coal iv-

quired for any additioruil load that the .station may be called

upon to carry can be calculated. The merit of the method
is that these results are obtained, not by laboriously building

up estimates from first principles, but liy deducing theni

du'ectly from the everyday performances of the plant without
the necessity of making any special experiments. The re-

viewer, from his personal exjx^rience, can give testimony as

to the practical advantages of the method in maintaining
a high boiler-room and engine-room efficiency, while the
insight mto the fundamental conditions of the plant which
results from a study of the graphs is greater than can he
obtained in any other way.
The latter portion of the pamphlet contains some very

practical remarks upon bonus schemes in general, and then
proceeds to describe a system of bonus payment to power-
house employes in respect of efficiency of oiieration. Each
class of workers is considered separately, and each shift also

stands or falls on its own merits, so that the demoralising
effect of a general bonus shared equally amongst all employes
is avoided. The inauguration of any aatisfactoi-y bonus
scheme on a power plant depends first of all upon the prac-

ticabUity of devising some method of detennining the effi-

ciency of operation of tlie boiler I'oom and engine room re-

spectively. As the first part of the pamphlet shows how the
efficiencies of- these departments can be definitely ascertained,

the correlation of a bonus scheme with the efficiency obtained
is not a difficult matter. Several schemes might be devised.

but we doubt if any could be found which would be simpler
an-d more .generally applicable than that advocated in the
work under review. Briefly, it consists of comparing the
operating results with the .=fandards of efficiency of the pai-

ticular plant, and then increasing the workmen'.s wages by
the same percentage as that Ipy which they may have im-
proved u|X)n the standard. As the latter is e.ssentially the
average of the station performances, there is always an even
chance of beating it. Moreover, while the bonus is an accept-
able amount in respect of such- savings as are normally pos-
sible, it works out to a limit of " double time "; which .^nv

station manager would gladly pay if one hundred per cent,
of his fuel could be saved !

The bonus scheme, like the method of keeping a check
upon coal and water consumption, is applicable to industrial
undertakings of all kinds, and is by no means confined to
I'eutral power stations. All engineers u.ting coal should,
therefore, study the pamphlet in question, for they will find
it'one of the most interesting and valuable little publications
on -power-plant economy uhich has yet appeared, while the
experience and reputation of the author are sufficient guaran-
tee that his recommendations are both sound and practical.
It deserves, and no doubt will have, a very wide cin'ulation.

P. D. N.

Thf Thermionic Valve and its Divclopmciitd in liad'oiele-
praphy and Telephony. By Prof. .t. A. Fleming. M..\.,
D.Sc, P.R.S. Ix>ndon: The Wireless Press, Ltd. Pp.
XV -f 280. 1910. Price 15s. net.

It ia very fitting that the pioneer of the thermionic valve
shoiild be the fir.st. to publish in this comitry a comprehensive
volume dealing with the applications of a device which, by
his genius, was made possible, although its practical develop-
ment has been very largely shared by others.
Aa one reads the first chapter of his book, one recognises the

same qualities, the same lucidity, the same facility for ren-
dering simple that which is ideally complex, which charac-
teri.ses Dr. Fleming's previous works on wireless telegraphy.

Its readability and the convincing style appeal first to the
reader. He then appreciates the concentrated mass of in-
formation supplied.
The objects of the book are, as Dr, Fleming admits, two-

fold. He desires to collect and present the essential facts
connected with the development of the thermionic vacuum
tube. He has also found it incumbent on him to explain in
detail the early history of the Fleming valve, "on account
of the efforts which have been made to depreciate the aiithor'a
work." This he does in an interesting manner, which em-
braces the discoveries which led up to the application of the
unidirectional conductivity of a lamp containing a cold plate
to the receiving of wireless signals. The first half of the
pre.sent volume is devoted to this object, and an' appendix is

added, containing in detail accounts of the famous American
patent actions deahng with the Fleming valve. A portion
of the book is thus given a rather controversial appearance,
which, however, is readily excusable. It is not desired here
to provide any excuse for a revival of a controversv which
perhaps has been influenced just a little by commercial con-
siderations. The wireless community, as a whole, are a little
tired of the discussion and the lack of generosity and mutual
recognition sometimes shown.

Chapter 1 is an historical introduction. The discovery and
mcasuiements of the electron arc fully described, and also

the early work in connection with thermionic currents. Prof.

Kichard-son's work is given the prounnencc due to it.

Chapter 11 ilescribes the origin of the I'lcmmg valve, its

development and practical applications. The author points

out tlwt a conmion mistake is to .suppose that the Fleming
valve was tlesiyiu'd to be ojierated as a soft valve containing

ionisable gas. He remarks that he never specified the degree

of vacuum, and quotes his article in Technics of April, 1905.

He always attributed the action of the valve to electronic

emission, and maintains, with con.siderable justification, that

the result of improved methods of exhaustion does not con-

.stitute a new invention. While giving generous appreciation

to the work of l/angmuir, Dr. Fleming considers that the

vacuum tabes of the " pliotion " class are merely more highly

exhau.sted Fleming valves. The difference between the two
IS cpiantitative rather than i|ualitative. The last jiortion of

Chapter fl contains de.scriiitious of various vacuuni pumps
including the Ueryck, Gaede, Cosmos, and Langmuir pumps.
These few pages will be of coiisiderable interest to the tech-

nical reader.

Chapter HI deals with the three-electrode vacuum tube
invented by Lee de Forest. The work of Armstrong, Lieben,
Kei.sz, and others is mentioned. A method of measuring
slopes of characteristic curves devised by E. V. Appleton iS

described.

Chapter IV deals with the valve as a generator of oscDla-

tions. It is pointed out that Franklin's "reaction" patent
(No. 13,636/13) was applied for three months before Arm-
strong's "regenerative" patent. Various typical circuits are

shown and also methods of using the Dynatron.
Chapter V describes briefly the action of the valve aa a

detector. A description is given of current limiting devices

developed by P. P. Swann and G. M. Wright.
Chapter VI is a very brief account of the use of the vacuum

tul.ie in wireless telephony.
Chapter VII deals with modern improvements in ther-

mionic apparatus, and a number of amplifier circuits, con-

tinuous wave receivers, and continuous wave transmitters are.

described. The volume closes wdth a few quotations from
recent theoretical papers.

Throughout the book the author gives innumerable refer-

ences which are of very great use to the reader who proposes

to go further into the subject. The fullest recognition is

given to the work of other investigators.

The fir.s-t portion of the book, especially, is of the utmost
value, and one's only regret is that the " severe limitations

imi)osed upon the size of the book " prevented the inclusion

of some of the latest circuits and apparatus. The volume will

receive a weU-de.served success.

The fonnat. printing, and paper of the book are of high

quality, and the publishers are to be congratulated on their

part in the production of the vulunic—.John ScoTr-T.'VGG.\HT.

Foster's I'ockei liefersnce Books. Published by Frank Foster,

College Eoad, Manchester. Price 'Is. net each.

No. 1, Mechanical Engineering.—This little book of ninety-

odd pages of notes and general information on mechanical
engineering will be found to contain a fair proixirtion of

matter" not given in other pocket reference books. The infor-

mation is concise, definite, and in most cases based on ui>-to-

date practice and experience. The range of subjects dealt

with is much wider than usual in books of this character,

and hichides notes and tables on cotton mill machinery, paper
makimi. brickwork, portland cement, timber, gas producers,

and a. variety of other matters of general interest to the

mechanical engineer.
It is rather hard to say to whom this little book would he

most useful: the works manager and the consulting engineer
will find a great deal of useful, practical, and reUable informa-

tion. It would be an advantage if the index was enlarged for

reference purposes.

No. '2, Iron and Steel Work.—This book contains 110 pages
of extremely useful information, both in form of notes and
tables. A good deal of the matter is original, and much of

the remainder cannot be found in other pix-ket books. It

should he of great use to all tho.se. engaged in the iron and
st.f^l indu.stry, and can be recommended.
The following subjects are dealt with either in the form

of tables or notes: Coke-oven recovery; blast furnaces, design,

output, and slags; blast furnace gases; electric furnaces;
blowing engines; open' hearth furnaces; acid open hearth;
basic open hearth; crucible steel: tool steel manufacture.
The important subject of rolling mills is dealt with in detail.

No. 3. Foundry, Iron and Steel, Non-ferrous.—.^gain in thi.s

book we find a large amount of information not contained in

the majority of pocket books. It deals with a subject of which
the average moulder knows very little. The matter is con-

densed and written in a manner any mechanic can understand.
Tlie subjects dealt with include every branch of iron and
.steel moulding, the most important being : Moulding sands,

core sands, pouring sands, moulds, cast iron mixtures,
cupola charges, suggested standards for mixtures, steel

melting, electric steel furnaces and phosphor bronze mixing.
This book deserves a successful sale among all those engaged
on the iiractical side of foundry work.

E. P.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Onr Half-Yearly Index.—The Index to Vol. 85 of the

Elkctricai. Re\ie\v, which is now ready, will be auiiplieil only

to those who. throutfh the post, specially apply for it. To such
it will be supplifd for 3d., post free. Any reader or advertiser, at

home or abroad, who requires a copy for bindinjf, or for other

purposes, is asked to make application therefor promptly to : The
Publisher, Electrical Rkvikw, 4, I.udgate Hill, London, E.G. 4.

Clearing Office (Enemy Debts).—The Controller states

that the pre-war rate of exchangre on Germany referred to in the

Treaty of Peace, at which debts or claims apainst German nationals

are convertible into British currency is—Marks 20..">07."i equals £1

—

and that the calculation must be made by the creditor or debtor

Ijefore preferring his claim or tendering payment of his debt.

Notice is also gfiven to debtors of German n.ationals for sums of

under £50, who were not required under the Proclamation to

register their debts with the Pubfic Trustee, that they are required

at once to pay to the Controller at Cornwall House, Stamford
Street, S.E. 1, the amount of such debts with interest at r> per cent,

per annum from August 4th, 1914, except in cases where the debtor

is liable to pay interest at some different rate or from some other

date. Creditors in preferring their claims are requested to comply
with the directions in the margin of the form of proof and circular

letter which was sent to them by the Controller. It is of impor-

tance that two extra copies of the detailed particulars of the

account which is endorsed on or exhibited to the proof, should be

attached to it when lodged at the Clearing Office. Failure to

observe this requirement will lead to delay in payment of the

claim.

Spanisti Government Contracts.—A translation of a

complete list of articles in which foreign competition will be

admitted in connection with the Spanish Government Contracts

during 1920 may be consulted,by British firms on application to

the Latin-American Section of the Department of Overseas Trade.

The Bnarii of Trade Journal states that the list is divided into

sections, including machinery, motors, engines and apparatus in

general ; electrical materials ; scientific material for instruction and
research purposes ; material for building purposes, &c.

Continental Trade Tours.—In order to compete with

the permanent samples exhibitions and kindred enterprises now in

l)eing or process of formation on the Continent, the Department
of Overseas Trade (Foreign Office and Board of Trade) proposes to

organise a series of British trade tours in the important commercial

cities of Europe. Provided a sufficient number of British manu-
facturers are willing to participate in the scheme, its organisation

can be put in hand immediately, as the necessary preliminaries

have been completed. The undertaking would be handled on the

lines of a theatrical tour—viz., movable shows visiting permanent
buildings at fixed dates advertised in advance. Sites would be

secured in the important Continental centres of industry, either by

Consular arrangement or with the co-operation of the local

Chambers of Commerce. The various trade fairs would then tour

these sites, occupying roughly a month at each city, a full fort-

night in actual exhibition, and the remainder in erecting, dis-

mantling, packing, and transportation. This period would vary

slightly, as shown in the following itinerary and time-table :

—

Open for Open for

Amsterdam 2 weeks. Barcelona 2 weeks.

Brussels 2 weeks. Marseilles 2 weebs.
Amiens 1 week. Genoa.. 2 weeks.

Paris 2 weeks. Naples.. 2 weeks.
Bordeaux 2 weeks. Athens 2 weeks.
Lisbon 2 weeks. Constantinople . . . . 2 weeks.

At the outset there will be four exhibitions starting at intervals

of four weeks. The work of advertising, publicity, and issuing

invitations to the right class of buyers and of the public would

be undertaken by our Trade Commissioners and Commercial Secre-

taries Particulars of costs and regulations are not yet available,

but will be issued shortly.

—

Board of Trade Juiirtul.

The New Italian Tariff.—The proposed new Customs
tariff in Italy is now under the consideration of a Parliamentary

Committee. It was prepared under the auspices of the late Govern-

ment, and is of a highly protectionist nature, a special difl^erentiation

being made as between goods from late enemy countries and those

from Allied and other nations. It cannot be foreseen what
alterations, if any, the tariff will undergo under the new Govern-

ment. As projected, however, the duty on steam marine engines,

which in the old tariff amounted to (i lire per cwt., is put at 9i lire

per cwt. in the general tariff, whereas such engines of German or

Austrian origin are to be subject to a rate of 56 lire per cwt. The
game rates also apply to steam engines of all kinds.

An A.E.G. Extension.—The Berlin A.E.G., whose cable

factory aiijoins the Oberschonweide engineering works, proposes to

acquire the latter for a sum of 7,500,000 marks. The works, which

is closely associated with the Ludwig Loewe group, was formerly

known as the German Niles machine-tool works.

Industrial Tendencies in Germany.— /''p'"'- .!/('/• ^h/.
states (.according to the Economic Merieic), that Messrs. Ludw.
Loewe it Co . of Berlin, are increasing their capital by Mk. 5 mill..

" in view of the increased costs of production and the decline in

the workers' efliciency.'

Industrial League: Change of Offices.-The Industrial

League and Council has moved into larger premises at Groevenor

Mansions, 82, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Prices of German and Swiss Electrical Securities.—
The Deut. Allg. /tij. gives the following Huctuations in shares on

the Berlin Bourse during December ;

—

Dec. l8t. Dec. 16tli. Dei-. Wth. Dec.Slst.

Deutach-Ueberseeische
Elektrizitatsgesellschaft 812 675 ' 560 915

A.E.G 240 24975 230 243

Schuckert H'-tlO 141 140 l.ll

Siemens u. Halske ... 243 255 255 271

The following falls in Swiss shares on the Zurich Bourse during

1919 are reported by the \. /lircher /lij.

:

—
Dec. 31st, 1918. Dec. Slat, 1919.

Electrobank. Ziirich 880 260

Aluminium Ind. Ges 2.790 1,790

Brown-Boveri A.G 1,460 1,220

—Ecoiwm ic Berieir.

Postage on Catalogues.—We mentioned in a leaderette

last week the folly of under-stamping foreign trade correspondence

and catalogues. The instance there quoted is now followeil by a

similar error in sending catalogues to Cana<la. The Jioard ot 'Irade

Journal says that H.M. Trade Commissioner at Ontario hasreceiveil

complaint from a Canadian Steel Corporation that United Kingdom
firms cnfi'iiie to send them printed matter insufficiently stamped.

T/ie Cir/ioration will decline to accept siic/i in future.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—/?'' Ernest Bohm, electric

lamp manufacturer. 5, Boxworth Grove, Barnsbnry, N.—This

bankrupt, who failed in July, 1907, applied at the London Bank-

ruptcy Court on January 22nd, for an order of discharge. Mr.

Garton, Official Receiver, reported that the applicant, a German,

came to England in 1880, with £15 or £20, and from 1883 till

November, 11103, carried on business in London. In 1901 he

patented a form of electric lamp, and in November, 1903, he

agreed to assign his interest in the invention to a firm of

accountants, who had provided money to pay off a mortgage on

behalf of a company which they undertook to form to acquire the

patents, and in which he was to have received certain shares. The
bankrupt was subsequently employed in the manufacture of the

lamp at the company's premises till April, 1904, but was then

dismissed, and shortly afterwards commenced proceedings for

specific performance of the firm's agreement to form a comoany.
In February, lit0.i. Bohm's Lens Lamp Co., Ltd., was registered by
the firm, but the bankrupt nfever received any shares therein.

During August, 1905. in anticipation of an arrangement being

come to with the firm, the bankrupt sold his interest in the

invention t3 B.N.C. Syndicate for £683, payable as to £150 in

cash and the balance in shares of the syndicate, which undertook

to form a company with a capital of £60,000. to acquire and
exploit the patents. On the formation of this company, he was to

have receival £850 in cash, and £17,500 in shares. In December.

1905. Lens Lamp Co., Ltd.. was registered, but never went to allot-

ment. During the following April, proceedings were commenced
in the Chancery Division against the bankrupt and the syndicate,

by Mr. Sheffield Neave (the petitioning creditor), who claimed to

be absolutely entitled, in the events which had happened, to the

said invention and patents, and as the result of those proceedings,

judgment was given for the plaintiffs in November, 190ij. During

the previous May, the bankrupt had commenced an action in the

King's Bench Division against the petitioning creditor and others,

claiming damages for fraud and breach of contract, but he was
unable to carry through that action owing to lack of funds. He
attributed his failure to inability to realise his interest in the

invention, to liability for law costs, and to excess of expenditure

over income. The offences alleged by the Official Receiver were :

(1) Insufficiency of assets to equal 10s. in the £ on the amount of

the unsecured liabilities i and (2) omission to keep proper books of

account. The bankrupt's solicitor asked for the discharge to be

granted subject to judgment for £15. He pointed out that it was
a very old case, the receiving order having been made in 1907.

The bankrupt was an old man, and wished to be relieved of the

stigma of bankruptcy. It was true he was a German, but he hail

been in this country most of his life : he had married an English

wife, and his two sons had served in the Army on the English side.

Mr. Registrar Hope granted an order as desired, remarking that

the money must be paid into Court before the discharge would
become effective.

M. B. Mountain (Economy Appliances and Engineering Co.),

engineer, lately at 66, Victoria Street, London, S.W.—First and final

dividend of 4s. 9d., payable by Saher & Davis, 28, Theobald's

Roatl, W.C. 1.

The A.S.E. — The Daili/ Dispalrh (Manchester) states

that a delegate meeting of, the Amalgamated Society of Engineers

is being held in London to hear the report of the deputation sent

to America to negotiate with the International Association of

Machinists on the basis for bringing both organisations' together.

The proposals to be submitted are that the A.S.E. shall cease to

operate as a labour organisation in the Initi'd States, and shall

transfer into the International Association of Machinists all

members enrolled in the books of the American branches ; also that

the International Association of Mnchinists shall cease to operate

in Canada for a period of 111 years, and shall transfer in a body iti

entire Canadian membership into the A.S.E.
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Liquidations and Dissolutions.—Accumulators, Ltd.

—Winding up voluntarily for the purpose of reconstruction.

Meeting of creditors. February :th. at Maybury Hill, Woking.

New company to be formed nameii .\ccumulator8 of Woking, Ltd.

Liquidator, Mr. W. .T. Matthews, 1, Laurence Pountncy Hill, E.G.

Patb.nt Dkveuipmknt Sv.ndicate, Ltd.—Meeting called for

February 27th, at Broml Street House, E.G., to hear an account

of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr. T. S. Jones.

Western Macnkto Works, magneto repairers, 188, Blythe

Road, W. H.—Messrs. A. H. Glarke, A. C. G. Newcombe, and H.

Hills, have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended to by

Mr. Newcombe.
The Times announces that the Court has appointed Mr. B. H.

Binder, F.C.A., receiver and manager of the Compania de Electri-

cidad de la Provincia de Buenos Aires.

German Siemens Works Closed Down by Coal

Shortage.—The Efonnmh- lieriew quotes from the Ai'dn Xfil inio a

Berlin telegram of January 6th stating that, owing to coal

shortage, the Siemenswerke and the Siemens-Schuckert A.-(i. had

stopped work until further notice.

Rand Orders for U.S.A The S..\. Mining am/ Engin-

eering Jonrmil for December 20th last stated that it understood

that the two big winders—claimed to be the biggest in the world

—

to be installed at the Randfontein Gentral deep level shafts were

to be supplied by the South African Gleneral Electric Co. and made
in the U.S.A. The mechanical portion of the work was, how-

ever, to be placed with an English firm. Mr. Muuro, the chairman

of the '' J.G.I." said that the new winders would be capable of

raising a net load of five tons each from a depth of 5,000 ft. at

4,000 ft. per minute. The Crown Mines winders, which have

hitherto held the record, can raise eight tons net some 3,500 ft. at

the same speed, so that there iB little to choose between them and

those to be put in at Randfontein. " Randfontein will also be

installing one of the biggest pumping plants in the world

soon, and it is understood that the Swiss firm of Sulzer Bros.

will be the suppliers. British manufacturers, apparently, are

suflfering through the attitude of British labour."

Civil Servants' Wages.—A Circular issued by the

Ministry of Health to local authorities states that, in accordance

with the award dated November 11th. 1919, the Treasury has

recently authorised for permanent Civil Servants a new scale of

temporary increase of remuneration owing to the abnormal condi-

tions resulting from the war. As regards resident officers, it has

been held by arbitrators that the rates of temporary increase should

be one-half of the full scale ; and emoluments of office of all kinds

have been added to the salary received in order to determine the

remuneration upon which the sum payable should be calculated.

In the case of officers whose remuneration is subject to the sanction

of the Ministry of Health, such sanction is given during the

currency of the award now in question, and also in the event of

any further award Ijeing so made.

—

Manehexter Guardian.

Calendar. — From Messrs. Thermit, Ltd., whose

offices are now at 155, Church Road. Battersea, S.W. ll.andthewhole

of whose shares are owned by Nobel's Explosives Co., Ltd., Glagow.

we have received one of their pocket memoranda books, with

calendar for 1920 and Thermit information.

Lock-Out of Liverpool Electricians.—The lock-out of

electricians in the Liverpool contracting industry continues, and

the local Secretary of the National Federated Electrical Association

has issued a statement, which makes the issues quite clear. The
dispute originated with the consideration of a new code of working
rules providing for a 47-hour week, 2s. per hour for a fully com-

petent electrician, armature winder, and cable jointer, overtime at

time-and-a-half for the first four hours on the first five days of the

week, &c., in all, 17 amendments to the existing rules. The men's

case is that the rules have been agreed with the employers locally :

the constitution of the National Joint Industrial Council does not

give it authority to ratify, but the Council has the right to veto

any particular rule. As the National CouncU has merely put forth

amendments, which were rejected by the mens representatives, and

had not vetoed the rules, the men claimed they should be in opera-

tion, and in some shops they came out on strike. The employers,

on the other hand, through the Federated Electrical Association,

state that the rules were agreed with the men, and were sent as a

recommendation to the National Joint Industrial CouncC for ratifi-

cation. They were referred back to the District Joint Industrial

Council for further consideration. Electrical Trades Union
members then stated that they were not prepared to accept any
amendments, and resigned ch bloc from the District Joint Industrial

Council, and the Union demanded the adoption of the rules, failing

which, all overtime would be stopped, and if this was not effective,

other and more drastic measures would be taken. The District

Council had requested that any action be deferred until after the

meeting of the Council of the National Federated Electrical Associa-

tion in London, on the 2l8t inst., but, through the E.T.U. not

complying, the local employers in the N.F.E.A. were in the

unenviable jiosition of having to declare a lock-out. not only in

support of the four firms which were being victimised, but as a

means of hastening a decision. A deputation from Liverpool put

the case before the N.F.E.A. in London on the 21st inst., with the

result that the Council decided to approach the executive of the

Eleotriaal Trades Union, asking if it were willing to submit the

case to an arbitrator appointed by the Ministry of Labour, the

Council being of opinion that the question involves other liistricts,

ind is, therefore, a national question of the greatest importance to

iaiostry.

Staff Dinner.—The staffs of the P.ury Electricity Works
held their annual dinner and social last week at the Royal Hotel.

Following the dinner and entertainment, Mr. S. J. Watson,

borough elei^trical engineer, proposed the toast of the " Electricity

Committee," which was responded to by the chairman. Councillor

Holt.

Applications for British Trade-marks.-Appended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in

respect of goods connected with the electrical industries :
—

Magicoal. No 395,,?18. Class 18. Electric fires. Herbert H.
Berry. Sli, Newman Street. London, W., September 18th, 1919.

Holdtite (lettering combined with a drawing of a vice). No.

:i92,951. Class 50. Friction tape, being an electrical insulation

material composed of fabric treated with an insulating medium.
United States Rubber Export Co., 1790, Broadway. New York,

July 2nd, 1919.

Thor. No. 391,198. Class 6. Electric dish-washing machines
and electric vacuum cleaners. Hurley Machine Co., 2116 South
54th Avenue, Cicero. 111., I'.S.A. August 12th, 1919.

Beeco (lettering combined %vith design). No. 395.700. Class 13.

Electrical appliances. Charles Stevens Colton, 61, St. James' Street,

London, S.W.. October 2nd, 1919.

While I live 111 crow (lettering combined with design). No.
39G,4til. Class 50. Mica insulators. Attwater & Sons. Hopwood
Street Mills, Preston, October 2.-th. 1919.

Dyneto. No. 394.804. Class (!. Electric generators, dynamos
and electric motor-s. Dyneto Electric Corporation, 301, Wolf Street.

Syracuse, New York, U.S.A., September 3rd, 1919.

Plasphalt. No. 397.205. Class 50. Electrical insulation

materials made of bitumen combined with other substances.

Albert E. H. Dussek, Empress Wharf, Sherman Street, Bromley-by-

Bow, E., November 13th, 1919.

Design set representing streak of lightning in black circle.

No. 397,241. Class 2. Electric batteries. Siemens Bros. A: Co.,

Ltd., Palace Place Mansions, Kensington Court, London, W.,

November 14th, 1919.

Trade Announcements.—Owing to increased business,

the firm of H. A. Easter has built a specially-designed factory.

The firm will now be known as the British Electric Co., and
the address will be Easter Works, 27-29, Lower Road, Rotherhithe,

S.E. 16. Telephone :
' Hop 5749."

Messrs. Hamilton, Fodlds it Co. have removed their head
offices to the works at 23, Douglas Street, Glasgow. Telephone No.

:

" Central 1253.'' They now have representatives at Manchester,

Sheffield, Newcastle, Liverpool, and Cardiff, from whom particulars

of their " W.H." motor starters can be obtained. %

Mr. J. Dawson, late with Charlesworth & Co.. has commenced
business as an electrical engineer at Elliott Street, Oldham.
Messrs. Marshall, Sons & Co., Ltd., have removed their

London offices to 3, London Wall Buildings, E.G. 2.

The style of the business of Mr. P. W. H. Challenor, iron, steel,

and hardware merchant, 18, Wallbrook, E.G., has been changed to

Messrs. P. Challenor & Co., Mr. A. A. ChaUenor having been

taken into partnership.

The Enterprise MANUFACTURiNd Co.. Ltd., have been

appointed sole London agents for Messrs. H. Clarke & Co., of

Manchester, who are manufacturers of all classes of insulating

material, nuts, bolts, washers, &c., for London and South Wales
territory.

We are informed that, in consequence of the initials " E.A.C."

being already used by a business house, the accumulator charging

panel bearing this name will in future be known as the " Enco."

Trade Union Membership.—The membership figures of

trade unions for the year 1918 have been announced. At the end
of that year the 1,220 British trade unions had a membership of

6,624,000, as compared with 5.547,000 at the end of 1917, being an
increase of 19 per cent. The women membership stands at,

roughly, li millions.

—

Daily I'elegraph.

A B.T.H. Reunion.—A company of about 50 sat down to

a reunion dinner organised by the ex-Service employes of the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Coventry Branch, and held at

the Craven Arms Hotel, Coventry, on Friday last. Mr. F. Betts

presided, and among those present were Mr. R. Dumas (works
manager), Mr. W. G. Groocock (assistant works manager), and
Mr. F. W. Naylor (chief of the accountants department). After

the loyal toast, the silent toast, to " Our Glorious Dead," was
observed, and the names of the 12 late employes (of the Coventry
Works) who had made the supreme sacrifice were read out. following

which the company stood in silence for one minute. The toast,
" The Company," was proposed by Mr. 0. A. Pallett, who said how
much the ex-Service men appreciated the kindness and considera-

tion shown by the firm, and the way in which they had reinstated

all who had returned. Mr. R. Dumas responded. In proposing

the health of " The Visitors. ' Mr. T. Holder thanked the visitors

for their presence, and the valuable work they had done at home
during the war, especially mentioning Jtr. Naylor, and thanking

him for his zealous efforts on behalf of the soldiers. Mr. Groocock,

in responding, expressed the hope that the function would be an
annual occurrence. During the dinner, orchestral music was
rendered, under the direction of Mr. W. G. Chapman. The
remainder of the programme was contributed by Mr. D. Taylor

(oboe soloist), Mr. W. Goalby (violinist), and Messrs. Breeze and
Robinson sang several popular songs. The singing of " God Save
the King," and a vote of thanks to the chairman and Mr. E.

Thomas (who had been responsible for the evening's entertain-

ment), brought the evening to a close.
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Catalogues and Lists.—Mkssks. ]''ulleii's United
Electric VVuuks, Ltd., of Chadwell Heath, E., have issued a
" Sparta " battery show-sheet, which has been prepared for distri-

bution to motor parages. Copies will be sent to any applicant.
The sheet illustrates the Sparta batteries and tabulates particulars

of different types for popular American cars. Prices, dimensions,
weights, code-words, &c., are also stated.

Messrs. L. D. Hand & Co., t;3. High Holborn, W.C. 1.—Price
schedules of electrical accessories, conduits, cables, &c.
Western Electric Co., Ltd., North Woolwich, S.E.—Pamphlet

dealing: with the Western-Electric " Omniphone."
General Electric Co., Ltd., (57, Queen Victoria Street. E.G.

—

Showoard (80 in. x 20 in.) advertisingr the "Osram" (G.E.C.)
automobile-type lamps. The card illustrates a car, with full head-
lights, in a dark country lane. At the bottom of the picture is a pocket
designed for the reception of a very useful road-map, also supplied.

The Remco Carbon Co., Ltd., Gravesend.—Illustrated and
priced catalogue (11 pp.) of "Remco " non-metallic resistances.

The Micanite and Insulators, Ltd., Empire Works, Black-
horse Lane, Walthamstow, E. 17.—1920 List of standard insu-

lating materials (27 pp.) and book of samples. A comprehensive list

of mica, micanite, and other insulating materials for all purposes.

The book of samples contains 15 selected pieces of insulation,

including moulding micanite and paper, cloth and silk preparations.

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., Sampson Works, Salford.

Manchester.—Sectional List No. M 201. A complete catalogue of

everything electrical for motor-cars, cycles, and garages. Fully
priced and illustrated.

Mr. H. C. Slinoshy, 142-146, Old Street, E.C. 1.—List No. 15.5,

describing and illustrating various types of mechanical trucks and
labour-saving devices.

Messrs. Lesco, Ltd., Lloyd's Bank Buildings, King Street, Man-
cheater.—Leaflets illustrating the " Lesco " lampholder and giving
instructions for wiring.

The British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot,

Lanes.—Pamphlet No. P.liJO, dealing with a " mistake proof
"

switch cut-out. Priced and illustrated.

• Swedish Engineering Strilce.—This strike is in full

swing, steps intended to lead up to a settlement having proved

unsuccessful.

Belgian Electricity Works During the War.—Some
interesting references to the difficult position of Belgian electricity

supply undertakings during the German occupation are contained
in the report just issued of the .Societe d'Electriciti' du Brabant, of

Brussels. In June, 1W15, the German military authorities started

the manufacture of barbed wire in a factory they had seized at

Ruysbroeck, for the operation of which they demanded the whole
of the electrical output of the Brabant Co. The directors, con-

sidering that this was a breach of international agreement with
regard to war, declined to supply, with the result that the Germans
not only seized the station and connected the mains up to the

factory, but also imprisoned the general manager and several

members of the staff. The enemy remained in possession until the

Armistice, when they departed without leaving any books, cash,

or account of the financial operations during the occupation.

Steps are, however, being taken to put in a formal claim to the

German GJovemment. At the present time the company holds the

concessions for the supply of electrical energy to 21 small towns
and communes.

Auction Sales.—Messr,'^. P. Huddi.eston & Co. will

sell by auction at Hammersmith on February 5th a quantity of

electrical apparatus, including motors, motor-generators, fans,

cable and wire, &c. Messrs. Hall, Pain & Goldsmith are

instructed by the Flying Boat Co., Ltd., to sell by auction at the

Norman Thompson Flight Aerodrome, Middleton, Bognor, the

freehold buildings, equipment, machinery (including the electric

lighting and heating plant) and stock, &c., of the Norman Thompson
Flight Co., Ltd. For further particulars see our '' Advertisement

Pages " to-day.

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made for the

restoration of Patent No. 23,082, of 1912, for " improvements in

electric heating and cooking apparatus," granted to R. F. Venner.

The Protest of the Bricklayers.—Complaint was made
at a meeting of the Oldham Electricity Committee last week in a

letter from the secretary of the Operative Bricklayers' Society, in

regard to a man in the department's employ, who was engaged in

bricklaying work in connection with electric caljle layintr. It was
contended that the man was not a bricklayer. Mr. Ogden, engi-

neer, explained tliat the department promised to employ a brick-

layer, and they had done so. On the day in question, however,

they were particularly busy, and one of the men simply laid a brick

or two. They were allowed to do that under the Whitley agree-

ment. The Mayor thought the Bricklayers' Society ought to be

reasonable. They could not stop the job while they found a

bricklayer.

Trade with the West Indies.—The Federation of British

Industries has accepted the invitation of important members of

the West Indian commercial community to send a representative to

the Special Conference of the As.sociated Chambers of Commerce of

the British West Indies, to be held at Barbailoes on February 23rd.

Mr. Moir Mackenzie, the head of the Empire Section of the Federa-

tion, has left for the West Indies in company with Sir Edward
Davson. At the Conference the whole trade policy and develop-

ment of the islands will come under review, especially their

relations to the United Kingdom.

Book Notices.—Technologic Paper of the Bureau of

Standards, No. Utj. "Cadmium Electrode for Storage Battery

Testing." By H. D. Holler and J. M. Braham. Washington :

Bureau of Standards (free on application).—The results obtained

with the cadmium electrode are often contradictory. Aa the result

of a research descril)ed in this paper, it is stated that the electrode

should be corroded several days in acid before use, ajid is then

accurate to about 0'02 'ilt. The best results are obtained when
the cell is discharging. The greatest error is due to polarisation,

caused by using a voltmeter of low resistance : if this is imavoid-

able, the best procedure is to measure the cadmium-negative

potential, to which the cell voltage may be added to obtain the

cadmium-positive potential.

" Conquest " (a magazine of modern endeavour). Vol. I. Nos.

:i and 4. London : The Wireless Press, Ltd. Price Is. net.—The
January and February numliers of this excellent magazine contain

up-to-date articles dealing with scienceand invention. The January

issue gives notes on the Einstein theory by Chas. Davidson, F.R.A.S.,

and information regarding the fixation of nitrogen by the three usual

processes. The later number has interesting details of Germany's
commercial airships and a few corrections of Mr. H. G. Wells s

scientific inaccuracies, by Mr. R. I. Pocock. F.R.S. " Conquest " is

well and profusely illustrated, and its employment of non-technical

language will add to its popularity.

" Pniceediiic/s of the American Institute ofjElectrical Engineers."

Vol. XXXIX.' No. 1. January, 1920. 28 pp. New York: The
Institute.—This, the first number of a new volume, marks a

change in format. The size of the publication is now 12 in. x 9 in.
;

it was previously 9 in. x ti in. The increase of size permits the

presentation of much fuller information, and papers are given
//( e.ite/ixii. The leading papers are " The Series System of Street

Lighting Distribution," and "Multiple Systems of Street Lighting

Distribution.

"

" The English ElectrioiJournal." January, 1920. 32 pp. London:
The English Hectric Co., Ltd. Price Is. net.—This is the first number
of a journal which has as its objects the recording of electrical progress,

to give an account of the company's activity, and thus keep up a

connection between the company and those interested in electrical

development. The chief features of the Journal's initial numbi-r

are a description of the Coventry Ordnance Works, and a review of

the electrification of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. The
jiublication is fully illustrated and well arranged.

"Training for the Electrical Railway Business." By C. B.

Fairchild, Jun. 155 pp. Philadelphia and London : J. B.

Lippincott Co. Price (is. net. The " foreword " explains the

scope of this work, which is " to explain, non-technically, the

business side of electric railroading, and, by defining the electric

railway organisation and its varied functions, to give an insight

into the requirements, the opportunities, and the training involved

in the several departments of this exacting business."

" Variation in Direction of Propagation of Long Electro-Magnetic

Waves.'' Scientific Paper No. 363 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards.

15 pp. Washington : Government Printing Office. Price 5 cents.

A report on observations made by various trans-Atlantic wireless

stations and methods of compensating the minimum and increasing

the accuracy of direction-finder settings for long waves.

" Practical Electric Welding. " By H. B. Swift. Pp. 104 ;

66 figs. London : E. and F. N. Spon. Price 7s. 6d. net.

" Memoirs of the College of Engineering, Kyoto Imperial Univer-

sity. " Vol. II, Xos. 1-4. Kyoto, Japan : The University.

A French Company's Finances.—The Etectromctallurgie

du Zinc (proc('d('s Cote et Pierron) is confessedly in a bad financial

position, the cause being that " the patents bought from M. Cote

have resulted in grave deceptions." The company has instituted

legal proceedings against M. Cote.

—

V Elect rk-ieii.

Joint Industrial Councils.—The decentralisation of the

Whitley Scheme of Industrial Councils, as recommended in the first

report of the Reconstruction Committee, is now making substantial

progress. The industries in which District Councils have been

authorised or formed and the areas constituting the various dis-

tricts include the following :

—

EUetrieal Cable-Making Industry.—Home Counties (including Sussex and
Hants) ; Northern (including Scotland).

EUetrieal Contracting.—BeUnst, Bradford, Brighton, Derby, Dnndee, Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, Leicester, Manchester, Mersey District, Newcastle, Sheffield,

South Wales.

EJeetricilii Supply.—Northumberland, Durham and Cleveland ; the rest o(

Yorkshire, and parts of Derby, Notts and Lines : Westmoreland, Cumberland,
Lancashire, Cheshire and North West Derbyshire, and North Wales, South

Wales and Monmouth ; Staffs, Worcester, Warwick and Shropshire ; Hereford.

Gloucester, Somerset. Wilts and part of North Devon ; Leicester, Northanta,

Rutland and the remainder of Notts and Derbyshire : Hunts, Cambridge,
Norfolk, Suffolk and South Tjincs ; Bedford, Es'sex, Bucks, Berks, Oxford,

Surrey, Kent, Herts and Middlesex (excepting parts of those counties which
fall in the London area) : the London area : Sussex and Hampshire ;

Cornwall

and part of Devon ; Scotland.

rrnmic(i.i/«.—Scotland ; Northern: Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales;
Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and North Derbyshire; South Wales; Midland;
Metropolitan; South-Wcstern and part of South Coast Area; East, South-

East and part of South Coast .\rea.— />fl''oi<r tla:ftte.

New French Electrical Companies.-La Dauphinoise

Electrique is a new company with a multifarious programme,

including the making, ))urchase, sale, and repair, of all kinds of

electrical material, and the installation, upkeep, and working of

undertakings, generating, or utilising electrical energy. Its seat is

at Grenoole, and its capital 300,000 fr. With similar objects the

newly formed Socictc d'Enterprise d'Electricite (Anciens Etablisse-

ments Champion), which is located at Paris, has a capiUil of

25,000 fr.
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Canadian Cooking Combine.—The CawnUan Eleclriral

Seiiv reports that on January Ist the manufacturinfr departments
of heating: devices oC tlio Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., the
Canadian Hotpoint Electric Heating' Co., Ltd., and the Hufrhes
Electric Heating Co.. all of Toronto, were consolidated to form a
new company known as the f!anadian Edison Appliance Co., Ltd.

This new enterprise will continue to manufacture the complete
line of heating: and cookin;; devices that have been manufactured
in the past by the al)ove-named companies.

The Ironmoulders' Strike,—Tlie result of the ballot

taken last week was as follows :—For resumption of work, 17,667 ;

against, 11,26S ; majority for resumption, 6,404. The total vote
was nearly 80,000, leaving: 20,000 unrecorded votes. Men were
returning on Monday last in most places ; at Barrow there was
at first disinclination, for which certain new conditions were
blamed, but this point was dealt with promptly, and the men
have decided to resume. General resumption is stated to mean
the return of 2.50,000 men to employment in other branches of
the engineering' industry.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—Supply Failure.—Owing to a failure in

the supply of power on .Tamiary 19th, three cotton mills had to

suspend operations.

Bentley (Yorks.).—Price of Energy.—The Urban
District Council has requested the Doncaater Corporation to con-
sider a reduction in the proposed charges for electricity, as they
are too high. The Doncaster Corporation stipulated that Bentley
should erect a sub-station and pay for all installation work.
The method of payment for energy proposed was a charge of Is.

per week per house and 2d. per unit consumed.

Bradford.—Appeal to Consumers.—The Electricity

Departnaent has issued a request to consumers to cut down theii'

demands to a minimum, as the restarting of the engineering
works after the moulders' strike will overload the plant con-
siderably. A turbine undergoing repairs will be available in three
weeks' time.

Cannock.—Mine ELEfXRiFicATiON.—In response to an
urgent request from the owners of the Mid-Cannock Collieries, the
Walsall Corporation is extending its mains from Bloxwich to the
workings.

Chile.—Water Power.—In a recent issue of the
Klei'fricul Seriew, Chicago, details are given of a new hydro-
electric plant being built by the Braden Copper Co. The
scheme is for the utilisation of the Rio Pangal, a tributary of the
Rio Cachapoal. A diversion dam is being constructed 10 miles up
the river from the works, and the water will be conducted to a
surge tank by a combination wood-stave and rivetted steel feeder
pipe 7 miles long. The water-wheels are of the impulse type
direct coupled to horizontal shaft A,c, generators. The maximum
static head at present available is l,.'i95 ft., and the total capacity
of the plant will be 20,000 k.v.a.

Continental.—P>avaria.—Work has just been begun on
a large hydro-electric generating station to utilise the -n-ater

power of Lake Walchen. The lake is to serve as a regulating reser-

voir, and will be supplied by a tunnel connecting with a branch of
the River Isaar. The exit is to consist of a partly submerged canal
leading to tanks from which descend six conduits, each of 1 metre
diameter. The fall is 200 metres. Energy will be distributed at

100,000 volts to a dozen or so main sub-stations, which will reduce
it to 2.5,000 or 50,000 volts. These sub-stations will be located in

the principal towns in the region, and the area supplied will extend
to a distance of 280 miles from the generating station. The high-
tension feeders areof aluminium with a cross-section of 120 sq. mm.,
and -will be carried on steel poles 25 metres high above ground.
When the work is completed it is expected that 80 per cent, of the
total energy consumed in this region of Bavaria will be derived
from water power. The station at Walchen is being constructed
by the State, and the cost of distribution will be shared between
the State, the jirinciiial to-n'ns, and industrial enterprises
interested.— Trannnay nnd Itailwati World.
Belgium.—La Societe de I'Electricite du Canton de Lens is the

name of a new company which haa lately been formed at Lens-sur-
Dendre, with a capital of 1,500,000 tr., to establish a central
generating station in the Lens industrial district for lighting and
power purposes.

Conway.—AVater Power.—The surveyor reports that
the power obtainable from the river is too small to be of any com-
mercial value, and the Council is advised to obtain a supply of

electricity from the Xorth Wales Power Co.

Croydon.—House Lighting.—The municipal houses
being constructed are to have electric lighting installed.

Coventry.—New Power Station.—The Electricity
Committee has recommended the erection of a new power station
and generating plant. It is said that four years will be required
for the completion of this station.

Dartmoor.— Mydro-ei-ectric Scheme.—According to

The T'lDiex, in deference to the opposition from the Duchy of

Cornwall and the Devon County Council, the promoters have
decided to drop that part of the Hydro- Electric Bill by which they
sought to utilise Dartmoor water for generating electricity. They
will modify the Bill to restrict their powers to erecting overhead
mains for supplying to consumers such surplus power beyond the

requirements of their proposed copper-refining Industry in mid-
Devon, which they produce from lignite beds they intend to

develop,

Dingwall.—Street Lighting.—A report is being pre-

pared with a view to the lighting of the town by means of over-

head lines.

Fleetwood.—Proposed Extensions.—The electrical

engineer having reported upon the necessity of making extensions
to the electricity works before next winter, details of the proposals
are to be prepared,

Greenock.—Loan.—The Corporation is applying to the

Secretary for Scotland for power to borrow £170,000 to meet the
requirements of the electricity department.

Hove.—Minimum Charge.—The Town Council has
reconsidered the question of a minimum charge of 13s, 4d. per
quarter, and has decided instead to calculate a charge for a half-

year in order to include a summer and a winter quarter,

Hull.—Inadequate Plant.—The City Council has
received further demands for an inquiry and report upon the elec-

tricity undertaking by an independent expert. A motion to satisfy

these demands was negatived, and instead the electrical engineer
has been instructed to prepare a statement for the Council's con-

sideration. All remaining restrictions will shortly be removed,
but 500 prospective consumers cannot be supplied until the plant

is augmented.

Jamaica.—Water Power,—A scheme to utilise the

water-power of one of the largest rivers for the generation of

electricity, by the construction of several large reservoirs, is being
prepared. The calculated cost is £120,000.

Kingston-npon-Hali.—Time Extension.—The Board of

Trade has extended for six months, until July 31st, 1920, the

Electric Lighting (Extension) Order. 1914, for the extension of

mains, ito.

Kirkintillock.—Power Supply.—The Clyde Valley Elec-

trical Power Co. has offered to supply power to the manufacturers of

KirkintUloch on a guaranteed minimum revenue of £5,000 per

year.

Leeds.—Proposed Extensions.—In order to cope with
increasing demands, the extension of the White Hall Road works
IS contemplated.

Liverpool.—Electricity in Docks.—The Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board is introducing electrical cargo-loading
machinery, and is substituting electric light for the present gas
system. It is also intended to purchase a 200-ton floating crane,

to be driven electrically.

London.—Hackney.—The Electricity Committee recom-
mends the expenditure of .£145.930 upon additions and extensions,

including £23,600 for buildings, £24,950 for plant and switchgear,

and £91,375 for mains and distributors,

Melrose.^PRicE Increase.—The Electricity Supply
Corporation, Ltd., has increased the charge for energy for lighting

to 9d, per unit, as from the December meter readings.

Mexborongh.—^^^EW Station.—An obvious numerical
slip occurred in the statement in our last issue that a new station

of 10,000 KW, was to be erected. We understand that the scheme
contemplates a station having an ultimate capacity of 90,000 to

120,000 KW., beginning with a 10,000-kw. set.

Mllnrow (Lanes.). — Bulk Supply.—The District

Council has been notified that Rochdale Corporation cannot under-
take a bulk supply of electricity for at least 12 months. The
Milnrow District Council is, therefore, communicating with Sir

John Snell regarding the question.

Monaghan.— Electric Lighting.—A company has
been formed for the purpose of supplying electricity for lighting

to the town,

Richmond-on-Thames.—Price Increase.—The Electric

Light and Power Co. has received permission to increase its charges
to 6d. per unit for lighting, 2d. for heating, and 3 Id. for power.

Rickmansworth and Chorley Wood.—Time Extension.
—The Board of Trade has extended the Electric Lighting Order,

1914 (mains extension) until July 31st, 1920.

Sheffield.—Extensions.—The work to be carried out,

or commenced, during 1920, includes the erection of an emergency
sub-station at Blackburn Meadows and the extension of mains and
installation of lighting for 1,500 new houses.

South Africa. — P<^RT Elizabeth. — The Municipal
Council has sanctioned an increase of 25 per cent, in light

and power charges.
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Swansea.—Wages.—The Borough Council is increasing
the rates of pay of its employes in the electricity department.
Firemen and trimmers are to receive an additional Ts. 6d. per week.
Electricians, electrical fitters, and armature winders are to be paid
Is. lid. an hour, inclusive of awards and bonuses, and improvers
Is. 9d. per hour.

The electrical engineer has been authorised to inspect the coal-

handling plant of other electrical undertakings, and instruct«tl to

make a report thereon.

Teignmonth.— Cost of Supply.—Dr. Purves. holder nf

an order for the lighting of the town, has explained that the cost

of the necessary plant would be enormous, and a cheap supply,
therefore, impossible. The only hope of low-priced electricity, was
the development of the Dartmoor scheme.

Tonis,—Hydro-electric Uxdertaking.—A new com-
pany has recently been formed in Paris, with a capital of

.'JOO.OOO fr., under the title of La Socit'te Hydraulique Tunisienne.
to establish plant to utilise water power in Tunis and North Africa
to generate electricity.

Worsley.—ELECXRir Lightino.—The District Council
has requested the Lancashire Electrical Power Co., Ltd.. to tender
for the substitution of electric lighting for the present (gas)

syatem.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Barnsley.—iNQurar.—The Light Railway Commissioners
have held an inquiry into an application by the Dearne Light Rail-

way Board for permission to abandon an authorised route and to

obtain permission to construct a line previously disapproved, and
also to increase its borrowing powers. The estimated cost of the

proposed route is £300,000.

Bury.—Breakdown.—The tramway services were sus-

pended for four hours on January 21st, owing to a breakdown at the

Whitehead Bridge station., A switchboard attendant and two
employes %vere slightly burned.

Continental.—France.—The Minister of Public Works
announces that in future no more concessions for steam railways

will be granted. It has been decided to grant permission for the

construction of electric systems only.

Germany.—Both the district railways and the tramways in

Greater Berlin have recently increased their tariffs. These
increases, says the hoiiiekthniiir (December 31st"). press very hard

upon the poorer classes, for on the district railway (Hochbahn) any
person travelling for five or more stations has to pay Pf.40 third-

class, while the shortest possible stage in a tramcar costs as much
as a journey of 10 km.

—

Eennomic Herieir.

Italy.—The working of the Civita Vecchia-Orte railway con-

cession is in the hands of a newly-formed company—the Societii

Ferroviaria Italia. The line has a length of 85:^1.") km.
The construction of an electric railway is contemplated con-

necting the Ancona-Foggia line with Osimo and Castelfidardo, and
from thence to Macerata and the sea. The cost is calculated at

6,000,000 lire.

Coventry, — Increased Loan. — The Corporation has

applied to the Ministry of Transport to increase the amount of

the loan put forward for sanction from £93.13.5 to £12t),0Sl.

This sum is to be spent on the reconstruction of the city's tramways.

Derbyshire.— Electric Railway. — A Bill has been

deposited at the House of Commons to incorporate the Derwent

Valley, Calver, and BakeweU Railway Co. for the purpose of con-

structing a seven-mUe electric railway from Grindleford to

Longstone.

Doncaster,—Year's Working.—The report on the

working of the tramway undertaking for 1918-19, gives the year's

revenue as £53,,528, and the total expenditure as £37,56t>, leaving

a gross profit of £15,9112. The net profit, after payment of interest

on loans and sinking fund charyes, was £8,347.

Gateshead. — Tramway Extensh ins.— The Town
Council has been advised to protest against the Bill providing for

extension of the tramways across the High Level Bridge, in the

absence of working agreements between the Newcastle Corporation

and the Gateshead and District Tramways Qo. A local inquiry

into the whole of the tramway company's working arrangements,

with a view to satisfying the requirements of the travelling public,

is also recommended.

Glasgow.—Annual Valuation.—The annual assess-

ment of value of the tramways by the Assessor of Railways and

Canals, was £263,2.5S, as compared with £298,165 for the previous

year. The Council is appealing against this valuation, and also

against the income-tax assessment amounting to £77,920.

A Special Committee has been appointed to consider the

question of increased travelling facilities, and the collection of

tares on the oars.

London.—Accidents.—As a result of a collision between

a tramcar and a taxicab at the junction of Copenhagen Street and

Caledonian Road on Friday last week, four persons were injured.

Owing to signal failure at Sloane Square station. City-bound

trains on the District underground railway were delayed for 15

minutes on Thursday morning last week.

Newcastle.—Strike Averted.—Following upon pro-

mises by the Lord Mayor and the manager to secure payment for

overtime worked on December 27th last, the tramway employes

rescinded their strike resolution.

Surrey.—Opposition to Bills.—The County Council

is opposing the tramway Bills being promoted by the L.C.C. and

the London X'nited Tramway Co.

Tasmania. — Electric Railway. — The Ta.smanian

Parliament has approved a survey of the route of a proposed electric

railway. This will be the first in the island, extending from

Hobart to the River Huron, and the question of electrifying all

existing lines depends on the success of this project.

Taunton.—Proposed Price Increase.—The Tramway
Co. declines to pay a higher price for electricity. The present rate

is I'ld. per unit, as the minimum of 120.000 units a year at l'2d.

is not taken. The matter has been referreil to a special committee.

Yorkshire.— Fare Increase. — The tramway com-

panies serving the " heavy woollen " district recently applied for

power to increase their charges of IJd. a mile. As this met

with strong protests from the local municipal authorities, the

original proposals have been modified. Authority is to be given

for an exra charge of Jd. on all fares above Ijd. and upon

workmen's tickets.

TELEGRAPH AND J1ELEPH0NE NOTES.

Telegraphic Delay.—Notice of tel^aphic delay to

Ireland, midland and south-west, is given.

France.—The Under-Secretary of State for Posts and

Telegraphs announces that the additional tax of 55 centimes per

franc, which has latterly been levied on the cost of all foreign

telegrams, was provisionally removed on January 2:ird. A plan

is now under consideration to safeguard the interesU of the

Treasury where part of the telegraph charges have to be refunded

to forei,gn companies in foreign currency with a consequent loss on

the exchange. Some reimbursements will be necessary, as <X)m-

panies having accounts with the telegraph office were obliged to

pay 20IJ fr. down to cover the extra expense when the tax was

introduced only a short time ago.

Itaiy._The postal, telegraph and telephone workers

returned to work on January 21st, after being on strike for a week,

thus preventing a Government lock-out. Their claims have not

been granted, but as the Government promised before the strike,

these will be put before Parliament.

Wireless Direction-Finding Stations. — The London

(iazette. January 13th, l'.i20, contains an Admiralty Notice to

Mariners, No. 49 of 1920, relating to wireless direction-finding(DF )

stations. Regulations for. and particulars of, D.F. stations that have

been established in Canada. Newfoundland, United States, I nited

Kingdom, and France are given. In general the bearings taken

by a station within the sector over which it is designed to

work can be considered accurate to within two degrees. Bear-

ings are often unreliable at night and in very bad weather, also

when the direction runs roughly parallel with the coast line. The

methods of asking for and giving bearings and the waves to be

used will shortly be standardised by international agreement ;
and

the particulars of the D.F, stations will eventually appear in the

international list of wireless telegraph stations. Meanwhile, each

country is publishing regulations governing the use of its own D F.

stations.

Wireless Telephony.-The Public Electricity Supply Co..

of Northern Illinois, is installing wireless telephone equipment at

its Blue Island and Joliet stations. The stations are 25 miles apart.

The wireless telephones will have a range of about 100 miles, and

will be used to safeguard communication in case the wire lines are

put out of commission due to weather conditions or high-voltage

induction disturbances.— 7", ,y T. Age.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
{Tie date gir&n in pareiUheses at the end of the paragraph indicatet

the vsiue of the Electbical Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Anstralia.-SYDNEY.—March 1st. Municipal Council.

Supply of 2,0ii0-K.v.A., 5,000 to 10,000-v. transformers. Electrio

Lighting Department, Town Hall.

Melbocrne,—March 10th, City Council. Supply of 6,600-v.

swichgear for sub-station switch houses, ic, and of six 2,'H)-K,v A,.

three-phase transformers. Specifications from City Electrical Engm
eers'Office, Melbourne.—/«</««/ /iu/ Amtrali^m and Mininq Stamlard

April I2th. City Council. Two 2,000-KW. roUry converters;

H T switchgear. 6,600 v. ; D,c. switchgear. 600 v. (See this issue.)

Adelaide.—P.M.G.'s Department, Telephone material (schedules

539 and 6i0). (See this issue.)
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Aberdeen.—January Slat. Electricity Committee, Two
water-tube boilers, with superheaters, economisers, steel chimney
and accessories. (January 9th.)

Aldershot.— February 17tb. Urban District Council.

Electricity Department. Geared turbine and p^enerator, condensing
plant, pumps, water-tube boiler and superheater, cables, &c.

(January L'Srd.)

Belfast.— February 14tli. Tramways (!onimittee. Tram-
way stores, including electrical accessories, cable, lamps, carbon
brushes, trolley wire, &c. (January 23rd.)

Belginm.— l''ebruary 27tii. Municipal authoriticR of

Biehen, Province of Liefre. Concession for the supply of electrical

energy for lightinsr and power purposes in the district.

March 1st. Similar coni-ession for the municipal authorities of

Glons. Province of Liege.

Colne.—Electricity Department. New or second-hand
1,250-KW. to 2,000-KW., ii,600-v. turbo-alternator, with condensing
plant. (January 16th.)

Edinburgh.—February iith. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. < )ne overhead travelling crane. (January 16th.)

Greenock. — February 3rd. Corporation. Electrical

installation work at 114 houses. Particulars from Mr. A. Nimmo.
Town Clerk.

Huddersfield.— February 2nd. Electricity Committee.
Six Lancashire boilers and one Green's economiaer, with all fittings.

Mr. J. W. Turner, Borough Electrical Engineer, Electricity Supply
Works, .St. Andrews Road.

Keighley.— February lOtli. Electricity Department.
One 900-KW. rotary converter, complete with transformer. (See
this issue.)

Kings Lynn.—February 20th. Electricity Department.
One Lancashire boiler, mperheater, piping, &c. (See this issue.)

London,— Metropolitan Water Hoard. February 2nd.
Three, six or twelve months' supply of electric lamps, electric wire
and accessories. Chief Engineer, South Place, Finsbury, E.G.

Salford.—February 9th. Corporation Tramw.iys Depart-
ment. Stores for 12 months. General Manager, 32, Blackfriars
Street.

St, Helens.—February 7th. Electricity Committee. One
steam-driven turbine feed pump. (See this issue.)

Stockton-on-Tees.—February .''jth. District Fund, (ias

and Electricity Committees. Articles and stores for six months,
(.lanuary 23rd.)

Warrington,—February 10th. ^Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Two water-tube boilers ; two mechanical stokers
( underfeed type) ; water softener. (January 23rd.)

IVotcctiv'c .lpp:ir;ilu«

Telephone iipjiiu .iiii

British L.M. I .

Bros. & C..,, 1.1

Telegr.iph anil nl.j

United Elei-Cili-

Cable Co., I,ld.; Sk

CLOSED.
Belgium.—The Beljiian State Eailway authorities in

Brussels h»ve placed a contract with the Societe des Ateliers de
Constructions Electriques, of Charleroi, for a large (|uantity of

insulated cables. For one lot of telephone cable no tenders were
received.

France.— 'he French State Railway authorities in Paris
have placed a contract with the Societe des Trefileries du Havre
for 30,000 metres of insulated cable ; and with Messrs. Geoffrey
and Delore, of Cliohy, for 90,000 metres of insulated wire.

Glasgow.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

7/18 v.i.H. cable.—Liverpool Electric Cable Co.
J-in. vulcabeston.—Turners A Manville, Ltd.
Oil.—Vacuum Oil Co.

For Dalhousie Street sub-station :
—

Rotary converter.—General Klectric Co., Ltd.
Switchgear.—MetropolitanViclters Electrical Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Two O.llOO-v. rotaries with spares, £37,32,'; ; four 20,000-v. ditto., £17,7.50.—
Bruce Peebles & Co.

The Engineer reported regarding mercury-vapour rectifiers,

manufactured by Brown, Boveri & Co., Ltd., and submitted an
offer by that firm for the supply of rectifiers. The sub-Committee
decided to recommend that the offer be submitted to the convenor,
sub-convenor and the engineer, with power to accept one 500-KW.
rectifier set with spares.

Government Contracts,— The following Government
contracts were placed during December, 1919 :

—

Klectric lifts.—A. & P. Steven.

ICIectric pl.itform cr.anes.-Slothert & Pitt, Ltd.
l-iiw-resi^'tiincc telephones.-S. (;. Brown, Ltd.

Ministry of Munitions.

Bjtterics.—Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.

Air compressor.—.Alley & McLellan.
Converters and spares.—Bruce Peebles & Cn., Lid.

Electrical plant.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

India Office Stores Dkpartmfnt.

Cable.—Pirelli-General Cable Works. Ltd.; Si.:m.'n5 Bros. & Co.. Ltd.;

Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.

Insulator cups.—Bullers, Ltd.

Generating plant. Lancashire Dynamo Co.. Ltd.

Transmitters.—Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Electric wire.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Lt<l.

Wireless telegraph apparatus.—Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Post Offici*.

IIS Mroi.. & Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co.
iinHH 1.1. phone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;

1 ii. iiHiiiy Co., Ltd.; Karabon Co.; Siemens
.11 I 1,> 111. Co., Ltd.

,1,1, HI ,•; Helsby Cables, Ltd.; Fuller's

I. Id.; W. r. Glov.i- ,\ Co., Ltd.; M:Minlu-,h

US Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Distribution cases.—H. White & Co., Ltd.
Secondarv cells—Van Raden & Co., Ltd.

Joint box channels.—Ham, Baker & Co., Ltd.; McDowall, Sleven & Co.

ICiirth clips. -IC. Showell & Sons, Ltd.

lelephone cords.—Phcenix Telephone & Electric Works, Ltd.

Detectors.—Gambrell Bros., Ltd.
IJucts.—Albion Clay Co., Ltd.; Doulton Si Co., Ltd.
Insulators.—Thos. de la Rue & Co., Ltd.; IJoulton & Co., Ltd.
Tungsten lamps.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.; IMison ,t Swan

Co., Ltd.; General Electric Co., Ltd.
Insulator spindles.—Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, Ltd.
Electrophone tables.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Bronze wire.—T. Bolton & .Sons. Ltd.; B.l. & Helsby Cables, Lid.; Shrop-

shir,. Iron Co., Ltd.; V. Smith & Co. (incorporated with London
Electric Wire Co. & Smiths. Ltd.).

I'oppcr wir-.—T. Holton .\: .Sons, Ltd.; B.I. & Helsby Cables. Ltd.; John-
son it Nephew, Ltd.; Shropshire Iron Co., Ltd.; K. Smith & Co.
(incorporated with London Electric Wire Co. «, Smiths. Ltd.); J.
Wilkes, Son & Mapplebeck, Ltd.

Flame-proof wire. -II. W. Smith & Co., Lul
Switchboard wire.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Electrical equipment.—Mount Pleasant Sub-station : British 'Ihomson-

Houston Co., Ltd. Excavating and filling in trenches and construfl-
ing jointing chambers. Bridlington : Borti'ugh Engineer and Survevor.
Bridlington. Laying ducts, Queen's Park, Glasgow : R. & C. Murray.
London-Manchester (Old Stralford-Loughborough, .S<.clion \l): Hardy
it Co. London-Manchester (I^ughhorough-Derbv, .Section I): W.
llodg.- & Sons. Fraserburgh: W. Dobson. Bolton, .South: W. Pollet
.N: Co.. Lid. Gerrard-Cierkenwell Junction : D. R. Paterson, Ltd.
Stratford-Wallhimstow : G. J. Anderson.

I. riving duns and pipes.—Kingshind (High Street), Foote & Milne, Ltd.;
L.irne. Gr.ig & Matthews; Rawtenstall (West), W. Dobson ; Hawick,
W. Dobson; Gerrard (N.W. of Dean Street!, J. Mowlem & Co., Lid.;
Birmingham (Olton), Whlltaker Ellis.

Laying ducts, troughing and pipes.—Blackheath Village, G. J. Anderson:
Warwick, Whittaker Ellis; I'pper Clapton-Dalston, H. Farrow.

Manufacture, supply, drawing-in and jointing cable.—Hornsev Telephone
E.\change, Muswcll Hill : Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Power and boiler plant.—Abu-Zabal, near Cairo, Wireless Station : English
Electric Co., Ltd.

Teleplione Exchange equipment.—Birmingham (North): Western Electric

Crown Agents for the Colonies.
Electric light fillings for carriages.—J . Stone & Co., Ltd.
Insulators.—Taylor, Tunniclifl & Co.
Insulator spindles.—Bavliss. Jones & Bayliss, Ltd.
Telephone a|)paratus.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Copper Wire.—J. Wilkes, .Son & Mappleb.>ck; T. Bolton X- Sons, Ltd.
Insulated wire,-Hooper's Telegraph & I.R. Works Co., Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.
Molnr g.neralor sets.—Electrical Construction Co., Ltd.

Pi.BLlc Works. Dibi.in.

B.-lf.isi ilislrict.—Electricnl work and supplies: A. Stevenson.

Italy.— The Italian State Railway authorities have
lately divided contracts for 76 electric locomotives between the
following home concents : Nicola, Romeo & Co., Saronne ; the
Societa Italiana Westinghouae, Vada Ligue ; Ernesto Breda & Co.,
Milan : the Tecnomasio Brown, Boveri, Milan ; and the Societa di

Electro-Traction, Milan.

Kilmarnock.—Town Council :

—

F.lectric lighting (dwellings).—A. G. & J. Smith & Co., f73,

PURTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, January 31st. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
At 2 p.m. Special meeting.

Royal Institution o( Great Britain.—Saturdays, January 31st and February
7tli. At 3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lectures on " The Astronomical
Evidence Bearing on Einstein's Theory of Gravitation," by Sir F. 'W. Dyson,
P.R.8.

Thursday, February 5th. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " Recent Progress in
Applied Optics," by Prof. A. E. Conrady.

Society of Chemical Industry. — Monday, February 2nd. At Burlington
House, W. At 8 p.m. Paper on " The Theory and Practice of Lubrica-
tion : the Germ Process," by Messrs. H. M. Wells and J. E. Southcombe.

Insulation of Electrical Engineers.-Informal meeting. Monday, February
2nd. At the Institute of Patent Agents, Staple Inn Buildings. At 7 p.m.
Lecture on " Engineering Experiences during the War," by Major T. Rich.

Students' meeting. Friday, February 6th. At the City and Guilds
Engineering College, South Kensington. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Electric
Lifts and Cranes," by Mr. F. R. Housdon.

(Western Centre).—Monday, February 2nd. At the South Wales Insti-

tute of Engineers, Carditt. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Large Power Trans-
formers," by Messrs. A. G. Ellis and J. L. Thompson.

(Scottish^ Centre).—Wednesday, February 4th. Conversazione.

Association of Engineering and Shipbnilding Draoghtsmen.—Wednesday,
February 4th. At the Liverpool University. At 7.80 p.m. Lecture on
" Electric Traction," by Mr. W. A. Barnes.

Lectures will also be given at Manchester on February 6th ; and
Sheffield, on February 0th.

Batii Wallahs' Society. — Wednesday, February 4th. At the Victoria
Mansions Restaurant, Victoria Street, S.W. At ti.30 p.m. Informal meet-
ing. " Amusing Lecture," by Mr. E. S. Barralet.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday, February 4th. At the Central
Hall, Westminster, S.W. At 7.80 p.m. Lecture on "Conditions the
Workers may Control," by Major E. A. Pells.

"Daily Mail" Ideal Home Exhibition at Olympia.—Wednesday, February
4th to 24th.

Institute of Cost and Woriis' Accountants, Ltd.—Wednesday, February
4th. At the Institute of Patent Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 7
p.m. Lecture on " The Principles and Practice of Correct Costing," by
Mr. A. E. Goodwin.

Boyal Photographic Society, Russell Square, W.—Exhibition of prints

lent by the Rdntgen Society. Open till February 7th,
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NOTES.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.—At a meet-

ing- of the West Yorkshire Section, Mr. W. T. Atherton, of the

National Alliance of Employera and Employed, delivered a lecture

on " The Legitimate Sphere of Trade Unionism." The lecturer,

who possesses great experience in the work of Trade Unions, gave
it as his opinion that the bulk of the present-day Labour leaders

. were extremists, and, owing to the lethargy of the majority of

members of Unions, were representative of only a small .section.

He accused the leaders of using their positions for political ends,

losing sight of the real objects of Trade Unionism, which the

speaker defined as securing better wages and conditions, proper

treatment, constant work, and aid when work was scarce. He
urged all Trade Unionists to take an active interest in the move-
ment, and not permit themselves to be ruled by a few whose views

were antagonistic to the majority. Mr. Atherton also deprecated

the practice of promotion by mere favouritism, instead of by merit,

and considered that this came within the scope of Traile Unions,

which should insist upon the preferment of men whoseability entitled

them to it. He characterised striking as the last resource of men who
could not secure justice by peaceable means. If direct action was
insisted upon to the detiiment of public interests, the speaker

thought that the public, including many Tr.ade Unionists, would
act as strike-breakers, and quite rightly so. As an instance of the

way in which ill-informed workers obtained an exaggerated idea of

the strength of the Union funds—an idea which worked incalcul-

able harm—Mr. Atherton quoted the recent moulders' strike. Mr.

Dyson (Hull) asked if the extremists might not defend their

attitude by saying that they were simply departing from old-

fashioned methods to adopt newer and quicker me.ans of obtaining

the same ends. Mr. Atherton did not consider th.it the extremists'

methods were quicker, especially if they involved Parliamentary

procedure, and they were certainly the least desirable. Mr. Jones

CDewsbury ) said that under the existing methods of Trade Unionism
the conscientious worker was bound to receive the same wage aa an
inferior man. Mr. Atherton attributed this condition of affairs to

the lack of live interest in the mass of Trade Unionists, who should

prevent their leaders from getting away from their real duties.

The chairman (Mr. Chaytor) said that the E.P.E.A. was held in

distrust by both employers and the Trade Unions, and urged that

it should be represented on the National Electrical Industrial

Council. He thought that the .Vasociation would have a moderating
effect upon both sides.

An Electric Baling Press.—Where power is available.

electric baling presses present many good points, among.st which
are rapidity of operation and low cost of maintenance. A press of

this class, which is illustrated in E'ii<]i»eeri)i(j, was designed and
built for the South Indian Export Co., Bombay, by Messrs. Hindle.

Son A; Co., of Haslingden, Lanes. The press exerts a total nominal
pressure of 200 tons, and is worked by a series-wound motor,

capable of a peak output of 30 b.h.p. at 230 r.p.m., and accelerating

on light loads when lowering to 1.200 R.P.M. The frame does not

take the stress exerted, as in the hydraulic press, but merely

supports the table, machinery, &c. The whole of the machinery,

motor, gearing, winding diums and brake are arranged on a casing

on the top of the press framework. The table is raised by specially

flexible steel cables, the load being distributed between 40 ropes.

The rope from each corner is led up and wound on two grooved

parallel winding drums, driven by the motor by worm and spur

gearing. The motor runs in one direction for raising, and is

reversed for lowering the press table ; the pressure exerted can be

maintained for an indefinite period by means of an electro-magnetic

disk brake on the motor shaft. The control is by push-buttons

which operate contactor switches ; the press table operates an

auxiliary switch at the top and bottom limits of its travel to

prevent overwinding. A trip switch, incorporated in the con-

troller, acts on a predetermined current being reached, and stops

the motor when full pressure is obtained.

Dublin Electricity Official Imprisoned.—Mr. Fred. .1.

Allan, secretary of tne Dublin Corporation Electricity Supply

Committee, was convicted at the Dublin Northern Police Court, on

Friday last, under D.O.R.A. Regulations, of having had in his

possession, or under his control, at the Sinn Fein South Dublin

municipal election committee rooms at Kingstown, leaflets

relating to the recent election, which were suppressed as being

likely to cause disaffection. Mr. Allan declined to enter into bail

to provide sureties that he would keep the peace for two years, and

was, in default, sent to jail for three months.

Electrolytic Potassium Permanganate.—Mr. M. deKay
Thompsou, 111 au article in Cln-nucal and MelaUur{/ical Kn-
yuieenny of Movcuibcr -JiJth to Deceiuber Lild, iilli), shows
that expeiiuients have proved it to be possible to uiauufactuic

potassium pcruiangauiite from comiueicial renomauganes*;,

coutainiug about 7-3 per cent, iiiangaiiese, by ek'ctrolysis iu

a. ix)tassiuiii carbonate solution without tlie necessity of ever

cleauing the anodes. The temperature must uot be allovved

to rise umch above 40 deg. C, lor if it does an insulatiug

coatiug of oxides is formed, winch prevents the productiou of

permanganate. Cai'bonic acid i.s not lost in the electrolysis.

The current efficiency was aliout 17 per cent., but it would
be higher with better diaphragms. The current density was
65 amp. per sq. ft. The anodes are attacked more at the top

than at the bottom. The anodic behaviour, as regai'ds forina-

tion of insulating scale, is affected by a email change iu the

relative amounts of iron and manganese in the anode.

Wages in Electricity Supply Undertakings.—The Board

of Trade Lahoiir (lazntte states that the District Council established,

under the Whitley Scheme, for the electricity supply industry in

the North-Western area of England and Wales (Cumberland, West-

morland, Lancashire, Cheshire, Anglesey, Carnarvon. Denbigh,

Flint, Merioneth, Montgomery, and part of Derbyshire) has now
fixed rates for Lancashire and Cheshire. In these countiea the

Council has determined flat there shall Ije three separate " Zones,"

in which differential rates shall be paid. "Zone A." for which the

highest rates are fixed, comprises Liverpool (Corporation under-

taking), Bootle, Birkenhead, Manchester, Oldham, .Salford and

Stockport; "Zone B," for which lower rates are fixed, includes

Blackburn, Blackpool, Bolton, Bury, Chester. Preston, Warrington,

Wigan. and a number of other places ; and " Zone C." in which the

rates are lowest, includes the undertakings in such districts a.-»

Alderley and Wilmslow. Altringham. Cark, Crewe. Hoylake and

West Kirby, .Macclesfield, Morecamlie. Northwich, Ormskirk ami

Prescot. Comprehensive schedules have been drawn up for each of

these "Zones," specifying the rates of wages fixed for the various

grades of workpeople, and have been approved by the National Joint

Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry. In the

following table a few examples are given of the basic rates fixed

for Lancashire and Cheshire. The new rates are payable as from

September fth last. The hourly rates shown are calculated on the

basis of the weekly hours in operation before the reduction in hours

which took place in litlH. Accordingly, to obtain the weekly
" basic" rates these hourly rates must be multiplied by the hours

formerly workeil (usually .')3 for day-workers) and not by 17, the

present working hours. In addition to these basic rates, war
wage advances are payable, amounting to 33s. 6d. per week in the

case of men of IS yejvrs or over. A bonus of 12;. per cent, on

earnings is also paid to men 21 years of age or over.
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State Control of London Transport.

—

The Ministry of

Transport hiis been requested to take over the control of the whole
of the undertaking's of the London TralHc Combine. The latter

states that at the present rate its deficit for the year would be
J62,000,000. It was stated that the Ministry was considerinfi the
question of control of the Underfrround railways under the Transport
Act. but would not take over the motor-omnibuses. As the latter

are the principal source of logs, and have been considered pai-t of

the Combine's scheme, the loss beinfr considered in relation with
the revenue from the railways, the Combine considers that the
omnibuses should also be placed under .State control. If they were
run as a separate concern fares would necessarily have to be
increased, and this would divert traffic to the undertfround railways,
making the position worse than ever. The question of jfuaranteeintj
shareholders their pre-war income, as has been done in previous
instances, requires carefully looking: into, as many of the separate
undertakiusrs of the Combine were working: at a loss prior to the
war.

Canadian Power Company's Law Case Settled.—

A

Reuter dispatch from Ottawa states that the claim for a million
dollars made by the Toronto Power Co. against the Dominion
Government has been settled out of Court for $800,000, of which
the Ontario Power Co. is to pay S.'jlii.OOO and the Dominion
Government the balance. The question at issue arose out of the
distribution of power in the Niajfara district by the Power
Controller during the war.

Post Office Robberies.—In a letter to Thf Timt's, Mr.
R. Gladstone sufrs^sts that a very simple and effective way of pre-
venting' robberies at post offices and banks would be to fix a lar^re

electric alarm 'j^ong hijfh up on the wall outside each post office,

controlled by switches just under the counter.

EducationaL—Engineerins; scholarships for local appren-
tices, tenable at the Manchester Municipal CoUeg-e of Technology,
or some other suitable institution, are to be founded in Manchester
as a result of the jrenerosity of the contractors to the Manchester
and District Armaments Output Committee. Further information
can be obtained from Mr. H. .T. Brocklehurst, M. Eng., The College
of Technology. Manchester.

The Coal Rebate.—Consumers of electricity will receive
their rebates on account of the reduction in the price of coal at
the end of the March quarter ; there will be no separate rebate for
December.

Electric Furnaces.—Referring to the notice in our issue
of January 9th, as to the supply of electric furnaces to Norway, our
Bradford correspondent writes that Messrs. .Teasop i: Boydell, elec-
trical contractors, of Bradford, are supplying and .shipping to
Tyssedal, Norway, five 800-k.v.a. single-phase furnaces, to be used
for the manufacture of pig-iron from Norwegian ore concentrates
without briquetting.

Automatic Lighting Sets.—In the course of his speech at
the special meeting of the Austin Motor Co., Ltd., at Northfield, at
which resolutions were passed increasing the capital by 3,350,000
shares of J- 1 each, to ,< 5,000,000, Sir Herbert Austin said that the
company's schedule of production, necessitated by the orders
already in hand, called for a weekly output of 200 20-H.P. cars,
100 agricultural tractors, 60 30-cwt. lorries. 500 electric lighting
sets, and a large amount of switchboards and other electric equip-
ment. He said that they had recently completed the tests, and
passed into mass production, of a complete automatic lighting
outfit, which would give current sufficient for a small country resi-

dence, and which they wereselling at an inclusive price of about £ 120.
The possibilities of the sale of this type of outfit he described as
enormous. Although they were preparing a large production, they
would not be able, unless they made very large increases to their
schedule, to do mor^ than touch the fringe of the possibilities of
this part of their programme. They had three or four other sizes
of automatic lighting sets of larger dimensions scheduled for pro-
duction, which would enable them to accept orders for outfits up to
those required for village and small township lighting.

Fatalities.—The White l-und Munition Works explosion
caused the death of two electricians and seven others, on January
14th. The former, Jos. Augustine Thompson (23), and Stanley
Bridson (18), were busy repaii-ing lights when they met their death,
but Mr. Harry B. Kershaw, charge electrician, made it clear to the
Coroner on Monday last that there was no fault in the installation
that would have caused a spark. The distribution board was ontside
the room. The fuses were drawn out of the circuit they were work-
ing on. The single-pole switch was knocked off, which precluded the
idea of a wire fusing. A verdict of " Accidental death '' was
returned.

At the inquest on George Corser (55). a Heywood gardener, who
succumbed to injuries received as the result of an explosion in
Bury, a verdict of " Accidental death " was returned. It was stated
that a number of men were disconnecting the electric cables in
consequence of a leakage, when the explosion occurred, and Mr.
S. J. Watson, the liorough electrical engineer, attributed the
explosion to the presence of gas.

Signals from Mars ?—A journalistic sensation this week
was based on a statement of Senator Marconi that signals
frequently received on a long wave-length from an unknown but
very distant source might possibly emanate from Mars or some
other planet. In the llaily yeirx of Wednesday, Mr. Marconi
protested, with some indignation, against the interpretation that
had been placed upon his " purely fanciful speculations.

'

R.E. Dinner.—A dinner for e.\-members of the 351st
E. and M. Co. R.E, is being held in London on February Hth.
Those members who have not yet been communicated with should

write at once to the lion, secretary, Lieut. H. F. A. Kinder, 9, Ma/e
llill, St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

The Tunnelling of Mont Blanc—A Reuter message to

Tlir '/hiifx states that French and Italian engineers have arrived in

Chamonix in order to study the ground and make all necessary

investigations for the boring of a tunnel under Mont Blanc,

through which a line would be run linking up France and Italy.

The project has been under examination for many years, but at

last appears to be near execution, as both the French and Italian

Governments have voted the necessary credits for the construction
of the tunnel, France allotting 15,000,000 fr. to the work, and
Italy 40,000,000 lire.

The " Lay " Press.—In Ekrtriral Indvslries there appears
a letter (signed " Supply '') defending The Times Trade Supplement
against our recent criticism, but endorsing our advice to supply
authorities to hurry up with their co-operative schemes. From
the references to " our contemporary " in the letter, it would
appear that it was submitted for use as a leaderette, but the editor

preferred to put it under the head of ''Correspondence." We
should not be surprised to learn that " Supply '' wrote the article

in the Snpj>lement. A leading article in the same issue of iJleetricnl

Indti.itries attacks Tlie T/ ;«<>.« with virulence, referring to it as "our
amazing contemporary, " and characterising its views on the

moulders' strike as " the nonsense of ignorance."

Promotion in the Navy.—At the instance of the

Admiralty, says the Morning Post, it is provided by an Order in

Council that commissioned electricians are to be eligible for pro-

motion to the relative rank of lieutenant with the title of electrical

lieutenant, and, on attaining eight years' seniority as such, are to

have the relative rank of lieutenant-commander.

Inquiries.—Makers of the F. T. Reed patent time
switch ; of a lamp suitable for installation inside a baker's oven

;

of McDougall's patent commutator grinding blocks ; and of electric

floor polishers, are asked for.

Appointments Vacant.—Cable jointer (84/+) for the

Tynemouth Corporation Electricity Works ; plumber jointer for the

Wolverhampton Electrical Engineers Department : shift engineer
(S2/7) for the Eccles Corporation Electricity Works ; correspond-

ence clerk (£200) for the Walthamstow I'rban District Council

Electricity Department ; sub-station attendant (82/s) for the Stoke

Newington Borough Council Electricity Works ; shift engineer

(£220) for the Torquay Corporation Electricity Department. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Synthetic Ammonia.—A new French process for the

production of synthetic ammonia, invented by M. Georges Claude,

and (superior to the Haber process, is to be put in operation at

Maryport by the Cumberland Coal, Power and Chemicals, Ltd. It

is claimed that the scheme will provide the whole of the nitric

acid, nitrate of ammonia, cyaniiles, Arc, required by this country at

a lower price than from Chile nitrate.

Protection for X-ray Workers.—The December Archives

(V Elect ririti Midicale et de P/i j/.iiothrraj>ie, in an article commenting
upon tile death of Dr. Jaugeas, the Parisian X-ray surgeon, puts

forward several suggestions for the protection of those engaged in

X-ray work. Isolated platforms are recommended, as well as rubber

gloves and shoes. All parts of the apparatus should be electrically

continuous and efficiently earthed. When the right hand is

touching a wire the left should lie placed behind the back. Many
other precautions and safeguards are given by various authorities

on the subject.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—A debate between repre-

sentative members of the Midland Junior Gas Association and the
South Midland Centre of the I.E.E. will take place at the
Birmingham Council House, on February 5th, on the subject of
" The Uses of Gas and Electricity." The debate will be opened by
Dr. E, W. Smith, chief chemist at the Birmingham gas department,
on the Utilisation of Fuel for the Generation of Power ; and the

case for electricity will be submitted by Mr. F. Forest, M.I.E.E.

Dr. C. W. Walter, of the Industrial Research Laboratory of the

Birmingham gas department, will speak on " The Industrial

Application of Gas and Electricity " (furnaces in particular), and
Mr. E. J. Moffatt, B.A., will present the claims of electricity.

Other subjects to be discussed in the debate will include Domestic
Appliances, Transmission or Distribution of Power, and the discus-

sion will be wound up by Dr. Smith and Dr. C. C. Garrard,
M.I.E.E. Councillor Marks (Electricity Supply Committee,
Birmingham) will preside.

Scottish Centre.—A paper, entitled "The Electrical Power
Supply in the War Zone.' was read by Major Thos. Rich, O.B.E.,

at Edinburgh, on January 13th, The chairman, in thanking the
author, characterised the paper as full of first-hand information
and absorbing details.
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Institution of Civil Engineers.—The Council proposes to take

stejia for the introduction of the measure tor the refristration of

civil engineers in the next Session of Parliament as a Public Bill.

The proposal is that any person who complies with the qualifica-

tions to be laid down by the Institution shall have a riftht to be

resristered, whether a member of the Institution or not, and
eligibility to reprister does not involve any oblifration to become a

member of the Institution of Civil Ensrineers or of any other

society. The Council claims that the body which is best fitted to

determine the proper qualifications and to regulate the conduct of

those registered is the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Paisley Association of Electrical Engineers.—On .January 16th,

a lecture on " Electricity and Matter " was delivered by Principal

Angus M'Lean, B.Sc., and on the 17th the members visited the
works of The Howden Boiler and Armaments Co., Ltd.. at Govan.
The chief items of interest were turbines and high-speed engines in

various stages of construction.

Greenock Philosopiiical Society.—Under the auspices of this

Society, Prof. i'. G. Barkla, F.R.S., of Edinburgh University,

delivered the Watt anniversary lecture in the Watt Institution, on
Jiinuary 16th, the subject being "Radiation and Matter"; the

lecture was illustrated by experiments and lantern slides. His own
investigations had been concerned with the electrons, not at the

surface, but deep within the atom. The outer electrons were those

which determined the optical and chemical properties of a sub-

stance ; the inner ones were those which vibrated so rapidly as to

emit, not light, but X-rays and gamma rays. He had found that

each element under suitable stimulus emitted its own characteristic

X-rays ; that was, it had its own characteristic " colour " in .\-rays,

which chemical and physical processes could not affect. There
were, in fact, series of X-ray spectral lines. Recent investigations

had afforded strong evidence of a high-frequency X-radiation,

which was possibly due to vibrations in the nucleus itself. This

was at present being studied in the Edinburgh University physics

laboratory.

Society of Dyers and Colourists.—A lecture was delivered before

the members of the West Riding Section of the Society on January
22nd. by Dr. F. M. Perkin, in' which he surveyed the increasing

application of electricity in the dyeing industry. After stating the

advantages to be derived from the use of electricity, he showed
how, generally, caustic soda, chlorine, and other dyework materials

were now being produced electrically, and the degree of purity of

the bleaching agents, solvents, and scouring materials so produced.

Dr. Perkin, asked by one of the members, if he thought the results

obtained by electrochemical methods would justify further expendi-

ture in this direction, replied that he did not think Government
schemes would prove of much advantage, but the work of installing

power plant at the pitheads would be done by private enterprise.

Cheap electrical ])ower would be accomplished by private enter-

prise, and then that power would be available for electrochemical

processes as well as for power.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Midland Branch of the Association, at Nottingham University

College, on January 17th, Mr. A. W. Williams, of Mansfield,

condemned the vagueness which characterised certain regulations

in connection with the use of electricity in mines. Indefiniteness

as to the safeguards to be adopted had, he thouglit. led to the

creation of a complicated jMSition in certain cases. He urged that

all apparatus should not only be made to conform to certain

specifications, but should also before being used in mines, be

certified, and a certificate should be secured by the manufacturers
from a Government department. This reasonable request would
cover the manufacturers and relieve the electrical engineer of the

responsibility as to whether the apparatus was suitable or not. At
the same time it would obviously not necessarily relieve the elec-

trician of the responsibility as to the type of system or apparatus

to be adopted. The granting of a certificate by the Home Office

indicating, after official inspection, that the apparatus had been

approved, would have a tendency in the direction of giving

confidence to all concerned. It might be urged that these tests

would involve a number of inspectors, but the result would be

increased safety in operation, and if the inspectors were competent
and had a knowledge of electricity as applied to underground
workings, the additional expenditure would be well justified. A
resolution was passed with the object of calling the attention of

the Home Office to the vagueness of certain of the existing

regulations, and suggesting the need of revision.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tht Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of tht

Electrical Review posted as to their mocements.

Shareholders of the Metropolitan Wagon & Finance Co.
last veeek presented Mr. P. Dudley Docker. C.B , with an
illuminated address in appreciation of his admini.stration of

the affairs of the company during 17 years. The address was
accompanied by a sura of money for the creation of Docker
scholarships at Binninpham University. A presentation was
al.% made to Mrs. Docker.
Mr. E. H. W. Cooke, chief accountant to the Birmingharu

Gas Department, has been appointed chief accountant to the
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Trafford Park. He bas

been in the employ of the Biriningham Corporation 30 years.

He was engaged in London on the compilation of the register

of vukintfcrs, under National Service, and later became chief

registration officer to the Birmingham Food Control Com-
mittee.
The Newcastle-under-Lyme Corporation has increased tlie

salary of the borough electrical engineer, Mr. A. J. C. De
Be.nzi, to MiotJ per annum.
The Time's states that Mr. L. H. KiEK, fjeneral manager of

the .-Viiglo-South .Vmerican Bank, has been elected a member
of the board of the Vera Cruz Electric LJght, Power, and
Traction, Ltd.

Mr. E. Meucer has resigned his position as resident en-
gineer under the Yorkshire West-Riding Tramway Co., Castle-
lord, and has started in business as the Electric-al Contracting
and Motor Co.. Castlcford. He wishes to receive lists and
catalogues of electrical goocfe.

The Electrical Contractors' .Association of Scotland (Glas-
gow Branch) held a successful " At Home " in the Burhngton
House, when a pre.-^otation of silver salver and purse and
cheque was made to Mr. J. M. D.wies on retiring from the
secretar\ship of the A.sscxiation, and a pendant to Mrs. Davies.
The Burton-on-Trent Town Council has increa.sed the salary

ot the electrical engineer (Mr. Hall) by £150 a year.
The Military Cross awarded to Capt. F. L. L.awrence,

E.F..\.. works manager of Chamberlain & Hookham. Ltd.. for
distinguished .seoice en November 6th and 7th. 1918. while
in action near Mons. was pre.sented to huii at the recent
local investiture held by H.B.H. Prince Hemy at the Bir-
mingham Town Hall.

At Cape Town in Decetnber the employes of Messrs. E. A.
Shaw & Co., were entertained to a smoking concert by Mr.
F. E. Trill, who was severing his partner.ship connection
«-ith the firm. Mr. Hyiands, the works manager, on behalf
of the employes, presented Mr. Trill with an illmninated
address and a silver rose bowl.
The employes of the Mus.selburgh & District Electric Light

and Traction Co.. Ltd.. held their annual ilinner, the first

.-iince the war-, on the 1.5th inst. Tlie l<x-al director. Mr. J.
AxDER^ox. took the chair. Several of the employes con-
tributed to the iuu.sical programme. Durnig the eveninjj the
manager. Mr. H. C. Babb. prestmted the oldest employe, Mr.
W. Elliot, who has been with the company since its inaugu-
ration, with an envelope of Treasury notes.

Obituary.-—Dr. Cecil R. C. Lyster.—We regret to learn
that Dr. Cecil R. C. Lyster, who was for 17 years in charge
of the electro-therapeutic department of the Middlesex Hos-
pital. pa.5sed ax\ay on Monday at the age of GO years. He ia

described as a " martyr to science." The Times states that he
was a pioneer in X-ray investigation, particularly in relation
to the treatment of cancer. '" Through exposure to the ray.s
in the early days of research, he himself conti-acted the
disease, but in spite of much suffering he insisted ii|H)n pur-
suing his invaluable work until a lew weeks ago. when he
was compelled to lav it aside." It ap|vars that re<cntly he
had been concerned in an attempt to standardise the applica-
tion of radiunn as a remedial agent in the treatment of cancer,
Hiid though a victini to the disease he had sought to conquer
he declined to be set aside from his puriK)se.
Mr. K. L. AnKE.v.—The Ehrtrirul Xcirx (Canada) reports

the death of Mr. Kenneth L. Aitken in California. Mr. .\itken
was manager of the Toronto hydio-electric svstem in ita
early day.«.

Mr. J. H. P. Brown.—The death has occurred, at the age
ot .57 years, of Mr. J. H. P. Brown, who until a few months
ago was P:0. telt>graph .sui>erintendent at Hull. He had been
in the service 11 vcar-^-.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

General AVelding Co.. Ltd. nO.>»8n.—Private companv.
Rrgl^lerM in Ediiiburah J..nuiirv !llli. (^ipilal. ilO.OnO In fl shar.-,. lo
carry on in Glasgow the bu>in,-.s of w.lArs hv ow-acotvlpne and other auto-

~'™"t '"^'T^ .*' '"" ^uhscribfrs (ra.li wilh one sharp) iirf : R. Raillie.
11. Woodhall Drive. Cardonald. Glasgow, engineer; .\. Paton. 115. Old
^hettl^ron Road, Glasgow, boil.rmaker; P. Linn. ;118. Scotland Street,
•.lasgow. secretary. The first directory are : R. Baillie. A. Paton and P
Linn. IJualification, flOO. Registered office : HI. .Muirhouse Street. Glasgow.

Iceni Engineering Co., Ltd. (163,037).—Private coin-
panv. Registered January 20th. Capital. M.OOO in £1 shares. To carrv on
in Letchworth and eLsewher*! the business of mechanical and electrical engi-
neers. &c., and to adopt an agreement with T. K. Wild. The subscribers
(.ach wilh one share) are: J. \V. E. Powell. 204. Broadwav Chambers. Letch,
worth: (. W. .Swanson. 7. Norton Wav North. Letchworlli: C. F. Ball, 33K,
\urlon Way. Letchworth. The first directors are: C. I". Ball. J. W E.
l'o«ell, G, C. Swanson. E. J. Simmons and C. H. Jollev. Solicitor: K. W. G.
bolton, !x-tchworlh.

Portadown Electric Co., Ltd. (4,871).—Private company.
Registered in Dublin January Sth. Capital. £2O,(XI0 in fl shares (.•.,000 pfe-
ference). To produce, store, supply and sell electrical energv. &c. The sub-
scribers (e.ich with one ordin.arv sharel are: M. Curr.in. 2. Kent Street.
Belfast, ehvlrical engmeer: 1). Chapman. R.len,l.rrv. Port.-«lown. i.im merchant
and druggisl. The first dirwiors are : M. Curran and D. Chapman. Regis-
tered office : 7-8. .Market Sire.1. Portadown. Co. Al^agh.

Tuara Electricifv Co., Ltd. (4.808).-Registered in
Dublin on September Utii Capit.il. fS.UOO in « shares. To carry on in
Tuam and elsewhere the business of an electric light companv. The first
• tors are: A. Eaton. St. Jarlath's Coll.ge. Tuam: O. Harmaii, Tuam: G.

ay, Tuam; A. O'Malley, Tuain; T. J.' .Mcllin. Tuam: and P. McTiguc,
1. Secretary: J. Daly. Registered office: Dutlin Road, Tuim.
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Technical Intellif^ence Service, Ltd. (1U'J.",)(2).—Pnv;ilo
comp.inv. KcRiscored Janunrv irUi. Capil.il. .tl.UUl) in 41 >liai«i. To rarrv

on Ihc businiss o( a news and inlrlligencc aytncy, &c. The first directors inc :

K. IHudson. 15, Ouccn Anne's Gatf. S.W., ncwspjipcr proprietor; Major W. K.

Siinn<-tl. Timplc" Fortune IIoum-, Hampslead Way, N.W.4; II. Pratt. B2,

l.yford Road, S.W.IS, newspaper director. Registered oflice : •JU, Tavistock

,Sli«l, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

Technical Review, Ltd. (162,973).—Private company.
Kc(;isicred January ]7th. Capital. £2,500 in *1 shares. To carry on Ihc

business of proprietors and publisher.s of newspapers, reviews and periodicals.

&c. First directors : K. Hudson. 15, Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.. newspaper
proprietor; Major \V. R. Simnett. Temple Fortune House, Hainpstead Way.
N.W.4; H. Pratt, «2, l.vford Roiid. S.W.lg. newspaper director. Registered

c.lKce; L'O. Tavistock .Sir.'et, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

I. Calvete, Ltd. (163,036).—Private company. R<>gis-
l..re.l January iOtll. Capital, flO.OOO in £1 shares. To Uike over the in-

tcrest and yoo<l\vill of I. Calvete and L. N. Viola in the business of con-

tractors, electrical and mechanical engineers, manufacturers of electrical

apparatus, &c., carried on by theoi at 11, Little Street, Andrew Street, St.

.M.artin's Lane, W.C. 'Ihc first directors are : L. N Viola, (i, Russell Court
jMansions, Great Russell Street, W.C. ; I. Calvete, 17, Upper Addison Gardens,

W«t Kensington, W Solicitor: L. E. Townroo, 26, Budge Row, E.C. Regis-

tered oliice: 11, Little St. Andrew Street, St. Martin's Lane, E.C.

Southwark Lighting Co., Ltd. (163,008).—Private com-
pany. Registered January 19th. Capital. £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on

the business of manufacturers, importers and exporteis of and dealers in

electrical, gas and lighting goods and accessories, &c. The subscribers (each

with one share) are : W. Lcnn.-Jrd. 3, Love Lane. Eastcheap. E.C. produce
merdiant; R. C. Radeglia, 3. Love Lane. Eastcheap, B.C., merchant. The
first directors are: W. Lennard (chairman) and R. C. Radeglia. Solicitor: H.
Grafter, 7. Southampton Street, \\'.C. Registered office : 3, Lo\e Lane, East-

cheap. E.C.

Power Research Co., Ltd. (163,004).—Private companv.
Registered January 19th. Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares. To acquire aiid

tiu-n to account any mines, rights and property in the V .K. or elsewhere, and
lo carry on the business indicated bv the title. The subscribers (each with
one share) .are: P. G. Smart, 38. Salisbury Road, Forest Gate, E.7, clerk;

H. R. Bayliss, 31a, I'arkholnie Road, Dalston, E.8, clerk. The subscribers
aie to appoint the first directors. Sulicitnr : G. C. Pullman, '2i, t\)leman
Street. E.C.

Portumna Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. (4,874).

—

Registered in Dublin on January 12th. Capital, £5.000 in £1 shares. To
carry on in Portumna and elsewhere the business of an electric light com-
]>an\ . The directors are : Viscount Lascelles, A. E. Moeran, Mrs. M. M.
Nolan. J. Hyncs, N. J. Kelly, J. Corcoran, G. J. Coates, J, Taylor, and J.
Murphy, all of Portumna, County Galway. Secretary : M. C. Woulfe.
Solicitor: J. J. Kearns, Portumna, Co. Galwav, Registered office: New
Street, Portumna, Co. Galway.

Car Lighting Set Co., Ltd. (162,890).—Private companv.
Registered January 16th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on Iht-

business of manufacturers, suppliers, installers and repairers of lighlinf;,

heating, starting and driving apparatus and appliances for all kinds of cars,

vehicles and boats bv electricitv, fuel, gas, spirit, oil. &c. The subscribers
(each with 500 shar«) are : C.' W. Akers, 224, Brixton Hill, S,W.2, scientific

instrument maker; A. J. Austin, 308, Brixton Hill, S.W.2, engineer; W. Blen-
karn, 30, Gleneaglc Road, Streatham, S.W.IB, electrical engineer. The first

directors are: C. W. Ake.s, A. J. Austin and W. lilmkarn (all permanent).
Registered oflice : 3(j, .Maiden Lane, Strand, \V.C.2.

British Electrical Development Association (162,942).

—

Registered January 17th as a company limite^l by guarantee, not formed for
profit The word " limited " being omitted from title by licence of the Bojird
of Trade. Objects : To promote and protect electrical industry and enter-
prise in the British Empire, to develop the use of and demand for electrical
energy for industrial, commercial; public, domestic, agricultural and other
purposes, &c. There ai-e to be founders, ordinary members and associates.
The first members of the Council are : S. T. .\llen, Homeica, Wrottesley Road,
Tcttenhall, Staffs; L. B. Atkinso-., Alstc, Little Hampden, Great MUsenden;
C. O. Bastian, 32, The .Avenue, N.W.6; C. R. Belling, 10. Glebe Avenue,
Enfield; A. F. Berry, Haves, Middlesex; T. H. Bowden, 101, Eltham Roiid,
Lee, S.E.12; W. A. Chamen, The Gables, Llanlwii l-a.d.c I'ontvpridd; I.
Christie, A. C. Cramb, R. S. Downe, D. Watson, D. N. Dunlip, I. E.
Kdgi-combe, L W. Elliot, S. E. Fcdden, W. A. Gillol;, E. E. Ho.adlev, E. T.
R. Murray, H. C. Palmer. A. R. Phipps, F. 1. Walker, F. H. Willikms, \V.
K. Woodliouse and C. H. Wordingham. Each founder (including the In-
stitution of Electrical Engineers, the British Elwlrical and Allied Manu-
facturers' .\ssociation, the Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association, the
Incorporated Asswijition of Electric Power Companies, the Electrical Con-

on. Jncorporated. and the Electric Lamp Manufacturers'
" itain, Ltd.) is to be entitled to om- representative- on

T. Trinimell, 71, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

Simplex Power Generator Co., Ltd. (163.053).—Private
company. Registeri-d January 20th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To
acquire and turn to account any invention relating to power, gas and gas
engines, &e. The first directors are : Capt. E. F. Hill, Southmead, Newburv,
Berks; R. G. Harlev, 20, Market Street, Mavfair, W.. accountant Solicitor-
R. Burrow. Rolls Chambers. 88-9, Chancerv' Lane, W.C. Registered office:
20. Mark.t Street, Curzon Street. Mayfair, \V.

London Electricity Joint Committee, 1920, Ltd. (163,101).
—Private. Registered January 21st. Capital, £50,000 in £1 shares. To
prepare sch,-mes with a view to the improvements of the organis:ition of the
supply of electricity within the counties of London and Middle-sex and adjoin-
ing countie-s or districts. The subscribers (each with one share) arc W F
Fladgate, 18-19, Pall Mall, S.W., chairman. Charing Cross, West End 'and
'•v Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.; Lord Downham, Eccleston Place, Belgravia.

tminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd. The board
uthonsed representative of each of the comoanics ami

for the time being members of this company. Until

^ ,. ..
-jcrihers ai-e d.-cmed to b<- the directors

pany. .Solicitor: I-
.
G. C. Morris, 40. King Street, Che:ipside. K.C.

,.?n'i','*'l
Noii=Ferrous Metals Research Association

llW.067)—Registered January 21st as a companv limited by guarantee not
lormed for profit 1 he word " limited " is omitted from the title bv licence
of the board of Trade. Objects: lo promote research and scientific 'work in
connection with the studv, oroduction, treatment and utilisation of non
ferrous metals aAd alloys, &c. the number of members is unlimited, and e.achmember is liabie for not more than £5 in the event of winding up. The
first members of the Council are: A. I. Bailev (Sir W M Rallev X. r,.
Ud.. Salford); T. Bolton (T. Bolton Sc Sons, Lfd', London) C' Cookson(Cookson &. Co., Ltd., Newcas,le-„n-Tyne);

J. s'. ror,;;veTl? Newt'on Ch.amN r.

i^nC.°"l v*''p
^,"""'"e^^"" ,^l'='i'-"'^|,n of Bedstea.l Manufacturers' F.dera:non), J. N Earle (Earie, Iwurne & Co., Ltd.. Birmingham); S. Fvered(Evere* & Co., Ltd., Smethwick); A. P. M. Fleming (Metr.molitan V ckers

Electrical Co., Ltd.. Traflord Park, Manchester); WW Gibhins (Rirmlnoham Battery and Metal Co., Ltd.); H. L. Il.-alhcole (Rudge-Whitworth I i,l
Sparkhill, Birmingham); H. E. Howard (Sl-warK & I lovdf I U H .le'oi: .^
R. S. llutton (Sh-m-ld Fla,w:o-e Co.. 1.,,,.,; J. \^ iu^i.^.n^'^^Z^^
.Str,-,.;. I.irmmghaui; (,. H. Muntz (Muni/', M.-i.,! Co., Smethwi.kl- W MMorrison (1 ritish Aluminium Co., Ltd., London); /.. P.,vne (Phosphor Brot^/V.Co.. Ltd., London); H. L. R.-ason (J. Russ..|I & Co., Ltd., Birn.inabim FPomlinson (Broughton Copper Co., I.t.l., Manchester)- A H VC.-:-, m'Wiggin * (.^>.. Ltd., Birmingham); A. H. Wohelev (C. •ciV(Iord& Son;. I V'birmingham). Solicitors: Pinsent & Co., Birmingham.

S.\V.. ch;

shall consist of
local authorities
such directors are ;ippointed, tf

of the -

Castle l^n^ineering Co., Ltd.— Kcsjislcied January 23rH.
t .ipital. £.'),tlUU in £1 shares (2,500 preference). ' To carry on the business of

mechanical and electrical engineers, manuf.icturers ol and dealers in electric,

iiiagiielic, telegraphic, telephonic ;ind other appliances, &c. The subsiribers
leach with one share) are : E. L. Castle, Hollv Mount. Station Road. Pendle-
bury. ek-ctrical engineer; F. C. Loinax, Knnerdalc, Campbell Road, .Swinton,
cotton manufacturer. The first ilirectors are : E, L. Castle, E. W. Ciistle. F.
C. Lontax, and H. Easson (all permanent). Solicitor: J. Knighl, 2, Ridge-
field, Manchester.

Accumulators of Woking, Ltd. (163,120).—Private com-
pany. R.gi,lercd January •22nd. Capital, £.15.000 in £1 shares. To take
o\i:r tin- business ol .-Xccumulators, Ltd., ;ind to carry on the business of
nu-ch:inical engineers, machinists, fitters, millwrights, manufacturers of and
dealers in electrical batteries and accumulators, ic. The first directors are :

II. P. M:irtin, Lingwood, Gower Road, Wevbridi;e, engineer; H. Fulton,
Bvw:ivs, Berkhampstead, general manager; (;. H. Handasvde. The Vines,
West BvHeet; L. C. Rawlence, 40, Sackville Street, W., ' motor engineer
Registered office: .Mavbur\ Hill. Woking.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Drake & Uorham, Ltd. (70,275).—Return dated Decem-
ber 3rd, Will. Capital, £125,000 in £1 shares. All shares taken up. £85,000
paid. £40.000 consid.ri-d as paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Lancashire Power Construction Co., Ltd.—Charge on the
company's undertaking and property present and future, including uncalled
ciipital, and certain debentures and shares, registcn-d December (ith, 1919, lo

secure all nionevs due or to become due from the cunipanv to Lloyd's Bank,
not exceeding £50,000.

United Kingdom Lighting Trust, Ltd.

—

Debenture to
secure all moneys due or to become due from company to Barclay's Bank.
Ltd., registered December 2nd, 1919, charged on the company's undertaking
and property, present iind fulure, including uncalled capital.

CITY NOTES.

i'lie leixiit lor the year ended June,
British l'.n'.l, shows that alter deducting i;l54,7'27

Coiumhia tor depreciation, sinliiug fund, and re-

l:lcctric Kailway iicwals, and i;l,818 for addition to capital

Co., Ltd. amoitisation fund, the ordinary net ic-

voiuie from all sources was i"2'24,601, plus

i;138,4iy profit on exchange in remittances from Vancouver
to London and moneys formerly set aside for contingencies

and now no longer required for such, and ±'6,08.5 brought
ft^irward, making i'oO'J.lOo. Debenture interest absorbs

i;l8'2,447; dividend on the 5 jx'r cent, cumulative jwrpetual

preference stock for the year i'7'i,000; dividends, interim and
final on the preferred ortlinary sttxk, milking 5 j>er cent, for

the year, ±'7-2,U0O; 3 per cent, on the deferred ordinary stock,

±'43, '200; bonus of 3 per cent, on the deferred ordinai'y stock,

i'43,'200; to be carried forward i't),'2.5'-<. The .Ijouus of 3 i>er

cent, upon the deferred ordinary' st(X-k is an exceptional dis-

tribution lendered possible this year, as shown by profit on
exchange in reuiitting moneys from Vancouver to iKindon,
and by the appropriation of certain moneys held foi' contin-

gencies which, under the altered conditions, the direc-tors con-
sider may now be safely distributed. In regard to the divi-

dend of 3 i)er cent, on the deferred ordinary stock, the direc-

tors consider that the improvement in local conditions, as

reflected in the curient earnings, is such as to justify reason-
able hope that a distribution on the deferred .srtock may be
maintained. The net earnings of the company for the curient
.vear, as compared with the year under review, are as fol-

lows :
—

1918. 1919. Increase.

July *19,165 149,109 129,944
August 88,436 166,80.s 78.372
September ... 130,548 181,811 51,283
October ]24,3l'6 183,416 59,089

$362,475 t:681,143 $318,668

*NoTE,—Strike in progress for 11 days during July, 191?.

The BiU to establish a Public Utilities Commission became
i;iw in March, 1919. Both the terms of the .\ct and the
decisions of the Commissioner have shown every indication
of a desire to treat the company with jn-stice. The Act gives
a i-ight of appeal from the decision of the Commissionei'.
There is a special clause relating to the 6 cent fare now being
charged on the Vancouver City lines. The Vancouver City
Council in July, 1918, granted the company the right to charge
a 6 cent fare for a period of nine months. The Public Utilities

.\ct was passed before this period expired and provided for
the continuance of the (J cent fare, .subject to the company
being able to satisfy the Commissioner that such rate was
ju.st and reasonable.

The .\ct also provides that

cent hire prcviouslv charg,-d
charteioi bank in ' Vancniiver,
than six cents the excess

nfil such nroof is furnished to the satisf-action
i.fCeiv.-d bv llie company in excess of the five

; to be deposited in a special account in a
and that if the rate should be fixed at less

be handed over to the Vancouv
General Hospital. Owing to an amendiyent of the general Railway Act "f
the Dominion of Canada the raihvavs of the companv passed from the juris-
diction of the Province of British Columbia and of the Public Utilities Com-
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mission lo tli.a ol tiic DoEuinion o( Cmi.ida and of, llie Dominion Railway

Board, but it is anticipated that anli-niling ligislation will be passed early

ill 1930 whith will place the company's railways again undtr the jurisdiction
.

of the Public Utilities Commission, and the company h.is joined with the

local authorities in petitioning for this to be done. When this has been done-

it is expected that an investigation, which was commenced by the Com-
missioner some time ago to ascertain the correct fare to be charged in Van-

couver (-ity, but which, owing to the circumstances reported above, has been

temporarily adjourned, will be resumed, and that an appraisal of all the

property of the company on the mainland will be made.

In June, 1919, the employiis of the conipany iiml uf inu.'-t

other industries in Vancouver went on strike, not for any in-

creased wages or any imjn-oved conditions, but in syuipathy

with the general unrest which was then prevalent in labour

circles throughout Canada, particularly in Winnipeg. The
strike lasted from June 5th to '29th, when the men returnetl

to work on the old terms. The revenues of the company iii\

the mainland from its railway sy.stem were reduced tQ almost

nothing during the '24 days that this strike lasted. In August,

1919, a request was receivtxl for a further increase in wages.

This request was submitted to arbitration, and under the

arbitration award increases were girauted which will cost the

company a large sum.
The directors consider that the improved conditions warrant

a, return to the practice of paying the dividend on the -5 per

cent, cumulative perpetual preference >tock half-yearly, a.'^

before the war, and a half-year's dividend of ii per cent. ha>

Ijeen declared.

The end of the war and the gradual return to normal fondi-

tions is having a good effect upon the company's revenues.

In addition to the return of the men who left the Province
of British Columbia for over.seas .service, it is stated that ;i

large number of men who enlisted in other parts of Canada
went to British Columbia on being demobilised.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Kast London Railway Co.—Durinij 1919: passenjjiers car-

ried r2,7'2I,929, against 10,.369,.541, exclusive of sca.son-ticket

holders. State control of ra.ilways has ojierateil ami coiitinucs

to operate particularly inequitably—inasmuch as while the

Government absorbs the greatly increased receipts due to

the electrification of the railway, the company derives no
benefit therefrom, but on the contrary is respoii.sible lor in-

terest on the amount expended upon the electrification. An
appeal was made to the Railway Executive Committee asking

ft>r sjiecial consideration, and the secretary replied that the

Boarti of Trade were informed that the claim of the company
was one which should receive the sympiithetic consideration

of the Board of Trade and of the Treasury.

British Trade Corporation.—The net profit for 1919, after

payment of all expenses and making provision for depreciation
of investments and contingencies, amounts to .£88,340, plus

i;l4,'2.52 brought forward. Tlie directors recommend a divi-

ilend of 8s. per share (subject to tax), leaving £''2'2,.592 to be
cjirried forward.

Mather & Piatt, Ltd.—.\ -.cliemr h;i> be>en i>rc]jiirctl for

capitalising and distributing i;4oU,OI»l of the uinlivitled lUdlits.

in the shape of new ordinarv shares of i'l each. The capital

is to be increased by £l,506,(XIO new shares to i;2..M).(KKJ if

resolutions to be submitted at a meeting im February ."iid arc-

agreed to.^

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividend on
the 7 per cent. cum. part, preference shares of 7 i>er cent.,

being Is. 4.80d. per share, less income tax; on the ordinary
shares an interim dividend of 10 per cent., being 2s. per
share, less income tax.

Metropolitan Railway Co.—i;40,000 is placed lo i,'cneral

renewals; a dividend at the rate of IJ per cent, per annum
for the half-year, making Ij per cent, for the year, is to be
paid; and i'20,000 is to be carried forward.

Prospectuses.—Industrial Glass Works, Ltd.—The 'isi

closes on February 3rd in an issue of '2(),0<K1 10 per cent, cum-
I)ref. shares of £1 each at par and •20.00*1 ordinary shares of Is.

each at par.—Messrs. Erinoid, Ltd., have l>een offering to

shareholders 100,000 shares of 5s. each at a premium of 5s.

each.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The Cominitlee has ordered (be
undermentioned to be officiallv quoted :

—
Edison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.--3(50.000 ordinarv shares

of £1 eaeh, fully paid, Nos. 598,308 to 958,307.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramway Co., Ltd
Dividend 6 per cent., less tax, on the cum. pref. .shares.

There is put to renewals, depreeiation and rest^rve £'21 ,2;)9.

Purchase of funded preferential dividend certificates, £1'2,8:S7.

Carried forward, £1,386.

Stothert & Pitt, Ltd—Interim dividend for llu- past half-

year at the rale of 10 per cent, per annum, free of lax.

Blackpool, St. Annes & Lytham Trainwavs Co.— Prufil

for I'.ll'.l (to Oetnber) :flO,(t<0: alter meeting debenture
ihaiges, the debit bal.tnce carried forward nmounts to £.37,991.

Crossley Bros.. Ltd.—.An issue of 255,000 of the new ordi-
nary shares is being offered to the existing holders at par.

TlKSD.W EVK.NINCi.

Tmhui; is noticeable .slackening in Stock Exchange activity,

althoiifjh no check to the outpouring of new issues. Probably

the latter has something to do with the former. The Govern-

ment's appeal that fresh applicants for money should exerci.se

a certain amount of restraint while the .svibscription lists are

oi>en fi>r the new oi per cent, bonds ha.s not had much effect,

the newcomers .sheltering them.'^lves behind the reasonable

excui'e that they had made their arrangements for i.-^sue

some time before the Government api)eal apjx'ared, anil that

they were unable to stop their prosi>ectus<'s. It may be luen

tioned. in this connection, that when undeiwriting is being

arranged, there is almost invariably a clau.se to the effect that

underwriters are only bound to their obligation luovideii the

prospectus is issued within a certain i)eriod, and the time, as

a rule, is comparatively close to that on which the uniler-

writing is completed, so that it is likely enough that the

exou.se is a valid one in most instances.

The first Home Railway dividend announcements exercised

a chilling effect upon the market for the stocks. The Metro-

politan repeats its i>erformance of last year, which has, inci-

ilentally, the effect of throwing into relief the extremely

meagre yield afforded by the ordinary stock. The East

fyondon Railway figures are not Iiad, .showing trafiie increases

in passenger and freight traffic, but shareholders get nr)thing

out of the improvement, thanks to the arrangement with the

Government. The Railway Executive has promised that the

claim of the ctwnpany to speiMal consideration shall receive

symjiathy. whatever that may mean.

What is the ix>sition of London Tul>es may be a little clearer

at the end of the week than it is now. Manifestly there is

something afoot between the Combine and the Ministry of

Transport : and curiosity stirs itself laxily to ask what is

hkely to happen. The two main questions are : Will the

Government take over the Tubes? and. Are the fares going tt>

be doubled? to which the daily strap-hanger adds a third.

When shall I get a- seat for my money? Market sentiment is

reflected in J fall in L^ndergroiind £10 .shares, and 3} points
in the Income Bonds, although such movements might have

occurred in the general ilulncss of Home Railways, irresjx'c-

tive of the questions surrounding control of the four Tubes,

three tramway and three omnibus companies concerned in the

Combine.
London United Tramways 5 per cent, preference shares of

£1 eaeh stand at two and ninejionce, and the 4 jx'r cent,

debenture sttx-k at 40. South Metropolitan Tramways 4 per

cent, debenture is quoted 58. Metroixjlitan Electric Tram-
ways 4i ijer cent, debenture stock is, according to the Stix'k

Exchange official price, 60 to tS, although business was
marked at 72 only a week ago, and the comjiany's 5 |hm- cent,

tiebenture .stock stands at 73.S. London and Suburban
Traction ordinary are a llinin apiece, the preference 4s. 6d.,

and the debentures 52 and 71 for 4i per cent, and five's re-

spectively. Potteries Electric Traction ordinary and prefer-

ence have come on to the same line at 14s. British Electric

Tractions are 40J and tWJ for ordinary and preference; the
two ilebentuies have changed hands this year at 82i and 64

J

for firsts and seconds.
Holders of such stocks and shares may well regard with

feelings of envy the proprietor-s of Bombay Electric ordinary.
We mentioned .some time ago that the price rose ix>unds in

one day to the neighbourhood of 60. To-day it is £100—in-
d<v(l. a bargain was marked at 101 on Friday last. Intrin.sie-

ally it is difficult to see that the shares arc worth '20. being
of the nonnnal value of £10. Last .vear a tlividenil of 7 per
cent, was i>aid; in the previous twelve months the dividend
was 9 per cent. The Stixk Exchange market refers the ri.sc

to buying for control. A ri.se of 5s. lifted the preference to
14; they carry 6 per cent, dividend and no participating rights.
(Ither Indian tramway shares are quiet, Calcuttas 8J, Madras
[>ref{>rence 4.

Mexicans mostly retieated further, wheie they moved at
all. Mexican light and Power firsts at .52J are down 3.}.

Pachuca Fives arc dull at 43. Montereys at 31}. Mexican
Electric light 5 i>er cent, bonds changed hands at 433 on
Monday; the deposit receipts at VA. The optiimst mtiy be
pardoned for thinking he sees a breath of improvement in the
market. .\ little encourtigement. and prices would l>e rapidly
up again. South .American Light and Power 5 per cent, regis-
tered debentmes were .sold a few ilays back at .''0. Brazilian
Tia<tions continue to give way. and are down to ."ill. Th-
strength of Anglo-Argentine Tramways vieldeil to what was
termetl profit taking. Briti.sh Colimibia f^Jectric .sttxk spurted
on the dividend declaration; a bonus on the deferred was quite
unexiXK'ted.
The cable market has turned better, and Western Tele-

graphs at 17i, Eastern ordinary 1651, Anglo-American pre-
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fened 90, 'Chinas" and Globes 16J show, with elight im-

provements, the tendency of the iimrket. I'nit^d River Pliitc

Telephones are hijiher nt 8. but Urientuls at 'ij iiart^ed with

some of their recent advance. Autoniatic Telephones reactid

to 3 5-10. .Vu^lo-Portiiguese Telephone ordinary hold their

price at 19s. Marconis continue to be ne^'lected, but Cana-

dians spurted to 14s., while Americans lagged behind at

30s. 6d.

Electricity supply shaics show .scarcely an\- movements.
Although the recent Bill had its fangs drawn, a new Bill is

to he presented next session, in which the feature* objection-

able to .shareholders in the companies! are Jikely to be re-

peated, and already a movement is on foot to protest against

infringement of the companies' rates. An interesting regis-

tration is that of the liOndon Electricity .Joint Commiffpr
(I'J'itl). Ltd.. with a nominal capital of A'50.000 in i'l slimrs

The companv is a private one, and the two signatories arc

Mr. W. F. Fladgate and Lord Downham. The objects of the

company are to prepare schemes with a view to imjiruveJiient

of organisation of electricity supply within London. Middlesex
and adjoining counties or districts.

Edisoiis were a little lowei- at 'iTs. :uul (jeneral Electrics

eased off to 41s. Siemens at 29s. 6d. have reacted a trifle.

Efectric Construction debentures fell G to l». On the other-

hand, Ca.stncr-Kellners have ri.sen to 4 owing to an jmpnAc-
ment in Brunncr Monds. Henleys are » up at ilg,' Callendcrs

7s, lid, higher at I and Telegraph Constructions 10s, to the

good at "27. A fair amount of b\isiness is being done in the

shares of all the n)anufacturing companies. The ndil)ei'

market continues quiet, with no object of s|x>cial interest, and
in the metal markets, rises in gold and tin have <lrawn re-

newed attention to the companies concerned with the produc-
tion of both.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
BOUB EI.EOTSICITT CoMFANIKB,

Dividend Prioe
^ s Jan. 27, Yield
1917. 1918, 1920. Rise or fall, p.o,

Brompton Ordinary 10 8 6J — ffi 16 a

Charing Cross Ordinary .... i i 3 — 6 13 4

do. do. do 4i Pief. ..4)4} 2^ — 8 8 8
Chelsea B B 3 — BOO
City ot London 8 8 Id — 631

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...66 I

)

— 664
County of London 7 7 ''J

— i 7 11 4

do do. 6 per cent. Fret. 6 8 BS — 6 15 2
Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 4| — 664
London Electric Nil Nil l| —

do. do. 6 percent. Prel... 6 6 BJ — 8 17 10
Metropolitan 4 6 3,^ — 7 Ifi 10

do. 44 per cent. Pref. . . 4J 4J 2? — 7 16 6
St. James' and Pall Mall .... 9 10 6 — 868
South London B 6 SS — 7 12 8
Bonth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 B 61 — 7 12 B

Teleqraphs and Telbphonrb,
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 KD + k 6 13 4

do. Def IJ B8/6 2H ' 7 12
Chile Telephone 8 8 eg +4 636
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 IO4 — '6 18 4
Eastern Extension 8 8 IfiJ + | '4 18 6
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 IC.iJ +1 »4 16 8
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 6 16J +J »4 IK 6

do. do. Pref 6 6 9} ^J 664
Great Northern Tel 99 32 2,sj — 9 7 2
TndoEnropean 18 13 48$ — 6 13 4

Marconi 00 26 4t — ,', H 1 H
Oriental Telephone Ord IB 10 9J — ,',, 4 116
United R. Plato Tel 8 8 s + ,'s

'B
West India and Panama .. .. 1/3 1/3 1,', —

y's 5 9 6
Western Telegraph 8 8 17i + J '4 12 9

HoMK Rails.

Central London Ord, Assented .

.

4 4 B8i^ — 6 16 9
Metropolitan 1 IJ 24i - 1 5 16

do. District .. Nil Nil 21" — Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary.

.

Nil Nil 2g —J Nil
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/6 — Nil
do. do. Income .. 4 B 834 -34 'S 19 9

Foreign Thaus, &d,

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref, ,,66 3? — 7 14 10
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref, . , 6i Nil 4 J _

do. do. 2nd Pref. .. — — RJ — —
do. do. 6 Deb. ..66 BSJ _ 7 12 8

Brazil Tractions — — ."ifi —3 —
Bombay Electric Prel 6 6 14 + i 4 ,i 9
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfcc. 6 5 64 -(-3J 7 15

do. do. Preferrred Nil 2J 5!)* -t 3 8 8
do. do. Deferred Nil Nil 6.5j +3 —
do. do. Deb. . . 4} 4i 64 — 6 15

Mexico Trams 6 percent. Bonds. . Nil Nil 46 — Nil
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil a5J — Nil

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 22A — Nil
do. Pref. .. .. Nil Nil 35 — Nil
do, Ist Bonds . . . . Nil Nil 524 — 3J —

Manufacturing Coupamies,
Baboook & Wilcox 15 15 39 — '4 9
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 1| — 6143
British Insulated Ord 25 12} a^g — 5 14 2
Callenders 25 25 98 + S fi 9 10

ejPref 5 6i 4J — 7 2 1
Castner Kellner 25 20 4' + J _
Crompton Ord 7 10 ai/6 — 9 6
Edison-Swan, " A " .... — 10 ig +- 7 5

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ..45 794 — 659
Electric Construction .... 10 10 lj% — 888
Gen. Elec. Pref. . .• .. .. 6 01 19/- — 6d. 6 16 10

do. Ord 10 10 41/- 1/. »4 15 3
Henley 26 25 2^ + J 6 5 :)

do. 4iPref 4)4) 8| _ 6 4 2
IndiaRnbber 10 10 16 — »6 5
Met.-Viokers Pref — — 2\i — 5 14
Siemens Ord — 10 29/6 -6d. 'O 18 n
Telegrapk Con 20 ao 27 ~ ^ >4 9

' Dividends paid free of Income Tax.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, iu making use of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some ca-ses the prices are only general,
and they may vary according to iiuantities and other circumstances.

Tuesday.
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TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

By J. UNDLEY THOMPSON. M.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.

.._i.- .
{.ibstraci of paper rcud Itcjurc the INSTITUTION of ELECTRICAL iixc.INEERS.)

Electmc furnaces in commercial use at the present time may
be classified under four heads : (1) Radiation arc tyiie for

steel
;

("2) conduction arc type for steel
; (3) induction type lor

steel ; (4) resistance type for carbide, carborundum and ferro-

-silicon. NVith furnaces under types (1). (-2), and (4), trans-

formei-s are nearly always required, while ty|ie (3) is in itself

a static transformer.
The induction furnace has not made nmch prosres.s, and

this country is almost entirely unfamiliar with its service

conditions.

With both arc and resistance furnaces transformers are in

Ceneral use. The electrical characteristics of the transfonuers
for the two types of furnace ditTcr stjmewhat, but their con-
struction is on similar lines. Various troubles were experi-
enced with transformers built to early designs when put
into operation, and they were briefly as follows : (1) Loss of

L.p. voltage across the arc due to bad lay-out of leads, or to
reactance values of the transformers being too high, {i)

Failure of insulation of s«itchgear and transformer terminals
on the H.P. side due to the heavy auto-transformer effect in

consequence of the large range of voltage. (.3) Mechanical
damage to coils in the transformers due to frequent current-
rushes. (4) T'nbalanced voltages on the l.p. .side of Scott-
connected transformers due to un.'^ientific design. '.5) Failure
of transformers due to bad housina. unskilled operation, and
heavy overloads. With the experience of tlie past few years

is possible vmder a heavy rush of current. .\11 leads, high

and low pressure, should be securely damix'd to prevent

movement due to heavy current rushes. The insulating

material .should be strong and firndy held in position, being

a,s.sembled with the coils and secured while under pressure.

Numerous ventilating ducts should be provided by means of

suitably arranged spacing blocks between the several coils

to prevent local heating. Only the H.P. leads required should

be brought out of the case, the remainder being retained

under oil level. The high-pressure line leads should be
brought through individual insulators. The l.p. leads should
be increased in section, from two or three inches under oil

level, to prevent heating.
Self-cooled transformers should be placed in well-ventilated

chambers with a minimum distance between them of 18 in.

for sizes up to 1.000 K.v..^. and 24 in. for larger sizes. They
should he kept clean, easy of access, and be placed as near
to the furnace as |X)Ssible and symmetrical, with a fireproof

barrier between them and the furnace. I'nskilled attention

has been the cause of serious trouble. The L.P. leads should
be as near together as possible, and interleaved for currents
higher than 5,000 amperes.
Transformers for furnace work are manufactured of both

the core and shell-type construction, and both are giving good
sernce.

[p to the present time, electric steel furnaces have been

Fig. 1.— Sixcle-ph.ase, 1,2.50-k.v..a., Shell-type FVrx.\ck
Transformer; IJ turns on l.t. Winding.

Fu;. -2.

—

Single-phase. 1.-250-k.v.a..

Shell-tvpe Furn.ace
Transformer, with l.t. Booster.

and a careful study of the conditions of service on .site, tlie

above causes of trouble have been practically eluuinated.

Since the steel furnace is that which is most common and
causes most criticism, it is with transformers for this c-ondi-

tion of service that the author maiuly deals.

Furnaces in general require a minimum of three l.t. pres-

sures for use at different stages of production. The trans-

formers must be provided with a certain amount of reactance

for steadying the arc and reducing the rush of current to .sjife

values in the transformer windings and supply mains. This

reactance may be internal or external. It is necessary to

reinforce heavily the end turns of the high-pressure windings,

also extra insulation between the remaining turns is advisable,

especially where tappings are brought out. The tappings

for voltage variation should be on the H.P. side, for due to the

few turns on the l.p. side, correct voltages cannot readily be
obtained. The switL-hgear problem is also simplified by the

use of H.P. tappings, which should be in the middle of the
winding. The ratio of iron to copper loss is not imix>rtant.

Coils connected in parallel should be so placed that they

are equally loaded under all conditions of service. The trans-

former must be of sound mechanical constniction with its

coils rigidly supported in all directions in which movement

designed and built for dealing with quantities up to about
15 tons, but the future will demand larger sizes up to 30 or
40 tons' capacity. Taking the kilovolt-amperes required per
ton at 300, then transformer groups of G.OOO to .s.OOt) k.v.a.
will be required. The problem of tninsforming this amount
of power is not unreasonable, since jViwer transformers for
dealing with nmch larger capacities have been manufactured.
There are several alternatives whereby this increased ixiwer

can be supplied to the furnace: (1) Power can be increased
by increasing the currents at the present voltage values, and
.subdividing this current into two or more parallel paths
through the furnace. With an 8,000-k.v.a. furnace at 85 volts
to the bath, over 47,C«.Xi am|)eres i^r phase for a two-phase, and
over 31.01X1 amperes for a three-phase furnace will be required.
Transformers for dealing with such currents can be des-irned
and manufbctured, but only the funiace designers can 'give
expert opinion on the iwssibility of providing for the numerous
electrodes in the roof structuie of the furnace. (2) Power
can Ik- increased by raising the voltage betwtvn tlie electrode
and the bath. The possibdity of this suggestion is dependent
on the roof lining of the furnace. Here again is a problem
for the furnace designer, as the transformers present no diffi-

culties. (3) The third alternative, that of increasing the
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number of phases, seems to be tho fine favoured by furnace
designers. (Jp to the present tixiw, the author is under the
impression that in this country the maximum number of

phases used in a steel furnace has been three. Fiu'naees for

lour, sjx, and eight phases have been designed and various
transformer conneotions suggested and patented to obtain
the.se requirements. Ivoue of tlie.s<', 4o\vcver. has liad. as far

as the .author is aware, any practical connnercial trial up t(j

the present.

ITie practical limit of size for an electric fui-nace will, in

the author's opinion, be a compromise Ix'tweeu all three
alternatives and will depend on : (1) The maximum current
that can possibly be carried per electrode. ('2) The maximum
voltage that can be sustained iicross the arc without destroy-
ing the roof. (3) The maximum number of electrodes that
can be installed without danger to the loof.

The fundamental principles underlying the design of large
furnace transformers are the .same as those in jxjwer trans-
formers, but due to the large currents, special reactaaice and
possible intricate connections, special attention must be given
to their d.e6ign. In a .straight transformer the designer's chief
pi-ot)leni is the arrangement of the parallel low-pressure fcon-

d uctors.

This i.s more difficult of solution the larger the size of the
nnit and the higher value of current to be catered for. As the
size of unit becomes larger, the core section becomes greater,
and consequently the l.p. turns become few in number, which
Ls more pronounced with shell-type than with core-type tran.s-

formers. for considering the same size of unit the .section of
the shell is generally much larger than that of the core type
for economical proportions of active material. In large shell-
type transformers, the choice of the number of L.P. turns
often lies between one ai.id two. If one turn is u.sed. then
a large iron section is necessary; fir if two be used, a large

Suppl;

having a reactance of 7 per cent., will, if short-circuited
directly across its secondary leads, allow a current of approxi-
mately 14.3 times its full-load current to flow provided the
supply voltiige is maintained. This current brings a mechani-
cal stress to bear on the coils in an axial direction of approxi-
mately (iO tons. If the transfoi'iner is .supplying a furnace and
during the melting period (power factor l».,S) is .short-circuited

by the electrode coming into direct contact with the bath, the
short-circuit current that will (low will be 1.6 times full load
.sinc<' the reactance in circuit is 60 per cent., i.e.. 7 per cent,

in the tran.sf(>rmer-(-53 jwr cent, in the fuin:'cc lav-uiit. The
meclianical stress due to this current is aiiprnxmuti'ly 0.3 ton
on the coils in an axial direction. If tin- slinrt-iinuit occurs
during the molten i)eriod, i.e., power factor = U.y, the short-
circuit current is '2.3 times full load, for the reactance in
circuit is now approximately 43.5 per cent., i.e., 7 per cent, ip
the transformer and 36.5 per cent, in the furnace and lay-out.
This current brings a mechanical stress of approximately
0.8 ton on to the coils in an axial direction. The figures of
stress are those on the cod surface.
The satisfactoi-y operation of electric furnaces is not de-

pendent solely on the transformers being of correct design
and .sound construction, but also on the relative positions of
transformers and furnace and the heavy current connections
between them. The eft'ects of a bad lay-out are chieHy : Low
operating power factors, hence inefficient working and a
possible lo.ss of u.seful working voltage. Heating up of leads,
clamps, and cables. T'nbalancing of voltages on the furnace

Totunid

Fio. 3.

—

Furnace Transfobmer Fig. 4.—Furnace Trans-
with h.t. auto-rboulatino former with l,t. booster
Transformer and External and External Reactance.
Reactance.

weight of copper is required, w^hile neither will give economic
proportions of a<'tive material and minimum losses. If one
and a half turns be used, as described in the author's patent
No. 131,026, a proportion of active material nearer to the
economical value can be obtained (tig. 1).

In order to .simplify the design and juanufacture of furnace
transformers, and especially those for heavy currents, it is

desirable to increase the number of l.p. coils in parallel, thus
reducing the reactance value of the transformer. .\ trans-
former of low reactance, while satisfactory for resistance
furnaces, is unsafe for aic furnaces, hence the tran.sfoi-mer
leactance would have to lie supplemented by an external
reactance in either the l.p. and h.p. .side. An ideal trans-
former would also be one as simple as possible having no
tappings. If voltage variation on the l.p. side is required, this
would be obtained by means of a regulating transformer
(fig. 3). a booster (figs. -2 and 4)), or an induction regulator.
Furnace transformers and the alternative auxiliaries above

mentioned are suitable for all types of furnace, since the
reactance being external can be varied at will or cut out.
The ideal furnace transformer is. in the author's opinion.

a snnple transformer of one voltage ratio with a moderate
reactance. The necessary auxiliaries for voltage requirements
and safe working are, an external reactance on the line side of
the high-pressure winding, a regulating transformer, a booster
transformer, or an induction regulator for voltage variation.

.\ great deal has been said on various occasions concerning
the heavy stresses to which furnace transformers are subjected.
While this in a measure is tiue. it should not be interpreted
to mean that the mechanical forces exerted on the transformer.s
are of extremely high value, but that duiing operation fre-
quent and repeated stresses of a moderate value are exerted.
Tbe.se stres.ses take place frequently during the melting period^
and are brought to bear on the coils and leads.
A '2,000-K.v.4., '25-period, single-phase, ehell-tvpe transformer,
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supporting columns, unless both the positive and negative
leads are run together and interleaved. (6) No magnetic
material should lonn a closed circuit around any positive or
negative conductor, or heavy currents will be induced in that
circuit, 'ihe jjositive and negative condiu'tors interleaved
may be nin tnrough a magnetic circuit. G'lanvpa for heavy
current leads sliould be of non-magnetic material.
From the point of view of lay-out, it is ixissible that a

maximum current limit will be reached for satisfactory opera-
tion. This limit is suggested by the fact that with heavier
cuiTents more latitude is required as regards loop- area for
the accommodation of the leads, and especially is this the
case where they become flexible so as to allow movement
of the electrode and the flexibles attached to them.
The 2,(JtKJ-K.\'.A. furnace transformer already refen-ed to

under the best working conditions has an operating power
factor of 0.92. The lay-out then has an inductive drop of
approximately 39 per cent, for a cunent of '23,500 ami>eres
at a terminal voltage of 8-5. This inductive drop can be split

up into transformer inductive drop of 7 per cent, and lay-out
inductive drop of 32 per cent. The above figures are those
for an average ca.se and repre-sent a fairly good lay-out that
cannot be much improved. Now suppose the transformer,
leads, and furnace be replaced by one of 5,000 k.v.a. the
traiisformer havmg the same rractance value of 7 per cent.
Taking the lay-out to be similar to the 2,000 k.v.a. unit, but
of heavier copper .section, the loop area the same, though in

practice it would have to be lai-ger, then the following would
result. The load current is now .58,800 amperes with a ter-

minal voltage of 85. This w\]l cause an inductive <lrop of
32x58,8O<)/23,50O=8f» per cent, or a total of 87 per cent, ap-
proximately, includinjJ the transformer. This results in the
voltage across the furnace being only 49 per cent, of the ter-

minal voltage, I.e., 41.6 volts and an operating power factor of

0.49. Thus although, for the same type of lay-out, the k.v.a.
output has been increased from 2,000 to 5,000, /.p., 150 per
cent., the po^\er factor ha.s /Iropped from 0.92 to 0.49, and
the energy has only been increased from 1,840 to 2,450 Kw.,
or 33 per cent. .\ctual experiences similar to the above
example are not uncommon, and point to a limitation of

furnace size on account of limitations in lay-out. In other
words, a lay-out suitable for a 2,000 k.v.a. unit is not .suitable

for a 5,000 k.v.a. unit.

The inefficient results given in the example above may be
partially overcome by increasing the voltage on the l.p. ter-

minals, so that the resultant voltage acrcss the furnace may
be equal to that for the .smaller unit. For the 2,000 k.v.a.

unit the terminal voltage is 85 and the furnace voltage 0.92

of 85, i.e., 78.2 (neglecting resistance drop), while lor the
5,000 K.V.A. unit the furnace voltage is only 0.49 of 85, or
41.6 volts. Now suppcse the terminal voltage of the 5,0tl0

K.V.A. unit be 101 instead of 85, the load current would l>e

then reduced to 49,.500 ampere.s. The inductive drop in the
Jay-out would be 32x49,500/2:3,50(»x85/ 100= 56.6 per cent.

The total inductive drop would be 7-1-56.6 = 63.6 per cent.,

and so the operating power factor would lie 0.77 and the
voltage across the furnace (1.77x101 = 77.8 volts. As a result

of increasing the terminal voltage, the increasing of the k.v.a.

rating from 2,(X)0 to 5,(XX) has increased the power from 1,840

to 3,8.50 K\\., i.e., 109 per cent., which is an improvement as

against increased current only. It will be noticed, however,

that the power factor has fallen from 0.92 to 0.77, which is a

low figure, and points to the limitation of current capacity and
lay-out already -suggested.

The cost and weight of furnace tiansformers are dependent

on the maximum l.p. current and the voltage variation re-

quired, apart from the variables of voltage and fi-equency. In

general, the furnace transformer k v. a. rating is a figure unicli

below that for a power transformer of the same weight.

Approximate prices and weights are given in the curves (fig.

5) for transformer.s whose voltage variation is obtained by

mexins of tappings. For furnace transfoiTueis complete with

boosters or regulating transfoiTuers, the prices would have

to be increased 10 to 15 per cent.

In conclusion the author wishes to express his thank.s to

Messrs. The Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. for theii- as-

sistance in the preparation of this pjiper.

DisccssiON IN London.

Mh. H. M. Savrks described funi.ice transl'onners as carica-

tures of power transformers; the conditions to be fulfilled

were abnormal, and the de.sign, therefore. ditVeied a good deal

from that of ordinarv transfonners. In the early days the

specifications to which ilesigner.s had to work were unnatural

as the necessary conditions were not known. Furnace tran.s-

formers were verv similar to those used for resistance welding,

only in tbe latter the ratio of turns to current was still more

exaggerated. It «a:s now the practice in many cases for the

whole of the welding apparatus, including the transfoniier, to

be designed by one person, and in the speaker's opinion it

was very de.sirable for this method to be adopted also in the

case of furnace transformers. \Mth regard to voitage regula-

tion on tlie low-pressure siile, the rational methcxl was un-

doubtedly by means of a booster as described by the author;

this would iielp also to keep up the power fa<'tor. The iiuthor

apparentlv preferred to keep to one flux path, luit the sjieiiker

Ihouglit it would be advantageous to split it up. This would

possibly increase the iron and copper, but it would make
possible a better disposition of the leads. Among.st other ad-

vantages would be that of better c/x>hng; a la.rger tank would
have to be provitled, but that would unpiove the circulation

of the oil. I'he preterence for tbe shell type of transformer
from the designer's point of view, as well as from that of

price, could be readily understood, but the operating engineer

would favour the core l^pe on account of the greater facdities

for inspection and repair of coils. With regard to the future,

they would require capacities of not 6,(J00, but more like

60,000 k.v.a. in a lump, not, of course, supplied by one trans-

former.
Ma.iok a. M. Taylor thought the paper most useful in

that it explained in .such detail the exact location of the

reactance in the secondary cin-uit. It appeured, from the
figures given, that a .serious short-circuit on the secondary
side comparable with those which might obtain m power
transformers, could not take place, at any rate in the furnace
itself. This seemed to be at variance with other statements.

If the primary of the booster (or better, of an additional

booster) were conn«:ted across the phase in advance
of that to which the main transformer was connected, an
E.M.F. would be injected into the main ti-an.sformer circuit

which could be arranged to bring the power factor of that

circuit up to unity at the expense of the power factor of the
primary circuit of the said booster. There would be no
advantage in such an arrangement unless a .separate feeder

were available to carry back the lagging cuirent to the
generating station. In such a case a special motor-driven
generator could be provided to supply this wattless current
for the whole .system. The a<lvantage of this would be that

the regulation on the principal system, to which lights and
motors were connected, would be greatly improved, as the,

principal sy.stem could be worked at unity power factor. He,
the speaker, bad experimentally proved the complete practi-

cability of passing 50-period currents over the conductors of

a 25-period system, with complete non-interference of the

two systems; hence, by installing 25-period generators, an
existing 50-period system could link up with a neighbomiu"
25-period system, and at the same time take on a 25-perioa
load, or vice-versa.

Mr. &. E. Fkddrn contragulated the author on his paper.

which contained much useful information, as did also his

other paper on power transformers, recently read at Ijceds.*

His experience at Sheffield had been that all H.T. tappings had
proved a failure, especially with Scott-connected transformers;
they had broken down and resulted in flash-overs. With
regard to the author's statement that they would in the
future require transformers of 8,000 k.v.a. capacity, the
speaker thought it would be preferable to employ four units
of 2,(X)0 k.v.a. each instead of one, as experience at Sheffield

had taught them that it was advisable to divide up the trans-
formers. The lay-out was a matter of very much importance;
the first furnace installeil at Shettield when started up,
although all instruments showed full load, received very little

power at the electrodes, and the cause was only discovered
by someone leaning up against an iron girder, near which
file leads passed, and nearly burning himself. The intricate

Sc-ott and double-Scott connections referred to in the paper
were entirely unnatural, and surely anything that went
against nature would never prove satisfactory. The author's
method of regulation by means of a booster was certainly
much iiioiie desirable than the employment of tappings. With
modern means of regulation no trouble should be experi-
enced through furnace disturbances. ."Vt Sheffield they had
had fluctuations of as much as 6,000 Kw. several times a
minute, and although when one machine only wa.s run
dirticulty was experienced, it was found that when four or
more machines were on load it wa.s possible to entirely dis-

pense with the regulators; the machines regulated theiii-

.selves quite satisfactorily.

Mr. R. G. Merceh explained that in the eaily days trouble
was caused by the transformer makers and furnace users not
appreciating the conditions to be fulfilled, and the stres,ses

liable to occur in transfonners. In the past, tran.sforniers of
a much too .stnall k.v.a. capacity had been installed by the
users, they being encouraged to do so by the transformer
makers guaranteeing the transformers to work satisfactorily
under considerable overloads for long jx'riods. Tliis was a
great mistake, and bad policy, as the conditions to be fulfilled
were entirely different to those of ordinary pf>wer suppl,\

.

Today, however, new conditions obtained, and with aiitiv

matic. voltage control the old troubles could l)e enfiivly
avoided. The firm with whidi he was at present connected
had installed the largest electric furnai-e in the country, of
15 tons cajiacity, and it worked perfectly. Freedom fmiu
surges was entirely due to the automatic regulator whicl)
took care of the meltiuj; stages. When users installed too
small transformers they got what was known as " heat drain-
ing " back on to tbe transformers, wliich resulted in a rise

in temperature and sludging of the oil. He had known
cases where transformeis had been nearly destroye<l by thisi
" pumping," and they had only just been .saved in time.
Dr. S. p. Smith inquired why it was desired to have the

reactance in the transformer itself, was it a question of safe-
guarding it? There were many i-ea.sons why the core type
of tiansformer was preferable: in the case where 1§ coila

• EI.V.O. Rrv., May 9th and 16th, 1919.
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were employed, would it not be iiossiblo to make them con-

centric-.' It was rather a surprise to hmi to heai- the use ol

sandwich coiis advocated, as they would thereby have higher

leactauc-e, also woukl not the proposed booster result m a

higher reactance?
, .. , • ^

Mr J R. CowiE thanked the author for his very fine papei

.

The core type of translormer had, in his opinion, only one

advantage and that was the facility for carrymg out rei)an-s.

It vv'ould liave added much to the value of the paper it the

author had included more figures concernmg efhciency, &c.,

of shell-type transfoiiners. I'he problem of large transformers

would, lie thought, have to be faced; in the future lai'ge

furnace installations the difficulties and cost of transmitting

power to the site would be considerable. He had recently

worked out figures in this connec'tion, and had found that

the co.st of ll,(X)0-volt cable and switch gear would be very

high.

Mr. J. LiNDLEY Thompson, in reply, agreed that designers

laboured under a great disabihty in the early days. The ques-

tion of lav-out was of the most iiiiix)rtance, but although he

made attempts to be allowed to design the original lay-out

as well as the transformer.s, it had never been agreed t,o.

Faults entirelv due to the lay-out were often placed on the

shoulders of "the transformer designers. In one case the

transformers were stated to be the cause of the plant having

a ix>wer factor of only U.lj, but when certain alterations had

been made to the lay-out the P.F. at once rose to 0.8. With
regard to the suggestion that the tappings should be made at

the neutral point, a lai-ge i>eroentage of funiaces worked

on 2-phase, and there was, therefore, no neutral point, also

thev had to balance on the l.t. side. The use of li turns in

the tran.sformer was in reality the equivalent of splitting up

the flux path. The failure of sheU-tyi>e transformers waus very

much less than that of the core type. During the war he

liad seen a shell-type transformer that had taken so long to

deliver that on anival it was green with mould. No difficulty

was exi>erieneed in thoroughly drying it out, and it had
since worked for 12 months satisfactorily. There was no
difficulty in working electric furnaces at supply frequencies of

from 25 to (50 cycles per isec., but the users maintained that

the best results were obtained at 50 cycles. Personally he

did not like Scott connections; they were not .scientific, and
with them were so many things to think of, that a small slip

might easily be made that w'ould result in disaster. Trans-

fonners had been kn()wn to burn out due to bad handling of

the furnace and to unequal loading of the two halves of the

transformer. There was always much to be learned from
failm-es, and the present-day transformer was- the result of

failures in the past. ^Vith regard to the statement that

transfi)niieis with li turns had been in use for some years,

all hr fciiild say was that the Patent Office did not seem to

have am kimwledge of the fact.

FAILURES OF TURBO-GENERATORS, AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS.

(3n January 13th Mr. J. Shepherd's paper was discussed by

the North-Western Cejvtre of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers at Manche.ster. An abstract of the palmer was con-

cluded in our last issue.

Mr. J. S. Peck said that there were more troubles in the

early days of turbo-alternators than there were to-day. The
method of bracing in general use was such that an alternator

might be short-circuited across its terminals with a very

small distortion of the windings, llis linn had found it better

to use sweated joints for the end < ninu'itors than machine-
welded joints; it was extremel\ ililli. ult in tell whether a weld

was perfect or not. Their general practice had been not to

laminate the stator bars so finely as some makers had done,

but to transpose the bars inside the slot, so that each bar

occupied a symmetrical position in the slot. In that case the

ends of these conductors in ])arallel could be sweated together.

Thus far no thoroughly satisfactory fireproof insulation had
been found for the end winding ; the use of automatic devices

which, in the event of trouble occurring in the alternator,

would instantly di.sconnect the machine from the busbars and
at the same time break the field was becoming general, and
where this was done the damage was generally something
which could be repaired in a very short time. With regard

to Mr. Shepherd's proposed water-cooling system, he foresiiw

many difficulties. It was extremely difficult to insulate the

windings so that they could be clamped against the supfiorts.

Welded joints were very treacherous things. Once the joint

started leaking in a machine of this kind disaster was almost

certain to result. He would have a great hesitancy in at-

tempting to build a machine with hurTdreds of joints which
must be watertight.

Dr. Miles Walker said that in applying water cooling to

stators the fundamental difficulty was that one had a per-

fectly closed metal pil^e. The only way was to break up the

water-cooling system with insulated sections, and when one

did that one immediately got a troublesome joint. Water
cooling of stators would probably come in the future, but

its application to the end connectors was a very difficult

problt'm. Witli regard to the_ saving effected, it would sur-

prise liim if thcv could get i;ll,000.

Mr. Sui;niEKi> gave the exact figures: 5 per cent, loss on

a 10 W)U-KW. maihme represented a)3 tons ol coal per annum,

worth at to-day's prices Mlol. At 6 per cent, compound m-

tei-est for 15 years that represented j;17,50O.
-j ^i *

Mr. Sills, referrinrt to the side slip oi rotor coils, said tuat

the coils must be iaost accurately formed, so that they

actually occupied the radial position in running, othervvise

stresses were set up. All manufacturers now made sure that

there was going to be no movement after the set was put mto

oixii-ation. With regard to tlie lamination of the stator, the

troubles in the past were in some respects due not only to

the failure of the jig room, but also to faulty erection, owing

to the as.sembling of a machine on site when really it ought to

Ije done under skilled supervision. With a really first-c-lass tool

itHHii thev could turn out first-class jigs and dies to get over

the trouble. The stator might be heated whde being built,

three or four tunes if necessary. This took tune, but it got over

the loose cores. The latest idea in one machine was to use

cast steel instead of the usual cast iron at the end of the

core. It seemed advisable not only to have a wet-air filter,

but also a diy-air filter between the machine and the w'et-air

filter. The dry one need not be of the large size that it was

at present.

Mr. G. a. Juhlin said he had never met a case where side

slip had occun-ed in a proi>erly designed rotor. With legard

to the question of air dampers, they were gradually moving

in the dii-ection of using a closed air cii'cuit. In such a case,

il a. breakdown occurred in a stator winding and fire took

place, the oxygen in the air would soon be used up, and the

air would not support the fire. Recent tests made on large

generators indicated an extraordinarily uniform temperature

all along the core. Attempts were being made by means of

thermo-couples to show what the internal teuu>ei-atures of

the machines actually were. Ixiose cores were a thing of the

past. Recent information showed that mica insulation on

the bars would withstand very much higher temix-ratures

than those indicated in the paper. He thought that full ap-

preciation had not been given to the fact that the greatest

drop of temperature took place in the insulation and in the

air spaces. A small air space would give an enormous teiii-

jierature drop. It was an exceedingly ilithcult thing to get

<fo.se contact between the .supports of the coils and the coils

themselves. A great thickness of insulation would be re-

quired on the end connections in the author's design, and
in all probability the temiserature would be higher than in

an air-cooled machine. Another very serious difficulty intro-

duced by the coil supports was the question of expansion.

Mr. H. C. Lamb .said that in a modern station equipped

with the best bethods of heating feed water the saving on

the coal consumption due to the recovery of heat from the

generator would amount to something less than half of one
per cent. Cloth filters gave a great deal of trouble in cleaning

and renewing the cloth, which very soon rotted, and wet
filters had high maintenance costs, so that the water-iix>led

machine was certainly the ideal; but he thought Mr. Shepherd
had given an exaggerated importance to the dangers and
troubles which existed with air-cooled machines. He had
looked up the records of certain turbo-generator plant with

\\;^ich he had been connected for a number of years, whicli

had grown dpring the last eight years from 20,0(X) kw. to

100,000 KW. During that period there had only been two
ca.ses of faults on stator windings, and in no I'ase could the

fault be attributed really to the alternator itself. In one
instance the turbine thrust block gave way ; the set was
automatically cut off from the bars, the field current was cut

off, and the damage done was trifling. In the second instance

through an accident some steam was turned into the air

intake, and naturally the alternator broke down. Again the

damage was repaired in a very short time. In that i)eriod

of eight years there had been two rotor faults. In one case

the rotor went to earth. It was during the war, and the
machine could not be spared; it ran on for two years with
an eiirth on the winding. When it was eventually sent away
for repair, it was found that the fault was due to the winding
movmg in a slot, and of course it had to be i^ewound. The
other rotor fault was also quite a small matter of insulation

breakdown on the end turns. These generators, ten in

number, had many times been on short circuit, in some oases
on short-circuit direct on to the busbars, but so far as they
had been able to discover, never in any case had any winding
suffered on account of short-circuit. They could never trace

any movement of the cods or the end connections. They
simply found it necessary to clean the winding, clean out all

the ventilation slots, and revarnish the machine. If he car-

ried the period back to ten years he would have to admit
four more cases of stator fault. One of those was due to ,a

defective joint. The other three faults were all due to the
burning out of the cotton insulation between the tums of the
winding. In a low-speed plant of 1,700 KW. over a i)eriod of

15 years the number of faults which occurred was really very
great, there must have been during that time 40 or 50 stator
faults. That was entirely due to the cotton insulation on
the turns of the winding in the slots. During eight years
the maintenance costs for plant which was now 100,000 kw.
worked out at 0.3d. per 1.000 KW.-hours. In comparison with
that the maintenance cost of a )aw-speed generator for 15
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ycai-s workeil out at IJd. per 1,000 kw.-hours—five times as

much.
, , ^ ^,

Mr. H. Eatclufe, referring to reactance, thought the cor-

rect thing was to have a moderate amount of reactance m
the machme. from 10 to 15 per cent., and in addition, suit-

ably to divide the system either by reactances between the

bus-bar sections or between the bus-bar section and the tie

bar. Heavy short-circuit currents resulted in the creation of

strong magnetic fields in the reactance portion of the circuit,

accompanied by an enormous mechanical force on the con-

ductors forming that portion of the circuit. Therefore there

should be some advantage in removing that reactance, field

and the resulting strains from the machine, and transferring

them to a device which had been designed esjiecially to deal

with these matters. Machines should be designed so that

internal faults invariably developed or started as faults to

earth instead of faults between phases. If they could ensm'e

that, the protection of uiacbines would immediately be vei-y

much simplified, and con.sequently the protection of the

system as well.

Mr. J. A. KuiSER said that there was no diiliculty in cooling

large stators. In the case of a rotor, the temperatm-e rise

might be, say, 100 deg. Of these 100 deg.. quite 70 deg. or

80 deg. were taken up in the insulation. By water cooling

the temperatiue rise might be, say, 5 deg., and the total

temperature would be reduced from 100 deg. to 7.5 deg. or 85

deg. To get the full benefit from water cooling it would be
advisable aUso to reduce the heat of the insulation. This could

be done perhaps by increasing the nmiiber of slots in the

rotor, .\nother possibility was to use oil cooling instea<l of

water cooling, and to bring the oil in direct contact with the

copper. Cooling water was, of cour.se, subject to centrifugal

forces, and hydrostatic pressure would be creaUjd in the

ccKtling water, amounting to as much as l.OOU lb. l>er sq. in.

As regarded the stator conductors, he agreed that the lamina-

tions should not l>e carried any further than was absolutely

necessary to reduce the heating to a reasonable value. He had
got good re.sults with a system, of radial ventUation. The tem-
perature of the stator was taken the whole length of the

core; the maximum temjierature was 3<s deg.. or tar more
than .50 iier cent, in excess of the average temiierature.

Mb. C. Baumann said the author claimed a .saving of heat
worth A'17,000; it was not £17.000 but £1.7(10. The heat
in the alternator was heat at a very low temperature, of

very little use.

Mr. SHErHEKi), in reply, pointed out that all the drawings
which .showed water cooling must be taken as diagrams and
not working drawings. It was wonderful to think that a

new type of machinery, which '20 years ago no one would buy,
had in 15 years put on one side the high-cla.ss low-speed
engines for which Lancashire Wii.s so famous. The. hiffh-speed

alternator had develoi^erl faster in 15 years than the low-
speed engine developed in .50 years. With regard to welded
against STseated joints, if they could get a construction .so

that they could join the conductors turn by turn, he thought
a fusion-welded joint was better than any sweated joint.

The idea of the paper was to suggest other ways of looking
at alternatoi' design in the near future than the present
methods, and fusion-welding was used every day for methods
of construction as difficult as an\' proix>.sed in the pai>er. The
heat which they would save froui a machine was ,i. .secondary
matter; nobody would introduce water cooling in turbo-
generators from the point of view of recovei-ing tlic heat.
The problem was to build a stronger machine, a better
machine, a- machine which should be firepwMif, and one
which would allow the user to have some idea of what wa.s
going on within it.

TRADE STATISTICS OF AUSTRALIA.

The following figures, showing the imports of electrical and
allied goods into .Australia during the twelve months ending
June 30th, 1918, are taken from the recently-is.sued official

trade statistics. The figures for 1913, being the last normal
year of trade, have been given for pur[ioses of comparison,

and notes of increases or decreases have l>een added. The
1916-17 figures were published on p. 430 of our issue of Novem-
ber 1st, 191S.

1913. 1917-S. Inc. or Dec.
Gas and oil englneis.— £ £ £
From Tnited Kingdom ... 148,000 12.000 - 138,(HIO

„ United States ... 38,aiO 77.000 -f- 39.tH)0

„ Sweden '2,000 '2.000 —
,, Other countries ... 4.000 9,000* -I- o.lXK)

Total , , 19'2,000

• Canada f9,000.

Portable a>tiJ trarfion engines.—

Prom United Kingdom ... 67,000

,, United States ... 56,000

143,000Total

1(X),000

5,000

9,000

14,000

9-2,000

1'29,000
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are invited to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, whiek will be published

if considered of tuficient interest.

G.E. Co. Auto-Steriliser.

During the past icvi years the apiihcation of eleetncitv to
important work in connection with medicine, surgery, and
dentistry has increased enormously on account of its cleanli-
ness, adaptability, and safety.

One of the latest pieces of medical apparatus is an ingenious
"auto-steriliser" patented by the Generai, Electric Co., Ltd.,
of 67. Queen Victoria,. Street. E.C.4. Made on the." Magnet "

principle, i.e., with easily rejilaceable heating element (imnVer-
eion type), it embodies several valuable features, including
a heat insulated handle for raising the lid, and a. perforated
.aelf-draining instrument tray which is automatically lifted
out of the liquid by lever hinges when the lid is raised (.see

fig. 1). In addition, there is a gutter or ledge which rc-

L'^iG. 1.
—

" Magnet " AuTo-STr.Rti.i.sKn

ceives water condeuaiug ou the lid, and tips it back into the

container when the lid is closed. The loading is such that

the liquid is rapidly brought to boiling ixtint. and the heating
elements can be obtained for standard volta.ge.s of 100/110,

SOO/iHO, and 230/'250.

The method of use is to fill the containing vessel with water
so that the heater is well covered and the instrument tray

properly inm.virsed. then to switch on the cuiTent. and as

soon as the sterilisation is complete to raise the lid by means
of the insulated handli-. The instrument tray is thereby raised

out of the water and the instruments dry rapidly by residual

heat.

An HIectrical Vaporiser.

We have, described in our colunms on previous uecasions de

vices designed for the evaporation of paraffin and the heavier

oils to peVmit their use for the propulsion of |>etrol engines,

or to enable engines to be started up without ditficulty in

cold weather. The ( Iknekal Electric Co., Ltd., of fi7. Queen

Keambr-Vapokisef.

Victoria Street. E.C. 4, has drawn our attention to another
electrical vaporieer recently put on the market. This is

known as the '' Kramer-V.iporiser " (fig. -2). which consists

of an asbestos cushion containing an electrical heating element.
This cushion is mounted on the packing material between
the induction and carburettor pipe flanges, an'd projects upw-

wards into the eiitry pipe (tigs. 3 and 4). On the auction

stroke of the piston. the cushion takes in the spray from the
carburettor, and by lucans of its heating element eon-

verta the oil into the hot vapour necessary for starting the.

engine. The device can be made applicable to any make
of engine, the heating element being wound to suit the accu-

mulator or car-lighting voltages. The t<jtal weight is about
y oz., and power c(in.'^\imi)tion '^* watts. MnnL'^ jiacking is

TO CVLINOtBS

FROM CAReURCTTCII

Lie. -3.

—

Vai'oiiisek in I'o.sitios.

l''i(i. i.—Sectional Pla.v oe
Induction and Carbdrettor
Pipe. Showinu Position ov
Vaporiser.

rendered unneoessary in most cases by the use of this

vaporiser. The device is very easily fitted, it only being'

necessary to disconnect the flange of the induction and car-

burettor pipes, insert the cushion, and bolt up again. The
tejrninals of the- heating element are then <'onnected by means
of a flexible cord to a combined switch and pilot lamp and
an accumulator, in parallel.

Magnetic and Split=blade Screwdrivers.

In doing small repair work on electrical apparatus cases

arise where the workman cannot hold a screw with his hand,
Two .screwdrivers, for large and small screws respectively,

have been developed for u.<ie -where this difficulty arises. The
former (a) has a short shank and is magnetised, and the

Magnetic Screw Driven 3plil Blade Scr,

E'iG. .).— Maonetic \mi Split-hlade Schkwdrivers.

latter consists of a split-spring blade attached to a J-in. (6-mm.)

rod. To use the screwdriver the two springs are- sprung

together and inserted in the screw slot. Theu',.tendency to

spring outward grips the screw.

—

Eleotrkal WorlJ

.

Thermostatic Metal.

.\ special thermostatic metal has been develoi>ed for use on
thermo.statically (>peratc(l devices of all kinds by the BRlTl.>iH

Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd., of 77, Upper Thajne-s Street,

London. E.C. 4.

The metal is in the form of a duplex strip, prepared by the

permanent union, throughout their entire length, of two
metals with widely differing co-el'ticients of expansion. \Vhen
the strip is subjected to a change of temperature the difTer-

ence in the rates of expansion or contraction of the two
halves causes the whole strip to bend one way or another.

This reaction is always the same for a given length and
thickness of strip and a given temperature change, and con-

sequently is claimed to provide a reliable basis for the opera-

tion of any thermostatic device.

The union between the component metals is complete and

durable; no matter how much the strip is bent, twisted or

haniinered. the metals will not st-parate .it any point, and

even with beating the bond will not be broken 'dcwn at a
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temperature Mow the nicltiu^' i>oint of the softer of the

two metals. Owing to this jx-niiancncy of union the meta.

can b« formed into any desired shape and annealed after

formation. It can ho .s.fely en.ployod at any tcunxnature

below 5(X) dec. F. The component metals will not corroie

under ordinary conditions, and may be used m any reasonable

situation without fear of deterioration or change m oiieratmg

characteristics.
, , x> i „„;„„

Thermostatic metaJ is made in standard thicknesses langine

from 0.015 to 0.-25 in., in widths up to 6 in., and lengths to

suit the purchaser, and in special cases thernioi^tatic metal

parts may be completely fomied to specification.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR 1920.

(NOT VET PUBLISHED.)

r„-,„ll.H .ior.»«lv lor lhi» iournal by Mbssrs. Sbhom-Johm. O'Dtu. md
Compil»d eipre<«ly lOf

"f",,)" „ Th'„„^„ * Co.. oi London), CfcarUrod
MirH.»s (snccetsofs to W. P. Thompson & L'o. <

P.tenl Agtnts, 286, High Holborn, Loadon, W.C. 1.

932. "Electric generators (or .-k-clric-lightint »cts o( ;iulon,ul.il«, &c." T.

.\. D. L.VWTON and W. H. Marston. January 12th.

9«. '• Morse-signaI'vng lamps." J. H. Hanskn. January 12lh.

348. " Electric hea .>." .\.^^. E. Be.vv.\n. January 12th.

%H. "Electric plug connection." R. K. Bctlkk. January 12lh.

'174 "Electron-discharge devices." Uritish 1 homson-Holmcin to.

(liVne'ral Electric Co.) January 12th.

993. " Sparking plugs." T. C. Smith. January 12th.

1.003. "Trip m.rchanisrn for electric ignition devrce^ lur int. rnal-ioiii-

buslion engines." A. J. Adams. January 12th.

1007 "Wireless direction-finding means lor aircraft." J. M. I-ikmval

and H. R. C. VAN DE Veude. January 12th.
. „ ,,

1 017 " Charging electrical accumulators." T. Dickinson'. January 1-lh.

1,025! " Galvanic batteries." G. Oldham. J. Oldham. O. Oldham. Oldham

& Son. January 12th.
; ,

1.045. " Sparking plugs." H. S. Cooke. January 13th.

1.0C7. "Sparking plugs." \V. C. Bavliss and A. L. AVood. January l.ilh.

3,079: "Electric lamps." W. W. Simpson. January KS.h.

1.086.' " Electrical connections." A. K. Caisk and Edlson .Swan I-.llltkic

Co. January 13th.

1.089. " Electrical dry battery." W. KlNi;. January 13th.

1,094. " Packing X-rav, &c., tubes and bulbs." A. Astlev. January 13lh.

1,101. " Wireless direction-finding systems." 1-. MlRl-HV. January 13lh.

1122 "Mouthpieces of telephones, S:c." J. E. Heakn ami H. K. \ aklev.

Jan'uarv 13th. .,.
, ,

1.134. "Commutators lor dynamo-electric machines." A. E. W h.te (foleJo

Standard Commutator Co.) January 13th.

1.149. " Thermo-electric valve." A. E. Knii.ht. January lllh.
. ', _ •

1.151. " Induction incandescent electric lamps." C. Beav.in. January 17th.

1.152. " Electric welding." E. GKEENH.\Lr,H and B. LoNcnoTTOM. Janu-

ary 14th.

1,157. " Electric irons." B. H. 1-kanc,.,s. .|..nu,„> lllh. (l-rance, Maich

12ih, 1918.)

1,180. " Electrical switch." E. \V. KllcHlv. Jjnu.iry Ulh.

1.187. " Holders lor thermionic valves for radio-telegraphy. &c." E. W.

KiTCHlN. January 14th.

1.192. " Sparkmg plug." F. Bl-rneti. January 14th.

1216. "Battery arrangement for small electric vehicles." K. Slaih

January 14th. (Germany. January 22nd, 1919.)

1.223. "Electric indicator lor oil pressure or petrol engines." \V. M
Cox. January J4th.

1,249. "Radio-telegraphic ami telephone apparatus." H. Sr. J. i)t. .\.

DoNisTHOKrE and R. M. Radio. Ltd. January 14tli.

1,275. " Sparking plugs." E. R. Edwards. January 15th.

1,278. " Electric-lamp filament protector." C. .Si-encer. January 13th.

1 296 " Ignition apparatus for inlernal-combus.ion engines." E. I'leming

ami HoLL.»ND Motors, Ltd. January 15th.

1.302. "Trolley wheel or contact control mechanism of overhea.l. rl.cliic

tramway system." J. J. Jennison. January 15th.

1,314. "Electric motor-driving arrangements." J. K. Crowley and Siemens

Bros. Uvnamo Works. Ltd. January 15th.

1.318. " Electrical fire and burglar alarm." F. W. CotwAV. January l.^ll.

1.319. " Tumbler switches." H. Ci.eeton. January ISlh.

1.336. " Electroscope." R. Whiddincton. January 15th.

1.382. " Engine starters." V. BENtilx. January 15th. (United Stale..,

March 31st, 1S19.)

1.383. " Utilisation of tidal energy for prtxiuction of power." A. Mc-
KiNsTRV and Metropolit.w-Vickers Electrical Co. January 15th.

1.384. " .\rmatures for dvnamo-electric machines." Metropout.4N-\'ickers
Electrical Co. January 15th. (United Stales, January lUth, 1919.)

1.385. " Ignition apparatus for internal-combustion engines." BoscH .^KT.

Ges. R. (Germany, October 19lh, 1918.) January ISlh.

1.386. " Electrical condensers." BosCH Akt. Ges. R. Januarv 15th. (Ger-
many. March 15th, 1915.)

1.387. " Rotating interruoting devices for high-speed sparking apparatus. '

O. IMKAV (R. Bosch Akt.- Ges.) January 15th.

1.388. " Ignition apparatus for internal-combustion engines." R. Boscil
Akt. Ges. January 15th. (Germany, January 21st, 1918.)

1.390. " Portable electric generating sets." R. Bosch Akt. Ges. Januarv
15lh. (Germany, January 2(ilh, 1918.)

1.391. " Device for preventing sparking in electric ignition circuit when
lead becomes broken, for use in aeroplanes, &c." R. Boscii Akt. Ges. Janu-
ar; 15lh. (O.rmanv, January ath, 1918.1

1.396. "Medicd .lecirodcs." J. S. D. DtTiioiT. January 15th. .

1,402. " Indicating arr.ingement for underground railways, tramways. .Vl.

.\t-ToMAnc TELEriiONE Manvfacturinu Co." and S. R. Smith. January Ibih.

1,415. " .Means for timing of electric ignition apparatus of internal-com-
bustion engines." F. C. Ewart. January 16lh.

1,468. " Sparking plugs and methods of making same." British Thomson-
Houston Co. (Gener.al Electric Co.).; January Ifith.

1.474. "Magnetos." X.C. F. Jensen and M. J. E. Tilnev. Januari ILL
1.475. " Electrolysers." G. G. HufBCRN. January 16th.

1.489. " Starting device . lor internal-combustion motors." H. Flevti
January 16th.

1,498. " Electric starting devices for internal-combustion engines." O.
Imrav (R. Bosch Akt. Ges.) January Ifilh.

4 L4?'9 " Magneto-generatoii • O. Imkai iK. .ISosch Akt! Ges.i ; Janu.
ary 16th.

1..-.00. " Devices lor prcvenling starling of . lectrically-ignited intcrnal-com-

R, HoscH Aki. i;es. . J.muary 16th. (Germany, March

27lh, 1916.)

1,504. "Magnetos." J. 11. Tolnavke. January 16lh. (Frai

2Nl. 1919.)

l,.-)07. " Housings lur mcnhanical interrupters of electric ignil

apparatus." American Bosch Mac.neto Corpor.vtion. January 18th.

I..S29. "Commutators." L. E. Hodc.es. January 17th.

I„'i41. "Electric heating element." H. J. Dean-Oscood. January 17lh.

I..WI. " Induction incandescent electric lamps." C. Beavan. C. Bevan ;

February

ind

.\ C, Hopper. January 17th.

1 .5.">2 " Metal-filament vacuum and gas-filled incandescent electric lamps."

C. Beavan. C. Bevan and A. C. Hopper. January 17tli.

1 560. " L'lilising power of sea for generating electricity." C. J. ThohI-
soN. January 17th.

I,.'i66. " Fusible cut-outs and distribution fuse boards for electrical circuits."

II. C. Hodc.es. January 17th.

1,.575. " .Starting svstems for inlernal-combuslion engines." Danton Evr.i-

NTEKiNc. Laboratories' Co. January 17th. (.United Stales. October 23rd, I9IR.)

1.583. " Insulation of conductors of submarine cables." B. S. Hint.

January I'th.

l,,^'. " Electricitv meters, &c." Febr.\nti, Ltd.. S. '/.. de 1-ekr.\nti and

G. Wall. January i"th.

L.Wl. " Electric condensers." British Thomson-Hoi ston C(

1)1 kkant and A. P. Yolng. January 17th.

1,610. " Electrical brush-gear." W. F. Gr.(ftos. January 17th.

H. 1.

PUBI+ISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

The numbers in parentheses are Ihoae under which Ihe ep«ci6catiens will be

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

ISIS.
1,634. Device for kec.i i.AtiNi; the .voltage of clrrent generated ea >

DVNAMO. Bosch Akt Ges. K. January 26lh. 1917. (113,096.)

I0,4.J7. Apparatus for electro-osmoticallv removing liquids from ma-

terials. Elektro-Osmose Akt. Ges. (Gr.il .Vhiverin Ges.) Octobw 20th,

1917. (135.818.)

19,033. Electric he.ueks for liolids ,tNU the like. P. J. H. Bern.ird.

November 20th, 1918: (136.865.)

20.832. DVNAMO-EI.UCTKIC MACHINES. E. Harrison. December 13th, 1918.

(136,872.)

21,547. Electric cookjnc. ok heating ve.sskls and appak.atus. C. H. L^uih.
December 23rd, 191S. (136,900.)

21,776. .-VuTOMATic electric water-heaters. ti. p. Dennis and J. l.:!w.

D.cember .30th, 1918. (136,913.)

21.913. Electric switches. 'E. Abegg. IJ<c.inl..r :ilst. 1918. (136.918 1

XSIS.
J. J. II. .Slui84. IClectrificaiion of seeds and AI'PAR.MI s nil

and J. HeAvett. January 2nd, 1919. (136,920.)

364. Electric furnaces. Armour Fertiliser Works. Januarv 2Rth, 1918.

(122,828.)

4.320. Electric furnaces. Walson & Co.. H. A. lir paves. H. A. Elchells

and W. Travis. February 2Isl. 1919. (136.961.)

5.216. Connectors for use with electricallv-operated or heated devices.
f, H. Collins. H. F. Collins and C. G. Pitcher. March 3rd. 1919. (136.967.)

11.540. Electrical resistances. M. Perree. May 8th. 1919. (136,998.';

13.565. Electrical generators. B. Ames. May 29th. 1919. (137.002.1

I i.'^ii: Electrical condensers. B. Ames an.l P. J. Gilinson. Mav 29th.
I'M'i ,l:tr.O03.)

II Ml Air-cooled sp.arking plugs. L. Pineschi. June 13lh, 1919.
i I 17. in IS

I

15,760. Electric cooking or heating appakaii s. C. II. Lauth. December
23rd, 1918. (Divided application on 21,547/18.) (137,012.)

17.641. -Selecting dea'ices for automatic telephone systems. Siein<-ns
Br,*;. & Co. and D. A. Christian and G. P. Sumn.r. Juh 14th, 1919.
(137,018.)

Petitions for Extensions of tlie Terms of Patents.—In
counection with proceedings that are pendinsr or contemplated
under Section 18 of the Act of 1907, attention is directed to
Section 6 of the Act of 1919. The g'eneral extension grranted by
the latter section renders premature the presentation or considera-
tion at the present time of petitions in respect of patents the
origjinal term of which had not expired on December 23rd, 1919
(the date of the coming into force of the Act of 1919), as the
Court would be unable at this date to determine satisfactorily the
question whether or not the petitioner htid been adequately
remunerated.

—

Illustrated 0/firial Jinir/ial {Patents).

Alpine Water Power;—A Tl/i/rs correspontient states that
one of the most important schemes for the exploitation of the
'water power of Switzerland is that of the Forces Motrices Bemoises.
which proposes to generate 210.000 H.p. in the Oberbasli Valley
CBernese Oberlaud"). To this end a large dam has been erected at
the foot of the Biichli Glacier, near the Jucblistock. The valley
here is now a splendid lake surrounded by vast rocks, and washing-
up to the edge of the glacier. By the Grimsel the change is to be
much greater still. From the formidable slopes of the Xagelis
Gratli (above the Rhone Glacier) to the Unteraar Glacier there -will

be a lake just over three miles in length, taking in the two present
lakes. The dam 'which will form this lake is to be over 320 ft. in
height. The Gelmersee, too, is to have its dam, which will quad-
ruple its area. There will be two power stations, one at Guttannen
and one at Innertkirchen, but all tubes and pipes will be under-
ground, 90 that the natural beauties of the district will not be dis-

figured. The total costs of the scheme are estimated at
100,000,000 fr. (about £4.000,0ri0 sterling at the rate of 2.5 fr. to
the sovereign), and it is hoped that the work will be completed
within six years.
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1^ THE PRICE OF THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW."

During the War, almost exceptionally among tech-
nical publications and periodicals of the character
of the ELECTRICAL REVIEW, we have refrained
from increasing the price. Owing, however, to the
constant increases in cost of paper, printing, en-
graving and production charges generally, we have
reluctantly decided that the price from the begin-
ning of this year must be raised to 6d. per
copy. The change ^N\\\ not apply to unexpired suli-

scriptions.

Annexed will be found the revised rates for new
subscriptions and for renewals :—

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. Postage Free.
UNITED KINGDOM and CANADA JE1 12 B per annum.
COLONIAL and FOREIGN .. 2 1 B do.

The electrical REVIEW-
Publisbed every FRIDAY, Price 6d.

Tht Oldest Weekly Electrical Paper. Established 1S72.
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NEED FOE THE
CONFIDENCE.

SPIEIT OF

The promotion of j^^ood feeling and mutual confidence and

esteem between employers and employed, is aiiuestion which

has been one of the most prominent in the minds of those

—

and they include almost everyone—who have l>ecn brought

into contact with it, for some considerable time. From
many of the daily papere it might be gathered that it has

only arisen during the war, and there are those who curse

the ex-Kaiser—wretched being—for the moulders' strike,

the railway situation, the coal shortage, and all the dis-

advantages of the present industrial situation.

Those whose knowledge and industrial e.xperience go back

beyond August, 1914, will probably agree that the war did

little more than precipitate various aspects of this among
other problems, and that the problems themselves—or this

problem of industrial relaticns at any rate— are of such

venerable antiquity a.s almost to seem eternal. Like the

poor, they are always with us, and there Hre, and always

have been, extremists on either side. The famous Statute

of I^abourers, enacted after the Black Death, sought to force

all able-bodied persons, of either sex, to serve any employer
who required them to do so, and to take only the wages
which prevailed in the district before the plague began.
Later, the labourer was tied to the district, and if he or she
left it, was liable to be hunted, brought back, and subjected
to various pains and penalties : in ."Scotland miners were
bought and sold with the mines in which they had to work.
The Peasant lievolt under Wat Tyler arose larirely out of
this attempt at coercion, and the Complaint of the Commons
of Kent, under .Tack Cade, 70 years later, was to a great
extent due to circumstances to which many parallels can be
found at the present time. Any attempt at an historical
survey of the subject, though of considerable interest, would
take up a great deal of space, and would lead us beyond
those limits within which we prefer to remain. Let it

suftice to say that there are still employers and others who,
althou-h not employers, think with them, who would .seem to
wi.sh that all workers should be compelled to work whenever
raiuired, for fixed wages, and should be content to be turned
off and left to exist as best they can when not needed for the
I>roduction of goods. On the other side there are those who
would make an equal division of the wealth of the world,
and who would give the most corrupt and incompetent an
equal voicr in the <Tovernment with the real hard worker.

In both classes of extremist the underlying idea is a
desire to be the top dog. wnd a feeling that all merit
resides on one side only of the case. There is a lack of any
spirit of confidence : and it is this spirit which alone lan
influence the situation for good. It is u.seless and wicked to
talk about "the inevitalile conflict between Capital and
Labour," and " the need for a little blood-letting," or for a
class war. The advocates of these policies always fail to

ask themselves the (juestion : What will be the situation
(ifli-r the inevitiible conflict, or the class war, has l)een

fought and won and lost, or the blood has been let 'r The
.iiiswer is that the problems, which just now we ventured
to call eternal, will still be there, and will still need tackling,
while feeling will have been exacerbated and settlement
rendered more than ever difficult.

The industrial question, then, although much discussed,
seems as chaotic as ever. This seeming chaos, however, is

only due to the many-sidedne.s.s of the i|uestion and to the
necessity of continual adjustment. 'I'hcre never can be.

.Miy finality where growth ib concerned. The trtt which

[161] D
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ceasis to sirow. dies. The business wliich fails to make

proijress, falls sooner or later into liquidation, and comes to

an end. There is no comparison possible even l)i't\veen

one geuenition and another, for in the whole community

generations overlap, and so the adjustment re(iuired is, as

we have said, continual. '
-

The aspects from wliich the i|uestion may be regarded

are many. There is that of the relationship between

federations of employers and 'i'rade Unions, or federations

of them. This aspect has been developed more in (Jreat

I5ritain than in any other country in the world, and it is of

very sjreat importance, inasmucli as it prevents local settle-

ments as well as local strikes, thou,<;h it is more effective in

the first case than in the second. The fastest pace of a

scpuidron of ships is the fastest pace of the slowest ship in

the S(|uadron. A\'here federations are concerned, the fastest

pace at which the federation can move is the fastest pace

at which the most obstinate constituent member of the

federation can be persuaded to move. Then there is that

of the relationship between individual employers and trade

unions, which has been developed in the United States and

the constituent nations of the Britisli P^mpire, as well as in

(ireat liritain and elsewhere. Attain, there are those of the

relationship between individual employers and individual

workers, between employers and othci' employers, between

workers and other workers : and last, but not least, there

is the (piestion of the relationship of the public at larg;e to

any or all of the other parties.

Thus outlined, the (juestion of industrial relations is

seen to be one of the most vast with which statesmen and

thinkers can occupy their minds. When we consider one

small corner of it, viz. : the relationship between' an indivi-

dual rtrm and its employes, we cannot fail to be struck by

the netjiijjent way in which it is dealt with. Lip-service is

rendered to the need for the spirit of confidence, and a f^reat

deal is said about team-work. In some cases attempts are

made to bring the various classes of workers together at

clubs, where concerts, games, dinners, dances, lectures, and

the like can be arranged. It is seldom, however, that

employers, or even the higher ollicials, participate actively

in such things ; and a lengthy e\perience has convinced

us that measures f)f this sort .scarcely touch the fringe

of the question. They contribute little or nothing to

effectiveness during work, renditions of remuneration,

heating and cooling and ventilation of the woiks or

otiices, and attention to the personal conifort of the workers

as regards the cleanliness of the place in which they have to

work, decent sanitary accommodation, the provision of

lockers in the works, and of comfortable desks and chairs

in the oflices—all these are more productive of improved

clliciency than billiard tables or cardrooms, football matches

or dinners.

Yet, in a large concein, it is frequently found that every

departmental manager engages his own staff, and fixes their

i-emuneration according to his own notions. There is a

great deal of .secrecy between various sections as to the

salaries paid—why, we have never been able to discover.

In the public service, whether Imperial or municipal,

salaries are known from the various year books, and

although public employment has some unpleasant features,

it at least ensures that positions of equivalent responsibility

in various sections or departments receive efiuivalent

renumeration. In manufacturing concerns expediency is

the governing factor, and the tendency is to pay as little as

the worker will take.

An article by. Mr. Dudley K". Kennedy, in /ik/iis/ii'iiI

Miinaffemenf for November, 1 '.Hi), entitled "Employment
Management and Industrial Relations," brings out the

need for accomplishing the improvement of those relations

in the proper spirit. The good intentions of a board of

directors can easily be frustrated by the incompetency or

lack of goodwill of those whose doty it is to carry the

hoard's policy into effect ; and. be it noted, the failure of

an attempt of this sort is a most disastrous thing, for dis-

trust of the genuineness of the intentions behind it is

inevitably engendered. .

The Labour policy must, says Mr. Kennedy, be directed

by some one individual, of high executive rank. His

duties are numerous and important, and his standing must

be fci^ual bo that of the beads of the fiRancfal, manu-

facturing, designing, or selling departments. Such an

individual would be able to study the conditions obtaining,

and to evolve a system of grading various positions, assign-

ing I'emuneration between certain limits in aucordance with

merit and length of service. This accomplished, a great

step would have been taken towards the inculcation of a

spirit of confidence and trust between employe and

employer.

Mr. Kennedy observes: "While it may seem to be a

broad stiitement, nevertheless it is becoming more and

more a ('onviction with many, that where an employer's

eniployi's secede m iimsse to the ranks of a Union, that,

they have gone to those whom they feel can help them,

and that the employer has lost their confidence in his

intei;rity, his honesty, and his fairness." While the

grammar is deplorable, the truth of the statement is

manifest, and many, if not most, of our readers will realise

its personal application. While on the subject of grammar,

we should like to express the hope that in future articles

Mr. Kennedy will do his best to avoid such sentences as

this : "The fact that even that many people are somewhat
familiar with the subject is attributable largely, I think,

to the fiict that because of requirements imposed by the

necessities of war production, coupled with the sudden

atrophy of innnigration, a very drastic shortage of,

labour has occurred." These lapses overlooked, Mr.

Kennedy seems to have the root of the mattei'

in him. We believe that there is a tendency iti

Great Britain in the direction indicated. Some few

individual firms have real employment managers

who prepare and administer the policy throughout, all

the ranks of the employed persons, from the directors to

the cleaners and errand boys. Others have a labour depart-

ment which deals with the operatives, and has no concern

with the staff. Many more liave employment departments

which deal with applications ami file statistics, but have no

more interest in the policy of the firm than the employment

exchange. Of these, the first is the right policy, and it

would soon prove itself to pay best from all points of

view, because it would bring about and maintain the spirit

of contiilencc, which to-day is conspicuons by its absence.

A r a mrrting of the Oity Council of
Employes'

chnstchiirch, N.Z., according to the
Inventions. ,,,,„-,,,• % , ,

Auikland Wrekli/ Aeirs, it was reported

that the city electrical engineer, Mr. I'L E. Stark, had

patented an instantaneous hot-water heater and an electric

kettle capable of boiling water in seven minutes, and bad

offered to the Council the right of manufacturing and

selling these articles -, as they were manufactured and sold

by the Council's. electricity department with considerable

success, the Electricity Committee had agreed to pay the

royalties on them to Mr. Stark. Opposition wiis raised to

this, on the ground that when an employer paid a man for

his services he had a right to the product of that man's

brains while they aft'ected the occupation in which he was

employed ; but the chairman of the Committee considered

that if a man invented anything, that invention was' his

own property, and on a division the report was adopted by

12 votes to a.

That was a right decision—not only morally just, but

right in the eyes of the law. Unless an employe is engaged

for the specific purpose of inventing and of developing

inventions on behalf of the employer, he retains an

unquestionable right to the products of his brain ; he is

entitled to patent his inventions in his own name, and to

demand the payment of royalties by his employer, should

the latter desire to manufacture or use such inventions.

Employers whose ethics are in need of rorrection .are apt

to claim the inventions of their workers as theirs byright

:

they are, however, entitled only to the labour that they

pay for, not to the fruits of a worker's inspiration. Hence

clever ideas on the part of workmen ought to be handsomely

rewarded if they effect a saving in the cost of manu-

facture, or if they lead to the production of new devnces.

To give a man 5s. for an improvement in a workshop

process, which will save the hrm bundr-eds of pmmds, is
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sweating in its most aggravated form—nay, worse, it is

robbery, and could only be justified in a state of slavery
under which the worker was body and soul the property of

his master.

As stated by Frost in "Patent Law and Practice," "in the
absence of special contract, the invention of a servant, even
though made in the employer's time, and with the use of the
employer's materials, and at the expense of the employer,
does not become the property of the employer so as to justify

him in opposing the grant of a patent for the invention to

the servant, who is the proper patentee, and the patent when
obtained is the exclusive property of tiie servant." The
servant may, however, under certain circumstances, be
declared by a Court of Law to hold the patent as trustee for

his employer. A patent taken out by an employer alone for an
invention discovered and worked out by an employe is void.

The rapid progress which is being made

Sub-statloDs
''^ ^^''" ^'^^V^^°^ °' automatic sub-stations

in the United States is indicated in the

interesting abstract which we reproduce elsewhere in this

issue. The principle is, of course, an old one ; those who
are familiar with the early days of electricity supply will

call to mind several examples in this country, such as the

direct-current system installed at Oxford, Chelsea, itc, in

which the rotary transformers were placed in unattended

substations, and, with the batteries, were controlled from
the generating station. It must be admitted, however, that

these were only serai-automatic, and that, so far as we know,

none of them has survived to the present day. The
American installations, on the other hand, are often entirely

automatic, going on load when the demand calls for it, and
switching themselves out when the load falls off ; although

the first of them was started up as recently as Christmas,

1914, there are now no fewer than 37 installations in

operation and 3.'i on order, and rotary converters as large as

1,000 K\v. are handled automatically, while a l',000-kw.

motor-generator is about to be put into service, and a

;t,000-k\v. synchronous condenser is running. It is clear

that the system has proved successful, and that great

economies have resulted from its adoption, not only in

wages, but also in capital outlay on feeders, and in the

saving of light-load losses.

On various occasions we have drawn attention to these

sub-stations, and in our issue of .lune I'lst, lOlS, we gave

an illustrated description of a hydro-electric generating

station which was automatically controlled on similar lines ;

the latter is of considerable importance in view of the

possibility of utilising the numerous small waterfalls in the

mountainous districts of this country. By using

asynchronous generators the difficulties of speed regulation

and synchronising can be overcome, and the control reduced

to its simplest terms. In these days it is very necessary to

stop the leakage of energy derived from natural sources, and
turn it to practical use, as Mr. Steinmetz pointed out in an

article which we recently f|uoted. We may again draw
attention in this connection to the competition for the best

solution of the problem of conserving the Welsh water-

powers, which will take place at the National Eisteddfod in

.Vugust : particulars were given in our issue of Novemljer

1 1 til, 1910, and entries must be completed by May 21th.

Manufacturers
DfRECTi.Y the broad purpose of the

and the Act.
•''ectricity Supply Act is achieved, so

soon will a corresponding benefit accrue

to the manufacturers of electrical apparatus u.sed by

consumers. This purpose is, first, an amjile supply of

electric j)0wer for industries ; secondly, cheap electricity

for domestji: purposes. Cheapness in either direction

means an extended use of the supply by consumers, and, as

this can only be done by using apparatus, it means a big

opening, in the first case, for electric motors, and, in the

second, for electric cooking and heating apparatus (rhieflyV

But outside the prospect of the Act thus mcrea.'ing the

market for direct salei to consurae'?, there is for manu-

facturers a more special point of interest—namely, the

encouragement which the Acb gives to electric supply

undertakings (both company and municipal) to hire out

apparatus. Now, the wholesale use by people of,

say, electric cooking and heating apparatus, must depend,

in a great measure, upon whether the various under-

takings will consent to hire. In the case of electric

motors this hiring question has a similar bearing, although

not to anything like the same extent. But in the case of

cooking stoves and heating apparatus the hiring question

seems paramount, certainly if we are to judge by the

analogous case of gas companies, whose hiring of gas stoves

has been the foundation on which their huge cooking

and heating business has been almost entirely built up.

Now the present Act gives a much-needed legal recognition

to the practice of hiring. Up to the present, through no

fault of the undertakers, however, the hiring of electric

apparatus has been of a languishing and intermittent

character. Municipal undertakings especially have been

handicapped. But by Section 23 of the Electricity Supply

Act the question of hiring is placed on an unequivocal

footing. It provides that " a joint electricity authority and

any local authority authorised by special Act or by order to

supply electricity may provide, let for hire, and in respect

thereof may connect, repair, maintain and remove . .

electric lines, fittings, apparatus and appliances for lighting,

heating and motive power." . . . Further, the section

contains the important proviso that any of the apparatus

and appliances thus provided on consumers' premises " shall

be deemed to form part of the undertaking." . . . The
whole business of hiring apparatus is made legally part and
parcel of the operations of both municipal and company
eleitric supply undertakings, and there is no obstacle, there-

fore, to business going ahead in this direction immediately

circumstances allow.of it.

Further, as a subsidiary favourable factor acting in the

same direction, the erection of capital stations will gradually

relieve individual undertakings of the necessity for further

capital outlay on generating plant, and so set them free to

use all available capital to de\elop the distributing side

of the business, in which hiring schemes should play a useful

part. As to the manufaiturers' part in this, there is every

urgency for them to effect standardisation of apparatus as

far as possible, since in hiring schemes sfanrJardispil apparatus

is almost a sine ipia non.

A New
Federation.

To-jroRROW, at the instance of the

liabour Research Department, a meeting

of representati^•es of associations of

administrative, clerical, and professional workers is to be

held in London, with a view to the formation of a

" National Federation of Professional, Technical, and

Supervisory Workers." According to a circular issued by

the Labour Party, the purpose of the new organisation

will be " to work out common economic programmes " for

its constituents.

We are assured that " the (juestion of political action

is, of course, completely outside the scope of this conference."

a statement which may be taken for what it is worth ; that

one object of the movement is to promote friendly relations

between the " black-coated " class, as the Press has it, and

the industrial workers' organisations is not distruised, and

the political views of the chairman of the conference, Mr.

(L 1). II. Cole, of the Labour Research l>epartment, are

well known to be of an advanced nature. Associations

which are subsidised by employers are expressly declared to

be ineligible for attiliation.

The draft constitution of the proposed federation is

harmless enough on the surface, and we should be the last

to demur to the promotion of friendly relations between

staff associations and laliour unions, and between them both

and the employers ; we heartily desire to see them all

working together for the common good on the most

harmonious terms. But everything depends on the motives

which do not appear on the surface, and which have to be

jauged and tested by other means than e:;ternal appearancet..

^';'cr avail rjr:her'paTticn!2'.i v,;th murres:. and m the mean-

time suspend our judgment <"'il 'lii~ '•if*^'^t turn "f th'- ns-iivia.

tion k:aleid6scDpc,
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CLEANING BLAST-FURNACE GASES.

For several years past the advantages of the use of cleaned

blast-furnace jras ha\ e been freely discussed, and it has been

proved that a very marked increase in efficiency can be

obtained by the use of tras which has been highly puritietl.

The advantaires to be secured by properly cleaning the

iras are many, and may l>e summed up as follows :— ( 1) The
operation of stoves and boilers becomes more uniform : (2)

interrupted operations due to the clogging of gas connections

are avoided -. (3 ) the cost of cleaning pipe connections,

stoves and boDers is reduced to a minimum ; (4) the loss

of heat due to re]ieated cleaning of stoves is avoided ; (5)

the useful effect of the hot-blast stove is increased because

the heating surfaces remain clean : ((i ) the operation of gas

RESSURE GAS BR*

AND STOVES

Fn;. 1.

—

Arrangement of Plaxt.

engines becomes regular and positive : the cloggiug of

passages and the rapid wear on the moving parts of the

engines is avoided. The advantages gained by the use of

clean gas in gas engines are already too w;ell known to need

any further comment, but the excellent results obtained by

gas into close contact with water. Within recent years,

endeavours have been made to eliminate the inherent

objections to the wet method of gas cleaning, some of which
are :— (1 ) The difficulty of recleaning the water, rendering

large settling tiinks a necessity. (•_') The difficulty of

dciiling with the wet mud. (:!) The inconvenience and
ixpense of keeping the Umks clean and in good order.

(4) The large consumption of water, which is often not

over-plentiful, and expensive to obtain near blast furnaces.

(5) The large consumption of power.

The Halberg-Beth dry-cleaning plant cleans the blaBt-

furnace gas by separating the dust without retjuiring water.

The sole manufacturers of this plant in <>reat Britain are

^Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, of Erith. Kent. In March,
rjlO, a small plant on this system, having a capacity of

175,000 cb. ft. of gas per hour, was installed. The
experience gained with this plant led to two others being
stai-ted in .Tune and .July, I'.Ul, having respective

capacities of 700,0(iO and ;)00,000 cb. ft. of gas per hour.

The excellent results obtained were followed by a great

demand for this type of cleaner, and in 11)14 .dU institllations

of plant of large capacity were in various stages of con-

struction, the total capacity amounting to 140,00i»,000

cb. ft. of gas per hour.

The following is a tirief description of the Halberg-Beth

dry gas-cleaning system :—The gas given off by the blast

furnaces at greatly varying temperatures, dejjendent upon

the working and condition of the furnaces, is collected and
conveyed by a main pipe a (fig. 1) into a suitable cooler

of the surface type. The temperature of the gas is thereby

reduced to 150-170 deg. F. After cooling, the gas

passes into a superheater b, and is superheated from 15 to

25 deg. F. to safeguard against the risk of moisture being

deposited on the filter bags, and then passes on into the Beth

filter chamber c.

The standard Halberg-Beth filter is a mild steel rectangular

^^A^
-EIl^IM™

Fi.;. 2.—SluE AND End Elevations and Plan of Plant, counterblast fan

the use of clean gas in stoves, boilers, steel furnaces, Ac,
have not up to the present been fully appreciated.

Although in the past the installation of large gas engines
has not made such rapid strides in this country as on the

Continent and in America, there is evidence, under the

new conditions, where economy is of such vital importance,
that their installation is being seriously considered by iron

and steel-works engineers. Various authoritative tests have
l)een published during recent years, both on gas engines
and boilers, worked under these new conditions, but up to

the present no information is available as to the benefits to

be derived from the use of highly-cleaned gas in soaking
pits, mixers, melting furnaces, push furnaces, coke o^•ens,

foundi-ies, brig netting plant. &c. By thoroughly cleanincr

the gas and preventing all waste, there appears to be no
reason why the whole works should not be run without the

•use of solid coal, or even producer gas.

Apart from the dry separation of the heavy particles in

dust-catchers^ which are usually placed close up to the
ftirnaces, blast-furnace gases have, until quite recently,

been cleaned by the wet system—that ib, by bringing the

box divided up by one longitudinal plate running the full

length of the bos, and by shorter partition plates across

the box, such that there are two double rows of 10 com-
partments in each filter box. In each compartment there

are 12 open-ended bags, the lower ends being attached to

rings which are rigidly fixed into a plat« just above the dust-

collecting chamber running the full length of the filter bos.

The tops of the bags are closed by means of steel caps with
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suitable attachments for hanging on to the shaking frame.
To the centre of each of the latter is fixed a suspension bolt

projecting through the top plate of the filter box, and made
gas-tight by a suitable gland ; these are connected to the
shaking geai' h. which is bolted to the top plate. Great
care is taken in the manufacture of the shaking gear ; every
part is made to a jig, and is interchangeable.

l)uring the time that the counter-current of ck-aa gas ia

flowing, the shaking gear comes into operation, and the

frame, together with the 12 bags suspended therefrom, is

raised and dropped about seven times, with the result that

Fic .1 —Oas-Clkaninp. Plant in Course ok Krection ;

Capacity, .5,000,000 cb. it.

The gas passing from the inside to the outside of the bags

is drawn through the filter plant by means of one or more
fans, E, which only deal with clean gas. "Whilst the gas is

being drawn through the filter bags, the dust settles on the

inside, and a simple device automatically and thoroughly

removes the dust. At regular intervals during the whole

time the plant remains in operation, each chamber of 12

filter bags is, in proper sequence, cut out by means of the

Fig. 4.—Filter Boxes.

valve ':, which is automatically operated ; this valve cuts

off the fan which is drawing gas through the plant from the

particular compartment and allows clean gas, at a higher

pressure than that of the crude gas, to flow in the reverse

direction into the filter chamber, and in passing from the

outside to the inside of the bags, this blows the tine particles

out of the mesh, and loosens the heavier jiartii'les clinging

to the insides of the bags.

Fio. a.—SdAKiNO Mechanism. Top Isspeotion Doors. ani>
Filter Bags.

the dust collected on and in the filter bags is shaken down
into the chamber at the bottom of the filter box, which is

provided with a spiral conveyor to deposit the dust in

hoppers, these being emptied periodically direct into trucks.

Immediately each section of bags has

been cleaned, the top suction valve is

automatically switched back into the

forward position again. The whole
ojieration lasts 1 b to 20 seconds, and the

process is repeated at intervals of about

seven minutes. AVith an original dust

content of about grammes per m''.,

the gas, after passing through the

cleaning plant, will only contain about
O'Ol to 0-02 gramme per m'. This
cleanliness is obtained in ordinary ser-

vice ; experience has shown, however,
that as low a dust content as O'OOl

gramme per lu'. is often continuously

obtainable.

With regard to the superheating of

the gas, the simplest medium is steam,

requiring from 6 to 7 lb. of steam per

10,000 ob. ft. of gas per hour. Witt
a well-arranged insulated superheater,

H, and filter chamber, r. this consump-
tion <'an be reduced. .\s an alternative,

instead of using steam, the exhaust

gases from ga.s engines, stoves, \c., can

be used.

If the cleaned gas is intended for

driving gaseiigines, the fact thatits tem-

perature nn leaving the cleaning plant

is atlea.st 140 deg. F. necessitates cooling before use. This

is carried out Uy a simple arrangement of coolers fitted with

water sprays ; the device is very efficient and economical,

the water remains quite clean, and can, after spraying, be

used for any other purpose without purifying. After

the ga.s passes the tinal cooler it is arranged to fwiss

through a water separator, and thence it goes on to the gas
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The life of the filter bags is from to 12 months, and

the cost of replacing these is small. Actual experience has

jtroved that tlie bags frequently last is months and even

two years ; the reason for their lont: life i.-; the fact that the

tem}^>erature of the tras is automatically kept at a little above

the dew point. This prevents both the burning and clogging

of the filter tubes by hot gas or wtt

dust ; the latter alone would destroy

the filter tubes on account of its caustic

soda content.

With regard to the power required,

this is small in comparison with wet

methods, being ,^only about 1 h.p. per

] 0,000 cb. ft. of gas cleaned per hour.

In conclusion, it may be stated that

5!) installations of the Halberg-Beth

dry gas-cleaning plant in Europe have

an aggregate capacity of 174,000,000

cb. ft. per hour, the distribution being

ail follows :—France, 14. capacity

3(;,000,000 lb. ft. : Belgium, 4,

capacity x, 700,000 cb. ft. ; (iermany

and Luxemburg, 23, capacity

75,000,00ii cb. ft. : Kussia, 4, capacity

8,350,000 cb. ft. : Great Britain, 14,

capacity 45,050,000 cb. ft. per hour.

We are indebted to Messrs. The
General Electric Co., Ltd., for photo-

graphs and the jiarticulars set out

above.

On the occasion of our recent visit,

at the invitation of the General Elec-

tric Co., to ifes-srs. Eraser it Chalmers's

works at Erith, plant of the type described above was

seen in course of manufacture as noted in our issue of

Xovcinber 14tli, 101 'i. Fig. '.• is a view at ilessrs. Palme'-s

Shipbuilding and Iron Co.'s works, which we described in

our last two issues, where gas is cleaned by the above

process before being used in the gas engines.

KiG. tj.

—

Filter Boxes, Suakino Mechanism, and Top SncririN Pipes.

BACKGROr.VD. Fig. 9.—Steel Coolers, Cool Gas Inlet, and Main
Water-Seal Valves over Filter House.

Fni. 8.— Bottom Filter Box Isolating and
Inspection Doors.

Fig. IC—Fans and Motors
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THE COAL REBATE-A COMMENT.

By E. W. DOREY.

In your issue of January IGth you published details of the

rebate to be granted to consumers of electricity for domestic

or household purposes as a result of the reduction of 10s. per

ton on the price of coal supplied to electricity supply stations

and used for the generation of the electricity so supplied.

The basis of the reduction is sound, from the standpoint

of the supply undertaking, in that it gives back to the con-

sumer the net saving to the supply undertaking resulting

from this 10s. per ton reduction, but it is to be feared that

the consequent disclosure to the domestic consumer of the

lb. of coal used per unit sold will give rise to trouble, for

reasons which will now be gone into.

The formula quoted in your issue of the IGth inst. is as

follows :—Rebate to consumer per unit metered (tons of

coal .used in quarter/units sold in quarter) x 114d.

Taking a concrete e.xample, we have :—

•

(5,000 tons/?,,000,000 units) x 114d. = 0-inOd.

This assumes 60(1 units sold per ton of coal used, or

.'V74 lb. of coal per unit sold, a figure which is obtainable

in the larger stations, and on this basis the rebate would

amount to 0*l!)Od. per unit ; with smaller stations burning

i; lb. per unit sold, the figure would be (i-;^().^d. per unit.

Many supply undei'takings are distinctly averse to

divulging the lb. of coal used per unit sold, but, apparently,

they will now have to Vown up." l''or instance, if a

([uarterly account for 100 domestic units shows a rebate of

20d., by simple mathematics, we get

—

Rebate per unit --'Od./lOO = 0-2d.

lb. of coal per unit = 0-2d. x 2,240 (lb. per ton)/114d.

(rebate) = ;J-93.

A consumer of 100 units, therefore, costing him perhaps

fid. per unit, viz., COOd., would get a rebate of 20d., the

e(|uivalent of a reduction of 3';'>3 per cent., indeed a cause

for congratulation I How the accounts clerk is to be

envied, now that he has one further complication to add to

his burdensome duty.

It will be impossible to prevent the thinking consumer
from comparing the " war " increase with the now '• post-

war " rebate. A good deal of propaganda was distributed

by supply undertakings to make the consumer (la fail with

the reasons for the increase in rates, viz., rise in cost of

fuel, wages, stores, kr., hut now we have the first general

decrease, and when it is considered that 1 Os. per ton is, on

the average, orie-third of the total cost per ton of coal

to-day, delivered to the supply undertakings, and that this

'fact will be evident to the consumer, the reduction of a

paltry, say, ;V.5 per cent, only on the bill will need some

explaining, even by those " skilled in the art."

Now that it is a question of reducing the rates, the

absolute minimum is offered, and logically the consumer

expects to find that when the supply undertaking imposed

an increase, the absolute minimum was enforced—for how
could a pious supply undertaking management be expected

to stoop to profiteering ?

An analysis of what has taken place will suffice to show

whether the consumer is justified in his expectations, and

for a basis to work upon reference will be made to the table,

" Pre-War and Post-War Prices Charged for Electrical

Energy," published by the Electrical Rkview.

The following extracts relate to three typical supply

undertakings of considerable size :

—

Undertaking.
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THE NEED FOR A CHEAP HOUSE-SERVICE

METER.

Bt c. w. marsh.vll.

The present exlraordinaiy <lpin;iii<l I'm- liinisrlKiiil siiji-

plies of electi'icity makes it opportune to Ininu^ In

gencial notice a subject which lias ociiipicil (ln' atlrn-

tion of .supply authorities for many years; this is liie

problem of reducing the capital charges on the installa-

tions to values in keeping with the revenue derived from

them. There is much to be said in favour of charging

systems which do not involve the use of me'ters at all (ov

small consumers, but the leading engineers appear to

be almost unanimous iu desiring to get accurate re-

cords regarding all clients. In order to fulfil this re-

quirement an integr.iting meter of some sort must he

installed, and tliis is jirobably the most e.xpcnsivc iteiii

of the equipment.
On altern.ating-cnnvnt systems the metering jirolileni

is comparatively simple, as the induction watt-hour

meter is so excellent in its performance over a wide

load range, and so simple in coTistruction, that it seems

to be merely a matter of scientific production to ))ririu'

the cost of an instrument to a very low level.

With direct current it is an entirely ditYerent iiiatter :

D.c. watt-hour meters are far from satisfactory from

the standpoint of accuracy under all conditions or over

a long period, and the potential circuit losses are by
no means negligible in most types of meter. An ampere-

hour meter therefore appears to be the only practicable

solution. The different types may be classified roughly

under electrolrtic meters, commutator-motor meters, and
mercury-motor meters. At the first glance the electro-

lytic meter appears to give an immediate solution to the

problem, but experience does not seem to justify this

view, as such meters are not used to any great extent,

while the British Engineering Standards Association

does not recognise the type at all (Report 17, 1919,

P- 7.)

Commutator-motor meters, although used to an enor-

mous extent on the Continent and in America, have
not made much progress in Britain, and at least one
important firm lias ceased to manufacture all its models
of this type. Climatic conditions in northern Britain

make the difficulty of producing a satisfactoi'y com-
mutator type meter almost insuperable.

The field is accordingly left almost clear for the

mercury-motor meter. This class of meter has been
developed to a stage of accuracy and reliability almost
comparable with the a.c. watt-hour meter. The cost

of such meters is, however, very high, and the present
designs are not such as to allow much hope for great
reductions even with the best mass production methods.
It is unfortunate, too, that one of the most promising
mercury meters was withdrawn at the outbreak of the

war before it had attained a firm hold on the market.
The present writer is of the opinion that the most hope-
ful way of developing the mercury meter would lie in
designing an instrument of the utmost simplicity, shorn
of all compensating devices, and in view of the great
progress made in magnet production, this should now
be within the bounds of possibility.

It is hoped that this article may help to stimulate
those interested in the electricity stipply industry to

endeavour to solve the cheap meter problem, which may
be stated as follows: " It is required to design a reliable

electricity meter of the ampere-hour or watt-hour tvpe
for a maximum current of 5 amperes, which shall

satisfy the Board of Trade requirements for accuracy,

and which can be produced at a cost not exceeding £,2.''

Those within the meter industry will probably follow

more or less on conventional lines, but it is possilile

that laymen may lie more successful in attacking the

problem with fresher minds. The writer has already

had some very novel suggestions from the latter source

which may be published at a later date, but up till

now the only practical result of these projected meter

schemes has been to deepen his respect for what has
been done by the pioneers.

The present-day costs of electricity meters arc ap-

proximately as below:—
A.c. watt-hoar meter, .5 amperes, 110 v. £3 lOs. each.

|>.C. commutator ami>ere-hour meter, ."i amperes, £2 lOs. each.

n.c. mercury-motor amjiere-hour meter. .". amiierea, <;4 lOs. each.

OUR LEAD SUPPLIES.

We invite the earnest consideration of all consumers of

lead to the present position as disclosed by the Board of

Trade returns for 191! >.

The pre-war importation into the rnite<l Kingdom
amounted to over I'ltO.OOO tons per annum, of which about

three-fourths came from Australia and Spain. The average

quantity from America was about :>0,000 tons, all of which

was obtained from .Mexican lead desilverised in the U.iS..\.,

and exported thence under the drawback system.

For the three years ending .lune last, the Oovemment
has been responsible for the total supply, nearly all of which
was used for war purposes, domestic consumption being

practically shut down.

The Government bought the whole of the Australian

production, as well as huge quantities in Spain and America,

and of necessity bad to provide for war consumption many
months ahead. The result was that when the Armistice

was signed and war consumption ceased, the stock here iu

Government hands of about (10,000 tons, rapidly increased

until by May, 19 lit, no less than nearly 130,000 tons was
in store. In addition to this, the producers in Australia

held a much larger quantity for Government account.

There was, therefore, at that time every prospect of a

continued surplus of lead for a long time ahead, far beyond
any possible requirements.

How is it, therefore, that there is now a prospect of such

a serious shortage that trade may possibly be seriously

crippled ?

As we have said, the (xovernment stock at the end of

1918 was about 00,000 tons. The imports last year

amounted to 217, (>10 tons, against which 36,378 tons were
exported, leaving 181, 237 tons balance of imports over

exports for home consumption, plus the Government stock.

The outlook is serious, because our chief suppliers, the

Australian mines, have been completely shut down since

early in Jlay last year, owing to the strike there, and there is

no indication of the mines being re-opened. Thus for nine

months a productive capacity of enormous proportions, and
from which we received no less than 93,270 tons last year,

has been for the time being eliminated. It is said that if

the strike were to end to-morrow it would take four months
before smeltiuir could be fully resumed. Of the stock held

in Australia in ^lay last, very large shipments have been

made to .lapan and China, and what with this and the ship-

ments to the United Kingdom, the balance is not more
than sufficient to complete existing contracts, or, at any
rate, there cannot be much free lead to count upon.

Another serious point in the Australian position is that the

miners have gone from Broken Hill in increasing numbers,
and have been absorbed in other callings.

From Spain last year we received only 39,502 tons, a

quantity far short of our normal supplies, and the principal

producing company in Spain has recently iriven out that

its total production for this year ha.s been ab.sorbed in the

Continent of Eurojje.

In these circumstances, special attention is due to the

imports for last year. Of the total of 217,010 tons,

152,258 were received in the first six months, and only

06,352 tons in the last half of the year. Of this latter total

we received in November and December combined only

15,175 ions, and the exports of British and foreign com-
bined were 12,207 tons for the two months. The Govern-
ment stock is now under 30,000 tons unsold.

Consumption for domestic purposes must largely increase,

and every country in Kurope is short of lead. Germany,
Holland, and France have imported considerable quantities

from us in the past few months, notwitLstanding the
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adverse rate of exchange, and America supplied us with only

1,868 tons in the three months ending December ;Ust last

year.

Lead Statistics for .1919.

Imports

—

Oct. Nov. Dec. Total for the ye ,
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Utaderx are inriled to submit particulars of new or impnu'ed devices and apparatus
if conxidered of sufieieiit interest.

w/iieh will he published

The Orling Jet Relay.

In a booklet issued by the Orlin^'s Telegraph Instruments
Syndicate. Ltd., of 47, Victoria Street, S.W.I, an account of

the Orling jet relay is given. The apparatus depends upon
the principle that a fine jet of water may be deflected by the

point of a needle, and that the angular movement of the jet is

much greater than that of the needle.

An ordinary cable recorder coil of the usual .500 ohms resist-

ance is stiffly suspended in a magnetic field of moderate
strength. Attached to the top of this cod is an aluminium
ai-m 30 mm. long, a waxed edge of which is brought into con-

tact with a jet of slightly acidulated or salted water issuing

from a tube. This jet is quite steady, and its angular move-
ments are entirely controlled by the receiving coil.

It is claimed by the makers of this instrument that it haa
printed Morse signals on a Wheatstotie inker with a
current of 0.02 microampere at the rate of 450 letters per
minute, the current strength in the receiving coil being as low
as 4X10- " amj^ere. They also state that, at exixnimental
trials made at an Atl.intic cable ,-tation shoitlv bcfnre the out-

PlG. 1. Pig. 2.
Fig. 5.—Orung Jet Relay.

'20 mm. below the ann a wedge-shaped piece of celluloid is

clamped between two carbon electrodes, and is so placed that
the jet falls upon the apex and is divided into two parts.

When in operation, the jet never leaves the apex of the
wedge, across which it is always astride, signal impulses to

one side or the other merely varying the position of the jet on
the dividing edge of the wedge and causing more or less water
to flow down one or other of the inclined sides of the wedge.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the local circuit when the
instrument is used as a magnifier, particulaily for signals
thjough long submarine cables.

It will be observed that r, and r^, down which the divided
parts of the jet flow, constitute one pair of arms of a Wheat-
stone bridge, the other pair being formed of the fixed resist-

fl-v-^^VW^ •V-^'•'<'^HV'WV^^,V '•:-\v:<^^4-V

Fio. 8. Fia. i.

ances Ri and Rj, whilst a siphon-recorder, or other instrument
suitable for a local circuit, and the local battery are connected
to complete the bridge arrangement.
The recording instrument is actuated with precision and

force by means of the local current, which flows when the
balance is upset by the minute to and fro motion of the jet
astride the wedge.
The balance of the local circuit is doubly differential in that

the cross-.sectional area on one side increases by as much aa
that on the other decreases. Thus the resistance is much
less on the one side and much gieat<?r on the other.
By arranging the circuits as shown in fig. 3 a very useful

discriminating effect is produced, whereby telegraphic signals
are picked out and all disturbing currents of a rapidly vary-
ing nature are rejected.

Records of an experiment in which artificial electrical dis-
turbances Were applied Uj the ciiciiil are nhowij iu fig. 4. The
sections marked " otf " uiark intcnais of time \vhcn the in-
strument was out of the circuit and only the disturbances
were then recorded. A photograph of the apparatu.s is repro-
duced in fig. .5, in which also may be seen the rotary pump
driven bv a small electric motor for furnishing a continuous
supply of water to the jet.

break of war. as a simples instrument with duplex connec-
tions the jet relay raised the previous safe-signalling maxima
by 125 per cent, with perfectly defined signals.

On another cable of higher E.R. a speed constant of 1.500 was
attained. The publication also gives an outline of several

modifications of the same apparatus.

The " Albert " Current Limiter.

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., of Sampson Works, Sal-

ford, Manchester, are putting on the market a simple little

device for preventing the consumption of current in excess of

that intended for the circuit on which it is in.stalled, as for

instance in hotel suites, flats supplied through a common
meter, and small dwellings not provided with separate
meters. The controller, which is illustrated in fig. 6, consists

of a trigger and a small electromagnet in series with the
circuit ; when the current exceeds the prescribed value, due
to the switching-on of an extra lamp or other consuming
device, the trigger relea.ses a hammer which knocks off a
switch and opens the circuit. To restore the supply, an ex-

ternal switch handle is turned to set the trigger, and at the
same time opens the cinuit at another point, so that it is

Fig. 6. -The " Aeheut " Excrss Current Co.vtrollinq
Device.

impossible to obtain an excess supply by holding or tying the

handle; on releasing the handle the circuit is completed, and
if the offending lamp has been cut off, remains complete.

Obviously the device functions also as a safety cut-out, taking

the place of a fuse. It is enclosed in a covei' which can be

icaled. Provision is made for regulation over a «ide range

at the tune of fixing the instrument, and five ranges are

standardised, with maximum cojrents from 0.2 to 5 amperes.

A single 30-watt lamp beyond the prescribed number on a

circuit of any usual voltage actuate* the device, which we
have seen in operation.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Electrical Trade of German-Austria- — The (ierman

Foreign Othct has been drawing attention to conditions in

the electrical trade of German-Austna. Auetriau manufac-

turers have been following the example tel in other countries

during the war, and endeavouring to increase their produc-

tion by means of btandardiiiation and specialisation in certain

works. No great progress has been made, but undoubtedly

a great deal of capital has been invested during tlie past

four or five years in electrical manufacturing in Austria. More-

over, many additional schemes of this nature are in con-

templation. It is considered, however, that apai't from the

technical qualifications of those interested, which are un-

doubted, the success of such enterprises depends upon their

relationship to the German electrical industry. The Germans
are apparently dubious of the attitude of their former allies.

Consequently, the German electro-technical industry is ad-

vised to he prepared for something in the way of a present

sacrifice with a view to recouping itself in the future. It is

recommended to give special attention to the German-Aus-
trian market, and paiticularly to the opportunities existent

there for the development of water power. It is pointed out

that the completion of such an undertaking will inevitably

place the electrical industry of Austria in a strong position,

and jiennanently increase the demand for machinery and
apparatus.

A Westingliouse Re-union Dinner.— -Mr. W. W
.
Hughes

presided over a gathermg of 160 ex-Bntish \^estiughouse engi-

neers at their annual reunion at the Holborn Restam-ant,

London, on Jan. £iid. This is the second occasion upon which

ex-B.\^'. men have foregathered since the formation of an

association which has for its object the promotion and con-

tinuation of friendly relations between men who originally

met under the Briti.sh Westinghouse banner at Trafford

Park. The proceedings commenced with a reunion in the

reception room. At the dinner which immediately followed,

the chairman read a letter from Mi-. Newcomb-Carlton, now
president of the Western Union Cable i Telegraph Co., ex-

pressing his deep regret at being unable to preside. The
guests should also have included Baron Ashfield (Sir Albert

Stanley). Mr. Bonar Law, and Mr. J. Annan Bryce, but

business engagements prevented thein attending; the chair-

man also said that the committee had received over one

hundred letters from ex-B.\\'. men all over the country

ajiologising for absence. After the loyal toasts had been

honoured, Mr. P. A. Sanders, O.B.E., gave that of the ex-

B.W. Association. He asked all ex-B.W. men to join be-

cause it was not a business association, but a medium through

which old and uev.- friends could be met. Mr. L. E.

Morshead responded on behalf of the comiuittee. The chair-

man then gave the toast of the guests, to which the only

guest present, Lieut. -Col. Montague Craddock, C.B., C.M.G.,

an old and popular British Westinghouse director, replied,

and in doing so made a pleasing reference to his friendship

with the late Mr. George Westinghouse. During the speeches

fitting testimony was given to Mr. L. S. Richardson, the

hon. secretary, for his work in promoting the .Association

and organising the gathering again this year. The members
w'ere especially pleased with Mr. Richardson's treatment of

the programme and toast list—a humorous production con-

taining many telling skits on various members of the .\sso-

ciation. The concert programme was contributed eutii-ely by
members of the Association. Mr. A. Simon accompanied,
Mr. Pochobradsky played the vioUn, Mr. H. S. Aspinal and
Mr. F. Ollerenshaw contributed songs, and the humorous
items were furnished by Mr. Val Wood and Mr. E. H.
Miller. Mr. Richardson again introduced the bombass, which
was uproariously received. Membership of the Association

is open to men who were employed on the staff of the British

Westinghouse Co. for two years, and \Nho completed twd
years' service prior to September ;Wth, 1919; the annual
sub.scription is 'is. 6d.. and the hon. -secretary. Mr. I;. S.

Richardson. 14, Sydney Road. Richmond. Surrey, will be
pleased to furni.sh full particulars to all ex-B.W. men who
would like to join.

•'Welcome Home" Party at Leigh.—<»n Jamiary 22nd
the directors and management of Callenders Cable & Con-
.struction Co.. Ltd., Leigh, .gave a fitting welcome home to

all the men now in their employ who served in H.M. Forces
during the war. The invitations also included their wives
and children (up to 14 years of age), members 9f the various

committees representing the employes, and those w'ho have
administered to the welfare of the men and their dependents
while the breadwinners were away. The cotiipaiiy pre-sent

numbered more than .300.

The decoration of the canteen, which was the work of

Mis.s Casstlos (the lady welfare supervisor) and the electrical

staff, was greatly admired, the Christmas trw adding greatly
to the charniirur effect. The event commenced at C p.m.
with a " high tea" Prior to the entertainment which fol-

lowed. Mr Bowyer. J. P. (work.o manager), said that it was
the fourth occasion on which the firm had entertained the
service men and their dependents, and this time they had
the great pleasure of welcoming " the boys " home. He
gave them a, very hearty welcome. Sir Tom Oallender had
come specially from London to welcome the boys home on

behalf of the fii-m. Sir Tom Callander expressed the great

pleaime it gave hun to be present. In assuring the boys

of a hearty welcome, he said that out of 856 Callenders' em-

ployes who had served in the war, no fewer than 'M) joined

the various branches of H.M. Forces from the Leigh Anchor

Works, and they had served in almost every part of the

world in which the war raged. Some had received dw-

tinguished honours, and others, alas, no feuer than '27 Anchor
men. had paid the supreme sacrifice. His brother, Mr. James
CaUender, who had also passed away, always took the greatest

interest in all that i>ertained to the wehare and happmess
of the employes at Anchor Works. He (Sir Tom) was pleased

to say that every pre-war employe of the Anchor Works who
had been spared had been reinstated, and the remainder of

the pre-war employes who had yet to return would be similarly

provided for. The firm were grateful to those who had

enabled them to cairy on during the war, and to do so much
to keep up the production of war-time essentials. He had

brought with htm a small contingent from London to join

him in the welcome he extended to all concerned. Gunner
\V. Hampson, who had both feet blown off by a shell, had

a great reception on rising to propose a vote of thanks to

Sir Tom Calleuder, to Mr. Bowyer, and to the management.
Second-Lieut. John Hodgson seconded the vote of thanks, not

only for the welcome home, but for the many kindnesses

extended to service men all thiough the war. Sn Tom Gal-

lender had said how glad the firm were to have the men back,

and he would add that the men were quite as glad to be

back again with the firm. Sir Tom CaUender having briefly

replied. Mr. C. Pipkin, with whom were associated Mr.
Howard Foulds and Mr. Hunter, all of Callenders' London
Office, led thrtje cheers for the " Boys who had returned," on
behalf of the London contingent. In the entertainment

which followed, Mr. Arthur Guilford (Manchester) distin-

gui.shed himself as a versatile comedian. Mr. Alfred Hor-
rocks followed with a dever manipulation of his "fantastical

fan." and greatly amused young and old with his '' Punch
and Judy " show. For the children the event of the evening
was the arrival of " Father Christmas " (looking the part to

perfection) in his motor car loaded with sacks of presents

which he proceeded to distribute with unstinted hberahty.

.A plentiful supply of toy instruments was reserved for the

adults, the playing of which culminated m the formation of

a huge Jazz band. From 9 to U p.m., to the strains of

Ramsdales Band, dancing reigned supreme, Messrs. J.

Graham, J. Hoyle, and J. G. Pass being the efficient M.C.'s.

During the interval fruit and sweets were served to the
children and each lady received the firm's gift of a i lb. of

tea, and the gentlemen tobacco and cigarettes. The singing

of " Auld Lang Syne " appropriately terminated the pro-

ceedings.

Lead Reports.—Messrs. James Forster & Co., reported

on January 31st :^
Early lead was adversely affected by shipments made by the Government

from Liverpool to London, the market being unprepared for same. The
strength ol the position of the metal, however, has been clearly shown by the

following days' markets, each day showing an advance until on Thursday
£47 7s. 6d. was paid for J.-inuary and February, £47 10s. for March, and up
to £18 for May. There is no favourable news as to the position in Australia,

and little chance of getting any material supplies from Spain. For some
weeks now consumers have been buying very little in the hope of getting
-asier conditions, but, notwithstanding a free liquidation of '* bull " accounts,

: had

Messrs. G. Cawsou & (3o. on January 31st reported :

—

There has again been a moderate inquiry from consumers, and also some
little trade for export. The bulk of the business done, however, has again
been almoest entirely speculative. The position as to supplies remains un-
.•hanged; there is at present plenty of lead available for all requirements.
.Arrivals during the month have not been quite so heavy, but as Australian
lead is still coming forward regularly and very considerable sales of Mexican
bonded lead h.Tve been mad.-, to come forward during the next two or three
months, tbore seems to be no question as to any shortage in supplies. With
(he present high prices now ruling -tnd also the record price of silver, .Mexico
and other countries will certainly increase their output. . . . Definite infor-

mation as to the Spanish productioif and prospects of future output is diffi-

cult to obtain. The outlook for the time being seems to be fairly favourable,
provided speculators continue to support the market—there is no valid reason
why they should not do so, as it is not in their interest to allow prices to
break away and go to a lower level.

French Orders for German Electricity Meters.—At its

meeting in the middle of December, the Municipal Ck)imcil
of Metz considered the tenders sent in for the supply of
2,000 electricity meters. The French, English, and American
tenderers asked for a delay in delivery of nine months to
one year, and quoted round sums of '270,000 frs. The A.E.G.
of BerUn offered to supply the 2,000 meters in six weeks, and
quoted the low price of 165,772 frs. Considering the financial
side of the question alone, the Municipality accepted the
tender of the German firm. Very naturaJIy the decision has
passed under the scathing criticism of our contemporary
VElectricite; 1,500,000 killed, 200 milhards of damage and
ruins have not, it says, weighed in the decision of these
municipal councillors. '.\ saving of 100,000 frs., a little delay
in dehvery—which it would be ill-beseeming to urge as it

fault to the French industrv. disorganised by five years of
war—have been enough for these Lorraine councillors to prove
their ingratitude to the nation's electrical manufacturers, who.
throughout the war, have placed their works, their materials.
their means, under contribution to save them from th«
dntche.s of the Teutons.
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Canning's Post-war Re-union.—On Saturday, January

'24th the lirst post-war reunion of piiucipais and employes of

Messrs. \\'. Canninjj & Co. was held at the White Horse

Hotel, Birunnghaiu,"Mr. E. R. Canning presiding.

iiuriug the smoking concert which lollowed the dinner,

i\ff/T. li. Canning, who has resigned from his position -s

Head of the firm, received a. presentation from the staff and

employes. Mr. K. T. Gosling read the illuminated addi-ess,

arid asked Mr. Canning to accept it, together with a gold

ci'garett-e case and wristlet watch.

In respondiut;. Mr. T. E. Canning first extended a hearty

welcome to the men who had returned from military service,

and voiced sympathy with the relatives and friends of those

who had fallen. In" thanking all for their- kind expressions

and present, he said it was nearly 40 years since he went to

Birmingham as a youth of 14 ; a few years after he had coru-

pleted his apprenticeship he was taken into partnership in

what was then a small business. By hard work during long

hours, and taking adv;antage of possiljilities. the three partners

wei-e able to develop the business. In the middle 'eighties

metal finishiug and plating by mechanical means was intro-

duced from the States, and very httle was known of the

various products used or how they were used. The firm,

therefore, had to secure the confidence of manufacturers ijy

putting in plant on trial and taking it back if it did not prove

satisfactory. They were the oldest firm making and supply-

ing electro-plating chemicals. Whatever claims might be

brought forward, he asserted that Mi\ W". Canning was
making chemicals for silver-plating immediately after its intro-

duction. Some of those present could lecall Mr. John Thorn-

ton, to whom he owed his success in the business. He re-

gretted the trend of thought which suggested that an em-
ployer's only object was to get all he could out of his

employes. That had never been his principle. If a man
showed himself capable of filling; a better position he always
gave him the opportunity when it arose. Many of those he
saw around him came as lads. Their present chief, Mr.
E. E. Canning, received his business tuition under him, and
BO one could say that he had not turned out to be a good
busiiiess man. There was only one real way to success, and
that was by hard work either with brain or hand. He did

not mean to say that a man should always be at work, but
he should work hard when at work and play hard when at

play. If he could read the .signs of the times the nation would
have to work as hard as it had ever done, as he felt sure that
in a few years competition would be as keen as it was before
the war. His last wish was that employes, staff, and prin-

cipals should work together, each doing what he could to

further the interests of the business. The toast of " The
Firm '" was pioixjsed by Mi'. P. Brotherton.
Mr. T. W. Senier. in seconding, said that so far as the

London depot was concerned, new premises had been obtained
which would permit of that section of the business being
remodelled. In his reply, Mr. E. E. Canning said that the
firm would not have been in its present position had it not
been for the part the women had played during the war.
They had not found it necessary to discharge a single
(Woman. Mr. Canning remarked that when his lirothcr

started the business the staff numbered only half a
dozen : when he entered the business it had grown
to ninety ; and to-day it stood at upwards of six hundred.
No fewer than 110 men left them to serve the country-, but
he was thankful to say that most of them had come through
unscathed. Eeferring to the future, Mr. Canning .said they
were told the war would bring better conditions, but it

seemed to him that during the last few months everything
had gone astray. He was afraid we were in for troublesome
tunes ahead, but he was still optimistic, as he believed that
EngUshmen who put their backs to the wall to w-in the w-ar
would again win through. Before peace and quietness was
obtained the cost of living must be reduced. That was the
crux of the position, and to reduce the cost of living more
goods must be produced. They knew that the output per
man could be increased, and while they did not get so njuch
labour trouble as other firms, a solution had to be found to
the question of production. If piecework prices were reason-
able a man ought to earn as much as he possibly could, and
it was up to the employers to see that those prices were not
reduced. He appealed to them not to nurse grievances, as
they would only grow, but to bring them forward for settle-
ment.
The chairman then presented watches to nine members of

the staff who had .seen upwards of tw-entv vears' service with
the fii-m. Messrs. G. A. Pope, A. Butcher, and J. W"ake-
field. three of the recipients of long service awards, suitably
acknowledged the firm's gifts, after which the chairman
presented to each of the ex-service men present useful gift.?
as small mementos of the part thev plaved in the war on
behalf of those who stayed at home. Capt. W. E. Pratt
returned thanks on behalf of the ex-service employes.

From Recent Speeches.—Sir Auckland Geddes, President
of the Board of Trade, has been speaking upon the importance
of our reopening ti-ading relations with Germanv. In a
speech deHvered at the PhTnouth Chamber of Commerce on
Saturday last, he is reported to have warned the traders of
the country against the weakness of giving wav to inter-
national hatreds and spites. He would have thought any

man w-ould be satisfied with what we had done to our enemies.
" Not as a matter of sentiment, not even as a matter .if

humanity—leave that out, if you wiU—but as a matter of

plain self-interest, come forward, pick your late enemies up,

and trv to get them on their feet again. If -we do not we

shall leave Europe shattered, and the paralysis which has

crept over theui will creep over our national hfe, too." They

were sometunes told the present Government had no policy,

hut on the trade side it had a very clear and distinct policy,

from which it had never deviated one hair's breadth. That

lX)hcy was to get the exiwrt trade of this country going now.

Here is another straw showing which way the wind is

blowing :

—

Mr. J. H. Thomas, speaking at the American Luncheon

Club :
" The first essential to a normal poation the world

over was to try, if possible, to forget that the war had taken

place. Unless " credit was re-estabUshed and we gave our

late enemies an opportunity to work, there was no chance of

them making reparation for the wrongs they had done. . . .

Instead of having the recrimmations of the past, emploj'ers

and labour must be partners in industry. Each section must

re-establish confidence in the other. The fatal difficulty ot

to-day was that labour mistrusted capital because of the differ-

ences" of the past, and capital equally mistrusted labour-. . . .

There would be no solution of the labour problem until both

sides trusted each other. ... He wanted Americans to recog-

nise their obhgations to the world."

In one of his Paisley speeches, Mr. Asquith referred to th*

question of nationahsatiou. He said that the I^hour Party

in the long run were committed by their principles as a

partv to the ultimate ownership, control, manageinent. and

working by the State of the whole machinery of production

throughout the range of industry. He referred to the great

danger that this presented to the innumerable advantages

which were derived from the free play of corapetjtion, of

individual energy, of rival encouragement, from the influx of

new processes and new inventions, and new methods of pro-

duction. He w-as strongly of opinion that there was need

for great and far-reachint; reforms in our industrial system.

"I think that the voice of Labour, the power of Labour
to exercise a control or share in the control of what is, after

all, a great partnership, or to the conjoint result of which it

contributes in many cases the larger share, the claim of

Labour upon that point is a claim which is quite irresistible."

There is a third paity in the.se great industrial combinations,

whose voice also ought to be heard, and whose hand ought
to be felt. That is the State, as representing the consumer.
" One of the most formidable dangers, not only to individual

liberty, biit to the w-ise and equitable distribution of wealth
nowadays, is the danger that springs from the growth of

big combinations. They must be kept rigidly under control

in the interest of the community at large, and unless kept
under control, they will be masters of the community mst-ead

iif being its servants."

In an address on " Industrial Unrest," delivered at the
City Business Club, Glasgow, Mr. William A'aamson, chair-

man of the Parliamentary Labour Party, said there had been
too much tendency to put down the whole thing as being
the aftermath of the wai-. He admitted, however, that the
evil had been intensified during the five years of war to such
an extent that unless a speedy and satisfactory solution were
effected the stability of the State might be undermined. . . .

During the war the worker was again and again promised.
if he did his share in defending the country, that at its con-
clusion he would be living in a new world. The w-orker was
looking for that promise being redeemed, but was .still waiting
on the dehvery of the goods. .\s yet he saw very little sign

of the promised New Jerusalem. The worker had got tired,

and he had made up his mind he would be no longer content
to go along quietly acquiescent in a system of industry con-
ducted for the profit of the few-. Employers in continuing to

act as they were doing were acting foohshly. as they did not
seem to reaUse that the industrial situation was a serious
one, and a dangerous one. His own personal opinion was that
the best means for effecting a better relationship between the
various sections of the people was by evolution along con-
stitutional lines.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Speaking on "A practical ideal for industry," at a meeiling
in Manchester of the North-western district of the Society
of Technical Engineers, Mr. B. Seebohm Eow-ntree said that
science would play an increasingly important part in in-

dustry in the future. The terrible wastage of wealth of the
past five or sis years had to be made up in the least possible
time, for wealth was essential to progress; and therefore it

was of supreme importance that industry should rapidly in-

crease its efficiency. We could not cari-y on industry by the
old rule-of-thumb methods; w-e should have to put into it

the best brains and the best science that could be applied.
The position of the chemist and the engineer was going to be
much more important in the future than in the past. We
should regard all industry as a form of national service. . . It
w-as all nonsense to talk about over-production. It w-as im-
possible to produce too much wealth—what mattered was the
manner of its distribution. Eighty shillings a week—repre-

senting 3os. 3d. a week in 1914—was the lowest sum on which
a man could be expected to carry en a home and bring up an
average family to-day, and yet industry in its present state
could not stand such a minimum. It was. however, a mini-
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mum that should be aimed at, and that it might be secured
more eficient production was necessary. In enabling the
administrators of industry to produce more economically and
efficiently en^^'ineers would be doing a great national service.

-Manchester Guardian.
Sir Auckland Geddes, in a speech delivered on January 29th,

said :—One of the (jreatest problems of the Government of
the moment was how. under ordinary economic forces, grold

in America could be got to flow across the Atlantic in an
easterly direction. Cntil we do that, we cannot stop with
any certainty the rise in the cost of living. There is only
one way In which we can get a How of gold to start from
America

: we should send across the Atlantic in a westward
direction more goods—that is to say, goods of greater value than
America is sending to us in the shape of raw materials and food,

and if we caa once get a bigger stream flowing westward than the
values of the goods flowing eastwards, we should at once get a flow
of gold eastwards to make up the difference. There was one
solution for the present position—and that was that somehow, by
hook or oy crook, this country must get its volume of production
enormously increased. There would then be bigger quantities week
by week for export, and as the export of goods began to flow in

increasing value, we might look for gold to begin to flow back, and
quite a small trickle of gold coming back from the United States
would begin to affect the cost of living.

—

Finuncial Timex.

Sun Staff Dinner.—A very successful " Peace " dinner
was hell by the Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., at the Cafe Royal,
Kegent Street, on January 3 1st. Mr. A. 6. Beaver, the general
manager, presided, and the directors of the company and a great
number of the members of the staff were present. Among the
toasts were " Ours, who did their bit in the Great War." proposed
by Mr. Beaver, and responded to by ex-Sergt. Wood, who expressed
his appreciation of the way the company had dealt with the
ex-Service men ;

' The Directors" (response by the chairman, Mr.
Tweedy Smith) : "The Indoor Staff." to which Miss Dewdney very

ably replied on behalf of the ladies ;

'' The Outdoor Staff and
Agents." and "The Press." In proposing the health of the general
manager, Mr. H. C. Weeks presented him with a piece of plate, a
cigarette case, and a volume containing the signatures of the sub-

scribers, as an appreciation of his valued leadership. Mr. Beaver
spoke in glowing terms of the goodwill existing among all members
of the staff, and attributed the company's success, in a great

measure, to this spirit. He remarked on the fact that the company's
" coming of age " occurred in August next, it having been formed
in 1899. A well -arranged concert followed the dinner. Items of

great artistic merit were rendered by Miss MayKearsey. Miss
.Norah Drake, and Messrs. Bret Hayden. Herbert Richards, Wilson
Martell. and Max Templeton.

Accumulators in Australia.—The recent decision of the

Commonwealth Government to encourage the development of the

accumulator manufacturing industry in Australia by prohibiting

the importation of secondary batteries except by licence has,

judging from the news brought by the last mail, been the cause of

considerable discussion. A writer in the last number to hand of

the Aiistrulimi Motorixt remarks that "those who advocated an
embargo on accumulators and batteries were apparently unaware
that motor vehicles need them, and the whole of their arguments
appeared to be based upon the opinion that electric storage

batteries were only required for a few shire and municipal lighting

])lants, as well as for city electric lighting undertakings. There
are upwards of 30,000 motor-cars running in Australia to-day.

which are dependant upon specially designed batteries, which have

not yet been produced in Australia beyond an experimental stage.

The attempts to make automobile batteries in Australia have

hitherto proved futile, for the reai-on that the Australian rubber

companies have not been able to produce vulcanite cells, and the

business is not sufficiently large for any battery concern to instal

plant for making suitable rubber containers. Attempts to con-

struct an Australian-made automobile battery have been abandoned

by expert men for the reason that lead and celluloid cells have in

past years been abandoned as ' useless ' for automobile work, and

these are the only cells so far produced in Australia. Those

administering the Government Proclamation have eased the regula-

tions considerably, after consultation with the Federal CouncU of

Australian Motor Traders, by allowing motor chassis and cars to

come in equipped with accumulators. Batteries not attached to

complete cars or chassis can. however, still only be imported under

licence."

Trade Announcements.—The Robixson A Hands Elec-

trical Co.. Ltd.. have extended their premises in Barwick Street.

Birmingham, by taking the adjacent building (Xo. 50). and thus

doubling their warehouse and office capscity. Since the Armistice

they have bought and equipped a large freehold works at Nechells,

Birmingham, where they are manufacturing electric lampholders,

fuseboards and accumulator switchboards on a large scale. At

Ashton they have a well-equipped shop for the repair of electrical

machinery.
The Enterprise MANUFACTrRiso Co., Ltd., have this week

opened a branch in Bath Lane, Swansea. Telephone No. : Central

8i;3.

Messrs. L. C. Speed and T. Healv, who for some years have

been on the engineering staff of the Southport Corporation elec-

tricity department, have started in business as electrical and

mechanical engineers at Princes Place, Hoghton Street. Southport.

A private limited company—The West Lancashire Klectrical Co..

Ltd. - has been formed. They desire to receive manufacturers'

oatalogues, display cards, &o.

Frencli Electrical Companies.—Under tlie style of

L'Electro-Menuiserie, there has been formed at Paris a company
for the manufacture and sale, in France and abroad, of wood
furniture for electric installations. Its capital is 150,000 fr.

Launched by the Compagnie Frangaise de Constructions

Industrielles, and the Societe d'Applications du B^ton Arme, the

Societfc d'Enterprises de Re§eaux Electriques has for objects the

erection of transmission lines, and the construction of iron,

cement, and wooden standards, more^ particularly in the regions

invaded.

In order to carry out various agreements come to with other

companies serving the suburbs of Paris, the Union d'Electricite

has decided to raise its capital to 125,000,000 fr. It will absorb

the Energie Electrique de la Region Parisienne, paying for the

transactions in 20,000 newly-created 500 fr. shares. It will join

forces with the principal companies serving the suburbs—the
Triphaae. the Ouest-Lumiere, the Est-Lumiere, and the Rive

Gauche company. The new partnership and amalgamation share-

capital crealied for these purposes will amount to 39,SOO,000 fr.,

while a sum in specie of 0,901,211 fr. will also be handed over.

The Societe Algor is a company just formed at Levallois (Seine),

with a capital of 600,000 fr. for the manufacture, purchase, and
sale of electric lamps.
The Compagnie des Lampes et Appareils Electriques de Provence

has just raised its capital from 600,000 fr. to 1.000.000 fr.

The Societe Hydro-Electrique de Lyon has decided to raise its

capital from 4,Oo6,iiOO to 8,000,000 fr.

"

The Compagnie du Sud-Lumiere, one of th") companies serving

the suburbs of Paris, has raised its capital to 10,000,000 fr..aad has

issued 20,000 500 fr. bonds.

The Marking of Goods.—The Merchandise Marks Com-
mittee are completing their arrangements for taking evidence

before proceeding to consider their rep.'irt. Associations and
others who may wish to make representations on any of the matters

which the Committee are investigating should communicate with
the Secretary of the Committee at the Patent Office, 25, South-

ampton Buildings, W.C. 2. not later than February 14th.

The Committee, who were appointed by the Board of Trade, and
sit under the chairmanship of Mr. Henry Greer. M.P.. are dealing

in particular with the following questions ;

—

1. Whether all imported goods, or particular classes of imported

goods, should be required to bear on importation, or on sale in this

country, a statement as to their origin ; whether the statement

should specify the actual country of origin, or should merely indi-

cate that the "goods are not of British, or not of United Kingdom
origin : and whether any such requirement should extend to goods

trans-shipped in this country, or re-export ;d from this country, to

British possessions and foreign countries.

2. The advisability of encouraging the institution of an Empire
mark to denote British origin ; the utility and effect of national

trade-marks and other simUar collective marks ; and whether any

such mark, or marks, if used at all, should be administered by the

Government, or by municipalties, or Viy a-:80ciations of traders.

3. Whether any and what international action is necessary.or

desirable to prevent the false marking of goods with indications of

British origin, and to protect regional appellations of origin.

A Pliflenix Works Reunion.—The employes at the

Phienix Works. Bradford (English Electric Co., Ltd.), brought

to a conclusion their activities on behalf of those who left the

works to serve with the Forces, by holding a reunion in the King's

Hall on January 27th. The Phcenix Relief Fund ceased to be

contributed to on January 31st. 1919, when there was a balance in

hand of £ 1,773. The sum «f £20 only had been spent in the working

of the scheme, and 12 persons were still getting relief. Of these seveu

were still serving with the Forces. A musical programme was
given, after which the rest of the evening was taken up by

dancing.

Dissolutions of Partnership.— Park Elkctrical
Engineering Co., electrical and mechanical engineers. Westing-

house Road. Trafford Park. Manchester.—Messrs. W. J. R. Fox,

G. L. Brown, and H. C. Jones have dissolved partnership. Messrs.

6. L. Brown and H. C Jones will attend to debts.

Riches & Reeves, milliners, art dealers and electrical con-

tractors. 36, Harrington Road, South Kensington, S.W.—Messrs.
V. Riches and H. A. Reeves have dissolved partnership. Mr. \.

Riches will attend to debts.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—C. Hellyar (A. Parlter and

Co.). electrical engineer and contractor. East Sheen.—First and
final dividend of 38. in the £, payable February 16th. at 132. York
Road. S.E. 1.

Calendars.—From Messrs. J. Hopkinson & Co., Ltd.,

of Huddersfield, we have received a handsome wall calendar.

Large daily slips, with red figuring, are mounted on a stout card

showing Hopkinson valves in process of manufacture.

Messrs. Robt. W. Blackwell & Co., Ltd.. of 36, Emperor's

Gate. South Kensington, S.W, 7. have prepared a wall calendar

comprising six two-monthly sheets, each of which has a humoroua

illustration, in colour, by Lawson Wood, giving advice gratis. Some
desk blotting slips have also been received.

South African Electrical Imports.—The imports of

electrical materials and machinery into South Africa during the

nine monthsending with September last attained a valueof £741,756,

as compared with only £372,305 in the corresponding period of

1918.
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German Trade with India. — The Daily Telegraph

publishes a messime from Bombay, dated .Tanuary 28th, statins; that

the GKirraan iuvasion ol tlie Indian market has beftun. " 'i'lie

Bret shipload of German jrooils arrived to-day, consistinjf princi-

pally of trliissware. Many Indian firms have resolved direct

invitations to open up trade with Germany, and India is also

exporting goods to Germany. Durinjr the last few weeks she has

sent her lar<re quantities of cotton."

A.S.E, and Amalgamation.—After expeadino; over £7,000
on the delegate nicctini,'. held in Manchester, to iijter their rules,

the Amalgamated Society of Engineers now find that all this was
unnecessary, tecause of the new scheme to .'imalgamate the

Unions connected with the engineering and cognate trades. The
new Society, to be known as the Amalgamated Engineering Tnion,

will come into existence on July Ist.— Duilii Dispatch,

Electrical Trade witli Scandinavia.—Mr. Montagu
Villiers, Commissioner in Scandinavia for the (Overseas Service of

the Federation of British Industries, was in Birmingham last week,

and interviewed many Midland manufacturers upon the possibility

of trade with that country and Denmark. He emphasised that

great use is made of water power electrically, and that at the

present time unique opportunities are afforded for the development
of trade in electrical engineering and accessories.

The Beama Rebate Proposals.—At Ilford Electricity

Committee the electrical engineer submitted two letters from Mr.
D. N. Dunlop (Beama) upon the subject of (a) rebate arrangements
for inclusive purchase of electrical plant; and (.'') rebate arrange-

ments for non-inclusive purchase of electrical plant, the object of

the arrangement being limited to the purchase for use of

machines in Great Britain and Ireland, the Isle of Man, and the

Channel Islands only. The electrical engineer further reported as

to the objects sought to be achieved by the proposals set out in the

letters referred to, such proposals being authorised by a schedule of

firms appended to the communication, and including a number of

manufacturers and sellers of electrical plant in this country.

Before coming to any decision on the suggestions set out in the

above letters, the Committee instructed the clerk to report upon
the legal position.

Caiiender's Hospital Fnnd.—The seventeenth annual
report of Caiiender's Hospital and Distress Fund was submitted
and approved at the general meeting, held on January 3l8t, at the
Belvedere Works, Sir Tom Callender presiding. The penny weekly
subscriptions realised £316 at Belvedere, and during the early

months of the year £16 at Picardy Works—total, £362, against

,t39-t in 1918. Caiiender's Co. gave a donation of £50, and
directors and others donated a further 23 guineas. To hospitals

and other institutions there was distributed £376. The report

showed the number of hospital and convalescent home letters,

surgical appliances, spectacles, kc . issued, and the number of cases

in which financial assistance had teen rendered.

Private Meeting.—.f.W. H.C.vlcott, electrical engineer,
trading as the Western Engineering Co., .S, Lansdowne Road, and
87a, London Road. Sheffield. The creditors interested herein were
called together last week, at the offices of Messrs. Poppleton,
Appleby & Turner, chartered accountants, of l.-iS, Norfolk Street,

Sheffield. According to the statement of affairs submitted, the
ranking liabilities amounted to .£1,587, of which £963 was due to

the trade, while there were cash creditors for £150 and a bank
overdraft for £473. The assets were estimated to realise £2,183,
from which had to be deducted £67 for preferential claims,
leaving net assets of £2,116. The estate thus disclosed a surplus
of assets over liabilities of ,£530. Mr. C. Turner explained the
statement in detail, and said that the cash claims all appeared in

the books, and were in order. If the creditors agreed to the
matter being dealt with under a deed of assignment, Mrs. Calcott
would satisfy the claim of the bank. Under the circumstances,
it appeared that all the creditors would be paid in full. Negotia-
tions had already been entered into for the stile of the assets.

After a short discussion, the creditors decided that the estate
should be dealt with under a deed of assignment, with Mr. Turner
as Trustee, and a Committee of Inspection was also appointed,
consisting of the representatives of the General Electric Co

,

Sheffield
; Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Manchester ; Messrs.

Drake & Gorham, London : and Mr. Albert Carr, Sheffield.

The Plata Telegraph and Telephone Co.—It is reported
that the German South .\merican Telegraph Co. has received an
ofEer to take over the company's share-holding in the Compania
Telegrafico-Telefonia de la Plata, of Buenos Ayres. It appears that
the German banking group associated with the former company
acquired about 84 per cent, of the capital of the Argentine company
in 1911, and thereby obtained control of the company, which has
a share capital of 500,000 pesos, and maintains services between
Monte Video and Buenos Ayres. Between 1907 and 1911 the
latter's dividends averaged 13 per cent., and in 1912 a rate of 5 per
cent, was paid, but nothing has been distributed from 1913 to
1917 inclusive. As a consequence, the German company has
formed a reserve fund against this investment, which amounted to
980,000 marks at the end of 1917.

The Belgian International Co.—It is stated that the
CoMPAONlE Intebnationale d'Electbicite has concluded
arrangements with a French and English group, which assure to
the former a monopoly of the systems of the English Electric Co.
(Dick-Kerr) for Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg, particularly for
traction plant and the conversion of railway! to electric loco-
motion.

The Board of Trade.—The re-ort,'ani8ation of the Board
of Trade has been proceeding since June last. It is now announced
that the duties of the Department are organised under two joint

permanent secretaries : Sir Sydney Chapman, K.O.B., who deals

with all questions all'eoting general policy ; and Mr. H. A. Payne,

C.B. (Controller), who deals with Administration and Finance.

There are among the principal permanent Departments :

—

Commercial RflutioiiB and Treaties.—Mr. H. l^'ountain, C.H., C.M.G. lAssis.

tant Secretary).
Industries and Manufactures.—Mr. P. W. L. Ashley, C.B. (Asniatant

Secretary).
Industrial Property (including Patent Office).—Mr. "W . Temple Pranks, C.B.

(Comptroller-General).
Power, Transport and Kconomic—Mr. H. F. Carlill (Assistant Secretary).
Bankruptcy.—Mr. J. G. Willis, C.B. (Inspector-General).
Companies. -Mr. H. M. V?inearls, O.B.B. (Comptroller).
Statistics.—Mr. A. W. Plux (Assistant Secretary).

The following are among the temporary Departments which at

present form part of the Board of Trade :

—

Proflteerini; Act Department.-Captain H. Hincks (Ccmtrollerl.
Export Credits Department —Mr. L. \. Davis (Manager).
Clearing Office for Enemy Debts.—Mr. E. Spencer Grey iCuntroUerl.

The Department of Overseas Trade is under the joint control of

the Foreign Office and the Board of Trade, its Parliamentary head,

Lieut.-Col. Sir Hamar Greenwood. Bart., K.C., M.P., being an
additional Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, and an additional Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of

Trade. The permanent head of the Department is Sir W. H.
Clark. K.C.S.I., C.M.G. (Comptroller-General). The principal

sections of the Department are :—The Foreign Division, the

Empire Division, the United Kingdom Division, the Exhibitions

Division, the Overseas Services, and the Home Establishment
Branch. Sir F. G. A. Butler, K.C.M.G., C.B., acts as Director of

the Overseas Divisions. The overseas work of the Department in

the collection of commercial intelligence is performed in foreign

countries by the Commercial Diplomatic Service and the Consular

Service, and in the overseas portions of the British Empire by the

Trade Commissioner .Service.

The Board of Trade are at present responsible for the organisa-

tion of the Coal Mines Department, which is attached to, but doe.s

not form part of the Board of Trade, and the President has

arranged that Mr. W. C. Bridgeman, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary

to the Board of Trade, shall act on his behalf in all respect

matters relating to coal, subject to the authorisation of the

President on questions calling 'for his decision. Mr. A. R. Duncan
is Coal Controller, and the principal sections of the Coal Mines
Department under the Controller, are as follows ;—Production,

traide, finance, household fuel and lighting, secretariat.

The President of the Board of Trade has established an internal

Administrative Council which meets regularly and freciuently to

deal with current business involving questions of policy.

The Administrative Council here referred to is quite distinct

from, and in no way supersedes, the Board of Trade Advisory

Council, on which manufacturers, traders, and labour are

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Alloy Welding Pko-
CESSES, Ltd., 14-16, Cockspur Street, S.W. \.—Bvlletin^o. 2i, a.

report on electric arc and oxy-acetylene welding tests carried out

by the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington. Bulletin No. 27,

illustrated price (list and particulars of "A. W. P. " electric arc

welding plant. Bulletin No. 30, statement of tests spplied, and
results obtained, with '' A. W. P." welding electrodes by the

Admiralty at Portsmouth Dockyard. Bniltetin No. 31. descriptive

list and pricea of oxy-acetylene welding rods and electrodes for arc

welding. Bulletin No. 32, illustrated results of tests of " A. W. P."

electric welding for Lloyd's Register of Shipping.

Messbs. Febranti, Ltd., HoUinwood. Lancashire.—Six cata-

logues (14 pp.) dealing with " Ferranti " house-service meters,

switchboard instruments, and static transformers. These lists,

which are fully illustrated, are identical, but in English, I'reuch,

Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Danish, and Messrs. Ferranti

inform us that a Dutch translation is being prepared. All

dimensions, &c., in the English edition are metric.

The Genebal Electric Co., Ltd., Queen Victoria Street. E.C. 4.

—Installation LeaHet D 17, describing the electrification of the

works of the Halesowen Steel Co., Ltd., near Birmingham ;

illustrated by photographs of the works.

Messrs. H. T. Boothroyd, Ltd., Akenside Street, Bootle,

Liverpool.—List of electric motors and dynamos (16 pp.), giving

prices, dimensions, li.a. ; illustrated.

The Lea Recorder Co., Ltd., 28, Deansgate, Manchester.

—

Technical Booklet (Civil Engineers' Edition), " Q 5 " and leaflets
" Q 6 ' and " S.'' The booklet provides information regarding the

measurement of streams and rivers, sewage, supplies to reservoirs,

&c., and contains illustrations of actual machines at work, indi-

cating the various types of recording instruments required. The
leaflets describe and illustrate the " Lea ' recorder.

The Peerless Enoineebino Co., Cote Hill, Halifax, Yorks.—

A

descriptive catalogue (16 pp.) of the " Peerless " oar lighting and
starting systems. Priced and illustrated.

The Esteblxne Co., Indianapolis. U.S.A. Two copies of the
" Esterline Graphic" advertising graphic recorders and permanent
magnets.

Glassware Testing.—A new building for the testing of

volumetric glassware has recently been completed at the National
Physical Laboratory. A pamphlet entitled " Volumetric Tests for

Scientific Glassware " was published in November last, giving
information regarding methods of test, tolerances, test fees, 4cc.

This may be obtained free of charge from the Director, National
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex,
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Copper and Lead Prices. — Messrs. Jamrh and
Shakespeare report February 4th English pig-lead £48 log., an
increase of 208. for the week. No changes are reported in copper.

Dance.—The Cryolite AxirLETic Association ( London
staff of the British Aluminium Co., Ltd.) held a Fancy Dress Dance
at the Cannon Street Hotel on Saturday last. Over 20U dancers,
mostly in gay array, spent a thoroughly merry evening. Mr.
W. Murray Morrison (.president), and Jlrs. Morrison. Mr. A. W.
Tait, O.B.E. (chairman of the company), and others prominent in
the aluminium "world were present.

Book Notices.—" Mathematics for Engineers,'' Part TI.

By \V. N. Rose. Pp. xiv + 419, 142 figs. London ; Chapman and
Hall. Price 13a. lid. net.

"Beama." The Beama Journal. Vol. vi, No. 1, January, 1920.
London : Oakley House, Bloomsbury, W.C. Price Is. 6d. net.

"Despositivo para Hogares." By Jose Cervera Alsina, Paseo
Alfonso XII, 25. Vigo. Spain. A pamphlet describing a method of
facilitating the combustion of small coal.

" The Speed of Electricity." By A. E. Kennelly, D.Sc, A.M.
7 pp. A reprint from Tlie Wirelesx Age.

" Altemating-Current Planevector Potentiometer Measurements
at Telephonic Frequencies." By A. E. Kennelly and Edy Velander.
,S6 pp. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

" Vickers Xews." Vol. I, Nos. 7 and 8. London : Vickers, Ltd.
" Pitman's Business Man's Encyclopedia and Dictionary of Com-

merce. " Part I. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Is. 4d. net.

"Foster's Pocket Reference Books." We are asked to state that
the full address of the publisher of these books (reviewed in our
last issue), is 98. College Road, Whalley Range. Manchester.

Patents and Designs Acts.—The Sections of the Acts
of 1907 and 1919, dealing with the power of the Crown to use
inventions and to dispose of such articles as are no longer required
by the Crown, came into operation on January 21st.

Tlie Economic Position,—' Stability as the Basis of

Industrial Peace," is an eight-page pamphlet containing a reprint
of an article written for 11 a/// and Means by Mr. E. 'W. Fetter (of

Messrs. Vickers-Petters, Ltd.) The pamphlet is issued by the

Industrial League and Council, S2. Victoria Street, S.W.I, and a

copy will be sent to anybody interested in exchange for two penny
stamps to cover postage. Whatever Government we may have, we
shall all have to face the economic issue. Governments are help-

less ; the only remedy for the present situation is for us to export
manufactured goods. The author suggests the stabilisation of

wages for a fixed period—say a year—unrestricted production, and
real national unemployment insurance. Prices continue to soar

;

if ships fetch meat from South America, and they return in ballast

empty, we pay double freights for one cargo. Everybody must get to

understand the present position, and the peril of it. The circulation

of literature of this kind, at a time when the serious rate of

exchange problem is before all the nation, may do something to

avert disaster if only it is read and believed by the right people.

Metal Prices and Cable Tenders.—The sudden rise in

the copper and lead markets resulted in the Dundee Corporation
having to pay ,£1,97.5, or 17i per cent, increase in the cost of cables.

and at a meeting of the Electricity Committee, it was agreed to

recommend that the engineer be given power to notify acceptance

of tenders immediately, in order to lessen the risk of the markets
rising.

Conference of Manufacturers and Producers.— A
National Conference of manufacturers and producers will be held

at Kingsway Hall, London, W.C, 2, for two days, commencing at

10.30 a.m. on February 10th. Mr. W. Peter Rylands (president of

the Federation of British Industries) will take the chair, and the

deputy chairman will be Mr. E. Manville, M.P. (president of the

Association of British Chambers of Commerce). The following

well-known organisations will be taking part in the proceedings :

—

The Association of British Chamber of Commerce, National Con-
federation of Employers Organisations, Coal Association, British

Engineers' Association, National Federation of Iron and Steel

Manufacturers. Glass Bottle Manufacturers' Association. Chemical
Manufacturers' Association, British Empire Producers' Organisa-

tion, and the British Commonwealth Union : also the big textile

associations. The following are the subjects down for discussion on

the first day after the chairman's opening speech :—Export trade

and foreign exchanges, prices and profits. Government finance and
expenditure. The subjects for discussion on the second day will

be :—Nationalisation, transjxjrt, fuel, education, research, and
housing.

Socials.—^ social, organised by the Blackpool Electricity

and Tramways Institute, was held on January 28th. There was
an attendance of about 1,000.

After a war-time lapse of four years, the 150 trolley boys in the

Salford Tramways Department were entertained by the Committee
last week, Alderman Linsky presiding. Mr. G.W. Holford, general

manager, and Mr. W. Blakemore, traffic superintendent, were also

present.

Frencli Trade Combination.—After having constituted,

at the end of 1918, the L'nion des Syndicats de Ingonieurs, com-
prising the three syndicates of chemical engineers, electricians,

and mechanicians, the Union is proceeding a step further, and aims

to form a Federation of Technicians, whose object will be, while

leaving to each syndicate the care of its own special interests, to

co-ordinate the efforts of all the syndicates for the general welfare.

A conference was recently called in Paris, with the view of

incorporating this Federation des Technicians de I'lndustrie.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Barrow.— I-oans.—The Town Council ha« considerably

exceeded its borrowing powers in providing additions to the elec-

tricity plant, and further extensions are necessary. Application is

therefore being made to the Electricity Commissioners for increased

borrowiu;; jx>wers.

Birmingliam.—Ea tensions. — The demands of pro-

spective consumers will entirely absorb the i>ower available from
the new station at NeohelU, and further extensions are thought
necessary.

Blackburn.—Mains E.xtensions.—The Town Council

is applying for sanction to borrow £130,000 for laying addi-

tional mains in connection with the new generating station at

Whitebirk, and three housing schemes, together with provision for

power consumers and future extensions.

Bolsover (Derbyshire).—Electricity Sdpply.—The
Urban District Council is approaching the Stanley Coal and Iron

Co.. Ltd., to ascertain the terms upon which it would be prepared
to supply the district with electricity for lighting. &c,

Bradford-on-Avon.—Time Extension.—The Board of

Trade has extended the time for effecting the transfer authorised

by the Bradfordon-Avon Electric Lighting Order, 1914. until

July 30th, 1920.

Bury.—^HousE Lighting.—The electrical engineer has

been instructed to proceed with the installation of the cables for

the new Walmesley housing scheme.

Canada.—Water Power.—At a Deep "Waterways
Convention at Winnipeg a resolution was adopted in favour of the

reconstructing the at. Lawrence River with locks, so as to supply
navigation facilities equal to those of the Welland Canal, and the

public ownership of all water power available on Canadian
waterways.

—

The Times.

Colne.—-New Plant.—The Town Council has received

the report of the deputation which waited upon Sir John Snell,

Chief Electricity Commissioner, regarding the position of the

electricity undertaking. Sir John sanctioned the installation of

a turbo-alternator and an additional water-tube boiler to provide

for next winter's demand on the understanding that arrangements
for inter-connection between Nelson and Colne were still to hold

good. The tender of the Stirling Boiler Co., for the supply of a
water-tube boiler, including steam pipes and feed pump, at £4,443,

was accepted, and a 2,000-KW. turbo-alternator is to be purchased

from Stockport Corporation for £10,000. A scheme for the

erection of a sub-station in Dockray Street is to be proceeded

with, and application is being made for additional bon owing powers
to the extent of £20,000.

Continental.— Italy. — According to the American
Consul at Venice, the hydro-electric industry of Venice is chiefly

under the control of a financial group headed by the Societli

Adriatica di Eletricita. The "' Adriatic " company is endeavouring

to provide hydro-electricity to the Julian Veneto. the Trentino,

Istria, and possibly to the city of Fiume. It has been announced
that a contract has alrea^ly been entered upon to supply electricity

to the commune of Trieste. Although several of the prinoipai

generating stations of the Veneto fell into the hands of the

Austro-Hungarian invaders during the autumn of 1917. they were
finally retaken by the Italians in a much more satisfactory condi-

tion than was expected, as the enemy's retreat wa-s so rapid that

systematic destruction was not possible.

The Societii Idro-Elettricale Monte Viso (with a capital of

25,000,000 lire), is constructing a large station in the upper
vaUey of the Po. The power will be supplied by means of an
artificial lake at a height of 900 metres, having a capacity of

25,0011,000 cb. metres ; 50.000 H.p. will be developed, and power
supplied to the works situated in the vicinity, and also to the

city of Turin. Prior to the war this district was being exploited

by a German firm.

Holland.—The estimated power requirements of Holland,

according to the report of a Committee appointed to deal with the

question, amount to 1,000,000,000 Kw.-hours per annum, allow-

ing 100 KW.-hours per head for a probable future population of

1 0,000,000. The system of generation proposed is by means of central

stations erected in carefully-selected localities, such as Amsterdam
and Rotterdam, capable of supplying 75,000 KW. each. A national

scheme is recommended, under the supervision of a Government
Council.
Germany.—Owing to coal shortage, the Maschinen- u. Dampf-

kessel-armaturen-Fabrik Schaeffer und Budenberg G.m.b.H.. Mag-
deburg, h;is been obliged to stop work at three foundries. The
closing down of the whole undertaking ia to be reckoned with

shortly, whereby 2.600 persons will be thrown out of work.

—

Hcnnnmir llei'ieir.

A similar me;isure to the British Electricity (Supply) Act i«

shortly to l)e introduced, which will divide the country into

districts under corporations, for supply purposes, the whole being

controlled by the State.

Switzerland.—The Hauler .\achri,hteu states that the whole

course of the Reuss from the SchoUenenschlucht to Amateg is to

lie used for generating electricity. The firm of Escher. Wyss and
Co., of Zurich, and the Swiss Military Department are interested

in the scheme, the latter having obtained a concession for the

upper portion of the SchoUenen in order to provide the Gotthaid

forts with electric power.
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Cork.—Transker of Undbrtakim;.—The Corporation,

pursiianl to tho Cork Electric LijjhtinK Order of 1896, is scokintr tlic

consent of the Electricity Comniissioners to transfer its powers,

duties, and liabilities to the Cork I'jlectrio Tramways and Lighting;

Co., Ltd. The period for which such transfer from the Cork Corpora-

tion to the Tramways and Lijfhtinjj Co. is to be made is 40 years,

the company uiidei-takinu (inirr uliii^ to expend a sum of £20,0U0
within three years on the purchase of new plant and buildinj.'s,

and to \mdertake the proper and adequate nuiintenance of the

electric tramway service in Cork City and the lifrhtinp; and power
supply.

Coxhoe (Co. Durham).—Electric LiGUTiNd.—In con-

nection with the proposed joint electric lierhting scheme, a meetinjj

of representatives of the Coxhoe. Hassop, and Kelloe District

Councils has decided to ask Messrs. W. Scott, Ltd., and Messrs.

Bell Bros., colliery proprietors, who have offered to provide and
erect poles, lamps, Xc, and supply power in their respective

districts at a charj^re of £5 per lamp per annum, to submit drafts

of agreements for confirmation by the respective Councils and the
joint body.

Derby.—In<,iuiry.—On January 30fch, an inspector of

the Ministry of Health held an inquiry into the application of the
Corporation for loans of £ii,s03 for the purchase of property to be

used as offices, showrooms and workshops, and .C2,.j00 for the
erection of a garag:e. The electrical enpjineer stated that his

department sold a large quantity of electrical fittings, and the
buildings would prove of considerable value.

E.xTENsioNS.—The Electricity Committee has recommended the
borrowing of £1.5.UOO for mains extensions, £1,000 for motors,
and £1,200 for an electric delivery vehicle. It is estimated that a

total of £ 1+0,000 will eventually be required, £35.000 of which
will be expended during the ensuing financial year.

Edinburgh.—E.xtensions.—The Electricity Committee
recommends an expenditure of over £60,000 on extensions. The
proposals include two additional boilers for the Dewar Place
station, and a 2,fjOO-KW. turbo-alternator for the M'Donald Road
station, as well as the installation of feeder cables in outlying
districts.

Glasgow.—Mains Extensions.—The Clyde Valley Elec-
tric Power Co. has intimated that it is willing to extend its mains
to Cliiinock, if a minimum income is guaranteed.

Ireland.—Water Power.—Many Irish towns are

making inquiries regarding the coat of electricity, and find that
generation is too costly in several cases. The recent heavy floods

of the Shannon, Bann, and other rivers, suggest to the public that
there is a very great amount of water power that can be developed,
but the minimum flow, on which estimates must be based, leads to

a very difl^erent conclusion. The Irish Water-Power Resources
(Committee is conducting exhaustive inquiries into the matter.

Kilmarnock.—Year's Working.—The accounts for the
year ended May 15th, 1919, show that the total revenue was
£59,576, and the expenditure £35,529, leaving a gro.ss profit of
£24,047. After payment of loan interest, kc, the net profit was
£5,85.S, as compared with £5,475 for the previous financial year.

King's Langley.—Mains Extensions.—The Council
has asked the Watford Electric Lighting Co. to obtain powers to
extend its mains to the pirish.

Leeds.—Extensions.—The Corporation is contemplating
a big development scheme at an early date. Besides additions to
buildings and the installation of generating plant, a considerable
extension of the mains is to take place. The whole of the scheme
will cost three-quarters of a million sterling.

London.—St. Pancras.—The electrical engineer has
recommended mains extensions at an estimated cost of £5,450.
The Council has agreed to pay Messrs. Bruce, Peebles 4: Co., Ltd.,

£400 above the contract price for the I,000-KW. motor-converter
installed at the Tavistock Place sub-station a short time ago.
Bethnal Geeen.—The Borough Council has applied for sanction

to borrow £20,011 for the installation of mains (£17,033), meters
(£1,300), and house services (£885).

Suppr>^• Failcbe.—All public and private electric lighting in
the area with Piccadilly Circus as its centre, failed at 8 p.m. on
Tuesday night for about 15 minutes. The interruption in the
supply was caused, it is reported, by the breakdown of a generating
set in the power station of the St, James and Pall Mall Electric
Light Co.

Reigate.—Expert Advice.—The Town Council has asked
Messrs. Handcock, Dykes & Trotter to report upon the systems in
vogue for encouraging the use of electricity by owners and occupiei-s
of cottage property by free wiring, upon deferred payment systems.
or otherwise, and upon various methods of supply.

Sligo.—Lighting Scheme.—A scheme for lighting the
town by electricity has been proposed. Councillor Jackson is taking
steps to secure the use of water power for the purpo.se.

Stalybridge.—Deficit.—In order to cover an estimated
deficit of £3,000, the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley, and Dukinfield
Tramways and Electricity Board has decided to make a levy of
£750 upon each of the constituent Corporations. The total loss
on the undertaking since its inception in 1901 is stated to be
£110 000.

Tasmania. - Hyoro-Ki.kctrh' Hevklopments.— The
Minister of Public Works reports that 70,000 H.p. is available from
the Gre.at Lake supply. It is proposed to develoj) this by means of a

r_',0O0-n.l*. plant near the present intake, and a 58,00O-h.1'. station

at Waddamana. Much of the machinery for the latter plant has

already been ordered, and 26,000 u.i'. will soon be available. The
scheme includes the erection of five sub-stations to be situated at

lli.sdon, Ilobart, Launceston, Electrona, and Bridgewater. The
estimated yearly profit is £3,300.

Tidal Power.—It is reported in the daily Press that work
is about to begin in an attempt to harness the tidal power on the
Dee and Severn. It is stated that models have been set to work
within the last few months, from the working of which it is esti-

mated that electrical energy can be produced in this manner at a
cost of -Jd. per unit.

West Ham.—Loan Sanction.—The Town Council haa
received sanction to loans amounting to £140,317 for electricity

purposes.

Whitehaven.—Price Increase.—The Town Council has
advanced the price of electricity for power sup))lied to factories by
10 per cent.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Barrow.—^e^v Cars.—The tramway manager recom-
mends the purchase of 10 new cars in order to provide an adequate
summer service.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—Blackpool, St. Annes,
and Lytham Tramways Co., in its annual report, states that the
total traffic receipts were £67,409, out of which £22,342 was paid
to the Corporation of Blackpool. Traffic expenses amounted to

£15,509, and, after other expenses had been met, there was a
balance of £10,094. During the year negotiations proceeded with
St. Annes Urban District ("ouncil for the purchase of the under-
taking, resulting in an offer by the Council of £ 1 35,000. A pre-

liminary agreement has been entered into, and approved of by the
stockholders and shareholders. The St. Annes Council will pro-
mote a Bill in the next session to carry out the agreement.

Burnley.—New Cars.—The Town Council is purchasing
five additional single-deck oars at an estimated cost of £16,000.

Brighonse.—Opposition to Bill.—The Town Council
is opposing the Parliamentary Bill promoted by the Halifax
Corporation, which, among other things, proposes to extend the
latter authority's powers over the tramways by 30 years.

China.—Raili.ess Freight Line in Shanghai.—
Negotiations are said to be in progress between the .Shanghai
Tramway Co. and the Municipal Council of Shanghai for an
extension of the present railless traction facilities. If the necessary
street improvements are made and three wooden bridges replaced
with steel structures, a freight service will be introduced con-
necting the railwiiy freight station in Chapei with the Yangtzepoo
district. The new freight cars will be provided with storage batteries,

enabling them to make side trips into the yards of manufactories.
These plans involve the addition of from 12 to 13 miles of new
routes to the present system, requiring about three years for
completion.

Continental.—Hungary.—A group of Belgian financiers

has made an offer to purchase the Budapest tramways. It is

probable that the offer will be accented, since the two tramway com-
panies in the city were socialised under the Soviet regime, and show
a deficit of Kr. 150 mill.

—

Econoiiiic Iteriew.

Italy.—The decision of the Government to organise the
electric conversion of some 6,000 kilometres of railways (either
directly or through private initiative under State control) will

involve the placing of lai-ge orders abroad for rolling stock
and other material which the Italian industry will be unable to
supply. The material will comprise turbines, dynamos, trans-
formers, conductors, insulators, posts, standards, kc, to carry
distribution lines, trolleys, motors, measuring apparatus, &c.
The general plans for the electrification of the railways rest

with the Italian Ministry of Transportation, which is advised by a
Commission for Railway Electrification. New hydro-electric
stations, extensions to existing plant, new transmission lines,

sub-stations, electric locomotives, and all kinds of accessory plant
and equipment will be required, much of which will have to be
imported. The system so far employed is three-phase, 16 cycles.

On mountain lines, locomotives with direct-connected motors,
with power applied to all the wheels, have been employed with
success. The general speed was 3s miles an hour, or about 19 miles
per hour when hauling trains of 5o0 tons on 30 to 35 per cent,
gradients.

Dublin.—Tramway Ownership.—The Corporation is

considering the municipalisation of the tramway system, which is

at present undertaken by a company, to which the track is leaseil.

Halifax.—Carriage ok Minerals.—A majority of

ratepayers hag approved the Bill, which (infer ali<i) will enable the
Corporation to utilise the tramways for the conveyance of minerals
and other ffoods
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Hnddersfield.—Extensions.—The extension to I /otigwood

is beinfr proceeded with. The scheme for the construction of a
railway from the Midland Co.s premises to the sas and electricity

works has been abandoned.

Kilmarnock.—Year'.s AYorkino.—The total revenue for

the year ended May 15th, I'.HS. was £14,178, and the total expendi-
ture £12,539, representing: a ?ross profitof £1.6:->9. The net result,

after payment of interest, &c., was a deficit of C 2,488. The loss

on the working for the previous year was £8,356.

London.—At the meeting of the East London Railway
Co., Mr. JIurray Griffith said that the increase of passengers since

the electrification had far exceeded the expectation of the directors.

In 1912 they were carryingr, under various difficulties, about
4.500,000 passengers, and in 1918 they carried 10.5fi9.000. During
December last they carried 1,275.000 passengers, which was
over 15,000,000 per annum. They had brought the line to the
position of being a necessity, in that it afforded a link for traffic

crossing London. The Government, in taking over the line,

stipulated that it should be handed back in the same condition in

which it wa.s received. It seemed to him impossible that the
Government would leave them in the lurch with regard to the
interest on the electrification expenditure. When they came out of

Government control, he thought they would find their property in

the same position as when they went in. plus the fact that since

electrification they had established a through service with the main
lines both on the north and south sides of London.
The Ministry of Transport has held a conference of Greater

London municipal tramway authorities with regard to the financial

position of the undertakings.

Maidstone.—Women Employes.—The Corporation, in

reply to a local Trades Council deputation, stated that it declined

to dismiss the women conductors, as they only required a maximum
wage of £2 2s. weekly.

Middleton.—Fare Increase.—On January 2;ibh the

Light Railway Commissioners , conducted an inquiry into the
Tramway Co.'s application for authority to increase its fares. The
Commissioners' decision is to be communicated later.

St. Helens.— Extensions.—The borough engineer has
l)een instructed to invite tenders for the supply of 350 tons of

rails and the necessary material for the construction of 10 loops.

New Cars.—The tramway manager reports that work on the

new cars has been delayed on account of failure in the supply of

material.

Fares.—-The Tramways Committee is seeking powers to increase

workmen's fares from id. to Id. per mile.

Yorkshire.—Storji Damage.—During the recent storms

the Hnddersfield tramway service was severely handicapped by tlio

accumulation of snow^, and in the Spen Valley townships many of

the services were entirely dislocated.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

"Admiralty" Lines.—A confereme was held in tlie

office of the Scottish Buard of Health recently under the chairman-

ship of Sir George McCrae, chairman of the Board. Representa-

tives of the Board of Health, the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, the Education Department, the Ministries of Food, Labour,

and Pensions, the Meteorological Office, the Air Ministry, and the

General Post Office met, at the request of the Secretary for Scot-

land, to consider the question how far certain telegraph and
telephone lines erected by the Post Office for the special use of the

naval and military authorities during the war could be retained

and adapted for civil purposes. The lines in question are mostly in

the Highlands and islands. Some of the lines have already become

part of the permanent system of the Post Office, but there are

others that are considered to be of much importance from the point

of view of improved communications, and especially in connection

with medical and nursing services in certain isolated districts and

in islands where there are no resident medical practitioners.

Arrangements, it is hoped, can be made, with the co-operation of

the Post Office, for the retention of the lines that would be likely

to serve any really useful civil purpose. The recommendations of

the conference will be embodied in a report to the Secretary for

Scotland at an early date.

Alsace-Lorraine.—The French telephone system is to be

extended, and a new direct line between Strasbourg and Paris will

be installed. Hitherto Metz has had no direct telephonic con-

nection beyond Nancy and Mulhouse, and only one as far as

Bel fort.

Canada.—A wireless telephone system throughout the

northern territory of Manitoba, to bring it into touch with the

cities of the West, is recommended by the Commissioner.— ?/(?

Times.

Cheap Wireless.—At a meeting of the Wireless Society

of London, held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, on January

29th, Mr. R. C. Clinker, of the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

showed a wireless receiver which can be installed in the home for

about £30. The apparatus, which will take messatjes from all the

principal wireless stations in Europe, is contained in a box 16 in.

wide, 12 in. broad, and 5 in. deep, and light enough to be carried

by a leather handle. Mr. Clinker explained that this portable

receiver was originally intended for receiving time signals from

Paris, and for the use of clock-makers and others, to whom a

knowledge of the exact time was of importance. No external

aerial wire is required.

—

The Timet.

Denmark.—A dispnt* in the Danish telephone inilustry

is in progress. The companies which hold State concessions hav,-

based their wages offer on the State Wages Law of September 12th.

1919, while the Central Organisation of Telephone Workers demand
rates approaching those paid in private concerns. The Copenhagen
Telephone Co.'s proposals would involve an annual expenditure on

wages of Kr. 8 million, or Kr. 80 per subscriber ; the workers^

demands would mean a wages bill of Kr. 13.7 million, or Kr. 137

per subscriber. A strike was declared at midnight on New Year's

Eve. involving' some 4,000 workers, of whom 2.0O0 are in

Copenhagen.

Germany.— A large and representative meeting of

the German Press organisations met the postal authorities on

December 22nd to diaouss the results of some months of tentative

experiments in the matter of disseminating news to the various

agencies by wireless telegraphy, and came to the conclusion that

in its present state wireless telegraphy could not meet the needs of

the Press. On the other hand, it appeared suitable for dispatching

generally interesting news in duplicate. The assembly was also

of opinion that dispatch of such news could take place to a large

extent if wireless telegraphy were replaced by wireless telephony

to obviate the necessity tor appointing special wireless tele-

graphists. The assembly will meet again in a few %veeks to report

on the further development of experiments with telephony.

Elektriska Industri A.-B.. in Stockholm, and the Berlin firm

Dr. Erich F. Huth Gesellschaft fur Funkentelegraphie. have come
to an agreement as to a mutual exchange of patent rights in

connection with wireless telegraphy and telephony. The agree-

ment is expected to prove of great value to Sweden, especially as

regards wireless telephony.

—

A'li'nnmiv Hei-ieir.

New Swedish-American Cable.— It is announced from

Stockholm, says the Ecomimie iiVr/cM), that a group of Americans

intend to lay a direct cable between the TJ..-^.A. and Sweden.

Newfoundland.—A company has been formed in New-
foundland to install a new telephone system, to give a service to

the city of St. John's and long-distance service between St. .lohn's

and various points in Conception Bay and Ferryland district. This

is a long-felt want, as the service in this city at present is totally

inadequate. The capital for this enterprise is placed at 8200.000

common stock and .?200.000 preferred. .\n attractive offer is being

made of a 7 per cent, preferred stock, which has an additional

advantage of sharing with the holders of the common stock in the

surplus earnings of the company over the guaranteed 7 per cent.

Storm Damage.—The storm of January 2sth did con-

siderable damage to the telephone and telegraph lines all over the

country, especially in the North and Midland Counties. Overheaii

communication between several large towns and London was inter-

rupted ; between Durham and Stafford many mUes of wire came
down, and only two or three out of the 25 telephone linrs between

London and Manchester were working. The telephone dislocation

quickly showed itself on the automatic system at Leeds, where

about'1,000 lines were out of use the next morning. Bradford

Exchange was out of touch with a considerable number of sub-

exchanges. For a time Leeds was almost entirely cut off from

outside communication. At Todmorden nearly all overhead lines

were down, including Hi trunk services.

United States.— .^n Act, No. 100-li6th Congress

(H.R. 9822) has been passed authorising the President to arrange

and participate in an international conference to consider

questions relating to international communication. The cou-

ference is to be held in Washington, and will consider all

international aspects of communication by telegraph, telephone,

cable, wireless telephony and wireless telegraphy, and to make
recommendations with a view to providing the entire world with

adequate facilities for international communication on a fair and

equitable basis. A sum of .<75,000 has lieen voted for this purpose,

but no part thereof " shall be used in entertainment or for the

purchase of medals and badges." The .\ct was approved on

December 17th last.

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. is preparing plans

for the substitution of the automatic telephone for the piesent

system at Baltimore.

West Indies.—The last issue of the West Iiidiit I'om-

mitter ri;TK/<(r contains a leader on the condition of telegraphic

communication in the West Indies. Interruptions to cables have

been frequent of late, and some of the islands and British Guiana

were for a |)eriod completely isolated. Strong complaint is being

made.

Wireless Telephony in Germany.- Tlie (lerman Common-
wealth Post Office authorities, in conjunction with the firm of

C. Loreni & Co.. have lieen conducting wireless telephony experi-

ments between Berlin and Constance which have had very satis-

factory results. It is hardly likely, however, says the Dent. .illy,

/tij.. that it will be possible for technical reasons to introduce

wireless telephony for general use at present,

—

Kconomic Brriew,
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
( Tht date giren in parentheset at the end of the paragraph indioatei

the utue of the Elkcjtbioal Rkvibw in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Aberdare.— I I'ban District Council. Electricity and
Tramways Department. Stores for IL' months, inchidinsj cables,

meters, joint boxes, electric lamps, &c. (See this issue.)

Aldershot.—February 17th. I'rban District Council.
Electricity Department. Geared turbine and fjenerator. condensing
plant, pumps, water-tube boiler and superheater, cables, &c.

(January 23id.)

Australia.—MELiiOUUNE.—March 30tli. City Council.
12,000 metal filament incandescent lamps. (See this issue.)

April 12th. City Council. Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ;

H.T. switchgear. C,600 v. ; D.c. switchgear, 600 v. (.January .SOth.)

Adblaide.—February Ist. P.M.G.'s Department. Telephone
material (schedules B.S9 and 540). (.Tanuary SOth.)

Bedford.— February -JHt. Electricity Department.
K.H.T. cable and transformers, e.h.t. switchgear. (See this issue.)

Belfast.— February 14th. Tramways Committee. Tram-
way stores, including electrical accessories, cable, lamps, carbon
brushes, trolley wire, &c. (January 23rd.)

Belginm.— February i7th. Municipal authorities of

Villers-le-Penplier (Province of Liege) are inviting tenders for the
concession for the supply of electrical energy for lighting and
power purposes in the district.

Bedwas (Won.).— March 4th. Bedwa.s Xavijiation
Colliery Co., Ltd. Six months' supply of stores, including elec-
trical goods, &c. (See this issue.)

Bristol. —February L'3rd. Electricity Department. One
2,000-KW., single-phase. 2,20ii-v. turbo-generator, complete with
ccmdenser and auxiliaries. (See this issue.)

Chester-le-Street (Co. Durham).—March 3rd. Urban
District Council. Underground mains and all equipment for lighting
district by electricity. F. J. Gray, Clerk, Council Offices.

Edinburgh.—February 9th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. One overhead travelling crane. (January 16th.)

Keighley.— February lOtli. Electricity Department-
One 900- Kw. rotary converter, complete with transformer-
(.lanuary SOth.)

Kings Lynn.—February 20th. Electricity Department.
One Lancaghire bailer, superheater, piping, &c. (January 30th )

Lincoln.—March Dnd. Electricity Department. One
automatic battery, for St. Swithin'a Power Station. (See this
Issue.)

London.—H.M. Office of Works. February 13th. Supply
of electric cable and wire during period ending December 3 1st,

1920. (See this issue.)

Oamberwell.—St. Giles' Board of Guardians. Three 5-h.p.
and 1 5-H.P. A.c. motors, and one fan. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—February 17th. Tramways Committee,
(a) steel girder tramway rails ; (*) tramcar trucks

; (c) controllers
for tramcars. Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manager.
February 21st. Corporation Waterworks Committee. Water

turbine, dynamo and switchboard, &c. ; storage battery, reversible
booster, motor generator, switchboard, D.C. motors, starting panels,
ic. ; L.T. paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (See this issue.)

February 25th. Electricity Committee. Three three wire
balancers, and the necessary switchgear. (See this issue.)

Plymouth. — February ICth. Corporation Transport
Department. 20 motor chassis, 20 enclosed omnibus bodies, 1

1

donble-deck tramcars, 100 tons steel rails, six tons fish plates, one
motor generator set, one 5 cwt. power hammer. (See this issue.)

Salford.—February 9th.

ment. Stores for 12 months
Street.

(Jorporation Tramways Depart-
General Manager, 32, Blackfriars

One

Street.

St. Helens.—February 7th. Electricity Committee,
steam-driven turbine feed pump. (January 30th).

Warrington.—February lOth. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Two water-tube boilers ; two mechanical stokers
( underfeed type) ; water softener. (January 23rd.)

York.—February 27th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. One 3,000-KVV. turbo-alternator, with condensing
plant : three water-tube boilers, with mechanical stokers, &c. (See
this issue.)

CLOSED.
Australia.—Svunkv.—City Council. Accepted :

—

J.OOO yd., -3 L.T., "A." class CftMe, £8,857.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd.

r.,000 vd., -as 6,OnO-T. oablu, i:5,6!B.—Noyes Bros.
— r»nii«r».

Barnstaple.— Trade Council :

—

Fire-call installation at firemen's houses.—H. F. James. Exeter, £R1.

Colne.—Town Council. In connection with the linklng-

up with Nelson Town Council :
—

Water-tube boiler, includinR steam pipes and leed punip, i:4, 413. —Stirling
Boiler Co., Ltd.

Coventry.—Board of (Juardians :

—

Electric installation.—G. U. Marson, Ltd., No. 1 block, £107: No. 2 block,
1-199.

Croydon.— Corporation. Tender of Mr. S. E. Hunt,
Croydon, for electric light wiring of the first 125 houses has been
accepted.

Folkestone.—Education Committee :
—

Electric installation, Dover Koad Schools.- Webster & Son, £94.

Halifax.—Tramways and Electricity Committee. Pro-
visionally accepted :

—
One marine-type boiler, economiser, forced draught and induced draught

fan, chimney, ,Vc.—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., £16,695.
Low ten.sion eonneotions for the l.-'iOO kw. rotary converter. — British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., £770.

Hammersmith.—Electricity Committee. He:omn.eJded:
Mains extensions. Supply of cable, 1,250 yards various sizes, £1,800

Union Cable Co., Ltd.
1,000 yards each 3in. single and 3-in. two-way cable ducts, £420.—T.

Wragg i- Son.
Work in connection with linking-up Fulham and Hammersmith generating

stations. £15,905._W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

Hull.— The Filectricity Committee has receiVed the
undermentioned tenders for new plant, which have been referred

to the City Electrical Engineer to tabulate and report upon :

—

CONTUACT 82.

Turbo-Altekn.\tor.

Name. Price. Delivery. Alternator.

Adamson & Co., Ltd. . . £49,465 14 working months and 10 Oeneral
weeks. Electric

Belliss A Morcom. Ltd. .. £50,414 14 months. Oeneral
British Thomson • Houston Electric
Co., Ltd i6l,61'.i 90 weeks. —

English Electric Co., Ltd.. £48,484 About 10 raths. after termin- —
ation of moulders' strike.

Eraser & Chalmers Eug. General
Works £49,095 14 months. Electric

General
.lames Howden & Co., Ltd. £48,020 14 months. Electric
Met.-VickersElec.Co.,Ltd. £18,290 11 mths. subject to conditions —
Ateliers de Construction
Oerlikon, Switzerland . . £l3,6i10 16i months. —

C. A. Parsons* Co., Ltd... £50,350 14 months and 2 weeks. —
HiohardsonB, Westgarth & General

Co., Ltd f42,%6 12 months. Electric.

CONTH.VCT 83.

Condensing Plant.

Name. Price. Delivery.

U. Adamson A; Co., Ltd £19,833 About 12 months.
W. H. Allen, Son & Co., Ltd. £17.750 9 mths., subject to condition.
BeJliss & Morcom, Ltd £18,250 10 working calendar months.
Cole, Marchant & Morley .

.

£16,760 40 weeks without guarantee.
English Electric Co., Ltd £19,000 About 10 mths. after termina-

of moulders' strike.

Hick, Hargreaves & Co., Ltd. .

.

£17,965 10 months.
Metrop.-Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd. .. £18,410 11 mthB.,Bubjecttoconditions.
Mirrlees Watson Co., Ltd £17,236 10 months.
C. A. Parsons & Co £18,700 12 months and two weeks.
Richardsons, Westgarth & Co. Ltd. £17,784 Ex. works 9 months.
Worthington-Simpson, Ltd. .. £16,722 9 months.

Leyton.—Urban District Council :

—

I .H.T. main cables.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., £6,161.

London.

—

Police LANrERNS.—Messrs. Greenwood and
Batley, Ltd., have recently received the sole contract for the
supply of their "Bipol " accumulators for use in the new electric

lanterns with which the Metropolitan Police are being supplied.

Salford.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

One double-deck motor-omnibus, and one type "G." chassis, jEl,890 less
10%.—Leyland Motor Co.

70 weldleSB steel poles, £2,676.— British Mannesman Tube Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Additional switchgear at the Trafford sub-station.—Bertram Thomas.
.'),000 KW. turbo-alternator set, complete.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical

Co., Ltd.
1,600.KW . rotary-converter set.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Stafford.—County Education Committee :

—

Wiring of electrical laboratory at the Engineering School.~J. Richards
and Co.. £8S.

Tasmania.— Government Hydro-electric Department.
The following contracts have recently been placed for new plant

and equipment :

—

Three 8,000-h.p. turbines.—Boving & Co.
Three 7,050-k.v.a. generators.—Australian Oeneral Electric Co.
15 2,33;^-K.v.A. transformers .Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Co.
300-amp.-hour battery.—Tuaor Accumulator Co.

Laonceston.—Town Council. Accepted :

—

48 electric motors and starters, £1,949.—G. Weymouth Pty.
ditto, £9H.—Australian General Electric Co.

Hwitchgear, f303.—W. McLean & Co.

Tipperary.—Board of (luardians :

—

Electrical plant at the workhouse.—Ferguson & Booty, £970.

-Tenderi.
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PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Chief Technical Assistants' AssociatlOD.—Saturday, February 7th. At
Andertons Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. At 3 p.m. Discussion on "Tlio
Design and Equipment of Sub-stations," to he opened by Messrs. Bowden
and Ingram.

Society of Engineers. - Monday, Februarv 9th. At Burhngton House,
Piccadilly, \V. At 5.80 p.m. Presidential address by Mr. B. Geen.
Presentation of iiremiums awarded in 1919.

Association of Engineers-ln-Charge. — Wednesday, February 11th. At
St. Bride's Institute, E.C. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Coal Saving by
Scientific Control in the Boiler House," by Mr. D. Brownlie.

Saturday, February 14th. At St. Bride's Institute. At 7.30 p.m. Social
and Dance.

Edinburgh Electricai Society.—Wednesday, February Uth. At the Philoso-
phical Institute. At 8 p.m. Lecture on " The History and Development
-X-Ray Apparatus," by Mr. Law.

InstltDtion of Electrical Engineers,—Thursday, February 12th. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, 8.W. At 6 p.m.
Paper on "The Protection of Alternating Current Distribution Systems
Without the Use of Special Conductors," by Major K. Edgcumhe, R.E.

(North-Eastern Centre).—Monday, February 9th. At the Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne. At 7.15 p.m. Paper on " Transformers for

Electric Furnaces," by Mr. .1. L. Thompson.
(North Midland Cenlre.)—Tuesday, Febraary ICth. At the Royal

Victoria Hotel, Sheffield. At 7 p.m. Lecture on " The Rotherham Power
Station," by Mr. B. Cross.

(North-Western Centre).—Tuesday, February 10th. At the Engineers
Club, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Lecture on " A Critical Survey of Power
Supply in the Rhine Valley," by Lieut.-Colonel F. C. Aldous and Mr. A. E.
Leigh Scanes.

(Scottish Centrel.—'I'nesday, Febraary 10th. At 207, Bath Street,

Glasgow. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Transformers for Electric Furnaces,"
by Mr. J. L. Thompson,

(South-Midland Centre.) — Wednesday, February 11th. At the
University, Birmingham. .\t 7 p.m. Informal discussion on B.E.S..\.
Specification No. 72.

(Stadents' Section).—Friday, February 13th. At the Royal Technical
College, Glasgow. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " The Electrical Equipment of

Cranes," by Mr. G. W. Turner.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Lectures
will he given at t'hestertiild and Liverpool on February 12th.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Thursday, February 12th. At 3 p.ni

At Albemarle Street, W. 1. Lecture on "Recent Progress in Applied
Optics," by Prof. A. E. Conrady (Lecture II).

Saturday, Februarv 7th. .\t 3 p.m. Lecture on " The Astronomical
Evidence Bearing on Einstein's Thepryof Gravitation," by SirP. W.Dyson.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, February 14th.

At the Roval Teobnical Institute. -At 7 p.m. Paper on " Liquid Air," by
Mr. J. L. buckworth.

" Daily Mail" Ideal Home Exhibition at Olympla.— (ipen to February '2,''ith.

NOTES.

Notice to Readers.—It appears that some of our readers

are experiencing difflculty in securing their copies of the Electric: Ai.

Review regularly and promptly through the ordinary distribution

channels, owing to transportation .and other matters. We would,

therefore, again urge the wisdom of their becoming subscribers,

either yearly or half-yearly.

Subscription orders should be sent direct to the Publisher,

Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

We give on advertisement page No. 2.s to-day an order form for

the convenience of intending subscribers.

Telegraph Wire Destruction.—At Fermoy, Co. Cork,

Quarter Sessions, before the Recorder of Cork, last week, the

Postmaster-General applied for £70 compensation for the malicious

cutting and destruction of a large number of telegraph and telephone

wires on the public road between Cork and Midleton, and yueeas-

town, on the night of January 3rd. on which occasion an attack

was made on the police barracks at Carrigtwohill. The wires were

all repaired at a cost of £47, and the Recorder granted compensation

for this amount.

Electric Starters for Marine Motors.—At the Scottish

Motor Show some large size C.A.V. electric starters were exhibited,

which have been used, it is stated, on marine engines up to

200 H.p.

A New Federation.—As the result of a preliminary

conference of members of professional and supervisory associations

which was held on November 22nd, a meeting is to be held

to-morrow (February 7th), at the Essex Hall, Strand, London, of

representatives of such societies with a view to inaugurating a
" National Federation of Professional, Technical, and Supervisory

Workers," for the purpose of safeguarding the interests of the

members of the affiliated associations, and of promoting friendly

relations between them and the industrial workers' organisations.

Some 40 societies have been invited to send delegates to the

conference, including the Association of Engineering and Ship-

building Draughtsmen, the Society of Technical Engineers, the

Electrical Power Engineers' Association, the National Association

of Supervising Electricians, the Electricity Supply Commercial

Staffs' Association, and the National Union of Scientific Workers.

Australiaa Engineers.—The Victorian section of the

Electrical Association recently merged itself into the newly-

formed Institution of Engineers of Australia.

Educational.— Univehj^itv uv Loxdon. At a recent

meeting of the Senate several gifts were acknowledged, and thanks

accorded to the donors. A sum of £50,000 was given by the

General Committee to promote the institution of degrees in

commerce, and the organisation of commercial education in the

City of London and throughout the Empire, to be devoted to

extensions of the School of Economics.
Messrs. S. B. and .T. B. Joel presented £20,000 to provide a

University Chair of Physics at the Middlesex Hospital lledical

School. This will bear the lidme of the donors.

An offer of £ 150 a year for three years from the Rhodes Trustees,

in aid of the work of the Professor of Constitutional Law at

University College, was gratefully accepted.

Correspondence Tuition.—We have received from University

Engineering College, London, a copy of Prospectus No. 8, giving

particulars of the " U.E.C." system of technical traiiiing by

correspondence, and details of the standard courses which have

been organised. These include all branches of electrical

engineering, elementary and advanced, as well as mathematics and

physics, civil and mechanical engineering, and special courses

leading to the London University B.Sc. degree, and the examina-

tions of the engineering Institutions, the City and Guilds of London
Institute, the Board of Education, and Government service.

The Education Department of the Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co., Ltd., has just published a circular giving a list of

lectures for its staff and workpeople. The lectures deal 'with

economics, engineering, A:c., and should prove of great value.

Faraday House Electricai. Engineering College. —
The annual examinations for a Faraday Scholarship of 50

guineas per annum, tenable for two years in college and one

year in manufacturing works, and for a Maxwell Scholarship

of 50 guineas per annum, tenable for one year in college and one

year in works, will be held at Faraday House on April 13th, 14th

and 15th. Particulars can be obtained from the Secretary, Faraday

House, Southampton Row, London, W.C. 1.

Britisli Oil.—The report of the Petroleum E.xecutive on

the last year's progress contains interesting particulars of new
borings. In Derbyshire, the Hardstoft bore gave more satisfactory

results than the first observations seemed to indicate. By keeping

the oil level at a depth of 1,000 ft., a daily yield of 20 barrels

(700 gallons) was obtained, and at a level 3,000 ft. below the

surface the supply was 35 barrels CI,225 gallons) a day.

Summer-Time on tlie Rliine.—By order of the Inter-

Allied Rhineland High Commission, summer time in the Germau
occupied territory came into effect at midnight, January Slst—
February 1st.

Appointments Vacant.—Assistant lecturer and demon-
strator on electrical engineering (£300), for the Sheffield

University Faculty of Engineering ; cable jointer, for the Tod-

morden Corporation Electricity Works ; laboratory steward

(428. -(- 20 per cent. + 238.), for the Paddington Technical Insti-

tute ; meter fixer and tester (73s.), for the Colne B.C. Electricity

Works : telegraph inspectors (£200 + £65), for the Posts and
Telegraphs Department, Geriuf n East Africa ; shift engineer

(798. 6d.), for the City of Peterborough Electricity Department :

mains superintendent (£300\ for the South Shields Corporation

Electricity Works ; fitter driver, for the Shoreditch Borough
Council Electricity Supply Department ; shift engineer (£234) for

the Doncaster Corporation Electricity Department ; mains engineer

(£390) for the Walsall Borough Council Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Pulverised Coal.—The central power station of the

Puget Sound Traction. Light, and Power Co., at .Seattle, U.S.A.,

has been converted from fuel oil to pulverised coal, using the

waste from a local mine of lignite coal, the coal having a calorific

value of 9,000 b.TH.U. and the culm a value of 7,300 li.TH.U., with
25 per cent, moisture, 28 per cent, volatile matter, 26 per cent,

fixed carbon, and 20 per cent. ash. Bottom dump wagons operated

by an electric locomotive deliver the culm to a bin, from which it

is fed to a conveyor belt feeding a single-roll crusher, which is

driven by a motor and reduces the material to i-in. si/.e, this

product being conveyed by an elevating conveyor to a bin. Two
conveyors feed the crushed coal to a pair of driers of the Fuller

indirect-fireti rotary tyjie, fitted with battles, and having an induced
draught created by a fan. Each drier oan handle 7 to 10 tons

per hour, reducing the moisture to 2'25 per cent., with the outgoing

material at a temperature of about 240". In passing from the

driers, the coal slides down chutes, where magnetic separators

remove any iron scrap, i>cc. The dry coal goes to a bin, from which
it is fed to a set of Fuller fan pulverisers and a Raymond impact
pulveriser. The pulverised coal is delivered to bins over the

boilers, and flows by gravity to screw feeders, which convey it to

the burners, which discharge it into a combustion chamber
145 ft. X 8i ft. and .". ft. high. There are 10 boilers of 300 H.P. to

i;00 H.P., the smaller ones being fitted with superheaters. The
ash ranges from dust to soft and hard clinker, the latter being

crushed and all delivered by a conveyor to an ash-bin.- Eniiiiwer.

Accident.—At Ashton-under-Lyne, on January 80th,

Lance-Corporal Thomas Bent was crossing Whitesere Road, when
he came in contact with a " live " electric tramway wire, which
was lying in the road. He was thrown to the ground and
rendered unconscious. He was taken to the District Infirmary,

but did not regain consciousness for several hours,
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The Metric System.—Continuing it* energetic propa-

sianda for the metric system, the World Trade Club of San

Francisco is sendinsr a larpe number of letters to British addresses,

enclosing postcard petitions addressed to the Board of Trade and

to President Wilson.
The Secretary of the Decimal Association has undertaken the

oountinMr and classification of the petitions received by the Board

of Trade, and the Association hopes that all who receive these

letters from the World Trade Club will sign and forward the

petitions.

The Telegramaphone.—According to the DaiU/ Mail.

Major Lionel Guest and Capt. H. O. Merriman have succeeded in

producing a device whereby it is possible to dictate a message into

:i telephone receiver at one end of a wire, and at the other end an

automatic recorder inscribes the message on a gramaphone record

tor later reproduction. The blurring or metallic tone effect is said

to l)e practically eliminated.

Engineering Research in France.—The metallurgical

and engineering firms in the Grenoble district are showing a com-

mendable exhibition of independent initiative. Without waiting

for a Government vote of credit, more or less problematical, they

have gathered together the funds to found a mechanical and

metallurgical research laboratory. The laboratory itself is

secui-ed, and they have appointed a competent local man as its

head. There only remains the acquisition of the needful

machinery equipment. This is to be attained partly by purchase

and partly by gifts, which have been invited.

Fatalities.—In ap attempt to help his mate, who had

become entangled with "live" wires, brought down hy the storm

at Wakefield on Thursday morning last week, near the Kirkgate

L. A: Y. station. William Riley, railway goods guard, of Wakefield,

was killed. His mate. Sam Parks, and he were approaching

Kirkgate about :i a.m., from a passage, when Parks became

entangled in telephone wires which were highly charged. Riley,

who went to help his mate without regard to his own danger, was

himself caught.
' The telephone wires crossing the street had been

broken by the snow, and had fallen across the live overhead wires

of the tramway in Kirkgate. A Corporation sub-station attendant,

named John Hawkins, came and cut and cleared the wires but

Riley wiis found to be dead. Parks had been able to get clear by

crawling out. and he escaped with burns on the leg and hands.

The dead man was M years of age. A similar fatality occurred at

Huddersfield, where J. Spivey (t)2) stepped amongst broken wires

which had come in contact with an electric street lamp.

Gloucestershire Joint Electricity Authority.—In our

report of the proceedings at the meeting of electricity supply

authorities at Bristol, in our issue of January 9th. the names of

the members of the Committee appointed to draft a scheme were

given : to these should have been added that of Mr. J. Herbert

Edwards, a director of Stroud Electric Supply Co., Ltd., who
represented the company undertakings on the Drafting Committee.

Agricultural Research.—A re.search department has been

established by the Olympia Agricultural Co.. Ltd.. which is farming

no less than 20.000 acres ; the director of the department is Dr.

Charles Crowther, late Professor of Agriculture in the University

of Leeds. It is to be hoped that the various applications of elec-

tricity to agriculture will find place amongst the subjects

investigated.

Refrigeration.—At a conference held in Paris recently

an International Institute of Refrigeration was formed, under

the directorship of M. Emile Gouault, the Secretary -General of the

French Association of Refrigeration. Seven Special Committees

were appointed to deal with various aspects of the Institute's

activities—scientific questions, refrigerating materials, general

application of refrigeration, transport, instruction and propagation

and general economics and statistics. An international convention

was drawn up at the conference, copies of which are to be

submitted for ratification to all Governments interested in the

Electric Police Lamps.—The familiar bull's-eye oil

lamps used by the London police are to be replaced by electric

lanterns. The distribution commenced on January 29th, and will

continue daily till the entire force of 20,000 is equipped with them.

The lanterns are compact, with two flat sides and a hook for the

belt. The accumulators are recharged every day.

The Electrical Treatment of Sewage.—The following

is an abstract of a paixr on the Landreth direct-oxidation

process of electrical treatment of sewage contributed to the

Journal of the Franklin Institute by Messrs. H. J. M.
Greighton and B. Franklin.

In the Landreth direct oxidation process for the treatment

of sewage, both electricity and lime are employed. The
efficacy of the process depends upon the combination of these

agents, neither electricity nor lime alone producing such good

results. The electric current liberates at the electr()des

oxygen and hydrogen which in the nascent state are claimed

to promote the destruction of pathogenic bacteria, and a re-

duction of the nitrogenous organic matter to albuminoids,

peptones, and amino compounds, which are subsequently

oxidised to nitrites, nitrates, and carbon dioxide. The pre-

sence of Ihne furnishes not only an alkaMne medium which

lowers the electrical resistance of the sewage and renders the

electrodes passive, thus very greatly decreasing the quantity of

iron which passes into solution from the anode, but it also

aids in sedimentation. The process differs from others that

employ electricity, in that purification is effected neither by

the action of dissolved iron as a coagulant, nor primarily by

the dismfecting action of nascent chlorine produced by elec-

trolysis.
,, , ^ ., , X

Ln the spring of 1918 a million-gallon plant was erected at

Easton, Peuna., bv Mr. Landreth, for demonstrational pur-

po.«es. Its location" in the heart of the residential district aud

the entire absence of complamts and unfavourable comments

indicate that the plant is not considered a nuisance, and

that the nearby residents are not annoyed by odours or other

objectionable features.
, , .,

The cost of operating a two-million gallon iier day plant

is about $31.97, or 58 cents per capita per year ('20.(100 popu-

lation), of which about 51 per cent, is for labour aJone.

The number of units can, however, be largely increased

without any appreciable increase in the amount of labour

nece.ssary to operate the enlarged plant. The per capita cost

of construction of a direct oxidation plant comiiares favour-

ably with that of any other process, and the economy result-

ing from the use of this process is effected largely through

a saving in the cost of construction.

Electric Vehicle Progress.—The Bradford Corporation

has uivited tenders for the supply and delivery of two electric

battery locomotives, 60 cm. gauge, with a haulage capacity

of about 10 tons on the level. Six electric vehicles are to be

obtained bv the llford L'rban Council for refuse collection pur- •

ix>.ses. The cost is placed at ie],325 for oacli vehicle. The
County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has placed

an order with the (General Vehicle Co. for two electric vehi-

cles—a 3i-tonner and a fl-tonner—for coal cartage purposes.

The vehicles will be fitted with Craymer unloading gear. Six

"G.\'." electiics, each of 3J tons capacity, have been ordered

liy Whitbread's Breweries, Loudon. The whole of these

vehicles will be equipped with Ironclad-Exide batteries. The
Electricity Committee of the Manchester Corporation has
invited tenders for the supply and delivery of a '2-ton electric

lorry and a 10-15 cwt. electric vehicle of the van type. Two
" G.V." electrics, each of •2-tnn capacity, have been ordered

by the Nottingham Corporation Cleansing Department lor

early delivery. An electric vehicle is to be purchased for use

by the NVolverhampton Cleansing Department. The Watford
L'rban council is considering a proposal for the introduction

of a fleet of electric vehicles for refuse collection. Estimates
prepared by the surveyor for the provision of a garage, net^es-

.sary machinery, and electric vehicles are as follows : Four
3i-ton electric vehicles, with bodies, at ±'1,485 (f5,940) ; one
interchangeable body, ±"260; one motor generator, ±500,
switchgear, ±'200. erection, ±100 (±800); garage and generator
house. ±4,000. The committee anticipates that each electric

^ehicle will do the work of no fewer than three hor.ses. The
recomuKiidation of the committee was that application be
made to the Ministry of Health for sanction to a loan not
exceeding ±11,000. to cover the estimated expenditure.

—

Electric Vehicle.

Electrical Signalling on Railways.—In La Terhnitjite

Moderne for Xoveraber. 1919. the methods of repeating
mechanical signals on locomotives which have been tried in

France are reviewed., and a new system of wireless com-
munication, designed to obviate the troubles inherent to

mechanical contact devices, is described. This system has
been developed by M. Augereau, and is to be installed on
the State railways. Alongside of the mechanical signal a
simple wireless set similar to that used by the army in the
war is fixed; it consists of a small induction coil giving a
3-cm. spark with an 8-volt battery, a spark gap, and an
antenna consisting of a copper wire 15 m. long, supported
horizontally parallel to the track at a height of 1.5 m. On©
pole of the battery is earthed; the other is connected to an
insulated rail by way of the primary of the coil, and a switch
connected with the signal closes this circuit when the signal

is put at ' danger." No current passes, however, until the

insulated rail is earthed by the passage of a train over it,

when the coil is energised and hertzian waves are emitted.

As the passage of a long train would operate the apparatus

for an unnecessarily long time, two " economy treadles '" are

inserted in the primary circuit at a suitable distance apart,

and are provided with dash-pots which delay their action,

so that the signal is only given, and the battery is only in

ojieration whilst the leading wheel is passing from one treadle

to the next. On the locomotive a local battery, an electro-

magnet, and a coherer are connected in series, and a copper

antenna is connected to the coherer, the other pole of which

is earthed. As the antennae are close together when the

locomotive is passing the .signal, the coherer is excited by the

electric waves and permits the battery current to flow through

it. actuating the electromagnet, and thereby tripping

mechanism which sets a steam whistle in operation. A rather

comphcated locking apparat\is is associated with the system,

for the purpose of registering on the speed-recorder the

operation of the signal, and its cancellation by the driver;

it will be observed that the system only function!?^ when a

locomotive runs past a signal which is at " danger."

Many accidents have taken place on the French railways

through failure to observe the mechanical signals, and the

Ministry of Public Works has therefore decided to install

the Augereau system on all the State railways and locomotivea

ae soon as possible.
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Load Dispatching in Central-station Systems.—A den.

criptioii is given in the Electrical WUrld of the system opera-
tor's department in the Philiidelfihia Electric Co.'s sy.qtein.

'['he principle of controllins th<' equipment under tlio

(iider.q of n I.i;hI dispatcher was inaugurated ten years ago,

when theixi were only two generating stations and a dozen
sub-stations in the system. There are now ten generating
stations, '28 regulator sub-stations, and 45 industrial sub-
stations. An automatic record chart is provided in turee large

panels, containing in syniliolic form every single apparatus
with which the operator is concerned. There are about 800
signal lights on this board, denoting the various pieces of

apparatus in service. These lamps are operated from a, key-
lioaril in the load-dispatcher telephone exchange, and provide
an extra representation of the whole system at every moment.
Iti addition to complete telephone communication, a telauto-

graph system -is provided, and the whole equipment ia con-
didered to be a good model to follow in organising a load

dispatching sy.stem for a complex network. The network
controlled by the Philadelphia system covcia an area of '245

square miles, and includes a generator capacity of "240,000

K.v.A. Tlie load dispatcher's responsibility extends from the

boilers to the distribiitiori circuit,s. and includi's the geiiemtion.

transmission, and distribution of the proper amounts of

energy. The dispatcher computes the demand to be met,
.'ichedules it on to the various station.^, ascertanis tjiat ea<li

station has sufficient steam and electrical capacity to carry

the proposed load, and that there i.s sufficient reserve equip-

ment in <'ach station. In order to do this, he maintains
records sliowing the load required by eacli suii station and
distribution circuit. No switching is done without hia in-

etruction. except the standardised operations provided for

emergencies. No fet is started nr stopiicd. .-md im apparatus

is woikt-rl upon without a permit from the dispatcher, who i«

also res|K>nKiblfi for all blocking and for the testing of new
and repaired equipment.

Electrified Seed.—The .rammry number of the Joi/riia/

of the Ministry of Agriculture contains, among other interest-

ing features, a rrpoit by Mr. E. J. "Russell. Director of the

Rotham.sted Kxpci iniental Station, relating to the electrolytic

treatment of seeds (Wolfryn process), described in our pages

on several occasions last year. The writer states that

during the pa.=!t three sea.sons there has been offered to farmers
seed treated by this process which, it is claimeil. causes

marked increa,=e in yield. The cost of the treatment in the
case of wheat seed is about "288. per quarter, which works
nut at about 7s. to 10s. fid. per acre. Mr. Russell, after

examining the results of experimental tests, concludes that

the failure of electrified seed to give any increase in yield

under the carefully controlled conditions of an experimental
station trial, shows that the process lacks certainty. " It

cannot be compared in effectiveness with manurins^. which
succeeds ne^irly every time if properly done." The risk of

failure seems so great, he adds, that the farmer should look
upon it as an adventure wb''ch may or may not prove prnfit-

ahle.

—

Moniing Post.

INSTITUTION NOTES.
lostltutlon of Electrical Enj^ineers The annu.al dinner of the

North-Eaetern Centre was held in Newcastle-on-Tyne on .Tanuary
3rth, under the presidency of Mr. W. Cross, the local chairman,
who waa supported by the Lord Mayor of Newcastle fMr. Walter Lee")

and Mr. Rotrer T. Smith, President of the Institution. The loyal

and patriotic toasts were honoured, the chairman remarking upon
the many applications of electricity made during the war, Mr.
A. r. P.yne then gave the health of the President and the Council
of the Institution, who devoted a large part of their energies to
looking after the interests of electrical engineering, and particularly
those of the 8,200 members. The President, in replying, said that
during the war the idea of service gripped the individual of almost
every class, but now, probably through re-action, the idea of service
seemed to have departed altogether from the ideas of the wage-
earner. The wage-earner had demanded a shorter day, and very
rightly, but in order that he might enjoy that shorter day, prci-

feaaional men and members of the middle classes had had to work
longer hours without any extra pay. The intellectual Socialists had
alwa.ys claimed that service for the State was the ideal, and even
some of the members of the Miners' Union had stated that if the
mines were all nationalised the miners' hearts and ideas would be
changed by some miracle, and they would at once give willing and
full service and increase the output of coal. That, he thought,
had to be taken with a grain of salt, and it seemed to be left to the
professional and middle classes, and to those to whom service for
their country was a sort of family tradition, to refute the doctrine
that organised selfi,';hne,s8 was the only way in which they could
continue their social and industrial life. He believed that service
»nd sacrifice were alone worthy of the highest condition of a
civilised state. Speaking of the work of the Institution, he said
their greatest asset waa the Territorial Centres, and the increase, or
decrease, of the value of that asset depended very largely upon the
Centres themselves. Its value would Ix; best increased if the
members of the Territorial Centres would keep before them the
ideal of service for the Institution and the industry which the
Institution represented.

Mr. H. W. Clothier proposed the toast of "The City of New-
castle." He said that the huge electrical developments emanating

from the men of Newcastle were maintaining the city's name for

originality and greatness. In that district they had an electric

power system covering 1,000 aq. miles, with a hoge meah-work of
copper connections, and the system waa becoming a model not only
for England but for the whole world.
The Lord Mayor responded, and alluded to the part played by the

members of the electrical profession in the war.
The health of " The Guests" was submitted by Mr. J. R. Beard,

to which Mr. H. Shaw and Mr; LI. B. Atkinson responded.

Liverpool Sud-centbe. — As reported in our issue of
January .SOth, this Sub-centre was opened on .lanuary 19th, when
Prof. Marchant. D.Sc, delivered hia inaugural address. The
Vice-Chancellor of the University (Dr. Adami) heartily welcomed
the members, and said that electrical power and transmission was
a question of great importance to the University. Mr. Roger
T. Smith, President I.E.B., referred to the activity of the Institution,
indicated by the way in which branches had sprung up in so many
parts of the country. He reminded his audience that the future
of the In.Htitution was, to a great extent, in the hands of these
Centres and Sub-centres, and he hojied that the members would
feel that it was their duty to support the Council and President in

every way possible. Mr. Smith said that Prof. Marchant waa a
very valuable member of the Council, and the membera were to be
congratulated upon securing him as chairman. Mr. C. 11, Word-
ingham, (J.B.E., said that the primary reason for the formation of
sub-centres was that it was as impossible for many meml)ers to
attend Territorial Centres as to meet in London. It was undesirable
to form new centres for these districts-first, on account of the
comparatively small number of members. ,ind also because, under
the constitution of the I.E.B., the chairmen and past chairmen of
Centres were entitled to seats on the Council, and, therefore, if there
were too many centres, the elected membera of the Council wouhl
be entirely outnumbered. He recommended specialiaation in wire-
less telegraphy and the equipment of ships, as being the most
important branches of electrical work for Liverpool. Dr. Marchant
then read his address, of which an abstract appeared in our last issue.

Mr. Dickinson proposed a vote of thanks to the chairman, which was
seconded by Mr. G. H. Nisbett. Prof. Marchant, in his response,
said that thanks were due to the Vice-Chancellor and Messrs. Roger
T. Smith and C. H. Wordingham for attending and addressing the
meeting. He regretted that Mr. J. H. Robertson, the chairman of
the North-Weatern Centre, was forced to be absent on account of a
prior engagement.

Informal Meetint..—On Monday evening last there waa a full

attendance to hear Major T. Rich's paper on " Engineering Experi-
ences During the War.'' The author dealt largely with the
administrative system which was in force on the Western Front,
and levelled a telling indictment against the methods adopted in
connection with the Engineering Department, which only too often
resulted in the appointment of officials who were wholly ignorant
of their functions, the employment of apparatus utterly unsuited
to its purpose, and an appalling amount of inefficiency and wanton
waste of money. The enemy, on the other hand, not only employed
competent enginoers, but alao gave them .adequate authority to
carry their plana into execution, with the result that the resources
of engineering were utilised to the full against us ; the French
alao attained a high standard of efficiency in their engineering
work. Major Rich made it clear that his criticisms were directed
not against the persiuinel of the Royal Engineers, but against the
effete system of training and administration which made such
things possible, and which unquestionably greatly prolonged the
war, besides adding to the cost enormoualy. He also gave an
account of the electrical engineering methoda and apparatus that
were employed in the field. An interesting discussion followed, in
which many members who had been actively engaged in engi-
neering operations in the various fields of war took part.

Western Centre. -At the meeting at Cardiff on Monday
evening la.st. the chairman (Mr. Arthur Ellis) presided over an
excellent attendance, and stated that the suggestion of holding a
summer meeting of the Institution in the area covered by the
Western Centre had received a moat gratifying reception at heaii-
fiuarters, and the details for arrangements had been relegated to a
Sub-Committee. The date provisionally selected was Monday,
Julv 12th, and the proceedings would last until the following
Friday. Membera were urged to use every endeavour to ensure the
success of. the meeting. In consequence of continued pressure of
business, one of the joint hon. secretaries (Mr. k. .1. Newman) had
found it necessary to resign the duties appertaining to that office,

and Mr. A. J. Ostler (Bristol Corporation Electricity Department)
had accepted the vacant post. After the transaction of routine
business, the paper of Messrs. A. G. Ellis and J. L. Thompson on
'Large Power Transformers" was read by Mr. A. G. Ellis, and
discussed. Prior to their departure for Bristol, the membera and
visitors from that city enjoyed the hospitality of the chairman.
East Miuland Sub-Centre.—A sub-centre has been formed,

with headquarters at Loughborough, and Mr. F. S. Grogan,
M.I.E.E.. has been invited to act as chairman. Meetings will be
held at Loughborough. Derby. Nottingham, and Leicester. The
inaugural meeting took place on February 3rd, at the Technical
College. Loughborough.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At a meeting of
the Birmingham Branch ou .lanuary 24th. Captain Douglas Wilson
read a paper on ' The Semi-Diesel Crude Oil Engine. " The speaker
pointed out the incorrectness of the name applied to the engine,
and said it was preferable to de8cril>e it jia a surface ignition engine,
having as an essential feature an uncooled jwrtion of the com-
bustion chamber normally at high pressure, which augmented the
heat generated by compression. Jlr. E. P. Hollis, who presided,
spoke upon " The Advantages of the Oil Drive."
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Edinburgh Electrical Society—On January 2sth a paper on

the ' New Regulations for Electrical Ship Equipment " was read

by Mr. D. S. Munro, M.I.E.li., and discussed by the members
present. In view of the inability of Mr. Plucknett to have special

petrol-tras plant forward for demonstration in time for the next

meeting, hia paper has been postponed. Mr. Law, of the Royal

Infirmary, has volunteered to deliver a lecture on Wednesday,

February 11th. the subject being " The History and Development

of X-Ray Apparatus." The lecture will be of special interest, and

ia to be illustrated by lantern slides. It will bt held at the

Philosophical Institute at 8 o'clock.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
T/it EdiUrs inrite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

teohnital or ths commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

EliECTElCAL Review posted as to their movements.

Mr. E. W. Sells, manager for Oswald Jones & Co., electrical

and power engineers, of Maidstone, has returned from service

in Mesopotamia and rejoined the business.

Colonel H. C. Spauks, C.M.G., D.S.U., M.C., M.I.E.E.,

M.I.Mech.E.. has been appointed a governor of Pai-aday

House Engineering CoUege, where lie was a student from

1S91-189-2.

Friends of Mr. J. VVilki-nsox, M.I.B.E., M.I.Mech.E. (who

rt'centiv resigned his position of tramways electrical engineer-

to the City of Hull Corporation), will be sorry to learn that

he is at present undergoing a serious operation at the Royal

Infirmary, Hull.

Mr. J. H. C.^STLLL has resigned his position with the British

Tliouisou-Houston Co., Ltd., after 15 years' ser\ice at Rugliy

and \\'illcsden. Upon leaving he was presented with a gold

watch by liis colleagues. Mr. Castell i^ taking up steelw-ork

and foundr\- agency work at Clun House, Surrey Street,

Strand, ^^^C., and will represent, amongst other.s. Messrs.

S. Wheeler ,i; Co., constructional engineers, Smethwick.
Mr. E. KiLBURN Scott, who has been in Xew York lor the

past two years, was in Canada last month on a visit, and on
.tanuary Oth he was to deliver an address at a meeting of

the Canadian Club at Owen Sound, Ont.

Over 2UU apphcations have been received for the post of an
engineer to supervise the mechanical and electrical en-

gineering work at Edinbm-gh, particularly in connection with
the baths and wash-houses. A sub-committee of the town
council is to draw up a short list.

Mr. F. \V.\LTON. of Bradford, has been appointed chief

constructional engmeering assistant to the Southend-on-Sea
Corporation Electricity Works, at ±'4CK.i per annum.

Mr. y. Saville has been appointed assistant manager of

the Plymouth tramways undertaking.
Bmuley Town Council has decided to increase the salary

of Mr. H. MozLEY, tramways manager, from iEoOO plus £7-5

war bonus per annum, to i&lb per annum including bonus.
Burnley Electricity Committee has recommended the fol-

lowing increases: Mr. ,1. E. SHRKiE, chief engineer, from
i'674. including £73 bonus to £800 per annum; Mr. T. B.
NrxTER, chief assistant, from £330, including £tJO bonus, to

£360 per annum.
The salary of the tramways manager at Hashngden has

been increased to £350 per annum.
Commander J. E. ScHOliEl.u, principal of the Swansea

Wireless Training College, has been presented by ex-service
students of the college with a barometer.
Newport (Mou.) Electricity and Tramways Committee has

recommended that the salaries of Mr. A. X. Moore, electrical

engineer, and Mr. N. J. You.vG, tramways manager, be in-

creased, as from Januarv 1st last, to £800; from April 1st to

£850, and from January "1st, lyji, to £900.
Mr. S. U. Poole, shift engineer at the Peterborough Cor-

I)oration electricity works, has been promoted to the position
of second assistant engineer.
For the post of assistant engineer to the Willesden District

Coimcil electricity department, 130 applications were re-
ceived. Three were selected to appear before the Electricity
Committee, and Mr. I. D. Sp.\rks was appointed.
Mr. Frank H. Galf. informs us that owing to ill-health he

has resigned his position with Messrs. Isaacson & Brown.
\Ai\.. with whom he has been for fomieen years.
The St. Helens Town Council is recommended to increase

the sjilaiy of Mr. B. T. Hawkins, the Corporation electrical
engineer, from £-500 to £600 per annum.

Obituary.— Mr. J. W. Pexfoi.d.—The death occuned on
•Tanuarv- "iSth of Mr. James Wilham Penfold, who was chau'-
man of Messrs. Page & MUes. Ltd.. electricians, of Brighton.
He served on the Town Council for over 15 vears.
Mr. W. J. KEMBEK.--We rrgret to learn that Mr. William

James Kember, of The Nest, Pinwood HID, Warwickshire,
died of pnevrmonia on Januaj-y 27th, aged 67 years. He wa»
well known to manufacturers in the metal trades throughout
the countrv as a representative of Messrs. W. Canning and
Co.. of Birmingham, having been in their service over 26
years until bis retirement in 1918.

THE PROGRESS OF AUTOMATIC SUB-

STATIONS IN U.S.A."

The hrst automatic sub-station control was put into operation

on Christmas Eve, 1914, in the Union sub-station of the Elgm
and Belvidere Electric Railway, and in the foUowmg August
the two remaining sub-stations of this road weie equipped.

The success of the venture immediately attracted the atten-

tion of i-ailway engineers, so that .^veral automatic-control

equipments and complete sub-stations were purchased and
installed in 1910. It is of interest to note that the second
railway company to install an automatic railway substation

decided to operate a semi-outdoor station, proWsion being

made lor housing only a 500-KW. rotary converter, the switch-

boai-d and the drum controller. At this time tw'o other

.systems decided to install a total ot i'l automatic equipments.

One of these early installations was the hrst portable auto-

matic sub-station. In 1917 the first installation involving the

operation of two synchronous converters in series was made,
and m 1918 two synchronous converters were first automati-

cally operated in parallel. T-wo more portable automatic sub-

stations were put into service in this year. Four and one-

half years after the first experrment was made there were
35 full-automatic and two semi-automatic, or remote-controlled

sub-stations in actual operation, and an additional 31 automatic

and four semi-automatic equipments atuod on order with

manufacturers. These 72 equipments control several types of

synchronous converters and motor-generator sets of capacities

varying from 200 to 2,0UO kilowatts.

On May 1st a number of control equipments sufficient to

control -37. .500 kw. of rated machine capacity had been pur-

chased. Thus far the tendency has been to apply autiomatic

control more generally to machines having rated capacities of

500 KW. and under, the total number of machines coming
within this range being 58. This number includes twenty
300-KW. and twenty-eight -aOO-KW. units. A good start is,

however, being made on machines of larger capacity, as one
1,000-KW. synchronous converter is now operating automatically

and six i,0(H.»-KW. synchionous converters, one 1,000-kw'.

motor-generator set, two l,.5t)0-KW. synchronous converters,

and one 2,o00-KW. motor-generator sets are on order, and will

probably be put in service before the close of 1919.

While 44 stations are to receive 25xycle energy, a total of

18 stations are to receive 60-cycle energy, and eight stations

will operate at odd frequencies, including 30. 35, 40, and 50

cycles. The high-tension hne voltage varies from 2,200 to

66,000. The trolley voltage supplied is generally standard at

600 volts direct current, excepting one 1,200-volt direct-cur-

rent system and one 1,500-volt direct-current system.

While the largest sjTichronous converter yet to be auto-

matically controlled is a 1.500-KW. machine, and the largest

motor-generator set a 2,000-KW. machine, there is at the pre-

.sent time in operation a 3,000-k.v.a. synchronous condenser.

The first automatically controlled waterwheel generating
station, which contains three .500-kw. generators arranged
to operate in parallel either under the influence of full-auto-

matic control at the generating plant or controlled if desired

by an operator in the main steam-generating station at a

distant point, was put in operation in 1918. The success of

this installation without question makes possible the develop-

ment of a considerable number of small water powers that

otherwise could not be developed because of the cost of operat-

ing labour.

Several companies have cliosen automatic equipment in con-

sideration of the saving ix)ssible from the elimination of light

load losses, as well as from a consideration of saving in

labour. The largest figures received gave an estimated saving

of $400 per annum on a 300-kw. station, and $700 on a

500-KW. .station. One company installed a 250-kw. auto-

matic station to replace a floating battery between two sub-

stations ten miles apart, in preference to spending $5,000

for necessary rei>atrs to the battery. When .some of the

automatic sub-stations were built in new locations, however,
it was in several cases possible to remove feeder copper which
possessed a value sufficient to off.'iet in part the cost of con-

struction of the sub-station building with its equipment.
In an exceptional case the cost of construction of a two-unit
.«ub-station containing two 300-KW. synchronous converters

was more than offset by the value of the feeder copper that

was removed from the distribution system, and a more satis-

factory line voltage was maintained on the line as a whole.
The most notable ^ving in copper was made in Des Moines,
where, through the installation of a system of automatic
sub-stations, an amount of feeder copper was taken down
which, at 20 cents per pound, was worth $90,200. and at the
same time a sub-station and distribution system were ob-

tained which cost according to estimate $141,700 les.? than an
equivalent system to give the same voltage regulation would
have cost, had additional manually operated synchronous con-
verters been placed in the central power station and addi-

tional feeder conr)er put up on the outside lines. As an
example of auother exceptional case, it has been estimated
that one imtx>rtant internrban line in central New York

•Abstract in Power from the report of the Committee on
Power Generation presented at the convention of the .Ameri-

can Electric Railway Engineering .As.stK-iation. at .Atlantic

City, N.J., October, 1919.
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state, " because of its surplu.s feeder capacity can, by adopt-

ing automatic sub-stations and removing part of this copper,

rtiake an annual saving of $24,000 with approximately zero

investment." These examples are unusual, but are given to

illustrate the possibilities that are offered in not a small
number of cases.

It was brought out in the discussion on this report that at

the present time the economic limit in automatic sub-station

capacity is about 0,000 kw.; above G.iXK) kw. it is more econo
mical to install manually operated equipiLient.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

W. B. & J. Bain, Ltd. (10,912).—Private company. Re-
jiiUTcJ in Edinburgh Janu^jry aUt. Capital. iT.OUO in £1 shares, (o acquire

The business of general and electrical engineers and merchants, agents for

manufacturing engineers, carried on by \V. U. Bain and J. Bain, at 52, Ruberl-

,un Stri-ct, Glasgow, as \V. B. & j'. Bain. The subscribers and directors

(each with one share) are : W. B. and .1 . Bain, engineers, both of 52, Robert-

son Street, Glasgow. Secretary : A. McLean. Registered office ; 52, Robertson

Street, Glasgow.

Bernard Tomlinson, Ltd. (10,911).—Private company.
apital, £3,000 in £1 shares. ToKeniste Edinburgh January 21st.

by thethe business of a healing engine,

li. K. Tomlinson in Glasgow. The subscribers (eacii with one share) are :

Mrs. A. Tomlinson, MH, Argyle Street, Glasgow; and J. E. Polding, 54, Hyde
Street, Townhead, Glasgow, heating engineer and manager. The directors

are : .Mrs. A. Tomlinson, J. E. Polding and P. Dal>, jun., in. Great Hamilton
Street, Glasgow. .Solicitors : Donaldson & Turnbull, !)", Willington Street,

Glasgow

Staffordshire Electrical Accessories Ce., Ltd. (163,356).

—

I'riiale company. Kegisiered January 27th. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares.

To take over that portion of the business belonging to H. F. Howells and A.

Douglas which relates to the repairing and overhauling of J>namos, motors

and all kind., of electrical apparatus, electrical wiring, buying of motors and
dvnamos for sale, and sale of electric light accessories, carried on at 21a, Lich-

field Street, Hanlev. Staffs. The first directors are: H. F. Howells, 40, Lich-

field Street, Hanlev ; A. Douglas, Xorrisdene, Imperial Road, Matlock. Derby-

shire. Solicitor :' R. \V. Berwick, 4, Bagnall Stteet, Hanley. Registered

ollice : 21a. Lichfield Street, Hanley.

Brolt, Ltd. (163,372).—Regis'lered January 28th. Capital,
£;i50,000 in £1 shares. Objects : 1 o take over the business of electrical and
iii,n:hanical engineers, and manufacturers of and dealers in electrical apparatus,

jitant, fittings and apparatus of all kinds, carried on bv Brolt, Ltd. (incor-

porated in 19U), at Birmingham and elsewhere. Minimum cash subscription

7 ^hares The first directors are : B. Brooks. Blackwell Court, nc.ir Broms-
jjrove, Worcs.; .\. C. Johnson, Napur. WvlJe Green, Birmingham; A. Brown,
Naviing Hurst, 13B, Stamford Hill, N.; E. Brown, 2, Chesterfield Gardens,
Hampslead, .\.\V.; H. \V. Alc.\ander, 1>3, Bunbury Road, Nurlhfield, Birming-
ham. Solicitor: R. Pin),ent, U, Bennetts Hill, Birmingham.

Small Power Dvnamo and Motor Co., Ltd. (163,409).—
Private company. Register. J January 28th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 sh:ires.

Objects: To take over the business of electrical and mechanie;il engine.-is,

carried on bv A. RadcliSe and F. S. Blakev at 129, Old Lane, Higher Open-
^haw, Manchester, as the " Small Power Dvnumo and Motor Co." The sub-

scribers (each with one share) are ; A. Radclitle, 18, .\ckeroyd Avenue, Gorton,

Manchester, electrical engineer: F. S. Blake,, Rosslvn, Grangelhoi-pe Drivi-.

Levenshulme, Manchester, electrical engineer." Permanent directors : A. Rad-
clifle and F. S. Blakey. yualifieation, £100. R,:gistered office ; 1211, Old L.ni. .

Higher Openshaw, .Manchester.

British East Africa Power Development Co., Ltd.
ll(i3,34o).—Private company. Registered January 27th. Capital, £1,000 in £10
shares. The company is formed as a subsidiary company to the British Water
Power Development Co., Ltd.. to acquire, and if necessary extend (1) the

'I'hika Sisal Hydro Electric plant; and (2) the head works and rights of

Messrs. Swift, Rutherford & Co. on the i\lar:.gua River, both in l-'orl Hall
District, British East .Africa; to acquire all present and future rights, con-

ij.icts, licences and concessions for the supply of hydro.electric power in

Biitisli liast .Africa; to promote the develc^meat of hvdro-electric, electric,

hvdraulic and water power (primarily in East and Central Africa), S:c. The
first directors are : D. Spencer. 1, ILiU Place Gardens, St. .\lbans, director,

British Wat.r Power Development Co., Ltd.; R. H. .Mackenzie. 5, Gordon
Road, Ealing, \V., director. British Water Pouci Development Co., Ltd.; W.
K. Harw.ir, 10, Dulta Road. New Wandsworth, S.W., secretary, British W.il.r
Power Development Co., Ltd.. and secretary, Tripline Investment Corpora-
tion, Ltd. Solicitor; L. M. Parkin. Il4a, Chancery Lane, W.C. Registered
ofTice : 41. Parliament Street, S.W.I.

Power=Rectifiers, Ltd. (163,400).—Private company. Re-
gistered January 28th. Capital. £20.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of electrical and mechanical engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in

transformers, mercury-arc rectifiers and accessories appertaining thereto, &c.
The first directors are: G. Boner. Baden, Switzerland, manufacturer: A. C.
Eborall (managing directoi^, 9, Old Qu.ien Street, Westminster, S.W., elec-

triciil engineer. Solicitor : W. T. Holland, 65, Bishopsgate, E.G.

Petter Gauge and Precision Tool Co., Ltd. (163,458).—
I'livale company. Registered Jjnuarv 2ath. Capital. £100 in £1 shares. To
earrv on the business indicated by the title. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: \. G. Medl.y. 23, .Austin Friars. E.G., chartered secretary; J. F.
Batey. Gncncroft, Old Farm Road, Sidcup, engineering works manager.
Table " .\ " mainlv applies. Secretary : V. G. H. Medley. Registered office :

23. Austin Friars, E.C.

Paxton's (Cardiff), Ltd. (163,221).--Private company.
Registered January 23rd. Capital, £3.000 in £1 sliares (1,000 founders). To
take over, as (rom I'Vbruary 1st, 1919. the business of electrical engineers
carried on by A. Pa.xton and H. W. C. Hinchlev at Reg:d Works, Whit-
church Road. Cardiff. The first directors are : A. Pa.\ton, 82. Westbourn,-
Road, Penarth, engineer; H. W. C. Hinchlev, 348, Whitchurch Road, Cardiff.
Solicitor : A. Giles, 34, Queen Street, Cardiff.

National Electric Signs. Ltd. (163,301).—Private com.
pany.—Registered January 3«th. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on
the business of electric and illuminated sign manuf.icturers as formerly car-
ried on by H. H. Scott and G. I. Scott at 57-59. Long Acre, W.C, .is the
" National Electric Sign Co." The subscribers (each with one share) are :

W. J. Hosea-Ward, 20, .Vylestone .Avenue. Brondesbury. N.W.6, manufacturer
of electrical j;oods ; H. H. Scott. 59, Long Acre. W.C., electric sign manu.

appomt Register-

Retjis

facturer. Th,f subscribe
office: 61 and 62, Lincoln's Inn Fields! 'VV.C,

T. C. Smith, Ltd. (10,917).— Private ,„mp:tnv
l^-ied in Edinburgh Januaiv 23rd Capital, £,S0.00(l ii, £1 sl,..i;, I., acouiie
Iron,

I Dun,.a„ .Nso 21-25, Bon-accord Street, Abtideei.. ilie business earned
on by him there as a motor and electrical engineer. &c.. under the name ,.f

T. C. Smith S.- Co." The subscribers (each with one share! :.re J.
Duncan, Tillycorthie, Odny. Aberdeenshire, mine owner; E. Milne. 21. Bon-
accord Street, Aberdeen, man.iger: R. Watt. Bon-accord Street. Abi^rdeen.
banker. The first directors arc: J. Duncan. V. Milne and R Watt. Regis-
tered office : 21, Bon-accord Street, Aberdeen.

Cowlishaw. Walker* Co. (1920). Ltd. ( 163,075) .—Regis-
tered January 21st. Capital, £150,000 in £1 shares. To take over the buti-

ness carried on at Elruria, Stafls, by Cowlishaw, Walker & Co., Ltd., .ind to

carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in engines, boilers,

colliery plant, brick and tile machinery, builders' plant, pumps, hoists, cranes,
electrical .ippliances. Sic. The directors arc : E. W. Halg, Gateliampton
House, Goring-on-Thames. director of Industrials, Ltd.; F. W. Poynor. 10,

lierrard Ro.ad, Barnes, S.wr, director of Robert Warner & Co. (Engineers),
Ltd.; W. .A. Hunter. Charlton Lodge. Thornton Heath, managing director

of Industrials, Ltd.: J. A. Edmondson. Woodville, Trentham Road, Stoke-on-
Trent, joint managing director ol Cowishaw, Walker Si Co., Ltd. Solicitors :

Slaughter and May. Registered office : 14-16. Cuckspur Street, S.W.

British Generator Co., Ltd. (163,515).—Private company.
Registered January 30th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the
business of an electrical and mechanical engineer carried on bv W. A. Hymas
at 481, Oxford Road, Reading, as " W. A. Hymas 4 Co.," together with
the rights of the said vendor in an invention for an electric lighting apparatus.
The first directors are: W. A. Hymas, 481, Oxford Road, Reading: J. S.
.Mills. Woodview, Newton Abbot, Devon. Solicitor : F. J. Radcliffc. 1, Blagrove
Street, Reading. Registered office : 481, Oxford Road, Reading.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COiVlPANIE5.

Reform Lighting Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction registered De-
cember 19th, 191'J, of £900, balance of charge for £2,750, registered March,
1913.

Browning & Lambert, Ltd.—Mortgage on Manor Hou^e
stiibles. Folkestone, registered December 17th, 1919, to secure all moneys due
or to become due from the company to L.J.C. & Midland Bank, Ltd.

English Electric Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on the company's
undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital,
registered December 16th, 1919, to secure all moneys due or to become due
from comp:my to Lloyd's Bank, Ltd., not exceeding £500,000.

Cutting Bros., Ltd.—Particulars filed December 12th,
1919, of £20,000 2nd debentures, charged on the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, includini; un,;,ll,,l capital, amount of present
issue being £12,000.

CITY NOTES.

Anglo=.\rgentine Tramways Co., Ltd.—In reply to many
luquines, the directors announce that the Mumcipahty of
Buenos Ayres, recognisinj^ the justice of the claim to an
increase of fare to meet charges which were nc\er contem-
plated when the concession rate was tixcti, have sanctioned
ii conditional increa.>^e from 10 cents (the fare lixed by the
company's concession) to 1'2 cents. It is hoped that the in-

crease, which is to come into operation 90 days after pro-

mulgation of the ordinance, will place the company in a
position, in the near future, to meet the pressing demands
of Labour for increased w;iges, the cost of the reduction of
the working day to eight hoius, and its obligations under
the new Pension Law, besides contributing materially to-

wards the extra cost of working for which the abnonnal
price of fuel is largely responsible. The increased fare cannot
tiffect the accounts for the year 1919 (which have had to
bear the burden of heavy fuel charges), but will be in force
during the major portion of the current year. The directors
hojje the alteration will enable them to lesume, at an early
date, payment of dividends on the fir?t preference shares,
which, since July Ist, 1917, have been jiassed.

—

Tivics.

Stock Exchange Notice.—.Vpplication has been made to

the coitiuattee to allow the following to be officially tjuoted ;
—

Melbourne Bkrtric Supply Co., Ltd.—£12,674 consohdated
ijiilinary stock.

Llandudno & Colwyn Bay Electric Railway, Ltd.—For
the year ended November, 1919, the profit was £5,196 (plus
.£387 brought forward), after providing for debenture changes.
£1,860 is put to sinking fund, a dividend of i per cent, per
annum (less tax) requires £'2,783, and £940 is to be cairied
forward. There have been heavy increases in operating
charges, owing to additions to pay and in maintenance
ibarges, owing to exceptional expenditure upon repairs to
and renewals of rolling sttxk and iJermauent way. The
existing rolling stock is now in sound condition, and a small
jiddition to the number of cars is now imder consideration.
The sinking fund instalment due on January 1st has been
charged against the revenue for the year, and no further
jtrovision has been made for deprtxiation of the system.

Capital Increases in Germany.—'I'hc directors of the Berg-
iriann Electricity Works Co. iisk for authority to issue de-
bentures up to '20,000,000 marks in case of necessity. The
buisburg Cable Works Co. propose to raise the share capital
from 3,000,000 to 6.000.0(X1 marks by the emission of new
ordinary shares, each having triple voting powers. The share
capital of Max Schorch A- Co., of Rheydt, is to be increased
from '2,6'25,00<l to 1(>.;')(KI.(HKJ marks; and an augmentation from
C.OOO.OOO to V2.O0O.()0(i m:irks is to be carried out by the Or.
Paul Meyer Co.. of Berlin.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The directors have de-
.idril to p:i\ in \Lucli :i iliviilend of '2i per cent . and iu the
.subsequent quaiter a similar dividi-iitl the intention beinp to

pay a final dividend of 3i per cent , making 10 K'' cent., free
of tax, for the year, paying no bonus. 100,000 ordinai-y shares
are to be issued to meet expenditure which is being incurred
to add to and improve the cable services. They will be offered
at par to shareholders.
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Fastern TeleiJraph Co., Ltd.—The directors have decided

to pav in Mav a linal dividond for 1919 of 5* per ceut., maiing

10 pir cent; for 111.' year, free ol tax, paymg no bqnu.s.

L'lOUOtW ordiiiurv stock is to be issued to meet esi>eudJture

wliic-h'is being incurred to add to and improve the cable

•icrviccs It will be otl'ercd at pur to holders ol the ordinary

st>x-k.

I-astern E.xteiision Australasia and China Telegraph Co.,

I td'— The directors have decided lo pay in May next a hnal

d'ividcnd lor J9i9 of 6i per cent., luaking 10 per cent, tor

the year, free of tax, paying no bonus. lOU.UOO shares are to

be issued to meet expenditure which is bemg mcm-red to add

to and imiirovc the cable services; they will be ottered at

par to shareholders.

City of Buenos Avres Tramways (1904) Co., Ltd

—

Halauce dividend Is. ;W. per share, making o per cent. ix>r

annum,. le.'.^s tax. To general amortisation fund, ±fa,-2(K); car-

ried forward, £138.

Mann, Hgerton & Co., Ltd.—For the year ended Septem-

ber 1919 (that is prior to the issue of the recent prospectus),

divi'dei'id of 40 per cent, on 30,000 ordinary shares, carrying

I'oi-ward, subject to excess profits duty, £48,684.

W estminster Llectric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Dividend

for the half-year ended December. 1919, at the rate of 13 per

cent, per annum, loss tax, making 10 per ceut. for the year.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Units sold to

oui'^umers during four weeks ended December 26th, 1919,

•.',224,603, compared with 2,000,352 in 1918.

'cases of the other companies. City of London ordmaj-y has

risen a )x>uiul this week to 14, because of the expectation of

a bonus, .so thai those who bought the .shares when this idea,

was Ijrsl moiitcd in these columns three or lour weeks ago

have now a substantial profit. Neajly all the ordinary shares

in the group are higher. With the outlook changed for the

better, it is not surprising that holders dechne to sell, the

result being that there is little supply of stock available, and

consequently prices are quick to respond to any demand.

The manufacturmg list is generally good. As already

nc.l(-d, Callender's and Henley's have followed the rises

amongst cable issues. Metrotx)litan-Vickers preference

]um{X'd 5s. to 3 1-16. Electric Constructions are better at

Ajs. N-o particular change has oeeiined in General Electrics.

The air continues thick with gossip about amalgamations and

new issues, and is rendered exhilarating by various denials.

So iirompt are the latter as a rule that it would apjiear to be

simply asking for contradiction if the possibility were sug-

gested of the General Electric Co., for instance, making a new
issue next month of ordinary shares at 27s. 6d. per .share, to

be olTered to shareholders in the proportion, shall we say, of

one new share for every three at present held. The engineer-

ing group is also hard. Babcock's improving to 'di.

Bombay Electric Trams have further soared to 112. and
the preference at JSj are £1 up. Some people think that

there is more than a fight for control going on. The Mexican
list is heavy, and British Columbias have given way after

their big ri.ses. Brazilian Traetions recovered a point. Anglo-
Argentines are a little easier. Rubber shares are somewhat
colourless. .\mong.st armaments, Vickers & Annstrong dis-

(ilay firmness. The Home Railway mai'ket is irregular, with
I'ndcrgrounds flat on the uncertainty that envelopes the

future of the Tubes.

ST0CK5 AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The difficulty this week is to know where to begin. Through

aU the ten decades—as they seem—that this hand has weekly

(sic) written undei- the above heading, no one week can be

recalled in wni- h there have .occurred such dramatic rises m
cable stocks and electricity supply shares sunultaneously.

Eastern Telegraph went up 50 pomts last Thursday. City ol

London Electric ordinary has gained a pound per share in

two days. And there ai'e other rises to match. However

cramp-riddeu the hand, the thrill of such sensations reaches

It. Ihere is a genuine glow of satisfaction at being able to

ehronicle price-movements that must bring so much pleasure

to the real investor; nor is the satisfaction lessened by the

fact that it is purely sympathetic, and (unhappily), nnper-

All' of \vhich, the -Able Editor may parenthetically and

chillmglv remark, is distinctly out-of-place in an ordmarily

staid, slightlv dull feature of this paper.

Eastern Telegraph ordinary touched 220, a rise of 50 pomts,

in a day. Eastern Extensions at 22 were oh up. Westerns at

23 shott'ed a gain of the same amount, and Globe ordmary at

21 were about 5 better. The market, indeed, went oft its

head. Certainly there had been no expectation of the divi-

dends going up to 10 per cent, on Easterns, Chinas and

Westerns. Such a thing was not so much as intelligently

foiecast in these columns. But, of itself, the increase in the

dividends would not have had au effect hke this. It is the

announcement of the new stock and shares to be offered at

liar which provides the cause of the excited rises. This is

melon-cutting to some purpose, and if it be due in any way
to a desire to get ahead of Budget possibilities, the cable corn-

lianies' proprietors may feel that there yet remains balm in

Gilead.
The full extent of the rises has not been held, as references

to our tables show, but the net result of the week's work is

startling enough to leave a feeling of the gratitude w hich is a

lively sense of further favours to come, in the minds of those

whoawait the substantial premiums which will be established,

as a matter of course, uiion the new issues after the pre-

liminaries are over and the allotments make their appearance.

And should any investor, who has i>erhaps been moved to

put money into these secmities upon the strength of sugges-

tions frequently made here, ask whether the present profit

should be taken, the reply is that it would be difficult indeed

to replace the stocks with anything equally sound.

Great Korthern Telegraphs are £3 up, and Telegraph Con-
structions gained another 10s. at 27J. Henleys are 3-16 higher

at 2 9-16 and Callender's i at 9'i, all of which advances are

due to the strength of the Eastern market. Anglo-.AmericAn
deferred is IJ better. 'united River Plate Telephones have
recovered 2s. 6d. Automatic Telephones, after a dip to 30s..

rallied to 34s. 6d. I'he report is due next month. Some of

tho.se who know—and Stock Exchange experience counsels

especial caution in such a case—speak of a probably poor. oi-

at best colourless, report, after which it may be right to
" take your seats for the rise'" if the price goes back at all.

Last year the dividend was 6 per cent., the Is; 2id. being paid
in March.
The all-round advance which has occurred throughout the

list of electricity supply shares is due in the first place to the
increased dividend declared by the Westminster company,
v'hich hag led to expectations of similar improvements in the

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

HOUE ELKOTRICITT CoMPAMlES,

Dividend Price

1917. I91!>. 1S20,' RUeorhll.
Hrorapton Ordinary 10 8 K i 4 .

Charing CrosB Ordinary .... 4 4 3;! + i

do. do. do 4i Pref. . . 41 4) 2^ —
Chelsea 6 8 aj I i
City of London 8 8 II ^'l

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 »a I J

County of London 7 7 05 + i

do do. fi per cent. Pref. 6 6 '.I t j
Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 ."' + J
London Electric Nil Nil IS —

do. do. 6 percent. Pref... 6 6 SJ 1 4
Metropolitan.. 4 5 3|« I i

do. 4* per cent. Pref. . . 4i 44 21 —
St. James' and Pall Mall .... 9 10 6 j + i

South London 6 B Sg —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 fi + J

Telegraphs and Tblbphonbb.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 9H HJ
do. Def 14 88/6 aii —

Chile Telephone 8 8 62 —
Cuba Suh. Ord 7 7 10* —
Eastern Extension 8 8 aOJ +4}
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 200 -f344

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 20 +3i
do. do. Pref 6 6 94 —

Great Northern Tel 33 22 2R4 +8
Indo-Enropean IB 13 484 —
Marconi 30 36 t,\ — i«
Oriental Telephone Ord 15 10 2,'.,sd —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 8J +4
West India and Panama . . . . 1/8 1/9 1,', — ,',-

Western Telegraph 8 8 301 -1-3

HoMx Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 684 "~

Metropolitan 1 IJ 23 -IJ
do. District . . Nil Nil 304 — *

Underground Electric Ordinary. . Nil Ni' 2} — 2

do. do. "A" ,. Nil Nil 6/6 -2/-

do. do. Income . . 4 5 81 —
'-4

Foreign Trams, &c,

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 SJ —
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . 64 Nil 3J — 4

do. do. 2nd Pref. . . — — Si —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..55 6.'i4 —

Brazil Tractions — — Rl +1
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 loj ) IJ

British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 5 5 64 —
do. do. Preferrred Nil 2i .574

—
'-

do. do. Deferred Nil Nil 624 —'>

do. do. Deb. . . 4i 4i 64 —
Mexico Trams 5 percent. Bonds. . Nil Nil 4fi —

do. 6per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 8.54 —
Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 324 —

do. Pref Nil Nil 35 —
do. 1st Bonds . . . . Nil Nil 52i —

Mancfacttjring Companies.

Babcock .t Wilcox 15 15 3* +4
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 IJ —
British Insulated Ord 25 12* 2,;.,

—
Callenders 25 25 9* +4

64 Pref 5 fij 4| —
Castner Kellner 25 20 i —
Crompton Ord 7 10 21/6 —
Edison-S\yan, " A " .. — 10 1,';- —

I's

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ..45 79* —
Electric Construcliou . . . . 10 10 li -I .',:

Gen. Elec. Pref U Hi 19/<5 +l«l.

do. Ord 10 10 41/- —
Henley 25 20 2,':. I ,'.;

do. 44 Prof 44 4J 33 —
India-Rubber 10 10 Hi —
Met.-Vickers Pref — ~ a;,, + i

Siemens Ord — -.• 10 i 28/

;

— I/li

Telegraph Con. 20E: aojrj^ 274 +.J

• Dividends'paid free of Income Tax.

6

S 11 6
fi 18 4

7 16 6
7 17
7 12 R

7
7 10

6 5
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WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING.

By Capt. H. J. ROUND.

(Abfttrart of paper read before the In.STITDTION of Ei.f-ctricai, Enoinf.rrs.)

The iiiiijoi- pi.iticMi of this paper is confined to a sketcli of the
war ilfvi-loj.iiic'iit^ of wireless direction and position finding,

the yeiieiiii iilci^ involved in which are fairly well known now.
Jiaiiy in September, 1914, possible uses of direction finding

began to be evident to us, and we decided to try to improve
the Bellini-Tosi arrangement. At Brooiuheld, standard Bellmi-

Tosi radiogoniometers were connected up to the i^eceiving gear

which was ai-i-anged to use either crystal onJy or valve plus

crystal. When using the valve, reaction efl'ects did not appear

to cause serious trouble. Other troubles, however, were ajv

parent. Owing to the short distance over which it was pos-

sible to receive signals on a frame when using only a crystal

as a detector, only the very strong signals could be received.

Wlien .starting work with the valve phis cry.stal, I found great

divergeni'e between tlie observed and true directions. Du'ec-

tion.s were taken when using cry.stals only, and al.so w'ith

valve plus crystal. In each cast' the observed directions

agreed, which pointed to the fact that the errors were pro-

bably not due to the valve. Finally, nearly all errors were
put down to two cau.ses :— (1) A coupling between the two
aerial systems not due to the .search coil. Thi.s gave maxi-

iiiuni errors in the plant' of either aerial. (2) Incorrect tuning

and consetiuent rnis-phasing of the two aerial systems. This

gave maximum eriors in the plane of 45 deg. I)et\\een the two
aerials.

The first difficulty was overcome by setting out the .lerial

systems accurately and by more accurate manufactuie of tlie

radiogoniometers. The .second, by abolishing the double con-

denser, which pretended to tune the two aerials simultane-

ously, and using two separate condensers. Tuning and
phasing was done by means of a small buzzer-transmitting

radiogoniometer coupled to the aerial systems.

The correction of the first error, until quite recently, always
gave us trouble, particularly with short waves, owing to tho

electric coupling fietween the two aerials. The methods of

cliecking that this cou))Hng was zero were rather troublesome

Another series of errors appeared afterwards, due U> badlv

oonstructed aerial-tuning condensers, and to very puzzling

dielectric losses. The condensers nrst used had eiionite as tlie

Dielectric, and any .small difference in the internal losses wa^
SVvdinped by the large internal loss. Otlier dielectric losses,

such as those in Wiills and tables, were not noticeable unti'

later when the aerials were made larger with resjiect to th^

wave length, and the potentials at the ends of the aerialc-

TOn.sequently became higher. The introduction later of cov-

(iensers having air as the dielectric gave trouble, owing to xf.fl

viype used being a built-up aluminium-vane condenser, ir Wiw
found practicaUy impos.silile to avoid I'esi.stance in tne co"-
Uenser, as contact to the aluminium vanes could never be
made perfectly good. We therefore reverted to brass vane's

'<j|idly .soldered up, arid after this all trouble vanLshed from o-

ronden.ser resistance point of view.
Multi-turn frames were seldom of any use in Bellini-Tosi

Work ; a condenser could always be inserted to tune up one-
rotating-frame work, is not required. Multi-turns, even if

used in parallel to reduce inductance, have the disadvantage
turn fi'aines and direct connection with the aerials, as m
that the inductance varies in windy weather. Single-turn
frames chiefly u.sed were :

—

Wave length.

200-400 metres ..,

400-800 „

800 upwards

Shape. Height.

Diamond
(1) Square

. (2) Diamond
'

(1) Square

. C2) Diamond

50 ft.

60 „
90 „
120 ,.

170 „

50 ft.

60 „
90 „
120 „
170 „

Any larger 8ize.s than these became difficult to handle,

owing to the self-capacity of the Irame becoming large com-

pared with that of the tuning conden.ser. Actually, with

modern amplifiers the.se frames give all that can be required

in the way of .signal.s.

During the war we made practically no alterations in the

dimensions of the radiogoniometer coils designed by Bidlini,

except in tlie number of turns on the windings. Many were

the schemes evolved both for tuning to the enemy wav«>-

length and for taking his dii-ection rapidly, .say, all in the

space of a few seconds. The difficulty wa,*? enormously in-

creased by the extreme care with which the aerials had to be

balanced. We found that if the aerials were tuned to, -say, 8(Kt

metres and carefully balanced or jibased, then by retuning the

intermediate and final circuits, but without altering the aerial

tuning, signals could be received with only a slight falling off

in .strength, from '2(K) metres below to 'JX) mefres above this

tune. This was due to the tight <-oupling of the radiogonio-

meter. If the final jigger coils were made of siiltic-ient length,

thev worked over a big range without a ronilciis.'r in luirallel

with them. With only the reaction cnil and intermediate

condenser to handle, operators became very exi>ert at search-

ing over consideral)ie ranges of wave-length.

\side from the above-mentioned errors, other errors were

not at finst serious. I had modified Franklin's reaction cir-

cuits for spark reception to give simpler tuning arrangements,

and these circuits, when added to the l^llim-Tosi system cor-

rected as above, nuide a very good direction hnder. It was

probably fortunate in the first year of our wt)rk that we used

the soft valves, becau.se no hard valve lias been constructed

which can compare with these " C " type valve9«as high-

frequency magnifiers. They necessitated, however, trained

men in then: manufacture, and trained operators for then-

efficient use.
^ ,. „ ,, , r

Fig. 1 shows characteristic curves of a C valve tor

couiparison with that of a modern hard tube. The com-

parison will .show that the " C " valve is equal in magnifying

ixiwer either to ^(\ hard French valves in i)arall<'l, or to three

in ca.scade. Actually, when used by a .skilled oprator, it is

better than three in cascade in an amplifier having afK-riodic.

intervalve connections. Rome of tlie apparent aiiiplitiration

shown by the characteristic curves is actually not obtainable

because, on ac«miit of grid conducti\Tty. a large ratio of capa-

city to inductam-e is required in the grid tuning circuit. The
use of this large ratio in the diif<-tion-finding receiving gear

accidentallv avoided for us the serious error known as
• vertical,'' which was afterwards obtained with hard valves.

With the " O " valve the average high-frequency magnifica-

tion when using reaction was about 15(1. W'ith liigh-frequency

magnification tlie receiving power of the frame and Bellini-
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nn old valve never showed anything but hydrogen, but with

hydrogen I was never able to maUc a valve that was any good.

A few valves were obtained which, after 1,1)00 hours, would

run indeftnitely as amplifiers or o.scillators without any lila-

inent batt<n-y. The iiiament was apparently being heat<.'d by

the H.T. battery, which wa.s usually '100 volts.

Eaj-ly in ]yl5 another error api>ciU'ed which we nicknamed
" Vertical." The two zeros of the jxilar diagram of reception

were seldom oppo.site to another another. This was traced to

a small " vertical aerial " receptive j)ower, chiefly due to the

ditference in the capacity of the grid of the valve to earth,

and of its battery to earth. I can probably explain the mean-
,ing of the error by taking the ease of a frame directly con-

nected to .a valve (lig. 4), which, if not connected to the

receiver, gets energy induced in it which gives a potential

difference between the terminals .* .and n of the condenser.

This potential difference is the correct cosine function of the

direction. If now a valve grid G (fig. 4a) is connected to d,

and the valve-filament battery H to A, the capacity of G is

usually small compared with H, and. besides the true direc-

tional rccrptimi nl' tlir iranii'. th(M-c is a icrcntion duo to tbesp

i'u;. •_'.

capacities to earth, I have redrawn this arrangement in

hg. 46, which shows the action of the Wave in afternating-

current form. Fig. 4c sliou'S the ariangemcnt in bridge form.
Unles.s the capacity c is equal to the cajjacity H, a current wUl
flow through the condenser .\D, meaning that there is poten-

tial difference across the terminals A and D, which is inde-

pen<tent of tlie directional jjroperties of the frame. The lesult

of this cir<'ular ivccption on top of the directional reception is

a " cottage loaf " shaped diagram of reception, the minima- of

which are not opposite to one another.
With the use of hard valves, and the consequent high in-

sulation of grids, these " vertical " troubles increased a great
deal, and they increa.sed .still more when the " ai>eriodic ",

aerial was brought into use. Proliably it lias oceun-ed to some
that the extraordinary variation <if .signals at night might be
accomjianied by variations in apparent direction. In Decem-
ber, 1914. we erected in lYance, at Blendecques. near St.

Omer, and at Abbeville, the fir.st two war direction-finding
stations, these making the first ixisition-finding group erecteil

by us during the war. Blendecques had a fixed daylight erioi-

which puzzled us, and not until .\bbeville was constructed did
Capt. Tremellen note that night directions did not maintain
the constancy of day readings. The first .station concernin'^
which he noticed this effect was K.4V, the old German press
station, and fig. 5 is a copy of his original curve taken of

KAV's movements during a sunr-et period. Tliis cnrvc 's

typical of a sunset movement, but T -till ciiiinnt sav whcthci'

^
any such apparent regularity cxi.sts as a general tiling, and
certainly «e «ere never able to arrive at any system of cor-
recting bearings liy using the idea of regularity.' Night
variation remained throughout the war a serious defect in
direction-finding work. Capt. Tremellen and Lieut. ."Vdcock
in France among others, and particularly Lieut. Kckersley in
'Egypt and Salonica, succeeded in obtaining valuable informa-
tion, the latter in conjunction with experiments developing
the theoretical side. The work of these men suggests possible
improvements in apparatus which will eliminate a great deal
of the night trouble.

The Geniian Navy directed its Zepjielin fleets by direction-
finding frqin land stations. It also used a method of inter-
communication between theix land stations by wireless tele-
graphy. The Germans, in raids on England, .suffered from a
bad ba.se-line. and this, in combination with night eff'ects,

made their directional apparatus useless on many occasions.
The Gerinans had two wirele.ss " light-hou.ses " for enabling
their Fleet and submarines to determine their po.sitions

> in the North Sea without having to transmit. These
wii'eless "light-houses '" in effect consisted of a rotating

frame continually sending during rotation. A signal was
sent to ' give the zero ot time, and any ship noting

the time interval between this zero and the zero of

signals conlil then determine its angular jiosition from the

station. The fact that a frame transmits vertically as well

as lujrizontally. and that at different points in its rotation the

vertical ladiatiou is pijlarised in a different direction, should
lead one to ex|K'ct curious results at night. Owing to the con-
tinuous rotation of the transmitting frame, very strong signals

were necessary to take quiclj bearings at a direction-finding

station. Notwithstanding the dilliculty, ('apt. Trciiicllen was
able to note a large variation of tlie apparent direction of

the.se stations at night as the frame rotated. This was done
by reading the minimum on his own radiogoniometer,' and not
by noting the minimum of signals with his search-coil

.'tationary. '

With regard to night effects, (1) Large swing readings are
better than minimutn readings. To obtain readings of the
actual minima at night is very difficult. Fig. 6 represents a

llpdD M

Fu;. 1.

tyjiical night loiniinuin. This eff'ect is sometimes very marked
from Telefunken .stations. Even with a swing reading, a-

very distinct difference of note will often be obtained at the

positions A and B, the note on the one .side having obviously

fewer harmonics, i.e.. being duller in .sound, than the nott> on

the other side. This again adds to the difficulty, and the

rea.son for the effect is not at all obvious. In England and
Prance, errors on swing readings on spark stations are at pre-

sent up to 7 deg. at night. Eckcr.»ley]s results in the East
indicate much greater changes than these;.he has told me
that at Salonica, Sofia would sometimes shift through 90 deg.

The directions change fairly rapidly when bad night effects

are present. Two or three degrees in a minute would, how-
ever, be considered to be fa.st. Nearly always, but not in-

variiihly. night variation.^ are accompanied by bad minima.
(•2) Ciintinuous waves give much greater variations than

spark waves, and with tliem it is quite rlelinite that direi'tions

Fig. 5.
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(4) In England, variations from east to west are certainly
greater than those from north to south, but I do not think
that this result agrees with results from the East and from
America. Malta was a peculiar station, which in England
apparently never varied seriously.

(.i) When signal.? come over.«ea from moderate distances,
and practically no land intervenes, results are then the most
rehable. If, however, there is land anywhere near either the
transmitter or the receiver, or between the two, results be-
come very troublesome.
The minimum distance at which night effects have been

noticed in England or France is about 15 miles. Capt.
Tremellen noticed quite early that when two transmitting
stations with differently shai>ed aerials were side by side, the
directions obtained at night by a Bellini-Tosi station were
diiferent. Mountainous country between stations seems to
give the very worst night effects. Ec'kerslev's theoretical and
experimental work on night effects in the East, and with
aeroplanes—also, quite independentlv, Adcock's work in
France on aeroplanes—both suggested apparatu.s which should,
when developed, improve our work at night.

{To be concluded.)

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

NORTH MIDLAND CENTRE.

The Chairman's address, of which the following is an abstract,
was delivered before the above centre ot the Institution by
Mr. W. M. Selvey, M.I.E.E., at J.«eds, on November Ilth,
1919.

While many members have had the supreme privilege of
serving at the Front, there have been many war-time activi-
ties ol the members remaining at home. I wish to refer
pointedly to the work of those local members which has
resulted in that excellent report known as the " Report of the
Yorkshire Electric Supply Linking-up Committee." This re-
port, it is hoi)ed, ultimately will be accessible to all members,
and they wiU then see how carefully matters connected with
Yorkshire have been considered. The phenomenal expansion
of the Sheffield undertaking is almost a romance in itself.

We are also proud in referring to the first station on what
is now known as super-station lines, viz., that at Rotherham,
where is now being installed the largest set (30,U0O kw.) yet
built for this country. The Vorkshi'-e Electric Power Co. has
also made most effective progress, not only in largely extend-
ing its generating capacity, but also in wonderfully extending
its system of overhead mains. There is no other system in
this country which can show anything like such progress in
this direction. The Leeds extensions are also somewhat note-
worthy. Other large extensions have been projected, but
war circumstances have delayed them in many cases. In
Y'orkahire in 1918 the generated units were over 520,000,00(1,

with a maximum demand of over 160,000 KW. Personally, I
expect that during the next ten year.s Yorkshii-e, with its

woollen, steel, and coal industries, will become the most
highly organised electrical area in any part of the world.
Another phase of activity in ^^hich the members of this

centre have been largely employed is that of giving as.sistance

to the Coal Controller. There were over '25 of the members
of this centre who assisted in this voluntary work. Should
the principle of nationalisation become more extended the
electrical engineer of a district could, with a maximum advan-
tage to the community, become responsible for the whole
use of power in his district, either if such power is taken
from the public mains, or is generated by a private plant

whether by steam or gas. Such a sco(>e would lead to

balanced thought and a proper perspective with regard to

the interests of the community. If the members had pre-

viously been only half convinced of the value of a generous

electricity supply to the community they must have become
wholly convinced by their experience in this work. The waste
of fuel, the carelessness, indifference, and the ignorance of

power users in many line.s of industry were most disturbing.

The training of the electrical engineer in power generation

has been shown to be exceedingly helpful in dealing with

all questions where the combustion of fuel is concerned,

whether for jxjwer or other purposes.

The past year is especially notable with regard to influence

on the future of the Institution arising from the efforts of

our most able past-president, Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E.

He has given us all a new idea of what the Institution may
be and, may I say, shall be in the lives of all its members.

We must ail join in making our new president realise that

he has the whole-hearted feeling of the members behind him.

After dealing with In.stitutiou affairs, Mr. Solvey gives

a number of technical calculations relating to high-pressure

and high-temiK^rature steam with interheating for [lower

generation, which are intended to be read as an apix>ndix

to Mr. J. H. Shaw's paper.* The author keeps very

closely to the figures used by Mr. Shaw; he gives tables

» Elec. Rev., July 19th, 1918.

and figures defined by the nature of steam, and independent
of any form of apparatus, which can be used in any particular
case uy taking mto account the elticieuuy ol the apparatus.
The schedules are accomiMuied by temperature-entropy and
interheat diagrams illustratmg some of the tables.

Schedule 1 i-elates to diagram ellicieticies obtainable with
.st<»am initially at 500 lb. pvx sq. in. ao.Mjhite, total tempera-
ture 03s deg. F., where the steam after expanding and aoing
work to certain .selected pressures is again heated to the

original temperature and then further expanded down to

vacuum pressures. The figures represent what could be ob-

tained were it possible to build a Jieat engine of 100 per cent,

mechanical eificiency, and if there were no losses of pressure

in conveying the steam to be reheated from and to the engine.

It will be easy to find the influence of sucli losses as are

inevitable by means of curves drawn from the data given

in this and the other schedules. The best circumstances for

interheating are by expanding to a pressure in the neighbour-

hood of '200 lb. per sq. in. before reheating, and the possible

gain in eificiency is of the order of '2i per cent.

Schedule 2 takes the .same circumstances with the difference

that while expanding to the .same set of pressures the steam
is not reheated to its original temperature, but only to its

original superheat. All practical cases must lie between these

two limits. T'nder these circumstances the best pre-ssure for

a single interheat is above '200 lb., and the possible gain in

efficiency is of the order of IJ per cent.

Schedule 3 shows that there is a fairly \\ide range of choice

for two interheats for which the efficiency remains sensibly

constant, the mo.st favourable of these conditions being an
expansion first to 215 lb., reheating, and then an expansion

to 70 lb., and further reheating with a final expansion from
70 lb. to the vacuum pressure. These calculations show a

possible gain in efficiency over plain expansion of about 14

per cent.

Schedule 4 shows clearly that the value of interheating is

greater in proportion as the initial pressure is lower. Expan-

sion from 500 lb. with an mterheat to the original tempera-

ture at 150 lb. shows a gain for plain expansion from 500 lb.

of only 2.4 per cent. Steam originally at 1-50 lb. interheated

at 50 lb. to the original temperature of (iSft deg. F. shows a

gain over plain expansion from 150 lb. of 7.2 per cent.

Schedule 5 shows the value of pressure alone for the con-

stant top temperature. The absolute pressure of 215 lb.,

that is of 200 lb. gauge, is taken as a basis. The figures

.show that at 500 lb. the gain is 11 per cent., whereas at 70 lb.

pressure there is a deficit of 15 per cent.

Schedule 6 gives the same set of figures, but with the

superheat kept at the constant figure of 219.3 degrees P It

is 5een that the gain of 500 lb. over 215 lb. is as much as

13 per cent.
. „, . . „ ,, . * •

Schedule 7 compares the main efficiencies w'lth those obtain-

able with a perfect fluid between the same limits of tem-

i>erature. The author then gives temperature-entropy and

interheat diagrams which show more quicklv what the varia-

tions of efficiencv mean, and con<-ludes that in the near

future the steam turbme may equal, if not surpass, the gas

engine in efficiencv, the competition being still more severe

in overall efliciencv since the efiiciency of large boilers in

the most modern practice is now showing a margin of nearly

10 per cent, over the conesponding gas producer efficiency.

The battle between these two methods of uruducing power

may turn on the direct total utilisation of the rejected heat.

It is alon" these lines one looks for progress rather than in

much further improvement of the efficiency of these prime

movers.

An lonlsation Gauge—The desi.srn of ioniBation gauge

used in the General Electric Co.'s laboratory consists, accord-

ing to the Journal of the Franklin Institute, of two concen-

tric tungsten filaments inside a coaxially eituated cylinder.

The inner filament is used as a source of electrons withth*

outer one as anode, while the cylinder is used as a positive ion

coUector. The gauge was calibrated by a " flow" method

(based on Knudson's formula for the flow of gases through

capillaries) for extremely low pressure, and it was found that

the electron emission is proportional to the pressure over a

range which extends from over 10 bars to 10-» bars, and it

is therefore, probablv certain that this same relation holds at

the lowest attainable "pressures. Calibration <if the gauge w'lth

different gases led to the intere.'ting relation that the number

of positive ions formed at constant electron emission and

constant pressure is proportional to the luiiiiber of electrons

per molecule of the gas ionised. It is possible, therefore, by

this method to determine molar nutubers for different gase.s. by

which is meant the sum of the products, atomic number times

number of atoms, taken for each element in the molecule.

Thus the molar number of iodine is 2x.53=10ri; and for Hgl,

it is 80-f2x.53 = lSfi. Vapour pressure determinations of both

these, substances gave results agreeing with the above values

for the molar numbers. If it be .-i.ssumed that lonisation u
due to collisions betwet>n thermions and electrons in the

atoniB, it is po.ssible to calculate the moan free path of an

electron in anv gas at a given pressure, and also the effectiva

diameter of the electron. For argon at 1 bar pressure and

room temperature, the moan free path is about 150 cm., and

the diameter of the electron is calculated on this baaia as

about 4.4x10-" cm.
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ELECTRIC ARC WELDING.

During the xecent extension of tlie use of electric arc welding
vej-y considerable progress has btvn made in the development
of suitalile jilant and equipment to provide the desired elec-
trinil (oudilious at the arc. It is now realis<>d that leliahle
and (•onsist^^'ntly sound welded joints cannot be secured except
by tlie use of electrodes capable t)f depo.siting metal of similar
quality to the work, thereby pcnuittinj< true fusion and
liirnisliing a jointure with maxnoum elnciency. That such
conditions arc obtained we were laist \ve<jk able to see for
ourselves, when a most interesting and instructive afternoon
was spent at the works of Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd.,
where •• A.W.P." electrodes and other welding products
were seen in course of manufacture, and an opportunity was
given of appreciating the general use and extent of service
to con.'itruction and repair work olfered by this process. This
firm lia.s made a siwcial study of the requirements, and allov
rods and electrodes, .specially preiMred to enable true fusion
tu !.< ohtniiied m joining together all kinds of iron and steel
parts, iiuhiding .si>ecial alloy steels, are now available for
use w itb eitlier the gas blinv pipe or electric arc respectively
It IS jH-rhaiis unnecessary to point out the scope olfered I'ly

electnc arc welding for the carrying out of repairs of ail
(lestTiptioiis. and tlie repair work undertaken at the •'\ \\ P '

woiks J„r, amongst others, tlie I..C.C. tramways, i^n<l,',M
(.eneral Omnibus Co., and the .Midland Kailwav, is of extrem<.
interest both from the point of view of the .success attain.Mand the nature ot the repairs carried out
During the war period it was .established that the electric

arc weldmg process was .sound and adequate- bv virtue of theexperience obtained in the assembling „f mines." bombs tanks
imd;^ other immitions, besides the ,„iistructiou of .^'agoing
craft entirely built by this means. This fact was fiuth,.?-demonstrated by this method of construction l^av^ng b^napproved by the Admiralty and Lloyd's Register of Slnppin r

alter extensive investigations and trial. Further the len'thv
recommendatious that accompany the annual report bv^Mr
(,. S.-ott Ram, rf.M. Electncal Inspector of Factories, indicatethe importance attached to electric Melding as a r;eo "niid

The'^nv'°n"*^'^f ^'"^1 considerable fulure poJbdl^iSTiUe llux-co\eied electrode was not
in the past ajipreciated to the extent
It deserved, mainly because the cor-
rect methcxl of apphcatiou was not
understood, and insufficient atu-ntion
was given to the selection and prepara-
tion of the welding material. As a result
of the inve.stigations carried out by Mr.
E. H. .Tones, very satisfactory results
have been achieved. The •"A.W.P."
electrofle, provided with an extruded
Ihix coating of variable constituents, em-
ployed to weld mild-steel plates and
cast iron, may be manipulated by an
ordinary craftsman at greater si)eed than
was previously considered po.s,sible, and
in addition, the resultant welded joints,
possess maxunum tensile strength, whilst
the work easily withstands bending, im-
pact, and fatigue strains. This achieve
ment is due to the fact that with these
electrodes metal deposited in the weld
can be varied to suit the materials to be
joined together, and provides a sound
jointure without special skill being re-

quired on the part of the operator, which has hitherto lieen

the main factor in successful welding practice. Moreover,
with < omposit-e electrodes, the rare metals comix)sing the
alloy to be deposited are kept apart until actual fusion in

the arc; this point is of first importance, as it is found that
it is only possible by this means to deposit high-speed, nickel,
manganese, and other special alloy steels which cannot be
otherwise treated. By deixisiting metal slightly superior in
quality to the parent metal, the Tatter is .strengthened by ab-
sorbing some of the superiority of the deposited metal. In
the past the parent metal adjacent to the weld was often
weakened by the reverse action being allowed to take place.
A feature of "A.W.P. " electrodes is that in all ca.ses they

are given a coating oi nickel, wliiili is claimed to give
su|>erior results in that it obviates oxidi.sation. This coating
\aries Irom 1 to 10 jier cent., according to the composition of
the electrode, the average being about 4 \>ei- cent, of the total
weight of the electrode. A very successful metliod of elec-
trolytically coatmg electrodes has been adopted at the com-
pany's works, and it is claimed that as much as 4 per cent,
of the weight of the ai-ticle being coated can be deposited
per hour. The deposit is of a high quality, and will not
crack on repealed bending.

.\s representing a portion of the work that can be satis-
factorily dealt with by tiiis means an entirely new application
of tlie arc process has been oi«>ned ui) in" the tool-making
industry. The method of depositing a tip of liigh-si>ee<l cutting
steel direct from an electrode im to inild-stcel shanks has been
improved and simplified, and its general adoption in the
making and retipping of tools, drills, picks. &c., is only a
matter of time. It is proliable that in the shipbuilding and

repairing industries arc welding will find its biggest individual
application. English railway systems have recently begun
to realise the value of such a pro<ess in -their constructional
and repair shops, while on tramway and light railway .systems

arc welding has already obtained a firm looting for the
r«'pair of rolling stock and general upkeep of permanent way.
In steel tank and barrel iiianulacture, the pro<.-ess is especially
applicable owing to its economy and prol)erty of watertight-
iic>ss, while in structural and reinforced concrete work, ad-
vantages equal to those realised in shipyards are found in its

application.

The eflicient repair of cast iron is a matter that looms large
before every engineer, and it is inipo-ssible to treat it as any-
thing but a separate application. An electrode is now manu-
factured which, it is claimed, actually produces molten cai-t

iron of the first quahty, and the repairs already carried out
confirm its future.

The .self-contained, port.ible, or semi-portable as desired,
welding plant supplied by the " A.W.P." Co. consists in one
ca.se of a special Premier generator direct coupled to a 9-H.f.
tiardner internal combiLstion engine complete with ra<liator,

fan, fuel tank, Ac, mounted on a girder bc^dplate. and all the
neces.sary switchgear mounted on a slate jianel as shown in

fig. 1. in the other case it consists of a. motor and generator
direct coupled and mounted on a .steel girder bedplate with
the necessary switchboards f<ir connection to a supply circuit.

For use on a.c. circuits transformer plant, as shown in

fig. '2, has been developed; several of these .sets were seen
in operation at the time of our visit to the works, as were
al.so adjustable reactance coils for connection to A.v. circuits

of from 70 to 110 volts, the current at the aic being varied
by altering the plug and socket connections, where a 60 to
110-volt u.c. supply is available it is only neces.sary to connect
up an adjustable resistance for each ojx'iator.

An exhaustive series of tests was recently carried out for
Lloyd's Register of Shipping, who have since certified ap-
IMOval of "A.W.P." electrodes for u.=e in .sliip repair and
construction as outlined in Lloyd's Regulations for the .appli-

cation of electric arc welding to ship construction. Thes«-

Fu;. 1.—SEi.r-C'oNTAiNKii A.W.P. Wi.i.Dixt; Pi.axt. Fig. 2.—a.c. Welding
Tr.*xsfobmer.

welds were made with alternating current with transformer
welding plant of the standard type shown in fig. -2. In the
tensile tests the welds were neither hammered nor swaged
during or after welding, and the average result of the twelve
tensile pieces tested reached the high figure of '27.3 tons
per sq. in.

In eight cases out of ten the original plate broke without
the weld giving way, and the actual strength of the weld
the weld metal withstood an average stress of 28.8 tons per
was shown Jbetter in the modulus of elasticity tesls, where
sq. in. before fracturing. A feature of the tensile tests was
the high elongation shown in the welded samples; the final
extension in 8 in. on eight welded pieces was 18.4 per cent.,
which compares favourably w^th 2.5 to :M) per cent, for mild
steel.

Modulus of elasticity trsts were carried out on test bars
composed entirely of deposited electrode metal. The average
residt of 12.(KK) tons i^er sq. in. can be compared with wrought
iron at 12,5lKl and mild .steel at 18, .5(10. The ultimate breakuag
stress of 29 tons per sq. in. and the elongation of 13 per cent,
in 8 in. should be noted. Impact tests showed the ability
of welds to withstand severe shock without sign of failure.

Alternating stre.ss tests determined that an unwelded turned
steel bar would with.stand a large number of aJtemations
(.5,0(X1,0fl0 and over) when the stress varied from + lOJ tons
per,sq. in. to - lOJ tons per sq. in.

The imiiortauce of cheuiical analysis of welds is sometimes
overlooked by users of .dectrodes. The analysis showed that
the deposited metal from an " .\.W.P." electrode contained
.106 per cent, carbon and .48 pej- cent, manganese, both ap-
proximately correct for the formation of mild steel, whUe the
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embrittliiifi and harmful eleuicnts of silicon, phosphorus, and
sulphur were kept well below dangerous proportions, and in

the case of silicon and phosphorus (both elements which
lower the tenacity of steel) very considerably reduced when
compai'ed with the original plates. These figures refer t<i

standard electrodes and not to special alloy electrodes, with
which practically any desired chemical coniiX)sitiou can, it is

claimed, be obtained. The series of micrographs mad*' in

conjunction with these tests were sulHcieut to'fehow the gmid
fusion between weld and plate and absence of heat dVi'i-t,

upon the plate adjacent to the weld. Two series of these tests

were carried out, namely, with a.c. 50 cycles at 80 volts, and
with D.c. at 60 volts.

In addition to the above, tensile and lK!iiding tests were
carried out at the National Physical Liaboratory, Teddingtnt),

with A.c. 50 cycles, 80 volts, on test pieces prepared according
to the British Engineering Standards .\ssociation. and welded
by the electric arc process with old type and "A.W.I'."
standard electrodes. Finally, trials have been can'ied out,

by the Admiralty at Portsmouth dockyard with d.c. at ("iff

volts, reversed iK)larity being employed throughout for all

positions of work. Tlic trials were carried out by a dockyaid
operator with no previous special skill in the manipulation
of the firm's electrodes.

In conclusion, we have to thank Mr. J. Caldwell, Mr.
H. B. Sayers, and Mr. E. H. -Tones for the courteous manner
in which we were received at the time of our visit.

CHANGING LIVE LINE INSULATORS.

SrrmEN msulator failures on a 2.5-iiiilf. 'i'J.()(Kl-\(ilt. overhead
transmission line Hve years old caused a central station m
northern Pennsylvania, U.S.A.. to adopt a novel method ol

dealing with the trouble. The linp runs through hilly <-<iiinti\

which is noted for its frecnient aiul violent lightning storm,-.

Steps had to be taken to Svei't serious trouble without ml. i

i-upting the service, .\ceording to the KIcctiicKl llo//./. m
stead of waiting for insulator failures to nuinifest thenisiK •-.

a picked line gang was instructed in detecting bail insuliilois

on a live line and in changing them. Tlie men travelled (nuu
one end of the line to the other, stopping at each pole. 1

1

a buzzing sound was heard the insulator was defective and
changed. Before climbing any jxjle. to be assured of safety

it was tested with a telephone leceiver to determine the
amount of leakage current to .earth, and the potential drop
was measured every 6 ft. At night the men camped in a
tent wherever they happened to be and regular inspection
wa* thereby assured. Changing insulators was accomplished
by means of Cronin tools mounted on poles, as shown in

fig. 1. Tool A is used for tying the conductor to the insulator
when the latter is equipi>ed with a tie wue made of two pdece.s

of wire, the same size as the line conductor, and attached
to the pin insulator before it is mounted on the cross arm.
The tie wire E is seen ai'ranged on the insulator so that it

win not be a menace, and also F in position to be tied to

the conductor. The two hooks on the tying wrencli A make

Fig Tools Employed ln Changing Livk Link Insulators.

it easy to tie the conductor firmly to the in.sulator in a few
minutes. When an ordinary tie wue is employed the untying
wren<-h n is used. The tie wu-e can be gjipped in the claw
of this tool no matter how tightly it is clinched After the
conductor is set free it can be lifted from the msulator by
means of tool c, and held away while the latter is changed.
When an insulator is defective and new ones are not avail-
able, the cleaning tool d can be fastened to the conductor
and clamped to the pole; it consists of an insulator mounted
OD a pole, and is used as an insulator in an emergency.
When cross arms need replacing, or when it is desired to
change all the insulators at the same time, the " strong man "

shown on the right-hand side of fig. 1 is used. The use of
this frame allows the raising of the wires above the top of

the i>olo by means of n rope and pulley. On handling the

insulators the tie wires are bent as shown at i; to avoid acci-

dental contact with the' live conductors. After the insulator

is placed on the cross arm the tie wire is bent down ready
for tying, as shown at F. Two men work on the pole at

once, and one remains on the ground. The process can be
accomphshcd with ease in le.ss than half an hour, and when
used to the work the men sHow no fatigue.

THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

{Concluded from payc 13.s.)

Mksshs. II. 'J'lNSLKV fc Co. had a large and \aricd coll<3<,:tion

of ajiparatus on view. Their thermo-electric potentiometer
(the manufacture of which was imdertaken specially for the
National Physic:il l,;il"ii:itiiry) is the first of its kind made in

England. It r..n i-N . --riitially of a divided circuit, the
jtotential being iilit:nni'd Iroin two points in each arm of the
circuit. Fig. Id shows the theori'tical diagiam. The imlentio-

PlG. 15.—ThERMO-ELECTKIC COMI'ENS.WING PoTENTlOMETlili.

meter current is kept at a standard value in the usual manner
by equating the drop across a resistance to a standard cell.

The current entering at the point a divides the resistance of

the two branches, being so arranged that the current in the
right-hand arm is 1/10 that in the left. This proportion is

always maintained for any position of the switches by means
of the compensating coils which are put in circuit as others
are cut out. The top and bottom sets of coils are intercon-

ftrstO*i/ fA
^^M^^v^AAAV^W—-—

^

t'li;. Hi.- I>IAI,U\M ol' (.'ONNEITIONS.

nt-cted so that the top contact moves to the right while the
bottom moves to the left. Similarly, the same total resistance
is maintained, when either the right or left-hand decades are
moved, as will be seen from fig. 16.

Any thermo e.m.f. which may (weur due to the motion of

the switch is rendered negligible by this arrangement of

divided circuit. If an e.m.f. occurs upon the moving of the
switch on the first dial, the thermo e.M.I'. will 'become added
to the battery e.m.f. of about 2 v.. and is therefore neghgibl*
If the thermo E.M.F. occurs on moving the switch of the second
or third dial, it will act in a divided circuit, one side of which
will be added to, while the other is subtracted from the main
e.m.f., the resultant alteration being negligible, never exceed-
ing 1.3 per cent, of the value of the thermo e.m.f., which
would not itself exceed one microvolt. . Jloving the switches
when the in.strument is .set up gives no deflection of the
galvanometer such as usually occurs.
k double Kelvin bridge, was shown speciallv construct<>d

to provide a self-.contained instrument for low-resistance mea-
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suronients. Four .staiulaiil ivsistances arc toutaiued iu the
instrument, 1 ohm, O.i ohiii, and U.OOl ohm. By use of the
ratios, measmeuionts can be made to live figures of all values
of resistance from 1,000 ohms to 0.1X)1 ohm. TeiTninals axe
provided for measuring against independent standards if re-

quired.

Another feature of the exhibit was Gall & Tinsley's artificial

track-circuit, specially designed for research upon the pro-

blems of the track circuit. It brings into the laboratory a
two-mile section of Hue iu every (Condition of con.struction,

maintenance, and weather, and where, moreover, the extre
mities are. within a few inches of each other, allowing the same
instruments to be used for measm'ement at and between
opposite ends, and the behaviour of apparatus at each end
to be observed simultaneously. It is nuide suitable for either
V.c. or D.c. circuits, the former tyi>e .serving for both, but the
latter of a more .simple fonii and suited only for D.c. The
research type is provided with four dials which may be set

to represent any condition of ballast resistance and raU iiu-

pedance between I and lUO ohms of the former and and •!

oJims resistance or and '2 ohms reactance of the latter. The
dials give the values of rail resistance in ohms, the rail react-
ance m ohms at some ti.\ed frequency, and the value of the
ballast resistance iu ohms. The instrument is designed for
a normal current at the relay end of 5 amperes, and the re-

actances are adjusted at this figure, .^s is the case witii the
track circuit itself, the reactance of the rails varies with the
current, and a correction for various values of current i.s

given with each instrument. The instrument represents the
electrical conditions obtaining in any section of the line,

having a rail impedance as given by the setting of the dials,

between which is a ballast of the resistance given by the
dial so named. The convenience of this piece of apparatus for
the testing of track—transformers, relays, regulating resist-

ances, itc, under .ictual condition.s—will be appreciated by all

who have attempted to carry out such tests upon the per-
manent way itself, w-here the conditions are not under i-ontrol,

and have first to be determined before the values of rail-

impedance and ballast resistance are known, and further
where only one condition of these can be had at once, or
worse, a condition so continuously changing over a small
range as often to destroy the value <jf the tests made. On
the site tests usually have to be made at night to avoid con
tinual interruption by traffic, and in the worst weather, U)
get the most unfavourable conditions. Tests of the track-
circuit constants can also be made with great facility bv using
the artificial track circuit in balance against the actual track-
circuit and adjusting the dials until the artificial electricallv
balances the real track-circuit.
The .standardisation of low-resistance shunts has been made

a speciality by the company. Two sizes of the Drysdale-
Tinsley non-inductive type were shown, together with their
temperature-resistance curves.
A new pattern of potentiometer that was shown has been

developed to give the same range as Tinsley's universal
potentiometer, but without using a. slide wire. This instru-
ment is provided with three dials, the fir,st reading (when
u.smg a 'i-volt accumulator) .1 volt ]>er stud the second OdI
volt per stuil. and the third .00001 vult i)er stud. The second
dial is the " Vernier " dial, it beint; .=hunt*-d across anv two
.studs of the first dial according to the position of that index
A ratio plug allows the potentiometer to be u.^ed to read up to
IS volts or down to one microvolt.
Vnother item was a new variable self and mutual iridiiitor

with a range from fi to 159 millihenries .self-indiictinKe nnd
to d4 millihenries mutual inductance.

Mr. H. W. Sullivan had an interesting cxliii.il d nun-
reactive resistance boxes, slide -nires, &c., standard air-
condensers, both fixed and adjustable, galvanometers of labora-
tory auti marine types, and wireless telegraph apparatus

Fig. 17.—SiLLi\ ,\n L .mm,i;s.\l An; Cu.\DE.\SEK.

^
I'la. 17 shows an air condenser contajnina ihret unit^ t-^ofixed and one contmuously variable, with switches for paral-e Img them, and a rotating head, giving a range from to

!..«.'( uiicro-mjd, i.ontmuously,., f/ith very tine
^

adjustment:

.\nothcr c^Midenser is fitted with a spcciallv long scale, extend-
ing to 330 deg.
K tliermioiiic valve oscillator for generating liigh-frcquency

currents is illustrated in fig. 18; it contains everything except a
condenser by means of which the pitch iSf tlie note can be
adjusted, and the 200-voIt battery and filament battery. This
.-et is specially suitable for a.c. bridge testing, as steady fre-

quencies from 300 to .several thousand cycles per second can
lie obtaineri. with an approximately pure sine wave, k three-
\alye amplifying receiver was shown in conjunction with the
Kdison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., in operation. This set,
uhirh I.s illustrated in fig. 19, is suitable for spark

l;.!.— AMri>ii :i lm; llixim i:i;.

reception, over a range <if wave U'ligtlis IKini 'JXI to 4,IXNI in.,

which can be extended by means of inductance. This set is

self-contained, only the telephones and batteries being ex-
ternal to it. The valves act as radio-frequency amplifiers as
well as detectors, and are reactance-capacity coupled, this
being su|>erior to the resistance-capacity method of coupling,
particularly on the shorter wave-lengths.

The Westixohouse Cooi'eu Hewitt Co.. Ltd., showed a
quartz iiiercury vapour medical lamp tor the production of
ulti-d-violet rays, mounted in a spherical housing of burnished
aluminiimi which was .specially de.signed to facilitate the
use of the lamp, and to maintain the necessary conditions of
operation. Other apparatus was exhibited, jfor examining
X-ray photographs, rifie barrels, &c.

ATr. W. H. TlABLiXG and Messrs, Henry HroBE.s A Son,
Ltp., showed drawing instruments of new tyiies. generally
jUowint: Ihc lines of the Continental instruments of pre-war

The British instruments were unexcelled in qualitvdavs
but were not suitable for machine production the new
designs,, which were got out to meet the

'

needs of
the Ministry of Munitions durmg the war, while re-
taimng TRauy o( tlje biglj«-claES features of tl^e British ip-
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stnuiients, arc of stiiiularcli.se(l pattern suitable for iiiaiiufac-

tiire with accurate rejxjtitiou machinery, and <-an be turned
out iu great quantities, while they have the advantaye that
each part is easily replaceable. The machine production of
the.se instiiniients is a new indu.stry in this country, whicli
if adequately supported will be captured from the Geruians.

Mes-srs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltp., had an
interesting exhibit of raeasui'ing instiiiment.s—including »
new form of hot--nire instrument specially suitable for the
measurement of high-frequency currents—a compact direc-
tion-finder of the marine pattern' Fleming and Round valve^^.

and an amplifying detector .suitable for the reception of con-
tinuous wave or spark signals, with a langc of ave-lengtii
from !)^1^) t(> :i.(M) ni., and for use in eoniu'ction with the
o(icration of recording devices. The hot-wire annneter was
provided with a method of zero adjustment which did not
affect the caUbration. and was fitted with a tran.sfonncr in
which the secondary was independent of the primary aerial
circuit, so (hat an injury to the instrument had no eiTect
on the aerial circuit.

NEW ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

Ttte re<.-ent extension of an additional -JiT uiiles on the
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway, that is now elec-
trified from Seattle on East, makes an "interesting addition
to the electrification of this noteworthy railroad. For the
past two years 110 miles of this railway have b<'en electnfied
over the- Rocky .Mountain p.i.sses. thus the new addition
niakes available over (3-50 miles, and by next spring it is
e.stimated that over SCK) miles iu all will be in operation.
According to the General Kleclric. Review, as a result
of its unqualified .sueee.ss, the same .sy,stem will now
be used to meet the severe grades and snow conditions of
the Cascade range. The motive power (^insists of 42 locomo-
tives for freight and passenger service and four switchers.
Of this original equipment,* the freight and passi-nger loco-
motives differed only in the gear ratios. The five new
locomotives being constructed by the (ieneral Electric Co.
for operating the heavy main-line transcontmental pa.s.senger
trains on the .section Scattle-Tacoraa-Othello are entirely
different iu design, built ilistinctively for passenger .service,
and po.sse,ss some very interesting mechanical ami electrical
featiu-e-s. . The section is -20 < mUes long, and mclmles a stretch
<if 17 miles of '2.3 i>er cent. gra"de and another, I!) miles long,
of 1.7 per cent. ; it is worked at 3,000 volts n.c, and regenera-
tive braking is employed.
Designed to haul, unassisted. T'2-eoach passenger trains

weighing 960 tons against a 2 per cent, grade at 2.3 M.P.H..
the new locomotive.s are of the gearless type, with bi-polar
motors, the motor armatures being mounted directly on the
driving axles. Each locomotive weighs 2'>5 tons, 229 tons
being on the drivers. Of the 14 axles, twelve are driving and
two are guiding. The weight of the armature and wheel.'!
Is the only deadweight on the track, and this is approximatelv
n.."iOll lb. p<'r axle. Tlie total weight on drivers (4-58.000 lb.)

is ,Si; [)cr cent, of the wciuht of the Ux-oinotive. and is dis-

tiibutcd liS.ICC, li,, nil cn.ii axle. Tbe total length in>ide

Fiii. 1. -.V .\i.\v C E.C. :).210-H.r.

Locomotive.

knuckles is 76 ft., and the length over cab, G8 ft. The driv-
ing wheels are 44 in. in diameter; the leading and trailing
wheels 36 in. in diameter; the total wheel-base is 67 ft.

Curved-top cabs at each end of the locomotive contain the
;i,000-Tolt contactors and grid rcMsters. In one of these cabs
there is -also located -. .3,000-Tolt n c air-compressor and
storage batter-': in the ether a snia!! , rcotor-gcnerator set

(for operating the contactors and for tram hshting) and the
high-speed circuit breaker. Two operating cabs are provided,
and situated between them is a cab occupied by an oil-fired

steam boiler and accessories for heating passt-nt/iT trains.

A sliding pantograph is mounted on top of ea<-h of the two
operating cabs. These pantographs have two -sliding contacts,
giving a total of four points per shder with the double trolley.
The second pantograph is held in reserve as a spare.

• Ettc-REv -. June- 3l6t,' Mr 12thaTrd 19th. 1918.

Si>eeda of 65 m.p.h. were alTtained during the tcbts of one
of the.sir locomotives, fig. 1, on the G.E.C. testing track at
Erie. Tlie tests have Ix'cn described as " the mo.st magnifi-
cent exhibition of electricity applied to railroads ever seen."
A feature was a tug of war between the electric and two
I><>werful moflern steam engines as used on tbe New York
Central Railway for hauling the big limited trains. The three
locomotives were securely coupled together, and the danger
ot pulling out the drav\' bars was avoided by making them
push against each other in different directions. The steam
engines got under way and pushed the electric ahead of
them along a .straight track; then energy was gradually
switched on to the electric while the throttles of the steam
engines were opened fully. To the surpriiv of the, spectators
the .steam engines were .seen to .slowly but surely lo.se momen-
tum, and finally come to a complete stop, .still with their
throttles wide oijen. Next they were forced backwards, and
as the electric developed its full power the procession becatne
almost a rout.

Hardly .seomd in interest to tiie above performance, was
the exhibition of the regenerative ixjwers of the electric
locomotive. To reproduce the same conditions as thase which
exist when the engine is coa.sting with a full load of cata
behind it. two st-eam locomotives were coupled on behind
the electiic and pushed it along the track at a good speed.
The regenerative .system was then put in action, and the
speed was seen to noticeably decrease, and before the trial
ended the two .steam engines had as much as they could
do to make headway under full .s-team. .\t times dm-ing this
tn'st instnniwnts showed that as inilch as2.fKlOKW. was Ix-ing
returned \>\ the locoiriotivc tludugh the sub-station.

KARL VON SIEMENS ON THE SITUATION,

A vKRY despondent view of the situation in Germany is entertainetl
by Herr Karl F. von Siemens, chairman of the Siemens >^: Halske
Co., Berlin. Addressing the shareholders at the recent annual
meeting, be is reported to have stated that the path upon which
German economic life is moving is leading to conditions which are
hecoming worse and worse and more difhcult. The turnover of
industry in money is in course of constant increase, not owinp: to
greater production, liut to the depreciation of tbe currency, p'or
the present, and as a consequence of the great German famine in
^'oods as well as that of the whole world, it is possible for many
industries to cover the increased working expenses, notwithstand-
ing the reduced output. ft is, however, noticeable in many
liranches that there is a limit beyond which it is impossible to
tliink of satisfying the demand, because the working expenses can-
not lie recouped

; and in the case of many transport undertakings,
it has already been shown that increases in the fares do not produce
any additional receipts on account of the reduction in the traffic.

Similarly, manufactures are possibly available, but the consumers!
who have to pay the purchase prices are too few, and the output
must, therefore, undergo a furthpr decline, as the costs of production
are still growing. The course of the economic machine should not
lie allowed to proceed without regulation, but it should be entrusted
to the care of experienced men.
The chairman, proceeding to discuss the economic 1 fe of the

country, stated that it is too frequently asserted that this is

dependent upon other countries, and that the Germans will soon
come into swing again if they can again obtain the necessary
raw materials from abroad. In his opinion this argument may be
corret* in rc^'ard to one or two industries, but it is not, the
ease with many of them, and in these instances the decline is just
as 1,'rcat as in those which need foreign materials. The principal
tliintr lacking is coal, not because the Germans have lost tioo much
coal, or have to make deliveries to their late enemies, but because
an insufficient quantity ot coal is produced as compared wiDi
foniior peace times, and cannot he distributed among- (X)nsumcr8.
Under these lircumstances the recovery of industry in the first

place is a (juestiou of coal, and iron, and steel, and the Siemens
and llalske Co. suffers the most from these causes. A lack of
foreign raw materials does not exist for the time being, but there
is a great scarcity of semi-fini8hc<l German and foreign materials.
Theie is very little the company can do to co-operate in remedying
the evil as the company belongs to th" manufacturing industry
which can do nothing with purely r.iw materials, but mm't
receive Ihcui from other industries in a semi finished condition.

Cominj,' to consider the lalxmr question, the chairman remarked
that as contrasted witli former periods, the many strikes at present
imply a complete loss of the production, as it is impossible to
recover the lost output owing to the veto on the working ot over-
time, and the indisposition to work efficiently. The introduction
of politics in the labour relationship has not only brought about a
reduction in the efficiency of the workmen and employers, but the
capacity of the manasrers and leading officials has also fallen to a
minimum, as their time is constantly occupied with negotiations
within and without the works, so that there is no possibility of
their activity lieinu; concentrated on their particular departments.
The sudden introduction of wages agreements which have required
years for development in other industries, and which exhibit many
defects owing to the shortness of the time and the lack of experi-
ence, has put many workmen out of tune and considerably
prejudiced the desire to work on the part of those aspiring elements
upon whom alone progress rents. The reputation of the German
engineering industry, said Herr von Piemena. is based upon the
quality of its wnrk. rwhich jstands unequalled and -tjaidw tha
intellect ugl-yrotk,- it has be^n built up chiefly-by ths-Boperioiity ot
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the Germiin special workmen. If, however, aptitude and ability

no longer find their due reward, every incentive is undermined,

andthc.iuality of the work suffers, and Germany will therewith

lose an important factor for her reeonstn.otion. The speaker then

referred to the cominj; into ojier.ation of the Works Councils Law

which it is feared, will be used by the dominatinpr radical element

for the purpose of produeinsr further disturbance in industry.

llerr von Siemens, in conclusion, conhrmed the report that the

eompanv huB associated itself with the A.IO.G. aiul theOsram works

ill the aniab^amation of the jrlow-lamp works, lielievinpf that this

branch will be streiifrthened by joining the combination. It is

honed by means of an intcrchaiiKe of experience and the syste-

matic division of the production to improve the quality of the

lamps and reduce the costs of manufaeturinp:, in order to facilitate

the trade contest with foreisrn competitors.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR 1920.

(NOT YET rUBLISHIiD.)

Patent Agents, 283, High Holborn, London, VV.L. 1.

1,()12. " Eleclrii 11. J. Dean-O.sgood. Janu.iry litlli-

ems of inlcrnal-conibubliuii
1 627. " Circuits o{ ignition -systems "' "i"

S. CONNBK and C. C. PucKETili. January Wth.

R. K. Heakn. ]a

Sons aii.l

Houston Co. (Ci.'n.ral l^li'

2Klh,

W. 1.

1,645.
• Eleclrically-lieated apparatus

lieSO.
• Elctri>:ally.operalcd pumps." Mkrrvweather & Sons ..n.l J. H.

Osborne. January ISlll.

1,659. •• Electric devices." Ku

trie Co., U.S.A.). January 19th.
_

1,668.
" Magnetic controlled penduhnn. W . A. I ackki.. ,|..nu.M> i. ui.

K670. "Commutators." A. B. Bt'ckLEV. January 19lh.

1 GBK " Mnonels 1.1 rolatine wheel type lor sparkmg roils ol mteinai-

eomfustion enline^." li"sc.,. Ak.. Ces. K. January ]91h. (Germany, No-

'ven.ber 21st, lSl8.) • 1- „ \, t
1 fi«7 " Ipnilion aijparatus for intern^il-coniuuslion enguies. Ixjscll .\IvT.

l.lrk. January IDth. (Germany, March I5th, 1919.)

1.714. "Magnetos." J. H. Touknayre. January lOlli. (l-ranee, Ju:

^'iJoO. " Electric welding, bra/ing and soldering machines, S.C."

Keadett. January 20th.

1,763. "Protective arrangements lor clc^ctric distribution systems^

KEyROLLE & Co. (J. C. van Staveren). January 20th.

1,768. "Electrically-propelled vehicle." J. H. H,\nsen. January 20lh.

l'810. " Rotary electric transforming apparatus." Bm
Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 20th.

1 821 " Electric switches." L. Mo.sEU. January 20th. (Krance, April

19th, 1919.)

1,830. " Sparking plugs." K. F. H.lLL. January 201h.

1,840. "Electric induction furnaces." Cumimgnie Francaise des Meialx.

January 30th. (France. February 7th, 1919.)

1 843 " Battery ignition for internal-combustion engines." Bosch .'Vkt.

Ges. R. January 20th. (Germany, November 25th, 1918.)

1,844. " Electric lighting of automobiles." Busrii .\kt. Ges. K. January

'1,871. "Wireless telegraphy and telephony." W. H. Eccles and J. H.

\'incent. January 31st.

1.872. " Device for testing sparking plugs." J. B. Tucker. January 31st,

1.873. " Electric switches." J. B. Tucker. January 21st. -

1,880. '* Electric heater and disinfector for beds." H. C. Mever. January

"
1,887. " Electric burglar alarm." T. Fkaser. January 31st.

1,893. " Electric h:ind lamps." H. J. Dallisai. January 21bl.

1,913. "Sparking plugs." J. E. Barrows. January 21st.

1,959. " Electricity motor meters." J. Harris.. January 21st.

1,966. " Electric switches." L. Moseb. January 21st.

1,973. " Controllers for electric railways operated by high-voltagc direct

current." Art. Ges. Brown. Boveki tr CiE. January 21st. (Switzerland,

January 31st, 1919.)

1,978. " Projector lor glow-lamps." Boscll Akt. (its. R. January 31sl.

(Germany, May llth, 1919.)

1,981. "Electrolytic production of magnesium Inmi .inliydrous magnesium
chloride." E. A. Ashcrhi-t. January 21sl.

1,983. "Sparkplugs." J. O. Brock. JaiuuixJIsl. (United Stales, Manli
9th, 1916.)

2,005. " Wireless telegraphy receivers." H. P. Rees. January 21sl.

3.024. " Sparking plugs." (,. H. Barr.aclough. January 22nd.

2,029. "Mouthpieces for telephone iransinlllers." G. A. LiNks. January
a2nd.

2,031. "Apparatus lor grinding eleclrii (ommulalors or dlslrihulors." F.

Bolton. January 32nd.

2,034. " Electro-inagnellc wave signalling." J. IIollinlwcikim. J.'niu.iiy

2,061. " Spark plugs." F. H.vciiM.VNN. January 32nd.

2,069. " Transformers." G. LiCNORI. January 23nd.

2,084. " Electro-magnetic switches." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 22nd.

2,118. " Regulating devices for thermostats." J. E. Gee. January 22nd.

2,130. " Clips for holding tubular electrical conduits." J. Doggett. Janu-
ary 23rd.

2.133. " Automatic telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Maniiac-
TURiNG Ct). and J. Savin. January 23rd.

2,151. " Elii Hi. al machinery." S. Tweeuale. January 23ld.

2,175, " Ignilion of internal-eombuslion engines." Thomas IransmissP'-
Ltd., and K. J. Thomson. January 23rd.

2,186. " Dynamo-electric machines." W. P.arker and Siemens Bros.
Dynamo Works. January 23rd.

2,204. .''.Antiseptic telephone mouthpiece." D. LuzenbuRC. January 23rd.

2.236. *' Electrical resistances, potentiometers, &c." E, \V. Kitchin. Janu-
ary 24th.

2.237. "Transmitters for electrical signalling systems." W, H. Chatten.
January 24th.

3,303. "Automatic switches for dvnamos." H. Lucas and H. N. Urou-
llART. January 24th.

2,3113. " Electrodes lor electric arc -welding." British Arc Weldiki, Co.
and H, Or.ors-. January 24th.

2,304. "Electrical transference of designs In te.Mile arts." E. C. R.

M.»RKS (Ocstcrrcichische Siemens-Scliuckarl \\ erke and Regal-Patente Gcs.j,

J.inuary 34th.
• 327 " Aiiparalus for electric heating ol hot-bulb engines." 0. B. Petter

.,n,l' I'riri.ks, l.in. January 24lh.

'UK •M.'.iiic valves or tubes tor wireless telegraphy and telephony."

H.'M.'Alutv. G. li. Buv.vN. C. L. Fokti.scue. and A. K. M.tCRORIE. Janu-

iry 23rd.

l-.ngln.-.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Ih,- „UiMl..,> ii. p..l.„ll,.'..:- .,1. Ili.~- UH.I.-I «h„l. 111.- ..|„,,ru.,. v.. II b.;

print.-.l an.l ab.idged. and all subsequent proe. .lings y. ill be t..k. n.

xsia.
8,529. .Ari'AKAIUS EOK TIIK electrical SKI-ARAIION OE substances in SUSI'EN-

sloN IN GASEOUS MEiilA. Soc. Gallot ct Cle. an.l Soc. Puubsin, Ron.lcaux -jt

Cie. May 22nd, 1917. (110,104.)

10 414 I-'ircTRonrs Eou ei.ectro-dsmoiiu processes. l^lektro-Osmosc Akt.

i.es.' (('.ral' Schyverin Ges.) October 20th, 1917. (135,816.)

21,458. DVNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES. E. J. Hariiian and E. Lf Bas. Decem-

ber 21st, 1918. (137,089.)

21,466. Measurement of alternating electric current poyvEK. S. Z. .le

Ferrantl, G. Wall, and Ferranti, Ltd. December 21st, 1918. (Cognale appli-

cation 15,447/19.) (137,090.)

21,667. Wireless telephone TRANsMirrtRs. L. H. lurner an.l K. II.

Wagner. December 24th, 1918. (137,098.)

21,698. GlNKRVIIoN »iK EI.ECTRICITV RV lllkKM.|.hU.tlRlC UAIIEKM-.s. l,'. M.
Waller. Dceniber 30lh, 1918. (137,101.)

HBXB.
140. iNTIHKUl'IOUS HIK USE IN El.irrUlC 1..MII..N SlSltMS. \).l\

ing L-.boralories Co. January 2nd, J918. (1-22,IK.-..)

1,986. Suspending conductor wires on ei.ec-tkic railways a

|.. W. Fawdry and P. Dawson. January 27lh, 1919. (137,133.)

2,920. Control of the ignition of internal-combustion engin

Ltd., and J- A. Cole. February 6th, 1919. (137,142.)

3,137. Starting and synchronising of svnchronoiis dynami

.lllNES. R. E. Grime and .Mather & Plait. February 8lh, 1919. (137.144.)

3,476. ELECTKO-MAGNETir. KELA\s. British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing

Co., N. Blades and A. E. Sutherlan.l. February 13th. 1919. (137,147.)

3,692. ELECTRO-MACNEIIC STEP-HV-STEP SION.ULIN.-. AND SVNtllRONOUS H.ilA.

TION. C. L. Walker. February 14th, 1919. (137,1.50.)

4,101. Method of hkking electric lamps in tiieiu holders for i'se wriii

majolica fittin<;s and the like. J. H. Collie Febru.-.ry 19lh. 1919. (137,155 )

5,95,1. Sparking plugs. L. S. Clarke. March 11 Ih, 1919. (137,177.)

7 287 Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines. F. C M.
Ccs'bron. March ^ind, 1918. (124,750.)

8,300. Two, three, or multiple pin plugs. Naainlooze Vcnnootschap
Kabrifk van Instrumenten en Electrische .-Xpparaten " Inventum." April 4th,

1918. (125,077.)

8,7.59. Winding of induction coils. F. Weatherall. April "ih, 1919,

(137,199.)

12,319. KLECTRlctL ME.tsuRlNG INSTRUMENTS. A. W. LWiniau. May lOlh,

1919. (137,32:!.)

15,054. Secret-contact combination electric swhches. E. W. Walsh an.l

C. H. G. Kingsland. June 16th, 1919. (137,237.)

15.758. Electric cooking or heating vessels and appakaius. C. H. Laulli.

December 33rd, 1918. (Divided application on 21,547/18.) (137,340.)

15.759. Electric cooking ok heating vessels. C. A. Lauth. Deceiul>. r

33rd, 1918. (Divided application on 21,547/18.) (137,241.)

18,133. Electric laundry irons. A. E. Fitzgerald. July 21st, 1919.

(137,249.)

19,418. Sp.UiK-PLUos- A. H. Cressy. August 6lh, 1919. (137,254.)

19,699. Electro-m.«;netic step-by-step and like mechanism. C. L. Walk.i.
February 14th, 1919. (Divided application on 3,692/19.) (137,255.)

20,580. Remote control electric switch. P. Perot. August 21st, 1919.

(137,261.)

26,746. Electric .sparking plugs. Etablisscments de Ui.in-Boulon, Soc.
.\non. December 12th, 1918. (136,801.)

30,307. Thermic telephone sy.stems. Naaniloozc \'cnnoots. hap .le N.il.-r-

-Telephoon Maalschappij. December 4th, 1918. (136,162.)landsche I'he

Electric Fire Engines.—In different parts of the world,

uutably Geruiauy aud the U.S.A., electrically-proiielleti tirn

engines have bwn ut.ed to a, eonsiderable extent, while lu

Ijontlon the L.C.C. Kre Brigatie employs a, total of lo sueh
vehiil6.s:, states Mr. F. .\.yton, chairruan of the Eleetric A'ehicle

('ommittee of Great Britain. .\ rejieat order for two turn-

table ladder.'^ mounted on TiUing-Stevens petrol-electric

ehassis which have been in use for some time in the L.G.C-
Kire Brigade, has recently been received by the company.
Tho ladder, which, when fully extendeii, nieasures 8.5 ft., is

oixjrated eleetrically, power being obtainetl by simply eon-
.iiecting the ladder motor to the cliassis generator by means
of a s^\itch, the engine bein.sj kept running. The ladder can
be u.setl either as an escape or as a water tower. The Hanwell
Council is considering the purchase of a TiUing-Stevens petrol-

electric fire cngme.

Ships' Lights.—The President of the Board of Trade
liMs .iiipoiiit-fd a- coiiMiuttr:c, under th<' chairuiaiithip of Mr.
I 'litb.r.l (.'. Paterson. O.B.E., to consider \\hether, in order
ii. --.cure that ships' lights shall comply with the requirements
ot the International CoUision Regulations, it is desirable to
lay down standards for the lights, or any parts of them;
and, if so, to advise what those standards should be, and
what is the be.'^t method of securinc compliance with them.
Mr. J. W. T. Walsh, of the National Physical Laboratory,
and Mr. A. S. Hoskin, of the Board of Trade, will act as Joint
secretaries to the committee. Any conmiunication with re-

.sard to the matters to bo. considered bv the committee shouM
bp addressed t._-i the. secretarv. Ships' Lights Committee, Board
of Trade., Great George Street, S.\\'.l.--The^iine».
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A.s far as facilities for obtaining information on the subject

have been at their disposal, the big German electrical firms

have been closely following the developments in the

electrical industry in the West during the past few months.

Amalgamations of works in England, the establishment of

communities of interests between companies in the United

States and France, the formation of closer connections

between English and French and Belgian firms, and the

affiliation of interests between English and Dutch com-

panies—these and other questions have aroused keen

interest in leading circles in (Germany, whose ruthles.s

methods of warfare caused the termination of the former

connection between a prominent American company and one

of the big Teutonic works. Xot only so, but this particular

connection has now been transferred to France, whilst a

former Dutch relationship has also been lost by Germany in

favour of England.

It almost seems as if the Germans are now asking,

" Where do we come in ? " Certainly they desire to come in.

At the annual meeting of the A.E.G., late in December,

Dr. Eathenau informed the shareholders that it was known

that efforts were being put forth in the West to form large

trusts, although the Germans, for the time being, were not

in touch with the Western groups. The chairman added

that " an opinion could not, be formed as to whether a time

would come when they would be able to co-operate with

them"—the groups. Apart from somewhat vague reports

which have been in circulation for some months past,

the statement made by the chairman of the company in

(juestion, represents practically all the information conveyed

officially from the works in that country concerning their

wishes in relation to other countries. They neither reveal

their plans for the home market nor disclose what they are

seeking to obtain in other countries, although this reticence

is perhaps only natural under the circumstances. As a

consequence, it is necessary to rely either upon unofficial

information or upon deductions from the course of events.

As far as the German inland market is concerned, the

fact may be recalled that even in pre-war periods the big

German firms occasionally co-operated with each other in

the case of transactions involving very considerable sums ;

whilst in other respects they competed with each other, iit

all events outwardly, until the publication of the details fif

the secret price agreement existing between them finally

dispelled any illusions which may have prevailed on tlic

. question down to that time. Apart from the separation

years ago of two heavy electrical engineering works from

their original owners and their transfer to an independent

company, and the taking up by one company of a large

financial interest in another, no actual community of

interests by means of an interchange of shares, has yet been

established in the German electrical industry. As has been

!);^] D
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shown in other branches in that country, no incentive exists

in a period of highly satisfactory trade for an interchange

of shares or a consolidation of various financial interests.

But the conditions of the world have undergone a change,

and necessity may force the hands of those firms who have

hitherto desired to retain their independence and compel

them to join together for self preservation. In this con-

nection, a (Jerinan newspaper reveals what is projected.

It is stated, for instance, that there is no doubt that a great

German electrical trust will be formed, sooner or later, for

the purpose of warding off " hostile attacks," and

strengthening the economic power of the industry in the

home market. The recent consolidation of the glow lamp

manufacturing branch is a precursor of coming events, and

it would scarcely be surprising if the electrical industry

were transformed into a great combination on the lines of

the aniline dye trust, which wa.s considerably extended

just two months ago.

If, then, it is correct to assume that the big firms intend

to amalgamate in some form or other in the near future,

the chief object in view will be to obtain sufficient strength

to be able to present a united front in the case of com-

petition in the markets of the world, in the event of its

becoming impossible to conclude an underetanding with

groups of makers in other countries. As already shown,

Dr. Rathenau was not very explicit at the recent meeting

of the A.E.G. But the newspaper previously referred to is

ijuite candid respecting the German intentions. It states

that the plans entertained by the leading firms are first to

complete the organisation of tbe home industry, and then to

endeavour to form international agreements I U this effort

should be successful, the newspaper remarks that an

important service will be rendered to the national economy.

It is quite impossible to understand the mentality of the

(xermans in thinking of the bare possibility of being able

to establish working agreements with Allied countries. The
mere suggestion is an admission, if not of weakness, at least

of apprehensions as to the future of the German electrical

industry. Let. then, the apprehensions have full play, for

surely no electrical group could possibly work in harmony
with those who provoked the great war, deluged the world

with blood, and caused the sacrifice of many millions of

lives, but who were sufficiently cunning to keep the horrors

of warfare outside their own frontiers, at least, in the West.

The Germans wish by-gones to be by-gones, but this is

totally impossible—the Allies cannot forget the terrible

results of the five years of war.

The Electricity

Supply Act.

From the King's Speech at the

opening of Parliament on Tuesday, we

learn that the clauses authorising the

formation of District Electricity Boards, and providing for

the compulsory purchase of power stations and main

transmission lines, which were dropped from the Electricity

(Supply) Bill last session, are to be reintroduced, and will

doubtless be backed by the full weight of the Government.
The House of Commons has already passed these clauses,

but the opponents—practically confined to the company
interests—may safely be assumed to have improved the

opportimity to develop their case against the Government
proposals, and we may look for a lively contest in the

Commons as well as in the liords. We should have
thought it preferable to appoint the Commissioners, and
give them time to study the situation in the light of their

existing powers, besides aflfording an opportunity to supply

undertakers to take stock of their position, and to enter into

co-operative schemes on the freest possible basis. But even

now we have not learnt the names of the new Com-
missioners, though we have reason to believe that some of

them have been appointed.

We are at a loss to understand the reason for the delay.

Is it that it is so difficult to find first-class men equipped

with " practical, commercial, and scientific knowledge, and
wide business experience, including that of electrical

supply " ? Or is it that such men are reluctant to divest

themselves of all shares or other interest in supply under-

takings ? Or, again, is the Ministry unable to afford the

market value of the men who jwssess the proper quali-

fications ? The Ministerial actions so far have not

presented any indication of "railway "speed : indeed, they

resemble nothing so much as those of a " Government
department."

[Whilst going to press we have acquired some later

information on this subject. See our " Notes " pages.]

Returning to the promised Bill, the principal subject of

contention will be the " standard price " clause : but

whether the companies have much to gain by prolonging

the agony is open to question. That they have just cause

for complaint is undeniable ; as pioneers many of them
have borne the burden and heat of the day. without

extracting much profit from the business, and they were

hoping to reap a well-earned harvest during; the last few
years of their existence—assuming, of course, as one must,

that their ultimate fate would be purchase by local authori-

ties, as contemplated by the earlier Acts. They are

undoubtedly entitled to some recompense for their efforts.

On the other hand, during the declining years of their con-

cessions, they would have been unable to raise capital, and

indisposed to spend it (the latter days of the National

Telephone Co. present a close parallel), and the public

interests would unquestionably have suffered detriment

from this cause, to avoid which, in many cases, the under-

takings would probably have been purchased some yeari

before the ajipointed day. at a higher price than their

ultimate value.

The new Bill will render them liable to purchase—and

compulsory purchase—at a still earlier date, and, conse-

quently, the price ought in equity to be still higher also.

That is what they have a right to expect under the terms

settled by Parliament in 18X8, and acted upon ever since.

In [loint of fact, however, they are offered for their

power stations and mains the capital expended less deprecia-

tion—practically the " then value " that would have obtained

if the war had not intervened, but less than half the present

value under the actual conditions. No one, however biased,

can pretend that this is fair. On the other hand, if they

elect to dispose of the whole of their undertakings, including

the distribution systems, as they are entitled to do under

the Bill, to the District Boards, they will receive the whole

of their expended capital without deduction for depreciation.

This, while taking no account of goodwill, and to that

extent unfair, at any rate constitutes a closer approximation

to justice, the return being more than the price that would

have been payable if the war had not happened, but less

than the present value of the plant. It is up to the repre-

sentatives of the company interests to endeavour to secure an

improvement on these terms, and for that purpose to adopt

more efficient tactics than those which permitted the

Government to " do them in the eye " last session.

Whether it is worth the while of the companies to try to

defer the day of purchase is a debatable question. On
.Joint Electricity Authorities and District Boards alike, their

representatives will almost invariably be heavily outvoted,

and it is a regrettable fact that municipal authorities,

though less bitter towards companies than formerly, are

still unwilling, with some exceptions, to co-operate with

them cordially ; indeed, in a few areas their attitude is

frankly hostile. Under these conditions, the companies

may naturally conclude that life is not worth living, and

prefer to take what they can get for their undertakings and

clear out of the business. In that event we may, in a few

years, see the whole of the electricity supply of ttiis country

concentrated in the hands of a small number of communal
public bodies. The alternative is to remain in the busines.s

and place their valuable experience at the service of the

joint authorities.

Ax amusing feature of the dinner ol'

DecentraJisation
^-^^ ^-orth-western Centre of the Institu-

of the I.E.E. . 1 r • ,, 1 • • 1

tion last week was the friendly skirmish

between the rival camps of London and ilanchester.

While the " London Centre "'
(as Manchester regards it) is

in possession of headquarters, the N.W. Centre considers

itself every bit as good, and a bit better. " Facts is

stubborn things," and the nine points held by London are

not easily disposed of ; but the North-West clearly means
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to secure a fair share in the government of the Institution,

and has already a series of notable successes to its credit.

As the President pointed out, the history and traditions of

the Institution are rooted in London, but years ago the

Northern Society of Electrical Engineers—the only rival

society tiiat the Institution has known in this country—was

a strong and flourishing body, and although it was

united with the larger society, it had—and in the

person of tlie N.W. Centre, it has—traditions of its own;

it looks upon London rather as an elder brother than as a

parent, and, though it is sincerely loyal to the President

and Council, it is determined to uphold its right to a due

share of responsibility and trust in connection with the

Institution's affairs, especially those which more particularly

concern itself. The special points mentioned by Mr.

Robertson were the desirability of printing some, at least,

of the Students' papers in a Students' Journal, the

necessity of relaxing the regulations for the admission of

candidates in order to prevent the exclusion of worthy

men whose war service had interfered with their professional

careers, and the claim of tiie Centre to deal with local

applications for membership.

Mr. Wordingham's suggestion that the chairman and

vice-chairman of the new Liverpool Sub-centre should be

on the Committee of the Centre, just as the chairman and

past-chairma;n of the Centre sit on the Council, calls to

mind his remark at a recent meeting that the multiplica-

tion of new Centres was impossible, because the chairmen

and past-chairmen would swamp the elected members on

the Council. This argument seems a rather leaky one.

Why should they not ? An elected member may be chosen

by a comparatively small portion of the electorate, but the

chairmen and past-chairmen are chosen as the trusted

representatives of the Territorial Centres, and it would be

just as reasonable to maintain that the latter should not be

outvoted by the former. A much more plausible objection

to the development of this system of creating a Council is

that the business of ihe Institution makes heavy demands
upon the Members of Council who are in a position to

perform the duties, and that it is not feasible for provincial

members to put in the necessary time at headquarters.

Enemy Debts.
The appointment of a Controller for

the collection of pre-war debts between

ourselves and Germany, again raises the dissatisfaction on

the part of British traders in regard to this matter, and a

more serious attempt is now to be made to bring the views

of the business community before the authorities. Under

the Economic Clauses of the Peace Treaty, which, on the

whole, do not appear to have received the consideration at

the hands of the general public which they deserve, all

debts owing to Germany by us, and all debts owed by

Germany to us, are to be paid through the Clearing Houses

which, under these clauses, are now established in London
and Berlin. To that, of course, there is no objection. The
main cause of the grievance which is now being ventilated

is the condition that debts on both sides are to bear

interest at the rate of .5 per cent, per annum from the

commencement of the war. Whatever the considerations

were which impelled the Government, through its com-

mercial advisers, to agree to this condition, it is perfectly

clear that there will be many hard cases in this country.

Take, for instance, the case of a firm owing a considerable

sum to Germany, for which a cheque was sent a day or two

before the declaration of war, which cheque when presented

was, promptly and rightly, refused payment by the bank

here. There are many such firms, and their point of view

is that it is a great injustice to them to be made to increase

their payment to their German creditors by an amonnt
equal to .5 per cent, per annum for five years. In such a

case as we have mentioned, this is the position as it is put

forward, and there seems sound reason in it. In the first

place, the firm was willing and able to pay the net amount

of the debt in 191-i. Acting prudently, it would seek to

invest the money in some easily realisable stock in order to

be able to pay it over when the time came. In

1914, the only stock of that character would be the

3 J, per cent. War Loan. In any case, it is

e.xtremely unlikely that an average of .5 per cent, will have

been earned on the money, and the firm has, therefore, not

only to suffer the penalty of making up the difference,

but also to bear the loss of the depreciation in the capital

value of the stock on sale at present prices. There are

many such instances • and now that the clearing houses are

in existence, and the Controller is demanding the debts which

are owed to Germany " forthwith "—and, with a delightful

sense of humour, adding that no guarantee can be given when

the debts owing from Germany will be paid—British

business men concerned are putting their heads together to

consider the best means for meeting the situation. It is

not suggested that the Peace Treaty can be modified, but

the point is seriously being put forward that, in the

absence of any discretionary powers on the part of the

Controller, the Treasury should be asked to bear the losses

which the Government has, it is felt, gratuitously placed

upon the shoulders of the trading community. We doubt

very much whether any success in that direction will be

achieved, and, in the present state of the national finances,

we cannot view lightly the prospect of a large sura having

to be found for this purpose ; nevertheless, the grievance is a

real one, unless there is a countervailing advantage on the

other side, which we have not yet heard of. From dealings

which have taken place between the Controller and British

debtors to Germany, there is a belief that he has some

discretion to deal with the diflficulties which are inevitable,

but whether this discretion covers the main cause of com-

plaint is not yet clear. Another grievance is that the

clearing-house system, which compels payment in either

direction, only applies to Germans resident in Germany

There are, however, a large number of pre-war debts owing

by Germans resident in other parts of the world which it

may be extremely difficult to collect now, and it is felt that

some Government action should be taken in this matter.

The D.O.T.
In our opinion, the Department of

Overseas Trade has an excellent oppor-

tunity for gaining the confidence of British manufacturers

and traders. Like most of our organisations, it has lieen

passing through a period of transformation and reconstruc-

tion during the past year, and there are indications that its

new or altered machinery is getting to work satisfactorily.

It is for tlie Treasury to see that so necessary a Department

does not suffer for want of means. If it is folly for a

private firm to attempt, with insufficient funds, to build up
a big export business which shall be permanent and
shall afford a profitable outlet for the enormously increased

production that will come sooner or later, it is some-

thing worse for a national effort intended to facilitate

such operations for the good of the whole community
to be handicapped by want of the vital wherewithal. How-
ever efficient may be the organisations established for foreign

trade promotion by manufacturers who operate through trade

associations—and they are unquestionably doing good work

—

there is a place for the Government to fill on behalf of all, both

associated and unassociated. We believe that the D.O.T. is

now alive to the greatness of its opporDunity, and in co-opera-

tion with the Trade Press it should, if it pursue an enterprising

policy, can work with freedom, can escape the soothing

influences of official existence, and continue ever wide-

awake, gain the esteem and gratitude of both traders at

home and purchasers abroad. One of the Department's

present developments is in the hands of its Economic and
Editorial Section, which is preparing a series of Manuals,

or Handbooks, of Commercial Information relating to each

of the principal foreign countries, in which will be published

basic information which will be of assistance to merchant-

bankers, traders, and others interested in trading opera-

tions. Manuals for France and the Argentine are now
in an advanced stage of preparation, and some material has

been accumulated for similar publications on Bra;;il. Italy,

and Greece. Annual reports will also be issued, taking the

place of the Consular reports to which we were accustomed

in pre-war days. These will appear more promptly, and,

no doubt, will be far more serviceable to the trading

community.
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ELECTRIC SUPPLY AT THE LONGBRIDGE WORKS OF THE AUSTIN MOTOR CO.,

NORTHFIELD, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.

The Austin Motor Co.'s works, being situated outside the

distribution aren of any large undertaking, have generated

their own electric power from the commencement, and the

history of the system has been like that of many others, in

that many changes have taken place in the process of keeping
up to date.

The first system was direct current at 110 volts, with
small gas and steam engines as prime movers. The works
increased, and the advantages of three-phase alternating-

current motors were appreciated, so in 1014 it came about
that a new power house was built on a more suitable site

to contain a larger plant, comprising six 175-kva.
alternators by the Allmiinna Svenska Elekcri.ska Co., with
exciters direct coupled, driven through flexible couplings
by high-speed engines at 375 k.p.m.

The alternators generated three-phase current at 525 volts,

2't cycles. Two were driven by gas engines, the remainder
by Hellisstt Morcom
compound V-type
two-crank enclosed

steam engines. E'i-

haust steam was led

into a common main
connected to a Led-

ward & Beckett
ejector condenser.

Kapid increase of

load due to the
manufacture of

muntions of war, in

which the firm took

so prominent a part,

necessitated a corres-

ponding increase in

the generating ca-

pacity, and two
1,250-EVA. 1,500-

R.p.M. vertical Cur-

tis turbo-alternators

by the B.T.H. Co.

were installed in

1915. The sub-base

surface condensers

of these were sup-

plied with cooling

water from a Crich-

ton wooden cooling

tower erected on an

adjacent site, make-
up water being ob-

tained from the
brook which flows

through t.he works.

Each condenser was
served by a motor-

driven circulating pump, and a motor-driven Edwards three-

throw air pump at 75 k.p.m. The boiler house then con-
tained eight 30 ft. X it ft. (i in. l,ancashire boilers, six by
Yates and Thom, one by Edwin Danks, and one by .John

Thompson, all equipped with Units superheaters, two Green
economisers, and a natural-draught brick stack of 7 ft.

internal diameter, 170 ft. high. Steam was supplied at

100 lb. pressure through a 12-in. main to the engine room.
Coal, delivered by rail, was conveyed overhead to the
Hodgkinson mechanical stoker hoppers, from storage on
the ground level. Standard vertical Weir feed pumps, of

5,000 G.P.H. each, supplied the feed-water through duplicate
i-anges. At times the demand for power was so great that
the whole plant was in commission and carrying overload.

During 191H the company undertook and carried out the

erection of two large new works on the opposite side of the

railway, one known as the North Works, for the manufacture
of 8-in. H.E. shell, from billets to the finished article, and
the other, the West Works, for 18-pounder h.e. shell. The
Xoth Works, in use by the end of ll}l(j, comprised a

Fit;. 1.

—

South Power House.

lay-out of power house, boiler house, hydraulic press house,

with eight large presses, stamps, heat treatment furnace?,

air compressor and hydraulic pump house, and a machine

shop 000 ft. long X ;'00 ft. wide. To supply the new works,

the most modern power plant was installed, viz. :—Three
three-phase, 50-cycle, 550-volt, 1,850-k.v.a., B.T.H. hori-

zontal Curtis six-stage impulse turbo-alternators at 3,000

R.P.M., with exciters direct coupled on the same shaft.

Each turbine exhausts into a surface condenser, by Mirrlees,

Watson & Co., in the basement. The condensate is extracted

by a centrifugal Leblanc air-pump, and air is taken by
multijector exhausters, of which there are two to each

condenser, so that one can always be stopped to clear the

nozzle in case of need, while the other is working. Electric

motors of 70 h.p. each drive the circulating pumps for the

cooling water obtained from three Crichton cooling towers

70 ft. high with a base area of 77 x 30 ft. Air, after passing

through a Heenan
and Froude filter,

is drawn through
the generators and
discharged outside

the turbine room.

A 14-KW. D.c. Bel-

liss-Crompton set is

available to supply

the emergency light-

ing at 11(1 volts.

The current gene-

rated at 550 volts

is supplied to the

bus-bars at that

pressure, and 24
feeders (20 37/12
and four 10/14), of

three single cables

each, supply the

North and West
Works. The main
switchboard con-

tains 1 2 double-

feeder panels for 500
amperes each feeder,

three generator
panels of 3,000 am-
peres each, one in-

strument panel for

volt -recorder and
leakage ammeter,

one 3,000 -ampere

panel to connect up
three K.H.T. single-

phase transformers

now supplying cur-

rent to the South

Works, and three panels for the frequency changer, which
converts from 50 cycles to 25 cycles for the South Works.
The switchboard, of black enamelled slate mounted on

steel-tube framework, extends nearly the whole length of

the turbine room on the floor level, and has the standard

B.T.H. equipment with oil-immersed switches, hand-

operated from the front of the board. Three Tirrill

regulators control the three generators.

During 1017 and 1918 the West Works were supplied

through two banks of three single-phase Berry oil-cooled

transformers of 625 kva. each, by the British Electric

Transformer Co., at 6,600 volts : but since the Peace

requirements are only a small fraction of the former, the

three step-down transformers have been removed to the

South Works, enabling a large proportion of the 25-cycle

plant to be replaced by the 50-cycle, which is now adopted

as the standard. The West Works, now largely saw-mills

and car-body shop, with paint-spraying and flnishiDg

departments, is supplied direct at 550 volts through two
3-core 0'125-sq. in. and one 3-core 0'3-sq. in. feeders, about
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500 yards long. The boiler Louse contains 1:.' Lancashire

boilers. 30 ft. x 9 ft. fi in., by Yates and Thorn, with

Units superheaters, three Green economisers of 300 tubes

each, a natural-draught brick stack of 9-ft. internal

diameter and 200 ft. high, and an induced-draught fan

driven by a .')0-h.p. naotor, with separate steel stack. There
are four Weir vertical feed-pumps of 5,000 gallons per

hour each, with a feed-heater in the pump house and a

CO, recorder ; steam is supplied at 170 lb. per sq. in.

pressure through a 12-in. steam main to the turbine room.

The steam temperature at the turbine stop-valve averages

550° F., and the vacuum varies from l'8"5 to 29"5 in. ; coal

is delivered by rail, and the trucks are discharged by a

tippler feeding the boot of an elevator and conveyor system

to the boilers.

Since the Armistice, the company has performed the

modern equivalent process of beating the sword into the

pruning hook, the Xorth Works now being a complete

tractor factory, with its output commenced. The South

Works, comprising large machine shops, erecting shop,

hardening shop, stamp shop, inspection and experimental

departments, &c., are engaged on the output of the 20-h.p.

motor-car. In addition to this, aeroplanes, and petrol-

electric generating sets, with storage batteries and automatic

control requiring no skilled attention, for small iustal- FiG. 4.

—

North Works Boiler House.

Fig. 2.—Main Switchboard, North Works Power House.

Fig. 3.—Turbo-Alterjjators in North Works Power House.

lations suitable for supplying villages,

institutions, and private houses, are being

manufactured. The amount of power

required at present is less than half that

absorbed during the heavy periods of the

War, so that the new power house in the

Xorth Works can cope with the whole

supply, and the 25.cycle system has been

converted to 50 cycles, with the excep-

tion of those motors which it is not

convenient to replace yet. These are

supplied through a frequency changer

in the North Power House consisting of

three B.T.H. machines, viz.. a syn-

chronous 815-KVA. motor, 550-volt, 50-

cycle, three-phase, direct coupled to a

Ci'sO-KVA., 25-cycle, 525-volt, three-phase

generator, and a 19-kw., 80-volt, D.c.

exciter, all mounted on one bedplate.

There are over 500 motors installed,

varying in capacity from 200 h.p., driving

a hydraulic pump, to ^ h.p., rotating
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the air filter for the iieuerators in the power house. There

are a large luimber of lOO-u.P.. and .')0-h.p. motors driving

line shafting iu the inachiue shops ; the motors are of the

induction type, mostly scjuirrel-cage, running at 720 R.i'.il.,

with a few at 1,-1-10 or 900 u.j'.ji. Speed changes are

effected by means of pulky cones at the machines. Crane

motors are of the slip-ring type, with gi'id resistances.

The South Power Ifouse now contains the three step-

down transformers formerly in the West Works. The
transmission from the North Works is at (J, (100 volts, by

two Pii-elli-lieneral Klectric :>-core, 0'25-sq. in. paper-

insulated, lead-covered, armoured cables, buried direct,

except where carried over the railway on the outside of the

girder bridge which connects the two works. The new
TiO-cycle switchboard in the South Works is the standard

15.T.H. type, with one ;i.000-ampere transformer panel,

seven double feeder 30li-ampere panels, and one single-

feeder panel. The e.h.t. switches at both ends of the trans-

mission are of the removable truck type.

Of great use in the works are 17 Edison accumulator

battery trucks, 5 of 50 cwt., 11 of 40 cwt., and one of

30 cwt. capacity. Motor-generator sets are installed for

charging these daily. The lighting is at 1 10 volts. Single-

phase circuits are run between each phase of the transformer

secondaries and the neutral point. In the South

Works there are six, in the North Works four, and

THE FUEL OF THE FUTURE AND THE

(JAS COMPANIES.

Fi(i. 5.

—

Frequexcv Changer.

in the West Works three lighting transformers, oil-

cooled, !i0-K.v.A. primary delta .")."i0 volts to secondary star

110 volts between phase and neutral, by the British

Electric Transformer Co. The lighting is mainly effected

by 800-watt and 20(t-watt lamps at half a watt per candle-

power ; smaller lighting is done by I'O, ;!0 and GO-watt

metal-tilament lamps. Klectric drills, desk fans, and
printing arcs ai'e run from the 110- volt circuits. About
l.'iO clocks on the Syuchronome system synchronise the

works for time, and an electrically-controlled steam whistle,

known as " The Bull," announces the times to start and
cease work. Heating throughout the factory is effected by
high-pressure steam at 100 lb. per sq. in., partly supplied

from the power boilers, through reducing valves, and
partly from an auxiliary boiler house containing six

Lancashire boilers, two of which are fitted with destructor

furnaces for consuming waste timber and other refuse. One
Lancashire boiler has been transferred from the South to the

West Works to supply the heating steam, and consumes
wood refuse from the saw mills.

The works engineer is Mr. T. W. Hartley, and his chief

assistant Mr. W. N. Y. King.

By B. L. KLEMENS.

The Profiteering Act.—The Electric Lamps Sub-Com-
mittee of the Committee on Trusts has held its seventh meeting
and considered its draft report,

0:< two recent ocuasions the G(u Journal has been deeply

stirred by articles under the above lieading in the

Electkical Review. On neither OL-casiou has it been

able to restrain its auger, and on both it indulges in

abuse which has no effect on the case set out, apparently

considering it high treason to ask for proof of Sir

Dugald Clerk's statements, while to disprove them is an

unspeakable crime.

The Gas Journal, apparently, can only see the mote

in its neighbour's eye, and not the beam in its own,

for while complaining that the Ki.ecthical Kevikw
occupies three columns in setting forth its points, :t

uses one and a half columns in attempting to dispose

of a case which it describes as not worth disposing of.

When the Gas Light & Coke (?o. rei)lied to a question con-

cerning the amount of coke obtained by baking one ton

of coal, that 8 cwt. are obtained, the Gas Journal says

the words "for sale" should have been inserted after

the word '" obtained," because (so the Journal says) the

gas company gave a net figure. But the statement does

not bear examination. The coke sold, according to Sir

Dugald Clerk, is equivalent to 41 per cent, of the

original beat value of the coal; but the South Metro-

politan Gas Co. says that the heat value of the coke is

from 10,000 to 11,000 b.th.u. per lb. (but it would not

give any guarantee). The Gas Light k Coke Co., when
tliscussing the efficiency of coke " boilers," gives the

heat value as 12,000 b.th.u., and when it tries to

support the 70 per cent, or 80 per cent, advertisement,

as 12,350 B.TH.U. per lb. The Gas Journal says that it

is 12,500 B.TH.U. per lb. It is clearly impossible for

all these different values to be equal to 41 per cent, of

the coal heat value with the same amount of coke. If

20 lb. of coal yield a net 8 lb. of coke having a heat

value of 41 per cent, of the original coal heat value,

then, at 13,000 b.th.u. per lb. for coal, 8 lb. of coke

are equivalent to 106,600 b.th.u. = 13,325 b.th.u.

per lb. That is, the coke has a higher calorific value

than the coal, which is absurd. The Gas Journal also

suggests that the efficiencies used for calculating the

mean efficiency of gas for cooking purposes, are not

those of the latest type of apparatus. This, however,

is not at all probable, tor all the efficiencies were those

quoted by the Gas Light ife Coke 'Co. except for that

of the oven, for which, as its figure was palpably

false. Sir Dugald's figures were taken. Can anyone
imagine the Gas Light ife Coke Co., or any other gas

company giving particulars of anything but the most
efficient .apparatus, when replying lo a correspondent
who wisjied to know the am<mnt of gas required to per-

fcinn certain operations? It was quite clearly stated

in my article that the hoili i',-ring efficiency wa.^ as-

sumed at 50 per cent. Instead of producing nearly two
columns of rhodomontade on tjie second occasion, the
Jmirnal would have been better employed explaining
by what scientific means Sir Dugald Clerk makes the

watt-hour the equivalent of more than 3.412 b.th.u.

He states that the one-watt lamp requires the use of

54 b.th.u. at a generating station, per candle-hour,
witlt an efficiency of 8.5 per cent, at the lamp. That
is, the watt-hour, according to him, is equivalent to

4.590 b.th.u., when he seeks to compare quantities of

heat used ; an error of nearly 35 per cent.

The first actual criticism refers to the efficiencv of

the gas-making process. The Journal denies that Sir
Dugald said anything about entirely converting the

coal into gas without coke or tar residue, and then
proceeds to quote him as saying: "If we consider the
whole of the heat used in the process (amounting to

29 per cent.) to be debited against the principal pro-
duct—coal gas—then to obtain 25 heat units in the
form of gas it is necessary to use a total of 25 -H 29 = 54
heat units of the original coal." Th« Gat Journal
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needs to refresh its memory, or else it has deliberately

refrained from quoting the next sentence, which,

although Sir Dugald wisely refrained from putting this

theory into words, entirely disproves the Journal's con-

tention. The sentence in question is: "That is, the

thermal efficiency of the gas-making process is 25/54
equals 0.46, or 46 per cent." On the figures originally

given in the lecture, coal equivalent to 54 heat units

would be converted into gas equivalent to 13.5 heat

units, and coke and tar equivalent to 24, but if the

Journal's assumption is correct, the gas yield i.s

doubled, and coke and tar remain also. As stated in

the Review, such figures are fantastic and absurd,

because coal cannot be treated on this basis, but even if

it were possible, it has nothing tb do with the point at

issue, which is, that when Sir Dugald gives -3.4 heat
units as those usefully ejii|)loyed in the oven for every
lUO at tlie gas W(.>rks, lie is assuming (whether rightly

or wrongly is immaterial in this particular case) that

16 heat units are delivered to the oven out of this 100,

and the efficiency of the oven was therefore only half

that assumed in the first article.

If, for the sake of argument, the Gas Co.'s wholly

erroneous statements concerning the coke were accepted

at their face value, it would still be necessary to con-

vert a net 34,800,000 b.th.u. (making full allowance

lor coke and tar) to do by gas the work that can be

done by electricity for a destruction of coal equivalent

to 16,400,000 B.TH.U. This, of course, is only a paper

comparison, for 58,240,000 B.TH.U. must be converted

l)y the gas companies, and the net figure would only be

true if the coke and tar heat values could be u.sed at

cent, per cent, efficiency. Even assuming that this

impossible supposition were true, our coal supply would

be exhausted twice as fast if gas were used as tlie medium
for lighting and lieatiiiL'. instead of elcrtricity.

THE IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION.

When, on the afternoon of Wednesday, February 4th,

H.R.H. Princess Alice, Countess of Athlone, opened the Z>«//y

Mail Ideal Home Exhibition at Olympia, there were on view

some 250 displays, each devoted to the comfort, conveni-

ence, and cheap running of the home. In addition, there

are sections dealing with the garden, poultry rearing,

labour-saving appliances, music, recreation, and baby-land.

In the annexe the ]\Iinistry of Health has erected a miniature

village of ideal homes for workers, and also a panorama of

the city of the future, while the Ministry of Agricul-

ture is responsible for a full-sized allotment which has

vegetables growing as in .lune. The great question of the

day, housing;, is thoroughly illustrated by many types of

structures in a variety of materials ; a housing conference,

organised by the Royal Institute of British Architects, was

begun on the opening day, while kiaematograph displays

and popular lectures will be given at frequent intervals

during the period the exhibition remains open until Feb-

ruary i'5th. The exhibition and the conferences, organised

is being called in to discharge the thousand and one tasks

which in the past have made housekeeping a burden.

Electricity in the home comes into its own at this exhibi-

tion ; the ideal home, heated, lighted, cleaned, and kept

comfortable by the aid of electricity, which cooks, washes

up, and in many other ways acts as handmaiden to the

house-wife, is thus realised.

Many of the electrical exhibits are not new, they were on

view at other recent exhibitions : neveFthdess, a feature of

this exhibition is the tine and complete display of modern
labour-saving devices, and a striking concentration of elec-

trical household appliances is that given by the "all

electric "' house which is, in fact, an exhibit in itself well

worthy oif a special visit. The idea of a stand in this form,

not only equipped with electrical devices throughout, but

showing each in its proper position and at work, is excel-

lent, and one that must appeal directly to the public.

T'he Daily Mail announces its intention of sending every

member of its staff throughout the coimtry to the Exhi-
bition at its own expense. This excellent idea could, with

Figs. 1 k -2,—PedivStal He,\ter ,and Cooker, Figs. 3 &, 4.—Domestic Cookers.

with the cordial help of the ^[inistries of Health and Agri-

culture, the Royal Institute of British Architects, the

Architectural and the Garden Cities Associations, and

others, should prove of much utility ; the public will see

what can be done by a wise expenditure of money to over-

come difficulties, and the labour-saving section especially

should appeal to all.

There has never been anything quite like the present

exhibition ; it is one that nobody can afford to miss seeing.

Many things of utility, adornment, comfort, economy, and

labour saving that contribute to the conception of the ideal

home are on view, and various phases of house construction

and equipment can be studied at first hand. It is easy to

recognise that the difficulty of maintaining an adequate

domestic service lies at the root of the problem of the home

lover to-day. Ingenuity is being exercised to reduce

manual labour in the home to a minimum, and electricity

ad\antage, be emulated by the electricity supply under-

takings, as there is plenty to be seen, not only of an educa-

tional character, but also calculated to inspire confidence

and to suggest the vast influence which electrical methods

may have upon the art of liouie building. We uiight point

out that any difficulty in the payment of expenses might be

overcome, under Clause 'M) of the Electricity (Supply) Act,

by the Electrical Development Association arranging a

conference or meeting at the Exhibition. Any electricity

undertaking is empowered under this clause to pay the

expenses of any delegates or members of its staff nominated

to attend such conferences.

The General EtECXKlc Co., Ltd . r>7, Queen Victoria Street.

London, E.G. I.—This exhibit takes the form of a two-storey

model house, completely equipped witli electric liKhtin>r, heatint;.

(Xjokiugr, and other appliances, and is proving u irreat attraction.

On the ground tloor of this " nil electric " hou.se the kitchen,
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larder, liviu« room, and parlour iiro situated ; these are connected

with the wash-house and store by an artistically-constructed

perg-ola. The first t1ior contains three bedrooms and the bath-

room. In all the roomi and on the landings the liffhtin? arrange-

ments are well thought nut. fittings suitable for every part of the

house being availaWle Eaeh room has its electric radiator, of a

design in keeping with the decorative feheme. Radiators can now
be obtained with a switch to enable a griuiuated heat control to hi

obtained ; some will permit of the bDiling of a kettle, and a

noteworthy one, the " Magoet " (tig.^. 1 and 2) pedestal heater,

placed in the living room, is instantly adaptable for toasting, boiling,

frying, and stewing—a p'easing combination heater and cooker,

the utility ol which does not spoil its attractive appsarance.

reversed iron on its sjiecial stand becomes the hot plate on which
the other utensils are heated. Fig. 6 shows how by fitting the

lid of the boiler it becomes a curling tongs heater, and fig. 7 shows
the boiler in position for heating small quantities of water.

A dish-washer, driven and heated by electricity, is a feature that

all housewives will covet ; and polishing app.xraluR will save much
labiur when cleaning silver, cutlery, \-u

The w.ashhouie contains an applioation of electricity that will

perhaps save more labour and annoyaice than any other—

u

washing machine, fig. 8. easy to operate and speedy in action. By
its use the ti'rrors of " washing day" can be disregarded ; and the

wringing, by a simple accessory, is done uy the machine at the

same time. After washing, comes drying -wherj the electri(' fan

Figs. 5, 6, and 7.—Er,EciRic Ikcn and Travelling Outfit.

Tn electric light in the home we have a steady soui'ce of illumi-

nation that is completely isolated from the surrounding atmosphere,

thui avoiding all the fumes that are bound to arise when light is

produced by combustion. During the last few years advances have
been made in this branch uf electrical science, and in innumerable
ways electric light has proved a blessing. It is switched on
instantaneously from any selected position, and in reply to the

objection that has sometimes been raised that electric light cannot

be "turned down," a type of switch is now been made that

enables a lamj) to be lowered as required, instead of bsing switched

off entirely. The quality of the light given by the best makes of

lamp is so well kno^n that it seems almo.st superfluous to emphasise
it ; it is soft and pleasant to the eyes, especially good when much
reading and study has to be done.

may help —and ironing. The electrically-heated "Magnet" iron

is a boon ; it saves all the delay of wa'ting for the heating of the
ordinary solid iron, for it is ready for use in a few minutes after

the switching-on of the current.

Turning to the living room, we find the invaluable toaster, which
toasts quickly and deliciously. Electric kettles are available at a

moment's notice ; these, naturally, are shown in several of the
rooms, as are the useful hot-plates, which will either prepare food
and boil water, or. in the case of warming-plates, keep them hot
until required.

In the parlour, as in the entrance hall, we find a cigar-lighter,

which will also light a pips, where electricity plays the part of

the burning match. An electrically-driven sewing machine will

delight the heart of the home worker. And when the parlour is

only needed for .an hour or two, nothing is more easy than to switch
on the electric radiator—with no after-iesulta in the way of ashes
and dust.

Upstairs, the house is attractively fitted with many appliances

which continue to prove the well-nigh universal possibilities of

electrical energy. The bedrooms, of course, have their electric fires

and pedestal heaters, so that the lighter forms of cooking can be done

'CABIN • TYPE.
lable for fluor or Wall use. by\th

},/•!, aduisliiuiilo/iifla.liablesiltiporl:

Fig. it.—Electric Hot Water Radiator.

Fig. 8.

—

Tlsctric Washer.

Towards the kitchen, of course, and its operations, the eyes of the
housewife will be most frequently directed. Here we find that
electricity is the ever-willing servant. The electric cooking range
(fig. 3) is an ideal which most women will strive for ; it is clean,

makes no dust or smoke, and produces no fumes. Smaller pieces of

cooking apparatus, fig. 4, grillers and toasters, will prepare a meal in

a few minutes ; there is no bother of fire-laying, no lengthy wait for

the stove, or oven, to " warm up." Accessory appliances, such as

warming-plates, hot-plates, food warmers, are shown ; these, of

course, are just as useful in the living-room as in the kitchen,

for a great part of the charm of electricity is the cleanliness which
allows of the preparation of a meal in the room where that meal is

to be consumed, if it is so desired. The universal voltage electric

iron shown in fig. 5 comprises an iron and stand, with curling

tongs heater and boiler, all packed in a neat leatherette case. The

if desired—extremely handy in the event of illness. A milk warmer
explains its own use by its name—the household with a nursery
will appreciate this ; the toilet-table has its electrically-heated

curling-tongs, and the electric shaving-mug is a device that will

appeal to the masculine mind—it solves the shaving-water problem
completely, bringing precisely the right quantity of water to the
carrect temperature in two or three minutes. Most of these

smaller articles, including the pedestal heater, can be run from the

ordinary lighting plug.

For the cleaning of the house an electric vacuum cleaner will do
the work of a couple of maids, and by its use the broom and dustpan
can be eliminated.

In the bathroom we find an electric towel-rail and gown-rail,

capital items for drying and airing towels, linen articles, costumes,
&c. Hot water for the bath and lavatory basin is supplied at any
hour of the day or night by an electric calorifier, situated in the
scullery ; it can be placed, however, where it is most convenient,
and it is automatic, regulating its own heat.
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Besides the " Magnet " electric fires there is another type of

heater, known as the '' Magnet " electric hot-water radiator (fig. 9),

which does not give a radiant heat as is the case with fires, but

effects a uniform heating of the surroundin!.'' air by means of the
convection currents set up. For this purpose they are economical
heaters giving a high efficiency with a low energy consumption,
and at the same time the fire risk is practically nil. They are

made in tsi'o types, the "column" type and the 'cabin" type.

The former comprises a .system of tubular hot water circulators

provided with a large number of heat distributing gills or blades.

A dual pattern immersion heater is fitted at the bottom, so that a

varying heat control can be obtained. The '' cabin " type is of

similar construction, but is broader but not so tall, a single heat-

immersion heater being provided. These radiators need no
attention except that it may be necessary once a year to add a

little water through the water filler. The construction is

particularly robust being entirely of steel and brass.

But it is impossible to mention in detail everything electrical

provided by the enterprise of this company in its original exhibit,

which must be seen to be fully appreciated. It is a revelation of

the manner in which, of recent years, electricity has proved to l)e

an ever-ready servant, making the work that remains a pleasure.

The house, we should add, has been specially designed by Mr.
Albert J. Thomas, L.R.I.B.A., and constructed by Messrs.

Humphries. Ltd., the furnishing is by Messrs. Harrods, Ltd., the
sanitary fittings are supplied by Messrs. J. Bolding & Sons, the

tiles by Messrs. Geo. Tucket & Co , and Messrs. Roberts, Adlard
and Co.

Messrs. Strode & Co.. Ltd., 48, Osnaburgh Street, London,
N.W. 1. exhibit country house lighting plant consisting of a

horizontal low-speed oU engine burning cheap paraffin, and con-

trolled by a governor which ensures steadiness in running and
economy in fuel consumption. Constant attention or regulation is

unnecessary ; the plant is simple in character and easy to manage.
Where space has to be economised, a low-speed dynamo is direct-

coupled to the engine, but, where sufficient room is available, a belt-

drive can be supplied. All working parts of the dynamo are easy
of access for inspection and cleaning, and. at the same time, well

protectee^ against accidental contact. The generating plant requires

to be run three or four hours per day to charge a battery of

Fig. 10.—Improved Indirect Lighting Fittings.

accumulator cells, and for the remainder of the time energy may be

taken from the battery. Separate switches and fuses are pro-

vided on the switchboard to control the dynamo, and the house

circuit, also for extra circuits where required. A regulating charge

and discharge switch is provided for the battery, which enahlfs

certain cells to be cut in or out of circuit to obtain the correct

voltage. An automatic cut-out protects the battery in the case of

the charging current falling below the proper limit. This firm's

new "Destro" electric cooking and heating utensils are manu-
factured exclusively of aluminium, and combine lightness,

strength, and cleanliness. Each unit is fitted with a quick-heating

element, there are no .soldered joints, and the elements are easily

replaced. Black ebonised handles are fitted, the construction is

strong, with a superior finish, .Specimens of electric bells, telephone.*,

flush switches, plugs, and ornamental switch covers, as well as

the firm's steel conduit system of wiring are to be seen. Improved
indirect lighting fittings, combining the advantages of both

in<lirect and semi-indirect systems, are exhibited, in which in-

direct illumination is obtained with a special reflector, having

two confocal curves on the upper part of the fitting (as shown in

fig. 10"). the bowl being illuminated at the same time, so that a soft

and diffused light is obtained. There is a fine selection of fittings,

including alabaster, superlux, and other dash fittings, specially

constructed for use with gas-filled lamps. Although not actually

exhibited, it may be stated that the firm is bringing out a new form
of window reflector light, and also a reflector fitting for studio work,

designed on scientific lines.

Messrs. Berry's Eleotric. Ltd.. 8li. Newman Street, Oxford

Street. Loudon. W. I. This " T.>uoh-liutton " lioiise, with its

innumerable electrical devices fur dodging ilrudgcry. had a constant

stream of vifiittirs and will servo to give some idea of what the

real "Touch-button" house will be when it is openeil next mouth
at the above addre.ss. The name is not altogether a fancy one, for

the pressing of a button in the various rooms has a remarkable

effect, and the house, comprising artistically decorated rooms, the

contents of which are all for sale, contains and is set apart for

demonstrations of labour-saving devices. The well-known " Magi-

coal ' electric fires, and " Colec ' system of radiant heating, which

are the firm's chief specialities, are exhibited to advantage. The
actual heat comes from an electric radiator on the hearth, and the

coal -fire effect is brought about by reflected light. There are no

chimneys in the house, no soot, little dust, and work is reduced con-

siderably. All the rooms are heated by means of a central coal oricoke

fire to a temperature of .55 F.. and the "topping up " is provided

by means of electricity. In the kitchen electricity is a regular

maid of all work : it appears to play almost a human part all over

the house, even to an electric vibrating razor for shaving.

(_Tu be nintinueil.)

FAILURES OF TURBO-QENERATORS, AND

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS.

.\t a lueeting of the Nokth-Eastehn Centre of the Institu-

iioN ov Electrical Enginkers at Newcastle, on January 'ibth,

Mr! J. Shepherd read a suiumary of his paper (which -was

abstracted in our issues of Januajy Itilh and -iSrd). In the

subsequent discussion Mr. Rosen said he did not agree thai

tui-bo-generators were unreliable, as he knew of a machine

that was put in 15 years ago and was still running, and had

only had a few overhauls. Many of the faults were due to

conditions at the stations, but again, many of the short-

comings were being overcoiuc. He thought that if the alter-

nator rotor were removed, and an examination made of the

stator windings, a large number of serious accidents woubl

be obviated. Further, he contended that the tendency of

modem construction and imiuoveuieuts was tcj lessen faults

due to stresses at critical speeds. Flexible couphngs were

quite satisfactory when the working pressure was kept within

reasonable limits. The author seemed to think that water-

cooling would prove the cm-e lor the difficulties raised, but

the speaker thought there was in this a great danger, for

leaks could not be entirely prevented.

Mr Jackson said the author referred to the turbine as

being first installed in 1903, but before that they had it on

Tyneside. In that district many exi)eruuents had been mad.-

with air cooling. Great difficulties had been met with when

spray filters had been used, and also with the cloth filter. The

cloth filter was satisfactory while in use, but difficult to clean

when out of action. Experiments had been made 'with water

cooling, with a great amount of success. If water coohng

were used, and the water allowed to fall to too low a tem-

peiatui-e, it rnight cause condensation. Then there were the

failures of the tubes due to age and corrosion. Gas was often

taken up, and water taken from a condenser was often very

corrosive indeed, but chemical mixtures had been introduced

which had overcome the difficulty. He protested against the

suggestion that flexible couplings were not satisfactory. He
luid seen solid couphiigs used that were the cause of seriouB

vibration.

Mr. Lunn said he had experienced difficulty with corrosion

arising from the use of condenser water. He asked whether

oil could not be used for cooling purpa>^s instead of water

If a leak occurred it would not be so serious as if water b.xd

been used, and if some dropped on the windings probably

it would not do much harm. If air were passing through and

carried in dirt it would soon cause trouble. The oil would

have to be cooled, and that might increase the cost. He had

not used water spray, but the air filter seemed to keep the

.lir ahnost clean, and after twelve months there was very-

little sign of dirt on the windings. He had had one break-

down caused Isy a bad joint. He thought it was due to

faulty soldering." When the joint was repaired and the burnt

lx>rtion removed, they found all the conductors of one length

were broken down. The longer conductors were supported,

but it had not been considered necessary to support the

shorter ones, and evidently that was a mistake, because the

strain had caused the insulation to break on each of these

conductors. He thought it was very necessary that damper.i

should be fitted to the air-ducts, as they would save a great

deal of damage.
Mr. Be.\rd said he did not agree that the old lo-w-speed

alternators gave no trouble. He also criticised Mr. Shep-

herd's stat^^ment that " As a rule serious failnres with turbo-

generators only develop when machines are of large size and

form units in a system of some magnitude." The speaker

thought that rather the reverse applied, because generallv

s(>eaking, on large systems the protective arrangements were

so mnch better than on the smaller systems, and a break-

down was less liable to do much damage. With repard to

the slip on lotors. he could not re^-all wheie side iJip ha<l

occurred; the conditions were very unsuitable for side slip

to take pla<o. Mention had been made of the use of carbon

tetrachloride, but he advised great caution in its use. Re-

ferring to automatic dampers, he said these were closed by

the same relavs as cut out the machine in the case of failure.

Mr. TTRNF.n and Mr. Patterson also briefly joined in the

debate, and Mr. Shepherd replied.

E
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At Birmiiighain, on January 2Sth. Mr. J. Shepherd's paper

on the above subject was read and distussed before the

South-Midland Centre ol the I.E.E.

Mr. W. Wilson said that anyone who had had marine

experience must have realised that the introduction of elec-

tric drive would briii;;! abont a muuber of welcome improve-

ments, while at the same tinio the corrosive effects of the

salt air were only too evident tu those who hail to maintain

electrical apparatus exposed to its influences. AxuousJ other

advantages, the toUowiug were the most e\ident that would

be derived from electrical propulsion of ships : The develop-

ment of power would be centnili.sed : the removal of the

inefficiencies of isolated auxiliaries would result in a saving

of coal. The increased ease of mauceuvring was particularly

felt in naval vessels, where greater safety, as well as con-

venience, would be afforded by electric transmission, through

the increased sub-division and isolation that would be made
possible. One of the most evident advantages was the

absence of the long intermediate shaft, which was responsible

for such a large proportion of the breakdowns at sea. The
difficulties in the way were not less serious than the author
had stated; the principal dithculty was that of cooling the

generators.

Mr. W. N. CR.VNSTON explained that if they took 1-5 deg. C.

as the approximate difference in temiieratme required be-

tween the iron surface and the air in the duct, and assumed
the corresponding difference in the case of water cooUng to

be neghgible, "they could permit an internal temperature rise

of 15 deg. C. more. If they took 50 deg. C. as the present
temperatme rise from all sources they could allow 40 per
cent, greater loss, provided all other things remained equal.

Unfortunately ' that was not so, since they relied on the
cooling from the air gap surfaces of both stator and rotor
as a valuable heat path, the efficiency of which depended
entirely upon a rapid change of the air in the gap taking
place, and in the author's ideal machine it would disapiiear.

In a machiue haviug a .stator lu.-<s of 'JUO KW.. about 00 KW".
would be dissipated from the gap surface of the stator. and
a similar amount from the rotor. In the absence of air
ventilation the whole of that heat would have to be con-
ducted across the stampings, at the point of highest loss, and
he was afraid this wotdd practically absorb the whole of the
15 deg. C. gained. Whatever might be the future of water
cooling as an auxiliary, he thought the main cooling medium
would continue to be aii-. They ruight use a clo.sed ciicuit
with some form of coohng device, which would give absolute
cleanliness, and it would be possible to rob the air of its
oxygen before admitting it to the machine, and so eliminate
the fire risk. A gas had the great advantage over- a liquid
that the heat in it could be extracted mechanically even
though it might be at a lower temperature than its sur-
roundings. This opened up great possibihties of using the
turbo losses to some advantage.
Mr. R. G. Jakemax, in common with several other speakers,

thought the author had been rather unfair to the present
designs of turbo-alternators. The author appeared to have
assumed that all channels would be completely filled with
the cooling liquid. It seemed quite likelv. however, that
the centrifugal force would cause the liquid to be flung out-
wards, lea'ving a vacuum at the bottom of the slot, which
would reduce the surface of Uquid available for cooling.
Mr. P. Forrest said the present method of cooling large

turbo-alternators could not be regarded as satisfactory. 'He
believed future development would tend towards some system
of Hquid cooling. There were grave risks m adopting water
cooUng for the stator of a high-voltage alternator, and he
did not beheve that this would ever become standard practice.
Forced oil-cooling for both stator and rotor would be a
satisfactory solution of the difficulty, although the volume of
the cooling ducts for oil as compared with those necessary
for water cooling would be about two and a quarter time's
as large.

Swedish Engineers and Higher Piece Rates.—The
Economic Eevteu-. quoting the SociaUDemokraten for Januarv
14th. says that in support of their claims for higher piece
rates as compensation for the shorter working dav. the
Swedish workers m the engineering industrv urge that 'labour
efficiency has risen considerably during recent veara; and
that greater output cannot be achieved, which is the solution
offered by the employers. To substantiate this claim, the
Metalworkers' Union has now carried out an investigation,
covering 13 large firms in the engineering industrv. six in
Stockholm and seven in the provinces. It reports that during
the years 1914-19 a reduction of iB.9 per cent, in the hours of
work has taken place, which affords a measure of the increase
in efficiency. The nay per hour has i-isen on an average 107.5
per cent, during this period. Of this figure. 32.7 per cent.
was derived from increases in piec« rates, the remaining
74.8 per cent by increased output 'The cmployetB have
therefore easily been able to meet the compensation paid for
the higher cost of living, and a more sympathetic treatment
of the present compensation demands with regard to the
S-hour day might have been expected.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.
Readerf are invited to nibmit particvl^iri of new or improred

dericet and apparatut, tcAicA will be published if comidtrei of

tuffici»nt interest,

.4 'Vacuum Shrouded Immersion Heater.

In our issue of June 14th, 1918, we gave details of a method
of heating water or other Uquids by me-ans of a heating

element immersed in a vacuum flask. The inventor, Mr.
L. 0. Meyer, has further improved this device by adding a
small resistance which reduces the current to a strength just

Fig. 1.—V.AccuM Shrouded Immeksio.n Heater.

sufficient to maintain the contents of the flask at boiling

point. The inventor states that J pint of water can be kept
at 212 deg. F. by a heater taking 4.5 watts from a 4-volt

accumulator.

.4 New AVind Turbine.

Mr. Cl-Arksox, of the Air Power Co., Prestwich, Man-
chester, has recently developed a new wind turbine, fig. 2.

This machine may be constructed in various sizes and types

in accordance with the force available in different districts.

The diameter of the turbine langes from 6 to 20 ft., and it is

fitted with either single or multiple rotors. A starting and
stopping gear is provided, and roller bearings support the

JB^
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THE QYROSTATIC COMPASS.

By SIDNEY Q. BROWN, F.R.S., M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of paper read before the RoYAL INSTITUTION OP Grbat Britain, January doth, 1920.)

A OYROSTAT consists of an accurately balanced spinning wheel,
mounted with as Little friction as po*ible, and in such a way
that the axis of the wheel may point in any dii'ection in space.
Mere translation iu space has no action on the instrument

;

carrying it about, for instance, does not alter the direction of

the axis. On the other hand, the gyrostat is acted upon by
any force that tends to tilt the axis, or to give the axis a new
dii'ectiou in space.

The wheel is spinning round its axis. Call the direction of

this OA. If we impress a force upon the wheel, tending to

tilt or rotate it round another axis OB, then the rule is that
the spinning whi»el will " preeess " or move in such a direction

Fici. 1.—Complete Eqiupment of Bruw.n d, hu-i_'u.mhass.

as to try to make the two axes OA and UB coincide, and the
direction of spin of the wheel to coincide with the new diiec-
tion of rotation that we are trying to produce by the applied
force.

The gyrostat under impressed forces tends to move so as to
make the whole angular momentum a maximum. Suppose,
therefore, a. gyrostat has its axis OX fixed parallel to the
earth's surface, but free to turn in " azimuth." as it is called.

upon a frictionless vertical spindle, the earth will act upon
such an instrument, and it will be a gyro-compass. The earth
as it rotates is continually tilting the axis of the wheel in
space; the wheel will, therefore, turn so as to set its axis of
rotation as nearly as possible parallel to the axis of the earth.
It is only when the two axes coincide that thf wheel is free of

any further tilting action—that is. when it is [winting true
north; deviate the axis, however little, from fhis position of
rest, and the action of the earth comes in again to precess the
wheel back again to the north.
The use of a gyro-compass on land is very limited, and its

great value at the present time is on board ship. Now a rolling

and pitching ship is about the worst place to put a gyrostat to

act as a compass, because the ship's movements all tend to 'tilt

the axis. The problem, therefoie, is to make the compass in-

.sensible to the movements of the ship, and respond only to

the slow angular rotation of the earth.

To indicate the severity of the ship's movements I may
recall a recent trip of this gyro-compass on board a fast

destroyer. During a severe gale the ship was recorded to roll

over 50 deg. of total angle; yet the gyro-compass maintained
its accuracy and allowed the ship to be safely steered into

harbour, to which-she had to run for safety. In all this whirl
wind of movement the gyro-compass heard and only responded
to the still small voice of the earth's rotation.

For use on board ship the compass must be mounted on .i

pendulum in gimbal rings, and its period of oscillation is

lengthened to something like 8.5 minutes, which is usual in

practice, so that the rolls, which are of the order of 7 to 1.5

(teconds' period, shall have but small effect on the compass.
In this case the rotation of the earth does not act directly

upon the gyro wheel, but by means of the force of gravity

through the pendulous weight. Unfortunately this form of

mounting introduces tioubles of its own.
Suppose the spindle is pointing west, and is horizontal, then

the earth as it rotates will leave the wheel pointing in this one
direction in space, but the weight will try and follow the

earth's rotation, and will start precessing the gyro towards th«

north. The rate at which the wheel comes to the north de-
pends upon the weight attached to the casing. All the time
the wheel is coming to the north the earth is adding to the
rate of the precession, and the spindle is as a consequence
tilted, and is deflecting the weight, at the north position.
Under these conditions the effect of the weight is to continue
the precession, and the gyro wheel will swing through the
north position, and will continue to move until the efJect of the
earth ai'rests and reverses the motion. I'he compass will

therefore continue to swing through the north jxjsition with
constant amplitude backwards and forwards, undamped. To
render the compa.ss of use, some method of damping the swing
must be introduced, so that the compass may finally settle on
the north. Friction between the vertical spindle and its sup-
port is inadmissible, because the movements of the ship would
rejict through the friction and cause errors in the reading.
.\nschutz, in his early form of compass, by use of an air blast
gets rid of this connection with the ship. The air blast wae
arranged to oppose the movement in " azimuth " when ths
W'heel tilted, and thus he obtained an effective method of
damping. The strength of the air blast, which varies prop-T-
tionally to the tilt, should be nothing when the com'u'-s is at

rest on the north—that is, w'hen the tilt is nothing—and this

would be true with the compass on the equator. In other
latitudes, however, the compass rests at the north with a tilt

still remaining. It does not come back to the horizontal posi-

tion because the axis of the \\ heel is trying to set itself parallel

to that of the earth. This leaves a residual air blast con-
tinuously acting, producing a permanent twist iu " azimuth
and a constant error. It is therefore preferable to damp the
swings of the compass by acting upon the tilt rather than its

inovement in " azimuth," because in this case there will be
no latitude error. The tilt is a maximum at the middle of each
sw-ing—that is, when it is movnng through the north jxisition

—

and it is the return of the weight to its truly vertical position

that IS resixmsible for the continuation of the oscillation. We
therefore require .some method of neutralising the action of

the weight, not before, but after the compass has reached the
north. This I accomplish in the " Brown " ^'yro-compass by
automatically moving a liquid from one bottle to another, and
in such a direction as to counterbalance the weight, precessing

the gyro wheel: and I delay its action by means of a valve or

constriction in the tube joining the two bottles.

Fu; 2.—OVRO-CoMTASS RPMOVED FROM BiNNACI.R.

The force with which the compass seeks the north is pr<y

portional to the product of the rotation (one revolution in

•24 hours) and the spin of the wheel. In the " Brown " ffyro-

compass the wheel, which is 4 in. in diameter and 41 lb. in

weight, nins at 15,000 revolutions per minute. The maiimum
directive force of the earth on this wheeJ, that is when the

.spindle is pointing east to west, is only the weight of 80 grain

i

with a leverage of 1 in. This small force m continually
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diminishing in value as the axis approaches the north direc-

tion, and vanishes absolutely in that position. If the compass
be iletlecf-eil. say 1 deg., from the north, then the force of

reatonition is only i gi'ain at a leverage of 1 in. It will there-

fore be seen how important it is to eliminate as completely

as possible any friction on the vertical axis that would tend

to oppo.'ie the directive action of the earth.

There are three forms of gyro-compass now in use, the

Anschutz (German), the Sperry (American).* and the
" Brown " (British).

In the " Anschutz." the vertical axis is supported by a

bath of mercury; in the " Sperry " by a suspended wire, the

twist, if any. being taken out by a follow-up motor, through

This would be true if the compass were undamped; but
all gyro-compasses are damped, and the ballistic deflection

inu.st. therofiire, include a term due to the damping.
This damping term up to the present has been neglected,

but in practice it i.s found that when a ship is steaming and
turning to alter its cour.se, the compass does not come dead-

beat to its new (X)sition, but has an oscillation started which
is common to all existing gyro-compasses. On a merchant
ship the damping error is of little moment; but on a war
ves.sel which is manu-'uvring it may be .serious, as it may
swing the compass off it^» correct reading by several degrees.

I have made certain modifications in my compass to remove
the damping error.

-Binnacle .\xd Gyro-Compass Fig. 4.

—

Det.uls of Brown Gyro-Compass.

A, gyro-wheel; B, casing, carried on knife edges; c. damping bottle; d. quadrantal weight; e, control bottle; f, sapporting
ring; G, adjusting screw for E-w balance; h. air blast for repeater control; i, air contact-maker; j, air pipes; k. air box;
h, air jet; M. knife-edge; N. follow-up ring; o. ring on which lubber-lin« is marked; P, screw stoppers; Q, main penduluni
on ball bearings; R, meix'ury contact rings; s, shp rings; T, mercury cups; u, compass card; v. step-by-step motor for
turnmg follow-up ring N; x. rotor of pump motor; y, stator;z. ball-bearing thrust block; a, adjusting screw for air jet,
h. screws; d, intermediate spindle; e, adjustment for repeater air blast; g, spirit level; h, i, screws for adjustments; k. cover;
m. ball-bearing guide for vertical axis; n. screws; p, pipe sockets; g, suction valve for oil pump; r, flexible leads to
gyro stator; s, divided screw head of damping valve; t, cover of air box; v, oil cup for gyro w-heel; iv, counterweight.

an electric contact which switches on the current to the
motor; and in the " Brown," which is operated by an hydrau-
lic sj'stem of support, the lower end of the vertical spindle
acts as a ram and stands upon a cohimn of oil. The oil is

under great pressure, some 5(X) lb. per* sq. in., and is kept
pumping up and down, thus raising and lowering the vertical
axis continually some ISO times every minute.
The continual movement of the spindle results in a prac-

tically frictionless vertical support, so that the total moving
part, some 7i lb. in weight, can be carried round in " azi-

muth " by the smallest force, due to the earth's rotation; in

fact, so small is the friction that the compass, if deflected,
will always come back again to its troe north position, cer-

tainly vrithin 1/lOth of a degree. I think I am safe in saying
that it is the most perfect frictionless support yet given to the
vertical spindle of any gyro-compass or indeed of any machine.
A ship sailing to the north at. say. 20 knots would complete

a revolution of the globe in 45 days. If there were a gyro-
compass on the ship, the instrument would be sensible of
the angular movement, and would point one or more degrees
west of the actual pole; this is termed the " north steaminc:
enor." The extent of the error can be accurately calculated.
and tables have been prepared so that this error can be allowed
for. Automatic means have also been devised to make these
necessary corrections in the reading of the compass. For
instance, a special form of repeater has Heen designed in
which the card can be set eccentric, so that, when once set.

the correction will be automatically applied without any
further reference to the tables.

.\s the ship changes its speed the acceleration will act upon
the_ pendulous -weight and cause an oscillation to be started.
This oscillation is termed the " ballistic deflection."
The permanent north steaming error and the transitorv

error, due to the balhstic deflection, are in the same direction,
and mathematicians have calculated that with an undamped
gyro-compass, if the time of its oscillation is set to S-5 minutes
in any particular latitude, the ballistic deflection can be made
exactly the same as the deflection due to the north steaming
error; this being so. the compa.os .should move into its new
resting place without further oscillation.

* The Anschutz compass was fully described in the Elec-
trical Review for December 1st, 1911, and the Sperrv in
the issue for Jnne 6th, 1913,

The last, but by no means the least, of the errors that may
arise if the instrument is not properly designed, was not
known when the gyro-compass was first brought out, and it

proved a most difficult fault to correct; its elimination has
had more to do with the design of the later forms of gyro-
compasses than any other factor. If a gyro wheel is pre-
cessed towards and kept pointing to the north by an ordinary
pendulum weight it wiU work well on board ship, provided
that the ship is steaming on a fairly smooth sea; but if the
direction of the compass points anvwhere in the quadrants

—

that is, N.W. or N.E., S.W. or S.E.—and the ship rolls, the
wheel will try to set itself so as to bnng the rim of the
spinning wheel in line with the roU. and in a long, continued
and heavy roU the compass may show an error of 20 or more
degrees, a most serious fault, and one that w-ould render the
instrument quite useless in a heavy sea. This error is called

the " quadrantal error." If the compass points direct N.S.E.
or W. the error is nothing, but it would be a maximum in

any of the directions before mentioned.
Anschutz gets rid of the error by multiplying the number

of his gyro wheels, and by constructing the instrument as

symmetrical as possible. In the year 1914 the Sperry (/O.

claimed to have effected a cure for the error by attaching the
pendulous weight, not directly to the gyro casing, but through
a pin arranged to move in a slot in the casing.

In the " Brown " compass the quadrantal error is elimi-

nated by making the weight operate completely out of phase
writh the roll—tliat is, at 90 deg. displacement.

The " Brown " gyro-compass is .=hown diagrammatically
in fig. 4. A is the gyro wheel in its casing b. This case i,<>

carried on knife edges M in the vertical ring f, and is thus

free to tilt under the action of the rotation of the earth.

The vertical ring turns in azimuth on a frictionless mounting,
consisting of an oil pump at the bottom of a ball-bearing m at

the top. XY is the three-phase motor that drives the oil pump
The gyro wheel is the rotor of a three-phase motor, and

current is led into the moving svstem throueh the three sets

of iron contact rings r and s. These rings do not touch, but

the outer set are hollow, and mercury fills the space between
them, so that there is Uttle friction.

The vertical ring is dynamically balanced by two projecting

weights D. Q is the pendulous mounting, supported by
gimbal rings and by the outer row of springs to take up
shock.
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The gyro wheel runs at 16,000 revolutions per minute, and
thus acts aa a powerful blower, giving an au--pres8ure equal
to some 3 in. of water. Fixed to the vertical ring, but con-
nected through the hollow bearing m to the inside of the
case, is the air jet l. This jet blows into the two halves of

the air box K, and thence through the pipes J. The air-pres-

sure is thus transmitted to the oil in the two sets of bottles
c and D.

H is another air jet similarly mounted and employed to
atft upon a pair of contact-making vanes i. The contacts,

Fig. 5.—Gyro Wheel in Case.

through the agency of the controller which is fixed on the
switchboard, work the repeaters and the step-by-step motor
V. This motor forces round the follow-up ring N to keep the
contact-maJjing vanes i always opposite the air jet, and in
doing this all the repeaters op the diip follow suit.

is the compass card fixed to the upper portion of the
vertical ring, and o is the lubber line support. By removing

the four screws marked n the gyro-compass can be completely
removed from the gimbal rings. The instrument thus removed
IS shown in fig. 2.

When the case u is horizontal, the bottles e are half full of

oil, and the air jet i. is blowing equally into the two halves
of the air box K ; but when the case tilts, the air pressure
blows into one side of the box more than the other, and in

such a direction as to force the oil from the lower bottle into

the one raised. There is, therefore, a. considerable righting
troque indicated by the weight of the oil trying to restore the
case to the horizontal.

When the penduluui swings under the action of the rolls

of the ship the air jet l moves from one side to the other
side of the air box in tune with the roll, blowing the oil

periodically from one bottle to the other. At the middle jf

the swing of the pendulum the air jet is at the middle of the
air box, and there is no difference of air pressure, and there-

fore no movement of the oil; and when the swing is at the

end of its path and not moving, tUe air jet is at one side of

the air box and producing the maximum movement in the
oU. It will therefore be seen that the movement of the
pendulum and the movement of the oil are out of phase with
each other. It is for this reason, given good dynamic balance,

that there is no quadrantal error whatsoever with this method
of control.

Fixed to the same air box k are the two damping bottles c,

but the air here acts in the opposite direction. In one of these
damping bottles is an adjustable needle valve; this valve

has a constricted passage, and thus the flow of oil from one
bottle to the other is suitably retarded.

As regards the accuracy of the compass, one on board .\,

flagship in the North Sea during the war was observed with
particular care, especially during very heavy weather, and t

was reported that it was never more than 1^ deg. from the

true north position during the whole of the tests.

Trials on a commercial ship have demonstrated the fact that

the employment of a gyro-compass resulted in the ship steam-

ing every day over '6 per cent, greater mileage; in other words,

one day's steaming in thirty would be saved, resulting in a
proportionate saving in coal and all other expenses.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Lead.—Messrs. James Forster & Co. report under date
I'Vbruary 7th :

—

During the last two market days there has been a good demand at steadily
advancing prict^s, and at the end of yesterday's session values showed a rist-

of fully 255. per ton on the week. The closing prices are £48 15s. February.
£48 irs. Gd. March, £49 April. £49 5s. May, and £49 10s. June, with buyers
over. The week's turnover is well above 5,000 tons.

Controlled lead has not been available during the curn'nt week, and the
authorities are still reluctant sellers, their price being nominally £49 net

ex warehouse.
A fair quantity of Australian lead has arrived recently, but, owing to the

delay in obtaining berths, steamers are extremely slow in discharging, and
(his is causing considerable inconvenience in some directions. A small quan-
tity of Spanish lead is arriving shortly, but very little permanent relief is to

be expected from this quarter,

\Ve can see no prospect of any early change in the intrinsic position, and
lonsequently we can only look for a conttnuanc*' of firm marxets tending
towards higher values

Messrs. G. Cawson & Co. report:—
These are the highest prices recorded in the history of the trade, and it is

remarkable to see what a strong combination can do in contiolling a market
when it is backed by ample financial resources. The position with regard
to supplies remains unchanged—there is still ample stock of available lead,

and with the quantities now coming forward, consumers may rest satisfied

that there will be always plenty of lead to meet their requirements. Con-
sumers have again taken small parcels. There has also been a little inquiry

and business done for export. Germany, however, is reported to have resold

lead here, which they had bought for consumption. The position generally

is so confused and so much mixed up with the fluctuations of exchange, that

it is impossible to prognosticate anything dp-finite as to the future, bo long

as speculators continue to control the market, as they are now doing, the

price must be maintained. It looks as il the consumer may have to wait

a long time for cheap lead.

Applications for British Trade Marlis.—Appended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade marks
in respect of goods connected with the electrical industries :

—
Agpom. No. 396,624. Class 13. Electric incandescent

lamps. .Maddin Renewed Electric Lamp Corporation, S2,

Victoria Street, London, S.W., October 30th, 1919.

Jifi'ysweep. No. 3S7,57'2. Class 6. Electric and hand-
driven vacuum cleaners. Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd., 8.

Fisher Street, Southampton Row, lx)ndon, W.C, January
14th, 1919.

Bizzysweep. No. 387,573. Cla.ss 6. Electric and hand-
driven vacuum cleaners. Electrical .A.ppliances Co., Ltd., 8,

Fisher Street, Southampton Row, London, W.C., January
l4th, 1919.

Jiffyklean. No. 387,-574. Class 6. Electric and hand-driven

vaeuum cleaners. Electric Appliances Co., Ltd., 8. Fi.sher

Street, Southampton Row. London, W.C, January lltli, 1919.

Bizzyklean. No. 387,575. Class 6. Electric and liand-

driven vacuum cleaners. Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd., 8,

Fisher Street, Southampton Row, Ix)ndon, W.C, Januai7

14th, 1919.

Sentinel. No. 395,441. Cla.ss 8. Electrical cutouts for in-

dicating failure in the oil feed of intemal-combustion engines.

Hendrick W. Moerman, 43-6, Southampton Buildings, Chan-

cery Lane, London, W.C, S«pt»mb«r Qilnd, 1919.

Philec. No. 395,698. Class 8. Electric batteries. Philadel-

phia Storage Battery Co., Ontario Street, Philadelphia,

J.S.A., October 2nd, 1919.

R.M. (letters embodied in design). No. 395,963. Class _8.

Instruments used in radio telegraphy and telephony, and
parts of same. R.M. Radio, Ltd., 5, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C, October 10th, 1919.

Atmos. No. 390i855. Class 13. Sparking plugs. Arthur
Cox, Harlech," Warwick Road, Olton, Birmingham, May
5th, 1919.

Oojah. No. 397,063. Class 13. Sparking plug testers.

Changeable Sign Co., Ltd., Chipi^enhani \\orks, Shirland

Road, London, W., November 10th, 1919.

Utility " .\utopax " electric cooker (lettering combined with

design). No. 395,381. Cla.ss 18. Electric cookers. Automatic
Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Milton Road, Edge Lane,

Liverpool, September 19th, 1919.

Olmadun. No. 397,581. Class 6. Electrical and other ap-

pliances for operating proscenium curtains. Oliver & Dun-
babin, 9, Fenchurch Buildings, London, E.G., November 25th,

1919.

Metrovick. No. 396,424. All goods in Class 6. No. 396,425.

All goods in Class 8. No. 396,426. All goods in Class 13.

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., 2, Norfolk Street,

Strand, London, W.C, October 23rd, 1919.

Series of ten designs comprising initial letters V.M. No.

396,903. Class 8. Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.,

2, Norfolk Street, Strand. Ixindon, W.C, November 9th. 1919.

Macliinery and Electrical Trade of fiongkong.— In a

recent report on the trade of Hong Kong the U.S. Consul

remarks that with the war in Europe drawing all possible

strength from the factories of the United States and Europe,

and with uncertain finance and scarcity of raw materials in

sight, it was but natural that imports of machinery of all

sorts were comparatively small. What trade there was came
mostly from the United States, but the chief other feature

of the year was increasing competition from Japan and from
China itself in many lines of standard machinery. High
costs prevented any advancement of new enterprises, whUo
all other demands were held down to a minimum for the

same reason.

In the Consul's opinion, the laid-down cost of most standard
machinery, including locomotives and cars, machine tools,

boiler-shop eupplics, and oquipment, blacksmith-shop equip-
ment, and all similar goods, will average about 200 per cent,

of pre-war prices even allowing for favourable exchange,
Avhile the increase in cost in Hong Kong of electrical goods
and equipment will be 100 to 200 per cent. Power-house
equipment has increased 150 per cent, on an average. War
restrictions on the exjxirt of machinery also served to reduce
trade, for uncertain deliveries made it impassible to develop
any other than the most pressing enterprises.
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Jji electrical euppliee and equipment actual imports were

small. The chief Hong Kong power concern ordered eeveral

machines in the United States for its new plant, some uf

which arrived before the end of the year; and the chiet

Canton power concern ordered a complete new plant in*the

United btates, though none of the equipment was actually

delivered during the year. Airdiigements have been made
for the reoiganisation and re-cquipmeut of other power con-

cerns though orders have not yet been placed, in electrical

•upphes, Japanese competition has especially been felt. The
Japanese factories have been turning out cheap fittings,

lamps, fans, wires, cables, conduits, .^mall motors, and all

similar goods at prices which cannot be_ touched by American
and European manufacturers for standard goods. These goods
are cheap and Himsy, but for the time being at least they
answer the needs of the ordinary Chinese user and have, and
will contmue to have, a large share ol the trade m this Lme.
Electric lamps and a considerable line of fittings and supplies
also are being made in China itself. Competition in such
lines in the immediate future between .\merican and European
•standard goods and these cheap local supplies will be very
keen, and it is probable that only by long and somewhat
costly experience wiU the Chinese consumer learn that stan-
dard goods are economical in the long run.

Liverpool Electrical Loclcout.— In Liverpool a more
serious view is bemg taken of the effect of the present trouble
between the National Federated Electrical Association and tne
Electrical Trades Union on the question of the recognition
of the new code of working rules, which had been approved
by the District Joint Industrial Council, but had not been rati-

fied by the National Joint Industrial Council, and could
not therefore be put into operation. .\ large number of firms
not in the Association immediately accepted the new terms^
as well as a few of them in the Association aft«r a lock-out
was declared. The E.T.U. Lad in operation a rule limiting

overtime, and by lifting the ban for one month, appear to

be endeavouring to use the employers who have submitted to
the rules, against those who have not. There is plenty of
work at Liverpool at the present time, as well as a demand
for electricians, and what the outcome of the present dispute
win be so far as concerns the Joint Industrial Council, which
was set up to eliminate labour troubles, can only be con-
jectured, but there is a very pronounced feeling of its failure

to meet circumstances. The root of the trouble is that the
E.T.U. claims that the new rules do not require ratification

by the National Joint Industrial Council, whilst the Associa-
tion contends that the rules agreed upon with the E.T.U. were
merely recommendations to the National Joint Industrial
Council. Our local correspondent remarks that it appears that
at the outset it should have been made clear what are the
respective functions of the National and the District Councils.

Manofactnre of Telepiione Material io Czecho-Siovakia.
—Two eng-ineers named Capek and Umbach, with experience
obtained in Europe and the United States in the manufacture of
telephone apparatus, are planning to start a factory in Prague for
the production of such floods, including telegraph as well as tele-

phone instruments, railway signalling apparatus, and telephone
equipment generally. The Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs is

said to be interesting itself in the venture, as also is the
Zivnostenska Bank, Prague.

Electric Fires in Demand.—The Arora Co., of Lough-
borough, informs us that, owing to the enormously increasing
business in electric fires, its sales have again doubled this year (had
it not been for the 18 weeks moulders' strike, they would have been
trebled), and it is continually appointing new agents in the various
territories. The present British agents of this company are at
London, Manchester, Liverpool, Bradford, Newcastle, Birmingham,
and Glasgow.

Understamped Letters.—The Department of Overseas
Trade continues to receive complaints from British Consular repre-
sentatives abroad regarding the insufficient stamping of letters from
Home firms. A case is mentioned in the Board of Trade Journal of a
Consular official in France who had to pay 3'50 fr. on an advertising
almanack. Presumably many other recipients had a like experi-
ence. Is such remissness likely to promote friendly business
relations .' If correctly stamped and wrapped, the postage on the
almanack in question would have been 3d. ! In regard to letters,

the use of special coloured envelopes has much to commend it as a
means of preventing errors when the posting clerk is rushing
things off to catch the mail. Is not hurry at post-time preventible
in a well-organised office .'

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—F. A. Jennings, Ltd.
—Upon the petition of Messrs. Bruntons, of Musselburgh, the
voluntary winding-up of this company has been ordered to be
continued under the supervision of the Court. Joint liquidator
appointed : Mr. E. H. Hawkins, 4, Charterhouse Square, E.G.
Thacker, Bell & Co., Ltd., 44-46, Leadenhall Street, London.

E.C. 3.—This company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. C.

Hirst, as liquidator. Meeting of creditors, February 19th, at the
Institute of Chartered Accountants. Moorgate Place, E.C.
Rhymney Valley and General Electric SrppLY Co., Ltd.

—Meeting called for March 6th, at 4, Cathedral Road, Cardiff, to
hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. C,
Carpenter.

Prbkoe, Cardew, Snell i; Ridek, consulting engineers, 8,

Queen Anne^s Gate, S.W.—Messrs. A. H. Preece, Sir J. F. C. Snell,

J. H. Rider, and J. H. Woodward, have dissolved partnership.

Debts will be attended to by Messrs. A. H. Preece, J. H. Rider, and

J. H. Woodward, who will continue the business at the same address,

under the title of Preece, Cardew ic Rider.

Lee, BiKTON ..^ Elliott, electrical engineers. 10, Porter Street,

Sheffield.—Messrs. W. Marples, H. Bufton, and W. Elliott, have

dissolved partnership. Messrs. H. Bufton and W. Marples will

attend to debts, and continue the business under the style of

Lee i: Bufton.
The Electrical Co., Ltd.. 6. Old Jewry, E.C.—Last day for

proofs for dividend to non-enemy creditors, February 2l8t. Mr.

H. de V. Brougham, Official Receiver and Liquidator, Carey

Street, W.C.

New Belgian Company.— -A. new electrical engineering

company has lately been formed in Brussels (30-32, Rue de

Treurenberg), with a capital of 500,000 fr., and the title La Sooi^te

Manufacture d'Appareillage Electrique Nioca.

New Swedish Wireless Company.—The Svenska Radio
Aktiebolag is the name of a new company which has recently

been formed in Stockholm in connection with wireless telegraphy.

New B.T.H. Sharks.—The Times states that the Govern-
ment cartridge factory at Blackheath, Staffordshire, erected during

the war, has been acquired by the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd.. of Rugby, who expect to find employment in a short time for

some thousands of hands.

Catalogues and Lists.—Associated Fire Alarms, Ltd.,

Jewin House, Redcross Street, E.C. 1.—Two booklets. "Automatic
Fire Detection." and " Our Record," describing various systems

of alarms.
The Overseas Engineering Co., Ltd., 75, Curtain Road,

E.C. 2. List No. 36 (second edition), dealing with " National

"

motors and dynamos. Net e.i.f. prices are given.

Haywood Focndbies, Ltd., 30-32, Seaton Street, Euston Road,
N.W. 1.—Catalogue dealing with castings in non-ferrous metals,

illustrated by micro-photographs of materials. Comparative testa

of Haywood's high-tensile bronze and mild steel are given.

Building Products, Ltd.. Columbia House, 44-46, King's
Road. Sloane Square, S.W. 3. Eight-page booklet, dealing with
"Rigifix " bolt-hanger sockets and slotted inserts for use in

reinforced concrete factory building. Illustrations of installations

are given.

New French Electrical Companies.—Tlie Societe Hydrau-
liqne Tunisienne has been formed at Paris for the construction of

electric plant of aU kinds for the generation and distribution of

electric energy. Its capital is 500,000 fr.

La Socitte d'Entreprises de Reseaux Electriques is the name of

a new company which has lately been formed in Paris (33, Avenue
des Champs Elysees). with a capital of 1,000.000 fr.

With a capital of 1.000,000 fr., the "Aladdin," Societe Anonyms,
has been established at Paris for the manufacture, purchase, and
sale of all kinds of electric material, and especially glow and other
lamps.
The Societe Marocaine de Distribution d'eau, de Gaz, et d'Elec-

tricite has decided to raise its capital from 5,000.000 to 10.000,000 fr.

Under the style of Docks Electriques Fran(;ais, Bosio, Dnrand et

Cie, has been formed at Marseilles, with a capital of 500.000 fr., to

carry out electric installations.

There has been formed at Bordeaux the Comptoir Electrique de
France, Etablissements Besse, Darsses, et Busson Rennis. with a
capital of 300.000 fr., for trade in electrical apparatus and general
electric supplies.

With a capital of 340,000 fr., the Etablissements Nay, of Paris,

have been constituted a company for the carrying out of electric

installations.

The Societe des Moteurs et AppareUs Electriques Lilliput has
been established at Paris, with a capital of 500,000 fr., for the
manufacture of the motors and apparatus bearing the name of
LUlipnt.

The Societe Industrielle d'Electricite has been established at

Paris for the manufacture and sale of all kinds of electrical require-

ments. The capital is 750,000 fr.

Eve, Noizet et Cie have been formed into a company, with head-
quarters at Paris, for the manufacture, purchase, and sale of all

kinds of electric motors. The capital of the new concern is

200.000 fr.

There has been formed at Grenoble, under the style of La
Dauphinoise Electrique, a company whose object is the making,
repair, and sale of electrical material. The capital is 300,000 fr.

With the designation of Societe d'Entreprise d'Electricite has
been constituted at Paris a company, with 25,000 fr. capital, for
the carrying out of electrical instsillations.

For the acquisition and working of an electric apparatus
business, MM. H. Boucket and E. Aubignat have formed them-
selves into a company at Paris, with a capital of 50,000 fr.

There is a question of forming a company at Rennes for the
supply of electricity to the district centres of the Province of
Brittany. The title of the proposed company is to be I'Electrioite

en Brctagne.

Marine Motor Exhibition at Olympia.—A Motor Boat
and Marine and Stationary Engine Exhibition will be held at
Olympia from March 12th to 20th. A number of electrical
and allied manufacturers are exhibiting, and it is stated that
nearly all the space has been let.
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Book Notices.—A Handbook of the Library of Commerce
attached to the Bristol Municipal Public Libraries has been issued.

It not only contains lists of all traile and technical books, directories

and journals that are on file, but also particulars of the principal
subjects covered in these publication?, the references being kept up-
to-date in the form of a card index at the librarv. There are one
or two slips, such as the reference to The Thiiex EntrineerinK
Supplement being " weekly " whereas it is monthly, but the publi-
cation is likely to be very convenient for visitors' use. The city
librarian will welcome arlditional commercial literature, including:

trade catalogues.
" Volumetric Tests on Scientific Glassware, Class A Tests, and

Class B Testa," 35 pp. Volumetric glassware has been tested
on a small scale at the National Physical Laboratory for the
past 15 years. With the growth of the industry in this country.
it was felt that the scope of the work should be widened,
and consequently, a new building has just been completed
at the Laboratory specially equipped for dealing with this class of

work on a large scale. In addition to the tests of scientific

accuracy, provision has been made for testing apparatus intended to

possess only commercial or Class B accuracy. A full account of

the tolerances allowed, methods of test, details of construction,
test fees, &c., is given in the new edition of the Laboratory Test
Pamphlet, copies of which may be obtained, free of charge, from the
Director, The National Physical Laboratorv, Teddington, Middlesex.

" Welfare Work,' Vol. I, No. 1. IKe^' Jo„ nuil ot the Welfare
Workers" Institute, l(i pp., price 2d. (monthly).—Devoted to

articles on the various aspects of "welfare " work in industry by
well-known authorities, and to reports of the activities of the
Institute and its members.

" New Forms of Instruments for showing the presence and
amount of Combustible Gas in the Air." By E. R. Weaver and
E. E. Weibel. 41 pp. Scientific Pap^r, No. 334, of the U.S. Bureau
of Standards. Washington : Government Printing Office, l.i cents.

—This paper describes three types of instrument for gas detection.

aU depending upon the combustion of th» gas in the surrounding
atmosphere by an electrically-heated wire. This surface com-
bustion takes place at a temperature much lower than the normal
ignition temperature in air. The instruments dealt with are the
" compensated bridge indicator,' the " glowing wire indicator,

'

and the " bimetallic detector. " The publication is illustrated by
diagrams and curves recording the instruments' performances.

" Constants of Radiation of a Uniformly-Heated Enclosure." By
W. W. Coblentz. 7 pp. Scientific Paper, No. 3.57, of the U.S.

Bureau of Standards. Washington : Government Printing Office.

5 cents.—Giving the results of experiments and investigations to

Moertain the coefficient of total radiation of a so-called " lilack

body ' with corrections for reflection losses.

Institution of Oivil Engineers.
—

"Abstracts of Papers in Scientific

Transactions and Periodicals " (new series). .January, 1920, No. 2,

London : The Institution.
" The Telegraphists' Guide. " By BeU & Wilson. Pp. xiv -f 25^;.

figs. 178. London : S. Rentell & Co , Ltd. Price Ss. net. In this,

the eighth edition, the chapters have been re-arranged and the

subject matter brought up-to-date. A new chapter on central

battery working has been added, and the sections dealing with
concentration switches, and the "Megger" and "Bridge-Megger,"
have been expanded,

" Telephonic Transmission. ' By J. G. Hill. Pp. xiv + 398,

figs. 185. London : Longmans. Green & Co. Price 2 Is. net.
" Vickers' News." Vol. I. No. 9, 16 pp. London : Vickera, Ltd.

Includes articles on surface hardening and porcelain fittings pro-

duction.
" Jnuriuil of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. LVIII,

No. 287. January, 1920. London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price lOs. 6d. This issue contains the following papers :

—
" The

Design of Multiple-Stage Amplifiers using Three-Electrode Ther-

mionic Valves," by Prof, C, L, Fortescue ;
" Carbon Arcs for Search-

lights, " by Messrs. C. C. Paterson, J. W. T. Walsh, A. K. Taylor,

and W, Barnett :

" The Short Tungsten Filament as a source of

Light and Electrons,'' by Mr. G. Stead ; and an address to the

Students' Section by Mr. A. P. Trotter.
" The British Dominions Tear Book for 1920" has been issued

(.Is.) by the Eagle, Star and British Dominions Insurance Co., Ltd.

It contains many interesting articles on industrial, financial, trade,

housing, shipping, transportation, female labour, science and the

war, and other questions : also a good deal of matter relating to

post-war fivents, war honours, &c.

"Journal of the British Science Guild, " No. 10, January, 1920,

49 pp., price 6d. (7Jd. including postage).—Among the subjects

dealt with are the " Need for Rewarding Medical Discovery," and

"Science and Labour. ' Copies of the Journal may be obtained

from the Secretary, 6. John Street, -4delphi. W.C. 2.

" Thermal Expansion of Insulating Materials, " Scientific Paper

No. 3.">2 of the U.S.A. Bureau of Standards. 31 pp., price 10 cents.

Washington : Government Printing Office.—This publication gives

data relating to the thermal expansion of the more important

insulating materials such as porcelain, fibre, hard rubber, bakelite, &c.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Walter Henry Mellon,
electrical engineer, late trading as H. B. Wallis & Co., 37, Elliott

Road. Chiswick, Middlesex, late 43. Turnham Green Terrace.

Chiswick.—The Receiving Order in this matter was made on

debtor's petition. It appeared from the statement of affairs sub-

mitted that the liabilities amount to £3.^4, and assets £155, thus

leaving a deficiency amounting to £228. Debtor commenced busi-

ness on his own account four years ago at a small workshop at

Chardin Road. Chiswick, with a capital of £.50 to £60, and in

June, 1917, in partnership with another, he opened a shop at

49, Turnham Green Terrace, under the name of H. B. Wallis & Co.,

his contribution l>cing about £50 worth of stotk, and the partners

£50 and a few fittings. The business was carried on successfully

.

and in September, HilS, another shop was opened at 43, Turnham
Green Terrace, and in February. 1919. the partner took over the

premises at 49, Turnham Green Terrace, and the partnership busi-

ness wa-s continued at No. 43. In August, 1919, the partnership

was dissolved, the debtor paying his partner £60 for his interest,

and he carried on the business until December 12th, 1919. when he

sold the goodwill, fittings and fixtures for £100, which was mostly

paid to creditors. The«<' payments are being further inquired into.

Debtor .states that he did not become aware of his position until

December iL'th. 1919, when the business was sold. Debtor alleges

as causes of failure mismanagement of business during his illness.

At the first meeting of creditors held last week, the matter was left

in the hands of the Official Receiver.

W. H. Howard (Holbom Electrical Co.). electrical engineer.

5, Featherstone Buildings. Holbom. and Finsbury Park, N.

—

Application for debtor's discharge will be heard February 27th. at

Carey Street. W.C.

Trade Announcements.—The electrical repair shop of

Messbs. RoitiNsoN k. Hanos Electrical Co., Ltd., is at Aston.

not Ashton. as stated here last week.
Messrs. Barnett & Scans, of Kettering, have opened a further

branch at 8, Sheep Street, Wellingborough, under the management
of Mr. L. E. Troath. late of the Wellingborough Electric Supply
Co. Jlanufacturers' and agents' li.sts are wanted there.

The Electrical Contr.\cting and Motor Co., of which
Mr. G. Mercer is manager, has opened new works and showroom
premises at Pontefract Road, Castleford.

Messrs. .Slack i: Clarke, electrical engineers, of Rotherham,
having dissolved partnership, the business will be continued under
the management of Mr. J. Slack.

Mr. A. R. Walmsley. who purchased from the trustee the

business of Mr. George Hill, electrical, mechanical, and tramway
engineer, of Trailord Electric Works, Manchester, and formed the

business into a private limited company (Geo. Hill & Co., Ltd.)
in 1910, has transferred his controlling interest to Mr. J. H.
Edwards.

Mr. G. B. Broughton, of the G«neral Electric Co., Birmingham,
has been appointed manager of the Midland branch of the Elec-
trical Apparatus Co., Ltd., of London. S.W. 8. in place of the

late Mr. A. G. Way. The address of the branch office is :—Carlton

House. High Street, Birmingham. Telephone No. :
" Central

7478." Telegraphic address :

" Elapratus, Birmingham.""
As we go to press we learn that the businesses of the Electrical

Apparatu.- Co.. Ltd., and Messrs. BRA^ . Markham & Reiss,

Ltd., have been amalgamated. We shall give further particulars

next week.
Messrs. E. & C. Gates, since demobilisation, have recommenced

business at 56. London Street, iNorwich, where they are engaged

upon all classes of electrical installation work and advertising signs.

They have issued an eight-page illustrated publication on country-

house lighting.

Payment By Results.— The Times states that 600,000

members of the engineering Trade Unions are to ballot on the

question of payment by results. The ballot will be taken at an

early date. Conferences recently held at York between engi-

neering employers and workers failed to arrive at any agreement

on this question.

The Dailii Telegraph stated, on Wednesday, that an important

industrial agreement between the Engineering and National

Employers" Federations and the many Trade Unions included in

the National Federation of General Workers had resulted from the

recent private conferences at York, and was to be submitted to the

constituent bodies for acceptance. The proposals relate to a

4 7 -hours' week, and are standard, and not minimum. The
question of a two-shift day or three-shift system is left over for

another conference. Employers are to be permitted to introduce

systems of payment by result, a much-vexed question, on specified

conditions. Piece-work prices and bonus or basis times are to be

such as will enable workmen of average ability to earn at least

33', per cent, over the present time rates, excluding war bonuses.

No Union workman is to be required to work more than 32 hours'

overtime in any four weeks after full shop hours have been worked,

allowance being made for time lost through recognised causes. A
special conference is to be held to discuss the schemes of payment

by results, such to include those who contribute to production

without being direct producers. The consolidation of war wages

is also for future consideration.

Social.—The 14 th antiual concert of the liradford

tramway employes took place on February 3rd at St. George's Hall.

The Tramway Department Military Band was in attendance.

Catalogues Wanted.—Mr. •'. C. Elvy, of Loughboro',

Westland Road, Watford, would be glad to receive catalogues of all

electrical appliances used in film production studios, hotels, kc.

Foreign Trade.—January Figures.—The following

are the values given of electrical goods and machinery in the official

returns of imports and exports for January :

—

Jfinuarij, Inc. or

1920. dec.

Imports. * *
Electrical goods, &c "7,869 + 1,640

Machinery 1,513,676 + 218,860

Exports.

Electrical goods, ic 690,394 + 40*,049

Machinery 3,733,365 +2,072,458
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdare. — Year's Working. — The statement of

ocuoiints for the year ended March 3l8t, 1919. srives the total

income of the Electricity Department as £8,521. and the total

expenditure and allowances as £6,:(;17, leavingr a erroas profit of

£3,lt>-t. The net result after deduction of loan interest, ,V;c.. was a

credit balance of £108.

Barrow.—Water Power.—The Coi-poration has been
sflked to appoint a Committee to discuss with a representative of

Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.. the question of hyiiro-electric developments
in the Duddon Valley.

Belgrade.— Strike.—As a protest against threats made
by the Minister of the Interior to intern the leaders of the Com-
munist party, a general one-day strike was declared on February
.ith. The city was in darkness, and the tramways suspended by
the closing of the power stations.

Blackburn.—Electricity Supply.—Applications from
the Rishton and Great Harwood TJrban District Councils for

supplies of electricity, and also from Preston for a temporary
supply, on the completion of the new generating station, have been
accepted by the Corporation, subject to satisfactory financial

arrangements being made with the Commissioners.

Bolton.—Xkw Plant.—The Minister of Health has
sanctioned the borrowing of £44,49.") for the provision of four boilers,

with accessories, for the Back-o-th'-Bank generating station.

Bradford.—Plant Extension.—The Corporation is

applying for authority to purchase a 5,000-KW. set with steam
plant in accordance with the advice of the consulting engineer.

Cannock.—Consultant.—The Urban District Council
has decided to engage the services of Mr. Ellis as electrical expert,
at a fee of 100 guineas and expenses, to advise the Council on
matters relating to the supply of electricity in the area.

Chester.—Joint Board.—A meeting is being held at
Chester, this week, when representatives of various districts will
discuss the question of formulating a joint-supply scheme for the
counties of Cheshire and Flintshire. Queensferry has been
suggested as a probable supply centre.

Continental.—Holland.—The consumption of electric

power in Amsterdam has increased at such a rate during the last

three months that the municipality proposes to extend and enlarge
the power stations in 1920. A credit of Fl. 1,900.000 has been
applied for.— Economic Beiieir.

Spain.—A concession ha? recently been granted for the estab-
lishment of a plant to utilise the water power of the River Douro.
near Zamora. for the generation of electrical energy for lighting
and power purposes.

Dewsbnry.—Extes.'^ions.— The Electricity Committee
recommends application for power to borrow £8,500 for the
purchase of equipment in connection with securing a bulk supply
of electricity from the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.. and i 13.620
for feeder and cable extensions.

Doncaster.— Xe\v Plant. — The Town Council has
decided to apply for power to install two 3,000-Kw. generating
sets at the works, which will cost about £120,000.
House Wieixg.—The Town Council has applied to the Housing

Commissioner for permission to refund £420 on wiring 42 new
dwellings for electric lighting.

Dnndee.—Electrical Cottage.—To show the advan-
tages of using electricity in a dwelling-house for all purposes-
lighting, cooking and motive power—a cottage is to be erected by
the Housing and Town Planning Committee.

Farnham.—Price Increase.—The Electric Light Co.
has increased its charge for power to 6d. per unit. The pre-war
price was 2d.

Fiji.—SrvA Supply Scheme.—According to the Boar>/
of Trade Journal, the Municipal Council of Suva has been
authorised to proceed with an electricity supply scheme extending
to a distance of three miles beyond the town's boundaries. All
the material for the construction of this project is to be admitted
to the colony duty free.

Gillingham (Kent).—New Plant.—The Town Council
has decided to install at the electricity works two additional
Diesel engines, at an estimateil cost of between £30 000 and
£40,000.

Halifax.—Extensions.—The Town Council proposes to
undertake electricity extensions to cost about £170.000. The Elec-
tricity Committee, along with the Gas Committee, has appointed
a deputation-including one or two persons outside of the Council
with special knowledge—to visit towns to obtain information on
the best method of utilising gas in connection with the gas and
electricity departments.

Hastings. — I'roposed Extknsions. — The borough
electrical engineer has submitted a scheme for a new generating
station, which has secured the approval of Sir John Snell. The
report prepared was adopted by the Council.

Liverpool.—Extensions.—Building operations on the

extension of the Lister Drive power station are to be extended for

a further period of 12 months. It is intended to install several

new cooling towers. Tenders have been accepted for two batteries

of a total capacity of 465.000 gallons per hour, and sir steel cooling

towers of a total capacity of 750,000 gallons per hour.

Year's Wobkixg.—The total revenue from the electricity

supply undertaking for the year ended December 31st, 1919, was
£629,539, and the total expenditure •t41C.773. leaving a gross

balance of £212,766 allocated as follows:—To interest, £ 70.452 :

sinking fund. £60,477 : renewals fund, £31,837 ; and contributed
to general rate. £60,000.

London. — Hackney. — The Electricity Committee
recommends the expenditure of £66,150 for generating plant
and accessories and £105,000 for steam-raiding plant and the
necessary buildings.

Stepset.—The borough engineer recommends the installation

of two l.oOO-KW. rotary converters, which, with the necessary
foundations, switchgear, &c., will cost approximately £28,600.

Lydd (Kent).—iIn>iTARy Plant.—The Town Council
has approached the War Office with aview to acquiring the electric

light plant at the Balloon School and utilising it for supplyicg
electricity to the town.

Nelson.—Extensions.—Tenders, amounting to £82,8f.!l,

have been accepted by the Town Council for extensions of plant at

the electricity works. It is stated that the continued running of

the station has been endangered by fnel shortage, and at one time
only three days' stock remained.

Oldham.—House Lighting.— The Corporation has
decided to install electric lighting in the dwellings being con-
structed under the municipal housing scheme.

Peterborongh.—Loan.—The Council is applying for

sanction to borrow £4,000 for house services and meters,
instead of £2,000, as originally estimated, owing to the increased
applications for the supply of electricity.

Sheffield.—Fire.—Serious damage was caused by an
outbreak of fire at the Sheaf Street power station, on February 5th.

Fortunately the fire occurred in the morning, but, nevertheless,

many business houses were unable to secure a supply for illumina-

tion, which was badly needed on account of the foggy weather.

Stockton.—^Iains Extensions.—To extend the area of

supply to outlying districts, the electrical engineer recommends
the laying of e.h.t. mains and l.t. distributors. The scheme
involves the erection of a sub-station. The Electricity Com-
missioners are to be consulted in the matter.

Stoke-on-Trent.—New Station.—The electrical and
consulting engineers have advised the Council that a new generating
station, to have an ultimate capacity of 30,000 KW., is urgently
required. A special meeting of the Council is being called to con-
sider the proposals.

St. Annes.—Extensions.—In order to cope with the
increase in consumers, the electrical engineer proposes mains and
feeder-cable extensions costing £10.074. The ConncU is applying
for a loan of this amount.

Watford,—Loans.—The Urban District Council has
applied for loans amounting to £45.300 for sub-stations, equip-

ment, mains, public lighting, house services, transformers, meters,
and feeder panels.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Aberdare.—Year's Working.—The report for the year
ended March 31st, 1919, shows that the total income from the
tramways and buses was £26.758. and expenditure £18,081—

a

gross profit of £8.677. A net profit of £3,855 was transferred t«>

the appropriation account.

Blackpool.—Expenditure.—January's account approved
by the Corporation totals £555.539. Nearly one-half is accounted
for by the purchase of the Blackpool anA Fleetwood tramroad under-
taking, the following items appearing :—Blackpool and Fleetwood
Tramroad Co., Ltd., £246.794 5s. 9d ; John Cameron, £10,000:
Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co.. Ltd. (directors). £4.000.

Bradford.—Nevv Car—The city tramway manager has
introduced a new type of car. with a closed upper deck, for addi-

tion to the local trackless car service. The existing vehicles are

single deck, accommodating 29 passengers. The new type, for the
building of which the Ministry of Transport has given sanction,

will carry 51 persons. Only one car is to be bmlt at first, as an
experiment, and the construction will be carried out at the Thornbury
Works of the Tramways Department. Sanction has also been
received to increase the weight of the present railless cars frum
5 tons loaded to 5 tons unloaded, so that cars can be built on a
more substantial basis, and, therefore, have a longer life,
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Ashton-nader-Lyne.— Fare Increase.—Penny fines

have been abolished on the Corporation tramways, and a minimum
fare of Hd. li.is been instituted on all the principal routes.

Continental.— Spain.—Severe street fighting is reported
from Santiinda (Spain) between the tramway employes on strike
and g-endarmes. The authorities endeavoured to maintain the
tramway services with the aid of volunteers and gendarmerie to
elear the routes, but found it necessary to fire on the strikers.

The latter fired back, and in the passage of arms four tramwaymen
were injured.

Doncaster.—Car Depot.—It is reported that the lowest
tender for a proposed new tramway sh;d was £7,983, and the
borrowing powers extended only to £ .5,500. The Council authorised
the Electricity .and Tramways Committee to accept the tender, and
further application is to be made for power to borrow the excess.

Dover.—Fare Increase The Corporation is applying
for authority to increase the tramway fares by .50 per cent. The
present rate is Id. per mile.

.\DDiTio.\AL Cabs.—The Town Council has received sanction to

a loan of £6,000 for the purchase of three nesv tramcars.

Dublin.—Tramways Profits.—It is announced that tlie

total profit made by the Dublin United Tramways for the year
ended December 31st. 1919, was £148,271. A motion put forward.
at a meeting of the Corporation last week, to postpone the question
of municipalisation for a year, was defeated.

Hoddersfield.—Opposition to Bills.—The Corpora-
tions of Huddersfield and Halifax are "up against" each other
with regard to their respective Parliamentary Bills. Halifax
is going to oppose the Huddersfield proposal to undertake tramway
and motor-'bus extensions which affect the interests of Halifax in

some of the townships between the two places ; and Huddersfield
is to oppose the Halifax proposal to extend tramways to Elland ri,i

Elland Wood Bottom.

India.—Railway Electrification.—At the meeting
of the Imperial Legislative Council, held on September 23rd,

1919, the following resolution, which was moved by the

President of the Bengal Chamber, was adopted :

—
" This Council

recommends to the Governor-Greneral in Council the immediate
consideration of the electrification of the suburban railways within
25 miles of Calcutta, and of the improvement generally of local

passenger transport and terminal facilities."

—

Bnarii of Tiunie

Journal.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.—In the estimate

of further expenditure on capital account, the item " electric

power stations. ..tc." figures at £120. .500 for the year ending
December, 11120, and £80,200 subsequently. The total train-

miles run electrically during 1919 were 1.968,058.

Leeds.—Overcrowding.—The medical officer of the

West Riding County Council has asked the Corporation to take

steps to remedy the present overcrowding of the cars, as he
considers it extremely detrimental to the public health.

London.—I'ndergroi'nd Railways.—la an interview

with a Press representative on Saturday, an oflicial of the Unler-
ground Railways gave the following interesting figures illustrative

of increased working expenses :

—

1914. 1920.

Coal per ton
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South Africa.—The number of telegraph offices increased

durinfr 1918 from l,70:i to 1,738, and the number of measaR-es from
I), 174,888 to li.fiig.e:*").

The Telegraph Service.—It is estimated that at the

Central Telesrraph Ollioe alone the daily number of telegrams

dealt with imially ranprea between 120,000 and 165,000, the highest

total being- 355,353 on the occasion of the railway strike, on

September 29th, 1919. The total number of telegrams handled ia

close upon 90 millions. The number of telegraph offices in the

United Kingdom in now approximately 11,000, and the record

number of words transmitted in one day is I ,S8.'i,400 words, on

December 5th, 1910.

United States,—A severe snowstorm, accompanied by a

north-east gale, did much damage, last week, in the entire eastern

part of the States, and both telegraphic and telephonic communi-
cation was interrupted.

Wireless Telephony,—It is reported in the daily Press

that experiments in wireless telephony across the Atlantic between
Britain and the U.S.A. are now being carried out.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED,

( The date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicates

the issue of the Eibotbioal Review in which the " Official

Notice " appeared.)

OPEN.
Aberdare.— I'rban District Council. Electricity and

Tramways Department. Stores for 12 months, including cables,

meters, joint boxes, electric lamps, &c. CFebruary 6th.)

Aldershot.—February 17th. Urban District Council.

Electricity Department. Geared turbine and generator, condensing
plant, pumps, water-tube boiler and superheater, cables, kc.

(January 23rd.)

Anstralla.—Melhoukne.—March 30th. City Council.

12,000 metal filament incandescent lamps. (February 6th.)

April 12th. City Council. Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters
;

H.T. switchgear, 6,600 v. ; D.c. switchgear, 600 v. (January 30th.)

Bedford.— February 2l8t. Electricity Department.
E.H.T. cable and transformers, e.h.t. switchgear, (February 6th.)

Belfast.—February 14th. Tramways Committee. Tram-
way stores, including electrical accessories, cable, lamps, carbon
brushes, trolley wire, &c. (January 23rd.)

Belginm.— February 27th. Municipal authorities of

Villers-le-Peuplier (Province of Liege) are inviting tenders for the
concession for the supply of electrical energy for lighting and
power purposes in the district.

February 1 6th. La Society Nationale des Chemins de Fer Vici-

naux, Brussels (48, Rue Montoyer). Supply of 15,000 kg. of copper
wire, 4 m/m. dia.. in connection with the telephone installation.

Bedwas (Mon.).— March 4th. Bedwas Navigation
Colliery Co., Ltd. Six months' supply of stores, including elec-

trical goods, &c. (February 6th.)

Bristol.—February 23rd. Electricity Department. One
2,000-KW., single-phase, 2,20o-v. turbo-generator, complete with
condenser and auxiliaries. (February 6th.)

Chester-le-Street (Co, Durham).—March 3rd. Urban
District Council. Underground mains and all equipment for lighting
district by electricity. F. J. Gray, Clerk, Council Offices.

Easlngton.— Rural District Council. Extension of

Easington parish electric lighting. Specification, &c., from Mr.
E. N. Simpson, Brampton House, Easington, Co. Durham.

Farnworth,—February L'5th. Urban District Council.
One 750-KW. rotary converter, transformer, switchgear and instru-

ments, cables, &c. (See this issue.)

Hammersmith.— March 3rd. Electricity Committee,
stores for 12 months, including electric light sundries, insulated
wire, meters, jointing compound, &c. (See this issue.)

Kings Lynn.—February 20th. Electricity Department.
One Lancashire boiler, superheater, piping, &c. (January 30th.)

Lincoln.—March 2nd. Electricity Department. One
automatic battery, for St. Swithin's Power Station. (February
6th.)

London.—H.M. Office of Works. February 13th. Supply
of electric cable and wire during period ending December 3l8t,

1920. (February 6th.)

Cambeewei.l.—St. Giles' Board of Guardians. Three 5-H.P.

and 15-H.P.iA.c. motors, and one fan. (February 6th.)

Madagascar.—Tamatave.—March 1st. Paris, .Ministere

des Colonies (Service Administratif Colonial). Construction of

water and electric supply services in the City of Tamatave, Includ-

ing development of the Volobefalls, and supply of electric machinery.

&c.

Manchester,—February 17th. Tramways Committee.
(a) Steel girder tramway rails

;
(A) tramcar trucks ; (c) controllers

for tramcars, Mr. J, M. McElroy, General Manager.
February 2l8t. Corporation Waterworks Committee. Water

turbine, dynamo and switchboard, &c. ; storage battery, reversible

booster, motor generator, switchboard, D,c. motors, starting panels,

Jcc. ; L,T, paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (February 6th.)

February 25th. Electricity Committee. Three three-wire

balancers, and the necessary switchgear, for Dickinson Street gen-

erating station. Mr. F. G. Hughes, secretary. Electricity Depart-

ment.

New Zealand,— DiNEniN.— April 26th. The Imperial

Trade Correspondent at Dunedin has forwarded a copy of the speci-

fications and plans in connection with a call for tenders by the

Dunedin City Council for (a) electric car bodies ; V') car trucks
;

and (<) car equipment. These documents may be consulted by
British firms interested, at the Department of Overseas Trade

(Development and Intelligence), 35, Old Queen Street, S.W. 1

(Room 49). Copies of the specifications and plans can be obtained

from the Town Clerk, Dunedin, on payment of a fee of £1 (return-

able as usual).

Plymouth, — February Kith. Corporation Transport

Department. 20 motor chassis, 20 enclosed omnibus bodies, 11

double-deck tramcars, 100 tons steel rails, six tons fish plates, one

motor generator set, one 5 cwt. power hammer. (February 6th.)

Salford.—February 23rd. Electricity Department. Two
water-tube boilers, with stokers, mechanical-draught plant, &c.

(See this issue.)

Spain,—The municipal authorities of Cambados have

lately invited tenders for the concession for the electric lighting of

the town.

Uruguay,—February 27th. General Administration of

the Electric Power Station of the State. 97,500 electric metal-

filament lamps. The Management, Calle Julio Herreva v Obes,

1 ,458, Montivideo.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

CLOSED.

Bolton.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

following tenders :

—

Condensing plant for a 12,000-kw, generating unit at Baok-o'-th'-B»nk.—

Hick, Hargreaves & Co., Ltd.

Four sets of economisers at Back-o'-th'-Bank.—E. Cireen & Bon, Ltd.

Bnrnley.—Town Council. Accepted :

—

Five electrical equipments for tramcars, £ifil&.—British Thomson-Houston
Co , Ltd.

Five single-deck bodies for tramcars, £6,750.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

Cavan.—Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd. Accepted :

—

Suction gas engines and plant.—Campbell Gas Engine Co,
Generators and booster.—Electric Construction Co.

Battery.—D.P. Battery Co.
Switchboard.—Hurst Electric Plant, Ltd.

Doncaster.—Town Council :

—

Raising the level of part of the Bentley tram track, ±'2,790.—Edwards and
Co.

Hammersmith.— Borough Council. Electricity Com-
mittee. Recommended.' Refractory bricks and blocks, ground fire-

clay, &c. :

—
Sections A and u, f 6.'J2 Hill, Westlake & Co,

Section c, £213.—Metallurgical Plant Constniction Co., Ltd.

Section ], £114.—J. H. Sankey & Son.

Mains extension ; supply of 250 yd., each '1 aq. in., '2 sq. in., "3

sq. in., and 500 yd. '15 aq. in. :

—

£ Delivery.

Union Cable Co., Ltd.. (recom.l , . . . 1,800 . . 6/7 weeks
B, I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd 1,830 ., 10

Western Electric Co., Ltd 1,849 .

,

8 „

Callender's Cable i Construction Co., Ltd. 1,869 12 „
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd 1,836 ,. 8 „

•W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd 1,898 . . 12/14 „
Enfleld Ediswan Cables 1,905 ,, 8
Johnson & PhUlips, Ltd 1,912 .. 12 „
Pirelli Cable Co., Ltd 1,986 12/14 „
Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd 2,027 . . 10/14 „

1,000-yd,, each 3-in. single and 3-in. two-way cable ducts :

—

Sutton & Co ' £410
Doulton & Co., Ltd 412

T. Wragg & Son (recom.) 420*
Albion Clay Co. , 420
General Electric Co., Ltd 604
Sankey & Co 524

( 'Two-way, 3^ in., same price as 3 in., including delivei7 on site.)

Tenders received for the work of linking-up the stations of

Fulham and Hammersmith :

—

Scheme A. Scheme B. Scheme C,

Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd 18,280 18,400 19,150

Western Electric Co., Ltd 16,100 16,159 16,364

B I. AHelsby Cables, Ltd .. 16,125 16,045 16,445

Callender's Cable A Constrn. Co., Ltd. .

.

17,931 18,841 18,443

W. T. Henley's Tel. Works Co., Ltd. (recom.) 15.6S8 15.695 15,905
Siemens Bros., Ltd 16,402 16,527 16,756

Union Cable Co., Ltd 16,864 16,970 17,070

Johnson & PhiUips, Ltd 16,210 10,226 16,463

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd 16,791 16,110 16,561

W. T. Glover, Ltd 16,686 16,716 —
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London.— Stepney.— Electricity Supply Committee.

Feeder cable (Limehouse g-eneratinpr station and Whitechapel sub-

station) :

—

Henley's Teleg. Works Co.. Ltd. (recom.) £7,329
B. I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd I.IW'
W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd K,032-

•Subject to market fluctuations and based on copper at £V^i and lead at

1'18 10s., but cannot guarantee delivery under i^enalty.

St. Marylehonp;.—Electric Supply Committee. Recommended.
Water-coolinfr tower, capacity 412 000 gallons per hour :

—

Film Cooling Tower, Ltd f4,490
Clyne Engioeering Co.. Ltd. (recom.) 9,S7S
Davenport Engineering Co., Ltd 14,d32

Rotary strainer for canal water, i'945. —London Eleo. Supply Corptn., I-ld.

Three-motor overhead travellingr crane (60 ton) :

—

Babcook 4 Wilcox, Ltd. .. .. ;6S,725

Higginbottom & Mannock, Ltd 4,970

H. Morris, Ltd. (recom.) 4,815

Torquay.—Town Council :

—

Two 2-ton electrically-driven lorries.—Edison Accumulator Co., Ltd., i;l,372

each.

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—t^aturJay, February IJth.

At the Roval Technical Institute. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Liquid Air,'"

by Mr. J. L. Duckworth.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, February 14th. At Albemarle
tStreei, W. At a p.m. Lecture on " Tlie Astronomical Evidence Bearing
on Einstein's Theory of Gravitation,' by Sir F. Dyson, F.R.b,

Tuesday, February nth. At 3 p.m. Lecture on •' Magnetic Suscepti-

bility," by Prof. E. "Wilson.
Friday. February 20tb. At 9 p.m. Lecture on " British Crop Produc-

tion," by Dr. E. J, Russell, F.R.S.

Batii WallabS* Society. — Monday, February 16th. At the Holborn
Restaurant. At 1 p.m. Lecture on ''Electricity in Warlare," by Major
T. Rich, R.E.

InsUtutlon of £lectrlcal Engineers.—Monday, February I6th. Informal
meeting. At the Institute of Patent Agents, Staple Inn Buildings. At
7 p.m. Lecture on " Automatic Telephony for Private Branch Exchanges,"
by Mr. A. B. Eason.

(Wireless Sectional Meelingi.—Wednesday, February 18th. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. Paper on " Wire-
less Telephony on Aeroplanes," by Ma,ior C. E. Prince.

(Students' Meeting).—Friday, February 20th, At Faraday House. At
7 p.m. Discussion on " State Ownership veritit^ Private Eoterprise," to he
opened by Mr. A. Serner.

Saturday, February 14th. At 2 p.m. Visit to Chingford Pumping
Station of Metropolitan Water Board.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Lectures
will be given at Liverpool on February llih and 18th ; Manchester,
February litth ; and at Glasgow, Barrow-in-Furness and Sheffield, on
February 20th.

Belfast Association of Engineers.-Thursday, February 19th. At the
Municipal Technical Institute. At 7.45 p.m. Paper on " The Ultimate
Constitution of Matter," by Mr. W. C. Ward.

Electrical Power Engineers* Association (Manchester District Section).
—Thursday, February lyth. At the Milton Hall, Deansgate. At 7 p.m.
Address by the ex-President.

Janlor Institution of Engineers.-Friday, February 20th. At the Royal
Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C. At 7.30p.m. Paper on " Obscure
Points in the Theory of the Internal combustion Engine," by Prof. F. W.
Burstall.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers—Friday. February 2Dth. At the Insti-

tution, storey's Gate, S.W. At 6 p.m. Annual general meeting and resumed
discussion on Mr. E. M. Bergstrom's paper on "Recent Adv
Utilisation of Water Power."

Boyal Society of Arts. — Wednesday, February 18th. At John Street,

Adelphi, W.C. At 4.30 p.m. Paper on "English Canals and Inland
Waterways," by Mr. S. Preston.

ChemlcalSociety.—Thursday, February 19th. At Burlington House, Piccadilly,

W. At 8 p.m. Ordinary_scientitic meeting.

NOTES.

Fatality.—At an inquest at Redcar, on February 4tL, on

S. G. Mackenzie, cabin boy and electric pump attendant, of Middles-

brough, who was killed at the Warrenby Ironworks, it was stated

that the lad was found lyin? on a live wire. An electrician, named
Elisha Price, stated that he did some repairs to the apparatus

driving the electric pump. He connected up the switch box.

When he left it, the pump was working all right, and, as far as

he was aware, everything was covered up in the proper manner.
Questioned, witness stated he did not know there was an earth

wire attached to the switch box for safety. It was part of his

duty to see that such wires were connected, but these were
generally fitted when the plant was installed, and hH took it for

granted it would be so in this case. W. R. D.avidson, chief elec-

trician, said that he found, after the accident, that the switch wa-s

not earthed. The apparatus had been worked from another

switch, and the one connected by Price was not intended to be

used. In returning a verdict of " Accidental death through being

electrocuted," the Coroner said there was evidence of a certain

amount of neglect on the part of Price, who ought to have made a

closer inspection of the apparatus, and also on the part of the

foreman, who ought to have earthed the switch when the apparatus

was installed. It was stated this was the first accident of the kind

the firm had had during its 2.") years' experience of electrical

plant

Edncational.—The Council of Liverpool University has

appointed Mr. G. E. Scholes, M.Sc, M.B.E., to the recently estab-

lished Chair of Engineering- Thermodynamics of Heat Engines.

Enoineebiso Appeal Fund.—Over €20,000 Alkeady Raised.

—In response to the appeal recently issued for the sum of £100,000

for the reconstruction and re-equipment of the Engineering Buildings

at University College. London, the following sums have already been

received :— £2.50. Siemens Bros, i: Co , Ltd. ; £10.5, Redpath, Brown
and Co., Ltd. ; £ 100 each, Lazard Bros. & Co., Ltd.,C. H. Merz, Esq.,

Sturtevant Engineering Co., Ltd., and Wallsend Slipway and Engi-

neering Co., Ltd. ; £62 10s., Bullevant & Co., Ltd. These sums,

together with smaller amounts, bring the total of the fund to

£21,545, apart from the additional £10,000 promised by Lord
Cowdray, provided the total subscriptions reach £70.000. Further
subscriptions to the fund jnay be sent either to Prince Arthur of

Connaught at 42, Upper Grosvenor Street, W., or to Sir Emeat
Moir, Bart., at University College, London.

Federation of Staff Workers.— <»q Saturday last, the

inaugural meeting of the " National Federation of Professional.

Technical, Administrative, and Supervisory Workers " was held in

London. Mr. G. D. II. Cole, of the Labour Research Department,
who presided, stated that the scheme had no connection with the

Labour Party or the Trade Union Congress, and that membership
would not necessarily involve membership of the Congress. A reso-

lution was passed iiem. I'on. approving of the formation of the

Federation, and a Provisional Council was elected, consisting of

delegates from the .\8soeiations represented at the meeting, to hold

office until a further conference is held to inaugurate the Federa-

tion. Each Society is to pay an entrance fee of £30. The objects

of the Federation were explained in our last issue.

Mr. Norman Wyld, general secretary of the Society of Tech-

nical Engineers, made statements to the Pre<s and wrote a
letter to T/ie Times with regard to the position of his Society. A
representative of that Society moved an amendment to the effect

that "a Federation be formed of professional associations,

independent of employeis' unions on the one hand and manual
workers' unions on the other, and free to negotiate with both in

the best interests of the professional worker." Several other

Societies' representatives supported the motion, but it wsis not

carried. The purpose of the motion was to make it clear that

membership of the Federation would not involve close alliance

with the manual workers, and the fact that it was rejected

made it evident, in his opinion and that of his friends, that the

meeting desired to associate itself with either the employers or the

manual workers. They had no desire to oppose the formation of

the Federation, and, therefore, did not vote against the resolution,

but they were proceeding with the formation of " a federation of

four federations of professional workers." In his letter to Tlie

Times, Mr. Wyld explained that the latter movement had made
great progress, and that a constitution for the confederation was
being drafted. Pending the formation of the confederation, his

Society had decided to avoid alliance with either the workers or

the employers.

Non-Ferrons Materials.—The following particulars are

published of the stocks Cexclusive of old metal and scrap') in this

country of soft pig lead and refined spelter in the possession of the

Minister of Munitions on February 1st, ly20 :

—

Soft pig lead 47,348 tons

Refined spelter ... 8,697 „

N.B.—It must be noted that a proportion of the above stocks is

already sold to the trade for forward delivery.

Since the stocks of virgin non-ferrous metals unsold under the

control of the Government have now reached such proportions

that they cease to be an important factor in the general stocks of

such metals held in the United Kingdom (with the possible excep-

tion of lead and refined spelter), it is proposed to discontinue publi-

cation of these notices in the near future.

Flue Gas in Oil Combustion.—An error in interpreting

the CO2 content in flue gas, when burning oil, is likely to arise

among engineers who have been familiar with coal burning. This
comes from the fact that perfect combustion of coal would give a
higher CO, reading than perfect combustion of oil. Comparing
particular samples, oil could not possibly give a higher CO,
reading than 15 6 per cent., while the coal, theoretically, might
give 18 K per cent. The explanation of this lies in the
greater amount of hydrogen in the oil. The hydrogen requires

oxygen for its combustion, and this in turn brings in nitrogen,

which appears in the flue gas. The hydrogen does not pro-

duce CO,, and the water-vapour that it does produce does not
appear in the flue-gas analysis. The result is that the higher the

hydrogen content in the fuel the lower is the theoretical C0_.

percentage in the flue gas.

—

Power.

The Channel Tunnel.—The Channel Tunnel Parlia-

mentary Committee, in a n'sumeoffhe recent history of the project,

states that it is uncertain when the Cabinet will arrive at a decision,

but it is clear that the Bill for the construction of the tunnel

cannot be pa.sse<l in the forthcoming siasion unless it receives the

wholehearted support of the Government. Failing that condition,

the commencement of this work must be delayed for another year.

Welded Ships. — An electrically -welded vessel was
launched on February 5th, at Birkenhead, from the Cammell Laird

yard. The ship is a coasting vessel 150 ft. long, and designed to

carry nearly 500 tons of cargo. The experiment has been followed

with great interest ; this is the second electrically-welded vessel

to be completed in this country. The Quaai-ilrc system wa4
uaed.
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Sammer-Tinie.—The Belgian Minister of the Interior

has fixed the nig-ht of March H-15th for the commencement of

summer-time. The clocks will be put forward an hour. The
French Senate has adopted a Bill introducing summer-time from
Saturday eveninsr, February 14th. The lack of co-ordination is

very re?rettablf ; it is sure to result in much confusion in inter-

national relatious.

The Electricity Commissioners.—The following para-

Krapb appeared in Electrical Imhittric.i of February 11th :

—

"Sir John Snell, Mr. Harry Booth (of the Board of Trade), and
Mr. Archibald Pajre, M.I.E.E., °:eueral manager of the Clyde Valley

Electrical Power Co., have been appointed Electricity Commis-
sioners. The two remaininpr appointments have not yet been

announced, but we understand that the posts will be filled by a

leading municipal engineer and by an official with wide experience

of administrative work on a London municipal authority."

On inquiry of the Ministry of Transport, we have not been able

to obtain either confirmation or denial of the statement. Our
Glasgow correspondent sends us the announcement of the appoint-

ment of Mr. Page, and of his successor at the Clyde Valley Power
Co. (see " Personal " column).

The Electrical Wholesalers' Federation.—This Federa-
tion held its annual meeting at the Hotel Russell, London, on
Wednesday.

Our Lead Supplies.—Jnst as we go to press, we have
received the following letter :

—

" The Board of Trade returns for January, issued this week,

afford ample confirmation of the article on the above subject in

your last week's issue.
" The figures given for 1919 show 189,114 tons for absorption in

the Cnited Kingdom for the year, or an average of 15.7.59 tons per

month.
" The imports for January amounted to 5,888 tons, the exports

to 4,679 tons, the balance left being only 1.2()9 tons.
" May we put it more forcibly by giving the figures for the last

three months :

—

Nov. f)ec. Jan.

" Imports ... 2.679 12,496 5,888 = 21,063
" Exports ... 5.874 6,393 4,679 = 16,941!

" Left for United Kingdom absorption ... 4,117

" We have then the astounding position that for the three

months which, on the average of last year, should show 47.277 tons

for home consumption, we have actually received 4,117 tons.
" These figures should dispose of such reports as those asserting

that there is no danger of short supplies.
" The Government stock is now practically sold out, and the

deliveries from this source alone have hidden the real position

which is now being disclosed.
" The Writer of the Article."

"February 11th, 1920.

Appointments Vacant.-Telegraph inspectors (£200 -f

£65), for the Posts and Telegraphs Department in German East

Africa ; assistant engineer (£350), for the Hackney Borough
Council Electricity Supply Department ; foremen and instructors

in armature winding, meter repair, contracting (lighting dynamo
and motors) and fitting for the Government Instructional Factory.

Hackney Wick ; whole-time teacher in electrical engineering and
physics (£225 to £315), for the London County Council School of

Engineering and Navigation. Poplar ; shift engineer (.t2G4), for

the Accrington Corporation Electrical Engineering Department

;

head of the Heat Treatment Laboratory, for the Loughborough
Technical College ; overhead linesman, for the Rawtenstall Cor-

poration Tramways : two meter testers (£208), for the Bradford

City Electricity Supply ; charge engineer (£270), for the Bootle

Corporation Electricity Works : junior staff engineers and control-

room attendants, for the Rotherham Borough Council Electricity

Supply Department ; engineer chief assistant, for Edmundson's
Electricity Works, Inverness ; meter tester and installation engi-

neer (£260), for the Walsall Corporation Electricity Supply
Department; draughtsman (£300), chief clerk (£250). for the

Doncaster Borough Council Electricity Department. See our

advertisement pages to-day.

Danish Patent Law.— In the Illustrnted Official Journal
il'atents) of February 4th attention is called to the provisions

of the Danish Law, amending the Law of Patents, which wa,s

passed on December 22nd, 1919. This law empowers the
Minister of Commerce, upon terms to be fixed by him, to

re.store patents which have been cancelled since August 1st,

1914, by reason of non-payment of fees, or for non-working;
to extend the term of a patent by a period not exceeding five

years when the patentee has been prevented by the war from
exercising his rights; and to reconsider any application the
consideration of which was suspended between August 1st.

1914, and the end of 1919, owing to official communications
remaining unanswered. The benefits of this law may, sub-
ject to reciprocity, be extended by Eoyal Decree to subjects
of other cotmtries. A copy of a translation of the law may
lie inspected in the Patent Office Library.

Restoration of Lens Mines.—Only a part of Lens mines
has been cleared so far, and, allowing for regular work, it

will take the whole of 1920 to clear them entirely. Twelve
pits are already cleared at the surface, four are in course of
clearance, five are still in a state of chaos. A scheme for

electric pumping has been established, the power to b« pro-

vided by the Societe Electrique des HouiUeres du Pas-de-

Galais, which, while waiting for the erection of the propoeed
24,0O0-KW. pow-er station at lU'ain-Lictard, will obtam
current from the (ximpagnie de Bethune. German gangs will

be entrusted with the repropping of the pits, all the necessary
ceuient being lurnished by (Jermany. As the pumping may
lake two or three years, the output cannot be resumed, even
feebly, before 1923 or 1924. The railway lines cannot be
made good l>efore 1921. It must not be reckoned that Lena
will be restored before 1928 or 1929.—jKeoKomic Review.

The U.S. S. "Tennessee."— \\ lien the U.S. battleship

Tennessee wa.s launched at the Brooklyn Navy Yard one of

the most formidable luaohincii of its kind in existence was
set in motion. Her overall length is 624 ft.; beam 97 ft.;

draught 31 ft. ; and full load displacement 33,000 tons. She
will mount twelve 14-in. guns of .50 calibre, 22 0-in. guns of

.51 calibre; two 3-in. anti-aircraft guns; four saluting pieces;

and two 21-in. submerged torpedo tubes. Her complement
will be 1,119 officers and men. She will be propelled by elec-

tricity, supplied by two turbine-driven generators, and each
of her four propellers will be driven by its own motor. Her
maximum power will be :33,500 H.i'., and her maximum speed
over 21 knots jper hour. The turbines are of the Westing-
house single-cylinder, semi-double flow, impulse-reaction type.

The H.p. steam first passes through a two-row impulse wheel
in each turbine, and then through a section blading. It then
divides into two equal parts and each part passes through
a L.p. reaction section into the condensers. The speed of the
turbines can be varied through a range of from 1,500 to 2,270
11. p. If., by means of manually-controlled hydraulically-operated
goveinors. The speed of the turbines, as determined by the
setting of the governor, remains practically constant, regard-
less of the load, and hence the inopellers do not race when
they leave the water in rough weather. Automatic stops are

also provided, which cut off the .steam in case the speed of

the turbines exceeds a safe value. The generators direct

connected to the turbines, are two-pole Westinghouse
machines, and supply the motors with 3-phase. 3.4<J0-volt A.c.

at frequencies ranging from 25 to 38 c.vcles, der>ending on the
turbine speed. They are excited from the D.c. power supply
of the ship, and each can develop 15,000 K.v..*, at the maxi-
mum speed of the turbine. The generator coils are very
carefully insulated so as to prevent injury from high tem-
Ijeratuie. moisture, and accumulations of salt. They are kept
cool by air which is forced through the ventilating ducts by
fans mounted on the rotor shafts. The four motors are of

the Westinghouse induction type, direct-connected to the pro-
jiellers. and each can develop a maximum of 8,375 h.p. con-
tinuously. To provide a sufficiently wide speed range, each
has two windings, one of 24 poles and the other of 36 poles.

The 24-pole winding is connected to slip-rings on the rotor
shaft, while the 36-pole winding has short-cucuiting connec-
tions and is equivalent to a squirrel-cage arrangement. Both
windings are used for running, but only the 24-pole for
stai'ting and reversing, resistance being inserted in series
with it during these operations. The insulation of the motor
is similar to that of the generators, and ventilation is pro-
vided by means of two motor-driven fans mounted on the
top of each motor. The 3(i-poIe winding is equivalent to a
gear of an l^i to I ratio between the turbines and the propeller,
while the 24-pole winding is equivalent to a gear of a 12 to 1
ratio. From 9 to 15 knots, the motors are operated on the
36-pole windings, and all four are driven by one turbo-
generator. From 17 to 21 knots, the motors are operated
on the 24-pole windings by means of one turbo-generator.
From 17 to 21 knots, the motors are operated on the
24-pole windings, by means of both turbo-generators.
To reverse, two phases at each motor are transposed
without changing the direction of rotation of the turbo-
generators. The use of one turbo-generator for the lower
speeds assists in maintaining good operating economy by
keeping the load on the unit close to its rated capacity except
at the very slowest speeds. The steam consumption per shaft
H.p.-hour, including that required for excitation, condenaer
operation, and motor ventilation, is as follows:—

Speed in knots. Motor-poles. No. turbo units. Lb. of Bt«am.

9 36 1 16
15 36 1 12
15 24 1 13
17 24 1 13
17 24 2 12.4

19i 24 2 11.7

21 24 2 11.9

AW the switching apparatus for controlling and distributing

the power is located in a control room. The rheostats used
for starting and rever.-;ina the propeller motors are of the
automatic liquid type. In order to ensure the be.st possible

type of construction, a committee of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers assisted the Navy Department in pre-

paring the specifications for the cables. The main circulating

l)umps are of the centrifugal type operated by 235-h.p. motors.
Their speed can be varied so that power consumption can be
reduced with the speed of the .ship. Le Blanc air ejectors,
which are novel on this class of ship, maintain a high vacuum
in the condensers. The condensate is handled by motor-driven
vertical centrifugal pumps. Thus all the main engine room
auxiliaries are rotary and are motor-driT«n.—fiUotncoJ N»vi,
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Mechanical Stokers.—Erith's Engineering Co., Ltd., i.s

fiunishing to the orders of Edinburgh Corporation Enth-
Kiley stulit;i-s, which are much larger than any stokers

hitherto made in any country ; each stoker being no less than

33 ft. wide, and it' is also furnishing identical stokers to

Shanghai electricity works, each stoker being assembled from
(standardised uniform self-cleaning retort-units, set side by
Bide in a straight-walled furnace, under water-tube boileis

normaUy evaporating .SU.tlOO lb. high-pressure superheated
steaiu hourly. The coal is fed, the tires are sliced, and the

incombustible ash is continuously discharged without manual
labour. The laboiu'-saving, as contrasted with a battery of

twelve I.ancashii'e boilers, which needs eight firemen per
shift for the identical steaming duty, is self-evident, and the
fully automatic Enth-Eiley stoker with the modern water-
tube boiler gives a thermal efficiency representing a substan-
tial fuel saving, ab well as the capaeity to use low-grade small
fuels to the best advantage. The latest Erith-Riley stokers
for HuU Corporation electricity works are exactly similar; but
instead of being applied to one 80,0(XJ lb. boiler each, they are
applied to a pair of 41I.UUU lb. boilers, divided only by a pai'ti-

tion wall, but allowing only half the capacity to be shut down
at a time, while giving identical results, just as is the case
with the stokers of similar capacity at the Bow power plant
of the Charing Cross Electric Suiipiy Co.. Ijondon. where the
large boilers are set in pairs, but back to back. The stokers
as above are each .six times as large iis the first ones built in
1914.

Single-shaft Curtis Turbines.— The present limits of

speed and power of single-shaft Curtis steam turbines are dis-
cussed in thiee paix-rs published in the Proceedingx
of the .\.I.E.E. for November. Mr. Eskil Berg's paper
starts by .showing that the. limit of a single-unit turbo
generator does not lie iu the generator but is con-
fined to the steam turbine, and that the last wheel
of the turbine is the limiting feature. The author, there-
fore, takes the last wheel of an 1,800-r.p.m. turbine, giving
dimensions, stresses, kind of material u,sed, &c., and then
designs two turliines. one hi\-ing '23 .stages and the other
13 stages, both machines using this last wheel, and shows that
a turbine can be built having its most economical point at
21,00(t KW., under .'-team conditions given in the paper. Under
this condition the last stage absorbs 11.5 per cent, of the total
adiabatic availabl<> energy, and the wheel efficiency is 66.25 per
cent. As the load increases, the work done in this stage also
increa.ses, so that at 36,000 KW. the energy is practically
doubled, but with a .sacrifice in efficiency of about 18 per
cent., which naturally lowers the efficiency of the turbine a.s a
whole. A 5,000-Kw\, five-stage. 3,600-r.p.m. turbine load curve
is also given and discussed, and the author claims that if the
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Concealed Lighting in a Church.—The appropriate light-

ing of churches is a diQicult matter. Conditions and re-

quirements are so varinus that it is impassible to evolve any
generally applitable rules. The degre* of illumination, the

employment of visible or concealed units, and. if visible, the

design of titting to be used all depend upon thice factors,

viz., the interior architecture of the church, the kmd of ser-

vice cajried on, and the i^ersonal preferences of the responsible

authorities. In the interior of the Church of the Sacred

Heart, Donnybrook (iUustrated), the British Thomson
Houston Co.. which was responsible for the manufacture of

the apphanccs used and for the genei-al scheme of the in-

sta,lIation, has verj- successfully aimed at the daylight effect.

The main illumination proceeds from units fixed 26 ft. from

CoxcE.\u:i \ Church.

the ground on the eiist side of the wooden bracket posts

supporting the timbered ceDing. Each unit consiiits of a
three-sectinn battery of Mirolux trough reflectors, containing

three 100-watt Mazdahte tubular lamps. In the north and
south aisles similar units are fixed on the north and south
sides respectively of the spandrels of the main arches. .Ml

units point towards the east' end of the church, so that the

lamps are normally invisible to the congregation. As may
be seen from the photograph, which was taken at night by
the light of the Mazdalite lamps installed, the iUimiination

is brilliant, and, owing to reflection from the light coloured

stone work, is very well distributed.

Sydney Engineer on Electrical Manufacturing in

Australia.—The Sydney City Electrical Engineer, reporting
to the Electric Ligliting Committee on a letter received froni

Standard Waygood Hercules, Ltd., offering to manufacture
electrical plant for the Council on similar lines to those under
which G. Weymouth Pty., Ltd., manufacture generating plant

and transformers for the Navy Department, based on shop
cost, plus 15 per cent, profit, stated that he saw no rea.son

why the Council should not order from this firm in the
manner suggested, save in the case of larger or different

machinery than anything the company had previously built.

or if the Council was dependent on getting apparatus into use
on a particular date. In short, he ^vould be strongly in
favour of encouraging the making of electrical plant of "11

kinds in Australia, but would not lie prepared to go to the
length of risking the Council's ability to meet its obliga-
tions to the public bv putting plant on order from an Austra-
lian companv. which in the making of the plant would l)e

experimenting.

—

Tenders.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of CWII Engineers of Ireland At a meetin? of

the Institution held in Dublin on February 2nd, a paper on '' Irish

Water Powers and their Places in an Industrial Scheme " was
read by Mr. G. Marshall Harriss. M.In8t.C.E.(I.~). Mr. Harriss
said that Ireland's water power was only limited by the amount of
capital they could afford to spend on it. There were throughout
the country uumerous small water powers that some SO vcara ago
were in full operation, but today tor e^ ery plant in operatiou.

they would find 50 in ruins. The varying flow of the rivers was a

serious drawback, but its significance tended to decrease if they
considered a number of powers electrically joined up. The board

of the Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway had been consideringr

the possibilities of water power to supplement its steam station,

and it had been suggested that the power of the Liffey at the
Salmon Leap should be utilised. The total cost of the necessary

works was estimated in February, 1911', to be £38,500, or £26 per
KW. installed. If the net power proposed was used, the annual
output of the station would be 8,385,000 units. The operation
costs and ca]iital charges might be taken at £4,600. a total works
cost of 'IBSd. per unit generated. The coal required for generating
8 million units at 3 lb. coal per unit came to 10,700 tone. The
Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway required about '25 million

units; its coal consumption for I'.UV was 1,650 tons, and the
cost of production was 3'941d. per unit.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Mr. Percy Good has
been appointed by the Council to be one of the representatives of

the Institution on the British National Committee of the Inter-

national Illumination Commission.
The annual dinner of the Nobth-Westebn Centre took

place at the Grand Hotel, Manchester, on February 6th, Mr.
C. J. A. Robertson, chairman of the Centre, presiding. Among
the guests were the President, Mr. Roger T. Smith ; the Lord
Mayor of Manchester (Alderman Fox) ; the chairman of the
Salford Electricity Committee CCouncUlor Billington) ; Sir T.

Robinson, M.P. ; Mr. E. F. Stockton. President of the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce ; and Mr. C. H. Wordingham.

After the toasts of the King, the Imperial Forces, and the
Corporations of Manchester and Salford had been duly honoured,
the Chairman presented to Mr. Julius Frith a 4-in. Drummond
lathe, and a silver tray (intended for Mrs. Frith), in recognition of

his services as hon. secretary during the seven years preceding the
present session.

In acknowledging the gift, Mb. Frith said those seven years
had been marked by many stirring events, and he hoped to see

further developments of the scientific side of Manchester's life and
industry. He advocated the establishment of a library which
would enable busy men to read the technical Press throughout the
world, and keep in touch with all that happened in connection
with the subjects they were particularly interested in. Much time
would be saved by the employment of a staft' of readers whose
task it would be to sift the material.

The toast of " The Institution ' was proposed by Mb. J. Phillips
Bedson, and replied to by Mr. R. T. Smith, who heaitUy con-
gratulated the Xorth-Western Centre upon the self-sacrifice shown
in the establishment of the Sub-Centres at Liverpool and Preston.
Decentralisation had been going on for many years, and no one had
done more than Mr. Wordingham to bring home the importance of

it. and to make the Institution feel that it had got a new life and
a new interest. At the same time, the traditions of the Institution

were, and must always be, centred in London as the capital of the

Empire, of which they were all citizens. Those traditions were
an inheritance which should not be lightly parted with. What
was otjeolete and b.ad could be discarded, but no change should be
made simply for the sake of change.

Mr. C. H. Wordingham, in proposing the toast of " The North-
western Centre.' said he did not think it would suffer in any way
from the formation of the Sub-Centre. The Institution would
certainly benefit. He suggested that the chairman and vice-

chairman of the Sub-Centre should be upon the Committee of the
Centre, thus linking up in the same way as the Centre was linked
up with London by the presence of the chairman and vice-chairman
on the Council.

The Chair-\ias, in replying, said the Centres were absolutely
loyal to headquarters, but they did not always see eye to eye with
it, and there was a feeling that they had not always been dealt

with as considerately as they ought to have been. In Manchester
there was a very strong Students' Section, which should receive

greater recognition ; many of the papers submitted by the Students
were so meritorious that they ought not to be allowed to fall into

oblivion. He suggested the publication of a Students' Jovnuil.

He further appealed for those men whose training had been inter-

rupted by the war. He agreed that the doors of the Institution

should be closed asrainst unqualified men. but in these cases the
dnor might be opened a little wider. He also thought the Member-
ship Committee should take the Local Centres more into its

confidence with regard to applications for membership.
The toast of 'The Guests" was proposed by Aldeb.man W.

Walker, and responded to by Sib T. Robin.son, M.P.
An excellent musical and humorous entertainment was provided,

and the proceedings were thoroughly enjoyable.

I.E.E. Welsh Canference The engineer reported at the Swansea
Klectricity Committee last week that the Institution of Eleotricsil

Engineers woidd come to Wales in July. It was proposed to make
('ardiff a centre, with visits to Bristol, Hereford and Swansea. The
other towns were giving civic receptions. Mr. ColwUl hoped the
Committee would support such a reception. There would be some
of the most emitent engineers visiting the town, and if anything
woidd give an impetus to the electrical undertaking and foster

industry, this would. It was decided to give a hearty welcome to

the visitors, and ask the Mayor to entertain them. The Mayor
(who has been a member for 37 years) said the visit would be a red-

letter day for Swansea.

A.O.E.C.—The annual meeting of the Association of Officers and
Staff Members of Electricity (Power and Supply) Companies of
Great Britain will take place at Oaxton Hall, Westminster (Room
No. l;, at 8 p.m., February 17th. The report of the executive com-
mittee states that Sir Alex. B. W. Kennedy, F.B.S., has consented
to act as President.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Elkctbical Review posted as to their mncements.

From 79 original applications for the position of sliift en-
gineer at the Swansea Corporation power station, Mr. J.

Smith, a former charge engineer in the Swansea. Tramways
power station, and senior assistant of the tramways, and now
holding a commission in the R.E., was appointed shift en-
gineer, at a salary of £305.
Torquay T.C. has promoted Mr. Dent to the position of

station supeiintendent, at £'iM a year; and appointed Mr.
Medwav aa a charge engineer.
The salary of Mr. B. Hartley, clerk at the Batley electricity

works, has been increased to il75 per annum.
Mr. A. Lewis, of Preston, has been appointed supei'inten-

dent at the Doucaster Corporation electricity works, at a
salary of £'2oO per annum.
As w'e recently announced, the chair of electrical engineer-

ing at the L'liiversity of Birmingham, vacant by the ie.'>]gna-

tion of I'rof. Kapp, has been tilled by the appointment of

Dr. WiLLiAii CuA.vii', of Manchester. In his report to the
Council of the University, the Principal, Sir Oliver Lodge,
who has just retired, refers to Prof. Kapp's connection with
the University, remarking that he brought a European reputa-
tion, as the first professor of engineering. Sir Oliver pro-

ceeds: "Electrical engineeiing, as a university subject, has
of late years not been so much in demand as it was in the
infancy of the dynamo—in the design and evolution of which
Gisbert Kapp took so active a part; but there are signs that

in the near future electrical engineering will become of first-

rate unportance again, not only m connection with large works
like the electrical oix-ratiun of railways, but ni the direction

of new device.s and the utilisation, for practical cnd.s, of many
of the discoveries which are being made m pure physics.

Some of these have already been of emphatic use during the

war."
The Sheffield Independent states that Mr. S. S. Parker has

accepted a position on the board of Messrs. John Nicholson
and Sons (Sheffield), Ltd., Mowbray Steel Works, and in con-

sequence has resigned his position with Messrs. Vickers, Ltd.

Mr. Pai'ker has completed 15 years' service with Messrs.

Vickers, Ltd., and for i'i years has had charge of the tool-

steel department, together with the crucible and electric

furnaces. It is added that Mr-. Parker superintended the first

commercially-worked electric furnace in this country.

Mr. R. N. Tweedy having been demobilised, is practising

as a consulting engineer at 16, Ely Place, Dublin. He desires

to receive catalogues, tVc, from fira>s making electrical mach-
inery, accessories, and fittings; also from firms siJecialising m
fuel economising apparatus, as he will be advising particularly

on works economy.
Maidenhead T.C. has appointed Mr. J. Dowsett, works

foreman, as assistant electrical engineer-, and Mr. W. Stervell,

mains superintendent, as station superintendent, at ±'.j i)er

week each.

Mr. J. H. BowDEN presided at a recent gathering of the

Poplar borough electricity department to do honour to ex-Coun.

Barge (who was formerly chaiiman of the Electricity Commit-
tee) and Mrs. Barge. Mrs. Bowden, Mrs. Tait, and Cuun.

Sumner (the present chairman of the Electricity Conuuittec)

were among those present. Mr. Bowden said that the sugges-

tion for the gathering came from the men. Mr. Barge had

been a good friend to the statf and other employes. The
chairman presented Mr. Barge with a set of silver-mounted

brushes and mirror, and Mrs. Baige with a gold brooch .set

with sapphire and pearls. Mr. Barge, in responding, s|«)ke

in very high terms of Mr. Bowden as chief of the department.

Mr. Fisher having spoken on behalf of the worknjeu, Coun-
cillor Sumner proiK)seil " Success to the Undertaking." The
health of the chairman was drunk, and Mr. Bowden, in re-

si)ondine, referred to the honours won by men of the depart-

ment who joined the Ibices.

Mr. C. G. .\bbey, who joined Messrs. Eraser & Borthwick

last year, has returned to his former employers, Messrs. Kei-

sall & Parsons, Glasgow, representives for Scotland of the

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd., and other well-known

companies.
Mr. W. Bellad-Elms, the town electrical engineer at

Queeustown, Cape Province, has resig,ned,his position. He
has had considerable experience in electrical installations with

Diesel engines, and will devote his attention to the promotion

and development of various similar schemes which he has in

hand.
The Middlesbrough Committee has recommended that the

fialary of the electrical engineer, Mr. R. H. Scotson, be in-

creased from ^550 to i£700 per annum.
The Cape Town Electricity Committee reconunended the

appointment of Mr. Ernest Stubbs to the position of tem-

porary assistant engineer at the power station at £1'2^> per

annum, witfi ±'50 towards passage mone.\ The committee

also recommended the appointment of Mr. .\RTHnR Edge as

station engineer at i£600 per annum and ^£2.5 towards passage

money.
Mr. E. T. GosLiN, who has been chief electrical engmeer of

the Glasgow Corporation Tramways for nearly 20 years, has

been appointed general manager of the Clyde Valley Electric
Power Co., in succession to Mr. Page, who has been appointed
one of the Electricity Commissioners in London.

Mr. J. H. Collie has resigned his iwsition of chief electrical

engineer with Messrs. Cammell, Laird & Co., Birkenhead, and
has started business with Mr. F. B. Cox under the name of
Messrs. Collie & Cox, consulting and electrical engineers, at

65, Fleet Street, Liverpool, wliere they will act as sole dis-

trict representatives for four well-known electrical firms.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Taxi-Calls, Ltd. (163,558).—Private company. Regis-
tered January 3Ist. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the buslne^s

of electrical and mechanical engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in elec-

trical and mechanical devices, HiC. The subscribers (each with one share) are ;

C. H. Moore, 5, Craven Mansions, Lancaster Gate, \V.2, retired solicitor

;

N. C. Dibben, B.A., Cantab., Temple Grafton, near Alcester, Warwick. The
subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Solicitor : G. A. Herbert, 10,

Old Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C. Registered office: li3, Pall .Mall, S.VV.l.

John Ogiivy & Co., Ltd. (10,921).—Private company.
Registered in lidinburgh January 36lh. Capital, £20,0OU in il shares (10,000

preferred and 10,000 deferred). To acquire and take over the business ol ;,ii

electrical contractor lately carried on by J. D. B. OgTlvy at Inshiwan, For-

larshire. and to carry on the business of electrical engineers and contractors,

consulting engineers, &c. The subscribers (each with one share) are; J. D. B.

Ogiivy, Inshiwan, Korfar, engineer; B. C. Clayton, Wylands, Ross, Hereford-

shire, engineer. Th.; first directors are: W. Anderson and J. D. B. Ogilvv.

Ki-gisieri-J office : 48, (Ju.en Street, Edinburgh.

Hodgson & Partners, Ltd. (163,670).—Private company.
KegistereU February 4th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on Ih.:

business of founders, electricians, builders, decorators, and any business in

uhich electricity may be used, and to acquire the business carried on by F.

Hodgson at l:i. Heath Street, Hampstead. The lirM directors are : F.

Hodgson, iC. Kcinfl^iv Ko.id, Hainpslcad; A. E. Wellman, 77, Devonshir.-

Koail, Aldenimns Hill', ralniers Green, N.W.13; H. J. Kirby. 51, Larkhill

Rise, t'laphaiii, S.W. ; H. T. .'iiiiih, 7H, Thorold Road, Uford. Solicitor: H.
Harrottill, Sit Ch..i\ceiy L'lne, W.C. Registered office; 12, Heath Street,

Hampstead, .VW.

Keltie's Garage, Ltd. (163,673).—Private company. Re-
gistered Kbruarv 4lh. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares (3,000 preference). To
carry on the business of electrical engineers and contractors, garage proprietors,

itc, and to enter into an agreement with Capt. H. R. V. Haggctt and P. S.

Clifton. The subscribers are: Capt. H. E. V. Haggett, 74a, Warwick Road.

Earl's Court, S.W. (500 prelerence and 500 ordinary shares); Capt. A. Y. R.

Napier, 19, Piccadilly, \V. (1,000 preference). The first directors are: Capt.

H. E. V. Haggett, Capt. A. J. T. Haggett and R. S. Clifton. Solicitor: P. B.

Shcpheard, 33, Young Street, ICennington.

Chase Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (163,778).—Pri-
vate company. Registered February 6th. Capital, £(i,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in electrical appliances,

apparatus and fittings, Sc. The subscribers (each with one share) are: F.

Chase 195, Archway Road, Highgate, N., engineer; G. H. Freeman, 23, Bed-

lord Row, W.C, solicitor. F. Chase is the first director. Registered office :

195, Archway Road, Highgate, N.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Nairobi Electric Power & Lighting Co., Ltd—Satisfaction

to the extent ol £1.000, registered January loth, 1930, of charges registered

b..ptember, 1913, and July, 1915.

New Shipston Lighting Co., Ltd.—Debenture for .£1,150,

registered January Sth, 1930, charged on the company's undertaking and pro-

perty, present ..nd future, includinj; uncalled capital. Holder: J. R. King,

J. P., Honnington Hall, Shipston-on-Stour.

Kidderminster & District Electric Lighting & Traction

Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction registered December 31st, 1919, of

£42,500, being total issue under charge registered April 10th, 1905.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
registered December Kith, 1919, to the extent of £1,100 of charges registered

July, 1905, and June, 1907.

Rhondda Tramways Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction registered

U,.cember 24th, 1919, to the exl.-nt til £4,900, of charges registered April 3rd,

1911, Novlmber 19th, 1912, and March 19th. 1915,

City of Oxford Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Satisfaction re-

gistered December '24th, 1919, to the extent of £1,«00, of charge for £46,000

registered February 25th, 1914.

Ingleton Electric Lighting & Power Co., Ltd.—Particulars
filed January 1st, 1920, of £r,7,">0 debentures, charged on the company's under-

taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital, amount o(

present issue being £1,250.

W. A. & R. J. Jacobs, Ltd.—Debenture to secure :E3,000,

registered December 'ilth, 1919, charged on land and building, at Edgware

Road and Hendon, and the company s undertaking and pro^ierty, present and

future, including uncalled capital, except leases ol 94 and 9b, Leonard Street,

and 53 and 55, Great Eastern Street, London. Holders :
L.C.W. & Parr s

Hank.

Lancashire Electrical Engineering Co.. Ltd.—Mortgage
on land and shop, 313, Old Stieet, .^shton-under-Lyne, Volt Works, &c., regis-

tered December 24th, 1919. to «cure £600, Holder: W. Bardsley, 13, Canal

Sireet, Hvdi-.

Lithanode, Ltd. (formerly Longstreths, Ltd.).—Deben-
tures (or £3,000, rei;i.Htered Janu:iry 3na. IKO, charged on the company i

undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital.
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CITY N0TE5.
Mr. G. P. Norton presided at the annual

British uioetiug on Februarj' Brd. He read a

Columbia stateiuent prepared by the chairman, Mr.

Electric HailM ay R. M. Home Payne, iu which the latter

Co. Ltd. referred to the fact that they met uuilei-

luuch wore pleasant circumstances than at

any meeting since 1913. Not only were they able to recom-

mend modest dividends, but the outlook foi- the future waa

encouraging. Trade and industry in British Columbia had
prospered satisfactorily since the end of the wax, and were

now based on stable and permanent conditions. So long as

the company received fair treatment they had nothing to fear

for the future. The ordinary net revenue was better than

in the previous year by £20,993, and there was also an addi-

tional £138,419 arising from causes mentioned iu the report.

It was impossible to say for how long the revenue might be

augmented as the result of the rate of exchange for remitting

monev from Vancouver to London. The bonus of 3 per cent.

on the deferred ordinary stock must be. looked upon as an

entirely exceptional distribution, and not regarded as likely

to recur in future years. On the other hand, the improve-

ment in local couditions was suci as to justify the behef that

the time had returned when they might hoi>e to be able to

make an annual distribution of dividend on the deferred or-

dinary stock. Their- hopes in this respect were encouraged

by the increase in earnings during the first six months of the

current year, wliich, as compared with the previous year,

showed an increase of $3^'2,590. Although increases at this

rate might not, and probably w-ould not, be maintained, and

a large increase in the wages bUl had to be faced, the im-

provement was encouraging, and they relied on the fact that

the Public Utihties Commission vias directed by the Act, :n

fixing any rates, to have regard to providing a fair and
reasonable return upon the appraised value of the company's
property. The chairman proceeded to refer to the develop-

ments that had taken place in connection with fares in Van-
couver City. It w-as exi)ected that there would be some
amending legislation passed early next year when the ad-

journed inquiry and appraisal would no doubt be resumed.

Mr. John Davidson, one of the diiectors, who recently re-

turned from a visit to British Oolundiia, addressed the meet-

ing at length, and spoke with confidence regarding the state

of the undertaking, and regarding the future. The chairman

said that if they looked forward 30 yeai-s they would probably

see Vancouver a great city hke Liverpool; their enterprise

had great ixissibilities.

The net profit for the year ended Decem-
Yorkshire ber, 1919, after payment of mortgage and

Electric Power other interest was £54,133 (against

Co. £46,536 for 1918 and £33,258 for 1917), plus

£10,225 brought forward. The dividend of

6 per cent, per annum on the cumtilative preference shares

requires £11,403; a dividend of 8 per cent, on the ordinary

shares absorbs £20,3-58; there is put to general reserve (in-

creasing it lo £74,000/ £15,000. and £17,596 is to be carried

forward. N(jtwithstauding the change from war to peace

conditions, the substantial progress made during past years

has been maintained. The dividend compares with 7 per

cent, for 1918, and 5 per cent, for 1917. In future dividends

on the ordinary ?hares will be paid half-yearly. £96,460

ordinary capital has been subscribed dm-ing the year. The
directors note with satisfaction the growing practice of power
users to invest capital in the company in place of installing

small units of power plant in their works for their sole needs.

The company's consumers and directors of companies taking

supply now hold more than one-fifth of the issued capital.

During the year- there was a large giowth in the revenue

on account of energy supplied both to individual power users

and to authorised distributors. The continued increase n
the cost of coal has emphasised the advantages of the com-
l>any's supply to power users, and additional generating plant

is required to meet the large and increasing demands for

i-urrent. and the board will .shortly bring forward proposals

for raising the necessary capital. A cx)mmencement of bulk
supply has been made to the Spenborough and Elland Urban
District Councils, and terms have been agreed with the

Corporations of Batley, Dewsbury, Todmorden, and^ Wake-
field, from which a considerable demand will arise. " The
company was formed in 1901 for the purpose of producing
electricity on a large scale, and unifying supply over a wide
area. The Government Electricity (Supply) Act . . . confirms
the soundness of this ix>Ucy. The Act fm-ther introduces
certain legislative amendments which should facilitate future
developments." Annual meeting. February 17th, at I'/eeds.

The report for the year ended .\ugust,

Melbourne 1919, now issued, refers to the effect of the
Electric Supply strike of seamen in .\ustraha and the

Co. Ltd. shortage of fuel, leading to restrictions in

the use of electjicity (especially of power)
which caused serious reduction iu revenue. Gross profit on
the Melbourne and Geelong undertakings £180,161, against
£161,887 for the pr<'vious year, an increase of II per cent.

.\fter meeting London ofSce expenses and debenture, &c..

interest, and sinking funds, A-c, £1,134 is written off capital

expenditure, £10,000 is put to reserve for income tax and
excess profits duty, £20,000 to gold bonds redemption account,

and £20,501 to reserve. Dividends of 7 per cent, on the first

cumulative preference shares and 10 per cent., free of British

income tax, for the year on the ordinary, £50,051 is carried

lorward. Snice the close of the year the diiectors have issued

•JMKJU preference shares at par, and are now offering 100,000

ordinary shares of £1 each at 5s. premimn to the existing

biiiders of consohdated ordinary stock (one new share for each

i'.j held). We extract the following figures :
—

Melbourne. Geelong^nc. trains.
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112 per cent, (the normal equivalent of the guld " Colon ")

in the year (1913-14) before the war. The depreciation of the
cotnpany's profits caused by the fall in the value of the
national currency is shown by the following figures : The net
earnings^ in Colones for the year under review aiuounted to
C'."297,y0.5— a record in the operations of the cuterpribc. -Vl

the normal exchange of 112 per cent, premium, or 10.60 to the
a sterhng, these colones would have realised ^28,047—so that
the loss on exchange for the year was no le.ss than £13,719.
The interest on the b per cent, prior lien bonds has been paid
in cash, but the holders of the 5 per cent, debentures received
their interest in deferred warrants. Since the end of the
financial year tliere has been a substantial rise in the sterling
value of the colon, and should this continue they have every
hope of being able to resume payment in cash of the interest
on the 5 per cent, debentures on June 30th next.

Metropolitan Railway Co—Report for the year ended
December, 1919. Receipts, £1,71'2,952; expenditure,
±'1,279,074. Other receipts, ±203,4-50. Total net income,
±637,328, plus ±19,211 brought torward. After deducting
intere.st, renewals, appropriation, itc, ±316,752; preference
dividend, ±2;^9,K)7 ; and ordinary dividend, 25s. per cent. iN-r

aninan; ±19,864 is to be carried lurward; ±40,000 is put to

general renewals, as against ±20,(XHJ in 1918. '1 hough there
lias been a large increase in traffic, expenses have grown in a
much greatej- ratio by rea.son of Government concessions to

the staft' and the higher cost of coal and othei' commodities.
Consequently the amount received from the Government
under their guarantee is considerably larger than in 191&,

The passenger fares inu.st be raised, and steps are being taken
to this end in conjunction with the other Ix)ndou transport
companies. .Xdditions to rolling stock and electrical plant
have become imperatively necessary, and orders have been
placed for new trains and locomotives; negotiations are pro-

ceeding for the erection of additional generating plant at the
Neasden powei' house.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—.\n ex-
planation of lUd dividend di.sappomtnient m regard to this

company has been issued, from wliicli it apjiears that many
(if the patents have expired and others have but a compara-
tively .short Life, these patents representing ±240,000, or 40 per

cent, of the capital. Negotiations with an international .syndi-

cate have been entered into for the formation of a ne\\ concern

under the title of International Automatic Electric Co., to

acquire the I'lght to carry on business in eleven European
i-ountries where the present company has no sucli right. Tlie

new company, it is proposed, .shall have a capital of ±920,W*
in 200,000 7 per cent, cumulative preference, 360,0CK} ordinary,

and 360^000 deferred, all of ±1 each. The new preference will

be exchangeable for those now in existence, while the whole
of the new deferred will go to the syndicate as consideration

for pro\asion by the syndicate of additional capital for exten-

sions up to ±100,000, and manufacturing orders carrying a

fixed percentage of profit from countries outside of United
Kingdom to the following minimum amounts : ±100,(XKJ n

1920, ±150,000 in 1921, and of ±200,000 per annum in 1922 to

1927 inclusive. The ordinary and deferred shares will rank

equally for further participation in the profits after each class

has received 6 per cent.

—

Financial Times.

Tyneside Tramways & Tramroads Co.—The report shows
that the surplus of receipts over expenses for 1919 was ±7,177,

plus .£1,7.58 brought forward. Interest on mortgages, loans,

lie, £1,349; 5 per cent, preference dividend, less tax; 5 per

cent., less tax, on the ordinary; to reserve for renew^als, de-

preciation, etc., ±1,400; carried forward ±2,237. For the year

the traffic receipts sliowed an increase of ±7,239. Oar miles,

650,745 in 1919, against 647,980 in 1918; passengers carried,

11,637,053 in 1919, against 11,778,103 in 1918; total traffic

receipts, ±59,820 in 1919, against ±-52,581; gross profit, ±14,120

in 1919, against ±18,243.

General Electric Co., Ltd.—An extraordinary meelin5.i

will be held on February 14th tor the purpose of passing

resolutions making the 1,655,790 issued preference shares and

144,210 of the unissued preference shares " A " preference

shares, and the 1,800,000 preference shares at present unissued

7i per cent. " B " cumulative preference shares. The capital

will then be ±6,000,000, divided into 1.800,000 6J pei- cent
" A " cumulative preference shares of ±1 each, 1,800,000 7i

per cent. " B " cumulative preference shares of ±1 each, and

2,400,000 ordinary shares of £1 ench.—Financial rimes.

National Gas Engine Co., Ltd.—Net profit for the year

ended December, 1919, after providing tor depreciation and

allowing for management salaries, excess profits duty, and

income tax, £106,387. Interim dividends of 5 per cent, per

annum on the preference and 7i per cent, per annum on tlie

ordinary have been paid, and final dividends at the same rates

are now to be paid, both less income tax, together with a.

bonus of Is. per share (free of tax) on the ordinary shares.

£50,000 is luit to reserve fund and £46,174 is to be carried

forward.

Globe Telegraph & Trust Co., Ltd.—Final dividend 14s.

per share, making 10 per cent, net on the ordinary shares.

Existing holders are being offered 60,376 ordinary shares rt

par in the proportion of one new share for every thiw now-

held. The Financier states that this issue is to enable the

company to take up its proportion of the new issues of the

Eastern and Bastefn Extension Companies.

Spanish & General Wireless Trust, Ltd.—The " Financial

Times " states that for the year ended. June, 1919, the profit

was ±5,.500, plus ±483 brought forward, making ±5,983 to oe

carried forward. The company will go into voluntary liquida-

tion for selling the whole of the assets for fully-paid shares

in a, new company with wider powers.

St. James' & Pall Mall Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Balance
dividend on the 7 per cent, preference shares for the half-year

ending December 3lst, 1919, of 3s. fid. jjer share, and 8s. 6d.

per share on the ordinaiy shares, making with the interim

ilividend a total nf 12 jxir cent, for the year.

Vulcanite, Ltd.—Dividend al the rate of 10 per rent, per

annum, less tax, and a bonus of 6d. per share, free of tax

;

lionus of 6d. per .share on preference shares, free of tax. The
capital is to be increased to ±150,000 by the creation of 50,000

new ordinary sliares of ±1 each.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The Committee has ordered
llie undermentioned to be officially quoted :

—

Vera Cruz Electric Light, Power & Traction, Ltd.—350,000
shares of ±1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 350,000).

Central Electric Supply Co.—±'22,760 has been transferred
to depreciatitjn fund, ±4110 w ritteii olf for discount on i.ssue nf

debenture .stock, and ±6 is to lie <-ai'ried forward.

Hong=Kong Tramway Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of Is. 3tl.

jx'r share, makinj^ 2s. lur llu- \i-:ir 1919. Carried forwaril,

^7,116.

Crossley Bros., Ltd.— DivKlciul al the raic cjf II) per cciil.

per annum on liie ordinarv -.haro lur Ihi- hall-year, makiii.ii

8 per cent, for Ihe xear.

Frederick Braby & Co., Ltd.

—

liilerim dividend of 5 per
cent, on the ordinal) sh.arcs, less tax.

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.—This company is offering
for sale 250,000 ordinary shares of 10s. each at l8s. 6d. each.

Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at the rale
of 5 per cent., less tax.

Smithtield Markets Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Dividend
of 2 per cent, on the ordinary shares for 1919. ±1,300 carried

forward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TL'ESD.41' EVEMING.

Stock Exchangk markets are in a rather hesitant mood. The
King's speech on Tuesday was read favom-ably, but it is felt

that the general position both at home and abroad contains
so many elements making for doubt and uncertainty as to

cause investors to wait betore venturing far into new commit-
ments. The shadow of the Budget is at hand, and is bound
to exercise a depressing infiuence for the next few weeks.
This is felt, of course, mainly in the markets concerned with
gilt-edged issues. Although it is frequently argued that w-hat-

ever IS bad for fixed-interest stocks must of necessity operate
m the opposite direction where more speculative descriptions
are concerned, the tide of enterprise in Stock Exchange
markets is distinctly checked.
There was sharp disappointment at the dividend declaration

of the Underground Electric Railways of London. That the
income bonds would get their full 3 per cent, many men did

regard as doubtful, but it was not expected that the rate

would be dropped to 1 per cent., and, on this being an-

nounced, the price of the shares fell 8 points to 76, from which
there was a trifling recovery as bolder buyers came in.

Jobbing backwards, it is hardly surprising that the company
should not have made the best of things, seeing how matters
now stand between it and the Government, and some seem to

think that in normal circumstances the board might have
managed to squeeze out 2 per cent. However that may be,

the market for the ordinary and the shilling shares, after

being flat, rallied to some extent, and both issues show im-
provements. London and Suburban and similar shares keep
ou the dull side. Districts have fallen back to 20.

Business is le.ss active amongst the shares of the home elec-

tricity companies, but further rises have occurred in Bromp-
tons. Charing Cross, Kensington and St. James, though Cit'

ordinary at 13J are 5s. down after their rapid and continuou-:

rise. The dividend declarations are being awajted with

unusual interest, though the optimists are fortifying them-
selves against possible disappointment by saying that the in-

dustry as a whole cannot be exj-vected to recover to any m^ri'e-

able extent until the current twelvemonth.
In the manufacturing group, Edisons have gone .-.tirk to

25s,, and British Aluminiums are a few pence lower. If the

telegraph shares, Callender's at 91 shed their gain of last

week, but Telegraph Constructions continue on the upward
grade, and at 2Si are another ±1 to the giwd. Various prefer-

ence shares are dull, as the holders sell them in order to ex-

change into ordinary with greater prospects of advance .n

(apital value. The new issue of the General Electric Com-
pany, referred to last week in this column, seems to be gener-

allv expected.

One very vmpleasant feature of the week is a sharp fall in

the price of Automatic Telephones, which slumped from 35s.

to 2'2s. on the directors' de<-ision not to pay any dividend in

respect of 1919. The announcement was followed by a long
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circular setting forth that the com))auy has been doing ba<ll\

since the armistice, and that in its present condition there -s

little hope of improvement. It is proposed to form a neu
Luncern, with p<:i\ver to operatt' in various foreign countries

and to transfer the interests of the Automatic Telephone to the

newcomer. The si'heme is certainly not conducive to iname

diate hopefulness for holders who paid higher prices for then

shares, and the whole thing has come as a bombshell to those

who were looking for improvement in the price, on the idea

that the British Government would probably take over the

company as a nucleus of a new automatic system for general

use.

The cable market is not quite so good. Eastern ordinary

at 195 being 5 points and Ohina .share.s 10s. lower, though

the remaining members of this group hold their substantial

rLses which occurred on the increased dividend aunounceiuents.

The Globe Telegraph has come into line with a 10 ivr cent,

dividend and new capital proposals. Strength stantls out in

Marconis, which have risen to 4 3-10 on a return to favour f

the Marconi group as a whole. Marines stiffened to i 13-16

and Americans rose to 30s. 6d.. with a fair amount of business

doing in all the shares. Another dramatic jump occurred in

Bombay Tramways, the price soaring to 1'28. To the inquisi-

tive, the estraordinai-y price is almost exasperating. The pre-

ference are harder at loi. Brazilian Tractions shed a couple

of points. .\n odd anomaly is shown by Anglo-Argentine fii'st

pi-eJerence being loner than the second preference. This may
be partly explained by the fact that the seconds carry more
ari-eai's of dividend than their seniors.

Cromptons are a good market at 22s. 6d., and Babcocks rose

to 3S. The armament and kindred groups remain somewhat
undecided. Rubber shares are quiet and out of fashion. Re-

\-ivaI in South .Africans has diverted interest from base metal

mining shares.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HoMK Elkotrioity Coupanisb,

Dividend Price

, ^ Feb. 10, Tleld

1917. 1918. 19-iO. Rise or (aU. v.u.

brompton Ordinary .. ..10 H tiv i 1 Ji6 7

nbaring Cross Ordinary .. ..* 4 3* +1 5tiS
do. do. do 44 Pref. . . 44 4 21 - 8 3 H

Chelsea 6 8 3J
- 4 !•> 4

City o! London 8 8 I3J -i ,'. 16 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. . . B B vi — « 4 s

Connty of London 7 7 "i + i 7 :; 7

do do 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 !< — « IH 4

KenBingtoii Ordinary ..7 6 -'^ ^ I :> 14 ;1

London Electric NU Nil l« •

do. do. 6 percent. Pref... 6 6 8k — 8 11 fi

Metropolitan 4 6 .1) — 6 1.1 4

do. 4*perc»nt. Pref. . . 44 44 2| — 7 Ifi S

St. James' and Pall Mall . . . . 9 10 ti» +i 7 13 10

South London 6 B 28 — 7 12 8

Booth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 — 7

Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 6 — 7100
Telegraphs and Telhphoheh.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 914 — 6 11 2

do. Det 14 88/6 ai* 7 13
Chile Telephone 8 8 68 — 656
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 IO4 — -s n >

Eastern Extension 8 8 194 - h Ti 2 7

Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 19.i - r, •6 2 7

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 20 — M 18 (!

do. do. Pref 6 6 94 — 6 6 4

Great Northern Tel 22 22 26* — 8 li

IndoEnropean 13 13 48$ - fi 13 1

Marconi 20 26 4J,
-I- J GOO

Oriental Telephone Ord 16 10 ?y',; — 4 16

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 8 — 4 T.

West India and Panama . . . . 1/3 1/3 1.1; — .=19 6

Western Telegraph 8 8 20* — •4 17 7

HoMS Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 BSJ — fi 16 9

Metropolitan 1 U 23 - 5 8 8

do. District Nil Nil 20 — 4 Ni)

Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil 2| + i Nil

do. do. "A" Nil Nil 6/- +Gi. Nil

do. do. Income . . 4 5 78 —

3

—
Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 38 — 7 14 10

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. . . 64 Nil 3| - i
—

do. do. 2nd Pref. . . — — BJ — —
do. do. 6 Deb. ..55 644 —1 7 1.'.

Brazil Tractions .... . . — — 55 —

2

—
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 154 +J 3 17 8
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Ptce. 5 5 64 — 7 15

do. do. Preterrred Nil 24 574 — S 13 10

do. do. Deterred Nil Nil 524 — ,t 14 3

do. do. Deb. • • *i *» ^* — ^ 15

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds . . NU Nil 4fi — Nil

do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. NU Nil 354 — Nil

Meiioan Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 224 — Nil

do. Pref Nil Nil 35 — Nil

do. Ist Bonds . . . . NU NU 62* — —
Manufacturing Coupaniks.

Babcock & WUcoi 15 15 31 -1- J '4 2 9

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 1=

!

— ', 5 16 3
British Insulated Ord 25 134 ^(l — 5 14 2
Callenders 25 25 98 — i 6 9 10

64 Pref 5 64 4g —

i

706
Caatner Kellner 25 20 4 — —
CromptonOrd 7 10 22/6 +1/- 8 17 10

Edison-Swan, " A " .. .. — 10 IJ — J5 8

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ..45 794 — 659
EUeotric Construction .... 10 10 11 — 800
Qen. Elec. Pref 6 6* 19/6 — 6 13 4

do. Ord 10 10 41/- — •4 16 3

Henley 25 25 2;-; — 5 14 2

do. 4J Pref 44 44 3i - 4 6 4 2

Indla-Ruhber „ .. 10 10 I64 —4 '6 9

Met.-Viokers Pref — — 3fi + i 5 4

Siemens Ord...' — 10 28/ — »7 2 10

Telegraph Cob 20 30 284 -H ISO
• Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

It should be remembered, in making use of the Bg-ures appearing

ill the following list, that iu some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances.

Tuesday, February lOth.
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TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

At Manchester, oo January '27th, Mi'. J. L. Thumpsou's

paper, an abstract of which appeared in oiu- issue of January

30th, was read and discussed before the North-Western

Centre of the Ixstitdtion of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. H. G. Ftjkloxg agreed generally with the author's

opening remarks, but protested against the comparison which

he made between the core and the shell type of transformer.

Coils wound in a continuous length were suitable either
• for the core or circular .iliell-tyjie transformer. The same
machine was capable of winding coils for a rectangular

shell-type transformer, and circular tm-ns could be wound
in one continuous length; .so that the dilficulty of the joints

was entirely overcome. In the rectangidar-shell type there

was a greater length of core on which the leakage flux would
cut the punching in a parallel direction on the core tapping,

but at the s;ime time tiiere was a greater amount of iron in

the rectangular-sheU than in the core type, so that so far

as the los.-ies due to leakage tlux were concerned, there was
no difference between the two types. Surely the author
did not design a core-type truusformer for furnace work with
H.P. tappings unless they weie put in the centre of the
winding so as not to interfere with the reinforced turns, or

materially affect the balance of load in the l.p. parallel coUs.

The same arrangement could be made on the core type' as

on the shell type. The author stated in I^ondon that twelve
times as many breakdowns occurred in the core type as on the

shell type transformer, and that it was, therefore, necessary to

make the core-type transformers so that they covild be re-

paired on site. That was a mis-statement so far as the manu-
facture of transfoiTjiers generally was concerned. With re-

gard to the tappings, he was in cnthe agreement nith the
author. If the tappings could be entuely omitted the trans-

foiiner would be nmch more reliable. Boosters or induction
regulators could be used fur regulating the voltage, and if

these broke down the main transformer could still be used
for working the furnace as the author suggested. His patent

for obtaining half turns was very ingenious, but considerable

difficulty would probably be experienced due to the extra
length of L.p. lead which was necessary to bring the end
of the half turn from the bottom of the transformer through
the top of the tank. .\lso a considerable amount of addi-

tional reactance would be caused, and additional losses, due
to the half tm-n encircling the bottom cast-iron base and the
top casting. Further, the heavy leads would have to oe
joined at the bottom of the tank where it was almost im-
possible to insi)ect. If these objections coidd be overcome
his patent -n'ould make it possible to obtain a very much
more economical proiwrtion of mateiial on the sheU-type
transformer. Fm'nace lay-outs were usually in the hands r>f

the furnace manufacturers, with the result that there were
very few lay-outs (if any) in this country that could not be
considerably improved.

Dr. Miles Walker explained that a great deal of trouble

had arisen through careless original lay-out, and very often

it had been difficult to reduce the reactance to the right

amount. In this connection, he believed that many engineers
who were dealing with the matter did not fully appreciate the

fact that one could reduce the reactance just as well by in-

creasing the diameter of the leads. In actual practice most
electric furnaces used about ten times more copper than was
needed, because nine-tenths of the copper was not carrying

any current at all, or it might even be cai'rying current in the

wrong direction. Increasing the voltage in the transformer

was not always possible, on accoimt of the internal con-

ditions of the furnace. Another matter was that the low
power-factor on the l.t. side of the fui-nace was not entirely

due to the reactance of the leads. He had made some
definite calculations, and was quite convinced that a pheno-
menon, which might be called delaved resistance, existed.

Mr. J. Frith was sui'prised that a more intimate connec-

tion had not been established between switchgear and
transformer designers. Large transformers were at the mercy
of the switchgear, and usually the failure of a transformer

was—at any rate by its designer—put down to faUure of the

switchgear control; the paper was a little inadequate in that

respect. The effect of the ai'c niight introduce a great diffi-

culty in the design of the transformer; there was very often

a. double swing in change over of current, in a purely arc

furnace.
Mr. A. G. Ellis thour;ht it rather a pity that the paper

was more or less confined to one class of (steel) furnace, and
almost to one type of transformer. The manufacturers of

axe resistance furnace apparatus, and of the electrical gear

connected therew-ith, had had rather a rough run for their

money ; they had to buy experience sometimes under very

strange conditions. Xow that the war conditions were over,

and they had got behind them most of their troubles, there

was a lull in the demand for apparatus, and they could

not apply to the extent that they desired the experience they

had gained. Even now there were certain points in specify-

ing transformers and electrical equipment for electric fur-

naces which tended to give the customer a worse piece of

apnaratus than he would really get if he .simply said what
he" wanted, and left it to the manufacturer to make the

apparatus. Some engineers thought they would get a better

rated piece of apparatus by specifying the actual current.

He put in a plea for the British standard rating, especially

with this class of apparatus. If they could get down to a

standard rating it would be to the general benefit both of the

engineers who mstalled plant auii the manufacturers who
made it. He was surprised that the question of core i;er«u.v

shell type of transfoi-mer had been raised. He thought they

had settled that last year. There was really nothing in this

controversy; it depended on the views formed from experi-

ence and what one had been brought up to Increasing the

power of the furnace was a matter which exercised the

lurnace-makers verv much. To increase the number of

phases ad lib. was rather dangerous, because the more phases

there were the more complicated was the switchgear, and

eon.sequently greater liabihty to break down. The difficul

ties associated with half-turn design were chiefly mechanical

ones. Low pressure leads had given rise to more trouble than

auvthing else.

Mr. E. G. Mercer cxplamed that from experience gained

when at the Ministry of Munitions, he very quickly found

that the transformer maker—no matter who he was—was
the last person, generally siieaking, to blame for the failure

of transformers in electric steel furna<'es. In the first place,

the fm-naee maker was paitly to blame, because in tho.se

davs he traded very largely on the traii.sformcr manufacturers"

guai-antee that the transformer would stand up to '20 per

cent, o-ierload for a considerable period of time, and the

consequence was that he used the full capacity of the trans-

former without any thought of temperature rise or the over-

load which the transformer was subjected to, quite apart

from ah question of surge. As time went on, it began to be

appreciated that the transformer was the most important

{lart of an electric furnace, and its breakdown involved in

nearly every ca.se very great delay, whereas a breakdown
m any of tlie auxiliary gear was a matter of small moment.
Mr. Thompson had not mentioned anything about present

methods whereby surges were very largely hmited. They
had now an automatic voltage-current regulator which took

care of the furnace from the initial cold stage, and some
uf the furnac'es in this country were being converted to the

new method, and the rest, in a short tkue, would begin to

follow. The proposal to raise the voltage had disadvantages,

and the user would obviously suffer unless he had a car

bonaceous atmosphere.
Mr. A. Ratcliffe's views, apart from the question of

design, wei'e generally in agreement with the opinions ex-

pressed in the paper. It was only right that the supply

company should have the jxjwer of imposing such restrictions

as would ensure that the supply to other consumers w-ould

not be interfered with by the oi)eration of furnaces. Pre-
sumably any authority which undertook to supply a furnace

would be able to deal with 1.6 and 2.3 tunes the. normal
load, but he did not think they should be expected to deal

with the enormous surges and rushes which occm'ied.

Failure of insulation of switchgear and transformer ter-

minals, &,c., might have been due to the heavy auto-trans-

former effect, but he felt that in many cases it had been
due to sm'ges arising from furnace conditions, and that they
were more likely under the conditions which arose when
transformers were switched mto circuit. He had seen

evidence of sparks having flashed across distances of 4 or 5

in., and, of course, the results \\'ere disastrous. It sho'^\'ed

that the strain on switchgear, end turns, and transfoimer
windings was a very real one. Fortunately, experience had
sho\\Ti that in many eases the cure for this state of affairs

was the insertion of auxihary contacts in the switches with
chai'ging resistances between the main and the auxihary
contacts, to enable the transfonner to push up magnetisa-
tion, and avoid the rush when the main contacts came in.

It was also possible for these surges to take place in switching
out a transformer, which fact could only be put down to

some effect due to chattering contacts on the switches, such
contact being frequently the cause of surges. External re-

actimces should be fixed as near as iwssible to the cable head,
immediately after the isolating links; otherwise one would
simply have, as he had seen in the last fortnight, a current
transformer acting as a choke coil. The normal pressure
between the terminals of the transformer and earth would
be about 3,800 volts. Actually the arc flashed over through
a J in. thickness of Empire cloth giving a spark voltage, by
estimate, of not less than 100,000 volts, which was conclusive
proof that the trouble was not imaginary. It would be
minimised to some extent by an increase of the supply pres-
sure. The H.P. cables woulii, he thought, be capableof ab-
sorbing the shocks to some extent.
Mr. P. E. Hill explained that furnace manufacturei't

wanted to make conditions as easy as possible for the furnace,
and did not mind very much about the transformer. It was
not possible to reduce the number of tappings. If the l.p.

voltage could be raised a little it should be considered, be-
cause it cut down the current of the transformer, which was
desirable. In connection with rating he had one st)ecifica-

tion of a furnace transformer for about 2,000 k.v.a., 25 cycles.

They specified a temperatme on full load of 45 deg. C. a tem-
perature rise of 50 per cent., and overloitd continuously at

55 deg. C, which would have made the iron loss about 4.6

times the copper losses. Mr. Thompson had onl> dealt with
tiausformers up to 2.5,000 volts, but he might have given some
consideration to higher voltages. The curves showing k.v.a.

ratings against price and weight referred to " nominal
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K.v.A. ratings." which was a very luisleading tenn. The
author lueaut the actual k.v.a.. but it would be fairer to call
It the rated k.v..a. Furnace transtonuers, even with equi-
vaJent k.v.a., were very much more expensdve than power
transfonners.
Mr. BiXNS said that failure, when it occurred, was

invariably attributed to bad design or careless workmanship
on the part of the transformer makers. Sheffield steel manu-
facturers were very prone to this fault. In some oases the
eJectric furnace had been discarded after several breakdowns
due to mishandling, where, if there had been a proi>er appre-
<-iation of the apparatus, it would not have suffered the .set-

backs which resulted from the testimony of those who failed in
its use due to ignorance. He would increase the author's figures
referring to location's and ojieration; a minimum distance
when stated as satisfactory by the manufacturers tended to
become the maximmn when space was being allocated by the
user. He could not agree that the core type transformer must
of neces.sity suffer from the defects mentioned by the author,
or that tlie shell type suffered from the disadvantages given as
hereditary defects; it was all a question of design. To get
out a design which might be quite satisfactory for one class
of work and then put it forward as the best for all purposes
was wrong. .Assuming a 3-pha.se furnace was to be installed,
it was generally better to install a 3-phase transformer; this
became all the more necessary as the size increased. For a
large furnace (8,000 k.v.a. or upwards) the use of single-phase
shell type (incidentally the use of 3-pha,se shell type was not
a practical proiX)sitiou for tliis purpose) would increase the
difficulties of the installation owing to induction in the leads,
to such an extent that they became impracticable also. On
the other hand, where single-phase transformers were re-
quired, as in single and 'i-phase fui-naces, the cii-cular shell
type had definite advantages. Put briefiy, it was not a case
of core V. shell type, but of a design to suit the particular
case, which generally would be obtained in the circular shell
with the coil faces vertical and the axis horizontal for single-
phase work and in the 3-phase core type, again with the coil
faces vertical for 3-phase furnaces. The two largest steel
furnaces at present m service in this country were each of
15 tons capacity, using two 1,500-K.v..4. single-phase trans-
former.s Scott connected. The furnaces were identical except
for periodicity of circuit. No tappings were used in the main
transformers except the Scott tappings. The voltage variation
in 'iO-volt steps, from 100 volts to '200 volts, was obtained
by use of an auto regulating transformer. Voltage regula-
tion, to which the author gave considerable attention, re-
quired very careful consideration. Tappings in the main
transformers were to be avoided wherever possible. The three
largest carbide furnaces in this country were of the 3-phase
type, and were each equipped with 3-phase core-type trans-
formers. .\s far as jxissible increase in size of steel furnaces
was concerned, the author had not mentioned the use of two
arcs in series, by which means the voltage could be raised
to about ax* volts. The 15-ton fmnaces mentioned were of
this type, designed by Mr. Victor Stobie. This method made
possible the use of furnaces up to approximately 60 tons
with the electrodes at present available. So far as cafbide
furnaces were concerned, the lai'gest built on the Continent
was about •2o,0(Xi k.v..a., or roughly three times the capacity
of the largest in use here. The author's ideal for a furnace
transformer was good, although, except in extreme cases, it

was not necessary to introduce the complication of an external
reactance.

Mr. G. F. Sills thought that furnace manufacturers in
the past had been optimistic about what the current was
doing; they had claimed a steady current. It was essential
that the tran.sformer should be sound mechanically. He de-
precated the use of springs in transformers to hold the main
connections together. Furnace transformers should be rated
at their- maximum continuous capacity, i.e., at which the tem-
perature rise of the oil would go up to its maximum. How-
ever, trouble was more likely with the oil thah with an ordi-
nary transformer where the load came on at different periods
of the day and fluctuated.

Mr. Sox.NER complained that the paper contained nothing
about the efficiency of any of the transformers. He thought
that an external reactance would be more desirable, and that
the reactance in the transformer should be kept as low .ts

pos.sible on account of the relation between efficiency and
cost

; the efficiency of the transformer was solely a matter
of cost.

Mr. J. L. Thompson, in reply, said he w-as sorry the ques-
tion of the c-ore v. shell type had been brought up again. He
did not mention it in the paper in order not tf) bring forward
any criticism of the two types. He referred to horizontal
furnace transformers becau.se it showed a new departure.
The core being a. laminated structure it would give the rigiditv
derived from being supi>orted by stanchions. His exi^erience
had been mainly on the .shell type of transformer. With
regard to the losses due to the half turn suggested in the
paper, there was bound to be a little extra loss on that half
turn on account of its close proximity to the iron core. The
reactance due to that small increase could be kept within
limits by arranging the positive and negative links of the
respective coils in parallel. He was in agreement that the
rating of the transformer should be more definite so that
they might compare transformers of different manufacture
throughout the country and of Continental manufacture also.

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING.

By Capt. H, J. ROUND.

{Abstract of paper read before the INSTITUTION OF Electkic.\l
Engineers.)

(Concluded frnm page 187.)

XNhen Zeppelins were well at sea, night errors were not
usually serious, but aeroplanes nearly always gave trouble
It must be remembered that the aeroplane, being small and
having the aerial flying out backwards, does not usualh
radiate a wave in which the electrical lines are predominantly
vertical and the magnetic lines horizontal. If this vertically

polarised radiation onl\' were present, a receiving loop at a

distance would receive no signals when its plane was at right
angles to the dii'ection of the aeroplane. If. however, the
.leroplane is at a height and some of the magnetic field of the
wave reaches the loop in such a manner that it is partly
vertical in one plane and with the lines leaning forward
towards the receiver in the other plane (fig. 7). a current will
Ije induced in the lcx)l>, and the resultant zero position, if the
frame is rotated, will be produced by the sum of the two cur-
rents due to this effect and that of the vertic-ally polarised
wave. The error produced becomes negative instead of posi-
tive if the aeroplane reverses its diiertion. A horizontal looji

will receive from an aeroplane flyinj* at a height, on account
of this twisted field. .An aeroplane flying towards or away
from a station gives no error. .\U the above were daylight
results, but it was suggested by Eckersley that this aeroplane
effect was produced at night liy th reflection from irregu-

FiG. 7.

larities in the Heaviside layer, and there is good evidence that

this theoi-y is true. Again, a horizontal loop receives during

night variations, and Eckersley has proved experimentally

that the strength on the horizontal loop and the night varia-

tion agi'ee with the theory in a remarkable way.
Daylight errors, aside from instrumental ones, were much

more difficult to notice. They were seldom as much as the

possible errors of the instruments. Apparently it is a bad
thing to place stations on the edge of high cliffs, near high
trees, or near a wood. One station on the edge of a cliff had
an error of an apparently complete rotation through 3 degs.

By increasing the distance of the station from the cliff edge
from s \ to 2 X the error was completely removed.
Eefraction over a coast line undoubtedly exists, and

Eckersley has obtained a fairly accurate estimate of the refrac-

tive index of the coasts of Palestine and Cyprus, this being
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where a most important event in the history of the British

Navy was brought about by an observed motion of less than

IJ degrees in the daytnne. With so many possible errors at

night, one gained a false confidence in the beautiful inter-

sections made by using only two stations and only had occa-

sional shocks when the German fleet was found to be well

inland. I personally preferred four stations, the last one

being a check on the other three.

A system of good rapid land-line communication to a centre

was very essential, and our Post Office in England and the

Army authorities in liauce did magnificent work in this

direction.

Besides these groups of stations, many single stations were

erected, particularly for submarine work, and very valuable

results were obtained. I very much doubt whether a .signal

was ever made by a German submarine without our stations

recording the position.

One of our difficulties was rapid .searching over long ranges

of wave-length. The first real solution of the problem on
Bellini-Tosi lines was indicated by G. M. Wright in 1915, w^ho

suggested that the aerial tuning condensers should be short-

circuited and a closer coupling made between the search coil

and the aerial inductances. I revived the method for con-

tinuous wave work, and it enabled me to obtain a cii-cuit with

only one condenser to tune—a particulai'ly necessary condition

with continuous waves as the tuning is so fine. Independent

heterodyne circuits were troublesome on direction finders

because of the unequal action of the heterodyne on the two
aerials. Also the addition of the extra heterodyne condenser

reduced the simplicity of the one condenser circuit, therefore,

self-heterodyne circuits were adopted. In the first trial of

this system at a coast station I noticed again very serious

errors and bad minima. This turned out to be the " Vertical
"

in a greatly exaggerated form, the reiison being tliat, as the

frame is now untuned, the component representing the direc-

tional receptive power of the aerial has been tonsiderably

reduced, and the component representing " Vertical " recep-

tion is now of a sufficient relative magnitude to affect

materially the observed direction. A simple .solution was
obtained which was suitable for all waves above I.IKJO metres,

and consisted in earthing the mid-points of the two direction-

finder coils. With only slight modifications of apparatus this

remained our standard continuous-wave apparatus during the

remainder of the war. This was alsf) the basis of the
" aperiodic " spark direction-finder when the cascade amph-
fiers were produced.
Up to 1917 we had used soft tubes; tubes of a harder char-

acter we could not use, as we had erected such a high stan-

dard of sensitiveness that in transferring to hard valves we
should have lost a lot of useful results. However, Lieut. W.
,T. Picken succeeded in June. 1916, in getting five high-

frequency magnifications on 200 metres by tuned circuits with
much harder stable tubes, and he obtained extraordinary

magnification.
Latour's ideas had produced a moderately aperiodic ampli-

fier, but the magnification was still short of the best soft-

valve arrangements, and the wave-length was still too long,

especi.illy for Army purposes. A three-valve cascade ampli-

fier, built with fine wire coils of one layer, gave a result as

good as the Latour amplifier, but with the addition of more
valves a grid potentiometer became necessary to prevent
oscillations. The copper inter-valve windings were now re-

placed by resistance wire wound to exactly the siinu- dimen-
sions, wliich wire for all ordinary work consisted of No. 48
" Eureka." The set now allowed of the use of .six valves

plus a rectifier, with practically no adjustments and a flat-

ness of tuning which was almost all that could be desired. The
much more difficult range of 100-300 metre.'? required by the
.\rmy was then attacked. Messrs. Edison &• Swan offered to

di'aw nickel-chrome wire down to 1 mil in thickness. The
resistance of this wire for the same length is about 3} times
that of No. 48 " Eureka." This was very satisfactory, and a
very good degree of flatness was obtained with the seven
valves over the range of wave-length required. The magni-
fication is not .so good as the longer wave sets, but it was a
very great improvement on anything hitherto produced. Cas-
cade sets with a range of from 30 to -50 metres can easily he
produced if such wave-lengths are ever required. A set of 11

valves has been made of approximatelv equal sensitiveness
from 250 to 10,(XX) metres.

" .\periodic " amplification was now all that could be de-
sired, a rather heavy consumption of valves and valve current
being the only disadvantages. At one group of naval stations
a pair of 7 H.r. charging engines were found necessary, and
130 valves were running continuously. Almost at once, quick-
search one-condenser aperiodic direction finders came into use
for spark waves.

Direction finders for 200 metres, constructed with 11 or 22
valvea in cascade, enabled us to watch with ease certain
" buzzer " intercommunicating sets, with no more error than
on the longer wave sets. In these 22-valve sets, 11 valves
were connected with qilasi aperiodic transformers, a loose
tuned coupling was then inseiled. and another 11-valve set

added. In addition, usually one or two low-frooiiency ampli
(iers were added at the end. I measured the total high-
frequency magnification at about 500.000. High-frequency
.implifiers were used for two reasons. First, a self-hetero-
dyning cascade amplifier is, for some not obvious loason, much
less subject to microphonic noises than is a single valve; and

secondly, the amount of continuous-wave current produced in

the aerial by the self-heterodyne is very considerably less in

the case of a cascade amphfier than in the case of a single

valve. This enables stations quite close to one another to

search over overlapping ranges of wave-length without

howling at one another.
I cannot say too much for the high standard of all the

operators with whom I came into contact. The keenness of

the men really made a doubtful art successful. Some of the

men showed very great interest in the growth of the subject

technically, and many valuable suggestions came from them.

Two in particular made for ine all the original cascade ampli-

'

tiers. One general feeling amongst the Naval Intelhgence

operators is to meet the one oi^erator who controlled the Ger-

man Zeppelins and warships. They always imagined he was
one particular man who was a super-operator. Un several occa-

sions with nine or ten Zeppelins in a raid, ah frantically try-

ing to communicate with home for bearings or otherwise,

wireless occasionally got into a horrible tangle. At th^Jt

moment the super-man would arrive, take control, and in d.

twinkling all would be peace and order.

With regard to atmospherics, during daytime, on one or two
occasions, the positions of thunderstorms were approximately

determined and checked, but this was not often possible. At
night time, particularly in spring and autumn. X's exhibited

very frequently—in fact most of the time in England—a, sharp

direction which varied a little round the position of 165 deg.

E. of N. The minimum is often extremely sharp, exactly

like a well-defined station. It wa§ suggested that this direc-

tion was curiously near the magnetic meridian. We were able

to use this direction of X's for interception purposes, as it was
fortunately almost at right angles to the direction of the

Heligoland Bight. Signals on a vertical aerial, absolutely in-

audible owing to X's, were clear without X's in a frame
roughly placed at 75 deg. E. of N.

Quite early in the war several ships of His Majesty's Navy
were fitted with direction-finding apnnratus.

^
Commander

Dorling, of H.M.S. Warspite, succeeded in obtaining an error

curve (fig. 8a). The crowding of all the readings towards the

deg. and ISO deg. directions, i.e., fore and aft, was very

troublesome for taking readings, -and we modified the Bellini-

Tosi system to eorieet these errors, which amounted in other
cases to as much as 30 deg.

Only since the Armistice have I had an opportunity of try-

ing direction finders on aeroplanes. The four-engine Handley-
Page, which went to Newfoundland, was fitted with an ex-

temporised Bellini-Tosi, using an aerial system exactly as on
board ship. One aerial was lengthwise round the wings, and
the other lengthwise round the fuselage (fig. 9). \ correction

which was made on the ground was found to hold good when
the plane was in the air. .\n eight-valve long-wave amplifier

set gave very satisfactory signals. Magneto noises which were
extremely bad were overcome by shielding the magneto leads

.and, what was more important still, by shielding the complete
receiver system with the exception of the aerials. When the
engines were running all out, almost complete silence could
be obtained. This set was used effectively in the flight from
St. John's to the United States, during which flight directions

were taken on Clifden. Similar machines have been fitted

since, and the same satisfactory results obtained.
I believe the chief use made of the corrected Bellini-To.si

sy.stem for ships was in convoy work, but previously the Tenth
Cruiser Squadron and other ships had used it during cruising.

.\ll this later work on ships was done with Wright's inductive
loop or " aperiodic " aerial, and Wright has during the last

year developed an extremely small and practical .«hip direction-

finder for u.se with this type of corrected frame. It is intended
to apply the necessary corrections on every ship, with
periodical examinations of the corrections when the ship is in

jHjrt. exactly as a ship's compass is treated.

One advantage a. warship has over most mercliantmen is

that there is fitted a gyro compass with repeater compasses,
one of which can be near the direction-finder. If no gyro com-
pass is fitted, the exact direction of the ship is extremely
difficult to get .simultaneouslv with the reading taken on the
radiogoniometer, especially if the ship is turning or yawing.
\ useful addition to a ship's direction-finder would be » mag-
netic cfimpa.ss repeater.

Fit.'. S(T, which is approximatelv the original error curve of
the Warnpitc. was obtained on a Bellini-Tosi system consisting
of two frames each ^placed .at 45 deg. to the fore and aft line
of the ship. In the first form the shape of the curve was
rather puzzling, because the error was plotted against the
readinas. On replotting the errors against the true directions
(fig. Sh). the curve became a sine curve.

The Irish Peat Industry.—It has been calculated that

the peat fuel Bupply available in Ireland is equal to about
2.000,000,000 tons of crml. One of the drawbacks to the indiistr.v—

apart from the several inlierent ones— is the fact that the peats

must be cut by spade, one .at a time, which is .s'ow and laborious

work. Reoentlv attemnts have l)een mode to invent peat-cuttintr

machines, which would jrreatiy speed up production and Ipssen

cost and bring the industry within the limits of profitable

cximmerce. It is understood that these attempts have taken tangible

form, and that at lea.st one pe.at-cuttinfr machine is now in

operation.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
LetUrs received by us after 6 P.M. ON TuKSDAT cannot appear imtil

the following week. Correspondents shouldforwardthtir communi-

eati«n* at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless loe hare (A« writer's n/inie and address in imr nnssession.

Scientific Management.

I wHii uuich interested iu reading! tlic discussiua on Capt.

Scott Maxwell's paper to note the remarks of a late employer
of mine., who tximplained of lack of humanity in scientific

management.
All 1 can say is that after being on a variety of jobs iu

this country and Canada, I never came across a place where
less humanity was displayed by the management than ;u

the factory for which this gentleman is i-esponsibie.

It makes me sick to see men like this trying to obstruct

a. system which would give the workman who \xants to

really work a square deal.

Humanity is the one thing above all others that Taylur
stood for. He believed in what Edison calls " human en-

gineering." and he did not lielieve in the " lump of labour
idea which seems to be taken a« true by employers anil

employes alike in this country. '

There is a right job for every man. and it is up to the
employers to fit the man to the job. and also so to organise
industry as tci cliruiuate unemployment.
.»T' Scientist.
'rcbruHni -)//(. j;>2().

Tlie Rate of Exchange.

For weeks past the rate of exchange in New York and
Montreal has been moving against us; to-day the pound is

worth between 13s. 8d. and 14s. in New York. Snch rates
mean the continuation of high food prices in this country,
as so much of it is imported from " The West," and that does
not bngtiten our outlook.
But in Great Britain it otlght to bring considerable possi-

bilities within the grasp of the manufacturer for the expan-
sion of his trade and for getting a secure foothold in a market
which may have been hitherto closed to him. British prices
quoted in dollars and cents in the United States and Canada
should compare very favourably with prices for similar goods
manufactured over there.

It is only a reiteration of the present day war cry of
"Production " to say the more we can sell on an adverse
eiffihange the sooner will we return to normal conditions.

-
. M. B. Macdonald.

: Jidinbuigh.
.[Februarv 6Hi, 1M>.

Petrol and Electricity.

.With reference to your statement in the leaderette " Petrol
and Electricity " that the cost of energy for propelling a
raiUess trolley-car is about lid. per mile, may I point out that
this is on an average road with an average drawbar pull of
60 lb. per ton.

On Hat steel tracks (such as should have been laid in our
streets any time since 1894) this would fall to 10-12 lb. per
ton and the cost to Jd. They would al,so be available for every
vehicle.

Abolish tramways, relegate horses to by-ways and agricul-
tural districts, and make roads that are imperative for success-
ful motor traction and the (.so called) " Traffic Problem " di.s-

appears.
^"- Ernest G. Pinlt.
•Ashford. Kent. Fcbruiiry 5th. Ill'2(i.

^ ' " " University Training.

Once again iii your " Situations vacant " colmuns appears
a " class bar " advert. It state's, " must hare university
degree or equivalent." So much for democracy in the
IT.K. The advertisement in question relates to a jxisition as
laiboratory assist;mt in connection with high-tension magneto
testing, practical experience on magnetos essential. Why
then these bars, these obstacles to the ambitious manual
worker? It would api>oar that the advertiser is class preju-
diced, or is no student of psychology. Having had practical
workshop experience, combined with technical study, either
from Polyt'echnic institutes, or correspondence schools, prac-
tical experiments in model making, years of close application
to a study of mathematics, physics, &c. ; given a natm-al talent
'or scientific investigation and abUity, either inherent or ac-
quired, to draft plans and originate new devices, may not a

"hand" aspire to become a "head"? \ man may be
penalised by lack of a classical education, according to such
stipulations, and all his careful preparations for advancement
may be nullified. If England is going to hold any place
among the lea-ding industrial nations .she must encourage
those who have acquired qualities and character to fit them
for a vocation. The successful business man of to-day and

the future inii.st be a psycho-analyst; one able to put aside
notions of birth and biased opinions as to the benefits derived
Irom employing university graduates. Swank and bluff ^o
a long way in -some instances in the U.S..-^.. but there, more
att<'ntion is paid to a scientific selection of applicants, and if

the employe shows abilitv, he can climb to higher jwisitions,

but here—Oh !

G. W. Roffe.
Ijondon, N.W.
Frhrunnj 111,. Ja20.

I Whilst sympathising with our correspondent, we must
demur to his conclusions on several grounds. First, he gra-
tuitously assumes that the demand for a " university degree
or equivalent " is a " class bar," and undemocratic; this idea
is very much out of date. Scientific training is indispensable
to the efficiency of the skilled technical electrician in such a
[lo.Mtion as the one in question, and it will be noted that it

need not involve training at a university—the " equivalent
"

can be obtained at a technical college, as om- correspondent
him,=elf suggests. Secondly, the advertisement contains no
reference to a " classical education "; has he never heard of
the degree of Bachelor of Science? Thirdly. Mr. Eoffe com-
pares this country with the United States, where, as a matter
of fact, the college training is vastly more generally acquired
and recognised than it is here. One of the gie;it les.sons of
the w'ar was that we must follow the examples of the United
States and Germany in employing technically trained nicn
in our works. Here, as there, the highest posts in the en-
gineering profession aje open to men from the ranks, and
it would be easy for us to cite several instances of such ad-
vancement. We recommend our correspondent to read the
advertisement again with more care and discernment, and
to forward his appUcation for the post at once.

—

Eds. Elec.
Eev.]

Projector Lamps.

A friend has been inquuing of me about a high-efliciency
inciindescent lamp that has been recommended to him for use
in a projector lantern, giving about 2,000 c.p., the filament
being no more than i in. long and suitable for the voltage
usual in the larger South American towns. If any of your
readers have ever come across such a lamp nill they kindly
furnish me with details of it and the name of the manufac-
turer. The ordinary half-watt lamp of that candle jiower for
'220 volts is too large to get into the lantern, and, of course,
with such a length of filament much of the light would be
wasted. I have suggested the use of a " Pointolite " lamp, of

which you gave details not long ago, but we are intent on
learning more about the other lamp.
Norwich, Frhniary 9th, 1920.

M'illiam Roe.

Electrolytic Meters.

W'ith regaid to Mr. C. W. Marshall's article on cheap house
service meters, the statement that electroh'tic meters " are
not used to any great extent " is rather sweeping, considering
that two prominent makers of that type of meter cannot cope
with present orders. As your correspondent rightly states, a
cheap meter is wanted, but I am of the opinion that -5 amperes
is rather a large size, seeing that the maximum hghting
demand of the average house does not exceed 2 amperes, and
is likely to be less when the half-watt lamp is further
developed. A 5-ampere meter demands heavier moving parts

and consequently more friction, thus making it difficult to

bring in the lower loads, to say nothing of increasing the cost.

I think that however much the cost of a motor meter may
be reduced it wUl never be able to compete in price with the
electrolytic meter, and if the disadvantages of refilling and re-

setting in the latter type can be successfully overcome, there
is no doubt that the electrolytic meter wiU have a sale equal
to, if not greater than, that of the motor type, always assum-
ing that the price is right.

H. W. M.
Fchruary dth, 1920.

XA'ith reference to the article on " Cheap House Service

Meters " by Mr. C. W. Marshall, appealing in the Electrical
Eeview of the 6th inst., it would give the impression to

readers that the use of the electrolytic meter for direct cur-

rent is on the ilecrease. As far as we are aware this is not
the case; our experience is just the nverse, and points to

the fact that the use of electrolytic meters—of our make at

any rate—is very much on the increase.

The extreme accuracy of the Bastian meter, together with

Its simplicity and low price, all tend to this end. and is a

great inducement to engineers to continue the use of meters
for registration, rather than resort to a system of charging
which does not involve the use of meters at all for small con-
sumers; and in fact a very great number are supphed by us
speciallv for installing in small houses.

Tlie Bastian .Meter Co.. Ltd.
Albert E. Salisbury. Managing Director.

London. N.W., February 10th, 1920.
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RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

AccoRDiNi; to recent reports, the necessity for immediate

action to relieve t^ie congestion on suburban railways has

reached an acute stage. At the general meeting of the

[jondon, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Co. last week,

the chairman stated that during the peak load the density

of traffic on the railway between London and Croydon, and

the number of trains entering and leaving the Ijondon

termini, were so great that it was not possible to " squeeze

in " even a single additional train, and the only hope of

amendment lay in the extension of electrification : the

relief afforded by the quicker working of electric trains

was such that if they could electrify the whole of their

suburban services they would be able greatly to improve the

travelling facilities. The Government irasronsideriiig the /iro-

blem. Again, at the meeting of the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway Co. on the same day, the chairman said the

directors were satisfied with the results obtained on all the

sections already converted to electric traction, and wished

to extend the system to the line between Manchester and

Oldham, Shaw, and Royton ; but, again, the matter iras in

the hands of the Government, and until it was known

what policy the Government would adopt with regard to

the future of the railways, it was impossible to incur large

expenditures—unless the (lovemment provided the capital.

Practically the same condition obtains in connection with

the Great Eastern, South-Eastem, and other railways in

urgent need of electrification.

The responsibility rests upon the Minister of Transport.

Emphatic statements have been repeatedly made regarding

the intention of the (iovernment to embark upon large

schemes of electrification of the railways, and the blessings

to be derived from unified control ; yet here we have various

railways each capable of putting in hand such schemes, but

blocked by the indecision and inertia of the very depart-

ment which made such glowing promises. There is no

need for the Ministry to undertake the design of railway

schemes—let it delegate to the railway companies, which

possess the staff and experience required, the duty of pre-

paring the designs and carrying out the work. We do not

wish to see the old conditions revived under which a con-

sulting engineer felt it to be his duty to design the dynamos

when he was called upon to advise on an electricity supply

scheme— it is for the central authority to deal with the

fundamental conditions and the results to be aimed at, not

to busy itself with details, and there is no necessity for long

deliberation over well-established principles.

Whatever the ultimate policy of the Government with

regard to the railways may be, electrification is Iround to

come. Tiet the Government, therefore, guarantee the capital

and allow the railway companies to go ahead with the work.

225] D
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It is stated, this week, that the cost of

The Cost of
j;^.jjj advanced a further 5 per cent.

Living and , . t t .u • ^

Trade
during .January, and there is reason to

lielieve that while the rate of exchange in

America continues unsatisfactory and the world competi-

tion to secure supplies of food and raw materials causes

selling prices to advance, yet higher figures will be reached.

Under the terms of the settlement with the railwaymen,

they will automatically receive, on the cost-of-living basis,

some millions a-year more. Almost inevitably, demands

from other bodies will follow, preventing industry from

reaching that state of stability which is so urgently

necessary. Organised labour is not conspicuous for

moderation : if it were, it would avoid agitations for ever-

shorter hours until industry had had time to adapt itself to

altered conditions. The House of Commons will shortly

consider the question of a 4S-hour week, whUe outside

deliberations are proceeding for a still shorter week. 'JJhe

question now is how far one can go without seriously

reducing output and increasing the cost of production.

Few matters are of more extreme importance, both now
and for the almost immediate future, when we shall need

all the trade that we can get, than the strength of our

industrial position. At present that position is being

weakened, and some of the most well-disposed employers

are becoming weary of being in business, because of its

overwhelmin? anxieties, and want to get out. We regard

the claims of the workers most sympathetically, as

our readers are aware, and we are anxious to see

justice done to all—labour, black-coated staff man,
and capitalist ; but it needs to be shouted from
the house-tops that there is daneer ahead unless we
pay regard to the national industrial good and refrain

from the pursuit of mere selfish interest. " Better-

ment" for one section of the community may mean more
acute distress for another. We have before us a New
Zealand newspaper in which, in considering the electrical

engineering and plumbing trades, a writer, after showing
that New Zealand is now manufacturing in large quantities

goods that were solely imparted from Britain and other
countries before the war, remarks :

" The increased wages
paid to the mechanic in the Old Country and the moderate
tariff at present in existence, are factors which have enabled
the Dominion manufacturers to enter into competition with
the imported lines." We have not a word to say against
British Colonial manufacturing, but it is high time that
everybody recognised that there is a point where higher
wages means reduced demand, unless the cost per article

can be reduced by increased production. If we drive trade
elsewhere, whether it be to the Colonies or to foreign

countries, we shall be guilty of worse than folly, for we shiill

be laying up distress for others besides ourselves.

Trade Tours.
The Department of Overseas Trade

has issued a small booklet giving a great

deal of information respecting the touring exhibitions of

British manufactures, which are probably to be organised

by the Department. It is projiosed that the exhibitions

shall proceed to the Dominions, to South America, to the
Far East, and to the U.S.A. For firms wishing to avail

themselves of the opportunity thus afforded it should be
possible to run for two years for about 200 guineas for a
full unit of approximately 10 ft. frontage, and 120 guineas
for half a unit. Facilities will also be offered for combined
exhibits, either through trade a.ssociations or in groups.
In order that the organisation may be completed at the
earliest possible date, exhibitors should indicate what their
requirements are likely to be. They should do this at the
D.O.T. offices at the Fairs which open at London, Olassow.
and Birmingham next week. As the Dominions Tour must
start at an early date, we would urge our readers to arrive
at a decision as quickly as possible. Arrangements will
be made for special kinema films showing processes of
manufacture to be displayed in a number of towns justprio^-

to the arrival of the exhibition, so that public interest may
be stimulated in advance. The Department is now con-

sidering the establishment of showrooms at certain Conti-

nental centres in connection with the Commercial Secretariats

or Consular offices. These will be available for a series of

smaller exhibitions of from 25 to 35 exhibitors, which will

succeed each other at intervals of one month, or less. If

manufacturers and traders will get into touch with the

Department, it will be possible to gauge the probable

amount of support that will be forthcoming. We hope that

the whole subject of these official exhibitions will receive

immediate attention from those whose duty it is to decide

the policy of participation.

Tliree-Pbase

Power.

The article which we published in

our last issue, on the power plant of

the Austin Motor Co., is of special

interest, in thatit is an example of the supersession of direct

current by three-phase, and the subsequent extension of the

latter on a vastly greater scale. As we have previously

pointed out, we in this country are far too much wedded to

the use of direct current, and this practice has distinctly

handicapped us in the development of the electrical

industry, not only at home, but also in our export trade.

Unless we adopt the most up-to-date practice at home, we

cannot be in a position to compete with it abroad. It will

be noticed that a frequency of 50 cycles has been found

preferable to 25, that there are over 500 motors in use,

mostly squirrel-cage, and that the crane motors are of the

slip-ring type, with resistance regulation. Only for

charging the handy battery trucks is direct current

required.

The esperience of the Works Engineer's Department of

the Company, first with the D.c. and subsequently with

the A.c. system, has enabled a thoroughly practical com-
parison of the two methods to be made in relation to factory

driving and lighting. This experience has told entirely in

favour of the a.c. system. The chief difficulty with the d.c.

generators and motors is the commutator and brush gear,

which may be quite satisfactory so long as the machines
work under steady conditions, not overloaded ; but with

irregular loads and overloading, which are bound to occur

in any works of considerable size where extensions and
alterations are of daily occurrence, and the electrical

equipment cannot be immediately adapted to suit the
purpose in hand, trouble with commutators and brushes

sparking becomes insistent, involving labour charges and
shut-downs, with loss of output, a.c. induction motors

meet these conditions much better, and tide over the

difficult times until a permanent arrangement can be made,
with less trouble than d.c. motors. Under the best condi-

tions the A.c. motors have the advantage of simpler wiring,

no shunt or series field connections to be sorted out, cheaper

prime cost, and more robust construction. All the speed

variation required is easily obtainable by alteration of the

pulley ratios, the motor being run under the ideal condition

of constant speed. The only points requiring attention are

keeping the motor clean by blowing out with compressed

air once a week, or at other periods, according to the

surrounding conditions and the lubrication. Though over

500 A.c. motors are in use day and night in this factory,

under all sorts of conditions, abcut one breakdown per

week or 10 days, and that not a serious one, represents the

casualty list. The methotl employed is to standardise so far

as possible, adopting a few sizes only, and keeping a reason-

able number of spares, so that on the slightest failure Che

motor affected is taken down, and within a few minutes
another is put in its . place with a minimum of delay.

Another point in favour of alternating current is that full

advantage can bef taken of medium pressure up to 550 or

600 volts for economical transmission, for use directly on
the motors, lighting at low pressure being supplied through
highly efficient transformers at suitable places. This is

done very satisfactorily with delta primary and star

secondary, with 110 volts phase to neutral, meeting every

requirement of the fai^ory. The average power factor

obtained is between O'SO and 0-85 for the whole system.
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THE ELECTRICITY COMMISSIONERS.

The Minister of Transport has appointed Sir John F. C.
Snell, M.Inst.C.E., to be chairman of the Electricity

Commissioners, and Mr. H. Booth, O.B.E., of the Board
of Trade, Jlr. W. W. Lackie. C.B.E., M.Inst.C.E., :\r.I.E.E.,

and Mr. Archibald Page, il.I.E.E., to be Commissioners.
All communications for the Commissioners should be
addrfessed to The Secretary, Electricity Commissioners,
Gwydyr House, Whitehall.

W. W. Lackie.

Sir .John F. C. Snell is a past President of the Institution

of Electrical Enjrineers and a Member of Council of the

Institution of Civil Engineers. He was formerly in

practice as a consulting engineer in Westminster, as senior

partner of Messrs. Preece, Cardew, Snell A- Rider, and has

been borough electrical and tramways engineer at Sunderland.

Mr. H. Booth, O.B.E., Principal Clerk in the Board of

Trade, was a member of the Electric Power Supply
Committee.

Mr. W. W. Lackie, C.B.E., joined the Electricity Depart-

ment of the Glasgow Corporation in 1892, and was appointed

chief engineer in 1904, and manager-engineer in 1915. He
is a past president of the Incorporated Municipal Electrical

Association, and the West of Scotland Institution of

Engineers and Shipbuilders, and has been chairman of the

Scottish Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. Archibald Page, who has resigned the general

managership of the Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co. to

become an Electricity Commissioner, joined the staff of the

Glasgow Corporation Electricity Department in 1899, and
occupied the position of deputy city electrical engineer from
190."> until 1917, when he became associated with the Clyde

Valley Power Cc. Mr. Page is a past chairman of the

Scottish Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

The foregoing announcement will be welcomed by the

electrical industry, which has waited long enough, in all

conscience, for it : let us call to mind that it was in

April, 1916, that Jlr. Ernest T. Williams e.xpounded to

the Institution of Electrical Engineei-s his scheme for the

complete reorganisation of electricity supply in this

country—nearly four years ago I Let our readers turn

back to Mr. Williams's scheme, as we have done, and they will

be astonished at the close resemblance between his original

conceptions and the provisions of the Electricity Supply Act
of 1919, as regards not only the fundamental principles

involved, but also the methods of putting them in force.

The fulfilment of that far-sighted scheme has been
entrusted to the four men named above, with one other not
yet appointed. That the Board of Commissioners thus
formed will meet with the approval and command the con-
fidence of the electrical industry we fully believe : every one
of them is well known to the industry, and each has an
admirable record of experience and achievement in his own
branch of work to justify his selection. We have but one
criticism to offer—one that, we are certain, will be endorsed
by many of our readers—namely, that the name of Mr. S. L.
Pearce is not included in the list.

]Mr. Pearce, for many years, has stood at Che head of the
municipal electrical engineers of this country ; he has pre-

sided over the fortunes of the largest undertaking of its

kind with an efficiency and competence which need no
emphasis from us ; he has also played a leading part in the
problem of National Electricity Supply, having presided
over the Committee of Lancashire and Cheshire Engineers
whose admirable reports exerted so great an influence on the
course of events—particularly the second, which largely

foreshadowed that of the Williamson Committee itself.

Surprised at the omission of his name from the list of

Commissioner, we immediately inc|uired of Mr. Peairce the
reason, and he informs us that " no invitation to join the
Board of Commissioners was extended " to him. We are

absolutely at a loss to understand the circumstance, which
appears to us inexplicable. However, in his brief reply to

our inquiries, ilr. Pearce says that " it is up to us now to

all pull together and support the chosen Commissioners in

Photo byj

Aucii. Vauh.

the great work that lies before them." and with (hat

generous sentiment we cordially agree. We trust that their

labours will be fruitful, and crowned with a full lueHsme
of success ; they have an exceedingly difficult and delicate

task to accomplish, calling for the highest i|ualitiea of

strength, wisdom, and discretion ; and we hope that all

electrical men will endeavour to smooth their way, and thug
unite in promoting the national welfare.
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ELECTRICITY IN SMALL DWELLINGS.

The extensive schemes which are being prepared to alleviate

the present housing shortage afford an unprecedented

opportunity to the electrical industry in general. Now.

undoubtedly. i.s the time to press for the installation of

electrical wiring and fittings while dwellings are in process

of construction. ]\Inch of the reluctance to install elec-

tricity in existing buildings is due to the anticipation of

the expense likely to be incurred in cutting away for wires

and conduits, and the subsequent restoration. This trouble

however, would be entirely eliminated if builders, or those

responsible for building, were far-sighted enough to arrange

for the use of electricity in the same way as gas is at present

provided for. They might even go so far as to provide for

electricity alone, in which case the resultant saving in

brickwork—fireplaces, flues, and chimney stacks—would

more than compensate for the expense incurred. The
superiority of electricity over gas for domestic purposes

cannot be overlooked, and its growing ascendency should

receive attention in all schemes of reconstruction.

Where space has to be cut down to a minimum, the air

is given a higher value by the employment of electricity.

avoid these defects; of these the •' Henley." " Kaleeco,"

and " Stannos " are probably the liest known. The main

idea of such systems is, of course, to comply with the

three requirements referred to above, and chief attention

is paid to the external or visible features of the installation.

if the leads from the mains can be installed while a building

is being erected, little trouble is encountered, as all cutting-

away of the fabric is obviated.

Fig. 4.
—

"K.i^LEECo" Joint Box.

Wires run in a roof may be fixed with porcelain cleats >

and where they are brought in at right angles to a joist,

the latter should be drilled with two holes about an inch

apart, through which the wires are threaded. If run parallel

with a joist in the ceiling or roof, they can again be fixed

with cleats.

The wires in the " Henley '" system are made up in pairs

and sheathed with metal, which takes the place of a conduit

Fig. 1.
—

" Henley'
Joist Box.

FiG. J.
—

' Hekley
'

Connector.

which does not vitiate the atmosphere in the very least.

Electricity is clean and smokeless, ensuring a much longer

period of service for interior decorations and fixtures. There

being no actual combustion on the premises, the risk of

fire is greatly reduced, and also, as previously remarked, if

cooking and heating are done electrically, fireplaces and

flues liecome unnecessary.

If a tenant takes a house and finds it already fitted with

most of the requisites for lighting and cooking electrically.

he will almost certainly elect to use them, as it will mean little

or no expense to himself, while the advantages are obvious.

On the other hand, he will hesitate to install electricity

on his own responsibility, as, should he wish to vacate the

house, the wiring, erected at his expense, becomes the pro-

perty of the landlord, and has to remain where it is, and

in his new dwelling he may have to start all over again.

Fig. 3.—"Henley " Tee Box.

One of the first considerations to occupy the attention of

builders and prospective consumers is the system of wiring
to be adopted. The three points to be studied are

cheapness, effectiveness, and sightliness. The conduit
system, although eft'ective and possessing many advantages,
is generally out of the question in small buildings, where
the low rental will not recoup the outlay involved. Wiring
in wood casing is at the present time even more expensive,

and so it becomes necessary to look for a good open or
•' surface " system. The method of wiring with porcelain

cleats at intervals can be made very effective and unobtru-
sive, but there is always a tendency for the leads to separate,

slacken, and sag down, thus becoming very unsightly.

There are, however, several modern systems devised to

I'lii. :.
—

" stanwos Wirini; and Clips.

or other external protection. Wires running together ai-e

retained in position and clamped by means of small clips,

which prevent sagging. Where leads are exposed, they

may be painted the same colour as the wall or background

to render them inconspicuous. .lointing is effected by

means of small porcelain and brass connectors enclosed in

small joint boxes (figs. 1, 2 and 8). Branches are taken off

by means of small tee boxes of tinned brass.

Fig. 6.

—

"Stannos" Wateb-Tight Joist Boxes.

•• Open ' wiring can also be effected by means of the

•"Kaleeco"" system, in which sheathed conductors are em-

ployed. Single wires are circular in shape, while multi-

core cables are of flat section. The distinguishing feature

of the '• Kaleeco"" wiring system is the method of jointing.

The joint boxes consist of two parts, backplate and cover of

tinned brass. The backplate can be slotted to take any

arrangement of wires, and the slotting produces tongues

which are fixed to the wires by means of bonding clamps

( fig. 4 ) and tightened by bolts and nuts.

The backplate is ifiied in position and the joints are

made with jioi'celain-sheathed connectors. Lugs are pro-

vided on this plate which fit into slots cut in the cover,

and are lient over, thereby obviating the use of fixing screws

or bolts to hold the two parts together. Wires covered in

silk or glace cotton in various colours are supplied, in order

that external wires may harmonise with their surroundings.

The " Stannos"' system is another effective form of open

wiring—similar in many respects to the •' Henley " system.

The wires employed are of the metal-sheathed type, which
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can be used either for two-wire work, or by the utilisation

of the copper sheath as a conductor, for concentric systems.

Metal clips are used for retaining the wires in position

(fig. 5), and a protective steel covering (fig. 8) can be

used in positions where exposed wires would lie liable to

be damaged. The small joint-boxes employed in the-

" Stannos " system consist of a soft metal base and 'co\ er,

two porcelain linings, and a soft metal channel con-

nector (fig. 0).

The original mode of distribution was to tap off the

mains for each house, which meant great expense in the

provision of suitable underground junction boxes. The
cheapest way of supplying a block of houses is to make one

Fig. 7.
—

' i>TANNOS" Service Main.

tapping only from the street mains, and then run leads along

the front (or back) of the row of houses, taking off a branch

at each dwelling or pair of dwellings. These branches can

be made secure and weatherproof at a mere fraction of the

cost of separate underground joints.

Figs. 7 and 9 show this principle carried out by Messrs.

pany's system was described in the Electrical Review of

May 1.0th, 1914, and has proved so effective that little or

no modification of the original scheme has been found neces-

sary. The company carries out complete installations and

charges a weekly amount for each lamp installed, varying

with the candle-power. All replacements are made by the

consumer. The meter system employed by many supply

authorities is expensive both in first cost and in maintemmce,

and for this reason is gradually giving place to the more

economical method of fiat-rate payment. To '.ruard

against excessive consumption in houses receiving a supply

on the "fixed-price" system, current limiters are usually

installed, which act when more than a certain number of

lamps are in use in

any one dwelling. The
recently inaugurated

Wolverhampton
scheme is run on

these lines. Meters

of the Id. and Is.

prepayment type are

frequently placed in

houses, and although

a charge has to be

made for their main-

tenance, there is no

doubt that many con-

sumers prefer this

method of payment
by degrees.

In conclusion, as

an example of com-
pletely electrical

dwellings, we would

draw attention to the

experiment carried

out at Glasgow. Two
houses were fitted

with electri<'al heat-

ing and cooking ap-

paratus, lighting, and
» household appliances.

The cost for a year's running was £:>2 in one case, and
t'M.") in the other, and the occupants expressed great satis-

faction with the scheme, and gave electrical methods pre-

ference over the usual domestic routine.

Fig. 8.

—

Protective
Covering for Wires.

Fig. 9.
—

" Stannos
Srrvice Bbanch.

Siemens Bros., the originators of the " Stannos " system.

The houses are served by leads entering above the front

doorway, and the outside cables arc very unobtrusive.

Many methods of payment for electrical energy in the

case of small houses are in vogue
;
probably the best system

is that adopted by the Fixed-Price Light Co. This com-

Faraday Works War Fund.—A general meeting of the

MiLiscribers to Fai'aday Works (Gent & Co., Ltd.) War I'uiul

was held on the 2nd lost, at Leicester. The chair was taken

liy ilr. I. H. Parsons, supjwrted by Messrs. Waddington and

Skinner. Mr. Parsons biiefly reviewed the organisation and

history of the fund. In the early days of the war the em-

ployes made weekly collections- in aid of the Prince of Wales's

Fund, and in April, 191.3, it was agreed to devote future funds

to eases of need among the fii-m's eiui>loyes with H.M. Forces.

Parcels were sent according to a proi-ierly established plan

during three or four years, and a sum was handed to each

man on his return. Money grants were also mSde to vvidows

and other relatives of fallen men. From tune to time' contri-

butions wei'e forwarded by the conmiittee to a number of

charitable orgajiisations. The Ti-easurer reported that al-

though the weekly collections had ceased, he had a balance

ill hand of i'109. It was decided by the meeting that part

nl this should be distributed among relatives of fallen men, the

halaaoe to be six;nt in entertaining all returned men'-, at a

dinner and social evening. The firm had expressed a wish '.<>

<:rcH a permanent roll of honour to record the part which its

<Mnployes had taken in the war. It had been ilecided to (i.\

a, marble tablet outside the works bearing the names of

fallen men, and to erect a roll of honour inside the works.

The employes have expres.«cd a wish to subscribe part of the

cost, and this has been agreed to. Tlie committee has now

been made a staudmg one, as Gents' Social Committee. The

Secretary (Mr. W. E. Dunt) would be glad to receive the pre-

sent addresses of any men who joined up when in the firm's

employ, but who may now l)e ia other employment.
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EXTENSIONS AT STUART STREET GENERATING STATION, MANCHESTER.

Thk latest e\t<nsions at the Stuart StitL't statiou of the

Manchester Corporation electricity department comprise,

as already briefly reported in onr pages, a 2u,000-kw.

turbo-alternator, together with condensing plant and cooling

towers, and four large water-tube boi lei's with econoiuisers.

It has been necessary to i-einove a portion of the original plant

which was installed in 1902—namely three 1,5()0-kw. alter-

nators driven by vertical reciprocating engines, and twelve

12,00()-lb. per hour water-tube boilers, to make room for

the new turbo-alternator, condenser, and boilers respectively.

Considerable structural alterations were necessary in the

boiler house. The old roof had to be removed and steel-

work erected to carry the new economisers and to support

the existing bunkers.

The four new boilers, shown in fig. 1, are of Messrs.

Babcock & Wilcox's marine type, fitted with superheaters

and Green economisers. The boilers normally evaporate

91,000 lb. per hour, but have a continuous overload rating

of 104,000 lb. of water per hour from, and at, 212 F.

The working pressure is 225 lb. per sq. in., and the super-

heat 275° F. The boilers have a total heating surface

of 14,000 S(i. ft. and the superheaters 5,145 sq. ft., the

grate surface being 41G sq. ft. The main steam drum is

4 ft. in. in diameter. 37 ft. long, and weighs 12 tons.

There are 5G sections of tubes per boiler, each section

having 12 tubes 17 ft. long. Each boiler has four chain

grates driven by Brampton chains from the stoker shafting,

which is placed in the ash passage. This shafting is

driven through reduction gearing by one A.c. and two D.c.

motors, one of these motors being always used as a stand-by

to the other two. Forced and induced-draught plant is

fitted to each boiler, there being four 45-in. diameter

forced-draught fans, each direct-driven by a 30-b.h.p. motor

at 300 R.P.M. They are capable of maintaining a pressure

of 0"5 in. vr.a. under the grates, and will deliver sufficient

air for the combustion of coal at the rate of ;3ii to 40 lb.

per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour.

of maintaining a draught of 2 in. water gautre at the

economiser outlets. The other two boilei-s have one 85-in.

diameter fan, which discharges the L-ases into an existing

brick chimney. The motor for this fan, which is chain-

driven, is of 155 H.H.P. 'J'he speed of the motor can be

rt-gulatcd by rlieostatic control from 5>;5 to 450 k.p.m.

Fig. 1.—B. .t \V. yi,O0O-LB. Water-Tube Boilers.

Suitable dampers are provided for isolating each econo-

miser. Each boiler has two economisers installed above it,

each economiser having 250 tubes and a heating surface of

3,097 sq. ft. The gases enter the economisers at a tem-

perature of SGO'^ F., and are discharged at a temperature of

375' F., the temperature of the feed water being raised

Fig. 2.

—

Alternator End ok Metropolitan-Vickers 25,000-kw. Turbo-Alternator.

Two of the boilers have each one 60-in. diameter induced-
draught fan, direct driven by a 70-b.h.p. motor at 300 r.p.m.

These fans draw the gases from the economisers. and dis-

charge into 7 ft. in. diameter steel chimneys, which have
a height of 93 ft. above the grates. The fans are capable

100" F. The overall efficiency of the boiler, superheater

and economiser is 82 per cent, when burning " slack."

Some modifications have been made to the coal chutes,

&c., and the fuel now used consists of coke breeze and coal,

and is fed on to the grates on the "sandwich" system
—

'
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that is, a layer of coal on top of a layer of coke. An addi-

tional coal elevator and a conveyor of the push-bar type,

having a capacity of 60 tons per hour, have been supplied

by Messrs. Jenkins, Ltd., of Retford.

The new feed pump was supplied by ilessrs. Weir
and Co., of Cathcart, and is capable of delivering

25,000 G.P.H. when running at a speed of .'i.OOO k.p.m. It

is of the single-stage type, direct driven by an impulse

steam turbine, fitted with a ratio governor of the differential-

FiG. 3. —Mather & Platt Circolating Poiips

piston type, also an overspeed governor. The exhaust

steam is discharged through a nozzle into the hotwell tank,

and is used to heat the feed water.

Jlessrs. Richardsons, "Westgarth & Co., of West Hartle-

pool, were the main contractors for the turbo-alternator

and condensing plant. The contract for the three-phase

alternator, fig. 2, which has a maximum rating of

25,000 KW., at 0-8.J power factor. CCOO volts. bO cycles,

was sub-let to the British Westinghouse Co , now Metro-

cast-steel concentric pipe inside the turbine casing. The
high-temperature steam, therefore, does not come into

direct contact with the casing. The main governor

operates the throttle valves by means of oil relays ; hand-

operated nozzle valves are also fitted to the turbine. The

over-speed and emergency governor is of the centrifugal

spring-loaded type, fitted to the shaft, and is set to operate

at 10 per cent, overspeed ; levers are also fitted to this

governor, so that it may be operated by hand in case of

emergency. Two oil pumps are driven

by gearing from the end of the shaft in

the usual mannc", but a separate steam-

driven reciprocating oil pump has also

been installed for starting and shutting-

down purposes. This pump is fitted

with an automatic governor, which will

start the pump when the oil pressure falls

to 27 lb. per sq. in., if the main pumps
fail to maintain the supply.

It is interesting to note that the alter-

nator stator was built up on site to avoid

the difficulties which would have been

experienced if such a heavy weight (70

tons) had had to be handled with the

existing crane. An exciter is fitted to

the machine, but arrangements are made
so that the supply of energy for exci-

tation can be taken from the station

battery when required. Ventilating fans

are fitted on the rotor, which runs at a

speed of 1,500 h.p.m. These fans draw
air direct from the atmosphere through

wet air filters of the rotary type, which

were supplied by Messrs. Ileenan and

Froude, Ltd. Duplicate a.c. motors,

with direct-driven pumps, are provided

for circulating the spray water and rotating the filters.

Messrs. Reyrolle's self-balanced protective gear has been

fitted to the alternator.

The main cables connecting the alternator to the cil

switch are of the single-core, lead-covered, paper-insulated

type, 1 sq. in. in cross section, three being used per phase.

The condenser, which is of the "Contraflo" type, is on the

turbine room floor, the turbine and alternator being about

16 ft. above this level. The condenser is mounted on

^Ml
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load condensate. One set is driven by an A.c. motor, the

other beiuf; driven by a De Laval steam turbine. Each set

has three steam jets for air extraction, and arrani^emente

are also made so that the auxiliary turbine exhaust steam

may be used in the jets, or diverted into the kinetic tank

and used to heat the condensate. Messrs. llather & Piatt,

1/td., have supplied two 27 in. circulating water pumps,

each direct driven by a .^);">0-h.h.p., a.c. motor at .590 R.i'.M.,

and capable of dealing with CiO per cent, of the full-load

fitted in the pump and tower motor houses to control the

4 20-volt circuits.

The whole of the cable work has been done by the Stuart
Street staff ; the h.t. and l.t. cables for the auxiliary
cin uits being three-core, paper-insulated, lead-covered and
unuoured.

'I'he war memorial tablet illustrated in fig. was erected
by the men employed at the Stuart Street works, td the

Fig. 5.

—

Cooling Towi;i!s.

requirements ; these pumps, tig. 3, are installed in a room
which is external to the main building.

Two cooling towers, tig. 5, have been supplied by
Messrs. Charles Bradshaw it Co., and have a total capacity

of 1,32(1,000 gallons of water per hour, the temperature

being reduced from '.15 F. to 75 P. when the atmospheric

temperature is 60 F. and humidity 80-85 per cent.

Twenty-four 11-in. diameter fans running at 105 r.p.m. are

fitted to the sides of the towers and mounted on through-
shafts, which are carried on lignum vita' bearings inside

the towers. The outside bearings are of the oil-ring type,

and are fitted with special waterproof covers. ( )n one side

of the towers are the motor houses, which contain six

80-B.H.p. motors ; each motor runs at 730 r.p.m., and drives

two shafts, i.e., four fans, by means of chains. The towers
are divided into sections coi'responding to the motors, and
the troughing and pipes are so arranged that each section

can be worked c[uite independently of the others.

The main G,t)00-volt switchgear was supplied by the
British Thomson-Houston Co., and comprises one 3,000-
ampere alternator oil switch, three 2,000-ampere group-
feeder switches, and one feeder board with six switches.

The large switches and the feeder switches are the H C
and H3 types respectively, with two oil tanks per phase.
The whole of the equipment is mounted in moulded stone
cubicles.

Brick cubicles have been built for the transformers
which have been installed in connection with the supply of

energy for the a.c. motors. Two cubicles are in the boiler

house, two adjoining the circulating-pump house, and one
beside the cooling-tower motors.

The tJ.GOO-volt switchgear for controlling the supply to

these transformers is erected on the switchboard gallery in

the turbine room, and comprises a number of the Manchester
standard sheet-iron cubicle type of sub-station panels. An
iron-clad Fluvent board, with knife switches and fuses, is

mounted on top of the boiler-house transformer cubicles, and
black enamelled slate panels with knife switches have been

Fig. (5.—W.\n Memorial Tahlet.

honoured memory of 25 of their comrades who volunteered

for service and gave their lives in the great war.

In conclusion, we have to thank Mr. S. L. Fearce, chief

engineer and manager, for supplying and permitting the

publication of the particulars set out above. The photo-

graphs were taken by Messrs. (irundy it Sons.

The Nenhansen Alnminiom Co.—During the war the

German State-suaranteed War Metals Co. entered into a contract

with the Aluminium Industry Co.. of Neuhausen, for the supply of

aluminium, which is said to be still in operation, notwithstanding^

that the war requirements expired over a year ago, and the German
company is still under the obligration to accept deliveries. To do
so now would be all the more burdensome, as the basis price was
arranged in Swiss francs (5. .50 fr. per kilo is mentioned), and
would, therefore, involve a considerable sacrifice owing to the

increasing fall in the mark. A friendly arrangement, however,
has been made with the German Government, under which the
contract has been determined on the payment of a aura of

1 1 ,000,000 f r. to the Swiss company.

Norwegian Alumininm.—ThemanagersoftheA.S. Hoyang-
faldene (Norsk Aluminium Co.) state that it was possible for the

comp.any to begin the production of aluminium last October, but

owing to the difficulties in connection with supplies of coal and
transport services, the company has been unable to increase the

deliveries of raw materials to the level corresponding to the

utilisation of the full capacity of the plant. There are, however,
reasons for believing that this will take place in the near future.

At present the electrode factory is turning out electrodes for the

company's use, which was the original object in view, although con-

siderable quantities could also lie produced for sale, but the demand
in Norway is inconsiderable at present, jiresumably on account of

the restricted activity at the smelting works. The prospects for

the export of aluminium seem to be favourable. No doubt the

unfavourable rate of exchange for Germany renders it difficult for

exports to be sent to that country, where the consumption is very

large just now. On the other hand, the consumption appears to

be increasing in other industrial countries, and there is every
reason for believing that this will continue. The sale prices are

still low as compared with the costs of production, but it is con-

sidered probable that the advance which has begun will be
maintained.
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THE IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION.

(Cuiieluded friim page 201.)

Messrs. Arthur Li'on & Wrisnch, Ltd., 36, Victoria Street,

London, S.W. J, exhibit electric lighting sets suitable for

country-house lighting, as shown at other recent exhibitions;

a combination eJet-tric motor positive pump, with a capacity

•of -500 gallons per hour; a motor-generator set driven off the
Ulympia main supply, and givmg an output of 60 to 70 volts,

2o to 35 amperes; a small -J-H.r. motor for djiviug a sewing
machine or other household appliances requiring small power,
and some domestic heating and cooking accessories for work-
ing in conjunction with L.W. house-lighting plant.

The Austin Motor Co., Ltd., 479-4t)3, Oxford Street, Lon-
don, W. 1.—^This is a working exhibit of an entirely British-

made 0.7-5-KW. automatic electric lighting plant for a country
house or farm, and a 10..5-H.P., 100-volt, automatic plant for

country mansions, reference to the commencement of the

manufactuie of which was recently made in our pages. The
smaller set under the name " Autoplant " is suitable for an
installation up to a total capacity of 800 c.p. with '25-volt stan-

dard metal-filament lamps, or 1,.500 cr. with half-watt lamps.

The set comprises a 1.75-H.i'., four-stroke, single-cylinder

engine designed to run at 1,100 h.p..m. on either petrol, ben-

zole, or town gas, and is supplied complete with all piping,

&c. The cylinder is water cooled, the radiator taking, not

the usual form, but that commonly employed for office and

room warming purposes, as shown in fig. 11. The engine

is direct coupled to a compound-wound dynamo giving an

11 to 3.5 amps., at ho volts. The direct coupled 1, 2, and
4-cylij;»der .sets, fig. 12, i-un at 850 it. p.m.. and give 3 to

IS KW., '27 to 16;3 amps.; at 110 volts. An automatic con-

troller is provided to start the engine up smoothly, the com-
pression being released until sufficient speed is attained lo

Fiu. 12.—Listeu-Brustox 1S-kw. Lighting Pl.\nt.

Fig. 11.—Austin 0.75-kw. Lighting Set.

output of 00 to 22 amns., at '^ to 3.5 volts, or 15 to 11 amps,

at 50 to 75 volts; a battery of from 126 to 180 arap.-hours

capacity, according to the number of lights, is used with

the plant, a featm-e of which is a " ma.ster instrument
"

which maintains the voltage on the lights at a constant value,

although the dynamo mav be giving a varying voltage for

charging the battery. It i.s claiined that the plant is entirely

automatic in its action, i.e., self-stai'ting, stopping and re-

gulating, even the h.t. ignition current being taken from

the dynamo. Plant with capacities up to 12 KW., as well as

SO-volt sets can be supplied.

Messrs. E. A. Lister & Co., Ltd., 47, Victoria Street,

Ix)ndon, S.W.I, exhibit electric lighting and power plant,

suitable for country houses or where a main supply is not

available, which is claimed to lie automatic in action. Ihe

plant is suitable as a standby on board ships or elsewhere

and in such a case starts up automatically on the failure ot

the main supply; it also tests itself daily, and gives indication

if not operating correctly. A feature is that the usual large

storace batterv is not necessary, a few cells suffice to work

the plant automaticnlly and light a few lanqis without the

engine running. The vertical, water-cooled, enclosed-type

engine is of substantial construction, fitted with automatic

lubrication h.t. magneto ignition, and puiupfed carbiuetter.

Tn addition' to tlie centrifugal mechanical governor, a magnetic

"overnor is fitted to the engine, which regulates the speed

according to the load, thereby maintaiuing constant voltage

at all loads. The shunt-wound dynamo rs autom.'itically

lubricated and coupled to the engine either by a flexiljle

coupling in the larger sizes, or by belt in smaller singlc-

cvlinder sets, which have outputs of from 0.52 to 1.9o KW..

ensure easy starting. The enamelled switchboard is fitteil

with a voltmeter, two ammeters, a Bruston relay, circuit

breaker, fuse, and the necessary terminals are plainly labelled.

The Aster Engineering Co., Ltd., Wembley, Middlesex,

has a working exhibit of a single-cylinder, semi-automatic

house lighting set running on gas, but which will run equally

well on petrol or i)arafliu. The exhibit is complete with all

the necessary equipment, the design being sturdy thioughout.

The engine is of the 4-cycle type with mechanically operated

overhead valves, and is air cooled; lubrication has received

special attention, and a simple form of carburetter is fitted.

Messrs. Studebakeb, Ltd., 117-123, Great Portland Street.

London, W. 1, show the compact " Lally Light" house

lighting plant, consisting of a generator direct driven by a

l)all-bearing petrol engine, and a set of accumulators. A
duplicate set may be seen working outside at the rear of the

stand. The 1.5-h.p., 1.800-k.p.m. engine has only three moving

parts, namely, the piston, connecting rod, and ci'ankshaft.

There are no" valves to crrind, no connecting rods, push rods,

cam shafts, &c. Thermo-siphon cooling with an ordinary

water tank is employed. A float-feed type carburetter is

fitted, and the h.t. magneto is direct connected to the crank-

shaft bv means of a flexible coupling. A centrifugal governor

running in an oil bath acts through a rocker arm du'ectly on

the balanced plunger throttle which governs the mixture in

tlic engine. Simplicitv in design has been aimed at through-

out: the set weighs only 322 lb., it being 27 in. long by

14 in. wide.

C.UiRON Co., 50, Berners Street. London. W. 1.—Amongst

this selection of fireplace suites, some of which are seen work-

ing, are both coal and gas fires. a« well a.s the Ibm's well-

known electric fires of various sizes and styles.

The Dowsing H.adunt HE.vr Co., Ltd., .39, York Place,

Baker Street, London. W. 1, has on view a large number of

samples of its manufactures in the shape of domestic electric

heating and cooking appliances, including radiators, cookers,

kettles, irons, toasters, &c.. as described on various <K-ca.-ion.s

in our pages. A special feature is made of clectricaUy-heatcd

clothing, while electro-medical apparatus on view includes

electric Ught baths and various forms of vibrators The De
Vry iwrtable kinema projector, which we described fully some

time ago, is also to be seen in u.se at this stand. Messrs.

Dowsing have taken up a selling agency for this apparatus,

which is verv compact self-contained, and may be connected

to anv existing lighting fitting. It has been used with much
sucwss in schools and by educational authorities m different

parts of the country.

•Ph(^ FiLUAU Elp.ctwc Heater, Ltd., 4»;, Berwick Street,

London. W. 1, is showing electric water heateis and stenliser=;

the latter apparatus consists of a tank holding water on the

bottom of which rests a tray for carrying the instnmient-a

to be sterilised, and which can be lifte.l out at will while

the wat<>r is boiling. Parallel to this tank is a second tauk

ontaining a Hoat which works in

iits off tlu- current should the

njiiiiction with a switeh

ter fall to a pre deter-
and cuts off the current slioulcl the water laii lo » ,.ir ..^i-t..-

luined level. The electric water boiler is designed to delr;-er

a limit^'d amount of hot wat.er in a short space of time. Hio

ani.iunt of water necessary can b- drawn off at boiling l>imt

SO to W s,.conds .-ifter the cold water has reached the desired

level in the gauiic. Immediately after the boiling water has

been ejected, the apparatus is again ready for use. lHe
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boiler can be used in a room where there is no water supply
by the addition of a small tank; the heating element cannot
be switched on until water has been admitted to the boiler,

:md water is adinitti'd by a push rod valve which closes on
the pressure boinj; rdcasod. The " hotspring " automatic
water heater is a small apparatus which can be easily fitted

(and as easily removed) to the water main or to any existing

cold water tap, the handle of which controls the whole ap-

paratus. The only operation necessaiy to obtain a, tlow of

hot water up to ICU deg. F. is to turn on the cold water tap,

which action operates a water switch. \Vhcn the tap is

tJosed current is autoiuatically cut off and cui'rent cannot
be switched on to the heating elements unless water is flow-

ing tluough the heater. In the event of the water supply
failing entirely or partly due to partial closing of the tap
or reduced pressure, the current is also automatically cut off.

The Lowa Enoineebikg Co., I/td., '25, Maiden Lane,
London, W.C. '2.—The " Lowa " switch is a novelty which
has many applications; it is shghtly larger than the ordmary
switch, and can J)e easily substituted lor the ordmary one.

It is a modification of the tumbler action in which a dolly-

head opei'ates a kver moving through a quadrant \\hieh

cuts in or out groups of sl>ecial resistances, and when used
in conjunctiou with a lamp or series of lamps effects a remark-
able saving in energy when less light is required than the

rated c.p. The switch is suitable for bedroom, nursery, or

hospital use, and for many pur'poses where it is desired to

regulate the light given. It is also adapted for use with small

aiotors, fans, radiators, ic, in place of the usual starting

switch. In " Lowa " slider resistances the resistance material

is sandwiched between metal strips which form the contacts,

thus helping to eliminate the wear which takes place where
the contact bears directly on the wue. The resistance units

are contained in a strong cast frame, the insulation being

of mica throughout ; they axe compact, occupying small space,

and the resistance material used is claimed to be impervious

to climatic conditious and to moisture.

Messrs. Belli.ng & Co., Montague Eoad, Edmonton, Lon-
don, N. IS, show a selection of electric cooking, heating, and
cleaning appUances for domestic use, including fires, water

heaters, sweepers, a washing machine, and table appliances

as exhibited at other recent exhibitions.

The British Eleotkic. Transformer Co., Ltd., 50, Oxford
Street, London, W.l.—This stand takes the form of a model
kitchen in which flame fires, ovens, boUers, grills, and other

electrical " comforts " for the home are on view, some of

M'hich are seen in operation, and demonstrations are given

at frequent intervals.

QuEAD, IjTD., 47. Marylebone I^ane, Oxford Street, London,
\V. 1.— This exhibit takes the form of a selection of electric

fires, and includes jjeriod style, sheet metal fires which are

seen in operation for the first tinie, and which can be supplied

to match any period of decoration. A table cooker com-
bination is also on view for the first time, and the firm's

electric iron is efficient, having a consumption of only 475

watts for a full size iron on full heat. A feature is the
provision of means for regulating the heat whereby fuU or

half heat can be used for heating up quickly, and then a good
ironing temperature maintained by cutting down the current
so that only one quarter is used, hence its name. " Quarter
heat " iron. The handle is of the " always cool " type, aaid

a special rest is fitted on which the iron can be stood end up.
thus avoiding the necessity of a special stand. The consump-
tion of the firm's 12-in. fans at maximum speed does not
exceed 36 watts; the construction is robust, and the guard la

so designed as to avoid the rattling common to so many. The
Quead electric soldering iron consumes 100 watts for everv'

hot point; a sub.stantial sheath protects the element which
is practically air tight, thu.s helping to reduce heat loss and
to prolong its life. The cable is connected in such a manner
that should the iron be dropped there is no sudden puU on
the leads, and close contact is effected between the element
and the bit. The simphcity of construction renders replace-

ment an easy matter.

Messrs. Siemens Bro.?. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, I^ondon,
S.E. 18, exhibit the " Stannos " sy.stem of wiring buildings
for electric light and power, features of which are low cost

and the possibility of installation with minimum disturbance
to the fabric and interior decoration of the building. Furthei'
particulars of the system will be found on another page of
this issue in an article on electricity in small dwellings.

Messrs. Callender's Cable & Constrdction Co.. Ltd.,
Hamilton House, Victoria Embankment. Tx)ndon. E.C. 4.

—

This exhibit takes the form of electrically lighting tw-o portions
of rooms completely on the " Kaleeco " system of wiring, also
referred to in the_ article mentioned above, and shows the
Buitability of the wire and accessories for efficiently, yet unob-
trusively, wiring on the surface, different classes of houses.
The system consists of a circular metal sheaflied single and
flat metal sheathed multicore insulated wires, siranie iunction
boxes provided with efBcieut bonding clamps, wall clips, con-
tinuity bar, and earth clip. It is neat, easy to erect, and
^ery inexpensive. The conductors consist of tinned hipb-
ronductivity copper wires, insulated with two layers of vul-
canised india-rubber taped with proofed tape, the whole
vulcanised into a homogeneous body. The ipultic<^re wires

have the cores laid side by side, the distinctive coloured
proofed tapes ensuring ea,sy tracing, and sheathed under heavy
hydraulic pressure with a strong tube of metal forming a
flattened section. The metalHc sheathing, although stiff

enough to prevent sagging between the fixing clips properly
sp.iced, is easily bent round cornices. The junction box con-
sists of a backplate and cover of tinned brass, inside which
the wii'es are joined together as required by means of porce-
lain sheathed connectors. The backplate is slotted on site (o
any arrangement of wires called for. two slots being cut at
each wire entry, leaving a tongue to which the metal .sheathed
wire is clamped by means of the bonding clamp which em-
braces wire and tongue, and is tightened up by a screw and
nut. When the backplate has been fixed to the wall or other
support and the internal connections have been made, the
cover is marked and cut to fit over each bonding clamp. It
is sec-m-ed by small lugs, provided on the backplate. which
pass through suitable oi^enings in the cover and are bent
over, no screws or nuts being used for this purix)se. Eflncient
electi-ical continuity of the metallic .sheathing throughout the
installation together with reliable earthing, are secured by
use of the complete range of " Kaleeco " accessories. Decora-
tive wires braided with silk or glace cotton and accessories
enamelled to match—when fixed on the surface, blend with
existing decorations, and are practically uunoticeal)le. The
system calls for no special .switches, ceiling roses, fuseboards,
or fixing blocks, all of which may be chosen to suit the
architectural features of the building and the taste of the
client.

Messrs L. G. HA\yKiNS & Co., ll(j. Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C. '2, exhibit a comprehensive display of domes-
tic electrical appliances, ranging from heating pads to electric
washers and vacuum cleaners. The " Universal " vacuur;
cleaner is a very efficient .sample of its type. The carpet
sweeping portion consists of a spiral bru.sh which takes up
the dust into the vacuum chamber. The irons exhibited are
arranged with a heating element fixed between two plates
which exclude aii', and give the iron heat-storing capacity.
The.s<i irons are rested, when not in use. on a sprmg stand
which isolates the iron from the table, preventing burning.
The "tourist's" iron can be inverted and used as a stove;
it also has a hole in one end into which curling irons can '^e

slipjied. Another very useful piece of domestic equipment is

the portable single nmge, figs. 13 and II. which consists of a
double-shell oven, a .single heating element arranged in three
cnnccntric circles, and other utensils. It is claimed that, with
the aid of this range, meals can be cooked fm- two or thr.-c

Flos. 13 AND 1 1,- Portable Single Range Ovens.

IJersons. An all-metal immersion heater is another exhibit.
This is quite a small appliance, designed for boihng small
quantities of liquid in a short time. A fusible plug to protect
the heating element can be supplied with all appliances, and
a special connector plug is included with almo-st all the heatin"
apparatus. The coffee urns and hot-water kettles aie of high
artistic merit— a pleasant change from the usual rigid lines.

The " Geyser " electric washer and ringer employs the
unique high-speed proi)e]ler principle of wa.shing. A power-
ful circulation of hot suds is driven through the clothes
by means of a propeller in the bottom of the tank, and the
water is draw'n back through the clothes by suction. There
is no wear on the clothes, they remain always under hot
water in a perforated zinc cylinder kept con.stantly revolving
by means of the propeller. The tank is all metal, and the .steel

frame is electricaUy welded. The zinc cylinder, and the inside
of the galvani.sed steel tank are both copper plated, and then
nickel plated, as a protection against rust and corrosion. The
electric ringer is reversible, and has a positive safety release,

and can be u.sed at the same time as the washer or indepen-
dently.

Amongst the other exhibits of electrical interest the Bastian
Electric Co.. Ltd.. show electric fires of various tvpes and
water heating apparatus. The Falkirk Iron Co.. Ltd., ex-
hibits radiators and cooking ranges, while Messrs. Boulton <V

Paul. Ltd., have on view a complete generating plant for

country house use. comprising a paraffin engine direct coupled
to a generator which is capable of liTbtinr' 75 30-watt 16-C.P.

lamps or the equivalent. The stand of the Rawiphto Co..
Ltd., whose produ.-ts should be of consiileiable utUitv in the
home. attra<'ts well-deserved attention. In the labour-saving
section, which finds accommodation in the gallerv. Mr. G. E.
W. Crowe has an interesting exhibit of electrical heating and
cooking appliances, all of which goods are made in Canada.
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Mr. R. B. Sn.wART demonstrate.s " Time Saver " electnc

washing ma<;hines, while the " Modern Home " washers and
wringers are shown by the Pnedvac Co., Ltd. Wall.4CH
Bros.. Ltd., demonstrate the merits of vacuum cleaners, as

does also the Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., Ltd. Electrically-

heated mats, muffs, travelling pads, therapeutic bandages,

and other similar articles are on view at the stand of M. E.

DU Bois & Co. These useful devices are fitted with a
" regulator," enabling the temperature to be varied to suit

requirements, and also with a " resistance plug," to enable
them to be used at any pressure from 100 to 250 volts. Other
electrical appliances for the home aie on view at the stands
of Messrs. Benham & Sons. Ltd., Magic Applianxes, Ltd..

Duncan W.itson & Co.. Chas. E. Beck & Co.. Ltd.. S. G.
Leach & Co.. Ltd., and the Electric Appliances Co., Ltd.

The Exiibition, which closes on February 2oth, has nroved
a popular success: it was visited on Tuesday morning last by
T.M. the King and Queen.

a Centre only has a seat on the Council for two years instead

of the three years of an ordinary member of Council. Lastly,

there is the " more plausible objection " you advance. May
1 emphasise the fact so ably put forward at Liverpool by
the president that the Council must be supreme, a'nd stands

on a totally different footing from a Territorial Centre Com-
mittee. There might be mtiLh to be said for a London Centre,

but the work of its couiniittee would be confined to local

artministration in connection with London meetings, and
the London Centre would have to be ju-st as much sub-
ordinated to the Council as the other Centres. The work of

the Council differs radically from that of local committees,
and the two do not admit of comparison. In conclusion, may
T point out that Mr. Robertson's remarks about Students'
papers were based on a misapprehension ; no distinction is

ma-de in the publication of such papers between those of

London and provincial Students.
C. H. Wordingham.

London, S.W.
February 16th, 1920.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri rtceived hy us after 5 p.m. on Toesday cannot appear until

the foUmcing week. Correspondents shmildforward their eommimi-
fatiowi at the earliest possible vufirwnt. No letter can he published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our vosseaidon.

University Training.

Mr. G. \V. Roffe's letter raises a point which a number of

men who are endeavoming to strive upwards would be pleased

to see discussed in your columns—the value of technical edu-
cation by coiTesiJondenee. As one who has had a few years
of it, I consider it fills a long-felt want, namely, to give tech-

nical education during practical- work.
We aie told that the best workman is the one who is

interested in, and who studies his work. But do employers
take this view?
My experience in seeking employment is gradually forcing

me to the conclusion that a man who can only do one kind
of job, and that almost automatically fiom constant repeti-

tion, is considered before an all-round man.
I agree that speciahsation is necessar>-. But ray experience

in charge of different shops teaches me that a good all-round

man who has studied his work can conquer quite a number
of jobs quickly. Employers in their demand for specialisation

seem to miss this point. I am not suggesting tliai. capital

should train labour. In these days of " returned heroes
"

surely employers might at least consider the appUcations for

emplojTnent of those who show they are " s-triving upwards,
even if only by correspondence tuition.

G. Nicholson.
London, E. 6.

February 13th, 1920.

Projector Lamps.

He your correspondent's inquiiy concerning projector lamps,
the following particulars may help him. The lamp which
takes the place of the ai"c is the Mazda C incandescent, which
has a filament consisting of four parallel helical coils, side

by side in the same vertical plane, and about half their

diameter apart. A minor behind the lamp reflects the light

thrown backward so as to tUl up the spaces between these

coils, producing the equivalent of an intensely brUUant, solid

filament. It is used professionally in the States, where the
current is alternating: where d.c. is the supply, the usual
arc is reckoned best. The lamp is used with the usual con-
denser system, and is made in two wattages, WO and 900. Its

average life is about lUO hours, and it oj^erates at about 30
volts. The makers of the complete equipment are The Pre-
cision Machine Co., Inc., New York. U.S..\.

F. G. Humberstone,
Chief Operator-electrician, " .4.11'." Circuit.

Weymouth.
February mth, 1920.

The I.E.E. Council and the Territorial Centres.

Into the general question of leaks I will not enter, but
since a leaky argument is one which will not hold water. I

must say a word in reply to your editorial comment on the
reason I gave at Liverpool for not swamping elected mem-
bers of Council of the I.E.E. with chainnen of Centres. In
the first place, the articles clearly contemplate that funda-
mentally the Institution shall be ruled by members of Council
elected by ballot by the whole body of members from the
country. Secondly, chairmen of Centres are usually, and
properly, chosen for personal reasons of locfll suitability, irre-

spective of the Ijranch of the profession they represent,

whereas the ordinary members of Council should be. and are,

as far as po.ssible. representative of all branches. Thirdly,

the number of members attached to the various Centres
differs greatly, and therefore individual members of small

Centres would have an undue proportion of representation

on the Council. Fourthly, the change in personnel of the

Council each year would be too great, since the chairman of

Electrolytic Meters.

In reply to the letter from " H. W. M.," my statement that
electrolytic meters are not used to any great extent was based
on personal observation, and I am quite willing to withdraw
it if satisfactory statistics to the contrary are produced. It

would be interesting to have authentic figures as to the
actual numbers of meters of the electrolytic and motor type
at present in use in Great Britain. I do not agree with
" H. W. M." regarding the size of meter which is desirable.

The increasing use of electrical domestic appliances, radiators,

&.C., tends to justify the -j-ampere size as compared with the
2-ampere one. Concentration on a .5-ampere model would,
I think, more than justify the very small amount of extra
material needed, and would result in a cheaper meter.
" H. W. M." evidently thinks it impossible for the motor
meter to compete with the electrolytic meter on a price stand-
ix>int; that is, of course, merely a statement of his own
opinion.

Referring to the letter of the Bastian Meter Co., Ltd..

as win be seen from my reply to " H. W\ M.," I intended to
convey the impr*'<.^ion that the electrolytic meter is used to
a relatively small extent. If Mr. Salisbury will publish figures

as to the production of his type of meter, perhaps the motor
met-er makers will put up theirs for comparison, and so give us
a, quantitative idea of the relative positions of the rival types.

Mr. Salisbury's claim.^ as to accuracy and simplicity are
thoroughly justified, but it is questionable whether the filling

and maintenance costs do not annul the advantage of low
initial price. The satisfactory nature of his business is. how-
ever, sufficient criterion of the fact that many people share
his opinion.

C. W. Marshall.
Carluke.
February I6tk, 1920.

Officers' Association (Employment Bureau).

Now that the Ex-officers' Employment Bureau is moved
from Dashwood House to Gro.svenor Place, it has lost the
services of some voluntary interviewers in the city who have
done such excellent work for two years past. They must
be replaced by Westminster men. \\'ill any experienced busi-

ness men, who are able to give theii' services for one or more
mornings or afternoons per week, call <>i- write to

J. A. Goudge,
Hon. Secretary,

Officers' Association [Employment Bureau).

32. Grosvenor Place, S.W. 1.

February nth, 1920.

Awards Delayed,

A letter appeared in the Electrical Review of January 30th
.signed " W.O. Electrical Staff." which drew attention to the
non-payment by the War Office of awards (granted by Govern-
ment-appointed arbitrators) to civilian staffs employed in

power stations under their control.

In connection with this it is interesting to note that, at a
certain War Department power station, the staff, right from
the beginning of the late '*ar, have had the mortifying ex-

perience of seeing and hearing of other power station employes'
.salaries and wages advanced by leaps and bound.", in accord-

ance with the ever-increasing cost of the necessities of life,

while their own wages remained at the pre-war level, and
to get an increase or bonus they had in some cases to resign,

or threaten to resign their [xists: in one case, having suc-

ceeded after great effoits in getting the increases when long

overdue, back pay was not paid.

The result of all this has been that practically^ the whole
of the staff have been compelled in their own infereste to

join some protective organisation, whereas previous to the war,

not one of the staff in question belonged to any trade imion.

.\t the present time the combined efforts of three tra/le

unions have so far failed to get the latest 5s. award paid to
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the men, although at a power station of a similar capacity,
noder the Air Ministry's control, this award was paid out
last Deiembor. Neither has the 9281 award been granted to
membtirs of the staff to whom it applies, although due from
March 31st, J 919.

This dehborat* breeding of discontent amongst the staff
concerned is lioimd to have a very detrimental eifect on the
loyalty of the staff, and on the working of things generally,
is sure, to find expression in one way or another, and is the
result (if the War Office not recognising the spirit of the " fair
wages clause."

War Department Power Station Staff.

F^hrtia'rv lith, 1920.

LEGAL.

Hull PROsEcnitoNS.

A SEQfEi, to the recent electricity shortage at Hull, and the
first ca.ses of the kind concerning the improijer use of elec-
tricity, were heard at Hull Police Court when George H.
I<iug. tradesman, and George A. Lamb, secretary, were
charged with imlawfully laying electric mains and connecting
with mains bdonging to the L^orporation.
Major H. Beix, the city electncal engineer, in the course

of the proceedings, pointed out that there were the mo.*t
iu;gent reasons why these connections should not be made
without the knowledge of the Corporation. There mast be
the fullest co-oijeration between the supphers of the current
and the consumers, or the results would be serious. If every
ctmsumer did as defendants the supply would have to stop.
In the case of King, he posses.^ed a knowledge of electric! t.y

.

and he utilised an overhead telephone wire froju one of his
shops to another to convey the current : it was explained that
it was dangerous to use telephone wire for current for lighting
because of the latter's high voltage.
In the other case, defendant lixed up a cable for outdoor

lighting for his premises.
In both cajses. it was pointed out. the current was registered

through meters, and there was no question of the energy
not having been paid for.

Each defendant was fined £'2 'is.

UxiVERS.tL E.4DI0 SYNDICATE. l.TD. (l\ LIQUIDATION) V.

Baxendale.

In the Commercial Court of King's Bench, on February l'2th.

Mr. Justice Eoche heard an action in which plaintiffs claimed
by their liquidator damages against their former managing
director, Mr. Arthur Baxendale. in respect of an alleged brea<'h
of agreeriK-nt. or in the alternative an account of profits made
by him by work which he had undertaken m Ijieach of his
duty when employed by the syndicate.
Mr. Douglas Hogg, K.C.. with whom was Mr. Raynor

Goddard. appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Compston, K.C.,
was for the defendant.
Mr. Douglas Hogg, in opening plaintiffs' casie, said that

the clami related to the erection of a Poulsen wireless installa-
tion at the Eift'el Tower by Mr. Baxendale in conjunction with
Mr. Elwell. who was the managing engineer to the syndicate,
the contract for which he had appi'opiiated and used for his
own benefit. The syndicate was formed with the object of
exploiting the Poulsen system of wii-ele.ss telegraphy in re.spect
of which the syndicate held a licence, and Mr. Baxendale
held the position of managing director under an agreement
dated September, 1912. The syndicate set to work to make
known the advantages of the system, and it was successful
in obtaining contracts with the Government. It was desired
to have an installation at the Eifi'el Tower by which com-
munication could be set up with America. In the early part
of 1913 Mr. Baxendale was able to arrange with Mr. Husson
in Paris for him to act for the syndicate in endeavouring to
obtain authority to use the Eiffel Tower for trying the Poulsen
system, and in March of that yeaa' he communicated with a
French telegraph company interested in the installation of

il^e wireless system, after which there was a long correspond-
ence. At the end of December, 1914, the syndicate had
failed, to get sufficient capital to carry out their option to buy
the Poulsen system, and on January 19th, 1915, they went
into, voluntary liquidation, and on .lanuary 21st Mr. Baxendale
wrote a letter which modified his original agreement under
which he wa.s paid at the rate of £1,500 a year. , He wanted
a lump sum in settlement of his claim.

. His LoRDSuiP : I did not know that he could remain a
rnanaging jiii-ector after the liquidation, but he could remain
a manager.
Mr. DonoLAS Hogg : On February 11th, 1915, he proposed

that on payment of £500 to forgo his claim against the
syndicate, and in consideration of that payment, he undertook
to continue to give every assistance in the liquidation until

the following September, and practically to give advice up
to January Ist. There was reason to believe that at about
that date a letter nas written by Mr. Hussen to Mr. Baxen-
dale. as managing tlii'ector of the Radio Syndicate, regarding
the Eiffel Tower contract, and other letters on the same suh-

ifct were written to Mr. Elwell. At the end of March, 1915,

Mr. Elwell went to Prance. The syndicate thought he had
gone only in connection with arrangements for a hohday for
his wife and not on business matters. On his return, how-
ever, lie invited various companies to tender for different
parts of the installation at the Eiffel Tower. When, in May,
it was found out what was going on, Mr. Baxendale was
spoken to. He (Mr. Baxendale) admitted that he had sent
.VIr. Elwell because he did not think the syndicate could
carry out the contract. The correspondence" showed that
Mr. Elwell was acting for Mr. Baxendale, and that the con-
tract for which they were negotiating was for £98,500 odd
for an liistallation for purely military purposes. In Novem-
ber, 1915, litigation was commenced between Mr. Elwell and
the syndicate in resiJect of his salary, and in 1917 Mr. Baxen-
dale made efforts to stop Mr. Walrond (the liquidator) from
proceeding against Mr. Elwell. Counsel then read corresp(jnd-
ence for the puri»sc of showing that in 1914 and 1915 Mr.
Baxendale was negotiating with the authcuitics in France,
esiiecially the military authorities, in view of the erection of
the mstallation, and that in 1915 he sent Mr. Elwell out to
France to try to get the contract for himself. Mr. Douglas
Hogg submitted that under these circumstances Mr. Baxendale
was liable in damages for breach of his duty to the syndicate.
At the conclusion of the plaintiffs' case, ^h. Compston sub-

mitted that there was no case for him to nieet, as the docu-
ments did not reveal any unplied terms with regard to the
inabihty of Mr. Baxendale to carry on any business he liked
so long as he to the best of his ability assisted the liquidator
in winding up the syndicate's affairs. There was no engage-
ment that he would not enter into competition with the
company.
His LoiiDSHiP said he was against counsel on that sub-

mission. '•

Mr. Compston argued that the liquidator could not legally
carry on any fresh business during the winding up. He could
not enter into any contrai'ts except \\'here they were neces-
sary to enable the existing assets of the business to be dis-

posed of to the best advantage.

Mr. Arthur Baxendale was called, and gave evidence as
to what had taken place after the hquidation was decided
upon, and the position taken up by the advisory committee.
He said that the committee was opposed to taking up any
new business. He had been absolutely ruined by the collapse
of the business, in which he had put ;£1,2(X). He told his co-
directors that he was going to work as hard as he could for
the reconstruction of the company, but he was unable to
bring it about. Up to the end of 1915, for a whole year, he
was working with that object in view. The patents were
Hearing expiration, and had now expired, the .station

being worked by the Government. The firet he heard about
the French installation was in 1915.

His Lordship here interposed, and asked had any effort

been made to arrange this matter.
Counsel intimated that there had been a proposal.
Mr. Baxendale : I understood that the whole point \^as to

get my shares. I was asked if I was willing to sell, and I

replied that I was unable to do so.

His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that the action
was similar in nature to an action in which the present
plaintiff and Mr. Elwell were concerned, which was tried

some three months ago before him, and he then formed a
view on the case which he still entertained in the present
case. The defendant had entered into a contract on his own
behalf, and must account to the company for any benefit he
had received under that contract. He agreed that when the
Liquidation came into force the defendant was no longer
bound by his contract of employment, but by an agreement
he undertook to render advice and assist in the liquidation.

He (the judge) was satisfied that the beneficial winding up
of the company required that such a contract should be
entered into. lie was also satisfied that the company couiri

have got the contract with the Pi-ench Government. The
defendant did not offer this contract to the company, but. in

fact, went behind the back of the company. fir.st. because he
mistook his rights, and then because his feelings led him
away. He was in conflict with the advisory committee, and
therefore secretly arranged with the French Government for

business which might have become of considerable value. He
bad undertaken to assist the liquidator as representing the
existing company, not a company to be reconstructed, and
he did something detrimental to the liquidation. He (his

Lordship) held that there was an implied obligation not to

do anything of the sort. He was still connected with the
syndicate in liquidation, and his jiosition enabled him to get

the contract. Tlie plaintiff had a right to the account for

which he asked, but he was satisfied that so far as money was
concerned there was not any large sura to come from the

contract. On the whole it seemed to him that an accoimt
should be taken if the parties could not agree. Something
ought to be done to put an end to these matters. His judg-

ment was for the plaintiff with costs of the action for an
account.

Mr. Douglas Hogg said he was prepared to take judgment
for £200 and so avoid further proceedings.

Mr. Compston asked that judgment might be suspended as
to taking an account until he had had time to consider the
question.

His Lordship said be was willing to do that on pajTuent

of the costs.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Industrial Electric Supply Council for the North-East
Coast.—At a conference in Newcastle-on-Tyne on 10th inst., held

under the presidency of the Lord Mayor (Mr. Walter Lee), it was
decided to set up a District Council under the National Joint
Industrial Council for the electricity supply industry for the
North-East Coast, which will include Northumberland. Durham,
and the Cleveland district of Yorkshire.

Catalogues and Lists.— Automatic and Electrk'
Furnaces. Ltd., 281-283, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. 1.—Pamphlet
No. 18,

' The Magnetic Sclerometer," describing: experiments in

eteel-hardening, and a reprint from the CoHiery Guardian dealing
with Wild-Barfield electric furnaces.

Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd ,
Telephone

House, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, W. 1.—Publications Xos.

270 to 275 inclusive. These pamphlets deal with (taking them in

numerical order) :—Electric shaft signals, mining telephones,
" Ferro-Caee " telephones, bells, and buzzers, indicators (bell, etc.),

and accumulators. Fully priced and illustrated.

The Empire Roller Bearinos Co., Ltd., 13. Victoria Street,

S.W.I.— " Preliminary catalogue " (14 pp.) of roller bearings for

use in various situations, including shaft b-arings and axle boxes.

Illustrated.

The Hoover Suction Sweeper Co . Ltd., Walmar House,
288-292, Regent Street, W. 1.—" Cleanliness" (27 pp.), a well

illustrated and neatly produced booklet recording the evolution of

the vacuum sweeper and cleaner. The ' Hoover " suction sweeper
is illustrated in detail, and photographed in action. Also a

fac-simile of the certificate of the Institute of Hygiene awarded to

the company.
Mr. H. W". Sullivan, 3(i8 and 369, Winchester House, E.G. 2.—

List "W" 1,920, 24 pp., "Standard Condensers and Wireless

Apparatus." An illustrated and priced catalogue of condensers,

small transformers, rheostats, valves. &c,, for " wireless " work.

Trade Announcements.—As briefly announced here last

week, an amalgamation of interests has been effected between the

Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Bray. Markham and
Reiss, Ltd. Both are specialists in the manufacture of motor-

control gear—the former having a complete line of gear for

industrial purposes and the latter having specialised more
particularly on Admiralty-type apparatus during the war. The
joint enterprise will be run under the ;igi8 of the E.A.C., but the

technical management of the B.M.R. Works will continue as in the

past, under the expert guidance of Mr. E. N. Bray. It is hoped
that the increased resources of the combination will result in

greater efficiency all round.

Messrs. Poller's United Electric Works, Ltd., have
transferred their sales department from Chadwell Heath to

Iddesleigh House, Caxton Street Westminster, in order to cope

with increased business. Telephone number :

'' Victoria 6->63-4 "
;

telegrams ;
" Blocbat Vic, London." The company will shortly open

a showroom on the new premises for the exhibition of their

products.

The L.P.rf. Electrical Co. have removed their offices and
stores to L.P.S. Works, Avenue Road, Acton, W. 3. Telephone :

" Chiawick 1920 " (two lines) ; telegrams :
" Engineyor Act,

London."
Mr. Stanley Carr has opened offices at 2 and 3, Red Lion Court,

Fleet Street. E.G. 4, as the Telepho.ve Maintenance Co, He
has been associated with the telephone trade for 25 years, and will

carry out all descriptions of telephone work.
The Electrical ENi;iNEEBiNO and Development, Ltd.,

has commenced business at 82, Victoria Street, S.W. It has been

formed, with Mr. E. Schattner as managing director, for the

purpose of developing and placing electrical inventions on the

market, for sale of patents, acquisition of foreign electrical patents,

and the development of export trade by arranging agency agree-

ments. It is stated that an electrical testing department for

inventions is bemg equipped, and engineers have been appointed as

representatives in the principal industrial countries.

Strikes.— During tbe past week there has been a strike

of nearly 1,500 employes of the Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd.,

at Southampton. Tlie Times reports that the grievance was that

the employes were not receiving the standard rates of wages as

paid by other cable-making firms. The version given by the

JJailii Herald is as follows :—The Unions involved are the

National Federation of Women Workers and the Electrical Trades

Union. A fortnight ago representatives of the E.T.U. and the

Federation met the employers on a question of wages. The
meeting was adjourned until Tuesday of last week. On that day
the employers, however, refused to negotiate with the E.T.U. on

the ground that it did not represent the men. The reply of the

E.T.U. and the Federation was to dispatch telegrams to the shop
stewards, and within five minutes the whole works had stopped.

The Sail;/ Herald stated that instructions were understood to

have been sent out to members of the E.T.U. all over the country

not to use the wires or cables produced by Messrs. Pirelli.

A Sheffield paper reports that 100 employes of the D.B. Battery

Co., Ltd., came out on strike on Tuesday morning.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Mbssrh. F. Smith it Co.

report:—February 17th: Copper (electrolytic) bars, £130, £2 de-

crease ; ditto sheets, no change : ditto wire rods, £145, £2 decrease ;

ditto H.O. wire, Is. 5|d., Jd. decrease ; silioium bronze wire.

Is. Hid., id. decrease.

Mbssbs. James & Shakespeare report :—February 17th: Copper

bars (best selected), sheets and rod, £173, £2 increase ;
English

pig lead, £.')4 lOs., £4 increase.

Trade with Greece.—Crkdit Facilities. — Some
facility with regard to the oj^ening of credits abroad for payment
of goods to be imported into Greece has been afforded by the

following Government regulation :

—

Mercliants able to produce a certificate !roui the Financial Inspector of

their district proving that they have been recognised as engaged in business
for the period of two years up to date, are no longer called upon to deposit
guarantee in cash. In lieu, thereof, the (iovemment accept the merchant's
personal guarantee for 40 per cent, of the value of the credit opened.

Commercial circles in Greece have welcomed this innovation,

and hope that still greater facilities will shortly be granted to

importers from foreign countries.

Lead.—In tlieir report for February 14th, Mek.srs.

James Forster & Co. state :

—

As far aa suppUes are concerned, the future is full of gravity. There is no
indication from Australia of the opening of the Broken Hill Mines which have
now been shutdown fornine months. From Spain we can expect very short

supplies. The Penarroya Co., producing three-fourths or more of the total

output of that country, has disposed of the whole of its production for this year
on the Continent, and for months past this well-knon-n brand has been
practically absorbed in France. From Mexico or America we cannot hope to

make up the shortage or anywhere approaching it. General consumers are
not active, but still consumption increases, and must increase. The electrical

cables and accumulator trades are very busy, and the outlook is towards an
enormous expansion. Export trade is getting much too big to be encouraged
in view of suppUes.

Messrs. G. Oawson & Co. report :

—

As we have so frequently pointed out. there are ample supplies of lead
available—so long, however, as ^speculators continue to buy forward lead at

extreme figures, theprice of prompt metal seems of little importance to them.
Some figures have recently been published, calculating that there may be a short

supply of lead later in the year. All figures at present are most misleading.
Apart from the Government stocks, there is a large quantity in store held
privately and further quantities will probably be stored to help to sustain the

market. Arrivals this week have been fairly heavy, but exports are triflmg.

A great point is made of the falling off in Australia, the fact being that

Australia is stiU producing 80,000 to 100,000 tons of lead per anniun, so that

with available stocks we are sure of getting regular shipments. America
remains more or less out of the market, except for bonded Mexican lead. The
outlook is no clearer ; we still maintain that present prices are far too high,

and not justified by the position. There is no disguising the fact that so long

as speculators continue to buy and force up prices, consumers must follow and
pay up when necessary to cover their requirements.

Liverpool Electrical Dispute.—Our Liverpool correg-

pondent says that Mr. L. G. Tate, the general secretary of the

National Federated Electrical Association, has issued a circular

appealing to members to make a levy of .">3. per cent, of the total

wages paid during the last financial year, stating the reason aa

follows :—In the Liverpool area the Electrical Trades Union have
asked for wide concessions, such as 4s. 6d. per day country allow-

ance, overtime at the rate of time and a half for the first four

hours, and then double time, dirt money, danger money, payment
for meal times when working night shifts, &c. The circular goes

on to state that if these payments are given in Liverpool they will

be enforced in other parts of the country. The result has been a
complete withdrawal of labour, and Liverpool members were
asking what the N.F.E.A. were willing to do if they remained
loyal to the Association. There is thus every prospect of a pro-

tracted dispute for which a settlement must sooner or later be

found. Whether the representatives of the N.F.E.A. on the

District Joint Industrial Council were empowered to agree to the

new terms or not, it is evident that there have been misunder-
standings, and it would appear to the writer a much more wise

and saner course to pursue conciliatory methods, instead of hoping
for a lasting settlement by the assertion of either side's ability to

hold on.

Book Notices.—The Journal of the Routgen Society,

Vol. XVI, No. 152, January, 1920 (40 + xviii, pp.), os. net. London :

Percy Lund, Humphries & Co.. Ltd. The "Electrical Notes"
review the most recent developments in radiology and kindred
research work. Included in the Journal are interesting articles by
Prof. W. H. Bragg, Dr. A. C. Jordan and other weU-known
scientists.

" Education and Training for the Electrical and Allied Engi-
neering Industries. " A report of the Education Committee of the
British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association. London ;

E. Arnold. Price 3s. 6d. net.
" Bulletin of the National Electric Light Association." Vol. VII,

No. 1. January, 1920. 92 pp. New York: S3 per annum.—The
first number of the new volume has been considerably enlarged
and reconstructed. Among many other interesting features are

remarkable photographs of electric lighting in New York and
elsewhere.

A leaflet issued by Mr. R. Bowden, c/o Messrs. Elt i; Co., 14,

Bedford Row, W.C. 1, gives a brief summary of some important
alterations in the law affecting British patents and designs.

" Wireless Telegraphy " (second edition). By W. H. Marohant,

pp. is -f 294 ; 201 figs. London : Sir Isaac Pitman ,.V: Sons, Ltd.

Price 7s. 6d. net.

A.O.E.C. Meeting.

—

The annual general meeting of the

Association of Officers and Staff Members of Electricity (Power
and Supply) Companiiis of Great Britain, was held on Tuesday last,

when the report of the Executive Committee was submitted. The
report stated that Sir A. B. W. Kennedy held accepted the presi-

dency, and pointed out that the new Clause 17 of the Electricity

(Supply) Act, for the protection of employ^, was practically

identical with the proposals put forward on behalf of the Associa-

tion. The accounts showed a credit balance of £ 183,
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The Ediswan Staff Association.—This Association is

carrying; out an attraotivo progratame of f?ocial events during
the winter season at the Ponders End Works. One of these
gatherings' was held on the evening of Saturday. February 7th.

About ItK) members sat down to dinner in the stafl cafe, Dr.
C E. Hiatt presiding. Subsequently a liwgely-attended con-
cert was pronded. Mr. V. H. Holyday officiatmg as musical
dii'ector. The recently orgajiised I'ierrot Troupe, re*;ruited

from the ranks of the stall', made their initial bow to the
public, and gave an extrenjcly creditable performance of
choru.sos. ducts, solos and humorous interludes, the members
of the troupe being : Mrs. Ijaughton, .Miss Home, Miss M.
Warren, Miss X. Bourne, Miss Young, Miss M. Young. Miss
E. Outten. Miss Walker. Messi-s. H. G. Holyday. G. Tulfill,

T. C. Black and E. C. Pembery. Other contributions to the
programme were furnished by " Little Jack " and Mr. J.

Moore.

Social Club at Enfield.—In connection with the Enfield
Edisnan Cable Works Social Club, a successful inauguration
social and dance was heJd on Saturday, February 7th. in the
George Spicer schools, Enfield. The company was represented
b\ the president, the Ht. Hon. Viscount Grimston, director,

and the following vice-presidents : Mr. F. Plutte, managing
director, Mr. A. \'. Downton, technical director, and Mr. G.
Heffemon, works manager. Various departmental managers,
members of the staff, and 3(_I0 employes were present. Vis-

count Grimston, who presided, was given a very hearty recep-
tion. He said he regarded the club as a very happy step in the
right direction for the promotion of good feeling and social

development, and he expressed the opinion that the club could
do much good ; he wished it succes.«. In referring to present
day unrest, he said that we were, in danger of becoming
somewhat hidebound in our attitude towards present day
problems, and tending to level down, and lose our sense of'

proportion, and wider vision. At the close of the first hah
of the musical programme Mr. Downton proposed a vote of
thanks to Viscou-nt Grimston and Mr. Plutte, and read letters

of good wishes from Sir Ralph Ashtou and Mr. J. Aspin,
two other directors. Visc-ount Grimston responded. Dancing
formed the .second part of the programme. The evening was
a very enjoyable one, thanks to the artists, the entertainment
committee, and some members of the staff'. Mr. Ernest Hup-
I'eld is the club's enthusiastic secretary. A series of socials,

whist drives, dances, itc, is contemplated.

All through a Calendar.—We hope we succeed in hiding
the blushes as we publish the fohowing communication re-

ceived from the City Electrical Co., of 1, Emerald Street,
W.C. In the ordinai-y course we only publish the correspon-
dence which damns us for our faults, but in this instance we
recognise that we are doing the reader, the firm interested,
the trade as a whole, and incidentally our humble selves some
shght service by giving expression in print to what so many
have it in then hearts to say :

—

" We thank you for your very courteous acknowledgment
of our calendar in the columns of the Review. How widely
read and valued are your commendations is evidenced by the
extraordinary numlier of appUcations we have received for
copies. We should esteem it a great favour if you could find

,
space to intimate to your readers that a second issue is being
prepared, and all applications will be fihed as speedily as
may be. The result has convinced us of the value of the
Review as an advertising medium, and we have handed yom-
advertising department a 5'2 insertion contract, the first of
which we hope will appear in the current issue. We have
purchased the Vulcan Works, Hoxtcin, which enables us to
make the expansion that the great increase in our business
has made necessary. Out stocks of new Motors, Dynamos,
and Switehgear can now be considerably increased for the
service of Electrical Review readers."

Wages for London Kinema Operators,—The London
and Home Counties branch of the Cmematograph Exhibitors'
Association of Great Britain and Ireland and the E.T.U. have
approved the following rates and conditions for their members
employed in the Metropohtan area, i.e., within a 15 miles
i-adius of Charing Cross. There are two main classes, chief
operators and second operators. The first class is to be paid
the district rate of a journejTuan electrician (at present
Is. 9Jd. per hour) as a minimum, and chief operators in charge
of producing plant the rate of a charge hand electrician (now
1b. lljd. per hour). A chief operator is defined as one with
four years' experience in the work. Second operators are to
receive a mimumin of Is. 3d. per hour—the necessary period
for qualification being two years. Where the weekly takings
of a theatre exceed £1-30, a chief oi>erator must be employed,
but otherwise a second operator may be engaged and paid
ad. per hour extra. Apprentices or probationers must be paid
£1 per week for the first six months, rising to £2 for
the fourth six months, after which period they become
ehgible for classification as second oi^erators. Men and
women are to be paid equal rates. The maximum work-
ing day wiU consist of 8 hours (Sundays 5 hours). Holidays
are to be granted as follows : One week after six months'
service, and two weeks after one year. The.'^e rates are to
take effect as from December 1st, 1919.

Mazda Staff Concert.—A ^lazda Bohemian concert was
held on February 6th at the Falstaft' Hotel, Eastcheap, E.G.
An exceUent programme of music was rendered, most of the

arti.sts being members of the Mazda House .staff. The func-

tion, the fir.st of its kind since the outbreak of war, was a
reunion, the energetic organisers, captained by Mr. W. E.
Bush, having brought together many former members of

the staff. The chair was occupied by Mr. E. Coote, who, at

the unanimous request of the audience, caused » message
of sympathy to be sent to Mrs. Willcox, accornpanied by
earnest wishes for the speedy recovery of Mr. F. \V. Willcox.

the general manager of Mazda House, who, we regret to learn,

has been seriously ill for some weeks.

Whitley Councils for Electricity Supply.—A meeting of

the Xo. t; District Joint Industrial Council was held in Bristol on
Monday, February lilth. Mr. H. Faraday Proctor, chairman,
reported the completed list of the employers' representatives as

follows :—Mr. H. Faraday Proctor, Alderman G. Pearson and
Councillor A. E. Thomas. Bristol . Alderman Sir H. T. Hatt, Bath ;

Mr. W. J. Bache, Cheltenham ; Mr. F. H. Corson, Gloucester ; Mr.
G. Charlton, Weston-super-Mare ; Mr. A. B. Randall, Salisbury ;

Alderman G. H. Stevens. Swindon ; Mr. H. Leather. Minehead ;

Councillor J. E. Kingsbury. Taunton : Mr. J. Eliot Mills, Keynsham.
A return of the undertaking's in the area which are paying the 5s.

award was reported, also a return of the undertakings which have
adopted the 47 and 48 hours' week. A levy to meet the expenses
of the District Council was decided upon, an equal amount being

required from the undertakings and from the Trade Unions.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Rex AccrMULATOii
Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. M. Leggett,

Dashwood House, 9, New Broad Street. E.C. Meeting of creditors

was called for Wednesday, February 18th.

Heyes i: Co., electrical engineers, Douglas Side, Wigan.—Mr.
W. A. Heyes and Mr. L. 0. Heyes have dissolved partnership.

Mr. W. A. Heyes will attend to debts and continue the business.

German Copper Prices.—A wireless message says that

the German Raw Copper Association has increased its sale price

by 372 marks to 8,877 marks the 2 cwt.

—

Timex.

New Norwegian Electrical Company.—The Aktieselskab

Nordiske Kabel og Traadfabriken has decided to raise its capital

from 5,000.000 to 10,000,000 kroner.

Catalogues Wanted.—Mr. Edward Birin. Latvian
Consul in London, asks for catalogues of electrical machinery and
lighting accessories to be sent to him at 4, Draper's Gardens.
Throgmorton Avenue, E.C. 2.

The German Glow Lamp Trust.— The combination of

wire lamp makers in Germany, to which reference was recently

made in this journal, has now been constituted by the formation of

a partnership company under the title of the Osram Werke G.m.b.H..

Kommandit Gesellschaft, Berlin. The company, which has an
ordinary share capital of 1,000.000 marks and a partnership capital

of 2'.i,000,00u marks, incorporates the glow lamp works of the

German Incandescent Gas Light (Auer) Co.. the A.E.G., and the

Siemens & Halske Co.. and negotiations are proceeding with a view
to the inclusion of other glow lamp makers in the country. Mort-

gage bonds for 30,000,000 marks, and of the 4i per cent, type,

redeemable at 102 per cent., have been issued, and will shortly be

ottered by a banking syndicate for subscription. The parent com-
panies are all represented on the board of directors, to which a
delegate of the National Bank also belongs.

British Trade with Turkey.—We welcome, after between
five and six years' suspension, the Journal of the British Chamber
of Commerce of Turkey and the Balkan States. It makes its

re-appearance, the first number since August, 1914. as a monthly
Trade journal issued from Constantinople, under date January, 1920.

We tender to the organisation our good wishes for uninterrupted
and useful service in the interests of British trade. The opening
notes, headed "In Memoriam. " include a list of the Englishmen in

the British community in Constantinople who served in the
war and made the great sacrifice. A general survey of the trade
situation follows. It goes without saying that the economic and
financial situation in Turkey is critical. There is great congestion
of goods at Constantinople, some intended for Turkey, and more for

South Russia. There is a full list of members of the Chamber, and
a good deal of general business information.

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board,
Ministry of Munitions. Messrs. Harris & GiLLOw will sell by
auction at Shoreham Camp, Sussex, on March 3rd and 4th, the
camp buUdings, building material, i\:c.. and a quantity of electrical
appliances. 5;c., including switches, meters, pendants, switchboards
&c.

The Assets Accttons Co. will sell by auction, on February 25th,
at Xewington Causeway, several tons of brass rod and large quanti-
ties of brass terminals, copper plates, lampholders, &o. For full
particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

French Profit-Sharing Proposal.—The Eionomk Reriew
quotes Petit Mar.-'eillaix. stating that according to the BUI sub-
mitted to the French Chamber seeking to make compulsory the
participation of employes and salaried persona in their employer's
profits, the employer should dispose of at least 16 per cent, of his
net profits in this manner : 10 per cent, should be divided amon"
the employes in proportion to their average salary for the year

;

the remaining ."> per cent, should be placed to a regional imion fund
with the object of distributing the profits equally among employes
and workers of the same vocation once a year.
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

New Sub-Stations.—Two new sub-stations
are to be erected in Kingr Street and Jamieson Quay. The Town
Council is applying- for increased borrowing powers to the extent
of .£145,000.

Alloa.— Price Increase.— The Town Council is

increasing- the present charges for electricity in the burgh by
20 per cent.

Ammanford.

—

Electricity Supply.—The proprietor

of the supply system has offered to sell the undertaking to the
Council for £15,000. Failing purchase, he intends to apply for

power to increase charges by 100 per cent.

Bewdiey.

—

Price Increase.—The Pllectric Light Co.
has informed the Town Council that the price for electricity is to

be increased to 7d. per unit as from last September.

Birstall.— Breakdown. — Considerable inconvenience
and loss to business people were caused by a breakdown at the
transformer house at the works of Messrs. Henry Longbottom and
Co., through which the locality is supplied. The supply to Birstall

waa not resumed until the following day.

Blackbnrn.

—

New Station.—It is stated that the

demands for supply from the new generating station now being
erected at Whitebirk will completely absorb the output, and the
question of additional plant is already under consideration.

Loan.—The Town Council is applying for sanction to borrow
£130,000 to be expended chiefly in extension of the area of

distribution.

Bootle.

—

Loan.—The Bootle Corporation is applying to

the Ministry of Health for the loan of nearly £S.000 for the

erection of new offices, workshop?, and stores, at the Marsh Lane
electricity works.

Cbepstow.

—

Tidal Power.—The construction of dams
to enable the rise and fall of the tide to be utilised for the generation

of electricity, is being considered. The rise of the tide at

Chepstow is stated to be the second largest in the world—40 ft.

Chorley Wood.

—

Time Extension.—The Urban District

CouncU has protested against the continued extension of time for

laying distributing mains under the Rickmansworth and Chorley

Wood Electric Lighting Order. A further six months has been

granted from January Slst last.

Crieff.

—

Town Lighting.—An expert has been called

in by the Council to report upon the cost and practicability of the

installation of a lighting scheme. &c.

Dewsbury.

—

Loan.—The Town Council proposes to

apply for a loan of £22,120— £8,500 for the purchase of the

necessary plant in connection with a bulk supply from the

Yorkshire Electric Power Co., and £l.S,620for mains and distri-

bution extensions.

Dnndalk.

—

Inquiry into Prices.—The Council has

received sanction to increase the maximum charge for lighting to

lOd. per unit. The increase, however, is not yet being imposed, as

it is stated that electricity for power is being sold at a loss, and

consequently it would be inequitable to recoup the loss by an extra

charge for lighting. A Committee has accordingly been appointed

to investigate and report upon the subject.

Grantham.

—

Price Increases.—The Town Council has

been notified by the Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd., that charges

for electricity will be advanced as foUows, commencing from the

December meter readings :—Power, first 100 units per quarter, "d.

per unit ; next 3,000, 3id. ; and beyond. 2id. Heating, first 100

units, Sid. ; and beyond, 2 id. per unit. The company is seeking to

raise the maximum to Is. 2d. per unit, and the Council is opposing.

Grimsby.

—

Loan.—The Town Council has decided to

make application for an amount of £10,000 in addition to the loan

of £100,000 already sanctioned. Consumers are to be charged Ss.

per annum meter rent, payable in advance.

Kilkenny. — Lighting Scheme.— Applications from

consulting engineers are being invited in connection with the

formulation of a lighting scheme for the town.

Kirkcaldy.— Supply Undertaking.— Although the

demands for electricity exceed the output of the generating station,

the Electricity Commissioners -wiU not sanction extensions, and the

Town Council is, therefore, contemplating taking a bulk supply

from the Fife Electric Power Co., as an auxiliary to the town

supply. The Commissioners, however, apparently desire the

Council to dispose of its generating station, and receive a supply

from the Fife Electric Power Co. only.

Littlehampton.

—

Town Lighting.—The Urban District

Council has given consent to Mr. Prior, of Burgess Hill, to carry

out an electric lighting scheme for the town by means of an over-

head system.

Liverpool.

—

Committees.—The City Council has been

considering a proposal to appoint separate committees to deal with

matters concerning the electricity and tramway departments. At

present the two undertakings are combined. An alternative

suggestion is that the existing Committee should hold separate

meetings for each department.

London.

—

Hackney.—The re))ort of the Electricity and
Finance Committee of the Borough Council for the year ended
March Slst, Ifllit, gives the total income and expenditure as

£11.5,883 and £()7.S05 respectively, leaving a gross balance of

£48,078. The deduction of loan charges, insurance, and other

expenses resulted in a net profit of £8.618. The figure for the

previous period waa £10,7il3.

Manchester.

—

Seu a..e Works.—The Rivers Committee
recommends the substitution of electric power for the present

steam plant at the Withington Sewage Works. The cost of the

installation will be £3..500.andtheannual working expenses £1.600,

as against the pre.sent annual cost of £2,640.

Middlesbrough.

—

Extknsions.—In accordance with the

electrical engineer's recommendations, the Town CouncU has
decided to apply for a loan of £i;'.i,000. This includes over £20.000
for extension of mains and distributors. £406 for boosters, and
£6.000 for a rotary converter.

Plymouth.— E.xtensions. — The Town Council is

applying for sanction to a loan of £54.000 for cable extensions.

Ramsgate.

—

Proposkd Price Increase.—The local

Electric Light Co. has submitted for the Council's consideration

the draft of a Bill authorising the increase of the present maximum
price (8d. per unit) to Is. 2d. The Town Council will oppose this

in conjunction with other public bodies.

Rathmines (Co. Dublin).

—

Loan.—An inquiry is being
made into the circumstances attending the Council's application for

power to borrow £10,000. This amount is required for the

extension of the electricity undertaking, and to cover work already

completed.

Stafford.—Extensions.—The Town Council is applying

for sanction to borrow £2,o00 for mains extensions, &c. Electricity

for shop lighting is to be supplied at the charge of 5d. per unit,

subject to a minimum of three lights per shop and a payment of

15s. for the installation of a time-switch.

Stretford.— Plant Purchase.—The Urban District

CouncU has recently purchased the undertaking of the Trafford

Power and Light Supply (^\<.>02\ Ltd.

Sunderland.

—

Proposed Extensions.—Proposals for the

extension of the electricity works, at a total cost of over £127.00u.

were submitted to the Corporation last week. Among the items

put forward are two new boilers, coal-handling machinery, a

cooling tower, switchgear, a rotary converter, and the erection of

an additional sub-station. The engineer states that the additions

wUl effect a considerable saving. The Electricity Committee aske<l

for time to consider the scheme, and a special meeting is to be

called to deal with the matter.

Swansea.

—

Finance.—The deputy borough treasurer on
February 12th sought the approval of the Finance Committee for the

utUisation of two sums of £8,000 and £3,000 out of the sinking

fund of the electricity undertaking for capital purposes. He said

there was a great atlvantage in applying moneys in this way.

inasmuch as if they borrowed money they would have to pay
considerably more than by this method. The Committee agreed

to this proposal.

Tredegar.—Proposed Electricity Works.—A Parlia-

mentary Bill is being promoted by the Urban District Council,

which will enable it, inter (ilia, to erect a power station and com-
mence a supply within two years. The maximum price is fixed at

8d. per unit, subject to an agreed minimum of 13s. 4d. per quarter.

Walkden.

—

Sub-Stations.— The Lancashire Electric

Power Co. has erected a sub-station in Brackley Street in order to

cope with increasing demands. Messrs. E. Lane ic Sons, cotton

manufacturers, have built a private sub-station.

Whitby.

—

Loan.—The I'.D.C. has applied for a loan of

£9.000 for electricity purposes, in addition to £21,000 pre-viously

sought.

Whitehaven.— Extensions.—The Town Council is

applying for a further loan of £4,800, principaUy for the purpose

of mains extensions.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

^yf_

—

Extensions.—The Town Council has decided to

double the track to Prestwick at an estimated cost of £14,400.

£30,000 is to be spent on track renewals in the centre of the town.

Bradford.

—

Slipper Contract.—An invention of the

tramway manager. Mr. R. H. Wilkinson, a double-jointed slipper

contact, has recently been introduced on the Bradford cars.

Burnley. -Kkport on Accident.—On December 8rd

last, one of the Corporation's cars was ascending the Briercliffe Xew
Road hill, and at a point about 180 yards from the foot of the hUl it

commenced to run back, eventually overturning on a curve. Five

persons were injured, but neither driver nor conductor was hurt.

In his report upon this accident. Major G. L. Hall, R.E.. states

that, upon examination of the damaged car, he found that the
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fHisitive lead of one of the raotors had been broken off. which must
liave resu.ted in a. loss of power, renderinfr the driver's attempt to
apply power by means of the " aeries notches ' ineffectual. Major
Hall blamed bjth driver and conductor for the accident. The
former did not use his hand-brake properly, or the car could have
lieen held back

; and the latter did not have the track-brake near
the rails, in accurdance with instructions, as in his evidence he
admitted that he had to five the wheel " about 15 three-quarter
turns."

Chatham.— Ve.vu's Working.—The accounts of the
Chatham and District Lipht Railway Co. for the year ended
December 31.st, 1!)1H, show a ffross balance of £20.225, the total
revenue and expenditure being P78.84U and £52,i;i5 respectively.
After the deduction of rents, interest, kc, the result was a net
balance of £14,259.

Dublin.—Employes' Wages.— The employes of the
Dublin Tramways Co. have accepted the company's offer to increase
the vragea of men by 5a. a week and boys by 2s. 6d. a week,
retrospective as from January 1st last.

Jamaica.—Tramway Strike The Conciliation Board
formed to deal with the tramway dispute has settled the matter by
(frantins: substantial increases to both motormen and conductors.

Lancashire.— R.\ilway Electrificatiox.— lieferrin?
to the proposed electrical extensions on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railwiiy Co.'s line at the annual raeetinsr of the share-
holders, the chairman said the directors were satisfied with the
results of the electrification of the line, and they now favoured an
extension of the electrification between Manchester and Oldham,
and on to Shaw and Royton. The proposed extension formed part
of a complete scheme which was prepared some time ag-o. As to
the sug-grestion that the line should be electrified as far as Rochdale,
that would be considered when they had carried out the scheme as
far as Royton, but nothing definitecould be done at present,

Leyton.—Opposition to Bills A meeting to decide
the question of opposing the Tramway Bills of the London and
Middlesex County Councils is being held on February 24th,

London.—Owing to the failure of a signal, delay was
caused on the Piccadilly and Brompton tube on Wednesday last
week. On the same day tramcars were held up in the Old Kent
Road through a plough jamming.

Surplus stock at the tramcar depota was disposed of bv the
London County Council for £11,840,
Parliamentary Bills, —The Bills relating to tramway

extensions deposited at the House of Commons by the London
County Council and the Middlesex County Council have been referred
to the Standing Orders Committee for its decision regarding non-
compliance with the Standing Order, which stipulates that the
consent of local authorities affected by such Bills must be first
obtained.

Workmen's Fares.—Referring to the proposed abolition of
workmen's fares. Lord Ashfield recently stated that these were
merely an old tradition—a form of charity—and wages should
now be such as to permit the payment of full fares by the working

Hackney.—The London County Council Finance Committee
recommends that sanction be given to the Borough CouncQ for the
borrowing of £7,300 for the provision of electrically-propelled
refuse vehicles and incidental expenses,

Plymouth. — Extensions, — Among recent proposals
adopted by the Town Council were items of £28,000 for the pro-
vision of new cars, £30,000 for the establishment of a motor-
omnibus service, and £5,000 for plant extensions,

Pontypridd.—Employes' Wages.—The Council received
a letter last week from the Tramwaymen's Union, asking that the
wages of the employes should be brought up to at least the figure
now being paid to labourers and scavengei-s. The engineer and
manager (Jlr, J. E, Teasdel) supported the suggested increase, but
in view of the fact that the tramwaymen were represented on the
Tramways .Joint District Council, Irecommended that any action
taken should be a concerted one. He added that the wages at
present amounted to £26,285 per annum, and the increase suggested
would mean a further expenditure of £1,300. This, bethought,
would involve a revision of the fares. The manager's recommend-
ation as to concerted action was agreed to.

Prestwich.-Opposition to Bill.—On the ground that
the Salford Corporation is not offering to contribute sufficient
txjwards the maintenance of the roads it will use, the Prestwich
and Whitefield District Councils, together with other authorities,
have decided to formally oppose the Salford Bill by which it is
sought {infer ii/la) to run motor-'buses, and extend tramway
routes in localities adjacent to the borough. The amount offered
by the Salford Corporation is three-eighths of Id, per car-mile.

Transport Workers' Wages.— Following the application
for a wage increase for commercial road vehicle workers,
it is reported that the National Transport Workers' Federation
has applied for an increase for all tramway and omnibus
workers, to bring the wages up to 44s. per week above pre-war
rates. The case for the tramway workers will come before the
Joint Industrial Council for the tramway industry on February 2i)th.

' Yorkshire.—Storm Damage.—During recent storms the
overflowing of the river Aire flooded several tramway routes in the
Calder Valley, and caused a great deal of damage. Overhead wires
were alao torn down.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—The Marconi Co. announces that ordinary

telegrams, routed '' rid Marconi and Pacific," may be accepted on
and from February IGth for Admiralty Island, Australia (including

Flinders Island. King Island, and Woodlark Island), Bougainville

Island, liritish New Guinea. Cook or llervey Islands, Fanning
island, Fiji Islands, Marshall Islands, New Britain, New Hebrides,

New Ireland. New Zealand, Norfolk Island. Ocean Island, Samoa,
Solomon Islands, Tahiti and Tulagi, The charges for messages so

addressed are 2d, less per word than the cable rates specified in

Column 2 of the relative pages of the Post Oflice Guide, These
messages may be handed in at Marconi House, Strand, W,C, 2, and
I A, Fenohurch Street, EC: or any post office in the United
Kingdom.

Bolivia.—Four of the si.\ new lines which are to be added
to the telegraph system are now under construction. A wireless

station has been installed at Cobija, with oflices in Brazil, whereby
the north-eastern part of the country is placed in direct com-
munication with the other parts of the Republic,

Denmark.—The Conciliation Commissioner's mediation
proposals have been rejected by the Danish telephone workers who
remain on strike. It is stated that the proposals differed very

slightly from the offers made by the companies,

—

Economic Herieut.

The strike came to an end during the week-end. the workers
having failed to secure the big rise iu wages which they demanded
six weeks ago.

The Danish Budget for the financial year 1920-21 contains a

proposal to construct new telegraph routes, including lines from
Copenhagen to Hellerup, Gilleleje, Kallundborg, and Skodsburg.

High-Speed Wireless Transmission.—When, probably
in the not very distant future, it has become the normal practice

to receive wireless messages much in the same way as ordinary
line telegraph messages are nowadays received—that is, in the

form of paper-strip inked in the Morse code or printed in Roman
character, or when it has also become customary to transfer a
wireless message automatically and immediately to land-line

instruments, and perform these operations at the same speeds as

those now possible in line telegraphy—it will be interesting to

have it on record that some of the pioneer work in these directions

has been carried out by officers of the Royal Engineers and other
workers attached to them. For some time experiments have
been in progress at the Signals Experimental Establishment,
at Woolwich Common, and it is now found to be quite prac-

ticable to handle traffic by wireless telegraphy at soeeds of

100 words per minute, using the standard Post Office t.vpe of

Wheatstone transmitter with punched tape for transmission and
the standard Wheatstone inker for reception. It is obvious that a

message which can be made to operate an inker, can alao be
employed to actuate a printer receiver of the Creed or other well-

known type, or to operate a line transmitter, and so translate the
wireless message direct on to land lines. The first practical

testa of this method were carried out between Woolwich and
Bedford in July, 1919, when a speed of 62 words a minute was
reached. After other trials, with gradually improved instruments,
a prolonged teat was made between Woolwich and Weymouth,
using quite moderate power. The apparatus was not tried at

much over 100 words per minute, but perfect records were obtained
at the following speeds :—2,017 words in 30 minutes ; 901 words
in s minutes : 379 words in 4 minutes. Those accustomed to

handling wireless traffic will readily realise the value of being able

thus to receive at speed on a standard inker, and will appreciate
the value of this experimental work. It may be added that there
would not appear to be very much difficulty from the electrical

point of view in attaining very much higher speeds. The only
limit is that set by the exigencies of mechanical design.

Iceland.—At the end of 1918 the telegi'aph and tele-

phone systems comprised 1,402 miles of pole line, 4,139 milea of
wire, 140 stations. 1,877 telephone instruments, and 12 telegraph
installations. In Reykjavik there were 752 teltphone subscribers

;

in Akureyri, 139 ; and in Vestmannaeyja, 79.

New Telephone Exchange.—A new public telephone
exchange, called Broadway, was to be opened at Jupp Road, Strat-
ford East, on Saturday. The exchange is a temporary one, designed
to relieve the Stratford area, and will open with the transfer of
225 subscribers' lines from the exchange. Broadway will be the
second new exchange opened since the new year for the relief of
existing exchanges, the first bei,ng Latchmere, in the Battersea
area. A third exchange, to be called Clerkenwell, is nearing com-
liletion.

Spain.—A Royal Decree was published on January 18th
describing the measures to Ije adopted in Spain in respect of wire-
less telegraph and telephone installations. According to the
Boiird of Trade Journal, permanent installations are still to be
controlled by the Decree of February 8th, 1917, and temporary
installations are permitted for a limited period under certain reser-

vations stated in the new Decree, which may be inspected at the
Department of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street, Westminster,
S,W, 1,

United States.—According to the report about to be
issued showing the result of the census of telephones covering the
year 1917, there are .")3,234 separate telephone systems and lines,

which operated 28,827.188 miles of wire in the United States, and
connected 11,716,520 telephones, and 21,175 public exchanges. The
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measagM a?^e?ated 21,845.722,335. Fifrured on the estimated
population of the country in I!I17, this sives 211 messaRes per
annum to every man, woman, and child. The industry in 1917
gave employment to 262.629 persons, of whom over 65 per cent,
were women. The sum paid out in salaries and wages amounted
to S175,670,449. These employt-s operated plant and equipment
valued at $l,492.329,nl5, which yielded operatingr and non-
operating revenues of $391,499,531. The report discusses the
development of the telephone industry, telephone equipment and
traffic : offers interesting comparisons between the Bell and other
systems, and between the telephone system as a whole and the
telegraph system ; and gives important financial statistics of the
industry. The dominating part that the Bell system plays in the
industry may be illustrated by the fact that of all the other
systems reported. 9i)'l per cent, reported annual incomes of less

than J^o.OOO. During the decade 1907-1917 wire mileage increased
129 per cent, the number of telephones 102'8 per cent., the number
of messages 90'5 per cent, for systems having incomes of .S5,UiiO or
more. While the revenue has more than doubled during the
decade, the expenses have increased at an even more rapid rate.

Salaries and wages paid, advanced from 47'4 per cent, of the total
expenses in 1912. to 54 '2 per cent, in 1917. For systems reporting
annual incomes of more than .•S.i.OOO in 1917. the average total
revenue per telephone was 0=38.41. average net income per tele-

phone 86.13, and average surplus per telephone 81.46. This
report of the telephone industry is part of the " Census of Elec-
trical Industries " which was taken in 1918, covering the opera-
tions of the fiscal year 1917.

—

T. x T. Age.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
ITht date giren in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicatei

the issue of the Elkctbical Keview in which tht " Ofitrial

Jfotice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Aberdare.—Urban District Council. Electricity and
Tramways Department. Stores for 12 months, including cables,

meters, joint boxes, electric lamps, &c. (February 6th.)

Australia.—Melbourne.—March 30th. City Council.

12,000 metal filament incandescent lamps. (February 6th.)

April 12th. City Council. Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ;

H.T. switchgear. 6,600 v. ; D.c. switchgear. 600 v. (.January 30th.)

Bedford.— February 21st. Electricity Department.
K.H.T. cable and transformers, e.h.t. switchgear. (February 6th.)

Belfast.—March 10th. Electricity Department. Stores,

including meters, cables, electrical accessories, lamps, carbon
brushes, &c. (See this issue.)

Belginm.— February I'Tth. Municipal authorities of

Villers-le-Peuplier (Province of Liege) are inviting tenders for the
concession for the supply of electrical energy for lighting and
power purposes in the district.

Bedwas (Mon.).— March 4th. Bedwas Navigation
Colliery Co., Ltd. Six months' supply of stores, including elec-

trical goods, &c. (February 6th.)

Belfast.—ilarch I'ind. Electricity Department. Coal-
handling plant. (See this issue.)

Bristol.—February iBrd. Electricity Department. One
2,000-KW., single-phase, 2,20ii-v. turbo-generator, complete with
condenser and auxiliaries. (February 6th.)

Brougliton (nr. Chester).—February^ 25th. Hawarden
Union. Installation of electric light at the institution. The
Clerk, Union Offices, Bronghton. nr. Chester.

Chester-le-Street (Co. Durham).—March 3rd. I'rban

District Council. Underground mains and all equipment for lighting

district by electricity. F. J. Gray, Clerk, Council Offices.

Doncaster.—March 2nd. Electricity Department. Two
3.000-K\v.. three-phase turbo-generators, with condensing plants.

(See this issue.)

Dundee.— February 23rd. Town Council. Electric

lighting work at City Hall Buildings. Mr. J. Thomson, City

Architect. Muncipal Offices.

Farnworth.—February 25tli. Urban District Council.

One 750-KW. rotary converter, transformer, switchgear and instru-

ments, cables, kc. (February 13th.)

France.—-March 5tli. French State Railway authorities,

43. Rue de Rome, Paris. Tenders for an electric lighting and
power installation at the new railway works at Sotteville Quatre-

Mares, near Rouen.

Gilllngham.—February 28th. Electric Light and Power
Department. Two 700 to 800-b.h.p. combined Diesel engines and
alternators. (.See this issue.)

Hammersmith.— ilarch 3rJ. Electricity Committee.
Stores for 12 months, including electric light sundries, insulated

wire, meters, jointing compound. Ax. (February 13th.)

Lincoln.—March 2ud. Electricity Department. One
automatic battery, for St. Swithins Power Station. (February
6th.)

London.—Great Central Railway. March 17th. .Stores

for 12 months, including electrical line construction, electrical

apparatus, wires, cables, lamps, A:c. Specifications from Jlr. \V.

Williams. Stoies Superintendent. G.C.R.. Gorton. Manchester.
H.M. Office of Works. February 2bth. 12 months supply of

fuseboards. switches, Jtc. Controller of Supplies, King Charles
Street. Westminster, S.W. 1.

Madagascar.

—

Tamatave.—March Ist. Paris, Jlinistere

des ('olonies (Service Administratif Colonial). Construction of

water and electric supply services in the City of Tamatave,
including development of the Volobefalls, and supply of electrical

machinery. &c.

Manchester.—Februaiy i'4th. Tramways Committee.
Permanent-way points, tongues and centres ; tram%vay-type amp.-
hour meters and general stores, including motor parts, resistances,

lamps, cable, inc. J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55, Piccadilly.

Merthyr Tydfil. — March 9th. Board of truardians.

Electrical fittings for six months. The Workhouse Master.

New Zealand.— DrxEDix.—April 26th. The Imperial
Trade Correspondent at Dunedin has forwarded a copy of the speci-

fications and plans in connection with a call for tenders by the
Dunedin City Council for («) electric car bodies : (i) car trucks ;

and (r) car equipment. These documents may be consulted' by
British firms interested, at the Department of Overseas Trade
(Development and Intelligence), 35. Old Queen Street, S.W. 1

(Room 49). Copies of the specifications and plans can be obtained
from the Town Clerk. Dunedin, on payment of a fee of £1 (return-

able as usual).

Salford.— February 23rd. Electricity Department. Two
water-tube boilers, with stokers, mechanical-draught plant, 4cc.

(February 13th.)

Uruguay.—February 27th. General Administration of

the Electric Power Station of the State. 97.500 electric metal-

filament lamps. A copy of the conditious can be seen at the

Department of Overseas Trade in London.
The Post Office authorities have decided that public tenders shall

be called for the construction of a new national system of tele-

phones for the city and department of Montevideo.

—

Hevieir of the

Hirer Plate.

CLOSED.

Bradford.—Tramways Committee :

—

PowiT caWes lor ne%v oars, at f60 per car.—Eiiglisli Electric Co., LlJ.

Electricity Committee :

—

Induced-draught fan and accessories.—Musgrave & Co., Ltd.
Ten motors.—Electromotors, Ltd.
Steelworli at Vallev Road Works.—Redpath, Brown & Co., Ltd.
Battery booster.—Mather i Piatt, Ltd.
Two H.T. 300-arapere oil switches.—Metropolitan-Vickera Electrical Co.. Ltd.
One electric industrial truck, with side-tipping body.— Electivjmohile

(Leedsl, Ltd.
Boiler mountings for three new boilers.—J. Hopkinson tS Co., Ltd.
Two self-contained impelled draught stokers,—Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.

Grimsby.—Town Council. Accepted :

—

Coal-handling plant at the electricity works, £3,688.—Herbert Morris, Ltd

Lowestoft.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Induced-draught fan, £857.—Davidson A Co.
.\ir and exhaust pumps, Ac. £1,786: pipework, Ac, £500; feed-water

purifier, £600.—Belliss i Morcom, Ltd.

Sheffield.—At its last meeting the City Council had
before it a statement showing that the Electric Snpply Committee
had considered the report of the General Manager giving particu-

lars of tenders which were referred back to the Committee at the

.January Ooimcil meeting on the protest raised by Councillor Graves

at the absence of any details. The Committee report, says the

ShefKeld Daily Telegraphy that "in view of the fact that tha

Finance Consultative Committee, acting on an instruction of the

Council, ha^e under consideration, at the present time, a question

as to what matter shall be printed on minutes for submission to

the Council, the Committee did not deem it advisable to give full

details of the tenders referred to. They wish to inforiii the

Council, however, that the total amount involved in the acceptance

of such tenders is 1 104.351 4s. 3d., and they reaffirm their previous

decision to accept the tenders, and recommend that the Corporate

Common Seal be affixed to the necessary contracts."

Sunderland.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Kessoils, Ltd.—Transformer oil.

Ferguson, Pailiu, Ltd.-H.t. switchgear.
Ferranti, Ltd.—Amp«re meter..
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London.

—

Stki'xky.—Ki.kotiucitv Sidm-i.v ('ommittkk.
^The Council, on Decemlier 10th, 19Ili, (iecided to advertise for

tenders for the supply of a 5,000-KW. tnrbo-altemator, with
condenser, accessories, and switchsear, but contractors were also

invited to tender for the largest set which could be accommodated
in the space available :

—

TOKBO-ALTBRNATOR, &C., FOB LiMBHOnSE STATION.

Size of
set.
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Worse to Follow !—The following letter was reproduced
in facsimile in the K.T.'/.. of December 18th, under the heading,
" The Reply of a ' Gentleman.' " An explanatory paragraph stated

that the Dutch branch of the Siemens-Sohuckert Co. had received

a teleeram from Bombay in August last year, of which the contents
were not intelligible. It was thought that the message came from
the Bombay representative of Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works,
who was politely asked for enlightenment. After saying that the
reply is characteristic of the culture and disposition of the writer,

the E.T.X. remarks that comment is unnecessary.
We fear the "Germhuns" will begin to think we don't like

them, if they receive many more letters of this kind :

—

Siemens Brothers D>-namii Works, Ltd.

Rampart Row, Bombay.
Siemens-Schuokertwerke 3—10—1919.

8, Gravenhage, Huygenapark 39 C.

We have received your letter No. 26 A R dated September 2nd,
1919. Your statement that we sent you a cablegram about
August 21th last is a rotten lie—worthy of a Hun.
We do not know what the purpose of your letter is, but if it is

an endeavour to start correspondence with us. with a view to busi-

ness, we can tell you straight that during the writer's lifetime

he will not touch anything German again, as it stinks, like your
name.
We also do not want your friendly greetings—from Germhuns .'

We do not want our customers to know that we have received
letters from Germhuns. so do not write us again—if you do we
will write you back a really nasty letter.

It is, of course, difficult to express in words what an ordinary
decent-minded Britisher thinks of the German Huns, but you may
be able to guess from the foregoing.

Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. Ltd.,
(Signed) Geo. Barnes, Manager.

Appointments Vacant.—Teleirraph inspectors (£i'00 +
665) for the Posts and Telegraphs Department in the Tanganyika
Territory ; executive engineei; (,£750) for the Nigerian Government
Public "yVorks Department : lectureship in electrical engineering
for the Birmingham Slunicipal Technical School ; draughtsman
for the City of Leicester electricity department ; electrician and
electrical fitter for the Londonderry Corporation electricity depart-

ment ; charge engineer (908.) for the Corporation of Stafford

electricity department : switchboard attendant (378. 6d. + 3Ss. 6d.

+ 12i per cent.) for the City of Chester electricity department :

sub-station attendant (82s. Sd.) for the Stoke Newington Borough
Council electric light station ; control engineer for the Yorkshire
Electric Power 'Co. ; mains assistant (£240) for the Borough of

Aylesbury electricity department; shift engineer (£300 + £120)
for the Electric Light Department of the Government of Nigeria.

See our advertisement pages to-day.

Fatalities.—An inquiry was held at Bradford, last week,
relative to the death of Thomas Beaumont, labourer, who was
killed whilst manipulating an electric drill at the works of Messrs.

Croft, Ltd., engineers. Empire Works, Thornbury, Bradford. The
evidence showed that the man had been previously employed on
similar work. Mr. Lewis Jessop, electrical engineer, Bradford, said,

in his opinion, the flexible wire attached to the drill had been
fractured, as the result of its having come into contact with, and
been wound round the twist drill. The ends of the live wire and
the casing of the drill coming into contact would cause the casing

to become " alive." It would be safest for an earth wire to be

attached when a portable drill of that kind was being used, but
there was insufficient proof that even an earth wire would have
prevented the accident. Verdict, " Accidental death."

At Wakefield, a verdict of 'Death from misadventure" was
returned at an inquest held on the body of a railway guard, named
H. Riley, who was killed while on his way home from his work on
the morning of January 29th, when a violent storm was raging.

In going to the assistance of a fellow workman, who had got

entangled in some telephone wires which had blown down, he
himself also became entangled, and was killed through the wires

coming into contact with the " live " tramway overhead wires. It

was stated that at this particular point there were no guard wires

over the trolley wires, and this was because the tramway company
had been unable to procure a supply of guard wire. Before the

war the tramway system of the Yorkshire (W.R.) Electric Tram-
ways Co., Ltd., had been efficiently equipped with protective wires

at all points.

An inquest was opened on 11th inst. into the death of Harold B.

Hill, aged 30, an engineer, who was found dead with his hands
badly burned, at the Islington electricity works at Upper Street.

F. A. Jones, charge engineer, said that Hill relieved him at 11 p.m.

on the previous Saturday. The medical evidence showed that both

hands were burnt, and that there was a cleaning rag under
deceased's thigh ; there were blisters on the wrists and hands.

Death was due to heart failure consequent upon shock. The
inquiry was adjourned.

Oersted Centenary.—In honour pf Oersted, the dis-

coverer of electromagnetism, it is intended to hold an inter-

national centennial congress this year at Copenhagen, from
August 31st to September 4th. In view of the many-sided
intluencea of Oersted's discovery, the scope of the congress will be

widened to include physics and chemistry, the congress being

divided into three sections, represented as under :—Electro-

technical—Prof. P. O. Pedersen, chairman ; Jlr. Povl Vinding,

engineer ; and Mr. Aage Hassel, manufacturer. Physical—Prof.

Dr. Martin Knudsen, chairman ; Madame Dr. Eirstlne Meyer ; and

Prof. K. Pryt/.. Chemical— Prof. Dr. S. P. L. Sorensen, chairman
;

.Mr. Paul Bergsoe, engineer ; and Prof. Dr. Einar Bellmann. The
complete programme of the business of the congresses has not yet

been drawn up. Prof. Dr. Martin Knudsen is the chairman of the

Organising Committee.

Ships' Lights Committee.—The President of the Board
lit Trade has appointed a committee, under the chairmanship of

Mr. Clifford C. Paterson, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., to consider the question

of laying down standards for ships' lights to comply with the

requirements of the International Collision Regulations.

—

The
Times.

Educational.—Cilasgow University has accepted an offer

of £5,000 to establish a lectureship in electrical diagnosis and
therapeutics at the Western Infirmary.— Tlie Timex.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — At the meeting last

week, the President announced that the Council had decided to

reimpose the condition, as from February 29th, that those seeking

election as Associate Members must pass the Institution examina-

tion or one of the exempting examinations. In the case of a man
being 35 years of age or over, the examination might be dispensed

with, at the discretion of the Council. Another long list of candi-

dates for election was approved ; there were 215 names, including

54 Associate Members and 141 Students. This brings the member-
ship up to 8,505.

Applications for tickets for the annual dinner at the Connaught
Rooms, Great Queen Street, W.C. on March 4th, 1920, should be

made to the Secretary of the Institution, No. 1, Albemarle Street,

W. 1. not later than Saturday, February 28th.

Informal Meeting.— On Monday, Mr. A. B. Eason read a short

lecture on " Automatic Telephony for Private Branch Exchanges,"

before a full attendance. Explaining that he was concerned only

with private exchanges which were not connected to the public

telephone system, the author briefly outlined the principles of

working of the chief types of apparatus, and discussed their

advantages in comparison with private manual exchanges and
intercommunication telephone installations. At the conclusion of

the lecture, leaflets giving many references to books, articles, and
papers dealing with the subject of automatic telephony were dis-

tributed. A discussion followed, m the course of which many
questions were put to. and answered by, the author. The chairman
reminded the meeting of the "Informal Social Evening "to be

held on March 29th.

North-Western Centre.—At the meeting held on February
10th, Lieut. -Colonel F. C. Aldous and Mr. A. E. L. Scancs delivered

a lecture on the electric power supply in the Rhine Valley, a report

of which will be published later.

South Midland Centre.—An interesting " full dress ' debate

on " The Uses of Gas and Electricity for Heating and Power," took

place at the University of Birmingham on February 5th, and was
attended by 350 gas and electrical engineers, industrial chemists,

metallurgists and mechanical engineers. The occasion was a joint

meeting of the Midland Junior Gas Association and the South
Midland Centre of the Institution, and the chair was occupied by
Mr. Councillor E. C. R. Marks, M.I.Mech.E. Very general interest

was taken in the proceedings in gas and electrical engineering

circles. A report of the proceedings will appear in a later number
of the Electrical Review.

Scottish Centre.— It is reported that the sum of about
£200—the surplus of the fund collected by the Institution and
the Electrical Contractors' Association, for the formation of a
signal company of the City of Glasgow Royal Engineers during the

latter years of the war—has been handed over to the Benevolent
Fund of the Institution.

Roentgen Society. — The " Silvanus Thompson Memorial
'

'

lecture will be delivered by Prof. W. H. Bragg, C.B.E., F.R.S., on
March 2nd. The subject chosen is " Analysis by X-rays.

"

Institution of Engineers (IniHa).—The offer of the I.E.E.

(London) of a £20 premium annually for five years, to be awarded
to the author of the best paper on an electrical subject read before

the above new Institution, has been accepted. The Institution

has taken temporary premises at D/5, Clive BuUdings, Clive Street,

Calcutta, where all communications should be addressed.

The Wireless Society of London—The next meeting of this

society wUl take place on Friday, February 27th, at 8 p.m., in

the lecture hall of the Royal Society of Arts. The President,

Mr. Alan A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., will deliver his address,

the subject of which will be " Some Wireless Wonders. " The
address will be illustrated by experiments. In the afternoon of

the same day a conference of Provincial Wireless Societies, which
have recently become affiliated to the Wireless Society of London,
wUl be held at 3 p.m., also at the Royal Society of Arts. Intending
new members may apply for particulars of the Wireless Society of

London, to the hon. secretary, Mr. L. McMichael, 32, Quex Road,

West Hampstead, N.W. (i.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—A lecture on " The History and
Development of X-Ray Apparatus " was delivered by Mr. W. Law
at the meeting on February 11th. The author dealt in a thorough
manner with the evolution from the crude vacuum tubes first used,
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to the highly efficient adjustable tubes now employed for examina-
tion and curative applications of X-rays. Various interrupters

were illustrated, and their special qualities discussed in detail.

Equipments of the portable and hospital types were shown. The
next meetinsr will take place in the Philosophical Institute on
February 2.")th. when Colonel O^ilvie will lecture on " Projectors."

Faraday House.—The annual dinner will in all probability be

held during the second or third week of April, and in view of the

larjre membership, now over ,")0U, a record attendance of members
and friends is expected,

Colouel Hubert Sparks, C.M.G., ic, M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E.
(F.H. 18!tl-;i2"). has been elected a Governor.

Diesel Englae Users' Association.—At the February meeting a

considerable amount of interest was evinced in the discussion

which took place after the reading of Mr. Geoffrey Porter's paper
on " Wear of Diesel Engines." The author stated ithat liner wear
was chietiy influenced by the percentage of ash content in the fuel

oil and its variable nature according to the class of fuel used,

the lubrication, the fit of pistons and piston rings, ice. and pointed
to the deleterious effect of excessive cylinder lubrication, which
resulted in the formation of carbon deposits on the piston. Mr.
G. W. F. Horner, referring to the wear of fuel-pump plungers,

slated that he had found no appreciable difference since usmg tar

oil fuel as compared with petroleum, Mr. A. X. Rye had not
noticed that the use of tar oil fuel brnl been detrimental to cylinder
liners, but it had a marked effect on valves and other portions of

the engine gear. He referred to the effect of granite dust in the
air in the case of .some engines situated near a granite quarry.

The abrasive effect of the granite dust introduced into the power
house when the wind was in certain quarters had caused a con-

siderable amount of trouble in the cylinders until air-filtera had
been introdu ;ed.

Institute of Metals.—The annual general meeting of the Insti-

tute will be held on March llth and 12th, at the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, when, among other papers, the following
are to be read :

—
" Fifth Report to the Corrosion Research Com-

mittee," " The Effect of Progressive Drawing upon Some Physical
Properties of Commeicially Pure Copper," " The Influence of Cold
Rolling on the Physical Properties of Copper," and "The Study of

Thermal Electromotive Force as an Aid to the Investigation of the
Constitution of Alloy Systems," The annual dinner is to be held
at the Criterion Restaurant on March r2th. at s p.m. It is also

announced that the next gathering of members will not take place
on May 5th. as previously stated, but on .Tune 10th. when a lecture

on 'Recent Progress in 'Thermo-Electricity " will be given by Prof.

Carl A. F. Benedicks, Ph,D., of Stockholm.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and hidustry,
also electrie tramicay and railway oficials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their mnvemetUs.

per week, plus 10s. war bonus, and a commission of 3s. 6d.

per KW. connected at his instance.

Mr. N. B. EosHEn, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., &c., has resigned his

appointment with the Ministiy of Munitions in order to rejoin

his liiTO, Messi's. Mollett & Kosher, con.sulting and inspecting

engineers, of &S, Temple Row, Birmingham.
Mr. J. S. Buckley, late of the County of London Electric

Supply Co., Ltd., loaves Liverpool on the s.s. Oriana on Feb-
nuiry 'ilst to take up a position with the Chilian Electric

Tramway and Lighting Co., Ltd., as engineer in charge of

laboratory and instrument testing.

Obituary.—Mu. C. M. Dorman.—We regret to learn that

Mr. Charles Mark Dorman, managing director of Messrs.

iJorman & Smith, Ltd., passed away .suddenly at Llandudno
iin Thursday, February l'2th. Mr. Dorman showed signs of

illness just before Christmas, and his heart was causing
anxiety to his friends. It was hoped that a, few
weeks' holiday at Llandudno would have been beneficial.

I'nfortuuately his condition became very serious whilst stay-

ing at Llandudno, until he became too ill to be moved. He
was a well-known pioneer of electrical work, and .sfime of the
switchgear designs originated by him in the 'eighties are still

gootl pi'a<tice at the present time. Born at Xorthampton
in 1801. he was educated at Biikhaiiipstead and the York-
.shire College, and afterwards seixed an apprenticeship iu

the works and di'awing office of the Hunslet Engine Co.,

\Ahere he did much valuable work in the way of locomotive
design. In the year 1881 he and Mr. R. A. Smith, who later

became his partner, desei-ted locomotive engineering and
joined the late Mr. J. S, Baworth as his a.ssistants. Mr. Dor-
man carried out some of the very earliest electrical installa-

tions on boai'd ship, and was responsible for many of the

early designs of .switchgear and other electrical apparatus.

\^'hen Mr. Raworth left Manchester Mr. Dorman and Mr.
Smith took over the small works which he had established,

and have since gradually developed the important business

which is now carried on as Dorman lir Smith. Ltd. Mr.
Dorman was of an extremely genial and hospitable disposition,

and will be much missed by his many friends. His health

appeared to be fairly good until a few months ago. The end
came rather suddenly through heart failure. It is probable

that the death of his only child, a very promising young
student, wlio accidentally lost his life while training for

military service, has been the piimary cause of his "compara-

tively early decease.

Lieutenant W. Cheetham.—Lieut. William Cheetham, of

Blackpool, who recently passed aw-ay. was piior to the war
employed at the Blackpool Electricity Works.
Mr. G. J. T. Alder.—The death occurred on February 9th

of Mr. G. J. Thornton Alder, electrical engineer and con-

tractor, of 53, Victoria Street, S,W. 1. Mr. G. W. Alder will

continue the business.

Mr. a. Pratt.—The death occurred on Febi-uary 5th, after

a brief illness, of Mr. Arthur Pratt, who had for 2-2 years

carried on business as an electrical engineer at Hornsey,

The salary of Mr. J. Hutchinson, electrical engineei- to the
Farnworth District Council, has been advanced by ilUO per
annum.
Mr. Thomas A. Edison celebrated his 73rd birthday on

February llth, and in connection with this event the Edison
rioueeib arranged to have their annual luncheon with ilr.

Edison at his laboratory. Orange, New Jersey, on that date.

During the war he devoted his time to the I^aval Consulting
Board of the Xavy Department, U.S.A., and paid the expenses
of a large staff of experts. An interesting feature of the
celebration is that " 73 " is the symbol used by telegraphers
in expres.sing greeting.

The salai'y of Mr. J. Downie, chief clerk of the electricity

department, has been increased by the Aberdeen T.C. to ^350.
Mr. H. H. Parker is resigning his position as War Depart-

ment superintendent electrical engineer. South Irish District,

and is taking up the apiKjintment of engineer and manager
of the Holmfirth U.D.C. electricity undertaking, having been
selected liom among 1"27 applicants.

A correspondent is anxious to get into touch with Mr.
Henry Statl'ord Hatfield, and woidd like to know his address.
Mr. ^^'. Innes, formerly deputy electrical engineer to the

Borough of Poplar, and latterly a partner in the late firm
of Towler & Innes, engmeers, Ixmdon, has joined the board
of the Westminster Engineering Co., Willesden, and. has been
upix)inted joint managing diiector.

At the last meeting of the Railway Telegraph and Electrical
Engineers' Conference, Mr. W. Woou, electrical engineer
of the North British Railway, was elected president.

Lieutenant H. G. Ross, Devon Fortress Engineers (Electric

Lights), has relinquished his commission ow-iug to ill health
contracted on active service.

Dublin Corporation Lighting Committee ha.s elected Mr.
J. Farken, representing the Labour Party, to the chairman-
ship.

The Tim en announces that the First Commissioner of His
Majesty's Works and Public Buildings has appointed Mr. H-
Baines, O.B.E., to be chief engineer to H.M. Office of Works,
to succeed Mr. H. A. McPerran, O.B.E., w'ho has retired.

Stoke Kewington B.C. Electricity Committee has appointed
Mr. E. P. Lovell (an ex-soldier) business representative to

canvass the borough for new consumers of electricity, at £i

NHW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Sydney Anderson, Lid. (163,783).—Private company.
Registered February 6th. Capital, £1,000 in fl shares. To carry on_ t'ht-

business of electricians, motor and mechanical engineers, &c. The subscribers

loach with one share) are : S. Anderson, 58a, Sydenham Road North, Croydon,

engineei ; P. T. Silcott, 46, Kidderminster Road, West Croydon, mechanic;

\V. A. S. Hellyar, 28, Park Lane, Croydon, solicitor. The fi'rst directors are

not named. Registered office : Wellesley Works, Wellesley Court Ro-id,

Croydon.

Symington (Lanarkshire) Electric Supply Co., Ltd.
(10,948).—Private company. Registered in Edinburgh February oth. Capital,

£2,000 in £1 shares. To' carry on the business of electrical engineers, elec-

tricians, practical engineers and contractors, manufacturers of electrical

apparatus, &:c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: J. Cassels, Silver-

w-ells, Hamilton, solicitor; D. A. Hay, 105, St. \'incent Street, Glasgow, C.A.

The first directors are: J. Cassels, D. A. Hay, T. Duncan, J. C. Jarrat. and

J \V. McDonald. Qualification, 50 shares. Secretary ; D. A. Hay. Regis-

tered office : 105, St. \incent Street, Glasgow.

Hubert D. Carter (Bangor), Ltd. (163,797).—Private
company. Registered February 7th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares (2,000 pre-

lerence). To carry on the business of electrical, motor, hot water and
mechanical engineers and consultants, dealers in electrical and other plant

and appliances and mechanical toys, &c., as formerly carried on by H. D.

Carter at Faraday House, 249, High Street, Bangor. The first directors are :

H. D. Carter (governing director), Glenhurst, Colwyn liay, electrical engineer;

I-;.' IV Carter, Glenhurst, Colwyn Bay, electrical engineer. Solicitor: A. F.

lirookes. Public Hall, Colwyn B'ay.

Telephone Installations (London), Ltd. (163,690).—Pri-
vate company. Registered February 4th. Capital, ±-2,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of manufacturers and installers of private telephone

svstems, Sc. The subscribers (each with one share) are: G. H. Hanson, 102,

Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, telephone engineer; A, H. Hanson, 9, Beaufort

Road, Gravelly Hill, telephone engineer. Table " A " mainly applies.

Solicitors : Cochrane and Cripwell. 119, Finsbury Pavement, E.G. Registered

office : 14, Snow Hill, Birmingham.

Stonevcroft Electrical Works, Ltd. (163,831).—Private
company. "Registered February 16th. Capital, £3,000 in £1 sh.ires.- To take

over the busin<-ss of a general electrical and engineering contractor carried

on bv F. S, Ormonde at 20, St. Anne Street, Islington, Liverpool, as the
• Stoiievcroft Electrical Works." The first directors are : F. S. Ormonde,
50, Inigo Road, Stoneycroft, Liverpool, electrical engineer; E. C. Day, 42,

Oriel Road, Bootle, Liverpool, marine engineer; A. Huntington, 219, Edge
Lane, Liverpool. Solicitors ; Reynolds and Reynolds, 15, Lord Street, Liver-

pool.
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Hackbridge Electric Construction Co., Ltd. (163,753).—
rrivate coiiipan). Registered l''cbiuai> Uth. L'apii,il, fii.lWU in £1 shares.
To carry on the business of electrical, mechanical and tjencral engineers,
manufacturers of and dealers in transformers, radiators, dynamos, motors and
all kinds of electric lighting, power and transmission plant, &c. The sub-
M-ribers (each with one share) are : C. VV. Bloomfield, Highlands. Foxlcv
l.ane, Purley, Surrey, engineer; R. I,. Morris. 6, Iiastcombe Avenue, Charl-
ton,. S.E.7, engineer. C. W. Bloomfield is pumianent governing director.
Solicitor: F. W. Simmonds, Broad Street House. E.C. Registered ofHce :

London Road. Hackbridge. Surrey.

Lloyd's Electro^plating Worlis, Ltd. (163,925).—Private
company. Register.-d February 11th. Capital, fl.UOU in £1 shares. Objects :

lo take over the business of electro platers, lacquerers and oxydisers of
metals, &c., carried on by J. \V. Lloyd, and recently bv R. J. Weston (as
trustee under deed of assignment) at SD, Castle Street, Derby. The first

directors are : J. W. Lloyd (managing director), 39. Castle Street, Derbv,
electro plater; .\. Green, .M.P., The Knoll, Normanton, Derbv; l>. Sibbald,
Keddleston Road, Derby, C.A. Registered office : 39, Castle Street. Derby.

Aladdin (Lancashire and Yorkshire), Ltd. (163,949).—
Private company. Registered Februarv Uth. Cipital. £5U,00U in £1 shares.
Objects : To acquire exclusive licences for the working in the Counties of
Lancashire and ^'orkshire tltc patents belonging to the .'Vladdin Renew
l-Ilectric Lamp Corporation. Ltd., and to enter into agreements (1) with E. J.
.McWilliam and [i) with J. G. Mcintosh. Ihe subscribers (each with one
sh.ire) are: R. IC. LIlis, 70, Madeley Road, Ealing, W.5, engineer; W. J.
Underwood, 51, Creftield Road, .\clon, W.3. electrical engineer. Permanent
directors: E. J. McWilliam and J. C. Mcintosh. Solicitor; C. B. Ellis, 70,
Chancery Lane, VV.C.

United Arc Welding Co., Ltd. (163,039).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 11th. CapiLd, £5.000 m fl shares. To carry on
business as indicated by the title. The first directors are ; \V. E. Groves.
76, Roman Road, South Shields, elc-ctrical engineer; H. C. Lumsden. 48,
Rothwell Road, Gosforth, boiler inspector; R. VVinskell, 6, Flavia Terrace,
South Shields, solicitor. Secretary : C. L. Dobson. Registered office : Kerry
Str<.et. South Shields.

Mayfair Light and Power Co., Ltd. (16'3,836).—Private
company. Registered February 9th. Capital. £'1,UOO in £1 shares. To carry
on Ihe business of electrical engine.-rs and contractors, electricians, suppliers
of oleclricitv for light, heat and power, &c.. and to adopt an agreement with
tl. Meekhoiiik. The fir^t directors are : H. Meekhonik, Ambleside. Brighton
Road. Purley; A. Meekhonik, 14, Pepys Road, New Cross, S.E.; H. M.
Williams. Aberdeen Lodge. Powys Villas. Brighton. Solicitor : P. G. Averill,

135, Edgware Rojd, W. Registered office : 13a, Edgware Road, W.

W. G. Perry & Co., Ltd. (163,943)".—Private company.
Registered f''ebruarv 11th. Capital. £5.000 in 4.000 ordinary shares of &}.
cich and 4,900 preference shares n( £1 each. To carry on the business of
electrical engineers, dealers in machinery, plant :ind accessories. &c., and to

adopt an agreement with VV. G. Perr) . The first directors are ; W. G. Perry.
37. Birchwood Road, Wandswonh. S.W. ; F. W. Cook. 155. Upper Kenning-
ton Lane. S.E.; .\. Perry. 155, Upper Kennington Lane, S.E. Solicitor: J. A.
Davies. Colonial House," London, Bridge. Registered oftice : 199, Westminster
Bridge Road, S.E.

Mechanical Products, Ltd. (163,927).—Private company.
Registered February 11th. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of electrical and mechanical engineers, metal stampers, manufacturers
of electrical and mechanical plant and accessories. &c. The first directors

are: T. Thompson. Allbury House. Surbiton. Surrey; H. H. Oxiey. Hill Top.
Crowhurst, Sussex. Solicitor; H. .\1. Veitch, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street,

V'ictoria Embankment, W.C. Registered office: 60-61, BLickfriars Road, S.E.I.

Stainsped, Ltd. (163,925).—Private company. Registered
February 11th. Capital. £20,000 in fl shares. To take over three contracts

relating to the manufacture of and licences lo work patents relating to
' Pedrail " trains (1) between Pedrail Transport. Ltd.. and Staines Projectile

Co.. Ltd.; (2) between the said Pe-drail Transport. Ltd.. R. H. Brackenburg.

J. G.- W. Lowe and Staines Projectile Co., Ltd.; and (3) contained in corre-

spondence between the liquidator of the said Staines Projectile Co., Ltd.. and
Pedrail Transport. Ltd. The subscribers (each with one share) are: E. J.

Almond, 119, Finsburv Paveinent, E.C. s.-cretary ; R. J. Rawlinson. 184.

Windsor Road. Ilford. Essex, clerk. The subscribers are to appoint the first

directors. Solicitor : R. H. Parratt. 18 and 19. Pall Mall. S.W.

H. T. Baker & Co.. Ltd. (163.967).—Private company.
Registered February 11th. Capital. £2.000 in £1 shares. To take over rhe

business carried on by H. T. Baker at 117. Albert Road. Stechford. as " H. T.

Baker & Co.." and to carry on the business of electrical, mecham'cal. cycle,

motor, sanitary, civil and general engineers. &c. The permanent directors

are: H. T. Baker. 117. Albert Road. Stechford; H. E. Thomas. Services Club.

Stratford Place. VV. Qualification. £50. Secretary. W. T. Hurtt. Registered

office; 125, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Aluminium Corporation, Ltd.—Mortgage on premises and
cottage, &c.. at .M iennn. C-Hrnarvon, registered January 19th. 1920. to secure

£1,800. Holder: Sir A. H- Walker, Ki., 2, Maresfield Gardens, Hampstead.

Electro=Medical Treatment, Ltd.—Particulars filed Janu-
ary 21st, 1920. of £2.000 debentures, charged on the company's undertaking

and propert\'. present and future, including uncalled c:ioital. amount for pre-

sent issue being £1,250.

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction registered
January 14th. 1920, to the extent of £22.400, of charge for £1,330,000, regis-

tered Janu.Try 31st. 1918.

Vickers, Ltd.—Satisfaction registered lanuarv 17th, 1920,
of charge for £1,000,000, registered February 20th. 1903.

Taranto Tramways & Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mort-
gage on certain concessio'ns. &c.. and the company's undertaking and pro-

perf\ .
present and future, including uncalled capital, registered January 14th.

1930, lo secure £72,000. Holders : Commercial Bank of Scotland, Ltd.

CITY NOTES.

During the year 1919 the tot.il lamps.
Westminster motors, &c.. conneoted increased from
Electric Supply 50.166 kw. to .52.4-57 kw. .\fter allowing
Corporation, for depreciation, sinking fund, and other

Ltd. charges, and paying the dividend on the

H per cent, preference shares, a final divi-

dend at the rate of 13 per cent., less income tax, is to be
paid on the ordinary shares, making 10 pei cent, for Ihe year,

.Melbourne
Electric Supply

Co., Ltd.

and £15,473 is to be carried forward. The directors make
the following reference to the Electricity Supply Bill :

—
Ihe Electricity (Supply) Bill introduced by th.; Government last year 'i:is

now become law. This Bill, owing tt> the strong opposition in the ilouse of
l-ords, directed specially against its financial proposals was considerably modi-
tied in both Houses of Parliament. Eventually all its compulsory provisions

• were withdrawn, and the valuable proposals, relating to the appointment of
Commissioners and the coitrol and advice which they are enabled by the
.Vet to give in connection with the development of electricity in the country,
uere retained.

The .Vet now enables the different companies and authorities and others
in a district to combine to form a joint electricity authority for the district,
and the leading London companies have already ;issociated themselves for this
purpose. It is hoped that by the formation of such an authority arrange-
ments may be put in force whereby the best and most efficient use will be
made of the resourcc-s and experieiic<' of the different undertakers which will
result in electricity being produced and sold at the chejipest possible rate, while
at the same time the rights and interests of the shareholders will be duly
safeguarded.

Units generated, '27,807,237; total utilised, •2.5,543,795; ex-
pended in distribution. 1,6-51,031.

At the annual meeting on Monday, Mr.
J. B. Braithwaite said that including the
sums now being issued they would have
increased the capital b.v i;300,0tKj kIucc that
time last year, and as the ordinary shaic?

were being issued at a piemium of 25 per cent., they would
really get ±'325,000 additional capital. Some miglit think they
were issuing capital too fast, but they were only raising money
when they could see an immediate profitable return on it.

They had translerred ±'20,501 from profit and loss and ±4,999
from premium account to the general reserve, raising that
fund to ±140,000. For technical reasons the auditors stated
in their report that " no specific reserve has been made against
depreciation." When a company was liable to be bought up
at a certain time, it was very unwise to admit in their balance
sheet that they required to make a provision which in their
case amounted to ±140,iXtO, for depreciation. They diJ not
require it, and therefore they had carefully avoided putting
the sum to depreciation leserve, but he could assure them
they were making ample reserves in th;it direction, in spite
of ilrawbacks they had had to contend with, they were nearly
±'20,000 to the good on their net earnings. The improvement
was shown all round. Private supply yielded ±165.6cvi. a.s

against ±144,218, an improvement of ±"21,000; power, heating.
&c.. yielded ±83,476. against ±7y.s7.S; public supply showed
a slight increase, being ±12,408, as against ±11,746, and the
supply to the tramways had yielded ±-50,970, as compai'ed with
±48,940. Bulk supply showed the most satisfactory jiercen-

tage of increase—the receipts having increased from ±8,160
to ±9,848. The meter rents yielded ±15,094, a small uicrease.
-\s to Geelong, there again they could not boast of any large
increase, but the balance carried to profit and loss was ±13.087,
as against ±12,988, so that the actual results there were not
unsatisfactory when they remembered that they had had to

contend against three rather serious strikes during the year.
The seamen's strike had the effect of putting them in con-
siderable difficulty in regajd to their coal supply, and it was
only due to the foresight and energy of their staff in Mel-
bourne that they did not have some .serious interruptions in

their supply. .4s it was they managed to pull through fairly

well on the whole. Had it not been for those strikes their

increased profit of ±'20,000 would have been materially larger.

He could only hope that the country would_be fr^ from
such visitations this year. They had had latffer an important
increase in their area during the year—'22 per cent., with an
increase in population of about 11 j>er cent. They were now
serving a district which had a population of 407,000, and they
had increased the street mileage during the year by 36, bring-
ing up their total to 660 miles of streets in which they were
MOW giving a supply. That accounted for some of the large
c;ipital expenditure they had had to incur. They were also

engaged in somewhat extensive capital exjienditure at Geelong.
which they hojied would prove profitable in future years;

at one time they thought Geelong would be quite a small
station- Last year at MelbomTie they had added 5,560 con-
sumers, which was a record for the whole period of their

exi.stence, and 18 per cent, better than the previous 12 months.
If they reckoned their con.sumers in districts where they
were giving a bulk supply, it would be seen that they were
supplying about 51.000 consumers. Taking the population into

account, those figures wore in excess of anvthing that hail

been achieved by any English company. The outlook for

the current year was extremely satisfactory. Up to date they
were considerably better oil in net profits than they were for

the same i>eriod a year ago. and that their consumers seemed
to be multiplying if anything at an accelei-ated rate. The
number connected during the last month of which they had
the record was between 8(X) and 900. If the increase should

be maintained in anything like the same ratio it would show
an extremely good result for the year, as last year the in-

crease wa.s at the rate of about 500 per month. They had
>tarted the year under good auspices, and if they were spared

a recurrence of strikes and other labour troubles, he thought

they had every reason to anticipate a successful year. The
I>cople who really earned their money for them lived 12,000

miles away, and they owed a grc;it deal of the prosi)erity ami
su<ce.ss of the comj>any to .Mr. Clements, the managing direc-

tor, and the local board in Melbourne.

In reply to a shareholder, the chairman said that most of

the company's concessions expired in 1925, but he doubted
verv much whether anybody in Australia had got the money
to buy them out, even if they wished to. Tbey must be&v
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in mind that in recent years particularly they had been giving
a hulk supply to Mn incieasing number of municipalities, and
he did not think they would find any advantage in purchas-
JMtJ them, even if they had the money. The terms of purchase
were more satisfactory than they were under flic English
Klectiic Lighting Acts.

A vote of thanlcs was passed to the local board in Australia
and the staff.

At the annual meeting, on the 17th iust..

Yorkshire Mr. A. G. Lupton, who presided, said that

HIectric Power an Lucrea,>e of revenue of over 30 per cent.

Co. was satisfactory, esi>ecially for a year of

reconstruction. ITie general adoption of a

.vhorter working week in the eaily part of the year, and the
various labour disputes including the Yorkshire miners' strike,

the railway strike, and the moulders' strike, all had their

effect in retarding development. Working costs had been
heavy owing to the price of coal, stores, and wages. The
reduction of working hours had necessitated an increase .n

the number of the company's employes, and in addition the
rates of wages paid had been increased. The salaries and
wages paid by the company in 1913 were '27 i^er cent, of the
total expenditui'e. In 1919 this had increased to 40 per oent.

The extra costs had been met by the increase of revenue. The
capital account showed the assets of the company .standing at

over one million ixjunds. Due to the huge increase in the
cost of machinery and mains which had taken place as a result

of the war. a Naluation of the plant would show the present
value to be largely in excess of the book figures. It was
satisfactory that all classes of jxiw'er users were realising the
advantages of co-operating through the agency of the com-
pany, and are not only using its supply but were subscribing a

proportion of the capital. The Electricity Supply Act recog-
nised and endorsed the principles by w-hich this company had
always stood—that of generation in large central stations and
distribution throughout large areas, and it was now the duty
of this company to respond to the call made upon it, and take
its full share in developing the area committed to it. The value
of economies in the use of coal and capital on which the
company's business dejjendcd had been largely increa.sed by
the higher cost of coal and machinery, and the advantages to

the u.ser were therefore proportionately greater. These high
costs, and the scarcity of labour, were rendering manufactur<'is
daily more disposed to devote themselves to their own propei'

business, and to look to this company to provide theii' motive
power as and when they required it. As a consequence, de-
mands for current were pressing from every side, and fully

justified the large extensions for which they were now asking
them to provide the capital. A company with an area such as

theirs <-ould not stand still: it was like a river which gathered
^'oiume as it Howed. Not only was the demand for power
increasing more rapidly, but the smaller electricity supply
undertakmgs were deciding to purchase in bulk from the
company rather than to continue to generate electricity in

.small and relatively ineflicient utations. Out of the 55 elec-

tricity supply undertakings in 4he company's area arrange-
ments had been made in 41 cn»ies for bulk supply or joint

working, so that the unificatii>ll of supply over the whole
of the company's area was wiMiin measurable distance of

completion. Agreements had b«en made with some of the
larger municipahties for interchange of supply in the spirit

of the Coal Conservation Report, which had ah-eady been
mutually advantageous. They hoped to carry these a good
deal further. They had now nearly 10(t miles of mains bring-
ing in good revenue, and the time had come when the com-
pany must take another gieat step forward. They therefore
asked the meeting in the first place to consolidate the com-
pany's finance by authorising an issue of debentures to repay
lams fiom the bankers and the Government, which had been
spent on plant and mains already earning good revenue for
the comp;my, and secondly, to take part in the issue of further
ordinary shares. They would oft'er the debentures, a 5i ]->er

cent, security, at a price wdiich would bring a return to in-
vestors of 6-i per cent. The development of the new station
at Ferrybridge had been held up. The station was urgently
required, and it was grievous that so much delay had been
forced upon them by legislative uncertainties, and that it

was only now possible to go forward with the preparation of
plans for what was so urgently required. These plans would
take time to prepare, and when complete would require con-
siderable additions of capital, but the funds now asked for
woiild enable extensions to be made, and would widen the
basis of the company, and enable it to carry on and to earn
revenue which would justify the further advances as thev
became neces.sary. The chairman alluded to the energy and
devotion of the engineer and manager, Mr. 'Woodhouse, and
Jiis competent staff.

Central London Bnihray'Cn.—Kenort for
London 1919. Total net income fl.%,917. a de-
Underground crease of f40,6.56. Brought forward.
Electric ;ei7,4P4. Interest, rentals. &c.. absorb
Railway .^"46.0.39: to reserve, .^20,000: preference

Companies. dividend, .^•21,000. Available balance
i;llf.,762. a decrease of i'20.723. Afft-r pay-

ing the dividt-nds mentioned in oui- last issue, fll.762 is to be
carried forward. Capital expended during 1919. f 7.409. The
gross revenue of the five companies eontributing to the
common fund was increased by f2.497,018. or 32 per cent,
during the year; operating expenses and interest and reserves

by £2.632,321, or 37 per cent. The amount available for

dividends and further reserves decreased £135,303 or 21 per
cent. The full effect of the increased <-ost of wages, fuel,

and olhi'r supidies was not felt in 1919. The winking costs

are to-day at an even higher j-atio to earnings than during
1919. If sufficient revenue is to be obtained to meet the
working expenses to provide for adequate depreciation and
lenewals, and to obtain a reasonable return on capital, fares

must be increa.sed, and a Bill has been introduced seeking
authoritx . \\Orks in connection with the electrification of

the Ealing and Shepherd's Bush railway of the G.W.R. arc

lapidly a|iproaching completion, and it is hoju'd that Central
l^ndon trains wiU be running at an ejuly date between the
city and Ealiiig Broadway station. Baron Ashfield, of South-
well, having i-esigned from the presidency of the Board of

Trade, has been elected chairman and managing director.

London Electric liailway Co.—Report for 1919. Tot^il net
income £'611,001, a decrease of £39,003. Brought forwai'd,

£23,605. Interest, rentals, &c., absorb £290,738; to reserve,

£45,000; preference dividend £126.947. Available balance,

£172,521, a decrease of £47,643. After paying the dividends
mentioned last w'eek, £20,942 is to be caiTied forward. Capital
expended during the yeai', £6,898. The report contains
observations similar to those quoted above in the Central
1-ondon reference, respecting the revenue, ttc, of the five

companies, and action respecting future fares.

Metropolitan District Haibrau Co.—Report for 1919. Total
net income. £565.611, a decrease of £18.091. Brought forward,
£21,332. Interest, rentals, &c., £336.115; to reserve, £45,000;
dividends on guaranteed and first preference stocks, £124,930.
.\vailable balance, £80,898, a deci-ease of £23.933. After pay-
ing dividends mentioned here iast week, £22,098 is to be
carried forward. Capital exi>enditure of the year £1,499.
Orders have been jilaced for a large number of additional car-

riages of an improved type. The above remarks regarding
revenue, expen.ses, fares, &c., also apply in this case.

('itu and South London Bailirau Co.—Report for 1919. Total
net income £144.486, a decrea.se of £7,918. Balam^e brought
forward £24.567. Interest, rentals, itc., £47.203; to reserve

£25,000; pi^ference dividend, f42.-500. Available balance,

£54.350, a decrease of £4,817. After paying dividends alreadv
announced a further £5,000 is put to re.serve, and £19,750 is

to be carried forward. Capital expended during the year,

£10,800. Experimental work in connection with the enlarge
ment of the tunnels is being cnnied out with the object o(

detennining the most efficient method of reconstructing the
railway. The above remarks regarding revenue, expenses,
fares, &c.. apply in this case also.

The following table shows the opei-ating expenses of the
above four companies and the L.G.O. Co.. comparing 1919
with 1918:—

I'M'.). Inc. or dec.

Traffic receipts 9,110,469
Government compensation (alter pro-

viding for adjustments)

Total
Operating expenses

Net receipts

Miscellaneous receipts (net)

Net income...

luterest, rentals and other fixed charges

Bzdance
Reserve for contingencies and renewals.

Balance
Dividends on guaranteed and preference

stocks, excluding M.D.R. second pre-

ference stock

Surplus paid into or deficit met out of

common fund ...

Amount receive! from common fund ...

Percent. ...

Add balances from last year's accounts...

Total amount available for dividends

and further reserves ...

-2,156,078

566,370
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Metropolitan Railway Co.—Speaking at the annual meet-
ing. Lord Aberconway, P.C, said that "so long as the control
continued the position would necessarily rernain as it was.
and very little, if any, Tariation in dividend could be looked
for. They had an excellent property, with an increasing earn-
ing capacity, but the heavy increase in the cost of working,
lirought about mainly by the concessions ruade to the staff
liy the Government, had for the time being turned their profit
into a loss, in spite of the largely increased turnover of busi-
ness. The position must be adjusted in the same way as was
being done in every other business concern, namelv. bv raising
the price of the commodity they had to .sell.

" The whole
matter was before the Ministry of Ti-ansport at the present
time, and very soon something would be done. They would
not reap any immediate benefit fiom iuch increased fares, rs
the extra revenue would only go to reduce the amount payable
to them by the Government under their guarantee, but it

was neces.sary that the fare.^ should be put unon a sati.sfactorv
basis in view of the time when the subsidy from the Govern-
ment would cease. The tr.nffic not only on theii- line but on
the other I>ondon lines had already outgrown the facilities,

and the expenditure of large amounts of capital was necessary
if the transDort accommodation was to keep up with the
growth of the population. The housing question and the
necessity for improving the conditions of life nf the people
employed in their big centres were totally bound up with the
que.stion of trans|Kjrt. and if the capital required for the neces-
sary extension was to be forthcoming the companies would
Have t^ be in a much .sounder commereial position.

Llandudno & Colwyn Bay Electric Railway. Ltd.—The
annual meetinET was held on Febrnarv llth. The chairman
said that the financial result w-ag disiippointing when taken
in conjunction with the increase in traffic receipts. It was
due to increased operating expenses, repairs, ana maintenance.
The work of overhaiding the rollintr stm'k wa^ greater than
was anticipated, and repairs apd maintenance charses—per-
manent way and overhead lines—would be heavv for sonv
little time. Power expenses were heavier, due to the increased
charge, and there could be little relief oii this item during
the cu'-rent vear. The Old O^lwvn extension still p.roved a
valuable addition to the line; if this h^d not been built they
would have been 'ncnrrint^ a heavv loss in operating the
tramwavs outs'de of the hnlidav season. Thev honed shortlv
to place an order for additional ca's. luit their ability in this
connection was limited by their financial resources and the
increased cost of cars. Traffics were showing a slight increase
as compared to a year ago. but the co.sts continued to increase,
and further demands from labour might have to be met ''o

some extent. Thev honed, however, that the increase in

traffic receints would suffice to overcome the increa-se in operat-
ing exi>enses.

General ElRcfr'C Co.. Ltd.

—

At meetings of the rompanv's
shareholders held last Satnrd.TV. approval was given to ••

proposal to issnie new capital in the form of 7J per cent B
cumulative preference shares and partly in the form of o'di-

narv shares. Afr Hir.st said that consfrterable nrocress hnd
been made with the. programme to whi^h he referred at the
annual meeting for proceedin<T with developments and in-

"rea.sinff the capital to £6.000.000. Those developments h^d
been p-'o^eeding with the assistance of tile bankers, but *'bc

issue of further capital was now necessary, though it could

not be done on the same conditions as the last increase. Re-
solutions were nn«sed imder which the 1 f).5.T.790 issned nip

fc-ence shares and 144.910 of the miissued preference shares

will be called " .\ " "reference shares: the I.ROO.OOO iin!ss"->d

nrefe''en''e sha'osi will Ke converted into 7f per cent. " P.

cumulative preference shares.

Prospectus.—The Still Engine Co., Ltd.—Thi-; company,
which was formed la.st year to acquire from the F.ngine
"npi-plopment Co.. T,td., and othe'- '-endors. the patents forth-

Still pugine fwith the exception of the .Tapanpse patents which
had been disposed of), has been offering ".'000 shares of f
each for -nibscription at par. The list t^-as to cln.se on Wed-
nesday. The nominal capital is -C"^00 000. 14-5.000 chares are

being issued ^s fullv mid. and -PIO 000 ca.sh con.side'-ation is

also to he pa-'d out of the proceeds of the nresent pubh'c issue,

the bal.''nce being for working canital. .\ number of agree-

ments for licences have been entered into with well-known
• fiiTps in this country and in F'ance. and other ne''otiataons

re in Progress. The objects of the comnanv am in .sell further

I'Vepces. to continue research work on the Still engine for

the bpnefit of its licensees, and to deal with the foreign

patents.

Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire, Ltd.—Tn their report

for 1910 the directors stnte that the net profit was £iMi.
against £3. IfiS for I'll R. and f.S.fiOS for 1017. £8Sfi was bvoucht

forward. .After paving 6 per cent., free of t^x. on the ordinarv

<=hares, £l.fVV) is added to rese-we. and .£1.270 is to be carried

forward. The mann°r in which the oomnary has passed

thro'i"h the war period has demonstrated the soundness and

stability of the business.

RcBtrictiom on the uw of t-lertricilv wer.' no' rompl^tplv «llliilr;iwn until

the latter part of the vear and. dlif tn induslriil cli>tiirhancrs throuRhout Ih.-

countrv. thp d<livfrv of mat.-ri.il was gre.ntly del.iy^d ^n thit the growth of th.-

rompany's busln'-s': has hepn retarded. .'Voplieations for the company's supply

have been received in lar^e numbers and with the restoration of normal in-

dustrial conditions r. r^.pid exnan^ion of the comp.-<ny"s business is assured.

This will require the issue of fvirther Capital, and shareholders are recom-

mended to apply for further shares.

Tyneside Tramways & Tramroads Co.—.\t the meeting
held in Newcastle on 10th inst. Dr. J. T. Merz said that the
revenue for the year had increased by more than £7,000, but
so tar from increa.sing their earnings, they were lower, for the
increased costs had been more than tlouble the increa.se of the
revenue. As a consequence, they had some £7,-200 less to
deal with. The outlay ajmn repairs, materials, and wages
was much greater than it had been. Thev had to deal with
£11,120, to which they had added £3,000 out of the special
reserve which was put aside to meet repairs which diould
have been carried out in former years. They proposed to
pay the .same dividend as in the previous year. .\s to pro-
spects, the traffic return showed some increase, but that should
not mislead them, as it was probable that the costs would
increase at a greater rate than did the revenue. They hoped
that their income would be improved by the acquisition of
three new cars w-hich they had ordered. The trade in the
district had been very much interfered with, especially by
the moulders' strike, which threw many men idle" and
afiected the traffic.

Dublin United (Electric) Tramways Co., Ltd.—The Right
Hon. L. .\. Waldron, P.O., who presided at the recent meet-
ing, said that on the whole they had had a prosperous year.
The services were now nearly normal again, coal shortage
and other difficulties that arose in wartime being less acute,
though the coal supply was again causing considerable
anxiety. The introduction of an 8-hour day for then- men
had entailed the employment of an extra 200 in the traffic

department. The advance in wages over pre-war rates now
stood at 28s., and a further demand was being made. They
had heavy track renewals before them. The running of the
power station had been very satisfactory, and the cost of
generating the unit came to .i)70d. A new sub-station now
in ojjeratiou at College Street would help towards economy
and add to the efficiency of di.stributiou. They proposed to

build covers on the upix>r decks for all cars except those
which had to pa.ss under railway bridges.

Paisley District Tramways Co.—Revenue during 1919,
£126.-53U; expenses, £100.238. General interest requires £130.
income tax £5.7Gti, debenture interest £3.200. debenture sink-
ing fund £1..50(J. Including £6,072 brought forward the
balance is £21,7G7. £6,00(3 has been put to reserve, -5 per
cent, has been paid on the preference shares, and £2.00<J

put to preference share sinking fund ; £6,267 is to be carried
forward. Traffic receipts increased by £5,4-54, but expendi-
ture increased by £20,418, due to rises in wages, shorter
hours, and a further great rise in the cost of materials. The
full effect of these increased charges on a complete year's
working has still to be borne. Increases in lares were sanc-

tioned, and came into force in November, but it is not antici-

pated that in the current year the relief obtained by these
altered fares will cover the increased costs, and it may he
necessary to make application for further modifications.

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.—The directors have
put forward a proimsal for the capitalisation of ^673.2-50 out
of the reserves ami undivided profits, and the distribution

of this sum in the form of bonus shares to ordinary share-

holders in the proportion of one new £1 share to every two
shares now held. It was only three years ago—in March.
1917—that the then ordinary share capitiil of £73.2-50 was
doubled by the distribution of bonus shares of £1 each on a
share per share basis. The present proposal would increase

the ordinary share capital to £219.7-50, of which £146.500 would
have been provided by the payment of bonus shares. In
1912-13 there was also a bonus of 7s. 6d. per shaie, which was
met by an allotment of fully-paid ordinary shares.

—

Daily

Dispatcli

.

Lanarkshire Tramways Co.—Revenue for 1919 .£199,868,

expenses £14S.il6il. leaving £51.808. Contributions to local

authorities. £4.001; debentuie interest. £6-50; interest ac-

counts. £4.182; depreciation reserve. £12.000; maintenance
reserve. £5.000. .\ilding £5.912 brought forward, the balance

is .£31.888. After paying 7i per cent, for the year on the

shares, and £8.83 to dire<-tors. £5.280 is carried forward.

Revenue increase. £7..338: expenses increase £22,010. Ex-

I>enditure of £7.816 on deferred repairs has been charged

against maintenance reserve account. Tlie deferred repair

work was not completed at December 31st. The strike of

traffic employes in .\pril and May caused a loss of £10,(lOO in

traffic revenue. Passengers carried. 1918. 31,695,400; 1919,

31,-521.049.

South Metropolitan Electric Light & Power Co.. Ltd.—
Credit balance for 1919 £70.109. plus £12.8.57 brought forwartl.

also 10 per cent. di\-idend on holding in West Kent Electric

Co.. Ltd.. £1.002; total £S3.9<iS. Delienture and other intere-st

£1.5..3.55; 7 ner cent, dividend on cumulative first preference

shares and 6 per cent, on the second; £21,-500 to depreciation;

£10 000 to reserve ; 6 per cent, dividend on the ordinary shares,

less income tax £9.000; to Iw carried forward £12.323. The

general I.iimppss has bpeii well maintained, notwithstanding

a large but it is bope.l temvxiiarv. reduction m I'idk supply

demand Ml H. W. Bowden has re-signed as a diiector and

cngineer-in-^hicf. but he will act as the con.sultmg engineer.

Oxford Electric Co., Ltd.— Pividen.l -5 per cent, on ordi-

narv shares.
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stock I-xchaiige Notice—The Coiiiinittee has sp<-ti;illy

nUowod drtiihngs m the following under temporary regula-

tion 4 (3) ;—
,. . r

En^li^h Electric Co., Ltd.—148,004 preference shaa-es of £i

each "fully paid, Nos. 404.625 to'553,5'28 ; 33,973 ordinary shares

of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 1,397,537 to 1,431,509.

National Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—The directors report

that the cxt«nbions to the generating plant could not be com-

pleted for this winter's load owing to strikes, &c. There )s

put to depreciation £5,000, to reserve £3,000, dividend 5s

per ordinary share, raakiug 7s. 6d. for the year, dividend

27s. 2d. per founders' share, carried forward £1,036.

Central Klectric Supply Co., Ltd.—The report states that

euercy has been -supplied to the Westminster Electnc Supply

Corporation the St. James' and Pall l\Iall Co.. and the Chelsea

Electricity Supply Co. to an auiovmt of 36,096,110 units.

National Boiler & General Insurance Co.. Ltd.— Final

dividend of 18s. per share, less tax, in addition to l'2s. interim

dividend. To investment reserve £6,410. Carried forward

£4,347.

Bournemouth & Poole Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Final

dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 7 per cent,

per annum, less tax, making 6 per cent, for the year.

London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Dividend 2^

pel- cent, for 1919; £12,500 to reserve; £5,000 to contingencies;

£11,500 carried forward.

Crossley Bros., Ltd.—Dividend at the rate of 10 per cent.

l)er annum on the ordinary shares for the haU-year, makmg
8 pel- cent, for the year.

•

STOCKS AND SHARES.

TUESD.4Y EVKNLNG.

The Stock Exchange acknowledges a distinct tendency on the

part of its market to lapse into quietude. This spells lower

prices, as a matter of course. Business is the reverse from

exciting. Buoyancy and bullish enthusiasm are suiierseded

by a, critical attitude in the investor and the speculator. New
issues are lavishly ottered, and divert attention from the esijst-

ing securities with which they come into competition. The

Stock Exchange enters upon the Lenten season with a be-

fitting decorum.
. ,

, i t^
General Electrics stand out with noticeable strength. De-

tails of the new issue of ordinary shares began to leak out

generally a few days back. They were stated here a lortuight

ago. One new ordinary share at i7s. 6d. for every three shares

at present held was the forecast here, and although no official

confirmation is forthcoming up to this evening, the matter

will doubtless be made public very soon. An issue of 7 iier

cent. "B" preference may be expected, with the pre.'^ent

6^ per cents, turned into " -^ " shares. A comprehensive

scheme, and one that is likely to arouse pubhc interest. Uthci-

shares in the manufacturing group are somewhat featureless.

British Aluminium are 1-32 higher and Siemens a florin up.

Automatic Telephones dropped to 17s. 6d., rallied to 23s. 6d.,

and, at the moment, are easier again at 2'2s. 6d. Indignation

is expressed at the directors' proposals, but unless a leader

steps forwai-d to focus the opposition, it may be that the

scheme will be passed. One of the extraordinary pomts about

the business is the fact that the scheme requires fur its opera-

tion the assent of only 51 per cent, of the shares. The board

could hardly have asked for a more slender majority than this.

Without further opportunity of voicing theii- dissatisfaction,

some of the shareholders declare that they will not send in

their acquiescence.

The Home Railway market is better in places, and, though
Districts have fallen to 19 and Central London ordinary to o6!,.

Lnderground Electric " A " shares are better at 7s., and the

£10 shares at 2J. There has been a slight spring during thi'

last day or two in the heavier railway stocks, and this has

encouraged the improvement in the issues of the Underground
Electric Co. The attention of the speculative investor might
be usefully turned to the prospects of East London 4 per cent.
" B " debenture stock.

Electricity supply shares ai-e quiet. Metropolitans rose J to

.^5, and Charing Cross preference recovered the dividend of

•2s. 3d. There is not much business doing, but inquiries for

siares find little floating supply with which to .satisfy their

demands. In the foreign list, Madras Electric are better at

18s. 6d. Canadian General Common have <-i.sen to 128^, and
most of the dollar securities show adavnces, in consequence ot

the movements in the American rate of exchange. Rises and
falls are out of all proportion to the amount of trade trans-
acted, and, as a rule, the alterations arc made simply in ordei'

to bring London quotations into line with those current in
New York and Montreal.

Brazilian Tiactions have again given way this time to 54.

The Mexican group is heavy. Mexico Trams 5 pe\- cent, bond.-
at 42J are 3i points down, and the 6 per cent, bonds at 324
show a drop of 2. Meanwhile, it is said that the Commission
which came to London to see what could be done in order- to

improve matters in connection with Mexican finance, is still

working with a view to straightening out the chaotic con-

dition of Mexican matters. But apparently no particular pro-

gress has been made in this direction, and the booinlet which
tix)k place in all Mexican securities some four or five week.s

ago has proved to be premature. .At the same time, if would
appear to be indiscreet to sell Mexicans at the present time,

when any day might bring a revulsion of feeling in favour of

the stocks. Bombay Electric preferotu* at 17 are another 30s.

higher. Anglo-Argentine second prefereni'.e at 31 are 10s.

down, which is natural enough, in view of the fact that last

week these shares were quoted higher than the first prefeience.

Potteries Electric Tractions have gone back to 13s. British

Electric 'Traction 5 per cent, debenture stock is lower at 82.

Marconis hold their firnmess at 4 3-16. Great Northern
I'elegraphs arc down £3 in con.sequence of the exchange rate.

Eastern Extensions have recovered to 20, but there is no
piirticidar change otherwise in the Eastei-n group. Chile Tele-

phones are a sixteenth up at 6 7-16. Our attention has beeu
courteously called to the fact that this company paid a divi-

dend last year of 6 per <-cnt.. and. although fur 1917 and 1918.

as stated in our li.sts, the dividend was 8 per cent., the yield

should be worked out on the ba.sis of 6 per cent., which was
paid free of tax. Oriental Telephones are 1-16 up. West India

and Panama shares are equally higher at li. Automatic Tele-

phones have settled dow-n to the neighbourhood of -2-2s. 6d..

as already mentioned. The rubber market is quiet, owing to

the price of the raw material remaining at a shade under
•2s. 9d. per lb., but the shares of the leading companies are in

demand, on expectations, some of them already fulfilled, of re-

organisation of capitals. Business amongst base metal .shares

is meagre, and in the iron and steel group the investor holds

his hand, pending the next developments in connection with

nationalisation.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Elkotricity Coupanibs.

Brompton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary .

.

do. do. do 44 Pre!. .

.

Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

County of London
do do. 6 per cent. Prel

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 percent. Pref...

Metropolitan .

.

do. 44 per cent. Pref. .

.

St. James' and Pall Mall .

.

South London
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 6 — .710

TeDEORAPHS AMD TELEFHOMKa.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 !«» -i-

1

B '.) 9

do. Def IJ 88/6 31 - J 7 13
Chile Telephone 8 8 6^ + yV -I'la '3

Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 lOj — •« 18 4

Eastern Extension 8 8 20 +4 •.10
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 IflS .

— •6 3 7

Olobe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 30 — ^4 IS fi

do. do. Pref fi « B.^ +4 6 4 R

Great Northern Tel 33 32 3.3* —8 8 17 fi

Indo-European 18 IS 484 — fi 18 4

Marconi 20 26 i-ji — fi

Oriental Telephone- Ord 16 10 S,'^ — 4 16

I 'nited R.Plate Tel 8 8 8,',. + ,V ^4 19 a

West India and Panama .. ..1/8 1/3 U -^ A 5 il 1

Western Telegraph 8 8 aOJ -- ^4 17 7

HoUE Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 tr.J -.3 7 9 7

Metropolitan 1 li 3.t — 5 8 8
do. District .. Nil Nil in —1 Nil

Underground Electric Ordinary.

.

Nil Nil 2J +8 Nil
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/- +1/- Nil
do. do. Income ..46 76 — —

Foreign Tramb, Ac.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

fi 6 8! — 7 14 10

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

64 Nil SJ - —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — 3g — 4
—

do. do. 6 Deb. .. 5 S 6:14 —1 7 15

Brazil Tractions — — 54 —1 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 17 +1} 8 10 7

British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 5 5 64 — 7 15
do. do. Preferrred Nil 34 56.\d — S 18 B

do. do. Deferred Nil Nil 48xd — H 10 5

do. do. Deb. .

.

4i 41 64 — 6 16
MexiooTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 424 -^4 Nil

do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 8.34 -2 Nil
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 324 — Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 35 — Nil
do. Ist Bonds.. .. Nil Nil 62^ — —

Manufactdrino Companies.

Baboock & Wilcox 15 15 3J — ^4 2 9
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 i;.; -^ ,', 5 14 S
British Insulated Ord 25 124 2.\ — ' 5 14 3
Callenders 25 25 98 — 6 9 10

64 Pref 5 64 4J +i 8 16 10
Castner Kellner 25 20 4 — —
Crompton Ord 7 10 22/6 — 8 17 10
Edison-Swan, "A •' .... — 10 li — 8

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .

.

4 5 79* — 6 6 9
Electric Constructiiui .... 10 10 1} — SCO
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 1^ 19/G — 6 1a 4

do. Ord lU 10 -2} +41- '4 9
Henley 26 25 2,-; — 14 2

do. 44 Pref 44 44 39 — 6 4 3
India-Rubber ID 10 154 — <6 9
Met.-Vickers Pref — — 3,!, — 5 4
Siemens Ord — 10 30;- -1^2/- 'G 13 4
Telegraph Con 30 30 294 -H •114

* Dividends paid fre&^f Income Tax,

Divid
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THE PROTECTION OF A.C. SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE USE OF SPECIAL CONDUCTORS.

By Major KENELM EDQCUMBE, R.E.(T.)i M.I.E.E.

{Abstract oj paper read before the Institution ok Electrical ExuiMiERs.)

Under present conditions, almost every network consi.sts of

a collection of cables laid at various dates, so that no system
of protection which involves duplicate cores, pilot leads, con-

ducting sheaths, or the like, can be regarded as a general

solution of the problem. The methods adopted must be such

as can readily l)e applied to the various sections of an existing
system as well as to any future extensions. The author
believes the four cardinal iwints of a protective system to be

:

(1) The maintenance of ci>ntiuuity of supply. (2) Simplicity
of the apparatus involved. (3) .\daptiibility to existing gear
with minimum alterations, and flexibility as regai'ds future
extensions. (-1) Economy in its true sense, having regard to

the capital sunk in cables, &c. The present paper is an
attempt to show how these ideals can be obtained by .simple

means and with well-tried apparatus, without recourse to

special conductors %\hich. however desirable in themselves,
are, more often than not, quite out of the question.
Whatever advantages may, at one time, have been claimed

for the in.sulated neutral, it is now fully recognised that the

advantages are all in favour of earthing, and the protection

branches, a.s shown. in fig. 2, and under these circumstances
one at least of the relays will act under all possible fault

conditions. One of the principal advantages of such an ar-

rangement lies in the smaller current with which the circuit

breakers are called upon to deal ; the earth current can best
be Umited liy an earthing resistance connected, between the
generator neutral and " earth " (e r in fig. "2). Discriminat-
ing action can be obtained by giving the various relays

different time-lags. The tinjc interval between the operation
of successive relays in series must not be less than that re-

quired for the opening of the breaker after the closing of the
ivlay contacts, or the second breaker may commence to act
before the lirst has isolated the fault. Modern switchgear
may be relied upon to ojjen the circuit within about one-fifth

of a .second or even le.ss, hut older gear will jiiobably take
eon.siderably longer. To this time mii.st be added that re-

quired for the relay to operate, as well as a margin for <-on-

tingencies. It may be assumed in general that intervals

of i .second should be sufficient for quick-acting gear or

it .second with less efficient pattiTus.

Such graded time-lags, when ii]>plied to overload relays.

,— .TotTip.oll ol

Fiu. 1.—Leakage Protection,
OK Feeder.

Fig. 2.—Leakage and Overload Fig. 5.—Differential Rever.sk Pig. b.—Rf.vkksi RF.n^

Protection of Feeder. Rel.at: Protection of a Pair of Compensated for \'oltage.
Parallel Feeders.

against over-pressures (whether due to atmospheric effects or

to intermittent earths), which is afforded by the damping
effect of a resistance in the earth circuit, is seen to Be so

uiqwrtant that both American and Continental practice are

fast folliiwing the lead given by this country. In the present

paix^r, earthed systems alone are dealt with since, in the

author's opinion, the first step towards the attainment of

satisfactory protection is to earth the system through a resist-

ance. At the same time, many of the arrangements recom-
mended are also applicable to insulated systems.

Apart altogether from the value of earthing through a re-

sistance as a protection against over-pressures, it affords a

means whereby the majority of faults can be cleared in their

initial stages as single-phase leakages to earth, instead of

being left on the system until they have developed into short-

circuits between phases.

Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the leakage protection

principle to a circuit breaker. The three-phase generator G,

with earthed neutral, is connected to a feeder, the thi-ee cores

of which are surrounded by the iron circuit of a current

transformer c T having a single secondai-y winding, connected

to a relay R. Under normal conditions, no matter how much
the load may be out of balance, the sum of the three currents

^.
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curves corresponding to different settings should follow one
another closely throughout. In both these respects the induc-
tion relay is much to be preferred to the fuse-shunt-ed solenoid
pattern. The onlv case in which long timo-lags are objection-
able is when a fault occure do;* to the generating' station.

Should such a fault develop into a dead short-circuit betwot^n
phases, it is essential to clear it with the least possible delay,

the criterion of urjjeucy being the extent to which the volt-age

is pulled down. A convenient means of applying this prin-
ciple consists in arranging the tripping iuechanism o( the
relays at the generating station, so that should the voltage
fall to, say. 70 jier cent, of the noimal. the time-lag is automa-
tically shortened to perhaps half a second in each case.
The foregoing remarks refer more especially to the overload

relays (o r, and o r, in fig. 2). but much the same considera-
tions apply to the leakage relays i, r, except that, owing to

the leakage current being definitely limited by the earthing
resistance, there is no great advantage in reducing the
tiiiie-hig to a minimum. With leakage i-elays, likewise, there
is nothing to be gained by the adoption of a fixed time-lag.
although the objections to it may be less strong than in the
cas^e of overload relays.

This combination of leakage and overload relays has the
important advantage that it is sufficient in itself to deal with
faults at any and every point of the system, including the
sub-.«tation busbars, whereas many other methods such as

the Merz-Price or the " split conductor." whilst excellent in

them.''?lves. only control individual sections of the feeders
and afford no protection whatever to the sub-station busbars.
Moiwiver, should one of the relays or circuit breakers fail to

act. there is absolutely no second line of defence and overload
protection by means of fuses is usually advocated in addition,

whereby simplicity is sacrificed, and the instantaneous action
which is generally put forward as a great feature of such
systems is entirely lost.

The lejikage relay (l r in fig. 2) takes the place of one of

the three overload relays which would otherwi.se be required
for pure overload protection, so that the adoption of leakage
tripping does not involve any extra gear. Although too much
lelianc-e must not be placed npon the grading of the cuiTent-

settings as a means of discrimination, it has an important
bearing upon the question. Tlie time curve of a relay .should

become nearly horizontal for currents exceeding, say, fonr

times the setting (see fig. 4). Con.sequently. if the short-

circuit current exceeds this value in the ca.se of all the inlays

through which it passes in series, each one will operate after

Pig. 7.

—

Pair of Parallel
Feeders Protected by Biased
DltTEREXTIAL REVERSE RELAYS.

Fig. 8.

—

Gdrrent Required to Operate
Relay Fig. 6 under Low-voltage Conditions

the same lapse of time. On most systems, however, such a
state of things is very unlikely. Whilst, however, the mini-
mum time necessary for the operation of the breakers should
forrn the basis in arriving at the time intervals between the
settings of the relays, nevertheless, a considerable reduction
is nearly always possible owing to the discriminating effect
of the current settings.

With two parallel feeders, unless the current to earth ex-
ceeds the load current at the moment, reversal can not take
place, and with three or moie feeders the required ext-ess will
be still greater. This condition necessitates the installation
of a larger e^irthing resistance than would otherwise be neces-
sary, thus throwing an undue strain upon all parts of the
system owing to the heavier fault current.
This difficulty can be overcome by tlie u.se of differential

reverse jelays, the current connections for which are shown
in fig. 5, the pressure windings being omitted for the sake
of clearness, c T, and c T, are two current transformers, cross-
connec-ted in such a way that a flow of current in the direction
indicated by the-arrows merely causes a circulation of current
in the secondaries, and none flows through the relays R R,

and R R, which are connected in series between equipotential
points. On the occurrence of a fault, the currents in the two
feeders are no longer equal and the diffej-ence current flows
through the reverse relays which are so arranged that one
or the other operates, according to the direction of the current
through them, and thus isolates the faulty feeder alone.

Since the relays operate with a given ' difference current, it

is immaterial whether there is actual reversal or not. .\

further important advantage is that a surge producing a

simultaneous reversal of current in both feeders will not cause
either relay to operate.

In the case of four or six parallel feeders, they can be very
simply arranged in pairs.

.^t their outgoing ends, parallel feeders present much the
same problem as a single feeder, and may be similarly dealt
with by means of combined overload and leakage trips, a
group of relays as shown in fig. 2 being applied to each
feeder. Graded time-lags must be applied to both the over-
load and leakage relays. If the fault (x-curs close to the
sub-station the fault current njay divide itself almost equally
between the two feeders, and there is a risk of the sound
feeder coming out instead of the faulty one. Moreover, after
the latter has been i.solated at the generating station ehd
the fcTult current will still How into the sound feeder and
may cause its relay to ol>erate. For these reasons it is pre-
ferable to install differential reverse relays (fig. 5) at the
outgoing end as well as at the other. At the sub-station
end the fault current flows in opposite directions through the
two current transformers so that the effect upon the relays
is doubled, and for this reason the settings may \>e low, with
the corresponding advantages of leakage protection.

If the relays at the outgoing end have isolated the faulty
feeder before tliose at the sub-station the fault current will

How into the .sf)und feeder, and as it then forms the out-of-
balance circuit it will operate the relay and i.solate the sound
feeder as well. To prevent this, the circuit breaker on each
feeder should lie fitted with an auxiliai-y- contact which, in

coming out, renders inoi>erative the relay on the opposite
feeder. .\t the sub-station end this is unnecessary.
Apart from the fact that a reversal will cause its relay to

act. the sound feeder is left without protection. To remedy
this, overload relays may be added or the reverse relays can be
rendered operative on a heavy forward current. The relay
shown in fig. U can be arranged to act with such a current
if the pressure circuit is opened, which can readily be done
by means of an auxiliary switch ojierated by the circuit breaker
as already described. It must not be forgotten that the whole
load current now fonns the out of balance, and it is, there-
fore, essential that the relay windings should be capable of
carrying this cuiTent without overheating. Failing this, the
relays must be cut out of circuit by the auxiliary switc-h,

separate overload protection being provided at the outgoing
end.

If there are a number of parallel feeders in series perfect
discrimination is afforded by the arrangement described.
Various methods have been suggested for giving the neces-

sary " bias " to the relays of fig. .5. What is required is

that the bias should increase with the current in the feeders,

i.e., should represent a definite percentage of the current
flowing. A method of carrying this

into effect is shoT\-n diagrammatic-ally
in fig. 7. R R, and r r, are a pair of

reverse relays, fed by cun^ent trans-
formers c T, and c T,, cross-connected
as in fig. 5, Besides the usual fixed

control, which gives a definite current
setting to each of the relays, a bia.sing

coil, R c. applies an additional control
which is proportional to the cunent
flowing in the feeders. If this auxiliary
control is such as to give a bias of -5 per
cent., or at most 10 l)er cent., it will

cover all likely contingencies as regards
want of balance. It is usually desirable
that the bias should increase rather
more than in projxirtion to the current.

It is of fundamental importance that
reverse relays should operate with

certainty even if the voltage of the system is pulled
down to a small fraction of the normal. The only true
solution is to render the reverse relays as far as possible

independent of a fall in voltage, and the working principle

of a well-known form of such rela.v is shown in fig. 6. It

is a moving-coil instrument having an iron circuit carrying
two fixed windings, a current coil c c, and a volt coil v c, so
connected as to assist one another with a forward current
and to oppose one another with a reversal. The moving
coil M c is connected in series with v c and a non-indnctive
resistance R betw<:>en phases or to the neutral point, according
to circumstances. The windings v c and c c l)eing in opposi-

tion under oi>erating (reverse) conditions, the flux in the
air-gap for a given current Increases rapidly as the pressure
falls, and thus largely compensates for the reduced current
flowing through the moving-coil winding.

Fig. 8 shows how successfully this result is accomplished.
A relay set to operate at 25 per cent, of fuU load, imder
normal voltage conditions, will only require twice fuH-load
current to actuate it. even should the voltage of the system
fall to 2 per cent, of the normal. Such a result puts the
reverse relay ujxjn an entirely different footing, and removes
the objection which was at one time so often raised. This form
of relay, moreover, can be designed to operate with an ex-
ceptionally heavy forward current (say, 2(.i times the setting)

at zero voltage.

{To be concluded.)

Discussion in London.
Mr. E. B. Wedmore explained that several new devices,

which had not been discus-sed before, were incorporated in

the paper, but some of them had not been sufficiently fully

described. For example, the biased differential reverse relay.
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fig. 7, were extremely sensitive in spite of the unbalance in

transformers, &c., and it was a very good example of this

form of protection. With regard to the protecfion of a system
ot two generatm^ stations and four sub-stations, the
author's fig. 16. he was not sure that it would do
all that might be asked of it. Under certain condition.s

the generating station relays might operate when the fault

was in the sub-stations themselves or in the feeders beyond
them. The author's hg. 17 showed a novel arrangement
which, however, involved the earthing of the neutral of the

H.T. transformers. The author's explanation of the normal
Voltage triangle and tliat le.sulting Irom a severe .sboit circuit

between ph.i.ses was novel. There was a clear reason why
relay.s which appeared to be good from a theoretical point of

view often failed, in practice, but he had jarely seen the
reason properly explained, and even the author had failed

to do so. Compen.sated differential reverse relays as described
by the autlior, had proved very satisfactory in practice; on a
certain overhead sy.stem there had been as many as 22 faults

in three month.s, and in every case adequate protection was
afforded.

Mr. J. R. CoviE agreed with many of the points put for-

ward in the paper; there were, however, some with which
he could not agree. "I'or instance, he thought that it was
quite futile to try, and obtain discriminating action by giving
the various relays dift'erent short time-lags. The Merz-Price
and " split conductor " systems were preferred by many, yet

the last line of defence was often an overload relay at the
power station. He personally had a leaning towards the
solenoid type of relay on account of its simplicity. This
country led the world in the use of protective devices, for

which they all owed a debt of gratitude to such men as the
author.
Major A. M. Taylor thought the relay shown in fig. 6

had a very excellent feature in the low voltage at which it

would operate. With regard to the interruption of large

currents, and particularly fig.. 3, he had recently been apply-
ing the equations established by Steinmetz (in his book on
" Transient Phenomena "), to both the case of intennjpting

the full load current of the station and to that of interrupting
the short circuit current. He (the speaker) had introduced
into these equations constants more in conformity with the
conditions obtaining in this country than were those assessed

by Steinmetz, and the equations showed that under bad
conditions of feeder arrangement, it was possible, even when
breaking the circuit where the current passed through zero,

to get voltage oscillations up to double or treble the normal
voltage, while if breaking it when the current was at its

maximum, they might get anything up to ten, or even twenty
times the normal. It, therefore, appeared that two points
should urgently be striven for, viz., (1) the use of as many
trunk feeders as jxj.ssible in parallel, when approaching the
main station, each absolutely independent of the other (split-

conductor protection preferred), so that even a group of feeders

might momentarily be thrown out without the main generator
circuit being broken; and ('2) the use of core-balance, or most
delicate protection obtainable, in order to cut out every feeder
before the leak to earth had time to develop into even a mild
short ciicuit between phases. He found himself quite at

issue with the author on the question of time-lags; the in-

tervals given were altogether too short. He would like to

ask the author how he would protect, with differential reverse
relays, a group of six feeders in parallel, some of which were
80 per cent, longer than others, and some of which were fed

through reactances, while some were direct on the busbars.
With reference to the suggestion that combined leakage and
overload protection should be applied to the outgoing feeders,

unless very coarsely set the leakage relays would bring out
both the sound and the unsound feeders. Speaking generally,

combined overload and leakage protection were all right for

the outskirts of a large system, and for dealing with exi.sting

mains—in the absence of anything better; but they were
not, in his opinion, suitable for the heavier feeders. In
support of the possibility of the short circuit being opened at

some time other than when the current was passing through
its- zero value, it should be considered that the oscillating

F.M.F. was at its maximum when the current wave was
approaching or leaving zero, and the in.sulation might, there-

fore, break down just at that moment, followed by an imme-
diate rush of current, which the forward motion of the breaker
must interrupt, at once giving the most dangerous conditions.

Mr. G. W. Partridge agreed that more interruptions of

supply were caused by opening circuits prematurely than

by leaving a fault on the system for too long a time. It was
his opinion that the later the switch acted the better, provided

that when it did act it did to quickly. It was quite impossible

to interrupt short-circuit currents with an oil switch except

at the zero line. From the point of view of speed of action it

was preferable to-use as small a number of relays as possible;

it was not uncommon to go into a station and hnd all tlie

relays fastened up with string to prevent them acting, or

again when they were allowed to act, for them all to come
out at once and cau.se general confusion. A. drawback was
the failure of relay action owing to the fall in pressure, and
in his opinion it would probably be preferable to make use

of some device which lowered the short-circuit pressure until

the fault could be cleared. With reference to the Brazil

re.sistanoes, he ^ad one installed some time ago, and it had
worked well ever since; he found them perfectly satisfactory.

Mr. H. W. Clotuier was of the opinion that the switcbgear
should be made as simple as possible; such devices as were
advocated by the author might find a useful field in the
smaller systems or in the less important sections of the larger

ones. The method of leakage piotection had not been given
a chance, the imposing of a time limit cut out every virtue

of the thing. It was his opinion that faults should not be
allowed to hang on to the sy.stem, relays should operate
instantaneously. The air-daslipot was more unreliable than
the tiiiie-lunit fuse. With regard to the author's method
(if liiidging tlic primary winding of the tran.sformer by a

Mciii-iiiductive rvsi.stancc to form a by-pass for the .surge,

he tlioiiglit it would he mu<-h more advi.sable to make a good
jii') (if the insulation than tn rely on such a method of reliev-

ing the strain between the turns of the winding.
Mr. H. Brazil thought the paper an important one, as it

not only emphasised this method of protection, but also the
placing of tile protective devices in their coiTect {X).sitions.

In this country protective devices were often placed quite

wrongly. I'he iniluctive type of relay worked well in practice,

and had given good results; he was in favour of the use of

inver.se time-lag. With regard to earthing through a react-

ance, he thought the practice was entirely wrong.
M.uoR K. EnocuMBK, in reply, said that the question of

earthing the mid-point was looked at from quite a different

standpoint to-day, and no very serious objections could be
taken to doing .so. With regard to the solenoid type of relay,

it made quite a satisfactory fixed time relay, but it was
useless when an inverse time limit was to be made use of.

It was true that they led the world in the use of protective

devices, and it was most interesting to follow the work now
being done in America and Germany, where the same ditii-

culties were being experienced to-day that had been overcome
in this countiy years ago. With reference to pressure w-
gulators, they were not looked upon as part of the protective

gear, and the suggested use of two relays in series was not,

in his opinion, advisable.

THE GERMAN ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY.

During the course of the past four years an aluminium pro-

ducing industry has been created in Germany, partly by the

investment of private capital, but mostly with the assistance

of considerable funds provided by the Govemiiient. .\lthough

the industry has not yet become of great economic importance
it is claimed to be exercising to some extent a favourable

effect on the commercial balance of the country, inasmuch
as it affords an opportunity for dispensing with imports of

metal manufactures of the most varied kinds, and at the

same time permits of the carrying on of a remunerative
export trade in manufactures of aluminium. In this connec-

tion a German newspaper * gives the following information

concerning the industry.

As the utilisation of water power for the production of cheap
energy had been neglected, the Government departments
concerned with the supply of metals were confronted with

great difficulties when the requirements in aluminium enor-

mously increased, and foreign sources of supply were stopped

in part. Under these circumstances, attention was first

directed to the electricity produced in the lignite districts as

being the most readily available, and a basis was first found

in tlie existing works at Bitterfeld and Horrem ; next at the

coalfields on the Elster, then at the Erft hydro-electric works,

and finally at a second w'ater-power installation on the Inn.

Apart from an installation at Berlin, which has already been

discontinued, four centres of priKluction have been i-ompleted

and set in operation, all these using alumina which has been

previously subject to preparatory treatment. The works are

completely organised commercially in private c-ompanies, and

are joint economic undertakings principally financed by the

Government. The works are :
—

1. Ver. .Aluminium Werke A.G., which was originally

formed jointly by the (iriesheim-Elektron Co., and the Metall

Bank of Frankfort-on-Main. The capital was nominally

r)0,(KKI,(l(IO marks, but the credit granted by the Government
were very considerably greater. The works and estimated

capacitv are: Lauta, i'2,fK)0 tons; Horrem, 3,000 tons; and
Bitterfeld, 3,(X)0 tons.

2. Erft Werke .\.(!., which wa.s constituted by Giolini and
the Rhenish-Westphalian Electricity Works Co., with a nomi-

nal capital of 1.5.000,aiO marks, and considerably greater ex-

{)enditurc in the form of credits. The estimated productive

capacitv is 12,000 tons.

3. The Inn Werk A.G.. which was established by the A.B.G.

and Sieinen.s-Siliiickert Works, Giolini, and the Government
of the State, the capital being 13,200,000 marks.

The works of the first two (Nos. 1 and 2) companies are in

operation, although by no means at their full capacity, whilst

the third is apparently not yet producing aluminium. It

will be .seen that preparations have been made for an annual

output of 30,(X)0 tons, but the actual production has not and

does not reach these figures. In order to give some idea on

this question, it is mentioned that the peace-time imports of

* FrankfuTteT Zeitung.
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crude and scrap aluminium ranged from 15,000 to 18,000 tons
per annum, representing a fonuer value oi 25,000.000 marks,
but wJiich would not be I'ar short oi 50(.i,lii.Kj.mj(j marks .it

present piices, and t-aking into account the depreciation of tlic

mark. The production of the works irom the beginning of
],916 amounted to 600 tons per month, and in 1917 and 1918 it

reached about -i.OOO to '2,500 tons monthly, but these quantities
were insufficient for the war requirements. After the end fii

the war the output greatly declined partly in consequence of
"strangulation," and partly owning to the general scarcity of
coal. A recovery, however, is now proceeding, and technical
men estimate the monthly production at present at 1,000 tons
or shghtly more. The whole of the output is said to be
pa;ssing into works producing articles of peace—^the rolling
mills of Stinnes, the electrical industry, and the great metal
ware manufacturing industry in Westphalia and Central Ger-
many. The sales organisation of the works—the so-calletl
Imperial Works "—lies in the hands of the Metall Gesell-

schaft. of EVankfoit-ou-ilain, but during the w^ar the distribu-
tion of aluminium was controlled by the War Metal Co. A
comparison of the couise of prices per kilogramme is .^liowii

belpw\
German aluminium prices in marks per kUogramiue :

—
1914 (peace price), IM marks; 1918 to November JSth, War

-\b-tal Co.'s price, 5.59 marks; 1918. War Metal Co.'s price
on November 19th, 7.00 marks; 1919 to September, lU.tIO to
15.00 marks; 1919, Xoveinber lltli, il.m marks; 1919, Decem-
ber 'Aid, ir.W marks; 19-AI, January lOth, 35.00 marks.

It is difficult to ascertain ^\•hetl^er the works have obtained
the maximum prices during this period of bountliiig prices.
Sales are said to have been made with which it was impos-
sible for the production to keep pace, so that sometimes—and
it is asserted also at present—the deliveries were onl\- carried
out at a time when the costs of production and the market
prices had akeady again advanced. It is theiefoie considered
that very little consolation can be assumed from the past a»
to the remuneiativeness of the works, especially as the period
was one of coii.struction.

.\ year ago a very pessimistic opinion pievailed as to the
economy of the works, owing to the growth in the working
expenses, the rapidly swollen costs of construction which
specially e-\ceeded the estimate in the case of the Lauta Works
near Hoyerswerda, and the great rise in loc-al wages, whilst
the technical-economic efficiency of the Lauta W'orks failed
to come up to exjiectations. In the meantime, however, the
coUapse of the exchange has come as an additional bm-den

;

the mark which had fallen to one-half of parity in Switzerland
at the end of 1918 now stands at one-twelfth. Moreover, the
world price for copi>er, after transitory convulsions, has fairly
weE maintained its wartime level, at least in London. But
the vitality of the inland production of aluminium dei^ends
extraordinarily upon both the mark and the price of copper.
Every rise in the Swi.ss franc constitutes a still greater sacrifice
in procuring aluminium from Neuhausen, and evei-y mark
added to the costs of copper imjxirted or available in the
country compels engineers to make use of native aluminium
instead of foreign copper, where it is possible to do so, pai'-

ticularly with overhead transmission lines and other products
of the electrical industry.
Another factor which caimot be left out of consideration is

the fact that pure alumina is required for the production of
the metal, and this was for the mo.st iiart formerly procured
from the bauxites in the South of France, Hungary, and the
Adria. Considerable quantities were assured, but they will

come to an end, and the economy of the industn' would again
be jeopardised if new foreign jaw materials ha-d to be im-
ported. Under these, circumstances etiorts must be put forth
in the direction of finding raw materials for the purpose in

Germany, and the basis of the industiy. will only be firmly
established when success has been obtained in this respect.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.

At a meeting of the North-E.^stekx Centre of the Ixstitc-

TiON OF Elecibic.\l Englneers, on January l'2th, Capt. J. M.
ScoTT-M.ixwELL read a summary of his paper on " Scientific

Management." An abstract of the paper appeared in our
issues of December 19th and 2tith, 1919. In the subsequent
discussion Mr. Arthdr P.tRSOXS (Messrs. C. A. Parsons and
Co.) referred to a system which the firm with which he was
connected had adopted, and which had been working for a
considerable time. It was devised for a factory where the
work was specialised, and where there was not iiuich repeti-

tion work. Even before the order was received the planning
"department got into operation. They could ascertain exactly
what was the position of the works, and when they could
deliver the goods. Then the tender was subiuitted, and when
it was accepted the planning department planned it out. In
illustration of his remarks, Mr. Parsons submitted a diagram,
which showed the progress of an order through the works. It

was assumed that the order was received on January, 1st,

and that it had to be out by the end of June. The actual
work on the job was shown by a blue Ime, which also
represented a given period of time; yellow lines repre-
sented the time allowed for the gettiog in of the raw
materials, mauve lines the time allowed for the making of

patterns, Jcc, and a red line the balance «f, time. The lines

were divided into portions each indicating a given stage in

the work. Each portion of a job had to be done by a certain

dale, and these dates w'ere supplied to each department, and
the work of the department was reported on weekly cards

The chief aim of such a system was to get all the work dul\

to. the assembling department. The iiieu workeil iufinitel\

better if they had the materials tu hand, and ttio work went
much smoolhj;r. He agreed that the only way .for payment
wa.s payment by results. If they could get some suitable

method of doing that, arrange their factories on a more
scientific method of management, and increase productive
capacity, there was a great future for this country.

Sir Thom.is Oliver, M.D., said if they were gomg to carry

out scientific management there would arise questions of a
psychological character which medical men would have to

lace, and they could only face the question along with the
experts. Mr. MaxweU had referred to boards for research
into matters connected with fatigue, and he would like to

see workers. and the employers associated, so that the experts
should have their attention drawn to those matters upon
which enlightenment was needed. There were two kinds of

fatigue—subjective, which conceined the working man, and
objective, which was seen in the character of the man's work.
.A.S to subjective, formerly it was thought the seat of fatigue

was in the muscles, now it was known that it was not so

much in the muscles as in the nervous system. Not only

the muscles, but, i^erhaps, even the heart, was affected

.slightly in fatigue. Siieakiug of Taylorism, Sir Thomas said

the trade unions did not want to find out how much a man
could do. Man's capacity for work varied, as his capacity

for fatigue. One man was more easily tired than another,

and they did not want that exposed. Taylorism had special

advantages, and men made more money with less fatigue

under Taylorism than under any other method. What had
impressed him upon the question of fatigue was the cry for

shorter hours, and the hours became far too low, more than
the condition of the body called for. It seemed to him that

the question of hours should not be uniform at all, there

were certain industries where shorter hours might be intro-

duced, but that did not apply to other industries where
liability to fatigue Was' not so great.

Mr. T. CARTER asked how far inspection should actually

go, whether one should make a point of inspecting every
single thing, or should only go so far as seemed necessary

and extend when difficulties occurred? The help of both em-
ployers and workmen was very necessary in the problems that

had to be faced, and simple suggestions made by employes
might have extremely important results. He had in mind
one case where a suggestion of keeping records of machines
in a particular way made by one of the clerical staff, led, by
its subsequent development, to the recor3ing of twenty times
as many machines as previously, with only double the staff.

The sj^eaker suggested that pii'oblems and their proposed solu-

tions should be explained to individuals rather than to masses
of men. He also suggested that the staff could probably be
used in many ways. The fact that they were able by their

position to see both sides made them peculiarly fitted to bring

to one side the views of the other in an inteUigent way.
Mr. K.AXIT questioned the figures as to the time taken in

handling of tools, which was put dowTi at 75 per cent, of the

total time, the handling of the machine, 15 per cent., and
the job itself only required 10 per cent, of the total time.

Nor did he agree that it was a comparatively easy thing to

draw up a plan of work as the pajjer suggested. He thought
the vital thing in all these matters was co-ordination and
co-operation.

Mr. Bedworth .said he thotight that anything that was to

succeed must iecei\e the approval of labour, and anything "

to get the approval of labour must give not only some slight

financial gain, but also some mental and physical advantage.

He asked, was that system of scientific management, as laid

down, going to improve the worker mentally? Everything
was cut out for him, everything was thought out for him.
There was an elaborate system of timin^g, was that to increase

his mental vision? They knew the time, for every operation,

for every portion of the job. He did not think the worker
would benefit financially. His idea of scientific management
was applied common sense. ,

'

Prof. H.ALLSWORTH looked at the question as a student of

economics as likely to give very valuable results. It was
likely to lead to the discovery of the most efficient way of
doing a thing. He also thought that the system might throw
light on the whole question of fatigue. These advantages
were so great that they should carry labour with tEem. But
this system must not interfere with collective bargaining,

nor lead to the cutting of piece rates. Neither must it reduce
the workman to an automaton.

(Jajit. Scott-M.AXWELL briefly jvplir-l.

Patent Application in Sweden.—rA Royal Decree of

December I'.ith, litl9, extends until July 1st, 1920, the time for

lodging an application for a patent in Sweden, with priority of

date, in respect of any invention for which a patent has been
applied for in a foreign State on or after ..July Slst, 1913.

—

niudrated Official domnal QPaieittn)^. .l^'^ is. -,> >.'.? 'j:..;-,j.(
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CONFERENCE OF MANUFACTURERS.

At the Kingsway Hall, Kiugsway, London, on Tuesday and
Wednesday, February 10th and 11th, a National Ckinference
of Manufacturers and Producers was held under the auspices
111 the Federation of British Industries. Mr. Peter Evlands,
President of the Federation, was ha the chair, and in addition
to b9 ahihated associations, there were represented nine other
oi-ganisati(ins and ten research associations. Those represented
uicluded the British Electrical Federation, the Provincial
Electnc Supply Comniittee of the United Kingdom, and the
British Scientific Instrument Research As.sociation.

The President's Address.
Mr. Petee Ryi.ands, in his opcninp; address, dealt at some

length with the economic conditions, as the war has left
tliem in Germany. Great Britain, and the United States.
At the jwe.sent time Germany was an extreme ca.se of a country
consuming more than it produced. The conditions prevailing
in Germany to-day would seem to make it almost impossible
for German industry to make a fresh start. The two alterna-
tives seemed to be national bankruptcy and an absolutely
fresh start—a solution which would seem to be imposed by
the ordinai-y operation of economic laws—or the interven-
tion of artificial assistance. The danger of this latter was
that it might have the effect of giving temporary relief, and
healing rather than curing the disease. Moreover, it might
not seem surprising that proposals to assist Germany should
be viewed with suspicion and even disfavom- if only for the
reason that if Germany was rehabilitated she might ultimately
work out a policy directed to i-evenge. On the other hand,
there were considerations founded upon om- o\\n interest
which told heavily on the other side, for a social and economic
cata-stz-ophe in Germany might have far-reaching conse-
quences.
On the other hand, the United States w^as suffering because

she had too many goods for export, and the rate of exchange
was such that it was not to the advantage of other countries
to buy more than they were obhged to buy. That position
might prove of assistance to Great Britain in finding a solution
for. her troubles arising out of the fall in the value of the
sovereign. This position was discus.?ed at some length, and
the view was expressed that any serious development in the
export tra-de of the United States in the near future was not
probable, and there might not be such an immense competi-
tion from America as we might be inclined to think. One
factor which would aid in the adjustment of the rate of
exchange was that America, should import more goods

—

although that did not seem likely immediately^and another
iHctor was that American capital should find an outlet in
foreign countries instead of all of it being used, as now, for
the extension of the home trade. This latter would come
in time, when the rate of interest on money employed at

home would fall owing to there being less demand for it.

Then it would be found to be more profitable to use it abroad.
Discussing Giieat Britain's position, Mr. Rylands thought

we could congratulate ourselves on having borne the shock
of the war so well. The grea.t remedy for our troubles was
to bring our national expenditm'e into line with our revenue.
The Government was still borrowing at the rate of IJ millions
l>er day. and it was an essential fir.st step that Government
borrowing should cease. Secondly, there must be increased
production, because there was no doubt that prices would
remain high whatever was done now. owing to the continued
excess of demand over the suppl\ . At the same time, manu-
facturers must always bear in mind that the higher prices
reached, the more disastrous might be the fall, which must
inevitably come. Therefore, it was necessary that manufac-
turers .should increase their reserves out of profits as much
as possible, in order to provide against the day of depression
which experience taught was almost inc^^table. The duty
of manufacturers now was to do all they could to assist in-

creased production, and not even grudge the return of Ger-
many as a world producer; at the same time, they must
see to it that the British manufacturers secured the largest

jiossible share in the supply of the world's requirements.
The public always beheved that combination among manu-
facturers tended to inflate prices, but he was satisfied that
that was a mistaken impression. In times like the present
tlie influence of public opinion was very great, and when
a large combination was settling a price policy, public opinion

could not be absent from their minds. Wliere, however, no
price organisation existed, and each manirfacturer in an in-

dustry was pursuing an independent price poUcy, there was
no such restraining effect.

The economic conditions of the United States. Great Britain,

and Germany gave gi'oimd for anxiety, but no good gi'ound

for dismay. He believed it would be wise to restrict importa-

tion from the United States to essentials, and to prohibit the

import of luxuries and non-essentials. .Artificial interference

with economic conditions was generally objectionable, and
u.sually brought retribution in its train, but it was not easy
to see- that a policy of restricting certain imports could have
any objectionable consequences, and such a policy could be
altered when warranted by a change in the position. The
high cost of living in this country was a matter for the most
serious concern, and unquestionably could not be controlled

by the State by any method which was not economically
unsound. Coke was an instance of this. The home fixed
price of coke was '208. per ton, but it was fetching £5 per
ton for export. The consequence was that all coke producers
who were not steel makers were .sending their coke abroad,
and whereas many of our blast-furnaces were only turning
out half their output because of the shortage of coke, the
ixjrts were crowded with coke awaiting export. That was
an example of Ul-judgcd interferem-e with economic laws. He
asked that artificial interference with private enterprise should
cease, and referred to the Whitley Council and Works Com-
mittee as likely to bring about a better understanding be-
tween capital and labour'.

The agenda contained a scries of resolutions, which were
dealt with seriatim. The first one, which was in two parts,
related to

Export Trade .axd Forcig.n Exchanges.

Sir .'Vhthor Steel Maitla.nd, M.P., late chief of the De
partment of Overseas Trade, proposed the first part of the
first resolution, and in doing so, called si^ecial attention to
developing certain markets abroad which have not yet been
touched to anything like the extent pas.sible. The greatest
of such countries, provided a decent Government could be
obtained, was the South-Eastern portion of Russia, and that
part of the country on either side of the I'rals. Next to that,
apart from the rather remote speculative possibilities of
China, was South America, the surface of the trade of which
had .scarcely been .scratched. The con.suming jxipulation in
South America, which had been cut off from British goods
during the war, were not altogether satisfied with the .sub-
stitutes which they had obtained, and the demand for British
goods was extraordinary, .\fter urging the abolition of all

control of industry, and the replacement of it by Government
assistance in a, proper form. Sir Arthur Steel Maitland re-
ferred to the imix)ssibility of Briti.sh manufacturers accepting
all orders that were offered them, and jxiinted out that one
of the shrewdest business men had .suggested that orders
should be placed by British manufactui-ers with firms in
allied coimtries to be completed on commission. That would
help us, and also aasist the other countries to get going again.
Mr. de p. Pennefather, M.P. (.Association of British Cham-

bers of Commerce), seconded the resolution, which was
finally passed in the following fonn :

—
" That as an improvement in the exchange value of the

ix)und sterhng is of the utmost importance to this country
and can be greatly assisted by the expansion of the export
trade, this conference urges upon manufacturers the desir-
abihty of setting aside .some proportion of their output for
export purposes, more particularly articles unessential for
home consumption, and adjures the Government to give all

possible assistance to production both of our factories and
soil, and to the export trade of the country."
Mr. Harry Allcock (Briti.sh Engineers' Association) sup-

ported the resolution, and spoke strongly in favour of the
adoption of the metric system. Pie asked that some reference
to the metric system should be made in the resolution.
The President thought that the question was too contro-

versial, and suggested that the proixised addition to the
resolution should be withdrawn.
Mr. Allcock agreed to this.

The second part of the resolution, which was proixised by
Hon. E. H. Brand, a banker, and seconded by Mr. A. M.
S.AMUEi,, M.P.. was finally passed in the following fomi, the
original draft being altered in the important particulars that
the assistance proix>sed should be in raw materials and not
financial assistance :

—

(1) That the pre.sent economic situation of the world is a
danger to civilisation, and that immediate international action
is urgently required if adequate steps are to be taken to avert
chaos throughout Eurojie.

(2) That an essential preliminarv to such action should be
the acceptance of the principle that a decrease of excessive
consumption and an increase of production and taxation must
b« rigorously imposed by all countries who wiU require assist-

ance in order to aiTest and counteract the continuous growth
in the volume of outstandiiii.' money and of (kwernment
obligations and its concomitant, the constant increase of

prices, and to ensure that the ex]X'nditure of the various

countries concerned may be brought within their taxable

capacity.

(3) Tliat measures should be taken to assist in the recon-

struction of Europe by assistance to those countries whose
rehabilitation would otherwise be indefinitely postponed.

(4) That this assistance should take the form of the supply
of essential raw materials on t<'niis to be arranged, and
which should be supplied by those countries where the trade

balance and the exehiinpes are favourable: it should be re-

stricted to the lowest limit of necessity, and should be devoted

only to the restoration of productive processes.

Sir William Pkat moved a resolution in the following

terms:—
(1) That this conference urgc.<a that Government borrowinp

must cease forthwith, and the consideration of grandiose and

expensive schemes must be postponed. Taxation must be
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reduced as soon as possible so as to diminish the tendency of
capital and enterprise to seek development in foreign countries.

(2) That this conference is emphatically of opinion that a
levy on capital is opi^osed to the best interests of the country,
since it would dL-<«uraj:e thrift and the investing of capital

in productive enterprise; this conference further considers
that any such levy must operate inequitably and be highly
dangerous to financial stability, and c-ould yield the Exchequer
only an unknown proportion of the true value of the projierty

when realised, owing to the universal fall in value which such
widespread realisation would produce.

(3) That this conference considers that the taxation of war
fortunes cannot be carried out without gross injustice to tho.**

whose Wealth has increased as the legitimate result of thrift,

extra effort, or the normal development of business, and has
already contributed its full share in taxation, more especially

through excess profits duty and income tax.

(4) That this conference welcomes the aboUtion of excess

profits duty, which was never scientific or equitable, and is

now out of date, urges that any tax which it may be found
necessary for revenue purposes to introduce in its place shall

be designed to inflict the minimum possible hindrance to the

development of indu-stry and requests His Majesty's Govern-
ment to consult manufacturers as fully and freely as possible

before deciding on the nature of such a tax.

Mr. Thom.as T.*gg.\rt (Scottish Association of Controlled

EstabUshments) seconded the resolution, and it was agreed to.

{To be concluded.)

THE ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS'
FEDERATION. LTD.

This very practical and businesslike body held its annual

meeting on Wednesday last week at the Hotel Russell,

London. Delegates were present from the London. Lanca-

shire, Yorkshire, Northern, Midlands. Scotland and South

Wales districts. The morning and afternoon deUberations

were conducted behind closed doors, but to the luncheon

which came between the technical Press was admitted.

\\'hat happened at the meeting is not for us to say, but

that it was all very interesting goes without saying. So far

as the luncheon atmosphere was concerned it was highly

charged with a 1-5 per cent, spirit; precisely what that means
members alone may tell to other wholesale factoring firms

who wish to join the telect and highly prosperous circle.

Whether it was due to the present state of the industry or to

the benefits ol co-operative action under the i'ederation wing,
those present appeared to have very good reason to be pleased
«ith them.selves. They did not conceal evidences of deep
conviction that they had done a very satisfactory thing in
establishing the E.W.F., and were equally convinced that it

was going to have a great future. \\'e could not help re-
calling our tours of the provinces made several years before
the war when one had only to tap a factor lightly and floods
of grievances as to the state of the trade gushed forth. Asso-
ciation has undoubtedly been a good thing for the wholesalers
as it has for the maniifacturers. Mr. W. Donovan, who was
in the chair, propo.sed the toast " Success to the Federation."
and said that they were making progress in spite of the diffi-

culties of the times through which they had passed. They
were rapidly becoming recognised as part of the necessary
organisation for the distribution of electrical apparatus
throughout the Empire. Born in January. 1914, with twelve
members, the Federation now had .53, and they anticipated
that very shortly this number would be very greatly increased
by the accession of firms who were entirely ehgible for mem-
bership because they fully complied with the organisation's
\ery rigid specification of a " factor." They took the view-
that membership of the Association should be the hall mark
of a genuine factor, and they had had to ask some firms to
excuse them from admitting them. The- agreements that they
had been able to make with various groups of manufacturers
indicated that mantrfacturers themselves were reaUsing more
to-day than hitherto the net-essit>- for the factor, and were
abandoning the attitude which many of them had adopted for
the exclusion of the factor. .Mr. Donovan mentioned an
article that had appeared in the Tim ex on the OrganisatiotTof
the Electrical Industry, in which the name of the Federation
was coupled with that of the B.E.A.M..\. and the E.D.A. as
part of the necessary machinery for distributing the products
of the electrical factories throughout the Empire. They had
secured attention and recognition—though not the measure
of recognition that they desired—from the manufacturer,
and they had secured the attention of the Press, and
their clients who had known them for so many years knew
quite well that they were a necessity and could render verv
valuable service. It was the Federation's business to see that
the manufacturer reaUsed more every day, owing to honest
and efficient service rendered, that it was in his interests to
grant the preferential terms that they desired, and for clients
to continue to extend their busincM with federated members.

Mr. Donovan said that the future of the factor was a bright
one ; business w-as good ; and without the factor the system of

distribution could not be efficient. The future of the Federa-
tion was also bright, because without the organisation which
it provided the factor would not be able to command the at-

tention and consideration which his position warranted.
A happy incident was provided when the .secretary-, who

has been responsible for so much of the .success of the E.W.F.
(Mr. \. G. Beaver), was presented with a ciieque. Mr.
Beaver, after briefly and appropriately responding, moved the
toast of the " Technical Press," and after it had been " drunk
with enthusiasm," as they say, the emission of brilUant

flashes of humour by an always good-humoured and veritable
veteran pressman from Maiden Lane was the signal for all

to retire for a ten minutes' interval so that the factors might
prepare to resume their profound deliberations.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADE OF SPAIN.

.\TrEXTioN has frequently been called in these columns to

the industrial development which has been witnessed in Spain

during the past five years, and the resultant opportunities for

the introduction of electrical machinery and apphances. Con-

ditions are ripe for the further exploitation of Spain's mineral

wealth, the utihsation of its water power for the generation

of electric current, the electrification of railways, &c. The
Americans are keeping in close touch with all these possibih-

ties, and one of their Trade Commissioners recently gave

an interesting account of the methods by which Germany
succeeded in gaining such a strong hold on the market. That

country did the greater part of the business in machinery and

installation material, including small industrial motors.

Wires and cables, cotton and rubber insulated, and under-

ground cables have long been manufactured in the country.

Latterly quite an extension has taken place in Spain's pro-

duction of motors and transformers.

.\s regards lamps, there also existed, before the war, the

following factories ; Compania General de Electricidad

"Metal T," with a production of 5,000 lamps daily; The
Sociedad Espaiiola de Laiuparas Z, producing more than 4,000

lamps daily; and three other small factories. In all. these did

not supply more than a third of the local consuiiipti.on of

lamps with metallic filaments. The Siempns-Schuckert Co.
owned .some construction shops in Cornelia (near Barcelona),
in -ivhich it gave employment to some 500 workmen, and
manufactured motors for alternating and, direct currents up
to 150 H.P., and transformers of all capacitie.v The Sociedad
" La Electricidad," of Sabadell had Wi> \vorkTiien iiiakiug

motors, transformers, alternators, and eentrifnpil pumps of

iiKMlerate cai)acity. There were al.«o two tir- three-shops of
very little importance, among which was. one of the .\llpe-

meine Elektricitats-Gesell.schaft-Thomson Hou.'-ton Iberica
doing small repair work. This was the state of the market
in 1913 and until the middle of 1914.

The domination of the German industry was absolute, due
almost exclusively to commercial methods, which were very
much in harmony with the financial condition of Spain at
that time, and above all to the customs and inclinations of
the majority of the national merchants.
There stands out among these methods the consigning of

stocks of motors and other machines to larjje and accredited
resale agents in the provincial capitals, and the extension to
them of very appreciable facihties for making payments.
These facilities were also extended to the purchaser and to
central stations of the second class, even to those which in
certain articles (such as meters, for example) enjoyed the
pnvilege of paying in 10, li. 16. and up to "20 months, in
graduated instalments, by means of accepted drafts.
Their travelling salesmen and order takers were almost

exclusively Spaniards, as they w-ere received in business
houses with greater sympathy than were foreigners, and.
being more familiar with the character and peculiarities of
each region were able' to derive more profit from the business.
During the war the German hou.ses were ol>liged to over-

come great difficulties: but. in spite of all. thev conserved a
large part of their domination of the market. "The .\llgemeine
Elektricitats-Gesellschaft received material from Germany via
Italy until that country joined the -Mlies. It als(» received
large shipments from the tnited States until she enti>red th-
war. Since then thecomnany has enlarged its shops, in which
to-dav it employs .?oroe 200 workmen constructing small motors
and tran.sformers. Siemens-Schuckert amplified and intensi-
fied the production nf its shops m Cornelia, and has vc-v
materially bettered its .situation in the market, ns far as the
pos.sibihtv of supplying small machinery from its factory la
concerned.

Neither of thpse houses could do pnvthing with large 3t>
naratus. and .idvantage of this fact his been taken bv the
Brown-Boveri Oerlikon and Allmanna Svenska companie-".
From Italy many small motors (up to o h.p.) have been

importeci, and a few in sizes as large as 100 H.P,
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are inrited to submit particulars of nevi or improved devices and appa

if conxidered of sutficient interest.

atus, whicli will he piihlished

An Improved Earthing Device.

Mb. S. Lees, 89, (;ro(>u Street, Middleton, Laucs., has

invented a device to rendi-r the earthing of a conduit installa-

tion more efficient. This consists of a lug or extension piece

Fig. 1.—Improved E.\htii!m. I)i:vice.

forming a part uf the tuliing (fig. 1). This lug is fitted with
it bult, nut, anil washer, by which the earthing wire !s

cliimped. All hcnils and joints can In this means be securely

earthed.

The Peerless Electric Car Lighting and Starting Set.

.\ new electric lighting and engine .-starting set fur use on
petrol motor cars has lately been put on the mai'ket by the

Peerless Encunrkring Co., of Cote Hill, Halifax. The lighting

dynamo, fig. '2, which is made in three sizes, of jiesi>ectively

4.5, 90, and I'M watts, and 0, 12, and l'2 volts capacity, is of

the constant-current type, Tind of cylindrical form. The arma-
ture is substantially made, and runs on ball bearings, the

maximum speed being 1,500 r.p.m. Tliree brushes are pro-

vided, these being accessibly placed inside the commutator
end. The brush gear and commutator housing is enclosed

by a .steel band which clips over the housing and automatically

secures itself in position. The regulation of output is effected

electrically within the dynamo, partly by the si)ecial arma-
ture construction, and partly by the third brush circuit, the

result being that the field, after a pre-determined speed has

Fig. 2.—rnKur.r.ss Motor-car Ijiohting (.uioxr.) a.nd Stai!TIN(;

(BKI.OW) Kc^tni'MENT.

been attained, is to some extent demagnetised. The dynanin
cable is anchored by a neat and secure device so arranged
as to ensure both a good electrical connection and a water-

proof joint for cables of varying diameters.

The cut-out is a separate fittinu' containing a fuse for

[irotecting the field winding. A triple cable connects the

dynamo and switchboard with the cut-out, the arrangement
being such as to facilitate, the wirina and to avoid joints and
the necessity for a junction box. The battery supplied with
the equipment consists of 2-volt unit cells built up to give
f) iir 12 viilts as required, the accumulators being supplied

in either celluloid or ebonite cases.

The engine .=tarter, fig. 2, which is of the four-pole type,

is designed on the same general lines as the dvnamo; the

armature runs on ball bearings, and the windings are of

the series type designed for ]>roduciug a powerful torque.

The engaging mechanism is of the standard inertia pmiou
pattern, a strong .spiral spring being embodied to take up
any shock on tbe engagement o( the pinion with the toothed
flywheel* of the engine. Three sizes of the .starter are bemg
made, intended for engines of respectively 12, 2.5, and 50 H.r.

The starter is operated by a i>edal switch of neat and simple

design, and ajTanged to be fixed under the driver's footboaiil,

only the pedal projecting through.

New " Faico " Cooker.

The accompanying illu.stration r<'lates to oii<- of the " Falco
"

domestic or housciiold ranges, made by the Falkirk Iron
Co., Ltd., F''alkirk, which was remodeUed about seven months
ago, and has since then been subjected to prolonged tests

with very satisfactory results. Fig. 8 shows the new model,

which is complete with switches and fuses mounted upon t,

the main terminal box being at the back; this, besides being

cheai>er than the models with .-.vparate ^witi'hboards, makes
the cooker more portable and more easily installed. The
range itself is constructed of cast iron and mild steel plate,

and the overall dimensions are i'i in. by 27 in. by 40 in. high,

the oven having an available cooking space of 12 in. by 15 in.

by 14 in. high, and the hot cupboard being 18 in. by 19 in.

by 5 in. high.

The oven bottom is raised 8 in. from the lloor, and a trivet

of cast iron, ground and polished, is fitted fiu.sh with it, mak-
ing the equipment very convenient for working. A clear

space is left underneath the oven to facilitate washing and

cleaning of the Hoor. The heating elements in the oven are

fitted in the sides, are intercliangeable, and are arranged for

various degrees of heat regulation; they are protected by

strong guards carrying the runners, whilst a thick lagging of

heat-insulating material separates the inner and outer cases.

(_)ver the oven is mounted a hob enclosing the hot chamber,

which is warmed by borrowed heat from the hot plates and
grill. As is usnaT with this tyiie of "Falco" cooker, the

hot plates are cast solid with the hob, forming two intensified

heat sections, the remainder of the surface being_ also heated

to varying temperatures according to position. Various cook-

ing operations can therefore be carried out over the whole

surface of the hob. as well as grilhng or toasting on the grill,

which throws the heat downwards.
Fig. 3 gives a general view of the hob opened out for in-

si>ection. an oi>eration that can be ix-rformed instantly, as it

is not fixed except bv the hinge pins. A loose enamelled

cro\\ii plate fits underneath the hob, and a shallow skirting

at the hack. The equipment of the cooker consists of. a
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stroiij^ ^nll pan aucl '^vk\, with rlose and ix^rforated shelves
for the ovou. The whole of the electrical parts and heatin;:
elements can be opened out for inspection without the aid
of a S(^rew drive r or tool of an y sort , the aooessi b i li t

>

of these paj-t-s bein^ one of the chief features. The main
terminal box at the baok opens out, and all the wiring can
be exposed at a moment's notice. The lea-ds are of bare solid

W'ire where there is the slightest sug^'cstion of heat, but from
the main terminal box to the switch boxes at the sideg. Asso-
ciation cable is drawn through standard conduit, and a.s this

conduit is he<it in.sulated with slag wool, and the linings of

the oven stand i in. otT the body, the cables are quite c<X)l.

The loadings of the various elements are as follows: Oven,
2 KW.; grill, 1 Kw.; hot plates. 1.5 kw. each; total, 6 kw.
We are informed that the company has n?ceived orders for

a very large number of these cookers, which can be dehvered
from stock.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR 1920.
(NOT VET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly for ihis jcurnal by Messrs. Seftok-Jonbs. O'Dell and
Stephens (successor*, to W. P. Thompson & Co., of London), Chartered
Patent Agents, 21*5, High Holborn. London. W'.C. 1.

3,090. " Luminous current-indicating apparatus for electric irons, &r." H.
J. FuRSE. Kebruarj 2nd.

3,121. " Electric reciproc-iting engine." H. Pearse. February 2nd.

3,132. " Continuous-current generator for constant intensitv of current."
H. Fkitze. February 2nd. (Germany, May 6th. 1919.)

3,156. " Electric fires." H. H. Berrv. February 2nd.

3,162. ** Spark plug." W". C. Rollins. February 2nd.

3,186. " Electric induction apparatus." British Thomson-Holston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S..\.). f-ebruary 2nd.

3,197. " Electric generators or motors." F. R. F. Ramsay. February 2nd.

3.217. " Electric furnaces." L. T.agli.\ferri. February 2nd.

3.218. " Reception of continuous waves in wireless telegraphy." W". -A.

Appleton and A. K. M.^ckorie. F'ebioiary 2nd.

3.219. •' Wireless telegraphy and telephony." G. A. Irving and A. K.
Macrokie. February 2nd.

3.220. " Electric rela>-s for electric valve sets in wireless telegraphy and
telephony." A. K. M.\ckorie and G. Shearing. February 2nd.

3,^1. " Detection of high-frequency currents for wireless leieg-raphy and
telephony." W. A. Appleton. S. H. Long and A. K. M.acrorei. February 2nd.

3.222. " Low-frequency amplification in electrical circuits for wireless tele-

graphy and telephony." S. H. Long and A. K. Macrorie. February 2nd.

3.223. " Holders for electric valves in wireless telegraphy.*' H. M. Airey
and A. K. Macrorie. February 2nd.

3.224. " Thermionic valv^ and their circuits for wireless telegraphy and
telephony." H. M. .Airbv and A. K. Macrorie. February 2nd.

3,231. " Distribution in single-phase and two-phase alternating-current sys-

tems." A. M. Taixor. Februan- 3rd.

3,248. " Leading-in wires and filaments for electric lamps." .S. O. Cuwi-tR-
CoLES. February 3rd.

3,272. " Sparking plugs." A. H. SmIth and A. AVigmore. February 3rd.

3,266. " Incandescent electric lamps. &c." J. T. Callaway. February 3rd.

3,292. " Insulators for electrolytic systems." A. S. Gush. February 3rd.

3,305. " Cooling-devices for electrical apparatus." British Thomson-
HOLSTOS Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 3rd.

3,307. *' Electrically-driven machines." E. J. H.vrmas and E. Le Bas. Feb-
ruary 3rd.

3.312. " Electrodes for electric arc welding and metal cutting." W. H.
BooRNE. February' 3rd.

3.313. "Magnetic valve-operating mechanism." W. C. Harrigan and R.
A. NvE. February 3rd.

3,336. " -Mtemating-current electric machines." .Xktieselsk.ibet Jvdsk
Elektro. February ard. (Denmark, April 12th, 1919.)

3.347. " Electric incandescent lamps, &c." A. Woo.snam. (Naamlooze
Vennootschap Metaaldraadlampenfabriek, Holland.) February 3rd.

3.348. " Electric valve or lamp relay and intervalvc transformer." G. .^.

Mathieu. February 3rd.

3,350. *' Electric incandescent lamps." S. W'aldner. February 3rd.

3,352. "Telephones." R. L. Murr.w and Telephone Manlfactlring Lo.
February 3rd.

3,358. " Transmitters for wirete^ telephony." G. .\. Irving and .\. K.
Macrorie. February 3rd. -, /-w^

3,360. " Internal-ccmbuslion'- engines and .self-conUined el.-ctric lighting
units." BoLLTON & Pall and G. E. Ffiske. February 4th,

3,375. " Method of producing tungsten incandescent lamps." Deutsche
Gasgluhlicht .Art. Ges. Feb^ary 4th. (Germany, February 17th, 1919.)

3,407. " Sparking plugs." T. Br.\dford. Fc-bruary 4th.

3,413. " Electric switches." P. B. Handley. February 4th.

3,428. "Reception of telegraphic signals" H. J. Hinks. February 4th.

3,446. " Alternating-current electnc machines." .\ktieselskabet Jvdsk
E1.EKTR0. February 4th.

3,465. " Safety fuses for electric circuits." E. Antinoro. February 4th.

3,471. " Regulating svstems for electric circuits." British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co.. U.S.A.). February 4th.

3.491. " Method of evacuating bulbs of eleitric incandescent lamps, &c."
DEin-scHE Gasgluhlicht Art. Ges. February 4th. (Germany, May 18tn, 1918.)

3.492. *' Electric current-interrupters." F. .S. Enrich and C. P. Serrano.
February 4th.

3,498. " Electrical transformers." F. E. Bekry. February 4th.

3,504. " Low-tension wiring system for Ford engines." P. W. Corless.
February 4th.

3,517.' " Driving dynamos." S. H,
ScAMMELL & .•\bbott. February 5th.

3,524. " Electro-deposition of iron." S. O. CowhER-CoLEs. February 5th.

3.565. '* Electric-current generators for motor \'«hicles, &c." E. A. Watson.
February 5th.

3.566. " Automatic switches for motor vehicle. &c.. electricity systems."
C.L.I. Manufacturing Co. and E. A. \\'atson. February 5th.

3.567. " Electric generators for motor vehicle, S:c., lighting and ignition

systems." C.L.I. Manufacturing Co. and E. A. Watson. February 5th.

3.568. "Electric gas lamps with glow discharge." J. Pintsch Akt. Oe^.
February 5th. (Germany. April 26th. 1918.)

3.569. " Electric ^ns lamp with glow discharge." J. Pinisch .\kt. Ges.
February 5th. (Germany. October 18th, 1918.)

3,590. " Ignition systems for internal-combustion engines. " Davton Engi-
neering Laboratories Co. February Sth. (United States, November 11th,

1918.)

.Abbott. E. W. Scammell

3,596. "Telephones." R. L. Murray and Telephone Manufacturing Co.
February Sth.

3.605. " Lamp-holders for electric incandescent lamps." P B Downs
February 6th.

3.606. " Telegraphic, &c., circuits for ionic tubes or valves." AV H
Eccles. February 6th.

3,610. " Electric torches or lamps." W. Berry and H. G. Evans Febru-
ary €th.

J,6lo. "Brush-gear for dynamo-electric machines." J. H. Boyd, Campbell
& Isherwood and W. C. Rouse. February 6th.

3,627. "Terminals for electric cables." J. E. Barrows. February 6th.
3.647. " Electrical indicators for railways, &c." J. Gardner. February 6th.

3,650. " Incandescent electric lamps." H. J. Osbcrn. February 6ih.

3,665. " Electrical appliance." S. F. Cannon. February 6th.

3,675. " Radio-sensitive materials." O. Bloch. Ilford, Ltd., F. F. Ren-
WICK and B. V. Storr. February 6lh.

3,701. " Systems of regulation for electric circuits." British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 6th.

3.722. " Dynamo-electric apparatus." W. J. Mellersu-Jackson (N'euland
Patents. Ltd.). February 6th.

3.726. " .Vtuating device for magneto-electric ignition apparatus for ex-
plosion engines." R. E. Heer'd. February 6th. (Germany. July 10th. 1919.)

3.727. " Magneto-electric ignition apparatus for explosion engines." R. li.

Hkeru. February 6th.

3,741. " Coil ignition apparatus for internal-combustion cnijines." D. A. V.
RrsT. February uih.

3,750. " RaiUvay signalling systems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
fo. February 7th.

3,756. " Method of shaping steel, &c., articles by electric heating." W. J.
Readett. February 7lh.

3,758. "Generation and application of high-frequency sound waves." T. F.
\\all. February 7th.

3,776. " Means for connecting electric light and power cables with junction
bcxes, distributing boards, &c." R. S. Woods. February 7th.

3,783. " Regulating devices for controlling electrical air-heattng apparatus."
E. P. DiXR. February 7th.

3,790. " Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co. and
j. Gray. February 7th.

3,797. " Electric coin-freed automatic machines with money-counting and
change-delivery devices." R. .Bertschinoer and J. J. Prinzing. February 7th.
(Switzerland, September 16th. 1919.)

3.803. " Electric switch-boxes, &c." W. T. Henlkvs Telegraph Works Co.
and W. H. Nichols. February 7th.

3.810. "Electric cables." F. Jenkins and H. Llcas. February 7th.

3.811. " Spark plugs." A. Oipenheim. Februar.\ Tth.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parenthesas are those under which the specifications will be

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

August 1st. 191"

,u.-coMBt-STloN ENGINES. L. Macquaife.

G. A. Conrad. January 13th. 1919.

;,.s. G. .A. fonrad. January 13th, 1919.

1.9 JLS.
r2,5(i7. Electrolytic .\ri'.\K.ATUs. E. O. Benja

(137,553.)

21,285. Production of high-fke^ilencv elecikic ci

Biougham. (.M. Deutsch.) December 19lh, 1918. (137,564.)

I.S1S.
496. SP^RKIiT. PLLT.S FOR INTERN,U.-COMBLSTION ENGINES.

Januan- 9th, 1918. (122,408.)

893. Electric fuse cartridgi
(137,590.)

894. Electric fuse suppohtin
(137,591.)

910. Electric light sockets. H. H. Melaun. January 13lh, 1919.

(137,592.)

1.732. Electrolytic cells. H W .Mathe<.on ami F. T. Kaclin. Januarv
23rd, 1919. (167,609.)

1,841. .\lTOMATTC CUt-OUTS .\.ND SL BSTITLTIONAL RESIST.WCES. G. E. Tate
and K. O. .Monkhouse. January' Mttl, 1919. (137,612.)

2,295. Contact-bre.\kers for magnetos. D. C. Dinglev and G. .Major.

January 30th, 1919. (Cognate application 15,972,19.) (137,622.)

2,458. Electric fi'sible cut-outs. V. E. Jovce and Park Roval Engineering
Works. January 31st, 1919. (137,633,)

2,816. Holders for electric l.amp shades. H. Ward. February 5th, 1919.

(137,629.)

3,223. Dynamo-electric machines. P. A. H. Mossav, H. C. E. Jacoby and
Enclosed Motor Co. February 10th, 1919. (137,635.)

3,372. Apparatus for obtaining continuous or direct current from as
.YLTERN.YTING CURRENT CIRCUIT. A. Bopp et Cie. Feb.uary 15th, 1918. (123,321.)

3.676. Electrical storage ceu^. Van Raden & Co. and H. C. Smilh.

February 14th, 1919. (137,641.)

4,469. Electric iron. R. F. Brua? and Portholme Aircraft Co. February
22nd, 1919. (137,652.)

5,639. Electric magnetic rings, bracelets, thimbles, and the like, and the
manufacture of the same. R. C. Roden. March 7th, 1919. 037,667.)

6,338. Electrical device intended for use chiefly as a toy. E. L. N,

Nelson and E. A. Reynolds. March 13th, 1919. (137,675.)

7,117. Means for actuating electric switches for controlling electric-

.YLLY-DRIVEN PUMPS. A. Dispot. March 21st, 1918. (124,747.)

8,783. Make-.and-break devices for magnetos and the like. E. Harrison.

April 7th, 1919. (137,704.)

11,538. Dy-n.ymo-electkic machines. M. Chassin. May 11th, 1918. (126,644.)

12,528. Clip or fastener for connecting electric terminals, wire, or the

LIKE. R. Richardson. May 19th, 1919. (137,734.)

12,686. .Method of and apparatus for grouping and supporting electric

LAMPS for DECOR-YTIY'E ILLUMINATION PURPOSES. F. W*. BundY and H. BeY.

May 20th, 1919. (137,736.)

15,132. Electric chain-welding machines. G. 1. .Armstrong. June 16th,

1919. (137,748.)

16,399. Holders for electric lamps and appliances therefor. G. H. Ide

and General Electric Co. June 30th, 1919. (137,754.)

16,788. Electrical connecttok boxes for electr:c,\u.y-oper.\ted cranes ok
machinery. .Siemens Bros & Co. and H. G. Wood. July 4th, 1919. (137,756.)

17,974. Telephone lead and the like couplings for kite b.>u.oons and the
like. O. S. Stiles. July 18th. 1919. a37,7ffi.)

20,012- Electric cigar lighters, pipe lighters, and the like. M. J. Raiting

and R. J. H. Hill. August 14th. 1919. (.Addition it, 119,141.) (137,769.)

32,290. Automatic kegllation of the parallel «orkino of vakiable-speed

DYNAMOS AND accimulatoks. F. Mauron. September lOlh. 1918. (132.519.)

23.600. Electric lighting fixtures. H. C. .Adam. October Sth, 1918.

a33,673.)

26,396. Multiple fuses for electric conductors c.yrrying hich-voltacb

currents. O. Cracoanu. May 27th, 1919. (137,793.)
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It is sometimes stated that the unwillingness of some

sections of Labour to work their hardest and increase pro-

duct'on is due to their disinclination to increase the

wealth of their employers. We can understand, though we

do not say justify, that short-sighted attitude. What is

less easy to understand, and cannot on any ground he

justified, is the action of certain sections of Labour in

preventing thousands of other workers from getting not

increased wealth, but a living.

In the course of the House of Commons debate on Trade

Unionism and unemployed demobilised men, it was stated

that there were from 850,000 to 400,000 ex-service men now

unemployed in the United Kingdom. The reasons for this

are no doubt various, but one of the most deplorable is the

obstruction which some Trade Unions place in the way of

the training of these men. The engineering trades of the

country were never busier, and there is plenty of work aheAd,

so that there is a capability of absorbing a great volume of

additional labour— if suitably trained. In the case of the

electrical industry, there is work in prospect for every man

who is willing to do it—again, if suitably trained. Of the

hundreds of thousands of fighting men who are now idle, a

large number are understood to be young men who, while

yet youths, were called away from their training to join

the Forces and fight for a vital principle, and incidentally

for the safety of those who stayed at home—included among

their number being a goodly multitude of A.S.E. and E.T.U.

men. The soldiers vacated places in industry which were to be

awaiting them when they returned, and their training was to

be resumed. What do they find to-day ? The way to training

is blocked—by Trade Union obstruction I and that, not-

withstanding that many of them are disabled men, whose

disabilities in the ordinary course should alone have evoked

consideration. One may criticise a Union as a body without

any direct personal application of the criticism, and without

eliciting evidence of an individual conscience, but the

members of Unions arc individuals and have bodies if they

have not souls. Who, then, are these men who are preventing

their fellows from earning a living ? Can it be that there are

among them some who earned good money in safety at home

while those whom they autocratically condemn to idleness

were in the trenches and elsewhere amid all the terrors and

horrors of bloody war ? Who is the enemy now ? The

Huns are beaten—can it be that those who defeated them in

the field now have to count their own kith and kin as

enemies ? While they were " over there " they provided

them with munitions—now they will not let them earn

their daily bread I

There must be some in the ranks of Unionism who have

blushed for very shame because of this autocratic oppres-

sion. Trade Unionism has been the means of accomplishing

great things that nothing else could have accomplished

for industrial workers— the pity of it is that it is all put

under a cloud of disgrace by the state of affairs which was

revealed in the debate of last week. How can the most

sympathetic and well-meaning writer refrain from saying

hard things ? Yet Labour, which uses hard words, is little

likely to be moved by such. W^e might appeal to its reason,

but that, we fear, would also fail. Will an appeal, based

on the grounds of common humanity and of the inalienable

right of every man to do work when there is work waiting

to be done, meet with any greater measure of success ?
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The electrical and en<jineerin? labour organisations

know well enough that the industries upon which

their members depend give promise of great develop-

ment and plenty of employment. We deplore along

with the more humane sections of those organisations that

in the House of Commons debate, these two trades had

to be singled out for reference as leading obstructionists.

For some time Tradu Unionism, as we have latterly known
it, has been on its trial. The jury—the general public

—

has been hearing the arguments and the evidence. Soon it

will retire to consider its verdict. Happily not all Trade

Unionism has been sinning in the matter under considera-

tion, but there cannot be prodigals in any family without

the whole sharing in the loss of prestige or reputation.

Trade Unionism must cleanse and purify itself if it is to

stand forth a useful and desirable part of the machinery of

industrial life.

Pitilass, soulless, despicable, contemptible, and unclean

thing is this attitude or plan which prevents fighters who
have saved us in our hour of trial, from fitting themselves for

settlement again in the ways of industrial peace and

freedom. Who can recall the processions of years before

the war, with banners waving, claiming " The Right to

Work," without viewing with derision the present attempts

to deprive one of that right P

The Labour Party repudiates the suggestion that the

Trade Unions are callous or indiffercLt to the claims of

the ex-Service men, calls it a "sheer misrepresentation,"

and describes the whole discussion as a Coalition publicity

"stunt" against Labour. Yet it tinds it desirable to

suggest that the Trade Union Congress should arrange a

joint conference between the several Trade Unions con-

cerned and the vaiious ex-Service men's orgauisations, to

inquire into the whole matter, and prepare schemes for

absorbing: unused labour " without detriment " to "present

industrial standards.''

British Fairs
Shortly after the war broke out, the

J „ Board of Trade organised some very
and Overseas

, , , ., . . ? ^ , . ,

Trade useful exhibitions of German electrical

and other goods for the guidance of

British manufacturers. We counted it no small privilege

to be able to contribute with our specialifed information

and knowledge to the preliminaiy work connected with this

and other effoits made by Government departments. It

was one out of many similar contributions that we mide
as a national duty toward the effort to ensure the availability

of essential supplies for the purpose of the war, and toward

the securing of the British trade position after the war.

Government officials change, and Government Departments
with them, and in reflective mood we sometimes revel in

Thomas a Kerapis's " testimony of a good conscience

"

while civil servants and others take the kudos. Much has

happened since those early and important exhibitions were

held. To-day we have firmly establi^ied amongst us the

British Industries Fairs held under the auspices of thie

Board of Trade. The one that is now in full swing
in three centres of the United Kingdom is a magnificent

affair. Such parts of it as interest our readers we refer

to on another page this week. The Birmingham Section is

one of great value and importance. The Birmingham
Corporation and the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
have, in collaboration with the Board of Trade, brought
together a most businesslike collection of British m'S.nu-

factures, and the electrical and allied engineering trades

have quite a large representation. At the Crystal Palace
also there is quite a considerable proportion of exhibits

of electrical apparatus. It is only right and proper
that this should be so, and we believe that the firms

which have taken advantage of this opportunity will reap
line reward immediately if they wish to do sn, and certainly

liil-r, when they rrquire work nuirc than they do at iLc

moment. Buyers are here from the ends of the earth, and
they will return to their different countries knowing far

more of British ability than they knew when they came.
If firms refrain from exhibiting their wares or announcing

themselves in these days, when all eves are turned

to these islands to see whether we are industrially alert,

purely because they have more orders in hand than they

can tackle—well, they will have llipir reward, and will

deserve it. We congratulate the large number of firms which
have adopted what we regard as the right policy by making
this present effective demonstration in presence of the

overseas buyer. Some of the exhibitors told us as we strolled

down the chaotic gangways at Birmingham on Friday last,

when the erection and setting out of stands was in progress :

—

" We have so much work to do that we did not need to

exhibit, hut— ." We need not continue—the why and
wherefore of the action of those busy people is so obvious to

far-sighted men.

Lubrication.
To all users of machinery a precise

understanding of the (jnalities of the

lubricating oil used should be of the first importance.

Whether it is so in fact, is often open to doubt. At any

rate, the problem of providing suitable lubricating oil is

more often than not left for the lubricating-oil manufacturer

to solve, and it cannot but be said that first-class firms do

provide a first-class article. That lubricating-oil manu-
facturers have their heart and soul in the business of

improving their oils is seen in the recent important

development which has been receiving the attention of

some of the more scientific societies, such as the Physical

Society and the Society of Chemical Industry, although

there is also a considerable backing of practical experience.

It is commonly known to large users of lubricating oils that

a pure mineral oil is of little value as a lubricant, and that

the essential properties of " oiliness " are provided by

mixing varying proportions of a ftitty oil with the mineral

oil, the percentage of fatty oil reaching up to as much as

L'O per cent. For instance, one specification issued by a

(Jovernracnt Depaitiient, for a lubricating oil for internal-

combustion engines, stipulates U) per cent, of laid oil to

90 per cent, of mineral oil. Another specification, for

marine-engine bf aring oils, is xO per cent, mineral oil and

l'O per cent, fatty oil, the latter being the general propor-

tion for fast-running machinery under heavy loads. The
novelty in the development in lubricating-oil blending to

which we have referred is the use of from O'l' to 2 per cent,

of a fatty acid, instead of, say, I'O per cent, of a fatty oil,

with the mi neral oil, and practical experiments over 1 s months,

especially in large ship?, have proved that a mineral oil

with a fractbnal percentage of fatty acid is capable of doing

the same work as an oil containing 20 per cent, of fatty oil.

The patent for this method of blending lubricating oils was

applied for on February .5th, 1918, but owing to the war
conditions, the publicaiion of the patent was naturally pro-

hibited ; but the Admiralty carrii d out esjieriment?, and

the value of the process is testified to by Mr. Arnold Philip,

the Admiralty chemift. Tliese tests, and others, have

shown conclusively that the substitution of this small per-

centage C'f fatty acid does reduce the frictional coefficient

of bearings in the same degree, compared with a straight

mineral oil, as, say, 20 per cent, of fatty oil. The question

at the moment seems to be discussed mainly for the

theoretical inteiest which the new process has in relation to

the much discussed problem of "oiliness,'" but as to the

practical result no doubt can be raised.

An interesting point is whether and to what extent this

will reduce the cost of lubricating oils. Perhaps to the lubri-

cant manufacturer there will be considerable eavingi in that

he will have his fatty oils fur other purposes, but upon the

question of cheapening lubricating oils to the user, by the

adoption of this new process, called the " Germ " process

(for no very conclusive reason, by the way. because no germ
enters into the process as might be inferred), nothing ha.s

been said. Xor have we yet been told whether the results

are merely ei|uivalent to the use of the very much larger

percentage of fatty oils. .\ curious feature noticeable froni

the figures of tests is that up to O'.i per cent, of fatty acid,

there is a marked reduction of the frictional coefficient, but

beyond that and up to 2 per cent., the further reduction is

not so pronounced. In any case, this new development is

one of considerable interest to all users of machinerv.
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A VISIT TO THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR WORKS.

Now that accumulators are used to such a large extent

for the propulsion of electric vehicles and industrial

trucks, as well as for lighting, starting, and ignition

purposes on petrol vehicles, much interest is being shown in

their production. One of the most successful makes of

accumulators on the mai'ket is that produced by the

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., at whose works at

Clifton .TunctioQ, near Manchester, we spent a most
interesting and instructive day last week.

When, seven yeare ago, there arose a demand for storage

batteries for automobile starting, lighting, and ig^nition,

this company, which was formed in 1><S!1 and commenced
operations in is'.io, undertook to develop accumulators for

this purpose. Extensive additions and alterations have
recently been made to the works to enable them to cope

with the heavy demand ; the works, fig. 1, cover an area

of 10 acres, employ over 600 workers, and to-day there are

1,110,000 " Exide" batteries giving satisfaction in motor-

car service. In addition to manufacturing, this com-
pany is further serving its customers by maintaining an

converts the material of the positives into brown peroxide

of lead, and that of the negatives into grey spongy lead.

Fig. 4 shows the forming shop where this process is carried

out. Both the positive and negative plates are provided

with an extension lug, and are so assembled that all the

positive lugs come at one side of the jar, and all the

negative lugs at the other, thus enabling each set to be
burned together with a connecting strap, giving one

positive and one negative pole. The burning is done by a

hydrogen flame, and all the hydrogen and oxygen used in

the works is generated on the premises.

When the positive and negative groups are assembled,

the adjoining plates are kept out of contact by means of

wood separators ribbed on the side against the positive. The
separators are made of tough wood, from which harmful
substances are removed by a special treatment. It is

found that when wood separators are used, about 10 per

cent, greater capacity can be obtained than when glass rods

are used. Further, an important point is that the wood
absorbs the electrolyte, and therefore, even when the cell is

Fig. 1.

—

The Chloride Accumdlator Works at C'Lirros Junction', sear Maschester.

organisation which makes it easy for a car-owner to obtain

a battery, or any help, information, renewals, or repairs,

when such are necessary.

It is not always realised that an " Exide " auto-battery,

which measures 12g in. long., 7f in. wide, by 9^ in. high,

and weighs only 63'5 lb., can deliver over two million fqot-

pounds of energy, and that when cranking an engine it

must often develop power at the rate of over 2 elec-

trical H.p. Further, to be successful, it must do its

work unfailingly, and at temf)eratures ranging from below

zero to lOO"" F.

The positive and negative plates of these batteries are of

the same general design as those used in the well-known

vehicle batteries. A grid made of a stiflf lead alloy

(antimony) supports the active material in the form of a

series of vertical strips held between the grid bars and locked

in place by horizontal surface ribs, which are staggered on

the opposite sides. After the grids are cast they are pasted

with oxides of lead, made into a paste of special composi-

tion, which sets in drying like cement. Figs. 2 and 3 show
the interiors of the plate-casting and moulding shops. The
plates then go through an electrocheniical process, which

inverted, the circuit is not broken ; 50 per cent, of the

normal output, or, in other words, the full discharge for

half the time, can be obtained when in this position. This

is a useful feature in certain cases, as, for instance, in

miner's and other hand-lamps.

The cell container is a rubber jar of special composition,

which will withstand vibration without breakage. The
plates rest on stiff ribs in the bottom of the jar, hg. G,

allowing space for the accumulation of sediment. For

railway train lighting batteries special glass boxes have

proved to be superior to the old wood boxes lined with

lead, which give trouble due to corrosion. With the

glass box it is also possible to see what is iroing on

inside without opening up the cell. Ebonite and

celluloid boxes are also provided ; in the former case

nothing but pure water should be added to the electrolyte,

but in the latter the acid should be changed about once

a year.

A special feature is the method of making a tight seal

where the post goes through the cover (fig. i5). The strap

post has an alloy collar which supports the jar cover, a soft

rubber gasket being placed between. The post is threaded
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where it comes through the cover, and the sealing nut

elampe the cover tight, the rubber gasket making an

effective seal.

From tiie illustrations (fig. 7) of the non-flooding vent

and filling plug, it will be seen that it provides both a

vented stopper (vents f, (i, h) and an automatic device foi-

ls reached, the water rises in the filling tube ( n) and gives a

positive indication that sufficient water has been added.

Should, howevor, the filling be continued, the excess will be

pure water onl)-. not acid. <»n replacing the plug (e), the

valve (a) is automatically turned, opening the air passages

(h It), and leaving the air chamber (r) available for the

Figs, 2 ani> :'
( ai:"\ k i—('astin« and Moulding Shops. Fii;s i \Mi "i (I- BL"w').—Forming and Charging Shops.

the prevention of over-tilling and flooding. In a simple

and effective manner, the amount of water that can be put

into the cells is limited to the exact amount needed to

replacg that lost by evaporation. This is accomplished by

means of the hard rubber valve (a) within the battery

cover and with which the tip of the filling plug (e) engages,

Fig. g.—Section of " Exide " ArTo-BAiTERT.

as shown in the illustrations. The action of removint^ the
plug (e) turns this valve (a), closing the air passage fs b i.

and forming an air-tight chamber (c) in the top of the cell.
When water is poured in,. it cannot rise in this air space (c)
80 as to fill the cell completely. As soon as the proper level

expansion of the solution, which occurs when the battery

is working.

The works are electrically driven throughout ; the total

load on the generating station which is situated on the

premises is about 4,000 amperes at 100 volts. Energy is

Sectional View of Cover Plug la Place. Val»e (A) In Posl-
Uon to Allow Free E:scape of Gas Through Passages (BB)

Sectional View of Cover, riuc Rpni.vtd. Air Pas&ages (BB)
Closed and. Valve (A) In Position to Prevent OTerfilling

Fig. -Nos-Flooding Vent asd Plug.

purchased from the public supply and converted : part is

generated on the premises, but the steam plant is mainly

regarded as a stand-by. A ]ilather & Piatt automatic pump
capable of dealing with 1,000 gallons of water per minute,

and some 4,000 sprinklers distribated throughout the
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works buildings, have been installed as a means of fighting

fire. Adjacent to the battery charging shop (fig. 5) is a

converter room equipped with a 66-KW. Phoeni.K motor
generator, and the necessary switchgear for charging the

completed accumulators. On the left of fig. 5 will be

seen automobile batteries under charge, while on the right

will be seen larger batteries as used in British submarines.

Itis of interest to note that during the war one firm alone

was building subuiarines at the rate of one per month, all

Fig. 8.

—

Non-Spillable
Accumulator.

a.

—

Combination
Hydbometkr.

of which were equipped with Chloride batteries for under-

water propulsion. These batteries weigh 150 tons each,

and are composed of 332 cells, each weighing just under

i ton. The firm has received an unsolicited testimonial

from the Admiralty, testifying to the high quality of

batteries supplied during the war period. The firm's entire

output was absorbed by the Admiralty, and there has not

been a single recorded case of a battery failing, although

the conditions to be fulfilled were severe, the submarines

being required to remain submerged for 24 hours at

a time.

The cell illustrated in fig. 8 represents an advance in

portable accumulator manufacture. The rigours of war

service, especially on aeroplanes and for field telegraph pur-

poses, demanded a cell from which no acid could escape in

whatever position the cell was placed. The construction of

the lid with the chambers attached, whilst allowing free

exit for the gas, prevents the acid in any way exuding

through the vent hole. This type of accumulator was

adopted by the ^Ministry of Munitions after exhaustive tests,

and many thousands were supplied for military, naval, and

aero use during the war period.

For greater convenience a hydrometer syringe, fig. 9, has

been produced, in which the hydrometer is placed inside a

larger glass tube provided with a rubber bulb on the top

and a suitable noz/.le on the lower end. By squeezing the

bulb, inserting the iio/./.le into the electrolyte and releasing

the bulb, electrolyte is drawn up into the glass tube and

Hoats the hydrometer. The reading is taken at the surface

of the electrolyte, and when there is no compression on the

bulb. Since electrolyte expands when heated, its specific

gravity is affected by a change of temperature, i.e., O'OOl for

each three deg. rise or fall. Since the change of temperature

does not alter the actual strength of the electrolyte, chang-

ing its density only, the gravity reading should be rorrected

one point for each three deg. change in temperature. For

convenience 70' F. is considered as normal, from which

point the corrections are made. For the convenience of the

user, a thermometer lias been designed with a special scale

on which the amount of correction is indicated. This is on

the opposite side of the mercury column and parallel to the

temperature scale ; that is, opposite to the temperature 70'

is figure 0, showing that no correction is made at that

temperature ; three deg. below 70 is shown minus 1, indi-

cating that the gravity should be corrected at that tempera-

ture by deducting one point ; three deg. above 70" is shown

plus 1, which indicates that the gravity at that temperature

should be corrected by adding one point to the reading, as

shown by the hydrometer.

Another handy device supplied by this firm is the carbon

electrode holder for re-burning battery connectors. The
advantage of the outfit lies in the fact that a spare G-volt

battery can be used as the source of supply for the opera-

tion, rendering unnecessary the use of further accessory

apparatus, like the hydrogen generator.

In conclusion, we have to thank the Chloride Electrical

Storage Co., Ltd., and the members of its staff, for the

cordial manner in which we were received and shown over

the works at the time of our visit.

A NEW THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBE.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAQQART.

The present writer evolved the type of vacuum tube

described below at the works of the Edison Swan Electric

Co., Ltd., while carrying out some experiments on grid

control during September, 1919. As is well known, the

usual modern three-electrode valve consists of a filament

surrounded by' a cylindrical anode, a helical grid being

placed between filament and anode. A positive potential

on the grid will produce an increase in the anode cur-

rent, while a negative potential will produce a decrease.

The writer's valve is illustrated in fig. 1, p. '-'62. As

will be seen, the forrti and relative positions of the elec-

trodes lire iiovel. The filartietit P is vertically arranged,

the top support, being a nickd-irou spring which keeps

the filament taut when the latter is incandescent. The
anode takes tlie form of a small metal plate placed prefer-

ably at a considerable distance from v. The control elec-

trode, corresponding to the grid of an ordinary valve,

takes the form of a metal plate g, preferably of larger

dimensions than p and situated within a few milli-

metres of the filament f. The particular valve with

which the curves, fig. 2, were taken possessed the follow-

ing dimensions: plate p 10 mm. by 10 mm. by 0.008 in.

nickel sheet; plate a 22 mm. by 10 mm. by 0.008 in.

nickel sheet; filament p crimped, 25 mm. by 2.3 mils,

tungsten ; distasce p to p 9 mm. ; distance f to a 2 mm.

A series of characteristic curves ula shown iu fig. 2,

and illustrate the enect of the control electrode potential

on the anode current to p. It will be seen from the

curves A, B, and C that the vacuum tube operates iu

a very similar manner to an ordinary three-electrode

valve ; that is to say, an increase of control potential

causes an increase of anode current, while the reverse

applies if the control potential is decreased. It will

be noticed that the portions of the curves lying to the

left of the ordinate through zero potential on the control

electrode are very regular and similar to those obtained

with an ordinary valve. The bends at the lower ends of

the curves are present, as usual. When, however, the

control electrode is made positive, we notice that the

curves commence to lean over rapidly to the right.

This is attributable to the fact that a is now drawing
to itself a considerable portion of tlie electrons emitted

from F. A milliammeter in the u circuit corroborates

this assumption. This effect is far more marked than

in the case of an ordinary valve, since the plate is more

suitable for the absorption of electrons. The a current,

however, does not build up immediately, but only be-

comes important when the o potential is higher than

about + 2 volts. We consequently see why the anode

current curves of fig. 2 only commence to lean over to
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the right when the control potential passes +2 volts.

To the right of the zero ordinate, the curves, it will be

noticed, become less regular. AVlien the control poten-
tials reach higher values than those shown, the anode
currents reach a saturation value, and then begin to de-

crease. This effect is shown in fig 2 by the D curve,

obtained by applying 75 volts to the anode and lessening

the filament current from 0.7 amp. to 0.6 amp. The
maximum anode current is reached at S. As the control

electrode is given higher positive potentials, the anode
current falls. Electrons which formerly went to the

anode are now being drawn to the control electrode.

It will be seen from the curves that an increase of anode
))otentiaI displaces the anode current I'urve bodily to

Fig. 1.—New Thermioxic VAcrrM Tube.

the left. In several other ways, the curves obev laws
similar to those governing the characteristics of valves

having grids placed between filament and anode.
It might at first be thought that the result of placing

the control electrode behind the filament would be that

an increase of control potential would partiallv neutra-
lise the attraction of the anode, and so cause a decrease

of aiiode current. This is what happens in the case of a
valve described by Mr. J, Erskine-Murray, but the very
opposite occurs in the writer's type of valve, which
operates in the normal way. We may explain the action
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press a smile some days afterwards when the newspaper

report of that encounter reached me, giving an account

of the voyage, and wondered if such publicity given in

the daily Press, and the advertisement thus given to

the idea of coal coming up under bridges without further

unloading and barging, would then awaken that par-

ticular latent business bump in the minds of many-

riverside works managers. Perhaps not. Anway, I put

it to all interested that there is money in the idea, and
the recent information given me that certain business

men who are not directly concerned as coal consumers

are seriously considering the advisability of purchasing

a fleet of small steamers for the purpose of dealing with

this scheme, serves to sliow that more than one man is

alive to the possibilities. Why do not the actual coal

consumers step in and become ship-owners, and thereby

take all the profits ?

Ships are at a premium—and never more worth that

premium than at the present day. Good Welsh through

and through coal can be purchased at the pit somewhere

in the region of 27s. 6d. per ton, which, when the 4s.

duty is added, makes the figure 31s. 6d. per ton, and

by comparison with the prices ranging in London for

delivery alongside by barge, or to the handy railway

siding, the amount per ton out of which to effect a

saving is the very considerable figure of atout 12s. 6d.

This, of course, refers to rail-borne coal. Current

rates for sea-borne fuel put that manner of carriage

at the moment out of the question.

Certain difficulties there are, I know, to be overcome;

all the stronger reason for those difficulties to be

promptly tackled and surmounted at once. Worse were

taken in hand during the war, with excellent results.

The question of carrying coal from the pits to the

situation of the works where actual consumption takes

place is not one confined to the river Thames, but

applies equally well to other parts of the country, and

places around the coast. Railway charges are on the

increase, and shipping rates likewise present a reflec-

tion of nothing but increase, notwithstanding the allow-

ance of 10s. per ton oS bunker coal. Ship-owners say

we are paying because of high wages and demand.

Owing to the ship shortage, which shows no sign of

altering in the near future, high freights are secured

for a long time to come. Obviously the procedure to

enable consumers to effect a saving is to become their

own carriers.

Considering these persistent and increasing liigh

cliarges for carrying coal in conjunction with the large

l^rofits that are being made by shipping firms, is not this

an appropriate time for large coal consumers whose

works are favourably situated, and wljo at the present

day pay harshly for cartage, seriously to consider if some

arrangement can be made upon the lines here suggested

for reducing their costs by taking a good proportion

of the profits now going into the pockets of the ship

and barge owners, and at the same time assisting to re-

duce the congestion of our railways, also thereby placing

themselves in a position more or less free from the worry

and trouble of strikes? This is a big question, and, I

am sure, a profitable one.

The mass of material and goods daily barged up our

rivers to premises alongside or near the banks leads one

to consider whether this question of what might be

termed small ship holdings would not prove a paying

one to businesses other than large coal consumers, which,

at the present time, are paying heavily for continual

unloading from ships and reloading into lighters, and

the consequent lighterage. At the time the bridge was

built acro.ss the Thames at Kew, granite used in its

construction came round the coast up river to the spot,

without transhipment. That was a good piece of busi-

ness, and if one such instance ensures a saving, why
not others, especially to consistent users of barges?

THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

Ox Monday last this Fair, for which great preparations

have been in progress for some time past, was opened

in three sections, namely, in London at the Crystal

Palace, at Birmingham (Castle Bromwich), and at

Glasgow (the Kelvin Hall of Industries). The displays

are on a large scale, and they are being visited by many

thousands of visitors from overseas. The Fairs remain

open until March 5th, so that readers who have not al-

ready made arrangements for attending whichever of

the three they are specially interested in should do so at

once. This week we must be content with giving a list

of the electrical and allie'd firms who are exhibiting,

with a word or two to indicate the general character of

their exhibits. Fuller reference to matters of interest

will appear in later issues.

LOXDOX.
The Fair which was opened at the Crystal Palace,

London, on Monday, is by far the large.st and most im-

portant of its kind that has yet been held, and, more-

over, although the Palace is the largest exhibition build-

ing in the world, it has proved too small for the demands
that have been made upon it ; as long ago as last October

only 80 per cent, of the applications could be granted,

and applications have continued to come in daily ever

since that date. The gangways of the Fair as organised

measure 3| miles in length, and the stand frontage

amounts to no less than five miles. Admirable arrange-

ments have been made for the comfort of the buyers and

exhibitors, and special services of trains bring the

Palace within 15 minutes of the City and West End.

No fewer than 150,000 invitations to visit the London

section of the Fair have been issued by the Board of

Trade, of which one-third have been sent to firms abroad.

A perambulation of the show, which comprises well

over 1,000 stands and H) trades, subdivided into

about 330 classes of exhibits, produces a deep

impression on the mind of the visitor. The
general excellence of finish of the wonderfully varied

exhibits, the care with which the space available has

been utilised to the utmost, and the businesslike ar-

rangement of the individual stands, do the greatest

credit to the official organisers and to the exhibitors

alike; there is a marked difference between the Fair

and an ordinary exhibition laid out to attract the public

as well as the tradesman. The' Palace is one gigantic

shop, crammed with attractive wares laid out in most

effective fashion, and if to deserve success is to command
it, success is assured.

The exhibits of electrical interest do not bulk so

largely in this section of the triple Fair as at Birming-

ham, but what there are, are very good. They are

mainly associated with dry batteries and pocket lamps,

electrical glass-ware and reflectors, small accessories.

X-rays, telegraphs, clocks, and toys.

Stand No.

Ball & Brockhurst, electric clocks AW
.Joseph Bom-ne & Son, Ltd., insulators and battery jars C:-tS

British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd., dry cells and batteries,

pocket and hand lamps R'2l

British Glass Wool Co., Ltd., glass wool G14
Burtles, Tate, Ltd., gla.ssware for Ughting F27

A. Chase & Co., Ltd., electrical novelties BW
Clifford Bros., Ltd., electrical fittings, laiiipholders,

switches P^
Corgran Co., electrical toys BlOla

Dubilier Condenser Co., I.td., electrical toys B7
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Br2
P31
H40

Ei
AW

El
A37
B-ll

A39
P2(j

P3

Stand No.
Edmburgh A I^eith Flint Glass Co., electric lamp bulbs,

&c. F7a
Doulton & Co., Ltd., porcelain and stoneware ... Er2&F31
Elandem Co., Ltd., dry batteries, lamp cases, and lamps Ell
Gratham Manufacturing Co., electrical apparatus, tele-

graph keys, sounders, battci-y lighting sets, toys ...

Henry Harvey >.t Co., electric hght reflectors

Hughes Label Co., Ltd., name plates and labels

Newton & Wright, Ltd., X-ray and electromedical ap-
paratus

Orbit Electrical Co., Ltd., dry batteries
Jaiues Pitkin & Co., Ltd., electric chronographs, tele-

graphs, telegiaph instruments, measuring instru-
ments

Kemoline Co., dry batteries, pocket lamps, toys
Rose Bros., dry batteries, electrical toys
Semaphore Engineering Co., Ltd., dry batteries, pocket

lamps
Henry G. Richardson & Sons, glass electric fittings ..•

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., primary cells of" all types,
di-y cells and battei'ies

Silent Electric Clock Co., Ltd., electric clocks and elec-

trically controlled mechanisms for time indicating L73
The Sim. Ltd., electrical toys Alloa
Vulco Manufacturing Co., accumulators, coils, &c. ... B107
John Walsh Walsh, lighting glassware and electric bulbs Gi5
Thos. Webb & Sons, Ltd., ornamental glassware, electric

lamp bulbs F21
Wood Brothers Glass Co., Ltd., glassware. X-ray bulbs

FIO & F13
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., incandescent electric lamps. X-ray

tubes, wireless valves, vacuum pumps Dla
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd., wireless tele-

graph apparatus, direction finders, detectors, valves,

&c PA-i

BIRMINGHAM.
From the electrical point of view, the show at Bir-

iiiingham is the most important of the three. Castle

Bromwich is only two stations out from Xew Street,

and additional services of trains and motor 'buses run

while the Fair is on. The aerodrome buildings adjoin

the railway station. There are three buildings filled with

exhibits, and the display is a thoroughly businesslike

affair, a credit to the municipality and to the Birming-

ham Chamber of Commerce, who have taken the matter

up so enthusiastically, and to the general manager, Mr.

Charles Stanlej-. Those who have not time to visit all

tliree cities will bear in mind that it is at Birmingham,

and Birmingham alone, that they will be able to see

the exhibits of electric lighting and heating manufac-

tures, switches and switchgear, accumulators, vacuum
cleaners, general hardware, tools, metal goods, motor
accessories, weighing machines, and other goods of

similar character. The greater number of electrical

stands are in Building '"A," and they will be found
convenient!}' grouped at one end of the hall, or not far

away therefrom. The catalogue is a finely prepared
work, well worthy of the occasion, and it will doubtless

be preserved by many colonial and foreign visitors for

future reference.

I'/ie fvllowhig firms are fxhibifinti in Building A :—
Ptemier Electric Heaters, Ltd., electric cooking and

heating apparatus 1
Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., electric fires, heating and cook-

ing apparatus, switchgear, lighting fittings, acces-
sories, kc 3

Bulpitt it Sons, Ltd., the " Better-Skeem " sj'stem of
electric locahsed lighting, electric hghtmg fittings,

lanterns, &c. 4
Chloride Electrical Storage C<j., Ltd., storage batteries

for use in country house lighting io
Litholite Insulators, Ltd., moulded electrical insulators,

electric hghting accessories 17
Donovan & Co., factory and domestic electrical appara-

tus, switchgear, motor starters, electrical accessories,

lamps, bells, telephones, Ac. A new departme in

conduit switches is shown here 20
David Shanks & Co., Ltd., electric light fittings 21
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., dry cells for all purposes,

electric lamps, signs, electric light reflectors, elec-

tric irons, kettles, and radiators 22
Wm. Soutter & Sons, Ltd.. electric hght fittings ... 23

General Electric Co., Ltd., electric light fittings, switch-
gear, wires and cables, telephones, medical ai>-

paratus, vacuum cleaners, cooking and heating
appliances, radiators, measuring instruments, &c. ... 24

Stand No.
Edison i Swan Electric Light Co., Ltd., electric light

fittings and accessories, switchgear, wires and
cables, conduit, bells, batteries, Jcc. 35

Sperryn & Co., Ltd., electric hght fixtures and acces-
sories 38

Chas. Joyner & Co., Ltd., electric light fittings, " An-
gelas " electric heating stoves 39

Ingram & Kemp, Ltd., electroliers and other electric

light fittings 40
J'layer & Mitchell, Ltd., ships' electric light fittings ... 41
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., industrial lighting fittings.

street lighting fittings, hand lamps, lighting acco.--

sories, battery horns for motor cars 42
Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., small generating sets and

equipment for house lighting, electric wires, wiring
system. Ac 43

Birnjingham Guild, Ltd., electric light fittings 43a
J. H. Tucker &. Co., Ltd.. tumbler switches, and various

electrical fittings and accessories, switchboards anil

switchgear 43
C. J. Thurstield & Co., Ltd., electric light fittings ... 46
Rc.\ Import Co., Ltd., the "Rex Torrington " electric

cleaner, electric clothes W'ashers, elec:fric hair
brushes, &c 47

.1. Dugdill it Co., patent electric fittings .50

J. A. Crabtree it Co.. Ltd., tuuibler switches, and other
accessories for electric lighting, heating, cooking,
car ignition, <!tc 50a

Best & Lloyd, Ltd., electric light fittings, electric

heaters, itc 51
Robinson & Hands Electrical Co., Ltd., fiiseboards,

lampholders, tumbler switches, itc .53

Midland Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Ironclad
switches and switch and fiLSe gear .56

F. it C. O.sler, Ltd., electric light fittings in metal and
crystal glass 57

Etna Lighting & Heating Co., Ltd., electric lighting
installation work for factories, country houses, &c. 58

Tok Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Tok rotary .snap switches 62
Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., various electric cook-

ing and heating apparatus 63
Venner Time Switches, Ltd., automatic time switches 64
Improved SoUdite Co., Ltd., substitute for ebonite,

vulcanised fibre, porcelain, itc 65
Semaphore Engineering Co., Ltd., dry batteries for

various work, lighting sets for motor cycles, itc. 66"

Austin Motor Co., Ltd., " Autoplant " electric generat-
ing plant 6U

May & Padmore, Ltd., and Bastian Electric Heater Co.,

Bastian electric fire and heaters, electric furnaces,
ovens, and fiat irons, electrically heated water
tanks ... 71 & 71a

Monometer Manufactiu'ing Co. (1918), Ltd., melting
furnaces, &c. 72

Jas. Hinks it Son, Ltd., lighting fittings 78
Samuel Heath it Sons, Ltd., electrical fittings and ac-

cessories 81
Burners, Ltd., electric light fittings, fire surrounds for

electric radiators 86
Edgar A. J. Hooper, Ltd., electric hght fittings ay
BeiTy's Electric, Ltd., " Magicoal " electric fires ... 102
Thomas R. Carpenter, Ltd., electric hght fittings ... 104
Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., electric heating and cooking

apparatus 124

Burt, Escare & Dennelle, Ltd., electric light fittings ... 134

Daisy Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd., electric vacuum
cleaners 150

Bu-mingham Private Telephone (New System) Co..

Ltd., automatic intercommunication telephones and
other telephone apparatus 151

Electric Appliances Co., Ltd., vacuum cleaners 157

Federation of British Industries (Information Bmeau) 163
Thermal Syndicate, Ltd., " Vitreosd " specialities for

electric lighting, lamp shades 364

Peyton & Peyton, Ltd. (and others), electric light

fittings 168

J. G. Cracknell & Co., electric vacuum cleaners 171

Watertight Fittings, Ltd., electric lamp fittings 174

Changeable Sign Co., Ltd., illuminated electric signs ... 182a

Exhibitors in Building B :—
Henry Wiggin & Co., Ltd., electrical resistance wire

and tapes, nickel ... 185

Tickers, Ltd., Cosmos electric lamps, electric irons,

kettles, radiators, wdres and cables, engineers' small

tools, sewing machines, &c 906 to 211

A lai-ge number of firms are showing drop forgings for

electrical, automobile, aircraft, and other work, and
the Association of Drop Forgers and Stampers is

represented 212 to 2:36

London Electiic Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd., wires and
cables for electrical apparatus 237

Electrical Conduits, Ltd., tubes and fittings for electrical

installation work in buildings, ships, itc 238

The Cold RoUed Brass and Copper Association, the Brass

Wire Association, the Brazed Brass Tube Associa-

tion, the Brass and Copper Tube Association, and
the Nickel Silver Association ._. 243 to 247
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Stand No.
lho.s. Bolton & Sons, Ltd., brass rods and wire, phos-

phor bronze wire, &c 258
Chas. Clifford & Son, Ltd., brass rod.s and wii-e, &c. ... 201

(And many other biuss and copper linii.s.)

W
. & T. Avery, Ltd., weighbridges and weighing
machines 352

U. C. Slingsby, trucks, ladders, &c 355
Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd., steel piping, tzaujway iioles,

boiler tubes, Jcc ! .358

Hunt & Mitton, steam fittings 360
(iledhill-Brook Time Recorders, Ltd., time recorders ... 364
National Time Recorder Co., Ltd., time recorders ... 378
British Time Recorder Cu.. Ltd., time recorders 382
Relay Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd., relay automatie

telephone system ' 383
Sinioun Engineering Co., Ltd., D.c. electric motors,

motor generators, iionclad switchgcar 384
\'islok, Ltd., safety locknut ... 389
British Engineers' Association 406
Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd., A.W.P. electric arc

welding plant 407
Consolidated Pneumatic Todl Co., Ltd., electric drills

and other tools 4'iO

Exiiibitors in Building V : —
Association ul British Driving' Chain Manufactu-iers ... 461
May k Padmore, Ltd., Bastian electric tire and heaters,

electric furnaces, electrically heated water tanks ... 468
Best & Lloyd, Ltd., electric 'fittings and heaters 477
W. Canning & Co., dynamos for electro-plating, &c. ... 4H5
Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., lubricants 493
Industrial .Appliances, I^td., "Railodok" electric truck 503
Western Electric Co., Ltd.. Electric trucks, telephones,

and telephone switchboards 5U
British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd., electric cycle lamps and

electric uiutor car accessories 525
Sphinx Manufacturing Co., sparking plugs with bar-

type electrodes ... ' 527
Lucas Electrical Co.. I.,td., Thomson-Bennett magnetos,

Lucas " Magdyno " combined lighting and ignition

set for motor cycles 530
Greenwood Jc Batley, " Bipol " accumulators, portable

electric lighting apparatus, charging equipment ... 533

British Lighting & Ignition Co., Ltd., " Blic " mag-
netos -546

rinchin, Johnson & Co.. Ltd.. enamels, varnishes, ifec.

564 & 571

Eredeiick Crane Chemical Co.. Ltd., lacquers for electric

lamps, varnishes, enamels, Ac 569

(iLASl^OW.

The Glasgow Fair has been organised by the Corpora-

tion with the support of the Board cff Trade. This is

(jlasgow's third Fair and the largest it has yet held.

There are about .300 exhibitors in aU, and they demon-

strate British ability in the production of textiles, boots

and shoes, dyes, chemicals and foodstuffs. In addition

there are various miscellaneous stands, such as labour-

saving machinery, transport trucks, and so forth. Mr.

J. M. Freer is the general manager at Glasgow.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lftteri received by us after 5 P.M. ON Tttesday cannot appear vntX
the following iveek. Correspond^nti should/orward their commurn-
eatii'm at the earliest posgible nwment, Xo letter can be publiihed
unlent we have the writer's name and address in our onsse'tion.

Electrolytic Meters.

.\n article written by Mr. C. W. Marshall on " Meters
published in the Electrical Review, February 6th, has caused
some comment on electrolytic meters. May I venture to

express my views?
First, no meter reader should be an authorised person to

break the test room seal and so expose the interior of a meter.
In the case of resetting an electrolytic meter this has to be
done, and as the record of the reading is lost only an in-

spector should carry out this operation.
Second, should any dispute arise concerning the reading

after a meter has been reset, it cannot be checked.
Third, if these meters are not reset with voiy great care

they are Mable to stop, due to the column of mercury breaking.
Fourth, there is the liability of loss of revenue due to the

mercury rising above the reading on the dial when not reset

in time.

Although the makers have improved veiv much upon the
earlier types, they have not yet overcome the trouble arising

from crystallisation and electrolysis, and the ix^sult is an
accumulation of defective meters, and con.«equently lo.ss of

capital.

Uwmg to the meters being unrepau-able in the department
they have to be sent to the makers, and commenting upon
this, I have found it much easier to get new meters, as for

some reason or other they are very reluctant to undertake the
repaiiing, and ;d.«o the cost of repairs approaches very near
the price of a new meter.
The electrolytic meter is affected liy vibration and damp-

ness, and also takes up more room, due to a space having t<j

be left over the meter to allow for resetting.
In retixing, the mati is unable to report if the meter is

working, and this entails another visit two or three days
later.

Compared with the " rotary " meter, the hfe is not so long,
and extra time is taken up in resetting and writing to con-
sumers who have queried their readings.

.\nother point in favour of the rotary type beyond tbeii'

reliability is the fact that readings can always be checked.

A. W. C.
I'cbruary ISt/i, 192U.

NN'ith further reference to the controversy Electrolytic v.

Motor Metere, I did not mean to imply that the electrolytic

meter was as extensively used as the motor meter, but merely
to point out that the former type may by no means 'c<:

ignored in the search for a cheap meter, which was the basis
of Mr. Marshall's article.

As regards price competition, the price given by Mr. Mar-
.shall for a mercury meter (which he suggests as the coming
cheap meter) is £i 10s., whereas the price of the correspond-
ing electrolytic meter- is about £2. I am quoting the Reason
meter, which does not require refilling and therefore does not
demand any allowance on the initial price for main'tenanoc
(fUhng) charges. Having the above prices in view. I am still

of the opinion that, even eliminating compensating devices.

&c., the mercury motor meter manufacturer will have a big
problem to reduce his prices to less than half the present
prices, and even then I do not admit that the electrolytic

meter cannot be still fmther developed and cheapened.
With regard to size. I specified " lighting demand." and

not heating, lic. It is usual to charge a reduced price for

heating and cooking, and this necessitates a separate meter,
which may be much rougher than the lighting meter, seeing
that low .'Jtarting current is not an essential.

In conclusion, it would be interesting to have the sugges-
tions for a cheap meter which Mr. Marshall promises in the
last paragraph of his article.

H. W. M.
February 23r(f. 1920.

With regard to Mr. C. W. Marshall's recent article in your
•lournal. while we are not able at present to supply any type
of electricity meters at a price as low as i'2, we certairdy
can quote figures that are very much more favourable than
those which Mr. Marshall suggests as being the present-day
approximate costs.

iloreover. we have available a D.c. mercury motor meter
which we are able to supply at quite attractive prices, and
whose watt lo.ss does not exceed that allowed by the British

Engineering Standards Specification No. 37. 1919.

We shall be very happy to give Mr. Marshall or indeed any
other potential client further details on receipt of an inquiry.

I'or ilic Kdison Swan Electric Co.. Ltd.,

E. H. Miller, Sales yianaytt

.

Ponders End, Inxt. d Meter /)«;./.

February lOtli, 1920.

Radiators for Bathrooms.

There is a demand for a good radiator suitable for use in

a small bathroom. This should be made with a non-metaUic
body, while the elements should l>e protected so that they
will not be lialile to be damaged by drops of water falling

on them. The switches also should be made with specitJ

regard to insulation, as it is quite possible that people will

.liberate them with wet hands.
Wiring contractors occasionally fit an ordinary iron radiator

with cotton flex in bathrooms, but this is a practice that

should not be encouraged. There is no reason why a line of

radiators should not be developed for l>athrooms which would
be both safe and very convenient.

If any maker has anything suitable, perhaps he will com-
municate it to your " Corresix>ndence " column.

Radiator.
February 21g«, 1990.

I Wages in the Aluminium Trade.—Representatives cf

employers and workers in the aluminium industry of Great Britain

and Ireland met in conference last week in Loniion. to discusa a

claim by the National I'nion of General Workers, the National

Amalgmiiatetl Cnion of LalK)ur, and the W orkars' Union, tor on

advance uf l.'.s. per week for all employed in the industry. The
question of future relations between employers and employed
in the industry was also discussed, and will be considered by a

joint body.— The THmes.

E
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Reatlers are hirited to submit particulars of nno or improved derices and apparatus

if eoAsidertd of tuffieient interest.

ichii/i will be published

A >'e>v MarcoDi Ammeter.

The accompanying illustrations represent the new type of

hot-wire ammeter that was shown at the Physical Society's

Exhibition by Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,

Ltd. In place of the usual siugle wire exerting a pull at the

luiddle of the heated wire, there is a bifilar attachment, kept

taut by a spring connected to the pointer; elongation of the

heated wire allows the pointer to move. The hot wire circuit

forms the secondary of a transformer, the primary of which

carries the current to be measured : henoe damage to the

moving parts does not affect the main circuit, which is de-

A Coaxial Turbo Gear.

A recent issue of the Atnerican Machinist gives details of »

new turbo gear recently introduced by an American manu-

facturing company. Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation of this tyi>e

of gear, a is a shaft made from an alloy steel forging, pos-

sessing at one end a double helical pinion B which engages

with three double helical planetary gear wheels c. These gears

are bushed with bronze and revolve on the pins d, which are

rigidly secured in a two-part steel cage E. One end of this

cage has a stein, and the other three projections, g is a cage

plate connected to the three projections of the cage by bolls

Pig. 1.

—

Marconi Hot-wire AxrMtTER

signed principally for wireless telegraph purposes. The
secondary is mounted on an ebonite block, which can be

moved to adjust the zero, carrying with it the whole of the

moving parts, so that the calibration is not affected. Fig. 1

ehows the 5-in. dial pattern, and fig. 2 is a sketch of the

moving parts. The filament resistance is 0.6S5 ohm, that of

the secondary O.IS, and of the primairy 0.003 ohm, and the

Accuracy is within 2 per cent, for wave-lengths between 300

and 3.000 m. The safe overload is 20 per cent.

\ Lamp Shade Tilter.

Messrs. Fitments, Ltd., of 58, Spital Street, Dartford, have

recently developed a simple device for securing a lamp shade

at any desired angle. As will be seen from the illustration

Arr.\x«emeu\t of Movkg Pakts.

F, making the planet gear housing practicaDy a single piece,

and affording a support for both ends of the pins d. The cage

plate G has a central projection running in a balLbeariug.

while the stein at the other end of the cage is the low-speed
shaft H, which is also supported by a ball bearing. The inner

end of the high speed shaft .4 runs in bearing t within the
cage. TTiis bearing -has only a slight load. P>igidly keyed
to the housing is the gear ring .t with which the planet gear*

engage, k is a lubricating pump which distributes oil from

i^

Fig. 3.--GRIP Tilter

(fig. 3) it consists of two parts, one of which is clamped be-

tween the two rings of the holder and the other pivote3 to it,

hooking on to the lamp cord.

Fig. 4.

—

Sectiox.al Elev.atios of Turbo Ge.\r.

ft reservoir in the bottom to all paits of the gear. The entire

mechanism is enclosed to protect it from dirt and moisure
only the ends of the two shafts projecting. It is claimed that

by means of this gear a speed ratio as high as 19 to 1 can be
obtained. The device can either be used for steppinc-up rr
stepping-down speeds, and. according to the makers, nas an
efficiency of from 9S to 99 per cent.

The Orling Jet Rel.\t.—^In our notice of this device on
February 6th. a slip occurred, the current strength in the

i-eceiving coil when printing signals at the rate of 4ol> letteis

per minute being given as 4x10-" ampere. The curremt

was, in fact. 0.02 micro-ampere, and the resistance of the coil

being 1,000 ohms, the power input was 4X10-" watf.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Department.—The Board of Trade announce
that the Department of the Inspector-General in Bankruptcy has
removed from No. 1, Horse Guards' Avenue, Whitehall, S.W. 1, to

Great George Street, Westminster, S.W. 1. (Telephone Vict. !)800").

Catalogues Wanted.—The Superintendent of Stores,

Mesopotamian Railways, has informed the D.O.T. that he desires to

receive British manufacturers' catalojjues of the foUowin}'' amontr
other materials :—Rolling stock, pumps, motor-rail cars, permanent
way material, workshop machinery, mathematical instruments,
piping, general hardware, cranes, electrical plant and accessories,

steam and oil engines, conveyors, elevators, and labour-saving
devices generally. Publications should be sent to the Superin-
tendent direct at Makinah, Mesopotamia.

German Stock Quotations in January.—The Economic
Beciew gives a list of rises in German stocks and shares in January,
from the Dent. Alli/. Ztij. for January 31st. The following elec-

trical securities appear :

—

Dec. 31st Jan. 15th. .Jan. 30th.

Deutsch-Ueberseeische Elektrizitats-

gesellschaft 915 760 955
A.E.G 245 259 325
Felten & Guilleaume 246 293 405
Schuckert 151 US4 215

Auction Sales.—By order of the Disposal Board, Jiinistry

of Munitions, Mr. M. Marshall will sell by auction, on March 2nd,

:-)rd, 4th and 5th, at Georgetown, Glasgow, high-class engineering
plant and machinery, machine tools, hydraulic power plant, electric

motors, electrically-driven blowers, &c. For full particulars see our
advertisement pages to-day.

In our advertisement pages again this week will be found
particulars of important sales which are to take place at Shoreham
Camp on March 3rd and 4th. Messrs. Harris & Gillow are the

auctioneers, and the lots to be disposed of include a very large

assemblage of building materials, timber, camp equipment, elec-

trical appliances, and almost every class of hut.

By order of the Disposal Board, Ministry of Munitions, Mr.

0. D. Phillips will sell by auction, on March 18th, at Swindon,
valuable machinery, plant, stores, timber, itc. For full particulars

see our advertisement columns this day.

E.D.A. Activities.— In view of the ever-increasing

interest evinced by the public in matters electrical, it is well to

learn something of the powers that are behind this move towards

efficiency. A bulletin recently published by the British Electrical

Development Association affords an opportunity of gaining an
insight into the nature of its activities. The part of the Associa-

tion's work that places facts and figures before the general public,

supply undertakings and commercial enterprises, through the

medium of the Press and other channel.s of publicity, although a

very important branch, is by no means the only method by which
the Association seeks to further the electrical cause. As a link

between the industry and various Government departments, it haa

rendered invaluable service. The Board of Trade and the

Ministries of Food and Health have constantly been consulted and
informed on the multitudinous questions into which electricity

enters, and the organisation has without doubt secured " official

recognition." In connection with housing, the Association has

grasped the opportunity of pointing out to Government officials,

local authorities, architects, and engineers, the numerous advantages

of incorporating an electricity supply in all building schemes, and

in addition to this has furnished notes, reports, and lantern slides,

for the use of lecturers and societies dealing with that important

question. To assist the industry to arrive at a solution of what
is at present an unsettled matter -a simple and more uniform

treatment of various aspects of the industry—inquiries regarding

tariffs, cooking apparatus, design, and housing, and electricity

supply, are being made to ascertain the general view entertained

upon these subjects by various authorities. These reports will be

collated and ciiculated, and good results are expected.

Among the pamphlets lately issued by the B.E.D.A. are
" Freedom from Domestic Worry," a reproduction of an appreciative

letter by a satisfied housewife ;

" Do it Electrically," setting forth

the advantages of electric fires, kettles, 4:c. ;

" Everybody wants

Electricity," which is described as " a plea for public patience

while machinery and organisation are preparing to meet the

present overwhelming demand"—surely an indication of the success

of the Association—and the last leaflet is an illustrated contrast

between the kitchen of yesterday and the kitchen of to-day and to-

morrow—a comparison of coal and electricity.

The British Electrical Development Association having been

incorporated, we have received a copy of the Memorandum and
Articles of Association. It will be noticed that the Association is

now described as " The Biitixli Electrical Development Associa-

tion." As previously explained, it was found necessary to insert the

word " British " in order to secure sufficient variation from the title

of another company already on the registers. In general practice,

and in connection with publicity matter, the usual monogram
" E.D.A." will be emi.loye<1.

Electric Lamps Profiteering Sub-Committee. — The
Electrical Lamps Sub-Committee of the i'rofiteering Act Depart-

ment (Central Committee) held its eighth meeting on February

1 7th, and considered its draft report.

Trade Announcements.—Mu. .J. H. Edwakd.~;, joint
managing director of Messrs. George HUl .t Co., Ltd., electrical,
mechanical and tramway engineers, 25, St. Ann Street. Manchester,
who has been actively associated with the business for the past
20 years, has purchased the whole of the shares held by the late
joint managing director, Mr. A. R. Walmsley.
The Ramsgate and District Electric Supply Co. has opened show-

rooms and offices in Queen Street.
.\6 from March 1st. the head office of Messes. Dbake&Gorha.m,

Ltd., wUl be removed from 60, Victoria Street, where they have
been established since 1886, to 36, Grosvenor Gardens, Westminster,
S.W.I. Telegraphic address, "Accumulator, Sowest, London";
telephone No., Victoria 90(;0 (5 lines). Stores and works addresses
remain unchanged, viz. : Stores, 67, Long Acre, W.C. 2 ; works,
R ickingham Works, Xewington Causeway, S.E.

Messrs. Chas. Churchill & Co., Ltd., have opened a new
branch office at 53, Bridge Street, Sheffield, to deal with increasiner
business in small tools and supplies.

Mexican Measures.—Mr. .John Lind, who was at "no
time personal representative of President Wilson in Mexico, has
published an interesting account of his experiences. The following
extract from his book, " The Mexican People," contains a valuable
hint to English firms interested in Mexican trade, particularly to
those who come into competition with Germany in that country :

—

" We must get into line with the commercial world in the matter
of weights and measures. I asked an intelligent German merchant
in Vera Cruz one day to explain to me how it had come about that
Germany had absorbed so much of the trade that at one time went
to England. He reached into a drawer, pulled out r.n invoice from
England, and said ' Do you see those denominations of yards, feet
and inches, gallons and pints ; pounds, two kinds of ounces, grains
and pennyweights, the whole summed up in pounds, shillings and
pence ' Well,' he continued, ' a Mexican, even if he can read a
little English, needs an interpreter and an accountant to put this
into the language of civilisation. And,' he added, ' their business
methods generally are just as antiquated as their methods of com-
putation. That is why we get the business, and then we make, not
what suits us, but what the trade wants."

Wage Demands at Port Elizabeth.—According to a
Press report from Port Elizabeth, it appears that the Amalgamated
Society of Engineers there recently presented a further demand for
increased wages and reduced working hours. The City Council
refused to accede to the demands, which a Special Committee
characterised as a flagrant breach of the terms of the agreement
previously entered into. A statement issued by the Committee
shows that the daily wages paid in January, 1918, January, 1919,
.July, 1919, and the new demands respectively, were :

—

Fitters : 13s. 8d., 16s., 20s.. 27s. 4d.

Electricians : 12s. 8d., 17s.. 20s.. 27s. 4d.

Switchboard attendants : 7s., lOs., 13s., 19s. Id.

Drivers : lUs. 6d., 12s. 6d., 16s., 21s. 9d.

Firemen : 10s. 6d., 12s. Sd., 16s., 21s. 9d.

The figures are based on an eight-hour day, and include all

bonuses. The new demands include a reduction in working hours
from 48 to 44 per week.

New Italian Electrical Companies.—Under the style of

Stabilimento Meccanico Agostoui e Ca has been formed, at Milan, a
company with a capital of 255,000 lire for the manufacture of

motors and accessory plant.

Airaghi e \'ittadini is the designation of a company formed at

Milan for the manufacture of electric heating apparatus. Its

capital is 35,000 lire.

Messrs. Damiani e Bonato have been established as a company at

Milan with a capital of 50,000 lire, for the manufacture of electric

apparatus.

At Turin has been formed a company under the style of Crespi

.

e Garlasco, with a capital of 60,000 lire, for the trade in electrical

articles and material.

For the manufacture of argon electric lamps there has been estab-

lished at Turin, the Fabbrica Piemontaise Lampade Elettriche

Argon, with a capital of 30,000 lire.

Swiss Engineering and Electrical Trades in 1919.

—

The .\eiie /.,ircker /^y. (January 13th and 14th) quotes from the

December report of the Schweizerische Kreditanstalt the following
regarding the Swiss engineering and electrical trades in 1919 :

—

" In the engineering industry work was slack at the Ixjginning of

the year, owing to an absence of orders from abroad, upon which
the industry depends. Later in the year matters improved, since

many firms received orders in connection with the electrification of

the Swiss railways. Production was of necessity reduced owing to

the introduction of a 48-hour week. The increase of wages and
salaries made the cost of production greater. In the electricity

industry the factories were very busy after the first few months of

the year, large orders lor electrical machinery iH'Ing receivetl from

N. France and Belgium, as well as from Swiss firms. TheGottliard

railway nuvnagemeut placeil important orders for elei:tric \wa-

motiv<^s and alternate-current generators. In the later months of

the year orders were received from Scandinavia, Italy, and

Englanii, in addition to incre.ised orders from France.— A'r,.».i"/;,'

Itrrieir.
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The Liverpool Electrical Dispute.—The Jlersey District
C!oimnittee of the Electrical Ti-ades T'nion has addressed the
following circular to electrical employers :

—
" It has come to the notice pf my committee that a circular,

dated February 7th. 19-JO, has been addressed to you by Mr.
Li. G. Tate, the t;eneral secretary of the N.F.E.A. Ceitain
of the statements in the circular are grossly inaccurate and
misleading, and my Di.'strict Coiiuuittee desire to acquaint you
with the exact situation. The circular states that the Elec-
trical Trades Union in the Liverpool area have asked for wide
concessions, and states that your Council have instructed the
Liverpool members that the concessions may not be granted.
It is alleged that the result is ' a complete, withdrawal of
labour from our Liverpool members.' There are two points
involved here. First, the so-called concessions which it is

allegexl the E.T.U. are asking for w'ere actually and unani-
mously agreed to by the District Joint Industrial Council for
the electrical contracting industry, Mersey area. The terms
do not represent the conditions which the E.T.U. are pressing
upon a reluctant body of local employers, but something
which the elected representatives of these employers on the
District Joint Industrial Council have already agreed to after
five months' negotiation. There is the strongest reason to
believe that the Liverpool employers are prepared to put the
conditions in force, at once, but that your Council are pre-
venting them from doing so. To such an extent is this true
that not less than 58 firms have already agreed to the con-
ditions, and are now w-orking to them. Then with reference
to the allegation that ' the result is a corjiplete withdrawal
of labour from our Liverpool members." This would give
the impression that the E.T.U. had withdrawn the w-hole
of its members. This is not true. The fact is that on
January 20th, acting, it appears, under instructions from the
National Council of the N.F.E..^.. the Liverpool members
hcked out the members of the E.T.U.. because of the em-
ployes at two firms having refused to work under the old
conditions. The principle which the E.T.U. is fighting for
is whether an agreement, drawn up by the local employers'
association and the E.T.U.. shall be put into force in accord-
ance with the custom that has prevailed for many vears. t
whether the National Council of the N.F.E.A. shall be
allowed to impose their will on the local representatives. So
strongly do certain of the local members of the '^C.F.E..^.

feel on the matter, that six out of the 28 firms comnri.sing
the branch have nut the conditions in force themselves in
defiance of your National Council, while yet another firm.
under_ threat of resignation, was given permission to put the
rules in force. The circular also omitted to state that before
any rupture took place the E.T.IT. offered to suhmit the
question to an inde]v>ndent person to adjudicate. This offer

was not accepted."

Lead.—In their report dated February 21st, Jlessr.s.

James Forster & Co. state :
—

The conditions remain unaltered, and until imports increase substantially «<
must expect advancing markets and n erowin^ scarcity of metal. It is

scarcely realised that the quantity left (or home absorption in the imports anri
exports of the last three months .amount to 316 tons ner week, or not sufli-

clent to keep a singU- sheet lead mill goin;. Japan has been again in the
market, a« also has been Canad.i. but such business in the existing condi-
tions should not be encouraged. Consumers here hax'e not been active buvers
of late, but are finding difTicTillv in obl.iining delivery of what they have
bought, owing to the delay in discharge of steamers at the docks.

Messrs. G. Cawson & Co. report :—
The position with regard to supplies remains i nchanged. Arrivals ire

coming in quite freelv. and thei^ is plenty of le.-id available for all require-
ments—any surplus is still going into store. The dtlav in delivery from
Australian steamers is again acute. This, however, does not now trouble
receivers, as they are fully supplied with le.ad. The onlv weak point in the
market is the immense supply of antimonial lead, which is now obtainable in

'arge quantities at £10 to £12 per ton below the price of ordinary soft lead.
It has been pointed out to us that our estimate of the present Australian pro-
duction is considerably over-stated. We pladlv correct this, and will give a
fresh estimate as soon as we can get details together.

Agents in Overseas Markets.—The Press and the
Department of Overseas Trade have reneatedlv broiiL'ht to the
notice of United Kingdom manufacturers the necessity of
appointing suitable agents in overseas markets in order that
our trade in these markets may be estaWi.ohed and main-
tained. So far manv firms have shown a tendency to neglect
the opportunities offered for appointinrr reliable aeents. prob-
ably because thev are verv busv and cannot guarantee de-
livery. Commenting on this tendency. H.'M. Trade Com-
missioner in Winnipea states that the diflpicnlties of the posi-

tion in some industries are fuUv understood bv importers and
prospective aeents. who are. however, still very anxious 'o

open npffotiations. even though deliveries at present may not
be T>os.siWe. Hesitancv on the part: of United Kinffdom manu-
facturers miffht be taken as an indication thnt Canadian Imsi-

ness is not desired, nnd once this impression is sained the
'"esult will be that Canadian importers will turn to other
fforeiffn) sources of suppIv. The Commissioner advises that
reliable agencies should be arranrfed forthwith bv United
Kingdom manufacturers with reliable Western Canadian re-

presentatives. Such representitives would do n creat deal
fif useful ednrational work nntil such time as deliveries can
be made. He «avs • " \ Western Canadian agent who re-

iire.oepts « British b^ni^ lo nioud of ttie fact, and does not
hesitate to let the trade know it. Western Canada is ap-

rarently on the threshold of a period of great expafision and
development, and its rennirements in manufactured poods
from now on will exceed any previous record." In certain

lines of products the United Kingdom wiU need to make
more strenuous efforts than heretofore to obtain a substantial
share of Western Canada's trade. This apphes particulaxly
to all metal products, including machinery of all kinds, elec-
trical equipment for power and lighting; engines, both sta-
tionary and portable; telephone construction equipment; auto-
mobiles, and hardware. " .\ large number of inquiries at
this office for agencies from British manufacturers are in
respect of the lines above named. In these lines the United
States enjoys the bulk of the trade, and I would strongly
urge that no opportunity should be mis.sed in connecting
reliable agents on this side with interested United Kingdom
manufacturers. The time will come sooner or later when the
Ignited Kingdom will need every order that can be obtained,
British manufacturers will then be glad of reliable connec-
tions previously made in Western Canada through which they
can compete for business. Generally speaking, the American
manufacturers will not let the fact that they cannot deliver

at the moment interfere with making agency arrangements
now. \A'hether they can malie deliveries promptly or not
they will continue to advertise their products, and keep their
agents frequently [xjsted as to every phase of their business.
.\gents have informed rue that if they are unable to eecnre
the representation of British firms, they will have no alter-

native but to turn to the United States for business connec-
tions."

" Safety First."—The first annual report of the British
Industrial " Safety First " Association was presented at the
general meeting of the members at the Mansion House on
February 24th. The list of officers contains the names of a
great many men eminent in the industrial life of the country,
and includes Lord Leverhulme. Lord .^shfield (Sir AUiert
Stanley), Sir .Auckland Geddes. M.P.. Sir Kenneth Crossley,
and Sir W. Joynson-Hicks. Bart., M.P., chairman of the
London " Safety Fir.st " Council.
The report, in commencement, states that in consequence

.of the war. iuvolvinc the fate of nations, the safety of in-

dividuals was apt to be overlooked, and it was not sufificiently

appreciated that preventable accidents were responsible for

a great deal of suffering and unrest, and acted as a drag upon
the industry of a nation. Reference is made to the enormous
strides made by American " Safety First " authorities, which
have a total memher.ship of over 3.700 undertakings employ-
ins more than 6.000.000 workers. -\cknowledtrment of the
efforts of firms and trade xinions in this coinitry who have
rendered vahiable service, both personal and financial, is em-
liodied in the report. Details are given of the methods by
which the .\ssociation is furthering its object. Manv special

articles have been contributed to technical and trade iournals.

and special mention is made, in this connection, of the work
of Sir Herbert Morgan. K.B.E.
In May. 1919. the first series of bulletins was issued, and

at the close of the year 30.000 had been distributed, in addi-

tion to thousands of pamphlets mainly for workpeople. In
December the official organ of the Association Safety First.

made its appearance. A gallant conduct award, as described

in a recent number of the Electrical Bevtfw. has been in-

stituted for acts of bravery performed in the prevention of

accidents at the works of asscx'iated firms. Valuable data re-

garding accidents are obtained bv means of a form on which
details are returned to the headquarters of the Association

bv emplovers. -A form of publicity employed in Txjndon was
the .showing of lantern slides at the leading London kinemato-
graph theatres. The .Association was favournblv commented
upon bv the Chief Insr>ector of Factories and Workshops in

a report issued as a " White Paper " bv the Home Office, and
renresentatives of five Oovernment departments have lieen

officially permitted to sen-e on the Council, .\ttention is

drawn to the statement of a firm which is a member of the

B.I.S.F.-\. that the number of cases treated at its " first aid
"

station was reduced from 1.300 to 600 by means of its first

month's "safety first" campaism. \r\ anpeal is made for

voluntary w-orkers in each industry to review bulletins criti-

cise drawings and photographs as to accuracy and detail, and

to suggest from experience subiects for propaganda.

The hon. secretary of the B.TS.P. *. is Mr. H. E._ Blain

(operating manager of the Tondon Underground Railways,

&C.1 with offices at 2 and 3, The Sanctuary. Westminster.

Touring bv Motor Coach.—We have received a small

brochure, bearing the aViove title, from the Lancashire United

Tramwava. Ltd., which forms a suide to the various districts

nerved bv the undertsVing's motor coaches. It is profusely

illustrated by photographs.

Electrical Plant in Cliina.—There is a very large and

incretwing demand for electrical plant and machinerv from all

over China, and it is greatly to be regretted that the big Rritish

companies are not doing more to capture this trade. It i? a

business that ne<Kis a highly-trained technical staff, and. for that

reason, it would be arivisable for manufacturers to have their own
oflBceJ! and men here (Shjinehail. At the present moment the British

Municipal Conncil at Tientsin is calling for tenders for tnrbo-

alternators. A large industrial undertaking here wishes to erect

its ovi'ii uower-geueiatinsf ulaut for RUO to 1.00(1 h. P.. but it will

not apply tn anv of the local flrins because of the fact that they

are only middlemen. It requires here a man who will advise the

direntors a.s to the beat svi»tem the work of the undertaking

requires.

—

The Times Trade Supplement.
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Foreign Catalogues.—The Foreign (Jalaloguc Library,

commenced by the Department of Overseas Trade in 19 1.5, has

proved of prreat service to the British manufacturer. Nearly 2,000

firms have made use of the catalo;?urs. They have benefited not

only from the opportunity to study foreifin competitive prices, but

have also received useful ideas from designs of specific items, such

as fancy metal (foods. This has been especially the case with new
firms. The catalogues are indexed under the class of goods and the

name of the manufacturer, and are lent to the applicants for

varying periods. The library now contains over 13,000 catalogues

from all parts of the world, the majority being (lerman and
Austrian, but including American, French, Italian, Spanish, Poitu-

gnese, Dutch, and British Dominions. A section of the library

covers mail order, shop and exhibition catalogues. A certain

amount of difficulty is being met with in securing post-war

catalogues. During litl9 nearly 9,000 catalogues were borrowed by
over 600 firms.

—

Board of Trade Jouvnal.

Book Notices.—Faradan House Journal. Vol. VIII,
No. 5. Lent Term, 1920. London : Faraday House. This issue

contains, besides the usual supply of notes and notices of interest

to students, an article by Dr Alex. Russell on "The Design of Dis-

tributing Mains," in which he, assuming that the demand is

known, investigates how to proceed, and gives a few of the con-

siderations that have to be taken into account. Elementary algebra

only is used to discuss the somewhat diflScult mathematical theorems

that arise even in the simplest cases. Mr. S. 0. Pearson, B.Sc
,

deals with the bridge method of testing condensers of low insula-

tion resistance. The results of the final examination held at the

end of the Summer Term are given, while the register shows a .

considerable increase in the number of students, both in college

and at works.

'•,/3«<'«a/ of the Institute *f Metals." Vol. XXIL 42S pp. and

31 plates. Edited by G. Shaw Scott, M.Sc. London : The Institute

of Metals. Price 31s. 6d. net.—This contains, amongst other

valuable matter, a verbatim report of the lecture by Prof. F. Soddy,

M.A., F.R.S., on " Radio-Activity," and the communications and

discussions at the recent Sheffield meeting. Amongst the many
practical papers contributed are '' Season Cracking," by Dr. W. H.

Hatfield and Captain G. L. Thirkell, A.I.F., B.Sc, and one

by a lady metallurgist, Miss Hilda Fry, and Dr. D. W. Rosen-

hain, F.R.S., on " Observations on a Typical Bearing Metal.

'

The volume concludes with a section, of nearly 70 pages,

devoted to abstracts of papers relating to the non-ferrous and allied

industries, which have been compiled from the transactions of

scientific societies and the technical Press of the whole world.

Jlei-ue de V Ingenicitr et Inde.r Technique, Vol. XXVI, No. 1,

January, 1920 (100 -(- xxvi. pp.). Contains articles upon the coal

problem—the utilisation of lignite and inferior grades, &c. ; a

review of the situation regarding the reconstruction of the

devastated areas of Northern Francj ; notes on American and

European steel works, &c. A brief rexumi of the proceedings of the

Acadlmie des Sciences and the Societe Framjaise de Physique is

also included, in addition to the very complete index of technical

works.
" Bulletin of the US. Bureau of Standards," Vol. XIV, Xo. 4

(Scientific Papers Nos. 318 to 329 inclusive), 293 pp. Washington :

Government Printing Office.—Included in this publication are

papers on radiometry, metallurgy, photography (astronomical), &c.,

and one providing new formula.- for the calculation of mutual and

self-induction.
" Mechanical World Year Book for 1920." Pp. 328 -f 31(! and

diary. London and Manchester : Emmott k Co. Price 28. net.

—

Several additions have been made to the Year Book, including

sections on " Water and Hydraulic Work " and '" Heating and

Evaporating Liquids." Many of the original features have been

extended and brought up to date.

"Flow and Measurement of Air and Gases." By A. B. Eason.

Pp. xii + 252, 56 figs., and 31 tables. London : C. Griffin & Co.,

Ltd. Price 258.

" Handbook of Physical Measurements." ByE. S.Ferry. Vol.1:
Fundamental Measurements, Properties of Matter, and Optics ;

pp. ix -f 251, 112 figs. Vol.11. : Vibratory Motion, Sound, Heat,

Electricity and Magnetism
; pp. x -I- 233, 128 figs. London :

Chapman & Hall. Price 98. 6d. each volume net.

" Graphical and Mechanical Computation." By J. Lipka.

Pp. ix + 264; 110 figs. London : Chapman *: Hall. Price 1 8s. 6d.

net.
" The Management Problem." By E. T. Elbourne. Pp. ix -|-

144. London : The Library Press, Ltd. Price 48. 6d. net.

" General Conditions in Electrical and other Engineering Con-

tracts." By W. S. Kennedy. Pp. vii + 110. London : Sweet and
Maxwell. Price 128. 6d. net.

" The Baudot Printing System." By H. W. Pendry. Pp. v -t-

184 ; 91 figs. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons. Price 68. net.

" Mr. Touch-Button, or the Home of Beautiful Ideals." By
Nancy Berry (48 pp.). London : "Country Life," Ltd. Price 3s. net.

This " story for children, written by a child," is a tale of an " all-

electric " house, cleverly written and well illustrated. Mr. Herbert

H. Eerry, apologising to Rudyard Kipling, contributes a revised

version of the popular " If," and an epilogue explaining the circum-

stances under which the story came to be written.

British Engineering Standards Association publications :

—

No. 7 t,
" British Standard Specification for Two-pin Wall-plug and

Sockets "
; No. 79, " Report on British Standard Special Track-

work for Tramways "
; No. 98, " British Standard Specification

for Goliath Lamp Caps and Lampholders." Is. 2d. each post free

from the offices of the Association, 23, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Catalogues and Lists. -Mk. K. .1. Hill, of t'i,

Ludgatc Hill, EC, has issued a pamphlet on "Advertising—A Factor
in Trade Expansion," in which the expert advertising service that

he is prepared to render is descriliod, examples of his designing
work being shown.

Messrs. Ross & Co., 62, Robertson Street, Glasgow.—List

Section P. An illustrated and priced catalogue of electric bells and
bell indicators.

The Cressali, M.xnukacturinv; Co., Staniforth Street, Bir-

mingham.—List 1,920, containing priced and illustrated details of

"Cressali ' electric sterilisers and water boilers.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.. Mazda House, 77,

Upper Thames Street, E.C. 4.
—"Incandescent Electric Lamp Hand-

book, No. I B " (64 pp.). A combined catalogue of " Mazda " lamps
and handbook of useful information regarding electric lighting.

Definitions of lighting units, a glossary of trade terms, and several

curves and diagrams are included, and the publication forma a
valuable reference handbook for both electricians and those out-

side the industry.

The L.P,S. Electrical Co., Avenue Road, Acton, W. 3.—Two
leiiti'its dealing with current-carrying test-clips for making quick

temporary connections and battery-charging clips. Ulustratid

and priced.

Standardisation of Gears.—At the request of the

Machine Tool Trades Association, a conference, under the a-gis of

the British Engineering Standards Association, has been arranged

to discuss the question of the standardisation of gears.

Primarily, its purpose is to give the industry an opportunity of

deciding whether standardisation in this field would be practicable.

The subject of gears generally appears to cover too large a field

to make it susceptible of any great degree of general standard-

isation. It is probable that whilst the conference will, in the first

instance, be obliged to take a brief survey of the whole subject,

any proposed investigation from the point of view of standard-

isation will have to be narrowed down to attacking a few definite

points in some particular branch of the industry.

American manufacturers are devoting considerable attention to

this question, and as the B.E S.A. is in close communication with

the American industry through the American Engineering Standards

C>ommittee, such a conference as is now proposed should do much
to bring British manufacturers together at a most opportune time,

as well as promote Anglo-American co-operation on what is

acknowledged to be a most important subject to the industries of

both countries.

The conference is to be held under the direction of the Sectional

Committee on Machine Parts, their Gauging and Nomenclature, on

March 5th next, at 2.30 p.m., at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Great George Street, S.W. 1. Any individual firm or expert who
has not received a communication with regard to the conference,

and who is interested in the question, is Invited to communicate
with the Secretary of the British Engineering Standards Associa-

tion, 28, Victoria Street, S,W. 1.

For Sale.—Portsmouth Corporation invites tenders for

the purchase and removal of five Lancashire boilers ;
Newcastle-on-

Tyne Corporation Tramways and Electricity Department has for

sale 380 Brockie-Pell arc lamps and 30,0(^ carbons ;
South-

ampton Corporation Electricity Committee are prepared to consider

oilers for one Parsons-E.C.C. turbo-alternator set, with surface

condensing plant and exciter, kc. Poplar Borough Council

Electricity Department has for disposal one 1,300-KW. and two
1,000-Kw. Parsons-Bruce Peebles turbo-alternators, complete with

condensing plant ; Accrington Corporation Electrical Engineering

Department invites offers for one compound boiler feed pump,
one mechanical water cooler, one mecha»ical water cooler

converted as a wet air filter, and a quantity of cast-iron piping.

For particulars see our advertisement columns to-day.

When in Rome—Call on tlie Consul.—H.M. Com-
mercial Counsellor in Rome remarks " that it would certainly be

in the interests of business men generally if they made a habit of

calling upon him, and on the Consuls wliere they are transacting

business. Experience has proved that while people never fail to

appeal to the Consul when in need of assistance they frequently

omit to call and discuss commercial matters. If a practice of

doing so were made, both they and others might derive con-

siderable advantage from business information and experience."

Merchandise Maries Committee.— At the meetings of

the Merchandise Marks Committee, which were held at the Board

of Trade on Thursday and Friday, with Mr. Joseph Hood, M.P., in

the chair, the eflfects of the compulsory marking of foreign goods

with an indication of their origin, and of the use of a National

Trade Mark, were dealt with by witnesses from a number of

Chambers of Commerce and associations.

Electric Grills and Irons for Panama.—It is reported

from the British Consular Office at Colon that the Commissary
Department of the Canal is experiencing difficulty in obtaining

electric grills and irons from the United States, owing, it is said,

to the abnormal demands received by manufacturers, particularly

for electric irons, during the past year, and to the fact that it is

becoming increasingly hard to obtain the necessary raw material.

Any British manufacturers who are in a position to quote for these

goods should address communications to the Purchasing Agent,

Commissary Department, Panaaia Canal, 24, State Street, New
York.
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Concerts.- -'rill' (Miipldysor ftUwrp. I'opc's KlFctvic r,aini)

Co., Ltd., li"M their second concert on li'th insl. We under-

stand that the event was even more suceessful than the first, held

a month apro.

The Halifax Tramways Club held a smokinfr concert last week

to welcome ( he returned ex-servicemen. Mr. Galloway, tramway
enjrineer, presided.

The Swiss Glow-Lamp Industry.—It is stated that the

American Weslin^jhouse Co., which as lessee ot the Bollaij plow-

lamp works in Aarau has carried on this branch for some years

past, has now actiuired the w-orks by purchase for the purpose ot

extendintr the manufacture of lamps in that country.

Dinner.—Ex-service members of the Blackpool Corpira-

tion Tramways and Electricity Institute were entertained to a

welcime-home dinner and smoker on Friday last, when 160

participated in an enjoyable programme. Mr. Charles Furness,

the borough tramway mauagfer and electrical engineer, presided.

Prolongation of Patent.—An application for the

prolongation of a patent expiring next July, by the owner, Mr. C.

Smith, was before the Chancery Division last week. The Act of

1919 automatically prolonged the life of the patent by two years,

and Mr. Justice Sargant ruled that an application two years before

expiration was premature, as the question whether the patentee

had been adequately remunerated could not be decided until near

the end of the life of the patent. The petition was adjourned

accordingly.

Importation of Copper Cable into Australia. — A
December newspaper just to hand states that by Official Pro-

clamation in the Commonwealth Gazette the importation of

stranded copper cable into Australia, save under licence from the

Minister of Customs, is prohibited.

Joint Industrial Council.—The inaugural meet! 112; of

the District Council (Xo. 4) of the Monmouthshire Joint In'u trial

Council was held at Cardiff on February 12th, the Lord Mayor pre-

siding. Alderman \. Sinclair, J. P., Mayor of Swansea, was elected

chairman, and Mr. J. L. Davies. of the E.T.U., vice-chairman. The
constitution already formulated was approved. Mr. Rees Llewellyn

said that basic rates should be adopted at once to arrest the dissatis-

faction spreading among the workers ot the district.

New French Company.—La Socii-te d'Entreprises de

Reseaux Eleotriqucs is the name of a new company which has

lately been formed in Paris (33, Avenue des Champs Elysi'cs),

with a capital of l,OiiO,000 francs, to engage in the establishment

of electricity distribution .systems.

The Non-Ferrous Mining Committee.—The Committee
appointed by the Board of Trade, under the chairmanship of Mr.

H. B. Betterton, M.P., to inquire into non-ferrous mining in the

United Kingdom, has now completed the taking of evidence, and
is preparing a report which it hopes to present in a few weeks'

time.

Liquidations. — Sparking Piatc; Patents, Ltd.—
Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator. Mr. F. B. Lodge, of Rugby.
Meeting of creditors will be held at (11, Temple Row, Birmingham,
on March 11th.

Eniield Electric Cable Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—

A

meeting is called for March 2ilth."at Central House, Finsbury
Square, E C, to hear an account of the winding-up from the
liquidator. Mr. W. L. Smith.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—E. Bohm, electric lamp
manufacturers, 5, JBoxworth Grove, Barnsbury, N. Order for

bankrupt's discharge granted on consenting to judgment being
entered for £15.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—Water Power.—The E<:o7iomir Ue.vicw

states that a report has been submitted to the Government by a
Berlin engineer relating to the proposed harnessing of the Iguassa
Falls. The latter are situated on the Brazilian frontier, at the
junction of the Iguassa and Panama Rivers. The potentialities of

the falls are as great as those of Niagara, and, it is said, they have a
greater available head. This undertaking will form the subject ot

negotiations between the Governments of Argentina and Brazil.

Australia.—Victoria.—Extensive boring in the Morwell
brown coal fields, upon which S. 3,000,000 is to be spent for the
production of a cheap power sujiply, has proved that in an area of
1 sq. mile there is between 120,000,(100 and 150,000,000 tons of coal.

This is calculated to be sufficient to maintain an output of

100,000 H.P. for a period of 150 years. The total resources are

estimated to be 20,000 million tons,

Bexhill-on-Sea.— LiGHTiNr, Prices.—The Corporation
has considered suggestions that, in view of the reduction in cost of

coal, the charges for electric lighting, etc.. should be reduced.
The committee regrets that the present position does not justify

any lowering of prices for electric light. Reserve funds, which

liefoce tliH war had lieen au'-iimulatpd, havr lio;(( completely

absorbed. Labour and general costs conditions, apart from the cost

of coal, arc so different from what Parliament could be expected to

contemplate over 20 years ago. when a maximum price of 8d. per

unit was fixed, that the committee considers the town is to be con-

gratulated on there not having been occasion to apply for power to

increase tlie maximum charge.

Continental.— I)knma.uk.—A sum of 5,137,000 kroner

is being spent on enlarging the plant at the Copenhagen municipal

power station. A new turbo generator with boiler equipment ia

to be installed. The Soroe municipal authorities have decided

to take over the loial gas and electricity undertakings.

France. —The Tnion Frangaise d'Electricite is building near

Paris the largest power station in Europe (400.000 H P.). The
Zoelly type has been adopted for the steam turbines, the orders

for which are being shared with the American industry. In

Europe they have been divided between the Societc; Alsacienne de

Construction Mecanique at Belfort ; Schneider & Co. at le Creusot
;

and Escher, Wyss & Co., at Ziirich. All the turbines will be of

60,000 H.P.

—

Evonomic Renew.
Spain.—The Compania Anonima Mengemor de Electricidad has

recently commenced working on a hydro-electric station at Carpio,

on the Gu.adalquivir. The available head averages over t)0 ft., and

the total power which will be developed is 7.000 H.P. The plant

is to consist of three 3,.'i00-H.P. turbines connected to 3,000-Tolt

three-phase generators. Transmission will be effected at pressures

of from 25,000 to 30.000 volts.

Cupar (Fife).— Electricity Supply.— The Town
Council has been advised to proceed at once with a scheme for

supplying electricity for power, lighting, and heating, and a

Committee has been appointed to deal with the matter.

Dublin.—Street Lightin(;.—As a protest against the

order necessitating the possession of permits by persons in the city

between midnight and 5 a.m., the Corporation has decided to switch

off all street lighting at 11 30 p.m.

East Midlands.—Whitley Council.— A conference

of representatives of the Industrial Council of East Midland

electricity undertakings and of factories and workmen's unions

was recently held at Nottingham. The Council has been consti-

tuted upon the basis of the Whitley scheme to deal with all labour

matters affecting public and private works in the area,

including South Notts., South Derbyshire, South Leicestershire,

South Lincolnshire, Rutland, and Northants. with the exception

ot Peterborough. A Committee consisting of 24, in equal propor-

tions, representing employers and workmen's unions, had been

appointed at a previous meeting to consider the proposed constitu-

tion, a draft of which was presented and deferred for further con-

sideration at another conference.

Ennis (Co. Clare).— Lightin(; Scheme.— A public

meeting discussed the proposal to form a company for an installa-

tion of public electric lighting, and a committee was appointed to

consider details. It is estimated that £ 15,000 will be required.

Hamilton.—New Plant.—A 500-kw. rotary converter

is to be added to the plant at the Corporation power station.

Ilfracombe. — Oppositio\ to Bill. — The rrb.in

District Council is to petition the House of Lords to prevent

the Bill being promoted by EdLUundson's Elec'ricity Corporation

and others becoming law. Dartmouth Corporation is associated

with Ilfracombe in this protest.

Leicester.—New Power Station.—The Corporation

has under consideration proposals for the erection of a

generating station which will have an ultimate capacity ot

30,000 KW. The first part of the plant to be installed, if the

sanction of the Electricity Commissioners is obtained, will be two
10,000- K\v. turbo-generators with the necessary boilers, coal and
ash-handling gear, &c. The estimated cost of the scheme, including

buildings, is £(500,000.

Liverpool.—Breakdown.^A breakdown of one of the

sets at the Liverpool power station on the morning of February 21st,

was responsible for the tramway service in several areas of the city

being held up for one hour. Within 20 minutes of the breakdown,

repairs were effected which made a modified service available, and
an hour afterwards the whole system was resumed.

Londonderry.—Price Increase.—The Corporation has

increased the charges for electric lighting and power by 50 per

cent.

Lowestoft.—Loan.—The T.C. is applying for sanction

to borrow £3,993 for the purpose of plant extensions and
contingencies.

Nottingham.—Price of Power.^At a recent meeting

of the Corporation, the price charged for power (2 \A. per unit) was
adversely commented upon, as it was stated to be a hindrance to the

prosperity ot the district. Coventry and Wolverhampton were
quoted as towns making a reasonable charge for electrical power.

Oldham.—Working Expenses.—The Corporation elec-

trical engineer reports that for the fortnight ending February
11th. the expenses of the undertaking totalled £3,012 l.">s., equal

to 'i^tWd. per unit, compared with £l,.Sl."i ISs., equalling 702(1. per
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unit, for the correspoiuling period last year. The units sold totalled

833,908, a record in the undertaking's history. La9t year's figure

was 620,165. Coal per unit generated was 2'78 lb., compared with
2'80 lb. last year.

Preston.—House T.ighting.—The tramway engineer
is to report to the Housing Committee with regard to the possi-

bility of supplying electricity to the Holme Slack and Ribbleton
sites, from the tramway power station.

iNADEijUATE SUPPLY.—The National Electric Supply Co. has
intimated to the Corporation that the increased output following
upon the extension of the company's plant will only be sufficient

to meet the demands of applicants already waiting. Further
requirements will have to be met by the bulk supply the company
is to receive from Blackburn, which, it is stated, may not be
available until next year.

Ryde (I.O.W.).—Price Increase.—The Isle of Wight
Electric Light and Power Co. has increased the price of energy as

follows from the date of the December meter readings :—First 300
units per quarter, 8d. per unit ; next 3,000, 4d. ; beyond, 3d.

South Africa.—Ladysmith.—The price of electricity is

being raised from 9d. to lOd. per unit.

Beaufort West.—The municipality proposes to raise a loan of

£13,000 for the installation of an electric lighting scheme.

Spalding.—Electric LiCtHting.—The Urban District

Council has rejected a proposal to apply for a prov. order for electric

lighting. It is stated that private firms are putting in their own
installations, owing to dissatisfaction with the gas supply provided
by the Council.

Tannton.—Loax The Town Council is applying for a

loan of £3,000 for transformers, motors and extensions of mains
and services.

Warrington.—Inadequate Sipplt.—A joint meeting of

manufacturers and representatives of the Corporation was held on
February Iflth for the purpose of considering ways and means of

meeting the urgent demand for ^ectrical power for industrial pur-

poses. Mr. Rylands, for the manufacturers, said that if the Cor-

poration was unable to supply the necessary power, manufacturers
would have to arrange to provide it themselves. Dr. Joseph,

chairman of the Electricity Committee, stated that the output of

the present plant was already at a maximum, but a scheme was at

present under consideration which would involve an expenditure of

£500,000.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Tramway Tri'st Report.—The report of

the Prahran and Malvern Tramways Trust for the year ended
September 30th, 1919, states that owing to a strike of employes,

revenue was decreased by £3,t)0O, and a seamen's dispute caused a

further loss of £7, ICO. The total income for the year was £214,728,

and expenditure £195.321. The net surplus was £3,580, of which
amount £3,.t29 went to the constituent councils, and £51 to the

City of Melbourne.
The undertakiogs controlled by the Trust, and other similar

bodies, have lately been taien over by the Melbourne and Metro-

politan Tramways Board.

Blackburn,—Alteration to Track.— The Oswald-
twistle Urban District Council has approved the Corporation's pro-

posal to alter the tramway lines near the Blackburn Road railway

bridge.

Bradford.

—

Improved Service.—The tramway diffi-

culties are gradually being overcome. At one time the Saturday

service of cars got down to as low as HO ; now the number is 170.

Eighteen of the new cars are now working, while other eight are

undergoing the painting process. This completes the first order of

26 cars, but there are another 20 also on order. The greatest

difficulty has been the lack of motors, but the supply of these has

greatly improved. In another month or two there will be a very

decided improvement,

Burnley. — Fare Increase.— The balance-sheet of

Burnley tramway department shows a deficit on last year, despite

greatly increased traffic. This will necessitate an immediate
increase in fares up to the highest legal amount. The last

increase in fares took place in June, 1918, but the financial result

has not proved sufficient to meet the situation.

Continental.—France.—The Socic'te Hydro-Electrique

des Pyrenees has applied for leave to construct a fall of 365 metres

from the River Nagear, yielding 3,000 H,p,, which is to be wholly
utilised by the Castelet carbide of calcium factory,

Sweden.—Railway Electrication.—Ever since 1905, the

Royal Waterfalls Commission and fhe Board of Directors of

State Railways have made investigations concerning the utilisa-

tion of the country s water-power for the electrification of the

State railways. Interested firms were invited in 1908 to prepare

their proposals, and the directors found that the one emanating from
the .\llraanna Svenska Eleotriska Aktiebolaget, in conjunction with
another company, was most advantageous for the State and in the

best intarsats of the Swedish industries. In ao«ordan«« with the

joint proposal of the two companies, a single-phase alternating-

current system with a frequency of 15 cycles would be used for the

electrification. The economic advantages of the system are most
apparent when used for long sections with heavy trains, where it

is required to transmit comparatively large amounts of power over
Ibng distances, at reasonable cost. The difficulties with this system
were considered to be mainly of a technical nature in connection
with the design of the electrical equipment for the locomotives,

especially as machines of the capacity required had not been
built at that time. Porjus has many interesting features to offer

from an hydraulic engineering point of view. At the source of the

Lule River, in the Great Lule Lake, begins a 3! km. long stretch of

rapids, approximately 8 metres high, below which a smaller lake,

the Great Porjusaelet. is located. Immediately bjlow Porjusselet

are the real Porjus falls, which extend approximately 2 km. down
the stream. At the lower end of Porjusselet is constructed a dam
by means of which practically the whole head in the small so-called

Luspe Rapids above Porjusselet is made available. The length of

the dam is no less than 1,254 metres, and the gross head after con-

struction of this dam averages 56 metres. The dimming up of

Porjusselet is, however, only sufficient for the weekly regulation.

On one side of the dam are arranged intakes for the power station

canal, which is approximately COO metres long. The canal is open
for the first part, but enters the rock as a tunnel on the left side of

the river, and emerges in front of the power station, where a small

fore-bay is arranged. By means of the closed intake tunnel, the

dangers from ice formations are reduced. The power station is

partly located underground, blasted down in the rock to a depth
of 50 metres. Only the switchgear building is located above

ground. Five vertical penstocks lead down from the forebay to the

turbines, from which a common tailrace tunnel, approximately
1,200 metres long, returns the water to the river basin at the so-

called Lilla Porjusselet, a smaller still water below the Porjns

Ripids, This peculiar method of construction was due to the

local conditions, and has been found after investigation to be the

cheapest and most reliable. The machinery hall, which is com-
pletely blasted out from the rock, has a width of 1 1 metres and a

length of 95 metres. From one of the sides extend the 15-metre

deep and approximately 6-metre wide recesses for the turbines.

Space has been provided in the now completed portion for five

turbines, but only four have been installed as yet. Of these, two
are connected to sinile-phise generators for railway service, one to

a three-phase generator, and one to a spare set consisting of a three-

phase generator and a sinjle-phase generator connected together.

All the turbines are designed for a capacity of 12,500 H P. each.

At a later extension, the machinery hall will bj enlarged to make
room for an additional development of five turbines, also to be

divided between the single phase and three-phase systems.

—

Journal

of the Sir?disfi f'kamher al' Ctiiniiierce.

The scheme for the extension of electrical working on the

Swedish State railways, which was prepared by the State Railway
Administratinn has been delayed by the Hydraulic Depart-

ment. It is considered that adequate water-powers are avail-

able for the purpose, but some time is required for determining

the manner in which the supply of power to the railways will

be made. The railway authorities are said to desire single-phase

current of from 15 to ICi periods, and the question has to be

examined as to how this shall take place, as the generators at the

existing hydro-electric works are generally for 50 periods.

Holland.—It is reported from Rotterdam that the Dutch
Government is to dispatch a commission to the United States to

investigate the systems of electric railway working in that country.

One-half of the members have been appointed by the Stiite Water
Department and the other half by the Administration of the

Netherlands Railways. The commission will also inspect electric

railways in Europe, and will eventually present a report as to the

system best suited to the requirements of those of the Dutch
railways which are to be electrified.

Germany.—Owing to strikes, wage increases, &c., the Berlin

tramways undertaking showed a deficit of 19,000,000 marks for

1919. On January 1st the fare was raised, but. in spite of this,

the continued increase of working expenses has resulted in the

loss of a further 1,000,000 marks.
• Italy.—Steps have been taken to adapt the Corgola torrent for

the generation of electricity, to be employed in connection with

the development of the metal-bearing beds which run from the

Lago d'Iseo to near Manive, a distance of 20 km. It is estimated

that there are 5,000,000 tons of iron ore in this area, which was
known and worked in the time of the Romans.
The Societ a Elettrica Bresciana is carrying out some noteworthy

plans of development. It has under construction two new hydro-

electric stations—the Selvanizza and the Scoltella. both on the

River Cedra. The former, when completed, will develop

32,000,000 KW. at an estimated outlay of 4,500,000 lire ; the latter

will cost 4,600,000 lire, and will involve the construction of a

reservoir of 500.000 cb. metres content, and a machinery equipment
comprising two groups of 3,500 H,P, each. It has also begun work
on the conversiou of Lakelilro into a reservoir.

The Chamber of Commerce of Turin gives the following

particulars of the big Italian railway electrification scheme

which has been officially sanctioned. The scheme contem-

plates electrifying 6,000 kilometres of railways worked by

the State, or in course of construction, and railways or

tramways the subjects of concessions, in working or under con-

struction. An outlay of 800,00(1,000 lire is authorised, which will

be spread over eight financial periods from 1919, For the

financial year 1919-20, the sum of 60,000,000 lire is allotted. The
works will be carried out either directly by the State railway

administration or with the help of private industry, under the

•ontrol of the admistratiom. Th« supply of •l««tri« lo«o«otiTM
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will tie Undertaken by the rRilwuy administration. The ourrent

will be obtained from private souroea. The programme contemplfttea,

first, the electrification of heavy traffic lines, in a certain number of

passes through the Apennine mountain chain, and the principal

arteries of the Peninsula network, stretching from Milan to llepgia

Calabria and from Turin to Trieste. It is the intention of the admini-

stratioQ to set up in the Apennines central stations in places where
lignite and turf can be use<i, in order to create reserves for the Alpine

network. In the .North, the resources of the Trentino region are

folly sufficient for the growinfr wants of the region. In these first

operations, it is hoped to effect a yearly saving of 1,.SOO.OUO tons of

coal, without reckoning the reduced consumption in local industries.

H uddersfield.
—Track Rknewals.—The tramway lines

in various part.s of the borough are being re-laid.

Jamaica.—Railway Electrification.—An exhaustive

roport has been received by the Government of Jamaica from an
expert of the Westinghouse Electric International Co. on the pro-

posal to electrify the railway of the Colony, and to provide energy

for other industrial purposes. The report deals with the harnessing

of two large rivers for the purpose. The estimated cost of electri-

fying the railway, including the required power station, equipment,
and transmission lines to supply other proposed nlanta and industries.

is as follows :
—

Power plants $819,320
Substations 333,320
Overhead construction and bonds ... 1.8.i4,300

Motive power—electric locomotives and motor-cars

—net (cost of new, less sale of old motive
powerl ... ... ... ... ... ... 357,650

Total ?3,393,590

The saving in the cost of operating the railway would be

approximately $26.5,600 per annum, which is 7 S3 per cent, of the

cost of electrification. This assumes the sale of power to outside

consumers at actual cost. The sale of power to outside consumers
would result in a profit sufficient to increase the return on the

cost of electrification to approximately lOo per cent. It is shown
that conditions other than reduced cost of operation in the imme-
diate future justify electrification of the railway at the earliest

possible date. It is proposed that some of the power, if the scheme
is carried out, should be used to operate plants on some of the sugar

estates, to supply current for the sewerage works in Kingston, and
to provide for the lighting of the thoroughfares of the city and
other districts.

—

The Timex Trade Supplement.

Lancashire.—Emi'Loyes' Wages.—In the event of the

present application of the tramway workers for a lOs. per week
increase being granted, it will have a serious effect on many under-
takings. At Rochdale, it is stated, it will mean an increased wages
bill of £10,000 per annum, and £12 000 at Bolton,

Leeds.— Proposed Fare Increase.—There is a like-

lihood of the tramway fares being increased in the early future, as

it is stated the department is not paying its way. The present
fare in Leeds is IJd. for two miles. A meeting of the Tramways
Committee took place last week, but no definite proposals were
formulated.

London,—Trasdvays, &c., Bill.—The estimates required
by the Standing Orders of Parliament have been prepared ijy the
London County Council, showing in detail the expenditure of
capital that will be required in the event of sanction being given
to the Council's Tramways and Street Improvements Bill of the
present session. The total expenditure is estimated at £5.118, .">00.

Of this sum £3,363, ."lOO is estimated to be required in connection
with and for the construction and equipment of the proposed new
tramways and the 'reconstruction of the embankment tramways.
£1,355,000 is required for a new street and street widenings, and
£400,000 is to provide omnibuses from or to any point within the
county, or beyond the county, but within the Sletropolitan Police
District.— r/ic Timex.

CNDEBGBOtiSD Eecosstbcctios.—At the annual meeting of
the City and South London Railway Co., Lord Ashfield said that
the cost of re-building the line would be £2.300,000.

Mansfield.—Extension of Time.—The Light Railway
Co. has applied to the Ministry of Transport for an extension of
time until April 9th, 1922, for the completion of railways at
Sutton -in-Ashfield and Skegby.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Another Atlantic Cable.—President Mackay, of the
Mackay Companies, in his annual report, announces a plan to lay
another cable to Europe because of the present great volume of
business. The organisation has been buying debentures of the
Commercial Cable Co. in London, taking advantage of the low
sterling exchange.

—

The Timeg.

European Telegraphs.—-^t the outbreak of war direct
telegraph circuits between England aud Europe were interrupted,
and the circuits, the Continental terminals of which were in
possession of the Allies, were taken over for military purposes.
Within the past few months direct commercial service has been
gradally restored, and the British Post Office now has direct
wires from London to the following places :—Bordeaux, Boulogne,

Calais, Dunkirk, Havre, Lyons, Marseilles, Nantes, Paris Central,

Paris Bourse. Genoa, Milan, Rome. Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent,
Amsterdam, Hague, Rotterdam, Berlin, Bremen, Cologne, Dussel-

dorf, Emden. Frankfort-on-Main, Hamburg, Leipzig, Madgeburg,
Berre, Geneva, and Zurich.

Finland.—A telephonic connection between Tomea and
Haparanda is being planned. The Director of Telegraphs will

shortly place before the Finnish Government a proposition that

the State should C3nstruct a telephonic installation from Uleaborg
to Tornea. By this means it would be possible to telephone from
Sweden to the most remote parts of Finland.

—

Eroriimnc Beriew.

Italy.—The Eromnmnta Italia states that wireless stations

have been opened at Misurata and .\zizia. in Trip^litania subject to

the tariff fixed in Tripoli. The Thic station, subject to the tariff

fixed by Eritria, has also commenced working.

United States.—The New York telephone service has
fallen grievously from its former state of efficiency. Since Ibc
Armistice it has steadily and rapidly deteriorated until today, says
Tlie Timex, " There is no more despised and abused institution in

the world." The vice-president of the company has issued a plea

for mercy to the public. He admits that the service is bad. and
cannot promise any real improvement for many months. According
to him, the daily average of calls in New York before the war was
2,000,000. This number had increased to 4,000,000 on the first of

the present year. Yet all through the war the telephone industry
was classified as non-essential, with the result that the company
was unable to make new extensions to meet the amazing growth of

traffic. To add to its difficulties, its staff of operators is short by
3,000, The company intends to spend during the next 12 months
£7,200,000 in establishing new exchanges, and to add £400.000 to

the amount of its pay-roll.

It is announced that the U.S. Government will return to private

operation, on February 29th, all private wireless stations taken
over during the wa' period.

Wireless Time Signals. — The London Gazette of

February 20th contains an Admiralty Notice to Mariners, Xo. 310
of 1920. which cancels former Notice, No. 171 of 1920. containing
general information and a list of wireless time signals intended to

provide, in a form suitable to give all information required by the
wireless opsrator. a complete and up-to-date list of all time signals

issued by wireless stations throughout the world.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Tht date given in parenthtsei at the end of the paragraph indicatst

the iiiue of the Electbicai Review in which tKe " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Aastralia.—Melbourne.—llarch 30th. City Council.
12,000 metal filament incandescent lamps. (February 6th.)

April 1 2th. City Council. Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters
;

H.T. switchgear. 6,600 v. ; D.c. switchgear. 600 v. (January 30th.)

Belfast.—March 10th. Electricity Department. Stores,

including meters, cables, electrical accessories, lamps, carbon
brushes, ic. (February 20th.)

March 22nd. Electricity Department. Coal-handling plant.
(February 20th.)

Chester-le-Street (Co. Dnrham).—March 3rd. Urban
District Council. Underground mains and all equipment for lighting
district by electricity. Mr. F. J. Gray, Clerk, Council Offices.

Doncaster.—March 2nd. Electricity Department. Two
3.000-KW.. three-phase turbo-generators, with condensing plants.
(February 20th.)

Dundee.— Tramways Committee. Stores for a year,

including armature coils, commutators, insulated wire, lamps,
switches, &c ; overhead equipment materials. Mr. P. Fisher,
General Manager.

Edinburgh.—March 29th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Condensing plant for Portobello station. Specification

No. 23. (See this issue.)

France,—March 5th. French State Railway authorities,

43, Rue de Rome, Paris. Tenders for an electric lighting and
power installation at the new railway works at Sotteville Quatre-
Mares, near Rouen.
March 2nd. French State Railway authorities, 43. Rue de Rome,

Paris. For the supply and laying of two three-phase high-tension
cables between the La Garenne Chatou and St .Germain sub-stations.

Gellygaer, — March 2 1 st. Urban District Council.
Transformer plant, H.T. and L.t. switchgear, 11,000 v. and 500 v.

;

overhead line material. (See this issue.)

Gillingham.—February 28th. Electric Light and Power
Department. Two 700 to SOO-b.h,p. combined Diesel engines and
alternators. (February 20th,)

Corporation. Two 3-ton steam or 3-ton electric travelling jib

cranes.
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Hebbnrn. -Electric lighting of the premises of the New
Town Workins Men's Social Club. Specifications from the Stewards.

Halifax,— March lith. Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee. One 1,001 1- KW. turbo-alternator, with condenser. (See
this issue.)

Hammersmith.— March 3rd. Electricity Committee,
stores for 12 months, including- electric light sundries, insulated
wift, meters, jointing compound, &c. (February 13th.)

Lincoln.—March 2nd. Electricity Department. One
automatic battery, for St. Swithin's Power Station. (February
6th.)

London.—Great Central Railway. March 17th. Stores
for 12 months, including electrical line construction, electrical

apparatus, wires, cables, lamps, kc. Specifications from Mr. \V.

Williams, Stores Superintendent, G.C.R.. Gorton, Manchester.
H.M. Ortice of Works. March 12th. Electrical accessories for

12 months. (See this issue.)

Macclesfield.—Jfarch l.'jth. County Asylum. Electrical

goods for six months. Mr. W. 6. F. Tingay, Clerk.

Merthyr Tydfil.— March 9th. Board of (iuardians.

Electrical fittings for six months. The Workhouse Master.

New Zealand.— Dunedin.—April 26th. City Council,

(fl) electric car bodies ;
(A) car trucks ; and (c) car equipment.

Documents may be consulted by British firms interested, at the
Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence),

35, Old Queen Street, S.W. 1 (Room 49).

Plymonth. — March 18th. Electricity Committee.
Turbo-alternator, converter and booster. (See this issue.)

CLOSED.
' Croydon.—Town Council :

—

Dust destructor, South Norwood.—Meldrams, Ltd., ,£13,884.

Epsom.—Urban District Council :

—

Distributing mains and laying.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., ,£7,332 (less

£349 credit for old copper, and adjustment of labour rate, £154).

London. — Stepney.— Correction.— In our list of

the tenders submitted to the Borough Council (see Elec. Rev.,
February 20th, page 242) the price quoted by the Mirrlees-Watson
Co., Ltd., for condensing plant, is incorrectly given. It should be
£14,960 /uit £16,960.

Fhlham.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Feed-water heater, £328,—Wortliington, Simpson & Co.

South Africa.—Ladysmith.—Corporation. Accepted :

—

Two Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers, with mechanical stokers, super-
heaters, filters, Ac.—Messrs. Reunert & Lenz. Delivery is expected
about the middle of April.

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, February 28tb. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 3 p.ra. Lecture on " Positive Rays," by Sir J. J. Thomson,
Prea. R.S.

eting with the LondonFaraday Society.—Monday, March 1st. Joint
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, March 1st. At Burlington House, W. At
6.80 p.m. Paper on *' Some Engineering Work done by the 277th Railway
Co. (R.E.) in France and Belgium During the War," by Mr. R. H.
Cunningham.

Ront£en Society.—Tuesdav, March 2nd. At the Royal Society of Medicine,
Wimpole Street, W.C. At 8 p.m. Third " Silvanus Thompson Memorial "

Lecture on " Analysis by X-rays," by Prof. W. H. Brags, F.R.S.

Liverpool Enffineering Society. — Wednesday, March 3rd. At the RoyiLi
Institution, Culr]aitt Street. At 8 p.m. Paper on "Water-tube versH."

Cylindrical Boilers iji the Mercantile Marine," hy Mr. K. A. Atkins.

Association of Engineering and Sbipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Wednesday.
March .Srd. At 7.90 p.m. At the Eneineering Fjecture Theatre, Liverpool
University- Mr. D. H. Tates, A.M.LM.E., on "The Una-Flow Steam
Engine." Thursday. March 4th. At 8 p.m. At Milton Hall, Manchester.
Mr. Peter Doig on *'The Screw Propeller." Friday, March 6th, At 7.30

p.m. At the Applied Science Department, Shoffleld University. '* Fl it

Plates," by Mr. C, C. Pounder. A.M.I.M,E. Friday, March 5th. At the
Technical School, Barrow-in-Furness. Mr. M. Coronel on ** Gearintj
Design."

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, March 4th. At the Con-
naught Rooms, Great Queen Street, W.C. (7 for 7.30 p.m.). Annual dinner.

Informal meeting. Monday, March 1st. At the Institute of Patent
Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 7 p.m. Lecture on " The Future
of Labour in the Engineering Industi7," by Mr. R, E. Dickinson.

(Western Centre.)—Monday, March Ist. At the Merchant Venturers'
Technical College, Bristol. At 7 p.m. Lecture on "Electric Clocks," by
Prof. D. Robertson.

(Students* Meeting).—Friday, March 5th. At the City and Guilds
(Engineering) College, South Kensington, S.W. At 7 p m, Address by the
President.

British Industries Fairs.—At the Crystal Palace, London ; Castle Bromwich
Aerodrome, Birmingham ; and the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow. Open until

March 6th.

Junior Institution of Engineers. — Friday, March 6th. At 39, Victoria
Street, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecturette on "Notes on Gauge Testing and
Measuring Appliances," by Mr. F, H. Holt.

NOTES.

The 25,000-KW. Turbo-Alternator at Mancliester.—
In our article on the new plant at Stuart Street generating station,

Manchester, last week, the generating set was inadvertently

described in the foot-lines to figs. 2 and 4 as a "Metropalitan-
Vickers Turbo-Alternator." This description was correct so far as

the alternator was concerned, but the turbine and condensing
plant, as stated in the body of the article, were supplied by the
chief contractors, Messrs. Richardeons, Westgarth it Co., Ltd , of

Hartlepool. The turbine is one of their standard combined impulse-

reaction turbines of the Brown-Boveri type, except for modifica-

tions made by the firm to suit the special conditions at Manchester.

Smoke Abatement.— I^r. Addison, the Minister of

Health, has appointed a Committee to consider the present state of

the law as regards the pollution of the air by smoke and other
noxious vapours, and to advise what steps are deiirable and
practicable to diminish the evils still arising from such pollution.

Lord Newton will be chairman of the new Committee, and Mr.
E. C. H. Salmon, of the Ministry of Health, will act as secretary

;

any communication should be addressed to him at the Ministry of

Health, Whitehall, S.W. 1.

The Status of Engineers.—Application will be made to

the Legislative Assembly of the Province of British Columbia at

the next session on behalf of the Association of Professional

Engineers of British Columbia for a private Bill to be known as

the British Columbia Engineering Profession Act, for the purposes
of governing and regulating the practice of civil, mining, metal-
lurgical, mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineering in that

province, the qualification, examination, and registration of

intending practitioners, discipline of members, and so on.

—

Electrical Aews.

Parliamentary.—In the House of Commons, last week,
the following Bills were read a second time :—Central London and
Metropolitan District Railway Companies (Works) Bill, L.C.C.

(General Powers) Bill, London United Tramways Bill, and the
South Metropolitan Electric Tramways Bill.

The Daily Telegrajih says that objection was taken to the second
reading of the Metropolitan Electric Tramway Bill, and also to

the London Electric Railway Companies' Bill, which deals with an
increase in fares.

Record of Electrical Plant Installed During the War,
—The head of each naval establishment on shore is requested by
the Admiralty to arrange for a summarised description of all new
electrical plant installed during the war in the establishment under
his superintendence, to be forwarded at an early date. Any new
applications of electricity made during the war are also to b^
reported, and a comparison made with pre-war plant and methods.
This information is required in connection with the preparation of
a Technical History of the War by the section of the literary staff

at the Admiralty, of which Commander RoUo Appleyard, R.N.V.R.,
is the head.— United Serricc Gazette.

A Dot-and-Dash Duck.—A correspondent writes :—

A

neighbour of mine who bought some ducks a few weeks ago found
that one of them was exceptionally intelligent, and had an unsually
loud and penetrating voice. He had a friend living about 200 yards
away, to whom he had often wanted to send short messages. My
neighbour, who during the war was a wireless operator on one of
his Majesty's ships, soon discovered that if he took the duck up
in his arms, it rapidly responded with a long-drawn qu-a-a-a-a-ck
when he gently pulled its tail and held it for a second or so,

and that it also readily shot out a short sharp quack when he
pulled the tail and let go instantly. He now sends his messages by
Morse code to his friend, who is looking for an equally intelligent

duck with a voice of 200 yards' range with which to reply.

—

Morniiu] Post.

A.O.E.C.—The annual meeting of the Association of
Officers and Staff Members of Electricity Companies was held at
Caxton Hall, on January 30th, and was well attended. In moving
the adoption of the report, the chairniain, Mr. A. E. Beale, said
that the Association was to be congratulated on Sir Alexander
Kennedy having accepted the presidency of the .Association and on
the imposing list of vice-presidents ; several prominent officials

had declined nomination, being of the opinion that they could moie
effectually assist if they were not officially connected with the
A.O.E.C. The Chairman then touched shortly on the ramifications
of the Association during the year, and laid particular stress on the
Executive Committee's work in connection with the Electricity
Supply Bill. This had resulted in the embodiment of Clause U> in

the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, containing all the essential
provisions embodied in the corresponding clauses of the Acta con-
stituting the Metropolitan Water Board, Port of London Authority,
and Ministry of Transport. He concluded by paying a high
tribute to the hon. secretary, Mr. 0. M. Andrews, for his devotion
to the interests of the Association, and for his efforts in connection
with the Bill. The retiring Executive Committee and officials were
then re-elected for the ensuing year. It was resolved that a testi-

monial should be presented to the hon. secretary in recognition of

his services to the Association.

German Exhibitions in 1920.— During 1920 general

exhibitions will be held at Leipzig, Breslau, Frankfart-on-Maiu,
Konigsberg, and special exhibitions in Berlin, Ditaseldorf , Elberfeld,

Kdnigaberg, Leipzig, and Stuttgart.

—

Timet,
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X-Ray Kinematography. The daily Tress announces

that two French mcilical men. Dr. Formon and Dr. Comaudon, have

produced a combined \-rny and kincma apparatus which, it is

claimed, permits the filming of the interior of animals so as to

show on the screen all the movements of the various orjfans. The
apparatus is expected to be of great assistance to medical science,

especially in the training of students. The films allow every

movement of the orsrans to be watched on the screen, and any
irregnlaritv noted.

Appointments Vacant.—Telep;raph meclianicians (f.'5(»

4- £170). for the Government of the Gold Coast Posts and Telefrraph

Department ; shift engineer (."^.'is "), for the Whalley County Asylum
;

mains assistant (£105 + 20 per cent. + £i»0), for the Portsmouth

Corporation Electricity Department ; substation attendant

t7!)8. lOd.), for the Bootle Corporation Electricity Works ; mains

engineer (£300), for the Wipran Borough Council Electricity

Department ;
plumber-jointer (Sis.) for the Bolton Corporation

Electricity Department; junior charge engineer (tlOO + 20%
+ £H0), for the Barrow Corporition Electricity Department.

See our advertisement pages to-day.

The Calcutta Corporation is invitinnf applications until May Ist,

for the post of lighting' superintendent. A lengthy advertisement,

stating the gas and electrical duties, salary, conditions, &c ,
will be

found in T/ie Timet: for February 23rd.

Tale of a Rat.—An electrical breakdown of an unusual

but, unfortunately, not unprecedented nature, is illustrated in the

accompanying reproduction of a photograph taken at the Daimler

Co 's Radford works. On a recent Thursday night the supply

suddenly failed, and a lengthy investigation of the electrical

equipment resulted in the finding of the body of a badly burnt rat,

which had apparently attempted "to walk across the high-pressure

terminals of an oil-immersed switch. Thereby it started a short-

circuiting current, which had persisted and formed an arc, with
disastrous results, as will be seen in the illustration, to the rat, and
also to the main switch.

Fatalities.—An inquest was held, on February 19th, into

the cause of the death of Harold Bligh Hill, aged IW, an electrician,

employed in the L.C.C. sub-station, Upper Street, Islington, the

previous Saturday night. He and a man named Frank Antill

went to their duties as usual, and about two o'clock deceased went
down into the basement to clean up ; having removed the

screens, although the live pressure was on, he proceeded to clean

one side of the. switchboard using no gloves, whereas under the

regulations, he should not attempt to do any cleaning to

the apparatus while the pressure was on. The telephone bell

ringing, Antill went to answer it, and when he returned to the

basement he found the deceased lying down by the side of the

switchboard, apparently in an unconscious condition ; he summon !d

the police surgeon, who found life was extinct, there being burns
on both hands. Dr. B. H. Spilsbury, the Home Office expert

pathologist, who had made a post-mortem examination of the body
oE the deceased, proved that death was due to an electric shock.

Mr. T. L. Horn, electrical engineer in charge of the electricity

distributing system, said that after the ocourrence he examined
the apparatus and found all in order. Deceased, to do the cleaning

work, should first have made certain that the pressure was off and
the switchboard dead, and under no circumstance should he have
done the work whilst the current was on , for such was highly danger-

ous, and he was by rule forbidden to do such worK alone. It seemed
that he went to do the work whilst his mate had gone upstairs to

attend to the telephone, and whilst the latter wjis away it was
possible, owing to his having removed the screen, for him to have
slipped over a mat, and, in trying to save himself from falling, put

out his hands, which came in contact with the live metal. The
Coroner recorded a verdict of " Accidental death."

The Sydney Kreiiimj .\eivs reports an incjuest on Miss E. 6. M. H.
Vidal (30), at Wollongong, who was ironing, when she was heard

to scream, and was found standing by the table with her hands
" twisted round an electric iron." When the iron was prized out

of her hands she fell to the Hoor, and could not be revived, though
attempts to restore animation were carried on for l-i hours. Mrs.

C. Markham said she had received a shock from the iron previously.

Miss Vidal's slippers were damp, and an inspector for the City

Council, Mr, E F. S. Murphy, said he found the frame of the iron

alive. If she had been on a dry floor, and had had dry footwear

on, she would not have received the shock. The verdict was
" .Vccidental death."

The G E.C. AIl-EIectric House.-On Friday, lastweek.at .

the invitation of the General Electric Co.. Ltd., a Press visit to the
" All-Electric House" exhibited by the company at the Ideal Home
Exhibition, took place ; there was a very large attendance, and
great interest was manifested in the house and its equipment,
which was described in our issue of February 13th, Great credit

is due to the company for the enterprise of which this unique
exhibit is the embodiment ; as we have repeatedly pointed out, the

scarcity and high price of domestic help have brought the subject

of labour-saving appliances in the home into the forefront, and
have created an ideal opportunity for that development of the

applications of electricity in the household which is so long
overdue. The comfort and convenience afforded by the electrical

equipment of the house are sufficient to induce a craving for their

realisation in the breast of every housewife who inspects the

installation, and the exhibit should exercise a marked influence on
progress in this branch of the electrical industry.

Presiding at a luncheon given by the General Electric Co. to its

guests at the Clarendon Restaurant, Mr. Hujjo Hirst said he waa
disappointed with the part played by electricity at the Ideal Home
Exhibition ; there had been a gap of six years, during which the

apparatus had remained in much the same stage of development as

in 1914. Before the war the domestic appliance industry could not

be developed as it should have been, because the supply authorities

would not push the bu3iness adequately : nevertheless, an order for

2,000 electric ovens was put in hand by his company—then the
war put a stop to the work, electric heating and cooking and other
domestic uses of electricity being forgotten in view of the more
important problems that they had to face. Now they were starting

again where they left off ; they would "get there " all right, but
before these apparatus that were exhibited could be used in their

millions, they must lay down factories and produce the goods
cheaply enough to enable the general public to adopt them, and
they must also ensure that electrical energy should be provided
here at as low a price as anywhere. Although labour and coal

were costly, electricity would play a fundamental part in the
national reconstruction ; they must endeavour to produce the

KW.-hour for one tenth of a penny, or even less. Then all houses
would be fitted electrically, at the cost of shillings, where pounds
were now quoted. That was his view of the problem, and the way
in which it should be solved: only thm could the real " electric

home" be attaiied.

In reply to the toast of hi^ health, Mr. Hirst remarked that he
could employ thousands more men but for the Trade Union restric-

tions on output, which delayed the buUding of the new factories

which the General Electric (3o. was erecting.

The arrangements for the visit were in the hands of Mr. H,
Clifford Palmer, and were admirably organised and carried out,

Volnnteer Notes.—The Volunteer Signal Company of

the Royal Engineers, which was formed in Glasgow in UU8, with
Major E. T. Goslin as commanding olficer, has been disbanded.
With the consent of the contributors to the fund which was raised

by the Scottish Centre of the Institution of E'ectrical Engin-
eers and the Electrical Contractors' Association, Major Goslin
has now handed over a balance of £197 to the Benevolent Fund of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Canals and Inland Waterways.— At a meeting of the
Royal Society of Arts held on February 18th, Mr, A. Neville

Chamberlain. M.P,, who presided, stated that the financial con-

dition of inland waterway undertakings was due to the competition
of the railways which were subsidised by the Slate, He considered

that the work of improving matters in this direction should be
carried out by the Government, as private undertakings would not
see in the scheme a paying proposition, Mr, Chamberlain
suggested the formation of Committees to control and operate

the canals and inland waterways.

Electrolytic Copper in France. — According to La
.Jiiurnal Ittiluxtrielle of February llth, for which we are indebted to

the Department of Overseas Trade, a company known as Hydro-
electrique et Metallurgique du Palais during the war constructed a
hydroelectric plant at Le Palais (Vienne), 2 km. from Limoges,
and a works for the production of electrolytic copper, in order to

secure a measure of independence of America in the supply of

copper for war purposes. The works was laid out and equipped
for an annual output ^^ 12,000 tons of electrolytic copper. The
company is contemplating the construction on the Taurion, a
tributary of the Vienne, of new hydroelectric works for similar
purposes, but in view of the existing conditions no date can b«
assigned for their eompletioH.
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The End of the War.

—

The recordin? tape illustrated

below, which we reproflucc from the JiiKrnid of Electricitij, pre-

sents a remarkably graphic history of " the end of the war," over
a year ago, November 11th, 191 S. It is the tape from an American
electrical listeniDgr instrument on the battle front, used to locate

enemy batteries, and is calibrated to show fifths of a second of time.

With photographic accuracy it shows the cessation of artillery

activity on the American sector near the river Moselle, at 1 1 o'clock

on the day of the Armistice.

End-of-the-War Recobd,

The perfection of sound-ranging devices is typical of the many
services rendered by engineering and technical enterprise toward
the winning of the world conflict. These were among the scientific

instruments which the Germans wers never able to produce success-

fully for themselves. The uncanny accuracy of this sound-detecting
equipment is indicated by the record of one instrument which
located 117 gun positions in a single day. The recording micro-
phones were so delicate that their use had never been considered

possible outside of laboratories, yet they were employed with
success amid the din and concussion of heavy bombardments. So
accurately did their data check, that enemy gun positions could be

determined within .50 ft. by instruments several miles away.

Electricity Sapply in Victoria.—We have received from
the Secretary to the Electricity Commissioners of Victoria.

Australia, their report on the utilisation of brown coal and water-

power for the production of electrical energy, which leads them to

the following conclu.sions :—That the necessary steps should le

taken to inaugurate a State scheme for the supply of electrical

energy, and that for this purpose a power house of aa initial

capacity of .^0,000 KW. should be established on the Morwell brown
coal field, at a cost, including the transmission line? and sub-

stations, estimated at £2,737.,S92. It is important that the scheme
should be in operation early in 1923. Hydroelectric power schemes
are in the meantime deferred, pending the completion of investi-

gations now in progress. The Morwell power house should be

linked up with the Newport power house, and both operated under
the control of a single authority. Research work on brown coal

should be continued ; the coal field should be opened up for the

supply of fuel to the public, and the manufacture of briquettes

should be tried. A sum of £150.000 is required to house thj

workmen, and £30,000 for briquetting plant, bringing the total

estimate up to £2,917,382. The Commissioners recommend that

a reduction of import duties should be obtained on items of plant

required for the scheme that cannot be made in Australia,

particularly the alternators.

We are informed that the report has been adopted by the

Victorian Government, the Bill has been passed, and steps are being
taken to proceed with the scheme at once.

Relative Costs of Coal and Oil.—The Board of Trade
Journal has recently published figures collected by H.M. Commercial
Secretary at Washington, showing that, although a few years ago
there was a saving of 102 per cent, in the use of oil fuel, as

compared with an equivalent quantity of coal, the prices of the
two types of fuel have not risen in equal ratio, and so the present

balance is slightly in favour of coal. In the Chicago district, for

instance, the percentage increase in the cost of oil during the last

few years has been 280, while the price of coal has only advanced
67 per cent. These figures are based on heat values only, plant

efiBciency in the case of oil being greater than that obtained by the
use of coal.

Scientific Research in Australia.—A Bill which, when
it becomes law. will create the " Commonwealth Institute of Science

and Industry, " is now on its course through the Federal Legis-

lature. The underlying idea of the measure is to establish a body
that will carry out scientific research work in relation to (1) the

primary industries, and (2) the manufacturing industries. It will

co-ordinate the scientific work which is now being undertaken by
the States, will prevent overlapping and so ensure greater eSiciency.

The Institute is to be controlled by a Directorate of three scientific

directors, who have not yet been appointed. They will be respon-

sible to the Minister for Trade and Customs. Pending the passage

of the Bill, the Advisory Council of Science and Industry, estab-

lished in March. 1916. is preparing the ground, and is exercising

in a preliminary way the functions that will belong to the future

Institute. Researches into many problems affecting Australia have
already been initiated and other investigations previously in

progress have been encouraged and co-ordinated. Amongst other

matters, a scheme for the creation of an Australian Engineering

Standards Association has been prepared and approved by engineer-

ing associations and leading engineers throughout the Common-
wealth. Conferences for the standardisation of structural steel

sections, railway rails and fishplates, and tramway rails have

already been convened, in each case with entirely successful

results.

—

hoard of Tntdp Journal.

Hydraulic Power in the Rumanian Rivers.—H.M.
Commercial Secretary at Bucharest ha3 reported through the

D.O.T. that according to an estimate of the hydraulic reserves

of Rumania published in the Bulletin of the State Railways
there is a total of 841,093 ii.i". which could be transformed

into energy. Ihis conclusion is ba.sed upon the flow in the

rivers at the driest .season of the year. In order to arrive <it

the actual h.p. available it would appear to be the practice

to increase this bv 150 per cent., a course which brings the

total available h.p". up to 2,250,000. The Bulletin states that

in 1913 only 41,000 h.p. was exploited.

INSTITUTION NOTES.
Belfast Association of Eagineers.—Under the auspices of this

Association a paper on " The Ultimate Constitution of Matter " was
read by Mr. W. C. Ward, at the Municipal Technical Institute, on
February 19th. Mr. Alex. Browne (president), occupied the chair

,

and there was a good attendance.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—The annual report for

1919 states that grants in .aid of research work during the year were
as follows:—Alloys, £220; steam-nozzles. £150; hardness tests,

£150; and cutting tools. £100. Mr. A. F. Shore, of Xew York,
was awarded a grant of £20 from the Sir Robert Hadfield Prize

Fund, for a paper on " Hardness Determination," and a grant of

£7 for his paper on " The Measurement of High Degrees of Hard-
ness," was made to Mr. .1. Innes. The accounts show an income of

£22.684. against an expenditure of £24.843, a loss on the vfar

of £2,159.
b.F.E.A.—The annual dinner of the Xorth-Eastem Division was

held on the nth inst.. at the Savoy Restaurant, Newcastleon-Tyne,

under the presidency of Mr. A. S. Blackman. M.I.E.E.. M.I.M E.

Mr. A. L. Lunn. Past President of the E P E.A., in proposing the

toast of " The Guests," said he was pleased to note the presence of

60 many chief engineers. The Association was not looked upon
with favour when it commenced its activities, but events hail

proved that it was started at the right time. Ee had recently read

in the journal of the Electrical Trades Union, that " there was
only one fly in the ointment, and that was the E.P,E,.\.." and thoy

were going to dig it out, but the E.P.E.A. was here to stay, and
its work should have commenced 25 years ago.

Mr. R. P. Sloan, C.B.E., M.I.E.E., in responding to the toast, said

he had always felt a great interest in the work of the E.P.E.A.

He noted that the membership of the Association had increased

by 40 per cent, during the previous year. The E.P.E.A. had been

a benefit to the electricity supply industry, as it had been the

means of compelling the employers to come together. The
objects of the E.P.E .4. were laudable ones, and they could rely

upon his sympathy and support.

Mr. E. Moxon proposed the toast of the E P.E.A., and Mr. C.

Vernier, M.I.E.E.. in response, indicated the work of the Associa-

tion in connection with the Electricity (Supply) Act, and the issue

of Award No. 9,281. In his op nion. the most important work that

the Assoeia ion had accomplished wai the formation of the

National Joint Board of Employers and Staff Members (Electricity

Supply Industry! This Board was actively engaged at the

moment in the consideration of the minimum salaries of the

technical staffs of the undertakings, and its work was of great

importance to all concerned.

An interesting and enjoyable musical entertainment waj pro-

vided to the appreciation of all present.

Royal Institution.—On March >ith and 10th Sir John Cadman's
postponed lectures on "Modern Development of the Miner's Safety

Lamp," and " Petroleum and the War,' wUl be delivered.

Physical Society of London.

—

.\t the annual general meeting on
February 13th, Prof. C. H. Lees, F.R.S., delivered his presidential

address, on "The Temperature of the Earth's Interior." The
foundation of an International Union of Physics was unanimously
approved, and it was announced that Prof. W. H. Bragg, C.B.E.,

F.R.S., had been elected president, the secretaries being Mr. D.

Owen, D.Sc, andMr. F. E. Smith, O.B.E, F.R.S. ; foreign secre-

tary. Sir Arthur Schuster. F.R.S. ; and treasurer, Mr. W. R.

Cooper, M.A.

Bradford Engineering Society At a meeting at the Technical

College on February liith. Major S, Utting, M,I.M.E.. A.M.I.E.E.,

lectured on " Induced Draught for Boiler Installations, " with
sjiecial reference to the ' Prat ' System." The chair was occupied
by the President (Mr. W. Leach).

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The third ordinary meet-

ing of the LlvEBPoi.L Sih-Cestre was held, on February 16th,

at the University, Liverpool, when Lieut.-Col. F. C. Aldous, D.S.O.,

and Mr. A. L. Soanes delivered a joint lecture on " Electric Power
Supply in the Rhine Valley. " Prof. E. W. Marchant presided over

a large attendance of members. Lieut. -Col. Aldous deliveied the

first part of the lecture, which dealt with the Electrical Features

of Power Supply in the Rhine Valley, Mr. Scanes following with a

brief description of the Mechanical Features. The lecture waa
illustrated by a large number of interesting lantern slides. A
discussion followed, in which Messrs. Dickinson. T. D. Clothier. W.
Lang, Ohlson, Povey, and the chairman took part. The lectnrara

suitably replied.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tht Kditort invite electrical engineert, whether connected with ths

technical or the commercial side of the profession and induttry,

also electric tramicay and railway officials, to keep readers of tM
Electrical Review posted as to their morements.

The Electricity Commissioners.—In our last issue we
published the announcement of the appointment of four of

the Electricity Commissioners—Sir John Snell, Mr. H. Booth.

Sir Joan F. C. Snell,

Mr. \\'. \\'. Lackie, and Mr. A. Page—with portraits of the
two last named. We now have pleasure in reproducing the
portraits of the Chief Electricity Commissioner. Sir John
Snell, and Mr. Booth. In our issue of June 26th. 1914.

p. 1075, we had already given a short biography of Sir John

H. Booth.

Snell, together with his portrait, oh the occasion of his

knighthood, whilst he was president-elect of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers.
It is beUeved that the fifth Commissioner will be Mr. Hay-

ward, of the London County Council.

tin November 19th, the Hiu.kucy U.U. referred ba^k to the

i^tablishment and General Purposes Committee for further

consideration the recommendation to mcrease the salary of

Mr. L. L. Robinson, the borough electrical engineer, from
£750 to £1,050 per annum, rising to ±'1,'200 per annum. On
prc^ecding to further con.sider the matter, the committee
had before it a communication dated November 24th by Mr.
Kobinson, askmg for remuneration in accordance with the

scale authorised by the Associated Municipal KlectncaJ En-
gineers (Great Britain and Ireland). After conferring with
the Electricity Committee on the question, a joint meeting
of the two committees passed a resolution expressing the

opinion that the above-mentioned scale should be adopted
from April 1st, 1920, it being understood that the addition

to the basic salary for new consumers should not exceed j£250

in any year. The salary for the year commencing April 1st,

1920, under the scale, will be made up as follows : Basic salaxy

i'1,000, plus ±169 additional for consumers, plus £175 10s.,

being 15 per cent, to cover the extra cost of living in London,
plus £Vii 10s., an over-all 10 per cent, increase lor deprecia-

tion of money values, giving a total of £'1,479. The com-
mittee recommends ; That as from .April 1st, 1920, the scale

of salary of the A.M.E.E. (Groat Britain and Ireland) be
adopted in respect to the salary of the borough electrical

engineer on the understanding that the addition to the basic

•salary in regard to tne number of consumers is not to exceed
a maximum of £250 in any year.

Mr. F. C. Wilson has been elected chairman of the Liver-

ixx)l Tramways Committee, in succession to Aid. BusseU
i'aylor.

\Ve are informed that Mr. E. G. B.4KER has resigned his ap-

pointment with the Morccambo Corporation electricity works.
After two months' holiday on account of ill-health, Mr.

F. H. PiUDD, Corixsration electrical engineer at Rochdale, has
now resumed duty.
Wigan Tramways Committee has appointed Mr. K. HoG-

(i.4RD, formerly chief traffic assistant to the Sheffield Cor-
poration Tramways, to be traffic superintendent, at £275 per
year.

Liverpool Tramways Committee has decided to recommend
the City Council to appoint Mr. P. Priestley as general
manager of the Corporation tramways, to succeed Mr. C. W.
Mallins.

Stirling T.C. has increased the salary of the electrical en-
gineer, Mr. W. R. Murray, by £50 a year to £350.

Obituary.—Mr. E. G. Way.—^The death has occurred, at

the age of 37 years, of Mr. Edwin George \vay, of the firm of

Wort & Way, electrical engineers, of Salisbury, and Radnor
House, Downton, Wilts.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Electroducer, Ltd. (163,977).—Private companv. Regis-
tered February 12th. Capital, £2.300 in 40 " A " shares of £m each and
ti.OOO *' B " shares of is. each. To acc^uire patents and rights, to enter into

agreements with manufacturers for th.? right to manufacture and eel) the

company's electric cooking appliances, and to enter into an agreement with

C. H. Lauth. The first directors are: C. H. Lauth, 11, Highbury Mansions,

N.l; T. Jacob, The Oaks, Barnet I.ane, Elstree; T. Plant, 98, Balham Park
Road, S.W.; G. Maunsell, 116, Grosvenor Road, N.5. Registered office: 334,

Upper Street, Islington, N.

R. W. Crabtree & Sons, Ltd. (163,908) .—Registered
February 10th. Capital, £600,000 in fl shares (300,000 3 pe:

tive preference). To carry on the business of electrical,

mechanical, motor, hydraulic and general engim
makers, &c. Minimum cash subscription, 7 shares. lh»

e, Leeds; A. E. Crabtree, \Vi

fitter:

cumula
manufacturing,

founders, boiler

^ane, Leeds; E,

Gillett, Hawthorn Road, Willesden G
Middlesex. Qualification, £2,000 "
extra for the chairman). Solicitt

enue, E.C.
Ashu

Terrev, 28, Keith Road, Hayes,
£200 each per annum (£50
ris. Crisp &. Co., 17, Throg-Moi

Regis-Radio Press, Ltd. (164,035).—Private companv.
tered February ISlh. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To carry on tl

of proprietors and publishers of newspapers, journals, magazines. Iwoks, &c.,

dealing with radio telegraphy and telephony, submarine signalling, &c. The
subscribers (each with one share) are: B. ijinyon, 34. Norfolk Street. W.C,
managing director; E. A. B. Snoaden, 34, Norfolk Street, W.C, secretary.

Table " A " mainly applies. Registered ofKce : 34, Norfolk Street, W.C.

West Yorkshire Motors, Ltd. (164,097).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 14lh. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. To take over

the business of a wire worker carried on by F. G. Brockway, at Providence

.Street. Elland. 'i'orks., and to carry on the same and the business of manu-
facturers of and dealers in electric motors and dynamos, generating plant, &c.

The subscribers (each with one share) are : F. G. Brockwav. 24. Waverley
Road, Elland, wire manufacturer; E. Turner, 18. Huddersficld Road, Elland,

.electrical engineer. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Regis-

lered office : Providence Street. Elland, Vorks.

Standard Electric Welding Co., Ltd. (164,324).—Private
company. Registered February 20th. Cipital. £5,000 in 10s. shares. To
carry on the business indicated' by the title, and to adopt an agreement with

the Shipbuilding and Engineering Appliances Co., Ltd. The first directors

are: J. D. Andrew, 24, Grainger Street West, Newcastle-on-Tyne, consulting

engineer; \V. J. Pickersgill, Eden House, Newcastle Road. Sunderland, ship-

builder; T. H. Pattinson, 2. Esplanade, Sunderland, shipbuilder; T. W.
Crozier, 25. Marine Terrace, Blvth, shipbuilder; ]. H. Readhead. East Garth.

South Shields, shipbuilder. Registered office : 24, Grainger Street West,

Xcwcastle-on-Tyne.

Technical & General Advertising Agency, Ltd. (164,186).
—Private company. Registered February 17lfi. Capital, £1.000 in £1 shares.

To carry on the business indicated by the title. The subscribers (each with

one share) are: H. E. Littlewood. 9. Ashburnham Gardens. Upminster.

solicitor's clerk; T. Haney. 68, Thornhill Road, N.l. solicitor's clerk. Table
" A " mainly applies. Solicitors : Vint, Hill & Killick, Commercial Bank
Buildings, Bra:lior!
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London Mica and General Supply Co., Ltd. (163,926).—
Private company. Registered February Jith. Capiljl. £1,000 in £1 sharM
To take over the business of a mica and general merchant carried on by S.

Grout, at Islington, as the London Mica and General Supply Co. The first

directors are: S. Grout, 13, St. Helen's Park Road, Hastings; F. A. Smith, 6,

Beatrice Road, Walthamstow ; W. Beaumont, Firniehill, Blatchington Road,
Tunbridge Wells. Registere'd office: 51, I'ppvr Street, Islington, N.

R. Cranmer Brown, Ltd. (164,229).—Private company.
Registered February ISth Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business of electrical, mechanical and general engineers, contractors, &c.,

carried on as " T. P. Pollitt & Co., Ltd.," at 9, Wellington Street, HulL
The first directors are: G. H. King. Xormont, Kelvinside Gardens, Glasgow;
R. C. Brown. 157, Boulevard, Hull. Solicitor : H. Wniv, Hull. Registered

office : 9. Wellin^jton Street, Hull.

Fletcher Electro Salvage Co., Ltd. (164,150).—Private
company. Register.d February 17th. Capital. £10,000 in £1 shares. To take
over the business ol electro depositors of metal carried on by R. J. Fletcher

and G. Martin at 3. Penarth Street. Old Kent Road. S.E.. as " Fletcher &
Martin." The subscribers (each with one share) are : W. C. Petrie, 2. Tudor
Street, E.C., manufacturer; R. J. Fletcher, 3, Penarth Street, Old Kent
Road. S.E.. engineer. The first directors are not named. Registered office:

3. Penarth Street, Old Kent Road, S.E.

Charles Parker (London), Ltd. (164,067).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 14th. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over

the business of manufacturing electric-al engineer, magneto specialist, &c.,

carried on by C. C. Parker at 75. Park Road North, .Acton. W. The first

directors are : C. C. Parker. 13, Hardwitke Road, Chis-vick, \V.3, manufac-
turing electrical engineer (permanent managing director): R- J- Hewett, 12.

Hardwicke Road. Chiswick Park, W.3. Secretary : Phyllis M. Hesilridge.

Solicitors : .\. E. Griffiths & Son, «, Bedford Row, W.C.

Anglo-French Engineering Co., Ltd. (164,246).—Private
company. Registered February 19lh. Capital, £.'.0.000 in £1 shares. To
carry o.i the business of mechanical, electrical and general engineers. Sic,

The subscribers (each \yilh one share) are : .-\. M. Ingledew, 4, Mount Stuart

Square, Cardiff, solicitor: .\. D. Grealrex, 1-2. Fenchurch Avenue. E.C.3,

steamship manager. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors.

Solicitors : Ingledew i Sons. 4. Mount Stuart Square. CardiB.

Jovel Engine (England), Ltd. (164,268).—Registered
February 19th. Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares. To acquire from the Jovel

Engine '(P:.rent) Co., Ltd., the benefit within the .V.K. and Isle of Man of

an existing invention relating to rotaiy internal-combustion engines, Xc. The
first directors are: J. A. \ielle, 81. Alleyn Park. S.E.21: R. W. Jodrey.

Chocorna, High Road, .\.20: E. A. Kite, 31, Warwick Gard. ns, W.; J. W. R.
Brvant, Onslow Court Hotel. S.W.7.- Solicitors : E. A. Kite. 2. Dean's Yard,
S.\V. Registered otiice : 17. Waterloo Place. S.W.

United Weldings and Electrical Co., Ltd. (164,283).—
Private company. Registered February 19th. Capital, £5,0U0 in £1 shares.

To take over the businesses of electrical and oxy-acetylene welders, electrical,

mechanical and sanitary engineers, &c., carried on at 116, Chorlton Road,
Stretford. as the I'nitcd Weldings and Electrical Co., and at 3, Carter Street,

Greenheys, M:mch.ster, as " Robinson Bros." The subscribers (each with

one share) are : Mrs. H. Pearson, 37. Park Street. Chorlton-on-Medlock, Man-
chester; Lily .M. Pearson, 37, Park Street, Chorlton-on-.Medlock. Manchester;

G. J. Robinson. 80, Shreyvsbury Street, Brooks Bar, .Manchester, engineer.

The first directors are : G. Robinson and C. H. Pearson (managing director).

Registered office ; 3, Carter Street, Greenh. vs. Manchester.

Cavan Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. (4,895).—Pri-
vate company. Registered in Dublin. February 4th. Capital. £4.000 in £1

shares. To carry on the business indicated bv the title. I'he first directors

are: H. McCau'ley. Farnhain Hotel, Cavan, hotel proprietor; A. McCarren.

Dromkeen, Cavan, pork merchant: J. F. O'Hanlan. "Anglo Celt," Cavan,
journalist; R. Cinnamond. Church Street, Cavan. fiesher; J. Cullen, New
House. Cavan. wine merchant. Secretary : P. Reilly. Registered office :

Main Street, Cavan.

Newtownbarry Electric Light Co., Ltd. (4,873).—Private
company. Registered in Dublin. January 9th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares.

To carry on the business indicated bv the title. The subscirbers (e.nch with

one share) are: G. T. Lewis. Weston, Newtownbarry. draper; D. Lennon,

Main Street, Newtownbarry, general merchant. The first directors are : R.

W. Hall-Dare, N. Thackerv. D. Lennon. D. E. J. Lawlor and G. Lewis.

Secretary : G. Lewis. Registered office : Newtownbarry, Co. Wexford.

Turner & Newall, Ltd. (163,992).—Private company.
Registered February 12th. Capital. £3,000,000 in £1 shares (not more than

1.000,000 7 per cent, cumulative preference and the remaind.r ordinary).

Objects : To take over the businesses of (,.) Turner Brothers Asbestos Co..

Ltd. (incorporated in 1899), ((>) the Washington Chemical Co.. Ltd. (incor-

porated in 1893), and (r) of Newhalls Insulation Co., Ltd. (incorporated in

1908), and to carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

asbestos, cotton, rubber goods, belting, packings, fire appliances, boiler and

pipe coverings. 4c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : Sir Samuel

Turner. Chaseley, Rochdale: F. S. Newall. Castle Hill. Wylam. Northumber-

land, chemical manufacturer. The first directors are : Sir Samuel Turner.

F. S. Newall, R. Turner. G. S. Newall. C. H. Turner. S. Turner, jun.. and

H. R. Turner. Solicitor : G L. Collins. Lower Gates. Rochdale.

Chiswick Ignition Works. Ltd. a64, Oil).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 13lh. Capital, £1.000 in £1 shares. To c.iriv

on the business of electrical engineers and contractors. S:c.. and to enter into

an agreement with L. H. Lamkin. The subscribers (each with one share)

are : L. H. Lamkin, 42, Durham Road. South Ealing, W .;. electrical engi-

neer; F. Hales. 121, Harthani Road. Isleworth. clerk. The first directors are

not named. Solicitor: J. A. T. Good. 40. Chancery Lane. W C.

Electric Fires, Ltd. (164,072).—Private company. Regis-
tered Feb.uarv 14th Capital. £10.000 in 4.000 10 per cent, cumulative pre-

ference and 5.900 ordinary shares of £1 each an! 2,000 founders' shares of

Is. each. To acquire and turn to account any inventions relating to elec-

trical or other fires, radiators, stoves. &c. Life directors : C. H. .Smith. 32.

Parliament Hill. N.W.. electrical engineer; F. L. Newhouse. The Old Farm

House, West Kunton, Norfolk, manufacturer. Solicitor : J. N. Watts, .55 and

56, Chancery Lane. W.C.

P.S.C. Co., Ltd. (164,124).—Private company. Regis-
tered February 16th. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares (1,000 cumulative prefer-

ence). To carry on the business of electrical engineers, agents for commu-

tator bar copper and other requisites for the engineering and allied trades.

The sifbscribers (each with one share) are : Major P. Carton. Inglenook. G<>r-

rards Cros^. Bucks: Capt. J. M. Campbell. 37. Queen's Club Gardens. S.W.7.

The first directors are: Major P. Garton. Caot. J. M. Campbell. Major A. P.

Reed and Major C Suckling. Registered office : W. Virloria Street. West-

minster. S.W.

Anerlev Engineering Works. Ltd. (164,245) —Private
ronipanv. Registered February I9tli Capital. £500 in £1 shares. To carry

on tti.- business of electrical and general engineers and contractor*. Xc. The

subscribers (each with one share) are: E. Harrison. RAG. Cluh. Pall Mall.

SW engineer- W Baines Broad Street House. EC.!, clerk. The first

dil-Kt'ors are: E. Harrison, G. Harrison and E. Reyd. Registered office: 97.

A«erley Road. S.E.20.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Dartmoor Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Issue registered
January 30lli, I'.l2ll, ol lljUO debr-ntures, pan of a series of Sj.OOS already

Hall Pearn & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on land and premise*
in Water Street and B:ick Water Street. Manchester, subject to certain rent
charges, registered January 29th, 192U, to secure £3,600. Holder : G. A. T.
Jesson, Endsley, Swinton.

Sheerness & District Electric Power & Traction Co., Ltd.
—Satisfaction registered January 20th. 19-20, to the extent of £200, balance
of charge registered February 15th, 1915.

North Wales Power & Traction Co., Ltd.—Particulars
filed January 20th. 1920 (by permission of Court) of £250.000 debentures
charged on land and hereditaments, ;ind the company's undertaking and pro-
perty, present and future, including uncalled capital, amount of present issue

being £200,000.

Creed & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on 1, 2 and 3, -Addiscombe
Road, Croydon, registered January 2nd, 1920. to secure £3.000. Holder : Dr.
H W. Drew, Blatchington. Seaford.

CITY N0TE5.

Mr. R. H. Bensou presided at the annual
London Electric meeting on February 20th. He said the

Supply present was a crucial moment in the for-

Corporation, tunes of the electrical industry; its future
Ltd. as always, was a political question. The

speaker gave an interesting review of the
pioneering work and the difficulties of the early years of the
Deptford undertaking. He saitf that the value of the pioneer-
ing enterprise of the companies could never be overestimated.
Municipalities followed, and obtained provisional orders, and
in some cases actually competed with the companies. He
hojjed that at la.st all the undertakers, whether companies or
local authorities, would work together in unison to supply
cheap power and plenty of it under the new Act. If we had
kept the lead that we had in 1SS8 the German -\.E.G. and
the American G.E.C. might have been secondaiy concerns
to-day, or at least Great Britain might have kept .Tbrea.'4 and
furnished electrical plant to the world as well a.'; to our in-

dustries at home. .\s matters stood, they had several times
ha-d to go abroad for their plant; and even to-day British
makers could not accept orders, and it was neces,sary to go
to Switzerland. Tlie speaker went on to inquire why Britain
lost the lead, and he lilained Parliament He discussed the
position of power supply in the London district. In order to

enable all the London companies to pool their resources and
experience, a little company called The London Electricity

(Joint Committee) 19'20, Ltd.. had been registered. This- was
an outcome of the Electricity Supply Bill. At a moment
when economy in public finance was imperative, the feeling

prevailed that, apart from the improvidence of dismembering
existing organisations and scrapping technical and local ex-
perience, the Treasury might well be appalled at the prospect
of having to find ^'200,000,000 or more for compulsory pur-
chase of existing plant and development of super-stations up
and down the country, especiallv at the moment when con-
fronted with vast expenditure for housing. In the London
district alone the value of existing plant might perhaps be
put at £'23.000.000. and it was probable that as much again
could well be spent in the eour.se of the next ten years. The
financial problem of finding the money in such a way as not
to be a burden to the State, but a positive source of revenue,
and a contribution to the relief of taxation, was. in his

opinion, not insoluble. Success depended on two main things :

(1) increased output of power and no handieaj>s; (2) the
rest-oration of the credit of the industry and active support
at Westminster instead of harassing conditions. It was the
first rule of finance to make the best possible .security, to he

ab.sorbed by the savings of the public, from the well-to-do

down to the humblest.
Ix)rd .\shfield (chairman and managing

London director) presided at the meeting of the
L'nderj^round London Electric RaOway Co. and the Met-

Electric ropohtan District Railway, on February
Railways. 19th. At the former, he .said he hoped

that before long thev would be able to

sufficiently advance fares to avoid further need for the

Government subsidv, and to ensure that the stability of their

undertakings should be maintained. The increase in gross

receipts was £'261.49-5. but the expenses advanced bv f'244.30S.

The purchase of 40 new carriages had been authorised during

the vear. The co.st of this rolling stock, which was similar

to that now in use. was .£177.700. which was about fMO per

cent, more than in lOl.'i. \ further £28.000 expenditure on

capital account included £2.''.000 for equipping lifts with

landing control. Thov had not been able to unde'-take further

necessarv and sub.stantial improvements because of the pre.«ent

verv unsati«factorv results from op.'rit;on of the undertaking.

Speaking of the aggregate results r,f the fire companies, the

speaker said that on n total capital of £20.n8.4'20 there was

» balance of onlv £i96.^9.7 available for dividend. The sub-

sidv of f566,.370 from the Government must some day be

wiped awav, and increased revenue from passengera mnst
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take the place of that subsidy. In none of the five companies
were they able to set aside sufficient to lueet depreciation in
the value of the rolliug stoek and equipment, espocinlly when
they took into account tlie enormously euluinced prices. If

those allo«aiice.s were made they had failed to earn sufficient

to meet their actual charges without any dividend maigin.
To have provided enough to pay their expenses and a very
modest return ot 4 per cent., the public would have had to

pay £l;2fli,6•2^) in increased fares. Lord Ashheld proceeded
to give ligures to illustrate the advances in costs since 1913.

The ratio of working expenses to gross receipts to-day was
higher than in 1919, and they were confronted with demands
for further incieases in wages. lu their Bill they were asking
for power to charge such fares as would secure a revenue that

would maintain the stability of the inidertakings.

Speaking at the nictating of the Metropohtan District Rail-

way, Lord Ashlield s;iid that the arrangement between the
five companies had been described as an " unholy alliance,"

and harmful to the pubhc interests. He disagreed. The
object of the arrangement was to give t-emporary assistance

to any one of the companies which might meet with a period
of adversity. If it were brought to an end it would not prove
to anybody's advantage. He could not believe that the
Government would go on indefinitely paying a subsidy to

secure to the London public a system of transport the costs
of which were greater than the revenue received from the
passengers. They had on each passenger an actual loss of

.07d., and if they had regard to the necessity for making
adequat-e allowance' for depreciation and for the increased
cost of all equipment, and w-ere to pay 4 per cent, return, the

actual loss pei passenger during 1919 would have been .38d.

per passenger. Since the war labour costs had increased by
173 per cent., coal prices by 18'2 per cent., and petrol by 280
per cent. Their Bill sought poiver to increase the maximum
chai'ges and to aboUsh the workman's fares. It should not
be the responsibihty of the companies to determine whether
or not any particular section of the community should be
carried at the exi^ense of another section. On the average
fare paid by a workman for a single journey last year there
was a loss of nearly one halfpenny on the average cost of

a journey. Somebody else had to make that diflerence good.
On February "iOth Lord Ashfield presided at the meeting

of the City & South London Railway. He said that on that
railway they had during the rush hoai-s of traffic practically

reached the point of saturation, and substantial improvement
in ear-nings could not be effected through 'any increase in

passengers carried. They had silent during the year ±'2'2,300

upon var'ious impro%"ements which formed part of an expendi-
ture of £'"2,300,000, which though a public need, could not l>e

carried out until the financial position of the undertaking
improved. They had powers to raise fares, but were not
acting on them, because they were waiting to join in w'itn

a general scheme, in the hope that there would be established
in London a system of fares more or less upon a uniform
basis.

On the same day Lord Ashfield also presided at the meeting
of the Central London Railway. He referred to the advancing
exjienses, and to the new demands, which together led to

their seeking Parliamentary powers to increase the maximum
charges. He also mentioned the new [Xjwers that are being
sought to extend the railway from Shepherd's Bush to fonn
a junction with the L. A: S.W. Railway.

The Fabrik Isolierter Drahte vorm.
German Vogel. of Berlin, reports gross profits ' f

Companies. 5,030,(HX» marks for 191cS-19, as compared
with 4,480,000 marks in the preceding year.

After writing off depreciation the net profits amount to

1,780,CKX) marks, as against 2,7"20,000 marks, and the dividend
is at the rate of 18 per cent., as in 1917-18. It is proposed
to increase the share capital by 4,000,000 marks to 11,500,000

marks.
The accounts of the Elektrowerke A.G., of Berlin, whose

share and loan capital is held by the Government, have just

been issued for the year ended March 31st, 1919. The com-
pany's works are built on the Golpa lignite fields, and supply

energy to the Imjierial nitrogen works at Piesteritz. After

meeting general expenses, interest cUarges, &c.. the accounts
show gross profits of '2.003,000 marks, which gum has been
written off for depreciation, as against 227,000 marks applied

to that purpose ui 1917-18,

The directors of the Elektrische I>icht und Kraft Anlagen.
A.G., of Berlin, rc(xirting on the year 1918-19. state that the
situation of the eompanv would justifv favourable hopes were
it not for the fact that the increase on the loan of 8,000,000

marks laised in liW was also payable in Swiss francs and
redeemable in 3927. The payment of intere.st in francs had
so prejudiced the otlieiwise satisfactory results for 1918-19

that it was impossible to distribute any dividend, which was
also the case in the precedins year.

The report of the T«lephonfabrik A.O. vorm. .T. Berliner, of

Hanover, states that the working results in 1918-19 were un-
favourably influemed throns>h the circumstanc*" that the
wor.st pt-riod of thecrisls ti>ik place in the year. The factory

at Olmntz was sold, but no reliable information was available

<onceruing the works at Budapesth. After making provision

foi- depreciation the ac'counts show net profits of 678,000

marks, as compared with L194,000 marks in 1917-18, and the
dividend is at the rate of 6 per cent., as against 10 per oent.

in the previous year.

Fife Tramway, Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Presiding at

the annual ordinary iiicctiuy, hold in Edinburgh, Mr. Wm.
lx)W, LL.D., U.B.E., submitted figures showing that the
profits of the company had steadily increased every year
until last year they came to i'43,5Ul, compared with i38,652
in the previous year, and ±'30,577 in 1917. The figures, he
said, were very satisfactory, particularly in view of the fact

that the company was not assisted by any special war con-
tracts. The power compauj' was making steady progress, the

total units sold during the year' amounting to 14,S91,il2, being
an increase of i,ti0C»,000 units compared with the previous year.

1 lie gross receipts from the sale of electricity amounted to

approximately £73,oOU, as compared with £53,ltJ0, but the
company did not obtain the full oenefit of the increased busi-

ness owing to costs rising lapiilly and the increased charge
to the consumer lagging behmd the increased costs. There
were over 300 applicants on the waiting list, totalling some-
thing like 3,(KX) H.p. The dividend on the ordinary shares

is at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

City of London Electric Ligtiting Co., Ltd.^Dividend on
the company's preference shares for lylt), 12s. per share,

being at the fuU rate of b per cent, per annum ; and on the
ordinary shares, 20s. per share, being at the rate of 10 per
cent. j)er annum. In addition the directors recommend a
bonus of 6s. per ordinary share, being the equivalent of 3
per cent, on account of reductions of dividends during the
war, thus restoring the rate of chvidend paid for 1914 and
1915 to the pre-war rate of 10 per cent., leaving the reductions
in 1916, 191/, and 1918 to be dealt with in the future. This
bonus will also be subject to the deduction of income tax.

After the payment of the dividends and bonus, less income
tax, and providing for other appropriations, about ±23,000
remains to be carried forwai'd.

Oxford Electric Co., Ltd.—Net revenue for 1919, includ-

ing ±200 brought forwaid, ±10,065. Debentme and sundry
interest ±2,126; 5 per cent, dividend on preference capital;

5 per cent., less income tax, on ordinary shares; carried

forward ±188. The improvement in local commercial con-

ditions consequent upon the resumption of academic hfe
resulted in an increased output during the last quarter of the

year. It is expected that the improvement will be main-
tained. The new' business obtained has been quite satisfac-

tory. Capital expenditure during the war has been met
almost entirely out of revenue, but in order that profits may
be distributed and fimds provided for plant and machmery
to meet the anticipated increased demand this policy caimot
be continued any longer; an issue of capital will therefore

be made in the near future.

Torquay Tramways Co., Ltd.—Total profit for 1919

±33,248, against ±27,178 for 1918. After deductmg debenture
interest and .sinkmg funds, Ac, the balance is ±25,548, plug

±2,904 brought forward. To reserve and renewals ±10,000;

reserve for equalisation of dividends ±3,000; 8 per cent,

dividend on ordinary shares, ±9,600; carried forward, subject

to excess profits duty, ±5,786. Ten motor omnibuses on
order should be delivered shortly. Passengers carried

6,571,441, against 5,729,073 in 1918. Car miles run 561,522,

against 578,768 in 1918. Average receipts per car mile 23.71d.,

against 19.60d. in 1918. Average receipts pei- passenger, 2.03d,,

against 1.98d. in 1918. Cost of energy per car mile 2.62d.,

against 2.24d. in 1918.

Cambridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—For 1919 there was
a total profit of .±8,6-57 plus ±2,552 brought for-ward. Deben-
ture and other interest absorb ±1,866, depreciation fund
±2.500. 5 i)er cent, dividend is to be paid, and ±2.382 carried

forward. Further money must be raised to provide for mains
extensions, Ac. The remaining ±1 per .share on 9,911 shares

is to be called up and a further- ±10,000 is to be raised by the

issue of debentures for a i>eriod of 10 years, carrying interest

at 7^ per cent, per annum. The offer will first be made to

the shareholders. Mr. D. Miinsey has resigned, after 27 years

as a director, owing to advancing years.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—The
eompanv announces that assents having been received from

the shareholders for exchange of the requisite number of

shares, the directors are completing the transaction men-
tioned in the company's circular letter dated February 7th,

1920. The option offered to the shareholders to exchange their

present shares for shares in the new company will remain

open until after the annual general meeting, which will be

held as early as iiossible in March.

Mersey Railway Co.—For 1919 the amount available for

pavment' of interest is ±48,113. Interest on new first per-

l^etual debenture stock ±26,775. Interest 4 per cent, on 1866,

3 per cent, on 1871, 3 per cent, on 1882/3/5, and 1 per cent

on the B debentme stock. Carried forw;ard ±60. The company

is applying to Parhament for an extension of five years of the

period during which the payment of interest on certain of

the debenture shocks is contingent on the available net

revenue of the company.

Charing Cross, West End & City Electricity Supply Co.,

Ltd.—Dividend on the ordinarv share capital of the West
r^nd undertakings for the half-vear ended I>eceniber 31sl,

1919, at the rate of os. per share, making, with the interim

divj&enll already distributed, 7 per oent. for the year 1919.
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Lancashire United Tramways Co.—During 1919 the
combined traffic receipts ot tlie operating companies amounted
to £194,987, and electrical energy sold and miscellaneoas
receipts to £->,'2,10i> ; total £217,092; less working expenses,
i'1'28,586; cost of generafing electrical energy sold, ±16,621;
general charges, £9,066; rent of leased lines, £5,191; total

£159,464, leaving £57,628, to which must be added the divi-

dend on holding in the New St. Helens and District Ti-amways
Co., £3,068, giving a profit on the combined undertakings f

£60,696. The receipts show an increase of £35,051. The in-

crease in expenditure amounted to £41,798. The 25 motor
coaches mentioned in last year's reiwrt are in service. The
results were so satisfactory that the directors have decided
to extend this side of the undertaking, and have put on order
a further 30 vehicles. The interest and dividends received
from the operating companies, together with motor coach and
sundry receipts, amounted to £37.965. .\fter deducting in-

terest on the prim- lien debenture stock and expenses, the full

interest of 5 per cent., less tax, will be paid on the second
mortgage debenture stock for 1919. £7.219 remaining is

carried to depreciation account.

St. James' & Pall Mall Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Dur-
ing 1919 connections were increased from 1H,114 KW. to

18,902 KW.; 12.190.175 units were supplied to consumers. Net
profits £35,001, plus £4,576 brought forward. After paying
7 per c«nt. on the preference shares and 12 per cent, on the
ordinary, £8,577 is to be carried forwai'd. The report makes
reference to the Electricity Supply Bill, in the same terms
as in the case of the report of the Westminster Electric Supply
Corporation (see Elf.c. Rev., February 2Uth). Units generated
by steam plant 395,545; purchased 15,860,440 = 16. '2.55,985; con-
sumed as follow's : Private .supply. 12.190,175; works, 249,743;
batteries, 199.834; transmission and transformation, 2,905,054;
distribution, &c., 711,179.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the undermentioned U- be officially quoted :

—
Chili Telephone Co., Ltd.—11,000 shares of £5 each, fuUy

paid.

Electro-Bleach & By-Producfs, Ltd.—Ordinary shares of 10s.

each, fully paid ; and 7 per cent, participating preference shares
of £1 each, fuUy paid.

Melbomne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Seven per cent, first

cumulative preference shares of £1 each.

Smithfield Markets Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Gross
profit tor 1919 £6,588, against £470, and the net profit £5,464,
against a loss of £1,749 last year. £2,000 to depreciation
fund, £400 to debenture stock redemption fund. After de-
ducting the balance at debit of profit and loss account -it

the end of 1918, the balance is £2,529, out of which 2 per
cent, is to be paid on the ordinary shares and £1,329 is

carried forward. There has been a gradual improvement m
the trading conditions in the Central Markets which is re-

flected in the larger output of current.

Traction and Power Securities Co., Ltd.—The net re-

venue for 1919, after deducting expenses, amounted to £30.793,
plus £10,033 brought forward. Dividend at the rate of 7s.

per share, free of tax, leaving £10.932 to be carried forward.
l"he Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co. has paid dividends
aggregating 5 per cent, on its ordinary shares during the year.
The ordinary shares are worth more than the price at which
they stand in the books of the company.

Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—Gross revenue receipts
lor 1919 £172,104; working expenses, including appropriation
to reserve, £141.273. Passengers carried 22.440,103, as against
20,880,235 in 1918. Debenture interest £6,755 ; balance brought
forwai'd £0,T20; dividend 5 per cent, on the two classes of

preference shares, and 3J per cent, for the year on the ordi-

nary; £6,015 carried forward.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the
ordinary shares at the rate of 5 [>er cent, per annum for the
half-year, making 4 per cent, for the year; £16,688 to deprecia-
tion ; £1,089 written off cost of extinction of founders' shares;
£I,.500 carried forward.

City of Buenos Ayres Tramways Co., Ltd.—Final divi-
dend of Is. 3d. i)er share for 1919, making 5 ix»r cent, for the
year, less tax. £6.'200 to general amortisation fund ; £138
carried forward.

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Final divi-
dend at the rate of 11 per cent, per annum on the ordinary
shares, making 8 per cent, for the vear (increase of 1 per
cent, over 1918); £.50,000 to depreciation; £45,000 to general
reserve; £19,000 to be carried forward.

Company to be Struck off the Register The following
is to be_ struck off the Piegister within three months unless
ca,iise is shown to the contrary :

—
Faringdon Electric Light A: Power Co.. Ltd.

Kensington & Knightsbridge lilcctiic Lightini> Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 4.} per cent, on ordinary shares for the l.ist

half of 1919. making 7 pei- cent, for the' year.

Mather & Plaft, Ltd.—Dividend 10 per lent. t>er annum.
Ueo of tax. This i.« on the increased capital ; calcidated upon
the old capital the rate is equal to 17J per cent.

Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co., Ltd.—.A fur-
ther dividend of 7J per cent, is announced.

Tramways Light & Power Co.—.After meeting loan and
debenture charges and paying the preference uividend, a
dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum is to be paid
for the half-year July to December, 1919, on the ordinary
stock. To reserve £10,000; carried forward £3,833^ Large
extensions to plant and mains are now in progress in con-
nection with the power companies, and to meet the cost
additional ordinary stock is to be issued.

Direct West India Cable Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of tax, on the ordi-
nary shares, for the past half-year.

Halifax & Bermudas Cable Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend
at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of tax, on the
ordinary shares, for the past half-)'ear.

South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Final
dividend at the rate of 8 per ceiit. i>er amiiim for the halt-

\ear on the ordinary .shares, making 6 ix_'r cent, for the year.

Newcastle=upon=Tyne Electric Supply Co Total dividend
on the ordinary shares for 1919—8 per cent.

fladfields, Ltd.—P'urther dividend of Is. 6d. per share,
free of tax, on the ordinary shares.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TUESD.ti' EVENLNO.

Stock Exchange markets have been overcast, and rather
badly, by anticipations of a rise this week in the Bank Rate.
As the matter will be decided before these notes are in the
hands of readers, it is not much use attempting prophecies.
Banks are known to be averse at the present time from lend-
ing fresh money on speculative shares—indeed, they do not
beem to be eager to lend money at all. the reason being doubt-
less the fact that trade requirements are regarded as having
the first claim upon loanable capital, and with the Govern-
ment no longer creating credit at the rate which it did during
the war, there is some indication of a shortage of capital. This
has its influence throughout all the markets of the Stock Ex-
change. It depresses the gilt-edged stocks, from the War
Loan downwards, and the sharp reminder to operators that
they must no longer rely upon ready assistance from the banks
in financing theii' commitments has caused a fair amount of
selling. 'i'he markets with which we deal in these columns
are not much affected, except indirectly. The electric lighting
dividends are good, and would probably have proved favour-
able had it not been for the depression which is overhanging
the Stock Exchange as a whole.
The Metropolitan Elec-tric Supply dividend, making 6 per

cent, for the year against 5 per cent, in 1918, caused the price
to stiffen to £4. The Chelsea dividend of 5 per cent., making
4 per cent, for the year, also an increase of 1 per cent., has
had no effect upon the quotation, which remains at 3i. The
County dividend, in spite of being better, is regarded as a
trifle disappointing, and the price of the shares slipped back
to 9i, showing a fall of OS. Other electric lighting shares are
unchanged on the week. Amongst the prior-charge issues.

County debenture at 77i is i lower, which is due, of course, to

the duluess of the Consol market. The manufacturing group
is quiet. Interest is taken in the forthcoming new issue by the
General Electric Co. Edisons, after being '26s. 3d., reacted to
'25s. middle, although there are buyers at this price. India-
Rubber shares stiffened to 16, and Siemens are a good market
at 30s. 6d. British Insulated dropi^ed back sharply to 2 1-16.

Automatic Telephones are about '2(.is., with little doing in them.
A further rise in British Aluminums lifted the price to 37s.

middle.
Central London Assented ordinary has fallen another four

[X)ints, making seven in the course of a fortnight, and this

has brought the yield on the stock into nearer line with other
Home Railway issues. Busuiess has been done as low as -50

within the last few days. Districts are flat at 18. Under-
ground Income bonds are 2 lower at 76; the £10 shares have
receded to M-
Mexico Tramways 5 per cent, bonds are down 5 points at

37J. Mexican Light and Power preferred lost 2i to 3'2J.

These falls are the more thsappointing because of fairly sub-
stantial rises which have occurred in Mexican Railway stock.<!

just lately. Another department in which activity and
strength were noticeable until the money fe;us arose was that

for .Argentine Railway and Land descriptions, but the advances
failed to spread to the tramway group, where the only move-
ment is 4 rise in .Anglo-Argentine Tramways first preference.

British Columbia Electiic Railway 4i lier cent, debenture is

li down. Bombay Tramways continue their amazing flight.

In the £10 ordinary shares there was not a solitary deal re-

conled between one at 101 and the next, the other day, at

145. The piel'ereuce have put on 30s. at 18i. Whatever tlve

real reasou for these extraordinary price.s may be.. the secret

is •.'©rtainly well preserved. Brazihan Tractions remain at 5-(.

although within the past few days theJe has been speculative

buying on the part of people who usually know what thpy

are about, and who are content to l<x'k up money for a few

months, if necessary, in order to take substantial profits in

the futtiro.
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Marconis dropped nearly 10s. to 3J, on sales said to come
from Italy. (They always say this in the Stoc'k Exchange when
Marconis fall back.) .\ point rally from the worst has made
the price 3 13-10. American Marconis remained firm at 'i'.l.s.,

hut Marines came on utTer at 2J. Clreat Northern Telefiraphs

shed another ±'1. Willi the rate of exchanjie moving in favour

of the Scandinavian ;ind iuljacent coimtries. the recent IUitne«s

of Great Northerns should be checked. Western Telegraphs
are 20s. higliei- at iij, this being the only change in their own
particular- gioup. The .\nglo-.^uiericans are rather lower.

Telegraph Constructions lost 10s.. there being a little dis-

appointment at the dividend proving to he 7i per cent., mak-
ing 10 i>er cent, for the yeai", the same as that paid previou.sly.

Henley's at 2} are the turn easier.

Rubber shares aa-e amongst the few that oppose firmness to

the prevaihng dull tendency in Stock Exchange markets. An
impression is current that it will not be long before the price

of the raw stutf takes a sharp upward turn, of which, how-
ever, there is no indication at present. The Americans are

declared to be buying as much as they are able to do without
disturbance of the price for the produce. Iron, steel and
armament shares are better on persistent rumours of amal-

gamations, upon a strikingly large scale, amongst various com-
panies in the North and in the Midlands. This consideration

has assisted the maintenance of steadiness in engineering

shares also.

Before the end of the week it may be that the Yorkshire

Electric Power Co. prospectus will be published. The under-

writing advance proof states that the company is about to

issue £230,000 5J per cent, redeemable debenture stock at 8S.

repayabk at 100 on December 31st. 1944. at latest, and in

addition 40.00fl ordinary shares of £10 each at par.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

It should be remembered, in making use of the figures appearine

in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only erenertJ,

and they may vary according to quantities and other oironmatanoes.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Hoke Elkctbioitt ConriniKa,

DiTidend Prioe
, K Feb. 24,

1917. 1918, 1930. BlseorfftU.

Brompton Ordinary 10 8 6^ — i

Charing Cross Ordinary .... 4 4 3| —
do. do. do 4J Pret. . . 4J 4J 2i

—
Chelsea 6 B SJ —
City of London 8 8 14 -f i

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. ..69 8|
—

County of London 7 7 BJ — i
do do. 6 per cent. Pref, 8 8 9 —

Kensington Ordinary .... 7 6 ^\ —
London Electric NU Nil 13 —

do. do. 6percent. Pref. . . 6 8 Si —
Metropolitan .. 4 6 4 -f-|

do. 4i per cent. Pref. ..4)4) 11 —
Bt. James' and Pall Mall .... 9 10 6i —
South London B 6 3| —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 1 —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 8 6 —

TELROKA.PH8 AND TkLKPHONBS.
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 91* -

1

do. Def I) B8/6 Vi\ - \
Chile Telephone 8 8 Bj —
Cuba Sub. Ord 1 7 lOJ —
Eastern Extension 8 8 20 —
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 8 195 —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 7 8 20 —

do. do. Pref 6 8 93 -
areat Northern Tel 39 9S 32) —1
Indo-European 18 18 48j —
Marconi 30 96 S|| — %
Oriental Telephone Ord IB 10 8,^ —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 %-}/, —
West India and Panama . . 1/8 1/3 IJ —
Western Telegraph 8 8 2U +1

HoMK Railb,

Central London Ord. Assented .. 4 4 61) —4
Metropolitan 1 1} 38 —

do. District . . NU Nil IS — 1

Underground Electric Ordinary. . Nil NU 21 -t- |
do. do. "A" .. NU NU 7/. —
do. do. Income . . 4 6 7ti —2

Foreign Trams, Ac.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..66 32 —
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . BJ Nil sl -

do. do. 2nd Pret. . . — — b| —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..66 63j —

Brazil Tractions — — 54 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 18J -^ IJ
British Columbia Elec. RIy. Pfoe. 6 6 64 —

do. do. Preferrred Nil 3* 66x3 —
do. do. Deterred NU NU 48xd —
do. do. Deb. .. 4+ « 62) —1)

MexlcoTrams6 percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 37) —5
do. 6per cent. Bonds.. NU NU 83) —

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 32) —
do. Pref Nil Nil 32) -2)
do. let Bonds . . . . Nil NU 62) —

MANDPACTtraiNQ COMPANIES.
Baboock 4 Wilcox 1.5 IS 38 —
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 IH + A
British Insulated Ord 25 13) 3X — )
Oallenders 26 36 95 —

6) Pret 5 6) 45 —
Oastner Eellner 36 30 4 —
Crompton Ord 7 10 22/6 —
Edison-Swan, " A " .... — 10 14 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. . . 4 6 79) —
Electric Construction .... 10 10 IJ —
Gen. Elec. Pref 8 6) 19/6 —

do. Ord 10 10 2i —
Henley 36 26 2J — )
do. 4) Pref 4) 4) Bi —

India-Rubber 10 10 16 f )
Met.-Vickers Ptef — — Sfi —
Siemens Ord — 10 30/6 -fOd.
Telefraph Ooa 30 30 39 -)

* Dividends paid tree^of Income Tax,

8 II 6
7 10
7 16 6

7 13 10

7 12 8
7
8 6 8

•4 18 6
6 4 8
8 17 B

6 18 4

6 11 7

4 16
•4 19 3
5 11 I

•4 13

7 15

3 4 10

7 15

8 18 6

6 10 5
6 18 3
NU
NU

Tuesday, February 24tli.
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THE PROTECTION OF A.C. SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE USE OF SPECIAL CONDUCTORS.

By Major KENELM EDQCUMBE, R.E.(T.), M.I.E.E.

(Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers.)

(^Conciuded

In iuterconnectors and ring mains the noruial Mow of powei'
may be in either direction. In the ring main, fig. 'J, the
interconnector between the sub-stations s s, and s s^ cannot
be controlled by overload relays since it may carry an overload
due to a taidt between the generating station and s Sj, 'or
example. Nor can reverse relays be used, since the flow f

current may be in either direction under quite normal con-
ditions. A simple solution is, how^ever, iMssible on the follow-
ing lines. If the ring were ojien at R^, power would, under
all conditions of load or taidts, flow in a clockwise direction,
and overload relays with discriminating time-lags installed at

R,, B,, and Rj would afford the desired protection in precisely
the same way as \\ith indeix?ndent feeders. If, on the other
hand, the ring were open at r, the flow of power would
always be in a counter-clockwi.'ie direction, and overload relays
with discriminating time-lags could be installed at Rj, Rj, anfl

R,. If, now, the ring be completely closed the following
conditions hold good no matter on which section the fault

occurs : (1) The fault current will always flow through r,

and Rj in an outward direction. ('2) The relays r, and b,

should be responsive to a clockwise flow of jiower alone.

(3) Relays Rj and R, should be responsive to a counter-clock-
wise flow of jxDwer alone.

If, therefore, overload relays are installed at r, and r^ with
reverse relays at u., Rj, r^, and r„ they can all be so set

as to be inoperative except under fault conditions. In fig. VI

the arrows show the direction of flow to which the various
relays should be re-^ponsive, and the figures in circles indicate

suitable short-circuit time settings on the assumption that a
minimum interval of half a second is required between suc-

cessive relays.

When considering a more extensive system invbhing a ring
main, several sub-stations, and two generating stations, it

might be considered that the time settings of the relays are
some^'hat long, and, although in most cases they might very
probably be reduced owing to the discrimination afforded

by the current settings, in other cases the times might
even have to be increased if the ciicuit breakers were
slow in action. To avoid leaving a heavy short-circuit

on the system for so long a .time, the arrangement
already described whereby, should the voltage fall to a pre-

determined value (say, 70 per cent, of the normal), the time

Fig. 9.—Protection of a Ring Fig. 10.

—

Feeder Protection
Composed of Single Feeders, by Combined Overload and

Leakage Reverse Relays.

settings are reduced to a lower figure, may usefully be applied
to these four relays. By accelerating the time-lags by one
second in this way, the maximum [xissible interval duiing
which a short-cucuit could be held would be li seconds.
The reverse relays should be unaffected by a fall of voltage,

and be responsive not only to overloads, but also to leakage.

Pig. 10 shows such an arrangement. The relays r, and R,

have their current and potential windings connected to phases
1 and 3 respectively, and will consequently respond to over-

loads or to short-circuits between any of the phases. The
leakage relay L r has its current winding in the common
return of the current transformers, and is provided with three

pressure windings each fed from one of the single-phase

potential transformers T,, T,, and Xj, the primaries of which
are connected in star and earthed. If the insulation of tho

three mains is perfect, the potential transformers will have
equal voltages appUed to their primaries, and the resultant

flux due to the pressure windings on the leakage relay will

be zero. If, however, phase 3, for example, goes to earth,

transformer t, will have a reduced voltage applied to it,

whereas that of t, and T, will be increased. As a result, the

balance will be upset, and therfe wfll be a resultant pressure

flux in L r in phase with the voltage between hne 3 and earth.

from page 250.)

The leakage current will also be practically in phase with, this

voltage and will, therefore, cause L u to operate. By this

means, relays R, and r, will deal with overloads whilst relay
L R deals with a leakage to earth, and each relay discriminates
correctly as regards direction. With such reverse and leakage
relays at the sub-station ends of the feeders, overload and
leakage relays (tig. •!) may be employed at the generating
station ends, but it is often preferable for the sake of

uniformity to employ the same relays throughout, and the
connections shown in fig. JO are equally applicable to the
outgoing ends.
In many cases the interconnectors forming the ring may

be run in parallel, and, in that case, a simple solution is

offered by the use of differential relays, tig. 5. A moderate
time-lag of, say, i sec., is suflicient for all relays. At the
generating station ends pure overload relays may be sub-
stituted for the differential reverse relays.

In the case of large consumers, the connections amount to

what is practically a sub-station, and can be dealt with ac-

cordingly. Where the consumer is merely tapped oft' a feeder
bis installation should be controlled by overload or, better stUl,

by coijibined overload and leakage relays with very short
tune-lags. When a consumer is tapped off' a pair of paraUel
feeders and is able to take power from either feeder at will,

rever.se relays connected as in tig. 10 afford complete protection
if installed at both ends uf the section, whether the parallei

feeders are independent or form part of a ring main. This
arrangement has the further advantage of embodying leakage
as well as overload protection.

The protection of igenerators must be touched upon owing
to the eft'ect which it has upon the current capacity of the
earthing resistance. Various excellent systems are available,

one of the latest being the llerz-Beard, in which the two ends
of each generator winding are led through a ring transformer
to the secondary of which a relay is connected. The reverse
relay, compensated for voltage, forms one of the simplest
and most direct methods of generator protection. Most isolat-

ing devices, the Merz-Price or Merz-Beard, for example, are
only sensitive to an earth or a fault between phases, and
will not operate on the occurrence of a short-circuit between
turns, or of a mechanical breakdown, or a mistake in parallel-

ing. A reverse relay, on the other hand, wfll operate under
all fault conditions. The fear is sometimes expressed that a
heavy cross-current may bring out the generator breaker if

controlled by reverse relays. Experience shows, however,
that with reasonable current settings and a time-lag of a
fraction of a second, such fears are quite groundless. It may
be pointed out that "although the circulating current between
the machines is often considerable, it is very much out of
phase with the voltage and consequently has little tendency
to operate the relays. On the other hand, if an actual mistake
is made in paralleling, and a generator is connected to the
bars, either when dead or when out of phase, the relay will

act and prevent damage. In a number of stations, generators
are still protected by means of overload relays. Since existing

current and potential transformers can in almost all cases be.

used, the change from overload to reverse-relay control should
most certainly be made. Certain patterns of reverse relays

can be arranged to operate with an exceptionaUy heavy for-

ward current accompanied by a fall of pressure. In the case
of generator protection this affords a means of isolating the
generator in the event of a serious busbar fault. In the
author's opinion, it is of even greater importance that the
field should be promptly opened than that the generator should
be removed from the bars, and the simplicity of having the
trip coils of the tield and main circuit breakers in series

across the relay contacts has much to recommend it.

It is usually possible to connect the neutral points of all the
generators to a common bar which is earthed through a
resistance. A possible disadvantage of this arrangement is

that if the triple harmonic of the wave form is very pro-

nounced a current wOl circulate between the machines: such
circulating currents may be obje<'tionable in their effects upon
measuring instruments, &e., and they can be eliminated either

by earthing only one generator at a time or by connecting a
part of the resistance between each neutral point and the
earthing bar, as shown in fig. 11. If the resistances R, and
R. are each made equal to about 15 per cent, of R,. the triple-

frequency current wfll usually be reduced to jierfectly negli-

gible dimensions. Unless a separate resistance is pro\-ided for

each a switch must be inserted in each earth connection so that

dead generators can be disconnected from the earthing bar.

If this is not done the dead generators will be " charged " in

the event of a fault on the system.

If it is desired to benefit liy leakage protection on_ systems
in which the neutral point is not avaflable, those involving

delta-wound generators or transformers, for example, it be-

comes necessary to form an artificial neutral point. The best

arrangement is probably a zig-zag connected three-phase
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transformer as shown in fig. 12. Each limb carries two
similar windings connected in adjacent phases, one end of

each being starred and the remaining ends connected, through
earthing resistances E e, to the lines. The small figure on
the right shows the relative phase relationships of the six

windings. Under normal conditions the current taken is

merely the magnetising current of the transformer, but should

an earth develop, for example, on the lower phase, a voltage

IS induced in the windings on limbs 1 and 2 (connected be-

tween the faulty phase and earth) by the other two coils on
those limbs, which are conne<'ted to healthy phases. The
current flowing to earth through the fa\ilt is limited by the

earthing resistance to any desired value.

ft is of considerable advantage to liave a resistance wliich

is a maximum at the outset. subs<H|uently falling in value .so

as to equalise the current rush to some extent. An earthing

resistance possessing these features is the carbon-iX)wder

pattern due to Mr. Brazil, which consists of a number of

fireclay troughs containing the powder between carbon ter-

minals. The troughs are mounted one above the other and

grouped as may be necessary to give the required resi.stance

c4innot be reduced to a very small value for fear that a want
of balance should cause it to operate with a heavy forward

current. In this connection the relays might advantageously

be given a percentage bias control.

When " straight-through " current transformers are used,

as should be the case wherever possible, the value of the cur-

rent passed by the earthing resistance should not be less than

100 amperes.
" With an earthing resistance having a negative

temperature coefficient the figures given in the last column
may be taken as being the initial current. If the resistance

has a ixjsitive temperature coefficient they must be approxi-

mately doubled.

The necessary current for operating the trip coils of the

circuit breakers njay l>e derived from any of the following

.sources; (1) A.c. supplied by a potential transformer. ("2) a.c.

from a current tran.sformer in the cucuit aftected. (3) d.c.

from a battery or dynamo. (4) d.c. from an a.c. -D.c. machine

uiK)n a principle suggested by Mr. F. Ayton.

The first method is to be deprecated unless an entirely

independent source of a.c. is available. The application of

method 2 is, in ix>int of fact, far from satisfactory. All

things considered, this method should only be adopted when
no other is possible.
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This method uot only deals with the time and current settings

of the relay, but also tests the secondary wiring for short-

circuits and continuity and the current transformer for a

short-circuit or an earth. After testing a current transformer
at a heavy overload in this way, care must be taken tn

demagnetise it thoroughly by gradually reducing the current
to zero.

Protection of current transformers against over-pressures
is of considerable importance. The current transformer feed-

ing a relay is, from its position at the end of a line, particu-

larly exposed to damage by surges and steep-fronted waves.
The current transformer is the first reactance which such a
wave meets as it rushes in from a feeder. In order to avoid
a breakdown between turns, the use of straight-through cur-

rent transformers is to be recommended wherovei' ix)ssible.

but on the .score of accuracy this cannot well be done if the
setting of the relay operated by it is less than 1(K) amperes.
Incidentally, this forms an added reason why measuring in-

CONFERENCE OF MANUFACTURERS.

Fig. 16. Fig 16.

Pig. 15.

—

Connections for the Combined Te.sting oi'

Cdrrent Tk.4NS!'0rmeb and Relay.
Fig. 16.

—

Current Transformer Protected .\gainst Damage
BY Over-pressures.

struments should not be fed from the same current trans-
formers as the relays, since the former have to be accurate
from the lower hmit of their range upwards, whereas, with
the latter, accuracy of ratio is usually immaterially below,
say, half load.

Where multi-tarn current transformers have to be employed
on Unes liable to surges—and few can be considered immune
—it is advisable to bridge the primary winding by a non-
inductive resistance which forms a by-pass for the surge, and
thereby relieves the strain between the turns of the winding.
Fig. 16 shows such a resistance as applied to a tank-type
current transformer. So long 'as the value of the resistance
is adapted to the impedance of the current transformer the
accuracy of the latter is not appreciably afl'ected.

Conclusions.

The iX)ints which the author has endeavoured to make may
be summarised as follows :

—
1. In any scheme of protection, continuity of supply should

be the rirst consideration, simplicity the second, and adapta-
bility the third.

2. The neutral points of generators and step-up or step-down
transformers sliould be eai'thed thiough a resistance having
a negative teinijerature coefficient.

3. When the neutral point is not available the system can
be earthed through a zig-zag transformer and an earthing
resistance.

4. In a large number of cases special conductors are out of

the question, and any and every part of a distribution system
can be protected by overload, reverse or leakage relays in

accordance with one or other of three alternative methods as

follows : («) For independent single feeders, combined over-

load and leakage protection with giaded inverse tuue-lags

(tig. 2). (6) For independent parallel feeders, difl'erential

reverse relays with short inverse time-lags (fig. 5). (c)

A single interconnector between two generating stations can

be treated as an independent feeder and protected at each

end as in {a) above, (d) For a ring main consisting of single

feeders, combined overload and leakage reverse relays with

graded inverse time-lags (fig. 10). (e) For interconnectors or

ring mains composed of parallel feeders, differential reverse

relays with short inverse time-lags (fig. .5). (/) Any of

the above arrangements can be supplemented by minimum
voltage protection at the sub-stations where this seems ad-

visable, (a) For the protection of generators running in

parallel, voltage compensated reverse relays with short time-

lags are effective again.st all faults, and may be relied upon
not to act prematurely.

5. All overload relays must have similar time/cmTpnt curves,

with a definite minimum, indeisendent of the overload.

6. All reverse relays must be compensated for a. fall of

voltage down to 2 or 3 per cent., and may. in some cases, be

required to operate with a heavy current in either direction

at zero voltage.

7. Current transformers should be of the straight-through

type whenever possible, and should otherwise be protected

by a non-inductive shunt of ample current-cai-rying capacity

and specially adjusted to the transformer characteristics.

iConcliidod from pags 25i.)

Prices and Profits.

The final resolution dealt with on Fob. 10th related to prices

and profits, the proposer being Mr. Max Muspratt, of Liver-
pool, and the seconder Sir Algernon F. Firth, Bart. The
view expressed in both speeches was that economic conditions
must really be left to right the position, and that artificial aids

would not improve the situation. The resolution, upon which
there was no discussion, was :

—
" That this conference considers that the present high prices

of manufactured go(.>ds are inevitable so long as demand
thioughout the world remauis so greatly in excess of supply.

" No attempt to fix prices or restrict profits by Government
action can improve the situation from the national point of

view. If prices are fixed below the world price the homo
]narket will be depleted unless export is restricted, while any
attempt to restrict export will raise the price of the goods
which the country must import from abroad, for it can only

pay for these goods with the value of the goods which it

ex]X)rts.
" The only remedy is for the Government to remove as far

as possible all restrictions upon trade, and to encourage the

greatest possible development of production and distribution

through normal channels. High profits are at once the fund

from which plant and working capital may be increased, is

also the greatest incentive to development, and development

uf production is the only sure way of reducing prices.

"The conference realises that the conditions now existing

are without precedent, and that the peak of prices is probably

higher than ever before in the world's history. This con-

dition must inevitably be followed by a reaction, with the

probable consequence of depressed trade, an aspect of the

question which should receive the most serious consideratian

of all manufacturers and producers.
•• Meanwhile, in order that the pubhc may be enlightened

as to the circumstances prevailing in other countries, this

conference strongly recommends the Government to publish

monthly comparative statenjents, showing the current prices

of the chief commodities in the principal countries of the

world; these prices being converted into English currency

values at parity, in order to show clearly the relative burdens

borne by individual consumers in this country and in other

countiies."

The first l^esolutiou dealt with on the second day (Feb. lltli)

was on nationalisation.

Sir Adam Nimmo, who was a member of the Sankey Coal

Commission, and issued a mmority report, warned his hearers

that the move for nationalisation of mines was the first step

in a general labour ixilicy for the nationalisation of all the

leading industries of the nation, and he urged employers m
other industries not to stand aside and watch the result ot

this particulai- fight. They should all come to the assistance,

of the mining industry and fight the movement now, as if

it were successful in the case of the mines it would be carried

on in relation to other industries, such as railways, shipping

banking msurance, and so on. Nobody could understand

the dictum of Mr. Justice Sankey that the system ot'^ P^'vate

control had broken down, and that it stood condemned. That

statement was unsupported by any argument, and it should

not be accepted until the whole of the evidence upon which

it was based had been investigated. His own contention wa.s

that nothing in the history of the country could be pointed

to as mdicating that the system of private control had broken

down. It was the business of the Government to govern,

and to look after the general interests and welfare of the

people State conduct of business was not new in the history

of the worid, but they could not point to a single instance

in which it had been successful. The mtervention ot the

State in the coal industry had led to a more or less genera

paralysis of the industry, and the owners had been prevented

from carrying out developments which were essential to the

progress of the industry and the other industries ot the

country He hoiked, therefore, that there would be a plam

declaration bv the Government that it would not nationalise

the mines, because if that were done he believed it would

pave the way for the men to arrange with the employers

some system whereby they could work the mmes m the most

efficient manner possiole.
, t- * t*i

Mr. .\bthur Pollen, managing director of Linotype, l^tu.,

seconded the resolution. .

Mr G W. Mullens (Cold Rolled Brass and Copper A.ssocia-

tion) moved the following addition to the resolution :

—
But th... conference recognise, ihe hnportance o( ertucaling our ^!';''>;r> ami

n( issotirtine Ihtm witli us in the responsibilities of industry and will welcome

every well thought out experiment to this end, such experiments to be made

diS between c-mployers .ind employed, and may be in single shops or collee.

tivelv in trades. .

He moved this, he s;iid, in order to make some constructive

proposal instead of merely saying 'No" to the nationalisa^

ion proposal. It would go a long way towards lemoying

the suspicion of the workers if the employers showed that

in the place of nationalisation they were prepared to co-operate

with labour in the manner suggested.
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Mr. Philip H. LocKH-tRi (W. & A. Bates i Co.) seconded
the amendment, and retommcnded employers to establish
moi'e works committ<vs under the Whitley scheme. If they
did that, they would be surprised at the change in the spirit
of their workpeople.
Mr. Bremxer (British Engineers' Association) said that

the conference displayed the remarkable degree of apathy
which existed among emplo>'ers as compared with the interest,
enthusiasm, and energy displayed by labour. Manufacturers
would have to co-ordinate their efforts under well equipped
and highly skilled leadership. He himself had been greath
di.sapix)intcd at the results of his own efforts at organisation
in this direction, but there was no lioi)e for them unless they
did unite and work together.
Lord G.^ixi-ord suggested that State ownership as well as

State control should be embodied in the resolution. The
miners were as oppo.-ied to Stat« iiiauagement as the owners,
but they wanted State ownership. Then their plans were
to manage the mines larg<;ly themselves. The Pit Committees
which it was proposed to set up had 87J per cent, of the
representation as miners
After a little discussion it was agreed to adopt Mr. MuUens's

addition as a separate resolution.

Tlie resolution on nationalisation was then carried in the
following terms:—
That this Conference pletljles itself to oppose in the n.ntion.Tl intiTesl .my

I'tt'-mpt to impose St;ite ownership or management on any br;inth of in-

dustry.

Transport.

Mr. Mahshai.i. Stevens proposed a resolution dealing with
transport. He said that since the resolution had been drafted

the Ministry of Transixjrt had sent a letter to the Federation
stating that it was proposed to set up au inquiry into the

details of railway rates, both passenger and goods. That was
what the trailers of the country had been asking for for years,

because it could be shown that merchandise traffic, as such,

did not show a loss. The railway accounts did not distinguish

between goods and passenger traffic, but their goods rates even
before the recent interim revision were the highest in the
world, and the Committee of the Federation which had been
going into this matter had evidence w-hich would enable them
to answer the 15 questions in the letter from the Ministry,

almost at once. The mattj?r would be gone into very carefully

and a reply forwarded within the time stated, viz., March
loth.

Mr. T. Major (British Empire Producers' Association) sec-

onded the resolution.

Mr. F. Ley (National Association of Iron and Steel Manu-
facturers) emphasised the import^ance of the portions of the

resolution refeiTing to delays, and instanced cases on the

north-east coast w-here w-orks had to be shut down for con-

siderable periods because of the accumulation of finished steel

which could not be transported. There were thousands of

tons lying there, and in addition there was the loss entailed

by reduced production and loss of wages to the workpeople
who had to stand off. He moved an amendment urging upon
the Ministry of Transport the est.ablishment of a three-shift

day, including Sundays, as a means of reducing the arrear.s

whitii had accumulated.
This amendment was caiTied as a separate resolution.

The original resolution was then put and carried in the

following form :

—

1. That this Conference views with the gravest possible concern the delay

in re-establishing efficient working of the railways, and considers that this is

largely due to over-centralisation of control in the Ministry of Transport, and
the uncertainty as to the future position of the railways.

The Conference considers that it is of the greatest importance that the rail-

ways should not be permanently subject to bureaucratic or political control, and
urges the Government to reappoint as quiclvly as possible the Select Com-
mittee of 1918 to consider the whole question of the future of the railways.

2. While not wishing to question the necessity of making some increase in

railway rates, this Conference desires to protest against the action of he
Government in fixing the new increas*^s upon an estimated deficit which cir-

cumstances apparently make it impossible to justify by definite figures. This
policy has resulted in throwing upon the rates during this critical period, when
the cost of living and consequent social inslability-is increasing almost daily,

an estimated deficit which is probably to a large extent due. to abnormal and
transitory conditions.

This Conference considers that the deficit on the working during the recon-

struction period should have been placed to a suspense account; the Govern-
ment should then hav<- made a careful inquiry into the whole question, giving

due consideration to the conditions and requirements of different classes of

traffic, and fixed the incn-ase of rates on this basis, 'witli an addition to make
good the estimated deficit over a period of years.

3. That this Conference welcomes the decision of the Ministry . to proceed

immediately with the general revision of rates which has been recommend«l
by the Rates .\dvisory Council and the invitation which has been extended lo

the trade organisations affected lo submit their views upon the questions in-

volved,

Pdel.

Lord Gaiskord moved a resolution in connection with tlip.

question of fuel supply. This was considerably modified

during the course of the discussion, and we give it as it was
finally passed :

—

That this Conference views with alarm the chaotic condition into which the

Government has allowed the coal policy of the country to drift. This has

arrested normal development and has most seriously impeded the resettlement

of the industry, .^s a further consequence, the distribution and quality of

coal for industry is unsatisfactory. The Conference is convinced that the dis-

tribution of the coal required for industry ought to be allowed to follow its

natural course in satisfaction of industri.il requirements.

In the course of his speech. Lord Gainford complained of

the inconven'cnce which the coal trade had suffered by the

imposition of the 6s. increase followed by the 10s. reduction

on household fuel and the further increa.se in the price

of household coal. Another serious difficulty had been the

increase granted by the Government to the minimum wage.

the result being that in many cases the miners were quite
content with the minimum wage, and made no verj' great
atteonpt to send to the surface a quantity of coal in proper
relationship to their capacity. Whilst the number of men
employed in mines was increasing, the output iier man was
decreasing, and viewing the whole of the position, he believed
that if all Government control was taken off the industry
the employers and the men would be able to devise a plan
of working which would work amicably. If this were done,
he foresaw the possibility of some home industries being
short of coal on account of the temptation of the high export
price to send coal out of the country instead of supplying it

here, but to prevent that he would limit the amount of coal
which could be exported. It was, however, impossible to
cany on an industry for long under artificial restrictions as
to price. The Central Committee of the Mining .Association

had come to the decision that it was right and proi)er lor a

central body to be appointed to consist of owiu-rs, miners and
lepresentatives of the consuming public in order to place the
industry on a sound economic basis.

Mr. W. T. Laytox (Federation of Iron and Steel Mgnufac-
turers), \\ho seconded the resolution, spoke of the difficulties

which the iron and steel trade are experiencing in the matter
of fuel, and the manner in which the output of steel is being
liaiiii)ered by the shortage, which difficulties had been accen-
tuated by transport difficulties.

.\s already stated, the resolution was finally agreed to as
.set out above.
The following resolutions were also agreed tr>, but the

speeches of the movers and seconders brought out no new
facts. We therefore give the terras of the resolutions only :--

Educatiox.

1. I'hat as industrial progress depends (jn the development
111 education among aW classes of workers, both manual and
Liiental, this Conference wielcomes the awakened national

interest in the subject, and urges manufacturers to give then-

practical assistance in the working of the Fisher Act. The
Conference, however, regrets that one of the most important
requirements of • satisfactory educational scheme, namely.
the adequate remuneration of the teaching profession, has
not yet been fulfilled.

2. That this Conference fuUy approves of the efforts being
made to introduce university men, and men of similar educa-
tional training, into industry.

Eese.arch.

That this Conference appreciates the work of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research in stimulating the
work of industrial research, and strongly urges all manufac-
turers, either individually or collectively by trades, to organise

and maintain research facilities.

Housing.

That this Conference welcomes the as.sistauc« which is

offered to public utility societies by the Housing (Additional

Powers) Act. 1919. and urges all manufacturers and producers

to consider whether they cannot take advantage of the pro-

visions of the Act, in order to contribute to the solution of

this pressing problem.

GAS V. ELECTRICITY.

As reported in the Electrical Review of February 'iOth. the

members of the South Midlaxd Centre of the iNSTiruTiox
OF Electrical Exgixeers and the Midland Junior Gas Asso-
ci.ATiox took part in a debate upon " The Uses of Gas and
Electricity for Heating and Power " at Birmingham Univer-
sity on February 5th.

Dr. E. M. Smith, chief chemist of the Birmingham Gas
Department, opening the debate by discussing the utihsation

of fuel for the generation of power, said neither industry
could, with justice, suggest that there was not room for the

other. Nor could either industry suggest that the one or

the other should not endeavour to improve its efficiency. In

a comparison between the two industries as to the general

application of a particular form of power, the questions which
presented themselves might be placed in thi-ee divisions:—
(1) A prosi^ective consumer might ask which was the cheaper
form of power; ('2) which was the more economical form and
which, if extended, would give the greater national return

;

and (3) which particular fonn of power was best suited to

his needs, taking everything into consideration. Sir Dugald
Clerk and others, in a recent report, stated that at present

the gas works of the United Kingdom used '20 million tons

of coal per annum, producing town gas, tar, and other by-

products, with a thermal efficiency of from 70 to 80 per cent.

Even regarding gas as the only useful product the consumer
received as inflammable gas, at least 50 per cent, of the

heat value of the coal. The electric generating stations in

the Ignited Kingdom delivered 7.6 per cent.—the actual power
lost accounting for 92 per cent, of the total heat. At the best

electric generating stations the loss was 88 per cent. Elec-

tricians promised for future super-stations a delivery of 17.6

per cent., a loss of 82.4. At present the best existing gas
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practice delivered over 60 per ceut. of the heat in the coal
used to produce it. In the near future the therruaJ loss should
be reduced to '25 per cent. Except where temperatures above
1,700 deg. were required electricity was extremely wasteful.
.\s to lighting and power production electricity promised re-

.sults which compared more favourably with gas; but even in
this domain the highest over-all efficiency attained by electn-
dty fell behind. Again, the prospective economies in the pro-
duction of gas, and the advantageous use of the incandescent
mantle rendered any point as to monopoly claims, so far as
electricity was concerned, quite unjustifiable. There were
many considerations, rf a just estimate were to be made of

the part which gas played in the national economy, and apart
from the uses of gas for heating, lighting, and power purposes
the question of by-products, which were produced in large
quantities, must be considered. The ammonia industry de-
pended largely upon the gas industry, while from gas re-

siduals, fertilisers, high explo.sives, &c., were obtained, and
the indications were that there would be further develop-
ments in that direction. By-products from tar included dyes,
medicine, scents, &c., as well as fuel oil. It was the practice
of progressive gas undertakings to wash the power gas for

benzol for motor spirit, and at one of the Birmingham gas
works a thousand gallons of benzol were produced. It now
appeared that experiments for the production of alcohol from
coal gas would be successful, and if that anticipation were
realised, it would be obtained in equal quantities to the pre-

sent quantities of benzol. Lastly, there was the production
of cyanide, which was of importance in the work of the
colonial gold mines. Dr. Smith, in conclusion, expressed the
hope that the debate would have the efi'ect of enabling them
better to appreciate the necessity of both industries, from
a national {X)int of view, and instructing them upon some
matters of value to both.

The speaker for electricity, Mr. F. Forrest, M.I.E.E. (chief

assistant engineer, BiiTuingham Corporation Electric Supply
Department), said that in considering any national power
supply undertaking the power must be such that it could
be economically generated by any of the natural pow'er re-

sources of the country—coal deposits, oil wells, waterfalls,

&c. Gas could be generated only from carbonaceous material,

and therefore could only make use of the resource they were
most anxious to conserve. Electricity, on the other hand,
could be economically generated from any of the sources

mentioned, or it could be produced by means of wa.ste heat

from other manufacturing processes. The Water Power Re-
sources Committee, in a recent reix)rt ujxjn the water ix>wer

available in the Scottish Highlands. ;ifter nine .sources of

power had been investigated, calculated the yield at 183,500

E.H.P., working continuouslv with a lOU i>er cent, load factor

corresponding to an output' of l.AK),CK.i0.tiOO B.O.T. units per

year, or more than double the present output of all the power
stations in Scotland. Moreover, Sir Dugald Clerk had stated

that if this country's available water power were used for

power purposes, it would be followed by a saving of 26 million

tons of coal per annum, and enable them to increa.se their ten

million h.p. of industrial load to 13 million H.r. without any
increase in fuel consumption. Eeferring to the steam turbine.

the speaker said the consumption running light was only

about 8 or 10 per cent, of the full load consumption, whereas
in the case of the gas engine the light load consumption was
about 30 per cent, of the full load con.sumption. The initial

capital cost of turbine plant amounted to only 70 per cent,

of the capitaj cost of gas engine plant. Mr. Fo'iest stated

that the cost of labour necessary to run a large gas engine
plant was much greater than that required to run a turbine
plant of equal output, which was absolutely constant. Even
in isolated cases where it could be shown by calculation that

the cost of generating power by gas engines would be less

than if turbines were used, experienced engineers had adopted
the turbine for its reliability and general convenience, .atten-

tion was being given by electrical engineers to the question
of gas firing of boOers. They wished to comliine the effi-

ciency, reliability, and convenience of the steam turliine with
some form of by-product recovery plant if. it could be shown
that such a combination was sound.
The next phase of the debate was in relation to the indus-

trial application of the two agents, and the case for gas was
presented liy Dr. C. M. Walter, of the Industrial Research
1 laboratory. Birmingham Gas Department. He pointed out
that the industrial applications of gas and electricity covered
such a huge field that, when comparing the two. one was
bound to find that for certain industrial operations one or

other was particularly adapted for the work. .'\s examples,
they might take the welding of small components and sheet
metals, for which electricity was especially adapted ; and
again, the carburising or reheating of large masses of metal
where gas must inevitably be the heating agent. Comparing
the costs of the two agents, the speaker said that prior to

the war the cost of carrying out work in the electric furnace
was at least three times as great as m the case of the gas
furnace. Gas furnaces for forging and reheating were now
designed on recuperative principles with efficiencies as high
as 40 per cent.; the electric furnace remained at its old figure

of 50 or 60 per cent. The electric furnace would be confined
to the more speciali-sed indu.stries, and to small work which
was carried out in laboratories.

Mr. F. J. MoFFETT, consulting electrical engineer, Birming-
ham, said that to utilise gas for heating, combustion must

take place, and only a fraction of the total heat units in the
gaa was utihsed in heating the charge, the remainder of the
heat being carried off by the waste gases and excess air. The
efficiency of conversion of electrical energy to heat was prac-
tically 100 per cent. When heat was produced by combustion
there were usually certain impurities ju-esent, such as sulphur
and carbon, which were liable to be absorbed by the charge,
but in the conversion of electric into heat energy no such
impurities were present. To compare a gas heated furnace,
therefore, on the same basis with an electric furnace, the
former should be designed so that the charge was enclosed
in a container. The efficiency of a furnace might be defined
as the ratio of the heat units u.sefully employed to the total
heat units in the gas used or in the electrical energy sui>plied.
In an electric furnace the los.ses could be confined very closely
to those due to radiation and conduction, and the average
working efficiency could be taken at 75 per cent., while that
of a gas furnace was 25 per cent. A valuable feature of the
electric furnace was the high temperature attainable. The
temperature of the arc was about 3,500 deg C. and the limit
in practice was the fusmg point of the refractories lining the
shell. For certain processes a temperature higher than
could be reached by the combustion of fuel was re-
quired, and the electric furnace was the only solution.
With a fuel heated furnace there was a point at
which the components - of the gas ceased to combine
with the oxygen of the air. The highest, temperature
in a combustion furnace without recuperation was from l,.50O
deg. C. to 1,800 deg. C. The electric fm-nace was particularly
suitable for steel melting and refining, for the reduction of
iron ore, and for the preparation of elements like phosphonis
and aluminium, in which electrolytic action was necessary.
He protested against the distorted view of some gas and
electrical engineers that their interests were always opposed.
There was, on the contraiy, plenty of room for co-operation.
The case for gas domestic appliances was submitted by

Mr. R. J. Rogers (fittings superintendent, Birmingham Gas
Department). His contention was that for cooking and heat-
ing in such appliances, gas was the more efficient ami
economical. The thennal value obtained from one unit of
electrical energy on complete conversion to heat was 3.42(1
B.TH.u., while taking the basis of one cubic foot of gas as giv-
ing 470 B.TH.u., 7.27 cu. ft. of gas was required to provide the
.saine as one unit of electricity. Taking Birmingham prices,
with electricity at 2.66d. per unit and gas at 3s. lOd. per
1,000 cu. ft., the cost of gas would be .:B3d., as against 2.66d.
for electricity. Electrical water heaters gave 90 per cent,
efficiency,^ and the gas-heated apparatus in the form of a
geyser, 85 per cent, efficiency, though some geysers gave
higher efficiencies. The cost liy electrical appliances was
l-i tiines more_ than with gas. Regarding room warm-
ing, if the effii'iency of electric heaters was conceded to be
1(K) per cent., it would be seen that electric heating cost six
times as much as gas fires, giving 75 per cent, efficiency. In
addition to the excessive co.st of fuel, the drawbacks to elec-
tricity for co(jking were: High cost of installation, high and
uncertain cost of upkeep, difficulty of managemeut. lack of
facilities for hot-plate work, and slowness of oi-ieration. At
the Southampton docks, national kitchens were provided, and
in addition to the existing gas appliances electric cooking
.stoves and tea urns were fitted; but experience showed that
the latter were scarcely ever used.
The case for electricity was put forward by .Mr. X. B.

RosHER. O.B.E.. M.I.E.E., consulting engineer. Birmingham,
who said that lifts, vacuum cleaners, boot and knife cleaning
machines, sewing machines, and fans could only he efficiently
worked by electricity, and last year 600,000 electric vacuum
cleaners were sold in America. If gas were used economically.
i.e.. with only the bare minimum of air reqmred for com-
bu.stif)n, the temperature would be about 3,500 deg. F. To
avoid that, the temperature (and therefore the efficiency) had
to be reduced by the admission of ten times the amount of aii'

.actually necessary for combu.stion. In a lecture given by an
independent authr>rity (Mr. .\. H. Barker) at T'niversity
College. London, the efficiencies of various ovens were given
as follows: Coal-fired oven, 3 iier cent.; gas cooker. 11 per
cent.; electric cooker, 21 per cent. Mr. Rosher considered
the more modest figure of lil per cent, to lie more correct foi-

the electric cooker. A unit of electricity, no matter how
or where it was generated, contained 3.410 heat units. wherea.>)

l.tKX) cu. ft. of gas might contain anything from 4.50 to 6-5(1

heat units. The loss in cooking, according to Mr. Barker.
was as follows : Totally enclosed oven (electric), loss equals
10 i>er cent.; ventilated oven (coal), loss equals 15 per cent.;
freely ventilated oven (gas), loss 20 per ceijt.

Mr. R. G. Marsh (fittings engineer, Birmingham Gas De-
partment) spoke upon the transmission and di.s-tribution of

ixjwer from the gas point of view, aiul said that at the

present price ruling in Birmingham gas was cheaper than
electricity. If they took the instance of a manufacturer re-

quiring 50 H.p to drive his workshops, and assumed a load

factor of 50 per cent., allowinc 26 cu. ft. per h.p. -hour,

during a year of 3,00<"». hours with gas at 3s. 6d. per 1.000

cu. ft., his annual gas bill would be .£341. Allowing for costs

of attendance a further £50 per annum, and for oil, spares.

&c.. a further £-50. and for interest and depreciation 10 per

cent. on. sav. £CM. the cost of the engine, another .£60. hi"

total bill would come to £501. For the same power the cost of

energy alone at 3Jd. per unit for a .50 h.p. motor would <ne
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i'780; that was alluwing nothing for attrndanc-e, oil, deprc-
i'i.ation, or interest in respo<t of the motor.
Mr. W. W. Wood, .V.M.T.E.E. (Genoral Electric Co., Bir-

mingham), speaking on behalf of electricity, pointed out that
energy could be efficiently and conveniently transmitted over
practically any distance. An American coniimny had during
the last five years transmitted 1,600 million H.r. -hours a

distance of '240 miles, with an average efficiency of iS7J per
cent. The load factor was 50 per cent., so that the maximum
load was well over 70,000 h.p. The extensive use of the
electric motor was not on ac<-ount of efficiency alone, but
depended greatly on its convenience.
There was a brief discu.'^sion during which the chairman

(Mr. E. C. E. MaiMvs, M.I.M.ii.) expressed the view that it

was most imiMrtant that municipal gas and electricity under-
takings should be under the administration of a joint com-
mittee.

The debate w'as wound up by Dr. C. C. Gark.41!D, M.I.E.E.
(General Electric Co.), and Dr. Smith (Gas Department), and
the proceedings concluded w-ith a vote of thanks to the chair-

man.

LEGAL.

Direct U.S. Cables Co., IjTD., v. Western Union Telegrai'u

Co., Ltd.

In the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Peterson on Febru-
ary 16th continued the hearing of this action, adjourned from
November last for the production of evidence and documents
from America, concerning the disjiute between the two com-
panies in relation to a 99 years' lease of a trans-Atlantic cable

at an annual rental of about £'GO,CK)0. The plaintiffs (an Eng-
lish company) under the covenants of the lease of their cable:;

to the defendant company undertook to repair the lines and
maintain through communication, power being reserved to the
les,sees to determine in the event of 18 months' continuous
intemiption.

Mr. Mangham, K.C. (for the defendant company), on the,

hearing being resumed, said that he proposed to take the evi-

dence from ,\meric» as to the breaks in the cable in shallow

w'ater in Amencn, as he understood that some jxiint was going

to be made of the new repairs of the shallow water section oi

the cable on the United States side. He piopo.sed to produce
evidence as to breaks which had occurred between Rye Reach
and HaUfax. but inconvenience and complications arose from
the fact that he did not know- what was the real issue between
the parties.

Mr. ROMER, K.C. for the plaintiffs, said that his contention

was that the plaintiffs were stopped from relying upon the

smaller breaks in the cable. He complained that the other

side had failed to make repairs which his company were led

to believe they would do. It \vas not until after the action

had been started that they became aware of the fact that

certain breaks had not been repaired.

Mr. Patrick William Reib, superintendent in charge of the

station at Rye Beach, in the State of New- Hamp-shire, was
called, and in his examination by Mr. Mangham said that in

the course of his duties he became aware of the loss of in-

sulation in the Halifax cable due to breaks or faults. One of

the breaks complained of, he said, occurred about 4'28 nautical

miles from Rye Beach on January 7th, 1917, and another

occurred on August 8th, 1917, close to Halifax. These were
both repaired shortly afterwards. On December 2nd of that

year there was an interruption, which was repaired on the 11th

and communication was re-established. As to the first fault,

they -n-ere able to work through, but with great difficulty,

but on January 7th, 1918, there was complete interruption,

and he localised it at about 325 nautical miles from Rye Beach.

Then on the 9th another break occurred 93 miles from Eye
Beach, and from that date to July •29th, 1919, the cable could

not be used. Between January -Dth, 1918, and July '29th, 1919,

it -was not possible to use the cable between Halifax and Rye
Beach.
Witness then gave details of the repairs carried out from

time to time by the company's ship.

In cross-examination, witness said as to the breaks in the

Bay Robert section the repairs v.eve carried out by a Fi-ench

cable ship, but with that exception they were ahvays repaired

by his company's ships. The Fren^h ship, while repairing

other cables, broke the defendants' cable by mistake and re-

paired it. The breaks in the shallow water cables were fre-

quently caused by dredgers and other ships fouling them. A
great many breaks 'in Halifax Harbour had occurred from this

cause.
Mr. JosF.PH Brow-n, superintendent in charge of the Halifax

la^ble .vtatioii. also gave evidence as to the condition of the

. ables between R.ve' Beach and Halifax and Halifax and Bay
Robert and the breaks spoken of by the previous witness, as

well as to the time occupied in carrymg out the repairs

Mr. Reginald Carlton, president of the Western Union

Telegraph Co.. of New York, gave evidence as to the general

organisation of the Western Union Co. He said that the

superintendent reported directly to him, and amongst the most

important matters reported to him were the repaii-s of cables,

the expenditure in relation to which was very heavy. There

were three repairing ships leased to the company.

After describing the company's system of cables and the
details of the repairs done by the ships in the control of the
company, the witness said that there were seven breaks 'n

18 months, the whole of which were repaired by two of the
company's ships. During 1918 they had no ship to repair
ill the Halifax Eye Beach section without saci-iticing other
much more important work.
The cross-examination of the witness by Mr. Patrick

Hastings, K.C, was directed to showing that the Western
Union were desirous of leaving an interruption to continue
for 18 months so that they might be in a position to put an
end to the contract.

The hearing was adjourned.
On the case being resumed, on February 17th, furthei

evitlence from America relating to breaks and the action of
the defendants in relation to the repairs was given, and the
further hearing was adjourned until February 23rd.

Damagi;s 1-or Tra.mwav Passengkr at Dublin.

In the High Court of Ireland, Dublin, last week, befori.
Lord Justice Dodd and a special jury, M. McNamara, school-
boy, sued by his father, the Duijlin United (Electric) Ti-am-
ways Co. to recover iil,000 damages for personal injuries.
Judgment was given for £875, with costs, but a stay of execu-
tion was granted to enable the King's Bench Division to
pronounce on the verdict, a condition being that meantime
the company should pay .±'.5 a week to the mother of the
piaintilf towards his maintenance.
The case for the plaintiff was that as he was riding on the

upper deck of a tramcar the trolley pole left the wire, struck
luui on the head, and inflicted injuries which seriously
affected his health, inflammation of the brain developing.
Evidence was given by the conductor and the driver of

the car and also by the driver of a passing car, that
the trolley did not strike the boy at all. The con-
ductor stated that shortly after the car had stopped, as
a consequence of the trolley leaving the wire, he went on the
top of the car to collect fares. He saw the boy sitting there
with his hands to his head. The conductor asked him what
was the matter, and he made no reply. When the boy was
getting off later on he made no complaint. He believed that

the trolley did not strike the boy at ail. The driver of the
passing tramcar, who saw the trolley leave the wire, said that

the trolley did not fall straight down, but swayed round in

a lateral direction. It was shown that the car was only
going at the rate of 5 or 6 miles an hour.
Mr. G. M. Harris, general manager of the tramway system,

told the Court that the car on which the accident occurred
w-as properly equipped, and that it was constantly in use
since the accident, as before it. No repairs had since been
done to it. A trolley on leaving the wire invariably jumped
upwards. The suggestion made on the previous day that the
tramway tracks were defective was nonsense. Even if they
were, it could have no effect on the trolley. Trolleys occa-

sionally left the wires everywhere, and sometimes no explana-
tion could be given of it, and so far as electrical science had
gone, no means had yet been devised to prevent it. In cross-

examination, Mr. Harris's attention was drawn to the fact

that on the Dublin and Lucan Electric Tramway a steel bar
had been placed along the top of the car to protect passen-

gers from being struck by the trolley. Mr. Harris said that

he w-as aware of that. The Dublin tramcars had no such
arrangement, and he did not see the slightest use in it.

Mr. Grosart, manager of the Dublin and Lucan Itamw-ay.
.said that he had examined the trolley and the equipment of

the car in question, and found all in proper working order.

In his summing up, Mr. Justice Dodd said the Tramway
Co. could not be held resixjnsible if they could not have reason-

ably anticipated the accident, and their witnesses said they

had never know-n such a thing to have happened in their

exi>erience. Even if the car w-as going fast it did not con-

stitute negligence, unless the driver could reasonably have

anticipated that the speed of the car would have resulted in

the trolley falling.

Hodges v. Webb.

(The Electrical Trades Union Dispute.)

Mr. Justice Peterson, on Fi-iday, February 20th, in the

Chancery Division, dehvered a reserved judgment in the case

heard iii the previous month in vi-hich Mr. SidneA" Dumas
Hodges sought an injunction to restrain the defendant, Mr.

William John Webb, the London secretary of the Electrical

Trades Union, or his agents, from interfering or attenipting

to interfere with his employment, and the right to dispose

of his labour as he willed,

Mr Hughes, K.C, and Mr. H. G. Purcha.'^e appeared for

the plaintiff, and Mr. Cunliffe. K.V.. uith Mr. R. H. Hodge
represented the defendant.

The plamtiff is a member of the National Association ol

Supervising Electricians, and was engaged in October last n

the capacitv of foreman electrician on a contract at Delecta-

land. Watford. His case against the defendant was that

because he would not join the Electrical Trades Union, the

workmen -u-ere called out on strike, in consequence of which

his employers, in order that they might carry out their

contract, had to discharge him. On behalf of Mr. Hodges, it
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was contended that the defendant had tried to coerce the
plaintiff to abandon his luembership of the N.A.S.E., and join

the other union, that he had conducted a malicious vendetta
against plaintiff, and that the case came within the decision

of Valentine and Hyde bearing upon the same points.

The defendant's case was that he was entitled t<j do what
he had done under the Trade Disput-es Act, as his action
was entirely the outcome of a trade dispute, and much 'evi-

dence was taken to prove that a dispute did actually exist at

the time when the Uefeudaut did that of which the plaintiff

complained.
Mr. Justice Peteksox, in the course of his judgment, which

occupied over an hour in delivery, said that the National
Association of Supervising Electricians, which was formed in

1914, was at first in the main an educational institution, and
under its rules its members were prohibited from taking paxt
in trade disputes. In 1918, however, it was registered as a
trade union, but it failed to obtain recognition by the Ti'ade
Union Congress, and it was apparent that the Electrical

Trades L'nioii considered there was ground for believing that
the N..A.S.E. was under the influence of, and had the sym-
pathy of, the employers. Under these circumstances the
E.T.U., rightly or wrongly, objected to its members w'orking
with members of the N.A.S.E. The E.T.U. at the beginning
of 1919 had withdrawn all its members employed by a firm
because the firm employed members of the >.'..\.S.E., and the
.trike remained still unsettled. It was, .«aid his lordship, an
acute and burning question between the employers and the
workmen in the industry. The i.ondon section of the National
federated Electrical Association—the employers' federation

—

had .passed a resolution declining to yield to the [.xjficy of

the E.T.U. He was of opinion that the defemlant did
ask the plaintiff to join the E.T.U". When he. plaintiff, re-

fused to do so, he said he would call the men off' the job,

and that they would not return until he was dismissed. His
lordship said he did not believe the allegation that the de-
fendant had made u.se of a threatening gesture, and he was
satisfied that the only effective rea.ion for calling out the
men wa» the refusal of the plaintiff' to join the E.T.U. He
tlid not think it would be fair to draw the inlerence that tne
men were withdrawn from their work because the defendant
was annoyed at the observations made by the plaintiff'.

It was the .solo duty of a judge, in a case of tliis kind, to

consider whether a complaint was lawful or unlawful. .^ft<'r

the pas.sing ol the Trade Disputes .Act in J9(l.S it was impos-
sible to argue that if an authorised trade union official called

out the members of his union in furtherance of a trade dis-

pute, he was lial)le to be sued merely on the grouiul tliat he
interfered with the business of the employer or the employ-
ment of any [>er.-oii. In his view, there was a trade dispute
in this ca.se, and whether the trade union was right or not
appeared to be inmiaterial. There was a trade dispute be-

tween the employers and the workmen, and he was unable to

hold that defendant had used such coercion -against Me.ssrs.

Tyler & Freeman, the employers, as to render him liable in

damages to the plaintiff. Coercion was a word of ambiguous
import. The pressure used in this case was not coercion
which constituted ground for action. If it were, there would
be few .strikes in which employers or workmen, or both,

lould not .say that they had been coerced. The question w-as

\\ hether the defendant had employed unlawful means, and
that question was not to be .solved by saying that defendant's
words amounted to a threat. No legal e.xception could be
taken to a strike, and it was not an illegal act to Ultimate
that under certain circumstances a .strike would take place.

It could not bo unlawful pressure to protest, after due intima-

tion, and say that a .strike would take place. He was not

prepared to hold that defendant could be made liable in

damages to the plaintiff for saying that he intended to do

that which he was by 'law entitled to do. It might be called

a threat by' .some p<'ople, but whether it was a threat or a

warning, it was in fact a statement that defendant would
adopt lawful means for the purpose of giving effect to the

union's lawful policy. The conchi.sion at which he h;i 1 arrived,

his lordship said, was that the defendant endeavoured to

persuade plaintiff' to become a member of the Electrical

Trades U'nion. and that while doing so he pointed out that

if he (plaintiff) persisted in his refusal to do so he would
inevitably le exposed to difliculties in the future. He did

not think that after making the observation in question the

defendant used threats towards the plaintiff. He did not

consider the question whether, if it was a threat, defendant

(\as liable to be sued for threatening to give effect to the ixilicy

of the union in a trade dispute between employers and the

union. In his view that was a question of fact which it was
not necessary to answer. The action, therefore failed, and
would be dismissed with costs.

.Judgment was accordingly entere<l for the defendant with

Bkk.\ch oi- the Pactoky Acts.

\i Sunderlaud Police Court on Friday. Me.ssrs. Win. firav ,^'

Co.. I.td. (the Wear Shipvard). Pallion. were sunnnoned in

respect of five alleged breaches of the Factory Act. Mr. W. B.

r,AfDER. for the pro.secution. said the case was brought
because of defendants' neglect to observe electricitv regula-

tions on Deeeinhev Ifith, with the result that a youth named
Robert Allan Black was killed. By the regulation? an autho-

rised person to supervise the undertaking of certain repairs to

an electric cable used for supplying light to a ship in course
of construction had to be over 21 years of age. Black was
only 16 years of age, and he had an assistant only 17. A
mishap occurred, and through some means while Black was
coupling two electric wires he was killed by shock. Defen-
dants, who said they had no knowdedge of what was being
done and did not consent to or connive at it, were fined £o.
Convictions were recorded without penalty on two other
counts alleging that inadequate precautions had been taken.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

.At Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on February 9th, Mr. .J. L. Thomp-
son's paper on the above subject, an abstract of which
appeared in our issue of January 3t)th, was read and discussed
before the North-Eastern Centre of the Institution of Elec-
trical EXGINEKRS.
Mr. V. Stobib thought it was the first time that the subject

had been dealt with publicly. He had not known any break-
downs due to tappings, the troubles th^- had had were on the
h.t. side, and due to radial, rather than axial stress. The
comer windings broke down sometimes, due to abrasion con-
sequent upon movement inside the transformer; insulation
gave way there more quickly than elsewhere. That the
stresses were low was hardly the point ; it was not the
magnitude of the .stress, but its rei)etition that caused the
abrasion of the insulation. -As to the passage of oil through
the ventilating ducts, he knew one case where a transformer
had broken down from want of ventilation, and in that case
the builders, in order to get greater reactance, had put in

some special iron between the windings, and to do so had
cut down the size of the ventilating ducts. The interleaving
of the L.T. conductors was another illustration of the fact

that practice did not always follow theory. Regarding power
factor, he mentioned a case where they had 7,.5CHJ amperes
on one phase of the transformer, and another where they had
10.000 amperes per phase ; on one furnace they got 0.9'-i power
factor, without interleaving, and on the other they got (I.92.

Referring to the author's suggestions to increase the voltage,

the speaker .said that per.sonally he always used two electrodes.

The practice was to reduce the voltage when the metal was
molten, probably to 40 volts across the arc. Regarding the
increase of the size of the furnace, he suggested, instead of

one four-phase, two sets of two-phase, which .saved com-
plication for the steel people.

Mr. Taylor said that he had never had a breakdown on
the tappings. In the diagram of the connections of the
furnace transformer with the H.T. auto-regulating transformer
and external reactance the choke coil \\a.s shown on the left

hand. He suggested that it should be on the other side, so

that it might le.s.sen the switchgear needed. He had taken
several power factor readings, and got 0-95 and 0.96, but over
a period the average was 0.92.

Mr. Parrott remembered some years ago being called o
.see a plant where the transformer was blamed because the

furnace would not melt; they could not get sufficient energy
into the furnace. On examination of the lay-out. he found
that they only got about 40 per cent, of the norma! voltage

that they should have had. and when that was altered, all

went smoothly. He thought a .suitable arrangement for large

work would be to place the jilant so that the transformer

^vould be directly underneath the furnace ; they could then

bring up the leads through the lloor, and .so get the shortest

possible length.

Mr. Clothier explained that years ago it was the practice

to design transformer tanks with pockets into which the

cables were brought through glands, so that there were no
bare conductors exposed. He wished the author would in-

clude terminals arranged in that way. He thought that the

question of the proper enclosure of <-onductors applied par-

ticularly to the comments made in the paper concerning the

failure of tappings. .A boo.ster transformer, or an induction

regulator for voltace variation, was introduced because the

author found a difficulty in insulating his tappings. Surely

the remedy was to improve the tappings, and not to foist

this extra apparatus on the user. The remarks he had iiiade

about the enclosure of the <-onduct<5rs we're, he admitted,

difficult to apply to the L.T. side. There was no reference to

failure of the switchgear: they were told that the troubles of

the transformer had Iveen overcome, he might tell them that

thp switchgear troubles also had been overcome.

Mr. Stigant. referring to the reinforcement nf tappings,

especially at the point where they were brought out, said

his recent exiierience was that in certain directions manu-

facturers were inclined to take the view that when they were

taken out at the centre it wa.s not so necessary to reinforie

them. He thought they should be as strongly reinfo'opd

at the centre, as at the end, l>ecause they were still likeh'

to get high stresses and so damage the insulation. Numerous

ventilation ducts should be avoided : it was far more imrort-nt

to provide a smaller number of ducts of a larger size so that

thev would get a sub.stantial body of oil circulating throuan

rather than have a larger number of ducts of a smaller size

wb;-h wore nlwav^: liable to facilitate sludging.
_

Mr. Oarr, Mr. Porter, and Mr. Davidson also took a bn?f

part in the discussion, and Mr. Thompson replied.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR 1920.
(NOT YET rUBLI.SHED.l

Compiled expr^-Bsly for

Palfnl Agents, 286, High Holborn, London, W.C.'l.

3,866. " \Vord.countcr .nnd sp<>od.IPstcr for tclcgi.-iph circuits." 1,. I..

RaVENSCROft. February 9th.

3,879. " Electric switches." J. A. Ckabtree. February 9th.

3,889. "Time-limit rclavs. circuit-brcakers, &c." B. H. I.i-.l-sos. J.
MiRREV and A. Revrolle & Co. February 9th.

3.891. " Electric rivet-heaters." R. F. WooDBU'RN. February 9th.

3,897. " Sparking plugs." A. SaVsbr. February 9th.

3,906. "Sparking plugs and their relation to cycle of engine." A.
HUCHANAS'. February yth.

3,914. " Protective .-irrangements for alternating-current electric circuits."
R. A. R. Boi.TO.N- an.J SlEMtiNS Bros. Dv.s'.-.mo Wokks. February 9th.

3.918. " Electric measuring or indic.iting instruments." British Thomson-
HousTos Co. and R. C. Cllvker. February 9th.

3,922. " El£ctricaIly-oper.lted diaphragm horns." A. R. Kearkev and B. A.
Quint. February 9th.

3,939. " Ignition magnetos for internal-combustion engines." Fabriques
DES, Moxtres Zenith, successeuk de Fabuioles des .\iontkes Zenith G.
Favbe-Jacot EI Cie. February 9th. (SwitEerl.ind, April 15th, 1919.)

.3,940. " Ignition magnetos for internal-combustion engines." Fabriques
DES .Moxtres Zenith, slccesseur de F'abriches des .Montres Zenith C.
Favre-Jacot et Cie. February 9th. (Switzerland, June 11th, 1919.)

3.972. "Magneto-electric ignition apparatus for explosion engines." R. E
Heerd. February 9th. (Germany, May 30th, 1919.)

3,974. " High-tension magnetos for four-cylinder internal-combustion
engines." Soc. Perfecta. FVbruary 9th. (France, February Sth, 1919.)

3,979. " Portable electro-magnetic appliance for treatment of the hair." C.
Graham and P. E. Morgan. February 9rh.

3,987. " Electrical resistance apparatus." P. H. Dawe. February 9th

4,003. " Carrier for electric lamp, &c., shades, reflectors. &c." A. P.
Rutherford. February lOlh.

4,012. " Electric lamp." G. A. Fennimore. February 10th.

4,016. "Coupling dynamos. &c., to internal-combustion engines." S. L.
Bailey. February 10th.

4,049. " Electric incandescent lamps." I.. B. CoDD and C. Martin. l~eb-
ruary 10th.

4.058. " Electric heating apparatus." G. F. Joseph. Februarv 10th.

4.078. " Electric lamps." .A. Konieczny. February lOlh.

4,085. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Electric Co., U.S.A.) February lOth.

4.102. "Testing sparking plugs." W. S. Wolff. February 10th.

4.103. " .Apparatus for testing lamps, fuses, sparking plugs, induction coils,
&c." W. S. Wolff. February 10th.

4.104. " Means for supply of electric current to railway, &c., tracks." W.
T. Jones. February 10th.

4.117/8/9. " Negative plates for electric accumulators." A. Pouchain
February 10th.

4,120. " Negative plates for electric accumulators and manufacture of
sa.ne." A. Pouchain. February 10th.

4,128. " Electric starters and cut-outs for electric lighting plants employing
internal-combustion engines." C. C. Garrard, A. H. Railing and W. Wilson.
February 11th.

4,144. " Combined electric switches and wall plugs and sockets." W.
Compson. a. E. Read and Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co. Febru-
ary 11th.

4,172. " Trollev-pole heads for electric vehicles." E. Farrell. Febru-
ary 11th.

4,185. " .'Arrangement for receiving submarine telegraphy, &c." M. D.
Dimitrievitch. February 11th.

4,204. " Electrical apparatus." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Electric Co., U.S.A.) February 11th.

4,214. " Electrical apparatus for indicating and repeating movements at
distances." J. L. Routin. February 11th. (France, January 3rd.)

4,225. " Electrode holders for electric arc welding or cutting." C. B.
Waters. February 11th. '

.

4,231. " Distributing devices for high-tension ignition machines." K.
Bosch Art. Ges. February lllh. (Germany, March 9th, 1918.)

4,239. "Measured service devices for telephone systems." AinoMATlc Tele-
phone Manufacturing Co. (February 11th. (United States, February 12lh,
1919.)

4.243. " Device for ascertaining direction of submarine sound waves."
Signal Ges. February 11th. (Germany. .November 20th, 1917.)

4.244. " Ctevice for ascertaining direction of submarine sound waves."
Signal. Ges. February 11th. (Germany, June 5th, 1918.)

4,255. " Electric light attachment for rifles, &c." G. F. Ros.ario. Feb-
ruary 11th.

4,260. " Electric switches." J. Vavre. February 11th. (France, March
20th, 1919.)

4,269. " Current-distributor for magneto-electric ignition apparatus." .M.

Strobel. February 11th. (Germany, .March 2nd, 1918.)

4,273. " Wireless telegraphy and telephony." H. Morris-.Airev, A. K.
Macrorie and G. Shearing. February 11th.

4,274/5. "Transmitters for wireless telegraphy and telephonv." A. K.
Macrorie and G. Shearing. February 11th.

4.280. " Electrically producing gas for internal-combustion engines, &c.^'
T. McClelland. February 12th.

4.292. " Electric overhead coke conveyers, Jtc." J. Wiglky. February 12th.

4.293. " Machine for connecting tidal. &c., energy to mechanical and elec-
trical energy." G. Newm,\n. February 12th.

4,306. " Electric switches." E. Waierhouse. February 12th.

4,311. " Mine-signalling svstems." .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co. and H. L. Searjeant. February 12th.

4,314. " Sparking plugs." P. R. Cartwright and E. T. Glanville. Feb-
ruary 12th.

4,351. " Fittings for arc, &c., lamps." H. Berrv. February 12th.

4,377. "Portable electric lamps." Compagnie Cienerale nELEcJkiini
February 12th. (France. May 27th, 1916.)

4,390. "Sparking plugs." J. L. Platel February 12th. (France. Septem.
ber 2Sth. 1918.)

4,396. "Wireless telegraph receivers." L. B. Turner. February 13th

4,411. " Protective arrangements for electric distribution and transmission
systems." Callender's Cable & Con'struction Co. and P. V. Hunter. Feb-
ruary 13th.

4,417. " Trolley-wheel head and bearing socket of electric traction equip-
ments, &c." J. K. Malone. February 13th.

4.426. "Electrical device for recording fires and burglaries and for gas,
chemical and water protection." Electrical Contr.xction Co. and R. D
England. February 13th.

4.431. " Electrical conductors." Etxa I.ighiisg & Heating Co., G. Hook-
ham and H. R. Prosser. February 13th.

4.454. " Wind power electricity-generating plant." P. Burns and E. H.
Jones. February 13lh.

4.455. "Electric alarm for motor vehicles." L. ~W. Applkton. l-'ehrii-

ary 13th.

4.463. " Protective devices lor alternating-current systems." C. C. Garrard.
.\. E. MrCoLE and A. H. Railing. February ISlh.

4.467. " Magnetic blow-out devices." T. Zweigberck. February 13th.

4.470. " Terminal connections for electric conductors." O. Imrav (R.
Bosch Akt. Ges.) February 13th.

4.471. " Releasing devices for armatures of electric-starting motors." R.
Bosch Akt. Ges. February 13th. (Germany, February 20th, 1919.)

4,479. " Electrical illuminating apparatus for kinematograph projecting
apparatus, «.c." G. Teppati. February 13lh. (Italy, August 27th, 1919.)

4.494. " Controlling de>-ices for alternating-current dvnamo-electric ma-
chines." British Thomson-Houston Co. and H. W. Tavlor. February 13th.

4.495. "Vacuous electric-discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston
Co. and J. Gray. Fetwuary ISlh.

4.501. " .\utomatic telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufach^ur-
ING Co. February 13th. (United States, May 31st, 1919.)

4,521. " .Automatic attachment for turning off electric switches, gas taps,
&c." F. C. Endecott. February 14th.

4,523. " Electrical apparatus for heating air used in machines for drying,
cleansing or carbonising wool, cotton, &c." E. Jenkins. February 14th.

4,526. " Electric pianos." J. I. Hall. February 14ih.

4,529. " Cooling tanks for electrical transformers, &c." E. J. Jenkins.
February 14th.

4,531. " Single-phase transformer." L. Guiseppe. February 14lh.

4.544. "Carrier for electric lamp shades, ixjflectors, &c." A. P. Ruther-
ford. February 14th.

4.546. " Sparking plugs." H. S. Cooke. February 14th.

4,570. "Magnetic deflectors for electric arcs in lamps, searchlights, &c."
H. C. Gibson and J P. Yorke. February 14th.

4,577. " Incandescent electric lamps, &c." J. T. Calloway. February 14ih.

4,563. " Crvstal detectors of electric currents." H. M. DowsETT. Febru-
ary 14th.

i.592. " Flame-proof boxes lor switches, fuses, &c." \V. T. Henley's TtLt-
GK.vPH Works Co. February 14th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

printed and abridged, and all

X9XS.
5,918. Electrical measuring appar.xtus. Siemens & Halske .Akt. Ges.

.March 27th, 1917. (114,632.)

7,006. Coixfreed telephone call-boxes. Ges. fur Elektrische Industrie.
ilay 25th. 1914. (115,241.)

7,011, Coinfreed telephone call-boxes. Ges! fur Elektrische Industrie.
March 19th. 1917. (Addition to 115,241.) (115.242.)

18,208. RoT.ATiNC magnets of magneto-electric ignition apparatus. Scin-
tilla. November 6th, 1917. (120,902.)

18,626. Electric valve amplifiers. G. F. Partridge and B. S. Smith.
November 13th, 1918. (137,876.)

20,170. Automatic telephone systems. D. S. Hulfish. December sih. 1917.

(121,471.)

jiais.
1.976. Electric lamps ok lanterns. J. Y. Fletcher and F. W. Ball. Janu-

ary 27th, 1919. (137,914.)

3.641. Electric couplings. W. C. Lea. February 14th, 1919. (137,932.)

4,299. M.agnetic deflectors for electric arcs in lamps, searchlights, and
THE LIKE. J. p. Aorke. February 20th, 1919. (137,937.)

7,294. Automatic coin-opekaied telephone calling apparatus. T. .M.

Fletcher. March 24th, 1919. (137,958.)

8.478. Sparking plugs. G. H. Barraclough, April 4th, 1919. (137.967.)

13.028. Control means for electro-m-\gnetic reciprocating devices.
Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.) May 23rd, 1919.

(138,001.)

13.664. Magneios. B. Ames. May 29th, 1919. (138,007.)

13,920. Sp,vrking plugs. H. R. Wilks. June 2nd, 1919. (138.008.)

16.431. Sparking plug for intern.al-combustion engines. L. Febbraro.
June 30th, 1919. (138,023.)

18,325. Storage b.itteky locomotive. Mancha Storage Battery Locomotive
Co. August 31st, 1918. (132,233.)

18,933. Methods of indirectly coupling a radio-telegraphic antenna to a

high-frequency ,u.tern.ator. J. Bethenod. July 30th, 1918. (130,614.)

20,149. Insulating caps for electric.\l joints. M. Ritsema. September
;8th, 1918. (132,779.)

20,313. Sparking plugs for explosion motors. R. Breton. June 4th, 1919.

(138,037.)

21.049. Electric kettles and the like. A. S. Ford. August 27th, 1919.

(138,039.)

21,855. Electric reactance coils or transformers. Electrical Improve-
ments, Ltd., and J. R. Beard. September Sth, 1919. (Addition to 133.135;
(138.043.)

24,121. Electric ignition apparatus. American Bosch Magneto Corpora-
toin. October 1st, 1918. (133.318.)

26.166. Means for cooling dynamo-electric machines. E. F. \V. Alex-

anderson. November 26th. 1918. (135.825.)

A Dutch Ericsson Telephone Works.—The firm of

Koopman & Co., of AmstertJam, announce that, with the co-opera-

tion of the Almanna Telefon A.B. L.M. Ericsson, of Stockholm,
they have formed a prroup who have taken over the shares in the
Electrische Werktuieren Fabriek, of Rijen. near Breda. It is pro-

posed to convert the latter into the Xederlamlsche Ericsson

Telefoon Fabrieken, with a share capital of 3 000,000 florins (pre-

war, £250,000). In order to possess a sales organisation for

Holland and the Dutch colonies, an agreement has been entered

into with Koopman & Co.. who have for years past imported
telephone plant from Sweden, and who since 1916 have taken over
the connections of the Netherlands Bell Telephone Co., in so far

as these were not transferred to the Dutch Government.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS.

We have lately dwelt upon the need for the Bpirit of

confidence, and in doing so we pointed out the vastness of

the subject of industrial relations. We therefore make no

apology for returning so soon to its consideration.

Let us begin, then, by stating boldly our opinion that

the relations between the various sections of the industrial

world were never better than they are to-day. It is true

that

—

Hope Bprings eternal in the human breast

;

Man never ii, bnt always to be, blest.

We may add to the last line that man never /.s, but

always icas, blest. One hears almost every day some such

expression as '• those were days, but we did not appreciate

them "
;
" the good old times "

; and so on and so forth.

Yet there are few who would, even if they could, set the

clock back to a former time which may seem, on looking

backward, to have possessed advantages. There has always

been something capable of improvement about the relations

between employers and employed ; and much that is in

the nature of improvement has been brought about. It

logically follows, therefore, that the present condition of

things, although itself undeniably capable of further

improvement, must be the best that has yet existed.

We hear much about the desirability of the human

touch, and this is often coupled with lamentations about

the disappearance of the personal contact which formerly

existed between the master and his workpeople. If this

personal contact was everything that could be desired

—

we are not denying that in some cases it may have been

—

why did the employed classes ever begin to realise that their

interests would be best served, not by leaving things to the

sense of justice of their employers, but by combining

together and being loyal to one another ?

There has been for a long time a general tendency towards

combination, coalescence of groups, and joint action.

This tendency has existed among the employers as well as

among the workpeople, and so far as it tends to promote

progress by the elimination of cut-throat competition, and

the consequent acquisition of the wherewithal for research

and auvancement. combination has much to recommend it.

It was stated recently by a correspondent in a contemporary,

and we have not seen or heard it seriously denied, that it is

more than difficult, it is next to impossible, for an individual

to exchange from a position in one firm to a position in

another firm in the same line of business. Combination of

this character we believe to be wholly bad. It tends—or,

rather, it endeavours—to restrict progress. No such

endeavour can be permanently successful, but the tendency

is wrong. If men find it difficult to get ahead, they will

embark in something else which offers, or seems to offer.

better chances. It cannot be advantageous to drive good

men out of their chosen walk of life, and only the less pro-

[280]
°
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giessive will remain in underpaid positions which offer

little or no scope for advancement. And there cannot

be effective progress in a profession or industry which is

manned by a second-class personnel. There should be

freedom of movement, and we should welcome a little

more openness in the advertising of positions. Why do so

many invite the applicant to reply to a box number ? Why

do so few state the value set upon the position ? Why do

so many deny the applicant a reply, even when a stamped

and addressed envelope is sent with the application 'i And

on the other side, those who seek advancement might with

advantage be equally open. There is nothing to be afraid

of, and if everyone could persuade himself to be frank there

would be nothing unusual about it.

We do most strongly feel that the spirit of confidence

would be promoted as much by candour and frankness as

by any other means. All profess to be working for

progres?. Most people believe that progress is perpetual,

and differ from Dean Inge, who says that belief in

perpetual progress as a law of nature is a superstition which

has no basis in history, science, or religion ; civilisation

lias hardly changed human nature. There has been much

in the last half-dozen years to emphasise what truth there

is in this proposition, but we venture to think that

advancement in the knowledge of nature is entitled to be

described as progress. History shows progress in the condi-

tions of living : science shows progress in knowledge.

Progress in religion is more difficult to gauge : but duelling

has been abolished, and much has been done for the poorest

classes by people who are really philanthropists, and not

big business men who rightly .seek to do away with all

causes of inefficiency.

Extremes are almost always wrong, and arise from a

limited outlook. The extreme towards which the employer

tends is the reduction of expense by every means in his

power, and the appropriation of all resultant profit and

advantage, even if unempioyment should be the result.

The extremists on the other side want the profit and

advantage arising from the use of machinery and the

adoption of more efficient methods to go into their own
pocket*!. The Englishman seems to have an affinity for

compromise—a sort of natural aptitude for it—and in this

case, as in so many others, the right lies somewhere between

the two extremes. When the manifestation takes the form

of a coalition government, it is universally damned, but

since it is damned for many and various reasons, all of

which conflict with one another, this should not be accepted

as a sufficient cause for the disregard of the principle

involved.

Some of the profits arising out of increased efficiency, and
consequent increased production, .should go one way and
some the other. The antagonism towards payment by
results will, we believe, lessen, and finally disappear
when it is properly understood. It is a big subject, and
we do not propose to tackle it seriously at the tail end of
an article. It may be taken that the ideal scheme will not
be as simply and e<«ily arrived at iis is sometimes supposed.
It will not do to increase payment in propoition only to
im-reasc in output. Sometimes an increase in output inay
result m an altogether disproportionate increase m profit-
in tihe case of a gold mine, for example. That portion of
individual remuneration which represents the cost of living
should be roughly proportionate to output; but the part
which represents profit, or saving capacity, should depend
largely on the profit earned by the employer, and it is this
part which ought to go up or "down as profits fluctuate.
The ideal may be difficult of attainment, but it is not

impossible, and if diligently sought after, with mutual
goodwill, it ought to be achieved.

A German
Misrepresentation.

In our editorial columns on December

19th, 1919, under the heading of "Who
are the Buyers ?

" we reproduced a

(piotation from the annual report of the Berlin A.E.G. The
extract \vus that the directors stated that the demand for

the company's products on the part of neutral countries,

and of '• hitherto hostile countries," shows that German
industry " still enjoys its former esteem." We ventured to

express doubts as to the accuracy of the assertion in

, regard to Allied countries, with the exception of reparation

work in France for the purpose of expediting the work of

industrial reconstruction, and suggested that British firms

could produce manufactures equally as irood as, if not better

than, the Germans'. To our astonishment these comments
have been distorted into a confession of " despair," in the

course of an article published in a Berlin newspaper on
February 10th, by " E. Z.," who has sent us a copy of the

paper with words written on it showing that he is E. Zehme,
privat dozent (private coach) at the Royal Technical High
School at Charlottenburg. We do not propose to discuss

his abuse and depreciation of the British electrical industry,

or his pointless taunt that we may find a larger export

market for a time by marking British goods " Made in

Germany." But before attempting to take us to task again,

it would l)e well for this privat dozent to cultivate his

knowledge of the English language so as to avoid misrepre-

sentation of facts in the future, unless he is one of the

celebrated "twisters" ( Machenschaftler), of whom (iermany

possesses a not inconsiderable number.

Thk Bill which the institution of
The Registration ,.• -i tji •

i • i j j i

, _ ., (j\\\\ Engineers has introduced into
of bnglaeers. ^

Parliament to compel all engineers

practising as civil engineers to be registered, and also to

prevent any unregistered civil engineer from using the

letters " C.E." after his name, has naturally enough created

considerable stir among the other engineering institutions.

The object behind the Bill, of course, is the laudable one of

improving the status of the engineer to that of the legal and
medical professions, and to that, in principle, no engineer

lias any objection. The point in connection with the Bill

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, however, is its

possible detrimental effect upon the other branches of

engineering, which regard themselves as on a par with civil

engineering, for a clear line of demarcation between the

profession of a civil engineer and other branches of

engineerint; is not easy to draw. For instance, in the

original Charter of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

granted in I8i'8, it is stated that the signatories "have
formed themselves into a society for the general advance-

ment of mechanical science, and more particularly for

promoting the ac()uisition of that species of knowledge
which constitutes tbe profession of a civil engineer, being

the art of directing the great sources of power in Nature
for the use and convenience of man, as a means of pro-

duction and of traffic in states, both for external and internal

trade, as applied in the construction of roads, bridges,

aqueducts, canals, river navigation and docks, for internal

intercourse and exchange, and in the construction of ports,

harbours, moles, breakwaters, and lighthouses, and in the

art of navigation by artificial power for the purposes of

commerce, and in the construction and adaptation of

machinery and in the drainage of cities and towns."

This is a fairly comprehensive definition, and it is not

difficult to see that it covers many branches of engineering

in which there has been specialisation since it was first

drawn up ; for instance, mechanical engineering, electrical

engineering, and municipal engineering, to mention threo

of the leading branches. It is not. therefore, surprising

that the Councils of a number of leading engineering insti-

tutions have taken up the question of the principle involved

in the Bill of the Institution of Civil Engineers with con-

siderable activity, and interviews, of an entirely friendly

character, have taken place with the Council of tbe Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers. There are hopes that an amicable

settlement will be reached, although it is clearly understood

that the other institutions are determined to oppose the Bill

if it is felt that the rights and privileges of tieir members
will be encroached upon by it. The whole question of the
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registration of engineers on lines similar to those which

obtain in the case of lawvers and doctors, is a broad and

diflBcult one, and can hardly be dealt with in a sectional

manner, because no branch of engineering is likely to rest

contented whilst another branch receives at the hands of

the Legislature privileges which can equally well be applied

to all engineers. However, the negotiations between the

parties are being carried on in the most friendly spirit, and

if an arrangement, can be come to whereby the status of all

engineers can be raised to the level in public estimation

which it ought to occupy, so much the better, for strife

among engineers on this important question ought to be

avoided at all costs. Many civil engineers, of course, are

also members of the other institutions, and that in itself

ought to pave the way for an arrangement to be come to

which will avoid the spectacle of engineers fighting each

other on this question in the Parliamentary Committee
Kooms.

Relativity.
In a letter printed in our "Corres-

pondence "
columns, Mr. Carl Bering

gently satirises the Einstein theory, which seems to be
incapable of statement in the vulgar tongue. As a matter

of sober fact, we are not at all sure that ilr. Bering's
humorous proposition is not really in accordance with the

theory, in which time appears to constitute a fourth dimen-
sion—and time is associated with motion. But we may
point out that a straight line may be moved without generat-

ing a surface, and a plane without generating a volume.
Whether a solid may be moved without introducing a fourth

dimension we are unable to say. but assuming that the

motion of a solid most closely analogous to that of ilr.

Bering's plane is expansion or contraction, we again meet
with the question whether time is a dimension.
We have endeavoured to provide our readers with a simple

statement of the fundamental principles of the Einstein

theory (see Mr. R. W. Western's article on " The Principle

of Relativity Simply Explained," in our issues of September
26th and October 3rd, 1919, and editorials in our issues of

Xovember 21st and .Tanuary 9th), but it must be admitted
that the subject is one of immense difficulty, not only to the
man in the street, but even to the expert : Sir Oliver

Lodge, at a recent meeting, chaffingly asked Prof. Eddington
la leading exponent of the theory) if he thought he under-
stood it himself

!

A remarkable letter appeared in Xntvif of February 12th,

signed '• W. G.," in whirh the writer drew an extraordinary
parallel between the non-Euclidean geometry of the

Einstein theory, and the conditions obtaining in the space
behind a convex mirror : the article is most ably written,

extremely interesting, and well worth reading. The author
quaintly and appropriately winds up with a reference to
" Alice through the Looking-Glass "

:
" According to the

theory of relativity, if the observer is moving with the
velocity of light, time remains unchanged. This must
have been the case with the Mad Hatter. With him it was
always six o'clock, and always tea-time."

We wonder how many of the engineers
'* Rcatt Mirk

Learn and
.'

.
! "

°'' managers of the five-hundred-odd elec-

tricity undertakings scattered up and
down the country could pass even an elementary examina-
tion on the provisions of the various Electric Lighting Acts.
One might, perhaps, be surprised to find how few bad more
than a bowing acquaintance with them, to say nothing of those
to whom they are little more than a name. Of course, with
big undertakings, a good knowledge of the Acts is necessary,
otherwise one is sure to land in pitfalls. But with small
undertakings, it is surprising how, with luck, an almost
complete ignorance may go on, year after year, in unbroken
serenity. We say with luck, but as one cannot alwajs rely
on luck, it is the more politic course, perhaps, to browse
occasionally on the wise (or unwise) provisions, restrictions
and regulations that legislators have laid down for the
guidance, or coercion, of undertakings in these Acts.
Further, there is the chance of becoming aware of privileges
hitherto neglected. As a matter of fact, the total volume
of these Acte, including the new Act of 1919, is anything
but formidable. And in this case, a ' little learning "

is

just the reverse of a dangerous thing. There are many cases

that may crop up with consumers, especially with ingenious,

litigious-minded consumers, where a manager would feel all

the happier for being able to speak with confidence. There

are always a certain number of consumers who can be trusted

to pull the leg of the undertaking if they get a chance, and

a further quota of consumers who, less innocently, are not

averse to taking advantage of the company if they get the

slightest opening. Anyhow, one can never tell when such

knowledge will come in useful. We heard of such a case,

where the quoting of an Act, united perhaps with a modicum
of bluff, got over an awkward situation. A truculent

kinema manager who had come to cross-purposes with the

supply undertaking, finding that some offices above his

premises were supplied through leads taken into his cut-out,

took revenge by discoimecting these, lioasting of it, and
refusing admittance. The uf>stairs offices, of course,

clamoured straightway for their lighting. The manager
of the undertaking, however, remembered that any-

one who unlawfully and maliciously tampers with

electric wires with intent to cut off the supply is

guilty of a "felony." It needed only a telephone inti-

mation to be conveyed to the offices of the kinemato-

graph company that unless admission was given immediately

to the undertaking's man in order to reconnect, a policeman

and a charge of felony would be the consequence. Admittance

was given straightway, merely on the pnsonal threat, which

the Act allowed. Or, again, perhaps everyone does not

know that an undertaking can refuse to give supply to any

person or company whose payments are in arrears, whether

in respect of premises to which supply is required, or other

premises where the same person takes supply. Or on the

question of deposits, it is a useful point to know that where

a deposit is being overstepped, an adequate deposit can be

demanded on seven days" notice, and if it is not forthcoming

supply can be discontinued. Also that if an tmdertaking

has to be cut off for non-payment of account, it can charge

for the expenses of disconnection. These are only random
points out of the many in the Acts concerning the

relations of consumer and undertaking, all of which

should be known. Properly, of course, not only the

manager, but all officials who are brought into contact

with consumers, should, as a necessary part of their duties,

be required to " read, mark, learn," and have at their

fingers' ends, all the chief point* of the Af'ts as rpgards

duties to and of consumers.

On Tuesday, .Tune 29th, the Royal

c^IVk,!,"""! Agricultural Society of England will oren
Exhibition at .

"
, , Vv ,- ,t-

Darllntfton. ''* annual show at Darlington. \\ e may
remind our readers that the scop* of this

well-known exhibition is a very wide one, and that it affords

an excellent opportunity for brin^'ing electrical apparatus to

the notice of farmers and other residents in the country, as

well as town-dwellers, thus opening a market of unlimited

possibilities. Last year, at Cardiff, the local supply

authorities took advantage of the occasion to organise a

publicity effort on a large scale, with gratifying results,

and it is to be hoped that the Electricity Committee at

Darlington will not let slip the chance of going one better.

The agricultural implement trials do not yet proride a

class for electrical ploughing, except under the head of self-

propelled ploughs, for which medals and prizes arc offered ;

but electric motors and electrically-driven machines can be

exhibited, though, so far as we can ascertain from the

regulations, no explicit provision is made for a supply of

electricity for the purpose of showing them in motion—

a

regettable oversight, which may, perhaps, be only apmrent.

The dir^cto^s of so im^Kirtjint a shoty ought to lead the way
in a matter such as thi>, not to wait until the question is

forced upon their notice. In addition to agricultural

articles, there are many categories under which other elec-

trical appliances may be shown, such as carriages, cycles,

industrial vehicles, washing machines, culinary appliances,

ice-making machines, domestic appliances and household

fittings, driving belts, books, sewing machines, lubricators,

&c. All such entries must be made on or before March
20th, but agricultural articles can be entered up to

April 1st, on payment of double fees. We hope the

electrical industries will be strongly represented.
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A NEW METHOD OF MEASURING HEAVY DIRECT CURRENTS.
By R. E. NEALE.

The usual method of measuring lieavy direct currents is by
means of a moving-coil ammeter (of the millivoltmctc
type) connected to the terminals of a shunt in the main
circuit. This method is satisfactory when the measuring
instrument is not far from the heavy-current conductor,

except that the energy loss in the shunt itself becomes a

serious item if very heavy currents are carried. If, how-
ever, the measuring instrument be 200 or 300 yards from
the heavy-curreut cable, the pilot leads must be of large

cross-section in order that the drop in them may be a

minimum, and even then the voltage drop which must be
provided across the terminals of the shunt, in order to obtain

satisfactory operation, is so high that there is serious

dissipation of energy in the shunt. If measurements are to

be over yet longer distances, the cost of pilot leads and the

loss in the main shunt become almost prohibitive. In order

to overcome these difficulties, reliance has been placed in the

past upon telephonic communication of instrument readings,

or upon the use of repeating instruments of various kinds.

An interesting and entirely novel method of measuring
heavy direct currents at a distance has been devised by
Ernst Besag, and is .now in use at Frankfort-on-Main.
The following particulars are from an article in Eleifro-

ieilmisrlie Zeifschrift. The method depends upon change
in the choking effect of a choking coil fed with alternating

current, when the iron core of the coil is magnetised by
the direct current to be measured as well as by the alternating

II0v.or22Ov.A.C.

I

—~~~° CK

current. Keferring to fig. 1, the heavy-current conductor,
c, is surrounded by two iron ring-cores, on which are wound
the coils D,, D,. These coils are connected so that there is

no resultant effect on the current in c due to transformer
effect from the alteraating-current windings. The terminals
of the latter are connected to the distant station, as shown,
and an alternating-current ammeter is placed where the
current indications are required ; a.c. supply at 110 volts

or 220 volts is connected to the measuring circuit, and it is

necessary that this supply be of constant voltage, frequency,
and wave form, within the limits now usual in turbo-
alternator stations.

When there is no current flowing in r, the coils d,, d,

exert an almost pure choking effect, and the a.c. ammeter
reads practically zero. As the current in c increases, so

does the magnetic saturation of the cores a and b, hence
the choking effect of d,, d,, decreases, and the alternating

current in the measuring circuit increases. For each value
of the main direct current there is a definite value of the
alternating current, hence the a.c. ammeter may be cali-

brated to read directly the direct-current amperes. By
using a pressure of 110 or 220 volts in the a.c. circuit, the
requisite current may be kept so low that quite small leads

may be used without introducing any appreciable error
from the voltage drop in these conductors.

The municipal tramway network of Frankfort-on-]\Iain
is supplied principally by turbo-generators in the No. 1

»tation, but if the capacity of the latter is exceeded
the surplus requirements are- supplied from a convei-ter

station, which is about 2| km. from the generating station.

Flitherto the economical distribution of load between the
new plants has necessitated continuous telephomc commu-
nication, but the new system of measurement has now been
adopted, and there is in the generating station an A.c.

ammeter calibrated to read up to .5,000 amperes d.c., and
connected to choking coils in the sub-station by a pair of

1'5 sq. mm. leads. The sul)-station is similarly eijuipped

with a .'),OoO-ampere ammeter, indicating the bus-bar load

on the generating station. The resistance of each measuring
circuit is about 70 ohms, and the town supply of 120 volts,

45'3 cycles is used in the measuring circuit.

The oscillograms reproduced in fig. 2 were obtained by
using the power supply (I'l'O volts, 4.5-3 cycles) in the
measuring circuit and by replacing the beavy-current con-
ductor c (fig. 1), for the purpose of this test, by a n.c.

winding on each iron core. When the direct current was
zero, the a.c. in the measuring circuit was almost exactly
00" out of phase with the impiessed voltage. With
increasing values of direct current, the alternating cur-
rent increased as shown, and its phase displacement was
reduced, but never fell below about 70'. so that the power
consumption in the a.c. circuit remained small throughout.
The current values shown in fig. 2 are the values of direct

current used in the auxiliary winding of the iron cores, and
not the A.c. amperes in the measuring circuit.

Under the conditions obtaining in Frankfort, heavy
direct currents may be measured by this method with aH

'

error not exceeding ± 2 per cent.

Apart from its value in long-distance measurement, tke
new method offers the advantage of eliminating shunt losses

which are serious, where heavy currents are concerned, even

if the indicating instrument be near the main conductor.

Another advantage, which will be more appreciated now
that high-tension D.i'. is being used so extensively for

traction purposes, is that the pilot leads used in Besag's

method need be insulated only for 110 or 220 volts d.c,

and not for the voltage of the main circuit. Apart from

the economy thus effected, operating risks are reduced by

eliminating direct electrical connection between the switch-

board and the high-voltage d.c. circuit. An important

possible application of the new method is to the measure-

ment of the charging or discharging current of cells in a

distant battery sub-station.

Alternating current for the measuring circuit is almost

invariably available in these days of a.c. generation and
transmission, and if it were not immediately available, it.

would often be worth while to install a small converter in

order to make possible the use of this method.

( .A possible modification of this method which suggests

itself would be to use a single iron core round the heavy

D.c. conductor, say, a, fig. 1, and to connect a winding Di

on this core to a fluxmeter. The fluxmeter being set to

zero when no current was flowing in c, the deflection of the

instrument should thereafter be proportional to the magneti-

sation of a, and thus to the current flowing in c. The law

would not be linear, owing to magnetic saturation of the

iron core, but it would be practicable to caUbrate the flux-

meter to indicate directly the corresponding values of the

main current. This method would not be applicable to

long-distance measurement, owing to the very small e.m.f.'s

produced by changes in the magnetisation of a, but it may
have its application in certain special cases, and if so, it

would offer the advantage of eliminating the a.o. supply

required by Besag's method. Errors due to hysteresis and
remanent magnetism could generally be miilimised by
proriding a suitable air gap in the magnetic circuit.

—

Eds.)
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MAGNETIC STORMS AS AFFECTING OCEAN TELEGRAPH CABLES^

(Supplementary Notes.)

By EDWARD RAYMOND-BARKER.

Si.xci: the appearance of the article under the above

heading in The Electrical Review of December 19th

and December 26th, 1919, appreciative letters from

observatory and from ocean cable telegraph stations

have reached the present writer.

A leading authority at a great cable station, writing

on this subject for the first time, has used the following

words: " Your suggestion is a good one, and ought to

tind place with all cable administrations ..."
Letters, iu fact, show that the writer's plea for ad-

visory notices by "" wireless "' has been endorsed by

e.xcellent authority, and, therefore, holds good. That
is to say, the proposal is recognised as a good one, that

on occasions—fortunately of rare occurrence—of serious

magnetic disturbance, especially when this evinces

abrupt variations of magnetic force, notice from the

Director of the Meteorological Office should be spread

abroad by '" wireless " as early as practicable to cable

stations and especially to cable-repair ships on the high

seas.

Owing to the protective action of the cable condensers

which, when unshunted, block out all earth currents

excepting those characterised by abrupt changes in

polarity or in potential, a cable station staff intent on

maintaining; by auto-transmission and auto-relajs or

amplifiers, uninterrupted duplex flow of message traffic,

might, during the earlier stages of a magnetic storm,

remain quite unaware of impending trouble, and so

would cordially welcome the magnetic observatory's

timely intimation.

By tiie electrical staff on a cable ship, cut off' from

much information known at the cable stations, and
about to cut into a cable just raised, perhaps, through
some three miles depth of water (see E.R., December

26th, 1919, col. 1, line 35), magnetic storm data cer-

tainly would be very keenly appreciated.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that, as

regards the famous magnetic storm of August 1 1th and

12th last, news to hand from a big station informs us

that, at the end of the storm, two, if not three, faults

directly due to its effects were found in the cables.

So far, then, this suggestion as to " wirelessed " ad-

visorv notices from the Meteorological Office has met

with approval; nevertheless, the present writer, ap-

parently, has gone too far in his assumption that mag-
netic storm forecasts would be practicable. In like

manner, in his former article, he has gone astray in

assuming that the routine information, issued—as Dr.

Chree in his I.E.E. lecture has told us—week by week

by the Director of the Meteorological Office to the In-

stitution of Mining Engineers, customarily includes

irarniiiffs of approaching magnetic storms.

In a generously informative letter (December •31st) to

the present writer, Dr. Charles Chree, F.R.S., Super-

intendent of Kew Observatory, has shown that "what
is issued for the benefit of mining engineers is historical

not pro])hetic information."
" Every Wednesday," Dr. Chree tells us, " the mag-

netic history of the week ending on the previous Satur-

day " is sent from Kew Observatory to " certain

journals. . . . No journal other than those devoted to

mining interests has as yet applied for the informa-

tion."

Furthermore, Dr. Chree's letter states that the photo-

graphic sheet upon which magnetic variations are re-

corded, serves for two successive days before it is taken

from the instrument to be developed, so that, altogether,

in the normal course of events, without special arrange-

ments being made, two or three days must elapse on

the average before the complete information relative to

any particular day becomes available.

However, as Dr. Chree now p<ilnts out: "If obtain-

ing very early information were considered important

enough to make the question of cost immaterial, special

arrangements could be made, e.g., an eye-reading in-

strument would be set up and read at frequent intervals,

or a special niagnetograph could be set up with arrange-

ments for developing the record at short intervals."

The Rev. Father A. L. Cortie, S.J., Director of

Stonyhurst College Observatory, likewise has most

kindly found time to write on the same subject about

which he makes, inter alia, the following observations :

"... The difficulty of giving warnings i.s that since

the records are photographic, one cannot tell that the

magnets have been disturbed until the curves have been

developed. We can take eye observations, but no one

as a rule thinks of looking through the telescopes until

we know that a disturbance is taking place. Pen and

ink records on a drum would be preferable for all self-

recording instruments. . .
."

From all the foregoing matter, one may draw tlie

following conclusions :
—

If ocean telegraph cable authorities thouglit it desir-

alile to acquire from tlie Meteorological Office notifica-

tion of serious^ magnetic! disturbance, and were ready to

make good any additional expenditure, magnetic ob-

servatories would have it in their power to make special

arrangements for early detection of any heavy pertur-

bations that might occur.

Long-range radio systems, Admiralty or Marconi or

Tour Eiffel, amongst others, might be utilised to reach

distant cable ships known to be at work. As already

mentioned in a former article, many cable stations now

have their own antennae, though what their actual

transmission range amounts to, the writer is unable to

state. Cable stations would, in many cases, be able to

verify observatory warnings as to threatening earth-

current disturbances, thougli it must not be forgotten

that, as Dr. Chree now tells us, " there are storms and

storms. Only some seem to have large accompanying

earth currents; those apparently in which there are

specially rapid magnetic oscillations are the rtiost dis-

turbing."
Finally, one cannot refrain from suggesting that once

ii l>e deemed desirable for the well-being, whether of

mining engineers or of the cable telegraph service, to

see and appreciate magnetometrie conditions at any

given moment, at a glance, a spare magnetic decUna-

fiori bar might be arranged and set up as a non-record-

ing instrument.

Protected from draughts in a glazed case and with

condensed light thrown on to the fixed and the movable

half-disk mirrors (fij^ed for zero and movable for varia-

tions), reflected luminous images or "spots" of con-

siderable size might be projected an extensive radial

distance; the movable "spot " being free to sweep the

whole length of a long and wide graduated scale. This

arrangement would offer the utmost facility for cursory

inspection by an observer normally engaged in other

work, but always within view of the great graduated

scale.

In concluding these few notes, one may be allowed

to mention that a detailed and beautifully illustrated

description of photographically self-recording magneto-

meters, as used at Kew and at Stonyhurst College, is

given in Gordon's "Physical Treatise on Electricity

and Magnetism." Vol. 1 "(Samson Low. Marston &: Co..

Ltd., 100. Soiithwark Street, London, S.E.I).

Since the above was written. The Electrical Re-

view, Januarv 16th, 1920, p. 82, under the heading

" Wireless Meteorological Information," has published

an interesting quotation from an Admiralty notice to
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mariners in the London Gazette, January 6th. In it

occur the followinir words: "... Negotiations are in

hand to extend and unify the system of coUectiu};

weather data by wireless from sliips at sea all over the

world, and, at the same time, to organise the free

transmission of weather hulletins ta iidinlt of ships

being consturUh/ sii/ip/ifc/ irit/i nliahle wi-ntlier veporl^

and forecasts wherever they may be . . .
." (Italics,

the writer's.)

Clearly, once the radiotelegraphic distribution of

magnetic-storm notices to ships at work on submarine

cables has officially been recognised as desirable, it is

evident that the necessary organisation for the said

distribution «! informiitioii lies here ready at hand.

THE WORKING CONDITIONS OF MAINS STAFFS.

By WILFRED WELLS.

Thk notion that lie uoiks cuiisiucrably harder tliai!

tlie average person is a harmless conceit, shared, we

suppose, by most men. 'J"he number of persons in the

world having soft jobs is by no means negligible, but

rarely will one find a man who will admit that he has

one. Rather, such individuals are mostly zealous in

demonstrating to their acijuaintances how hard they

work, and how exhausting their work is. The relation-

ship between the actual amount of work done by a man
and the amount he tells other people he does, is more

appropriately- represented geometrically by a rectangu-

htr hyperbola, than by a straight line passing through

the origin. Certainly it is a fact that the central sta-

tion man. whose hours have been indefinite, and whose

relaxations few, has in the past had less to say about

the hardness with which he worked than have elemen-

tary school teachers, whose hours average under 30 per

week, and whose annual leave is something like eight

weeks.

There is little doubt, however, that in the earlier

days of electricity supply, the lot of the central station

man was by no means easy. The imperfections of the

generating plant and switchgear of this period made the

possibility of breakdown very much greater than is the

case at present. And, in addition, the normal running
of the station of IT) years ago was not the lomparatively
uneventful lousiness it is to-day. Especially in these

early days was the position of the engineer-in-charge

—

or the shift engineer, as he was then designated—un
enviable, and it is no matter for wonder that only
men of the right temperament were able to stand up to

the work for any length of time. The successive ad-

vances in the design of central-station plant have largely

eliminated the likelihood of breakdown and the diffi-

culties of operation, and, with the larger units now
in general use, the work of the engineer-in-charge is

rather in the boiler house than in the engine room or

in the switch room. The worries of the charge engineer
are now nmch smaller, and with an adeijuate provision
of spare plant, and some reasonably good coal, his lot,

from the point of view of routine duties, is very much
easier. The general adoption of a normal 48-hour
week, and the improvement in rates of pay that now,
happily, are becoming more general, are, of course,
all to the good.

The general conditions of working for central-station
staffs vary greatly with the nature of the work. The
technical departments can be divided into works, mains,
testing, and sales sections. Those in the testing depart-
ment are in many ways the most fortunate, as their
hours are fixed, and when they leave the works they
do so with the assurance that they are free till the next
morning. Junior members of this department may,
of course, consider that the tedious nature of their work
is a set-off against this advantage. The superintendent
of the testing department, however, in the matter of
hours, is much better circumstanced than his colleagues
in other departments.

The hours of working amongst the sales or publicity
stag are not so well defined, as much of this work must
needs be done in the evening. The work of the sales
department is, however, not largely of a routine nature,
and it seems possible that arrangements can without
difficulty be made whereby compensation can be ob-

tained liir evening work in the way ul' leave during tlie

davtinie. The fact tiiat the remuneration <if llu- pnb

licity staff usually depends more or less upon the work

they put in, is a further. compensation for ii-regidarity

of hours.

It is when the conditions under wliich the works and

mains staffs work are examined that real hardship is

often found to exist. It does not require very much

effort to demonstrate that the lot of the station super-

intendent of a works of moderate size, even where up-to-

date plant is installed, is not all that it might be.

The story so ably told by "Ann Assette " in recent

issues of this journal, although erring perhaps a little

on the side of exaggeration, was nevertheless in the

main a true picture of the life and career of an engineer

connected with the works side of central-station life.

In the course of this story, however, little was said of

the conditions under which the mains engineer works,

the sole reference to the mains department being the

mention of a Chief who spent the w-hole of one Christ-

mas Day in locating a fault. However true to life such

a story may have been ten or fifteen years ago, it is

hardlv applicable to present-day circumstances, and

it is safe to assume that the average Chief of to-day,

so far from spending Christmas, or for the matter of

that, any otlier day, in locating a mains fault, would

be very content to delegate this interesting job to a

member of his mains staff.

The normal duties of the mains staff are fairly well

defined, and are about the same in all undertakings.

The time of this staff is well occupied with superintend-

ing maintenance, service, and extension works; and

this work, it must be remembered, cannot always be

carried out during normal working hours. Important

jobs usually have to be carried out during week-ends,

and these are just the jobs that require the closest and
most lengthy supervision. A considerable number of

hours, outside those usually considered to constitute

the normal working day, have, in addition, to be de-

voted to testing. In addition to supervisory duties,

the mains staff usually have an appreciable amount of

clerical work in the office to be attended to, and in

all but the larger undertakings they are expected to

keep the system of plans and records up to date. The
normal duties, therefore, are usually sufficient to keep

the mains engineers fairly busy, although undoubtedly
times of stress are more- or less balanced by periods of

purely routine work, when the supervision and clerical

work requii'ed are fairly light. The life of a mains
engineer is, moreover, a healthy one, and the freedom
of movement that must necessarily be assigned to all

members of the mains staff, is very congenial even to

the most conscientious man who is the least likely to

abuse this privilege. If the duties of a mains engineer

ended here, it is probable that, as a class, they would
be fairly contented with the conditions under which
they worked, being quite willing to put in the extra

time at week-ends that is often required.

In addition, however, to all the foregoing, there is a

further call on the time and energies of the mains
engineer that is based upon the principle that at all

times the services of one of the mains staff shall be
obtainable at short notice to deal with any cable break-
down that may take place. This, from the standpoint
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of the undertakiug, is perfectly reasonable, and indeed

necessary- and it is sometimes assumed that in this

matter the mains engineer is in a similar position to

the station superintendent. This is by no means tru.-,

owing to the fact that unlike the works, the mains do

not require a staff to see that they perform their fum-

tions, and that, consequently, if the smallest or most

trifling of troubles occurs, there is not necessarily any

man at hand to attend to it. As there is always an

• engineer- in-charge at the works, the difference in tliis

respect between the station and the mains engineer is

apparent.

The means adopted for complying witii tlie tlieoreti-

cal requirement of the availability of luains engineers

v.arv very greatly from place to place. Among the

larger undertakings it was not unknown for three

siiifts of mains engineers, jointers, and mates, to he

run. tlius i-iiNiiring that at any lionr during tlic d;;y '

or niL'lit. an adequate .staff w.is available to tackle a

fault. In otlier undertakings, one or more members

of the mains staff were required to be in attendance

during the evenings, while in the majority of stations ,

it was considered sufficient for one engineer to be at

some known place in the town where he could receive

a conmiunication either by telephone or by messenger

within a reasonably short time. The position of the

mains engineer, standing by, on the occurrence of a

fault, largely depended upon the arrangements made
for his assistance. One engineer obviously cannot

tackle a serious fault single-handed ; but this obvious

fact was often overlooked, with the result that the un-

fortunate engineer had first of all to hunt round the

town for a jointer t(i render the necessary assistance.

It is true that in most works there is a wireman or

meter fixer on duty during tlie evening to attend to

complaints of light failure, but it was useless to rely

on this man for help, as it frequently happened that

when wanted for this purpose he was in the furthermost

corner of the district replacing a 5-ampere fuse in a

distribution board. The theoretical requirement of the

availability of a mains engineer for attention to break-

down is. too, often disregarded during the daytime.

In one undertaking in which one engineer was sup-

posed every evening to be in attendance at the works,

it was not unusual for the whole of the technical mains

staff to be out during the greater part of the day.

During the time of the power load, therefore, when the

consequences of a breakdown would have been most

.serious to tlie most important consumers, it might
easily happen that none of the mains staff could be got

at for some considerable time, and when they were,

considerable difficulty might be experienced in getting

a jointer to render the necessary assistance. The num-
ber of stations where arrangements are made for the

services of an engineer, jointer, and mate to be in-

stantly available during the daytime is probably very

small. And yet, it cannot be denied that the shutting

down of a large works is more important, if not as

spectacular, as 200 yards of one side of the High Street

being in darkness. It appears, therefore, that the

only sure way of guarding against delay in the clear-

ing of a mains fault, is to provide three shifts of en-

gineers, jointers, and mates, and in any other scheme
certain risks have to be run. The three shifts would,
of course, entail prohibitive expenditure in all but the

large undertakings, and, therefore, we find that risks

have to be taken in the smaller works. These risks can.

however, be minimised by a little careful arrangement,
but at all events, it seems quite clear that the services

of a jointer and mate should be instantly available

during the evening hours, when the heavy lisrhtinir

doad is on. This availability can only be obtained by

the attendance of these men at the works : any otliei-

system places upon the slioulders of the mains en-

gineer on duty the additional worry and trouble of

having to turn his jointer otit. if a fault occurs. It

will, of course, cost money to keep a jointer and mate
at the works each evening, whilst the standing: by of

the mains engineers is suppo.sed to be remunerated by

the salaries of these fortunate men. There is little

doubt that, in times past, there has been considerable

tendency to take advantage of the fact that the mains

staff are' salaried officials, and to require of them unfair

hours of attendance, and also to saddle them with ad-

ditional trouble to the all-sufficient annoyance of

havintr to clear a table breakdown.

There is a further aspect of the availability of the

mains engineers that requires notice, and that is the

fact that they are worried by any little trifling thing

occurring outside the works that may require attention

after workin}.' hours, unless tliere is a man in attend-

ance to see to such small matters. A lamp-post, for

instance, is knocked down in a remote corner of the

town : it is reported to the mains engineer, and he.

being a comientious man, will probably not De able to

rest content till he is assured that somebody has been

found to attend to the matter. There are numerous

siriall troubles that are always likely to occur, liut which

ilo not need the attention of an engineer, and, seeinu'

that he is not p. lid for the extra time he puts in. it is

liardlv e(|uitalile tliat he sliould l)e l<othered with such

matters as do not need his attention. Happy are the

i[iains engineers where there is a capable mains fore-

man living on or near the works, who is competent to

attend to all matters up to, say. and including the

isolation of a faulty distributor length, and the (pies-

tion siiii'jests itself why siuli a man is not to be

found in all lint the smallest undertakings. Mains

engineers niiijlit well ask themselves this question, and

consider wliether it is not sufficient to be called out

in tlie evening or during the night for only such matters

as really re(|uire their attention, and for no others.

Enough has been written to show that the life of a

mains engineer, although it has certain advantages,

is not all that it might be. anil the restraint upon his

movements after a day's work. or. as it has been ex-

pressively styled. ' being on the dog chain," is not a

little irksome. .\ certain amount of restraint must

necessarily always remain, excepting, perhaps, in the

largest undertakings, but there seems no reason why it

should not he very much less than it has been in many
places, it seeming only right and proper that those

undertakings which desire a hijih degree of security

against delay in clearing faidts should he prepared to

pay for what they require.

A Swedish Company's Activity.—A heavy fall in the

quotations for the shares of Luth .V Rosens Elektriska Aktiebolae

has induced Mr. Asel Hultman. on behalf of the directors, to give

an explanation of the situation in Sieriiikii Doijbluile.t, of February

20th. althoug-h the definite figures for 1919 have not yet been

ascertained. He states that although the turnover increased from
>r, millions kronor in 191 s to 29 millions last year, the results

seem to show a not inconsiderable loss. This is attributed to the

large fall in prices of materials and the consequent unfavourable

sale prices, and the necessity for writing down the large stocks

which the company was compelled to keep ; to the replacement of

plant, and the constant increases in wages, as it was necessary to

maintain operations at the Eskilstuna Works, despite large losses.

The reserve funds will be inadequate to cover the latter, and a

portion must be carried forward. Mr. Hultman further states that

an increased demand for the company's manufactures has been

manifested in the home market in the present year CI 920). and in

the export market the company has succeeded in forming some

valuable foreign connections, which, together with former rela-

tions, seem to hold out the prospect of yielding considerable orders

to the company. The directors have taken measures for expanding

the production of standard articles, and that of electrical machinery

has more than doubled. Under these circumstances, the hope is

expressed that the company's activity will soon again become

profitable.

Railway Electrification Catalogues Wanted in Canada.—
H.M. Trade Commissioner at Toronto (Mr. F. \V. Field) in a com-

munication to the D.O.T., states that Mr. S. B. Clement, chief

engineer of the Temiskamiug and Northern Ontario Railway

(Ontario Government Railway). North Bay, Ontario, wishes to

receive from United Kingdom firms interested in the electrifica-

tion of steam railways, details of the work of this nature which

they have done in other countries, together with catalogues and

other literature on the subject. It is stated that the electrification

of the Ontario Government's railway, comprising a mileage of 342

may be consiilered at a later date.
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CORRBSPONDENCIj.
Lettert meictd by ut afUr 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot upptjr ktUU

ihe following week, dnrvipondenti ihovld/orward their commtmr
catio-m at the earliest pottible mom*7U, No letter can be published
tiniest we have the writer') name and addreii in tmr votiemori.

Electrolytic Meiers.

Mr. Marshall, iu his reply to our lt?tter in th<- El.KCTitu ai.

liEviEW ol February 13th, sjK'aks of tht- relative use of ehvtro-
lytic meters; this relative eoiiiparison should he made by eoiii-

pariii'i the luiinber of meters ui use on D.c. <ireuits of smaller
consumers—say up to '2<»/'-^ am|ieres cajiiuity—whieh small
consumers are now rapiilly increasint;. This is where the
ele<'trolytie meter tells, as iiidieated ni our previous letter;

when the supply is to a small consumer usint; one-watt oi'

hall-watt lami)s. a iiiot<ir meter is very apt to refuse to .stait.

heme the increasinj; use of electrolyti<- meters of late year-.

Our output has, in any case, l)<M>n considerably in excess of

<ven jire-war lifjures in spite of ditV'culties as regards .supplies

of law liiateriaJ—this latter condition we are aware appliea
to all—but we mention it as onr output would otherwise he
far jireater.

.\s rejiarils maintcMancc cost, apart fniui lillinp. this is nil:

we have metei^ still workijig which were installed 25 years
aj,'o; and as icfiards lillin;i, this is a minute's work, done at

the time of reading;, perhaps once a year or [vrhiips not so

oftt>n.

With reference to the letter from your correspondent
"A. \V. C," in your is-uc of the -llth uit., we would point out

that rcrry electrolytic metei- is not aflVcted by vibration or

dampness, as neither of these will afi'ect the Bastiau electro-

lytic meter, nor is it necessary to make a imther visit to

note, whether the meter is working or not. As regards life

and maintenance, our letter in reply to Mr. Marshall deals

with this.

The Bastian Meter Co., Ltd.,

.\LBERT E. S.^LISBLRV,

London. X.W. Manngimj lUrertor.

Manh l.s>. I!l-i(l.

Your corre.spondeiit "A. \V. C." writ-es in general terms on
this subject, but inasmuch as his criticisms chiefly concern
one type, it would apjiear that he has no knowledge of another,

aud is not. therefore, in a position to write with the authority

he assumes. From the point of view of the " Bastian Meter
most of his remarks can be adequately met by a plain denial

of the faults he details.

This meter is not affected by either damp or vibration. It

does not require extia head-room for resetting. Anyone can
see at a glance whether it is working.

Tlie question as to who should refill or reset an electrolytic

meter may well be left to the di.scretion of the .supply autho-
rity concerned.
As regards "life." perhaps "A. \Y. C." will supply the data

on which he lia-i^es his rather .sw<'eping a.s.sertion.

Jas. Bastian.
l..uulon, X.

MnrrI, \.st. HI'iO.

T have been following with interest the comments in your
corresiwndence column with reference to Mr. Marshall's recent

article on the above. Having had considerable experience
under various working conditions with both types, I would
like to add that in my opinion the main causes of alleged
" failtu'e " in the electrolytic meter lie not so much in the
meter itself as in the position in which it is installed, and
al.so the system tmder which it is read and reset upon con-

sumers' i>remises. It should be borne iu mind that these

meters are as a rule subject to electrolysis troubles when
placed iu a damp atmosphere, and are also more or less apt

to be affected by vibration. Care should therefore be taken
to see tliat the.sc conditions are not present when selecting a
site for a meter of this class.

I find, however, that taking the question of meters as a

whole, and where piice has not been the only consideration,

the mercury motor type has been found to give the greatest

all-round satisfaction; nevcithele.ss I have also found that
where a cheap meter is the main object in view, and for very
email consumers generally, most of the difficulties mentioned
by your correspondents can be overcome by observing the
following rules :

—
1. Do not install in a position subject to extreme vibration,

such as over or near a dinir that is liable to be " banged," in

the vicinity of heavy machinery in motion, or a locality where
the atmosphere is subjected to extreme moi.sture, steam, or
fumes of any sort.

•2. Always fix in a position where the readings may be taken
on a level with the e.ve of the reader, as some meters are
provided with scales with minute unit divisions, and it has
been found that unless the eye can be placed on a level with
the liquid big errors in the readings are liable to occur. (It

should not be difficult to find a suitable site in the average
modern small dwelling-bouse.)

As regards resettmg. 1 have found that the best plain is to
make a point of doing this (whether the meter requires it or
not) at the readmg following the period for which the account
is due, and in cases of knowp ' sceptical " consumers or
:in apparent abnormal ronsramption, the attention of the
consumer concerned or a membei oi his household should
be asked to check such reading betore the meter is opened
This allows time toi any disputes to be settled, and also does
:iway with any jjossibility of readings getting ' over the top.

'

It need iscarcely he added that all readings should be care-
fully entered mwu the <-onsumer's card, which should Im?

hung near the meter.
In ca.ses where there are a large number of small consumers

supplied through the.se nu'ters, it should not he considered
a loss to the undertaking, if one or two have to be met
occasionally over a disputed account, as the initial cost of .a

large numU'r would amjily compen.sate for this.

In conclusion. I am sure, however, that any practical sug-
gestions regaiiling a cheap and efficient mercury motor meter
which .Mr. MarshafI couhi ollVr, would be welcomed by the
community at large.

^
J. R. Willingham.

.lilanellv.

Miirrh ]..>. IW).

lilectric Furnace Nomenclature.

We receive a number of iuquirie- from electric.il lirms for

Iiirnace** for " temiiering " steel. In the majority of cases
what is really required is a furnace for "hardening " steel.

In view of the activities of om' gas friends, we think that
it would be well for electrical engineers to acquaint themselves
more fully with the correct technical terms.
Hardening aud tempering are distinct heat treatment pro-

cesses; hardening involves heating up to a high temperature,
say. anything over Toll deg. C. according to the nature of

the steel. Tempering involves reheating after hardening to

a comparatively low temperature, generally between iWt and
•'lUO deg. C, accoiding to the nature of the work that the
steel has subsequently to perform.

If electrical heating service is to progress, it is. in our
opinion, most important that there shall be no uncertainties
introduced into our six>tvh or writings by the use of careless

terminology.
.Automatic and Hiectric Furnaces. Ltd.

E. P. Barfiei-d.

London.
rchni,iiii -i*'.//!. IWi.

The Einstein Theory.

One, of your leceut editorials on the Einstein theory led

me to believe that the following explanation of the fourth
dimension might be of interest, if not taken too seriously.

It must be conceded that it is at least logical, and that it is

a clearer, briefer, and more concise statement than tLose of

Einstein and his followers.

When a point, which has no dimensions, is moved, it

generates a line, which has one dimension. When this line

is moved it generates a .surface, which has two dimensions.
When this surface is moved is generates a solid, which has
three dimensions. Hence (logically at lea.st) when a .solid

is moved it should be a case of the fourth dimension. The
simple, commonplace, act of throwing a brick at a man would,
therefore, seem to constitute a problem in the fourth dimen-
.sion.

I agree with you and others that it is very regrettable that

not even those who profess to understand the Einstein theory
can give a clear and simple explanation of at least the under-
lying principles of it, in plain, every-day English terms.

Carl tiering.

Philadelphia, V.S.A.
February 13ih, 19-20.

[We refer to this subject in our leading columns to-day.

—

Eus. Ei.KC. Rrv.l

Finland's Water Power.—According to a report by the

United States Diplomatic Commissioner at Helsingfors, the water
power available for Finland's industries in the many rivers of the
country is quite large, but it has been much overrated. It has
recently been calculated by an expert, Prof. A. Juselius, that at

mean water level it may amount to 3,000,000 effective H.P., but
only a fractional part can be pat to practical use within the
reasonably near future. A large portion of the water power is

situated in parts of northern Finland so remote that for a long
time to come it will be impossible to build any industrial establish-

ment there. Furthermore, the available water power is restricted

both by the stipulations in the water-power laws regarding the
protection of the river channel and by agricultural interests. It

should also be considered that the water power is not generally
produced by high falls, but is gathered from long sloping stretches

of the river ; consequently the hydraulic works are very expensive.
Prof. Juselius has estimated the water power that within a reason-

able future will be available for Finland's industries at 900,000 n.r,

effective at the shaft of the turbine.
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LEGAL.

COMI'ENSATION CLAIM.

At Blackpool County Couit, on February '2oth, Judge Sturges,

K.C., heaj-d an application by Mark W. Kennedy for com-
pensation against Blackpool, St. Annes & Lythani Tramways
Co. The judge adjourned the case for three months, applicant

to be paid full compensation and to try the work of a switch-

board attendant.

Direct W.S. Cable Co., Ltd. v. Westebn Union Telegkaph
Co., Ltd.

This action, the hearing of which was adjourned from Feb-

ruary 'iSrd, did not again come before Mr. Justice Peterson,

in the Chancery Division, until February '27th, when Mr.

Douglas Hogg, K.C., addressed the Court for the plaintift',

and was followed on March 1st and 'ind by Mr. Mark Rome,
K.C., for the defendant. He argued that it was impossible

to di) the repairs owing to the difficulty, during the war, of

obtaining repairing ships. The interruptions complained of,

he said, were the result of the action of the Admiralty alone.

His Lordship reserved judgment.

Atkinson c. Newcastle Coiu'ok.wion.

A'r Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne Assizes, on February '27th, before

Justice Biiilhache and a Sfiecial jury, Albert Edward .\tkinson,

stained glass exi>ert, brought an action against Newcastle

Corporation for damages for personal injuries due to the

neghgence of employes in charge of a tramcai' in June last.

Mr. Mitchell Innes, K.C, for the plaintiff, said the in-

juries received by Mr. Atkinson were of a very serious

character. On the occasion of the Uosforth races, last June,

Mr. Atkinson and his wife and friends went there. \\'hen

they were leaving the Park, plaintift' and his wife and friends

were under pohce direction passed through between two cars.

All got through but plaintiff, and while he was passing through,

the front ear suddenly backed, and jammed plaintiff between
tho two vehicles. Both plaintiff's legs were severely crushed,

the thighljone of one being broken.

Mr. F. A. Atkinson, plaintitt"s brother and partner, esti-

mated that his brother's illness had resulted in a loss of work
worth i'2,100 last yeai', the profit on which was about £1,500.

This year he expected he could have got orders worth £6,000,

but would be unable to execute more than half, in consequence
uf his brother's illness.

The jury found for the plaintiff, and awarded £1,158 14a.

damages.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

At Glasgow, on February 10th, Mr. J. L. Thompson read his

paper, an abstract of which appeared in our issue of Janu-
ary ;iOth, to the Scottish Centre of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineeks. In the .subsequent discussion Mr. K. B.

Mitchell said it seemed to hiiu that the introduction of re-

actance is most important and essential in the case of trans-

formers for furnace work. In comparing frequencies of '25

and 50 for furnace work there was, he understood, a consider-

able difference in the cost of the transformer in favour of the
higher frequency. High tension tappings had all along been
a source of weakness, and he dared to say would have been
discarded if there had been no extra cost involved in the pro-

vision of regulating appanitus. He was certain that in spite

of the extra cost, these appliances would ultimately be
adopted. Pie accepted Mr. Thompson's statement tliat units of

8,000 k.v.a. capacity were probable in the future, and the

handling of these loads was only one of the problems which
the supply engineer would have to face. He trusted that

in Cilasgow, at all events, furnaces of that capacity would
not be located very far away from the jxjwer station. Also

it was another argument in favour of transmission cables for

much higher pressui-cs than, say. 20,000 volts. In this con-

nection did the author think it advisable to build up to H.OOO

K.V.A. cai>acity in one unit, and. if there were disadvantages
in not doing so, what were these'? In the Glasgow area there

was a Scott<'onnected transformer for furnace work, but he
had. not heard that there had licen any out of balance trouble

on account of the connections. As to the advantages and dis-

advantages of the core and shell types, one usually had a

natural preference in the case of ordinary power transformers
for the core tyiie on account of the accessibility of the coils.

Mr. Thomson seemed to work out a case for the shell type.

Had he any data as to the performances of these two types m
' actual work?

Mr. W. \i. Wood gaid he had witnessed the dismantling of

a furua<;e tran,sformer, when it was found that the insulation

of the inner portion of the winding wag veiy brittle and in

.some places charred, showing that this portion deveIo|)e.d a
high temperature, and it was suggest*-<l that the more lil>cral

use of separators providing a larger cooling surface woulil

lengthen the life of tlie insulation. It was also noticedthat a

large amount of sludging had taken place in the transformers.

Mr. A. P. Robertson pointed out that there was enough
matter for' a paper on transformers lor arc furnaces. The
conditions were much more severe in the arc furnaces when
compared with the resistance furnaces due to the short circuit

when the arc was struck. One of the reasons was that the

mechanism for moving the carbons was too slow. In the fur-

naces he had seen the arc was struck by hand, and although
it might be only a second or so before the carbons were
separated, this gave time for very severe stress on the trans-

former. If the carbons were to stick together, the trans-

former might be seriously damaged unless the protection on
the H.T. oil break switch was very positive. The contacts of

this switch required a good deal of attention, as the switch

operated very frequently. The arcing tips should be extra,

heavy and easily renewable. With regard to the H.T. selector

switches, these were often air break switches, which necessi-

tated the use of cop[>er rod between the switches and the

transformer terminals. It was not a safe job, and the speaker

believed that in more recent jobs immersed selector

awitches were used and solid conductors run between these

and the transformer. The bracing of the l.t. leads must
be very strong to keep them apart. During the time the arc

was being struck, the L.T. leads vibrated very much. The
llexible leads to the carbons were pulled close together and
became rigid. The current during this time was very high,

and was generally outside the compa.ss of the ammeter. As
the current fell, the leads lost their cohesion and became
flexible again. The author iiientioued that there was a pro-

bability in the near future of larger units of 8,000 k.v.a. He
(Mr. Robertson) thought tiie transformer makers should keep

in view the weights of these transformers. If necessary, they

might be made in two or three smaller units worked in

parallel. It was not always easy to move large weights, and

the transformer houses were not always very roomy. Al-

though the transformers were not likely to be moved once

they were in position, if any repairs had to be done, the easier

the units were to handle the less time would be spent in

repairs. To put up a power crane for this puri)ose would be

tying up a great amount of capital for very occasional use.

Mr. G. M. S. SiCHEL asked how the regulation of special

transformers compared with the regulation of the ordinary

industrial transformer operating at normal. The regulation

would, of course, dei.iend on the power factor of the circuit,

liut for the purpose of comparison they might assnme similar

conditions. With regard to the author's statement that the

low-tension heavy current winding consisted of bare con-

ductors, he recalled a pai>er read before the Institution some

years ago. dealing with the formation of sludge in trans-

formers, in which the statement was made that there was a

much greater tendency for sludge to form on bare copper con-

ductors than on conductors having a covering of insuL;...)n,

and it would appear desirable that the heavy current secon-

dary winding be covered with, .say, a single layer of tape, m
order to prevent the formation of sludge. The tendency to

sludge was aggravated if the temperature at which the trans-

former was operating was high, and it was reasonable to

expect higher temperatures on transformers workmg in

proximity to furnaces than in transformers working under

usual industrial conditions. Next, with regard to the i>ro-

tective gear required for furnace transformers; in all wiring

diagrams sho^\'Tng the lay-out of furnace transformers the

only protection provided appeared to be that afforded by the

use of an ordinary time limit fuse or fuses, which shunt the

oil switch trip coils; as the behaviour of the time hmit fuses

did not generallv give constant results, he would be interested

to know whether the practice of protecting furnace trans-

formers with time hmit fuses had, in the past, been round

to be satisfactory, more particulariy bearing in mind the

extremely violent and frequent fluctuations of the current

during the melting period. The problem of dealing with

conductors' carrying one to two thousand amperes was a

simple one, but when the current to be dealt with ran into

the tens of thousands, they could not solve the problem by

simply rnultiplving the cross-sectional area of the conduc-

tors. The factor of self-inductance, which might be negli-

gible when dealing with small currents, became of such

importance when dealing with very large currents, that it

might easily completely outweigh almost all other considera-

tions. He "noted that the author stated there was a hmit

to the size of furnace transformers that could be built, and

it would appear, therefore, that if provision had to be made

for dealing with a very large output from furnace trans-

formers, it would be necessary to have several banks of

transformers with their own furnaces, and he asked the

author to state what would be the best lay-out for electrical

furnaces and transformers to deal with a large output, more

particularlv with regard to the disturbance which wonld be

caused to the supply mains if several banks of furnace trans-

formers were to be switched in simultaneously.. Even -f

some kind of electrical interlock could be arranged between

the oil switches controlling the various banks of transformers,

there, alwavs apj>eared. to i)e a danger of current rushes taking

place .simuUttueou«ly iu several banks of tr.insformers during

the melting period. The same effe<t on tho .supplv uiains

would be produced by furna<-o transformers in different "'"'•'"ks

in the .same district switching in simultaneously, and the

effect- on the .supply mains apd generating plant might be

very serious, -
.

E
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Mr. Thomson, in bis reply. Raid Mr. Mitchell's point on
reactances would depend on the t.\pe of furnace. There were
several types, each of which required special treatment. As
to variahle reactance, the booster in itself had a certain

amount of reactance, and when short circuited it was a kind

of reactance coil of low reactance value. With reference to

tappings, in general it was found that the customer wanted
the cheapest po.^sible job. If he liot the furnace to work
with an equipment which cost i"2,000 he would not pay

JS2,500. He did not see that it would always be possible to

have these furnaces near large power stations unless it was«
impos.sible to transmit power at a high voltage. When he
said S.OOO K.V..4. he did not .suggest that that p<iwer should

go into one unit. Internally choked insulation was generally

due to heavy overload on the transfonner for long periods.

The ventilation of the winding was certainly essential, and the

more ventilation they had the longer would be the life of the

transformer. He agreed with Mr. Robertson that the switch-

gear should be strong and jiositive in action. The working

of smaller units in parallel would be more beneficial, would
possibly give a greater reliability of supply, and the makers
would not mind because they would get a bigger share of

the cost. He could not give the figure? asbed for by Mr.

Sichel at the moment, but the regulation was much higher

on the furnace than on the power transformer, As to bare

copper conductors and sludge, be had said that Hare copper

conductors tended to sludge the oil. but that tinned copper

conductors did not. Mr. Sichel agreed that the lay-out of

large furnaces could not be taken from small furnaces and
multiplied. Each individual case must be thought out. and

the best possible arrangement adopted. With regard to

equipment and method of starting up in the case of batteries

of furnaces, in most of such cases the starting period lid

not coincide, and the labour was reduced by staggering the

starting times. It all depended on the size of ingot the

customer wished to get. He thought the weight nf an .'=i,000

K.v..*. transformer would be about .30 tons, but he did not

agree to 8,000 k.v.a. transformers. He would have smaller

units in parallel .so that the weight would not be more than

about fli tons, which would be easily handled by a hand-

operated crane.

THE MICROSCOPE IN THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIES.

The symposium and general di.scuasion on "The Microscope : Its

DesiL'n. Conatruction. and Application." which was held in the

rooms of the Royal Society on thp afternoon and evening of

January 14th. was a function of first rate importance, and it

will probably prove to be a landmark in the industry and applica-

tion of one of the most important branches of optical science, so

far as coneerns British practice. The meptine—due to the

initiative of Sir Robert Haokiet.o. who presided—was oreanised

by a Joint Committee of the Faraday. Royal Microscopical. Optical,

and Photomicrosraphic Societi'-s. and of the Optical Committee of

the British Science Guild. Some 40 papers were read or presented,

and during the afternoon an exhibition wa? held which illustrated

the development of the British microscope, the new types of

standardised or special research instruments now being placed in

the marke* bv English makers, many devices and adaptations

designed to fit the instrument for particular uses, of which
methods of illumination call for special mention, and finally a

laree number of exhibits, impressive in their cumulative effect,

illustratins recent applications of the instrument in the various

sciences and industries, includins' metallography and metallurgy.

engineeriniT. physical and bio-chemistry, the textile industries,

paper makinsr. food preparations, and the manufacture of drugs.

The subjects discussed readily fell into some three or four sjroups.

It is only possible to indicate here quite briefly the oninions put
forward, and the general conclusions reached. The full Report of

the proceedines. when it appears, will call for the close consider-

ation not only of pbysicists and opticians directly interested in the

subject, but also of eng-ineera and manufacturers generally, to some
of whom the possibilities of microscopy will, perhaps, come as a

revelation

.

On the general design and the future of the instrument important
contributions were made by Mr. J. E. Bars.ard President of the
Royal Microscopical Society, and by Prof. F. J. CHESHraE,
President of the Optical Society, and Prof. A. E. Conrady. who
are jointly responsible for the Department of Technical Optics at

South Kensinerton. In the mechanical design of the microscope,

perhaps, the most important consideration is rigidity. In this

respect we can learn much from some of the early English models,

but the great desideratum is to regard the subject from the

engineering angle rather than from the scientific instru-

ment standpoint. The matter is further complicated by
the necessity for mass-production, without which the industry

cannot economically be carried on. Mr. Barnard gave the

key to the solution of the mechanical problem, when he
said that what the maker must aim at ia somethinsr of the optical

bench type, stiff, strong, simple, iind ensy of adjustment. The
latter requirement—the coarse and fine .adjustment— is one that has

given considerable trouble, and this particularly in the type of

microscope of interest to the ensineer, who wants to be able to

place on the stage and move a heavy weight of metal without
straining the instrument. These and analogous difficulties are now

being realised and met, and the instruments described aud
exhibited by Mk. Ooxrad Beck, Mr. Wat.son Baker, Mr.
Powell Swift, and Messrs. Watson A: Sons, and such a micro-

scope as Dr. W. Rosenhain's design, go far to meet present-day

requirements.
Prof. C. H. Desch and others remarked on the fact that not

aurticient use was being made of some of the modern extremely
hard non-ferrous alloys which are far more durable than brass

for au instrument of precision like the microscope, that ia calling

for constant wear and tear in the adjustable parts.

Much attention was given to the matter of illumination, and as

the source, the "Pointolite" lamp—a tungsten arc in nu'iio—was
generally admitted to be the most satisfactory for high illumination,

although for some purposes a larger area of source is desirable.

In a ne^" illuminator exhibited, suitable for metallographical work,
an annular electric lamp surrounds the objective, and clearer images
are claimed than with the vertical illuminator. For both trans-

parent and opaque ol>ject8 the mercnry vapour lamp was favoured,

and this has the advantage of emitting light of small wave length,

favourable for increased resolving power.
Round this important question of resolving power much dis-

cussion centered, but the subject is somewhat beyond our scope,

except to say that progress is to be sought either in the discovery

of some artificial or natural crystal, such as fiuorite (a specimen of

which was shown) of high refractive index, from which objectives

could be made, oi else in the employment of ultra-violet light, or

even light of still higher frequency. In the latter direction tome
results of extraordinary interest have recently been obtained by
Mr. Barnard in elucidating the minute structure of bacteria, and the

results of their application to metallography are keenly awaited,

for they are likely to teach us much concerning the action of

mechanical work on metals, and similar operations which improve
physical quality by increasing the fineness of grain-structure. In
the meantime, we were shown some record magnifications, up to

.'S.OOO. of steel sections, by Sir Robert Hadfield and Mr. T. 6.

Elliott. Magnification, of course, is not resolution, but.

nevertheless, in bringing out the detailed structure of the pearlite

in the specimens examined, results of considerable interest were
achieved.

The relative virtues of achromatic and apochromatic objectives

for high-power work must not detain us now. It was decidedly

surprising to hear of the favour given to the former in many
quarters, on account of the flatter field which they give.

This sketch of the symposium can fitly conclude with a brief

reference to a very useful paper by Mr. S. Whvte on the " Use of

the Microscope in Engineering Works." The first use is in the

examination of raw materials, such as stampings, in which flaws

like incipient cracks or laps of oxide cannot otherwise be

detected. A more general use is in arriving at the best

heat-treatment temperatures for high-speed steels. It is useless

to buy expsnsivi high-grade steel alloya. unless the optimum use

be made of them, and this cannot be properly ensured unless the

steel be micro-examined after hardening. Another direction in

which the microscope can be invaluable to the engineer is in

helping to locate causes of failures, for example, the inclusion of

slag, of a point of weak design, or a file mark, all of which may
set up " fatigue " fractures, and to discover the processes by which
these failures develop. Some excellent photomicrographs accom-
panied this paper of Mr. Whyte's, and added much to its usefulness

and suggestivenees.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—The Cardiff

Local Advisory Committee. consLsting of Messrs. W. A. Chamen,
M.I.E.E. (South Wales Power Co.). R. Howard Fletcher. M.LE.E.
(consulting engineer), W. E. Hobbs (General Electric Co.. Ltd.),

J. P. JIacTaggart (English Electric Co.), and A. McWhirter,
M.I.E.E. (President of Cardiff Contractors' Association), are making
a determined attempt to secure additional members for this Insti-

tution. A meeting was held in the new offices of the G.E.C., at

Cardiff, which were kindly lent by the directors for the occasion.

The Committee realised the difficulty of getting the younger
members of the industry to attend a meeting with the object of

getting new members by " speech-making, ' but a good attendance

and considerable success were obtained by arranging a concert, and
during the interval Mr. Chamen. in a few remarks, brought
home to those present the necessity of supporting the Benevolent
Institution. Three of the staff of local companies have offered to

act as collectors in their respective firms, and it is expected that

some 25 to 30 new recruits will be obtained. A collection was taken,

which yielded good results. Cardiff Committee is fortunate in

havinsT such good musical talent available without calling on any-
one outside the electrical industry. The first half of the programme
was given by members of different firms, whilst the second part

was provided entirely by the G.E.C. " Magnet " Concert Party. A
unanimous wish was expressed for another such gathering to be
held in the autumn.

Chemistry and the War.—Prof. Francis, the Dean of the

Faculty of Chemistry in Bristol University, addressing the Rotarian
Club on Monday, said that the ammonia future of Europe lay

with Germany, wlio was in a position to supply essential fertilisers

to the whole of Europe, The safety of our Empire depended on
our establishing an industry such as Germany's. It would take ua

a generation to compete on even terms with the German chemical

industry. Our research and industry must be fostered, as success

would be to the country with the largest supply of highly trained

chemists.

—

The Times,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

French Company Notes.—To carry on the electric lamp and

lieatingr apparatus business, styled " Halle aux Lampes et Chaleiir

Electrique," at 17, Rue Dieu, PariR, MM. Brianne et Andoux have

formed themselves into a company, with a capital of 18,5,000 fr.

The Societe Auxiliaire du Gaz et de I'Electricite has been estab-

lished at Paris : capital, 185,000 fr.

For the manufacture of electrical apparatus of all kinds. Theory
et Cie has been established as a company at Paris, with a capital of

;)0O,O00 fr.

Lanijon et Cie is the title of a company formed at Paris, with a

capital of 50,000 fr., for the manufacture and repair of electric

material.

The Societe de Production et de Distribution d'Energie, formerly

called the Electricite de Reims, has raised its capital from

4,000,000 fr. to 10,000.000 fr., and issiied, besides, 6,000,000 fr. of

6 per cent, bonds, repayable in 2.'i years from 11127.

The Societe Hydro-Electrique de la Haute-Bourne has reduced

its capital from 1,000,000 fr. to 500,000 fr. Its second station at

Gonle-Noir, of .H,000 h.p. capacity, is advancing: towards com-
pletion.

The Sectenr de la Rive (iauche de Paris company has decided to

reduce its capital from '.l,0ii0,000 to :<,000,000 fr., and to increase it

by 600,000 fr. by the issue of new shares. This company recently

took part in the re-arrangrement of the Paris supply by agrreements

with the Union de Electricite and other Paris companies.

At the last meetinpr ot the Etablissements P. Godot et Ch.

Tournaire, the liquidation of the company was decided upon, but

since then it has been decided to reorgfanise the concern and resume
business.

L' Appareillage Electrique Industriel (Ch. Cheveau et Cie) are

raising their capital from 300,000 to 500,000 fr.

A Trade Commissioner on Advertising.—The views of

H M. Senior Trade Commissioner in South Africa (Mr. Wickham)
on publicity and advertising in Soivth Africa, are published in the

Board of Traiie Journal for February 26th. Among other things,

he' says that the outlay on advertising should never be based on

existing sales, but on potential sales. " Advertising to produce
future sales is in the nature of capital expenditure. To keep the

cost of advertising strictly within the hounds of what the existing

turnover will bear, to expect to pay for it out of the profits on
present sales, is to miss the whole point and aim of advertising.

Estimate the value and profits of the turnover which it is hoped
may be secured in that market, and then calculate on that basis

what outlay on advertising can be aS'orded. It will not infrequently

involve spending more for a year or two on a market."

Calendars.—-We have received from the British
Thomson-Hooston Co.. Ltd.. of Rugby, one of their large sheet

calendars for 1920. There are 12 large monthly sheets, on each of

which the dates of the preceding and following months are printed

in smaller form. Each sheet has particulars of the company's
branch offices, a view of the works, and illustrations of B.T.H.
manufactures.
The Stab Electrical Engineering and Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., of 134, Victoria Street, Grimsby, have sent us a wall

calendar, with monthly date slips beneath a coloured picture of a

maiden seated, by moonlight alone, in pleasant reflective and
anticipatory mood.

Electrolytic Ore Treatment in France.—As a result of

the report of the mission sent to the U.S.A. to study the electro-

lytic treatment of zinc ores at Anaconda, the Societe de Penarroza
has decided to erect a factory in France to utilise this method.
Mixed ores containing lead and zinc wUl be used, and a zinc works
and lead works will be established.— Kconomic Ber'iew.

Staff Dinner.—A staff dinner was held at Pinoli's

Restaurant, on February 26th, to celebrate the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of Messrs. Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd. Over 90 members of

the staff paiticipated, with Mr. Vignoles in the chair. The guests

of the evening were Messrs. Vignoles, Vines, and Gregory, all

directors of the company. Considerable enthusiasm was displayed
at this reunion after five years of war. Mr. Vignoles. in his reply
to the toast of " Our Guests and the Firm," proposed by Mr. Shepherd,
welcomed the members of the staff who had returned to the firm
after their period of service with the Forces. He outlined the
history of the firm from the early days of its career. Mr. Vines,
who also replied to the toast, thanked the staff for their loyalty, and
prophesied continued success and increased prosperity to the com-
pany. The toast, " The Committee," was proposed by Mr. Sparrow
and replied to by Mr. Short. A concert, under the direction of
Mr. Bluudell, followed the dinner, and numerous items were
rendered by meuiljers of the staff.

A Mancliester Century.—Messrs. Thomas Hndson's
executors, of Manchester, who are hardware merchants, but who an;
also doing a large wholesale trade in electrical material, completed
a century of business last week. The event was commemorated
by paying each member of the staff a month's remuneration in

place of the usual weekly amount on Friday last.

Liquidations.—Bonecodut Surface Combustion, TiTD.

—Meeting called for MariOi 30th, at Parliament Mansions, Victoria
Street, S.W., to hear an account of the winding-up from tlie

liquidator, Mr. E. J. Piloher.

Cosmos Consolidated, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, Friilay,

March 12th, at 4b, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, E.G. 2.

Catalogues Wanted. — H.M. Consul at Lif>ge hiw
organised a Special Catalogue and Sample Exhibition Room at the
ConsuLate offices, and is anxious to receive from British manu-
facturers and others interested, all publicity matter connected with
their products. Catalogues of fittings and accessories suitable for
the heavy industries of the Meuse Valley, the coal mines, leather
and woollen industries of Verviers, are specially mentioned.
A similar catalogue and sample room will shortly be opened at

Charleroi.

Reunions and Socials.—The employes of the Woking
Electric Supply Co., Ltd.. were entertained on February 20th at a
dinner given by the directors at the Popular Restaurant, Woking.
The chair was taken by Mr. E. G. Nicholson, the secretary of the
company, supported by Mr. F. Woods, the resident engineer, and
Mr. A. Mcintosh, mains and meter superintendent. Over 50 sat
down. A first-class entertainment was provided by Mr. E. H.
Gregson. During the evening, the chairman proposed the toast of
" The Directors and Company, ' and reminded those present that it

was the first occasion on which the employes of the Woking
Electric Supply Co. had ever met together at any social function.
It was not a good thing, he said, for the various sections of the
company to carry on their duties each practically oblivious of the
others. The company had been in existence as an electricity supply
concern since 1889, and was, therefore, among the oldest of its

kind in this country or the world. The total revenue in 1900, the
earliest date of which there were available records, was £4,000,
and if they multiplied that amount by 10, they would get the
approximate revenue of the company for 1919. Mr. F. Woods, i'l

responding, paid a tribute to the loyalty of the employes.
The toast of " The Returned Service Men." was proposed by
Mr. A. Mcintosh. Of tho.=e now in the company's employ, no less

than 42 per cent, had served in H.M. Forces during the war. Mr. G.
Gore responded for the .Vavy, and Mr. S. Ashley for the Army. The
latter expressed thanks to the company on behalf of his colleagues
and himself for the help given to their dependents during their
absence. Mr. A, M. Dallen responded on behalf of the Air Force.
A reunion of the Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Dundee staff of

Wood & Cairns, Ltd., wholesale electrical factors, was held in the
Windsor Rooms. Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh, on Saturday,
February 21st. All the directors were present, and after a
successful whist drive, the company sat down to dinner, finishing
off the evening with dancing.
On February 2tst, at the Stationers' Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Howard

Marryat entertained a very happy party, consisting of employes of
Marryat & Place with their wives, to the n amber of about 240,
" to welcome our soldiers home." The toast of " Our Soldiers,"

was put from the chair by Mr. Marryat in suitable terms, and
replied to by Lieut. C. G. Gwinnell. Mr. Huddle, an old employe,
in a witty speech, proposed " The Firm." Miss Carrie Herwin and
Mr. Edward Halland, who contributed to the musical programme,
were greatly appreciated. Mr. Huddle, in the course of his speech,
said that persons in his jiosition were usually expected to white-
wash the " bosses, " but he could truthfully say of Mr. Marryat that
he did not require whitewashing. He gave an interesting account
of the firm's expansion from its single office at .57, Hatton Garden.
He had seen many changes during 28 years. He believed he
installed for the firm one of the first motors m London. It was in
the neighbourhood of Hatton Garden. He remembered wiring the
offices at present occupied at 28 Hatton Garden. The firm was en
a much larger scale now. It had branched out from 57 to its

ottices at 28, Hatton Garden. There was the lift department at
57a. and the works at Shepherd's Bush, and, during the war,
another works had been started in Hatton Garden, of which Mr.
Dewhurst had charge. The lift work was now being carried on by
Marryat A: Scott, and that department was making rapid strides.

For their lift safety devices there was a big field, and he looked
forward to the day when the lift department would be able to give
a dinner like that one.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co. and
.MussKS. Jambs i: Shakespeare report, March 2nd :

—
" No change

in prices quoted last week."

Wages and Working Conditions of London Electricians.

—

We are glad to publish the following letter from Mr. Leonard G.
Tate, general secretary of the National Federated Electrical .Associa-

tion, which indicates that at last the Federation and theE.T.U. have
composed their differences :

—

" Agreement has now been arrived at as between the London
members of the National Federated Electrical Association and the
London District Committee of the Electrical Trades Union as to
rates and working conditions.

" The agreement, which was signed by both parties on Friday,
the 27th ult.. makes the rate now payable to a fully ijualified

c'li'ctrician 2s. 3d. per hour, and sissistant over 21. Is. 9d. per hour ;

the men to get from home to job and from job to their homes in

their own time, it the job is within the agreed-upon area—namely,
12 miles from Charing Cross, and within 12 miles of the employer's
office.

'' A .Toint Committee has been set up to adjudicate on any dis-

putes that might arise ;u3 bi-tween tlie parties, also as to the
interpretation of the rules, and to consider, for submission to the
parties, any further rules that might be suggesteil.

The signing of this agreement will, it is hoped, do away with
the friction that has existed for many years between the memb«r(
of the E,T.U. and their contractor-employers."
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Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Waltkr Henry Mellon
dale tradin;,' aa II. B. WiiUis & Co.). electrical engineer, 37, Elliott

Road, Chiswick, late Hi. Turuham Green Terrace. Chiswick, Middle-
sex.—This debtor came up for hia public examination on
February 24 th, at Brentford, before Mr. Registrar Sills. He said

that his liabilities were £384 and his assets £155. For some
years he was a comedian, earning £3 to £4 a-week, but he took up
with electricity, and commenced business in Charndon Road,
Chiswirk. with £50 which he had saved. In June, I'.UT, in

partni'rahip with Mr. W. R. Vall.ance, he took 43, Turnham Green
Terrace, as II. B. Wallis A: Co., each partner putting £60 into the

concern ; he was to draw £1 or £2 a week and have a share of the

profits : his partner only took a share of the profits. Another
abop, 49, Turnham Green Terrace, w.is taken, but afterwards it wa.s

taken over by Mr. Vallance. as he could not manage both. His
health was bad. and this caused him to neglect business, which was
the cause of his failure. The hearing was adjourned.

He \V. H. Howard, electrical engineer, lately carrying on
business as The Holborn Electrical Co., 5, Featherstone Buildings,
Holborn.—An application for an order of discharge was made on
February 27th, at the London Bankrupty Court, by this baakrupt.
who failed in November, 1911. Mr. D. Williams, Official

Receiver, reported that the applicant commenced business without
capital, in 1!I00, with another person, at 60, Red Lion Street,

Holborn. The partner retired three years later, and the
bankrupt continued the business alone, both as "The Holborn
Electrical Co." and as " Howard & Co.," and taking premises
iuccessively at 18, Red Lion Street, 49, Lamb's Conduit
Street, 1, New Oxford Street, 5. Featherstone Buildings.

64, Red Lion Street, and again at 5, Featherstone Build-
ings, When he left eaoh of the said premises rent was
owing, and was not afterwards paid. Three years before the
bankruptcy the applicant sued the landlord of 1, New Oxford
Street for damages and trespass in connection with repairs to the
roof of the building, but judgment was given in favour of the
landlord. During the action, the business fell away, as the bank-
rupt was unable to give it proper attention, and he closed it down
in April, 1911, since which date he had been employed as a can-
vasser for an electrical supply company. In 1909 his solicitor

obtained judgment for the costs of the action, and in May. 1911,
obtained an order for payment of the bill by monthly instalments
of £2 ; the bankrupt was unable to keep up the payments, and to

escape committal to prison for default, he filed his petition. The
liabilities amounted to i;560, and no assets were disclosed or

recovered. The bankrupt attributed his failure and insolvency to

want of capital, general falling away of business during the last

three years of his trading owing to competition by electrical supply
authorities ; also to the adverse result of the before-mentioned
action and consequent liability for costs. The offences reported by
the Official Receiver were (.1) insufficiency of assets to equal lOs.

in the £ on the amount of the liabilities; (2) omission to keep
proper books of account ; and (3) trading with knowledge of insol-

\ency. Mr. Registrar Francke upheld the report, and imposed a
suspension of two years, remarking that if the bankrupt had
applied earlier, he would have been free a long time since.

46i-Hour Week for Berlin Metal Workers—The
Economic lleriew, quoting Deut. Allij. /J if., states that the Union
of Berlin Metal Manufacturers, in granting the extra wages and
bonuses to their employes, proposed that the workers, on their

aide, should pledge themselves to a net working week of 46J hours,
including those factories where at present the working hours are
less than this. The Metal Workers' Union agreed that the question
should be referred to an impartial arbitration court, whose award
should be binding on both parties. The Court decided in favour of

the 46i-hour week.

Lead.—Messrs. James Forster & Co. report (Febru-
ary 28th) :—
We have to record a drop of about 15s. per ton on the week, but in the

absence of any likelihood of an increase in imports in the near future, we can
scarcely look for any substantial decline in values. Controlled lead has not
been on oflfer for some weeks past, and in view of the fact that nearly all the
metal in Government stores has already been disposed of, for delivery spread
over the next few months, assistance from this quarter cannot be relied upon.

Messrs. G. Cawson & Co. say :

—

There is a good deal of talk of using substitutes for lead, and no doubt
something will be done in this direction which will tend Xh influence the con-
sumption unfavourably. Meanwhile supplies continue abundant, and lead is

regularly going into store-so that although Government stocks are being
gradually reduced, private stocks are steadily increasing; no actual figures,
however, are obtainable. France seems to be arranging to cut herself adrift
from other countries, and to become self-supporting for her lead supplies. If
she eventually manages to do this, it will make a great difference in the demand
in this country. Reports from America continue favourable, and prices there
seem to be well maintained. The position in Mexico, however, is gradually
improving, and we can now look with more confidence for a steady increase in
supply from that country.

German Engineering Industry : Reported Critical Situa-
tion.—According to resolutions which have just been adopted at a
general meeting of the Association of German Machinery Construc-
tion Works, held in Berlin, this industry is confronted with the solu-
tion of exceptionaUydifficultconditionsas aresidt of thedevelopment
of circumstances during the past 1 5 months. On the one hand,
the makers are severely hit by the increases in the prices of raw
and semi-finished materials which they use in the production of
machinery, while, on the other, they are frequently bound to
execute old orders which were accepted at fixed prices, and whicli
were undertaken in the early period after the revolution. The
enormous rise in the prices of materials, combined with the long
period required for effecting delivery, has placed the industry in
an extremely difficult situation. The Association mentions that
the industry, with a turnover of many milliards of marks, finds

employment for about 1,000,000 workmen and staff. As a result

of the great economic importance of the industry, the makers
expect reasonable consideration on the part of the suppliers of raw
and ecini-Knished materials in the matter of future prices, and due
judgment on the part of customers in regard to the prices and
other conditions of delivery required by the machinery makers.

It is considered that the industry, dependent upsn .syndicates for

the delivery of materials lor conversion into finished machinery,

cannot exist unless supplementary additions are made to the prices

fixed in the old contracts and unlets reserves are made in the prices

for new orders with an extended period for delivery. The Associa-

tion submit? that official circles must also understand these facts.

An urgent request has been addressed to the Government asking
that the exports of machinery, whi h have scarcely been resumed,
should not he jeopardised by the levying of duties on machinery
sent to other countries.

—

Finnnc'iiil 'limex.

Mather & Piatt, Ltd.—FoKEHiN Trade.—In the course

of his speech at the annual meeting of Mather A: Piatt, Ltd , the

chairman, Mr. Loiis E. Mather, said he had recently returned from
a three months' visit to the United States. He visited many
engineering concerns, and was able to study many methods there

which might be usefully employed on this side. They had at Park
Works a plant, for its size, as well designed and as up-to-date as

any to be found across the Atlantic, During the year they had
brought into use the four additional bays given over to aeroplane

manufacture, the benefit of which would only be felt this year.

Considerable further extensions were in progress, which they
hoped to have completed and in occupation by the end of this year.

The trade prospects abroad were encouraging, in spite of fluctuating

exchanges, difficulties in shipment, and the impaired purchiising

power of countries which had suffered from the war. They had
always hail extensive and close trade connections with France, and
at the outbreak of war they had large amounts owing from French
clients. It was most gratifying to be able to state that the misfor-

tunes of war had not prevented their French clients from meeting
to the full these liabilities. Their business in Russia had suffered

temporary eclipse, and they had incurred heavy losses which had
been provided for in the accounts, but it was right to add that the

probity of their clients had been unquestioned, and losses were due
to the extinction of government in Russia; and collapse of Russian
exchange. They were already resuming business in Poland. It.

would be the settled policy of the board to help their old and
trusted clients abroad to restore their pre-war producing ppwer.
It was only by restoration of the producing power of all countries

that trade could regain its old prosperity, and they meant, so far

as they prudently could, to take their due share in helping towards
this end. The abounding prosperity of India and the removal of

restrictions of various kinds had brought about a remarkable
increase in the volume of orders they were receiving from that

country. One of their directors had recently been in India :

another was now in the Far Eaat, where big developments were
taking place. They must, however, always look to the home trade

as having the first claim upon them, and here there was a large

volume of work already placed upon their order books. One of

their greatest difficulties this year would be to satisfy their

customers at home and abroad in giving them deliveries in reason-

able time. They could not obtain the materials needed in their

manufactures as quickly as they would like, due to the heavy
demand on all sides and delays caused by strikes, but they were
doing their utmost.

Claiming Pre-war Debts.—Some notes have been pre-

pared by the Clearing Office for the assistance of British oreditor.s

in filling up their forms of proof. Copies of the notes may be had on
application to the Controller. Clearing Office (Enemy Debts),

Cornwall House, S.E. 1

.

Canadian Electrical Union Demands.—According to the

Electrical Xews (Canada), representatives of unions of the various

electrical workers organisations met in Toronto recently and pre-

pared a programme of demands which, it is understood, they will

present to the Provincial Government, These demands include a

licensing system for both contractors and workers ; a uniform wage
for the province ; certain changes in the installation of distri-

buting systems ; certain amendments to the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act and representation upon provincial and municipal

hydro-electric commissions. It is proposed to inaugurate a licens-

ing sy.stem under which employes shall serve a four-year appren-

ticeship before they receive a certificate of qualification and become
regular journeymen.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. Wm. Carr has commenced
business as an electrical engineer at 35, Marshall Avenue, Bridlington.

Mr. W. .T. Cannon, electrical engineer and contractor, has opened
new show-room premises at S. Dalby Road, CliftonvHle, Margate.

Mr. L. 0. Heyes has retired from the firm of Heyes & Co.,

electrical engineers, of Douglas Side, Wigan, and the business will

be continued by Mr. W. A. Heyes.
Messrs. H. W. Jones, Ltd,, electrical engineers, of Eccles,

Lanes., have removed to new premises at Monton Road, Monton,
Mr, F. Stanford has resigned his appointment with Messrs,

Stegman & Co,, with whom he has been for 25 years. He has
opened up business as an electrical engineer at 5, Crieff Road,
Wfndjworth, S.W. IS.

The Wakrikoton Electrical Co., -Ltd,, have changed their

address to Kniitsford Koad Works. Warrington. Telegrams :

" Power, Warrington."
Mr. W. G. Perry has resigned his position as power engineer with

the South London EUectric Supply Corporation. Ltd., and has started

in business at 199, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E, 1, under the style

of W, G. Perry A: Co., Ltd., electrical contractors.
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Book Notices.
—" Five-figure Logarithms and Trigono-

metrical Functions." Price le. lid. net. " Mathematical Tables."

Price 49. 6d. net. By \V. E. Dommett and H. C. Herd. London :

J. Selwyn v'c Co.. Ltd
"Science Abstracts, A and B." Vol. XXIII, Part 1, No. 266.

.Fanuary 13th, 1920. London : E. & F. J)f. Spon, Ltd. Price 2s. 3d.

each.

"Memorandum on Solid Lubricants." Bulletin No. 4 of the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (2S pp.). London ;

H .VI. Stationery Office. Price ild. net.—Contains much useful

nformation regarding the nature and application of such sub-

stances as grraphite, white lead, soapstone, &c.

Circular No. 83 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, " Specifications

for the Manufacture and Installation of Railroad Track Scales."

(35 pp.). Washington : Government Printing: Office. Price h

cents.—The object of this publication is to provide railroad

engineers with data to enable them to secure scale.s adequate to meet

modern requirements.
" Quin's Metal Handbook and Statistics," 1920. London : Metal

Information Bureau. Ltd. 3s. 6d. net, post free. This is the

.seventh year of publication of what is a very useful book, in which
are tabulated statistics and 1919 price records of copper, tin, spelter,

lead, silver, antimony, arsenic, nickel, and iron and steel. Among
other features, we notice a list of the licensees under the non-

Ferrous Metals Act.
" The Examination of Materials by -X-Rays." Reprinted from

the Tran.iaifionx of the Faraday Society. London : The Society.

Price 128. 6d.
" Proceeiiing.1 of the Physical Society of London." Vol. XX.XII,

Part II. February 1.5th, 1919. London : Fleetway Press, Ltd.

Price is. net.

Tire Ruhher Aije (published monthly). No. 1. March, 1920.

London : 13. Essex Street, Strand. Price Is.

Plant, &c., for Sale.—Plough and Datchet Electric

Supply Co., Ltd., has for disposal one three-crank compound Davey.

Paxman engine direct coupled to two Siemens D.c. generators, and
two switchboard panels ; Colne Corporation Electricity Department
invites offers for a Green's econoijiiser and a 2-H.P. driving motor ;

Messrs. Campbell i: Lamond have for disposal premises suitable for

joinery or other works refiuiring extensive floor space, situated at

Calder Green. Renfrewshire. For particulars see our advertisement

pages to-day.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. James M'Millax & Co.

(formerly the Ericsson-Bell Telephone Co.). Clun House, Surrey
Street, Strand, W.C. 2, sole agents of the Elektrisk Bureau, Ltd.,

of Christiania, Norway.—Lista Sections I to VI inclusive. Section I

is devoted to magneto telephones and also special instruments for

mining, diving, and high-tension work ; Section II presents a

series of central-battery telephones ; Section III deals mainly with
intercommunication sets ; Section IV—portable SBts—includes a

four-line artillery telephone ; switchboards and accessories are

dealt with in Section V, and the last list is a general catalogue of

parts and accessories. The lists are profusely illustrated, and
cover a wide range.

The Rookingham Engineering Co., Beulah Road, Thornton
Heath, S.E.—Leaflet giving illustrations, details, and prices of

electric organ-blowing sets.

Messrs. J. Hopkinsox & Co., Ltd., Britannia Works, Hudders-
tield.—Catalogue 800, 398 pp. An extremely useful and com-
prejiensive list of all classes of boiler gear. It is divided

into 13 sections, and is Dlustrated by numerous photographs
and line drawings. The first section presents information
regarding materials and specifications. Then follow divisions

dealing with mountings, safety valves, high and low pressure

valves for steam, water, and air ; boiler-feed and check valves and
injectors ; blow-ofi' valves and pipes ; water gauges and fusible

plugs : pressure gauges, siphons, and cocks : isolating valves,

reducing and surplus valves, expansion joints, steam dryers and
traps and automatic exhaust valves, cocks, whistles, thermometers,
iic. The catalogue concludes with a complete index of contents

and code words.

Messrs. Greenwood ic Batlev, Ltd., Donington House,
Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C. 2.—Leaflets Nos. 53, 54, 55, 56, and 60.

Illustrated price-lists of " Bipol " accumulator batteries for motor-
cycle lighting, lanterns, &c.

Mada Engineering Co., Ltd., 12. Bevington Hill, Liverpool.

—

Illustrated leaflet (8 pp ) dealing with the " Remca ' patent electric

riveter.

The General Electric Co., Ltd , 67, Queen Victoria Street,

B.C. 4.—New " Osram " billheads (or invoice forms) and postcards.

The G.E. Co. states that it will be pleased to .supply quantities of

these, overprinted with name and address, to members of the trade.
" Conveying and Transporting Machinery " (74 pp). This publi-

cation, printed on art paper and profusely illustrated by photo-
• graphs, indicates the wide field covered by Fraser i^ Chalmers
conveyors, te. The first part describes belt conveyors, pulleys, and
idlers. Then shipping plants are dealt with, and photographs of

actual installations are given. The Fraser ^t Chalmers coal-handling

plant at Durban \i fully described, and photographs of the boiler-

house conveyor at Marylebone and the Brancepeth Colliery con-

veying plant are presented. Grabs and grab transporters are given

several pages, and the photographs include three of the transporters

built for the Admiralty.

H. C. Slingsby, U2, 144 and 146, Old Street, E.C.—List
No. 163. An eight-paged booklet illustrating and describing .'^teel-

back extension ladders, with details of tMts. ^Ito tower ladders,

ladder carrieri, antl (tep ladders.

The India-rdbber. Gctta-percha, ant) Telegraph Wobks
Co., Ltd., Silvertown, E. 16.—Illustrated leaflet dealing with
" Silvertown ' dry and inert cells.

,

Building Products, Ltd.. Columbia House, 44-46, Kings

Road, Sloane Square, S.W. 3.—Booklet (16 pp) dealing with
" Bareau," a water-proofing material for cement concrete. Contains

details of tests, instructions for use, A:o.

. Messrs. Hig(;s Bros., Dynamo Works, Sand Pits, Birmingham.
—" Monthly Magazine " for March (20 pp.). The body of this

booklet is devoted to a stock list of motors and dynamos. An
insurance scheme has been formulated by the firm, and details are

given. The remainder of the magazine contains " Hints and

Tips" on brushes, and one or tw-o anecdotes truthfully described as

" chestnuts."

Messrs. Robinson & Hands Electrical Co., Ltd., 54, Bar-

wick Street, Birmingham, have issued a new illustrated and priced

catalogue in conjunction with their exhibit at Castle Bromwich

Fair, dealing with electrical accessories, the four main lines being

lampholders, fuseboards. tumbler switches, and accumulator

switchboards, all of which are of British make throughout.

Leoline Edwards. 81, St. Margaret's Road, Twickenham.—
Leaflets describing " Quidos " electric lamp bed foot-warmer and

food-warmer and portable fireproof safes.

A Frencli Supply Combination.—A scheme for the

electrical transmission of power from the Alps to the district of

Lyons has been inaugurated by the formation of a combination of

10 existing companies, under the title of the Societe de Transport

d'Energie des Alps, of 49, Rue de la Bourse, Lyons, with a pro-

visional share capital of 2,000,000 fr. The representatives of the

10 companies form the first board of directors.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—Extensions.—On the recommendation of

Mr. J. H. Rider, the Dee Village Works are to be extended, and for

this purpose power is being sought to acquire new property.

Balla (Co. Mayo).—I'I'^'Hting Si'Heme.— It has been

decided to install electric lighting by a private scheme, and Mr.

McEUen has applied to the County Council for the necessary

permission.

Barnstaple. — Proposed E.xtensioxs. — The Town
Council has appointed Mr. J. S. Highfield to prepare a report on the

undertaking, in order that extensions to meet the greatly increased

demands may be carried out. Applications from prospective con-

sumers are constantly being received, but the load is already at the

maximum. Electric' lighting is to be installed in the buildings

being erected under the Barnstaple housing scheme.

Barrow.—Eo.in.—The Electricity Comm.issioners are to

be asked by the Town CouncU for sanction to borrow £35,000 for

electricity works purposes. This includes £8,451 for antici-

pated extensions, .t 5,000 for transformers and switchgear, and

for over-exponditure on previous loans.

Bedford.—Increased Revenue.—The Town Council

has received applications for supplies of electricity which will bring

in an additional revenue of £5,000 a year.

Bradford.—Repaired Tukhine.—After being out of

commission for a long time, in consequence of the breakdown

during the latter part of last year, the large turbine has again oom-

menced to run, the repairs having been completed.

Braintree.—Electric Lighting.—The East Anglian

Electricity Co. has prepared an electric lighting scheme for the

town, and a petition in favour of its adoption is to be presented to

the Urban District Council.

Chelmsford.-Return to Gas.—Chelmsford is in future

to have gas for street lighting, the Town Council having refused to

renew the contract with the Electric Lighting Co., as gas produced

at the municipal gas works will be cheaper. Chelmsford was the

first town in England to use electricity for public lighting.— Z><(iii/

Mail.

Cliester.—Industrial Development.—With a view to

providing information for those seeking industrial sites, the Mayor

has invited the city electrical engineer (Mr. Britton) to draft a

scheme for the industrial development of the city and district.

Ctiesterfield.— Faults.—It was reported to the Electricity

Committee that there had been a great many interruptions of the

electrical supply. Most of these occurred in the Ashgate Hoad

section, and were attributable, it is believed, to one of the mains

having been penetrated by a pick during the re-laying of the Post

Office telephone cables.

Continental.—Germany.—It is stated that a con-

clusion has been reached in connection with the lengthy

investigations concerning the canalisation of the River Neokar

for the double purpose of providing a great navigable water-

way and the utilisation of the water-power. The estimated

expenditure on the basis of former peace prices is put at

150,000,0110 marks, of whicj the sum of 35,000,000 marks is

intended for the construction of 26 hydro-electric works to yield a

total of 511,000 KW.

Derry.—Price Increase.—The Corporation hw in-

•reased the charge for eleetric lighting by 50 per cent.
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Dublin,—Stock.—The (-oi]ioi'ation is considering the
issue of 3} per cent. City stock to raise the sum of approximately
jEti9,0O0 for the purpose of extending the electricity undertakinpr.

Edinburgh.— ilAiNS E.xtknsionh.—The Town ("oiincil

has approved the recommendations of the Electricity Committee
for the layinjr of cables between Portobsllo and M'Donald Hoad,
at an estimated cost of £."i2.000, and the extension of mains to
Granton, costintr approximately £20,000.

Gillingham.—Extensions.—The report of Mr. C. II.

Wonlinjjham upon the electricity undertaking, together with his

recommendations, has been adopted, and extensions are to be pro-
ceeded with.

Halifax,—Loans—The Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee has decided to make application for sanction to borrow
the followinfr amounts in connection with the electricity under-
taking: :—Motors, £10,000: transformers, £10,000; and mains,
£20,000.

New Plant.—A recommendation has been made by the
Corporation electrical engineer for tenders to be placed at once for
a 10,000-K\v. set, with the necessary condenser, at an estimated
cost of £77,800. This will form part of a scheme to cost £170,000,
which the Corporation has already approved.
Year's Working.—The recently published accounts for the

year ended March 81st, 191i», show in the summary a deficiency of
£1,269. The total expenditure was £112,843, against an income
of £111.574.

Hemswortli.—Application for Supply.—The District
Council is approaching the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. with
regard to obtaining a supply of electricity for the district.

Hove.—Bulk Supply.—The Corporation is applying
to the Brighton authorities for a statement of terms upon which a
bulk supply can be obtained from the Brighton undertaking.
When the Hove Corporation took over the private company, which
previously supplied the greater part of the district, it intended to
extend the plant to meet the demands of the whole area, but
owing to circumstances this was not proceeded with, and the present
plant is ina<lequate.

Hull.—Inade(^uate Supply.—Several large firms in
this district have been requested to reduce their demand by 50 per
cent., and consequently a large number of men are practically out
of work. The reason given is that a heavy lighting load has teen
experienced owing to the prevalence of thick fogs.

India.—CauVERY Power Undertaking.— The present
output of the Sivasamudram station is 21,500 H.p. The mining
companies in the Kolar goldfields have, however, recently intimated
that their demands will be greatly increased, and it is, therefore,
contemplated to extend the plant to a total capacity of 27,000 h.p,,
with a reserve of 3,600 H.p.

Kingswood. — Electric Lighting. — The Bristol
Corporation has agreed to supply electricity to residents of
Kingswood subject to an agreed annual minimum payment of £4
for three years. The Urban District Council has consented to this
arrangement.

Lancaster.— Proposed Price Lncrease.— The Town
Council has appointed a Sub-Committee to investigate the position
of the electricity undertaking with a view to increasing the charges,
which are considered inadequate.

Leicester.—New Power Station.—The City Council is

to apply to the Electricity Commissioners for sanction to a scheme
involving the erection of a power station at Aylestone Road. The
cost of the new works, which will have a capacity of 10,000 KW.
in the first instance, i.s estimated at .t liOO.OOO.

Liverpool.— School Lighting.—After a debate upon
the respective merits of gas and electricity, the Education Com-
mitted decided to employ electricity for lighting five special
schools, although the initial cost will be greater.

London.—The Coal Promlem.—A conference of repre-

sentatives of electricity undertakings in Greater London was held
recently to place the following requests before the Coal Controller :

—(1) That the rebate to be paid under the Coal (Pit-mouth ) Prices
Order, 1919, be paid directly by the Controller i (2) that special steps
be taken to secure an adequate supply of coaJ for power stations and
other public utility services ; (3) that the order relating to accep-
tance of colliery weights be rescinded and payment made for weights
actually received ; and (4) that coal be properly graded and charged
for according to quality.

St. Pancras.—The Electricity Committee recommends the pur-
chase of two motor converters, together with the necessary mains
and switchgear, at an estimated cost of £14,150. Inquiries are to

be made with regard to a site for a proposed new sub-station to
house these converters. The women employes in the meter repair-

ing department applied for an increase of 5s. per week, which was
granted, but at the same time steps are to be taken to replace the
female staff by men, preference to be given to disabled ex-service
men.

Mexborough.—Mains Extensions.—The Urban District
Council has applied for permission to lay cables through the
parishes of Denaby and Conisborough, with a view to supplying
them with electricity. The Doncaster District Council has referred
the matter to the respective parochial Committees for consideration.

Northallerton. — Year's Workin(j. — At the annual
meeting of the Electric Light and Power Co. it was Bnnounoe<i
that the profit for 1919 was £460, as against £342 for the previous

year.

Perth.—Elkctkicity Supply.—The Corporation elec-

trical engineer is to lay a temporary cable to supply electricity to

residents in Craigie, who recently petitioned the Town Council for

a supply.

Preston.—New Station.— It is announced that the
building of a large central station at Preston will be commenced
next year on the south bank of the Ribble, opposite the entrance
to Preston Dock, where a large dam is to be <;on8tructed. The
output of the station will be sufficient to meet all industrial

requirements for a large part of the county.

Salford. — Loan. — The Electricity Committee has
recommended application for sanction to the borrowing of £144,344
with which to effect certain developments. The proposed expendi-
ture includes £17,340 for generating plant and £42,000 for boiler-

house plant. The feeder mains to sub-stations will cost £19,700.

' Stoke-on-Trent. — Housk Lighting. — The Finance
Committee would not approve, on the grounds of excessive cost, a
proposal of the Electricity Committee to supply electricity to the
Trent Vale housing site.

Snnderland.—E.xtensions.— The Town Council has
adopted the Electricity Committee's scheme for the extension of

the undertaking, at an estimated cost of £127,068. Owing to the
inade(|uacy of the present supply, many consumers have been asked
to cut down their demands by 10 per cent. The new plant will

include two new boilers, a cooling tower, and an additional sub-

station. A proposal to make inquiries with a view to obtaining a
bulk supply was defeated.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

AccringtOD.—Fares Revision.—The Tramways Com-
mittee is considering the whole question of fares on local routes.

A communication has been received from the Haslingden Town
Council urging the necessity of an increase of fares between the
two towns.

Blackpool.—Track Renewals.—The track mileasje

involved in the permaneut way renewal scheme is equal to 18 miles
of single track. The borough engineer's estimate of the cost of
relaying the permanent way, including the doubling of the line

between Dickson Road and the Gynn is £254,313. In ivddition,

£52,177 is proposed to be spent on new works, making a total of

£306,520. The proposed reconstruction work will, it is anticipated,

be spread over a period of three years. An outlay of £104 620 is

estimated for the year ending March, 1921 ; £10.-|,867 in 1921-22 ;

and £43,856 in 1922-3. The cost of renewing the track is

estimated to average £14,274 per mile, as compared with an
average cost of £7,322 per mile for the original track.

Continental.— Italy. — The Department of Overseas
Trade (Development and Intelligence) states that " His Majesty's

Commercial Counsellor at Rome quotes La Tribune as stating that

the work of the Commission for the electrification of the railways,

appointed by the Minister of Transport, is proceeding actively,

both as regards the system to be adopted and the continuation of

the works in hand in Liguria, Piedmont and part of Lombardy. In
these districts the Railways General Management is continuing

the electrification on the three-phase system, of the line i)etween

Turin and Genoa of about 400 km., and by means of a private

undertaking, the lines Turin-Milan and MUan-Voghera for another
200 km., in order to complete, as soon as possible, the principle

links of this railway system. With regard to central Italy,

a meeting was held recently, under the presidency of the
Minister of Transport, of the various public bodies and companies
interested in the utilisation of the electric power in the Umbro-
Tuscan-Emilian district, in order to co-ordinate available and
utilisable power for local requirements and railways. The Com-
mission approved, from the technical point of view, plans for two
thermo-electric stations, using national fuel, at Tavemelle di

Perugia and Torre del Lago respectively, capable of producing
about 20,000 KW. The plans have been commenced for the
linking up of Rome and Naples and the Southern Provinces.

A programme has also been drawn up for the extension of steam
traction by oil fuel for those lines where it will take some time to

provide hydro and thermo-electric power, that is to say, largely in

Sicily, Calabria, Basilicata and Puglia."

Edinburgh.—Rail Repairs.— The Tramways Com-
mittee is utilising a petrol-electric motor workshop for the repair

of worn and broken rails by electric welding.

Glasgow,—Extensions and Renewals.—Reports on
work in progress and in prospect have been submitted to the

respective Departmental Committees of Glasgow Town Council by
the officials in charge. So far as the tramways are concerned, the
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general manasjer reports as follows on work in prospect, the figures

showing the estimated cost :

—

Renewal of Track (t 100,000).—This work is at present being

proceeded with.

Building 30 New Cars (£30,000)-—This work is being carried

out as quickly as supplies of materials will permit.

New Car Depot (exclusive of price of ground, £70,000).—The
schedules for this work are in course of preparation.

Tramway Extensions (£600,000).—This subject-matter has been

remitted to a Special Sub-Committee, which will report thereon at

an early date.

Great Northern Railway.—Pari.ia-mextary Rill.—The
G.N.R. Bill passed its second reading on March 1st. The Associa-

tion of Urban District Councils and the Metropolitan Water Board

opposed (!"lause 47 through Parliamentary representatives. This

clause will enable the company to purchase gas, electricity and
water from any local authority in the vicinity of the railway, and
to use such supplies on any portion of the railway or the company's

property, whether beyond the area of the supply authorities

or not.

Halifax.

—

Collision.—Through the swerving of a

trailer-lorry into a section power-box at the bottom of Pye Nest

Park, the supply was cut off on the King Cross section, on

February 21st, and much inconvenieuce was caused.

India.

—

Electric Railway.—Messrs. Hoare, Millar and
Co. have prepared a scheme for a circular railway for Calcutta. The
Railway Board has decided that a preliminary investigation into

the feasibility of the scheme should be made by a Committee com-

posed of representatives of the Port Trust, the Eastern Bengal

Railway, the Calcutta Corporation, and the Government of Bengal,

under the chairmanship of a member of the Railway Board.

Keighley.—Reply to Criticisms.—In answer to criti-

cisms levelled at the Corporation tramway service, the chairman of

the Committee said that the debt on the undertaking had been

reduced by £7,000, and there had been no call made upon the rates

by the undertaking, though 22 out of 8-1 municipalities running
tramways had had to do so. The revenue in 1914 was .£'.1.800

; this

year it was hoped to realise £111. 500. The foreign firm which
guaranteed to maintain the railless trolley vehicles was broken up
by the war, and this prevented the overhead equipment scheme

being completed.

Liverpool.— Carriage ok Parcels.— The tramway
manager is to report on a scheme for the conveyance of parcels

and goods by tramcar.

London.—Accident.—Owing to motor failure, an L.C.C.

tramcar ran backwards down a steep hill near Clapham Common,
on February 23rd. At the base of the incline it collided -svith

another car, and both were badly damaged. A woman was killed

and four other p.assengers slightly injured by jumping off the car.

Municipal Tramways.

—

Finances.— Some interesting

figures are given by the Birminghdm Ptixt showing the position

of British municipal tramway undertakings. Statistics compiled by
the Municipal Tramways .Association show that no less than 20 psr

cent, of the concerns are running at a loss, the deficit being borne

by local rates. It is stated that the extra rate involved was as

much as lOd. in the £ at West Ham Tramways that contributed

to the rates prior to the war—such as Belfast, Birmingham,
Bradford, and Glasgow—have been compelled to reduce, and in some
cases abolish, their aid to local rates. Many others, however, as

Leeds, Blackpool, Manchester, and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have been
able to increase their contributions.

Plymouth.

—

Fare Increase.—Fares on all routes are

to be increased by 50 per cent.

Stalybridge.—Fare Revision.— The Tramways Com-
mittee has informed the Stalybridge, Hyde. Mossley and Dukinfield

Tramways and Electricity Board that it has been compelled to

revise the fares with a view to increasing them, on Eiccount of the

abnormal increase in working costs. The loss on the tramways last

year was £3,000, and, if extra revenue was not collected, it waa
estimated that the loss next vear would be from £lo,000 to

£11,000.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—The Commonwealth Post Office made a net

profit in the last financial year of £524,645, an increase of £137,263
on the working of the previous year. The telegraph department
made a profit of £63,133, against £28,116 last year, and the tele-

phone department made a profit of £222,174, against £121.844.

The main increase in revenue was derived from the telephone

services ; with the exception of Western Australia, where there

was a loss of £I3,6'.t7, against a loss of £25.020 in 1917-18, the

telephone branch showed a profit in every State. Victoria stands

head and shoulders above the other States with regard to the pro-

fitable working of its telephone system. The telephone exchanges
in this State for the last financial year showed a profit on the year's

working of approximately £00,000, over £18,000 in excess of the

profits derived from the same source in South Australia, and more
than double the profits earned by the telephone exchanges in New
South Wale.s <luring the same period. There was a loss on the

working of some of the Victorian country exchanges, but as a sot

off against this the metropolitan network of exchanges with 29,749

subscribers, mjide a profit for the year of £66,000. The actual

revenue for the year from the Melbourne exchange networks was

£343,896, but against this had to be written off a sum of £138,166

for direct working expenses, as well as the cost of administrative

expenses, depreciation and interest, and a proportion of the cost of

pensions and retiring allowances. The Sydney exchanges, which
earned the sum of £465.099 during the last financial year from a

total of d9,296 subscribers, yielded a net profit on the year s work-

ing of only £35,500. Only three States, Victoria, New South Wales

and South Australia, showed a profit on the working of the tele-

graph branch for the past financial year. But the profits earned

by these three States were sufficiently in excess of the losses in the

three other States to yield a net profit for the Commonwealth as a

whole of £63,133. Western Australia showed a loss on the working
of all three branches of the postal department.

Eastern Cable Delays.—The Eastern Telegraph Co.

announces that owing to the interruption of the British Pacific

cable between Australia and Canada and the Commercial Pacific

Cable Go's cable lietween the United States and the Far East, all

traffic carried by those two routes will now have to pass over the

Eastern Co.'s system, and consequently additional delay may be

expected.

France.—The Societe Radiotechnique de Pologne (Radio-

pol) is the title of a company formed at Paris for the installation

and working (in Poland apparently) of every system of telegraphy,

including wireless. Its capital is 6 OOO.OOU marks. Its founders

include the Marconi Co., of London ; the Societe Franraise Radio-

electrique ; the Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie Sans Fil : the

Compagnie Generale de Radio-telegraphie ; the Societe Polonaise

de Construction et d'Exploitation des Procedes Radio-techniques
;

and the Banque du Commerce et de I'lndustrie.

Italy.—A portion of the programme now under con-

sideration for the commercial expansion of Italy abroad, and more
particularly in the East, is the establishment of three telephonic

lines, namely, a line 2,00J km. long, linking Rome with

Constantinople ; a second, from Rome to Otranto, and' tnence to

Valona, Salonica, and Athens, 1.500 km. long ; and a third line

from Rome. 2.600 km. in length, to one or more Danubian ports.

Arrangements allowing of the use of Bell's multiplex telephone are

also mooted. The laying of a second submarine cable from

Otranto is also spoken of, the existing one dating so far back as 1850.

New Wireless Service.—A new channel of communica"
tion between the Old and New Worlds was opened on March Is*-

by the inauguration of a direct wireless service for commercial and
general purposes, between Great Britain and the United States.

This service is being conducted jjintly by the English Marconi Co.

and the Radio Corporation of America over a route operated

entirely by these wireless companies. Messages are being accepted

for New York, Greater New York, and South America, up to

4d. less per word than the existing cable charges. The messages

are being transmitted on the British side from the high power
Marconi station at Carnarvon, which is in direct communication

by private wire with the Marconi office in London and the Central

Telegraph Offic. The Carnarvon station is equipped with high-

speed automatic transmitting gear, and the receiving station is

arranged for duplex working so that trans-Atlantic messages can

be transmitted simultaneously in both directions. The messages

are received on the American side of the route at Belmar, New-

Jersey, which in turn is in direct communication by private wire

with the telegraph office of the Radio Corporation in Broadway,
New York City.

New Zealand.—Representatives of the newly-formed

New Zealand Wireless Institute waited upon the chief engineer of

the Post and Telegraph Department, recently to inquire about the

prospect of securing licences to enable amateur workers to operate

wireless apparatus. New Zealand is still subject to War Regula-

tions in this matter, and the Department is unable at present to

grant licences except to ships. A Bill has been prepared to extend

the powers of the Department, and will probably be submitted

to the next session.

Trades Telephone List Directly.—Tenders are invited by

the Postmaster-General, says The Times, for the right to publish an
authorised classified trades list of telephone subscribers for London,

to be issued every six months, beginning next October.

West Indian Cables.—A Committee is to study the

question of wireless telegraphy as regards the West Indies, and to

inquire into the cable system of that section of the Empire, says

the Times. An experiment in wireless telegraphy was made some
10 years ago, when British Guiana granted a licence to the West
India and Panama Telegraph Co., to establish and maintain a wire-

less station in that colony for communication with the adjoining

island of Trinidad. This arrangement continued until -iugust,

1915, when an Imperial wireless station was set up in British

Guiana. Jamaica also pos.sesses her wireless station, and steps

were taken last year to allow the stations—controlled by the

Admiralty—in Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Bermuda. Jamaica, and
British Guiana to be used for commercial point-to-point messages.

Wireless Telephony.—Saccessful wireless telephonic teats

have been carried out between Madrid and Chelmsford, and con-

versation was carried on without appreciable difficulty.

An attempt is shortly to be made to speak from Chelmsford to

America and Australia by wireless telephony.
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(til r.lirniny liSKli. k>i' the I'lrsl tiim- iMtoUik'ibU- wirfllfSB lulr-

phonic niossaues were received at the Waxholiu Wireless Station,

12 miles from Stockholm, from En^'land and CJermany. The
Enprlish message was distinctly audilile.

Wireless teleplioiiic mesaajies are traiismitted every evening from
Chelmsford, at S p.m., for experimental purposes, and it is reported
that such a mcssaire has been picked np by a ship at sea, UOO miles
away, with an ordinary commercial receiver. It is requested that
the reception of such measajres be reported to the Marconi Co., and
most of the acknowledgments received give technical observations
of considerable value.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(The date given in parentheset at the end of the paragraph indicatet

the Urue of the Electrical Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Aberdare. — March I'Oth. Urban District Council.

Reconstruction of existing tramways ; also new tramways. Mr.
E. M. Lacey. 12, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Aastralia.—Melhourne.—April li'th. City Council.

Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ; h.t. switchgear, 6,600 v. ; D.c.

switohgear, 600 v. (.lanuary 30th.)

Bedford. — March 31st. Electricity Department.
Twelve months' supply of electricity meters and h.t. and I..T.

cables. (See this issue.)

Belfast.—ilarch 10th. Electricity Department. Stores,

including meters, cables, electrical accessories, lamps, carbon
brushes, &c. (February 20th.)

March 22nd. Electricity Depirtment. Coal-handling plant.

(February 20th.)

Belgium.—ifarcli 27th. Municipal authorities of Liege.

5.000-KW. turbo-alternator for the central electricity generating
station. Tenders to the Bureau des Adjudications des Services

Industriels, 3, Rue Saint Etienne, Lit-^je, whence particulais may
)ye obtained.

April Mth. Municipal authorities of Haccourt (Prov uce of

Liege). Concession for the electric lighting of the town.

Bristol.—March I'l'nd. Board of Guardians. Electric

lighting installation at Eastville Institution. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—March 29th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Condensing plant for Portobello station. Specification

No. 23. (February 27th.)

Gellygaer. — March 2l.st. Trban District Council.
Transformer plant. H T. and l.t. switchgear, 11,000 v. and 500 v.

overhead line material. (February 27th.)

Halifax.— Jlarch 12th. Tramways and Electricity

Committee One 1,000-KW. turbo-alteinator, with condenser.
(February 27th.)

Lincoln.—April 8th. Electricity Department. Pipe-
work, and motor-generator and switchgear for St. Swithin's power
station. (See this issue.)

London.—Great Central Railway. ]\Iarch 17th. Stores

for 12 months, including electrical line construction, electrical

apparatus, wires, cables, lamps, 4:c. Specifications from Mr. W.
Williams, Stores Superintendent, G.C.R., Gorton, Manchester.
H.M. Office of Works. March 12th. Electrical accessories for

12 months. (February 27th.)

Macclesfield.— .March l.nth. County Asylum. Electrical

goods for six months. 5Ir. W. G. F. Tingay, Clerk.

Margate.—March 15th. Town Council. Electric light

installation. Municipal Buildings. Borough Surveyor, 13, Grosvenor
Place.

Merthyr Tydfil.— March 9th. Board of Guardians.
Electrical fittings for six months. The Workhouse Master.

Mountain Ash.—^larch 20th. Urban District Council
Electricity Department. Transformer plant. H. and L.T. switch-
gear, three-core and four-core armoured cables and overhead line

eiiuipment. (See this issue.)

New Zealand.— Dunedin.—April 26th. City Council.

(«) electric car bodies ; {/>) car trucks ; and (r) car equipment.
Documents may be consulted by British firms interested, at the
Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence),

35, Old Queen Street, S.W. 1 (Room 49).

April 31st. Auckland Harbour Board Electric cranes. Mr.
R. B. Burnett, Secretary, (jiuay Street, Auckland.

Plymouth.— March 18th. Electricity Committee.
Turbo-alternator, converter and booster. (February 27th.)

South Africa.— April 24th. Oudtshoorn Municipality.

Tiuie for receipt of tenders extended from March 24th to April 24th.

Swadlincote,'MhpIi llih, .'Swadlincote and Ashby
.loint Water Committee. Electric motors and turbine pumps. Mr.
-V. J. Mason, Engineers, Council Otiices, Swadlincote.

Wakefield.^ -March 8th. Klectric lighting installation

at thf Lofthouse Wesleyan Chapel. E. Howroyd, Secretary,

Lofthouse.

CLOSED.

Australia.— I'.M.G.'s Department, X.S.W. :

—

Two 100 straight line units aiici asBOCiated apparatus for Chatawood tele,

phone exchange, ;£1,850: two ditto for Mosman exchange.—Automatic
Telephones (Aust.), Ltd.

Victorian Railways Department :

—

Two tlectri<-nlly.operated "yR" truck traversers, £2,408.—Johnson ami
Sons, Pty.. Ltd.

Brunswick (Victoria) City Council :

—

1,327 Td. and I,2'J5 yd. of three-core, 19/18, s.w.<i., h.t., lead-covered, under-
ground cable, i.-2,280.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

—Tenderi,

Bavaria.—It is stated that the A.E.CJ. has been given
the contract for the Munich-Landshut section in connection with
the projected Bavarian State electricity works, and the Bergmann
Co. that-for the Sanding-Edelhausen section.

Governmeiit Contracts.—The following Government con-
tracts were placed during January, 1920:

—

.\dmir.\ltv (Contk.\ct and Purchase Departmbnt).

Conduit tubing and fittings.—Barton & Sons, Ltd. ; Brotherton Ediswan
Tubes Si Conduits, Ltd.

Conversion of steam crane.—Ransomes & Napier, Ltd.
Copper wires.—British Insulated ft Helsbv Cables, Ltd.; London Electric

Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.
Electric capstans.—Douglas & Grant, Ltd,
Electric hoists.—Cowans & Sheldon, Ltd.
Insulating materials.—.-Vbbott, Anderson & Abbott, Ltd.; H. Clarke & Co.;

-Micanile & Insulators Co., Ltd.; .Mica Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.; R. Whiflen.

Switch boxes.—Palmer's Shipbuilding & Iron Co., Ltd.
Phosphor bronze screws and nuts.—.Automatic Standard Screw Co., Ltd.

Ml! OF Munitions.

Carburetter spare.—S. Wolf & Co., Ltd.; Zenith Carburettor Co., Ltd.
Electric fittings.—C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.
Electrical plant. General Electric Co., Ltd.
Train lightings spare.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

War Office.

Electrical installation, Cambridge Cottages, Woolwich.—G. Wtilon.

IsoiA Office : Stores Department.

Baudot apparatus.—Elliott Bros.
Telephone apparatus.—Automatic Telegraph Manufacturing Co., Lid.
Cells.—Fuller's United Electric Works.
Telephone exchanges.—Relay Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd.
Generating sets—Laurence Scott & Co., Ltd.

Post Office.

Telegraph and telephone apparatus.—-Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.; Creed & Co., Ltd.; C. Lange; Peel Conner Telephone
Works, Ltd. ; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ..

Telephone and telegraph cable.—B.I. i- Helsbv Cables, Ltd.; Coflnolivs
(Blackley), Ltd.; W. T. Glover & Co.. Ltd.; H.->ckbridge Cable Co
Ltd.; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd.; Siemens Bros, i
Co., Ltd.; Union Cable Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., l.lil.

Channels and cov.:r>.—.McDuwall Slev.ns & Co., Ltd.; l-'alkirfc Iron Co..
Ltd.

Tel.phone cords.—London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths. Lid.
Earthenware ducts.—Jas. Oakes & Co.
Insulators.—Bullers, Ltd.; Ijoulton i Co.; J. .\lacintvr,- & Co., 1.1,1.;

Taylor TunniclilT S: Co., Ltd.
Electric lamps.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. ,

Solder.—E. .Austin & Sons; B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Spindles for insulators.—F. W. Cottcrell, Ltd.; Guest, K«-n & Nellk--

folds, Ltd.

Cable gear, H.M. Telegraph Ship " .Alert."-Telegraph Conslruclion ,•(:

Maintenance Co., Ltd.

Laying conduits.—Bagshot : Greig & Matthews. London-Manchester
(Loughborough-Derby, Section IV) : Kettle ii Son. Govan : R. & C.
Murray. London-Manchester (Old Stratford-Loughborough, Section

VII): J. F. Hodge & Co. Kingston-Richmond; J. Mowlem & Co.
London-Southampton (Section IV): J. A. Ewart, Ltd. Widncs

;

Hodge Bros, (contractors), Ltd. Bolton I West) : W. Pollett & Co.,

Ltd. Streatham-Norbury : Greig & Matthews. Burgh Heath : Greig
& Matthews. Langside : Greig & Matthews. London-Southampton
(Section III): W. Dobson. Finsbury, Sboreditch and Holborn ; D. R.
Patcrson. Ltd. Kensington, Paddington and St. Marylebone: O. C.
Summers. N. Camberwell, &'c. : O. C. Summers. Chelsea (South

Parade): G. I. Anderson, Faversham : Greig &- Matthews, Little-

hampton : Foot & Milne, Ltd. Hammersmith (N.E. area): D. R.
Paterson, Ltd. W'illesden Junction (\'ictoria Road) : G. I. Anderson,
Hove : Laing & Co.

Manufacturing. supplying, drawing-in and jointing cable.—Derby-
Leicester : Siemens & Co., Ltd.

Repairing batteries.—Grimsbv .Automatic Telephone Exchange : D. P.

Battery Co. G.P.O. (West) ; Pritchett & Gold and Electrical Power
Storage Co., Ltd.

Telephone Exchange equipment.—" Toll " (London) : Western Electric Co.,

Ltd. Northampton : Western Electric Co., Ltd. Harrow : Siemens
Bros. & Co., Ltd. Hove: Western Electric Co., Ltd. Cambridge:
Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Electric cranes.—Ransomes & Napier, Ltd.

Electric light fittings for railway carriages.—J. Stone & Co., Ltd.

Insulators.—Bullers, Ltd.

Electrolytic meters.—Reason Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Switchboards. S:c.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Telegraph line material.-Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; Bullers, I.Id.

Telephone material.—British L.M. Ericsson .Manuf.icturing Co., Lid.

Copper wire.—F. Smith S: Co.; Shropshire Iron Co., Lid.

Glasgow.—Tramways Committee :

—

ti.c.c. wire.—London Electric 'Wire Co. i Smiths, Ltd.

Control system of telephones.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Core drying oven.—A. Smith & Co.
Stoneware ducts.—Doultons.
12 miles copper troUay wir«.—T. Bolton & Sons, Ltd,
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It was reported that the following firms had intimated iucreages

on their contract prices, viz. :—Bolckow. Vau?han 4c Co. ; Shanks
and Co. ; Johnstone & Boath : aad P. & W. MLellan.

Eleotricity Committee. Recommended ;

—

One set of 1,600kw. mercury-vapour reotiHers, at £11,600.—Browji, Boveri

and Co., I,t.l.

London.— St. Paxcras.— The Electricity Committee
has received a communication from the Brush Electrical Engin-

eeringr Co., Ltd., auftsresting- that the order for the second 3,000-KW.

turbine set. for which space has been provided by the disposal of

the Browett-Lindley engines at the King's Road station, should be

placed at once, as there is a large demand for power-house plant at

the present time, and the moulders' strike having made deliveries

very difficult, some time must necessarily elapse before castings for

new orders can be taken in hand—and then only in rotation.

Their present price for this plant, as compared with that of the

first set, is as follows, the contract conditions remaining the same :
—

Prices Mav Present
Description. 16th, 1918. Prices.

3,000-K\v. set (duplicate of plant already ordered). . £18,400 f23,C'0
Entry and connectinc pipes 3«0 400

Wet-ail- filter 400 450

The Committee recommends the acceptance of the tender of the

Brush Electrical Co., Ltd., at £24,450, for a second 3,000-KW. set,

and that the order be placed forthwith.

Shobeditch.—Electricity Committee. Supply of cable :

—

2J miles "2r> sq. in. three-core e.h.t. 11,000-volt plain lead-covered cable,

jE5,917 ; 1 mile ditto -15 sq. in., £1,910 : 570 yds. -113 sq. in. armoured ditto, £554 ;

1 mile 19/-05 sq. in. armoured three-core i..t. 600 v. cable, £572; 2 miles 7/-C64

ditto, £892 ; 1,000 yds. 1 sq. in. plain lead-covered single-core 660 v. cable,

jei,a50 ; IJ miles -75 sq. in. ditto, £2,012 ; 500 vds. -5 sq. in. ditto, £321 ; SCO yds.

•25 ditto, £106; i mile 19;-083 sq. in ditto, £1.52 ; J mile 19,-064 ditto, £112;
1 mile 19;-032 ditto, £166 ; 2 miles 7,-J64, £226—Union Cable Co.

The tender is based on the price of electrolytic wire bars at

£130 per ton, and English lead at .i;53 per ton. Seven firms

tendered ; the above was the lowest.

Rhondda.—Urban District Council. Messrs. Cloutrh,

Smith & Co., Ltd., 'Westminster, have been awarded the contract

for the erection of overhead mains.

Salford.—Tramways Committee. .Accepted :

—

Armature and field coils.—Manchester Armature Repair Co.. Ltd., and
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Cable connectors.— L. Andrews A Co.
Insulating varnish.—Griffiths Bros, .k Co. (London), Ltd.
Insulating tapes.— R. W. Blackwe;! A Co., Ltd.
Steel tires.—Hadfields, Ltd.
Trolley-wheel bushes.—Fleming, Birkby & Goodall, Ltd.
Cast-iron and steel-backed brake blocks.—National Rail & Tramway -Ap-

pliance Co., Ltd.
Gears and pinions.—British Hele-Shaw Patent Clutch Co., Ltd.
Car axles.—J. Biker A Co. (Rotherhanit, Ltd.
Two armatures tor D.K. 110 motors, £180. -English Electric Co., Lid.

K.H.r. switL-hgear, £l,'oi; addiiijnal e.h.t. swit^;hgear for Trafford and
Blackfriars sub-station, £5^2. Metropolitan-Vickers E ectrical Co., Ltd.

Two new water-tube boi ers, superheaters, economisers, mechanical-draut lu

plant, niechani al stokers and steel flues, at Frederick Road sta'ion,

£.8,459.— Balicock A: Wilcox, Ltd.

Switzerland.— <iKioting from the Journal de Geiievp the

Ecuiioinic Rerieir states that the S «is8 Federal Railway Council has

ratified the agreements concluded in Decemb^r, 11119, with Brown,
Boveri et Cie., the Oerlikon Engineering Works and the Winterthur

Locomotive Works, for the delivtry of seven electric locomotives,

and has authorised the necessary credit of Fr.5,.'Jl5,000. The
deliveries must be made by the eiiii of .Tanuary, 1921. The agree-

ments concluded with the Societc InJustrielle Suisse de Neuhausen
and the Schilleren Wagon Factory, for the delivery of 200 covered

and 100 open wagons, were also approved.

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.
street. W. .\t3p.m. I_,ecture on

-

President R.S.
Monday, March 8th. .At Albemarle Street, W. .\t 3 p.m. Lecture on

'* Modern Development of the Miner's Safety Lamp," by Sir John Cadmau.
Friday, Mariih l'2th. At Albemarle Stree", \V. At 9 p.m. Lect ire on

"The Thermionic Valve in Wireless Telegraphy .^nd Telephony," by Prof.

.1. A. Fleming, P.K.S.

Anglo French Society. —.Saturday, March 6th, At the jEolian Hall, New
Bond Street, W. At 5.45 p.m. Lecture in French on "The Channel
Tunnel," by Baron E. B. d'Erlanger.

Association of Engineeriog and Snipbuilding Draughtsmen —Tuesday,
March Sth. Ai the Liverpjol University. .\t 7.bU p.m. Lecture on
'"Elemeiitarv Calculus," bv Mr. 8. Clowes.

Thursday, March llth. At the Grammar School. Chesterfield. At 7.30

p.m. Lecture on "The Principles and Design of Centritug«l Fans, " by
Mr. F. Clements.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge. — Wednesday, March 10th. At St.

Bride's Institute, Ludgate Circus, E.C. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on "The
Bolidilication and Crjstall sation of Metals,'' by Mr. L. .\itchison.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Wednesday, March 10th. At the Philoso-

phical insciiution. At 7.30 p.m. "Questions and Answers -' Night.

Boyal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, March 10th. At John Street, Adelphi,

W.C. At 4.80 p.m. Paper on "Gas in Relation to Industrial Production

and National Economy," by Mr. H. M. Thornton.

Institute of Metals.—Thursday, March llth. At 4 p.m. .\t the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers.- Storey's Gate, Westminster, s W. Annual
^•newl Me^tinj. I'riday, March 12th. At 10.30 p.m. Annual dinnor.

InstituUon of Eiectrical Engineers.-! hursday, March II h. At the lu;

stitution of Civil Engineer-, Great George Street, S.W. At 6 p.m. Papers

on " Notes on Oneratin!.- a By-product Producer Gas Plant for Power and

Heatinp," bv Mr. W. H. Patchell, and "Production o( Power from Blast

Furnace Ga-',' l.v Mr. s, H. Fowles.

(North-Midland Centre).- Tuesday, March 9th. At the Hotel Metre
pole, Leeds. At 7 pm. Ordinary meeting.

(ScotUsh Centre!.-Tuesday, March 9th. At Prince's Station Hotel

Edinburgh At 7 p.m. Paper on " The Protection of Alternaung Current

Distribution Systems Without the Use of Special Conductors,' by Major

K. Edgcumbe, R.E.

Junior InstituUon of Engineers. Friday. March I2th. At 39, Victoria

Street, S.W. At 7.30 p.m. y>ecturette, "Chain Helice Pump-. ''> -Mi.

F. A. Simpson.

International Motor Boat and Marine and Stationary Engine Exhibition

at Olympia.—March 12th to 20th. II a.m. to 9 P m.

NOTES.

Batti-Wallahs' Society.—At the luncheon on March 15th,

Mr. F. Pooley (secretary and treasurer^) will be the chief speaker.

The Electricity Commissioners.— It is reported that

one or more of the Eleotricity Commissioners in the near future

will undertake a tour of investigation in the provinces with a view

to examining on the spot various propositions which have been

prepared under the provisions of the Electricity Supply Act, and

drawing up a report thereon.

Coal Conservation.—On Friday ne.xt, March 12th, the

annual public meeting of the tjniversity College, London, Engi-

neering Society, will be held in the Botanical Theatre, at the

College, at 5.30 p.m. An address will be given by Sir Dugald

Clerk, F.R.S., on "Coal Conservation,' to which \-isitors are

welcomed.

L.C.C. Tramway Staff Reorganisation.—In connection

with the reorganisation of the L.C.C. Tramways Department, the

Highways Committee recommends the following classification of

the technical and clerical staff of the department under the

direction of the Committee, the alterations in the fixed staff of the

tramways department to take effect as from January 1st. 19'20, the

salaries being based on pre-war conditions :

—

Tra/lic 5ra«f//.—Traffic manager. £1,200 by £50 ayearto £1,500 ;

development superintendent, £r,00 by four annual increments of £25

and four of £50 to £80o ; operation superintendent. £600 by £50 a

year to £800 : divisional superintendent (.north"). £300 by £25 a

year to £400; divisional superintendent (south), £300 by £25 a

vear to £-100-, publicity assistant, £300 by .£25 a year to £400 :

traffic statistics assistant, £30ii by £25 a year to £400; time

tables assistant, £250 by £12 10s. a year to £300 ; motor school

superintendent, £255 by £15 a year to £300.

Electrical 5r«Hf/i—Electrical engineer, £l,2(i0 by £50 a year to

£1,500; assistant electrical engineer, £000 by four annual incre-

ments of £25 and two of £50 to £800 ; power station engineer.

£500 by four annual Increments of £25 and two of £50 to £70ii
;

distribution engineer. £500 by £25 a year to £700; assistant dis-

tribution engineer (north). £350 by £12 10s. a year to £400;

assistant distribution engineer (south), £350 by £12 Ins. a year to

£400; assistant power station engineer, £400 by £20 a year to

£600 ; repairs superintendent. £300 by £20 a year to £400 ;
boiler

house superintendent, £300 by £20 a year to £4O0 : sub-station

superintendent (north). £25ii by £12 10s. a year to £300: sub-

station superintendent (south). £250 by £12 10s. a year to £300 :

mains superintendents. £250 by £12 lnj. a year to £300 ; boiler

house charge engineer, £250 by £10 a year to £300 ;
charge shift

engineers, £250 by £10 a year to £3uO ; sub-station repairs

inspector, £200 by £12 10s. a year to £250; senior technical

assistant, £400 by £25 a year to £500 ; technical assistant (grade 1 ),

£300 by £20 to £400 : technical assistant (grade 2), £250 by

£12 10s. to £300 ; technical assistant (grade 3), £200 by £12 lOs.

to £250.
Boiling Stocli //ra«c/i.— Rolling stock engineer, £1,000 by £50 a

year to £1,200 : rolling stock superintendent, £4i>0 by £25 a year

to £fi00 ; superintendent (central car repair depot), £400 by £25 a

year to £600 ; cartage superintendent. £255 by £15 a year to

£300; technical assistant (grade 2), £250 by £12 lOs. a year to

iESOO ; rolling stock inspector, £230 by £10 a year to £280.

Permanent Way Branfli.—FeTmanent way engineer, £800 by

£50 a year to £1,000 ; assistant permanent way engineer, £300 by

£25 a year to £400 : principal technical assistant (from August

Ist, I'lin. £500 bv £25 a year to £600 ; senior technical assistant

(until August Isti 1921). £400 by £25 a year to £500; buUding

superintendent, £400 by £25 a year to £500: technical assistant

(grade 2), £250 by £12 10s. to £300 ; technical assistant (grade 3),

£200 by £12 10s. to £250.

General Branch.—Chiei clerk, £600 by £50 a year to £800 ;

tramways accountant, £600 (personal to the present holder of the

position); stores superintendent, £400 by £25 a year to £600:

assistant stores superintendent, £260 by £15 a year to £350 ;

claims superintendent, £300 by £25 a year to £400 : printing shop

superintendent, £250 by £10 a year to £300; superintendent of

women checkers, £200 by £12 10s. a year to £250.

Secretariat.—Pnncip&\ technical assistant, £500 by £25 to £600 ;

technical assistant (grade 1). £300 by £20 to £400.

The proposed scalesof salaries are subject to the appropriate tempo-

rary percentage additions, plus war bonus, making the total annual

remuneration at the present time (February, 1920) on the«e sealua

as follows ;

—
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Traffic maiiagcr and electrical engineer, ;tl,400 to ^'1,780; rolling stock
cugineer. i;l,lbu tu Xl,iul>i iwrmancnt-way engineer, Xitbu to Xl.lHU; ubsititant

eltiCtricttl ent;lneer, ilniu lu xl.UDU; operatiun buptirinteliileut und cniel clcrK,

jL'7£>:^ lus. tu ±'Voj ; at^veiox)niciit snpurintendent, j:tMV to .i'iMiu ; power-utatiun
cLgiue«r and distnbutiuu engiueer, xt>i,u to x^dU; tramwu>b accountant,
Xiu2 Lus. ;

principal tcciiiiical assistants, io-'iu to X'l^* los. ; roiUlig >tocK
aperint«iideiit, supcrinlcuuent (central car repair depot), and stores super-

iiueudent, XoOJ to Xi-t-^ Ids. ; assistant power-statiua engineer and senior
tecnnical uSMstaui (electrical nrancli), Xo'iv uj xtyM; Duildnig superintendent
and senior tecnnu'ai assisi,auts lotlier man electrical uiaueiii, i.od.} to i:u»(l:

assistant dtstrioutloii engineers (north antt soutlil, Xon) to X^ti); repairs

superiuteiidcnl uiul boiler-uouse supeilulendeut leclmicai assistants (graue i :

cicctricai Draucni, X-ioi) to Xu'lO; divisional supeiintuliueiits (uortn ana soulliK

puolnSity assistant, iranic statistics assistant, tecnuicai assistants (grade 1

;

otiier tuan electrical oraiicn), assistant permanent-way engineeis, claims
superintendent, XiM to xoo^ ; Uiotor-schooi superinteudeut and cartage
superintendent, xdb\t 6s. to X*iH); assistant stoics superintendent, xalb to

XiitiJ ; suo-siation sitperintenacnts (nortn and soutni, uiaiiis superintendent,
Uoller-nouse cnargc eiio'inecr, cnarge sunt engineers and technical assistants

(grade ^: electrical oiauciii, X jvj toi.'4'}U; time taol. s assistant, technical
assistants (grade 2 : otu^r tiian electrical oraucni, ana priuung-snop super-
intenaeut, Xjoa los. to XiM; rolling-stocK mspcctois, xj^i to i'iOd ; suo-

station repairs inspector and tecnnicai assistants (graue J: electrical branch),
x-i'Hj to xMo: tevunicul assistants (graue o: other tiian electrical brancni,
XML to XdOi lUs. ; and superinteiiUent ol women cneclvers, X'MO lUs. to

id41 Ids.

:>ubniersible Moiors. — We have from time to time rt-

I'eired to tlio subiiieisible electr'c motor pumps that rendereil

Bucli gtxioa s«?rviL-e to tlie Aavy ana in marine salvage opera-
tions uurmy me war pcrioU. Some mteresting experiments
were recently carried out in Chesmre with a view to demons-
trating the possibilities ot tbis apparatus tor mine worK.
AiToiuing to tile LoUiery Uuardian, a manufacturmg hrm
was coniuleunf.' the use ol the water draining mto an aban-
doned mine snalt. ihe shalt m question was awKwardiy
situated, and contained a quantity ol dtftrm of all Isinua,

renueriiig tue use ol ordinary pumps practically impossible,
'lue mm appiuacned the Auimiaiiy, and was reierrea oy tbe
latter to buomersioie Motors, Ltd., wlio, alter inspecting tUe
scene ol operations, unuertooK to carry out the woik. xt was
Uesued to lower tne water to a depth ol about ibo ft. from
tne ground level with a view ol ascertaining what was tne
uaiiy muow. ine piaut used consisted ol two 4-in. suo-
mersiDie motor-pumps, each ol wnich had a rat-ed output of
bVO u.p..\i. at so li. total head, ine dehvery side oi one
pump was coupled to the suction side ol the second pump,
thus lorming me equivalent ol a two-stage centrilugai pump
capable ol a lilt oi lliu It. l-or supplying the electuc power
a portable generating plant was used" consisting of a inree-
pha^e alternator and exciter coupled to a paiatun engme.
lie whole set, together witli the necessaiv switcngear,
mounted on a wheeled truck, can be readily " moved aoout
and IS ol weattier-pioof construction. A smtable headgear
was erected and the motor-pumps, connected by llexible elec-
tric caules to the generating plant, were lowered into the
snalt, the bottom pump bemg ibO It. from the surface, and
the second one about 80 It., .several obstructions being en-
countered on the way. .\rmoured nexible rubber hose was
used for the pipe line, 'ihe daily How of water into tnis pit
b«ing found insumcient, it was decided to make a lurther
mar at some other pits nearer the companv's lactory iiere
were three shalts linked together by workings, the water
level standing li It. Irom lUe surlace and u \\us de-^iied
to lower the water to aoout adO ft. In this case the supply
ol electric povver was ootained liom the company s wonts
iour ti-in. sabmersiDie motor-pumps weie u«?u, each havin-
a normal duty ot 740 o.f.m. at /5 ft. head, 'ihey werS
coupled in pairs, the lirst pair being lowered to a depth of
ciiO ft. and the second pan- to 150 ft. ^o llexible 6-in. hosebemg available for the pipe line, steel tube was used, and
considerable duijculty was experienced in lowermg this owmc
to the numerous obstructions in the shaft. Alter pimipinc
continuously lor hve days the water level was lowered to
IbO It., and after a furtner seven dava to 275 ft Dehvery
was then throttled to maintain a constant level at this depthand readings taken of the inliow. Altouether the plant was
running for Si days, one pair of pumps running lor 24 davs
on end, and on 19 ol these days for the whole ol the 24 hoursihe total quantity of water pumped was 33,623,604 gals
Ureat difhculty was experienced m raising the pumpa and
pipe hne, which constantly caught in brickwork and stagings
necessitatmg several descents in the - bosun's chair " down
the pit to tree it,. one as low as 240 ft., all other methodshavmg failed. This was a perilous undertaking, owing to
the rotten state of the brickwork lining, and none of the
local miners being wiUmg to go down, it was, therefore, left
to the Submersible Co. s engineer and his assistant to do
tms. ihe whole oiJeratiou was entirelv successful, and credit
IS due to the Submersible Co.'s engineer, Mr. Mackenzie
arid his assistant, Mr. Chalk, for the successful manner iii
which they overcame the niiiiieious difficulties encountered
on this novel undertaking, which demonstrated clearlv the
use which can be made of these submersible motor-pumpfl m
places where the use of ordinary pumping plant would be
impracticable or costly.

The Electric Smelting of Iron Orts.— In Chemical a?id
Metallurgical Engineering, Vol. 20, No. 12, an abstract was
given of an exhaustive report by Ur. Stansfield (Bulletin
No. 2, 1919, British Columbia Department of Mmes) on the
commercial possibilities of electric smelting of iron ores m
British Columbia. The report says:—

" The possibility of the commercial operation of an electric
smelting plant for the production of pig iron from iron or«
depends on an adequate supply of electrical power at a
moderate price. A large amount of power is needed, th«

amount varyiug bumewhat with the richue.ss of the ore, th«

yiade ot iron to be produced, and the kind oi Uiinac« em-
ployed. Luder usual coniiilioiis tne consuiniilion oi tiectricaj

power for e»ch long ton ol pig lion ranges iium oue-tnird t«j

oLie-Uall ot & il.r.-ycai. lor loundiy iron pioductlon liom
rainer row grade oies, and m a oimpic pit lumace, more man
two long tons ol iron iM.r annum cuuuot saleiy be reckoned
uiion. ror a daily output oi -M tuii.s ol pig iioii sonic o,(A<u

(11 'J.UOO E.H.c. win be needed, and if provision is made tor

me production ol fcno-auoys and steel in electric luriiacMd,

in,(AW to lo,UUO H.1-. will ue requiied.
"

At the time of i^r. Stan.slieid s visit to N'ancouver the prob-
able cost ol power woised out at aoout $15 per E.H.r.-ve*r,

and at this price electric smelting teemeu comiuerciaily

leasibie. \N hen his report was uearmg completion he wua
given to understand thai the charges for electiic power would
oe nearly twice the ngure assumed in his calculations, and
under this changed condition his conclusion is that the elec-

tric smelting ol iron ores by existing methods is scarcely

l>ossible, and tne only remaining oixjumg, unless cheajiej

power can ue obtamed, is by developing a new process.

It appears, however, that there is ample undeveloped power
going to waste—a lact which is applicable to this country
us well—and Dr. btansheld was lurnished with estimate*
snowing that 340,000 H.l'. at luree accessible pomts could
be developed lor smelting purpoess at about .>iO per u.p.-

\ear. Such costs would be lower than for ordinary usem
since the load factor would easily approach 90 per cent.

In the Swedish furnaces at the time of Dr. Stansheld'e viail

in 1914 the electrodes used were 24 in. in diameter and 4 or
5 ft. in length. They had threaded ends for the addition
of fresh lengths, were of amorphous carbon, and cost about
4 cents per lb. When making white pig iron from high-
ciasa ores the electrode consumption was about 10 to 15 lb.

per ton ot pig iron, thus costing about 50 cents per ton of

product. In melting lower grade ores for foundry iron. Dr.
btansheld considers that the consumption might be from
15 to 20 lb., and that at the present prices in Columbia thia

would mean about $1.50 per ton of pig. A furnace of 3,(.iOO

kw. uses SIX of these 24-in. electrodes.

The cost of making pig iron in the Swedish furuaoo aa
given by ElectroMetals for a large plant of an annual
capacity of 60,000 tons of white iron works out at $11.60
per ton, showing what can be done under exceptionally favour-

able circumstances. Dr. Stansfield's estimate for a British
Columbian plant in 1918, with an output of 27,000 tons of

grey iron per annum, is from $29.75 to a minimum of $23.90
per ton. In pit furnaces {10,(_I00-kw. plant) one long ton of

foundry iron would cost about $36.81.

The cost per long ton of blast-furnace pig iron works out
at $25.95 per ton, showing that " there does not appear to be
any reason why electric-furnace iron should cost more than
blast-furnace iron under the conditions we find on the coast,

and providing that power can be had at $15 or less."

The Panama Canal.—The Panama Canal report for the
year ending June 30th, 1919, gives a resume of canal opera-
tions for twelve months, during which the use of the canal
was not interfered with by shdes or other serious accidents.
The period under review cannot be regarded as indicative of

the canal's ultimate value as a trade route, on account of
the period being an abnormal one. According to Engineering,
the total amount of water passing off the useful catchment
area per month averaged 15,410 million cu. ft., of wfiich
amount 35.24 per cent, was put to use, but only 9.232 per
cent, was used for lockages. Of the water lost, 8,094 milhon
cu. ft. went over the Gatun spillway, and 12 per cent., or
1,907 million cu. ft. were lest by evaporation. Leakage t.t

the locks and spillway amounted to 44 million cu. ft. Of
the water used 3.611 million cu. ft. was the average for the
amount taken by the hydro-electric plant at Gatun. The
l(X'kages absorbeif 1,423 million cu. ft. The electric plant
used 66.5 per cent, of the water usefully employed, or about
20 per cent, of the yield of the watershed.
The electric towing system at the locks met with two acci-

dents during the year ; both due to a fault in design and since
remedied. Both accidents happened to the same locomotive.
In each case getting out of control it ran down one of the
inclines. These locomotives are not under control when
the clutch lever is in the neutral position. As an expedient
a bell has now been fitted which continues ringing
so long a.^ both clutch levers are out of either the
2-M.p.H. or 5-M p.e. notches, at both ends of the ma-
chine. A new brake is also being fitted which will operate
regardless of the clutch levers. The actual lockage operations
suffered a delay of about five hours on one occasion owing
to the accidental flcxidLng of the transformer rooms in the
liH-k walls at Miiatlores. from which it would appear that
the interlocking of the controls is not so complete as it should
be. As already described in our pages, the hydroelectric
plant has been extended. The .«team-generating plant pt

Miraflores is, therefore, an emergency standby. Steam is

kept up in the boilers by small oil fires, and the plant la

etarted automatically on failure of the Gatun supply. Failures
in the 44,000-volt trano-mission line across the isthmus have
been greatly reduced by the introduction of additional units
to the insulators. These failures numbered 17 in 1917, 29 in

1918, while from July, 1918, to February, 1919, no less than
32 occurred. After the new insulation was effected in Feb-
ruary, down till the end of June of last year, no failures had
been reported.
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SDmmer Time.—An t>rder in Council was made on

Tuesday, directing that Summer Time shall commence on March
2yth, and last until September L'7th. Accordinff to the French
Ministry of Public Works, in a report quoted by the daily

Press, Summer Time in France has duringr the last four years

saved an hour's lig-hting' by 39,000,000 people for seven months in

the year. It saves on lighting £2,400,000 a year. The total savinjj

on electric lighting is reckoned at 15 per cent., and on gfas lighting

at 5 per cent. As, this year, Summer Time is beginning a fortnight

earlier, and will end 19 days later, it ia estimated that a further

saving of £374,000 will be effected.

Engineering Golfing Society.—The 11th annual general

meeting of the Engineering Golfing Society was held at the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, Westminster, on
Thursday, February 2tJth. when, in the absence of the President,

Sir A. B. W. Kennedy, and the retiring Captain, Mr. Midgley
Taylor, the chair was taken by Mr. F. J. Walker, one of the vice-

presidents. The following were elected office-bearers for the

ensuing year :

—

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Captain
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer

Sir Alexander B. W. Kennedy.
D. A.Stevenson, E. L. Mansergh, F. J. Waftcer,

S. Price-Williams, G. Midgley Taylor.
W. H. Shortt.

W. L. Mansergh, 5, Victoria Street, S.W.
S. R. Loweock.

Although the membership of the society is steadily increasing,

the opinion was expressed that there must be many membdrs of

the Engineering Institutions who are interested in golf, and who are

eligible to join the society.

Stalybridge Dispute. — According to the Manihe^ler
(riitirdian, attempts were made on February 27th, at the meeting
of the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Tramways and
Electricity Board, to reopen the question of the dispute with the

shift engineers, who ceased work in December. The Board declined

to move in the matter, and rejected three proposals—to appoint a

sub-committee to go into the matter and report, to refer it to the
National Joint Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply
Industries, and to allow two delegates to appear before the next
meeting of the General Purposes Committee. It was revealed in

further discussion that the Ministry of Labour had written to the

Board in regard to the dispute, and had expressed the opinion that

further steps should bj taken to obtain an amicable adjustment of

the difficulty, and it suggested a meeting between the Board and
representatatives of the men's association. The Generating Com-
mittee replied that a new permanent staff had been appointed, that

a full and increasing load was being carried at the generating
station, and that the Committee felt compelled to decline the invi-

tation of the Ministry to enter into further discussion of the

matter.

Society of Teclinical Engineers.—A general meeting of

the Bristol and West of England Branch was held at Bristol on
February 27th, but there was only a sparse attendance. A paper,

entitled "Organised Effort: Its Relation to Present Needs," was
was read by Mr. A. Lennox Stanton, A.M.I.E.E., who outlined the
origin of protective associations, and what had been accomplished
by organised effort during the war, and pointed out that the most
unorganised section of the community was the majority of pro-

fessional workers, whose position in the economic life of the
nation and the world's work was of the highest importance. The
paper was illustrated by lantern slides, and a short discussion

followed.

Appointments Vacant.—Mains engineer (£330) for the

City of Carlisle electricity department ; plumber-jointer (98s. Id.)

for the Hackney Borough Council electricity department ; meter
repairer, also meter fixer, for the Borough of Hornsey electricity

works ; fitter for the Nuneaton Corporation electricity works ; shift

engineer (£234), mains assistant (£208), control engineer (£234)
for the Kilmarnock Corporation Electricity Works ; electrical

engineer and manager (£750) for the City of Peterborough Elec-

tricity Works. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Isaacs V. Hobhonse.—An echo of this libel case of

1918 has reached us in the shape of a circular signed by Mr.
(iodfrey C. Isaacs, and containing extracts from correspondence
with (Jermany which was unobtainable during the trial of the
action. The letters relate, mainly, to Sir Henry Norman's relations

with Baron von Lepel before the war.

The Fullerphone.—At the sitting of the Royal Commis-
sion on Awards and Inventions, on March 1st, the claims heard
were those of Major A. 0. Fuller, in respect of his telephonic

apparatus.

The device which, it is admittel, prevented eavesdropping by the

enemy so far as telegraphic messages were concerned, and the

manner in which silence is obtained, were explained by counsel.

The President, Mr. Justice Sargant, remarked that the matter was
very technical, and a good knowledge of electricity was necessary

fully to understand it. Major A. C. Fuller said that his invention

was made about November, 1915, and he took it to General Boyce.

The only royalties he had obtained were about £1,800 from the

French Government for the four other instruments they had

made towards the close of the war. For two years he had
endeavoured to obtain something from the American Government
for its use of the system, but without success. General Sir John
Fowler Signals Officer- in-Chief to the British Army, said in reply

to Mr Trevor Watson, for the Treasury, that secrecy applied only

to messages telegraphed over the line, and not to those telephoned.

Judgment was reserved.

Institution ot Electrical Engineers.—The annual dinner of the

North Midland Ckntbe was held at the Queen's Hotel, Leeds,

on Friday last. Mr. W. M. Selvey, chairman of the Centre, presided,

and amongst those present were the president (Mr. Roger T.Smith)

and secretary (Mr. P. F. Rowell), Mr. J. A. Robertson, Lieut.-Col.

W. A.Vignoles,D.S 0., Mr. Hugh Lupton. Lieut.-Col. E. Kitson Clark,

Messrs. LI. B. Atkinson and W. B. Woodhouse, vice-presidents,

and Mr. J. D. BaUie, hon. secretary of the Centre.

After the loyal toast had been duly honoured, Mr. J. A.

Robertson proposed " His Majesty's Forces," drawing a contrast

between the attitude of the nation towards the Army in 1914 and

that of the present day, when the Army, in its various branches,

includes the whole nation ; he eulogised the work of the Navy and

the mercantile marine, the most efficient Air Force in the world,

and the women who played a great part in the war. and urged that

in future the burden of military service must be equally shared by

all—we must, be prepared for war. Before the toast was drunk,

the audience stood in silent tribute to the fallen. In responding,

Lieut.-Col. Vignoles touched upon the historic exploits of the Navy
and Army and the Auxiliary Forces, and said we must in the

future take the Army seriously, and provide an adequate force to

guard against a recurrence of the conflict.

Mr. Lupton proposed " The Institution of Electrical Engineers,"

which in 50 years had grown from 110 to 8,000 members, and

suggested that as the Electricity Act did not provide the necessary

funds for development, an Act should be passed empowering
municipalities to take shares in companies, with corresponding

representation on the directorate, as a solution of the difficulty.

The President, responding, received a " Yorkshire welcome
''

he said he served his apprenticeship in Leeds, and told amusing

anecdotes of work and sport in those days, remarking that the

knowledge he then gained of workers' ways had been of the

utmost value to him. The Institution now had seven Centres and
four Sub-Centres, and one part of its activities was thoroughly

decentralised. The q uestion had been raised why should there not

be a "London Centre" .' He pointed out that the membership in

and around London equalled that of all the Centres and Sub-

Centres combined. Every Centre cost money, and when the Insti-

tution was back in its old home, the great problem would be that

of finance. He was heartily in agreement with this democratic

development, in which the Institution was showing the way to

kindred Societies, but it would be successful only if the members
would provide the funds.

Mr. Selvey, in briefly proposing " Our Guests," remarked that

electrical engineers had been so absorbed in giving the public

cheap power, that they forgot to give themselves adequate salaries
;

but that mistake was in process of rectification, and the prospects

before the electrical industry were rosy. Mr. Alderman R. A.

Smithson responded.

Lieut.-Col. E. Kitson Clark proposed " The Electrical Industries,"

humorously deprecating the attempts of electrical engineers to

supersede the steam locomotive.

Mr. LI. B. Atkinson replied, with many interesting reminiscences

of his apprenticeship at Airedale Foundry and old times in Leeds.

He said that members of the electrical industry had been very

ill-rewarded for their efforts ; the true reason was the competition

with extraordinarily cheap coal, the greatest enemy of electricity.

Other countries had had to economise coal, and for that reason

they developed electricity. But coal would never be cheap again,

and now electricity was king. Manufacturers were snowed under

with orders, and the great problem was to get the work done.

Industrial peace was the prime necessity.

Mr. W. B. Woodhouse, proposing " Kindred Societies," said the

keynotes of progress were specialisation, organisation, and co-opera-

tion. Electrical engineers were necessarily specialists, and mvut also

depend in many ways on other specialists ; it was the function of

kindred Societies to look after the other kinds of specialists. Too
much time might be spent on organisation, losing sight of the

results that were to be produced ; there were so many Societies

that one had to know them by initials. The co-operation of other

bodies had been extremely valuable to the I.E.E., which was
hoping to collaborate with the Institution of Civil Engineers in

connection with the registration of engineers.

Mr. W. T. Lancashire, M.Inst.C.E., City engineer, in responding,

said that all would agree that those who had to take care of the

public health should be properly qualified. Leeds was engaged in

town-planning, to which the help of electrical engineers was
indispensable, to provide rapid transport and power for smokeless

factories near the houses.

The chairman's health, proposed by Mr. Woodhouse, was toasted

with musical honours. During the evening a programme of music

was performed, and Mr. Harrison Hill ably entertained the guests

with song and story.

At the meeting of the We.stp;rn Ckntbe at Bristol on Monday
last, it was announced that a summer meeting of the Institution

had been arranged in the Western Centre commencing on Tuesday,

July 13th, and terminating on Friday, July Itlth. A tentative

programme had been drawn up, and would be submitted to head-

quarters for approval. The time-table for the summer meeting

would be as follows :

—

Tuesday, July 13th.—Cardiff—opening meeting and civic

reception.

Wednesday, July 1 4th.—Newport in morning, returning ri<»

Bargoed to Cardiff.

Thursday, July 16th.—Visit to Bristol.

Friday, July IGth.—Swansea—concluding meetinsj.
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Vrol, Davui Roliertson tleliveretl a leituro on " Kleotric Iinpulac.
Clocks," illilstrnted by n lantern demongtration and workinp
models.

At the Informal Meeting, on Monday last, Mr. U. E. Dickinson
read a paper on " The Future of Labour in the Engineering-
Industry." He desoribed shortly the causes of the rise of Tr.ade
Unionism, and the jiri'scnt-day need for Unions in order to prevent
victimisation, and finished by mentioning- the Guild System and
the Manchester Builders' Guilds' offer to supply houses cheaply.
Mr. Rankin was welcomed back after his illness, and opened the
discussion. Many others spoke. The general opinion was that
labour should be given responsibility, and educated to understand the
ramiScations of trade and industry, and that labour unrest was a
reaction from evil actions of bad employers in the past (cutting
piece rates, &c.). Strikes -were taboo ; but E.P.E.A. men realised

the difScultiesof obtaining justice when many authorities agreed to
go to arbitration re salary claims, and then only a proportion of
them paid the award.
The chairman's final words suggested that men would respond

to an appeal to serve the nation now in peace time as they had
responded to the country's call for service in war time.

Association of Miniog Eiectrical Engineers.—The Yorks. Branch
held a meeting at Wakefield, on February 2l8t, when a paper by
Mr. Robert Rae, on " Practical Machine Coal-Mining," was read.

The uses and disadvantages of coal-cutting machines were dis-

cussed at length, and %'B.rious opinions were expressed as to the
efficiency of the machines.

' Edinburgli Electricai Society Lieut. -Colonel OgUvie, O.B.E.,
T.D., delivered a lecture to th^ Society on Wednesday, Feb. 26th,
the title being " Electric Projectors and Some of their Uses."
The lecturer indicated the principles which govern the disposition

of searchlights for trench, estuary, ship, and aerial use. The
development from the simple hand-fed inclined-arc type through
varied forms and stages to the modern 60-in. projector, with its

high-intensity carbons, was interestingly illustrated, and the
various methods of deflecting and dispersing, distorting and
dividing the beams were described and discussed. The -^var

functions of projectors for locating, illuminating, and altitude-

finding were indicated, and examples quoted of their use for whale
fishing and navigation.
On Wednesday, March 3rd, Mr, J. Plucknett, A.M.I.E.E., read

a paper on ''Petrol Gas Plant for Electrical Engineers." The paper
was accompanied by practical demonstrations of gas generators and
other apparatus.

The next meeting, on March 10th, will be devote! to a general
discussion on minor questions of electrical practice and to
" Questions and Answers.' The membership of the Society con-
tinues to make gratifying progress.

Institution of Civii Engineers of Ireland In a paper read on
February 2nd, Mr. G. Marshall Harriss pointed out that the staple
industry in Ireland was agriculture, and that the increased output
per worker that was necessary could only be obtained with the aid
of cheap power. Irish coal mines were not sufficieutly developed ;

the abundant supply of peat possessed great possibilities, and the
water power was only limited by the amount of capital required to
develop it. Numerous small water powers were in full operation
80 years ago, but the vast majority were now disused ; difficulties

arose from the seasonal variations in the flow, and the necessity in

tho5e days of using the power on the spot. Cheap coal put the
water powers out of action. Now the water turbine and electrical
transrai.ssion had changed the situation, and as' so little labour was
required for operation, there was no fear of strikes interrupting
the supply. The variation of flow mattered less it the hydro-
electric station was linked up with steam stations. On the River
Dee at Chester, Mr. S. E. Britton had secursd an output of
7,300,000- units sold (during five years) from water power of
600 H.P., and 6,900.000 from steam plant, the capital cost of the
former being £18,473, and of the latter £55,992. The total works
costs per unit, including capital charges, were for steam 1 '4 6 2d.,

.and for water power 0'172d. Consequently, Mr. Britton proposed
to develop the power of the Dee at 16 places linked together, and
capable of producing 60 million units a year, of which 50 millions
would be used for agriculture. The total cost of plant and mains
was estimated at £600,200, and at Tod. per unit, the revenue would
be £298,922, the expenses £93..")t2, and the surplus £205,468.
State aid was essential, but State control undesirable, leading
inevitably to inefficiency and waste. It was proposed to utilise the
power of the Liffey at the Salmon Leap, where with a 3,"i-ft. head,
1,500 KW. could be developed for 20 weeks in the year, and less at
'bther times. The total cost was estimated at £38 500 (£26 per
few.), and a net output of 8,000,000 units per annum could be
counted upon, at a total works cost of 0'138d. per unit generated.
The Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway would take 250,000 units,
and the remainder would be fed into the Dublin systems 7 miles
away, at a total cost of 0'3225d. per unit. The cost of coal alone
was at present over Id. per unit in Dublin. Two other faJls, of 2i;

and 104 ft. head respectively, could easily be developed, and would
yield over 30 million units a year. The proposal was receiving
practical attention.

Leeds Association of Engineers A lecture was delivered at
Huddersfield on February 26th by Mr. W. H. Child, on "The
Transmission of Power by means of Machine-cut Gearing.'

Wireless Society of London— At the last meeting on February
27th at the Royal Society of Arts, the President. Mr. A. A.
Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., delivered his address, the subject
being " Some Wireless Wonders.

"

Birmingham and District Electric Club At a meeting on
February 2l9t. a ])aper was read by Major R. V. C, Brook (member)
oa " Electric Vihioles." The pap«r was comprehensiv* a,ai dsalt

with the early history, progress, limitations and lulvantages of the
" Electric," The writer urged the importance to the electrical

industry of an increased interest in this branch of the business ;

but insisted that it was necessary to realise that the "Electric"

had certain limitations, and must not be indiscriminately recom-

mended. In the present state of development of batteries, the
" Electric " could not show advantages for long-distance work ;

but for short hauls, such as town .and suburban deliveries, refuse

collection, coal cartage, interworks duties, street cleaning, and a

host of similar duties, the "Electric " could show considerable

economy and efficiency over any other methods of transport. The
author gave tabulated examples of running costs and reliability in

comparison with other types, and proved conclusively that electric

vehicles, in their own particular field, had a future in which neither

horse, petrol nor steam could compete. Major Brook appealed to

all electrical engineers, in the interests of the industry, to do all in

their power to spread the gospel of the economical eleotrio

vehicle.

^ OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tke Editors inviie electrical engineers, whether con/tected wUh the

technical o-r tlu commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Re-view posted as to tJieir movements.

After 21 years' service, Mr. D. G. Brooks severed his connection

with Simplex Conduits, Ltd., in October last, when he was presented

by the staff and workpeople at Garrison Lane, with a silver tea

service, and by the branches with a silver coffee service. He has
now joined forces with the Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., and will take up the sales direction over a large part of

England, Wales, and Scotland.

Mr. W. W. Lackie and Mr. A. Paue were entertained to dinner
on February 23rd in the Conservative Club, Glasgow, by past and
present members of the Committee of the Scottish Local Centre of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, to mark their recent

appointments as Electricity Commissioners. Mr. W. B. Hird,

chairman of the Centre, presided, and proposed, the toast of the
evening. Prof. Maclean proposed Mr. Goslin's health, and Mr.
Sam Mavor toasted Mr. Joseph Taylor, secretary of the Scottish

Centre.

Mr. E, T. Goslin, M.I.E.E.. electrical engineer to the Glasgow
Corporation tramways, having been appointed general manager of

the Clyde Valley Electric Power Co, iu succession to Mr. A. Page,
we have pleasure in reproducing his portrait. Mr. Goslin, after

E, T. GosLl.N.

acquiring experience with Messrs. Crompton v^ Co., Ltd., the Hove
Electric Lighting Co.. and the County of London C!o., entered the
Glasgow Tramways Department, of which he has been chief
electrical engineer for 18 years. He has been a J. P. for three
years, and during the war was Deputy Director of Labour under
the Ministry of National Service.

Mr. W. G, Watson, managing director of W. G. Watson & Co.,

Ltd., of Sydney, is on his way to England and U.S.A. in connection
with the company's business. He expects to be in London about
May or June next, and communications may be addressed to him
c/o The Editor of the Electrical Review, orc/o English, Scottish,

and Australian Bank, Ltd,, Head Office, London.
The Bedford Town Council has appointed Mr. Bl aikie, M.I.M.E,,

as supervising engineer for the new electricity works, at a salary

of £7 7s. per week.
Mr. p. Wardle, mains and sub-station superintendent in the

Carlisle electricity department, has been appointed mains engineer
at Walsall, in succession to Mr. J. D. Spark.
The employes of the Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tram-

ways Co. have presented a gold watch to Mb. A. King, for 13 year*
traffic superintendent at Castleford. on his leaving t* join tht
Electrical Centracting and Mstor So.
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Reigate Town Council has increased the salary of the electrical

engineer, Mr. W. S. Ross, by £60 a year.

'

LiEUT.-CoLONEL H. C. FRA.SER, D.S.O., has been appointed
Superintendent of Organisation for the Yorkshire Electric Power
Co. Colonel Fraser, during his military service, was in turn
Commanding Officer of the 4th Battalion of the Yorkshire Light
Infantry and of the iTorkshire Dragoons.
Messrs. A. Murray Coomus and A. F. W. Richards, advisory

and inspecting engineers, have removed fiom 25, Victoria Street,

to Cross Keys House, 56, Moorgate Street, E.G. 2. Telephone :

London Wall 9080.
Mr. JosTns Eok having realised hia interest in the Phonopore

Construction Co., Ltd., has retired from the board, and resigned the
secretaryship.

The salary of Mr. R. B. Leach, borough electrical engineer of

Loughborough, has been increased to £550 per annum, as from
January 1st. Mr. Leach also holds the appointment of Local Fuel
Overseer under the Board of Trade Household Fuel and Lighting
Order, for the Corporation of Loughborough.

Obituary.

—

Mr. G. E. Youxg.—The death has occurred at

Southdene, Unstone. of Mr. 6. E. Y^oung, aged 57, who had for 16
years been chief electrical engineer to the Sheepbridge Coal and
Iron Co.. Ltd., of Chesterfield.

Will.—The late Lord Ravleigh left £172,215 unsettled net
personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Campion Ball & Co., Ltd. (164,342).—Private company.
Rigislered February 21st. Capital, £2,000 in fl shares. To take over the
business- carried on at Regent Terrace, West Street, Sheffield, as " Campion
liali & Co.," and to carry on the business of electrical engineers, &c. The
subscribers ^cach witli one sharej .iri- ; W. J. Campion, 30, Lydgate Lane,
Sheffield, manufacturers' agent ; T. E. Osborne, 12, Banner Cross Road, Eccle-
sai:, Sheffield, cutlery handle manufacturer. The first directors are hot named.
Solicitor ; \V. E. Esam, 29, Bank Street, Sheffield.

Premier Electric Welding Co. (Leith), Ltd. (10,979):—
Private company. Registered in Edinburgh February 20th. Capital, £8,000
in £.1 shares. To carry on the business carried on by the North British
Electric Welding Co. (EasternJ, Ltd. The subscribers (each with one share)
are: J. G. de O. Coke, Bank Buildings, St. James' Street. London, S.W.I,
Captain, Royal Navy (retired); A. L. Haggerty, Bank Buildings, St. James'
Street, London, S.W.l, company secretary. The first directors are not named.
Remuneration £100 each per annum. Secretary ; A. L. Haggerty. Solicitors :

Bircham & Co., «, Parliament Street, S.W.

Rashleigh Phipps & Co., Ltd. (1S4,318).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 20th. Capital, £50,000 in £1 shares (5,000 em-
ployes). To take over the business of an electrical engineer and manufacturer
carried on by A. Rashleigh Phipps at 147, Oxford Street, W. The subscribers
(each with one share) are: A. Rashleigh Phipps, 58, Fitzjohn's Avenue, N.W.3,
electrical engineer; W. A. Edelstein, 3, Chapel Road, W.13, electrical en-
gineer. Permanent governing director : A. Rashleigh Phipps. Solicitors :

Percy Robinson & Co., 15, Great Marlborough Street, \V.

Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (164,366).—Private
company. Registered February 21st. Capital, £5U,U0U in £1 shares (15,000
preference). To carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

sparking plugs and terminals, magnetos, electric motors, accumulators, and
storage batteries, carburetters, ice. The first directors are : H. G. L.ongford.
Tresco, Barnt Green, Worcs. ; W. A. Clark, Goldthornes, Trafalgar Road.
iMoseley, Birmingham. Registered office : 2±i, Bradford Street. Birmingham.

British Scientific Apparatus Manufacturers, Ltd.
(164,339).—Private company. Registered February 21st. Capital, £3.000 in

£1 shares. To carry on publicity and propaganda, with a view to introducing,
making more widely known, and increasing the sale of articles manufactured
by members ; to acquire showrooms and display scientific apparatus of British
manufacture, to promote export trade in British-made scientific apparatus,
instruments and appliances used for chemical, medical, surgical, electrical,

nautical, aeronautical, meteorological, mathematical, photographic, and other
purposes. The first directors are : C. lieck, 'M, Upper Addison G.irdens, Ken-
sington, optician; M. B. Field, Nancekake, Bearsden, Dumbartonshire, nautical

instrument manufacturer; F. C. Knowles, 16, Beaconsfield Road, Lammas
Park, Ealing, W.5, electrical engineer; R. Miall, Chilton Croft, Wendover.
scientific instrument manufacturer; H. T. Tallack, Rocklands, Fairfield Road,
Croydon. Registered office : 6, Moorgate Street, E.C.

Alabaster Lighting Ware Co., Ltd. (164,377).—Private
company. Registered February 23rd. Capital £12.000 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of dealers in electric and other fittings, especially fittings in

which alabaster forms a part. The subscribers (each with one share) are :

G. Vale, St. Andrew's Road, Caversham, Reading, secretary; S. S. Galsworthy.

15, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.l, director. Each of the following

companies, viz.: Best & Lloyd Co., Ltd.; Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.;

Evered & Co., Ltd.; Galsworthy, Ltd.; General Electric Co., Ltd.; and
F. & C. Osier, Ltd , mav, so long as it holds 1,000 shares, appoint a director.

Registered office : 84, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

Ballinrobe Electricity Supply Co., Ltd. (4,907).—Private
company. Registered in Dublin February 13th. Capital £5,000 in £10 shares.

To carry on the business indicated by the title. The directors are : Rev. E. A.

Dalton, St. Mary's, Ballinrobe; P. D. Daly, M.D., Ballinrobe; T. Fitzpatrick,

Ballinrobe, provision merchant; T. M. Scott, Ballinrobe, civil engineer; J. B.

Staunton, Ballinrobe, provision merchant. Secretary: J. B. Staunton. Regis-

tered office : Abbey Street, Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo.

Radio Engineering Co., Ltd. (164,409).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 23rd. Capital, £5,000 in 5s. shares. To carry

on the business of mechanical and electrical' engineers, instrument makers, &c.

The subscribers (each with one share) are : H. E. Straker, 47. Nelgarde Road,

Catlord, S.E.6, secretary to a limited company; F. H. B. Frerc. 21. Wakefield

Road. S. Tottenham, N.la, gentleman. The first directors are not named.
Solicitor: J. Hoare, 3, Crooked Lane. E.C.

Dodds Finlay & Co., Ltd. (10,982).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh February 21st. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engineers, machinists, wheel-

wrights, tube makers, bolt and nut manufacturers, manufacturers of cycles,

&c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : T. S. Dodds, U-avenview,

Fauldhouse, Linlithgowshire, engineer; R. M. Finlay, Myrtleb.ink. Fauldhouse,

Linlithgowshire, engineer; J. Dodds, Leavenview, Fauldhouse, Linlithgow-

shire. The first directors are: T. S. Dodds, R. M. Finlay. J. Dodds. and

G. S. Dodds, Cambuslang. Secretary: J. Dodds. Registered office: Ea«t

End Engineering Works, Fauldhoirse.

Hall Brothers (Manchester), Ltd. (164,574).—Private
company. Registered February 2"th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To take
over the business of manufacturing, electrical, and mechanical engineers, mill-
lvnghl^, and niachmisls carried on by W. Hall and S. E. Hall at lla an.

I

lib, Eastnor Street, Old Trafford, Manchester, as " Hall Brothers." Th.-
first directors are : W. Hall, lla and lib, Eastnor Street, Old Traflord, Man-
Chester, engineer; S. E. Hall, lla and lib, Eastnor Street, Old Trafford,
.Manchester, engineer; H. RatcliU, Park Road, Timperley, Cheshire, engineer.
Solicitor : S. Bishop, 23, Fountain Street, Manchester.

Dickinson & Thompson, Ltd. (164,527).—Private com-
pany. Registered February 2(ith. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares (1,000 8 per
cent. cum. pref.). To carry on the business of electrical engineers, founders,
&£., and to enter into an agreement with R. G. Thompson and W. Dickinson.
The first directors are : R. G. Thompson, The Briars, Benhilt Road, Sutton.
Surrey; W. Dickinson, 9, Grange Ro.ad. Clapham, S.W. ; D. L. M. Thompson,
71, Endell Street, Holborn, W.C.; N. F. Thompson, 93, Dale Street, Birming-
ham. Registered office : 51-3, Chancery Lane, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

City of Freetown (Sierra Leone) Electricity Co., Ltd.

—

Return dated December 3Ist, 1919. Capital, £15,000 in £5 shares. 200 shares
taken up. £1,000 paid. Mortgages and charges nil.

Consolidated Signal Co., Ltd.—Return dated January
Isl, 1920. Capital, £425,000 in £1 shares (220,000 preferred and 205,0(i0
ordinary). 214,195 preferred and 150,543 ordinary shares taken up. £52,839
paid on 24,999 preferred and 27,840 ordinary. £311,904 considered as p:iid
on 189.196 preferred and 122,708 ordinary. Mortgages and charges nil.

Cape Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Capital ,£500,000 in ^el
shares. Return dated December 31st, 1919. 491,222 shares taken up. £91,222
paid. £400,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges £276,300.

ElectrO'Coil Production Co., Ltd.—Debentures for ^6600,
registered January 28th, 1920, charged on the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Mersey Power Co., Ltd.—Particulars filed January 30th,
1920. of £100,000 debentures, charged on the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital, subject to charge for
£300.000. amount of pres.nt issue being £20,000.

Tramways Supplies, Ltd.—Mortgage on pieces of land
at Ixeds and buildings thereon, registered February 3rd, 1920, to secure
£0,000. Holders : Leeds Provincial Building Society, Leeds.

White & Poppe, Ltd.—Satisfaction registered February
4lli. 1920, of charge (or £10,000. registered November 20lh, 1907.

Wycombe (Borough) Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
Debentures for £10,000, registered February .5th, 1920, charged on lands,
buildings, machinery, works, plant, &c.. and the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

CITY NOTES.

Ml'. W. Leaf presided at the annual
St. James' ii meeting held on February 24th. He said

Pall Mall Elec= that the past year hiui lieen a remarkable
trie Light Co., one. In the revival of trade the eleetrical

Ltd. trade had had its full share, and the coai-

pauy's main difficulty had been to cope
with the fresh bu.siness that had been pouring in and was still

doing so. The units sold increased by J.5 per cent, and the
revenue by about 30 per cent. They had not raised their
prices since September, 1918, but during the whole of 191'.)

they had had the benefit of the increase that then came into
force. The cost of generation and distribution had risen from
1'95,105 in 1918 to ^116,7&3 in 1919. They now drew from
the Central Co. aU but about 2^ per cent, of their supply.
The growth (if the hiisines.s iKid invoUvd lar^'e obligations in

the extension of the Grove Road station. They had endea-
voured to keep that station up to date and well in advance
of requirements, and but for the foresight of their engineers
and managers, they would have been overwhelmed this winter
by the calls that had come. They had further requirements
pressing hard. They were already giving a supply in bulk to

the Chelsea Co.. and it was probable that before long they
might be called upon to render a.ssistance to other import;int

undertakingi unable to meet the heavy demands. They had
been pushing on with the large extension of fhe Central Co.,

but tlK'ic had been delays beyond their control in the delivery

of the new 10,000 k\v. set on which they were dependent for

next year's supply. The fresh demands had, however, made
it essential that they should order yet another 10,000 kw. set,

and push on with building extensions in the form of a new
boiler Jiouse. They had in hand an extension which would
have been regarded only a few years ago as a complete newr

generating station of the first order. This had involved finan-

cial commitments of very large amount, and the way in which
the cash was to be provided had been a matter of .serious pre-

occupation to thorn all. The moment was singularly unfavour-

able for public borrowing in the form of either debentures r

.shares, not only because of the high rat<' of interest now re-

quired, but because the short and Qiict-rtain tenure of their

(X'cupation to them all. The moMU'iit was singularly nnfavour-

possibly suggest them. Tinder these i-ircumstanees. they had

to provide the monev from their own resources, a'nd thov had

felt bound, therefore, to keep a large aiuonnt of the profits m
hand. It was for this purpose that, in the first place, they
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wished to extend the borrowing powers up to £300,000, the
totaJ nouiinaJ capital of the company. They w ished to have s

httle i-ecourse to loans as i)o.ssible, and t<j provide what they
had to find out of their own uioney in haiul. Their resources

were to some extent locked up in the tonn of investments.

It might be necessary to Jcalise part of them and invest the

proceeds in the busiue-ss. They had hitherto taken them at

cost price, on tlic ground that they did not expect to realise

before the termination of tlioir life in 1931, but the time had
now come when they must re\-ise that view, and adapt thenj-

selves to altered conditions. They had, therefore, decided to

add to the depreciation account the whole sum required to

write down these securities to their market value on Decem-
ber yist last, and for this purix)se had .set aside £14,728, which
made them siif'e if the necessity should arise, while, if there

should be a recovery from the present low market values, as

one hoiied must be the case .some day, this would all come
back to them as a realisable reserve. In any ca.se it was, of

course, an addition to the resources which would be of ma-
terial assistance in helping to make the necessary advances to

the Central C!o. before they had to borrow from the bank.
They had raised the dividend from 10 per cent, to 1'2 per cent.,

the dividend of the year before the war. They would be re-

turning to consumers on their current quarter's bills a small

amount in consideration of the reduction of lUs. on the price

of coal, and shortly they would be able to announce a con-

cession which would have the effect of reducing the cost of

supply to cottsumers. The outcome of these conferences in con-

nection with the Electricity Supply Bill had been the forma-
tion by the companies in the West-End gi'oup, including the

Charing Cross Co., of a small private limited company, with
a capital of £.50,000, for the purpose of drawing up a scheme
for the electrical supply of Ixjndon. That company w-as n-

tended to form the nucleus of a general combination of all

the London companies. There was a good prospect that .t

would succeed in this object, and would end by including all

the companies, and the presentation of one common scheme.
The municipal authorities had got out a scheme of their own,
which would also be put before the Conunissioners, so that

they would have a straight issue between public and private

supply. There would be plenty of work for all who were
engaged in the electrical industry in the coming year. The
report was adopted, and later a resolution was passed increas-

ing tlie borrowing powers of the directors.

Lord Downham, in the speech which was
Westminster read in his absence, through illness, at the •

lilectric Supply annual meeting on February '25\.h. said that

Corporation, the receipts had increased by £7G,0<J0 and
Ltd. the expenses by £39,000. The latter w-as

largely due to increased cost of coal, ma-
terials, salaries and wages. Their stocks of coal were now
very greatly depleted, and urgent representations had been
made to the Coal Controller. The present average price of

coal to the conjpany was 39s. per ton. They burned 39,000

tons, and the increase over last year cost £12,o00. In Septem-
ber last they notified an increase to lighting consumers of Jd.

per unit as from January. 19'20, but during the last quarter of

the year an unexpected and very welcome increa.se in output
occuned, owing no doubt largely to the removal of the restric-

tions on supply, so that the receipts during that quarter were
the largest they had ever had in any sinjilar period. They
came to the conclusion that the increa.sed ciiarge from .Janu-

ary 1st should not be made; in a few cases accounts had been
issued at the increased rate, but the necessary adjustments
would be made when the next accounts were sent out. The
balance of the debentures were to be repaid on the following
Monday, and the preference shares would then be practically

in the position of a first charge on the undertaking. Orders
were placed for new generating plant early last year. Ijut

owing largely to the moulders' strike it had not yet been de-

hvered. They hoped to receive it before next winter's load

came on. After referring briefly to the Electricity Supply Bill

and the appointment of the Conunissioners. the Chairman said

that they had associated themselves with other Ixindon com-
panies in putting forward a scheme for the supply of electri-

city to the London area, and the engineers were now prepar-

ing it, which, if approvad. would be put before the Electricity

Commissioners. Clause 8 of the Act said that one of the
duties of every joint electricity authority constituted under the
Act was to provide or secure the provision of a cheap and
abundant supply of electricity within its district. Finance,
however, would be the great difficulty. When they considered
that in London 4'3 per cent, of their total costs for generation
and supply of electricity were due to capital charges, and
that the construction of generating stations would be, at pre-

sent prices, approximately fi'om £25 to £30 l>er KW.—the
cost of the erection of a large station, say, of 200.000 kw.
would therefore be .some five or six millions, to w'hich had
to be added the cast of mains and transforming plant—they
would readily see how important it w'as that the companies
should utili.se their existing resources to the largest possible

extent compatible with efficiency and economy. They had in

the .station of tlie Central Electiic Cn. at Crove Paiad a

station that compared verv faviiurab]\ with the liest in the
country, and every care had been taken that it was kent quite
up to date. Order.'? bad been placed for more generating ma-
chinery of a much larger size than they had heretofore used,
and this would still further add to its efficiency, and enable
it to meet the great demands for supply in bulk which ap-

peared to be coming upon it. Mention was made in the
King's Speech of the projwsal that a further Bill was to be
brought forward by the Government. They did not know
what the nature of this new Bill might be. The Government
would be well advLsed, considering the present condition of
the finances of the country and the prevaihng high taxation,
to leave expensive schemes such as these, which would
aiuouut to 200 or more mdlions, to private enterprise and
existing undertakers, under the guidance of the Commis-
sioners. In any case it was to be ho|K'd that the Commission,
now that it was constituted, would be allowed time to ex-
amine into present conditions and advise as to the best way
of dealing with them before new proposals were formulated
by the Government. The meeting approved of a resolution
increasing the directors' fees.

At the annual meeting held on Febru-
Liverpool Over, aiy 24th, Mr. H. C. Woodward, who pre-

head Railway sided, said that railway nationalisation
Co. seemed to be hung up for the present.

The one cheerful feature in their experi-
ence was the vitality and growth in their traffic, which,
though greatly stimulated by the requirements of the war
period, showed no falling off, as might have been expected,
since the war ended. The traffic figures proved the immenBe
value to the port and tra-de of Liverpool conferred by the
Overhead Railway, and the directors regretted that circum-
stances entirely beyond their control prevented the share-
holders from reaping their due reward in the .shajie of in-

creased return on their invested capital. Extensive repairs
were needed both to railway and tramway, but with ma-
terials difficult to procure and shorter hours being worked,
progress with such was slow. A shareholder called attention
to the condition of the tramway track, and in reply the Chair-
man said it was most difficult to get repairs done nowadays,
or to get new rails. The company's tramway lease was run-
ning, to a close, and they would have to make a fresh ar-

rangement with the Crosby Council as to its renewal. Until
an agreement was arrived at they could not do much more
than patch.

Mr. H. St. J. Winkworth presided at

South Metro- the annual meeting on February 2.5th, and
politan Electric .said that the reduction of 8 millions in the
Light & Power units sold was entirely accounted for by a

Co., Ltd. reduction in bulk supply, which was less

than half what it was in 1918. This de-
mand was steadily recovering, the returns of the last few
months having shown a regular and continuous improve-
ment. Owing to the falling off in bulk supply and to the in-

crease in the lighting demand the average price obtained had
risen from 1.58d. to 2.47d. The net results were satisfactory.

For 1919 the gross receipts at the Lewisham showroom w'ere

£i5,000, and there were 7,385 transactions. Coal cost

£59,951, against £72,897, a reduction of £12,946, due to the
smaller output. The total expenditure of the year was 58 i>er

cent, of the receipts, as against 62 per cent, in 1918, but the
amount cai-ried to net revenue was £70.109. against £63,387
for 1918. The work of installing the larger and more efficient

turbo-alternators at the iHjwer house was now completed.
Certain plant, which was no longer of service, had been dis-

posed of, and the capital account written down. The power
house at Greenwich had now been brought up to date, the

older plant having been replaced by modem plant of high
efficiency. The bu.siness of the West Kent Co. had been ad-

versely affected by the reorganisation of works and factories,

to which a supply was being given, from war to peace re-

quirements. After referring briefly to the Electricity Supply
Bill and to the resignation of Mr. H. W. Bowden, the speaker
said that the prospect for the current year was favourable.

There was marked activity in all sections of the business. On
the other hand, the increased cost of machinery, mains and
materials, the abnormal time for delivery, and labour unrest

were very serious handicaps. Several new housing schemes
were under consideration on estates in the company's area of

supply, and the company was in negotiation with the L.C.C.
and the local authorities concerned with a view to the instal-

lation of electricity in the proposed buildings.

The receipts during 1919 were £692,364,

Underground a decrease of £67,901. Deducting direc-

Electric tors' and other fee* and expenses £10,116,

Railways Co. income tax £13.0.36. lass on foreign ex-

of London. Ltd. change in respect of coupons £67.932, and
commission and dis<-ount on issue of 5 per

cent, three-vear notes £10,674. there remains £101,7.58, an
increase of ,£20,102. plus £36.693 brought forward. The in-

terest on 41 per cent, bonds, 5 per cent, three-year security

notes, amount paid under guarantee on C.Ij.B. as.sented

stocks, and interest on 6 per cent, fii-st cumulative income
debenture stock, ab.sorb £242. ('43. There are paid 3 i>er cent.,

plus income tax, for the June half-vear, and 1 r>er cent., plus

income tax. for the December half-vear. on the 6 per cent,

income bonds, requiring £.361 .7r7. leaving £22.9.39. The re-

port contains a summary of the results of the a.ssociated

companies. It is stated that the Metropolitan District and the

London Kle<-tric Railway Companies have, be'tween them,
ni'deivil HO ad<litinnal carriages, and jointlv ordered an addi-

tional 15.(KH") KW. turbo alternator for the l/its Road generat-

ing station at Chelsea. A new .subway is bping constructed

at the Charing Cross station for the purpose of improving the

exchange facilities. The L.G.O. has ordered .500 omnibuses
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of an improved type. The L.U. and the M. Elec. Tramway
Co. 'a have reconstructed considerable portions of their tram-
way tracks. The L.U.T. has completely overhauled the whole
of its rolUng stock. The Associated Equipment Co.. Ltd.,
is extensively engaged in the manufacture of commercial
lorries; the output for 1919 was £2, 732.990, and orders for

^£1,600,188 are now on the books. The output was only 28
per cent, for the L.G.O. and 72 per cent, for outside customers.

Tramways. Light & Power Co.. Ltd.—Viscount Chilston
presided at the meeting of this company held on February
27th. After referring tu the various undertakings of the
company, he said that in -July last shareholders were in-

formed that in order to cope with the large demand for elec-

tricity a new generating station wa.s to be erected on the
Avon for the I/eicestersliire & Warwickshire Electric Power
Co., and extensions to other power stations and cable systems
of all the companies weie necessary. The extension works
then contemplated were in progress, and certain works, in-

cluding the Avon power station, were nearing completion.
The directors were about to make an issue of 347.900 additional
ordinary shares for payment towards these extensions works.
The high prices of fuel had been felt by all ix>wer users, as

well a.<; by power companies, and the effect had l>een to create
an unprecedented demand for a supply of electrical energy
to-day. Industrial power users were clamouring for a supplv
owing to the costs per h.p. of the small separately-owned
nlants having increased in greater ratio than the costs of the
large central supplv authorities. By the end of this year
the company should have business which would produce a

net revenue of about fSO.OOO per annum. They were verv
satisfied with the progiess of the business at the present
moment, and had every reason to anticipate a successful year.

Northampton Elect ic Light & Power Co., Ltd.—S.ntis-

factory progress in spite of chansing industrial conditions iind

the increasing costs. The Hardingstone .Junction generating
station began to come into operation in the spring of 1919.

and nearly the whole of the' company's output is now
generated there. The anticinated economy in generating costs

at the new station is being fullv realised. .50.000 "B " shares

were offered for subscription in October at 20s. fid., and the

issue was over-subscribed. The companv has acouired con-
trol of the Wellingborough Electric Supply Co.. T td.. on verv
advantageous terms. The conipnnv began in November *n

give a permanent supplv of all the current required for the

Northampton Corporation tramwavs. Lighting and heatinc
additions: equivalent 10.164—32 watt lamrw (total 109..570U

IT. P. of motors increased from 6.29.'^ to 6.9.50. of which 4.4.S4

H.I', are let out on hire. TTnits sold increased from 6.23.3,019

to 6..589.10R. £9.000 to depreciation fund. f4.000 spent en-

tirely out of income during 1919 for removal of machinery
from the old to the new generating station. After paying
5 per cent, preference dividend and 7 per cent, on the ordinarv

(as against 6i per cent, for 1918). f1.110 is to be carried

forward.

I nnilon Fle'-tri'- S<inplv CArnorat'on. Ltd.—The ••enorf fo'

1919 presented at the meeting refer'-ed to here last weeV
showed a profit of £9.5.240. against £78,376. Adding £10 307

brought forward, less interest on tempoim v Innn. &c . £1.287.

the total was £104.3.51. Debenture interest £•'^3 494. debentn-.-

sinking fund. £16 .580; 6 per cent, preference dividend. £26.9.52

2i per cent, dividend on tl>p ordinarv >:hare=. £8.3''.5; rp'^rx-t^

£12 500- confinfTennies. £5.000; carried forward. £11..5(Vl

Units =old 42.907. a37. as against 4fi..^57,227 in 1918; total costs

per unit sold 1.17d . ncainst Id. in 1918. Average receipt per

unit sold fli'jhting and power) l.fiOd.. against 1.3.5d.

fienerat Flectric Cn.. I td.—.\t an extraordinarv rtener.il

meotin" held on 'Nfondav the resolutions passed on February
14t'i (Ei.F.c. Rpv.. Fehniarv 20th. p. 2471 were confirrned.

The prosnectus is to annear to-dav (Fridavl invit'ng sul^-

sf-'otions for the issue of 1 600.000 74 per cent " R " eum>i-

1-itive preference shares of £1 each at par. and 400.000 ordinarv

shirpc of £1 er.-b nt 2.«ls. per =hnre

Rushden * nistrict Electric Supniv Co.. Ltd.—Number o'

consumers adv.inced froni 179 to 9'^. Maximum load 36."

KW.. increase 46 kw. Units sold 607.02.8. Dividenrl for tli<-

vear 6J per cent., as a/rainst 5 per cent, for 1918. £3.56 carried

forward. Auxiliary plant now being installed to keep pace

with demand.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Co.. Ltd.—Dividend nt the

rite of 10 per cent, per annum, less tax. on the preference

sha''es: 5 per cent., free of tax on the ordinarv, and a bonus
of 3 ner cent., free of tax. rnaking with 2 per cent, paid m
(\dobpr last. 10 per cent, for the year.

Prosnectus.

—

YnTlmliirf Electric Pmrrr Co.—The list of

anplications was to close on or before March 3rd in an issne

of £230.000—5* ner cent, redeernable debenture stock ^* 88 per

cent., and of £400 000 in 40 000 £10 shares at par. The need

for the new capital was explained in the report of the speech

at the annual meeting.

Bournemouth & Poole Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Final

dividend of 7 per rent, per annum, less tax, on the ordinary
shares, making G per cent, for the year.

Brazilian Traction, Light & Power Co.—Ouarterlv div

dend of IJ i>er cent, on the cumulative preference gharea

Electro Bleach & Byproducts, Ltd.—The directors of this
company received an offer from Messrs. Bruhiler, Mond and
Co., Ltd.. to purchase from the shareholders individually all
the preference and ordinary shares in the company by allot-
ment of shares and payment of cash as follows ; For every
two Electro Bleach preference shares one . Brunner Monil
ordinary share and 8s. ; for every two Electro Bleach ordinary
shares one Brunner Mond ordinary share and 3s.; foF every
odd preference share 25s. ; for every odd^oidinary share 225. tjd.
The -sale of the Electro Bleach shares on the above basis will
be ex the final dividend for the year 1919. The annual meet-
mg has been postponed pending a decision on the proposed
exchange, and should the exchange be accepted the directors
will recommend final dividends making with the interim
dividends already paid 7 per cent, on the preference shares
and 14 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the yeaj 1919. The
Brunner Mond shajres exchanged as above will be entitled
to the same dividends as the existing Brunner Mond ordinary
shares as from January 1st. 1920. The Electro Bleach director's
recommend the acceptance of the otier.

Notting Hill Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—The report for
1919 show-s that out of 5,278 consuuiers 16 are supplied at 20O
volts. The equivalent 30-watt lamps connected increased fr<iiii

259.074 to 280,087. The available profit is £32,7.59. Of this
£3,000 is put to depreciation, renewal, and reserve fund,
£3,000 to special reserve. £1,792 is required for debenture
mterest, Kensington A- Notting Hill joint debenture stock
charges are £3,771; income tax £5.434; to be distributed to
staff under co-partnership scheme £3.56. Preference divi-
dend 6 per cent. Dividend on the ordinary shares 8s. per
share, le^s tax. to compensate shareholders for loss in recent
years. (The dividend on these .shares after the capital arrange-
ment in 1911 was at the rate of 5s. per share, but during the
war it was reduced to 3s., and in 1918 it was passed alto-
gether.) To be carried forward £1,784. Units generated
3,426,482; units sold 2,-323..557; expended in distribution, trans-
formers, and accumulators 1,08.5,925. Mr. A. E. Frankhn has
been elected chairman in place of the late Sir Wm. Crookes.

Torquay Tramways Co., Ltd.—Mr. L. B. Schlesinger
presided at the annual meeting on February 27th. and said
that the results of working were very satisfactorv. The
financial position of the companv was quite strong. The
traflSc revenue wa.s £8.200 better than for 1918. but operating
expenses increa.sed by £6.449. Passengers carried increased
by 842.000, and made a record. They now had under con-
sideration an application from the Transport \A'orkei-s' Federa-
tion for an increa.se of wages. For the current vear the
receipts so far had been well maintained. They had ten
omnibu.ses on order for connecting Torquay with Newton
Abbot, Teignmouth, Dawli.sh. Ac. In view of the high cost
of labour and material close attention must be paid to the
reserve and renewal account. The dividend was 8 per cent.
against 7 per cent, for 1918.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Conmiittee has been asked
to allow the undermentioned to be officiallv quoted:

—

Babcock A Wilcox. Ltd.—500.000 ordinarv shares of £1 each
fully paid (Nos. 1.660.001 to 2.160.000).
Lancashire Power Construction Co.. Ltd.—400,000 six per

cent, (income tax free up to 6s. in £) cumulative convertible
first preference shares of £1 each.
We.=tminster Electric Sunplv Cornoration. Ltd.—.39.9o-S ordi-

narv shares of £5 each fully paid (Nos. 310.101 to 3.50.0.54).

The committee has ordered the undermentioned to be offi-

ciallv quoted :—

•

Melbourne Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—£12.674 additional
consolidated ordinary stock. 20.0(X) 7 per cent, first cumula-
tive preference shares of ^5 each, fullv paid (Nos. 60.001 to
.90.000).

.Metropolitan Electric Supplv Co.. Ltd.—raoital expendi-
ture during 1919 £.53.805. making it £2.396.921. Gross re-
venue £413.0.59. an increase of £64.3.33. Working expenses
£242.623. an increase of £34.510. £69,4.96 to depreciation and
reserve. Balance to credit of net revenue £100.9.51. plus
amount brouaht forward and interest. &c.. on investments,
£119.510. .^fter deducting debenture interest and preference
dividend, and paying a total of 6 ner cent, for the vear on
the ordinary shares. £4.441 is to he carried forward. Now
connections in 1919. 2.8(57 kw., making 45,426 KW. Meeting.
March 9th.

Kensington & Knightshridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—
Durin;'' 1919 the number of houses and .shops connected in-

crenoed bv 236 to 5.409. and the eouivalent lamp connections
bv ,30.604 to 603.219. Units sold 4.627..529. Net profit £13..5-29

nlus £-543 brought forward, .\fter paying the preference divi-

dend and 7 ner cent, for the vear on the ordinarv shares.

£1.223 is to be carried forward. The report contains refer-

ences to the Electricitv Supplv Bill similar to tho.se in the

reports of the Westminster and other companies.

Canadian (leneral Flectric Co., Ltd.—Quarterly dividend

2 per cent . and bonus 2 per cent., on the common stock: and

."t the rate of 7 y-r cent |vr annum ou the preference for

the half year.

Vickers. Ltd.— Final dividend for 1919 of 2J per cent, on

preferred 5 per cent, stock. les.o tax. 2} per cent, on .5 '^er

cent, preference. los.s tax, and of 2-5 per cent, on cumulative

preference, free of tax
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American Telephone & Telegraph Co.—According to the
Times New York i<inesix>ndeiit. ttix-khoklers are to meet on
Marcli 3Utli to iippruvc the nicreiife in the ciipital from
±'l(X),lltK,).()(Hl to £1 •")(), IK HI.()()(J. None of the new stock will he
offered at present.

British Aluminium Co., Ltd.— It is staled that the direc-

lors have decided to make a distribution out of the reserves

bv the issue of two fully-paid ordinary shares for every
lliree ordinary shares Bow held.

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

—

Final dividend on the ordinary .shares at the. rate of 17 per

cent, for the half-year, making I'i per cent., less tax, for the
yeai-. i^\:£HJ carried forward,

Newcastle & District Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—Divi-

dend al the rate of 4 per cent, for the year, less tax.

Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.—Dividend "A per cent., less

tax, on the ordinary shaxes for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

The Stock Exchange has arrived at a halting plac«. Half-a-
dozen reasons can be put forward to account for the slacken-
ing-oif of business and the check thrown upon enterprise.

The principal may be deemed the diversion of money into
trade channels. Following this, the recent evidence in con-
nection with the proposed tax upon war gains has seriously
disturbed the mind of the public investor, who, seeing the
prices of his war stocks steadily falling aw-ay in value, has
begun to ask with unmistakable anxiety whether the Govern-
ment have a scheme on hand which will amount to partial

confiscation of national savings. The Budget looms in the
near distance, and makes a third reason for caution on behalf
of the capitahst, large and small. Other causes could be fur-

njijhed to account for the depression that has develojied in

most markets, a depression deepened by lack of fresh buying
orders. The buoyancy so discernible in the markets during
the fir.^t few weeks of the year has given place to a more
cautioiis feeling altogether, and i>eople are inquii-ing whether
.shares are worth the money asked for them, instead of being
content to buy on vague tips that the prices are sure to go up.
The electricity supply market would doubtless feel much

more considerably the effect of the good dividend announce-
ments, were it not for this prevalent dullish .sentiment. Divi-
dend results are certainly good, as those already chronicled in

these pages have shown. The City of London dividend and
bonus make per cent, more than was paid a year ago, al-

though the dividend itself of 10 per cent, is but '2 per cent,
higher than that for 1918. In our tables of yield, we work
out our calculation on a 10 ivr cent, basis, though it has to
be remend>ered that there are still three years' extra dividends
to be made up, and that on this account there may be a
fui-ther 6 per cent, bonus to come by-and-bye. The Charing
Cross dividend of 7 per cent, is 3 per cent, better than that
for the corresponding period. The London pays '2i i^er cent.
on its ordinary shares, against nothing. Improvements of

2 per cent, are shown by the St. James's and the Westminster
companies. Increases of 1 per cent, are declared by the Chel-
sea, County of London, Kensington. jMetroixilitan and South
Ijondon companies. The Netting Hill ordinary dividend of
Si;., being 800 per cent, as against nil twelve months back.
furnishes the star turn of the (irogramme. and the shares of
the last-named have risen to 35s., oQ the announcement, a
jump of about 10s. a share.
The rest of the list is not much better than firm, but shares

are difficult to buy, and with dividends included in the cur-
rent prices, it is natural that holders should be reluctant to
part with shares which they have kept, many of them,
through the bad times, in the expectation that something will
hapi)eu of the sort upon which we are now commenting.
Moreover, there is scojie for fmther improvement, and -uith-
out waxing unduly optimistic, it is reasonable to expect that
the present rates of dividend, excellent as they are compared
with recent achievements, do not represent the fuU advantage
which shareholders in the companies should derive by reason
of post-war conditions.
Manufacturing shares hold their ground! Underwriting

agreements in respect of the forthcoming new i.ssue by the
General Electric Co. were in circulation early this week, and
the terms are one new share at 28s. for every three old.
Edisons hold their price at 26s., and Electric Constructions
are another hard spot at 2os. It is announced that Brunner
Monds, following their acquisition of thi? Castner Kellner Co..
have made a bid for the Electro-Bleach & By-Products, Ltd.
Brunner Monds offer one ordinary sliare in their company
and 8s. in cash for every two Electio-Bleach preference, anil
for every two ordinary, one Brunner .Mond orduiary and :l-.-.

in casli. Tlie directors of the Electro Bleach undertaking
.strongly rt^-uramend acceptance of the ofler, and holders of at
least 75 i.>er cent, of each class of .share must ac*'ept within
four weeks of February 25th. otherwise Brunner Mond & Co.
may withdraw their offer. Castner Kellner's hold their price
of £2. Home Rails are weak. Central London Assented
ordinary is down 2, allowing for deducWon of the dividend.

Underground Incomes, ex :fil dividend free of tax, ar« down
to 74. There is no courage left in the market or in its occa-
sional supporters.
Eastern Extensions, Globes, and Westerns have all receded

IOh. owing to the dulness prevailing amongst investment
stocks. Globe preference, on the other hand, are i higher,
and Great Northern Telegraphs moved up 30s. to 24, » inove-
mciit the likelihood of which was pointed out here last week,
and counteracting to some extent the steady decline which
has been taking pljce during the past few weeks. Marconis
are also a better market at 3s. Callender's receded to 'Ji. and
Telegraph Constructions are again ±'1 down at 38, the dividend
disappointment still bringing in a few sellers. Automatic
I'elephones remain about 20s., shares changing hands a few
jicnce either side of the round .sovereign. British' Aluminiums
have risen to 2J, and are the main feature of strength in their

particular department. Amongst other industrials, the featm'e
is the way in which prices in the iron, coal and steel market
are advancing, in consequence of the bright outlook that opens
out to the industry. Engineering shares, however, have
hardly participated so far.

In the Colonial and foreign section, Canadian General Elec-
tric Comnion gained several points at 12(5. British Columbia
stocks are weak, and Mexicans show further heaviness, the
6 per cent, bonds of the Mexico Tramways Co. shedding 4

points. There is little doing amongst Anglo-Argentine Trams.
New i.ssues continue to pour out in ceaseless streams. Th«
offer of the Yorkshire Electric Co.—particulars were given in

this coluuun last Friday—made its appearance a day or two
ago. There are several other electrical Lssues in course of

preparation for the investor.

The price of rubber has gone back to 2s. 7d. per lb., and
interest in the principal shares is meagre.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
BouB EIleotbicity OoMFAniaa,
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THE BUYER AND BUYING.

(From a Salesman's Point of View-)

By "SALESMAN."

To one wKu has tlie ^'uod fortune (or otherwise) to be

a salesman, Mr. McKiiinon's article in a recent issue

of the Review*, I'oiiiing as it obviously does from the

pen of an " inside " man, is naturally of great interest.

Mr. McKinnon is not the first of his kind who, in

the fullness of his lieart, has set forth his idea of the

qualities that go to make the ''Admirable Crichton
"

of salesmen, but the writer does not recollect having

encountered much in the way of criticism of the

manners and customs of the bu\'er.

Perhaps this lack of criticism is due to the retiring,

gentlemanly nature of salesmen, or it may be attributed

to a spirit of caution, but in the hundjie opinion of

the writer, the art of the buyer offers as wide a scope

for the exercise of tact, politeness. &c.. as does that of

the salesman.

Now, in offering the following suggestions and

criticisms for the consideration of buyers, due attention

has been given to the fact that in some instances a

would-be keen and courteous buyer is heavily shackled

bv the uncompromising and conservative attitude to-

wards salesmen, taken up by his management; also there

is that bugbear of the salesman known as the " contra
"

arrangement, which kills all efforts on the part of the

buyer to introduce goods which are often better value

than those of n similar nature supplied to the " contra
"

account.

Much might be written regarding methods of inter-

viewing salesmen adopted by various firms, and in con-

nection with this, let us consider the position of the

salesman in relation to a firm witli which he is trying

to do business.

Now, unless a salesman be a born fool (and such do

not exist long on the road) he will certainly not ap-

proach any firm without some ground for so doing,

i.e., he must be selling something which may prove of

material use, or be cheaper than a similar article in

daily use by that firm. Therefore it is obvious that it

is to the advantage of the latter at least to give him a

hearing, and that under circumstances which will enable

him to explain himself properly, and not within hearing

of competing salesmen.

One would think tliat all salesmen were thieves, or

worse, to look at some of the interviewing traps which

are a regular feature in the offices of many large firms

even to-day. This abominable " trap " method is one

of the most awkward and overtly insulting systems of

interviewing known to the unfortunate salesman.

Happily, however, these model booking offices are fast

disappearing, and most firms of any standing have

made far more congenial arrangements. Surely it

should be possible to set apart a room to be used solely

for the pnrpose of interviewing travellers. The
room so reserved may be divided into two parts, one

of which should be furnished with a few chairs and a

supply of trade papers, &c., for the benefit of waiting

travellers, the other section being devoted to the actual

interviewing. Happily, many firms are adopting this

arrangement, mucli to their a(Jvantage and credit as

business houses.

.Vnother stumbling-bloclv to tlie salesman is the system

of never granting interviews to travellers except by ap-

pointment. Now, assuming our traveller has to do with

a firm of this st.amp, he naturally writes for an appoint-

ment, and with w'iiat result? In nine cases out of ten

his letter is ignored by the buyer, and should he get

a reply, investigation will often sliow that it was
prompted not by the buyer, but by some person, in the

works perhaps, who was interested in his proposition.

Over and over again, a salesman will experience the

joy of receiving a sharp letter from headquarters en-

* Electrical Review, December 26th, 1919, p. 804.

closing a counnunication from a firm, on his ground,

requesting information as to a particular line, the ad-

vertisement of which has caught the eye of the buyer.

The traveller immediately looks up his records and finds

that he has tried that very firm perhaps three or four

times, and been met each tinie with a blank refusal of

an interview, as his proposition " does not interest us.''

Would it not be possible for firms to have appoint-

ment cards printed stating, clearly that if Messrs.

Blank's representative cared to call at 11 a.m. on such

and such a date he would be accorded an interview i

The length of this interview would depend entirely on

the ability of the salesman to interest the buyer in his

goods, But it certainly should be part of the duties of

a buyer to set apart so much time each day for such

interviews.

Regarding the "contra " arrangement already men-
tioned in this article, the writer cannot forbear relating

a recent personal c-iperience.

A certain large firm, upon receipt of a circular letter

calling attention to a particular article, wrote for prices

bi/ return. The quotation was duly forwarded, but

nothing further was heard until the writer called upon
the firm in person, and had an interview with the buyer.

He was thereupon told that, while his prices were right,

and the excellent quality of the goods offered was well

known to the works engineer, it was quite impossible

for this particular firm to pass him an order as they

had " an arrangement with certain friends who took

their goods." In otEer words, they had a " contra " ac-

count with their friends. Now, why on earth did this

firm give all this trouble without the slightest intention

of doing business?

Oh, ye travellers and salesmen I Look out for the

"sample fiend " who asks for a sample of this and a

piece of that, very often without any clear idea as to

what tests are required. Say, for instance, one is sell-

ing electric lamps. Now, what is the use of supph'ing
one lamp only, for test purposes ? Ten to one the lamp
is handled and fiddled with by half a dozen people

before being put on test, and yet the writer has known
a case where a certain type of lamp was absolutely

turned down simply because one sample behaved badly

on test, which it might easily do after having been

shaken and turned this way and that by inquisitive

clerks, &c. It should be stated that in this instance

the buyer refused to order a dozen or so lamps for test,

although such is the usual practice.

It is manifestly impossible for any buyer to be an
expert judge of all the various goods which he is called

upon to purchase for his firm, but he generalh' knows
where to put his finger on a colleague who is in the

position to give him expert advice and the samples a

fair test. That this is not always done is due very

often to petty jealousy or the fear of disclosing ignor-

ance. It would be easy for any management to instruct

the buyer to send all samples to various expert members
of the staff, whose reports would be given due con-

sideration when it came to a question of placing orders.

The " cheap " buyer is a nuisance to his firm, and
is the prey of all manufacturers of shoddy stuff at cut

jirices. It has been proved over and over again that

it is the falsest of policies to buy the cheapest goods

.simply because they are the cheapest, and yet there are

hundreds of buyers who pride themselves on so doing.

The writer well remembers a case which came under
his own observation where cheap buying eventually

proved a most expensive business. In this instance cer-

tain gear was required for a sw-itchboard, and inquiries

were sent to half a dozen firms. The buyer, who was

of an economical persuasion, to put it mildly, ordered

up from the firm which sent in the lowest quotation,

without referring the matter to those who could have
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advised him better. ' Result, the gear was delivered in

several separate lots, all hopelessly mixed up, and wae

of the very flimsiest description. Two well-paid men
had to devote a day or more to the sorting of this

rubbish, and the correspondence on the subject was

endless.

The buyer who cannot say " No " is easily the worst

type of buyer with wlioni the salesman has to contend.

He will listen pleasantly to all one has to say, he will

express great interest in samples, A-c, and will bid

one quite a touching farewell, promising faithfully to

forward an order " in the course of a post or so."

Then lie will hie him back to iiis office with the express

intention of forgetting all about it. A downright
" No" is far preferable to this sort of thing, yet the

type of buyer referred to is by no means uncommon :

he is, however, very much disliked by salesmen.

No reasonable salesman objects to fair criticism of

his goods ahvavs provided it in fair, and does not

seem to echo the voices of competitors. Many valuable

hints are often given in this critical spirit, and if the

salesman be wide awake he will pass the information

thus acquired on to his headquarters for the considera-

tion of the management.
It is the querulous critic who views all new goods

with a jaundiced eye, who can see no good in anything

which differs from that which he is already buying :

it is such as this that even the most persistent salesman

will in time learn to avoid, and incidentally, of course.

the hypercritic may therefore imc fiiu' <l.iy miss m o-ockI

thing, and wonder why.

Who does not know the cheerv buver who will tell

one in mournful accents that: " No, there is nothing

for you to-day," but (in a delighted tone), " 1 have
just given Messrs. So and So's man an order for £200*8

ivorth of stufi ''— Messrs .So and ,>u being, of rour.se,

one's competitors.

There is yet another type of buyer whose ways are a

source of much trouble to the salesman. This buyer
will obtain quotations for certain goods on the distinct

understanding that the prices are good for acceptance

within a certain period only. For no apparent reason
whatever, our friend the buyer will hold his order back
for several weeks after the time limit for that price

e.vpires, and will be mightily upset on receiving an
intimation to the effect that ' prices have advanced
.50 per cent, since our quotation of the ."

Lastly, every salesman knows the buyer wlio, by fair

promises and a sympathetic mien, will draw out of him
full particulars as to prices, ic. and will, upon the

first opportunity, transmit this intelligence to a com-
petitor with whom he (the buyer) may be on good terms.
This may be good business, but it breeds distrust, and
should tlie offending buyer at any time be forced to turn
to a victim of such practice for help in a time of bad
deliveries, &c., he will not receive much consideration.

In conclusion, the writer would say that, while undue
interference with the buyer, by his superiors, is to be
deplored, in the majority of cases a great deal too much
is left to lie decided by that individual's personal likes

and dislikes, with the result that very often an unscru-
pulous salesman (there are such, sad to relate) will so

ingratiate himself as to exclude his more honourable
competitors.

THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

(Cuntinued from

BlHMlNliHAM.

The cuuipreheiisive section of the i'liir that was held

at Birmingham (Castle Bromwich) under conditions

that peculiarly favoured such an eft'ort was representa-

tive of most of the staple manufacturing trades of the

Midlands. Not all the district's manifold trades were

represented, but it was symptomatic of the newer spirit

of manufacturers that, with order books full beyond

the immediate capacity of execution, a majority of the

leading firms shoidd be found making determineil

efforts to extend their markets, both at home and

abroad. The majority of the most important industries

of Birmingham and South Staffordshire had their mart

at their door, and if it served no other purpose, the

Fair afforded an opportunity for manufacturers to

feel the pulse of the markets of the world, and to ascer-

tain the descriptions of goods that will sell best there.

All three sections of the Fair close to-day.

The promoters of the Birmingham section of the Fair

were the Municipality and the Chamber of Commerce,

and the details were worked out by a council consisting

of leading business men, and including Mr. R. A.

Chattock, city electrical engineer.

The stands, of which there were some 630. including

about 90 devoted either exclusively or partly to elec-

trical apparatus, were allocated on a plan which

brought exhibitors in the same industry together, and

to a considerable extent it was arranged that allied

trades were near neighbours.

The electric fire and stove exhibits were much less fully

representative than those of gas heaters, but there were

some neat examples of electric fires and cooking ranges,

whose ease of manipulation, cleanliness, and general

efficiency need no elaboration. Electric heaters, radia-

tors, and stoves were exhibited on 1-3 separate stands.

page 266.)

while domestic electrical accessories and fittings were to

be seen on 10 stands. On the lighting side, electricity

had the premier position, and many firms showed
beautiful and efficient fittings for use in public build-

ings, private houses, steamships, and for industrial

lighting purposes. No fewer than .36 stands included

electric lighting fittings, but only one stand was .seen on
which arc lamps were on view.

On the principle that measming and weighing machines are
of great importance in the matter of profit protection, the
.section of the Fair deaUng with such apparatus was of much
interest, and the exhibit of Messrs. W. & T. .\very, Ltd..

Birmingham, which consisted of roail weighbridges, .solid and
liquid weighing machines, various types of platform machines
(in foreign .standai'ds) , counter scales, counting machines.
testing machines, &C., received well merited attention.

Messrs. Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd., Birmingham, had a
comprehensive exhibit of solid drawn and lapwclded steel

pipes for all pm'poses. including an 84 per cent, lap welded
st«el pipe with a " Vulcan " joint for water power purpo.ses;

a high-pressure steam pipe for 350 lb. i>er sq. in. working
pressure, a patent long sleeve welded joint, tramway poles.

boOer tubes, and various kinds of coils, &c.

Finns that exhibited sparking plugs, cases, and adapters were
Messrs. J. B. Brooks & Oo., Ltd., Forw.^rd Srarking Pluo
Co., Apollo Plug M.4Nuf.\cturing Co.. Ltd., How.ard S.

CooKE & Co., Sphinx M.^xcf.icturing Co.. all of Birming-
ham, and C. BixKS, Ltd.. Manchester. Ion.a Engineering Co.,
Ltd., Dudley, and Firth-Bre.^rley St.mni.ess Steel Syndicate,
Ltd.. Sheffield.

The Lrc.\s Electrical Co., Ltd., Bumuigham, exhibited
Thomson-Bennett magnetos suitable for all types of motor
cycles, and also the " Magdyno " combined electric lighting

and ignition set for motor cycles as described in our columns
recently.

The British Lighting & Ignition Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
showed " Blic " magnetos for cycles and small cars, and for

large stationary gas engines.

Messrs. Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.. Woolwich. This
exhibit included the more generally employed forms of dry
batteries and primary galvanic cells as used for all pm'poses.

and formed a comprehensive collection of such batteries as

manufactured by this firm. The company also showed various

t.\pes of incaudeiwent electric lamps.
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ilEs^s. Ward & Goldsioxe, Ltd., ilancheswr, showed a

xide range of their manufactures and supplies, among which
were the following : high aad low-tension automobile ignition

cables, brass, nickel and aluminium aimoured Ughtmg cables,

electric lighting flexible cords, tough-rubber sheatied cables,

tlexibles. bell wires, telephone wires, silk, cotton and
enamelled instrument wires. Two sizes of loutntry house
lighting plant were also shown, one being the IzioO-watt set.

comprising ^-H.p. engine and belt driven dynamo, and the
other a b-H.P.. l,5tXt-watt set. direct coupled. Switchboards
for use with this plant were also .shown. The T.R.S. wiring
system consists ot flexible conductors under a flat tough-
rubber sheathed covering. This cable can be used for surface

wiring, and is fitted in position by means of brass saddles,

insulated with fibre. The T.R.S. patent connector box, which
forms the really novel part of this system, enables the instal-

lation to be made without a soldered joint of any kind. The
system does not require the .skilled labour necessary to fit

screwed tubing or casing, neither does it necessitate sinking

in the wall or ceiling. The " VoltaUte " self-generating elec-

tric cycle lamp was on view, and although this cannot claim

to be a novelty, inasmuch as it has been manufactured now
for some 15 years, it is still an article of considerable in-

terest, and we understand the demand is greater than ever.
" Volex dry batteries were shown, and a large range of

motor cycle lighting sets operated from Volex (hy batteries.

Among this range there is a simple headlamp lighting set.

also the head and tail lamp lighting .set. and the head. side,

and tail lighting set. The diw batteries fit in a metal con-

tainer, with the switchboard on top, and this metal container

(hops into the bottom of the side car. the wiring to the head,

side, and tail lamps being provided with the outfit, and of a

very simple nature. Many of these sets have been used one
or even two years without the necessity of replacing the bat-

tery, which replacement can be made in a few minutes as the

containers take the standard 4-volt " Volex .\ero " dry battery.

.\ variety of Izolex fuse boaids. the firm's fu.se units, main
switches, and other ironclad switch and fuse gear, as well as

such lines as pocket voltmeters, ammeters, switchboard type

instruments, medical coils, and other novelties were also to be

seen.

The Birmixghaji Private Telephone (New System) Co..

Ltd., Birmingham, exhibited a large selection of automatic
intercommunication telephones of various types, including the

secret conversation, visual dial indication, ic. types. The
" Laryngaphone," which is manufactured by the Telephone
MANCFAcrrRixG Co., Ltd.. London, is a new form of tele-

phone devised for rescue work in mines in conjunction with

breathing apparatus. Its special feature is that it eiiables

the worker to carry on a conversation although wearing a

gas mask. Fig. 1 shows the complete mine rescue outfit. The

Fig. 1.—Laryngaphone Mine Rescije Outfit.

vibrations of the vocal cords during speech are collected by a
transmitter strapijed to the throat, which in turn reproduce
corresponding vibrations in a receiver at each end of the line.

The apparatus is also equipped with a signalhng device, con-
sisting of a Morse key and buzzer, which enables any pre-

arranged code to be sent over the line should any failure take
place in the transmitter. A lamp is also fitted which per-

ioiTus the double function of indicating the state of the fine

and repeating the Morse signals. Suitable di-ums are provided
on which the flexible cable, specially insulated to withstand
abnormal conditions, is w'ovmd; the apparatus can be used by
two or more rescuers operating together. The transmitter
and receiver are made as far as possible of aluminium, and
are very light, the size being only l-a- in. in diameter by IJ in.

in length. The flexible cable runs between two rollers, and
on the drums a handle is fitted for rewinding. The outfit is

contained in a teak case fitted with an open hinged front and
lid; its dimensions are 1 ft. 3 in. by 7 in. by 8 in., and the
total weight is 14 lb. When the case is Mfted an auto cut-

out disconnects the battery. The signalling swit/'h is oper-

ated by pressure of the lower jaw of the wearer. The com-

bined transmitter and receiver is contamed in a weather-proof
case, and is adjustable against the larynx; a flexible tube
conveys sound from the receiver to the ear, and by means of

moulded longitudmal grooves in the ear tube free ventilation
and equal air-pressme on the ear drum is obtained. A
general diving equipment consists of a semi-automatic in

dicator switchboard and central battery situated in a position
convenient to the air pump plant. The switchlnjard indicator
switches correspond with the maximum number of divers w'ho
may. at any one time, be " down " together. Each diver and
the pump attendant are respectively provided with a diver's

equipment. The pump attendant connects the set he is wear-
ing to the switchboard, and the cables passing through the
various divers' airlines are also connected up to the line ter-

minals on the switchboard. . The operation of the switchboaid
is novel and deserves special attention. The visual indicators
also act as automatic switches. Thus, when a diver signals

up and drops his indicator, the faUing of the indicator im-
mediately switches his speaking circuit on to the operator,

and as the operator is permanently connected to the switch-
board he is bound to hear what the diver has to say. The
signal is made by the diver dropping his lower jaw to the full

extent, which operates the signal switch. If, on the other
hand, the operator wishes to speak to the diver, he mechanic
ally drops the appropriate indicator by depressing the corre

sponding switch control, and thus is able to immediately
speak to the diver in question. Should one diver require the
assistance oi another he signals the operator who. by depress-

ing the other man's control switch, enables both divers to

converse freely (he overhearing the conversation), and they
can be left in communication, if necessary, to aid their co-

operation. In the event of an emergency the attendant, by
depressing a button, diops all the indicator switches simul-

taneously and can thus speak to all the divers at once. The
above are only a few of the utiUty points of the "Larynga-
phone " diving outfit. To those intimately assoc-iated with
the ramifications of the diving industry many other applica-

tions will .suggest theiu.=elves.

Messrs. J. H. Tucker & Co., Ltd., Birmingham, showed
accessories for lighting and power, ironclad gear, switchboards
and switchgear generally, in the centre of the back wall ot

the stand was a handsome white marble board on which were
mounted numerous examples of the switches, fuses and othei

gear used in switchboard building. Fuse= of many dilferent

patterns and ranging in size from 15-amp. to 1.000 amp. we.e
shown, whilst switches of the firm's " X.K." and "O.K.
patterns were also shown in a variety of sizes from La amp.
to 1.000 amp., and in single, double and triple pole, single

throw and change-over and other forms. Battery regulating,

shunt regulating and voltmeter switches were also shown. The
firm also showed a complete standard accumulator switch
board, consisting of ammeters, voltmeter, voltmeter switcu,
charge and discharge battery regulating switches, automatic
battery cutout, main double pole switch and fuses for dynamo
and also for lights mounted on enamelled slate for

use in conjunction with batteries and lighting sets for

country house lighting and similar purposes. A wide
range of samples of ironclad switches and fuses tor

house, works and other industrial purposes were shown.
The switches, shown in single, double and triple pole,

varied in sizes from a 5-amp. ironclad and water-
tight to 100-amp.. and were of the "turn." "' push and pull."

and other types. .\ special feature was the "Tucker " patent
quick make " and " break " iionclad switch, which was
shown in two sizes—iS and -5(1 amps., and with and without
D.p. fuses. The design of this switch case permits of it being
used w ith either a large central tapjjed hole each end for the
incoming and outgoing cables, or two smaller holes. This :s

etfecte<l by means of interchangeable and removable adapters.

which can also be provided with recessed bodies and wowi
bushed holes for sealing hygroscopic cables and with water-
tight glands. .\ large number of different patterns of ironclad

fuses were .shown, switches for sunk and surface work, witli

plain, fluted and ornamental covers, with china and locked
covers. One-way, two-way, two-way and "off" secret action

combined switches and sockets were all shown in several de-

signs and in a variety of finishes. Prominent was the firm's

latest production in flat type switches, in which both a quick
" make " and a quick " break " action is obtained. This
switch is in size and actual appearance precisely the same as

the ordinary (quick "break" only) flat type switch. In the
fighting and power accessories section the firm showed samples
of its lampholders. counterweights, ceihng roses, wall sockets

and plugs, both ordinary ironclad and ironclad and water-
tight patterns, cutouts, round and oblong, bell pushes, porce-

lain connectors. 1. 2 and 3-pole B.C. and plug adapters, and
many other similar articles.

The .\ustin Motor Co., Ltd., Binningham. This exhibit

included the glandless petrol pump, in section, showing the
ingenious method by which all glands are done away witn
and leakage rendered impossible. Three sizes of generating
plant for country-house lighting were show i in operation . the

0.7.3-KW. set was on view at the Ideal Home Exhibition, and
was described in our pages at the time. The 3-kw. automati;
set consists of a four-cylinder 6-h.p. engine direct coupled to

a •n.Oi'i'2 ampere. l(X)/li0 volt. 1.150 r.p.m.. reverse compound-
wound Siemens dvnamo. both mounted on a cast iron bed-
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plate. The engine is cooled on the thermo-siphon system,
and the engine starts up on petrol; the change-over to paraffin

is efl'ccted by hand, but .siaiilar equipments arc built in which
the change-over is automatic. In the case of this equipment,
the pressure is kept constant by cell-adjustment, and not by a
third brush as in the O.To-KW. plant previously described. The
5-7-K\T. automatic battery booster, fig. 2, consists of a twin-
cylinder engine. HI-ll-H.r., four-stroKe, water cooled, direct

coupled to a o-Ku ., lli-ampero, 110-volt generator running at

yiHJ U.P.M., which in its turn i.s coupled to a batterv boostci-.

.separately excited for an. output of -1-10/0/ -10 volts, 4(i/.S()

ampere.':, the three machines being mounted on one ca.st-

iron lieclplate: both the generator and booster are by Sui)-

!iier.-.ible Motor.s, i.td. On the left of the tliree-panel switch-

board is a .starting panel for taking energy from the batter\'

and starting the set up by " motoring " the dynamo. The
right hand panel has mounted on it a double pole, double
tliidw switrli to' enable energy to be taken direct from the

Fir. 2.— Austin Battery Booster Set.

battery, or from the battery and boostei-, or from the battery
and boo.ster in parallel with the dynamo. The centre panel is

equipped for automatically shunt-regulating the booster so as
to maintain constant loading on the dynamo at 4G amperes.
This current will charge the battery in the event of there
being ni} lo;id on the .system or will distribute its current be-
tween tlie battery ami the load, or in the event of the load
exceeding the output of tlie dynamo, then the dynamo cur-
rent will as.sist the battery and provide current for the load
up to a uuiximum of about 12 KW. at IIU volts. The plant
has been designed with the object of using a small generating
.set to run at full load during the whole '24 hours, a large bat-
tery being installed to deal with the peak loads. The com-
pany i.s perfecting a system for runnuig an electric lighting
set in conjunction w'ith a gas producer plant, utilising anthra-
cite or peat as fuel. By this means it is hojjed to be able to

reduce the generating cost to less than Id. per unit generated.

The Chi.ohide Ei,ecthic.\j, Stoiuge Co., 1,ti>., Clifton ,Iunc-

tion, exhibited .several small accimiulators, as well as motor-car
batteries, as described in our last is.sue, and a storage battery,
composed of oo glass cells of the S.L.G.7 type, each containing
15 plates, for u.«e in connection with country-hou.se lighting.

The battery had a capacity of 4'27 amp.-hours at the 10-hour
rate, and was shown in operation, being charged by the Austin
booster in the next stand and described above, and supplying
energy to light two row.s of exhibitors' stands.

LONDON.
The Ei'AXDem Co.. Ltd., of Wolverhampton, exhibited a.

collection of dry battery refills for pocket lamps and torches,
cycle and scout lamps, military and ix)lice lamps, hand lan-
terns, and reading lamps. Accumulators for the same pur-
pose -sAere also shown, interchangeable with the dry batteries.

I\Iany pocket lamp ca.ses of exceptionally handsome finish in
printed metal and other materials were exhibited, as well
as a variety of small motor-c'ar lighting accessories, &c.

The Sem.4PH0RE Exgineerino Co., Ltd.. London, showed
a vaiiety of dry batteries for refills, as well as complete
iwcket lamps and torches, cycle lamps, and portable battery
lighting .sets. Other exliibits inchidetl J'ound two-cell bat-

teries of the sack type, of which many of the No. 10 size have
be<m supplied to the Po.st Office, and samples of " Solidite

"

insulating composition made by the company.

The OiiBiT Ei.ECTiitcAL Co., Ltd., Ijondon, showed dry bat-
tery refiUs for pocket lamps and torches, &c.
Messrs. Henry LIahvey & Co., London, who specialise m

all kinds of fancy goods made from sea shells, show-ed a
(jelection of reflectors and shades for electric lamps of this

material, which gives beautifal colour effects, especially when
the lamps are alight.

Messrs. A. Chase & Co., Ltd., Teddington, had an exhibit
of tapping keys, sounders, buzzers, signalling lamps, and
various types of small motors for battery working, suitable
for the young amateur electrician, who by this means can
add immensely to the interest and effectiveness of his Mec-
cano set or model launch.

The REiroLiiNE Co., London, exhibited pocket lainps and
dry battery refills, electric toys and novelties. •
Messrs. Hose Bros., London, had a varied exhibit of di-y

battery refills for torches, pocket lamps, hand lamps, &c.,
bell batteries, portable battery lighting gets, and signaEng
lamps. They also showed medical coils, tapper keys, accumu-
lators for hand lamps, and buzzer sets with signalling lamps
Ingenious electric toys, boxes of parts for the young amateur
to make up shocking coils, lighting sets, and telegraphs, &e.,
were shown. The lirni makes a speciality of silk shades on
wiie frames for electric lamps, of whicli many arti.stic' ex-
amples were exhibited. Various small novelties were .shown at
this stand. .A diy battery converted into a hand lamp was
noteworthy, the lamp liolder being simply fixed into the
.sealing composition, and the .switch consisting of the usual
brass spring, contacting with a brass catch; nothing siqjpler
could well be imagined,

, , ;

JIkssrs. Clifford Bros.. Ltd., Birmingham, amongst a
variety of non-electrical goods, .showed .samples (jf lamp-
holder.s of various patterns, of substantial construction, and
good finish ; they are also makers of tumbler and turn
sT\itches, adapters, &c., a class of work whicli they have taken
up since the war.

TiiE Silent Elkctuic Clock Co., Ltd., fjondon. had a stain!

filled with some 40 dials of various sizes, all controlled by a
half-second master clock of their patent type ; a s|iecial feature
(if the dial movement is that there is no possibility of over-
shooting, the action being magnetically locked, while the
ab.solute silence of the movement ju.stifies the .style of the firm.

Other exhibits included a one-second ma.ster clock, and a
master clock piovided with means for synclironisinrr by the
Post Oliice daily time signal, or by the hourly time .signal

of the Standaid Time Co., of which tyjiie many have been
supplied to the Post Office department.

The BiiiTisH Evrr-Ready Co.. I/pd., London, showed dry
cells and batteries in all their well-known styles, as well -as

small accumulators, and a wiile variety of portable lamps
and torches, hand lam]is. reading lamps. )nsiXK;tion lamps,
cycle lamps, At-. Some (jf the hand lamps were fitted with
Morse keys for signalling puriw.ses, and others had the lens

and reflector fitted on the end of the case instead of on the

side, so that they would stand upright even when the battery

w'as removed; one of the.se is illustrated in fig. 3. Cycle

lamps in nickel-plated fittings formed an exceedingly popular

line, and a hand lamp containing a batten' which on emer-
gency could be used for ignition purposes was recommended
as a useful stand-by on a motor car. Ignition batteries for

various voltages were shown, with the tenninals covered

Fig. 3.—Ever-Ready Hand L.vmps and Bell Cell.

with insulating composition, sc, that if left knocking about
in the tool chest they could not be .short-circuited. An ordi-
nary bell cell fitted with a .simple attachment became a
ixu'table hand lamp capable of giving' from .50 to 70 hours'
.light according to .size and type. The "Flag " cell for bells,

.i.tc;.,/is .show-n in fig. 3, as well as an accumulator h.and lamp
j weighing .5^ lb. ., -- ',.

! Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Teleor.aph'Co., Ltd., London,
showed their latest J-KW. station, in'-wMch the thermionic
valve was used as the oscillation generator; the exhibit was
marked by the total absence of any spark set. the valve being
used up to at least 3 kw. The new direction-finder was
exhibited, and the Marconi-Osram Co.- showed valves up to
1 KW., while the Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. exhibited
,i variety of small apparatus suitable for the amateur w-ireless

worker, but of excellent construction and finish, including
the Marconi multi-valve amplifier, with .six amplifying valves
and a rectifier.

[To be continued.)
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TRANSFORMERS AND COILS FOR X-RAY WORK.

The foliowing are abstracts of papers read and discussed st

a joint meeting of the IxsTiTCTiox OF Electrical Engineers,
THE RovAL Society OF Medicine (Section of Electro-theha-
i-EUTics), AND |he Rontgen SOCIETY, On Kebriiarv 26th, at

the Royal Society of Medicine.

The Efficiency of Transformers for X-ray Purposes.*

By Reuinald Morion, M.D. (Trin. Tor.), F.R.C.S. Edin.

The chief object of this combined meeting is to explain

our difljculty to the members of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers and the Rontgen Society in the hope that they
may be able to suggest a more efficient means of exciting our
X-ray tubes. The essential need of the radiographer is a
.supply of X-rays having a high degiee of actinism and with
sufficient penetration to pass through the thickest parts of the
body without .^erious loss of this actinism. A " soft " or low
resistance tube gives off very actinic rays which have only
a low power of penetration ; we. can increase this i)enetratiou

by raising the voltage of the current applied to the tube,

but only to a limited extent under present conditions, \^'e

can have niinc highly penetrating rays by u.sing a " hard
"

or higher resistance tube, but this is accompanied by an eiiual

or even more rapid, falling off in the essential proneity of

actinism.

With the aid of an oscilloscope and a rotating mirror some
Very intere.stiug phenomena are presented for our study. The
coil shows us a cune having the characteristics of fig. 1, while

that of the transformer is shown in tig. 2, a. rectified double-

sine curve. In the one ^\e have an alternating current quite

unsyinnietrical ui both form and duration ; in the other a
^^e^ies of perfectly regular sine curves. The first is the more
efficient for our purpose, up to the Uniit of its capacity. We
get more penetration and more actinism for a given current,

;.'reater steadiness, less heating, find a longer useful life for

the X-ray tube. A further point in favour of the coil current

is that it will keep a tube working smoothly on a lower read-

ing of the mdliammeter. Every tube has a certain amount of

inertia and requires a higher voltage to start it than to main-
tain it in action; the sudden rise at the moment of " break

"

leadily overcomes this inertia.

It is generally agreed that jienetiation is dependent on
<'lectron velocity within the tube, which in turn is deix*ndent

on the impressed voltage. Thus, it would api)ear that the

impression of a sustained high voltage on a tube in the best

condition to ensure the greatest actinism should meet our
every requirement. By "sustained" I do not mean "con-
tinuous." The ideal cmTcnt is one consisting of extremely
high-voltage impulses, of very brief duration as judged by
oriUnary standards, yet sufficiently sustained to have an ap-

preciable time factor. Such current as would pass through
the tube by virtue of those lower voltages represente<l in the

lower part of the above curves should be suppressed or

diverted. If the voltage of the initial imjiulse lie sufficiently

liigh and sustained for even a .small fraction of a serund. one
will be enough for any ordinary purpo.se in radiography.

This being the case, the question naturally arises w'hy the

coil is unable to me«t our requirements, considering the

<'normous voltage available at the moment of " break." The
initial rush of current has a very high nuignitude, liut its

duration is extremely short. This is partly due to the self-

induction of the secondary, cuttmg oft this rush of cm-rent

almo.st simultaneously with its birth. It is also due in no
>-rnall degree to something inherent in the X-ray tube itself.

Notwithstanding its brief duration it is this impulse that

makes the coil current so efficient up to the limit of its

capacity. It is the ab.^ence of any such high-voltage impulse

that keeps the efficiency of the transformer current so low.

For the same current through the same tube, the top of tlu'

transformer curve e.xtends little more than half-way to tlie

liighest point of that of the coil.

Of the total radiation from a tube energised liy a coil,

probably no more than "20 per cent, consists of useful ra\s:

energised by a transformer the proiwrtion is )uobably less

than 10 i>er cent. So Ion;.' as the radiologist takes milliam|ieres

as his sole criterion, quite regardless of how' they are made
up, just so long will the further improvement of existing

apparatus be delayed. Yet improvement in efficiency is not

only possible but ea.sy. and manufacturers will readily do this

for us if only we make reasonable demands backed un by

knowledge of what we reallv do want. As an instance of the

present state of things, take the case of a certain mercury
lireak to w'hich is attached a mechanical rectifying d<-\i<e

that has achieved some success. I arranged the rotating

wires to pass faiily close to the collectors, giving the latter the

form of a sector. Follow-ing the lesson of the spark-gap, I

shortened the .sector to a point, and finally altered it to a.

liall. Then I began to increase the clearance between the

ends of the wires and the balls, and ever\; alteration was
followed by a gain in efficiency, steadier action, less neating.

and longer life of the X-ray tube.

* Throughout the bodv of this' paper, as distinct froni the

title, the word "transformer" refers to anparatus having a

closed magnetic circuit a.«! distinguished froni the " cod

with its open straight core.

Efficiency was improved (1) by the use of a spark-gap, (2)

by incx-easing the resistance in the .secondary circuit of my
mechanical rectifier, and (3) by shortening the collecting

Idades in the Snook machine ; all three being no more than

the provision of one or moB© air-gaps in the secondary circuit.

It being my firm opinion that the initial impidse is the only

part of the cycle that matters for our purposes, this is where
we should concentrate our attention with a view to increasing

its height—quite feasible, as the success already attained with

the " single Hash ' coil proves—or by prolonging its duration,

which may be more difficult. So far we have only partly

succeeded in giving it an appreciable time factor. If we could

do this, even to the extent of a very small fraction of a

second, the problem would be solved so far as the require-

ments of medical diagnosis are concerned. I am disposed to

regard what is known as the " single flash " monster coil

with at least a friendly eye. Nothing else is possible if one

is to be consistent. Long before I had an oppijrtunity of

.•^eing one that is in regular use and the most excellent re-

sultsobtained, I had committed my.self to the opinion that

the svstem wa.s not only .•jound but in all probability vvouid

Fig. 1. Fig.

ultimately prevail. At King's College Hospital, under Dr.

Robert Knox, extraordrnarily tine results are regularly ob-

tained. The apparatus is a revelation of simplicity, silence,

and high efficiency. Exposures are the same for all parts,

only the kitensity of the discharge being altered by the prim-

ary resistance to meet the varying thickness of the different

parts of the body. The I)est results are obtained with tubes

of very low resistance, giving most beautiful contrast, a wealth

of detail, and absolute sharpness of outline, even in the

case of the heart. The effect of these intense dis-

charges on the life of the X-ray tube is much less prejudicial

than time exposures. It is my tirm conviction that the future

of radiography is bound up more or less insepai-ably with the
" single flash " system, and manufacturers would do well to

give this matter their very serious consideration.

Problems of Interrupted and Fluctuating Currents.

By Ma.ioi( C. E. S. Fiui.Lirs, O.B.E. ,

The velocity and quantity of the electrons in an X-ray bulb

are the principal factors controlling the design of electrical

apparatus required for radiographx . Since the potential

difference between the electrodes of the tube determines the-

spwd of the electron and therefore the quality of the X-
radiation produced, the electrical problem resolves itself

mainlv into one of engineering. The potential difference

necessary is, howe\er, exceptionally high, and the machines

and appliances require to be six-cially designed. In addition

to the requirements of medical practice there are other calls

for highlv penetrating ravs; metallurgists are asking for a

machine that wUI give 300,000 volts. For instantaneous radio-

graphy in medical institutes large currents are also needed at

these "high voltages, .so that the demand in thi.s respect is, in

fact, alwavs ahead of the supply. In some cases the power

imt into tile tube itself has exceeded U KW". On the other

hand, there is the radiogi'aphy of wood and a wide range ol

other uses necessitating only moderate electrical plant.

The induction <oil has much to recommend it. The sim-

plicity and absence of moving parts are great advantages. In

the interrupter lies our principal limitation, and our trouble.-

are (li\ided between it and the condenser. The shape of the

condenser is of importance ; of two condensers with the same

capacity the one having long narrow leaves is not so effective

as oiu" in which the leaves are nearly square.

C)ne of the causes of coil breakdown during tlie war was

fracture of the wax during transport. It is suggested that a

fairly thin oil could be used as an insulator, thin enough to

draw off before, transport, and it should be possible to replace

the oil without creating air cavities. The secondary could be

wound with No. 36 aluminium wire and thus save one-third

of the weight of copper. .\n knproveraent from an .\rmy

point of view^ could also be effected by using a removable

core.- A coil so designed would be extremely ixutable on

account of the distribution of weight.

Th« weakest point of a coil outfit is undoubtedly the con-

denser. An alternative path should alw^ayS be provided to

can-y off any excessive surges of current mto the condenser.

Recent experiments in this direction at the War Office X-ray

laboratory have shown that a condenser, while m use, may

be short-circuited through a water resistance (3 inches ol tap

water, usinc fine copper wires just dipiv-d below the .surface)
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uith :i ivdnctiuil ol only ±> iht ct-ut. ol the coil oiU)Hit.
rhreo ](>-c'.r. iiO-volt carbou-tilaracnt lamps iu series joined
across the condenser t<"rniinals proved quite satisfactory. The
lilaiiients glowed a dull red, and irregular surges of current
were indicated by momentary brightening of the lamps, but
there was no appreciable reduction of coil output, and the
plan will, I hope, reduce condenser breakdown in future to
a tnininium.
The value of the interrupted current that may be safely

used with a coil is limited owing to the flare ixhen the prim-
ary current is broken. Interrupters are frequently imper-
fectly designed and constructed. Experiments with tantalum
blades are required, for in tests already made there is indica-
tion that flare can by this means be reduced. Although tan-
talum is not " w«tted " by mercury, it nevertheless gives a
[Perfect contact. The arc at break occurs in that case between
the practically non-vaporisable tantalum and the mercury, and
the speed of the motor assists in giving a sharper interruption
of the circuit. In other cases the high surface tension of the
juercury determines the suddenness of the rupture.

The design of transformers has reached a high degree of
perfection. Their electrical efficiency is remarkable, but
where very high-tension work is concerned (as in X-ray tech-
nique) and a rectifying disk is spun by a synchronous motor,
the weak spot of the installation practically always seems to
be the insufficient guarding of the armature windings from
induced surges of current. Earthing through a condenser, or
other means of assisting the insulation of the armature to
withstand the strain put upon it, is essential. The reliability
of this type of apparatus in skilled hands is, how-ever, re-

markable.
One serious objection to the transformer arises from the

form of the secondary p.d. wave. A. steeper p.d. wave is

required. In 1895, and about six months before the discovery
of X-rays, Messrs. Barr. Beeton and Taylor publi.shed a paper
in the Elecincian dealing with the question of changing the
shape of alternator wave-forms. They ke>ed t« their experi-
mental alternator a special commutator called by them an
"injector." by means of which inductance or capacity, or
both, could be introduced into the circuit at regular intervals.
In this way remarkable distortion of the original wave-forms
was obtained without sparking. It is suggested that the
wave-form of the cuiTent for the transformer be distorted
synchronously by keying an " injector " to a small synchro-
nous motor and connecting it in series with the main supply
and the transformer. In this way a wave-form could be
obtained which would render the rectifying disk unneces-
.sary. The installation would not only be less costly, but
would weigh less, occupy less space, and be highly efficient

for the requirements of X-ray technique.

High-tension Transformers for X-ray Work.
Bv RissELi, S. Wright, M.I.E.E.

There are probably very few scientific instruments on which
so little systematic research work has been accomplished a.*

the subject of this paper. We have not yet even reached a

.satisfactory classification as regards either output or efficiency.

In the case of an induction i-oil, I am not convinced thai
we have, as yet, any means of ascertaining what the peak
value of our discharge really is. as it is quite certain that
the point of highest potential is only maintained for an ex-
ceedingly short interval of time, and it is doubtful whether
any recording instrument at present available will really

measure it. There seems every indication that the wave-form
most suitable for radiography is not equally so for therapy.
If this is the case, the question arises whether one instru-
ment can be made from which outputs of sufficiently variable
wave-form can be produced at will, or whether the same
type of discharge is always suitable even for, say, radiography
alone. Our ignorance of what is really required is at present
a bigger obstacle to progress than the con"esponding problem
of how" to obtain it. I \\ould suggest that the time is now-
ripe for a definite move forward, and that i-adiologists, elec-

trical engineers, and physicists .should, so to speak, come into
partnership in the attempt to solve a very baffling problem,
and I would further suggest that the British Scientffic Instru-
ment Research Association is the proper body to co-ordinate
and direct the work of the three so as to produce reliable
results.

In the case of the transformer the problem is a simpler
one, as we are at all events dealing with a curve of sinusoidal .

character.

In the original interrupterless machine as mtroduced by
Snook, we had in fact a real sinusoidal curve with every
alternate wave inverted. In the modern machine the curve
has been somewhat modified and is no longer strictly sinu-
soidal or even symmetrical, but may be represented as in
fig. 3. The direct measurement of such a current by means
of an ordinary moving coil milliammeter is both more correct
and more consistent than is the irregular discharge from an
induction coil. The conditions of work with an interrupter-
less machine can be more exactly reproduced from day to day
than is the case with an induction coil, and the readings of

the milliammeter are more reliable.

A closed-circuit transfoiTner also adapts itself far better to
the indirect measurement of its outnnt than does the in-
duction coil, for the simjik' reason that iU electrical efficiem-y

is far highei- and lume easily roiiiputed. This question :ii'

• tticiency is absolutely uninnx)rtant in one sense, but if it

<an be ascertained, it assists enormously in calculating the
secondary output.

I should be inclined to suggest that an a.c. h.t. transformer
be taken as the basis on which to work, and that an attempt
be made to classify induction coils according to their effective
outputs for the purpose of the radiologists and compared with
a transformer of standard size and efficiency.

.^.s.suniing, therefore, that this suggestion is accepted, how-
should a transformer be rated? Before deciding this it must
be borne in mind that what to an electrical engineer is a big
overload is to the manufacturer of X-ray apparatus a normal
condition, as in X-ray work machines are in practice only
used to their full output for a fraction of a second at a time.
.\n overhead rating is, therefore, perfectly justifiable, and our
earlier machines were so rated by about 100 per cent., but
when a machine was put on the market by an enterprising
foreign firm rated at an overload of well over l.(X)0 per cent..
I felt that the position was getting ridiculous, and I notice
that now practically evei-y responsible firm refrains from
mentioning outputs in kilowatts at all.

The life of both transformers and coils is far less than it

was ten or even five years ago, and few of the equipments
being turned out today will permanently withstand the strain
of modei-n conditions. The continual use of a coil for " deep
therapy " is undoubtedly the most prolific cause of break-
<lowns at the present time.

If one considers that an output of, say, 3 inilliamperes at
a 12-in. spark-gap from an instrument capable of giving, say.
100 milliamperes. means that it is kept at a high potential
on practically ojien circuit for long periods at a time, one

Fig. 3.

win reahse at once the problem we are up against.
Examining the exposed end of a secondary winding in this
condition, we can see that it is in a constant state of effluve
and that the discharge is literally spitting away in all direc-
tions.

It is impossible to look at this effluve without feeling that
sooner or later the insulation is bound to go. and go it in-

variably does if the strain is continued long enough. .Just

now the position is made worse by faulty material, but m
any case a coil or transformer, constructed to give a heavy
liUtput for radiographic work and with dry insulation, cannot
he continually used for deep therapy without the risk ot

trouble.

V'arious devices can be used to safeguard more or less the
end windings, but the only real remedies are two : either we
must wind an instrument for deeii therapy alone, or we must
ariopt oil insulation.

Dl.SCLSSlU.N.

I'lof. Salo.monso.n. vho had come specially from Amster-
dam to take part in the discussion, said that in practice he
could not see any appreciable difference betw-een the trans-
former and the induction coil. Quite as good a picture was
ol>tained with the coil as with the transformer. Therefore,
they should not decide as to the value of cither apparatus
merely from the point of view of the results obtained. Other
considerations must determine the choice, according to the
liarticular work in hand, .such as whether it was special radio-

graphic work or therapeutic work. Where extremely high
inessure -^vas required the coil was best, because it was
theaper. and if breakdowns occurred—as they inevitably did

with either apparatus—the coil was more cheaply repaired
than the transformer. There was very little known regarding
the efficiency of the coil or the transformer. He had de-

veloped a new method m which the secondary was connected
up to a tube through which a stream of water flowed, the
uater being heated by the .secondary current. He measured
the amount of w-ater flowing jier si-c(jnd. and the temperature
of the w-ater at the inlet and at the outlet, and from these

three data he was able to deduce with considerable accuracy
the quantity of energy given out by the coil. He had also

developed a method for measuring the efficiency of trans-

formers by taking two transformers and connecting them
together on the high-pressure side. The energy put into the

first and the energy taken out of the second were measured
by ordinary wattmeters, and from the result it w-as possible

to deduce very accurately the efficiency of each of the trans-

fonners. Experiments on a transformer of the Snook tyi)e

and one made by a German firm, both rated at 4 Kw., gave an
efficiency of 0.9 in the case of the Snook, and 0.89 in the

case of the German machine as used in ordinary practice;

when they were loaded to their fullest capacity, the effi-

ciencies were a little higher. Measurements were also made
nil lliicc iiidiirtion coils in the ^niuc way. the- average effi-
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ciency being about U.S iu tlie ca.se of certain (Jcrmau coils

and a little lower in the case of a coil by a British firm,

due to the larger quantity of insulating material u.sed. With
interrupted current the efficiency worked out to 0.68 and
0.75 in two cases. When using a rectifier the efficiency fell

to 60 or 65 per cent. When measuring the efficiency with
the interrupter the results were a little worse, and the figures

showed that although the quantity of energy put into the
coil was increased to nearly double, there was only a slight

increa.se of the secondary output, and the efficiency fell off

to quite, small numbers, the greater part of the current being
• absorbed in the interrupter. Therefore he agreed with Major
Phillips that the inteirupter should be made a subject of

serious research ; he \>'as convinced that with a better inter-

rupter improved results would be obtained with the coil.

Prof. FORTESCUE isaid it had been shown that high voltage

was necessary, and that it was useless to pass a large quantity
of electricity through the tube at a low voltage, because this

merely resulted in heating up the tube. Whether they used
a- coil or a tran.sfoniier. some jiart of the current was at high
voltage and stjnie part at low voltage, but if the method wa.s

u.sed which had been ileveloped recently in connection with
wireless telegraphy, viz., a hot-filament rectifier and a, con-

denser, it was po.ssible that the whole discharge through the
tube—at any rate with the Coolidge tube—could be at high
voltage. In wireless telegraphy this method gave an efliciency

of 60 to 80 per cent. It was true that at present this method
did not go beyond voltages which would be considered low
for radiographic work, but the method promised a means
of getting over tlic dilficulty that had been mentioned.
Major G. W. C. K.we thought it could almost be said that

radiology was in a hoi>eless state with regard to units of

measurement. There was no unit of radiation. At present
the methods of measuiiiig radiation weie childish and ineffec-

tive; so, also, were their methods of measuring current
through the X-ray tulje. They did not, as a rule, know the
wave-form either of voltage or current. Not one radiologist

in a hundred took the trouble to measure the voltage across
the tube proiJerly. The average radiologist usually contented
himself with measuring the sparks between the points, but
as the American Institute had recently shown, the ordinary
point gap might be 300 or 400 i>er cent, in error on large
gaps, and the only way to measure voltage was by the use
of sphere gaps, the spheres being as large iis the maximum
gap which was to be employed. Experiments on measuring
voltages by sphere gaps had shown that the efficiencies

obtained in X-ray work were such as to appal the electrical

engineer. They started off by having a 90 per cent, efficiency

for the tran.sformer and 50 i>er cent, in the case of the X-ray
tube, but the enei'gy they put into the tube had an efficiency

of the order of 20 ]ier cent, with a coil-driven tube, whilst
in the cii,se of a transformei'-driven tube an efficiency of i>ei'-

liajis 10 per cent, was a fair figure. In these circumstances,
it did not matter much what tlie method of exciting the tube
was. They should put their heads together to remedy tiiat

state of things.

Dr. A. E. Bahclav showed a number of slides illusti'ating

the difference between a coil and a transformer for X-ray
work as regarded output. He said the milliampere was
utterly useless as a unit of measurement to the radiologist;

l!ie cliai-aeter of the impulse counted mateiiiilly in the pro-

duction of X-rays, and it was the first part of the impulse
which I'ounted ; what came afterwards did not matter at all.

Mr. R. C. Clinker wished to know what was really shown
by the oscilloscope—the voltage or the current of the supply
to the tube. It was necessary to separate the ideas of voltage

and current before it would be possible to get a clear idea

of what would be supplied by the tube. Dr. Morton first

jeferred to voltage in his pai)er and then to current. It was
clear that what was wanted was high voltage, and the sug-
gestion of Prof. Fortescue was a giHjd one. With regard to

the work of Ban-. Bt-eton, and Taylor, he thought a great

deal could lie done by working the transformer at a high
magnetic density in the core and using a resistance in series.

In that way it was possible to pet almost any wave required,

and such a transloriner would siipiily the -ame niaxinnnu
voltage as the coil.

Dr. Owen said a new- theorv with regard to the roil hml
been put forward by Prof. T. -Jones, to which very little

attention had yet been given. The concordance "between the.

theoretical and piiictical results was remarkable. Coil maker,*
niit;bt to -ee what llii'V could dn to iinnrov.' Ilir indiu-tinn

coil on the lines,,! that tlii',,iv lel-n,- i,iMeliti,,nei- turn,-,!

Ihcir back- H|i,in tli,' ecil once i,,r all.

Dr. ll\i,-iriso\ OiriiiN said (lie , r\ b,r moiv and nioiv nnlli-

amperco wa.^ one uf the chiel obstacles in the pa(!i ol proyress.

because the milhampereuieter was a misleading and unreliable

instrument ' Whv should it be assumed that the milliampere-
meter reading of a transformer current indicated the .'ame

thing a.=; that of a coil current^ From prajtioal e.xpurienct

it was evident to him, that it wa.s not .so. The maximum
impulse from a coil was of extremely brief duration, so brief.

in fact, that the milliarnperemeter. as at present constnicted.

was incapable of recording it, and he suggested that if the

true milliamperage of a coil current could be measured it

would proliablv be found that it was le.ss efficient than the

transformer. The superiority- of tb- coil over the transformer
did not ex'st. At nresent he did all his therapv with the

coil and all his radiograjihy with th« transformer, and that

gave tlie mo,-t satisfactory results. The difficulty with the
oil tran.sformer was that it would not stand the overloading
necessary to obtain rays suitable for therapy, and it was
more difficult to get replacements. For radiographic work
radiologists r<H]uired a Machine which would give a cunent
of high pot<'ntial for a tube giving a 12- to 14-m. spark gap,
and It must be able to stand such a potential for very long
periods of working, and enable the full dose to be given for
tour or five minutes. They wanted a machine to obtain
radiographs at a greater distance from the tube and in less
time than at present, and without an intensifying screen,
and in designing stich a machine the type of tube to be
adopted must be taken into consideration.
Mr. W. B. BuRNWNi) .said that the difference in results

obtained W'ith a transformer and a coil was largelv due to
the great rise in useful rays from the tube as the input energy
was increased. If it w-as taken that the output of u&efiil
rays varied as the cube of the applied voltage and the curves
of ixjtential were plotted out. it would be found that the
upper i>arts of the voltage curves were the only ones that
matteied. The other chiefiy heated up the tube. Major
Phillips had referred to a million-volt transformer. He be-
lieved that one or two of them had been made in the States
and worked, but not for long. They preferred to work at
500, (KX) volts, but even then it should be remeniber<'d that
the insulator would ha\e to be 10 ft. long, and the appamtu.s
would weigh 20 tons and cost ±'10.(HlO. I'he amount of energy
required in the tube was a comparatively small item. Although
it was quite impossible with present-day materials to keep
up the high voltage required for any length of time, it might
be possible to develop an apparatus that would give it long
enough to give a regular discharge from the tube, say, l/2«Xlth
of a .second. The apparatus he proposed for that would be
substantially a transformer with an air gap in the magnetic
circuit and excited by a small direct current. By that means
it would be possible to pass a dh-ect current of 500 watts
for a matter of, say, five seconds, and the energy represented
by that would be stored iu the air gap. not the iron", and
would be discharged when the circuit of the primary was
broken in l/200th .second. That would give a matter of
200 Kw. for that short jieriod of discharge. He was con-
structing such an apparatus. The thing would weigh about
two tons, and if any enthusiast would like to bring his tubes
and test them on it, when the apparatus was ready, he would
risk the transformer. He had a variable air gap. fo that
the intensity of the discharge could be varied, as well as the
quantity, and they could start up at a Jnw value and increase
it until one or the other " busts up."
Dr. F. J. Haki.ow said that the fir.st thing to lie taken into

account in the question of the design of a generator for high-
tension current was the tube. Tliere was (luite a difference
iu tlie characteristi<-s of the gas tube and the Coohdge tube,
and it w-as quite conceivable that the machine employed to
develop the high-tension current would have to be different in
both cases. He .showed curves illustrating the difference in
the characteristics of the tubes. He did not think the oscil-

losoope showed the voltage characteristics at all. but agreed
with Dr. Morton that the eff'ect of the spark gap in the
secondary was to cut down the low -voltage curnMil. lie was
inclined to think that the proi)ei- wave form was one in

which the voltage rose immediately t,i the high vaTue, re-

mained there for the time it \^.l- rei|iiiri'd. and then wont
back to zero, so that there was im 1,ih -\ ,,ltage current i)assing

through at all. Experiments had been carried out in his

laboratory on ab.sorption curves obtained from dillerent

machines. It would ajipear that the same character of X-rays
was obtained from the tube under the different conditions,
whether coil or tran.sformer was used, but the energy vvhidi

wa.s put in in the two ca.«es appeared to be absorbed entirely

in the tube. There was the same radiation sent out by the
tube, but the energy which was got from the low-voltage
current was simply absorbed in the tulie and was not I'mitted.

It was dec'ided to adjourn the me<'tiiig until a dale in the
.•lutuiim. to hv annoiineed later. The hoi-X' was exiuessed
tliat during the inteival exp<'rinients w-ould be made in an
ciideavi.ur to ifm-iilat,' -oiiie of the |ioint-- ra!-eil in llie di--

Exhibition of Apparatus.

In connection with the meeting, some half-dozen fimis

cxhiliited X-i,-iv apparatus, and \m- ;jive brie! ii:nticular> of

tlie exhibit- below.

Mkssus. Wvisn\ ,y Sons, London, sh, ,«,,! a Iii-k.\.\. Iiigii-

|ircssiire transfoimer willi a rotar\ high-prcssuie rectifier,

.•ind iu this 'ouuectioii i( it interesting to note that the firsi

iSovernment radiometallographic laboratory has recently been
equipped by Messrs. Watson. The firm has decided upon the

closed iron type of transformer, the insulation being of the

dry type, as opposed to oil immersion, and the firm holds

the "view that the future will see a more general adoption

nf the closed iron dry insulated transformer. As will be

seen from the discussion on the three papers, it is a very

difficult matter to estimate accurately the output of trans-

formers, cither from an electrical or radiographic stand-

Doint, but two tvpes of this machine, as an aiipniximate gUHle.

have been designated ten and five k.v.a. resjiectivcly. The

frequency-reducing device can be fitted to either machine,

and is found to be of great advantage for screen work, owing
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ti) tin' Ifssi'iiod hcatiii;^ ettixl on the lu\n\ Its adoption is

ie€ouiuiended in all i-asos wheic the ordinary gas tube is

used. The rectification of the high-pressure current is ar-

ranged by means of a disk of special insulating material
mount<?d directly on the shaft of the rotary converter or
synchronous motor, as the case may be. The collecting seg-
ments are arranged so as to utilise only the crests of the
waves, thus reducing the heating of the tube to a minimum.
Auto-tran.sformer control can be in<-orporated. There was
also exhibited a new instrument devi.se<l by Major G. W. C.
Kaye in the form of a sj^here-gap voltmeter.
Thk SoLrs Elkcthical Co., J.ondon, exhibited a large num-

ber of apparatus. A Solus centrifugal gas mercury interrupter
designed by Mr. Eric J. Ward NN'atkinson, proprietor and
manager of the business, is the only one of its kind. It
consists of a revolving ring of mercury, with an insulated
fibre ring with copper segments rotating in the mercury. The
gas dielectric is claimed to be nmch cleaner than paraffin.
A "Solus" Patterson fluoroscopic screen is a new screen
from America, giving much greater brilliancy and fluorescing
a mild blue. It is claimed for these screens that they are
absolutely stable, the ciemical coating not being afJ'ected by
heat or damp, nor by the continuous bombardment of the
X-i-ays. These Patterson screens are intended for '21-hour
sei'vice eveiy day, and they are used almost univers;illy
thi-oughout the United States. The "Solus" tube stand ha's

a patent double ball and socket joint,, and any movement
of the X-ray tube may be made without undoing any clamp-
ing device.

Messrs. Kod.4K, Ltd., Loudon, showed theii' Wratten X-ray
plates.

Messrs. Newton it Wright, Ltd., London, showed " Sim-
plex " X-ray apparatus, the feature of which is that all

moving parts can be eliminated if an .4.c. supply is available.
This feature is made possible by the radiator type of Coolidge
tube, which has the property, within limits," "of completely
rectifying an alternating current, so that the apparatus can
be energised by a high pressure transformer without the
aid of any mechanical or other form of rectifier. \\'hen a
direct-current supply only is available, a rotary converter
can be included to produce the necessary .4.C., but this
machine need not necessarily be contained in the apparatus
itself, but can be fitted in another room. In the Simplex
No. 1 apparatus, the output obtainable has been limited and
fixed in quantity, as by so doing it is possible to make the
efficiency of the transformer so high that, w-hile keeping
the power employed within the limitations of ordinary elec-

tric light wiring. X-rays of very reasonable volume can be
produced. The apparatus can therefore be worked from an
ordinary electric lighting socket, without any sjxjcial wiring
being required, and under these conditions an outpUt of up
to 5 milliamperes at a 5-in. equivalent spark gap can be
obtained, according to the voltage of the supply mains avail-

able. Owing to the output being a fixed factor it is only
necessary to vary the time of exposure according to the part
of the body which it is required to radiograpIT, and a simple
chart is being prepared, showing at a glance the exposure
required. An interesting dental unit was also shown.
Mn. Cuthbert Andrews, London, exhibited modern gas-

filled X-ray tubes with tungsten or platinum targets, and
cooled by various means. Mr. Andrews claims to be the
largest producer of X-ray tubes in the British Empire. He
also showed protective appliances, including gloves, masks,
aprons, itc, and glass, high-frequency electrodes, micro-
.•-coi>es, and microscope accessories. All the apparatus on
view had been manufactuiied throughout in his own w-ork-
shops.

i,7JM.
• LIcliR tiics." I', li. KtKbiiN.. and L. L. L.\xe. 1'ibruarv 17lh.

4,792. " Eleclrit imiindcs.cenl lamps." J. F. Povnter. February itth.
4,795. " Kleclric induclion-gas r.icfi:itor." W. Boller. February 17lh.
4,799. ' Wir.Us> communication." \V. H. Eccles and I. H. Vikcest.

IVbruary 17th.

4.80!). " rowcr-lransmission systems." Bkitj.sii 'I'iiomson-Houston Co. and
l\ H. Ci.mtii. February 17th.

4,810. " Electric powir-transmission devices." Hkitisii 'J'ikimson-Hocston
to. ((J.n.-ral Electric Co., .U.S.A.) February 17th.

4,811'. " Sparking plugs." ^ G. E. T. .\kciie:k. F. O. Ellis and S. E.
•r.vvi.o.j. February 17th.

4.829. " .\uioni.-itic telephonic systems." .Xctom.xtic Telei'Iione M.\nuk.*ctuk-
ivi. Co. F.bruarv 17th. (United Stales, April 11th, 1919.)

4,832. " .Sparking plugs." G. E. Lemuise. 1-Vbru.iry l(th. (France, March
I9th, 1919.)

4,8(fl. " Insulating splice coyers." J. 1!. Hamu.h.n. February 17th.
4,887. " Connectors lor cable suspension or straining m.ans."' G. \ . Twiss.

"
J. C. White. Febru-

"
J. C. White. l-Vbru-

ask.., oli.ul.rs, ,\c." K.

& Mm.^ Akt. Ge

February 17th

4.915. " Bonding-clips (or electric wirini
ary 18th.

4.916. " Junction box for electric wirint
..ry 18lh.

4,919. " Inspection lamp lor viewing inti

J. LoWTllHN. February 18th.

4.9J4. " Locomotive or electric engine stop signal." (j. 'r.vvLOlt. Febru-
..ry 18th.

4.947. " Governing mechanism for ])rime uiu\. rs." liiiiTisii TjiomsoX'
llmsToN Co. February ISth.

4,950. " Control mechanism for electric cars
\\ESTiN(itiousE Electric .\.m) .Manuj-'ac'tcriso Ci>.

I-. bruar; 18th, 1919.)

4.958, " Prim.Trv cells and batteries." R. W. Cl.

4.959. "Electric h-aliiig apparatus." F. J. H\RJ
ruarv 18th.

4,9(i5. " .Apparatus for holding X-rav tubes." SlE

February l«th. iGermanv, December mh, 1917.)
4,970.' " .Means lor indicating at a distance mi.v, ni.nl, ..I .. shaft. Itc."

li.KANic Eleliric C<.. (Cutler-Haiiimer Manufacturini; C.) Februari 18th.

4.979. " Distributing terminals for ignition magncHK.." F.vBKl.jt Es UEs
Mdntres Zenith, Successecr de F,\brioces des ,Montres Zesuii G. Favkes-
jAfoT ET (IE. February 18th. (Switzerland, February 11th, 1919.)

4,986. " Bayonet sockets for electric lamps." J. W'egmass. February 18th.

tSvvitzerland, February 22nd, 1919.)

4,991. • " Magneto-electric machines." C. M. 'I'l rner. February 19th.

5,000. " Process for production of Hexible zinc." S. O. CowpeR-Coles.
February 10th.
5,007.' " Electric incandescent lamps." F. Brighoi se. February 19lh.

5,008. "Sparking plug." W. Dleruen and F, Kigbv." February 19th.

5.024. " Electric fus<s, switches. &c," Miulaxij Electuic MAXfh-.vCTCUlsi'.

Co. and H, E. Sutherland. February 19th.

5.025. " Electric distribution fuse-ijoards, fusc-boxe.s, &e." M1DL.IND Elec-

IKIC MAXtl-,<CTtRlNG Co. and H. E. Si tiierland. February 19lh.

5.039. " .\rrangement for protecting telephone install.alions from currents

,.f dangerously high tension," A. Pekeco. I-'ebiuarv !9th. (Italy, Novcm-
Ixr 23rd, 1918.)

5.040. " Removal of iron from solutions containing aluminium." NoRstR
\ktieselsk,« for Elektrokemtsk Ixdlstri Norsk Indistri HvroTEKBAXii. Feb-

ruary 19th. (Norway, February 22nd. 1919.)

5.(J51. " Intercommunication telephone sv;

arv 19th.

5,066. " Electrode-holders for welding, soldering, or brazing metals." W.
li.AiR anil Sunderland Force & Engineering Co. February l-Jth.

5,072, " Electrical apparatus for transmitting indications to a distance."

,\1. P. Favre-Bulle and M. J. L.wet. February 19th.

5.097. " Dynamos for lighting and starting devices upon motor vehicles."

J. R. P. E. 'F. M. Grim.ud, February 19th. (France, June 13th, 1919.)

5.125. " Incandescent electric lamp projectors." K. Booth and X. R.

HoOTll. February 20th.

5,127. " Plugs' for motors, S:c." .M. M.icGkegor. Febru-iry 20th.

5,136. " Electric switches," J. A, Cr,abtree. February 20ih.

5,144, "Dynamo-electric generators and motors." S. M.tcDi

..rv 20th.
a,152. " Galvano-therapeutic appliancc-s." E. Brem. February 20lh.

5,161. " Electric switches." H. D. PvNE. February 20th.

5.164. " Electric ignition, &e.. systems for internal-combustion motors," H,

,\, Smith. February 20th.

5.165. " Sparking plugs," A. VV. Armstrong. February 20th.

5.172. " Signalling systems." Bit
- "

Electric Co., U.S.A.) February 20lh.

L. C. BvcBAVE. Febn

Thomsox-Houst.

Febru-

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
umbers in pa,^..v..,^»-

and abridgrd. and al

m iiic iho»e under which the ip«cifica(ion*

II subiequent proceedings will be taken.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs, Sefton-Jones, O'Dell and
.Stephens (succeisora to \V, P. Thompson ft Co.. of London), CharterKl
Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

xn El

4.640. "Electric switches." Midland lit k thk .MAxcE.tr
H. E, Sctherland. February 16th.

4.641. " Fastenings for hinged covers of ho.xes or cases,"
TRIG ManIjT \cturing Co. February 16th.

4.661. " Attachment of dynamo lor lighting side-car combination," S, G,
.\ll IR. February 16th.

4.662. " Electrically-driven mechanism." J. H. Hansen. February 16th,
4,667. "Storage batteries." G. J. VAX SwAAV. February Ib'th.

'

(Holland,
February ISth, 1919.)

4.676, " Electric-lamp mountings." L. T. Dixon. February 16lh
4,679. " Electric hand lamps." E. V. Haves-Gratze. Februarv 16lh.
4,681. "Control of excitation of dynamo-electric machines'" liunisii

Thomson-Houston Co, and F, H. Clough. February 16th.
4,696. " Selenium cells or bridges," H.' F, Knight. Februarv llith.

4,713/4/5. " Electric transformers." Hackbeidge Cable Co.' and W. C.
Kexnett. February 16th.

4.728. " Electric irons." R, Cox, February 16lh.
4.737. " Line selector switches for intercommunicalioii tel.-plione syst.-nis,

ic." E, W, Holland, G. S, Hollasd and H, E. Holland. Februarv 16ih
4,739. "Valve transmitters for wireless telegraphy and telephony," A, K

Macrorie and G, Shearing, February 16th,
4,764. " Protecting electric cables and wires from being accidentally

pierced," J. H, C.
.
Brooking and Si. Helens Cable &• Rubber Co. Febru-

ary 17th.

4,766. " Sensitive-pressure relays (or amplification of sound waves, &c." F.
W. Bavnes. February 17th.

4.786. " .Adjustable carrier for electric lamps," H, R. Henderson and D.
B, McIxtosh. February 17th.

' Magnet for device for indicating during heating if a body has
al point." G, S. Crawford. February 17th.ched the

KUAU \ehic.,es, C, F, Ihifa'ux. .\oveml..r 16th. 1917, (120.917,1

IB18.
512. Electric lami-s for motor vehicles axu for ofher uses. G. .\.

Edman. January 8th, 1919. (138,147.)

1,416, Suppor'tixg insulators for electric high-tension conductors, E,

Schwank. January 21st, 1918. (122,642.)

2 "'l"' Troliey heads for electric trams and other I'URFOSES. A. Ban-

nister "and T, \V. Tucker. Januar> 29th, 1919. (138,160.)

2,486, Method of and apparatus for generating igxitiox current. Sptit-

Horf Electrical Co. November 9th, 1917. (123,078.)

4,817, MejINS for securing electric LAMPS or limp holders to hand lamps

AND other electric LIGHT FITTINGS. February 26th. 1919. W. Harrison and

E, H, R, W, Eyre, (138,186.) ,.,,, u i r
4,983, Self-coxtaixed electric battery lamps, bruish Every Ready Co.

and M. Goodfellow. February 27th, 1919. (138,188.)

5 925 Phonographs for recording 'tei.ephoxe conversatioxs. If.

Ullmann. .March KJth. 1919, a33,196.)
6 511 CONTROL1.-KS FOR USE WITH ELECTRIC .MOTORS AND SO FORTH. R.

Am'berton, March 15th, 1919, (138,204,)

6 655 Protectivi, dkvices i.iR flectric circuits, British Thomson-Houston

Co' (General Elecii i.. C. . I .S.,\.l .\l...h 17ih, 1919. (138,205.)

7 316. Swivi-.i.Lr.t. i
\,!.ii- i

! i- i\i[--- im.jric generators on air-

craft. F. J, Hoop. ^
',_'!

I

--'!-' i

8,969, Papers F..

I

,. i i. ai condensers ,\xi) other

simIlar curposes, I il,.-h \p,,l till, nl'i .l:l,H,226.)

n r'posEs, Electric Construction Co. and P, J. Stirrup. ,\pril 11th, 1919.

.138,227,1

10 483 Distributor or commutator for Ford intern u.-combusi!on en-

gines, P. W, Corless. April 28th, 1919, (138.234)

12,447, Elecisical switches. A. P, Lundberg, G, C, Lundberg, P. A.

Lundberg. and G. Pegg. Mav 17th, 1919, (138,246,1

14,760 Electric inISlators. H, Lutz, June 11th, 1919, (138,257,)

17 491 Electric weft feeler arrangement for weaving looms. H. Ter

Kuile. August 23rd. 1918. (131,582.)

19.383. Maiekial for the jiaxufacture of electrodes of electric furnaces,

O, R. Olsen, August 6th, 1919. (138,272,)
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
THEIE FORM AND FINISH.

Thb: Housing Exhibiiion in liondon has afforded the first

opportunity for some time of reviewing progress in

domestic electrification ; the complete way in which every

home use of electrical energy is covered, and the variety of

means by which different makers secure the results, afford

an eloquent testimony to the progress in technique which

has taken place in recent years.

Electrically and mechanically most of the appliances put

forward appear to have reached a high level of develop-

ment, and although there is good ground for anticipating

changes in detail, and even important variation in a few

fundamentals of design, yet the immediate need seems rather

for an attempt to link the apparatus more closely with the

leading idea of its inception and the chief argument put

forward for its use, namely, the saving of labour—direct

within the home and indirect without it—by the reduction of

waste and dirt, and the economy in labour which would

follow from a cleaner air, and a longer useful life of

buildings, decorations, and furnishings.

As everyone's expenditiire ultimately becomes some-

body's wages, so most economies in the end result in

releasing labour for further production, and at present any

method which decreases the cost of upkeep and maintenance

and conserves capital values in business or in private life,

is of the utmost use in re-establishing our much shaken

economic position.

Devices and systems for saving labour or improving

organisation mn.st in themselves carry out the [irinciple of

unity and simplification towards which their use is aimed,

but it is in the nature of things that their inventors are

apt to be carried away by pride and pleasure in their own

productions, and occasionally give to them elaborations not

essential to their purpose, and capable even of discounting

it ; time and experience in use always prune away these

exuberant growths, and leave only the essential and result-

producing features.

[n this connection the v.iiue of displaying electrical, or,

in fact, any other appliances, in their working surrounding.s

rather than in the showroom becomes evident ; the maker

can more easily realise that features upon which he had

lavished attention may in practice detract from the utility of

his products.

'The great argument for domestic electrilication U>-d»y is

that it reduces work by cutting out the chief source of dirt,

and, in addition, assists in performing the reduced amount

of work which remains.

One of the lesser, but important, divisions of household

work lies in the cleaning and polishing of metals, a task

of removing dirt which produces still more dirt in the

process and also calls for a considerable amount of physical

effort ; we have already seen this problem attacked with

great success by metallurgists, who have produced a rustless

[321] p
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alloy, rapidly being extended to replace all ordinary bright

steel and iron goods in household use. So far we have not

produced a white or yellow metal which is proof against the

effects of air ;ind moisture, but the increased use of lacquers,

fired enamels, and other preservative coverings, and even the

replacement of metal by porcelain and compositions arc

indicated as the correct practice.

It is here that the electrical manufacturer must guanl

against introducing a new series of appliances which need

polishing, or are unduly difficult to clean. Ranges with

bright parts, toasters, kettles, and plates in copper and nickel

finish are very attractive, and have been in earlier days

admired as much for their luxury and appearance as for

their utility. Ac the present time a more practical spirit

and a keener criticism are applied to all suggestions for home

improvement, and the device seeking adoption as a work-

saver must bring no fresh responsibilities with it.

Similarly with power-driven appliances, too much refine-

ment of detail should be avoided if it entails any risk of

failure, or the occasional need of skilled attention, which

will probably not be forthcoming ; faults which can be

remedied in a few minutes by the makers of apparatus are

sufficient to render it useless to the uninstructed user, and

destroy her confidence in the electrical method generally.

It is impossible to say how greatly the use of electricity

for cooking and similar work has been retarded by trifling

"faults of detail in plugs and connections and flimsy acces-

sories, the cost of which might have been doubled without

appreciable effect on the consumer's outlay.

The power-driven appliances in particular will call for a

good deal of attention to features generally known as " fool-

proof." The treatment they will receive in use is not

likely to be gentle or directed by an appreciation of their

limits, and it is most essential to allow for overloading, and

to provide that framework and mechanical features shall be

on the heavy side, whilst attention to water and dust

proofing, and the simplest arrangement for lubrication with

clear reminders of its necessity, should be features of every

motor-driven device entrusted to the hands of the house-

wife or her servants.

Even in lighting it may not be amiss to bear in mind the

need for simplicity, and the provision of fittings which will

retain a high average efficiency with little attention ; one of

the principal points of superiority of electricity over gas is the

lack of any need for frequent cleaning of shades or reflectors,

and the maintenance of light at a high percentage of its

original value throughout the life of the lamp. Some of

the more modern fittings and glassware sacrifice certain of

these advantages ; in attempting too much elaboration,

it is easy to create dust traps, and lose one of the advantages

of electricity, the production of an artificial light ever

ready without attention from the user,

Klsewhere in this issue we have again Ijrought together

particulars of u variety of appliances for use in the home,

illustrating some ol the many ways in which electricity i;iin

lighten labour and add to domestic comfort.

Ulslricts.

We welcome the announcement which
Government Visits .. t. • -vt ^ ,. . i

10 Industrial '''PP^'*''^ m ow Business Notes to-day

regarding the periodical visits of officials

of the Department of Overseas Trade to

industrial centres in this country. To our way of thinking, if

this Department is to be a complete success, it is absolutely

essential that its staff should be closely in touch with the

manufacturers at home. In no other way can these gentlemen

have an intelligent opinion regarding the capacity and

ability of British works, or a sympathetic understanding of

the why and wherefore of the attitude of industrial authori-

ties towards particular aspects of export trade questions ;

nor can they, without a fairly close personal relationship,

keep themselves sufficiently informed of the new British

developments that are continually taking place. That the

Department is in a position to furnish valuable information

to traders seems to us to be proved already, but it will

learn from practical experience how to increase the value of

its service. In addition to the daily means of securing that

experience through correspondence, the officials will now

have the benefit of rubbing shoulders with men of industry

in their own centres of activity. We hope that they will find

the manufacturers and traders accessible, receptive, and com-

municative. What is there to be gained by adopticg a

policy of secrecy or aloofness ? Let them carry their own
co-operative principles into practice in their attitude toward

a Government Department which is established expressly

to assist them in legitimate ways.

We observe that Lord Burnham, in an address at the

("lystal Palace Fair, has been laying stress upon anothci'

important side of the activities of the D.O.T.—the

influence of its representatives in creating an atmosphere

in the Overseas 1 )ominions and among foreign communities

abroad, favourable to the sale and consumption of British

goods. As we have said repeatedly, these representatives

stationed abroad will be better qualified to put the case for

British trade effectively if they understand our manufac-
turing (qualifications at first hand—-that is, from previous

persona! study of our industries in the great centres where

these are carried on. There is quite as great a need for

these officials to know their subject completely as there is

for home representatives to get into local industrial touch.

Anotlier

Committee.

It is reported in Tlie Times that the

Jlinistry of Transport is about to set up

a Committee to investigate the electrifica-

tion of main-line railways, and to report to the Ministry as

to the practicability or otherwise of the schemes that have

been proposed. In the meantime these schemes are, of

course, held up. The most important is that of the North

-

Eastern Railway, between York and Newcastle, others being

rather of the suburban or interurban type.

We fear the result will be serious delay in making a

commencement with the work, as we remarked in a recent

issue, probably for months. We know these Committees.

The best Committee is a Committee of one, but that is not

the kind we get. The new Ministry has certainly lost no

time in falling into line with the revered traditions of the

Civil Service, of which the first and oldest is :
" Go slow."

That the London railways, tramways,
on on ra

. ^^^ omnibuses are all running at a loss

is a matter of common knowledge : that such a condition of

things cannot possibly be maintained is obvious, and the

only question on which opinion is not unuuimou.s seems to bi'

that of finding a remedy. All the transport authorities aic

agreed as to the necessity of increasing the fares for that

purpose ; but. strangely enough, the public, whilst paying

130 per cent, more than it did five years ago for other com

modities, appears to regard the raising of fares as an

iniquitous proposition. It may be a psychological

phenomenon ; the traveller receives no material consider-

ation for his money, and is apt to ignore the fact that he

has purchased .service. Yet when he visits the theatre or

the picture-house, he willingly pays on a luxury scale for

benefits which are equally unsubstantial.

But how else can transport undertakings be restored to a

sound financial condition ? To talk of economising, with

the cost of coal, petrol, labour, and materials constantly
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rising, and the rolling stock as steadily deteriorating, is idle,

pjven with the vehicles crowded to excess, the receipts do

not balance the expenditure, and that with capital charges

mainly on the pre-war basis of value ; any new expenditure

will necessarily be on a triple scale, and therefore will

increase the difficulty of making ends meet. As a matter of

fact, the fares, especially on the London tramways, before the

war were absurdly too cheap—partly due to the competition

of the omnibuses, which were indirectly subsidised by the

maintenance of the roadways at the public cost, and by

freedom from the burdens imposed upon the tramways, and

partly due to political vote-catching.

The Daihi Telei/rapli, whose attitude fairly represents the

views of the Press, is astonished " that undertakings doing

such enormous business are not more successful financially "
;

but it reports that the cost of carrying a passenger has

increased 75 per cent., while the receipts per passenger have

only increased 44 per cent.—where then is the occasion for

surprise ? Lord Ashfield refers to increases of 300 or

400 per cent, in the cost of materials and labour, " but

against this we have to reckon that the number of

passengers has increased by a third," says our contemporary,

as if that could compensate for the other ! It proceeds to

declaim against the evils of competition, though admitting

that in the " rush hours " " London needs every vehicle

that can be run." If all are full, where is the competition ?

It is only during the slack times that competition can have

an evil effect. The Daily Telegraph prescription to cure

the malady is a Traffic Board for London, and that is

certainly a crying need, as it has been these 10 years. We
have consistently advocated Uie establishment of such a

Board, but the politicians have blocked it up to now. It

will have to come ; but let there be no mistake about this

fact—higher fares will have to come too.

If anything could be done to distribute the morning and

evening traffic over wider periods, that would go a long way
towards relieving the situation.

The fact that machinery in England
e a ng o

^^ AVales is rated for local assessment
Machinery.

, . , , , •

under a series of statutes passed during

the years 1862 to 1880, whereas in Scotland or Ireland, or

indeed, as far as is known in any other country, it is not,

has been a bone of contention among machinery users foi-

many years. Even so, there is no uniformity in the methods

of assessment, and the fact that some towns in the countiy

offer preferential rating systems to manufacturers to settle in

their areas has been one among other reasons why many
important engineering firms have left London and other

places less favoured in this connection. The main point, of

course, is that whatever system of industrial taxation is in

force should be uniform throughout the kingdom, so that

one manufacturer may not be handicapped against his com-

petitors with a different rating system from that which

prevails in other districts. The Machinery Users' Associa-

tion has been hammering away at the question since IS'.iO,

with a persistence which deserves a better fate thiin tliHt

which has hitherto befallen it; but the fact remains that

we are still rated in respect of machinery under untii|iiatc(l

legislation, notwithstanding that in 189t> a Royal Com
mission reported in favour of a change. That, however, is

merely cause and effect, for we do not know of a case in

which the findings of a Royal Commission on an industrial

matter have been acted upon. Consistently, every year frcm

1 890 until 1 ;)0(i,the Machinery Users' Association have intro-

duced a Bill, the main object of which has been to have a

uniform system throughout the country whereby loi?'-

machinery is exempted from taxation. The record of th^fe

efforts is that time after time the second reading has been

carried by a large majority in the House of Commons, but
further progress has been blocked. The Royal Commission
reported in I'.IOl in favour of the proposal of the Associa-

tion. The only argument against the Bill all through tins

been that under it much machinery now assessed would
cscifpe taxation, and that the revenue of the local authorities

would thereby be diminished. That result is contested, but
it is interesting to point out, as illustrating our national

mentality, that much of the mischief which has caused the

attempts of the advocates of this reform to fail has been due
to opposition on the part of the agricultural interests, who.

until they themselves got relief of agricultural land from

rating, consistently laid themselves out to " block " the Bill

of machinery users in the House of Commons. That was in

the days when landowners were in a far greater majority

than they are to-day. Since then, the business

element in the House has increased enormously. In 1908,

action by the Association was stayed on the promise of a

new Valuation Bill by the Government, which never

eventuated, and nothing further has been done. The
new conditions created since the war, however, with the

shorter hours and lessened productivity of machinery, have

influenced the Machinery Users' Association again to bring

forward its Bill, which is a measure consisting only of

three clauses, providing that only " machinery, machines,

or plant " for the purpose of " producing or transmitting

first motive power for heating or lighting " shall be assess-

able, and that all loose machinery or tools, i.e., those

which are only so fixed that they can be removed from

their place without necessitating the removal of any part

of the premises, should be exempt. That is in the terms of

the Royal Commission's report in 1001, but the present

conditions are such that the Government can find only too

ready to hand excuses for not giving facilities for such a

private Bill, or for not taking up the question itself,

yet it is a matter of considerable importance to the

industrial community. With the much larger number of

business men that there now are in the House of Commons,
who themselves have a direct interest in the problem, there

may be more hope than there has been hitherto, that some

])ressure will be brought to bear which will assist the

passage of the Bill. Another factor also may possibly be

that the disappearance of the old Local Government Board,

which on this question always seemed to favour the line of

least resistance, and its replacement by the Ministry of

Health, may have the result of bringing more modern ideas

into play. The drawback hitherto has been that the whole

enunciation of the law of rating has drifted into the hands

of lawyers and generations of (rovernment officials who
have faithfully carried on the old traditions. It is high

time the business man's point of view came a little more

into prominence as a corrective to the perpetuation of ideas

which can no longer find a place in modern industry.

(ierman Breaches

of Contract.

The number of cases is gradually

increasing in which foreign customers

complain of the refusal of German firms

to execute orders at the pre-arranged prices, this being

especially so in Holland and the Scandinavian countries.

After the unfortunate purchasers have been informed that

the contract prices have been raised by lOO or 200 per

cent, to meet the increased cost of wages and materials, they

receive intimation later on, when imiuiring about the

expected delivery, that the Government will not give an

export permit unless the (juotations are further advanced by

some hundreds per cent, in marks. Thus, after the

German makers have, forced up the prices as far ns they

deem it advisable to do directly on their own account, they

make a further increase on the pretext that the responsibility

for the fresh augmentation rests with the Government. A
short time ago we drew attention to cases of this kind

which arose in Denmark in the matter of electrical

apparatus, but the most glaring instance has just been

disclosed by Mr. L. .1. Vogt at a meeting of the Christiania

(Chamber of Commerce, held a fortnight ago. The 8p<»aker

.'tated that great losses had nccurred in Norway through

'"rerman breaches of contract. In one single case the

question concerned the delivery of electrical machinery of

the contract value of 3,000,000 kroner. The contract con-

tained all possible reservations that the results of labour

disputes, &o., should not prejudice the purchasers, but

notwithstanding this fact the German firm subsequently

demanded the payment of 18,000,000 kroner, an increase

of ,000 per cent, it is quite obvious that cases of this

kind will not tend to improve the reputation in other

countries of either German electrical firms or other manu-

facturers who are following the same practice.
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EXTENSIONS AT DARLINGTON.

A DESCRiPTiox of the plant recently installed at the

Darlington Corporation electricity works is of more than

ordinary interest on account of the exceptionally low

working costs obtained at these works. Although there is

no natural supply of condensing water at the Darlington

works, and coal has to be brought a distance of from 15 to

20 miles, and the load factor is only 25't) per cent., the cost

of fuel per unit sold is the lowest recorded this year for any
undertaking in this country. Darlington also has the

lowest total working costs per unit sold for any under-

taking with equal or lower output, and the third lowest for

any output, the two undertakings with lower costs having
very much larger outputs and higher load factors.

The latest installation of boiler plant will consist of four

Habcock & Wilcox boilers placed in pairs on each side of

a chimney stack, a (ireen economiser with 384 11 ft. 6 in.

tubes being set across the back of each pair of boilers. The
gases from the two boilers pass into a flue under the econo-

miser, and dampers are arranged so that these gases can be

passed through the economiser or directly to the chimney.

boilers and in front of the chimney. On the same platform
are placed a Tjea recorder capable of measuring the water
for the four boilers, and duplicate motors for driving the
stokers. This platform is raised 7 ft. 6 in. above the
boiler-house floor level, in order to give free access to the
boiler inspection and cleaning doors.

The four boilers, with economisers, chimney, induced-
draught plant, feed pumps, Lea recorder, stoker motors, &c.,

form a complete unit, which can be repeated for future
extensions, or, if desired, a different arrangement can be
adopted for the next installation of boilers, without
detriment to the existing plant.

Two of the boilers are fitted with chain-grate stokers

working under induced draught only, but the stokers for

the other two boilers, which are not yet erected, will be of

a new type now being introduced by Messrs. Babcock and
Wilcox, Titd., and they will work with both forced and
induced draught. The forced draught for these stokers

will be furnished by fans located in the basement, one under
each stoker, which will deliver into a common air duct of

Fig. 1.

—

Frasbr & Chalmers-Siemens 3,0uo-kw. Turbo-alternatoks at Darlington.

An induced-draught fan is fixed on a concrete platform
above each economiser, and a horizontal damper is placed
across the chimney shaft between the inlets and outlets of
the fans. The inside diameter of the chimney shaft (10 ft.)

was made unusually large for the output of 'the boilers, in
order to prevent the emission of grits when small low-grade
fuel is used, and the nuisance which existed from this cause
before the chimney was erected has been effectually
dispelled. The normal rating of each boiler is 25,000 lb. of
steam per hour from, and at, 212° F. They are constructed
for a working pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in. and a tempera-
ture of 650° P., but owing to other Ijoiler and generating
plant still in use, the working pressure at present is 1601b.
per sq. in., and the temperature is 550° P.
Two steam-turbo feed pumps by Messrs. G. & J. Weir,

Ltd., each capable of an output of 7,000 gallons per hour,
are placed on a raised platform between the two pairs of

comparatively large area, also under the stokers : this

arrangement will reduce the length of the duct between the

fan and the stokers to an almost negligible quantity so far

as loss of air pressure is concerned. It will also enable two
boilers to be operated by one fan in case of breakdown, or

under light load conditions. At present coke breeze and
other low grade fuel is being burnt, together with coal, on

the sandwich system, but with the new stokers it is antici-

pated that low-grade fuel will be burnt without the

addition of freshly-wrought coal.

The coal and other fuel is delivered in bottom-door trucks

on a railway siding running through the boiler house at a

height of 8 ft. 6 in. above the firing-floor level, and is

dropped from the trucks into a receiving hopf)er, opposite

the new chimney, from which it is fed into a Babcock and
Wilcox gravity bucket conveyor by means of a rotary filler.

Above the fronts of the boilers is a ferro-concrete coal bunker
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with a capacity of 50 tons of coal per boiler, and the fuel is

delivered into this bunker by the conveyor. In addition to

the chutes feeding the boilers immediately beneath the

bunkers, each bunker has an auxiliary outlet valve which
delivers fuel, when required, into a 10-cwt. travelling

hopper, which runs on an overhead rail ; this hopper is

used for feeding the older Lancashire boilers, which are not

provided with overhead bunkere, and which are mainly used

for peak-load work. The boiler-house sidine: is shortly to

be provided with a 15-ft. weigh-bridije, and a capstan to

enable the trucks to be handled more expeditiously.

A new type of ash-conveyor, made by the Underfeed

Stoker Co., is being installed under the boilers. The ashes

drop continuously from the backs of the grates into this

conveyor, which delivers them into a receiving-hopper, from
which they can be dropped into wagons without any manual
labour whatever. The conveyor is of the scraper type,

running in a cast-iron trough filled with water, which per-

forms the double purpose of t[uenching the ashes and

into the conveyor. The induced-draught fans are of

the low-speed type, by Messrs. Musgrave and Co., and
are operated by pipe-ventilated, variable-speed motors,

which enables the draught to be regulated without
waste of power. The economisers are each fitted with
a circulator, working on the injector principle, by the

National Boiler and (ieneral Insurance Co. These cir-

culators cause some of the hot water from the outlets

of the economisers to mix with the water entering the

economisers, and ensure that the temperature of the water is

never low enough tx) cause corrosion of the end tubes by
condensation of the water vapour in the flue gases. The
exhaust steam from the feed pumps passes into a tubular
feed heater through which the feed water is pumped to the

economisers. A water softener by the Patterson Engin-
eering Co. is used to soften the make-up feed water. The
boilers are fitted with soot-cleaning apparatus, by the Boiler

Tube tt Flue Cleaner Co., Ltd., by means of which the soot

and dust can easilv be blown from the boiler tubes whilst

SECTIONAL Elevation

2.—Elevation and Plan op Extensions at Dablington
Electricity Works.

sealing the ash chutes, from the grates to the conveyor,

against leakage of air into the boiler. Corrosive action of

the acid formed by the ashes and the water is prevented
by continually renewing the water in the trough, a small
stream of water entering at one end and overflowing at the

other. Where the ash-conveyor emerges from the boiler

house it carries the ashes up an inclined trough to a point

above the ash-receiving hopper, and drops them into the

latter. The speed of the conveyor is from 10 to 20 ft. per

minute, and the power required amounts to less than 0'5 h.p.

per boiler. Chutes are formed in the floor between the

boilers and immediately above the ash-conveyor, so that all

dust &c. removed from the boilers and flues can be raked

the boilers are at work. One of the

boilers has recently been fitted with an

indicating CO., meter by W. R. Patents,

Ltd., and similar instruments will pro-

bably be fitted to the new boilers, which

will also be equipped with steam-flow

metere and triple draught gauges.

The usual temperature of the condensate

from the condensers is 97 F., and this is

raised to 127 F. in the feed-pump exhaust

heater and to i'oS° F. in the economiser.

The temperature of the gases leavin? the

boiler is ."lOO F., and leaving the econo-

miser it is 29.")" F. Under ordinary full-

load running conditions the amount of

steam raised per lb. of coal burnt is

equivalent to an over-all efliciency of boiler,

economiser, feed heater, ifcc, from water

at 60 F., of t>5 per cent.

A small, but well -equipped, coal-

testing laboratory has been fitted up at

one end of the boiler house, and all

coal received is tested for calorific value,

&c., in the following manner :—A conical

bucket, wider at the bottom than at the top, is placed

in a suitable position under each truck of the fuel,

so as to catch a sample of the fuel as it falls into

the receiving hopper, and as the opening at the top of the

bucket is smaller than the average diameter, it fills

gradually as the truck empties, and receives a fairly average

sample. The contents of the bucket, which weigh about

20 lb., are then fed into a Sturtevant crusher and sampler,

which is driven from the stoker shafting, and this machine

crushes the fuel to about ;i in., and retains a .') per cent,

sample of the fuel fed into it. This sample is placed in an

airtight tin, and when a sufficient number of tins of one

class of fuel have been collected, their contents are fed into
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the Bampling machine again, and a 5 per cent, sample

of these contents is obtained, and is sent to the laboratory

to be tested. In this way an average sample weighing from
0'5 lb. to 1 lb. is collected from each 10 to 20 trucks,

according to the quantity of each class of fuel received,

and an accurate record of the average calorific value is

obtained with a minimum of labour. Samples of coal

taken by the Sturtevant machines have been checked by an

expert in the art of coal sampling, the machine sample being

compared with a sample taken by quartering in the usual

way, and almost identical results were obtained when the

samples were tested.

The main steam range consists of a single Ht-in. pipe

running parallel to the wall between the engine room and
boiler house, and fitted with sectionalising valves at suit-

able intervals, and all branch pipes to the boilers and
turbines have their valves close to the main range, so as to

reduce to a minimum the risk of a pipe failure aH'ecting

the main range. The boilers are not provided with any

other valves than those close to the raage, but the turlnnes

have the usual starting valves on the machines. Steam
traps of the bucket type, by Messrs. Alley & MacLellan.

are used to keep the steam pipes clear of water, and wiiere

the failure of a trap might cause serious trouble by the

accumulation of water, the traps are arranged in duplicate.

-Ge.NEBATOR End of 3,000-KW. TURBOALTEKSATuli.

Two 3,000-KW. Fraser & Chalmers-Siemens turbo-alter-

nators, figs. 1 and ;i, have recently been installed in the

engine room ; they exhaust into Worthington Simpson
rectangular surface condensers placed below and in line

with the turbines. In order to provide room under the

turbines for the condensing plant, the turbine floor was
raised ',i ft. G in. above the old engine-room floor, while the

condenser basement was dropped 5 ft. ("> in. below the

engine room. There are no valves between the turbines and
the condensers, but provision is made for flooding the

condensers when the turbines are exhausting to .atmosphere.

In order that the condenser tubes may easily be cleaned or

withdrawn, a large door has been formed in the engine-
room wall opposite to the end of each condenser.

The condensing pumps, which include a circulating-

water pump, an air-extraction operating pump, and a

condensate pump, are all movmted on one shaft, and driven

by a 110-B.H.p. squirrel-cage motor running at 1,460 e.p.ii.

Both sets of pumps are placed in the basement between the

two turbo-generators, which makes a very compact and
neat arrangement, and reduces the average distance between
the turbo-alternator centres to 16 ft. 6 in.

Part of the water required to make up for the evaporation
from the cooling towers is fed through the oil cooler and
the air extraction pump, as this water, which is taken from
the supply mains, is much colder than the condensing water
from the cooling towers. The space underneath the alter-

nator is formed into an air chamber, bounded on three sides

by the longitudinal concrete foundation blocks and the con-
denser end, and on the fourth side by a Heenan & Fronde

rotary air filter placed across the space between the ends of

the foundation blocks. The air inlet to the alternator

which opens into this air chamber is provided with a

damper, which can be closed by a lever on the turbine floor

in the event of the alternator tiring. Between the ends of

the alternator foundations and the wall of the switch-

chamber a passage, 5 ft. 3 in. by 14 ft. 6 in., is formed,

along which fresh air is drawn to the air filters from outside ;

and the main condensing water-pipes are laid along the

floor of this passage.

The turbines, which are of the Rateau impulse type, run

at 3,000 R.p.si., the periodicity of the supply being 50 and
the pressure 6,600 volts. Each turbine is provided with an

automatic turbine-driven auxiliary oil pump for atartintc

and emergency work. The turbines are fitted with B.T.H.

indicating steam-flow meters, which can lie checked at any

time by the Lea recorder in the 'boiler house. To enable

this to l)e done valves are provided, so that all but the con-

densate from one turbine can be turned direct into the feed

pump suction pipe. The alternators are each provided with

a ilial thermometer, which registers the temperature of the

windings.

On a concrete platform over the condensing pumps,

but below the turbine floor level, fig, 3, are placed two

l'OO-k.v.a. static transformers for providing a low-pressure

three-phase supply for the station mctora

and neighbouring distributing mains.

The transformers thus occupy space that

would not otherwise be used, and they

are within easy reach of the travelling

crane.

The new section of the engine room
is provided with a 2.i-ton travelling

crane by Messrs. H. ^lorris & Co., with

electrically-operated lifting and lowering

gear, and hand travelling and travers-

ing gear.

The E.H.T. switchgear is housed in

a chamber running alongside the con-

denser basement, while the operating and

instrument board is on the turbine floor

level, immediately above the switch-

gear, and the switches are mechanically

operated by rods. The switchgear, which
is by the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

is enclosed in stoneware cubicles with

steel doors, the different phases being

separated throughout by stoneware parti-

tions ; duplicate sets of busbars are pro-

vided. The alternators are fitted with

protective gear of the balanced-transformer type, the neutral-

current transformers being located in the air chamber under

the alternator. This gear, which controls the field as well as

the main switch, has already prevented a bad internal

short-circuit from doing any appreciable damage to the

alternator. Voltage regulation of the alternators is attended

to by a Taylor-Scotson regulator manufactured by Messrs.

Cox-Walkers, Lttl.

It should be noted that the lay-out described above had to

be adapted to make the best use of the existing plant, and
to suit the width of boiler and engine houses, planned as

long ago as 18',)9,as, owing to the position of the coal siding

on the one side and other buildings on the other side, it was
not advisable to alter these widths.

The cost of the above plant, which has all been installed

since 1914, and a considerable proportion of which is being

installed at the present time, excluding coolers, feeder

switchirear, rotaries, &c., but including buildings and
travelling crane, amounts to about £10 10s. per kw. of

normal full- load continuous rating.

In conclusion, we must express our indebtedness to

Mr. J. R. P. Lunn, borough electrical engineer, who is

solely responsible for the lay-out and installation of the plant

described, for the details and photographs set out above.

Whilst congratulating him on the excellent results obtained

from his plant, we may draw attention to the fact that in order

to attain those results he has adopted the scientific principle of

measurement throughout the installation, of which on previous

occasions we have emphasised the importance. Only by such

methods can the highest efficiency be secured and maintained.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE HOME.

In our issue dated Jun© 20th last an article appeared under
the title of "Domestic Electrical Appliances," in which de-
tails were given of a number of labour-saving electrical

devices, which, in view of the difficulties of the domestic
servant problem, would considerably lighten the housewife's
burden. The need for aid in this dii'cction has not decreased,
and we therefore deem it desirable to describe several more
of these appliances. As in the previous instance, the majority
of these are of American manufacture, but it is hoped that
in their schemes of reconstruction and progress British elec-

trical manufacturers will not overlook the growing importance
of the application of electricity to domestic needs.
The electric washing machine oreuiiies the premier poisitiou

as a labour saver, doubtless because of the drudgery entailed
l.y the usual process. The Gey.ser," lig. J, .sold l.v

Messrs. L. Li. H.4\VKIN'S & Co., London, is a goud
example of its kind, and is being extensively advertised in

this country. Made in three sizes, its main feature is a,

revolving, perforated zinc cylinder in a, tank of galvanised
steel. Entering this tank is a small motor-driven propeller,

lig. 3, by means of which the cylinder is kept in rotation

and the hot suds are forced through the cylinder and the

clothes. The water is drawn back again through the clothes

by suction, thus giving them a second treatinent. When this

process is completed the perforated cylinder can be raised and

An outht which will prove very serviceable in farmhouse*
or coimtry homes is the electrical churning set, fig. 5, made
by The Koubiks & Myers Co., Sprmgtield, Ohio. It consists
of a small i-H.i'. motor fixed upon a steel tripod. The driving
pulley is connected by a belt to the churn gear, which is

supported by steel rods fi.xed in a solid base. The power
IS transmitted to the churning blades by means of direction-
changing gears.

Another appliance which may prove of great use in the
home is a pair of electrically operated .shears, fig. 2, put on the
market by the Sperry Gyroscope Co., of Brooklyn, N.Y
These are driven by a small motor making 9,000 k.p.m., to the
cover of which the lower blade of the shears is rigidly fixed.
The upper blade is connected by a link and eccentric to the
motor shaft, whi<-li imparts au oscillating motion at the sajne
licqueucy as its own. So rapid is this osiillatiuii thai it is ^anl

that each individual fibre of the material is severed. Although
these shears will cut anything from silk to asbestos, perfect
safety is ensured ti> the operator, as the actual movement
of the blades is only about l/l(Jth of an inch.
The electric suction-cleaner con.siderably lessens the labour

involved in keeping the home clean, and an appliance that
po.ssesses many valuable points as the " Hoover " sweeper,
produced by the Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., London.
While the usual type of cleaner depends solely upon the suction

Fid. 2.

Fig. 3. Fig. 5.

locked in its new position to enable the clothes to be put
through a wringer. The latter, which is driven by the same
motor, is provided with means for starting, stopping, or re-
versing, and also a quick release in case of accidents. The
motor, fig. 3, employed for driving the gear is a i-H.p., 1,750-
R.p.M. machine, and consumes a quarter of a unit per hour,
and the maciune makes no more noise in working than an
electric fan.

Many interesting features are possessed by the new Hughes
automatic electrical range, made by the Hughes Division
of the Edison Electric Applunce Co., of Chicago. In this
range, fig. 4, both time and temperature for cooking are auto-
matically controlled. The time-controller ain be set to switch
the current on and off over any period desired. The tem-
perature regulator consists of a thermostatic device which
permits the temperature to rise to the desired height and then
switches the current off untU the temperature falls, when it
again closes the circuit. This is continued until the time-
controller cuts the current off. In this way not only is wasta
of energy eliminated, but the adjustment of temperature
prevents the food burning. The two devices are quite in-
dependent, and it is possible to use them either separately or
in conjunction as described.

principle for its effectiveness, this machine, tig. 6, also beats
and sweeps, and is therefore useful in many ways. The motor
supplying the driving power is fixed on the top of the sweep-
ing portion, and is enclosed in a metal case. In the sweeper
is a small shaft upon which are mounted at intervals, and at
different angles, email brushes. This shaft, which is belt-
driven from the motor, rotates the brushes at a very high
speed, and these, besides sweeping, cause a fluttering move-
ment of the air which is drawn through the material being
cleaned and set up a sharp beating motion, separating the
dust from the fibres and sucking it into the cleaner. Tha
dust receptacle is fixed under the handle of the machine.
The cleaning attachment consists of a .small enclosed exhauster
coupled direct to the motor shaft, acting upon the sweeper-
ciiamber and also through a flexible tube upon the mouth of
the suction cleaner. It is claimed for the " Hoover" that it

costs only Id. per hour to run it from a lighting circuit.

The " Overseas " vacuum cleaner embodies many new
ideas, its outstanding feature being the "air-way" handle.
This obviates the use of a tube attachment, as suction is em-
ployed through the handle itself. The whole appliance weighs
only 7 lb., and therefore the end of the suction handle can
be applied without much trouble. The sweeper, fig. 7, which
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runs on side rollers, possesses ;i swivel joint enabling it to
be easaly steered into lorners and under furniture. The naotor
ease has a transparent cover which affords an indication of

the completion of cleaning. The dust drawn into tha
coUoctor is retained by a paper container which, when filled,

is taken out bodily and burnt. This container permits a
faster escapement of used air, and keeps back the finer dust
which a cloth container would allow to pass. The machine is

made by the Ovkrse.as Engineering Co., Ltd.. London.
Another method of cleaning carpets is provided by the

Hamilton Beach Mandfacturing Co., of Eacine, Wisconsin,
U.S.A , in a machine, fig. S, recently introduced This does
not merely sweep carpets, but actually washes them while
they remain in position. A specially prepared, soapy com
pound, supplied by the makers of the cleaner, is poured into
an aliiiiiinium container, where it is electrically heated. It

politan Asylums Board piopo.ses to install electric sewing
machines in it.s institutions, calculating that the output by
tliis means will be at least 50 per cent, greater with
diminished fatigue to the workers.
A great deal of time can be saved, and no doubt a great

deal of annoyance as well, by the adoption of electrical means
lor drying ladies' hair. The hair-dryer, fig. 14, consists of a
vei-y sanall and light motor having a fan fitted to its shaft.

The air from the fan is forced through electric heating coils,

and is thereby warmed and dried at the same time.

Many and varied are the uses to which the heating effect

of the electric current is put, and it may be as well to men-
tion one or tw'o Of course, the electric iron ocxupiea the
premier position in this connection, but it is unnecessary to
describe what is, perhaps, the only domestic electrical apph-
ance used in this countrv to anv great extent. Simplex Con-

^

Fig 13. Fig. 14.

is then allowed to flow down to two soft rubber brushes which
oscillate at the rate of 500 times a minute. The motion of

the brushes is the same as that of the human hand when
scrubbing. The compound is thoroughly scrubbed into the
fabric and then drawn back into a receptacle, bringing with
it all the dirt and grit from the material being operated upon.
The fatigue entailed in the u.se of the foot- or hand-operated

eewing machine may be eliminated by the introduction of

a machine driven by an electric motor. The latter is usually
coupled directly to the sewing machine transmission shal't

as in the Western Electric type, or drives by friction as in

fig. 13. The motor leads are connected to a pedal switch,
leaving both hands free for manipulating the work.
In this connection it is interesting to note that tie Metro-

DUITS, Ltd., of Birmingham, manufacture a variety of small
sppUances of this nature, chiefly designed to localise the heat
to a certain extent. An electric foot-wamier is one example.
This is a box containing the heating element, covered with
carpet and of a convenient .shape and size for use as a foot-

stool. Fig. 1"2 .shows a cm'ling tongs heater, and other articles

are shaving cups, fig. 11, kettles and .saucepans, fig. 10,

all of which quickly boil water and are of great utility in bed-
rooms, &c., where small quantities of hot water are required.

" Breakfast table " appliances have become extremely
popular', due mainly to their usefulness and convenience.
LTnfortunately it sometimes proves very inconvenient to have
flexible leads to these from an overhead bracket, and it has,

therefore, been suggested that an electrical sideboard would
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be a great improvement. On this sideboard would be a row
of plug-sotkets plugs to which the grills, toasters, fig. 9. &c.,

could be connected, and in this way the appliances would still

be conveniently near, and the danger of catching up a wire
with disastrous effect would be avoided.
Apart from devices sjjecially designed for operation by elec-

tricity, a good many of the existing domestic apparatus can oe
adapted to enable them to be driven by a small electric motor,
ench as sewing machines and wringers, and also—turning to
the musical side—graiuuphones or piami-players.

There is no doubt tliat the chief ob.stacle in the way of those
who would otherwise be glad to avail themselves of the great
help a,fEorded by electricity is the initial expense, but when
the resultant saving, both in labour and money, spread 'over
the life of electrical appliances, is taken into account, as well
as the absolute cleanliness of electrical methods, the use of
eleetrioaJ aids is unquestionably well worth while.

THE SALARY OF A TECHNICAL ENGINEER.

By " RUDDIGORB.

The other night I dreamt a wonderful dream. I was
back in the High Street of my native village, basking
again in its romantic quaintness, when someone tapped
me on the shoulder. It was Peter, my old chum, re-

turned from the wars.

"Wonders never cease!" he cried. "'Millionaires
in Villagehalnpton ? Well!"
"Who's the millionaire? " I asked simply.
" Why, you, of course. An engineer—a man who's

been on munitions for years."

"Alas, I am an engineer,'' I replied, "and, as you
say, Fate kept me for years with what was called

a controlled establishment. But you forget. I am only
a technical engineer, who is ever poor. Had I been
one of the ' amalgamated ' type, skilled with hammer
and chisel, instead of the calculus, I might now have
been the rich man you take me for."

Peter took hold of my sleeve. " Look here, old chap,"
he cried, "perhaps your luck's been out, but I know
just the thing to suit you. You know the old man—my
uncle. He doesn't know a left hand thread from a

right hand oye, but he's done well out of engineering
during the war, and has just bought up the Timbuctoo
Electric Co. Well, I know he wants a technical man.
What do you say to my proposing you? "

' Thank you. Thanks very much. I should be very
pleased—of course, providing the salary would oe

right."
" Oh, j'es. No need to worry about that. Just think

it over, .and let me know the salary you want (just what
you think you're worth, j-ou know), and I'll fix it up
with the old man right away."

The next morning saw me at Peter's door.

"Have you reckoned it out?" he asked.
" Yes, I have it all down on this paper," I answered.

" Let me explain. First of all, ,Tim Penman, the clerk,

gets £.b a week, and I guess I'm worth that. Then my
sdiool and university training, togetlier with my experi-

ence, swallowed close on £800. Interest on that at 7

per cent, means an extra £56 a year. To repay the

capital in, say, 16 years means another £50. Then
surely my value above that of Jim Penman can be put
at a minimum of £1 per week. Putting all these

together we arrive at a salary of £408 per annum,
thus :

—

Basic salary ;£250

7 per cent, on £800 56
For repayment of capital 50
Minimum value above the ba.s)c .salary, .say ... -S'i

Total £W>^

"What!" cried Peter, "only £10S a year! Wiiy.

the cilil man wuuldii'l. impose. I'll (ell hiui ili . .
."

Loud coughing outside, a knocking on my bedroom

door, a shrill voice through the chilly air, awoke nie

to reality and a roaring March morning.

It was Saturday. With a childlike hope born of my
dream, I opened the Review at the list of vacant posts.

To my- dismay 1 found that one optimist wanted a tech-

nical man for £.3 a week. A college anticipated another
Kelvin for £200 a year. An insurance company de-

sired a man's body and soul for a like amount. I closed

the paper, and if a heart can be broken I knew mine
was.

Next time I come on earth I shall closely examine the

possibilities of life as a taxi-driver, hotel porter, bookie,
shopkeeper, or trade union secretary-, before rashly join-
ing that ascetic band of unselfish saints—the technical

engineers.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Litter$ received by us after 5 P.M. ON TnESDAT cannot apptar vMil

ths following week. Correspondents shouldforward their commimi-
oations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have ths writer's name and address in our vossestion.

Trading Agreements.

Can you, please, inform me what good purpose the trading,
agreements wiich we have on all hands to-day fulfil?

Take the E.L.M.A., for instance. Here we have a, docu-
ment which ties up the retailer or contractor to lamps of
certain makes only. He may be (if he be a contractor) stuck
fast on a job meaning huuilieds or thousands of pounds to

him, but if he cannot get " ring" lamps—we all know how
scarce 100-watt half-watts am—he must perforce do without
his money until the E.L.M.A. tinns are pleased to deUver,
although he could get non-ring lamps at once.
He may be asked to quote for a certain type of lamp, but

because it is not a product of the Association, he cannot
touch it.

Are nut the above two instances restraint of trade?
Any retailer know s from the number of people who, when

refused discount, walk away without buying, that dozens of

firms do make concessions to casual buyers. An honest man
cannot make any allowance, but his dishonest neighbour,
who apparently will sign any agreement you like without
the slightest intention of keeping it, reaps the profit and
collars the customer. And there is no redress, no retribution

overtakes the wicked one. The E.L.M.A. cannot find him
out (does it ever try to find anyone out?), and the so-far

honest competitor is driven almost to break his word. After
all. it is easy to allow a man 10 per cent, ot 20 per cent, off

a lamp or two if you get all his work; you soon get the
discount back. In short, these agreements simply breed
rogues, and I would ask how many retailers keep strictly to

their agreements? How many allow 2i per cent, cash
monthly? How many render two statements, one for work and
general supphes, less 2J per cent., and another for the all-

sacred lamp net? And when the usual hard-headed business

man you are doing the work for (they are all hard-headed
when they've got to pay) says :

" Why the difference? Cash
in a month is worth 2^ per cent, whether it is for lamp-

holders or lamps, and 2i per cent. I wOl take," what steps

have to be taken to get the deduction refunded? Why, it

cannot be done

!

How can you persuade a buyer for a graded firm that w^hen

he wants lamps for his own use he must pay 25 per cent,

more for them? It is an, insult to his intelligence.

EepUes to the above queries will be thankfully received by

Pedalis.

Lubrication.

Referring to the article on " Lubrication " in your issue

of February 27th, we beg to say that it was impossible in

the time at our disposal when we gave our paper on " The
Theory and Practice of Lubrication : The Germ Process." to

go into many details of the subject. It was a preliminary

paper to others to follow later on. as time and opportunity

occur. .IS stated at the meeting.
Tlie name " Germ " process, we explained, is used owing

to the inherent fear of the word " acitl " by chemists and
engineers. Had we called it the " acid " process, the mere
name would have ruled it out of court as an " iiapcs,sible

proposition " by every oil user. In fact it would h.itc.y have

got into any laboratory before being condemnerT out of hand,

executed, and buried without ceremony and faint hope of

trial on merit.

.\s a mattei- of fact, w-e used this name in the paper to

avoid the semblance of punting our proprietary names by

which the oils aie.:»old. and to keep the subject on the level

i..t a scientific contribution on the subject matter. They are

sold as " Aplol" lubricating oils, nj tlie lubriralmg '.•on

centrate ' as "Tonikol."
With reference U> cheapening oils, towards the end of

the paper we stated that " great economies may be anticipated

from the use of oils made on this ' process.' " In comparison

E
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with oils cotnpouiided with fatty oils an economy of 10 per
cent, to 15 per cent, iu cost price for the same work is

assured. The quantitative economy in mineral oil for many
purposes cannot he delinitely stated until exact records are
collected from many trials in progress. We estimate 15 per
cent, to 20 per cent, reduction in oil consumed.
One intention of the paper, as stated, was to clear away

much prejudice, mistrust, and suspicion of the oO chemist
and the oil manufacturer. When this is done, we trust a
little more coulidence in their good faith than hitherto ex-
perienced may result, followed by trials in actual practice.
Without practical trials even the best theoretical work halts
at the threshold of becoming available for practical utility

iu everyday uae.

Henry M. Wells and James E. Soutbcombe.
Joint Authors.

London, S.W. 1.

March 2nd, 1920.

The Morse Code on the Gramophone.

I understand that gramophone disks have been prepared
for the purpose of " home lessons " in telegraphy, being
records of spoken words followed by the appropriate Morse
code signals. Any information concerning the above, and
especially as to the makers thereof, would be much ap-
preciated.

E. C. Barton.
Ix)ndon, S.W.

March 3rd, 1920.

[Such records are sold bv Messrs. Gamages, Ltd., Ilolbom,
E.C.I.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

A New Thermionic Valve.

I have read with interest a description given in your last
issue of a new thennionic valve, and would like to point
out that some experimental valves which I made up during
the war, to Dr. Erskine Murray's design, gave characteristics
almost identical with those shown in the valve described bv
Mr. Scott Taggart.

It is perhaps to be regretted that the experimental work
which has been done on wireless valves during the war has
not been published.
This I know to be due to the fact that the technical people

responsible for the production of valves for war purposes
have been too much engaged in problems of reconstruction
to be able to give this matter their attention.

S. R. Mullard.
London, S.W.
March ith, 1930.

X Model Employer.

On Februaiy 13th there appeared in your "Situations
Vacant " columns an advertisement for a stafE for a modern
K.H.T. power station in Liverpool district. It stipulated that
the " working week comprises seven 8-hour shifts."

It will interest many of your readers, particularly central
station men, to know that this advertisement emanated from
Messrs. Lever Brothers, Ltd., who have a station, now near-
ing completion, at Brombro', near Port Sunlight. Having
been under the impression that this linn was a " model
employer," I was greatly surprised and al.so disappointed to
see a company which had enjoyed a reputation for good
conditions of eu^ployment stipulating seven days' work per
week. In view- of Lord Leverhukne's advocacy of better
vforking conditions, which, however, he appaiently dees not
give his own employes, can it be wondered that the worker
is distrustful of combines and capitalists"?

Sunlight.
March ith, 1920.

Electrolytic Meters.

With reference to the con-espondence regarding meters, we
had not intended entering into this, but your correspondent.
"A. W. C," makes statements which may be misleading to
those who have not had much experience of our electrolytic
meters.
We refer more particularly to the remarks concerning

crystalhsation and vibration, as while it is true that these
troubles existed many years ago. we can definitely guaiantee
that no meter sent out from our works since the veai- 1905
has shown the slightest sign of crystallisation, and that meters
fitted with oirr spring suspension will work under anv con-
ditions of vibration that a motor meter will work under.
We should be pleased to demonstrate these points to vour

correspondent if he cares to visit our works.
With regard to the other points of "A. W. C.'s "

It-ttt-r,

wfc would naentiuii that a smaU amount of common-.sense
organisation is all that is required to overcome these suggested
troubles, and in this connection wotdd point to the fact that
there are a very large number of engineers who prefer this
meter to any other, no doubt on account of the many advan-
tage! it offers over motor meters.

We do not wi.sli to burden your " Correspondence" column
with details of these iidvanta;:r.s, as they are so well known
to the majority of engmtx-rs, hut anyone interested can have
any information required by applying to our works.

Reason .Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Victor Breeze, Technical Director.
Brighton.

The Principle of Relativity Simply Explained.

I venture to call attention to a slight inaccuracy contained in

the article contributed by R. W. Western, in your issue dated
September 26th, l'.a9.

Referring to page 388, paragraph 1, of this article, the distance
A A, should read Ta v/q- + \-, but the effect of making this

alteration is to change the ratio for time to v' i + jj--

The ratio given in the paragraph (v/ j _
fj^

) is. I presume,

correct, the error consisting- of an incorrect statement of the case,

thus :

—

In tbe estimation of " A, " the light pa.ssea from A to A,, in time
Trt, " B," however, thiuks the light passes from A to A , in time Tm,
and this distance, in his estimation, will be c Ta : distance A, to A^

will be v Ta, and distance A to A, wUl be Ta V"c^— v'- T* the

time occupied by the light, in the estimation of " B," wiU be

Tn V c- — v'/C. whence TbJTa = V 1 — d-.

I trust your contributor will not find in the above reasoning

sufficient evidence to warrant a practical experiment in the fourth

dimension suggested by your correspondent, Mr. Carl Hering.

Electricity Works. Tonbridge.
.Vnnh 6th, 1920.

Edmund G. Staygle.

Tale of a Cat.

In your issue of February 27t'n. an illustration was given of an
electrical breakdown at the Daimler Co.'s works, due to a rat having
attempted to walk across the high-pressure terminals of a switch.

Enclosed is a photograph of a precisely similar occurrence, which
was caused by a cat.

The incident occurred several years ago at the works of a client

of my firm, Messrs. Criterion, Ltd., from whom we received an

ursjent summons by telephone, as the hi^h-pressure supply had
failed. On investigation, the cat was found well roasted.

There was a space of a few inches at the bottom of the high-

pressure switch cubicle, which was in an unfinished state, and it is

presumed that the cat got inside the cubicle and up to the switch

for warmth.
An unfortunate venture for poor puss !

Frank J. Moffatt.

Birmingham. .Van-li 2nd, 1920.

Radiators for Bath-Rooms.

In answer to " Radiator s " letter in your " Correspondence
'

columns for February, we make a complete line of glazed earthen-

ware fires from 700 watts to ,3,000 watts capacity, as per enclosed

pamphleta. These fires were demonstrated at the " All-Electric

Honae " at the Olympia Ideal Home Exhibition, and can be seen in

our show-rooms throughout the country. Delivery from stock.

The General Electric Co.. Ltd,,

C. G. NOBBS.
Manayeriij Heating and Cooking Department,

London, E.C.,

Mairh l.st, 1920.
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The Einstein Theory.

I have reason to believe that a simple explanation will be

pabliehed next month in the forthcoming isaue of " Hibbert " a

quarterly journal which every engineer ought to read regularly.

Mr. Carl Hering'a remarks appear anything but original to any-
one who has heard of " Fluxions "

; but pardon my saying that
your own remarks, Sir, about Time show the necessity for a little

clear thinking.

There is no such thing as Time—for the simple, but sufficient,

reason that Time is not a thing ! It is merely an Uiea which
occurred to our remote ancestors as soon as they became " brainy

"

enouKh to notice that objects moved. If nothing moved, no one
oonld have any idea of Time—that is of Duration, which can be

expressed very unscientifioally as S/mre divided hy Moremejil—
movement or motion being the state (condition) of a body whose
position, relatively to its surroundings, is changing.

W. H. M.
March 6t!i, 1920.

[ We are not sure whether our correspondent is here discussing
metaphysics or metamathematics ; but we ourselves said :

" time is

associated with motion," and we do not see that he carries the
matter any further.

It is curious to note, on the other hand, that " according to tlie

theory of relativity, if the observer is moving with the velocity of

light, time remains unchanged." We do not profess to be able to
reconcile these two propositions.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

BUSINESS NOTES.

To Onr Readers and News Contributors.—We shall

be glad if reports and notes regarding social and other events can

be sent to us as soon as possible after those events have taken

place. Very frequently, especially of late, we have received notes

of this kind five or six days after the functions, and as printing

arrangements compel us to go to press early, such news cannot be

published until it is a fortnight old. If somebody is deputed to

send a paragraph to the Electrical Review immediately after

the event, long delays in publication will in most cases be

avoidable.

Football.—Messrs. Dick, Kerr's (Preston) team visited

Coventry, Siemens (Stafford) in the first round of the Cup
presented by Sir Charles Ellis for competition amongst elec-

trical works staffs. The Preston party monopolised the game,
and secured a 5 — 1 victory.

D.O.T. Officers to Visit Industrial Centres.—Arrange-
ments have now been completed for the periodical dispatch of

officers of the Department of Overseas Trade having specialised

knowledge of particular trades to the more important industrial

centres throught the country, for the purpose of bringing the

Department more directly into touch with provincial firms than
has been possible hitherto. With the co-operation of the Associa-

tion of British Chambers of Commerce, the.necessary facilities will

be provided by the local Chambers of Commerce to enable the
representatives of firms desiring to export British goods to inter-

view the officers of the Department in their own locality. This,

it is hoped, will obviate the inconvenience of travelling to London
for the purpose of consulting the Department on matters connected
with overseas trade. It is intended that the visits of officers shall

1)6 monthly, and will extend in each case over a period of about
five days. The following programme has now been definitely

arranged for the next two months :

—

Birmingham Chamber of Commerce 8th /1 2th March.
Manchester „ „ „ 1.5th/19th „

Glasgow „ ., ,, 22nd/26th
Sheffield „ „ „ 29th March to 1st April.

Bradford „ ,. „ 12th/16th April.

North Staffordshire Chamber of

Commerce (Tunstall) ... 26th/30th

The officers visiting the centres named will deal with inquiries

connected with overseas trade possibilities and conditions, and,

ai far as may be possible, will discuss such matters as the
loUowing :

—

1. Contracts open to tender.

2. Overseas demand for particular goods.
S. Importers of various goods in overse.is markets.
4. Agencies for British manufacturers.
5. General conditions obtaining in overseiis markets, including :

Best method of marketing and distribution.

Credit conditions.

Terms of payment.
Nature of competition and best methods of meeting same, ic.

(i. Shipping and transport.

It is further hoped that these visits may be the means ut
enabling the Department to keep abreast of local industrial develop-
ments in their liearing on overseas trade. Applications to inter-
view the Officers of the Department should be addressed direct to
the Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce at the most suitable
centre named above.

Liverpool Electrical Dispute.—There is every prospect
of an early settlement of the dispute at Liverpool between the
Electrical Trades Union and the National Federated Electrical
Association over a new code of working rules. Our correspondent
understands that a meeting has taken place between the Liverpool
representatives of the Electrical Trades Union and the Association,
and that certain decisions were arrived at which require the ratifica-

tion of the operators on one hand and the Council of the National
Federated Electrical Association on the other. The men, mean-
while, are withholding their labour, having refused to return to
work pending negotiations. The dispute is now in its ninth week.

An Indian Inquiry.—Messrs. Daisy & Co., import
merchants and agents, of 2/lO.J, Armenian Street, P.O. Box No. 149,
Madras, desire to receive samples and price information from
British manufacturers of electrical fittings and accessories, aa they
are developing the business of their electrical department.

Plant for Sale.—Rochdale Corporation has for disposa
two Bruce Peebles 120-KW. La Cour converters, direct coupled to
generator ; Tynemouth Corporation Electricity Department invites
offers for two Holmes-Belliss and one Westinghouse-Belliss steam
generators, each 190 KW. D.c. For full particulars see our adver-
tisement pages to-day.

Coal in South Africa.—We have received a " Special
Coal Number " of the South African Mining and Engineerinq
Journal, Johannesburg, dated December, 1919, price 2s. (id., in
which is concentrated a veritable " mine " of information on the
subject of the fuel resources of the Union of South Africa (p. 23y
We note that Sir Dugald Clerk's statements regarding the virtues
of gas have been taken literally, and that the " 71 per cent, of the
original total heat of the coal " which he claims for the
carbonisation of coal is accepted at its face value, and used as an
argument in favour of delay in the erection of large electric power
stations, and the electrification of railways. We again point out
that the "71 per cent." is a gross figure, and does not represent the
net available heat—still less does it represent the available energij

of the gas. coke, and tar, seeing that not more than one-third of
it can be utilised for motive power. Moreover, as is pointed out
on p. 23, electric power is generated at large stations from small
waste coal, which is useless to the gas works. Apart from this
aspect of the subject, the isaue is an admirable one, containing an
immense amount of detailed information.

Lead.—Messrs. G. Cawson & Co. report under date
March 6th :—
The supply of lead for consumers is still quite abundant. There, however,

is less Broken Hill coming forward, and no arrivals are expected for some
few weeks, although lead still continues to come in from other directions.
Some reports predict a shortage of lead later in the year. This may or may
not turn out to be correct, as the output may change very considerably during
the next few months. We cannot pretend to tell at present what may be the
ideas of speculators. There seems to be an opinion that they may take the
market in hand and give prices a fresh push upwards. The position is now
probably ripe for such an operation, as most of the weak holders have cleared
out.

Messes. James Forster & Co., on the same date, stated :

—

The immediate future of the market is in the hands of the Controller. . .

We suggest that those who have bought the stock should pav for it where it

lies, with an allowance for delivery. It it is shipped to' London by the
thousands of tons, it will probably go to America, with disastrous results
here. . . . Onr view is that a famine in lead in the summer is inevitable,
and that if the Government stocks are allowed to go to .\merica, we shall
experience great scarcity before next month is out.

Italian Companies.—Six large Italian electrical com-
panies are in process of increasing their capitals by large amounts :

—The Societa Industria Elettrica Schledense (Schio), from 300,000
to 1,000,000 lire ; the Societa Italiana di Elettrochimica (Rome)
from 10,000,000 to 24,000,000 lire ; the Societa Italiana Telefoni
Poivati (Milan), from 4,500.000 to 7, .500,000 lire ; the Societa
Generale Elettrica della Sicilia (Milan), from 32,000,000 to
50,000,000 lire

; the Societa Italiana dei Forni Elettrici e dell'

Elettro-Carbonium (.Rome), from 6,825,000 to 14,000,000 lire ; and
the Societa Anglo-Romana (Rome), from 40,000,000 to 50,000,000
lire.

The Societa Forze Idrauliche dell' Alto Po (Milan) has decided
to transfer its quarters to Genoa, and elect a new council. This
company ia now controlled by the Negri.
There haa been formed the Societa Anonima A, B, 6, D (with

office at 22, Via Bigli, Milan), for the working of electro-
mechanical patents, and the manufacture of and trade in mechanical
apparatus. The capital is 600,000 lire, raisable to 1,000,000 lire.

The Societa in Aocomandita, " Sormani Aldo e Ca.," has been
established at Netro, for the construction and repair of electrical
material for lighting and power. Capital, 35,000 lire.

The Societa Anonima Monti e Martini- Fabbricka Riunite
Materiale Elettrico has been set up at MOan, with a capital of
2,000,000 lire.

The Sooiet.i Itala per Forniture Elettriche has been established
at Rome, with a capital of 100,000 lire.

French Companies.— I'nder the style of Henriquel et
Noi'l, with offices at 15, Rue Delayrac, a company has been founded
at Fontenaysous-Bois, Seine, for the carrying out of mechanical
and electrical undertakings

; capital, 25,000 fr.

The Sooiett' Commerciale de I'Appareillage Gardy is the title of
a company formed at 15, Rue de Milan, Paris, for the purchase,
sale, export, and irajiortof all kinds of electrical material, inclndin^
ceramics. Capital, 100,000 fr.

The Sooi6t6 de la Forces de la S61une is about to issue 2,000.000 fr.

worth of 6 per cent, bonds.
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Rennions and Socials.—The staff and friends of

Greenock Corporation electricity department met in a social

capacity in the Tontine Hotel on February 25th, the occasion bein;,'

the annual dance of the department. Mr. W. McGibbon, installa-

tion superintendent, was responsible tor the decoration of the hall,

a novelty in thi.s connection beinu the use of four British Thomson-
Houston floodlight projectors fitted with coloured screens. The
kaleidoscopic effect of these colours on the ladies' dresses was too

beautiful for words. The company included Mr, F, H. Whysall,

burgh electrical en^rineer, and Mrs. Whysall , Bailie Russell, vice-

convener of the Electricity Committee, and Mrs. Russell. Repre-

sentatives of many leadintj engineering and manufacturiBg firms

were also present. The programme, which included a number of

the old popular dances, also contained many of the latest examples

of the terphischorian art. The duties of the M.C, were capably

executed by Messrs. W. Woodrow, N. Watson, and A. Lang.

Mr. Roberts, meter superintendent, was responsible for the

arrangements.
A grand concert, followed by a whist drive and dance, was held

at the Borough Hall, Greenwich, on March 3rd, and was attended

by employes of Messrs. Elliott Bros. (London), Ltd., Century

Works, Lewisham, and their friends, to the number of about .500.

The arrangements were in the hands of an Organising Committee

consisting of members of the "Elliott" Social Association, The
concert was arranged by Mr. Raymond 0. Smith, secretary to the

company, who also conducted the " Century Works " orchestra,

which rendered selections from well-known composers. The
vocalists were Miss D, Maokay Webster, Miss Helen Sola, Mr. Leslie

Wissler and Mr. Ben Lawes, a member of " The Follies." Mono-

logues were given by Mrs. R. O. Smith. Refreshments were served

and there was dancing in the small hall, which had been engaged

for this purpose. Mr. A. Treliving acted as M.C, and Mr. R. D.

Johnson's Imperial Band provided the muiic. The whist drive

was held in the large hall, about 45 tables being occupied. Mr.

L. W. Smith, a director of the company, who also distributed the

prizes, was M.C assisted by Mr. W. F. Beaden.

The Social Club connected with Popes Electric Lamp
Co., Ltd., (Willesden), held a whist drive and dance at the

Leopold Road Schools, Harlesden, on .^rd inst., about 450 of the

staff and workpeople being present. The prizes were presented by
Mrs. F. L. Pope. Mr. Pope, Mr. E. A. Marx (sales manager) and

Mr. Stanley Carman (works manager) were present.

Trade Announcements.—Sm J. F. Payne Gallwey,
Brown & Co., Ltd., with a capital of £50,000, have acquired the

interests of Messrs. Payne Gallwey, Brown & Co., formerly trading

at 411, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4. The offices of the new com-
pany are at 5S, Victoria Street, S.W. 1. Sir J. F. Payne Gallwey
and' Mr. C. L. Brown, A,M,I.E.E., are joint managing directors.

The company carries on the business of a central organisation for

the distribution of machinery, equipment and stores for collieries

and works, exporters and importers, and it also carries out com-
plete equipment of collieries, &c.

Messrs, Brolt, Ltd., of Birmingham, have built and equipped

a large works and head office at Rood End Road, Oldbury, to meet
the increased call for their manufactures. The Princip Street

works will be continued as a repair and service depot.

Mr. J. DvsON. electrical engineer, of 7. Aldermanbury, Bradford,

has acquired additional premises at No. 1 , Hustlergate.

Messrs. Pa.xton i; Georoe have started in business as butchers'

outfitters and electrical engineers at St. Peters, Gilmore Place,

Edinburgh, and they desire to receive electrical manufacturers'

catalogues, display cards, ko. Mr. W. J. Paxton was for some
years on the engineering staff of the Clyde Valley Electrical

Power Co.

Messrs. John Armstrong & Co. are commencing business as

electric light and power engineers, at Lancaster Buildings, Barton
Square, St. Ann Street, Manchester. Manufacturers' lists are

asked for.

The Electrical Specialities Co., Ltd., whose registered

offices are in Sheffield, have taken over the wholesale business

carried on by Electro .\gencies, of 21, Woodstock Street, <1x ford

Street, London, W, 1, where the business will be carried on as usual.

New Spanish Company.—The Sociedad Hidro-electrica

del Cado is the name of a new company which has lately been
formed in Barcelona, with a capital of 7,500,000 pesetas.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Falkirk IRO^M'(l., ].td.,

Falkirk.—List No. 319. Priced and illustrated leaflet dealing

with the latest development of the " Falco " electric cooker. The
makers state that deliveries can be made from stock.

Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd., Woodland Works.
Chadwell Heath, Essex.—Catalogue (19, describing portable accumu-
lators (principally designed for automobile starting and lighting),

hand-lamps, and small armoured cables. Priced and illustrated.

Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., 281-283, Gray's
Inn Road, W.C. 1.— " Heat Treatment Bulletin No. 19." "The
Transformation Ranges of Steel."

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Mazda House, 77.

Upper Thames Street, E.C, 4.—Sections 1 and 2 of new price-list

giving illustrations and prices of a wide range of street lanterns for

use with " Mazia " half-watt lamps. Data and characteristic curves
are given for each type. Section 2 deals principally with water-
tight and gastight fittings.

Calendar.— Thk Haukbhiuoe Cable Co., Ltd., of

Haokbridge, Surrey, have sent us a handy and pleasing little

cilendar-card for desk use during the month of March. It ie

intended to issue suet cards monthly.

Domestic Electrification.— Copies of the coloured
supplement relating to this subject which appears in the Beamu
Journal for February can b? obtained from the offices of the British

Electrical Development Association (Inc ), 84, Kingsway, W.C. 2.

Foreign Trade.—February Figures.—The following
are the values given of electrical goods and machinery in the official

returns of imports and exports for January :
—

Feliruarij, Inc. or 2 months, 1920.

1920. dec. Inc. nr che.

Imports. £ £ £
Electrical goods, &c. ... 91,706 — 38,153 — 22,251
Machinery 1,383,429 + 114,154 -f 863,211

Exports.

Electrical goods, Jcc. ... 629,247 + 3f<8,i)71 -f-L'73,282

Machinery 2,743,237 -f 1,280,1 18 f271,243

National Joint Board of Employers and Staff Members
(Electricity Supply Industry).—A special meeting of the above
Board was held at the Ministry of Labour on the 6th inst., to con-
sider matters referred to the Board by the E,P,E,A. Mr. R. P. Sloan
was elected chairman of the meeting. The B.P,E,A. called the

attention of the Board to the action of the Poplar Borough Council
in declaring that the E,P,E.A, was not a recognised Trade Union,
and instructing certain members of the technical staff of the
undertaking to join the E.T,U. or the Municipal Officers' Association.

After discussion, the employers' side of the National Joint Board
agreed that they would notify the Poplar Borough Council that
they recognised the E.P.E.A. as a Trade Union duly registered, and
a competent body to deal with matters affecting the technical staffs

in the Electricity Supply Industry. The members of the employers'
side of the board were further of the opinion that members of the

E.P.E.A. ill the employ of the Poplar Borough Council should be

accepted as belonging to a recognised Trade Union.
The E.P.E A. cited the case of the Bournemouth and Poole

Electric Supply Co., which had instructed one of its senior officers

that he must resign his membership of the E.P.E.A., on the ground
that " he could not sit on both sides of the table." The emplojers'
side of the Joint Board agreed to notify the Bournemouth and
Poole Electric Supply Co. that it had decided that the members of

the technical staff " up to and including the deputy chief official
"

might quite properly be members of the E.P.E A.

As it is stated that the duties of Mr. Goodyer are such as to

bring him within the above grades, no exception can be taken to

his membership of the E,P.E.A.
The E.P.E.A. referred to the position of affairs at Stalybridge,

and the evidence indicated that the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and
Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board had

(a) Refused to institute a Committee of Inquiry into this

dispute.

{h) Refused to refer the dispute to the employers' side of the

National Joint Industrial Council (Electricity Supply Industry).

(() Refused to hear the representatives of the E.P.E.A. in con-

nection with the dispute.

The employers' side of the National Joint Board agreed to urge
the Minister of Labour to order an inquiry into the dispute

between the Stalybridge Board and the E.P.E.A. Further par-

ticulars as to the Stalybridge dispute appear in our " Notes " pages.

American Westinghonse Employes Insured.—One of

the largest grouj) insurance policies on record has been issued by
the Hartford Travellers' Insurance Co. to the employes of the

Westiughouse Electric Co., who have been insured for S20,000,000.

—

Thf Times.

A German Amalgamation Rumour.—Reports were in

circulation on the Berlin .Stock Exchange, last week, to the effect

that negotiations were proceeding with a view to the amalgamation
of the F. Krupp Co., the A.E.G., and Felten & Guilleaume. It is

unofficially explained, however, that the rumours were due to a

proposed .agreement under which the Krupp Co. would supply the

A.E G. with a definite quantity of serai-finished materials.

Auction Sales.—By order of the Controller, Aircraft

Department Disposal Board, Messrs. Goddard A: Smith will sell by
auction, on ^[arch 26th, at Earl's Court Exhibition, a quantity

of balloons and balloon gear, also about 3,50 i 2-volt accumulatir-.

insulating cable. &c. Assets Auctions Co. will sell by auotion on

March 18th, at Newington Causeway, the stock of an electrical

factor. For particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Dock Electricians' Strike.— < >wing to four G.P.O.

employes engaged in installing telephones being non-Unionists, all

the electricians at the Tilbury, Millwall, Blackwall, and Royal

Albert Docks stopped work on Saturday last as a protest against

the employment of non-Union labour, says the Wexfmin.iter

(dinette. A liner had to leave Tilbury in an unfinished condition

with regard to electrical fittings, owing to the sudden termination

of work by the electricians.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.—Collins Engineers,
Ltd., 39a, Keens Road, Croydon.—In this matter a summary of the

statement of affairs has now been issued, and according to this

the unsecured creditors' claims amount to £15,363, while the

assets are estimated to produce £6,549. There are other liabilities

put down at £3,901. but these are not taken to rank in the state-

ment of affairs. Then claims of the debenture holders amount to

£10,000, and the assets are not sufficient to meet these ciaiiua by

about £3,450, while there are preferential creditors in respect of

taxes and wages amounting to £1,300, the deficiency as regards

creditors, therefore, being £20,114. As regards contributories
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there is stated to be a total deficiency of £25,IH. It appears

that the winding-up order was made on December 11th, 1919, on a

creditor's petition. On October 7th, I'-tlfl, one of the debenture

holders appointed a receiver, Mr. Maurice L. Wells, of 118, New-
gate, Street, E.G., who took poesession on that date. The receiver had
since been endeavouring to work up a large stock of parts to

complete dynamo lighting sets, and although more may now be

realised than appears in the statement, there .seems no prospect of

any dividend for the unsecured creditors. The failure of the com-
pany is attributed by Mr. Collin.s to losses on manufai^ture of muni-
tions and losses incurred in manufacturing the A. P. Lighting
Dynamo Set, which the company believed was a valid patent,

but which turned out to be worthless. He further states

that the machinery installed by Mr, Robinson, for the purposes

of carrying out the munitions contracts was after sis months
of working found to be unsuitable : that it had to be scrapped
and replaced by larger and more expensive machinery, and
that the loss of output during that period was serious ; that

the quality of iron castings supplied by various manufacturers was
unsatisfactory in 75 per cent, of the deliveries ; that huge
rejections of materials were made, and the loss of labour and
output on this faulty material was persistent and heavy ; that the
Ministry of Munitions at last undertook to help to get suitable

material, but it was some months before manufacturers could be

found to supply a suitable quality ; that the Armistice was
declared just when proper qualities and quantities of raw materials

were coming in and the machinery and labour were co-ordinating,

and when the company was delivering 20,000 fuse plugs weekly ;

that at the end of 19 is the company's trading losses on war con-

tracts had amounted to about £12,500; and that approximately
£8,000 expended on the mass production of the dynamo lighting

Bet has been lost.

Cosmos Consolid.\ted, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liqui-

dator, Sir A. r. Whinney, 4b, Frederick Place, Old Jewry, E.G.

GosMOS Enginberino Co. Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator, Mr. T. D. Cocke, 44, Gresham Street, E.G. Meeting of

creditors March 19th.

Motive Power Improvement Go., Ltd.—Meeting, April 12th,

at 6, Eldon Street, E.G., to hear an account of the winding- up from
the liquidator, Mr. D. G. Jarvis.

James Xelson, Johnson & Co., electricians, 25, Porter Street,

and 68a, Wright Street, Kingston-upon-Hull —Messrs. T. Hall and
J. N. Johnson have dissolved partnership. Mr. Hall will attend to

debts.

FuRNEAU.x i: Thomas, electrical engineers and contractors,

Swansea.—Mr. A. L. Furneaux and Mr. A. G. Thomas have
dissolved partnership, Debts will be attended to by Mr. A. G.
Thomas.
Johnson, O'Sullivan & Co., electrical engineers, 5, Manor

Parade, Church End, Finchley, N.—Mr. H. W. Johnson and Mr. J.

O'Sullivan have dissolved partnership. Mr. H. W. Johnson will

attend to debts and continue the business under the same style.

Merchandise Marks Committee.—This Committee met
at the Board of Trade, last week. Witnesses on behalf of the
Association of British Chambers of Commerce and the Sheffield

and London Chambers of Commerce dealt with the marking of
imported, transhipped, and re-expotted goods, and considered,

among other things, the problems arising in connection with
imported raw materials and with goods which undergo processes

in piore than one country. The probable effects of the adoption
of empire, national, and community marks of origin were con-

sidered, and representations regarding the improper use of British

hall-marks abroad were made by the Sheffield Chamber. The
questions of the marking of imported goods, the prevention of

false descriptions, the use of national trade-marks, and the pro-

tection of British marks in foreign countries were dealt with from
the points of view of their respective industries.

British Trade with France.—The British Chamber of

Commerce in Paris reports a membership of nearly 2,000, as against

,S0O before the war.

Booli Notices.
—" Mathematical Tables." Price 4s. 6d.

net. Pp. 80. " Five-figure Logarithms and Trigonometrical
Functions." Price Is. 6d. net. Pp. 40. By W. E. Dommett and
H. C. Hird. London : James Selwyn & Co., Ltd.—The former
forms the second volume of a series of engineering tables and data,

and contains five-figure logs, hyperbolic logs, and logs of functions,

trigonometrical tables, general tables of squares, cubes, roots, &c.,

decimal equivalents and conversion tables, and mensuration tables

for circles and spheres. The text is clearly printed and set out,

on matt-surface paper, the lines being grouped where possible,

to facilitate reference, and the decimal equivalents are generally

carried only to five figures, which is ample for most purposes. The
second book (a paper-backed brochure") contains the most useful of

the tables given in the larger volume. All the tables are upright,

which is by far the most convenient arrangement.
" Aluminium Sheet," " Aluminium Circles," and " Aluminium

Tubes," are three pamphlets published by the British Aluminium Co.

,

Ltd., with a view to supplying the information so often sought by
those in the aluminium industry. The notes are practical, concise

and in a handy form. The B.A. Co. will supply copies gratis to

those interested in the subject.

"Electric Lighting in the Home. " By Leon Gaster and J. S.

Dow c:"i2 pp. ). London: Pitman & Sons, price 6d. net.—Notes on
efi'eotive lighting for a complete house, detailing the requirements
of each room.

We have received a copy of the first number of The Siilihur Age.

X monthly pap«r iiiH«d at U., from 42, £«>az 8tr««t, Strutd, W.6. 2,

There are many notes of topical interest respecting rubber and the

rubber trade, and subjects dealt with in article form include :
—

The future of the rubber industry ; rubber for paving and flooring
;

rubber shock absorbers ; rubber and aviation ; the plantation

industry, .tc.

"The Henley Telegraph," the staff magazine of W. T. Henley's

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. Vol. I, No. 2 (32 pp.), price 6d.—This is a

well-produced journal of no mean literary merit ; it contains short

articles and notes of general interest, and devotes a good deal of

attention to the firm's social .side.

' Vickers' News. ' Vol. I, No. 11. -This number includes notes

on the KwaU Falls (Niagara) Power Scheme, and other Vickers

undertakings.
' Text Book on Machine Drawing for Electrical Engineers.'

By E. Blythe. Pp. 81. 18 plates. London ; Cambridge University

Press. Price 20s. net.
" The Propagation of Electric Currents in Telephone and Tele-

graph Conductors. " By Prof. J. A. Fleming. London : Constable

and Co. Price 21s. net.

Technologic Paper, No. 1 4:^, of the U.S. Bureau of Standards.
" A Study of the Deterioration of Nickel Spark-plug Electrodes in

Service." 16 pp. Washington : Government Printing Office.

—

Notes on investigations into the effects of heat, &c.. on nickel wire
electrodes, illustrated by photomicrographs.

" TiUing-Stevens Gazette." Vol. I, No. 1 (16 pp.).—This first

number of the magazine for the employes of Messrs. Tilling-

Stevens, Maidstone, is well produced and illustrated.

A Dutch Export Veto Raised.—The Dutch Ministry of

Commerce and Industry has just issued an order removing, as

from March 1st, the export veto on dynamos, motors, apparatus,
tVc, with the exception of electricity meters.

German Export Veto Removed. — The export veto

imposed by the German Government, last December, has been'

abolished in the case of spare parts for electrical machinery, arc

lamps, and electrical heating and cooking apparatus.

New French Electrical Company.—A new company has

lately been formed in Paris (39, Rue des Acacias) with a capital of

2,000,000 fr., and the title La Societe Le Transformateur (Materiel

Electrique et Mecanique).

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Athlone.—Electric Lighting Scheme.—Owing to the

unsatisfactory state of the gas works, the Council has called in an
expert to prepare a scheme of electric lighting for the town.

Barnstaple.—-t8-HouR Week.—The Town Council has

adopted the 48-hour week system at the electricity works, and
additional staff has been engaged accordingly. The wages of

almost all the employes have been increased, and the assistant

electrical engineer is to receive an ailditional £25 per annum.
Proposed Price Incre.\se,—The Town CouncU has applied to

the Electricity Commissioners for an order to increase the maximum
charge for electricity.

Batley.—Loan.—The Electric Lighting Committee is

seeking borrowing powers for plant and cable extensions.

Blackburn,—Electricity Supply.—It has been decided

to inquire from the Darwen Corporation whether it is still desirous

of Blackburn supplying electricity nest winter ; also to apply to

the Commissioners for permission to supply electricity to the town-
ships of Rishton, WUpshire, and Great Harwood, situated on the

borough boundary.
New Plant.—The Town Council has adopted the report of the

electrical engineer advising the purchase of an additional 10,000-KW.

set and accessories at the new Whitebirk station. Mechanical
soot-blowers are recommended for all boilers in this station.

Blackpool.—Rebate.—The rebate to domestic consumers,

consequent upon the reduction in coal prices, has been fixed by the

Electricity Committee at id. per unit from January 1st last.

Birkenhead.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council

has received sanction to a loan of £21,331 for plant, mains, &c.

Bolton.—Proposed Price Increase.—The electrical

engineer has submitted the following suggestions to the Electricity

Committee to meet the increased cost of production. The price

per unit for lighting to be raised by Old., with a minimum charge

of 30s. per annum. Power to ordinary consumers to be increased

by 2d. per unit. To bulk consumers the charges should be raised

from the present scale of 30s. to £2 lOs. per KW. to a new scale

ranging from £3 8s to £3 183. per KW. The charges to bulk

consumers not included in this scale to be increased by £1 per KW.

Bradford.

—

Sid-Station.—A scheme for the recon-

struction of the Bolton Road sub-station has been selected from

five alternative proposals by the city electrical engineer.

The Electricity Committee has approved the laying of mains to

Richmond Road, Longside Lane, and elsewhere, at a cost of £425.

Braintree.—Bulk Supply.—At a recent meeting of

the Council, a report of the Electricity and Lighting Committee

regarding the advisability of obtaining a bulk supply for tk«

distriet WM adopted, uDd a lio«»o« i« to be applied fee,
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Colwyn Bay.—Bulk Scpply.—The- North Wales Power
and Traction Co. hag commenced the erection of overhead lines

from the Dolparroe station by means of which a bulk supply is to

be transmitted to Colwyn Bay under the terms of a recent

a^eement.

Colchester.—Prue Increase.—The Town Council has

increased the price of electricity to i'd. per unit for lighting and
by id. per unit for power.

Continental.—France.—According to the Hrommiste
Eiiropien, the French found no larffe water-power works in Alsace-

Lorraine, but these provinces might well supply 1 million H P. if

the scheme for exploitinpr the Rhine from Bale to Lauterburg were
realised. Portions of this scheme were prepared by the German
authorities before the war. The French Public Works Department
has made further plans of far-reaohinj.' importance : eight power
works are to be erected, extending^ from the Swiss frontier to

Markelsheim, near Strasbourg, which will develop on an average
800,000 HP. Later on the water of the section of the Rhine below
the influx of the 111 will be utilised.

—

Economic Betietr.

Discussing the question of the advisability of importing coal

or electrical energy produced in England to work French railways,

the Her lie Irenerale a Electricite says :—M. L. Xeu has submitted
to the Ministry of Industrial Reconstruction the idea of substitut-

ing the importation of electric energy from England to France, for

the importation of coal. The question of the use of undersea cable

for high-tension current may, he says, be considered as settled,

since an installation of this kind has been working for several

years between Sweden and Denmark, at 25,000 volts for a power of

50,000 KW. M. Xeu's problem, therefore, involves no new principle.

Application has been made by the Electrique de Bretagne.
located at Rennes, for a concession from the State, on public
utility grounds, to set up a distribution network to serve the dis-

tricts comprised within Guichen (depart. Ille-et-Vilaine). and
Chateauneuf (depart. Cotes-dn-Xord"!, with branches to Dinan,
Becherel, Dol. Combourg. Rennes. and Chateaubourg-Jauze.

In the mining region of Maries, Pas de Calais, 125,000 miners
are on strike. All the local railway workers and employes at

the electrical works have also ceased work. It is feared that the
trouble may spread to Bruay and other mining centres.

—

Duily
Mail.

Switzerland.—The North-East Switzerland Power Works,
which has largely increased the power generated in the last few
years, intends to erect three new generating stations, viz.. at

Bottstein-Gippingen, on the Aar, at a cost of fr. 65 millions, to

generate 260 mill. KW.-hours ; and at Waggital, near Ziirich, at a
cost of fr. 60 mill., to generate 60 mill. KW.-hours. The company
intends to issue new capital for fr. 114 mill., viz., fr. 34 miU. in

ordinary and fr. 80 mill, in preference shares. The share? will be
divided among the cantons.

The company proposes to issue a debenture loan for fr. 15 mill,

and its customers will be asked to pay more for their electrical

energy.

—

Econom ic Review.

Denmark.—The Department of Overseas Trade has received
advice from H.M. Charge d'Affaires in Copenhagen to the effect

that the Copenhagen Municipality is considering the vote of nearly
3,000,000 kroner for a 10.000-KW. turbo-generator for the electri-

cal works, and 270,000 kroner for the conversion of 10 boilers to oil

firing ; 480,000 kroner for tank and piping installations, and
2,202,000 kroner for the extension of transmission and high-tension
cables. It is further stated that one or two of the provincial
municipalities of Denmark are increasing their electrical plant,
and it is suggested that British firms which are represented in Den-
mark should request their local agents to watch proceedings
carefully with a view to obtaining a share of this business. It

wUl be necessary to consider the question of credit terms in view
of the unfavourable Danish exchange. At present rate of exchange,
22-23 kroner = £1.

Rumania.—The Ministry of Finance has introduced a Bill to
authorise an increase in the taxes on petroleum products and on
electricity. It is calculated that the revenue from these two sources
will exceed 2,000,000.000 lei per annum.
Germany.—It is reported that a large boiler burst, on the

morning of March 9th. at the Rhenish-Westphalian electricity
works, burying about 90 workmen. At least 50 persons are
estimated to have been killed.

Dingwall.— 'Street Lighting.—The Electric Light Co.
has offered to adapt the pres3nt gas lamps for electricity at a
cost of £625. The Town Council has referred the matter to the
Lighting Committee for investigation into comparative costs.

Doncaster.—E.xtensions.—The Corporation has approved
estimates totalling £120,850 for the provision of new plant, &c.
Application has already been made for permission to borrow
£40,000.

Gillingham (Kent).—Supply from Dockyard.—The
Town Council has decided to grant a licence to the Naval author-
ities at Chatham Dockyard to supply electricity to the Medway
Shipbuilding Co., at works to be constructed at St. Mary's Island.
for an agreed period and prices.

Harrogate.—Loan.—Borrowing powers are being sought
for £15,750 for the establishment of a subsidiary power station
near the Eoyal Bath, and for the installation of two 600-h.p. Diesel
engines, to replace vertical steam engines which are now considered
obsolete.

Holme.— ''!" TO Council.—The electricity under-
taking, inaugurated about six years ago, has been handed over to

the District Council. The formal proceedings took place last week,
Mr. C. Tinker, the chairman of the Holme Electric Co,, making a
gift of the whole of the plant to the Council. Mr. Tinker had
Ixjught all the shares, representing a capital of £900.

London.—-St. Pancras.—The borough electrical engineer
has been instructed to submit a scheme of extensions to the Elec-

tricity Commissioners. This will include the addition of a
7,000-KW. turbo-generator, at an estimated cost of £60,000 and
mains extensions in the King Street, Starch Green, Shepherd's
Bush, and Wood Lane districts, costing approximately £21,700.

A five-fold increase in the number of consumers during the past

year was announced at the annual meeting of the Metropolitan
Electric Supply Co., on March 9th. Everything, it was said, pointed
to a great broadening out in the use of electricity.

LoDghborough.—Proj'osed K.xtensions.—The Town
Council is seeking the permission of the Electricity Commissioners
to extend the generating station at an estimated cost of from
£1.-.0.000 to £180.000. It was stated at a Coimcil meeting that
manufacturers' demands could not be met unless these extensions
were carried out.

Maidstone.— L0.ANS.— The Town Council has applied to

the Electricity Commissioners for loans of £15,000 for a 500-KW.
rotary converter, switchgear, transformers. Arc. needed for the
supply of power to works at Tovil. and which will bring
in a revenue of at least £14,500 a-year ; and £6. .500 for

mains. Mc, for the supply to the Cherry Orchard Estate. The
Council is to take steps to supply for hiring purposes fittings and
appliances for heating, lighting, and motive power.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Dividends.— Out of a net prcfit

tor the year of £21,593. Xewcastle-on-Tyne and District Electric

Lighting Co.. Ltd.. proposes paying a dividend at the rate of 4 per

cent, free of income-tax, and carrying forward £ 13,263. Outlay
on buildings, plant and mains totalled £19,000 for the year.

Salford.—Loan.— Sanction is being obtained for the
borrowing of £144,344 for expenditure upon additional plant and
cable extensions. Two items included in the proposals are
generating plant (£4 7.340), and boUer-house plant (£42,000).

South Shields.—Prices.—The Electricity Committee
has been approached by representatives of several of the largest

power consumers, who request that if no reduction can be
made in the present charges, which are considered too high, at

least a guarantee should be given that rates will not be further
raised. After consideration of the proposal, the Committee has
decided that a guarantee of this nature can only be given if clauses,

governing conditions created by rises or decreases in the cost of

labour and coal, are inserted. It is accordingly willing to enter
into an agreement over a period of years on these conditions.

St. Helens.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council
has received permission to borrow £21,414 for the purchase of
additional switchgear, economisers, coal-handling plant, &c.

Swindon.—Loan.—The Town Council has applied for

a loan of £20,000 for additional plant and cable extensions.

Watford.—Proposed Price Increase.—Sanction to the
Urban District Council's proposal to raise the price of electricity

from 8d. to 9d. per unit is being withheld pending the receipt of
more complete particulars. The Urban District Council intends
to give a supply to Radlett as soon as possible.

Water Power.—A special Committee, under the chair-
manship of Sir John Snell, is investigating the possibility of
utilising water power, both river and tidal, to generate electricity,

and is drafting a report on how these means can be profitably

employed in Great Britain.

West Riding (Yorks.).—Bulk Supplies.—A recent
issue of the Yuri xli ire Obserier gave some interesting infor-
mation regarding the number of municipal authorities which have
elected to take a bulk supply from a power company rather than
incur the cost of extensions. Among these are Dewsbury, Batley,
and Todmorden. The Brighouse CouncU has found it more
advantageous to close down the town electricity works and take a
bulk supply from the Yorkshire Power Co.

Wigan.—Extensions.—The Town Council is to apply
for sanction to a loan of £50,000 to carry out extensions, including
sums of £24,000 in connection with Ryland's Mills, and .£12,000 for

the Worsley Mesnes Mill.

Worthing.—Loan Sanction.—The Town Council has
received sanction to a loan of £3,173 for the renewal of cables.

Wrexham.—Price Revision.—The Town Council has
adopted the following revised scales of charges for electri-

city :—Power and heating, for the first 400 units per quarter,

3id. per unit plus 10 per cent. ; and beyond, 2|d. plus 10 per cent.,

less a discount of id. per unit on all energy used, for prompt pay-
ment ; or 328. net per quarter for each KW. of maximum demand,
plus Id, per unit, and 30 per cent. : for heating premises lighted
throughout by electricity, Ijd. plus 15 per cent., less Jd. discount.
A special rate of 6}d. per unit less id. discount, for factory, work-
shop, or warehouse lighting where 10,000 units per annum are
taken for power has been abolished
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Accrington.—Tramway Shelter.—Mr. T. (lorden, of

Blackpool, has promised to defray the co3t of a tramway-waiting
shelter at Accrington, costinj; £liOO.

Belfast.—Additional Rolling Stock.—In response to

an appeal by a Labour Councillor for better travelling facilities for

shipyard employes (numbering 10,000"), it was stated that new cars

would be delivered by the end of April if there were no industrial

disputes in the meantime. The Corporation workshops are to be

extended to enable the construction of cars to be accelerated.

Birmingham.—By-Laws.—A new by-law is proposed
to compel motorists to come to a standstill before passing stationary

tramway cars which passengers are leaving or entering.

Blaclipool.— ADVERTist.MENTS.—The Tramways Com-
mittee recently decided to dispense with advertisements on tram-
cars. Advertisements are to be accepted on the newly acquired
Blackpool and Fleetwood cars until present contracts expire, after

which advertising is to be discontinued.

Burnley,— New Cars.—The Tramways Committee
recommends the purchase of five additional single-deck tramcars,
and the construction of two sidings and pits at a cost of

£19,732. The Ministry of Transport is to be asked to sanction

a loan for this purpose.

Fares.—Although it was stated at a Council meeting that wages
increased by £24,000. and total working expenses by £S3,000,
against a revenue increase of £32,000, a proposal to increase Id.

fares by 50 per cent, was defeated.

Chesterfield.— Time Extension.—The Minister of

Transport has extended the time under the Corporation Railless

Traction Act, 1913, for the completion of the overhead equip-
ment, &c., until August, 1921, and for the completion of certain

tramways (Corporation Act, 1914) until July, I92I.

Continental,—France.— The Administration of the

Railways has recently placed an order with Belgian manufacturers
for 12,000 passenger coaches, which must be delivered within six

months. At the same time, the Minister invited manufacturers to

supply 42 new coaches, which are to be coupled to future elec-

trically-driven trains. The Railway Department thus appears to

be desirous of being equipped in advance, in view of trials which
may be made during the year on the Brussels to Antwerp line, the
first on which experiments wUl be made of electric traction. These
coaches cost 250,000 fr. each (£12,000 nominal). They will be
built of iron throughout, and will carry 100 passengers. Their
length will be 21 metres. We may say in this connection that the

5,000 21-ton metal coaches ordered recently will involve an outlay of

80,000,000 fr. We are assured that the Belgian State is preparing
a fresh order for wagons.

—

L'Electricien.

Norway.—The strike on the Christiania tramways has been
brought to a satisfactory conclusion, the officials having accepted

the Government terms. The tramway company will in future be

subsidised by the municipality, being unable to meet its own
liabilities in respect of wages, pensions, &c,

—

Econoniic Heriew.

Sweden.—The Swedish State Railways have asked the Govern-
ment for a loan of 75,000,000 crowns for the electrification of the
Stockholm-(iothenburg line, in order to save the high costs of fuel.

It is calculated that with the present high price of coal the

electrification costs will be redeemed in four years,

—

Morning Post.

Gateshead.—Fares.—The Town Council has disapproved
of the request of the Gateshead and District Tramways Co. to

terminate the existing agreement by which the company charges
Id, for all journeys on its routes, and to substitute a scale of fares

up to a maximum of 3d. for a journey of 3i miles. Among other

oljjections is one that the service is inadequate.

Halifax.—Year's Working.—The report covering the

year ended March 31st, 1919, .shows a total income of £149,715, and
an expenditure of Clll,757, leaving a gross balance of £37,9.")8,

The net profit, after deduction of loan interests, income-tax, kc,
was £10,7(J7, The total number of passengers carried during the

period was 24,516,973, including blind persons and disabled soldiers,

who were allowed free journeys,

London,— Ueptford.—Evidence is to be submitted to

the Advisory Committee on London Traffic, in order to prove the
necessity of an underground railway for South-East London.
Fare Increase,—On Wednesday, after an all-night sitting

the London County Council decided to increase tramway fares by
reducing the distance of the present stages. The new scale will

come into operation as soon as the necessary arrangements can
be made. A Committee of Inquiry is investigating the general

conditions under which the tramways are operated, and, after it h.is

reported, the Council will decide if it shall ajiply for powers to

increase the statutory fare limit.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Proposed Fare Increa.se.—The
City Council has received a report from the Tramways Committee
urging increases in fares. The basis of the proposed new scale is

Id. per mile, lid. two miles, and 2d. for three miles. Halfpenny
stages, with one exception, are to be abolished, workmen's and

school-children's fares to lie revised, and free travelling coupons for

employis u> be discontinued. It was stated that although the

increase in revenue since 1916, has been .£190,000, working expenses
have risen by £234,000, of which 1 151,000 represents wage
increases. With the exception of Glasgow, where the undertaking
is being run at a loss, Newcastle is the only town where fares on
municipally-owned tramways have remained at the pre-war level.

The matter was eventually held over to another meeting. The
Tramways Committee is arranging for the purchase of 20 new cars.

Railway Electrification.—It is reported that the Minister
of Transport has appointed a committee to report upon the elec-

trification of main-line railways.

St. 4nnes.—Opposition to Bill.—St. Annes Tramways
Purchiise Bill is being opposed by the L, i: Y, and L. & N.W. Railway
Companies, Lytham Council, and Blackpool Council. An interview
has taken place between representatives of .St. Annes and Lytham
Councils, and a letter containing amended terms has been sent to

Lytham Council.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cable Delays.—At a meeting of the Xorthamptonshire
Chamber of Commerce last week, attention was drawn to the delay

in cabling to the East. It was mentioned that a transaction

involving a sum of £280,000 which would have been completed,
had the cable gone out promptly, fell through owing to the
difference in the value of the rupee making an adverse difference of

about £14,000 in the quotation.
The daily Press announces that the Atlantic-Pacific cable

between the U.S.A. and the Far East, which has been interrupted

for some time, was restored on February 28th. The Pacific cable

between Australia and Canada is still interrupted. The Eastern
Telpgraph Co. has just laid two new cables, one from Cornwall to

Gibraltar, and the other from Malta to Alexandria, The cable

ship which completed this work was expected in London last

week, and she will load up a new cable to lay between Aden and
Bombay, It is hoped to bring this cable into service in May next.

Another cable from Gibraltar to Malta, and one from Madras to

Singapore are to be laid shortly.

France.—A high-power wireless station is to be erected

at Croix d'Hinge, near Bordeaux, According to Weltwlrtsrh aft

it will be five times as powerful as the Eiffel Tower station ; it will

be completed this year, and will be capable of transmitting 72,0o0

words par day with a range of 20,000 km.

—

Economic Beriew.

Japan.—A new wireless station has been opened near
Tainan, Formosa, says ^VeltuHrtsc/idft, for the use of the Japanese
Navy, and another station is to be erected near Lin-shu-tun, in

Manchuria,

—

Economic lieriov.

New Telephone Exchange.—Farticulare of the Stepney
Borough Council's opposition, in view of the shortage of housing
accommodation, to the erection of the new telephone exchange at

Spitalfields, have been brought to the notice of the London County
Council and the Housing of the Working Classes Committee, and
the latter authority ha« been in communication on the subject with
H,M. Office of Works, acting for the P.M.G. The erection of the

permanent exchange to occupy the whole site (comprising 30 houses
and purchased by the P,M,G. in 1913), has, for the present, been
deferred, it is now proposed to erect a temporary exchange on a
part only of the site, and the disposed tenants will be accom-
modated in some of the unoccupied houses.

Portugal.—A strike of railway, postal and telegraph

workers commenced on March 2nd. Disorders have taken place,

and railway and telegraphic communication between Portugal and
Spain was completely interrupted. The Vigo-Lisbon cable is no
longer working.
The principal telegraphic centres have been occupied by military

telegraphists, who, after repairing the damage, re-established some
of the lines.

Nearly two months have elapsed since the telephone employt'a
went on strike, and the instruments at the Lisbon central exchange
were destroyed.

Ship's Wireless.—The standard ship's wireless sets in

the past have been capable of transmitting messages an average
distance of 200 miles, and of receiving messages sent out by stations

like Poldhu, up to perhaps 1,500 miles, A ship in mid-ocean in the
past reciuiring to send messages to coast stations on either side of

the Atlantic, has had to relay these messages across a chain of other

ships, A new maritime wireless set has, however, been evolved by
the Marconi Co. employing continuous waves which, although
occupying less space than the apparatus in use until now, has an
efficient transmitting radius of 1,500 miles. One of these was
fitted on the Imperntor, a second on the Carmanm, and a third on
the Miuirctania. Business men on the Impcrator were able to send
wireless messages from that ship direct to the British Admiralty
wireless station at Aberdeen and the Canadian Government station

at Barrington Passage, They were also able to maintain direct

communication with the faruwHw, 1,000 miles distant. The result
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was u heavy exchange of traffic in coiumeroiul messHfjes, and witli

the co-operation of the Post Ottioe authorities in this country, some
excellent performances in the matter of speed were recorded.
It is now possible for a iierson in London to communicate
quickly with passenfrers on these vessels at any time during their
voyagre at a chari;e of only luM. per word. Of this lOAd.. the Po.<t

Office receives tild. for shore wireless and landline services. These
new wireless equipments on those vessels are additional to the sets

hitherto installed, mainly for the imrposes of safety at sea, ami it

is intended that they shall be used exclusively for traffic raiuire-
ments.

Spain.—The Spanish Government, says WeUnirlscliuft,
intends to lay a Spanish-Morocco submarine cable between Cadiz
and Larache.

—

Kroiiomic Jierieir.

Wireless Direction-Finding Stations.— The London
GazfUi', March .ith, contains an Admiralt.v Xotice to Mariners,
No. 363 of 1!»20, which relates to wireless direction-finding stations,
and gives regulations for D.F. stations in Canada, Newfoundland.
U.S.A., United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Germany.

Wireless Telephony.—According to Berlin newspaper
reports, the trials of wireless telephony from Berlin to Karls-
tjorg. in^Sweden (43.") miles), and from Berlin to Moscow (1,060
miles), have proved successful,

—

The Tiiiiex.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Tht date giren in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicatet

the isrue of the Electrical Review in which the " Oficial
Jfotice " appeared.')

OPEN.

Aberdare. — March 20th. Urban District Council.
Reconstruction of existing tramways : also new tramways. Mr.
E. M. Lacey, 12, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

Australia.—Melbourne.—April 12th. City Council.
Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ; H.T. switchgear. 6,600 v. ; D.c.

switchgear. 600 v. (January 30th.)

Aylesbury.—March 2.5th. Installation of electric light

in St. John's Church. Specification, kc, from Mr. T. Moore,
" Fern Lea,'' 36, Bierton Hill, Aylesbury.

Bedford. — March 31st. Electricity Department.
Twelve months' supply of electricity meters and H.T. and l.t.

cables. (Jlarch 5th.)

Belgium.—ilarch 27th. Municipal authorities of Liege.
5.000-KW. turbo-alternator for the central electricity generating
station. Tenders to the Bureau des Adjudications des Services
Industriels. 3, Rue Saint Etienne, Liege, whence particulars may
be obtained.

AprU 9th. Municipal authorities of Haccourt (Province of
Liege). Concession for the electric lighting of the town.

Blackpool.—Tramways Committee. Lorry, with tele-

scopic ladder, for repair work on Blackpool and Fleetwood route
;

also covered motor van.

Bristol.—March 22nd. Board of Guardians. Electric
lighting installation at EastviUe Institution. (March 5th.)

Carlisle.—March 19th. Electric light installation, Cecil
Street Primitive Methodist Hall. S. \V. B. Jack. Architect, 19
Lowther Street.

Durham.—March 18th. Board of Guardians. Electric
lighting installation at Poor Law Institution, 37, Crossgate. Mr.
H. E. Ferens, Clerk to Board of Guardians, Union Offices, 25,
Market Place.

Eccles.—ilarch 15 th. Electricity Committee. 2/500
K.v.A. three-phase transformers. Mr. H. W. Angus, Electricity
Works. Cawdor Street, Patricroft.

Edinburgh.—March 29th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Condensing plant for Portobcllo station. Specification
No. 23. (February 27th.)

March 2',ith. Town Council. Structural steel for the new elec-
tric generating station, Portobello. Sir A. B. W. Kennedy, 17,
Victoria Street, Westminster.

France.— Paris.— March 30th. Two multiple com-
mutator switchboards

; one each for the Bureau central te!ephonique,
of Vienne (depart. Iscre). and the Bureau central telephonique. of
Avignon (Depart. Vauclnse). Tenders to the Direction de I'Exploita-
ion telephonique. 4e Bureau, 103, Rue de Grenelle, Paris.

Gellygaer. — March 21st. Urban District Council.
Transformer plant, h.t. and l.t. switchgear, 11,000 v. and 500 v.
overhead line material. (February 27th.)

Kettering.—March 2iith. Electricity Department. Con-
entric lead-covered feeder cable and feeder pillars. (See this
ssue.)

Lincoln. -April sth. Electricity Department. Pipe-

work, and motor-generator and switchgear for St. Swithin's power
station. (M.arch 6th.)

London.—Great Central Railway. March 17th. Stores

for 12 months, including electrical line construction, electrical

apparatus, wires, cables, lamps, fee. Specifications from Mr. W.
Williams, Stores Superintendent. G.C.R.. Gorton, Manchester.

Macclesfield.— .March 1 5th. Cotinty Asylum. Electrical

goods for six months. Mr. W. G. F. Tingay, Clerk.

Manchester. — March 19th. Electricity Committee.
Supply and erection, at Dickinson Street generating station, of

direct-current switchgear. Mr. F. E. Hughes. Secretary, Electricity

Department.

Margate,—-March 15th. Town Council. Electric light

installation. Municipal Buildings. Borough Surveyor, 1 :i. Grosvenor
Place.

Mountain Ash.—ilarch 20th. Urban District Council
Electricity Department. Transformer plant. H. and L.T. switch-
gear, three-core and four-core armoured cables and overhead line

equipment. (March .5th.)

New Zealand.— Di-xedin.—April 26th. Citiy Council.

(«) electric car bodies ; ('/) car trucks ; and (c) car equipment.
Documents may be consulted by British firms interested, at the
Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence),

35, Old Queen Street, S.W. 1 (Room 49).

April 31st. Auckland Harbour Board. Electric cranes. Mr.
R. B. Burnett, Secretary, 'I'uay Street, Auckland.

Plymouth. — March 18th. Electriviity Committee.
Turbo-alternator, converter and booster. (February 27th.)

South Africa.—April 24 th. Oudtshoorn Municipality.
Time for receipt of tenders extended from March 24th to April 24th.

Spain.—The municipal authorities of Caldas de Regas
have lately invited tenders for the concession for the electric light-

ing of the town during a period of 15 years.

CLOSED.
Aldershot.—Urban District Council :^
Cables, turbines, Ac i'7, 6.-18.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Lu\.

Belgium.—Tenders were recently invited by the municipal
authorities of Villers-le-Peuplier (Province of Lit'ge), for the con-
cession for the electric lighting of the town. Not a single offer

was, however, received.
,

Birmingham.—The Corporation has approved a recom-
mendation of the Tramways Committee that 3.000 tons of tramway
rails be purchased from the I'nited States Steel Products Co.

Bradford.— Electricity Committee :

—

Metropolitan Victiers Electrical Co., Ltd., one 70 b.h.!'. induction motor
for fan with starter.

Ruston & Homsby, Ltd., steam grabbing crane on caterpillar gear, for new
coal storage.

Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., one iiOO-Kw. rotary converter
and accessories.

Balicock A Wilcox. Ltd.. superheaters for boilers.

Broadstairs.—Urban District Council. Klectric light
installation, Pierremont Hall :

—
Vernon HiU (accepted) £208
E. A. Pinto 200
W. J. Cannon -13.)

G. M. Willis 01.-,

Thanet Electric Co., Ltd -AiO

Glasgow.—Tramways Committee recommended :

—

V. I. R. cable."Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.
25 tons fishplate bolts.—Ibbotson Bros., Ltd.
Six Ericsson telephones.—>L Breingan.
50 commutators for Witting motors.— P. R. Jackson .k Co., Ltd.

The committee considered the following offers for special track
work :

—
United States Steel Products Co i*ll,2yi
Hadfields, Ltd 11505
E. Allan & Co I1I590

It was decided that the contract be divided between the two
British offerers—Jlessrs. Hadfields, Ltd., and Messrs. E. Allan & Co.

Clyde Navigation Trustees :

—

Electrically-driven de-watering pumps, i'27,945.—Worthington-Sirapson,

Leyton.—Urban District Council :

—

Tramway trolley wire |3 miles 48 yards) Is, 41 Jd.—Femand Espir, France.

London.—Stepney.—Electricity Committee. Accepted.
Converter plant at Oabom Street sub-station :

—

Two 1,500 KW. converters, il5,186.—Bruce Peebles & Co. recommended.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works Co., Ltd., also tendered.

50 tons moulded pitch :

—

.T. Smart & Co. (accepted) £288
T. Crow i Sons, Ltd £.<!,(;

Burt, Boulton .k Haywood, Ltd i-yj^)

220 yd. 0'5 sq. in. cable :

—

HeDley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. taocepted) .. £175
British Insulated \ Helsbv Cables, Ltd iiT,
W. T. Glover A; Co., Ltd xl9i

The Committee has accepted the offers of Messrs. Blackman A Co. for two
barges of Poolev Hall nutty slack, and of Messrs. Foster a Co. for 100 toni
I'oolej Hall nutty slack at aSs. 9d. per ton,
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The Electricity Committee has received the undermentioned

offers for the obsolete steam plant at Osborn Street sub-statiou :

—

G. Cohen, Son 4 Co i'1,160

H. H. Gardham & Co., Ltd fl,250

H. Base i'1,275

C.Griffiths i-1,31.1

.T. Cashmore £1.575

B. Hargrave (accepted) £1,8S0

Hackkev—The Electricity Committee reports that the Tudor

Accumulator Co., Ltd., has requested the Council to agree to a

revision of the contract for maintaining the storage battery, owing

to the increased cost of labour and materials :

—

The Committee lecommends that the contract be amended by the insertion

of a clause, whereby the Borough Council agrees to pay at the end of each

financial year, in addition to the premium provided for by the agreement, a

sum equal to 5 per cent, of the premium for every i'l by which the average ot

the mean daily quotations of English lead exceed flS per ton, the increased

premium to take effect from April 1st next.
Two additional vertical-spindle circulating pumps, f 1,708.—Rees Roturbo

Manufacturing Co., Ltd . recommended.

Liverpool.—Corporation. Accepted :

—

National Electric Construction Co., Ltd., for the renewal and repair, where
necessary, of the permanent way of the Liverpool and Prescot light

railway, including rails, points, crossings, according to the specification.

Middlesbrough.—Corporation. .Vccepted :

—

Three miles H.T. cables, *6,&70.—British Insulated A: Helsby Cables, L-d.

Seven IoOk.v.a. single-phase transformers, 13,080.—Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.

12 3,000-volt switches, i-I,470.— Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

720 yards -4 ^ •-! x -15 sq. in. cable, i'1,210 British Insulated & Helsby
Cables, Ltd.

Stretford.—Urban District Council. Accepted :

—

.'),0OD-KW. Westinghouse turbine, complete with condensers and accessories,

£35,210.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Wolverhampton.—Corporation. Accepted :

—

Three :WO-k.\ .a. transformers, i'1,617; three 100-k.v.a. transformers, i'762. —
Brush Electrical Engineering Co.

York.—The Corporation received six tenders for the

equipment of the power house at the proposed hydro-electric works

at Linton Docks, ranging from £^2.331 to -H 107.388. The Elec-

tricity Committee has recommended the acceptance of the lowest, a

composite one from Messrs. Tickers, Ltd.. and Timothy Patrick.

The turbines specified in this tender are of the high velocity type

and considerably smaller than those quoted for in the next lowest

tender, that of the English Electric Co., £6-1,68,5. Of the eight

tenders received for the necessary cable, ranging from £S.s07 to

£11,950, the committee recommended the acceptance of the lowe-t,

sent in by Metsrs. Vickers, Ltd.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

International Motor Boat and Marine and Stationary Engine Exhibition
at Olympia.- :^larch 12th to 20th. 11 a.m. to 9 p m.

Bosal Institution of Great Britain. -Saturday, March I3th. At Albemarle
street, \V. .\t 3 p.m. Lecture on " Positive Rays," by Sir .J. J. Thomson,
F.k.S.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, March iSih.

At the Royal Technical Institute. At 7 p.m. Informal talk on " Machine
Tools, Ancient and Modern," by Mr. T. R. Shaw.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—Saturday, March 13ih. At the

Crand Hotel, Colmorc Row. At 7 p m. Paper on ".Advertising in llic

EnKineiimg Industries," by Mr. W. E. Warrilow.

Chief Technical Assistaots' Assclation. — Tuesday, March I^th. At
Anderton's riotel. Fleet Street, E.G. At 7 p.m. Annual general meeting.
.-adjourned discussion on Messrs. Bowden and Ingram's paper on "The
Design and Equipment of Sub-Stations."

Institution of Civil Engineers. — Tuesday, March 16th. At Gt. George
street, S.W. At 5.30 p.m. Lantern exhibition of views taken thron^ho^t
the war areiis in Prance and Flanders, by Sir A. B. W. Kennedy, P.R.S.

Boyal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, March 17th. At John Street, Adelphi,
W.C. At 4.30 it.m. Paper on " Street Passenger Transport of London," by

Mr. W. W. Beaumont.

Paisley Association of Electrical Engineers. — Wednesday, March 17th.

At 7.30 p.m. At the Y.M.C.A., High street. Open m-eting for discussion.

Belfast Association of Engineers.-Thursday, March 18th. At the Muni-
cipal Technical Institute. At 7.45 p.m. Paper on *' Deve opment of the

Belfast Harbour," by Mr. T. S. Gilbert.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — Thursday, March I8th. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, 8.W. At 6 p.m.
Adjourned discussion on papers read on March llth.

Informal meeting. Monday, March 15th. At the Institute of Patent
Agents, Staple Inn Buildings, W.C. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Industrial
Electric Heating," by Messrs. J. W. Beauehamp and S. M- Hills.

{Liverpool Sub-Centre.)—Monday, March 15th. At the University.

Liverpool. .\t 7 p.m. Paper on " The Application of the Electric Loco-
motive to Main-line Traction on Railways," by Lieut. -Col. H. E. O'Brien.

(South-Midland Centre.)—"^Veduesday, March 17th. At the University,

Birmmgham. Paper on " The Protection of Alternating Current Dis-

tribution Bystenis Without the Use of Special Conductors," by Major K.
Edgcumbe, R.E.

(Wireless Sectional Meeting).—Wednesday, March 17th. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, S.W. At 6p.m. Paper
on " Duplex Wireless Telephony : Some Experiments on its Application to

Aircraft," by Capt. P. P. Eokersley.

Ctiemical Society—Thursday, March 18th. At Burlington House, Piccadilly , W.
At 8 p 111. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, March 19th. At39, Victoria Street,

S W. .\t 7.30 p.m. Paper on "Shipbuilding and Shipping Developments
in Italy," by Mr. W. H. F. Robba.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Friday, March 19th. At the Holborn Restaurant
iN'enetian Chamber). At S p.m. Smoking concert.

Association of Engineering and Sbipbnilding Draughtsmen. — Friday,
March 19th. At the Y.M.C.A , Bothwell Street, Glasgow. At 8 p m.
Lecture on "Oil Tankers," by Mr. C. R. H. Bonn. At Sheffield Univeisity.

At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " Some Steam Economies," by Mr. G. Rowe.

Institution ol Mechanical Engineers.- Friday, March 19th. At the InMitu-
tion. Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W. .-^t 6 p.m. Paper on " Exact Data
on the Performance of Mechanical Stokers, as apjilied to " Lancashire " or

ether narrow-Bued Boilers, " by Mr, D, Brownlie,

NOTES.

The Isaacs-Norman Controversy.— Further corres-

pondence in connection with thi.s matter has been published. Mr.

Godfrey Isaacs on .Tanuary .ith informed the Premier that in view

of the letters written by Sir Henry Norman, contrasted with his

statements in the House of Commons, and in the case of Isaacs c.

Hobhouse, he protested against the appointment of Sir Henry as

chairman of the Sub-Committee on Imperial Wireless Communica-
tions which was set up by the Imp<rial Communications Com-
mittee in November last. Mr. Lloyd George replied on March 3rd

that Sir Henry Norman would not resign his chairmanship. Mr.

Isaacs informed the secretary of the Imperial Communications
Committee on the same date that he could not depute a repre-

sentative of the Marconi Co. to appear before the Committee so

long as Sir Henry Norman was chairman, and the Committee
passed a resolution of confidence in the impartiality of the

chairman.
Mr. Isaacs, however, sent the Sub-Committee a copy of a

memorandum of the scheme which his company recommended,

and which it had offered to the Government to carry out.

A long letter from Sir Henry Norman to the Prime Minister waa
published in the Times of March 5th.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—The profit

on the reception, supper and dance which was held in Newcastle on

December 12th last, has resulted in a contribution being sent to the

funds of this Institution of £50. This is in addition to what waa
collected as subscriptions and donations by the Organising Com-
mittee, which is to be much congratulated on its success.

Electricity Outpaced.—From the Ehctrical Power Engi-

neer :—The following letter was received by a supply undertaking
in the North-East Division. It requires no comments.

Mr. 41, Church Street.

Pork Butcher. December 7th, 1H19.

Dear Sir.

Enclosed please find cheque for i .t as my contribution towards

laying caole to 41, Chnrch Street, and I hope your men will appear

as quick as the invoice as (xic.') I understand electricity is very

quick, but this invoice leaves it stood stUl, but apart from joking, I

hope you will try and get me fixed up this next week.

Yours truly.

Imperial Wireless Communication.—Whilst going to

press, we have received from Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph

Co. a copy of the memorandum submitted by the company to the

Sub-Committeedealingwith Imperial Wireless Communications, and
of the terms upon which the proposal is submitted. The scheme
provides for communication throughout the Empire, independent

of submarine cables and land lines (^except at terminals), with

alternative routes, and automatic transmission at not less than 100

words per minute, with duplex working, and contemplates the

admission of foreign traffic, in order that the system may be

commercially self-supporting.

The scheme is based upon the establishment of " main trunk
"

long-distance stations, and " main feeder " transmitting stations,

operated from a central control office in each area, and " local feeder
"

stations, and the use of continuous, or " undamped," waves
throughout ; the abolition of the timed spark and the arc

generator in favour of the high-frequency alternator and the

valve ; and the use of the Franklin aerial, which, it is claimed,

represents " such enormous improvement over previous methods
as regards selectivity and avoitiance of atmospheric disturbance

"

that no other system need be considered—with it, signals can be

received only from one direction. The concentration of staff at a
central control office saves an enormous amount of time and
labour ; retransmission is entirely eliminated.

Seven trcmk routes are suggested, requiring 26 main trunk stations,

but roughly it is estimated that 30 main trunk stations. 50 main
feeder stations. 100 local feeder stations, and 200 small local stations

will be needed.

On this basis the organisation is founded, and maps and tables of

personnel (amounting in all to 17,170) are given.

The company offers to construct, maintain, and operate at its

own cost the complete network, paying annually to each Govern-
ment 25 per cent, of the net profits locally earned ; the trunk
stations to be completed in three years, and the whole system to

become the property of the Governments concerned in 30 years,

free of cost. The right of purchase at any earlier date is provided

for. The company asks for no monopoly.
It is a truly remarkable proposal, and we shall deal with it more

fully next week.

X-Ray Research.—The Senate of the University of

London on February 25th instituted a Chair of Radiology at the

Middlesex Hospital, to commemorate the work and sacrifice of the

late Mr. C. R. C. Lyster. It is hoped that the new Professor ot

Radiology will share in developing new methods of diagnosis and
treatment of disease, especially with regard to cancer.

—

Tlie Tiniex.

As a permanent memorial to the late Sir James Mackenzie
Davidson, who did valuable work in connection with radiology,

it is proposed to create an institution for teaching and research.

The appeal for funds points out that a diploma in radiology and
electrology at Cambridge University has been established, and its

success will be greatly assured if similar f.icilities are provided in

London. Contributions should be sent to Dr. Robert Knox, 38,

Barley Street, London W. 1

,
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The Stalybridge DIspote.—A circular recently published

by the E P.E.A. pives a nsiimr of the proceedmsrs which have taken

place between the Association and the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley.

and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board. This circular,

together with correspondence, has been placed before the recently-

formed National Joint Board of Employers and Members of Staffs

(.Electricity Supply Industry), by the followinfr letter :

—

"The EP.E.A. submit this matter to the consideration of the

National .loint Board, for the reason that the Stalybridge Joint

Board have refused to hear any evidence on behalf of the men
concerned.

" A brief statement of the facts of the case is piven in the

printed circular attached herewith, and recent events are enumerated

in the followinjj correspondence :

—

" From the above correspondence it will be seen that the Staly-

bridffe Joint Board are adamant in their determination not to hear

any evidence on behalf of the men concerned, neither have the

Board, the courage, to submit their case to the judgment of an

independent tribunal.
" We submit that this attitude is not only contrary to the spirit

of the times, but it is distinctly inimical to this undertaking in

particular, and the electricity supply industry.
" We would urge that the National Joint Board should support

us in our request to the Ministry of Labour for an Inquiry under

the Industrial Courts Act. l;il9."'

The correspondence referred to consists of letters from the

Stalybridfre engineer-in-chief to the Ministry of Labour, stating

that the E.P.KA. had refused arbitration for its members, and also

that since the latter had left a complete new staff had been

engaged, and was giving satisfaction ; from the secretary of the

E.P.E.A. to the Ministry of Labour stating that the Association

had not refused arbitration, and pressing for an inquiry under the

Industrial Courts Act. This letter further states that in spite of

the Stalybridge engineer's assertions, interruptions of the supply

occur almost daily ; from the E.P.E.A. to the Ministry of Labour

reporting the refusal of the Stalybridge Board to hear evidence on

behalf of the men, and reaffirming the request for an inquiry ; from
the Stalybridge Board to the E.P.E.A. stating that arbitration

having been refused by the Association, the Board considered the

matter closed, and were not prepared to enter into further dis-

cnssion. Arising out of this dispute is the case of a member of

the E.P.E.A.. who, in spite of his knowledge of the break between

the Association and the Stalybridge Board, has accepted an

appointment under the latter as a charge engineer. He has,

therefore, been expelled from the Association for what is con-

sidered very disloyal action upon the part of a member of a pro-

tective association.

Electricity and Oranges.—The American Ele<irical

Mecieiv, in a recent issue, gave some interesting details of the part

played by electricity in the orange-growing industry of Southern
California. By means of electrically-driven centrifugal pump* wide
areas, formerly arid pasture land, have bt-en rendered suitable lor

the successful growing of oranges and similar fruits. Electricity

for this purpose is generated by the harnessing of mountain
torrents. When the fruit is picked, electric washers are employed
to clean it. Then it is sorted, packed, and labelled, also electric-

ally, even the boxes being made by this means.

Edncational.— UxiVEEsixr College, London.—Prince

Arthur of Connaught will preside, on March 19th, at a luncheon
to be held at the Savoy Hotel, when the proposals for the recon-

struction and re-equipment of the engineering laboratories at

University College wiU be explained by the treasurer. Sir Ernest

Moir. and others. An appeal for £100.000 towards this object was
recently issued, and already over £33.000 has been collected.

Further donations should be sent to Prince Arthur of Connaught.
at 42. Upper Grosvenor Street. Tlie TimeK states that a num>)er of

engineering firms have recently sent donations, including Messrs.

Babcock & Wilcox. Ltd.. £500 ; the City of London Electric Light
Co. and the St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Co.. £250
each : and RoUs-Royoe, Ltd., and the Sunbeam Motor-Car Co., Ltd.,

£100 each.

Freemasonry.—Nearly 50 members of the Kelvin Lodge
of. Instruction gathered together at the annual supper at the

Bestanrant de Boulogne. Gerrard Street, on Friday, the 5th inst.,

when Mr. .1. 0. Pearston. the genial Preceptor, occupied the chair,

supported by Mr. T. W. Greaves, the W.M. of the Mother Lodge.
After the supper, there was an excellent musical entertainment
provided by Messrs. Victor Holliday, Sandiford, Buck. Jones,

Porter-Cox and other gentlemen, and altogether all present spent a
very happy evening.

The English Glass Industry.—With regard to the
remarkable revival of the English glass trade, a correspondent points

out that it was in the manufacture of electric lamp bulbs that

the greatest progress was made, and that it was this section of the
industry that first reached the position of being able not only to

satisfy home requirements, but also to provide a surplus for export.

This satisfactory state of affairs was due to the introduction of

machinery from America, without which the output would have
been quitJe impossible. Before the war production by machinery
in this country was restricted under an arrangement with the
manufacturers of several Continental countries, who combined to

purchase the European rights of the Owen machine. That arrange-
ment has come to an end. and our own manufacturers, in addition
to the Owen machine, have now acquired two other American
machines—the Empire and the Westlake. During the last few
weeks the latter machine, which requires only a mechanic and two

boys to attend to it, prodnoed in an eight-hour shift at Leamington-

on-Tyne 24,000 articles for illuminating purposes, while undsr the

old glass-blowing system the weekly output of li*0 men was only

500,000. These figures give some idea of the great production of

electric lamp bulbs in this country at the present time. The initial

difiicuities of the machines have now been overcome, and the

gootls produced are of excellent quality. The peculiarity which

will be noticed in the mai;hlne-made bulb is the ab-sence of the

little glass tip. This tip was made by the workman in closing the

exhausted bulb, but the machine rounds off the articles beautifully.

Two a.m.—A Switchman's Soliloqny.

—

Is't a voltmeter, which I see before me,

The pointer off the scale .' Let me adjust thee :
—

I harmed thee not, and yet thou treat'st me ill.

Art thou not, cursed gadget, sensible

To pity, as to load .' or art thou but

A phantom of the night: a quaint mirage
Proceeding from my sleep-befuddled brain .'

1 see thee yet, and now thy finger's poised

Below the zero mark.
Thou mak'st me sweat with fear of my undoing,

.^nd visions of '' the sack " curdle my veins.

Mine eyes but make a mock o' the sober reason.

Or else I'm half asleep ; I see thee still ;

And now methinks thou standest on thy head.

Which was not so before.— I do but dream ;

It is th' infernal nightshift. which distorts

Thus commonsense.—Now in the engine room
Some are abed, and snoring loud betrays

The secret sleep ; now others celebrate

With tea and sandwich : and th' Engineer,

Alarumed by his sentinel, instinct.

Halts in his stride : then, cursing loud and deep,

With vengeance In his eye, scenting a " cop."

Moves like a ghost.—Thou slow and laggard clock,

liet thee a move on. and thou canst, for fear

The very log prate of thy sluggishness.

What evil have I done thee then, that thus

Thou driv'st me crazy .' ^\*hlle8 I fume and sigh,

I think of those who comfortably lie

Safe tucked in bed.—Would that such lot were mine.

iA btll ringt.')

'' Yes. switchman speaking !

" " Volts are down ?
"

" Asleep .'

"

Some one seems dubious of the watch I keep.

Tis only two a.m.—ye gods, this life of joy

—

I think I'll go and be a farmer's boy.

W. H. S., in the Electrical Power Engineer.

Representation of Staff Members on Joint Boards.

—

The Electrical Power Engineer In a recent issue states :

—
" The

preliminary Conference called for the purpose of forming a

National Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry

was held in June, 1918.

"The E.P.E.A.. representing the technical engineers on the staffs,

were represented at this Conference, but opposition to such repre-

sentation came from the manual workers' Unions.
" At this period the E.P.E.A. were holding conferences with the

representatives of the employers in different parts of the country on
the matter of basic rates of remuneration for staff engineers, and
had also made a definite claim for a war advance.

" After considerable negotiation at a Conference held on
December 12th. 1919. between a Committee of Employers and repre-

sentatives of the E.P.E.A., it was agreed to form a National Joint

Board of Employers and Members of Staffs (Electricity Supply
Industry),

" This National Board wiU deal with all matters connected with

the staff members of the Electricity Supply Industry, and will con-

sist of 12 representatives on each side, of the Associations represent-

ing the employers and the staffs m the Electricity Supply Industry.
' Sectional Committees are being formed to deal with the affairs

of particular sections of the staff, and one such committee con-

sisting of four employers' representatives and four representatives

from the E,P.E,.A., has been formed to consider a schedule of

salaries put forward by the E,P,E.A.
" It is gratifying to record that since the above was written, the

Ministry of Labour has officially recognised the joint board, and
that already two meetings of the committee have been held, to

discuss the salaries schedule.

"

Appointments Vacant.—Telegraph sub-engineer (£200
~ £60), for the Posts and Telegraphs Department, Tanganyika
Territory ; assistant electrical engineer C£3ii0 + war bonus), for

the Dar-es-Salaam electric power plant ; shift engineer (948, 6d.),

for the Glasgow Corpor.ation Electricity Department ; fitter (84s.),

for the Borough of Tunbridge Wells Electricity Works ; draughts-

man for the Greenock Corporation Electricity Department ; mains
engineer (£3501. for the City of Coventry Electricity Department :

assistant charge engineer (£354"). for the CarvUle Power Station ;

lectureships in mechanical and electrical engineering (£380 -r war
allowance), for the Birmingham Municipal Technical School

;

mains engineer (£250), for the Borough of Torquay Electricity

Department; works superintendent (£300), for the Nelson Cor-

poration Electricity Department ; assistant mains engineer (878.

plus E.P.E.A. awards to date ; plumber-jointer (I'Ss. 3d.), meter
fixer (808. 7d.), for the Stepney Borough Council Electricity Works.
See our advertisement pages to-day.
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UghtinJ! Conditions in Mines.—In a paper on lighting

conditions in mines, with special reference to the eyesight of

miners, read by Dr. T. Lister Llewellyn before the Illuminatintr

Engineering Society, on February 2ith, the subject of the occur-

rence of miner's nystagmus was considered. Dr. Llewellyn

condemned the miner's oil lamp as extremely inefficient ; the

lighting at the working face is not only bad, but it also falls off

seriously towards the end of the shift, and figures .show that such
poor illumination very seriously affects miners' eyesight. Oil

amps, when tested, showed a power of O'oO Hefner unit at the

beginning of the shift, deteriorating to 0'2S at the end, compared
with electric lamps showing 175 units to 2 units at the start, and
r.5 units to r75 units at the end. Acetylene lamps showed no
deterioration. The effect of this on eyesight is reflected in the

following statistics. With oil lamps the number of grave cases of

nystagmus per 10,000 was 35, and of serious cases 57. The number
of cases ."is a percentage of the workers on day shift was 31. This
percentage was reduced in the case of electric lamps to 15'4, of

which the grave cases were only 8 per 10,000. Evidence showed
that the introduction of the electric lamp had enabled scores of

miners to continue at work underground. In two similar pits,

after electric lamps had been introduced into one of them the cases

of nystagmus had been greatly reduced in the pit which had
adopted electric lamps of 062 c.p,, compared with oil lamps of

025 c,P. These lamps gave respectively 023 ft.-candle and
O'Olo ft.-candle at the face. The men with electric lamps turned out

5 per cent, more than those with oil lamps, while the shifts lost

from accident were 1 in 54 with the electric lamps against 1 in 23

for the oil lamps. The cost of an oil lamp was put at Sid.

per week, while the electric lamp was said to cost id. to Id. more,

though figures were given claiming it to be actually cheaper at

some collieries. The electric lamp was more expensive as regarded

first cost. In a contribution to the discussion, Mr, Elworthy
pointed out that it was the light reflected from the coal face which
affected the miner. To give relief it had been suggested to colour-

wash the roof, &c., and where this had been experimentally

attempted considerable relief hid been experienced.

Tlie Cost of Petrol.—The Autoraobile Association and
Motor Union is organising a petition to the Prime Minister, urging

that legislation shall be at ones introduced to ensure the imme-
diate production of benzole and power alcohol in large quantities.

Everyone is directly affected by the price of motor fuel, and we
earnestly commend the petition to the attention of our readers.

Particulars c^n be obtained from the Secretary of the Association,

Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C. 2.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—The last smokiug concert

of the season will be held at the Holborn Restaurant, in the

Venetian Chamber, on Friday, March 19th, commencing at S p,m.

Chairman, Mr, Hugo Hirst. Artist-js :—Mr. John Collett, tenor ;

Mr. Robert Howe, baritone ; Mr. Spencer Dyke, violin : Mr. Louis

Nikola, magician-entertainer ; Mr. J. M. Campbell, Scotch humorist
;

Mr. Will Bentley, humorist ; Mr. Norman Long, entertainer at

the piano : Mr, Bernard Flanders, A,R,A,M., pianoforte solo and
accompanist.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—On Thursday, last week,

the annual dinner of the Institution was held at the Connaught

Rooms, Kingsway, London ; Mr. Roger T. Smith, president, was in

the chair, and there was a record attendance of 410 members and

guests. The guests of the Institution included the Dean of West-

minster, General Sir C. F. N. Macready, Rear-Admiral Sir

W. C. M. Nicholson, Sir Sidney Chapman, Sir Gregory Foster, Sir

G. E. P. Murray, Lieut.-Col. Sir F. Younghusband, Major-Gen, G, D.

Jeffreys, Col. O. C, Armstrong, Dr. S, Russ, Sir Frank Heath, Prof.

W. H. Bragg, Sir Chas. Parsons, Rear-Admiral F. L, Field, Capt.
A. K. Waistell, Prof. J. E. Petavel, Messrs. S. C, Aldington, W. W,
Lackie, Stanley Machin, W. Noble, A. P. Trotter, H. A. Payne H.
Booth, E. Guy Dauber, A. Page, T. Roles, H. F. Carlill, G. C. Lloyd,

C, D. le Maistre, John Gray, E. Raven, G. W. Humphreys, and A.
Hurst ; and among the members present were Messrs. W, M.
Mordey, LI. B. Atkinson, G. W. Partridge, J. S. Highfield, J. Devon-
shire, Dr. W. H. Eccles, Capt. H. Riall Sankey, Messrs. S. E.
Fedden, P. D. Duckett, H. J. Cash, J. Savers, A. Carpmael, W. M.
Selvey, D. N. Dunlop, C. T. Allan, C. H. "Wordingham, Col. H. C.

Sparks, Dr. C, C. Garrard, Messrs. A. P. M. Fleming, C. C. Paterson, B.
Welbourn, H. W. Clothier. P, R, Allen, and Mr, P. F, Rowell,
secretary.

During the evening messages of greeting were read by the
president from the sister societies in Italy and the United States.

After the loyal toasts had been honoured, Sir Gregory Foster
proposed " The Institution of Electrical Engineers," pointing out
that it dated its origin from the year 1871, a year big with the
world's destiny, of which we had learnt the fruits during the pa.st

five years. After making the welcome announcement that Prof.
Fleming was recovering from his recent illness, he referred to the
wonderful record of electricity, which he attributed in great part
to co-operative industry and team work, and emphasised the need
for the better organisation of research in this country, which the
Government had recognised by the establishment of tie Dep.irt-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research during the war.

The President, responding, said that scientific training was of

the first importance to the electrical industry, and drew atten-

tion to the scheme for the rebuilding and re equipment of the

engineering department at University College, London. The
Institution this month, he said, would attain a membership of

S,800, which was greater than that of any other engineering
society in this country ; and next year it would celebrate its

fiftieth birthday. Welcoming the newly-appointed Electricity

Commissioners (of whom the chairman, Sir John Snell, was, unfortu-
nately, prevented from attending the dinner), Mr. Smith expressed
the hope that the Institution would be able to assist in carrying
out the provisions of the Electricity Supply Act, and that its

administration would bring about the benefits intended—an
abundant and cheap supply of electrical energy. In the recent

history of the Institution, the most interesting feature was the

decentralisation of some of its activities by the formation of

Territorial Centres and Sub-Centres, of which there were now 12 in

all, in addition to the Centres abroad—a natural development
, which was wholly beneficial. The parent body in London was
delighted with the vigour and enthusiasm of these local bodies ;

happy in the stored traditions of half a century, it waa amused at

the suggestion that London should become a Centre—there were
3,000 members within its radius, equal to the whole of the

Centres and Sub-Centres put together. Centres cost money, and
when the Institution returned to its home, the great difficulty that
would at once arise would be a financial one. Outside the

Institution, the essential need was industrial peace, and the key to

that, he believed, was " service "
; until the idea of service replaced

that of self-interest, there would never be peace in this country.

Mr. LI. B. Atkinson, proposing "The Guests," and referring to

their respective claims to distinction, laid stress on the supreme
importance of industrial research, and stated that the industrial

association formed by the Institution and the B.E.A.M.A. was
approaching the stage of recognition by the Research Department.

The whole industry was unanimous in approving of the establish-

ment of a Board of Electricity Commissioners to guide the

Government and assist the industry ; welcoming the Commissioners
who were present, he said that the Board would command the con-

fidence of electrical men, and that if mistakes were made, they

would be due not to the advice that was given, but to the perversity

of politicians. The Overseas Department was doing very useful

work, though it had started at an unfortunate time, when the

home markets fully occupied the attention of manufacturers ; it

also had to live down a past of Foreign Office contempt of traders.

The Board of Trade also had to live down a past, so far as trade

was concerned ; it had looked after trade, indeed, but any kind of

trade—what they were interested in was British trade, not that of

their competitors, and the Board of Trade, in the past, had sought

to encourage imports, leaving the rate of exchange to look after

the exports. Lenin had advocated wholesale electrification in

Russia on the Soviet principle ; if capitalists had not been

extirpated in this country, many of them had extirpated their

capital.

Responding, General Sir C. F. N. Macready said that it was
necessary for all citizens to come forward in times of stress and do

their bit ; men who were not technically trained should join the

special constabulary. He referred to the fact that 2,000 members
of the Institution had been engaged in war service, and that their

late president had been called in to assist in reorganising the

Royal Engineers.

Lieut.-Col. Sir F. Younghusband also replied on behalf of the

guests.

The members then adjourned to the reception room, according to

custom, for a reunion. During the evening a programme of music

was performed by the British Imperial Orchestra, and the arrange-

ments were in every way conducive to the success of this, the most
important annual function of the Institution.

Institute ol Metals.—The report of the CouncU for the year

ended December 31st. 1919, presented at the twelfth annual general

meeting on March IXth, announces that the membership has

reached a total of 1,213. The death of Sir William Crookes, 0,M„
F,R.S., an honorary member of the Institute, is mentioned. The
body of the report is devoted to the proceedings, ..tc, of Special

Committees. A deficit of £470 on the year is e.^timated. and an
increased subscription is considered necessary.

Physical Society of London.—At the meeting held on February
27th, a paper, entitled " Notes on the Testing of Bars of Magnet
Steel," by Dr. N. W. MacLaohlan, was read. The paper described

the results of experiments with the Ewing double permeameter.
It was shown that the assumption underlying the theory of the
method—viz., that the end effects were the same with the long
and short bars—was not justified, and that the value of H, as found
by calculation on this assumption, was in error. The error did not,

however, exceed 1 per cent, for any of the bars tested ; but the

author concluded that the method was inferior as reganled accuracy
and convenience to the differential coil method.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The following series of meet-
ings has been arranged, with a view to placing before the Institution

some account of the engineering work done in the war, and the

part taken by civil engineers therein :—Tuesday, March 9th,
' Royal Bhgineer Work in the Great War, " by Major-General Sir

G. W. Heath, K.C.M.G.. &c, (late Engineer-in-Chief of the British

Armies in France). Tuesday, March IKth. lantern exhibition of

views taken throughout the war areas in France and Flanders by
Sir Alex. B, W. Kennedy, LL,D., F.R.S. Tuesday, March 23rd,
" The Work Done by Railway Troops in France during 1914-19," by
Colonel David Lyell, C.M.G., kc. Tuesday, AprU 13th, "Rich-
borough Military Transportation Depot, " by Lieut.-Colonel J. Kcr-

Robertson, and "The War Department Cross-Channel Train-
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Ferry, ' by Major F. 0. Stanford, O.B.E. Royal EnRineer officers

aniJ ex-officers will be welcomed at these ineetintrs, and cards of

invitation will be ipsued to tliern on application to the secretary.

The twenty-sixth " .lames Forrest " lecture will he delivertd at the

Institution on April 20th, at 5.H0 p.m.. by Sir Du(rald Clerk, K.6.E.,

F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., the subject boinfr " Fuel Conservation in the
United Kingdom."

Birmiogbam University The value of X-rays in the examina-
tion of metals to detect flaws was dealt with by Major J. Hall-

Edwards, in a lecture at Birminphara University on March 2nd.
Blow-holes and cracks, he said, had been detected in aluminium,
steel, and iron up to 6 in. in thickness, and in strips and castings of

brass and copper up to 1 in. thick. Captain Knox .and Major Kaye
had done excellent work in the examination of timber, and X-rays
had been used with great success in the examination of car and
cycle tires. Another important application of the rays to practical

engineering was the examination of ferro-concrete.

Junior Institution of Engineers At a meeting of the Institu-

tion held in London on February 20th, a lecture on " Some Obscure
Points in the Theory of the Internal Combustion Engine '' was
delivered by Prof. F. W. Burstall, M.Sc, M.A.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors inrUe electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the conwiercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

The . Electricity CoMMissioNERS.^With the appoiut-
ment of Sir Harry Haward, whose portrait is given
herewith, the Boai'd of Electricity Commissioners is com-
pleted; now the word is "Pull steam ahead!" Sir

Harry Haward, as Comptroller since 1893 of the London
County Council, in whose service he has been for over 38
years, has acquired that knowledge of affairs which qualifies

him to assist the engineer Commissioners in connection with

Sir Harry Haward.

legal, commercial, and financial questions. In a report of

the General Purposes Committee, just issued, his merits are

eulogised, and the greatest regret is expressed at his leaving

the Council's service, to enter a wider sphere of usefulness.

The committee recommends that he be granted a. retirmc
allowance of £1,206 a year, to commence on his leaving the

Government service after attaining the age of 60 years. He
will take up his duties on April 1st.

The Birkenhead T.C. is recommended to increase the sala.ry

of the electrical engineer. Mr. G. P. Shallcross, from £500
to £600 a year, as from February 1st.

Subject to his agreeing to stay with the Corporation for

three years, the salary of Mr. Owkn, electrical engineer to

the Wigan Corporation, has been increased from £6.50 to

£850 per year, with house, fuel aiul light, fi'om April 1st

next, this to be increased to £1.000 per annum a year later.

Sir- Auckland Geddes, having been appointed British Am-
bassador to Washington, will not return to McGill Univer-
sity. A Times dispatch says the governors intend, if possible,

to secure a Canadian as Principal.

Mr. 0. G. D. ,T.4CKS0N. general manager's assistant of the

Liverpool Corporation tramw«yi, haa b»«n appoiiit«d Miisttat

general manager, and Mr. H. 1. Palmer, chief traffic superin-

tendent, to take full chai-ge of the traffic department.
Mr. J. H. Storrie, district manager for the York district

of the Post Office telephones, has been transferred to Aber-
deen.
Mr. D. J. Barnes has been appointed district manager of

the York Post Office telephones. He has held a similar posi-

tion at Blackburn. Mr. Barnes entered the service of the
National Telephone Co., Ltd., in 1887.

Mr. E. ¥. VV. Alexanderson, consulting engineer of the
.Vraerican General Electric Co., has recently been the recipient
of two marks of appreciation for the services rendered by
him in radio research. He has been elected chief engineer
of the recently formed Eadio Corporation of America, and
in addition has been awarded a gold njedal by the Institute

of Radio Engineers, of which he is a vice-president. Mr.
Alexanderson is the inventor of a groat deal of wireless ap-
paratus, including a high frequency alternator, a magnetic
amplifier, multiple-tuned antennae, and a barrage receiver

all of which are to be used in the 16 stations to be installed

by the Radio Corporation in its comprehensive scheme.
Mr. E. P. Bennett now holds the position of secretary and

sales manager to Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison
Lane, Birmingham. Mr. Bennett has held a number of posi-

tions in the company, including that of manager for Liver-
pool and also for London and the South of England. He has
had a long experience in the electrical business, both in

England and America, and was connected with well-known
contractors in London and the provinces prior to joining the
Simplex Co. During the war Mr. Bennett held a technical

commission in the R.A.F. Immediately after the conclusion
of hostiUties he undei-took an extended torn-, covering most
of the Eui'opean countries, studying the possibilities of the
markets for electrical commodities. His observations relating

to Switzerland and Italy were pubhshed in the Electrical
Review last year.

The Accrington Corporation has decided to apply the civil

sei'vice arbitration award to the tramways manager and the
electrical engineer.
The Southwai'k Borough Council is increasing the salary

of the electrical engineer from £400 to £745 i>er annum.
Mr. W. W. Firth, mains superintendent, Dewsbury Cor-

poration electricity department, has been presented by the
staff with a mahogany plant-stand and a pair of vases on the
occasion of his marriage.
The Glasgow Ti-amways Committee recommends 'that Mr.

G. C. Braid be appointed deputy chief engineer, at £800
per annum, inclusive of all bonuses {present salary £503 in-

clusive), and that Mr. J. MacDonald be appointed chief

electrical assistant, at £.500 per annum, inclusive of all bonuses
(present salary £347 inclusive).

Mr. A. P. Trotter, of Messrs. Handcock, Dykes & Trotter,

is retiring from the firm as from March 25th, but will con-
tinue to give attention to his special subjects in engineering
and science from his new address, Greystones, Teffont, Salis-

bury, Wilts.

Mr. H. W. Woodcock, late of the Rotherham Corporation
Electricity Supply Department, has been appointed assistant

engineer to the River Plate Electric Co. at their works at La
Plata. Argentine. There were 70 applicants.

Owing to tlie continued ill-health of Mr. Douglas A. Brown,
cons*;quent on his .sei'vice in the East dm'Lng the war, he has
been ordered by the doctor to live abroad for some years, and
the partnership between Mr. Harold Couzehs and himself
{Couzens & Brown) has accordingly been dissolved. Mr.
Harold Couzens will continue to carry on the practice at 9,

Old Queen Street as heretofore.

Obituary.

—

Prof. H. S. Carhart.—We regret to record the
death, at Pasadena, California, on Februai-y 12th, .of Prof.

Henry Smith Carhart, of the California Institute of Techno-
logy. He was ill for only a few hours, and tlie cause of death
was cerebral hemorrhage. Prof. Carhart. who was 76 years

of age, went from Harvard in 1881 to the University of

Berlin, where he did research work in the laboratory of

Prof, von Helmholtz. In 1893 he was chosen by the Inter-

national Electrical Congress as one of a commission of three

to formulate the details of the standard Clark ceil. In 1886

he became professor of physics at Michigan University. He
later became an expert of world repute on voltaic cells, and
in recognition of his eminence in this particular dii'ection he
was made president of the American Electrochemical Society.

He was a member of the International Jury of Awards at the
Paris Exhibition of 1881, and was also a judge at subsequent
great exhibitions at Chicago, &c. He was U.S. delegate at

the Electrical Units Conferences at Berlin in 1905 and in

London in 1908. He was a well-known author of books on
physics. Dr. Carhart designed and established the first Phy-
sical Laboratory, and later developed the electrical engineering
department at the State University of Michigan, where he
was Professor of Physics until his retirement therefrom.

He was well known in this country, where he (»x)k a
very prominent part in scientific public life. A correspondent

writes :

" He was a man of a very lovable disposition that

endeared him to all who had the pleasure of his acquaint-

ance."
Mr. C. G. Gumpel.—We regret to record the death, which

occurred on March 5th, at Beckenham, of Mr. Carl Godfrey

Gumpel, vs»ho wm formerly well knows in th« Al^ctncAl

induitr;.
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Rashleigh Phipps & Co., Ltd.—Corn;clion: For W \
Edelsloin (see Elec. Rev., M.irch 3th. p. 309J read \V. .\. Edelsten. All fh«
Jirectors o( the company are British.

Read & Partners, Ltd. (164,776).—Private company. Re-
gistered .March 3rd. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares ((lO.OUQ preferred). To
carry on the business of consulting, electrical, mechanical, gas, hydraulic.
sanitary, and general engineers, ic. The subscribers are : H. j. Read, Lis-
more, .Alma Road, St. .-Mbans, electrical engineer; H. J. Butcher, 66. Broom-
field .Avenue, Palmer's Green, X. 1.3. electrical engineer. The first directors
are: H. J. Read (chairman), H. J. Butcher, W. J. Bransom, and D. Dunham

• Qualification £500. Registered office : Tl. Cavcrsham Road, Reading.

Bourne End and District Electricity Corporation, Ltd.
(164,689).—Private company. Registered March 2nd". Capital, £50,000 in £1
shares. To take over the business of the Bourne End Electric Installation
Co.. Ltd., and the business of a supplier of electric light and energy lately
carried on at Bourne End by T. G. Lunnon. to acifuire certain property for
extending the said businesses, to adopt an agreement with H. S. Dennington.
&c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : R. S. Tavlor. 14, Cavendish
Mansions, Portland Place. W., manufacturer; E. W. Lean.' 1, Whitehall, Ray
Park .Avenue. Maidenhead, C..A. The first directors are : R. S. Taylor, E. W.
Lean, and H. S. Dennington. H. S. Dennington mav retain office while
holding £10,000 shares. Solicitors: A. E. & G. Tooth, 37, Lincolns Inn
Fields, VV.C.

A.B.C. Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (10,993).—Private com-
pany. Registered 'n Edinburgh February 26th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares.
To carry on the business of electrical, mechanical, and motor engineers, iron
and brass founders, tinplate makers. &c. The subscribers (each with jne
share) are: J. Anderson, 144, Kenilworth .Avenue. Shawlands, Glasgow, con-
tractor; A. B. Campbell, 302, Cross Road. Glasgow, engineer. The first
directors are : J. .Anderson, A. M. .Anderson, 12l, York Drive, Hvndland
Glasgow; J. J. Christce, Balgownie, Westwood Avenue, Giflnock; and J. W.
Lynhurst, 52. Linn Terrace. .Muirend. Cathcart, Glasgow. Qualification £100.
Registered office : 14, Douglas Street. Glasgow.

Electrical & General Sundries, Ltd. (164,619).—Private
company. Registered February 28th. Capital. £500 in £1 shares. To carrv
on the business indicated bv the title. The provisional directors are : H. W.
Cole. 114, Trinitv Road, Upper Tooting, S.\V.17, electrician; Evelvn Whittle.
23, Stirling Road, Claph.im Rise, S,W. 9, clerk. Secretary, Evelvn Whittle.
Registered office : 14, Victoria Street, Westminster.

Internationa! Automatic Telephone Co.. Ltd. (164,393).

—

Registered February 23rd. Capital, £920,000 in £1 shares (200.000 preferred.
300,000 ordinary, and 300,000 deferred). To acquire (1) all or anv of the
shares or securities, and all or any of the assets and liabilities of the
-Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. and any other company, whose
objects include the business of manufacturers of or dealers in automatic or
other telephones, telegraphs, or other electrical contrivances or apparatus
connected therewith, and (2) licences from the .Automatic Electric Co.. of
Chicago, to operate, use, and e-^ercise in Europe and elsewhere inventions
relating to such contrivances or apparatus, &c., and to adopt an agreement
with T. G. Frank, H. Woods. A. F. .Adams, H. L. Gary, J. B. Russell.
I. Tavlor, and D. Sinclair. The subscribers (each with 'one share) are;
G. Dickson. 4, London Road, Benfleet, clerk; E. J. .Alldis, 12, Macdonald
Road. Forest Gate, E., clerk; and five other clerks. Minimum cash sub-
scription 7 shares. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors.
Solicitor : H. H. Atteridge. 2. Bond Court, Walbrook, E,C. Registered
office : Royal Liver Buildings, Liverpool.

Solar Electrical Co., Ltd. (164,727).—Private company.
Registered March 2nd. Capital. £2.000 in £1 shares (1,000 10 per cent,
preference). To carry on the business of electrical engineers, electricians,

dealers in elctrical apparatus. S:c. The first directors are : L. S. Challis, 6.

Dungarvon Avenue. Putnev, S.W. ; E- Kilpin. 14 and 15, Conduit Street, W.
Registered office : 53, Haymarket, S.W.

A. C. Sparking Plug Co., Ltd. (164,744).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 2nd. Capital. £20.000 in £1 shares. To acquire
from the Champion Ignition Co.. of Flint. Michigan, U.S. .A., the concessions,
patents, patent rights' and trade marks of the A.C. Sparking Plug, and the

business therein for any of the following countries: U.K., Holland, Belgium,
Denmark. Norway, Sweden. Finland, and any other country in the Eastern
Hemisphere, and anv liritish Colony or dependency. The subscribers (each
with one share) are': R. A. Ch.almers. 37. Craven Terrace, W. 2. engineer:
A. Peters, 4, Mount Road, Wimbledon Park, S.W. 19, solicitor's clerk. The
subscribers are to appoint the first dirre'ors. Qualification 100 shares. Soli-

citors: Kenneth Brown. Baker. Baker, Lennox House, Norfolk Street. W.C.2.

Hesco, Ltd. (164,790).—Private company. Registered
March 3rd. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To carry in the business of

mechanical, electrical, .leronautical, and general engineers, electricians, &c.,

and to adopt an agreement with H. E. Spencer. The subscribers (each with
one share) are: G. T. Little, 7, Dorncliffe Road, Fulham, S.W.. clerk;
A. Hall. Parkland* Grove. Ashford. Middlese.x, solicitor. The subscribers are

appoint the first directors. Solicitor : .A. Barrie, 1, Church Court, Clements
Lan E.C.

J. Hopkinson & Co., Ltd. (164,767).—Private companv.
Registered March 3rd. Capital. £600.000 in £1 sharrs (250.000 preference).

To carry on the business of mechanical and electrical engineers, machine and
engineering tool makers, manufacturers of boilers, flues, boTIer mountings
and fillings, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic apparatus. &c.. to acquire
the business of J. Hopkinson i Co.. Ltd. The subscribers (e.-.ch with one
share) are: A. H. Hopkinson. Copt Hill Court, Burgh Heath, Tadworth,
Surrey, engineer: L. H. Hopkinson, Cleveland House, Huddersfield, engineer.

The first directors are: A. H. Hopkinson, L. H. Hop"kinson. R. Kilburn, and
F. Murgatroyd (ordinary directors). J. H. Hanson (representing " A " shares),

and R. V. Bigbv (representing " B " shares). Holders of preference shares

N6. 1-134.563 and ordinary shares No. 1-12.456 (" A " shares) and holders

of preference shares Nos. 134,564-.350,000 and ordinary shares Nos. 124.564-

250,000 ('* B " shares) have the right to appoint a director as representative

of the " A " and " B " shares respectively. Solicitor : W. Ramsden, Station

Street Buildings, Huddersfield.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Westinghouse Morse Chain Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on fac-
tory. Works Road. L^tchworth. rcs;istered February IGth, 1920, 'to secure all

moneys due or to become due Irum company to Barclays Bank,

Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.—Debenture datetl
February 17lh, 192U, to secure £40,000 charged on the company's under-

taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital, subject

as to certain freehold land with buildings thereon to u prior charge for

£60,UOU ranking fa'i /niuu tliei.wiih. Holders : London County Westminstct

and Parrs Bank, Ltd., 21, Lombard Street, E.C.

Tratford Power & Light Supply (1902). Ltd.—Satisfaction
in full on February 17th, 1920, of mortgage debenture dated March 30tTi, 1910,

securing £25,000.

Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd.—Debentures for ^0 000
registered February 11th, 1920, charged on the company's undertaking and
property present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: iTondon
Lounty \\,,:miniler i Parrs Bank.

Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd. (formerly Switcbgear and
Cowans (1911), Ltd.—Satisfaction registered February 11th
192U, ol charges for £250, registered April 14th. 1913, and £2.350. registered
February llth, 1920. Issue registered February 11th. 1920, of £3,350 " B "
debentures, part of a scries of £3,000 already registered.

Implitico, Ltd.—Return dated November 17th, 1919
Capital, £3.000 in £1 shares. All shares taken up and paid for in full.

and charges : Nil.

India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Return dated January 1st, 1920. Capital. £SJ2.0UO in £10 shares (50.000

ordinary, 2a,000 preferred, and 6,200 unclassified), 50,000 ordinary and '^5 000
preferred shares taken up. £750,000 paid. .Morlgagts and charges : £400,000.

Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Return dated Februarv
9th 1920. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. 5,400 shares taken up. £5.4l5b
paid. Mortgages and charges : £2,500 debentures.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—
Return dated February 14th, 1919 (filed February 19th), Capital, £600,000

'.OD- J"'**
"":""'' P'<^<="'='^ ""<• ^•OOO ordinary), 46.261 preferred and

40.9(, ordinary shares taken up. £436,190 considered as paid. Morteaees
and charges : £272.373. " ^

Tilney Manufacturing & Testing Co., Ltd.—Debentures
for £].U00, registered February 13th. 1920, cTiarged on the company's under-
taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital ' Holder
.M. J. E. Tilney, The Knowles, Watford.

""luer .

C. H. Hare & Son, Ltd. (110,911).—Capital, ,£16,000 in
8,000 preference and 8,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, of which, to December
31st, 1919, 6.200 preference and 8,000 ordinary had been taken up £6 702
paid on 6,200 preference and 502 ordinary. £7,498 considered as paid on the
remaining ordinary. Mortgages and charges, nil. The Lamson Paragon
Supply Co., Ltd., holds a large block of shares.

Electrical Contracts & Maintenance Co., Ltd. (101 757)
—Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. Return dated December 18th, 1919. All
shares taken up. £1,331 paid. £1,669 considered as paid. Morteaees and
charges : £10,000.

"^ * ^

Ferranti, Ltd. (83,718).—Capital, 4130.000 in 60,000 pre-
ference, 60,000 ordinary, and 10.000 deferred shares of £1 each, of which to
December 19th, 1919, 53,374 preference, 60,000 ordinary, and 10,000 deferred
had been taken up ind credited as fully paid. Mortgages and charges :

East India Tramways Co., Ltd. f74,457).—Capital,
£100,000 in 15,000 preference, 35,000 ordinary, and 50,000 deferred shares of
£1 each, of which, to December 30th, 1919, '7,476 preference, 33,433 ordinary,
and 50,000 deferred had been taken up. £7,483 paid on 7,476 preference and
7 ordinary. £83,426 considered as paid on the remainder. .Xfortgages and
charges : Nil.

CITY NOTES.

IF est End Undertakings.—Gross earninga
Charing Cross, for 1919 i'26o,856, against jei93,S58 for
West End and 1918; expenses, excluding depreciation.
City Electricity i'167,'34'2, against c£13-2,946; net eainings
Supply Co., Ltd. ie9S,614, against je60,91'2. Including £1&2

brought forward and interest actyued
±'•5,056, the available total is ±103,832. Out of this debenture
interest absorbs £17,8'29. and thei'e is set aside for depreciation
j6'22,(X)0; preference dividend for the year i'lS.tXHJ; ordinary
dividend 7 per cent, for the yeai- ±'28,000; to general reserve
±10,000; leaving to be carried forward ±8,002. There arc
now connected to the \^'est End mains the equivalent of
775,.563 (3Q-watt) lamps: Lighting 459,809, heating 80,777,
power 234,977 (9,449 H.P.).

City Undertaking.—Gross earnings for 1919 ±3-31.3'23.

against ±'238,075; exi^enses ±273, 7-22, against ±'199,'250; net
earnings ±57,001, against ±.38,8'25. Including ±9,075 brought
forward, the available total is ±66.670. Out of this, interest

on debentui'es, loans, and advances absorbs ±31.458, leaving
±35,'217. Preference dividend ±18,000; to general reserve
±10,000; carried forward ±7. '217. There are now connected
to the City mains the equivalent of 851,515 (30-watt) lamps ;

Lighting 334,9'25; heating 1'20,323; power 390. '267 (15,930 h.p.).

The report contains references to the Electricity Supply Bill

in the same terms as were used in the Westminster report
(Elec. Rev., February •20th, p. '245).

West End Undertaking.—Units generated, 7'23,704; bought,
10,804.856; units sold, 12,649,'2'28 ; used on works, itc.,

4,879,332.

City Undertaking.—Units generated, 41,178,630; sold,

34,349,3-26; used on works, &c., 6,829,304.

Ix)rd .\shfield, presiding at the annual
Underground meeting on March 5th, reviewed the finan-

Electric cial position of the company, and said that
Railways Co. the result was as disappointing as it was

of London, Ltd. unexpected. In the first half of 1919 the
gross receipts of the operating companies

increa.-^-d faster than the expenses, and they were thus able

to increase their interim dividends, and in consequence their

payments to this company, but in the second half the expenses

increased much faster than the gross income, and .since the

close of the year expenses bad still continued to rise. The
return up<ju the capital of the London underground railways

had during the lifetime of this company averaged only 3.3 per

cent. It could not be argued that there had been any profit-

eering. If those railways had to be built to-day it would

cost much more than twice their present capital to biuild
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theiu. They were at the moment inadequate for the traffic
which needed to be carried. There were esseutiul impiove-
ments needed, and they weie ready to go ahead with the full
progianime of important extensions and miprovements iui-

ineaiately, at an estimated cost of .i'lJ.UOO.tXXJ, but until the
position was altered it was hoptUess to contemplate raising
sucii a sum. The i'0,lAIU,lK.KJ was only the beginning; it would
ohly produce additions to and improvements of existing rail-

ways, whcioas in his judgment Ijondon urgently needed, and
must have before long, entiiely new unilerground railways,
including at least one, probably two, high-speed lines. How
and where these new radways should be constructed would
need long and careful consideration. The crucial question
was not construction and location, hov\ever, but how the
required money was to be raised. The six'aker went on to
refer to the Bdls that the companies were promoting in Par-
liament dealing with extensions and the increasing of fares.
They were asking for power to charge '2d. per mile and for the
abolition of workmen's fares. If the undertakings were not
put on a self-supporting basis the only alternative was that
Ijondon traffic should be subsidised either out of national
taxation or out of local rates.

Sir Henry Mance, presiding at the an-
Oxford Electric nual meeting, referred to the effect of the

Co., Ltd. removal of restrictions and the return to
normal conditions. There was an increase

of nearly 25 per cent, in business, enabling them to recover
lost ground and to submit a satisfactory balance sheet. They
l)elieved that this very satisfactory increase would be main-
tained ; the prospects for the future were highly encouraging.
After referring tt) the increased costs, the chairman explained
the main outline of the Electricity Supply BUI. He did not
think the Bill was likely to affect them to any material extent
for many years, as Oxford was not a manufacturing centre,
and generating stations were rather scattered. If super-
stations could supply them with "current a,^ cheaply as they
could make it they would be very glad to take it from thenj.
If the company retained the distributing part of the system,
cither indet>endently or in amalgamation with other under-
takings, their tenure would probably be established in per-

petuity. They propo.sed to call the shareholders together in

the near future to sanction either an increase in capital or

an increase in the rate of interest on the preference capital

that had not yet been issued. There might have to be some
delay in connecting up new consumers, as it was impossible
to get delivery of the necessai-y materials. The boom was
likely to continue untU the industrial world had made up
its leeway. A"t present it appeared to him that most manu-
facturers had at least six months' work ahead of them. He
hoped that electric hghting installations would be put into

all the new houses now being erected throughout the king-
dom. The report of the chief engineer (Mr. F. H. Fi'ancis)

showed that the increased demand had necessitated more
plant. They had secured an existing high-speed engine which
would ensure their position for the winter, and orders had
been placed for an additional alternator and two boilers,

which were due before next winter.

South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Capital
expended durmg 1919 ±'9,21U. Balance from revenue, less

costs, i640,879; interest on investments and sundry receipts

.£2,111. Including the anjount brought forward there ^s

available ^46.258. Debenture and other interest £6,880; de-

preciation .-£8,0(Xi; general reserve ±'2,500; written off lease-

hold account, &c., ±'667; 6 percent, on cumulative preference
.shares; dividend on the ordinary shares 6 per cent, for the
year. Balance carried forward ±10,810. against ±3,717 brought
in. Mr. H. B. Eenuick has become chairman and managing
dil-ector in place of Mr. Braithwaitc resigned. Sir E. Wyld-
bore-Smith has been appointed a director. Applications re-

ceived during the year equivalent to 2,351 KW. (total 18,083
KW.). Units sold 7.5(i5,(J39, increa.se 453,387.

Bournemouth & Poole Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

—

Capital expended during 1919 ±9,173. Available revenue,
includmg ±1,299 brought forward. ±38.573. Debenture and
loan interest ±7,640; leasehold and special redemption funds
and interest ±2.293: to reserve for depreciation ±8,000. Divi-

dends on the 4i per cent, and 6 per cent, preference shares
are paid, and a total of 6 per cent, on the ordinary, leaving
±4,628 to carry forward. Total applications 14,291 KW.,-* in-

crease 1.695 KW. Units .sold 4.680,347.

British L. M. Ericsson iManufacturing Co., Ltd.—Net
profit for 1919 after charging ±12,582 for depreciation, ±12,616
for income tax, and ±2,500 for debenture interest was ±25,877,
plus ±51,279 brought forward. Dividend of 10 per cent., free

of tax, on the ordin.ary .shares. Reserve ±10,000, to reserve
for depreciation of investments ±2.500, ±48,65 6is carried for-

ward subject to excess prolits duty.

Tyneside Electrical Development Co.—For the vear ended
January 31st the profit was ,±4,533, plus ±815 brought for-

ward. Dividend G per cent. |K>r annum on preferred ordinary

;

10 per cent, on deferied ordinary; to general reserve ±1.000;
carried forward .±849.

Stewarts & Lloyds. Ltd.—Dividend for 1919 2s. per share
and a bonus of 6d. per share on the deferred shares. ±100,000
to general reserve, ±10,000 to employes' benefit reserve. Car-
ried forward ±100,000.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—The r«-
port for 1919 states, saya the Financial Ti-mea, that the profit

amounts to ±15,724, plus ±11,281 brought forward. Directors'
fees absorb .±2,664, depreciation on patents, &c., ±3,000, and
di\ndend on preference shares ±12,000, carrying forward
±9,341. The directors regret that the profits for the year will

not allow of a dividend being paid on the ordinary shares.
The dc<'rease in (irohts is due chiefly to reduction of estimated
prolits on all the company's manufactures sold and delivered
during the greater- part of the year, due to the gradual in-

llation in labour rates and raw material prices, and to reduc-
tion of output, due to the Government placing no orders for

automatic telephone equipment during the period under re-

view. The reduction of output was further accentuated as
regards the general manufactures of the company owing <o
the impossibUity of obtaining delivery of the necessary raw
materials in sufficiently large quantities to ensure economical
production and to other difficulties encountered in reorganis-
ing the factory after the special war work on which the
company has been engaged. In the light of these facts, the
directors felt that advantage should be taken of the offer

sulnuitted to shareholders in a circular letter dated February
7th, 1920, and as holders of a majority of the shares hare
agreed to exchange their shares on the terms set forth in that
letter the new company has been formed and all other neces-
.saiy steps taken to complete the transaction.

Stock Exchange Notices.—^Application has been made to
the Committee to allow the following to be officially quoted :

—
Fetters, Ltd.—112,500 ordinary shares of ±1 each, fully

paid ; and 200,000 7i per cent, cumulative preference shares
of ±1 each, fully paid.

The committee has specially allowed deaUngs in the follow-
ing securities under Temporary Regulation 4 (3) :

—
General Electric Co.. Ltd.— 1,600,000 7J per cent, cumula-

tive " B " preference shares of ±1 each, 7s. 6d. paid, Nos. 1

to 1.600,000; and 400,000 ordinary shares of ±1 each (issued

at 28s., of which 7s. 6d. is paid), Nos. 1,225,001 to 1,625,000,
after issue of allotment letters.

Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd.—18,793 ordinary shai'es of ±1
each, fullv paid, Nos. 11,208 to 60,000. and 21,832 preference
shares of ±1 each, fully paid, Nos. 83,064 to 104,895.

W'avgood-Otis. Ltd.—40,000 ordinarv shares of ±1 e.ach, 5s.

paid, Nos. 2.50,001 to 290,000, after issue of allotment letters.

The committee has ordered the following to be officially

quoted :
—

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—39,964
ordinarv shares of ±5 each, fully paid (Nos. 310,001 to

350,054). '

Smithfield Markets Electric Sunoly Co., Ltd.—Sir H. S.

Leon, .spfakiiig at the annual meeting, said that the increase
in totiil .•xpeii^cs in 1919 was ±2,700, but the sale of current
had produced ±8,00fl more. The use of electric heaters was
becoming increasingly popular. The company was at present
buying its current in bulk under an arrangement which
provided that when the price of fuel exceeded a certain figure

the charge per unit against them rose proportionately. They
did not see any prospect of costs of production falling for

some time to come, and until they did a reduction in rates

was out of the question. They must therefore continue the
cautious policy of building up the reserves.

Commonwealth Edison Co.—The report for 1919 states

that the electric operating revenues were $30,366,426; expenses
(including amortisation and depreciation, $2,880,2.54).

$19,519,507; net electric operating revenues, $10,846,919; other
charges, uncollectable operating revenues, $119,938; taxes.

$2,355 ,0flO; municipal compensation. $895,193; leaving net
oi)erating income .$7,476,787; other income, $619,802; gross

income. $8,090,589; deductions from gross income, $950,213,
leaving $7,146,376. Interest on funded debt took $2,299,236.

leaving available $4,847,138. Dividends paid amounted to

$3,942,340; balance carried to surplus, $9ti4,798.—F/nnHc/d!

rhnrs.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Profit for 1919,

±33.038. plus ±1,106 brought forward, and ±2.324 interest,

making ±36,467. Debenture interest .±5,480; 6 per cent, pre-

ference dividend; reserve, renewals, and contingencies
±16,688; written off cost of extinction of founders' shares
±1,089; 4 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year;
carried forward ±1,523; 5.593 new lamp connections (8 C.P.),

making 345,527. Units sold 4.224.505. being 266.033 less than
in 1918.

Newcastle & District Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—Net
profit for 1919. after charging interest on debenture. &c..

and allowing ±16,000 for depreciation, ±8,494, plus ±13.099
brought forward. Dividend 4 per cent., less tax; carried for-

ward ±13,263. Capital expenditure during the year for build-

ings, plant, and mains, ±19,001. .A large number of applica-

tions has been received for energy for all purposes, and a
rapid expansion of business is expected.

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.—FinnI dividend
of 8J per cent., making 12^ per cent, for the year, plus a honUB
of 2i per cent. To reserve and depreciation ±105.000; carried

forward .±103,000.

General Electric Co., Ltd.—It is announced that the issue

of preference and ordinary shares was over-subscribed, and the

list closed on Tuesday.
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Northampton Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd .At the
annual meeting Aid. F. H. Thornton said the year ha<l been n-
teresting and critical. Never before had there been such
fluctuations in the demand for current. Early in the year the
whole of the power used for munition work was disconnected,
and there was a substantial drop in the output. In March came
an unexpected call to supply current for a portion of the
Corporation tramway system. This partly helped to make
up for the decrease in output, but it was succeeded by a
reduction in the hours of employment in the factcjries of the
town, with the result that the output continued to be below
the preceding year until the end of October, when, with the
removal of the lighting restrictions and what appeared to be
steadier demands for industrial power, the weekly output
began to exceed that ol the previous year. This was further
helped by the demand at the end of the year to suppi> the
whole of the current for the Corporation tramways. The five

years' contract for this supply commenced on March 1st, 1920.

In April, 1919, the company purchased the WeUmgborough
Electric Supply Co., not merely with the view of rejuvenating
a moribund undertaking, but also as a part of a much wider
scheme for supplying current for rapidly increasing industries
on that side of the county. L'nfortunately. the County Coun-
cil decided to impose such conditions as to make it impos.sible
for the company to proceed, but the matter was still under
consideration. It was hoped that something would be done
with the help of the Electricity Commissioners. They had
made a profit of ji'iw on the Wellingborough undertaking
instead of the loss of .£6110 in the previous year.

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Capital ex-
pended during 1919 £130,043. Total available revenue
i;232,989, including £1.5,516 brought forward. Deduct de-
benture and loan interest £44,177; written off preliminary
expenses £'5,000; to reserve for depreciation, &c., £.50,000;
to general reserve £'45,000. Preference dividend 6 per cent.,

less tax, for the year; ordinary dividend 8 per cent., less

tax, for the year. Carried forward £19,188. The report states
that the Electricity Supply .^ct as passed should be of

material assistance in connection with the electricity supply
industry of the country, and should assist in solving the
question of London electric supply. Mr. C. P. Sparks re-

signed the position of engineer-in-chief at the end of 1919.

Mr. A. R. Bacon has been appointed chief station engineer
and Mr. .J. D. Dallas, chief mains engineer. .Applications

received during the year 8,53'2 kw., making the total S'i.iii

KW. Units sold 4'2,is7,67'2, an increase of •2,161,409. Con-
sumers increased from 28,400 to 31,390. The Coatbridge and
Airdrie Electric Supply Co., Ltd.. showed a decreased output
during 1919 owing to falling off in war demands. This is

temporary, and the load is rapidly overtaking the previous
demands.

Prospectuses.

—

The Fife Tramway, Light £ Power Co.,

Lid., are issuing 200,000 ordinary shares of £1 each at par
to be applied in payment of loans in connection with the
extensions and additions to the generating station, cables,

and plant.

ir. G. C. Haywood t& Co., Ltd.—.Applications are being
invited until to-day for an issue of IGO.CiOO 10 per cent, par-

ticipating shares of 10s. each at par. The company was re-

gistered in 1910 with £5,0(K1 capital to carry on general
engineering work (its address is Beaufort Works, Twicken-
ham), and during the war was engaged on the production
of aeroplane parts. The nominal capital is now £120.000. the
business having been converted into a public company with
the object of turning its organi.satiun and equipment to ac-

count, for the provision of motor sioiiters, cycle cars, " Blue
Bird " steam turbine fans and iwwer plants (this is an
.Austrian design purchased with the business of Michael Pal
and Co., Ltd.), the E.C. electric iron (which is being manu-
factured for Sumner Vaughan & Co., who have leceived
orders and inquiries for over 1.50,000, on which a net profit

of £18,750 to this company is estunated), and the " Feyens
engine. In the prosijectus as printed in the daily Press,

there is no information given as to the purchase price, and
the profit figures are estimates on business booked or in-

quired for. The plant, premises, .stwk, &c., at Twickenham
are valued at £30,470.

Rushden & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—.\t the an-
nual meeting .Aid. F. H. Thornton "said that the reduction
in the price of crude petroleum resulted in a saving of over
£'.51)0 in the cost of fuel, notwithstanding a slightly increa.=cd

output. .An additional generating set was being installo<l to

cope with the more urgent demand for power pending the
completion of arrangements for bulk supply from Northamp-
ton.

Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co., Ltd.—Net
'profit, of £124.184 for 1919. phis i.-110,29fi brought forward.
Further dividend 7i per cent., free of tax; to reserve fund
£20.000. and £1(t.000 t.. pcn.sion fund; £114.840 carried for-

ward.

Metropolitan Vickws Electrical Co., Ltd,—Tlie directors
re<oniiiiend a ilivi(l,'iid on tlic ordinary shares at the rate • f

8 ix-r cent, per iinniiiii to December, 1919.

Mirrlees Watson Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 10 per cent, .nnd

a bonus of 7J j>er cent, for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TOESDAV EVEM.NG.

The extraordinary flood of new issues is one of the principal
causes which tend to check business in existing securities,

and to render the investor delicate in his choice of purchases.
The fear of the Budget appears to have been fairly well dis-

counted, and whatever may be announced, the Stock Exchange
is prepared for it—up to a point. Confidence shows a little

disposition to return, as improvement in the War Loan in-

dicates. In regard to the new issues, each week brings more
tempting offers than the previous one, and it is noticeable
that even in such cases as tho.se where a heavy over-subscrip-
tion is secured, this does not necessarily imply a premium
after allotment. In fact, the reveise has been the case m
several instances lately, showing, of course, that the stag is

extremely busy in this particular- branch of Stock Exchange
tran.sactions at pre.sent. The prudent man is therefore rather
inclined to wait until after allotment before venturing into
new companies.

The eighth ordinary general meeting of the Automatic Tele-
phone Manufacturing Co. is called for next Tuesday, March
I6th, at Liverpool, and is likely to be of a hvely character.
The report shows a profit for last year of £15,7-2^, and after
necessary deductions, there remains £9,341 to go forward.
The decrease in the profits is stated to be due to several
causes, the most iuiix>rtant of which were completely beyond
the control of the company, and the directors felt that advan-
tage should be taken—we quote the report—of " a very im-
portant and favourable offer " to exchange shares on the
terms set forth in the ciicular issued to the shareholders a
month ago. We ventm-e to think that the board will be told
very plainly at the meeting that proprietors are by no means
unanimous in thinking that the offer was " very important
and favourable," and that they, the shareholders, will demand
to know why the opportunity was not afforded them for dis-
cussing the whole affair in general meeting. The price of the
shares remains about •20s.

The Eastern Extension, Telegraph and Westerns are all ex
right.s, but no dealings have yet taken place i'n the new issues,
as it is understood that the letters of allotment will not be out
for a few days. The stocks and shares were quoted ex rights
on the closing of the companies' books. Prices keep very hard,
and the only noticeable feature in cable ^hares is the substan-
tial fall which has taken place in most of the dollar securities,
owing, of course, to the upward movement of the American
exchange brought about by the forthcoming repayment by
this country to the United States of pait of its war debt. The
full recovery in exchange was not held, but prices are consider-
ably lower than they were a week ago.
Rights on Eastern ordinary stock are valued about 18, on

Globes and Eastern Extensions at 45s., and on Western Tele-
graphs at C-Ds. Deductions of these amounts have given the
various securities a cheap appearance, on the 10 per cent, divi-
dend basis.

General Electric ordinary have gone back to 1 15-16 ex rights,
and the preference to ISs. 6d., owing to the evident desire on
the part of holders to apply for as many as possible of the
new sliares in order to provide the funds, they have been sell-

ing their existing shares. The rights are quoted 4s. 9d.-5s. 9d.
premium over the issue price of 28s. Siemens at 30s. and
Cromptons at •2'2s. are both 6d. lower. British .Aluminium
ordinary have further risen to 2 3-16, on the announcement
regarding the new shares that are to be given, for nothing, to
the proprietors. This came as a pleasant surprise. Although
something of the kind had been expected, the terms are more
generous than many looked for. Callender's are ^ lower at 9i,
apparently in sympathy with the dulness in Telegraph Con-
structions. In the engineering group, Babcock &. Wilcox shed
a. and on the whole the iron and steel shares are a trifle down.
With so much competition from the new issues, it is a little

surprising that prices of the existing stocks and shares should
hold their ground as well as they are doing, and the fact that
there has beeii comparatively little fall in the latter argues the
public's capacity for investment on a large scale, Budget or ao
Budget. Greenwood ,t Batley are £3 up at 13J. on the scheme
of capital reairangement just proposed.
The principiil improvement in the electricity list has been

.secured by Brompton ordinary, which have risen 10s. to 6|.
For this the advance of .50 per cent, in the dividend is, n(
course, responsible. Cliaring Cross at 3i are another J higher,
demand being stimulated in their case by the excellent yield
olitainable at the current price, a consideration which applies
also to St. James' and Pall Mall, causing in their case a rise of
.5s. to fij. We.stmin.sters are also better at .5J. With such
shares paying about 9 per cent, on the money, it only needs a
little appreciation on the part of the public for further im-
provements to occur, but the market I-j alwav.s a quiet one,
therefore receiving little adverti.s<'inent from financial guides.

London Electrics receded to 25s.

Metropolitans at '22 arc a little l>etter. Undergrounds keep
heavy as a whole. Underground Income Bonds have gone
back to 72, no interest being taken in the stock, while the
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labour conferences this week have not tended to encourage
purchases of Home Railway issues. Attention is beinji callnl

to the recent speeches of railway chairmen in which relercncfs

have been made to the position of the companies. At tlie

recent meetings of projiiictors of the Great Western and Noith-
Western companies, the chairmen, Ijord Churchill and Sir

Gilbert Claughton respectively, spoke with unwonted hopeful-

ness of their exi>ectations in regard to the possible Govern-
ment action. London Electric iilO shares have eased off to 23,

at which the yield on the money comes to about 6'i per cent.

In our tables, we give the return on Undergrouuil Electric

Income Bonds as £5 lis. per cent., frt^e of tax, calculating

the dividend for 1919 as 4 per cent.
Calcutta Trams are lower at 8s. 8d. Bombay Trams main-

tain their extraordinary prices. The British Columbia group
continues to shrink. Mexicans are flat again, it being re-

ported that General Villa is once more in active brigandage.
A rise of '2 points iu Brazilian Ti-actiuns will not surprise those

who took notice of the well-informed buying mentioned here
as being in progress last mouth. lx>ndon and Suburban
Traction 4 per cent, debentiue is down 3 at 46J.
Marconis enlivened the uiarket with a jump of 7s. 6d. to

4 3-16. Buying apparently drew stimulus from the announce-
ment as to a possible telephone service between this country
and New York. ConcuiTently, Anglo-American Telegraphs
gave way rather sharply, for the same reason. Dealings in

American Marconis cease this week, and will re-start in April

in American Radio shares. Canadian Marconis have further
stiffened to 14s. bid.

Rubber shares are in a lack-lustre condition, and the raw
material gives no immediate indication of that rapid rise

prophesied for it by those who are optimistic concerning sub-
stantial orders for the produce at an early date by GeiToany.

Dividend

1918, 1919.
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Exports and Imports of Electrical Goods during October, November, and December, 1919.

The official returns of our foreijrn electrical trade for the last

quarter of 1919 shows very satisfactory totals, the export

values of electrical material for October. November, and December

being- £812,257, £90B,03.J, and £819,149 respectively, a total of

£2,567,441, as compared with £727,041 for July, £872,649 for

Aucfust, and £652.857 for September, a total of £2 252,547, an
increase of £314,000 for the quarter. The totals f.)r the December
quarter give a monthly average of, rousfhly, £855,000, a? com-
pared with an average of £760,000 for the preceding- quarter, the

monthly average of electrical exports for the 12 months of 1919
working out at £6.H6,000, and the aggregate for the year being

£7,635,001.
The principal increases in export values for the past quarter

occurred in electrical goods, £180,000 ; insulated wire, £123,000;
batteries, £25,000; telegraph and telephone material. £41,000; a
falling off tiiking place in electrical machinery, £40,000, and
meters, £20.000.

The electrical imports for the last three months of lillO

totalled £611,583, as compared with £428,563 for the September
quarter, an increase of about £21o,000, the figures being :

—

October, £220,222 ; November, £90,374 ; and December, £330,987 ;

and July, 4:152,091; August, £116,656; September, £159,756.
The increased values are :—In electrical machinery, £100,000 ;

telegraph and telephone material, £110,000. The electrical imports

for the 12 months amounted to £2,066,784, a monthly average of

about £172,000.
The re-exports of foreign and Colonial electrical material for

the three months under review totalled £30,183, the figures being

for October, £9,685 : November, £7,733 : and December, £12,765 ;

as compared with July, £14,456; August, £9,871; September.

£ 10,231. The total value of the electrical re-exports for the year

was £129,213, a monthly average of nearly £11,000.
Below are given comparative figures of the values of electrical

• sports for 1913, the year previous to the war, and for 1919.

'I',\BLE T.

—

Electrical Exports iok 1913 and 1919

C'OMPAREIi.

Electrical goods ...

Insulated wire ,,.

Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts

Batteries ...

Meters
Machinery
Carbons ...

1913.

£696,607
967,746

153.865

62,889

221,865
172,767

2,209,724

20,772

1919.

£1,332,432
1,906,660

150,357

1,8,176

435,357

239,794
1,975,194

13,194

Inc. or dee.

1.825

8,914

1,508

4,713

1,492

'.027

,530

£635
938

3,

44

213.

67

234

7 578
Teleg. Stelep. material,.. 3,062,320 1,563,837 - 1,498,483

Totals £7,568,555 £7,635,001 + £66,446

TABLE II.

—

Values of Elbctkical Exports and Imports. Last Quarter of 1919.

E.xpor(s.

i-

El^.-trical goods 182,844

Insulated wire 197,610

Glow lamps ... ... 15,038

Arc lamps aiul paits ... 1,121

Batteries 28,48o

Meters 21,013

Machinery 233,781

Carbons 2,58s

Teleg. and telep. material 13.8,779

October.

Imports

45,689

2,941

51

8,124

.-.,141

3,406

l:'.8,641

1,233

149,996

Re-exports. Exports

3.668

1,479

550

39

648
2,168

151

982

163,831

240,981
12,74."i

1,495

53,210

18,656

224,980
2,76.'-.

187,392

November,

Totals , £812,257 £220,222 £9,685 £906,035

27,061

3,291

1,265

1,481

3,561

40,707

434

12,:.74

£90,374

114

4 72

344

3,292

Re-exports. Exports.
i- I-

2,833 144,718

23.5,4.54

10,557

803
2X,052

22,211

222,036
996

184,322

.-.0,818

fi,638

98

4,748

5,084

3,744

1.89,255

3,053

68,519

p-exporta.

£

5,983

189
5.S4

489
972

4,548

£7,733 £849,149 £330,987 £12,765

THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR.

iC'u?wluded from

BIRMINGHAM.
The Midl.4nd Electric M.\m-f.4cti-ri.ng Co., Ltd., Birmiug-

ham.—^In display arrangement this stand exemplified the com-
pany's policy in the manufacture of ironclad switch and fuse

gear. " .simpUcity with efficiency"; all its products were
mounted in the working switchboard manner, and good use
was made of the space of the exhibit. The specimens were
well designed, well finished, and included npt only the final

page 316.)

M.E.M. line, the " Kantark " ironclad fuse, fig. 4, as
incorporated in the "Paragon" combined switch and fuse.

The merits of both these lines are well known'; in the
fuse the arcing chamber is of adequate capacity, amply
ventQated at the sides and lined with a, non-arcing absorbent
material which prevents firing. A wide range of patterns
.and capacities was shown, and in every case where porcelain
is used this is of British manufacture.

Fig. 4.—KtNTARK Ironcud Fdse.

product as sent out, but separate component parts, special

features and elements of M.E.M, switch and fuse gear, with
sectional specimens of the many parts and details that go to

the making of the complete article. A complete selection <£

the finn's spe(-ialities were staged, including switches, fuses,

fuseboards, fuse elements, and accessories, from a study of

which it was seen that the safety aspect waa fully covered
from the point of view of the regulations laid down by the
lesponsible authorities. Illustrated herewith is a leading

Fig. 5,

—

Orbit Electric Fere. Fig. 6.—Br.^zier P.attern Fire.

The Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., Falkirk.—The representative
exhibit of the firm's domestic heating and cooking devices
included the well-known electric cooking ranges and heating
apparatus. The "Orbit" electric fire, fig. 5, is a stove ci
large heating capacity and chaste 4^211 J

i* is of eUiptical

shape on plan, and the finish at the back as well as at the
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Iront leuds itself to boiuy placed iu the ccutro of a room.
Roller castors are coueealod iu the liou paw feet to facilitate

removal, but when the tire is supplied for ship work fixing
clamps are provided for screwing down to the floor. The
extreme height is 3U in., breadth 27 in., and depth 16 in. A
humidifier consisting of a water pan is fitted underneath the
tlome, access being obtained by lifting off the dome cover.
An induced draught couvector effect is obtained by the slid-

ing air ventilator in front. The heating elements are made
easy of access and ai'rauged for heat regulation by switches
mounted in the housing of the fire ; all connections are made
and carrieil to main terminals with an earthing terminal.
The brazier pattern of fire, fig. 6, is constructed of cast iron
with an ornamental brass frieze and solid brass pillars and
feet; its overall size is 16 by 18 in. diameter, and its weight
IS 30 lb. The heating elements are of the red-hot radiant
type, mounted ujion a framing with an aluminium reflector,

all concealed under the pierced dome cover. Two heat-regu-
lating switches are mounted in the frieze. An enhanced
glowing effect may be obtained by the addition of an amber-
coloured lamp concealed in the base of the fire, which throws
a glow on the iloor covering; a separate switch is provided
for this. lamp so that it may be used independently of the
heating element.

Messrs. Robinson & Hands Electhical Co., Ltd., Birming-
ham, exhibited four main lines, namely, lampholders m
variety. 5 and 10-amp. capacity tumbler switches, lightmg
and power fuseboards, and accumulator switchboards. The
latter consisted of an enamelled slate panel on which were
mounted a voltmeter and two 6-in. dial ammeters of the dead
beat gravity type; a 2-way d.p. voltmeter switch; a charge
and discharge switcJi; two d.p. knife switches; four s.p.

porcelain fuses; and an automatic cut-in and cut-out switch
for charging the battery. The boai-ds are supplied complete
with all connections and sweating sockets, all terminals being
plainly labelled. The 5-amp. lighting and 10, '25, 50, and KXi
amp. power fuseboards were all of 'the shock-proof design, thf
former being m harjiwood and the latter in .steel-clad cases.

Messrs. .1. .V. Chabtker & Co., I^td., Walsall, .showed
their tumbler switches of a quick make and quick . leak
pattern, and kindred accessories of various 'types to meet
general requirements for electric lighting, heating, cook-
ing, motor car ignition, &c. These switches have a positive
action, the insulation is of mica, and the contacts are of
copper; they are made watertight in cast-iron cases.

Messrs. Quead, Ltd., London, exhibited a selection of their
\\ell-known electric fires and heaters. They were also show-
ing a table cooker combination, electric flat irons, soldering
ii'ons, fans, &c., the stand and exhibits being very similar' to
that seen at the recent exhibition at Olympia.

The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., London, exhibited industrial
lighting fittings. Shop window fittings and reflectors as well
as street lighting lanterns, vapour and gas-proof fittings,

hand lamps, &c., were on view besides electric battery horns
for motor cars.

Messrs. W. Canning & Co., Birmingham, had on view a

selection of apparatus for electroplating, cleaning, and drying
out in revolving and other barrels, including plating dynamos
and chemicals, also polishing and grinding apparatus.

Messrs. Premier Electric He.wers, Ltd., Birmingham,
showed a selection of domestic heating and cooking devices,
some of which were seen in operation, such as kettles, radia-
tors of various types and sizes, irons, hot plates, itc.

The Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., London.—This exhibit com-
prised a number of electric fires with robust elements, as
recently described in our pages. Also standard and protected
types of switcJigear and fuseboards in iron and wood cases;
reflectors for industrial lighting, electric signs and flashers,
" Lesco " lampholders, and " Xcel " irons and heating ap-

.
paratus. The " Kalkos " system of conduit wiring was also

to be seen on this stand.

Messrs. Litholite Insul.wors, Ltd., London, exhibited
moulded electrical insulators and insulating material for all

purposes, including terminal blocks, bushes, and bush
spindles, terminal caps, lamp holders and adaptors, &c.

Messrs. Donovan & Co., Birmingham, showed ironclad
power and lighting distribution boards, switches, and wall
plugs, besides motor regulators and starters, and a number of
electrical accessories, such as conduit, insulators, and domestic
appliances.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.—On this
stand were seen lighting fittings, lamps, and accessories;
switchgear, flexible wire and cable, accumulators, medical
apparatus, cooking and heating, as weU as ventilating ap-
paratus and electric measuring instruments.

The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., Ponders End, Mid-
dlesex.—This stand comprised a large selection of the firm's
manufactures, including heating' and cooking apparatus,
switchgear, and complete boards for country house lighting,
wire, cable, and conduit, electric indicating and house service
meters, and many other devices. An electrically-driven
vacuum cleaner shown on this stand differed from tlie usual
type inasmuch as the switch was incorporated in the handle.
The latter is in a vertical position when the machine is not
in use, but when pulled forward starts the motor or stops
it when returned to the vertical position.

Messrs. Plaveu & Mitchell, Ltd., Birmingham, had on

view ships', yacht, river, and motor boat fittings, lamps, and
navigation lights; also railway lamps, tramcar and raflway

brass work, &c.

Messrs. P. & C. Osler, Ltd., Birmingham, had a note-

worthy stand showing electric lighting fittings in wrought
and cast metals, as well as in cut glass. The firm specialises

in the reproduction of historic models from the originals in

the various museums, and many beautiful examples were
exhibited.

The Tok ManuI'.acturino Co., Ltd., London, exhibited

rotary snap switches w'ith capacities of from 500 to 5,000 watts,

in single and double-pole, "2 and 4-way, 2 and 3-circuit, and
series-paraUel types. A heavy duty type suitable for heating
and cooking or medical purposes was on view, as well as a
lighter type as commonly used on the Continent instead of

tumbler switches.

The J.\cksc)n Electric Stove Co., Ltd., London, showed
vai'ioiis cooking and heating apparatus, including water
heaters and radiators, also apparatus fur medical, dental, and
industrial uses^ The firm manufactures cooking outfits up
to any siiie for ships, restaurants, &c., as well as for private

lipuse use.

Messrs. Ve.vner Time .Switches, Ltd., l^mdon.—On this

stand several time and other automatic switches for contrbl-

ling electrical circuits were seen in operation. Demand
limiters for the flat rate system of charging as used in housing
schemes and switches for restricted-hour, 2-rate, Merz-de-
mand, and other systems, were also on view.

The Improved Solidite Co., Ltd., Wandsworth, London,
exhibited a cheap insulating material which can be moulded
into any shape or form, and is made in nearly every colour.

Metal tittings can be moulded into the article to be made,
and the material is supphed in a number of grades and also

m qualities suitable for machining.

The Semaphore Enquneerlng Co., Ltd., Wandsworth, Lou-
dou, had on view dry batteries for all purposes, large and
small, as well as complete electric liphthig sets for u.se on
motor cars and cycles.

The Frederick Crane Manui'.actcring Co., Ltd., Birming-
ham, exhibited celluloid lacquers and vai'nishes for all pur-

poses, also coloured and frosting lacquers for lamps, liEc.

The Damard Lacquer Co., Ltd., Birmingham, .showed lac-

quers for general brass work, as well as " formite " and
" bakeUte " insulating materials for preparing moulded in-

sulation, whicJi is claimed to be acid resisting.

Messrs. Greenwooii & Batley, Ltd., Leeds, exhibited
" Bipol " accumulators, (as supplied to the Metropolitan
Police) in which the paste is carried in wood frames, without
lead grids, and the electrolyte is absorbed by glass wool; the

complete battery is 26 per cent, lighter than the ordinary
type.

Messrs. W'm. Goodyear & Sons, Ltd., Dudley, exhibited,
amongst other things, the " Greenbat " electric industrial

ti-uck, which, as its name indicates, is manufact'ui'ed through-
out, including the motor, by Messrs. Greennood & Batley.
The motor is of the enclosed series-wound type, arranged for

series-parallel control. The drive is by differential gear worm
transmission shaft and universal couphng, aU drives being
taken by squares on the shafts. The battery is of the
CJiloride L'onclad Exide type. Every part of the truck is

interchangeable; it wiU attain a speed of 5 m.p.h., three

siieeds in either direction being given. The pedal cut-out is

interlocked with the controller, the latter must be brought
to the neutral position to restart after once stopping, thus
taking current through the resistance coils and startmg on
first si)eed again, \\hicli insures smooth running and avoids
overloading the motor.

The British Ever-ready Co., Ltd., London, showed elec-

tric cycle lamps and motor car accessories, such as roof, hood,
dashboard, and steering pillar lamps, switches, plugs, inspec-
tion lamps, ignition, and other batteries, &c.

The Western Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham, represent-

ing British Electric Vehicles, Ltd., exhibited battery ti-ucks

for carrying half-ton and one-ton loads, also a battery loco-

motive for hauling 10 tons on rails. The exhibit also in-

cluded intercommunication telephones from 2 to 25 lines,

switchboards, and magneto and central battery telephone in-

struments.

Messrs. Industrial Appllances, Ltd., London, exhibited
three types of battery industrial trucks, one having a capacity
of 15-20 cwt., and the others each with a capacity of 2 tons,

being box and drop-frame trucks. Three speeds are given
in either direction with speeds ranging from 5 to S m.p.h.
" Railodok " trucks are of all-British manufacture, and they
are capable of hauling from 3 to 5 tons over and above the
load according to the type.

.Messus. Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd., Jyondon, .showed
arc welding plant, using alternating current, in actual opera-
tion. The exhibit included samples of various types of elec-

trodes and numerous sample welds and welded articles.

The Simoon Engineering Co., Ltd., London, .showed d.c.

motors and ironclad and switchboai'd type fu.ses. The motors
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axe manufactured in the open protected, semi, and totally-

enclosed types, being either shunt, series, or compound
wound. .Ul parts are standardised and interchangeable; ball

bearings are fitted. The coils are former wound, and the

windings are of the barrel type. The copper commutator bais

are mica insulated with micanite cone rings.

The Rel.ay .\ctom.\tic Telephone Co., Ltd., London.—On
thia stand, besides throat transmitters for use in noisy posi-

tions, the Marconi relay automatic telephone system was
shown, which employs relays only, complicated electro-

mechanical switching devices being unnecessary. It is claimed

that the maximum movement in any part of the switchboard

is only l/'&i in., resultmg in a high degree of reliabihty.

Messp.s. Attw.itek & Sons, Preston, exhibited mica for all

electrical insulation purposes. The firm imports and cuts

mica and makes micamte and bakelite in all forms, the latter-

especially for transformer oil switch gear.

Messiw. Eleutuicvl Co.nuuits, I/TU., Walsall, showed tubes
and fittings for the protection of electrical conductors in ships

and buildmgs, including heavy gauge tubes with screw-ed ends
and plain for grip or bored fittings, also junction and switch

boxes, &c.

The Lo.ndox Electp.ic Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd., London.—
On this stand a selection of the company's manufactures of

wire and cable, insulated with difl'erent materials, as used
in the manufacture of electrical apparatus of all kinds was
to be seen.

Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., London, who had one of the lar-gest

stands, had a representative show of engineers' small tools,

alloy steels, " Cosmos " electric lamps and case showing
process of manufacture, various domestic heating and cooking
devices, wires and cables, measuring instruments, rubber
gloves, and rubber-proofed fabrics.

Messrs. May & P.idmohe, Ltd., Birmingham, had two
stands on which, amongst other exhibits, were shown Bastian
electric fires and heaters, irons, ovens, and electrically-heated

water tanks.

Messrs. Edg.\e A. J. Hooper, Ltd., Binuingham. showeil

electric lighting fittings, comprising lanterns, brackets, single

drop hghts, pendants, standards, Ac, a speciality being made
of polished and satin brass, antique brass and copper, aii'l

o.\idised silver finishes.

Messrs. Berry's Electric, Ltd., Birmingham, exhibited

a number of the well-known " Magicoal " electric fires which
w'ere shown in oi>eration.

Messrs. Watertight Fittings, Ltd., Chestei-field, exhibited

a range of fittings and brackets in cast iron and brass tor use
\vith electric lamps; also conduit boxes and o-amp. switches

and fuses in cast-iron boxes.

The Electric Appli.axces Co., Ltd., Bii-mingham, showed
" Imperial-Eureka " vacuum cleaners, including the elect/i-

cally-operated model.

LONDON.
Messrs. Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., W'oolwieh, showed

a remarkable variety of primary cells, ranging from the

Minotto type, once so familiar, to the most up-to-date pattern

of improved Leclanche. Both wet and di'y cells were shown,
but the latte'-' formed the great majority, including bell cells

of various forms and sizes, medical cells, flash-lamp batteries

of many different sizes and shapes, and the weU-knowu
"Inert" cells, which are particularly suitable for export,

not being hable to deterioration in stock or in a tropical

chmate. We wede specially interested in the application of

the " Inert " principle to retills for pocket lamps, a valuable

innovation; it is not intended that these small cells should

be charged by the ultimate buyer, who would probably bungle
the job—they are to be filled by the retailer at the time of

.sale to the user. Thus the tradesman is protected against

loss in storage, and the user gets what is in effect a branil

new freshly-made battery, no matter how long it has left

the maker's hands. Another interesting new type was the

G.R.3 " ignition battery giving 4^ or 6 volts, wnich is in-

tended mainly for a reserve or stand-by to the usual magneto
ignition. Other exhibits were flash-lamp cases and materials

of all sorts and sizes.

The Artistic Sh.4de Co., London, had an exhibit of excep-

tional interest and attractiveness—one to which, we under-

stand, the Queen gave special attention and commendation,
and which the lay Press singled out for prominent notice.

The company specialises in silk shades on wiie frames, though
parchment and linen are also used. The standards are m
many cases of wood, turned and carved, and the shades are

designed to match them. The shades are all made by hand
to the designs of an artist, and many of them are hand-

painted. For the convenience of customers the company's

artists are available to prepare artistic colour schemes and

design appropriate shades, bowls, &c. It is pleasing to add

that the shades are moderate in price.

Messrs. Jamfs Pitkin & Co., Ltd., London, had an in-

teresting exhibit, incluchng the Holden electric chronograph

for measuring the velocity of projectiles, of which a largo

number were made during the war; this instrument utUisea

the fall of a long rod under gravitation to give the time ele-

ment, the distance traversed by the rod during the flight

of the projectile between two jx;reens bemg recorded on it,

and accurately measured with a vernier device which is

graduated in terms of velocity. The details of construction

of the device are ingenious and interesting. An exhibit of

wider industrial application was anew automatic coil winder;
this machine is provided with automatic stop mechanism,
length and convolution recording devices, and various ad-

justments to suit different sizes of bobbins, to control the

tension of w'ii'e, &c. Samples of a new line of rnoving-coil

measuring instruments, in which the operation of changing
the range causes a corresponding number to appear on the

dial, and many other instruments of non-electrical character,

were shown.

The Vulco Makufactcring Co., London, showed samples
of their accumulators, coils, battery boxes, and Ford parts, &c.

Messrs. Kewton .i- Wright, Ltd., London, had a very

good exhibit of standard X-ray and electromedical apparatus

for hospitals, *c.. including "Snook" transforiuor, induc-

tion coils, interrupters, and other apparatus for radiologx

.

and electrotherapeutic apparatus. A novel feature was an

X-ray apparatus for dental surgeons, having an oil-immersed

transformer in the base with two secondary windings for

the Coohdge tube, one to feed the filament and the other

to generate the rays. The i^enetrative power of the rays was
controlled by a small rheostat, in the filament circuit, and

the tube, which was completely sfiielded with a lead-glass

enclosure and a lead alloy funnel, was mounted on a paraUel-

motion frame and provided with a stereoscopic movement, as

well as vertical and angular adjustments. The apparatus was

designed to work off the public supply mains, the tube

taking 5 milliamperes with an equivalent gap of 5 incTies.

The latest radiographic screen with convenient adjustments

was shown; the tube was mounted in a lead-covered box.

covered with lead-rubber, and the fluorscopic screen, caiTied

by an integral aluminium casting, with suitable adjustments,

w'as surrounded with an ample protective apron of lead-

rubber.

Messrs. Henry G. Richardson & Sons and Messrs. Thus.

Webb & Sons. Ltd., of Stourbridge, showed glassware for

rlectric fittings. These and other linns testified to the extra-

oidinarv demand for such good-; which pi.-v.iiU at present.

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY IN THE RHINE

VALLEY.

The following is an abstract of the lecture by Lieut. -Col.

F C Aldous and Mr. A. E. L. Scanes, delivered at the

^oRTH-^^'ESTEEN Centre of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers on February 10th, and at the Liverpool Sub-

Centre on February 16th.

Electrical power supply in the Rhinelands has been de-

veloped to a verv high degree, which is immediately made

.-vident by the extensive use of overhead transmission fines,

and by the installation of electric fight and ixjwer even in

small villages. .
,

An attempt is made in this paper to give an idea ot the

general development during the last thiee years._

The power supplv in the whole of the Rhme \ alley, troiu

Essen to .\hrweiler, is in the hands of one company tlie

Rheinisch Westfahsches Electricitatswerk, Essen (the R.W.L.)

This is a private company about a third of the shares bemg

held bv the Communes which receive Ught and power.

The R.W.E. is sub-divided into subsidiary companies, but

while these are admmistered independently, the generating

stations are all interlinked, and the feeders are car-etufiy

laid out so as to form a series of ring mams. The connections

between the different stations are made partly by underground

cables, but in most new work by overhead lines. All ix)wer

is generated at the same periodicity, i.e., 50 perioils.

The Communes have a union in order to treat with the

R W E with regard to prices, and have also representatives

on the'board of the R.W.E.
, , ^ ,

Power is in general transmitted at '2.5,000 volts, 3-phase, and

is transformed in the company's sub-stations to 5,000 volts,

at which voltage it is distributed to consumers.

Besides the anthracite in the Essen district there is an

area west of Cologne where there are large beds of lignite,

close to the surface, and in seams of great thickness. lUe

possibihty of the conversion of this fuel into electric power

had been proved as a commercial proposition, and it was,

therefore, decided to erect a station of large size employmg

nothing but largo units. The objects were, first, to transmit

power to the Essen district and to reinforce the stations m
that area- it was also projiosed ultunately to transmit power

muci further north, for which reason a 100,ai0-volt transmis-

sion Une was constructed to Osterath and Reisholz. Secondly,

to develop electrical power supply m the southern area. 1 his

is being done bv feeding into the old system by 2o O0(.l-volt

underground mains, also by overhead transmission designed

for 100.000 volts. ^ ,, , i .„.
\ large generating station known as Ooldenbergwerk was

begun in the year 1911, and at the outbreak of war there was

onS set in operation, a 15,00O-KW. turbo-generator. The

fuel burned in this station is lignite, obtained from an open
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mine, close to the station. 'ITac lueau thickness ui the coul
seam is 40 yai-ds, and it is excavut-ed by means of bucket
aiiachines, each driven by a UU-kw. motor. An electrically

driven conveyor brings the trucks, of J-ton capacity, under a
hopper, and the coal is discharged into successive trucks. By
other conveyors the trucks are brought to fom' crushing
houses, where they are automatically tipped into bunliers,

from which the coal descends by gravity to the crushers. The
machines are capable of dealing with 3,000 trucks in an
8-hour shift. At this rate the station could take in 18,000
tons of coal a day, which is sufficient for a, continuous output
of 1-25,000 KW.
Owing to the low calorific value of lignite and the large

quantity of water which it takes up, a very large amount
of fuel has to be dealt with, probably four or five times the
weight that woidd be burned in a station using hard coaJ.

The station is built princii>ally of ferro-concrete, and is

arranged for extension on the wejstern side. Since, howevei',
the original design of the station has been dei^arted from, any
great extension will lead to considerable difficulties with
regard to the connection between the generators and the
transmission lines. There are at present foui- boiler houses,
each about 300 ft. long, in each of which ten boilers are
installed. Whereas the original design with six 15,000-KW.
sets allowed for two boiler houses on the south side, in the
latter extension the turbines are fed with steam from both
sides.

The water-tube boilers are of the Stilling type, of 8,300
sq. ft. heating surface, evaporating 46,000 lb. of water per
hour mean, 70,000 lb. per horn- maximum, specially designed
for burning Ugnite. Each • boiler has five fui'naces, giving a
total grate sm-face per boiler of 530 sq. ft. The fuel contains

as much as 67 per cent, of water, and as it descends it is

heated, and gas and steam are driven from it. The gas
passes thi'ough holes and bmiis over the incandescent fuel,

which lies on the fii'e bars to a depth of 6 to 10 in. If the

fuel becomes too dry it is apt to burn back in the shoots,

lireen economisers of .standard tyjie are used. Both electri-

cally and turbine-di'iveu rotary boiler fuel pumj^s are installed.

Natural draught is provided by eight chimney stacks, 360 ft.

high, giving a draught on the boilers of about 1 in. of water,

the temperatm'e of the furnace gases in the uptake being
about 450 deg. F. Only about S-J- per cent, of ash remains,
whici is dealt with by a central vacuum plant.

Steam is delivered at a pressure of about 215 lb. super-

heated to about 660 deg. P., to a 16-in. main, w'hence it is

fed to the turbines. The engine room, about 500 ft. long,

is equipped with 70-ton electric cranes for the small sets,

and 1'30-ton cranes for the large ones. The tm'bines are

seven in number, five of 15,000 kw. and two of 50,000 kw.
The 50,000-KW. turbine runs at 1,000 r.p.m., and is designed

witli one velocity wheel having two rows of blades, and nine
Rateau wheels. The turbine weighs 250 tons, of which the

rotor alone 'sveighs 49 tons. The generator scales 225 tons
and the generator rotor 106 tons. The turbine wheels vary
in mean diameter from 134 to 150 in., which gives a mean
velocitv of 590 to 725 ft. per second. The design is very similai'

to the'A.E.G. lo,000-KW. sets.

Owing to the war, the manufacturers were compelled to

make the disks and blades of carbon steel, both on the
50,000-KW. sets and also on some of the 15,000-KW. sets, but
it is understood that up to the present they have suffered

no trouble from corrosion or erosion.

The consumption, about 12.5 Ib./KW., is of com'se not good,

owing to the low vacuum obtained, and the area of the

exhaust branches is considerably less than is allowed for the
18.750-KW. sets now being installed at Glasgow by the Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Co.
The air filters are enclosed in- separate ferro-concrete build-

ings, each unit having a capacity of 30,000 KW.
The generators, with direct-coupled exciters are arranged

with partly radial and paitly axial ventOation, with a fan
at one end. In case of fire in a generator, it is quickly ex-

tinguished by means of a hose pipe and compressed CO™.
'hi the 50,()([)0-KW. set the condensers are of the surface type

placed with their axes pai'allel to the axis of the turbine, and
each has a surface of about 34,000 sq. ft. In order to obtain
a proper distribution of steam to the surface of the tub2S,

the shells ai'e filled not more than two-thirds up, and very
large gaps are left between the banks of tubes to allow the
steam to pass well into the centre. This design would appear
to be very extravagant in material, owing to the low tube
plate efficiency. It is far better practice to reduce the dia-

meter of the shell and cari-y the tubes nearly to the top, at the
same time putting an ample steam dome at the inlet to

distribute the steam. The tubes are about 1 in. bore.

Following the usual Continental practice thei'e is no water
box on either end of the condenser, and as these are two-flow,
aU the pilJe connections are made on one cover; should it

be necessary to remove this, the pipework must be dismantled.
It is general practice throughout the sta'tion, with the ex-

ception of the 50,000-KW. sets, to have one motor-driven and
one turbine-driven set of pumps. The turbine-driven sets are

direct-coupled without the use of gears.

There are two sets of turbine-driven pumps to each main
turbine. The .sets run at 1,000 r.p.m. , direct coupled to circu-

lating air and extraction pumps, the rating being 1.000 b.h.p.

per set, giving a total of 2,000 b.h.p. for 60,000 KW. Any
of the four auxiliary sets serving the two main units can

Ijc used on au>' of the four condensers. The cii'culating

pumps in the same manner are connected to a common bus-
pipe running under both condensers.
Cooling towers are used, and as the water is very hard,

about 15 degrees, the w'holc of the make-up water is passed
through a battci'y of 12 Permutit water softeners.
The loss of vacuum on the condensing plant was very

serious due to the rapid deposit of limo, and at the end of
six months, it was impossible to introduce a finger into the
tubes. With the present Permutit .system it is possible to
run for three years with(jut cleaning a condenser. The
greatest care is taken throughout the station to keep the feed
water from contact with the air, and provision is made for
removing all CO. from the ^vater, it being the impression in
Germany that most corrosion of boilers is due to rO„ rather
than to air.

In the part of the station occupied by the two 50,000-KW.
.sets the depth from the engine-room floor level to the base-
ment level is nearly 33 ft. This involves very costly buildings.
Under each of the oO,OCIO-kw. generators there is a large
chamber hollowed out, to which the air is admitted by means
of a sliding door. The entrance to this chamber is by means
of a double air-lock door. One side of the chamber is almost
entirely occupied by the end of the surface condensers, which
are hermetically sealed into the wall. It is thus possible \o
clean and withdraw the tubes in what is substantially the
air duct of the plant.

The two chief reasons for placing the Goldenbcrgwerk ou
its present site, which involves the use of cooling towers,
rather than on the Rhine, were ; the amount of coal used
daily amounts to 7,000 tons at the present time, which will

be increased as the station is extended ; and the natural water
in the Rhinelands is excessively hard, sufficiently so to sub-
stantially close up the tubes.

Each 15,000-KW. machine is directly connected to a 6,300/
25,000-volt transformer, and synchronisation is done at 25,000
volts by electrically operated oil switches fitted with overload
releases, each switch consisting of three .separate single-phase

switches, each in a fire-proof chamber, .\utomatic synchronis-
ing is not used. Bare copper conductors are used from genera-
tor to transformer and from transformer to switch. Emer-
gency 6,000-volt conductors, or busbars, are installed by means
of which any machine can be connected to any transformer.
The busbars are in duplicate and are normally worked on

two sepai'ate sections, so that in case of a breakdown on the
mains, only part of the station is affected. By means of

.selector switches, a machine can be thrown on to either set

of busbars. About half the power I'rom the station is dis-

tributed at 25,000 volts, the remainder at 100,000 volts. The
whole of the 100,000-volt apparatus—busbai's, switches, trans-

formers, lightning arresters, &c.—is contained in a separate
building.

The 100,000-volt transmission lines are interconnected at a
point about 25 miles away, so that in the event of a breakdown
on one Mne, power can be obtained by another route. Out-
going transmission lines are connected through air-break

switches to lightning arresters of the hoiu tji^e, connected to

earth through water resistances, there being two separate

resistances in series for each phase. In parallel with the

lightning arresters are high-resistance choke coils connected

to earth.

The 50,000-KW. sets are directly connected to A.E.G.
transformers of 60,000 k.v.a., 6,300/110,000 volts, synchronisa-

tion in this case being done at 100,000 volts. From each
transformer the high-pressure conductors are led by overhead

wii-es to the transmission house, where they pass downwards
through air-break switches to two 100,000-volt electrically-

operated oil switches, fitted with overload and no-volt

release. These switches have been successfully tested to

break a load of 100,000 kw. The cumbrous nature of this

switch is certainly an argument against the use of sets as

large as 50,000 KW.
The overhead transmission lines are some of iron and some

of aluminium, with a steel core .13 sq. in. cross section, and

are carried on steel towers, with concrete foundations.

The insulators are porcelain and of the suspension type, and
the line is typical of American practice. Where the lines

leave the station the tow-ers are about 130 ft. high, but the

usual height is about 80 ft., and the span about 150 yaxds.

Wheie a line crosses the Rhine, it is earned on towers

260 ft. high, the span being about 500 yards. The lines

are taken across open country, which is largely agricultural,

electrical power companies having special rights to demand
wayleaves for power lines. These lines cross roads, electric

railways, telegraph lines, &c., with no protective net.

In order to balance the phases, the wires are crossed over

three times on each circuit. ! •

Besides the motor and lighting load, there are important

electrical furnaces supplied by this station, including about

10,000 KW. in the neighbourhood of the station, and 8,000 kw.

at Erftwerk for the manufacture of aluminium. As a result

the ix>wer factor of the station is kept fairly high, about 0.8,

and no special arrangements to improve this are made. The
load factor of the station is between 0.6 and 0.7. There are

in the Rei&holz area large electrically driven rolling miUs.

For lower voltages, 5,000 and under, though a lai'ge amount
of cable work is used, wherever possible wires are run over-

head, especially on new work. A usual practice is to run

overhead wires up to a village where the current is transformed
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down to S'iO volts, and distributed through the village. The
low pressure wires are run on short tubular poles, which are
carried on brackets on the houses. Lighting leads are then
carried into a porcelain cap on the pole, down the tube, and
through an insulator into the house.

Another lignite station of similar dimensions was built

during the war at Zsabornewitz, near Bitterfeld, where eight
'2'2,500-K.v.A. turbo-generators are installed. Power is gene-
rated at 6,600 volts, and is transmitted at 110,000 volts, a
distance of I'H km., to Berlin, and at 8"2,500 volts to important
nitrate factories.

I'he Iroisdorf factory is owned by the Rheiuisch-Westfae-
li.=;che Sprengstolt-Actien-Gesellschaft, and at the end of the
war it was manufacturing about 80 tons of guncotton and
about 40 tons of smokeless powder per day, also detonators,

celluloid, &c. All the power u.sed here is electric; steam plant

is used only for heating and drying, the electric power being
taken from the mains of the E.W.E. The consumption in 1918
is said to have been 40 milUon units. The factory receives

power by two 2o,000-volt 0.08 sq. in.. 8-core cables at the main
sub-station ; distribution is effected at 5,0tK) volts, and at '2"20

volts for lighting.

The motors in this factory, 800 in all, from 300 to 70 H.r.,

are wound for 5;M.) volts, and below this size for 220 volts.

They are built in general for medium speeds and for belt

di'ive. The average power factor of the system under normal
working is about 0.7.

The Cologne-Bonn railway is supplied from its own power
station, and operates at 1,000 volts D.c. A standard train

consists of two motor cars and two trailers. Each motor car
has two 130-H.p. motors, and the maximum speed is 45 m.p.h.
CuiTent is collected from a double trolley wire by two pan-
tograph bows on each motor car. On entering the town area,

the train operates on the town circuit of 600 volts D.c. West-
ingtouse air brakes are installed.

The Sieglar sub-station of the Sieglar-Ziindorf light railway
is operated entirely by mercury vapom' converters, the original

motor-generators bein" kept as a standby. The three mercury
converters were built by the Gleichrichter A.G. Glarus,

Zurich, each for 200 kw., 6-phase, 800 volts D.c. They occupy
less floor space than motor-generators or rotaries, and the
first cost is said to be less. Similar converters are built oy
Brown, Boveri up to a size of 500 kw.

Discussion at Manchester.

The Chairman (Mr. J. A. Robertson) remai'ked that the
lecturers did not seem to be overflowing with admiration for

everything they had seen, and Mr. Scanes had been severely

critical with regard to some points. It was not usual for ii

discussion to take place on a lecture such as this, but the mem-
bers might like to ask questions in order to get further in-

formation on matters that had been touched upon.
Mr. G. Sills said in 1914 he saw some big 100,000 volt

switches in Berlin which had buffer resistances inserted in

the bottom of the tanks. Had buffer resistances been intro-

duced into the 1(KI,(KH.) volt switches to «hich C(il. Aldous
referred?
Mr. J. Drummoxd Patox said he had been in the district

and had seen the brown coal made into briquettes under pres-

sures of 10,000 to 12,000 tons. In that form there was no need
to use such a large quantity as Col. Aldous stated in order to

secure the desired thermal efficiency. He thought that there
was probably a lack of briquettin;: uiiiterial, and the lignite

was, therefore, u.sed in a cruilc seuii-diy vtiitc. An interesting

point was the extent to which the administration was deter-

mined by the influence of the communes. He had earnestly

advocated «ith regard to the proposed super stations that the

representatives who were to administer the electricity supply

should be chosen fi-om the ]ieople.

Mr. Ellis, criticising the diagram of a station which had
been shown, said it appeared to him the lay-out was absolutel>'

six)iled by jamming together two .50,000 kw. generators on

opposite sides of the engine room. To his mind it completely

spoiled the extension of the station in the futui^e.

Col. Aldous, in replying, said he was not able to get a

photograph of the 100,b0*j-volt switches. There were three

tanks, one for each phase, each tank being about 5 ft. broad,

fi ft. high, and 9 or 10 ft. long. The current was broken at

four iH)ints in .series, and between the two middle points there

was a bull'ei- resistance. All three tanks were qmto. close

together, so that a. breakdown iiiiglit have disii-strous results.

He noticed that on the smaller s.witches each pba.v was in -i

separate compartment. The hgnite was Ubed not in briquettes

hut in the crude form. That was the reason why the calorific

value was so low Measured in pounds of steam per pound of

fuel it was from 1,5 to 1.8, whereas when the lignite was com-

pressed into briquettes it was about 5.5. They seemed to get

on very well with the crude lignite, and he rather doubted

whether it would pay to install plant to compress the fuel into

briquettes.

With regard to Mr. Ellis's criticism, the diagram might be

mistaken in showing the two .50,000-K\v. generators .so close

together, but it was a fact that in the position shown it <'om-

pletely altered the lay-out of the station, and it would have

to be considered when the time came to extend. The only

way of aetting ix)wer out was by overhead tran.smission. He
supposed the transformers were built up on site. Somo of the

60,000 K.v.A. tran.sformers were built by the .\.E.G. and othcr.s

by Siemens.

Mr. S. L. Pearce, in moving a vote of thanks to the
lecturers, said he believed a good deal of the capital

of the Rhenish Westphalian Company was held by
the municipalities, but that the operations were entirely car-

ried out by the company's staff. It was well known that the
Electricity Supply Act of 1919 made provision for the inclusion

of the consumers to take a share in the administration of the
district authority. He agi'ecd with the criticism of the lay-

out of the station with the two 60,000-K.v.A. generators, but in

all fairness it should be remembered that obviously the station

had been extended beyond the limits for which it was
originally designed. That was the case to-day with a good
many stations in this country. The ratio of heating surface

to grate area seemed to be abnormally low. Doubtless it was
occasioned by the quality of the fuel which was being used.

The same observation apjilied to the cooling surface in the

condenser. The switchgear lay-out, as it appeared on the

screen, was certainly exceedingly complicated. That arose

from the fact that two secondary distribution pressures were
employed, one at 25,000 and one at 100,000. The step-up> trans-

former and the generator should be treated as one unit, and
there should be one step-up pressure only if it could possibly

be arranged. He still remained unconvinced as to the merits

of overhead lines.

Discussion at LiVEiirooL.

Dr. E. W. Marchant (chaii-man) said the paper gave a
remarkably complete description of the new power stations

which the Germans had succeeded in putting up during the

War. They would like to have some more information, especi-

ally with regard to the mercury converters.

Mr. H. Dickinson said he had been in the district in June.

1914, and was told that coal could be delivered to the boilers

at Is. 3d. per ton. The Power Co. had a 50 years' contract.

The 50,000-KW. machine was not as difficult a proposition, con-

sidering the si>eed, and the vacuum, as some that were now
being undertaken in this country, for instance, the 2,000-KW.

set for the new station on the Wear, which was running at

2.400 R.p.M. with a vacuum of 29^ in., whereas the 50,000-KW.

set was only running at 1,000 r.p.m.

Mr. T. D. Clothier said the proposition clearly was to utilise

an almost unlimited supply of fuel in the form of soft coal-
tine stuff' to work with in one respect, as there was only 2J per

cent, of ashes, compared with 35 to 40 per cent, of ashes here.

The distribution from these large ix)wer stations required most

careful consideration. The difficulties of transmission in this

country were more important than the difficulty of getting

coal and water. If the use of mercury converters proved a

sound proixisition it would raise the question whether the

present tendency to turn over from d.c. to A.c. low-pressure

distribution was necessary and proper.

Mr. Ohlson said the Germans in this instance had erec-ted

their station on the coal fields, whereas in this country stations

were placed in the middle of the consumers, and coal and

water weiv. brought to tuem. For the conditions prevailing

in this country the latter cour-se was the most suitable.

Mr. W. Lang said the location of the stations always cropped

up. He was of opinion that they could leave out the cable

question altogether, and go on with the station. The cable

ijiakers would always be ready to fill in any gaps.

Mr. S. E. PovEY asked a number of questions, and on the

subject of burns-out of large generators, said the use of an

automatic switch to break the excitation current and kill

the exciter field was to be recommended as likely to minimise

the risk of the insulation of the generator catching fire. The

switch should operate automatically after the mam oil switch

had been operated, and not be left to an attendant.

Mr. A. E. L. Scanes, in the course of his reply, said the

calorific value of brown coal varied from 3,000 to 3,400 b.th.u.

per lb. The exhaust steam from the auxiliaries could be

partly use^ either m the main turbines or diverted to the

condensers. Owing to the inefficiency of the small turbines,

it was probable that there would be too much steam for the

whole of it to be used for feed heating. Referring to the

question of wages, at the present time when the men asked

for a rise they might get a reasonable one. If, on the other

hand, they did not think it was reasonable, the military

governor appointed a referee, and both the masters and tho

men had to appear before him. As tho referee was eutirely

unprejudiced, his decision was usually acc-epted. In any case

there was no appeal, and the referee's de<^^ision was enforced.

Lieut.-Col. Aldocs said that no definite figures were available

as to the cost and effi.ciency of mercury converters, but these

were believed to compare favourably with the rotary con-

verter. He had no definite figures as to the price of coal,

but the price had gone up as well as everythmg else, and

if they had a contract for 50 years, this contract must have

been revised. He believed all the stations in the Essen dis-

trict were linked up, some with 25.000-volt lines, and others

with 100.000 volts. The power used on one section of busbars

would appeiir to be fro... 30.000 to 50,(KX) kw. They did not

appear to use reactances in the generating circuits, rie

thought they had no special system of protection for generators

or for feeders, but relied on the overload release, with time

limit on the oil switches, and this country wa.s very mucU

ahead of them in this resnect Horn fyix; lightning arresters

were used almoat througnout.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are invited to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

A Marconi Wireless Telephone Cabinet.

The accompanying illustration, tig. 1, shows the new Mar-

coni J-KW. wireless telephone and telegraph cabinet, which

was briefly mentioned in our last issue in connection with the

British Industries Fair; it measures about 4 ft. high by 2 ft.

deep and 4 ft. wide, and is supplied with power at 85 volts,

150 cycles, by a rotary converter or motor generator. The
minimum daylight range for telephony is 100 nautical miles;

for telegraphy by " tonic train " (int'Crrupt^'d continuous wave)

Inspection Tube Fittings.

Messrs. Isa.\c Gkiffiths & Soxs, Imperial Tube Works,
Friar Street, Wednesbury, have recently introduced a labour-
saving invention in the fonn of insi)ection tube fittings (fig.

4). These fittings are designed to take the place of " draw-
in " boxes in conduit work, and consist of tubes possessing
outlets twice the length of the opening in the boxes. As the
oveiall diameter of these tubes is only slightly greater than

A
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fixed a 2-5-0. p. carbon lamp, together with a length of flex

and an adapter. The mouth is closed by a metal cover. The
cylinder is covered with flannel.

This warmer can be adapted to food wanning (fig. 5), and
will also serve as a night light when the flannel cover is re-

moved, the cylinder Iwing perforated at the middle. Food
may be kept at a temperature of 100 deg. F. for any period

by means of this device, the cover being in the form of a

small pan with handles.

A series of readings taken by means of a thermometer iii

bed showed that a temperature of 114 deg. F. was reached
in half an hour. After eight hours the reading was 220 deg.

Water (IJ pints) was boiled and placed on the heater; the

temperature after nine hours was 10.5 deg. F. Half a pint

of cold water was brought to 11-5 Jeg. P. in eight hours.

LEGAL.

A Profiteering Inquirv.

The Complaints Tribunal of the Central Committee which was
established to investigate charges of profiteering on the part of

wholesale dealers, held a sitting at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria

Street, S.W., on Thursday last week, under the presidency of Mr.
W. Marshall Freeman, when a complaint was investigated which
had been lodged by Messrs. H. Underwood & Co., of 37, Kilworth
Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, regarding the price charged by Messrs.

.1. Sellar 4; Co., Ltd.. of 1, Cheapside, London Road. Southend-on-
Sea, for electrical slip conduit elbow.s. The complainants stated

that the trade price chartred by the respondents for elbows of i in ,

electric wiring conduits or tubing, of stamped metal, was 6s. a

dozen. The same article, it was said, could be purchased locally at

Southend at 3s. 6d. a dozen, while a better elbow of solid metal
had been bought from the Edison & Swan Electric Co. at 2s. 4d.

a dozen.

Mr. Harold Underwood, who appeared for the complainants,
said he made a purchase from the respondents of three 5"in. wire
conduits on December 20th. He was charged 6d. each for the

elbows, and complained that in any other shop in Southend he
could buy the same article for 38. 6d. a dozen. He had previously

purchased the same article from the respondents at 68. a dozen, aud
had complained to them of the price charged.

Asked whether he had the letter, Mr. Sellab, who appeared
for the respondent company, said he never received it.

Mb. Underwood added that lie never received any reply to his

letter. He had purch.ised better articles from the Edison-Swan
Co. at 2s. 4d. a dozen ; the goods sold by them were of solid metal
He had also obtained a quotation from Messrs. Young & Martin,
Ltd., dated February 9th, who asked 48. a dozen.

The Chairman ; The ones complained about are described as

split elbows .'

Mr. Underwood : Yes. He went on to say that the previous
Wednesday he went to the General Electric Co., Ltd., who quoted
him IBs a gross for the elbows, plus 50 per cent.

The Chairman : In other words, 228. fid. a gross, nr Is. lO^d. a

dozen.

Mb. Undebwood : Yes. He also produced a quotation from
Electric Installations, who asked 3s. 3d. a dozen for stamped elbows
with cast sleeves, and 3s. 9d. a dozen for malleable cast elbows.

The Chairman : What was the price of these things before the
war .'

Mb. Underwood : About Is. a dozen. That, of course, was the
trade price.

In answer to Mr. Sellar, it was stated by Mr. Underwood
that he had done a good deal of business with the respondent
company.
Mr. Sell.^r : Who paid the accounts .'

Mr. Underwood : 1 did.

Was it your raotlier .'—No ; My fatlier has iiaid accounts to you.
Have you ever paid us any money direct yourself .'— Ves.

I thmk you pretty well know that we don't want your orders, as

we don't assume that you aie properly in the trade. Further, we
don't consider three conduits a trade purchase, do we .'—Yes.
Your mother has begged me not to have any dealings with you .'

—I have not heard of it.

The complainant said that before the war his mother was? a bit

scared about his being in business on his own account, owing to
his age. He had not got a shop of his o\\n—he could not g<'t

premises, and was i-ariying on the business from his private house.
Mr. W. Cuii". assistant mana^'er in the conduit department of

the General Electric Co., said that his firm uianufacturod iiml

supplied elbows similar to those refeired to.

The Chairman What ia the proper price '

Witness : The trade price for the stamped elbows is 15s. a gross,

or Is. 3d. a dozen, plus BO per cent.

What about the solid elbows ':—They are 28. Od. 2, dozen to-day.
plus 75 per cent.

What was the price in November 1—2s. 9d. a dozen, plus 331 per
cent.

What was the price of the stamped elbows in November .'- It

was the same.
Do you understand the trade custom regarding the supply of

goods to gentlemen like the complainant .'—We heard that he
undertook jobs at houses. If he came to oar counter and g^ave his
card we should give him the trade terms, which would be the ones
I have quoted to you.

Even if he only wanted a quarter of a dozen .'—Yes.

The Witness went on to say that he agreed that a firm like the

respondents reselling such goods should make a profit. The usual

profit in the trade was 334 per cent, on the cost price, or 25 per cent.

on the sellinff price.

Mr. Sbllar said that last year it was very difficult to get such
goods, and he had messengers running about trying to get them.
Witness : You should have come to us.

Mr. Sellar, in putting the case for the respondent company,
said that the business had been in existence for many yeara. He
admitted the sale to the complainant at the price mentioned. He
produced an invoice from the British Thomson-Houston Co., which
showed that he purchased two gross of elbows at 40«. a gross, plus

20 per cent. Owing to the shortage last year in such goods, he
had asked customers to let him have elbows, and had allowed them
4s. 6d. a dozen for such goods.

Questions were asked by the Chairman as to the extent of the
respondent company's business, and Mr. Sellar said that during
the war the turnover dropped to about 1 2.690. It had since

increased, and last year amounted to something like £5,000. In
the company's shop was a list which showed that 5 -in. elbows
were sold by them at 58. a dozen.

The Chairman : Then why did you charge the complainant 6g,

a dozen .'

Mr. Sellar ; I didn't want his custom.
You don't want the custom of a man who pays cash .'—I charged

him a penny extra for the three elbows.
The Chairman called attention to a letter which Mr. Sellar

wrote to the Secretary of the Tribunal on February LSth, which
stated " On two occasions he had asked for credit, and we have had
to collect through our solicitors, and that is probably the bottom of

the trouble."

The complainant declared that the statement was untrue, and
the chairman said it was a serious matter.

Mr. Sellar further stated that he regarded the accused, not as

a trade customer, but as a private buyer.

Mr. Geoki'REV Green, of Leigh-on-Sea. spoke of the excellent

reputation held by the respondent company. He had purchased
elbows from the company at 5s. fid. a dozen.

The Chairman : Did you think you were paying a good price .'

Mr. Geeen : I could not get them elsewhere.

Mr. Sellar declared that there was no profit on the electrical

branch of the company's business.

In giving the decision of the Tribunal, the Chairman said that

the matter came l)efore them as a wholesale transaction, which it

was. The complainant had made out his case. By the custom of

the trade, and the general practice adopted by the respondents, the
complainant was given wholesale prices. The respondents put on
Is. a dozen, and therefore were guilty of profiteering, and had
broken the law. The Tribunal considered that a reasonable and
liberal price to have charged was Is. a dozen. They, therefore,

ordered a refund of one-third of the price charged. The chair-

man added that they did not consider that the case was of

sufficient importance to justify any further action, but they hoped
that the respondents would be more careful in future.

The Lighting of Underley Hall.

An application was made to Mr. Justice Eve, in the Chancery
Division, on March 4th, by the Duke of Portland and Mr. E. D.

Upton, trustees of a deed of settlement made by the late Earl of

Bective on the marriage of his daughter, the present Lady Olivia

Cavendish-Bent i nek, of Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale, for an
order to raise capital by the sale of land, subject to the trusts of

the settlement for the purpose of installing a new system of electric

lighting and electric bells at Underley Hall.

It was explained to his Lordship that the present installation

was put in under an order, similar to that now asked for, made by
Mr. Justice Kekewich in ls98, but the engineer was advised that it

was not adequate, or even safe.

His Lordship said the trustees had the power to raise the

necessary capital, and made the declaration asked for.

Engines for Alcohol Fuel.— Reminding us that many
years ago it conducted extensive experiments with regard to alcohol

fuel engines, the Parsons Motob Co., Ltd.. Southampton, writes

ixpri'ssmg disappointment that in spite of the reimrts of Coui-

uiittees on this subject, up to now the Goveriuueut has done

nothing at all, except to appoint an Alcohol Fuel Investigation

Officer. Feeling, however, that something must be done soon, thi'

wmpany last year i-arried out further experiments on alcohol ami
alcohol-benzol mixtures, and is now executing orders for engines

'ising these fuels for countries where there is already a supply of

power alcohol available. Some of our own Colonies are using

alcohol fuel extensively. Alcohol fuel can be used in the ordinary

oetrol engine with very little modification, and alcohol-t)en;ol even

iuore easily still, but to get power and consumption results com-
parable with the paraffin engine numerous details have to be

altered and attended to ; the company's tests .^how results which

are entirely favourable to alcohol fuel when these points have been

dulj' carried out. If the restrictions on its use in this country

could be removed, eays the Parsons Motor Co., private enterprise

would soon find a way to place larse quantities of home-produced

fuel alcohol on the market, with advantage to everyone concerned,

avoiding exporting capital, utilising shipping, and at the Bame
time helping home industries in many directions.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT VET PUBLISHED.)

Couipiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. StrioN-JoNEs, O'Dell and

Stbphems, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, VV.C. 1.

5,340. Arc lamp electrodes for production of violet and ultra-violet

LIGHT. B. M. Young and H. C. Ross. February 23rd.

5,360. Means for starting, lighting, ignition and warming motok-caks,

MOTOB-cvcles. &c. R. H. Playfoot. February 24th.

5,364. Ignition devjces for internal-combustion engines, &c. \V. Pickard

and D. R. Dobson. February 23rd.

5,381. Ignition sparking plugs. F. L. Rapson. February 23id.

.1.384. Arrangement for high-speed automatic printing telegraphy. M. D.

Dimiirievitch. February 23rd.

5.388. Electrical, &c.. signs. E. W. Chamberlain. February 23rd.

5.389. Thermal electrical switches. E. \V. Chamberlain. February 23rd.

5.411. Device for pkkventing removal of lamps from holders. A. G.
Cornwell. February 23rd.

5.^3. Thermionic tubes for wireless transmission systems. S. Brydon,

A. G. T. Cusins, S. Johnson, and J. H. Whitiaker-Swinlon. February 23rd.

5,424. Vacuum tubes, JStc. S. Brydon, E. Cummings, and A. G. T. Cusins.

February 23rd.

5.429. Device for rei'L-\cing fuse wire and indicating blown-out electric

circuits, p. Davies. February 23rd.

5.431. ClKCUIT-BREAKF-R FOR ELECTRICALLY-HEATED UTENSIL. E. C. R. Marks
(Landers, Frarv & Clark). February 23rd.

5.432. Electric.\lly-heated utensil. E. C. R. Marks (Landers, Frary \
Clark). February 23rd.

5.433. Electric.\lly-heated device. Landers, Frary & Clark. February

23rd.

5.434. Electkically-he.\ted device. Landers, Frary & Clark. February

23rd.
5.435. Controlling device. Landers, Frary & Clark. !*ebruary 23rd.

5,437. Controlling device for ELtcTiucALLv-iiE.nF.D utei^sils. Landers,

Frafy & Clark. February 23rd.

d,438. Electrically-heated utensil. L-'nders, Frary & Clark. February

23rd.
5.440. Contact devices. Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. February 23rd.

5.4^. Carbon brushes for dynamo-electric machines. W. \V. Jar\-is and

Morgan Crucible Co. February 23rd.

5.467. Electric switches. S. Kobzy. February 23rd.

5,476. Means for securing inc.\ndbscent electric lamps in holders. L.

Myers and .A. J. Nicolls. February 24ih.

5,485. Electrical integrating sieteks. Electrical Apparatus Co. and A. J.

Martin. Febrjary 24th.

5,496. Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines: D. R. Dobson
and VV. Pickard. February 24th.

5,534. Instrument for transmitting and receiving TtLEPHONic communica-
tions on aeroplanes, &c. Stols Electrophone Co. and W. A. Saxby. Febru-

ary 24th.

J.54;*. Process for electro-deposition of allocs of coi-per and zinc. S.

O. Cowper-Coles. February 24th.

5,555. Op:-:kating tipping-cfar upon vehicles electrically. E. H. Dine, P.

F. Smith. F. R. Stocks. February 24th.

5,560. Ignition magnetos for intern.\l-combustion engines. H. W. F.

Ireland and H. Lucas. February 24th.

5.565. Spark plug cleaner. Champion Spark Plug Co. February 24ih.

5.566. Electric foot rest and foot warmer. I. Panza and .A. Zacchlni.

February 24th.
5,578." Field systems of dynamo-electric .machines, G. Schroeder. Febru-

ary 24lh.

5,565. Electric switches. Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co. Feb-

ruary 24th.

5,586. Circuit-closer. Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co. February

24th.

5.609. Electrkally coNrKoi.Ltu stekkin<; ..ear for s.rirs. II. Mur. is-Ainy.

J. \V. S. Dorling. W . V. Gandeli and A. K. Macrorie. February 24th.

5.611. Electrical iontboi. mparatcs for lighting systems. Igranic Elcc-

tiir Co. (( utler Hammer Manufacturing Co.l. February 25th.

5.619. Electric lamps. Efandem Co., A. H. Williams. February 25ih.

5.643. Electric s\vncHES. R. \\'. Hills. Febru.^ry 35ih.

^ 5,650. Electric incandesceni lamps for projection. &c. M. J- Miij-on.

February 25th.

5.669. SoUND-LocATiNr. APi'ARAius. British Thomson-Houslon Co. (General

Electric Co., U.S.A ). February 2Jih.

5,671. Thermo-cells for ei-ECTRIcal measuring apparatus. Wcstinghouse
Lamp Co. February 25th.

5,697. Wireless direction finders. H. J. Round, Fpbru.iry 25th.

5.703. Process for production of metallic parts. .S. O. Cowper-Coles.

February 25th.

5.715. Multi-step amplifiers. M. I. Pupin. February 25th.

5,ra8. Receivers ok high-frequency sound waves of electrical osciu-.\-

tio.ns. M. I. Pupin. February 25th.

5.729. .Adjustable setung lever for electric ignition devices. Bosch .Akt.

Ges. R. February 25th.

5.736. Apparatus for charging and discharging electric storage batteries.

H. C. Hodges. February 25th.

5.737. Sound generators. M. 1. Pupin. Fehrti.iry 25th.

5.738. .Automatic telephone exchange 5YSTe,ms, Stirling Telephon*
Electric Co. and W. C. Davey. February 25th.

5.740. Receivers for signalling by sound waves. M. I. Pupin. Febru-
ary 25th.

5.741. Device for al'tom.aticallv advakcing ignition in internal-combustion
engines. J. E. Tuscher. February 25th.

5,743. Electric toaster. E. P. Taylor. February 25ih.

5.748. Brake mechanism for electrically propelled vehicles. P. .\ . II.

Mossay, Mossay & Co., and Ransomes, Sim?; & Jeffries. February 25th.

5.749. Electric coNTROLLt?RS for electrically propelieo vehicles. P. .A.

II. .Mossay. Mossay & Co.. and Ransomes, Sims & Jeffries, lebruary 25th.

5.763. HiGii-TFNSiON battery. F. Richardson. February 2tith.

5,774. Aerial systems for wireless TtLEr,Rx!H\. f. 1. Wilkin>uti. I -h-
ruary 26th.

5.777. Suspension of electric light fittings. H. C Busbridee Febru-
ary 26th.

^

5,782- Automatic electric lighting system. T. Ferguson and J. R. John-
stone. February 26th.

5.785. Call indicators for telephone systems. .Automatic Telephone Manu-
facturing Co. (Automatic Electric Co.). February 26th.

5.786. Railway signalling systems. Automatic Tafephone .Manufacturini'
Co. February 26th.

5,796. Selecting devices for automatic telephone sy.stems. J F Collver
E. A. Petithory. and Siemens Bros. & Co. February 26th.

5.802. Connection for permitting siMtn-TANEOus use of sever
BURNERS for SOLDERING OR AVELDiNG. H. Fritze. February 26th.

5,807. Electrical accumulators. C. Saunders and Saunders Electrical Co
February 26th.

5.813.- Receivers for
February 26th.

5.816. pRonucrioN of Lici

Fpbru.irv 26ih.

electric,y

6,(>45. l-Lht ASU Jl NtMUS OR TtKMIN M. BO.XES FuK tLEL I KIC LlUHIlNG IN-

STALLATIONS, j. Stone Si Co. and M. Walton. February 26th.

5,846. Circuit-breaker with al^tomatic v.\ri.\tion of ignition for internai.-

COM8USTION engines. J. E. Tuschcr. Ifbruury 26th.

5,857. Testing armatures of electric machines. H. C. M. Patten. Fer-
ruary 26th.

5,859. Electro-magnetic glnekators and .motors. L. Robertson, R. Lacon.
H. W. Lee, and Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. February 26th.

5.868. Automatic telephone exchange sisiem. Sterling Telephone & Elec
trie Co. and W. C. Davey. February 26lh.

5.869. Automatic telephone exchange system. Sterling Telephone & Elec-

tric Co. and W. C. Davey. February 26th. »

5,890. "XIeTHODS HF TRA.NSMITTING POU'ER FROM WINDMILL TO DYNAMO, &C.
A. L. Macnamara. February 27th.

5.895. "Electric illuminating devices for theatrical stages. &c. T. II.

Rochford. February 27th.
5,899. Electron tube apparatus. Westinghousc Lamp Co. February 27th.

5,904. Electric fu>e boxes, switchcear, . &c. F. W. Abbott. February
27th.

5,907. Device for attaching electric conouchng wires. to pipes, rods, &c.

G. Turnock. February 27th.

5,909. Magneto to sparking plug switch with combination lock. J. W.
Cliffe. February 27th.

5,916. Electric spark and plug tester. W. T. Bayley. February 27th.

5,925. Telephone systems. Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co. Feb-
ruary 27th.

5,942. Safety controlling-gear for electrically-propelled vehicles.

R. Garrett & Sons and H. R. Simpson. February 27th.

5.945. Electric control of dvn.^mo-electric .m.achjnes driven by prime
movers. British Thomson-Houston Co. and J. Hutt. Februarx 27th.

5.949. Alternating-current electric instruments for indicating synchron-
ism, power factor, phase difference, &c. C. L. Lipman and Nalder Bros. &
Thompson. February 27ih.

5.950. Glass vessels for incandescent lamps. &c., .\nd methop ov PKUoiciNti

them. H. G. C. Fairweather (Fabriijue Suisse de Lampes a Incandesccnc).

5.951. Device for testing sparking plugs. C. i. . H. Williams. February
27th.

5,978. Detector tubes. W'estinghouse Lamp Co. February 27th.

5,987. Aerial masts for wireless telegr.\ph^, ike. S, Moehl. February
7th.

electrical Ri( Febru.

Tus. K. F. Ri?s. February 27th.

machines. E. G. C. Barton and G. E. Barton.

:n blocks, hoists, &c. F. Ogden. February 28th.

stion engines. J. Bossan. Feb-

J. .\.

J, Gardner. Feb

i,988. Machines y
ary 27th.

5,389. Electrical

6,010. Mm
February 27th.

6,055. Electricaxxy-i

6,036. Ignition dev;

ruary 2Sth.

6.059. Cable gripping device. J. .\. Hogan. February 28lh.

6.060. Self-regulating constant-clkrent variable-speed dynamo.
Hogan. February 28lh.

6,063. Electrical signalung apparatcs for railw

ruary 28th.

6,065. Lampholders and screw caps. N. Kilian. February 28lh.

6,079. Wireless telephony. W. T. Diicham. February 28th.

6,082. Electric switches. C. A. Damey and R. K. Damey. February 28th

6,084. Brush holders for electrical machines. H. G. Andre. Februar}
28th.

0,085. Electrical voltage RECUuvroKs. H. G. Andre. February 2Sih.

6.086. Electrical regul.\tors. H. G. .\ndre. February 28th.

6.087. Electro-magnets. H. G. Andre. February 28th.

6.090. Rotary electric hand drills. Sicmcns-Schuckertwerke.". February
28th.

6.091. Heat-measuring appli.ance for electricu. purposes. Siemens-
Schuckertwerke. February 28th.

6,101. .App.aratus for subjecting molecular matter, &c., to ulectrost.atic

stress of high-tension ELE:rTRic discharge. F. O. Sicef and R. M. Leggel.

Februarv 28lh.
6,106.' I'KiNTlNG TrJl.iGJiAill sisTl.Ms. W Lstcrn Eleitric Co. February 28th,

TELEGR.AI'HV A.ND TELEPHONY. E. HoghlOn.

LFCTRiCAlLV. Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges.

Electric Plonghlng In Italy.—In view of the necessity

for improved methods of cultivation in Italy, considerable

interest is being displayed in the possibility of utilising Eome
gystem of eleetric ploughing on a large scale. In this con-

nection trials were recently held in the vicinity of Rome
of the apparatus designed and manufactured by Violati-

Tescari Bros., at which the King of Italy, the Italian Minister

of Agriculture, and other prominent offlciala were present.

It is reported that the results of these trials were very eatis-

factory, a triple plough being employed in the first instance,

which operated perfectly, and in the second place, a single

plough, with which a depth of about 20 in. was reached in.

epite of the difficult character of the ground on which the
trials were held.' Conditions in Italy are very favourable to

the adoption of electric ploughing. Not only is the neces-

Bary power available in almost every section of the country,
but the fields are comparatively fmall, and in many instaacea
level. It is claimed that by the Violati-Tescari system a
hectare (2.471 acres) can be ploughed for about 80 lire

(£3 is. 4d.), including in this sum the increase A-hich haa
already taken place in the wages of workmen, possibUitiea

of further increases, interest on invested capital, amortia*-
tion. &c. The cost per hectare, using tractors or other
mechanical means, is estimated at .300 lire {£l'i la. 3d.),

owing principally to the extremely high price of the fuel.

The Vio]ati-TeM.-ari sy.>!.teiii of electric ploughing is a com-
paratively simple one. .\t one corner of the field to be
ploughed a powerful electric capstan or winding apparatus
is estabUshed, from which wire cables are stretched entirely

enclosing the field in question. At the two near comers
these cables pass through pulleys which are securely anchored,
while at the far comers they are connected with two mov-
able anchor-wagons. Between these two, a duplex plough
mounted on wheels is drawn backwards and forwards across

the field by means of the cable, and each time a furrow is

ploughed the anchor-wagons move up a sufiicient distance io
bring the plouch into position for the next operation. The
plough is provided with an equal number of shares on each
side of the wheels, facing eaci other, so that no turning is

nece.ssai\ ; when one side is working the shares on the other

Bide are lifted clear of the ground. A seat ifl provided far

he opeTStor.— U.B. Commerce Reportt. ,
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A SHORT time ago we drew attention to certain cases in

which British merchant houses having long experience and

connections in South America were unable to fix up arrange-

ments with British manufacturer. Disappointed, or,

perhaps, we ought to say disgusted, at the apathetic attitude

of the latter, they abandoned the idea '^of trying to sell

British electrical products, and as they wished to settle to

business without further delay, they made terms with a

Continental manufacturer, and sent their travellers off on

an expedition to sell Continental stuff. The British

merchant has so often been attacked because he has sold

foreign products, that it is only fair to show that sometimes

he cannot help himself. We hope and believe that such

instances are very exceptional, and we are aware that the

works are over-full of orders. But exceptions are none

the less distressing whatever the cause, and when the

workers are able to settle down to that larger productivity

that we believe they will give before long, we may want

more orders.

There is another aspect of this question of British

merchanting abroad that has lately been brought under

attention in dispatches received by the Department of

Overseas Trade, from H.M. Minister at Pekin, and the Com-
mercial Counsellor at Shanghai. The Associated British

Chambers of Commerce in China and Fong-Kong held a

conference in Shanghai a few months ago to discuss certain

matters affecting British trade in China. A number of

resolutions were passed, one of which registered the earnest

hope " that British mnnufarfurprx ami p.rporferx in the.

f'tiiteii Kiniidom nnd the Dnmiiiionx /rill, irhere practicablp,

use British nqetits for the sate nnd distril^iitimi of thfir

floods."

We believe that most British exporters in a sufficiently

large way of business prefer to send their own representa^

hives out from home ; but even such, unless they know tfap

peculiar nature of the ground, and the local methods of

conducting trading operations, are likely to encounter dis-

appointment or to run serious danger by reason of the

pitfalls that await the inexperienced. If they are attached to

some existing organisation that has been brought together and

developed through long and close contact with commercial

life, they can act with greater hope of local inexperience

being unable to render their own peculiar efficiency

ineffective.

The last thing in the world that British firms should

do is to entrust their business to a house which L* not

British in personnel, or. at any rate, in .sympathy. It

is not likely to be forgotten, after all that happened during

the war, that Mr. " Smith '" did not always spell his name so.

The purely British firms and agents on the spot have the

first claim upon us, and if we do not avail ourselves of

their offers of service, we must not be surprised if they sell

the products of other countries, and sell them more readily

heia'ise ftteii arc Pritixliers whil^^ British prestige and name

stand so high After all, a merchant is jp business to sell

things, and he is going to do it A Britisher prefers to

sell British manufactures if our works turn out what is

required. Price may sometimes compel him to do othei-

wise. Cheap and nasty quality may satisfy the consumer,

and, much as it may be to the agent's distaste to handle

foreign goods, he may find it policy to do so in order to

retain a connection ; but let it not be said that British

agents sold foreign goods because British manufacturers

made the deplorable mistake of letting their selling be done

for them by a German, or any other, if there was a suitable

Britisher at hand waiting to serve them.

[353]
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Small Motors

:

So far there has been a limited business

. „, ^ in small electric motors for driving
A Hint. . , . , ,. , ,. , .

,"
sewing machines and light polishing work,

stirring liquids, and similar household jobs ; but there

appears to be a latent market for a somewhat more robust

and adaptable appliance on the following lines :
—

An enclosed motor of about I h.p. with self-contained

starter and covered terminals, stout flexible cord connection,

heavy rubber feet, and a substantial handle for lifting ;

the machine to be provided with extended spindle at each

end, screwed cone on one side to take emery wheels, polishing

mops, and buffs, and on the other some provision for fixing

a simple drill chuck, and friction or belt pulleys. An
appliance of this kind, if well balanced, would work on a

table or floor without fixture, or with a simple vice clamp,

but probably would be still more useful if attached to a

stout iron tripod ; one end of the spindle could be arranged

to drive a small fan of the " Sirocco" type, with sheet-iron

housing and hood, to draw dust from the polishing end, and

discharge it into an air porous bag under the stand. This

addition would make a practical polishing machine useable

for many purposes, and a real labour saver, which a

polishing bob without any device to collect dust certainly

is not, so far as household use is concerned. Motors of this

kind, but somewhat larger in six,e, have been employed

with success for farm and dairy work, being easily moved
and coupled to any small machinery—in fact, there wouhl
appear to be a good business to be done in a complete

range of such semiportable machines, which, in association

with some form of wheeled stand, could easily be fitted with

cone pulleys or a speed-reducing gear, and find a sphere of

usefulness even in a well-equipped workshop.

The various District Industrial Councils
District

j-Qj. (^jjg [.Electricity i^upply Industry are

Councils for
"°*^ mostly well under way. But there

Electricity is one point which is perhaps a little

Supply. difficult to arrange. These District

Councils should consist, of course, of Trade

Unions on one side of the taljle, and of I]Lnployers' Associa-

tions on the other. The Employers' Associations are the

I.M.E.A., the Provinoinl Electric Supply Committee, and
(for London only) the Conference of Chief Officials of the

liOndon Companies. In the constitution of the Xational

Council, tliis arrangement was rigidly adhered to. But in

the formation of some of the District Councils, the actual

course followed seems to be for the representatives on the

employers' side to act directly for the individual under-

takings. Not designedly so, of course ; it is a case rather

of there being some difficulty in doing otherwise. But a

really important principle is involved, and it would certainly

seem advisable for the formal constitution to be strictly

adhered to.

It was specifically laid down in the Ministry of Labour
handbook on the question that the intention was that the

Councils should be composed only of representatives of

Trade LTnions and Fiinployers' Associations. The reason

why the apparent anomaly is cropping up is the difficulty of

the two Associations, which are naturally centralised, acting

in the various provincial districts, and the tendency has

been to leave the districts to some extent to look after their

own affairs. But, however much this may be done in

practice, owing to the exigency of circumstances, it is very

necessary that throughout all the fornml proceedings the

representatives of employers should always take the stand

of acting for the two properly constituted Associations of

Employers (I.M.E.A. and P.E.S.C.)

A further point that will need decision is the question of

Works Committees. The District Councils will have to

decide to what extent these are to be made an essential

nart of the scheme. Up to the present, very little

has been done in the way of appointing Works Committees
in the various individual undertakings. It is not, of

course, an indispensable condition that Works Committees
shall be formed, but it certainly seems advisable. Unless
Works Committees are formed, it is difficult to see how the

individual workmen are to be brought as directly and
persoually into Qontm\, with the Whitley scheme as is

desired by the promoters of the Industrial Councils. Other-
wise, some of the most valuable features of the scheme may
be lost, and the District Councils become merely courts of

arbitration on wage disputes.

Ajiropos of Works Committees and the scheme generally,

interesting support is given to this in an article by Mr.
•I. A. K. Marriott in the Xinetpcnlh Centuri/. Mr. Marriott
writes :

" I closely investigated and cordially commended
experiments in the establishment of Works Committees and
.loint Councils before the Whitley Committee reported or

Whitley Councils were heard of." He says further :
" I

would raise the status of labour to that of partner-

ship wherever and whenever it is possible," and he
agrees with Dr. Murray that " those who work with their

hands, like those who work with their brains, and those

who work with their savings, are entitled to take part in the
organisation and direction of the industry, and to have a
voice in determining the conditions under which their

co-operation shall be given and continued." The opinion
of Mr. Marriott is valuable since apart from being Member
for Oxford (in which role he did valiant work in connection
with the Electricity Supply Act), and a writer of authority
on industrial and social history, he can also speak as one in

direct practical touch with industrial problems. Possibly,

therefore, his words may be of value in reinforcing tnc

convictions of those in the industry who are still somewhat
tepid in their enthusiasm on this subject.

Railway
One of the results of the war has been

naiMiaj ^ retard the work of constructing the
Construction in

, , .

^

Berlin. high-speed electric railway in Berlin,

known as the A.E.G.-Schnellbahn, which

was commenced in the former period of peace. The com-

pany, which was constituted by the A.E.(4., recently

informed the City of Berlin and the Union of Berlin local

authorities tiiat owing to the ecoaoinic revolution, the ct.nv

p-.iny was no longer ablet) continue the building of the rai -

way on the conditions and financial presumptions which
were fixed before the war. The local authorities, howe\i r,

insist upon the work being continued, and legal acti( ii in

the matter is proceeding. It ap]iears that the ordiiary

shares, amounting to 20,00<t,000 marks, are held chitlly by
the A.E.It. group; the preference shares for 28,50(),00ii

marks are of the 4^ per cent, class, but have a rate of

interest of 5 per cent, guaranteed by the A.E G. to 1923
inclusive ; and the .service of the obligation loan of

48,500,000 marks has kieen undertaken by the City of

Berlin, in respect of both interest and redemption. Under
the circumstances, the preference shareholders, who solely

possess a cumulative right to dividends after 192.3, are now
forming an association to protect their interests.

Tlie Austrian

Electrical

Industry.

The Au.strian Association of Coal, Iron

and Steel and Engineering Works, whose

annual meeting was held recently, sub-

mitted a report regarding the situation

of these industries in 1919. In the case of the electrical

industry the report states that no material changes took

place as compared with the preceding year. Owing to the

" strangulation " of the works and the difficulties experienced

in obtaining raw materials, it was impossible for the pro-

duction to keep pace with the demand, particularly for

export destinations, as foreign buyers gave preference to

Austrian works inconsequence of exchange being unfavour-

able to the latter. It was found necessary further to

increase sale prices, o-^ing to the advances in wages and

salaries and the cost of raw materials, but the export prices

were still substantially lower than the former quotations for

export. These circumstances explain why the financial

results of the works have considerably declined, notwith-

standing the more favourable possibilities for transacting

business. It is added that the cable factories are well

supplied with orders for the near future, but suffer from a

scarcity of coal and other raw materials. Moreover, the

metals available in the country are becoming more scanty,

and it is reckoned that imports from other countries will

have to take place sooi), which will necessitate the payment

of higher prices,
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THE MANCHESTER-SALFORD BULK SUPPLY.

The usefulness and the advantages of linking up two or

more electricity supply undertakings or areas as a means of

mutual assistance, and for the purpose of utilising the plant

available in the several districts in the best possible and

most economical manner, are perhaps too well known to

necessitate any further elaboration. But it will be remem-
bered that such a policy has been adopted in Lancashire

and elsewhere, undertakings being interconnected to work

in parallel as occasion demands for the common good, and

one of the most interesting interlinking schemes in the

Manchester district is that, which we recently had the

opportunity of inspecting, by which it is made possible for

the Manchester Corporation to furnish the County Borough
of Salford with an extra-high-tension supply of electricity in

bulk up to 4,000 K\v., which may be increased to 1 0.000 K\v.,

as required.

The existing county borough generating station at

Energy is transmitted through a three-core 0'15-sq. in

cable, paper insulated, copper taped (12 copper tapes, each
separately insulated), lead sheathed, single-wire armoured,
and taped overall. It was manufactured by Messrs.

Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., for a

working pressure of 33,000 volts, wfih the centre point

earthed ; the total length of cable is 5,780 yards, of

which 3,000 yards are in the Manchester area and the

remainder in Salford. The cable was drawn into a

6-in. earthenware pipe, steel tape being substituted for

the wire armouring on those lengths which are laid

direct. The straight joints are of a special type, enclosed

in cast-iron boxes, the latter being made in two
halves split transversely. The cast-iron boxes them-
selves are placed in brick pits, covered with cast-iron

plates or flag stones. The dividing boxes at the ends
are of aluminium, and special sets of 33,000-volt

Fio. 1.

—

Transformer Rhom at Frederick Road, Salford, Showtno 33,000/6,GOO-Volt Transformers.

Frederick' Road, Salford, like many others of its kind,

gradually became too small to cope with the needs of the

borough, and although, by scrapping the out-of-date original

plant and substituting for it modern turbo-alternators, it

was possible for a time to meet the demands made, eventual

conditions necessitated an arrangement being entered into

between Messrs. J. A. Robertson, borough electrical engi-

neer, Salford, and S. L. Pearce. chief engineer and manager.
Manchester, which resulted in the establishment of the

"link" described below, which at the time of our visit

had been in regular operation for five months, and has

given entire satisfaction, the amount of power transmitted

varying from about 1,000 to 3,700 KW.
The bulk supply is delivered by means of an underground

cable from the Moss Side sub-station of the Manchester
Corporation to the Frederick Road power station of the County
Borough of Salford. In the former sub-station the 6,600-

volt supply is stepped up to 33,000 volts for transmis-

sion, all the switching being done on the primary side, and
at Frederick Road it is steppeddown again before connection

is made to the existing 6,600-volt bus-bars in the station.

isolating switches were supplied. The cable, on comple-

tion, was subjected to a direct-current pressure test at

117.500 volts between conductors and between the conductors

and earth.

At the Moss Side sub-station. Manchester, two three-

phase 3,000-K.v.A. transformers are installed. Fig. 1

shows the transformer room at the Frederick Road station,

Salford. The high-tension cable is brought in through a

three-way dividing box and the isolating switches, shown

on the left-hand side of fig. 1, the connections to the

step-down transformers being made by means of bare

copper strip held by porcelain insulators. As will be seen,

four oil-cooled transformers are installed, one being provided

as a spare ; they were manufactured by the Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., and have a capacity of

1,666 K.v.A. each, transforming from 33,000 to 6,600 volts

at a frequency of 50 cycles, both sides of the transformers being

connected in delta. Spacing blocks separate the coils of

the same winding, thus preventing movement, and by

keeping the turns in direct contact with the oil ensure

efficient cooling, The problem of insulatioq has received
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special attention : tvro hollow rectanfrles of laminated sheet-

steel form the iron circuits with which the coils are inter-

linked to form, so to speak, three links of a chain.

Hardwood blocks separate the windings from the shell ;

the windings are held vertically against short circuit by an

adjustable clamping device.

Fig. 4 shows part of the control board in the station-

control room, the control panel for the incoming feeder

u, n.

Fig. 2.

—

Outgoing Connections at
Manohesteb.

rom Manchester being shown on the extreme left-hand

®ide of the board.

Fig. 2 shows the outgoing connections at Manchester ;

A is an auto switch, the three current transformers for which
are situated at b, while four current transformers, two for

each watt-hour meter, are shown at c ; D is one of the
0'15 sq. in. cables from Stuart Street generating station to

Moss Side sub-station. At e e are shown
the two three-phase delta-star connected
transformers with neutral earthed with-

out resistance on the 33,000-volt side.

Switch A is operated by leakage and
overload on the G,600-volt side, and by
the Ferranti field relay f, on the ;)3,00(i-

volt outgoing cable to Salford. At Stuart

Street power station reactances are in-

serted between the sections of the bus-

bars.

Referring to tig. 3, which shows the

incoming connections at Salford, the

switch A is operated by leakage by means
of relay f on the 6,600 or 33,000-volt
side. The four 500/5-ampere current

transformers g comprise one set of two
each for each three-phase watt-hour
met«r, while the three (lOO/o-ampere ones
at H are provided for the overload and
leakage relays and instruments. The
I wo single-phase 6,1100/ nO- volt potential

transformers at k supply the voltmeter,

synchroscope, and watt-hour meters for

this feeder. The four single-phape oil

cooled transformers shown in fig. 1 are

located at L.

The transformers on the 6,600-volt

side of the system are connected through a three-way con-
necting box, and by means of a three-core cable to a panel
on the existing high-tension bus-bars in the switch-gallery.

From the diagrams it will be seen that on two of the phases
potential transformers are fitted, and on each phase there is

a switch and a fuse, together with current transformers for

the watt-hour meters, instruments, and protective gear.

The switchgear, which was supplied by the Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., is housed in concrete cells, and

is of the tirm's usual design for this class of work. At the

top of the panel self-contained cells are placed, through

which the bus-bars pass, forming part of the general high-

tension switchgear of the station. The main switch, fitted

with closingand tripping coils, is of the Metropolitan-Vickers

"iH " pattern, and cannot be closed on short-circuit,

it being fitted with " loose handle" gear.

The switch is shown on the extreme
"''?:>".«"'"'' right-hand side of fig. 5, page 357.

T" The switchgear is operated by means of

/ direct current at 230 volts from the

control board, fig. 4, in the generating

station. When in the off position the

isolating switches are earthed through

an earthing bus-bar, which, similarly to

the others, runs the whole length of the

board.

The energy taken at peak-load periods

is registered by two watt-hour meters in

series, in conjunction with two Yenner

time switches, which cut in or out the

maximum demand attachment of the
" peak-load " or " off-peak load " meter

as required, in accordance with the

system of charging. The control panel,

fig. 4, is provided with a control switch

which is capable of being placed in the

closed, open, or neutral positions. The
closing contact of the control switch is

fitted with a blow-out coil, and on ac-

count of the large current involved, it

does not directly operate the closing

coil of the main switch, fig. 5, but

energises an intermediate coil, which

in turn energises the closing coil. In

case of a breakdown on the 33,000-

volt side, additional protection is afforded by a Ferranti field

relay. A leakage relay, combining all three secondary

currents in one coil on the 6,lJ00-volt side, is provided.

as well as a Metropolitan-Vickers overload relay on each

of two phases.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to Mr. .T. A. Robertson,

borough electrical engineer, Salford, and to Mr. S. T,.

-Incoming Connections at
Salfoed.
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THE MOTOR-BOAT EXHIBITION.

Lovers of th« sea and river found many attractions .it

the International Motor Boat and Marine and Station-

ary Engine Exiiibition, promoted by the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd., in collabora-

tion with the Ship and Boat Builders' Association, Ltd.,

and the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'

Association, which was inaugurated at Olympia, W.,

on Friday last and closes to-night. The river enthusiast

was delighted by the excellent specimens of the boat-

builders' art, from canoes to luxurious launches. In-

ternal-combustion engines ranged in size from 2 h.f. tu

500 H.P., from the single-cylinder to the 18-cyliudar

dass; in fact, the exhibition was a triumph for the in-

ternal-combustion engine as applied to river and sea-

going craft.

Among the countries represented were Great Britain,

France, Sweden, Denmark, and the U.S.A.. and out of

a total of 145 stands, about 40 were devoted either

entirely or partly to electrical or allied exhibits. A
noticeable feature was the large number of craft shown

that were fitted throughout with electric lighting, both

for interior and navigational lights. In this connec-

tion there would seem to be considerable room for im-

provement in the design and installation of such liglit-

ing equipments, particularly the wiring.

Fig. ».—Metropolitax-Vickers 6,600-volt Oil Switches \t
S.VLFORD.

(See p. 356.)

Another noteworthy point was that although a com-
paratively large number of engines were fitted with

electric self-starting equipment, magneto ignition was
by far the more common practice, and it seems difficult

to understand why this method of ignition is adopted in

vessels that ore fitted throughout with electric light-

ing and electric self-starters.

Messrs. Short Bros. (Rochester & Bedford), Ltd.. in ad-

dition to other craft, exhibited an electrically-propelled canoe
with ample accommodation for six persons. The canoe, illus-

trated in fig. 1, the ideal craft for river work, was handsomely
fitted, and capable of cruising at 4 knots at half power for

a period of 1'2 hours. It was single skin, carvel built m
mahoganv, its overall length being 24 ft. 10 in., beam over

plank 4 ft. 6 in., depth amidships 2 ft., and draft 1 ft. The
" Submersible " 2.5-h.p., series-wound motor is reversible,

and of the protected type. 70 volts, fi.50 r.p.m., 3-3 amps., one
hour rating. The control is fitted in a convenient position

at the st«m of the boat, and gives half and full speeds ahead
and astern. The motor and accumulators are concealed

under the deck, the latter comprising 3'2 two-volt, 122-amp.

Chloride " Exide " cells in ebonite cases. The main switch,

which can be locked in the off position when the canoe is

not in use, is of the double-pole, quick-break, ironclad type

for 30 amps., and is fitted on a switchboard in the stem of

the boat together w-ith a voltmeter and two 30-amp. fuses are

placed in the circuits. Steering is by means of a wTieel con-

veniently placed aft to a double bn hi need rudder, which pro-

tects the brass propeller; the latter is driven by a 0.75-m.

steel shaft through a ball bearing plummer block, a brass

itiifBng box and hgnum vit£B bush. The electric fighting

Fis. 1.—Electrically-propelled Casoe.

installation consists of a port and a starboard lamp on hinged

brackets, a head lamp on fixed brackets, and two plugs and

switches' for the lamps, operated from the fighting board

fitted in the bows.

Messrs. North i So.ns, Liu., Watford, had on view a,

variety of 4 and 6-cylinder magnetos, also revolution indi-

cators.

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., London, showed accessories

which included accumulators, Brolt fighting and starting

equipment, lamps, sparking plugs, distributors, h.t. and l.t.

wires, switches, and ignition coOs.

The Apollo Plug M.^ncfactuklng Co., Ltd., Birmingham,

exhibited a selection of sparking plugs of various types -and

sizes, as well as a number of electric 'horns and warning

signals.

Messrs. Thomas Eeid & Sons, Paisley, showed capstans,

steering gear, and an electric anchor windlass suitable for a

yacht, with two independent cable fifters fitted with a cone

friction brake. The hand ggiring is single and double pur-

chase; the motor is instaUed below deck, the control gear

being operated from above deck. Windlasses of this type

are made in all sizes suitable for i-in. to 1-in. cables.

The British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd., Coventry.—This

exhibit comprised a selection of magnetos, including one type

fitted with an impulse starter which will start the engine by

turning the handle slowly instead of having to swing the

engine. Component parts showing the method of manufac-

ture and a complete range of Mazda lamp bulbs were also

on view.

The Igbanic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford, exhibited a bat-

tery-charging panel consisting of a standard iron frame with

five 180-amp. <5iarging units; a 30-amp. panel; a control drum
for electrically-propelled boats: giid and carborundum types

of Diesel engine ignition plugs; an automatic switch for

engine starting; electric heater units and soldering irons, and

a variety of switches.

The Garage Service Co., Loudon, included in its selection

of accessories electric drills and valve grinders.

Messrs. W. A. G.amaoe. Ltd., London, also showed sparking

plugs, lamps, and accessories.

Messrs. Bruntons (Sudbury. 1919), Tttd.. Suffolk.—Tliis

exhibit included a half-section model and a complete 1-KW.

self-contained " Lallev Licht " electric fighting set. made
by Studebaker, Ltd.. which is .suitable for ship and yacht

lighting, as weU as for country house use.

Messrs. Edison .'Accumulators, Ltd., London, showed a

range of nickel steel accumulators illustrating the different

sizes and arrangement of cells in crates.

Messrs. Lodge Plugs. Ltd.. Rugby, besides types of spark-

ing plugs, had working exhibits of complete coil ignition gear

for large and small multi-cyfinder engines.

Messrs. S. Smith & Sons (M.A.). Ltd.. T/^ndon.—This col-

lection of accessories included rustless sparking plugs, electric

telegraphs, magnetos made bv the M.-L. Maimeto Syndicate,

Ltd.. and electric liahting and starting equipment. In the

Smith constant current variable speed dvnarao the decreet

regulation is obtained hv making use of the magnetic effect

of the current circulating in the armature wmding of the

machine to alter the strength and direction of the mam
magnetic field of the dvnamo. The dynamo output is thus
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regulated by armatuie reaction, and the dynamo is said to

possess inherent electrical regulation, since no complicated

external regulating devices arc required. The constructiou

ot the luachiue i.s very similar lo that ot an urduiary two-pole

shunt-wound ilynaiuo, but it is provided with lour brushes,

viz. : two main and two auxiliary brushes disposed equally

round the conunutator, the main brushes being connected to

the auxiliary brushes half a pole pitch in advance throu;;li

suitable resistances. It is by the particular disjw.'^ition and
interconnection of the brushes that the required distribution

of current in the armature winding at different speeds is

obtained, which also greatly reduces the heating which occurs

in the armature conductors. The current rises very rapidlj

when the dynamo commences to charge the battery, until

the full output is attained ; it then remains constant no matter
how high the speed becomes. At siieeds from (J to D5U k.p.m..

before the dynamo is connected to the battery, the current

gradually rises. The dynamo is then connected to the battei\'

and commences to charge it, the current in the resistances

then falling off to zero. A further increase in speed results

in the current through the resistances reversing and gradually

increasing until, when 'the dynamo reaches its full output,

the current in the resistances is half of that value. The output

can be adjusted within limits by rotating the four brushes,

so that while they still remain equally spaced they occupy
different positions with regard to the poles. This causes the

effect of the armature reaction on the magnetic field to vary.

Moving the brushes in the direction of rotation of the arma-
ture reduces armature reaction and increases the value of the

full output of the dynamo. Moving the brushes against the

rotation of the armatme increases the reaction and reduces

the full output. Although the dynamo output is 10 amperes
only two sections of the armature winding carry current.

This means that the heating in the armature is only half

what it would be iu a dynamo of the ordinary type, and
constitutes an advantage as the heating of the machine is

much reduced, and the current output does not fall oft' to

such a marked extent when the machine is hot after a run.

The chief advantages claimed are : low cutting-in speed

;

rapid rise of current, with full output at a low speed; re-

duced heating ; small drop in output when hot ; light weight
for a given output; extreme simplicity and reliability.

The British LiGHireo & Ignition Co., Ltd.. Birmingham,
showed a large range of h.t. magnetos for stationary and
marine engines of all sizes, and an assortment of finished

component parts for all the patterns shown.

Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., London.—This exhibit of marine
engines, launches, small tools, drop forgings, stampings, &c..

included a " Wolseley " 6-cylinder, 1,000 r.p.m. engine, de-

veloping 60 B.H.r. on petrol or 52 b.h.p. on paraffin, and fitted

with an (Elma patent) electrically-operated reverse gear.

This gear is of the enclosed bevel tyi>e, controlled by magnetic
clutches, which are themselves controlled by switches auto-

matically operated by the engine throttle lever. Thus the

engine can be driven ahead or astern at any speed, or run
slow in the neutral posjtiou by the movement oi a single

lever. In large installations deck control is claimed to be
greatly facilitated, since wire connections only are required

between controller and engine. The clutches operate at

12 volts, which is obtained from a battery forming part of the

standard electric starting and lighting system with which
these engines are equipped.

The British M.arine Motor & Launch Co., Ltd., Old Kil-

patrick, near Glasgow.—A feature of the ship's motor lile-

boat with accommodation for 34 persons, exhibited on this

stand was the installation of a Marconi wireless telegraph

outfit,

Messrs. Morris, HF.XTi: & Gardners, Ltd., Patricioft, near
Manchester.—This show of crude oil engines included a 9-kw.
ship's emergency lighting set and a O.o-kw. country house
lighting set, which plant comprised a generator direct coupled
to the oil engine.

The Parso.ns Motor Co., Ltd,, Southampton.—This exhibit

included a 7-h.p. and a 60-h.p, engine and dyoiamo sets em-
ploying the usual direct-coupled plant, a feature being the

type of coupling which, whilst being positive, allows for axial

movement of the armature.

Messrs. Dixon Bros. A Hutchinson, Ltd., Woolston,
Southampton, exhibited, amongst others, electric generator
sets and a 4-cylinder model suitable for driving an electric

welding generator,

Messrs. Cox A- King, Wivenhoe, Essex, had on view a

26-ft. standard ship's towing launch, built to B.O.T. requii'e-

ments, and fitted with a Gardner engine, the featui^e of the
launch being the inclusion of Marconi wireless telegraph

equipment,
Messrs. John I, Thornvcroet & Co., Ltd., Southampton

and Basingstoke.—This exhibit of marine engines included
an electric power generating set, with a normal output of

8 KW., the pressure being 110 volts, and a ship's emergency
lighting set, having a normal output of 2.5 KW., or 30 KW.
maximum, at 750 r.p.m. These fets are buUt to B.O.T. and
Lloyds' requirements, and fulfil the conditions called for

by the International Convention for the safety of life at sea.

The K.^tional Gas Engine Co., Ltd., Ashton-under-Lyne.
exhibited four engines, one being of the 6-cylinder vertical

type, suitable for burning petrol, oO, or town gas, and capable

of developing 60 b.h.p. at 650 r.p.m. This type is specially

constructed for driving dynamos.

The Aster Engineering Co. (1913), Ltd., Wembley.—These
exhibits were presented on two stands. In the case of the
larger stand the exhibits included a special portable set com-
prising a two-cylinder engine developing 16 b.h.p. at 1,000

r.p.m., direct coupled to a suitable dynamo; the entire set

being mounted on wheels and provided with a special canopy
of sheet steel with hinged sides capable of being locked. The
.set is entirely self-contained, cooling being by means of a
radiator, and the necessary switchgear is also fitted inside

the lock-up case. A standard 1.5/16-KW. emergency ship light-

ing set to B.O.T. requirements, comprised a four-cylinder
engine developing 28 B.u.p. at 1,UOO r.p.m,, direct coupled to a
suitable dynamo. These sets can be supplied to run on petrol
or paraffin, and are usually supplied for emergency purposes
with radiator cooling, in which case the radiator is mounted
over the flywheel, the complete set being entirely self-con-

tained. The second stand was occupied by a light semi-
automatic set, which is suitable for yacht or house hghting.
In the case of yacht-lighting sets an enclosed battery is sup-
plied in a teak or ebonite box, as required, and not the opeu
type of battery as exhibited, the latter being supphed for
country house work and similar purposes,

Mr, a. Picard, London.—Besides a number of other acces-
.sories, two types of Paris-Rhone dynamotor w-ere shown, as
well as electric stai-ters, generators for lightmg, sirens, lamps,
&c.
Messrs. James Pollock, Sons & Co., Ltd., London, repre-

senting Messrs. J. A C. G. Bolinders Co., Ltd., Stockholm,
exhibited a number of engines, including a 2.5-KW. direct-

coupled electric lighting set. This model is made in various
types, from 5 up to 320 b.h.p., being two-stroke, single-acting
engines with hot-bulb ignition and crank-case compression
working satisfactorily on paraffin, residue, heavy, or tar oils.

Messrs. Junes, Bup.ton i: Co., Ltd., Liverpool.—On this
»tand was shown a vertical petrol-paraflin engine, direct
coupled to a 25-kw. dynamo, being self-contained for ship
lighting purposes, and fitted with an extra large radiator
for tropical climates. The firm also showed a " Premier

'

electric welding plant sell-contained in a van body, also
samples of work done, welded material and electrodes. Fre-
quent demonstrations were made to illustrate the method of

operation on various classes of work.

The Austin Motor Co., Ltd., Northfield, Bii-mingham, ex-
hibited fully automatic house hghting plant, bemg self-start-

ing, regulating, and stopping. The plant was shown com-
plete with battery and working on town gas.

Messrs. F. S. Ben.nett, Ltd., London, exhibited the Ameri-
can " Delco-Light " electric fighting plant, which consists of

an air-cooled, paraffin-driven engine, direct coupled to a
generator and a switchboard in one complete unit with an
" Eside " suspended type glass jar storage battery,

Messrs. Suims Motor Units, Ltd., London, exhibited h,t,

magnetos, sparking plugs, and magnetic petrol gauges.

The Xew PEkiPONE Engine Co., Ltd., Leeds, showed a

complete lighting plant, comprising an engine, dynamo,
battery, and switchboard. The engine is started by pressing

a button, and the current is seU'-regulatiug. When the battery
IS fully charged the engine is stopped automatically.

Messrs, Fyee, \Vu,son & Co,, Glasgow, had on view several

direct-coupled generating sets suitable for power or lighting

purposes.

The Telephone M.akui'.4Cturisg Co., Ltd., London, ex-

hibited a complete range of its well-known types of auto-

matic intercommunication telephones. The electrical energy
lor the working exhibits was supphed by an adapted C.A.\ .

dynamotor, accumulators, and a power panel which was seen
on the stand.

'Electricity Workers' Wages.—The Bradford Electricity

Coiiimittee has reported to the War Wages Committee that

the cable jointers (members of the Electrical Trades Union)
m the electricity department have agreed to accept the rates

fixed by the District Jomt industrial Councd for the Electric

Supply Industry as fi-om the tune agreed upon by that council,

namely, payments to be made as from the first payday after"

January 1st, 1920, and to be made payable in respect of the

pay period for which pa}^nent is made on that day. The
Electricity Committee recommends that the district rates when
fixed by the Joint Industrial Council be ratified and adopted.

The ^^'ar Wages Committee has approved the recommendation,
and also a recommendation from the Electricity Committee
agreeing to the termination forthwith of the arrangement
dated May, 1915, under which electrical fitters and wiremen
were to be regarded as coming within the scope of the en-

gineering trades awards, to the payment of such workers at

the district rate of the electrical trades of Is. lOd. per hour
inclusive, and to future claims by such workers in the

employ of the electricity department being met only through
anv revision of rates made by the District Joint Industrial

Council (No. 2 Area) for th« Electricity Supply Industry.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Read-ers are invited to mbmit particvlarg of new or improved devices atid apparatus, which will be published

if eomidered of sufficient interest.

A New British Motor.

Messrs. Matthews & Yates, Ltd., of Swinton, Lanes., have

recently placed upon the market the motor illustrated in fig. 1

This is a totally enclosed d.c. machine made in two sizes

—

Fig. 1.

—

Fractional K.r. Motor.

l/6th and l/8th H.r. The commutator is rendered easily

accessible by means of an inspection cover. The motor is

fitted with a double-ended shaft.

A Silvertown Inert Celt.

The inert cell manufactured, by the India Rubber, Gotta
Pehcha & Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.. is a very useful type

of primary cell. It can be kept in stock for practically any
length of time without deteriorating. .To render the cell

active, a cork in the toji of a tube fitt^ed in the body is iv

Pig. -Silvertown Inert Cell.

moved, and water poured in until it reaches the top. The

cell is then left for eight or ten hours, at the end of which

IJeriod any free liquid is shaken out, the cork replaced, and

the cell is ready for use. Each cell is fitted with two brass

terminals.
Organ Blowing Machinery.

Pig. 3 illustrates a typical multi-stage centrifugal organ

blower, as manufactured by the Rockingham Engineering

Pig. 3.

—

Organ Blowing Plant.

Co., Beulah Road, Thornton Heath. This blower is con-

structed of built-up diaphragms of cast iron and sheet steel

casings, and can be designed to give any volume or pressure

of air. The motor driving the blower is direct-connected by
means of a flexible coupling, and the two parts are fixed on

one bedplate. The air is conveyed to the organ by means of

a wind trunk, and the output can be regulated by a roller

pallet valve actuated from the organ reservoir

Lanterns for Street Lighting.

Thk British Tho.\iso.n-Hol-stc)\ Co,, Ltd.. .\lii/da lluii.--f.

77. I'piier Thames Street, E.C. 4. haVi- recently imbliihnl

ill-tails of new designs fur street lauip-, three of which are

Alabas." " Endura.

Fig. 4.—Weather-prooi- Lanter.n.s.

Etracta."

here illustrated. These weather-proof lanterns are all designed

for use with " Mazda " half-watt lamps. The reflectors are

of the vitreous enamelled type, and the globes are made of

ijpal glass.

A Dental .\=ray Outfit.

Xt the British Industries Fair, amongst the apparatus ex-

hibited by Messrs. Newton & Wright, Ltd., of 72, Wigmore
Street, London, W. 1, was the " Simplex " dental irnit. a

complete self-rectifying piece of apparatus, designed in the

first place for the rise of the dental profession, but eminently

Pig. 5.—" Simplex " Dental X-ray Apparatus.

suitable for all cases where a fixed output is required. It

is constructed for use with the new Coolidge radiator pattern

rectifving tube, and will work from any ordinary fighting
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socket. There are practically no adjustments, and the out-

put is a fixed amount. The base of the apparatus is a hollow
aluminium casting forming both the tank for the high-

pressure, oil-insulated transformer and the support for the

whole installation. The tube .stand is extremely rigid, though
light, being made throughout of steel, and is provided with
universal movements, mechanically controlled. The wholo
forms a compact and powerful little outfit, and is being pro-

duced in considerable quantities. It is illustrated in tig. 5

on p. 361.

Messrs. Newton & Wright's apparatus is supplied to the
trade only, the firm taking the view that X-ray apparatus
should be installed and maintained by utilising the services

of local engineers.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Litters reeeivfd by ws after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear vritil

the following week. Correspondents shmildforward their commiini-

cativns at the earliest possible moment. A'o lettt^r can be published

unless tve have the writer^x name a,nd address in our jiossession.

The Einstein Theory.
' With rclcrriire to your comments on Mr. Hering's letter on
the theory of iclativity, is not the following generalisation

valid?

A plane (two dimension.s) figure moved in those two dimen-
.sions generates a plane figure. To obtain a volume (three

dimen.sions) it must be moved in a thii'd dimension.
By analogy, a volume (three dimensions) genei'ates a volume

when moved about in three dimensions. To obtain a four-

dimension tigirre we must move it in the fourth dimension.
It is easy to move a solid without introducing the fourth

dimension. We only have to refrahi from u.'-ing any but the

three dimensions of our woi'ld " the space of experience."

A. Hinderllch.
I/ondon. W.
March 9th. 1920.

Mr. Carl Hering points out in his letter of February 13th

that since a Une is generated by the movement of a point, a

surface by the movement of a line, and a solid by the move-
ment of a sui'face, it should follow logically that the move-
ment of a soUd generates something possessing four dimen-
sions, the general law being that the movement of anything
possessing « dimensions can generate something possessing
It -1-1 dimensions. But, as pointed out in your editorial com-
ment, a hne can be moved without generating a plane, and
a plane can be moved without generating a solid, and herein
would appear to lie the explanation. A point has no dimen-
sions, and in order to generate a line it must move in one
dimension, which may be called the first dimension. A line

has this one, or fir.st. dinjension, and in order to generate a

sm'face it must move in another, or second, dimension—it

it simply move.s along its ow'n length, i.e., in the first dimen-
.sion, it generates nothing. Similarly a plane can move in

two dimensions without generating a solid—to do this it must
move in the third dimension. Hence, in order that a solid

may generate something having four dimen.sions. it mufif

move in the fourth dimension.. Simple movement in three-

dimensional space will generate nothing new.
\. P. A.

Paris, March 9ih, 1920.

" Ql'od, ergo, er.\t tempos? "

I thank you for inserting my note, but am sorry you mis-
understood me. You .-ieemed to be in doubt as to " whether
time is a dimension," and my object was to secure your help
in getting rid of much metaphysical and other nonsense that
has been talked ever since St. Augustine put his famous
question, which he answered (?) himself thus: "1 know, li

you do not ask me." As Alliston has said of him and many
teachers " for that at bottom they confessedly know and
understand nothing, ig with certain parties a reason that we
must accept the notions they have spun out of their heads."
Phrases in common use, such as " a short space of time

"

and " we have loads of time," show that people do not think
clearly of what they are saying; and. without quibbling about
mere words, I again invite your kind attention to the idea
of daration (or distance divided by velocity = time) which
could never have occurred to anybody unless something
moved ! You may be right in stating that " time is associated
with motion," but not with motion alone.

W. H. M.
March IWi, 1920.

Radiators for Bathrooms.

I am interested in Mr. Nobbs's letter re the glazed earthen-
ware fires. These go a considerable way towards providing
a satisfactory bathroom radiator, but I think the protection
is not quite complete. For instance, the switches on a bath-
room radiator should be very completely insulated, so that
they will be safe if operated by anyone with very wet hands.
The elements should also be protected so that drops of

water cannot fall on to the glowing wires. I think it ifl

generally found that the elements are liable to be damaged
if water gets on them. It is also desirable that bathroom
radiators should be wired with something better than ordinary
flex; tough rubber insulated fiex would probably be found
satisfactory.

Radiators.

March loth, 1920.

The Commercial Efficiency of Fuel.

On reading your account of the discussion between the

South Midland Centre of the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers and the Midland Junior Gas /Yssociation in your last

issue, we were struck by the fact that whereas quite a lot

was said about fuel efficiency on both sides, very little indeed
was said about the value of service rendered.

For example, Dr. Walter declareit that on account of cost

of energy the use of electric furnaces would bo confined to

specialised industries and laboratory work. As we are the

largest manufacturers of electric furnaces for the heat treat-

ment of steel, and as our furnaces are being very largely

u.sed for mass production as well as for jobbing work, we
venture to think that Dr. Walter has omitted certain impor-
tant factors from his consideration. These may be sum-
marised as follows :

—
Cost of labour, which is nearly always greater than the

cost of energy or fuel.

Quality of work turned out. and avoidance of scrappage.

The health and welfare of the operators.

It is our general experience that when all these factors are

taken into account, the balance in favour of " doing it elec-

trically " is generally beyond critici.sm.

Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd.,

E. P. Barfield,

London, W.C. Mannoing Director.

March 3rd. 1920.

[We fully agree with our correspondent. The case for

electricity was by no means adequately presented.

—

Eds.
Elec. Rev.]

Situations Vacant.

I regret to see the prevalence of box numbers under this

heading, and should, I think, be doing some service if I,

through yom- most excellent columns, could put a stop to this

ever-increasing practice.

I notice for the last four weeks there have been more than
50 per cent, over box numbers under the above, as follows :

—
February 20th.—88 vacancies, 47 box numbers.
February 27th.—71 vacancies, 3(5 box numbers.
March oth.—91 vacancies, 54 box numbers.
March 12th.—111 vacancies, 59 box numbers.

Over 50 per cent in each case.

I think it is grossly unfair to all concerned that employers
should hide themselves behind such a screen. If they axe
ashamed of their names, why advertise at all? Or is it be-

cause they will only pay such miserable salaries or wages
that their names are so well known in the trade, as to require

the inspector of nuisances around? Not only do I think it

very unfair to prospective applicants, but to their brother
employers, and I sincerely trust that in future this practice

will be eliminated. If the advei-tisers cannot refrain from
doing it, I hope the prospective applicant will completely
ostracise such adverts., and treat them with the contempt
they merit.

Pro bono publico.

March ISth, 1920.

Sensitive Plants.— Sir Jagadis Bose delivered a striking

lecture on " Plant and Animal Response," with demonstra-
tions of growth by the magnetic crescograph, at the Royal
Society of Medicine last week. The crescograph is an instru-

ment invented by Sir Jagadis Bose which magnifies minute
movements in the growth of plants so enormously that they
can be observed and measured. The lecturer said that the
activities w'hich underlay life were imperceptible, but he had
been successful in devising various instruments of extreme
sensibility which recorded the twitching throb under a shock,
the time it took the plant to i>erceive it, and the rate of

impulse at which the mes.sage was being sent along the con-
ducting path of the plant; automatic records were also made
of the living pulsation and the stupor that came under the
action of narcotics, and a definite signal was obtained at the
exact moment of death under various poisons. The investiga-

tions thus rendered ixwsible had demonstrated the unity of

life-reactions in plant and animal. This similarity was so

real that. aft<>r discovering certain phenomena in plants, he
had been able to predict their occurrence, hitherto unsus-
pected, in the animal. The unexpected revelations in the life

of the plant had thus opened out new fields of inquiry in

physiology, in agriculture, in medicine, and even in psycho-
logy.

—

The Times.
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LEGAL.

VVorkmkn's Compensation Claim.

Ax explosion at the Marsh Lane, Beetle, electricity works in

Xevember last had a sequel at the Liverpool County Court
on I'ith inst., when George Sharpe (aged 20) claimed com-
pensation from the Bootle Corporation for total disablement.
The claim was resisted on the ground that applicant had been
guilty of serious misconduct by smoking a cigarette in the
electric battery premises. Sharpe called evidence showing
that no notices were displayed on the premises forbidding
smoking, and that it was a conuiiou occurrence. His Honour,
Judge Thomas, said that applicant's smoking was dangerous,
yet it did not amount to such dangerous and wilful miscon-
duct as to deprive him of compensation. As his disablement
woiild cease on the 31st inst., he suggested that a lump sum
might be agreed. The sum ef ±"27 10s. was agreed upon, and
an award was given for that amount with costs.

DiKECT U.S. C.Mii.E Co., Ltd., v. Wkstekn U.mo.v Teleuk.aph
Co., Ltd.

In this case Mr. Justice Peterson, in the Chancery Division
of the High Court on March 10th, delivered an impgitaut
reserved judgment bearmg on the Courts Emergency Powers
Act upon a contract between the two companies for the lease

of a cable which it was sought to determine in consequence
of an alleged breach of an obligation to repair and maintain
continuity of communication, extending over a period of

18 months.
His LoiiDSHil' said that this was an action under- the Courts

Emergency Powers Act for the purpose of obtaining a declara-

tion that the defendants were not entitled to determine a
lease of certain cables. The defendants had the right of

working various trans-Atlantic cables, and in March, 1912,

the plamtiffs leased to them orfe of their cables lor a term of

99 years at a rental which amounted to between ±60,000 and
±'70,000 per annum. Ihe plaintiffs undertook an obligation to

carry out repaiis. The clause under which the undertaking
w'as given providetl that they should at therr ow-n cost main-
tain the Direct Comiiany's cable in proper working condition,

and renew it as it became worn out or destroyed. Then it

was provided that in the event ef any int-erruption continuing
for more than 12 mouths half ef the rent should cease to be
payable, and in the event of the interruption continuing for

more than lb calendar months tlie whole of the rent should
cease to be payable until the cable was repaired and com-
munication restored. It was further provided that in the
event of such interruption it should be lawful for the Western
Union Co. to give notice for the determination of the lease

and to claim damages. On the interruption takin.:^ place it

was notified m due course, but the cable was not repaired

until after the expiration of 18 months, and the defendants
accordingly gave notice to determine the lease, and the ques-

tion now was whether the plaintiffs were, under the circum-
stances, entitled to relief. A break occurred in 1918, and it

was proved that deep-sea repairs could not be executed during
the winter months, which rendered it impossible to remedy
breaks which had occurred in 1917-18. In October, 1917, the

plaintiffs made inquiries of the owners of a repairing vessel,

but they were not prepared to make an agreement so far

ahead. In 1918 there was a meeting with the Admiralty for

the purpose of arranging for the repairs, and the Admiralty
suggested a programme by which all the cables should De

put into operation before November, 1918.

His Lordship referred in detail to the negotiations which
had taken place with the Government for the purpose of gettin-

the cables repaued, the steps which had been taken by the

defendant company with that object, and the difficulties ex-

perienced in getting repair ships owing to the action of sub-

marines. Continuing, his Lordship said that the plaintiffs'

first contention was that the case came within Section 2 of

the Courts Emergency Powers Act, 1917, which limited the

carrying out of any contract. The lease in this case was no
doubt a contract of continuity within the section, and it was
argued that the plaintiffs were bound to repair the Eastern

break. It was not suggested that they did not make the

repairs with all possible dispat<_'h. but the circumstances were
such, as prevented the completion of the repairs within the

18 months. It was said that the .Admiralty orders restricted

the repairs, and their failure to allow the repair ship to do

the work was the cau?e of the cable not being repaired. De-
fendants contended on the true construction of the clause the

only breach would be if the plaintiffs did not use all dispatch

in carrying out the repairs after having received notice. He
did not find it necessary to determine this question, and would
assume that the plaintiffs' construction of the clause was
correct, and that they were under obligation to repair the

Eastern break. It was said that the decision of the Admiralty
was an interference with private rights, but it was not an
interference for the representatives of the Admiralty to decide

that another cable should be repaired before the plaintiffs'

cable. That wa.s not an interference with the private rights

of property, nor could the orders of the Admiralty given for

the safety of the vessel."! be so considered. The orders were
given for thi purpose of aesietinc ilsintiffa to repair the C3.bl«,

»ot to reetrict. In his view the decision of the Admiralty at

vt« meeting in February, 1918, could not properly be described
as an interference with the navigation uf the repairing ship.

It was necessary lor the plaintiff's to show that failure to

repair was attributable to the Admiralty orders, but it could
not be said that the orders were responsible for the failure to

repair. The order was made for the purpose of assisting, and
not restricting, repairs. He was net satisfied that the failure

to repair could Ije properly attributable to the decision of the
-admiralty. The shortage of ordinary merchant ships must
be disregarded, as the ships required were cable ships, and
there was no evidence that cable ships were diverted to other
purposes, and he could not say that there was a shortage of

cable ships or that the damage to the cables or the insuffi-

ciency of cable ships was attributable to the war. It was con-

tended that there was a shortage of cable ships because one
of the cable ships had been taken for the repairs of a German
cable which the British Government had taken possession of,

and it was argued that that was the result of the war, but
iliat contention had not been established. In his opinion the

plaintiffs' claim to relief under section 1 failed. Another
section upon which plaintiffs relied was that which provided

for a case in which a contract could not be enforced without
inflicting serious hardship upon one of the parties to it; but

m his opinion that also failed. Therefore the plaintiffs'

application on the whole failed, and it -would be dismissed

with costs.

On the application of Mr. Mark Eomer, K.C., a stay of

execution was granted in view of appeal.

Oarpemer r. Jones.

In the Lord Mayor's Court on Monday, before the Recorder,

a claim was made by Mr. Charles A. Carpenter, electrical

engineer, 4 and 5, Masons Avenue, Basinghall Street, E.C.,

against Mr. J. E. Jones, .^?cretary of the Metropolitan

Division of the National Council for Demobilised Soldiers and

Sailors, 11, Great Turnstile, Holborn, for £11 5s. for electrical

work done.
Mr. Potter was counsel for the plaintiff and Mr. Waldo R.

Briggs for the defendant.
The plaintiff's case was that in .\ugust of last year he vvaa

employed by the landlord of the premises, 11, Great Turnstile,

to do certain electrical work, ^^hile his workmen were en-

gaged en the work the defendant requested the plaintiff's

foreman to fix two heater plugs for him at places he indi-

cated. The work was proceeded with for some time, and

after a certain amount of progress had been made the defen-

dant said he must have an estimate for the work. This was
given at the price of £11 5s. The defendant then said that

the figure was too high, and he could not allow the work to

proceed. The plaintiff then called and saw the defendant

and made an offer to take out the material that had been

put into the job and so cut his loss. The defendant, however,

said that as the work had proceeded so far it had better be

proceeded with, and he would do what he could to get the

committee to pass the account. Tlie job was completed and

the bUl sent in for the amount now sued for. Although

repeated applications had been made for payment, the plaintiff

had been informed that the matter would receive attention,

but no payment was made.
The defendant, in his evidence, said the plaintiff's workmen

were employed on the premises carrying out electrical work

for the landlord. He was thinking of having electric radiators

fitted up in the place of coal fires, and he thought, not know-

ing much about electricity, that a wire could be run from

the existing installation to suit his purpose. He asked for an

idea of what it would cost. No order was given to do the

work until he had received the estimate. He found that the

work had proceeded before he was told the price and he

stopped the work. Afterwards, when the price was given, he

found the job would cost more than he had power to expend.

The Recorder found in favour of tlie plaintiff, for whom
judgment was entered with costs.

Loud - Speaking Telephones.—An interesting demon-

stration of loud-speaking telephones took place at the North

Woolwich works of the Western Electric Co., Ltd., recently

at which we were privileged to be present. These telephones

comprise a specially sensitive transmitter similar in size and

shape to those used for ordinary telephony, a three-stage

valve amplifying outfit, and a number of specially designed

loud-speaking receivers. The amplification comprises three

stages, the first and second consisting of one and two valves

respectively are voltage amplifiers, and the third stage con-

sistmg of a number of valves (according to the number of

receivers) amplifies the power. The valves used were 20£) B,

three-electrode. Western Electric type, and the loud-speakin?

receivers, which were placed in the open, were fitted with

horns similar to thoso used on gramophones. The demonstra-

tion consisted in both male and female voices reading a

pianoforte solo, and gramophone records It was quite siu-

cessful. the claim of the maker.-; that the artiCTilation was

perfectlv cjcar, being amply justified.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

The Easter Holidays.—The issue of the Electrical
Review for April 2ikI (Good Friday) will be published on
Wednesday, March 31st. It will he necessary, therefore, that all

matter for our editorial pajres should reach us two days earlier than
usual.

New copy for, and alterations to existinjr, displayed advertisements

should be received not later than Thursday mornintr, March 2,")th.

Official notices and small prepaid advertisements can be received

up to .") p.m. on Monday, March 2ilth.

Machine Tool Trades Association.—This Association now
has 145 members. Practically the whole of the space for the

01ympia 1920 Exhibition (September 4th to 25th) has been let to

200 exhibitors. The attendance is expected to be much in excess

of that of 1912. The next exhibition thereafter is to be in 1923.

The Association will take possession of more commodious offices at

70. Victoria Street, S.W., in April, The annual dinner was held on
March 10th at the Connau^'ht Rooms. Sir Alfred Herbert presidintf.

A Palestine Inquiry.—The n.O.T. has received un

inquiry from a firm in Haifa, Palestine, asking to be put in touch
with manufacturers in the United Kingdom of electric pocket
lamp torches and batteries of every description with the object of

representins; them in the Palestine market. They ask for price

lists and samples ; British manufacturers can obtain the name; and
address and information .is to their financial standinsr upon appli-

cation to the D.O.T.. 3.->. Old Queen Street. S.W. 1.

Rotary Snap Switches.— Iiotary snap switches aie

practically indispensable in the control of heatinjj and cookinp
apparatus, owing' to the relatively larp:e currents to be controlled,

and the need for various degrees of heat control, for which the

ordinary tumbler type is unsuitable. The General Electric Co..

Ltd., have accepted the sole aprency in this country for the well-

known ' H. & H," Hart rotary snap switches, and other specialities

produced by the Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co., of Hartford.

Conn., U.S.A. Representative stocks Avill be held by the 6.E.C. at

their various branches throughout the country. A descriptive

catalogue i.s in course of preparation.

London County Council Committees.—The General
Purposes Committee of the L C.C. recommends the following

appointments to the Highways, and the Stores and Contracts Com-
mittees :

—

Highways Committee :—Major P. Dawson, Mr. .J. M. Gatti, Mr, H. A. Glan-
Tille. Lieilt. H. H. Gordon, Mr. .J. H. Harley, Mr. D. Hazel. Mr. G. H. Hume,
Lieut,-Col. A. C. H. Kennard, Mr, S. Marsh, Lieut.-Col. E. W. Morrison-Bell,
Lieut,-Commander A. C. Rawson. Mr. A. H. Scott, Mr. .J. Speakman, Mr. W. .J.

Squires, Mr. R. G. Taylor, Mr. H. Ward, Brig.-General W. W. Warner lan.l

one vacancy!.
Stores and Contracts Committee:—Capt. A. O. Goodrich, Mr. W. Hunt,

Mr. W. C. Johnson, Rev. .J. C. Morris, Major I. Salmon. Mr. C. E. Taylor, and
one vacancy to be appointed by the Council ; also one representative to be
elected by each of the .\sylums and Mental Deficiency, Education, Fire
Brigade, Highways, Main I)rainaEe, and Park and Small Holdings and
Allotments Committees.

Lead.—Messrs. G-. Cawson A- Co. report (March
13th) :—
There has lieen a large quantity of Government lead available on the market

this week. It has been difficult to get consumers to take it all up. and some of
the metal has presumably gone into store. Fm'ther quantities will be avail-
able during the next few weeks, so that consumers are more than amply
supplied. . . . Some interested j>arlies are prognosticating a famine in
lead when the Government stocks are cleared. We, however, fail to see such
a contingency. It may take another six months to clear out the Government
stocks, by that time the Broken Hill strike may be settled, and the American
Exchange wUl thenbe in a verydifferentstage to whatit is at present. . . .

Furthermore, we are now receiving soft lead from Burmah, and this will
probably come forward regularly, so that in three to six months' time we may,
perhaps, have a larger supply than at present. . . . The course of the
market at present is more than ever dependent on the action of speculators.
So long as they continue to support prices the market can no doubt be main-
tained, but should tliey withdraw their support, a serious slumx) in price is not
by any means unlikely.

. James Foester & Co. report :

—

The turnover for the week is approximately 10,003 tons, and consumers have
bought heavily for botii prompt and forward, there being experienced a
specially urgent demand for immediate delivery of the best brands, some con-
sumers in the London district having been brought to almost a standstill
through delays in delivery of suitable lead, .\nierioan not being good enough
for certain important trades.
The reaction on March 11th may have been due to rumours of a possible

early restrmption of work at Broken Hill, which was mentioned in the Press
yesterday, but nothing is known of anything of the kind in responsible quarters.
The reaction is more likely due to declarations of the Government lead from
L,ivei*pool, and to a good Une from America sold in .January, now about due,
and declared on the market on Thursday : but there is no evident pressure of
even this on the market. ... If the Broken Hill strike were to finish this
month, we could not expect new production here till about October.

French Electrical Companies. — With the style of

L"Electricitc AppUquee, has been formed at 103-5, Rue St. Lazare,
Paris, a company, with 350,000 fr. capital, for the carrying out of
electric installations of all kinds.

Messrs. Reynes. Renaud et Cie. have been constituted a company
at Paris (.12, Rue Monceau), with a capital of 1.700,000 fr., for the
undertaking of public and private installations, electrical,

mechanical, and otherwise.
The Sooiete Anonyma Ansot has been formed at Paris (27. Rue

de Marac), with a capital nf 500,000 fr.. for the acquisition, instal-

lation, repair, and manufacture of all bind.s of electric station plant.
There has been formed at Paris (94, Rue St. Lazare) the Societe

Hydro-electrique du Sud-Est, with a capital of 2,000,000 f., for the
(feneration and distribution of electricity in the south-eastern
suburbs of Paris,

L.C.C. Contracts.
—

'I'he Stores and Contracts Committee
recommends, owing to the large increase in the number of tenders
and quot.ations received in consequence of the purchase of specific

ijuantities of goods required instead of their purchase under
running contracts, that it be authorised to open from April 1st,

1920, until March 31st, 1921. all tenders received for the supply of
stores and maintenance works included in the order of reference
to the Committee. The General Purposes Committee concurs in

this proposal.

German Aluminium Prices.—According to a German
paper quoted in the Economif /?</ /ci/'. a price investigation office

for the aluminium goods industry has been established with head-
quarters at Hagan, in Westphalia. The chief function of this

office is to prevent the goods in question from being sold at ruinous
prices abroad.

Cost of Petrol.
—

'I'he Antomobile Association and Motor
Union is promoting a petition to the Prime Mini.ster urging that
the situation created by the incretising cost of petrol can only be
relieved by the production of benzole and power alcohol in large
quantities within the Empire under appropriate legislation, and
calling for an International Conference on the subject. The matter
is of great importance to everyone, in view of its bearing on road
transport, and to the electrical industry in particular in connection
with the use of small electric light and power sets, which is

extending so rapidly. We therefore confidently commend the
jietition to our readers as worthy of their support. Forms can be

obtained from the Fuels Department, .\utomobile Association,

Fanum House, Whitcomb Street. W.C. 2.

Whitley Councils.—Delesjates to the District Industrial

Council (No. 7) for the East Midland area of electricity supply met at

Nottingham last week, when the constitution of the body was
approved and 12 representatives of employing interests and 12

representatives of Trade Unions were elected to form the council.

It was agreed that the sphere of operations should be South
Derbyshire, including Clay Cross. Bakewell and Buxton, but
excluding Glossop. New Mills and Chapel-en-le-Frith, which will

be dealt with by the Manchester District Council ; South Notts
from a line drawn south of Mansfield : South Lincoln-shire and all

of Leicestershire. Rutland and Xorthants, with the exception of

Peterborough. Aid. E. Huntsman, chairman of the Nottingham
Corporation Electricity Committee, was elected chairman for the

ensuing year, and Mr, W, H, Gilkes, one of the employes' represen-

tatives, as vice-chairman. The constitution, which gives very wide,
powers regarding trade disputes, was atlopted. the alternative pro-

vided to settle matters locally in the event of failure to arrive at

mutual agreements, being the reference of points in dispute to the

National .Toint Industrial Council. It was agreed that members
should do their best to collect information for the use of the Council
relative to conditions and wages in the area covered by the Council,

and the next meeting was fixed for May (ith at Leicester.

Book Notices.
—" Modern Practice in the Construction

and Maintenance of Rail .Toints and Bonds in Electric Railways."

Technologic Paper No. 02 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards (.131 pp.

and plates). Second edition. Washington : Government Printing

Office.—A lucid and well-illustrated treatise on the efficiency and
life of many types of rail joints and bonds, dealing chiefly with
the latter.

'' Jouriinl of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. LVIII,

N0.2.S8. February, 1920. London : E.&F.N.Spon. Ltd. PricelOs.Hd.

—This issue contains the following papers :

—
"'Failures of Turbo-

Generators and Suggestions for Improvements," by Mr. J.

Shepherd ;
" High-Frequency Resistance of Wires and Coils," by

Prof. G. W. 0. Howe : and " Electricity in the Mining Industry." by
Messrs. D. M. W. Hutchison and W. ,T. Wayte.

"Coal Mining and the Coal Miner.' By H. F. Kulman.

Pp. xii + 338 ; 22 illustrations. London : Methuen & Co. Price

los. net.
" Distribution of Energy in the Spectrum of an Acetylene

Flame," Scientific Paper No. 362 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards

(13 pp.). Washington: Government Printing Office. Price .5 cents.

''Electricity : Its Production and Application. ' By R. E. Neale.

Pp. viii + 136 ; figs. 4."). London : I. Pitman & Sons. Price

28. lid. net.
" Modern lUuminants and Illuminating Engineering." By L. H.

Gaster and J. S. Dow. Second edition. Pp. xv -f 490; 213 figs.

London : I. Pitman & Sons. Price 21s. net.

Trade •with Australia.—Mr. Fred. S. Tiee, of a firm

trading under that name as an importer of electrical appliances

at 38, Market Street, Sydney, Australia, has arrived here by way of

.Japan and America. Mr. Lee, who is representing Messrs.

Dorman & Smith in Australia, wishes to hear from electrical

manufacturers desirous of disposing of their products in Australia

and New Zealand. His temporary office is at .59, Mark Lane,

London, E.G.

Plant for Sale.—Manchester County Asylum has for

disposal two Mather & Piatt steam dynamo sets. St. James' and
Pall Mall Electric Light Co.. Ltd.. have for disposal two WiUaiia

central-valve compound engines, direct-cuupled to two 310-KW.

Siemens dynamos. Manchester Corporation Electricity Department
invites offers for six Babcock & Wilcox land-type water-tube

boilers. For particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.
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Trade Announcements.—Messrs. E. E. Anderson"&Co.,
of 116, Snow Hill, Birmineham, have been appointed sole selliDg-

agents for that city by Messrs. F. L. Mitchell A: Co.. Ltd., of

Peckham, and they are exhibitiDjr the latter's electrical and other

scientific specialities at the National Trades Exhibition. Bingfley

Hall, Birmingham, Messrs?. Mitchell have acquired premises in

McDermott Road. Peckham, S.E, l.j, to deal with the increasing

demand for wireless receiving sets and the usual components for

experimental wireless stations.

Messrs. Wales Bros., who are electrical enjrineers for Messrs.

Prior. Watson A: Co.. builders, at 3. Surbiton Park Terrace.

Kingston-on-Thames, desire to receive electrical manufacturers'

catalogues, display cards, &c.

Sir IsiAAC Pitjian & Sons. Ltd.. announce that all books

formerly published by Messrs. .Tas. Selwyn & Co., Ltd.. of Essex

Street, Strand, W.C.. will in futuie be issued by themselves at

1. Amen Comer, E.G. Messrs. Selwyn's catalogue consisted chiefly

of technical and scientific books, full particulars of which will be

found in Messrs. Pitman's Spring List.

Messrs. Alrert Lee i: Co.. Ltd . of London, have opened a

branch at '>. Crosi Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, under the manage-
ment of Mr. S. Gillitt.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Electrical Develop-
ment Association, Hampden House. S4, Kingsway, W.C. 2.

—

Leaflet entitled " Eye Strain or Eye Comfort," contrasting good
and bad lighting.

The Coxi^OLiDATED Eleciric Tool Co., Ltd., Egyptian House,
170. Piccadilly. W. 1.— Electric tool catalogue. Xo. 10 E (45 pp.).—
A list of portable and pneumatic tools, including various types of

drills, grinding machines, spike drivers, &c. Profusely illustrated

by photographs.
SiMPLE.K Conduits, Ltd.. Garrison Lane, Birmingham. Advance

list No. 704.—This is the forerunner of a more complete list, and
deals with various types of conduit and accessories, including

switches, joint-boxes, kc.

Messrs. F. & A. Parkinson, Ltd., Guiseley, Leeds.—Booklet
(19 pp.) illustrating and describing multi-speed A.c. motors with
details of te.«ts. comparisons with standard types and wiring
diagrams.
Foster Instrument Co , Letchworth, Herts.—Book No. 23,

' Radiation Pyrometry '' (24 pp. and plates) dealing with the

improved Foster fixed focus radiation pyrometer, which includes a

new self-contained sighting device and ventilated receiving tube.

This instrument was described in the Electrical Review, of

.Tannary 30th (p. 137).

Credenda Conduits. Co.. Ltd., Chester Street. Aston. Bir-

mingham.—An illustrated price list of "Creda" hot-plates and
grills, apparatus of both plain and artistic design.

Messrs. F. L. Mitchell & Co., Ltd., 188, Rye Lane, Peckham,
S.E . 1.5.—Advance list (four) of wireless apparatus including con-

densers, tuning coils, valves, A:c., and also particulars of small gas

and petrol engines, accumulators, dry cells and smaU electrical

appliances.

Messrs. Matthews & Yates. Ltd.. Cyclone Works, Swinton.

Manchester.—A 30-page booklet describing and illustrating humidi-
fying, heating, cooling and ventilating plant, the main feature of

which is its independence of the main drive. This is designed

chiefly for textile factories, breweries, &c.

''The Coventry" Repetition Co.. of 47, Victoria Street,

London, S.W., has issued a folder giving particulars of its facilities

for intensive production of bolts and nuts, and other small pirts.

Socials and Reunions.—The subscribers to Gent & Co.'s

Faraday Works, Leicester, War Fund entertained their returned

men to a dinner and social evening at the Turkey Cafe, on

Thursday, last week The dinner was presided over by Mr. Hardy
Parsons, supported by Messrs. Waddington and Skinner. The
chairman welcomed the returned men on behalf of their comrades

at home. Messrs. .Ulen and Lilley responded. After the dinner

nn augmented company enjoyed a very successful concert and
dince.

On Friday. March 12th, at Slaters' Restaurant, Cannon Street, a

whist drive and concert were held for the entertainment of the

B.T.H. Co.'s staff of Mazda House. Mr. J. N. Stephens distributed

the prizes and occupied the chair during the concert.

Pope's Social and Entertainment Club, which has been formed

by the employes of Messrs. Pope's Electric Lamji Co.. Willesden.

recently held a whist drive and dance at Leopold-road school. The
company numbered between 500 and 60u. andthere wa.s keen competi-

tion for the whist-drive prizes presented by Mrs. Pope. The dance

music was provided by the Imperial Syncopated Orchestra (con-

ductor Mr. T. Harold Brown), and Mr. Sidney Penny officiated

as M.C.

A Frencli Amalgamation.—The shareholders in the

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse, at a recent extraordinary general

meeting, approved a scheme of amalgamation with the Compagnie
Eleetro-Mecanique, under which the latter will take over all the

assets and rights of the former company. The purchase price will

be paid in the form of the allotment to the Westinghouse company
of 20.000 fully-paid shares in the Eleetro-Mecanique in exchange

for the former company's shares, and the payment of a contract

sum of 1,216,000 fr. at the end of June.

Calendars.—^^'e have received a wall calendar, with

monthlv tear-off sheets, from the Natkinal Engineering Scpplt
Co.. of Weat Bute Street. Cardiff.

The Tangent Tool Co. (Cosmos), Ltd., of Keynsham,
Somerset, has issued a wall calendar, with (k block of daily slips,

for 1920,

Philips' Glow Lamp Works.—The report of the directors
of the N. V. Philips' Gloeilampen Fabrieken, of EindhoTen.
for 1919 first recalls the decision arrived at in December t<<

increase the preference capital from 2,500,000 to 5,000,000
llorins, and the ordinary shares from 3,500,000 to 15,000,000
florins. It was intended to create certificates for the prefer-
ence shares, and every year place them at the disposal of
the personnel at par as a portion of the bonus, as had hitherto
taken place. A. portion of the new ordinary shares would
be subscribed privately by the American group with which a

community of interests had been concluded. It was desirable
to bring the social capital and the actual capital more in

harmony with each other by the capitalisation of a portioh
of the undisclosed reserves formed in the course of years; the
balance of the working account, therefore, contained not
only the results of the financial year 1919. but also a part
of the reserves in question. It was therefore proposed to

distribute 100 per cent, of the dividend on the ordinary shares
in certificates for ordinary shares, and 20 per cent, of the
preference dividend in ordinary share certificates, whilst the
balance of the dividend would be paid in cash. During the
second half of 1919 the company concluded a community of

interests with the International General Electric Co. and the
(General Electric Co., of Schenectady. U.S., which would par-

ticipate in the Dutch company's capital, whilst the proceeds
from this transaction would be invested in shares of the
General Electric Co. In future there would be a mutual
excbange of experience and patents. The company had
acquired a portion of the new capital raised by the Edison
Swan Electric Co., of London, and was otherwise interested

in the latter's glow lamp works, so that the company would
occupy a position in the English market which was protected
by strong patents.

A large amount had been reserved in the balance sheet for

1918 for the depreciation of stocks. This precautionary mea-
sure seemed now' to have been uniiecessary, so that a portion

uf this amount came to the credit for 1919, whilst the market
value of the stocks was considerably higher than that entered
in the accounts. The sum of 1,000,000 florins reserved in 191S

tor extensions still appeared in the balance sheet, because
the new buOdings were not completed by the end of last

year, and the amounts already expended were provisionally

booked among debtors. The raw materials in the stores

would again last for some time. As the coal supplies became
more plentiful it was possible to start the third furnace at

the glass factory in May, and the fourth in .\ugust. so that it

was now possible to cover the company's requirements in

glass. The accounts for 1919 show that the gross profits

amounted to 11.208,000 florins, as compared with 7,718.000

florins in the preceding year, and the net profits to 8,974,000

florins, as against 3,025,b*X) florins. It is pro!X)sed to pay a

dividend at the rate of 151 per cent., this contrasting with

40 per cent, in 1918. As an interim dividend^ of 11 i>er cent,

luis already been distributed for 1919, fbe final dividend .s

140 per cent., of which 40 per cent, is to be paid in cash and
100 per cent, by way of a bonus in the form of a certificate

for an ordinary share. The dividend on the preference shares

amounts to 35 per cent., as against 8 per cent. ; and as 7 per

cent, has already been paid, the final distribution is 28 per

cent., of winch 8 per cent, will be paid in cash and 20 per

cent, in two ordinary shares of 100 florins each. A large

increase has also been made in the amount allowed to the

profit participating shares, payable wholly in cash.

Liverpool Lock-out Sequel.—Our conespondent writes :

" This week pn.liably marks the end of the Liverpool elec-

tricians' lock-out, and the Electrical Trades Union having

given a pledge that they would use their influence to get the

men to accept any decision given by the conciliator who had

been asked to adjudicate on a newly introduced controversial

point, the position is extremely hopeful. At the conference

which took place at Liverpool between the Electrical Trades

Union and the National Federated Electrical Association.

Mr. Tate, general secretary of the N.F.E.A.. pointed out that

the quarrel was not so much between the Liverpool N.F.E.A.

and the E.T.U. as l>etween the National Council of the

N.F.E.A. and the E.T.U. The position, he said, was that

no local branch could make arrangements to alter conditions

of labour without the consent of the sectional board, whose

power, in turn, was subject to the National Council of the

N.F.E.A. The Liverpool branch, therefore, were not in order

in coming to an agreement with the Electrical Trades Union

without first getting that agreement through the sectional

board of the National Council. The employers' representatives

asked whether the E.T.U. were prepared to consider amend-

ments to the rules, and on behalf of the E.T.U. it was stated

that thev could discuss the rules provided it was clearly

understood that such discussion was without prejudice to the

general contention that the whole of the rules should come

into oiieration. The rules were then considered seriatmi.

and several amendments were proposed. At this stage, how-

ever the E.T.U. introduced a new issue, and their spokesman

drew attention to the fact that the wages in the London area

had been agreed on at 23. 3d. per hour. Electrical Trades

Union members now asked for the same rate of pay. and tUeir

committee would not consider the employers amendments

unless the employers' attitude on the wages <l»estion had

been made clear. Mr. Tate made the suggestion that altern^

tively to paving 28. 3d. per hour and no walking time, ttie
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whole of the mlee be scrapped and they start afresh. They
could not settle the matter then, as it would have to go before
the National Council. At a aubsequeut meeting of the con-
ference, Mr. Tato sjiid that they were prepared to recommend
that the Liverpool branch be put in the same wages position
with regard to London as it was before the war. Eventually,
however, the following memorandum was agreed upon : t-f)

That this conference recommends that the previous wayes
disparity between the Mersey district and the Liondon district
be proportionately maintained; (2) tlie union representatives
claim that this should be ascertained on an hourly basis. The
employers claim that it should be calculated and ascertained
on the basis of normal weekly earnings; (3) for the purposes
of calculating the disparity the union's repre-sentatives sug-
gest either of two periods: (n) the agreed rate for the period
coveiiog August, 1914, {b) the revised rate arranged imder
the 47 hours agreement of January 'igth, 1919. The employers
suggest period (a). It was agreed to submit these matters
to concihation, and that the decision be known before the
men resume work. A no victimisation clause has been carried,
and so far as possible, when work is resumed employers'
representatives will start all the men they possibly can. The
award of the arbitrator is not known at the time of writing."

Non-Ferrons Metals.—The following particulars are
published of the stocks (exclusive of Old metal and scrap) u
this country of soft pig lead and refined spelter in the pos-
session of the Minister of Munitions on March 1st, 1920

:

Soft pig lead, 40,435 tons; refined .spelter, 7, '299 tons.
A proportion of the above stocks is already sold to the trade
for forwaa'd delivery. Since the stock of virgin non-feiTous
metals unsold under the control of the Government have now
reached such proportions that they cease to be an important
factor in the general stocks of such metals held in the United
Kingdom, it is proposed to discontinue pubUcation of these
notices.

Labour: its Output and Reward.— Lecturing on March
9th in the Department of Industrial Administration of the
Manchester College of Technology, Mr. Percy J. Pybus.
O.B.E., one of the managing directors of the English Elec-
tric Co., said that increased production was a cry with which
they were all familiar. They had heard it from the lips of

poUticians and financiers, from the Press, and from the leaders
of organised labour, and though, like every other truth which
attained wide popuJai- currency, the doctrine was in some
danger of being twisted and misused until it became no more
than a half-truth, it was most vital.

Reviewing the objections of the trade unions to increasing
output, the lectui'er said that it was a doctrine which was
repudiated by many trade unionists, and by almost all the
responsible labour leaders, but it was impossible to contest
the extent of it? influence on the rank and tile. It had its

origin in the dread of unemployment.
The group-bonus system, Mr. Pybus continued, was radi-

cally tmsouud, and its adoption as a solution to our present
troubles would only intensify them. The relative popularity
with the engineeiing unions of systems such as the Priestman
bonus system in itself excited suspicion. The support given
by district branches of those unions was consistent neither
with their declared objections to payment by results nor with
the advocacy of many of their leaders of idleness as a political

principle. From the point of view of the men such systems
represented " money for nothing." The good worker shared
the result of his exertions with his colleagues while the slacker

fhstributed the results of his idleness over the shop. Rate-
fixing was difficult, and in the last resort many of the calcula-

tions must be purely arbitrary. The employer could have
no assurance that he was in fact obtaining increased output
from his increased wages, and if the apparent increase was
excessive he had every facility for cutting rates. The w-ork-

men could always defend themselves from the charge that

the output was not increasing by saying there was a defect

in the calculation of the standard.
Mr. Pybus said, however, that he w-as emphatically of

opinion that it was possible to overcome the legitimate objec-

tions of labour to other and older methods of payment by
results, on the one condition that proper machinei-y was
provided for fixing piece-rates, and for reviewing them at

the request of either pai'ty.

The first step was to make rate-fixing scientific. It called

for special training and for a human manner, but the most
efficient and courteous of rate-fixers sometimes made mistakes,

and the machinery must provide a quick and easy method of

appeal. He then briefly outlined a scheme which was success-

fully working in a modem factory, and said the reason for

its success lay in the fact that the whole question of rate-

fixing was brought into the light of day and revealed its

true character as an open bargain between the workmen and
the employer. A rate was fixed for a new job and offered

to the man concerned. He was at liberty, if he questioned it,

to go to the time study office and work through the calcula-

tions with the respon.sible official. If still unconvinced he
could refer to a committee, which had to meet within two
days of the complaint. Pending its meeting the_ firm's rate

was given effect, and the decision of the committee, when
given, was retrospective, and no figure as to the time taken
on the job between the fixing of the rate and the meeting
of the con^rnittee was teken as evidence before the committee,
T^t b'<*JT i^rmsiefpd of Sfrci= r4TTre««rrfiTfnre.s ^f tlfe firm and

three of the men, one of whom was the workman concerned,
and the other two were selected by him as being on similar
wurk. If the coiuuiittee failed to agree, the firm was called
upon to demonstrate in its own works that the rate was lair.
It was open to the finn to use the machinery for reviewing
a rate which they thought too high, but any reduction was
compensated by an equivalent addition to the rate for some
other job less favourable to the men.

Liquidations. — F. Husband, Ltd., electrical engineers
iiud manufacturers. Craven House, Kingsway, W'.C.—.\

largely attended meeting of creditors was held last week, at
the Cannon Street Hotel. It was stated that the shareholders
of the company had previously passed resolutions in favour
of Voluntary liquidation, and had appointed Mr. R. S. Farries,
of 8, Laurence Pountney Hdl, E.C., as hquidator.

It was stated by the liquidator that the company was
formed in July, 1915, for the purpose of carrying on the
business of electrical engineers. The present adverse position
had been brought about by the hghtmg restrictions and
uther causes. The company had a share capital of £l,iMJ.
Shares to the extent of iJSoO were issued for cash, and the
balance of the capital was allotted for the goodwill and
certain patents which \\ere secured. Subsequently further
capital was found for the business. The idea was that the
money so found should be for shares, which would be issued
as soon as the necessary legal formahties were completed.
Those legal foiTnaUties had, however, never been completed,
and no further shares had been issued. During the year to
July, 1916, a sum of ^6597 was put in by Mr. Husband and
his friends, while in the twelve months to July, 1918, a
further ^330 was found for the business. Between July. 191s,
and January 3rd, 1919, sums aggregating i'l,330 were put
into the concern. That made a total of ±'2,257. In the ali-

sence of any shares having been allotted those amounts
appeared as advances, but it was always intended that the
money should be for shares. The money had been regarded
as part of the capital of the company, and those who had
advanced it had no right to withdraw it.

Mr. Osborne : Was it treated as a loan to the business?
The LiQUiDATOK : No, it was treated as capital.

A Creditor : Do you treat it as capital to-day?
The Liquidator : Yes. He went on to say that aU the

£2,257 had been lost. The company had two overdrafts at

the bank which totalled £1,697. The bank had been secured
by the deposit of securities, and a claim would have to be
made against the company in that respect. The assets of

the company were estimated to realise £3,133, from which
had to be deducted £81 for preferential claims, leaving net
assets of £3,052. The latter asset was subject to the claims
of the debenture holders which amounted to £2,428. 'ITic

assets consisted of .stock £2,500, book debts estimated to

realise £250, furniture valued at £300, and cash in hand £82.

The liabilities to creditors aggregated £3,346, With regard

to the stock, it had been taken in detail. Some little time
ago a verbal offer was made fur the stock, the figure then
mentioned being £2,500. He had only estimated the book
debts at £250, as many customers had returned goods for

which no credits appeared in the books. No value bad been
placed on the goodwill. Owing to the liquidation the licence

of the company to manufacture and sell the " Husband "

fire had terminated. As the rights in that direction had
gone he did not think there could be much value in the

goodwill of the company.
Mr. P. HoosTOUN : Who is the owner of the patents?

The Liquidator : The licence is granted to the company io

manufacture and sell the fires. Under the terms of the

licence immediately liquidation took place the owners had the

right to terminate the licence. The gentleman who granted

the licence had nothing to do with the company. He went
on to say that the debenture was created in June of last year

for £3,0i00, and carried interest at the rate of 7 per cent,

per annum.
In answer to questions, the liquidator stated that by order

of the Court he was appointed receiver for the debenture

holders on February 20th last. His firm had also been the

auditors of the company. An approximate balance sheet was

prepared as at December 31st last, and that showed the com-

panv to be insolvent.

Mr. HousTOUN said he understood that the company was

formed under " Table A." which definitely stated that deben-

tures in a company could not exceed the amount of the share

capital.
, , ,

The LiQDunTOR replied that the company was tormert

under a modified form of " Table A." and there was a,

special clause in the articles of association which referred

to the issue of debenturese.
. .

Several creditors expressed dissatisfaction at the position

disclosed, and after a short discussion it was unanimously

resolved that an application should be made to the Court for

the appointment of Mr. W. Osborne, of Messrs. Corfield and

Oripswell Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement. E.G.. as the

liquidator of the company. A committee of inspection was

also nominated consisting of Mr. .T. Scriven ( Z Electrical

Col Mr E. Heath (Messrs. Henth. Wmgfield .t Co.), and a.

representative of the General Electric Co. Messrs. H^th
^^ngfield were nominated to make the necessary application

to the Court.
. ,. , .. , r

J HOPKINSON & Co., LTD.-Windmg "P ^ohintanly for re-

co-n^fTu'rtion purposes. T.iqui'-TatoT : Mr. C. E. Hobson. of
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Huddersfield, secretary to the company, who is authorised to
consent to the registration of a new company with the same
name.

Ebonitis, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, March 2-2nd, at 3,
Crosby Square, E.G. \'oluutary liquidation. Liquidator

:

Mr. E. C. Moore, 3, Crosby Square, E.C. 3.

CowLiSHAw, Walker & Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.
Liquidator : Mr. J. A. Edmondson, Woodville, Trentham
Road, Stoke-on-Trent.
Cosmos Engixeeiung Co., Ltd.—A petition for the winiling

up has been presented to the High Court by Alfred Herbert,
Ltd., of Coventry, and will be heard in London on March 23rd.
Telephos Domestic & Street Lighti.ng Co., Ltd.—Meeting

of creditors, March 2.5th, at Salisbury House, London Wall.
E.C. Claims must be sent to the liquidator. Mr. H. H.
Foster, of 606-9, Salisbury House. E.C. by April 30th.

A.E.G. Electrical Co. of South Africa. Ltd.—First and
final dividend of 20s. in the £ to non-enemv creditors, payable
March 1.5th at Carey Street, W.C.
The Electrical Co., Ltd.—First and final dividend of 20s.

in the £ to non-enemv creditors, payable March loth at

Carey Street. W.C.
Trafford Power & Light Supply (1902). Ltd.—Winding

up voluntarily. Liquidator: Mr. C. Cofiper, fiO, Spring
Gardens, Manchester.

Swedish Electrolytic Process.—It is announced from
Gothenburg that the A B. Cumberland Elektrolytiska Process,

which was established in 1918, has now disposed of the company's
Norwegian and Danish patents to companies in those two countries.

Many installations have been carried out since the company's
formation, and extensions of the works have become necessary.

Danish Cable Works.—The directors of the A.S. Den
Dansbe Kabelfabrik. of Copenhagen, do not propose to recommend
the payment for 1919 of any dividend. After making the statu-

tory allocations to depreciation and reserve funds, the sum of

60,800 kr. remains to be carried forward to 1920.

Trade in Canada.—An agent of the Canadian General
Electric Co.. Ltd . who has been in this country for some months
for the purchase of raw materials, draws attention to the opening
for export trade offered by his company, which purchases large
quantities of electrical supplies and automobile accessories.

Manufacturers looking for export business should address the
Manager of the Supply Department at Toronto, Ontario. Canada.

Sentence.— At the West Riding Assizes at Leeds, on
Monday, George Edward Pearson, of Pearson k Sons, Ltd.. electrical

engineers. Parsley, was sent to prison for six months in the second
division, for stealing, while bailee, an electric motor belonging to

the Ministry of Munitions at the Barnbow munition works, near
Leeds; and V. W. T. Brad?haw, eUctrical engineer, of Sunder-
land, who pleaded " guilty "' to various indictments, received a
like sentence.

Report on the Electric Lamp Industry.—At the moment
of going to press, and therefore too late for publication in this

issue, we have received a copy of the findings and decisions of a
sub-committee appointed by the Standing Committee on Trusts, to

it quire into the existence of any trust or trade c^mhination in the
electric lamp industry. The report was adopted by the .Standing

Committee.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co.
report, March 16th ;—Copper (electrolytic) bars, £120. J£4 decrease ;

ditto sheets, no change ; ditto wire rods, £135, £4 decrease ; ditto

H.C. wire. Is. 4Jd , id. decrease.

Messrs. James & Sbakespeare report, March 17th :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheets and rod, no change ; English pig lead,

£4ri lOs., a reduction of £7 on the week.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Alfreton.

—

Electricitt v. Gas.—Owing to the excessive
cost and poor quality of the gas supplied to them, several trades-
people and other residents have arranged a conference with the
Notts, and Derbyshire Power Co. to ascertain the conditions under
which the company's system may be extended to the town.

Arbroath.

—

Power for Harbour.—The Town Council
has asked the Electric Light and Power Co. to quote terms for the
extension of mains to the harbour.

Ashton-under-Lyne.—Joint Electricity Authority.
—The Town Council has decided to apply to the Electricity Com-
missioners to form a .Joint Electricity Authority for the under-
takings of the Ashton Corporation and the Stalybridge, Hyde,
MoBsley, and Dukinfield Joint Board.

Brazil.

—

-^ew Stations.— The Compagnie des Mines
de San Jeronymo et I'Etat de Rio Grande do Sul has prepared a
scheme to construct generating stations of an aggregate capaoitv
of between 10.000 and 30,000 H.p. to supply the City of Porto
A\9gre.—L' Bleetrieien.

Birmingham. — Remoyal of Restrictions. — The
restrictions placed upon consumers between the hours of 3.30 and
.5.30 p.m. during the winter months have now been rescinded. It

is stated that the new station cannot be put into commission until

next February.

Blackpool.— Finances.—The estimated loss on the
Corporation electricity works during the current year was £2.200,

as compared with a loss a year ago of £2,727. Next year's revenue
is estimated at £91,733, and after allowing £:.'3,983 for interest

and sinking fund charges, a surplus of £4.000 is anticipated.

Bray (Co.Wicklow).—E.xtensions.—The Urban Council
is contemplating extensions and renewals in the electric lighting

system of the town, at a cost of £ 7.000. The Council has asked
for expert reports on the matter.

Carlisle.

—

New Generating Station.—The approval
of the Electricity Commissioners has been obtained for the

erection of a new generating station at an estimated cost of

£100,000. This will not supersede, but supplement, the prestnt

station, at which a new rotary converter costing £7,000 is to be

installed.

The Commissioners, in consultation with the Corporation, arrived

at the following conclusions :— ( 1) That on account of the growing
demand extensions are urgently needed ; (2) That the present
site is unsuitable for such extensions ; (3) That there is no possi-

bility of a bulk supply from another undertaking ;
(4~) That the

(|uestion of utilising water power from the River Eden cannot be
considered at present.

Clacton.

—

Extensions.—The electrical engineer has
advised the purchase of a new Diesel engine and generator, at an
estimated cost of £9,500, to replace the present plant, which, it is

stated, is worn out and expensive in running. The report and
recommendations were adopted.

Continental.

—

Germant.—By the construction of the

Rhine-Main-Danube canal, two valuable power centres will be
obtained. The Main is to be canalised between Aschaffenburg and
^V^^^zburg, with 12 falls, which will produce a yearly average of

40,000 H.P, The Danube is to be canalised from Ratisbon to

Passau, and a weir constructed below Yilshofen, forming a fall of

nine metres, which could produce about 42,000 H.p,

—

Economir
Reiieic.

Saxoxv.—The Government proposes to erect an electrical power
station near Borna, which is to have a capacity of 100,000 KW.
Switzerland.—The " Forces Motricea Bernoises ' company is

constructing a large hydro-electric station a^ Berne, designed to

develop 6t,»00 h.p. It is expected that the station will be com-
pleted this year. A large dam is being built across the River Aar,
at Miihleberg, in connection with the scheme.

Coventry.

—

Parliajientary Bill.—The Leicestershire

and Warwickshire Electric Power Co. was recently refused per-

mission by the Court of Referees to oppose the Parliamentary Bill

being promoted by the Coventry Corporation, The Bill, which
seeks powers to erect a new station, ic, is considered prejudicial

to the company's undertaking, which, it was stated, is being
augmented by the construction of an additional station for the

Coventry district.

Dartmoor.

—

Lignite In order to secure a cheap form
of power for the proposed copper refinery to be established in Devon-
shire, it was proposed, as will be remembered, to harness the
water power of Dartmoor, but the outcry against this scheme has
brought forward a counter-proposal to open up the lignite beds at

Bovey Tracey. The Germans had already interested themselves in

a similar proposition, and had spent £100,000 in preparatory work.
During the war the Petroleum Research Department investigated

the deposit, and subsequent work has proved the existence of a

large bed of high-grade lignite.

Dorchester.—Purchase of Undertaking.—The Town
Council is negotiating with the County of Dorset Electric Supply
Co. for the purchase of the company's Dorchester plant.

Price Iscbe.\se.—The Electric Supply Co. has intimated that
it is applying for powers to increase its charges for lighting to a
maximum of lOd. per unit. The CouncU has pointed out to the
Minister of Transport that there is no justification for such an
increase.

Ellesmere Port.— Power for Docks.—The Urban
District Council has decided to oppose the granting of an order to

the Jlersey Power Co. authorising it to supply electricity to the
Manchester Dry Docks and Pontoon Co.

Harrogate.

—

Engines from Submarines.—At a cost

of £15,750, two 600-B,H.p. Diesel engines, taken from captured
German U boats, have been acquired by the Corporation to replace

steam engines for driving generators at the electricity works.

Kirkcaldy.

—

Bulk Supply.—The offer made by the

Fife Electric Power Co. is considered excessive by the Council, and
it is stated that the energy which the company is able to supply
will not be sufficient to meet the present demands surplus to the
output of the town plant. The Electricity Commissioners are

being approached with a view to obtaining their opinion as to tba
advisability of disposing of the undertaking.
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Lincoln.—Prick iNniKASK.—The Town Council has
increased the price of energy to all oonaumers, except where
prices are fixed by agreement, by 15 per cent., aa from January 1st.

From the same date a rebate of .') par cent, is to be made in respect
of electricity used for domestic purposes.

Lampeter.— EiiECTRic Lkihtino.—The Urban District

Council has given permission to Mr. Eric Richards to construct
overhead electric light wires in the town.

Lanarkshire.— IjOan.—The County Council has received
the sanction of the Secretary for Scotland to a further loan of
*'2,50() in connection with the execution of capital works under the
Blantyre Electric Lighting Order.

Liverpool.—House Liohtinr.—It has been proposed to

equip the houses now being erected under the Liverpool Housing
Committee scheme, with electric light. When the matter came
bt>fore the Electricity Committee, it was decided to refer the matter
back for further consideration with a request that the Electric
Lighting Sub-Committee would furnish particulars as to estimated
cost, the number of houses to be suuplied, and the saving that
could be effected by laying the necessary mains simultaneously
with the water mains.

London.—L.C.C.—The Council having; asked the Ellec-

tricity Commissioners whether they proposed forthwith to take over
the duty of sanctioning loans for Metropolitan Borough Councils,
which, until the Electricity (Supply) Act was passed, came under
the Council's jurisdiction, the Commissioners replied that they
would take over this duty at once ; with regard to the jirovision

in the Act that they should act in consultation with the Council
in this respect, they proposed to refer to the Council only those
loans which might involve a call on the local rates for repayment,
and stated that they were proposing a similar arrangement to the
(lovernment Departments referred to in the same section of the
Act. The Finance Committee of the Council found that the
Ministry of Health had agreed to the transfer to the Commissioners
of loans formerly subject to its sanction, and recommended the
Council to take the same course, on the understanding that the
Council be notified of all loans by Metropolitan Borough Councils
proposed to be sanctioned by the Electricity Commissioners for
electricity purposes, and that cases in which plant purchased with
42-year loans still outstanding was to be supei-seded should come
Ijefore the Council.

Loans.—The Finance Committee recommends the sanction of the
Council to the borrowing by the Islington Borough Council of £4,866
for mains, transformers, house services, and meters, and the Stoke
Newington Borough Council of £3,000 for mains and services.

St. Marylebcine.—The Council has been advised by Sir John
Snell to negotiate for a bulk supply from the Central Electric
Supply Co. in lieu of making extensions at an estimated cost of
£250,000. Information regarding a supply has been received from
the company, but the Council is still of the opinion that extension
of plant would be more advantageous, and is, therefore, urging the
Commissioners to reconsider the scheme. The Council has already
an agreement with the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. whereby
the latter may claim to supply all energy which the Council cannot
generate.

Prices.—The Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.
has informed its consumers that the proposed increase in price of
id. per unit for lighting as from January 1st last (notice of which
was given in September, ISl'.i) will not now be imposed, and the
rates of charge will, therefore, remain the same as last year.
Street Lighting.—New street lamps for the Strand and the

parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, proposed by the Westminster
City Council, will, it is said, increase the pre-war lighting four-
fold, but the cost of lighting and maintenance, it is estimated, will
be less than double. The proposed new lamps will be of 1,800 c.p.,

the old ones being of 500 c.p., which during the war period was
reduced to 100 C.P., at which standard some of the lamps remain.

Middlesbrough,—Bulk Supply.—Regarding the recent
decision of the Corporation to augment the power station plant,
the secretary of the Cleveland and Durham Electric Power t'o. has
written suggesting that a bulk supply could be given instead,
which would be less expensive. The total cost of this, including
rotary converters, is stated to amount to £3,000. The company
has also suggested that the Corporation consider the provision of
the whole of the energy required by Middlesbrough by the power
company.

Presteign.—Electricity Supply.—The Urban JJistrict
Council has decided, after interviewing the engineer for the Here-
ford electric lighting scheme, to accept the terms for the supply of
electric light and power to the town.

Walsall.—Mains Extensions.—The Town Council has
sanctioned extension of mains from Bloxwich to Cannock at a cost
of £30,000.

Whitehaven.—Flat-rate.—The Town Council, with a
view to simplifying accounts, has substituted for the present charge
for electricity of 4Jd. per unit, plus .J2i per cent., a flat-rate of
7d., less 10 per cent., for domestic lighting. Owing to the expendi-
ture involved, £1,603, the Council has decided to defer the ques-
tion of extending the mains to Harras Moor.

Wolverhampton. — Extensions. — The Council has
approved recommendations of the Electricity Committee, and
sanction is being sought for loans of £17,648 for mains extensions,
£2,750 for sub-station buildings, and £13,660 for converters and
acceesories.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia. — (Queensland. — The Brisbane tramway
system is to come under Government control in September next.

Bradford.—Collision.—Two cars collided in the early

morning of March lOth, on a single stretch of line on the Bingley
section of the Corporation's system. One of the drivers had his

leg broken and was severely bruised. The other driver was not

seriously injured.

Blackpool.—Tramway Estimates.— The receipts on
the Blackpool Corporation Tramways, including the recently

-

acquired Fleetwood section, for the coming year are estimated at

£270,000, and, after allowing £42,000 for interest and sinking
fund, it is expected there will be an available balance of £25,000.

The current year's balance was estimated at £15,000, but it will

probably be £2,000 more than this figure. During the coming
year it is proposed to spend £15,000 on the new tramway depot,

£50,000 on permanent-way renewals, and £12.000 on six new
Pullman cars for the Fleetwood route.

Chile.—Tramcars Destroyed.—Owing to the enforce-

ment of a municipal order prohibiting more than the legal number
of passengers on the Valparaiso tramcars, and the poor service, an
indignant crowd burned 21 cars and destroyed the remainder, last

week.

Continental.—Italy.—The Communal Council of Trento
has approved the proposal of the Giunta to construct a second
hydro-electric station on the River Sarca. It is proposed to set

up machinery for the generation of 10,000 KW., so aa to utilise the

average flow of the river, at an outlay of 6,500,000 lire. This
includes 400,000 lire for the replacement of the 20,000-volt con-
ductors by others capable of carrying ."p3,000 volts. Schemes
are also in contemplation to utilise the " spare " flow of the river

for the generation of extra power to be used at certain periods of

the year. The energy, besides working the tramway network, will

be used for the following lines to be constructed :— (1) Trento.
Lavis, Cembra, Cavalese, Predazzo, Modena

; (2) Trento, Sarche,

Plone, Pinzolo, with a line linking Sarche, Arco, Riva
; (3) Male,

Fucine, with a future extension, Fucine-EJolo.

Darlington.—Extensions.—The Electricity and Light
Railway Committee is ascertaining the cost of extending the
Corporation's electric tramway system from Greenbank Road to the
N.E.R.Stooperdale OfBces.

Dumbarton.— Proposed Fare Increase.—The Town
Council has received a communication from the Dumbarton Burgh
and County Tramways Co., intimating that, owing to the increase
in expenses, it is necessary to increase fares. The matter has been
submitted to the Tramways Committee for a decision.

Greenock.— Contemplated Purchase.— The Town
Council, having received assurances of co-operation from neigh-
bouring bodies, is considering the purchase of the local tramway
undertaking under the terms of the company's lease which provides
an option for such purchase in May, 1921.

Hutton Magna.—Time Extension.— Formal application
has been made to the Minister of Transport by the Hutton Magna
Light Railway (

'o. for an order authorising an extension of the
time by one year, from May 17th, 1920, in which to purchase lands
and to complete the railway.

Leeds.—Proposed Fare Increase.—The Tramways
Committee is considering the advisability of raising fares to the
full statutory limit owing to the increase in the cost of working.
This would mean practically doubling the pre-war rates.

London. — Underground Railway Fares. — Lord
Ashfield addressing a Committee of London M.P.'s upon the
subject of increased fares, stated that the promoters of the Bills
under discussion were prepared to accept one of two alternative
schemes instead of that formulated. The first of these was to have
a maximum of lid. per mile, or fraction of a mile, with a minimum
charge of 2d. ; workmen's fares to be at the rate of single fares for
return journeys with a minimum charge of 3d. The other
suggestion waa that the companies should have the power to raise
fares within the limits imposed by the present Bills, but that any
such increase in excess of the existing maximum would have to
receive the approval of the Minister of Transport, who, after
investigation, would decide whether the increase was justifiable.

These alternative suggestions were to be considered at a further
meeting.
Tramway Schemes.—The London County Council Bill seeking

authority for a large programme of tramway extensions was con-
sidered by the Standing Orders Committee of the House of
Commons, this week. Fifteen London borough councils have
refused their assent to different parts of the scheme, and the
County Council asked for a suspension of the Standing Orders to
enable it to override the veto and proceed with the proposals.
The Standing Orders Committee, after a long discussion, came to
the conclusion that the subject was of such importance that it

ought not to decide on its own responsibility. It decided to refer
it to the House of Commons as a whole for settlement.

—

T/ie Tiniex.

Fare Increase.—The L.C.C, as announced in our last issue, has
decided to increase all tramway fares. The new scale is Id. for
r2 miles, as against the previous rate of Id. for r5 miles. Work-
men's fares are raised from a maximum of 6d. to 6d.

Accidents.—Two men were injured and several other passengers
badly shaken in a tramcar accident at Camberwell Gate, on Monday,
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which was caueed by a car fouliugr the pointa. For two hours
City-bound cars were diverted at Camberwell i:ia Kenninsrton.
A tramear took fire in the London Road, S.E., ou Tuesday,

through, it is stated, a detective electric circuit, and one of the

passenerers was burned on both leRS and was removed to hospital.

Traffic was delayed for about 20 minutes on Thursday morninjr
last week on the City and South Loudon Tube, owinj? to a break-

down near Stock well.
East Ham.—The Corporation has been informed by the Ministry

of Transport that it ia imperative that life-guards should be pro-

vided on new tramway cars.

Middlesbrough,—Tramway Municii-alisation.—The
question of a joint board for the control of the tramways on Tees-

side, which are shortly to pass over from the Imperial Tramways
Co. to the municipalities, has recently been under consideration by
the Middleabroug'h, Stockton and Thornaby Corporations. Stockton
and Thornaby decided favourably, but Middlesbrough nejiatived the
project.

The Tramways Committee has decided that when the Corporation
takes over the Imperial Tramways Co.'s system in its area, at

least one-third of the conductors shall be women.

South Africa. — Railway Electrification. — The
report of Messrs. Merz & McLellan upon the possibilities and
advantages of electrifyiner a considerable mileage of South African
railways, was published in a recent number of the Elei-tiic

Bailwuy and Tramvinj Jonrail. The lines covered by the report
are Durban-Maritzburg, Ladysmith-Glencoe. Witbiink-Germiston-
Randfontein, VVaterval Boven-Komatipoort, Witbank-Waterval
Boven, and various lines from Cap3 Town. The system recom-
mended as being best applicable to prevailing conditions, is DC', 1,.')00

to 3.000 volts, the distribution to be effected by means of overhead
wires. The total capital cost of the suggested scheme is estimated
at £5.271,135, which will bring in an annual profit of £801,900,

Todmorden.—Opposition to Bill.—The Town Council
has decided to oppose the Halifax Corporation Extensions BUI,
because of the Council's desire to run a motor omnibus service of

its own beyond the town boundary line and in the direction of

Halifax.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

A New Form of Wireless Aerial.—According to the
Vaderland. says the Board uf Trade Journal, a new form of wireless

aerial has been experimented with at Scheveningen. which is the
invention of a Dutchman of the name of Vlug. The wires for a
length of from 100 to 150 metres are lightly buried in the ground.
They are said to be highly sensitive, with the result that two wires
are sufficient for direct communication with Bandoeng (Dutch Ea-st

Indies), a receiver being placed between the two, which contains
certain improvements of Mr. Vlug's invention. Comparison has
been made between this wiring and the large antenna- at
Scheveningen. by which it was proved that signals were louder on
being received through ordinary aerials, but that not a letter was
distinguishable owing to the disturbances. These had not entirely

disappeared when employing the \'lug system but had gained
greatly in distinctness, so that not a letter was missed. One valve
was used as a detector, and another as a low-frequency amplifier.

The report goes on to say that the period of the year is especially

suited to receiving the Bandoeng messages, and also that, although
great difficulties are experienced owing to disturbances caused by
the large European stations, the Telefunken station at Sambeek
contains an apparatus by which Bandoeng will always be easily

detected, but it remains open to <iuestion whether it will be
practicable for ordinary operators. On the other hand, an instru-

ment constructed by Dr. Koomans, an engineer attached to the
Telegraph Service, does not present such difficulties.

Atlantic Cable Repairs.—The Western Union Telegraph
l.'o.'s cable ship Mina, which was engaged in repairing the com-
pany's cables about 90 miles west of the Irish coast, put into
Queenstown on March 15th for shelter. The work of repairing
the cables had to be temporarily abandoned owing to the bad
weather.

Canada.—The Postmaster-General gives notice that
deferred (as well as ordinary) telegrams are now accepted at any
Post Office for transmission to Canada by the State-owned Imperial
cable (which is at present the only route available for the deferred
service). The rates per word are as follows :—Eastern Provinces,

4id. ; Manitoba, 7d. ; Western Provinces (excluding the more inacces-

sible parts of British Columbia and the Yukon), 7Jd.

Denmark.—An official Commission appointed to consider
the erection of a long-distance wireless station in Denmark is pro-

ceeding to America on April 4th to negotiate regarding the possi-

bility of linking up the Danish with the United States wireless
system.— Tlic Times.

Germany.—Telegraphic Press rates have been resumed
between France and Germany. Press telegrams being accepted at

the rate of 9 centimes per word.

A wireless station has been erected at Dortmund by the German
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs, It is proposed to transmit by
wireless important communications of the express service of the
Foreign Trade Oflice.

—

Economic I/cciew.

Guernsey.—The revenue statement and statistics for the

year ended December 31st, 1U19. of the States Telephone Depart-

ment show that the revenue was .£8.1187, an increase of £136, and
the working expenses £8,(;50, leaving a net profit for the year of

£37, a decrease of £175 on the previous year. The number of lines

of all descriptions increased by 148 to 2,538, and the mileage of

overhead wire by 9ij to 1,735 miles. The average number of con-

nections per day increased by 97 to 5,124
;
per subscriber per day

decreased by 1 to 23 ; and per public telephone per day increased

by 4 to 58. The total number of calls increased by 20.082 to

l,654,9-2:-!. The staff increased by 12 to 62.

India.—The Bengal Telephone Co. promises to complete

the installation of new plant at Calcutta by the middle of this

year. The new plant, it is said, will completely modernise the

Calcutta telephone system. The present switchboards, which
answered all pre-war requirements, were designed to meet an
average of 4'5 calls per telephone per day, but since 1915 the calling

rate in Calcutta has trebled. The daily average exceeds IJO.OOO caUs,

and approximately 7.500 are made during the busy hours. This
state of things led to dissatisfaction and to complaints against the

operators who. in turn, reciprocated by refusing to work without
increased wages. Whatever the failings of a telephone service

may be. the use of offensive language to the operators is inexcusable.

It is rumoured in the local Press that so bad has the behaviour of

many telephone users at Rangoon become that the girl operators

are inclined to cease work rather than continue to be insulted. The
Indian Press understands that research work is being undertaken
by a staff from Home in order to find means of overcoming meteoro-

logical obstacles which interfere with the proper working of

wireless telegraphy in India during certain seasons of the year.

These difficulties are not experienced in England, but are very-

marked in South America as well as in India,

Spain.—The Budget Commission has approved credit for

the laying of a direct cable between Bilbao and Gibraltar.

Telephone Employes' Pay.—The new rates of pay for

telephonists recently agreed upon between the Post Office authorities

and the Post Office Engineering Union provide for a minimum
wage of 29s. in London and 27s. in the provinces for skilled

unestablished workmen at 21 years of age, and of 23s. and 2t>s.

respectively at 20 years of age. Labourers—unestablished—also

receive 28s. and 2i'i3. for London and the provinces respectively, and
the rates for boys and youths in training are 203. and 18s. at 18 and
15s. and 13s. at 16. All the above rates are plus 30 per cent, bonus,

and in the case of the skilled workmen and labourers 248. addi-

tional bonus is paid. This makes the highest wage in the scale a
little under 63s.. and that for a 48-hour week.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(The date given in parcnthsses at tfis end of the paragraph indicatit

the issue of the EtECTBiCAt Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.")

OPEN.

Australia.—Melbourne.—April 12th. City Council.
Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ; H.T. switchgear, 6,600 v. ; D.c.

switchgear, 600 v. (January 30th.)

Aylesbury.—March 25th. Installation of electric light

in St. John's Church. Specification, &c., from Mr. T. Moore,
" Fern Lea," 36, Bierton HUl, Aylesbury.

Ayr.—JIarch 24th. Electric light work, Newton Park
School, for the Education Committee. J. & H. V. Eaglesham,
architects, 24, Wellington Square.

Bacup.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Annual
contracts, including cables, fuses, lamps, meters, iic. (See this

issue.)

Bedford. — March 31st. Electricity Department.
Twelve months' supply of electricity meters and H.T. and L.T.

cables. (March 5th.)

Belgium.—April 7th. The municipal authorities of
Ixelles, Brussels. Supply of a quantity of armoured cable for
low-tension distribution mains. Specifications may be obtained
from the Maison Coramunale. Ixelles, for two francs.

March 24th. The Socictc Xationale des Chemins de Fer Vicinaui,
of 48, Rue de Montoyer, Brussels. Supply of 12,0OCi metres of
grooved trolley wire, having a section of 64 sq. mm. , 1.300 metres
of round copper wire of 64 sq. mm. section ; and 2,200 metres of
round copper wire of 100 sq. mm. section.

Bristol.—March 22nd. Board of Guardians. Electric

lighting installation at Eastville Institution. (March 5th.)

Dublin.—starch 24th. Board of (iuardians. Electrical

fittings. Particulars from the Master, Workhouse.

Edinburgh.—March 29th. Electricity Supply Depart-
ment. Condensing plant for PortobeUo station. Specification

No. 23. (February 27th.)

March 29th. Town Council. Structural steel for the new elec-

tric generating station, PortobeUo. Sir A. B. W. Kennedy, 17,

Victoria Street, Westminster.
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France.—The French post and telegi'aph authorities in

Paris Inst week inviteii tenders for the supply of six lots of lead
and rubbDr-insulated cables and 2i> lots of paper-inaulated cables

for the telephone service.

Gellygaer, — ^larch 2 1st. Urban District Council.
Transformer plant, ii r. and l.t. switchgear, 11,000 v. and 500 v.

overhead line material. (February 27th.)

Great Yarmouth.—April ICth. Electricity I^epartment.
One 2,000-K\v. turbo-alternator, one 750-KW. rotary converter and
transformer, and one 750-KW. fretjuency changer. (See this issue.)

Halifax.— ^Iarch2 3rd. Board of (iuardians. Electrical
fittings required, daring the six months ending September 30th,
1920. Mr. A. T. Longbotham, Clerk to Board of Guardians. Union
Offices, Carlton Street.

Kettering.—March I'llth. Electricity Department. Con-
centric lead-covered feeder cable and feeder pillars. (March 12th.)

Leitli.—Town Council, ilaterials for the year, from
May 16th, including overhead, electrical and car fittings, and insu-
lated wire, &c. Mr. J. A. Greig, Town Clerk.

Lincoln.—April 8th. Electricity Department. Pipe-
work, and motor-generator and switchgear for St. Swithins power
station. (March 5th.)

London.

—

Shoreditch.—Electricity Supply Department.
Water-tube boiler, 5.000-KW. turbo- alternator. E.H.T. and DC
switchgear. (See this issue.)

Mountain Ash.—March I'Oth. Urban District Council
Electricity Department, Transformer plant. H. and L.T. switch-
gear, three-core and four-core armoured cables and overhead line
equipment. (March ,ith.)

Manchester.—^farch 22nd. L A Y. Railway Co. 12
months' supply of stores, including signal, telegraph and el=ctric
fittings. si?-nal, telegraph and electric wires. Mr. Sharp, Stores
Department. Osborne Street, Manchester.

Newport (Mon.),—March 27th. Tramways Department.
Tramway bodies, trucks, electrical equipment. Mr. A. Nichols
Moore. Borough Electrical and Tramways Engineer, Town Hall.

New Zealand.— DuxEDiN.—April 26th. City Council.
(a) electric car bodies ;

(A) car trucks ; and (c) car equipment.
Documents may be consulted by British firms interest*^, at the
Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence)
35. Old Queen Street, S.W. 1 (Boom 49).

April 31st. Auckland Harbour Board. Electric cranes. Mr.
R. B. Burnett, Secretary, Quay Street, Auckland.

Peterborough.— Electricity Department. ],0()0-kw.
turbo-alternator with condenser and pipe work, switchgear, 500-KW.
rotary converter, superheaters, induced draught fan, two sets
forced draught furnaces, foundations and builders' work, and h.t.
cables. (See this issue.)

South Africa.—April 2jth. (Judtshoorn Municipality.
Time for receipt of tenders extended from March 24th to April 24th.

Sunderland.—Town Council. Electricity Committee.
Accepted :

—

B, I. .& Helsby Cables, Ltd.—Insuiiaing tape.
Ferguson, Pailin A Co.—Switchgear.

Winchester.—Town Council :

—

iOO K\v. t'eared turbo-senerating set, with condensing plant.—Fraspr and
Clialmers Engineering Works, Ltd.. f 10,008.

PORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain. -Saturday, March 20th. At Albemarle
street, W. .\t 8 p.m. F jjcture on " Positive Rays," by Sir J. J. Thomson,
F.R.S.

Friii.Hy. March 2fith. At 9 p.m. Jxcture on "The Scientific Work of
I. Old Rajleigh, • hy Sir J. .J. Thomson, FJ5.S.

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—Saturday, March 20ih. At the
Grand Hotel. Birmingham. At 0.30 p.m. Annual dinner.

iDStitution of Civil Eniiineers.—Tuesday, March i3ii. At the InstitutioD,
Gt. George Street, S.W. At .i.30 p.m. Paper on " The Work Done bv
Railway Troops in France During lai4-1919," by Colonel D. Lyell.

Faraday Society.—Tnesday, March 28rd. At Borlington House, W. At
7.30 p.m. General disi

Boyal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, March 2ith. At John Street, Adelphi,
W.C. At 4.30 p.m. Paper on "Industrial Lighting in its Relation to
Efficiency," by Mr. I.. Gaster.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — Thursday, March 25th. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, B.W. At li p.m.
I»l^cu-^sion di on "Thc Electrical Equipment of Artisan Dwellings," to be
introduced by Mr. L. Milne; (ftt on the Report of the Earthing Sub-committee
of the Wiring Rules Committee.

(North-Midland Centre).— Saturday, March 20th. At the Royal
Victoria Hotel, Sheffield. At 7 p.m. Joint meeting with the Association
of Mining Electrical Engineers. Paper on "Electric Winders," by Mr.
D. Kerr.

Tuesday, March 23rd. At the Royal Victoria Hotel. Sheffield. At
7 p.m. Paper on "Transformers for Electric Furnaces," by Mr. J. L.
Thompson.

(North-Easlern Centre'.—Monday, March 22nd. At the Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne. At 7.15 p.m. Paper on "Production of
Power from Blast Furnace Gas," by Mr. S. H. Fowles.

Tuesday, March 23rd; at the Technical High School, Darlington.
At 6.30 p.m. Joint meeting with the Tees-Side Sub-Centre and the National
Association of Industrial Chemists. Paper on " Notes on Electric Furnace
Practice," by Mr. J. Hedley.

(Norlh-Westem Centre.)—Tuesday, March 23rd. At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Paper on "The Protection of Alternating
Current Distribution Systems Without the Use of Special Conductors." by
Major K. Edgcnmbe, R.E. iT.i.

Association of Engineeriog and SUpbuUding Drangbtsmen.—Thursday,
ISIarch iTith. At Liveiiiooi University. At 7 p.m. Lecture on "Some
Experiences in Malaya," by Mr. W. S. Laverock. At the Grammar School,
chesterfield. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " Some Notes on Iron and Steel,"
by Mr. A. Chambers.

Junior Institution of Engtaeers.-Friday, March aeth. At39, Victoria Street,
S W. At 7.8P r-m- Lecturette, "The Future of the Gas Indnsirv," by
Mr. W. A. Tookey.

Wireless Society of London.—Friday, March 25th. At the Institution of
Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. .\t6p.m. Paperon "Harmonici
in Cont-nuous Wave Transmission." by Capt. L. A. T. Broadwood.

NOTES.

Ayr. — Town
Georgrea Avenue Dwellings.

W. Auld & Sons .

.

CLOSED.
Council. Electric light installations,

Bolton.—Electricity Committee :

—

Barnes.—Fire Brigade and Lighting Committee. Becom-
mended :

—

H.T. and I..T. switchgear for 1,500-kw. turbo alternator and rotary converter :

H.T. section, £820 ; l.t. section, £335 : three-phase watt hour meter on
the rotary converter feeder panel, £45.—English Electric Co., Ltd,

Turbo-generators, condenso-s, &c., £15,348.—English Electric Co , Ltd.
Rotary converter, transformer and switchgear, £5,152.—General Elecoic

Co., Ltd.
Soot blowing plant, £526.—Diamond Power Speciality Co.

Croydon.—Town Council :

—

Babcock A- Wilcox, Ltd.—Steam pipe work, £456.
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. (per Brown, Boveri \- Co. i.— Turbo-

alternator, £17,000; switchgear, £1,597.
Cole, Marchant & Morley.—Condensing plant, £6,556.
Metropolitan Electrical Co.—Automatic air dampers, £3f>0.

G. P. Banbuiy.—Cable racks, £2;2.
G. Everitt & Son.—Extensions to engine room. £4,315.

Galashiels.—Parish Council :

—

Ek'ctric light installation. Council BuildiBg3.—Eobinson,FraEer A- Co., £57.

GilliDgham (Kent).—Town Council

:

Heywood,—Electricity and Tramway Commit t»e :

—

E.H.T. cables.—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Lanarkshire.—The offer of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., f !i(;,

for the supply of Sangamo meters in connection with the electric
lighting of Cambuslang district has been accepted.

The Batti-Wallahs' Society.—The first annual dinner
since 1914 is to be held on Friday, March 26th. at the Holborn
Restaurant. There will be the usual concert after the dinner. It

is the only ladies nifrht on the programme, and every effort is to

be made to ensure a distinct success.

Diseases of Rnbber Trees.—An exhibition of specimens
showing the diseases to which rubber trees are subject is taking
place in the Botany Section of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, Prince Consort. Road, South Kensington. It has been
arranged by Prof. J. B. Farmer, Director of the Biological
Laboratories of the College.

—

T/ie Times.

An Electric Tamping Machine.—The Kalamazoo Rail-
way Supply Co. has brought out a novel tamping machine for con-
solidating ballast under sleepers, which, according to Enrihieerhtg,

consists of a small enclosed induction motor with a tanaping bar
fixed to the casing in such a way as to be at the end of the casing
and perpendicular to the axis of the rotor. The nose of the tool is

set so as to incline under the motor, in the same vertical plane as
the spindle. Fixed to the opposite end of the casing is an extension
of a Z-shaped spring handle. The motor is three-phase. liO cycles
at 110 volts, running at 3,600 R.p.M. The spindle is fitted with an
unbalanced weight, which sets up an oscillation on the spring
handle and gives the necessary motion and kick to the tamping
bar. The amplitude of the movement is stated to be ; in., which
can be varied to suit the ballast, by changing the tamping bar for
one of a different weight. It is said that if the tamping bar is

placed against a sleeper in ordinary ballast, the tool will work its

way down the side and under the sleeper. The operator merely has
to hold the machine upright and direct it to its work. The
machine is watertight and dust-proof, and weighs 3" lb. It ia

arranged for working four machines from a small portable electric

generating set weighing 12.5 lb., so that the whole outfit is quite of
a portable nature. Smaller and larger sets are also supplied.
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South Wales Llnking-Up Committee,—A meeting of the

South Wales and Monmouthshire Linking-Up Committee, which

issued an interim report upon the above subject in June, 1918, was

held on the 9th inst. at the South Wales Institute of Eng-ineers.

Cardiff, ilr. Lewis \\'. Dixon (of Merthyr), vice-chairman and hon.

secretary in the chair. A letter, dated February 13th, 1920, from

Sir John Snell, chief electrioity commissioner, was read, su<rfrestintr

that the Committee should consider the whole matter from an

enftineerinpr standpoint, with a view to improving the organisation

of the supply of electricity in South Wales. It wa9 decided on th.'

strength of this communication to promote investigations on the

lines suggested by the Chief Commissioner. Mr. W. A. Chameii

was elected chairman in place of Mr. Arthur Ellis, who has acted

as chairman since the Committee commenced operations in TJlii.

Mr. W. Burr, borough electrical engineer, Swansea, was appointed

vice-chairman, and Mr. L. W. Dixon remains hon. secretary.

Appointments in Canada.—"We learn from an agent of

the Canadian General Electric Co. that it is very badly off in its

Engineering Department for three or four skilled electrical engi-

neers who have had considerable experience in the manufacture of

electrical apparatus of all kinds. Designers of alternators, induc-

tion motors, and direct-current apparatus, together with several first-

class draughtsmen in these lines, are urgently needed, and should

apply to the company at Peterborough. Canada. The introduction

of British engineers into this firm should prove of great advantage

to trade within the Empire, as they will be familiar with the goods

made here, and will know where they can be usefully employed.

The Coal Supply of London Electricity Works,—On
March 10th a deputation from public electricity supply under-

takings in London, at a meeting of the committee of London M.P.'s.

criticised the policy of the Coal Controller's Department ; Alderman
Duncan Watson, Mayor of Marylebone, said that the reserve supply

of coal held by many undertakings was equivalent to four days'

consumption only, and that the coal supplied contained an excessive

proportion of ash. Sir John Snell, who attended at the invitation

of the committee, corroborated the statements, and said that the

Commissioners in some cases had found it necessary to sanction

loans for the installation of new boilers, in consequence of the bad

quality of the coal. The Coal Controller's Department told them
that shortage of transport was the cause of the trouble. The
chairman said that the committee would do what it could to bring

about an improvement.

Inquiry.—Makers of a small lamp marked "8 v. 8 N. K."
are asked for.

Po'wer from the Tides.—The Cabinet, it is annouQced
on high authority, has had before it preliminary plans pre-

pared by the experts who are inquiring into the possibihtie.^

of utilising water power in the L'nited Kingdom for generat-
ing electrical energy, for the construction on the Severn,
close to the new high-level bridge n'hich the Great Western
Railway proposes building, of a. huge dam, in the centre ol

which would be a free .space for the escape of the imprisoned
tidal water, thus providing the powei'. The Cabinet ha.-;

given instructions for further preliminary stages of the pro-

ject to be undertaken. It is interesting tn note in this con-

nection that a power station is aliont to he erected on tlie

Mersey to supply the Liverpool and Birkenhead area, and
that a project is on foot to utilise the water pcw'er of the

Dee from Llangollen downwards in the electrical develop-

ment of North '^'ales.

Discussing the Severn proposal a leading South Wale^^

engineer ventured the opinion that the harnessing of tidal

power could only be solved by interlinking the big water-

ways and making use of the difference in the times of the

tides. " From a in-ivate enterprise point of view," he con-

tinued, " it would be cheaper to produce electricity by means
of coal, for the capital outlay would be tremendous. Such
a scheme, when it comes, must be a great undertaking, and
should be run on a national basis—not the estuaries of the

Severn and Wye only, but every waterway that has any
storage capacity. There is a big difference of tide between
the Severn, Mersey, and Forth, for example, and if you

could harness and link together these estuaries it would be

a good thing, for it would stabilise the ebb and flow. This

would require very careful calculations, and would have to

be undertaken after close study of the tides and the various

channels. The other means is by storage in accumulators

at a terrific cost. There must be a storage capacity of prac-

tically the full output of the station, for at the turn of the

tide the plant would be absolutely useless."
" Before any tidal power scheme is a financial success,"

eaid Prof. Frederick B.acon, A.M.I.E.E., Profes.=or of En-
gineering at the South Wales and Monmouthshire University

College, Cardiff. " you must have some economical and cheap

means of storing electricity. At present the recognised

method of st-oring energy during the time of high tide, when
you can get no power, is by pumping water into a high

reservoir, and the capital necessary is absolutely prohibitivt'

unless the natural configuration of the district has siiecial

facilities to offer. If a scheme for the use of tidal power

were put forward. Chepstow would be a good place to start,

for a 40-foot tide is not to be found in many places : but the

capital cost would be very great, and I doubt whether it

could be economically worked."

Appointments Vacant.—Plnmber-jointer, for the Derby

Corporation Electricity Department: fitter (£.5) for the Stepney

Borough Council Electricity Department ; meter-tester (£4) for

the Darwen Corporation" Electricity Works :
draughtsman

(temporary) (£11), for the Wimbledon Corporation Electricity

Works. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Naval Telegraphists' Rating.—With a view to assisting

ratings of the wireless telegraph branch, who, being due for dis-

charge, may wish to obtain posts as civilian operators, the

.Vdmiralty has made arrangements for the Postmaster-General's

certificate of proficiency to he issued to telegraphist ratings.

Scientific and Technical Books.— One part of the

descriptive catalogue of the British Scientific Products Exhibition,

organised by the "British Science Guild last year, was devoted to

selected lists of books on science and technology. The Guild has

been asked to extend these lists, so as to include not only all

br inches of science -both biological and physical—but also the

chief technical subjects. It has undertaken to do this : and a com-

mittee, of which Sir R. A. Gregory is chairman, has been appointed

to prepare such a catalogue. The lists will be limited to books of

British origin actually in current catalogues of the publishers, so

that they can be obtained in the usual way through booksellers.

School-books and elementary manuals will not be included, and the

general standard will be that of college courses in scientific and

technical subjects, or of works' libraries. Each list will be sub-

mitted to authorities upon the subject with which it deals, but in

order to secure that no important work is omitted, the committee

invites the assistance of everyone interested in its task. Such aid

may be .afforded by sending (to the British Science Guild. H. John
Street. Adelphi, London, W.C. 2) lists or single titles of British

books of standard value or proved worth in any branch of science

or industry.

Agricultural Research. — Although the Rothamstead

Research Station had little faith in the electrical treatment of seed,

it appears to be more favourably disposed to one part of the process

—the treatment of the seed with chemical solutions before sowing,

which is being investigated at Paris with good results, and in Italy.

In an interview with a Daily Clironich' repre-seutative. Dr. Russell,

of Rothamstead, said that some very sound work had been carried

out by Prof. Blackman, who had demonstrated that considerable

effect was produced by the electrification of the seed and the soU,

and the economic value of electrification to agriculture had been

made clear.

Modern Motor Control Gear.—On March 10th the

London Section of the " Igranic Engineering Society " held an

open meeting at its head(iuarters in Queen Victoria Street, which

was largely attended by members and non-members. A paper on
'' Electric Motor Control Gear," illustrated by many interesting

lantern slides, was read by Mr. John T. Mould. The author's

purpose appeared to be to emphasise how greatly the usefulness of

electric motor control gear had increased within the last few years.

Its functions extended to the actual supplanting of manual labour,

so that in many cases tasks which in the past demanded the con-

stant attention of workmen, were automatically performed with-

out human attention at all. and with greater regularity and

accuracy than could be expected continuously from workpeople.

This development he attributed to the introduction of self-acting

types of control gear, many of which, suitable for both direct and

alternating current, he described to the audience.

London Traffic Congestion.—The problem of relieving

the serious congestion of traffic in London during the morning and

evening "peak load" hours—between 7.30 and 9 in the morning

and b and 7 o'clock in the evening—has been under the consider-

ation of the Advisory Committee on London Traffic, of which Mr.

Kennedy Jones, M.P., is chairman. The Ministry of Transport, in

an official announcement, states that it is in the evening that the

heaviest congestion occurs, and little or no relief can be looked for

in the near future from any increase of the transport facilities

during these hours. The congestion has been accentuated by the

general adoption of the eight-hour day, and the Advisory Com-
mittee believes that if certain " allied " businesses could arrange

for the majority of their employes to leave their work between

i and 1.45 p.m,, instead of b p.m,, or later, appreciable benefit would
result from the spreading of the present " peak load " traftic over a

longer period. With regard to the possibilities of improving

transport facilities, it is pointed out that there is a shortage of

rolling stock. Although orders have been placed for additional

stock, there is delay in delivering it, owing in a large degree to

the recent prolonged moulders' strike, A general extension of

electrification in the suburban zones of the main-line railways

might go a long way towards solving the difficulty ; and, recog-

nising this, Sir Eric Geddes has set up a Committee to deal with

the question of standardisation in connection with schemes of

electrification.

British Oil.
—" I am the Jlinister for petrolenm affair?."

said Sir Hamar Greenwood, in Parliament on Maroh 8th. in explain-

ing how he came to answer a ciuestion regarding the oil operations

which the Government has been carrying out in Derbyshire and

other parts of the United Kingdom. He said that while oil had so

far been met with in quantity only in one well, it had been proved

that deposits of oil existed, and there was every encouragement to

continue the work. Further developments could not be undertaken

pending legislation dealing with oil righU. Licences to bore for

petroleum had been granted to two companies.
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

The lostltutlon of Electrical Engineers Arranffements for
the remainder of session lyiy-20 :

—

Obdinaby Meetixhs.
March 25th.—Discussion on : C<i) " The Electrical Biuipment

of Artisan Dwellinjia" (with introductory paper by Mr. L. Milne).
(/') The Report of the Earthinp Sub-Committee of theWiring Rules
Committee.

April loth.— C. V. Drysdale, D.Sc, the Eleventh Kelvin Lecture,
' Modern Marine Problems.'
May 20th.—Annual General MeetinR.

Meetings of Territorial Centres.
yvrth-EuHtern Centre.

March 22nd.—S. H. Fosvles, "Production of Power from Blast-
Furnace Gas."

April 19th.—Major T. Rich, O.B.E.. ' Electricity in the Western
War Zone " (.lecture). Annual General Meeting.

Tuesday. March 23rd. at the Technical Hig-h School, Darlington,
at (.1.30 p.m., joint meeting with the Tees-side Sub-Centre and the
National Association of Industrial Chemists : paper on " Xotes on
i;iectric Furnace Practice," by Mr. J. Hedley. Preceding the meeting.
a visit will be paid to Darlington Forge.

Xm-th Midland Centre.

March 20th.—D. Kerr, " Electric Winders '' (joint meeting with
the Association of Mining Electrical Engineers).
March 23rd.—J. L. Thompson. •'Transformers for Electric

Furnaces."
April 20th.^Maior K. Edgoumbe. R.E. (T.), "The Protection of

Alternating-current Distribution Systems without the Use of
Special Conductors."
May 11th.—Annual General Meeting.

yorth-We.stern Centre.

March 23rd.—Major K. Edgcumbe's paper.
April 13th.—Annual General Meeting and Smoking Concert.
April 20th.—C. V. Drysdale, D.Sc—The Kelvin Lecture.

Scotthh Centre.

April 13th.—Squadron-Leader J. Erskine-Murray, " Wireless
Telegraphy " (lecture).

South Midland Centre.

April 2l8t.—C. V. Drysdale. D.Sc—The Kelvin Lecture.

Western Centre.

Aprii 5th.—Prof. F. Bacon, "Thermionic Valves" (lecture).

The February Journal gives the following list of the Institution's
Sub-Centres :

—

Parent Centre. SubCentip. Name and address of Hon. Secretary.

Xorth-Eastern Tees-side R. M. Longman. Kinton's Buildings,
Middlesbrough.

North Midland Sheffield J. D. Bailie, 05 - 67. Prudential
Buildings. Park Row, Leeds.

North-Western Liverpool 0. C. Waygood, .)0, Manor Roaii,

Meols. Hoylake.
Preston J. F. Simpson, Corporation Tram-

ways, Deepdale, Preston,
Scottish .,. .\berdeen A. Ganlner, Electricity Works.

Milburn Street. Aberdeen.
South Midland East Midland J. F. Driver. Technical College.

Loughborough.
A Local Centre has been formed in Argentina. The Council has

decided to publish the papers and discussions held over from
pre-vious sessions as a supplement to last year's volume (No. 57) of
the Journal.

On Friday, the 26th inst., the Wolverhampton and District
Esgixeering Society will hold a meeting at the Technical School,
(Jarrick Street. Wolverhampton, at which a lecture will be delivered
on "Coal and its By-Produots," by Mr, J. R. .Ulett. This Society
has invited uiemt)ers of the South Midland Centre to join it

at that meeting.

Informal Meeting.—On Monday last an informal meeting was
held in London, when Messrs. J. W. Eeauchamp. M.I.E.E., and
S. M. Hills, A.M,I,E,E., opened a discussion on " Industrial Electric
Heating." dealing with the numerous applications of electricity to
the heat treatment of metals, enamelling ovens, dental work, the
manufacture of tiles, buttons, i;c., die casting, linotype metal pots,
and other uses. They pointed out the facility with which elec-
tricity could be employed, and the many incidental advantages
wnich resulted from its use, such as the reduction of waste, safety.
convenience, increased output, health of employes, and economy of
labour. Many of the audience took part in the discussion which
followed.

An informal social evening and smoking concert is to be held
on March 29th, at 7.30 p.m., at the Albert Tavern. Victoria
Street, S.W. Early application should be made for tickets (2s. 6d.
each), which are obtainable from Mr. Toolev, at 34, Victoria
Street, S.W.

.\ meeting of the Liverpool Sub-Centre was held on Monday,
March 15th, when Lieut.-Col E. O'Brien read a paper on " The
Application of the Electric Locomotive to Main-Line Traction on
Railways." The paper dealt with the history of the subject, general
problems of design and operation, and the advantages of the elec-
trification of main and suburban lines. A lengthy discussion
followed.

Edinbargh Electrical Society The eighth general meeting was
held on March 10th. at the Philosophical Institute. An interesting

evening waa spent in the discussion of emergency measures taken
to deal with motor and other jilant breakdowns. The question of

"Joints r. Connectors ' in wiring installations was also debated.

It was intiuuited that the members would meet on Wednesday,
March 24th, at the Telephone Exchange, Rose Street, Edinburgh,
at ,s o'clock.

The Birmingham and District Electric Club.—At a meeting, on
March 13th, a paper was read by Mr, W. E. Warrilow, A.M.I.E.E.,

upon " Advertising in the Engineering Industries." The lecturer

stated that engineering advertising had not yet received that

serious consideration which its relation to sales would seem to

justify, although there were signs of great improvement. As a

rule, even the largest firms spending large sums of money did not
appear to attach the same importance to spending the money wisely

as they did in other departments. There was room in the business

for men with an engineering training, who had a natural aptitude

for publicity work. The importance and responsibility of the
work should be realised, and a commensurate salary paid ; the best

men would then be attracted to it. Mr. Warrilow made a special

appeal to manufacturers to support their trade papers rather than
issuing large numbers of circulars. " house organs." and the like :

with greater support the trade Press could give better service. The
writer's statement that engineers had nothing to learn from
American advertising caused some little dissent. Jlr. Warrilow
was accorded a hearty vote of thanks at the close of the meeting.

Wireless Society of London.—Mr. A. A. Campbell-Swinton,
president of the society, delivered his annual address on March 27th,

at the Royal Society of Arts. The address (which was entitled

.Some Wireless Wonders ") was an exceedingly interesting one.

and was received with enthusiasm by the audience, which filled the

lecture hall to overflowing. The address was illustrated by a series

of experiments whereby the audience were shown the enormous
strides which have been made in the science of wireless telegraphy
since the last presidential address was delivered in 1914. A
message which had been sent specially from Paris by General
Ferrie, a vice-president of the Wireless Society of London, was
made audible and visible on a screen to the audience, and in

iiddition wrote itself out in Jlorse characters on a tape machine.
This and other special messages from the Air Ministry and the
wireless station of the Radio-Communication Co. at Slough, were
received and made audible to the audience, not on the usual external

aerial, but on a simple loop of wire standing upon the lecture table,

Mr. A. X. Campbell-Swinton paid tribute to the Fleming valve,

without which it would have been impossible to obtain these results.

The proposal for affiliation of pro%Tncial clubs and societies has
met with most favourable response, and all the principal wireless

clubs in Great Britain are now affiliated. A conference of these

clubs, at the invitation of the Wireless Society of London, was held

in the afternoon of the same day.

The conference was held under the presidency of Sir Charles
Bright, F.R.S.E.. supported by Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry B.

.Tackson, G.C.B. ; Captain F. C. Loring, R.N.. representing H.M.
Postmaster-General ; and other vice-presidents and officers of the
Society, including Mr. Frank Hope-Jones, M.I.E.E,. chairman ;

Major Basil Binyon. O.B.E.. vice-chairman ; and Mr. Leslie

Jlcifichael. hon. secretary. Wireless clubs of the following towns
and suburban districts were represented by delegates at the
conference :—Burton-on-Trent. Plymouth (two clubs), Southport,
Altrincham, Woolwich. Brighton. Sheffield. Manchester (two clubs).

Stoke-on-Trent. Derby. Glasgow. Bristol. North Middlesex, and
Peckham. Sir Charles Bright in his opening speech said that the
object of the meeting was to discuss the general terms on which
affiliation should take place, and whether future conferences
should take place in London or in various towns from year to year.

The president called upon Mr. Hope-Jones to welcome the delegates,

after which the delegates were invited to express their opinions
on behalf of their clubs, and to ask questions upon matters
on which they desired information. Captain Loring made an
official statement in which he pointed out how strongly the Post
Office officials were in favour of any amalgamation, which would
tend to keep amateurs within the limits of their licence. He stated

on what terms the Post Office proposed to grant transmitting
licences, viz. :—A licence of about 10 watts where an amateur could
prove that he thoroughly understood the apparatus he was asking
to make use of. that he was conversant with the Morse code and
proficient, and that his transmitting station was to be used for

genuine experimental work, and not merely for communications
with other stations in a general way. Admiral Sir Henry
Jackson, at the close of the conference, in an able speech, pointed
out how much in the past wireless telegraphy had benefited by the
amateur experimenter.

E.P.E.A.—The first annual dinner of the Northern Section of the
Irish Division was held on February 26th at Belfast, under the
chairmanship of Mr. B. Croft. After the toast of " The King,"
Mr. J. McMordie. in proposing " The E.P.E.A.." gave a brief resume
of the activities of the Association to date, and congratulated the
Northern Section on its progress during the brief period since its

inception.

The vice-chairman, Mr. Piggott, proposed the "Guests and
Artistes." Mr. T. W. Bloxam. city electrical engineer, responded
on behalf of the guests, and said that the chief aim of the E.P.E.A.
was the promotion of efficiency in the generation and distribution
of electrical power. Mr. J. Wyld also responded, and said that
the E.P.E.A. supplied a long felt want, bringing together for
mutual benefit isolated and scattered members of the technioal
staffs. He wished the Association every success.

During the evening an entertaining and enjoyable programme
was contributed to by the following artistes :—Messrs. D. Wilson,
H. Mclvor, J. Wilson. R. Bolton, E. Lee, A. Holland, G. Fawcett,
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D. Anderson, and J. Hardy, the accompaniments being efficiently

played by Mesara. \V. J. Hanna and J. Wilson.
Before the evening terminated, Mr. Bloxam proposed a vote of

thanks to the chEkirman.

The chairman, in reply, thanked Mr. Bloxam for his kind
remarks and all present for the hearty way they had received the

toast.

Royal Institution The following: are among the lecture

arrangements for after Easter :—Major (i. W. C. Kaye, two lectures

on "Recent Advances in X-RayWork"; Prof. W. H. Eccles, two
lectures on " The Thermionic Vacuum Tube as Detector, Amplifier,

and Generator of Electrical Oscillations' ; Prof. J. H. Jeans, two
lectures on " Recent Revolutions in Physical Science" : (1) Theory
of Relativity : (2) Theory of Quanta. (The Tyndall Lectures).

The Priday evening meetings will be resumed on April 16th, when
Prof. J. A. McClelland will deliver a discourse on " Ions and
Nuclei." Succeeding discourses will probably be given by Lord
Rayleigh, Prof. J. A. Fleming, Prof. W. L. Bragg and others.

Faraday Society.—A general discussion on " Basic Slags : Their
Production and Utilisation in Agricultural and other Industries

"

will take place on Tuesday, March 23rd, 1 920, from 7.30 to 10.30 p.m..

in the Rooms of the Chemical .Society, Burlington House. Prof.

F. G. Donnan, F.R.S., vice-president, will preside, and Dr. E. J.

Russell, F.R.S., will give a general survey of the subject, after

which a number of authorities will read papers on " The Demand
tor Basic Slag," " Its Place in the Development of Agriculture,"

and allied questions.

Institute of Metals.—At the annual meeting last week, tlie

presidential addiejs was read by Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir George
Goodwin, K.C.B., dealing mainly with the propelling machinery of

warships, turbine blading, the corrosion of condenser tubes, pro-

peller blades, and bearing metals.

At the annual dinner on Friday last, aniougst the guests were
Capt. H. Riall-Sankey, Prof. W. H. Bragg, Dr. J. E. Petavel, Mr.
W. 0. Smith, Mr. Roger T. Smith, Mr. C. C. Paterson, Mr. C. H.
Wordingham and Mr. G. Shaw-Scott (secretary).

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
I%« Editort invite electrical engineers, whether caniwcted with th«

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Elkotbioal Review posted as to their movemeiUs.

The salary of Mr. A. R. Dayson, general manager of the
Sunderland Corporation tramways, lias been advanced from
±'700 to £850 per annum. An amendment that the increase
bo only £100 was defeated by the casting vote of the Mayor.
The Tunes states that Sir James Dewar has been elected a

corresponding member of the French Academy of Sciences.

Exeter T.C. has increased the salary of the tramway man-
ager from £350 to £450 a year, by two equal instalments,

the first to date from November 1st, I'JIO.

Mr. E. B. Mitchell has been recommended by the Com-
mittee in charge for the appointment as general manager and
engineer of the Glasgow Town Council's electricity de-

partment, in succession to Mr. W. \V. Lackie, who was re-

cently appointed a Commissioner under the Ministry of Trans-
port. Mr. Mitcliell, who is 46 years of age, served his ap-

prenticeship as an engineer with Messrs. Muir & Houston,
Kinning Park, and entered the Glasgow T.C. service 22 years

ago as shift engineer in charge of the Tontine and Claiemont
battery stations, and was for three years resident engineer
at the Port Dundas station. Then he was promoted mains
superintendent, and for twelve years had charge of the trans-

mission and distribution sides of the undertaking. Three
years ago he was appointed deputy chief engineer and super-

intendent of stations, and an important part of his work has
been the supervision of the erection of Dalmarnock power
station. He is a member of the I.E.E. and of the Institution

of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland. For twelve years

he was a lecturer in the Pioyal Technical College.

Mr. S. S. Braid, who has just been appointed deputy chief

engineer in the Glasgow Corporation tramway department,
is an Edinbm'gh man, and he received his education at the

Heriot Watt College there, and at the Royal Technical Col-

lege, Glasgow. He joined the service of the Glasgow tram-

ways in 1901, just before the electrification of the whole
system, as assistant engineer, graduating to ciief electrical

assistant. Mr. Braid acted during the war with the Ministry

of Transport in a voluntary capacity as an inspector of en-

gineering works, and later as captain and adjutant in the

2nd Batt. Highland Light Infantry.

Rhyl Corporation has increased the salary of the electrical

engineer from £275 to £310.

The Highways Committee of the L.C.C. recommends that

Mr. A. G. Clarke, chief publicity assistant, Sheffield Corpora-

tion Development Committee, be appointed publicity assistant

in the tramways department, at a salary of £300, rising to

£400 per annum, plus temporary war allowance of 20 per

cent, and a war bonus of £70 to £73 a year.

Mr. R. E. WiNKEiELD, M.I.E.E., has just returned, after

15 years, from India, where he held the position of agent and

chief engineer to the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation,

Titd. The home board of this company has appointed him
to be its general adviser. Mr. Winkfield, who is a past-chair-

man of the Calcutta local section of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers, has now associated himself with the Robert-

son-Cole Co., of 5, Bisho^sgate, I,ondon, E.G., and New York,

which firm, in conjunction with Messrs. Graham & Co., of

Calcutta and Bombay, have estabUshed a large connection

with the mills and factories throughout India and the East,

bv acting as buying and shipping agents in the United King-

dom and America. Mr. Winkfield has had a long experience

(if Oriental engineering requirements. Prior to going to the

East he was connected with various electric supply manufac-

turing and railway companies in England.
On February iS'th the employes of the Walsall Corporation

electric supply department {Darwall Street sub-station) pre-

sented an attache case and some technical books to the mains

engineer, Mr. J. D. Spark, who is leaving. Mr. E. W.
Evnou, sub-station foreman, made the preso'itation. Gifts

were also made to Mr. T. Southgate, who hos tone to Sun-

derland as meter test-room foreman, and to Mr. C. Waidson,

imtil lately a sub-station engineer.

We are informed by Messrs. Swarren, Ltd., of London,

W.C, that Mr. S. A. M. Rose, the late managing director, is

no longer connected with the company in any official capacity.

Obituary.—Mr. W. Munro.—The death is announced of

Mr. William Munro, late electrical engineer superintendent

(if the Midland Railway, Belfast.

Mr. W. Eigden.—The death occurred suddenly on March
10th, whilst officiating as Worshipful Master of the Lewises

Lodge of Freemasons, of Mr. William Rigden, electrical eu-

giener of the Ellington Works, Princess Road, Ramsgate.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

West Lancashire Electrical Co., Ltd. (165,565).—Private
ccmpany. Registered J.Tnu,irv 31st (delayed at Somerset House). CapitaL

£2,000 'in £1 shares. To carry on the business of electricians, electrical,

(nechanical, motor, telephone and general engineers, &c. The first directors

are: W. Battson, " Newlands," Newton Drive, Blackpool; L. C. Speed, Zi,

Promenade, Southport; T. Healy. 5", Sussex Road, Southport. Secretary :

L. C. Speed. Registered office ; Princes Strett, Hoghton Street, Southport.

South-western Engineering Co., Ltd. (164,829).—Private
company. Registered March 4th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To take

over the business of general and electrical engineers carried on by L. li.

Stone and J. Moiseiwitsch at Point Pleasant Works, Wandsworth, as the

" South-Western Engineering Co." The first directors are : L. G. Stone, 71,

Linden Gardens, Bayswater, W.; J. Moiseiwitsch. 21, Stanwick Road, West

Kensington; E. Moiseiwitsch, 21, Stanwick Road, West Kensington; D. de

Groot, 3a, Montagu Mansions, Baker Street, W. Secretary: H. Kenward.

Registered office ; Point Pleasant Works, Wandsworth, S.W.

Levant Iron and Machinery Co., Ltd. (164,813).—Private
company. Registered .March 4lh. Capital, f2.'),000 IBs. in 5,UU0 6 per ceni.

cumulative preference shares of £5 each and 18 deferred shares of Is. each.

To carry on at Constantinople and elsewhere the business of importers of and

dealers in metals aCricultural implements, electrical and other machinery

and implements, S.C. The first directors are: W. J. Whittall. Impasse

Whittall, Grande Rue Mahmondich, Galata, Constantinople. The Board ol

Trade authorises the company to acquire parts of the undertakings ol J. \V.

Whittall & Co., Ltd., and Gc-orge Chisnell & Co., Ltd., the books and docu-

ments of which undertakings are liable to inspection under the irading with

the tneiny .\ct. Registered office; 8, Serjeant's Inn, E.C.

Scottish Welding and Sheet Metal Co., Ltd. (11,007).—
Private company. Registered in Edinburgh February 28th. Capital, £3,000

of electric and o.\y-a

welders, coppersmiths and engineers and merchants, &c. The first directors

.ire: A. rT Duncan, 6lj, Hamilton Place, Aberdeen, merchant; J. Johnston.

it Hamilton Place, Aberdeen, solicitor; R. D. Moncur, Duncairn, Great

Western Road, Aberdeen, merchant; C. A. McArthur, Great Western Road,

Aberdeen, brassfounder. Secretary: J. Johnston. Registered office: 129, Union

Street, Aberdeen.

Colonial and Foreign Glass Industries, Ltd. (164,843).—
Registered March 5th. Capital, £7aO,0«U in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of manufacturers, merchants, importers and exporters of glass, in-

cluding glass electric lamp bulbs, tubing rod, bulbs lor miners' lamps, wire-

less telegraphy and lamps of all kinds, glassware for scientific niedical.

optical and industrial purposes. Sic. The first directors are: C. C, Hatry, 06.

LIpper Brook Street, W. ; P. J. Mitchell, 37. Avenue Road, N.W.; P. B.

Kitson, 72, Albion Street, Leeds; L. Owry, Hohvood House, Waltoii-on-

Thames. .Minimum cash subscription, £7. Registered office ; 6, Austin hriars,

Fred Rothwell, Ltd. (164,918).—Private companv. Re-
gistered March 6th. Capital. £3,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of electricians, mc-chanical engineers, workers of electricity, motive power,

light and heat, switchgear makers, &c. The first directors are: F. Rothwell,

52, Cronkeyshaw Road, Rochdale, electrical engineer; E. GrlIllshaw^ Ashtead,

[•"airhaven, Lythani, flock manufacturer. Solicitor; J. A. Hudson, The Butts,

Rochdale.
'

Union Electric Welding Co., Ltd. (164,940).—Private
company Registered March (ith. Capital, £15,000 in £1 shares. To carry

on the business ol electric, blow-pipe and other forms of welding and solder-

ing shipbuilding and repairing, X:c. The first directors are: H. H. Fletcher.

8. Crescent Road, Brighton, shipbuilder; G. W. Roger, " loiia." 44, Dart-

mouth Row. Blackheath, naval architect; J. M. Wilkinson, 10, St. Austell

Road, Blackheath, secretary; E. H. Jones, Duxbury, Kew Road, Richmond,

engineer- \V A Hunter, Charlton Lodge, London Road, Thornton Healfc.

merchant- J. Coldwell, M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., .Nanfans Grange, Great Misscndo..

Bucks. Solicitor : W. E. Mortimer. 18, Austin Friars, E.G.

Tees^side Electric and Plumbers' Stores, Ltd. (164,903).-

Private companv. Registered March 5th. Capital, £2.000 in £1 shares. 1«
carry on the business of manufacturers, importers and exporters ol and wholo

sale dealers in electrical plant, plumbers' and gl.aziers' merchants, general

electrical engineers, S:c. The first directors are : E. Phillips, 1, Church Streel.

West Hartlepool ; F. Thompson, 6, Clifton Avenue, West Hartlepool
;^
HenrielK.

Havman, 63, Church Street, West Hartlepool; R. Winspear, 13. Commerci*.

Street, Middleton, Hartlepool. Registered oflicc : 76, Reed Street, West Hartl.^

pool.

Associated Electric Welders, Ltd. (164,990).—Private
company. Registered March 9th. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To carry

on the business of electric welders, motor, mechanical and general engmeert,

founders, shipsmiths, &c. The first directors ore: H. E. Bve, 114, Guddford

Street, Grimsbv ; R. H. Charlton, Roval Dock. Shipyard. Grimsby; H. Dring.

Finsbury House. Abbev Drive West, Grimsby; J. Davison, 130, Leysby

\venue, Grimsby; D. Good. The Lines. W'oolsby Road. Grimsby; A. H.

Gidlev. Elmdcns. Woolsby Road, Grimsbv; H. R. Hookey, 11, SoiTier»bv

Street. Grimsby; G. H. Unwin. 82, Rainton Avenue, Grimsby. RegislerwJ

office : 29a, Victoria Street, Grimsby.
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B. E. Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (164,872).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 5th. Cupit.il, £10,000 in a,950 ordinarv sh.iri-s o(

« i-.ich and 1,000 deftrr.'d shar<s of Is. each, lo enter into any contracts
as manufacturers lor and on beliall oi the U.IC. Company (oi London and
IJirmingham), Ltd., lor the appointment ot the last named company as sole

selling agents for the protluets of this company, to carry on busino.ss is
designers, manufacturors, exporters and importers of and dealers in electrical

apparatus, advertisenu'nt signs, burglar alarms, glass, porcelain and rubber
goods, S:e. The- subscribers (each with one ordinary share) are : C. D. Falcke,
67, Upper Thames Street, li.C.' (managing dir<K;tor of B. E. Co. of London
and Birmingham, Ltd.); C. White, 57, Upper Thames Street, E.C., electrical

engineer. Man.iging director : C. I). Kakke. Secretary : C. White. Regis-
tered office 1 Hendon House, 57, I'pper Th.imes Street, E.C.

Engineering and Ligtiting Equipment Co., Ltd. (165,048).
—Private company. Registered March JOth. Capital, £15,000 in £1 shares.

To lake over the business of electrical and mechanical engineers and manu-
facturers carried on at the Sphere W'orks, St. Albans, by Bird & Wells, and
lately acquired by them from Engineering and .\rc Lamps, I^td. The sub-

scribers (each with one share) are : W. Bird, 6T, Evershot Road, N.4, electrical

engineer; G. J. Wells. .-.24, The Broadway, Crouch End, N.8, electrical engi-

neer. Permanent directors: W. Bird, G. j. Wells and S. A. Marples. Regis-

tered office : Sphere Works, St. Albans.

Arthur Duckliam & Co. (1920), Ltd. (164,834).—Private
company. Registered March 5th. C.ipital, £50,000 in £1 shares". To lake

oyer the business ol .\rlhur Duckhatii & Co., Ltd., to carry on the business

of consulting, gas, mc-ehanical, electrical, water supply and chemical engi-

neers, heating specialists, gas makers, \yharlingers, shippers, &c., and to

adopt agreements (IJ with the said old company
; (2) with Woodall, Duckham

& Jones (l!ia)), Ltd.; and (3) with the Woodall Duckham Vertical Retort

and Oven Construction Co., Ltd., Arthur Duckham & Co., Ltd., Gibbons

(Dudley), Ltd.. Xewton Chambers & Co., Ltd., Thomas Vale S: Sons, Ltd.,

Sir W'illiam J. Jones, Woodall Duckh.-.m Vertical Retort and Owen Con-

struction Co. (1920), Ltd., and Woodall Duckham & Jones, Ltd. The sub-

scribers (each with one share) are; E. M. Bonus, 11, Stafford Mansions,

Buckingham Gate, S.W., solicitor; Phyllis Joshua, 89c, King Henry's Road,

N.\V.3, private secretary. The first di'rectors are : Sir Arthur M. Duckham,
K C.B., Sir William J. joncs, K.B.E., and Lieut.-Col. H. W. Woodall, CLE.,
each of whom shall acquire 10,000 shares within !K) days from date of in-

corporation, and thereafter shall be permanent, subject to holding such shares.

Solicitor : E. M. Bonus. Registered office : Thanet House, 231-2, Strand, W.C.

Fintona Electric Light Co., Ltd. (4,918).—Private com-
pany. Registered in Dublin March 1st. Capital, £4,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business indicated by the title. The subscribers (each with 100

shares) are: F. Br.adley, Fintona, "M.D. ; H. F. Joncs, Fintona. provision mer-

chant; J. F. Buchanan, Fintona. hardvvare merchant; M. J. McCarroll,

Fintona, publican; F. J. McAtee, Fintona, auctioneer; G. Stewart, Fintona,

draper;'s. Stewart, Fintona, provision merchant; T. Tubman, Fintona, pro-

vision merchant; S. M. McCrea, Fintona, drapery merchant. The first

directors arc: Dr. F. Bradlcv, J. Baxter, S. M. McCrea, H. F. Jones and

J. F. Buchanan. Solicitors: Dickie and C:uson. Omagh.

Sewell Electric Co., Ltd. (165,03.5).—Private company-
Registered March 10th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of electricians, mechanical engineers, &c. The first directors are :

C. Lord, 12. Ivelso Ro.,d, Leeds, salesm:in; J. Wilkinson, 12, Kelso Road,

Leeds, salesman. Qualification, 100 shares. Registered office : 12, Kelso Road,

Leeds.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd Particulars of ^£18,000 de-

bentures authorised February 13th, 1920, the amount ot the present issue

being £50, the company's property, present and future, including uncalled.

No trustees. Property changed.

Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on Feb-
ruary 23rd, liiiO, (<i) of debenture dated October 3rd, 1912, securing not

more than £10,000, and (6) of mortgage dated December 2nd, 1913, securing

£3,000.

National Telewriter Co., Ltd.—Issue on March 1st, 1920,

of £530 debentures, part of a series already registered.

Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.—Debenture for .£20,000,

dated February 17th. 1:120, charged on certain leasehold property. Holders:

L.C.W". and Parr's Bank.

Allen, West & Co., Ltd. (108,870).—Capital, ^150,000 'n

£1 shares. Return dated Derember 29th, 1919. 112.940 shares taken up :m..I

fully paid in c:ish. Mortgages and charges. £100,000.

Rangoon Electric Tramway and Supply Co., Ltd.—Satis-

faction to the extent ol £8,323 on February 18lh, 1920, of debenture stock,

dated February 1st, 1906, December 22nd, 1908, and November 5lh, 1913,

securing £250.000.

CITY NOTES.

The Earl of Selborne, K.G., presided at

Telegraph the annual meeting on March 11th. He
Construction and eaid that in the balance sheet the deben-

Maintenance tuies disapjjeared, and the shares were

Co., Ltd. doubled. The debts owing by the company
and reserves for necessary contingencies

were up a good deal. The reserve fund \\as down by the

amount taken out of it last year in connection with the capital.

The profit and loss was sligluiy higher than the previous

year. Turning to the other side of the account, their pro-

perty was up £'200,000, which was due to the inflated value of

all the material which they had to use in the business. The
amounts owing to the company were roughly ±'50,000 more,

and the cash at bankers and in hand, including deposit on

account of contracts, was up over i''200,000. The dividend this

year on the double capital was 10 per cent., as against '20 per

c«nt. last year. When he proposed the rearrangement of the

capital last vear he was very careful to tell them that m his

opinion it would not mean that they would be able to pay

a higher dividend. They proposed to put £'20,000 to the

reserve fund again, and add another £10.000 to the pension

fund. This year, for the first time since 1873, the shareholders

found themselves in absolute possession of the property of the

company without any first charge or mortgage before them.

That satisfactory state of affairs was brought about by iho

paying off of the 140,000 outstanding 4 per cent, debentures
on January ist, 1919. During the year an issue of fully-paid
shares amounting to ±'448,'2LiO was made to the shareholders
by appropriating £55,000 from the reserve fund, and by
taking £3y,'200 from reserves for contingencies which were
no longer required. That had been done in order to bring
the share capital of the company more into accord with the
capital employed in the business. The amount of capital

required for carrying on such a manufacturing bus-iness as
theii's in these days was quite double what it was before the
war; much more money had to be jirovided every week for
wages, and also in the monthly accounts for the purchase of
materials. They were fortunate in being able to use their
reserves to provide that money, but they must husband their
resources in view of the future. Last year their output waa
not so great as it had been in many years before the war,
but yet they paid away three times as much in wages as in
any year before the war. Their cash at bankers and in hand
no doubt appeared to be large, but that item was greatly
increased at the end of last year by some large payments by
instalments on account of contracts which hau just been
made, and upon which work had not then been commenced.
Those funds, therefore, were not cash in the ordinary sense
of the word, but must be considered also as a liability. Their
turnover during the year was large, and theu' profits had
been above the average of the past five years, but the en-
hanced price of materials compehed them to lock up a much
lai'ger sum of money than in past years. Their factories con-
tinued to be full of work, and they \vere constantly pressing
upon the limits of possible supplies of materials, particularly
copper and steel. "1 hey were exporting a fau' proportion of

their trade to America, which should help to promote a return
to a normal rate of exchange between the two countries.

Throughout the war and since, submarine cables had played a
very important part. It was not possible to conj'ecture how
the war could have been carried on without cable com-
munication. It fell to England's lot to maintain that great

system, and even to lay many new cables during the war,
and the company had had its share in that perilous work.
In consequence of the suspension of general renewals durmg
the past five years, there was to-day a world shortage of cable,

with a great necessity for increased production. There was
no cable working to-day that was not carrying a greater

traffic than it ever carried before, and as the cable systems
were working efficiently, and telegraph communication had
inci'eased enormously, all the more lines were required. At
this time it was necessary for them to try and fill all their

customers' requirements, so that they might not have to look
elsewhere, and in doing that they hoped for the loyal help
of their staff and workers. The fact was there was a general

demand for higher wages, and an improved standard of living,

and labour was also asking for shorter hours. Those good
things could only be maintained by all doing their best and
taking trouble to increase production. There were two things

which everyone in the country ardently desired—a reduction

in the cost of hving and no unemployment. He was con-

vinced that both those things could only be achieved by in-

creased production. The report was adopted.

The annual meeting held on 9th inst.

Metropolitan presided over by Mr. A. W. Tait, who said

Electric Supply that the gross revenue was 18 per cent.

C, Ltd. better, and the revenue from sale of cur-

rent 19 per cent, better, than in 1918.

Units sold decreased by 6 per cent. Increased revenue waa
largely due to extension of the lighting load during the last

quai'ter of 1919 and partly to increased charges. The decrease

in units sold was due to munition work load in the NVestern

area coming to an end; the change over to i^eace time industry

took some time to accomphsh. There was also a cessation

of night work, and a practicaUy universal adoption of the

48-hour week. Towards the end of the year they again com-
menced to register growing increases in load over the cor-

responding period of 1918. One satisfactory feature had been

the number of new consumers connected during the year,

representing '2,867 KW. The demand for electricity for all

purposes was broadening out considerably, and their chief

difficulty at present was to cope with the new business which
was offering, particularly in the industrial area in the West.

The new consumers in London alone, however, were nearly

five tunes more numerous than in 1918. Since the close of the

year the units generated had shown a satisfactory increa.'ie,

and there was every indication at present that this should

continue. This expansion naturally entailed additional capital

expenditure on plant and mains. The costs of generation and
distribution showed an increase of approximately £'29,000,

£14,000 of which was accounted for by the increased cost of

coal. The increase in wages and salaries accounted for ap-

proximately £9,700 of the increase in costs. The wages for

the current year would be still further increased by a sum
representing an additional war allowance of 6s. per week,

which was granted in January last. Substantial increases in

the war allowances had also been granted to the staff to

meet the increased cost of livin.'. Within the past few days

they had received intimation that the trades unions in the

Joint Industrial CouncU Divisional Area No. 10, being then-

area, had apphed for a further advance of 10s. per week.

He hoped it would not be very long before they could call

.1 halt to the constant cycle of increasing costs and inflated

prices. This, how«vei', could only b» brought about by th«
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strictest economy all round, and by everybody saving. With
regard to coal, the increase of i5 per cent, in railway freights

represented the equivalent ot about Is. lUd. per ton. The
difficulty of maintaining supplies dming the last few months
has been greater than at any period during the nar. There
had been labour troubles at ceitain collieries, then came the

r-ailway strike in September last, and the worst trouble of

all was probably the shortage of trucks, which still continued.

The new -l.tluO-KW. turbine installed at WiUesden station was
just about to be put on load, and they had placed contracts

for a farther increase m the boiler capacity at that station

and -certain plant at the sub-stations. T he item of capital e.\-

penditme would show a substantial increase over the next
few years if they were to provide adequately for the demand,
which would involve not only further generating plant, but

also a large increase in mains and distributors. They were at

present installing further plant in the Uxbridge power station,

to provide tor the growth of load in that district, and had
laid high-tension mains from that station to the Ironbridge
sub-station of the Metropohtan Co. to supply part of the

demand in that area. It was intended in due course to con-

tinue the high-tension main to connect up with the Willesden

ixiwer station, so that the requirements of that part of the

western area might be fed from either station. The expendi-

ture to which they were committed in the Uxbridge area

would probably involve a further £T50,(XKj. The increase in

load in the Metropohtan area, not only in London and Pad-
dington, but also in the western area, would shortly necessi-

tate installing further plant in the Willesden station and
the laying of adihtional feeders--particularly in the western
area. Expansion could not go on indehnitely without the
expenditm-e of further capital. The whole que^ition of capital

expenditure was receiving constant attention, and would be
carried out .step by step following the lines of a plan of general

development of the district which had already been agreed.

The progress which had been made since the close of the year

so far supiKirted the opinion that they would be able to

continue the rate of dividend now recommended, and next

year he hoped to submit as satisfa-ctory a state of affairs as

to-day. Later the speaker referred to the Electricity Supply
.\ct, and to the association among the leading London com-
panies. This was a considerable step in the right du-ection,

and he hoijed it might go through to its logical conclusion,

which would not only mean the unification of supply within

the London area, but also the unificat\on of the interests of

the companies and authorities at present giving supply within
that area.

Mr. W. F. Fladgate, presiding at the

Charing Cross, annual meeting on March 11th, said that

West End and the chief outstanding feature of the year

City Electricity had been the increase in the units sold

Supply Co., Ltd. and the consequent increase in the gross

revenue. In the City area they had
reached the highest record ever touched, the output being

nearly tw-o million units more than in 1911, the previous

record year. In the West End area the output was the

highest of any preceding year except 1913, and had the sale

of current for public lighting been normal the output for

even that year would have been exceeded. In 1918 and last

year they did some of the repairs which dming the w-ar it

was practically impossible to do. They also ordered new
plant to enable theia to get over their difficulties. Unfor-
tunately endeavours in that direction^ met with no great suc-

cess; orders long since given, through various causes, more
particularly the moulders' strike, had not been filled. For
instance, a large turbine which should have been in position

in November last, so as to meet the winter load, he feared,

would not be delivered until June next. Costs had again

risen, the main cause being the cost of labour and the

price of coal. The full effect of the official awards increasing

the cost of labour had now been felt. Increases sanctioned

made the war bonus payable to all employes no less than

33s. 6d. per week, and a further award, increasing the wages
of some of the engineers, was made in February last. W'ith

regard to the delivery of coal, they—and all other electrical

lighting companies—felt that they had not been treated

fairly by the authorities. They had been practically obliged

to take whatever was delivered at the price which was fixed.

and in many cases what had been delivered was little more
than rubbish. They sincerely hoped that some arrangement

would be made in the near future to rectify this. In 1914

their coal bill did not amount to £40,000: in 1918 it was
£108,000, and last year no less than £'1.57.0iX). As again.=t

that, however, receipts had largely increased ; those in the

West End iDy some £70.000, and in the City by nearly

£100,000, showing good progress under adverse circumstances.

Their maximum price in the Citv was fixed sft-or the maxi-

iTiuni price which was fixed for the competing company, and

while that company was allowed to go up to a maximum con-

siderably exceeding theirs, they had been prevented by the

authorities from increasing their maximum beyond the ver\'

moderate one which existed, and one which did not in .iny

way correspond with the increased expenditure involved in

producing energy. The amount .-jpent upon repairs and main-

tenance is again very large—in the City upwards of f.50.00<"l,

and in the West End some £2-5.000. Notwith.standing these

adverse circumstances, they found themselves in the position

nf showing a more satisfactory result !>o far as the interest*

of r-ha.reli'^Idp.rB WAre coTir/>rned, Duiins bst yfts.r their con

suiting engineer and engineer-in-chief had been carefully con-
sidering the state of the station at Bow. Much had been
spent upon repairs, but a considerable amount of capital
expenditure would be required in order to enable the com-
pany to meet the calls upon its resources. They did not,
however, feel any doubt as to the prudence of the alterations
and additions which they were making, nor did they think
they would have any difficulty in arranging for the capital
expenditure that would be required. They were giving the
very greatest attention to aa endeavour to decrease the cost
of coal. Ihey hoped in the latter half of this year improve-
ments will have been made which will have very satis-
factory edects. Is'o alteration has been made in the price
charged to customers during the year. They looked forward
to being able to maintain the prosi^erity of the company in
the future. The chairiiian brieHy referred to the Electricity
Supply Bill, and to the appointment of the Commissioners.

The report for the year 1919 shows that
City oi London the additions, extensions, and replace-
Electric Lighting menls under capital account have cost

Co., Ltd. £-28,466; the amount written off is £36,.390
for the year, leaving the net expenditure

at £1.999,77-2. Including £2:3,050 to be carried to reserve,
that fund now amounts to £330,615. The total revenue for
the year was £.5'26,872, including £5,756 interest on invest-
ments and discounts, itc. Ueuerating and distributing costs
£-213,394, repairs and maintenance £-21,3-27, street lighting
exj^enses £8,672; rent, rates, taxes, management expenses,
A-c, £97,730, leaving £185.746, plus £-2u.0l9 brought forward.
Interest on loans and debenture stock £-23,863 ; contributions
to provident and benevolent funds £5,682; written off' cost
of investments £1U,UX); to reserve £62,130. Preference divi-
dend 6 per cent., less tax, ordinary dividend 10 per cent.,
and a bonus of 6s. per share on account of reduction of divi-
dends for 1914 and 1915, less tax. Carried forward to 1920
£•23.0.50. The directors regard this result as very satisfactory.
They have been able to give substantial benefits by the reduc-
tion of charges to consumers dating from September last.

The gross revenue from all sources given above compares
with £.389,859 in 1918; and the net revenue of £185,748 com-
pares with £149,-267 in 1918. Average price obtained per unit
sold 3.81d., against 3.-27d. in 1918. Units generated 38,744.187
and sold 31,'aC,348 in 1919; units generated 31,731.491, and
sold -26,6.36,655 in 1918. Maximum supply demanded : 1919,
25,410 KW.,- 1918, 18.900 kw. Units sold for power T2,092,.541;
heating 5,070,399; together 56.76 per cent, of the total private
sale. The provision of adequate coal supplies has caused
considerable anxiety ; supply was maintained without inter-
ruption, notwithstanding very irregular deliveries, and the
sadly inferior quahties obtained. The board has devised an
employes' saving deposit scheme. Referring to the Electricity
Supply Act, the report says that the intentions of the Govern-
ment to revive the controversy of last session by reintroducing
certain clauses must inevitably hinder extensions which are
urgently needed, and cause delay when speedy construction
is essentially necessary. In the City of London the position
is urgent, and while the directors would have preferred to
await disclosure of the Government's intentions, they have
felt compelled to take immediate action in the public interest.

In the belief that the Government cannot seriously desire to
prevent the provision of an ample supply of electricity, and
will not penalise those who endeavour to meet the growing
demands of the community, the directors arranged, before
the passing of the Act, for the erection of three large power
units at the Bankside station, together with the necessary
converting sub-stations. This plant w-ill he available for the
supply of electricity in bulk to adjacent electricity supply
undertakings, as well as for the company's own needs. 'The

capital expenditure involved is large, but the step is absolutely
necessary, unless the additional supplies required by existing
and new consumers are to be refused, .\uthority is a.sked

for to increa.se the capital to £3,()00.000 by the creation of

£800,000 shares. It is proposed to divide each of the existing
preference and ordinary shares of £10 each into ten £1 .shares.

.\t an extraordinary general meeting of

British the shareholders, held on Monday, Mr.
Aluminium A. W. Tait, who presided, said the meet-
Co., Ltd. ing had been called to pass resolutions

giving effect to the recommendations made
by the directors to increa.se the capital to £1. -500.000. and to

capitali.se a sura of £400.414. being part of the reserve account,

and to apply that .sum in paying up in full at par 400.414 ordi-

nary .shares, distributing the same to the holders of the exist-

ing ordinary share? at the rat-e of two fully-paid ordinary

shares? in respect of every three ordinary sliares now held.

If the resolutions were passed that day, they would be sub-

mitted for confirmation to a meeting to be held on the 30th
in.st.. when further resolutions necessary in connection with

the carrying out of the scheme would also be submitted.

It was de<'ided to make the recommendation now-, before the

submission of the accounts for the year ending December
31.st. 1919. but it was understood that the annual general

meeting was to be held on the .same day as the confirmatory

meeting. The reserves of the company at the present time

were the debenture redemption account of approximately

£1.50.000. the ceneral reserve account £470.000. and deprecia-

tion reserve £40O.0(1i) The appropriation of the £400.414 which

was recomn-iendrd nould come out nf the general reserve
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•eoouiit, leaving a, balance of approximately £70,000, eubject
to what might be added iii respect of the year i'Jl'J. The direc-

tors felt that iu iiiakiug tbat reeoiuiiieiidation they were
amply justified lu view ol the iuheieut strength of the com-
pany's position, and they were only rein.stating part of the
capital which was written c:lt at the time of the reconstruction
ten years ago, which amounted to approxmiately Ho'Al.lM).

The reinstatement was being made out of the reserves that
had been built up by the company since reconstruction, and it

was gratifying alike to the directors as well as to the share-
holders that they had been able to do so within such a
loniparatively short space of time. While he need not antici-

pate the report and accounts, he might say that what he
forecasted at the last annual meeting that the accounts for

1919 would not be so good as thu.-e for the previous year,
was the ea-sc. That was due to the fact that, owing to the
cessation of hostilities and the accumulation of stocks of

materials in the hands of the Government and of manufac-
turers, there had been a considerable diminution in the de-
mand, which continued for at least the fir.'st half of the year.
Since that time, as those stocks became ab.sorbed and the
industry had got back to its general ix^acctime manufacture,
the situation had improved, and to-day the demand was good,
although in common with other manufacturers they were
experiencing an upuard trend in costs, due to the increase
in prices of materials and labour. TTie scheme of distribution

was a simple one, in so far as the existing .shareholders would
receive two new ordinary shares fully paid for each three
ordinary shares which they now held, and in resjx'ct of frac-

tions, the shares representing those fractions would be allotted

to trustees who would in due course sell the shares and dis-

tribute the proceeds in ca.sh to the parties entitled thereto.

The new shares would rank for dividend as from January
1st, 19'2(.l. and therefore they would not participate in the
dividend which would be paid in respect of the year 1919.

The resolutions were carried unanimously.

The connections at the end of 1919 were
Newcastle^upoO" 316,7a7 h.p., an increase of 7,686 h.p. The
Tyne Electric profit for the vear was £248,194, against

Supply Co., Ltd. £342,394 for 1918. There is put to reserve

for plant renewals and improvenients
£:30,(mil. Including £41,428 brought forward the total available

profit is £259,622. Interest on debenture stocks, loans, Ac,
£77,393; nothing is put to reserve for "special depreciation

and contingencies other than the equalisation of dividends,

as against £60,000 last year. After paying the preference
dividend and a total of H per cent, jier annum on the ordinary
.shares, £9,598 is to be carried forward. Expenditure on
plant renewals and improvements was £30,009. The very

unsettled conditions in trade have had a serious effect upon
the levenue of the year, but signs of unprovement have
shown themselves .since the coniiiieiicement of the current
year. The adcUtional capital exi)enditure of the year was
£555,811, repre.-eutiug further extensions at (Jarville and Dun-
ston power stations, and of the company's distribution system
generally, i)articularly in the northern area, where some im-
portant collieries are in course of being connected to the
company's system. Negotiations with the N.E.E. regarding
a supply of power for the electrification of its main line be-

tween Newcastle and York are still proceeding. A housing
.scheme has been put iu hand for the accommodation of the
company's employes engaged at the new 'Tees ix>wer station

;

73 houses are in course of construction in the neighbourhood
of Billiugham. The share capital was increased in November
and the whole of the £l ..500,000 seven per cent, cumulative
lireference shares have been allotted.

The annual meeting was held in New-
Newcastle and castle on the 12th inst., Lieut.-Col. Ftank

District Electric R. Simpson, T.D., who presided, said that
Lighting £19,(X)0 had been si)ent on capital account
Co., Ltd. —buildings, £1,627; plant, £9,100; mains',

ifcc, £8,273; this would add to the earning
power of the company. £16,000 had been provided out of

the year's profits for depreciation, which brought the amount
written off for depreciation to £S9,50O. The provision of a
i-ertain sum each year for the redemption of the second de-

bentures and for the leasehold redemption fund, which now
amounted to £21,378, was equivalent to making a further
provision for depreciation. Wages, salaries, rent, rates, coal,

Ac, stood at £58,650, a decrease of £7,333. but on the other
hand, the total receipts showed a decrease of £7,959. which
was due to the stoppage of the manufacture of war materials
and the inevitable disorganisation of the factories during re-

construction. However, there iiad been a marked recovery
in the demand for power, and at the present time, there was
a large number of inquiries from all quarters. In consequence
of the increased cost of labour and materials, the directors

had reluctantly further increased the price of energy to con-
sumers, though the reduction of 10s. per ton in the price of
domestic coal would enable the onnipany to allow a rebate
of the accounts of domestic consumers, commencing from
the present quarter. They had lodged a petition against the
Newcastle-on-Tyne Corporation Bill which contained clauses
confening upon the Corpoiation powers to supply electrical

energy to consumers near their tramways, which would affect

the rights of the company. .'V -Toint Industrial Council for

the electric supply industry bad been formed, composed of
representatives of the employers and trade unions, the busi-

ness of which was to consider rate« of wages, working hams,
and all matters affecting the industry. It was expected that
the Council would keep the employers and men closely in
touch with one another, and would, it was hoped, eliminate
friction.

.\t the annual meeting on March 15th,
County of London Sii' Ernest V. Hiley, K.B.E., who presided.
Electric Supply rcleried to the fact that the company had

Co., Ltd. made satisfactory progress in every direc-
tion in spite of the difficult times through

which it had passed during the year. They were creating
for the first time a general reserve account, and placing thereto
a sum of £45,0IH) out of revenue. Au increased dividend of
1 per cent, was to be paid on the ordinary shares, making
8 per cent, lieceipts from sale of current and meter rentals
showed an increase of 29 per cent., and gross receipts an
increase of 27 per cent. 'The total working costs increased by
£86,261, so that about 70 per cent, of their increased revenue
had been swallowed up in increased costs. Owing to the
rapid growth of the business, the capital expenditure for the
current year must' necessarily be heavy, as they were increas-
ing the capacity of their Wandsworth station to enable them
to deal with the greatly increased demand. The commercial
and general progress was in every way satisfactory. The
gloss revenue showed an increase of £124,305. The appKca-
tions for new business showed an increase of 8,532 KW., and
the sale of units had increased by 2,161,409, while the demand
(ju the company's stations was 7,100 kw. over last year, and
the number of consumers had increased during the year by
nearly 3,000. Their bulk supply busine.ss also showed con-
.siderable expansion. The time had now come when they
must proceed with the long-delayed programme of develop-
ment at Barking which had been held up during the war. In
conclusion, referring to the Electricity (Supply) Act, the
chairman said that the Bill had been radically amended in
the House of Lords, the compulsory powers being struck out
and certain disabilities and restrictions under which the
industry was hampered removed, while many useful pro-
visions which should materially assist the industry had been
inserted. The powers of the new Act will be exercised by
the Electricity Commissioners appointed under its provisions.
Upon the.se Commissioners devolved the responsibility for
delimiting areas throughout the country, and it was probable
that London and the surrounding district would be treated
as one area. Lndertakers were to be invited to submit
schemes in each area, and it was common knowledge that
.several schemes were in course of preparation. It was in-

evitable that considerable time must elapse before any com-
plete scheme could become eifective, and probably the more
comprehensive the scheme, the longer it would take to

complete. In the meantime, the electrical load of London
was growing rapidly, and their own company was faced with
the need of large developments. They therefore proposed
to proceed with the erection of the Barking power station,

designed and equipped on the most up-to-date lines. This
station would suffice to meet the requirements of their own
area, and it would be so designed as to be capable of rapid
expansion to meet in a supplementary manner increased re-

quirements for bulk supplies which <ither areas might desire

to receive. It would thus be their policy to assist in any
way in their power all reasonable attempts—whether by com-
panies or local authorities—to solve the common problem of

securing an ample cheap and efficient electrical supply for

the Metropolitan area. It was possible that the Government
might introduce into Parliament this session a Bill containing
some of the clauses rejected last year, and the board would
take all steps to protect shareholders' interests. The progress

iu the company's business shown since the close of the year

was even more marked. There was an increase of 23 per cent,

in the kw. of new business, and an increase of 22 per cent,

in the units .sent out. Apart from these figures, which were
them.selves a satisfactory indication of the progress and
vitahty of the company's bui5iness, the company had now
reached a stage in its history when an increased margin of

profit on the capital invested might be anticipated.

Clarke, Chapman & Co., Ltd.—Final dividend on ordi-

nary shares Is. 6d. t>er share, making 2s. 6d. for the year.

To reserve £20.000; to depreciation £10,798; carried forward,

inibject to balance of excess profits dutv for ]91S and 1919,

£74,973.

Durham County Electrical Power Distribution Co., Ltd.

—Profit for the year £80,575. Available credit balance

£72,403. Dividend of 18 per cent, for the year on ordinary

shares (£72,fiOO), carrying forward £403. Outlay on capital

account for the year £8,384.

'Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power Co.—Net earnings, in-

cluding those of the Band Mines Power Supply Co.. for

quarter ended December Slst, ]919, £207,421, before providing

for taxation.

The Beauly Electric Supply Co.—Five per cent, dividend
on ordinarv shares. .\ new :^enerating set has been in-

slnlled.

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—Letters of allotment for

the new issue of debenture stock and ordinary shares were
posted last week.
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Llanelly & District Electric Ligiitiag

td.—Presiding at the annual meeting, >1

& Traction Co.,

Ltd.—Presiding at the annual meeting, Mr. A. R. Holland
said that the business of 1919 had been satisfactory. Ex-
penses had been higher, but the demand for power had very

materially increased, particularly during the last few months.
The power plant had been added to and cable extensions were
proceeding. The plant could not be in service before the

end of last year as they had hoped, owing to delays in the

delivery of mat'crial. When the new consumers under con-

tract had been connected up the output of the station woidd
be practically doubled, and negotiations were in hand for

further large contracts. The district, a most important manu-
facturing centre, was rapidly developing, and the prospects

of the company for electric supply were most promising.

They would have to issue some new capital very shortly.

Thev were paying 7 per cent, dividend, against .5 per cent,

for 1918.

Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.—The report for 1919 states

that the works were fully employed during the year; an
extension has been made to the new shop for engineering
work. The results are considered satisfactory, and the pro-

spects for the current year are encouraging. The profit, in-

cluding interest on investments, &c.. and after deducting
administration expenses, the amount required for debentiu'<'

.service, and provision for excess profits duty, was ^47,179.

plus £3,574 brought forward. Of this, iES.OOO has been put

to depreciation reserve and £20,000 to general reserve. The
preference dividend of 7J i-ier cent, per annum (less income
tax) is paid, and a further dividend of li per cent., making
10 per cent, for the yeai'i also 7^ per cent., less tax. on the
ordinary shares, leaving i-o.lG'J to be carried forward. Meet-
ing, Edinburgh, March 19th.

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co.. Ltd.

—

Revenue credit balance for 1919 de'29.36'2. plus £'2,276 brought
forward, and other receipts, making a total of £32,948. There
is written oil cost of investments £181, and put to reserve

fund £8,000; preference dividend 7 per c^nt. ; dividend for

the year on the ordinary shares 12'ix;r cent. : directors' addi-

tional remuneration £1.0lX); to be carried forward £1.230.

Equivalent of 3.5 watt lamps connected increased by 30.470

to 433,152; customers connected increased from 7.013 to 7.389;

gross receipts £74.045, against £.58.759; expenditure £44.683.

against £40,272 ; net receipts £29.362. against £18,487. Average
price obtained l^er unit 4.61d., against 4.13d. in 1918.

British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.—Profit for 1919,

after providing for estimated excess profits hability, £328,689,

plus £99,292 brought forward. From this have to be deducted

directors' and debenture trustees' fees and works committee's

remuneration, £7,165; interest on first debenture stock,

£22,500; interest on second debenture stock £10,000; prefer-

ence dividend, £30,000; depreciation on buildings, plant,

machinery, &c., £50,000; to reserve, £.50,000; to first mort-

gage debenture stock redemption account, .£5,000; ordinary

dividend total 12^ per cent, for the year, and a bonus of 2^

per cent. ; carried forward, £103,316. Both the Prescot and
the Helsby factories were kept busy to their full capacity

during 1919.

Rangoon Electric Tramway & Supply Co., Ltd.—.At an
extraordinary general meeting held in London on March 8th

it was resolved to transfer the control of the company from

the London board to a new board of din'ctors in Piangooi:.

In the course of an address at the meeting. Sir F. W. E. Fryer

.said that as the whole of the profits were earned in Burma,
they were in sympathy with the proposal, as they appreciated

the hardship of the shareholders residing in Burma ant.

India being called upon to pay English income tax on the

profits in addition to the Indian income tax. There was
urgent need for the extension both of the tramways .system

and the electric supply. A large and considerable service of

extensions was necessary, and was now long overdue.

Greenwood & Batley, Ltd.—.According to the "Times,''
meetings are being held to approve of the sub-division ol

the .£10 shares. Ijoth preference and ordinary, into £1 shares;

to capitalise such reserves as will permit of a distribution

of additional shares amongst holders of ordinary shares in

the proportion of one fully-paid £1 ordinary share for each

£1 of ordinarv capital at present paid up. and to increa-se the

authorised capital from £ino.000 to £600.000 by the creation

of 200,000 new shares of £1 each.

Davis & Timmins, Ltd.—The net profit for 1919. includ-

ing £37.006 brought forward, after allowing for depreciation

and commission to manager and excess profits tax on account

of 1918, is £71.661. To general reserve account £2.000; to

income tax account £7,572. Balance dividend at the rate

of 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares for the last

half-year, making 8 per cent, per annum for the year (free

of tax) ; a bonus of 17 per cent, out of profits 'free of tax)

;

carried forward, subject to special taxation £46,739.

Barcelona Traction, Light & Power Co.—The net revenue

for 1918 available for interest on the lionds payable in cash

and for construction expenditure was $2,516,920. against

$2,354,964 in 1917, The intere.st pavable in i-asli on th<' bondu

for 1918 amounted to $l,l(J9,422--ri-».s.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Interiin dividend of 5s.

per share, free of income tax, for the year ending Jnnf 30th,

1920.

Para Electric Railways & Lighting Co., Ltd—Mr. Follelt

Holt presided at the meeting held in London on 12th inat.

He said that considering the low prices ruling for rubber it

was very satisfactory to see that commercial activity at Para
continued to grow, as shown by an increase of 6 per cent, in

their passenger traffic, and an increase of 6J per cent, in the

number of consumers of <'urrent. One of the directors had
recently visited Para, and he reported the tramway and light-

ing undertakings in an excellent .state of repair. The gross

receipts continued to show expansion for the current year,

but owing to labour, fuel, and other increases, any gain might
be more than set ofi' by increased expenditure. On the other

hand, there might be a material advantage from the very

much improved value of the niiheis for remitting pmposes.

fjasit year the average value .vas 14d.; at the pre.sent time

they were receiving 18d. The collection of wild rubber and

its exports from the .Amazon did not .show signs of disap-

pearance, notwithstanding the growth of the plantation rubber

industrv in other parts of the w-orld. Shipments in 1917-18

were 27.4.30 tons, and for 1918-1919 33.150 tons.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has specially

allowed dealings in the undermentioned secmities under
Temporary Regulation 4 (3) :

—
Eastern Extension, .Australasia & China Telegraph Co., Ltd.

-lOO.UUO shares of £1U each, £1 paid. Nos. 300,001 to 400.000.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—1,000,000 ordinary shares of

£1 each, 2s. paid, Xos. 1 to 1,000,000.

Globe Telegraph ct Trust Co.. Ltd.—60,376 ordinary shares

of £10 each, £1 paid, Nos. 181,128 to 241,503.

Underground Electric Railwavs Co. of London, Ltd.

—

£700,000 6 per cent. 3-vear notes, 1920-2:3.

Western Telegraph Co.. Ltd.—103,965 shares of £10 each,

£1 paid. Nas, 207,931 to 311,895.

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—£2:30,000 oj per cent, redeem-

able debenture stock (issued at 88 per cent., of which £15
has been paid up) ; and 40.000 ordinary shaies of £10 each,

£2 paid. Nos. 42.577 to 82,576, after issue of allotment letters.

Application has lieeu made to the committee to appoint a

si>ecial settling day in :
—

Mann Egerton & Co.. Ltd.—68,357 preference shares of £1
each, fully paid, Xos. 1 to 68,357.

Bournemouth & Poole Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr.
J. .A. Ho,-ker, presiding at the annual meeting, said that the

results were a considerable improvement over Last year.

Receipts from sale of current and meter rentals had increased

by 16 per cent. The total working costs increased by

£10.844. The cost of fuel burnt had increased 10 per cent.

The balance was £20.640. compared with £15.528 in the pre-

vious year. With regard to the general business of the com-

pany, "applications representing 1,695 kw. had been secured,

as compared with 425 K\v. last year. The trading department

continued to be very successful, the net profit having reached

£3,393, as against £1,331. The number of men employe4

by the trading department had trebled owing to growing

demands for electric wiring. These figures were a good in-

dication of the progress and potentialities of the company.

Since the close of the year there had been an increase of

24 per cent, in the units generated and 158 per cent, in the

KW. applied for. They were considering the best means of

raising funds for the necessjiry capital expenditure to meet

the growing business.

Constantinople Telephone Co.—The financial Press states

that a meeting of the holders of 6 i>er cent, obligation bonds

will be held in London on March 24th. to consider a scheme

of arrangement providing for the funding of the arrears if

interest and the debts due to contractors and others for the

supply of materials and for work done. The scheme of ar-

rangement provides for the issue of a certificate for £20 and

the payment in cash of £1 on each obligation representing

the arrears of interest up to and including the coupon due

July 1st, 1919. of £30. less tax of £9. The certificates are

to be paid off m June. 1V134. and in the meantime to bear

interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, payable half-

vearlv on January 1st and Jtdy 1st. The due date of the

obligations to be extended from June. 1929. to June. 1934.

The right of conversion of obligations into shares to be

extended from June. 1917, to June. 192:3. On the approval

of the scheme the coupon due January 1st last to be paid in

cash.

Isle of Thanet Electric Tramways & Lighting Co., Ltd.—
For the year ended September last the balance at credit of

revenue account is £28,054. £1.372 to reserve; £5.691 to

permanent wav reserve: £6.543 to rolling-stock re.serve; £494

to cost of motor vehicles, and £3.9.54 carried forward. It is

hoped to resume payment of a dividend on preference shares

for ye<ir ending September 'Mtb, 1921.

British Electric Transtormer Co.. Ltd.—Mr. A. F. Berry

presided at an extraordinary general meeting held at the

works at Haves, wben new articles of association were

adopted. The' chairman said that matters were moving very

rapidly in the development of the company, and the new

article's were necessary to euable the directors to speed up,

W. T. Henlev's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd.—Final divi-

dend on the ordin.arv shares of 2s. 6d. per share, less mcome

tax, making, with the interim dividend ot 6d. per share paid

in September, 1919, 3s, per share for the year.
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New Issues.—Four telegraph companies have been offer-

ing shares to existing holders this week. The Western Telo-

graph Co. has been oftenng IU3,'JGo shares of £10 each; thi'

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd., 1,000,000 shares of £i each ; the
Eastern Extension, itc, Co., 100,000 shares of A'lO each; and
the (Jlobe Telegraph & Trust Co., Ltd., 60,376 ordinary shares
of i'lO each.

Manila Electric Railroad & Lighting Corporation.— Divi-
dend of Ih per cent, for the quarter endint; M;irch, on the
common capital stock.

Alley & Maclellan, Ltd.—Dividend on ordinary shares 6
per cent, per annum for 1919. To deoreciation .£14 577;
to reser\e j;20,000; carried forward .£7,315.

Ibbotson Bros. & Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at the rate

of 5 per cent, per annum, free of tax.

Liverpool District Lighting Co., Ltd.—Dividend 5 per
leni. per annum, less ta.\, for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TDESD.W Evening.

Stock E\CH.i.\GE luarkets are in no pleasant mood. What to

make of the Ueriuau Kevulution provides a puzzle. The vast

outpourings of new issues that want to make financial hay m
pre-i3udget days are absorbing money at a pace which
threatens the maintenance of the per cent. Jjank Eate.
Political developments at home and abroad aie anything but
consolatory to nolders of securities. .\11 these considerations
are subsidiary to the apprehensions of capital levy that centre
round the Budget. Stock Exchange business is quiet. Sellers

preponderate in all save a few favoured mai'kels. Everyone
cries he has no money. Plenty of stix.-k, doubtfess, but little

hquid cash. The which, faced by a 7 per cent. Bank Eate
in the probably close future, is not a position making for

buoyancy, bullishness or couddence.

'

lire Eastern Telegraph, Western, Eastern Extension and
Globe Telegrapli companies have duly distributed allotments
of their new shares to fortunate allottees. A word, apologetic

and diffident, may be of some slight service to holders of the
stocks, warning those holders not to consign theii- papers to

the wastepaper basket. Odd as it may sound to the informed,
quite a lot of investors do throw away such rights, especially

when they see that they are asked to subscribe more money,
as, for example, in these cable cases. If the allottee does not
wish to take up the proportion, it can be sold. The premium
on the new Eastern Telegraph shares is bs. to Ss. ; on the
other three it ranges from 75s. to bOs. per share. Where
possible, the new shares should be taken up. In due time
they will rank with the senior issues and provide a fine in-

vestment paying handsomely on the money. Some people
are sellmy their old in order to provide cash for the new,
and because of this. Eastern ordinary is down this week
i'2 points, Western shares are '26s. lower and Eastern Exten-
sions lOs. The shrinkage has lowered the prices to much
the same levels as they occupied before the recent announce-
ment of tile 10 per cent, dividends and the issue of new stock
at par. but the quotations are now ex rights, of course.

Nevertheless, at the present quotations, the yields are again
tempting, on the assumption that the 10 per cent, dividend
wUl be maintained in the future. And of that there seems
to be little doubt.
American exchange is jumping about in extraordinary

fashion, producing rises and falls in dollar securities that var\'

from 5 to 10 points in a day without a ha'p'orth of stock
changing hands. The Anglo-American Telegraph issues (ster-

ling) continue to fall; the deferred is down to ISi, showing a

good yield on money invested at that price. Marconis slid

back from 4z to 3 15-16 in the general disturbance that has
.shaken up all the markets. Canadians fell back to T2s. 3d.

American Marconis are "out of it"; deahngs remain per-

force in suspense until the conversion into Eadio shares is

complete and the new certificatss arrive on tliis side. Gas
and Electric Light of Baltimore rose 7 to 130 on the declara-
tion of a final dividend, making 8 per cent.
Callenders weakened to SJ. Henley's eased o£f to 2|. The

final dividend of 2s. 6d. on the latter makes 3s. per share.
15 per cent, for the year. Metropolitan-Vickers preference
went back sharply to 2J, and other Constniction shares are
somewhat heavy. Siemens drooped a few pence to 29s. 6d.,

and Electric Constructions are Is. down at Sis. British In-
.sulated picked up to 2i. General Electric new ordinary ad-
vanced to 6s. 6d. premium, these being the shares distributed
in right at 28s. Upon the allotment of the new public issue,

the price of all the new ordinary shares fell back to 5s. pre-

mium, while the latest preference are quoted at Is. 6d. dis-

count. The existing ordinary at 36s. 3d. are easier on the
week. Automatic Telephones remained about 19s. Probaljly
the holders who have not signified willingness to exchange
into the new International Company may be able, if they
BO desire, to do this for a few days longer.

City of London Electric ordinary are 2s. Bd. up on the isBu*»

of 3 Very satisfactory report. The market looks for bonus

addition* to the dividend until the war-years' ravages have
been entirely wiped out. London Electrics are again i up.

Sduth Ijondons keep hard at 25, and a buyer of 20 shares
has found his order unhlled, for lack of sellere, though he
liaa been trying to get this handful during the past two or
tliree weeks. Newcastie Electric preference hardened to
21s. 3d., but the dulness this week brought in a few hundred
.^liaies ottered at a guinea. The recently-offered Lancashire
I'ower Construction 6 'per cent, preference, tax free up to 68.

ill the pound can be bought at 20s. or a shade less, and the
partly paid shares stand about sixpence discount. Shropshire
and Staffordshire Electric Power 6 per cent, preference shares
were done early this week at l:is. Uid., suggesting a " Bar-
gain Counter " price at a drapery store.

The County of i*ndon meeting produced a very hopeful
sjicech from the chairman, and is worth reading in extenso
by anyone interested in the lighting industry as a whole. It

has had no effect, so far, upon share values in the Stock Ex-
change market.
Home EaUways remain heavy and the public apathetic to

what attractions the stocks may possess. Metropolitan Con-
solidated has weakened to 21, Underground Incomes to 71,

and Districts to 17|-. British Columbia Electrics are again
lower, and Brazilian Tiactions are down li on Fi'ench selling.

About Mexicans there is nothing hopeful to record. The
Indian shares remain firm. Bombay preference are up to 19,

and the ordinary has risen to 155. Engineering issues are

fairly hard. The Eubber list weakened with the price of the

product, now a shade below half-a-crown per lb. In arma-
ments, only languid interest is shown—indeed, that same
.sentence can be truthfully applied to a good many of the
recently-popular industrial sections round the Stock Exchange
markets.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Hour EiiKOTRioiTY Oomfamibs,

Dividend Prioe

y " V March 16, Yield
191 B. 1919, 1920, RiseortftU, p,o.

Brompton Ordinary 8 12 SJ — £8 16 10

Charing Cross Ordinary .... 4 7 3| — 908
do, do. do 4i Ptef. . . 4J 41 aj — 8 8 8

Chelsea 3 4 SJ — 631
City of London 8 10 14J ^ J 7 17

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. . . H S M — K 4 8
County of London 7 8 9| — 829

do do. 6 per oent. Pref. » H 9 — 6 W 4
Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 5J — 6134
London Electric Nil 2J lH +ly8 .S 3 fi

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref... fi « 8i — 8 11 B
Metropolitan •'' 6 3|xd — 8

do. 4* per cent. Pref, . . 4i 4) il — 7 16 8
8t. James' and Pall Mall . . .. 10 12 6| ~ 8 16 10
South London 6 fi ag — 7 12 H
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 19/6 — 7 S 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 6J — 8 10 6

Teleorafhs and Tblxphorbs.

inglo.Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 87* -

1

B 17 1

do. Def B8/6 IJ 181 -
J .S 2 2

Chile Telephone 8 fi 6i — *4 13 a
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 IDS — 'B 18 «
Eastern Extension 8 10 ir>^ — ^ **1 7 o
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 163 -12 '6 10 i)

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 ISJxd — j '6 9
do. do. Pref 6 d 9|xd - 6 4 r

Great Northern Tel aS — 24 — 3 3 4
Indo-European 13 —

48i — fi 18 4
Marconi SB — aU — J 677
Oriental Telephone Ord ID — 8,^, — 4 16
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 8 — '."^ a
West India and Panama .. .

.

1/8 — 1,^ — .'i 19 n
Western Telegraph 8 10 IBj — IJ »r. 7 g

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 47J
— H 8 6

Metropolitan I li 21 -

1

5 19 1

do. District .

.

Nil Nil 17J — i Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary.

.

Nil Nil 2S —J Nil
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil fi/6 — Nil
do. do. Income . . . 1 4 71 —1 5 13 8

Foreign Trams,

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .. Nil Nil SJ - —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — Si — —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..65 63* — 7 1,t

Brazil Tractions — —
53J — IJ —

Bombay Electric Pref fi 6 19 *J 330
British Columbia Elec. Rlv. Pfce. S 6 61J — 8 3 S

do. do. Preferrred 2^ .) 6I4 —1 9 14 2
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 414 -a 7 4 7
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 4i fOi — 7 6

MexicoTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nu Nil S8J — Nil
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 294 — Nil

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 174 — Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 8O4 — Nil
do. 1st Bonds . . .

.

Nil Nil 6I4 — —
Manttfactdrino Compahies.

Baboock & Wilcox 15 — 3) — •4 5 9
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 2,^ — J 4 17
British Insulated Ord I24 IS at ¥ ,'g 7 12
Callenders 26 -- 8! —J 7 10

6§Pref fii «l 4} — 6 16 10
Castner Kellner 20 — 4 — —
Crompton Ord 10 — 22/ — 9 1 10
Edison-Swan, " A " ... 10 — U — 800

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ...55 794 — 669
Eleotrio Construction .. 10 — 21/- -1/- 8 6 8
Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 18/6 — 7 6

do. Ord 10 — m - ^ •5 10 4
Henley.. .. 25 l.i 2g —J 6 6 4

do. 44 Pref 44 44 3g — 6 4 3
Indla-Rubber 10 — 16 — '6 5
Met.-Viokers Pref — 8 35 — ,•„ 5 U 4

Siemens Ord lU 10 29/U — fid. 'fi 16 7
Telegraph Con M 20 28 — '15

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,
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IMPERIAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS.

The following abstract gives the leading features of the
proposal for a network of wireless communications to serve
the needs of the whole British Empire which we briefly

abstracted la^t week, and which has been submitted by
Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.. Ltd.. to the sub-
committee appointed to investigjite this question.

• The principles which it is suggested should govern the
drawing-up of an Empire-wide scheme of wireless communi-
cations are as follows:—

1. That such trunk routes and branch routes be provided,
as will enable England to obtain wireless communication
with any part of the Empire.

•2. That any part of the Empire be capable of communicat-
ing with any ship suitably equipped with modern wireless
receivers, in whatever sea she be; roughlv speaking between
latitude GO N. and 50 S.

3. That no submarine cable be lelied upon to form part
of this network of communications.

4. That the use of land telegraph lines be, as far as pos-

sible, avoided; and that these lines be restricted to the
passage of njessages between the public and the nearest
wireless station.

5. That, where alternative routes are available, such as

between England and South .\frica. via the East Coast, or
West Coast, both routes be provided.

6. That, on the trunk routes, automatic transmission and
reception at a speed of not less than one hundred words per

G. That the main trunk transmitting area, main feeder

transmitting area, and main receiving area, be operated by
means of underground cables from ii central control office.

7. That the central control office be situated in a convenient
telegraph centre of the country [e.g., London, in the case

of England) ; and that, in order to reduce to a minimum the
length of underground cables, the transmitting and receiving

areas be situated as near thereto as is consistent with effi-

cient duplexmg, cost of land, &c.
8. That each main feeder station be designed to comrnuni-

cate with one or more corresponding local feeder stations:

and that each local feeder station comprise two transmitting

stations and two receiving stations all operated from one
building, one pair fur eommimication with the main feeder

station antl the other pah- for conmruuieation with the various

coastal and other small local stations iu tlie neighbourhood
of the local feeder station.

9. That trunk and feeder stations employ continuous, or
" undamped." waves for the transmission of signals.

10. That, also, small local stations employ contifiuous

waves.
11. That, if found desirable in the future, arrangements

be made to link up the proposed point-to-point network of
" fixed " stations with any existing system of " mobile

"

stations which may be in use to maintain communication
with units at sea or in the air.

1± That, if desirable, arrangements be made at any of the

Fig. 1.—Proposed ilAi.x Tbu.nk Wireless Commcmcatiox Koutes.
The numbers represent great-circle distances in nautical miles

minute be provided; and that separate transmitting and
receiving stations be erected, in order that the service may
be duplexed, i.e., avaOable for simultaneous transmission
and reception.

7. That as tnuch foreign traffic as possible be attracted to
the network, in order that the system be at least self sup-
porting as a commercial enterprise; it being understood that
preferential treatment could be accorded to British traffic.

Such an arrangement would clearly be pohtically and strate-
gically advantageous to the Empire.
In order to construct the wireless network in accordance

with the principles above enumerated, it is proposed that
the final aims should be as follows :

—

1. That main trunk stations be erected for communication
over long distances. {It may not be necessary to erect all

the main trunk stations immediately.)
"2. That no trunk station be required to communicate with

more than one corresponding station ; and that, in conse-
quence, each country be provided with a separate trunk
station for each route to which it forms a terminal.

3. That, in a country which forms the terminal of more
'than one route, the various trunk transmitting stations be
erected as close together as avoidance of mutual induction
will allow ; and that, consequently, there be only one trunk
transmitting area in any country.

1. That, in conjunction with the trunk transmitting area.
smaller transmitting stations be erected, to .serve as main
feeder transmitting stations; and that they be situated within
one main feeder transmitting area.

5. That all trunk receiving stations and main feeder re-

ceiving stations be situated close together within a main
receiving area.

stations to devote a reasonable time in each '24 hours' to

sending messages at hand speed to -hips (where the wave
length is suitable),' to the sending out of scientific and ordi-

nary time signals, and to similar services; it being under-
stood, however, that main trunk stations should not b<^

expected to send to ships not specially fitted to receive the
long waves which the.se stations must employ, .-^s the earn-
ing power per minute of such stations working at automatic
speed would be considerable ; and as, therefore, it would bo
commercially most undesirable to use them except for their
normal services, so far a.A possible, such subsidiary services
should be performed by the main or local feeder stations.
The tran.smitters installed at the trunk and feeder stations

should employ a continuous, or " undamped,'" wave system.
The extensive employment of continuous waves has, until
recently, been restricted, owing to lack of suitable methods
of generating them. We have been hmited to the timed
spark and the arc. Neither of these systems can be recom-
mended, in view of the rival claims of the high-frequencu
alternator and of the valve.

To obtain a given aerial current in any aerial, the ratio, of

power put into a valve to that put into an arc on a " dash
"

is approximately as two is to five. The valve avoids the
necessity of an elaborate water-cooling system, and is steadier

and more reliable in operation than is the arc. As, during
signalling, the load of the valve is interrupted, and that of

the arc is continuous, the overall energy taken during a given
period of transmission by the valve, as compared with that

taken by the arc, is much less than that represented by the

ratio of two to five. .Apparatus is already being assembled
capable of dealing efficiently with an output of 100 kilowatts.

The correspondiiig aerial power ia confidently expected to be
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75 kilowatts, and the design of the set is such that it can
readily be adapted to three or four times this power. Re-
cent research with a viou' to the reduction of the total effec-

tive aerial resistance, without loss of radiation, leads to the
exi)eotation of an aerial current of upwards of 300 amperes.

It is inipo;rtant, in order that interference between stations

may be avoided, that special regard be given to the elimina-
tion of harmonics. This is another consideration which
ojierates against the employment of the arc as a transmitter.

The problem of eJimiuatiug the higher order of harmonics
produced by the valve ti-ausmitter, when working at the
higher efficiencies (over 50 per cent.), has been successfully

attacked by the company's engineers.
Separate aerial systems are essential for the several receiv

ing stations on one site. The newest methods of reception

invented and perfected by Mr. Franklin show such enormous
improvement over previous methods as regards selectivity

and avoidance of atmospheric disturbance, that it is unneces-
sary to consider a service which does not make use of this

invention.

The Franklin aerial is a development of the now well-known
Marconi-Bellini-Tosi direction finder, which played so im-

portant a part in various spheres of military activity during
the war. The dii-ection finder enables reception, with maxi-
mum intensity, within very close limits, of signals emanat-
ing from any two opposite directions. Signals from other

directions are neghgible, or can easily be rendered so. The
direction finder has, however, the drawback—if such it can

be called— that the mathematical sense of the signals cannot

be determined without recourse to cross bearings. This
peculiarity of the direction finder is avoided in the Franklin

aerial, which is based on a suitable combination of direction

finder aerials. Signals can be received, within very close

limits, from any one direction, and from no other. It follows

that a receiving station can be located between, and in line

with, two transmitting stations, and receive signals from one.

while rejecting signals from the other. This is a point of

extreme significance, and marks a new era in selectivity.

Owing to the ability of the Franklin receiving system to

Pig. 2.

—

Dugr.^mm.wic Representatio.n of English Stations.

reject signals arriving from practically any direction other

than that from which it is desired to receive, any number of

receiving stations may be located on one site. No balancing

aerials are required.

Even so, the erection of a lai'ge number of receiving stations

on one site would entail the acquisition of a site of vast

proportions, were it not for a most important property of

Franklin's invention, which enables the various receiving

systems to cross one another; this being due to the absence
of long horizontal aerial wires. Small frame aerials are em-
ployed, and frames pertaining to different lines of communi-
cation may be erected as close together as 600 ft., even where
long waves, differing but httle from each other, are being
received.

Results show that, where the Franklin type of aerial is em-
ployed, a very great reduction in atmospheric disturbance is

obtained, compared with previous experience—a reduction

amounting, in certain observed instances, to as much as

90 per cent. So great is the importance of the Franklin aerial

that the scheme of wireless communications outlined in this

proposal depends fundamentally upon its adoption.

An enormous amount of unnecessary work is avoided liv

the adoption of a central control oflice. No staff of tele-

graphists is necessary either at the transmitting or receiving

stations, other than that required for the care of the plant

and instruments. Reception from the land lines, and re-

transmission by wireless, at the transmission stations, and
reception by wireless, and retransmission on the land lines,

at the receiving stations, is entirely eliminated.

In addition, the exchange of service messages between the

operating staffs at the various transmitting and receiving

stations is avoided, as all the operating staff is located under
one roof. The land lines connecting the various stations

are, therefore, kept free from a quantity of unremunerative
traffic. The ease of control, and consequent saving of time,

are too apparent to need further comment.

The operation of transmitting plant from a distance has
been proved to be perfectly reliable in practice. As regards
the relaying of rec<;ived wireless signals through underground
cables to a central control office, recent expenments, carried
out over some 130 miles of ordinary Post Office land line in

poor condition, show that this is an undertaking w'hich can
safely be relied upon to give satisfactory results.

The following routes and brandies are proposed :
—

Route 1.—England to India, and thence to Singapore, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand, with a branch from Singapore to
Hong Kong. •

Route 2.—England to Egypt, and thence to East .Africa

and South Africa.

Route 'ia.—England to Egypt, and thence to India, Singa
port, lie.

Route 3.—England to West Africa, and thence to South
Alrica, with a branch from West .\frica to South America.
Route •!.—England to the West Indies.
Route 5.—England t-o Montreal, and thence to Vancouver.
Route 0.—Australia to Vancouver (only night service to

begin with).

The above will necessitate the following main trunk sta-

tions :

—
In Eugluiid, five; Egypt, three; India, three; East Africa,

Montreal, \'ancouver, and South Alrica, two each; West
Indies, one ; West Africa, two (and one auxiliary trunk sta-

tion for South America); Singapore, two (and one auxiliary
trimk station for Hong Kong) ; Australia, two (connection
to New Zealand by mam feeder .station).

The number of main feeder stations provided in each
country will depend upon the number of local feeder stations
required, and may. fi'om time to time, be increased without
in any way affecting the scheme of trunk stations.

The purely internal commimications of each State or
Colony would be catered for by a network of small inter-

communicating stations, adapted to meet the requiiements
of the country, provision being made lor efficient connection
with the mam network.
The foregoing proposal allow's for 26 main trunk stations.

In order, however, to give a rough idea of the magnitude of

the scheme, and also to establish a basis for the calculation
i)f personnel to be provided for, the following figures are
tentatively submitted : 30 main trunk stations, 50 main
leeder stations, 100 local feeder stations, and 200 small local

.itations.

Tables are given showing the personnel required for run-
ning the full network of stations, aggregating 17,170. It has
lieen assumed for the siike of simplicity that there will be
ten countries, each containing three main trunk stations,

live main feeder stations, ten local feeder stations, and twenty
small local stations.

The total number of men required is very large, but the
proportion of wireless operators is small on account of the
large proportion of work done by automatic means.
A considerable staff would be required in the office of the

general manager of the network, but no attempt has been
made to include such staff in the estimate of persoimel.
A system of stations for communication with ships and

aircraft is not under review in this proposal.

The status and number of personnel required for the
scheme are as follows :

—
Territorial managers, 10; superintending engineers, 20; en-

gineers, 1st class, 30; engineers, 370; assistant engineers,

1,840; superintending operators, 20; chief operators, 650;
wireless operators, 1,200; operators, 7,200; accountants, 20;

clerks, 490; technical assistants, 720; artisans, 1,290;

labourers, 810; boys, 2,500; total, 17,170.

The terms upon which the foregoing proposal is submitted
are as follows :

—
1. The company offers entirely at its own cost to construct,

maintain, and operate, a complete and efficient network of

Imperial wireless communications, in accordance with the

proposal.

2. The company will pay yearly into the Treasury of each
Government, in whose territory one or more stations may
be situated, a sum equal to 25 per cent, of the net profits

earned by the said station or stations.

3. On the expiration of a period of 30 years, dating from
the inauguration of any wireless service comprised in the

network, the stations conducting such .service will become,
if so desired, the property of the Govemment or Govern-
ments concerned, free of any payment.

4. The company guarantees to complete the trunk stations

•\-\ithin a period of three years from the date oa which per-

mission to commence work is given.

5. The Government or Governments concerned will have
the right to take over the stations at any time by paying for

them the value at which they stand in the company's books,

plus any sum which may have been pxi>ended on the creation

of the services, and by paying to the company 10 per cent,

of the gross receipts for the remainder of a period of 30 years

dating from the inauguration of the services.

6. The Government will have the right to take over the

control of the stations during any period of war or national

emergency.
7. This offer is subject to the following conditions :

—
(a) That the Government or Governments concerned shall

issue all requi.'rite licenses for a period of 30 years, shall grant

every facility for the acquisition of sites (by compulsory pur-
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chase if necessary), and shall carry out. as a repayment ser-

vice, the work of building, laying, and maintaining all the

underground and overhead telegraph and telephone lines re-

quired.

(b) That the stations, when erected, shall not be diverted

from the duties for which they were constructed, except in

the event of national emergency.

(c) That the company shall reserve the right to extend the

system to foreign countries to any extent and on smy terms
that may be commercially advantageous, provided that Im-
l>erial traffic shall invariably have preference over foreign

' traffic.

id) That the Government or Uovemments concerned shall

secure the allocation of suitable international wave lengths

to the stations comprised in the network, and shall see that

stations belonging to other companies shall not be allowed

to use unscientific apparatus or granted wave lengths which

would interfere with the working of the Imperial network;

and that, except in the event of national emergency, the

stations comprised in the network shall not be compelled to

communicate with other stations which would interfere with

the Imperial services. The company asks for no monopoly;
it is prepared to stand on its own merits. The offer is, how-
ever, conditional upon adequate protection on these lines

being given to the service.

THE LYMN BY-PRODUCT PRODUCER GAS PLANT.

By W. H. PATCHELL, M.I.E.E.

(Abstract of Paper read before the In

The plant to be described arose out of an investigation as

to what was the best form of prime mover for the Hoffmann

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., to adopt in the next extension of

its works. The investigation was made in 1915. The plant

selected was on the "" Lj'mn " system which, although much
hke the better-known " Mond " system, differs froni it in

important constructional and operating details. It was ar-

ranged to put down the plant in 30-ton units. The first unit

was ordered in July, 1916, but, due to constructional delays,

it was not put into operation until August, 1917. A sudden

increase in the business necessitated the ordering of the second

unit shortly before the first was put to work. The complete

60-ton plant has now been in operation since March, 1919,

but has not yet been worked up to its full capacity.

Description' of Plant.—In a by-product recovery producer it

is necessary to prevent the destruction of the ammonia, and
this result is obtained by introducing a large quantity of

steam with the air into the producer. The provision of so

much steam is a serious item in the cost of production, so

that as much steam as possible is obtained by utilising the

.sensible heat of the gases. The method adopted is to cool

the gases by contact with water, and to heat up and saturate

the air with the hot water so obtained. The process is con-

tinuous, the water coming successively into contact with the

gas and the air.

STiTuiios OF Electrical Engineers.)

done by the movement of the gas and water, unassisted by
mechanical means as in the case of most other gas washers.
The air, supplied by Samuelson blowers, enters the lower

part of No. 3 washer, called the air saturator, the upper
part of which is divided oft" by a diaphragm, the only con-

nection between the two being through a water seal. The
water, made hot by contact with the gas in the upper part

of the vessel, passes through this seal into the air saturator

and there meets the air from the blowers. The additional

steam which is necessary for a recovery plant is blown into

the air main between the air saturator and the regenerator.

The warm saturated air is then passed through the regenerator

wtiich stands next to the gas producer.
The regenerator, sometimes called a superheater, consists

of a nest of concentric cyUnders so arranged that the hot

gases from the producer and the saturated air pass in counter
current. Owing to the large amount of steam which is blown
into the gas producer with the air, the working temperature
is comparatively low. The gases leave the producer at the

top, and pass into the regenerator above mentioned, where
their sensible heat is given up in part to the air and steam.
The hot gas leaving the regenerator is then passed through
a dust trap before it enters the vertical dust washer Ko. 1,

in which the remaining dust is removed as sludge by the

washing water. From the top of the dust washer the pases

pass down to the bottom of Xo. 2 washer. In their upward
flow through this washer they are brought into intimate

Section.al Di.4gram of Lv.mn G.as Plaint.

Steam w'as required for other purposes outside the gad
plant, and a superheater was included as part of the boiler

plant. When using the superheated steam for the gas plant
it was found that the air was not saturated to the extent
indicated by the thermometer. In order to obtain steadier

operating conditions the pipe arrangement was changed and
saturated steam was used for the gas plant in place of super-
heated.
The introduction of such highly saturated air into the

producer would result in cooUng the fuel bed below a good
working temperature, and to prevent this a regenerator is

provided wherein the temperature of the air and steam mix-
ture is increased to about '2'20 deg. C. before it enters the
producers, the necessary heat being obtained from the sensible

heat of the hot gases leaving the producer.
The ammonia having been formed pa.sses off with the

gases which, after prehminary cleaning and cooling, are

brought into contact with sulphate of ammonia liquor con-

taining a slight excess of acid, the excess acid combining with

the ammonia in the gas to form sulphate. The process is

continuous.
Pig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of a plant on the

" Lymn " system. The whole of the vessels on this system
are ' worked under static conditions, all the washing being

contact with a solution of sulphate of ammonia containing a
sUght excess of sulphuric acid which absorbs the ammonia
from the gas. After the ammonia has been absorbed in 2So. 2
washer the gas pas.ses through the upper part of No. 3 washer,
thence down to the bottom of, and up through. No. 4 washer.
The design of the Lymn washers differs from other types

in that they are free from obstructions in the shape of
packing boards or tiles, and from moving parts. The appara-
tus consists of several vertical cylindrical chambers. No. 1
of which is simply fitted with water jets at the top which
fill the vessel with spray through which the gas passes in

an upward direction and is thereby washed. Nos. 2, 3, and 4
contain a series of truncated cones, .\xially placed in the
centre of the apparatus a vertical shaft carries a number of
fixed disks opposed to these cones. The water entering at

the top is distributed on the topmost disk from which it

flows in a film or sheet on to the surrounding cone, thence it

falls on the next disk, and so on to the bottom of the washer.
The gas passes upwards, counter-currentwise, through the
sheets of faUing water. By this means the gas and the
washing liquids are brought into intimate contact, with a
minimum expenditure of energy.
The liquor from each of the various washers falls into ta

respective tank, from which it is drawn by a centrifugal pump
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and circulated again through the washer, except in the caae

of No. 4 washer, the hot water from which is cooled before

being recirculated.

In view of the difficulty in obtaining pure lead, and its

cost at the time the plant was installed, it was decided to

depart from the usual practice and not line the ammonia
absorber with lead.

The gas. after leaving the final cooler No. 4, is passed

through two Jenkins centrifugal gas cleaners. These consist

of ia-in. diameter centrifugal fans with impellers of a some-
what crude shape; each of them is capable of handling con-

tinuously 4.500 cu. ft. of gas per minute against a pressure

of 5 in. of water when running at 1.450 R.r.M.

The amount of power taken is 10 to 12 b.h.p. for each fan

with water injection. Approximately 500 gallons per hour
i)f cold water is injected into each fan, depending on the class

itf* zo% 30% 40% 50% 60% ro% 80% iioX-jo^
Load

Pig. -2.—Heat Consumption- Curves.

as received, and the bunker ia covered with ft roof for pro-

tection from the weather. When it is necessary to draw
from the storage bunker, the coal is run through valves at

the bottom of the bunker into the trucks and thence tipped

into the foot of the elevator.

The ashes and clinker from the producer lutes are drawn
out by long shovels and rakes on to the ground round the
producers, which is slightly graded to allow the water to

drain back into the lutes. The ashes are then loaded into

5-cwt. trucks running on a narrow-gauge line, pu.shed by
hand a short distance to an incline, up w hich they are hauled
by a small electric winch and tipped into railway trucks
or carts.

Gas Engines.—Messrs. Hoffmann decided that power units

of about 500 b.h.p. would be the most suitable size. Th«
type of engine selected was tb« multi-cylinder horizontal

Otto," manufactured by the Premier Gas Engine Co , Ltd.

t
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Ltd., and are open type, direct current, shunt wound interpole,

360-KW. machines, running at 190 r.p.m. They are provided

with a " Hoffmann " roUer outer bearing supported in a
cast-iron pedestal on a " U " bedplate, and the armature
shaft is bolted direct on to the engine flywheel. This neat
and compact arrangement has run very well.

In addition to the steam required for the gas plant, a large

amount is required for heating and domestic purposes in the

works, more especially in the winter. This is provided m
part by the exhaust boilers fitted to the 500-b.h.p. gas engines.

.To meet the remaining call for steam two Lancashire boilers

were provided, one with the first 30-ton unit and the other

with the second. The Lancashire boilers, 9 ft. diameter by
30 ft. long, were made by Messrs. H. it T. Danks (Netherton).

troughs and tanks to be heated, and various incidentals about
the plant.

A charge of appro_ximately 2.5 tons of coal for steam re-

quired for the producer and gas plant only, for every 100 tons

of coal gasified, is a heavy item in working costs and one that

must always seriously affect the use of by-product producer
plants. Messrs. Hoffmann recognised that their conditions

would be favourable for adopting this type of plant, coupled
with an installation of exhaust boilers. By using these

boilers and burning tar 75 per cent, of the 2.5 per cent, of

the coal required for the gas plant is provided, and the actual

coal required for gas plant steam is reduced to 6.25 per cent,

of the coal gasified.

Figures for six months' operation of one 30-ton gas plant

Fig. 6.—WashersI Coal Elevator, and Producers. Fig. 7 I'noi.rci i;s, Soperhe.aters. and Washers.

Ltd., and ai-e fitted with Hodgkinson's mechanical stokers,

a Green economiser, a Sugden superheater, and feed re-

gulators.

One of Paterson's " B " type cold-process water-softening
plants is installed for dealing with the whole of the water
required for steaming purposes, as the water available was
not suitable. By the iise of lime in this plant the hardness
of the water is reduced to 3 degrees " Clark " approximately,
and the boilers are kept tree from scale.

Capital Costs.—Owing to the war the cost of the plant wa.s

much above pre-war rates.

The first installation consisted of a Lymn gas plant capable
of gasifying .30 tons of coal per 24 hours, sulphate of ammonia
evaporating plant, two -500-8. H. P. Premier-Crompton generat-

ing sets, Lancashire boiler, superheater, economi.ser. chimney,
pumps, pipes, feed pumps, 600-ton coal-storage bunker and
coal-handling plant, ttc. The second plant was a repetition

of the first, except that four .5()0-b.h.p. Premier-Crompton set.*-

w^ere provided, and the gas and electric supply had to be
carried considerable distances. The total capital cost per KW.
of the first plant m.stal!ed in 19T6 and of the second installed

in 1017 was respectively ^640.98 and i£50.

supplying gas for two engines and furnaces may be analysed
as follows to show how the efficiency would appear if all the
gas were used for power. The result is summarised in Table I.

TABLE I.

—

Power Plant Coal Consumption.

Coal eaaified in producers—Total ... ... 1,.S90 tons.

Per KW.-hour r7 lb.

Coal, if 2.5 per cent, is required to provide steam .S47'5 tons.

Coal gasified plus coal for steam-making—Total 1,737'5 tons.

Per KW.-hour 2"12 lb.

Amount of coal saved—By exhaust boilers ... 379'75 tons.

By tar burnt ... 114'7 tons.

Total 494-45 tons.

Surplus steam used for manufacturing purposes 146'95 tons.

Actual coal to be debited to power plant—Tot-^.l 1,243'05 tons.

Per KW.-hour ... ... ... l'.5l lb.

Load factor, tras engines ... ... ... ... 73'6 %
Overall electrothermal efficiency ... ... 19'9 %

During this period the total coal gasified was 3.235 tons,

giving an average load of about 75 per cent, during operating
hours of the plant. Of the total amount of gas made 42.7 per

Pig. 8.

—

Gas Engixes and Generators. Fig. 9.—Power I-Iouse and Scrubbers

Opcratiny Results.—Ov/ing to war conditions the supply of
coal was vei-y uncertain. The ashes withdrawn from the pro-
ducers during 1918 averaged a carbon content of 11.8 per cent.,
which represents 3.23 per cent, of the therms in the coal.
The re.sults given in this paix»r wore obtained without special
arraagements and under normal conditions, and can be taken
as typical commercial results. Ko effort has been made to

obtain special test figures which are not realised under ordi-
nary working conditions.

The amount of eteam required for gas plant is considerable,
mainly for use in the producers and for evaporating the
sulphate liquor. In addition to these uses there are tar

cent, was used for the engines and 57.3 per cent, for tho fur-

naces. For this purpose th« whole of the steam raised by
the exhaust boilers is credited to tho gas engines, and tho
tar is allocated in proportion to the gas used by the engines
and the furnaces respectively.

More steam is raised by tho exhaust boilors than is required

to make gas for the engines. In other words, exhaust boilers

in connection with gas engines at a gas works w'ould provide
iill the steam required for the producers, working under by-

product recovery conditions, necessary to provide the gae for

the engines when working on a good load factor.

Fig. 2 gives curves of tke heat consumption guaranteed, the
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results of tests of the same, and the thermal efficiency of the

5U0-B.H.r. 340-KW. Premiex-Crompton sets.

Results over a period of three months show that the varia-

tions in the calorific vahie and the composition of the gas

made are very slight considering the dilferent qualities of coal

used.

TABLE II.

—

^Tests of Gas Ekoines and Genebators.
Engine set Engine set

No. 12. No. 11.

102 84
H6U 2o.>

93-57 102

l.S,062 13,769

510 421)

6424 695
8.968 9,368
1396 13479

Load factor, per cent

Load—Kw
Generator—Gas per KW.-hour, cu. ft. ...

Heat per KW.-hour, therms
Load—B.H.p
Gas engine—Gas per B.H.p.-hour, cu. ft.

Heat per B.H.P.-honr. therms
Calorific value of gas per cu. ft.—therms

Tests of the engines have been made, representative figures

of which are given in Table II. The efficiency of tie Crompton
dynamos on a " Hopkinson " test was found to be : Full loaa.

9'i per cent.; three-quarter load, 91 per cent.; half load, 90.5

per cent. .\s regards oiK-rating. the engines have run with

the regularity and the freedom from trouble of a good steam
engine.

Tests of the exhaust boilers have been made with and with-

out the water heaters. Specimen tests are given in Table III.

T.\BLE III.—Tests of E.xh.\ust Boilebs.

Engine set Engine set

No. 9. No. U.

Load, B H.P. -171 42U

Heating surface—In boiler, aq. ft. ... ... .^21 .523

In water heater, sq. ft. ... ... ... None 57 .>

Total per B.H.P., 6q. ft 1 u.") lie
Steam pressure—lb. per sq. in ... .")3'7 41

Evaporation per B.H.p.-hour—Actual in lb. ... lyl 2 15

From and at 212" F. iu lb 2 16 2'5

Temperature of exhaust jrases—Knteriug boiler .leo" O. 477" C.

Leaving boUer 29i°C. IH8°(;.

Leaving heater — 180' C.

Load factor, per cent. ... ... 94 84

The amount of sulphate recovered dejiends on the amount of

nitrogen in the coal; actually some 90 lb. per ton of coal is

recovered—an eihciency of about 05 per cent. The sulphate
is of a good light grev colour, and averages over 25 per cent.

XH3.
-\ more critical figure for the ammonia absorber efficiency

hhows the amount of ammonia per cubic metre of gas when
entering the absorber to be '2.73 grammes and when leaving
(I-II6 gramme, an efficiency of 95.75 per cent., the actual

ammonia not recovered being equal to only 4. "25 i>er cent.

The amount of tar produced in the process varies with the

class of coal used: 5 to 7 per cent, of the weight of the coal

IS a normal figure for dry tar. The tar as made contains any-
thing up to 4'J per cent of water. Producer tar is of a differ-

ent quality and is not usually acceptable to distillers of gas

tar. Where the quantity of tar to be handled is sufficiently

great to pay for distillation, it may be economically dealt

with in this way, but if the quantities to be handled are not

sufficient to pay for such care and attention the result wOl
be disappointing. FuU consideration of the matter led to the

use of the tar recovered, which amounts to about 150 lb. per

ton of coal gasified, in the boiler furnaces. Jets of the Ker-

mode type were fitted, through which the tar is blown by
steam over the grates. A compromise had to be arrived at.

and the arrangements had to be such that coal and tar could

be burned at the same time. -Vt times of light load it has

been found best to shut the tar off and to run on coal only,

keeping the tar for such times as a good coal fire can also be
maintained, which not only protects the firebars from the

Idast action of the tar jet, but also facilitates the consumption
of smoke.
The power-plant running costs per unit taken from the

actual cost sheets for six months in 191S. including 10 per

cent, on the capital outlay, and including credit for the sale of

sulphate of ammonia and debiting cost of sulphuric acid with

the average prices per ton respectively of coal. £1 Ss. lid.

;

sulphuric acid. £i 13s . sulphate of ammonia. £1" 2s.; were
as follows Units from switchboard, 1.8-34,375, fuel. 0.166d ,

lubrication, O.OoSd ; supervision and labour. 0.159d. , repairs.

0.13d.: charges on capital, 10 per cent., 0.207d. total, 0.72d..

load factor, 73.6 per cent.

Since the system of forced lubrication was altered the con-

sumption of oil for lubrication on the cas engines has been

reduced by 46 per cent. The costs include the value of the

electricity used in running the pas plant and auxiliaries which,

during six months, amounted to approximately S.5 per cent,

of the units generated. As. however, only about 42 per cent,

of the gas made was used for the gas engines the actual

amount of power required for auxiliaries represents onlv 3.6

per cent, of the electricity that would be generated if all the

pas were used for that purpose. The cost of the fuel if the
above debit had not been made would be 0.160d, per unit, a

difference of 0.006d. or 3.6 per cent.

Fig. 3 diows the air aad gss temperatures and preaeore* at

important points from the blower through the producers to
the gas leaving the works. As far as possible the gas pre-
sures, both positive and negative, are kept low. The greatest
variation is before and after the centrifugal blowers. This
cannot be avoided if the gas is to be delivered at a reasonable
pressure to the works. The disadvantage of keeping the pres-
sures always above atmosphere is the increased pressure at
the producer and washers which leads to loss of gas due to
leakage, also some discomfort for the men working the plant.

.\fter all that has been heard recently concerning the
efficiency of electric power stations it is interesting to compare
the figures with those of Messrs. Hoffmann's plant which, for

the six months' period quoted above (Table I), consumed
1..51 lb. of coal per unit and showed a thermal efficiency of

19.9 per cent, on the units delivered to the feeders.

[Figs. 4 to 9 are reproductions of lantern slides, for the use
ot which we are indebted to the author's courtesy.

—

Eds.
Ei.EC. Rev.]

REVIEWS.

Industrial Electrical Measuring Instruments. By Kenelm
Edgcumbe. London : Constable & Co., Ltd. Pp. xvi-r
414, 260 figs. 1918. Price 16s. net.

Major Edgcumbe deserves our thanks for having revised
his excellent book on measuring instruments at a time when
It must have been extremely difficult to find the necessary
leisure, and his apologies for having allowed the book to
remain out of print for some time are unnecessary. The
revision, moreover, has been thorough, for the book has been
practically rewritten, and has been brought quite up to date.
The introductory chapter, although it occupies only a few

pages, will be found of considerable utility to the user of
electrical instruments; its definitions wiU help to clear up some
frequent confusions of terms, and the summary of the various
sources of error, distinguishing those inherent in the instru-

ment from those due to external causes, and the distinction

drawn between sensibihty and accuracy aie dear and to the
point. ITie chapter on constructional details opens with a
description of cases and scales, incidentally calling attention

to the inaccuracy of edgewise instruments due to parallax

errors, a disadvantage the degree of which is frequently over-

looked. -\mong other details in this section are a reminder
that ammeters can be scaled with concentric lines to read
directly in watts over a range of voltages, and a receipt for

radium paint, culled from the Proceedings of the Physical
Society. Useful data with regard to the construction and
tlesign of control springs and pivots follow, and a discussion

of the most suitable degree of damping. The con.siderations

to 'be borne in mind in the design of ammeter shunts an-

explained, and several pages are devoted to the design ot

magnets and the calculation of windings. To the iustniment
maker this portion of the book, dealing with constructional

details, will be more of service in " fixing his ideas " than m
giving actual new points m design, especially as the iUustra-

lions are diagrammatic and not scale drawings; but the in-

strument user will obtain precisely the information which will

be of most service to him.
A short resume of methods of resistance measurement leads

up to brief descriptions of the various commercial forms of

chmmeter, and the principles ujKjn which potentiometers are

based are next clearly indicated. A few more details as to
• the actual construction of potentiometer would have been
welcome, and particularly of the " deflectional " potentio-

meter and the Drysdale .a.c. potentiometer. These pages and
the very short descriptions of standard cells and galvano-

meters are evidently regarded by the author more or less as

a digression from his main subject, and he retu)-ns to a more
complete treatment of the problems involved in the design

and construction of moving iron and moving coil ammeters
and voltmeters. In the cour.se of this, two popular fallacies

.»c corrected : .\n " oi>en " scale merely enables a more
exact reading to be taken at the particular part of the range,

but doe--^ not increa.^e the" intrinsic accuracy cf the iustni

ment. and similarly the very long-scale instrument (originally

introduced by Davies and more recently revived by Record),

although it has the merit of convenience tor many purposes,

mav even result in decreased accuracy owing to increased

navel of the moving system for a given change in torque

The author is perhaps too severe, however, in characterising

the advantage <rf a long scale as "sentimental rather than

actual."

The chapters on induction instruments, power measure-

ment, and instrament transformers have been enlarged in the

present edition, and bring together a mass of information

that has hitherto only existed in a very scattered form.

fhev are among the most useful portions of the book". Electro-

ftatic voltmeters, frequency meters, phase indicators, and
synchronisers all receive their full share of treatmert: there

is a good chapter on pyrometers, as in the first edition, and
recording instruments have, of course, always been a subject

of special interest to the author. He has. however, felt

compelled to call these "graphic instruments'' or " gra-

phers," because the .\iiiericans will insist on calling integrat-

ing meters recording wattmeters,
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In spite of the length of this review, it has been impossible

to deal with all the contents of Major Edgcumbe's excellent

book. It should be in every electrical engineer's library,

and it is safe to say that, once there, it will be one of the

volumes most frequently referred to. The arrangement of

the matter, with only section headings and no chapter head-

ings, is rather bewildering at first; but, on closer acquaint-

ance, it possesses a peculiar fascination, resulting in a longer

incursion into the book upon each occasion it is referred to

than would have been the case if the usual stereotyped method
•of capitulation had been adopted.

Effcient Boiler Management. With not^s on the operation

of reheating furnaces. By Charles F. Wade, A.M.I.E.E.

Pp. xxiii-)--.i(JO and llS figs. London ; Longmans, Green

and Co., 19i'.i. Price 12s. 6d. net.

At a time when economy of coal is of such great import-

ance, a booK with the above title enters the field o£ technical

literature with a strong disjxjsition in its favour. Yet, if one

were to be asked exactly what information he would expect

from such a book, his answer would probably be somewhat
wide of the mark m describing the principal contents of the

present volume. The book in question is mainly a collection

of brief descriptions of almost every kind of apparatus and
eqiupmeut connected with the boiler room, and there is

luucn less directly useful information bearinfr upon the art

of getting the best operating results from steam ooilers than

one might reasonably anticipate from the title.

There are indeed about ^^i pages at the end of the book
which are devoted to matters more directly pertaining to the

organisation and management of boiler plant, but even here

the author confines himself very largely to generahties. He
gives no hint, for example, as to how much coal a fireman

may reasonably be expected to handle per shift, or how many
men of various trades and occupation.s are necessary for the

operation and maintenance of any given boiler plant. He
mentions the possibility of a bonus system apparently with
approval, but his discussion of the subject could not be in

the least degree helpful to anyone desirous of estabhshing
such a scheme; in fact it would rather tend to dissuade him
from the attempt. However, considering the book as we
find it and not as we might have expected or hoped it to be
from the title, it forms by no means a bad guide as to what
kinds of apparatus are in general use in a modern boiler

plant. There are certainly some serious oiiii.=.sions. and at

times one might question the author's choice of the apparatus
he has selected for description, although it is hardly to be
expected that all engineers should isee eye to eye in what
they consider the be.st examples of modem practice.

The book opens with a chapter on coal and calorinietry,

.\lthough the properties of fuels are only briefly sketched,
it is somewhat surprising to see the analy.ses of peat and
lignite both given without any indication of the percentage
of water which these fuels contain. Lignites, for example,
even when to the eye they look hke really good coal, contain
anything from 20 to 30 per cent, of water, which is a serious
matter for those who have either to pay for them or to
burn thern efficiently. Peat, of course, is worse, .\gain in

the chapter on calorimetry, the author appears entirely to
neglect to mention the necessary corrections for moisture,
or for the effect of the volatile hydro-carbons, and he treats
the " higher " calorific v.ilue as if it were a true measure
of the heating value of the coal .is fired. There are many
other features in the book which are also open to criticism,
nn the ground that they would be misleading to engineers
who might look to the work for guidance in selecting equip-
ment. For example, writing of feed-water meters, the
author says, " Where measurement on the' suction is not
Possible or convenient the Venturi meter should be adopted."
In the first place, there are plent\- of reliable positive water
meters such as the Kennedy, or Kent's " T'nifonii." which
work perfectly on the pres,Hure side of the feed pumps, and
in the second place, when the pumps are of the r->

type, a Venturi is certainlv not advisable. The very serious
inaccuracy inherent in a Venturi meter when measuring a
pulsating flow i.q not even hinted at by the authnr, although
the error may be over 20 per cent., or far more than enoucrh
to condemn the tyne for the conditions referred to. .\gain.
ill dealing with WMter softening plant, the book tells us th.^t
" The Permutit filter . has a very valuable feature which
should not be lost sight of. As the water, after treatment
. . . is^ perfectly pure, the boilers do not need to be blnwn
down." kn equally empb,itic st-'t'^ment to the same effect
also appears on another pn^e. This idea, of course, is en-
tirelv wron?. The action of the /oolites is m'^relv to replace
thA lime salts in the water by .wdium snlts. which are highly
<^luble The water, after trentm^nt. is anvthing hut pure,
being in fact more highly charged with salts than it is nfter
the usual lime and sodr> process. Blnwing down, therefore,
is more necessarv than less, j^s simple te=ts for feed-water,
the author mentions the use of nhonolphthalein and methyl
oranrre a,= indicators of alkalinity, but we fear that any
uninitiated person attempting to use these reacents as a
puide to the operation of his softener would find his descrip-
tion of their functions hopelesslv inadequate. In fact, we
find no information at all as to the proper management of a
water softener, and even the fundamental criterion of the

hardness of water, namely, the soap test, does not eeem to

be referred to.

The impossibihty of getting the most economical results
from a boiler plant, unless it is equipped with proper measur-
ing apparatus, so that its daily performance may be known,
is quite properly emphasised. This point is fundamental to
efficient control of the conditions of operation, for without
means of measurement the operator is working in the dark
as to his results. Yet we cannot find anything in the present
book relating to methods of keeping a check upon the quan-
tity of fuel burnt. .V reader would not know that such
things as automatic coal scales, or other devices for the same
purpose, even existed ; in fact, in the model log sheet put
forward as an example of what daily records should be kept,
the "estimated coal consumption" is all that is recorded,
although on the same sheet the engineer in charge is expected
to vouch for the specific heat and average moisture of the
steam and other useless minuticz. Consi.stently with his
expressed desire for exact measurements, the author advocates
the use of steam meters, and in this also we agree with
him. He selects for illustration, however, two instruments
only, one merely a flow indicator and the other a graphic
recorder. The most useful type of all, namely, the integrat-
ing meter, is not alluded to, though one would have expected
some reference to the highly accurate mercury-free designs
of Messrs. Kent.
What the book needs, in order to be a really useful volume,

is a thorough revision, which would correct such errors as
we have pointed out, and give a better balance to the
apparatus described. Much of the descriptive matter sug-
gests the condensation of catalogue information rather than
the outcome of the author's own experience, ."^gain, in other
sections we continually look in vain for practical information
on points of even'day interest. What, for example, is the
relationship between the evaporative efficiencies of a boiler
at full, half, and quarter load'? .\t what reduction of load
does it pay to bank .=ome of the boilers? How frequently,
and to what extent, is blowing down necessary'.' How is one
to know whether lime and .soda are being supplied to the
softener in proper qu.Tntities and proportions? How lonv'
should water require for treatment in a softener? Wh-!t
percentage of combustible matter in the ashes is the lowest
practical limit? What percentage of CO, should be aimed
at? In view of the fact that .several CO^ recorders, not to
mention the Or.sat apparatus, are described in the hook, one
can hardly take the author seriously when he .states that " In
order to find out definitely whether the air supply is sufficient
it is first nece.«sary to ascertain the pounds of coal burnt on
the grate per hour." and when he goes on to describe the
method of measurinc the air supply by means of an anemo-
meter, and comparing the results with the amount deduced
theoretically from the chemical composition of the coal, one
is lost in wonder.
The book is well indexed and printed, but the great majority

of the illustrations are only too familiar to tho.se conversant
with engineering catalogues. With all it.«! errors and imper
fections. however, we welcome the book ns an endeavour to
promote greater efficien'-y in the really important end of a
power plant.

Germany's Fxport Price Policy.—A letter written by
a German-Swiss to a Hamburg firm is made the text of an
article in the HambuTgiscke Uocrsen HaUe. The article was
considered of sufficient interest to be published separately
as a broad sheet. Tlie letter stated that it was impo.=;sible to
do business with German firms so long as they adhere to
their curious " Zuschlagklausel " (a clause added to all de-
livery contracts stating that the manufacturer reserves to
himself the right of adding to the sale price, nn the date of
invoice, such additional sums as may result from increases
in the price of raw materials, wages. &c.). The article atfirms
that no buyer can be expected to purchase at an uncertain
price, and warns manufacturers again.st a continuation of

this policy, advocating instead an original extra charge high
enough to cover the risk of price fluctuations over a suffi-

cient period. The consequence of the present pohcy is that
the German business man is becoming discredited not only
in Finland, but also in Scandinavia and other neutral
countries. .Vnother impediment to trade with Germany lies

in the fact that German business men now demand payment
•or their goods in the currency of the country to which the
yoods are to be sent, showing that they have lost confidence
m their own currency which is depreciated to such an extent
that it tends to disappear altocether from foreian markets.
His Majesty's Commercial Commissioner at Berlin, in report-

ing to the Department of Over.«eas Trade the foregoing, re-

marks that: " TTiere is no doubt that the German export
merchant is being heavily penalised bv the manufacturers'
Prevailing methods of conducting business." Considerable
irritation exists among the merchantincr fraternity caused by
the system in use for the granting of export permits, and
some light is thrown on the difficulties under which the mer-
chant works, in a communication issued bv the Spanish Am-
bas.sador at Berlin, and published in the Spanish Press, con-

taining n warning against the conclusion of oontraots with

German houses, or their representatives in Spain, unless the

export permit for the goods concerned is shown together with

the offer.
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(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

I by Messrs. Sefton-Jonbs. O'Diii

TEPHENs. Chartered l*;ilenl Agei

for electrical records

285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

J. S. Wilson (A. B.

it of intomal-

5.173. • Trans
BucHlej). February 20th

5,178. " Switch and means for locking same for ignition

combustion engines, &c." W. Hawlett. February 20th.

5,190. " Electric immersion heaters." C. G. Nobbs and W. W. Nobbs
February 20th.

5,192. "Sherardising drums." S. O. Cowper-Colks. February SOth.

5,206. " Electric door-ope.ning^ device." F. Gekbsch and H. Knispel. Feb-

ruary 20th.

5,216. " Magnetically-operated apparatus and method of applying same.'

C. O. Bastian and CM. Hunter. February 20th.

5,233. " Electric circuit-controllers." R. .^MBEKTON. February 20th.

0,'iii. " .Methods of synchronising several variable-speed electric motors." J.

BeTHENOD. February 21st.

5,258. " F'le.\ible insulators for electric wires, cables, &c.'

Scrivener and Taylok, Tl-nsicliff & Co. February 21st.

5.270. " Sparking plugs." J. E. Barrows. February 21st.

5.271. " Sparking plugs." \V. E. C. Meeke. February 21st.

5,297. " High-tension electric cables," P. DtJNsHEATH. C. G
T. Henlev's Telegraph Works Co. February 21st.

5,298 "Electric fuse-carriers." W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co
and W. H. Nichols. February 21st.

5,301. " Dynamo-electric machines." C. A. Vandebvell & Co. and A. H
MiDGLEV. F-e'bruary 21st.

5,310. " Dynamo-electric machines." E. ]. Barman and E. Le Bas. Feb

ruary 21st.

6,117. " Electric trackless tramcars, S:c." G. A. Bishop and R. A
Chadwick. March 1st.

6,142. "Contact-breakers for magneto-electric, &c., machines." H. Smith

March 1st.

6,150. "lEIectric switches." W. J. Line and ]. H. Tucker i Co. March

D. M.

and W .

1st.
C. G. Nobbs and M. J. Railing

6,180. " Electric heaters, fires,

March 1st.

6.195. " Sparking plugs." E. Pethoud. March 1st. (Switzerland, Octo-

ber 6th, 1919.)

6.196. " Electric frequency indicating and measuring instruments." British

Thomson-Houston Co. and R. C. Clinker. March Ist.

6.198. " ..\utomatic selective telephone system." R. C. ^L Hastings.

March 1st. m ^ i

6.199. " .\utomatic selective telephony." R. L. M. Hastings. March 1st.

6,-221. " Dynamo-electric machines." A. B. Field and The Metropoutan-

VlCKERS Electrical Co. March Isl.

6,222. '• Dry batteries." Burgess Battery Co. .March 1st. (L'nited States.

.March 13th, 1919.)

6.228. " Controllers for electric circuits." Igr.inic Electric Co. (Cutler

Hammer Manufacturing Co.). March 1st.

6.229. " Electro-magnetic brakes." Igranic Electric Co. (Culler Hammer
.Manufacturing Co.). March 1st.

6-249 " Electric cables." E. A. Bavles and The British Insul.ited it

Helsbv Cybles, Ltd. March 2nd.

6,250. " Ironclad electric switches and_ switch fuses." R. T. Norton.

.March 2nd.
. ., m. u tj

6,257. "Fittings for holding incandescent electric lamps. \\
.
H. LJayley,

]. T. Taylor and G. A. Taylor. March 2nd.

6,267. " Electrolytic cells." E. A. Le Sueur. March 2nd.

6,272.
•' Dynamo-electric generators and motors." E. Small and W. S.

Smith. March 2nd.

6,303. " Mode of cementing electric conductors with non-conductors." A.

F. E. Bultemann. March 2nd.

6 318 "Call-signals arrangement for field telephones, S:c." Siemens &

Halske Akt. Ges. March 2nd. (Germany, March 4th, 1916.)

6.344. " Dvnamo-ek-ctric machines." E. Ferat. .March 2nd. (France.

February 6th,' 1918.)

6.345. " Dynamo-electric machines." E. Feral March 2nd (France,

October 15th, 1919.)

6.346. " Magnetos." E: Ferat. March 2nd. (France, January 14th, 1918.)

6!347. " Magnetos." E. Ferat. March 2nd. (France, February 18th, 1918.)

6^359. "Circuit-continuing devices." H. A. Dougl.\s. March 2nd.

6,369. " Incanilescent himps." F. A. Feldkamp. March 2nd.

6,400. ' Renewal of incandescent electric lamps." J. J. Russell. March

Jnd.-
ontrolled lock W.

;ind E. H. .Mil

6,403. " Eloctro-m.asnelic

11. :C.' Offdrd. March 3rd.

(i.414. ".Sparking plugs." A. Ogden. -March 3rJ.

6,419. " IX-vice for testing sparking plugs." H. Fii

ilarch 3rd. ;

,

6,449. "Sparking-plugs." J. E. B.iRROws. .March 3id.

6,480. " Interlocking device for i-lcctric switches." E. J.

March 3ril. *.

6 492 "Electrical instrumuiils." E. W. Hill and G- F. Shotie

and F.

3lTl.

. lor ; electrii6,504. " Brush holde

bl>iONG. March 3rd.

:0,542. " Battery-charging systems.'

Co. March 3rd. (United Stales, Jur

6,543. "Code-signalling systems."

.Automatic Telephoni
11th, 1919.)

Automatic Telephon
30th, 1919.)

ibustion engines.

&c

Ma

.Ma FACTURING

engines." -S. L. Groom

otor-cap, tractors. _ &c.

ro." March 3rd. (United States. J

6.554. " Ignition svstems lor

..-.'•i C. G PuLUN March 3rd.

G,S(39. " Magneto brackets and 3

p. Sh.\w. March 4th.

6,5|7. "Electrical clinometer.' J. S. G. Thomas. March -Ith.

6,591. " Telephone systems." .\utom.«tc Telephone Makpf.yctuking Co.

and J. Savin. March 4th.

6,639. "Regulating dynamo-elc-ctric machines." British Thomso.v-Houston

Co, and N. Shuttlewokth. March -Itli.
.

6,646. "Electrical measuring instruments." W: Clark and Cl.yrk's Xeo-

la-ECTRic Devices. Ltd. March 4th.

6,654. "Galvanic batteries." G. Oldham, J. Oldh.ui, O. Oldham ^nd

Oldham &: Son. March 4th.

6,656. " .Automatic or semi-automatic telephone systems." British L.M.

Ericsson Manufaciuring Co. and D. C. Cbowe. March 4th.

6,658. " Wireless telegraphy." A. G. T. Cusms. A. C. Fuller and P. M.

H. Lemon. March 4th.

6,661. " .Sparking plugs." B. Hopps and A. M. Lodge. March 4th.

6,667. " .Air-cooling arrangement for electric generator set driven by in-

ternal-combustion engine." R. BoscH Akt. Ges. .March 4th. (Germany,

August 9to, 1915.)

6,678. " Electric control of tipping-gc-ar up
V. Smith and F. R. Stocks. March 4th.

Metal contacts for electrical appa

ehicles." E. H. Dine, P.

." .M. S. Conner and S.
March 6th.

6,739. " Electric radiator." C. H. Verity. March 5th.

6,751. " Case for battery of ear phone." W. H. Bkiggs, G. Gill and Gill
Bkicgs & Gill. March 5th.

6,762. " F'low meters." British Thomson-Hoiston Co. (General Electric
Co., U.S.A.). March 5th.

6,773. " Electric condensers." L. Segal. March 5th. (France. July 8th.
1919.)

J
>

6,780. " Electro-thermal absorber generator for separation processes." F. C.
Sutton. March 5th.

6,800. •' Sparking plugs" V. Bonde. .March 5lh. (France, December 20th,

6,824- " Distribution with alternating electric currents." A. M. Taylor.
.March 6th,

6,851. " Process for sherardising." S, O. Cowper-Coles. March 6th.

6.855. " .Automatic telephone systems." Automatic Telephone .Manufactur-
ing Co., W. R. Carter and R. .Mercer. March 6th.

6.856. " .Arrangements for detecting and utilising vibratory movements."
.Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co. and, S. R. Smith. March 6th.

6,874. " Control valves," British Thomson-Houston Co. March 6th.

6,900. "Reception of signals bv wireless telegraphy," E. C. Atkinson.
.March 6th.

6,907. " .Apparatus for electrically-driven submarines." Siemen-s-Schuckbrt-
werke, March 6th, (Germany, December 5th, 1914,)

6.914, " Electric condensers." L, Segal. March 6th, (France August 14th,
1919.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under whicli the specifications will fy

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

23rd, 1919.

XS18.
13,080. Distribution of electrical energy. W. T. Henley's Telegraph

Works Co. and C. Grovcr. August 12lh, 1918. (138,377.)

17,120. Automatic aj.arm devices for use with v.icuum tube relays.. M.
Latour. October 4th, 1917. (138,383.)

18,046. Telegraphy. T. B. Dixon. November 1st, 1917. (120,899.)

XSIS.
1,343. Protective

British Thomson-Ho
(138,675.)

1,731. Electrolytic cells. H. W. .Matheson. Ja
(138,406.)

3,537, Appak,^tus for indicyting the amount of electric current passing
through a network box link and the like. A. F. M. Gatrill. February 13tli,

1919. (138,430.)

3,725. Magneto-electric lighting sets for cycles and the like. L.
Rosengart. December 21st, 1919. (136,848.)

3,888. AuroM.^Tic indicator of f.\iling electric current, F, Hope-Jones
and Synchronome Co. February 17th, 1919. (138,708.)

3,977. Electric cut-outs for circuit breakers. W. H. Illingworth. Feb-

ruary 18th, 1919. (138,439.)

4,196. Method and means for connecting sp.yn wires and fittings for
the suspension of conductor or trolley wires in overhead wire systems

of electric traction. Brecknell, Munro & Rogers and A. M. Willis. February
20th, 1919. (138,441.)

4,811. Fittings fob electric and other lamps. W. Harrison and E, H
R. W. Eyre. February 26th, 1919. (138,447.)

4,887. Automatic electric control apparatus. S. H. Adams. Februarv

27th. 1919. (138,721.)

4,970, Production of tone currents for telephone circuits. Siemens

Bios, & Co, and W. H. Grinsted. February 27th, 1919.. (138,723.1

5,494. Electric adaptors for lighting and other purposes. Benjamin

Electric, Ltd., and G. Campbell. .March 5th. 1919. (138,728.)

5,706, Electric siorace cells. C. J. V. Fery. April SOth, 1917. (124,211.)

6 001 Transmission gear and bracket for hie magnetos of motor-

vehicles. T. R. R, Chilcott. March 11th, 1919. (138,460.)

6,838. Electric power steering-gear for ships or other vessels. T. Reid.

March 19th, 1919. (138,744.)

6.951. Methods of and apparatus for producing vacua. Western Electric

Co. March 30th, 1919. (138,745.)

7,781, Electrically-driyen rotary pumps. Drysdalc & Co., J. W. W.
Diysdale and J. Young. March 28th. 1919. (138,753.)

8.213. Electrical time switches. E. Schattner. April Isl. 1919. (138.756.)

8 551 Drmn devices for electric storage b.ytteRibs. r. D. hey and

.\. J. Salisbury. .April 4th, 1919. (138,488.)

10.066. Electric storage b.ittery cells. P. D. Ivoy and A. J. Salisbury.

April 22nd, 1919. (138.773.)

13,362. Telephone systems. W. J. Mellersh-Jacksc

phone Corporation.) -May 27th, 1919. (138,350.)

14.761. Electric insulators. H. Luiz. June llth, 1919. (138,539.)

16,635. Electric indicating-devices to be used on taxi-c.vbs and the li

H. Richardson and E. H. Palmer. July 3rd. 1919. (138,807.)

16,600. Telephone exchanges. Siemens Uros. & Co. and T. Pettigr<

July 2nd, 1919. (138,544.)

17,211. Electric incandescent

ber a9th, 1916. (112,264.)

17 5-'8 SUB.40UEOUS sound di.yphragm mechanism. W. J. Mellcrsh-Jackson

'Submarine Sig-na! Co.i July 12th, 1919. (138.350.^

19,182- Shades or reflectors

al Callo-

Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. Decem-

"•inips and J. 'A .

.-iJ .A. y. Penman. .August
2nd, 1919- (138,358-)

19,250. Electric fusible clt-olts, L. St

5ih. 1919, (138,559.)

11493 Magneto-electric pocket l.ymp. M. A. Pattay and E. Jaquemot.

August 7th, 1918. (130,996.)

n 052 Sparking plugs. B. D. Bellamy and Suburban Motors, Ltd. August

27t'h,' 1919. (138.825.)

21258. Galvanometers and like measuring in.stkuments. I.. Johnson.

August 29th, 1919. (138,826.)

23.978. CavT.icT breakers for high-tens

ber 9th, 1918. (133,678.)

25 420 Regulators for dvnamo-kleciric machines. A. Courtiade. July

18th,' 1916, (133.967.)

25,948. Electric excess current indicators. E. Schattner. April 1st.

1919. (Divided application on 138,756.) (138,835.)

26,699. Electric valve amplifiers. Siemens S: Halske Akt. Ges. May

22nd. 1918. (134,832.)

A. An Octo-
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THE ELECTRIC LAMP REPORT.

The Keport, to the Standing Comnaittec on Trusts regarding

the manufacture of electric lamps, of which we commence

a reprint in thi.s issue, is a remarkable document, and

contains much information of great interest to the electrical

industry. Although the members of the Sub-Committee

which cairied out the inquiry are practically unknown in

electrical circles, they appear to have acquired a thorough

grasp of the subject, and while the Report is not free from

mistakes, it is on the whole a very able, impartial, and

judicial pronouncement.

The word " Tru&t " in the sense of a commercial alliance

has somewhat unsavoury associations, and is often used by the

Press—especially that section of it which has a Socialistic

complexion— as a term of reproach or abuse. " Call a dog

by a bad name—and hang him." Its evil reputation comes

from the other side of the Atlantic, where Trusts of

undoubtedly shady character have flourished in the past,

battening on the vitals of the public, so that at last even

the United States Government has been compelled to bring

them under State control ; but not all Trusts are malevolent

and harmful to the public welfare, and we should not allow

our minds to be swayed or our judgment distorted by the

suggestion conveyed in the name of the Committee.

Let us then e.xamine the Keport and the conclusions of

the Sub-Committee with an open and unprejudiced mind.

First, it is interesting to note that the word " trust " is not

used, the alternative expression in the terms of reference

" trade combination " being employed. The power imputed

to this body as regards 'JO to 95 per cent, of the lamp

industry will not be disputed ; neither will it be denied

that the operations of the Association have maintained

prices to the public at a higher level than would have

resulted from unrestrained competition. It is alleged that

the trading discounts granted to distributors are unduly

high, and that the prices of the lamps could be reduced by one-

third while leaving the makers and dealers a satisfactory

profit. The charge is made that lamps bought in Holland,

which could have been sold here at ns. each with a sub-

stantial profit, were sold to the public at 12s. 6d., the lamp

trade thus netting £l'iSO,000 in excess of a reasonable profit.

The three licensor firms are charged with imposing upon

other firms in the combination an undesirable restriction

upon output, and the observance of patents which have been

(|uashed in the Courts. The Sub-Committee sees a risk of

the British lamp industry being subordinated to American

or international control, and calls for the institution of

national control in the hands of a Department of State.

Thus the Report ranges from criticism to indictment, from

statements of fact to proposals for legislation.

In pre-war times we often lamented the fact that the

prices obtained for electrical manufactures in this country

were inadequate to provide that reasonable margin for

[385]
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research and development, without which it was impossible

for the industry to keep pace with the progress of its more

fortunate competitors in foreign countries. We cannot,

therefore—nor do we wish to do so—reproach the manu-

facturere for adopting the only means at their disposal for

attaining this end, provided, of course, that the margin is a

reasonable one. Further, we have consistently supported

the claims of traders to recognition by the manufacturing

firms in the shape of trade discounts which are withheld

from the general public ; and we have maintained the

unquestionable right of the inventor and patentee to the

just reward of hh labour and ingenuity. All these points

are involved in the tiuestion of price maintenance, and all

of them, we believe, will command the approval of our

readers. But the question is raised whether, in this case,

the various margins of profit are in due proportion, and of

reasonable dimensions.

In the space at our disposal we cannot discuss the matter

at length ; briefly, we hold that, while the manufacturers

certainly erred on the safe side in pre-war days, and might

well have reduced their selling price to the trade, the fact

that that price to-day remains almost the same, although

the value of money has fallen to less than half the pre-war

standard, indicates that, relatively to other commodities,

the price of lamps to the trade has fallen to a value which

is no longer unreasonably inflated. It should be borne in

mind that patent rigbts are of limited duration, and are

liable at any moment to become valueless owing to the

introduction of improved methods. How much the

associated firms have spent on research in this connection,

we do not know, but it is within our knowledge

that the equipment of the largest factory in this country

was scrapped repeatedly in pre-war years, and the British

patent rights were acquired at a heavy cost. So much for

the manufacturers' position ; the case of the distributors is

on a different footing altogether. They run no great risk

of patents being quashed or superseded, they incur no outlay

for patent rights or for research, they have no plant to

become obsolete—they are purely middlemen, and the

bigger they are, under the Association system, the bigger

are their profits and the easier their functions. While we

adhere to the doctrine of trade discounts, we feel that in

the lamp trade the rates of discount have been inordinately

and quite unnecessarily high, ^\'e see no reason why a

dealer in a large way should be in a position to pocket

from Is, 2d. to Is. 6d. per lamp — more than the net cost

of manufacture I In the case of bicycles, typewriters, &c.,

it is notorious that similar conditions have obtained, but

the circumstances have been very different, and we

believe, with the Sub-Committee, that the price to the

public should have been greatly lowered, together with the

trade discounts.

The statement that the importers and distributors of

Dutch half-watt lamps during the war made a profit of

£280.000 in excess of a reasonable value is generally

regarded as the most serious and damaging item in the

Report. These lamps could not be made in this country

at the time, and therefore were imported under licence of

the Board of Trade. The Sub-Committee has assumed that

the difference between the list price of the most popular

size of half-watt lamps and the price at which it could have

been put on the market (12s. (id., less 8s.) represents the
" excess profit " per lamp that actually accrued to the trade,

but we understand that the vast majority of these lamps
—80 to 90 per cent.—were supplied to ( rovernment depart-

ments and controlled firms at a price in the neighbourhood

of 8s., and that not .J per cent, of them were sold at

12s. tid., so that the sum named is at least £250,000 in

excess of the true profit. The reason for listing the lamps

at a high figure is admitted in the Report—namely, that

the British lamp makers, who intended to manufacture the

lamps themselves as soon as circumstances permitted, could

not be expected to encourage the sale of the imported article

to the public. As a matter of fact, they obtained the

machinery for making argon gas from the Dutch firm at a

heavy cost and under onerous conditions, after protracted

negotiations, and commenced the manufacture as soon as

possible, at the [same time lowering the list price of the

lamps. -

The reproach that the three lieeosing firms imposed

restrictions upon the output of the firms that they admitted

to the Association must be considered in the light of the

fact that they were under no obligation to issue licences at

all, provided that they themselves were able to cope with

the demand for vacuum lamps. The alternative course

would have resulted in putting the seven British companies

out of business altogether, a consequence which could only be

regarded as highly undesirable. By enabling these com-

panies to continue in operation, with the benefitof the infor-

mation derived from research, and to increase their output

at a moderate pace, whilst paying royalties which could not be

called excessive, the Association unquestionably acted in the

interests of British industry. But the second item in this

charge—that the Association took advantage of its position

to compel the licensees to treat invalid patents as though

they continued in force—bears a different aspect. Besides

its injurious effect upon a British firm of tungsten wire

makers, it constituted a wholly unwarranted extension of a

monopoly which was no longer justified by letters patent,

and established a principle which might be extended without

limit—namely, that any material that the Association

chase to sj:)ecify must be purchased from a member of the

Association, at, of course, any price that the member chose

to name. This is a proceeding which we regard as repre-

hensible and contrary to the interests of British indastry.

The last paragraph of the Report is the only one that

embodies a definite recommendation—namely, that trade

combinations should be brought under the control of a

Department of State. Viewing the question broadly, as

affecting all such combinations in all industries, we are

disposed to agree with the Committee. As we have said

above, not all " Trusts " are maleficent ; but some

undoubtedly are, and we believe that the establishment of

some such controlling authority, while it would relieve the

public mind and guard agaiust abuses, would at the same

time protect the beneficent type of Trust from unfounded

charges.

In the present instance, while the inquiry was certainly

justified by its results, and has brought to light the

existence of practices which, in our opinion, ought to be

discontinued, we do not feel that anything in the nature of a

scandal has been revealed. The Report in various places

commends the action of the Association : it points out that

the price of lamps was prevented from rising as well as

from falling, and it commends the Association for removing

the restrictions on output of the licensees during the war.

In many places it suggests undesirable things that the

Association might do if it chose, whilst admitting that it

did not so choose. It points out that the licensees" output

for expert was not restricted. It commends the Association

for undertaking to supply bulbs and caps to all lamp makers

without discrimination. It points out that without some

combination the British lamp-making industry could not

have held its own against foreign competition, and agrees

that profits should be adequate to provide for research and

experiment. In fact, the Report is far from being so con-

demnatory as the extracts selected liy the daily Press

would lead one to believe. We understand that one of the

largest British works was about to be doubled in capacity

when the war broke out, and that the extension is only

now delayed liy the dilatory methods of the building trades ;

when the new factory comes into operation, prices will be

lowered. But for the fact that, before the gas-filled lamp
was invented, the use of United ."States jiatents had been

secured to this country by the formation of the Assoc-iation,

we should have been at the mercy of American manu-
facturers in resi>ect of the half-watt lamp. Xew Westlake

machines have been bought at an enormous price from

the United States, and are now at work in the Xorth,

rendering this country independent of imported lamp

bulbs. In two years, we are informed, prices will be

reduced 10 per cent, owing to increased output : cheap

lamps are essential to the development of the electric

lighting industry, and the prospect of a material reduction

in price will be generally welcomed.

We have no doubt that the Association will give careful

consideration to the contents of the Report, and we hope

that the undesirable methods to which we have drawn
attention will be especially scrutinised, with a view to their

modification or abolition.
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ELECTRIC POWER AT THE WORKS OF THE VAUXHALL MOTORS, LTD.

At the invitation of Messrs. Yauxball Motors, Ltd., we

recently paid a visit to the company's works at Luton to

see the electrical equipment, which is described below.

This concern is an offshoot of the Vauxhall Ironworks Co.,

of Wandsworth Road, London, which built the first Vaux-

hall car in r,103 ; two years later the company moved to

Luton, and in 1907 Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., was formed as

a separate company, to devote itself entirely to the manu-
facture of uiotor-cars. In the following year the Vauxhall

car was the only one which passed through the 2,()00-unle

International Reliability Trial of the R.A.C. without

losing a single point, and without replenishing water or

lubricating oil, thus at once establishing its reputation as

one of the finest cars of the time. Aided by exhaustive

—and we have no hesitation in describing the factory as a

model of its kind, laid out and equipped on scientific lines

and maintained in the highest degree of efficiency.

The workshops are of one storey, and are built with
woodlined saw-tnoth roofs for north lighting : they are pro-

vided with heating pipes overhead, a system which has

proved thoroughly satisfactory. Owing to the adoption of

the individual drive, the new machine shop, with which we
are mainly concerned, is of tight construction and moderate
height, with comparatively few columns to carry the roof.

" General " lighting has been carried out with semi-indirect

fittings suspended from the roof, on a scale which renders

the use of auxiliary lamps supeifluons. Grinding and
wood-workiug machines are provided with powerful exhaust

fan draught to carry off dust and shavings. Perfect cleanli-

FiG. 1.

—

Tkansfobmebs, Mais Switchboabd, and Time Contbol Boabd.

Fk;. 2.

—

Gbindebs Driven
Direct and ay Belt.

Fi<i. 3.—Mii.MXG Machines Driven
BY Geared Moiobs.

research at a heavy cost, the company rapidly improved
its engines and chassis, and in 1910 a :?0-h.p. Vauxhall
car att lined a speed above 100 .m.p.h.—a record for that

rating, which was followed by many other striking feats,

including the winning of x() first prizes and highest awards
in I'Jl;;, a greater achievement than that of any other car.

Then came the war, and the company's whole output was
supplied to the Government, consisting entirely of l'5-h.p.

cars for staff use.

Important extensions became necessary, and the works
were reorganised on the most modern lines, involving the

use of electricity in a variety of applications—lighting,

power, telephony, time garvice, and th« heating of ths oftic«N

ness and order are enforced in all departments—the floors

are immaculately clean and tidy, stands are provided for

workmen's hats and coats, and a large well-lighted mess-

room adjoins the workshops.

To maintain the highest quality of the company's pro-

ducts, and to minimise waste of labour, an exceptionally

complete system of inspection is in force. Kvory class of

raw material is tested on delivery by chemical analysis and

mechanical tests, well-equipped laboratories being provided

for this purpose. Special attention is given to the heat

treatment of steel, for which purpose electrical furnaces are

admirably suited, and are therefore employed. The micro-

scopa play* a prominent part in thaw tasU. After aach
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niauhiuery operation, each part pass&s tliioufjh the viewing

room before re-iaeue for the fol lowing operation, thus en-

mring that hidden faults shall be detected at the earliest

possible stage. The Xewall system of limit gauges is in

use, to obtain interchangeability, and jigs are used not only

for the metal parts of the car, but also for the wooden parts

of the car-body. By such means the greatest economy of

time and labour is secured.

Like the Austin Jlotnr works, whose power plant wo

recently described, the Vauxhall works were originally

the corresponding lamp to go out, whilst the other two

brighten.

The assembly shop was originally used as a machine slinp,

and was built to carry shafting and a crane ; the adoption

of individual drive enabled a lighter construction to be used,

with a lower roof, thus saving on capital cost. The belt-

driven machines had to be adapted for individual drive,

and the various methods adopted for this purpose are

exceptionally interesting.

l'"ig. 1' is noteworthy, as showirg contrasted the old and
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device ; the i'-H.p. motor, fixed on a short pedestal, drives

by belt two short countershafts mounted on the top of a

column, from which the Archdale thread-milling machine

is driven. In fig. ;> we have a variation of the last device ;

in this case two rows of AVard turret lathes have been

aiapted to individual drive by mounting a Vaiixhallchange-

spejd gear-box on the top of the column, ns the intermediary

between the 1-h.p. motor and the lathe, with belt drive.

A row of Potter & Johnson automatic lathes is seen in

There are over lu miles of cable under the floor of the

machine shop ; all the large machines are on separate

circuits, and in addition to the fuses on the distribution

boards, each motor is protected by overload relays and no-

volt release coils on the larger sizes and triple-pole switch

fuses on the smaller sizes.

-Capstan Lathes with Chain Drive.
-Chain and Belt-Driven
Multiple Drill.

fig. 6, with 4-H.P. motors geared direct to the main shafts.

There are 40 of these machines.

Fig. 7 shows a range of Herbert capstan lathes driven by

Renold chains, the 4-h.p. motors being fixed on the floor,

with a device for tightening the chains, and adjusting the

guard. Lastly, fig. 8 shows a neat method of arranging the

chain and belt drive of a multiple-spindle drill.

Power is brought to the machines in a systematic way.

Fia. '.!.—Back or Fu.^i noARr.

Three 3C-way distribution fuse-boards, by Jfe.'^srs. .b Im-rn

and Phillips, are fixed at intervals in the end wall of the

shop, which is about 14 in. thick ; the back of the board is

accessible from the exterior, as shown in fig. '.I, on the

removal of iron shutters—an extremely neat and convenient

device, which at the same time reduces the space occupied

to the minimum. A lighting transformer is housed in a

pit in front of each board, and Key fibre ducts are carried

from the boards along the end of the shop, and in parallel

runs of four, tapering off to three and two, transversely to

the shop, with hand-hgles at frequent intervals, so that

there is a hand- hole near cvcrv machine.

From the hand-hole a steel pipe is led to the starter, and
is connected to the frame of the machine, as well as to an

earthing wire in the ducts. No cable is exposed anywhere.

The hand-holes are of concrete, and are covered with chequer

plates. On each fuseboard is an earth indicator, like that

on the main switchboard, by the aid of which a fault can be

located and rectified before any serious trouble can develop.

Any motor in the shop can be fed from either of the three

distribution boards, thus enabling the load on each panel to

be balanced. There are 2T0 motors, ranging from h H.i'.

to 20 H.p. ; all from i to 4 h.p. are made by the British

Fio. 10.— Part Sectional Drawing of G.E.C. Fittixo.

Thomson-Houston Co., Titd ; the S-h.p. motors are by the

British Westinghouse Co. (now^Ietropolitan-Vickers, Ltd.),

and the larger sizes iiy Messrs. Crorapton A- Co., Ltd. Thus
the number of spares to be stocked is kept down to the

minimum. iMotore up to 4 h.p. are switched directly on to

the mains without any starter, and, if necessary, are reversed

in the same way, without any pause. Above 4 ii.p. star-

delta starters are used, and for l."i and 20 h.p. auto-

transformers are provided.

As we have already mentioned, the lighting of these

shops is carried out on a liberal scale, so that the same

high degree of accuracy can be maintained as easily under

artificial light as in daylight. In accordance with the

recommendations of the Illuminating Engineering Depart-

ment of the (ieneral Electric Co., Ltd., the degree of

illumination varies in the different shojjs. according to the

type of work done in each, and ranges from 4 to 7 ft.-
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candles : uniform illumination is aimed at throughout the

whole area of each shop, eliminating shadows and dispensing

with local lighting. The lamps used are 100-. ].'(•- and

200-watt Osrams of the " Atmos " tjpe, and the fitting is

known as the G.E.C. FA 0360. It is illustrated in

fig. 10, p. 38;i. There are in the machine shops 27.'i semi-

indirect 200-watt lighting fittings, t »ne-thira of the lighting

is supplied from each main distribution fuseboard, and

there is a Tucker :')0-ampere switch on every column con-

the hour. A diiTerent programme is provided for the offices.

Current impulses are transmitted at half-minute intervals

to the dials and recorders, which are all connected in series,

the pressure employed beinjr 110 volts. The recorders are

controlled by a device similar to that shown in fig. 12, which

releases the spring-driven msvement every half minute, and

allows the mechanism to advance by a corresponding

amount. Thus uniform time is maintained throughout the

establishment— a factor of no little importance.

An automatic telephone system, supplied by ilessrs.

Siemens Bros, ct Co.. Ltd., is installed in the works, in

addition to the Post Office private branch exchange ; the

switchboard provides for 70 lines, with seven selectors, and

is illustrated in fig. 13. It is mounted in a handsome

cabinet on the switchboard platform, and close to it is a

neat little battery room containing the batteries for the

time and telephone services.

Central heating is employed in the offices, supplemented

by electric radiators. In the messroom. part of the cooking

is done electrically, a potato steamer proving most useful.

Fig. 11.—Gext Time Control Board.

trolling a group of 10 lamps in the immediate vicinity.

Xo other lamps are used, and, although the lighting con-

sumption is fairly heavy, the company considers the money
well spent. The lighting cables are run in screwed conduit.

The lamps are well seen in figs. 5 and 7.

The time-service system was supplied by Messrs. Gent
and Co., Ltd., and comprises an accurate transmitter con-

FiG. 13.

—

.Siemens Automatic Telephone E.xchanue.

trolling some 40 dials and GleJhill-Brook time recorders

distributed throughout the shops and offices. The main

board is shown in fig. 11: it carries the transmitter, two

programme ringers, two relays, and a warning bell, as well

as thebattery-charsingswitchgear. The programme ringers

each contain a large metal ring with a series of holes into

which pegs can be inserted, enabling any desired programme

of signals to be automatically given, which can be changed

at will. In this case bells in the-works are sounded twice

at five minutes to the hour of commencing work, and once at

Fig. 12.

—

Device Contboi.ling Time Kecorder.

as well as an electric oven, both of Messrs. Crompton's

make.

The offices are very handsomely constructed and equipped.

For the purpose of sorting and tabulating the shop time

cards, machines made by the British Tabulating Machine

Co. are used, which perform their work with extraordinary

speed and certainty, and save a vast amount of clerical

labour and mistakes.

That tl e interests of the work-

people are well looked after by the

company was obvious on evei'y hand.

The whole of the electrical and
mechanical equipment was desigoed

and carried out by the company's

own staff. The adoption of the

individual drive has proved wholly

satisfactory ; the cost of the in-

stallation, allowing for the reduced

cost of buildings, and the abolition

of shafting, is somewhat greater in

the first instance, but the advantages

gained far outweigh this drawback.

The failure of a motor affects only one

machine. When a machine stojjs,

the consumption of energy for it ceases

also, and the all-round saving of energy

due to this and to the absence of

friction losses in the line shafting is

remarkable. It is best illustrated by
the fact that .v/wrp Die adi'pfioti of
ilie indiridiKil drite, the fdant has

been doubled wilhout increasini/ the

lonsumption of energy. The use of

three-phase motors has also been justified by the results ;

even the smallest motors—down to h H-^— ^I's fed at

140 volts, and the number of breakdowns has been

trifiing.

In conclusion, we have to thank ilessrs. "\'auxhall

Motors, Ltd., for the opportunity of visiting this interesting

installaiion, which exemplifies the latest practice, andploto-
graphing their machines. We are especially indebted to

Mr. G. C. Jack, assistant works manager, for the courtesy

with which he conducted us over the works.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE WESTERN WAR ZONE.

By Major T. RICH, O.B.B.

Thk aiitlinr. having been rnnnertHii with the electrical

jiower side of military enj;iiieeiiiig (luring the last three

years, and having had opportunities of studying war
and pre-war methods of the French and Germans in

north-east France and Flanders, thinks that some ran-

dom notes might be of interest. The more the past is

discussed, its failures or successes, the greater the

chances for the f\iture, and with these views in mind
the following notes have been prepared. The work
done by the British Army will be noted from time to

time, but space does not allow of detailed particulars;

good work was done, largely in accordance with local

standards, in the face of great ditficulties and frequent

discouragements; we ''muddled through'" as in nearly

everything done in the war, but there is evidence that

the military "powers that be" now realise that elec-

tricity in warfare has come to stay.

In France, owing to legislation based on the desire

to assist rather than to obstruct, very great develop-

ment has taken place before and during the war, anil

although local conditions differ, and we have nothing

similar to the Prefectural system, there is no reason

why many of the features existing in France should

not be adopted in the United Kingdom ; the present

would seem to be an opportune time for the discussion

of such questions.

The author in preparing the following notes wishes

to acknowledge the assistance and large amount of in-

formation continuously given him in France by officers

of the Service Electrique of the French Army, and by
the officers of the Military Electric Liglit Companies,

and especially the late Col. Pierart. Major Redan, Capt.

Boulanger, and the managers of power companies av.d

others who freely gave particulars of their technical ex-

periences. The Service Electrique supplied the author

with a number of plans and photographs to assist in the

preparation of this article.

The war has brousrht many allied professional men
together, and it is to be hoped that practical steps will

be taken to keep alive the good feeling wliich esisteil

during the war lietween British and French electrical

men.
Electricity has become since the beginning of the

century a valualrle factor in warfare; tlie increase in

the use of scientific engines of offence, and methods of

defence, has led to its general employment.
France and Germany started the war with the great

advantage of national service, with the result that their

armies were at one with the people. As practically all

engineers and scientific men under such a regime had
to take i>art in some form of military training, the

liaison between the soldier, the engineer, and the scien-

tist was much closer than it has been, or probably can
be. with a professional army. A nation in arms gives

the army the first i)ick of engineers and electricians,

without the backstairs intrigue of local tribunals, an!
as all members of Parliament must have served in the

AiHiy. and have learned something at least of the ele-

ments of duty, it is ditficult for an}- trade union leaders

to get any trade made immtine from service; it was,

therefore, much easier for French and German Electri-

cal Com-panics to get the men they wanted than for us

to do so.

When the war broke out the Germans hacl aheaily

studied the problems of the use of electricity in the

war zone, and had detailed information ready regarding
the lighting and power systems in France and Belgium.

.\lthougli electric light work had been the subject of

detailed study by French military engineers before the

war. a definite electric power organisation was started

only about a year after the war began, but the elastic

organisation of the French army lent itself to rapid
development, and in a very short time 500 km. of h.t.

line were erected.

Electric light distribution, with the aid of cornpara

tively inexpensive expedients, is to be found in about

4,(101) communes in France and 12,000 communes in

Germany, and officers and men iii both these armies
were accustomed to see power lines along the high roads.

The necessity of providing the personnel for such work
was recognised, and regulations w'ere drawn up with

the approval of the general staff which made the opera-

tion and utilisation of such lines a possibility, even in

modern warfare.
.....

During the war the Germans probably erectea on tlie

West Front over 2.000 miles of h.t. line, of which
several hundred were at ."JO.OOtt or 4r>,000 volts; and
sufficient steel cross arms Wei'e found in stock at one

(jerman depot after the armistice for 500 miles of

45,000-volt line, and a large stock of heavy poles for

a similar length was being collected. French military

engineers put up well over 1.000 miles of h.t. line,

and were engaged in the erection of a line, largely with

Algerian rough labour, at DO.OOO volts. That is ti

say, the French and Germans combined put up probably

more overhead power line during the war than existed

before the war in most parts of the British Empire
(outside Canada) put together.

COXCESSIONS AND EfOUJ.ATIOXS IN FR\KCE.

In France it is recognised that if the supply of elec-

tricity in rural districts is to become an economic pos-

sibility, power lines must be built of an inexpensive

character, and the amount of apparatus cut down to

the absolute limit. In order to prevent or limit the

dangers of local blackmail, maximum payments to coin-

munes or other bodies are laid down, the fees diminish-

ing with the population, while the ultimate power of

veto practically remains with the Prefect.

The Government laws and regulations compared with

those in the British Isles are very fair, although some

American officers have considered them more .stringent

than those in some States of the U.S.A. The laws and
regulations do not have penalties on every page, in fact,

when looking through them, it is difficult to .find any.

The Government telegraph authorities ai'e comparatively

reasonable, and the railways have come to the conclusion

that H.T. crossings, when designed with common sense,

are not a continuous sovirce of danger. In many areas

even where steam is the. motive power, electricity has

become the poor man's light; the use of 110/190 volts

A.c. naturally tends to obviate the use of expensive

fittings and wiring, and fataliti&s at this voltage are sx-

{•eedingly rare.

It has at times been urgeil by those, whose sense )f

technical propriety is offended by inexpensive structures

or lines, that the climate of the Continent is much more
favourable to overhead distribution than that of the

United Kingdom ; but those who have spent several years

in the Dejiartments of the Nord or Pas de Calais agree

that there are storms as severe and snow as thick as any
experienced at home.

The regulations relating to electricity are formsd

after consultation with a permanent Government Elec-

trical Committee of 30 members; half of the number uie

profe.ssional and business rei)resentatives of the large

electrical industries, and the other members are co-opt—

1

from the Government Ministries of the Interior, Public

Works, Commerce and industry, Posts and Telegraphs,

War, and Agriculture. The rules are revised from time

to time to conform with the progress of technology and

business, therefore there is little danger of their becom-

ing a stumbling block to the development of electricity

supply. It is usual to get an electricity supply declared

a " Utilite Publique," whereby certain privileges of the

Public Works are enjoyed, and the planting of posts,

trimming of trees, attachment of conductors to houses

and other easements, can then be usuallv obtained with-
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out iiuich trouble or espense. TLo engineer of a large
power company told the author that he luid once oo-
tained coneessioiis in 15 loninuines after onlv a few days"
work. Owing to tlie earlier develojinii-nt of gas lighting
the law allow.s a nionojioly of illuniinatiou, but not for
power or lor industrial lighting of factories as an ad-
junct to the power supply. Electric light and power is,

therefore, usually in tiie hands of gas and electricity
companies. As a rule this fact does no't seem to have
checked the use of electri.ity very imii.1i, although .some
cases have occurred where the Geijoans connected a
town to power mains, and after the war the lines were
not repaired or lighting continued, because of the gas
luonopoly. Although France is a democratic country,
the local authorities are usually sufKciently intelligent
to understand that the development of electricity is of
public and national interest, and that for efficient work-
ing and development, especially in rural districts, it is
best to leave the business in the hands of experts, rather
than to allow .self-advertising tradesmen or " friends cf
the people ' to interfere in matters they do not under-
stand, taking a certain proportion of the receipts of the
companies, directly or indirectly, by way of octroi, w.iv-
leaves, and other forms of contribution. In Paris,
however, where the professional politician has perhaps
more scope, some of the electricity and traction com-
panies have been very badly treated.

There is always a tendency for people to think that
arrangements elsewhere are the best, especially when
faced with worrying opposition or formalities at home,
but as far as France is concerned "the proof of tlie

pudding is in the eating," and the very rapid develop-
ment of electric transmission during the three years
before the war, even in areas where tiiere is no exten-
sive water ])ower available, is proof that investors are
confident of having fair play, and " a run for their
money." This is a remarkable contrast to the treatment
of a large Scottish water power scheme during tlie war,
when a Bill was tlirown out mainly ])ecause there was
a danger tliat tlie jiromoters and owners might make
a profit out of their enterprise, despite the large amount
of labour likely to be employed.

Factory owners in a number of country districts
supply light and power to surronmling areas, the supply
being often facilitated by the initial suj)ply to the
houses of their employes; the cost of obtaining the con-
cessions is trifling in comjiarison with the geiieril
convenience to the neighbourhood, good liglttiiig being
naturally attractive to good workmen. In one place
visited a mill supplies several villages along about ten
miles of road from a 30-k\v. alternator, transmitting'
at 5,000 volts. In another case the owner of a water
mill obtained a conce.ssioTi as a liolibv fur his son, an<l
supplied a neighlmuring village from a turbine-clriv-i
alternator of 25 k.v.a. generating at ."i.OIK) volts, the
sole statf during the war being the proj.rietor, aged
about 70, and his wife.

Many peoj)le do not realise that in many ways the
Frenchman's metliods and laws are baseil on sound com-
mon sense. He wants to keep workpeople in the country
where they can have healthy surroundings, and not
fall so ready a prey to professional grievance-mongers
as if they were cooped up in large cities; he realises tlnit

a convenient supply of electricity is a most powerful
factor in this direction. In many parts of the north
of France village industries abouml, esi>ecially the mak-
ing of embroideries and such work, extra work lieing
done in the winter when there is less to be done in the
fields or small holdings ; in some villages or small towns
the horse power in small motors connected is astonish-
ing. When the (iermans ransacked the north they took
away with them niuch of the sTuall machinery in ordjr
to teach their own people, and rob F'rance of tlie trad->.

Wlien " Long Bertha " (named after Bertha Krupp)
began to bombard Paris, the process of removal of

several important factories and industries out of Paris
was accelerated, and a number of new factories sprang
up in the south and west, especially in the Seine Yallev.

The process of reinov:d to more healthy surroundings

was distinctly encouraged by the Government, and the
result of the bombardment may Iiave an important bear-
ing on the life of the future. It must be said that
since the war France has " found herself " as a manu-
facturing nation; the development of Lyons, t'leiiiion't-

Ferrand, and many other towns outside the daiigi-i' znne
has been astonishing, and there is little doubt that,

before long she will be able to replace or rival Germany
in the trade of the world in many items.

When the public roailway is used for erection of power
lines or roadside sub-stations, the following charges are
l)uid to the State, Department, or Connnune, for
'Houtes Nationales," dei>artniental, or conununal
routes respectively:—

Annual pa>'iiieuts.

Situation. Per km. line overhead
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THE LONDON FAIR AND MARKET.

The second annual Fair and Market organised by the

International Trade Exhibitions, I^td., was opened at the

Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, on'JIarch lOth. It

was the only trade fair of its kind held in this country that

was international in character, and at which were displayed

many and varied fancy goods, jewellery, and toys. The

public was not admitted, the fair being held for the trans-

action of strictly wholesale business. The exhibition closes

this evening.

The exhibits included goods contributed by Czecho-

slovak firms, and others came from France, Italy, Spain,

Holland, Japan, Canada, and the United States of America.

It was estimated that 70 per cent, of the exhibits were

British. (Joods were displayed on 421 stands, on some two

dozen of which electrical or allied manufactures were

shown. The stands devoted exclusively to exhibits of an

electrical nature were few in number.

Electrically-operated vacuum cleaners were shown on five stands,

beiner exhibited by the Electbic Appliances Co , Ltd., London ;

"Gem" Labour-Saving Device Co., Manchester: Hoover
Suction Sweeper Co.. U.S.A. and London ; Magic Appliances,

Ltd., London i and the Kex Import Co., Ltd., London.

The latter firm also exhibited a compact self-^eneratinof pocket

electric lamp, the dimensions of which were about I'.i in. by 3 in.

diameter. The lamp is held in one hand, while with the other a

rinff attached to a cord is pulled, thus operating: a ratchet and
revolving mag'uet mechanism, which generates the necessary power
to light the lamp. The cord, on being released, is automatically
re-wound ready for the next pull ; meanwhile, the lamp burns
steadily.

Another novelty shown by this firm was an electric hail -brush,

illustrated in figs. 1 and 2, which generates its own energy. The
'Rex" brush, which is no larger than an ordinary hair-brush, and
the metal bristles of which are carefully made so as not to irritate

the scalp, applies, it is claimed, a high-frequency current to the

Fig. 1.

—

Self-generating Electric Hair Brush, showing
how the Regulator is operated.

scalp and roots of the hair, giving a tonic and invigorative effect.

A siionge attachment is supplied with the brush to be used for
treatment of the skin, and for applying the current to different

parts of the body for the relief of pains. This sponge attachment
is an insulator when dry, but when slightly damjied it conducts the
current to the face or skin without the slightest burning or shock.
The operation of the brush is simple—a thumb pressure of a small,
conveniently-placed lever, as shown in fig. 1, being all that is

required to generate a continuous electric current ; the power of
which may be strengthened or weakened at will by adjusting the
regulator on the back of the brush, also shown in fig. 1. No
batteries are used in this brush ; a small dynamo on the

Fig. 2.—"Rex " Electric Hair Brush with back coveh
removed.

back of the brush, fig. 2, generates the power. It may
be worked at a speed as high as 10,000 r.p.m. The magneto
armature is wound with very fine wire having almost 1,000
ohms resistttiicr, und when the thumb lever is worked slowly, this
armature spins at the appiuxirnate rate of 3,0OU R.i'.M.

101e<trioallyo|>erated mechanical toys were on view on four
stands, and were shown by the following firms :

—

Me.«.sr.s. Rokert.><
AND Pitt, London, electrically-propelled boats ; Indian ani>

Colonial Supply Association, London, small motors and

generators, coils, lamps, bells, batteries, &c. ; Dubilieb Condenser
Co., Ltd., London, small motors and parts ; and the Gilbert A.C.

Co., U.S.A. and London, miniature chemical and electro-plating

outfits, together with manuals for ' magic ' performances with

the outfits, a complete outfit for teaching the fundamental prin-

ciples of static electricity and magnetism, parts for assembling

small motors, working miniature telephone and telegraph sets,

including a wireless set whereby messages may be sent and received

over short distances, dift'erent types of 110-volt motors, trans-

formers, switches, shocking machines, ic.

Some seven firms exhibited electric lamp fittings and shades as

under :

—

Messrs. Bulpitt & Sons, Ltd., Birmingham, aluminium

lanterns ; ALBERT Lee & Co., Ltd., London, electrical fittings,

glassware, silk shades and batteries : SlEssBS. A. A. Mackenzie,
Glasgow, agents for aluminium and brass candlesticks, mantle rod

brackets, kc. ; Messrs. Charles Sely. London, silk and painted

lamp shades and telephone covers ; Messrs. W. Soctter & Sons.

Ltd., Hockley. Birmingham, electric lamp fittings, floor and

reading lamps, kettles and stands, &c. : Messrs. Henry Wolff
and Co., London, linen, silk and cliintz lamp shades ; and the

Excelsior Shade Manufacturing Co., Nottingham, "Better-

way" silk lamp shades and metal bards, as illustrated in figs. 3

and -1. This is an effective and inexi>ensive attachment which is

Fig. 3. Fig. t.

"Betterway LA51P Shade and Band.

supplied with a ceiling plate and three chains, or with

scrolls, as shown in fig. 3, and a fixing disk which can lie

easily removed without detaching the lampholder. The band,

together with the loose wire ring for fixing, is illustrated in

fig. 4. The flounces are made of various materials, white lined,

and are of artistic shades and designs.

Messrs. Beatty Bros., Ltd., London, had on view a number of

washing machines and wringers, including an electrically-driven

model.

The British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd., London, showed a selection

of electric pocket, hand, cycle, inspection, and reading lamps,

signalling lamps, lanterns, and various types of dry cells, batteries,

and accumulators.

Messrs. Chollot, Paris and London, had a working exhibit of

powerful • Tenor " motor horns, and factory sirens of various sizes

and types both manually and electrically driven.

The Ebonestos Manufacturing Co.. London, showed a variety

of moulded articles suitable for motor-cai- lighting, medical appli-

ances, and all classes of electrical work.

Messrs. Hooper & Edman, Ltd., Birmingham, amongst other

exhibits, showed lamp.s, mirrors, aluminium ware, and electric

motor-car lighting sets.

The Northern Rubber Co., Ltd., Retford, Notts., showed all

kinds of mechanical rubbers, also asbestos and leatherite hose,

tubing, sheets, blocks, kc. and electrical gloves.

The Remoline Co., London, in addition to hardware, had on
view batteries for pocket lamps and other electrical goods.

Messrs. United Merchants, Ltd., London, exhibited, amongst
other things, " Majestic" electric radiators, which are made in one

pattern only, but can be supplied with either a single or double

coil . The radiators, circular in shape, are very portable, light in

weight, and the heat can be focused to any desired point,

Messrs. Siemens Brothers *: Co., Ltd., London,—This exhibit

comprised a large variety of fluid and dry cells and batteries, in

tile numerous sizes manufactured at the firm's Woolwich works,

and included l)atteries lor pocket lamps, torches, l>ells, telephones,

indicators, medical apparatus, electric clocks and time distributors,

laboratories, electrical testing, A:c. The proflaots shown on this

stand were very similar to those that were on view at the recent

Birmingham and Cry-slal Palace Exhibitions,

E
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BUSINESS NOTES.

ladustrial Council.—The following is a list of repre-

sentatives who will act on the employers' side of the Home
Counties (Xo. 'J Area) District Council :

—
Munhipal.—Messrs. .\lderman Wilkinson, Reieate (chairman):

Alderman Vauffhan. JIaidstone ; Councillor Radford, Southend :

Councillor Lejrir. J.P.. Reijjate ; Mr. R. N. Torpy, M.I.E.E.. Tun-
brid<re Wells ; Mr. R. W. L. Phillips. Bedford : Mr. C. A. Blascheck.

Canterbury.
Compani/.—Me.isrs. A. I. S. Baron (Frintonon-Sea and District

Co.); W. E. Brandreth (Wycombe (,Boroun:h) Electric Lijrht and
Power Co.) ; H. Leslie Dixon (Leatherhead and District Electricity

Co.) ; J. Eustace (Electric Supply Corporation. Ltd.. Chelmsford) ;

Arthur Grover (Hindhead Co.) ; T. Hesketh (Folkestone Co.)
;

G. W. Spencer Hawes (Readinpr Co.); A. J, Wray (Banbury Co.).

Secretary. T. W. Cole.

New Indian Electrical Companies.^Among the new
companies recently formed in India are the British India Electric

Construction Co.. Ltd., 103. CliTe Street; Calcutta, capital. 1,000,000

rupees, to caiTy on an electrical ensrineering business ; and the

Tata Electro-Chemical Co.. Xavassari Buildingrs. Hornby Road,
Bombay, capital, L',.'iOii,000 rnpees.

A Satisfied " Consumer,"—An electrical manufacturing
firm that has been advertising in our pag^es for considerably over

20 years, writes expressinfr appreciation of the value of our adver-

tising: space. In a recent issue the firm advertised a new type of

apparatus, and within seven days 27 inquiries and three firm orders

were received.

" Gentlemen, you may Smoke !"—Messrs. Dick, Kerk
AND Co., electrical engineers, have started a three months' experi-

ment at their Strand Road Works. Preston, in which from 10 to

10.15 a.m. and S to :!. 15 p m. the men will be allowed to smoke, on
the condition that they continue with their work. This concession

has been obtained by the shop stewards, who acted on the request of

the men.

A Swedish Boiler Cleaning Co.—The Elektriska Pann-
rensinps A. B.. of Gothenberfr, which has an ordinary share capital

of 100,(100 kroner, earned net profits of 92,300 kroner in 19111, and
intends to pay a dividend at the rate of 20 per cent. The patent
account has been entirely written off. the sum of 2.50,000 kroner
having been provided for this purpose last year.

The Swedish Allmanna Co.—A preliminary statement
issued by the managers of the Svenska Allmanna Elektriska A. B.

records net profits of about .'1,000,000 kroner for 1919. as compared
with 7.718,000 kroner in the preceding year. It is proposed to pay
a dividend of 10 per cent., this contrasting with 15 per cent, in

1918 and 20 per cent, in l:il7.

Norwegian Cable Works.—The A. S. Nordiska Kabel og
Traad Fabriker reports a surplus of 4,9K9.IJ00 kroner for 1919, and
a diridend at the rate of 25 per cent,

Catalogaes Wanted.—The Peto-Scoit Co., of 17, Frome
Road, Wood Green. London, N.. want catalogues, price-lists,

samples, ^^c. from manufacturers of accumulators, dry cells, small
motors, switches, small instruments, and miniature fittings.

Catalogues Wanted for Tanganyika.—The manager of

the Electric Light Works P.W.D. Tanganyika Territory. Dares-
Salaam. would be glad to have contractors' lists of electrical

supplies of all descriptions suitable for a i40)220-volt D.c. supply, as

the station is being rebuilt. The department is also supplying motors,
lamps, fans, and cooking apparatus, with easily renewable elements.

Catalogues Wanted for Cuba. — The Commercial
Secretary to H.M. Legation at Havana (Mr. Ci. T. Milne. O.B.E.). is

desirous of obtaining for filing in his office, catalogues, price

lists, &c., issued by I'nited Kingdom firms, who are accordingly
invited to forward copies of trade literature, to the Commercial
Secretary to H.M. Legation. Havana.

Tramcars Wanted for Denmark.—According to Press
reports from Copenhagen, the director of the street car system,
which is owned and operated by the municipality, announced a
short time ago that a number of new cars would be purchased in

the near future. The motors in many of the cars were in bad
condition and had been found to be too weak for the heavy traffic.

This necessitated the installation of new motors in many of the
old cars and the strengthening of many of the old motors. It was
also planned to install electric heating in the cars. Nearly
1,000.000 crowns were to be expended for these improvements.

New French Company.— La Bougie B.S., Socicte
Anonyme. is the style of a company formed at Courbevoie (3, Rue
Louis Ulbach) for the making and sale of igniters for explosion
motors, and more particularly the R.S. igniters patented in France.
The capital is 425.000 fr.

Lyons Fair.—At the spring meeting of the Lyons Fair,

held from March 1st— 15th, the class of electricity was absent.
It will, however, be iuelnded in the autumn meeting, and it is

stated that already 3,000 exhibitors have entered their names,
while 17 foreign countries, Allies or neutrals, will he repreaenti-d.

Correction.—In their advertisement on page xxvii in

our last issue, the City Electrical Co. quoted in error £81 as the
price of the 1-K^. direct-coupled seta. The figure should be £91.

Book Notices.—" Pitman's Technical Bookshelf," March,
1920. No. 2 (23 pp.). London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.—

A

general review of recently-published and forthcoming works of a
technical nature, dealing with practically all branches, including
wireless telegraphy, house lighting, textile weaving, A:c. The
notes form a complete guide as to the nature of each work,
enabling the reader to tell at a glance whether it meets his
requirements.
"The Amount of .Steam Used by Steam Jets" (14 pp.). By

D. Brownlie, B.Sc, >tc. Reprinted from Eniiineerini]. London
and Manchester : Brownlie & Green. Price Is. Cd. This is No. 3
of a series giving exact data on the running of steam-boiler plants.

" Talks with Workers on Wealth, Wages, and Production."
London

: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons. Price 2s. net.

Scientific Paper Xo. SUl of the U.S. Bureau of Standards.
'Magnetic Testing of Straight Rods in Intense Fields ' (.13 pp ).

Notes on the magnetic properties of ferro-magnttic materials.
Scientific Paper Xo. 368. " lonisation and Resonance Potentials
for Electrons in Vapours of Lead and Calcium" (.14 pp.). Copies
of these papers may be obtained from the Government Printing
Office, Washington. Price 5 cents each.

' Water Powers of British Columbia, " By A. V. White. Ottawa
(Can.ada) : Commission of Conservation.

The Practical Electrician's Pocket Book. " London : S. Rentell
and Co.. Ltd. 520 pp. and diary. Price 23. (id. net. The 1920
edition of this useful and comprehensive work has been carefully
revised and brought up to date with an addition of 40 pages. New
features are notes on electric welding, electric furnaces, meters,
^. The wiring tables have been rearranged in accordance with
the new specifications of the Engineering Standards Association.

Trade Announcements.—The Kla.\on Co., Ltd., and
their si.ster company, the 0. S. Speedometer Co., Ltd., trans-

ferred their heatl office to 38, Blandford Street, JIarylebone High
Street. London, W. 1. on 24th inst. The works remain at Landor
Street. Birmingham.

Me.«srs. Johxsox >t Phillips, Ltd.. have removed their Cardiff
branch address to 2A, Court Road, Cardiff. Telegraphic address
and telephone number unchanged.
On Tuesday hast. Messes, Berkeley .fc Yonxs, Ltd., ret'irned

to their old offices. Finsbury Court. Finsbury Pavement, E.G. 2
(which had been temporarily occupied by the (iovemment).
Their associated businesses, the New British Electric Supply Co,,

Ltd,, the Enclosed Motor Co.. Ltd.. and B. K. B. Electric Motors,
Ltd., have also returned to that .address.

Messrs, Chiswell & Cn. have returned to their former offices,

Imperial House. Kingsway, W.C. 2. after an absence of two years,
due to the requirements of the Air Ministry.

Mr. a. G. Smith has retired from the firm of A. G. & J. Smith,
electrical engineers and contractors, of 122, Titchfield Street,

Kilmarnock, and the business will be continued in his own name by
3Ir. Joseph Smith.
Mr. James Mercer has commenced business as an electrician at

44. East Trinity Road, Leith. in succession to Mr. F. C. Pentland.
Messrs. W. J. Attack ^t Soss have commenced business as elec-

trical engineers at Lewknor Lodge. 11, Ellington Road, Ramsgate.
Mr. a. Berkeley has removed from Xewhall Street to 111,

Granville Street. Birmingham.
Messrs. Ciirass Products. Ltd., have removed to 69. Victoria

Street. London, S.W. 1. Telephone number :
" Victoria 5419."

Me.ssrs. Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., have
appointed Messrs. Ingenieurs-Bureau, " Econoom," Zntpben,
Holland, as agents for the Wild-Barfield furnaces for the Nether-
lands and the Dutch East Indies.

The title of the Socirti' des Carberies Beiges, of Brussels, has
been changed to that of the Belgian Electric and Rubber Works.

The German Wire-drawing Industry.—The Economic
Iterieii: quotes a German paper, dated February 26th. to the effect

that at a meeting held in Hagen i,/\V. some hundred firms of wire

manufacturers decided to form an Association for safeguarding the

interests of the consumers of rolle«l and drawn wire.

Plant for Sale.— Clyde Navigation Trustees invite

offers for obsolete plant at Prince's Dock power station, consisting

of a Belliss compound engine coupled to a Silvertown 60-KW.
L'SO V. d,c, compound dynamo, and a Mirrlees, Watson engine with

dynamo of similar type and size, pipes, switchboards, kc.

Croydon Corporation Electricity Department has for disposal one
l.loO-B.H.P. Belliss k Morcom triple-expansion engine, coupled to

750-KW. English Electric alternator and exciter, one 450-B,H.P.

Belliss & Jlorcom tandem compound engine, coupled to G.E.C.

250-KW. alternator, surface condensing plant, and air and circu-

lating pumps. For particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Auction Sale.—The Assets Auctions Co., Ltd., will sell

by auction, on March 30th, at 119-21, Newington Causeway, S.E.,

the stock of an electrical contractor ; for particulars see our

advertisement pages to-day.

Translation of Catalogues.—H.M. Commercial Secretary

at Santiago, Chile, points out that several catalogues of British

manufactures and books of British indu.stries printed in the

Spanish language an>t sent to Chile have been translated into

incorrect Spanish. It is a pity that firms and trade associations

going to the expense of issuing publications in Spanish should try

to save a few pounds by employ ing cheap and inefficient trans-

lators,

—

Board of Trade Journal.
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Socials and Concerts.—An entertainment and dance,

orf^anised by the Ediswan (iirls' Musical Society, was held on
Friday and Saturday, March 12th and IHtb, at Ponders End, and
was larprely attended by employes of the Edison Swan Electric Co.,

Ltd., and their friends. The at'air was stasje managed by Mr. D.

Lishman, assisted by Mr. B. White, and the scenic effects and
lighting were very effective. The Committee responsible for the

arrangements consisted of Misses Jordan, E. Piggott, E. Smith,

F. Boydon, M. Almond, L. Wake, V. Briggs, N. Farrell, and Mrs.

Oldland. The Girls' Musical Society has only been in existence a

few months ; it is under the direction of Madame Carradine. One
of the chief items in the programme was a musical absurdity

entitled 'Everything Electrical." The instrumental music was
supplied by the '' Ediswan " Orchestra, under the leadership of Mr.
F. Dean. Miss E. Smith was accompanist.

A smoking cor.cert of the electrical trade in Warrington, was
held on Friday, March 12th, in the Pelican Hotel. Mr. F. V.,L.
Mathias, M.I.E.E., borough electrical engineer, presided over a

representative gathering, which included among the guests Jlr. W.
Shaw, chairman, Manchester Branch of the Electrical Contractors'

Association, and past president of the E.G.A. ; Mr. R. A. Irvine,

district secretary of the Electrical Trades Union ; Mr. Smith,
local chairman of the Electrical Trades Union ; and many others.

Mr. Shaw, in jiroposing the toast of the " Employes," stated that

in his long experience of the electrical trade, the gathering was
quite imique, and the first of its kind to be held in this country.

They had the supply authority, the contractor, and the Trade Union,
as a happy family for that evening at least. If similar gatherings
could only be organised throughout the country, many labour

disputes could be more amicably settled owing to the spirit of good
feeling which they must create. Mr. Smith, in replying, spoke of

the harmony that prevailed at the gathering, and of how much
they were indebted to Mr. Robertson, of Messrs. Harry Rogers, for

organising the evening, which could only bring benefit to the trade

in the district. Mr. Irvine proposed the toast of " The Employers."
He said that the time had come when employer and employe must
pull together, or this country would be left in the lurch. Mr.
C. J. B. Barlow, Warrington Electrical Co., Ltd., replied. Mr. J. B.

Robertson, who subsequently spoke, said that his idea in organising

the concert was the formation of a debating society on electrical

subjects in Warrington. The proposition was put to the meeting
and adopted, and a Committee was appointed to carry out arrange-
ments for the formation of such a society for next winter. Other
toasts followed.

A dramatic performance is taking place this week at the Metro-
politan-Vickers Club, Moss Road, Stretford, where the Metropolitan

-

yickers Dramatic Society are producing a musical comedy entitled

"The Squire and the Devil." The production is an entirely

original effort, that is to say, employes of the Metropolitan-Vickers

Co. are responsible for the libretto, lyrics, musical composition,
arrangement of dances, scenery, dresses, and lighting effects, besides

furnishing the dramatic and musical talent. Similar performances
have been given by the British Westinghouse Co. (to give the firm

its old title") employes for the past 10 years, though it is only
during the last three when the addition of the large new stage was
made to the Club Hall that they have been presented, in the com-
plete fashion of this latest performance. It would, therefore.

seem that this annual function is in a fair way to become an
institution. The parts of Squire and Devil are taken respectively

by A. Cecil Busby and H. Cranfield Matthias, the principal ladies'

parts being interpreted by Miss Mabel Winstanley and Kitty
Shute. Miss Doris M. Walker arranged the dances. The orchestra

was conducted by A. M. Parkinson, who also orchestrated the
music, which was composed by G. H. Rowlands, and Maurice Hird
wrote the lyrics and libretto, additional lyrics lieing written by
Alec. J. Crawford, who also took a part on the stage.

A new social club for the employ('3 of tlie Bradford Corporation
tramways department was opened on March 17th, at i, Leeds
Road, by the Lord Mayor of Bradford (Alderman Wm. Wade), Mr.
R. H. Wilkinson (tramways manager) presiding.

Electric Heating Plugs for Chicago.—According to a

report received from H.M. Consul-General at Chicago, a firm in

that city invites particulars of attachment plugs for electric

heating appliances ; many millions could be sold. The name and
address, &c., of the firm can be obtained, and samples seen, at

Room 49, at the Department of Overseas Trade, :!6, Old Queen
Street. S.W. 1. until April 7th, after which they will be available

for inspection in the provinces.

Payment by Resnlts.—A very important decision was
arrived at on Thursday, last week, at a conference of the National
Federation of General Workers, which has a membership of about
li million workers, a large proportion of whom are employed in

engineering workshops. The conference clecided to adopt theprinciple
of "payment by results" in the engineering and shipbuilding
industries. The engineering Unions are balloting on the same
question, l)ut their decision will not be known until the end of
April. Should this principle be generally adopted, a large increase
in output may safely be counted upon, together with a corres-

ponding increase in the wages earned by the employe's.

Mr. W. T. Kelly, of the Workers' Union, says that the question
of payment by results was considered from the point of view of
industry generally, and not merely a.s affecting the engineering
trades. The various Unions liad decided that payment by results

was a form of payment they could well agree with, and tliat the
safeguards they intended to attach to it—as in the engineering
trades—would enable the system to be brought into operation with
more beneficial results than the present time- rate method of
payment.—-Da/Zy Telegraph,

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Autojiatic and Electric
Furnaces, Ltd., 281-283, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. I. --An illustrated

leaflet showing two types of electric drying ovens.

The Klaxon Co., Ltd., 1, King Street, St. James's, S.W. -

Three priced and illustrated pamphlets dealing with " Klaxon
"

warning signals and motor horns.

The Greengate and Irwell Ruiiher Co.. Ltd.—A well-

produced catalogue (i-H pp.) of Association, non-Association, and
cab-tire sheathed rubber-insulated cables and wires.

Ponteleo Weldinu Patents. Ltd., 46, Constitution Hill.

Birmingham.—A list, illustrated by photographs, of electric spot
and butt welding machines, with reports on various tests carried
out by them.

MES.SRS. A. Reykolle & Co., Ltd., Hebburn-on-Tyne.—
Pamphlet No. 335, dealing with new horizontal telephone-cable
dividing boxes.

The General Electric Co., L'I'd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

B.C. 4.—Pamphlet K 2.2!»5, dealing with telephone brackets.

Sterling Telephone and Electric Co.. Ltd.. Telephone
House, 210-212. Tottenham Court Road, W. 1.—Bell Catalogue
No. 27(1 (24 pp.), a comprehensive list of bells and buzzers and
accessories, including accumulators, dry cells, indicators, &c.
Fully priced and illustrated.

Mr. C. F. Elwell, Craven House, Kingsway, W.C. 2.
—

" Con-
tinuous Wave Installations " (22 pp ). Prir tei on art paper and
profusely illustrated by photographs, this publication describes the
advantages of the Poulsen continuous-wave arc system of wireless
telegraphy, showing generators, controls, and instruments.
Incorporated in the volume is a data form for the use of prospective
clients.

Messrs. Ward ,t Goldstone, Ltd., Sampson Works. Salford,
Manchester.— Illustrated pamphlet dealing with the "T. R. S."
(tough rubber sheathed) wiring system, wires, and accessories. .

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Mazda House, 77.

Upper Thames Street, E.C. 4.—List No. 10,3M6b. A profusely
illustrated catalogue (30 pp.) showing the application of
" Mazdalux " metal reflectors to industrial lighting. Prices and
data are given.

Messrs. Drake & Gorham Wholesale, Ltd., 67, Long Acre,
W.C. 2.—Pamphlet No. 280. The "Hoadley" current limiter.
Priced and illustrated.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.

—

Telepho.s Domestio
AND Street Lighting Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for
reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. H. H. Foster 80,5/9,

Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C.

Trafford Power and Light Supply (1902), Ltd—Meeting
of creditors called for to-day at 60/62, Spring Gardens, Manchester.
Pollock & Macnab, Ltd.—Meeting April 23rd, to hear an

account of the winding-up.
QUAIN Electric Co., Ltd.—Mr. C. W. Rooke, of 2 and 3. Norfolk

Street, Strand, W.C. 2, has been appointed receiver and manager for
the debenture holders, under an order of the Court dated
March 12th.

D. 0. Williams & Co., electrical engineers and contractors. High
Street, Clydaoh-on-Tawe, Swansea Valley.—Messrs. H. D. Roberts,
B. H. Davies, and J. T. Davies, have dissolved partnership. Messrs.
B. H. and J. T. Davies will attend to debts and continue the
business.

The Electric and Engineering Specialities Co., electrical
manufactur.j.rs and factors. f9. Great George Street, Liverpool.

—

Mr. B. L. Myer and Mr. W. Eraser have dissolved partnership.
Debts will be attended to by Mr. T. E. A. Killip, of 21. Tempest
Hey, Liverpool.

Co-operative Shareholding in Engineering Trade.

—

The Joint Committee appointed to investigate the economic
relation of production to hours of work in the shipbuilding and
engineering industries has now been constituted. It was stated
last week that both the shipbuilding and engineering employers
were prepared to announce to their workmen, as soon as the Com-
mittee's decision on payment by results was made kndwn. a large
scheme of co-operative shareholdings.

—

Jlirmiigham Post.

Rotary Snap Switches.—In order to avoid confusion.
The Hart Mancfaitirini; Co., of Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., ask
us to announce that they have not appointed any company or firm
their agents ; and that the " Diamond H " switches and other
appliances are imported solely into England by their London office

at 7i; and 77, Rochester Row, Westminster, S.W. 1.

Sparking Plugs for .Japan.— official intimation has been
received in London concerning an immediate demand in Japan for
aero engine sparking plugs. They are required by a .lapanese com-
pany who are ImUding aero engines for the Japanese Government,
whose name and address may be obtained from the Department of
Over,seas Trade, 3.5. Old Queen Street, S.W. 1.

Apparatus Wanted for Hong-Kong.—The D.O.T. reports
tliat the following apparatus is retiuirml for the Royal Observatory
at Hong-Kong : Electrical clocks, magnetic, astronomical, meteo-
rological, and electrical apparatus. Catalogues with prices of such
apparatus should he sent to the Director, Royal Observatory, Hong-
Kong.

Patents and Designs Act, 1919.—The Board of Trade
has ordered that Sections 1 and 2 of the Patents and Designs Act,

1919, shall come into operation on .Vpril Ist, 1920,
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Electric Lamp Manufacturer: A Tribunal Decision.

—

;Tbo Manchester Munitions Tribunal has occupied two dnys
in an inquiiy wliether a firm nianulacturing miners' electric
lamps is entitled to employ female labour in the production
of certain parts. The Amalgamated Society of Engineers con-
tended that prior to the war the work was done by male
labour, and that women were introduced in 191G as an
emergency measure. By not reverting to the pre-war practice
the employers were infringing the Restoration of Pre-war
Practices Act. The employers urged that before 1915 or 1914
the manufacture of miners' electric lamps was practically in
the experimental stage in this country, the bulk of the
supplies coming from Germany. Efforts, more or less success-
ful, had been made to produce a British article, and though
male labour was employed during the experimental stage it

had become customary to have minor parts done by women.
The work was lai'gely of a repetition character, and analogous
to that done by women in the electrical fittings industry.
Mr. J. W. PI. Graham (chairman of the Tribunal) had the

assistance of two assessors, one of whom dissented from his
decision, which was given on March 19th. He said there
was very substantial evidence that women, although not
in large numbers, were engaged in Manchester, Birmingham,
and other places on similar work, which came within the
electrical branch of engineering. The society had failed o
establish any practice or custom not to employ women in the
manufaeture of the lamp. Apait from that he was of opinion
that in this case the making of miners' electric lamps must
be regaj-ded as a new industry.

German Commercial Propaganda.—H.M. Consul-( General

at New York says that Germany is making serious offoi-ts to
regain her foreign markets, as is sliown by the tremendous
advertising campaign being organised by the Eeichsverband
Deutscher Industrieller (Society of German Engineers).
The National Foreign 'Trade Council has received tlie infor-

mation that under the management of the " Ala " (Allge-
meine Anzeiger Gesellschaft m.b.H.), a notorious propaganda,
centre of German war industry, foreign countries are to be
flooded with German periodicals. A manufacturers' export
paper, pubhshed in four languages—German, English,
French, and Spanish—is now being published. Engineering
concerns are subscribing heavily to this enterprise in the
shape of advertising contracts, and prepaid .subscriptions
for a large foreign circulation during a period of five years,
rndividual firms like Krupp's have contracted to pay the fees
for over 3,000 free copies to be sent out regularly during that
period. Further, a combine or trust of the German industrial
Press is in the course of formation with a view to making
concerted efforts in the same direction.

The. " Ala " intends to e.stabli.sh officers in all foreign capitals

to act as advertising agencies and as distributing centres and
news gatherers for the Uber.seedienst (Overseas Service),
a large German agency for commercial news affiliated with
the " Ala." Tn the former capacity it is hoped to wield much
influence in the foreign Press and trade periodicals.

Copies of Ubersee-Post, published first in October, 1919,
to which this report probably refers, may be seen in the
Ubrarv of the Department of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen
Street, S.W. 1.

' Trade Opportunities in Mexico.— .\merican manufacturers
are hopeful of retaining the trade with Mexico which has
come to them as the result of European disability to compete.
They have been warned, however, to improve their methods
of packing, and be prepared to give quicker deliveries than
they have done of late. In reporting on the market for

electrical installations in the State of \'era Cruz, the American
Consul points out that tlie district is largely agricultural.

Conditions at present are not favourable to the development
of lighting plants or to the sale of electrical machinery for

manufacturing plants, &c. However, a few of the larger
and better protected sugar plantations are large users of
electrical inaterials, all such purchases being made, usually,
before the grinding season, which commences about the
middle of December. Catalogues and price lists should 'le

sent to the sugar planters. The literature should be in
English and Spanish, as many of these plantations are owned
by Americans and managed by natives, and the native
managers are frequently not familiar with the English lan-
guage. In Orizaba, State of Vera Cruz, where there is

considerable manufacturing, electric power is largely used

;

some of the factories generate their own electricity, as in
the case of the Oompania Industrial de Orizaba, S.A., which
has a model hydroelectric plant at the cascades of Rincon
Grande, near Orizaba, and another at the Cocolapam factory.
The power used is over 8,000 n.r.. and there are 1ft turbines

and four electric motors. T'nder more favourable conditions
there is every reason to expect an even larger use of elec-

tricity in the Orizaba neighbourhood, and an increased de-
mand for lighting plants in many of the smaller towns.
There is a good market for all kinds of modern electrical

material and household appliances, and during the long hot
f?eason, especially, for electric fans, of both overhead and desk
types, which are found in many homes and offices. .Although
the local people are somewhat slow to adopt modern inven-
tions, particularly in the home, there is an increasing interest

in electric irons, toasters, and ovens—the latter being especi-
ally de-sirable, as many of the best homes have only charcoal

braziers for cooking. When the political unrest subsides
there should be excellent scope for widening the sale of house
installation maUMial in Vera Cruz, Orizaba, and .Jalapa.

Tampico, Mexico, is considered by the American Consul
to offer good opportunities for the sale of small electrical
material. This is due to the general progress brought about
by the exploitation of the oil wells in the district, and in
particular to extension of building operations. The housing
problem has been one of the city's foremost concerns during
the past year, and naturally the question of fittings has
received attention. Electrical installatio'n, wiring fixtures,
electric pumps for supplying water, &c., have been factors
occasioning delay in toe fulfilment of building contracts.
Doubtless the placing of an agency in the hands of a con-
tracting engineer would result in the securing of much busi-
ness, particularly since the oU drilling appears to be forever
finding new locations, thereby necessitating new housing
construction and equipment.

Engineering Amalgamations and Specialisation. —
Speakmg at the recent annual meeting of Crossley Bros.,
Ltd., Mr. J. J. Carter, the managing director, regarded
arnalgamations in the engineering trade with favour. He
said it must be realised that, with constantly increasing costs
of production, the only way the progressive manufacturer
could exjwct to deserve a share of the world's markets was
to limit the range of manufactures and greatly to increase the
production of the reduced range of tyi^es. That was what
his firm was doing. Specialising in internal-combustion en-
gines ranging from 3 b.h.p. to several thousands of H.P., it

was impossible to build that enormous range in one factory

under economical conditions. They had, therefore, decided
to divide the range between the several works, and had
acquired the bu.siness of the Premier Gas Engine Co.. Ltd.,
Nottingham. At Nottingham it was the company's intention
to build engines from 3(X) to 3,000 b.h.p. Extensions of the
works were in hand which, when completed, would treble

the output of the Premier works. At the Openshaw works
engines with five sizes of cylinders would lie built instead
of 25 sizes, as was the case before the war, but the produc-
tion of tho.se five sizes alone would be at least double the
whole pre-war production. At the Erwood Par-k works, near
Stockport, engines from 3 to 30 b.h.p. v\ould be built on mafis
production lines.

—

Machinery Market.

Liverpool Dispute Settled.— Our correspondent writes :

" .\s foreshadowed in the last issue of the ELECTEtCAt, E'r-

viEW, the lock-out in the Liverpool electrical contracting
industry terminated last week, and on Thursday there was
a general return to work, on the mutual understanding that
there would be no victimisation on either side. Thus is

ended one of the most stubbornly-fought of recent dis-

IHites in the electrical trade, and reviewing the whole
circumstances, both before and since dj'astic action was
lesorted to, there cannot be much doubt in the assertion

that the employers have not emerged from the struggle with
flying colours. So far from this being the ca.se, by agreeing
to the intervention of a conciliator for an award on a wages
question, which first saw light of day when the lock-out had
1-ieen in progress six or seven weeks, they are obliged now
to pay increases in wages which total 6s. lOd. per week to
the electricians they employ. All that they have obtained
in return are a few modifications in rules, which might have
been obtained much sooner than they were, had the position

been clarified in the way that it eventually was by both
sides discussing their grievances at a round-table conference.
From what the writer has been able to gather, but for the
support given the Electrical Ti'ades Union members by their
nut.side branches, and other work on ships being opportunely
available, a much earlier return to work would have been
inevitable."

The settlement of the lock-out wae celebrated by a dinner
given at the Bee Hotel, Liverpool, which was attended by
both electrical contra<-tors and manufacturers. Mr. A. E.
Chesters presided.

Proix)sing "The Allied Electrical Trades," Mr. J. E. Lloyd
Barnes observed that if Labour could only be persuaded to
put its shoulder to the wlieel and give a fair return for the
wage now being paid, great progress would be made in the
industry. Too often employers had made the mistake of
leaving issues to be. decided in a haphazard manner. Mr.
G. A. Sutton, W'ho replied, observed that in the Ijiverpool
electrical industry there would never be such a ynnd under-
standing as now, and petty troubles between manufacturers
and contractors had been swept away. Greater prosperity
might be looked for in the Liverpool industry, said Mr. .1.

Dennis. Numerous developments were taking place, and
there was the probability of a large super-station being
erected in the Garston area-, in which case electricity would
in many cases super.sedc steam.
Mr. G. Barnes, replying to the toast " Our Guests,'-' made

reference to the formation of the Consultative Committee
of the Liverpool employers. The battledore and .shuttlecock
game which the trade unions were able to play on emplover?
was a very serious matter, and this could not be helloed
unless all employers were brought closer together. Befote
they could hope to stop the increasing wages, they'riiiist
fmd ways and moan.'; of decreasing the cost of living., ' -

•'""
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Alleged Profiteering in Lamps. — Our l.eeds cones-

pondent w lites :

'

' Interviews with members of various

branches of the clectricjl trade here ehcited a good deal of

opinion that the margin of profit on electric lamps has not

hi^n unreasonably large, in view of all the conditions of

production and distribution. The big i-iercentage of break-

ages has to be allowed for, and the trade generally appreciat'es

the custom of replacing defective lamps. A Leeds repre-

sentative of the associated producing undertakings mentioned
by the conmiittee report says none of the firms have ever

declared a dividend of more than 10 per cent., and he says

a comparison of lamp prices during the past '20 years shows
that there is no unjustified increase. He ix)ints out the great

cheapening of the various half-watt lamps in general house-

hold and commercial use, due to their manufacture in this

country now, as against their previous general importation.

Another trader said it was only fair to the British producers

to draw attention to their enterprise, which had captured

the lamp trade from the .\ustrians. On the other hand,
traders not associated with the activities of the Electric

Lamp Manufacturers' Association contend that the ' ring

has practised methods which had the object of crushing those

outside. One such trader, however, frankly admitted that

he did not believe the 'ring' had forced up prices in the

manner suggested in the refxjrt, and did not think traders

would ever be able to sell lamps at '2s., in view of the in-

creasing cost of labour, materials, and transport. All kinds
of manufacturing and distributing charges had advanced so

greatly that he could not think any producer could have made
an excessive fortune. This trader held that the Association

certainly had too umch control over the trade, and he blamed
the Board of Trade for having allowed it so long. The activi-

ties of the .Association had a tendency, in certain ways, to

the restriction of trade."

Overseas Touring Exhibitions.—As already announced
the Department of Overseas Trade is organising a number
of tourmg exhibitions of JBritish manufactured goods, which
will visit the principal commercial centres in the British

Dominions, South America, the Far East, and the United
States of America respectively. At present four touring
exhibitions are contemplated. The first, the preparations for

which are most advanced, will make a tour of the British

Dominions. It is anticipated that it wDl leave England m
June next, visiting the chief cities in South Africa, Australia,

New Zealand, and Canada, and retuiTiing about July, 1922.

The other three tours which are imder contemplation will

visit the principal commercial centres in South America, the

Far East, and the United States of America respectively. It

is estimated that the displays will be on view for about a

fortnight in each city. Ttie exhibits wOr be packed, carried,

and displayed in specially designed show cases and packing
cases, which will remain the property of the firms. The
scheme is self-supporting, and it is anticipated that on a
basis of 500 exhibitors each tour will cost from i200 to .£2-50

(excluding the cost of show and packing cases) per unit of

space. Firms may apply for a half unit, or for one or more
units, and there are five different types of show cases adapted
to the varying requirements of particular trades.

It is hoped that the three tours to foreign countries will

leave England during the last few months of this year. The
Far Eastern tour will include in its itinerary some of Fne
chief commercial centres in India, Siam, the Straits Settle-

ments, Dutch East Indies, China, and Japan, and possibly
Egypt, the complete journey occupying about two years. The
South American tour will leave the United Kingdom in the
late summer or early autumn, visiting probably Lima, San-
tiago, Buenos Aires, and Rio de Janeiro; and the U.S..\.

tour will go to New York. Philadelphia, Atlanta, St. Louis.
Chicago, and San Francisco. British firms who are interested

in any or all of these tours are advised to make early applica-

tion for an allotment of space, as the total number of units

in each tour will be limited to .500. For the Dominions tour
only applications received not later than March 31st can be
guaranteed consideration. A pamphlet containing full parti-

culars of the four tours, with provisional application forms for

spac-e units, may be obtained by interested firms from the
headquarters of the Department of Overseas Trade, 35^ Old
Queen Street. London, S.W.I, where specimens of the special

types of standard show ca.ses to be u.sed on the tours are on
view. Inquiries are invited from interested firms on any
specific points not dealt with in the pamphlet.

Help for Disabled Men. — Probably the longest
" honours list " that has ever been published is the recently
issued " King's National Roll," which gives the names of

about 10,000 employers who, up to the end of last year, had
undertaken to show their appreciation and gratitude to those
who were maimed in their country's service by giving them
employment.
The scheme, which is quite a simple matter of arrange-

ment between employers and the Labour Exchanges, has
met with marked success, and practically every branch of

industry and commerce is represented in the list. Although
the scheme applies to unskilled men, in the main, it is

hoped that employers will eventually train them to enable
them to be put on the same level of earning capacity as
their more fortunate brethren. It is to be remembered that

a great number of these disabled men joined the forces to

the detriment of their civil careers—training in many cases

being abruptly broken off, but there is no doubt that a little

care and consideration will help them to become useful
citizens, and, moreover, will make them feel that the country
they fought for has not forgotten its enormous debt to them.
Many big firms and municipal authorities have resolved that
contracts shall only be placed with people who have under-
taken this obligation, and although this will act as an incen-
tive to employers to enrol themselves under the scheme, it is

to be hoped that this will not become the main reason for

participation in the scheme.
The notes accompanying the list state that there are stiU

thousands of wounded men unable to find employment, and
so it is to be hoped that the scheme will be kept prominently
before the public until the great debt is settled.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aldershot.—Proposed E.xtexsions.—The Urban Dis-
trict Council has applied for a loan of £21,550 for additional plant
and extensions to the buildings at the electricity works.

Anstralla.—Government Supply Undertaking.—The
report upon the Western Australian Government's supply under-
taking for the year ended June aOth, luiii, records a net loss of
31:120. against a deficit of £5,250 for the previous period.

Barnes.—Extensions Appuoved.—The Urban District

Council has been informed by the Electricity Commissioners that it

can proceed to make contracts for generating plant, transformers,
converters, &c., needed for extensions at the electricity works. The
Council has decided to piy an extra £1 per year for each pabllo
electric lamp, making the cost £4 los., and to increase the supply
of electricity to Messrs. Watney, Combe. Reid ^: Co. from a
maximum of 300 KW. to 400 KW., with the right for the firm to

require a further supply of 400 KW.

Beckenhant.—Price Increase.—In order to recoup the
deficit resulting from the last nine months' working, the CoimcU is

increasing its charges to consumers as from April 1st. The price
for lighting is to be raised from Sd. to lOd. per unit, and for
heatiog from 2d. to 2id. Special contracts will probably ba
revised. The new charges are expected to increase the revenue by
£4,350.

Bo'ness.—Proposed Extensions.—The Town Council
is considering the need for further extension of the electricity

works, and the desirability of taking the management of the
undertaking into its own hands at the next determining period.

The capital sum borrowed up to the present is £4 9,000. An
expert is to be called in to report on the proposed extension.

Bexhill.—Cable Extension.—The electrical engineer's
scheme for the construction of new feeder cable contemplated the
carrying of the cable for some distance along the L B. and S.C.

R ill way embankment, thereby effecting a considerable saving in

expenditure as against completing the whole length by means of
highway excavation. The railway company will raise no objection,
subject to a satisfactory agreement being entered into, to the feeder
being laid along the railway line from the electricity works to
Sea Road Bridge only. The engineer has submitted a revised
estimate of ccst of extension covering this route, which amounts to

£4,600, and has been adopted.

Bradford.— Strike Threat.— Owing to one of the
employes at the Corporation electricity works refusing to join a

Trade Union, the remainder of the workmen sent in a strike notice

to take eiTect on Saturday, March 20th, but as the result of overtures

from the Corporation, it was decided to place the matter before a

joint consultative board of representatives of the Corporation and
the Trade Unions on the 22nd, and the threat to strike was
accordingly withdrawn.

Bristol. — Parliamentary Bill.— la view of the

establishment of the Electricity Commission and the opposition

encountered by the Corporation's Bill, it has been decided that, if

expedient, any or all of the electrical clauses shall be withdrawn.

Burnley.—Estimate.—The estimated profit on the elec-

tricity works for the year is £2,091, which is increased by £H."5

brought forward. It is proposed to transfer £2,000 to the rat<B.

and place il l,92il to reserve. Reserve and depreciation funds now
stand at £26,673.

Continental.—France.—The Energie de Seine-et-Yoiine

has applied for sanction to the erection of a 20,000-volt overhead

transmission line to supply power from Epicy to the pumpibg'

station of the Eaux de Sorqnes, belonging to the City of Paris.

The Conseil Gen(5ral du Bouches du Rhone has decided to

establish a hydroelectric station to generate power for public and
private lighting and electric traction. .\ concession is to be asked

for from the State of a waterfall on the Durance River, between

Cadenel and T'ertuis. Plans for the whole scheme are ip, cou^oiC
preparation.
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The Muuioipal Council of UsuiretPuy-do-Dome) has trauafeireil

the concession for the supply of electricity from the Compa^nie du
G»z d'lssoire to the Socii'to Hydro-electrique de Clermont.

The Societo des Forgea et Acii-ries Paul Girod, of Ugine, is

building a hydro-electric station at the Beaufort Fall, 270 metres

hijrh, on the Dorinet River. A second fall, 240 metres high, at

Belleville, will next be taken in hand.
Gas and electric li^rht have now to be shut off at 8 p.m. in all

shops at Lille, owing to the coal strike, and oaf^s and restaurants

must close at 9 p.m.

—

Paris Dnily Mail.

The " Super Central of Gennevilliers," outlined in the pro-

gramme of the Union d'Electriciti'-, which is in replacement of

the older works of the several Paris companies with which it has

amalgamated, will have a capacity of 200,000 KW., raised eventually

to 300.000 KW. The turbines, each of :i5,000 KW., are on order with

the Societe Alsacienne, Schneider & Escher-Wyas. One line, at

(iO.OOO volts, will be allocated to serve the Paris district, and several

important communities, such as Creil, Meaux, Mantes and Corbeil.

The Tnion will now be able to furnish, with the help of the

suburbiinsecteurs associated (Ouest-Lumiire. Est-Lumiere. Triphase,

Secteur de la Rive Gauche) 700.000,00(1 K\v. -hours per year. An
offshoot society, just constituted, is the Societe Hydro-Electrique

du Sud-Est.

The Chamber of Commerce of Nancy is making a comprehensive
study of a project for utili.sing the water power of the Rhine, by
which electric power could be generated and distributed throughout
the greater part of Eastern France.

—

Finnncier,

Italy.—Application has been made to the Ministry of Public

Works on behalf of the firm of Carls Mosca for a concession for a

hydro-electric scheme, estimated to cost 120,000,000 lire. The plans

propose the utilisation of the torrents of the Valcellina and of the

River Cellino, yielding an aggregate force of 41,087 H,P,, to be

employed in the electrochemical industry. Three falls are to be

worked, that of Lesis, 11>5 metres ; the Cellino, 134 metres, and
the Barcis, 103 metres.

The Societa per le Forze Idrauliche della Sila has under con-
sideration a number of mountain storage reservoirs for impound-
ing the waters of the rivers Arvo. AmpoUino, and Noto, capable of

generating together 150,000 KW. The electricity will be used not
onlyinCalabria.butin Puglie. Campania, andalso possibly so far off as

Sicily. One reservoir alone, now under construction, will have a
capacity of 61,000,000 cb. metres, drawn from the Ampollino.
The reservoir wall will have a height of 29 metres, and the plant
installed will develop 4!)6,t)()0 h.p.

Sweden.—The managers of the Stockholm Municipal Supply
Works state that, as a result of the increasing demand for energy,
it is necessary to make provision for the erection of new works,
and for this purpose they have entered into a provisional agreement
for the acquisition of all the shares in the A. B. Svarthalsforsen,
at the price of 2.250,000 kr. This company's waterfall, which is

situated between Hammarfossen and Stadsforsen, is 263 miles
distant from Stockholm, and is capable of yielding considerably
greater power than the Untra works, from which power is already
transmitted to the Stockholm works. It is calculated that the fall

will be able to deliver 60,000 H.P., and a pressure of 200.000 volts
will be inecessary for the transmission, as compared with 100,000
volts in the case of the Untra works. It is considered desirable,
however, for economic reasons, for a still larger quantity of energy
to be directly transmitted to Stockholm than that represented by
the capacity of the Svarthalsfors. and the question arises as to the
acquisition of other water powers for the possible further needs of
Stockholm. As as alternative, it is suggested that the municipal
authorities might co-operate in the transmission of power with
the State's hydro-electric works at Stadsforsen. or with the
Krangede works.

BELGinii.—A Royal Decree has recently been issued, under
which companies and firms holding concessions for the public
supply of electricity, are authorised to increase their charges to the
extent of 50 centimes per KW.-hour, so long as the advance does
not increase the charge to more than 1 fr. per KW.-hour. The
Decree supersedes any condition as to the price to be charged to
consumers that may have been agreed upon between the authority
or authorities, granting the concession and the concessionnaires.

Cnpar (Fife).—Town Lighting.—With regard to the
proposed installation of electrical plant for the town', the Fife
Electric Power Co. has pointed out that its powers to supply elec-
tricity in all parts of the county are still in force, and accordingly
the Council can only obtain powers by means of a special order by
the Electricity Commissioners. In view of this, the Council is

considering the question of taking a bulk supply from the Fife
Electric Power Co.

Dnblia.—Street Lighting.—In reply to a letter from
the Citizens' Association, the town clerk states that there has been
no appreciable saving consequent upon the Corporation's decision
to cut off all public lighting at 11.30 p.m., as the plant had to be
kept running as usual.

Dundee. — Lighting Charges. — The new flat-rate

proposals recently formulated by the electricity department are
meeting with great opposition from tradespeople. The new terms
are £1 per annum per lOO sq. ft. of space plus Jd. per unit plus
15 per cent., and are considered unnecessarily involved, and apt to
work unfairly.

Glasgow.— Sub-stations. — The Town Council has
received permission to erect sub-stations at Cathedral Street and
Mauldslie Street, Partlck.

Halifax.—Ui:rAiRs.—In consequence of repairs being

effected to the condensing plant at the electricity works, the

supply of electricity was cut off from daylight till 2 p.m. on

March 28th.

High Wycombe.— Proposed Price Increase.—The
Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd., is seeking to advance the price

of electricity for lighting as from the quarter ending .lune next to

lOd. per unit.

Hull.—Extensions. — Preliminary sanction has been
given to the Electricity Committee's scheme of extensions, which
involves an expenditure of £143,125. In his letter. Sir John Snell

said that he was prepared to advise the Corporation to let the

necessary and more urgent contracts, and he would advise the

Commissioners to sanction the proposed loan in due course. He
could not say whether it would be necessary to hold an inquiry,

but, owing to the isolation of Hull, it was not likely to be

affected by any district scheme for many years to come. The
Committee decided to proceed with the scheme as speedily

as possible. To meet the jiosition caused by the 10s. reduc-

tion in the price of coal, it was agreed, pending actual experience,

to make an allowance to consumers at the rate of 0'3d. per unit

sold, the same to be deducted in a lump sum at the end of the

March quarter, the allowance to be adjusted as deemed necessary,

from time to time.

Liverpool.—Issue of Stock.—Of the £4,000,000 being

raised by the creation of 6 per cent. City stock, £1,000,000 is

required for electrical developments and extensions, and £300,000
for the tramways.
Additions.—Arrangements have been made for contractors to

carry out building works, &c., at five power sub-stations.

London.—Hackney.— The Electricity Commissioners
have notified the London County Council that they raise no
objection to the sanctioning of a loan of £305.580 for electrical

extensions as they are of opinion that such extensions are necessary.

The London County Council concurs, but requires the Borough
Council to account for outstanding balances on loans raised for the

purchase of any of the present plant that may be displaced.

Lymington.—Pdblic Lighting.—The Town Council

has accepted the tender of the Electric Light Co. for public lighting

at £42fl per annum.

Stockton Heath.—Electricity Supply Unavailable.
—The Council has been informed that Warrington Town Council

is not in a position to supply electricity to the parish, as the

Warrington undertaking cannot meet the requirements of local

manufacturers.

Tnllamore.—Electricity Supply.—Prominent business

people are forming a company to provide electricity for power and
lighting for the town. The estimated cost of the project is

£12,000.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Year's Working.—A net loss of £4,04

G

was the result of the working of Western Australian tramways
during the year ended June 30th, 1919. This deficit, it is stated, is

due in the main to a strike which commenced on December 2l8t,

1918, and Wiis not settled vmtil February 7th, 1919, causing an
estimated loss to the system of £21,000. The inliuenza epidemic
was also responsible in part, the loss from this cause being £600.

Blackburn.— Lectures.— An interesting lecture was
given to the Corporation tramway employes on March 18th, by
Mr. W. Wiilets, armature winder to the department, on the
" Electrical Equipment of Tramoars.' He gave full details of the
many minor faults which could be rectified by the men themselves,

and fully explained the uses and abuses of the electric brake,

pointing out the damsige caused to the equipment by the frequent
use of this emergency brake. There were about 60 employes
present, also the manager, and other officials. Mr. Cowell, the
manager, in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer, pointed
out that if the men followed the instructions given by Mr.
Wiilets, a great saving would be brought about both in reducing
the quantity of energy consumed, and in lessening the expense of
repairs. The lecture was repeated on Thursday, the 25th, for the
benefit of those employes who were unable to attend owing to being
on duty. The management is also arranging for two lectures to

be given to the conductors by Chief Inspector Riley on '' How to

Become Efficient in your Duties."

Brazil.—Railway Electrification.—A contract haa
been concluded between the Cia. Paulista and the Empreza Elec-
trica de Jundiahy and the S. Paulo Electric, in connection with the
electrification of the lines of the Cia. Paulista. The value of the
contract is 3,025 contos, and its duration 10 years, renewable for a
further similar period. The minimum supply of electric power is

to be 8,400,000 KW,-hours, which may be raised to 20 million when
the company decides on the electrification of all its lines. The first

section to be converted is that between Jundiahy and Campinas.

—

Board of Trade Jmirnal.
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Bnrnley.—Estimated Loss.—There is not expected to

be any balance on the working of tramway department, either for
profit or renewals. The estimates for the coming year show a loss

of £3.417, without any provision for renewals, and a revision of

fares will have to be reconsidered at an early date.

Continental.—Aistria.—The Austrian State Railway
Administration has drawn up a five years' electrification programme,
for the realisation of which foreign capital will be enlisted.

According to the Netie Frfic Pr., the Steniach-Irdniug-Attnang-
Puchheim line is to be supplied with energy from the power station

of Stern and H.a3serl. in Gosau ; the Innsbruck-Bludenz line from a
power station in course of construction on the Spnllersee. The Ruetz
Works at Innsbruck, now supplying the Mittenwaldbahn, are to be

extended so as to supply the eastern portion of the Arlberg railway.
The Salzburg-Schwarzach-St. Veit line is the next one to be dealt

with, and a power station of its own will be erected in the
Stnppachtal. Experts at present are engaged in discussing ways
and means for this scheme, and in determining financial prelimi-

naries.

—

Ei-Linumic Hfricw.

Sweden.—The Neirvik RaUway, which carries iron ore from
Sweden to the ice-free harbour in Xorway for transhipment to

England, has been electrically worked for some years on the
Swedish side—that is, from the ore deposits to the Norwegian
t)order. Electrification of the line from Lulea to Xarvik is, how-
ever, in progress, and it is expected that the line will he completely
electrified by the commencement of 1922. A farther portion of

the Swedish line as far as Gallivara will be ready by the end of
the current year, but further extensions, requiring about .t;i50,000.

are awaiting the sanction of the Swedish Parliament. The
Norwegian portion is expected to be fully electrified by the end of
l:i21.— /ni« ,iml Coal Trader Reiiew.

The Railway Administration in Sweden has handed the Govern-
ment its estimates and plans for the electrification of the Swedish
railways. The Stockholm-Gothenburg Railway will be first taken
in hand, and its electrification is expected to cost Kr. (l.i mill. The
electric power will be obtained from the Trollhiittan and Matala
falls ; the Jaema-Xorkopping and the Pattemholm-JIalmii lines

are also to be electrified.

—

E'liinniiiic lieriew.

Fkaxce.—An extension of the departmental railways is contem-
plated by the Conseil General of the Bouches du Rhone. It is

proposed to build a new line to link Salon with Marseilles, passing
through Roquefavour. Le Realtor. Peuvps, Saint-Antoine and
Aygalades. Avignon will ba linked with Chateaurenard-Provence
and Eyguiures with Orgon. The line will be electrically worked.
and the power supplied by the central station at Meyrargues, on
the River Durance.

Italy.—A scheme, mooted at the beginning of the war. for an
electric tramway network to open up the valley of the Cesano has
been revived and extended by Signor Romano .Andreoli, who has
applied for a concession. The new line proposes to start from the
Adriatic coast at the mouth of the Marotta and run as far i s the
oity of Pergola, continuing thence to Fabriano-Urbino. A branch
is to be built out to the sulphur mines at Bellisio, and another
along the coagt as far as Fano and Senigallia.

Glasgow.—Employes' Dkputation.—A deputation of

the National Amalgamated Workers' Union (M.E.A.) was recently

received by the Tramway Committee. The object of the deputation
was to urge the Council to find other employment for motormen
and conductors who had been certified as medically unfit for their

duties. The manager stated that only 20 out of a total of 1,423

men examined had proved physically unfit, and an endeavour was
being made to provide them with suitable employment in the
department. The deputation urged, in addition, that previous

service should be taken into account when these men were placed

in new positions.

Leeds.—Proposed Fare Increase.—The Tramways
Committee has recommended the adoption of the full statutory

limit of Id. per mile. One mile-stages will be charged for at the

present rate, there will be a id. increase for 2 and S milei. Id. on
4 miles, and lid. on li.

London.—Accidents.— Official figures published this

week show that nearly 60 persons were killed or injured in the

London streets every day during the past year. The actual figures

for the Metropolitan Police District were :—Killed 687, injured

18.998, a total of 19,iJ8."i. The casualties were caused as follows :

—

Tramcars, killed 41, injured 2,906 : omnibuses, killed 136, injure<l

1,9.53 ; other vehicles, killed .'>10, injured 14,139.

Milnrow.—Suogested Railway Electrification.—
The District Council has been in communication with the Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire Railw.iy Co,, suggesting the advisability of

extending the electrification of the line from JIanchester to Oldham
and Shaw onward to Rochdale. The company has replied that the
suggestion is being considered.

New Zealand.—Tramway E.ktensions.—The Depart-
ment of Overseas Trade states that the following loan proposal has
been carried :—Wanganui ; £140.000 for tramways, plant, and
extensions Particulars regarding this loan, and the sums allocated,

are as follows :—For extension to the existing tramway. .*:30,310 ;

for construction and erection of buildings and sheds, alterations

and improvements to existing buildings, supplying machinery, plant,

tools, apparatus, and appliances for generating power by steam,

hydro-electric, gas or other approved motive power in connection
with the tramways, and the supply of electric power and light to

private consumers. £56,053 ; for constructing, providing, and
supplying electric tramcars, trailer-cars, trucks, motors, equip-

ment, and appliances, £19,."«5I ; for constructing, making, supplying
and providing poles, cables, sub-stations, transformers, meters, and
all other material, planter appliances necessary, £28,080. Tenders
will be called for the supply and erection of all machinery and
plant, and for the materials necessary for the track and overhead
equipment. Orders have already been placed for car and trailer

bodies and the necessary equipment.

Pontypridd.—Accident.— Several persons were injured
through the overturning of a car after a backward run of half-a-

mile down a steep incline. Three vehicles were collided with during
the run.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Austria.—It is proposed to double the postal, telegraph.
and telephone rates.

Belgian Congo.—There is a complete system of wireless
telegraphy lietween Banana and the coast, and between Boma.
Kinshasa. CoquUhatville, Basankusu. Umangi. Basoko, Stanley-
ville, Kindu, Kongolo, Albertville, Kikondja, Elizabethville.

Lusambo, and Kilo. It is proposed to construct an inter-

continental station to connect the Colony with Belgium, and to

strengthen the stations at Benna, Coquithatville. and Elizabeth-
ville,

—

Board of Trade Journal.

Continental Telephone Charges.

—

The Postmaster-
General gives notice that from March 22nd the charges for tele-

phonic communication between the United Kingdom and France.
and between England and Wales and Belgium, have been fixed

according to a schedule in the London Gazette of March 19th, and
now vary from 6s. to 12s. lOd. for a three-minute conversation with
France according to the zone in which the call originates. The
charges for calls between 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. are three-fifths of the
charges during the day time. The charge for a three-minute con-

versation with Belgium is Ss. In the case of a call to or from a

call office, a fee of 6d. for a period of three minutes, and Is. for

six minutes is payable, in addition to the above charges.

Finland.—The receipts of the Finnish Telegraph Office

in r.il9 amounted to F.Mk. 10,511M64. and the expenses to

F.Mk. 6, 517, l-^l. giving a surplus of F.Mk,4.001,983. The number
of foreign telegrams dealt with was 739,ii04. as against 231.423 in

the previous year. Corresponding figures for internal telegrams
are 325,825 and 253,490 respectively. According to rnxi Siiomi, a

project is on foot for inter-State telephone connection between
Finland and Sweden. It is suggested that a line should be opened
between Uleaborg and Torneaa.

—

Eeonomio Rfrii'jo.

Naval Wireless Stations.

—

The Admiralty announces
that officers in charge of tropical wireless stations will be appointed
normally for a period of one year, and those in charge of non-
tropical stations for two years. Officers appointed in charge of

stations coming under either category will be allowed the option of

an extension of their appointment up to a maximum of three

years. An appointment of two years' duration entitles its holder

to repayment of half the cost of passage of his wife and family, but
the privilege of free passages for wives and families is restricted to

officers holding appointments the duration of which is five years

or upwards. In the new Navy Estimates, under the Works Vote, a
sum of £12.400 is taken for the provision of living accommodation
at the wireless stations at Bathurst (West Africa). Demerara. and
Jamaica. The new quarters for the staff at the first-named station

will cost altogether £16.800, of which £7.400 remains to be voted

in future years.

—

The Times.

Restoration of Cables.—It was decided in July last to

re-open telegraphic communication with Germany, and the new
cable ship Monarch started repair work in the North Sea on the

Bacton-Borkum cables during the early part of August. Faults
were cleared on Baoton No. 1 cable, and working commenced on
August 23rd. The Monarch commenced the repair of BactonNo. 2

cable early in September, and on the Mundesley-Nordemey cable in

the middle of the same month. The repair of these three cables

has provided 11 workable wires to Germany. One conductor in

Bacton No, 2 cable, however, is faulty and unworkable ; and two of

those in Bacton No. I are also faulty, though workable with
simplex Hughes apparatus. There thus remain for repair, when
other work permits, the following Anglo-German cables :—Bacton-
Borkum No. 3, Lowestoft -Norderney, and Lowestoft-Borkum, each
of which has four conductors. During the war the repe.iter station

at North Walsham had been dismantled of all repeating apparatus
for use in other spheres ; it was decided at the end of July to

re-equip the station on the pre-war basis, and the station was ready
for work in time for the re-opening of telegraphic communication
with Germany. It was found necessary to replace several of the

secondary cells, and some of the wiring had also to be renewed.

but, on the whole, the condition of the equipment that had been

left in xiti' was good,

—

T. ami T. Age.

Sweden.

—

The Swedish Telegraph Administration has

placed before the Government a scheme for the establishment of a

large wireless station for communication with the United States.

It is considered that the existing station at Karlsborg cannot b«>

extended so as to deal with American messages, and it is. therefore,

suggested that a new station should be erected near Falkenberg,
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with masts 200 metres liijih, of a, oiipacity of from :H)0 to 100 k w.,

and II wave len^'th of 17,000 metres. The cxpsnditurc is estimated

at 10,000,000 kr. and the anrmal working: expenses at 8."i0,()00kr.,

and it would be possilile to complete the work early in 192:i.

It is rejorted from Stockliolm that the State telegraph autho-

rities have tested a Swedish invention which is claimed to enable

wireless messages to be kept secret. The device is said to consist

in the use of '' a kind of electrical vibrator."

Telephone Delays.—Mr. Illiuo;worth, replying to ques-

tions in the IIon5e of Commons, last week, stated that the number
of applications received for telephones from .January 1st, 191!i, to

.January 1st, Ilt20, was approximately !t4,300; the number of new
installations completed, excluding those for Government Depart-

ments, was (>l.li87. The total number of telephone intruments

provided in these new installations and in extensions of existintr

installations was l(i3,(iS6. The delay in providinjr telephone

circuits in certain districts was generally due to shortage of spare

wires in the underground calilea or want of accommodation for

additional circuits on the exchange switchboards, and to difficulty

in obtaining from contractors an adequate supply of manufactured
material, including underground pipes, switchboards, and other

l)lant. There were a large number of contractors for various

classes of telephone equipment : any firm might compete on

furnishing satisfactory evidence of ability to meet Post Office

requirements. As a general rule tenders would not be invited from
manufacturers outside the United Kingdom. Of 27,5-17 instru-

ments recovered from Government Departments, it was not possible

to say how many were included in the 103, ('iS6 telephones installed

for private subscribers. The instrument was only a relatively

small part of the apparatus required to give teleplionic service.

Telephone Exchanges.—Two new teleplione exchanges

—Broadway and Latchmere—have recently been put into

operation, and others will shortly be added. These two are

extensions of the Stratford and Battersea exchanges, and were
installed to relieve the pressure in those districts. Four new tele-

phone exchanges will be set up at the Tower, Hoi born (the old

Inns of Court Hotel ), Marylebone, and Clerkenwell. Alterations

and extensions are also contemplated at Erith, Esher, Harrow,
Redhill. Sidcup, and Woodford. In addition, a new exchange, to

be known as the Toll Exchange, is to be opened in the City, and
will deal solely with short -distance trunk calls, up to about

50 miles.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
( T!i0 date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicate!

the issue of the Elbctbical Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Melbourne.—April Ii'th. City Council.

Two 2,000-KW. rotai-y converters ; H.T. switchgear, 6,600 v. ; D.c.

switchgear, 600 v, (January 30th.)

Bacup.—March 27th. Electricity Department. Annual
contracts, including cables, fuses, lamps, meters, &c. (March
mth.)

Bedford. — March 31st. Electricity Department.
Twelve months' supply of electricity meters and h.t. and l t.

cables. (March 5th.)

Bedwellty.— April 12th. Urban District Council.
Electric wiring, fittings, &c„ at Pengam and Aberbargoed. (See
this issue,)

Belgium.—April 7th. The municipal authorities of

Ixelles, Brussels. Supply of a quantity of armoured cable for
low-tension distribution mains. Specifications may be obtained
from the Maison Communale, Ixelles, for two francs.

April 6th. Municipal authorities of Chasaepierre (Province of
Luxenbourg). Tenders for a central electric lighting station in

the town.

Bradford.—Board of Guardians. Installation of a tele-

phonic system at St. Lukes Hospital, and extension of electric
lighting system at Bowling Park Institution. Mr. F. Holland,
engineer, 22, Manor Row.

Canterbury.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One
1,000-KW. three-phase turbo-alternator, surface condensing plant,
two rotary converters, superheater, i;c. (See this issue.)

Durham.—Board o£ (iuardians. Installation of electric

lighting at the Workhouse. The Clerk.

Eastbourne.— April IC.th. I'llectricity Department.
Supply and erection of one water cooling tower. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—March 29th. Electricity Bupply Depart-
ment. Condensing plant for Portobello station. Specification

No. 23. (February 27th.)

Great Yarmouth.—April li;th. Electricity Department.
One 2,000-KW, turbo-alternator, one 750-KW. rotary converter and
transformer, and one 750-KW. frequency changer. (March 19th.)

Leith.—ToAvn Council. ]\Iaterinls for the year, from
May )6th, including overhead, electrical and car fittings, and insu-

lated wire, &.C. Mr. J. A. Greig, Town Clerk.

Lincoln. April stli. Kiectricity Department. I'ipe-

work, and motor-generator and switchgear for St. Swithin's power
station. (March 5th.)

Limerick.—March 81st. Electricity Department. General

stores, cable, meters, lamps and accessories. (See this issue.)

London.—Shoreditch.— ?jlectricity Supply Department,
Wiiter-tube boiler, 5,000-KW. turbo-alternator, e.h.t. and D.c.

switchgear. (March 19th.)

Hammeks.mith.—March Slst. Electricity Department. E.H.T.

H.T. and h."[. cables, 3J-in. and 4-in. conduit, e.h.t. and h.t.

switchgear, static transformers. (See this issue.)

Margate.— .\pril l.'ith. Town Council. Electric light

installation, pavilion and winter gardens. iMr. .(. E. Saxby, Manager.

Newport (Mon.).—Jlarch 27tli. Tramways Department.
Tramway bodies, trucks, electrical equipment. Mr. A. Nichols

Moore. Borough Electrical and Tramways Engineer, Town Hall.

Peterborough.— Electricity Department. 1,000-k\v.

turbo-alternator with condenser and pipe work, switchgear, 500-KW.
rotary converter, superheaters, induced draught fan, two sets

forced draught furnaces, foundations and builders' work, and H.T.

cables. (M.arch 19th.)

South Africa.—April 2-1 th. Oudtshoom Municipality.
Time for receipt of tenders extended from March 24th to April 24th.

Spain.—Municipal authorities of Lora del Rio (Province

of Seville). Tenders for the concession for the electric lighting of

the town during a period of 20 years.

CLOSED.
Aldershot.—Urban District Council :

—

Boilers for the electricity works.—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., i3,196,

Belgium,—The municipal authority of Coiickelaere has
placed a contract with the Anglo-Belgium Co., of Ghent, and the
Societi Electricite et Mecanique, of Brussels, for plant for an oil

engine-driven central electricity generating station, the first named
concern supplying the engines, and the Brussels Co, the electrical

plant.

Glasgow.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Bnice Peebles A Co., Ltd.—Four 6,500-vo!t, 1,600-kw, rotary converters,
with transformers, i'36,400.

Metropolitan-Vicker5ElectricalCo.,Ltd.—Three 20,000-volt,l,500-KW. rotary
converters, with transformers, £29,310; and one 6,500-volt, 600-k\v.
rotary converter, with transformer, £3,790,

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.—One 20,000-volt, 1,500-kw. rotary con-
verter, with transformer, £3,750,

The Committee has accepted the offer of the Corporation of

Alloa, for the purchase of second-hand plant, at the Partick
Electricity Works, consisting of boilers, engines, converters. &c.. at
i: 20,000.

Town CouncQ. Accepted :

—

50 pressed-steel gear cases.—Wm, Little .S; Sont,.
Forgings for oar trucks.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Trollej cable.—B. I. & Hclsby Cables, Ltd.

Government Contracts.—The following (rovernment con-
tracts have been placed during February, 1 920 :

—

Admiraltt (Contract and Purchase Department).

.Armature drying plant.—Manlove & Alliott.

Centrifugal circulating pump.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.
Electric crane.—Cowans, Sheldon & Co., Ltd.
Conversion of steam crane.—Ransomes & Rapier, Ltd.
Electric lighting.—Foot & Milner.
Electrical boxes, &c.—Basebe, Sadler & Co., Ltd.; Hawkers, Ltd.
Blast fans.—Jas. Keith & Blackman Co.
Generator and switchboard.—The British Electric Plant Co.
Gas-filled lamps.—General Electric Co., Ltd.; Siemens Bros. Dynamo

Works, Ltd.

Motor and control gear .^Electromotors, Ltd.

Motor generator set and switchgear.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co.,
Ltd.

Reconstruction of motor.—British Electric Plant Co., Ltd.
Underground cables and electric lighting.—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
Motor-driven sewage pumps.—Pulsometer Engineering Co., Ltd

Ministry of MuNmoNs.
Electric storage battery.—Chloride Electrical Storage, Ltd.
Generators.—Eastgate Meller, Ltd.; Leading Light S\ndicate, Ltd.
Insulators.—G.E. Co., Lid.; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Telephones.—G.E. Co., Ltd.

Post Office.

Protective apparatus.—Phccnis Telephone & Electric Works, Ltd.; Siemens
Bros. & Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Telegraph apparatus.—Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;

B.L & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Telephone apparatus.—Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

;

British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.; International Electric

Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co.,

Ltd.; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

Lamp caps.—C. A. Apperley.

Casing and cover.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Insulator cloths.—Thomas lirigg (London), Ltd.

Cords for telephones.-London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths. Ltd.; Phoenix
Telephone & Electric Works, Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Earthenware ducts.—Doulton Si Co.. Ltd.; Stanley Bros., Ltd
Insulators.—Tavlor, Tunnlclifle & Co., Ltd.

Insulating tape'.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Telephones.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Troughing.—Doulton & Co., Ltd.

Copper enamelled and silk covered wire.—Concordia Electric Wire Co.,

Ltd.
Switchboard wire.—London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.

Accumulators.—Tower, Bishopsgate, Manlibone and Holborn Relief Es-

changes.—D. P. Battery Co., Ltd.
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Udjiog conduits.—Vilj- ol l-piiiUm, WcstniinMei and Chelsea; J. Mf» !• en

& Co., Ltd." Sllep'ne}-, «.c. : Foot & Milne. Ltd. Hammersmiih :

-Laing & Co. Willesden, !fcc. : O. C. Summers. Hornsey, &c. : U. C
b>ummers. Fulham, 3attersea, Wandsworth and Mertun : Lain^ \
Co. Maidenhead : J. A. Ewart, Ltd. Clerkenwell area : J. Mowleiu
& Co. Maryhill : Ureig i .Matthews. Hej'wood-Middleton : A. Arnii-
slead. Blackwall Lane: O. C. Summers. Cuckmere-Eastbourne : V\ .

Uobson. Bcxiej Heath: J. Mowiem & Co., Ltd. Wimbledon-Ejrl.s-
litld: J. .Mowlem & Co., Ltd.

Motor.driven compressor plants.—Lealleld and Cairo Wireless Stations :

Reavell & Co., Ltd.
I elephone exchange equipment.—Hornsey ; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Leith : Western Electric Co., Ltd. Hurley ; Siemens Bros. &' Co..
Ltd. Glasgow (SouthJ ; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

India Offjcb (Siokes Department).

.Armatures.—<jreenwood & Batiey, Ltd.
Low-resistance cells.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
-Motor converters.—Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.
Electrolytic copper.—Elder Smith & Co.
Carbon cups, &iC.—Peel Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.
Cell elements.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Induction motor.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
.Motors and control panels.—Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd.
Tumping machinery.—Worthington-Simpson, Ltd.
Copper wire.—T. Bolton & Sons; Cullender's Cable & Construction Co.,

Ltd.; Elliotts Metal Co.; R. Johnson Si Nephew; Shropshire Iron Co.;
r. Smith & Co.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Telephone cables.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Lu:t cells (parts for).—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.
Insulators.—Tavlor, Tunnicliffe & Co., Ltd.

Insulator spindles, &c.—Bayliss. Jones & Bayliss, Ltd.
Telegraph instruments.—^Elliott Bros. (London), Ltd.; Automatic li-le-

phone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Telegraph line material.—Siemens Bros. & C«., Ltd.
Telephones, ic-Briush L..M. Ericsson Manufacturing C»., Ltd.; lient

& Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Wireless apparatus.—Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering services.—Electric passenger lift, Manchester Pensions

Oflices : Marryatt & Scott, Ltd.

Lanarkshire.—With reference to the notice appearing

untJer this heading: in our last issue, Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,

inform ns that they have not offered to supply an imported

meter.

London.—L.C.C. The Highways Committee recommends
that it be authorised, during the Easter recess, 1920, to open any
tenders involving capital expenditure over £1.000, which maybe
received for the supply of materials, ice, and for the execution of

work included in the order of reference to the Committee.

Battebsea.— Electricity Undertaking Committee. Recom-
mended :

—

Fan for the upper rotary room at the generating station, £90.—Sturtevant
Engineering Co., Ltd.

5,000-K\v. turbo.altemator and Mirrlees condenser, £35,335.—Praser and
Chalmers Engineering Co., Ltd.

Hackney.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Extension and completion of the sub.station at Northwold Road :

—

L. H. & B. Roberts £4,421 ireeom.i
Stapleton & Sons .. .. .. 4,4y0
Marrable Bros 4,6J0
W. Shurmur & Sons 5,463

Barrett & Power 6,632

Supply of K.H.T. cables in connection with the extension scheme adopted
January 23th last.—B. I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

HalL—Electricity Committee :

—

Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd. £17,734.—New condensing plant.
Stirling Boiler Co., £15, HO.—Two new boilers.

Appointments Vacant.—Cable jointer (8Hs. 4d.), for the
Tynemouth Cor])oration Elt<;tricity Department ; E.H.T. plumber
jointer C878. lid.) ; meter superintendent, for the Borough of
Tunbridge Wells Electricity Works ; electrical engineer, for the
installation and inspection of consumers' meters (Rs. 5-10 per
month)

: electrical engineer, for the position of deputy engi-
neering agent (,Rs. 1.250 month), for the Calcutta Electric Supply
Torporation, Ltd. ; charge engineer (88s.), for the Dewsbury
Corporation Electricity and Tramways Department ; boiler house
superintendent C£400), for the Bristol Corporation Electricity
Department

; telegraph inspectors (£200 + £65) for the Tan-
ganyika Territory Posts and Telegraph Department. See our
advertisement pages today.

Glass Mannfacture for the Electrical Indostry.—The
figures which were recently given in the Electbic.il Review, in
reference to the output of electric bulbs by a Westlake machine at
Leamington-on-Tyne. have since been ext^eded. It was regarded
by the trade as a remarkable performance that the machine should
produce 24.000 perfect articles in an eight-hour shift, especially as
the normal weekly prtxiuctivity of 180 men was somewhere about
half a million. Last week, however, the machine in question
turned out 570.000, which constitutes a world's record. The moulds
scarcely missed during the whole week, which is a reflection of the
good work of the metal gatherers. The firm marked their apprecia-
tion of this by voluntarily increasing wages by 5 per cent. Makers
generally are moving rapidly in the glass trade. This week it is

announced that a new combine, involving i; 1,000,000. is to be
floated, with the primary object of increasing the output of table
glass, but in the production from the new machines which are about
to be introduced, electric lighting goods, and illuminating ware
generally, will eventually find a prominent place. Manufacturers
are in the happy position of being able to export bulbs. In this
direction they have recovered quicker than any other section of
the trade. The arrangements which have been made between
Philips, of Holland, anti the Edison Swan Co., at Ponder's End

—

referred to in the annual report of the former company, abstracted
in last week's Electrh.wl Review—are more important than at

first sight would appear to fee the case. Philips's is the finest glass
house in the world, and, to ascertain the methods of work there,

the Ponder's End firm sent a deputation of workmen over to
Holland. They found that six men were working at a pot, instead
of three, as is the case in this country, and this, of course, meant
that fewer moulds of the machines went round empty. It is now
stated that the workmen in this country have undertaken to work
the same system,

Siemens Copper Works in Rnssia.—It is reported that
the managers of Sie.mens Copper Works, at Kadabek, near
Elisabetpol, South Russia, have been compelled almost entirely to
stop working, as the copper deposits are exhausted. On the other
hand, the second mine—the IJuarz Ghana, near Batoum— still

contains ore, and the production could be raised to 10,000 poods of
pure copper monthly. Operations at present, however, are ii con-
siderable, chiefly owing to the difficulty that funds are not available
for the payment of wages. It is thought that if the Siemens
\Vorks at Tiflis had energetic representatives who could induce the
Georgia Government to make advances on the copper produced, so
as to defray the working expenses, it would be possible again to
bring about an increase in the output.

FORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Boyal InsUtntion of Great Britain.—Saturday, March 27tb. At Albemarle
Street. Piccadilly, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " Positive Ravs," by Sir J. J.

Thomson, F.R.S.

Instltatloil of Electrical Engineers. — Monday, March 29th. Informal
meeting. At the Albeit Tavern, 52, Victoria 'Street, S.W. At .7.30 p.m.
StK-ial evening (smoker).

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, March 30th. At the Royat
Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C At 8 p.m. Discussion on
" Motor-car Headlights in Relation to Traffic Requirements," to be opened
by Mr. J. W. T. Walsh.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Tuesday
Marcli 30tli. At Liverpool University. At 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " Element-
iii'v Calculus," by Mr. S. Clowes.

Teclinical Inspection Association.—Tuesday, March 30th. At the Royal
Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, VV.C. At 5 p.m. Annual general
meeting.

Rontgen Society.—Tuesday, March 30th. In the X-Ray and Electrical Depart-
ments of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.G. At 8.15 p.m. General meeting;.

NOTES.

The Batti-Wallahs' Society.—The following is a list of

new officers elected at the annual meeting on March 1.5th :

—

President.—W. 'Wyld, l'ur-Pre.il'le:it.—\\. E, Ireland. Pu.<t

Presidents.—H. T, Harrison, L. M. Waterhouse, W. Riggs, M. S.

Chambecs, F. J. CoUis, J. S. Iluddleston, J. F. Avila.

Committee.—E. Barralet, A. W. Blake, L. S. Richardson, J. P.

Maginnis, R. Smith, H. Foulds.

//««. Sec. Treasurer.—¥. Pooley.

Hull. Jsfntertaitiment Secretary.— .\. J. Greenly.

Edncational.—University College, London.—At a

luncheon last Friday in connection with the Engineering Equip-
ment and Endowment Fund, at which Prince Arthur of Connaught.
the President of the Fund, was chairman, he warmly commended
the scheme to the audience, pointing out that 3,000 members of the
University served in the war, that all the departments had been
occupied in war work, and that the new chemical laboratories had
done work of extreme national importance. So far £24.000 had
been subscribed out of the *:100.0CO required. The Vice-Chancellor
explained the scheme, and Sir Robert Hadfiekl regarded it as a
national matter. Sir Gregory Foster said the college was crammed
to overtlosving : since September la«t, 400 applicants had been
refused admission for lack of accommodation, and next session
their difficulties would be seriously increased,

A further appeal has been issued on behalf of the Ramsay
Memorial Fund, in order that an adequate sum may be provided to
erect a Ramsay Memorial Laboratory of Chemical Engineering.
A sum of £25,000 has been allotted to that purpose from the fund,
but an additional sum of £.50,000 is required to complete and endow
the Laboratory.

Imperial College of Science and Technologv.—An appeal
is being made by this College for funds required to carry on its

work efficiently. In May last year there were 841 students in

attendance, and the accommodation will this year be taxed to the
utmost. A committee has been appointed to conduct the appeal,

of which Sir, Otto Beit is the chairman ; donations may be sent tu

the Marquess of Crewe, Crewe House, Curzou Street, 'W. 1, or to the
Secretary of the College.

Electric Club Dinner.

—

The Birmingham and District

Electric Club held its annual dinner at the Grand Hotel,

Birmingham, on Saturday. March 20th. The president. Mr, H, W.
VVolton, was in the chair. The evening was greatly enjoyed by
over 100 members and friends, the toast list and musical programme
being both well selected and well received. The club is looking for a

considerable increase in membership as a result,
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Inquiries.—Makers of the " Zodiac " electric lamp arc
asked for. Information repardintr electric incubators is desired ;

names of manufftcturers iind cataloprue ; also makers of plant for
manufacturing: oalcium carbide.

Electric Veliicle Progress.—The Accrington Gas and
Water Board is applviiifr for permission to borrow ;£ 2,500 for the
))urchase of au electric storajre battery locomotive. The Rotnerham
Corporation is applying' for permission to borrow £2,740 for the
purchase of two electric vehicles to be used by the Highways
Department. The South Shields Cleansingr Committee is to pur-
chase two electric vehicles. An electric vehicle for refuse collection
purposes has been ordered by the Stockton Corporation. The
Torquay Town Council is purchasinfr two 2-ton electric vehic'es at
a cost of ,*; 1,372 each, from Edison Accumulators, Ltd. Mr. J.
Jackson, superintendent, Birminj.'-ham Salvag-e Department, states
that they "have four electrics workin;:, 25 on order, and hope
shortly to place au order for another four, makin? our total iieet
for this year S8, which will, I think, be the largest number in use
by any Corporation in this country. They are doing excellent work,
and we are well satisfied with the vehicles."— iE'/e<YW,' Vehicle.

Sir E. Geddes on Transport.— •'^ir Eric Geddes,
Minister of Transport, discussed at length the future of British
railways in his presidential address on Monday at the inaugural
meeting of the newly-formed Institute of Transport, held at the
Institution of Civil Engineers. There was a large attendance, and
Sir John Griffiths. President I.C.E.. presided. The following were,
according to The Times, the chief points in Sir Erie's address :—
None of the transport agencies of this country could carry on on

the basis of their pre-war revenue. This applied to railways in a
marked degree : it also allied to roads, canals, tramways, and docks,
yet the healthy existence of these agencies was vital to the State.
The maximum charges which could be imposed by statutory under-
takings were no longer sufficient, and the community must review
the whole position. The old bargain must be altered to enable the
companies to raise more money ; but to avoid waste there must be
more co-operation between the agencies, more amalgamation, more
national control. He was not discussing the question of ownership.
The State must have power to reduce working costs in every
possible way, and it must be supplied with figures showing that
the management was efficient and economical. The man in the
street must be provided with full, accurate, and " live " statistics
of operation, without which suspicion would never be dispelled.
The community had a right to eay what was a reasonable service
for a statutory company to psrform ; what reasonable improve-
ments should be made ; and what reasonable rates should be
charged. The State must also harmonise the operation of the
different agencies in the interests of the community, allocating to
each the share of the total work which it could best perform.
They were on the eve of great extensions of the application of
electricity to railway traction i a revolution was taking place in
the organisation of transport in this country. The Institute could
hardly perform a service of greater practical utility than to act as
an impartial umpire, in the battle between alternating and direct
current, remembering always that the scientifically ideal best, was
not necessarily the same a3 the best practically possible.

British Engineering Standards Association.—In con-
formity with the Articles of Association, providing for rotation of
oSce on the Main Committee, whereby one-third of the nominees
retire each year, the Councils of the Technical Institutions which
founded the Association have now made their new nominations.
which take etfect on March 31st. The Main Committee will then
be constituted as foUows :

—

Sir Archibald Denny. Bart. (Chairman).

Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G. (Vice-Chairman).

' Sir John Aspinall,
t Sir Arthur Duckham, K.C.B..

|

Sir Waiiam Ellis. G.B.E..

Sir William Matthews.
K.C.M.G.,

Nominated by the Institution of
Civil Engineers.

Mr. Alexander Ross,
Dr. W. C. TTnwin.

X Sir Henry Fowler, K.B.E..
Sir Vincent Raven. K B.E..
Dr. William H. Maw.
Dr. Arthur Cooper,

§ Mr. M. Mannaberg.
II Mr. Benjamin Talbot.

Sir W. E. Smith, C.B..

Sir Thomas Bell. K.B.E.,
Col. R. E. Crompton. C.B..

Sir John Snell,
• Mr.C.H.Wordingham.C.B.E..

Mr. F. W. Gilbertson.
Mr. F. R. Davenport.

The Hon. Sir Charles Parsons, !

K.C.B.,
I

Sir Richard Glazebrook.
J-

K.C.B.,
I

Sir Robert Hadfield. Bart.,

J

1 Nominated by the Institution of

I

Mechanical Engineers.

I Nominated by the Iron and

I

Steel Institute.

1 Nominated by the Institution of

J Naval Architects.

Nominated by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.

Co-opted bythenorainatedmem-
bers to represent the Federa-
tion of British Industries.

Co-opted by the nominated
members.

Freemasonry.—The members of the Kelvin Lodge are

reminded of the regular meeting which is due to be held to-

night (Friday, 2t)th inst.) at Jlark Mason's Hall, Great Queen
Street. Early attendance is requested.

Railway Electrification.—As we recently announced, the
Ministry of Transport has appointed a Committee to report to the
Minister on the question of railway electrification. The Committee,
which met for the first time on Monday last, is constituted as
follows :—Sir Alexander Kennedy (chairman). Sir John Aspinall,
Mr. A. R. Cooper (representing the London Electric Railways),
Mr. Philip Dawson. Sir Alexander Gibb, Mr. C. H. Merz. Sir PhiUp
Nash, Sir John Snell, Mr. Koger T. Smith. Sir Henry Thornton
(representing the Railway Companies' Association) ; Major Redman,
secretary.

The terms of reference to the Committee are that the (Committee
should report on :

—

1. Whether any regulation should be made for the purpose of
ensuring that the future electrification of railways in this country
is carried out to the best advantage in regard to interchange of
electric locomotives and rolling stock, uniformity of equipment,
and or other matters.

2. If any such regulations are desirable, what matters should be
dealt with, and what regulations should be made.

3. How far it is desirable, if at all, that railways or sections of
railways already electrified should be altered so that they may form
parts of a unified system.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

* Sir Douglas Fox, retiring.

+ Sir Robert Elliott-Cooper,'K.C.B.. retiring.

+ Mr. H. A. Ivatt, retiring.

^ Mr. George Ainsworth. deceased.

I!
Mr. lUtyd Williams, retiring.

\ Mr. C. P. Sparks retiring.

Royal Institution.—The following are included in the list of

forthcoming arrangements :

—
Friday. April 16th. at 9 p.m,— " Ions and Nuclei," hv Dr. J. A. Mcaelland,

F.'R.S.
Friday, May 2Ist, at 9 p.m.—"The Thermionic Valve in Wireless Tele-

graphy and Telephony," bv Dr. J, A. Fleming, F.R.S.
Friday, May 28th, at 9 p.m.—" Crystal Structure," by Prof. W. L. Braeg.
Tuesdays, .\pril 13th and 20th, at 3 o'clock.—" Recent Advances in X-rav

5\'o'rk," by MajorG. W. C. Kaye, D.Sc.
Tuesdays, May 35th and June 1st, at 3 o'clock.—" The Evolution of Large

Bridge Construction," by Major C. E. Inglis.

Thursdays, .\pril 15th and 'i-ind, at 3 o'clock.—" New Experimental Studies
in the Liquid State," by Mr. Sidney Skinner.

Saturdays, April 17th and 24th, at 3 o'clock,—"The Thermionic Vacanm
Tube as Detector, Amplifier and Generator of Electrical Oscillations,"
by Dr. W. H. Eccles.

Saturdays. May 29th and June 5th, at 3 o'clock.—" Recent Revolutions in
Physical Science." by Mr. J. H. Jeans, LL.D. (Secretary Koyal Society).

Bradford Textile Society.—On March l.-ith. Mr. Edwin Preece.

consulting engineer, lectured on " Electric Driving of TextileMills,"

and in the course of his observations gave a full description of the
Tata Hydro-Electric Power Co.'s scheme in Bombay. Mr. A. M.
Chapman presided.

Bristol Association of Engineers—The concluding meeting of
the 1919-20 session of the Association was held, under the presi-

dency of Mr, J, McDonald, on March 1 7th. After dinner a paper
was read by Prof. Da-rid Robertson, D.Sc. M.I.E.E.. on the " Prin-

ciples of Radio-Telegraphy," and a discussion followed. The
election of officers and members of Committee for the next sessioi

was as follows :—President, Mr. Nicholas Watts ; vice-president.

Prof. David Robertson : hon. sec, Mr. H. T. Sully ; and hon.
treasurer, Mr. B. de Sayres. together wnth Messrs. A. E. Livermore,
R. Robertson, and A. Davis.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association The annual general
meeting of the above Association was held at Anderton's Hotel,

Fleet Street. E.C., on the 16th inst. The retiring chairman. Mr.
J. H. Parker, A.M.I,E.E, (President E.P.E.A.). reviewing the work
of the Association during the past year, referred to the EUectricity

(Supply) Act in which, due to the activities of this and other
Associations, a fairly satisfactory Compensation Clause had been
inserted. He found that the papers read and discussed were very
beneficial indeed in the discharge of their duties, as they were all

directly connected with the work of electricity supply. Mr. A. P.

MacAlister, A.M.I.E.E.. was elected chairman, and in thanking the
members for the honour, said he had hoped that Mr. Parker would
continue in office for another year, so as to occupy the unique
position of chairman of the C.T.A.A., and President of the E.P.E.A,
at the same time, but, unfortunately, Mr. Parker could not find

time for both. The following were the other officers elected for

the ensuring year :—Vice-chairman. Mr. J. R. J. Bowden (Hackney)

:

hon. treasurer, Mr. A. Murdoch (Fulham) ; hon. secretary. Mr.
H.F. J.Thompson (Battersea): executive committee, Mr. J. H.Parker
(Croydon "I ; Mr. W. Young (Stepney) : Mr. (t. C. Law (Barnes).

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers The North of
England Branch of the Association entertained a number of promi-
nent members of the mining industry to luncheon on March 20th,

at Newcastle-on-Tyne, following which a meeting was held. More
than one speaker mentioned that since the Association was
inaugurated the efficiency of electrical plant in mines had
appreciably advanced. It was stated that during 1913. 11 accidents
occurred in the North of England which could, in any way, be
attributed to the use of electricity, while in 1919 the number of
accidents fell to seven, although the installed horse-power had
increased from 141,259 to 250,000 H.p. The figures represented

one accident per 13,000 h.p. in 1913, against one per 36,000 H.p, in
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191'.l. All the foregoinjj accidents, except one, were non-fatal. It

was stated that the efficiency of colliery officials and enf;ineering

staffs had been improved by the exchange of ideas and visits to

other works.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—At a meeting of the

Western Centre at Bristol, on March 1st, Prof. D. Robertson
gave a lecture on " Electric Impulse Clocks." After explaining

the principle of the pendulum and the methods of compensation
for errors due to temperature, friction, A:c., the lecturer described

the electrical impulse systems of the Synchronoine Co.. Messrs.

Gent i; Co., and the Silent Electric Clock Co. The lecture was
illustrated with lantern slides and a collection of clocks in motion.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. F. Hope-Jones emphasisefl

the importance of imparting an impulse to the pendulum only at

the centre of its swing, and of controlling the dials in series in

such a way that their self-induction ensured their receiving an
adequate impulse. Mr. H. T. Sully described the clock installa-

tion at the Southmead Infirmary, Bristol.

Coventry Engineering Society Mr. E. A. Watson, M.Sc,
A.M.I.E.E., gave an instructive lecture, on March l!»th, on " Electric

Sparks, Spark Gaps and Spark Plugs, and their Relation to the

Magneto." He dealt with the nature and meaning of dielectric

stress, and the influence thereon of gap length and electrode shape.

Discussing the nature of the spark, he explained the formation of

liisruptive sparks without corona and sparks accompanied by
corona, and illustrated this phase of his subject by some interesting

experiments. He explained the behaviour of different spark gaps
with different forms of spark generator, the effect of wave form,
and submitted a number of charts showing the impulse ratio.

Factors governing the incendirity of the spark, and the best sort of

spark to produce ignition, were particularly noted by the audience,
and. proceeding to deal with the reaction of the spark gap upon
the magneto, the speaker described the effect of voltage character-

istics and spark-gap resistance. Mr. A. P. Young presided, and a

hearty vote of thanks was passed to the lecturer.

.subjects, the firm has Iroiii the 'iith lust., ^e^umcd the old

name of Handcock & Dykes, under which it waa founded
in 1894.

After numerous postponements of the matter, the Bray
Urban District Council has increased the salary of Mr.
W. J. U. SowTER, electrical engineer and manager, from
±330 to £425 per annum as from March 31st, 1919, and that

of Mr. V. Dempsev, assi.stant electrical engineer, to ±250 per

annum as from March 31st. 1918. These increases, together

with similar increases to the other officials of the Council,

have been granted as the result of an award made by an
arbitrator appointed by the Ministry of Labour. A section

of the Council was reluctant to accept the provisions of the

award, but it was pointed out that failure to comply with

the findings of the arbitrator might result in a strike of the

officials concerned. In the end, after considerable acrimonious

discussion, the Council decided to adopt the terms of the

award.

Obituary.— Mr. A. G. Lyster.—The death occurred last

week, at the age of 68 years, of Mr. Anthony G. Lyster, who
several years ago retired from the position of engineer-in-

chief to the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, and entered

the consulting engineering firm of Sir John Wolfe Barry.

Mr. E. Dcckworth.—News from South Africa reports the

death, at Ca^pe Town, of Mr. Ernest Duckworth, uue to col-

lapse following an oiieration for appendicitis. Since 1903

Mr. Duckworth had been on the staff of Cape Town electricity

works, holding a responsible position at their Dock Road
power station.

Mr. E. Lee.—The death is announced of Mr. Edwm Lee.

who had for some years carried on business as an electrical

engineer at 111, Union Street. Torquay.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Sditort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the comvierclal side of the profession and itidustry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their nwnemetits.

We read iu the Times that on March 17th Sir Richard
Glazebhook, late Director of the National Physical Laboratory

at Teddington, was pi-esented by the staff with his portrait

in oils,, painted by his cousin, Mr. Hugh de T. Glazebrook.

Accompanying the gift was an album, containing an illu-

minated address, followed by the signatui-es of past and present

members of the staff', and a photograph of the laboratory

taken from an aeroplane. Mr. P. E. Smith, F.R.S., presided,

and Dr. T. E. Stanton made the presentation.

Whitehaven T.C. has referred back to the Lighting Com-
mittee a recommendation to increase the salary of the elec-

trical engineer, Mr. Hogarth, to ±'500 a year.

Swindon T.C. is recommended to increase the salary t'

the borough electrical engineer from £350 to £450 a yeai'.

Mr. J. M. Keenan, deputy borough electrical engineer at

Torquay, has been appointed engineer and manager of ihe

Thanet Electrical Co., Ltd., of Margate.

Walsall T.C. has advanced the salary of the electrical en-

gineer from £6-50 to £800 a yeai-.

Mr. W. W. Lackie, C.B.E., M.lnst.C.E., M.I.E.E., chief
engineer and manager of Glasgow Corporation electricity

department, who is leaving Glasgow on his appointment as
one of H.iVI. Electricity Commissioners, was presented on
Friday night with a silver tray from the employes of the
department. Mr. R. B. Mitchell presided over a large
gathering.
Mr. W. H. Hellyar, formerly engineer and manager of

Chipping Norton electricity works, has been appointed resi-

dent mechanical and electrical engineer on the King's Estate
at Sandringham.
The Tunes states that Lieut.-Col. W. H. D. Clark, O.B.E.,

H.M. Patent Office, and late Controller of the Munitions
Inventions Department, has been appointed Chief Examiner
of H.M. Patent Office, London.
The London County CouncO Highways Committee recom-

mends that a gratuity of £500 be granted Mr. J. Terry, acting
traffic operation superintendent of the Council's tramways,
who is retiring after nearly 40 years' tramway service.

Mr. N. W. Prangnell has joined the staff of Messrs. C. A.
Parsons & Co., at Newcastle. After being demobihsed from
his war service with the Navy he did not return to his old

post of distributing engineer to the Metropolitan Electric
Supply Co. While waiting for a new opening he has be<Mi

acting as Controller of the Engineers' Stores Section of the
Disposal Board.

Messrs. Handcock. Dykes & Trotter, consulting engineers,
of 11, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. 1, announce that,

owing to the decision of Mr. A. P. Trotter to retire to the
country, where he will devote himself to his epecial scientific

Palmer, Riley & Co., Ltd. (165,386).—Private company.
Ri-Sjistered March i.'th. Capital, JtlU.OUU in £1 shares. To take over ihf

business oi electrical manufacturers and (actors carried on by W. Palmer and

1 E. Kiley at Market Chambers, Backburn Road, .^ccrington, as " Palme.,

Milev & Co." The first directors are; W. Palmer, -iSl. Blackburn Koac,

\ccrinaton; J. E. Rilej, 1-', Royle Road, Chorley. Secretary: J. E. Kiley.

Registered otiicc ; .Market Chambers, Blackbui a Road, Accrington.

Magnetic Transmission Co., Ltd. (165,420).—Registered
March itith. Capital, jEauO.UUU in tl shares (195,0UU preferred ordn.aryj. lo

take over the right to manulacture and sell in the U.K. the system ol power

transmission known as the " hntz Magnetic Transmission," together with

the right to export to any place outside Ihe U.K. motor cars and automo-

biles alter the same have Deen completed and the Lntz transmission in-

stalled therein or any other article for which Jhe said transmission may

be useful, and' to adopt an agreement with L. Grown and the Owen Mag-

netic Transmission Syndicate, Ltd. The subscribers (each with one pre-

ferred ordinary share) are; L. V. Rothschild, ii. Sackville Street, VV.l).

engineer- R Wilson, 23a, Bruton Street, W.l, engineer; J. L. Crown,

Gwydyr Mansions. Hove, engineer; and four others. Minimum cash subscrip-

tion, £7. J. L. Crown is the first director. Solicitor: N. P. .Arnold, *),

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

R. J. Richardson & Sons, Ltd. (165,142).—Private com-
pany.—Registered March 11th. Capital, ilO.UOU in il shares. To cany

on the business of mechanical, electrical and general engineers, manufac-

turers of dynamos, lamps, cycles, motor and accessories, ic. Ihe first

directors are; K. J. Richardson, The Croft, Rav.-nhurst Road, Harborne.

Birmingham; J. J. Richardson, W, Carless .Wenue, Harborne, Birniinghani;

R R. Richardson, 66, Carless Avenue, Harborne, Birmingham. J. 1. Kicn-

ardson. The Croft, Ravenhurst Road, Harborne, Birmingham. Registered

office : Commercial Street, Birmingham.

Taylor, Hunter & Co., Ltd. (165,152).—Private company.
Registered March 11th. Capital, fS.UUU in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of electric and general engineers and contractors, builders, builders

merchants, S;c. The subscribers (each with one share) are : W. Baines. Broad

Street House, E.C.2, clerk; C. R. J. t.never. Broad Street House, E.C.2,

articled clerk. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Solicitor:

C. R. Enever, Broad Street House, E.G.

Pheenix-Tester, Ltd. (165,138).—Private company. Re-
gistered March 11th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on tile businMS

of electrical and mechanical engineers, S:c. Fhe first directors are
:

1-. H.

Lemaire 80, Cowley Road. Mortlake. S.W.; A. .Mungovan, 3o, Parolles Road,

Hiaheate iV •

J. F. Tester, 41, Uoneraile Street, Fulham, S.W.; T. t.

lurner. Owls Park Avenue, Potters Bar. Registered office : 76. Carnage

Building, Holborn, E.G.I.

Road Guides, Ltd. (165,231).—Registered March 13th.

t:apital, £250,000 in £1 shares. To take over patent 131,235 of 1919, for the

U.K. and Isle of Man, in respect of improvements m route indicators lor

use on road vehicles, &c. The first directors are ; A. E. Newton, 50, Pall

Mall SW managing director of British Motor Trading Corporation, Ltd.;

J I.' Ker. j.P., General Buildings. Aldwych. yualification, £100. Solicitors:

liodd and Blak'er, 50, Pall Mall, S.W.

Simms Motor Units (1920), Ltd. (165,482).—Registered
March 19th. Capital, £120,000 in £1 shares. To take over the business of

Simms Motor Units, Ltd., except debts and cash, and to carry on the

business of manufacturers of and dealers in magnetos. m.agneto parts and

accessories, motors, flying machines and cycles, &c. The subscribers (each

with one share) are: J. B. Purchase, 14, Regent Street, S.W.I, solicitor; A.

T Hales 14 Regent Street, S.W.I, secretary; and five clerks. Minimum

c;,sh subscription, £7. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors.

S.ilicitors: J. B. and F. Purchase, 14, Regent Street, S.VV.l.

Scottisli Aluminium Co., Ltd. (11,013).—Private com-
•rinv keeistered in Edinbur-h, March 17lh. Capital. £25,000 in £1 shares.

io carry on the business of manufacturers and producers of and dealers in

iluminium and aluminium products, Src. The subscribers (each with one

-hare) are ; A. VV. Stewart. 55, West Regent Street. Glasgo«^ engineer; W.
.M. Stewart, 55, West Regent Street. Glasgow, engineer; F. C. Stewart, 65.

West Regent Street, Glasgow, engineer. The first dirKWs are: A. W.

Stewart, W. M. Stewart and F. C. Stewart. Secretary : F. C. Stewart. Regis.

tercd oflke : 150, Helen Street, Govan, Glasgow.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Launceston and District Electnc Supply Co., Ltd.—
I'arlicuUirs oi i;3,.'iU0 <k-bcntmvs iiwli-J July a4th, VMU, filed pursuant to

Section 93 (:t) of the (;oni|,;inies (Consolidated) Act, 1IIU8, the whole ainounl

being now issued. Tropeitv charjjed : The conip.uij's undertaking and pro-

pertv, present and future, intluding uncalled capital. No trustees.

Bradbury & Jarvls, Ltd.—Land registry charge on 9,

Charlotte Pl.a?e and 5, Hennett Street, N.W., lated March 4th, IWO, to

secure all moneys due or to become due from company to London Joint Luy

and Midland Bank, Ltd.

Burnham and District Electric Supplv Co., Ltd.—Deben-
ture dated March 2nd. 1920, to secure £3,000 charged on the company's

undi;rtaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital,

llol.ler: T. G. Tolliott, High Street, 13urnhani-on-Sca, and W. Moon, Blue

Hoar Row, Salisbury.

Suii Electrical Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction to the extent pi
£»75 on March 1st; 1920,' of debenture stock dated March -Slst, 1911, securing

i'f.bOO.

Howard Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—Issue on
.March 4lli. I'ttO, ol il.dUU il. l.enturi>, part of a series already registered.

Oliver Engineering Co., Ltd.—Particulars of Xl.OOO
debentures created February 6th. 1920, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the

Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue being

fiOO. Property charged : The company's undertaking and property, present

and future. No trustees.

Penrose Lifts, Ltd.—Particulars of .£5,000 debentures
created March 1st. 1920, filed pursuant to Senrtion 93 ('3) of the Companies

(Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued. Property

charged ; The company's undertaking and property, present and future. No

Camden Metal Worlts, Ltd.—Debentures to secure all

moneys due or to become due from company to British Electric Transformer

Co., Ltd., Hayes, registered February 13th, 19'20, charged on the company's

undertaking aiid property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Cape Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Capital ^.500,000 in ^£1

shares of which to December 31st, 1919, 491,222 have been issued. £91,222

paid, £400,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, £276,300.

Francis Barker & Son, Ltd.—Mortgage on 219, Blackstock
Road, Islington, registered February 13th, 19261 to secure all moneys due or

lo become due from company to London County Westminster and Parr's Bank.

Yale Electric Power Co., Ltd.—Debentures for dE6,000
registered Februar\ 9th, 1920, charged on the company's undertaking and

property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Satisfaction regis-

tered' February 12th, 10211, of charge for £3,000, registered February 2nd, 1914.

iillowance granted them under trade union rules—then the
country must thauk the trade unions for leading towards
disaster. There was no other way to save the country thaii

by increased output. What the unions were doing was put-
ting a premium on inelliciency and laziness, and making their
lirst-class men into second and third class, so that presently
there would be no first-class workers, but everyone would
be on an equality. The fear of the unions that there was
a likelihood of a shortage of work must appear to anyone
who knew the facts of the case a useless fear. There were
inore orders waiting than could be handled durmg the next
live years, and plenty afterwards for a further five years.
The orders already in the hands of every manufacturer in
the country, and the thousands of orders waiting to be placed
were infinitely greater than the world had ever known, and
the country which could turn out most would, of course, get
the largest share of these orders. If the claims of the
Labour Party for State control of the mines, the railways,
shipping, &c., should become accomplished facts, the be-
ginning of the end was near. After the s!>eaker had briefly
.summarised the financial results, the report was adopted.
The chairman said the question of raising additional capital
had been before the directors, and when the time was oppor-
tune an issue would be made, and the claims of the prefer-
ence shareholders would be considered.

CITY NOTES.

At the annual meetmg, held on March
The British 17th, Mr. W. M. Crowe, who presided,

L. M. Ericsson said that though profit for the year was
Manufacturing smaller than in the previous two years,

Co., Ltd. comparing the results with those of aime
of their comi>etitors in the telephone in-

dustry, it was satisfactory. The past \'ear had been a difficult

one i'or telephone manufacturers. Ihe Post Office officials

left it late in the year befoie they decided to place orders

on a large scale, lho.se officials were not to blame for that

as they had the Treasury to deal "with, and the Ti'easury

were not now allowing any money out of their hands if they

could help it. Then after large orders were placed (and they

had placed large orders) there came the difficulty of gettmg
raw material, the imports of which had been far below the

requirements; and after that the difficulty of getting the

workpeople to turn out sufficient output. The prospects of

the present ye.ar were extremely bright for the company if

they could only count on getting raw material and sufficient

output. They had already in hand very large orders for tele-

phone material of all kinds, and they were informed by the

British Post Office that there were plenty of further orders

only waiting to be placed. In addition to the supply of

telephones for the home markets there was an immense
demand from the Colonies and from foreign countries. He
referred last year to the country's necessity for increased

output so as to 'Save a very serious situation ; things had
become worse instead of better. His calculation was that

the American worker turned but about 40 per cent, more per

worker per annum than men doing the same work in this

country ; and in Sweden and other neutral countries practi-

cally the same percentage held good. We were not likely

to overcome and overtake the immense expenditure of the

past f"X years unless the worki>eople of the country saw
through the evil of their ways. The whole world was crying

for material of every kind and description, and the supply

of that material could be made the means of setting the

country on its feet again. British-made material was de-

manded probably more than the manufactures of any other

country in the world, America included. It ^yould be to the

immense advantage of both sides if labour in this country

would do its share and deliver the goods as they were being

delivered in other countries. If. on the other hand, the

trade unions were to force workers to limit the output—and

that even against the wishes of a large proportion of the

'workers who, to his knowledge, would rather work hard and

parn, sav £i or £6 a week, than slack, and take only the

At the annual meeting, on March 17th,
Chelsea the chairman said that the accounts

Electricity proved that the industry had quite extra-
Supply Co., Ltd. ordinary powers of i-ecuperatiou. All the

companies oi)erating in the great centres
of population had shown remarkably improved results,
although notwithstanding a rise in prices generally of 100 to

200 per cent, on ijre-war figures the price of electricity had
only been raised from 25 to 33 per cent. Although he pro-
phesied a year ago that they might look for improved results
at no distant date, he must confess he did not think the
change for the better was so near at hand. The total costs
had risen by i'2,700, nearly the whole being due to increases
in salaries and wages. The receipts from sale of current
increased by nearly ;£10,000. They had spent large sums
on renewals and renovations, and must also spend largely
during the current year on work which could not be carried
out during the war, and was therefore much in arrear.
The outlook for the present year was promising. They were
selling more current and getting a somewhat better price.

Repairs and maintenance costs which jumped i'2,000 last

year should show a reduction. ITnless the unexpected should
happen they ought to be able to recommend another increase
in dividend next year. If the Government would leave them
alone and allow them to carry on their business under the
terms of their provisional order ^vhich expired in 1931, they
could look for^'ard with reasonable hope for a modest pro-

sperity during the next eleven years. Their provisional order
provided that if taken over in 1931 they were to be paid the
" then value " of their capital expenditure. If Parliament
decided to expropriate them earlier, common honesty would
have proposed at least values as defined by the provisional

order plus compensation for loss of profits of the unexpired
term. But the Bill as introduced during last .session pro-

vided for the compulsory acquisition of electrical undertak-
ings at cost price, less depreciation, a figure very far below
the present value of their undertaking as laid down in the
provisional order, so that a solemn undertaking by Parliament
under guarantee of which their capital was subscribed, was
proposed to be broken by the Bill of last year. Fortunately
the compulsory clauses of the Bill were w'ithdrawn. The
Government threatened to reintroduce the compulsory clauses

during the present session, but if the proposals for amalgama-
tion of leading London companies were approved, he hoped
that they would not suffer as at one time appeared probable.

Mr. A. E. Franklin, presiding at the
Netting Hill annual meeting on March 9th, said that

Electric Lighting new consumers were coming on so rapidly

Co., Ltd. that it had been impossible to obtain de-
livery of meters as fast as they wanted

them, but that condition was improving. The increase in

profit was from i£20.017 to .£31.2'2o; it would not have been
so satisfactory but for the serious setback during the war.

They had now made good their loss of ground, and continued

their former rate of progress. The revenue from the .sale of

current increased by about £'12.000. due largely to the higher

rate charged coming into effect. They had lent to the Ken-
sington and Kotting Hill joint works ;£8,850, and as orders

had been given for a considerable quantity of new machinery
to cope with the increasing output, it w'ould be necessary

for the joint committee to obtain furtlier capital to meet
that expenditure. The estimated amount to be spent this

year was about ;£.50.000. and the committee was considering

iiow to obtain this on the cheapest terms, but he feaied that

the eost of borrowing was now a very serious figure. The
articles restricted their borrowing powers, so they were pro-

posing an alteration which would give them a free liand. and
enable them, in case of necessity, to borrow in order to lend

further amounts to the joint station, and also for the neces-

sary extensions to the system of distribution. At the present

time the generating station at Victoria Gardens was being

kept as a standby, as the whole of the curiient required was
being taken from the joint works, as this was more eco-
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nomical. After referring to the Electricity (Supply) Bill,

the speaker said that with regard to the prospects for the

cuuiing year, the output was still iucreasing rapidly, and
cverytliiug pointed to a prosperous year's working, unless

uiiloreseeu trouble arose.

Mr, F. E. Andiews, presiding at the

Bruce Peebles annual meetmg, at EdmOiugh, on March
unu Co., Ltd. iyth, said that early in lyii) all their

Uoverniuent war contracts were cleared

up, and they were to a considerable extent engaged in turn-

ing over troLu w^ar work to their normal eiigiueermg business,

fills mvulved the dismantling of the thell shop, so they took

advantage of the opportunity to eltect other considerable

rearrangements, whicn had residted in increased elhciency

and marked uuprovement in output, in spite of the moulders'
strike, winch greatly haujpeied their oi>erations. Ineir re-

lations with tneir own workpeople were of a satistactory

nature. They paid them well. Jrle wa.s hopeful that the
unrest, w'hicli was perhaps a not unnatural sequence of the

war, would gradually die away, so that they might steaddy
deal with the large number of orders on the books. The past

year had not been without its anxieties, but notwithstanurng
the difficulties experienced, it was gratifying to know that
with their enlarged works and the larger number of men
employed, the output for I'Jiy was more than 50 per cent,

greater m value tban the previous year, and this increase
was reflected in the improved tnancial residts. The issued
share capital remained as before. The mortgage debenture
debt was being steadily and satisfactorily reduced year- by
year by the operation of the sinking fund. Debts owing
by the company were i'91.fi.57, whilst debts owing to

it amounted to i'lBt),(_KJ9 ; both these items showed an appre-
ciable increase, due to the increased business. With regard
to the suspense account, which consisted of reserves made
from time to time for various contingencies and especially
to meet any liabilities for excess prohts duty, all outstanding
questions up to the end of 19i8 had now been hnally adjusted,
and they were therefore enabled,, by transferring the balance
available from the su.si)ense account, to start a general
reserve account, to which they also proposed to allocate
^£'20,000 from the piolits of the year. Owing to the amount
of work on hand and in prospect, they gave out contracts
last autumn for a considerable extension to the new heavy
eugineeiung shop. The building was already erected, and
very shortly would be finished, provided with the requisite
machine tools, and in full working order. Stock, stores, and
work in progress were higher than a year ago, whilst debts
owing to the company were over -50 per cent, higher, but
all were quite good. The profit from manufacturing and
trading, after making provision for excess profits duty,
amounted to ±'-51,blO, as compared with £20,390 a year ago.
It wa.s protmsed to pay the fixed dividend of 7i per cent,
on the cumulative pieference shares, together with the fur-
ther dividend of 2^ per cent., to which they were this year
again entitled, all less income tax, of course, and as the
balance sheet w'as now cleared up, and all outstanding ques-
tions with regard to excess profits duty, &e.. had been settled,
they recommended a dividend of 7J per cent., less tax, on
tlie ordinary shares.

At the annual meeting, held at Man-
British Engine, chester, on March 19th, the chairman (Mr.

Boiler and E. C. Longridge) stated that the company
Electrical had again achieved a record increase in
Insurance the volume of business transacted, the
Co., Ltd. premium and fees for the year 1919

amounting to £208,970, as compared with
f.'174,]6'2 in 191S, but there was a falling off in the profit
earned. The following table shows that although the incoino
from premiums and fees has almost doubled during tlie past
five years, the amount of profit earned was f.3,97S less than
in 1914, or a reduction of over 22 {ler cent. In other words,
the ratio of profit to premium income has fallen from 15.-5 per
cent, to 6.5 per cent.

Claims, expenses Ratio to income
Premiums and rrovipion for Trading from prpmiums

Year. and fees. unexpired liability. profit. and fees.

1914 ±112,4li5 i-94,9!B £17,333 15o"o
1919 208,970 195,416 lB,r51 6..5

The' net dividend paid in 1914 was £].3,176, and in 1919 it

was £12,495. The explanation is that the costs of working
have risen more rapidly than the premiurns. The following
are particulars of the cost of effecting identical repairs in
1914 and 1919 respectively :

—
Yeiir Year

Ste.vm Exoines. 1914. 19]!)
-

Valve spindle .

.

x^ £10
Two-cylindercoversandpistonscsamesizeincachcasci 100 ;»7
One 21" cylinder (Corliss ensinei 130 3.5f)

Cros'^head for horizontal ensine 36 8fi

Gas ENr.ENEs.

Cylinder lacket for 7" cylinder engine !) 20
• Crankshaft of 14' cylinder pnKJne .

,

m 123
Flywheel of IS^" cylinder engine 12.5 3.30
Exhaust valve bos for ISy cylinder engine .. .'. 12 31

Motors,
Rewind of armature for 2-ii.i'. motor 5 "n

.. . .. .. 5-H.p. „ t; 11

, 2-.-K.P 16 ^2

Apart from the cost of repairs, the salaries of the staff
had been put on a higher basis to meet the new conditions.
Tin- romp.iny employed a large number of fully-qualified and

experienced surveyors, some of whom were engaged on
tnechauical and some on electrical work. Their duties brought
them into contact with other engineers whose wages had
in many instances been raised more rapidly than those of the
company's surveyors, and it had been a source of regret to
the board that circumstances had not enabled them to deal
more generously than they had done in the matter of statt
salaries The whole burden of the increased costs had been
borne by the company, and to distribute the load equally
iigher rates were necessary, the increases charged hitherto
having proved total y madequate. The board decided during
tlie yea.'- to ftobhsh a subsidiary company under the name
<^t British Electrical Kepairs, Ltd., for carrying out repairs
to insured electrical plant. This should result in advantages
to the company as well as to its clients, who would enjoy thebenefat ot having repairs carried out expeditiously and bythe most modern methods. j ^^ uj

. . ,.
^^'; Jaiu«s Taylor presided at the annualAutomatic meetmg held at Liverpool on March 16th

VI
T*'fP''«"?

, ^^, fid that the war and its aftereffectsManutacturing had hit the company much more severelv
Co., Ltd. than had been the case with most other

industrial concerns. During the war thecompany s ett.jits had been concentrated on war work that

%
.'I"":, '«'i*ed. "»d an important factor which seriouslv

affec'ted the company s interests had been the failure of the
tsntish lost Office to place orders lor automatic exchangeswhich represented the chief item in the company's business'
Leading Government olliciaJs had said that the' Post Officehad declined to place orders of the kind because of the hiah
prices prevaiing, but so long a.s they continued the policy of
.ordering in driblets instead of in bulk tliev could not expectcheap prices, and it was a matter of regret considering the
.succ-esslul manner in which the automatic exchanges elatedby the company w^ere working that the Post Office should
adopt this attitude. Prior to the company purchasing auto-
matic patents the Post Office had been consulted, and thepromoters ot the coniiiany were led to expect sympathetic
support. To be put to the immense trouble and expense
of prepanng estimates for the Post Office only to be told
tliat prices were too high had been a source of bitter dis-
apiMintmeut to the directors. In \-iew of the delay in the
introduction ot automatic exchanges on a large scale thecompany had given considerable attention to other branches
ot business, and had extended its work in railway sir^nallin"
apparatus. In other branches new development work had
taken place the costs of which were debited to the past vea:r
while the profits could not come in until a later date A
large new machine shop had been erected, and thev werenow equipped to turn out much larger quantities of work
in the most economic way. The company had suffered verv
severely from the increase in labour rates, mostly granted
by way of award of the Court of Arbitration, and in some
cases made retrospective. Thus goods had already been de-
livered before the award was given, and it had been imix)s-
sible to collect the extra cost from the buver. It was esti-
mated that from this source alone the company's profits
had suffered to the extent of £15,000. There had" also been
difficulty in recovering from the Government in respect of
contracts made with various departments the extra cost due
to increase in labour and material. The directors^ wer^
still persevering in trying to get Government officials to meet
the company in a reasonable manner. In regard to the ar-
rangement made with the International Syndicate for the
exchange of shares, a large majority of the shareholder.=! hail
agreed to the new scheme, and they had therefore pnH-eeded
with the arrangements, and th'e new company had been
for-iiied. The contract having been ratified they could now go
ahead and manufacture on a mass production scale, under
which costs were bound to go down very considerably, and
the British Post Office would no longer have the excu.se to
say that automatics which the world was adopting were t«x)
high in price.

The report shows that the profits for
British 1919. after making provision for excess

Aluminium profits taxation, were £348. 10.'^, plus £31,.380
Co., Ltd. brought forward. Income tax. deprecia-

tion of inyestment^s, and proportion of
profits payable to directors, come to £94.500: prior lien
debenture service fund £48.000: debenture stock service fund
£43. '324: re?erye for depreciation £-50.000: to reserve account
£50.414. After paying the preference dividend and a total
of 10 per cent., less tax, on the ordinary .shares. £15.314 i.^?

to be carried forward. The reserve account has been increased
to £.520.414 by the tran.sfer of £.50.414 from the profits of the
yejir. The articles are to be altered fo allow for the capitalisa-
tion of the re.servc fund. At a meeting on 30th inst . resolu-
tions will be propoised for increasing the capital and capitalis-
ing £400.414. part of the reserve account, to be applied for
the payment in full at par of £400.414 ordinary .shares of £1.
e.nch, and the distribution of two of such fully-paid, ordinary
shares for each three ordinary shares now held, except as to
resulting fractions, the shares repre.s<Mited by which will be
s<jld and thf procvdn distributed among the shareholders
wh,. would otherwis.' be eiititM to th.- fractions. If ail the
resolutions referred to are confiruiod ami passed the haJan.-e
lemaining in the reserve account will be £I20,00<). The de-
preciation reserve account, including £50.0(X1 charged, xgainst
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the profits of the year, amounts to £500,000. Owing ^ the
lalling off in demand alter the conclusion of the war, the
output of the various works of the company was considerably
curtailed during the lirst seven months of the year. There-
after, the demand in this country and abroad increased rapidly
and the various works were again put on full output. These
conditions have since continued, and the present outlook s

satisfactory. During the greater part of the year a substan-
tial percentage of the sales was applied in reducing the stock.s

of metal in the hands of the Governuient, in accordance with
agreements made by them with the producers. Since the
lieginning of the cunent year the balance of Govenament
stock remaining to be sold has been purchased by the com-
pany, thereby relieving the general situation in the industry.

Metropolitan' Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.—The profit for

1919, including ±'77,747 brought forward, amounts, after pro-
viding for excess profits duty, to £3U3,t»07. There is appro-
priated to special depreciation of plant, machinery, &c.,
£35,000; to general reserve ±100,000; to dividend on the
preference and ordinary shares at 8 per cent, per annum, less

income tax, £116,917; and carried forward £51,089. I'he year
has been one of considerable anxiety owing to labour troubles,

not only in connection with transport, but with the iron
foundries. Though these difficulties coming at the latter

part of the year did not seriously aH'ect the accounts of the
I^eriod, they will without doubt have some adverse effect

on the results of the current year. The dividend is calculated
from the date of allotment on April 14th, 1919, to December
.'Slst, 1919. During the year 10,086 preference shares have
been converted into 20,17"2 ordinary shares, which will receive
8 per cent, for the ye^r. During the remaining period of the
option conversion dates will be quarterlv. Xew office pre-

mises have been secured at 4, Central Buildings, Westminster,
S.W., where all the London staffs of the various associated
companies will be, as far as possible, accommodated in one
building. It is hoped to remove there before the end of

April. Meeting: Monday, March 29th; London.

Davis & Timmins, Ltd.—.At the annual meeting, on
March 16th, Sir Henry Mance, \vho presided, said that the
prospects were extremely good. Their main object at present
was to increase their capacity for work and prompt delivery,

and with that view they were obtaming additional maclimery
and making extensions at the works. Mr. G. E. Davis, the
managing director, also said that the company's policy must
be one of expansion. They were enlarging the works; new
liuildings covering the larger portion of the available land
would probably be handed over to them for occupation eai'ly

in May, and additional plant would be installed. They must
be in a iX)sition to meet the demands made upon them for

their manufactures. Five years of war had depleted the
stocks of the world. The shelves of the nation wei'e bai'e.

and an effort must be made to make good the deficiency and
the wastage of war if they were to hold their own in the
markets of the world. Their order book had never been so

full as it was to-day. They had lately developed the Colonial
side of their business.

Newmarket Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Mr. F. E. Gripper
presided at the annual meetmg on the 15th inst. He said

that owing to new connections and existing consumers' new
demands they had increased the output by 10 per cent. The
mcrease of £960 in revenue was practically swallowed up
by increased working costs. The company had increased
its charges by only 33 per cent, (from 6d. to 8d.), whereas
everything else had gone up by 100 or 150 per cent, or more.
He expected that their application for power to increase the
charge to lOd. would be granted. Inci'eased cost of plant.

Ac. meant that double what they had put away in the past
would be required for renewals. They must make up the
renewal fund to a reasonable figure to meet future liabilities.

Scarborough Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—During 1919
there were connected the equivalent of 7.541 30 watt lamps,
making the total 144,703. L'nits supplied 1.057.707, an in-

crease of 215,561. After paying bank interest, and putting
£1,500 to depreciation, the profit on the statutory undertak-
ing is £3,389. and the revenue from other sources £1.4:39.

making £4,828, plus £3,431 brought forward. Dividend at

the maximum rate allowed under the Scarliorough Electricity
(Temiwrary Increase of Charges) Order of 1918, namely. 2^
[>er cent., leaving £6,008 to be can-ied forward.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.—It was
announced at the recent meeting that preference shareholders
who had not already availed themselves of the option t<i

convert their shares into shares of the new International
.\utomatic Telephone Co.. Ltd.. would be given an oppor-
tunity of reconsidering their decision, as the option would
remain open until March 31st.

Wood & Cairns, Ltd.—Presiding at the annual meeting on
16th inst., Mr. E. K. Hill stated that trading results were
verv satisfactory. A dividend of 10 per cent., less tax. on
both the ordinary and pit-ference shares was declared: £1,150
v,:is placed to reserve, an J ,1' 1,001 carried forward.

Tucuman Tramways. Lijiht & Power Co.—The profit for

the year ended June, 1919. was .£421. Debit balance car-
ried forward is reduced to w£61,141.

Stock Exchange Notices.—.Application has been made to
the ceimmittee to appoint special settling days in :

—

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—4b ordinary shares
of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 135,380 to 135,393, and 135.465
to 135,498.

JIann, Egerton & Co., Ltd.—11,207 ordinarv shares of £1
each, fully paid, Nos. 1 to 11,207.
The committee has specially allowed dealings in the follow-

ing under temporary regulation 4 (3) :
—

Stewarts A Lloyds, Ltd.—J550,000 deferred shares of £1
each, 5s. paiil, Nos. 850,0(tl to 1,700,000; 82,500 deferred shares
of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 1,700,001 to 1,782,500.

The Committee has ordered the undermentioned to be
officially quoted ;^

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—62,500 6 per cent.
cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid (Nos.
200,001 to 262,500).

Oxford Electric Co., Ltd.—1,000 5 per cent, cumulative
preference shares of £5 each, fully paid (Nos. 10,001 to
11,000).

The Committee has specially allowed dealings in the shares
of the following :

—
Mann, Egerton A- Co., Ltd.—68,357 preference shares of £1

each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 68,357); and 11,207 ordinary shares
of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 11,207).

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

—

Mr. H. li. Beeton, presiding at the annual meeting, on
March 18th, said that they connected more customers than
ever before during 1919, and the lamp connections were highei-
than any previous year but one. This was mainly due to

the growing conversion of lai'ge hou-ses, many of whicli
stood empty, into flats and maisonettes, all of which were
occupied. The record load factor was largely attributable
to the sedulous cultivation of the accessory load. The cost

13er unit sold was the same as last year, in spite of an
increase in cost of coal and labour. The proposed appro-
priation of profits which was justified by the present circum-
stances and future prospects, might be regarded as some
comi^ensation for the abatement of dividend sustained for

two years oA\ing to Government interference and obstruc-
tion. The outlook was good if the general course of events
were at all propitious. The Accessories Co. continued to

justify its existence, and constituted an asset which was
beyond the reach of compulsory purchase. The speaker re-

ferred briefly to the Electricity (Supply) Act. and to con-
ciliatory agencies at work for the adjustment of the interests

of Capital and I/abour, and paid a tribute to the staff.

Metropolitan Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The revenue for

1919. apait from dividends receivable, was £805.777. After
deducting expenses and debenture and loan interest, but
\vithout making provision for futme renewals, the surplus
was £14,151. Including the amount brought forward, and
the dividend on the company's holding in the North Metro-
politan Electric Power Supply Co. (£15,750), the available

balance is £30,427, out of which £10,195 is put to reserve.

.A balance di^^dend of 3 per cent, in respect ol 1917, and one
of i per cent, in respect of 1918, on the preference shares,

are to be paid, requiring £17,500, and £2,732 is carried

forward. The company is promoting in the present session

of Parliament a Bill to authorise increased fares, &c. In
the early part of the year the N. Met. Electric Power Supply
Co. experienced a large reduction in output in consequence
of the smaUer demand by ix)wer-users previously engaged in

the manufacture of munitions, but towards the end of he
year this was regained by increased consumption of elec-

tricity for industrial purposes. That company has declared

a dividend on the ordinary shai'es at the rate of 4i per cent,

per annum for 1919. In July, 1919, Mr. W. M. Ackwortt and
Mr. W. C. Burton were appointed directors of the company.
Mr. Burton was also appointed managing director in pla<-e

of Mr. Devonshire, who resigned this imsition but remained
a director of the company. Mr. Burton has resigned his

position on the lioard on his return to .America.

South London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr. H. B.

Pvenwick, in addressing the annual meeting on March 16th,

said they had to record a more successful year than for some
tune past. He said that the expenditure of £9.209 chiefly

on mains and meters was a sure indication of the vitality

of the business. Now that the company was taking bulk

supply, nine-tenths of its future expenditure would be under
those heads. In regard to the current year, the units sold

since the commencement of 1920 showed an increase of 17i
per cent., and the KW. applied for, 18 per cent., as compared
with 1919. The sj^aker. in refeiTinp to the Electricity

(Supply) Bill, said that he was confident that, should the

Government introduce another Bill this session, it would not

again attempt to thrust upon the electricity supply companies

a compulsory purchase clause, on terms so harsh or nnfair

as those in the original Bill. The company was quite pre-

pared to take a bulk supply from a central source and <o

hand over its generating station to a central authority, but
the terms must be fair and reasonable.

Salisbury Electric Li^ht & Supply Co., Ltd.—Gross profit

on working during 1919 was £5,733. against .£5.62:H for 1918.

A final dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, for the second half-

year is to be paid, making 6 per cent, for the year; £3,000 to

depreciation and reserve; £3,327 carried forward.
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Waste Heat & Gas Electrical Generating Stations, Ltd
The profit lor the year ended January 31st, 1920, after de-
ducting administration expenses, is ;g39,6'26 (against £38,646),
less £13,500 put to reser\-e. The amount brought forward
was £17,337. Of the available £43,464, the dividend of 8 |K;r

cent absorbs £25,600. and £17,864 is carried forward. The
reserve account is now £113,851. The redemption funds in
respect to plant supplied on hire purchase terms ajuount to
£15,651. There has been considerable delay in the delivery of
the plant for the new p<.iwer station at Ilorden, and it is' not
expected that it will be completed and ready for operation
until the middle of this year. The new generating plant at
Weardale has been run satisfactorily, but it is not yet in
continuous operation. Capital expenditure during the year
amounted to £45,039 Us. 6d., mainly in connection with the
new power station at Horden : against this, however, plant
on hire of the value of £25,985 has been purchased by the
hirers. A further £1,470 has been expended on the experi-
mental work; it has been charged to the account opened for
that purpose. The units generated at all the power stations
show a reduction of about 2 per cent.

London Electric Wire Co. & Sraitlis, Ltd.—The report
for 1919 states (according to the Financial Times) that the
contracts and orders now on hand far exceed any total pre-
viously recorded. The usual provision has been made *'or

depreciation of plant and machinery, and £49,000 has been
placed to reserve, makina the general reserve £.50.000 and
the special reserve £20,000 respectivelv. During the year
the issued capital has been increa.'^d bv £350,000. The new
capital will be emploved in extending the company's manu-
facturing facihties. The directors recommend a final divi-

dend on the ordinary shares, making 7^ per cent., le.«s ta.':,

for the year, leaving to carry forward £28,414.

Aster Engineering Co. 0913). Ltd.—Mr. R, H. Wheeler,
who presided on March 17th at the annual meeting, said that
the companv was fully booked up for 18 months ahead, and
in view of .further busine.ss thai was offering it had become
necessai'v to increase the output. For that purpose it was
propo-sed to increase the capital by £100.000 in £1 cumulative
and partioipating preference shares. The dividend for 1919

was 10 per cent., the same as for 1918. The comnany's
export trade in Aster engines was increasing rapidlv. It was
their policy to create a world-wide demand for their products
and not to limit themselves to any one line of production.

Hadfields, Ltd.—The report for 1919 states that J200.000.
the premium received on the 1919 issue of ordinary shares,

has been carried to special reserve. In addition to the interim
dividend paid on the ordinary shares, a further Is. 6d. per
share, free of income tax, is proposed, and £133,755 is to be
<arried forward. An agreement has been entered into with
Messrs. Harper Bean, Ltd. (which has £6.000,000 capital), a

combination of a number of motor and kindred companies,
under which that concern will obtain its supplies of steel

from Hadfields, Ltd.

Para Electric Railways & Lightin)^ Co., Ltd.—Gross re-

ceipts for the year ended November 30th, £299,282, compared
with £284,255; net revenue earned in Para, after allowing for

loss in exchange, £129,383, compared with £113,008; to reserve

for depreciation and renewals, £20,000. Final dividend of 5

per cent, on the ordinary shares, making 8 per cent., again.st

7 per cent., less tax, for the year; to general reserve, £22,000,

again.st nil; forward, £21,932, against £35,425 brought in.

—

Times.

Midland Electric Corporation for Power Distribution.—.\

meeting is called for April 19th. at which resolutions will

be submitted for dividing the £5 preference and ordinary
shares into ,£1 shares, and for increasing the capital ov
200,000 £l ordinary shares. The directors are placing
,£5,000 to reserve, and after writing ^612,.594 off exoenses
of debenture and share issues, and putting ^614,000 tti

depreciation, the dividend on the ordinary shares is 10 per
cent, for the year, carrxing forward ,£29,818.

Hong Kong Tramway Co.. Ltd.—Gross -ofit for 1919
£47,9.30. Pinal dividend "is. 3d. i>er .share, making 2s, total.

Carried forward ^67,116. Debentures redeemed, Dehenture
redemption reserve (.£11,224') transferred to credit of profit

and loss.

Isle of Wight Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd After
providing ^£5,500 for debenture interest and sinking fund,
.£600 is applied to writing down investments, .£6,500 is put
to renewals fund, and ^£483 is carried forward.

Spanish & General Wireless Trust.—.\ meeting is lieing

held to-day to consider a proposal for reconstruction under
the title of the Spanish & General Corporation, Ltd.

Rangoon Electric Tramway & Supply Co., Ltd.—Divi-
dend on the ordinary shai'es for 1919. 7 ]vr cent, (against

5 per cent, for 1918), free of tax. Carried forward, £4,361.

Robey & Co., Ltd.—Dividend>on preference and ordinary
.'ihares "i per cent., less tax. Carried f()rward £49,746,

Para Telephone Co.— Dividend 10 |>er cent, for 1919,
carrying forward iJ6,426.

Shawtnigan Water & Power Co.—Quarterly dividend n
the common stock, 1| per cent,

ST0CK5 AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening
THii financial year of the Stoc-k Exchange came to its end on
the Thursday m this week, and the present subdued con-
dition of markets is indeed different from the excited buoy-
ancy prevailmg no longer than six weeks back. Investment
money is either chary of exi.sting Stock Exchange securities
or eise is hnding employment elsewhere-probably both factors
operate, along with the Budget and foreign exchange con-
siderations, to lay strong re,straint upon activity. Markets are
so quiet Ithat it is a matter of ease to thread a way even
through those which have been so popular, and the Rugby
scrums have given way to a state of affairs which discovers
the paucity of sitting accommodation in most parts of the
House.

New issues are being rushed out as fast as possible in order
that the shares may be placed before Easter. Such extensive
outpourings of capital as the first three months of the year
have seen must constitute a record, and the full figures will
be awaited with no httle interest. The underwriters have
found just lately that their obligations can become far from
nommal, and a few of the big issues of the past week have
been lelt, to a considerable extent, in the hands of those who
underwrote them.
Bank Rate apprehensions are somewhat allayed by disclosure

of an exceptionally strong position by the Bank of England
statements. These are sufficient to calm the fears of a 7 per
cent, minhuum this week, although there remains a degree
of uneasiness in regard to money, which the fresh disturb-
ance of the French franc served to underline. Although
uiarked recovery has begun in the German rate of exchange,
and although the American doUar is also a shade less expen-
sive, the outlook bristles with such uncertainties as render
trading an extremely difficult and speculative business. This
reacts, of course, upon wide circles of industrial shares, and
even those that are not directly affected, aie influenced by
Stock Exchange sympathy. The labour troubles at home have
a direct bearing upon everything connected with coal, and
the investor, baffled and perplexed by a dozen cross-currents,
decides to leave stocks and shares alone for a tune. In which
decision it may probably prove that he shows sound sense.

British Aluminiums fell rather sharply on the issue of the
rei)ort. Prom 45s., at which they stood a fortnight ago, the
shares have gone back to 38s. The profits of £348,000 arc
£72,000 down as compared with those for 1918, but the 10 per
cent, dividend is maintained, and the report states that the
present outlook is satisfactory. At the meeting next Tuesday,
resolutions will be submitted for enabling the directors to dis-
tribute two new shares for every three at present held, for
nothmg, the money to be obtained by capitalising £400,414
of the reserve account, and distributing this, in ordinary
shares, amongst proprietors in the proportion named. After
this, the reserve fund A\ill stand at £12(1,1)00, while the depre-
ciation reserve will be £.500,(XX).

Babcock & Wilcox are 6s, 3d. lower, and MetropoUtaii-
Vickers preference lost half-a-crown, Siemens again sheil
sixpence, a fair number of shares coming to market. Tele-
graph Constructions have fallen back 30s, to 26i, the com-
parative smallness of yield on the shares inducing proprietors
to seek higher returns elsewhere. Callender's are 5 down.
General Electrics are the turn off. The new ordinary, with
7s. 6d. paid, show a good deal of animation round about 12s.,
but the new B preference, with 7s. 6d. paid, continue heavy
at Is. Gd. discount. The fully paid have changed hands at
about 18s. 9d. English Electrii; ordinary are 25s., the prefer-
ence 16s., and the 55 per cent, sinking fund 1st mortgage
debentures 85, Electro-Bleach and By-Products ordinary are
20s.

Amongst electricity supply shares, London Electric prefer-

ence and Westminster ordinary are both k down, while Metro-
poUtan preference at 2 13/16 show 1/16 loss. Oity of London
shed its half-crown rise of last week, receding to 14, and the
market is once more in a tame and uninteresting condition.

The River Plate Electricity Co., Ltd., has called a niwting
for Monday next to [xiss resolutions that will enable the
directors to capitalise some of the profits standing to the credit

nf the reserve fund, and to allot ordinary shares in respect

thereof. .\pparcntly the idea is to distribute the stock for

nothing, which would represent a handsome bonus, the pre-

sent ordinary standing about 148 in the ra>arket. For the last

two years, the company has paid 7 per cent, dividend on the

ordinary .stock, the price of which on the outbreak of war
ruled at 240.

The cable market continues to be principally occupied with

the dealings in the new issues. Kaste.rn u^w shares have

risen to 8s. premium. Westerns and Globes are 38 premium,

Eastern Extensions 3J premium. \\Tiile a good many peopie

are selling their rights with a view to taking the money as
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extra dividend, a large number of others axe adopting the
suggestion made here, and paying for their aUotnicnts, round-
ing off their proportions of new shares by the purchase of
such oddments as may be necessary to ensure a holding in
level amounts. The old issues are beginning to recover,
Eastei-n ordinary, for instance, showing a rise of IJ to 157}.
The other three have been placed on the common level of 15^.
A

_
rally in Anglo-.Vmerican Telegraph defei-red restored the

price to 19, but the feature in this market is the .strength of
Oriental Telephones, which on their iwrsistent buying were
lifted 16s. 3d. to 2|, from which they drixiped t<i -li. Various
rumours aie in circulation to account for the demand, but
these are so nebulous as to render their repetition of no ser-

vice. Curiosity is piqued to know what the reason for the
jump actually is, lind this no doubt will become apparent in
due course. United Biver Plate Telephones have gone back
to 7J, and Marcouis reacted sharply to 3 9/16, a drop of 7s. 6d.
on the week, Canadians and other members of the Marconi
group being disposed to sag in sympathy with the shares of

the parent concern.
Brazilian Tractions have fallen back to 52, on further sales

from Paris, and there is no recovery yet in the stocks of the
British Columbia Electric Railway. Mexican Light pre-
ferred at 'ITi are 3 points down. Bombay Electric ordinary
shares, after being nominally 165, were put down to 150,

changing hands at 145§ and rather higher. Still there is

nothing to explain the extraordinary rise of the past three
months. The shares are 10} times higher than they stood at

the end of July, 1914. The rubber market siows no
resiliency, the price of the raw material being dull. Arma-
njent and allied shares participate in the depression shown by
most of the industrial sections.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some ca-ses the prices are only general,
and they may vary according toijuantities and other circumstances.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HOMS ElUlCTBIOITT COKPUIIIS,

Dividend Price
y ^—

V

March 23, Yield
1918. 1919. 19!>0. Rise or fsU, p.o.

Brompton Ordln»ry 8 19 6| — £8 16 10

Charing Cross Ordinary .... 1 7 32 - 908
do. do. do 4i Pret. ..4^44 21 — 8 8 8

Chelsea 3 4 3i — 6 3 1

City of London 8 10 14 — J 7 2 10

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. . . 6 x M —
rt 4 8

Coanty of London 7 8 9J — 822
do do. 6 per cent. Pre!. B « 9 — 6 13 4

Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 b\ — fi 13 4

London Electric Nil 2J i} - 6 2 6

do. do. 6 percent. Pref... 6 6 88 — i 8 17 10

Metropolitan 5 6 35sd - 8

do. 4J per cent. Pref. .. 44 4i 2i,; — ',, 8

Bt. James' and Pall MaU . . .. 10 IJ 61 — 8 16 10

South London 6 6 3| — 7 12 8

South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 19/6 — 7 3 7
Westminster Ordinary . . . . 8 10 5J — J 8 13 10

TeLBORAPHB 4ND Tklsphohks,

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 8 6 87J — R 17 1

do. Def 88/6 14 19 -H J 7 18

Chile Telephone 8 fi 6i — •! 13 3

Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 lOJl — 'e 18 4

Eastern Eitonsion 8 10 ir,i — i •6 10 1

Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 157* +U '6 7
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 I.5g -i-| 'e 10 1

do. do. Pref 6 6 9J + i 664
Qreat Northern Tel 82 — 24 — 9 3 4
Indo-Eoropean 18 — 48i — 6 18 4
Marconi 85 — 8,^ — 3 7
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 — S| + H 3 12 !l

United R. Plate Tel 8 — 7| — i •5 3 3

West India and Panama .. .. 1/3 — 1,-'b
— ,'i 19

Western Telegraph 8 10 16g — i •B 10 1

HoHK Rah^s,

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 47i
— 886

Metropolitan 1 li 214 + i 6 16 3

do. District .. Nil Nil 174 — Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil aj —J Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 6,6 — Nil

do. do. Income ..3 4 £9 —2 .5 Ifi

Foreign Trams,

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . Nil Nil 3J — —
do. do. 2nd Pref. . . — — SJ — —
do. do. 6 Deb. ..65 62« — 7 15

Brazil Tractions — — 62 —14 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 19 — 3 8
BritiEh Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 6flJ —1 8 .) 4

do. do. Prefemred 24 5 514 — 9 14 2

do. do. Deferred Nil 3 414 — 7 4 7
do. do. Deb. .. 4* 4i .=.7xd — 7 9 1

MeiicoTramse percent. Bonds.. NO Nil 384 — NU
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 294 — Nil

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 174 — Nil
do. Pref NU Nil 274 —3 NU
do. let Bonds . . . . NU NU 614 — —

Manufacturinq Companies.
Babcock & vvilcox 15 — 3,;.

— '4 10 9
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 1»: — .'5 6

British Insulated Ord 124 15 »*' — 7 12
Callenders 25 — 8| —J 7 8 10

64 Pref '54 64 43 — -6 16 10
Castner Kellner 20 — 4 — —
Crompton Ord 10 — 21/fi — 6d. 9 6
Edison-Swan, " A " .... 10 — IJ — 800

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb, ..56 794 — 659
Electric Construction .. .. 10 — 28/6 -6d. 8 10 2
Gen. Elec. Pref 64 64 18/6 — 7 6

do. Ord 10 — m — »6 10 4

Henley 26 ir, 2| — 6 6 4

do. 44 Pref 44 44 Sg — 6 4 y
India-Rnbber 10 — 16 — '6 6
Met.-Vickers Prel — 8 2i —J 6 16 5
Siemens Ord lu 10 29/- —fid. 'e 18 n
Telegraph Con 80 20 264 -14 '4 IQ 6

* Dividends paid free ol Income Ta^,

Tuesday.
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POWER FROM BLAST FURNACE GAS.

By S. H. FOWLES, A.M.I.E.E.

[Ahalnhi uf ijupcr read bcjoiu llu

In view of the fact that we as a nation have to niakp a

lon.sak-raliu' saving in oiii' liid i-(,n.siiiiintion, uc must lir.-t

(it all Idolv ti) our ethciency. in many ea.^'s this is very low
ami wa-stelul. it i.s tor us to took ior better methods of

using our wasted heat units, and thus malje the best unv
of what we iiave, before attempting to harness ati)' new
powers.
One instance of great wastage is in the form of blast furnace

gas, which escapes from the furnaces during the making
of pig uou. 'Ihe amount of energy which is at present being
wasted or used at about iO per cent, efficiency trom the blati

furnaces of this country is in the neighbourhood of 1 million

horse-power. This is a matter that should be .seriously taken
up in connection with the greater power .scheme, and should
serve a very good purpo.«e m the cheapening of electrical

energy. Where the gas is cleaned and used efficiently, for

the .same quantity of gas an additional iO thousand hor.'^i'-

power can be produced, and about 5 to 6 thousand horse-power
•saved on coal, making a net saving of about 10 thousand
horse-power from three blast furnaces.

The gas is a by-product, and has been treated in 'the pa.st

as of very little value, being, therefore, either wasted or

used very inefficiently. The furnaces are self-contained,

with a large number of boilers for steam-raising to supply
the bla.st engines for the furnace blo'W'ing. This blast in

turn pa.s.ses from the engine-driven blovsers through the hot
stoves to the furnaces. The hot stoves and boilers usually

con.sumed the whole of the gas made, in addition to a veiy

large amount of coal for the* boilers.

The ga.s was used in its crude state, with the exception

(if the small amount of dust taken out by the dust catchers.

This caused great loss in laying oil the boilers for cleaning,

which was a very frequent occurrence, as the boilers con-

sumed about 1 million cubic feet of gas per hour.

In addition to the du.st, the moistme had to be dealt

with, and this eon.-;iderably lowererl the temperature of the

fire box, thus causing the excessive use of coal with very
inefficiently burnt gas. Many of the boilers on this class of

work axe in the open air and have no shelter; the settings

are vei-y often so porous that it is far from economical to

u.se. even clean gas in them, but during the transition stage

this has.to be done. The u.se of gas for boiler-firing is proving

a very bad policy, since in comparison with large gas engines

only about 30 per cent, of the engine efficiency is niaintain-?d

on tlie boilers of modern design with clean gas.

The old methcKl of using crude ga.i and coal had an
efficiency of about 10 pev cent., 'when compared on a horse-

power basis with present-day gas-diiven plant. Approxi-

mate figures for one furnace on the new method show that

eacli furnace produces 1 iniiiion cii. ft. of gas per hour, and
only 0.5.5 of this is required for the funiace. leaving 0.4.J

million or 4.50,000 cu. ft. of gas available Jier furna<-e. for

other purposes, and tliis at 150 cu. ft. per KW.-hour is equal

to about .'(.(XlO units of electricity per furnace per hour. Now
with .50 furnaces the aggregate would equal 1.50.00<l unils

saved per hour and 1,030,510,000 per annum; this with the'

boiler .saving represents an economy of about 100.000 tons of

coal per annum. This shows that the electrical energy which

can be .saved annually by generating from blast luriiace gas

is almost equal to the total nuinltci' oi units snM diiiint;

1911-1912 by all the 303 electricity works nl the liiitnl

Kingdom.
The difference in coal and gas con.sumed, and the work

done under <-rude and clean ga.s conditions respectiv<'ly. is

enormous. A great deal depends on the selection of a. clean-

ing plant for this purpo.se, and while it is not intended t i

compare the merits or demerits of other plant, yet a great

deal can be said for the Halberg-Beth dry gas-cleaning plant.

It has considerable advantages.- the following being a few nl'

them : The bulk of the potash is recovered in its original

.state. The dust contents average 0.0I>2 gramme per cu. m. Tin-

plant can be worked for long periods up to 30 per <'ent.

overload if required. The moisture <'an be removed or

allowed to remain at will. The total water contents average

about 15 grammes per cu. ni. The above figures can hardly

be surpassed to-day on .nny plant when the du.st and moisture

are taken into consideration jointly and the [lower consump-

tion jM-r volume of gas cleaned.

The author then describes part of the plant at a large iron

Works, .some details of whi<-h were given in our issues ol

January •£in\ and 30th, 1920. and .says that other cleaning

plant is not in a position to guarantee .such results of low

dust and moi.sture contents which are common to engines,

boilers, and stoves, .so that in case of a temporary shortage

of crude gas the valves to stoves and boilers can be clesed

and the engines kept running continuously. .Another great

advantage of this plant is the fact that, with no complete

water passages or seals for the gas to pass for cleaning, in

the event of a stoppage occurrina on all the fan motors ui

the cleaning plant the engines will continue on load as usual,

I.NSTlTCIIO.N Ol' ElECT1;1C.\L JiLNOlNCEUS.^

and will draw the gas through the plant just as clean a.s

wlien supplied by the fan. This has been done for a period

of an hour at a stretch.

The general operation of the Halberg-Beth gas-cleaning

plant is then de.sc-ribed by the author (for a similar descrip-

tion see our issue of February (Jth, 19-iO). The plant works
continuously and has a very low upkeep and operation co.st.

liic engines for generation compri.se seven sets of 12-

cylinder tandem vertical l.5iKJ ii.i-., direct-coupled to i.OOO-

KW., thrcH.'-phase altcrnat<us running at 'iOO is. P.M., and arc

run in parallel with a public electric supply at 5,-500 volts.

In order to get good liring, the sparking plug jroints are

adjusted to about lo/lOOOths of an inch, and are of the motor
car large type supplied from a L.T. magneto and induction

coil, and very little trouble is exi^erienced from dirt or mois-

ture owing to the gas being dry and clean when leaving the

gas plant. The throttles for air and gas are arranged on a

common spindle, and the air throttles require more cleaning

than the gas throttles, which show^s that the gas is cleaner

than the atmosphere. The machines run very steadily and
.synchronising is quite as ea.sy as on a steam-driven set.
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and from the coke used in the blast furnaces, The quantity
of gaa wasted, ulthough small compared with the j^cquire-
mciits of our i>ower tstatioiiH, in iievcrthelfss a large item
when taken i-ollectivrly jii tliu halaiu-*; sli.-et, Cok*'-oven gas
is richer in value tlian blast fuiiiate «ax, and is not such an
easy gas to use, but during the last three years a very in-
genious valve has been adopted for mixing some of the
exhaust-cooled gas from the engines with the coke oven gas,
thus avoiding the trouble of preignition.
The whole of this subject should have a thorough investiga-

tion, w-ith the ultimate view of connecting all blast-furnace
supplies to the greater scheme of national power supply.
Balance sheets were given in an apiwndix to the iw-per

sliowing the dilfercnce in the old and new methods of utilis-
ing waste heat; the saving that results from cleaning and
using the gas efficiently; and a comparison of the 303 elec-
tricity works and the estimated waste gas of Great Britain's
.50 blast furnace installations. Tables were al.so added giving
the various constituents of the gas, the content value, the
gas and oil used in vajious parts of the works, the number
of units generated, and the pressures and temperatures main-
tained at various positions in the cleaning plant and engine
rooms.

DiSC'U.S.SION IN I.O.NDON.

The al)0ve paper, as well as that by Mr. W. H. Patchell
(an abstract of which a|>ijeaifd in our last issue), wa.s read
before the Institution on March 13th, the discus.<(ion, of which
a resume is given below, being concluded on March J.Sth.

Mr. P. TAvr.oii, who confined his remarks to Mr. ratcbell's
paper, said it was a valuable one, and it contained much use-
ful information on the subjeut which was usually .scarce.

He per.sonally had .seen the plant described, and he could
confinu the statement that it had worked very well. The
gas engine tests were taken under everyday running condi-
tions, and it was possible to obtain even better results than
were given in the paper. The author was justified in claim-
ing 1.51 lb. of eoaJ per KW.-hour produced, but that would
not be the case if pow'er alone wei-e supplied, because credit
for the exhaust steam and tar had to be taken into account.
From a power point of view, the figure would be 1.7 lb., and
the tar could be .sold. The author's figuie for repairs and
renewal co.sts was too high. It would have .served a useful
purpose had a separate accoimt sheet been added to show
whether it really paid to recover the sulphate of ammonia,
and the total amount of coal used .should also have been
stated. Each separate case .should be considered on its own
merits, and more detailed figures for comparison with other.s

would be useful.

Dr. MoHLEY thought that Mr. Fowles's paper con-
tained much valuable first-hand information. The economies
that could be realised by the efficient use of properly cleaned
blast-furnace gas were enormous; there they had a practi-

cally untapped .soui-ce of power. Even in works where the
was was being used, there wa.s still .scope for economy; the
practice of liurning the gas under boilers was in some cases
being abandoned in favour of gas engines. Two important
reixjrts had recently been presented to the Iron and Steel

Institute, one by Prof. Bone and Sir Robert Pladfield, whicli

contained much u.seful information on the subject, and the
other by two gentlemen who had visited the Rhine Valley
and seen the conditions there. The latter report was a

striking and impartial testimony to the efficiency of the gas
engine. There was not much to ch(X)se between the high and
low speed types of gas engine as i-egarded i-elia.bility, neither
type gave much trouble. Blast furnace gas was a very re-

markable gas, it contained Jio tar whatever, which was the
chief source of trouble to all gas engineers. The que.stion of

w liich type of engine to use required consideration ; the ad-

vantage in favour of the high-speed vertical engine was that
of capital cost, its reliability being equal to that of the hori-

zontal low-.speed type, but the life of the engine was an
important con.sideration. It was only necessary to compare
the life of a high-six^ed vertical aero engine with that of a
low-speed horizontal gas engine to reali.se thLs )x)int. Operat-
ing costs were vei'y valuable, but it was also neces.sary to

add maintenance costs. It was noteworthy that in (iermany,
the home and nursery of the large gas engine, the sole type
in use was the horizontal engine. With regard to cooling

the cylinders, in the (jalway engine the water only passed

through one moving part; the valve itself was not cooled, but
only its seat and box. It was quite possible to build cylinders

up to 55 in. in diameter. Considering the atmosphere in a

gas engine .station, there was no reason why it should not

be as clean and sweet as that in a stearic station. The ques-

tion of tile ntilisation of wa.ste blast-furnace gas was one
of national importance.

Mr. W. B. 'A'ooDHOtjSE gave it as his opinion that with

the present high price of coal no case could be made for

the by-product gas producer plant for the provision of power
alone. The high initial consumption of gas lendeiied the

gas engine uneconomical on anything under half load. This

fact would necessitate the load factor being high and not

15 or "20 per cent., as was the case with some steam engines.

It would certainly not pay to run a gas plant of this descrip-

tion on a load factor of, say, 10 per cent. He was sadly

disappointed in Mr. Fowles's paper; it was not clear whether

the paper attempted to describe certain plant or whether it
was intended as a condemnation of the iron masters. iXir-
tlier, the author had not indicated which of his figures and
statements were »>stimat<is or predictions, and which wer«
tacts. Actually, iu the speaker's opinion, the ixisition was
not so bad as the author would lead one to suppose; the
author did not appear to be aware of what had been done
b,v the iron ma.sters in recent years. It was not possible to
utili.'*e all the blast-furnace gas produced, because that wiiuld
involve problems of storage, ami there was al.'JO the (piestion
ol the load factor of the ele<-trical energy to be considered.
He disagreed with the autlior's .statonent that the use of
the gas for boiler firing was bad practice, lie had built a
small station in which this method was utiUsed, and very
careful tests were taken of its operation. From the results
obtained the station w-as comparable with a turbine station
haying an efficiency ratio of 75 jjer cent., and it was his
opinion that a large station using gas-liied boilers would
show good results. It was not <lc;n- what the author was
driving at.

Oapt. A. P. PvNE, referring first to Mr. Patchell's paper,
said that it was unfair to compare the small installation
described with lai-ge turbo-generator plant, becau.se much
better results could be shown if it were necessary to do so.

Unfortunately there were not many '^-cycle gas engines tliat

could be considered reliable; there was one tyi)e, regrettably
of German make, however, that no one would hesitate ti)

rely upon, even in sizes up to 1.500 h.p. The gas plant
it.self was perfectly to be depended uix>n. After referring to
the financial asi^ect, the .speaker .said that those who im-
agined that the atmosphere in the ga.s-engine room was any
worse than that in .ii steam station were quite mistaken, in

many cases it was much better. Turning to Mr. Fowles's
paper, the speaker said that his main contentions were quite
correct, although his figures might be .slightly optimistic.

In spite of Mr. Woodhou.se's remarks, there was, in the
si)eaker's opinion, a large amount of blast-furnace gas
wasted in this country, and there was much .scope for im-
provement and ec(momy in that direction. It had remained
for the Germans to show what really could l>e done; in

Germany he had seen numerous small plant scattered over
the country-side driving gas-engine generators, and linked
to the H.T. town supply system. Many other ca.ses could
be mentioned of plant successfully working on the Con-
tinent, and even in Russia. In 1914 there was not a single

gas engine installation in this country that could compare
with those at work in Germany. (Jas engines were equal
in reliability to steam plant, although the first cost of the
latter was u.sually lower. He knew of a case where a gas
engine had run for '24 hours per day for 305 days without
being .shut down or cleaned. It sliould be remembered that

the reliabihty of the engine depended on the cleanliness of

the gas, the dust content of which should not be higher than
0.00'2 gramme per cu. m. The Halberg-Beth dry gas-cleaning

plant successfully met these requirements, but it was expen-
sive in first cost, and it was here that electrical engineers
had an opixirtunity of sbow'ing what electrostatic methods
could do. Another point that .should be remembered was
that cleaning gas for use in a gas engine and under a boiler

were two quite dilfeient problems. The iwint of his remarks
was that everything he had .said was merely a reiietition ot

what he had told a similar meeting of the Institution some
six years ago. and it was I'egTettable to find that during the
interval practically nothing had been done to improve the

condition of atfairs in this country.

Mr. H. T. GIBBON'S, referring to Mr. Wixidhouse's remarks,

said that he had always understood the object of by-product
gas producer plant to be the saving of coal, and Mr. Patchell's

figures showed that a supply of electricity could be produced
by this means at a co.st comparable with that of a public

supply. The author's figures for repairs and renewals cost

were, however, rather high ; this might be accounted for m
the dil'ficulty of obtaining certain materials during the war
jieriod. The makers had .such confidence in Premier gas
engines that they were prepared to guarantee them under
all normal conditions. It was po.ssible to liuild such engines
having cylinder diameters up to lH in. in diameter; four such
units made up a complete -engine, and to-day similar sets

were giving satisfactory results. For the gentration of elec-

tricity multi-cylinder engines were preferable, and it was
probable that future large engines lor this purpo.se would
be a. compromise between the vertical high-speed and the
horizontal low-speed types. The latter type ix>ssibly took i p
more floor space, and necessitated heavier foundations, but
again.st that could be set its longer life. He in.stanced a case
where a gas engine had run for five months without being
shut down and running periods of three months at a stretch
were common. It was a significant fact that when once an
iron master inst<illed a gas engine in his works he invariably
extended the plant, and Mr. Fowles was right in advocating
closer co-operation between the iron masters and electricity

supply undertakings.
Mr. J. Paton explained that conditions to-day were not

so favourable to by-product producer gas plant as they were
before the war. It would seem that the Lyinn tower washers
were not so efficient as the ordinary packed towers. Mr.
Patchell's figure for capital cost per kw. of plant installed
was too high, he knew of a case where the cost was more
like £10.6 per kw. In attempting to treat by-product tar
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satisfactorily it sshould be remembered that the tar contained
a large auiouut ot wat-er; the tar should, tberetor<?, be kept
i;ontiniially asitated until all the water had boiled oft. ThiH
eould be satisfactorily don« by injecting compressed air mto
the bottom of the still.

Dr. J. A. Harkek drew attention to the r«port of the
Nitrogen Products Committee, which was appointed by the

Ministry of Munitions. It oontained. he sairt. much valuable

and interesting information on the suhject undrr discussion,

and it was notworthy that Mr. Pak'heU's cunchi.sions and
observations were in strict accord with those expressed in the

report referred to.

Mr. B.vss e.xpressed regret that neither the managing direc-

tor nor the chief engineer of Messrs. Hoffmann was able to

be present to express their opinions on the plant described

by Mr. Patchell. All he could say was that any doubts that

might have existed prior to the in.staUation of the plant had
been entirely dispelled after two years and eight months' very
successful operation. It had been shown that gas plant

lacked nothing in point of reliability, and with regard to

exhaust boilers there had only been one stoppage in two
years and eight months. It was not thought advisable t<i

shut down the plant at the time the defect was noticed, it

eventually, therefore, took longer to rectify than would other-

wise liave been the ca.se. Anyone who cared to visit the
works in question would see for himself that the popular
conception of the dirty conditions usually associated with pro-

ducer gas plant was an entirely mi.staken one.

Mr. A. H. IjYmn, with reference to Mr. Paton's remarks,
explained that the efficiency of the Lymn tower washers was
in no way behind that of other tyjies if the plant was kept
working on full load; with the Hotfmann plant these con-

i.ditions were not fulfilled. If no gas flowed up the towers,

the water falling on the first disk \\ould drop to the bottom
of the tower without touching any of the inverted cones.

It would, therefore, be appreciated that it was due to the
up-flowing gas that the w'ater fell from the disks on to the
inverted cones. Efficient washing resulted from the gas actu-
ally having to pass through the water as it was falling. It

was noteworthy that corrosion did not take place in the Ijymn
plant to any appreciable extent except at such places as bolt

joints, Ac, which fact was attributable entirely to the con-
struction of the plant. In horizontal tanks using paddles,

and in which the level of the liquid was continually changing,
corr<]sion was much moie likely to take place. Mr. Patchell
woulil have been quite ju.stified in adopting manually-stoked
producers if it liad been possible to procure the quality of coal

that it was initially intended to use.

Mr. H. Chanev endonsed -Mr. Patchell's figures referring to

the production of electricity. Personally, he used the steam
first in turbo-generators, from the exhaust of which it passed
on to the gas producers. The war had taught a good deal m
the direction of utilising bad quality coal, and he himself had
u.sed coke du.st to dilute the coal. He was of the opinion that
the fullest possible use .should be made of blast-furnace ga.ses,

and that towns in the neighbourhood of such furnaces should
he compelled to utilise this source of power.
Mr. V. H. PiiEECR did not understand Mr. Fowles's attitude

with regard to using bla.st-furnace gas under boiler.s; his state-

ments were misleading, and he (the speaker) coukl not agree
with them. The whole of the trouble experienced with 'gas-

fired boilers was due to dirty gas; they could not use Bunseti
burners becau.se they choked up. The firm with which he
was connected used an external combustion chamber having
air holes that could be adjusted from s in. to 6 in. in diameter
according to variations in the pressure of the gas. Tlie difti-

culties encountered with heavy and frequently occurring varia-
tions in the gas pressure could readily be appreciated. With
clean gas, however, they were able to use Bun.sen burners,
and by this means efficiencies of 70 to 76 per cent, could be
obtained, or even 78 per cent, for the combined boiler, e<'ono-

iiiiser, and suiierheater. Mr. Patchell's results ol)tained from
waste-heat boilers were wonderful con.sidering the low-tem-
lierature ga.-^es used.

Mr. li. Andrews said it gave him much pleasure to hear
such papers read before the Institution. Some eleven years
ago he had himself outlined to the In.stitution a similar plant
to that described by Mr. Patchell, and it was interesting to

compare the results then predicted with those actually ob
tained by the author. .\ very considerable .saving in coal
could be made by the use of gas engines; true, he agreed that
for very larg«' plant nothing at present could compare with
the turbine, but there was, nevertheless, a large field open
to the use of pas plant.

Mr. If. M. RiUGE explained that he had only recently re-

turned from a visit to Germany, where he had .seen blast-

furnace plant in operation, and it was interesting to note that

to-day the works could not obtain sufficient coke to keep their

furnaces working at anything like full load. He instanced one
undertaking in Lorraine, but there were many others like

it, which prior to the war had six bla.st furnaces at work.
From these sufficient gas was obtained not only to drive the
entire works, including rolling mills and all the electrical

power used in them, but there was sufficient surplus gas to

furnish the surroundinsj district with electric jxiwer and light.

This emphasised the fact that under efficient working con-
ditions an iron works could produce much more c.is thnn it wns
poMible to utilise in the works themselves. The difficulties

met with in this country were due to dirty rup, and it waa
regrettable to see furnaces still working in this cjuntry to-day

with open tops, from which all the gas was wusteii. It waa
important to cl«in the gas; stoves would run for periods of

two years without being cleaned if using clean gas, but wita
dirty gas the rich salts soon attacked the brickv.ork which it

was necessary to renew every three to four months.' H«
mentioned a ca.se where the efficiency of clean bo:lprs dropped
apprecialily after two bonrs' working on dirty gas, and after

six hours they had to be shut down. The dillerence in the

results obtained in the use of clean and dirty gas was equaUy
striking, no matter in what manner the gas was used.

Owing to the lateness of the hour the authors reserved their

replies to the discussion for publication in the Institution

Journal.

THE IMPORTS OF SPAIN.

Statistics have recently been published concerning the import
trade of Spain during 1917. Below are given the values of

electrical and allied goods imported during that year compared
with 1910, a note of increases or decreases being added :

—
1916 1917 Inc. or dec.

Country Pesetas Pesetas Pesetas

.Ire lamps.—
France 4.0U0 1,000

United Kingdom ... 'i.tKIlt la.OOt)

Other countries 10,Wh)' — -I-

3,000

11,000

10,000

Total 16,000 14,000 2,000

Carbons for arc latiips.-

Holland 9,000 Ps.

France
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bupervision and control; and we consider this would best le

auained by givmg statutory ellect to the recommendations ot

tne Committee on Trusts appointed by the Minister ot Re-
construction—which, in brict, are that there should be estab-

lished a department ol' State charged with the duty of inform-
ing itself as to the nature, extent, and development of

combinations of all kinds in so tar as they tend to the
ic^traiut of trade and the creation of monolX)lies, and of

luaking preliminary inquiry into complaints made with regard

to them ; and that a tribunal should be set up to w hich the

department could apply lor powers to obtain particular in-

lonuatiou, and would refer- for full investigation cases in

\\ hich combinations appeared to act injuriously to the public

interest.

The Committee wish to record their great appreciation of

the services rendered by the secretary, Mr. P. Gent, in con-
nection with this inquiry.

EErOKT.

To the Chairman of the Standing Committee on Trusts.

1. We were appointed to inquire into the existence of any
trust or trade combination in the electric lamp industry, and
into the effec-ts which the existence of such a trade com-
li. nation, if proved, is having upon prices of electric lamps.
We have held nine u.eetings, and have examined represen-

tatives of the Electric Lamp Manufacturers' Association of

(jreat Britain, Ltd., of electric lamp manufacturers inside

and outside the Association, as well as factors and distributors

of Association and non-Association lamps.
2. Since in our inquiry we have had to investigate the in-

tiuence of trade combination upon the development of the
electric lamp industry in this country, and to relate that

inrtuence to questions of patent rights, exclusive processes,

and agreements of an international character, we think it

well to recount briefly the history of electric lamp manufac-
ture in so far as it bears upon our investigations.

The lirst incandescent lami)—the carbon filament lamp

—

was invented simultaneously in 1S78 by Swan in England and
Edison in America. Although the patents were declared in-

\alid in every other Euroi>ean country, they were upheld in

the United Kingdom, and the manufacture of electric lamps
in this country thus became, for several years, the nionoiwly
of one company. On the expiry of the Edison and Swan
patents other British factories sprang up, and a period of

expansion in the British lamp industry followed. Mean-
while (ierman manufacturers, having been tree from patent
restrictions, had progressed even more rapidly, not only in

Volume of output but also in technique of manufacture and
trade organisation ; and on the lapse of the British patents
they were able to send lamps into this country at a price

with which British manufacturers had difficulty in com-
IHjting.

For about 28 years the incandescent electric lamp in com-
mon use remained practically unchanged, and it was not
until 1900 that an Austrian and a German firm, produced
iiidei)endeutly the squu'ted tungsten filament, based on what
appeared to be the same chemical principle, but diflerent

processes. The Austrian patent .seemed the fundamental one,

Ijut the German process was better adapted to commeicid
manufacture. In 1907 a British firm, The General Electric

Co., Ltd., approached both Austrian and German firms (whi'-h

were then at law with regard to their patents) with a view to

securing the patent rights of both for this country. The Ger-
mans were reluctant to sell, it being their intention not lo

license manufacturers in other countries, but to manufacturj
exclusively in Germany and to build up a large exjxjrt trade.

Ihe Austraian syndicate, on the other hand, did not intend to

manufacture, and were willing to dispose of the patent. The
General Electric Co., Ltd., was eventually successful in acquir-
ing the rights of the British patents for both processes, and
forthwith erected a factory for the production of metal tila-

ii!ent lamps in this country.
The next notable developments in the electric incandescent

liiup were the production in the United States (by the Gene-
r; I Electric Co., of New York) of the drawn tungsten wire
lilnment lamp in 19<J9, and of the gas-tilled lamp, popularly
known as the half-watt lamp, in 1918. The British rights
liir these patents were acquired by the British Thomso'.i-
llouston Co., under their arrangements with the General
Electric Co. (of New York), which has a majority interest
in the British Thomson-Houston Co.
The gas-filled lamp, as invented in 1913, could be made

only in the larger sizes, but in 1914 it was discovered that
commercial lamps of lower sizes could be made if filled with
argon instead of nitrogen. Up to that time, however, argon
had had no commercial value, and its manufacture had not
been developed. Reiieated attempts to produce the gas on
a coniniercial scale were made in this country during the
early part of the war, but without success. Meanwhile a

Dutch firm of repute, Messrs. Philips, of Eindhoven, had
discovered a- process, and were manufacturing argon-filled
lamps in large quantities. Overtures were made to them bv
British manufacturers for th" supply of the essential p,Trts

of an argon plant. The Dutch manufacturers were naturally
not anxious to supply their British competitors with this
machinery, but ultimately a contrnct, apm"Oved by the Board
nf Trade, wan entered into, providing for the supnly of an
nrgon plant in consideration, infer aJin. of the purch.i.^e of a
large number of argon-filled lamps from the Dutch firm.

After unforeseen delays the plant was received and erected
at the lamp works ot the General Electric Co., at Hammer-
smith, where it is now at work.

i'liur to the war the annual output of incandescent electric
lami)s in this country is estimated to have been about
.i-j,U )0,0(J0, the corresponding figure for the United States
bcmg I1U,000,000, for Germany 100,000.1X10, and for Holland
JO.lKJJ.OijO. During the war tUe American output is stated
to have increased by UO pov cent., and the British output by
20 per cent., while the manufacturers of Holland have gouo
lapidly ahead and acquired a considerable part of the foreign
lamp trade of both Britain and Germany.

In 1913 electric incande.Mcnt lamps to the number of
y,:iOO,00<J, having a value of £t9G,0(J0, were imported into this
country, while 3,700,000 lamps, valued at J;1'J2,000 were ex-
ported. During the war imixirts have on the average shown
an increase and exports a decline. In 1919 the lamps im-
ported totalled over 2,.jOO,000, and those exixjrted over
2,.SOO,ttO0, the l.o.b. value of the exported lamps being, how-
ever, only about two-thirds the c.i.l. value of the imports.
The consumption ot lamps in the United Kingdom is now

e.^tiinated at 3<J,00<J,00<J [ler annum.
3. Under our terms of reference we are to inquire into the

exi,stence of any trust or trade combination in the electric
lamp industry. We find that a trade combination does exist
among electric lamp manufacturers in this country, and
exercises a ix>werful influence over the conduct and develop-
ment of the industry. The facts relevant to our inquuy
concerning this combination we find to be as follows :

—
The Tungsten Lamp Association was formed about seven

\ears ago, its declared objects being to promote and protect
the interests of manufacturers of, and dealers in, electric
lamps in the United Kingdom ; to conduct and assist m
making expermieuts and research for the improvement of
electric lamps, and to enter into agreements with members
and wholesale and retail dealers relating to the manufacture,
supply, and sale of electric lamps.

It has been explained to us that the success of the first

metal-filament lamps, made in this country under acquired
German and Austrian patents as already mentioned, en-
couraged other electrical concerns to make researches and
take out patents for new inventions. It was considered that
sijme of these patents overlapiied, and costly litigation was
threatened. Deeming co-oi)eration preferable to conflict. The
British Thomson-Houston Co., The General Electric Co., and,
later, Messrs. Siemens, came together, iwimarily on patents,
each agreeing to recognise the others' patents and to license
the others for its own patents, and to interchange factory and
laboratory exiJerience. As a natural consequence, we are
informed, a selling arrangement was entered into. These
three, with the Ediswan Electric Co., formed themselves into
the Tungsten Lamp Association. The Tungsten Lamp Associa-
tion was incorporated in the Electric Lamp Manufacturers'
Association of Great Britain. Ltd.. in April. 1919, the de-
clared objects of the latter association being the same as those
of the original asscKJation. Various other firms have joined
the As.s<xiation at different times since its formation, and the
complete membership is now as follows, the last three firms
having joined during the war :

—
The British Thomson-Houstim Co., Ltd.
The General Electric Co., Ltd.
Siemens Bros., Ltd.
Ediswan Electric Co.. Ltd.
Poster Engineering Co.
Stearn Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.
" Z " Electric Lamp Manufacturing Co.

British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
(now Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.).

Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd. (Britannia Lamp & Accessories Co.,
Ltd.).

Pope's Electric Lamp Co.. Ltd.
The electric lamp indu.>try in this country may thus be

regarded for our purpose as falling into two main divisions,

namely, the firms in the Asscviation and non-associated firms.

The associated manufacturers of electric lamps in this country
cdinprite the ten firms named above. 'The non-associated firms
include :

—
Cryselco Lamp Co., Ltd.
Crowther & Osboni, Ltd. (St-eando Lamp Co.).

Imperial United Lamp Co.. Ltd.
Corona Lamp W'orks, I^td.

Harlesden Lamp Co. (Stella Lamp Co.).

Maxim Lamp Works. Ltd.

Notable Lamp Co.. Ltd.

Prior to the war the .\ssociation was responsible for about
S.") |)er c-ent. of the total British output, whilst for last year
its proportion is estunated to have been between 90 ami
95 per cent.

4. Under our terms of reference we have further to inquire

into the effects which the existence of a trade combination n

the electric lamp industry, if proved, is having upon the

prices of electric lamps.
The first fact to be recorded in this connection is that the.

Electric Lamp Manufacturers' Association has an arrangernent

whereby its members fix a common retail price for the various

types and grades of lamp.o sold to the public, and give nn

agreed rate of discount to the factors and retailers who handle

the lamps.
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The nature of this anangenient is as follows: A basic

discount of -X) per cent, on ivtail selling prices is allowed to any

approved trade retailer. The .\ssoi-iation has further a siding

scale wherein- anv trader doing business in .\s.soc-iation lamps

to the amount of £10 or more per annum can receive a dis-

count proportionate to his total annual purchases of lamps

from all the assoc-iated tirius, the rates being as follows:—
iS per cent, on JE7.0 net value of purchases.

•24 per cent, on i.'130 ,,

'25 per cent, on H'iSO „
26 per cent, on JEtJ.50 ,,

•27 i>er cent, on £1.000

38 per cent, on £1,'250 „
30 per cent, on £1,550 „
32 per cent, on i'1.850 „
34 per cent, on ±'3,000 „
36 per cent, on £5.(HX) „
37 per cent, on i'll.Jixi

38 per cent, on i"2s,(KXt

39 iier cent, on ±'55,000 ,.

If a trader desires and is entitled to more than '20 per cent,

discount under the above scale, he must apply to the Associa-

tion for grading, which is granted conditional on his signmg

an agreement. If the trader's net purchases entitle him to

a discount of fi;om '22 per cent, to '28 per cent., he must sign

the retailer's agreement, the main feature of which is that

he agrees not to advertise, stock, or solicit orders for, lamps

of other than Association makes. If the trader's net pur-

chases entitle him to a di.scount of 30 per cent, or more, he

must sign the factor's agreement, the mam feature of which

is tliat he agrees not to advertise, stoc-k, solicit orders for,

or sell lamps other than Association makes. Thus, the re-

tailer under his agreement may sell non-Association lamps

only if requested to do so, and must then obtain them speci-

aUv for his customer. But the factor must not on any

account sell non-Association lamps. Such factors are, in prac-

tice, agents for the associated firms, and it has been stated

that their number is about 50.
, . , • u

The Association has a system whereby the whole of the

manufacturers and factors are periodically mformed of the

discount gradmg of customers, besides which tney have a

register of approved '20 per cent, traders. It is a rule of the

Association, and a stipulation in the factor's and retailers

agreements, that no trader shall be supplied at other than

the discount advertised by the .Association. In no case may

a manufacturer or factor give more than 20 per cent, discount

to anv fii-m without the sanction of the Assoc-iation.

A condition of s;ile of all Association lamps is that they

shall be sold to the user at the prices fixed by the Association,

and all distributors are comiwUed to insert the price main-

tenance clause as a condition of sale, as well as to withhold

supplies from any purchaser infringing the sales terms of the

Association. ...
Should a factor handle any other than Assofiiation lamps,

or resell at discounts other than those prescribed by the Asso-

ciation, supplies mav be withheld, and he may be put upon

the "
list prices net " register. Should a retailer on pre-

ferential disc-ount stock, advertise, or solicit orders for other

than Association lamps he may be down-graded to the basic

discount of '20 i«r cent., or put upon the " list prices net
"

register. Should either sell to the using public at a price

other than the price fixed by the Association, he may be put

upon the "
list prices net " register of firms who must not he

given anv discount whatever by any .Association manufacturer

or factor. Upon the " hst prices net " register are placed

not only firms who have sold at less than fixed prices, but

also all agents for non-Association lamps, all non-Association

lamp manufacturers, and various firms who are considered

not to be bona-fidc retailers, e.g., firms who claim to lie

retailers in order to get lamps at trade discount for their own
use. This "

list prices net " register, w^hich appears to be

known in the trade as the '" black hst," contains the names
of about 100 firms.

It will be seen that the prices of electric lamps to the public

are completelv controlled by the Association as regards

between 90 per cent, and 95 per cent, of the home supply.

We have now to state that a manufacturer of electric lamps

who is not a member of the .Association has the norma!

channels of the distributing trade in large part closed to him.

A new firm of lamp manufacturers starting rip in business

and declining to join, or being refused admis,sion to, the

Association, would have to depend for the bulk of its sales

on large consumers, .such as Government departments, muni-

cipalities, stores, factories, theatres, hotels, collieries, or rail-

way companies. If such a firm wished to sell to the general

public it would have to rely almost entirely upoti factors

deahng only in non-.Association lamps, or upon very .small

retailers, each of whose total purchases of lamps amount to

less than £70 per annum.
The position of the non-.Associatinn manufacturer is likely

to be even more difficult in the future than hitherto, by
reason of the introduction of the half-watt lamp. No agent

likes to admit to his customers that he cannot supplv the
" latest pattern " in any line of gcxjds. but since the half-watt

lamp is at present controlled under Association patents, any
retailer who becomes an agent for a non-As.sociation lamn
cannot nrocure a hnlf-watt lamn except at " list prices net."

and if he is a retailer in a fairly large way of butiness, he

cannot get the preferential discounts on the half-watt and

other .Association lamps unless he binds himself not to stock,

advertise, or solicit orders for, any non-.\.ssociation lanip.

This is no more than a particular instance of a general prin-

ciple. The lamps made by the leading .Association manu-
facturers are widely advertised, and every substiintial retailer

must l>e called upon, by a large proportion of his cu.stomers,

to supply such lamps, but as .soon as his turnover in .As.socia-

tion lamps reaches ±'70 per annum he has a strong cash in-

ducement to give the cold shoulder to any lamp made by a.

non-.AssfK'iation firm. .As regards the sale of lamps to the

general public, the .Association, for gix)d or for ill, can exclude

the non-.As.so<iation manufacturer from all but the fringes of

the distributing trade.

{To be coutiiiucd.)

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINaS,

AND PLANT.
Readeri are invited to submit particulart of tisw or improved

dtvifes and apparatut, which will be published if amtidtred vf

ruficient interest.

The " Easy=Fix" Conduit Fittings.

Every device by which the cost of installing el(-ctric wiring

can be reduced is of value to the industry, and in this respect

the conduit fittings introduced by the " Easy-Fix " Fittings

Co., of (56, Victoria Street, S.W.I, ofler di.stinct advantages.

They are designed for use with switches, ceiling roses, and
wall sockets, and dis[>en.=e with wood bUx'ks and their accom-
jianying disadvantages, such as the necessity of cutting them
to suit requirements, the loop of unprotected wire behind

the block—where it may be in contact with a damp wall

—

Fig. 2.—Ceiling Rose (B.\se).

Fk;. 1.

—

Thhoi GH
Ul'tllt Box.

Fig. 4.— S\\ itch

MOUNTEL'. Fig. 5.—Lnivf.rsal Oitllt Box.

the difficultv of ensuring the earthing of the switch cover,

&c. The attachment of accessories to conduit fittings by

screws also ^ives rise to trouble, and oHers scope for slovenly

work. In the " Easy-Fix " system, as the name implies,

all these difticidties are obviated. Fig. 1 shows a through

outlet box. which, it will be seen, is provided with three

internal lugs, which engage in slots formed on the wings of

the special ceiling rose, fig. 2, or switch, fig. 3; the latter

is securely fixed in place by screwing on the cover, which in

the case of the switch is of metal, and thus earths the exposed

metal parts to the conduit, without the use of a special earth-

ing screw. Fig. 4 is a " ghost " view of the complete switch m
place, showing the method of locking it to the box. Fig. 5

shows a " universal " type of outlet box. and other iwtterns

are made, but only about half a dozen are required tc> cover-

all requirements. The ceiling roses and wall scK'kets are

made in accordance with the British Engineering Standards

.Association's siiecification, and all the fittings are standardised

as far as possible, the same boxes serving for roses, brackets,

rigid pendants, switches. &c. They can be used with any

wiring system, suitable devices being provided for the pur-

IX)Se where ne<-essarv. such as an earthing damp inside the

bos for metal-sheathed wire. ThoeC illustrated are catting*,
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l)iit a liue of boxes is in preparation of pressed steel, eiii-

bmiying the same features, and CMivered witli a white enamelled
fibre ring which gives them a very neat apearancc. By the
use of the " Easy-Fix " system, it is claimed, a uuiteriul

economy is oltcctod on the cost of every outlet.

A " .Mazdalux " Ceiling Unit.

Thu BiiiTisii TmiMsox-HorsToN' Co., Ltd., Mazda Ib)Ube,

77, Upiier Thames Street, E.G. 4, has recently introduced a
very compact ceiling unit (fig. 6). This consista of a metal

rcfiector, laiiipholder and huushig suitable fur direct attach-

ment to a ceiling. The upper part is cut away, as shown, to

IK'rmit the entry of casing, conduit or w'ires.

The " Hoadley " Current Limiter.

Messhs. DinKK & Gorh.\.m Wholbsalic, 1,ti>., (17, 1/ong .\cre,

\V.0.'2, have sent us particulars of a current limiting device,

which, although not new, has been greatly improved upon
and re-designed. The main feature of the " Hoadley " limiter

(fig. 7) is a coil [a), taking the main cm-rent, one end nf

which is connected to the circuit through teniiinal li, and the

Fig. 7.—The " Ho.idley " Current Limiter.

other end is connected through a tripping arrangement c and
a mercury switch D to terminal e. Entering the coil is an

armature f pivoted at G and bearing a striking piece H. When
the current through the coil exceeds a predetermined limit

the armature is drawn into the coil, and the striking' piece

trips the switch c which, being rigidly fixed, raises the bar i,

breaking the circuit at the mercury cup. The armature is

immediately released, but if the current is still excessive the

circuit is again broken, and this action goes. on Until a lamp
or lamps are switched off and the current is reduced.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttttri received by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Currenpondents s/wuld/m-ward tkeir communi-
cationg at tke earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have the twiter's name and address in our possession.

A New British Motor.—The sole Briti.sh agent for the

motors described in the Electrical Review of March 19th

under the above heading ,
is the ENTERi'Risf; MANUFACiURitvii

Co., Ltd., Gun Street Electrical Works, BishApegate, El.

Cost of Living in India.

It might interest those thinking of accepting a post in
India to know something about the present cost of living
from a woman who has spent some years out here, .'(s'to
the value of the rupee, in spite of the favourable rate of
exchange, viz.. '2s. 9d. to 'is. lid., the purchasing power of
the rupee is actually down fifty per cent., taken all round.

In pre-war days a young single a.ssistant engineer in an
up-country station might reasonably expect to start on from
Es. 350 to Rs. 1-50 pax mensem, with the usual free quarters,
medical attendance, passage out and home, and six months'
leave on full pay at the end of, say, five years' service.
In the present state of affairs, and i/os.sibly for many years

to come, the above conditions would be quite inadequate if

a young man hope/1 to put by a little for his efforts. In
towns, hou.sing and even hotel accommodation is very diffi-

cult to procure, the former running from Rs. 8() to Bs. 110
(ler month far flats, Rs. 150 arid over for houses, and the
latter from Rs. 175 to Rs. '2'25 \\er month for a single room.
To run your own small establishment on the most eeono-

mical grounds, servants' wages alone cost approximately
Rs. 100 per month; even in an hotel you would have to keep
a boy and pay him Rs. 30 i>er month, besides various other
tips, probably running to another Rs. 30, if you wished to
get any attention.

The married man is at a still greater disadvantage, for a
conveyance is an absolute necessity. A carriage, hor,se, and
groom can be hired in towns for Rs. 1'20 per month

;
pre-

viously the price was Rs. ttl.

If there is a child an ayah is a nec-essity—a further cost

of Rs. 30.

If two shared a flat, or three or four formed a chummery.
the messing bills \\ould run to approximately Rs. 1.50 per
head. Clothing is another serious problem, a drill suit costing

from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30, and these are required in numbers,
as the " dhobi " takes care they do not last you too long.

A lounge suit costs Rs. 80 to Rs. 1'20. English boots are
Rs. 35 per pair; country b(K)ts are not worth the purchase.

I think I have given sufficient general details above, wliich

do not include gymkhana and club subscriptions, &c., and
would summarise the. minimum starting salaries as follows :

—

[n) A single young mechanic, Rs. 4.50 per month.
(ii) .\n a.'-sistant engineer (unmarried), Rs. 750 i>er month.
(r-) No responsible iX)sition should be accepted under

Rs. 1,<_KJ0 i>er month.
It is understood that the usual free allowances will i>€

given as stated previously; this is really a most essential

clau.se in all agreements. An ordinary " box walla," or

merchant's assistant in a merchant's office, will draw his

Rs. 1,0<JO i>er month, plus allowances, and think him.^elf

badly off.

Western India.

Frhniarii -loth. l'J20.

[We are very much indcbt<'d to our correspondent for this

excellent statement of living conditions in India.—Eds. Blkc.

Rev.]
•

Automatic Switching for Street Lamps.

It would be interesting to know if automatic clock switches

have been found satisfactory for operating street lamps.

These switches are now being develoi^ed to a considerable

extent fpr working gas lamps, which leads to great economies,

as lamplighters are not required and also because the lamps

can be lighted and shut off at the correct times, whereas with

lamplighters thev must be put on long before dark and shut

off after daylight to allow for the time that the lamplighter

u.ses in going round.
.

Clock switches did not get a good name for electric lighting

purposes in days gone by, but one \\ould like to know if there

have been improvements since.

C. Turnbull.

Electricitv Works, North Shields.

March idth, 19'20.

Wages in Kinemas and in the Electrical Industry.

In an article of mine, " Electricity and Kineinatography,"

which vou published in your issue of Sept. 5th. 1919, I briefly

dealt with the status of the kinema operator. It is inte.resting

to note that his position has now become more definite and

recognised, and that he has attained unto a wage which would

bring joy to many a hard-working shift engineer or technolo-

gist. Electricity," as I pointed out in the article, pla^ an

important part in picture projection, and it is insisted (and

rightly) that a chief operator must have had at least two

years' experience. , ,, , . •

But even two vears in an operating-box can hardly be taken

as a thorough claim to electrical competence, though it cei-

tainlv gives plentv of time for an operator to get the hang

of his equipment-and practice, it is said, makes pertcct. As
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1 havr iMiinteil out oUewhere. wo have in kintiiiaU.ynii)li.v

an oiit.standing example of co-oixrating electrical api-liancos

and iiK-thods which function so well as to require little or no

skillcl attention. Still, in view of the nature oi projection

woik, it i.s iR-ee-ssiuy to ensure at least a modicum ol technical

skill on the part of the operator.
i . i i ;„ fi,,.

Not very long ago a kineina. operator wa.s lauiled in tuc

Press because he was .said to have «aved the situation, and

jnmnnerablc lives, when a fire .x-eurred m the operating-l.ox.

The plain fa.'t of the matter was that no tire .should ha\e

taken place at all ; with a .skilled (or should I .say experienced)

o|HM-ator-clectrician, the risk of a fare outbreak is .so remote

as to be negligible.
,. , m n i

1 call to mind the chief ol.erator ol a kinema ni a Midlami

town who proudly deiiion.strated his knowledge ol ^...;"ii =;

Law (• llo-hcnrs l.orr," a.s he termed it!). Aow he

.xnlained " with one amp. and one volt you get a^ lesistaiice

ol one ohm. You can't deny that. In my 'box the Jiuce

is 70 amps, at 70 volts, so that, by my reckoning, gives a

resistance of 70 ohms." A logical and plausible argument

This man was eonsidered a good chief operator, and lie is

but one of manv who. knowing little or notlimg ol the

theoretical side of their- electrical work, yet manage to cany

,,ii
•

qiiitr well in practice (thanks to etticient and sale elec-

lii, (I .li-i-iil Now this raises an important issue; II. with

I -'u|.erti.;;il teehniial knowledge and a Job winch does not

ilemand .-kill of a high order, a kinema. operator can claim

the lespe-tahle wage of i'-J per week, isn t it time the elec-

trical indusliv woke up to the fact that many of its highly-

skilled workers are receiving shamefully low pay in com-

parison? Of couise, the kinema oiierator has realised the

(leadlv i»wer of combinaiion. Yet bis w;ork, after all is

only 'for entertainment purposes (admittedly uselul), while

the' electrical industrv is plaving a most important and ever

bioadening part in the iiruducUce lite of the community.

G. I;. .Moore.

Loudon, N.. Mnrrl, -Z-hul, IMi.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled e.pres.ly for .his journM by Messrs. StFiON-JoNBsO'DeLLANi

Stephens, Charlered Patcnl Agents. 285, High Holborn, London, W C. L

iainp relay and inlc al\e II islurnic
B,93!l. " EluLtrii V

Mathiec. .March 8lh. .,,,...,
B,n46. • Sparking plug>." I'. A. L. Johnson. Mardi hUl.

U,9ri. "Sparking plug." U, (;. L,wenb\. Manh Sih.

6,974. "Wirefe, ld.-graphv ur tdl-phony." O. TlloUNVCKun. M..o:h Blh.

6,977. • SubscrilK-r>' in^lrumenls for UU-phonc »islellis." li. A.

Petithokv and Sie.mess Hkos. & Co. .March Sih.

«,980. •• lilwtric healrrs." il.W.S^uUV^^. March BUi.

6,988. "Telephone iransnlitl.i-s" Mitssvi-.u Inventions ( ..lirouAOus.

March 8th. (United Stales, Marcli liC.u liUII.J
v •• |-

l),990. " Sound-reproducers lor lalkmg-inachnicb, lc-lcphoni», Ac. i..

I'.vrBRsoN. March 8th.
,, , „ ,

6,9J8. " Elec.ro-tlKrapeutic plates." S. Portek. March 8lh.

7.003. " Detection signals." U. li. and S. P. Mausu. March 8lh.

7.004. "Thermal circuit eloper." H. l-A.KBKoTin;K (H. SI, ben). March Slh.

i.UM. "Klectric heater." P. J. H. Bernard March Slh
,,,„„„,.

T.Uif. "Storage electric b:.tlerie>.." U. L. II0..1..WU and L. J. I t,M>sON.

March 8lh. (United States, September 5th, 1919.)
, ,1, ,. r

••

7,024. "Storage electric batteries and sc-parators or eleiiic-nts thcieo .

W. I£. Holland and J. M. Skinner. March 8.h. (United Stalc-s, May l,th,

^^WiS. " Electric circuit breakers, &c." J. Hall. Maicli 8th.

7!d39. "lime-lag devicc-s." J. Hall. March Hih.

7,046. " Kcmagnetising device." (i. .\. Foliil. .Maicli Sili. (United

Slates, March -JUih, 1918.)
M,,,i,K,r

7,UBJ. "Telegraph printing systems. Aiiomaiic ln.tl'luiNL »lA^cl.«,-

TiR.Nc. Co.. H H. Harrlson ami S. R. Smith. Marci, !.ih.

7,084. "Key and receiving gear for wirele^ telegraph;. J. Swinbolrne.

M.irch 9lh.
. , „ , 1 , 1 f - .h.ni

7,Ua2.
" Method of using electric lamps (o illuminale h, ,l.u, c\c., cnaiii

bers." A. W. BRlDiits. March »th.
;

7.099. " Detachable sparking plug." L. WelLs. March.Hh

7,106. "Junction bo.x for elecliic wiring sys.eiiis. J. C. VMliiE.

March 9th.
, . ,, 1 n • A a^thv

7.IIW. "Device for packing and carr.Miig M.ncon. bulhs. A. AslLH.

7440. "Electric targets." P.. EuMUCK. March 9th.

7 142 "Systems ol electric ship propulsion." BRlllsll Thomson-Holstos

Co.' (Generai Electric Co., U.S.A.). March 9lh_
g R \ Mincihn

7,160. "Miners' s;ilcty, &c., electric hand lamps.' G. Oldham. J. Old-

7.a48. " Eleclric >«itclles." Brmlsh rilnMSoN-llol mon Co. (Ornrr.il l.k. n ic

Co., U.S.A.). March lllh.

7,X>9. "Grill lor gas .ind electric cooking stove." II. II. Be.\ch. March

7,;l«:).
" tien.ralion, transmission, or distrihulion of electricity." EtRKANti,

Lu... \V. II. llANSitxK, H. Hawkins and A. H. Ilici^s. March lllh.

".aii.'i.
" Siilely ile\ice for electric generators." SlEMENS-ScilUCKEKTWERkE.

March llth. (Germany, October SIrd, 1918.)

7.377. " Aerials for wireless sign.illing." T. L. LcKBRSLEV. March llth.

7..I7H. "Electrodes lor electric w.Uling." J. II. Paterson and Premier

l-;..n TKIC Weliuni; C"<>. March lllh.

7 :i8U. " Storage battery lo.oiiioliv.s." Manciia Stokai.e Batterv Loco-

M..1IVE Co. March lllh. CJnited Slates, AujuM Ulst. 1918.)

7.HII ".Sparking plugs." J. E. IJaukow Match 12th.

7.4)1. "Device for winding armature colls." J. A. Edlev. March 12th.

7,152. " Electric-signalling apparatus." J. L. M,\joR ami I'. S. S. VVaies.

7.1'>4.
""

i;ieclrie r.lavs." M. 1). DimitKIKVITCII. March I2lli.

7.157. " Melliod ol tarrying ur storing electric-light bulbs." A. AslLEV.

i. iH.
""

Telephone receivers." M. Harkaseorh. March 12lh

7.'-9!l. " Klectric signalling svslems." I'".

'.liMNi; Telephon . «: Electric Co. March I2lh.

7..5U3. " Eleclric >.ignals." P. 11. Pt'liUMJKB. .M.crcli I2i

7.-504. " l^roducing low-frequi

B. G. C.

/,lt)U. ivillieia 3.11,-,,, «..., w..... ..
, , ,

"^

HAM. O. Oldham, and Oldham & -Son. March 9th.

7,103, " .\utomatic switch lor electric heating applK

Stephens. March 9th. ..,.- mi, .hi, ir.pr
7,176. " Elc-ctron-releasing devices." J. E. L1LIENHE..D. Maich .)th. (Ger-

many, December 12th. 1919.)
, , , . v v. hl,l,s

"
7,199. "Guiding devices for trolleys of electric traimv.iv. Ac. »< nicics.

K N Br\dlev and A. E. Millincton. March lUtli.

7.210. "Electric healers." W. M.arples. March llllh.

7.2-24. "Cord-grips lor electric lamp holders. ^ Hop J^'"^ ' "''

^

7,235. "Magneto-electric ignition apparatus H. G. L. r.ttkWEAiHEK

(Akticbolaget Svcnska Elektromagneter). March 10th.

7.255. •Electric-starting apparatus." H. G. Andre. March lOth.

7,250. " Thermionic" tubes for wireless transmisMon sysKins. .. '""•
A G T. CusiNS, S. Johnson and J. H. Whiitaker-Swinton. March lOlh^

'7,266. " Reflectors lor lamps. &c." Benjamin Electric. Ltd.. and O. Camp-

*'^7W''''''''beflagV2tior-. apparatus for testiig the electrostatic rigidity of in-

sulating materials." A. R. Mattihs. M-irch 10th.

7 286 "Telephone fittings." M. H. Spencer. March 10th.

7.342. " Flectricallv-operated illuminated advertising, &c., signs. A. S.

Ellerton. March lllh. _ ,~ ,
.-,

7M6 "Circuit interrupters." British Thomson-Houstoh Co. (General Elec-

tric' Co'., U.S.A.). March lllh. ....

L. W. C. I)A\

val\

12lh.

_^ ,_ ^ _ tillage by thermionic

\V.''Ar Api'LETON.'^S. li. LoNii and A. K. Mackorie. March

517. " Ignition tievices for internal-coillbustioii engines, &c

DoBsoN aiKl W. Pickard. March 13th.

7.;i23. "Switches lor eleciiic signalling systems. ' R. Hlcnt

MirrilELL. March 13th.

7,542. " Switch and fuse contacts." ( allknii: R s I acle \ (

Co. and J. I''. W.\TSON. March ]3lh.
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Di'RiKG last week several important events took place

bearing directly upon the transport problem, both as it

affects London and as it affects the whole country. It is

gratifying to observe that this question is now receiving,

the attention that is its due, but which it never could gain

until it was forced upon the notice of the public by touching

their most sensitive spot—their pockets. We have pre-

viously remarked that the average man is reluctant to pay

for transport service ; hence the demand of the London Kail-

way Companies for power to increase their charges, backed

up with proofs that otherwise they cannot continue solvent,

has brought the facts home to him with unpleasant

emphasis. As Sir Eric Geddes said in his presidential

address to the new-born Institute of Transport last week :

" The State is faced with this : Under pre-war conditions cf

revenue, no one single transportation agency can continue-

to exist. And yet their healthy existence and development

are vital to the State. And at long last the public are

coming to understand this." " The interests of the com-

munity and the interests of the transport agencies are one."

Sir Eric dealt with the subject of transport in relation to

the State, and showed that State control was indispensable

though he avoided any direct discussion of the policy of

State ownership ; State control, however, necessarily

involves a national guarantee that private capital shall

receive a fair return, while it demands that the transport

service shall be improved to the utmost, and that devastating

disputes with Labour shall not occur. In order to provide

the information required for these purposes, he laid great

stress on the necessity of securing accurate comparative

statistics and data from the operating companies, and fore-

shadowed legislation to that end. One passage in his

address seems rather ominous—namely, that in which he

invites the new Institute to act as " umpire " in the battle

between alternating and direct current, in connection with

the impending " great extensions of the application of elec-

tricity to railway traction." From past experience, we

know only boo well the harmful results of a " battle " of

this kind, and we sincerely trust that every effort will be

made to arrive at a definite decision without embarking on

a protracted controversy.

We fear that the appointment of a Transport Advisory

Committee last week to consider whether and what regula-

tions should be made for the electrification of railways in

respect of interchange of traffic, uniformity of system, &c.,

bears only too close a resemblance to the inauguration of

the contemplated battle. These (.'ommittees : We know

them well. They possess unlimited powers and possi-

bilities of delaying progress ; they rccec cnce a mcnth, and

tike a year to collect evidence, and another year to make up

their minds—and then their advice is not adopted. We

must make an exception, however, in the case of the

Advisoiy Committee on London Tiuffic, which published it;.

[417]
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Report also last week. This Committee, under the guid-

ance of a man of " push and go," has accomplished its task

with comparative celerity, and has arrived at no uncertain

decision. Its recommendations are admirable—above all,

that which calls for the appointment of a supreme tralKc

authority for London, consisting of three members, giving

their whole time to their work, and invested with the

necessary powers by the Ministry of Transport. These are

the fundamental conditions which must be fulfilled to

secure results, and to secure them (juickly. Volun-

tary unpaid Committees, of which we have so

many that hardly anyone has escaped being put

on one or other, are ineffective and futile so far as

administration is concerned : if control is necessary, let it be

in the hands of a whole-time body of the least possible

number of men, with full authority. Then we shall get

things done. There is nc work so inefficient as work

that is not paid for. The exceptions only prove this rule.

The need for a supreme authority for London traffic has

been so often pointed out by Commissions of Ini[uiry, and

we have so consistently endorsed the demand, that we need

say little further on this point ; we hope that Sir Eric

Geddes, who has already shown a willingness to be guided

by advice, will lose no time before he calls this authority

into being.

In the meantime, the case of the London Electric Hall-

ways brooks no delay ; it cannot wait for the Authority,

and Parliament is, therefore, dealing with it. We are

pleased to see that the House of Commons has bowed

before the facts, and that the opposition of the London
M.P.'s to the Bill has been withdrawn. As Mr. ,1. H.

Thomas most rightly pointed out, here was a case where

em'^loyers and employed were in absolute concord—and

promptly people declared that it was an unholy alliance

against the public ! The prospect before the Whitley

Councils would be poor indeed if this were the general

attitude towards their conciliation schemes.

Another

Committee ?

Yes ! Another Committee—as though

we had not had enough already ! And what

do we want to know now ? Answer :

How to increase production ! To help us to increase our

production of manufactured goods, let us then first increase

our production of Government-appointed Committees. The

exact terms of reference shall be these :
" To consider and

advise as to the best means of securing the greatest possible

production consistent with the permanent well-being of

industry and of the employers and the workpeople engaged

therein." We have had discussions and conferences, com-

mittees and leagues, and what not, for the promotion of

industrial harmony, but they have not brought an end to

industrial unrest, which is the root-cause of low production.

We have had elaborate movements in favour of Whitley

Committees, which we thought would prevent disaffec-

tion by removing the causes thereof before they had time to

develop. Yet these and Industrial Courts are found to be

insufficient. We have had agitations for nationalisation

engineered by those who contend that if we remove the

obnoxious system of private ownership and let men work for

the State, every man will feel in honour bound to give his

best for the common good. But to many this is so thoroughly

proved to be fallacious that they see in nationalisation a

sure and certain measure for reducing, rather than

increasing, production. We have had investigations of

co-partnership proposals, but again and again they have

1 leen treated with scorn and derision. The nearest we have

got to anything which appears to be a practical proposal for

securing increased output is payment by results. Many
men are making a good thing for themselves along such

lines, and we doubt whether this new Committee will offer

any better recommendation. An awakened conscience

throughout the nation, securing to Capital and liabour alike

a fair and reasonable share in the results of their efforts and

abilities, would alone accomplish much ; education regarding

economic and industrial questions might remove ignorance

which confirms men in the belief that they are doing well

by their fellows in not working too hard, but education may
fail to awaken a conscience. Ijet us have a committee
therefore, take evidence, make recommendations, and hope
that somebody will read the evidence and follow out the

recommendations. We will save Old England's industries

then by just one more committee. If it should happen that

we do not succeed, we shall at least have one more and
better way open—we can appoint yet another 1 By that

time—

.

The German
One of the greatest oversea under-

_ , takings established by German financial
Transmarine . "^ .

•'
, ,

Electricity Worlts. interests is now proposed to be transferred

to foreign ownership. We refer to the

German Transmarine Electricity Co., of Berlin, which owns

extensive supply works at Buenos Ayres, and is also con-

cerned with supply works and tramways in other parts of

South America. The development of the company's activity

in pre-war years was such that a sum of from 15,000,000

marks to ;!0,000,000 marks in gold was required almost

every year to keep pace with the progress made. Owing,

however, to the depreciation of (Jerman currency, it is

considered that it would be impossible, even if it were

desirable in the national interest, to raise such large amounts
in the German market for foreign investments in the future,

lender these circumstances, the situation of the German
Transmarine Electricity Co. (D.U.E.G.) would remain

stationary unless a way out of the difficulty were found

which would permit of the future development of the under-

taking.

According to reports in circulation in (Jermany, various

foreign interests have sought to obtain possession of the

company's undertaking in recent months, but the suggestions

made in this respect failed to meet with the approval of

the directors. Now, however, it is stated that a provisional

arrangement, which has the prospect of becoming definite,

has been entered into with a Spanish- international group

which is to form a company, to be domiciled in

Madrid, to take over the German company's assets

in exchange for interest-bearing bonds and A shares in the

Spanish currency. It is proposed, for instance, to allot for

each German ordinary share interest bonds for 1,500

pesetas and 500 pesetas in A shares. The bonds are to

receive out of the profits of the undertaking interest of up

to 6 per cent., with cumulative rights for five years ; whilst

on the A shares will devolve one-half of the profits realised

in excess of 6 per cent., and the other half will be retained

by the Spanish company. The latter will provide the

funds for the redemption of the preference shares in the

Germany company at the price of 15(» per cent., and of the

loans issued by the latter, and will also raise the consider-

able amount of fresh capital which will be required for the

future development of the undertaking.

The prospective transfer of the undertaking to foreign

control is regretted in German industrial circles, although it

is considered desirable to obtain securities which have a

market abroad, and could be of advantage in the provision

of foreign exchange. As far as the capital is concerned, the

ordinary shares amounted to 120,000,000 marks, and they

were recently quoted in Switzerland at 60 per cent, of their

nominal value. The preference shares total ;W,000,000

marks, and are redeemable at 110 per cent., whereas the

Spanish offer comprises purchase at the price of 150 per

cent., so that the holders of these shares stand to gain the

most. In addition, the loan capital of the German com-

pany exceeds 105,000,000 marks. The holders of ordinary

shares who have received no dividend since the end of 19 K!

will be sacrificing one-half of their prospects of profits by

accepting (i per cent, bonds, but, on the other hand, they

have the right to 50 per cent, of the surplus remaining

after the payment of the i'> per cent. It appears that at least

one-third of the ordinary capital has been purchased in

recent months for foreign account, chiefly Switzerland, and

Swiss interests have sought to secure control over the

undertaking, but the offers made are said to have been less

favourable to the Germans than those put forward by the

Spanish group, as above mentioned.
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IMPROVISATION: AND SOME ACTIVE-SERVICE REMINISCENCES.

By a. E. MOORE.

In primitive life the faculty of invention or inipro-

vigation may be found in its essential. I're-historic

man disooverej, by some process of reasoning or bitter

experience, that a atone could be extemporised into an

effective weapon. And he also found that the stone

could be used as a tool. By subsequent expedients,

through many years, tlie stone evolved into a much
more efficient weapon or tool—until eventually it be-

came the medium for still more effective substitutes.

The so-called lodestone is a particularly good example

of a natural object beinj; utilised with practically no

modification. Some " heathen Chinee " of an inventor

was not slow to realise its utility.

In the case of the siniple stone an ordinary object

was utilised first in its natural state, and later modified

and improved. And looking back on the evolution of

the stone, and, indeed, that of industry, all succeeding

steps appear as a series of expedients, of improvisa-

tions, of progressive modifications— all impelled and
atimul.ated by hiiman wants and ambitions.

The impromptu-spirit does not seem to be encouraged

very much in young folk nowadays. Ready-made toy

devices of all kinds are on the market; although these

are certainly an aid to ingenuity they can hardly be

80 effective as regards latent inventiveness, pride ''n

achievement, and teaching any principles involved. The
writer remembers some of his own early and rather

pathetic experiments with extemporised odds and ends.

Do boys still try to make frictional electric machines

out of old whisky bottles, and wait under arc-lamp

standards to beg carbon stumps for their home-made
tomato-tin cells ?

Jules Verne always credited his heroes with an extra-

ordinary and unfailing skill in improvising. In the

present epidemic of novels and film-dramas of the

uninhabited island type, neither heroes nor heroines

get about the provision of, say, a generating station and

electric lighting, heating, and other devices out of

" nothing." But perhaps that sort of stuff would be

unacceptable. Surely this points to a general lack of

electrical knowledge and of the handyman ability?

<e ^ocO

^O
The great war was the cause of what may be termed

a wave of improvisation. Britain was in many par-

ticulars utterly transformed. In the case of the Ex-
peditionary Forces the need for improvising was of a

much more pressing and primal nature—indeed, in

many ways, life at the Front constituted the biggest

lapse into the simple life ever experienced. The work
of field companies of the Koyal Engineers called for a

considerable amount of improvisation, but apart from
that tliere was a general incentive towards extem-

porising.

Was not the dug-out but an impromptu form of

dwelling? And in the first gas attack in 1915, was it

not a fortunate expedient thought of and acted on, on
the spur of the moment, which saved the situation?

There is no doubt that during the first stages of

the war the need for improvising was felt far more
by our Army than that of the enemy, in view

of the letter's thorough preparedness. Fortunately,

"Tommy," whether of the old or new type, was not

found wanting -look at tiie uses to which the " tin

hat " was put, the biscuit-tin huts, and so forth. A
book, or many books, could be written on this aspect

of the war alone.

Many a linesman cursed that failing of the infantry

(and especially the Portuguese), which oft-times meant
that " ' Dis ' on such-and-such a line" was caused by

somebody purloining a length of wire. It was diflB-

cult to cut, and the steel strands hardly improved a

knife, but it was very useful for all manner of things.

In the technical corps improvisation of a specialised

form was called for. In many cases, tools and materials

might be conspicuous by their absence or painfully in-

sufficient, and great difficulty would often be experienced

in obtaining stores. You might, for example, urgently

require a certain substance, and you would accordingly

indent for 1 lb. of it. After the inevitable circumlocu-

FiG. 2.

tion, either of two things might happen: You would
receive nothing at all, or you might get 1 cwt. of the

required substance.

A few months ago the "Tucker microphone," a war

invention, was examined by the Royal Commission on

Awards to Inventors.* The idea underlying the micro-

phone was not new; Dr. Eccles had made a hot-wire

microphone before the war, and quite recently Prof.

.McGregor-.Morris introduced an anemometer whirli de-

pends on the same principle. The Tucker microphone

was adapted to sound-ranging, and the experiments

were carried out at the Front in the shell zone (research

work which was noteworthy if only for that), the origi-

nal microphones being crude but efficient improvisation*

of oil drums, hot-wires, and Wheatstone bridges.

The writer now proposes to describe a few " gadgets "

more or less imjjrovised on .active service. It is to be

regretted that many much more interesting electrical

devices—examples of improvisation at the Front—must,

on account of their iiiilitarv nature, remain uiirecordiMl.

One instance the writer will always look back to with

amusement. During several winter months he and a

few others occupied a barn known as " Windy Manor "

—why it was so named can be guessed I No candle

could ever hope to survive many minutes on a windy

night, and it was decided to light the barn electrically.

A captured 12-volt accumulator (somewhat sulphated),

some scraps of cable and bare wire, and one or two

battered lampholders helped the " 2-way intermediate
"

installation. The only lamps forthcoming were broken

KKI-v. iiiutallic-tilameut ones. Those were mended in

the classic manner, and those which were persuaded to

give a respectable light on 12 volts were retained. Even

these flickered sometimes I Later, it was diffic\ilt to get

volunteers to carry the accumulator to and from the

generating station (a portable Austin set), which was

a considerable distance away.

In instrument repair work a considerable amount of

Elec. Rev., August Ist, 1919.
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ioldering o! a fine nature was necessary, and the writer

was asked to convert a light " iron " for electrical

heating. A rough bobbin of metal was fitted on the

stalk (fig. 1, a), and on this, with suitable layers of

thin mica, the heating element w.as wound. The wire

was of an alloy similar to constantan, of 18 s.w.o. (.048

inch nowadays I), and attained dull red heat with a

current of about 2J amps. (A large-capacity battery

of Edison cells, 12 volts, was avail.able.) Over the wind-

ings a layer of asbestos engine packing was placed. The
heating wires were joined to flexible leads. Time taken

to heat up. 3 minutes.

Crude though the iron was, it remained in almost

daily use for over nine months, and it was still on active

service when the armistice was declared. All ranks,

includiii'j' toolmii-al offioei's and visiting " brass-hats."

regarded the little electric iron with an astonishment

that was both laughable and flattering. One or two

oflScers, who ought to have known better, were very

sceptical concerning the conversion.

Later, another iron, and a much larger one, were

also converted ; in the latter the heating wires were

laid in two specially-cut linear slots in the copper bit

(fig. 1, b). Naturally, this method is the most efficient,

inasmuch as the heat is produced where it is wanted,

and conduction troubles are obviated. The iron in

question took about 75 watts, and heated up in 4j
minutes.

Like the other smaller irons it never required a new-

heating element (fortunately !), and was in demand for

several months. Sometimes it was left " on " for seve-

ral hours by careless users. One such occasion was
memorable. A coat was flunff over the unnoticed iron.

Fig. .3.

and when the owner returned two hours later he was
puzzled to find that his coat had vanished. A prolonged
search made him no wiser. Suddenly he noticed that

the iron was covered with black ashes, and when he had
recovered a sooty cigarette-case from these he realised

what had happened.
These irons were by no means works of art, but they

served their purpose very well. In connection with
them the writer came to the same conclusions as Mr.
C. TurnbuU, who has recently contended in these

columns that the bits and stalks of electric soldering

irons sliould be in one piece.*

Another heater device was in the form of a "cigar-
lighter " (fig. 2)—pipes and cigarettes not being barred.
This was a mere luxury, of course, but in view of the

match scarcity, very welcome. Thin resistance wire
served as the heater, and in series with it was a length
of thicker wire. The latter was placed inside a bottle,

and the heater on the stopper. On the 12-v'olt circuit

the lighter took about one ampere.
One day an officer of high rank appeared on the

«cene; during his tour d'inspeciion he found himself

minus matches, and the cigar-lighter was handed to

• Elec. Rev., Septernber 6th, 1919.

him. The astonislunent with which he examined and
applied the weird thing was very diverting, and it is

certain that he regariled the lighter as probably the

outstanding feature of his visit.

A surprising amount of heat was given out by the

series resistance, and the cigar-lighter was more in

demand for cold hands than it was for its legitimate

purpose. This unexpected quality led to its disappear-

ance, for it was afterwards found being used to warm
the bed of a "billet." This is a startling example of

improvisation—not every cigar-lighter can be turned

into a bed-warmer at will.

Soon after the armistice a general slackening-off of

work took place in those units which did not advance
into Germany. It was decided by the writer and a

friend that local concerts should be blessed with a lime-

light equipment. Current was available, but very little

else.

The most awkward proposition was the arc-lamp.

With a few tools, odd terminals, scraps of metal, &c.,

and an enormous expenditure of energy, the handsome-
looking apparatus shown in fig. 3 came into being.

The makers were able to verify the dictum (attributed

to Edison) that invention equals 10 per cent, inspira-

tion plus 90 per cent, perspiration I

A petrol tin was then adapted to house the arc-lamp.

A large convex lens was fortunately forthcoming, and
the whole was fitted on a disused theodolite stand. There
nt)w remained the provision of a series resistance, as

the pressure was in the region of 150 volts, and a
"water rheostat" was made. Two more petrol tins

were requisitioned, opened up, fitted in a wooden con-

tainer, insulated with cleats, and given a couple of

adjustable tin electrodes. An ammeter and d.p. switch

—both of which had seen much service " up the line "

—

were fitted on the container. The electrolyte was salt

solution—salt by kind permission of the battalion cook I

The petrol tins could be put in parallel or series.

The debut of the limelight set was not altogether a

triumph. The carbons, on account of their origin

(scrapped dry cells), spluttered abominably, and the

arc wandered in a most irritating fashion. The water

rheostat, too, required watching and adjustment owing
to temperature rise; that, and the antics of the arc,

meant a neglected stage—with an interesting innovation

in stagecraft as a result : artistes had to follow the
" lime."

These were not the only worries. The supply failed

periodically—and the generating station (such as it

was) was half-a-mile away. The electrician there un-

doubtedly felt neglected as reg.-yds the concert, and he

had already shown animosity towards the arc-lamp.

With a species of technical cunning which roused one's

grudging admiration he had inserted a 5-amp. fuse

in the circuit (the arc-lamp took 8 or 9 amps.), and
every time the fuse blew he simply inserted another

of the same size.

The arc-lamp distinguished itself for the last time

at a lecture by Capt. R. W. James on the Shackleton

Expedition, in which he was scientist. The arc-lamp

was used inside a projection lantern, and for over an

hour its behaviour left nothing to be desired. Then

it became obvious that the tension of the spring was nil

again, so the lower arm had to be moved up at intervals

with a handy file. The lecturer's description of how

the shore party extemporised a hut out of their boat was

grimly appreciated by the lantern operator—between

the shocks and burns.

The arc-lamp is now demobilised and on the reserve.

During the uneventful days which followed the ar-

mistice the writer and a friend essayed the construction

of a simple wireless receiving set. This was a delightful

example of improvisation. The inductance was made

\ip of lieavv gauge copper wire wound on a cardboard

tea canister which had contained beef dripping (and

lance was well insulated !). Tappings were leil to a

row of drawing-pins on a candle-waxed base. Connec-

tion was made by U-shaped brass clips.

A variable condenser was made from a dissected

biscuit box and scraps of mica, a sandwich construction
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allowing one set of plates to be slid in or out. An elec-

trolytic detector was easily extemporised, but it was

later deposed by one of the crystal type. A broken

Isenthal rheostat (a casualty of April, 1918) served as

potentiometer. A brave attempt was made to construct

a receiver, but eventually one luid to lie Ijorrowed.

Porcelain cleats and odd bits of ebonite acted as in-

sulators throughout.

The erection of the aerial was by no means easy. It

was composed of two 150-ft. antennae, 3 ft. apart. After

a vast number of attempts one end was eventually hauled

up to the bend of a tree about 50 ft. above terra firma.

The other tree was lower, and was in a farm-

yard. An enormous amount of slime covered and lay

under the tree, and whoever reached the top would do

Ro at imminent risk of falling into the pond. But
these dangers were as nothing compared to the opposi-

tion raised by the twenty-five fowls which inhabited the

tree. According to the farmer, these feathered oppon-

ents of scientific progress served only one useful purpose

in life; they woke him punctually at 5 o'clock every

morning.
Strateiiv won the day. The erection of the aerial

was concluded during the fowls' absence at dejeuner.

A couple of Army pattern biscuit-tins in the pond
formed a good "earth."

Other " gadgets " of tlie billet included electric

lighting, a special device which would heat supper o'

nights in readiness for the author's return, and an

electric reveille. This for a time took the form of a

phonograph which at a predetermined hour began to

play a rousing military air. Once it started five hours

too soon, and after that a simple electric bell was in-

stalled. This was worked from the kitchen of the farm,

and there a " je suis leve " message would illuminate

by way of a reply.

All these little devices were held in great awe by the

simple French villagers. When showing any visitors

around the farm the programme of the " patron
"

would be as follows: The cows, the horses, the pigs, the

wires which tapped " les messages de I'air," a peep

into tlie room of " les ingenieurs anglais," the garden

and orchard, and the electric reveille. The latter was

generally tested two or three times, much to the annoy-

ance of the said engineers.

One day the farmer approached the writer regarding

a little favour. Apparently the various "gadgets"

had stimulated his mind, for he said that whilst he

considered the horse far superior to any engine for

farm work, he was not averse to electrical illumination,

and would the writer rig up a dynamo and lights which

would never cost anything and continue to work as long

as he lived.

The author was very sorry—it was a great misfor-

tune, but he was afraid his knowledge of improvisation

was unable to meet the case.

ELECTRICITV IN THE WESTERN WAR ZONE.

By Major T. RICH, O.B.E.

{Condwkd fr

PiiE-WAR Systems of Supply.

Three-phase supply at 50 periods is very usual

throughout France, both for transmission and l.t.

distribution. In one area to the north of Paris 2-phase

energy is supj)lied; in Paris and in the south, odd

periodicities are to be found. Single-phase is em-

l)loyed in some areas, for instance Paris Plage and

IJerck Plage. In a number of places, such as

Boulogne, Amiens, and Rouen, where the supply is ,)f

long standing, d.c. is used in the original distributing

area, and 3-phase h.t. and l.t. energy supplied in outer

areas or for long lines. The use of step-up and step-down

motor-generators for the supply of new areas with light

and iiower, which is a frequent feature in England,
is avoided by the direct supply of 3-phase energy

through transformers.

The usual voltage for lamps varies from 110 to 125,

tlie latter in very few places, and 190 to 220 for power.

In textile mills, where the power consumption is high,

and separate transformer stations are usual, a pressure

for motors of 440 volts across phases is often adopted.

Current according to French regulations is divided

into two categories, up to 600 volts to earth d.c, and 150

volts to earth a.c, and the second category above these

voltages. As the lower category carries with it various

advantages regarding first cost, lamps on a.c. at 110

up to 125 volts are very usual. In some areas 220/220
volts D.c. is to be foimd, but in most of the smaller

stations having d.c. 110/110 volts is used. By far the

largest proportion of the lamps sold in France are for

the lower voltages. Freni'h practice is very similar to

American with regard to lamp voltages on 3-phase or

single-]ihase circuits. From the point of view of safety,

piice of lamps, life and fragility of lamps, effect of

lighting per watt, and the cost of installation, this volt-

age has still many points in its favour, the introduction

of metallic lamps making the cost of copper in

house circuits less than before. Improvements in trans-

formers have reduced the increase in losses with small

distributed sub-stations. Factory owners are beginning

om puge 892.)

to use 3-phase energy much more than d.c, the latter

being used mainly where existing plant has to be ex-

tended. There are very few classes of work for which

3-phase motors cannot be used, and it is proba"ble that

before long variable-speed connnutator motors will be

available for all classes of work.

In many areas power is purchased in bulk by dis-

tributing companies, in which the parent company often

has a share holding. In the neighbourhood of St.

Quentin an agricultural co-operative society purchased

power in bulk and distrilnited it to a number of villages

and small towns; as agricultural societies are rarely

wealthy, this fact shows what can be done with reason-

able capital expenditure and fair conditions. With

regard to overhead h.t. mains, it is noticeable that

where electricity supply is controlled by financial in-

terests owning cable factories, there is often a greater

tendency to use cables than when the supply company

is independent. Difficulties of post-war finance will

probably modify this tendency.

FllEXCH HlOH-PRESSUliE VOLTAGES.

Up to the outbreak of war there was little standardisa-

tion of H.T. voltages, and it must be said that provided

the periodicity is the same, standardisation in this

direction has not the same value as it has, perhaps, in

other sections of electrical work, owing to the ease )f

interchange. Some of the older systems were at 3,000

volts, for instance Dunkerque and the outer suburbs of

Dieppe, other systems at 5,000 volts, such as Calais,

Boidogue, Havre, and part of the area around Betlnine

ivnd Arras, Douai, Cambrai, and near Kheims. lioueii

was supplied at 5,500 volts, Gharleroi at G,000 volts,

and Roubaix, Tourcoing, part of the Lille area, Ostend,

Malines, Dieppe district, and a number of areas in the

south at 10,000 volts, with 10,500 volts at Valenciennes

and Maubeuge.

The pressure of 15,000 volts is very popular t1>roug'..-

out the north-east and east of France. It ii about the

hi<;hest voltage which can bo adopted for village dis-

tribution, with comparatively inexpensive sub-stations
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aud uppai-atus; as noted elsewhere, the Germans sup-

plied a number of 2-k.v.a. single-phase and 3- anil

5-K.v.A. 3-phase transformers for this voltage to the

western front. This voltage has been adopted for general

reconstruction work in the north-east for places where

tliere are no underground cables in situ which will

stand such a pressure. The same voltage was used

liffore the war considerably in Belgium both for over-

head and underground lines. It might be pointed out

tliat the Germans used this voltage for practically all

tlieir new independent distribution systems from Laon

and Charleville to the Belgian coast.

Among the e.h.t. voltages used in east and north-east

I'rance the following are to be found: 30,000, 45,000,

t;5,000, and 90,000; and 110,000 will probably be

used for some of the new main trunk lines. Continental

engineers are very much amused w'hen they hear that

an\-thing over about 3,000 volts is termed e.h.t. 'n

the United Kingdom: the continued use of such a term

at home frightens local authorities and damages our

reputation abroad. An extensive system of trunk lines

at 45,000 volts was erected before the war by the Com-
pagnie Electrique du Nord and its allies, starting

from Pont-a-Vendin near Lens, where a by-product

power station was situated, and passing Douai and St.

tjuentin, it linked up to a turbine steam station at

Beauter on the Oise, a route distance of 80 or 90 miles,

with branches to Laon, Soissons, Noj'on, Compiegne,

and with further links under construction towards

Paris and the west. The overhead mains of this com-

pany were carried in the northern section mostly on

lattice posts along a canal, and on the southern section

along the roadways by armoured concrete posts. It

is interesting to note that, except when there were direct

hits, armoured concrete posts and structures stood up
during the war against shell fire and explosion remark-

ably well. This company sold energy in bulk to several

local distributing companies, the distributing voltage

being 15,000 in most cases. The Germans after their

advance in 1914 occupied practically the whole of the

area served by this company, took over the power sta-

tions, and found their system of mains so useful that

a pressure of 45,000 volts was adopted for the main
military trunk lines for the northern section. The
Soeiete Betliunoise. and the Artesienne Co. adopted the

same pressure for their trunk mains in the area occupied

during the war by the British.

An extensive series of 30,000-volt lines exists to tlie

east of Paris in the area between Eheims, St. Dizier,

and the Briey Basin. In the Vosges area there is a

system at 65,000 volts running north and south, con-

nected near Belfort to a colliery station burning a some-

what low-grade coal, and to a Franco-Swiss water-power

station. Up to the present there liave been few if any
E.H.T. systems in Belgium.

Power Stations in France.

The largest power stations are to be found in the

colliery and industrial areas between Calais, Roubaix,
and Jeumont. Practically all supply 3-phase energy

generated usually at 5,000 or 10,000 volts. Three sta-

tions were in tlie suburbs at Lille, one at Croix Was-
quehal to the north-east with 35,000 kw. installed; part

of this plant was removed by the Germans and part

damaged; at Usine Lonnne, 20,000 kw., most of the

plant was removed, and the turbine house blown up ; at

Sequedin, 20,000 kw., the plant was either removed or

damaged. There are four power stations in the colliery

area Pont-a-Vendin, Henin-Lietard (mainly colliery

supply), BuUy-Grenay, and Bruay, with several private

colliery and other power stations. Other stations are

at Valenciennes and Jeumont ; the latter belong to the

financial group which is controlled by Baron Empain,
and owns the largest electric manufacturing works in

the north of France, and also large works at Charleroi,

and about half the electric power stations in Belgium.
In the coastal sector there are power stations at Dun-
kerqtie, Calais, Boulogne, Amiens. Havre, and Cher-

bourg, with several smaller stations elsewhere and small

local water-mill installations giving public supply.

In the newer stations steam turbines are usually in-

stalled, although auxiliary supply is in some cases

given by blast-furnace gas engines. The stations are

in most cases alongside rivers, but at Wasquehal cooling

towers are used. The Germans with the aid of their

customary patent-mongering bluff, had almost a mono-

jioly of cooling-tower building in France before the war.

On the whole, steam turbine-driven auxiliaries seem to

be favoured. A number of cliimneys were seen made
with armoured concrete formed blocks, with vertical

key reinforcement. On the Continent steam turbine

floors ai'e usually kept higher above the condenser floors

than in the United Kingdom. Some very complete con-

veyor plant was installed in some cases.

Due to a large extent to the clear atmosphere, and
partly perhaps to the painting, tiles, or light steelwork,

power stations have not usuallj- that dingy effect so

often noticed in England. Owing partly to the original

necessities of the glass industry, the use of very wide

spans of 100 ft. or more, with north lights, is not tin-

usual in Flanders for factories ; in some cases tlie roofs

are non-combustible, with two layers of interlocking

tiles and no woodwork. The cross girders are usually

worked into the frame carrying the north lights.

Power St.wions and Systems in Belgium.

In general the power stations in the area occupied by
the British troops or adjacent areas do not differ greatly

from those in France. A certain number of the com-
panies supply 42-period, 3-phase energy. Owing to the

density of some of the areas supplied, the narrow and
winding roads in many parts, and local prejudice, there

is nnich less overhead line thati in France; although,

owing to the necessity for economy in expenditure,

according to information received, there will probably

be a great increase in overhead line in the future. The
i-.T. distribution is in many places 3-phase. A power
station at Ostend supplied power and light along most
of the coast by means of cables. The Germans used

energy from this station and from stations at Bruges
and Zeeln-ugge for lighting dug-outs, batteries, and
depots all along the coast.

Electricity on Board Ship. — Several motor-driven oil

tankers withinit sails are on order, one beiiifj under con-
struction, tor the Standard Oil Co., of California, at the yard
of the Union Construction Co., Oakland, California. The
engines installed will comprise two ouO-b.h.p. sets, running at

IGo R.r.M., the speed of the vessels being 11 knots. In most
motor oil tankers, the auxiliary machinery, which has to be
faiily high-powered on accomit of the fuel pumps required
for pumping out the cargo, is steam-driven, but in this vessel

the electric drive is adopted throughout. The power is sup-
plied by two 150-B.H.p. ordinary stationary Die-sel engines
of the Dow Diesel type, manufactured by an American firm
with a Ucence for the construction of the Willans and Robin-
son Diesel engine as built at Rugby. These engines, which
are of the three-cylinder type, are each coupled to a 100-kw.
generator at 'ioO volts. The electrically-opei'ated auxiliary
plant includes the two cooling water pumps, two lubricating

oil pumps, one of which is a spare, an auxiliary air compressor
for the supply of manoeuvring air at a pressure of 60 lb.

per sq. in., a three-stage turbine pump used for fire and bilge

purposes, and a two-stage turbine pump for sanitary puiTOses.
The employment of turbine pumps for this purpose is inferest-

ing, as the plunger pumps are more common. In addition,

there is a centrifugal fresh-water pump, wliilst there are four
oil pumps, all electrically operated, these being used for dis-

charging the cargo. The lighting on the ship is at 125 volts,

and a smaU booster is fitted to provide for this. Even the
heating is carried out by electricity, sisecial electric heaters

being used, whilst the cooking is all effected by electric power,
the equipment being furnished by the Edison Electric .'Ap-

pliance Co. On deck there are four cargo winches, driven

by 15-H.P. motor.?, and two capstans, driven by 10-H.P. motors,

besides an anchor windlass, coupled to a '25-H.P. electric motor,
and the'steering gear is of the hydro-«lectric type. The only

steam that is used is for steaming out the cargo tanks, and
ior this purpose a small donkey boiler is fitted, which may
also be used as an evaporator. The only auxiliary plant m
the engine-room, apart from the main Diesel-driven genera-

tors, is a 16-H,P. Skandia emergency set driving a 7-KW., 250-

volt generator. With all these novelties, the vessel is obvi-

ously one of considerable interest, .in spite, of the fact that it

is relatively small.

—

Moior Ship and Motor Boat.
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THE POULSEN ARC IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Mdch has been heard of tlie Poulsea system in general

terms during the last 10 years—but very little in the form

of precise details, and the development of other and newer
methods of generating continuous waves, such as the high-

frequency alternator and the vacuum valve, has further

tended to promote the impression that the arc as a generator

is passing into the class of things that have been. This,

however, is far from the truth, as we shall show below.

Not only is the Poulsen system very much alive, and main-

Elwell was the chief engineer. In order to make clear the

course of events, a brief outline of the history of the

system and ilr. Elwell's connection with it is necessary.

'Sir. Elwell, an Australian by birth, received his

scientific training at the Stanford University, California,

where he graduated as B.A. in Engineering in liiOT,

and E.E. (Electrical Engineer) in 1908. He specialised

in the subject of wireless telegraphy, and in 1909

he visited Denmark, and studied the Poulsen system.

Fig. 2. — Flying-
boat IN Collision
WITH Elwell
WOODEN MAST AT
HoBsEA Island
Naval Station.

-Map showing some Long-distance Poulsen Transmissions

taining communication to-day over the longest ranges ever

attempted on a commercial scale—it is also being installed

for long-distance communication in high-power stations in

this country and abroad, as well as in numerous stations

and ships for shorter ranges.

It will be remembered that at the Parliamentary inquiry

regarding the contract for the Imperial Wireless Chain in

eventually purchasing the U.S.A. patent rights. Returning
to America, he founded the Poulsen "Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Co., of which he was managing director and
engineer ; later this concern was merged in the Federal

Telegraph Co., with Mr. Elwell as chief engineer until 1913,
when he became chief engineer to the Universal Radio
Syndicate, a company with an option on the Poulsen arc

1

Fig. 3.

—

Elwell-Poflsen :!50-kw. Arc-generator at Lyons.

1913, the Poulsen system was put forward as a practicable

alternative to the Marconi system, largely on the strength

of the establishment of communication between San
Francisco and Honolulu, but the evidence available

regarding the results obtained was meagre and unconvincing.

That was, at the time, the longest range in commercial
operation (2,100 miles), and the installation was carried out

by the Federal Telegraph Co., U.S.A., of which Mr. C. F.

patents for the rest of the world, except the United States.

This company went into liquidation, and in 1915 Mr.
Elwell commenced business on his own account and carried

out a large amount of work during the war. Throughout

his career he has been closely identified with the Poulsen

system, and has developed the arc generator from a aipacity

of 30 K\v. to 400 Kw., having built and installed 11

machines of 200 to 400 kw. during the war, and having
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dcsisined and built in all about 5(i0 masts of various lengths

up to 711 ft. Of the total of 2n,000 K«. of arc ixcncratore

now in use, about half have been designed and built by the

present organisation, and most of the remainder by the

company which he organised. Amongst the installations

designed and built by Mr. Elwellarethe stations, including
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rotated to keep the length of the arc constant. An oscillating

circuit consisting of capacity, the antenna, and inductance

is connected in series with the arc, as shown in the

diagram of connections, fig. 11, and in this circuit powerful

undamped oscillations are set up, radiating from the

antenna a continuous stream of undamped waves. In order

to send signals, a key is used which short-circuits a few

turns of the sending inductance, and thus alters the wave-

length by about 1 per cent. Tuning, with continuous

waves, is so sharp that the receiving apparatus only

responds to the latter wave-length, and is not affected by

the slightly different wave-length radiated when the sending

key is open. As the frequency of the waves is fs"- above

magnet, of which the ends are visible, is for the most part

concealed in the foundation block, At the front of the arc

chamber are seen the device for striking the arc, and the

water-pipes. This set is rated at 3'>0 k\v. ; the generator at

Rome (fig. 7) is rated at 200 kw. (250 amperes at sOO volts),

weighs 3-75 tons, and is provided in duplicat^e. In the case

of these large sets, remote control with contactor switclies is

employed: the control board consists of five marble panels,

two for each arc-?enerator and a change-over panel. The series

resistance used for starting the arc is cut out by five con-

tactors controlled by a master switch. The cooling water

supply for the arc-generator is electrically interlocked with

the iJ.c. supply, and in the latest patterns the whole of the

Fig. S.—Water-cooled Anode. Tig. 9.— vVateu ( ooLED Cathode.

ttie limits of audition, the heterodyne method of receiving

is employed, by exciting the receiving aerial at a frequency

differing slightly from that of the signalling waves, thus

producing beats at a frequency which can be heard in a

telephone-receiver, and which can be adjusted at pleasure to

suit the operator's choice.

Very heavy high-frequency currents can be obtained in

the antenna with the arc-generator, about 50 per cent, of

the power put into the arc being delivered to the antenna.

The arc chambers in all but the smallest sizes have to

piiice?ses of starting up are carried out with a controller,

which ensures the operations being performed in the correct

sequenf-e. The sending inductance at Rome has a value of

2,500 microhenries, and consists of a spiral of lr,-in. copper

tubing suspended on insulators. Choke coils, necessary for

the protection of the dynamo, have each an inductance of

5.000 M.H., and are wound with flat copper strip ; we may
mention that the high-freifuency currents behave in a

manner which would astonish the engineer accustomed only

to ordinary alternating currents, for small capacities are

Sliunt condens

Fig. 10.- Complete 5-kw. Elwbli.-Poui.sen Installation. Fig. 11.

—

Diagram or Connections

be water-cooled, as well as the copper anode, and

provision is made for introducing either coal-gas or a

hydrocarbon liquid (by drops) into the chamber. Fig. 3

shows a set installed at the transmitting station at Lyons,

which is similar to, but of more modern design than, those

which were installed at Rome for communication with

America and the Italian Colonies in Africa, when
urgently required during the. war ; the arcchamber

—

a double-walled gunmetal casting—occupies the centre,

with the mftRnwt ooil» on eithsr eids i the yoke of the buife

open doors to them, and unless expert care is employed to

confine them strictly to their lawful circuits they make

their appearance in most unexpected places, " play the

devil " with insulation, and provide unpleasant (though

not dangerous) traps for the unwary operator.

A motor-generator consisting of a three-phase motor

coupled to a 350-ampere, 750-volt dynamo provides the

current for the arc circuit.

The distance over which good communication was

desired at Rome was 4,2 00 miles, necessitating Bk)fty aerial
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Owinfj to the scarcity of steel, of which ;^.00 tons would

have been required, it was decided to construct the masts of

pitch-pine, the quantity of timber needed being 10."),000
board feet. The horizontal component of the antenna pull

was •-'2,000 lb., and the maximum stress allowed in the

wood was l,0o0 Ib./sq. in. The masts were built in

1 1 sections, supported by 1 1 sets of three guys at 1 20 .

The section of the bottom columns was 12'i; x li'. in., and
of the top 12»; X 71 in. The three masts are shown in

lig. 4, and a detail of the foot of a mast is given in fig. .').

The masts were placed at the corners of an eiiuilatcral

triangle with sides of lt84 ft., and the triangular antenna

had a capacity of oOll mfd. The co'.interpoise consisted

of buried copper wires extending over an area greater than

that of the antenna, and supplemented by wells leading

down to the ground water.

Fig. 7 shows the interior of the station at Rome, with

the arc generators and switchgear on the right, and the

sending inductance and electromagnfiti(' keys on the left.

The high-frei|uency lead passes up to a sheet of glass in the

wall of the building, at the centre of which is mounted a

large porcelain insulator, through which the cable is taken

to the antenna.

The Elwell-Poulsen arc equipments range from 2 kw. to

400 KW., in lo standard sizes, of which the 5-KW. set is the

most widely used—some sOO stations having been equipped ;

up to 25 or 30 Kw. the apparatus can be installed, with all

accessories, in an ordinary room. We illustrate in fig. 6 a

10-KW. generator, with which continuous communication
can be maintained over a range of 700 miles. Figs.

8 and show the water-cooled anode and cathode for

this si/,e. and tig. 10 a complete 10-k\v. installation.

Improvements are constantly being introduced, and the

speed of transmission has been raised to 100 words per

minute by automatic operation. Amongst thestations at work
or building with Ponlsen arc-generators of KlO kw. and
upwards, some 24 in number, in addition to those mentioned
above, are those at Bordeaux, Cairo, ( 'ordova, Tjcafield, and
Newcastle, and about eight in the United States. Jlr.

Elwell's headquarters are in Paris, but his arc-generators and
other apparatus are all made in Kngland, mostly at his works
in London—where, by the way, the whole of the male staff

and employes are ex-service men. We recently had the

pleasure of going over the works, under the courteous

tutelage of Mr. B. Mittell, liondon manager, and found the

visit exceedingly interesting, the products being in a class

by themselves. All parts are made to gauge, so that spares

can be supplied at any time, and a high standard of

workmanship is maintained, while only the best materials

can be successfully employed in work of this nature.

REPORT ON THE ELECTRIC LAMP INDUSTRY.

{Continued from page 414.)

6. The evidence we have heard goes to show that in the
existing state of the lamp market the retail prices fixed by
ihe Association becoiue the standard retail prices for all lamps,
whether manufactured by Association or non-Association firms.

Whilst non-Association manufacturers aUow greater discounts

lo ibe middleman, their lamps are bought by the general
public at the same prices as Association lamps. \\'e have
sought to ascertain why non-Associatiou agents serving the
general public do not seek to increase theii' trade by selling

at less than the Association prices. It has been explained
to us that at the moment they can sell, at prices fixed by the
Association, all the lamps they can obtain, and would find

no advantage in sellmg to the public at a lower price—in fact

the public would doubt the quahty of a lamp offered below
the recognised Association price.

The unanimity of the witnesses to whom we have put this

question forces us to the conclusion that there is no prospect
of the prices fixed by the Association for lamps sold to the
general public being subjected to any effective competitive
check (sa far as non-Association lamps made in this country
are concerned) until such time as the tiniply of ekn^tric lamps
considerably exceeds the demand. If and when that condition
obtains some non-associated makers or large retailers, or both
working in conjunction, might make an attempt to gain a
wider market liy cutting the Association list price; but the
hazard would be great, and the inducement to conform to

Association list prices is so strong that we consider theie is

no great probability of the Association's list prices l)eing

seriously influenced by the fear of competition from homo
manufacturers in any foreseeable future.
Nor would foreign lamps, even assuming open ports, easily

find their way through the normal distributive channels, for

it is to be noted that the agreements under which the va.'it

majority of distributors handle Association lamps are directed
against imported lamps (except such as may be imported by the
Association) equally with non-Association lamps manufactured
at home. In one respect potential comijetition from abroad
is more formidable than home competition. American.
Dutch, and perhaps Gennan manufacturers, in that they have
far greater financial backing or may be able to produce at

far lower cost, might have an inducement and a power to
challenge the Association monopoly in Great Britain to better
purpose than any non-associated home manufacturers; but
from evidence laid before us we incline to the view that an
international agreement between .the British. American, and
DutK-h electric lamp combines micht forestall any threatened
battle royal between the respective national groups.

^^'e are therefore of opinion that, apart from some public
accountancy of costs, prices, and profits, supplemented by
power of control .should necessitv arise, the determination of

what is a " reasonable price " for electric lamps sold to the
general public will rest with the Electric Lamp Manufacturers'
Association. We do not suggest that the Association would
necessarily pursue a policy of inflated nrices and inordinate
profits, but wish merely tt> point out that if thev decided to
do so there would be no effective check in the shape of com-
petition.

It was put to us that the fear le.^t the Electric Lamp Manu-
facturers' Association should use its monopoly powers to exact

luu-easonably high prices was unfounded, in that the electric
lamp IS in competition with the mcandescent gas light, and
that the result of raising prices above a certain level would
be the displacement oi electric lighting in favour of gas
lighting, ^\e agree that this consideration must uiUueuce to

some extent the price ol electric lamjjs, but we would remark
that the price at which electric lamps are sold ought to

depend either upon competition between independent lamp
manufacturers or upon the gross cost of production uf the
lamp, and not upon the comparative cost of gas and electric

lighting. If the latter proiiosition were generally accepted
it would mean that any Association of manufacturers having
an effective monopoly of a given product instead of selling

that product to the public at a comiK'titive price, could in-

crease the price up t-o a level which would just suffics to
prevent people resorting to the next best alternative. In the
present case it would mean that neaiiy the whole advantage
of electric hghting as comiiared with gas lighting, where
such advantage exists, would go to the makers ol electric

lamps.
Large consumers, as named hi paragraph 5, buy lamps in

large quantities for use and not for sale, and some have facili-

ties for testing the efficiency and durability of the various
makes of lamps. The Association makes special term.s lot

such customers, but those are too big and powerful to be
con.'itrained by any exclusive dealing agreement, and are in a

ixjsition to choose freely betw'een Association and non-Asso-
ciation lamps. One non-associated maker from whom we
have taken evidence (there ma\' be others) has abandoned the
attempt to supply the general public, and confines himself

to these large users. Here competition is free, and the maker
who can offer the best value, in terms of price and quality,

can get the order. We consider it noteworthy that in many
cases non-associated makers 5re able to secure orders from
these large users in competition w-ith firms in the Association

7. Non-a.ssociated firms which look to supply the hou.seholde

with lamps are compelled to offer the factor and retailer large-

discounts than would be given by -Association makers—thi^

in order to give them some inducement to forgo the prefer-

ential discounts offered by the Association, or to compensate
them for the handicap of being unable to obtain Association

lamps on trade terms. We have already stated that the

discounts given by the associated firms range up to 39 i>ei

cent., but we also learn that during the period April. 1914

to June, 1916. the discounts given Ijy associated firms wert
lai.sed by 7i per cent, on drawn-wire lamps and by 10 pel

lent. on squirted-filament lamps, making a total nuixinmiij

di.scount of 4f)J l)er cent, and 49 i^er cent, respectively. These
are more, than ample discounts, liut instances have been cited

to us of non-associated firms giving discounts as high as

60 per cent. It should be understood that those maximum
discounts are given only to the largest factors, who usual'v

.sell lamps wholesale to the smaller retailers, and that the

factor in reselling the lamps to the retailer retains only the

difference between his factor's discount and the discount

which he allows to the retailer. But making everv allowance

for this, we are convinced that the discounts civen in the

electric lamp trade are larger than is necessary, _ the more
so in that most electric lamps are widely advertised " pro-
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piietaiy articles," and as such should cany uikiiiuuni dis-

counts. It IS a trade custom to economise on discounts what
is spent in advertising. In the electric lamp trade lavish

allowances are made on both scores.

The manufacturer, we understand, accepts responsibility

tor the lamps reaching the trader in sound condition ; thus

the trader, by examining his consignment on arrival secures

himself from loss by fault or breakage. Subsequent deteriora-

tion or breakage can be provided against by proper storage

facilities. By economies in the cost of distribution alone,

apart Irom any reduction in the manufacturers' prices, it

.-hould be possible to reduce the price of lamps to the public

by 6d. each.

The fixed-price policy, however, precludes any siich econo-

mies being made in respect of distributors' margins. Such
competition as there still is between associated and non-

associated firms works out—under prest-nt conditions—as a

competition not in price to the pubhc, but in discount to

the trade. The Jixed-price ixjlicy is supiwrted by its pro-

moters and advoc-ates on the ground that it gives the small

man the same chance of selling lamps as the large man. It

does, but it gives the large man much bigger profits than
the small, and prevents the public from obtaining electric

lamps at any lower price than will enable the smallest and
most inefficient retailer to make a comfortable profit on theii'

gale. \Vc have no desire to see the small shop submerged
by the big store, and would be disposed to approve any
arrangement whereby they were placed on the same footing

as regards the price of their purchases. The iwlicy followed

by the -Association does not place them on any such footing

of equahty. It is generous to the small retailer but lavish to

the large retailer. Certain other combinations and consolida-

tions producing proprietary articles at fixed retail prices have

found it practicable to give a flat rate of discount to all

retailers, large or .small, and we consider that the Elec-tric

Lamp Manufacturers' Association will have fallen short of

its declared aspirations to sell the best lamp in the largest

quantity at the lowest price unless and until it puts its dis-

count policy upon that basis.

We have next .sought to ascertain the prices oljtained for

standard vacuum lamps by Association and non-.\ssociation

manufacturers from the trade or from large users. We have
already referred to the maximum discounts of 49 per cent,

and 6U per cent, respectivelj', given to the largest factors or

u.sere, in some cases at certain (leriods. These figures .serve

to show that lamps bought by the public at 3s. have in those

cases been sold, presumably at a profit, by the manufacturers

to the trade or to large users at approximately Is. 6d. and
Is. 3d. But these are not wholly representative figures, in

that the average discount given is something less than the

maxininm discount. Our inquirie? as to the accnigr^ price

received by manufacturers over the wh<ile riinge of their

,sale5 have adduced information which we Ciinnot verify, and

which dpes not lend itself to presentation in a fonu permitting
of unquestionable deductions. We mu.st. therefore, be con-

tent to record that we have been furnished with information

indicating that the average price received for standard vacuimi

tvpe lamps, with drawn-wire filaments, by four of the lari.'est

Association firms, was Is. Sid. in 1913, and 2s. 2d. in 1919.

and that from another quarter we have received evidence

which is embodied in the following table :
—

Standard VvcLfM WmE-FiLAMF,.\T Lamps.

Period 1912.— Low volt High vf.lt

(•30-(50watt). (30-60 watt).

Period 1912.— s. d. s. d.

Price to British con.sumer ... ... 2 3

-Association price to ungraded retailer 2 2 4]

-Association price to large factor ... 1 f'll 1 10

Non-.\ssociation price to large factor... 9 11
Period September, 1913, to April, 1917.

—

Price to British cons-mer ... ... 2 2 2 G

-Association price to ungraded retailer 1 82 2 ^i

-Association price to large factor ... 1 4 1 7J

Non-Association price to large factor... S 111

Xon--Association price for export ... 6

Period April, 1917, to December, 1917.

—

Price to British consumer ... ... 26 30
-Association price to ungraded retailer 2 2 4J

-Association pi ice to large factor ... 1 8i 1 10

Kon-.Association price to large factor... lOi 1 2

Period December, 1917, to present day.—
Price to British consumer ... ... 3 3 6

-Association price to ungraded retailer 2 4J 2 9i

-Association price to large factor ... 1 10 2 li

Non-Association price to large factor... 1 71 1 lOJ

.Association price to large factor for

export 1 43 1 7i

It has been submitted to us. in criticism of the.se figures,

that thev refer to pun-hases or quotations on very large quan-

tities, and cannot be taken as representative of the average

prices received from the trade, either by .Association or non-

As.sociation manufacturers, and that the price to the retailer

and factor was lower from April. 1914, to .June. 1916. bv

virtue of the additional discounts given during that period.

We have taken account of these objections, but are satisfied

as to the substantial reliabihty of the figures given above.

We have further been supplied by a large corporation,

which has for many years past bought electric lamps in con-

siderable quantities, with particulars of priges quoted by the

-Association group and by five non-associated firms during

the past six years. The di.scouuts from standard prices have
been deducted to .^how the net price l>er lamp quoted to the

corporation, llie price to the consumer in the several years

is also shown :

—

CoMI'AKISON OF NkT PhICES QuOTED TO A COKPOIHTION FOR
STA.NDAHD VACUU.M \Vll!F.-KlLAME.NT LAMPS.

High Volt (i5 a.nd 50 c.p.).

^ASSOCHTIOS.—

,

Retail Net piice . Nun-Association. ^

price list, quoted. A. B. C. D. E.

r.i|4 ... 2/8 1/7-48 ]/3-75 1/2 1/4 — —
1916 ... 2/8 ]/9'76 1/3 1/2 1/4 — —
1916 ... 2/8 1/6-94 1/3 l/lB 1/t — —
1917 ... 3/- 1/5-52 1/3 )/r8 J/1 — —
l'.»18 ... 3/6 2/624 — 2/1-2 _ _ _
1919 ... 3/6 2/3-46 — 2/1 2/1 Ml 1/IIJ

Jan. l:i20 3/6 2/3-46 — -2/1 l/US 1/11 2/1

Low Volt (10, 25, and 32 c.p.).

^—Association.--
Retail Net price ,

—

price list, quoted. ^

1914 ... 2/2 1/4-64 1/-

1915 ... 2/2 1/5-7 1/-

-NON.ASSOOIATION.—
C. D.

]/- 1/3-6 — —
1/- 1/1 — —

191ii ... i/2 1/3-37 ]/- 0/ir05 1/1 — —
1917 ... 2/6 1/2-28 1/- 0/11-05 O/lQ-o — —
11118 ... 3/- 2/1-2 — 1/9 6 — — —
1919 ... 3/- 1/11-68 —

1/9-i 1/9 — —
Jan. 192v) a/- l/ll'eS — 1/94 1/9 1/9 1/7 44

The dit^repancies l)etween thej^e prices and the minimum
figures given in the preceding table are accounted for by the.

difference in the volume of purchases by a corporation, though
large, as compared with tho.se of a factor, and the consequent
differences in discounts allowed. From the two tables we
draw the following inferences :

—

«
(«) That non--Association firms, althougli their output u>

in general smaller than that of the -Association firms, are able

to sell lamps at a lower price than Association firms, and
still make a satisfactory profit on their manufacture.

(6) That because of the standard price policy the public

was compelled to pay the same price for non-.Association and
-Association lamps, the whole price-advantage of the former
(which to the factor was 9id. in 1912 and -2Jd. in recent years)

being denied to the householder.

We desire also to call attention to the following points :
—

(c) That in 1912 lamps bought by the British householder

at -Is. 6d. were sold by the manufacturers (presumably it

a manufacturing profit) to large factors at 9d.

((/) That L>etween September, 1913, and April. 1917, lamps
bought by the British householder at 2s. 2d. were sold by
the manufacturers (presumably at a manufacturing profit) at

6d. for exiX)rt.

(f) That at the present time lamps bought by the British

householder at 3s. are .sold by the manufacturers (presumably
at a manufacturing profit) at Is. l^d. for export.

Since the beginning of the war the price to the public of

the standard vacuum lamp has been increased by about -26 per

cent. -As the general retail price level of necessaries has risen

during the s:iine [leiiod by 1-25 per cent., it follows that the

price of electric lamps has been advanced much less than the

price (.f commodities generally. Two considerations are to

be taken into account here : one is that immoderate profits

were being made on the manufacture of electric lamps in

the period immediately preceding the war. -A reduction m
the price of lamps was already overdue, and. we are told,

was projected at that time. The other is that in consequeiice

of unprovements in the technique of manufacture, economies

in the cost of production had become possible, and the price

of lamps was simultaneously falling in some other countries.

But allowing in full for these considerations it must be agreed

that had the price of lamps been uncontrolled by any Associa-

tion, or had the .Association so desired, a much higher retail

price could have easily been obtained. In this connection

it is important to remember that the prices fixed by the .Asso-

ciation are maximum a.s well as minimum, and it is just a.i

much a breach of agreement to sell lamps above the fixed

price as to sell below it. We are satisfied that during some
periods of the war. in view of the limitations of imports the

-Association had a stabilising influence on electric lamp prices

in the United Kingdom. Our unqualified testimony thereto

does not prevent our recognising that just as the Association

in periods of scarcity prevented prices rising as much as they

otherwise might have done, it could equally effectively in

time of plenty prevent them from falling as far as they ought.

S. We have endeavoured to ascertain the production cost

of electric lamps as delivered from the factory, and to arrive

at the profit made by lamp manufacturers either per lamp

or as a percentage upon capital sunk in the business. O^ing

to the fact that the leading lamp manufacturers in the As-

.sociation are large concern? producing electrical apparatus

of all kinds, lamps being but one minor item in their total

output, we cannot determine from their balance sheets -wbat

rate of profit is made upon that section of the business -which

is devoted to lamp manufacture, ^^e have, however, sonpfit
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inforuiation as to the actual costs of manufacture of electric

lamps, and figures have been given to us by representatives

of ass<K'iated and non-as.sociate<i firms from which we learn

tliat thi' pre.<t>nt-day average fact<iry cost of lamps which
are .sold to the public at 3s. and 3s. 6d. varies from 9d. to

Is. 4<l. per lamp, according to factory, process, and material

used. Tlie Electric l.aiii|) Manufacturers' Association has
furnished us with figures, which w'e suinmari.sc as follows :

—

Fori! -VssocnTiON Firms.

(Standard Vacuum Typn Lamp with drawn-wire Filaments.)

1U13. I'Jl'J.

(pence) (iwncc)

Labour cost i.'J 4.0

Materials coat 3.6 'J.i)

Overhead factory charges l.l) '.i.'i

Selling charges 3.7 5.1

Total factory and selling costs 11.1

Average price received by manufacturers 'iU.U

Manufacturers' average profit per lamp ... U..5

21 .-2

i5.'J

We have not thought it necessary to check these figures by

requiring an independent cost-accountancy of the books and
records of these firms. From them one matter to which we
have already called attention—the inordinate profits enjoyed

by lamp manufacturers in the years immediately prior to the

war may be clearly seen. In the year 1913 four manufacturers

made on the average 9id. profit on lamps which cost just

over lid. to produce and sell, a profit ot over 86 per cent,

on gross cost. Last year the costs of producing and selling

appear to have ri.'^en comparatively more than the price

ivceived. and the profit, according to these figures, was then

only lid. on a lamp costing Is. 94d. to produce and sell.

\Ve remark, however, that according to the first table in

paragraph 7. at least one Association firm quoted prices of

Is. '4Jd. and Is. 7id. in 1919 for lamps for export, which is

lower than the production cost given in the table immediately

above. Even on those figures we think it desirable to point

out that lamps sold at 3s. and 3s. 6d. cost only Is. 4d. to

luanufacture and that the remaining Is. 8d. or '2s. id. was
absorbed in selling expenses incurred by the makers and in

margins absorbed by the distributing trade. We think it

worth whde to record, moreover, that three non-Association

inanufaeturers have given us figures which indicate that their

cost of material rose only 100 per cent, in the ijeriod covered

by the Association's .statement.

W'e aie disposed to conclude that, taking associated and non-

associated firms together, the manufacturers' average margin
of selling price over factory cost may be taken as being about

Is. per lamp. Some part of this must be earmarked for ad-

vertising, selUng expenses, research, patent fees or royalties,

and reserves against patent litigation; the rest is profit. We
consider that the 5d. per lamp allowed by the Association for

seUing charges as shown above is more than is necessary m
view of the fact that the bulk of their sales are to the trade.

{To be concluded.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttttrt receirei by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should/ortoard their communi-

catioTU at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Electricians v. Plumbers.

I thought it might interest your readers and the trade

geneially to know that Burnley and district E.T.U. members
are taking the same stand as Blackburn, viz. :

" No installa-

tion ejected by plmnbers or non-unionists wiU be coupled to

Corporation mains." A notice in the local Press from next

Saturday's issue will be inserted warning electrical contrac-

tors, users, and prospective users of electricity of the.se in-

structions to our members who are plumber-jointers for

Burnley Corporation. It is about time the scandal of every

Tom, Dick, and Harry doing electric in.stallation work was
put a stop to. The rule comes into force May 1st, 1919.

In this district electrical contractors are as common as

chip and tripe shops, and some of the work—well !

Albert J. Cutler.

Padiham.
March 22vn. 19-20.

Situations Vacant.

-I should like to express my feelings with "Pro Bonn
Publico." -as to the prevailing custom of box nuinbere; if

firms- do- not wish to give their full name, yoU certainly. Sir,

ought to -insist on an indirntinn letter being inserted so that

n-pplicatitA d,-> not havs to writs vnu on evei'V occasioti they

iswrt-an adrfr-tiietnent. One firm I know of inot ft thousand
ttiiUa ireuv- Eutlon -Soaal- nw alwayis InMrWtitf adv«rtiMm*aM,

and are still looking for their superman. Also, why do you
allow duphcate advertisements as in this week's issue—box
9495-6 from the same firm'?

If you can see youi- way to give us employes some con-
sideration we shall be greatly obliged.

S. E. Brown.
Wjillsend.

Marcli 23r</, 19-20.

[.Vdvertisers in the Press purchase space in which they can
[na what they piease, provided that they do not thereby
cause injury to others by libel, fraud, iVc. Indications sucU
as our correspondent suggests would involve an interference
with this privilege. Our advertising department undertakes
to uithhold letters if the writers name firms to whom they
are not to be forwarded.

—

Eds. Elkc. Kkv.]

In the last issue of the Review I note, and quite endorse,
the remarks of " Pro Bono Publico ' re " Situations Vacant."

All applicants fur jobs, advertised under box numbers, may
take it lor granted that there is .something very fishy, or in
iiioie vulgar language, stinks, when the advertiser does not
put his name to the advertisement.

1 would advise all engineers to treat such advertisements as
»liey would a mad dog, viz., leave them alone, and let the
advertiser stew in his own juice.

J. E. Ellis,

Moiley. Borough Electrical Engineer.
March 'ilnd. 1920.

Unixersity College, London, War ^'Memorial,

We trust you will give us the hospitality of your columns
to call the attention of tormer students of University College
and University College Hospital, London, to the memoiial we
are endeavouring to raise to college and ho.spital men who
fell in the war. Owing to the many changes that have taken
place during and since the war, our address-list is not com-
plete. It w.ll be of great assistance to us if all members of

the College who have not already received our apjieal will send
postcards w ith their names and addresses and dates of student
years to the hon. .secretary. We shall then l>e very glad to

.-end them full particulars of our war memorial scheme. We
hope we may rely on the support of all students, past and
lucsent.

Lawrence Solomon, Hon. Sfcretary.
Gregory Foster, Chairman.
G. Blacker, \ice-Chairman.

L'niversitv College. London.
Mnrr'h ioih . vm.

NOTES FROM CANADA.

(From Odr Specul Coruespoxdent.)

C.iNADA has before her to-day a question of very great im-
portance in the form of the proposal to canalise the St.

Lawrence River from Montreal to Kingston, where Lake
Ontario becomes the river, a distance of some 170 miles, about
70 of which is the international portion of the river, the

remainder being entirely in Canadian territory.

This subject is being considered at present by the Inter-

national Joint Commission, before which a series of public

hearings is to be held during the next few^ months in various

localities likely to be directly concerned in this matter; one
such hearing was held in Buiialo recently.

Being an international problem, the 'jiovernments of both

this country and the United States are naturally interested

in it.

It may be said that the proposal is to build several dams
at suitable points on this great river so as to tmn it into

a canal which will enable ocean-going steamers to come right

up into the great lakes, in this way such vessels could go

straight from ports in other countries right into the heart of

the Dominion, even so far as the Twin Cities, Port .-Vrthur

and Port William, at the extreme end of Lake Superior.

Montreal i.s the present terminus for ocean steamers.

So much for navigation. In addition the proposal includes

the development of about 2,000.000 H.P., as it is stated that

approximately this amount could be made available if the

scheme be properly carried out so as to take care of both

navigation and power.

The Commission referred to above has been charged by the

two Governments concerned with the duty of hearing argu-

ments for and against this great scheme, and there is every

indication that there will be a real fight between the oppos-

ing interests. On the one side are Ontario and the great

crain-growing Provinces of the West, together with the

Western States bordering the southern shores of the Great

Lakes, and on the other are the City of Montreal. Ke^ York

State, the great railwav interests on both sides of the inter-

national boundarv aniJ the powerful eoal cotnpanies located

in tlio«« part* of the rnit*-! %tat»i ^IJich lupp'r Ca«f<44 wltU

ft l«rj« put of h«i! ceal,
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To anyone over here the reasons for the contending views
held by the people of the various Provinces and States, ami
by the several bodies named, are readily apparent, but some
little explanation seems iiecessary lor the benefit ol readers

at home.
Ontario will benefit both from increased shipping facilities

for existing and possible future ports, and from the immense
amount of power, over 1,(XX),0(X) H.P., that would be her share
of the total available; the increase in general trade, in popu-
lation, and in industrial activity, that would result if such
a scheme can be carried to a successful commercial conclusion,

is almost beyond calculation.

The Western Provinces and the Western States are deeply

interested because of the readiness with which the immense
grain produce of those regions could be transported to other

lands at rates much lower than is possible now with rail

transportation and double handling. 'The Canadian Provinces
are further concerned because such navigational facilities as

would be afforded would enable coal to be delivered cheaply
from Nova Scotia to many lake ports, thus rendering the
Dominion far less dei^ndent on United States supplies, and
incidentally benefiting Nova Scotia, too, by providing a

large new market for her coal.

Montreal is opposed to the project because she fears that
her importance as a port is almost certain to be considerably
diminished; Ne^' York State is opposed to it because a great

deal of the grain from the West is shipped along the barge
canal in that State, and the people there are afraid that they
will lose a large portion of the existing traffic along this

canal. The railway companies naturally feel that a very
large and profitable traffic may almost disappear from their

lines, while the coal companies realise that their shipments
to Canada will be very greatly reduced.
To a very large portion of Eastern Canada the coal problem

is a very serious one, as Ontario and Quebec are practically

without any supplies of their own, and at present Ontario is

wholly deixjndent on the United States. Already that country
is beginning to inquire for how much longer she can afford

to ship coal into Canada, and the period appears to be not
much more than a century; a large part of the population
of Ontario is, therefore, absolutely at the mercy of the United
States for its very existence, and unless means of getting
coal at reasonable rates from Nova Scotia are provided (as

by some such scheme as that referred to above) it is difficult

to see how Ontario can, say, 25 years from now, supply fuel

to any considerable population, such as 40 or 50 million
people, because it is unlikely, even if the United States does
not actually reduce her exports of coal to this country, that

that country will allow any great increase in such exporta-
tions to take place, hence people in Ontario who could not
obtain sufficient supplies of fuel in the winter would either

have to seek a warmer clinie, or go to a region where the
fuel supplies were ample—or perish.

With reference to the proposed power development which
forms an essential part of this great St. Lawrence scheme,
it has been roughly estimated that the sale of power will

pay for the entire undertaking, both as regards navigation
and power. That during the next few years it will be
possible to dispose of so large a quantity of electrical energy
as two million h.p. is hardly to be doubted, in view of the
ever increasing demands for power that are being made
each year on this continent.

former, was the question of repairs. If a coil of a shell type
transformer broke down, the whole core had to be rebuilt,

whilst in the core type only the top yoke had to be removed.
'Ibis advantage might decide the question, particularly on
the smaller sizes, where some of the consideratiuus set out
in the paper, for example, the influence of the connections

between coils and the bringing out of the leads, did not otter

great difficulties on either type of transformer. With trans-

formers of small outputs it was possible to avoid connections
between various sections of L.T. coils in parallel by arranging
the L.T. winding in the form of a \yide copper sheet which
extended over the whole length of core, and was wrapped
round the iron in a spiral, it w'as essential with this c<ju-

structiou to avoid uneven distribution of the flux by arrang-

ing the tappings in the middle of the core, otherwise con-

siderable losses would occur in the copper sheet.

Mr. H. S. HOLBROOK said that with transformers and
boosters arranged in the manner shown by the author, it

appeared that the hot oil rising from tlie transformer would
tend to overheat the booster wuidings.

Mr. F. Forrest thought it most essential that all large

oil-cooled transformers should be provided by the manufac-
turer with an indicating thermometer or temperature detector,

and that such an instrument seemed especially necessary in

the case of transformers for furnace work which w'ere sub-

jected to severe shore circuits. These thermometers should

be included whether they were called lor or not by the pur-

chaser, and it was the manufacturer's business to indicate

to the buyer how essential it was that he should know the

working temperature of the transformer windings.

Mr. W. Perky said the author had given a well-balanced

comparison between the shell and core tyix>s of transformer

for furnace work. By using a tw-o-legged rectangular core

mounted horizontally in the tank, the l.t. leads could

be made of practically the same length, and without joints,

as in the case of the shell type, the ventOatiog ducts between

the coils would be in the same direction as the natural flow

of oil. and could be insulated on the same method as the

shell type. There would also be plenty of room to bring up

the H.T. leads without congestion. There was the further

advantage that the economic proportions of copper and iron

could be reasonably obtained, also a butt joint in the core

could ea.sily be used to facilitate repairs. With regard to

the H.T. terminals, he was of opinion that they should be

brought through corrugated porcelains, and that in excep-

tionally dirty conditions they should have at lea.st one petti-

coat to obviate the possibility of a flashover. With regard

to the different power factors at different periods of the run.

he .said that between the melting period and the molten

period there was a difference of 16.5 per cent, in the reactance

of the circuit, W'hich difference must originate in the bath.

Was it correct, therefore, to assume that it was due to the

molten steel having lost its magnetic properties. Most trans-

former manufacturers would agree with the author's con-

clusions that the most reliable transformer was one w-ithout

any tappings on the H.T. side. Current control could be

obtained on the L.T. side by the use of variable chokers, which

were made similar to transformers. A fine wire winding of

equal ampere turns to the main current winding was used, and

shoi-ted or opened automatically by a standard contactor.

The choker would be of a rating of about 20 per cent, of the

output of the main transformer, and would be somewhat

expensive, but very reliable.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

;\t Biinaingham, on F'ebruary 'iJth, Mr. J. L. Thompson's
pai>er (an abstract of which appeared in our issue of January
.'iOth last) was read and discussed before the South Midland
Centre of the I.E.E.
Major A. M. Taylor pointed out that nowhere in the paper

was the use of three-phase transformers contemplated. Pre-
sumably the difficulties in their construction were too great
to be faced, but surely from the central station engineer's
iwint of view, a considerable amount of unbalancing of the
mains was introduced thereby. The author had brought out
very clearly the lo.sses introduced in the core clamping plates,

and infen'ed fiiat the core transformer was on that account
not so good as the shell tran.sfornier. This leakage flux could
probably be considerably reduced if the coils were subdivided
into narrower and deeper coils, thus giving the leakage paths
further to travel. This would also get over the difficulty of

the secondary coils sharing the load unequally when certain

.
of the primary coils were cut out of circuit. No doubt the
difficulty was that a certain amount of reactance was wanted
in the transformer, but such reactance could be obtained
separately outside the transfonner, and it would seem as
though this would be the best arrangement.
Mr. M. Kahn thought the paper gave a very instructive

comparison of the core and shell tyjies of transformers as ap-

plied to furnace work. Tliere were advantages and disadvan-
tages in either type, which counterbalanced one another more
or less, although it ap)>eared that the shell type was easier

to build and arrange than the core type. A very important
consideration in connection with the choice of the type from
the user's point of view, on this particular class of trans-

The Ministry of Transport.—A supplementary vote for

Jt'|S1.061 for salaries and exi>enses of the above Ministry for

the half-year ending March 31st, was passed by the House

of Commons on March 10th. Of the total, the salary lust

accounts for no less than £171,861, or at the rate of i343,722

per annuiii. The following figures show% according to the

daily Press, how the staff has grown: December, 1919. 449;

March, 1920, 774. an increase, of 32.5. The list of the salaries

paid to its leading members is said to be as under ; Transport

Minister (Sir E. Ceddes). .£5,000; chairman of the Rates .\d-

visory Committee, £5,000; secretary and solicitor, £3,750;

assistant secretary and solicitor, £1,500; pariiamentary secre-

tary £1,500; director-general of civil engineering, £3,000;

deputy-director ditto, £2,500; three chief engineers (each),

£2,000; director-general of traffic. £3.000; three directors

(each)' £1200; director-general of mechanical engineering.

£2.500'; two directors (each), £1.200; consulting mechanical

engineer £2.500; director-general of finance, £2,500; secre-

tary, £1.200; director-genera! of roads. £2,300; chief engintvr,

fIStM)- assistant secretary, £1.2(K}; director-general of trans-

port Ireland, £2,100; two subordinate directors (each). £1.200;

diiW-tor-general of public .safety, £2.000; secretary.
£|.'f;':

director-general of development, £2.070; secretary. £1 .'^K ;

commissioner of light railways. £1.000. Twenty-eight olhcials

receive an average of over £2,000 a year. The railway cou;-

panie.'s have been drawn on considerably for the Minister s

staff. Last December there were 55 members of the staff

who had previously been in the s<Mvice of the railways, and

14 who were formeriv employed by local authorities. It

should lie noted that the above figures do not include the

salaries of the Electricity Commissioners nor the expenses of

their department.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

An Offer from Algeria.-Mi'. P. H. Debelfort. the

chief enifineer of thi- Mascara (Algeria) electricity works, informs
us that he is williiiir to act ps an intermediary between English

producers and Freni'h customers in Algeria.

Transit of Goods for the Serb, Croat and Slovene State.
—The Department of Overseas Trade understands that the

Roumanian Government has given instructions to allow the free

transit of all goods destined for the Serb. Croat and Slovene State

which arrive at Danubian ports. It is. however, essential that the

ship's manifests, bills of lading, ic. a.s well as the packages them-
selves, should be clearly marked "Transit pour la Serbio." as other-

wise they are liable to detention by the Roumanian Customs
Authorities at the port of arrival.

Socials.—The Ip.swich staff of the Electrical Depart-

ment of Messr.-;. Mann. Egerton & Co., Ltd., held a Bohemian
concert on Saturday evening. March 20th. Over 100 members of

the staff and friends were present at the Great White Horse, where
the event was held. Mr. C. Lill, the manager of the department,
presided, and he was supported in the vice-chair by Mr. A. Fi.'sher.

During the war—from 19H to the Armistice—the company was
engaged building aeroplanes and carrying out electrical installa-

tions at many important aerodromes. Since the Armistice, the

return to pre-war work has been occupying everybody's attention ;

that work consists chiefly of country house lighting and factory

equipments. The social gatherings, such as that alluded to above,

are being arranged with the hope of creating a good spirit between
the technical, clerical and " working " staffs.

A whist drive and dance organised by the Electrical Trades
Union in Blackpool Tower was attended by considerably over

1,000 people. The prizes for the whist drive were presented by the
Mayoress (Mrs. E. H. Howe).

Book Notices.— Scientific Paper, Xo. 3G4, of the U.S.
Bureau of .Standards. " Relation of Voltage of Dry Cells to

Hydrogen-Ion Concentration." Washington : Government Printing
Office. Price 5 cents. Report of Investigations into Voltage
Variation and Polarisation of Dry Cells.

"The Practical Engineer Electrical Pocket-Book and Diary.
1920." (.592 pp.). London : The Technical Publishing Co.. Ltd.

Price, cloth, Is. 6d. net ; best binding. 2a. net. This edition, the

twenty-first, has been thoroughly revised and brought up to date,

and many additional tables and notes have been introduced. The
Electric Furnaces and Pyrometry sections have been entirely

re-written.

"Studies in Elementary Physics. ' By E. Blake. Pp. vi + 17ii.

43 figs. Price 5s. net. " 'ft^ireless Transmission of Photographs.

"

By M. J. Martin. Second edition, pp. xv -I- 140. 77 figs. Price

.5s.net. " Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony." By H. M.Dowsett.
Pp. xxix -I- 331, figs. 30.5. Price 9s. net. London : The Wireless
Press, Ltd.

Liquidations and Dissolntions.—Kexdaj.l & Gext,
Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for reconstruction parposea. Liqui-
dator. Mr. T. W. Wright. 13, St. Ann St , Manchester. Meeting of
creditors, -\prU 9th. at Manchester. Claims must be .sent to the
liquidator by April 23rd.

Beit.\snia Lamp and Accessories Co., Ltd.—Wirding up
voluntarily. Liquidator. Mr. R. L. Tayler, 21, Coleman Street,

E.C. 2. Meeting of creditors, April lith.

Electric Train Lighting Syndicate, Ltd. — Winding
up voluntarily. Messrs. Day A: Yewdall, solicitors, 4, Central Bank
Chamber.*, Leeds.

ToNG, Nutter A: Sons, electrical engineera. manufacturers, and
merchants 41, The Side, Xewcastle-on-Tyne.—Mr. A. S. Tong and
Mr. P. Nutter have dissolved partnership. Mr. P. Nutter will

attend to debts and continue the business.

Auction Sale.— By direction of the Disposal Board.
Ministry of Munitions, Messrs. J. J. Greaves & Sons will sell by
auction, on April 28th, at the Cyclops Works of Me?s s.

Cammell, Laird i: Co., Sheffield, machinery and plant, including
electric overhead travelling cranes, centrifugal pumps, electric

motors, electrical fittings, office fittings, ic. Full particulars are
Riven in our advertisement pages to day.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—F. Mitchell (F. Mitchell
and Co.'), electrical engineer. .Manchester.— .Application for debtor's
discharge will be lieard at Manchester on April 27th.

W. H. Howard (Holborn Electrical Co.). electrical engineer.
."). Featherstone Buildings. Holborn. W.C., and Finsbnry Park.

—

Discharge suspended for two years from February 27th, 1920.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messr.s. Drake & Gorham
WuoLESALF. Ltd.. h7. Lf^ng Acre, W.C. 2.— Illustrated Pamphlet.
No. 284, the " Xcel ' electric utility cooker. Other agents for this

British product are : Messrs. Siemens Bros., Down A: Davies, the
Electrical Supplies, Berry's Electric Co.. and the Suu Electrical Co.
The Consolidated Pneu.m »tic Tool Co., Ltd., Egyptian

House, 170, Piccadilly, W. 1.—Catalogue No. 41. A comprehensive
list of pneumatic tools covering drills, hammers, portable mine-
hoists, tec, and giving illustrations and complete details.

Trade Announcements.— ^tR. Feunani) IIspir announces

that, as from .lanuary 1st, 1920, he has taken into partnership

his son. Mr. H. Espir. and his brother. Mr. J. Espir, the style of

the firm lemaining unchanged.

Messrs. Percy Huddleston i; Co.'s London telephone number
has been changed to "Clerkenwell 1094.'

Messrs. Connollys Blacki.ey. Ltd.. have removed their

London sales office to 46 and 47, Finsbury Square, E.C. 3. Mr. 0. H.

Bishop will con'.inue in charge. New telephone number. "London
Wall 71SS."

Electric Motor Prices.—At a sale of engineering plant

and machinery under the direction of the Disposal Board, Ministry

of Munitions, at La Bassee Shell Factory. Glasgow, among the

l>e8t prices realised were—A 40-i. H.p. electric motor, £20.5; and
two 7-B.H.p. electric motors, £103 each.

Copper Prices.— Mes.srs. F. Smith & Co. report

(March 29th) :— Electrolytic barg, sheets, wire rods, H.C. wire, no
change.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report (March 29tli) :—Copper
bars (best selected), sheet and rod, £160. a decrease of £2 : English

pig lead, £43, £3 reduction on last week's prices.

Strike.—On Friday last ;^50 workers at the Knfield

Ediswan Cable Works downed tools.

German Transmarine Electricity Works.—With refer-

ence to the leaderette on this subject, appearing on an earlier page
of this issue, the Daily Mail Madrid correspondent says :

—
" The

Deutsche Tbersee Elektrizit.its Gesellschaft. with big interests in

South America, especially Buenos Ayres and Santiago, is turning

itself into a Spanish concern. The German company has a nominal
ciipiial (each share of 1,000 marks) of 2t)U,0UU,00o marks [at par

£l3.0uO.OJOj. This is to be converted into Spanish capital teach

share being of 500 pesetas) of 300,t00,000 pesetas (at present rate.

£ 15,000,000). Other (Jerman companies are following suit."

Electric Welding Demonstration.—On Saturday last, the

\ 1 Manufacturing Co., of Suobridge Road. Bratlford, gave a

demonstration of the capabilities of some of their welding

appliances. Particulars will appear in our next issue.

Train Lighting.—We learn that the 100 new suburban
railway carriages, which are now being built for the New South
Wales Government Railways in Sydney, are to be fitted with
Stone's sjstem of electric lighting, comprising Liliput dynamos,
Pegoud switches and accumulators.

For Sale.—Aberystwyth Town Council invites tenders for

a 125-H.P. Daimler peirol engine. For particulars see this issue.

Applications for British Trade Marks.—-^PFii^^^i is a

suiiiiijary til tlic recent applications lur British tradeniark.s

in connection with productions a.s.sociate(l with the eleitrical

jnilustries :
—

Treva. Xo. 397,1'28. Class 8. Electrical contacts, terminals.
parts. Htting.s, lamps, fusible cut-outs, sparking plugs, and
switches. No. 397,P29. Class 14. Electrical fittings made
(il precious metals or imitations thereof. No. 397,l;i(l. Class
10. Electrical insulators, parts, and fittings, made of por-

celain or earthenware. Iso. 397,131. Class "20. Electrical

detonators and fuses (explosive). No. 397,13"2. Class 40. Elec-
trical insulators, parts, and fittings, made of ebonite or like

substances manufactured from india-rubber or gutta-jiercha.

Xo. H',I7.K33. Class 50. Electrical insulating materials, parts,

and fittings of wockI, bone, ivory, or other substances. Tie-
velvan A Co., 155, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham. Noveiu-
licr l-ith. 1919.

Tho giant that lives in a box (lettering combined with two
different designs), Xos. 398,178 and 398.179. Class 8. Elec-
tric accumulators and parts thereof. The Chloride Electrical

Storage Co.. Ltd., Clifton Junction, near Manche.ster.

Philco. No. 398,928. Class 40. Goods manufactured from
india-rubber and guttapercha. Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co.. Philadelphia. U.S.A.. December 30th; 1919.

Fvrac. Xo. 398.471. Class 13. All goods in Cla.ss 13.

Xational Spark Plug Co.. 214-21(;. East State Street, Pvockford,

III.. U.S.A.. December Kith. 1919.

I'aem. Xo. 397,fr89. Class 17. Electric and pneumatic hell

systems, &c. Mercantile Engineers & Founders, Ltd., '224.

St. Vincent Street. Glasgow, Xovember 27th. 1919.

Electrol. Xo. 399.046. Class 1. X chemical compound
serving as an electrolyte, and a charging compound for use

in connection with electric batteries. Henry Edmunds, Par-

liament Mansions. Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., Janu-
ary 2nd, 1920.

Hermetic. Xo. 384,723. Cla.ss 50. Vulcanised fibre, elec-

trical insulating tapes, itc. The Self Sealing Eubber Co..

Ltd.. Hermetic ''A'orks, P.vland Street, Birmingham, August
13th, 1918.
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P.N. (initial letters embodied in design). No. 390,000. Class
6. Klectno generators and parla of «auie, &c. The Pyie-
iSational Co., 1334, Kostner Avenue, Cliicago, U.S.A., April
ytb, iyi9.

A.ii.G. (letters combined with design). No. 350,'202. Class
8. ii/lectnc cables, batteries, induction coils, resistances,
switchboards, and meters. Allgememe Electncitats GeseJl-
schalt, 2-i, Jb'riedrich Karl Ufer, Jtierliu, Germany, November
tJth, 1913.

XN'alger (lettei'ing combined with design). No. 389,905.
Class 4U. Connection insulators, and insulatmg preparations.
Kdwin Arthur \Valsha\v, Glasgow Boad, Bolton, Ont., Canada,
April 7th, 1919.

Hardite. No. 398, 73U. Class 50. Compositions used for

electncal insulation purixjses and battery cases, bases for

electrical apparatus, Ac. I'rederick James Harden, 41, Norroy
Boad, Putney, S.W., December -i-ind, J919.
Spondite. No. 391,819. Class 50. Electric insulating mate-

rials, Ac. British Cellulose & Cheuiical Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., 8, Waterloo Place, London, S.W., May 3Uth, 1919.

Spondonite. No. 391,817. Class 5U. Electrical insulating

materials. The British Cellulose & Chemical Manutactming
Co., Ltd., 8, Waterloo Place, Loudon, S.W., May dUth, 1919.

B.M.E. (initial letters embodied in design). No. 398,597.

Class 5. Wire and metals used in the manufacture of radio
telegraphic and electrical goods. No. 398,599. Class 13.

Radio telegraphic and electrical goods of metal. No. 398,600.

Class 16. Eadio telegraphic and electrical goods of porcelain

or earthenware. No. 398,601. Class 41. Badio telegraphic

and electrical goods, being articles of furniture. No. 398,602.

Goods made of wood or other material covered by Class 60
for use in radio telegraphy and electrical work. Pv. M. Eadio,
Ltd., 5, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., December 19tn, 3919.

Trade with Argentiaa.—The Buenos Ayres correspondent
of the Cliamber uf Cummcrce Journal says: "Provided only
that the goods can l)e obtjiined, British importers in Argen-
tina at the present moment are on velvet. Not only is there
a benefit, which at the time of writing works out at about
40 per cent., on exchange, but there is also an unquestion-
able preference for British goods, a preference that is readily

translated into pounds, shillings and iience. Argentine buyers
to-day are willing to pay more for a iJroved British article

than for new and untried goods from elsewhere, and this

preference is particularly marked against many United States
products. Both official departments and piivate buyers agree
in this matter, and, while it is not right to say that the
United States are losing their trade in this part of the world,

it is no exaggeration to declare that they have lo.st, and are

still lo.sing, many golden opportunities."
liater the writer says: " .\merican sellere of harvesting

machinery were i^erhaps the first to see that it was not
enough to dispose of a machine; it mu.st also be kept running.
To this end they had always available a number of capable
men who could be sent anywhere at a moment's notice and
who understood the job they were on bUndfold. It is evi-

dent that this apparently unremunerative addition to selling

charges is beneficial to the main interests of any big business
which adopts it, and one or two of the large Argentine im-
porting houses have adopted .sometliing similar on their own
account, without, however, getting much support in the past

from Briti.sh manufacturers of machinery, either toois or

plant. Its general adoption has, therefore, everything to

recommend it, and when combined with co-operative sale.s-

man.ship, it will unquestionably do much to push British

export in one of its most valuable lines. Every smooth-run-
ning British machine is in itself a piece of propaganda, and
when the man in charge of it is convinced of its virtues, and
knows, moreover, that in any case of unforeseen difficulty or

breakdown he is able to obtain .speedy and expert assistance.

its introduction [>aves the way for further purchases in the
same quarter. It may not be out of place to jKiint out that

Germany had already I)egun to adopt .similar tactics in regard
to electrical plant and Hour-milling machinery before the war;
and with very satisfactory results, as may be gathered by
conversation with any chief mechanic or engineer in charge
of the various mills and elix'tric light .stations about the
Republic, even when he do^s not happen to l>e of German
birth or descent, as .so frequently is the case."

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.— I.vnrsTUiAi, .SrriT.v. — Itegarding the

application of Mpsars. Hon-ard Sa BuUough. textile machinists, for

an increased supply of power to thpjr Charter Street Works,
Accrington Electricity Committee hos aereed upon a basis of

charging for additional supply. The e tim.ited cost of the neces-

sary high-teLsion cable, switchgear. ic . is £2,000.

Aldershot. — ExTEXsroxiJ. — Tlie proposal to spend

£21,550 on extensions led to criticism liy members of the Council,

who stated that the local private nndertaVin? showed a profit of

£1 017 duriner la't year, while the municipal worksshoweda deficit

of over £1,000. The proposed extensions include turbogenerators

(£11,000), boilera (£.^,500), and buildings (fCoOO).

Aifreton.— EbEcxRiciTy Supply.— The Notts, and
Derbyshire Power Co. has notified the local Town and Trade
Association that it is willing to extend its mains from Ripley if

sufficient revenue is assure<l. The cost of layinff the mains would
be from £1,U00 to £ 1.200. and the company would expect a yearly

revenue of £l,Cu0. The comparative cost of electricity is halt the

present cost of gas, and the Association is supporting the scheme.

Beachley.—Tidal Power.—The cost of the scheme
to erect a bridge over the Severn and a dam to harness the 40-ft.

tide for the purpose of fjenerating electricity, is stated to bo

between £8,C0j,0u0 and £;t,000,000. The Ereninii Xews says the

project is expected to hi completed in about five years.

Birmingham.—-New Power Station.—Owing to the

slow delivery of steel-work for the construction of the new power
station at Nechells, the building will not be ready for the reception

of the plant in the estimateil time. It was originally hoped to

have the station running- by October, but there seems every pro-

bability of another shortage of power during next winter.

Blaclibarn.—Proposed Linkino-up.—The Corporation,

in conjunction with Preston Corporation, is negotiating with the

Electricity Commissioners upon the question of laying a main
between the two undertakings.

Bolton.—Extensions.—The Electricity Committee has

approved a scheme of extensions to the Back-o'-th'-Bank power
station. The first stages are expected to cost £ 1 40,000. and the

ultimate total expenditure will be £250,000.

Bradford.—New Plant A much-needed addition to

the present plant, a 10.000-KW. turbo-generator, which has been on
order for a considerable time, is expected to be installed at the

Valley Road station within the next three months.

Canada.—Water Power.—The Electrical Xeirs, of

Toronto, publishes some interesting information regarding the

utilisation of Canadian water power for the generation of elec-

tricity. It is stated that, of an estimated available U.P. of

18,83i!,000, a total of nearly 2,400,000 H.P. is being developed.

The Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission's undertaking at Chippawa
(Niagari Falls) is to have an initial capacity of 200.000 H.H., with
future extensions to bring it up to 500,000 li.P. The Government
plants at Shawinigan and (irand Mere are to be raised from
.S30,000 to 600,000 H.P.

Conlinental.—Austria.—The Economic Reriew learns

from a Continental source that the American Westinghouse Co.

and other Ameiican industrial groups are considering the exploita-

tion of the water power of the Austrian Alps.

France —The movement for the centralisation of the supply of

electric energy in the Paris district has extended to the South- west

of France. Various companies in the Lyons district have formed
themselves into a company to supply electricity to Lyons and .St.

Etienne. The scheme consists in gradually replacing the present

fuel stations by water power, and the linking-up of the South-east

networks will enable the company to utilise the St. Etienne

coalfield when reinforcement is needed. At the moment, 10 com-
panies, producers or consumers of electricity, cx)nstitute the group :

the Gaz et Electricity de Lyon ; the Societe Hydroclectrique de
Lyon : the Sooietc des Forges et .\cieries Paul Girod : the Societe

Lyonnaise des Forces Motrices de Jonage ; the Societe des Forces

Jlotrices de la Tarentaise : the Societe pour la Creation et I'Utili-

sation des Forces Motrices de la Haute- Iscre ; the Societe Force et

Luraiire : the Energ e Electriciue de la Loire et du Centre, &o.

The energy distributed in the Lyons and St. Etienne district

will total at the outset abDut 100,000 H P.. requiring some hundreds
of tons of ccal daily, and is insufficient for the needs of the

district. Con!equ?ntlv. further calls on the Alps and on the

Central Piatciu will have to be made. The Truyere central

st.atiou alone is able to supply 100,000 H.P. The first steps of the

new cimpany will be the setting-np of three 12o,000-ro'.t three-

phase lines—one linking Lvons with .Vlbertville ; the second. Lyons
\iO Bourg Saint-Jlaurice ; the third, Lyons to a point to be fixed in

the Tarantaise. The cost of each of these lines is e'tiuialed at

30.000,00(1 Irancs. The lines will converge on the same central

stationat Lyons, from whence power will be dijtributeil. .Application

for sanction to the scheme on the ground of public utility is about
to be made, and as the complementary generating works are under
way, realisation of the scheme within two years at the latest is

expected. The city of Lyons will be the chief consumer ; the

public lighting there is still by gas, and the demands for electric

current for private lighting, heating, and motive power are beyond
the existing three big companies' means to supply. .Moreover, the

Paris- Lyons-Mediterranean Railway, which has begun the electrifi-

cation of the Cirloz-Modane line, and foresees that of the Lyc»3-

Geneva and other mountain railways, will be an important con-

sumer.

—

L' Eln-triritr.

Owing to a d spute in the electrical industry of Verviets, the

town and about 40 communes have been deprived of electric

lighting and tramway services.

Cliorley.— Et.ErTRiciTY Supply.—The Town Clerk htis

reported regarding the obligation of the Lancashire Electric Power
Co. to supply electricity in the borough under the Provisional

Order of 1144, that the mains are stdl eight miles away, and a

supply from any other existing authority does not at present

appear practicable. It is propo^nl to discu-ss the whole matter

with the Electricity Commis<,ioners with a view to formulating a

scheme.
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Devonshire.—.Ioixt Electricity Authority.—At a

recent conference of representatives of municipal authorities, a
deputation, oonsistiutr of delefratea from Plymouth. Exeter.

Torquay, and Barnstaple, was appointed to meet the Electricity

Commissioners to discuss the formation of a Joint Electricity

Authority for the county.

Dundee.—Delay in E.vtensionp The progress of

extensions to the electricity works is beinsr held up by the difficulty

in obtainintr structural steel work.

Gold Coast.—Electiucity Supi'LY.—A Bill to make
provision for the supply by private enterprise of electricity for

iijrhting^ .and other purposes has been introduced in the Gold Coast

Lesrislative Council.— Wed Africa.

Hall.—(^OAL Shortahe.—A deputation recently waited
upon the Coal Controller to point out the (jreat loss and incon-

venience beini,' caused by the shortage of fuel. It was stated that

many large works had to be closed down at 4 o'clock in the

afternoon, as it was impossible to supply them with power.

Lancaster.— Outbreak of Fire.—A fire recently

occurred at the switchboard in the electricity works. Although it

was soon extinguished the plant was temporarily put out of

action,

Liverpool.—Maixs Extensions.—The extension of over

fiO cables has been approved, including a high-tension main to a

factory at Aintree, at an estimated cost of £4,370, involving the

erection of a sub-station costing £2,000. An extension from
Longmoor Lane to Tazakerley will cost £8,100, and the sub-station

£2 000.

Price Incrfase.—The charge for electricity for lighting purposes

is to be increased by 25 percent., as from January Ist.

Repayment of Costs.—The Tramways and Electric Power and
Lighting Committee has decided to have a list compiled of the
firms which have applied for the return of the amounts paid by
them for the extension of mains, showing the cost of the work, the
amount paid by these consumers, the amount proposed to be
refunded, and the amount paid, or payable, in respect of the con-

sumption of electrical energy by such firms, and the period of

consumption. The list will be considered by the Committee at the
next meeting.

London,—Ham.mersmith.—The original proposals for

electricity extensions were submitted to the Electricity Commis-
sioners, who recommended a much mo:e comprehensive scheme to

meet not only the needs of the borough, but ako those of neigh-
bouring undertakings. It is therefore proposed to install two
8,000 to 10,00O-KW. turbo-generating sets at an estimated cost of

£124,000, and three additional boilers, costing .1:45,000. Structural

alterations to the boiler house will cost approximately £5,000.
Electricity Supply.—The Special Committee of the London

County Council on London Electricity Supply has reported that, as the
lesult of conferences with iepresentati%'es of local authorities, it is

clear that no satisfactory proposals can be put before the Electricity

Commissioners without a general outline scheme dealing with the
technical aspects of the subject. Mr J. H. Rider, of the firm of

Messrs. Preece, Cardew & Rider, has, therefore, been engaged to

investigate the matter and report thereon.

Lynton.—Price Increase.—The Electric Lighting Co.
has increased the price of electricity for heating to 2-Jd. per unit
up to 100 units per quarter, and for larger quantities to a flat rate

of IJd.

Nigeria.—Hydro-Electric Plant.— Messrs. Vickers
are constructing a hydro-electric plant on the Kwall Falls of the
N'Gel River for the Northern Nigeria Tin Mines. The power is

obtained from a series of small falls over a length of I J miles,

which give a difference in level of 700 ft. The plant capacity is

to be 1,500 KW., and power will be conveyed at a pressure of
22,000 volts to the mines (a distance of 15 miles), where it will be
stepped down to a working pressure of 525 volts.

Plymoutli.—Proposed Price Increase.—The Elec-
tricity and Street Lighting Committee recommends an increase of
the charges for electricity for lighting by Id. per unit, and for
power by 5 per cent.

Skegness.^Proposed Electricity Supply.—ilessrs.

Handcock, Dykes vV Trotter have prepared a scheme for the installa-

tion of electrical plant, A:c., at an estimated cost of £19.580,
including £2,240 for land and buildings. Before further steps are
taken estimates are to be secured from other experts.

Worksop. — Proposed E.xtknsions. — The electrical

engineer recommtnds large extensions and additions to meet the
consumers' increased demands. The proposals include the adoption
of three-phase generation and a temporary bulk supply from the
Manton Colliery of the Wigan Coal and Iron Co., at a capital coat
of .£7,500, in order to meet consumeis demands. The matter has
been referred to a Committee for consideration and report.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackburn.—Increased Receipts.—The rexeipts of the

Corporation tramways department for the pa-st finaocial year

amount to £116,M(')4, an increase of £25,221 over IHIii. and of

£.S9.4!)5 in litis.

Burnley.—Wages.—Tramwiiy employes on March 2(;th

received the difference between their actual earnings for the

last two weeks and their wages for the regulation 48 hours'

week, in consequence of the Sunday stoppage through coal

shortaze.

The new tramway queuesyotem came into forceon March 27th,and
all the unloading and embarking places in the Centre are now being
labelled with indicators.

Continental.—Russia.—The municipal authorities of

Petrogr.ad have been empowered by the Executive Committee of the

Soviet to introduce a system of free travel on the tramways.

—

EciiHiiiiiic lleiiew.

Exeter, — Additional Plant.— The city electrical

engineer has been instructed to make inquiries regarding the

purchase of a second-hand turbo-alternator of from .SOO to 500-KW.
capacity to augment the supply of power to the tramways.

Haslingden.—Fare Increase.—The Town Council has

received the permission of the Ministry of Transport to increase

all tramway fares on the borough routes by 50 per cent.

Ilford.—Railless Trolleys.—To meet the increased

demand for transport facilities likely to follow the erection of

thousands of new houses in the district, the Council is considering

the advisability of commencing a system of railless trolley routes

as the cheapest and most flexible form of transport.

Industrial Court Award.—Men and women employed
in railway shops and generating stations are to receive an advance
in wages of 1 Jd. an hour or 6s. a week, according to the system of

payment in vogue. Piecework rates are advanced 15 per cent.

These were the terms of an award made by the Industrial Court on
March 24th.

Leigh (Lanes.).—Parliamentary Bill.—The Private

Bill Committee of the House of Commons has informed the Cor-

poration that its approval will be given to the Bill seeking powers
to establish a motor omnibus service, if a clause is inserted pre-

venting the Corporation competing with the South Lancashire

Tramways Co. on the latter's existing routes.

London. — Underground Pi,ailway Fares. — As a
result of representations by London M P.'s, the '' Tube-fares Bill

"

has been amended in two respects. First, it is agreed by the pro-

moters that au increase in fares shall be made only to cover working
expenses, efficient management, renewals, and a reasonable return
upon capital : and, secondly, that workmen's return fares between
any two stations shall not exceed the charge for the single journey,

with a minimum fare of 3d.

Owing to the delay in paying arrears in respect of wage
increases, the employes of the London Underground Railways
threatened a strike at Easter, but the men have reconsidered
their decision.

Traffic Authority.—The Committee appointed to advise the
Minister of Transport on the London traffic problem, under the
chairmanship of Mr. Kennedy Jones M.P.. has recommended, inter

alia, the formation of a permanent authority, consisting of three
members, to deal with all questions affecting traffic in the London
area. The primary duties of such an authority would be to make a
preliminary examination of all transport Bills, to examine schemes
for traffic improvement, to study housing and town-planning
schemes from the point of view of transport, to prepare a general
development plan to which all new schemes should conform, and
to consider all legislation proposed dealing with traffic and
transport.

Raille.s;s TRfiLLEV Cars.—The London County Council intKnds

to carry out experiments with radless trolley cars, as the cost of
laying tracks has become unremunerative,

A tramway strike, to begin on April 4th, is threatened throughout
the country, says the daily Press, "owing to the failure of the
workers' side of the Joint Industrial Council for the tramway
industry to induce the Council to grant a lis. weekly increase on
pre-war rates." This would mean a 10s. weekly increase on present

wages. The resolution to tender notices was passed ly the Trars-
port Workers' Federation, and seven days'notice, ending at midnight
on April ord, has been given by the tramways section of the United
Vehicle Workers, who are affiliated with the Federation. The
application for an increase was made on February 2(jth ; the
tramway authorities generally declared their inability to pay the
increase demanded, but offered 2s. 6d.. which was rejected.

Sunderland.—Year's Working.—The report of the

directors of the Sunderland District Tramways for the year ended
October 31st last states that after paying expenses and providing
for depreciation, there was a balance for disposal of £ 24,385, includ-

ing £1,195 brought forward from the previous year. From this was
deducted .1:7,100 interest on the prior lien bonds and first mortgage
debentures, £.'i ,0 for sinking fund instalment, £S.00ti for transfer

to general reserve account, leaving a balance of £8,7S5. From this

the directors proposed to pay dividends of 5 per cent. Cless income-
tax) on the first income bonds, the second income bonds, and the
preference share capital. The sum of £1,208 was left to be carried

forward. The traffic receipts have shown a substantial increase,

but the working expenses have again been considerably higher,
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

A New Exchange,—A new telephone exchange, to be

known as Clerkenwell, was opened in Ironmon^'er Row. E.G. 1, on

Saturday last. About 800 subscribers were transferred to the new

exchange at 2 o'clock on Saturday afternoon. They were to be

taken mainly from the London Wall, Holborn. Central, and City

area9. A further 500 will be transferred on April 10th. The new
•exchange will serve the northern portion of the City, and by the

end of the year it will have a capacity of 10.000 lines. The

apparatus is of the manual type. A feature of the exchange will

be an oferating school accommodating ISO students. This makes

London's seventy-fourth exchange, and by the end of the year three

others will have been opened. At present there are about 155.000

subscribers in the London district, and others are being added at

the rate of about 1.000 per week. Approximately 110,000 new
subscriljers have been connected since the armistice, and there are

still half that number waiting for instruments.

Engineers for Dutch Colonies.—According to the

Sc/iwfi:. JIuuzeitinig, of March 6th, the Dutch Government requires

a fairly large number of electrical engineers for the Telegraph.

Telephone, and Postal Services in the Dutch East Indies. As it is not

possible to cover requirements in Holland, the Government wishes

to engage young Swiss engineers holding the diploma of a technical

college. In order to give applicants some idea of the conditions

and duties of their employment, the (Dutch) Government arranged

for a Colonial official. Herr Dom van Rombeck, Chief of the
" Dutch East Indies Labour Department ' at the Ha^ue, to give a

public lecture in Zurich, on March 8th. on the conditions in the

Dutch East Indies, and in connection therewith to receive

applications.

Why the Dutch Government should go to Switzerland for elec-

trical engineers is not clear. Is not the war over yet ? We have

never heard that Swiss engineers have shown any special aptitude

for telegraphy and telephony, subjects in which the British have

always held their own.

Holland.—Owing to cable congestion between England
and Holland, the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce in London
has asked the Marconi Co. to report on the possibility of instituting

a wireless telephone service. A licence would be necessary from
each of the Governments concerned.

Italy.—Successful wireless telephonic conversation was
carried on, last week, between Chelmsford (England) and Rome.
According to Marconi officials, wireless conversation has been

1 eceived clearly up to distances of 1.200 miles. Conversation has

also been heard from a ship's station at a distance of 1,500 miles,

bat this was verv faint.

Japan.—The estimates for wireless expansion in the

Japanese Budget for the coming year do not, according to Ea>-tfrn

FngineerhKj, cover the overhauling of the Funabashi .Station, which
must soon he taken in hand, but only provide for the replacement

of the transmitting and receiving outfits. The apparatus is of the

old German one-mast type. This is one of the three stations

belonging to the Japanese Navy, the others being Hozan (Formosa),

nnd the station at Sosebo. now in course of construction. The
Navy will probably present a supplementary estimate to cover the

construction and repair programme considered necessary.

Portugal.—The strike of telephone workers ended last

week, and work was resumed.

Post Office Loss.—A White Paper issued on March
22nd. deals with the accounts of the Postal, Telegraph, and Tele-

phone Services for the year ended March 31st. l!U!i, and shows
deficit on both the telegraph and telephone departments. The net

receipts of the two departments, including £.5.456.573 put down as

the value of services performed for other departments without

remuneration, amounted to £ 16.193. 28ii, while the expenditure

aggregated C1n,279.998. The ultimate result being a deficit on
the telegraphs of £68.'>. 139. an increase of £128.809. and on the

telephones a deficit of £36,261. against a net surplus of £355.4i>s in

1917-18. On the other hand, the postal services showed a surplus

of £8,168,956, an increase on that of the previous year of

£1,320,671.

Wireless Telephony.— Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.

cairied out .successful demonstrations last week at Chelmsford in

directing an aeroplane by means of wireless telephony.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
I Tht date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph, indicatet

the issue of the E1.ECTBICAI. Review in which the " Oficial

Notice" appeared.')

OPEN.
Australia.—Melbourne.—April 12th. City Council.

Two 2,000-KW. rotary converters ; h.t. switchgear, 6,600 v. ; n.c.

6>vitchgear, 600 v. (January 30th.)

Pekth.—May 3rd. Postmaster - General's Department. In-

sulatois, bolts, brackets, A:c. .Schedule 673. (See this issue )

April 14th. Postmaster-General's Department. Telegraph and
telephone instruments and parts. Schedule 671. (See this issue )

Bedwellty.— April 12th. Urban District Council.

Electric wiring, fittings, &c. at Pengam and Aberbargoed. (March
L'lJth.)

Belgium.—April Tth. The municipal authorities of

Ixelles. Brussels. Supply of a quantity of armoured cable for

low-tension distribution mains. Specifications may be obtained

from the Maison Communale, Lselles, for two francs.

AprQ 6th. Municipal authorities of Chasaepierre (Province of

Luxenbourg). Tenders for a central electric lighting station in

the town.
April 13tH Municipal authorities of Wevelghem. Supply and

inslalJation of a transformer sub-station of 1.50-KW. capacity.

Particulars from and tenders to the Salle Commnnale, Wevelghem,

Belgium.

Canterbury.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One

1,000-KW. three-phase turbo-alternator, surface condensing plant,

two rotary converters, superheater, &c. (March 26th.")

Darlington.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One

water-tuba boiler. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—April 20th. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. E.H.T. paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (See this issue.)

Easibourne.— April ICfch. Electricity Department.

Supply and erection of one water cooling tower. (March 26th.)

Great Yarmouth.—April liith. Electricity Department.

One 2.i:>00-K\v. turbo- alternator, one 750-KW. rotary converter and

transformer, and one 750-KW. frequency changer. (March 1 9th.)

Lincoln.—April 8th. Electricity Department. Pipe-

work, and motor-generator and switchgear for St. Swithin's power

station. (March 6th.)

London.—Shoreditch.—Electricity Supply Department.

Water-tube boiler, 5.000-KW. turbo-alternator, e.h.t. and D.c.

switchgear. (Match 19th.)

Margate.—-^pril 15th. Town Council. Electric light

installation, pavilion and winter gardens. Mr. J. E. Saxby, Manager.

Peterborough. — Electricity Department. 1,000-kw.

turbo-alternator with condenser and pipe work, switchgear, 500-KW.

rotary converter, superheaters, induced draught fan, two sets

forced draught furnaces, foundations and builders' work, and h.t.

cables. (March 19th

)

South Africa.—April 24th. Oudtshoorn Municipality.

Time for receipt of tenders extended from March 24th to April 24th.

Tasmania.—Lai'ncestos.—June Tth. City Council.

One 1.000-K.v.A. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City

Electrical Engineer, Town Hall. Launceston.

CLOSED.

Accrington.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

.\lteranuns to crane, £330.—J. Spencer i Co.

Australia.—Svdney.—City Council. Accepted.
4 miles 7/16 h.d. bare-copper cable Is. 7Jd. lb. . . W. G. Watson & Co.. Ltd.

8 miles 7/14 „ „ „ Is.8*d. lb. ..)

4 miles 19/16 „ „ „ «430 . . . .
I F. S. Lee.

20 miles 7/18 „ „ „ Is. 9M. lb. ..)

8 miles 7 U „ „ „ «4C8 .. .. W . Adams, LW.
10 miles lilC double-braided aerial cable £195 . . Lawrence A Hansen Elec.

Co , Ltd.

Two sets of front headers with water boxes for economiseis ; one set of back

headers with water box, £2,437, Babcock <t Wilcox, Ltd. •

_

g.OODvd. -losq. in. three-core 5,'iOOv. lead-covered h.t. cable, £6,384 ; o.COp vd.

I Sii.'in. three-core 10.000 v. lead-covered h.t. cable. £d,562 ; lO.uOO yd. -lo

sq in three-core 10,000 v. lead-covered h.t. cable, £8,896, Siemens Bros., Ltd.
' Tfnaern.

London.—Stepney.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

3 000 tons West Cannock nuts, 41s. 4a. per ton ; 2.000 tons ditto. 2 in- nutty

slack, 35s. ICd. ton; 1,000 tons Tamworth. 1* in. nutty slack, 37s. bd.

Switchu-ear for Whitechapel and Mile End sub-stations :—
A.HejToUe&Co £7.761 Sub-station type

(recommended).

Ditto • (alternative) 8.0Sfi

General Electric Co.. Ltd 7,785

Bertram Thomas S,02ti

Switchgear \- Cowans 8.0^6

Park Royal Engineering Works, Ltd. ... 9,158

Brit. Thomson Houston Co., Ltd 9,G4C

New Switchgear Constniction Co., Ltd. . . 9.910

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd incomplete

24 steel tubular electric standards for street lighting, £AU, British Mannes
man Tube Co., Ltd. (.\cceptcd.l

, ,,-u-.
Additional supply L'i miles of feeder cable, for the Limehouse and \\ hite-

chapel stalions, £4,'319. Heiileys Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. (.\ccepted.l

Houseserticecable :
—

Henleys Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd. irechm.) £3SS
British Insulated and Helsbv Cables, Ltd *•"

W. T. Glover \ Co., Ltd 442

i mile of earthenware pipes, and i mile of troughs and covers.

Snttpn& Co. (recom.i £215
Siuiuuns Bros. & Co., Ltd **'

HinUys Telegraph Wo.ks Co., Ltd 26^

St. Pancris.—Highways, Sewers and Public Workj Committee.

Recommended :

—

Mossay i Co., Ltd.—Two 3.\.ton "Ocwoll" electric motor wagons, with

iiiierchangeable cjlindrioil watil-tank bodies, £1,6:3 each, including

Lacrc Motor Car Co., I.'.d.—T«o motor road sweeping machines, £650 each.

PORTMCOMlNa EVENTS.

Association of Engineeripg and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Thursday,
April 8lh. At ihe University, Liveii«ol. At 7.dO p.m. Lee t (ire on

'Design of a 40-ton Titan Crane." by .Messrs. P. A. Arbeny and H. W.
Mtllor" At the Grammar School, ChesterHeUl. At 7.3 pjn. Lecture on

"The Destructive Distillation of Coal," by Mr. E. Nicholson.

nsUtaUon of Electrical Engineers IWesternCentrei.-Mond.)-, April nth.

At the South Wales Institute of KTi-mters. Cardiff. At 7 p.m. Lecture

ou "TherDOiuuic Valves," by Prof. K. Uacon.
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NOTES.

New Pire-Damp Indicator,—A new fire-damp indicator,

the invention of an English electrical enfrineer, is said to have
passed all tests, ami should, in conjunction with the electric lamp,
materially contribute to the s.ifety of life in mines. According to

the iSlieth'iliI Indepeiidfiit the instrument only occupies a space of

2 in. by 2 in., and weijrhs less than S oz. It is stronjjly made, and
is unaffected by complete immersion in water : it can be

incorparatcd in any electric lamp. The device, it is claimed, is

capable of recordinfr the percentage of fire-damp present in the
atmosphere down to a quarter of 1 per cent.

Japanning Ovens.— -^ recent issue of the America?!
Min-liiniM contains some useful information regardinff electrically-

heated japanninsr ovens. The system described is that a<iopted by
an American typewriter manufaeturinfr company, and consists of a

battery of six ovens, four of which are 7 ft. 5 in. hi^h, 7 ft. 1 in.

deep and G ft. 2 in. wide, while the other two are slightly smaller.

The heating load of each oven^s 27 KW. The heating units are

compact, and as their maximum temperature is relatively low
(400 F.) risk of burning out and causing fires or explosions is

reduced to a negligible point. During their life of four years.

these ovens have proved eminently fatisfactory, and the fuel cost

compares very favourably with gas-heated ovens, which circum-
stance, combined with the fact that the capacity of the electric oven
is considerably above that of the other type, proves without doubt
the soundness of employing electricity for this class of work.
Figures given in the article show that the electric oven has a

capacity of SCO frames, against 180 in the case of the gas oven, and
while the fuel cost per day in the case of the latter is ¥5'78, that of

the former is only $1"62. and a year's working shows a total saving
of $360.

White Horses.—(Lines sngfjesteil by recent propos lU.)

Chafing .and rearing they start away,
Scared by the touch of a human hand,

Scattering foam in a cloud of spray
;

Wild-eyed and panting, they will not stand.

They have been free since the world began,
Heedless of enatiie or curb or rein.

Galloping far from the homes of man,
Prancing and tossing each fiowing mane.

Oaa they be broken, these dashing steeds,

Restless and strong as the wild \orth wind .'

Will cunning Science to meet new needs
Harness the tides to assist mankind .'

Leslie M. Ovler.

London Uaderground Railway Speeds. — We are
indebted to the Trainuay ami R'lHway Juurnal for the accom-
panying interesting table showing the average speeds of trains over
the distances, and with the number of station stop? mentioned.
There has been an appreciable improvement on the routes on which
'"hurry-up" men have been provided. It will be noted that the
average speed is in inverse proportion to the number of stops per
mile. With regard to the lower speed on the City and South
London Railway, the stops are exceptionally numerous, and it has
to be remembered that the trains are hauled by electric locomotives
instead of being equipped and driven on the multiple-unit system.
On all the other lines the rate of acceleration on leaving each
station is very hi^h. and the pull up on stopping is sharp. When
steam locomotives were used on the District Railway, the average
train speed was 13 '65 miles an hour.
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Electric Welding.—In reviewing developments in the

electrical industry durinjj- 191'.l, Mr. J. Lister states in the (ieiieral

Electric Nerifw that the riite of increase in the use of electric

welding is indicated by the fact that in IHIS the number of weldintf

outfits sold was more than double that of any preceding year, while

1919 in turn gave a further increase of 100 per cent, over 1918.

A new i> c. welding outfit was produced which delivers current

directly to the arc at the required pressure without the use of any

form of ballast resistance or external regulating device. This

•result is obtained by means of a dual magnetic circuit, one section

of which generates constiint potential in part of the armature by

means of a shunt field excited from this part of the armature
winding, while the armature reiiction and a differential series field

cause a varjing voltage in the other part of the armature winding.

The constant potential is 30 volts, while the other component varies

from plus 30 volts on open circuit to minus 30 volts on shott

circuit. The generator rating is 200 amperes, no exciter is required,

and either A.c. or DC. motor or belt-drive can be used. The outfit

is self-contaiued, including a control panel, is compactly mounted
BO that it can be readily moved about, and weighs about 1,300 lb.

A new automatic welding machine, for depositing metal varying

in thickness from 25 mils to O'2'i in., was also developed for use,

for instance, in inceasing the diameter of a shaft by means of a

self-feeding wire electrode, the shaft being rotated as in a lathe

during the operation. The machine, fig. 1, consists of a pair

Fig. 1.

—

An Aitomatic Electric Wjjlder.

of rolls which are driven at varying speeils by a D.C. shunt wound
motor. The rolls deliver the electrode wire to the working face,

and when the arc is drawn, the field and armature of the motor
are instantaneously influenced by the voltage across the arc and
respond by increasing or decreasing the rate of feed of the wire,

thereby regulating the length of the arc to the value for which the

machine is adjusted. Above the feed rolls, wire straightening rolls

are provided to ensure accurate feeding of the wire and the proper
location of the arc. The machine may be operated from any D.C.

welding circuit, and will use any size of electrode, up to its

mechanical limits, with equal precision in operation, as neither of

these factors enters into the question of the rate of feed control,

which is governed solely by the voltage across the arc. The com-
plete outfit is very compaLt, being 4 ft. long, 18 in. wide, and 6 in.

high.

Automatic Sub-Stations.— i^fi". .John Lister's annual
summary of developments in the electrical industry in the January
issue of the (Ifntral KU'ctric llerieic. is always instructive and
interesting. This year he has more to tell than ever before. On
the subject of automatic generating and distributing stations, Mr.
Lister says that the continued popularity of the automatic sub-

station is shown in the increased orders for various types and sizes

up to 2,000 KW., and 1,500 volts direct current. The largest set so

far constructed is a 2,000-KW. synchronous motor-generator now
being installed to supplement the power supply to the Michigan
Central R.R. operating electric locomotives through the Detroit

river tunnel. Automatic sub station equipment was sold in Cuba,
Australia, and New Zealand, and inquiries were received from other

foreign countries. At the end of 1919 there were approximately
50 G,E, equipments in operation, and about 20 more being con-

structed or installed. The success of the automatic generating

station at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and the many railway sub-stations

in service has encouraged development of others on automatic
lines. An automatic hydro-electric generating station was
developed for the Blue River Power Co., at Seward, Neb, This

plant consists of a 240-k,v.a,, 120-R p M,, fiO-cycle, 2,4C0-volt,

water-wheel-driven gener.ator, and three 80-k,v,a., 24,000/2,400-

volt transformers, and is the first of several stations to be installed

on this system, A second installation is for the Ontario Power
Co., at Ontario, Cal., which consists of one 500-k,v,a,, 60-cycle

generator direct-connected to a Pelton water wheel. This station

is not entireJy automatic, but is Controlled by pilot wires from a
manually-operated station on the same stream. In case of

necessity the station will shut down automatically. An automatic
distributing station was developed for the Maiden Electric Co., at

Maiden, Mass., and comi)rises a 3,000-K.V.A. transformer plant fed

by a 22,000-volt line, with a 'second as a spare. It feeds three

three-phase feeder circuits, and three single-phase feeder circuits

which are controlled Ijy automatic oil circuit-breakers with a

"notching" relay. This relay will close a circuit breaker if it is

tripped, and reclose it if it trips a second time within a brief

period. If the short circuit has not cleared itself by this time,

the circuit breaker trips a third time, and the circuit remains open

until cleared and the switch closed by an operator,

Tlie Kearney Higli-Speed Railway System.— -'/w^erw

Tranxiiiirt is enabled to announce that tlie Mini.stry of Transpoit

has called for a full-sized demonstration railway on the Kearney

high-speed system. This decision is the outcome of a proposal

made a year ago by Mr, Kearney for the linking of North and South

Woolivich by means of a tube, on the Kearney system, under the

river Thames. This scheme was examined in detail by the Cor-

porations of Woolwich and East Hum, and endorsed by them, and

we understand that it was also approved by the Ministry of Muni-

tions, the War Otfice, the Royal Arsenal authorities, and the Great

Eastern Railway Co, The test line is to be a surface railway

incorporating all of the essential features of the Kearney Tube so

far as gradients, curvature, and speed are concerned, A stretch cf

land has been retained near Brighton which fulfils all the necet-

sary conditions. The line will commence on the western slope of

Beacon Hill, and it will extend foradistanceof justoverhalf-a-mile

towards Brighton. Starting on the level at Beacon Hill the line

will descend by means of a gradient of 1 in 7 (as is proposed for

the Woolwich Tube) until a depth of 120 ft. from the starting

point is reached, corresponding with that portion of the Woolwich

Tube which will be under the Thames, Then, after continuing on

the level for about 500 ft., the line will ascend again by means of

a gradient of 1 in 7 to a height approximately the same as at the

starting point. For about 1,700 ft, from Beacon Hill the line will

be run on a curve of 1 mile radius, so that it will be practically an

open air duplicate of what is proposed for Woolwich, A speed of

(iO miles an hour will be attained over the level section between the

gradients, and the journey time from start lo stop will be 1 minute.

The car which is to be used in the test has already teen built by

the Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd,, ol Loughborough, and

will be ready shortly for delivery. It seats 44 persons, is equipped

with two 35-H V. electric motors, and has a streamline body. The
four under wheels are each 3 ft,, and the two guide wheels each

1 1 in. diameter. The weight (unloaded) is approximately 20 tone.

Current at 500 volts will be generated by temporary plant at

Greeuway, and supplied to the car through an overhead wire

suspended on the structure which supports the guide rail. The
single ground rail, which takes the whole of the weight of the

car, will be of the standard tlat-bottora type weighing 75 lb. per

yard.

Anotlier American Turbine Failure.—Further particulars

of the wreck of a large turbo-tjeuerator aet in Jlit; Eeginu,
U.S.A., power house, on. January 8th, as briefly reported

in our pages some weeks ago, ai'e now to hand. The failure

occurred at 7 in the nior'uing, just after the day shift

engineei-s had taken over the plant from the night crew. No
warning of trouble was given, and that no casualties or serious

damage to adjacent machinery occurred seems to have beeir

a special dispensation of Providence. The damage is fully

covered by the 1'2 months' guarantees of the makers.
The turbine in question, a 5,000-kw., 3,(30I}-r.p.m,, '2,30t)-

volt, 60-cycle, 3-phase machine, was of the American General
Electric Co.'s manufacture, and in this connection it is in-

teresting to recall that three other machines by the same
makers have failed in a similar manner withui recent months.
The accidents referred to were reported in our issues of

April l'2th, October 4th, arid ioth, 1918.

Officials of the G.E. Oo. aie now inquiring into the cause

of the wreck, which is said to have been due to weakness
in one of the turbine wheels, a piece of which gave way and
broke through the 2.5-in. casing, allowing the interior of the
turbine to be scattered in all directions. When the casing

gave way, the valve chamber was thrown aside, and tire

9-in. diameter shaft and wheels, weighing some ten tons,

was lifted from its bearings, travelled a distance of some
2tl ft., and landed immediately behind the adjacent turbine

set.

Tire wrecked tur-bine was only packed on its fouudation.s in

July last, being installed by the makers' representatives. It

had five stages, the hr-st with two rrruning rows, and all the

rest with one. The net weight of the turbo-generator, with-

out condenser, was 125,000 lb., the price of the whole outirt

erected being about .'pl5'2,000. The makers' guarantees with

'2(X) lb, gauge steam pressure, '2 in. absolute vacuum, and
100 deg. superheat, were: at half load 14.75; i load 13,89; full

load 13,68; and li load 13,89. The mean blade velocities

and the mean wheel dianreters were resjiectively as under:—
Fir-.st wheel. 565 ft, per sec, and 3 ft, diarn.

Second wheel, 785 ft, per sec. and 4 ft. 2 in. diam.

Third wheel. 793 ft. per sec. and 4 ft. 2.5 in, diani.

Fourth wheel, 801 ft, per sec, and 4 ft, 3 in. diairr.

Fifth wheel, 810 ft. per sec, and 4 ft, 4 in, diam.

The accident places the undertaking in precisely the same

bv the G,E, Co, lor the American Ga."! Co., which, however,

ai'ter placmg the order found that the machine would not be

required, and, thci-ofore, assigned its conli-act to the City

of Hegina. The rrrachine was built, and others like it, but

the makers found that m a similar rrrachine weakness was

suspected, the wheel of the present turbine was, therefore,

dismantled and rebuilt to make assurance doubly sure (sic).
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The accident places the undeitaking in precisely the eame
position as it s\as a year ago, the capacity of the station
being only about 5U0 k\v. in excess ol the demand, which
reaches 4,1)00 K\v. betwocu C p.m. and midnight in the winter
mouths. It is hoix;d, however, to have certain other plant,
which has been in need of icpairs for some time, in commis-
sion shortly; replacciueuts for this plant, which were on
Older in England, are reported to have arrived in the States.

Aa Electrically-propelled Yacht.—The question of a

euitablc tyix; of proitlling plant for a large auxiliary saiUng
yacht needs careful cousulcratiou. Lightness, ease of con-
trol, and a luiniiiiuni space occui^ied are necessary, combined
with the least inteilereuce with the sailing qualities of the
vessel. Many methods have been employed and various types
of engines have bc>en adopted, but probably the most original
system, says the Motor Ship und Motor Boat, is that utihsed
in the au}ahary yacht Elfuy. She is the only large yacht in
which Diesel electric propulsion has been adopted, and the
arrangement otfers considerable advantages for the vessel con-
cerned. The Elfay is 15'2 ft. overaU, with a beam of 30 ft., and a
draught of 21 ft. '2 in., the length on the water-line being
115 ft., and the gross tonnage 313 tons. In 1914, 1915, and
1916, before the au>dliary power was installed, sbe competed
in a number of long-distance races, and was one of the
most elaborately equipi>ed yachts ever built in the United
States. Last autumn it was decided to fit her out and install

pow'er to give a speed of 8 or 9 miles per hour under power
alone. The Winton Engine Works, in conjunction with the
Westinghouse Co., carried out the installation. These two
firms are now- combining for providing Diesel electric equip-
ments for large ocean-going ships, as we recently announced.
The electric generating machinery consists of a 125-H.p. Diesel
engine of the ordinary four-cycle Winton tj-pe, being a six-

cylinder machine running at 4'25 k.p.m., and as it drives a
dynamo it is fitted with a sensitive governor for voltage
regulation. . This is essential, since the load varies considerably
when, for instance, it is necessary to go astern. The generator
is a 75 Kvr. set, and there is also a 9-kw. exciter machine,
which is driven by means of a noiseless chain at 900 e.p.m.,
and is used for the excitation of both the propelling motor
and the generator. This propelling motor is placed right aft,

so that there is a very short proiieller shaft. It is of 90 H.P.
when mnning at 3IjO k.p.m., and drives a 4'2-in. diameter
propeller with a pitch of 4'2-in., this giving the vessel a speed
of about 8J knots. The speed ahead or astern is varied by
alteiing the strength of the field in the generator. In the
stop position there is no field in the generator, but a full field

in the motor, whilst in the full astern position there is a
maximum field in both generator and motor. The advantage
of this arrangement is that the main current is not controlled,
but only a small portion of the exciter current, thus render-
ing the handling of the vessel very simple without com-
plicated gear. The method of controlling the speed of the
vessel is as follows : The engine is started up and the cam
controller switcli for building up the motor field from the
exciter is then put in. Next, the main contact breaker
between the cam controller and the motor is switched in,

these operations being carried out by the engineer in the
engine-room. The whole of the rest of the control is effected
from the deck by means of a deck controller on a brass stand,
about 3 ft. 6 in. high. The handle has a swing of about
20 in. By moving it one-half of the circle, full speed ahead
is reached, and in the opposite direction, full speed astern.
In intermediate positions, intermediate variations in speed
are obtained. A switchboard is fixed in the deck hou.se, on
which instruments give the voltage of the generator, motor,
and exciter, as well as the cuirent and the speed of the
motor and generator, this switchboard being duplicated in
the engine room. Needless to say. the electrical drive gives
excellent opportunities for the convenient operation of the
auxOiaries. The winch forward for handling the anchor, and,
in ca.se of necessity, for hoisting the sails, is driven by a
10 H.P. electric motor. Amidships are two additional electric

winches of 4 h.p. each, for hoisting and lowering the sails.

The vessel is heated throughout by electricity, and all the
cabins are electrically lighted and provided with fans. The
auxiliaries include a " one-ton ice machine, operated by a
7J-H.P. electric motor, a water pump, a bilge pump, and an
oil pump, as well as a J h.p. air compressor supplying fuel

to the oil range in the galley. The auxiliary air compressor
is driven by a 1'2J h.p. electric motor. Electric current for

these auxiliaries is provided by a 25 h.p. Quaille oil engine
driving a 15 Sw. generator, but this is purely an auxiliary
and is used to charge a set of storage batteries when the
vessel is lying in dock for any length of time. These storage
batteries have a rated capacity of 60 amperes for five

hours, this heing sufficient for all the requirements of the
boat, except the actunl propulsion, for two complete days
without recharging. The bunker capacitv is 2,400 gallons of

fuel oil, giving a cruising radius of 2.000 miles, with a con-
sumption of 7J gallons per hour. In addition. 360 gallons of

Inbrirating oil are carried. The Elfay recently started on
her maiden voyage to Cuba and Bermuda.

Electrostatic Effects on Airships.—Miitures of hydrogen
and air in proportions between certain limits may be ex-
ploded by a minute electric spark Such conditions may
obtain on or near an airship, and in this connection Prof.

G. S. Fulcher's recent contribution to Aviation on electro-

static effects on airships is of inteix;st. As a result of the

ciectric held neax the surface of the earth, 50 to "200 voita

per metre, the difference of potential between pomts at

aillercut heights above the burfuce ma\ be very gieal. Tlic

chargea induced on a conducting balloon depend upon the

electric field in the region beioie the arrival of the ballovju

and upon charges induced on nearby conductors because of

the disturbing effect of the balloon; therefore, the sudden
transference of a balloon from a region of high potential to

one of low, will not change the charges on the balloon,

provided the stiength of the ticld is unchanged and the balloon

IS not brought near a conductor. Ihe maximum field around
an originahy uncharged spherical balloon is three times the
strength of the field into which it is brought, if no conductors
are near, and that between such a balloon and the fiat surface

of the ground just before contact is made is five times the
original field; protuberances projecting frum the balloon will

have a greater field immediately around them than that
stated above, increasing with sharpness and the distance they
project; but except during an electric storm, and when a
balloon approaches a highly charged cloud, the field around
any balloon due to charges induced on it will be too weak
to cause sparks.

If the speed of an airship is sufiiciently great, rubberised
cotton fabrics become negatively charged, while rubberised
eUk fabrics become positively charged. The intensity in-

creases with the speed, approximately as the sixteenth power.
The effect depends on the solid and liquid particles held in

suspension in the air; dust and water particles seem about
equally effective; with ordinary air the effect is small for

speeds below 60 m.p.h., but in the case of smoke or mist large
effects may be obtained at 10 ir.P.H. The effect is associateo

with impact rather than with skin friction. If the fabric

and ropes are conducting, the only danger is that due to

the rubber rings around the valve seat, which may become
charged by outflowing gas and cause a spark to pass through
the gas to the valve. A precaution would be to connect the
valve and the seat by a wire. The difference of potential

between it and the earth as it descends may be eufficient to

cause a spark. To avoid danger the landing rope should be
a fairly good conductor. If the balloon chances to be in the
path of a lightning flash between earth and cloud, it will

probably be destroyed ; but since the electric capacity of the
balloon is small, a spark between it and a cloud can be pre-

vented by relieving the electric tension by means of dis-

charging points located as far as possible from explosive
mixtures of gases. A sharp point or crown of points made
of non-corroding metal, projecting above the dorsal fin of

the airship and connected by wire to the steel framework of

the fins, would eliminate most if not all of the danger. The
following recommendations are made : It is desirable that the
outer surface of the balloon envelope .should be conducting
80 that dangerous differences of potential between the various
parts may be made impossible and so that the balloon may
be rapidly discharged before landing. That the inner surface

of the envelope should also be conducting to prevent dan-
Reroug differences of potential from being produced by the
friction of one surface up;>n another during inflation. That,
for similar reasons, the ropes suspending the car and especi-

ally the landing rope should also be conducting, and that
the latter should be so well connected to the envelope and
other parts of the airship as to ensure the rapid discharge of

the airship before landing.

INSTITUTION NOTES.
Institution of Electrical Engineers.—North Midlasd Ce.ntre.

—At a joint meetingr with the Yorkshire Branch of the Association

of Mining Electrical Engineers on March 20th, a lecture on
" Electric Winders " was given by Mr. J. Kirkwood. showinj;
comparisons between the principal systems. The lecture was
illustrated by lantern slides 5Ir. W. M. Selvey welcomed the
members of the A.JI.E.E.. and Mr. Roslyn HoUiday. President of
the Yorkshire Branch, responded.

Scottish Centre.—At a meeting in Edinburg-h. the committee's
nominations for office bearers were submitted as follows :

—

Chairman. Mr. J. E. Sayers ; vice-chairmen. Meesrs. E T. Gosliu
and Alex. Lindsay ; hon. secretary. Mr. Joseph Taylor ; assistant

oecretary. Mr. W. F. Mitchell (Edinb^irErh): chairman of Students'
Section. Mr. F. A. Whvsall (Greenock") ; members of committee.
Messrs. H. Richarrlson (Dundee') and J. S. Nicholson (Glasgow).

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At a luncheon
given to prominent members of the minin? industry by the North
of England Branch at Newcastle, on March 20th, the speakers
included Col. W. C. Blackett. Col. F. L. Simpson, Professors Henry
Louis and W. M. Thornton, and Messrs. Mountain, Wilson. Ford
and Severs. It was announced that the membership of the Associa-

tion was now 1.27.5.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Through the kindness of Mr.
John Macfee. district manager. Post Office Telephone Service,

about 50 members of the Society were enabled to visit the Central
Edinburgh Exchange on the evening of March 21th. The party
was shown over the premises by Mr. Davies and other gentlemen
connected with the engineering department. The next meeting
takes place on April 7th. when short papers on everyday work
will be read in competition for the Society's prize. The competition
is open to all apprentices connected with the Society.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors inrite electrical etigineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramioay and railway officials, to Iteep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their vim-emeiits.

Mr. p. J. Pringle, general manager and chief engineer of the
Electric Supply Co. of Victoria, Ltd., Australia, and his family,
expect to arrive at London per the Mantua about the middle of

April. His business address will he—The Electric Supply Co. of
Victoria, Ltd., 25."i, Roya^ Liver Builoing, Liverpool.
Blackburn Corporation Tramways Committee has adjourned for a

month the proposal to increase the salary of Mr. J. H. Cowell,
the general manager, from £(iOO to £(<00 per year.

Last Friday, before leaving Carlisle electricity department to
take up his appointment at Walsall, Mr. P. Wardle was presented
with a dining room clock and a fountain pen. Mr. Chas. W. t^alt,

the ciiv electrical ngineer made the presentation.

{'Phoiobii' R.B.Mitchell. iLah,i,ite.

Mr, Mitchell's appointment as general manager and inrineer
of the Glasgow Corporation's electricity department, foreshaJowed
in our issue of ^larch 19th. was confirmed on Thursday last week,
and we have pleasure in presenting his portrait herewith.
Mr. CouncillciR GaniE has been elected to the Oldham Elec-

tricity Committee in place of Councillor Makin, deceased.

As from March 3l8t, Mr. Arnold B. Gridley has retired from
Government service, after holding the position of Director of

Electric Power Supply, and Electrical Adviser to tjie Ministry of
Munitions during and subsequent to the war. After a lengthy
holiday, he hopes to resume private business.

Will The late Mr. C. E. Groves, F.R.S., left £.S3,022 gross and
£:!2,8o7 net personalty. On the death of certain legatees, £10,000
is to go to the Royal Institution for the Groves Endowment Fund
for the promotion of scientific research.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Gwynnes Engineering Co., Ltd. (165,547).—Registered
March 22nd. Capital, £600,000 in £1 shares. There is ,nlso to be £300.000

73 per cent, debenture stock, redeemable at 10.5 per cent, in December, 1939.

£200,000 shares are to be nffered to the public .nt par and all the debenture
stock is to be offered at 05 per cent. Objects : To acquire (a) the business,

stock and work in progress of Gwynnes. Ltd., (b) certain freehold, leasehold

and copyhold property at Crisp Road, Hammersmith, and Church Wharf.
Chiswick; (c) all the issued share capital of Adam Grimaldi & Co., of

Albert Works, Vauxhall, .S.W., who have been associated with Gwynne.s,

Ltd., in the development of the .Mbert car. The purchase price payable to

Givynnes, Ltd.. is limited to £."i7.i.nOO (£225,000 in cish and £350.000 in

shares), nothing being payable for goodwill. Genera! powers are taken to

carry on business as manufacturers of pumps, pumping machinery, internal

combustion, salvage, agricultural, electrical, marine, aero and general engi-

neers, boiler makers. S:c. The first directors are : Sir Hvron Peters. K.H.E.,

M.I.Mech.E., Windlesham Moor. Windlesham: .las. M. Dewar, M.I.N.A..

M.I.Mech.E., Alllngton, N'orthwnod. Middlesex: Nevile C. Gwynne, M.I.N.A..

M.I.Mech.E.. 'Vevendean, Oxsholt. Surrey (man.iging director); J. G. Mair-

Rumley, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E.. Hammond?. Udlmore, Sussex; W. W.
Wilkes, l(i. Thurlestone Road, West NorWon<l, S.E.2?, secretary. The
Irustteo for the debentura mock holders may, so long os fl< 5,000 of th« df
i«f\luft iiQtlt Ij puuiatntlHO, homlnin one lilivctof. Quollflcalloil (•(tcepl

()«tiffHif» ftiwld ^'Tfetof). *1.000, »«mufl»f«tlon, «800 Mcfi pjr jjnflMifl tehilr;

Mil" mrf), Sollelleri *• H«»rl«m, M. BJeomiliury >q«trt. W,C, ^*t\nv**

Associated Industries Insurance Corporation, Ltd.
(ItJo.UjJ.—UcgiitereU Aiarch Ijlh. CapiUl, £1,000,000 in £1 .hales (90U,OUU
7 per cent, participating preference). I'o carry on marine, land transit, 6re,
life, accident, burglary, boiler, engine, electrical plant, motor, aerial and
general in&urancc ousine^, ic. £;:U,OuO Exchequer Bonds have been do-
posite^l with the Couit in respect of bond investment business and £20,400 in
respect of life assurance. The subscribers <who are also provisional directors^
are: A. Long, 61, Harvist Koad, N.W.6, secretary; 1. VValford, Lilleshall
\ ilia, Mawneys Koad, Kuinford, accountant; A. Hrigstock, 1, Tanored Road,
linsbury I'aiK, N.l, book-keeper; C. .M. Jenner, 2j, Larnier Koad, S.E.13,
clerk; W. Gull, 8, VVragby Koad, t.ll, secretary; T. W. Simpson, 3, Carlylc
Koad, E.12, clerK ; K. V. Care, 41i, iiirkhall Koad, Catford, S.b.., clerk, tour-
tilths of the directors to be subsequently appointed are to be shareholders
holding policies etiected with or through ihe company (to be known as
'* policy holder " directors) and one-fifth are to be sh;"-ehoIders not holding
such policies (to be known as '* shareholders' " directors). Qualification, £600.
Keniuneration, £300 each per annum (president £200 extra), all free of in-

come ta.\, and any further sums voteu by the company. Solicitors : Kerly.
Sons and Karmh, 10-11, Austin 1-riars, E.C.

R. P. Boyd & Co., Ltd. (165,423).—Private company.
Kegistercd luaTLh Ibih. Capital, a;10,0Ud in Jti shares, lo carry on lue
business of manufacturing, electrical and mechanical engineers, manufacturers
and workers ol metals, minerals, wood, porcelain, ^lass, asbestos, india-

rubber and natural and synihelic products, ii;c. 1 he first directors are

;

J. i\l. Newton, IJ, Burton street, Loughborough, manager with Brush Elec-

tric Co., Ltd.; K. P. Boyd, 115, Barclay Koad, Uarley Wood, Smethwick,
Birmingham; G. H. Sherrow, Churchfield, Harborne, Birmingham. Solicitor:

U. Blackadder, 3-, Castle Street, Dundee. Kegistered ollice : Hooper Sueet.
Birmingham.

VickerS'Helvetia.—Private company. Registered March
20th. capital, ^x,t>uU (JiJl). 'io cairy on uie business ol inanutactuters ot

and dealers in steel, iron, brass and metals, founders, metal workers, ship-

builders and shipwrights, manufacturers ol guns, torpedoes and ordnance of

all kinds, electricians, electrical engineers, itc. The first directors are : S»r

Francis H. Barker, Lowndes House, Lowndes Place, belgrave Square, S.W.;
S. V. Dardier, The Grange, 48, Grange Koad, Ealing, W.a; .N. Robinson,
Westinoor Green House, near Slough. Solicitor : F. H. E. Branson, .2, Bond
Cuurt, W'albrook, E.C. Kegistered office ; Vickers House, Broadway, Wesi-
iiinsier. (l(i5,52J.)

Paterson Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (165,557).—Private
cumpan). Kegistered .March 22nd. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares (4,0U0 prc-

lerencej. To carry on the business of electrical and mechanical engineers and
contractors, electricians, &c. The first directors are : T. Erndt, aO, Warren
Koad, Leyton, E.; H. E. E. .\ult, 76, Malvern Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey;
I.. G. Clarke, Kidge Vicar.age, Barnet, Herts. Secretary : H. E. E. .^u.t.

solicitor : T. L. Grimes, 3, Finsbury Circus, E.C.

Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd. (165,546).—Private company.
Registered Ularch 22nJ. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of electrical and general engineers and contractors, &c. The substa-ibers

(each with one share) are: E. J. Alldis, 18, Macdonald Road, E.7, clerk; G.
Dickson, 4, London Road, S. Benfleet, clerk. Table " \ " mainly applies.

Kegistered oflice : Queen's House. Kingsway, VV.C.

Precision Instrument Co., Ltd. (165,516).—Private com-
pany. K.gistereJ March 20ili. C:ipital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on
the business indica.ed bv the title. The first dirtTtors are: E. W. Smith,

bastwood. Worcester Park; E. A. Petithory, 36. Dartmouth Road, Forest

Hill, S.E.; F. C. Harding, Bracekenwood, Leatherhead. Secretary: K. E.

Petiihor) . Kegistered office : 26 and 27, London Road, F'orest Hill, S.E.

A. Murray & Co., Ltd. (165,486).—Private companv.
Registerc-U Marcn 20lh. Capital, £4,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business of electrical, mechanical and motor engineers carried on by A.

Murray, H. Morris and D. Murray at Liverpool. The first directors are :

A. Murray (chairman), 4, Viola Street, Bootle; H. Morris, 6, Victoria Road,

Litherland, Liverpool; D. Murray, 5. King Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; R. J.

Hamilton, Laurel Bank, Buxton Road, Stockport; R. W. Anderson, 54, Derby
Road, Liverpool; J. Connell, 22, Queen's Road, Bootle. Solicitor: G. Oates,

'20, Cross Street, .Manchester. Regrstered oflice : 15, Brazennose Road, Liver-

Will Smith, Ltd. (165,533).—Private company. Regis-
tered March 20th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To take over the under-

taking of W. Smith, electrical manufacturer's agent, general electrician and
contractor, of 24, Hampstead Road, Liverpool. The first directors are : W.
C. Smith, 24, Hampstead Road. Liverpool; T. Richards, 73, Hampstead Road,

Liverpool. Kegistered office : 21 and 23, North John Street, Liverpool.

Woodward Sons & Co., Ltd. (11,051).—Private company.
Registered March 18th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business carried on by F. J. Woodward, electrical engineer and contractor.

T'he subscribers (each with one share) are: F. J. Woodward, Overton House,

Riddrie, Glasgow, electrical engineer; J. O. Woodward, Overton House,

Kiddrie, Glasgow, electrical engineer; F. Woodward, Overton House, Riddrie.

Glasgow, electrical engineer. The first directors are : F. J. Woodward. J. O.

Woodward and F. Woodward. Secretary: J. O. Woodward. Registered oflice:

147, Renfield Street, Glasgow.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Musselburgh and District Electric Light and Traction

Co., Ltd.—Bond and disposition in securitv, dated >LarcIi

IClh, 1920. to secure £400, 15. Kavenshaugh Road, or/anil 1, Mayville B.ank,

Musselburgh. Holder : D. A. Tod. BraeheaJ. Dunkcld.

Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd.—Issue on March Uth, 1920.

of £ll,.'iOO debentures, part of a series already registered.

Connollys (Blackley), Ltd First debenture dated March
Oth. 1920, to secure £10,000 charged on the company's undertaking and pro-

prty. present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders : London Count)

Westminster and Parr's Bank. Ltd., 41, Lothbury, E.C.

Quain Electric Co., Ltd.—C. W. Rooke, of 2 and 3, Nor-^

folk Street. Strand, W.C., as receiver and manager by Order of Court dated

March 12th. 1920.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. ,T. B. Braithwaitc. presidinc.at the

annual mpetinfT on March •24th, said that

the year 1919 wa.q the. most difficult year

the roinpanv had been thronch. He r^
ferr^d to strike trouhle;", the timC absorbed

by the Electricitv Bill, and to eoal lupnly difflctilties. Lnder

tM eirourostBncM th«y could cortfratulat* ahwenold«r» upon

K r«Utfr«ly good «tat«m«n», TVie orew rrT«n«« tecr«J«d hy

City of London
Electric Lighting

Co.. Ltdi
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i'134,707, but that iucrcaso Lad bwu very largely absorbed
by increased casts. The result was that they earned £179,991
to net revenue acet)unt, au iiurease of ^641,835. That they
had any halani-e at all was aliiiust entirely due to the great

activity which had provailcd ni the City and tlic great in-

crease in their business m the latter months ut 191i). They
had sold •i,5'J9,()'Jo additional units. Had it not been I'or that

incj'ease in the units sold, which had produced something
like .i73,0(.N.), the company would have come out without any
increase in prolit at all. .^s it was, the great increase in

business durnig the last lew iuonlTi.s of the year had enabled
the company, in adihtion, to make a reduction to their cus-

tomers ou the extra charges that had been put on for war
expenses. With the uncertainty of the outlook St present,

they could not make a further reduction in the price at the

moment. They were rai.sing the dividend from .S per cent, to

10 iier cent.—the pre-war figure—and in addition were restor-

ing two years of the war-rate to the 10 per cent, basis, w hicli

would take the form of a bonus of 3 per ceut., and would still

leave two years to be made good on a future occasion if

profits admitted of that. With regard to the depreciation

fund, he would like to point out, in view of the capital pro-

po.sals which were to be laid before the shareholders, exactly

what liad been done out of revenue timing the last 19 years.

The total amount provided from revenue and other sources

from 1901 to J91.S was no less than i;l,161,:314. In other

words, they had carried on the affairs of the company for

19 years without making any further capital issue. Referring

to the Electricity (Supply) .\ct, the speaker said that in the

Act as it stood the Electricity Commissioners would have

lX)wer to approve schemes brought forward by authori.-ed

undertakers for giving a supply of electricity on a eorapreheti-

sive .scale. Their own company, owing to its central position

and the abundant supply of condensing water it possessed,

was in a position to aid very materially in the provision of

a comprehensive supply for the I>ondon area, and the directois

had already jilaced orders for large generating units, which
would enable them to provide for the growth of the compap. '"

own busine.ss, and to give bulk supply to the neighbouring

undertakers [lending the completion of the super-power house

down the river. whi<-h it was anticipated would form a feature

of any comprehensive scheme put forward. The board had
already entered into an agreement with the County of Ijon-

don Electric Supply Co. for the supply of a considerable

aiiiount of current in bulk, and it was hojied to have that

supply available by the end of the year. It was obvious that

capital exfiended on works of this character undertaken in

the interests of the general supply of electricity to the Lon-

don area must receive si>ecial protection, and in his opinion

the only chance of cheapening the supply of electricity in

the London area was by utilising and co-ordinating the re-

.sources of the exi.sting companies. Their encineer estimated

that it would be possible to put down additional plant at

Bank.side to increase the capacity up to ICh 1,000 kw.; that

figure included the present plant and the three large units

now on order, and would still leave a margin for a sub.stautial

contribution to tide over the interregnum until the new power
house down the river was ready to deliver current. .Accord-

ingly, if proiwr .security was given for the capital outlay,

their company would be able to save the whole of London
from running short of an electricity supply during the next

three or four years. A." to the outlook for the present year,

their o«n business continued to show extraordinary expan-

.«ion, and the demand showed no signs of .slackening at pre-

sent. With the additional revenue derived from the bulk

supjily he looked forward with confidence to the results of

the present year's working, in foite of the difficult conditions

still obtaining. To carry ont the extensive programme out-

lined above w-ould involve the expenditure of a considerable

amount of capital, and resolutions for increasing the capital

by £8fl0.0(X) woidd be proposed at the extiaordinary meeting

to be held on .April 14th.

Presiding at the annual meeting at

British Liverpool on March '2'2nd. Sir .1. S. Har-
Insulatedand mood Banner said that the profit for the

Helsbv Cables, year showed an increa.'ie of £40.408. With
Ltd. the exception of 1917 the profit was

the highest they had ever earned. During
the year war work ended and a complete change over to their

ordinary business in wires and cables took place. So great

had been the demand for these that they had been suli-

jected throughout the year to a constant pressure to deliver

more than they could manufacture, and that pressure still

continued. This remark al.so applied to the accessory pro-

ducts, which now- formed a very important part of the busi-

ness. The bonus of li t>er cent, (in addition to the 125 Per

cent, dividend) must not l>e taken as a iirecedent. After allud-

ing to the business of the Midland Electric Corporation for

Power Distribution, in which thev were largelv interested,

also the Electric Supply Co. of Victoria, and the Automatic
Telephone Co.. the sneaker referred to a statement which
had appeared in the Press to the effect that the Government
were going to spend a larse sum of money on the telephones

of the country, and thnt they were to have a snlendid system

in existence. He said it was just as well for those who
iLSed the telephone to remember that it was going to he the

old-fashioned system, and not the automatic sr.stein adopted,

in America almost entirely, and elsewhere, and, in his opinion,

the Governiiiriit would very shortly have to pull out what
they were spending and come back to theui lor automatics.

Ihe changes which had been made during the war and the
iMuiiediate duty to en.-ure the largest possible output ol

cDiniuoditics made it necessary to rearrange the works and
to add luiiiortant buildings and machinery, and the very
.siti.sfaitory result ol the year's workmg was largely due to

the devotion of the staff untler new and trying conditions.

.\t an extraordinary meeting which followed it was re-

solved to increase the capital from j;l,.500,000 to £2,000,000
l.)y the creation of 500,000 new shares of ill each as the
directors might determine. The chaii*ian said that in the
future they might have to find cnonnous funds for stores,

there might be big ri.ses in price of material, wages were
up, and they did not want to be caught so that when they
found a favourable opixirtuuity for the issue of capital they
would not have the means at their disposal. There was
not the slightest intention of an immediate issue, but they
\\anted to be ready when the time came.

Sir J. S. Harmood Banner, M.P., pre-

.Midlund -siding at the annual meeting, said that the
hlectric net revenue amounted to £89,438, an in-

corporation for crease of £-28,171. The capital expenditure
Power lor the year, amounting to £32,814, w-as

Uistrihutiun, Ltd. chiefly for main.s. transformers, &c., for

new- connections. The increa.se of £64,01b

in gross receipts was very satisfactory, but it was quite im-

possible to say what the cost of generation and distribution

wuuld be in the future owing to the continual awards in

respect of coal prices and wages. If the new demand by the

Miners' Federation for higher wages, which was estimated

to work ont at 3s. per ton, should be acceded to, the extra

charges to the company w-ould l>e about £15,000 per annum.
\n increa.se in wages of 5s. per week per employe, plus

Mr. Churchill's 12J per cent., was made in December last,

while a further increase of (is. per week, plus the 12J per

cent., had been agreed upon in the engineering trade. In

addition, the undertaking had been rec-ently reassessed at a

much higher figure for local rating purposes. Ihese heavy
charges made one almost despair of the future. With those

extra chaiges it was impossilde tor the board not to make
further advances in charges for energy. The increased profits

for the year were largely due to the expansion of the business

and to economies effected.

At a subsequent extraordinary general meeting it was
resolved that in order to provide for additional expenditure

the oi-dinary share capital be increased by £200,000, and that

tlie £5 ordinary and preference shares be divided into £1

Sir G. II. Fisher Smith, M.P.. presided

London Llectric at the annual meeting on March 23rd. He
Wire Co. & said that during 1919 they had had the

Smiths, Ltd. greatest output since the business was in-

augurated. The demand for their products

continued to iucrea.-e greatly, .\fter being occupied in pro-

ducing certaiu goods required by the (iovernment. they had

now resumed their usual business to a large extent. At

present they had orders on hand \vhich would last them many
Mionths to come. The demand w-as likely to continue for

suiiie consiilerable time, and they were endeavouring to make
arrangements to cope with it. Consequently last year they

i.ssued £3oO,(.IOO preference shares, and the issue was .sub-

scribed many times over. They had sjient £93.749 for exten-

sions in the form of new buildings and new machinery,

necessitated to a great extent by the increased demand for

the company's products, and also by the cessation of all night

work. During the year they had had considerable difficulties

to contend against.' Shorter working hours naturally meant
less production, but nevertheless the results were very satis-

factory. -At the present moment the country was iiassing

through a most difficult time, but he had every belief in the

sanity of the English nation, and although there were a

good' many clouds hanging over the commercial world, he

thought these clouds w-ould in time disapi>ear. There never

was in the histon' of this country a greater demand for

English goods than there w-as at the pre.sent time, and the

production was not anywhere equal to the demand, but in
*
course of time further machinery would be put down in order

to increase production.

.At a meeting of the holdeis of the obliga-

Constantinople tions, held in London, on March 24th. the

Telephone Co. resolution approving the scheme for dis-

charging the arrears of interest since July,

1914, by the issiue of certificates bearing interest at 6 per cent.

)->er annum, was passed. Sir Alexander Roger, who preside^,

said that the company's operations were suspended by the

Turkish Government taking over its plant on ]\Iarch ]5th

1915. and the company did not regain possession until .April

1st last. Thev had made a claim against the Turkish Govern-

ment, but it was impossible to say what the residt would

be or what period would elapse before any settlement was

come to. T'nder the circumstances the directors came to the

conclusion that some arrangement should be come to as earlv

as pos'sible for the purpose of di.vharging thefe arrears of

interest. It was also proposed to deal with the pre-war in-

flehtedness to contractors and others in the same manner,

that is. adding 6 per cent, per annum to the ascertained

amount of their accounts and issuing certificates for the
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aggregate aiuount of principal and interest. Tlie political
iiituation iu Turkey was unsettled, but they hoped that when
I>eace was sigiied matters would settle dow^n and the trade of
that country iuiprove under the new- conditions which must
prevail. Whea they obtained repossession of the profierty a
moditication of the concession under \\hich they worked the
telephone system was granted for the time being by the
Turkish Government in view of the altered cncumstancea
and the increased cost of working. As a result the earning
power of the company was improved, and they had every
reason to believe that, uule.ss anything unforeseen happened,
they would be in a position to pay the interest on the obliga-
tions and the certificates which it was now proposed to issue.

The annual meeting was held iu New-
Newcastle=on. castle on March -ioth, Mr. J. H. Armstrong
Tyne Electric presiding. The Chairman said that a .year

Supply Co., Ltd. ago, being in doubt as to what the future
might bring, they recommended that

±'41,4'27 should be caiTied forward ; they wished to maintain
the ordinary dividend for 1919 at the same rate as the two
preceding years, and accordingly they again rtn-ommended the
payment of S per cent, on the ordinary .shares and to transfer
£-3(.l,0<X) to the reserve. On this occasion they proposed to
make no addition to the I'eserve for special depreciation and
contingencies. They had gooil reason for knowing that the
value of their assets duly represented the amount at which
they stood iu the books without bringing into account the un-
appropriated balance standing to the credit of the reserve
fund. During the whole of the nine months after their meet-
ing the whole of the trade of the district was adversely affected
first by the radway strike and later by the moulders' strike.

The latter dispute started iu September, 1919. and did not ter-

minate till the end of January of the present year. When it

was borne in mind how seriously their business was affected
by those stoppages, aud by the di.sorganisatiou due to the
change from war to peace work, it was not difficult to account
for the falling off in their profits. Si>eakiug as to the prospects
(if the company, the Chairman Vaid they had now in commis-
sion some of their newer and more economical plant, and they
looked forward before long to having further .sections of this

plant available for service. They were thus in a favourable
po.sition to deal with any load they were likely to be called

ufxm to meet. The charts of their output .showed a steady
uuprovemcnt as compared with last year. The effect of the
iiioulders" strike was still felt by manufacturers, but when
that had entirely disappeared the rate of improvement should
materially increase. The apphcations on hand represented
S-2,9tKJ H.r., which showed a substantial increa.se over the posi-

tion twelve months ago. Prn\i(led that nothing occurred to

interfere with the efforts that were being made by all large
customers to increase production, he was sjitished they woukl
be able to meet next year under happier circumstances. In
view of the ixissible strike of miners, it was necessary for

liiiii to say that its effect, if of long duration, woukl be as

serious as it would be disappointing in upsetting the prospects
of a i-eturn to normal conditions.

Mr. R. r. Sloan, the manager, referred to the Electricity

(Supply) .\ct. He said that through the deletion of the com-
pulsory purchases clauses, the worst I'eatuies of the Bill had
'li.^appeared. .Although the Newcastle Company was the

pioneer public electricity supply undertaking in the kingdom
to introduce the three-jiha.'^e A.c. .supply, adopting a i)erii)dicity

of 40 cycles per .•second as its .standard, many independent
luidertakings on the North-East Coast, which came into exist-

ence later, adopted different systems and periodicities. The
extension of the Newcastle sy.stem and the linking uj> to it

of one undertaking alter another had necessitated the e.\-

l>enditure of many thousands of pounds in changing over from
the exi.sting system to the system of the Newcastle Co. .\s

an Ulustration of this he referred to the Cleveland Co.'s under-
takings, where no fewer than three distinct .sy.stems of sujiply

weve in existence—none of whk-h were the same as that of

the Newcastle Co. Had the Board of Electricity Commis-
sioners lx>en in exi.stence in the iiast. the multiplicity of

generating stations and the extraordinary difference in the

systems of generation which now existed throughout the

country would not have been permitted, as one of the main
duties of the Commissioners would have been to insist on
concentration of generation and the adoption of standard

sy,stenis of supply. Speaking of matters more directly affect-

ing the company, he alluded to the substantial increast^ in

the wages bill, which for the last year totalled .f'296.124. or an

increase upon the basic rates of 92 per cent. The general

feeling of uncertainty which had prevailed throughout the

country was reflected in the comparatively .small connections

made to their company during the past year—T.fiSfi h.p. The
revenue they had receiveil from thes(> increased connections

had only to a small extent counteracted the effect of the <-on-

siderabie reduction in their load due to the cessation of nuini-

tions manufacture. Turning to the brighter .vide of the

picture, he was pleased to sav that tlie tests that they bad

carried out on the sections of new generating plant so far

completed had proved that the economies forcasted bv the

chairman at the meeting in November would be pyentuallv

fullv realised as the plant was brought into commercial opera-

tion. The delay in the completion of the plant wns a result

of the strike, and the dates for the completion of the work at

Carville power stntion. the extensions at Dunston. and the

new Tees station had had to be extended from two to three

mouths in each case, and the effect of the delay was that
they would not obtain the full benefits that they had hoped
for from the new plant as a result of the .saving in coal con-
sumption. The delay m finishing the Tees station was pai-ti-
cularly regrettable, as the Cleveland area had for some con-
siderable • time been handicapped through a .shortage of
generating plant, aud it had been necessary in order to meet
the demands made upon that company to dctiend largely upon
supplies obtained from generating plant that was far from
economical. He concluded with a brief reference to the pro-
lX)sed electrification of the North-Easteiu Eadway main line
between Newcastle and York. The development, if it took
place would be one of the most imiwrtant in the railway
world for many years. Negotiations were proceeding at the
present time between the railway company and that company.

London United Tramways, Ltd.—The report states that
the operation of the undeitakmg during 1919 resulted m
gro.ss receipts of i:49(5,.542, an increase of £l3i,llo over 191(5.
Dwmg to continued advances in cost of labour aud material,
the working exix>nses increased by i'122,85.5 to jE496,tj(>7.
There is an adverse balance on working of il45. After charg-
ing debenture and loan interest for the year and bringing
into the account the debenture interest for'l918 paid in May,
t919,__the total deficiency to be carried forward to 1920 is
Mll,571. The exix;ctations in regard to the increase of re-
\cuue to be derived from the raising of fares have been fuUy
reahsed, but owing to the introduction of the eight-hours
day, various labour awards, and the general rise in the cost
of material, the additional revenue has been more than
swallowed up by increased exijenses. In the balance sheet
effect has been given to the scheme of reduction and rear
rangement of the capital. The company's Bill to authorise
an increa.se in fares, Ac, has passed second reading in the
House of Commons.

Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co.—The balance of profil
for J919, including the amount transferred to contingency
fund as stated below, is ±135,751, plus £23,335 brought for
ward. The preference dividendabsorbs £1.S,000; there is written
off cost of accoimts and dufy on increased capital £2,784

;

transferred to contingency fund for depreciation ±'-50,000; divi-
dend on the ordinary shares, 5 per cent, for the year, ±30,000;
carried forward ±58,302. The 15.000-KW. turbo-alternator at
Yoker power station is now in operation. The extensions at
Clyde's Mill power station for the installation of a 15,000-KW.
turbo-alternator are proceeding; the plant will be in operation #
lor next winter's load. The directors express regret at the
loss of the services of Mr. Arch. Page, the general manager,
on his appointment as an Electricity Commissioner. Mr.
E. T. Goslin has been appointed in hLs stead.

Rangoon Electric Tramway & Supply Co., Ltd.—.At the
meeting heltl in London oil Miuch 25th, "Sir F. W. K. Fryer,
who presided, referred to the favourable position of the com-
pany, and .s;ud that this was the last occasion on which he
would preside at the annual meeting as control was to be
removed to Rangoon. The directors were convinced that
the course adopted was based on sound reasons, and that the
alteration was calculated to promote the future advancement
and prosix^rity of the undertaking. On and after April 1st

next the company would be represented ui London by Messrs.
E. Lawrence Spicer & Co., as London agents.
Dividend on the ordinary shares 7 per cent, for 1919. free

of tax. Carried forward, .±4,3('iO. Total receipts increa.sed by
12..58 per cent. Private lighting and power gross receipts
increa.sed by 11.87 per cent.

Browett. Lindlev & Co., Ltd.—Net profit for 1919,
±20.891, plus ±10,593 brought forward. A further dividend
on the preference shares of 9 per cent, on account of arrears
and a dividend of 8 per cent, and a bonus of 4 per cent, on
the ordinary are to be paid, leaving ±19,484 to Ije carried for-

ward. The Financial Titucx s;iys that the question of further
capftal for enlarging the works on the lines of bulk pro-

duction of standanl engines is to be considered at once.

Mirrlees Watson Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 10 per cent, and
a bonus of 7i [ter cent., both less tax. ±20,000 to reserve and
±11.299 carried forward. The capital is to be increased to

±250.00(:) by the creation of 125,000 additional ±1 shares. 50.000

id' wiiich are to be issued to shareholders in the proportion of

two for every five now- held. 25.000 .shares are to be made
available on .special conditions for employes and others directly

interested in the business.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has speciallv

nllowed dealings in the following under Temporary Regula-

tion 4 (3) :
—

Mann. Euerton & Co., Ltd.—Option certificates to bearer in

respect of 19,033 ordinary shares.

MetroTOlitan-Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.—20.172 ordinary

shares of ±1 each, fully paid. No?. fi,183.001 to r,.205.172.

Liverpool District Lighting Co.. Ltd.—Mr. C. McLaren
presiding at the annual meeting on M^rch ^Srd. said thnt

the sale of energv increased very considerable during 1919.

and it was still increasing. Manv more consumers might have

been connected had thev been able to sjct the necessarv cable

and meters. A new main cable wa= to be l->id to S<>!>forth

to deal with the growing demand there. They would not
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install anv new generating plant at the \\'at«rloo power station

this euuiiner, but it might i>e necessary to do so next year.

Trofit had increased from t'i.KlO in ]i)18 to .£.5,841. in 11)19,

line to inorc-ascd con.'Jinniitidn aiul incrojised price.

Newmarket Hlectric Light Co., Ltd.— Durinf^ 1919 the

new lamp connoction.s were J.88-2 {:B watt.';), making the total

:i5,()9i Pi-olit ±'-2.;^-Jl, a.s against ±''2,156. Debenture interest

£710. Balance brought forward i;-112. Owing to the jising

cost of machinery and plant a larger amount is put to plant

renewals (f 1,7.30) ; f303 is carried forward.

Electro. Bleach & Bv=Products. Ltd.—Further dividends

are announced, niaUinji :i total of 7 per cent, for the year

(less tax) on the preference shares, and of 11 per cent, on

the ordinary.

Sunderland District Electric Tramways, Ltd.—Year ended

October. 1919. Dividend .3 [X-r <cnt., less tax, upon preference

shales'. Carried forward £1.208.

South Metropolitan Electric Tramways & Lighting Co.,

Ltd Prolil for 1919, .£22,264; .£7,500 for renewals; .f5,(NK)

to reserve; 6 per cent, preference dividend; £1,507 carried for-

ward.

British EverReady Co.

the ordinarv shares.

Ltd.—Dividend 13 jier rent.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
S.4TUKD,\Y Evening.

" Owing to the Ea.-ter holidays, please note that your article

will be required two days earlier than usual." And so it

befalls that yields p.c. may get entangled with the results of

the 'Varsity siwrts, w-hile, if the w'ord Boat Eace should

hap[)en to appeal- in obvious error for the Stock Exchange,

may a kindly indulgence be extended to the hapless host of

a boys-and-girls party to view the contest.

The principal ellects of the Stot^k Exchange slump may now-

1)6 regarded as past, and the markets show a moderate move-

ment towards recovery. With the turn of the first quarter

»jf the year, money will naturally become a httle easier, so

Bank bate fears are relegated to the background. Never-

theless, the demands for accbuiiuodation on account of trade

aie so pressing and so widely spread that certain banks have

rationed their customers as to loans. This is a state of affairs

practically unique, and its induence is felt in hundreds of

aiiections amongst trade and financial circles.

It is difficult to sui)pose, for instance, that the money
famine has no part in governing the remarkably low range of

prices now ruling in the electricity supply list. Brompton &
J\ensington ordinary yield no less tnan 9J l^er cent, on the

money. Charing Cross pay a shilling or so more than this.

County ordinary oiler 8i per cent. Westminsters, St. James'

and Pall Mall and London Electric preference give an average

of Si per cent, on the money. Such returns are in them-

selves good enough, but they are wedded to prospects of better

thmgs in the future, such as were ably set forth in the chair-

man's speech at the recent County meeting. Bromptons look

as cheap as anything in the list at 6^ ex the dividend.

Of course it is not to be overlooked that the standard of

yields from investments has been greatly modified by the out-

pouring of new issues during the past three months. The
attractions offered by the newcomers have had perforce to be

made more and more tempting, with the consequence that

stockbrokers find their clients want 8 to 10 per cent, yields

from ordinary shares, and 7^ per cent, from good-class pre-

ferences.

Ainong.st Home Bailway stocks, a jump of 5 ix)ints tin

rnderground Electric income bonds accompanied the progress

(if the company's Bill seeking powers to charge increased fares.

.Vnother factor contributing to tlie spring in the price was
the announcement that there \iill Ije no strike on the tubes

over the Easter holiday. The £10 shares rose 7s. 6d.. and

Districts put on a point. If permission to raise fares should

enable the company to resume 6 per cent, interest on the

income bonds, the latter at 75 look cheap, becau.se the divi-

dends are distributed free of tax. and coupons are parable,

moreover, in Kew York as well as in London.
Another fortnight remains in which holders of the cable

stocks and shares can make up their minds w-hether to apply

for their rights or to sell them. Tlie new Eastern shares

touched 8s. before reacting to fis. 9d. Eastern Extension new
r'l-e 3^ premium: Globes .-ind Westerns both about 3J premium.
Movements in the prices of the old stocks are unimportant.
Westerns at 15 ex dividend show tax-free return of 6 2-'^ per

cent., and Globes pay similarly. Eastern ordinary is about
'"< down on the week. Oriental Telephones have lost a little

r'f their sudden and mysterious strencth. Marcnnis at 3 7-lfi

t-how J loss, there being a good deal of sellinc on behalf, appar-
ently, of tired Bpccuintol-s weary of w-aitinp for a rise that does
not "<"flm»i. Grpnt Xnrtiicrhfi nt 22^ fhcfl .30s. in cninpany with
ntber Danish iRBuei" affectisd by forrign oxehnng*, Telegraph
Ceottruetioot ar« 25i «x dividend,

Ijondon United Tramways preference were sold at half-a-

crown on the issue of the report showing the company to
have made £200 loss on tlie last year's operations. From
whati'vcr political angle the jio.sition may be reviewed, it seems
ludicrous that any such undertaking which performs seivice
(if undoubted public utility sliould be run at a loss to those
who put up the money, and who.se original capital was ruth-
lessly scaled down in a reorganisation scheme. The 4 per
cent, debenture stock stands about 38i. lx)ndon and Suburban
ordinary are 2s. 3d,, the preference 4s. 3d., and the two deben-
ture stocks 42J and 70 for 4i per cent, and 5 pev cent, respec-
tively.

Manufacturing .sliares are heavy. Edisons at IJ are 2s. 6d.

lower. Metropolitan-Vickers preference have gone back to

2i, although the report was favourably read. T'he ordinary
are 27s. 6d. Siemens at 28s. (id. are sixpence down. Babcock
il- Wilcox at 3 3-16 continue tiieir decline. British Insulated
are quoted .38s. 9d. ex dividend and bonus, while Aluminiums
braced up to within a .sliade of 40s. General Electrics arc

quiet, and there is not much doing altogether in this section.

Mexican issues keep on falling; this w-eek it is Mexican
Light and Power firsts which are down, a loss of 4 reducing
the price to 47J. British Columbia Electric Railway stocks

look as though they may have gravelled aft«r their long drop.

Bombay Electric ordinary are not quite .so good at 145; the

pieference at 18J have shed 5s. Brazilian Tractions weakened
with the country's bonds. .Argentine Tramways hold their

ground. Rubber .shares are, dull and uninteresting. The
commoility fell to 2s. 3d. per lb., but rallied a trifle, and the

bulls in the share market resigned themselves to the prospect

of tlicre being no hkelihood of recovery until after Easter.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES
Home ELBCTBicn-Y OoMFAifns.

DiTidend Price
.,

" s March 25,

1918. 1919. 1930. Kise or (all,

Brompton Orainsry 8 19 Mxfl —
Obsring CroBS Ordinary . . .

.

4 7 Slxd —
do. do. do 4iPre(. .. *h *i 2S —

Chelsea « * ^^i —
City of London 8 10 ISJxd — i

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref . .

.

6 8 9jxd —
County of Londi.n 7 8 Ofxd -

do do 6 per cent. Pref. 6 H 9xd —
Ken Bin Eton Ordinary . . .

.

6 7 5\<1 —
Lond( n E'ectrio Nil 2J )| —

do. do. 6 percent. Pref... 6 1 8a —
Metropolitan 5 6 SJxd —

do. 44 per cent. Pref. .

.

»4 4j 2!,3 —
St. James- and Pall Mall . . .. 10 13 f| —
8 rath London 6 6 SJxd tJ
Bouth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 19/6 —
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 63 —

Teleorafhs and Tblbphofbs.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 83J -1
do. Def 83/6 11 19 -

Chile Telephone 8 6 6} —
ClbaSub. Ord 7 7 10 —J
Eastern Extension 8 10 15} —4
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 1641 - 3

Globe Tel. and T. Ord B 10 15 — |

do. do. Pref 6 d H —
Great Northern Tel ii — 92J - IJ

Indo-European 13 — 48^ —
Marconi 36 — Sfj — J

Oriental Telephone Ord 10 — ii —J
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 7| —
West India and Pmama .. .. 1/3 —

li'.-
—

Western Telegraph 8 10 ISx.l — '

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented .

.

4 4 474 —
Metropolitan 1 li aii —

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 18^ +1
Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Ni! 2g -I- jj

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 15 6 —
do. do. Income ..5 4 74 +.">

Foreign Teams,

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

Kil Nil 3J —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — oj —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..66 ea« —

Brazil Tractions — — 61* —1
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 ISJ - J
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 ."-illj -1

do. do. Preferrred 2i 5 tOJ —1
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 4ii +1
do. do. Deb. .. 4i 4^

.--.7 —
Mexico Trams 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nfl Nil 38i —

do. 6per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 2i4 -Si
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 174 —
do. Pref Nil NU 274 —
do. 1st Bonds . . .

.

Nil Nil 474 —*

Manufacttttkinq Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 15 — 3,;. — i •

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 134 + ,'.;

British Insulated Ord 134 1-5 Hv'^^ —
Callenders 26 — 8| —

64 Pref S4 64 43 —
Castner Kellner 20 — 4 —
CromptonOrd 10 — 21/fi —
Edison-Swan, "A" .. .. 10 — IJ —J

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .

.

5 5 794 —
Electric Construction . . .

.

10 — 23/- - 6d.

Gen. Elec. Pref 64 64 18/6 —
do. Ord 10 — m — •

Henley 36 15 Si —
do. 44 Fret 4i 44 88 —

India-Robber 10 — 16 — •

Met.-Viokers Plet — » 23 —4
SlemensOrd 10 10 S-,6 — M. •

Teiefrapb Qon So 30 asjiid — «

* OlTidandi pkid frtt of laoomt Tux.

9 6 8
8 8 8
6 3 4

7 II

6 9 8
8 10 8
6 13 4

7 n
5 2 6
8 17 10
8
8
8 16 10
7 12 8
7 3 7
8 13 10

7 14 8
7 2 10
6 16 10
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WIRELESS TELEPHONY ON AEROPLANES.

By MAJOR C. E. PRINCE, O.B.E.

(Abstidcl uj iHn>ci read bcfoiv iUc Institution

Thr suiniU'ei' ol li)l5 is believed to have been the very first

(Hxaisiou when wireless six^ch was receivetl from an aero-

plane. .A.t that i>eriod the soft valve was in use, with a Jiuie-

Loated platinuiii lilaiiieut, and the handling ol this by iin-

jjkilletl ijersons waa one of the greatest tliniculties. JiiXcept

lor this, the purely electrical Uilhculties have throughout been
lar less serious tbau tne telepbonic, practical, and nieclianK-al

ones.

Ill th<' early stages the difficulties of reception of siH'Oi-h in

the air were so great that only transmission from air to

ground wa.s attempted, and the hrst piactical .set evolve.

I

Mas a transmitter, cap.ibic of riiiploymy eitlu'r speech, cdii-

tinuous wave, or intcmipceil luniinimus wave (siihst'mieiuiy

<-alled " tonic train ").

It wa.s es.sentially a self-contained o.scillating system, l i

which the aerial was loosely cuupicil. 1 he inicro)>lione \...i

in.serted in the earth-lead, and inoUulatcd the radiation ny
varying the resistance of the aerial. Some of the best ground
microphones proveil useless in the air, and the choice linaily

rested on an old-type flunnings Cone. It is almost iinpossihie

tc) predict from its behaviour on the ground whether any
particular microphone or tyi>e of microphone will work sat.s-

lactorily in an aeroplane; and in the J-foyal Air Force every
inilividual instrument was tested actually in the air.

'Ihe set was used on a trailing aerial vi.3U ft. long, and em-
ployed a wave-length of approximately 3(KI metres, not very

lar removed from tbe natural wave-length of the aerial. In
eonsecjuence, the radiation was very good. Un one occasion

when the author was giving 'a demonstration before the late

Lord Kitchener at St. Unier, in February, liUb, the .spoken

messages were picked up and recorded by the l>owestolt in-

terception .station at a distance of over 100 miles, although
the aerial current in the transmitting aerial was less than
O.'ia ampere.
The author was admirably assisted in the production of

this set by Lieut, (now Capt.) iVIcDougald, R.A.P. ; it was
the first practical aeroplane telephone ever produced.
This transmission was at first received on the ground on a

Marconi double-magnification circuit in which a single soft

valve was employed for both high-frequency and low-fre-

quency magnification, a carborundum crystal being used for

rectification. The orilinary working limit of range from au-

to ground was about '20 miles tor telephony, 30 to 35 for

tonic train, and about double this distance for pure con-

tinuous-wave transmis.siou.

The author made up a valve receiver with one soft valve,

with practically similar circuits to the ground set, which was
tested in the autumn of 19x0, and ranges of from 30 to oO

miles were obtained from a ^-kw. spark set. It was on this

receiver that intelligible speech was first heard in the air.

The overseas Forces did not for a long time make any use

of air-to-ground telephony; an urgent demand arose, howevej-.

for telephonic communication between machines in the air,

and all energies were devoted to solving this far more difficult

problem. 'I'here was for a long time no demand for both-way
working, and a machine was equipped either for transmission

(for the leader to give orders), or reception (for his formation

to receive them).
It was necessary to eliminate all possible adjustments; the

transmitting apparatus had none, and the receiving apparatu.s

only two, one of which was seldom touched.

A reliable, small, hard transmitting valve of French tyjx-,

capable of handling about '20 watts, and similar valves with

slightly more open grid for use in reception, became available.

Dealing first with the transmitting apparatus, an ordinary

reaction or regenerative circuit provided the radio power,

and the only electrical difficulty was the choice of the best

inethod of applying the voice modulations. The coupled-circuit

system was ruled out on account of the coupling and tuning

adjustments and its output limitations.

In comparing dilTerent means of modulation, variations of

intensity or output are always accompanied by .some change

of w-ave-length, and the receiver can be adapted to take ad-

vantage of one or the other factor. In practice both factors

can be laid under contribution, though probably the ideal

inethod of modulation would change intensity only.

In any .system in which the change of wavc-longth pre-

ponderates, good or bad articulation can be produced on a

- rea<-tion receiver according to the slope of the resonance curve

nn which the adju.stment is made.
No method of controlling the radiation directly by the

microphone proved fi'ee from grave disadvantages, and the

choice therefore fell on .some form of indirect control. The
arrangement finally adopted is generally known as " choke

control," in which the modulation is applied to the anode

circuit of the control valve.

I;et us suppose that in the anode feed circuit of a simple

valve oscillator is placed the secondary winding of an ordinary

step-up transformer, the primary of which is a miciophono

and battery circuit (fig. 3). The variations prwluced by tho

OV ElECTIUCM, E.MilNKP.IW, WlllKLUSS SlXTlO.N.)

voice w'ill give rise to changes of potential in the anode feed
circuit, which will be equivalent to applying to the &sciliating

valve more or less high tension, and will alter the radia-

tion in a sympathetic manner. Since, however, the energy
dealt with will be weak comj)ared with the main supply,
success will be only partial. For magnifying this effect let

us now introduce another or " control " valve whose grid is

act-ed on by the original microphone transformer, and whose
anode is in series witli a one-to-one transformer in place of

the original one (fig. 2). If the two valves are comparable and
have applied to them similar high tension, we are now able t^)

apply a moiliilation or variation of the .same order as the
t'liciyy dfalt with by the first or " power " valve.

From this point easy steps take us to the actual circuit

<'Uiploycd. The control valve can be supplied fiom the same
source of high tension as the power valve; the tian.sformer
c.in become a choke loil (which is. in effect, a one-to-one
t.'ansforiiier), and it is an obvious arrangement to work the
filaments and the microphone primary circuit off' the same
l:iw-tension liattery.

The circuit now becomes as .'hown in fig. 3, in which r is

the ixjwer and c the control valve, i. is the choke coil, and
T the microphone transformer. H T is the source of high-
tension supply, and i' is the filament Hhttery.

It will be .seen that the anodes of both valves draw their

high-tension o.c. supply through the choke winding, and as

Ijng as the microphone is quiescent, the output and geueial
behaviour do not differ from that of the power circuit con-
.sidered as a plain one-valve oscillator. ^\ hen, however, varia-

tions take -place in the control-valve anode circuit at .si^eech

frequency, very large surges are set up in tliat of the powei-

valve, whicJi may approximate to the original high-t<'nsion

D.r. potential and .so sweep the output from nearly double
its steady value to almo.st zero.

Fill. 1. Fig. -2.

Choke control proved pre-eminently suitable for air work-
ing, and no other method of modulation survived in competi-

tion with it. There are ab.solutely no critical adjustments
to be made, .\lmost every constant can be changed within

quite wide limits, and though it may thus be caused to work
more or less efficiently, it lu^ver reaches a point of complett-

failure.

The little 20-watt choke control set. designed by. the author
on the principles outlined above, was very successful, and
became the .standard K..\.F. set with which all the air tran.s-

mission has, up to the present, been done.

One of its features, which was largely resiwnsible for its

success, was the use of " remote control." Things were so

arranged that the set pioi>er could be mounted at a di.stance

in any convenient position, and only a very small control

unit for oix-rating it was brought within reach of the user's

hand. In the case of the transmitter no adjustments were
necessary. The control unit carried only a switch, an aerial

ammeter, and plugs for microphone and telephone receiver.

The switch made or broke the dynamo field, filament, ami
microphone circuits, so that when it was off' every circuit was
dead. It was ne<-e.ssary merely to switch on and talk. Sim-

l>lification could go nn further; but how neces-sary this was
lan only be appreciated, perhaps, by those familiar with air

work.
.\lthough tlie first telephone had been .suppli«l with blgli-

tension current from dry cells, thes<^ wer<; complet«'ly

superseded bv small air-driven generators, the improved de-

scendants of "one made for the autlior by Mr. Mackie early

in IlllCi. The .standanl generator adopted gave about Cm volts

from one commutator at its normal sjietnl of 4,000 li.P.M..

while the C-volt filament accumulators were floating across

the low-tension side. Moderately ficnid electrical regulation

was provided bv a demagnetising field-winding .system, and

in this way the size of tlie accumulator had not to be very

great.
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It was fouuil to bv liiyhly iiiiiKirtaut that the Biieaker should
be able to hear the ell'ect of his own voice, aud to do this in

the simplest possible way a condenser was placed in the earth
Jea*], and across it a pair ol' head receivers was connected,
which were tiuis enabled to pick up the low-frequency efl'ect.

By conniftint; another pair in paralleJ, the other occupant
111 tlu' aeroplane could also hear what orders were given.
Mechanical disturbance of the niu-rophone is almost com-

pletely eliminated by holding the microphone in the hand

—

the linest possible shock absorber. The acoustical difficulties

are far worse, as the noises which it is desirable to reject are
of the same order as the sounds that are to be accepted.

.\fter much exiHjriment the Gordian knot was cut by devis-

ing a microphone almost insensitive to sounds ol the noise
intensity, but responsive to the powerful concentrated sound
wave« of a voice impinging upon it from a very short dis-

tance. The voice W'as raised to a higher ixjwer. as it were,
by speaking very loudly, and thus two distinct orders of
intensity w»'re produced, which could be sefxirated. By
choosing a suitable thickness of diaphragm, size of granule,
tightness of packing, Ac, combined with heavy damping, a
eati.sfactory microphone was arrived at. It appeared curiously
dead and ineffective on the ground, but seemed to take on a
new sprightliness in the air.

We now turn from transmitting to its complement, receiv-

ing in the air. ^^hen the general uproar is remembered, the
difficulties need no emphasis. The problem here was to
combine considerable .sensitiveness, loud signals free from
distortion, and the minijnum of adjustment.
The arrangement which, as the fittest, survived, consisted

es.seutiaJly of a detector valve with reaction, and two note
magnifications. The detector valve w'as not energised direct

from the aerial, but through a so-called " aperiodic " circuit,

which was really a circuit approximately syntonised by its

self-capacity. This has always been found to reduce magneto
noise considerably.

In .some air-trials with the early 1916 soft-valve receiver,

it was noticed that to alter the filament brightness made a
very convenient way of finally controlling the reaction, after

the circuit had been set near the critical point.

In spite of the diminiished radiation of such au aerial, the

increased sensibility of this receiver approximately restored

the usual range. i'"ig. u represents a typical circuit of this

kmd and shows one high and one low-frequency magnification,

with a fine-grid rectifying valve between. Increased sensi-

tivity as well as the nearer aveiage approach of the aerial

system to the source of disturbance, made more apparent,

however, one of the great bugbears of air work where great

sensitiveness is necessary—magneto noise.

Since the new type of receiver had not come into general

use up to the time of the armistice, all the actual work was
done with the three-valve receiver and transmitter already

desc.ribed. Trailing aerial wires of I'iU ft. length were used

in the transmitting machines, with an aerial current of the

order of 0.4 ampere, while the receiving machines had aerials

»0 to 100 ft. in length. The normal safe working range from

machine to machine was about 4 miles (though this was
often very much exceeded), while the range to a ground

station was from '20 to 50 miles or more.

A squadron of machines equipped with this apparatus could

set out and fight or manoeuvre in formation under the orders

of their commander, whose machine only was fitted for trans-

mission. So great was the importance of telephony considered

to be, that a special school of wireless telephony was instituted

under Capt. Furnival.

A demand for both-way working was easily satisfied by

fitting both the standard sets in all necessary machines and
arranging some form of switch-over.

In consequence of the greater ease of reception at a quiet

ground station, and its superior transmitting power, the

to-and-fro ranges became approximately equalised, in spite

of the disparity of output, and a machine could speak or be

spoken to at distances of the order of 70 to 100 miles.

In the most recent apparatus with which the author is

concerned, the transmitter will deal with an input of 100

w'atts, and choke control will be retained. All types of trans-

mission will be provided for. The receiver will have three

high-frequency magnifications and one low, making with the

detector five valves, and the combined transmitter and re-

ceiver will be worked from one remote control. Batteries

Fig. :l Fig. 4. Fig. -5.

The principle involved is that the increase in emission

caused by brightening the filament of the detector valve,

whose anode current is concerned in the reaction, steepens

the characteristic curve and .so determines the oscillatory con-

dition, when the circuits have been adjusted near the critical

point; to alter the reaction electrically in this way makes
but an infinitesimal change in wave-length, whereas in

mechanical methods small changes of capacity are inevitable

with every adjustment.
The remainder of the receiving circuits will be clearly

understood from fig. 4.

Prior to the war high-frequency magnification by resonance

methods had been in use; transformers with an iron core,

liighly laminated, were employed to deal with wireless frequen-

cies, and worked efficiently over large ranges of wave lengths.

Capt. Round showed how all such transformers could be
considered to be essentially re-sonance transformers, dift'ering

only in damping. Special low'-capacity valves were introduced,

so that the damping produced by them could be made a
maximum, and high-frequency magnification was tamed and
harnessed. A cascade series of such valves could be set up.

working with fairly constant efficiency over a large range of

wave-length, so that no tuning (within these limits) was need-

ful except that of the circuit applied to them.
The first fruit of this advance, as far as aircraft sets w'ere

concerned, w'as a five-valve receiver, designed by Major Whid-
dington, in which a choice was made of two high-frequency

magnifications and two low, with a detector valve. This set

was, as compared with the former three-valve receiver, about
ten times as sensitive for strong signals, and 30 times for

weak ones.

It was intended for use with fixed aerials rigidly connected

to the wings and fuselage of the aeroplane—as opposed to the

trailing aerial, which was a great embarrassuaeut in fighting.

will have to be retained at present for filament lighting, hot
they can be small ones floating across the generator; and
there .seems good reason to hojie that in the near future a
IM'ifectly silenced and regulated generator will permit of the
abolition of the battei-y, all current, even for the receiver,

being supplied direct from the dynamo.
Ground .stations will be equipped for direction-finding with

a tran.smitting mast one or two hundred yards away con-

trolled from the receiving building, and matters will probably

be so arranged that the ordinary P.O. land lines can be
plugged direct on to the wireless, .so that a man may talk

direct from his office to a machine in the air.

Research at the P.T.R.—During 1918 the Physi-

kalisch-Technische Reichsanatalt determined the coefiBcients of

electrical resistance of a large number of pure metals in the form
of wire, between — 192 C. and 500 C. The results are not given in

the abstract reproduced in Htschr.det Vereiiux dentecher Ingenieuie

for .lanuary 3l8t, 1920. Four kinds of aluminium of varying

degrees of purity were investigated, and the coefficients of resist-

ance determined between 0' C. and 100° C, and at various

temperatures up to tJ00° C, At 250 C. the greatest conductivity

and the highest temperature coefficient were found. The coefficient

of resistance of aluminium teated under these conditions was found

to be practically unaffected by impurities in the metal. The
thermal expansion between — 78° C. and .500° C, and the breaking

strength were also determined in the case of aluminium. The
expansion of two samples of 988 per cent, and 99() per cent, purity

respectively, within the limits of temperature mentioned, can be

expressed by the equation

—

/t = /o {1 + (22-9 t + 0-009 r) lO"*}.
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BRITISH ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The anriu.ll gcneial meeting of the above Association took

place at the offices in Kingsway, W.C. '2, on Thursday,
March 18th, Mr. \V. O. Smith, chairman of the Council,

presiding.

As has now become the usual thing with the B.E.A.M..\.,

the Press was not invited to the meeting, but we are officially

informed that the certified income and expenditure

account and balance sheet for the financial year ending

September 30th, 1919, were adopted, and that in presenting

the annual report the chairman referred to the election of

the late chairman, Mr. Davenport, to be a vice-president of

the As.sociation. Unfortunately, he had to absent himself

from subsequent meetings, as he was attacked by an illness

from which he had not even yet completely recovered. They
hoped lie might be shortly restored to health again, and

able to resume his work.

The Council had had a busy year. The change-over from

war to peace conditions had brought with it many problems

requiring careful consideration. Althougli it was not within

the province of the Association to deal with labour and wage
questions, they mu.st recognise that labour difficulties during

the year, including the recent strike of moulders, had had

their effect on ail industries. Coupled with the general

increase in wages, the shortage of materials, and general

unrest, industry had been prevented from reaping the full

benefit to be expected from a victorious ending of five years

of war. They hoped that reason would at length prevail,

an<l that some path would, soon be found along which

employers and employed might march side by side, and thus

enable the country to emerge from the period of darkness,

and to attain, once more, to the proud position which it

held tor so many years as the leader of commerce.

The chairman then reviewed in detail the work of the

Association during the year, as recorded in the report, par-

ticularly noting the excellent work done by certain com-

mittees, e.g., the Overseas, Education, Standardisation, and

Traffic Committees. On the subject of research, he said that

the woik of the Electrical Eesearch Committee was at present

somewhat restricted through lack of funds. Given the neces-

sary funds, and the consequent Government grant, existing

researches could be carried on expeditiously, and much work
in contemplation could be put in hand. The Council had
given very careful consideration to the subject, and had
arrived at the conclusion that collective research was not

only desirable but necessary in the interests of the industry,

if they were even to keep pace with other countries, already
well organised for research. In order to obtain Government
grants oi £1 for £i, a large sum per annum for five years

would have to be guaranteed. The Council was of opinion

that this sum should be found by the industry, and
strongly recommended that to the sections of the .Asso-

ciation. Referring to the recently appointed Committee of

Chairmen of Sections, he said that it should do good work,
and would be assisted by the CouncU's decision to issue to

its members the Council's minutes, with iiermission to report

to sections anything of special interest to them. On the
subject of increased accommodation, he said that the Council
had been compelled, owmg to the increase of staff, the sec-

tional activities, and the large number of committee meetings
now held, to enlarge the office accommodation. They were
now in possession of several additional Committee rooms.
That, of course, entailed increased rent, but the Council had
been mindful of the interests of the smaller firms, and had
not varied their subscriptions in any way. The increase oi

the maximum subscription would affect the larger firms only.
He was glad to say that some of the larger firms had already
come forward and exi)ressed their intention of paying the
maximum subscription regardless of wages.
The report was adopted.
The chairman then announced the result of the ballot to

fill the vacancies on the Council for 19'20, as follows : The
elected members were :

—
The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Brook, Hir.<!t & Co., Ltd.
Browett, Lindley & Co., Ltd.
The Enghsh Electric Co., Ltd.
The General Electric Co., Ltd

Messrs. Price, Waterhouse &, Co. having been re-elected

auditors, the proceedings terminat4'd with a vote of thanks
to the chairman for presiding.

We give the following extracts from the report of the
Council for the year 1919 :—
The B.E.A.M.A. is a peace organisation; but no better test

of the .strength of any organisation can be applied than tJie

way in which it passes through the fires of war. The
B.E.A.M.A. emerges from the war stronger than ever. . . .

Now that we are confronted squai'ely w ith all the problems of
peace, you have, in the B.E..\.M.A., an organisation te.sted

by war, and qualified to deal with any emergency.
Of those problems none is more important than export

business. Export inquiries have been secured sufficient prac-
tically to absorb members' whole productive capacity. But
the home demand has also been such as to call upon their
utmost capacity to meet it, and there the danger lies. It is

easier and, in a sense, more immediately advantageous to do
the home business, but, clearly, the big home demand cannot
last for ever. Just as clearly, if the export demand is not
met and connection.? are not kept up, even in the face of
keen foreign competition, there is a grave danger of losing
the future world markets upon which, at no very distant
date, when home orders diminish, everything will depend.
The Council therefore strongly recommend that the greatest

effort, even to the sacrifice of a portion of the home market,
should be made to go vigorously into the markets abroad, to

.secure and keep alive all overseas connections, and to increase
the volume of business, which must gradually grow to be
very much above the pre-war level if the future is to be
proijerly .secured. Evidence is not wanting that exiwrt
matters now occupy a large place in the minds of members.
In no previous year has the Association entertained so many
visitors from overseas. The results of these visits have been
promptly communicated to members, in addition to special
reports regarding trade in Spain, Scandinavia, Japan, Brazil,
the .Argentine, Canada, India, and China.
With legard to the work of the Ovei-seas Committees

:

During the year the .Argentine Committee issued to the
British Legation, through the British Chamber of Commerce,
in Buenos .Ayres, a comprehensive report on business in the
Argentine. The South .Africa and .Australia Oommittee-s have
been active in ensuring reasonable conditions of contract for
members; and the latter committee has also done good work
connected with the proposed revision of the Commonwealth
tariff', the arbitrary loading of invoices by the Customs autho-
rities (regarding which a new Bill ha.s now been introduced);
and on a new Act of the Victorian Parliament requiring certain
good.s to be marked with the name of the country of origin.

The India Committee has had the great advantage of the
personal a-s-sistance of H.M. Trade Commissioner, Mr. T. M.
Ainscough, O.B.E., and has furnished to the Director of
Statistics, who has put into use, extended sc'hedules classify-

ing sea-borne electrical imports to India. This committee
has, further, ensured that greater con.sideration shall in future
be given to members in all work connected with the develop-
ment of the many hydroelectric schemes now in prosi>ect in

the various States, in which connection the Government of

India through the. India Office has accepted from your Council
a recommendation that the British standard frequencies of

oO and i5 cycles per second should be adopted for all hydro-
electric and other alternating-cui'ient schemes in India. Many
promising activities of these and other Overseas Committees
have been delayed by the necessary return to England of the
officers who held these outposts of British trade during the
war.
The Board of Trade adopted a new classification of imixirts

and exports based ui5on projxjsals furni.shed to them by your
.Association, and contributed to by almost every section of it.

The new classification will exhibit increased lists both for

incoming and outgoing manufactures.
The need for a sound and comprehensive cable code, pro-

viding specially for the electrical and allied industries, has
been long felt; and your Council have given their provisional

assent, with the support of members, to arrangements for the
preparation of such a code.

The Dep.irtment of Overseas Trade .sent a British Engineer,
ing Commission, on which your .Association was repi'es<Mited,

to the occupied area of Germany, and the resulting rejxirt

(I.M. -SCri/ig) was circulated free to members.
Your Coiincil have noted with regret the sharp impact

of political e-xigency on many of those excellent resolutions

and counsels of wisdom (Government Committee reports on
after-war trade), which, during the war', so stirred the nation

as to evoke promise of their fulfilment from the Government.
The promised restriction of foreign imports has gone, and,
judging from the reception given by the country to the
Anti-Dumping Bill, the restriction even of dunii>ed goods
cannot be looked forward to with much certainty. The
influence of the foreigner has not been slow in making itself

felt in municipal business, and the Bixud of Trade has no
power to conii>el the adherence of municipalities to its re-

commendation to purchase only Briti.-ih goods. Save aa to

the Government's success with the Education .Act, its financial

assistance to research, its promis<Hl assistance to standardis:i-

tion, and the passage into law of the Electricity (Sujiply) .Act.

all may be said to be left again to private effort: and reform.^

are to be expected only by such pressure as associations hke
y(uir own may be able to exercise. Nothing could better

illustrate the devious nature of Government " jwlicy " on
fundamental questions than their post-annistice actiona in

the matter of import restrictions.
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Ihe leport ju'epaieJ by your Btluwitiou OoinuiitU'c on-
ti^tled " Education and Tiaiuint' for the Electrical and Allied
Kngineennj; Industries " was completed, and your Council
(iiitiionsed its jiiililic;ition. Tliere is little question that tlii>
the liis-t luactical effort towards systciiiatising work in so
liroiiiisinj,' ii held, will not fail of effect. The Education Coiii-
Jiiittee. has now well in hand the deferred subject of pro-
vision for overseas students, and the scheme for the foundin-
ul studentships and scholarships olfered bv the turbine and
lurbo-j;enerator sections of the Association" for the study of
problems of research relating to turbines and turbine-driven
generators. These scholarships are being projected to en-
courage technically trained students to fit themselves for
posts on the higher staffs of engine<Ming concerns and research
institutions, and .such men will to .<iome extent relieve the
apparent .shortage of suitably trained twhnical engineers

ilie work of the Eeseareli Committtx; of the Association
lias lieen .some\»hat overshadowed during the vear bv that
ol the new representative body, the Electrical Research" Com-
mitt<v, in which your As-scK^iatioii. the hi.stitution of Electrical
Engineers, and the Committee of the Privv Council for
bcientiiic and Indii.strial De.search (Mr. Arthur Balfour pre-
sident), are the partners. That body now purports to cover
iiot (inly all the researches previously conducted bv vour
Association and the I.E.E. jointly, but to undertake all "newwork (lemaiided by any s.x-tion of the Association or bv the
profes,sion. Mr. E. B. Wedmoie was appointed its director
and commenred hi.s duties on July Jst. As a result, the workm hand has been brought into a state of great activitv, and
a largely extended programme of new work has been laid
iiown.

There is no question as to the value of this work It must
result m progressive reductions in the co.st of plant in itsmore effective use, and the elimination of defects I'loth 'n
machinery and raw materials. But in order to .secure suli-
stantial as.si.stance from the State, adequate guarantees of
support must first come from manufacturers We have a
great deal of leeway to make up if Creat Britain is to be
put even on a level with America and the Continent. Onlv
by- the collective action of a.s.soc-inted firms can such work-
be carried out effectively, most of the vital problems l)ein"
too large for the efforts of any individual concern. Your
Oouncil, therefore, strongly recommend the Electrical Re-
search Committee for the support of members of the Associa-
tion.

The separate research into the corrosion of condenser tubes
carried on jointly by your Association and the Institute of
MetaJs. is reaching a stage when it will be possible to com-
municate important results to the contributors Research
into the most .suitable materials for turbine blades and nozzles
revealed at an early stage the importance of the metallurgical
exammation of materials; and arrangements have beeji made
with the National Physical Laboratorv for caiTvin" out this
w-ork, for which the blades for test are being provided free
ot cJiarge by the makers. Another turbine research is that
ol nozzle proportions, and arrangements for co-operating with
the Iii.stitution of Mechanical Engineers in this research arenow complete.
The B E.A.M.A. publication, Sioiuhndisation Rules hn

hiectnnil Madmirnj. tir.«t published in 1913, has graduallv
won its way to popular favour as the standard work in its
cla.«.s It reached its fourth edition earlv this vear and is
in that revised form, now the subjei^'t of discu.ssion between
\arious university authorities and technical colleges and your
A.s.=ociation a.s to its adoption by the former as a handbook
lor the in.struction of .students.

Tlie year has disclo-sed no diminution of the spirit of good-
will on the part of municipal engineers in settling their con-
tracts on the I.E.E. model conditions, or such other reason-
able equivalent as might be necessitated bv subject matter.
Your Revising Committee, which has charge of the I.E.E.

text, recently proposed certain amendments to vour Council
jand the Institution, to which these amendments" were at once

taken, considered them imiwtant enough to warrant the
creation of a special committee of revi.sion jointlv and equally
repre.sentative of the purcha.sing and manufacti'iring sides of
the indiis-tiy. It is hoi>ed that this joint committee will .sit

permanently to consider amendments proposed bv either side
from time to tune.
The .sets of conditions of sale A and B for home work

and AE. BE. and AEG for export work continue to set the
standard practice for the whole trade, and are alwavs in
brisk demand
Tlie text of " Instruction for the Fse and Conditions of Sale

and Contract " was amended during the vear bv the addition
of railway companies to the list of those purchasers from
whom the Association's conditions must l>e obtained The
propos;al wa.s made to the companies on May l-2th, invitina
objection, and, none having been received, the nile was viii
into force on .\ugust ]2th.
Translations of the Assix^iation's sets of conditions of sal.>

for export work are now available in French and Russian.
In .Tuly la.st your Council set up a Traffic Committee which

attended before the Railway Clearing House on September
2.5tli. 19W. and gave evid<'nce in support of a claim that slide
r,ails and bedplates for dynamos and motors should be placed
in a lower classification. Tlie application was successful, the
railway companies lowering the classification from 3y to Ini.
a concession of considerable value, as the tonnage in this

class of goods is appipxinialcly iJOXKX) ix'r aiiinim, and tlie

saving in freight con.siderablc.

Immediately upon the announcement of the proposal to
iiicrea.-^? gcxids rates by 5U per cent., the committee pas.sed,
and the Ciouucil sent, a protest to the Minister of Transjiort
against all-round inciea-M-'s of this nature. The committee
recogni-sed the necessity for laLsing rates in order to meet
the increased cost of trans))ort, but recommended that instead
of an all-round increase of uU per cent, it .should be on a
graduated scale so devised that raw materials should l>ear
the lightest buiden. It was specifically recommended that
the maximum increases for the classes covering raw^ and
temi-raw materials should be as follows: Class A, '2s., class
B, '2s. 6d., and class C, '.is. Od. i^er ton. Two of the niaximum
increases which came into force on January l.5th, 1!I2(I were
almost identical with the recommendations, the third to Ik>

without maximum, but on a graduated si-ale as recommended.
.\t the date of going to i>ress with this report there was an
entire lack of uniformity in the manner of charging the new
rates, not only by dill'ercnt railway companies, but by the
local goods departments of the same company. The 'iVatiic
Committee has this matter now under con.sideration, and will
shortly iiiake recommendations directed at .sy.stcmatising the
companies' practices. That committee also gave consi<leiation
t.) the question ol demurrage, both in respect of l>iivate sidings
and on the premises of the Poit of London Authority, and
on its recommendation your Council supjuirtcd an E.B.l.
pioposalto challenge by means of a te.st ca.se, the railway
companies' action in this matter. This committee is, fuithei.
preparing evidence in support of an application for a JcvLsion
of the cJassification of electrical machinery and apparatus
generally. On the initiative of the committee, your Council
was able to obtain conces.sions in freight rates for. electrical
machinery and apparatus to Au.stralian ports. The Ministry
(jI Transport has accepted from your Council the uouiinatioii
of four members for seats on -the panel of experts set up
under section 28 of the Ministry of Transport Act,

Brief reference is made to the Electrical Development
Association. Mr. J. W. Beauchamp. director and .secretary,
w-ill welcome inquiries as to its scope and \\oik. The Council
recommend the E.D.A. to the attention of every menil>cr
who has the future of the industry at heart.
The scientific and telegraph instrument section of the Asso-

ciation, with commendable enterprise, devised and adopted
a iiiark for their apparatus showing the initials of the -As-

sociation over-printed with the words s.atis, being the initials
of the section. Your Council are now in correspondence
with the Board of Trade as to a licence for the use by all

members of the same or a similar mark for members' "elec-
trical manufactures of all de.scriptions.

A Committee of Chairmen of Sections has been appointed
to provide for the better co-ordination of work common to.
and the exchange of ideas between, .sections.

Your Council has considered it expedient to defer the
holding of a special B.E.A.M.A. Exhibition in London till

192'2.

ITie following new sections were constituted and began
work during the ytar: The Cooling Water Apparatus Section,
the Gas and Oil Engine Section, the Reciprocating Compressor
Section.

The system of tendering embodied in the-^ross-tendering
agreements continues to find favour among members, but has
not been extended. The condenser cross-tendering agreement
was revi-sed during the year so as to make it applicable to
all inquiries whether publicly advertised or not.
In order to meet the increa.'e of rent and general increase

of staff and other expenses, your Council has had under
consideration the question of increasing revenue by additional
sub.scription. The Council decided as a preliminary measure,
to rai.se the maximnm subscription from the present figure
of £'200 to a new maximum of £'-500.

Tlie annual dinner will be held this year on May 20th.
The rei^ort refers to the close working relations of the

B.E..\.M.A. with the F.B.I. , and to co-operative working
with other bodies.

The number of members on the register at the end of the
year was 22.5. Nineteen members were admitted to member-
ship during that r^riod and ten resigned. Of these resigna-
tions six were accounted for by amalgamation or reconstruc-
tion.

Australian Company.—The .\ustralian papers state that
a meetirifr of shareholders in Standard Waygood Hercules, Ltd.. was
held on Feliniary Srd to alter the name of the company to the
Engrlish Electric Co. of Australia. Ltd., and to increase the capital
of the company to £600,000. Mr. G. A. Weymouth w.aa to be
appointed managing director, in which capacity "he had been acting
for some time. The programme of the company is an ambitious one
iivolvinggreat extensimof the works in Australia. It 13 deec -ibed

as a virtual amalgamation with the English Electric Co., Ltd.

Prices of German Wires and Cables.

—

(luotino; from a
German pajx^r. the Eroiiomic HerUw states that as from March Ist,

the Pi ice Section of the Central Association of the German Electro-
Technical Industry ceased to publish increased metal prices for
cables and wires. From that date, the prices for insulating wires
are reckoned on the basis of the bi-weekly quotations for copjier
and aluminium, and vary with the fluctuations in the basic prices
of these of Mk. 2,500 and Mk. 3,000 respejtively per 100 kg.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Headers are invited to submit particulars of ttew or impro-red devices and apparatus, which will be published
if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Xcel " Utility Electric Cooker.
As an all-British production, the " Xcel " utility electric

cooker, of which Messrs. Di{.\ke & GoKUA^r Wholesale, Ltd.,
07, Long Acre, W.C.'2, have sent us particulars, deserves
notice. This cooker, fig. 1, which is particularly adaptable to

the many tonus of cooking, i.e., grilling, toasting, boihng, &c.,

consists of a heat together with a pan, grill, and deflector. It

is nickel plat-ed, highly finished, and can be used on a dining-
room table, being supplied from an ordinary lighting circuit.

The heater loading is (300 watts.

in fig. 0. The pipe A luay be conueeted to an induced draught
fan if more convenient than connecting it to the aspirator.

The sample of gas is first drawn down the gla.ss tube and
passes through the water at the bottom of the instrument.
It then percolates through the filtering material, eventually
entering the upper chamber containing the porous ixjt, in the
interior of which is the reagent. A small pipe connects the
interior of the porous pot to the toji of the recording gauge
glass G, which is connected at the bottom to the water space.
Some of the gases passing through the up[)er chamber pene-

Thi; Xci.L " I'Tir.iTi Electkic Cooker.
i'l.:. J.- W.K. r.\Ti;.\T C(.i,

Indicatoh.

By means of. this apparatus, two cooking operations can
be carried out at once. Kig. 2 shows steak ami potatoes being
cooked in two utensils, and rig. 8 illu.strates potatoes being
boiled at the same time as fish is being cooked.
Other agents for this cooker are Me.ssus. Siemens Biios.,

Messus. Down & Davies, The Electrical Sopplies, Berry's
Electkic Co., and the Slw Electrical Co.

The " W.R." CO, Indicator.

The importance of easily and correctly ascertaining the
liercontage of CO.. in boiler fiue gases, in order that fuel

may be consumed to the best possible advantage, is now
fully reali-sed. The " W.R." indicator, which has been men-
tioned in several of our recent articles, and appears to be
increasing in popularity, overcomes, it is claimed, many dis-

advantages of previous instruments. By its help it is said

to bo possible to maintain an average of 14 l>er cent, of CO,
in the fiue gases. With a- fine gas exhaust temix'rature of oOO

deg. P., by increasing the i>ercentage of CO, from G to 1'2 ix-r

cent., a KJ per cent, saving in fuel can be effected, so that
the usefulness of an apparatus of the above de.scription will

be obvious. Perfect combustion would show about 19 i>cr

cent, of CO.. and while 17 ix-r cent, is obtainable with the
help of the W.R. indicator, the average figure is 14 per cent.,

which njeans with the average plant a saving of from 10 to

15 i)er cent, on the coal bill. The instrument, fig. 4, indi-

cates by the height of a water column on a gauge glass

tube and the fireman can thus see at a glance what adjust-

ment of his dampers is necessary to maintain the higliest

average of CO, in the furna<'e. The device is quite simple,
there are no moving Jiarts in it, and it is stated that it is

within 1 per cent, of absolute accuracy, and that it will last

as long as a boiler. WhiMi dirty it may be swilled out with
: liu"!.-"'- < r wi'ler The action of llie indicator is .n,s follows:

An aspirator worked by a small jet of atcain continuously
aspires gases fi'om the fine wiii< h it is desii-cd to keep undei-

obs<'rvation. The path of the gases is indicateil by the arrows

trate into the porous pot and are absorbed by the reagent.
A partial vacuum is thus formed, varying in intensity accord-
ing to the iiercentage of CO, contained in the ga.ses passing at
the time. By this means the water is forced up the gauge
glass tube, which is graduated to read directly in CO, i)er-

centages. The whole instrument occupies little space, and
is particularly robust, accurate, and rehable. The apparatus

i''ui. 0.—D^AGRAM^rATlc Sketch ok CO., IiNDicator.

requires practically no attention, except that a fresh cartridge
has to be insi^rteil in tiie iwrous pot every twenty-four hours,
and about once a month the main filter and Hue piping'.shonld

be thoroughly cleared of .s(«it. The iustiument reads con-
tinuously, ha.s very little time lag. and answers readily ami
rapidly to any variations. The makers are Mkssrs. " W K

"

Patents, Ltd., of 8, Old lewry, CUeapside, E.O. 'i.
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BV-PRODUCT PRODUCER & BLA5T FURNACE
OASES.

At Mhir-IiosUt, on Miiivli Dth, Mr. \V. U. Patchcll's and Mr.
S. li. Fowk's' HiiiH'is (ab^tnu-ts of which apiiearod iu our
issues ol' Maii'h I'Jth ami 'itith rosi)ectiveIy) woio read and dis-

cussed before tlie NojtTH-W'BSTKHN Centre of the Institution
01^ Electiucal Enoineeus.

Mr. PiLi.isci said it must be a revelation to electrical en-

gineers to have gas engines brought prominently before their

notice at this time. Many of them, and many .steam en-

gineers also, had an idea that the day of the gas engine was
past, but during the war great dcvclopinonts had taken place.

Largely because German competition had ceased, quite a

large number of gas engines of considerable ix)wer had been
made iu this country for electricity generation and air'

lilowing. It seemed clear from the papers that openings
for development existed both with producer gas and with
blast-furnace gas. It was extremely disappointing to an

engine maker who bad turned out engines of good quality

to know that the good results obtained in one case were not

rei)eated in another. It depended on the efficiency of the

gas-producer plant. ^^ith the Ilalberg-Beth dry cleaning

process uniformly clean gas could be obtained if rea.sonable

attention was given by the engineer in charge. With the

Halberg-Beth plant the gas could be made more pure than

air. Tliese facts pointed to the necessity of cleaning the air

as well a« the gas, and he had no doubt that when this was
done an engine would be able to run for a much longer

iwriod without having to be stopped for cleaning. He knew
no mechanical or phy.sical reason why it should not run
for an absolutely indefinite jieriod if efficient plant was in-

stalled. In choosing the type of engine the decision of the

purchaser appeared to turn upon the question of finance.

As a rule a firm which had plenty of money was more in-

clined to take the lo\T-si>eed set; if they had extensive

demands on their capital and had an exceptionally large

programme to cany out. the decision was apt to turn in

favour of the high-speed set. For a given power it was
cheaper to make a Bigh-speed, multi-c-ylinder gas engine than

to make a low-speed one. and, moreover, the former occupied

less floor space. So the \^hole question seemed to turn upon
finance, and the makers of low-speed engines had to fac* that

difficulty. There was no difficulty in producing 3,fKX)-H.P.

with a 2-cylinder engine, and C.OOO-H.r. with 4-cylinder en-

gines. It was highly probable if the price of coal continued

to rise that blast-funiace plant would be compulsorily used by
order of the Government to produce blast-furnace gas.

Mr. Glover said that years ago when slack was being

bought at 6s. to 8s. per ton, and with sulphate of ammonia at

approximately flO i>er t<in, one could recover all the cost

of gasification and something more on the by-products. But
to-day, while coal was approximately :30s. a ton, sulphate of

ammonia was sold at £19 l)er ton. The price was controlled

by the Government and kept low for the benefit of the

fanners. In addition to the price of the coal, it co.st 10s.

to 15s. per ton to gasify it. For the,se reasons the gas engine
consuming producer gas wijs not now a tempting proposition,

if power production was the only consideration: but other

arguments might be found for it. For instance, the gas

might be used in furnaces. However, there was a great

economy obtainable from the gas engine using bla,st-funiace

gas. From the electrical engineer's point of view, gas en-

gines had a very undesirable failing. Sulphuric acid got into

the engine room and attacked all electrical connections. A
kind of oily vapour mixed with the sulphurous fumes was
deiwsited on the windings, and there was a liability to short

circuit. The 8-cylinder, 4-crank tyi>e gave extremely good
results in some cases. Two had averaged 90 per cent, of

the possible nmning time day and night over seven years.

The large horizontal tyi>e had not so good a record. Little

troubles crept in and caused stoppages, and when a large

amount of the total power was put into one .set there was
a greater proportionate loss. \u important factor was the

amount of labour required for working gas engines and gas

plant in comparison with steam turbines. He estimated that

with the former the production ot Ij million units i:)er week
would necessitate the employment of approximately 150 men,
with turbines it would be about 30 men. When an absolutely

even power supply was wanted difficulties cropped up. If

the men could l)e trained to work the producers, in step as it

were, so that they were not all |X)king at the- same time, it

would be all right, but it was very difficult to get the men to

work in that w'ay. The question of the ash in coal was al.so

important. His own exjierience was that it was very diffi-

cult to obtain the sort of coals they wanted. If automatic
switches were oxpo.sed to the atmosphere of the gas engine,

there was a corioding a<tion. and a deposit was formed.
Tar was a very difficidt thing to deal with. It had an un-
fortunate property of depositing at every change of temi>pra-
ture. The only way was to reduce the t-enii'»erature Ui the
lowe.st decree which it would reach at any point of the
system afterwards: then they coidd be certain there would
be no f\irthei- deposit of tar. He doubted very much whether
it_ was now an economio nroposition to produce power from
\ituminous ooal in gas producers.
Mr. T. E. WoLLASTON agreed that the waste gas from coke

ovens ought to be utilised, but looking at the eubject from
the point of view of producing a large amount of electricity,

coke-oven gas was an impossible proposition. In order to

get it in that way, more coke would have to te produced than

the whole world wanted. There were possibilities in low tem-
l>erature distillation from the point of view of the pr<Kluction

of benzol, but he saw no prospect of producing any large

amount of electricity. He agreed with Mr. Pilling that the

questions of capital cost and amount of floor .space needed
were factoi's in the choice between the gas engine and the

turbine. He had great faith in the future of producer gas

for firing boilers, even at the present prices of coal and
sulphate of ammonia.
Mr. .1. G. Walthew said it entirely depended on the type

of gas engine whether sulphurous fumes would effect the

electrical equipment. With the enclosed vertical type it was
not pos.sible for the fumes to escape and get into the engine
room. If gas got into the crank chamber it was drawn away
by means of a small exhau.ster fan which maintained a

circulation of free air. When the dust was removed blast-

furnace gas offered a much easier problem than producer gas

becau.se there was a fairly even quality of gas to deal with.

He agreed with Mr. Fowles that the gas ennine was quite as

good a prime mover as the steam engine. If there was any
trouble it was connected with the quality of the gas, and
not attributable to the engine itself. Pie dissented from the
statement that capital cost was the determining factor in

the choice between high and low-speed types. Electrical en-

gineers and ]X)wer plant people generally would go in for the

most satisfactory machine from the point of view of reliability

and economy, irrespective of the capital cost. One cau.se

of dissatisfaction in the past was- insufficient stand-by plant.

A power station should be properly equipped in that resi>ect.

so as to be in a position to overhaul anv one .set if it were
necessary. He was recently at a works where notwithstanding
the increased cost of labour, and the fact that the men did not

do the .same amount of work as formerly—three being em-
]iloved where two .sufficed before—they could meet the whole
of their labour charges by the .sulphate of ammonia recovered.

]\rr. Pennell said the corrosion due to gas fumes escapintr

could be remedied. A great help was to grease the contacts

with vaseline. An undertaking which u.sed South Stafford-

shire Mond gas had as much trouble with the enclo.sed type

of engine as with the open type. The fumes escaped from
the crank chamber and were churned up by the flywheel.

If an exhauster fan were u.sed. as one speaker had suggested,

the oil consumption went up by leaps and bounds. It was
a curious thing that some plant produced a much greater

quantity of tar than others. At Northwich, within a quarter

of a mile from the IVfond cas station, they had no trouble from
that cau.se: at a South Staffordshire works, over four miles

from the Mond gas station, there were quantities of tar, and
the trouble was got over by reducing the temperature of

the incoming gas to a level below which it would never go
acain. Mr. Fowles had made an excellent case for the use

of gas engines, but, of course, they were up against present-

day conditions. He had recently had occasion to_ go into

the question of producer gas. and he found it paid to put

down a non-recovery plant or anthracite riant in sizes any-

where near 1.000 H.p. and larger. He believed it was a fact

that the price of anthracite had not increased in the same
ratio as that of ordinary coal.

Mr. Patcheel. in replying, said it was not quite a fact that

the high-speed steam engine had been ousted by
_
the low-

si>eed tyne. but the field for it was certainly limited. His
own feeling was that 1,.500 h.p. was t-oo large. Its limitations

had been ma.sked by the development of the turbine. Of
cour.se. the capital cost was a very important matter. At

nre-war prices the steam turbine cost so little that practically

fuel was the only thing that mattered, but the co,st

of a big plant for Birmingham Corporation now came
to £45 per kw. A gi'eat deal could be said about the effect of

gas on electrical equipment, and Mr. Pilling's .statement that

the gas was cleaner than the air was ab.solutely apphcable

to some of the old stations. In connection with two of the

engines dealt with in the paper, forced lubrication was in-

troduced. A fan blew- air through the open casing, and by

an open jwrt in the crank chamber it entered the air inlet

of the engine, so that it was constantly sucking air through.

He was a.stonished at the quantity of oil that went through.

He should not have thought there was so much more oil

floating about in the crank chamber with forced lubrication

than with the banio system of lubrication. They had ab.solutely

no trouble with fumes in the engine room, and the engines

ran quite as regularly as .steam engines, and were as clean.

Mr. Fowles said they had had no tnnfl-ile from fumes

affecting the electrical connections. He thought much dc-

]>ended ujion the tyne of engine, whether it was open or

enclosed, and also how the men were looking after the

machinery, and how the employers looked after the men.

Mr. Glover had said 1.50 men would be needed to produce

^^ million units i>er week. That figure was altogether too

liigh. His experience was that both high and the low-.speed

engines were good in the right place, and one was as easily

started as the other. On the stand-by question, again a.

Dreat deal depended on how the men looked after the engine.

Thev had not u.'ed vaseline, nor had they found it neee.s.sary

to put an exhauster fan on the crank case. All the engines

used forced lubrication.
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LARGE POWER TRANSFORMERS.

At a meetiug of the Western Centre of the Institution w
Electrical Engineers the paper by Messrs. A. G. Ellis and
J, L. Thompson on "Large Power Transformers" (which

was abstracted in our issues of May 9th and IGth, 1919) was
read.

In the subsequent discussion Mr. Arthur Ellis (Chairiuan)
said the subject of the paper was somewhat difficult to discuss,

as most of them who had to utihse transformers, no matt-tT

what size, w'ere more concerned in obtaining transformers
wliich would comply with the conditions under which they
would have to work, leaving to gentlemen like the authois to

work out the details of construction. The authors referred
to lack of opportunities for buikhng large transformers, but
he thought those opportunities would be amply afforded in

the future under the new scheme of production and distri-

bution generally. Manufacturers would pioduce transformers
of large power in view of the larger units which were going
to be utilised for public supply, and so long as the ti-ans-

loriuers were proi>erly designed there was no reason why
engineers should not rely equally upon transformer imits
as upon generating units. The authors suggested that crane
capacity was a limiting factor in the production of large

designs, but the in.stallation of larger units would no doubt
influence the production of bigger capacity cranes. He did

not think it needed much understanding that transformers
above o.fKX) kw. should be forced cooled—.some might suggest
that those of smaller capacity should be so treated. He
considered the core type had many advantages over the shell

type. The authors suggested that the correct method of

switching in was to slow ly close the switch. Were the authors
satisfied that no injurious effects would result to terminals
by this method? He agreed that the British Engineering
Standards ought to be adopted, and that the different de-

signers of transformers should pool their designs.

Mr. W. A. Ch.amen said he did not quite know why he was
e.\i>ected to say that '25 cycle transformers were better than
any other. What he did say was that they had a large number
of '2.5 cycle gear installed, and he did not quite see how they
were going to get rid of it. He considered the cost of the

transformer was not everything, but if it were such an im-
portant thing why not go to 100 cycles'? He thought a great

deal too much was made of the supposed advantages t)f

50 cycles, and he did not know how it came to be adopted.

It might be of interest to know that there was actually a
proposal to give a supply in that district at 15 cycles. All

he had to say was they had '25 cycles and 50 cycles, and the

problem was how to work the two together or how to gradu-

ally make the change over so that there should be only one
frequency. With all the brain work that had been exi)ended

on transformers he wondered why someone had not devised a

static frequency changer. He was very glad to hear the

authors' remarks on auto-transformers. He went into this

question himself some years ago and arrived at the conclusion

that they were most dangerous to use. He would like to

know whether the automatic device for taking up the slack

of contraction or shrinkage of the insulating material had
been put to the test.

Mr. Lewis said there was one thing Mr. Ellis had not

touched upon, and that was a straining tank wherein the

oil circulated and some chemical was used to remove the

moisture from it. Perhaps Mr. Ellis could let them know
something about it.

Mr. A. J. Newman said that although the paper had been

written something like a year ago, progress had not been sa

rapid as to cause the data given to be in any way out of

date. He would like to know how much in the authors'

opinion the costs per k.v.a. had been increased since the

figures were compiled. During the war it was no unusual

sight to see large pieces of machinery transported along main
roads, and in his opinion a few remarks on the limit of the

carrying capacity of some of the main roads would not have

beeri out of place. The authors gave no particulars of

weather-proof transformers suitable for use in the open. He
undenstood it was common practice in Canada to install both

transformers and switchgear without any protection from the

weather whatever. No mention appeared to be made of

utihsing the latent heat of vaporisation of water in dissipating

the heat due to los.ses In tran.sformers. Personally, he had

never favoured 3-phase transformers owing to the difficulty

in handhng. loss in efficiency, and greater cost when spares

were taken into account. One had to agree that there was

a. great saving in floor space, but one must not lose .sight of

the fact that the external connections in the ca.^ of ,<dngle-

pha.ie transformers are not easy to deal with, and are indeed

a costly item. Was it not true that there was a greater differ-

once in the case of a 3-phase transformer between the hottest

point and the average temperature of the oil? On page 1'2

he noticed the authors made no differentiation between the

annual charges in respect of iron and tho.se pertaining to

copper losses. .\n old time figure he reinenibered using was

Is. per watt for iron losses, but this was based on id. per

unit for 1(H1 per cent, load f.actor units. If they took tlie

authors' figure of 3d. and present day value of money the Is,

above referred to became something like 2s. 8d. per watt.

Now, comparing the single-phase and 3-phase proposition, thev

had 6 KW. iron loss in favour of the single-phase proposi-

tion. This at '2s. 8d. per watt was equal to i'0G6, a faii'ly sub-

stantial item amounting as it did to about l'2i per cent, of

the cost of the 3-phase transformers, and more than adequate
to provide the extra expenses of external connections.

Major Da\id said he noticed that the cost of the self-cooled

transformer assumed a very flat state above the 5,0<J0 k.v.a., so

there was really no saving in larger units. The weights also

increased for machines above 3,000 k.v.a., and no one would
install larger units if they were not going to cost less than
smaller units. In the water-cooled type the curves did not

flatten out until well after '20,000 k.v.a. The authors referred

to the Manchester-Salford inter-linked system as having the
highest working voltage. In that district there was an instal-

lation of 30,000 volts connecting up two large power schemes
across a distance of 10 miles, and 16,000 kw. and 1'2,000 kw.
running plant. This system was Ijeing extended at the present

moment, and would finally form a transformer system consist-

ing of three legs, each approximat^Jly 10 to II miles long, and
feeding ditt'ei'ent sections at 3 or 4 points. In connection with

this particular system they had in.stalled at each end the 0,000

KW. forced cooled type. One point not mentioned in con-

nection ^\•ith forced cooled tyi^s was the enormous loss of

oil. There was rather a depreciatory tendency as to the

reliability of large transformers. His company, however,
have not had a single case of failure on large units.

Mr. Carter said that as a colliery engineer he was interested

in the conveyance of large transformers filled with oil under-

ground. He considered this would be rather a difficult

matter. He was inclined to think that the use of single phase

current was the better way of maintaining the supply.

Mr. 0. MoRLEY New said the authors had omitted to jiarti-

cularly mention in their comparisons anything regarding the

cost, reliabUity, and the type of connections used on the link-

ing-up scheme. In the particular scheme referred to there

were 3-phase transformers at one end and single phase at the

other. Lie thought this was a pretty good start for standardi-

sation. He would be interested to know whether the react-

ance could be altered on an existing transformer without

altering or opening the transformer.

Mr. A. C. Macwhirter referred to the special form of

clamping up bolt. He asked what provision the authors

made in the core type for allow'ing the cables or the copi)er

strip to take up their relative positions. He did not think

the spring clamping bolt a very sound mechanical job, and
much preferred an arrangement which would follow up the

windings automatically by a coiled spring.

Mr. Wayne Morgan thought that a little more emphasis

might have been laid on the nature of the oil to be used for

coohng purposes.

Mr. Ellis, Junr., inquired as to the time which elapsed in

connection with the shrinking of the insulation between the

punchings.
Mr. A. G. Ellis, in the course of his reply, stated that the

designer was often hampered by the conditions in the specifi-

cation which told him how far he had to go as reganLs insula-

tion, current density, &c.. which precluded the production of

a satisfactory article from his point of view. He agreed that

crane capacity should not stand in the way of producing the

best type of "plant. On the question of spares, the compari-

son of .single-pha.se with three-phase was on the .same basis.

Mr. Chamen raised the point of periodicity. He hardly thought

that controversy should have been raised, as it was not

really relative to the paper. Mr. Chamen asked quite rightly

whether tha spring attachment for taking up the shrinkage

in winding had been tested in practice. There were .several

in.stallations and no trouble .so far had been <:;iierienced. In

connection with the query raised by Mr. Newman as to

whether there was any variation in the particulars since the

data were compiled, prices had certainly gone up. •e.si>ec-ially of

labour and material. He would give definite figures when

replying in the Jouninl The question of road transport had

beeii considered, but his experience in this connection ha I

not been happv. The question of drying out on site de-

pended entirelv upon how^ long the transformer had be<>n on

route and lying about. He considered weather-proof trans

formers should form the subject for a separate paper. Regard-

in- the annual charges for copi>er and iron losses, he sug-

gested that all the losses that went through a sub-stiition were

chargeable at the same rate, because the losses, as .such, could

have very little effect upon the load factor in its entirety.

The shrinkage of windings reduced the safety factor—hence

the necessitv for following up the shrinkage, and this led

manufacturers to devising springs for taking up the .shrinkage

automatically. As regards water and air-cooled transformers,

when one got down to 1,000 k.v.a. the water-c-ooled tyiK- was

more expensive than the self ciKiled. Views diffeivd con-

.siderably as to single (U- three-pha.se transformers, and in the

end he considered hxal conditions were the governing factors.

Mr. Carter siJoke of transformers for colliery work below the

surface. There were quite a large number of designs tor tni.s

tvpe of work, of particularly robust construction and

practicallv oil tight. Tlie type of connections suitable for

ransfoi-niers required a- separate m^v. It ,""'';-^'>' "."'=^ °^
practice to attempt, as .some manufacturers did, to o ;*•»" h'S^

efficiencies bv cutting down in.sulation. The question of oil

raised bv Mr. Wayne Morgan was a vory important one^ and

a paper" which dealt with tiausformer and switch oils would

"'liTUhtrsTeserved their full reply for the I.E.E. Jour,u,l
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. SfcTrON-JOKES, O'Dbll and
Stsphcns, Chartered Patent A£enu, 2SJ, High Holborn, London, V.'.C. 1.

8..116. " Sparit plugs." O. F. Stahl. March 30lh.

8,341. " Telephone systems." .\utom.mic Telepiionb Manuf.icturinu Co.
.\LirLh 20lh. (lUnitcd States, June 30th. l;iin,)

8.352. " Magnoto-clcctric machines." I.. N. Keduie (Caniillu ()liv<tli it

lo.). March UOth.

7,GU. " .-Xrc lamps." .\. E. Ancold. March 15lh.

T.mi. •' Sparking-plui! terminal." A. E. Wade. March lalh.

7.(i63. " Process of melting and reducing metals." E. C. R. Marks
(Scovill .Manuf.lcturing Co.). March ISlh.

7,661. " Electric furnaces." E. C. R. Marks (ScoviU Manulacluring Co.).

.March loth.

7.699. " Eiei^lric fuse-holders." .A. H. Maxwell and F. Shekcold. March
15th.

7,708. " .\pp:bralus for continuous production of sheet metal, strip and
wire." .S. O. Cowper-Coles. March 15th.

7,714. " Sparking plugs." R. Bretok. March loth. (France, October
16th, 1919.)

7,733. " Electric accumulators." A. B. TREuUANy and J. S. Vila. March
15th.

7,737. " Spoi-king plugs." ' G. Calvert. March 13ih.

7,785. ' "Vacuum tubes." Western^ Electric Co. (W'estern Electric Co.).

March 16th.

7,793. " Automatic electrical steering-gear for ships." «'. P. Gandell and
A. K. Machokie. March 16lh.

7.799. •• Railway electric tr.ick-eircuits." W R. SvKES Inteklockiso
Su.s.vl Co. and R. \V. Tarrant. March 16lh.

7,801. " Electric reiistancc." R. A. R. Bolton. March 16th.

7.804. " Electric fires." E. C. R. Marks (Reed). March 16th.

7.809. " Gas-filled electric glow-lamp." SiElUESS & H.^lske Akt. Ges.
March 16th. (Germany, September 20th, 1913.)

7,815. '' Electric generating devices." A. B.4RRE. March IClh.

7,824. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. i
A. P. Young. March 16th.

7.831. " Electric switches." ICRANic Electric Co. (Cutler Hammer Manu-
facturing Co.). March 16th.

7.838. " Dvnamo-electric machini-s, particularlv motors for use in mines."
G. W. Walton. March 16th.

7.849. "Wireless reception." If. .Mokkis-Airev. S. H. Long and A. K.
Macrokie. March 16th.

7.850. " Reception in wireless trlef,fraphv, particularly in direction-findinq."

H. .MoBRis-AiREV, S. H. I.oni. and A. K. M.acrorie. -March 16th.

7.851. '* Wireless transmitting circuits eniploving thermionic valves." H.
MoRRis-AiKEV, A. K. Macrokie, R. L. Rand.\ll and G. Siie.iring. March 16ih.

7,867. " Electric light distribution devices." C._ G. S.mith. March 17th.

7.872. " Power-factor calculator for use with idle-current meters in alter-

nating-current electricity systems." W. HurcinsoN. March 17th.

7,887. " Meang for supporting arc lamps." A. F. -Angold. March 17th.

7,911. " Condensing stcamnjlcctric locomotive." D. .M. Ramsay and J. W.
Wood. March 17th.

7.914. " Terminal." I. Naster. March 17th.

7.925. " Dynamo-electric machines." T. L. R. Coopei!. .March 17lh.

7.932. " Combined electric motor and compressors or pumps." F. Angell
and H. B. Ancell. March 17th.

7,941. " Reflectors for electric lamps." J. F. Fletciiek and J. H. Jones.
March 17th.

7.943. "Systems oi electric ship propulsion." Hktiisii Thomson-Houston
Co. and V. H. Clolc:h. March 17th.

7.944. " Proteetin,ti compositions." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

EU'ctrjc Co., U.S.A.). .March 17th.

7.945. " Electric motor control." J F. Tkitle. March 17th. (United
Slates, June 6th, 1919.)

7,973. " Electrical apparatus fur medical purposes." H. J. MoNsoN.
.March 17th.

8.015. " Eli-clric incandescent or i;low lamp holders." K. T. Norton.
March 18th.

8,02«. " Klwtric lamp holders." ISkitimi L.M. Ericsson M.\nuk.\cturin..

Co.. A. A. GoDPKEV and 11. H. H.vves. March 18th.

8.062. " Klectro-magnetic step-by-step mechanism." C. L. W.ilker.

March 18th.

8.063. " Appar.Ttus for electrically controlling railway trains, &c., through
the track." A. R. ANGUS. March" 18th. (Sweden, October 10th, 1917.)

8.065. " Electric storage batteries." R E. Beswick. March 18th.

8.073. " Continuous-current dynamo or motor." J. E. Jones. March ISlli.

8.081. " Oscillation generators." Western Electric Co. March 18lh.

(llnited States. June 4th, 1917.)

8.083. " Means of changing poles of four-phase windings." Siemens
SctllcKEKTWERKE. March ISlh. (Germany, June 30th, 1917.)

8.084. " Three-phase machines." Siemens Schuckertwekke. March 18th.

(Germany, April 23rd, 1918.1

8,102. " Process for manufacture of wire." S. O. CowpER-CoLES. March
18th.

8,114. " Electric candle lamps." C. A. Damev. March 18th.

8,118. " Device for lubricating bearing of distributor shaft of ignition

apparatus foi- internal-combustion engines." R. Boscil Akt. Ges. .March 18tli.

(Germany, May lOlh, 1919.)

8,120. " Electric switch." W. F. Boudington. March 18th.

8,132. " Inner and outer electrodes of sparking plugs." E. F. BuKRILL. S.

E. Grubb and T. E. Nankivell. March 18th.

8.144. " Operating generating stations in parallel." A. M. Taylor. M.trcli

IMth.

8.147. '• .Medical galvanic batteiy." L. O. Simmons and B. B. H. Sumneu.
March 19th.

8,160. " Electrical heating elements." H. H. Cress.\LL and TlIB CressalL
Manuf.vcturinc Co. March 19th.

8,170. " High-tension magnetos." J. Guakpiol.^. March 19th. (France,

January 16th, 1919.)

8,174. " Electric meters for alternating currents." Azienda Elettkica
.MlNlciPALE. March 19lh. (Italy, March 26lh, 1919.)

8,177. "Radio-navigational .apparatus, ic." J. Ekskine-Murk.av and J.

KOBINSOK. March 19th.

8.200. "Wireless transmitting and receiving apparatus." L. J. Price.

March 19th.

8,215. " Utilising sound vibrations." H. Fairbrother (Wireless Spitzescope

Co.). March 19th.

8.234! " X-rav "tube." Siemens & H.m,ske Akt. Ges. March 19lh. (Ger-

many. June 22nd, 1D18.)

8.244. " i;i.>ctric motors for starting internal-romhuslion engin.s." R
Bnsril Akt. C;i:s. March Wth. (Germany. May 5lh, 1919.)

8^245. " Transformers." . Western, Electric Co. March 19lh. (I'niled

Slates. November l.^th. 1917.)

8.2491 " Electron discharge devios." General Electric Co. and B. S
G0.SSLINC. M.aixh 19th.

8.262. "Terminal fittings for electrical devio.s." P. K CAPawisiciir and
E. V. Sims,- March 19ih.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are thtjse under which the specification
rinicd and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

X91T.
8.964. Electric cables or conductors. T. S. Seymour and St. H<-lens

Cable & Rubber Co. June 22nd. 1917. (Cognate application 11.528 of 1917.)

(139,226.)

19X8.
13.603. System for the instantaneous and electrical heating of w.vter.

L. E. Seimbille. September 2Sth. 1917. (119,474.)

19.670. Prepayment devices. British Thomson-Houston Co. (Gemral Elec
trie Co., U.S.A.). November 281h, 1918. (139,240.)

30.159. Telegraphic systems. E. Frattola, V. E. Castelli and R. R.
Regnoni. December 9th. 1918. (139,241.)

21,633. Method of ELECTKtc welding. 'T. E. Murray. F"ebruary 6th, 1911i.

(123,060.)

1S19.
1,598. Electric TELEGK,u-Hb. W. H. Roberts and F. J. Matson. Januajy

22nd, 1919. (139,259.)

2.194. Charging-boards for electric accu.mulators. H. Leitner and W.
II. ENley. January 29th, 1919. (139,264.)

2,203. Electric dry batteries. J. G. Hossack. January 29th, 1919.

(139.265.)

3,434. Electric motors for operating pumps and for other i'Lrposes. ( .

H. Reid. February 12th, 1919. (139,277.)

3,883. Electric and gvs ovens, stoves, and like appliances. 11. U. Berry.

February 17th, 1919. (139,285.)

4.472. .Mono-polar electrode electkolyseks. G. G. Hepburn. February
22nd. 1919. (139,296.)

5,736. Electric printing telegraph m.xciiines. Western Electrii; Co. (Wes-
tern Electric Co.). March 7th, 1919. (139,306.) . .

16.024. Grids for the pl.ates of electiuc storage batteries. Van Radeii
& Co. and 11. C. Smith. June_25th, 1919. (139,388.)

20,.306. Electric couplings. E. H. Fuller it Koss, Courtney & Co. .August

20th. 1919. (139,416.)

20,885. Electric alarm or door security devices. K. Krone. August 25th,

1919. (139.418.)

24,214. Sound-reproducers for gramophones and telei'hone.s. Resonance,
Ltd., R. A. Dibden and G. H. Glover. October 3rd. 1919. (139,431.

24.738. Electrical Ai'PARATt.-s for oper.\ting railway signals. Soc. d'Elec-

Iricitc Mors. October 4th, 1918. (133.703.)

27,265. Means of fastening a cover On a .m.igneio FRAME. Soc. des Moteurs
S.dmson. September 10th, 1919. (139,440.)

Modern Lighting Methods in Small Houses.— That
moiiern scifiititic uietbods of iJluiiiination are just as neroa-

eary and beneficial in the small house as they are in the

largest interiors is an obvious truism to any lighting engineer.

In many cases, liowever, the owners of ordinary euburban
houses api)ear to be under the imi5ression that the many
new kinds of indirect and semi-indirect etjuipmeut, which
have been developed during recent years, are for tome reason

not suitable for their small rooms. As a matter of fact, tli©

very opposite of this is true, because it is in small rtxima

with coinparatively low ceihngs that the glare and bad dis

tribution from bare or improperly shaded lamps ia most
pronounced, since it is impossible in such situations to place

the lamps outside the normal range of vision, and equally

impossible, as a rule, for several occupants to arrange theiu-

eelvos so that each secures a gooil reading light, free from

shadows. The illuminating engineering department of the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Lttl.. jxiints out that an elec-

trical contractor who cares to carry out a simple demon.stra-

tion /should have no difficulty in convincing the average house-

holcler of the advantages of indirect and seiui-indirect lightins

for the illumination of small and moderate-sized living rooms.

For example, in a sitting-room lighted by a central arm fitting

equipped with, eay, three 40-watt lamps in ordinary orna-

mental glass shades, the contractor could substitute tem-

porarily, for demonstration purposes, a small semi-indirecl

fitting with a Veluria or Druid white glass bowl containing

single r)0- or 100-watt Mazda half-watt lamp.

It will at once be apparent that, even with this reduced

wattage, the lighting results are vastly improved. The in-

tensity of illumination will be a great deal more uniform,

the diffusion will be infinitely better, and it will be found

poesilile to read comfortably in .-my part of the room, and

in anv position relative to the light source. In addition, there

will be no glare, beoau.se the brilliant lamp is completely

screened by the diffusing bowl of the fittings. Totally in-

direct lighting on the B.T.H. " Eye-rest " system is also

ftdiiiirably suited to the illumination of small living rooms,

and the characteristics of aood diffusion anri absence of glara

are even more pronounci>d than with semi-indirect lighting.

An " Rye-rest " fitting can lie temporarily rigged up in a

very short time, and the illumination results are bound to

maice a strong impression upon anyone wlin has not previously

had exp<'rieiue of this method of lighting.

Such a .I.Miiousti-iition a.t this could be carried out verv

quickh. The substitution of one fitting for another should

not take moie fhaii 10 minutes or so. and in all likelihood th»

coiitract<ir will not be aeked to put the old fitting back.
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LONDON TRANSPORT.

That the problem of passenger transport in the Metro-

politan area, which now contains nearly eisjht million souls,

IS one of extraordinary complexity and ditticulty. is a matter

of common knowledge. It is not, however, unirjue ; the

population of (ireater New York is practically identical

wich that of (rreater London— but after these two there is a

sudden drop to about three millions in Paris and Chicago,

la all such vast aggregations of humanity there are great

tides of passenger tialfic, which have to be provided for by
the public transportation systems—railways, tramways, and
omnibuses—and the task of obtaining, in the words of the

Advisory Committee on London Traffic, " a just and true

pert'epiion of the proper functions of eich form of transit, in

order that wasteful competition may be avoided, and each
used to its highest efficiency," is a difficult and anxious

question.

In view of these consideratii ns, it was with interested

anticipation that we tnok up a paper on the " Street

Passenger 'i'ranspott of f;on<loii," which was read before the

Koya! Society of Aits, ou March 17th, by Mr. W. Worby
Beaumont, who h is for mauy years made a study of

passenger vehicles; and might be expected to make a

valuable contribution 1 1 the literature of the subject. • But
alas I— although the author opened with a reference to the
" partisan element which enters into discussions, writings,

and conclusions" on systems of transport, and addressed

him.self to " a discussion of the arguments that are most
commonly the cause of the fissiparous misdirection of public

opinion," our hope of a judicial pronouncement was not

realised. After giving figures showing the magnitude of

the problem, and outlining the propositions of the London
County Council for the extension of its tramways, Mr.
Beaumont plunges into the controversy between the

advocates of tramways and omnibuses, and reveals himself

as an out-and-out partisan of the latter ]iarty. Ignoring
some of the most impoitant considerations involved in the

question at issue, he can see no point in favour of the tram-

car, while he eulogises the omnibus ad nauseam.

That the omnibus is not only a useful, but an indis-

pensable factor in passenger traffic, we fully agree ; we care

not whether the tramcar or the omnibus survives, provided

that it is the survival of the fitter. In point of fact, how-
ever, we do not believe that the continued existence of either

is at stake— the tramcar is no less indispensable than the

omnibus, and each has its proper functions to fulfil. As
tn the nature of those functions, we seek a " just and true

perception," which is not likely to be gained by the

uniiistructed reader of Mr. Beaumont's paper.

To put the matter briefly, we look upon the motor- 'bus

as a luxury—the tramcar as a necessity. Luxuries have
to be piiid for at suitable pi ices, and all the arguments in

the world will not dispose of the fact that the omnibus
caunot compete with the tramcar on a commercial basis.

In our issue of November 14th, 11)19, we i|uoted Mr.
Fearnley's figures, which showed that in .Sheffield the total

costs per pas-ienger were 2"76 times as great with tlie

omnibus as with the tramcar, and the average fares charged

were in the ratio -yd to 1. In London the 'buses running
ou tramway routes are compelled to charge the same fares

as on the cars ; elsewhere they are more costly per mile.

If the Ijondon tramways were not weighed down with

enormous capital charges due to the (adoption of the conduit

system, the comparison would tell still more in their favour,

while if they were relieved of the burdens of cheap fares for

workmen, maintenance of the pavement that they do not

wear, the cost of street improvements, and heavy rating, and

if the omnibuses had to pay for the use of the roads as part

of their legitimate working costs, the 'buses could not afford

to run on tramway routes at all.

[449]
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Even under the existini; conditions, what arc the financial

results:' It was untortunate for Mr. Beaumont that his

paper was read at a time when the London motor 'buses

were emittini,' a bitter cry for help throofih the medium of

the underground railway companies. With a capital of

3i millions .stcrlini;, the Ijondon (ipneral Omnibus Co. labt

year made a net loss of over fL'00,000, irilliinil allowin<; a

penny for interest on debenture and ordinary stock. The
estimated result of working in any future year, is no less

than a "loss of l'l,01 1,111.') before providing for any interest

on debenture and ordinary capital "' (report of the Advi.sory

Committee on liOndou Tratliu). Against these results, what

showing will be made by the L.C.C. tramways ? From the

same source we find that for the year just ended the

estimated deficit is £136,007. nflcr paying interest and
sinking fund charges on capital (si millions sterling), and
for the year now current, £.t71),381. If the L.C.C. did not

pay the capital charges, it would show a ((nisiderable

surplus next year, contrasted with the loss of a million

on the omnibuses.

Of course, steps are urgently needed, and are being taken

by Parliament, to enable the tramway undertakings to be

replaced on a sound tioancial basis by increasing fares to

correspond with the present-day value of money ; and one

effect of that will be to enable the omuibuses on com-
petitive routes to raise their fares also—but the relative

positions of the two will not thereby be altered, and the fact,

as we stated above, remains that the omnibuses, though not

handicapped like the tramways, cost far more per passenger

to run. Their proper function, therefore, is to ply on

routes where there are no tramways, and where they can be

made self-supporting by charging high fares.

To return to Mr. I5eaumont's piper, he cites the fact

that, with fewer seats, the 'bus carries more passengers ]ier

seat than the tramcar, as a proof of preference for the 'Inis

on the part of the public ; but this ignores the fact that the

'buses can run at will through the busiest streets in the

City and West End, and between North and South, skim-

ming the cream of the traffic, where no tramcar has been

permitted to ply. With charming artlessncss, Mr. Beauuiout

claims for the 'bus that it has played a great part in " fitting

the roads of London to the requirements of the vehicles they

are to carry "
;
" although it can run on any road . . .

good roads suit it and its passengers better. This fact

encourages the making and maintenance of good roads
"

— at whose p.rpfnse .' As usual, the public pays.

Again, he alleges that " repairs to the tramway track are

the constant cause of breaking up the road surface "
; we

do not agree—but we know only too well what the 'bus

does to the road surface in the suburbs. His gibe at the

L.C.C. tramway system's incapability to meet its own
trading costs—when the "buses have to be subsidised by the

railways to the tune of half a million, aud have to face a

deficit of more than twice as much in the future—savours

of eflfrontery. The latter part of his paper is given up
entirely to virulent abuse of the tramcar and the tramway,
and he arrives at the conclusion that the number of omni-
buses should be increased, the tramcars and rails sold, and
the London traders should be invited to show their grati-

tude for the change by paying the difference between the

receipts for the sale and the cost of reinstatement of the

roadways and the redemption of outstanding capital !

Really, we cannot help laughing I

Hiring Powers.
As we have pointed out, in addition to

its main features, the Electricity (Supply)

Act contains many minor provisions which are of great

importance to the industry. Not least of thee is the

clause (No. 23) which confers upon every local authority

which is engaged in the supply of electricity the power to

provide, let for hire, connect, repair, maintain and remove
" electric lines, fittings, apparatus and appliances for

lighting, heating and motive power, and for all other

purposes for which electricity can or may be used."

Moreover, the undertaking is safeguarded against the loss

of such plant on hire on consumers' premises by distraint,

bankruptcy, &c.

We doubt whether it is generally realised by municipal
supply authorities how wide are the powers with which
they are thus endowed. So long as they do not manu-
facture or sell such apparatus (unless already authorised to

do so), they have a free hand. They ha\'c long striven to

secure these rights ; we hope that, now that they have
them, they will not fail to use them freely— and that in

doing so, they will act in hearty co-operation with the con-
tractor, who is their best friend, and ought to be enlisted as
an ally in the good cause.

. Tub thing which debars many electric
Circularising and

, , , ,
• , . , . .

Propaganda. ''*"PP'^ undertakings from circularising

widely is the co,st of distribution. They
do not begrudge a halfpenny or a penny for the cost of the

circular, but when every circular costs a halfpenny to

deliver, some undertakings jib at the expense. For the

moment we are not criticising this point. But there are

occasions when the distribution can be done free. First,

with the usual correspondence with consumers ; secondly,

and this is a way of reaching every consumer, with the

quarterly accounts. In a week orso.electriciDy undertakings
Will be sending out the March quarter accounts. During
the war, of course, circularising was compulsorily stopped,

and a habit sometimes persists when the original stimulus,

or cause, ceases. But it is to be hoped, for the success of the

industry as a whole, that this will not be the case on the ipieir-

tion of renewing circularising. The present March (|uaiter

affords a particularly good opportunity for action in this

direction, since the rebate to consumers will appear on these

accounts. True, it will be small : liut however small it is,

there will be a refieshing impression given to the consumer.
After an almost monotonous succession of increases a cessa-

tion is a relief, and a slip backwards in cost is certainly a

pleasure. So there is not likely to be a better moment to

suggest to a consumer the additional uses of electricity,

and with the Iriusemaid trouble as bad as ever, every

household economy of labour is likely to be welcomed. We
hear that electric w.ishing machines at about iilb each are

having a wide sale, .so small apparatus ought to go well.

< )ur friends, the Electrical 1 )evelopment Association, as we
hardly need remind the undertakings, catdr for all needs in

the way of providing circulars: but whether use is made
of these, or whether the undertakings print their own, the

opportunity thus afforded by the sending out of (juarterly

accounts ought to be made the most of.

A Germao Loan
A DECIDEDIA' unfavourable statement

, „ ,. , . was placed b( lore the shareholders bv
in Switzerland. ,, . ,

llerr von (iwiuner at the recent annual

meeting of the Electric Light and Power Investment Co., of

Berlin. It was possible for quite a number of years prior

to the war for capital to be raised in Switzerland on lower

terms than in Germany ; and companies having international

interests occasionally had recourfe to the Swiss money

market, partly on account of these interests and partly for

reasons of economy. The P^lectric Light and Power Invest-

ment Co. represents a case in point. In l'.»07 the company

raised a loan of 10,000,000 fr. in Switzerland, bearing

interest at the rate of \\ per cent., payable in Swiss francs,

and redeemable in l'.ii'7. The company's total revenue in

l!U8-l'.i amounted to 3,(500,000 marks, but owing to the

depreciation of the mark in exchange with Switzerland, a

sum of from 8,000,000 to 10,000,OuO marks per annum is

needed for meeting the interest charges on the Swiss loan,

whilst an amount of 140 millicns of marks would be

required to redeem the loan at the present rate of exchange,

or 4i times the total ordinary share capital. It is quite

impossible for the company to meet these obligations, and

the managers have been instructed to enter into negotiations

with the Swiss bondholders, so as to determine what steps

are to he taken in the matter. If a practical way out of

the dirtiuulty is not forthcoming, Herr von (ywianer states,

it will be necessaiy iigaiu U) call the shareholders

together in the near future, and perhaps utter the ominous

word (bankruptcy).
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THE MANUFACTURE OF VACUUM CLEANERS AND ELECTRIC DRILLS.

A Visit to the Works of Messes. Scuolev & Co., Ltd.

Although the " vacuum cleaner " is one of the most

popular electric helps in British households, it has hitherto

been manufactured mainly in the United States ; obviously

that is a highly undesirable condition, particularly at a

time when the reduction of imports from America, and the

increase of our exports, urgently call for encourageuient, in

order to redress the adverse balance of trade. We had

much pleasure, therefore, in visiting l\Iessrs. Soholey & Co.'s

works at Croydon last month, where the firm has embarked

on the production of suction cleaners of wholly British

make— the only exception to this claim being the switch.

Simultaneously the firm has undertaken the manufacture

of portable electric drills on original lines, a type of

apparatus which has much in common with the suction

cleaner, and which calls for a very high grade of workman-
ship, further accentuating the necessity of using close

limits.

In both devices the motor is the crux of the design ; it

must be absolutely reliable and fool-proof, as it will receive

i
m
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In order to run on both i).c. and A.c. circuits at the same

Toltajre and output, tlie field inajinets have to be series

wound, and this atrain oU'ers the advantafje of few turns

and thick wire. 'I'lie variation of .speed with load is

immaterial, as the lis^lit-load speed of a drill seldom exceeds

the full-load 8]ieed by more than 50 per cent., and in the

case of electric drills the fall in speed with increased load is

a distinct advantage and safeguard. Further, the resistance

and indnctam'e of the series tield-winding help to limit the

maximum short-circuit or standstill current to two or three

The base of the cleaner is an aluminium casting embody-
ing the suction noz/.lc, fan chamiier, and exhaust pipe ; a

suction fan on the armature spindle sucks the air through

the no/./.le into the fan chamber, and exhausts into a stout

dust-proof drill bag through the exhaust pipe. The motor

is controlled by means of a rotary switch contained in the

handle. The cleaner is carried on three castors, two at the

front and an adjuatable one at the rear. The base castings

are machined on all working and locating faces, and all holes

in the castings are jigged. The motor case consists of two

Fig. 5.

—

Store for FiNisaEO Paetis Fig. 6.—A.-,-EJn;Li.s(.,

times the normal current, and as this can be safely carried

for several minutes, no special cut-outs or fuses are needed

to protect the motors. In the case of the cleaner the load

is practically constant.

The commutation problem would naturally be expected

to offer some difticulties at such a high speed, and with

alternating current at 250 volts and any frequen(7 up to

100 cycles per second : however, after a good deal of

experimenting, the firm has evolved a satisfactory commu-

tator, which closely resembles that used on a large motor,

and, with high-grade carbon brushes, gives satisfactory

results even under the severe conditions mentioned above.

At so high a speed the mechanical lialancing of the rotor

is also very important : any slight want of balance at once

Fig. 7.—No. "Kutmore" Drill.

leads to trouble with the commutator and bearings, and

causes noisy running. To provide for this, the armature

core is carefully balanced, as well as the fans, <tc., that are

attached to the armature, and a specially-divided winding

is used, which avoids bunching of the end windings.

The three machines chiefly turned out by Messrs. Scholey

and Co. at present are :

—

No. 1 vacuum cleaner, absorbing IGO watts and develop-

ing about 1/10 K.H.P. The pressure produced at the outlet,

with the bag removed and the outlet closed, is about 10 in.

water gauge, and the weight complete with base, handle,

and flexible is lU lb. (fig. 8).

No. drill, absorbing 100-120 watts and developing

about 1/15 B.H.p. ; weight complete, 3 lb. (fig. 7).

No. 1 drill, absorbing 160 watts and developing about

1/10 B.H.P. ; weight complete with chuck, flexible, and

switch, 9 lb. (fig. 9).

aluminium castings, the body being bored to accommodate

the field magnet, cover, and bottom bearing, and turned to

fit its housing in the cleaner base, while the cover is turned

to fit the body, and bored for the bearing and bru.sh -holders ;

the cover is secured to the body by means of two screws, and

after assembly the bearings are finish reamed to ensure

Fig. 8.

—

'Tkemier" Suction Cleaner.

perfect alinement. The brushes are well insulated with fibre

bushes and caps. The motor is secured in the base by means

of two grub screws at an angle, making an air-tight joint.

The armatures are built up of laminations of best electrical

sheet-steel mounted on a spindle which is hardened and

ground : after assembly the armature is finished on the

periphery by grinding, thus ensuring as far as possible
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perfect balance. The commutators are assembled whilst

hot, which practically eliminates any possibility of segments
working loose, should the machine become heated after a

prolonged ran.

The field magnet is built up from laminations which are

made of the best electrical sheet-steel, secured together by
means of four rivets and held in position in the nutor case

by means of two screws. The aruvitiiro spindle runs in

phosphor-bronze bearings lubricated by contact with felt

pads saturated with oil— seized bearings in these motors are

said to be practically unknown. All components are subject

to a rigid inspection and test.

In drill Xo. the body cover and gear case are made
from aluminium castings of a special mixture embodying
extreme lightness with the maximum strength : all working

faces, and locating faces, are machined and are inter-

changeable.

The chuck spindle is geared down to 3,(i00 r.p.m.

by means of a 2 to 1 reduction gear, the pinion driving a

gear fixed to the chuck spindle, both of which are machine
cut, case-hardened, and ground in gear, ensuring perfectly

smooth running. All are contained in the gear ca.se, which

is packed with thick grease ensuring afhple lubrication.

The spindle fits into a tapered hole in the pinion, and is

held in position by a nut, an absolutely positive drive being

guaranteed by a feather.

All holes are jigged, and bearings are finish reamed in

position. The end thrust on the chuck spindle is taKen on

a ball bearing : wear is taken up by means of a thrust collar

and screwed cap at the front end of the spindle, the cap

being secured by a locking nut, which is tightened up after

adjustment.

The machine is fitted with a (roodell Pratt chuck, and

will drill ^-in. dinmeter holes in steel, t^-'D- diameter

holes in brass, and [-in. diameter boles in hard wood.

Xo. 1 drill is double geared ; the chuck spindle runs at

2,850 R.P.M. high speed, light, 1,700 r.p.m. high speed on

load, 820 R.P.M. low speed, light, and 4'.>0 r.p.m. low speed

on load : the changes in speed are provided for by means

of reducing gears of :!'5 high, and 12'2 low, from the

armature spindle running at 10,00ti r.p.m. light and

('..oOO R.P.M. under load. The chuck is of the Gcodell

Pratt pattern, taking drills up to i; in., and the machines

will drill holes in brass up to j-in. diameter and in steel up

to
I

in. The machine is controlled by a switch contained

in the handle, this being secured to the gear case by means

of two stout steel plates ^ in. thick, held in position by

means of four j-in. countersunk head screws. The switch

is controlled quite easily by two buttons which are in close

proximity to the operator's thumb or index fineer.

All electrical connections m'e well insulated, and pro-

vision is made for earth connections from the frame of the

machine.

In conclusion, we may mention that a specially commend-
able feature of the company's organisation is the attention

given to the comfort and well-being of the employes.

Mr. Scholey, as one of the founders of the Industrial

League, whose aim is to promote harmony between

employer and employed, has naturally not failed to

strive for this end in his company's own works, and we

understand that the efforts which he and his partner, Mr.

C. W. Hill, have put forward have been entirely successful.

To command success, one must first, we are told, deserve

it : Messrs. Scholey & Co. have set about it in the right way,

and we wish them all the success that they would wish

themselves.

CAPITALISTS ALL!

By H. R. TAUNTON.

RkcOXstructiox ! — blessed word ! n

With what crippled resources are left to us, we are

setting out to remodel the world—and incidentally to

regain our pre-war pre-eminence in the world's mar-
kets. We are all, in theory, co-operating to this end :

our hearts swelling with ideals, our mouths big with

quotations from the text-books of political economy.

In practice— in practice the employers are profiteering,

the employed are slacink, and tiie Government is

governing—too much !

We have all been hard at it, for 15 months—recon-

structing; and we have arrived at notliing more tan-

gible than a complicated triangular quarrel, in which

each blames the other two. Leaving the Government
out of it—would that we could !—the quarrel between

Capital and Labour has developed to a pitch at which
collaboration between them for any common end seems

hopeless. Each has its own theory of the lines on which
reconstruction should go ; and, of course, that tlieory

is fundamentally unacceptable to the other.

The trouble with all their theories is that they are

based on class selfishness. To the capitalist, reconstruc-

tion means more profits : to the workman it means liigher

wages ; and each thinks the other's advantage incom-

patible with his own. Between the two the country's

advantage, the common weal, is altDi^etiier lost si>rht of.

But 7iational prosperity, increased profits and higher

wages are not inconqjatible. The first, the one

essential, is to fuse the opposing interests of employer

and employed. If, for instance, we were all capitalists,

or if we were all workers, our interests would be identi-

cal. With nothing to quarrel about, we should have

nothing to do but inaugurate the Golden Age. We have

to meet on common ground before we can set out to-

gether on the path to national prosperity. And that

conunon ground lies much further from the capitalist

than from the labour man. It is the capitalist, tliere-

fore. who must make the first step towards it.

A few steps Iiave been taken by individual capitalists.

Little, timid, faltering steps; social clubs, model vil-

lages, bonuses, and profit-sharing schemes. Half-

hearted, grudging experiments, eyed askance by Labour.

They leave the enq)loyer still so far from the conunon
•rioiind that tlie employed has not thought it worth

wliile to make a move towards it.

" These are very pretty notions,"' says he, " but I

suspect I'll pay for 'em in the long run."

You offer a man paid by the hour a bonus for com-

pleting a certain job in a stated time; say, a day's

extra pay. He smiles; quietly goes on "soldiering,"

and draws an extra week's money for the same amount
of work.
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The inducement is too small. You expect too much
quid for your q^o. In siiort, you must make up your
mind really to give sometiiing—something big, and
witiiout obvious return; to take many long, decided

steps to that common ground aforesaid.

"Oh, yes!" says Labour. "National reconstruc-

tion. Co-operation. You talk, and you talk . . . and
then you roll oft in your car to Park Lane, and I battle

fiU' the 'l)iis to Hattei-.sea. I'nited efforts—mutual bene-

fits. Soft tiling for you; but what price me?"
Of course, he's a narrow-minded materialist, en-

viously blind to the idealism of your altruistic schemes
of reconstruction. But having been foolish enough to

educate him, you can hardly be surprised that he has
learned to think. He expresses himself crudely, maybe;
but his thoughts are the obvious ones, and his phrases
to the point. Be candid, capitalist. Ask yourself

:

How can I expect from my co-worker enthusiastic sup-
port of anj- campaign of national reconstruction which
gives me pounds and him pence; or expect his grateful
admiration of paltry profit-sharing schemes the in-

variable basis of which is that his share of my profits

shall be strictly and narrowly limited?
The fallacy—the key to the whole problem—lies in

those words " my profits " which came so naturally, so
instinctively, to j-our mind. If, now, you could only
bring yourself to the realisation that they are also " his
profits," that he is a shareholder in your concern, !n

short, a capitalist like yourself, how immensely it would
clarify the issue !

(In parenthesis, this is not, as you may perhaps be
inclined to dub it, an essay in cheap socialism, but a
logical attempt to argue from fundamentals to a work-
able scheme of co-operation between the apparently
opposed interests of Capital and Labour. If some cf
the arguments savour of the Bolshevik, it is because the
few solid truths on which are based the futile dreams
of so-called socialism are fundamental to the present
problem.)

We have arrived, then, at the point of considering
the claim of the employe to be called a capitalist.

The usual idea of ' a capitalist is a person whose
capital consists of cash, or assets easily and quickly
convertible into cash. This capital he has acquired by
thrift, by trading, by speculation, or by inheritance
from others who have acquired it in tlie same way.
By whatever fair means he has come by it, we are
agreed (bar our Bolshevik friend, from whom we here
part company) that he is fully entitled to do what he
will with it—squander it, spend it, invest it. If he
elects to do the last, he becomes the Capitalist, with a
capital C, who figures so largely in the Labour Mem-
ber's speeches.

He may invest this capital of his in a business which
he himself controls, or in a company controlled by
others. He is either employer or shareholder : and iii

either capacity he expects a return for his capital.
But he will wait a very long time for it, unless he him-
self introduces, or pays others to introduce, other forms
of cajiital. Money alone will not beget money. It is
like muck, they say, no u.se unless it be spread. Like
muck. too. which won't produce flowers wii:;>,iit the
aid of soil. sun. and rain, it needs the help of h:ain and
muscle to produ.-e that tender flower, a dividend.

There, then, are the other forms of capital es.scntial
to the development of any business: brains and muscles.
Take the case of a professional man. sav a doctor. His
material assets may be practicallv nil", and if he can
do nothing better than contemidate his bank balance
he will speedily find himself in the workhouse. But by
making use of his other forms of capital—his specialised
training, his medical knowledge, his surgeon's skill-
he makes a living, and presently finds himself in Harlev
Street. The capital on which he earns his dividend is
not his material capital, but his physical and mental
capital.

Take, at the other extreme, a score of ignorant multi-
millionaires, who pool their fortunes, and buv mam-
moth works and palatial offices, e(ini]qjed with valuable

stock and expensive machinery, marble staircases, and
complicated card-index systems. They then retire to

smoke Coronas in a mahogany-panelled board room, and
await results. Nil ! They iiave overlooked the neces-

sity of introducing other forms of capital; forgotten

to engage managers, foremen, clerks, and workmen,
who posses those other forms of capital.

Thus, logically considered, material assets, although

they have arrogated to themselves the sole title of

cai>ital, are really the lowest form of capital; for alone

thoy cannot earn a dividend, whereas brains and
muscles, the higher forms, can, and commonly do, earn

a dividend without the aid of money. Naturally,

however, the best results are obtained by the combination
of all forms of capital—brains and muscles, and mate-
rial assets; as in the case of all trading and manufac-
turing concerns.

Let us consider the case of an ordinary limited com-
pany, a firm, say, of dynamo manufacturers. The
capital—the material assets that figure in the balance

sheet—has been put up by a number of shareholders,

who hold, some ordinary, others preference shares. At
the end of the trading year they receive dividends pro-

portionate to their holdings. They say as they hand
the cheque across the breakfast table to their admiring
wives, " See what my capital has earned me! " What
is more, they believe it— implicitly. ' If they consider

the matter at all, they think that by some mysterious
process of spontaneous generation their big cheque has
turned itself over in its sleep, and become the father

of a promising family of little cheques. And they let

it go at that.

But, of course, they are quite wrong. What has
earned them their dividend is not their capital, which
has been little more than a convenient tool, but the other

and higher forms of capital used in the concern, in

the shape of the character, business acumen, and powers
of organisation of the managing directors, and to a

less degree of the other directors, the training and ex-

perience of the managers and foremen, the technical

accomplishments of the draughtsmen, the accuracy of

the clerical staff, and the highly specialised skill or

sheer physique of the workmen. These form the true

capital which has earned the shareholder his dividend.

And the more this capital is developed, and the more
valuable it becomes, the greater the dividend it earns.

For whom? Not for the real owners of it, but for the

shareholder, whose own capital remains the same as

when he first introduced it. It may have acquired an
increased nominal value on the Stock Exchange, but it

is a fictitious one—a parading of borrowed plumes.
There lies the crux of the whole problem. On the

one hand you have the men of money, on the other the

men of brains and muscle. Each contributes capital

to the business. It flourishes and develops. In this

development the brain and muscle are active agents, the

money a passive tool. But the increased value of the

business benefits the contributors of one kind of capital

only; the stationary capital, the money. The others

—

they get tlieir fixed pay. In other words, the possible

earnings of the lower form of capital are almost un-
limited ; those of the higher form, definitely limited.

There will be no solution of the present economic
problem : there will be no co-operation in reconstruc-

tion ; until it is recognised that every member of a

firm, shareholders and employes, are contributors in

different degrees and kinds to the working capital, and
as such should be given equal opportunities, in propor-
tion to their respective contributions, of sharing, with-
out limit, in the development of the firm.

(7V. he cn„tiiuiid.)

Egyptian State Railways.—H.]\r. Commercial Agent for

E^ypt has been informed on irood authority that it is ealculatfd
that durin? the nest live yfars the Eijyptian State Railways will

require about £2,OuOOUO for permanent-way reuewaU and minor
bridges. .ilS.OOO.nOO for engines and rollinsr stock, £1,.500.000 for

larger bridges, £.')00,000 for telegraphs and telephones, as well as
aiditional sums for other improvements.
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A.I. ELECTRIC RESISTANCE WELDING.

The subject of electric welding is one which was very much
to the fore during the war, and many and valuable were

the discoveries and improvements made. One of the most

pioiiiising was thi- extension of " j'esi.stance " welding, and

iii conn«'ti()ii with this metliod we were privileged la.st week

to in.spect at the works of the A.I. Manufacturing Co., of

Bradford, a most instructive demonstration of the capabilities

of .some of the welding appliances made by this enterprising

linn.

The A.I. Co. is a descendant of the old firm of Armatage

and Ibbetson, which during the war entered u^wn munition

work, in course of which it hati to niake use of such welders

as could then be obtamed. ILiis .showed the utility and also

the weaknesses of this kind <ji plant, and snuc the armistice

the firm has develo[>ed a very lull series of welders for spot,

seam, and butt welding, as well as for the heating of rivets.

The range now covers eight maclnnes for spot work, deal-

ing with metals up to J m. in thickness or " j in. added,"

as it IS termed, seven machines for seam welding up to

;i/l(i in. "added," and thirteen machines for butt welding;

the.se la.st will deal with anything between, say, the fila-

ment of a tungsten lamp ajul a steel plate of 10 sq. in.

section.

\\e have, from time to time (Elec. Eev., March 'ilst,

1919, p. 3ii3), noted various apparatus for this duty, and
whilst the dilieient ruachines have then- own special features

the demonstration given by the A.i. Co. .showed that its

outfit was fully capable of doing all that was claimed for

it, and incidentally the claims are by no means few.

Amongst those who had accepted invitations were repre-

sentatives of the Admiralty, railway companies, shipbuilders,

mechanical and electrical engineering farms, together with

many of the leading manufactm'ers of hollow ware and
similar articles.

The company's works are well organised for its puriMse.

and are laid out for mass production of the main standards

and frames of all machines. The various attachments for

spot and seam welding, for example, have been so designed

tliat whilst a line of standard machines is built for a. si>ecified

result, it is quite a simple matter to change over from one
class of work to another. A feature to which special atten-

tion has been paid is the design and fixing of the tran.sformer.

It is claimed that its efficiency is much higher than

is u.sual for this class of marliine and the tracing of the

secondary conductor is certainly mechanically sound. The
actual voltage of the seccjndary is, of cour.s<>, quite low, but

the amperage of the larger weldcis reaches a value of several

thousands. A .switch is provided for altering the transformer

taps so a.s to control the required welding heat. -Ml machines
are very .simple and easy to o|K'rate, so that quite unskilled

labour can be employed, .\utcimatic trip switches are fitted

si> that when .set repetition work can be turned out very

rapidly with the full assurance that the work will not he
unsound. The pressure necessary for "^ up.setting ' on butt

welding is obtained by springs which are adjustable to meet
the full range of work of which the machine is capable.

The [x>wer taken varies from about H k.\'.a. in the small sets

to 80 K.\..\. in the larger butt welders.

At the works all classes of welders were sliown in operation.

Spot and .seam machines were dealing with thin shifts, and
the ea.se and .speed with which a box or ilrum could be jointed

up was very fully demonstrated. Spot welding vnn al.so he

done with the sjiots so close together that, in effect, it be-

comes a .seam weld, and is particularly useful when the

welding line or edge is irregular. Machines of thi,s cla.ss are

power driven—the top and movable arm making, as it were,
many .strokes or contacts per minute as the work demands.
The larger machines for both spot and butt welding were

also in use—one interesting job l)eing the welding of .several

steel tires for heavy motor vehicles. This was done by what
is called a llasli weld, i.i\, the rough edges of the joint arc

gradually burnt away, until fusion takes place across the full

width. To the visitor the pnx-ess is .somewhat wpectacular

—

the welding being accompanied by a fin<' pyrotechnic display.

,'\nother machine dealt with the welding of steel rods, one
test being the jointing of a piece of Vickers vanailium to a

length of mild .steel, the section of both being 1 in. by i in.

A .special portable machine for welding stator conductors in

position was also on view.

.\ large number of specimen welds was shiwn, ranging from
the thinnest wire used in jewelU'ry and platinuin lips for

bell contacts, up to large rods and plates. Special attention

was directed to the welding of two metals hitherto found to

liave been difficult to deal wijth by this nietlKid, viz.. soft stei'l

to nickel, but saiii)iles of this work in comu'ction with spark
jilugs and other articles were .shown.

-\ noticeable exhibit was .some \'2 in. by i in. steel plates,

to which at one end were welded .similar plates by the oxy-
acetvlene process, whilst at the other end wei-e plates spot
welded by the A.I. Co. These welds had I.cmi made in order
that compaiative tests of the two metluids ini^;ht bi^ eaiiicd

out, and the whole of the work is under the general super-

vision of the .Vdiiiiralty, which will make the actual tests.

.•\ rivet heating machina was also at work, and clearly de-

moiistrati'd the advantages of this inetiiod. The general ar-

rangement r)f a :i-liead livet heater is shown in fig. I. The
rivets are (|iiickly heated, and it was interesting to obst'ivi-

that wlu'n the end to be upset was at the prol>er temix^ra-

ture the head already formed was much e(H)ler.' Heating
l)y this means results in very clean rivets, and with the use (

f

multiple head machines riveting btK;oines almost a continuous
process.

Data regarding the current consumption, &c., for welding
are as under :

—
For spot welding M.S. clean plate, the single metal thick-

ness varies from No. 34 S.W.G. to i in.; added thicknes,s from
(1.0184 to i in.; number of welds per KW.-hr. from 4,(KKI to S;

time of each weld from 0.25 to 1-5 seconds; and the diameter
of the spot from 1/lG to | in.

For butt welding M.S. clean bar. the section of the mate-
rial varies from No. 24 to 2 in. ; area of rcKl from 0.000:1.S to 3.14

in.; number of welds per unit from 1.5,0011 to 0.77; and the
time per weld from 4 to Ij .seconds.

For seam welding M.S. clean plate the single metal
thickness varies from 34 to Ifi S.W.G. ; added thickness from
0.0IS4 to 0.128 in.; length of weld from ^'>0 to 30 ft. per
unit; and the speed of welding from 12 to ft. per minute.

^
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Rivet heating data according to the type of in.uliine u.sed

are as follows :

—

The size of rivet varies from .O/ll'i by •; in. to 1 by li in.;

output per hour on 3-head machine from 2.000 to l(Kl; and
the number of rivets heated inn- unit from 200 to 31.

l''or drawing and forming work on <-ertain materials the
dies should be heated, and a convenient method of doing .so is

by means of the application of electricity. Whenever a heat-

ing appliance of this nature is required the firm can supply
the heating device S(>parately, if desired, or ready fixed

to the ina<-liine wluMi ordered.
.\rter the demonstration dinner was served in the com-

pany's well-appuinti'il canteen, at which the genial works
manager, Mr. K. F. Woodburn, pr<'sidcil. I hiring the course

of his few remarks. Mr. \V(Xidl)Uin s|X)ke of the enthusiasm
which permeated the whole of the stall, who, one and all.

believed they were engaged in the manufacture of ail article

which would apiueciablv assi.st in improving and exteiuling

the trade of the kingdom.
The thanks of the visitors were s\iitablv c\pies-ed bv Mr.

Piercey. of N<>w,-astle. secondel by .Mr. .1. \Vri;jlit, of the

Iiradford Corporation Kleetricity Department.
In <<)nchision, we wish to express our thanks to Mr. Wood-

l.uni and also to Mr. .1. \V. Poole an. I Mr. 11. Eastwood
fur iniirh assistance in the preparation cif this article.
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LEGAL.

Assessment of Electric Motors.

Glasgow Valuation Appeal C-oininittee has sustained by a
majority a case seiet-tecl lor deteiniining ^^here pow.er motors
in use in factories and shops should be subject to local assess-
ment. The assessor propo.sed to include motors under the
provisions of section i of the 1\KH .^ct, which gives power to
assess upon machinery for producing or transmitting "first
motive power." About '2,500 apiieals were intimated, and
it was decided to take one as a test case.

Mr. M.-icRoiiEKT, K.C., who appeared for api>ellants, said
the case simply amounted to a proposal to revolutionise assess-
ment. The e.xtraordinary ixjsition of the assessor was that
when he went into a factory he said that a motor was a
machine producing first motive power, but when he went
into the {)ower station he said the motors there were not
machines producing first motive power—that the boiler and
engine produced hrst motive ixjwer in that case. It came
to this, that wherever the as9es.sor found shops or factories
purchasing electric curi'ent from the T.C. and bringing it into
their works, and putting it through a motor, he regarded that
motor as a machine for producing or transmitting first motive
power. His (counsel's) contention was that first motive power
could be derived only from natural forces—water, coal, or air.

Mr. Fraser, K.C, for tlie assessor, contended that the
proposal was not new, and had already been decided in the
Court of Session.

Evidence was afterwaj'ds heard. Mr. R. B. Mitcliell, chief
engineer, Glasgow T.C. electricity depai-traent, asked what
he understood by " fir.st motive power," .said that in his
opinion that tenn and " prime mover " were interchangeable.
An electric motor could not be regarded as a prime mover.
First motive power was power derived from one of the
sources of energy in nature. The boiler and engines m the
T.C. electricity station used for pioducing or transmitting
first motive power were ah'eady as.sessed. If there was an
assessment put upon these motors that would be doulile
taxation. Replying to Mr. Fra.^er, w-itness said that fiist

motive i>ower was in the generating station and stopped at
the coupling on the shafting at the generating station. Aftei"

that it became second or third po^ver. Electrical energy en-
tered the motor, pas.sed tlirough. and became mechanical
energy.

Mr. R. B. M'CoLL, accountant, T.C. electricity department,
said the principle upon which the power station was assessed
was that tliey should -be rated for boilei-s, steam pipes, engines,
or turbines as first motive jxiwer. The principle of rating
had been defnied when the .Act of 1!K)'2 came into operation.

Prof. .T. D. COKMACK, Gla.sgow rniver.«ity. held that the
w^ords " lirst motive power " had no meaning for the en-
gineer. The term used by engineei's was " prime mover."
In his opinion the words of the Act " first motive power "

were meant to convey " prime mover." Similar evidence
was given by Prof. Magnus Macl^ean, Glasgow Technical
College.

In support of the psseop'^'s ca.se. Mr. Eckford. a-ssistant

assessor, Edinburgh, said that for the last ten years they
had entered in the valuation roll in Edinburgh subjects
similar to tho.se which the Glasgow a.ssessor now propo.sed to
tax. No opposition had been offered. They assesi^ed all

motors in works and shops, down to .small motors of J h.p.
Mr. Simpson, assistant asse.s.sor. Leith, .said that in Leith

they had assessed power motors in works and shops for the
fir.st time h.«t year. They had thought of it earlier, but had
been afraid to trv it.

Mr. Walker, city asse.ssor. Glasgow, said his action was
ba.'^ed on all the Vniuation .'\cts since 18.54.

The Court faund for tlie appellants on the ground that
the motoi-s were not so fixed or attached '.as to make them
heritage.

City of London Ei.ivthic T,iohting Co.. I.th.. r. Tmitioved
\\ij()i) 1'avf.ment Co., J.td.

In the King's Bench Division on March '24th. Mr. .Justice
Bailhache heard this action, l)rought if> recover for damage
done to the plaintiffs' main in St. Paul's Churchyard, London.
Mr. O'Haoan, for the plaintilVs. said that the defendants,

who were paving contractors, on March 1st, 1919, were re-
paving or relaying the south .side of St. Paul's Churchyard.
Apparently they had I'emoved the old paving, which was
laid upon concrete, pievious to laying new, and were engaged
in the process of breaking up the concrete. One of the work-
men drove either a pick or a wedge into the plaintiffs' cable
rt this sjjot, causing it to fuse and putting it out of action.
.\ representative of the defendants repoited the matter to
the plaintiff's, and on one of their employes going to the
place he found the cable was stripped for the space of about
four feet. The defendant company, continued counsel, gave
no notice to the plaintiff's of their intention to work at the
place, and did not inspect the map which the plaintiffs, under
their statute, were bound to provide and .show to per.sons
concerned to indicate the location of their mains. Tliis map
could l)e ,<¥en' at the Guildhall, and was in charge of a re-
pre^ent.ative of the plaintiff company there.

Mr. Bap.ringtun Ward, K.C, for the defence, contended

that there was no negligence on the part of the defendants,
and that the main was so near to the concrete as to expose
it to danger.
His LonDsmr found the plaintiffs had made out their case,

and gave judgment for them for A'G'i lUs., the amount claimed,
with costs.

CONTRAFLO CONDENSER & KlNETlC AlK PUMP Cc, LTD., a.

Hick, Hakgreavls & Co., Ltd.

On March '25th judgment was delivered by Mr. Justice Eve
in this action brought against defendants, ol iJolton, mauu-
factmers of the Hick Jireguet coudensmg apparatus, for

alleged infrmgemeut of the patent No. ;£J,14U of 1-Ml, granted
to Mr. D. B. Morison, ol Kichardsons, \\estgarth it Co., Ltd.,

llartleiXKjl Engine Works, Hartlepool. This patent, which
relates to " improvements in or relating to apparatus for

withdrawing condensed steam water, air, and vapour from
steam coniiensers," was amended m the year l91o. The
plaintiffs claimed that the object of the patented mvention
\\as to remedy certain defects which they alleged to exist

in the condensing apparatus patented by Sir Charles Parsons
in 1902, and which they said chiefly lay in the waste of the
heat of the steam used in the sU'am jet invented by Sir

Charles Parsons. We are informed that the defendants con-
tended, amongst other things, that the specification of the
Morison patent did not clearly define tlie iiionoiX)ly purported
to be protected, and was incapable of bearing the meaning
which the plaintiffs sought to put upon it, and Mr. Justice

Eve so decided, and dismissed the action with costs. In
the course of his judgment, Mr. Justice Eve .said that it had
to be borne in mind that the language he was called upon
to construe was the language of a man (the patentee)

thoroughly conversant with the state of the art existing when
he formed his specification, fully cognisant of, and (if the
construction claimed by the plaintiff's was the right one) quite

alive to, the defects in the existing apparatus which the
invention was designed to remedy, and comi)etent to describe

in plain and intelligible language the nature of that invention
ami the manner in which it was intended to effect the
icmedy. So approaching the .spe<-ification. the first criticism

which fixed itself on one's mind was tlie skill with which
(if the construction of the si)ecification claimed by the plain-

tiffs was right) the inventor had obscured the real nature of

his invention. In the opinion of the judge the essence of

the invention had nothing to <io with the conservation of

lieat, which lie did not think had ever presented itself to the
mind of the individual who framed the .specification. Mr.
Justice Eve also stated that, even if he could have adopted
the plaintiffs' con.stiiiction of the specification, he thought
it woulil have been very difficult to dettH't any substantial

feature in the invention not already included in the patent
of Sir Chailes Parsons, and, moreover, that if the only p<3s-

sible feature of difference from Sir Charles Parsons's patent,

which he (the judge) could detcx-t had been held sufficient to

support the. Morison patent, it would not have availed the
plaintiff's in this action, inasmuch as it was not reproduced
in the defendants' apparatus which was alleged to infringe.

The trial of the action lasted for 12 days at the end of

November and beginning of December last year. Mr. H. A.
Colefax. K.C, and Mr. James Whitehead appeared on behalf

of the plaintiffs, and Mr. T. Terrell, K.C. Mr. D. N. Kerlv,

K.C. Mr. Hunter Gray, K.C, and Mr. Courtney Terrell on
behalf of the defendants.

British Thomson-Hoi ston Co., Ltd., v. Corona Lamp
Works, Ltd.

Ml!. JrsTiCF, Saroant, in the Chancery Division, on March
:jlst, delivered his considered judgment in this action, alleg-

ing infringement of plaintiff's' patent for improvements in

electric lamps, the particular invention in question Lieing the

half-watt lamii. Ihe trial of the action lasted several days,

and many well-known experts gave evidence on one side

Ol' the other.

His Lordship said this was an action to re.^train an alleged

infringement of the plaintiffs' letters patent of 1913 granted
for improveujents in incandescent electric lamps. The lamp
in the ca.*^ was the gas-filled lamp, [popularly known as the

lialf-watt lamp, and had a large and increasing sale in this

country. The present action was. therefore, a most important
one from the commercial as well as the legal and scientific

point of view, .-^ny diiliculty he had in expres.sing his judg-
ment would be duo to the complex nature of the subject

that he liad to deal with. I'p to 1913 the incandescent lamp
in general u.'^e.was the tungsten vacuous incande.scent lamp;
during the development of that lamp the whole tendency was
to obtain a more perfect vacuum. .A good many attempts
were made to produce a good gas-filled incandescent lamp;
none, however, of the att-'.npts up to 191.'3 led to any useful
results, and no ga.s-filled lamp was then on the market. It

was in these circumstances that the plaintiff's produced their
invention. His Lord.ship procet^ded to deal with the specifica-

tion of the patent, and said the key-note of it was struck
on the first pages of tfip specification, which described it a."!

relating to a ga.s-filled lamp of higher efficiency than the
best lamp on the niarket." The specification went on to eny

that it was possible to manufacture a tungsten or other
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refra'Ctory-metal %as-filled lamp in which the loss of energy
due to beat conduction and convection could be compensated
it tbe gas employed was chemically inert and of relatively
high pressure, and tbe filament was made of large diameter
or cross-section or in a concentrated form. He took tbe view
pressed upon him by tbe plaintiffs that tbe words " con-
centrated form " meant a filament which though not origin-
ally thick had been rendered thick for tbe purposes of the
lamp by being closely coiled. The half-watt lamp used in
this country was a lamp constructed with a comparatively
thin filament which bad been coiled thick, gas-filled lamps
with uncoiled filaments being commercially unknown here.
There were all tbe usual defences, but ultimately they were
reduced to three, viz., want of invention or suBjec? matter,
insufficiency, and non-infringement. Of these the third might
be shortly disposed of. A case for infringement had been
completely established on the evidence. He thought tbe dia-

meter of tbe coil of the defendants' lamp, 8. .5 mils, was sub-
stantially of the order of 10 mils, and the figure clearly in-

dicated that it was a thick filament according to tbe plaintiffs'

specification; the defendants' lamp therefore fell within the
description contained in the plaintiffs' siieoifi.cation. On the
question of subject matter, the defendants contended that
all the elements of the problem were completely known before
1913, and that the patentees had only applied this knowledge
to tbe materials which had come into use, such as drawn
tungsten filaments, and purely inert gases, and iserhaps the
bulbs were made of glass containing fewer impurities. With
rfegard to the prior specifications, his Lordship said it had
to be remembered that up to the time of the plaintiffs' patent
the trend had for many years been in the direction of a more
and more perfect vacuum, and gas-filled lamps were not
commercially saleable. The utilisation of the new discovery
to obtain high incandescence and high efficiency by what was
at first blush a retrogressive step, was an inventive step of

a high order of merit as well as of the greatest practical

utihty. He thei'efore did not think that the disclosures m
the specifications mentioned deprived tbe plaintiffs' patent of

subject rnatter. Coming to the third and most important
objection, viz., want of sufficiency, he said the objection turned
on the use of the word "large." Ten mils was indicated as

large diameter and was recognised as such, while on the
other hand three mils seemed to be indicated as small dia-

meter. As to the meaning of the word "large " he had come
to the conclusion that the true view to take was that the
word must not be regarded absolutely in relation to mere
diameter, but meant sufficiently large to take advantage of the
new discovery as to convection or conduction losses, and
accordingly to produce such a combination that a much higher
temperature and incandescence might be obtained with a
commercial length of life. On this view there was sufficient

definition by the patentee.s of the ambit of their claim.' But
the method of giving eft'ect to the discovery was one of degree,
and the only change that was claimed was the change of de-

gree of the thickness of the filament used. A degree of

thickness that had to be ascertained not merely quantitatively
but in relation to many other factors was a poor indication

to the world at large of that which the patentees were claim-
ing to monopolise. Apparently a lamp maker desirous of

avoiding infringement must make elaborate experiments for

the purpose of ascertaining whether his gas-filled lamp had
such a degree of efficiency and length of life as to fall within
the patent : that was. he might be in danger of being chal-

lenged by the patentees. The patentees might have limit.ed

their claim so as not to be subject to criticism of that kind
and' yet have secured a most valuable monopoly. The result

would have been that while the patentees would have ac-

quired for them.=e]ve=; the best of the ground definitely ascer-

tained to be covered by the discovery, it would have been
{wssible for others to make use of the principle of tbe dis-

covery outside of that area. But the patentee.^ had not done
that, '\^'hateve^ their rea.son. it seemed to him that they
had in effect claimed the sole right comprised in the principle

and bad sought to prevent any other competitors from avail-

ini.' themselves to anv great extent of tbe principle, and had
failed to define or limit the ambit of their claim, with the
result that the patent vas bad. The action would, therefore,

be dismissed with costs.

His Ixirdsbip granted a stay on the usual terms with a view
to an appeal.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri received by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the follmuing week. Correspondents shouldforward t liti r cummuni-
catimis at the earliest possible nwnwni. No letter can be publiihtd
unless we have the writer's name and address in mir jiossessiim.

Theatre Lighting.—The low r.p. half-watt lamp has
m.ade its way into the theatre as elsewhere, but the high c.P. lamp
of this tyjje presents difficulties for tlieatrical u.se owing- to the
heat radiated necessitating: larqre'and well -ventilated fittings. Arc
lamps have hitherto been much used for the simulation of davlisrht.

twilight, and moonlig-ht efffictson thesta?e. The use of half-watt
lamps in a special horizontal fittinu described in Klecfrotfchml: mid
JfaschiMtDiJuiii, is claimed to greatly simplify the very complicated
arranprement of .self-resulatinir arcs and rotatini; colour-disks
employed up to the nresent, which required considerable skilled

.attendance. The horizontal fittinir described takes •!'.? .^OO-watt
Lamps, .and u'ives an infinite number of :uljnstnienta ami colour
effects witliout the necessity of automatically movin? disks or
sirews. being controlled by a central "dimmer" proviiled with
multiple resistance steps.

—

Technical Ilfriew.

Power from Blast Furnace Gas.

Referring to your issue of March •2Cth, and your report
of the discussion held at the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers on Mr. Fowles's paper re " Power from Blast Fur-
nace Uas," I wLsh to iK)int out that your report of my
remarks was not quite accurate.

I stated that owing to the trouble experienced with dirty
gas, my firm used an external combustion chamber having
fixed air ports, and therefore the difficulties encountered with
variations in the pressure of the gas could be readily under-
stood.

F. H. Preece.
London, E.G.
March -mh, lOAl.

Conduit Supplies and Prices.

Within the last month or two the electrical conduit situa-
tion has became somewhat acute. >«<Jt only have prices
risen, but supply has suddenly become difficult or impossible.
Even those contractors who had covered their requh-ements
by aiujile forward orders at agreed prices are now told that
they cannot be supplied. Goods ordered for, say, Janua.ry.
and not yet to hand are still vaguely uncertain in respect of
delivery. Meantime, the " heads the dealers win. tails the
contractors lose " arrangement regarding prices accentuates
the difficulty. The uncertainty regarding delivery is the
worst trouble. It looks as if the longer the. dealer can
manage to delay his deliveries the bigger price he can get
for his goods. The contractor loses further l)y delay of
work and idle time of men; so be sets out to buy anything
at all for immediate use, even though it may be sizes and
types of conduit which cost him from two to five times the
prices upon which he based his e.stimates.

A further disadvantage is occasioned in that the installa-

tions now being fitted become patchwork affairs of all sizes

and types of conduit.
The contracting industry is surely entitled to more de-

tailed information as to the repl and not merely ostensible
can.=es of this state of affairs.

If the explanation is that it pays better to send the conduit
abroad, or if certain speculators have' bought up all that
is on the market, surely it is the duty of those who make
or deal in conduit to protect the contracting trade, upon
whose business they rely and may have to rely in normal
times.

The present condition of affairs lends itself to all sorts of
favouritism and profiteering. Other electrical traders, cable
makers, for example, have not so completely failed or be-
trayed their clieots,

Donald S. Munro.
Edinburgh,
March mh. 1920.

Electricity Supply Service Costs.

You, who do so much to advance the interests of the elec-

trical world, will no doubt be interested in the methods
adopted to cultivate trade by the Nottingham Corporation.
The enclosed account speaks volumes. We require in all

something in the neighbourhood of 20 h.p. ; we have to balance
both power and liaht on a 200 volt circuit, and we also need
400 volts for special purposes.

It will be .seen that a charge is made for labour (4^1?. 4d.)

and for terminal boxes (1.59s. Id.) : the latter amount includes
cable, itc. Each of the six " t^^rmina! boxes" is within II in.

of the floor, and there is only the thickness of the wall to add.
in other words, it would be impossible to use less cable.

Our local engineer has ideas of his own : he does not like

to charge for the main fuse which protects his cables and
his station, so he drops tbe title of " main fuse," and calls

the things the " customers' terminal boxes," and then charges
at a price which must be satisfactory to the department.
Incidentally the local price per unit for light is 8d., and for

power 2id.
Here in Nottingham we do all that is possible to induce

would-be customers to do without electricity. For instance,

my firm has removed from the very centre of the citv to a
new works .situated nearlv a mile from the electricity station :

we are within forty ft. of a main road on which the tramcnr."!

run, nevertheless we have had to u.=e everv provision of the

Act to compel the Corporation to lay down the necessary cable.

and, will it be believed, this new cable is insufficient fo

supply a large factory just 120 y.nrds further down the nod I

Tbe writer gathered the necessarv six renu'sitioners for

supply, and in order to save loss of time .ngreed himself fn be

responsible for tile 20 percent, consumption on outlay; three

months has elapsivl, but the Corporatioii has not Vet find

time to cnnnoct up anv of the other requisitioners; Tn addi-

tion to the six requisitioners. quite a number of other shop-

keeper? (|re already " wired up " ready for connet'tion, and
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(hiB lack of business principle is keeping scveial electrical

i-ontractors out of their money, for clients natui-ally refuse to

pay for the wiring, &c., until the lurrent is on.

And the never-to-bc-sullieicntly-danincd LocaJ Govcrnnieut

lioard leaves us to .stew in our own juice. At all events, the

Jioard ought to .stop in and .say : Those main fuses are for

your own protection ; they are under your control, and it is

illegal for you to chaige consumers for them.

By the by, as I icad the Act, such things as maximum
demand meters, and other meters must be placed on the

undertaker's side of the consumer's tenninals; that part of

the Act is totally ignored by our local big wigs.

H. W. Cox.

Nottingham,
March 31sf, 1920.

The Commercial Efficiency of Fuel.

My attention has been drawn to Mr. Barfield's letter in

your issue of March 19th, and more particularly to your edi-

torial comment on this letter.

Mr. Barfield complains that Dr. Walter did not make the

best case possible for electric furnaces. I would like to point

out, however, that Dr. Walter was speaking on behalf of the

gas industry.

I am not quit* certain, therefore, whether your comments
refer to Dr. Walter's presentation of the niatter, or to the

part taken by those members of this territorial centre who
stated the case for electricity. If you refer to the latter, I

venture to think that your comment is unjust. It was the

general view of those present that the statement for electricity

was put very ably and successfully in the very short time

which was available in one evening's discussion.

I would like to add that the report of the debat<^ given in

your issue of February 27th did not, by any means, do justice

to the remarks made by the appointed speakers for electricity.

C. C. Garrard,
Chairman of the South Midland Trrritorial

Centre of the Institution of Electrical

Birmingham.
April 1st, 1920.

Engineers.

[The report which we published was provided by the only

shorthand retwrter. we believe, who was present at the

meeting, and who. in a covering letter, said :
" According

to agreement between the two societies every speech has been

corrected, and where necessary rewritten before being allowed

to be sent to thp technical Press." We have reason tn believe,

however, that Mr. Wood's remarks were entirely rewritten.

and his corrections, forw.irded later than those of other

speakers, were not embodied in the report, nor have we
received them. So far as Mr. Wood is concerned, therefore,

we offer no criticism ; but we adhere to our opinion as to

the rest of the debate that the case for electricity was not

adequately presented.—Eds. Elec. Eev.]

Wages in Kinemas and in the Electrical Industry.

I have just read with interest a letter wi-itten by Mr. G. E.

Mooi-e in the Electrical Revievi' of March 'i6th, 1920.

His ai'ticle that he mentions (Electricity and Ivinemato-

graphy) unfortunately I missed. From the tone of his letter

I feel it must have been interesting. I should be glad if

through your columns you would allow me . to point out

one or two errors that Mr. Moore has made.
First, the E.T.U. rules require that a man must have had

five years' experience before he is allowed to become a chief

operator. Again, the wage of £5 is very, very rare—^in fact,

only in the Newcastle and London districts has that been
attained. Before me now 1 have working rules, &c., of vaiious

districts of the United Kingdom, as I am hoping to form a
kinema section of the E.T.U. in and around Burnley. Mr.
Moore's letter is not very compluuentary to the operator,

and an outsider would read it as such—but to one who knows
his business, the letter only goes to prove that Mr. Moore's
friend of the Midlands was not an operator—only a handle-
tunier; and as a handle-turner he would not be getting any-
thing like £5 per week; more likely i£3. The uudei'signed

was considered the best-paid man in this district—my ex-

perience covers 15 years in various branches of the electrical

kinema and variety industries. Wages £3 5s. My duties
were all running repairs of National gas engine of 25 h.p.,

Mather & Piatt 1(X) volt, 160 amp. dvnamo, stage lighting,

hall Ughting, all extra wiring, average 14,000 ft. to 15,000 ft.

programme twice weekly, and three kine-machine fans, 'phones
and bells, and to keep everything in perfect order occupied
50 to 60 hours' work per week, -\gain, has Mr. Moore had
to stand or sit in a confined space averaging 10 ft. by 12 ft.

for hours at a stretch with the temjicrature anything from
90 deg. to 110 deg.. and the strain of knowing that hundreds
of lieople are dependent upon his level-hcadedness to prevent
panic—not fire? He also says, in the case of a reported fire,

that the plain fact was there should have bcv'ii no fire. That
fsentence proves to me that Mr. Moore knows very little

roncerniug the construction of a kinema machine. It is

possible for the best and coojest of men to have a fire; but

it is the coolest of men that prevent that ire spreading and
creating panic.

Fifty shillings a week is a common wage to-day for kinema
opcratiors, because there are so many handle-turners in the

game who do it as a part-time occupation.

The E.T.U. is certainly lighting very hard for the operator,

but before a man can become a member and qualify for the

£o or £i 10s. wage he has to prove his worth.

In closing, I may say that I have recently left the kinema
industry, and am working for the Burnley Corporation, and
I find my hours less and my wage considerably improved.

Albert J. Cutler.

Padiham.
April '2nd, 1920.

The Portsmouth " Leader " Cable.

The note which appeared in your issue of the 20th inst.

bristles with points of material interest. ITie system of using

a cable laid below water in estuaries of rivers, hai'bours, and
other like applications, and using high-frequency alternating

currents as a means of guiding ships in fog and other such
ciicurastances, was invented by my colleague. Captain A. H.
Binyon, M.I.Mar.B., in 1912, in connection with which
Captain .'V. H. Binyon propo.sed using my " Paragon " high
and variable-frequency alternators, &c.

Bearing in mind the enormous value of such a means of

guiding ships, so easily brought about in all conditions of eea

and weather, my opinion is that the Board of Trade should

make its application compulsory at all points along our shores.

Especially is this " Paragon-Binyon " system suitable for

installation near sand banks, &c.. and its application is so

simple, and its use so effective, that it is wonderful that
" Loyds " or some other maritime insurance company does not

insist on its application. I think the shipping companies
should have their attention drawn to this very effective method
of saving lives, and also keeping time under certain conditions

around these shores.
William P. Durtnall,

Captain, M.I.Mar.E., M.I.Loco.E.
London, S.W.,

March 11th, 1920.

Whitley Councils.—The London District Council, Area
No. 10. for the Electricity Supply Industry, was formed last month,
the following beinjr its composition :

—

Chairman.—Mr. Alderman J. A. G. Beaumont.
Vice-chairman.—Mr. K. Cruse, Amalgamated Society of Tool-

makers.
Joint secretaries for Employers' aide.—Mr. Arthur J. Fuller,

Electricity Works, Fulham, S.W. fi—Telephone. Putney 2479 ; Mr.
A. F. Harrison, City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd., 1-2,

Great Winchester Street, E.C. 2—Telephone. London Wall 9329.

Secretary for Unions' aide.—Mr. W. .T. Webb. Electrical Trades
Union, 14, Bald\vin'8 Gardens, Gray's Inn Road, E,C. 1—Telephone,
Holborn 474.5.

Me.mbers of the Di.strict Council (Area 10), 1920—1921.

For the Employers.

Municipal itie.s.—Metropolitan Boroughs—Mr. Alderman .1. A. G,
Beaumont. St. Marylebone ; Mr. Councillor A. J. Bamford,
Bermondsey ; Major C. R. Attlee, J.P., Stepney ; Mr. P. A. Bond.
Battersea ; Jlr. Arthur J. Fuller. Fulham.
Urban District Councils—Mr. Councillor W. F. Goodrich, Wat-

ford ; Mr. Councillor A. Attwell, J.P.. Walthamstow.
Corporations—Mr. Alderman Dudley Stuart, J.P., Wimbledon

;

Mr. Councillor Geo. Croot, West Ham.
L.C.C.—Mr. P. L. Riviere.

( onipanie.i.—London Companies—Mr. A. P. Harrison, secretary
of City of London Co. : Captain W. R. Rendell. g'eneral manag:er.
Metropolitan Co. ; Messrs. F. C. McQuown, secretary. County of

London Co. : C. G. Stanesby, secretary, Charing Cross and West End
Co. ; H. W. .Miller, engineer. Kensington and Knightsbridge Co. ;

Mai'k Feetham. superintending engineer, London Electric Supply
Corporation ; R. S. Downe. euerineer and general manager, Brompton
and Kensington Co. ; H. P. Gaze, executive engineer. Central
Electric Co.

Provincial Comp.anies—Messrs. M. Farrer, resident engineer,
Twickenham and Teddmgton Co. ; K. A. Scott Moncrieff, Hendou
Electric Supply Co.

Fur till- Eiiijiloi/eK.

Electrical Trades rnid^.- Messrs. W. J. Webb, W. Westfallen, J.

Membery, W. Needham. H. H. Morton, T. A. Goode.
National f'nion of Enginemen, Firemen, SiX.—Messrs. J. Meakin,

W. Weeks. W. Chapman.
Workers' I'niun.—Messrs. L. White, J. .Smith, F. Bosenburg.
Xational Union of General Worhers.—Messrs. 0. Borgia, F,

Gilbert, C. Skinner.
Amalqamuted Sociei

if of Toolmalters.—Mr. T. Enibbs.
Ducher.s r«;»«.—Mr. W. Pugh.
Steam Engine Makers.—Mr. R. Bates.
Ainalgamated[SociHy of Engineers.— ——

>
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BUSINESS NOTES.

The New Railway Rates.—'I'he Railway Clearing House
has issued a pamphlet showing very clearly in table form the effect

of the new raihvay rates on the cost of various items grointr to make
up the cost of living. The rates selected cover the carriage of food-

stuffs and merchandise to towns in all parts of Great Britain, and
the difference in individual items consequent upon the change
appears to be very small. How much difference will be added to

the retailer's charges it will be interesting to note. The effect of

the charges on bacon, for example, from London to Peterborough
is Id. on 10 lb. What will the purchaser of 1 lb. pay toward the

new railway rate .'

An Inqoiry from Peru.—The Department of Overseas
Trade C'^o. Old yueen Street, ti.W. 1) has received a communication
from a firm in Lima. Peru, asking that United Kingdom manu-
facturers should quote them prices c.i.f . Callo for complete electric

light plants (2.') to 185 lamps), motors of 7-8 b.h.p. and upwards,
complete windmill pumps and accessories, and other machinery, &c.

The necessary particulars can be obtained from the Department.

New Belgian Company.—La Societc des Fils et Cables
Electriques is the name of a new company which has just been
formed in Brussels' with a capital of 1,000,000 fr., to manufacture
electric wire and cables.

Patentees and Income-Tax.—In a letter on this

subject, Mr. C. H. ToUey, A.C.I.S , L.A.A., points out that the

report of the Royal Commission on Income-Tax contains several

proposals of particular interest to patentees, and the owners of

trade marks.
In the first place, as all profits are to be assessed whether of a

capital nature or not. or whether annual or "non-recurring." it

would appear that in future all patentees will be chargeable
with tax on the sales of their inventions whether it is the first

or not.

Then as to depreciatio", the Commissioners hesitate a good deal,

and consider that patents should be distinguished from copyright
and trade marks ; but, generally speaking, they consider that no
allowance should be made where patents or trade marks are in the
hands of the original owner, nor where they have been purchased,
and the vendor is within the scope of British income-tax. If,

however, they were purchased of a vendor not subject to British
tax, they appear to agree that they should be treated as other
wasting assets, that is to say, granted an allowance equal to a
sinking fund for the difference between their life and '.V) years.

They also recommend that the patentee should be granted a
similar allowance in " respect of the proved costs of experimenting
and patenting whether he works the patent himself, or lets it on
royalty. If the patent is sold outright the allowance should be
granted to the purchaser."

War Claim by the Chloride Co.—The Chloride Klec-
trical Co., of Manchester, appeared before the Royal Commission
on Awards to Inventors, at Queen Anne's Gate Buildings, to claim
a royalty of r>d. for each of their improvements to electrical

accumulators supplied to the Ministry of Munitions through
four accumulator firms, on the ground that the Ministry had
advised the claimants ihat they would be responsible for royalt.y

payments. The claim covered the sale of .53.000 improvements, as

afca,inst the Ministry's figure of 18,000. After hearing the
claimants' statement, Mr. Justice Sargant suggested th.at the

Chloride Co. and the Ministry representatives should go into the
matter of the figures, and, if they could come to an agreement, he
thought the royalty of expenses on each accumulator supplied
was not unreasonable.— M'e.itminster (ia:ette.

Selling Organisation.—For the purpose of strengthening
their selling organisation, Mks.-^rs. Georue Kent, Ltd.. have
arranged for the holding of periodical conferences between the
" Knights of the Road." the sales department, and representatives

of the production side. The first such conference was held on
Friday. March 26th, followed by a luncheon and discussion at the
Connaught Rooms.

Australian Developments.— -^t the end of January the
City Electric Light Co., Ltd. (Brisbane), resolved to issue 125,000
£1 preference shares (7 percent, cumulative) at par for develop-
ments of the undertaking.

E.D.A. Activities,—^ome recently-received pamphlets from
the British Electrical Development .Association strike a very
artistic note, and, as usual, the personal appeal is very prominent.
' Light in the Home" possesses an attractive cover reproducing a
water-colourstudy. This booklet demonstrates beauty and efficiency
in house lighting, and several good photographs are employed to
illustrate the advice given. The pamphlet l)earing the announce-
ment " House to Let," dealing with domestic appliances, should
secure a great deal of attention at the present time, although
addressed chiefly to '' owner-occupiers." " Just a Turn of a Switch

'

emphasises the utility and labour-saving propensities of electricity
in the home. The economic side of the industry is put forward; >

the consumer in a pamphlet "Coal and Electricity for Domestic
Use,'' which explains why costs vary in different districts. Many
other publications dealing with electricity for domestic purivises
acjompany tliose mentioned above, and as they an^ " readalile, " the
averaeo householder, who looks with apprehension on seini-sciiMitific

circulars, will most certainly be interested in them, and they should
ac'iieve their object,

New French Company.— f-a Societc Hydro-Electrique
du Sud-Est is the name of a new company which has lately been
formed in Paris (94, Rue St. Lazare), with a capital of 2,000.000 fr.

Trade Annonncements.—^Ir. F. Wood, who has for

many years past represented the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co.
in India, wUl shortly return to England, and be located at the
company's head office in London. The representation of the
company will be taken over by Mr, Rowla.nd Jon'ES, who was an
officer in the British Army during the war. and previous to this

was with the Great Indian Peninsular Railway. Mr. Jones is at

the company's Bombay office, Pathe Building, Ballard Pier Fort,

Bombay.
MES.SES.F.C.MiCKLEWRiGHTi; Co., electrical engineers, have taken

new premises at the Bower Engineering Works, Warwick Lane,
Maidstone.
Mb. J. E. Dyson, electrical engineer and contractor, has

removed from Shambles Lane, Huddersfield, where he has been
established for over 20 years, to 1, Ramsden Street, Huddersfield.

We regret to find that an error occurred in our notice of

March 26th (page'.^M) respecting the firm of A. G. and J. Smith,
of Kilmarnock. It is Mr. Joseph Smith, who has retired from the
firm, not Mr. .A. G. Smith. It is the latter who is continuing the

business on his own account, and is attending to debts, &c.

Messrs. B.K.B. Electric Motors, Ltd., have returned to

their original offices (now vacated by the Government) at Fins-

bury Court, Finsbury Pavement, B.C. 2. Telegraph numbers :

"London Wall" 5630-1.

The works, business, stocks, patents, &c., of Engineering and Arc
Lamps, Ltd., have Ijeen taken over by a new company with the
title of Engineer INO .\nd Lighting Eqdip.ment Co., Ltd.
The entire staff- of the old company has been taken over.

The business will Ije continued with the same manufactures, and
some new articles which are to be introduced shortly.

Messrs. P.vrker. Winder i: Achurch, Ltd., have commenced
business as electrical engineers and contractors at Broad Street,

Birmingham, and they are specialising in country-house installa-

tions and general contracting work. Catalogues and lists of motors,

switchgears. and other accessories are asked for.

Messrs. Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., have
appointed Messrs. F. Hiorth & Sous, Josefinegade 13, Christiania,

Norway, agents for VVild-Barfield electric furnaces for Norway and
Denmark. A furnace will be erected at the address mentioned, and
demonstrations will be given there.

Catalogues and Lists.—Holophaxe, Ltd., 1:.', Carteret

street. Queen Anne'a Gate, S.W. 1.—Illustrated and priced pamphlet
describing various types of " Holophane" reflectors for shop-window
lighting.

The 'Vaughan Crane Co., Ltd., Opeiishaw. Manchester,

—

A new 100-page catalogue illustrating the range of the company's
manufactures. This is a handsomely-bound volume, and contains

a large number of photographs of installations carried out in

various industrial shops, &c. The main part is devoted to elec-

trically-driven cranes, but a few " hand-power '' types are also

given.

General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.G. i.

—Bulletin Jfo. 1. "Important Plant" (60 pages). An intere-sting

book consisting chiefly of photographs of installations of electrical

plant Ijy the G.E. Co.. including turbo-alternators, D.C. and A.C.

generators, rotary converters, motors, and motor-generators. A
list is given of some of the more important orders executed by the

company, containing the names of many large industrial under-

takings and municipalities. The G.E. Co. has also sent a copy of a

folding card of comparison tables of the old and new standards and
other information for the use of wiremen. Copies of this will be

sent to all interested firms upon application to the head ofiice.

Enginering and Lighting Equipment Co., Ltd., Sphere

Works, St. Albans, Herts.— "Fittings for Half-watt Lampe"
(35 pages) An illustrated list of various types of lanterns, globes,

reflectors, i:c., giving prices in each case.

The E-xcelsior Shade Manufacturing Co., 1, Hounds Gate,

Nottingham.—An artistic catalogue of " Betterway " specialities for

electric lighting work, illustrating shades, pendants, A:c.

Messrs. Hi(;gs Bros.. Dynamo Works, Sand Pits, Birmingnam.— " Monthly Magazine," Vol. II, No. 2 (24 pp.), giving a list of

motors and dynamos in stock, and notes cm removing pulleys and
couplings.

Medical Engineering Co., 71a, Englefield Road, N.— Illus-

trated price list (Section M, 12 pp.) of small-power D.C. motors,

gcLcrators and converters, ranging from ^., h.p. to n h.p., also

polishing motors, fans and power motors of J to ,' h.p., with speed-

reducing gear.

Railway Traffic. — The Mansion House Association

on Railway and Canal Traffic has recently published its reply to

14 questions on the problem of railway transport put to it and

arious other Associations of the same nature by the Ministry of

ansport. The 14 points are exhaustively dealt with, and

conclusion comiilaints received from the Association's members

are u.sed for the purpose of emphasising the injury caused to the

interests of tr.ailers liy restrictive regulations maile by the railway

companies, and request is made that ample protection 1k> afforded

to traders wlien the new scheme is formulated by the Ministry of

Transport,
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Book Notices.—"(iattie Committee. Report of the
Departmental Cuininittee, tofrether with an analytical reply by the
New Trans|X)rt Co.. Ltd." 'Mi pp. London : The New Transport
Co. Price 2s. (id.—This publication, to quote the foreword, is to
show " that the Committees Report is against the weight of
evidence, and that it should not be accepted." The report is jriven

in full, and the criticisms and replies to the Committee's statements
are placed on pafjos oi)po8ite to each item.

" Electrical Practice in Collieries." By D. Burns. Pp. viii +
407. 241 liofs. London : Chas. GrilHn & Co. Price lOs. i;d. net.

" Radio Engineerintf Principles. ' by II. Lauer and H. L. Brown.
Pp. xiv + 30(1 : 241 lig-8. London : Hill Publishing: Co., Ltd.
Price 21s. net.

" The New Rhine." 16 pp. By R. Gelpke. civil eng-ineer and
Member of the Swiss Parliament. London : La Xouvelle Societc
Helvetique.—This pamphlet presents Switzerland's position with
regard to clauses in the Peace Treaty regulations by which France
is to be permitted to use the hydraulic resources of the Rhine from
Hasle to Lauterburg, and thus interfere with Switzerland's sole
access to the North Sea.

The Syndics of the Cambridge University Press announce a
forthcoming treatise on "Thermodynamics," by Sir J. Alfred
Ewing, Principal of the University of Edinburgh, who was Pro-
fessor of Applied Mechanics at Cambridge, jnd subsequently
Director of Naval Education. The volume treats the subject
mainly from an engineering standpoint.

' Preliminary Report upon Possible Development of Hydro-
Electric Power in British Guiana " (39 pp.) By Stafford X. Comljer,
Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Georgetown,
Demerara :

" The Argosy " Co.
" Works Committees and Industrial Councils : Their Beginnings

and Possibilities." By the Right Hon. J. Whitley. A lecture given
in the Department of Industrial Administration, College of
Technology, Manchester, October 7th, 1919. London : Longmans,
Green i^: Co. Price Is. net.

Scientific Papers of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, No. 370.
"A New Form of Vibration Galvanometer" (8 pp.); No. 1-55.

"Cements for Spark-Plug Electrodes" (10 pp.): and No. 3l>6.

"Contrast Sensibility of the Eye " (15 pp.). Washington : Govern-
ment Printing OfBce. Price 5 cents each.

" Electricity, the Burden Bearer." By W. E. Kelly. Chicago :

Illinois Committee on Public Utility Information.
" Jiiiirnal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,"

Vol. XXXIX, No. 3. March. 1920. New York : The Institute.
Price SI.

A Sydney Discussion on Japanese Mannfactures.

—

According to the Sijdiuii Morning Herahl. the Electric Lighting
Committee of the City Council had before it. on January 19th,
tenders for insulators, and of the three received a Japanese agent
tendered at £595 lower than an Australian manufacturer. Mr.
Mackay (electrical engineer) said there was no reason why these
goods should not be manufactured at a competitive rate in
-Australia. The local firm evidently was afraid to launch out lest
there would not be a market for the goods. If they were assured
that concerns such as the City Council would take their goods, they
would probably launch out and manufacture in large quantities.
Alderman Meagher said, if he could prevent it. not a halfpenny
would go from Australia for Japanese goods. Alderman Lindsay
Thompson : If the Japanese electrical fittings are of the same
grade as their matches, give me the dear article every time. It
will be the cheapest in the end. It was agreed that the considera-
tion of the matter should be deferred to enable negotiations to be
entered into with the Australian manufacturers.

Private Meeting.—Edward "WixGFiELDFrLLEE Heath
(trading as Heath, Wingfield & Co.), 6, Hans Road. Brompton Road.
London, S.W., electrical engineers. The creditors interested herein
were called together on March 27th. at the offices of Jlessrs.
Corfield & CripweU. accountants, Balfour House, Finsbury Pave-
ment. E.G. 2, when Mr. H. E. McKrell.of the International Electric
Co., Ltd., was elected to the chair. A statement of affairs was pre-
sented by Mr. W. Osborne, showiag the position as at March 26th.
and this disclosed ranking liabilities of £f,473, of which £4,325
was due to trade creditors, the balance of £147 being due to a
partly secured creditor. The assets were estimated to realise
£3,209, from which had to be deducted £44 for preferential claims,
leaving net assets of £3,105. or a deficiency of £1,307. Book debts
of the face value of £2,900 were written off as bad and doubtful.
The partly secured creditor -was stated to have advanced cash to
the extent of £2,355, of which £707 had been repaid, making a
balance of £1.647 still owing. Securities of the estimated value of
£1,500 were held. The partly secured creditors' claim arose in
respect of advances made from last November, and the security
held consisted of the lease of the premises 'and a charge on a
book debt. The lease had 14 years to run from March, 1919. at an
annual rental of £200. The debtor paid £200 for the lease.
Attention was called by Mr. Osborne to the doubtful and bad debts,
and he stated that the debtor had incurred two heavy losses during
the last six months, and it was expected that little, if anything,
would be obtained. The deficiency in the statement of affa'irs was
more than accounted for by the loss on the book debts. The
The debtor was for some time with the Ministry of Munitions, and
he re-started in business for himself in November, 1918. with a
capital of £200. He commenced in Cannon Street, E.G., but owing
to the growth of the business, removed to the present address. No
definite offer was made to the meeting, and it was stated that the
Sheriff had levied execution at the suit of a creditor. After a short
discussion, it was decided that the debtor should be requested to
file hi? petition failing the withdrawal of the Sheriff, and that if

the Sheriff withtlrew, a deed of assignment should be executed with
Mr. W. Osborne, as trustee. It was stated that there was every
likelihood of the execution being withdrawn, and a Committee
of the principal creditors was appointed. The following are
creditors :

—
Bliss* Co £148 .lones A Shipman i:63
Brookman & Co 14 London Electric Co. . . 36
Commercial Elec, Access., Ltd. 210 Measures Bros 2;J

Croiupton A Co 678 ManselKv Hogan, Ltd 38
CuttinRBros. 81 Pidgeon Bros M
Croft. Ltd 28 Ruston 4 Homsbv, Ltd 151
Ediswan Co., Ltd 134 Sullivan. W. H. ' 31
EUetrician 69 Standard Electric Co 35
Engineering Indwtry .. .36 Shenton, .1. F 91
Eleetrieat Ttnun 104 Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works 33U
Electrical Appliances, Ltd. .

.

18 Vickers, Ltd. ' 102
Electric Generators Co., Ltd. . 15 West, .\llcn A Co., Ltd 66
Poster Engineering Co 16 \\'bitehead «S Son .. . ..11
General Electric Co 41 Dick Jackson . . .28
Hampton tV Beeby, Ltd 66 Rardxrare Tradet Jaumtl . 18
Hindlev, E. S., i Son . . .

.

922 Orliff M. . . .43
International Electric Co. .

.

.581 Meares, A. W 15
International Electric Novelties 163

Capital Requirements of tlie German Electrical Industry.
—A German Siemens official recently published an article dealing
with the increased capital requirements of the German electrical

industry and its present prospects. Among other things he said

that the costs of raw material had increased on an average about
ten-fold on account of the rise in international prices and the
depreciation of currency

—

e.g., 1,000 kilos, of copper before the
war cost about 1.400 marks ; now the cost was 24,000 marks.
Electrical sheets could be had for about 526 marks before the war :

but now their price was nearer 4,000 marks. The necessity for

higher capitalisation of industrial concerns was all the greater by
reason of the longer period of time required in getting material
through the processes of manufacture. In the Siemens Electrical

Works in October. 191S, the monthly output per head was about

3i tons ; in January. 1919, it was between I4 and 2 tons with the

works running for about the same hours. The falling off in pro-

duction was attributable partly to the introduction of the eight-

hour day, but mostly to the strikes, and Government restrictions

upon the use of coal. In the Siemens Works, for instance,

recently, for several weeks only three days a week could be worked.
This deficiency in fuel, combined with the strikes, resulted in one
of their works in a reduction in the number of hours worked by
about 26 per cent., with corresponding diminution in production.

These factors, of course, contributed again to the need for more
capital. It was also to be remembered that compared with the
period before the war, stocks of all kinds were practically non-
existant. It appeared that five to six months' delivery was the best

that could now be offered by the iron rollers and the brass workers.
Electrical sheets were not obtainable under a delivery of from five

to six months. Their manufacture into the complete dynamo
absorbed a further six months.

Plant, &c„ for Sale.—Lancaster Corporation Tramways
Department invites offers for one open-top tramcar. 35-H.P.

Westinghouse motors. Scott & Mountain single bogie truck, and one
covered top-deck tramcar, 25-h.p. Westinghouse motors. BriU
truck ; Dundee Corporation Electricity Supply Department has
for sale one Thomas Parker bipolar over-type 105-volt generator,

mounted on C.I. bedplate. \"c. Watford Urban Council electricity

department has for disposal one air pump, by Cole. Merchant and
Morley ; 50 v. dynamo, by Parker, slide valves, steel main, Jtc.

Croydon Corporation electricity department has for sale one
I.IOC-B.HP. Belliss & Morcom triple-expansion engine, coupled
to 750-KW. English Electric alternator and exciter : also one
450-B.H.P. Belliss & Morcom tanden-componnd engine, coupled to

G.E.C. 250 KW. alternator. i:c. For partictilars see our advertise-

ment page5 to-day.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.— ExGrNEBRixG and
Arc L.\mps, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily (the directors having
sold the business, goodwill and plant as from .January 3l8t, 1920)

;

liquidator. Mr. W. A. Henderson, 29, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Meeting of creditors called for April 14th. This matter is referred

to under " Trade Announcements."
Ebonitis. Ltd.—Particulars of claims, &c., to be sent by Blay 6th,

to the liquidator. Mr. E. C. Moore, 3, Crosby Square, E C.

Victor Engi.neerixg and Supply Co., electrical engineers and
contractors, 17, Lloyd Street. Manchester.—Messrs. F. G. Burton
and R. Boardley have dissolved partnership. Debts will be

attended to by Mr. R. Boardley, who will continue the business.

CoczEXS i: Browx, electrical engineers. 9, Old yneen Street,

Westminster, S.W.—Mr. H. W. Couzens and Mr. D. A. Brown
have dissolved partnership. Mr. H. W. Couzens will attend
to debts.

Sextixel Waggon' Works, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily,

with Mr. W. F. Andrew, 209, West CJeorge Street, Glasgow, as

liquidator. An agreement is to be entered into for the sale of the
undertaking and assets to the Sentinel Waggon Works (1920). Ltd.

All creditors will be paid in full.

Auction Sale.—By order of Messrs. Irving. Son and
Jones, Ltd.. of Vauxhall Rice MQls. Liverpool, who are retiring

from business, Messrs. G. N. Dixon & Co. will sell by auction on
the premises, the electrical power installation recently installed by
the British Westinghouse Co. See oui- advertisement pages to-day.

Australian Co-operative Electric Trading.—Press reports

(January 14th) received from Sydney, state that the Electrical

Trades Union was proposing to establish a co-operative electrical

engineering comjiany, the shareholders to be exclusively members
of the Union.
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Catalognes Wanted.—The A.B.C. Tramway Appli-
ances Co., Hepworth Chambers, Briegfate, Leeds, wish to receive

Citalogrues and lists from mannf.aoturers of accumulators for

electric vehicles, electric fittingrs, motors up to 20 H.P., resistances.

oontroUers, cables and wires, gears, ttc, for electric traction

vehicles.

Messrs. Perry Carbonising, Ltd., of 220, Westminster
Bridge Road, S.E. 1, want catalogues of spiral and other conveyors

;

elevators
; other labour-saving machinery for the handling of coal,

coke, and ash : blowers and exhausters.

Electrification of Poland.—An Ad\-isorj Council on
Electricity has been formed, attached to the Polish Ministry of

Commerce, for the purpose of considering and promoting legislation

to be introduced in the Polish Parliament. The Advisory Council
is opposed to the suggested increase in the tax upon the use of

electricity in Warsaw. Two committees are to be entrusted with
the working out of the general scheme for electrifying the whole
of Poland.

VVages in the Electricity Supply Industry.—Messrs.

W. J, Webb and T. W. Cole, joint secretaries, inform us that at a

meeting of the Home Counties (No. 9) Area Joint Industrial

Council for the Electricity Supply Industry, held on March 3l6t,

the application from the Trade Unions represented for a further
advance in wages was considered. It was felt that the question
was contingent on the fixing of basic rates, but in order that some-
thing might be done in the matter to meet the case, it was
resolved as follows :

—

" That an advance of 3s. per week be paid to all employes by elec-

tricity supply undertakings in the Home Counties(No. 9) Area, as from
April 1st, 1920, and that if basic rates are not fixed before June let,

1920, a further increase of Sa. per week be paid as from June Ist,

and that meetings be held as early as possible to fix the basic rates,

such basic rates, when fixed, to be operative as from February Ist,

1920."

The various electricity supply undertakings in the area are,

therefore, earnestly recommenced to adopt the increase mentioned
in the above resolution, as such was arrived at after long and
serious consideration of the whole situation by the representatives

both of the undertakings and of the Trade Unions concerned.
The question of applying the Engineering and Foundry Trades

Award (No. 180") to all manual workers in the electricity supply
undertakings has engaged the attention, in Birmingham, of the
District Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry. No. 5

(West Midlands) Area. Payment was recommended, except to

those tradesmen whose wages are regulated by other Trade Union
organisations. It was pointed out that under its constitution the
District Industrial Council was unable to give effect to the award
without the approval of the National Council. This body has yet

to consider the matter, so that it may not be able to apply the
award at once. It was explained, however, that any decision of

the National Council would be retrospective. The District

Industrial Council made it clear that future applications for

alterations in wages, iSic , in respect of the electricity supply
industry should be dealt with by the Industrial Council for the
industry.

Motor-Car Headlights.—Recently a demonstration of a
variety of anti-dazzle devices, both British and foreign, was given
in Oxshott Woods, Surrey, by Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co.,

Ltd.. in the presence of representatives of the technical Press.

Numerous photometric tests were taken, and the results should
prove interesting and instructive.

Electric Vehicle Construction in Derby.—We learn

that Messrs, Newton Bros., Ltd., electrical engineers, of Mans-
field Road, Derby, have taken up the construction of electric

motor vehicles for commercial and industrial purposes.

The Chinese Follow Suit.—It is reported in the Press

that Chinese employes in the enginearing trades at Hong-Kong
have struck for an advance of 10 per cent, in wages. Early in the
week it was stated that the strike was spreading.

Social.—The annual staff dance of the Gekekal Et-ecteic
Co., Ltd., Newcastle, was held on Friday, March 26th, in Heaton
Assembly Rooms, The company present, including staff and
friends, numbered 200, A presentation was made to Mr. J. Spence,
in commemoration of his 2.5 years' service as branch manager.

The Italian Pirelli Co.—The accounts of Pirelli & Co., of

Milan, show net profits of .">,420,000 lire for 1919, and a dividend of

B5 lire per share is to be paid. It has been decided to increase

the share capital from 40,000,000 to liO,000,000 lire, of which
5,000,000 lire will be transferred from the reserve fund and
allotted as gratis shares to existing proprietors.

Danish Accumulator Works.—The Dansk Akkumulator
og Klektro-Motor Fabrik reports net profits of 29:!,0O0 kroner for

1919, and proposes to pay a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent.

The A.B.G. in Luxemburg.—The local newspapers at

Luxemburg announce that the ofiices of the Metz branch of the

A.E.G. have been transferred to Luxemburg.

Swedish Companies. — The Elektriska Sretsnini;s

(Welding) A.B., of Stockholm, records net profits of 63,4.")1 kr.

for 1919, and a dividend at the rate of 12 per cent. The Bell

Telefon A.B., of Stockholm, proposes to pay a dividend of per

cent, out of net profits of 60,013 kr. earned in 1919,

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.— Sydney.— The City Council has passed a
motion of protest against the Railway Commissioners' statement
that electricity will be supplied by the railway authorities to

municipalities in the Sydney area requiring it, notwithstanding
the City Coun'^il's prior claim. The Council considers this action

outside the Commissioners' legitimate scope.

Plant Shortage.—The effects of industrial disputes in this

country are being felt in Australia. The City Council of Sydney
is faced with great difficulties owing to the non-delivery of an
8,iiJ0-KW. turbo-alternator set ordered from an English company
some time ago. It has been suggested that surplus power from the
tramway department should bi; utilised for public services.

Coal Mine Purchase.—The Sydney City Council is considering

the purchase of a coal mine for the purpose of supplying fuel to the

electricity works. A consulting engineer advises the construction

of a new 10,000-KW. power station on the coalfield instead of

conveying the coal to the present works.
Increased Rates,—The Sydney Evening Xfn's stated, a short

time ago, that the City Council had been forced to apply to the
(Jovernment for sanction to an increase in prices charged for elec-

tricity. The position of Sydney regarding this matter is probably
unique, as the ruling prices are practically the same as they were
at the commencement of the undertaking in 1901.

Hydro-electric Power.—Mr. F. B. Rushton. chief mechanical
engineer. South Australian nailways, has furnished a report to the

Government on the question of providing a hydro-electric power
scheme for Adelaide, Mr. Rushton has outlined two schemes—one
to utilise water power from the Square Waterhole. about two and
a-half miles east of Mount Compass, and the other in connection
with the Myponga River. Mr. Rushton claims there is a sufficient

supply of water all the year round to provide 21,000 H.P.

The other scheme is designed to provide a similar amount of

power, and he expresses the opinion that 42,000 H.P. would be

sufficient to provide electricity for all the tramways, suburban
railways, and extensions, the Islington workshops, and all lighting

and industrial power purposes in the metropolitan area. As
indicating the importance of the project, he suggests that it would
be possible to sell electricity for industrial purposes at a halfpenny
per unit, and to make a profit out of the sale. The estimated

approximate cost of each scheme is a little over £500,000, and the
working expenses would b3 £2 Ss. 9d. par H.P. per annum.

—

Tenders.

Barnard Castle.—Proposed Electkic Lighting.—The
directors of the local gas company have under consideration a

scheme for providing an electricity supply for lighting purposes.

A report upon the subject is to be submitted to the shareholders in

six months' time.

Barnstaple. — Revision of Charoes.— The Town
Council has revised the sliding scale of charges for electricity for

power as under :—First 6,000 units, 3d. per unit ; next 6,000, 2id, ;

beyond, 2d.

Loan.—A loan is to be applied for, for a boiler (£1,35C),

cables, kc.

Barrow.—Committee's Report.—The Electricity Com-
mittee reports that there is some delay in making connections to

the mains owing to the difficulty in obtaining the necessary

materials. A large number of applications necessitating extensions

of mains were approved. With regard to a proposed extension to

Piel and Rampside, it was decided that the electrical engineer

should have a further canvass made of the residents of the district,

and that he again approach the Furness Railway Co. on the matter,

and report further. It was decided to make the deduction for

domestic consumers, consequent upon the reduction in the price of

coal, at the rate of 0'2d. per unit, as from January Ist to March 31st.

Bexhill.—Mains Extensions.—The Town Council is

carrying out several mains extensions, and has obtained the per-

mission of the L,B. & S.C. Ry. Co. to lay a cable along the railway

from ithe electricity works to Seabridge Road, a concession that

wUl save a great deal of expense.

Blackburn.—Extensions.—The Electrii-ity Committee
has approved the installation of new transformer plant at the

.Jubilee Street works in connection with the E.H.T. plant.

Blackpool.—Prii'E Increase.—An additional 10 per

cent, above pre-w ar rates is being placed upon charges for elec-

tricity, making a total increase of .50 per cent. Meter rents arc

being raised, and minimums of 78. ild. per (juartor for lighting, 10s.

for heating, and 15s. for power have been fixed.

New Boilers.—Two new water-tube boilers are to be installed at

the electricity works.

Bo'ness.— I'ROfOSEO Extensions.—The Town Council

of Bo'ness has appointed Mr. J, M. M. Munro, consulting engineer,

of Edinburgh, to advise on the proposed extension of the electricity

works.

Burnley.—-Toint Electricity Authority.—The elec-

trical engineer has presented a report prepared by Mr. E. M. Lacey.

M.Inst.C.E,, and himself, regarding extensions required in the

department, the proposed linking up of Burnley with neighbouring

undertakings, and the policy to pursue under the new Supply Act,

in connection with the establishuient of a joint authority for this

area. It has been decided to constitute an area from the coast

through East Lanes, to Colne. in which there should be a joint

electricity authority.
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Cardiff.—E.xtensions.—The Finance Committee has

approved tlie Electricity aud Tramway Committee's scheme fur

oxtenaiims of plant, cables, &c. , to meet the estimated load of 1921.

at ii co9t of £llu,:i25.

Chesterfield.— Extensions.—The Town Council has

decided to carry on the extensions at the electricity works, at a
cost of £50,000.

Continental.—Belgium.—The report of the Sociiii'

d'Electriciti' de I'E^cout, of Antwerp, for the past financial year,

shows that satisfactory progress is beinj; made, the number of con-

sumers of electricity havinjj advanced from f>,803 at the end of 1918

to 6,966. The output of the ^ompany's neueratinp: station increased

from 18.178,000 to 24,037,000 KW.-hours.
Sp.\in.—Owinpr to lack of coal, consequent on the strike, Lisbon

is without gas, and searchlights have been brouffht into use.

Congleton.—Proposed Eleitkicity Supply.—A recent

proposal at a Council meeting- to approach one or more electricity

corporations upon the subject of erectinir a power station and
supplying: power and light in the town was referred back to Com-
mittee for further details.

Dewsbnry.—Price Increase.—The Corporation has
decided to increase the price of electricity to lighting consumers
from 10 to 50 per cent, on pre-war rates, to rateable value con-
sumers from 50 to 75 per cent., and to power and heating consumers
from 75 to 100 per cent. In the last-named instance the advance
will date from the last meter readings in March, ^nd in the other
two cases from the last readings in June.

Dover.—New Plast.—The Town Council has decided
to purchase new plant for the electricity works, at a cost of

£16,000.

Dundee.— Extensions.— A scheme for est«ndin,? the
Carolina Port Station has been decided on by the Tctwn Council.
Two 6,000-KW. turbines, now on order, will be installed, also two
new boilers and other plant, at a total estimated outlay of
£204,000.

Epsom.—Lighting Charges.—The Rural District
Council has agreed to the South Metropolitan Electric Tramways
and Lighting Co. making the maximum rate for electricity supplied
to the new area to be lighted 8d. per unit, subject to revision if

prices generally go down by the time the order comes into
operation.

Exeter.—Xew Plant.—The Electricity Committee is

considering the purchase of a turbo-generator, but stipulates that it

must be delivered within a reasonable time. The engineer has been
instructed to make a report on the matter.

Gloucestershire.—Act Suspknded.—Under Section 63
of the Gloucestershire Electric Power Act, 1902. the Minister of
Transport has ordered that the powers of the Gloucestershire
Electric Power Co. shall cease as to the whole of the area of
supply defined in the Act.

Lancaster.—Proposed Peice Increase.—The Elec-
tricity Committee has made application to the Ministry of Trans-
port for an order to increase the maximum charges for the supply
of electricity in the borough, the scale asked for being :—Lighting,
ordinary, 'M. (against 8d.) : lighting, special, 7ld. (against .")d.) :

power. 30s. per quarter per d.h.p. installed, or per KW. installed
for domestic purposes, plus IJd. per unit ; with maximum charge
of 9d. per unit (against 20s. plus I id., and 5d. per unit) ; meter
rents are to be raised from 15s. to SOs. per annum.

London.—Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee
reports the receipt of a resolution passed by employes that all

employes must be members of a recognised Trade Union, and that
this be made a condition of engagement, or, in the case of a non-
unionist, he must join -.i Union within one month of commencing
employment. Agreement is recommended, provided that no
obstacle is placed in the way of qualified ex-Service men becoming
members of the Trade Unions concerned.
Bermondsey.—The Borough Council is applying for sanction to

a loan of £38,558, in which is included £36,978 for mains exten-
sions, £580 for a switchboard, ka., and £1,000 for an "assisted"
wiring scheme.

Rochdale.— Extensions. — Owing to the increased
demand for D.c. supply, the electrical engineer has been instructed
to obtain tenders for a 1,250-KW. rotary converter.

Seaford (Sussex).—Electricity Supply.—The local
Ratepayers' Association has urged the T'rban District Council to
obtain the necessary powers to supply electricity to the town.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY N0TE5.

Australia.—New Tramway Control.—On February
2nd last the whole of the Melbourne tramway services, with the
exception of the Brighton line (owned by the Railway Department)
and the North Melbourne service, passed, under the terms of an
Act of Parliament, to the control of the Metropolitan Tramways
Board. The whole of the personnel of the various trusts, from
which the services have been taken over, is to remain as at present,
and it is stated by the Melbourne Age that no dismissals will be

made at a later stage. When the almost completed Footscray and
Fitzroy schemes are included, the undertaking will be one of the
largest in the Empire, and in the same class as London. Glasgow
and Sydney.

Barrow.— New Tower Wagon. — The ('ouncil has
approved the purchase of a tower wagon chassis for £200, and has
decided to become a member of the Municipal Tramways Associa-
tion. With regard to the wages of the tramway employrs, the
heads of the different departments concerned have been asked to
report to the Councils Workmen's Wages Sub-Committee any
increase that may be granted.

Blackpool. — Employment of Motormen. — The
suggestion was made that Blackpool Corporation was acting
unreasonably, and that motormen of long experience were being
put on car-cleaning work at the Bispham depot. Mr. C. Furness,
tramway manager, has explained that he had closed the two
Fleetwood depots, and the Fleetwood motormen were unemployed.
To get over this difliculty he had offered the men alternative work
at the same rate of pay. .Seven out of 10 men accepted. The other
three resigned.

Bradford. — (^uhue Systeji.— The tramway queue
system is to be radically altered [under a scheme of the 'Tramways
Committee, if the scheme receives the sanction nf the City Council,
The extensive circular garden and footway space around the
Forster statue in Forster Square will become an " island " platform
with a circular track round it close to the footpath, so that
passengers can board the cars without stepping into the roadway.
At various points around the " island " will be starting places for

the different routes, and queues will form within the island. To
further help this scheme, the Oaatler monument, in another part
of Forster Sijuare, will be removed to another site in the city.

Buenos Aires.—Underground Tramways.—The Muni-
cipal Intendent has instructed the Public Works Department of the

Municipality to draw up a scheme for the construction of a general
system of underground tramways. It is considered that such
a system is the only remedy for the enormous and still

growing street congestion of the city. It is understood that

once the underground system is adopted, the surface lines in the

central part of the city will be taken up. When the scheme is

prepared, the Intendent will place it at the disposal of Argentine
or foreign firms which may be interested in working such services.

This new project is said to be quite apart from similar ones con-
te'mplated by the Anglo-Argentine and the Lacroze Tramways
Companies.

—

Herieiv n! the Hirer Plate.

Continental.—Prance.—As from April 1st, all omnibus
and underground railway fares were raised in Paris. The minimum
fare is now 5d., as compared with IJd. before the war.

Italy.—At the end of 1908 the question of the construction of a
tramway line linking Cremonese and Lower Bresciano with the
Lake of Garda was under consideration. Now a more ambitious
scheme has been formulated for a system starting from Leno and
ending at Ponte S. Marco, and concentrating on that centre a con-
siderable traffic. The alteration is owing to a conference recently
called by the Sindaco of Montichiari of the various civic boJies
interested, at which it was decided to link the Lower Bresciai;o

line to that connecting Virle Treponti, Bedissolo, and Padenghe
at the most suitable spot, Ponte S. Marco. This arrangement
creates a direct junction between the Cremonese and Lower
Brexiano railway and tramway lines and with the Valle Sabbia,

and the future Trentino railway while serving the populous
Valtenesi centres. Agreement has consequently been reached on
the need for the carrying out of a track running from Leno to

(4hedi. Montichiari, Cacinato, Ponte S. Marco, Bedizzole. with a
link at Ponte S. Marco with the Valtenesi line.

—

L Elettrh-htli.

Austria.—The Government h.os decided to complete the hydro-
electric station started at Daniifen, on Lake Spuller, in the 'Vorarl-

berg, with a view to the electrification of the Vorarlberg railway.

This station will work in iparallel with the Lake Spuller station.

The aggregate power of the plant, that of Lake Formarin included,

totals 30,000 KW. The electrification is to be begun forthwith, and
the line is expected to be working by the end of 1921.

Belgium.—Tramway-cai- workers at Brussels struck work on
April 4th : they demand higher wages.

Easter Tramway Strikes.—In spite of the general settle-

ment of the claim of tramway employes for higher rates, averting an
Easter strike, several towns were without tramcars during Easter.

Cardiff, Pontypridd, Llanelly, Manchester, Salford. and Oldham
employes refused to accept the terms of the award. After
two or three days' absence from duty the Swansea men resumed
work on Monday.

East Ham.—New Cars.—The Town Council has
received sanction to a loan of £8,750 for the purchase of four new
tramcars.

Fares.—The Minister of Transport, on March 30th,
introduced in the House of Commons a Bill to enable tramway
undertakings to increase fares to assist in meeting increased
expenses and the demand for higher wages.

Lancaster.—Alterations.—The Tramways Committee
h.i3 considered suggestions for alterations in the tramway and
omnibus services, but has postponed further consideration pending
the report of the expert engineer. .Meanwhile, in order to provide
a working margin, two new electric omnibuses ai'e to be ordered
forthwith.
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London.—'' Shopping " Fares.—The special committee
on tramways ap|X)inted by the London County Council recommends
that no alteration be made with rajrard to children's fares. Witli

refrard to the introduction of return tickets, transfer ticket.s,and '.d.

fares, the general manager estimates that there would be a loss in

revenue of £100,000 on transfer tickets, £4(i,000 on Jd. fares, and
£350,000 on return tickets. A further risk of loss of revenue in

uncollected fares, ."idditional cost of printing:, checking:, &c., is put
at £80,000 a year. The adoption of any of these proposals, there-

fore, is not recommended. It has been decided by the Highways
Committee to recommend the ailoption of special cheap fares in

the slack hours, so as to encouraffc shoppingr and pleasure traffic.

The L.C.C. tramway receipts for the full financial year were
£4,157,311, against £3,-l7!t,287. The proposed tramway extension

at Park Royal will, it is estimated, cost £150,000. A " lay-by " is

to be constructed at Finsbury Park to relieve the tramway traffic

congestion.

Some 400 electricians and fitters in the repair section of the
L.C.C. tramways went on strike on April (Ith, owing to the locking
out of some of their members for not working during the holidays.

Several of them were asked to work through the Easter week-end,
but demanded special holiday rates of pay. This was refused, and
when the men presented I themselves after the holidays they were
told they were not wanted. The strike was organised by the shop
stewards, and the Trade Unions concerned denied official knowledge
of the cessation of work.

St. Annes.—Tramway Purchase.—Following a con-
ference of representatives of St. Annes and Lytham Councils in

London, an agreement has been reached regarding the sale of the

Blackpool, Lytham, and St. Annes Tramway Co. Under this, St.

Annes will take over the line and Lytham will receive a percentage
of profit made on the section in its area.

Petitions have been presented to Colne Town CouncU against the

erection of a car shed in Keighley Road.

Tramway Settlement.—The threatened strike of tram-

way workers at Easter was only _partly averted by the action of the

Joint Industrial Council, which decided to allow the employes an
immediate increase of 58. a week with an additional shilling as

from June 1st next for those above 18 years of age. The claim put
forward by the men was for an additional 10s. per week, which
would have brought their earnings to 44s. above pre-war rates.

Employes under 18 years of age are to receive half of the above
increases.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Antipodes Island.—The Aldsbaran, a French sloop of

war, according to the Si/d>iei/ Daily Telegraph, left Auckland,
New Zealand, in January last, for Antipodes Island, in the far

South Pacific. The object of her visit ia to carry out wireless

experiments, with a view to testing the practicability of

establishing a wireless station at Antijiodes Island. The ."ship will

afterwards visit Noumea and the Society Islands.

Automatic Telephones.— It is announced that an
automatic telephone system, on the lines of that installed at Leeds,

is to be established at Sheffield, the exchange to be on a site at the

corner of Bow Street, near the Cathedral, and the Cutler's Hall.

An early start in building is expected ; work has already begun
on extension of the underground system of telegraph and telephone

wiring.

Automatic Wireless Transmitter.—Among the exhibits

to be seen at the Aeronautical Exhibition, at Olympia, in July,

there will be two types of wireless signalling apparatus for use on
aeroplanes. Both are the invention of Mr. P. Wates. One of

these, for use on commercial aeroplanes, consists of an aluminium
case measuring about tj in. square, and enclosing a mechanism
constructed so that it will not readily get out of order under the
severe conditions in which it will be used. The front of the

instrument has a series of mess.-iges engraved on platea in three

rows. Alongside the messages are sockets into which a plug is

inserted. On the right hand side of t)ie case ii handle is fitted. A
plug is also provided attached to a lead, and is inserted in the
desired socket. A handle is then depressed, and while it slowly
returns to the normal position a signal in code is sent in Morse
defining the message and preceded by the call sign of the
machine and repeating. The advantage of the automatic trans-

mitter is twofold. It enables signals to be sent in almost any
circumstances, and it can be worked by the pilot himself, so that

no operator need be carried. Tlie first and simplest use to which
this instrument might be put would be to install it in commercial
aeroplanes flying over a definite route. Aerodromes along the

route would be provided with decoding tables, and the pilot could

report, by the use of the simplest possible mechanism, his progress,

the weather conditions, and his experience and intentions. The
second apparatus is to be used primarily l)y aeroplanes working in

conjunction with artillery, and by the use of an aeroplane photo-

graph or a map attached to the instrument, messages relating to

the observation of fire can be sent back to the guns as easily as the

messages sent to aerodromes by the first apparatus.

—

The Timex.

China.—It is officially announced from Pekin that tele-

graphic connection has been re-established by the Northern Com-
pany ria Kiakhta with Petrograd and various points between
Astrakhan and Archangel. Communications are limited to Govern-
ment and Press and Consular messages, but nothing relating to

Russian subjects is permissible. For eastward messages the line is

reopened only as far as Verkhneudinsk (east of Lake Baikal).

—

The
rimi;.i.

France.—-Postal charges were increased on April 1st

;

telegrams will now be Id. instead of id. per word, and the tele-

phone subscription is increased to £28, against £16, for unlimited
service.

M. Deschamps, French Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, has

completed a scheme for reconstructing the French telephone

service. The cost of the scheme is estimated at 1,500 million franca,

and 2.")0,0il0 miles of new trunk lines are to be laid to link Paris

with all the important French provincial centres, and to develop
international communication. ,\. new trunk line between Paris

and Strasbourg is to contain 100 pairs of circuits, which are to link

up all towns in Alsace and Lorraine by means of 15,000 miles of

wire. New lines are also jiroposed between Paris and Brussels, a

direct one to Antwerp and Amsterdam, and fresh lines between
Lyons and the Swiss and north Italian towns. A second Paris,

Milan. Rome trunk line is to be installed.

Ireland.—The (rovernment authorities, owing to the

frequency with which telephone and telegraph wires are cut in

Ireland, are to make use of wireless telephony, and thus establish a
means of communication which cannot be interfered with. The
operators, according to the daily Press, are to be drawn from the Navy.
The Clerk of the Listowel (Co. Kerry) Rural Council has received

notice of a claim against that body for ClOO by the Postmaster-
General in respect of the damage done to the telegraph wires and
poles on the occasion of the recent attack on the Ballybunion police

barracks, when all communication by wire was cut off for an
entire day.

At Limerick Quarter Sessions last week. County Court Judge
Pigot awarded the Postmaster-General four sums of £10, £15, £22
and £30 as compensation for the malicious cutting and damaging
of telegraph wires on the occasion of the attack on the Murroe
police barracks. The amounts were ordered to be levied on the

entire County of Limerick.

Ships' Wireless.—Such good results have been obtained
by the new long-distance Marconi wireless sets on board the

Cunarders Imperator, Maiiretania, and ^ «;;«««!«, that the White
Star ves.sels Otympic, Adriatic, Baltic, Celtic, Cetlric, and Megantic
are being similarly equipped, and will carry this new apparatus
on their next sailings from England. All these ships will now
have direct intercommunication with land over a distance of 1,400

miles. Radiotelegrams intended for passengers may be handed in

at any post office. The word Aberdeen mxist be included in the

address after the name of the ship. The charge for such radio-

telegrams is lOJd. per word.

Time Signals.—From Wednesday last the Eiffel Tower
will transmit by wireless supplementary scientific time signals

at a wave length of 2,G00 metres, musical spark, each day at 10.30

and 10.82 [Greenwich mean time]. Such signals have hitherto

been transmitted at 11.30 p.m. at a wave length of 2,200 metres.

Telephone Meter.—Mr. Eric Noble, of the telephone

branch of the N.S.W. Government Railway Department, and
formerly in the Commonwealth Telephone Department, has,

according to the Sydney Jforning Herald, perfected what he regards

as a simple meter to enable subscribers to register their own
effective telephone calls, and suitable alike for automatic and
common-battery manual systems. The device, he claims, has been

tested with success, and also has been tried out in the G.P.O.,

Sydney and at Melbourne. The chief electrical engineer to the

Commonwealth has, however, rejected the device, because to enable

city subscribers to make use of the meter it would be necessary to

maike an alteration to the circuit.

United States.—The Marconi ( 'o.'s station at ( !arnarvon

is said to be ready for opening regular wireless telegraphic traffic

between this country and the U.S.A. The inauguration of the

service depends on how soon the station at Belmar, New York, can

be got ready ; a tornado destroyed the aerials at the American
station some time ago.

Wireless D.F. Stations. — An Admiralty Notice to

Mariners, No. 524 of Ut20, in the ii'«(/i)« (iazctte, relates to the

use of wireless direction-finding stations by the mercantile marine.

The Admiralty has recently received evidence from various sources

that the existence of wireless direction-finding stations in the

United Kingdom, France, Canada, and the United States, and the

regulations under which these stations are oper.ated, are not :is

generally known throughout the mercantile marine :i8 is desirable.

On the other hand, returns rendered by the stations in the United
Kingdom show that where the system is known to masters it is

beginning to be more extensively used.

Wireless Telephony.—The Controller-General of Civil

Aviation, Major-General Sir F. H. Sykes, left Croydon Aerodrome,
on March 31st, by aeroplane for Paris in order to consult with the

Civil Aviation authorities. The aeroplane was equipped with a
wireless telephonic installation fitted by the Marconi Co., and the

opportunity was taken to carry out wireless telephonic communi-
cation with the aerodromes en mute on both sides of the Channel.

The result shows the value (states the Air Ministry) of the system

both for purposes of keeping in touch with aeroplanes from the

ground and for informing pilots of the weather conditions ahcid

of them.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. has purchased a D.U. G-type of

aeroplane, to be used for wireless research work aa applied to

aircraft.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

( Tht date girtn in parentheset at the end of tht paragraph indicatet

tht Utue of the El^CTBlOAL Review in which the " Ofioial

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Anstralia. — 1'kktii. — May 3rd. I'ostmaster-Oeneral's

Department. Insnlators, bolts, brackets, kc. Schedule ti"3.

(April 2nd 1

April nth. Poatma-ster-General's Department. Te!egrraph and
telephone instruments and parts. Schedule 671. (April 2nd.1

Blay 14th. (lovernment of Western Australia. One 7.500-K\v.

turbo-alternator and condensinpr plant. (See this issue.)

Bedwellty.— April 12th. Urban District Council-

Electric wirinfT, fittings, ic. at Pensam and Aberbargroed. (March
2 6th.)

Belginm.—April 10th. ;\Iunicipal authorities of Belgrade

(Prorince of Xamur"). In connection with the local electric light-

in? scheme: (L) Transformer cabin and l.t. distribution mains
;

(2) supply and erection of h.t. overhead main.
April 17th. Pest and Telegraph Authorities, La Salle de la

Madeleine, Brussels. Supply of a large quantity of telephone

apparatus and accessories. Particulars (Cahierdes Special Charges

Xo. 520') from the address given above.

Socicti' Xationale des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, of Brussels (48.

Rue Montoyer). Supply of large quantity of copper wire, suitable

for the re-winding of the armatures of tramway electric motors.

The D. 0. T. learns that the Telephone Administration of a

Belgian municipality is anxious to place a large order immediately
for flexible telephone cable for movable posts ; 20,00tj metres will,

eventually, be required. The address of the Chief Engineer, to

whom quotations should be forwarded, may be obtained by United
Kingdom firms upon application to the Department of Overseas

Trade.

Canterbury.—April 19th. Electricity Department. Oat
l.OuO-KW. three-phase turbo-alternator, surface condensing plant,

two rotary converters, superheater, &c. (March 26th.)

Cardiff.— April 29th. Corporation. One 5,000-K\v.

turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (See this issue.)

Darlington.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One
water-tube boiler. (April 2nd.)

Edinburgh.—April 2Cth. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. E.H.T. paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (April 2nd.)

Eastbourne.— April li'.th. Electricity Department.
Supply and erection of one water cooling tower. (March 26th.)

Glasgow.— .Vpril 12th. Tramways Department. One
10 000-KW. turbo-alternator and one rotary converter: also electric

lighting installation in connection with the Town Council's housing
scheme at Gilshochill. Burgh Electrical Engineer.

Great Yarmouth,—April Kith. Electricity Department.
One 2.000-KW. turbo-alternator, one 750-KW. rotary converter and
transformer, and one 750-KW. frequency changer. (March 19th,)

Margate.—April 15th. Town Council. Electric light

installation, pavilion and winter gardens. Mr, J, E, Saxby, Manager.

Salford.—Tramways Committee. Tramway rails. General
Manager, 32, Blackfriara Street, Manchester.

Spain.— The liijon-Musel Port Works Board is calling

for tenders for three electric cranes for the service of the port.

May 18th. Provinci.al authorities of La Corunna. For the
concession for the construction and working of an electric

tramway between La Corunna and Sada. The adjudication is merely
fo'mal, the Compania des Tranvias de la Corunna having applied for
the concession.

Sunderland.— April 28th. Electricity Departmeut. Water-
tube boilers, superheaters, stokeis, economisers and chimneys : one
1,000-KW. rotary converter. Specifications, k.o. (£1 each), from
General JIanager, Electricity Works, Dunning Street.

Tasmania.—Lainieston-.—.Tune 7th. City Council.
One 1.000 K,VA. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City
Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, Launceston.

Cambridge.—Mental Hospital, Visitors :

—

Klectric lire alarms.—Mr. Negu^, iC95.

Gillingham (Kent).—Town Council :—
:l-ton ck'Ctric crane.—Anderson, Oricc .& Co., il,865.

Glasgow.—Tramways Department. Accepted :

—

Lable.-B.I, A Helsby Cables, lAi.
Armature coils (5,000 each).—P. R. Jackson * Co., Ltd., Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Gear cases.—Equipment & Engineering Co.
75 car motor equipments; magnetic brake eqnipments.— Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Halifax.—Tramways & Electricity Committee, -\ccepted :

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.—10,000-kw. steam turbo-alternator,
1-43,83,1,

Worthington-Simpson, Ltd.—Surface condensing plant, pumps, &c., £23,273.

Lancashire.—The following contracts have been secured
by the Cork and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. :

—

Ulverstone Palladium Kinema.—Electrical equipment, £1,100.
Newby Bridge, Swan Hotel, -Engine, dynamo, battery and wiring, f 150.

Graythwaite, Silverholme.—Engine, dynsuno, battery a-id wiring, £475.

London.— •'^T. Pancras.—Highways. Sewers and Public
Works Committee. Supply of motor wagons, with interchangeable
water-van bodies :

—

Galls. Price.

General Vehicle Co.—3i-ton electric, water-tank bodv .. 750 £1,7S0
Mossayi Co., Ltd.—3*-ton " Orwell" electric ..

'

.. 700 1,673
Electromobile (Leeds), Ltd.—31-lon electric .. 750 l.SH
Edison Accumulators, Ltd.—2-ion *' Edison" electric . . 5C0 l,5u7
Xewton Bros. (Derby), Ltd.—Si-ton electric . . . . 750 1,718
TillingStevens Motors, Ltd.—3/1-ton petrol-electric . . 750 1,660
Lacre Moior Car Co.—2.ton*' Lacre" petrol tipping wagon 450 1,239
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd.—"Dennis" petrol .. .. 750 1,487'
J. L. Thomycvoft ,<; (3o., Ltd.—3i-ton "J" type petrol 750 1,495
Hailey's Indus. Mtrs., Ld.—»-ton second-hand "re-built petrol 750 l.OOOt
Atkinson A Co.—5-tou steam 1,000 1,625
Clayton A Shuttleworth.—5-ton steam 1,000 1,520

Extras for side-tipping body; end-tipping body. 'Extras for tool kit, lamps,
horn, &c. ; one vehicle only.

The Committee considers the electrically-driven vehicles would
be more economical in cost of working, being simpler in construc-
tion and more easily controlled, less liable to accidents and cheaper
in ranning costs, and that the Orwell vehicle is the most suitable

for the Council's purposes, and recommends the purchase of two
Orwell vehicles, at i;l,i)73 each.

Hammersmith.—Cartage, Cemetery and Town Hall Committee.
:! i-ton electric vehicle for street watering and house refuse collection,

with tipping gear, k.c. :
—

Edison Accumulators, Ltd £1,687 each.
Mossay & Co., Ltd. (recom.) 1,SS6* „
Electromobile (Leeds), Ltd 1,430 „
General Vehicles Co., Ltd 1,680 ,,

"Sis Orwell electric vehicles.

Electricity Committee. Recommended. High and low-pressure
steam valves in connection with the new Stirling boiler :

—

J. Shaw, Son & Greenhalgb. Ltd. (recom) £221
J. Hopkinson .V Co., Ltd. 229
Cockbuins, Ltd 255

Steel frame-work for furnace for new boiler ;

—

Foster ConstrQCUon Co., Ltd. (recom.) £131
.^ston Construction Co 161
Measures Bros., Ltd 160

St. Helens.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

Four top covers.—English Electric Co., Ltd.
Motors for four cars.—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Whitwood.—Urban District Council. Accepted tender :

S. Rushworth, Shipley.—Electrician's work for the Wood Lane housing
scheme.

CLOSED.
Australia.—MELBoraNE.—City Council. Accepted :

—

Electricity recording meters, £920.—Met -Vickers Electrical Co.. Ltd.
Spare parts for rotary converter, £1,028.—Met.-Vickere Electrical Co.,

Lta. (recommended). — Ttnders,

Batley.—The Electric Lighting Committee has condition-
ally placed an order with the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.
for a rotary converter and switchgear.

Decimal Coinage and the Metric System,—With a
view tu chccKing the proyrcs» of the uietnc .system in the
1 nited States aud this country, Mr. F. A. Halsey prepared
anil ciiciilated extensively paiuphlets purj>oitiuy to iiijow that
the system had not obtained any loothuld in the United States,

and that it had proved a failure in South America. In the
Decimal Edttcutur (the journal ot the Deciiual Association)
for September last, the former was critically examined and
shown to alloid no real indication of the attitude of American
manufaotuiers towards the metric system, while it was ex-
plained that no metric measure yet introduced had proposed
to compel manufacturers to adopt it inside theii- works—it

can only be imposetl by legislation upon commercial transac-
tions, and therefore would in no way att'ect manufacturing
operations unless the owner of the works voluntarily adopted
it. In the following i.ssue (De<eiiil)cr) the second pamphlet
was dealt with, and "21 letters from merchants, consuls, and
other South American authorities were printed, repudiating
in the strongest terms the suggestion that the metric system
had not b<^>n successful in Latin American countries. A
further instalment of letters from engineers, bankers, and
other residents in Latin America was published in the issue
for ilarch. in which identical view.s were expressed, and
Mr. Halsey's statements were emphatically denied. In the
last-named issue Sir Auckland Cleddes' rp<-ent objections to

the metric system were effectively answered, aud articles

appeared on the advantages of decimal coinage, the Inter-

national Bureau of Weights and Measures, Ac.
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FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Junior Institution of Engineers. -Piitlay, April 9th. At 7.30 p.m. At 39,

Victoria Street, S.W. Lectiirette on " Tlie Development and Manufacture
of the Thermionic Valve," by Mr. A. H. Howe.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Haturdav, April 10th. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-on-Tync.
At2o'ciock. General meeting.

Association of Engineersin-Charge.—Saturday, April 10th. At St. Bride's
Institute, Ludgate Circus, E.C. At 7.30 p.m. Social and dance.

Wednesday, Aprilllth, At 7.30 p.m. Paper on " Hygienic Principles
of Ventilation and Heating," by Prof. L. Hill.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.— Saturday, April 10th.

At the Royal Technical Institute. .\t 7 p.m. Lecture on " Water-softening
Plant," by Mr. T. Whitehead.

International Building Trades Exhibition.— April 10th to 24th. At Olympia,
London, W.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, April 12th. At Burlington House, W. At
5.;iu p.m. pHpers ^m " Flood Prevention Works at Troon, Ayrshire, and
the Action of Sea Water on Concrete," by Prof. E. R. Maithews.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.—Monday,
April 12th. At the Technical School, Barrow-in h'mness. At 7.ao p.m.
Paper on " Critical Speed of Shafts," by Mr. G. E. W. Johnson.

Friday, April 16th. At the University, Sheffield. At 7.B0 p.m. Paper
on " Reinforced Concrete Beams," by Mr. J. Claughton.

Boyal Society of Arts.-Monday, April 12th. At John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
At 8 p.m. Cantor lecture on " Alurainiu« and its Alloys," by Dr. VV.

Rosenhain.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Tuesday, April 13th. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 3 p.m. Lieoture on "Recent Advances in XRay Work," by
Major G. W. C. Kaye.

Friday, April 16th. At 9 p.m. Lecture on "Ions and Nuclei," by
Prof. J. A. McClelland, F.K.8.

Institution of Civil Engineers--Tuesday, April 13th. At iha Institution,
Gt. George Street, S.W. At 6.30 p.m. Papers on "The Richborough
Military Transportation Depot," by Lieut.-Col. J. K. Robertson," ; ani on
"The War Department Cross-Channel Train-Perry," by Major F. O.
Stanford

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday, April I4tb. At 82, Victoria
Street, S.W. Lecture on "Results Achieved in Industry by Modern
.Methods," by Mr. J. F. Butterworth.

Manchester Wireless Club. -Wednesday, April 14th. At 335, Oxford Road,
Manchester. At 8 p.m. Lecture on " Radio -Telephony," by Mr. A.
Couyoumdjiam.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, April 15th. At 6 p.m. At
the Institution of Civil Eugineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. Eleventh
Kelvin lecture on " Modern Marine Problems," by l)r. C. V. Drysdale.

(Western Centre).—Monday, April lath. At the South Wales Institute
of Engineers, Cardiff. At 7 p.m. Lecture on "Thermionic Valves," by
Prof. E. Bacon.

(Students' Meetingl. - Monday, April 12th. At the Institution of
Mechanical Engineert, Storey's Gate, S.W. At 8 p.m. Joint dis^ui-sion
with the Graduates' Association of the Institution of Mechanical Enguuers,
on " The Six-hour Working Day and its Effect on Industry."

Friday, April. 16th. At Faraday Rouse, Southampton Row, W. .\t

7 p.m. Paper on "The Vacuum Tube as a Transmitter and Receiver of
Continuous Waves," by Mr. J. ccott-Taggart.

(Norlh-Western Centre). — Tuesdaj, April 13th. At the Engineers'
Club, Manchester, At i p.m. Annual general meeting and smoking coucert.

(Scottish Centre).—Tuesday. April 13th. At 207, Bath Street, Glas,- %v.

At 7.30p.m. Lecture on " Highland Water-Power," by Mr. J. M. Mu ro.

Annual general meeting.

(South-Midland Centre).— Wednesday, April 14th. At the University,
Birmingham. At 7 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Fridi-

,

April Kith. At the Literary ana Philosophical Society, Westgate Ho id,

Newcascle-on-Tyne. At 6.10pm. Paper on "Casting and Tieatmciit of
Steel," by Dr. J. H. Andrew.

NOTES.

Channel Tunnel.—Altliough sanction to construct the

Channel tunnel has not yet been jjiven by P.arliament, the task of

movintr back the railway station platforms throu^'hout the Great
Northern Railway system to allow clearance for the paasajre of

Ciintiuental trains when the tunnel ia opened, has, according' to the
daily Press, been Ije^run. The work of increasing' the distance

between platforms will take several years, and it is understood
tliat the first st.ation to be completed will be Finsbury Park.

Motor-Car Lighting.—The Accessories and Components
Committee of the Society of Motor Traders and Manufacturers has
appointed a Sub-Committee to confer with the British Enpfineering'

Stanilards Association with ret;ard to standardisiiifr a small centre-

contact lampholder in addition to one having a double contact.

Fatality.—On March .SOth, Hetty Pape, a servant, at

St. Annes, when having a bath, used an electric hair-drier ; later

she was found dead in tlie bath. At the inquest at Blackpool, Dr.
Tennaut said there were burns over the eye-lirow, to the hair, and
on the left arm ; a low voltage of 240 should not kill a. normally
liealthy person. He thought deceased had hail an attack of

syncope, and was drowned. Mr. J. H. Clothier, electrical

engineer, said the girl might have been startled by a ' blow " of

copper dust, but he could see nothing wrong with the drier. He
agreed that it was almost impossible to kill anyone with 240 volts.

A verdict that deceased was accidentally drowned as a result of

syncope, caused by burns from the electric drier, was returned.

Electricity in the Bakery.—A ijreat deal of electrical

plant for use in the bakehouse was on view at the Bakers' Exhibi-

tion recently held in the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow. There is every

indication that electrical methods are gaining ground in this

direction,

Rubber Trades Exhibition.—This international exhibi-

tion is to be held at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London, from
June 3rd to 17th, 1921.

An Electric Motor Scooter. — With regard to the

increa-sing popularity of motor scooters, an electrically-jiropelled

machine is shortly to be put on the market by the G.N. U. Motor
and Accessories Co., of Westbourne House, Westliourne Grove,
London, W., under the name Newton-Burgoyne.

'

The B.A. Meeting.—This year's meeting takes place at

Cardiff, from August 24th to 28th, under the presidency of Prof,

W. A. Herdman.

Educational.—The annual report of University College,

London, has just been issued. The total number of students for

the session iyi8-iy was 2,0fS, an increase of !)77 on the previous

year. This increase took pl.ace after the Armistice, and mainly in

January, 1'.I19, and consisted almost exclusively of ei-service men.
Arrangements were made whereby the ex-service men who
resumed work in January, 19111, were enabled to complete a full

session's work by the beginning of August, and most of them
succeeded in so doing.
The total revenue of the college for the year 1918-19 was

£7."), 781, of which £20,304 was from fees. The total expenditure
was £77,824, causing a deficit of £2,210. This deficit arises from
the increase in salaries that has become necessary, and generally

from the increased cost of running the college.

The report sets out the scheme for the War Memorial, which ia

as follows :—(a) A war memorial album ; memorial tablets

;

scholarships. (/<) A great hall for the use of the college and
medical school, (c) The endowment of University College Hall.

Ealing. The sum of £30,000 is needed for this purpose, of which
£5,1 '00 has been subscribed. Members of the college who have not
yet received the War Memorial statement are requested to com-
municate with the Secretary of the War Memorial.
The Board of Education states that the Draft, dated October 28th,

1919, of the Technical Schools, &o. (Amending), Regulations (No. 2),

1919, has been confirmed without amendment. The Draft now
becomes Technical Schools, i:o. (.Amending), Regulations (No. 2),

1920, and copies can be purchased through any bookseller (price

Id.), or directly from H.M. Stationery Office, Imperial House,
Kingsway, London, W,C. 2 (price by post lid.).

Appointments Vacant.—Charge engineer (45s. + 20
per cent. + £90) for the City of Carlisle Electricity Department ;

mains superintendent (i:380) for the Stoke-on-Trent Corporation
Electricity Department ; telegraph foreman (£372) for the Post
and Telegraph Department of the Government of the Gold Coast.

See our advertisement pages to-day.

Wireless Operators.—Both before and during the war
wireless operators on board ship have won the highest praise by
their behaviour in the face of danger. They are paid by the
Marconi Co.. but, in order to comply with the Merchant Shipping
Act, they receive a nominal monthly salary from the ship. As
salvage awards are divided among the crew in proportion to their

pay, " .sparks " gets very little, although the job generally means as

little rest for him as for anybody else. To Mr. Justice Hill belongs
the credit of making a special order in a recent case before him
that the wireless operator shoidd rank with the fourth engineer.

Aerodrome Lighting.—Among the aerodrome lighting

installations carried out liy .Julius Pintsch & Co.. of Berlin, is, say.s

Lii/tf/iif/e, a system of eight bucket lights sunk in the ground
symmetrically about a central light and about 40 metres from it,

marking the cardinal points. The lights are switched on and otf

by a wind vane, and so give the airman the direction of the wind at

any moment, four lights being always occulted, antl the remaining
five forming a pointer. Thick glass covers are fitted over the lights

so that aircraft can run over them without danger of breakage.
Other products of this firm are lighthouses with wandering fan-

shaped beam, aeroplane landing projectors supplied by a small
dynamo or accumul.ator, workshop lights, searchlights, and alarm
signals.

—

Teclinicnl llerietr.

Norwegian Official Amenities.—The Rtne electric

station, which has just been hauded over to the Communal
Authorities of Haugesund, Stavangar. and which contains two
turbo-generator sets, each of 2,500 K\v., and a pressure of .t.OOO

volts, has only been completed after overcoming serious difficulties

which arose through the war. Mr. Valentinsen. the engineer, states

that the greatest difficulty was experienced with the Norwegian
authorities, not from reluctance to assist, but from clumsiness and
inefficient administration. Thus the many Government depart-

ments with which the contractors hal constantly to be in touch
seemed to have little comprehension of the questions put before
them for decision, and every instance was treated in an incomplete
mannev. As a curiosity, the engineer refers to the arrival of plant
from Germany, but which the authorities refused to allow to be

delivered until the bill of lading htul Irecn endorsed by the
Chemical Materials Department at Christ iania. The bill of lading

was sent in with an application for immediate return as every day
wasted implied a loss of ffoiiey. What was the result .' No reply

was received, and a telegiaphic inquiry also failed to produce an
answer. Under these circumstances, the engineer was compelled
to travel to Christiania in order to get the matter cleared up. He
was there informed that the reason for the delay was that a lady

in the department wa.s suffering from in linen za. and the delivery of

goods in different parts of the country was consequently stopped.

This case does not stand alone, as a similar instance occurred Ihrte

weeks later with another cargo of goods.
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Electric Lamps io Mines.—As a protest against the non-
provisiou of eleotric lampa hi Ihu mine—which, they claim, jfive

more safety ami a better liifht below ground—1,400 men employed
at the Tirpentwys Colliery, Poutypool, have piven a fortnight's

notice to cease work.

German Electroteclinics,—In a Berlin paper, lleinricli

MiiUer, enifineer, of Offenbach, discusses war-time electrotechnical

protrreae. The special aim during that period was to develop alonpr

the lines of standardisation and specialisation. Motors for winding
eng:ines attained a capacity of 4,000 H.P., and those for reversing-

rolls 22,000 H.i'. In electric railway traction on the n.c. system a
limit of 3,.')00 volts pressure had, so far, been reached. The use of

alternating current on railways has since reached an average pres-

sure of l.'),000 volts. No advance on these figures is anticipated.

Germany has in operation long-distance conductors of from 110,000
to 150,000 volts, whilst generators have been built of a capacity
of 50,000 K.v.A. The capacity of (ierman electrical works has
attained on an average 120,000 KW. The power station at Berlin
has an output of 220,000 KW. An increase up to 500.000 KW. is

possible. An increase also in the pressure of conductors and the
capacity of generators is considered to present no difficulties. It

is admitted that aluminium, as a substitute for copper, does not
present equal value or advantages, at any rate, in the construction
of electrical machinery and transformers. There is said to be only
a poor future before the utilisation of aluminium in electrical

manufacture
; it is only in the building of transformers that it is

possible to arrive at approximately equal losses with aluminium as

with copper. The additional work involved is, however, so great,
that makers are not likely to resort to aluminium to any extent.
It is thought that some advantage may be gained from the use of
electrolytic iron and sheet alloys. In switchgear and such
apparatus copper may be replaced by aluminium in some cases.

The distribution system is, however, the best direction for the sub-
stitution of aluminium for copper. During the war substitution
had to be extensively practiseO in the case of insulated conductors.
In view, however, of the improved position of rubber supplies,

replacement of this material no longer needs to be contemplated.
As an example of the benefits of standardisation, reference is made
to a factory connected with the electric lighting industry whose
price list used to include 13,000 different items ; this number has
been reduced to 6,000, and it is to be further diminished to 3,000.

Motor-car Headliglits.—In his introduction to a dis-

cussion at a icL-fUt lueeting of the Illuiniiiating Engineering
Society, Mr. J. \V. T. Walsh, M.A., gave a brief outline
of the history of the iiuhject of motor-car headlights, including
mention of e.xi>eriments carried out at various times by the
R.A.C and other authorities. The interim report of the
committee set up by the Ministry of Transport was quoted;
the points noticed were Ihat, first, no satisfactory device
combined a safe driving light with freedom from dazzling
effects; secondly, that the types of lamps in general use at
the present time were far too powerful; and thirdly, that,
jjending the discovery of a satisfactory dimming device, a
maximum power should be fixed compatible with safety in
driving. Aii American Committee set up for the same pur-
pose made several recommendations in this respect. 'this
committee thought that all lamps should be such that no
light was projected above a plane 42 in. from the road and
pai-allel to it, but no lateral limit was put forward. Limita-
tion of candle power was favoured, and also the fixing of a
minimum of .IHJl foot-candle of ihuinination. It was con-
eidered that the " spread " of headlights should be at least
10 ft. measured 50 to 100 ft. from the front of the car.
No objection was offered to the use of yeUow or amber-
coloured headlights. These recommendations were endorsed
and to some extent ampHfied by the London " Safety First

"

Council. Existing rules regarding car lights are much more
explicit in the U.S.A. than in this country. The New York
regulations require that front lights must be visible 250 ft.

jn the direction in which the vehicle is proceeding, and in
Connecticut the rules for car lights ai-e based upon the re-
commendations of the committee referred to above. Mr.
Wal.sh gave the following points to be considered in the dis-
cussion of this subject : (1) Wliat value should be assigned for
the miuiuium range of headlights? (2) What is the minimum
permissible powei-'.' (3) What should be the limits assigned
to the width of the beam? (4) Should any recommendations
be made with regard to the illumination of the road between
tlie car and the point of minimum range? (5) Is it desirable
to fix a limiting horizontal plane or to restrict the candle-
power in directions above a fixed plane? (6) Should a maxi-
mum value be assigned to headhghts? (7) Should supple-
mentary requirements be enforced governing the illumination
of the area adjacent to the car? (8) Is it desirable tliat mean.s
should be provided to enable drivers to diminish the power
of the lights according to the intensity of street lighting. &c.?
(9) Should headlights turn with the steering wheel to afford
an indication of the oar's direction? (10) Is it practicable to
provide a rear signalling light to indicate what the driver is
about to do? and (11) Is there any available information
regarding the fog-piercing effects of a yellow-coloured beam?

Bralce Tests on a Kaplan Tnrbioe.—Literature hitherto
published concerning the Kaplan water turbine has been con-
cerned chiefly with the history of the development of thi.q

machine. Sufficient information has been given to make it

evident that the turbine departs widely from the principles
of design hitherto accepted, but there has been some feeling

that the results claimed in point of efficiency, ficxibihty, and
speed have been inadequately supportd by exi>crimental evi-

dence. Such doubts appear now to be icmoved by a paper
in Elcctroli'chnik u. Matsclnnciiiau describing brake tests

undertaken by Berthold Blumcl (Vienna) in collaboration

with I'rof. Budau. The machine tested was a single-wheel,

horizontal shaft turbme, tyiie KTc, with a specific speed
of 70U to bOO. The flow was about 1,400 litres/ sec. at time.'^

of high water, and about half this amount m the dry season.

The mean head was about '6 m. The test arrangements are
described in the original pa|)cr, and appear to have been
quite satisfactory. Brake tests were conducted at four ad-
missions corresponding to Hows of 420, 520, 1,000, and 1,100

htres/sec. With each admission in turn, tests were made
at speeds of H50, 380, 420, and 450 k.p.m. Curves in the
paper show that the efficiency was high and remarkably
unilorm over a wide range of speed. The curves for 40 per
cent, admission show, for unit speeds ni-219 to 280, Qi = 280
to 252 litres/sec., and efficiency from 8i per cent, up to 83
per cent., and down to 78 per cent, again. Corresponding
figures for 50 per cent, adjliission : n, = 2'20 to 281; Qi = 340 to

316 litres/ sec; efficiency = 85-80-82 per cent. At lOO per cent,

admission, n, = 228 to 296; Q, = G(0 to 674 htres/sec.; and
efficiency = 88.5-84-82 per cent. At 115 per cent, admission,
u,=234 to 342; Q, = 670 to 870 htres/sec.; and efficiency =
80.5-81-75 per cent. These results are considerably better than
can be obtained from a Erancis-type turbine, which becomes
more sensitive to variations in head and flow as the speed is

increased. The efficiency of the Kaplan turbine is affected

by variations in speed and flow to a less extent than that of

any other type of turbine yet develoi^ed. This advantage
is combined with that of remai'kably high specific speed.

After six months' service the above-mentioned turbine showed
no appreciable wear and had required no repairs.

Admitting the validity of these test data and bearing in

mind the fact that experimental Kaplan turbines axe under
construction with which it is hoped to obtain reasonable effi-

ciency in conjunction with specific speeds up to 1,600, it is

evident that we have here a tyi>e of tm-bine which wiU make
possible the economic utilisation of many low and medium
tails hitherto incapable of efficient development owing to fluc-

tuations in head and flow—a type of faU which is very com-
monly met with in this country. It would be interesting
to have a clear statement of the number and horse-power of
Kaplan turbines already in use, and a statement as to the
horse-power up to which these machines can be built.

Electrically-Heated Dwellings in Switzerland.—Under
this Mimeuliut vague heading, M. Hettinger discusses in the
Srii n-L'izcn.-iclicr Bauzcitany the future position with regard
to Switzerland's coal requirements, and the possibflities of
electrical energy for heating purposes. According to the
Technical Review, the writer states that a saving in coal

can be eft'ected by converting steam bakeries into electric,

as it has been found by experiments that the former consume
about 1,000 short cals. i>er kg, of bread baked, and the latter

only 300 cals. The writer has made a rough calculation of
the quantity of electric energy that would be required to

give the same useful effect as coal used qua coal, and on the
1913 coal basis this works out at 17 thousand million k\v.-

hours. Pie suggests that when the water-ixiwer resources
are fuUy developed they wiU yield some 20 thousand million
KW, -hours per annum at high-water level, the present yield

being only 2.75 thousand mhlion KW,-hours. He then enters
into exhaustive calculations showing the amount of energy
required to heat dwelling-houses, offices, &c,, the result of

which shows that, on an average January day, only 35 per
cent, of the population could cover their heating requirements
from the fully-developed water-power resources of the country.
When this position has been attained, population will have
increased, and industrial requirements will be higher; and,
moreover, the large industrial concerns which will be large
consumers in the summer months, will also be retained in

the winter. Large-scale heating by electrically-heated boilers

in conjunction with coal-fired plants is destined to play a
considerable part in the country during the September-Novem-
ber and March-May periods, but for the coldest months the
only solution lies in the use of coal as heretofore, and power
from large hydroelectric stations.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The following have been
nominated by the Council for the vacancies which will occur in the

offices of jiresident. vice-presidents, honorary treasurer, and
ordinary members of Council on September 30th, 11)20 :

—

Pri'siilent (One vacancy).—LI. B. .\tkinson, Cable Maker, Sardinia

House, .Sardinia Street, W.C.
Mce-Prexidetitx {Three vacancies").—Dr. W. H. Eccles, Professor

of Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics, City and Guilds
Technical College, Leonard Street, E.G. ; J. S. Highfield, consulting

engineer, 36, Victoria Street. S.W. : S. L. Pearce, C.B.E., chief

engineer, Manchester Corporation Electricity Department.
Uoii. Treasurer (One vacancy).—J. Devonshire, managing

director, London and .Suburban Traction Co., Ltd., Eleotric Railway
House, Westminster, S.W.
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Ordinarn ^femllerx of Comicil. Members (Six vacancies).—F.

Gill, European Chief Engineer, International Western Electric Co ,

Norfolk House, Victoria Embankment, W.C. ; P. V. Hunter, joint

manager, Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., Hamilton
House, Victoria Embankment, E.C. ; J. F. Nielson, electrical

engineer, Messrs. John Brown & Co., Ltd., Clydebank ; W. Noble,

Engineer-in -Chief, General Post Office, E.C. ; A. P. Pyne, director,

Redheugh Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.. (iateshead ; Dr. A. Russell,

principal. Electrical Standardising, Testing, and Training Insti-

tution, Faraday House, Southampton Row, W.C. : F. Ryan, chief

engineer, Eastern and Associated Telegraph Comjianies, Electra

House, Moorgate, E.C. ; W. 0. Smith, director, Messrs. Elliott Bros.

(London), Ltd., Lewisham, S.E.

In making the nominations, the Council has put forward the

names of members who, together with those remaining on the

Council, will represent various branches of the electrical profession,

and the list is accompanied by an analytical statement showing
the allocation of the nominations to the interests concerned.

Western Centre Summer Meeting.—At the invitation of

the Committee of this Centre (Mr. Arthur Ellis, chairman), a

summer meeting of the Institution will be held at the Western
Centre on July 13th to liith, 1H20. The provisional programme
includes receptions by civic authorities, dinners, and other public

functions. :is well as visits to works and places of interest at

Cardiff, Newport. Caerphilly, Bristol, Weston-super-Mare, Wells,

Cheddar, Swansea, and district, and the Cower Coast. A supple-

mentary excursion to Hereford is also proposed for those members
who are desirous of taking part, when visitors will be received by

the Corporation, and visits paid to farms (electroculture), factories,

&c. In the case of members residing in Bristol, Cardiff, Newport,
Swansea, and adjoining districts who may not wish to take part in

the whole of the meeting, arrangements will be made for them to

do so on individual days. The presence of ladies at the meeting is

cordially invited. It is requested that early application be made
for tickets to the Secretary of the Institution, at 1, Albemarle
Street, W. 1.

Informal Social Evening.—On March 29th an informal
smoking concert was held at the Albert Tavern, Victoria Street,

Westminster ; Mr. R. Rankin occupied the chair, and Mr. Roger T.

Smith, president, was present, while there was a large attendance
of members of the Institution and their friends. The formal pro-

gramme was replaced by an informal " List of probable perpetrators

of atrocities," with "forecasts of the direction in which their

criminal instincts are likely to lead them," Mr. Rankin being (not

unjustly) canonised—or should we say stigmatised .'—as the " chief

humorist." Mr. W. E. Warrilow, who, as " chief tragedian," was
to " disinter some depressing anecdotes," was unfortunately pre-

vented by illness in his family from attending. A full orchestra
performed at frequent intervals, and other artistes were Messrs.

Ambler, Brandon, Corthesy and Kelman, with Mr. W. E. Bradshaw
at the piano, where he gave an excellent skit on "Our Works."
The occasion was unquestionably a success, and will no doubt be

encored next season.

Institute of Marine Engineers The recently published annual
report for the Session r.U9-20 announces an increase in the
total membership of 147. Lord Weir, of Eastwood, has consented
to continue in office as President for the current year. A list is

given of papers and lectures delivered during the session, including

a paper upon "The Electrification of Ships," by Captain
Durtnall, R.A.F. Various awards for papers, and the allotment
of scholarships are noted.

Iron and Steel Institute.—The annual meeting will take place

at the Institution of Civil Engineers in London on Thursday and
Friday, May lith and 7th. It will be continued in Sheffield on
Friday, May Uth. Dr. J. E. Stead, F.R.S., will preside. The list

of papers to be read in London includes the following :

—

C. A. Ablett :
" Direct Current compared with Three-phase

Current for driving Steel Works plant."

W. E. Hughes :
" Some Defects in Electro-deposited Iron."

The list for the Sheffield meeting includes :

—

C. A. Edwards and A. L. Norbury : "Effect of Heat Treatment
on Electrical Resistivity."

A. L. Norbury :
" The Effect of various Elements on Electrical

Resistivity of Iron."

Australian Engineering Institutions.—As the outcome of a
meeting of the South Australian Institute of Engineers held on
October 17th last to consider a proposal for affiliation with the
Electrical Association of Australia, the amalgamation of the various
engineering societies throughout Australia has been accomplished.
The two Victorian societies which have joined the new institute

are the Melbourne University Engineering Society and the Elec-
trical Association of Victoria. The first general irieeting of the
Melbourne division of the Institution of Engineers of Australia
was held on October 16th at Collins House. Mr. W. J. Newbigin, the
convener, stated that the support received had Ijeen most encourag-
ing. It was pleasing to find that a Queensland Bill provided that
membership of the Institution was a qualification for registration.

Efforts were being made to obtain a similar provision in New South
Wales. The Local Government engineers of New South Wales and
Queensland h.ad joined the Institution, but those of Victoria had
not yet done so, though it was hoped they would do so shortly,

thug leaving only one society in the Commonwealth not linked up
with the Institution.

—

Aije.

National Association of Supervising Electricians An
interesting paper on " Electric Welding " was read before the
Association by Mr. T. F. Tate, A.M. I.E. K., on March SOth. The
descrijition of recent developments in this subject, and the jjractical

information condensed within the limits of the paper, were highly

appreciated by the members present. The next paper to be read

before the Association will be on " Wireless Telegraphy " on

Tuesday, May 4th, when arrangements will be made for receiving

and transmitting messages in the Lecture Hall. Visitors are

invited to attend, and tickets may be obtained on applic-ation to the

Hon. Secretary, .S3. Deodar Road, Putney.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
2he Editors invite electrical e-ngineers, whether connected urith tkt

technical or the commercial side of the professivn and industry,

also electric tramway and railway oficiali, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their mm.'ements.

Mr. J. W. Chorch, A.M.I.E.E., of the Dover Dockyard
stall', and for many years iu charge of the Dockyard electrical

departineiit, has lelt to take up a.n appointment at Hong
Kong.
Dai'wen Town Council lias increased the salary of Mr. P

T.iVLOR, assistant electrical engineer, to it'26u per annum.
Mr. \V. W. L.\ckie, till recently general manager and en

gineer of the Glasgow T.C. electricity depai'tmeul, was on
ihiirsday last week made the recipient of a presentation from
the head officials ot the T.C. departments on the occasion of

his appointment as an lilectricity Commissioner. Chief Ck)n-

stable Stevenson presided at the gathering. Sir John Lindsay,
town clerk, made the presentation, which consisted of a silver

tea .sei'vice and a silver cigarette box.

Un the retirement ot Mr. K. ilcusoN from the service, the

Dublin members of the G.P.O. telegraph depaitineut pre-

sented him with a silver tea service and salver. Mr. E. F.

Sweeney, chief superintendent telegraph department, pre-

sided.

A smoking concert was held on March 31st to bid farewell

to Mr. A. O. Holt, of the Manchester Corporation sub-stations

staff, who is leaving to take up private contracting work.

He was presented with a gold watch from his friends on the

sub-stations stai. Mr. Bolton, the head of the department,

made the presentation. Recitations and vocal and instru-

mental music were contributed by members of the staff. Mr.
Holt will continue to reside in Manchester.

Mr. A. S. ToNG, who has been with the Newcastle branch

of the General Electric Co. for several years past, has been

appointed branch manager of the Newcastle depot of the

Foster Engineering Co., Ltd., at Milburn House, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.
The Peterborough Council has selected six appUcants for

the post of electrical engineer and manager to appear before

it at its meeting on Monday afternoon next, April l'2th.

A Press dispatch from Paris states that M. V.aii.l.^nt, head

of the radiographic service at the Laril)oisiere Hospital, who
since 1910 has undei'gone eight surgical oiwratious owing to

X-ray bm-ns, has now had his left arm amputated. He has

onlv two fingers left on his right hand.
Mr. J. W. Thom.^s, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., has resigned his

position as instructor in elec-trical engineering, Birmingham
Technical College, to take up the post of assistant general

secretary to the E.P.E.A. All future communications for

Mr. Thomas should be addressed E.P.E.A. offices, 05-OG,

Chancery Lane. London, W.C. 2.

The London County Council General Purposes Committee
recommends that Mr. C. D. Johnson, deputy comptroller of

the Council, be promoted to the office of controller, at a salary

of £1.600 (pre-war scale), rising bv annual increments of

£100 to £-2,000.

Mr. E. E. Stark, Christchurch, New Zealand, city elec-

trical engineer, has resigned.

—

Cotnmonwealth. Engineer.

Mr. F.' P. Sexton, A.R.C.S., A.M.I.E.E. (late chief tech-

nical assistant to Mr. S. G. Brown, P.R.S.). has opened at

39. Pai-hament Street, Westminster, S.W. 1, as a consultant,

with special reference to gyroscopic coi!ipns.ses, itc. and illu-

mination.

War Honours.—We tender our congratulations to the

f(illiiwing gentlemen whose names appeared in the list of

app'iintments or promotions to the Civil Division of the

Most Excellent Order of the BritLsh Empire for services in

connection with the war :
—

Knights Grand Cross (G.B.E.).

Sir John Denison-Pender, K.C.M.G., managing director of

Ea.stern Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Dr. A. E. Shipley. P.R.S., LL.D., D.Sc., vice-chancellor of

Cambridge University.

Knights Comm.andkks (K.B.E.).

Prof. W. H. Brag};. C.B.E.^ D.Sc., F.R.S.. Quaiii Professor

ot Physic.'?, University of London: superintendent of Ad-

miralty experimental station at Parkstou.
Mr. J. Devonshire, managing ducctor of London United

Tramways, Ltd., and London & Suburban Electric Traction

Co.. Ltd.
Mr. John Dewrance, member of Engineering Employers'

Consultative Committee, Ministry of Munitions, viceK;hair-

man, Managiug Committee, Engineering Employers' Federa-

titui ; chairman, Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

Mr. G. K. B. Elphinstone, O.B.E., technical head of Messrs.
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Elliott Btoa. (LondoD), Ltd. Valuable services in design and
luanufactuie of lire control apparatus for Navy.

All-. A. B. Uriillcy, electiical adviser to Government depart-
meut.s. Director of Electric i'ower Supply.
Dr. J. E. Petavel, F.H.S., diairujau of Aero-Dvnamics Sub-

c(>miiiitt<?e ol the Advisory Coinioittee on Aeronautics.
^"-

V,-.
^- Iteuwick, late director of Feeding Stulfs Depart-

nieut, Ministry ol Food; managing director of County of
London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

COMMAKDEHS (C.B.E.).

Cupt. J \\". Barber, organiser of 'travelling kineuiatograph
propaganda.
Mr. H E. Blain, operating manager, Underground Eailwavs

oi i.ondon, Ltd.
Prof. H. L. Callendar, F.R.S., LL.D., Professor of Physics

Imperial College of Science, London.
Di. C. C. Carpenter, member, Chemical Warfaie Committee

and Munitions Inventions Panel. Ministry of Munitions- chair-
man. South Metropolitan Gas Co.
Mr. fi, A. Dalzell, chief inspector of telegraph and telephone

trathc. General I'ost Office.

Mr. J. Edwards, O.B.E., manager, Messrs. Hick, Hargreaves
and Co., Ltd. (Munitions Design).
Mr. A. L. C. Fell, manager of London Countv Council

Iramways.
Mr. A. P. M. Fleming, O.B.E., vice-chairman of the Lanca-

shire .iVnti-Submarine Committee.
Prof. P. F. Frankland, F.K.S., LL.D., Sc.D., Deputy In-

spector of High Explosives, Birmingham Area, Ministry of
Munitions; Emeritus Professor of Ohemistrv, Birmingham
I niversity.

Mr. J. B. Hamilton, manager of Leeds Corporation Tram-
ways.

Prof. W. A. Herdman, D.Sc., LL.D., F.E.S., Professor of
Oceanography, University of Liverpool; foreign secretary
Royal Society.

Mr. A. H. Human, technical adviser, Electrical Power
Supply Department, Ministry of Munitions.
Mr. \V. .J. Larke, Director General of P.aw Materials

Ministry of Munitions.
'

Mr. Michael Longridge, member, Munitions Inventions
Panel.
Mr. C. I^e Maistre, adviser to Aircraft Production Depart-

ment, Ministry of Munitions.
Mr. .Alexander Newlands, eugineer-in-chief. Highland Rail-

way.
Mr. G. F. Prefctou. controller of London telephone seiTice
Captam M. H. P. R. Sankey, C.B., honoiarv consulting

engineer to Directorate of Fortilioations and Works.
Mr. H. Scholey, London member of the Clyde Anti-Sub-

marine Committee.
Mr. J. E. Sears, Junr., sxiperintendent. Metrologv Divi.'iion,

National Physical Laboratory. Ministry of Munitions.
Mr. F. J. Selby. secretary. N'ational Physical Laboratorv.
Mr. C. P. Sparks, services to the engineer-in-chief of the

Aduiiralty's Department.
Dr. T. E. Stanton, F.R.S., superintendent, Aero-Dvnamical

Department, National Physical Laboratorv.
Mr. R. J. Walker, director of Me.ssrs. Parsons Marine Steam

Turbine Go.
Mr. C. Hauiilton-Wickes, H.M. Senior Trade Commissioner.
In the " O.B.E." class of Honours we observe the names

of a number of well-known electrical men. including Dr
NA

. M. Thornton. Mr. E. T. Williams, Mr. Frank Gill Mr
H. England, and Mr. C. E. Stromeyer.

Obituary.—Mr. A. A. Moffatt.—The death has occun-ed
ol Mr. Andrew A. Moffatt, electrical engineer, of High Street
Ayr. '

Mr. E. J. Gilbert.—Mr. Edwin James Gilbert, superinten-
dent of the Corporation electricitv works at Eccles has passed
away, in his 49th year.
Mr. p. W. McDodgall.—We regret to i-ecord the death,

which occurred on March 31.st, of Mr. Percy Walter
McDougall. .\.M.I.E.E., joint managing director of tiie Penin-
.sular Engineering Co., Ltd.. London. Mr. McDougall who
was 46 years of age, was late R.N.V.R., and he had been ill a
long while. He was trained at Faradav House, and later was
associated with Messrs. Perranti, Ltd., and the Brush Com-
pany.

Will.—Dr. C. E. Chaworth, a pioneer in X-rav investiga-
tion, who died from the effect of exposure to the ravs durinf
his work, left f •2.,'^;.5. He l>ef]iieathed f100 to the Middlesex
Hospital School of Mcdiiiiie to endow a prize for physics.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Widdop Engine Co., Ltd. (16.5,770).—Registered March
2r,th Capual fl%,000 m £1 shares. To take over tft busme« carried
on by H. \\ iddoD at keighlev, Yorks., as " H. Widdop Si Co.," to acquire
certain patents for an invention for improvements in centrifugal governors
and to carry on ihe business of manufacturers o( and dealers In internai-
combustion engines, auxiliary deck machinery and other engines, whether pro-
pelled bv gas. oil, electricity or other power, &c. The l^rst directors are:
K. A. \ inter, Mawcroft, Nether Yeaden, near Leeds; F. I Allen Bridge
F-.nd. Leeds: V. Calverley. Avondale Crescent, .Shiplev; H. Widdop. 2, Vale
Street, keighley. .Minimum c.-jsh subscription, 20.000 shares. Solicitor: W.
Uuiui, Parkinson s Chambers, Hustlergatc, Qradford,

C. T. liowring & Co. (M'est Coast America), Ltd.
(165,777).— Private company, RtgLslertd March 2<lh. Capital, i;lU,UOU in il
shares. To carry on in the U.K. or its Colonies or D.-pendencies, or in

Chile. Peru or elsewhere, the business oi manufacturers, importers and ex-
porters of and dealers in plant, machinery, engines, hardware, electrical and
mechanical engines, agricultural and mining implements, motor cars, aero-
planes, iron, wood, stone and other building materials, cloth, textiles, clothing,
furniture, pottery, provisions, canned goods, wines, beers, spirits, drugs, toilet

preparations, oils, hides, horns, skins, &c. The permanent directors are : F.
C. Howring, 'i'erra Nova, Croxeth Drive, Aigbunh, Liverpool; Sir Edgar R.
Bowring, Hyde Park Hotel, W. ; Sir John B. Wimble, K.U.E., 23, Cambridge
Square, \V.3; L. B. Stoddart, Ewell Court, Ewell, Surrey; C. W. Bowring,
New York; E. H. Bowring, Taplow House, Taplow ; C. Bowring, Purbrighl,
Chipstead, Surrey. A. Dick, of Lima, Peru, is the first ordinary director.

Solicitors : ^Alsop, Stevens, Crooks & Co., 14, Castle Street, Liverpool.

Sheringham DavHght, Ltd. (165,610).—Private company.
Registered iMarch 23rd." Capital, *4„i()0 in Is. shares. To .-idopt an agree-
ment with G. Sheringham, and to carry out research work for proving and
developing the invention therein referred to (not described). The subscribers
(each with one share) are : G. H. Sheringham, 1, Clanricardc Gardens, W.2,
artist; C. C. H. Milton, 4, Broad Street Pl.icc, E.C., engineer. The first

directors are to be appointed bv the subscribers. Solicitor: J. G. Bristow, 1,

Copthall Buildings, E.C.

International Inventions and Patents Exploitation Co.,
Ltd. (165,698).—Private companv. Registered .March 25lh.
Capital, fl,0(IO in £1 shares. To carrj 'on the business indicaled by the

title, and to adopt an agreement with .M. Monot. The first directors are:
M. Monot, 30, Doughty Street, W.C. ; C. S. Hawkins, Penshurst, Dale Grove,
Finchley, N.; P. G. P. .McCulloch, 8, St. James Street, W. Solicitor: L.
Hubbard. 5, -New Court. Lincoln's Inn, W.C. Registered office: 5, New
Court. Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

De Martis Accumulators, Ltd. (165,685).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 35th. Capit:d, £200,000 in £1 shares (100,000 8 per
cent, cumulative preference). To carry on the business of electrical engineers
and contractors, suppliers of electricity, manufacturers of and dealers in rail-

wav, tramwav, electric, magnetic, galvanic and other apparatus, &c. 'Phe

subscribers (each with one share) are ; F. G. Exell, 20, Copthall Avenue, E.C,
accountant; P. \V. Evenett, 30, St. Aubyns Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.,
managing clerk. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Registered
office : 70, Lombard Street, E.C.

William Homan Co., Ltd. (165,815).—Private companv.
Registered .March 27th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business carried on by G. F. Walker at B16, Queen Insurance Buildings,
Liverpool, and to carry on the business of agents for electrical and mechanical
engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in electrical apparatus, cngiiK-ering

and shipping equipment, and manufacturers of colours, paints and oils, &c.
The first directors are: G. F. Walker (managing director). Cliff Cottage,
Hoswall, Cheshire; D. P. O'Brien, Saaefell. Rock Ferry. Cheshire. Solicitor:

G. W. Allen. 41, Castle Street, Liverpool. Registered office : B16, Uueen
Insurance Buildings, Dale Street, Liverpool.

Dimpo, Ltd. (165,833).—Private company. Registered
March 29th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To construct, equip, repair, main-
tain and work tramways, to run motor and other vehicles, to let spaces lor

advertisements on vehicles, &c. The first directors are : .Miss D. V. A. Ward,
Grosvenor Villa, Bramley, Leeds; Miss G. V. J. Ward, Grosvenor Villa, Bram-
ley, Leeds; Miss C. W. Ward. Grosvenor \illa, Bramley, Leeds. Solicitors:

Bromley and Walker, Leeds. Registered office : 36, Commercial Street, Leeds.

Riglite Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (165,849).—Private com-
pany. Registered March 2i)th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of electrical, mechanical, motor and general engineers, manufacturers,'
dealers, repairers, &c. The first directors are: C. H. Brown, 89, St. Mar-
.Llarets Road. St. Margarets-on-Thames ; A\'. R. Goodman, 89, St. Margarets
Road, St. Margarets-on-Thames; K. J. Goodman. 89, St. Margarets Road.
St. Margarets-on-Thames; T. Craig, 89, St. Margarets Road, St. Margarets-
on-Thames. Registered office : 18, Cowleaze Road, Kingstonnin-Thames.

Durrants Engineers, Ltd. (165,780).—Private companv.
Registered .M.arch 27th. Capital. £5.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of sanitarv and electricTl engineers, founders, tool makers, &c., and to

adopt an agreement with A. G. Durrant and W. E. Durrant. The first

directors are : A. E. Durrant, A.M.I.E.E., 4, Suffolk Road, Lowestoft, elec-

trical engineer; W. E. Durrant, 5, Beach Road, Lowestoft, sanitary engineer.
Solicitor: J. A. Nicholson, Grove Chambers, Lowestoft.

Electrical Appliances (Blackpool), Ltd. (165,883).—Pri-
vate company. Registered March 29th. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, &c.
'Ihe'first directors are: E. Jones, 3, Central Road, BlackpCKil ; W. Outhwaile,
9, First Avenue, Blackpool; T. S. Jones, 85. Reads Road, Blackpool; A.
Mortimer, 110, Reads Avenue, Blackpool. Qualification, £500. Registered
office : 1, South King Street, Blackpool.

United Electrical Co. (Birmingliam), Ltd. (165,910).—
Private companv. Registered March 30lh. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To
take over Ihe business of engineers carried on bv G. I). Mann. S. E. Sheer-
man and F. R. Pendergast, formerlv at Newhall Chamb.rs, Newhall Street,

but now at 47, Summer Row, Birmingham, as the United Electrical Co. Per-
manent directors: G. D. Mann. 54, Audrey Road, Small Heath, Birmingham;
S. E. Shccrman, 97, Earlsburv Gardens, Birchfield, Birmingham; F. R. Pender-
gast, 46. Wilton Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardv, Manchester. Registered office:

47, Summer Row, Birmingham.

Premier Electric Welding Co. (.Mersey). Ltd. (165.602).—
Private company. Registered .March 23rd. Capital, "iliO.OUO in £1 sh;ires. To
acquire from the Premier Electric Welding Co., Ltd. (" Parent " Co.) the
business of the Parent Company as carried on in and near Liverpool, and to
carry on in the U.K. the business of welders of metals, &c., but »ot to' ac-
quire the patents or patent rights of the Parent Company nor to sell welding
plants which are manufactured in accorvlance with such patents. Such
rights are to remain the sole property <>f the Parent Company, but t'ne

Parent Company may employ this company as agents for the sale of the
said welding patents The subscribers (each with one share) are: J. G. de
Odingsells Coke. R.N., Bank Buildings, St. James' Street, S.W., director of
companies; A. L. Haggertv, Bank Buildings, St. James' Street, S.W., secre-
tarv. The subscribers are to aopoint the first directors. Solicitors : Bircham &
Co.', 46, Parliament Street, S.W.

Cahir Electric Suppiv Co., Ltd. (4,935).—Registered in
Dublin, March 22nd. Capital. "fG,000 in £1 shares. To carrv on business as
electrical enoineers. suppliers of .lectric light. &c. The subscrilxrs are :

Lieut.-Col. R. Butler. D.L.. Cahir Park, Cahir, ,';nO shares; W. M. Rvan,
J. P., The .Square, Cahir, dr.iper, 200 shares; J. P. Hill, Belbrae, Cahir, whole-
sale commission agent, 200 share.?; C. M. Downev. Castle Street, Cahir,
grocer and wine merchant, 300 shares; E. O'Connor, Bridge Street, Cahir,
cattle exporter. 100 shores: W. H. Irwin. The Square, Cahir, grocer and
wine merchant. 200 shares; J. Walsh, The Square, Cahir. draper, 200 shares;
M. Kennedv, The Square, Cahir, victualler, 150 shares; T. I. Walshc, Abbey
Street, Cahir, corn merchant, 50 shares; J. T. Burke. The Square. Cahir,
wine and spirit merchant, 100 shares. Secretarv : J. Moloney. Registered
office : Chap.?l Street, Cahir.

North Bolivian Power and Estates, Ltd. (165,657).—Pri-
vate company. Registered March 24th. Capital. £1,000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business indicated bv the title, and that of bankers, capitalists
and financiers, &c., and to adopt an agreement with E. F. Lamb and J. R.
Leach. The first directors are: E. F. Lamb, 59. Plaislow Lane, Bromlev.
Kent; E. Devereux. 96, Elmbourne Road, Tooting Beck, S.W.17. Registered
office: 16, Dashwood House, E.C.2.
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CITY NOTES.

Mr. J. Annan Bryce presided at the an-

Metropolitan- uual rueeting held on March '29th at the

Vickers L'enti'al Hall, Wt'stmiustor. After ret'er-

lilectrical rmg to the balance sheet, he said that the

Co., Ltd. available profit for the year was ±'3'iO,tJtJO,

au_ increase of ii74,Ut>5, or about 3(J per

cent. Considering the diflicult times through which they were
passing, the results were satisfactory. The orders received

dui'ing lyiy exceeded those of 1918 by about '2U per cent.,

and tbe value of orders on hand at the end of the year by
about the same percentage. The orders received during the

first two mouths of lU'AI were nearly thrice as large as those

taken durmg the same i>enod of 1919, but while it was gratify-

ing to know that the demand for their products was mcreas-

ing so fast, he warned them against forming any estimate

of results founded merely on increa.'^e in volume of business.

Tn former days work m progress represented a much smaller

percentage than now of the total cost of products sold. The
reasons were many ; increased amount of material needed for

stock, dumnished output of labour, difficulties of transport,

and at this particular moment, the aftermath of the railway

strike in September last, and of the moulders' strike, the

effects of both of which were still operating in the delay of

shipments and would adversiily affect the results of this year.

The combined effect of all these causes was that they were

not turning their capital over so often, while at the same
tim^the increased volume of business required the investment

of much larger amounts in plant, machinery, and buildings

to enable them to handle it, and there was, moreover, trouble

in getting the labour- capable of dealing with it. It was to

be hoped that some of these difliculties would prove to be

temporary. Referring to the moulders' strike, this affected

this company as well as all other engineering concerns m
the country. The relations between the management and the

moulders were perfectly satisfactory, and since they had re-

turned to work they had done their best to increase their

output, and so to restore the equilibrium of the work in

progress in the shops. The strike lasted from September to

January. This company did not suffer so, much as some other

engineering firms because in some of their depaitmeuts where
castings did not form a hmiting factor, they were able to

carry on practically throughout the trouble, while concerns

engaged in work entirely dependent on castings had to sus-

pend manufacture altogether when they were no longer to

be had. The moulders ceased work at a moment when it

was essential that every effort should be made to increase

the output of the country. The result of the strike had been

to militate seriously against the country's quick recoyei'y

from the war, and unhappily its evil effects would continue

to be felt for many months to come. While the company had

so far been exempt from individual trouble, the difficulties

inherent in the general attitude of labour affected them, aa

they did all industries. There was a large drop in the output

per man employed. The management was convinced that the

shortening of the working hours had had a diiect influence

on this result, as the company was producing less per man
X>er hour than formerly, in spite of the argument that the

shortening of hours would mean increased production per

hour. They were at present suffering from a shortage of

male labour. The number of men and women workers, ex-

clusive of those on the staff', was, on December 31st, 4,791,

nearly 2,000 less than it was before the moulders' strike.

The numbers were being gradually built up again, and at

present reached 5,700, a figure, however, which was inade-

quate for the business, and the management was uncertain

whether, notwithstanding the large number of men shown
by the unemployment returns to be without a job, it would
be able, notably in the case of certain departments where
special skill was required, to secure the number wanted to

deal with the increasing business. The difficulty was partly

caused by the housing question. The average weekly earnings

had risen as follows during the i>eriod 191"2-19 : Males, from
'37s. 6d. to 61s., and women from l'2s. 3d. to 37s., the figures

including boys, girls, and night shifts. The earnings of the

males did not rise in the year 1919 owing to the absence of

overtime and piecework. Another difficidty was the delay

ia supply of material. The delay was not so serious since

the removal of Government restrictions, but was still so con-

siderable as greatly to hamper the programme of work. Con-
centrated efforts had been made to speed up their suppliers

liy si>ecial appeals, and the position now .showed signs of im-
provement. If they could surmount these difficulties and
succeed, with the aid of the large capital expenditure now
being incurred, in providing the increased plant necessary

to handle the largely increa.^ed orders, the management looked
witli confidence to the future. After stating that in the last

few years the company had embarked on several new line.<i

of manufacture, the chairman described the principal classes

of manufacture that the coinpaiiv was now providing. He
mentioned that they had just taken the Manchester Corpora-
tion order for two 25.000-kw. sets for its new .super-power
station. They had turned their attention to the production
of marine turbines, and were booking increasing orders. Tn
regard to switchgcar .suitable for super-stations, they had at

present in hand switches with a breaking cjipacity of some-
thing like 7.50,000 k.v.a. In connection witl^ tt\<;ir subsidiary

companies, they were also manufacturers of electric lamps
and were just about to commence the manufacture of certain
lines of heating and cooking apparatus. The speaker later

referred at some length to the laboiir situation. The " liou

in the path " was suspicion—suspicion on both sides. There
were already welcome signs that scales were falling from
eyes on both sides. Many of the Labour leaders realised the
problem and its solution ; and the many set-backs lately

suffered by the extremists showed that their influence was
on the wane. The root fallacy entertained, he beheved un-
selfishly in the case of the majority of the workers, that the
individual's work must be lestricted lest there be not enough
work to go round, was still unhappily prevalent, though there
never was so little ground for it as at present. It was poison-

ing every industry, and demanded constant refutation by
every leader of labour. It was the product of ignorance,
and if with more knowledge it had disappeared in America,
surely more instruction would prove its antidote here also. In
America the worker in any industry earned twice or three
times as much as he would here, because his output was
twice or thrice as great. He had no fear of new machines,
for he knew that the diminished cost they ensured increased
the demand for his labour instead of lessening it, as the worker
here ignorantly imagined. .\t present their output per man
was diminishing. It was the same in every industry. Take
the bricklayer. Personally, he believed that the sole per-

manent remedy for the distrust which was at the root of the
trouble was an identfficatiou of interest, whether in the
form of payment by results or sharing of profit. It had so

far apparently been the policy of the trade unions to dis-

courage any movement in this direction owing to suspicion
of the motives which might underhe any scheme for identifi-

cation of interest. The company had lately had an apparent
symptom of the existence of such a suspicion. flOO.OOO out
of the million issue of ordinary shares had been set aside for

subscription by the employes, with a provision of facihties

for an advance on easy terms of interest and repayment to

enable them to subscribe. The result was disapixiinting.

Out of those 4100,000, only about ±10,000 were taken up by
the workmen. The ordinary shares at once went to a sub-
stantial premium, and he hoped that if a similar opportunity
was again furnished the workmen would know better how
to avail themselves of it. As regards this aspect of the
question there were some signs of increasing knowledge. A
few days ago, at a meeting of the Federation of General
Workers, presided over by Mr. Clynes, it was determined to

consider the question of payment by results. There were
many signs that employers on their side were far more dis-

\Ktsed to take a more human view of theii' relations to labour
than many of them \\ere incUned to do in the past, when
the fault was in many cases on their side. It was rather
for them to devise the means of producing harmony of in-

terest. The methods would necessarily vary ''with the circum-
stances of the particular industry, but with good will on. both
sides it should not be beyond the wit of man to arrive at

a solution in each case.

The annual meeting, held on March
British 30th, was preceded by an extraordinary

Aluminium general meeting at which the resolutions

Co., Ltd. were confirmed increasing the capital by
£500,000 and capitalising part of the re-

serves. Mr. A. W. Tait, who presided, in addressing the

annual meeting, said that the trading profit was £292,3'27, a
decrease of approximately £59,000. Interest on deposits and
dividends on investments fell by £13,000. The decrease

in trading profit had arisen since the cessation of hostili-

ties and the stoppage of war work had caused a
large accumulation of stocks of metal in the hands of the

Government and of the manufacturers. It naturally took

sQine time before industry could get going again upon its

ordinary peace-time employment. For some months after

the armistice the demand for the metal was almost negligible,

and the company had to reduce the production of its various

works to avoid piling up large stocks, and the.'=e conditions

continued for at lea.st the first seven months of the year. At
the end of that period there were indications of a revival of

demand, which had .since gone on increasing, and in con-

sequence, orders were given that the works should again

be brought up to full output, and in course of time this was
done. The demand since then had continued to increase

steadily, and the works were now fully engaged in giving

their maximum output, and it looked as if this would con-

tinue for some time to come. There was a healthy demand
not only in this countn-. but aLso abroad, to meet the heavy

requirements for the motor trade and for domestic uten.'^ils.

Another factor in the situation was that practically during the

whole of fOlO a substantial piercentagcof the sales made by the

company was on account of the Govemment. in accordance

with ari arrangement made by them with the producers, so

that the stocks in their hands could be gradually reduced.

The existence of this stock wa.i always a disturbing element

in the industrv. because manufacturers feared that at some

time or other this stock might be forced uix>n the market for

immediate realisntion. The arrangements made were, there-

fore, as iniK-h in the interests of the industry generally a.'?

tiK'V were in tho.c^ of the Giwernnient, and this steadyirii?

<>fTeet enabled maimfactuiers to proceed witfi the purchase of

their ordinary rc()uirpments with a certain measure of con-
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fideuce. The stock at the beginning of this year had come
down to itjasouable proixntious. The compauy entered into

negotiations with the Government, and tiually purchased the

whole of the balance of stock m their hands at January 31st

last. In order to stimulate the demand, the price of aluuii-

nium was cousideramy reduced at the begmnmg of 1919, as

coiupared with that dI the previous year, and was maintamed
at the reduced hgure during the whole ol tlie period. There
had been a small increase in price since the beginning of

the current year. Kow that these matters had been over-

come and industry had returned in a large measure to its

ordinary business, the prospects of the aluminium industry

were good. They could foresee increasing demimds in the

motor, electrical, and other industries, and these demands
were at present largely in excess of pre-war requirements.

Although the productive capacity of aluminium was greatly

increased throughout the world, particularly in .\merica and
Norway, during the war, it would seem as if this increased

production was being rapidly absorbed, and that it would
not be very long before fui-fiier developments would require

to be carried out in order to keep pace v\ith consumption.

The situation was, however, a little obscure, owing to the

fact that the industry in France and in Switzerland was
considerably handicapped at the present moment by the

shortage of e.^sential raw materials, such as coal, and, with

regard to Switzerland, also bauxite. The large works wliich

«ere put up in Germany by certain manufacturing interests,

with the assistance of the German Government, depended

entii-ely uixin electricity generated by means of brown coal

or lignite, and it was not considered probable that these works

could be continued economically in normal times, although,

owing to the great lack of essential metals in Germany, they

might be continued in operation to a certain extent for some
time yet. The company promoted a Bill for the development

of a large water power in Scotland, which wps known as the

Lochaber Water Power Bill, but on account of opposition in

the House of Lords, it was withdrawn on second reading.

The Government had laid considerable stress upon the neces-

sity of developing the natural resources of this country, one

of "which was water power, but he did not think that the

'company could usefully proceed further with their scheme

until the policy of the Goveinment with regard to hydro-

electric development had been definitely settled. A Com-
mission had been appointed to investigate the resources of

the country in this respect, and a large amount of work had

lx.'en donei but the final report of the Commission had not

vet been made. He hoped it would be delivered in the near

future, and that the Government would promptly announce

its policv. The company would then again carefully consider

the position, and should thev decide to proceed further, the

shareholdei-s would be called together. As to the Orsieres

power scheme in Switzerland, upon which the company had

already spent substantial sums of money, and which was

closed down during the whole period of the war. work was

recommenced during 1919, and it was hoped that they might

be able to complete the construction of the tunnels, intakes,

and penstock during the year-. It was not intended, however,

at the present time to place orders for the construction of

the pipe line or for the erection and equipment of the power

house and factory, in the hope that by the time this becomes

necessary the situation on the Continent with regard to labour,

materiars. and transport would have become more clearly

defined than at present. Costs of production had shown
substantial increases, and the difficulties of obtaining essential

raw materials, such as bauxite, coal, &c., had also increased,

and the maintenance of supply to keep the works in opera-

tion had been a matter of great anxiety on more than one

occasion during the vear. The speaker referred to the balance

sheet and the profit and loss account, to the reserves and

bonus distribution, and to the services rendered by Mr.

Murray Morrison, the general manager, and other.<.

Mr. H. E. Hogg, presiding at the an-

Sunderland nual meeting, said that the tramways

District Electric operated in a colliery district, and the

Tramways, Ltd. healthy state of things with all colliery

workers had been reflected in the gross

takings, whici had exceeded not only those of the previous

vear bv £V2,9^i, some 34.9 iK'r cent., but compared with 1914,

by about 76 per cent. The upkeep of the property was during

the war seriously interfered with by want of labour. Kearly

everything which had to be ix>stponed till now, and had to

be done to-day, was costing far more than the rise in receipts

could compensate them for. They were under the serious

necessity of having to renew rolling stock, track, cables, elec-

trical equipment, as well as enlarging car sheds, repauing

shops, office accommodation, &c., all at prices from two to

three times higher than they were at the beginning of the

war. As the traffic was steadily growing they had to put

themselves in the position of l>eing able to carry quite

C.tTO.OOO passengers annually, as compared with 4J millions

six vears ago. The cars, which had not been able to be

renewed during the war, had suffered very severely from

being overworked, and must be gradually replaced at a cost

of nearly -C'i.tlOd each for wlii. h they were paying £700. and

even tlieii they were unable to get delivery at fixed dates.

The cast of current had been increased by nearly 100 per

cent., and would no doubt be dearer still as coal went up.

They were paying the staff large increases in salaries and

wages. The money had to come fiom somewhere, and they
had not so far been allowed to raise the fares beyond the
table lixcd by the Act 17 years ago, when the cost of every-
thing was on a \ury ditierent scale. Investors would not find

money lor such work unless there wci'e receipts to provide a
fair rate of interest. They hoped there was some prospect
now of justice being done to the tramway industry, but
ticrious delays might be created L)efore any increase could
be collected.

The annual meeting was held at New
Waste Heat and cai^tle-uu-Tyne on March •JUth. Mr. F. S
Gas Electricity Newall, the chairman, said he had to an

Generating nounce with regret that Dr. J. B. Simpson,
Stations, Ltd. the chairman of directors, was now a con-

tii'med invalid, and it was doubtful if he
would be able to attend any subsequent meeting. Pr<x:eeding,

he said the actual capital expenditure during the year had
been £45,000. practically all of which had been expended
on Horden ixnwer station. During the year, however, an
agreement providing for plant of the value of ±''25,985 on the
hue-pm'chase teruis, had terminated, and the amount had
been taken out of both the capital expenditure and redemp-
tion fund accounts. The actual capital expenditure, therefore,

was ±'19,000. The completion of the Horden power station

had been considerably delayed owing to various causes, the
chief of which had been the moulders' strike. Practically

all the plant was now in the station, and it was hoped to

get it into commission about the middle of the year. The
new plant at Weardale had been in operation at various times
during the year, but it had not yet run continuously. - The
plant was a new type of internal combustion engine using
gas from the coke ovens, and in such plant delays were
bound to occur in getting it into proi^er working order.

There had been many delays in obtaining deliveries of mate-
rial, and particularly in getting those special parts required
in a new plant made satisfactorily. The engine had proved
itself very efficient, using rather less than half the amount
of coke-oven gas per H.P.-hour. compared with the existing

boiler ;md steam plant. There had been a further diminution
in the amount of steam placed at their disposal, and this

had resulted in a still further decrease of units generated
of about 2 per cent., compared with the previous year. Dui'-

ing this year they might look for a better output, as, of

course, the blast furnace works, from which they derived

most of their steam, were very busy. They had spent a
further £1,470 on experimental work. The experiments were
lieing conducted upon the more efficient utiUsation of coal

in electric power stations, and so far the results, subject to

some slight minor modifications and adjustment in the design

of the plant were satisfactory. He had mentioned last year

certain proposals which had come before the directors re-

garding a further waste heat station, but. so far, this had
not fructified, and the matter was still under consideration.

The profits of the year had shown an increase of £981.

Ceara Tramway Light & Power Co.—" The Financial

Times " states that holders of the 5 per cent, first debenture

stock are informed that, in consequence of the rise in Brazilian

exchange and the improved prospects of the company, the

arrangement made between the company and the holders of

the 5 per cent, first debenture stock on .April 28th, 1916,

whei-eby the latter agreed to a reduction in the rate of in-

terest pavable upon their stock will be terminated prior to

the expiration of the period fixed under that arrangement.

,

The pavment of interest faUing due on June 1st next wiU

therefore be made at the full rate of 5 per cent, in sterling.

Cleveland and Durham Electric Power, Ltd.—The report

shows a profit for the vear of £40,308. plus £12,305 brought

forward. From this £i4,000 is carried to reserve for plant

renewals and improvements. Interest on debentm-es, &c.,

absorbs £2-5.2.^2, leaving £13.3-31. which is to be carried for-

ward. The connections to systems at the end of the year

amounted to 113.951 h.p.. as compared with 105,080 h.p. The

capital expenditure on works during the year was £26,146.

"Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.—Interim dividend on 7 per cent,

participating preference shares has been paid. The final divi-

dend is due September 30th. when it is anticipated that a
' participating dividend for the half-year ended March, 19-30,

will also be paid.

Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.—.^ meeting

is called for \pril loth to consider resolutions dividing the

existing 180.000 £5 shares into 900.000 .shares of £1 each, and

increasing the capital by the creation of 400,000 " B " 7i per

cent, preference shares.

\nglo=American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend

for the quarter ended March 31st. 1920. of 15s. per cent, on

the ordinary stock and £1 10s. per cent, on the preferred

stock, less tax.

Lanarkshire Tramways Co.—The company is offering

3 430 new shares of £10 eacli to existing holders to pay part

towards the purchase of certain lines owned by the Cor-

poration (£61,000), and now leased to the company.
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stock Exchange Notices.—The Comniiitee has specially

allowed dealings in the undermentioned under Temporary
Eegulatiou 4 {'6) :

—
Iiidia-Rubber, Gutta-Tercha and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

—25,000 ordinary shares ot £10 each (issued at i;i3, of which
±'6 lOs. is paid), Nos: 50,001 to 75,000, and fractional certifi-

cates.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—25 ordinary shai-es

of ,£1 each, fully paid, Nos. 135,499 to 135,523.

Metropohtan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.—20,172 ordinary

shares of £1 eaeh, fully paid (Nos. 6,185,001 to 6,205,172).

The Committee has specially allowed dealings in the shares

of the following :

—

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—48 ordinary shai'es

of £1 each, fully paiil (Nos. 135,380 to 135,393 and 135,465

to 135,489).

Windsor Electrical Installation Co., Ltd—During 1919

new lamp connections were 3,876 (30 watt), as against 815

for 1918. New capital expenditure i;4,465. Profit, including

i;338 brought forward, £5,55L Debenture and other interest

±'457; 5 per cent, preference dividend i'824; depreciation,

renewal, and reserve fund, ±2,000; directors' fees (free of tax),

£350. Dividend on ordinary .shares 3J per cent., less tax;

±591 carried forward. The improvement is due to increased

revenue and to economy etfected through the working ar-

rangement with the Slough Co.

Siougli & Datchet Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—New capital

expenditure during 191 9 ±23,014, chiefly for new machinery
and a larger cable to Eton in connection with the increased

bulk supply to the Windsor Co. The lamps and motors
connected during 1919 were 43,355, against 40,508 for 1918.

LTnits sold, 1,571,338 for 1919, against 1,752,737 for 1918.

Revenue 1919, ±18,714; 1918, ±16,971. Net profit ±6,350.

±2,500 to depreciation and reserve. Dividend 5 per cent.,

less income tax' ±1,230 carried forward. The capital is to

be increased to ±125,(KX) by the creation of 50,000 cumulative

preference shares (7^ per cent.) of ±1 each.

France.—The shareholders of the Forges et Aci^ries du
Nord et de I'Est have authorised the directors to issue shares

or bonds to the amount of 7,972,000 fr., and eventually, by
convenient stages, to 24,000,000 fr. The company has lately

entered into close relations with two other companies, the

Societe des Usines de I'Esperance and the Societe Metallur-

gique de Pont-a-Vendin , and the fresh capital is intended

for the reconstruction o( works damaged during the war and
for a more energetic enlargement of the companies' operations.

Companies to be Struck off the Register.—The following

are to be struck off the register within three months unless

cause is shown to the contrary ;
—

Alexandi-a Electrical & Engineering Works, Ltd.

Cathodes, Ltd.
Munster Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.

Phoemso Ar-mouring & Cable Co., Ltd.

William Taylor (Electric Lamp) Co., Ltd.

Hadfields, Ltd.—Sir Robert Hadfield presided at the an-

nual meeting at Sheffield on March 29th. He refen-ed to the

great difficulties of reconstruction, and to the trouble experi-

enced in securing the workers' co-operation to give continued

and increased production. The moulders' strike had brought

unavoidable delays generally to industrial work. The meet-

ing approved of the proposal to increase the capital of the

company by ±500.000 and to enter into !he agreement with

Harper Bean, Ltd.

"Argentine Tramways & Power Co.—After providing for

debenture interest and sinking fund and putting ±4,000 to

resei've for renewals, ±5,356 remains, and this is to be carried

forward in view ot the considerable expenditure that is re-

quired for extensions of the power plant and for the com-
jiletion of the tramways to comply with the terms of the con-

cession.

Bromley (Kent) Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Dur-
ing 1919 the connections increased from 4,854 to 5,111 KW.
The gross profit was ±10,479, against ±7,744 in 1918. After

meeting debenture interest, &c., ±2,937, and adding ±1,404

brought forward, the balance is ±8,946, out of which a divi-

dend of 4 per cent, is to be paid ; ±4,500 is to be put to

renewal reserve account, and ±1,446 carried forward.

British Ever=Ready Co., Ltd.

—

A meeting is called for

April 19th to con-sTder a reconstruction sc-heme under which
a new companv—the Ever-Readv Go. (Great Britain), Jjtd.

—

will be formed with a capital of ±500.000 in .300.000 ordinary

and 200,000 participating preference shares of ±1 each.

Vulcan Boiler & General Insurance Co., Ltd.—Dividend
12 per cent, and bonus 4 per cent., less tax, making 25 per

cent, for 1919. To investments dcpre<-iation fund £7. .500; to

superannuation and benefit fund ±2, .500; carried forward

±8,151.

Dictograph Telephones, Ltd.—We .nre informed that at

the annii.il meeting licld on Mnrdi 20th it was reported that

1910 was the company's most successful year. Dividend 15

per cent, on the ordinary shares and -ia. 6d. per share on the

deferred shares. Carry forward £4,031.

W. T. Henley's Telegraph 'Works Co., Ltd.—The profit

during 1919 waa ±203,368, less ±34,743 directors' and audi-
tors' fees, debenture interest, and amount written off for
depreciation on buddings and machinery, leaving ±168,625,
plus ±122,009 brought forward. Income tax ±45,458; to re-
serve ±20,000; to reserve for depreciation of securities ±9,.543;
preference dividend ±9,000; staff pension and deferred pay
funds ±5,000; dividend on the ordinary shares (interim 6d.,
final 2s. 6d., makmg 3s. for the year), ±60,000; carried for-
ward ±141,633. Provision has been made in the accounts in
respect of the liabiUty for excess profits duty to the end of
1919. The amount debited for depreciation includes an amount
for special depreciation on machinery, due to the circum-
stances arising out of the war. Henley's Tire & Rubber Co.,
Ltd., the whole of the capital of w-hich is held by the com-
pany, has had a successful year's trading.

Madras Electric Tramways (1904), Ltd.—Gross profit
for 1919 ±.33,839; ±12,000 to depreciation and renewal ac-
count; brought forward ±4,820. Preference dividend, less
tax, ±6,000. Dividend on the ordinary shares, 8 per cent.,
free of tax. Contribution to a gratuity fund for the benefit
of employes in Madras ±1,000; to general reserve ±3,000;
carried forward, subject to excess profits duty (if any) ±4,944.
The running account was adversely affected by the strike
in the early part of 1919. Wages and cost of materials having
continued to advance, fares were revised, but the revisions
have only partially met the enhanced cost of running. The
traffic receipts and the exjienditure in Madras show increases
of 9 i)er cent, and 19.C t>er cent, respectively on 1918.

Newcastle=Emlyn & District Elfctric Supply Co., Ltd.—
The annual meeting was held last month. Dividend for 1919
6 per cent., free of tax. Revenue from supply of current in-
creased 20 i^er cent. The engineer is preparing a scheme
for extensions.

Vickers, Ltd.—Final dividend of Is. 3d. per share on the
ordinary shares, making a total of 11J per cent., free of tax
for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

It cannot be said that the Stock Exchange markets have
recovered from their Easter holidays so far, and to-day (Tues-
day) business turned out to be somewhat confused, "and the
tendency turned heavy after being good. Until the Budget
IS " opened " it is not to be supposed that monev will show
much enterprise or elasticity. The .scores of new" issues that
make a feature of the pre.sent year have erected a new stan-
dai-d of yield to which prices all round are mechanically con-
forming. Upon shares in companies paying 10 per cent, on the
ordinary capital, the public now look for an 8 to 10 per cent,
return, and the consequence is that quotations are bound to
decline if they do not promise such a yield. It may be that
more general appreciation of this factor will explain various
falls in Stock Exchange prices that puzzle—perhaps somewhat
exasperate—holders nf industrial shares.
To take the case of an electrical manufacturing company as

illustration : a year ago its dividend, say, of 10 per cent, would
have entitled the ±1 shares to stand at 25s.. assuming the
concern to be a sound and progressive one. But to-day, there
are so many competitors for the investor's money that the.se
same shares may droop to the neighbourhood of par before
they begin to look attractive again. Nevertheless, the process
nf decline in prices is not always understood by shareholders,
who become uneasy at the operation of this whittling-dowri
of values, which is, however, due to the general financial con-
ditions all round.
The electricity supplv list shows signs of wavering, and

several falls, ranging from J to J, have taken place. City
Lights and County ordinary. London Electric preference, and
Metropolitans are all 2s. fid. lower. Tlie returns in this list

are gradually api)voximating an 8 to 10 per cent, level.

Many congratulations to Sir H. B. Renwick upon his
K.B.E., a distinction well and truly earned by one to whom
the London electric lighting industry owes more than is some-
times supposed. The honour comes to him through work in

connection wnth tlie Ministry of Food.
Marconis have been again in considerable favour, and the

parent shares are 6s. 3d. un. Cable shares as a w-hole are
active, without showinc marked variation in prices. The lists

remain open until .\pril 15th for sending in applications to the
new issues of the Eastern, and the three other companies

—

Ea.stern Exten,sion, Western and Globe. The premiums are
fairly well maintained. With the falls in the existimj securi-

ties, the prices of old and new^ have become so nicely balanced

that between the tw'o da.s.ses there is not much actual difTor-

ence. making allowance for dividend payments. It may not

be too late to remind allottees nf the sub.st.intial price they

can got for tlleir rights .slioulil they not wisli to take up the

new^ shares.

Oriental Telephones are another 29. fid. lower at 21, and

rumours are current as to a possible melon-cutting scheme in

3onnection with the company. These rumonra are held to be
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the inspiration for the mysterious jump to over £3 ti hich
recently occurred.

The reply <if the Lamp Miinufactiirors to the rererit stric-

tures of the Coininissiou is iuterestinft, but lias no infiuciue
u|X)n prices in (he share niarliet. E<iisons are dull at SSs. Gil.

General Electric new ordinary went firmer to .5s. 3d. pre-
iniuin, after the hsts closed for sending iu renunciations. The
new |>reference stand at Is. discount. New India-Eubber
shares starti^l at a trifling premium of about 3s. fid., but are
DOW dirticult to sell to any advantage. For the half shares,
one-and-threei>ence was bid. Telegraph Constructions have
fallen Ai to -Mi. India-Rubber old are £'2 down at 14.

MetroiX)litan-Vickers preference at 2} are a better market.
Balx'ock & Wilcox remain heavy, ^^•ith a- further drop to 3J.
Labour apprehensions. Iron, steel and anuaments are mostly
dull. Brush ordinary has put on 5 points at 115, and the
st(x-k is in good demand.

[Undergrounds hold their ground, thanks to the fare-raising
ex|.)c<tations. Bus " A." as the shilling shares of the com-
pany are called, have hardened to 7s., and the income bonds
retain their 5 points gain at 74. Mexican transjwrt issues con-
tinue depressed. Brazil Tractions moved back to -50. but may
iiecover. as the strike on Brazilian railways is settled, and there
is Jiiore disposition to look favourably upon the coimtry's
securities. \Yith the ri.se in American exchange, the various
"dollar " stocks are lower in most departments. Further
evidence of demoiulisation in the Paris exchange is an un-
favoui-alde factor to many of the Stock Exchange markets.
T.ilk of an early improvement in the price of raw rubber helps
to steady rubber share quotations. The expected inrush of
Inlying orders to all the markets has failed to materialise, and
the pro-Ea.^ter optimisms are. so far, distinctly disappointed.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in makiiii; use of tlie figures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,
and they may vary according to (juautities and other oircumstancos.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HoHS E^LxonuoiTT Ooupuiiib,

DiTidend Prioo
/ • V Acril 6, yield
1918. 1919. 1920. Rise or fall. p.o.

Brompton Ordinary 8 12 fi^ — £'j 4 s
Charing Cross Ordinary .... 4 7 S' — 9 B 8

do. do. do 4JPret. .. 4)1^ 2| — B 8 B
Chelsea 3 4 Sxd — 6 3 4

City ol London 8 10 13Jxd — J 7 12 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. . . 6 B sisd — 6 9 8
County of London 7 8 "fxd —J 8 I.t 4

do do. 6 per cent. Pref, 8 6 SJ — J 6 17 2
Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 5 — 700
London Electric Nil 3^ 1^ — 5 2 6

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref .. . 6 6 8i — i 9 4 S
Metropolitan 6 6 38 — J 8 .i 6

do. 4* per cent. Pref. . . 4) H ai; — 8
Bt. James' and Pall Mall . . .. 10 IU 61 — 8 16 10
South London 6 6 s| — 7 12 8
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 19/6 — 7 3 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 5' — 8 13 10

TsLsaaAFHS ahs Telsphoicss,
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 8 6 Sii — 6 18 9

do. Def 88/6 IJ 19 — 7 18
Chile Telephone 8 6 6^ — 'lisa
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 10 _ •7
Eastern Extension 8 10 15J — *6 10 1
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 1641 — '6 9 6
Globe Tel. and T. Ord B 10 15 — '6 18 4

do. do. Pref 6 6 9h — 6 6 4
Great Northern Tel. .... 33 — 32J — 9 13 6
Indo-Enropean 13 — 4fti — 6 13 4
Marconi 36 — 3; - ,

.

6 13 4
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 — 2* — i° 4
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 73 — »5 3 3
West India and P»nama .. . . 1/3 — l.V — 5 19
Western Telegraph 8 10 16id — '6 13 4

HoMi Rails,
Central London Ord. Assented ..44 47J — 886
Metropolitan 1 ij 2Ii — 5 16 3

do. District , . Nil Nil 18* — Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary,. Nil Nil ii — Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil NU 7/- +6d. Nil
do. do. Income ..54 74 568

Foreign Trams,
Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .. Nil Nil 3J _ _

do. do. 2nd Pref. . . — — sj _
do. do. 5 Deb. .. 6 S ba, _ 7 15

Brazil Tractions — 50 _ij^
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 185 — "

3 3
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 5 6 .5;tJ _ 8 5 4

do. do. Preferrred 3) 5 60J — 9 18
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 42» — 7 12
do. do. Deb. • 4} 4+ 57 _ 7 9 1MericoTramsB percent. Bonds.. NU Nil S51 -3 nU
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 23 -J NilMexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 17* — Nil
?"• .^'^i = • •• N" Nil 27? - NU
do. Ist Bonds . . . . NU Nil 46J —1 _

MANCFAcrmuNO Companies.
Babcock 4 Wilcox 15 — 34 _j »4 16 2
British Aluminium Ord. .. . 10 10 1^' _ ' 5 5

cllt^er*^"''- ::
• ^* ^ ^ z. Taio

cast,;;, KeS.fr"'';: ;; :: i^ 3 f z* ''l'"
CromptonOrd 10 _ ji/e _ 9 6
Edison-Swan, "A" . .. lo _ Jl _ 81710

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ..5 5 79* - 6 6 9Eleotno Construction . . . . in _ .jq? a lo in

""'"kf^^-nrf ,S* «* i«6 Z ^'^6
„ °0' 0'^ 10 - m - ^5 10 4

dn^^4i-p,„, ^.. ^^ ^i -
6 6 4

ini^;.Rlb?eV.-.- .-.• ,-,•
;; .0** _**

,f«
-

4 *
,lMet.-Viokera Pref _ s

"
^'i - ir -

Siemens Ord 10 lo .>',],; _' .70 4
Telegraph OOP ao ao 24iid -l mis q

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

Tuesday, April 6th.
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Exports and Imports of Electrical Goods for January and February, 1920.

The ofHcial returns of electrical exports and imports for the months

of January and February, 1920, show as regards the exports totals

of £804,320 and £761 973 respectively, which compare with

the two previous months as follows :—November, £906,0S.t ;

December, £849.149. The values of electrical exports for January

and February, 1919, were £309,210 and £32fi,65S. The exports for

January and February, 1920, included submarine telegraph cable

to the value of £81,323 and £39,814 respectively. The total weight

Values of Electrical Exports and Im

of electrical machinery exported in January is given as 942 tons,

as compared with 1,002 tons in 1919, and 2, .528 tons in 1913. The
electrical import totals for the first two months of l92'i, have been

January, £176,871, and February, £188,026, as against £9U,374 and
£330,987 for the two previous months, November and December.
The re-exports of foreign and colonial electrical material fluctuate

considerablv, the figures for January and February being £13,622

and £9,798, as compared with £7,333 for November, and £12,76.5

for December.

PORTS FOR jAyUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1920.

January. February.

Electrical goods and apparatus unenumerated
Insulated wire
Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts

Batteries ...

Meters
Carbons
Electrical machinery

—

Railway and tramway motors
Motors and generators

Electrical machinery unenumerated
Switchboards

Telegraph and telephone cables and apparatus

Totals

£
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would be Well within their rit;hts in retaining the monopoly
granted under the patents, and are even moie within their
rights in iiuixsin^ tneir own limit upon the number ol lamps
to be produt-ed under hcences by manulacturers. who are
in practice their rivals. It is iunlier explained that no hiuit
is imposed upon the licensees as rogards any lamps manu-
factured lor export, and further, that the three licensor firms
are under no ajireement to limit their own output. \^ e admit
the t.echnical currectuess of those arguments, and commend
tn<- ailion of the patent-owning firms in the As.-«xiati<in in

relaxing the output limitation clauses of tlieir agit^eiiK-nts
with tlieir licensees during the war: but we have, no assur-
ani* that tliese restrictions will not be reimposed. The licen-
sor tirms would be well within their technical rights in hunt-
ing the expansion of all associated firms in -the British elec-

tric lamp industry except theJuseives, but we should have
difhculty in harmonising such a policy \Aith the declared desire
of the Association to see the British output of electric lamps
increase until it is equal per head of population to that of

the United States or Holland. Ihe system adopted by some
other trade associations of limiting each firm in the Associa-
tion to a percentage of the total output of the combmed
tinus. whatever that output may be, is not free from objection
from a public standpoint ; but it is far preferable to the re-
striction imposed by the licensors of these patents upon some
of their lic-ensee,s and might well l>e adopted by them. W'e
are, of course, aware that patents are granted with the double
object of encouraging invention by granting to the patentee
a monorHjly of maiailacture for a term of years, and of ensur-
ing that the manner uf working- the invention shall be made
known to the public for general use when that term has
expire J. ^^e do not quei-lion the desirability of granting
such limited-period monopohes to inventors or develoj:>ers of

inventions, but it is undesirable that patent rights should
be made an instrument for enforcing a monopoly wider than
that afiorded under the patents themselves. We are, more-
over, ol opinion that it should be possible to challenge the
vaUdity til an oppressive master patent without incurring
euch expenditure as that already mentioned in the case of
Messrs. Duram, Ltd.. and that there should be an effective
supervision and control of the terms on which licences to
work patents are granted. In view of the modifications in
the law contained in the Patents and Designs Act, 1919. de-
signed to provide a remedy for abuses of patent monopolies,
we reserve any recommendations we might otherwise have
made under this head.

1'2. \\e have referred in paragraph 2 to the purcha.=e of
Dutch half-watt lamps as a condition of the sale of an argon
plant by PhUoips. of Holland. We now have to state that
during the lir.-^t seven months of 1919 licences for the importa-
tion of Dutch half-watt electric lamps were issued by the
Board of Trade, on the recMnmendation of the Ministry of
Munitions, to the following firms :

—

Lamps.
The Briti.sh Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd. ... ijll.OlKI

Siemens Bros., Ltd 5(l(l,tltK»

The Geneial Electric Co., Ltd 5(J0,0tKt

.'Vt that time the Dutch half-watt lamp was bought in
Holland, we undei.'^tand, at about 3s. per lamp. These lamps
bought in Holland at iis. were sold to the user in this country
at L2s. Gd. W'c have inquired as to how and by whom the
great margin between these two figures was absorbed. We
are informed, on behalf of the three importing firms, that the'
cost of the.se lamps delivered into purchasers' store in this
country was 4s. id. : that the selling exx>enses per lamp (in-

cluding carriage, packing, storage. &c.) were is. lid.: making
a total cost to the importing and selling firms of 6s. 'lid.

The average price realised from the trade is stated to have
been 8s. 63d., which gives a net profit to the irajiorters of
•2s. 4d. per lamp. These lamps were sold to the public at
12s. 6d.. which gives an average trading margin to the dis-

tributing trade of 3s. IHd. per lamp. These figures apply
up to September :^ith. 1919, when the price to the public was
reduced to lUs. 6d.

The figures furnished to us for that later period show an
importers' co.st of 4.s. Id., and selling espenses of Is. 8Jd..
making a total first-sellers' cost of -os. 9id., an averaged
realised price of 6s. Idjd.. giving an importers' profit of
Is. UJd.. and leaving a margin of 3s. 7|d. for the distributing
trade.

We have not been able to check these figures or to deter-
mine the costing basis on whic-h they have lieen compiled,
but we understand that the figures oif '2s. lid. and Is. SJd.
per lamp for jelling expenses are not figures arrive+l at by
actual costina. but represent the perc-entage customarily allo-

cated for sellinc expenses by these firms. In view of the
fact that the 1919 selling expenses on standard vncuum lainns
are put by the .Association at .5.1 pence, we are forced to the
conclusion that the ficrures given for tlie half-watt lamp are
far larger than the selling expenses actually incurred f>n the.=-e

lamps. In confirmation of this view we have a .statement
from a reliable witness of considerable experience in the
electric lamp imxwrt trade to the effect that 50 per cent, on
imported crnst would be an ample margin for both selling

expenses and profit. We believe that under conditions of

unfettered importation and free competition between import-
ing merchants, a far lower margin even than .50 per cent.
wouM have been found adequate. We nre of opinioin that
those imported Dutch half-watt lamps might well have been

sold to the pubUc at not more than 8s. instead of 12s. 6d.,

la\-ish margms still being left to the importers and the
distributing trade. We arrive at the conclusion, ihereicwe,
that the public paid something like ±*28ti,(i(iU more for these
lamps than they need have done had their importation and
sale been projx-rly organised and controlled. \Ve have in-
quired of the Ministry of Munitions why the issue of licences
was tonfined to these three finns, but owing to the partial
demobilisation of the department cunoerned we have becD
uii:ili]e to <ilitain sufficient intniuiat.on to give any actxtuut
of the lircuiiistances or reasons. We have also inquire<i *>f

the Import and Export Licences Sectiim of the Board of
Trade whether in issuing these I'Nenoes any stipulation s«
to price or conditions of sale was imposed, and learn that the
licences were issued without any such conditions attached.

We recognise that the three firms to whom litences Tre:«
granted, holding as they did patents on the half-watt gas-
filled lamjis, and relying on the validity of those patents,
believed themselves within their rights in requiring a mono-
poly of the importation of those Dutch lamps. We also re-
cognise that, inasmuch as British manufacturers could nat
at that time turn out half-watt gas-filled lamps nearly as
cheaply as could Dutch manufacturers, to have offened tilje

public Dutch lamps at considerably lower prices than tfie

home product w<iuH liave lieen to prejudice seriouaJy tiie

Briti.sh manufacture of these lamps at a difficult and criticsl

time. We cannot liut think, however, tliat some means oi

diverting the greater part ot the i*2H0,(KJ(( from importers and
distributors to the public revenue should have been found.

13. It has been urged upon us, on behalf of the Association.
that only by mass production can the manufacture of electric

lamps be carried on in this country in suix«ssful competitioo
with Holland. Switzerland, and CJermany, and that herein
lies one decisive justification of the ixJicy the .Association is

pursuing. We venture to remark on this point that if

economy of production were directly related to the volume
of output in one unit of plant, the progiessave policy would
be a policy of concentration in a few large factories, and the
pohcy of the Association should be aimed in that direction.

But we are not ccaivinced, from the evident^" laid befcwe us.

that in the actual making of lamps the big factory ha!s any
great advantage c>ver the small factory. We have, indeed,
shown that the .smaller factories aie able to produce, or do
at any rate sell, at lower prices than the larger factories.

Where ma.ss production is essential to economy appears to be
in the manufacture of glass bulbs and of brass caps, and Tve

consider that any effort directed towards concentrating the
manufacture of bulbs into one hishly-efiicient establishment,
and of caps into another, would be advantageous as placing
the Briti^h industry on a footing of efficien«y and of independ-
ence as regards foreign .supplies of ccwnponents. The .Associa-

tion is at present, we lielieve. pursuing such a pc4icy. and
since we are a.ssured that in so doing they will not discriminate
between associate*! and non-as.sociated manufacturers, we lo.ik

upon this as a movement of great prouiise to the electric

lamp industry of this country.

14. We have inquired to what extent non-.Association firms

have been in the past handicapped in their competiticm with
the ass(Kiated firms in the matter of materials and in lamp
manufacture, and are informeil that as regards iioth bulbs and
caps they have been at some disadvantage owing to the
influence exercised by associated firms on the manufacturers
of component parts in other countries. The best and cheapest

glass bulbs, we are informed, are produc-ed in other tiountries

and largely imported by lamp manufacturers in this country.

One of the leading foreign makers is Messrs. Libby. of U.S..

and for certain tyjies of lamps it is advantageous to use
Libby bulbs. But Messrs. Libby are connected with the
tJeneral Electric Co.. of .America, and that company is finan-

cially connected with the British Thomson-Houston Co. We
are informed that as a result of these intercoimections it was
ditiicult, if not imjxissible, for any non-as.sociated firms in this

country to obtain bulbs made by Messrs. Libby. Satisfactory

bulbs were obtained from Hcilland and Sweden, and the home
supplies were improving, but the sources of supply to non-
asscx-iated manufacturers in this country were nanowed by
leason of the international connections described.

1.5. We have not in our investigation dealt with the question

whether combination in the electric lamp industry is de.sirable

or otherwise, but we think it well to record the fact that

some non-associated manufacturers have declared to us their

belief that combination would be beneficial to the industry

and country alike provided it were a combination of firms

associated on a basis of equal status, with cf>mmon obligations

and privileges. The objections advanced against the .Associa-

tion as at present conducted are that it is worked in the
interests of three licensor firms, who impose upon the licensee

firms onerous conditions, in particular those requiring the

recognition of patent claims even when they are declared

invalid in the Courts, and those limiting the output of

licensees.

It has been pot to us by the. responsible beads of the

Association that the .Association enabled the lamp mannlji-
turing indu.stry to resist at a <ritica] time the invasion of the

British market by German lamps, and kept intact in this

country a lamp industry which, when the war came, was
able at short notit* to turn out many special types of valves

and lamps urgently required for the prosecution of the war.
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We agree that without some form of combination the British
electric lamp industiy would not have been able to resist so
successfully the competition of foreign-made lamps, but we
cannot agree either that the form of combination established
by the Association was indispensable for the purpose, or that
the Association has secured to the industry as a whole all

the advantages which a more equitable form of combination
lould have ensured. In view* of the gi'eat importance of
ifsearch and experiment to an industry, the development of
which is so njurh dependent upon s<'ience, we consider tliat

one important i)l)jectivi- should have been that of concentrat-
ing research and exp<Miment in such a way as to get maximum
lesults from the sums expended, and to place these results
at the disposal of the industry as a W'hole. We have been
informed of the very large sums devoted to research by tlic

three principal finiis in the Asstx'iation, and have been asked
to take account of this in considering tae profits made, but
we have no means of knowiiig how much of this expenditure
was devoted specifically to lamps or of relating that expendi-
ture to profits. We agree tliat the profits made by the Hi-

dustry sliould be such as to aflbrd an adequate margin for

experiment and research; but until the Assoiiation recon-
structs itself on a more equitable basis and subjects costs and
expenditure to ojien and impartial cost-accountancy, we see
no means whereby the public can judge that the margin so
allowed is not excessive, and that it is being efficiently used
for that purpose.

Ifi. Whereas we have shown that a trade combination
controls practically tlie whole electric lamp industry in this

country, we now have to call attention to the-s!rong possibiliTy

of an international trade combination, embracing the leading
manufacturers of America. Holland, and Great Britain.
The General Electric Co., of .America, have a maJoTitv

liolding m the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ijtd., in Eng-

land, and have recently joined interests with Phdips Glowlamp
Works, Ltd., a very important lamp manufacturing concern
in Holland, recently Philips, of Holland, acquired about one-
eighth of the Edison-Swan Electric Co., Ltd. (in England),
shares, and two Philips directors have joined the Ediswaii
board. Such' an international " couimunity of interests

"

might be able to dominate the world's lamp market, fix

prices, regulate output, and allocate markets.

There is already an arrangement between .\nierica and
England whereby the respective markets are allm-ated, and
British associated manufacturers are iwevented from export-

ing to U.S.A., Mexico, and Japan. Moreover, the British

A.ssociation manufacturers control, through the General Elec-

tric Co., of America, the be.st American gla.ss bulbs, anil have
prevented non-as.sociated manutacturers from obtaining sup-
plies of that particular bulb.

The British lamp consumer should, in our opinion, be safe-

guarded against the possible maintenance of price by such
a powerful world combine.

17. We think it ixrtinent to record the fact that several

of the witne.s.^es whom we suiiiuioned to apjiear before us
were obviously reluctant to give evidence leHecting adversely
on the Association lest the fact of their doing so .should be<:'ome

known, and their bu.sine.s.ses .suffer in con.sequence. Notwith-
standing the compulsory powers delegated to us under the
Act, we felt it necessary to give these witnes.'^es an assurance
that their names should be deleted from all <-ircuIarised re-

cords of the Committee, whereupon they made their com-
plaints without hesitation. These fears may have been en-
tirely unwarranted, but the reluctance evinced was in itself

an indication of the restraint thit a powerful combination
can impose upon that .aection of the industry which is outside
the combination.

THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF ARTISAN DWELLINGS.

By LEONARD MILNE, M.LE.E.

(Ahf^triut (>/ paprr raid hrfuie tin- 1

Ik electricity is to be employed in artisan dweUings
i.]r lighting and other purposes, it would appear es.seu-

tial that [he installation costs should be very much
reituced from those to which we are now beginning
to become accustomed. The argument that, since the
present cost of building is so great, and the cost

of an electrical installation such a small percentage of the
total figure, economies in installation costs are of small im-
importance appears to be entirely fallacious. Dealing first

with an installation for the supply of lighting only to an
artisan dwelling, I find from examination of various plans
that, on the average, the house contemplated would require
lime lighting points, and 1 have had estimates prepared for

the internal installation work on various methods at present
111 vo^ue, with the following result *

:
—

Cost of 9-light installation in screwed enamelled welded
tube with 6Ui>-megohm grade C.M..\. cable of sizes conform-
ing to the requirements of the Institution, including main
switch and main fuses, distribution board, plain fittings,

lamps, and switches, ±'19 13s. Sd.

The same in close-joint conduit with continuity fittings,

£U Is.

Ihe same in wood casing, £16 3s.

The same with wires carried on porcelain cleats and un-
protected except Mliere they rise through floors and pass
through walls, .£11 4s. 8d.

Examining the points where it would seem passible to

elfect a saving, I Would fir.st suggest that a main switch in

these small dwellings, when lighting only is provided, could
quite well be eliminated, substituting therefor two replace-

ment fuses. From examination of the estimates previously
given, I am of opinion that some form of unca.sed cleat wiring
must be used, on the grounds of economy. With regard to

the wires themselves, it api>ears quite unnecessary to use
such costly material as G(lO-meghom grade table on the neutral
side of those systems where one pole is directly anil {>erman-
cntly connected to eartli, since at the outside we could only
be dealing with differences of pressure of a very few volts

between this <;onductor and earth ; tlie insulation of the braid-

ing of the wire, and of the porcelain cleats would, I submit,
be amply sufficient for the neutral side.

Tliere are to-day an enormous- number of installations in

which the insulation on the neutral side is practically nil,

and yet I cannot find any case in which it has been observed
that the occurrence of a fire was coincident with the develop-
ment of a fault between the outer and neutral on the system.
As to the size of wire employed, at the present time a

No. 18 S.W.G. is the smallest wire permitted by the wiring
rules. The considerations on which this rule is ba.sed are

* .^11 e.stimates in this paper are based on the prices ruling
in the autumn of 1919 and the sizes of wires then in common
Ufe. Recent variations do not, however, materially alter the
comparative figures.

.N.STITUTIU.N OF ElF-CTRIC.AL ENGINEERS.

)

undoubtedly mechanical, not electrical. I would .sugge.st that,
m the case of twin wiies, the minimum size permitted shoulu
be reduceU from iNo. ib to Wo. '20 S.W.G., since the mechani-
cal .strength ot a twin -20 S.\\ .(i. wire is at least equal to the
mectianical strength of a single iH S.W.G. A twin W'lre
might be used, made up with one core of No. 'Jl S.^^ .G.
insulated to (iUO-megohm grade with a bare No. '2U S.W.G.
laid ih long spirals around this, and the whole braided over
all. Such a twin conductor, compare'! with two .separate

conductors of No. IS gauge, effects a saving of 50 per cent,
m the cost of wire.

I would propose to dispense with switch drops, to place
a combined .switch' and ceiling rose (or a switch and ceiling
ro.se mounted together on the same block) on the wall near
the, ceiling level, and to operate the switch by a cord or rod
attachment. The position of the combined switch and ceiling
rose can generally be chosen .so as to be clo.se to the door
of the room. from this ceiling rose 1 would run a twin
flexible wire, passed over an insulated hook, directly to the
point where light is required. This twin flexible I would
agahi con.struct of one insulated wire and one semi-insulated
wire. In this way a saving of 40 per cent, would be effected
in the cost of flexible cords.

\^'hel•e conductors run through floors, they should be pro-
tected up to the skirting level or possibly above hand reach,
preferably in §-in. insulating tube. Ihey should also be pro-
tected in a similar manner where pa.s.sing through walls. Such
protection, primarily mechanical, would, with the braiding,
provide for the otlierwi.se bare conductor sutficient insulation
to prevent electrolytic action.

The total result of the economies suggested is that the
cost of a 9-light installation as de.scribed would amount to

i!7, as against a .sum varying from £19 13.s. .S<1. to .i'll 4s. 8d.
for the co.st of a .similar installation on tlie recognised methods
before referred to. In each ca.se my estimates are based upon
the perhaps .somewhat haphazard methods at present in
vogue, in which there is practically no co-operation between
the architect, the builder, and the electrician. I hojie that we
shall see clo.ser co-operation, .so that wood fixing blocks will be
buUt in at all po.sitions where fixings are required, and that
passage ways will be left where necessary in all walls and
ceilings. These fixings can be provided practically without
additional cost as the building proceeds, whilst the labour of
cutting away, and making gooil. amounts to approximately
one-third of the total labour on the installation.

Doubtless one .service \\ould be arranged for a group ot

hou.ses, and I would suggest that the supply from hou.-e to
house of the group should be made by means of bare over-
head wires carried on insulators attaihed to the chimneys of

the buildings, and that the sujiply should enter at the top
of the hou.se and not at the bottom, the supply autliority'.s

apparatus being fixed on the iipiH'r inst»>ad of on the lower
door. This arrangement has the further advantage of pro-
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Tiding the driest position for fixing the supply authority's
apparatus.
A meter for eaeh separate <'onsunier is a heavy charge for

the antioii>at4?(l revenue, ami where lighting only is installed
consumers might be charged a hxed annual rate and a uieU-r
eliminated, itie olijection.s to such a fixed charge under a
contract for lighting only is that it leads t" extravagant wn-
sumption ;in<l to the dishonest use of lighting jxjints for
electric kettles, irons, and all the various appliances which
can b«- utilLsed with the larap-.stHket adapter; or, on the
other hand, to the n.s*' of electricity for domestic purpo.><"s
other than lighting being hanifjered.
For houses built under the housing scheme, which will to

a large extent be of exactly the .same size and type, the diffi-
culty of improper use of energy supplied under a con-
tract for Jighting only could be met by installing
one meter for, say, every dozen or 30 houses, charging a
fixed rental sufficient to cover the most extravagant use of
energy for lighting purpose.^, and allowing a quarterly rebate
to each consumer when the meter reading showed" a con-
sumption below the predetermined estimated figure. By this
means, it would be to the interest of each consumer to econo-
mise, and the improper use of current for purposes not in-
cluded in the contract would probably Ije at once notified and
stopped. The other objection, that deveJopment is hampered,
still remain.s.

It is highly desirable that a supply of electricitv should
be available for all purpo.ses—for Jieating, for cooking, house
cleaning and washing, and for small power for labour-saving
devices. For a general supply a .separate meter for each
house appears to be e.si«ntial, but the anticipated revenue
would be sufficient to justify this expenditure.
To avoid installing two meters, one for lighting and one

for power, the system of charging a fixed annual sum plus
a small charge per unit used for any purpose has distinct
advantages. The ideal system, which should l>e free from
complication, easily understood by the consumer, adapted to
promote the general use of electricitv for all purposes, and
equitable, has, I think, still to be found.
As regards heating, I do not think we can anticipate the

elimination of fires from the room, or rooms, where heat is
constantly required. In bedrooms, where artificial heat is
only reijuired on rare occa.sions. electric stoves are eminently
suitable The sugge.<;tion has been made that considerable,
economies in building would be effected by completelv dis-
pensing with chimneys and grates; and, with the one excep-
tion of the main living room, I think this could be done with
great advantage. The .saving in cost of building bv dispensing
with chimneys and grates in all rooms but the living room,
and by substituting for them efficient forms of ventilation',
would amount to approximately ±'i5 per house and would
further provide an additional 15 sq. ft. of available floor
space.

The cost of wiring with twin wires as previou.slv described
for the heating plug in each room from which a fireplace has
been removed would only amount to approximatelv I,Ss. per
point, or M Ids. for the house with five power points. I have
not included in this figure the cost of the electiic stoves
themselves, for it seems quite unnecessary that these .should
be provided by the landlord for each room in each house.
Electric stoves and other electrical apparatus which are onlv
occasionally used, should be available on the estate for hire
by the tenants.
With regard to electrical cooking, by reason of the com-

plete control and lower average temperature required, the
resultant saving in food wastage alone .should cause the "adop-
tion of electrical cooking on grounds of economv. There are
on the mai-ket several satisfacton- kitchen outfits suitable for
a w;orking-class family, and the co.st of such an outfit, con-
sisting of an electric oven 18 in. by 1.5 in. by 15 in. with
four controls, boiling plate 18 in. by 10 in. with three con-
trols, a grill 9 in. by 8 in. and a two-pint kettle, would'amount
to about £U at present prices, and the daily consumption
for cooking for a family of five would average about 7J units
per day. In the T'nited States the average figure is stated
to be nnder 1 unit per day per person.

It will pay the electricity .supply undertaking to quote
preferential rates for cooking in an arti.san dwelling, since
the range will be used chiefly for the midday dinner at or
near the time of minimum daytime load on the .station. The
stumbling block to electrical cooking is the question of
domestic hot-water supply. In the majoritv of cases this is
inadequately provided from a saddle-back boiler in the kitchen
fire. This is not satisfactory. The alternative, of using a
separate stove burning anthracite, is more convenient and
more economical than keeping a kitchen fire alight to provide
hot water. Taking anthracite as costing at the present time
£S OS. a ton. the daily cost amounts to approximatelv 7|d.
Roughly, this will provide the equivalent of 50 gallons of
hot water at a temperature of 104 deg. P.
Another alternative is to obtain the hot-water supplv from

a gas-heated gey.ser. To obtain the same quantity of hot
water at the same temperature would require a con.surnption of
75 cu. ft. of gas. to which must be added, if the arrangement
is to be convenient, the amount consumed by a pilot burner,
which vvould be alight for, say, 1'2 hours a day and consume
five or six cu. ft. per hour, making the total gas consumption
1.35 cu. ft. per day. Taking the price of gas as Is. 6d. the
cost would be, say, 7id. per day.

' There arc several electric water-heaters on the market for
which an efficiency of 90 per cent, or *'er is claimed when
the apparatus is u.seU to its full capacity over a period of 'JtA

hours, and 1 am of ojunion that such an efficiency should
be obtainable. A still higher- degree of efficiency could
doubtless be obtainetl without thermal storage, but it appears
essential that some form of thermal storage be employed
if electric heating of water is* adopted. To give a convenient
supply of bath water, 18 gallons of water at a temperature of
104 deg. F. should be available within 10 minutes; and to
provide this without thi-rmal .storage, even with a heater of
JltO per cent, efficiency and a.ssuiiiing a temi)erature of -55

deg. F. for the inflowing cold water, would require over
15 KW. for 10 minutes. Such a load is not one that supply
engineers would be prepared to take on at the low price which
is essential if the electrical heating of water for domestic
purposes is to come into general use. With thermal storage
and a load factor of practically 100 iwr cent., a supply is even
to-day obtainable at Id. per unit; and with arrangements
w hich would ensure that the water-heater load was off at times
of peak load, I should anticipate that a rate of Jd. per unit
or less \\ould be quoted.
The objections to thermal storage by means of a heated

cast-iron block are the weight and bulkiuess of the apparatus.
The objection to thermal storage in the hot water itself is

that either a large cistern is required for adequate storage,
or that the water has to be stored at a high temperature.
increasing the thermal losses and, moreover, rendering the
water unpotable and Uable to deposit -sc-ale.

Although a domestic hot-water supply may be obtained
more cheaply electrically than in any other way—(x1. against
7d. to 8d. a day—the price is still -somewhat high for an
artisan family. The direction in which the final solution
of the problem lies is to fit a small boiler in the parlour
grate, to store tepid water at, say. 80 deg. F. or 90 deg. F. in
winter time, and to employ an electrothermic booster to raise
the tepid water to the requiied temperature. In summer
time when there is no parlour fire, a little more electric power
will be necessary; this, combined with arrangements en.«uring
that the peak load is not overlapped, gives a most desirable
l(3ad to the supply station.

A further investigation on the subject of thermal storage
is urgently called for. Possibly good results might be ob-
tained by making use for thermal storage of the latent heat
of fusion of .some metal, alloy, or salt, such as nitrate of
soda, or the latent heat of crystallisation of the .solution of
a salt, such as acetate of soda, which has already been used
for thermal storage. The .subject is the key to the. extensive
introduction of electric cooking. Solve the domestic hot-
water problem and electric cooking will necessarily follow.
From figures previously given, it will be seen that, leaving

out of consideration on both .sides of the account the provision
of a hot-water supply, the capital cost of the complete
electrical equipment of an artisan's dwelling, including cook-
ing apparatu-s, is practically covered by the saving on the
building by dispensing .with chimneys and grates.

Various other labour-saving devices which are on the
market will be extensively used in the arti.san's house when
a cheap electricity supply is available in every room, and I
would call attention to one piece of apparatus which should
be. but. as far as I know, is not, on the market, namely,
an electrically heated airing cupboard. Most small houses
are at present verj" inadequately provided with airing facilities,

and an electrically heated airing cupboard, properly ventilated
to the outside, is an inexpen.sive convenience which will do
much to promote the health of the people.

EARTHING.

{Abstrart of paper read before ilie Institctiox of EtECTRlCtL
EXOINEERS.)

The sub-committee was asked to " consider the whole ques-
tion of earthing (including the time element of circuit-
breakers, the heating of conductors, the current-carrjing
capacity of the apparatus earthed, the drop of pressure in
metal .sheathing, and the number of earth wires required)."
In accordance with these in.structions the sub-committee

first proceeded to determine experimentally the heating of
earth wires, i.e., bare conductors of various cross-sectional
areas, having in mind that rule 34 in the seventh edition of
the I.E.E. Wiring Rules requires one No. 14 S.W.G. wire,
or conductor of an equivalent cross-.sectional area, to be pro-
vided for even.' 50 amperes or part thereof of w\)rking current,
and that rule 98 (b) allows the use of a fuse which wdl per-
manently carry any current less than three times the normal
for working currents not exceeding 10 ami)eres. and twice the
working current for larger conductors. Fig. 1 shows the rise
in temperature for bare conductors of various sizes carrying
twice the working current allowed by the Institution rule
for the same cross-sectional area of insulated conductor, i.e.,

* Report of the Earthing Sub-committee of the Wiring
Rules Committee. The sub-committee consisted of Mr. G. S.
Ram (chairman), Mr. J. Frith, Mr. G. H. N'isbett, and Mr.
A. L. Taylor.
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the current which an earth wire may have to carry inde-

tinitely under the present rules.

The temperatures arrived at are much higher than will

be considered safe.

The considerable coolinfi effect obtained by attaching a

wire to a brick wall will be noted. luit tin- ,sub-C()iiiMiittce does

not consider it safe to calculate tli.' >i/rs of earth wires for

a given current, except on the ;ir-suiiiiiti<iu that the wires

will be entirely surrounded by still air.

An earth wire should be so designed in size that, assuming

the ctrt-reet operation of the fuse, the temix-rature can never

ris+> to that of the melting point of tinman's solder, i.e.,

about 392 deg. F., in order to ensure the ix;rmaneucy of the

ir.o«
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1. Earthing t-ouduc-tors niui^t he of the numbers and siz«.s set

forth in the tables attached to the rules for each size of

Avorkinj; conductor.
•2. That they should be of high conductivity copper, tinned

or otherwise protected against corrosion, and prot-ected agaiu.st

nie<-hanical injury.

3. That the smallest allowable size of earthing conductor

should be J/14 S.W.G., and the largest individual conductor

should be I'J/IT S.W.G., and that all conductors larger than

1/14 S.W.C. should be stranded.

4. When a larger section of earthing conductor than 19/17

S.W.Ci. is necessary, separate conductors must be used, and

if eartii plates or cylinders are employed, separate ones for

each conductor must also be vised.

."), Buried earth plates or cylinders must have an earth

contact of not less than 4 sq. ft., and be surrounded on all

sides bv not less than 12 in. depth of finely broken <-oke.

They should preferably lie of cast iron or other durable metal

and the place selected for burying them must be permanently

wet or, at least, damp.*
6. Wherever an earth wire is connected to a pi|ie, or con-

duit, or cable -sheath, or ajTuoming. a substantially designed

clip 'must be used. Sweating .sockets also must be used at

each end of the earth conductor for all sizes larger than

1/14 S.W' .G. For armoured cables .substantial clamps must

be used, so designed as to grip firmly the whole of the wires

of the armouring without damage to the insulation.

7. Where special earth plates are not provided, extreme

care must be taken to see that only .'^uch earths are used

as are easily capable of carrying the maximum current which

can be allowed to flow by the largest fuse used in the circuit

in question. From this point of view^ water pipes du-ectly

in connection with the street water-mains make excellent

earths. Steel frameworks of buildings must not be used as

In conclusion, the sub-c-ommittee stroncly recommends that

rule 2 (6), providing for the need of earthing all metal other

than the conductor on circuits where medium pressures are

used, be extended tn include low-pressure circuits also, and

that it also be extended to prescribe the earthing of all metal

liable to be electrically charged, such as constructional steel-

work.

Discussion in London.

The discussion was a joint one on the electrical equipment

ot artisan dwellings, with an introductory paper by Mr. L.

Milne, and on the rei»rt of the Earthing Sub-committee ot

the l.E.K. Wiring Kules Committee.

Mr •( \V Beaich.^mp oi^ened the discussion on the paper,

and said that the figures it contained of the cost of wiring

such dwellings would be of much value. He had found great

diversity in .such figures when supplied by various contrac-

tors It was his opinion that an attempt should be made to

spend a greater proportion of the cost of such installation in

the factory instead of on site ; by that he meant everything

it was possible to do in the factory should be done there so

that the lesulting product would be. .-^> to siieak. a torm

of cable which onlv re.iuired to be nailed to the wall. Ifiey

had been promised IWxm houses before the end ol the year

(.500 (KKI were needed), and he emphasised the miportance ot

vviriii" the houses immediately; if that was not done at once

thev would probably have to wait t«n years before they could

get'them all wii-ed. Thev should not wait to ascertain whether

the tenants intended to use electricity before putting in the

installations; if tenants found the houses already wired it

was an easv matter to induce them to become consumer.s of

electricitv moreover, if the houses were not wired for electric

lighting thev would certainly be piped for gas. In this con-

nection the "actual cost of the installation was not of much

account It was the difference between the cost ot wunng tor

electricitv and that of piping for gas with which they were

xeallv concerned. The wiring of artisan dw-ellings would

result in benefit to all <oncerned ; every branch of the elec-

trical industrv would stand to gam much both from the

monetarv and' business points of view. It was his opinion that

the rent-paving capacity of the present-day artisan had not

been fullv appreciated, if really good houses were provided

tenants would be prepared to pay good rents for them, itiey

should at least make an attempt to find some means of edu-

cating the public to the benefits to be derived from the use

of electricitv in the home. However, the first thing to be done

was to "et the hou.-^-s w iied. and when that was done he was

confident that an increasing use of electricity, not only lor

lighting, but also in connection with all forms of labour-saving

devices'.' would follow rs a matter of course.
, ,, ,,

Ml-. G. Scott R.\m, in oi)ening the discussion on the Earth-

in" Sub-committee's report, explained how the committee

came to be appomted. In the course of inspecting factories

in different parts of the country he had been struck by the

lar^e number of earth wires installed (many of which hart

fuiSd) that were verv much too small to can-y the current

they were intended to do. It apoeared to him that the sizes

of earth wires had not been considered from a scientific point

of view and he accordingly wrote to the Institution on

March 12th. 191S. pointing out the facts, and suggesting that

* We have deleted the requirement of the present rule to

the effect that the coke used must be free from sulphur.

an inquiry should be made. The Committee had subse-
quently confirmed a number of observations that he had made
in the letter referred to. .Vfter enumerating the chief recom-
mendations of the Committee, the speaker said that most of

the credit was due to Mr. G. H. Nisbett, who had carried out
all the hard work connected with the inquiry.

Mr. H. H. Berrv agreed that some form of cleat wiring
was necessary if small houses were to Ix: wired cheaply. He
would encourage members to write to the Institution Wiring
Kules Committee about the subject under discussion; the
Committee was always ready to consider suggestions that
were likely to be of help. He believed that some of the
wiring rules were not observed because they called for plant
w hich was not forthcoming, .mhuc did not exist, and it was only
with the assistance of others that the committee could .suc-

cessfully overcome such dilficulties. He called attention to a

lamp adapter which was very useful in preventing the illegiti-

mate use of electricity for such devi<-es as heating and cooking
apparatus where the fixed price system of- charging was in

force. ,lhis adapter allowed only certain devices to be used
and no others. The double installation cost of a separate
lighting and heating in.stallation was undoubtedly a very
great disadvantage. He had considered the problem carefully,

and had come to the conclusion that the installation of elec-

tricity in artisan dwellings was within their economic reach
to-day. His s\stem was to use one primary source of heat

to heat the water supply of the house, both for washing and
heating purposes, and by the aid of radiators and " magi-
coal " fires the " topping up " of the rooiu temperature could

be done electrically. With regard to the fixed-price system
of charging for a hot-wat«r supply leading to its extravagant
use, there was now a device on the market designed to check
any such extravagant use.

Mr. J. Frith thought that the metering problem could be
entirely solved by the maximum demand system of charging
for energy used. Referring to earthing, he thought it

essential to consider the question of earth wires together with
that of fuses. An earth wiie must first carry the current
which would blow the fuse or trip the circuit breaker, and
secondly, it must serve as a preventative against shock. He
agreed that tin was the only suitable metal that met the

required conditions for fuses, and considered it desirable that

the earthing rules should apply to all apparatus, irrespective

of the pressure used.

Mr. W. E. E.4W-LINGS did not agree that some form of

cleat wiring w as necessary ; any such system would cause

endless trouble, as the wire was extremely liable to be dam-
aged or even pulled down entirely, especially in artisans'

dwellings. He considered that any form of wiring that allowed

an air space between the wall and the wire was not to be
encouraged. There was no reference in the paper to metal-

covered wire such as the Henley. Stanuos. A-c, systems,

neither was there any reference to the fixed price system of

charging. The latter system would, in his opinion, solve

manv of their present troubles, \iter explaining the method,

and that it was only suitable for altei-natinc; current, he
remarked that four to six lights would be all that would

be necessary in the propo.sed artisan dwellings. He agreed

with Mr. Beauchamp that it was essential to introduce elec-

tric lighting at all costs into the houses now being built, and

he was confident that such introduction would bring with it

much work for both the contractor and supplier. The cost

of separate installations for Hahting and heating was alto-

gether prohibitive. The Earthing Sub-committee deserved

credit for the information given in its report; such informa-

tioiw was difiicult to obtain in the usual wav. and was not

given in text books. It had- shown that the wiring rules

were not what they should be. and he thouaht they -were

deeply indebted to the committee for bringing the points

home. The pronosition to reduce the capacity of fuses to

an overload of -50 per cent, was not adeauate, there would

not be sufficient margin to allow- for overload.

Mr. H. J. Cash congratulated the authors on their papers,

fhey were vers' interesting, and contained much information.

He admired the boldness of some of the sucgestions made in

•oiine'^+ion with the wirina of artisan dwellinqs. He agreed

that there were numerous installations in which the insula-

tion on the neutrnl side was practically nil : many faults that

existed were not known of. and it was interesting to hear the

author state that he had not been able to find any case in

whicb it had been observed that the occurrence of a fire was

coincident with the development of a fpult between thp

outer and neutral of the svstem. He agreed that they should

get the huu-^ps wired .-t alt costs, and also with the author'--

suggestion that they should attempt to reduce the cost of

wiring rather than snend the monev on propaganda. He
did not think anv existing method of wirinc w-is as cheap

as that suggested by the author, who did not advi^-ate onen

wiring, as it anneared to have been f>?sumed The '•leat

^-irin"' would i^nt be exposed, it would all be under the floor.

&c. He agreed that a combined swit<-h and ceiling rose was

(lesirable. and thought it w-ould help to reduce the cr>st

enormouslv. Such a bwitcb need nut be placed near the

Honr. as wa.s advocated 'n t'lp rnper; it should be located

OS near as pos.sible to the licrhtins point, so as to reduce

the wirimr. but if desirable it could be operated by a cord

.so placed as to h.ing near the door. He did not favour

runi'ine flexible wires a<To.^s the ceilins. su-h rnns were

much too long and unsightly. The principal difficulty m
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the problem of heating water could be solved to-day, although

not on a sufficiently large scale as yet as to be generally

applicable. A point that apiieared to have been overlooked

was a hot cupooard lor ainng clothes. Such a thing was

e.ssential in every hou.-e, aitnough they were hardly ever

provided, and the electncally-heated airing cupboard was an

exceedingly economical device. He did not tniuk the hxed-

price lamp holder aaaptor mentioned by a previous siwaker

\iOuld be of much utility, because any artisan of to-day was

ijuite capable of bub.--tituting an ordinary holder.

Mr. \\ . Cross uid n<jt favour the aulUors system of partly

insulated twin wire; ho had known cases where there was a

potential ditterence ol oU volts between the neutral and

e.irth, and in his opinion some system of metalH:overed wire

was desirable; he was not in favour of introducing any form

ol cleat wiring into the type of house under consideration.

.1 .separate meter for each consuiaer was the most satisfactory

mctnod of charging, unless the generation costs could be

considerably leauceU l.oiu what tuey weie at present. He
did not think they coulil eliminate the coal hre altogether, but

tuat luaUe little ditterence ; they should make use of central

heating and endeavour to introduce more labour-saving de-

va-es. In .\merica, where such apparatus, including electric

cooking and kit'hen outlits, were extensively used, the con-

sumption worked out at about 1 unit per person per day.

What they were in need of was more co-oi)eration between
builders, contractors, electricians, and all others concerned.

Mr. EliTroHU was of the opinion that most faults occurred

at the iwiut of application of the apparatus, and not in the

wiring, fie thouglit that the 50 per cent, overload fu.se was
a practical impossibility ; tne fuse .should be placed between
the wire and the apparatus, and not between the switch-

board and the wile, because the wire could always carry

more current than the fu.se. He could not agree that tin

was a suitable metal for fuses, copper was much to be pre-

ferred. With regard to the sizes of earth wire, he thought
that too large a number of wires was suggested.

Mr. S. Pooi.l'.i was favourably disposed towards the use

of cleat wiring, and said that the comparative costs and
Hgures given in the pai>er were correct. He did not like the

suggested partly-insulated wiie, it might not always be put

on the neutral side, and such thin insulation would be very

liable to be damaged. He thought that more co-operation

between the builder and the wiring contractor would over-

come the difficulties at present encountered with cleat wir-

ing ; he favoured the method of treating a group of houses
aj a unit for the purpose of supply, and predicted that the

h:jt water problem was well on the way to solution.

Mr. r. Hosli.m; agreed that the wiring should be completed
Aij tar as possible in the factory so that it could be installed

in the shortest pos.sible time, and the work that had to be
d.me on .site should be reduced to a iiiiuimum. Some form
of metal-cased double wire was to be preferred because the
co.st of upkeep was an item of considerable importance. He
jirotested against the proiiosed discontinuance of tinned copi>er

fuses.

Mr. (j. C. BiHNA.MJ dill not think that cleat wiring was desir-

able in the cla.ss of house under consideration. The li.xed price

•.system had been adopted in a number of tiiwiis. and had
worked quite satisfactorily; he had not found that the .system

led to wasteful u.'e of energy, ami there was no tendency to

leave lamps burning unneces.sarily as was siippo.-ed. The
lamp holder adaptors mentioned by a previous speaker had
been used with success, and he had found that they were
not interfered with or removed. The fixed price system would
work equally well for charging tor heating and .cooking

as for lighting.

Mr. S. W. MelsOiM, referriu!: to the Earthing Subcommit-
tee's report, said that he had made experiments, and luul found
that when two earth plates were buried J.5 ft. apart in what
wjs practically running w.iter. there was a resistance between
the plates of from lit) to 70 ohms and no resistance between
tbe plates and the coke in which they were buried, yet suffi-

cient current would not pa.ss between the plates to heat up
the wires, as was suggestml in the report. He was dubious
about the wisdom of usiti;.' water pipes for earthing purpo.ses,

and thought that the enth wire of each building .should be
connected to the earth wire of the supply system. It would
b" quite usele.ss to rely on buried plates or water pi|>es if

they were going to pass such currents as were contemplatid
in the report. With regard to dielectric deterioration under
high temperatures, it was a very much slower process than
was usually supposed; he had known cables work at a tem-
perature of 100 deg. F. for years, and be none the worse
for it.

Mr. C. \. Bakkr was of the oninion that the wiring instal-

lation in houses should be Hre and fixil proof, and it was. there-

fore, necessary to employ screwed tubing. His method T\ould
he to bring in a supjily from the nearest point available to
the centre of the house. He would then install a skeleton
system of tubing before the house was completed, all such
tubing to be cut, bent, and prepared ns far as pos.«ible in

the f'-ct'j'i for easy ere tion on site. Whfn the house was
completed the wires could be drawn into the tubes, and the
fittings installed to the requirements of the tenant. It was
not necessary that heating and cooking anparatus should
form part nf the initial installation, su-h devices could be
added by the tenant at his leisure. He had not found it

necessary to place the switches near the doors; the chain

switches referred to by previous spi^akers were well known,
but not now obtainable. He had yet to hud the contractor

who was willing to make any ditterence. in prices when chain
switeheif were used. He was of the opinion that they would
have to resign themselves to the u.se of one meter at least.

On account of the lateness of the hour, the authors re-

served their replies for publication in the I.E.E. -I'nintal.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY.

At the Conference of the I.M.E..\., at I'elixstowe, last year,

Mr. S. L. I'earce read a paper on the subject of the relative

merits of overhead lines and underground cables m connec-
tion with the supply of electricity to populous centres, of
which we gave an abstract in our is.sue of July 4th, 1911).

'llie iwiJer elicited from Mr. (j. V. Iwiss a critical article

wnicn apiXfaied in our issue of August loth, I'JU), and now
we are enabled to publish some notes by I'rof. .4lfred Still

(of Purdue Lniversity, Indiana, C.S.A.), obtained as the
lesult of an interview by Mr. E. V. i'annell, the resident
engineer in New York ol the British Aluminium Co., i.,td.

Prof. Stjll said it was not his intention to di.scuss or criticise

the figures and curves given m the pajwr. these were the
result of much thoughtful labour on the pait of a man a<lmir-

ably qualified to do the work. It was, however, doubtful if

any foreign engineer, or any engineer who had lived many
years out of England, could fail to be struck by the attitude,

not only of Mr. Pearce, but also of the majority of those
taking pan in the discussion, regarding the transmission of

energy uy overhead conductors.

At the close of his pajier Mr. Pearce had expressed the holX!

that the resulting discussion would assist in a truer apprecia-

tion of the problems of electric transmission; yet, m his

reply to the discussion which his pajier evoked, he seemed
to regret that "' unfortunately it tended to develop into Ur

battle of systems.'
"

Prof. Still- was of opinion that if there was any question
regarding the best and most economical method ol trans-

mitting electrical energy over long distances, it could not but
be ap[>ropriate to di.scuss it, esjU'cially after Mr. Pearce had
expressed himself as favouring underground cables for long-

ilistance transmission.

It was true that distances rart'ly exceeding 10 to 15 miles

apiieared to be understixid when sl>eaking of long-distance

transmission, and if such lines ran tirough ixjpulous districts

the advantages of underground transmission might over-

balance its disiidvantages; but it .-^-emed probable that,

even in England, the so-called sui)er-.stations which were
now under consideration might Ije able to transmit energy
economically up to 40 or 50 miles, or even greater di.stances.

The cost of coal had been taken at about "iOs. per ton, which
seemed an enormous price to pay near the pit's mouth, where
the proposed super-stations would presumably be erected.

With ( heaix;r coal, the economical distance of tran.smis.sion

would be very greatly increased, and if the comparison were
then made l>ctweeu overhead and underground trau.sinission

for main lines, the advantages would nearly all appear to

be in favour of the former.

Both Mr. Wordingham and Mr. Burr mentioned some of

the more obvious advantage.? of overhead transmission. With-

out advocating one system rather than another. Prof. Still

believed that other British engineers would do well to study

Continental and .-Vmerican practice in this connection, before

de<nding in favour of underground cables for main trans-

mission lines. Branch lines and coniiei'ting networks wcie
of less importance. It was true that first cost was not the

all-imiKirtant factor in arriving at a decision. Much had

lieen said about reliability and continuity of service, also

about the number of interruptions that the British ['•eople

were likely to tolerate. It was. however, probable that they

would tolerate just so many interruptions as might iH-cur on
the Ix'st designeil .system of transmi.s.sion : it was the business

(d' the engineer to ascertain which was likely to be the nio.st

reliable .system in each particular case. Mr. Chattock seemed
to think that if Briti.sh engineers were prejudiced in favour

of underground mains, they were rightly so prejinliced,

biH-ause he believed a le.ss reliable supply would be obtained

with overhead conductors. But whv be prejudiced'.' Why
not draw- conclusions from facts and data actually available

from all parts of the world'.' If the coni|xirison were mailo

l>etween overhead transmission at what<'yer might be the

economical voltage (not necessarily the highest), and exist-

ing underground cables working at ;!0,lKKt volts (or hyi^othe-

tical cables working at CiO.IKKI volts), armoured and buried

direct in the ground. Prof. Still believed that, in the matter

of freedom from serious service interruption, the overhead

system was preferable. He did not gi\e his reasons in detail,

but observed that the statements made by several sp<'aker.s

to the effect that fewer interruptions occurred on undergrounit

systems than on overhead transmissions were not supnorte 1

bv arguments or figures. The damn atmosphe-e of the British

I^les. and its corrosive effect in the vicinity of manufacturing

centres, had been referred to : the problem was of importance,

but it was mainlv on economic one. It was. however, diffi-

cult to understand why w-ind. ice. falling aeroplanes, and the

discharge of shot guns should affect the operation of overhead

lines more adversely in Great Britain than in other countries.
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Mr. WVlbuuni liiul refeircil to the B.O.T. regulatums which,

if not dehbeiatelv Iramed to (li«-omai,'e the eleotnoal trans-

mission of onerev. hinl for many year.s retarded development.

Mr Pearee aJso referred to the ' attitude of tlie (..1 .U. to-

wards E.H.T. lines." If eompari.'ions ol costs were foint; to

be made on tljo basis of fa<-tu)s of safety which the majority

of engineers in all countries (includmt; (Ireat Britain) e<)M-

sideied unrea-sonable. then the resultiiin tijiures would hardly

be fair to the overhead .system; but had the time not <-oiiie

when the engineers as a body slimild decide upon what they

de.sired in tlu' matter of regulations by the B.O.T. and th.'

attitude of the G.P.O., and then take whatrviT .steps miwht

be iHH-e.ss;iry to obtain what they wanted','

Prof Still <'onchided his comimmicatioii with a reference

to the Thiiry system i>f eoiitinuoiis-current transmission.

This liltU-under.-^tood svsteui had imuh to iei:oiumend it in

comuH'tion with straight lonu-distance tiansmission, especi-

ally in a country where overhead conductors were looked

uixjn with su.spieion, becaiusf it lent itself admirably to

traiLsmissiou by underground cables, whieli were not so per-

fectly adapted to the transmission of alternating currents,

esiXH''iany at the higher voltages which would probably be

nejes.sirv in the near future.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1920.

urnal by Mhssss. Sefton-Jones. O'Drll ani

Agenis, 285. High Holborn, London. VV.C. 1.

l)u«i .\. Eum:,1-.

refer." 13.

8.388. " Elrctricallv-ope.oled hoisls. IffK, &

H, J. G4TLEV and J. Gatlev. March 32nd.

8,403. ' Devic- lor trsiing sparking plugs o

J. Pitt. M.irch 2:2nd.

8.420. " Magneto locking cover." L. J. Yocnc. M.jrch 22nd.

8.421. " .\pparalus for electric welding and cutting." J. .\. ^ Mouit.

March 22nd.
'

8.424. *• Electrlcally-hcatcd soldering-irons." H. .\. H. Cobdold and G.

F. Joseph. March 22nd.

8,428. " High-Ir«luencv alternator." O. Billieux. March 22nd. (France.

November 2rth, 1!I17.)

8.435. "Current-collecting devices for .-lectric traction." L. \ .n.l.lNO.

March 22nd. (Italy. .March 20th. 1915.)

8.438. " Electric switches." H. C. HoDOES. March 22nd.

8,440. '• Electric ship propulsion systems." IJKiTlsii Thomsos-Hocston Co.

(General Electric Co.) March 22nd.

8,444. " Electric furnaces." Soc. Mctallikoiqce Lif Fkavol. March 22nd.

(France, January Tth.)

8.4-50. " High-lrequency nllernator."- O. BlLUECx. March 22nd. (franco.

January 24th. 1!I18.)

8,460. "Sparking pluu, " (.- I- I.immine. March 22nJ. (France, July

7lh. 1919.)

8.484. "Electrical musical instruments." C. E. HicoMOT. March 22nd.

(France, April 30th. 1919.)

8.488. " Magneto-eUclric machine." L. N. REDmE (Camillo Olivetti &

Co.). March 23nd.

B,491. " Electro-medical treatment of the human body." J. MvElis. March

22nd.

8.497. " Electric pocket lamps, S:c." E. W.. G. .S.. and H. E. Holland.

March 23rd.

alobe fo F. T. Ba and L. .\.
i.503. " Safety elect

Davlev. March 23rd.

8.507. " Means for producing hot water and distilled w.ater
.

from w.astc

heat of rheostats. &c." G. C. Sfianksier and A. t. Smith. March 23rd.

8.518. "Terminals for electric cables." J. E. Barrows. March 23rd.

8.519. "Sparking plugs." J. E. Bahkows. March 23rd.

8,526. " Electric incandescent lamps." E. Schattner. March 23rd.

8,563. "X-rav apparatus." Briitse. Thomsok-Hoitston Co. (General Elec-

tric Co.). March 23rd. .

8,579. "Electric heating apparatus." \V. H. All.vn and J. A. Engeliuch.

MaTCh 23rd.
,, ,

8„587. " \-oItage regulation of translortners." V. Marhnetto. Match 23rd.

(Itnlv, February 21st. 1919.)

8,589. " Railwav signalling apparatus." F. V. Rt^sSELL. W. R. Svkes

Interlocking Signal Co. and E. S. Tiddeman. March 23rd.

8.625. " Portable electric lamps." C. E. P. Gabriel. March 24th.

8 637 " Amplifving systems." Western Electric Co. March 24th. United

States. March 28lh, 1919.)

8.662. " Electric motors." W. S. Dennei. March 24th.

8.683. "Thermionic devices." \V. A. E. Qcilter. March 24th.

8.693. " Condenser systems." British Thomson-Hoision Co. (Gener.il

Electric Co.). March 24th.

8.694. " Means for measuring electric current." Landls & GvR. Akt. Ges.

March 24th. (Switzerland, March 25th, 1919.)

8 711 " .\utomatic control mech.-mism for electric furnaci-^." Scovill

Manukactlrini; Co. March 24th. (United Stiites, June 26th, lillS.)

8,715. " Electric fuses." V. E. Jovct- and r.«<K Rov,\L Engineering

Works. March 24th.

8,719. " Production of metals in c-Iectric furnace." G. J. Stock. March

24th.

8.755. •• Electric switches, ceiling-roses, S:c." A. Davis. F. R. Hud.son and

Da Ht & C Ma
8,768. "Telephones." J. Jennings and J. Kav. March 25th.

8 769.' "Ignition magnetos." E. A. L,\vtos-Smith. March 25th.

8 778 " Magncto-clcctric apparatus." A. Blrlat and A. RENAt;DlN. March

25th. (France, March 26th. 1919.)

8.780. " Means for electrically lighting motor-cycles. &c." L. W. ArPLETON.

March 25th.

8 782.. "Planet gear." Lanuis Gvr Akt. Ges. March 25th. (Switzerland.

March 25th. 1919.)

8.793. "Electric arc welding systems." C. J. HoL.SL.yc. March 2pth.

8.806. " Selector switches for telephones." H. J. Palmer and The Tele-

riiONE 'Mani'factuking Co. March 25th.

8 807 "Protective devices for electric circuits and apoaralus." UriiisH

Thomson-Hocsion Co. (General Electric Co.) March 2oth.

8.823. " Electric lluid heating apparatus." E. FRtDUlKstN. March 2alli.

8.829. " Electric heaters." A. TtRRy. March 25th.

8,833. " Thermionic valve circuits lor wiraless telegraphy and telephony."

.\. K. Macrorie and G. Shearing. ..March -JSth.

8,837. "Electric switches." L. and L. J. .Norton. March 26lh.

8.840. "Case fur electric-lamp bull>s." J. C. N. Easiick. March 2Ulh.

8,868. " Electric motors and dynamos." A. M. Volng. .March 2(itli.

8.878. " Electric signalling systems." Western Electric Co. M.irch 2liih.

(United Stales, .November 14lh,19l4.)

8,882. " Electric switches." A. C. S,mith. March 2«th.

8,H86.
" Telephones." H. J. I'.u-mek and Tiie Telephone Mani E.tcrt kini^

Co. March 2lhh.

8.897. " Means for controlling transmission of ilectrical impulses." W. R.

SvKEs Interlocking Signal Co. and R. W. T.utRANT. March .iUth.

8.914.- "Alternating-current machines." Siemens-Schuckertwerke. March

26th. (United .Stales, March 3!Hh, 1916.)

8 918 " Proteclivo ilevices (or electric circuits and apparatus." Briiisii

Tiiomson-Hocston Co. (General Electric Co.). March 26.h.

8,919. " Ekxtric, &c., locomotives." Ukitish Thomson! loLMON Co. ani)

V. \V. CARtiiR. March 26th.

8.923. " Apparatus for manufacture of copper caWc tubes, &c., by electro-

deposition." S. O. COWPER-COLES. March 26th.

8,970. "Electric washing-machines." J. 1.. CoEHE.o. March 26th.

(I'nited States, October 9th, 1917.)
_

•

8,988. "Transmission and distribution in alternating-current s>sl.:ms." A.

M. Taylor. March 27th.

8,993. " Voltage-regulator anil rectilier for electric circuits. J.

Hethekincton and J. E. Thornton. March 27lh.

9,033. "Power-limiting .systems." Western Electric C.i. March L.lh.

(United States, September 3rd, 1915.)

9,030. " Automatic telephone station." G. .V Long. Marc), 27lh.

9,1)45. " Starting mechaniim lor motor-vehicle engines. i
.

i. uKuti.eis

and H. W. F. Ireland. M.irch 27lh. ....
9 046 "Commutators or electric current distributors ol electric ignition sys-

t.m's." J. H. UtNnAKUN. M.och 27lh.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

The numbers in parentheses are those under which the speciBcatit

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be lakei

ELECTR EBATOR.

Remy Electr

1918.
6,247. Electric pocket lamp with a mi:<

Luzy. October 15th, 1917. (120,027.)

13,870. Acoustic or compkessional-wave directi

Fessenden. August 16th, 1917. (139.530.)

14.239. Electro-m.vgnetic speed-contkolling devh

September 1st, 1917. (119,454.)

19X8.
919. Telephone systems. H. G. Shrivell. January 13th. 1919. (139,554.)

1,635. Electric fittings. J. \: Fletcher and C. W. Saunders. July 2Lnd,

^^753!^ TELEPHONE SYSTEMS. B: S. Colten. January 23rd. 1919. (139,560.)

1 848. Electric lamps ok torches for carrvinc. in the pocket. H. Rotten-

hurg. January 24th, 1919. (139.563.)

1.M5. Guard CHAMBERS for holding electric heating elements. J. Nolan.

January 25th. 1919. (139.564.)

3,684. Electric heating elements. R. K. Hearn. February 14th, IJIJ.

^""'*''^-*
„v n n R-,v„er Feb.

4,637. Construction of dynamo-electkic m.ichineuy. U. u. K..>iRr.

ruary 25th, 1919. (139,594.)

4,794. Electric ignition systems for iniernal-combustion engines. H.

Woodtfate and A Main. February 26th. 1919. (139.598.)

5.5^ VlectJr; hand lamps. M. J. Railing. March 6lh. 1919. ,139.616.)

7 598 Wireless signalling systems. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co.) March 26th. 1919. (139,640.)

8,083. Electric motor control svsiems British Thomson-Houston Co.

and A. A. Pollock. March 31st, 1919. (139,647.)

8„5.50. Electric stor.u.e batteries. V. D. Ivey and A. J. Salisbury. April

4th. 1919. (139,652.)

(|->97 TiME-LlMlr ovERLO.\D ELECTRIC RELAYS. R. Brooks and Metropolitan-

Vic'kcrs Electrical Co. April lllh, 1919. ,139,660.)

imn-f ncvicF for instructional and other purposes for DEMONSTR,VtING

TI^'d^FErVnCE BETWEEN THE TRUE
.-O^f-

-" ™J -';-"'^ "'- «" ^"" ^'^^

PURPOSES. E. K. Brown. April 26th, 1919. (139.676.)

10 737 Means for suitorting the shade of an electric incandescent lamp.

L G. Flory. April 30th. 1919. ,139.679.) „ „. ^ ^ p^iuh
12.955. Electrical condensers. E. A Bayles. H "igham and British

Insulated & Helsby Cables. Ltd. May 23rd. 1919. ,139.694.)

13 015 Electric-weldlvc electrodes. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(Gemrai Electric Co.) May 23rd. 1919. ,139.695.)

13 15" Semi-autom.atic telephone systems. Siemens Bros. & Co. and 1.

I'etlierew Mav 2Cth". 1919. (139.696.)
.

ph^rLni^ri:^ ?:.x=^e^^i^™o:;^ i^'^^j^
.^Ss. IrcJZ. T^nfut^. ml IXioJ'l""

"'

r'.'If"m9
18 305 DYNAMO-ELECTfelc MACHINES. J. W .

Burlcigh. July 23rd. 1919.

(,.\dd'ition to 116.461.) (139.718.)
.. , >

, 1 .>«,!,

•>1 219 Casings for electric stok.m.e b.vtte.ies. M. Arosio. August 28th.

1918! ,131.917.)
^ktieselskab lor Elek-

22.068. Electrodes for elec'Ric flrnaces_ NorsKe
-'^ _

trokemisk Industri-Hypotekbank. January 1, h. 1»1»-

^f
'"l^

_^ ^^^^ ^ ,,

26,356. High-frequency .u.ternators_. L. 1 . « .
Alexanucrso

Nixdorfl.. December 6th. 1918. (136,14,.)
J..nuary lOth. 1919.

28.880. Wireless signalling systems, j. u i\o»eis. j"™
Rr,T0KS of electrical M,chines. Maschi ncuf abcik Oerlikon. Janu-

ary 'sOlh, 1919. (13B.32fl 1

Royal Warrant—Messrs. 0. A. \andervell & Co.,

Ltd of Acton, the well-known electrical enirineer«. have been

y^ranted the Warrant of Appointment as manufacturer» of elec-

trTeal eq^pment for motor car, tO HU Majesty the King with

authority to use the Royal Arms.
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THE WORK OF THE TEADE
COMMISSIONER.

A.S we have on several occasions expressed here our

conviction that the Trade (.'ommissioners who, as represent-

atives of the British Government, are stationed at im-

portant outposts listening for overseas trade information,

will be able to render invaluable assistance, it will be as

well if we refer to the functions of these gentlemen as they

are set out in the official " letter of appointment " which

they receive upon proceedinir to take up their duties. We
do this in order that manufacturers and traders who intend

to avail themselves of such assistance .should know at what

point in their operations they may reasonably ask for it.

First, the Commissioner is instructed to give reasonable

help to British traders ir/w seek his servires. It is not

unreasonable to assume that those who don't ask, don't

want. There is plenty of experience to prove that such

a branch of public service may become more valuable if

it be i^iven an opportunity of demonstrating and adding

to its usefulness. Nothing is so discouraging as want of

appreciation, and we hope that the electrical and allied

trades will not fail to avail themselves of efforts made on

their behalf, both by these Commissioners and by the

Department of Overseas Trade under which they work.

The second instruction to the Commissioners is to

report upon Tariff Laws and Castoms regulations and

legislative proposals of interest relating to the sphere in

which they operate. As times goes on, such information

will become increasingly important in connection with the

building up of a large export trade. Certainly not the

least essential of the outlined duties is covered in part of

the third instruction which is " to watch the imports . . .

furnish reports on the best methods of meeting foreign

competition." We need all the expert obsersers—whether
officials of the D.O.T. or of trade associations—who can keep
the (iovernment and the traders fully informed respecting

the methods, new and old, wise and otherwise, honest and
dishonest, that are employed by foreign competitors, of

whatever nationality, to undermine our commercial influence

or defeat our legitimate aspirations. There is a danger
that while trade is very active the foreign penetration

methods that have been revealed to the general public during
the past five or six yeara will be forgotten or lightly

regarded. Because (Germany is suffering from industrial in-

disposition at present we must not imagine that her schemers
are asleep or have abandoned pre-war economic aims and
intentions. It will be useful if capable Government Com-
missioners can keep their ears wide open for all movement
of this kind and dispatch immediate intimation for publica-

tion here. We are not forgetting that in pre-war days
readers of this journal were kept informeil continuously

respecting the operations of Continental electrical export

traders. Our firms could not complain of want of know-
ledge then— somebody failed to take appropriate action to

counteract the influences that were at work. We are

differently placed to-day, and private trading organisations,

as well as Trade Commissioners, will probably be alert for

news and prepared for action. Let us hope al.so that if the

Commissioner shows that Government action is necessary

the State will not leave private action unsupported. The
Commissioners through being in touch with British traders

in their sphere of influence, will be able to pa.ss on the

views of these commercial men rcgtirding the best methods
to be employed to meet foreign competition.

[481] D
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The fourth fiinution of the 'rnide ('omiius.sioner's OHice is

ti forward early information as to contracts open or in pros-

pect, probable extensions of public works, and the openinir of

new industries. Already the D.O.T. is performini; useful

service in this way, but it can, and we believe will, do a

great deal more, using the channels afforded by the Press to

secure publicity among all British traders interested.

Needless to remark, telegraphic means should be employed

in order to avoid the waste of valuable time in the trans-

mission of information which can only be of service if it is

received in good time.

There are many other functions of the Commissioner,

such as the preparation of reports on trade conditions,

available supplies of raw material, labour and economic
conditions, and last, but bv no means least, the furnishing

of details as to the cost of living. In this last matter

there is not likely to be stability for a long time to come,
but many men will be going abroad to take up technical

and trading situations during the next few years, and
the possession of tolerably reliab'e information respecting

local conditions, including the cost of livinur, is very neces-

sary when they are fixing up the terms of their engagement.

" UuRiNi: the war, the Society for

„ , , Electrical Development was obliged to
Development.

. . . .
.^

restrict its activities, although it continued

throughout to do all its curtailed budget permitted, and
carried on sufficiently to justify the subscriptions of those

members who supported it. During the past three months
so many of the big companies have resumed their member-
ship . . . that the funds available for the Society's

work are over 50 per cent, greater than at the time of the

November meeting of the board of directors.

" Greater activities will be undertaken as justified by

the increased revenue, and it is now desired to line up the

entire industry in support of the very important work being

carried on and contemplated. This work has for its main
feature the education of the public to an appreciation of the

uses of electricity for domestic and power purposes. No
other organisation is equipped to render this important

service, the value of the continuation of which is far greater

than the cost to the industry."

We quote from a circular recently issued by the Society

which has done such wonderful work in the United States,

and we wish to emphasise the fact that after all the years

that it has been engaged in educating the public " to an
appreciation of the uses of electricity for domestic and
power purposes," it still finds abundant scope for its lively

propaganda, and, far from relaxing its efforts, is embarking
upon a still broader programme of activity.

If this is the case in a country where, for various reasons,

the popular use of electricity has lieen developed far beyond
the stage attained in any other, what are we to say of this

country, which has only recently awakened to the possi-

bilities and advantages of the electrical way of doing

things ? AVe believe that here we have only scratched the

surface of what is practically a virgin field ; the prospects

liefore the electrical industry are of the rosiest hue—pro-

vided the field is tilled with skill and energy. To carry

out that purpose the British Electrical Development
Association was formed less than two years ago, and under

the guidance of Mr. .1. W. I5eauchamp it has already made
its influence felt in many directions—but, as in all such cases,

its capabilities are in strict proportion to the funds at its

disposal. We therefore urge our readers to take their cue

from the American Society, and to provide ample ammuni-
tion for the use of E.D.A.

The Ehrtnc Railway Journal for
U.S.A. Transport n , ^, l -.^ ^r. ^ c

Problems
I'ebruary I'lst, 1920, prints a piece of

publicity literature issued on bthalf of

the motor-'bus interest, and entitled :
" The Street Car

Trust Co." It is urged on behalf of the 'bus that it means
faster service, since the failijre of one vehicle does not

mean holding up all the others that are behind it ; while

the stopping-places can vary, go that one 'bus can load up
at one street-corner, and the next can pass it and load up
at another convenient spot,

It Eeems recently to have been discovered by those

res])onsible for the regulation of the traffic in London, that

it is desirable to have fixed stopping-jjlaces for 'buses as

well as for tramcars. This fact, as well as several others

facilitating the navigation of the streets, had been

recognised in Berlin long ago. The convenience of optional

stops is largely a theoretical consideration, and in actual

practice it is apt to be discounted by the Nelsonian tactics

of the driver, who will invariably pass those who seem
unable to help themselves, and will endeavour to avoid
stopping to pick up the more self-assertive.

The reprint also claims cheaper operation for the motor-

'bus, and on this point our contemporary has some very

pertinent observations to make. " Even in places where
they fit, 'buses cannot make any profit on a .'i-cent fare,

except on a very short haul. Even at a 10-ccnt fare the
margin of profit is not what would induoe a stampede of

would-be investors. Nor do any of these estimates of cost

take into account that in some future day the munici-
palities are going to get tired of paving streets for the

benefit of a private 'bus corporation."

We have before expressed the opinion that the whole
system of flat fares is wrong, and that our British standard
method of differentiated fares (called in America the
" /.one " system) is right ; and we believe that trans-Atlantic

street-traffic operating companies will never get out of the

morass that their technical Press shows them to be in until

a general change in their fare system is brought about.

I?ut, as we have also pointed out, it is entirely unfair to

saddle a tramway with the upkeep of the whole of the

roadway between the tracks

—

whiih it does not use, since

the cars run on the rails—while the 'buses get off scot-free.

Bath-room

Dangers.

The tragic fate of a woman who used an

electric hair- drier in the bath, which we

recently reported, serves to emphasise the

importance of circumspection in the choice of electrical

equipment for the bath-room, which is the subject of

current correspondence in our columns. It is the proud

and justified boast of electricity that it is by far the safest

illuminant with regard to fire and life, and the conditions

which usually obtain in dwelling-houses are fortunately

such as to render the possibility of a fatal, or even an

alarming, shock exceedingly remote : it would be difficult

to collect the records of as many as five fatalities in private

houses in the past 20 years.

Tlie bath, however, is the one spot in the household

where the conditions are highly favourable to shock, and it

is impossible to exercise too much care in the selection and

installation of electrical apparatus in the bath-room ; the

water in the bath is always well earthed by the drain pipe,

and often by the water-supply pipes, and the occupant

of the bath is ideally situated to receive a fatal shock if con-

tact is made with a faulty metal switch-cover or an elec-

trical appliance which is in contact with the circuit.

In the case at St. Anne's, it was indeed doubtful whether

electricity had played any part in the tragedy : the victim

was known to be liable to fainting fits, there was no

evidence that she received a shock at all, and the verdict was

death by drowning ; but the fact remains that she had been

using an electrical device, which was found lying in the

water. In our issues of February 18th, 1916, and Sep-

tember .'Jth, l'.il9, we recorded cases in which there was no

question that the cause of death was electric shock in the

bath, and on February 2."ith, 19 It!, we drew attention to the

dangers of experiments in the bathroom. ISy using suitable

fittings, keeping all switches, etc., out of reach from the

bath, and warning householders not to use electrical devices

in the bath, the risks can be practically eliminated.

Electricity

Supply.

As we go to press, we learn that the

promised—or threatened—Bill to provide

the District Boards and Electricity

Commissioners with compulsory powers, which were dropped

in the House of Lords last year, has been introduced into

the House of Commons by Csir Erie Geddes. There is no

doubt that the measure will meet with fierce oppoeition.
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THE NEW BAKERLOO ROLLING STOCK.

That new rollinn; stock for the London lTnder£;round

Electric Railways has been on order for some considerable

time is a well-known fact, and the various reasons that

have prevented delivery need no elaboration. It will suffice

to record that certain new stock has recently been put into

service, and that it is hoped to receive delivery of more in

the near future.

Xot long ago we were privileged to inspect some new

London and North-Western and London Electric Railway

Wagon, and Finance Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, is only now
being made. This fact accounts for the retention in the

trains under discussion of certain features in the electrical

equipment which it has been decided to dispense with in

subsequent designs of new stock. We refer more particu-

larly to the control gear, a new type of which, we under-

stand, has been in experimental use for some time past, and

has shown promising results.

We were recently afforded an opportunity of travelling
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speed a few moments after stiirtiii!;. Another improvement

is the enlargement and strengthening of the bulTcrs between

coaches, so that they are made to take up all inishing

strains, leaving only the pulling strain to be taken by

the draw-bars ; formerly the latter took up both pushing

and hauling strains.

The train consists of six care— three motor-cars, and three

trailers—in place of five on the old trains ; the motor and

trailer trucks ai-e built up on the angle-iron and plate

Fig. i.—Sections ok Motor Bocjib.

Above : Section through Bolster, and at a b, fig. 3 ; below : Inner and Outer Headstocks.

principle, with himinated side and coil bolster springs.

The general arrangement of the motor-car and truck is

shown in figs. 1, ;i, and 4, while a view of the trailer-car

is given in fig. 5. The cars are constructed through-
out of steel, with a minimum of wood interior finish. The
leading dimensions are as follows :—Length over all,

50 ft. 10 in. ; width over body, .S ft. 8 in. ; total height
from rail, 9 ft. l)-2^> in. ; centres of bogies, 34 ft. ; wheel

with quick-acting triple valves. The brake blocks are

of unchillcd cast-iron, and the brake rigging on the

trucks is of the clasp type. It is noteworthy that

this is the first rolling stock on the I;ondon Underground
railways that is fitted with double brake blocks.

Each car has a vestibule, and to facilitate quick exit

and entry, in addition to the end doors, each has a

central door, as shown in figs. 2 and 5, which is locked

by an electrical contrivance as soon as the gateman
operates his levers. The locking and
unlocking of the centre door is under
the control of the gateman, the door

itself being an ordinary swing one,

checked by a standard design of door check

mounted under the car floor. Embodied
in the pedestal which holds the mechanism
for operating the end car door, fig. 6, is

a switch which controls the circuits

governing the electrical lock of the

centre door. When the gateman opens

the end car door, he automatically unlocks

the middle door, and this fact is made
plain by a red lamp, A fig. (1, in the

pedestal supporting the end door me-
chanism, becoming illuminated. When
the end door is again shut, it closes the

circuits which lock the middle door, and
a green lamp in the pedestal becomes
illuminated. Should, for any reason, the

end door be shut and locked before

the centre door has been properly

fastened, the red lamp in the pedestal

will continue to burn until the door

has been properly locked.

It will be noticed from figs. 2 and
5 that the car doors have been built

to conform to the curvature of the

roofs of the cars. This fact necessitated

the use of a door that opens inwards

in place of the usual sliding type,

because the latter would have allowed

too little head room, and would have had
to be placed further back, thus leaving a large outside

step. We understand, however, that a new type of sliding

door is being experimented with, by tlie use of which it is

hoped to overcome some of the difficulties referred to

above.

The number of seats in each motor-car is 36, and that in

each trailer car 4s.

In order to provide for the difll'ereuce in heights between

Fig. 5.

—

New Bakeri.oo Trailer Coach.

base of motor bogie, 7 ft. ; and wheel base of trailer bogie,

6 ft. The diameter of the motor wheels has been increased

by G in. to 42 in., and that of the trailing wheels by 2 in.

to 32 in. The total weight of a- six-car train when
unloaded is IGl tons 2 cwt.

The air compressor is of the C.P. 30-A type, manu-
factured by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and
the brake equipment is of the Westinghoiise pattern

Fig. 6.

—

Electric Door Conteol
Mechanism.

the Bakerloo and London and North-Western stations, the

floors of the cars of the new trains have been raised 4*5 in.

higher than those of the old stock. Consequently, at first

sight the cars appear to be cramped for space, but ample

head room is provided inside the cars, and the interior has

been so arranged and decorated as to make it appear as large

as possible.

(Tu be concluded.) .
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THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW" PROGRESS CURVE.
Paid CiRiiLATiox Only.

Last jear, under the title " The

Electrical Review and the War,"
• we published a curve showing how the

monthly sales of the journal varied, and

gave an account of our experiences

during the war.* At that time the

" paid circulation " of the Review (the

7icl paid circulation, exclusive of all

exchanges, voucher copies, &c.) was

increasing at a phenomenal rate, and

showed signs of running off the map.

We now reproduce the diagram,

covering the same period, with the

addition of the past 12 months.

In this instance, for convenience, the

quarterly figures are given, instead of the

monthly ones, but in all other respects

the data are identical, and the same

base-line has been used. It will be seen

that the steepness of the curve was

maintained up to .June, 19Ht, when, as

always happened in the sum'taer in pre-

war days, there was a lull in the demand ;

in the winter, however, the curve again

became steep, and the long-deferred, but

unavoidable, increase in price hardly

affected the slope at all, for there is

always, in normal times, a slight break

of line at the New Year {rp. 1912-13

and 1913-14). The drop during 1914-16

has been made up for 3i times since

1917.
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to the coniiuon stock of the couiijany by the payment of

the agreed rate of interest. However the company may
riourish, lie deserves no more, for he does nothing to

help to make it flourish. In practice, of course, he gets

no more; and he is the one class of shareholder who

is, at present, paid strictly according to his merits.

It will be convenient, therefore, to take his remunera-

tion as a standard by which to compare the remunera-

tion received by, or due to, tiie other members of the

tirm. To take the concrete example of our dynamo
manufacturing firm, that renmneration will be at the

rate of, say, 8 per cent, per annum (which seems to be

a favourite figure nowadays) on each member's capital,

whether cash or its equivalent.

Dealing nest with the ordinary shareholder. Like

the preference holder, he contributes nothing but money.

True, he may attend the general meeting, but his part

there in moulding the policy of the company is negli-

gible. He may criticise, but his criticism is rarely

constructive, and still more rarely effective.

But he differs from the preference holder in this,

that he takes a risk. If the company does badly, he

receives a small or no dividend; and in the case of the

company failing he loses a part or all of his capital.

He is willina: to take that risk on the chance of receiving

dividends bigger than those of the preference holders,

and obviously it is only common justice that he should

have that chance. And, of course, without it, his con-

tribution to the common stock would not be forthcom-

ing.

The ordinary shareholder, then, should be remune-

rated for, first, the use of the money he invests. For

this he should receive the standard rate received by the

preference holder.s ; i.e., in the present case, 8 per cent,

per annum. Secondly, he should be renmnerated for

the risk he is willing to take of receiving less than that

standard rate. His extra remuneration under this head

can be more conveniently considered later.

We now come to the directors. They are generally

large shareholders, and in that capacity are entitled to

the same remuneration as other shareholders. But they

are also salaried employes of the firm, contributing

capital other than their money—their brains and
energy, their knowledge and experience—all those

qualities, in a greater or less degree, which go to make
the successful business man. In this respect they re-

semble every other paid employe in the firm ; and the

problem, therefore, of their due remuneration for the

higher form of capital which they introduce into the

common stock, is one with the general problem, the

essential problem, of the fair remuneration of the em-
ploye as distinct from the shareholder.

We will leave the directors for the moment, and de-

scend to Brown, a fitter in the engineering shop. He
shall be our typical employe. Brown is a healthy young
chap, steady and straight, strong, intelligent, with a

certain amount of technical knowledge, and specialised

skill in the use of certain tools for certain purposes.

Without that skill and knowledge, without his charac-

ter, his health, strength, and intelligence, he could not

earn his living. They are his capital. Witli it he

can always earn a dividend, though he start without
a penny in his pocket. In which, of course, he has
the advantage over the man whose only capital is

money, which will never earn him a penny without the

aid of his own, or someone else's brains or muscles.

Brown, therefore, blessed with this valuable capital,

takes it to the best market, and gets a job in our firm

of dynamo makers. He invests his capital in that

firm; and he receives a dividend on it, drawing his

pay, pretty accurately fixed by ruling labour condi-
tions.

Let us say he makes an average of £200 a year.

The company is paying him £1200 per annum in money,
the lower form of capital, for tlie use of the higher form
of capital he has contributed to the common stock.

Now, if it be agreed that his capital is at least as

valuable and essential as that introduced by the share-

holders—we have in fact shown that it is more so— it

is obvious that for the use of it he is entitled to re-

muneration at not less than the standard rate paid to

the shareholders for the use of theirs. This we are

assuming is 8 per cent, per annum. On this basis,

therefore, it is clear that if he is worth £200 a year

to the firm, the value of the capital he has invested in

it, and for the use of whicli they pay him, is not less

than £2,500.

He is a capitalist, an investor, a sharelioMer in the

firm to that amount; quite as much so as the holder

of £2,500 of 8 per cent, preference shares.

Here we can leave Brown in his unexpected glory;

for what is true of him is true of every other employe.

Capitalists all 1 All shareholders in the firm to the

extent of their annual earnings capitalised at 8 per

cent. The office boy at 10s. a week is a shareholder

of £325 ; the manager at £500 per annum is another,

at £6,500; and the man.iging director at £1,500 per

annum is interested to tlie extent of nearly £20,(11)0

more than the value of his ordinary shares.

(We are assuming, of course, that each is paid w^hat

he is really worth to the firm, wliich is not always the

case. But of that more anon.)

That this is no false or exaggerated estimate of the

value to the firm of its individual employes can be

sufficiently proved. Suppose a firm were given the

opportunity of dispensing witli their managing direc-

tor, making shift without any head to their organisa-

tion ; and instead, using the salary they would save in

paying the interest on, say, £20,000 of new capital.

Would they do it? Of course not! They know full

well their £1,500 a year is far better spent on the

services of their managing director than in paying

the interest on that amount of capital. To take the

other extreme. What reasonal)le firm w'ould elect to

pay the interest on £.300 of new capital rather than

pay 10s. a week to an office boy. The inconvenience

of doing without even his small services would not be

worth the use of the £300. In other words, his capital

value to them is at least that.

To emphasise the point, at tire risk of tediousness,

let us suppose the good old days of slavery returned.

Would our firm of dynamo manufacturers not con-

gratulate themselves on .-i good bargain if they coidd Imv
a skilled fitter for £2,500, body and soul, for the rest

of his useful life, without any further payment of

wages? Or an experienced manager for £6,000; or a

junior clerk for £700 or £800 2

Admitted then that each employe is a shareholder

in the firm to the extent of at least the capital value

of his services, we are confronted with the fact that

by far the larger portion of the firm's working capital,

and that the more important kind, is held by the em-
jdoj-es, and not by the nominal shareholders. In dif-

ferent kinds of businesses the proportion varies. But
a firm with a nominal capital of £250,000 may easily

have a pay roll of £80,000 a year. Capitalising this

at 8 per cent, we arrive at the conclusion that for

every £1 of the lower form of capital, money, con-

tributed to the undertaking by the shareholders, the

employes contrilnite £1 wortli iiF the liiglier forms of

capital: enterprise, energy, experience, skill, strength,

and so on.

Our firm is a prosperous firm. At the end of the

\ear it finds itself, after payment to the prefer-

ence holders, and a ])rudent allocation to reserve,

in a position to declare a dividend of 20 per cent,

on the ordinary shares. The ordinary shareholder

gets, therefore, £20 for every £100 he has in-

vested. Agreed that he is entitled to £8 for the simple

use of his money, the standard rate paid to the pre-

ference holders, he is clearly receiving £12 in con-

sideration of the slight risk he takes of receiving less

than that rate.

That is his sole additional merit, his only claim for

special consideration, as compared with the preference

holder. But what of the merits of the employes? What
of their claims?

(To he contiiniecL)
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NOTES FROM CANADA.

(Fhom Our Special Coruespondent.)

The latest estimate of the total available

Water Power Water Powers of this country as giveu in

Statistics. the annual .statement of the Committee on
Water Po\\er of the Commission of Con-

servation is l.s,S3-2,00O H.i'., of which Quebec has 6,000,000,

Ontario .5,8(K),(KH}, British Columbia 3,000,000, Manitoba
2,797,(HK}, while the remainder is credited to other parts of

this Doiiiininii.

The eNtiiiiati'il possible powers in populat<Hl areas amount
to 9,781,100. In this .section Ontario heads the list with
3,8(Xt.(.KXt, Quebec is next with 3,.51XJ;0;X), and British Columbia
is third with 1.3(I0.1KX>. The total horse-iJow-er .so far developed

is '2,3s:3,'240. with Ontario again in the lead with l,00O,t»0O,

then Quebec with 900,000, and British Columbia with 310,000.

More than 8.5 per cent, of the total electric generating
station capacity in Cinada is derived from water power, the

remainder being nearly all .steam lX)wer, but even of this a
considerable projwrtion is in the form of steam plant installed

in conjunction with hydroele<-tric plant, and used merely for

stand-by or auxiliary puriX)ses. Forty-one per cent, of the

total capacity is in i^lants of 100,000 h.p. or more, and 43 more
is in plants ranging in size from 10,000 to 10O,<XlO h.p.

Last year there was completed, in various parts of the
Dominion, the installation of plants aggregating 64,000 h.p.,

and plants at present under eon.struction tolal over 370,0t)il

H.P., and othei- developments definitely contemplated for the

near future will add some 7.50.IWWI h.p. Thus there will soon

be available, within the next two or thre<- years, over 3,000,000

H.P., or about one-third of a horse-powei' for each inhabitant
of the country.
In Ontario and Quebec two very diiferent methods have

been developed for dealing with the water powers, but each
appears to be working, out well in its own aiea. In Ontario
the Hydroelectric Power Comn'iission of Ontario has jurisdic-

tion over all water jxiners so far as future developments are
concerned, and controls nearly all the existing ones; the
Commission has adopted the jwlioy of carrying out its own
developments and operating them suli.sequentl.y.

In Quebec, the Quebec Streams Commission is building

dams, and taking all necessary steps to make watei' power
available for use by private companies, but these latter ob-

tain leases for the use of the water, build the necessary
generating plants, and operate them.
The report, referred to above, from which these details are

taken, remarks that it has recently been stated in conne<-
tion with the Gouin Government reservoir on the St.

Maurice River, which .stores ia).(H«i,li(lo,OrtJ cu. ft. of water,
that the capacity of the Shawinigan and Grand Mere plants
is soon to be raised from the present 330,0(10 h.p. to about
600,0<X) H.p. ; this is in the Province of Quebec. In Ontario
there is the Queenston-Chipnawa Department of the Hydro-
electric Pow'er C-onmiission, where '200,000 h.p. will be avail-

able in 19'21, and the necessity for providing more power than
this is already apparent so that the question of increasing
the capacity of this great development to 1,000,000 h.p. is

already under discussion; the existing station is being de-

signed for a capacity of 450,000 h.p., to be obtained from
10 50,000 h.p. units, one being spare.

It was .stated not long ago that Representative Clarence
MacGregor, of New York, tad made a projxjsal to the State
Department of the United States for a new treaty to be
made between the U.S. and Canada to provide for the diver-

sion, for ix)wer purix)ses, of an additional 60,000 cu. ft. per
second of water from the Niagara River. At present the
allowable diversion is .56,0(K1 cu. ft. per second, .36,000 for

Canada and 20,000 for the I^.S. Mi-. MacGregor propose.s

that each country .should have 30,0(10 cu. ft. more than its

present allowance.
It seems likely that before long there

Power or may be a .still fight in regard to the
Scenery? amount of water that may be diverted

from !\iagani, between those who argue
that the scenic beauty of the falls is the paramount considera-

tion, and those who with no less empha.sis declare that the

demand for power is beconjing so insistent that it will have
to be met, scenery or no .scenery. TJie propo.sal of Mr. C. P.

Steinmetz., of the General Rlectric Co. in the T".S., that all

the water that it is jxissible to take for power puriToS(^s sliould

be so utilised, and that the falls should be available as a
spectacle for visitors on Sundays, when the load on the
generating plants would be lidit. although it wa.? lookeil

upon as a sort of joke at the time it was made a few' years

ago, is now being considered as a po.ssibility of the future.

Telephones, as most ele<-tricnl men know.
Telephone are used much more extensively on this

Developments. continent than in Englarul, and the .short-

age of materials has <'ompelled the Bell

Televihone Co.. of Canada, to state, at any rate with reference

to some of the larger towns, that in future only two-party

lines will be installed. Under this systtMn. of cour.se, while

each subscriber can be called separately, either can overhear

the conversations of the other, so tliat strict privacy cannot

be secured, .\t the same time there are many instan<-es where
neighliours arc sufficiently well acquainted not to mind such

conditions very much. A recent newspaper report o£ a meet-
ing of the Engineering Institute of Canada, quotes one of
the engineers of the Automatic Electric Co., of Rochester,
New York State, as .saving that his company has an order
from the Bell Telephone "Co., of Canada, for $25,000,000 worth
of equipment, and that New York, Boston, Buffalo, Calgary,
Vancouver, Winnipeg, and many other places. are now using
the automatic telephone.

Sir .Vdam Beck, diairman of the Hydrrv
Sir Adam Beck electric I'owcr Commi.s.sion of Ontario, is

Uack. back again in Canada after a holiday of

two montlis or so in England. He has
recently stated that when the Queenston-Chippawa scheme at

Niagara Falls is completed in 1921 there will be available

165,(XX( H.p. from three generators of .55,0.'«1 h.p. capacity

each. Later, there will be nine generators alt<jgether having
an aggregate capacity of 500,000 h.p. An order for 15 15,0(HJ

K.v.A. transformers, 12,000 to 110,000 volts, has just bwn
placed by the Commission, as well as for two rjiorc .55,000

H.P. generators, making five in all of the latter now on order.

REPORT ON THE ELECTRIC LAMP
INDUSTRY.

The following reply to tlie Report of the Board of Trade
Comiiiittee on Tiusts has been received from the Electric

Lamp Manufacturers" .Association of Great Britain, Ltd. A
copy <>t it has been sent to the Prime Minister. The .state-

ment is dated March 31st, 1920.

Electric L.wip Industry.

The manner in which the findings of the sub-conmiittee
appointed by the Standing Committee on Trusts in connec-
tion with electric lamps have been reported in the public
Press, conveys an erroneous impression. We therefore think
it desii'able to call attention to certain findings of the com-
mittee which are in danger of being overlooked, and to point

out some actual errors in the report.

The committee .states, on page 15 of its report :
" Since

the beginning of the war, Che price to the public of the
standard vacuum lamp has been increased by alxjut 26 ix'r

cent. As the general retail price of all necessaries has ris<>n

during the .same period by 125 lier cent., it follows that the
price of electric lami)s has been advanced much less tlian the
price of commodities generally."

It further states: "It must be agreed that, had the price

of lamps been uncontrolled by any as.sociation, or had the
association so desired, a much higher retail price could easily

have been obtained. We are satisfied that during some
periods of the. war, in view of the limitations of imports,

the a.ssociation had a stahilising iuHuence on electric lamp
piices in the United Kingdom."
The committee also admits that the average profits of the

.\ssoiiation firms per standard lamp have dropped from 9.5d.

in 1913 to 4.7d. in 1919.

The following table extracted from the repoit shows the
great increase in cost of production of the four original Asso-
ciation firms. The prices received liy manufactuiers for the
same vears are also .shown.

lillS 1919
(pence). (pence).

Tiabour cost 1.9 ... 4.0

Materials coift 3.(; ... 9.9

Overhead factory charges 1.9 ... 2.2

Selling charges 3.7 ... 5.1

Total factory and .selling costs ... 11.1 ... 21.2

Average price receiveil bv manu-
facturers 20.6 ... <25.0

It appears then that in spite of greatly increa-sed costs of

production our prices have only risen about one-fifth a.s

much as the general rise of retail prices, while t)ur late of

profit has decreased by more than 50 per cent., and this in

spite of the fact that much higher prices could have Iwen
obtained.

In further amplification we append lu're a list of retail

prices from the begiiming of the metal lamp industry, show-
ing the reductions made in the price to the consumer as and
when it was found that, tino'ugh souji' improvement or ni'W

process, the cost of production had dropped.

Stanliahd Lamps.
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Iradiny Aurccmcnts.—The principal charge of the committee
is that the trading discounte iecei\ed by factors and retailers
arc considerably higher than is necessary; that by means of
these discounts the Assoeiatiou controls factors and retailers,
tixcs prices at all stages, and regulates output; that the prices
so fixed become the standard prices for all lamps sold in this
country, and that although non-Association makers sell to
the trade at a lower price than Association firms, the advan-
tage on these low-priced lamps goes merely to the distributors
who 6<41 to the public at the standard prices.
We deal with tliese statements one by one.
Tlie average di.s<'ount in the lamp trade to-day is not higlier

than the a\erag<; di.scount on other ele<:trical supplies.
In the second place, the committee has seriously misrepre-

sented the eft'ect of our trade arrangements.
The committee suggests that every trader whose net pur-

cha-ses entitle him to a discount of .30 per cent, or more,
nmst sign the factors' agreement, the particular feature of
•nhich is that the trader agrees not to sell other than Associa-
tion makes.
In point of fact no trader signs this agreement, it is only

signed by factors who are in effect exclusive agents for Asso-
ciation lamps. There is nothing unu.sual or harmful in an
agrctMiientf with a wholesaler that he shall not sell another
maker's goods; moreover, there are only 54 factors who have
-signed this agreement.
No other agreement is entered into which forbids the sale

of non-.\.s:-«;iation makes.
With regard to the price of non-Association lamps to the

public, there is nothing to prevent the trader buying non-
Association lamps, should his customers desii-e them, and
selling them cheajjer than Association lamps.
Manufacturing Licenrra.—The .second main charge against

the A-ssociation is. that it has been created primarily in the
intere.st of three large firms wdio have imposed onerous con-
ditions upon other firms, r.p., limitation of output in regard
to licences granted under their patent rights, and stipula-
tions that the validity of their patents .should not be disputed.

It should be rememtered that the Association business is
mainly founded upon patent rights. The patent is a legal
mono!X)ly which is granted for reasons of public policy, and
the patentee should not be attacked on the ground of this
monoixily. provided that he puts it to rea.sonable use.
We maintain that there is nothing unreasonable in a

patentee imposing uiwn those to whom he grants a licence,
which he is not in any way bound to grant at all. conditions
as to the amount -srhich they are to produce in competition
with himself, and as to the admis.sion by them of the validity
(if his patent rights.

Moreover, the committee does not seem to have con.'ridered
tliat w-hen the -Association came into existence the resources
of the three patent-owning firms were sufficient to buiJd
lactones big enough to meet the demand of the country, and
they could ultimately have shut down all the existing lamp
works, their original patents having .sttKxl the test of litigation
througli the House of Lords. They did nothing of the kind,
hut. on the contrary, licences were offered to all the existing
manufac;tuiers. This policy proves that the founders of the
As.scx'iation had not the desiie of crippling, but rather desired
to strengthen the lamp indu.stry of the country.

Tlir Dulili Lamp!>—An Unfoundrd AUegalion.—The only
remaining charge of importance is that in respect of one and
a quarter million half-watt lamps, w^hich are .stated bv the
committee to liave been purchased in Holland bv three' asso-
ciated manufacturers at 3s. and sold to the public in 1919 at
]"2s. 6d. each.

It is finally .stated that the " importers %nd di.stributors
between them made profits amounting to J^'280,000 over and
above what the committee considered reasonable."

This st.atement is devoid of all foundation.
The lamps referred to by the committee were not sold to

the public, but to Government departments, controlled fac-
tories, .shipyards, railways, and similar places where arc lamps
liad to be replaced, which latter could not be used owing to
the scarcity of carbons and labour.
By chance, one or two per cent, might have drifted into

the hands of the public, whereas 97 per cent, or 98 per cent,
went to the larrre consumers, not at 12s. fid., but at a price
of about .'>s. 3d., which is approximately the committee's
recommendation.

It will thus be seen that the ;£280.000 alleged to have been
taken in excess from the public by imnoi'ters and distributors
is the outcome of the imagination of .some calculator who
was not aware of the actual price charced to the consumer.

It was not to the interest of British makers to import
Dutch lamps; their importation was part of the price to be
paid for the assistance of a Dutch eomijeting firm in building
an argon plant in England during the war. the imixirtance
of which may not )ie anparent to the committee to-dav. but
was appreciated at the time by the Board of Trade, Admiralty.
Ministry of Munitions, &c.. argon being the rare gas u.sed'

in half-watt type lamps. Owing to the ab.sence of such plants,
the scarcity of .steel and buildina materials, &c., British manu-
facturers could not develop the half-watt lamp during the
war. and yet there was a great demand for them for war
work.

Tlie Dutch manufacturers made it part of the terms for
pupplving the araon plant that the negotiating English firm
should purchase Dutch argon-filled lamps.

Considerations Overlooked.—Before closing this statement
we desLie to make some observations of a general character.

It should be clearly borne in mind that in the lamp in-

dustry a new discovery may (as has happened in the past)
necessitate complete reorganisation of plant, with accompany-
ing tremendous financial charges. These must be provided
for, and the conditions of trading must dilfer from those
applicable to an industry which is based on a more stable
technical foundation.

It is regrettable that the committee did not accept our
invitation to visit a big lamp factory, which would have better
illustrated to it wliat are the risks connected with the
starting of a new indu.stry based on patents. Witliout .such
a study, it could not appreciate what cost was borne by
the pioneer firms in research, in purchase of patents, in the
building and equiijment of works, in exi^eriments with
machinery (which, in six years, had to be replaced three
times), in the cost of training labour, the cost of unsaleable
goods tm-ned out faulty at the beginning through want of
skill and exi^erience, the cost of experts and patent litigation,
all of which costs have been borne by the three patent-ow-ning
firms.

In this country the total lamp turnover of the Associated
firms to-day is only £3,000,000 per annum, or, after allowing
the charges of the distribution trade, an average of Is. 9d.
pev head of our population.
What the firms have spent in research alone during the

last eleven years is shown by the following extract from a
letter which the .Association addressed to the committee :

—
The total sum expended on (lamp research only) amounts

approximately to £364,000; with a present annual approximate
expenditure of f.50,000."

The, committee specifically omits these figures, and alleges
that it has no means of knowing how much of the research
expenditure has been devoted to lamps.
We would also draw attention to the question of foreign

competition; the committee itself admits that without some
forni of combination the industry would not have been able to
resist so successfully this competition of foreign-made lamps.
Harmful Methods.—One point more, and it is one of national

importance. The committee, which seems to have been de-
liljerately chosen for its lack of knowledge of the electrical
indu.stry (presumably in order to secure impartial judgment),
held only nine sittings. In this short time it attempted
to take, to consider, an<l to report upon evidence in minute
detail upon a large and complicated subject. It can hardly
be wondered that in such haste it has ignored the econo-
mic po.sition of the indu.stry in the national life, and the
necessity of safeguarding a vital key indu.stry to the nation.

It is suggested that this larger question should have been
at least more fully recognised in making a reiwrt which will
be considered by all competing lamp manufacturers in foreign
markets as well as by the home consumer. Ill-considered
judgments of this kind, when issued under the authority and
direction of a Government department, cannot fail to have
the most mischievious results.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient .servant,

.J. E. EriGECOMBR,
Director.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri received by ua after 5 P.M. ON TlTESDAT cantwt appear until

the following week. Correspimdents shouldforward thtir communi-
catumi at the earliest possible vimnetU. A'i) letter can be published
unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Discounts in the Lamp Trade.

Through your jouinal we call the attention of electrical
shopkeepers to the insidious preparation of the lamp distribu-
tors to exclude the shopkeepers from their legitimate dealings
in lamps.
Taking up the Drapers' Record, we find the three advertise-

ments, enclosed. No. 1 i,<! quite in order, but the others
are decidedly not, as they are solely intended to get the con-
sumer's trade du-ect, and consequently the shopkeepers' profit;
such advertisements should only be found in the public Press
and the electrical trade papers.

Siieaking to a large manufacturer of electrical plant on
the subject, he frankly admitted that the electrical business
was not organised; it had grown rapidly, and thus haphazard,
whereas in other trades ther^ existed a definite demarcation
as to supplying consumers and those who bought to sell at
a profit.

Take for in.stance the case of an important electrical shop ^

adjacent to a drapery emporium ; the proprietor of the former
required a large quantity of ca.sement material. He went to
the emporium, as it would jiot have been possible for him to
get it from a wholesale firm (or distributor) ; had he in some
way, however, been able to get the materia! from a wholesale
house and the proprietor of the emporium got wind of the fact
it w-ould have been promptly put on the agenda for the next
meeting of the Drapers' C'hamljer of Commerce, and the
offending wholesaler would be threatened with the direst
consequences.
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\\'liy uot an Electrical Shopkeepers' Trade Council? The
electrical shopkeeper in turn approaches the proprietor of the
eiiiixjriuia re iamijs; he is promptly inforuied that all lamps
are bought direct (although the lamps are no part of the
business, and are not to sell again). Now if lamps are to

be sold to drapers direct, why not to jewellers, confectioners,

chemists, Ac, and, another step forward, to jjrivate houses?
Doubtless the lamp distributors give a discount to the draper
according to the size of their wants; this could be done
equally by the electrical shopkeejier, with the proviso that

the lamps must be delivered to the draper direct by the lamp
distributors. This would not violate the agreements that

exist with the "Electric Lamp Association. Thus the shop-
keeiJers would be properly organised and secure the profit

that results from the transaction.

It is manifestly unfair that the shopkeeiier should hold a.

stock to catch the minnows whilst the distributor takes the
sprats and herrings.

An organisation should be formed to protect legitimate

business, and the Electric Lamp Manufacturers' Association

would appear to be the body for effective control.

Retailer.

Floating Power Stations.

My attention has been called to a letter by " Worried
"

under heading " The Ship as a Power Station " in your issue

of December '28th, 1919.

I enclo.se a short [uiper by the writer on the same subject,

and a snjall map showing the largest tin-producing areas in

the world. It does not seem to have occurred to you when
" Worried " wrote, that warships, though out of date for

fighting purposes, may still contain serviceable and econo-
mical machinery, while not of use to passenger or merchant
service. There is probably sufficient plant in Scapa Flow to

supply all the tin mines and rubber estates in the world
with power. I have proposed seriously to the Government
that floating power stations be'used at Port Swettenham, the
Dindings, and Port Weld, and am .shortly to interview the
Government electrical expert who has just arrived to report

on electric power and lighting for this country. Our coastal

foundations (mangrove swamps) would be very bad for

ordinary power stations; and another reason why power
stations should float is that they could be moved aliout as

demanded. Like " Worried " I do not know niucli about
it, but I am an engineer, and some mining friends of mine
have said that they cannot see anything against the scheme.
I think the matter will be found worthy of serious considera-
tion by those, with close knowledge of naval vessels and
electric power plant. Information about this countrv may
be obtained from the Information Bureau of the Federated
Malay States, London. As i-egards the electrical aspect of

the country. Messrs. Hutchinson & Wayte have lately read
» paper in London on the application of electricity to tin

mines in the Federated Malay States.

C. E. Cumming.
Ijwh, Perak.
March Inil. 1920.

[The strongest point in favour of the proposal, in tliis case,

appear.s to be the swampy nature of the ground. Wc doubt
whether the mobility of the floating station would prove
advantageous, and the cost of the station cannot be ignored

—

old warships have a scrap value coinparable with the cost of a
new power station of moderate size. The idea might serve
very well as an emergency measure

—

as, in fact, it did, during
the war—but not. we think, as a permanent arrangement.

—

Ed.s. Elec. Eev.]

Radiators for Bathrooms.

With reference to "Radiator's" letter dated March loth,

which I saw on my return from abroad last week, an in-

sijection of our glazed earthenware fires will convince " Ra-
diator " that the heat control switches are adequately pro-

tected, inasmuch as they are sunk flush in the earthenware
housing, the china switch handles being the only projection,

and quite safe to ofjerate with wet hands.
With regard to " Radiator's " suggestion that the elements

should be protected so that droi>s of water cannot fall on
the glowing wires, it would be difficult, and I might say
impracticable, to make a completely effective water guard
without ob.structing the glowing effect of the fire ; however,
it is quite unnecessary in our fires, drops of water or even
a fine stream of water would have little or no effect on the
elements. It will be understood that the voltage differ-

ence between the turns is so small, about J-J a volt, that
there is no risk of short-circuiting, and the fact that the
'elements are wound on a fireclay insidating m.aterial ba.sc

which in turn is mounted upon and witltin a glazed earthen-
ware casing precludes the po.'tsibility of "earths."

If " Radiator " is interested in a watertiglit lieater for bath-
T'ooma. then our electric hot-water ladiatoi-s or rather con-
ve<'tors. towel rails, or gown au'ers meet the case. Se<>

enclosed pamphlets.
The General Electric Co.. Ltd.

0. O. NOHB.S,

London. K.C. Manuycr of Hcatinu £• Cuokiny Qeijl.

April 9th, Vm.

Tumbler ( ?) Switches.

We have a distinct inipre.s.siou, although wo. cannot now
trace the source, that the correct name for these switches is
" Tumler," being the name of an individual who iKJ.ssibly

was the inventor of the switch motion, in spite of the fact
that the word " tumbler " seelus to be almost invariably used.

If you can verify that this is the case, wc should hke to
see this common error corrected in your columns.

E. Fowler Clark.
Messis. Rolls-Royce, f.td., Derby.

April lOth, 1920.

[Messrs. A. P. Lundberg & Sons inform us that the move-
ment was invented by Mr. A. B. Blackburn, of the Edison
Swan Co.; it is .sometimes called "Tumler," but "Tumbler"
is the cori'ect form.—Eus. Elec. Rev.]

The Tucker Microphone.

In your issue of April 2nd an iuticle by Mr. G. E. Moore
nuikes a reference to my microphone. The suggestion is that
the invention is not new, and reference is made to micro-
phones of Dr. Eccles and Prof. McGregor Morris. The ex-
amination of imteut 13,123/11) which has recently ceased to
be a secret patent, will show that there is a fundamental
difference between this microphone and others previously in
use, and this difference formed the basis of the Royal Qjm-
mission award of £4,000.

Unfortunately, I am prevented from publishing an account
of its work, as the latter is still regarded as " secret."
Although, therefore, there is every prosi>ect of the hot-wire
microphone developing as a scientific instrument of extended
use, it will probably continue to be considered as an interest-
ing " gadget " hurriedly improvised to cope with very excep-
tional war conditions.

W. S. Tucker.
Woolwich.
April 10th, 1920.

Wages in Kinemas and in the Electrical Industry.

I was interested to note Mr. Albert J. Cutler's remarks
aneut my letter of the 26th ult. under above heading. I
think he has an idea that I have an animus against kinema
operators. This is not so. Skilled operators are entitled to

aJl they can get, and {personally the writer is of opinion that,

in view of the fact that they are mainly resiwnsible for the
successful running of kinema shows and that the " trade

"

is so ostentatiously wealthy, a wage of JEIO per week should
not be out of the question.

Mr. Cutler's assurance that the E.T.U. insists on five years'

experience as a qualification is welcome. Apparently my
information was incorrect. I find that a recent agreement
in respect of the London area stipulates foui' yeara as the
quahfying period for a chief operator.

Your correspondent admits that there are many "handle-
turners" masquerading as kinema operators. These men
(and boys) are a latent menace to bona-fide operators, and
to the safety of kinema patrons. Yet, in spite of their exist-

ence, the number of outbreaks of fire per year is ridiculously

small. Surely this disproves Mr. Cutler's assertion that we
must admit the possibility of fire with " the best and coolest

of men,"?
Mr. Cutler is inclined to question my knowledge of the

kinema machine, and he wonders w'hether I have experienced
operating-box conditions. Some years ago I held a position

as chief operator-electrician, and some of my practical notes

were published at the time in a trade journal. I must again

insist that the design of projection equipments is so efficient

as practically to preclude any chance of fire. Small wonder,
as I have pointed out before (and this is apart from the

wages question), that projection work does not apixjal to the

average electrician.

G. E. Moore.
London. N.

April V2th. 1920.

Mr. F. E. Heal is requested to send us his address.—Ens
Ef.EC. Rev.

Engineering Labour.—The Labour Correspondent of the

Financial Times writes as follows:
—"The second ballot of the

46,172 members of the Amalg.amated Toolmakers' Union has priven

the required majority for amalgamation with the .\raalgamated

Society of Engineers. Of the votes recorded 28,052 were in favour

of amalgamation, and 2,309 against. The surprising feature of the

ballot is that nearly 16,000 member."!, or practically one-third of

the whole, had not sufficient interest in the matter to record their

vote either for or against the proposal. The nine Unions forming

the Enginccriner Unions' Amalgam.ition arc the Amalgamated

Society of Enginpers, the M.ichinc Workers, the Smitlis .and

Striker.s, the Steam Engine M.aki-rs. the .Asaoci.ated Brass Workers,

the Scientific Inatrument Makers, tlic North of England I'.rasa

Workers, the London Metal Workers ani the Tool M.aker8. The
National Ikass and Metal Mechanics are also going to take a

ballot as to joining forces with the Engineering Amalgamation.

Altogether it will be an exceedingly powerful combinfttion."
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ELECTROLYTIC IRON."

DE.SPITK the numerous experiments and researches made by various

investivrators extendintr over more than half a century, it is only
within the livst few years that the electrolytic manufacture of iron

on a larjre scale has reached a commercially successful stage. The
earlier attempts were purely of a technical nature, and mainly in

the direction of the electrodeposition of iron for stereotypes from
either ferrous sulphate or ferrous chloride solutions.

Seamless iron tubes, analos,'OU9 to the copper cylinders manu-
factured by the Elmore process, were made by Cowper-Coles about
1908.

The electrolyte preferably used by Cowper-Coles, and considered
to yield the best results, was a 20 per cent, solution of sulfo-cresilic

acid saturated with iron.

In 190i», Fr.anz Fischer, a Berlin chemist, succeeded in producing
considerable quantities of electrolyticli'on with hiffhly concentrated
solutions of iron chloride and calcium chloride, working: at a tem-
perature of 110"' C, and with a current density of 20 amperes per
square decimetre. The Lanjjheira Pfanhauser Works at Leipzig
attempted the direct industrial production of sheet-iron having a

thickness of 5 mm. The purity of the metal reached W09 per
cent. : it was easy to weld, suitable for autogenous welding, and
melted at l.liOO C.

But the first patents for the electrolytic manufacture of iron on a
really industrial and commercial scale were taken out in 1910by the
Socii'tc " Le Fer." of Grenoble. In principle, the method used
depends upon the employment of a rotating cathode and a neutral
solution of ferrous salts kept in the neutral state by the circulation
of the liquid on iron filings. Regular additions of a depolarising
agent, such as oxide of iron, are given to the bath to eliminate as
far as possible the hydrogen formed on the cathode which, if

present in large quantity, would be detrimental to the iron
deposited.

Very high current densities can be worked with, about 1,000
amperes per sq. metre, and a metal of excellent quality is obtained
which can be at once utilised industrially. This iron successfully
competes with the fine irons, and the Swedish irons so well known
for their purity. The Saint-Marie and Gravigny Foundry, and
the works of Bouchayer & Viallet, also produce sheet-iron and
tubes in a great variety of weights and shapes in the finished
state directly by electrolysis.

For the commercial production of electrolytic iron practical
experience has shown that heavy current densities must be
employed for the best iiuality product and maximum output. In
general the electrolyte consists of a solution of ferrous chloride or
ferrous sulphate, or a mixture of the two salts. To obtain a
smooth, dense, homogeneous deposit, and one which can be utilised

after simple annealing, the electrolyte should be preliminarily
treated, as otherwise the bath which is greenish in colour only
gives a metallic deposit of very irregular form, and having no
commercial value. The electrolyte is first agitated in a small cell

by simply rotating the anode for example, so as to produce an
oxidising action of the air at the same time as the electrolytic
action. The salts of iron being very easily oxidisable in the air,

a modification of the composition of the bath ensues : iron
oxychloride is formed which reacts upon the hydrogen deposited
on the cathode in the form of ga.s bubbles, which causes the bad
quality of certain deposits. When the bath ceases to froth, and
has a brown colour, it is in a satisfactory electrolytic condition,
and can be utilised for an industrial run.

Unless the electrolytic solution is kept in a neutral condition
it is found that the iron which is deposited scales, and cannot be
utilised commercially. This neutral condition is attained by
keeping finely-divided iron in suspension in the bath.

For the preparation of electrolytic iron for printing blocks and
electro-plating, according to MuUer, low voltages and low current
densities should be used. He has used both the double sulphate of
iron and ammonium, and the chloride of iron for the electrolytic
solutions.

It appears that the -higher the current density and the more
concentrated the electrolyte, the denser and more homogeneous is

the iron deposited.

In order to obtain the highest purity of iron, it is essential for
the anodes themselves to be as pure as possible.

.According to Burgess, with an electrolyte containing 40 gm.
of iron as iron sulphate, and 40 gm. of ammonium chloride per
litre, the electrolytic refining of iron can be conducted without
interruption. With anodes of better quality commercial iron (.pure
iron), the electrolytic iron reaches 99'97 per cent.

It is estimated that 1 KW.-hour would be necessary to purify
1 kg. of iron, and would coat 005 fr. The cost of working
(labour, maintenance of the electrolyte, general expenses, ttc), does
not appear to be higher than the price of energy, in consequence
the refining would work out at about 100 fr. per ton. With mild
steel anodes at 17.5 fr. per ton, electrolytic iron would thus cost
approximately 27.5 fr. per ton. and could compete with pure
Swedish iron.

According to L. Guillet, the cost of raw electrolytic iron should
not exceed 200 fr. to 220 fr. per ton.

Coarse electrolytic iron in the unfinished state contains a very
small proportion of impurities, such .as silicon, phosphorus,
sulphur, inanganese, .and carbon. Most samples of electrolytic
iron, as it comes from manufacture, also contain certain gases,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and above all, hydrogen.
The hyd rogen can be eliminated by annealing. The appearance

Abstracted from a series of articles by Jean Escard, in Ze
Genie Cifil, Vol. LXXV, Nos. 8, e and 10.

and the physical characteristics of the iron to a great extent
depend upon the percentage of hydrogen it contains. Electrolytic

iron containing hydrogen is also magnetic, and on being magnetised
is much stronger than ordinary magnets.

Using a cast-iron containing 2'35 jx;rcent. carbon, r:Sl per cent,

silicon, r07 per cent, sulphur, and 1'07 per cent, phosphorus, the
electrolytic iron jirepared from it only showed O'OOl per cent,

carbon, 0'007 per cent, silicon, O'OOCi per cent, sulphur, and
0'008 per cent, phosphorus, which indicates the degree of refine-

ment which can be attained.

The mechanical properties of electrolytic iron, such as tensile

strength, bending, elongation, hardness, 4;c., vary according to the
method of treatment. A tensile strength of 30'9 kg. to 32'S kg. jier

sq. mm. w.as obtained with an elongation of 403 to 131 per cent,

with electrolytic tubes annealed for two hours at 90(J C. in

magnesia. As regards hardness, the raw electrolytic iron as it

comes from the bath is hard and brittle, and gives a Brinell test

of 193 (diameter of ball 10 mm., pressure 3,000 kg.) ; reheated at
900" C, the hardness falls to 90.

The resistivity of electrolytic iron has been the subject of various
researches. L. Guillet and Porterin give 9'98 microhms per cm.
cube as the average of a number of measurements made on annealed
rods 12 cm. long and 5'7 mm. in diameter, after allowing a
correction of 0'24 microhm per cm. cube for the arsenic and
phosphorus in the iron, although in minute quantities.

Similar experiments by L. Guillet and Porterin on unannealed
bars 12 cm. long, and having a section of o'l mm. X 6'1 mm.,
gave 11 '92 microhms per cm. cube corrected for arsenic and
phosphorus.
As shown by the curves in figs. 1 and 2, electrolytic iron hag

low hysteresis and high permeability. Curve A is the hysteresis

curve for the sample of electrolytic iron at ordinary temperature,
and curve C is for ordinary iron. The coercive force of electrolytic

iron is 20 gauss, and the remanent magnetism is about
10,800 gauss ; for the ordinary iron the coercive force is 10 gauss,

and the retentivity amounts to 12,000 gauss. The two samples
were subjected to a temperature of 1,000° C, when curve B
was obtained for the electrolytic iron sample. As the ordinary
iron gave no sensible modification by the heat treatment, the
corresponding curve is uot shown for the sake of clearness. In
the case of the electrolytic iron, the coercive force has fallen to

5 gauss, and the remanence has risen to 13,000 gauss. Under the
action of heat, electrolytic iron thus approaches mild steel

magnetically.
Electrolytic iron tubes are now being manufactured on a large

scale, and at the works of Bouchayer & Viallet, they are being
made up to 4 and 5 metres in length, 10 to 12 cm. in diameter, and
from O'l to (> mm. in thickness. The iron is deposited on a metal
mandrel, the whole is then annealed, and immediately afterwards
the tube is removed from the mandrel.

These tubes ofl'er various advantages. It is well known that
considerable difficulties are met with in the manufacture of iron

tubes of uniform thickness below 6 mm., by the metallurgical

processes in common use. In general, the thickness of the final

product is very irregular, whereas by the electrolytic process it is

uniform, whatever the diameter, thickness, and length of the tube.

They are used for a nmnber of purposes—for water pipes, steam
mains, compressed air ducts, A;c.—and their application has so far

not given rise to adverse criticism.

Uniform iron plates are also obtained directly by electrolysis,

i.e.. without rolling. The metal is of first-class quality, is easy

to work, and can be subjected to severe strains in the cold state as

in drawing plates of different sizes and thicknesses. Owing to the

magnetic properties of electrolytic iron it offers advantages in the
construction of transformers, dynamos, and motors. By using
sheets of electrolytic iron, the weight efficiency of transformers
can be increased by about 35 to 45 per cent. : in the case of alter-

nating-current motors for the same temperature and space occupied,

the capacity can be increased about 50 per cent. ; and with direct-

current motors and dynamos, an economy of about 16 per cent, can
be effected in the weight of iron used.

As regards the use of electrolytic iron for transformer plates, it

is well known that the losses tend to increase with the time of

service of the transformer, and the deterioration of these plates

takes place more rapidly as the temperature increases. Electro-

lytic iron, however, gives a good guarantee against ageing, as its

crystalline structure is very stable. The same applies to ferro-

silicoQi
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REMINISCENCES OF A SUBMARINE
CABLE PIONEER.

By ROLLO APPLEYARU.

In Iixikiiiy thruugh some old papeiis, 1 rcruiitly i-aiiie uiiou

the foUowiug letter; it was written to nic in I'JU'J l)y tbc late

David Jenkins. Throughout his life he had heeu closely

associated with the nianuracture of subniariue cables, and

towards the end ol' his career nothing pleased hiuj more than

to recount the story of the early progress of his distinguished

shop-mate, Willoughby Sjnith. Aa it is doubtful whether

there is associated with the development of telegraphy aud

the cable a more noteworthy example of success won against

adversity by hard and LnteUigent work than that altorded by
Willoughby Smith, some ol your readers may—after this

lapse of beneficent time—c-are to read this Icttei-. The history

of the submarine cable itself has been admirably told by
writers, from W. H. Eussell to Charles Bright, but this brief

note liy David Jenkins- adds something to the human side

ol the romance, and indicates how it struck a contemiwrary.

In the year iWol I went to work for the Gutta Percha Co.

in Wharf lioad, City Road. They were making the core for

the cable to connect Dover and CalaLs-, and a very successful

cable it was, the copper wire .U64, covered with two coats

of gutta iHircha to .30U; coal tar naphtha was used between
the coats to cause the coats to unite. The coils were sent to

Wappiug, where the cable was made and shipi>ed. It was
the hrst successful submarine cable that was made. Mr.
Willoughby Smith was there working as examiner and
jointer; he became one of the first electricians of the day.

The manager of the works, 'Mr. Sanmel Staton, ottered a
reward of i'2 to the man that could make the best joint.

Every man that wished could comi>ete—the electrician was
to be the judge. Mr. Willoughby Smith's joint was the best

—a great many men competed. In the year 1854 there was
W!ir with Russia. The Russians sank a lot of ships before the

harbour of Sebastopol to prevent the .\llied Fleet from enter-

ing. Tho.-^e ships the Englit/h Government wished to blow
up. Accordingly chvers and electricians were sent to do this.

Mr. Willoughby Smith and Mr. Orchard were appointed.

Mr. Smith did not like the job, but there was a young assis-

tant electrician who wished that he had be-en apix)inted to

go. I knew this young man by name as Mr. Henry. Mr.

Smith a.nd Mr. Henry ijoproached the manager to allow them
to change places, which was granted. Mr. Henry and Mr.

Orchard went sometime in October in a ship called the
" Prince." They arrived in due time in Balaclava Harbour.

On November 5th a tremendous storm arose and wi^ecked

28 transiwrt ships, among them the " Prince." Mr. Henry,
Mr. Orchard, and the crew were drowned.*
Mr. Smith had gone a dozen steps up the ladder of pro-

si)erity. The G.P. Co. made a great many cables. Many
were a success and many a failure. I think it was in 1856

they made the first Atlantic cable, the copper wire of .O'i'J

covered with three coats of gutta percha to i in. The cable

was made partly at Greenwich by Glass & Elliott's, and partly

at Birkenhead by Mr. Newall, and this was shipped in the
" Niagara," the Greenwich part in the " Agamemnon." The
two ^ips met in mid-Atlantic; the "Niagara" was to lay

her cable to Newfoundland and the " Agamenmon " to

Queenstown, in Ireland. They made two unsuccessful at-

tempts; the third they laid the cable, and said that they got

a message through, and then they could not get any more,

so the whole thing was a complete failure. The G.P. Co.

ujade a great many cables for land purposes, and gutta percha

goods, and general work. In the year 1861 there was a

slackness of work. I was stood off. I then went to work
for Mr. Hancock at West Street, Smithfield. the next week

—

I think that would be in June. Mr. Charles Hancoc'k was
one of the first to bring gutta percha into use: his works
was at .\bbey Lane, West Ham. Not having enough capital

to carry it on he took three gentlemen as partners--their

names were Mr. Bubery, Mr. Gurney, and Bunson ; this was
sometime in 1846 or 1848, I cannot say the exact time. As
time went on, trade increased, and they took another larger

Iilacc in Wharf Road, City Road. They made all sorts of

G.P. articles, and patented a- great many. One of the chief

patents was copper wire insulated with gutta percha. This

patent Mr. C. Hancock claimed as his own. and Mr. C.

Hancock disagreed with the other gentlemen of the com-
, pany. They would not admit him in the works at Wharf
Road. Thev in.structed the gatekeeper not to admit him.
and if he insi.sted, to put him out by main force. This the

gatekeeper did, and in doing so he tore Mr. Hancock's coat.

Mr. Hancm'k summoned the gatekeeper for assault, and T

think they had to pay a small fine: this was the commence-
ment of trffuble between Mr. Hancock and the other partners

of the company which lasted four years. I think the greatest

• The " Prince " was caught in the hurricane of November
11th. 1854, vide " The British Expedition to the Crimea."
W. H. RusseH, p. 180.

battle was over the patent of insulating copper wire with
gutta percha ; in the end it was settled that both parties had
a right to use it. The Wharf Road and West Ham were two
separate firms ever after. The West Ham, owned by
Mr. C. Hancock, was managed by Mr. Branscon, a
very shrewd business man. Under Mr. Branscon the

firm prospeiied. About the year 1855 Mr. HantMick

left West Ham and lea.si'd a large premises at West Street,

Smithfield, and there was some disagreement, and Mr.
Branscon left. This was a bad job for Mr. Hancock, as the

Wharf Road people took Mr. Branscon in at once, 'fhe pre-

mises that Mr. Hancock leased belonged to Galloways, boiler

makers, who had removed to some place near Manchester.

GaJloways occupied aliout three acres of laud in the city,

which the Corporation wanted foi' street and meat market
improvements; the Corporation bought Mr. Hancock out;

this was some time in 1864. Mr. Hancock then amalgamated
with the I.R.G.P. Co., of Silvertown. The company engaged
Mr. Walter Hancock, who was a civil engineer, as manager of

the gutta percha depaitmeut. PJe was a suiart man, and
he laid the ijlans of the buildings and machinery, and com-
pleted the whole of the work in about two years, including

the removal of the whole stock and machinery from West
Street, to Silvertown. The engines stopped on or about De-

cember 7th, 1865. The uew engines started at Silvertown on
Januai-y '21st 1866. [ was then transferred to Silvertown,

January 1st, 1866. Some of the hands would not come to

Silvertown, it being very unhealthy ; it was badly drained; the

people suffered from ague very much. The sanitary arrange-

ments are much improved, the river bank has been raised

to prevent overflow of the Thames at high tide. As for Silver-

town, the inhabitants have increa.sed I should say twenty

fold.' Silvertown in 1866 was quite country; they only had

one policeman for Silvertown and North Woolwich. If you

iiequired his services, you had to go to North Woolwich to a

small private house. He had a board over the door marked
" police." Silvertown has improved of late, and there ia

still room for improvement. When Mr. Matthew Gray be-

came manager of the I.R.G.P. works Mr. Gray and Mr. Han-

cock did not agree. Mr. Hancock resigned, and _Mr. Gray

engaged a clever mechanic from ^^harf Road to fill up the

vacancy—Mr. Gib.son by name. He stayed about seven

years, then he died. Mr. Ridley followed after Mr. Gib.son.

I may say that when Mr. Gray made his first submarine

cable 'and 'shipped it on board the s.s. " Narver," Mr. Chat-

terton stopped the ship under the pretence the company had

infringed his patent for the comixjund. That, of course, de-

la \i'd the job for some time. The compound was patented

by Mr. Chatterton, but it was the idea of Samuel Smith that

w'orked at Wharf Road when I did. Samuel Smith asked

Mr. Chatterton to remunerate him for the idea, but he would

not. Smith lost his temper and called Mr. Chatterton a

b rogue. Chatterton gave him the sack dor his pains.

D. .Ienkins.

•£^, Winchester Street. Silvertown.

Intercrystalline Brittleness of Copper,—When copper

is heated in a molteu bath of eodium chloride for the purpose of

cleaning and softening, it lias Iwen noticed that the copper is

embrittled. Under these conditions the copper is more or less in

contact with iron or steel, either from a stirring: rod, forceps for

handling the piece, or the pot used to contain the salt , and a " galvanic

couple" with the copper as cathode would be formed. Acoordina:

to the J(iw/-«»i of the Franklin Institute, experiments were made

at the U.S. Bureau of Standards with small rods of copper and

mild steel which were made either anode or cathode in a bath of

molten salt and with an e.m.f. of approximately six volts. The

brittleness of the copper rods was compared with untreated material

by bending the specimens back and forth with one end firmly

clamped. The copper rod which was an anode was as tough and

soft as the original, and required practically the same number of

bends to cause it to fracture. The cathode copper was found to be

very brittle. Microscopic examination showed the anode copper to

be perceptibly smoother on the surface than the original material :

the structure was that of annealed copper. In the cathode copper

rod the crystalline boundaries on the surface are well defined, and

the intercrystalline boundaries for an appreciable depth within

the metal are made wider. The probable explanation of embrittle-

ment of the copper when it is made the cathode is that an

appreciable amount of metallic sodium is formed by the electro-

lysis, which immediately alloys with the copper, the attack beinc

selective towards the grain boundaries rather than forming an

alloy layer of uniform thickness upon the outside.

Finsbury Technical College—The Old Students' Asso-

ciation magazine, which ceased publication during the war,

has reappeared. The chief aim of the present number is to

organise the Association on new lines, and members are asked to

vote for or against the adoption of new rules. A meeting to discuss

this subject is being held at the College on May 4th, at 6.15 p.m

The annual conversazione is to bo held at tho College on the

evening of April 30th ; tickets, at 28. each, are obtainable from the

Conversazione Secretary, at the College. Old students can obtam

a copy of the magazine by applying to the Hon. Sec. Old

Students' AsaooiatioD, Finsbury Technical College, Leonard Street

City Road, E,0.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Italian Companies.—The Italian Edison Co., of Milan,
which has a shine capital of Uli.OOO.OOO lire, reports net profits of
0,782,000 lire for lOUt, and a dividend of 34 lire per share of
3O0 lire. The Tecnomasio Italiano Brown-Boveri, of Milan,
records net profits of 994,000 lire on a share capital of 12.000,000
lire, and a dividend at the rate of 8 lire per share.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Speen Mechanical
Rkp.\ir Depot, mechanical and electrical ensrineers, 283, Poulton
Road. Seacombe.—Messrs. C. J. Savery and C. W. J. Bartlett have
dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended to hy Mr. C. J.
Savery, who will continue the business.

E. & C. Gates, electrical engineers and advertising- sign manu-
facturers. 56. London Street. Norwich.—Messrs. C. and E. C. Gates
have dissolved partnership. Mr. C. Gates will attend to debts and
continue the business under the same style.
Messrs. H. Slead and P. F. Sbsior, trading as Slead and

Senior, electrical engineers. 103, King Cross, and 48. Peelon Lane
Halifax, have dissolved partnership. Mr. P. S. Senior will continue
the business under the same style.
SissoNs Bros. \- Co.. Ltd,, Hull.—Meeting of creditors under

the voluntary liquidation, April lijth.
Newall's Insulation Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for

reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. F. S. Newall. A meeting
of creditors was called for April 14th.

WiLSO.N- & Newtox, wholesale stationers and dealers in elec-
trical accessories. 65, Market Street, Manchester.—Messrs. A. E.
Wilson and J. Xewton have dissolved partnership. Mr. A. E. Wilson
will attend to debts and continue the business under the same title.

Catalogaes and Lists.—Messrs. Metrodes, Ltd., sj,
Fargate, Leeds.—Circular giving prices of ' Metrodes "—metal
electrodes for use in electric welding.
The Enterprise BUxuFAcruBiUG Co., Ltd., Gun Street

Electrical Works, Bishopsgate. E. 1.—Postcard iUustrating the
Smoovit ' electric iron. Priced.
Stcrtevan-t Esgineerixg Co., Ltd., H7, Queen Victoria

Street, E.G. 4.—Catalogues No. 1014 (lii pp.) and 1052 (20 pp )The first is an Ulustrated list of " Monogram •
fans for various

applications
; it also includes hand-driven fans and accessories

No. 10o2 deals with Sturtevant steel plate fans.
aiESSRs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Palace Place Mansions,

Kensington Court, W. S.-Pamphlet A-710 (12 pp.). An illustrated
Ust ot loud-speaking telephones and accessories, including switch-
boards and boxes.
The Wilsox-Wolk Engi.veering Co., Ltd.. Bradford.—Card

advertising "Wilson-Wolf 1920 pattern ball-bearing motors-
fractional horse-power sizes.

T,'^^\r^^^
Electrical Co., Ltd., 118-120, Charing Cross

°? .'. J),-?,-

^•~" ^^'^ Essential Factor," ''Le Facteur Essential,"
and El Factor Eseneial" (16 pp.). An interesting introductionm English. French, and Spanish to the company s general
catalogue.

The Swift Electrical. Ltd.. 25, Castle Street, Falcon
bquare, EC. l.-Booklet illustrating and describing the ' Lotoc '

electric bell, for which this company is the sole London agent

c^ ^^ ^ Electric Lamp Masifacturing Co., Ltd
btanden Road Sonthfields, S.W. 18.-Leaflet giving an illustration
and details of the •' Z electric vacuum cleaner
The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

i..(..4.--Two Illustrated pamphlets dealing respectively with elec-
tric hot-water radiators and electrical bath-room equipment.

The State of German Industry.—The Department of
Overseas Trade IB informed that many orders which were given atthe Frankfort Fair held m October last, and also at the LeipzigAutumn Fair, are still unfulfilled, and there is no prospect of their
being carried out at anything like the agreed-upon prices, nor can
.^ny satisfaction be obtained from the respective German manu-
facturers. German industry is absolutely distrusted at the present
time, owing to (O the difficulties in connection with obtainiu.r ra«-

J^^u" ifofA'^*'
°^ "'^^ ^'"^ ^^^ "P^'''-'^ t^^^^i of production

costs, and (2) the very questionable tactics which German manu-
facturers are showing to foreign buyers, particularly as regardsthe system of accepting contracts with the proviso "

freibleib^nd,

"

that 18, that the terms are not binding.

v^rT f^^
P''0^="^e buyers from Denmark attended the Leipzig

«tt^ ti, f°
«°.°'/'»<;t.5 ''PPear to have been made, although it £

the extent of 1 mdliard kronen. The outlook had, howeverfrightened off all prospective purchasers.
however,

Stolen Motors.—Charles Baden Powell, Arthur Eeo-inald
Mason, and Harold Freicrick Harding, aU of the Royal Air^'porceappeared at Edinburgh Sheriff Court in connection wth theftstrom Tuiiihouse Aerodrome. They all pleaded guiltv to^teali"'three motor engines, and Powell and Mason admiUed st^a n:^a quantity of tools and seven driving belts. An Vent ex^

hlr /fV,"' ^l''^,^^ ^ "vili^ caretaker in charge^and hebelieved there had been laxity in supervision, which had temptedthe men to ca^y out the thefts. All accused bore a good^rmvrecord. The Procurator Fiscal said the engines were wfrTh £400^
and the tools and drivin,. belts about £60. °

A^cu^ed 3 sold theengMes for £32, and the other material for £12. Sheriff Crelesentenced Powell and Mason to three months' imprisonment e4hand Hardmg wa« sent to prison for two months
P"*''"'"^"' ^^^'

Plant for Sale.—The City of London Mental Hcspital,
Dartford. has for disposal one 4-cylinder, 105-b.h.p. Thornycroft
Diesel engine, direct coupled to 75-KW. Lancashire Dynamo Co.'s
generator. &c.
Whitby Urban Council has for sale one lOO-KW. Parsons turbo-

generator and one 28-h.p. vertical enclosed steam engine. See our
advertisement pages to-day.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. S( hxeider & Cie., of

^^»7^\ ^-^'^ removed their London address to 30. \'ictoria Street,
h.vv. 1 ( Phone : Victoria 291i0. which is also the address of their
reprcEentatives for Great Britain and Colonies—Jleasrs. J. ,!c P. Hill.
Mr. B L. Myer who, as announced here, recently dissolved

partnership, is now carrying on business as the Electric and
Engineering Specialties Co., at 79, Great George Street, Liverpool.He Holas the sole agency for Liverpool and Manchester district for
several electrical firms, and he wishes to receive manufacturers'
catalogues and terms.
Messrs Re.iax.Ltd., of 3 and 4, Percy Street, Tottenham Court

Koad^W.l, are now making agency arrangements for all parts of
the Kingdom for their " Rejax • lighting and power plants, which
are being put ui by numerous small hotel proprietors, house-
holders, farmers, kc. Copies of their publicity literature will be
sent on application.

Messrs. Goodenough & Co., electrical engineers, of Barnstaple,
have removed from Rackfield, to larger premUes at Trinity Works
Barbican.
The businesses of Messrs. C. k T. Cannon, of Burton and

Aylesbury and Messrs. W. Y. Green k Co., of 14 and 16, Walton
htreet. Aylesbury, have been amalgamated, and wUl be carried on
under the style of Canxon, Green *: Co.. heating and lightin"
engineers. ^ "

Site for Works.— Particulars of a building site of
about 9 acres, at Barrow-in-Furness, are given in our advertise-
ment pages today.

New French Companies.—Among the new companies
recently formed in France are the Soci^te Le Moteur Eleotrique, of
IS, ttoute de Cremicu, Villeurbanne, capital 1.000.000 fr. ; and the
bociete Electrique de la Siderurgie Lorraine, 63, Avenue Victor-
Emmanuel, Paris, capital 8,000,000 fr.

Agencies in Holland.—H.M. Commercial Secretary at
The Hague, m a recent report, says :— ^' Many British firms with
business relations of old standing with Holland are not represented
here, but content themselves with sending a representative once or
twice a year to book orders. The best comment on this is a reply
actually given by a local firm to one of these travellers who wasmaking his half-yearly round to book orders :—"Sir. the chances
against my wanting something on the day of your vUit are some-
thing like 18C to 1. Representation can be summarised in theloUowing scale, arranged in order of merit :

1. Branch office in Holland with or without stocks, according to
circumstances.

2. Resident British representative.
3 Agency entrusted to British merchant firm established in

Holland.

4. Agency entrusted to Dutch firm.

5^ No local representation
: traveller making iieriodical visits

Numbers one and two are.'of course, beyond the means of many
firms, but the suggestion has been made that several manufacturers
ot cognate but non-competing articles might establish a selling'
agency m common on one or other of these basesH is considered above all important that no British firm should
appoint a local agent without fir.-^t sending a responsible member ofthe hrm to examine local conditions, ascertain the type of articlemost in use, and make careful inquiries as to the capacity of theagent to cover the district entrusted to him and as to other and
possibly competing agencies held.
The question of advertisement in Holland is one which would

repay further study by experts, as the conditions, both material and
psychological, are very different to those obtaining in the UnitedKingdom and the opportunities are large, the art of advertisement
here not having by any means reached the standard of Great Britainand America.

A Danish Cable Firm.—The report of the directors of
the p^sk Kabelfabrik states that the company's efforts were
direc.ed m 1919 towards getting the factory in satisfactory opera-
tion. The difficulties in the way of the delivery of machinery andraw materials, which were chiefly purchased in America and

i( "u V'^'"'^ ."E"^''^^''''*'^*' •

transport problems in connection
with harbour strtbes and lack of space at Copenhagen harbour
delayed the arrival of the machinery for some months, as the latterwas discharged m various ports abroad and in Denmark, and hadthen to be forwarded on to Copenhagen. Moreover, many of the
machines arrived in an incomplete condition, and it was therefore
necessary partly for the company to finish them and partly to
procure some parts from foreign firms before the machines could
be brought into use. Under these circumstances, it was onlv
possible to begin rational working in the autumn, and get the pro-
duction in proper progress. At the same time, the directors were
successful in finding a technical director in Mr. T C Thomsen
It was expected that manufacturing would be considerably extended
in the next few months, and the factory show remunerative
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Catalogues Wanted,—Messks. James Oud & Co., 38,

Tyne Cliamhers, Newcastle-on-Tyne, wish to receive catalogues and
other publicity matter from electrical manufacturers and dealers.

The Arc Electrical Co., Trevelyan Buildings, Corporation
Street, Manchester, want manufacturers catalogues and lists.

Railway Wagon Detention : Improvement. — The
Ministry of Transport states that very gratifyintr results have
followed the increase of the demurrage charges on railway com-
panies' trucks which became operative on .January Ist. The figures

for February, which are now available, show that wagon detention
has decreased by 42 per cent., aa compared with December, repre-

.senting a saving of over 150,000 wagon days.

The Holland Wire and Cable Works.—The report for

1919 of the directors of the N. V. Hollandsche Draad en Kabel-
fabriek. of Amsterdam, first recalls the fact that 10 years have now
elapsed since the undertaking was established, and figures are

given showing the course of the development during this period.

The report proceeds to state that it was considered desirable to

bring tlie social capital more into agreement with the actual

capital by capitalising the undisclosed reserves formed in the

course of years. Aa a consequence, the balance of the working
account contained not only the results for the financial year 1919,

but also the reserves in question, and the directors proposed to

distribute a dividend of .50 per cent, in sh.ares, and the remainder
(18 per cent.) in cash. The results obtained in 1919 were favour-

able. This was due to a large extent to the fact that the comjiany
succeeded in the early months of the year in getting transported
to Amsterdam the large stocks which had been awaiting shipment
for some years, so that they no longer had to contend, as in previous

yeara, with inadequate supplies of raw materials ; and the export
trade which thereby again became possible, yielded very favourable
results. There was nothing unfavourable to set against these

favourable factors, thanks to the maintenance of the principle

during the war of keeping stocks on the level of peace time prices,

and as a consequence the inevitable losses on war-time raw
materials, in so far aa they were still in stock on the termination
of war conditions, were already written off beforehand. Con-
cerning the future prospects, the report states that the company
were favourably circumstanced as their principal raw materials—
copper, rubber, and cotton—were all derived from ountries
possessing a sound currency. Thus, the infiuence of the low level

of exchange in the case of other induatrial countries was limited
chiefly to wages and general expenses, which factors were of con-

siderably less infiuence with the articles manufactured by the
company. On the other hand, the company were placed at an
advantage in the financing of raw materials precisely through the
Dutch rate of exchange. After making provision for depreciation,

the accounts show net profits of 2,090,282 florins, permitting of

the payment of the dividends (118 per cent.) alreaily mentioned.
The balance sheet contains, for tl.e first time, an entry entitled

"personnel obligations," amounting to 11, 8.10 florins. It ia

explained that this is in accordance with an arrangement
under which tlie staff is permitted to take up a financial interest

in the coiTipany by means of profit-sharing obligations. The
comparative statement showing the progress of the company
indicates that the paid-up capital has increased from 120,0C0 florins

in 1910, to 1,809,000 florins in 1919 ; and the dividends from 10 per
cent, in 1912, to 12 per cent, in 1914, 1.5 per cent, in 1915, Hi per
cent, in 1916,17 per cent, in 1917, 18 per cent, in 1918, and (j.s per

cent, in 1919.

Auction Sales—-Assets Auctions Co., Ltd., will sell by
auction, at 119, Newington Cauaewav, S.E., on April 21st, the
stock of an electrical goods factor. On April 27th to 30th, ME.SSRS.

BucKELL & Ballard will offer for sale by auction, buildings,

fittings, and electrical plant, at an Oxfordshire aerodrome. For
full particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Book Notices.— The E?t//ineer's Year-Booh for 1920.
Edited by H. R. Kempe, M.Inat.C.E., and W. H. Smith. Pp. 2584

;

figs. 2250. London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price 30s. net.

—

This ia the twenty-seventh year of publication of a volume which
may be justly described as an old friend ; though long past its

majority, it still keeps on growing, having now exceeded a total

of 2500 pages, and the reference in the preface to the "growth in

the literature " of industrialism is obviously appropriate. In the
present issue, besides the revision or rewriting of many of the
existing sections, we find a number of entirely new sections—the
metering of water, air, gas, and steam, windmills, electric welding,
acetylene, oxy-acetylene welding and cutting, &c.—while the
matter haa been in many respects rearranged and improved.
Much attention is given to costs, and a useful buyers' guide is

provided. By no means least of the valuable features of the work
ij the exhaustive index, and the system of cross references in the
text, which enables the user to find with ease passages which bear
upon tlie subject of research. The }'eai-Bvok contains an extra-
ordinary quantity and variety of information, and that its value
is appreciated by the engineering public ia testified by its vigorous
growth and mature yeara.

Willing's Pi-e^H (imde, 1920. London : James Willing, Ltd.
2a.— This book continues to live up to its established reputation aa a
concise and comprehensive index to the Press of the United Kingdom.

llalf-Puxt Twebr—Diiinei-IIovr Stiiiliex for tlif n,hl lliiJj

ITuiifs. By George W. Gough. London : Sella, Ltd. Is.—Tlra is

a pamphlet consisting of 26 brief chapters, which are studios in

simple economics. The author begins by asking :
" What is

Political Economy.'" and he considers later, in aimple and
interesting language and atyle, such subjects as the production of

goods, the dlTiaion of labour, capital—what it is and what it doea

—

industrial organisation, the wages of labour, wages in relation to

output, the profits of the " boss," competition and combination,
exchange questions, the principles of taxation, &c. We cammend
the studies to the attention of our readers, to whatever clafs of
society they belong.

" Currency Reform and the Need for a Nickel Coinage on a
Decimal Basis." By G. E. M. Johnson. Pp. 18. London : The
Decimal Association.—" The working man will never agree to the
tenpenny shilling" is the final word of the opponents of national
progress in the shape of a reorganisation of our present involved
currency. Major Johnson proves the " tenpenny shilling " a myth
by explaining the system advocated by the Decimal Association.
The adoption of the " pound-mil " scheme would mean that the
present shilling would be actually worth 50 mils, or with a nickel
coin of two mils face value (practically a halfpenny) the same
value as at present. The prestige of tlie British sovereign, and its

concomitant advantages, would in no way be damaged by the
adoption of the "pound-mil " system, and thus another contention
of the decimal system's opponents is refuted. The author deals

with historical facts concerning decimal coinage, and compares
the various systems suggested and in use in other countries. He
also gives a table of the proposed components of the system, which
means the introduction of two nickel coins of five and ten mils
face value. The present bronze coins would be retained (for a
time, presumably), their value being slightly depreciated.

" The Indicator Handbook." By Charles N. Pickworth, Wh.Sc.
Pp. 134

; figs. 15(i. London and Manchester : Emmott & Co.
Price 78. (id. net.—This is a reprint in which the former two
volumes are combined. The work, which has become a classic,

is too well known to need any comment.
" Les Fiches Industrielles " is the name of a new publication

giving abstracts of articles in technical journals of all kinds,

classified in series so that the purchaser can choose the series most
directly relating to his own business. The annual subscription for

each series, outside France, is 34 fr., except in the cases of Series IV
(metallurgy, mechanics, electricity) and Series V (chemical
industries), for which it is 46 fr. It is published at 51, Rue de
I'Hotel-de-Ville, Lyons, France, by the Societe d'Editions Commer-
ciales et de Publicite Moderne.

" Post Oftice Electrical Engineers' Journal." Vol. XIII. Part 1.

April, 1920. Loudon : The Electrical Review. Ltd. Pnce28.net.
" Whittaker'a Electrical Engineer's Pocket- Book. Edited by R. E.

Neale, B.Sc. Fourth Edition. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons.

Price 10a. Od.net.

"The M. & C. Apprentices' Magazine." Vol. IV. No. 13 (65 pp.).

Price 3d. The present number, like its predecessors, is full of

interesting matter, and includes articles on "Darkest Russia,"

and Milan, as well aa a record of the firm's social events.
" Notes on Gas and Oil Engine Accidents " (32 pp.). Manchester :

The National Boiler and General Insurance Co., Ltd. Price Is.

net.—This publication deals minutely with such causes of accidents

as broken crankshafts, failure of connecting-rod bolts, &c., with
suggestions for their prevention.

"Vickers News." No. 13, Vol. 2 (20 pp.). London : Vickers,

Ltd. The present (April) issue possesses many interesting features,

including a description of some large horizontal gas engines con-

structed by the company, and notes by Dr. Chalmers Mitchell on
the ill-fated flight from London to the Cape of Good Hope.

" Continuous-Current Machines." By S P. Smith. London :

Benn Bros., Ltd. Price 5s. net.
" The Uae of Low-grade and Waste Fuela for Power Generation."

By J. B. C. Kerahaw. London : Constable A: Co. Price 17s. net.
" I.E.C. Rules for Electrical Machinery." Vol. I. London : The

International Electroteehnical Commission. Price 2s. 2d., post free.
" The Engineering Foundation : A Progress Report to United

Engineering Society " (32 pp.). New York : Engineering Societies'

Building.—A report upon the foundation administering the joint

interests of the four leading American engineering societies, the

objects of which are set forth, including the assistance of national

research.

Australian Engineering Developments. — A Press

dispatch from Melbourne, dated April 11th, st.ates that four i-epre-

sentatives of Vickers, Ltd., are inspecting the engineering works of

the Commonwealth with a view to estimating the possibilities of

an extension of the firm to Australia.

Social.— The staff of the Lea Recorder Co., Ltd.,

held their first annual dance and social at Smallman's Cafe, High
Street, Manchester, on Saturday. 10th inst. The directors and
other guests were invited, and a thoroughly enjoyable evening was
spent. The programme included a dance and whist drive, the

prizes for which were presented by Mrs. J. E. Lea.

Board of Trade.— ''>ir Robert Ilorne, President of the

Board of Trade, has constituted liia private office at the Board as

follows :— Principal Private Secretary, Mr. Cecil Litchfield ; Second
Private Secretary, Mr. C. Patrick Duff ; Third Private Secretary,

Mr. E. W. Reardon ; Parliamentary Private Secretary (unpaid),

Mr. F. C. Thomson, M.P.

Fuel Research.—The Secretary of the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research announces that a licence has

been issued by the Board of Trade to the Scottish Shale Oil

Scientific and Industrial Research Association. The Association

may be addressed through Mr. W. Fraaer, C.B.E.. Scottish Oils, LU1.,

135. Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. S.mith & Co.
and Messrs. James & Shakespeare report, April Mth :—No
change in copper quotations. Messrs. James & Shakespeare report,

April 14th :—English pig lead, SiM lOs , a reduction of 10a. on last

week's prices.
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—Tasmanian IIydro-Elkctrio Scueme.—
In order to meet the extensivo commitments for power in March,

1:121. principally for supplying the Electrolytic Zinc Co.'s big

industrial enterprise at Eisdon, work is in progress on every stage

of th« Government's scheme for increasing the power supply at the

Great Lake, which is to lie developed to a capacity of 70,000 11. P., at

a total estimated cost of £2.500,000.

About 300 men arc at work constructing a canal whereby to

divert the River Ouse into the Great Lake, and arrangements ;ire in

train for installing a considerable amount of additional machinery.

Preliminary work in connection with the raising of the dam wall

lit the Great Lake is well under way, but owing to the iraiiossibility

of getting cement, it seems unlikely that concreting can be started

this season. The widening of the existing canal and the prepara-

tions for the new pipe lines are under way. Good progress is being

made with the preparations for the extension of the power station.

preliminary work in connection with the harnessing of Lake

RoUeston, on the west coast of Tasmania, chiefly for supplying

the Mt. Read-Rosebery Co. with power for the production of .50

tons of zinc per day from the Read-Rosebery ores, is well advanced,

and as soon as the power contract between the company and the

Government has been ratified, active operations for the construction

of the scheme can be commenced.

—

Timex.

Bolton.—Rreakdow'n of PiiANx.—Owing to a mishap
at the Back-o'-th'-Bank works on April 7th, the second recent

failure, 75 per cent, of the plant was put out of action. Several

mills were compelletl to close down temporarily in consequence, and
the tramway services were curtailed.

Cotton Mills.—Work has just commenced upon what is to be

largest block of cotton spinning mills in the world. The works
will be driven throughout by electrical power from the Corpora-

tion power station.

Bridlington,—Price Increase.—The Town Council has

decided to increase the charge for electricity for power by 8J per

cent. ; this brings the minimum charpe to 2d. per unit. Cables are

to be extended to supply works and other premises at a cost of

£1,300.

Bristol.—Opposition Withdrawn. — The opposition

threatened by Bath City Council to the Corporation Electricity Bill,

over the supply of Newton St. Loe, has been withdrawn as the

result of the latest negotiations.— H>.rfw« Daily Prexx.

Canada.—Electricity Shortage.—Pommenting upon
the recent decision of the Toronto and Niagara Power Co. to

increase its charges for electricity by amounts varying in value

to 40 per cent., the Elictrieal Xeics, of Toronto, states that the

jiolicy of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission was to keep prices

as low as possible in order to attract customers. This policy has
created a demand wliich the Commission cannot at present meet.
Competing organisations are, therefore, able to raise their charges,

which is detrimental to the general industrial condition.

Canterbury.—Cable Extension.—The Town Council
has applied for a loan of £2,500 for a new feeder cable.

Coxhoe.—Street Lighting.—Messrs. Bell Bros., Ltd.,

colliery proprietors, have submitted their terms for supplying
electricity for public lighting. The draft agreement stipulates

that for a term of seven years the company will maintain 50-c.p.

lamps at an annual charge of £5 each, and 32-C.P. lamps for

£4 10s., from September Ist to April 30th each year. All
installations will be carried out by the company.

Dartford.—Sliding Scale.—The Urban District Council
has decided to increase the charge for power by 'Cod. per unit in

respect of every Is. per ton advance in the cost of fuel above 36s.

per ton, from May 1st next.

Derby.—Electricity Scheme.—It was announced at a
recent meeting of the Town Council, that the scheme for the supply
of electricity in the East Alidlands has been revised. The Derby
station, which since its inception had' repaid £200,000 of the
money spent upon it, was to be retained. The expenditure upon the
new scheme would be distributed, as follows;—Derby, £ 1 20.000

;

Loughboro', £130,000; and Leicester and Nottingham, £600,000
each.

Electricity Supply Act.—A3iend.ments.—On April 13th
Sir Eric Geddes presented a Bill for the amendment of the Elec-
tricity (Supply) Act. llUii, to the House of Commons.

Ellesmere Port.—Extension of Teme-Limit.—The
Ministry of Transport has granted the Urban District Council an
extension of time until the end of the year for carrying out the
Electric Lighting Order of liil3, with an intimation that unless
some definite steps have been taken before that date to establish an
eti^ective distribution system, any further extension may not be
favourably considered. The Council is advised to consider a bulk
supply, as the provision of a generating station will not be alloweil.

The Council h.is adopted this course, and is taking steps in the
matter.

Hove.—Electricity Supply.—The terms upon which
the Brighton Corporation will give a bulk supply are considered
excessive, and further representations are to lie made to the Elec-
tricity Commissioners upon the question of additional j)lant. The
Commissioners have intimated that the Town Council will have to

prove that the installatisn of new plant at the works will be more
economical than a bulk supply. The estimated cost of the necessary

plant and works for the supply is £1S.000.

Larne (Co. Antrim).-Power Station.—The Council

ha» pasted the plans for the erection of a generating station sub-

mitted by the Electric Power and Lighting Co. Larne is the point

of departure of the Stranraer-London mail.

Leeds.—Brkakdown.—Through a shortcircuit at one of

the sub-stations of the Corporation electricity department, several

works in the district we»e deprived of power for over an hour.

The tramways having an independent supply were not aifected.

Macroom (Co. Cork).— Stoppage of "Works.—It has

been found impossible to keep the electricity works running, owing
to inadequate coal supplies, and the town is therefore without
electric light.

Manchester,—Rate Aid.—The Electricity Committee
reports that, having regard to its commitments under the scheme
for the provision of a new generating station at Barton, it is of

opinion that there should be no " rate aid " contribution from the

Electricity Department until that scheme becomes revenue earning.

Paisley.—Extensions.—The Blackhall electricity works
is being extended, and a new sub-station to supply industrial works
and tramways is to be erected at West Croft.

Rochdale.—Increased Bulk Supply.—Owing to in-

creasing demands for electricity, the Corporation is considering the
advisability of taking a further bulk supply from the Lancashire
Electric Power Co.

Rotherham.—Linking-up Scheme.—The Town Clerk
submitted lettera received from the electrical adviser to the Ministry
of Munitions with regard to the proposed linking-up agreement for

the supply of electrical energy from the Rotherham and Sheffield

power stations, and stated that Shelfield had intimated to the
Ministry of Munitions that power would be requireil from Rother-
ham as soon as the works for linking-up could be completed, and had
inquired whether the Treasury would contribute one-third of the

cost of the necessai'y works. The Town Clerk stated that he had
been notified by the electrical adviser to the Ministry of Munitions
that if Rotherham would waive any possible claims it might
have against the Ministry under existing agreements, the applica-

tion made by the Sheffield Corporation would again be submitted
to the Treasury. The Town Clerk reported that he had intimated in

reply that he did not consider the Rotherham Corporation would be

prepared to waive any of its claims under existing agreements.

St. Helens.—Extensions.— The Electricity Committee
has decided to grant several applications for power, and, to meet
increased demands, to install an additional k.h.t. cable to the
Burtonhead Road sub-statien, and to provide a switchgear cubicle

and controller panel for the power station, at an estimated cost

of £5.430 ; also an additional E.H.T. feeder to the Sherdley Road
sub-station, at a cost of £3,180 : one additional E.H.T. feeder to

Sutton Road sub-station, at a cost of £1.430, and additional trans-

formers and switchgear at Victors. Ltd.. sub-station, at £3.265.

On the recommendation of the electrical engineer, in view of the
inareaseil load in the Pocket Nook area, the Committee has also

resolved to erect a new rotary sub-station near the L. & N.W.
Railway Station, at a cost of £12,000.

Southampton.—Strike In consequence of the decision

of the recently-promoted superintendent to resign his membership
of the E.T.TJ. and join the E.P.E.A., the employes at the electricity

works ceased work on April 13th. The shipyards and many
factories had to be closed, and the tramway services were suspended.

The chief engineer and a small voluntary staff maintained a supply
suflttcient for street and hospital lighting.

Ulverston.—Electricity Supply.—The District Council
has passed a resolution advocating the institution of an adequate
supply of electricity for the Fumess and South Cumberland area,

extending from the River Usk, in Cumberland, to the whole of the
ai'ea of Ulverston. It was stated that the project was necessary

for the future development and general welfare of the district.

United States.— Inadequate Water Power.—The
Jovrnal of Electricity states that, as a result of the exceptionally

dry winter, many power companies in California have had to fall

back upon their auxiliary steam plant to keep up their normal
outpnt. Under the usual conditions, only a quarter of the electrical

power is produced by this means, but now the steam plants are
providing half the total energy generated.

Walthamstow.— Bulk Supply. — The Council has
arranged to give a bulk supply of electricity to the Leyton Council.

Watford.—Extensions.—The Urban District Council
h:x3 received authority from the Electricity Commissioners to
proceed with the expenditure of £18,420 upon extensions.

Worcester.—Rate Relief It is announced that the
Electricity Committee is contributing £1.800, profit from the elec-

tricity undertaking, towards the local rates.

York.—Proposed Extensions.—The Council is con-
sidering extensions to the generating plant at the Foss Islands
power station. These are expected to coat £55,800, and buildiugs

£13,000.
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Bradford.— <-"0NCESSi0N TO Employes.—The CityCouncil

has decided to give its tramway employes an immediate increase of

ICs. per week.

Burnley.—Sunday Working.—As the position of the

Corporation with regard to coal supplies has improved, it has been

decided to resume the runnings of tramcars on Sundays.

Continental.—Belgium.— 7'hi' Times correspondent at

Brussels announces that the terms under which the tramway strike

was settled were a minimum wa^re of 12 fr. 5 c, as from March
11th, to be increased to 13 fr. .50 c. as soon as results permit. Fares

are to be raised another 5 centimes as from April loth.

Germany.—Addressing the shareholders at the recent meeting
of the Berlin Elevated and Underfrround Railway Co., the chair-

man stated that as compared with the pre-war period, wages were
seven times greater, coal 17 times more, and rails 22 times higher,

&c. The fares which came into operation on April Ist were four

times higher on the average, and it was impossible to foresee when
the upward movement in wages and materials and the consequent
advance in passenger fares would come to an end. A new labour

agitation for further increases in wages had just been started by
the Berlin transport workmen, whilst materials could only be

obtained after a long delay and at still increasing prices. After a

period of transition, the passengers, as a rule, had accommodated
themselves to the higher fares, and a heavy decline in the traffic

had not taken place, but a time would arrive when the growth in

fares would exceed the paying capacity of a large number of the

passengers,

Huddersfield.—Strike Losses.—The loss of revenue due
to the strike of tramway employes is estimated at £4,000. No
settlement has at present been arrived at.

Liverpool.—Annual Report.—-The annual report for

the year 1919 records the purchase of the Prescot Light Railway
and several improvements. The total revenue for the year was
£1,207,228, and working costs (including rental of leased lines")

£1,029.443, leaving a gross profit of £177,785. This was appor-
tioned as follows :—Interest. £49,974 i sinking fund and repay-

ment of loans, £.52,326; and to reserve, renewal and depreciation

account, £75,485. The tot.il number of passengers carried was
208 251.496, an increase of 13.168,887 upon the previous year, and
the average earnings per car-mile increased from 18'91d. to 2r46d.,
although the net profit fell from £169,322 to £75,485.

London.— Fare Concessions.—As from April r.ith,

passengers on the London County Council tramways who are not
obliged to travel during those hours when the cars are crowded,
will enjoy the benefit of cheaper fares. Beyond the Id. stages,

another Id. is all that will be charged for the remainder of a
journey of any distance on any one car, provided that passengers

travel between the hours of 10.30 a.m. and 4.30 p.m. on cars

arriving at central termini, and leaving central termini between
10 a.m. and 4 pm. This wUl apply at present only to the tram-
ways south of the Thames. Ordinary fares must be paid on
Saturdays, Sundays, Good Friday, Christmas Day, Bank holidays,

and all proclaimed national holidays.— The Times.

Increased Wages,—The employes on the underground rail-

ways have accepted the terms offered under the national railway
settlement. The advances per week are as follows :—Conductors.

78. 6d. : liftmen. 7s.
;
gatemen, 5s, fid,

; porters and signalmen, ."is.

Traffic Delay.—Owing to a tramcar leaving the rails at

Burdett Road. E., on Wednesday last week, traffic on both up and
down lines was blocked for some time.

Eastek Traffic.—It is reported that during the Easter
holidays the " Underground " combine of London—train, tramcar,
and omnibus systems—carried a total of 14,500,000 passengers,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.— Rate Relief.— Although the
chairman of the Tramways Committee states that the undertaking
is running at a loss, the City Council has passed a resolution to

take £14,000 for the relief of rates. Labour members opposed this

item, as they considered that the travelling public would be called

upon to make good any deficit in the working of the system.
Extensions.—At a meeting of the Tramways Committee, on the

9th inst., it was reported that an agreement had been arrived at

with the Gosforth Park Co. to run a line of tramcars through the
park. It was decided to seek Parliamentary powera to carry out
the extensions at an early date.

South Shields.—Fare Increase.—Following upon the
increased wages to tramwaymen, the Council proposes to increase
the universal Id. fare by 50 per cent, and the fares for children
from id. to Id., to take effect from AprU 12th, The manager, in

his report on the financial situation, says that even with the
increases the tramway fares in South Shields will still be the
cheapest in the country. With regard to workmen's fares, no
action is being taken, these having been increased a few months
ago.

Spen Valley (Yorks.)—Fare Increase.—The tramway
fares are to be increased in accordance with the findings of the
Light Railway Commissioners, who sat at Dewsbury on Jan. 2Sth.
The increase will be a halfpenny on fares above 1 Jd.

St. Helena.—Loan.—The Corporation has decided to

apply for sanction to borrow .£2,750 for pit extensions and fencing
at the tramway depot, and the purchase of a tower wagon.
Fare Increase,—The Corporation is applying for authority to

increase the fares for the lalx)uring classes by 50 per cent, on the
present statutory charges.

United States. — Railway Electrikication,— The
recent electrification of the coast division of the Chicago, Milwaukee,
and St. Paul Railroad completes a total of 6174 miles of elec-

trically-operated lines on this system. The newly-electrified

section from Othello, in Central Washington, to Renton Junction,

on the Puget Sound end, was opened on March 5th last. The
locomotives used are equal to 2'7 steam passenger locomotives of

the latest type, and will pull a pa-ssenger train of 12 coaches up
the heaviest grade on the system at a speed of 25 miles per hour.

All the current used in operation is generated from water power,

delivered at 100,000 volts and stepped down to 3,000 volts D.c. for

use on the locomotive motors. The first electrification of the

Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul lines (the Rocky Jlountain

division of 226 miles) was completed and put info operation in

December, 1915. When the unelectrified gap between Othello and
Avery is closed, there will be a complete electrification extending
for over SilO miles.

—

Journal of Electricitii.

Wakefield.—Report ox Accident.—On January 29th
last an accident caused the death of a goods guard at the Kirkgate
Station. It appears that a fellow employe entangled his feet in a

fallen telegraph wire in contact with trolley wires upon the route

of the Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramway Co.'s system,

and the deceased, going to his colleague's assistance, received a

fatal electrical shock. In his report to the Ministry of Transport,

Major G. L. Hall. R.E,, states that the accident was due to the

lack of guard wiring to protect the trolley wires, and reports that

since March, 1919, no less than 16 miles of single guard wire ha-s

been missing. The company asserts that conditions arising out of

the war made it impossible to renew the wiring, but the report

states that nearly a year has elapsed since the delivery of the neces-

sary material, and that better precautions might have been taken
by the company. A list of localities on the tramway system where
there is a deficiency of guard wiring is being prepared by the

G.P.O. authorities, which will be handed to the company, in order

that the latter may furnish a report to the Ministry of Transport

showing the full extent of the deficiencies and the date by which
these will be remeilied.

Wigan.—Ne\v Cars.—Sanction to borrow £i6,000 for

the purchase of 12 new double-decked, broad-gauge tramcars is

being sought by the Town Council. These additions are necessi-

tated by the great increase in the number of passengers carried on
the system.

Wolverhampton.—Lorain System.—At the meeting of

the Town Council, on Monday last. Alderman Craddock. chairman
of the Tramways Committee, referring to the Lorain surface contact

system, stated that the Corporation had now had 18 years' work on
it. But for the war, the whole of the reserve fund would have

been spent in renewals. The life of the system was only given as

about 16 years. It was an open secret that the attention of the

Ministry of Transport had been called to the system in Wolver-
hampton, and that it had been intimated to him that it stopped

intercommunication. There was no doubt that the Ministry of

Transport would at an early date send down to see what was the

condition of Wolverhampton, and what was stopping intercommuni-

cation.

Wrexhanr.—Power Supply.—The Town Council has

agreed with the Tramway Co. for the latter to pay as from
January 1st last a minimum sum of .£1.693 for energy up to

150,000 units in any year, subject to revision in April, 1921,

when the present agreement, stipulating for the minimum charge

of £1,016, expires.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—Wireless Telegraphy.—The 16th annual

meeting of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of the Common-
wealth of Australia was held in Sydney on March loth, when the

following resolutions were submitted :

—
" That the Commonwealth

(Government remove the restrictions on the development and appli-

cation of wireless communication in Australia, and permits private

individuals or companies to operate stations for commercial pur-

poses and for their own private use, subject to any reasonable

regulations which might be necessary to protect all users against

unnecessary interference."

That the Commonwealth Government be asked to do the utmost

to have the present Pacific cable duplicated at the earliest possible

moment, and also that it arrange for wireless communication with

both the United States and Canada."

Belgium.—The postal and telegraph services are gradually

being restored. According to the Erho tie la Sourte quoted by the

Economic Reriew, there were in 1914, 44,564 km. of telegraph

wires in use ; in 1919, only 24.397 km. A tremendous amount
of damage had been done by the Germans to the telegraph system.

The present scarcity of copper wire adds to the difficulty of restor-

ing the service to normal conditions. In 191-1, 2.694 office:* were

in operation ; in 191'.i there were 2,295. The number of telegrams

sent in 1914 was 4,407,906. as against 4,066.882 in 1913^ The
number of telephone subscribers before the war amounted to 54 ,691

,

as ag.ainst 1,844 in January, 1919, and. 30,383 in December, 1919.

Almost all the pre-war post offices have been re-established.

Canada.—The annual report for lOlU of the Bell Tele-

phone Co., of Canada, shows that during the year 4,83.-. miles of

wire line were aildcd to the company's plant. The long-distance

lines of the company now amount to 9,514 miles of pole lines, and
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7,017 miles of wire in underifrouiul and submarine cables. The
number of company stations in scrvioc on Dcccmlxir rllst, I'.il!), was
337,'17(i, an incraiso of ;(1,271 for llio year. In aiWitiou there were

106,231 conneeting: and miscellaneous stations. The total miles of

wire was 9ti-l,0'J8
; the number of central offices operated, 421, and

the number of employes, 11,143. The number of sub3criber

stations was 337,4 711. In underground plant the company ha? i\Oi<

miles of conduit, 2,3011 miles of sinfrle duct, \.0'>9 miles of cable,

and S.SS.OOO miles of wire. Since the year 1,SSG, the company has

paid regularly a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum.

—

T. .V T. Age.

Mexico.— In lliLs the national telephone and telegraph

system was extended by 83,229 km. There were 528 teleprrnph

offices. 12 telephone offices, and 21 wireless telejjraph stations in

existence. Receipts for the .1,591 4.53 messages transmitted were
4,195,845 Mexican pesos.

Public Telepiione Call Boxes.—It is estimated that

there arc 3,57('i public telephone call boxes in Londju. When the

call fee was increased from 2d. to 3d. during' the early part of the

war period, the use of public call boxes decreased by about 50 per

cent. Since the Armistice, however, the use has steadily jjrown

until to-day it exceeds previous records. The number of call boxes

is to be increased, and also the number of attendants, who will

largely replace the penny-in-the-slot system. It is intended to

keep call boxes open to 11 p.m.

South America.—During the first week in J\larch some
of the submarine cables along the west coast of South America
were interrupted, due to earthquakes. Cables between Iquique and
the Peruvian border were interrupted for a short time, but the

delay to traffic was not serious.

—

T. iind T. Age.

Telegraph Convention.—There are 49 countries repre-

sented in the list of adherents to the Telegraph Convention. Of
telegraph companies, there are IS which adhere. 15 which, though
not official adherents, conform generally to the Regulations, and
correspond regularly with the Bureau, and five companies which
generally only correspond with the Bureau through companies in

the other groups. The 49 countries represent an area of

73.261,282 sq. miles, and a population of 1.114,866,650.

Wireless Speech to Rome.—Verbal mespages of

greeting, demonstrating the possibility of long-distance wireless

telephony, were transmitted to the principal Italian newspapers on
April 9th from England by several Italian joxirnalists rtsi !ent in

London. The Marconi Co.'s long-distance apparatus at CheloisfoBd

was employed for this purpose, and the several messages were
received at Centocelle. about 4 miles from Rome, by editori.al repre-

sentatives of the interested papers.

Immediately following the demonstration, a reply was received

by wireless telegraph.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

( Tkt date given in parenthesei at the end of the paragraph indicates

the issue of the Electrical Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.
Auckland (N.Z.).—September 1st. Harbour Board.

For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. & A.

McArthur. Ltd.. 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.G. 2.

Australia.— Perth. — May 3rd. Postmaster-Oeneral's

Department. Insulators, bolts, brackets, &c. Schedule 673.

(April 2nd.)

May 14th. Government of Western Australia. One 7,500-KW.
turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (April 9th.)

Belgium.—May 1st. Belgian Post and Telegraph
authorities at La Salle Madeleine, Brussels.—325 milli-ampere-
meters, 400 Morse wheels, 500 Morse receivers, and a quantity of

miscellaneous telegraph apparatus. Particulars (Cahier des Charges
Special No. 521) from the above address.

June 29th. Municipal Authorities of Antwerp. Two electric

cranes of respectively 30 and 10-tons capacity, for one of the dry
docks at the Port. Particulars, 4 fr., from the Hotel de Ville,

Antwerp.
May 28th. Municipal Authorities of Antwerp. Electrical equip-

ment of three transformer cabins at the docks. Particulars, for

2 fr., from the Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.

Canterbury.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One
1,000-KW. three-phase turbo-alternator, surface condensing plant,

two rotary converters, superheater, &;c. (March 26th.)

Cardiff.— April 29th. Corporation. One 5,000-K\v.
turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (April 9th.)

Carlisle.— April 27lh. Electricity Department. One
1,000-KW. converter, switchgear for converter, E.H.T. feeder switch-
gear. (See this issue.)

Darlington.—April 19th. Electricity Department. One
water-tube boiler. (AprU 2nd.)

Dartford.—April 2Hth, Urban District Council. One
water-tube boiler and mechanical stoker ; bus-bars. (See this issue.)

Dublin.—April ilth. Electricity Supply Committee.
Seven truck type switch cubicles for use on a three-phase 50-period
5,000 V. system. (See this issue.)

Ebbw Vale.—April lOth. Urban District Council.

One 5-lo.ii.r. single-pulley endless rope electric haulage gear.

Mr. Thos. Hughes, Clerk, Council Offices.

Edinburgh.—April 2(;th. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. K.H.T. paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (April 2nd.)

Leigh.—Lanes. Electricity Department. One2,500-KW.
turbo-alternator ; E.H.T. ..t L.T. switchgear ; one 500-KW. rotary

converter. (See this issue.)

Portsmouth.—April I'Gth. Board of Guardians. Elec-

trical installation at the Children's Home, Milton. (See this issue.)

Spain,—The municipal authorities of Almeden have

lately invited tenders for the concession for the electric lighting

of the town during a period of 10 years.

Sunderland.—April 2.sth. Electricity Department. Water-
tube boilers, superheaters, stokers, economiaers and chimneys ; one
1,000-KW. rotary converter. Specifications, kc. i&\ each), from
General Manager, Electricity Works, Dunning Street.

Tasmania.—TjAunceston.—.June 7th. City Council.

One l.OOO-K.v.A. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City

Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, Launceston.

Uruguay.—August 7th. Department of Posts, Telegraphs

and Telephones. Construction of a n.ational telephone system for

the Department of Montevideo. Particulars from the Uruguayan
Legation in London, 3, Elvaston Place. South Kensington, S.W.

Whitby.—Electricity Department. Replacing econoraiser,

boiler feed pump, pipework ; converting of old dry duct into

cooling pond. (See this issue.)

CLOSED.
Bradford.—Electricity Committee :

—

Cast-iron circulating piping for Allen's pumps and condenser—Stanton
Ironworks Co., Ltd.

l.Vton overhead runway system—Vaughan Crane Co.. Ltd.

Kettering.—Urban District Council. The following prices

were quoted for a "6 concentric, paper-insulatetl, lead-covered feeder

cable with feeder pillar :

—

Macintosh Cable Co.
Pirelli Cable Co.
Glover tS: Co
British Insulated
Johnson & Phillips .,

Callender's Cable .

.

Union Cable Co.
Western Electric
Siemens Bros.

f4,310 No provisional sura included.
3,850
3,5G7
3,522

3,518
3,478
3,461
3,458
3,350,

Plus ,£100 provisional £

The Cleckheaton Council offered a "5.5 concentric, paper-insulated,
lead-covered, double-sheathed, steel-armoured cable at 26s. per
jard. Subject to certain reservations, this price has been accepted.

Maidstone.—Town Council :
—

Cables for the supply to Snodland—Union Cable Co., £29,940 (subject to
revision for fall in the prices of copper and lead).

Manchester.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

Tramcar controllers—English Electric Co., Ltd.

Stores for 12 Months,
Motor and controller x'^i'ts, &c.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

;

English Electric Co., Ltd. ; Metropolitan-Vickers Electric Co., Ltd
Insujl^ating material ; siluminite, insulator—L. Andrew & Co. ; Griflfith

Bro :Co.
Grids for resistances—Electro-Mechanical Brake Co., Ltd.; H. Wallwork

and Co.
Armatures and field cores, &c.—Manchester Armature Repair Co., Ltd.;

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. ; P. R. Jackson it Co., Ltd.

;

English Electric Co., Ltd.
Phosphor bronze springs, &c.— British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. ; Tiemey

Wood & Co. ; Kay A Co.
Controller fingers, A-c— Forest City Electric Services Supply Co., Ltd.;

Dyer A Young ; Fairless Engineering Supplies Co.
Steel trolley poles—Brecknell Munro ^t Rogers, Ltd.
Electric lamps—General Electric Co., Ltd. ; Drake A Gorhara, Ltd.
Carbon brushes—General Electric Co., Ltd.; J. Eadej.
Overhead equipment material—A. Wiseman, Ltd.
Cables—W. T. Glover & Co.
Copper cable, strip and wire— F. Smith & Co.
Brass wire strip and sheet—C. Clifford &. Son.
Galv.-steel cable and wire— F. Smiths: Co. (Wire Manufacturers), Ltd.
Bell wire—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
Thermit welding—Thermit, Ltd.

Waterworks Committee. Accepted :

—

Electrically-driven centrifugal pump—Holden & Brooke, Ltd.

Hydro-eleotric installation. Thirlmere :

—

Turbine dTnamo, &c.—Gilbert Gilkes I'iCo.. Ltd.
Storage battery reversible booster, Ac—D.P. Battery Co., Lid.
Motors, starting panels. i\;c.—Lancaster Dynamo and Motor Co., Ltd.
Cables—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Two turntables for Stuart Street station-F. Theaker, Ltd.
Three three-wire balancers for Dickinson Street station—Bruce Peebles

and Co., Ltd.
One ti-action motor -driven booster set, with rogulating and starting

switchgear, for Dickinson Street station—Lancashire Dynamo and
Motor Co., Ltd.

Oiel,500-KW. motor converter, switchgear, and resistances for Dickinson
Street—Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.

Two 600-K.v.A. static transformers for sub-station—Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.

Two l,2U0/l,590-Kw. motor converters, and four 1,500-k\v, motor converter^
for sub-stations—Bruce Peebles A Co., Ltd.

Two-ton electric lori7—Drake & Gorham, Ltd.
15-cwt. electric van—Electromobile (Leedsl, Ltd.
Cable—Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Tee and tail-end boxes—Siemens Bro^. li Co., Ltd,
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Electrically-opGratea wAgon tiiipcr3for Barton—Babeock & Wilcox, Ltd.
BwiCehgear equipments—Park Royal Kngineering Works, litd.

l>.c. ewitchgcar extensions—Bertram Thomas.
Fuee-boxcs—Sicmcus Bros. A; Co., L.td.

In connection with the Barton station, the following main
contracts have been placed :

—
Two 25,000-Kw. turbo-alternators—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co,,

Ltd,
Two sets of main condensing plants—Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd.
^wo house service turbo-alternators—British Thomson-Houston Co.
Four complete boiler-house equipments—Babcock j;: Wilcox, Ltd.

, Coal and coke conveying plants—W. J. Jenkins & Co., Ltd.

NOTES.

Salford.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

One set hydranlic car-lifting jacks, £365—Messrs. Youngs.
Welding and retreading 1,000 joints on the tramway track (approx), £2,303

—Rail Welding Co.
Five single-deck omnibus chassis, £1,240 each—Leyland Motors, Ltd.
Five single-deck omnibus bodies, £570 each—English* Electric Co , Ltd.
Drv cells-Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Two Q.B.I, Form B. 3, tramcar controUere, £193-English Eec'.vic

Co., Ltd.
Metal-fllament lamps, £213—Drake 4 Gorham, Ltd.
Armature and field coils, ^'275—Barratt & Thornton.
12 Westinghouse motors (second-hand), £1,200—Equipment and Em^ineer-

ing Co., Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Five sets of stokere, £1,375—E. Bennis i Co , Ltd.
One l,C0O-Kw. rotary converter, £5,ti60; e.h.t. switchgear, at Pendleton,

£2,525; cubicle for the potential transformer, £87; air cooler in
connection with the 6,0(J0-iiw. turbo-alternator set, £1,515—Me, ro-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
.300 K.v.A. transfonuer—Ferranti, Ltd.
Rotary screening plant, £740—Ledward & Beckett, Ltd.
Motor-driven pumping set, £l,;^t3—Mather & Piatt, Ltd.
Steam ejector aud extraction pump, £786 ; one 500-KW. rotary converter.

£3,170—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Two Weir '* Roto Feed*" pumps and accessories, £1,149—G. & .J.

Weir, Ltd,
K.ii.t. switch cubicle, £330—Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Sunderland.—-Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Service, F. H.T. and l.t cable—B.I. A H. Cables, Ltd.
Two250-K.v A. transformers—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.
Cappiag and cable troughing—J. Thompson & Co.
Switchgear—Ferguson, Pailin A Co.,'Ltd.

Watford.—Urban District Council :
—

; to 40 houses. Eight points per honse.—J. N.

Wolverhampton.—Team Committee. Recommended.
chicles—Ransomes, Sims A Jeffries, Ltd.,

York.—Electricity Committee :

—

Hydro-electric power works at Linton Locks—The English Electric Manu-
facturing Co., £53,057. (This is a revised tender showing a reduction
of £11,6*28, owing to three turbines being incluied instead of four.j

Cibles for Linton Lock—Callender's Cable Co., £9,445.
Turbo-alternator and condenser for electricity works, Foss Island—

Oerlikon Co., £27,09*2.

FORTHCGMINQ EVENTS.

Technical Inspection Ass iciation. — Friday, April lOth. At the Ro al

Society of Arts, John Street, AJelphi, W.C. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on
" Labour Unrest—its Causes and its Cure," by Mr. F. R, Wade.

Birmingham and District Electric CInb. — Saturday, April 17ih. At the
Grand Hotel, Birmingham. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Electric Heating an-.l

Cooking," by Mr. F. F. D. Davidson.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, April 17th. At Albemarle
street, W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on "The Thermionic Vacuum Tube as
Detector, .\mplitier and Generator of Electrical Oacillations," by Prof.

W. H. Eccles.

Tuesday, April 20th. At 3 p.m. Lecture on "Recent Advances in

X-Ray Work," bv Major G. W. C. Kaye.

Boyal Society ol Arts.-Monday, April 19th. At John Street, Adelphi, W.C,
At 8 p.m. Cantor lecture "Aluminium and it3 Alloys," by Dr. W.
Rosenhain, F.R.S. (Lecture II.)

Institution of Civil Engineers.-Tuesday, Apii! 20th. At Great George
Street, S.W. .-Vt 5.3(1 p.m. "James Forrest'* Lecture on "Coal Con-
servation in tliL- United Kingdom," by Sir Dugald Clerk, F.R.S.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.-Monday, April 19th. Informal meeting.
At the Institute ol Patent Agents. At 7 p.m. Discussion on "Group remug
Individual Driving," to be opened by Mr. G. H. Ayres.

(Liverpool Sub-Centre.) — Monday, April 19th. At the Liverpool
University. At 7.30 p.m. Eleventh Kelvin lecture on " Modem Marine
Problems," by Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

(Nortb - Eastern Centre.)—Monday, April 19th. At the Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne. At 7.15 p.m. Lecture on " Electricity in the
Western War Zone, ' by Major T. Rich. Annual general meeting.

Friday, April 23rd. At 7.15 p.m. Eleventh Kelvin lecture on " Modem
Marine Problems,** by Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

(North-Midland Centre.)—Tuesday, April 2Gth. At the Hotel Metro-
pole, Leeds. At 7 p.m. Paper on "The Protection of Alternating-current
Distribution Systems without the use of Special Conductors," by Major
K. Edgcumbe.

(Norlb-Western Centre.) — Tuesday, April 20th. At 7 p.m. At the
Manchester College of Teclmology. Eleventh Kelvin lecture on "Modern
Marine Problems,*' by Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

(South-Midland Centre.)—Wednesday, April 21st. At the University,
Birmingham. At 7 p.m. Eleventh Kelvin lecture on •' Modern Marine
Prob^em^," by Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

Illuminating Engineering Society. -Tuesday, April 20th. At the Roval
Soiietv of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C. At 8 p.m. Discussion on
The Lighting of Churches," to he opened by Mr. J. Darcli.

Industrial League and Council.—Wednesday, April 21st. At the Caston
Hall, Westminster, S.W. .\t 7.30 p.m. Lecture on " A National Scheme
of Profit Sharing," by Mr. H. W. Jordan.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—Wednesday, April 21st. At the Philosophical
Institution. At 1:M p.m. Paper on " The Telephone," by Mr. J. McBrown.

Institution o( Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, April 23rd. At the Institu-
tion, storey's Gate, S.NV. At G p.m. General meeting.

Income-Tax.—A movement is on foot to secure for

scientific workers abatements in respect of their professional

expenses. The General Secretary of the British Association of
Chemists, Bedford House, York Place, Ltindon, W., would Ije glad
to receive communications from tliose concerned.

Prize Competition.—-V prize competition, instituted by
the Societa Generale Italiana-Edison di Elettricita, for an electric

kitchen, due for decision at the end of February, has been postponed
till the end of September. The reason for the postponement is the
increase of the award caused by the oiler of 20,000 lire by the
Compania Italo-Arg-entina de Electricidad towards the prize, making
the total .511,000 lire. Persons desirous of further information
should write Direzione della Societa Edison, in Milan, Via S.

Radegonda 10.

Electrical Artificers.— It is announced that acting
electrical artificers drafted to sea prior to the completion of their
course owing to sudden drafting requirements may te confirmed
in their rating at the end of 12 months* service, notwithstanding
that they have not completed their ciurse in a torpedo school,
provided they obtain from the lieutenant (T.) of their ship the
necessary certificate. As occasion offers, however, these men will

he required to complete their torpedo school course.

Inquiry.—A correspondent who has water-power plant
available day and night invites suggestions for its utilisation, not
involving much cartage of material.

The Army Electric Lighting School.—According to the
Army Estimates for 1920-21. the School of Electric Lighting will
c«t the sum of £:-!,8-l.J in the coming year, as against £18,9.">9 last

year. The school, which will accommodate 20 officers and 300
other ranks, will be staffed by one commandant instructor at

£1,000 per annum, two instructors at £1..'?15, two a.«sistant

instructors £1,130, and the cost of the military and civilian

subordinate staffs will be £400. The above figures, however, are

not inclusive of travelling, accommodation, stationery, and mis-
cellaneous expenses, which last year amounted to £7,0.iO.

The estimate for the Anti-Aircraft Searchlight and Sound
Lo(;ator School is put at £1,78.5. exclusive of travelling, accommo-
dation, stationery, and miscellaneous expenses, and the coat of
military and ci%-ilian subordinate staff. Last year this school cost

the British taxpayer £13.200.

West African Wireless Station.—The station at Bathursfc,

West .Vfrica, is to be provided with additional house accommoda-
tion for the staff maintained there at the cost of the Admiralty.
This year about £8.400 wOl be spent out of £15.800 required to

complete the scheme.

A Strike at Rnncorn.— Our Liverpool correspondent
writfs :

—
** Owing to the strike at Runcorn, the Mersey Power Co.,

which supplies electricity to all the large chemical works and
factories in the neighbourhood, has had to cut down its output
to the limits of the necessities of public utility services. Works
without their own generating plant were badly placed, and were
compelled to stop hundreds of men. Other work? carried on with
the electrical generating plant they had on the premises, but, of

coui*se, this was not sufficient to supply their full needs. The
Ilelsby Cable Works were affected, and had their small generator
in commission. Some of the local places of amusement had to

modify their arrangements owing to inadequacy of supplies. The
ten minutes' service of the Runcorn transporter bridge had to be
modified to a half-hourly service. At the time of writing the
situation shows signs of improvement, and arrangements have
been made by means of which the Mersey Power Co. will obtain coal

on barges from Winsford, along the River Weaver, to the generating
station at Runcorn, a journey of 15 miles. These supplies, if

continue 3, will enable the company to supply the present restricted

service, provided no further complications ensue."

Fatality.—At an inquest held at Newcastle on April .">th.

it was stated that on 3rd inst. John Robson, a tramcar motorman.
was in charge of a car on the Gosforth route, when his head was
struck by a standard while the car was travelling. A pedestrian,

who gave evidence, said that when he saw the car approaching, he
noticed the driver was lying over the right side of the car as

though he had fainted. As the car was going along, the man's head
struck a tramway standard. Witness jumjied on the car, knocked
off the rear switch, and put on the hand brake, while the conductor
rushed to the front of the car and applied the brake. There was
no explanation of what had occurred to the driver prior to his being
struck by the standard. Death was consequent upon a fractureil

skull, and a verdict of "Accidental Death" was returned.

Appointments Vacant.—Shift engineer (t'22o), for the

Borough of Torquay Electricity Department : instructor in wire-

men's work, for the Leeds Technical School ; shift engineer
(79s. lid.), for the City of Peterborough Electricity Department

;

assistant mains engineer (£260), meter superintendent t-t 260), for

the Walsall Corporation Electricity Department ; draughtsman, for

the Rotherham Coipjration Electricity Department; meter tester

(40s. -I- EP.E.A. awards), for the Salford Borough Council Elec-

tricity Department i shift engineers, junior shift engineers, switch-

board attendants, and general assistants, for the Southampton
Corporation Electricity Department ; mains assistant (458. -+-

20 per cent, -f £120). plumber jointer (.district rate), switchboard
improvers (408.), for the Radcliffe Urban District Council Electricity

Works ; station engineer and fitter, for the Londonderry Electric

Supply Station. See our advertisement pa^es to-day.
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I.E.C. Roles for Electrical Machinery.—We have
l-eceived from Jlr. C. le Maistre. tre'ie™! secrotary of the Intei-

national Elet-trotechnioal Cmnmission, a ci>py of Vol. I of the

I.E.C. Rules for Electrical Machinery, Publication 34, now iasued.

These rules apply to rotatinf,' machines of which the terminal

pressure iloes not exceeJ '..IIOO volts, or of which the rated output

does not exceed 7."iO K.v.A., or of which the stator cores do not

exceed 50 cm. in length axially, and to all transformers which are

not wateroooled. Copies can be had from the Secretary.

28, Victoria Street, S.W. 1, price 28. 2d. post free. A discussion on
the rules appears elsewhere in this issue.

As we jjo to press we have received an .iccount of the meetinprs of

the Advisory Committees of the I.E.C. held at Brussels, from March
27th to ;il.st. In addition to the secretaries, about '<> delegates

were present, and were welcomed on behalf of the Belgian Electro-

technical Committee, by M. Omer de Bast, of the Institut Monte-
fiore. Visits were paid to the Yser battlefields, and the devastated

areas, inclndin}r Courtrai. Nieuport, Dixmude aid Ypies. The
meeting's dealt with Rating Rules, Graphical Symliols, Nomen-
clature and Standard Pressures

;
particulars will lie published

later. It is proposed to hold the next meeting of these Commit' ees

in Paris, in November.

Edacational.—University of Liverpool.—In a recent

appeal for funds to enable it to carry out its valuable work of

advanced education, the University utilises a method of publicity

that cannot fail to appeal to all classes. In a publication, bearing
the title "A Move for National Efficiency,' the scope of the

University's schemes is amply set forth, and the necessity of such
an important institution as a factor of national development and
progress is brought home to the reader. The position held by
Liverpool in British commerce is remarked upon, and every reader

is assured that he or she is greatly concerned with, and partly

dependent upon, the great National port. Enclosed with the

pamphlet is a subscription form affording three different methods
of providing the necessary financial aid.

Manchester University.—The Manchester Chamber of Com-
merce has been asked to appeal to the business men of the city for

their aid in maintaining the high standard attained by the
University. A big publicity camjiaign is being organised for the
sale of University Bonds (wh'ch are irredeemable and bear no
interest), and many of the students will offer these in the City's

public places. Other features of the movement are short addiessea

at music halls and kinemas. and a pageant organised by the
students. It is hoped by these methods to raise £.500,000.

King's College, London.— At a meeting of old students, on
March 9th, it was decided to form an Old Students' Section of the
Engineering Society as a branch of the King's College Old
Students' Association. Mr. C. H. Wordingham, C.B.E., was elected

president, and Prof. Ernest Wilson and Brigadier-General H.
Mowat vice-presidents. An inaugural luncheon will be held at

the Holborn Restaurant, at 12.45 p.m., on May 1st. at which the

Committee's plans and proposals will be fully explained and
suggestions invited from those present. It is hoped that all

former students of the engireering faculty will make a point of
attending. Further particulars of the Association can be obtained
from Mr. A. N. Gardiner. 2. The College, Epsom.

Magnetic Field Submarine Detection.—A pajjer describing
a serie.s of intciestiiig t«sts of the di.stuibance caused in a
uniform alt<;rnating magnetic field by an incoming magnetic
mass, in connection with the development of a device for the
detection of enemy submarines, apt^ears in the March i.ssiie,

and will be concluded in the April issue. 19vi0, of the Jourtud of

the American I.E.E. The principle of the device described,

which appears to be the most promising so far proposed,
will be understood from the following : An alternating mag-
netic field is set up by an A.c. magnet having an open mag-
netic circuit; a straight bar magnet so designed as to give
a.s far-reaching and as strong a field as is practicable. In
the field of this magnet, arid as far away from it as is pos-
sible, is located a detecting coil. The latter may be located
with its plane parallel to the lines of force set up by the
magnet, in wliich case it T\ill theoretically have no voltage
induced in it by the magnet itself; or it may be located with
its plane not parallel to the lines of foive. in which ca.se the
voltage induced in it by the alternating field set up by the
magnet must be balanced out by another e.m.I'. exactly
opposite in pha.se and magnitude to the voltage induced in

the detecting coil. If the conditions aimed at are realised,
there will, in either of these cases, be no resultant e.m.k.

in the circuit including the detecting coU, and no indication
thereof in such means as may be employed for detecting an
alternating e.m.f. in this circuit. If, now, a submarine comes
into the field set up by the magnet, it will disturli the field

existing around the detecting coil, with the result that there
will be an alteinating voltage produced in the detecting coil

circuit which will indicate the presence of the submarine,
and may also indicate its location. The principal conclusions
come to from the results of the te.sts were : That detection
tests in the laboraton' with submarine models 10 ft. long
are in agreement with the underlying theory, and may be
used as a basis for the de.sign of larger equipment. Detection
tests on steel hulls from shore equipment and from equip-
ment installed on a wooden submarine chaser 10 ft. long, are
in good accord with results predicted from a formula de-
veloped in the laboratory tests. By sufficient increases in
the size 1^ *he equipment it is possible, in quiet water, to

detect a steel vessel 200 ft. long, at a distance of 500 ft. ; the

weight ol the cquipujent required would be about b,WO lb.

Di.stances ul detection in the ueighbourhooil of JUO ft. were
obtained in quiet water with equipment weighing 4,500 lb.

mstallcd in a w-ooden submarine chaser lit) ft. long. The
reliability of the system of detection is immediately impaired
bv motion of the vessel, iliie to her engines, heavy sea, and
changes of cour.se, or sjieed. The results mentioned involve

the use of amplifying valves for enlarging the signal. With-
out the amplifier the distances of detection are very short,

even when a large magnet or large detecting coil and an
extiemely .sensitive detecting instrument are used. Dis-

tuilianies in the detecting system fix the lunit for in<-reasing

.sensitivity; these disturbances are amplified, and appear in

the detecting instrument as larger than the signal sought.

Water Power in British Gniaaa.

—

The publication of

the preliiiiiiiui y Jcpuit upon the water jKjwer re.-ioiirces of

liriti.,h Guiana bj Mr. Stallord X. Comber, M.Am.S(_>c.C'.K.,

marks the first step of the Government in this direction. The
.surveys were carried out under most drfficult circumstances,
not the least of which was the heaviest rainfall expenentied
for the forty years during which records have been kept.

British Guiana is extremely rich m mineral deixjsits which
have scarcely been touched, and the advent of electricity

would open up immense sources of wealth. In the coastal
area the cane sugar industry is threatened by an acute
.-shortage of labour, and the advantages of applying eU'c-

tricity to this and other industries in the more thickly popu-
lated areas are incalculable. Mr. Comber, accompanied by
a small party of Akawais Indians, proceeded 150 miles into
the jungle, and made surveys at numerous points, chieHy on
the lissequebo, C'uyuui, and Demarara rivers. The variation
of the flow of these rivers at different seasons is, of course,
very marked, and the engineer estimates that the volume
l)er second of the Cuyuni varies from 29,000 to 93,000 cu. ft.

;

of the Essequebo from 6*1,000 to '250,000 cu. ft., and that of

the Demarara from 1,'200 to 5,000 cu. ft. at the Great Falls,

and from 1,700 to 6,500 cu. ft. at Mallah. The total drop
of the part of the Cuyuni examined is about 73 ft. The total

drop of the Essequebo between Moueri and Aretaka is es-

timated to be 67 ft., and that of the Demerara, between
t)roru Maralli and Little Mallali Rapid, is 78 ft. These heads
could be economically increa.H-il by artificial works, which
would at the same tune regulate the flow and provide the
necessary storage. In aunimmg up the possibrhties presented
by the.se rivers, Mr. Comber calculates that, allowing a basis

of 95 per cent, at the turbine shaft, the following amounts
of horse-power are available : Cuyuni river ;i55,tXXJ, Essequebo
475,000, and Demerara 38,000." The ultimate deUvery ol

power within a two hundred mile radius, which, it is stated,

is under-estimated if anything, would probably be 156,000
H.i". from the Cuyuni, '273,000 h.p. from the Essequebo, and
21,000 H.r. from the Demerara. In such a hasty report it

is impossible to give reliable estimates of cost, but the expert
.says that, judging from experience, consumers on the coast

should be able to receive power at from .75 to 3.75 cents
per unit. In order to secure rea.sonably reliable estimates
of the cost of the necessary plant, Mr. Comber recommends
the further survey of seven specific sites, and the estabhsh-
ment of gauging .stations at various points to enable a com-
plete and accurate record of velocities, &c., to be compile<l,
remarking in conclusion that " it is impossible to emphasise
too strongly the advisability of at once commencing the re-

cording of data concerning the flow of rivers having power
lK)ssibilities." The plates accompanying the report are maps
of the several districts under survey, and photographs of
falls and rapids, which although generally taken under diffi-

culties are extremely good.

Electrical Development in China.—Details of a scheme
for promoting the sale of energy are given in a report by
the U.S. Con.sid at Foocliow. The local lighting company
purchased a number of rice-polishing machines and offered
them for hire to the native rice mills. S)>ec-ial meters were
installed, and energy was sold at less than the lighting

rate. The same company was recently planning to install

an electric tramway system. Intending British .supphers ot

material wOl have to face fairly firmly established comjietition,

both from the United States and Japan. There is a local

telephone company known as the Foochow Telephone Co.,

run by the .same group as the Fotxhow Electric IJght Co.
There are four electric light plants in the Swatow district,

the one at Chaochowfu having now commenced operation.

The Swatow Kaiming Electric Light Co. had another profit-

able year, and declared its usual dividend of 8 per cent, in

addition to adding a good sum to its surplus. During the
year the number of lights supplied ro.'^ from 15,000 to 19,200,

due chiefly to installations in gambling houses. Four of the
five dynamos are in use every night. Tlie Hing-ning and
Kaying plants have a capacity of between 2,000 and 3.000

lamps, while that of the Chaochowfu plant is five thousand
'20-watt lamps.
A number of American light plants have been sold in the

district, most of which are being operated on a commercial
basis at a charge of 3s. to 4s. per lamp. Their small cost

especially appeals to the Chinese, with whom electric lighting

has become very popular, and during the next few years

considerable development along this line should occur.
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Tnrbo-alternator Short-circuit Tests.—A series of tests

are described iu the General FAcctiic Heeua- of March, 19'20,

tiiat were made for tha purpose of roundmg oil the data that

have been compiled on the behaviour of alternators under
sliort-ciituit conditions. The characteristics of alternators

with smooth core rotors were not so well known as those
iif definite pole machines. The tests, carried out on a 10,000-

K.v.A. turbo-alternator, were carefully conducted under nume-
idus conditions of short circuit, with \arious arrangements
of reactors iu circuit, and ^vith no reactors in circuit. Special

piyjcautions were taken to eliminate errors, and meter read-

ings were taken as a check on o.fcillograph records. While
there are not yet enough data at hand to decide finally the
various ixjints brought out in the tests, yet the following

<!onclusions are apparently well established. (1) Within all

practical accmacy the effective symmetrical initial short-

circuit current I (effective amiieres) of a turbo-generator

equals : («) I = [lOO/.',..] x i„ on no-load normal voltage with no
external reactance

;
(/') I = [lOO/C/g -I- .'v)] X!in on no-load normal

voltage with external reactance; (<•) I = [lOO/./'c -f- 1] X l„ on
full-load zero power factor and with no external reactance

;
(</)

I = [lCO/(../-,. + .(V.) -I- 1] X In on full-load zero power factor and

with external reactance; (e) I = v [lOO/.'vJ' + (.1/ on full-load

unity power factor with no external reactance, where E = normal
voltage per pha-se of the generator ; i„ = normal current per

phase of the generator ; and 'v- = per cent, external react-

ance = R X i„ X 100/e ; 'v = per cent, transient reactance of

the generator ; K = ohms external reactance.

2. The percentage .synchronous reactance, .<m, of the generator

equals : ./-, = 1',/Fe X 100 per cent, at F,. amperes, where i', = field

current required to give normal current on synchronous impedaoce
tests, and Pk = field current no-load normal voltage assuming a
straight line saturation, i.e., air gap amperes. Then the sustained

short circuit current with external reactance and K, amperes field

is I, = [100/(.'\ -t- .'v')] X i„ :< fJi'f. Ttiat is, external reactance

is added directly to the internal reactance of the generator in the

same way as for the instantaneous values.

\i. It IS close euougli fur practical purposes to consider
that the per cent, leakage reactance varies inversely with
tlie voltage.

4. .Vs far as the first quarter second after short circuit is

<ou<-i'rned, it makes no difference wlietlier the generator is

regulated by hand or by means of an automatic voltage

regulator.

5. Adding external reactance to a generator circuit equal
to the initial leactancc of the machine leduces to one-half

the instantaneou.s .short-circuit current. At the end of one
second, however, the current is practically the same whether
the external reactance is connected iu or not. if the leakage
reactance of the machine is small compared \\ ith the synchro-
nous reactance.

6. All the foregoing conclusions apply to definite pole
generators as well as to tnrbo-generators. except that in the
former machines it is very essential that the field leakage
reactance be included in the transient reactance, while on
the machine tested, neglecting the field reactance did not
introduce any appreciable cjror.

Colliery Underground Transport.—A study of under-
ground haulage in cullieries wa.'; written iu 1911 by .Mi-. V.

Defize and contributed to the Hevue Universelle des Mines,
Liege. According to the Inst. C.E. Abstracts of Papert
in Scientific Transactions and Periodicals, the author deala
with the question both from the engineering and the econo-
mical point of view, but, as economical considerations deter-
mine the system adopted, his emphasis is mainly on that
Bide. Dii;us.sing the conditions under which the work has
to be carried on. he compares costs in terms of the tonne-
kilometre (t km.)*, and points out the advantages of the
different types of locomotives in common use. Experience
has shown that a fair day's work for a horse, which the
author takes as a term of comparison, is about 50 t.-km.
This product of distance and load he calls the " traffic in-
tensity." The benzine locomotives of 8 and 12 h.p., in com-
mon u.se in the Belgian collieries, have a tractive power on
the level of 270 and 400 kg. respectively, and a speed, with
a normal load. <>( (J km. (3.73 miles) per hour. The running
costs per day, which are set out in detail for each system,
amount to from '23 to 32 francs a day at pre-war prices. It

appears that the benzine locomotive becomes, as the traffic

intensity rises, rapidly more economical than horse haulage,
and that its superiority begins when the traffic intensity
reaches 120 t.-km. The question of electric haulage with
accumulators—a system which has never made much headway
in favour—IS treated with the same fullness. The speed of
the accumulator locomotive under a normal load is about
10 km. (6.21 miles) per hour. It has an advantage over the
benzine motor in being less in height—1 m. (3 ft. 3.37 in.),

against 1.4 m. (4 ft. 7.14 in.). Compared with honse haulage
it becomes superior in economical working when the traffic

exceeds 240 t.-km. The compres.se<l air locomotive has found
a wider application, chiefly because it is not a source of
danger in an explosive atmosphere. Moreover its exhaust
tends to purify and cool rather than to vitiate and heat the
air of the mine. This locomotive possesses the merit of small
d'mensions, which makes it suitable for thin seams. Its
epeed is from 10 to 12 km. (6.2 to 7.4.5 miles) an hour. A
compressor capable of compressing from 5 to 6 cu . m. (1766

• 1 tonne-kilometre = 0.612 ton-mile.

to 211.9 cu. ft.) a minute is sufficient to run one locomotive.
The running costs, which are high for a small output, de-
crease rapidly as the loads to be hauled increase. Its superio-
ritj over horse haulage, from the economical standpoint,
begins when the traffic intensity reaches 220 t.-km. The
electric locomotive supphed with current from a power station
IS uteaddy winning a foremost position, due to the many
advantages it possesses over the other systems. It is easily
rontioUed. Its sijeed, up to 12 km. (7.45 miles) an hour, can
be regulated with precision. For a given power it is lighter
than any other. It occupies less space, and is more easily
kept in good order. The current wires are simple and quickly
fixed in position, and when installed may be used for lighting
and shot-tiring. The cost of an installation is less than halt
that of the compressed-air system. The electric locomotive,
moreover, does not heat or vitiate the atmosphere of the mine.
But the possibility of sparking makes it unsuitable for use
in a fiery mine. From the economical point of view it is

euperior to all other forms of motor, largely because it make«
possible the concentration of power in one centre. The re-
turn circuit is usually through the rails, the joints of which
are connected by copper wire; d.c. is preferred to A.c. As an
illustration the author describes an in.staUation in a mine in
the United States. It appears that electric haulage begins
to become economically superior to horse-haulage when the
traffic intensity reaches about 150 t.-km.

" Colloil " Liquid Fuel.—It has long beeu realised that
if a commercially practicable process could be devised lor
coiubimng fuel, oil, and/oi coal tar or coal dust in such a
manner as to permit ol their handling and use in hquid
fuel burners for steam raising, iVc, in the same manner as
fuel oil alone, there would Ue a large demand for the
product or process. As evidence of this tUe British Admiralty
ulleied a prize of i'2,000 for a combined coal tar and fuel-oil
fuel which was not won. American engineers have attempted
to u.se coal and oil, but the cost of grinding in endeavouring
to' obtain a jierfect colloidal suspension has proved prohibi-
tive, taking aoout three weeks to prepare. British railways,
notably the Great Central, have liKewise experimented.

'I'he Calvert " Colloil system provides means wheiebj
du.st fuels, especially coal or coke dusts, can be handleJ,
stored, and bui'nt as readily, it is claimed, as oil fuel alone,
and in a dustless and ashless manner. Further, it is claimed
that the full thermal value of the coal dust is obtained,
more than by burning the exi^ensive solid coal, and without
the labour of stoking, and one ton of coUoil dust only occu-
pied the .space of i ton of solid coal.

The Calvert system treats the solid fuels in such a manner
as to render them sufficiently levigated for this purpose,
which can be done at a cheap rate. • They are then incor-
porated with a liquid fuel or carrier, and tanked and handled
111 such a manner as to permit of ttieir use in the same way
as would obtain with oil fuel.

Broadly, the process consists of, first, treating (levigating)

the fuel, seconaly, simple agitation in the storage tanks b>
air, gas, or mechanical means, and thirdly, control of the
fuel supply to the burners.
The calorific value is high, and the fuel is claimed to be

dustless and practically ashless. The same applies to coke
(lust, gas or tar oils, charcoal from peat, brown lignite, saw-
dust, lice or coffee husks, which may form other components
m addition to the fuel-oil-coal "colloil," or as .substitute

lor one of the solid components. The liquid carriers may be
oil, alcohol, water or mixtures thereof. The substance may
be prepared in concentrated paste form, five parts coal, one
of oil, and tlie balance of the oil (four parts or more) added
by simple stii'ring at another place if found more convenient
for transit reasons. The liquid 50 per cent, colloil can be
pumi)ed and railway tanked as fuel oil can. The paste iiiay

save in transport in other ways if 40 per cent, of the oil

IS available elsewhere, though the packing of the paste in-

volves more expense in containers and handling.

Coal dust in aqueous suspension is temied " Colleau."
Though, of course, the thermal value is much lower it is

high in proportion to the cost of raw materials and labour
of stoking. It consists of 50 per cent, levigated coal and
50 per cent, water. Taking the dust and cost of treatment
at 15s. a ton and allowing for heat losses (coal consumed) m
vaporising the containing water, there is still, it is claimed,

a heating value equal to 15 cwt. of steam coal, value i'3, per
ton of " Colleau " at 15s., apart from labour saving.
In connection with internal combustion engines " Colloil

siieciaUy prepared can be used as fuel iu the Diesel type of

engine wherein heavy oils are injected into the cylinder, with
a .saving in fuel costs equivalent to the costs of the fuel used.

It is estimated that a plant capable of treating IW tons
of coiil dust per week .so a.s to enable it to be used as colloil

or colleau will cost £2,000 to i'2,.5UI complete erected; 3s.

|K'r ton is allowed for materials used. [Kiwer, and overhead
charges, and 2s. lor labour. The costs do not include hand-
ling the product after it leaves the machine, and assume the

dust delivered to the plant. The product is made iu about
three hours.
The fuel and system are covered by patents, and the name

"Colloil" is a regis-tered trade mark. The system patent
einbodie..! devices for storing, feeding, and buniiug the fuel

so that the levigated system is maintained and control of the
fuel How obtained without risk of st<ipping.
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Birmingham Trades Exiiibltion.— We are indebted to

Mr. L. y. Amieison, cdiiiiiK'ivial cnyiueer, for the accom-
panying illustration wliicb shows the stand of the City of

Kimiingham Eleotric Supply Department at the National

Trades Exhibition. On this stand, which is attracting the

attention of large niinihers of vi.sitors each day, are .shown

many examples of the latest adaptations of efectricity to

domestic uses, and it is. therefore, of si>ecial interest to tlie

luimerous purchasers of houses, and to arcliitects and Imilders

in connection with the many liousing schen>es now in hand.
The stand contains exhibits bv the following firms: Messrs.

Benham & Sons. Ltd.. Belling & Co., British Thomson

-

Houston Co., Ltd., Dental Manufacturing Co., Ltd., General
Electric Co., Ltd., and Premier Electric Heaters, I>td., there

C'llltPORATION StaMi at A BIRMINGHAM ShOW.

l>eing on view a large selection of table lamps, bronze and
copper fittings with ornamental .shades, bowl fittings for

indirect lighting, and lanterns for shop lighting. There is

also an up-to-date selection of electric radiators, electro-

vapour radiators, fires, ovens, grills, hot plates, toasters,

kettles, saucepans, irons, fans, water heaters, vacuum cleaners

»nd electrically-heated clothes rails. iledicaJ practitioners

will l>e interested in an appliance for sterihsing instruments,
and denti-sts in a small electric motor, complete with attach-

ments especially suitable for their mechanical work. .Among.st

the miscellaneous apparatus on view are electrically-heated

glue ixits, curling irons, soldering irons, shaving pots, &c.

Legal.—LisDSELL r. Paigxton Electric LinHT Co..

Ltd.—On Tuesday. Mr. Justice Biilhache delivered his judg'ment n
this case, which was heard on January 2.^rd, and reported in the
Electrical Review for January 30th. The ca.se raised the
question whether electricity supplied to a kinema should be

charged for as for power or as for lighting purposes. Hi? Lordship
allowed the appeal of the Supply Co.. with co.sts. and Mr. Justice

Bray concurred.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of riectrical Eogineers.—Liverpool Scb-Cextbe.
.—The .Scb-Cextre is to be congratulated on op"ning to the public

its meeting on April Uith. when Dr. C. V. Drysdale will deliver the

Kelvin Lec'ure on "Modern Marine Problems in War and Peace,"

at the Tniversity. The event is being announced by means of

posters, of which we have received a copy from the hon. secretary.

Mr. 0. C. Waygood. and should prove very attractive to non-
members, as well as to the members of the Sub-Centre.

Westers Centre —Mr. Arthur Ellis, chairman of the Centre,

presided over a record attendance of members and visitors at the fifth

meeting of the present session, held at the South Wales Institute of

Engineerson April 11th. Thereasnn forthe crowdedaud'erice wasthe
delivering of a popular lecture by Prof. F. Bacin, M..V. of the Fniver-
sity of Cardiff, on " Thermionic Valves." After referring to some of

the wonders achieved by the three-electrode valve during tht war,
and citing various instances to show that the Allies scored over the
Central Powers by outstripping them in the application of valves

for naval and military purposes, the lecturer confined himself to the
two-electrode valve, payin^r special attention to present and pro-

spective applications of interest to those engaged in heavy
electrical engineering. The characteristics of high-tension rectifi-

cation with hard valves, and low-tension rectification with ga?-

filled bulbs and mercury arc rectifiers, were discussed at some
length. The combination of hard valve cmdenser. and voltmeter
for reading peak voltages on tests of dielectric strength was also

described and illustrated with oscillograms. The physics of hard
and soft valves was dealt with in a popular manner and illustra'cd

by various lecture experiments in which striking use was made of

the Tungar and Pointolite. The lecture was followed by demon-
strations by Messrs. E Gordon Davies and F. D. Smith of

a considerable .'ariety of valves and valve apparatus kindly lent

for the occnsion by the Marconi-Osram Valve Co., Mr. S. R.

MuUard, the Edisou Swan Electric Co.. the British Thomson-
Houston Co.. Mr. H. W. Sullivan, Dubilier Condenser Co., Power
Rectifiers. Ltd., the Technical College (Cardiff), and the Physics

Department, University College (.Cardiff). A brief discussion followed

the lecture, to which Captain Andrews. R A.F.. and Messrs. EUia,

Evans. Thomas, f'bamen. jun . and C T. Allan contributed. At the

close a hearty vote of thank* was accorded Prof. Bacon for his

most able and interesting lecture.

Junior Institution of Engineers,—At an informal meeting of

the Institution, on April 'Jlh. an extremely interesting lecture

upon " The Development and Manufacture of Thermionic Valves''

was given by Mr. A. H. Howe. The speaker commenced with a
brief history of the evolution of the valve, in the course of which
the principles were explained. By means of lantern slides the
earlier types were illustrated, and then the various stages of

improvement to the valves in present-day use were shown. The
lecturer demonstrated the amplifying effects of the device by the
use of three valves in cascade, and examples of many types were on
view. Mr. Howe explained, as far as he was permitted, the mode
of manufacture, and gave some remarkable indications of the
uniformity with which thermionic valves can be produced by
modern methods. The speaker referred to the use of valves by
1 he Germans, who showed a preference for the " soft " types.

Upon the conclusion of the lecture the speaker was subjected to a

fire of questions, to all of which he ably replied. Slany members
of the audience, whose acquaintance with matters electrical was
apparently not of a profound nature, evinced great interest in the
discourse, but at least one gentleman did not get what he wanted.
Upon entering and taking his seat he caught sight of some
diagrams pinned upon a blackboard, and. turning to a friend,

remarked, "' I thought it was something to do with steam engines '.

"

and he mai/ have meant it.

The Institute of Metals,—The position of students whose course
of studies was interrupted by the war. or by special circumstances
arising from the war. has been sympithetically considered by the
Council. It has been decided to recommend for ballot as Student
^lemt)ers of the Institute candidates for election who, whilst being
students of metallurgy, have passed the age limit of 25 years.

Students so elected may remain in the category of Student
Members up to June .SOth. 1112.'^, so long as they continue to be
students of a recognised school of metallurgy. This concession
represents an appreciable financial saving, as a Student Member
pays only the guinea entrance fee, and guinea subscription of pre-

war days. Though in operation for only a few weeks past, the
arrangement, we understand, has resulted in a greater number of

applications being received at the offices of the Institute, 30,

Victoria Street. S.W. 1. than was the case in the whole of 1919.

By a further concession, members and students elected at the
forthcoming ballot on May Slst. will not only have the privilege of

membership for 13 months, instead of the usual 12, but will

receive an extra copy of the " Journal of the Institute of Metals,"
of which important publication volumes to the value of over
£1,000 have been sold to non-members during the past 12 months
— surely a unique record for a young scientific society.

Wireless Soiiety of London.—At a meeting of the Society on
Jlirch 2Tth. a paper was read by Capt. L. A. T. Broadwood. entitled
" Harmonics in Continuous Wave Transmissions." After the paper
there was an interesting discussion, in which a number of members
took part, and at the close of the meeting. Capt. Broadwood was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks. The President. Mr. A. A.
Campbell Swinton. occupied the chair, and the business of the
meeting, in addition to the election of some 15 new members,
included a discussion as to the advisability of the admission of
ladies to membership and associate membership to the Wireless
Society. Several members spoke in favour of ladles being admitted
and, on a vote being taken, the meeting was found to he unanimous.
A number of members had brought interesting piecps of apparatus,
and these were described and afterwards viewed with great interest.

Capt Donnisthorp was able to show and explain to the audience his
recently-pitentei invention, in the form of a pocket-book receiving
apparatus, and Mr. Powell Rees exhibited the "Po'aris" receivers,

which are exceedingly compact pieces of apparatus

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the March meeting, the
subject of insurance of Diesel engines against breakdown was con-
sidered Some years back the Association adopted a standard form
of insurance policy at Lloyds, and. as a result of experience gained
in the working of this scheme of insurance with periodical
inspection by independent Diesel engine experts, it was considered
ad^^sable to amend the conditions of the policy in certain respects.

The new form of policy adopted by the Association eliminates from
its scope claims for cracks or partial fractures, which do not in
themselves result in an actual "breakdown." It was considered
that not only would th-s alteration have the effect of eliminating
in future certain diflSculties and causes for dispute, but that it

would be an advantage from the point of view of securing the
best Diesel engine practice to make such costs chargeable to the
ordinary annual maintenance account. It was pointed out that
the main advantages which the user should have in mind in
insuring his Diesel engine against breakdown were in the first

place to secure himself against heavy financial loss in the event of
an actual breakdown with, or without, resulting damage to
surrounding property, and. secondly, to secure the advantages of
periodic inspection by independent experts and their advice and
assistance in adopting the best practice, carrying out timely
repairs, and in doing everything possible to avoid the calamity of
a serious breakdown.
A paper on the subject of " Obturators ' was read by Mr. W.

Fennell. In pointing to the advantages claimed for the use of
obturators in place of piston rings in petrol engines for aeroplane
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work, the author referred to the .letual power wasted in piston

rin^ friction in many cases as bein^ as much as 7.5 per cent, of the
total mechanical loss in an engine. The obturator was described

as a sort of "cup leather" made of thin metal. These were
originally made of brass, but were now made of specially-selected

phosphor bronze. They were usually placed very near the top of

the piston yet they did not burn, and this was explained by their

flexible nature which allowed them to keep in perfect contact with
the cylinder, and consequently -well cooled. The author had
experimented with obturators in Diesel engines to a limited extent,

and their lite had been about 30iJ hours. Further tests were in

progress, and he thought that a life of well over 1,000 hours could
lie expected with a new liner. With the successful use of

obturators, instead of piston rings, the author considered that

Diesel engine design might Ije considerably modified, resulting in

reduced height and weight, and that this would facilitate the
introduction of cross-head engines, as the question of thrust

surfaces did not then come in.

Chelmsford Junior Society of Engineers.—This Society held its

first annual dinner and smoking concert at the Lion and Lamb
Hotel, Chelmsford, on the evening of March 3Ist. The Preaident,

Mr. T. E. Dann (^of Messrs. Crompton i (
'o., Ltd.), was in the chair.

The Vice-President. Mr. A. Eddington, and gentlemen who had
delivered lectures during the session—Messrs. E. L. Barclay, H.
Church. E. H. Field and W. C. C. Turner—were also present. The
toast of " The King " was projwsed by the President. Mr. E. H.
Field, in proposing ''The Society." said he knew the difficulties

encountered in running such a Society, and thought they had done
exceedingly well. In replying, Mr. A. Eddington said the Society

had a membership of 43, and had held li meetings at which papers
were read. Mr. T. Dann, also replying, said that the progress they
had made by their own unaided efforts filled him with brightest

hopes for the future. Mr. P. Huggins proposed the toast of
" The Visitors," and Mr. H. Church replied. A smoking concert
followed.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—On April 7th the Society held an
Apprentice Xight. Papers on " Accumulators," ' Cable Laying,"
and '' Armature Winding " were read and discussed by appren-
tice members. At the next meeting, to be held on Wednesday,
2l8t inst.. Mr. J. McEwan Brown will lecture on " The Telephone."
All those interested are invited to be present at the Philosophical
Institute at 8 p.m.

Soutii ;lfrican Institute of Electrical Engineers The Journal ot
this Institute for January, 1920, contains a report of the eleventh
annual general meeting. The financial status was stated to be
good—a sum of £1,.500 having been accumulated and invested.

The total membership increased to 3.3,5 during the year. Gold
medals were awarded, to Prof. W. Buchanan for a paper entitled

"The First Electric Steel Melting ic 'South Africa," and to Mr.
L. F. Botting for a paper on "Small Generating Stations and
Electricity Supply Schemes." Mr. E. V. Perron was elected vice-

president for 1920-21, and other members were elected to the
Council. Mr. H. S. King gave an interesting lecture on " French
Warfare," and a bioscope exhibition of various large constructional

works concluded the meeting.

On February lyth, a paper on " Automatic Telephony ' was read

by Messrs. F. G. Parsons and C. Griffith, of the Post and Telegraph
Engineering Department, dealing mainly with the Strowger and
Western Electric systems. The authors indicated that it was
intended to convert the city of Johannesburg to automatic working,
up to a capacity of five figures, and ultimately to extend the system
to the whole of the Reef.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Iha Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and indmtrt/,

also electric tramway and railway olficials, to keep readers of the

EliECTBlCAL Review posted as to their movements.

The following officials of the Bradford Curporation elec-

tricity and traniway.s dei)artment.s have l>een recoiniuendcd
lor iucieases of salaries by the War Wages Couiuiittee as
follows : Electricity department, city electrical engineer {Mr.
T. Roles) to j£l,.500; chief electrical engineering assistant

I.Mr. J. Wright) a£Si5; mains engineer (Mr. C. A. Gillin)
£132; sub-station sui>erintendeut (Mr. E. D. Spurr) ±'39ti;

technical assistant (ilr. J. P. M.^ther) ±'3.57; mains assistant

(Mr. Q. .\bbcckle) £Si2; the general manager (Mr. R. H.
Wilkinson) to f1,000; tiaffic superintendent (Mr. T. Stirk)

and a.^sistant electrical engineer (Mr. J. W. D.^wson) £53.5;

parcels sui^eiintendent (Mr. W. K. Fleming) £410; worlis

superint<»ndent (Mr. S. Pe.\rson) 36385; permanent way en-

gineer (Mr. J. W. Fo.ster) ±400.
' It is .-stated that Mr. J. R. Lu.lekek, chief assistant and
deputy electrical Engineer of the Eotherham Corporation elec-

tricity works, has accepted a managerial position for a large

manufacturing firm in tlie Midliind.*.

Mr. H. F. MARSH.ALt,. who for live ye.ar.i pa.st ha.*! Iicon

on the staff of the Barrow-in-Furness CVirixiration as electrical

on.sineer, is about to take up an apiwintment in Shanghai.

We regret to hear that Mr. J. R. Groves, general manager
of the Barrow-in-Furness (Corporation tramways, is some-
what seriously iU as the result of a seizure while engaged

in his office.

The chaiiman and deputy chaiimau of the Manchester
Electricity Ck)mmittee, with the chief electrical engineer,
Mr. S. L. Pe.\rck, are to visit certain cities in America in
the autumn of this year to inquire into and report on the
lay-out and interworking of modem extra-high-voltage trans-
mission and distribution .--ystems and the most modern prac-
tice with regard to the design and operation of large genera-
tion stations for economical production. This visit was ap-
proved by the Council in 1914, but was postix>ned owing to
the war.
Mr. F. H. RuDD, electrical engineer for Rochdale, who

was one of the selected candidates for the vacancy at Peter-
borough, has withdrawn his application for the post. The
Rochdale Electricity Committee recommends a revision of
his salary, and he is remaining.
Doncaster T.C. has apiK)inted Mr. R. H. Ncrr,\LL, of Man-

chester, as tram-car shed superintendent, at i'"i75 a year.
Torquay T.C. has apiwinted Mr. A. J. Waring, of Walsall,

as mains engineer, at Jf"25<J a year.
!Mi\ J. M. Keen.^n, deputy engineer and manager of the

Torquay Corporation electricity works, who is leaving to
become engineer and manager to the Isle of Thanet Electrical
Co., of Margate, has been presented by the staff and em-
ployes with a silver tea service.

York T.C. is recommended to increase the salary of Mr.
Sheard, tramcar superintendent, from i'ijS to it'-27l> a year,
and that of Mr. Peterkin, draughtsman at the electricity
works, from i;-270 to £294.
Accrington General Purposes Committee has decided to

increase the salary of the electrical engineer by £1.5<j a year
and a fmther £-50 next April; also that of the tramways
manager in a similar manner.
Saturday, March 27th, was a great day in Marylebone

when Prince Albert declared the new town hall oiien. The
Mayor (Mr. Duncan Watson, M.I.E.E.) and the Mayoress
welcomed the Prince and the Princess Alice, Countess of
Athloue, and entertained them, as well as the Aldennen,
Councillors, and other residents, to luncheon. Mr. Duncan
Watson delivered several appropriate speeches. A very fully
illustrated account of the day's proceedings will be found in
the Marylebone Chronicle for April 2nd. •
The marriajje took place on April 5th at St. Kicholas

Collegiate Chmch, Galway, of Mr. F. J. Moffbtt, B.A.,
M.I.E.E., of Birminghaui, to Lucy Evelyn, second daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Sujith, of Galway.
Mr. R. B.\ker-Whittick, A.M.Am.I.E.E., at present

nuiuager of Messrs. Waring & Gillow, Ltd., electrical con-
tracts department, Liverpool (formerly of the sales staff,

British Westmghouse, Trafford Park), has been appointed
chief assistant engineer to Messrs. Edmimdsons' Electricity

Cori)oration, Inverness.

A coffee set was presented to Mr. W. A. Gillott upon the
occasion of his leaving the Newcastle-ujwn-Tyne Electric
Supply Co., Ltd., after fourteen years' service, to take up
the position of sales engineer to the Jackson Electric Stove
Co.. Ltd.. who have recently purchased premises at 14^:!,

Sloane Street, London, S.W. 1, which they will shortly occupy
as offices and showrooms. For many years Mr. Gillott con-
centrated his energies uiX)U the development of electric cook-
ing and heating load, which now amounts to over 10,00.1 KW.
on the N.E. Coast network. One of his innuediate tasks

is to establish and organise a seUing department, and he is

now c(,)mpiliug data for the pubUcation of catalogues, &c.
On April 8th Mr. C. Wilson, managing director of

the Usram-Robert.-'on Lamp Works, was installed in the

chair as NVorshipfid Master of the Hammei-smitti Masonic
Lodge. The ceremony was ably carried out by Mi-. G. G.
Bell, mstalling master and borough electrical engineer. At the

banquet which followed, the new Master was supported by
approximately 170 brethren and visitors, inclndSug Grand
Officers Sir Newton Moore (P.P.G.M. Western Australia), P.

P. Kipping, P.Asst.G.S. Wks. R. C. Collins, H. Tipper. Ac.

There was an excellent musical programme. Sir Newton
M<H)re responded to the toast of the Grand Officers.

Mr. J. A. Cressev, shift engineer, at Peterborough, has

been appointed charge engineer at the Barnsley municipal

t'lcctricity works.
Messrs. Charles P. Spark,? & Partners have taken into

partnership Capt. A. C. Smrks, M.C.
On the evening of April 1st, at a Bohemian concert held

in the Ixmdon United Tramways club-room. Fulwell Depot,

Mr. W. M. Wright, secretary of the S. Metroixilitan Electric

Tramways A Lighting Co.. and assistant secretary of the

L.U.T., Was presented, on behalf of the staff, with a solid

silver tea service, upon relinqui.<hing his appointment after

21 vears' service, to take up a position in the Provinces. Mr.

J. B. Mackinnon, general traffic superintendent, made the

presentation.

Mr. F. H. Newman, head of the Department of Physics.

Universitv College. Exeter, has been awarded a grant of £iaK

bv the Roval Society in order to prosecute research on a new
kind of el«trolvtic interrupter for X-my work, which he

exhibited lietore the Physical So<iety last NovemI>er.

Will.—Tlie rimes .states that the late Mr. CtAVO H.«lil.-

TON, managing director of Claud Hamilton. Ltd.. engineers.

GUsgow. Aberdeen. Ardrossim and Ayr, left personal estate

of the value of £20:3.491.
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED,

Hotpoint Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. (10-5,887).—Private
comp.nnv. Rcgislcrc<l M^.r.li JOlli. Capital, *100.000 in £1 shares. To carry

on the "business of iii.iniit;Kiiir<Ts and iniport.Ts of and dealers in domestic,

industrial and labour-siivinj; ,Uv!oi-s and electrical appliances, <>nginecrs. &c.

The subscribers (each with on,- share) are: H. C. Levis. 83, Cannon Street,

EC4 managing director British Thomson-Houston ( o.. Ltd.; A. R. Monks.

123, Cannon Street. E.C.4. solicitor. The first directors arc : H. C. Levis.

\V. C. Lusk and J. Gray. Secretary: F. Clements. Registered office: 83.

Cannon Street. K.C.

Franklin Engineering Co., Ltd. (166,122).—Registered
.\pril 7th. Capital. foO.OlX) in il shares. To take over (1) the business ol

an electrical, mechanical ;ind motor engineer carrieil on by \V. H. Franklin

at Tunnel Work*. Queen Street. Cardill; and (2) the business of a bioscope

and scientific instrument maker carried on by T. W. Franklin at 6. North

Edward Street. Cardiff, as the Western Instrument Co. The first directors

arc: P. Evans. Holme Tower. I'enarth. shipoivner; H. G. D. Cory, Mount

Stuart House. Cardiff, shipowner: F. O. Corv. Padstow. Whitchurch. Glam..

shipowner; R. E. Duck. Rhosslvn. Heath Park .Avenue. Cardiff, engineer; W.
H. Franklin. 69. Mardv Street. Cardiff, engineer; T. W. Franklin. 6, North

Edward Street. Cardiff', electrical engineer. Secretary : A. D. Jones. Regis-

tered office : 233. Cowbridge Road. Cardiff.

Anrolite Electrical SnppUes, Ltd. (16.5,934).—Private
company. Registered March 31st. Capital. £3.000 in £1 shares. To manu-

facture and deal in apparatus and appliances for use in connection with elec-

tricitv or gas for light, heat or power. &c. The first directors are : J. A.

Ward. Westness. Sutton. Surrey; A. S. Gregg. 19. Clifford Road. East

Finchlev N.2; J. F. Atkinson. 58. Elgin Crescent. North Kensington. W.
Solicitor': A. Glynne-Jones. Registered office: Cromwell House. Surrey Street,

Strand, W.C.

Lnmo, Ltd. (165,967).—Private company. Registered
March 31st. Capital. £8.000 in £1 shares. To take over the business of

J. H. Piddock at 79. Lincoln's Inn. Cor-
'•

J. H. Piddock &• Co.." to carry on the

ufacturcrs of and dealers in the compound
manufacturers of and dealers in electrical

appliances and labour-saving devices. &c. The subscribers (each with one

share) are: D. G. Brooks. 88. College Road. Moselev. Birmingham, electrical

engineer and merchant; G. C. Gr^y. 17. Oval Road. Gi;3velly Hill. J3ii;ming-

ham. electrical engineer. First directors not named. ~ " • — ^ .

5.5. Temple Row. Birmingham. Registered office :

ufacturing chemist
poration Street. Birmingham, a

same and the business of mai

known as " Lumo Washeasy."
nd labour-

D. Cochr:

Street. Birmingham.

Magic Sign Co.,
Registered .\pril 7th. Capit

Gee the benefit of certain '

on the business of i

plant and material.

Ltd. (166,106).—Private company.
al. £1.000 in £1 shares. To acquire from F. S.

iventions relating to display devices, and to tarry

nufacturers of and dealers in advertising appar:itus.

i The first directors are : F. S. Gee. 23. C^mpton

Crescent. Chiswick,VV.4; W. A. Dunn. 76, Amhurst Park. N.l.l. Solicitors:

Strong and Bolden. 70. Gracechurch Street, E.G. Registered office : 13, Gate

Street, Kingsway, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Keighley Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—C apital,

£10.000 in £1 shares (3.00O preference). Return dated November 12th, 1919.

4.200 ordinary and 1.800 preference shares taken up. £3,988 paid. £2,012

considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, £o,0tXI.

Cross & Cross, Ltd. (105,754).—Capital, .£5,000 in ^1
shares. Return dated Februarv 23rd, 1920. All shares taken up. £4.845 paid.

£1.>5 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, £600. Capital increased to

i-20.000 in £1 shares on March 'lOth, 1920.

Seear, Scott & Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ^61,000 del^ntures
authorised November 26lh. 1919. The whole amount being now issued Pro-

perty charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and future,

including uncalled capital. No trustees. Mortgage dated March 22nd. 1920. to

secure £610. also registered. Property charged : 49-55. St. Peter's Street,

Coventry. Holder : C. Pace. 125, Brighton Road, Croydon.

Dood & Oulton, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on March 24th,

1!.>20. of debentures, dated July 1st. :.nd October 5th. 1908, securing fo.DOO.

Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on March
18th. 1920. of debentures dated October 27th, 1911, and June 4th, 1912, securing

£3.300. Issue on June 4th. 1920. of £800 debentures, part of a series.

Frank Towey & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated March 20th,

1920. to secure all moneys due or to become due from company to London

Joint City and Midland Bank, Ltd., charged on certain land and premises in

Birmingham.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. George Sutton pie.-^ided at the

W. T. Henley's annual meeting held on .\pril 9th. He
Telegraph said that on the debit side of the balance

M'orks Co., Ltd. sheet the item of creditors and contingent

reserves and reserve for special taxation

showed an increase of about ^£148,000 over last year. That

was caused to some extent by the reserve for special taxation.

If the diiectors' proposals were adopted the re.sei-ve account

would be brought up to the .substantial sum of ±'1.50.000, so it

would be seen that they did not anything like exhaust their re-

serves when they made the distribution of bonus shares. Last

year he told them that they would be spending very large

sums on buildings and plant, but the buildings contracted for

in the early part of last summer were still very far from com-

plete owing to labour and other difficulties. Probably some
time this year they might have the new buildings earning

revenue. Stock-in-trade had inci'e.i.=e<l from £-2'29.000 to

f457.000. That was what they would expect from the higher

prices, coupled with the fact that they were now able to make
stock, which thev could not do twelve months ago. Really

they had about doubled their stock. The debtors were

£40,Cka» more than in the previous year, and the cash at
bankers waa A'118,000, as against £'213,000 in the year before.
Tiuniny to the profit and loss aceount there was a curious
similarUy, the figures of the trading account dillcring from
those of the previous year by only a few ixjunds. Last year
the account was not subjected to as larye an amount for
excess profits duty as in the previous yeai', as the duty was
reduced 40 jier cent, last year. On the other side, they had
written oil i."io,000 for depreciation on machinery, &c. The
previous year they wrote off ±'35,000, but that was largely to
deal with machinery and plant which had been acquired for
the purjXtees of the war, and ±''i5,(.W they had written off

this >ear was quite a large and ample sum. They were carry-
ing forward to the profit and loss account ±"JO,000 more than
in the previous year, and after jwyiug the dividends proposed
they \v()uld carry forward illi.UW as against A'l'J-i.OOO

brought into the account. The accounts gave them the same
healthy and robust state of things which they had been accus-
tomed to m connection with the company for many years
past. They had had more orders during the past year than
they had been able to carry out—that referred both to the
overseas and the home trade, -\lthough they recognised the
value and the need for export trade, they had considered that
the policy of the company should always be to satisfy the
needs of their customers in the home trade first. They had
not been able to satisfy even all their needs, although on the
whole they had done very well for them. They were always
behind with theii' orders owing to the delay in getting raw
material, Sec, and output had been restricted by the shortened
hours of labour. He was not complaining of theii' work-
peojjle in any way. but they had not got back to the output
that they had before the hours were shortened. They were
now working a 47 hour week as against 54. He was glad to
say that their relations with their workjieople had continued
to be very satisfactory. They had had no trouble during the
year. The Cable Makers' .\ssociation. in conjunction with the
trade unions who were interested in the people working in
their factories, had establishe<l a Whitley Council, which met
once a month. District Councils met more frequently, and
they had had no serious differences of opinion. The Council
worked very well, and he was hopeful that in the future they
would be outside the turmoil that seemed to be going on
with labour in many industries. As in the past year there
had been an abundance of work, .so in the immediate future
they did not doubt that they could get more work than they
wanted. Trading to-day, however, was very different to what
it was in 1914. the year before the war. In some respect.?,

such as higher rates of «:\ages. it might be that the present
rates might be considered the minimum for the future, but
in regard to taxation he believed it was essential for the
success of industry that direct taxation, such as the excess
profits duty, should not be put upon them. In 1914, and per-
haps for -Xi or 45 vears prior to that time, the companv was
subjected to taxation of about £12.000 a year. In 1919 the
taxation amounted to £100.000. and that was considerably
below the average taxation for the war years. They had paid
for excess profits duty the huge sum of roundly £400.000. On
the other hand, the dividends paid to the shareholders, prior to

the war. in 1914 was £49.000, and the dividend to-day ab-

sorbed £69.000. Hitherto the company's business had relief

for its extension UDon its uniiivided profits, and the course
they had adopted had been a benefit to the nation, to the
comi>any. and to those who worked for it. It might be said

that they had done what they had for their own advantage,
but if thev ttxik away that advantage by a severe limitation

of profit, the nation, the company, the capitalist and the work-
man would all be the poorer. There had been an enormous
demand for capital for industrial purposes since the war. and
about 1-50 millions had been asied for since .January 1st.

They would naturally expect that they would want more
capital in that company. The increase of profits shown in

recent years did not give an accurate idea of the amount of

business they had been doing. The profits tended to decrease

vear by vear as the percentage of the turnover of the business

increased. Their percentage of profits was not so great now
as it was five or ten years ago. but _the business itself had
greatlv increased, not only in value but also in Quantity. He
thought thev would agree that that was a very healthy .state

of things which they would not desire to see altered, but it

lirought with it the need for more capital. .\s he had said,

it had been their custom for a good many years to find the

cai>ital for the exten.=ion of the business out of their un-

divided profits, but at the Pre.=ent time that source was to a

verv great extent clo=ed. They had large expenditure com-

ing on in the immediate future—they had commitments for

buildings and plant which roundly came to £1.50,000. On the

tredit side of the balance sheet thev showed that they had

in war loans and other securitie': and ca.sh a -sum of about

half a million steriing. Some of that, however, had to go

awav in taxation. He thought it was very likely they might

be aide to cet along without asking the shareholders for more

capital. The business was .showing abounding prosjierity.

The orders brought forward from the pa.'st year, added to those

taken this vear. aetuallv exceeded the whole of la.st year's

turnover. Tliat all had a direct bearins upon the capital re-

quirement? of the companv. and they also had the tire com-

panv to consider. Thev had put nearly f200.000 into that

companv, and the justification for it was tihe success which
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the oompany had attained. They kucw that Heuleys had
been very successful in their trading with electric cables for
the last 35 years, but th<;re was uo success which had been so
quickly acquired as the success which they had attained in
the manufacture of pneumatic and solid tires. The establish-
ment of the tire company was a good thing for them, but it

WDuld require more capital. They could not .stand still, and
they were extending the factory. Everything pointed to
their wanting new capital, but he felt that if they should
want more money they could call the necessary meetings and
raise all the capital they would require in the course of a
few weeks. For that reason the directors had decided not to
lU'al with the question then, for it might be that they would
be able to do without any new capital. A resolution was
agreed to authorising the directors to apply out of the funds
of the company a further ^.5.0CtO for the benefit of the staff

(lensiou and deferred pay funds.

The reiJort of the tUrectors of the All-

The .4llmanna manna Svenska Elektriska A.B. (General
Svenska Swedish Electrical Co.), of Vasteras, has

Elektriska A.B. just been i.ssued lor 1919, which is the
37th year of the company's existence. The

report states that activity during the year was characterised
by the transition from war to peace conditions, but the elfects

of the war were still far from being overcome, and some
years would probably elapse before the industry was again
brought into a .state of equilibrium. The prices of materials
lluctuated rapidly, and the cost of labour showed a constant
tendency to increase, this being contributed towards by the
reduction in the working shift and the unrest in the labour
market. The result of last year's working was influenced
to a not inconsiderable degree by the falling prices of mate-
rials and the growth in working exjienses, although the
prices of the company's manufactures were increasing. As
a result of the absorption of Surahtnnuars Works A.B. and
the Nya Eorenade Elektriska A.B., the central management
had been reorganised so as to secure increased efficiency for

the different departments and *.learly definite responsibility.

During the year the company's liquidity was considerably
improved, partly on account of the release of the capital tied

up in goods which was rendered possible by the resumption
of free communication after the cessation of the world war,
and partly through the funds derived from the new issue

which was carried out in 1919. The amount of the dis-

position fund which was not required for covering the taxes
for the years 191G and 1917 had been transferred to the
reserve fund.
The activity of the department for electrical installations

proceeded un normal lines; the high cost of coal hastened
the use of water powers, and rendered possible the utilisation

also of waterfalls which were formerly considered to be un-
economical for the purpose. In the case of agriculture elec-

trification was being continued, whilst the long-pending
question of the conversion of the railways to electrical work-
ing was rapidly approaching a solution, and considerable
orders in this branch were received from Scandinavian coun-
tries during the year. The export of electrical machinery
was resumed in July. New markets had been obtained in

the West of Europe, but trade with the East of Eurojie
continued at a standstill. The exports, however, weie ren-
dered difficult by the prevailing conditions of exchange and
the need of a stabilised currency system was all the more
perceptible. After referring to the iion and steel and other
(Irixirtiiients, the report mentions that the total staff and
workmen numbered 7,'2'20 at the end of the year, and that the
profit sharing system approved a year ago for leading mem-
bers of the staff was now in ojieration. The expenses for the
welfare arrangements had declined and were expected to be
further reduced in the near future.

After writing off 1,338,000 kr. for depreciation, as compared
with 1, '280.000 kr. in 1918, the accounts show net profits and
balance forward amounting to 8,313,000 kr., as against
7,799,000 kr. in 1918 and 16,610,000 kr. in 1917. It is proposed
to pay a dividend of 10 per cent, on share capital of 75,000,000
kr., this contrasting with 15 per cent, on 50,000,000 kr. in

1918, leaving 818,000 kr. to be carried forward. The turnover
last year experienced a decrease of 5,(K)0,000 kr., but the
company's debts were reduced by '26,000,0tKJ kr.

The <lirectors of the LUiyd DyiLaino U'ciUt
German .1.6'., of ISrcmcn, reconuneud the payment

Companies. of a dividend of 7 ikm- cent, for 1919, being
the same rate as in the previous year.

The Klcktn;:iiats Liefcruiigs GcscUscUaft, nf licrUn, jii-o-

jKiM's to pay 1'2 per cent, out of net profits of 3.9.50,000 marks
in 1919, as contrasted with 10 per cent, and 3,274,000 marks
respcctivelv in 1918.

The irW/Cf, ElcktriMalH iiiul Hrliczru'j \\ril;r. A.(!., .//

Coloijiic-ZoUstoclc, reports net profits of l.'io,0(X) mark,' for

1919, as against 84,000 marks in the preceding .vear. It is

intended to distribute 10 per cent., a.s compared with 8 per
cent, in 1918.

The directors of the llcirhfrrqurn:: Mcinrliincn, A.Ci., fur
DiaMlnitr Tclcflrnphic, of licrUn, recommend for 1919 a divi-

dend and bonus of 35 per rent, on tlie " .\ " shares. ,ns com-
pared with 205 |i«r rent, in 1918, and 9'2.S per rent, on the
" B " shares, as against 49.1 per cent, in the preceding ye^ir.

The net profits are returned at 1,897,000 marks, as contrasted
with 588,000 marks in 1918,

The net profits of the Sachscnivcrk Licht und Kraft, A.G.,
of Drcsdcn-Nicderscdlit.-;, increased from 1,930,<XX) marks in
1918 to '2,240,000 marks last year. It is proposed to pay a,

dividend of 20 per cent, for 1919, being the siime rate as iu
1918, when less share capital participated in the distribution.
An abundance of orders at adequate prices is reported for
the present year, but expienses have increased and raw mate-
rials are difficult to obtain.
The Gcs. fur Elcldriackc Hm-h und I'ntcryrundbali, of

Berlin, reix>rts net profits of 1,.J42,000 marks for 1919, as com-
pared with 4,050,000 marks in the previous year, and a divi-
dend at the rate of 5J per cent, is recommended, being the
same rate as in 1918. It is stated that the price of coal,
which cost the company 16 marks |x>r ton before the war
and 81 marks iu 1919, is now over 2.yj nuirks per ton.
The direc-tors of Hieiiicnx Elcktrim-hc Uctricbc, A.G., nf

ISrrlin, rept>rt gross profits of 4,2.'30,0O0 marks from electricity
supply works and investments in 1919, as compared with
;i,730,IKX) marks in the previous year. ,'\fter making provision
for ilepreciation it is necessary to place 2,360,(XiO to reserve
in order to equalise differences in exchange, so that tliere only
remain net profits of 67,000 marks, as again.st l,97O,0(X) marks
in 1918, when a divid<'nd at the rato of 5 per cent, was paid.
The balance for 1919 has been carried forward.

Vickers, Ltd.—The directors announce that, owinj.; to
the immense volume of work executed for the Uovcrnuient
tluriug the war years—much of which, due to extreme
urgency, had to be undertaken by the company without prices
being fixed—there are Government contracts yet remaining
unsettled, some reaching back as far as 1916. It is still, there-
fore, not possible to present the accounts for 1916, or any
of the subsequent years. The final accounts up to the end
of 1919 luay he presented before the end of the current year.
Considering the necessity for preserving and increasing the
financial strength of the company while chanjjing over from
war to peace products, the directors have decided to declare
a final dividend for 1919 of Is. 3d. per sh^'e, or 6i per cent,
(free of income tax up to 5s.). This, together with the in-

terim dividend declared in August, 1919, will make a total

dividend for the year of 'is. 3d. per share, or Hi per cent,
(free of tax up to 5s.). The main works of the company,
and of the companies associated with it, are well filled with
orders.

Madras Electric Tramways (1904), Ltd.—Mr. A. .M.

Quill presided on April 7th at the annual meeting. He said
that the Mount Road extension was commenced immediately
after the Government Order was issued last July. Good
progress had been made with the permanent way, but iu

consequence of labour troubles at homo considerable delay
had taken place in the shipment of poles and other materials,
and some time would elapse before the extension could be
opened for traffic. When the line w'as completed important
extensions of the system would become practicable, but
progress with these would depend upon a substantial reduc-
tion in the prices of tramw'ay materials, of which there was
no indication at present. After referring to the improvement
in the traffic receipts (9 ix.'r cent.), and to the demands of

the employes for higher w'ages to meet the cost of living,

the chairman said that they were considering the advisability

of applying to Government for authority to increase the fares

authorised by their Government Orders.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The committee has ordered
the undermentioned to be ofticially quoted:

—

Brompton & Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—166
orilinarv shares of ±'5 each, fully paid, Nos. 34.085 to 34,250.

Tennsylvania Water & Power Co.—$2,154,000 first mort-
gage sinking fund 5 per cent, gold bonds, 1940, of $1,000

each, within Nos. 8,506 to 10,940.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—The accounts
for 1919 show that aft«r paying alt manufacturing costs ami
exi)enses of administration the net profit is £48,038, plus

.i;3,%4 brought forward. There is put to re.'*erve £10,000,

to depreciation reserve £3,000; 6 per cent, preference divi-

dend £8,407; 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares, and bonus
of 2i jxn- cent. £17,550; extra remuneratiun to directors

£2,522; carried forward £10,.52:3,

Monte Video Telephone Co.. Ltd.—Interim dividend on
the ordinary shares for the half-year at the rale of 6 |)er

t>ent. per annum, free of tax.

Indo-European Telegraph Co., Ltd.— l-'inal divideinl of

22s. 6d. iKn- .share, making 7 per cent., free of tax, for 1919:

al.so distribution out of the equalisiition of dividends fund of

15s. per share, free of tax, making 10 [x-r cent, for the year.

Northern Electric Co. (.Montreal).—Dividend 3J per cent.

for 1919. Foreign exchange situation a very serious factor.

costing the couipiiiiy :;i2.V2, 172 for the year.

Consolidated Electrical Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the ordi-

nary shares for the year ended March. 1920. 31 per cent.,

against 3i per cent, for the previous year. Carried forward

£1,685.
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Electrical Utilities Corporulion, Ltd.—C)uailcrly Uividcnd
vi Ij per leiu. on the pitfcired slock.

Shawinigan Water & Power Co.—Net revenue for I'JIU

HATS.im, as cuiiipnu'il with $1,410,09::!. To dcpreciatiou
reserve $300,000. Divideuds 7 per cent.

Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.—Ouarterly dividend of

2 |>cr ccau, less la.\.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
iLliSU.W KVEM.NU.

Thehe is nothing very nuith to bo stiid thi.s week lor the eou-

solatiou of the investor. It woidd be indeed amazing were
Stoek Exehange marliets to exhibit any particular degree of

strength, having regard to the l'oree.s arrayed against cou-

lidenee and Iiopetulness. The Budget and the French ex-

ehange, the trouble ou the Continent, and the renewed labour

restlessness at home, the stream of new i.«sues and the iwssi-

bility of a rise in the BanJi Ivate—it would be hard to imagine
any fresh element that might make things worse than this

combination of adverse conditions. To put money on deposit

at some modest rate and leave it there until the air clears

—

this is the course advocated by many people nowadays, and
one which they are apparently following, if the quietude of

business in Stock Exchange markets may be taken as a trust-

worthy guide. The flatness of Monday was comiiensated by
partial recoveries on Tuesday, when the Anglo-French rift

looked less threatening, and perhaps prices may jjick up after

the Budget provisions ai'e ofliciaJly announced.
The demand of another il per week by the railwaymen is

the more serious from the inference it holds of agreements
between employers and employed being held of no value by
the latter when they want to vary the terms. Sanctity of

contract is deemed to lie at the base of all business, in this

country at any rate, and i£ that goes, what can be substituted

in its place? A rise in railwaymen's wages of ±T a week
would, introduce further advances in the cost of living and
fresh demands for more pay on every hand. It is inevitable

that Uioney should sliuu shares in eompaniKs-^ where profit-

earning capacity is liable to be interfered witti a month after

a threatened strike is settled by agreements signed for a year
or more.

Underground income bonds are '2 lower at 72, and Metro-
politans i^ down at 21, but Distiiets rose to 19. Other traction

issues are easier. Bouibay Electric preference have come
down 2ys. to 17^. The ordinary shares, after their meteoric
spurt, are quoted lower at loO middle, with business done the

other day at 123. Mexicans are Hat. -The Light and Power
Connnou and preferred have both shed 5 points, and the bonds
lost 2^. Mexico Tramways Sixes are marked down to 24, and
changed hands at 23^. Other Mexican utiHties have moved
similarly. British Columbia Electric Eailway preferred, after

a drop to 4(3i rallied to 49i, which makes the yield work out
to over 10 per cent, on the payment of 5 per cent, dividend.

Brazilian Tractions remain at 50. A timid inquiry for London
and Suburbans—on the fare-raising proposals—failed to ad-
vance prices of the shares.
In view of the changed circumstances of the times, a few

companies have already raised the dividends on their i)refer-
enee shares. Obviously it presses harshly uixin investors in
senior issues, that they should be oljliged to take a modest
per cent., ()r thereabouts, on money they have furnished to

a eouipany in b\'gone days, when to-day's api^eals, even from
that same undertaking, may oiler 7i or more per cent, on
security practically identical. There is so much to be said,
on both sides of the subject, that it cannot be more than
mentioned in a paragraphic manner, but the question is closely
occupying the attention of many directorial boards at present.

Electricity Supply shares show a few mixed movements.
County ordinary. Charing Cross ordinary, and South Metro-
iwlitan preference are firmer. City Lights and We.?tminsters
are both i down.. Business is meagre, as usual at this season
of the year. Nor do manufacturing shares display any parti-
cular activity. British Aluminium at 2.5s. T^d. are ex" rights,
and so are India-Rubber .shares at 1-3J. On the latter, the
premium varied between sixjience and a florin. Metropolitan-
Vickers preference w;ent back to 25, and Vickers fell to 31 s. 3d.
on disappointment witli the dividend, though sub.seqnently the
price rallieil to 32s. Gd. Oeneral l''leitii<-s and Siemens are
easier. Cromptons at 22.S. have gained sixpence. Edisons re-
main about 22J.
Thui-sday in this week was the la.st day for sending in appli-

cations for the new issue of shai'es by tlie four big cable com-
panies in the Eastern group. The prices kept up strongly to
the fijush. This served to harden the existing secmities.

Eastern ordinary is up 3. Globes and Westerns are both 5s.

higher, joining Westerns at the common level of 15s. 4d. At
I ills price the yield comes to a little over CJ per cent, ou the
money, equivalent to Di per cent., less tax, at Us. in the
pound. Marconis rose to 4, reacted to 3*, and recovered to

oj. It is .said that the idea has been revived, and is likely to
be put into execution, of proceeding with the wireless-chain
project that was mterrupted by the outbreak of war. Indo-
Luropeans are at present unchanged on a reduction of 3 i)er

rent.—to 10 per cent.—in the dividend.

It may ix;rhaps—diffidence urges a httle dubiety—be of

some sUght interest to remark that this particular ai'ticle ou
stocks and shares has just attained its majority. In twenty-
one years there have appeared J,092 articles, and without any
spei'ial count having been kept of the number, it is fair to

sjiy that well over a thous;ind of these have been i)enned by
the same hand. The scojie of financial interest in stocks and
shares connected with the electrical industry has widened
enoiTuou.sly during the period. If there be one thing more
than another that stands out as a sjieeial feature, it is the
way in which individual finance is gradually being replaced by
a condition of affairs in which internationalism is tfie prime
factor. The Paris exchange is rocky and Brazilian Tractions
feel its effe<-t. A strike in America is reflected in shares of

manufacturing companies over here, and so on. It would be
more beguiling to the writer than to his indulgent reader to

dwell at length upon other striking asixjcts of financial affairs

connected with the electrical world during the past twenty-
one years. But the temptation .shall be avoided. Nor is it

altogether certain that Editorial censorship will allow to be
luiuted a little expression of gratitude to those who have
followed these Stock Exchange letters W'eek by week.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
BoMK Elbothioity OoHFiiriss,

Dividend Price

y
• ^ .\pril 13, Tloia

1918. 1919. 19a0, Rise or (all. p.o,

Brompton Ordinary 8 13 6J — £9 4 8
Charing Cross Ordinary .... i 7 81 +4 908

do. do. do 4i Frel. . . 4i 4i 3| — 8 8 8
Chelsea 3 4 3 — 634
City of London 8 10 13 —

j 7 13 10

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref...66 9J — 698
Connty of London 7 8 «i + J 8 13 10

do do. 6 per cent. Prel. 8 6 85 — 6 17 2
Kensington Ordinary .... 8 7 6 — 700
London Electrio Nil Si I3 — 5 3 6

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8i — 9 4 R
Metropolitan 6 8 3S — 8 5 6

do. 4J per cent. Pref. .. 4J 4i 3iJ — 8
St. James' and Pall Mall .... 10 13 6^ — 8 16 10
South London B 6 28 — 7 13 8
Bouth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 11/- ^ 6d. 7
Westminster Ordinary . . . . 8 10 58 — i 8 17 10

TELEOaAPHB AMD TkZJBFHOHBS.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Prel 6 6 834 -B 739
do. Del 88ff IJ 18| — J 8

Chile Telephone 8 fi 6i — ! 13 3
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 10 — '7
Eastern Extension 8 10 15J — 'S 10 1

Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 1674 +3 •6 7
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 ISJ + i '6 112

do. do. Pref 6 6 9} —
} 699

Great Northern Tel 33 —
32J — 9 15 6

IndoEnropean 18 10 48« — 5 3 1

Marconi 36 — 84 + J 6 8 10
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 — 2;,' + ,"j 3 11 4
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 7? — <5 S 3
West India and Panama .. .. 1/3 — Ij'^ — 5 19
Western Telegraph 8 10 16} + i <6 11 3

HouE Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 474 — 8 8 6
Metropolitan 1 li 21 —J 6 19 1

do. District .. Nil Nil 19 + J Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil 24 —4 Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7;- — Nil
do. do. Income .. o 4 72 — 2 5 11 1

Foreign Tra-ms,

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. . . Nil Nil BJ — —
do. do. and Pref. . . — — s| — —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..65 634 — 7 16

Brazil Tractions — — 60 — —
Bombay Electrio Pref 6 6 17* - li 8 8 7
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 5 5 .Wj — 8 5 4

do. do. Preferrred 24 6 491 —1 10 10 6
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 424 — 7 13
do. do. Deb. . . 4i 4i 564 —1 7 10 6

Mexico Trams 5 percent. Bonds.. Nfl Nil 854 — Nil
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 21 —3 Nil

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil NU 12* -5 Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 32.5 -5 Nil
do, let Bonds . . . . Nil Nil 44 —24 —

Manufacturing Coupanies.
Babcock & Wilcox 15 — 3J — '4 16 3
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 l,;,xd — 7 16
British Insulated Ord 124 15 l\l — 7 14 8
Callenders 25 — 84 — 7 6 10

64Pref 64 64 4J — 6 16 10
Oaatner Kellner 20 — 4 — —
Orompton Ord 10 — 22;- +6d. 9 1 10
Edison-Swan, " A " .. .. 10 — ij _ 8 17 10

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. ..5 6 794 — 6 5 9
Electric Construction .. ,. 10 — 2.3/- — 8 13 10
Gen. Elec. Pre! 64 fij l.S/n — 7

do. Ord 10 — l-^ — ,' 'S 11 4
Henley 26 l.-i 28 — 4
do. 44Pret 44 44 SB — 6 4 9

India-Rnbber 10 — 134xd — •7 8 2
Mel.-Vickers Pre! — 8 2J —J 620
Siemens Ord 10 10 2«/- — 6d. •7 2 10
TelepaphOoo SO 30 244 —1 'l 18 o

• DiTidende (aid free at Income Tax,
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are invited to suhmit particulars of new or improved devices aTid apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Kingsvvay " Telephone Bracket.

Desk telephon<iR are easily knocked nvcr and broken, and
are sekioui found in a convenient position wlien reqnired
in the rusli of business. The General Electric Co., IjTD.,

of 67, Queen V'ictoria Street, E.G. 4, has recently put on
tlie market a new form of bracket for dealing with this in-

convenience, the " Kingsway," fig. 1. This device has an
exten.sion of SO in., the instnnnent is firmly gripped by one
end of the bracket, while several types of base can be sup-

signals are to be received, whether from spark or continuous-
wave stations, the condenser is set to give the correct wave-
length, and the re.i<-tion coil is clased in until o.scillation com-
mences, when the signals are heard. Spark stations also are
thus " heterodyned," and their true notes are modified, but
can be read clearly. The .set can be provided with sufticicnt

capacity to tune between the Ihiiits of '2,000 and 15,000 metres
wave-length, so that Paris time signals can be fakcn-, -and long
wave stations such as Carnarvon and Lyons read. In all.

plied to enable the bracket to be fixed to a wall or to the
side or top of a desk. It is self-balancing and free to move
in any direction, having a special motion giving height
adjustment and being swivelled at the base. The " Kings-

way " telephone bracket is well finished in oxidised copiHM'.

A Portable Wireless Receiver.

The following is a Ijricf dcsiription of the portable receiver

used in a denion.stration l)y Mr. li. 0. Clinker, of the British
THOMSoN-?lor.STON Co., Ltd., iS3, Ciannon Street, E.C.4, at a
meeting ol the Wireless Society of London on .Januai'v '29th

la.st. This set, which measures 13 in. by 14 in. by 6 in., is

completely self-contained, and comprises within its case a
receiving coil, tuning condenser, two B.T.?I. valves, accu-
mulator, dry battery, transformers, and a leaction coil. The
receiving coil is wound upon a frame which fits inside the
outer case with a small air space between coil and case. In-

side the receiving coil is placed all the apparatus enumeratcvl
above. Tlie cover is fitted with " lift-oft' " hinges, and has
fixed on its mside face a projecting pin surrounding which is

a large circular scale marked with the points of the compass,
fig. 2. The case has a co-operating socket led into its base
which allows of the whole set being placed on the pivot and
turned easily on a vertical axis, fig. 3, so that the line of

ilirection in which tlie leceived signals are travelling can l>e

found. A. .small compas.s card fixed to the cover enables the
latter to be placed approximately correctly lelatively to the
points of the compass. These details are .seen in the illus-

trations, figs. 2 and 3. The connection.s of the set are such
that the first valve is used a.s a- detector, and the .second as a
low-frequency amplifier. .\ hinged reaction coil is provided

:;.— Wiurijss 1!f.cei\i'i: .MoiNTrn o\ a Pivot,
WITH TeLH1'Hci.\E CoNNI'.CTI'.D PiEADl" I'-QR 'U.SE.

about a dozen of the largest stations in England, Prance, and
Germany may be J'ead, and several more heard, without any
additional wire. The .signals obtained thus, while not, of

cour.se, loud, are clearly readable in a, rea.sonably cjuiet room.
To obtain the direction from which .signals are coming, the

ca.se is rotated on its pivot, fig. 3. until the .signals, .sink to a
minimum or become inaudible. A pointer then indicates on
the sc'ale the direction, or one 180 deg. removed from it. The
accumulator is of an " un.spillable tyjje, and can be sent

out with the iset, ready charged for immediate use. A plug

switch is provided for lighting the valve filajucnts, the handle

of the plug being of such length as to jireveiit the case from
closing if the filaments have been left abght. The weight of

the complete set is '20 lb., and it requires no aerials; it should,

therefore, be of interest to technical colleges, large works,

watchmakers, ic, desiring to .secure the correct Greenwich
mean time ilaily.

Wiring Connector Box.

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., Sampson Works, Sal-

ford, Manchester, manufacture the connector box shown
in fig. 4. which can be employed for practically any wiring

svstein. It can lie useil as a 2 or 3\vay joint l)ox ami a

Fio. 2.—B.T.H. Portahi.e Wireless Receiver with Cover
Open.

Via. 4.—Connector Box

which is connected in the " plate " cii-cuit of the first valve

and the coupling of which to the receiving coil may be varied

by adjustment of its angular position. At a certain clos(>ness

of coupling the detecting valve commences to oscillate at a

frequency depending upon the inductance of the receiving coil

and the capacity of the condeu.«cr connected across it. \\'hen

number of wires can be taken off e.ich of tlie contacts. The
l)ox is of porcelain, the cover being fixed by means af

IM'netrating studs and external nuts. The terminals are of

substantial construction, and able to carry a current up to

'2/5 amps. Wires can be introduced through either the base

or top of the box.
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Reyrolle Telephone Terminal Box.

A new tyiic (if tolo]ili(iiio dixiilin^; :in<l st-aling box has rc-

coutly been (k'sit;n<Hl iuul prfHliU'<'(l by Mussrs. A. Kiarollh
AND Co., of Hebbiun-on-Tyno. This box (lis. 5) has been
specially designed for use in power stations, and the arrange-
ment of terminals with ample space between them simplifies

Fio. 5.—Rf.vrom.e Temthiine Ti:umi.\'al Bux.

the making of connections and at the ,saii]C time eliminates
the danger of short circuits. The cables are brought into the
box through screwed wii>ing glands, and armouring clamps
are supplied. A plain sheet-iron cover protects the terminals
from dirt and dust.

The Lodge Igniter.

At the recent Motor Boat Exhibition, at Olympia; Messr.s.

Lodge Bhos. & Co., of Eugby, exhibited several tyi>es of

igniter tor use on both motor car engines and large gas
engines. The Lodge igniter is used in precisely the same
way as an ordinary .single-trendjler coil, with the usual bat-

tery and spark plugs. A h.t. distributing device on the cam-
ehaft is required for use with the igniter on all 4- and 6-cylin-

der engin«9. The coil is the special feature of the Lodge
sy.stem of ignition. The essential difference between this

and ordinary h.t. coil ignition is the presence within tTie

foi-mer of special glass condensers or Leyden jars. These
jars store up h.t. current induced by the .secondary winding
of the coil, and at the required moment release the whole
of their contents across the sparking plug points with an
impulsive rush of stoi'ed-up energy in the form of a high-

frequency electric discharge, oscillatory in character, and of

high velocity and heat. The Ijodge spark is entirely different

in character to the ordinary h.t. spark as produced either

by coil or magneto; it is an explosive white-hot spark of

great brightness and intensity. Instead of passing quietly

through any deposits on the spark gap, the spark, it is

claimed, blows all accumulations away, and actually keejis

Fig. 7.

The LoiiGE Igniter.

the gap clear for itself. The spark from an ordinary coil

or magneto is a steady flow of current in one direction, which
passes quietly and easily. The Ixidge spark is an oscillatory

high frequency current, momentarily of large capacity. It

is, in fact, a Leyden jar discharge, which surges backwards
and forwards across the plug points.

In the Lodge igniter the terminals of tlie coil are not con-

nected to the sparking plug directly as usual, but are led to

it through the intei-vention of a pair of coated insulators, or

Leyden jars, with tiieir outer coatings short-circuited by a

leak or imperfect conductor, the object of which is to keep

them always at the same potential except at the instant of a
sudden ck'ctric rush. Accordingly there is no strain thrown
upon the leads or the spaiking ping, whose terminals remain
at the same potential up to the last moment when the two
jars are full and overflow, at which instant everything is

liberated, and with a rush the jars empty them.selves across

the spark gap and round the complete circuit through the
sparking plug.

The chief pattern at present in use for motor-car purposes
is the type .-V, illustrated in hg. 7 and in section in fig. <i.

The trembler will give very accurate timing even at the
high<'st speeds; lit the .same time it is an easy one to adjust,

and not very .sensitive to a .small change of setting. The
contact points are made from pure platinum-iridium and are
substantial in size. The trembler and the spark-gap are
placed under the upper lid. and the four terminals, .which
are completely enclosed, mid«'r the lower lid.

The igniter is mounted in a rfrong wood, weather-proof
case, and its insulation is of high quality. The secondary
winding is wound in sections, not in layers, thus the elec-

trical strain is evenly distributed. All connections inside the
igniter are swe^ited together. On a 4-cylinder engine the
average current taken is (l.7o aiii])., and on a fi-cylinder

engine about l.'io amp.

THE FARADAY SOCIETY.

.^t the March meeting of the Faraday Society, Dr. E. .1.

Russell, F.R.S., Director of the Rotham.stead Experimental

Station, opened a general discussion on "Basic Slags: their

production and utilisation in agriculture." _ Prof. F. CI.

DoNNAN, C.B.E.7 P.R.S., presided over what proved to be

a very fruitful discussion.

The idea underlying the arrangement of the meeting was
to bring together the metallurgical ami agricultural chemists

interested in the subject to enable them to state their require-

ments and difficulties to one another, so as to facilitate

solution of the many complex problems involved. Before

the meeting broke up it was keenly felt that the most should

be made of so useful— and unusual—a rapprochement between
such diverse interests, and a very practical outcome was a
decision to form a Standing Committee of agriculturists and
metallurgists, and a resolution inviting the Ministry of Agri-

culture to act as the honest broker in this union, an invitation

cordially accepted by Mr. L.awuence Weaver, O.B.E., si^eak-

ing informally on behalf of the Minister.

The agricultural .side of the question : The value of basic

slag as an artificial fertiliser, the importance of increasing
supplies of it, and tlie i^m^sible demands on the part of the
farmer, were comprehensively and lucidly formulated by Sir

Thomas Middleton K.B.E.,, Sir Daniel LIall, K.C.B.,
P.R.S., and Mr. G. Scott Robertson. This aspect of the sub-
ject must not detain us here, of general interest though if be.

The problem for the steel maker was tensely stated by Dr.
Russell : Is it i5os.sible to define cliemically the loiistitution

of the basic slag of highest agricultural value under various

conditions of soil; if so, is it po.s.sible either to improve the
product yielded by the furnace or else enrich it so as generally

to increase its effectiveness? The problem is complicated by
the all-important fact that ba,sic .slag is, after all, only a
by-product for the .steel maker, who naturally cannot spoil

his .steel to improve his .slag. The metallurgist's ca.se was
stat<'d mo.st ably by Dr. .T. E. Stead, Mr. D. Sillars, and Mr.
F. Bainbrioge, among others, and although no definite con-

clusions could be determined, broad agreement in certain

directions seemed to be reached. For example, it seemed
fairly clear that suggestions to improve low-grade slag by
additions of phosphate rock to the furnace must be ruleil

out as impracticable. Less impos.sible, but still of dubious
practicability, is selective tapping of slag, by which the high
grade variety (in the open-hearth proces.s) is removed at an
.•ally stage in the process. Enrichment during sub.sequent
•^riniliiig is quite feasible, and is, of course, practised. A
.stimulating paper bv Mr. W. S. JcnsES dealt with these

pha.^es of the subject.

On the whole, the most hopeful line of advance seemed
to be to find out the most advantageous conditions under
which the various grades as naturally produced can be
utihsed, and apply them always where their effectiveness will

be greatest. This may seem a very empirical, not to say

an unscientific, method; but the whole subject is at present

in an empirical state of knowledge. Prof. C. H. Desch dis-

cussed the physico<'hemical aspects of basic slags, but he
was not able to throw very much light on their constitution,

and the fundamental question as to what are the valuable con-

stituents is not yet answered. Dr. Desch inclines to the

view that they are the calcium silico phns|ih;ifis. but Mr.

C. H. RiDSDALE was not satisfied that even plm^plioius itself

was the magie element, and he adduced reasons Wditliy of all

consideration for supposing that the iron in .some unknown
form may be a fertilising element—.a truly far-reaching sugges-

tion, if it has any stable foundation.
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THE COSMOS FLASH LAMP.

The Cosmos Lamp Works, Ltd. (owned by the Metropolitan-
Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.) possesses within its organisation
a factory developed expressly for the production of electric

lamps of the Hash light type. Up to the present time, most
of the flash light type lamps used in this country have been
miported, but the company decided to make this a home in-
dustry, and already tens of thousands of these small lamps are
turned out from the factory each week.
The .standard flash lamp produced at the works is sold

to the public at the recogni.sed price of Cd. per lamp, despite
the fact that the rate ol wages to workers employed on this

work here is some ten times as great as in Japan, whence
many of the imported lamps emanate. Furthermore, there is

no doubt that the Briti.sh article is sajwrior to the imported
one.

The Cosmos flash lamp factory is situated at Briinsdown,
Middlesex, and is equipped upon a modern and efficient basis,

the whole process of manufacture being carried on in the
works, from the blowing of the glass bulbs onwards.

.\s in the larger lamps, the drawn-wire filament is mounted
on leading-in wires sealed in a flanged foot, as illustrated

in fig. 1, the glass being melted around the wires. Tlie bulbs
are blown on very ingenious machines from glass tubing m
seiies of eight or ten, as shown in fig. 3 (.4).

The bulbs are separated by heat at the point z, and the
mounted ftxit is inserted as shown in fig. 3 (b) and sealed to

the bulb. The piecing or exhausting tube is now joined to

understanding of the subject. It is in fact a well-balanced

treatise which one has no hesitation in commending to anyone
interested in hydro-electric plants.

.\fter a very brief, but interesting review of the historical

aspect of power development, with a chronological summary
of all imjwrtant land-marks of progress, terminating with the

150,(A)0 volt system of the Pacific Light & Power Co. of Loa
Angeles, inaugurated in 1913, the available water power of

the world is discussed. This is estimated in the aggregate
as about 7(_IO,OOJ,(IOO horse-power, of which the United States

are credited with an amount of not less than 31,0(10,000 horse-

power, and a maximum of 5t),000,0(X). Of this amount about
6,500,000 horse-power have, so far. been developed, mostly ill

the States of California, New York, and Washington. In
connection with the use of water power for electrochemical
processes, the authors give a table showing the kw.h. re-

(luired per ton ('2,000 lb.) in various industries. The fixation

of nitrogen is said to require from 15,000 to 60,000 kw.h..
the. reduction of aluminium, abrasives, and calcium carbide
are put at 30,000 kw.h., 7,500 kw.h.^ and 4,000 kw.h. per
ton respectively. The manufacture oT pig iron takes from
2,000 to 3,000 KW.H. per ton, and the refining of copper only
300 KW.H. per ton. Unfortunately the source of these figures

is not stated, and there is some ambiguity as to theij meaning.
A. chapter on hydrology includes the methods of gauging

streams, and various tyiJes of dams and headworks, pipe lines,

ic, ar^ then dealt with. The treatment is brief and any-
thing but exhaustive, yet a considerable amount of useful
data and information is given. In fact, this last sentence
can be fairly applied to the whole work. We have some

I c^u ,Jl.'_'.
Figs, 1, ,4ND 3,

FlO.

Fig, 4,

—Fl.^sh L.amp P.4RTS, Showing Method of M.wiiactlke.
4.

—

Finished St,ind.\rd Cosmos Flash Lamp,

the flange as shown in fig, i. The lamp is next cut from

the adjoining bulb at the point z and the opening sealed

uver so as to make the bulb complete.

Ihe lamp with a score or so of its kind is now connected

to a high vacuum pump and exhausted to a very high degree,

the filament being lighted towards the end of the process.

The vacuum is determined by means of the well-known

Mcl/cod gauge, so as to'^ avoid " bad vac " lamps. When the

desired vacuum is attained, the piecing tube is sealed off at

the point x. shown in fig. 2. The resulting pip on the

hiiiip becomes hidden within the cap, which at this stage

of manufacture is cemented on.

Examination, marking, cleaning, and further tests follow,

and then the lamps are packed in boxes ready for dispatch.

The finished standard Cosmos flash-light lamps are shown in

fig. 4.

REVIEWS.

Hudro-dectric I'uwer Statiuiis. By David B. Rushmore and
Eric A. Lof. Pp. x-l-8-22, 404 figs. London : Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., 1917. Price '28s. net.

Although both the actual and po.^sible development of

hydro-electric power in this country are relatively insignificant,

the possibilities in other parts of the Empire are so vast that

British engineers are well advised to keep themselves con-

versant with modern practice. The principal hterature upon
the subject naturally proceeds from countries where the

development is greatest and the present volume gives an
excellent survey of current American practice with regard

to hydroelectric developments. It is descriptive, rather than

academic, yet .'icientific principles are explained and mathe-
matical formulaj presented whenever they are needful to an

37 pages oii power-house design, 68 on hydraulic equipment,
370 on electrical equipment, 100 on the economical aspect
of hydro-electric undertakings, and a dozen pages or so
dealing with organisation and management. It will be seen
that the electrical portion of the work is considerably the
largest. Starting with a brief discu.ssion of transmission
voltages, the authors give a curve which indicates that up
to one hundred miles, the most economical voltage may he
taken as one thousand volts per mile. The curve then bends
over and tor 250 miles it indicates 150.0(.K3 volts, a voltage
which would teem to be nearly the limit from the appearance
of the curve. Sixty cycles is the frequency recommended
when a lighting load prcilominates, and '25 cycles where there
are to be many synchronous converters on the lines. These
two frequencies, of course, are the standards on the other
side of the Atlantic.

A good deal of information and numerous formulse relating
to the design of motors, synchronous generators, transformers,
reactances, &c.. aie given, and although no doubt these
subjects are dealt with more logically and exhaustively in
special treatis<>s on the design of electrical machinei-y, yet the
facts are presented in so clear and readable a form in the
present work that one would certainly regret their omission.
The authors have a good sense of proportion, and consequently
indulge in no more theory than is suflicient to bring out the
fundamental principles underlying design. The illustrations,

too. are well chosen, representing typical apparatus and
standard practice. whOe the selection of apparatus for de-
scription is entirely commendable, .'Vs might be expected,
quite a large amount of space is devoted to switching equip-
ment and the problems arising out of the protection and safe
control of extra-high-tension circuits. The treatment ia

entirely free from the defect of apiwaring to exalt the practice
of any particular manufactur<'r, indeed, except when one can
recognise the electrical apparatus depicted, there is no clue
to the maker's name.
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In the chapter on the general economic aspect of possible
developmeuts, the authors quote in full the excellent " Guide
lor the compilation of Water-Power Reports and the securing
of I'leUl Data," prepared by Mr. J. T. Johnstone, and printed
in the ]yi4 annual report of the Dominion Water Power
Branch of the JX-partmcnt of Interior, Canada. This guide
was originally drafted to secure complete and standardised
reix)rts from the Canadian field engineers, and it should serve
as a model for every engineer who is called on to submit a
report on a jiossible water power development. Detailed casts
of construction <if varion.si plants are next tabulated, and the
items are so particularised that except for the uncertainty
as to prices both relative and ab.solute, at the pre.>^nit time,
the figures would be most valuable to any American estimator.
The authors are not to blame because prices may have changed
enough to detract from the value of their figures, which are
presente<l in admirable form. For example, to take one in-

stance only, the cost of excavating a tunnel, the nature of
whicii is described, is made up of twelve separate items, the
cast per cubic yard of each being given. The cost of the
concrete lining is subdivided into thirteen separate item.s,

and so on.
The book closes with several appendices. One gives refer^

ences to descriptions to be found in other pubhcations of ap-
parently every hydro-electric system in the States or Canada.
Another furnishes the principal data on over forty transmis-
sion systems of 70,(KX) volts and over, and the last gives the
American standard code for testing hydraulic turbines. There
is a good index, and th<> work as a whole is one that can
be cordially recommended to those interested in hydro-electric
plant.

Modern Electrical Eitginrcring. By Magnus Maclean, M..\.,

D.Sc. Glasgow : Gresham Publishing Co., f^td., lyfti.

Six vols., price 12s. Cd. per vol. net.

This work, in which Prof. Maclean has enli.sted the serviws
of twenty-four experts in their i-espective .suljject.-, alfords a.

striking commentary on the growth of the electrical industry.
Owing to this exxjansion, it frequently hapiJcns that informa-
tion is required on some subject which is indirectly connected
with the work in hand, and in .such cases these b<x)ks should
prove particularly valuable as a refewnce libraa'y.

They will also appeal to teachers and students who require
a good general knowledge of electrical engineering, and to
the many engineers who, although oliliged to devote their
main attention to their own particular work, take a keen
irtterest in everything that relates to the applications of elec-

tricity. In view of the fact that the work consists of six
lai-ge volumes, it will be impossible to do more than give a
general idea of the .scope and nature of the subjects dealt
with.

The first volume opens with the fundamental theory of
magnetism, continuous and alternating currents, and their
measurement. The treatment of alternating current theory
is largely analytical, and assumes a fair knowledge of integral
calculus. The descriptions of the ditterent types of measuring
instruments are very clear and a useful summaiy is given for

each tyi>e, setting forth briefly its advantages and disadvan-
tages for various classes of work.
The design of continuous-cunent and alternating-current

generators is dealt with mainly on the lines of general prin-
ciples. Some examples from actual practice are given, and
the text is illustrated by excellent photographs of modern
machines.
A particularly valualile section deals with .s}ngle-pha,se and

three-pha.se commutator motors. The principles underlying
the design and the advantages ami ilisadvantages of these
machines as compared with other alternating-current motors
are clearly stated. This section will prove most useful to
engineers who are concerned with the. use of electricity for
motive power, and who are sometimes confronted with the
difficult task of deciding on the best type of machine to use
for a particular purpose. There is much practical illustrated
information on the design of transformers.
The author of this section .shows a fine disregard for the

conventions by the use of expressions such as " efl'ective

Vmean- " for P. M.S., but we must confess to a preference
for the more usual form.
The various types of accumulators are described, and the

use of boo.sters is discussed. Much valuable infonnation on
the proper care of secondary cells is given, and there are few
battery users who would not .save themselves trouble and
expense by a- careful study of the author's remarks.
The section on switchgear has been completely rewritten

:

it contains descriptions of a large number of modern
switches, motor controllers, and alternating-current relays,
and is illustrated by excellent photographs. Some line draw-
ings showing details of con.struction are included, and the
number of these might have been increased with advantage.
The chapters on high-pre.ssure transmission of energy con-

tain much infonnation on the latest developments of this
subject, and the author has given extensive references to
papers and publications.

'The design of transmission systems probablv lends itself

to as much diversity of opinion as any branch of electrical
engineering. The author states the rival claims fairly, whilst
indicating the conclusions to which his experience has con-
diicted him.

It is rather unfortunate that the section dealing with

electric lighting and wiring should have been illustrated

by views ot obsolete apparatus, s-nchas^ concentric wall plugs

with brass covers, which liave been banned for many years.

There is some interesting information on the methods of

manufactuje of incandescent lamps, and useful curves show-
ing the best etliciencics at which tungsten lamps should bo-

run for various costs of lamps and energy. We should have
liked to find fuller information on gas-nlled lamps, but pos-

sibly this is still within the category of trade secrets.

Tlie major portion «f a volume is devoted to ele<tric tram-
W'ay.s, and contains chapters on the dynamics of electric

tra<-tion, general lay-out of .systiMiis, the pt^mianent wa-y,

rail boiuhng and welding, overlu'ul and underground sy.stems.

The t«>xt is well illustrated by line drawings arid photographs.
Electric traction on railways is dealt with from the point

of view of the fundamental principles underlying this applica-

tion of electricity. Long-di.stuncc lines as well as .suburban

traffic are considered. An interesting description is given. of

the methods of signaOing employed on the District and other
electric railways. .

BoDers and prime movers are treated from the point of view
of theii- suitability for use in the generation of electricity, and
there are chapters on condensers, air-pumps, water-cooling,
economisers, and feed heaters, feed pumps, and the treatment
of feed-water.
A section on electrocliemistry and electrometallurgy con-

tains an account of the general principles underlying modern
practice. The space allotted is somewhat limited, but the
more important processes are well described and illustrated.

The chapters on telegraphy oi>en with a description of the.
line plant in use by the British Post Office. Instruments
are next dealt with, and a very clear description is given of
the Wheatstone automatic and the Hughes and Baudot print-
ing telegraphs. Radio-telegraphy is hardly treated in accord-
ance with the importance of the subject at the present time.
The section on telephony describes the standard practice

in manual exchanges, and also contains a chapter on automatic
exchanges. The latter, though excellent in itself, can hardly
be taken as a grude to modem practice. The most recent
development of automatic telephony, in which all connections
are made by relays, is merely mentioned.

Descriptions of apparatus employed in the coal mining in-

dustry, and of electric cranes and hoists. coiiiplet<' the series.

The etlitor and pulilishers are to be congratulated on the
excellent style of the volumes. The print is clear and the
Olustrations are exceptionally good. Each volume has a sepa-
rate index, and there is also a good general index.
The names of the contributors are. in themselves, a

guarantee of the excellence of the work, which should find a
place on the .shelves of all engineers who desire to have in-
formation on the standard practice in all liranclies of the
electrical industry in a handy and accessililt' form.

PROTECTION OF A.C. SYSTEMS WITHOUT
THE USE OF SPECIAL CONDUCTORS.

At Newcaetle-upon-Tyne, on March 8th, the paper by Major
Keneliu Edgcumbe, R.E. (T.), an abstract of whicli appeared
in our is.sue of February 'iOth, 19'2t», was read and discussed
before the North-E.4stern Centre of the Institdtion ok
Electrical Engineers.
Mr. I'OKTEK, who greatly appreciated the pai>er, said that

ilajor Edgcumbe apparently had in mind rather smaller
undertakings than tbd.se which were to be found in the
Newcastle district. While he might criticise some of tlie-

things that the author had said, he, nevertheless, thought
that the writer had given them .something that was badly
needed in a great many cases. Regarding small schemes,
however, he thought the only way to tackle the subject was
to approach it in the light of a .scheme that might perhaps
become a lai'ge one. In introilucing protective gear there
were generally two problems to be considered, the first being
to make it impossible to damage api>aratus, and tfje second to

ensure the maintenance of the continuity of supply. If they
were putting in gear-' for the .second reason, then the " risk

"

was a double one, so they ought to be prepared to pay more
for .such an insurance: policy than for one which provided
for the protection of a single factor. Indeed, on a large
system it would pay to put in more iirotective gear; it gener-
ally paid better to give attention .to continuity of supply
than merely to have regard to prevention of damage. With
regard to the latter consideration, there was the time factor

to be considered—there was a period at- the end of which,
whatever that time was, damage would accrue—but if

they had more extensive protection it might remove the fault

ami save damage to the plant, although the gear had been
installed with a view to ensuring continuity of supply. Speaks
ihg of the time limit, the speaker said that if they had in-,

-stantaneons action it would clear the- fault l>efore it became
a " .short." They did not get any advantage from time-lag
unless the fault started with a " short," which usually it

did not. In small schemes where there was one- iwwer station

and a few sub-stations, discrimination might answer, but in

such cases as that district where there were 400 sub-stations,

the position was vastly different. He thought that diserimina-
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tiou by tiai<;-lag or by dircctwu oi' ciUTent was unly ol' liuiited

applicability. These were ail quo'stions tliat cacii oiio bhauUl
lace lor iiimsell'. i''(_>r mstance, wllere they had cuutiuuuus
prcx-esses going on it was a serious matter to have aa inter-

luiitiun ol the supply, and it might be worth while to have
aitcqu-ate protection. lie pointed out that some protective

metnods hamiXH'od extensions.

Mr. H. W. UIjOThieu was glad to hear that the author did

not put forward his proposals as a, solution ol the iiroblein

for large systems, and he hoped that that would be empha-
sised, as otherwise the paper might seem to belie his inten-
tion. He thought it was Major Walters who set himself the
dihicult problem of solving the que.stiou of parallel feeder
protection. In those cases it was necessary to make sure
that the feeder they tripped out Was the laiUty one, for it

was not always the faulty feeder that carried the greatest
ciUTent. ''llio autiior made a very good point wben he
suggested that in the case, of sub-stations fed by a Jarge
number of parallel feeders, or from two sources by indepen-
dent pairs of such feeders, it might sometimes be possible

to treat the pair as a single unit, and to isolate both on the
occurrence of a fault on cither. The author's proposals for

the i>rotection of inter-connectors and ring mains were oix;n

to criticism, and the speaker referred to the tUagrams show-
ing protection by what the author caUed reverse relays; he
did not think these should be caUed reverse relays, they
were operated by potential in one direction, and, he thought
they should bo called, perhaps, unidirectional relays. A
question suggested by several parts of the pai>er was : How
long was it i)ermissibie to allow a fault to stop on a system V

One objection was that if faults were allowed to run on,
synchronous plant would get out of step. He had heard
that 0..5 of a second was possible for the dm'ation of a
" short " on a system without any danger of the synchronous
plant getting out of step, but the figures given varied so
much that it would be weU to know the j:)oint definitely.

Mr. J. E. Bkaud said there were some mis-statements in

the i)aper that he thought should be modified. In the first

sentence the author spoke of the subject as " one of the
most pressing of the moment." The speaker did not think
it was pressing in a general sense; they knew from actual
every-day experience that the problem had been solved, not
l>erhaps in the most economical or perfect way, but it had
been solved, and protection afforded in an efficient niaunef.
He pointed out that the methods nauK'd were not the only
ones; Glasgow, he believed, was without any prott>ctive gear
until last ye-ar, and they rearranged their network for pro-

tection, and .were , fairly satisfied, - he understood, with
the change. He thought they did not want to omit any
of the i^equirements mentioned by the author, but there were
other ixiints also to be noted. The speaker refeiTcd to the
author's criticism of the Merz-Price system which acted in
" watertight compartments," and claimed that this feature
was a great advantage—it was complete protection.

i\rr. ('(11,1. INS said that at various ixtiuts throughout the

paper attention was drawn to the effect of faults that might
arise instantly, and he thought it was suggested that these
faults should be removed as quickly as possible, while not
going in for the principle of instant isolation..

Dr. BowuEN drew attention to the (picstion of earthing
through reactances, a methcxl adopted largely by Petersen
in Germany. It was worthy of consideration.

Major EiKiruMBE replied, and with regard to :the last sug-

gestion, .said it i-ould not be applied to the cases with which
they w-ere dealing.

xVt Edinbuigh, on March 'Jth, Major K. Edgcumbe's paper
was read ;iihI iIim ll^^^>d before the Scottish Centre of the
Institutiia '11 Ki.i ("iiuc.Ai. Engineers.

Prof. llMi.i.-i H.^ued with the author's view that protection

devices worked from the cable iUeU had distinct advantages
over those with sepai'ate cables. The little cables were more
liable to break down than the big cables they weie intended
to protect, though not subject, to the high voltages of the
latteT. In overhead lines particularly, he thought there was
much more likelihood of the protective device breaking down.
Mr. Charles W. Maush.\'ll said that while, the author

ixitated out the advisability of not breaking circuits at the

time of maximum current, he (Mr. Marshall) thought it

advisable to stake everything on an attempt to clear faults

before they developed between phases. The most obvious
way of doing this was by increasing the speed and .sensitive-

ness of the relays and switches. This was esueciiilh' dc^iialde

in systems which included synchronous conveitiii;: iii;h Inncry.

He did not. share the author's regard for thi> imlui tmn relay,

as he had found it to be subject to the troubles of all instru-

ments using jewels and pivots, and in addition the time
Calibration was liable to altej-, due tt) the magnetising action

of -the altei'nating field produced under short-circuit condi-

tions. The example chosen to illustrate the author's view
that bia-sing was valuele.ss did not represent practical con-

ditions. Unbalancing of 5 per cent, cmild never he tolerated,

and it was generallv quite easy to balance .within 0.5 ner

cent. Biasing to that extent was quite satisfactory. The
biasing problem was closely analogous to that of compensat-
ing induction watt-hour meters. In these instruments, if

the design was sound a. fair- degree; of -accuracy could be

ofetaiaed without the use ef c«i»fensating:-devices, and using

these the accuracy could be very high indeed. On the other
hand, if the meter was bad to begin with no amount of

comi)cn.sation could do it much good. In general, the
mtithoils of proU'.ction proiKjM;d by the author might be in-

teresting to existing und4-rtakings where si)ecial provisions

could not readily be made, but he thought that much more
general methods should be adopted in new systems. The
seliriiies proposed by Whitaker and M'Coll seemed to him to

be worthy of the closest investigation in this respect.

Mr. A. E. M'Coll did not see how any rea.sonable degree oi

protection c«mbined with continuity of supply w'as possible on
eomplicated sy.stems without the u.sc of special conductors. He
did not mean to siiy that the author's methtKls would not
find application on large .sy.stems, but he did not think they
represented a general .solution of the problem. In dealing
with the protection of indeiwndent feeders, leakage relays

were advocated in conjunction with overload relays. Tlie

author had omitted all mention of combined leakage and
unsymmetrical lo;iding devices, which gave instantaneous pro-

tection against faults between any two phases in addition to

earth faults. A number of devices had been developed for

this juirpose, and these should find a ready field of applica-

tion to the cases of individual feeders and isolated rotary
plant. The author advocated delaying the a<-tion of overload
relays so that on a short circuit betweiMi phases the energy
of the system might be partially dissipated before the switch
was called upon to interrupt the circuit. This was given as

a good feature of the overload relay. The sjx^aker thought
it a distinct failing. He had always held that there was a
field for an overload relay having a double characteristic, j.c,

a definite or partially inverse time function up to a point,

and beyond that the relay to be instantaneous in action.

One such relay had been put on the market by a certain

manufacturer, but he was not at aU convinced that the
mechanical features' of the device were satisfactory. It was
a simple matter to install devices which would oi>erate with
faults irrespective of their location ; it was a different matter,

however, to make them di.scriniinate correctly on a large

and complicated distribution system, and this was where the
systems of protection which employed pilot wires and speci-

aily i-onstiucted cables scored. He agreed that separate

cui'ient transformers should be employed for operating the

protective gear and measuring iustrmnents. On the scope

of economy some manufacturers were putting two secondary
windings on one magnetic core, one winding for the protec-

tive-gear circuits, and the other for instruments. It might
be well to .sound a note of warning with regard to such -an

arrangement. It was not safe to interrupt the protective

gear circuits espeaally where the balanced current system
' was employed, and, moreover, it w-as equally disastrous to

break the instrument circuits wdiere transformers with double
secondaries were employed. In this case it .simply meant
that if one winding was broken the other winding carrie(^l

double current. For parallel-feeder protection the autlior

advocated the employment of overload and leakage relays

for the end adjacent to the source of supply. It .seemed to

the speaker that this parallel feeder arrangement might
be fully protected l)y employing interUn-ked discriminating

relays, which gave in.stantaneous protection, either with faults

to earth or between phases. The only difference was that

lower values of resistance were required foi- the neutral earth.

Time lags for leakage relays on jiaralkd feerlers should not

be nece.ssary. He admired the ingenious arrangement of the

author t<i obtain a Hat characteri.sti<- for the relav down to

faiily low potentials across the pressure <;oiI. Tlie sjjeaker

had oUtainod somewhat similar results with reactive type

relays without the compensating winding. Transformers pro-

tected by Merz-Price gear shouM not be disconnected by the

charging current when switched into <ii'cuit. Tliis poilW b?

taken <'aie of bv simple means without resorting to fuse-

shunted relavs. He agreed with regard to the gixid features

inherent in devices ojierating on the biased principle. .When
the biasing action was performed by a coil of the oi>en

plunger ty|>e who.se pull would increase roughly as the .square

of the current, the onerating torque f(U- the relay was given

by two quantities which might move in diverse 'directions

under severe emergency conditions. It seeniod. . therefore,

that the bias might increase under these ccmditions to a value

which was actually unsafe. He was in agreement with the

author on the best connection to be adopted for reverse relavs)

and should say that any other than that advocated was dis-

tinctly unsafe. He did not agree that the reverse relay in

its usual form was the best means of protecting generators

and transfonpers. The reverse relav to be oivrated demanded
a pluralitv of nlant on the bus-bars to ."ive the neces.sary

revers<> flow. It wa.s ecinally neces.sa'-y that the protective

device should onerate in the case of a fault even should there

he no reverse flow possible, Svstenis of generator protection

had rerentiv been developed which emt>loyed directional relays

and which ' eombined fhe functions of the differential system

viith the usual characteristics of the reverse current relays.

This svstem was on the market now-, and particulars .should

soon be available. He was in agreement with regard to

earthing the neutral throush resistance. If pure rfaet.nnre

was emnloved the nha^e .shift with faults to ground mi"ht

be sufficient to render the reverse reliys on thp faulty feeder

of a pair of parallel feeders inoperative. With the author s

s<-hedule of, minimum <-nrrent in the eai-thmjj resistances he

did not agrep. particularlv .so. in the case, referring to p?valle!
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feeder pruk-ttion. 11 tlwy wished to have any disoiiniinatinn

between the relavs at the yowcr supply end sufficient to

bring out the switch of the faulty feeder first, they must pass

through the earthing resistance something more than twice

the full load of tlio feeders.

Mr. E. SEnnoN, considering the short-circuit currents pos-

sible with the verv large circuit currents used to-day, asked

if it would not Ije better first to limit the flow of current by

quickly opening a circuit breaker across which would he con-

nected ii reactance, and afterwards disconnect the faulty

eircuit bv a .second switch placed next to the bus-bars. This

Kwiteh would also operate direct on single-pha-'^e leakage.

This entailed two oil switches in series," but with such an

arrangement they might be able to get something like stan-

dard .switchgear. For independent feeders, he agreed with

the author tliat leakage protection was the best arrangement

of present-day practice, except that he preferred the fu.=e-

shunted solenoid to mechanical movement of dashpots. As

to the proteetion of closed feeders, the best arrangement

was to protect all closed feeders independently of any other

feeder, which could be done either by Merz-Price or split-eon-

ductor proteetion. The latter was preferable in all but very

short feeders. The author referred to the high voltage bemg
induced in exciter windings. He had experienced this on one

or two occasions, and considered the practice of adjusting

exciter brushes when a turbo set was on load was to be con-

demned unless an insulated stool was provided.

Mr. A. P. Robertson agreed with bringing about the

opening of the circuit as early as possible if there was any

fault, and he thought they .should concentrate upon gettmg

a maximum si>eed of opening with a system where there was

a lot of synchronous machinery.

Mr. Hen'riker described the fuse time limit as the most

satisfactory of all. He suggested 5 per cent, of nomial f.l.

current as a reasonable earth fault which could be left on a

system. He considered that the two most imixirtant factors

were maintenance of continuity of .supply and the reasonable

assurance that a faulty section would be cut out.

STANDARDISATION RULES FOR ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY,

At Birmingham, on February 11th, an informal discussion

took place on the British Electrical Standard Specification

No. 7'i before the South-Midland Centre of the Institution

8F Electrical Engineers. Mr. A. R. Everest, M.I.B.E.,

opened the discussion, of which an abstract follows :

—
Mr. A. R. Everest said that following a long period of

enforced inactivity due to war conditions, the International

Electrotechnical Commission had resumed its activities, and

as a result, nianv of the essential points which were still

unsettled in the I'.E.C. rules had been .settled, and the first

volume was in the printer's hands. The general plan was

that the I.E.C, rules should e.stablish the essential principles

as internationally agreed, the various countries participating

then each preparing its own set of national rules embodying

the pi-inciples laid down by the I.E.C, and a new edition

of the British Standardisation Rules, E.S.C. 72, would be

undertaken in the immediate future. It was now well known
that a machine when given the "British Standard" con-

tinuous rating, was rated for the highest load which it could

carry for an unlimited jwriod w'ithout exceeding the limits

of temperature-ri.se allowed by the rules. There had been

much misconception regarding the feasibility of allowing a

niaciine so rated to take overloads in excess of its rating.

The I.E.C. rules were now so worded as to show clearly

that the rating was a test rating, for comparison purposes,

and with regard to service conditions, the only limitation

found in the rules was that the maehiue should not be sub-

jected to any loads which caused it to acquire a temperature-

rise higher than that allowed under the test condition. Clearly

a machine when starting cold could take a verj' considerable

overload while still keeping within this limit, but un-

doubtedly there were dangers associated with very excessive

overloads. Against these dangers there appeared to be at

present no safeguard in the British rules, which imposed no

restriction on overload except in terms of temi>ei-ature-rise.

It appeared desirable, therefore, that there should be an

agreed limit to the magnitude of the .su.stained overloiid

to which a standard machine might be subjected. With re-

gard to momentary overloads, the I.E.C. rules now re-

cognised that when the overload peaks in service exceeded

the values agreed as suitable limits for a standard machine,

such service would demand a special machine with a sjxxial

kind of rating. In the case of a standard machine. therelor<\

it would appear desirable to establish recognised limits to the

magnitude of both the sustained and momentary overloads.

For this purpose it had been suagested that a sustained

overload of '25 per cent, for half an hour should be recognised

for all motors not smaller than 5 h.p. This was subject to

the rule that the standard temi>erature-rise must not be

exceeded, but it was considered that the need for such over-

load margin occurred chiefly when a cold motor was starting

cold machinerv. With regard to short-time ratines, the

wethod of ratins provided in the rules corresponded with that

which had been the general practice for some time past. The
" iSnti.-n Standard rating (with its assoc-iated limit of teiu-

IK-rature-n.se) was, by the rules, suitable for use in connection
with ciHiiing air of a temperature not exceedmg 40 deg. C.
{U>i ilcg. 1'.) as a, maximum. The need for additional ratings
.siiitalile for use under tropical conditions on the other hand,
had been discu.ssed. It was proposed to establish a. tropical

rating with an appropriate higher limit to the maximum teiu-

IX'rature of cooling air. With regard to machines intended
lor <-<X)l countries, it was pointed out that these when used
indoois were generally working under conditions not very
ditterent from tho.se in temiierate countries, and it was re-

commended that no siX'cial modifications should be made
lor such cases. Those unusual cases in which a machine
would certainly be required to operate always under abnorm-
ally-low cooling conditions should be regarded as quite special,

and designs made accordingly. Tlie general rule for all such
s[>ecial designs would be that when tested under rated loa^l

the temperature-rise should be such that when added to the
temperature of the cooling conditions contemplated, the
highest temperature obtained must not exceed the limits of

total temiJerature indicated in the rules. Another feature
of considerable interest was the method recognised for mea-
suring temperatures. The requirements of the earlier editions
of tlie rules, that temperature-rise measurements of field

coils and similar windings should always be by the re.sist

ance method, had been regarded as impracticable, particularly
regarding small machines produced in large numbers. This
objection had been met in later editions of the rules by per-

mitting these measurements to be made by thermometer
alone, provided that readings so obtained were consistent
with the limits assigned to the resistance method, as shown
by complete tests taken on a few typical machines. There
was a .strong feeling that for turbo-alternators, and for other
large and important machines, the temperature-ri.se should
be determined from measurements made by embedded teiii

perature detectors built into the machine at points so selected

as to give indication of the internal temperature. The last

(1917) edition of the British Standardisation Rules. No. 7'2,

recognised the advantage of thc,«e devices, but the I.E.C.
had not as yet formulated definite rules. It had submitted
for the consideration of the British and other national com-
mittees a proposal on the following lines ;

—
" That for the acceptance tests of large rotating machines

the temperature should be measured by the embedded tem-
perature detector method for parts where this method would
be applicable."

It was not considered that the method would be applicable

to any moving parts, but that it would be applied to windings
in slots on the stationary part of a machine, the embedded
temperature detectors being placed between coil and adjacent
slot wall, and between coil and coil in the slot, in each case
being outside the coil insulation. (The insertion of embedded
temperature detectors within the insulation of the coil, ad-

jacent to the copper, was not considered feasible for commer-
cial tests on account of the risks involved, such measurements
belonging essentially to research tests.) The propcjsal was
that this method of temperature measurement should be
employed for the stationary windings of machines meeting
the foregoing conditions when such machines were wound for

more than 5,000 volts, or were rated for an output exceeding
7.50 K.V.A., or if the stator cores exceeded 20 in. axial leng'th.

The proposal contemplated that the method also might be
applied to the windings of large transformers, provided this

was specified in the contract. The recognition of this method
of temperature measurement for the acceptance tests involved

also the establishment of limits projier for the temperatures
when so mea.sured, and the British Committee was arranging

to collect evidence with a view to forming conclusions upon
this important point. There was little that was essentially

new- in connection with high-pressure tests; while the one
minute test still remained as the standard, suggestions had
been made regarding the desh'ability of substituting one or

more briefer tests of higher value, allowing time between
such tests for the insulating material to return to its normal
condition.

Dr. M. Kahn said that Mr. Everest's notes cleared up a
number of controversial points and foreshadowed a revised

edition, which contained several important improvements.
It would be of considerable help if, together with the new
rules, a complete series of explanatory notes of the various

regulations and recommendations could be issued. The pre-

sent rules did not contain any standard tests which were
necessary to ascertain whether electrical machinery com-
plied with the guarantees and .specifications given in con-

nection with it. This referred more particularly to efficiency

and power factor, which could be determined in various

ways. Standard margins which could be allowed in connec-
tion with these guarantees could also be eiid)odied in the

lules on the lines of the recommendations of the B.E..A.M..\.

The proposed extension of the rules for temperature measure-
ments on large generators bv thermo couples or resistance

coils was a step in the right direction. In large modern
turbo-alteraators, where the eddv current loss in the stator

conductors was reduced by suitalile means, the temperature
grad-ent between conductors of a two layer winding was
small, and if a temperature detector was inserted between
the top and bottom coil of such windings, it would indicate

the temperature rise of the conductors pretty closely, although
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it was nut in direct contact with the copiier. Alternatively

buch detectors might be placed between the coil and the
wood or fibre weuge closing the top ot the slot. As the
heat conductivity of the wedge was low the teiuiwratui'e

gradient between the copiJer and out.^iile of the insulating

tube was not appreciable at that point. If the neutral of

the alternator was earthed a few detectors could be inserted

inside the mica tube clo-se to the copper conductors in the
coils which were direct connected to the neutral point, where
the voltage to earth was in consequence low. 'ihe readings
obtained on these detectors could be compared with the
readings of detectors placed outside the insulating tubes for

comparison and the leads of these detectors could then bo
cut oft' where they caiue out of the stator coil if that ap-

I)eared desirable. The questions arising in connection with
.self-.starting synchronous motors deserved greater attention.

In clause 6 of the rules the starting torque required and the
starting current which could be allowed were omitted from
the li.sts of information required with inquiries for such
machinery. Clauise 93 did not mention that the pressure

induced in the rotor windings entirely depended on the pres-

sure applied to the stator terminals when .starting. If a
certain ratio of this pressure to the full stator voltage had
been assumed this ratio should be given with directions how
the test pressures were to be altered in case a different ratio

was employed. In clause 9-3 (/>) a rough division was made
in two classes ot motors of exciter pressures above and below
'2-50 volts. A further grading of test pressures depending
on the exciter voltage seemed appropi-iate.

Mr. H. W. Taylor thought that IBritish engineers might
find it difficult at first to appreciate the new method of

rating, but he thought it should be borne in mind that

inasmuch as the conditions under which motors were used
varied widely, and as the number of cases in which a machine
Was required to exert a continuous effort were few, any
method of rating might be considered as a nominal one, on
which the machine might be te.sted. It was propo.sed to

standardi.se the inlet temperature as 40 deg. C. for British

work, but it would seem that this figure was rather con-
servative. With regard to the rating of large machinery
(more particularly of large turbo generators), he believed it

would be the cu.stom in the future for purchasers of such
machines to specify, first, the actual inlet tenijierature with
\\hich the machines were expected to operate, and secondly,

that under these conditions the maximum internal tempera-
tures should not exceed those specified by the International
Standardisation Eules. In this way the purchaser would
not be expending an unnecessary amount of money on a
large machine rated on a standardised inlet temi>erature
which was higher than his own normal conditions. Tem-
perature detectors, however, would be installed in such
machines, so that the maximum load on them could be
araduated to temperature variations fiom the normal. In
tropical climates, the use of a wet air filter helped consider-
ably in reducing the initial temperature at which the air

entered the machine. .Advantage might be taken of this

fact by operating engineers in determining the inlet tem-
peratures at which such machines would normally operate.
Mr. R. Ursettich thought that one of the advantages of

the new rating would be in connection with machines which
were not likely to require an overload margin, such as fans,

compre.s.?ors, &C. In all such cases it would be possible to

select a machine which would work at the maximum load
required, and it would, therefore, work with a consiilerably

higher efticiency than was usual at present. Apart from
this, in the ca.se of A.c. motors, the power factor would be
considerably incrca.sed, as the motor would be less likely

to work under-loaded than at present. The standard fre-

quency was .50 cycles ; in view of the fact that two very
large industrial districts in this country were supplied with
power at ij cycles, and that .similar large .supplies were
established in Canaila and .Australia, it seemed desirable to

consider the adoption of '25 cycles as a second standard fre-

quency. The standard pressures for n.c. motors did not in-

clude .5.5(1 volts; as a large nundier of motors were continually
required for traction systems, it seemed desirable that this

additional pressure should be included. The short-time rating
had given rise to several misunderstandings, as there was no
explanation how this rating could be used in practice. The
wording of clause 59. concerning the duration of temiierature
tests for machines with continuous rating, appeared some-
what doubtful, and it wa.s suggested that, in order to reduce
the duration of the test, a temperature gradient .should be
stated of, say, 1 deg. C. per hour, and that when this was
reached, the test could be finished by making an allowance
for the additional temperature. It appeared desirable that
besides the frequency the output of the generator used for
the ))re.'<sure test should be given. Tile items specified to be
civen on every nameplale were .-o nmnerous that it would
be difficult to accommodate tlicni on a nameplate of reason-
able size.

Mr. .A. T. B.^RTLETT said that the specification was remark-
ably complete : he was glad to see that there was no mention
of the pernicious " flashing " test. He understood that it

had been verv deliberately d<icid<'d to allow no tolerance in

the mutter of temperature rise, but he did not ngreo with
this. There were errors of observation in mea.surincr tem-
peratures 'vhich were always present even when such testa

were made under laboratory conditions. He agreed with

Mr. Everest concerning the importance of an international
specihcation as helpmg international trade. Another reason
lor such a si^eciticatiou was that it would become the only
specihcation and thus free designers from having to deal
with fancy specifications. The sixjcitication was not intended
to limit in any way the actual duty a machine had to perform.
Mr. E. J. KiPHS said that according to the rules, motors

for intermittent work had a short time rating of either one
hour or bU minutes for temperature, and were to be capable
of withstanding on test for dU seconds a torque 100 per cent,
in excess of tuat corresponding to their sliort-tuue rating.
'Ihe difficulty of fixing a time for a continuous run at full

load, which should give the same temperature rise as the
same load on intermittent runs, was evident. Thirty minutes
was too long for a continuous run for small motors on loads
which they could carry satisfactorily on intermittent work
with running time of two or three minutes. A short time
rating of 15 minutes appeared to cover all ca.ses of crane
motors used in practice. For the increased load, which a
certain motor could carry on a 15-minute rating, as compared
with its load on a 30-minute rating, there would be a large
increase in the temiierature gradient between the copper
wires and adjacent parts of the motor, but if the temperature
of the armature and field windings was determined from
the increase of resistance, there seemed no objection to a
short-time rating of 15 minutes or even less. Presumably a
test under short-rating conditions would not be repeated before
the motor had time to cool down to atmospheric temperature.
Mr. N. Joseph endorsed the remark of Dr. Kahn that it

would be of considerable utility if the .specification in its final

form included some standard of efficiency for motors. He
suggested a table of efficiencies for varying sizes of D.c. and
A.c. machines. He thought it essential that .stress should
be laid on the necessity for the name plate showing the rotor
cm-rent of slip-ring motors, and he would add, the field

current of all D.c. machines.
Mr. R. G. Jakeman said it was not clear why commutatora

and slip rings were only allowed a maximum temperature of

90 deg. C, while the maximum permissible temperature for

mica was 125 deg. C. With regard to field coils, the maximum
actual temperature was 105 deg. C, and the maximum tem-
perature by resistance 95 deg. C. The dift'erence took into

account the fact that the mean temperatuie rise was measured
by resistance, and he would like to know if it allowed for

the deepest coils met with in practice; 10 deg. C. difference

se«'med rather high for the ordinary thin coils on large

machines. In the list of particulars to be given when order-

ing machines, rotary converters were omitted.

Mr. -A. R. Everest, in reply, said he would see that Dr.
Kahn's suggestion regarding the free use of explanatory notes
in the new edition of the rules should reach the proper
quarters. With reference to the suggested introduction of

embedded temperature detectors within the inculating tube and
adjacent to the copper conductors, it was doubtful whether
such methods oucht ever to be admitted for the commercial
te.sts to which the Standardisation Rules essentially applied.

With regard to the suggestion that the subject of test pres-

sures for the field windings of synchronous motors needed
further consideration and sub-division, the clau,se in question
was the result of much careful consideration both by the
B.E.A.M.A. and the Rating Committee, but any further con-
.sidered recommendations from the B.E.A.M.A. would receive

every attention. Several con.siderations .seemed to be involved
in the suggestion that by utilising embedded temperature de-

tectors in service, the output of a large turbo-generator might
be controlled with reference to the maximum permissible

limit of temperature. In tropical countries the air when at

the highest temperature was frequently at the same time
highly saturated with moisture, so that little reduction in

the temperature of the cooling air would result at such times
from the use of the wet filter. With regard to increased

output to be obtained in winter time, it mu.st be remembered
that the output available from the prime mover was, at most,
only a. few per cent, greater in winter than in summer,
therefore it was not ea.sy to see how any larger increa.se in

output of the generator made possible by abnormally low
temperature could be utilised. B«^tter attention given to

the ."election ot motors with res)>ect to duty required was
<prtaiidy desirable. Regarding the short-time rating, that

was a rating established for test purposes in which a specified

load was applied to a machine for a specified time, starting

cold. Machines rated in that way were employed particu-

larly on intermittent service, and it was necessary that for

any particular service a short-time rating should he s<-lect<^d

which was thermally equivalent, i.r., gave the same tempera-
ture rise as the intermittent load ot service conditions. When
a customer did not know from pa.st experience which rating

was suited to his partii'ular service, the engineer-salesman
should be able to advise. IV-sibly some explanatory note

which would be of assistance might be added to the rules.

Regarding the duration of temperature tests for machines
with continuous rating, the present rule assumed that the

.shape of the temperature curve would be plotted and its

ultimate value thereby predicted. A note explanatory to

the rule might be of assistance in tliit uiatter. He was clad

to hear the remarks regarding the Assistance which might
be expected in international trade bv the adoption of an
intemationallv agi-eed basi? of test rating. The temperature

limits given in tie International Rules were expressly defined
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as beiny theiiiselves tlie " maxim urn values"; hcnre, if a.

tolerance was tobe ciiiployed' it nmst be based on sueh lowor
value that with thi' toloranco added the " maxiiiiuin " was
not exceeded. Kdeirintl again to the short-time ratings and
the suggested addition of a 15-miniito rating to the standai'ds

I'ecognised, if the makers agreed to its desirability there
should be little dilliiidty with regard to its recognition. .\

table of standard etlieieneies for various sizes of A.c. and
D.c. machines ^as .-i matter which was largely in the hands
of the makers themselves. If they were to agree upon the
values of the cljiciency suitable lor the purpose, such lists

might be usefully included in the rules. It was expected that

the revised British Rules would emljody a clause recently

introduced into tli-e International Roles, which jwrmitted
<'ouiniutator temperatures higher than the usual lunits, sub-
ject to si>ecial guarantees which \\cn' to be given regarding
the jH-rformance.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Tho numbers in parentheses ar*- those under which the specificati

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be lake

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled e.-tpressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones. O'Dell ani

Stbphens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

.hnK-nl." A. T. HuicniNbo>J.

the atmosphere and uses for

9,080. • Diviee lur suspension of glass iliuininaling bowls fnun tfietric-

lanip holders." C. H. Barker. March 29th.

9,083. " Efectricafly-heated incubator." W. J. ANUEliSON. March 2llth.

9,089. " Circuit-tonducting means for t-lectrically-operatcd app.-iratus within
gimbal-supported casing, &c." K. L. D.wiES and R. D. Metcalfe.
March 29th.

9,099. " Rccei^'in^; circuits." Western Electric Co. March 3'Jlh. (United
States, January 5th, 19le.)

9,103. " Device lor tilting sha.lcs of efeclric lamps." W. J. Makkuam.
March 29th.

9,107. " Electric ovens." C. H. Lauth. March 29th.

9,127. " Automatic signaller for wireless telegraphy and telephony." K. E.

Grav. March 29th.

9,141. " Electric switches." P. Rubert. March 29lh.

9,165. " .-Vntiseptic telephone mouthpiece att

March 30th.

9,180. " Means for .obtaining eleclricitv froi

the same." H. Gough-Turner. March 30th.

9,221. " Electric heating and cooking apparatus." J. J. J. iM. Kluvt.mans.
March 30th.

9,223. "Oscillation generators." Western Elecikic Co. March 30th.

(United States, June 1st. 1915.)

9,323. " Electrical transmission systems." Western Electric Co. March
30th. (United, States, M.-iy 18lh, 1914.)

9,225. "Telephone systems." Automatic TELEfllONE Manufacturing Cu.
March 30th. (United States, May 28th, 1919.)

9,236. " Manufacture of incandescent lamps." Westinghouse Lamp Co.
March 30th. (United States, April 3rd, 1919.)

9,238. "Protective -apparatus for niulli-phase allernaling-currenl circuits."

Metropolitan-Vickers Elegtric.\l Co. March 30ih. (UnitL-d States, April

4th, 1919.)

9,251. " Elcctrolvtic deposition of iron and treatment of deposits." H.
Lovelock and T. Trv & Son. March 30th.

9,264. " Morse-tapping instruments." J. H. Hansen. March Slst.

'9,273. " Electric switches to prevent st.irting of internal-combustiun

engines." K. E. A. Akeks and W. H. Briscoe S: Co. March 31st.

-9,279. "Means lor electrically detecting or estimating dissolved matter or

impurities in water, &c." A. \V. E.MPSON. March 31st.

9.336. "Electric transmission systems." Western Electric Co. March
31st. (Unite«l States, Febru.iry 1st, 1918.)

9-,337. " Ek-ctlical iuse-holders." A. H. M«wi!rl. an.l F. Shkrgold.
March 31st.

'9,341. "Processes, and cells for eleclrohlii ,1 i.ui-,,iuii ul .ilkaline

salts.'' M. Wli.UER.M.\N. M:.rch 31st.

9,345. " Varying field slrenath of electric machines." SlE.MENs .ScnucKERI-

werke. March' 31st. (Germany, .April 26th, 1917.)

-9,346. " Conti-ol of field strength of electric machines." Siemens
ScHUCIOiUTWERKE. March 31st. (Germany, June 7th, 1917.)

•9,347. " Terminrd and sp.M-kiog-plug tester." J. U.«-lEs ami E. Lyons.
March 31st.

-9.3.52. " rrotecliv.- devires for electric circuits and apparatus." British
Thomson-Houston Co. ((Jer.eral Electric Co.). March 31st.

•9,3~3. "Killings for' electric, naa. &c., lighting." A. G. Be.wer and The
.Sln Electrical Co. March 31st.

-9,38'J. " Electro-nujgnetic induction micrometers." J. M. Ford.
JJarch 31st. .

, , .

.9,433. "Thermionic relays or amplifiers." G. A. Mathieu. April 1st.

9j437. " Electrolytic, rectifiers." H. Leitner. April Ist.

9,438. " Propulsion of electrically-propelled vehicles or trains." A.
Kaworth.. April 1st.

9.445. " Electrolytic treatment of ores containing zinc, &c." Electrolytic
Zinc Co. April 1st. (Australia, .•\pril 4th, 1919.)

9.446. "electrical indicators." British L.M. ' Ericsson MANtiFACTURiNC
Co. and W. M. Crowe. April Isl.

9.452. " Cooling electrical apparatus." G. Schkoeder. .April 1st.

9.453. "Means for carrying- off heat generated in electrical apparatus."
G. ScHROtDER. April 1st. '

.

9,460. " Dynamo-electric machines." G. A. JuHCtN and The Metropolttan-
VlcKERS Electrical Co.. April 1st, .

9,483- " Compound anode for electro-plating and method of making same."
C. R. Dean: April 1st. (United States, December 12th, 1917.)

9,487. " Magneto-electric machines." British Tho.mson-Hocston Co. and
A. P. Young. April 1st.

'

9,493. "Sparking plugs for' aero-motors. &c." A. Ccstoza. .April 1st.

(Italy, April 1st, 1919.)

9,496. "Self-supporting induction coils." De Forest Radio . Telephone
AND Telegraph Co'. April 1st,

;
(United States, April 4th, 1919.)

9,519. "Lighting-magnetos for cycles, Se." Sou. .Anon. La Magneto
Btio-E. April- Isl. (Belgium, October 2nd, TJID.)

1.818.

s-.VLS. G. J. Parker and C. A. P.irkcr. J.mu.iry 20th,

10,455. Electru-usmotic PKtx;Ess for removing w.vfer fro.m M.vrE-l<i,u.s.

Eleklro Osmose Akt. Ges. (Graf Schwcrin Gcs.). October 2«lh, 1917.
(135,817).

18.321. .Automatic KEcULAtlNG systems for ijynamo-elegtric m-vchinks,
British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.) November Hth, 1918.
(139,836.)

20,759. Magneto ignition systems. Compagnic Gcnerale de Magnetos.
August 31st, 1918. (132,223.)

21,831. Electric furn.ices. E. lenlon. June 21bt, 1919. (139,843.)

1919.
1.464. Electrii

1919. (139.849.)

2,361. Electric lamp sockets. G. Frankel. January HOth, 1919. (139,855.)

3,158. Telephone instruments. Western Electric Co. and V. Aniberg.
February 8th, 1919. (139,861.)

3,835. Methods of using three-electroue ionic tuiies, applicable for
WIRELESS telegraphy AND OTHER PURPOSES. L. B. Tumer. February 17th,
1919. (139,867.)

4,709. Altern.ating current limiting apparatus. S. Salto. February 28th,
1918. (123,766.)

4,791. Circuits of incandescent lamps. A. H. Railing ,-ind C. C. Garrard.
February 2(ith, 1919. (139,876.)

5,119. Heating- by electrical means and to any desired ie.mperature metal
rings or bands of any shape ok S1/.E. H. S. Binns. March 1st, 1919.

(139,881.)

6,024. Step-by-step mechanism for electric MO-roK-ST>\RTERS. .A. H. Railing,
C. C. Garrard and W. Wilson. March Uth, 1919. (139,889.)

6,035. Trolley heads of electric tramcars and the like. R. J. Clarke.
March 11th, 1919. (139,890.)

7,032. Connecting-devices for electric circuits. Remv Electric Co.
-April 22nd, 1918. (125,943.)

7,181. Electrical switches. J, W. Haran and II. C. Tofield. March
23nd, 1919. (139,897.)

7,501. Automatic switching apparatus for telephone e.\change systems.
Western Electric Co. (Western Electric Co.). March 25th, 1919. (139,900.)

8,28(i. Holders for -wiRELtss detecting crystals. W. P. Thompson (V.

J. Brochard). April 3nd, 1919. (139,904.)

- 8,609. Cable conduits for electric travelling cranes. C. L. Browne and
S. H. Heywood & Co. April 5th, 1919. (139,913.)

8,863. Rheostats. F. C. Curtis. April 8th, 1919. (139,915.)

9,284. .Automatic welding devices. British Thoin.son-Houston Co.
(GencTal Electric Co.). April Hth, 1919. (139,919.) .

10,065. Sparking plug. W. G. Clayton. April 22nd, 1919. (13.1,933.)

11.437. Cables for electricvl machines adapted to be coiled and un-
coiled. Electro-Agricultur. Akticbolaget. June 7th, 1918. (127.813.)

14,111. Preparing alcminicm ok its alloys for electro pl.vting. H. D.
Cunningham. June 4th, 1919. (139.967.)

14,680. Electric switches. R. L. Murray and Telephone Manufacturing
Co. June 10th, 1919. (139,972.)

14.776. Electkicallv-he.ated laundry irons. F. Angell and H. Angell.

June lllh, 1919. (139,973.)

15,342. Methods of indirectly coupling a radio-telegraphic .\ntenna to a

high-frequency aliernator. March 15th, 1918. (128,575.)

17,432. Electric,\l signalling appar.atus. M. J. Railing and J. J. V.
Connoughton. July 11th, 1919. (139,994.)

18,005. Sparking plug for iNTERil.u-coMBUslloN engines, E. Piquerez.

Deccmbr ISlh, 1918. (136,798.)

The A.C. Commutator Motor.— The a.c. commutator
motor in its various loiiii.s ha.s been develojjed princii»lly

tor the ijurpose of obtaining adjustable or variable speeds.

In general, control of .speed with the A.c. induction motor
implies variable or adjustable trc(iuene.y in some foiTn, and
this, in turn, involves a ecmmutator ot some type. In con-
sequence, the problem of commutating A.c. usually goes
band-in-haiid witli that of speed control. The simplest
method, according to the author of a paper on this subject

in the Journal of the American I.E.E. for Mai-ch, 1920, for

viewing both the a.c. and d.c. commutating problems, is to

consider primarily the actual e.m.f.'s short-circuited by the
brushes, and the resistance in the .short-circuited paths, i.e.,

the problem is largely one of the permissible amount of short-

circuit current. In the D.c. machine the e.m.f. short circuited

by the brushes is that generated by rotation of the short-

circuited armature coils in the armature and external field

fluxes. In the same way, in the A.c. commutator motor, there

is an r.m.f. due to the armature flux or field, as in the d.c.

machine, and in addition there are other e.m.f. 's due to the

primary or field fluxes. The latter may be classified as

primary rotational and transformer e.m.f. 's. One limitation

in the design of a.c commutator motors, in general, is that

these rotational and transformer e.m.f. 's are often larger in

degree than the e.m.f. due tto the armature fhix. However,
the author contends that the commutation problem in a.c.

motors is the same as for D.c, when all e.m.f. 's are taken
into account. The major part of the paper covers the con-

sideration of the difi'erent e.m.f. 's which should be taken

into account in the various tyi^es of a.c. commutator motors,

and it is shown in a general way that the e.m.f.'s involved in

.sneed control also appear in the commutation^ problem. In

the latter part of the paper certain general conditions of

commutation and brush operation are treated, and some
figures are given for comparison of a.c. and D.c, comtautat-

ing .limits.
...
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The Intelligence and Statistics Department of the llinistry

of Labour has just published a peport of 244 pages, bringing

the available information on this subject down to 191:1, the

last previous report having been issued by the Labour

Department of the Board of Trade in 19 li'.

At October ;;ist, 1911), the number of schemes in exist-

ence was l<s2, representing some quarter of a million

employed persons. The total number of schemes known to

have been started was :!so, one of which dat«d from 1829,
while all the rest had begun since 1865. Jlore than half

have been brought to an end, and the average life of the

abandoned schemes was about sJ, years. Of the existing

schemes, only 30 were inaugurated before 1901, and 9.5 have
commenced since the beginning of 1911. The average life

of the schemes now in existence, excluding 29 started during
1919, is about 14 years.

Considered in detail, the report shows that there are very

great variations in the numbers of schemes started from
year to year : and it is stated that it is difficult to correlate

these variations with the fluctuations which occur with
greater or less regularity in other industrial statistics.

From time to time profit-sharing attracts considerable

interest, and great energy is displayed in the devising and
inauguration of schemes, then activity dies down, and very

little is done for several years. The present time is one in

which attention is focussed on profit-sharing as a means by
which it is hoped that the identity of the interests of capital

and of labour may be more fully recognised by all sides, and
the legitimate claims of those concerned may be satisfied.

There can, we think, be little doubt in the minds of any
that considerable progress has been made in the democratisa-

tion of the outlook of these whose chief concern is with
capital. Employers realise that they cannot hope to retain

all the profits of manufacture, trading, or commercial enter-

prise of any kind, while the manual worker remains a wage-
slave. There has, in short, been much levelling down.
Has the levelling up on the part of labour, of which there

has been some, been commensurate ?

This is a most difficult nuestion to answer. There is

undoubtedly a tendency on the part of many manual workers'

Trade Unions to demand that by far the greater part of the

profits shall be distributed in the form of wages. We have
shown on previous occasions that this tendency is the

inevitable result of centuries of inadequate remuneration

and deplorable industrial conditions. The only hope of

counteracting it is by the education of the mass of workers

to that point when they become conscious that all those

concerned in the industrial problem— capital, labour,

and management—are mutually interdependent and
necessary, the one to the other and each to each. When
this fact is realised, we believe it will appear obvious that

as all are interested in the results, all must do their utmost
to attain them : and it seems to us to follow logically that a

system of payment by results, or profit-sharing, is the best

means of bringing this about.

We know that this has been realised by many of the

leaders of thought in the labour world, bat it is certain

that among the main body it is regarded with suspicion.

It is felt that payment by results is bound up with what
has been called " scientific management." Process specifi-

cations, calling for the performance of a given task in a

given way in a given time, hour after hour, day after day,

are considered to be destructive of human initiative and
enterprise. The man in the works says, in effect :

" You
may have, on the capitalist side, great responsibilities,

enormous issues may depend upon your judgment, and the

mental strain involved may occasionally be too great to be

[Olo] D
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borne : but the life you lead is of iiii altogether different kind

from ours, the reward you reap is jrreater, and not one of

you would change with a typical representative of our-

selves."' The monotony of daily existence leads to the

demand for such pay as will make it possible for the worker,

if he wishes, to take a day or two oil' every week, which means
that two days' wages and time produce one day's results.

It would appear, from the statements advanced on behalf

of labour, that profit-sharing is opposed because of the close

association between the firm and its workpeople, which a

good scheme must produce . It is feared that those

workpeople will lose interest in the welfare of their fellows

in other concerns, and that the solidarity of the Union may,
in consequence, be imperilled. Protit-shariDg based upon
particular firms, then, is not regarded with favour. The
attitude of organised labour might possibly be dili'erent

towards a system of profit-sharing based upon a whole
industry, though recent events in the coal world seemed to

indicate that a more selfish view existed. It would be very
much more difficult to administer schemes having whole
industries for their bases. The difficulty of drawing
definite boundaries would be great, and a unification of

interest among competing undertakings and their share-

holders very much closer than anything existing at present,

or likely to exist in the near future, would be required.

Profits depend on the organisation of the undertaking,

and this is mainly planned and brought into Ijeing by the

employer, though the trained brain worker plays an impor-
tant part. They also depend on economical buying of the
materials required in manufacture ; and management, with
clerical assistance which may or may not be organised, is

entirely responsible for this part, even in the case of those

large closed corporations which cover so much ground as to

be practically self-contained. The sale of the finished pro-

duct is carried out by the same class of workers, and upon
efficient selling tactics the profits of any establishment lean

very heavily. The concern of organised labour—not, as is

sometimes stated, of the innirer. for the salesmen and
buyers, the designers, engineers, and shop superintendents
are all workers—is with xaanufacture, and labour's chief

contribution to profit lies in the avoidance of waste, both in

time and material.

Organised labour claims that only in this last province
can it iissist profit-making, and to make the worker's
remuneration depend on profits will be to subject him to

the operation of forces which he cannot direct or control.

Workers of all classes have experienced the undoubted
tendency which is manifested in its full evil as completely
in the electrical industry as in any other, to cut piece -rates,

assign maximum limits to monetary reward, and generally
to bring the employe up against a limit. This isstrougly
resented, and it certainly seems that an expanding svstem
would be more efl'ective in getting the last ounce out of all

concerned. If a manager, let us say, received 1 per cent,
on the first i" 1 0,000 of profit, and :.' per cent, on the second
'JIO.OOO, would he not be far more interested in putting
his whole heart into the advancement of his firms business
than if, as is more generally the case, he were to be paid
i per cent, on the second ilO.oOn:- And this is a
consideration which applies to all grades.

Profit-sharing, wiih its logical corollary, a share in
direction and control, has prospered more inthe gas supply
industry than in any other, but the Report issued by the
Ministry of Labour gives a vast amount of detailed
information relating to every kind of commercial activity.
On one page alone we find such various walks of life as
oyster cultivation, printing, tea-blending, paint manufacture,
farming, and shipbuilding, and these are schemes which
are in existence at the present time. Equally full
details, where they are available, are given of the schemes
which have come to an end, so that information as to what
difects to avoid may be extracted therefrom. The reasons
for the abandonment of the schemes are stated, aud we find
that in some cases employers were dissatisfied, while in
others employes were apathetic. We should not like to
suppose that in every case where the employers were dis-
satisfied it was because the workers received too much, and
rire rersa .• but this was at least a probable cause in many
instances. Any scheme will be regarded apathetically if it

produces insignificant results, and any scheme will b«

regarded with su-idcion if the means by which the results

are arrived at are kept secret from those concerned.

The development of the ideal scheme in every case is a

difiicult business, but we are convinced that it should be
boldly tackled, and that the present is the right time to

begin.

An exhibition in connection with the
The Building ,

.,,. , , •

Trades
''uilding trades is now in progress at

olympia. It is strongly held in elci--

trical circles that new buildings should be wired for

electricity ah initin. Obviously the Building Trades
Exhibition is the place for exhibits of electrical wiring
systems, and all kinds of domestic electfical apparatus.

Consequently the electrical industry, being wide awake and
enterprising as behoves a comparatively youthful and
energetic member of the building -trades, is fully repre-

sented and very much in evidence at this exhibition, taking
advantage of an excellent opportunity to catch the eye of

the architect and engage the interest of the builder— what ?

Xii f Is it possible that the opportunity has been missed 'i

That gas has it all its own way, and that electrical exhibits

are almost conspicuously absent from such a show ':

Alas !—it is but too true I While the gas interests

occupy about a fifth of the fioor space, there are not half-a-

dozen electrical exhibits of wiring and fittings.

When will the electrical men wake up to the. fact that

tliey must seek and obtain publicity, in the right way, and
at the right time ': Fifteen electrical stands out of I's.") I

—

and many of these, though excellent in themselves, in no
way connected with the electrical equipment of new
buildings—not a single exhibit of installation materials or

wiring methods !

The Budget.
Ox Monday last the Chancellor of the

Exchei|uer (Mr. Austen Chamberlain)

111 ide his Budget statement in the House of Commons. For

S"me time past there has been fairly general acknowledgment
of the necessity for steps to be taken to put the nationaJ

finances in a fair way for carrying without unsteadiness

the terrible burden imposed by the war. On the whole, it

may be said, the nation was in a mood to stand new taxa-

tion wherever really necessary for the present in order to

secure stability, and to promote abroad confidence in

British credit. Increases in various expenses and taxes

have been inevitable, and were a foregone conclusion ; for

example, the higher wages bill of the Post Office has

rendered changes in postal, telegraph and telephone rates

necessary unless that department is to be conducted at a

loss. The Budget is described as a tax on industry, and
there is good ground for the criticism, though one cannot

easily imagine a practicable alternative. Most of the changes
seem likely to have a restrictive and restraining influence

upon trade and industry, and we shall need to watch their

ifTcct ; but the continuing of the Excess Promts Duty has

come as a surprise to the industrial world— still more its

in rease from 40 percent, to GO per cent. For some reason

or other the impression had got abroad that because it had
bicu so recommended to the Chancellor, the Excess Profits

Duty was to give place to another form of tax. Instead of

that, the Duty is retained, and increased, while the suggested

substitute is to be imposed simultaneously as well, in the

form of a Corporation Tax— T) per cent, on undivided prcfits

of limited companies, concerns with less than £500 having

exemption. As some sort tf solatium, more imaginary

than real, it may ultimately prove to be, there is to be

due allowance made for the dilTtrence of :.'0 per cent, if

any scheme of Capital I.-evy on war fortunes is brought in

later in the year. At the moir.eat of goinsr to jr ss it

scsms probable that the addition to the Excess Profits

Tax may not be approved, owing to the hostile recep-

tion accorded to the proposal at Westminster, in the City,

and in industrial circles generally. Among the welcome
features of the Budget is the promised relief from double

lucome-Tax within the Empire. It is obvious from the

statement of the Chancellor that trade and industry will

have to contribute largely to the return of national financial

stability. Already the biirJciu ij.ie to industrial conditions
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are occasioning conLiuiuil and sprious anxiet}'. and the

troubles of business men promise to become still heavier.

Amid all the suggestions, criticisms, and forebodings which

are in the air at the moment, we can at least hold it certain

that whatever happens, industry and trade will have to

make an immense effort if thuy are going to weather the

storm and carry on with profit to themselves after they

have met the claims of the State.

A NOTEWORTHY event in the German
iR erman

gigg^j-jQal engineering industry that has
Amalgamatloo. , °

. J^ . •'.

,

been under consideration for several

months past, is now to take place by the practical amalga-

mation of t«"o big firms. An official intimation to this

effect was made last week, when it was announced that the

directors of the Berlin A.E.U. had decided to issue new
shares so as to be able to effect an interchange of shares

witL the Felten & GuiUeaume Co., of Cologne, and that the

directors of the latter company had resolved to recommend
the shareholders to accept the offer. The iiuotations for

the shares of the Cologne company have recently risen

largely, partly on rumours of purchases for foreign account,

and partly because of reports of a prospective amalgamation,

and they stand higher than the shares of the A.E.G.

It may be recalled that close relations have existed between

the two companies for a number of years. The first step

was taken in 1910, when the prosperity of the Cologne

company was threatened tbrougli the absorption of the

Frankfort works of the Lahmeyer Co. The A.E.G.

participated in the reconstruction, and took over the

FranKf lit works, which, however, was subsequently closed.

Shares to the amount of 16,000,000 marks in the F. and G.

Co. were acquired for the purpose of establishing a

community of interc.'^ts, and of these shares slightly

over 8,000,000 marks are still in the possession of the

A.E.G. A new period of development then began, and the

efficiency of the Carjswerk considerably increased in

intimate co-operation with the Berlin company.

A new factor in the situation has recently risen through

a foreign group displaying interest in the Carlswerk. The
group, the nationality of which is not disclosed, is said to

have held out the prospect of guaranteeing the supply of

raw and semi-finished materials to the Cologne company
provided that the group were given an interest in the latter

by the acquisition of shares. Negotiations on the question

are only proceeding slowly, and the result cannot be fore-

.

seen. In the meantime, it has been ascertained that shares

have passed into foreign ownership. Dealing with the

question of pressure from outside, the official communica-
tion states that, on the one hand, negotiations would be

facilitated if there were one big German shareholder capable

of making binding agreements concerning participation in

shares, and who, on the other, could form a counterpoise to

the influence to be exercised. Having regard to this

economic problem, which not only affects the considerable

holding of the A.E.G. but also the whole position of the

Carlswerk, it was considered natural that such close

relations should be established between the two companies
also in the matter of capital structure as to lie equal to an
amalgamation. As a consequence, the directors of both
companies have decided to recommend the shareholders to

accept an offer on the b.isis of an interchange of three

A.E.G. shares for two shares in the F. and G. Co., which
will reiiuire 75,000,000 marks of the former for the

60,000,000 marks of the latter. The directors of the

A.E.G., therefore, propose to increase the company's share

capital by 100,000,000 marks, the difference between this

amount and that requited to carry out the projected trans-

action being intended to strengthen the working capital.

As far as can be understood from the official information,

the sole object of the scheme is to safeguard the interests of the

F. and (J. Co. from the invasion of foreign capital to such an
extent as to be able to control the Carlswerk. Yet it would
have been possible for the directors to have attained this

object in another way and without surrenderine the inde-

pendence of the company, namely, by the issue of preference
shares having manifold voting rights, as has been already

carried out by many companies, and is still being proceeded

with by othere, in order to prevent foreign capitalists from

taking advantage of the depreciated German currency and
the state of distress existing in the country. In any case,

the success of the scheme of absorption, which is not con-
tingent upon the presentation for interchange of a specified

minimum number of shares, appears to be assured, as large

blocks of shares in the F. A- G. company are held by the
directors and their friends. It is, moreover, not improbable
that the eyes of the A.E.G. are also pointing in the direction
of further aci|uisitions in the near future, so as to render tlie

company absolutely independent in the matter of all kinds
of raw and semi-finished materials for manufacturing
purposes.

^. „ The strike of employes of the South-
Thc Southampton

, t-h ^ -^ i-T ,• i • ,

Strike.
ampton fcilectricity Department, of which

we give further particulars to-day, must
be regarded as a very regrettable incident. It does not

relate to wages or conditions of labour, i|uestions in which
public sympathy mitjlit be enlisted : the matter at issue

is the right of a liritish citizen to resign from one Trade
I'uion and join another Trade I'nion.

On the strength of that question—a dispute between
Unions, in no way affecting the employers, who in this case
are the municipality, a section of the State—the employes
went on strike without warning, and did their best to

paralyse the diverse activities of the townspeaple by cutting
off the public supply of electric light, heat, anrl power.
For a short time they were successful, but the engineers,

with the help of volunteers, succeeded in restoring the
supply, and later new men were engaged, with a firm promise
of permanency. Several Unions are involved in the strike,

but the Klertrii-al Trades Union, as usual, is the ringleader.

The dispute has now shifted to the question of reinstate-

ment ; the Corporation cannot discharge the new men
without a gross breach of honour, and the certainty that on
a future occasion its word will not be trusted.

To sum up the situation, the men struck without
warning, against the community, on a matter with which
the community had no concern whatever. Their action was
inexcusable and entirely unwarranted, being based upon
u dispute that might, and should, have been settled by a
friendly conference between the Unions. The strike

weapon should never be employed save in the last resort.

[As we go to press, we learn that the strike has been
settled by the dismissal of the new men. with two months"
pay. and the reinstatement of the strikers.]

As mentioned in a previous issue, it

a German
^® proposed to transfer the undertaking of

Company. ^^*^ German Transmarine Electricity Co.

to a Spanish group, which is to issue

interest bonds and shares in exchange for the ordinary

shares in the Geruiany company, and to redeem the l.;tter"s

preference shares at the price of 150 per cent., or a

premium of 40 per cent, as they are nominally redeemable

at 110 per cent. But the holders of the loan capital (bonds

or obligations) appear to be receiving scanty consideration.

Between 100:1 and r,)13 the company issued seven series of

bonds of the nominal value of 120,000,000 marks, and
according to the la^t balance-sheet, which refers to the end
of li)16, bonds for 105,3.")i),000 marks were still in

circulation. The bonds which are already terminable,

were issued partly outside Germany, and with the exception

of the loan of 3,000,000 marks of 1903, which was also

issued in English currency (£150,000), they are repayable

in German marks at a premium of 3 per cent. Having
regard to the enormous depreciation of the mark, consider-

able concern is being manifested by the holders of the bonds
both in Germany and Switzerland, in conseijuence of the

directors of the German company having given notice to

redeem all the bonds without delay. If this intention is

carried into effect, it will imply a heavy, loss to the holders :

in Switzerland alone the 1,000-mark bond is only worth

about 80 fr., whereas at one time the capital value was

1,250 fr. It is, therefore, suggested that in the interest of

German credit abroad, the bonds should also be taken over

by the Spanish group, and be redeemed gradually by annual

drawings, as is customary.
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THE NEW BAKERLOO ROLLING STOCK.

{Concludedfrom page 484.)

Vi^. 7 is ail interior view of one of the care : the

interior steel panels are painted a dark cream, while

the ceilint; of the arched roof, which is constructed of

agasote. is enamelled flat white. All unnecessary or-

namentation is disjjensed with, and no roof advertise-

ments are to be placed inside the cars. The seats

are upholstered in red and black rep. It will be seen

from tigs. 7 and 10 that strap-hanging is abolished: in

place of the leather straps, strong vertical wooden bars

are conveniently placed to give some sort of stability to

passengers who are compelled to stand, and metal ' grab

handles " at the seat ends serve the same purpose. Each

Fig. 7.

—

Interior of New Bakerloo Coach.

person seated is assured of ample room, and comfortable

elbow rests are provided between the longitudinal seats.

Hat or light-luggage racks are fitted for the first time in

tube railway cars, and below the seats electric heaters

are installed.

With regard to ventilation, in addition to the ordinary

drop lights, an air duct with perforations runs the whole

length I 'f the car. The illumination is by diffused light

from opal bowls placed in a row along the centre of the

ceiling, and globe lamps at the shoulder provide for

passengers who wish to read, as shown in figs. 7 and 10.

Fig. 8.—Intebiur of Driver's Cab.

All the cars are fitted with emergency electric lights, which
are supplied from accumulators carried on the motor-cars,

and arranged in such a manner as to be automatically

switched into circuit in the event of the main supply failing

at any time.

Fig. 8 is an interior view of the driver's cab, while

fig. 9 shows the control contactor gear. Fics. 10 and 11 show
elevations, plan, and sections of the motor and trailer

cars respectively.

The train control equipment was supplied by the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and is of the relay-

automatic type. The normal method of operation with this

system is to place the controller at once to the full parallel

position when starting a train. The contactors are then

picked up in their correct se'|uence by the current-limiting

relay, which operates as soon as the motor current has

dropped to a predetermined value. The relay consists of two

shunt coils and one main coil. The latter carries current

equal to that of one motor only. The actuatint; coils of the

contactors are energised throutrh one or other of the two

shunt coils in such a manner that, if one is energised

through one shunt coii, the next one to close will be

energised in series with the other shunt coil. The two relay

shunt coils act on two plungers controlled by gravity.

Each plunger, when in its lower position, closes a disk

switch in series with the other shunt coil ; but when raised,

due to its coil being energised, opens this switch. Thus,

when one of the plungers is raised, the shunt coil, acting on

the other, cannot be energised because of the break in the

circuit produced by the above-mentioned switch, but

although it is the control current that raises the plunger, so

as to produce this break, it is the current, passing through

the main coil which maintains the break, and the plunger

is not released until this current has dropped to the pre-

determined value. Then the plunger falls and closes the

Fi(i. ;i.—TiiAiN Control Contactors.

swit€h which completes the circnit for the next contactor

coil to be energised.

The principle underlying the method of control adopted

in connection with the current-limiting relay is that, after

a contactor has been picked up, as described above, its coil

is immediately transferred, by means of interlocks, to

another wire. There are thus essentially two operating

wires, the picking-up wire and the retaining wire, although

other wires are introduced for forward and reverse running,

circuit-breaker setting, ic. As there are no main bus

lines down the train, a potential relay is fitted on each

motor car, which drops all contactors on that car when the

shoes lose current. This is necessary, because when no

current passes through the main coil of the current-

limiting relay, it ceases to exercise its control over the rate

of pickinir-up of contactors.

The controller has four forward points and two reverse

(series only), of which Xos. 2 and 4 are running points,

where all resistance is cut out. A useful provision in the

control is that, if. in the course of the automatic notching

up, the controller handle is brought back to the first or

third notch, as the case may be, the automatic closing of

contactors is stopped, but those already closed are kept up.

The working of the safety button on the controller

handle differs from the London Electric Railway standard

in that the safety button cannot be released, except when
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the handle is at the off position. If, however, the liaiidle

itself be let go, it flies back to the off position, when current

is instantly cut off, and the brakes are applied throughout

the train.

Another safety device, which is now part of the standard

L.E.R. e(|uipnient. is the control circuit governor. By
interrupting the control circuits this device prevents the

train being driven forward, unless the main pipe of the

Westinghouse brake is chariicd with air and the trip-cock is

cut in.

Each motor-car is fitted with two G.E. 212 motors of

240 H.p. each, which are geared for a free running speed of

from 40 to 45 M.i'.H.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to Mr. A. R. McCallum
for providing us with an opportunity to inspect the new
stock, and also for the loan of photographs and drawings

from which the above illustrations were reproduced.

THE BUILDING TRADES EXHIBITION.

It is exactly 25 years ago since the first building exhibi-

tion was held at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London ; in

1907 it was transferred to Olympia, where it has since been

held biennially up to the year I'.ilS. The present

Exhibition, which was opened at Olympia on April lOtb,

and closes tc-morrow, is the firtt purely technical one of

its kind entirely devoted to the building trade, to be held

since the outbreak of war, and the promoters have succeeded

in assembling a tine collection of materials and plant. The
Exhibition is, therefore, of more than usual interest. A
party of French gentlemen interested in building, and
particularly in refractory goods, was to come to London to

attend the Exhibition, and afterwards a conference of French
and British manufacturers on refractory goods was to be

held. A number of visits and conferences of associations

and societies interested in building were arranged to take

place during the period the Exhibition remains open. '

Although the exhibits arc of much interest, there is very

little of anelectrical nature to be seen ; only on some 15 out
of a total of nearly :.'.s5 stands are electrical goods exhibited.

In what follows, a brief description of these exhibits is

given, but nothing new was noticed, most of the exhibits

having been shown at other recent exhibitions.

The Titax Liit Co., Ltd., London, has on view a five-floor,

push-button lift machine of the drum type suitable for carryintr

four passengers ; a service lift suitable for loads of 1 cwt.. also
push-button controlled, and V-sheave type four and six-passenger
machines arrani;ed for push-button or car-switch control.

Messrs. Mans, Egerton & Co.. Ltd., London, show self-

contained sets for lighting-, cooking, and he^ting. in country
hou.ses, both by electricity and by the '' Willett" air-gas .system.

Messrs. R. A. Lister & Co., Ltd., Dursley, also show an electric
lighting and power plant saitable for farms, country houses, .-to.,

of the automatic type, having a capacity of I KW. at a pressure of
.'i.T volts. Various sizes of petrol and oil engines, as well as a single
ram pump driven by a 2-H.p. petrol engine are also included in this
exhibit.

The R.\wlpluo Co., Ltd., London, has on view pa'.ent fibro

plugs which are used for fixing screws into any sort of material ;

the plugs require no skilled handling, nor do they damage 'h-
surrounding material, and they are invisible when in position, lli.j

exhibit, which attracted well-merited attention at other recent
exhibitions, includes excellent specimens of work in all classei of
materials. Frequent demonstrations of the uses of rawlplngs and
the advantages over the usuil method of obtaining a fixture aie
given.

The Metropot.itax-Vicsers Electrical Co, Ltd.. Mai-
chester, shows a selection of domestic electric heating and cookii ir

devices, as well as electric fans, switches and metallic-filaQien .

lamps. A selection of porcelain insulators of various types and
sizes is also shown.

Messrs. Fetters. Ltd., and Vickers Fetters. Ltd., Yeovil,
exhibit an electric lighting set, consisting of an internal com-
bustion engine couple 1 to a 2 5-KW. Metropo'itan- Vickers dynamo,
generating at a pressure of 50 volts. The set starts on a small
quantity of petrol, changing over automatically to paraffin, on
which it rues at low fuel costs.

Messrs. BcriLDixo Products, Ltd , London.—This firm's
specialities are interesting to the engineering, as well as to the
architectural, profession. "Rigifix" bolt-hanger sockets and
slotted inserts are u-ed for embedding in reinforced concrete beams
and columns for the purpose of attaching mechanical equipment
without the necessity of cu'ting into the finished concrete.
Specimens of various types and fittings and photographs, also

miscellaneous specialities connected with reinforced concrete

construction, are shown.

The Sturtevaxt Enoineerino Co., Ltd., London.—This
exliibit consists of electrically-driven turbine vacuum cleaning
plant for large and small buildings ;

ventilating plant and fans
;

and a Oo-h.p. portable turbo-electric suction cleaner, with a small
power consumption for work done.

Messrs. F. & C. Osleb, Ltd., Uirmingham, exhibit electric

lighting fittings in wrought and cast metaU, English alabaster,

and cut crystal glass, in classic styles, suitable for use in domestic,
ecclesiastical, and public buildings.

Messrs. Wavgood-Otis, Ltd., London, have an electric

passenger lift working to convey visitors up to, and down from,
the gallery. The lift is arranged for dual control—by car switch
with an attendant in the car. and automatically without an
attendant, by push-buttons in the car. A change-over switch is

fitted to the car, which is of up-to-date design and construction of

steel and glass. The wrought-iron enclosure work illustrates one
of the many designs that can be arranged, and two different forms
of position-indicators are shown. An " electroil " lift, consisting

of a direct-acting ram beneath the platform, operated by a patent
oil pump which is coupled to an electric motor and electrically

controlled, is also shown, together with working models of different

types of lifts and a number of accessories.

Messrs. Holophaxe. Ltd., London, exhibit lighting fittings

and glassware, including standard refiectors in all sizes ; these
prismatic reflectors are made in types giving extensive, intensive,

and focusing light distribution to suit varying heights of build-

ings. Reflector bowls and prismatic glassware in four sizes, and
giving a strong, soft downward light ; semi-indirect units

designed for decorative and diffusive effects ;
" concealed " pris-

matic shop window reflectors : a new design of reflector-refractor

for interior lighting, employing a combination of reflective and
refracting projierties : and street lighting refractors, a two-piece
enclosing bowl designed to give lateral light distribution, and
having a smooth surface both inside and out to facilitate cleaning,

are also to be seen on this stand.

Messrs. Marryat i: Scott, Ltd., London, show a complete
electric service lift in operation, the control being effected by
momentary pressure on suitably marked buttons. Safety in opera-

tion is assured by several fitments. A standard passenger lift car

is exhibited to demonstrate the action of the safety gear, which
device, in the event of stretching or failure of the lifting ropes,

automatically operates and sustains the load by gripping the guide
runners. The car is shown fully loaded a^d supported by the gear.

A line of standard controlling equipment is also shown.

Messrs. British Electric Vehicles, Ltd., Churchtown. South-
port, show electric battery industrial trucks and an accumulator
locomotive similar to those that have been described in our pages
from time to time. The trucks are manufactured in five different

standard patterns and capacities, in addition to being built to meet
special reciuirements when so desired. The locomotives are manu-
factured to suit any rail gauge, and to haul 10. 20, and 50 to 75

tons each.

Carron Company, of Carron, Stirlingshire, has a fine show of
heating stoves and cooking ranges, heated by both coal and gas as

well as by electricity. A considerable space has been set apart for the
exhibition of a selection of the firm's well-known electric heating

and cooking apparatus, which comprises cookers, grills, fish fryers,

hot-plates, electric kettles, irons, and glue pots. There are, in

addition, several models of electric fires in various finishes, and the

manner in which electric fires can be attractively fitted to existing

chimney breasts is effectively shown in one typical example in the
form of a complete electric fireplace.

Messrs. rNDERwooD (Manchester"). Ltd , of Manchester.

—

On this stand is exhibited the well-known " moonstone " illuminat-

ing glassware, which is of Canadian manufacture throughout,
consisting of lighting units for indirect lighting. It is neither

opaque nor transparent, but is between the two, and when lighted

exhibits a uniform luminous appearance, diffusing the light in a

manner very restful to the eyes. It is claimed that in passing

through the glassware the light loses very little of its illuminating

power, and is not coloured in the slightest degree. A large variety

of table standards, &c., together with an instantaneous electric

water-heater are also to be seen.

Me.ssrs. Allot Welding Processes, Ltd , London, exhibit

samples of structural steel work, in which the joints are welded
instead of being riveted, as is usual practice. Samples of tramway
rail welding and other work carried out by the A.W.P. process, and
different types of electrodes, are also on view.

Emigration of Workmen from U.S.A.— Recent reports

phow that workers are leaving the United States at the rate of

1,000 a day. Most of them that emigrate will not come back, and
few will cocne to replace them. Wholesale emigration of this kind
will harm industry, lessen production. The electrical industry will

suffer in proportion to the others. But this very thing, in a way,
may prove helpful to the industry, as it will result in renewed
activity in searc'i for, and invention of, labour-saving devices, and
in new applications of the use of electrical energy. Developments
during the war period proved that electricity, through its numerous
applications, replaced in some measure the loss of man-power in

the industrial world. It did it then, and it can do it now if a real

shortage of man-power results from the heavy tide of emigration.

Eleitrical Jiedtw, Chicago.
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THE CURRENT TRANSFORMER.

By C. W. MARSHALL, B.Sc.

The following is an outline of tbe prinripal characteristics

of current transformers used for operating alternating-

current instruments, such as relajs, ammeters, and watt-

meters. The subject is dealt with from the standpoint of

the user.

Engineers responsible for I lie constructional side of

switchboard work generally look on instrument transformers

as a necessary evil, and their requirements are that the

primary windings should have as few turns as possible, and
that the sectional area of copper and the insulation used

should be very liberal. In many cases it is specified that

single-bar primaries only are allowable. The reason for

this attitude is that transformers with multiple-turn

primaries are liable to break down between turns in the

case of potential surges, and to act as fuses during the

4. o F perpendicular to o k, through o represents the flnx

in the core of the transformer.

.5. oj,„ drawn slightly in advance of tlie flux vci'tor

represents the magnetising current.

6. n i.^ -1- r,„ gives o fi tbe primary current.

The load on the secondary is generally almost non-
inductive, and the ratio and phase angle may be approxi-

mately determined from

—

ii/jj =^ « -t- i'„,/r, ) i'„, = power component of r,„.

and tan "/>
=f= i"!"/?? ij )i"m = wattless „ „ „

These equations can readily be verified by a perusal of

fig. 2. The deduction to be made from them is that both
ratio and phase angle are directly dependent on the

magnetising current and accordingly on the ampere-turns

yV'

->.Ar

I

—^A'.w^^v^AV^.^« .—rfv\AA/vw^/V\A/v-»

Fig. 1.—General Diagram. Fig. 2.—Diagram for NON I.VDUCTIVE loads. ' t, Current transformer under test ;
w, and w.., V?attmetcrs.

Vector Diagrams for Cuirent Transformer. Flf;. 3._TesT TO ILLUSTRATE EFFECTS OP PHASE ANGLE.

enormous rushes of current which pass through them when
faults occur. These points are specially important on

sy&tems of large k.v.a. capacity, and the only note that

need be made on them is that, although the secondary

winding is almost as important as the primary, it is very

seldom mentioned in specifications. On low-tension

systems, open-type transformers are used ; but on high-

tension systems they must be enclosed and insulated with oil

or " compound." The latter type is much superior, as it

re((uires less supervision and is far easier to keep clean.

The testing engineer for whom accuracy is the essential

point wants a transformer in which the seconaary current

is an exact reproduction on a reduced scale of the primary

current. It is a fairly easy matter to fulfil this require-

ment so far as numerical ratio is concerned, and at the

same time to satisfy the constructional features mentioned

above. To be a true reproduction, however, it is necessary

that the reversed secondary current should be exactly in

phase with the primary, and this can only be the case when
there are many primary ampere-turns.

As the importance of this a.spect of the subject is

extremely great, an outline of the elementary features of the

current transformer will not be out of place, although it

has already been exhaustively dealt with.

In fig. 1 the notation is as below :
—

ii—Primary current, ii = turn ratio. (Secondary turns -r-

primary turns).

I, —Secondary current.

i„,—Magnetising current.

E,— Secondary induced e.m.f.

I; —Secondary terminal E.M.F.

(/) —Phase angle of transformer.

The essential purpose of the diagram is to show what
determines the transformation ratio i|/[., and the phase angle

</, (the angle between the primary and reversed secondary

current vectors). The diagram i.s drawn in the following

steps :

—

1. Draw e.,, to represent the secondary terminal voltage

= secondary current (i,) x secondary load impedance.

2. Draw o i, to represent the secondary current in

magnitude and direction.

:!. Draw e,; e, parallel to ij, representing the voltage

drop in the secondary winding. This gives o e., the

.secondary induced e.m.f.

of the windings. It is also clear from the diagrams that

the reversed secondary current is in advance of the primary

current by a small angle referred to above as the "phase
angle of the transformer." The importance of this angle

lies in its effect on the indications of power and energy

meters u.sed in conjunction with transform ere. On lagging

loads the effect of the phase angle error is to increase the

instrument reading and on leading loads the converse holds.

To give readers an idea of the numerical values of tlie ratio

and phase angle variations with different types of trans-

formers graphs have been drawn, showing the variations of

these for two transformers, one being of very high quality,

while tbe other is of tbe ordinary commercial grade. These
are shown in fig. i. Instead of plotting ratios directly, it

was thought preferable to plot percentage errors in secondary

Commercial Transformer. Standard Transformer.
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separate sources which can be varied in phase with respei't

to each other. If the volt-ampere load on tlie two watt-

meters is kept constant, and if their readinira are varied by

changing the phase relationship between the current and

potential, the effect of the current transformer phase angle

will be shown very clearly. Fig. 5 shows the results of

such a test on a 500/.'') current transfornier, with a bar type

primary. It will be seen that on low power factors, the

errors are very large, and that under ordinary conditions

(lagging loads) they will be positive, i./:, the wattmeter

connected to the transformer will read high. The ratio of

the transformer tested was almost exactly correct at b v. a.

load, and was approximately 2 per cent, wrong (secondary
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n-c- tendered the pre-war price. For the other streets we
tendered at au incrase of 09 per cent., i.e., £o instead of 3

guineas per lamp per annum. These prices arc, surely, a

moderate increase in view of the changed circumstances with
regard to the cost of material and labour.

NVe have not been told why our tender was refused, but
we understand that the gas Ughting scheme shows a saving

on the rates we put forward.
The Cheknsford Gas Co. was some year.*; ago taken over

bv the Chelmsford Coi'iJoration, and the rat« of 3s. 5d. per

l-,"000 cu. ft. charged by the Gas Co. in liU4 has now been
increased to 5s. 7d., an increase of 6-1 per cent.

In the past we secured the street lighting in competition

with gas; it would appear, therefore, that it is proposed to

provide gas for street lighting purposes much below the
present price to the general public ; moreover, it will, of

course, be necessary to provide gas lighting equipment for

all the streets, and at present prices.

We can quite understand that having acquired the gas

\\orks the Corporation of Chelmsford is desirous of providing
its own street lighting, but would like to take this opportunity
<if pointing out that its decision cannot have been influenced

by any unreasonable demand on our part.

K. xMoncrieEf,

Managing Director,

London, E.G. Thi' Eh;ctiic Supphi Corporaiion, Lid.
April nth, 19-20.

Electrical Appliances in Bathrooms.

Witn reference to j'our article in the Electrical Review
of the 16th inst.. is it not a fact that mvitrhes in bathrooms
are the most frequent cause of electric shocks? If contractors
would only use a high-grade rotary switch, all-china switch
with china dolly, or, as an alternative, place all switches at

about ceiling level controlled by strincs, this would avoid
trouble and would not unduly increase the cost of installation.

For wiring I favour lead-covered cable and sealing-in boxes.

Atnil l-K/i,,, 19-20.

Electrician.

Capitalists All.

Your interes-ting article boiled down means what has often
been suggested before, viz., that workmen shall share in the
profits as they increa.se. as the shareholders dd. Good. But
what about when the profits decrease?

F. Perceval.
Manchester, April IWi, 19-20.

[It is not our article. The author deals with the point in

the concluding instalment to-day.

—

Eds. Elec. Eev.]

Electric Japanning Ovens.

I was much interested in reading your notes re electric

japanning ovens. Perhaps you would consider the following

experience with electric stoving of equal importance to your
readers, and worthy of space in your next issue.

It is over eight years since my employers installed a battery
of nine varnish stoves for stoving varnished printed tin

sheets. The.se stoves were heated by gas. and the temperature
of each stove w-as from 180 deg. C. to 290 deg. C, according
to the class of work being stoved. The size of each stove is

18 ft. deep, 6 ft. wide, and 6 ft. high.

In 1913 I converted four of these gas .stoves for electric

.stoving, and I am more than sati.sfied with the results. Since
these four stoves were converted I have been able completely
to shut down the remaining five gas stoves, and we are able
to get through more work, in the same time, with four electric

stoves than was possible with the whole nine gas stoves.

Comparing the actual cost of electricity against gas, we
find that the co.st of gas per 1.000 sheets stoved is 10 per cent,

less than that of electricity. The advantages of electric stov-

ing are chiefly :
—

Greatly increased output.
No fear of explosion.

Easy to control.

I'urer atmosphere, and
Much better work turned oijt.

There may be other users of electricity in this coimtry for
the same class of work, but I have not up to the present
heard of anv.

Alfred Rider, A.iM.I.E.E.
Hull.

Ap'-n mh, 19-20.

The Commercial Efficiency of Fuel.

I am somewhat surprised that you repeat ypur statement
that in the discussion in Bii-mingham the case of electricity

was not adequately presented, in view of niy pointing out
that the leport on which yon .idmittedly ba.sed yoni- conclu-
.sinns is an imperfect one.

It was not injssilile. I think, for an adequate report to be
nut in the Press miless verv much more space had been given.
For example, T myself spoke, T believe, for as long as any of
the other speakers, and yet the report of my rem.iiks was
suppres.sed altogether. Tin's is probably my own fault, as

owing to pressure of work I did not prepare a typewritten
<opy of my speech, and I do not make any complaint about
it not being reported, but I certainly feel that the other
siK?akers and I have a just cause for complaint of your action
in making the statements you have without being fully in-

formed of what took place on the occasion of the debate in
question.

C. C. Garrard.
Cliainiian of the South Midland Territorial

Centre of the In.'ititution of Electrical

Engineim.
Witton, Birmingham.
April 10th, 19-20.

[So far as opinion is concerned, we ari- entitled, and are
able, to form our own opinion without assistance. But Dr.
Garrard assures us that we are not in posses.sion of the facts,

and that the report, though provided by the authorised
leporter. and .said to have been revised by the speakers, wa.s

far from representing the discussion. Very well, then; it is

obviously common ground, that the report of the discussion

docs not adequately present the case for electricity. We
accept that position, and the speakers leave the court without
a stain on their character.—Eus. Elec. Rev.]

Illicit Commission.

It is an unfortunate fact that the electrical trade is none
too free of underhand niethods, but it is not often that one
has exix-'rience of so gross a misdemeanour as the following

letter, which is dated from Walsall, and addressed to this

firm :

—

Walsall,
April loth, 1930.

DtUR Sirs,

I beg to ask yoii if you will let me know what com-
mission you win let me have on all orders for switch gear.

The orders would be for single, double, . and triple pole

switches ranging from .30 to 15(J amperes. Now, if you like

I will have the orders sent to you by a firm in this town.

I can assure you they will open an account with you if I

ask them, for t am in charge of their large electric plant. We
are always in want of switches, antl I had six of your single-

pole switches two years ago, but through another firm, and
I may say they have been exceedingly good ones.

My firm need not know that you would give me commis-
sion! I should also be glad if you would send lists of your
switches and other electi-ical goods you supply.

TiTjsting I shall hear from you and your agreement.

Faithfully yours,

X. X. Xxxxx.\x.

(We refrain from giving the name.)

Nottingham.
April 16th, 19-20.

The Cantie Switch Co., Ltd.

[There is a brazen candour about this propos.il which
compels admiiatiou—but in iio way lessens the iniquity of the

intention, while it aggravates the insolence of the suggestion

that the firm would stoop to such practices. Walsall firms

woidd do well to search out the writer and prosecute him.—
Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies.—The annual

renort for 1919 states that four societies were admitted to

membership, the Royal Statistical Society% the Eontgen So-

ciety, the Illuminating Engineering Society, and the Sur-

veyors' Institution, bringing the total number of constituent

bodies up to 57. Three ordinary meetings were held, and

also a special meeting to consider tue reports of the Com-
mittees on, the Metric System and the Patent Laws. The
Committee on Water Power, under the chairmanship of Sir

Dugald Clerk. K.B.E.. F.R.S., claim to have stimulated con-

siderable interest in the subject, and that steps are being

taken in many parts of the Empue to survey water resources

for the development of electricity. The report states that
" During the year a number of applications for advice or

assistance have reached the committee from various Colonial

Governments interested in the development of their hydraulic

lesources. These have served to strengthen the opinion of

the committee, expressed in their first 'report, that some

permanent cxjntral bodv is urgently required to co-ordinato,

advis,\ <-(>lIect, and distribute data relating to water powers

throiighont the Empire. In view of this opinion, the com-

mittee welcome the smigestion to hold an Imperial Conference

on Water Powers in 1 .ondon during the present summer." An
(>lal)orat.> rei)ort on the advisability or otherwise of the com-

liulsorv adoption of the metric xvstcm. dealmg boldly with the

actual practi(-al dillicultics confronting the .scheme, will be

published .shortly. t<igether with the critu-i.sms of the -rarious

s<ientific and technical societies to which it has been sub-

mitted.
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LEGAL.

Factohy Act Pkosecdtion.

At Speunynioor (Ooiiiity DuHiam) Petty Sessions, on A)iiil

13th, Messrs. Coulson ct Co., Merrington Lauc Ironworks.
Spenuymoor, were charged inuler the Factory and Worksho))
Act with having neglect<.Hl to suliQcienth' earth electric wires
used in connection with a portable drilling ,nia<'hine.

Mr. W. Latdi',!!. factory inspector, who prosecHt<'d, stated
that Joseph Bichardson. an employe of the defendant finn,
i^eceived a severe electric .sliock whilst attending to the
ma<-hine in question, and as a result had been unable for a
month to follow his employment. The legulations specified

that the machine should have been sufficiently earthed so

as to make it inijiossible for any workman to incur risk from
the electric current. Piichardson sustained a shock at 230
volts.

In the witness-box. Richakdson said he was knocked over
and injured while attempting to get hold of the machine
handle.
Mr. Pboud, for the defence, contended that there had been

no wilful neglect, the firm invariably complying with the
recommendations of insjiectors.

After a long consultation in private the Bench decided to

dismiss the case on payment of costs.

It was stated there would be an appeal against the decision.

Can Special SPECirrcATioNS be Chahged For?

In the City of Tjondon Court, on April 13th. before Assistant

Judge Jackson. Mr. Reginald Williams, trading as " Y " Elec-

trical Installation Co., 4, Creechurch Lane, E.G.. sued the

Paddington Radical Working Men's Club. Ltd.. for 10 guineas

for services rendered with reference to the electrical installa-

tion at their premises. Mr. Scott Duekers appeared for the

defendants.
Plaintiff said that the club had got out a specification for

lighting the place with ordinary drop lights. He thought a

special ceiling bowl fitting, if utilised, would cast a reflected

light from the ceiling and give much more light. That would
naturallv save current. The secretary suggested that he
(plaintiff) should dve the club a special e.stimate ba.sed on

his idea of the reflected light. The secretary took him round

to the club, and witness pointed out to the secretary where,

in his view, the particular lights should be placed. At the

same time he pnint^^d out the points that had been specified

in the specification. The secretarv was convinced that the

lights proposed by witness would be more effective and that

fewer points would be required. Consequently, less current

would be consumed. The secretarv asked him to give the

club a special specification, and at the same time to specify

the cost in accordance with the club's own specification.

Accordingly he sent the club two specifications, and the

special R]>ecification took a long time to get out. and involved

expense in production. The club decided tn adont their

original specification, notwithstanding the fact that thev had

asked him for his suggestions in writing. He went tono
end of trouble in the matter, and went over the club premises

three times, kt last he sent a telegram quoting for their

own specificntion. They did not even acknowledge his esti-

mates, and they ultimatelv turned him down altogether. He
now claimed the verv moderate fep of 10 guineas for loss of

time and professional services in the matter.

Frederick Sampei. Morris, secretary of the club, was called.

He said that on October 28th the committee decided to have

some fresh lightins arrangements, and a rouch specification

was drawn up with a view to the club being electricallv

lighted. Thev posted up a notice on the club's notice board

to the efTect that tenders would be invited, and as a result

of that they received tenders from five firms. The plaintiff

was one who tendered in common with others. He was not

asked to effect anv improvement in the club's specification,

nor was he asked to do anything more than each of the other

firms who tendered for the work was willing to do. He
did not emnlov plaintiff professionally to evolve anv new
scheme of lighting. Witness had no power to ^ledge the

club's credit, nor did he in fact do .so. The tenders were

examined bv the club's committee, and the tender of Mr.

Mcl^lland. who did the T^-ork. was accepted. Then he

received a telecram from the plaintiff making a further

quotation, but the matter having been settled there wasjno
eerily.

, . -J
The Assistant Judge w-as fullv satisfied that the maintm

tendered in the same wav n? the others, and that he had

made some sugge!3tion« ^^•h^ch. if thev had been adopted,

might have improved the light or pot. but that was dope on

plaintiff's own account. The plaintiff's tender wa.s not ac-

cepted, and he was clearly of opinion that the plaintiff had

no legal claim. Judgment for defendants with costs.

RisT 1'. Vni.co Madneto Co.

A PARTNERSHIP purchase of Oovernment magnetos gave rise

to on action heard bv Sir F. Newbold. the newly-appointed
High Court Official Referee, on the 13th, 14th and 15th April,

in which Mr. D. V. A. Rist, trading as the Vulco Manufac-

turing Co.. claimed from the Vulco Magneto Co. and Mr.
IJ. Roth Well the delivery of tH) magnetos or their value, and
damages, 'i'he original claim was for the delivery of 140
magnetos but by order of Mr. Justice McCardie 50 of that
number had been delivered.

I\I,r. Arthur Lawton apix'arcd for the plaintiff, and Mr
Cart Wright Sharp represented the defendants.

It apiwared that in 1917 the Government desired to sell a
luniiber of magnetos stored at the White City which had
belonged to the R.A.F. Mr. Rist tendered for them, and
his tender was accepted. For the purpose of carrying out
the purclia.se he entered into partnership with Mr. H. Roth-
well under the title of the Vulco Magneto Co., and that
jiaitnership continued from December 17th, 1917, until No-
vember 'JOth. 1918. at which latter date it was dissolved, and
the business of the defendant firm was afterwards carried
on by Rothwell in partnership with one S. .1. Watson. In
tk'tober, 1918, the defendant firm assigned to the plaintiff
£220. the whole of their .stock of the B.T.H. (British Thom-
.son-Houston), T.B. (Thomson Bennett), and D.U..5 (Bosch)
magnetos, being 190 in number, comprising 100 D.U.5. 2;^

T.B.. and 17 B.T.H., with a further 23 T.B. and 17 B.T.H.
The consideration for the sale was met by a reduction pro
fanfo of a debt then owing by thg defendant firm to the
plaintiff. On the same date the plaintiff assigned to the
defendant Rothwell for the sum of £110 90 of the magnetos.
It was alleged that the defendant had not completed tlTe

transaction, and that he had wrongfully detained certain of
the magnetos. It was a term of the sales that Rothwell
should deliver to the plaintiff' within rea.sonable time, but it

was alleged that he had failed to do so, and a claim of some
£600 was made for non-delivery, with damages for detention.
The defendant denied liability, alleging that it was n,

matter of account and counter-claiming against the plaintiff

for breach of contract. There was also a minor claim by the
defendant Rothwell for small sums relating to the partner.ship
prior to the dissolution amounting in the aggregate to £-5G.

After several witnesses had been heard, the Official Re-
feree offered a suggestion as to the nature of the matters in

dispute, and the desirability of the parties considering
whether under the circumstances a settlement could not be
ari'ived at.

With this end in view the parties agreed to an adjom'nmeiit
of the action for three months.

Harvey v. London Electric Railway Co.

In the King's Bench Division, on April 19th. Mr. Justi<'c

Roche heard an action brought by Mrs. Kate Harvey, a.

widow, against defendants to recover damages for per.sonal

injuries sustained by her w'hilst attempting to board a train
at Baron's Court Station on the Piccadilly Railway, on
January 8th, 1919.

Evidence was given for the defence that the plaintiff at-

tempted to board the train when the gates had been closed
and the train had begun to move.
His Lorpship said he accepted the evidence of the plaintiff

that the gates were not closed when she attempted to board
the train, and that the train was started when the gates
were sufficiently open to constitute an invitation to the plain-

tiff to follow her daughter into the train. He therefore found
there was negligence on the part of the company's servant.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff, the damages being as-

sessed at £275, with costs.

Bennett v. A.k. Electrical Co., Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division, on April 15th. ]\Ir. Justice

Rowlatt sitting without a jury had before him an action

which raised certain complicated issues as to electrical goods
.si'ized by the sheriff, and as to money garnisheed. The action

^^as brought bv a Mr. Bennett against defendant company,
of Farringdon Road, E.G.
Tn giving Judgment, his Lordship said the two interpleaders

included goods taken in execution, and the other affected a

sum of monev garnisheed, and the question was whether the

execution debtor had not assigned both "oods and money to

the plaintiff in the interpleader issue. Documents had now
been produced bv which the as.signment was clearly made
on March 27th, 1919. and what the defendants' execution

creditors had to make out was that those documents were
not intended between the parties to have any operation at

all, so that not only did nothing pass at the time, but that the

business had ever since been carried on as the business of

the execution debtor, or at anv rate the business of somebody

not the plaintiff under the interpleader assignee, because the

goods which had been seized and the monev garnisheed

were not the original subiects of the a.ssignment. and were

the as.sets and„monev of the business as it existed some six

months later at the date of the execution and the garnishee

proceedings. It was an issue which required a good deal of

pi-oof on the part of the defendant. If required a good deal

of evidence to make one come to the eonehision that' the

whole thing was a sham and that tb" business had pot be-

come the pronertv of the plaintiff. He could not sav the

position of this business and these nssifnments was at all

clear. In fact, he was not certain he had been told all about

it, or that he knew exactly what the position was. The
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business was carried on in a- very odd and informal and
clL'iuentary way in several reslJects. In the first place, the'

ljusines.s of Williams, the assignor, was very largely in the

hands of a manager. He seemed to be a. man who knew
Mither more about the business than llr. WiUiams himself,

lie guaranteed the purchase, and even guaranteed the bank-

ing account, and when the assignment was execut+'d he rc-

juained on as manager under the assignee. He had some
bu.siness int-erest as a creditor in it. and he was to receive

a considerable ix)rtion of the moneys from the assigned. It

miilht be that he continued on in the service of the assignee

in ord-er that he might see that the business earned what he

was going to get out of the as.signment. With regard to

the tran.sfer of the assets, it was clear that there were a

number of lighting accessories, largely including batteries,

but the assignee never seemed to have had any proper valua-

tion made, but judged what he thought tliey were worth in a

ii)Ugh-and-ready sort of way. There was no evidence that

the assignor had ever had any beneficial interest in what
was to be made out of it in a business sense. He had to be

paid certain sums, but they were fixed sums provided for.

and there was no hint that he had received any sum which
((/rn'sjionded with that which was actually made out of the

business. He could not maintain the defendants' position in

this interpleader, as he (his LorrKhip) felt he had not got to

tlie bottom of the transaction. T nder the circumstances he
nni.st hold that the plaintiff succeeded in both the intcr-

jilcaders. and must give judgment for him with costs.

Li.NDSELL V. Paignton Electric Light Co., Ltd.

Mf!. .Iistk'k Bailh.ache, on April 13th. delivered the judg-

ment of the Divisional Court of the King's Bench in the

ca;-e of Lindsell r. Paignton Electric Light Co.. Ltd.. heard
on .Tanuary 23rd. which was an appeal from the judgment
of the County Court Judge of Paignton, raising the que.stion

whether electricity .supplied to a kinema could lie charged
for as for power or as for lighting purposes.

Mr. .Justice Bailhache. in giving judgment, said the ques-

tion to be decided is whether certain electrical energy supplied

to the respondent is to lie charged at the lower rate, as he

contends, or at the higher rate, as the appellants contend.
The learned judge has decided in favour of the respondent.
The electrical energy in question is used except as to a

small part of it for making light in the arc lantern, and the
dispute as between the parties has arisen becau.-e the electrical

energy so used i)as.ses through a transformer or lotary con-
verter. The transformer receivis the energy at a pressure
of 440 volts, and passes it out to the arc lamp at a pressure

of 60 volts. No new energy is created. The same energy that
is supplied by the ap[)ellants from their generating station

reaches the' arc lamp, but at a reduced pressure. The appel-

lants, therefore, supply elet^tricity for the defendant's arc

hnup. Is the electricity u.«ed for light or for power? I

think for light. The learned judge has found otherwise. The
contract is. I think, plain enough, although there may be
room for doubt in a given case whether in point of fact

energy supplied is used for light or for power. He further
seems to restrict the word lighting to such light as would
enable the respondent to pursue the ordinary habits and
purposes of life. I must respectfully differ. The light used
in showing films can only. I think, be described as light, and
is not the less light than the light of a reading lamp. The
chief rea.son for the decision of the judge Ijelow was. I think,

to be found in the sentence " one must look at the primary
use of the introduction of the energy to tlie machine, and not
to the ultimate result, to see to which of the two objects the
energy was supplied within the meaning of the contract." It

seems to me that the fact that the energy passes through the
tran.sformer, and in so doing causes part of its mechanism to

lotate. does not affect the question. The energy is not sup-

plied for the purpose. It is .supplied for light, and is used
for light. As I have said, the energy which leaves the generat-

ing station is intended to reach and does reach the illuminat-

ing apparatus, although at a lower pressure. A small portion

of the electricity supplied is u'ed Tor operating the film-

driving motors. Thi^ is cleaily used for power, and is only

chargeable at the power rate. The rest and by far the largest

amount must be paid for at the lighting rate. The parties

can no doubt agiee the relative proportions. In my opinion

the appeal must be allowed with costs.

Mr. .Justice Bray concurred, and the appeal was accordingly

allowed.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Exports and Imports of Electrical Goods for March, 1920,
—The returnsof electrical exports for the month of March show an
all-round improvement as compared with the previous month, the

export values reaching £1.102,781, as compared with £761,1173 in

February, 1920, with £420,4.52 in March. 11119. and £992.HSl in

March, 1913 ; the 1913 total including a large telegraphic export to

Ceylon, valued at £4.50.000, the 1920 export total al.so including
telegraphic and telephone cables and materials to the value of

£4(H,000. The total weight of electrical machinery exported
amounted to 1)9.") tons, as against 569 in March, 1919, and 2.007 for

March, 1913.

The electrical import totals for the past month were £136,310,
as against £l^s,02(i for the previous month of February, the
principal falling off occurring in electrical machinery. £30.000. and
telegraph and telephone cables ami apparatus. £10,000. The re-ex-

ports of foreign and Colonial electrical materinl vary very slightly,

the March total being £10,114, as against .£9,798 for February.

'Values of Electrical Exports and Imports for March, 1920

Electrical goods and apparatus /

(unenumerated)
Insulated wire
Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts

Batteries...

Meters
Carbons

Electrical machinery :

—

Railway and tramway motors...

Motors and generators
Elec. machinery (unenumerated)
Switchboards (not telegraph or

telephone)

Telejraph and telephone cables and apparatus
Telegraph and telephone wires

and cables (not submarine)...
Submarine telegraph and tele-

phone cables ...

Telegraph and telephone instru-

ments and apparatus ... 114,805 7.325 1,004

Exports.
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Applicalions for British Trade-marks.—Appended is a
em.iniiiry of the ivcent ajipliciitimis for liritish trademarks in respect
of (roods ci.niiectca with tlie electrical trades and industries :—
Nife (letters combined with design). No. 3i)3,42ii. Class 8

Electric lamps and lanterns. Batteries. Ltd., lli, Coleman Street
London, E.G. July ISth, 191 ',i.

'

Nife Accumulator (letters combined with desifrn). No 393 430
Class 8. Electrical accumulators. Batteries. Ltd., l!i Coleman
Street, London. EC.

Lewcos. No. :iii5,075. Class tO. Wire, insulated, coated with
india-rubber. London Electric Wire Co.. and Smiths Ltd 7
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E. September 'Ith 1919 '

Siddor No. 398,519. Class 13. Electrically-heated 'ifrnition
pluprs, soldering-irons and metal utensils. Charles H Reddis 66
EL-itow Road, Bedford. '

'

Graham (letterinjr combined with desifrn). No. 3118,081. Class 13
blectru; bells. diaphra;rm horns for motors, &c. Edward A
Gr.aham. tradin- as Alfred Graham & Co., St. Andrews \\orks!
Lrotton Park. London, S.E. December 6th, 1919

Dielex. No. 3!i9.7Il. Class 50. Electrical" insulators. J.I
Eastwick >V; Sons, 3, Belfast Road, Stoke Newington N li;
January 19th, 1920.

'

Areco. No. 400,169. Class 18. Electric fires, heaters and stoves
Anerlo-fiussian Engineering Co., Ltd., 374-378. Old Street, London
L.C. January 29th, 1920

rnff""";, ?M ^f"^"-'; ^^^T ^'*- ^^«'=*"'= "^''"''s pi»°ts,

-.1 , nol '
^*'^- ^' *^''®''' Marlborough Street, London, W. January

' th, 1920. '

r^^'^^fo"- -J'"^- ^?'l^^-v,
Sparking plugs and metal goods in

?}^! n- ^"f^^'f^
A.^Greensmith, trading as the Vital Motor

Units to Tyler Street, Trafalgar Road, Greenwich, S.E. February
(tn, 1920. •'

w> ?'^,v ^,°' .^.^^V^?-
Electrical goods included in Class 13.

Witchell s Electrical Accessories, Ltd., Endwell Works, Endwell
Road, Brockley, S.E. Janu.ary 21st, 1920

w^f'T^',r''%, ^°-.-^'f
';"''• Electrical goods included in Class 13.

Witchell s t ectrical Accessories, Ltd., Endwell Works, Endwell
Road, Brockley. S.E. January 21st 1920

Simpact. No. 399 790. Electrical goods included in Olaas 13.
Witchell s Electrical Accessories, Ltd., Endwell Works, Endwell
Road. Brockley. S.E. January 21st. 1920.

Hercules (lettering combined with design). No. 389,974. Class
13. Sparking plugs. Eclipse Manufacturing Co., 424 North
Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind., U.S A ipril 8th 1919

nnnlif
'°-

^u ^^'''n^ .^'^'^ ^'^^ ^^^'^'"'^ cooking ' and heating
appliances Harry Cheshire, trading as Cranmer A: Cheshire, 9,Stewart Street, Spring Hill, Birmingham. October 28th 1919

Planet. Xo. 398,389. Class 13. Sparking plugs for' internalcombustion engines. Arthur T. Ellis and Harry A. Hands, 129
Casteluau. Barnes, S.W. December 13th, 1919

Elfa (lettering combined with design). No. 399.863. Class 8
Electrical batteries (not medical), heating elements ( being electrical
resistances) and electric lamps (philosophical). Arthur Kupper
1.2 Noordestraat, Amsterdam, Holland. January 22nd 19-i0
Perna N0.39S696. AH goods in Class 6. The Peraa Engi-neering Works (Blackpool), Ltd., Castlegate, South Shore, Black-

pool. December 22nd. 19111 ,

I ^^''F;,fi!^v i^\"'^- .?^T ,!•
Electrical goods and apparatus.

Ja,;uaryTS 1920°°^' '' ^^""' ''°^- «^^^ ^-""''-. ^^^•

Ediswan No. 400,l.-.7. Machinery and parts of all kinds in-cluded in Class 6. No. 400, 1 59. Class 11. Instruments, apparatus

No m^rMUT ^'•^f-'«>'/°r ^--^i-l or curative ^Srpfses.'

CnJ^ t
"1°^^ '° "^^'^"^ '•'• ^°- "0.161. Class 15.

n=^ ir r'T' "'"'*'' "'^'^ imitations thereof. No. 400,162Class 16. Poreelam or earthenware goods. No. 400.163. Class 18

cfa^r^'^lMr^''''''^''^
"°^ ''""'^^^ contrivances. No. 4o",16i:

|r^n^f^3lrot1ndt-i^L^^^ a^^' ^^^...^'^^
SnTn^E.a !'at™ ^Oth^to"^-'"'

'^"'^ -''tok^trS
Sollyte. No. 398,050. Class 1. Electrolytes, being chemical

^.'^emrith^rJlT'"'^^^"""'
'^''- ''' ^vfnds;,r,PlfcetaTd-ff!

.r.^r*'^"
Trade.- March FiouREs.-The following

are the values given of electrical goods and machinery in the officialreturns of imports and exports for March :- "^"^^ '° ^"^ "*<="'

March, Inc. or 3 montliit, 1920.

^
1920. dec. Inc. or dec.

Imports. £ „

Electrical goods, &c. ... 78,828 - 41,081 _ fj 694Machinery ... iiqqk-jo -oo XS, //,t>»i
•' 1,199,539 — o38,978 — 205,964

Exports.

Electrical goods, &c, ... 952,390 4- 652,514 +1418 537^^"^^^^
; 3,417,192 -fl„5,54:972 +4,887;548

h«„^!'*•!i^i"•^
Name ?-TheRiode .Janeiro Municipalityhas decided to impose a tax of 1 conto rahnnt £i-\

"*^^P<i"''J'

everv nlato n>- <.;„„ i, ,, V (about £bo) per annum on

ofany firm or oomnan'^^^r:
^^^ ^^^'^''^tion in a foreign language

firms^inThe cTr.v^-- ^' " '^''derstood that most of the foreign

inrPoHu^Ltisj^Txr;.:)':^^^ *^^'^ ^^^'^^^"°-

Runcorn Strike Settled.— The Rimcorn dockers and

CrPow'erCoTar," ^''"^^>-^^ -turned to work ^d The
»Vpp7es to the varLus%^Tor1fs'" '\"',1"' '° P'-°'^"'=^ lull electrical

n..nt in the Wirer^l^Run ^d'^tAe?^'^^
'''"' ^'^^'''^ "^—

French Company Notes.—The Socirte des Accumulateurs
Electriques (A. iJenin) ia about to increase its capital, which now
stands at 3.01 10.000 fr.

'vu i.uw

It has been decided to embody the Socic'te Anonyme Westinghouee
with the Compagnie ElectroMecaniqne. the former company
receiving for its assets 20,000 ,".00 fr. fully paid-up shares, and a

shareholders ot the Westinghouse Co. pro rata with their holding
of shares. The Compagnie Electro-Meoanique will also issue 10 000
.11^', •" .8"'^8«"Pt'on to which will be reserved to the shareholders

of the liquidating company.
LHeure Electrique has been established at Paris (9o Rue St

rw "''n
^^

•'u'' ,"?r'"'''°"
°^ ''"'°"' P"*'^"'' for electric clocks

(Mees, Campiche & Verain). The capital is 2 500 000 fr
Under the name of LEnterprise Electrique' a company has been

2°oTo5o(i fr
^''^' ^"^ Dupont-des-Loges), with aWtal of

According to the InUrcU Ec..„„mi,,„e... the Etablisaements
Maljournal et Baurron are taking a large money share in the

2 OOO 000 fr ° '^^ "''""''' "°''' '"''"*^ ^°''™*'^ "*''' ^ "^P"''' °^

Under the style of Le Transformateur has been formed a com-pany at Paris (39, Rue des Acacias), for the manufacture and sale

2 OOOOTO fr •

"""''' '""* especially static transformers. Capital,

Societe de Transport dEnergie des Alpes is the name of a

Soon ^°''?^,^^ Lyons (49, Rue de la Bourse). Capital,
2,000.000 fr., for the objects indicated in its title. The board ofmanagement is made up of leading officials of 10 great Southern
companies.

Wages in the Electrical Supply Industry. — At a
meeting of District Council (No. 1) North-East Coast Areaheld on April 9th 1920, an application from the Trade Unions toput into operation Industrial Court Award \o. ISO was considered
.and it was resolved as follows :—

J^uv'!""'.. °{ ^^^ ^^"^ ^^^^ °° standard basic rates had yet been
established for the No. 1 North-East Coast Area, the DistrTctCouncil recommends to the National CouncU that the followinsr
increases be paid by the undertakings in the area •—

3s. per week from the beginning of the pay period immediately
following March 31st, 1920. '

fon^"
?^'

M^""" l?^ *^'' b'=^'°''i°^ of the pay period immediately
followang M.ay 31st. 1920. providing that standard baaic rates arenot established previous to the latter date.

Italian Company Notes.—There has been formed at

nf"{nnnn,f r"'"\'"'°l°'^ ^""P""*^^ Elettriche Sarde, with a caoital

sL-din^f
utilisation of the water resources of

r.J^*^ ^S,V°Y'°"
companies have augmented their capital -Theumcine Elettromeccaniche Bolognesi, from .".00,000 to 1 000 000 lire •

riL^lT^""'
Elettnca Mesagnese di Mesagne : and the'Benigno

to 12,000,000 lire, and also issued bonds to 6.000 000 lire

fVia n„^'nf'^f 1^%'' ^^''- °'T' °-^ a company launched at Milan(Via Duvini 31) for trade m electrical material and machinery andraw materials. Capital, 2."i.000 lire.

The Society Italiana Laminazione Alluminio has been established
at Alessandria with a capital of 650,000 lire for the rolling ofaluminium. ^^^uj,

Foccaccia de Castaldo, Fittipaldi e Ca have formed themselves
into a company at Naples with a capital of 40,000 lire for the
prosecution of the electro-mechanical indu.stry ,
,,

^°'' the construction^ taking over, and working of electric plant"the feocieta babma di Elettricit.a has been established at Rome witha capital Or 4U,U00 lire.

Vaschetta e Labella have been formed into a company at Naples

tr^^in^^'^
^ "''P'"'' °*' ^^'^^^ "'^' ^°'' electro-mechanical

A B.G.D. is the style of a compe,ny formed at Milan (Via Bigli 22)

patents*'''''
^^'^"^^ '^^' ^°' ^^^ "^"'^^^ of electro-mechanical

To work the " Fax "accumulator patents in Italy. Scaini

c\~on0'5,00Tlirr'"""''°*° ^ """P'^''^ ^' ^"''^ -''^ ^

of M^-t
I"\Pr?'?,^^^""°''^ deirAmericaLatina U a company formedat MUan (ViaBorgonuova 3) for the foundation and development of

electrical undertakingsm Latin America. Its capital is 5,000,000 lireUnder the style of Societa Anonima Monti e Martrini. two firmshave joined forces for the manufacture of electrical material with acapital of 2,000,000 lire. The company's works are at Mila^The trust, or Consorzio per lAlienazione degli Impiante eMateriali Elettric. telegrafici e telefonici residuati della guerra, has

toToo°nTo'^i w^^-J"'"" '^ '•''^'*^' °^ 100,000 lire (to be raised
to 5,000,000 lire), to take over war-time electrical plants, &c.

An Indian Ropeway Inquiry.—H.M. Trade Commis-
sioner mindia states that the electrical engineer of an Indianmunicipality ,s desirous of entering into communication with firmswho would be prepared to undertake the construction of a ropeway

1oC e,1n ""'"'^u^f
^°'\-°°'^^ ^"d passengers over a distalTce of

10 miles to an altitude of 6,700 ft. (actual rise 4,.500 ft.) with acapacity of 10 tons per hour at a rate of 10 miles an hour Forpower It IS understood that three-phase. :is0 volts, 50 cycles supplv
IS available. The engineer also seeks infonn.ntion relative to elec-

LTv .^'nvT*" T^ '•'"i"'-
'^^'' '''^'^'"'^ °*' ^^^ '^"«'°eer referred to

r.tfon. ^^'nn'i^J?*"''''"''
^'°'^'^ Kingdom firms upon appli-cation to the D.O.T. Department. ^^
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Lead.—In their report dated April 17th, Messrs.
James Forstee & Co. state :

—

On Thursday all markets were more or less affected by the rise in the Bank
Rate, and lead did not escape the general depression, '.July shipment selling:

down to jE4l5s. On yesterday's market further liqaidation set in, and prices
declined to ±-37 15s. April, tm 15s. May, ±'39 5s. June, and ±'40 6s. July, these
being the closing quotations. The Board of Trade returns for March show a
balance for home consumption during that month ol 6,073 tons, and the figures
lor the last five months are :—luipurts, 43,261 tons ; exports, 30,0KJ tons, leaving
for home consumption 13,177 tons.

Messes. G. Cawson & Co., writing under the same date, say :

—

The market has Huctuated considerably since our report of 10th inst.,

apparently without any justification since there is really nothing new in the
position to warrant any change. . . . There is no doubt that the financial
position and the heavy cost of carrying lead is having its influence on opera-
tions, and some realisations have taken place as some of them are evidently
not disposed to carry lead with the present uncertain outlook. Fresh supplies
are not coming in very freely. It is fortunate, perhaps, that this is so, as they
are not wanted. There is at present rather more lead about than is required
by consumers, and it is very fortunate that the Government are arranging to
warehouse some parcels, and are now more ready to meet the wishes of buyers
as to deliveries. By doing this they have probably prevented a real debacle
in the market. . . . The supply of lead coming forward is at present ample
for all requirements, in addition to the parcels which are being warehoused
here privately, and also for account of the Government. The outlook has
again beeome uncertain. The speculative spirit is to some extent broken, and
the dubious financial prospects do not encourage fresh operations for an
advance in price. We are. therefore, now again inclined to look for qaiet
markets, and, perliaps, even some further decline.

An Austrian Company.—The report of Felten and
Guilleanme A.G., of Vienna, states that it was possible to keep the
Vienna works supplied with raw and other materials in UllH. but
the Styrian ironworks was at a standstill for some months. As
net profits the accounts show the sum of 4.4.")-t,000 kr., as compared
with 3,!)li3,CU0 kr. in I'.tlS, and the directors recommend a dividend
at the rate of 1 7 per cent., as in the precedin": year. The prospects
are regarded favourably in view of the extension of hydro-electric

works and the projected conversion of the railways to electric

traction.

Catalogues and Lists.—The India-Rubber, Gutta-
percha AND Telegraph Wobks Co.. Ltd., Silvertown. E. li;.

Booklet No. 17 (36 pp.).—This is an attractively produced account
of the works and products of the company, dealing: with various
departments, and well illustrated by photographs of the buildings
and machinery. The extremely wide field covered by " Silver-

town " products is brought to notice effectively. The booklet touches
upon dynamos and golf-balls, submarine cables and hot-water bottles.

The Sux Electrical Co.. Ltd., 118-120. Charing Cross Road,
W.C. 2. List Xo. 302 C12pp.).—An illustrated and priced catalogue
of tungsten lamps, vacuum and gas filled, carbon filament lamps,
automobile lights and flash light bulbs, and the " Ediswau

"

" Pointolite " lamps.

Welco Patents, 150, Alma Street, Birmingham.—A folder,

giving particulars of fixing panels, an electric iron, and the
" Welco ' combined electric fire and cooking stove, with forms of

application for these.

Metrodes. Ltd,, 87, Fargate, Sheffield.—We regret that the
address of this firm was erroneously given in our columns last week
as ''Leeds.'

The British Electric Traxsiormer Co.. Ltd., "Tricity"
Showrooms, 50, Oxford Street. W.l.—Catalogue No. 3i') (36 pp ),

with current price list. The former is an illustr.tted list of
' Tricity" products, including electric fires, ovens, kettles, kc.
)nofu3ely illustrated by mean? of photographs.

Messrs. Laxdis A: Gyr, Ltd.. Windmill Road, Hampton Hill.

Middlesex.—Leatlet dealing with friction-compensated ampere-hour
meters for D.o. two-wire circuits. Illustrated and dimensioned.
Ceedesda Conduits Co.. Ltd., Chester Street, Aston,

Birmingham.—Illustrated leaflet giving price and details of the
new '' Creda " kettle.

Messes. Sterns Ltd., of Royal London House, Finsbury
Square, London. E.G., have issued a wall sheet with calendar for

1920, and a chart showing what lubricants they recommend for

use for specified types of cars in summer and winter respectively.

Worlcs Extensions,—The extensions are proceeding at

the works of the General Electric Co., Ltd., at Witton. Land at

the side of the London and North-Western Railway, lietween Aston
and Gravelly Hill (with the canal running through the site), (is

rapidly being developed, and within the last three months the
steel frame-work of several large factories has been erected. The
shell of one large building on the ferro-concrete principle is rapidly
approaching completion. A portion of the estate on the opposite

side of the canal is being laid out for recreative purposes for the
employes.

Canadian National Exiiibition. — The forty-second

annual Canadian National Exhibition will be held at Toronto from
August 28th to September 11th next. Approximately l.OOO.OnO

visitors attended last year s Exhibition. French manufacturers
have applied for considerable space for the display of French pro-

ducts. United Kingdom firms should apply without delay to Mr.
Waters, Canadian National Exhibition. King Street East. Toronto.
Information regarding past exhibitions- may be obtained at the
Department of Overseas Trade, .S.'), Old Queen" Street, S.W. 1.

Plant for Sale.—Rotherham Corporation invites offers

for seven Lancashire boilers, two Green's economisers, also com-
plete lay-out of steam and feed piping and valves. See our
advertisement pages to-day.

Calendar.

—

Messrs. Metkopolitan-Vickers Elec-
trical Co., Ltd., of Trafford Park. Manchester, have prepared a

wall calendar (April, 1U20—March, 1921). The study emphasises
the chilliness of the April morn on which we write.

Points from the Budget.—The postage rates on inland

letters are to be 2d. for 3 oz. and id. for every additional oz.

Dominion letters will be 2d. for 1 oz. and Id. for every additional oz.

Newspaper postage rates (inland) are to be advanced to Id. for not
exceeding 6 oz. and Jd. for each additional 6 oz. Parcel-post rates

are increased, as are also rates affecting jjostcards, printed matter,

&c. Inland telegrams will be 12 words for Is. (instead of 9d.) and
Id, for each additional wortP Telephone charges are to be dealt

%vith after a Select Committee has reported on the matter.

Taxes on motor cars and vehicles are revised as from January next,

a H.p.-basis being adopted in place of the petrol tax. The duty on
share capital is increased from .is. per £100 to £1 per £100. The
Excess Profits Duty, which in many quarters it was expected would
give place to another form of tax. is to be raised from 40 per cent,

to 60 per cent., and a new tax. to be known as ''Corporation Tax."
at the rate of Is. in the £. or .'. per cent., on undivided profits of

limited liability companies engaged in trade, is also added. In the
event of a Bill being introduced later in the year making a levy

on war-wealth increase, the 20 per cent, increase in Excess Profits

Tax will be taken into account. Surprise is being expressed that

the Corporation Tax has been imposed in addition to, instead of

in place of. the Excess Profits Duty, as had been expected would be
the case. There is to be relief from double income-tax within the

Empire. .

Book Notices.
—" Report of the Fuel Research Board for

the years 1918, 19111. (Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research)." 67 pp. London : H.M. Stationary Office.—The report
of the board, which consists of Sir George Beilby. F.R.S. (Director),

the Hon. SirC. A. Parsons. K.C.B., F.K.S., Sir Richard Redmayne,
K.CB.. and Sir Richard Threlfall. K.B.E., F.R.S., covers an
extremely wide field, the main points dealt with being '' Oil Fuel
for the Navy and the Mercantile Marine." '' Survey of the National
Coal Resources from the Physical and' Chemical Points of View,''
" Peat Inquiries," '' Alcohol as Fuel, " and " Pulverised Coal.

'

"Tungsten Ores." By R. H. Rastall. M.A., F.G.S, and W. H.
Wilcockson. M.A., F.G.S. 81 pp. London : John Murray. Price

3s. 6d. net.—This monograph, prepared under the direction of the
Imperial Institute, presents, in Chapter I, a brief survey of the
character, occurrence and uses of tungsten ores. Chapters II and
III are devoted to sources of supply. The enormous demand for

tungsten created by the war is graphically shown in a curve on
page 2. The worlds production from being about 7,400 metric
tons in 1914. jumped to over 22,000 metric tons in r.tl7. the pro-

duction of the British Empire rising from 3,900 tons in 1914 to

7.200 in 1917. Throughout the work, references to literature on
the subject are given in parentheses, and an index is provided at

the end.

L' Electro Journal, a commeroixd review of elecfcpcity which wag
established in 1915. but ceased publication about a year ago, has
resumed regular cippearance ; it is edited by M. G. Arbaud, at

1, ViUa Ornano, 1—Paris (ISe). Price 1 fr.

" The Chloride Chronicle." Pp. 32, No. 10. April, 1920.—The
current issue of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co.'s magazine is

full of bright interesting notes and articles, including "Recol-
lections of Indian Life and Customs, " and a descriptive contri-

bution, "The Devil as Architect," illustrated by some very good
photographs.

" The Coolidge Tube." By H. Pilon. Pp. viii -I- 96 :
.-14 Bgg.

London : Bailliere, Tindall & Cox. Price 7s. 6d. net.

The Fefleration of British Industries has issued a useful

pamphlet of 2s pages giving a financial review of 1919, by Messrs.

J. S. M. Ward and N. E. Crump. It includes tables and charts

showing the fluctuations in the rates of foreign exchange, and the
prices of raw materials of industry.

'' Electric Wiring : Theory and Practice." (Second edition.)

By W. S. Ibbetson. Pp. vi + 463 ; figs. 218. London : E. & F. N.
Spon, Ltd. Price ISs. net.

" Science Abstracts " (A. and B.). Vol. XXIII, Part 2. No. 266.

February 28th, 1920. Price 28. 3d. each net. Index (.A. and B.)

to Vol. XXII. Price 23. 3d. each. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.
'' America's Merchant Marine : Its History and Development to

Date. " New York : Bankers Trust Co.

Electrolytic Iron.—It is announced from Stockholm that

the Conrad Werner Lindmau, of the Avesta Ironworks, Sweden,
has succeeded in developing a method for the electrolytic refining

of iron. The experiments have been proceeding for six months.
and specially good sheets are said to have been produced which are

almost chemically pure, even, and homogeneous. The iron is made
in thin sheets, having a higher magnetising capacity than ordinary
rolled sheets, find can be turned out in the thinnest dimensions, and
without requiring further treatment. The details of the process

ai'c kept secret.

Lundberg's Switching Competitions.—"We imderstand
that these well-known electric lighting switching examinations,
which were conducted with such success by Mes.^rs. Lunubebu
during the years previous to the war, have again been resumed, and
that the papers for the next examination wUl appear in the
columns of our contemporary Eleriririti/, commencing with the

issue of April 23rd.

American G.E. in Brazil.—The New York corres-

poudent of a Birmingham newspaper says that on 17th inst.

American General Electric securities were in demtind on the Stock
Exchange, on reports that the company had received a large order

from Brazil.
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The Southampton Strike.—The trade union members
ul the t'lt'ctrkily works stall' came out on. strike, as
Ntat<'il last uoek, on account of the refusal of the {xiwer
house superintendent, Mr. E. J. Hooper, to remain a
iiiember of the E.T.I', in.stead of transferriuy his allegiance
to the E.P.E..\. Aldennau S. G. Kimber, the Mayor of

Southampton, was interviewed 'by a deputation upon the
subject, and wa,s asked if he could not persuade Mr. Hooper
to at least remain an honoraiy member of the E.T.U. He
replied that this was not a matter in which he could properly
take action, and said that the decision lay with Mr. Hooper
himself. Uixin interviewing the latter, the membei-s of the
deputation were informed that the question had been referred
to the headquarters of the E.P.E.A.. and the association
would endeavour to arrive at an agreement with the E.T.U.
by which settlement Mr. Hooper would consider him.self
liound. In the meantime, while these negotiations were beinc
proceeded with, the borough Electricity Committee had taken
action. After carrying on with volunteer aid during the
first part of the strike, by means of which the greater part
of the .service was maintained, the committee engaged new
men to the extent of 80 per cent, of the vacancies created by
the dispute. These men went to the works upon the express
understanding that their positions would be iJermanent. The
conditions under which the breach w-as filled by outside labour
precluded the reinstatement' of all but a- small part of the
striker.s, and the trade unions were informed accordingly.
This gave rise to threats of a general strike. On April 17th
a mass meeting of members of several local branches of trade
unions resolved that unless a satisfactory settlement of the
jiroblein had been reached by noon on April 20th the whole
of the workers in Southampton would be ordered to cea.se

work. The Corporation appointed a deputation to meet the
men's representatives in the hojje of averting this action,
but the Mayor stated that if a general strike was ordered,
the town would have to do its best to " carve its way
through." As we go to press we learn that the strike has been
settled. (See cjur leading eohniins.)

The Electrical Power Engineers' Association informs ua that this

dispute hinges on the fact that Mr. Hooper, a member of the staff

of the electricity undertaking, recently resig-ned his membership of
the Electrical Trades Union, and joined the Electrical Power
Enprineers' Association. Mr. Hooper was formerly a charge
engineer in the generating station, but in November, 1919, he was
promoted to the position of station superintendent. In this
capacity he was in charge of the maintenance of the plant, and
controlled a number of men who were members of various Unions,
such as the A.S.E., &c. On his assuming this position he decided
that he could not properly remam a member of the E.T.U., and
consequently tendered his resignation, at the same time indicating
his reasons for the step he was taking. Although Mr. Hooper
was accepted as a member of the E.P.E.A. in February, the first

intimation that the Association received of their grievance was
that the E.T.U. members had come out on strike, and the Association
contends that it would have been more reasonable on their part
to discuss the matter with the E.P.E.A. before adopting such drastic
measures.

The E.P.E.A. doubts whether the present strike is an official one,
and has received the sanction of the E.T.U. executive, and it is for
this reason that it is determined to support Mr. Hooper. It holds
that this is a direct attack by one Union against another, and the
E.P.E.A. is bound to defend itself and its members. Seeing that
Mr. Hooper is a member of a recognised Trade Union, nothing but
strong exception can be taken to any form of coercion which
would compel him to abdicate his right to act as a free agent in
the choice of a Union best fitted to serve his interests.

Mr. H. S. Ellis, Borough electrical engineer, asks us to thank the
applicants for positions as shift engineers, junior charge engineers
and general assistants, and to inform them that testimonials, &c.,
will be returned in due course. No further applications need be
sent in, as the whole of the old staff has been reinstated.

Onr Trade with India.—Commissioner's Visit to
England.—In accordance with the practice that has been estab-
lished for His Majesty's Overseas Officers when in this country to
visit various industrial areas in order that manufacturers and
merchants may have an opportunity of consulting them on any
matters connected with their business or of obtaining information
as to the possibilities of extending their overseas trade, it has been
arranged for Mr. T. M. Ainscough, O.B.E., H.M. Senior Trade Com-
missioner in India, to undertake a tour of certain areas. Mr.
Ainscough wiU commence his tour in London on Monday, May 3rd.
Visits to other centres in the United Kingdom will follow in due
course. He will be pleased to meet manufacturers and merchants
who wish to consult him in regard to steps to be taken for opening
up trade with India, and who are desirous of obtaining advice and
information as to the state of trade in that coimtry. Among the
matters in regard to which he will be prepared to give information
and advice are the general state of trude in India, appointment of
agents, methods of marketing and distribution of goods, terms of
payment, statistics of imports, rates of Customs duties and general
information as to the openings existing for British goods. The
Trade Commissioner is primarily interested in the imports from the
United Kingdom into the Territory in which he is stationed, and
not in the exports from that Dominion to this country. Firms
desirous of meeting Mr. Ainscough should communicate without
delay, with the Department of Overseas Trade, 35. Old Queen Street,
London, S.W. 1.

Electric Meters in France.—The French Ministerial

decree of July 29th, 1915, relating to the approval of various types

of electric meters has been withdrawn.

Canada. Motor Agency Wanted.—A Canadian firm

have a-sked H.M. Trade Commissioner in Toronto to place them in

touch with United Kingdom manufacturere of single-phase motors

with a view to their representing such a manufacturer in the

Dominion market. Firms interested may obtain the name and

address of the firm on application to the D.O.T. Department in

London.

Conveying Machinery for Norway.—Official reports

received by the D.O.T. show that in Norway there is a general

demand for conveying machinery of all kinds (a ) for mines ; (i) for

factories, i:c. ; and (r) for docks and quays ; owing to shortage of

labour and high wages. Plans are under consideration for some

large warehouses at the docks in (hristiania, and these, it is

believed, will be started in the near future.

Sequestration.—Messrs. Marsh alls, electrical, mining

and mechanical engineers, Townhead 'Works, Strathaven.—Estate

sequestrated by the Sheriff of Lanarkshire, April Kith. Meeting

to elect Trustee and Commissioners, .\pril 27th, at the County

Buildings, Hamilton. A composition may be offered. Claims

must be lodged by August 27th.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. — H. H. Shave (H. H.
Roberts), electrician, 228. Sultan Road. Portsmouth.—Receiving
order made April 16th on debtor's own petition.

Liquidations and Dissolntions.— Sianish and General
Wireless Tbust, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for reconstruction

purposes. Liquidator, Mr. S. Pears, 14, George Street, Mansion

House, E.G. Meeting of creditors Arpil 29th.

E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for recon-

struction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. E. H. Sherrey, Cherry Street.

Birmingham.
Trafford Power and Light Supply (1902), Ltd.—Claims

must be sent by May 31st to the liquidator, Mr. C. Cooper, r,0.

Spring Gardens. Manchester.
Wright Brothers i: Maidment. electrical engineers and [con-

tractors, 164, Sloane Street, S.W., and elsewhere. Messrs. H. T. and

C. Wright and Mr. P. C. Maidment. have dissolved partnership.

Mr. P. C. Maidment wUl attend to debts in respect of the business

at Sloane Street, S.W., and Messrs. H. T. i: C. Wright will attend

to debts in respect of the business carried on under the style of

Wright Bros. & Co., at 257, Fulham Road. S.W.

Swedish Price Advance.—It is announced that all the

Swedish electrical engineering works have just made increases in

the prices of generators, motors, kc. on account of the growth in

the cost of raw materials, and the introduction of the eight-hour

day. The demand for motors is said to be particularly great at

present, partly because of the extension in the use of electricity in

agriculture, and partly because of the development of Swedish

industries.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Buildino Products,
Ltd., have acquired the sole selling rights of "Prufit" cement
waterproofing paste and " Prnfitol " liquid waterproofer, as manu-
factured by Jlessrs. Rogers. Welch ,.>c Co.. Ltd. The latter concern

wUl continue to manufacture these specialities, but all sales will be

effected through Messrs. Building Products, of 44-46, King's Road,

Sloan Square, S.W. 3.

Mr. A. C. Wiley, the West of England representative of the

Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd., has removed to Colston Yard, Colston

Strest, Bristol.

Mr. Harrold Stead having retired from the firm of Stead and
Senior, electrical engineers, of 103, King Cross, and 48, Pellor Lane,

Halifax, ths business wUl be continued by Mr. R. F. Senior.

Messrs. Bklco, Ltd., who have had a showroom in Kiugsway
since their foundation in 1913, are nowexhibitingon their premises

there (Windsor House) a variety of electric light fittings, electrical

heating and cooking and other appliances. Semi-indirect bowl
fittings are on view with Belcolux, Luxtral, and Holophane glass-

ware. A large stock of their standard-type half-watt fittings is

carried, and a pamphlet describing these has heen issued. They
also carry stocks of Burns's pattern telephone brackets—the '' Hilo,"

which is adjustable for height or length, and an ordinary and
cheaper pattern which is adjustable to differing lengths, and
swivels radially on the front rod. A pamphlet relating to these

has also been issued.

Mb. J. C. Elvy, consulting engineer, has now secured an office at

12, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2, to which all com-
munications should be addressed.

Mr. H. Hodgkins, of 81, West Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, informs

U9 that he is the sole agent for the South, West and East of

England and Wales below Northampton, excluding London, for the
" Lotoc electric bell.

German Lamp Prices.—The united electric glow lamp
works in Germany have raised prices from 150 to 250 percent,

over the pre-war quotations.

A Danish Company.—The Avanti, Dansk Elektro-

mekanisk Fabrik, of Kalundbore, reports that 1919 was a difficult

period for the company, as well as for others in the metal industry,

and the inconsiderable surplus earned has been carried forward.

In the meantime the prospects for 1920 are specially favourable,

and orders are in hand for everything that can be produced for the

whole of the year.
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Africa.—Electricity Ordinance.—Acconling to the

African World, Mr. E. \V. Cowan, consulting enfjineer, of West-
mineter, who is at present in British East Africa, has written a

memorandum on the B.E.A. Electric Power Ordinance of 191.S, in

response to .an invitation by the East African Section of the London
Chamber of Commerce, in which he deals with the effect of the
Ordinance upon progressive application of electric power in the
Protectorate, and its effect upon existing installations. Mr. Cowan
is of opinion that progress in the general use of electrical energy
outside the townships and the residential areas is much more
likely to take place along the lines of private supply rather than
those of public supply. He does not contend that the procedure
adopted under the Ordinance is in any way inappropriate in cases

of application for a licence to provide a public supply of electrical

energy, but submits, however, that the procedure is not appropriate
in cases of private supply. And he points to the obvious difficulty,

if not impossibility, of the procedure in the case of two or more
estates desiring to adopt a joint use of power. " In many such
cases," he adds, " communications must pass between proprietors

and officials in England before the scheme can be completed. The
fact that the machinery will generally be purchased in England
involves necessarily a large part of the work being done there.

"The delay in endeavouring to conform with the procedure out-

lined in the Ordinance, when the greater part of the necessary
information must be obtained from manufacturers and others in

England, must be very serious, and in many cases so detrimental
to the interests of the estates concerned as to result in ab.indoning
the use of electric power and substituting some other of the many
forms of power which, though less efficient and economical, will be
free from Government intervention."

Australia.—Launckston.—Ykar's WoRKiNfi.—The city

electrical engineer of Launceston, Tasmania, in his report for the
year ended June 30th last, states that the total revenue amounted
to £33,810 and the expenditure to £21,631, leaving a gross profit of

£12,17y, distributed as follows :^lnterest on loans. .£8,390
;

sinking fund, £1,780
;
general account, £1,800 ; and reserve fund,

i20i). The net profit fell from £4,08(! in 11117-18 to £2,009 last

year.

Ayr.—Bulk Supply.—The question of a bulk supply
from Kilmarnock Corporation is being considered, and the Council
has been advised to dispose of its present plant. The proposed
charge for a bulk supply is £3 per Kw. of annual maximum
demand, plus '5d. per unit, the Ayr Corporation to provide the
necessary sub-station.

Bedford.—Year's Workxno.—The recently-published

report for the year ended March 3l8t, 1919, shows that the revenue
accruing to the electricity undertaking was £49.983, and the
expenditure £38,084, leaving a gross balance of £11,899. P.ay-

ment of loan interest, &c., resulted in a deficit of £2,791.

Broadstairs.—Street LiCtHting.—The Urban District

Council has accepted the offer of the Thanet Electric Light and
Tramways Co. for public lighting where mains are alrea«:ly laid, at a

yearly charge of £4 each for 1 00-watt, and £ 1 10s. for 300- watt lamps.

Clacton-on-Sea.—Extensions Approved.—The Urban
District Council has been informed that it can proceed with the
purchase of electrical plant, for which a loan of £9,500 is required,

without waiting for the formal sanction lof the Electricity

Commissioners.

Clayton.—Street Lighting.—The District Council
has received a letter from the District Coroner expressing the
opinion of a jury that a recent fatal tramway accident was partly
due to the absence of street lighting. The Council decided to
attend to improvements.

Continental.—Sweden.—Accordinp; to the Einihieer, there.

are at present about 1,000 co-operative electrical societies dis-

tributing electricity in Sweden. The State erects the main cables
and the transformers, the remainder is installed by the societies.

The State has this year started an electrical power fund of one and
a-half million kroner to facilitate the erection of power systems,
and a power-station fund of two and a-half million kronor to
facilitate the building of power stations. The State Pension
Board Local Saving Banks and the Post Office Savings Bank also
lend money to would-be introducers of electricity. Some of the
distribution systems which were installed during the war have to
be renovated, as such substitutes as zinc and iron wires were used,
and found to be unsuitable.

France.—La Societe de Transport de Energie des Alpes is the
name of a new concern which has lately been organised in Lyons,
with a capital of 2,000,000 fr., to establish plant in South-Eastern
France to utilise water power for the generation of electricity.

The Compagnie Dijonaise d'Electricite lias secured a concession
of waterfalls and storage reservoirs on the River Lemme, on under-
taking to supply light and motive power to the canton of Planches-
en-Montagne, the city of Poligny and neighbourhood, setting up a
distribution station there ; and to the city of Dole and district.
Belgium.—In order to meet the increasing demand for electricity,

the Society des Centrales Electriques des Flandres is increasing the
capacity of its generating station at Langerbrugge to 11,000 kw.
The zone of supply of this station extends round the town of
Ghent and along the banks of the Terneuzen maritime canal in an
agricultural and industrial district which offers ample scope for
further developments.

Darlington.—Kate Ueliek.—Instead of again carryinj^

forward the whole of the profits on the electricity undertaking,

£4,000 is being applied to the relief of the rates. In 1914 the elec-

tricity department contributed £4,205, and during the 1915-20

period £7,G00.
At a recent meeting of the Corporation it was stated that the

electricity charge was now only Jd. per unit above the pre-war
price, and compared favourably with any other town in the

country.

Doncaster.—Xew Plant.—The Corporation has received

official sanction to proceed with the installation of two additional

3.000-KW. sets and water-tube boilers, &c., involving an expenditure
of about £120,000.

Dublin.— Lighting During Strike.— During the

recent general strike the street lighting was maintained upon the
whole, but one or two parts of the city were in darkness.

Glasgow.—New Station.— The Corporation's new
power station at Dalmarnock will be put into commission in about
four weeks' time when one of the five generating sets will be in

working order. Part of the load upon the St. Andrew's Cross

station will then be transferred to the new plant.

Hereford.— Extensions.— The Electricity Committee
has recommended application to the Electricity Commissioners for

sanction to the installation of additional transmission lines, &c., at

a total estimated co.st of £81,407.

Leith.—Extensions at Docks.—Leith Dock Commis-
sioners have approved a proposal by their superintendent for a
tunnel under the Albert and Imperial docks, through which
hydraulic, electric, gas, water and oil mains may be led. It is to

cost about £10,000. The Commissioners have also authorised an
expenditure of £10,000 on new electrical apparatus. Although
they have large new schemes on hand, the Commissioners are not
neglecting the improvement of their present undertaking.

Limerick.—Year's Working.—At a recent meeting
of the Corporation, it was stated that a loss of £14,000 had
been incurred in connection with the electricity undertaking.

Liverpool.—Ne\\' Plant.—The Electric Power and
Lighting Committee recommends the purchase of a new rotary

converter for the Pumpfields station.

London.—Fulham.—The Finance Committee recom-
mends application for a loan of £13,270 for the purpose of pro-

viding sub-stations, transformers, mains, kc, to cover the cost of
'' linking-up " with the Hammersmith undertaking.

Loughborough.—New Plant.—While not approving
the whole of the scheme of extensions submitted to them by
the Town Council, the Electricity Commissioners admit that

extensions are necessary, and have sanctioned the installation

of a 3,000-KW. generator. It is stated that the possibilities of a
bulk supply from Leicester are very remote.

Nelson.—Loan Sanctioned.—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have signified their approval of extensions to the elec-

tricity works, and have sanctioned the borrowing of £152,000.

New Zealand.—Coal Shortage The inadequacy of

coal supplies has forced the Auckland City Council to consider the
curtailment of the electricity supply or a temporary suspen-

sion of part of it. The requirement of the undertaking is 180 tons

a day, and supplies have fallen so low that only alx)ut a day's

reserve is held, the Council relying upon a daily delivery to keep

the station running.

Stretford.—Loan.— The Urban District Council is

applying for sanction to borrow £200,000 for the purpose of

extending the electricity undertaking.

Stockton-on-Tees.—A Technical Advisory Committee
has been formed, on the recommendation of the National Trade
Advisory Committee for Electricity, Power, and Light.

Thames Valley.—Bulk Supply.—Arising out of

correspondence between the Twickenham and Teddlngton Electric

Supply Co., the Electricity Commissioners, and the Barnes District

Council, the electrical engineer of the latter Council reports that

it is felt that steps should be taken to provide a bulk supply station

to deal with the demands in the whole of the Thames Valley area.

Edmundson's Electricity Corporation feels that it would be
wasteful to install further plant at the Twickenham generating
station, and as it is certain, states the engineer, that in the near
future a large number of the existing stations will be closed down,
the necessity for providing a bulk supply station at the earliest

possible date will arise. The Borough of Ealing feels the necessity

for closing down probably more acutely than others in the neigh-
bourhood, and it in consequence will welcome any projxMal that will

cheapen the cost of supply in its area. The Electricity Com-
missioners ask the engineers operating in this area if tliey think it

worth while to prepare a preliminary scheme for submission to the

Commissioners.

Tullamore.—Electric Lighting.—In connection with
the recently formulated proposals, a site has been secured for a.

power station, and over £15,000 has been subscribe*!.
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Walsall.—Industiuai, UK(iUIKK^rE^•^s.—The Coqwra-
tion baa been refused permission to .lujiment the preneratinfr plant

untU it is seen how the EUeotricity Supply Act will \te applied in

the district. Many industri.il concerns are accordin(;;ly unable to

obtain ade<|uate power supplies, and the Chamber of Commerce has
passed a resolution callinpr the attention of the Government to the
harm that is beinfr done througrh the delay.

WarriagtOD,—Extkxsion.s.—The Corporation has made
an application to the Electricity Commissioners to sanction a loan

of £183,433 for the purpose of extending the existing plant at

Howley. The electrical engineer has reported that the Commis-
sioners have intimate<l that a new generating station at Warrington
is not desirable at present, but the installation of a further
generator will receive favourable consideration.

Whitehaven.—Revision of Charges.—With a view to

simplifying the accounts, the Town Council has decided to charge
domestic consumers a flat rate of 'i\d. per unit for lighting to con-
sumers who pay on the fixed charge system, instead of 2d. plus
52i percent. : and a flat rate of lid. to heating and cooking con-
sumers, instead of Id. plus 40 per cent.

Woolwich.—House Lighting.—The Borough Council
has decided to have electric lighting installed in all the houses
being erected on the new estate at Kidbrook, and to have the roads
illuminated by electricity.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.— Lainceston.—Year'.-^ Working. — The
accounts of the Lamiceston, Tasmania, tramway system for the
year ended June 30th. 1 '.119, show a total revenue of £27.717. and
against this an expenditure of £17,730, leaving a gross balance of

£9,9?'7. After payment of interest on loans, I'cc. the result was a
deficit of £17. comparing favourably with the previous year's loss

of £1,283,

Bolton.—Wages.—The Corporation's tramway employes
have asked for double pay for the four days of the Eoyal Lan-
cashire Agricultural Show in August. The Tramways Committee
is considering the matter at its next meeting.

Continental.— France.— In spite of the enormous
amount of work entailed the Societe des Tramways de Lille has
succeeded in putting 47 km. of the system in working order, and
63 cars are serving the various routes. In addition to this, power
is being supplied to about 80 works in the district, and it is con-
fidently anticipated that by the end of the present year the
Societe will be generating 10.000 KW.. sufficient to meet all

requirements.

Darlington.—Change of .System.—After a four months'
experiment with a 9-minnte tramway service, it has been decided
to revert to a 12-minute service. It was estimated that if the
9-minute service continued the loss would be £1C,000 at the end of
the financial year ; the loss to the present time was put down, at

£5,500.

Egypt.—Tramway Strike.—For the fourth time in

12 months the Heliopolis tramway employes are on strike. The
reason for their action is stated to be the suspension of a driver for

insolence.

India.—TuiiES for Calcutta.—The chairman of Cal-
cutta Coporation, in outlining the scheme to the Communications
Committee, wrote that there should be no serious obstacle to the
construction of a tube under the Hugli, and in this way the
suburb of Howrah could be linked up with Calcutta. The poorer
classes were being crowded out of Calcutta by the increase of rents
and land values, and would readily migrate to the suburbs if cheap
and rapid transit were available. An estimate of cost given was
£650,000 per mUe. While the scheme is not yet formally adopted,
the Committee approved the views expressed in the chairman's
letter.— T/ie Time--:

Manchester. — Strike Settlement. — The tramway
strike in Manchester and Salford has been settled. The terms
are acceptance of the national award of 5s. a week advance, with
an immediate review of base rates.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Middlesbrough.—Women Employes. — The Tramways
Committee has instructed the manager, when engaging conductors,

, to employ a proportion of two- thirds men to one-third women.

Newcastle-on-Tyne,—Fare Eevision.— In view of
growing expenses, the Town CouncU has decided to revise the
tramway fares on the basis of one mile for Id., two for I id., and
three for 2d.., without overlapping-faie stages: the abolition of
most of the id. terminal fare stages ; revision of workmen's fares ;

and abolition of certain free-travelling facilities. An additional
income of £60,000 to £70.000 is anticipated.

Rnncom.— Light Railway The Light Railway
Commissioners have granted the application of Messrs. Castner-
Kellner Co.. Ltd., for an order to allow them to construct a branch
light railway line giving direct access from their works at Weston
Point, near Runcorn, to the E. & X.-W. Railway Co.'s system at
Rnncorn. A guarantee is required from the company that the
line shall be so constructed as to be fit to carry passengers as well
as goods, and it is probable that the line will be extended to
connect with the neighbouring system.

Anstralia.—Wireless Rates.—The postal authorities,

says the Sydney Sunday Tiine.i, advise that approval has been given

for the adoption forthwith of a Pacific Marconi service, at a rate

of 2d. per word less than the rate in force previously (,2s. lOd.,

instead of 3s.) for full ordinary traffic only lielween Australasia

and the United Kingdom, riii Pacific and Marconi Trans-Atlantic

Wireless Service. The Amalgamated Wireless (Australa.sia) Co.

states that when the permission of the Federal Government to

erect new high-power transmitting stations is received, charges
will probably be reduced to 2s per word.

Bradford. — City Exchange. — The city electrical

engineer recommends that the existing telephone system within
the Tovra Hall be scrapped and a new system installed, to cost

about t: 3,300. When the Town Hall was extended 15 years ago.

a central exchange was contemplated, but this was not built, and
each department has had its own exchange wires, with a separate

intercommunication system inside the Town Hall. The Finance
Sub-Committee has decided to have a further report on the

desirability of establishing an exchange within the Town Hall, in

connection with the Post Office service, before coming to any
conclusion on the matter.

China,—Wireless Stations.—Under the supervision of

a British engineer, wireless telegraph stations are being estab-

lished between Pekin and the farthest limits of Chinese territory

iu Turkestan.

—

Tlie Timen.

Germany.—Increased Postal Charges.—The new
postal laws and regulations were adopted on April 17th by the
German Jfational Assembly. The charges for inland letters and
telegrams are to be considerably increased, whilst telephone con-
versations are to cost double, and everyone who possesses a tele-

phone will have to pay 1,000 marks for each line.

Telegraph Rates,—Proposed Increase.—Under the

new Budget it is proposed to increase the telegraph rates from 9d.

and id. for every additional word, to Is., with Id. per additional

word over 12. An extra charge of ijd. will be made for every tele-

gram handed in between midnight on Saturday and midnight on
Sunday. The porter.ije on telegrams, now 3d. per mile from the

limit of free delivery, is to be doubled. Telephone rates are to be

increased at a later date.

Japan.—Wireless Telephony In 1919 the Japanese
Bepartment of Communications made a series of experimental
wireless telephonic communications between land and sea, the
land apparatus being at the Kobe Central Telephone Office.

These experiments proved a success. The Department accordingly
appears to have decided to provide two wireless stations at Kobe and
Yokohama from the next fiscal year to open the wireless telephone
business for the general public. Mr. Sayeki. the expert of the
Department, is quoted by the Japanese papers as stating that the
Kobe station will be opened from April next. Though no regula-

tions have been framed, it is probable that the fee will be fixed

at about 30 to 50 sen for a conversation.

—

Econnniir Ileiieio.

London.—Telephone Service.—During the lastfinancial

year there have been laid over 50 miles of single underground pipe
line and 50.000 miles of underground wire, which lirings the total

length of London's underground telephone piping to 3.i>25, and the
length of wire in it to over a million miles. The total pole mileage
is 3,7S0, and the length of open wire on poles in London is over
60,000 miles. In laying underground pipes the needs of the areas

are estimated for 15 years ahead. The present cost of this work
is between £50 and £75 per yard.

New Zealand.— Telephone Shortage.—The Post-
master-General recently stated that the inability of his department
to install the necessary telephones required by a great many people,

was due to shortage of supplies arising out of war conditions.

Dilficulties had been increased by the changing over from the
existing system to automatic working. The position was now
improving, and it was hoped to accomplish a great deal in this

direction during the year.

Poland. — The Polish Administration notifies the
suspension of all private telegraphic correspondence with the
outside world from AprU 17th to 26th inclusive.

South America.—Conce.ssion.s to French Company.—
Concessions have been made to the French South .\merican Cable
Co., says the Boanl of Trade Jourtial, for the establishment of
telegraphic communication between Monte Video and Buenos
Aires, and a submarine cable between Monte Video and Rio de
Janeiro. The Diario Officliil of Monte Video of February 2nd
contains a decree as under, giving the terms of the concessions :

—

The necessary authority is conceded to the French Cable Co. to
establish and work submarine and terrestrial telegraphic com-
munication between Monte Video and Buenos Aires, and a submarine
cable between Monte Video and Rio de Janeiro. For each of the
above concessions the company has deposited a sum of £3,260.
The company wUl not enjoy any privilege, preference, or exemp-
tion, from national or municipal taxes. It will be subject to the
different obligations, requirements, responsibilities, and penalties
established by the Law of October 17th, 1919, and to the iurisdic-
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tiou of the Law Courts in accoidanoe with the aforesaid Lau-.

The company will also be subject to the other Laws of the Republic

unless they affect the clauses of the concession. The company
must present plans of the line followed by the cables in territorial

waters and national territory, showing: the landing sites, the testinK

office, and situation of buoys, signals, &c.

United States.— The annual report of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. states that in co-operation with

the Cuban-American Telephone & Telegraph Co., plans have

been made to lay telephone cables to Havana, so that the principal

places in Cuba will be in telephonic connection with the principal

places in the United States.

Many mechanical labour-saving devices have already been

adopted to meet the shortage of unskilled labour, and other devices

are being constantly studied and adapted to the needs of the business.

The department of develoi)ment and research during the year

has actively prosecuted work upon more than .500 improvements
in the telephone art. The patent holdings of the Bell System
have increased fully 12^ per cent, during the year, and it now owns
or controls, or is licensed under, more than 5,O0O United States

letters patent and applications therefor.

At the end' of the year the report shows that in the United
States there were approximately 11,000 separate telephone com-
panies. Of them, 36 are aasociatfd companies of the Bell System,
9, -403 independent companies whose telephone stations are con-

nected with the 'Bell System, and about 1,.500 independent com-
panies whose telephone stations are not connected with tlie Bell

System. There is also a large number of rural lines and associa-

tions operated mainly on a mutual or co-operative basis, an<l not

rated as companies. Of these lines and associations there arc

2(i,184 which connect with the Bell System. At the end of the

year the number of telephone stations which constitute the Bell

System in the United States was 11,7!I5,747, of which 7,739, 1.5;i

were owned by the associated companies of the Bell System. The
increase in the total number of stations in the Bell System during
r.ir.l amounted to 729,748. There were 209,860 employes in the

Associated Bell Companies at the end of the year, operating

24,162,999 mUes of wire, of which 9-t'6 per cent, was copper. The
net .additions to the Bell-owned plant during the year were
over .$73,000,000. For the whole Bell System, with all duplications

excluded, the total income, including compensation, after the
deduction of expenses, amounted to S79, 6.50, 186, from which over

S27,000,000 was paid in interest and 839,000.000 in dividends,

leaving over •< 12,000,000 surplus. The surplus earnings in the last

five months of the year since the end of Federal control have been

87,000,000. The capital stock, bonds, and notes payable of the

Bell Telephone System outstanding in the hands of the public at

the close of the year were -i 1,060,000,000, while the net assels

devoted to earning return on these outstanding securities amounted
to over $1,448,500,000. This is due to the fact that surplus and
reserves of over 8388.500,0ii0 had been invested in producti\'e

property. For the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. the net

earnings of the year were over toO,000,000. In round figures, the

interest charges were 815,000.000; the dividends, 835,000,000;
and the resulting balance. 89,(100,000, of which 85,000,000 was
appropriated to reserve for contingencies and .:''1,U00,000 added to

surplus. The company and its predecessors have paid dividends to

the public at the rate of at least .87'51 per share each year for the

past 38 years, and during the past 13 years the rate has been
uniformly 88 per share. The number of shareholders in th;

American Telephone and Telegraph Co. was on December 31-t.

1919, 120,460, an increase of 8,000 during the year. To this

number should be added some 9.000 employes of the Bell System,

who are paying for stock out of their wages.

—

T. and T. Age.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

{Ths date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indicates

the issue of the Elbotbicai. Review in which the " Official

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Auckland (N.Z.).— September Ist. Harbour Roard.

For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. & A.

McArthur, Ltd., 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, B.C. 2.

Australia.— Perth. — May 3rd. rostmaster-deneral's

Department. Insulatois, bolts, brackets, &C. Schedule 673.

(April 2nd )

May 14th. Government of Western Australia. One 7,500-KW.
turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (April 9th.)

MELiionRNE.—June 18th. City Council. Gas-fllled metal-fila-

ment lamps. City Electrical Engineers' Office, Town Hall,

Melbourne.
•

Belgium.—Antwehi'.—May 21st. Municipal authorities.

Tenders tor 111690 metres of armoured cables, lequired in connec-
tion with the electrical equipment of the Nos. 2 and 3 docks.

Particulars may be obtained for one franc from the Hotel de Ville,

Antwerp.

Cardiff.— April 29th. Corporation. One 5,000-ivU-.

turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (AprU 9th.)

Carlisle.— April 27th. Electricity Department. One
1,000-KW. converter, switchgear for converter, e.h.t. feeder switch-

gear. (April 16th.)

Dartford.—April 26th. Urban District Council. One
water-tube boiler and mechanical stoker ; bus-bars. (April 16th.)

Dublin,—April 24th. Electricity Supply Committee.

Seven truck-type switch cubicles for use on a three-phase 50-period

5,000 V. system. (April 16th.)

Edinburgh.—April SCth. Electricity Supply Depart-

ment. E.H.T. paper-insulated lead-covered cables. (April 2nd.)

Lincoln.—^ray'24th. Electricity Departnienc. Coal-

handling plant. (See this issue.)

Leigh (Lanes.).—Electricity Department. One2,500-KW.
turbo-alternator ; E.H.T. & L.T. switchgear ; one 500-KW. rotary

converter. (April 16th.)

London.— Shoueditch.— The Lighting Committee is

inviting tenders for one turbo-generator, one water-tube boiler, and

H. and L.T. switchgear.

Manchester.—April 27tli. Tramways Committee. Elec-

trolytic copper and bronze trolley wire ; steel fishplates for tram-

w.ay rails. Mr. .J. McElroy, General Manager.

April 2Sth. Education Committee. Electric lighting installa-

tion at Birley Street, Beswick, and Princess Road, Moss Side,

municipal schools. Education Offices, Deansgate.

Nuneaton.—May 5th. Electricity Department. :! core

and 4 -core, I..T., paper-inaulated cables. (See this issue.)

Portsmouth.—April 26th. Board of Guardians. Elec-

trical installation at the Children's Home, Milton. (April 16th.)

Sheffield.—Corporation Water Works. Electric haulage

winch, pug mill. (See this issue.)

South Africa.—Mossei, Bay.—Electric lighting eifuip-

ment. Contract No. I.—High-speed super-heated steam engines,

boilers, air and circulating pumpj, condensers, steam piping, valves,

alternators, switchboard. Contract No. 2.—Poles, cross arms,

lightning arresters, street lamps, brackets, repiir tower, meters,

conduit work, cables, &c. Particulars of general conditions, tender

forms, &c., can be seen on application to the Department of

Overseas Trade in London (Room 48. telephone extension No. 4).

Copies can be lent in rotation tD tlrose firms in the Provinces having

no representative in l.jndon.

Spain.— May :30th. Construction and working of an

electric tramway between the Plaza de la Bonanova and the

Monasterio de Pedralba, Barcelona. The Direccion General de

Obras Publicai. Madrid.

Sunderland.—.Vpril 2Sth. Electricity Department. Water-

tub-! boilers, superheatets, stokers, economisers and chimneys ; one

1.000-KJV n.tary converter. Specifications, ki. (.£1 eich), from

General Manager, Electricity Works, Dunning Street.

Tasmania.—Launceston.—June 7th. City Council.

One 1,000-K.v.A. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City

Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, Launceston.

Uruguay.—August 7th. Department of Posts, Telegraphs

and Telephones. Construction of a national telephone system for

the Department of Montevideo. Particulars from the Uruguayan
Legation in London, 3, Elvaston Place. South Kensington, S.W.

Whitby.—Electricity Department. Replacing economiser,

boiler feed pump, pipework ; conversion of old dry duct into

cooling pond. (April 16th.)

CLOSED.

Bootle.—Town Council. Accepted :;

—

Two 3^-tou electric vehicles, i2,545.—Ransome, Sima A' Jefferies, Ltil.

Two S-ton electric vehicles, ±'2,810.—Electtomobile (Leeds), Lt.l.

Edinburgh.—Messrs. Redpath, Brown c\J Co. were the

lowest bidders for the steelwork at the boiler house of the

Portobello power station, with an offer of £5l,00i', and the

contract has been placed with them.

London. — Hacknev. — Electricity Committee. The
Committee recommends the cancelling of the contract with the

Rees Roturbo Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for circulating pumps, at

*; 1,708, the firm having given notice that the prices would be

increased by 15 per cent. The electrical engineer, in view of

the considerable increast in price, does not favour increasing the

number of small pumps, but he may prefer to continue with the

four existing pumps, and add, witli the proposed extension, larger

pumps, each with a capacity of 10,000 KW.
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Fdlham.—Electricity and Lig-hting- Committee. Recommended
coal Buoply :

—

0,000 tons Pooley Hall small nuts. A'U.no ; 8,000 tons J pea slack, £3.126.—
Foster * Co.

8,000 tons i Midland slack. £11.6*).- J. H. Oilman 4 Co.
3,000 tons Dfihyshir.' nutty. £6,7l<7.—Harrison's, Ltd.

Shorkditch.—Lightinsj Committee. Accepted :
—

1 mile 3/036 twin U'lephone cable, £9«.—Kdison Swan Klec. Co., Ltd.

2J miles 7cori- pilot cal.le. i'7M. -Union Cable Co.. Ltd.

Margate.—Town Council. Installini:; the electric li.uht

at the Municipal offices, Town Hall :

—

E. C. Spray (acceptedl £148
J. Owen \ Pons 175

H. 8. Tett .V Co., Ltd 188
W.J.Cannon 190

Glumait. Cox A Co 1%
Thaoet Electric Co 198
E. A. Pinto 238

Snnderland.— Town Council. Electricity Committee.
Aoc«pted :

—
B. I. ,* Helsby Cables Co., Ltd.—House senioe cable and e.h.t. and l.t.

cable.
Brush Electrical EngineerinK Co., Ltd.—Two S50-k.v.a. transformers.
Joseph Thompson & Co.—Creosoted redwood capping and cable troughing.
Ferguson, Pailin & Co.. Ltd.—Switchgear.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Inslitutinn ol Mccbanical Engineers.—Friday, April 23rd. At the Institu-

tion, storey's Gate. S.W. At (J p.m. General meeting.

Physical Society of London. — IVidav, April 23rd. At the Imperial
College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. .At 5 p.m. Fourth Guthrie lecture

on " The Anomaly of the Nickel-iron .\lloys," by Mr. C. E. Guillaume.

Boyal InsUtatlon of Great Britain.—Saturday, April 24th. At Albemarle
Street. W. At 3 p.m. Lecture on " The Thermionic Vacuum Tube as
Detector, Amplifier and Generator of Electrical Oscillations," by Prof. W.
H. Eccles. (Lecture II.)

Boyal Society of Arts.—Mondav, April 26th. At John Street. Adclphi. At
8 p.m. Cantor Ie3ture " Aluminium and its Alloys," bv Dr. W. Rosenhain.
F.R.S.

Electrical Trades' Benevolent Institution.—Monday, April 96th. At the
nflfices of the Klectrical Contractors' Association, 11, Southampton Row,
\V.C. At 2.30 p.m. Annual general meeting.

" Dynamicables."—Tuesday, April 27th. At the Connaught Rooms, Qt. Queen
Street, W.C. .\t 7.1.^ p.m. Anniversary dinner.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, April 27th. At Great George
Street, S.W. At o.30 p.m. Aniiunl general meeting.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.-Thursday, April a9th. At 6 p.m. At
the Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.'W. Paper on
" .\utoraatic Protective Devices for Alternating-current Systems," by Mr.
A. E. McColI.

(East Midland Snb-Centrel.-Tuesday, April 27th. At the Technical
College. Loughhoroufih. At 7 p.ia. Lecture on "The Electrical Equip-
ment of Ships." by Mr. C. H. Woidingham, C.B.E.

(Scottish Centre'.—Friday, April 30th. At Dundee.

(Students' Meeting}. — Friday, April 30th. At Faraday House,
Routliampton Row, W.C. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Tidal Power," by Mr.
J. E. Holmstroin.

Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen.-Thursday,
April 29th. At ChesterlieM Grammar School. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on
"Gas Producer Plants." by Mr. J, J. Nicholson.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
.\pril 30th. At the Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
At 6.15 p.m. Paper on " A Modern Power Station and its Development,"
by Mr. J. S. Watson.

Junior Institution of Engineers.— Friday, April 30th. At 39, Victoria Street,
S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Social evening.

NOTES.

E.D.A.'s Age.—Preferring to our leaderette of last week,

Mr. .1. \V. Beauohamp points out that the Electrical Development
Association started on June L'nd. 1919. and therefore is not only

leas than two years old. as we said, but has not even attained to

its first anniversary. All the more credit to its efforts ; it is a

lusty infant, but needs ample nourishment —many pounds a day

—

and it is up to the electrical industry to feed it.

Cardiff Turbo-Alternator Tenders : Correction.—By a

printers' error in our advertisement pa»ee last week we credited

Cardiff Corporation with inviting tenders for a 50^000-KW. turbo-

alternator. The plant required is, of course, of 5.000 Kw. capacity.

Electricity v. Gas.—At a meeting at Bra(iford, on Satur-

day last, members of the Yorkshire Junior Gas Association

attempted to console themselves with regard to the jreneral demand
for electric lishting in the new housing: schemes, by referring at

length to the supposed advantages of gas as a heating and cooking
agent. In a paper by Mr. E. L. (Jughton, of Huddersfield gas

undertaking, tables were given which purported to show that in

heating and cooking gas was "a long way ahead of electricity,"

but in the discussion some members disputed the strict logic of the

figures. Mr. Roper, of Bradford, said that in his district the gas

people were up against a very serious proposition in the electricity

charges for domestic consumption, which were merely jd. per unit,

with a basis charge of 15 per cent, on the rateable value of the

house. He greatly doubted whether gaa could meet that on the

question of cost, and pointed out that the charg-e included everything,

lighting or otherwise.

The Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—The
annual general meeting of this Institution will be held at the

offices of the Electrical Contractors' Association, 11. Southampton
Row, W.C. 1. on Monday. April 26th, 1920. at 2.30 p.m. ; Mr. J. Y.

Fletcher will take the chair, and it is hoped that members will

show their interest by turning up in force. The meeting will

receive the report of the Committee and the accounts for the year

1919, and elect members of the Committee of Management. The
following members retire by rotation, suid are eligible for

re-election :—Messrs. W. B. Esson, E. Garcke, T. E. Gatehouse,

C. E. Hunter, W. Ratcliffe-Small, Sir Ernest Spencer, and Mr. G
Sutton.

Norwegian Water Power.—The Techiiiml Revieiv quotes

from Tel.iiu/: I keblad a statement that the Government u pro-

viding a sum of one and a-half millions sterling for the regulation

of rivers, in order to increase the value of waterfalls. The work
is to be completed in 1922.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.— The first

annual dinner of the Xortciern Division was held in the Albion
i Intel, Manchester, on April 17th, under the presidency of

Mr. U. E. Annett, A.M.I.E.E., chairman ol the division.

-Uter the toast of " The King," Mr. A. L. Lunu, past-presi-

dent of the Association, proposed the toast of "The Guests,"
and said he was pleased to see so many chief engineers
present, as representatives of undertaliiugs, as well as Aid.

Walker, chairman of the Joint Board. Ide contrasted the
large gathering with the first meeting of the Association

\\hich was held in Manchester, and said the progress was
due, in some measure, to the sympathetic attitude of the

great majority of chief engineer-;.

Aid. Walker, in replying to the toast, said he had ground
for hostility to the E.P.E.A., seeing that he was spencKng
every Saturday and Sunday, not in well-earned rest, but on
the Joint Board endeavouring to find solutions to problems
of rates, hours, and conditions. The electricity supply in-

dustry was THE key industry, and by the work of the Joint

Board, the result of which would be attained at no distant

date, he hox)ed they would create feelings of satisfaction

amongst the staff. It cmild not be denied that many of those
in authority in the electricity supply industry did not appre-
ciate the technical knowledge necessary for those resixinsible

lor the generation and distribution of electrical energy.

Mr. J. F. Heslop, A.M.I.E.E. (vice-president of the Assa
ciation) proposed the toast of the "Institution of Electrical

Engineers," and ilr. J. A. Eobertson (chairman, N.W. Centre
of the I.E.E.), in replying, said he had watched with
plcasm'e the progress and gix)d work of the E.P.E.A. in

improving the status of the engineer. There were so _many
conflicting interests represented in the I.E.E. that for it to

undertake the function of a protective organisation would
be its own destruction. Instead, the I.E.E. endeavoured to

bring the various Sections together. The local Centre had
.set up a committee to formtilate a scheme for the training of

.station engineers. Technical education and training should
be available for and aceessible to the children of the poorest
people. There was too much si>ecialisation ; he would have en-

gineers change from generation to cTJstnbution and to sales,

rather than wait for promotion in theii' own department.
Mr. P. P. Wheelwright. M. I.E.E.. proposed the toast of

"The E.P.E.A.," suggesting a formula: Enterprise-t-Perse-
verance+Energy = -\wards, n'hich expressed his own view of

the characteristics of the members who had made it such a
success. Mr. J. H. Parker (president. E.P.E..\.), in replying,

referred to the early difficulties of the Association. It w-as a

baby which required nutritioij. but the doctor told it to
suck his thumb. This did not help, and it was decided to

try a new food, " Bonus food builds bonny babies." • This
met with success, and an addition uas prescribed. The baby
was now making rapid progress, and a new food, " Basic
rates," would be ready shortly. The Association was a most
democratic organisation; its members occupied an interme-
diate position, being both workers and managerial, and he
liwked forward to the time when it would hold tEe balance
against trouble in the industry. In conclusion, he said that
if the members worked together, nothing could restrain them
from what they set out to do.

Standardisation In Germany.—In Germany the Associa-

tion of German Engineers has, according to the E.T./., set up a

powerful organisation in the " Standardisation Committee of the

German Industry" [.V»/- ;«<>«.<.«(•/(».»,< der Dentuchen Industrie],

Standardisation falls into two main sub-divisions, namely, Regula-
tion {Beijeliinq') and Normalisation (,.\ormiing}. The former is

concerned with the drawing-up of regulations for the estimation*

of the capacity and behaviour of apparatus. The Committee holds

that it is of the highest importance in view of the English and
.\merican activities in this sphere that the German regulations

should be elaborated as quickly as possible, so as to strengthen

the German jiosition in respect of export. The latter relates to

the Bpecifioation of sizes in manufacture with the object of

facilitating repetition work in respect of component parts, defini-

tion of types, and the determination of overriding standards such as

normal sections, normal voltages, A:c. The Committee referred to

above comprises a number of sections composed of specialists in

various branches, and it is proposed to add to these sections as

the needs arise.
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Railway Signalling.—The report of Major Hall to the

Ministry of Transport on the collision which occurred between a

passensfer train and a g-oods train at Soothill Wood Colliery, on the

Leeus-Batley branch of the Great Northern Railway, early in

February, states that the severe storm at the end of .Tanuary had
resulted in exte«8ive damage to block telegraph and telephone

wires over a large area in this district, and traffic was still, on this

branch, being: operated under the block telegraph regTila'.ions.

Major Hall agrees with the opinion, expressed in a recent report

by Colonel Pringle, that the temporary installation of telephone

block working by means of insulated cable run out from reels

would be of the greatest value pending restoration of normal con-

ditions.

—

The Times.

The Edacational Activities of Glasgow Electricity

Department.—The Works Continuation School of the Electricity

Department of Glasgow Town Council has introduced during the

past winter various classes for employes. \ very successful session

has just been completed, when Mr. R. B. Mitchell, general manager,

presented prizes gained by past students. The classes met four

nights in each week, and included the following subjects :—Practical

training in instrument making, arithmetic and algebra, and
generation and distribution of electrical energy. The latter class

was for the clerical staff, and all were conducted under the auspices

of the Local Education Authority.

On April 12th the session of the Glasgow Town Council BUec-

tricity Department Engineering Society was concluded, Mr. R. B.

Mitchell presiding over an attendance of S8 members. Mr. C. W.
Marshall read a paper on "Transformation of Electrical Energy
from A.C. to D.c. ' and an interesting discussion followed. The
chairman intimated that arrangements were well in hand for the

next sessions' syllabus.

Mine Locomotives.—It is stated that the Home Office

has been approached with a view to permitting the use of

electric locomotives in coal mines. At present, in accordance with
General Regulation Xo. 130, haulage by electric locomotives on the

overhead trolley wire system is prohibited in any mine in which
coal is worked, but haulage by storage-battery locomotives may be

used in any mine, with the consent in writing first obtained of the

Secretary of State and subject to such conditions affecting safety

as may be prescribed by him. The use of internal-combustion

locomotives is prohibited by the Act. The Department has laid

down certain conditions, of which the most important is that

the locomotive shall not, under any circumstances, spark in such

a manner as to set up the danger of firing a mine. Designs

have now been submitted to the Home Office for approval.

—

CiiUiery Gvardian.

Electric Vehicle Progress.—The Bristol Town Council
proposes to purchase six electric tipping wagons for the collection

and removal -of refuse. The estimated cost is placed at £6,600,

and the sanitary authority hopes that as a result of displacing

horse vehicles by electrics a saving of £1,000 a year will be

effected. At the inquiry held by the Ministry of Health respecting

the application to borrow the money to meet the cost of the

vehicles, the city engineer explained that since 1914 the expense
of keeping a horse had risen from 1 2s. lOd. to 42s. per week, mainly
due to the high price of fodder. The men's hours also had been
reduced from 611 to 48 per week. In 1914 the cost per load of

2.5 cwt. of refuse was 4s. 4d., and it was now 14s. At one of the
destructors there was surplus electricity, and the Council thought it

couli charge these wagons every night with that surplus e'cctricity.

One firm of electric vehicle manufacturers stated that if the
Council did not save a shilling a ton on the first mouth's working,
it would take the wagons back. The sanitary authority hoped to

save £1.000 a year by means of electric wagons.
The Derby local authority has placed an order with Xewton

Brothers, Ltd., for the supply of two electric vehicles.

The Ministry of Health has sanctioned the borrowing of £7,520
by the Edmonton Council for the purchase of electric vehicles and
motor vans.

Sanction has been received by the H.ockney Corporation in
respect of the application to raise a loan of ii;">.41S for the purchase
of four electric vehicles (two 2-tonners and two 3J-tonners) for
refuse-collection purposes.

The Leeds Corporation has accepted a tender by Electromobile
(Leeds). Ltd., for the supply of an electric tipping wagon at a cost
of £1,610.

Plymouth Corporation has reported favourably on the adoption
of electrics for the sanitary services. The Committee is to purchase
three electric vehicles for refuse removal, a pioneer sweeper and
loader, and two tipping wagons, which can also be used as water
tanks for street-watering purposes. To cover the estimated cost
of the vehicles and the adaptation of stable buildings as a garage,
it was resolved to seek sanction for a loan of £12,840.
The Rotherham borough engineer has been authorised to obtain

tenders for the supply of two electric vehicles for use by the
Highways Department.
The Wakefield Electricity Department has had one electric

vehicle in use for some considerable time, another is on order, and
the purchase of a third is under consideration.
The Wolverhampton Corporation is to experiment with an

electric vehicle for the local public services.

—

Klectrlc \'ehicle.

New Electric Clock at St. Pancras.—In these days of
long deliveries it is refreshing to hear of somebody who can make
a prompt shipment of goods. A case in point is the large clock
under the Arcade of the Midland Railway Terminus at St. Pancras,
London. Travellers have doubtless noticed for some months that
this clock has been out of commiaaion. On March 20th, Messrs.

Gent A; Co., Ltd., Leicester, received instructions to electrify this

clock, and install one of their "' Waiting-Train " movements behind
the dial, and, although no preparatory work had been done, by the
afternoon of March 26th the large face had been cleaned, the hand
mechanism adjusted, a new "Waiting-Train ' movement installed,

and the whole of the electrification of the clock completed, and
going by 4 o'clock on that day. This clock, which appears to

be of ordinary size, 6 or 7 ft. in diameter, is in reality 18 ft.

across, only a few feet smaller than Big Ben of Westminster.
As a single-dial clock it is the largest electric clock in London.
The " Waiting-Train " mechanism used for driving this dial is a
small compact piece of apparatus, occu]iying a space about 18 in.

square. The motive power for driving the hands is obtained from
the pendulum, through the medium of a ratchet-wheel and the
usual crown gear. The accuracy of the time-keeping is not, how-
ever, dependent upon this, but the pendulum is arranged to have a
slight gaining rate, and moves the hands with a steady motion
through a half-minute space on the dial in about 27 seconds. At
this point a masking pawl comes automatically into operation, and
stops the drive. Exactly on the half-minute the impulse from the
master transmitter releases the masking pawl, and allows the drive

to continue. The hands, therefore, do not proceed in half-minute
impulses, as in the case of small clocks, but at a uniform rate, with
small periods of " waiting." The pendulum is self-maintaining,
and is capable of developing up to nearly 30 times its normal
power, so that wind or snow pressure on the hands of the clock

cannot affect its time-keeping qualities.

Educational.—Faraday HnrsE.—The following appoint-
ments to Entrance Scholarships at Faraday House Electrical Engi-
neering College have been made :—To Frank Dougla.s (ioodchild

(County School, Beckenham). a Faraday Scholarship of 50 guineas
per annum, tenable for two years in College and one year in engi-

neering works ; to George John Moody (Alleyn's School. Dulwich
),

a Maxwell Scholarship of 50 guineas per annum, tenable for one
year in College and one year in engineering works.
Manchester University. — We have now received a copy

of the " prospectus " of the issue of the Manchester University
"bonds " referred to in our columns last week. This novel
publication has all the appearances of the usual metho4 of

publicity adopted by company promoters. It announces that
" no copy of this prospectus has been filed with the Regis-
trar of Joint Stock Companies.'' and the title assumed is

" Lancashire Development Unlimited—The University of Man-
chester The " capital " is divided into " 425.000 cumulative
participating ordinary bonds of £1 each," and 1,500,000 cumu-
lative participating people's bonds of Is. each. The " terms
of subscription " are :—On application

—
'' As much as possible

"

and on allotment payment may be spread over three years, at option
of subscriber. A form of application is enclosed. Apart from the
undoubted worth of the 'University to the country, this new
departure, in attracting the attention and support which is essential

to its continuation, deserves sympathetic consideration and
response.

Vehicle Lights,—The Departmental Committee on Lights
on Vehicles, of which Sir Henry Maybury is chairman, has made
two interim reports to the Ministry of Transport, which have been
published as a White Paper [Cmd. i;59. 2d. net]. The subjects

dealt with are lighting-up times, the number of lamps to be carried

on various types of vehicles, and the restriction of the use of dazzle

headlignts. It is agreed that some of the headlights now in use

are unnecessarily powerful, and that inconvenience and frequently
danger arise from their use. The Committee has examined a large

number of devices to reduce or eliminate dazzle. " While it is

quite easy to avoid dazzle, the effect of most of the devices which
do this satisfactorily is to produce an unsafe driving light, ' besides

wasting a large percentage of light. The Committee recommends
that the light given by aU headlights should comply with some
standard of illumination ascertained at various points. With a

view to fixing such a standard, it proposes to subject all ideas and
devices submitted to it to a series of practical road tests. Pending
this investigation, the Committee suggests the limitation of the
size of clear glaas apertures of head-lamps to 7 in. diameter on
motor cars, and 5 in. on motor cycles. Not more than two head-

lamps should be allowed : not more than four lamps showing a

light to the front to be permitted on any vehicle (except in the

case of a vehicle with a load that overhangs laterally) ; not more
than one separate rear light to be used except in the case of pro-

jecting loads ; all lamps showing a light to the front shall have
clearly and indelibly marked thereon their capacity or power, and
shall not exceed 21 f.P. ; if more than two lamps showing a light

to the front are used, two of them must be side lights not exceed-

ing 12 c.p. each. Legislation and special provisions are recom-
mended.

The Electrical Purification of Air.—A note presented

to the Academic des Sciences by ilessrs. D'Arsonval, Bordaa. and
Touplain, and reproduced in the /.Viae lli-nerale de I' Elect ricitf

describes experiments on the purification of contaminated air by
electrical means, the air being drawn through a copper tube in

the axis of which was a wire maintained at a negative potential

of 50,000 volts with regard to the tube. Although the air was
proved to contain originally 150 microbes per m.', after electrifica-

tion it was absolutely sterile. As experiments with dust particles

had shown that the best results obtainable did not exceed a deposi-

tion of 95 to 97 per cent, of the particles, the authors concluded
that the destruction of the microbes was partly due to the action

of ozone, and their researches will be directed to this aspect of the

matter.
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Inqniries.—Makftrs of " Etcholite " and of the " I'ulvo
'

vacmim cleaner arr iisked for.

Identification Marks on Motor Vehicles.—The Metro-
politan Police have issued an imiih.itic warning with regard to
faulty identification marks on motor vehicles. Wai-nings were
given in 1917 and 191^*, and some 6.000 offences were reported in
the Metropolitan Police District in the latter year. A further
warning is now given, for the laat time, that the Police will insist
on these marks being in compliance with the law.

Strike at Port Sunliglit.— Klectrical Trades Union men
employed by Lever Bros, at the Port Sunlight works, who came
out on strike on Wednesday of last week, owing to the employ-
ment of three men who are meml)er8 of the Electrical Power
Engineers' Association, have not. up to the time of writing,
returned to work. Xegotiations between the firm and the Union
have been held, and a settlement may not be very distant.

Engineering Golfing Society.—The spring meeting will
take place, by the courtesy of the Golf Club, at Coombe Hill,
Kingston Hill, on Tuesday, May 11th. A medal round will be
played in the morning, and a four-ball foursome competition
against bogey in the afternoon. Entries close on Monday, May 3rd,
A match play tournament will commence early in May ; entries
close on Monday, April 26th. Tlie hon, secretary, Mr, W, L.
Mansergh. ,5, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. 1, will be glad to
furnish application forms and other particulars, to any members
of the engineering profession who belong to recognised golf clubs,
and wish to join the society.

Appointments Vacant.—Shift engineer (90s.) for the
Hoylake and ^\e8t Kirby Urban District Electricity Department :

telegraph inspectors (£200 + £i;,5) for the Posts and Telegraphs
Department in the Tanganyika Territory ; assistant lecturer in
electrical engineering (£a5U) for the" Manchester Municipal
C'jllege of J Technology ; staff engineer (£234) for the Doncaster
Corporation Electricity Department ; full-time teacher of engin-
eering (£350 to £450") for the Birkenhead Technical School ;

installation assistant (£250) for the Ipswich Corporation Elec-
tricity and Tramways Departments, .See our advertisement pages
to-day.

The Diesel-Electric Propulsion of Ships.—In the Ship-
building' and Marine Engineering Section of the 7"<mps Enghieei-inii
Supplevient for .\pril, it is sttlod that the Diesel-eleotric system has
many advocates in America, where a number of ships of 10,000 tons
deadweight are being equipped with Diesel-driven D.c. generators,
of 5,000 H.H.p. each, supplying current to the propeller motors.
The engines are of the simple non-reversing type, running con-
tinuously at constant speed, and owing to the intervention of the
electrical gear, can be run at highcrspeeds than when directly coupled
to the propeller shaft, thus ecouomising space and weiaht. The
system lends itself well to the development of very large powers
without the risks attendant on the use of large cylinders.

Spark Plugs.—Brass has often been assumed to be
superior to steel for sparking-plug shells because of its greater
heat conductivity. The measurements described in Report No. 52.
U.S. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, prove the
contrary, showing that the interior of a sparking plug, having a
brass shell, is from 50° to 150' C. (90 to 27U" F.) hotter than that
of a similar steel plug. Consiti>.-nt results were obtained in both an
aviation and a truck engine, and under conditions which eliminated
all other sources of difference between the plugs. It is to be con-
cluded that steel is to be preferred to brass for sparking-plug
shells,— Tech « ical Reriew.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — The annual general
meeting of the North-Western Centre was held on April 13th,
at the Engineers' Club. Manchester, Mr. J, Robertson presiding.
The annual report, read by the honorary secretary, Mr. A,

Ellis, stated that 11 general meetings had been held, including the
Kelvin Lecture, and the attendance averaged 120, A noteworthy
feature was the number of new speakers, including several visitors";

on the average, eight speakers took part in the discussion at each
meeting. There was an increase in every class of membership, the
greatest being in the Student Section, where the figures were 222,
against 128 last session, and the aggregate was 981, compared
with 830. The Liverpool Sub-Centre had held five meetings and
the Preston Sub-Centre sis.

The Chairman, in replying to a vote of thanks, said they had
every reason to feel proud of the work which had been done by
the Centre, and also by the Institution as a whole. There was a
tendency to bring together various interests, including the
manufacturing interest, which, he was sorry to say. was ignored
for many years by the Institution, to reconcile conflicting views,
and to enable those who were apparently in opposition to one
another to work together for the common good of the Institution
and the industry as a whole. Personally, he had tried to emphasise
the importance of the Students' Section and the necessity of
encouraging it in order to maintain the strength of the Institution.
Thanks were voted to Mr. Ellis for his services as honorary

secretary, and to the Committee of the Engineers' Club for allowing
the meetings to be held on the club premises.

There were nine candidates for incml«;r9hip of the Committee,
and a vote wa.s taken by ballot, the successful candidates being Mr.
H. A. Ratcliff. Mr. B. 'Welbourn, and Mr, .T. 11. Wood. The election

of Mr. .1. Frith (chairman), .\lderman W. Walker and Mr. A. S.

Barnard (vice-chairmen), and Mr. A. Ellis (honorary secretary) was
agreed to unanimously.
The meeting was followed by a smoking concert.

Soi rii Midland Centre.—The hon. secretary of the Centre
informs us that the authorities of the Technical College. Lough-
borough, and the Brush Electrical Co,, Ltd., have extended an
invitation to the members to visit their respective establishments.
May 14th has been suggested as a suitable date for the visit, and a
programme has been arranged. Members of the Centre desirous of
taking part are asked to communicate with the hon. secretary (Mr.
J. D. Morgan) not later than April 24th. The probable cost of the
visit will be 10s. per member, as a motor-'bus is being hired for the
occasion.

Scottish Centre.—Lecturing on '' Highland Water-Power
''

to this Centre of the Institution in Glasgow, on April 14th,

Mr. .1. M. M. Munro dealt with the nature, need, and urgency of
a preliminary investigation of the entire field of national portable
and power water supply, and the organisation necessary to under-
take it. The problem, he pointed out, was to utilise fully and
distribute equitably the whole water resources of the country for

the maximum benefit of all. The preliminary inclusive general
survey could most quickly be accomplished under the auspices of
interim district water committees, appointed by groups of county
councils. Schemes ripe for accomplishment could be undertaken
by permanent area water boards. A Government contribution
towards cost would probably be necessary, but the main capital

would be borrowed through local authorities and others interested
in water or power supply. These boards would not distribute

beyond their area, but would sell water there to local authorities
and electrical energy to the district electricity authorities. At the
same meeting office-bearers for the year were appointed as follows :

—Chairman, Mr. J, E, Sayers : vice-chairmen, Mr. C. F. Goslin,

and Mr. Alex. Lindsay ; hon. secretary. Mr. Joseph Taylor
;

assistant hon. secretary, Mr. W. F. Mitchell : chairman. Students'
Section, Mr. F. H. Whysall. Mr. Roger T. Smith, President of the
Institution, delivered an interesting address.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On Tuesday last the "James
Forrest ' lecture was delivered by Sir Dagald Clerk, F.R.S.. the
subject being " Coal Conservation in the United Kingdom.' After
a preliminary survey of the coal resources of the country, the
author took as his text the report of the Coal Conservation Com-
mittee of the Board of Trade, and severely criticised the statistics

put forward, and the economies ascribed to the scheme of elec-

tricity supply. He then compared the relative efliciencies of gas
and electricity in terms of the heat units contained in the coal, and
maintained that where heat was required, gas was far superior to

electricity, while in a few years' time its superiority would be
vastly increased. He saw little prospect of improvement in elec-

trical plant, though, by abandoning condensation and using the
exhaust steam from turbines for heating purposes, he considered
that a very high thermal efficiency was obtainable. .V suggestion
of Lord Kelvin 8 that large quantities of low-temperature heat
could be obtained wdth a small expenditure of energy by utilising

the reversible properties of the Carnot cycle between narrow limits.

Sir Dugald declared, was not a fallacy ; it offered a promising
opening for new developments. For lighting purposes he stated

that electricity was more economical than gas. The advantages
of gas for generating power,jn preference to steam, wereemphasied,
and the lecturer concluded with a brief reference to the use of
water-power.
The Council, in response to requests from various parts of the

country, has decided to form local associations. These will, at

first, only be instituted in centres where Associations of Students
are already in existence, and the grant made by the Institution to

these Students Associations will be continued if the latter are

incorporated with the newly-formed bodies. Various other rules

regarding this matter have been formulated by the Council.

Liverpool Wireless Association,—A meeting was held on
April 14th, at which additional new members were elected, A
paper was given by a member with regard to valve action and
circuits, followed by an instructional article on the construction

of a standard wave-meter. The following gentlemen were elected

as members of Committee :—Messrs. Grindon. Henderson. Coulton.
Moore, Hyde, Saunders, and Williams. Mr. G. Irvine was elected

hon. treasurer, and Mr, S. Frith, 6, Cambridge Road, Crosby. Liver-

pool, was re-elected as hon. secretary. The next meeting is on
Wednesday, April 28th ; all interested in wireless are cordially

invited,

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—At the final meeting
of the session, on April 17tn, a paper was read by Mr. F. D.
Davidson on " The History and Development of Electric Heating
and Cooking." The author gave a short history of the experiments
and dilBculties of the pioneers in .\merioa, Germany and England,
referring particularly to Franklin, Lane-Fox and Carpenter in

America, and to Crompton and others in England. He expressed
the opinion th.at for the purpose of water boiling and the like, the
mica wire strip element, bolted in close contact with its work, was
the most efficient heating element yet devisetl, and for heating
purposes the porcelain former type of fire-bar was the most effective.

A plea was made for some attempt at the standardisation of heating
elements, and the suggestion was put forward that the most useful

size of element for general purposes was an element 5 in. long by
Ij in. wide, and not more than jt: in. thick ; this could be used
singly or in suitable numbers for practically all forms of apparatus,
the loading and voltages being varied to suit requirements.
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
2 he Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

ElkctbICAL Review posted as to their mitvements.

Ml'. Ueokgu J. HoLi.VER, chief assibtaut electiical eugiueer
at the Walthanistow Electricity Works, has resumed duties

alter his recent illness.

Mr. Arnold Hughes, Falkirk Corporation electrical engi-

neer, has been granted three mouths' leave of absence for

health reasons.

Mr. TH0M.4S Climie has been appointed assistant electrical

engineer by the Falkirk Town Council at £'330 per annum.
The Hull Electricity Committee has unanimously agreed

that the salary of Mr. H. Bell, the electrical engineer, be in-

creased from aiW to ±'1,000 a year, dating from April 1st,

1919. In a letter to the committee Mr. Bell pointed out that

his present salary was identical with that he received seven
years ago. He also submitt-ed an official scale of payments by
units, and said that under this scale he would be entitled to

i;l,410 per annum. During his absence at the war the whole
question had been in abeyance.

Mr. R. C. Hill, late of the .Admiralty Salvage Department,
has recovered sufficiently from a long and serious illness to

enable him to undertake duties once more on the staff of the
Gloucester Corporation Power Station, where he formerly
held the position of Eugineer-in-Charge.

Lieut. -Colonel A. Shipson has been apixjinted director;

Capt. P. J. Edmunds, physician; Mr. H. N. Swinstead, trafdc

manager, and Capt. R. W. Hawl, instructor, wireless branch,
Indian telegraphs.

—

Indian Engineeriny.
Mr. H. A. Neville, chief electrical engineer of the Wake-

held Corporation for the past 10 years, has been appointed
electrical engineer and manager of the Peterborough Cor-

IKjratiou electricity works at a s&lary of iiToO, rising by annual
mcrements of ±'50 to il,000.

Mr. R. Collins has resigned his position as engineer and
manager of the Galway Electric Co., Ltd., on taking up an
appointment with an engineering concern in Dublin. Mr.
A. H. Pemberthy, manager of the Ruthin Electric Supply Co.,

has been appointed to succeed him. Mr. Pemberthy was
formerly on the staff of the B.T.H. Co., Rugby.
Mr. W. E. MiLLEB has resigned his position as manager

of the Carron Co.'s electrical cooking and heating department,
and has taken over the electrical cooking and heating de-

partment of Messrs. Archibald Low & Sons, Ltd., of Partick,

Glasgow, who intend to develop this particular branch very
con,-.iderably in the near future.

\\'hitehaven T.C. has increased the salary of the borough
electrical engineer to £450 a year. He had applied for £500,
the recognised scale, but it. was thought advisable not to pay
this scale until the publication of the balance sheet at the
end of the year.

At the Aylesbury electricity works, on April 9th, Mr. A. T.

Atkinson was presented with a silver cruet stand from the
staff and employes, on the occasion of his marriage. Mr.
TurnbuU, the borough electrical engineer, made the presen-
tation.

Commissioned Electrician W. Ross ha^ been appointed to

II. M.S. Hepnhc from the 3rd inst.

Mr. J. H. BoLAM, borough electrical engineer at Weymouth,
has secured an appointment in India.

Mr. R. F. Dixon, works .superintendent of the Southampton
Corporation Tramways, who is leaving to become general
manager and engineer to the Mansfield Light Railway Co.,
has been presented by the staff with a silver cake dish and a
china fruit dish.

Mr. G. PI. Thi'kston, on retiring from the staff of the Isle

of Wight Electricity Co., has been presented by his colleagues
witli a cake casket. •

Mr. W. Wethekei;, a lineman for nearly 50 years on tlie

L. & N.W. Railway at Stafford, has been the recipient of a
purse of money and an armchair from the members of the
electrical department of the Stafford district.

Mr. S. G. Mabston has resigned his position as mains en-
gineer at Stoke-on-Trent, after 16 years' service with tlie

Corporation, to take up an appointment as distribution en-
gineer at Sunderland.
The Times states that Signor Marconi has resigned his

position as Itahan delegate at the Peace Conference.
Mr. 0. Lb Maistre was married on April 16th at the Chapel

Royal. Savoy, to Irene, younger d.Tughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eiiiest van der Beeck. of Tui-pington.^Bickley, Kent.
On Tliursday last a farewell dinner was given by a number

of his friends to Mr. E. C. Babton, M.I.E.E.. who is about
to return to Australia after carrying on a strenuous cam-
paign in sujijiort of decimal coinage and the metric sy.stem
of weights and measure,?, and performing a variety of "work
fif national importance during the war. Mr. "

Theodore
M<-Kenna presided, and amongst those present were Mr
Harry Allcock. Mi-. (\. f,. Addeidirooke, Ifr. Percy Rosling.
Mr. Lee Murray,, and Mr. \Y. [,. Madgen. as well as many
other men of eminence in scientific and conmioroial circles.
Mr. Baaton stated that hitherto Australia and New Zealand,
whilst anxious to adopt the decimal sysiera, had waifecl for

the home country to lead the way ; however, in view of -the
report of the Royal Conjmission on Decimal Coinage, he
would endeavour lo persuade them to wait no longer, but to
carry out the reform independently of Great Britain.
Mr. J. R. D. NoRKiE has lesigued his ixjiiition as electrical

engineer to the Park Prevvitt Asylum, Basingstoke. The ap-
pointment of a successor has been deferred for the present;
the leading titter and electrician will be resixju.sible, under
the direction of the medical superintendent, lor the satisfac-
tory working of the plant.

Mr. H. F. Marshall, charge engineer at the Barrowrin-
Purness Corporation electricity works, lias been presented
with a dressing case by the works employes. He leaves
England on Apnl '24th to take up an appointment in Shanghai.

Obituary.—Mb. H. W. Robinson.—The death occurred on
April 14th of Mr. Herbert W. Robinson, local district superin-
tendent for Messrs. Christy Bros. & Co., electrical engineers,
of Chelmsfoiil. He was 43 years of age, and had been with,
the tiriii for over 23 years.

Mb. a. H. Hiorns.—There passed away on Saturday last
Mr. Arthur H. Hiorns, who for about 40 y;ears wa§ head of
the Metallurgical Department of the Birmingham Technical
School.
Pbok. J. A. McClixlanu, F.R.S.—We regret to record the

death on April 18th, in Dublin, of Prof. J. A. McClelland,
Professor of Experimental Physics in University ' College,
Dublin. During the war Prof. McClelland was a member of
the Inventions Committee and of the Committee for Organisa-
tion of Industrial Research.
Prof. A. K. PIuntington.—The death occurred suddenly on

Saturday last of Prut. Alfred Kirby Huntington, who was
from 1«79 until October, 1919, Professor of Metallurgy at
King's College.

Prok. L. T. O'Shea.—On Sunday last there passed away,
suddenly, at Sheffield, Prof. L. T. O'Shea, for many years
Professor of Applied Chemistry at Sheffield University. For
more than 25 years lie made a special study of the chemistry
of fuel, especially in connection with coke-oven developments
and the preparation of fuel for industrial purposes.
Mb. T. Vail.—We regret to record the death of Mr. Theodore

Vail, which occurred on April 16th at the -Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital, Baltimore, from heart failure, at the age of 75 years. It

seems that he had been in fading health for the pasit year.
He was one of the best-known electrical men in the U.S.A.,
and he had also been prominently connected with important
electrical concerns in South .America, interests which brought
him into personal contact with electrical men and others in
London. An account of his career by "a correspondent

"

appeared m the Times of 19th inst. The writer says :

" Dur-
ing the ten years of Mr. Vail's presidency of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. the " Bell ' telephone sy.stem in
the United States was increased from below 6,000,000 stations
to nearly 12,000,000 stations, and the range of the telephone
was increased until it covered the whole Continent, and New
York was able to talk to San P'rancisco. Such a remarkable
expansion of a complicated system of communication and
such an extraordinary technical feat as the transmission of
the human voice over a circuit more than 3,000 miles long
required a highly scientific organisation. It is to Mr. Vail'a
recognition of the importance of scientific research that the
great expansion and high efficiency of the .American telephone
system are due. . . . Many industries get their improvements
from outside, lAit the telephone industry has almost con-
sistently been improved from within by the inventions and
advances of the i-esearch department of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co. . . . Mr. Vail had retired from "the
active presidency of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co..
though remaining chairman of the board and retaining his
active interest in the great «'ork of, telephone development.

Will.—^The late Sir .John .lackson, the well-known con-
tractor, left £504.761 net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Berrite, Ltd. (166,397).—Private conipaiiv. Registered
April Hth. CapitaL £30,000 in £1 sh.-ires. To take over the business
carried on by the Copal Varnish Co., Ltd.. as dealers in insulating materials
and compositions under" the stvie of " Berrite," including the trade mark
"Berrite." The subscribers (each with one share) are: E. H. Barchard. 22,
College Hill, E.G., solicitor; P. M. Sanderson, 22. College Hill. E.G.
solicitor's managing clerk. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors.
Solicitors: Janson, Cobb, Pearson & Co., 22, College Hill, E.G.

Cooke & Segal, Ltd. (166,470).—Private company. Re-
gistered April I5th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business
of lighting, glass and h:irdware merchants. &c. The fin

E. Cooke, 22, Randolph Crescent. .NLiida Vale, W. ; J. Segal. 94. Fairholt
Roail. Stoke Newington. N.IH. Secrc-t;nv : A. VV. Wale. !I3, Capel Road,
Forest Gate, E. Registered office: '.'l -2;), ' Gray's Inn Ro.ad, W.C.I.

E. B. C. Electrical Co., Ltd. (166,347).-Private com-
pany. Reglst.>red .'\pril 13th. Capital. iTU.OOO in £1 shares (20,000 prefer-
ence). To carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in electric
liglilinj,' and starting sets and accessories and equipntent of all kinds for
motor .in,l other vehicles, vessels an,l :iinr.i(l. engin.-er.s, 4v., an.l lo enter
iiilo an ,,,,'ieemenl with .S. 1.. Price, rii.- first directors :He : S. f.. Price,

(12, ICagle Street, High Holboin, \\(\: I.. C. Harvey, ST.. Victoria Street,
Westminster; \V. H. Carcv, 78 and SO. High Hoiborn, W.C. ; C. A. M.
Buckley, 17, Drewstead Road, Stre.ithim, S.W. Solicitor: F. S. FIcuret, 37,
Ch.ancery Lane, W.C. Registeied oOice : 03, Eagle Street. High Hoiborn,
w.d.
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J. t. Slack, Ltd. (160,227).—Private coni|jaii). Kcyia-
trred April Uth. Capital, £3U,000 in £i sharv>. Tu carry vn the bu^ine^ uf

MiHnufacturcr^ uf and ili.alt.Tii in tuU'^, pipes, coniluit>, iiiain^, retorts, bends,
tilbows* flanges and accessories for lubes, pipe^ and conduitii, &c. 'ihc first

directors are: J. E. black. JiJ, Holloway Koad, Holloway, N., director,

Ferguson Superheaters, Ltd. ; A. 11. ^jK-aring, ICwrstield Koad, Kcigaie,
director, Ferguson Superheaters, Ltd., ntid Goodrich & Hanilvn, Ltd. Sccrc-
lurv ; J. E. Mack. Registered oftke : CU, Queen \ Ictoria SireVt, li.C.

Chesterfield Tube Co., Ltd. (166,341).—Registered April
13lh. Capital, i'iJo.UUO in 'ii),Vi>0 shares ol ' Jtl citcn and l,>4U.tM)U shares ol

5>. each. To carry on the business of tnanulacturers of ^te«l and iron lubes

ul wrought iron, steel or other metals, iron plate:, and fittings of all kinds,
mechanical and electrical engineers, loundi^s, machinists. &c., and to adopt
an agreement with the Chesterfield Tube Co., Ltd. (incorporated in l»Oti;.

The first directors are: A. K. Nicol, Uplands, Woldingham, S>urre\ ; C. C.
Hairy, 36, Upper Brook Street, W.; P. Haig-Thom.is, 43, Princes ' Gardens.
S.W.; G, Hooper, Readings, Five Ashes, Suss«.\; A. Mitclulson, Holme Park,
Rotherfield; H. W. Pelham-CIinton, oi, Lccleston Square, S.W.; W. A.
Woodeson, Ne\'ar Hous.-, Clowdene Hank, Low Fell, Gateshead (director.

Clarke, Chapman & Co., Ltd.). Minimum cash subscription, £7. SccretarN :

J. G. Dinan. Registered utticc ; G. Austin Friars, L.C.

Don Engineering Co., Ltd. (166,456).—Private company.
Registered April 14th. Capital, i;200,OUO in £1 shares. To take over the
business of consulting, mechanical and electrical engineers, physical and
scientific consultants, patentees, metallurgists, engineering experts, manu-
facturers of motor cars, c}cles, scooters, buses, lorries, taxi-cabs, &c., and
to adc^t an agreement with Dr. A. M. Low. The subscribers (each with
one share) are : Hon. C. N. Bruce, 1, Lowndes Square, S.W., barrister;

Hon. N. M. Upton. The Holme. Halniaclellan, N.B., engineer. The sub-
scribers arc to appoint the first directors, ^licitor : T. Outer, 17, Throg-
morton Avenue, L.C.

H. T, Hazzledine, Ltd. ( 166,208) .—Private company.
Registered April 9th. Capital, ilU.UUU in ±'1 shares. To carry on m the

U.K. or elsewhere the business of electrical engineers and contractors, manu-
facturers of and dealers in electrical apparatus and appliances, &c. The
first directors are : H. T, Hazzledine, The Cottage, Lucknow Drive, Notting-
ham; J. T. H. Barwood, 582, Berridge Road, Nottingham, Solicitor; S. J.
Burnie. Moot Hall Chambers, Wheeler Gate, Nottingham. Registered office :

J, Talbot Street, Nottingham.

Bower & Taylor, Ltd. (166,193).—Private company. Re-
gistered April 9th. Capital, £o,00U in Jt'l shares. To take over the business
of an automobile and electrical engineer carried on bv J. A. Bower at 17-21,

Thurlow Park Road. West Dulwich. S.E.. as *• Motor and Electrical In-

dustries." The subscrit)ers (each with one share) are: J. A. Bower, 42,

Thurlow Park Road, West Dulwich, S.E., engineer; H. G. Stimson, Salis-

bury House. E.C.2, solicitor; W. J. Billing, 17, Oliver Road, Sutton, Surrey,
clerk. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Registered office

:

7S, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

British Pings, Ltd. (166,340).—Private company. Re{>is-
tered April 13tli. Capital, fjOO in £1 shares. To carrv on Ihi: business of

nialtLrs of sparking plugs. &c. The first directors are : D. F. Linstone, 45,

.^berdare Gardens, N.W.ti; S. Jacobs, The Briars. Pari; Hill, Moseley, Uir-
n:inghani. Kegislered office: 86. Church Stro t, IM,

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES,

I.. J. Healing & Co., Ltd. (',17,137).—Return tlalcd |unc
nrd, 1919 (filed January 2mh, WM). Capital, ilOO,(WO in j.OOO preferred
and 5,000 deferred shares ol £10 each. 1,301 preferred and 5,000 deferred
shares taken up. £13,010 paid. £50,000 considered as paid. .Mortgages and
charges, nil.

Bray, Markham & Reiss, Ltd Particulars of ,£8,000 de-
bentures created March 24th, 1920. filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the
Companies (Consolidation! .'^ct, 1908. The whole amount being now issued.

Property charged: The company's undertaking .nnd property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Venezuela Telephone and Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd.
—Satisfaction in full on March 1st. 1920, of charge dated December Tth, 1908,
securing £30.000 prior lien debentures.

Pinckney & Forster, Ltd.—Deposit on March 1st, 1920,
of deeds of freehold premises at Newcastle-on-Tyne, to secure all moneys
becoming due from company to Barclay's Bank.

British Union Lamp Works, Ltd.—Satisfaction to the ex-
tent of £-2.299 on March 3rd, 1919, of mortgage or charge dated Mav 7th,

1913. Kcuring all moneys not exceeding £3.000 (or which the charges may
become liable under a guarontee to company's bankers.

Fredk. R. Butt & Co., Ltd Particulars of ^10,000 de-
Kntures created March 29th, 1920, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the
Companies (Consolidation) .^ct, 1908. The whole amount being now issued.
IVoperty charged : The company's undertaking and properly, present and
future, including uncalled capital'. No trustees.

Wilson=Wolf Engineering Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on certain
land and buildings at Peterborough, dated .March 22nd, 1920, to secure all

moneys due or to become due from company to Lloyd's Bank, Lt'd., Bradford.

United Flexible Metallic Tubing Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction
n full on February 28th, 1920, of mt>rtgage dated November 22nd, 1907,
securing £2,020.

CITY NOTES.

Sir J. Fortesctie Flannery, Bart, M.P.,
Callander's presided at a special meeting on .\pril loth
Cable and at which it was resolved to subdivide the

Construction £5 shares iuto five shares of £1 each,
Co., Ltd. making a miuli more marketable security,

and to increa.se the capital from f900,OfKi
tu f 1,.300,000. In the course of his si>?ech. the chairman said
that trade had increa.«ed in such a nay that they could not
cope with the orders offered without providing special means
for dealing with them. They had erected new works, en-
larged .some of the shops, and providtil new machine tools.
The turubver in money in proportion to the turnover in
manufactured tons was very greatly increased. The average
wage per man per week was 2J times that of 1914. The
•weekly hours of working were then 53 and to-dav they were
47, so that both as regarded the total amount of wages and

the houi.>5 Worked m return, tueie had been a change in-
volving a very much larger outlay per ton of njanufactured
goods, 'i'hcre weie several causes \Ahich maile an increaj>ed
capital necessary. In the lirst place there were the increased
charges for buildings and fixed plant; secondly tin- mcrea.M-d
cost i)er ton of manufactured cable; thirdly, the' increased
volume of orders; and fourthly, the increased facilities of a
linancial character which their customers expected, as com-
piired with the Government, for \\hom they had been working
during the last five years. They proposed to incresse the
working capital by flOO.lHJU in the loriu of 400,000 i'l 7i per
cent, cumulative preference shares, whicli would be called
" B " shares, and w<;uld rank after the (ij i)er cent, preference
shares already in existence and in priority to the oruiuary
shales, both those which had alreatly been issued and th-
balauce which it was now intended to issue. They had fine
biLsiness contracts both at home and abroad awaitmg execu-
tion, and they looked forward to a satisfactory future. There
were great developments of a scientific character—higher
pressures, larger loads, longer distances for transmission and
extension of the telephone sy.-tem. Business in the Dominions
across the seas and in foreign countries continued to expand,
and they believed that the electrical industry had » very
tine future.

Sir T. U. Callender said that in view of the great extension
of electrical distribution throughout the coimtry, he looked
forward to a prosperous career for the company.

The Elektriska .\.B. K.B. Freed reports
Swedish net profits of .so.dou kr. for 1919, and a

Companies. dividend at the rate of 10 kr. i>er share.
The Svenska .\ckumulator A.B. Jungner

has declared a ' dividend at the rate of IS jier cent, on the
preference shares for 1919, and 10 per cent, on the ordinary
shares.

The Elektriska A.B. Eck, of Partille, reports a loss of
9U.3,0O0 kr. for 1919, as compared with net profits of about
1.000,000 kr. in the previous year, when a dividend at the
rate of 1'2 per cent. «as paid on the share capital of 6,000,000
kr. The loss is attributed by the directors to the necessity
for making special provision for depreciation of manufactures
and installation materials, and is to be covered partly by
absorbing the balance brought forward from 1918, and partly
by drawing upon the reserve fund.

The .\llmanna Svenska Elektriska A.B., whose report and
accounts for 1919 were summarised in our last issue, decided
at the annual meeting on April I'ith to pay, not 10 per cent,
as recommended, but 1'2 pev cent. In explanation, it was
stated that tne discount rate had been increased since the
report was prepared, and this was causing ilijficulties to some
of the shareholders who had mortgaged their shares. It

was resolved to draw uixin the profit equalisation fund for the
amount of the difference of •! per cent.

The reiwrt for 1919 shows a balance of
Brush i'14S,685, plus it'34,714 brought forward.

Llectrical Depreciation of buildings and plant absorbs
Engineering ±'9.400; depreciation of patents and good-
Co., Ltd. will i'GlXl; in addition to the 6 per cent,

paid on the prior lien participating second
debenture stock a further 4 per cent, is paid, .£'2.044; there
is put to general reserve i'70,000; 1-5 per cent, is to be paid on
the ordinary stock, rexjuiring £1.5.787, and f85,568 is to be
carried forward, .\fter the war the company quickly resumed
its normal manufacturing operations. Important industrial

contracts have been completed, and numerous others are in

hand, in both the engineering and the car-building depart-
ments. f.54.1(>4 was expended on capital account during the
year. In order to extend the works and to build houses for

employes the capital is to be rai.=ed to £600.000 by 344,2'3ti

new ordinary shares of £1 each, part of which new capital

is to l)e issued at an early date. It is considered that before
any fresh capital is raised the present ordinary shareholders,

in view of former reductions of capital, are entitled to benefit

by the iuiproveiuent in the company's" position, and it is

recommended that i6105,'244 of the reserve be capitalised and
distributed to pre.^ent holders in the proportion of £1 of new
stock for each £1 now held. The demand for Brush-Ljung-
strom power plant and auxiliaries has developed so satisfac-

torily as to necessitate a further enlargement of manufactur-
ing capacity, and important extensions of buildings and plant

for this purpose are in progress.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Final divi-

dend for the la.st half of 1919, 6 per cent, actual, making
10 i>er cent, for the year, on the ordinary shares, with a bonus
uf one preference share for every ten ordinary shares held.

.\ permanent increa.se of dividend on the preference shares
from 5 per cent, to 65 per cent, is recommended.

Hastings & District Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—.^fter

paying .3 per cent, on the preference shares on account of

1910. .£'2. .500 is put to depreciation and f5'26 carried forward.

Electrical Utilities Corporation.—Quarterly divideml of

1\ per cent, on preferred stock.

English Electric Co., Ltd.—The report issued just as we
go to press recommends a dividend of S per cent., less tax, on
the ordinary shares for 1919, carrying forward £45,302.
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British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—Mr. A. F. Berry

presided at the meeting hold on 14th iust.. at Hayes, at which
tlie resolutioB was pas-sed increasing' the preference dividend

tioui 6 per cent, to 7 per cent., and increasing the capital to

i'l.OOO.OOU by the issue ol 137,500 preference shares. He
referred to the enormous dimensions of the electrical in-

dustry, in which 150 millions had been invested. It was
neither a hot-house plant nor a war creation. Manufacturing

firms of all kinds dei^nded largely upon a supply of iwjwer

through the Berry transformers. They \\ere also required

largely for electrified railways and wireless telegraphy. The
domestic demand for electricity was developing at an unpre-

cedented rate. It was that which was making such a call

on the company's manufacturing capacity for patented and
perfected appliances on view at 50, OxfortI Street. He hoped
that the time was not far distant when they could pay more
than i'li per cent, on the ordinary shares. The company,
during the war and since the armistice, had not earned so

large a il^rcentage of profit on its output as it had done in

the best pre-war time. It was their intention to maintain

tlieir pre-eminence o»'er other countries, and the increased

scale of operation on which they worked would, he hoped,

make it possible to out-distance still further their rivals.

Auckland Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—Mr. C. G. Teget-
meier presided at a njecting of shareholders held at .\ucKiaud

several months ago. at which he explained the terms upon
which the undertaking had been acquired by the City Council.

The amount payable was ±'l,2-27.-J0O. which the company
would receive in debentures for ±'.s;34,-l'JO at 5j i>er cent.,

and for ±'39-2,800 at 5 per cent. The whole of them were
payable on July 1st, 1940. Those debentures constituted the
sole a.ssets of the company, and the question to be considered

was how they could be dealt with in tlie best interests of

the shareholders. After discussion the meeting passed a reso-

lution which the chairman promised to intimate to the Lon-
don board, to the following effect : (1) That the compimy be
wound up as sjieedily as expedient: ('2) that, in distriluiting

the assets of the company, the liquidator be requested, if

practicable so to do. to propose a scheme whereby the de-

bentures of the .Auckland City Council be distributed among
the shareholders of the company.

West India Electric Co., Ltd.—Capital expenditure dur-
ing 1919 $7,554 in connection with the expansion of lighting

and {x>wer business, necessitating additions to the wiring
system in Kingston, St. .\ndrew, and Spanish Town. Gross
earnings $383,665, an increase of $88,940. Total oijerating

expenses increased by $0-2.360. Oi:>erating expenses 64.54 per

cent, of the receipts, against 51.99 per cent, in 1918. New
rolling stock being needed to keep pace with increased traffic,

the car bodies were made at the company's works in King-
.ston. the ti-ucks. wheels, and electrical equipment being
imported. After deducting fixed chai-ges, bond interest, &c.,

$8;^,567 and $16..500 interest on Canadian investments have
lieen added to surplus. .\f'ter debiting $40,000 distributed to

the shareholders, the credit balance on surplus account now
stands at $627,076.

Cuba Submarine Telegraph Co.. Ltd.—Total receipts for

1919 ±'78.8.52; expenses i;26.603. After providing f2..584 for

cable repairs, £6,.300 for income tax. £15.000 on account of

excess profits duty for 1918. the balance is £28.364. plus

£22,486 brought forward. £10.(J00 has been added to general

reserve and £2,.500 to pension fund. Dividends 10 per cent...

less tax. on the preference shares, and 5 per cent., free of

tax. plus a bonus of 4s. on the ordinary, leaving £21,150 to

be canied forward subject to excess profits duty. The cable

repairs referred to above have been in shallow water.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has specially

allowed dealings in the following under temporary regulation

i (3):^
British .\luminium Co.. Ltd.— 400.414 ordinarv .<;hares of £1

each, fullv paid. Kos. 900.621 to 1.301,034.

General Electric Co.. Ltd.—41.666 ordinarv .'shares of £1
ea<h, fully paid. Xos. 2.03:3..335 to 2.075,000.

Canadian General Electric Co.—Profit for 1919 $1,617,989

from which $.52}.668 is deducted for depreciation. Dividends
S i)er cent, on the common stock and 7 per cent, on the pre-

ference; $.313.3ai carried to credit of profit and loss. The
proceeds of the Lssue of $1,000,000 last December are to be
applied to extensions of manufacturing and distributing pro-

I)erties.

City of London Electric Lighting Co.. Ltd.

—

At a special

meeting, held on 14th inst.. it w.tr resolved to increase the

capital to £2.000.000 by the creation of £800.000 .shares, and
to subdivide the £10 preference and ordinary shares into

shares of £1 each.

Alldavs & Onions, Ltd.—It is proposed to increase the

capital to £6-50.000 by the creation of 375.000 further ordinary
shares. The whole will not be issued at the moment, but
negotiations are in progress for is,suing immediately 2.50.000

of the .shares. The new rapit.il is needed owing to the higher
price of all conmindities. and the gieat increase in l)usineps

offering. """<<•

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.—Dividend at the rate of 12.\ per
cent, per annum, less income tax. on the ordinary shares.

Buenos Aires Port & City Tramways, Ltd.—.Meetings of

the bondholders and debenture stockholders arc to be held

on -April 26th for the purpose of considering proposals for the

realisation of the property and assets forming the securities

o( those holders. A scheme has been prepared by Sir William
Plender, the receiver and manager, having for its object, in

the event of failure to lealise the properties and assets for a,

sufficient cash sum. their acquisition by a new company to

be formed for the purpose.

Merthyr Electric Traction & Lighting Co., Ltd.—Divi-
dend 6 i>er cent. [>er aimuni on the ordinary shares; to reserve

£1,200; tcj renewals £5,000; carried forward £581.

Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour, Ltd.—Dividend 7i
per cent, on the ordinary .shares for 1919. To reserve £20,000;
carried forward £32,982.

Bath Electric Tramways, Ltd.—.Vfler paying debenture
interest, and preference dividend, £12,.50(J is put to con-
tingencies and renewals account, and £4,2.51 is carried for-

ward to provide for contingencies and replacements.

South Staffordshire Tramways Co.—Dividend of 4 per
cent, on the preference shares for 1919, carrying forward £b83.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TtJESD.w Evening.

The Stock Exchange markets accorded the Budget something
of a ujixed reception. Certainly it is a rehef to the investor

to hear there will be no more national loans on the grand

scale for the purpose of raising " new " money. On the

other hand, the exjiectation of excess profits duty being
abolished is sadly dashed by the tax going up to 60 per cent.,

while the new burdens thrown upon hmited liability com-
panies do not conduce to satisfaction on the part of share-
holders. The immediate effect has been to cause a fairly

general decline amongst industrial shares. .\t the same
time, the question arose as to whether the 20 per cent, addi-
tional E.P.D. may be regarded as a useful excrescence when
the inevitable modifications of the Budget come ui) for dis-

cussion.

With every prospect of a further big rise in the price of
coal, it is natural that the harassed householder should turn
to electricity and ask whether he cannot obtain some relief

from his bills by gi'eater use of the current. Though the
latter dei^ends upon coal, it is already being examined from
the standpoint of domestic economy, and this will doubtless
be an incentive to the electricity supply companies to demon-
strate afre^sh the various advantages it offers over coaL In
the meantime, however, prices of the London companies'
shares are not exciting to the proprietor. Westminster ordi-
nary changed hands the other day as low as 5|-, which is but
the fraction above the par value of the shares, and this in
spite of the recent rise to 10 per cent, in the dividend. City
of London ordinary are 10s. lower at 125. the " arrears" of
dividend in this case being a neglected factor. County ordi-
nary have lost their smaU gain of last week. Several pre-
ference issues are slightly lower, though this is due more to
monetary considerations than to anything else. The rise last

week in the Bank Rate to 7 per cent, has predisposed all fixed-
interest investments to dulness. and it requires little offering
of sto<,-k to make a marked effect upon such .securities. It is

known that there are many newcomers that may be appeaUng
before long for money, in spite of the Budget disabilities, and
they will have to offer terms so tempting as will give the
older stocks an expen.sive appearan<e by comparison. The
public recognise this clearly enough, and this explains, of
course, to a large extent the abstention of capitalists, large
and small, from the Stock Exchange markets.
One department where firmness stands out is that for cable

stocks and shares. The closing of the lists for application in

respect of the new issues made by the Eastern group has
already brought about recovery in the senior .-hares. Im-
provements have occurred in Eastern ordinary. " China

"

shares. Globes and Westerns, the first-named now standing
highest in the quartette. Globe preference, however, are
lower at 9, following the general trend of fixed-interest

securities. Indo-Europeans are down £4 on account of the
reduction of 3 per cent, in the dividend. .\ng!o-.'\merican

Telegraph preferred receded to 79i, part of the loss being
represented by the dividend deduction from the price. Mar-
conis gave way to 3J, the market rea.son for the setback being

the condition of the Italian rate of exchange. United River
Plate Telephones are 2s. 6d. l>etter, and Orientals continued
their recovery wi^h a similar rise.

The Bru.sh Electrical report makes a fine showing. Profits

have risen sub.st intiallv. and the figures ju.stify the recent

improvement to 120 in the price of the ordinary stock. Deal-

ings have taken place within the past few days in the 4} per

cent, ilebenture stocks, the firsts being C.j_ and tlie seconds

•50i. Edison.s are a good market, with a rise to 1 3-16. but

other manufacturing shares are quiet and uninteresting.

Metropolitan-Vickers preference at 2 7-16 and Henlcys 2J are
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butli ex dividciul. Callciulcr's have sUppeil I'ack to S^.

British AUiiuiniuiu drooin-il to its. JJil., and amongst eugi-

iieeriug shales, Balx-tx-k A ^\'ikux went back to .4'3. Tele-

graph Const iiutidn.- remain dull at '245- It is assumed in

the market that the lar^:e sums just raised by the uew issues

of stock by the East^ern Companies will be spent, at least in

part, upon work in which various manufacturing concerns
•will share, and if this turns out to be so, the latter should
have plenty of contracts lor some tinie to come.

British Electric Traction ordinary is lower at :5;iJ. The re-

vised .scale of tramway fares which came into operation last

Sunday has not sent buycr.s exactly rushing into the mnrket,

where, indeed, dulness is still the oider of the day. llnder-

ground-s .ue weak. Tlie (J per cent. Incomes have shed 4

ixiints to 68, and the .£10 shares retreated to 2?, while Metro^

politan ordinary stock at 'iOi is the fraction down. Districts

shed a iioint.

Foreign traction stocks have again declined. Anglo-

.\rgentine Tramways are easier, and Mexicans incline to the

lower side. Mexican Light Kist Bonds have lost 5. at 39.

Brazil Tractions have recovered a point, but exce])t for this.

tlie foreign group offers no consolation to stockholder?.

Bombay Electric ordinary are now ex their dividend of 49s..

and the shares changed hands at lio a couple of days before

the dividend was taken off the price. Rubber .shares move in

sympathy with the dwindling tendency .shown by the raw
material, and in the armament group there is no fresh acti-

vity. It will take a week or two for the effects of the Budget
to wear off', and business is hardly likely to revive to any
noticeable extent until the Chancellor's provisions become
more familiar and more digested. Meanwhile, it is the Excess
Trofits Duty which is worrying the markets more than any-

thing else.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES
HOUS EliSOTRlOITY OoHPANllS.

Dividend Price
^—*—

V

."ipril 20,

1918, 1919. 1930. Rise or f>ll,

Brompton Ordinsiy 8 13
6J

—
Otaarlng Cross Ordinary .... 4 7 84 —

do. do. do 4J Pret. ..4)4) 21 -
Chelsea 8 4 3 —
City of London 8 10 19J — J

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref...68 sf — i
County of London 7 8 n* — J

do do. 6 per cent. Pret, 6 8 88 — J
Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 6 —
London Electric Nil QJ Ig —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pret... 6 6 8i —
Metropolitan 6 6 3) —J

do. 4) per cent. Pref. . . 4) 4) SfJ —
8t. James' and Pall MaU .... 10 H 81 —
South London 6 6 9i —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 ls;:i - 1/-

Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 Sg — J

Teleokaphb Ain> Tiufhorbs.
Aoglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 79).<:d -2i

do. Def 68/8 1) isf
Chile Telephone B 6 6) —
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 10 —
Eastern Extension 8 10 15) + J
Eastern Tel. Ord B 10 160J +3
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 15J + )

do. do. Pref 8 8 9 — J
Great Northern Tel 93 — 32) —
IndoEnropean 18 10 44) —4
Marconi 26 — BJ.' —

,;

Oriental Telephone Ord JO — S:; + j
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 74 +i
West India and Panama . . . . 1/8 — 1 —

/,

Western Telegraph 8 10 16

J

+ j'

Hous Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented . . 4 4 47) —
Metropolitan 1 U SO) —

)
do. District . . Nil Nil 18 — 1

Underground Electric Ordinary. . Nil Nil 2S — i
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 7/- —
do. do. Income . . 5 4 68 — 4

Foreign Tkamh,

Anglo-Alg. Trams. First Pref. . . Nil Nil 3J - )
do. do. 2nd PreJ. . . — — SJ —
do, do. 6 Deb. ..6 6 Wj —1)

Brazil Tractions — — 51 -f i
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 17* —
British Columbia Elec. RIy. Pfce. 5 6 56) —3

do. do. Preferrred 2) 5 49) —
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 42) —
do. do. Deb. .. 41 4J 5,5) —1

Mexico Trams 6 percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil a?) —
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 23) —1)

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil Nil 12) —
do. Pref Nil Nil 22) —
do. Ist Bonds . . . . Nil Nil 39 —6

MANCFACTTJRINa COMPANIES,
Babcook & Wilcox 15 — 3 j
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 1 ^xd i
British Insulated Ord 13) 15 lf| _
Callenders 26 — 8i 1

6)Pret 6) 6) 4| — *

Castner-Eellner 20 — 4
Crompton Ord 10 — 32/-
Edison-Swan, " A " .. .,10 — 1 ^ '

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .. 5 5 79*" "
Electric Construction . . . . 10 — 231-
Gen. Elec. Pref 6) 6) 18/6 _

do. Ord 10 — 13 _
Henley 36 la 2ixd —

do. 4) Pret 4) 4) al _
Indta-Rnbber iO — 13Asd
Met.-Vlokers Pret — s 2-^n _
BlemensOrd 10 10 27)(j' -Od
Telegraph Con 30 30 24) —

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

— • 8

6 18

9 16
5 12
6 15

3 U

8 13 2
7 14 8
7 11 6

6 16 10

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

I r should be remembered, iu makiri? uao of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only freneral,

and they may vary acoordiner to quintitiea and other circumstances.

Tuesday. April 20th.

CHEMICALS. &c.

a Acid, Oxalic
a Ammoniac Sal

a Ammonia, Muriate (large crystai)

a Bisulphide of Carbon
a Borax
a Copper Sulphate
a PoLish, Chlorate
a „ Perchlorate
a Shellac

a Sulphate of Magnesia
a Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers
a ,, Lump

• a Soda, Chlorate
a ,, Crystals

o Sodium Bichromate, casks

METALS, &c.

jr Babbitt's Metal Ingots

c Brass (rolled metal 2" to 12" basis)

c ,, Tabes (solid drawn)
c ,, Wire, basis

c Copper Tubes (solid drawn)

g ,, Bars {best selected)

g ,, Sheet
g „ Rod
d ,, (Electrolytic) Bars

per lb.

per t3n

per lb.

per ton
per lb.

2/10
.£100

£92

1/3

£28
i-18
£28
£25

f „ „ Wire Rods.,

f „ „ H.C. Wire..
' Ebonite Rod

Sheet
I German Silver Wire
I Gutta-percha, fine

I
ludia-rubber. Para fine

Iron Pig (Cleveland Warrants) ...

,, Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. qual.

r
Lead, English Pig

r
Mercury
Mica (in original cases) small ...

I „ ,, ,, medium ..

! ,, ,, ,. large

r Phosphor Bronze, plain castings

f ,, ,, rolled bars and rods

f ,, ,, rolled strip & sheet
/Silicium Bronze Wire
Steel, Magnet, in bars

r Tin, Block (EngUsh)

I ,, Wire, Nos. 1 to 16

White Antifriction Metals

per ton
per lb.

per ton
|

l/aj

1/6 to,l/6J

1/3S
l/8«
£l(j3

£163
£163
£113
£156
£\.2li

l/4i
3/-

2/6
8/-

18/-

2/3)
Nom.
£57

£40 10,-

£25 10;

6d. to 4/6

5/- to 10/.

• 12/6 to 25/- & up
1/7 tol/U
2/2 to 2/6

2/3 to 2/9

1/llJ
1/8

£U3 to £314
5/3

£90 to £345

Id. inc.

£U "(iec.

id. dec.

Jd. dec.

Id. dec.
.^d. dec.
£3 dec.
£3 dec.
t'3 dec.
£4 dec.

£14"dec.
}d. dec.

£2 lu/- dec.

40/ to 50/- dec.

Quotations supplied by

—

a G. Boor & Co.
c Thos. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.

d Frederick Smith A Co.

e F. Wiggins & Sons.

f India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha :

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

g James & Shakespeare.
h Edward Till i Co.
I Boiling & Lowe.
/ Richard Johnson &. Nephew, Ltd.
n P. Ormiston \- Sons.
r W. F. Dennis & Co,

A.C. Haulage Signals.—In a paper by Mr. A. Lees,
read before the Association of Mixing Elf.ctkical Engineers,
and reprinted in the Iron uiid C 'nal Trudex Jlerieic. the use of D.c. for

workinjr signals in mines is stated to have been the cause of much
lost time. The employment of accumulators means periodical

charjrinfr in many c-vses at a station situated some distance from
the sifrnallinfj apparatus, and a man with a certain amount of skill

and experience in the work is required to look after them, Motor-
grenerators also require skilled attention, and a breakdown usually

affects several haula<res. The writer has conducted numerous
experiments in an endeavour to arrive at a satisfactory method of

employinsr a.c. of low frequency for this cIms of work. Rectifiers

were found satisfactory in so far as D.c. bells require less power
than a.c. The constniction of rectifiers must be very substantial,

and they should be able to rectify both waves of a whole period.

The writer recommends the use of small transformers, as they
trive very little trouble, and are most reliable. Anti-sparking
devices are dealt with, and tests described ; a relay system is

favoured, although it is pointed out that there is a limit to the
number that can be employed in any one circuit. The trans-

formers emplo.red by Mr. Lees in his trials were 500 volts primary
with tappings for 2r>, 20. 15, and 10 volt.s on the secondary. In

concluding his pajier, the writer sums up the principal advantages
following upon the use of A.c. for signalling in mineo, which
are :—(1) No electroh'sia at the bell wires : (2) The source of

current is reliable ; and (S) The cost of mainten.ance is low.

Against these must be set higher first cost, but taking into con-
sideration the time lost on D.c. systems, and the oo^t of main-
tenance, the bigger outlay is amply justified.

Electrical Engineering Service in the Navy.—The
Navy Estimated for l!l2i.i-21 provide for various votes for electrical

services, amongst these being the Deiiartment of Electrical

Engineering, the staff of whii:h is <«mpased as follows :—Director

of Electrical Eiiiiincering, JELOll:; jier annum : two Msistant
directors, £l,70o ; tliree electrical engineers of the higher grade,

i.'2;025 : IG first assistant electrical engineers, ito,100 : one
examiner of accounts, £3,S3 ; technical staff, 4.S in number, £8.763 ;

clerks, £537.
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CAPITALISTS ALL I

By H. R. TAUNTON.

{Concluded from page 486.)

Their .liaiice of ilecivaseil ilivideiids on their a<-tiial

capital value is certainly coir.parable with tiiat of the

ordinary shareholder. Apart from sickness (which

affects the earnings of the workmen) they run the risk

of reduced earnings by temporary unemployment. If

the firm does badly, the same causes which reduce the

dividends of the ordinary shareholders reduce those

of the employes, for they are put on short time or are

discharged in time of slackness; and their capital is

depreciated by association with a firm that fails, and

by long periods of unemployment. On that score alone

they deserve the same consideration as the ordinary

shareholders.

But they have a further merit which he has not.

For it is entirely due to their right use, not only of

their own capital but of his, that there are any surplus

profits to discuss. They are the active agents in the

prosperity of the firm; he, merely a sleeping partner.

If every employe be worth to the firm exactly what

he is paid, no more and no less, then the firm will earn

just sufticient to pay its preference holders, and its

ordinary shareholders at the same rate. And the em-

ployes, considered as shareh'olders, will also have re-

ceived their dividends, at the same rate. Every member
of the firm, in such a case, will have received equal

reuuineratidii, in proportion to his merits.

It might be argued, indeed, that the employes would

be doing their fair share if they earned the standard

rate of interest on their own capital only; and that

by earning additional interest on the really unproduc-

tive capital of the shareholders, they are doing more than

their share. But unless they did that, the noiuinal share-

holders would receive nothing at all. It is part of the

employes' contract that they earn dividends on all the

capital in the firm, the nominal shareholders' as well

as their own ; and the value of their holdings—or in

other words, their pay— is assessed on their ability to

do so. If they fail to do so, their own value is reduced,

and with the failure of the company, they lose, at least

temporarily, their dividends. And it must be remem-
bered that, in return for this obligation on them to

earn dividends for their sleeping partners, they have
the privilege of receiving their dividends first, and at

short intervals, in the shape of their weekly or monthly
pay. Only after their claims are satisfied are those

of even the preference holders considered.

So we come back to our former proposition that,

when the body of employes produces just sufficient to

pay all the shareholders, themselves included, the

-standard rate of interest, their annual value to the

firm is precisely the total of their pay. There may be,

of course, individual cases of over- or under-valuation,
but they are foreign to the argument.
But if they produce mort than the profit sufficient to

afford equal remuneration proportionate to each mem-
ber's capital holding, then it is obvious that they are
doing more than their fair share. Their value to the
lirm is more than they have been assessed at. And the
greater the surplus profit, the greater is this disparity.

The merit of realising that surplus profit belongs
entirely to them, and in no wise to the shareholders.
And yet it all goes to the shareholders, and they get
nothing. They so use tlieir capital—brains and
muscle— as to increase the shareholders' capital—money—by more than the standard rate of increase, and so
earn for them more than the market value of their
money. This is more than they contracted to do. Then,
they should receive ;nore than their normal rate of
pay, which is based on their ability to earn for the
shareholders the standard rate of interest only.
And they don't receive it. Our firm gives an extra

£\i to the ordinary shareholder, whcse only merit is

the taking of a slight risk; and gives nothing at all

to the employes, shareholders too, who also take a risk,

and have the additional merit of using the resources

of the firm to such advantage that there is a surplus

to divide. The facts have only to be considered in the

light of a logical sequence of arguments for the injus-

tice to be obvious. It clamours for correction. And
its correction is a simple matter, if we proceed on the

agreed hypothesis that every member of the firm,

nominal shareholder and employe alike, is a capitalist,

each with a holding in the firm, represented either by

cash, or the capitalised value of services.

On this basis, the preference shareholders are paid

the market rate for the use of their capital, say, 8 per

cent.

The employes are paid the same rate for the use of

their capital ; and in consideration of the fact that

they earn the surplus available for distribution, they

receive their dividends first, and in frequent instal-

ments.

After they and the preference holders are paid,, the

ordinary shareholders have admittedly a claim on the

surplus to the extent of the market rate, 8 per cent.,

for the use of their money.
There is still, we are supposing, a surplus to be

divided, equal to 12 per cent, on the ordinary shares.

For the sake of argument, say the ordinary shares in

this particular company are half the total nominal
capital, or £12.^,000; so that our present surplus is

£15,000.

We have now two classes of claimants to this surplus :

the ordinary shareholders, whose claim is the risk they

run of a deficit; and the emplo5'es, whose claim is that

the surplus was earned by their efficient use of the

firm's capital. Morally, the latter claim is the stronger,

and they should receive the larger proportion. But
it would be difficult to decide what that proportion

should be; and, on this side of Utopia, it will be con-

venient—and policy—to treat the claims as equal.

The surplus, then, should be divided between the

ordinary shareholders and the employes in proportion

to their respective holdings, remembering that they

are all capitalists. The total holding of the ordinary

shareholders is £125,000; that of the employes is

£1,000,000, based on the previously assumed pay roll

of £80,000 per annum. The shareholders, therefore,

should get one-ninth of the surplus (or £1,666), and
the employes the remaining eight-ninths. In other

words, the shareholders get an extra \^ per cent, on

their capital, and tlie employes get IJ per cent, on

theirs; the former in consideration of their "risk,"
and the latter on account of their efficiency. So that

our old friend. Brown, whose capital holding we calcu-

lated to be £2,500, would get at the end of the year

an extra dividend of £33 odd. No great sum, indeed,

but an increase of one-sixth of his income.

In the same way, the office boy would get £4 6s. 8d.

extra; the £500 a year manager £83 odd; and the

managing director at £1,500 a year, something like

£250, in addition, of course, to his dividends as an

ordinary shareholder.

It will be seen that no employe, from high to low,

gets a sum which could be called an exaggerated re-

muneration for his super-normal efficiency. But it

is more than capitalist employers have hitherto been

willing to offer; and it has the great merit that it is

not a limited sum. The limit being removed, there is

a real inducement to the employe to do his utmost to

increase the next year's profit.s, and his resultant extra

dividend.

If, for example, the surplus be sufficient normally
to pay 40 per cent, on the ordinary shares (and such
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dividends are not rare nowadays), each member of the

firm would get an extra dividend of 3 5/9 per cent,

on his capital holding. The ordinary shareholders

would thus get 11 .'), 9 per cent, on their money; and

the employes would find their annual earnings increased

bv about 45 per cent. The advantage to them increases

rapidlv us the prolits increase beyond the point neces-

sary to pay the standard rate of interest all round.

Hio-h rates of profits would be commoner under such

a system of unlimited incentive than they are now.

Under tlie half-hearled co-partnership or bonus

schemes so far put forward, with small and uncertain

rewards, strictly limited, ti.e employe—more especially

the workman—feels, even though he does not con-

sciously express his feeling, that it pays him better to

spin out his job. and get the extra money so earned,

than 10 finish it ipjickly on the problematical chance

of sharing in a microscopic bonus which, at the best^

cannot exceed a certain low limit.

Remove this limit : let him realise that he is a share-

holder with every right that the ordinary shareholder

has of participation in the profits, and you give him

the incentive hitherto lacking to increase his output,

and so increase the profits of which he will receive his

fair share.

And national reconstruction will become a tangible

realitv, instead of a vision obscured by the nightmare

of class jealousy.

Of course, such a scheme as here outlined depends

for its fair working on a just assessment of each man's

capital value, which, in turn, means fair wages and

salaries. There would be a natural tendency on the

part of employers to underpay their stafi : partly on

the ground that their pay would be made up to normal

bv their extra annual dividend, but principally in

order that their capital value might be underestimated

to the benefit of the ordinary shareholders.

So far as the workmen are concerned, the danger

is not a great one. They have their trade unions lo

protect their interests and fix their standard rates of

pay. The clerical staff, however, have no such organi-

sation, and they would be the most likely victims of

unscrupulous employers, more particularly in tlit-

higher grades.

On the other haml, there are opportunities of injus-

tice in the opposite sense, in the case of managing
directors and others, who have been known to receive

salaries and fees out of all proportion to the value

of their services.

However, there would be an easy means of checking

sucli irregularities, and one which is a natural develoji-

ment of the principle that every employe is also a

shareholder. As such, he is entitled to a voice in the

control of the company, and that in proportion to his

holding. It would, therefore, be a predominant voice

(in the majority of industrial concerns), and that being

so, employes would naturally elect directors who would

safeguard their interests. They would thus have a

direct control over the amounts paid to themselves and
their fellow members on the staff.

However, the correlated question of the participation

of the employes in control is outside the scope of the

present article, which is primarily concerned with their

participation in the profits.

Such a scheme as that outlined above is un-

fortunately likely to prove neither grateful to

employers and capitalists, nor acceptable to organised

labour. Labour will look with the suspicion en-

gendered of past experience on any scheme that

seeks to increase the output of the workers on what-

ever specious pretext. They will look askance on

the gifts of the Greeks, and will need much convincing

that that increased output will primarily benefit the

wtrkel-s. They will sniff, too, at the idea of co-operat-

ing with directors and managers : and will be very

indifferent to the claims of the clerical stafi to advan-

tages equal to those of the manual workers. And they

will say the scheme does not go far enough : why allow

an equal share—whj- any share—to the capitalist? But

until we can reintroduce the golden age of barter, money

is a tool as essential to labour as the lathe' in an en-

gineer's shop, and Labour must be prepared to pay the

fair price for its use. It is simply a matter of justice,

to whicii even a capitalist is entitled; and, on lower

grounds, of policy.

The capitalist, on the other hand, will say the schenio

goes too far. The men will earn too much money

—

awful thought !—and the shareholders too little. To

upset the ancient fetish of the sujiremacy of money; to

].at the value of brains, and iliaracter, and skill, on

an equal footing with it, will ))e to invite financial

disaster. To admit as a riglit what they have hitherto

grudged as a favour—full co-partnership; and to sub-

mit to the corollary, employes' co-operation in the

management, will be to them as revolutionary as, u

hundred years ago, the claim of the common people to

a share in the government of the country must have

seemed to the squirearchy of those days.

But this revolution, like that, will as certainly come

in the natural development of free thought. Better to

co-operate willingly in the inevitable, than to be forced

to accept it in its harshe.st aspects.

Again, acceptance of the principle of such a scheme,

though to the man of money it may appear to involve

the reversal of all his privileges, and the loss of a large

part of his easy earnings, will find its compensation in

added security, increased output, and greater national

wealth. True, the individual <:ipitalist would never

again have his disproportionate share of it ; but bett.-r

an equal share than no share at all. which may be his

lot if he continues his opposition till triumphant
Labour dictates it. And there is such a thing as altru-

ism . . . though, to be sure, 'tis a quaint word to use

to a shareholder !

And there is justice. Xo sophistries or special plead-

ing can discount the justice of the employes' case, a-i

here set forth : no opposition prevent it from ultimately

prevailing. Fiat justitia. ruat caelum. Let justice be

done, though all the little heaven of the men of money
crash about their ears !

HINTS ON TENDERING.

By • interested.

Ho\\ peculiar are some of the manners adopted by basiness

firms when tendering ! I..ooking through a batch of tenders

received, the first impression from one cursory glance

perhaps creates in the mind visions of a huge factory and

workshops with hnndreds,of employes, and then one " comes

to earth," as it were, by readirg that delivery cannot be

guaranteed until, say. a month later than the time stated in

most of the other offers, and no explanatory note is enclosed

giving any excuse or reason for the lengthy time required

before being able to execute the work. In another instance,

there is one which sticks hard and fast to the exact letter

of the printed contract form, with but a curt note sub-

mitting the tender : nothing farther is offered, although

one part, or one schedule, is omitted and not quoted.

Again, an estimate will arrive offering all manner of

goods except those required, and enclosures proceed at con-

siderable length to erplain details of the goods or jols not

desired.

At various times it has fallen to my lot to report upon

batches of tenders received for many different lines of

engineering goods reaching most branches of the trade, and

a few suggestions may afford some guidance to persons

interested.

First, if yon cannot supply that for which the inquirer

asks, say so without hesitation, and politely invite from him

another inquiry at a later date should any business be likely

to result. By that I do not mean that no alternative offer

should be made for a different make of goods, other than

that suggested in the specification or, in certain circum-

stances, with a slight difference in size, pattern or type.

Secondly, state clearly on both form of tender and covering
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letter what extras are included, and do not leave to the

prospective customer what often amounts to a vexatious

trouble—searching out the sum of those items.

Again, the delivery date should be definitely stated, or else

properly qualified reasons should be given, together with an

estimate, for any probable delays.

When an ini|uiry includes certain labour for erection

and setting to work, particular attention should be paid to

any " fair wages " clauses and, before quoting, details of

wages in force in that particular locality in which the work

is to be undertaken should be ascertained.

In those circumstances where it is necessary to quote

sums fluctuating according to the metal market, the tenderer

should see that the basis figure is distinctly shown, and that

the percentage, or sum to be added (or deducted) against

the rise or fall in market prices of each metal, is given and

not grouped. Such grouping sometimes works out to the

detriment of the contractor, and not always against the

customer.

When dealing with public authorities, it should be

remembered that the time and date given aa " noc later

than— " is strictly adhered to, as five minutes late generally

ensures the quotation being marked " Received too late for

consideration." That is the customary practice, notwith-

standing a special explanatory note accompanying the

tender, and an assurance given that the offer will be placed

before the Committee. The tender is duly brought to Com-

mittee, but is not considered.

Alternative offers usually receive consideration provided

they have not the effect of materially altering plans already

decided upon.

Quite a good plan is to follow up the tender by a repre-

sentative call, not, however, without first writing and

inquiring if the proposed call is convenient, and giving as

the reason a desire to explain more fully certain details

incorporated in the offer submitted.

There are many real live business houses that have no

need for suggestions such as these, but even at the present

time many examples arise of those things being done which

ourcht not to have been done, and estimates, quotations or

tenders in such cases are just waste of good time and paper.

Finally, prompt attention and just consideration to the

wants of a prospective customer usually bring in return

fair and proper consideration.

THE STABILISATION OF SHIPS BY MEANS OF GYROSCOPES.

By P. R. JACKSON.

{Absiract of paper read before ike

The present pai)er descriljes some recent developments which
demonstrate tlie practicability of theories previously discussed
by the members of this Institution.

The simplest wave system is a long ocean swell such as is

encountered in deep water alter a gale, and the profile of

such a system of waves probably very closely approaches a

sine curve. Actual wave formations as met with in rough
weather, however, do not conform to this profile, because the
ix^riod does not remain constant for any length of time. In
a confused sea rapid changes in phase of the waves occur,

due to several wave systems being imposed on one another.

In order to obtain definite data an instrument was con-
structed to draw a curve of the actual o.-^oillations of a vessel

when rolling freely under wave impulses. If we examine one
of these diagrams (fig. 1) we .see that the roll gradually in-

creases by comparatively small successive increments, then
dies down again, and almo.st immediately commences to huild

Institution of Naval Architect.s.)

the roll from building up, the vessel is maintained within

ti deg. of. the vertical.

Fig. 2 illu.strate.g the system in diagrammatic form. The
main stabilising gyro is .shown with its spinning axis vertical,

and so mounted that it can be precessed in the plane at right

angles to the paper by means of the circular rack engaging
with the pinion of the precession motor. The directions of

spin, precession, and resulting couple are shown by the
arrows. At the side of the diagram appears a small gyroscope
with its spinning axis horizontal. This gyro is so mounted
that the slightest acceleration of the ves.sel in the rolling plane

%\ill cause it to precess and close an electrical contact, which
hy means of suitable relay switches operates the main pre-

cession motor, and thus causes a stabilising couple to be

applied to the vessel just sufficient to neutralise the impulse
which was causing the angular acceleration in, the rolling

plane. Immediately this acceleration ceases, the control gyro
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up again. These times of increasing roll represent the state

./f affairs when the period of the wave impulses approaches
the natural period of oscillation of the .ship, and is in phase
with the .ship's oscillations; when tlie impulses become
markedly out of phase with the sliip's roll the amplitude is

1 educed.
.\boat 25 years ago Sir John I. Thornycroft stated before

this Institution that in his opinion ships could be prevented
from rolling by means of forces which would neutralise the
wave iiniJuLses, as distinct from attt'iupts to destroy or reduce
the rolling motion of the .ship after it had obtained angular
momentum. In the system under consideration Mr. E. .\.

Sperry has worked along these lines, ancl has produced a

machine capable of opposing the roll-prodticing couples by a

series of equal and opposite couples and with practically ni>

lag between the roll-producing couple and the opposing sta-

bihsing couple. The magnitude of the forces which have to

be impressed on the vessel are comparatively small, amounting
only to the magnitude of the impulse received from a^ single

wave as shown m the rolling diagrams. By thus preventing

stops the precession iimtor. and is ready to deal witli the next
wave iriipuLse.

It is obvious that all gyjoscoiies sufficiently large efVectively

to stabili.se a vessel must liave considerable gyroscopicai

inertia. It is for this rea-son that the method (jf control is so

imixjrtant, as by its great sensitiveness it enables the wave
impulses to be dealt with before the vessel has attained any
<-onsiderable angular momentum, the pieces.sion motor over-

coining the gyro.scopical inertia and so keeping the stabilising

coupler ill I'liase with the wave impulses
I hi' -t:il'ilising gyro .system may consist of one or two gyro-

sc(i]ii-, anoiding to the power required. If one gyro only is

u.sed. It Is placed with its spinning axis vertical and mounted
so that it can precess in the fore-and-aft plane of the vessel.

If two gyros are employed, their spinning axes are placed

horizontal, but the direction of spin of one gyro is opposite

to that of the other. The preces.sion plane is also horizontal,

Ijiit the gyros are precessed in opposite directions, so that

the stabilising couples act in the same direction.

The stabilising gyros are designed to apply a roU-quenchiug
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couple sufficient to suppress the great<?st single increment of

roll that the waves would produce under conditions of free

rolling. The precession velocity of the gyroscoiie is in practice

made about 10 iier cent, greater than the rolling velocity of

the ship, and the maximum prei>ession angle of the gyro is

fixed at from GO deg. to 70 deg. ejich side of the centre posi-

tion. When stabilising a vesm'l against wave impul-ses which

are just equal to its capacity, the stabilising gyro makes one

complete movement in the precession plane trom. say. tiO deg.

on one side of the central ixisition to (id deg. on the other side

in 9/10 of the vessel's natural half-ix;riiKf, although the ves,<^l

-will not move more than '2 deg. from the vertical.

The intensity of tlie stabilising couple is proiwrtioual to

the velocity of precession, and since the rate and direction

of precession are always completely under control and capable

of almost instantaneous reversal, we have a source of energy

by means of which we can either apply a regular sinuous

couple in the exact rolling period of the vessel, or an irregular

serie.s of stabilising moments, as may be required in order

to counteract the roll-producing forces of the waves.

For a 10.(X¥l-ton steamer two cast-steel wheels w^ere used,

each 9 ft. in diameter, and each weighing about i5 tons. The
wheels must be accurately maciiined all over and accurately

balanced both statically and dynamically, which is done by

means of balancing plugs. The rotor disk is not pierced in

the centre, but is attached to its shaft stubs by mean.s of

collar studs. One of the shaft stubs carries the rotor of a

three-phase a.c. motor for spinning the wheel, the stator

being attached to the gyro casing. The iseripheral speed of

the wheels is about 500 ft. per second, and in order to reduce

the driving power the wheels run in a partial vacuum.

Fig. 3. showing the t-no stabilising gyros being put on board

the ves.sel and the preces.'^ion bearings on the top of the gyro

casings, illustrates the relative size of the ship and tlie

stabOiser.
.

Fig. 4 is an autographic record of the behaviour of a vessel

fitted with a stabiliser. First we see the roll when the vessel

is allowed to oscillate freely, amounting to -22 deg.; the

stabiliser is put into operation, and almost at once the vessel

settles down to an amplitude of about '2 deg. As soon as the

stabiliser is cut out up goes the roll again—in one instance

to 31 deg.. which the stabiliser promptly reduces to 3 deg.

fit bilge keels to a stabilised vessel, with a consequent saving

of as much as 6 per c*nt. of the totiil propulsive ix)wer of the

ship.
• 1 xi.

The primary object of stabibsation, however, is not the

reduction of the necessary propulsive power for a given speed,

but the eUmination of rolling- per «c. The steadier a ehip ia

the bettor she is. and in the case of passenger vessels, nayal

vo.-isels. and those ships i^hich carry live stock, the advantage

of being able to maintain the vessel practically on an even

keel under all conditions is enormous.
The Six-rry system has proved entirely practical and snc-

oessful in ojieration. Installations in actual use ranging fri>iu
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vessels of 150 tons" displacement to 10,000 tons have demon-
strated that this system is no longer in the category of an
experiment, but that with a very moderate weight of equip-
ment a vessel may be maintained within "2 deg. of the vertical,
the power necessary for operating the equipment being a
mere fraction of the eneigy dissipated by the extra resistance
caused by the free rolling of the ship under the action of the

ELECTRICITY AND AGRICULTURE.

Fig. 3.--STABII.TSKR for a lO.(AH.'-U.N bir.iMt.K.

The total weight of equipment necessary for a normal type

of vessel amounts to only about 1 per cent, of the displace-

ment. ,

By throwing over a switdi the stabiliser can be made to

roll the ship as shown in fig. 5. When a roll of about 10 deg.

has been obtained in still water, the piecession motor

is stopped and the natural frictional extinction curve of the

vessel is obtained. By again rolling the vessel to 10 deg.

and then reversing the precession motor and stabilising the

vessel, we see the vessel brought to rest in one complete

period.
, , - c

By means of this test the actual roU-quenchmg power ot

the "equipment can be obtained. This roU-quenciing capacity

i^ the number of degrees of roll quenched by the stabihser

l>er half period minus the number of degrees jier half period

shown on the natural extinction <-urve.

The advantages of stabilising a .«hip are many. It has been

suggested that^seas would break over the vessel: exactly the

reverse is the ca.se. the vessel becoming dry and much more

seaworthv, simply because she never has any angular velocity

to be destroyed when meeting a wave, and consequently

merely rises and falls on the waves as they pass under her.

When stabilised a vessel will make almost as good speed in

rough weather as in calm, and wUl steer with very little

helm because the -yawing which always accompanies rolling

is entirelv eliminated. It is of course quite unnecessary to

The recently-published Report of the Departmental Com-
mittee of the Jilinistry of Agriculture and i'isheries on Agri-
cultural Machinery (Cmd. 50(5) includes statements bv Mr-.

J. F. Crowley, D.Sc., B.A., M.I.E.E., and Mr. T. Smith,
A.M.I.E.E. The former drew attention to the possibilities

of using electric power in agriculture, particulaily in connec-
tion with the cultivation of the land, llie advantages claimed
for the use of electricity in agriculture, where motors and
accessories were designed for the work "they had to do, and
the most suitable types were chosen, were as follows :

—

Simplicity in design; fii-st cost low; no expensive founda-
tions required ; motors readDy started ; greater portability

:

very little power absorbed when running idle; large overhead
capacity to deal with fluctuating loads: small wear and tear;

little care required in running beyond lubrication, and even
turning torque and freedom from recipaxating movement
and its accompanying shocks.

Dr. CiiowLEs: said that the German farmer before the war
had at his disposal electrical material designed especially to

meet his conditions. Several of the larger electrical manu-
facturing firms in Germany designed and manufactured
ploughs suitable for working with the electrical apparatus they
.supplied. The development in Germany followed upon the
erection of generating stations of considerable size. The develop-
ment of electric ploughing and other work in agricultural

districts helped the generating stations distributing in rural

areas to maintain an even distribution of their load through-
out the year. This enabled the central stations to develop and
supply enejgy at a cheap lute. While attempts had been
made to construct electric agricultural tractors, these had not
yet passed the exiierimental stage, and had not been very
successful; cable jiloughing by two stationary motors or a
stationary motor and winch had. however, had a very con-
siderable measure of success on the Continent. Dr. Ciwtriey

said that the extent to which electricity could be used for

ploughing and other farm work (apart from lighting and
driving small stationary machines) depended almost entirely

upon the erection of central power stations and the constiuc-

tion of a network of transmission lines. Electricity cotild.

however, be employed only within a comparatively short

distance of the transmis.sion lines—a belt of five miles would
probably represent the hniit of eflicient service—but subject

to this limitation the method was a feasible one. He agiieed

that German statistics, and particularly pre-war statistics,

could not be applied to this country, but he urged that there

was a prima facie case for investigation. The question was
one of comparative cost, and it was necessary, before a de-

cision could be made, to investigate all the factors as they
applied in the United Kingdom.
Mr. SMmi. who submitted written information and wha

has had 25 years" experience of the development of water
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inj\yt'r and tiie iiiiiilication of electricity to I'arming, said tliat

so far as tJit; needs of the agricultural and rural community
were concerned, electrical energy would be required mainly
tor operating faarm machinery, com-grinding mills, wood-
working mills, and for lighting purposes. Closely connected
with the farm industry was that of large creameries, small
textile factories, seed dressmg mills, together witli heating
and cooking by electricity. The demand for power on the
farm was continually increasing. The difficulties in the way
of a scheme the development of water power might not be
be summarised as follows : (a) The unsuitability of existing
laws regarding the uses of water; (6) the uncertainty as to
whether the owner would secure compensation for the outlay
on the plant on termination of tenancy; (c) the power given
to adjoining riparian owners and " down stream " users to
prevent others from altering in any way the flow of water
m its ordinary channel.

llr. Smith suggested that the State should take develop-
ment work under its immediate control, as in the early stages
of a scheme the development of water power might not bt
a, paying proposition. Any scheme of work would involve at
the outset comparatively heavy capital expenditure, towards
the repayment of which the revenue during the first few
years' operation would in all probability prove inadequate.
It would be necessary ultimately to control water courses so
that the properties of the streams could be utilised in the
most efficient manner.
He also suggested that a-ction by the State might be some-

what ijn the following lines : (a) Amending existing laws in
their relation to the use of water, keeping in view the idea
that its energy-producing properties should be utilised to the
full as well as its irrigational properties; (b) taking over all

sources of water, and assuming control from the mountain
to the .sea. Where energy was being wasted, the right for

its development should be taken over or leased; (c) assisting

in the development of power schemes by giving advice, pre-

paring plans, supplying capital if necessary, and even instal-

ling the plant on a system of hire purchase; {d] making it

compulsory to develop all sources of available ixjwer.
Mr. .John Allen, O.B.E., Governing Director of the Oxford

Steam Plough Co., Ltd., asked as to the possible api>lication

of electricity to cable ploughing in this country, .said he
was aware that in Crermany electrical cable ploughing was
successfully undertaken on farms specially laid out for the
purpcise. where the same land had to be so ploughed every
year, but in this country, where the same field required steam
ploughing usually only every four years, the application of
electricity for the purpose would only be practicable if

there were a development of large {X>wer houses and trans-
mission svatems all over the country.

Mr. -T. XroENT Harris said he had made inquiries in

both Denmark and Sweden, and he found that while the
belligerent countries were occupied with the war, Scandinavian
countries were equally busily occupied in developing their

latent and other resources, as well as considering then- available

sources of energy. Sweden' and Norway possessed an abundant
source of energy in their water power. The respective Govern-
ments realised that by harnessing this power and developing
electrical energy they would not alone benefit industries, but
might revolutionise the most imjxirtant industry of all—agri-

culture—and go far to solve the labour problem. At present

Sweden possessed three great State hydroelectric stations, at

Trollfaatten. . Porj'us. and Alfkarleby. which jointly developed
about one-third of the electrical energy of the kingdom. There
were also three limited companies developing electrical energy.
Electric power was transmittetl by the State generating
stations to Denmark, and this, being derived from water-
power, was cheaper than the electricity developed in Denmark
itself, which was produced (in the absence of water-power)
from coal, peat, wood, sawdust. A'C. In rural Denmark elec-

tricity was produced and distributed mainly on the co-of.>era-

tive system. As a result of the remarkable developments in

the production of electrical energy, both Denmark and Sweden
were rapiiily being covered with a uetixork of wu"e.^. and it

seemed probable that before long practically every estate

and farm in those countries would l)e supplied with electric

power. Apart from the considerable reduction in manual
labour brought about in connection with such operations as

threshing, chaff and root cutting, elevating, pumping, &c.,

the provision of electric power had a great influence on the

comf<Mi; and well being of the farm workers, and in inducing
them to remain on the farms. Mr. Harris referred specifically

to a visit he had made to a farm of 8<W acres in the province
of Sudermansland. in Sweden. On this fann practically every
machine, except those used for cultivation, was electrically

driven. The farmer stated that previous to the electrification

of the farms he had to employ for his threshing operations
five pairs of horses. 16 men and four boys, whereas under
the electrified system, for the same work, .he employed one
hor^e. seven men and two boys. To this he added the en-
hanced value of the product, due to the smoother working
of the electrical machinery, and he estimated a total saving
of £5 a day on this farm in respect of the threshing opera-

tions. Further, it was possible to thresh much earlier, thus
obtaining an enhanced price for seed com and avoiding injury

to the st:ick bv rats .nnd mice. The firmer estimated the
cost nf the whole electrical plant on his farm at about £1.250.

and lie ^as convinced that, even with the high prices pre-

ailiaf when it was installed, the plant not only yielded

intereat ou the outlay, but would in about 15'or iO years pay
for itself. Mr. Harris had visited one of the co-operative
supply stations in Denmark, and was informed that it was
being tapped by about i,<M) farmers, besides shopkeepers and
others, and that the demand was so great that another station
of greater capacity was being erected.
Mr. Jones-Davies, J. P., suggested that the possfoilities ot

harnessing water-power to generate electricity on the farms
should be explored. He ha<l been struck very forcibly by the
large amount of power whieh was being wasted in the Welsh
streams.
Mr. J. E. Bond, B.Sc, pointed out a similar waste of powet

in Derbyshire.
The Committee includes among its recommendations one

that the Mimstry of Agriculture should further consider the
question of the application of electricity to agricultural opera-
tions, including the working of light railv.nys and the lighting
of villages and farmsteads.

POWER FROM BLAST FURNACE GAS.

At Newcastle-on-T>-ne, on March ±2nd, Mr. S. H. Fowles's
paper (an abstract of which appeared m our issue of March
-.itith) was read and discus.sed before the Nokth-Eastekn
Centre of the iNSTiiuTroN of Electrical Engineeks.
Mr. A. P. PVNE opened the discussion, and said the author's

figures might err on the optimistic side a little, but his main
contentions were absolutely correct. He supported the
author's paper by supplementary remarks, somewhat coloured
by the discussion that had recently taken place in London.
He found, for instance, that an impression existed in the
minds of more than one speaker that blast-furnace gas was
being made good use of in this country; that the iron
masters were lully alive to the advantages of properly em-
ploying the waste gases, and that they had no surplus avail-
able for outside purposes. It was one thing to be alive to
the value of a product, however, and quite another to utilise
it properly when to do so many problems had to be solved,
and when considerable capital outlay was involved. The
fact remained that a con.siderable source of power had been
largely wasted in the past, and they had had to rely on the
(Jermans to show them how to utdise it efficiently. The
advantages to be derived from cleaning the gas were always
considerable, and sometimes enormous, and the cleaner the
gas the better. When clean gas was used a large surplua
was available for purposes other than at the blast furnaces.
He pointed out that in the case of the power station described
by Mr. Fowles, the total power needs of a large steel works,
shipyard, engine works, boiler \vorks, and -several other
establishments were supplied, and a considerable surplus -re-

mained available. The gas not required by the blast furnaces
could be used for generating electricity either by means of
steam boilers and turbo-generators or directly by gas engine
generator.-;. Given the right plant, the gas engine proposition
was equally as reliable as was the steam proposition. Steam
plant was lower in first cost than was the gas engine plant, but
having regard to the greater economy of the latter its adop-
tion was fully justified provided suitable up-to-date plant
was installed. Neither gas engines nor gas cleaning plant had
reached finality, and the developments stopped by the war
would in all probability be resumed. Exhaust gases might
l>e u.sed for providing the steam in the preheaters of the
Halberg-Beth plant or driving steam turbo-pumps for the
scavenging plant. Other economies of a similar character
remained to be investigated. With regard to gas-eleaning
plant great scope existed for developments. The electro-static
plant had not in this country proved itself superior to the
filter plant. There was afso the Swartz disintegrator plant,
of the wet tyj>e, which showed promising results, combined
with reliabiUty and simplicity, but did not lend it.self to
potash recovery. A very simple process seemed to be meeting
with success in America—the Kling Weidner system, which
was dry. and involved no loss by sensible heat. Gas blowing
engines for .some blast furnaces had frequently to run for
considerable i>eriods at from half to three-quarters lo;ul. For
this purpose the "icycle engine possessed advantages over the
4-cycle, inasmuch as the use of scavenging plant with separate
gas and air pumps resulted in higher efficiency and better
control at the lower speeds than was the case with the 4-cycle
engine.

Mr. Waited welcomed the paper as being especially interest-

ing to those concerned with the generator side of the question.

He referred to the 30 per cent, efficiency of the engine, and
questioned whether it compared favourably with the turbine.

Mr. Hewson said he viewed the matter from the point of a
bla.st-furnace engineer. Hitherto all the gases leaving the
bla.st furnace had been utihsed—or wasted—on the blast

furnace and auxiliarv plant, and what was u.=ed was mostly
wastefully used. When it was remembered that there were
3iX) blast furnaces in this country in operation, it was easily

seen what a serious loss of fuel there was rroing on. whereas
if they took the heat energv from the furnace top there

would be 7J million tons of coke available for other purposes.

He thought all concerned—the gas engineer and the elec-
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trii-iaii—should work together for the general good in the.

utilisation ol that \vasl<; heat and power. He explained that

stoves could work at a higher tt^nperature with clean gas

than with dirty gas.

Mr. Rosen said Ihe paper seemed to have been written

from the gas engine jwint of view, and he asked if turbines

had been considered for use with gas. The question of floor

space in a power station eeerued a serious matter. He thought

some of the figures of cost were higher than would be the

case if a turbine were installed.

Mr. Heslop also sftoke in favour of the turbine as being

more economical ; the standing charges for gas would be very

mucii higher. The cost of the gas plant was put dowTi at

il65,000, that of the turbine he put at i-37.000. The capital

charges at 15 per cent, for the gas engine were f24,75(1; that

was equal to 0.17d. iier imit: the capital charges for the

turbine at 12 per cent, were ±'4.400 or 0.03d. per unit.

Mr. Fowi.es. in reply, said it was not a question of ranging

the gas engine against the tmbine. but it was a question of

having the whole imiwrtant matter thoroughly discussed by
all parties interested.

REVIEWS.

Principles of Transformer Design, by Alfred Still. Pp. xii

+216; 67 figs. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Price

10s. 6d. net.

It is always a pleasure to make acquaintance with a new
book by Prof. Still. His writings have a character of their

own, and have none of the flavour of compilations based on
other people's ideas which attaches to many modern text-

books, especially those which cover a wide ground in the field

of electrical engineering practice. Prof. Still always seems
to approach his subject in an original way, which he has
thought out for himself and has reduced to the simplest terms
of logical reasoning ; he never allows conventional rules or sub-

sidiary matters of any kind to obscure the essential and funda-
mental principles governing the matter under discussion.

The routine work of the designer of standard types of elec-

trical machinery is generally so largely based on sets of for-

mulas and rules and reference to tables of data obtained from
previous experience that it is apt to become conventionalised
and more or less stereotyjied. As a consequence, rules of pro-

cedure are often followed because they have become habitual
and are found to lead to satisfactory results within the range
of machines with which the designer is concerned.

In this way it is only natural that many young workers in

the designing office get into the habit of using rules and for-

mulcE without troubling themselves to understand—or at least

to keep in mind—the fundamental principles which underlie
the rules they are constantly using. Obviously, this may lead to

unfortunate results when some case arises where the condi-

tions are no longer those of the assumed standard practice,

and, in any case, the young designer who slips into such habits
is not likely to be in a position to suggest improvements or
economies in the machinery with which he deals.

It is somewhat in consonance with the practice to which
we have been referring that a number of books have appeared
containing rules and tables of data which seem to the inex-

perienced youth to contain all that is necessaj-y to enable him
to prepare designs for any standard type of machine for which
he may be asked. When, as is often the ca.se, the full reasons
and theoretical considerations underlying the data and for-

mulae are not given, it is evident that the young engineer may
be greatly deceived in his confident use of the results. Such
books may. of course, be of the utmost value to the experi-
enced designer, but to him alone.

On the other hand, there is a type of text-book which,
while professing to be a book on design, is, in fact, mainly a

discussion of the theoretical principles on which de^^ign should
be based without a full and detailed treatment of the prac-
tical matters which would enable the student to carry out an
actual design of a machine capable of meeting the actuahties
of commercial use.

Prof. Still seems to have hit the happy mean between the.*«

two extreme types, and has produced a book which, while
dealing clearly and thoroughly with principles, does not pass
over the practical matters wliich need to be dealt with when
designing a transformer which is not to be merely a coUeae
exercise but is to be capable of working efficiently under the
conditions of real life.

The book is written primarily for the advanced college
student, but we have no hesitation in saying that many a

young engineer engaged in practical work as a designer will

find a great deal in it which will help him in his work, and
make him a better designer.
Turning to a more detailed description of the contents of

the book, the first chapter contains a clear summary of the
elementary theory of the simple transformer, and gives an
outline of the construction of the main types, with a calcu-
lation of the mechanical stresses set up in the windings and
clear diagrams of the methods adopted for giving the coils

adequate support.
Chapter n deals with, insulation, and summarise.s the most

important principles of this difficult subject in such a sirople

and logical way as to give an excellent insight into tl: •. p.o-

.....as of designing the insulation of windings and Ic.iiJinal

bushes. References to more specialised publications enable

the student to seek further information on special points, but

as a clear presentation of the main principles of insulation

design this chapter is quite admiiable. Beginning with the

conception of the dielectric circuit, the author proceeds to

apply the principle to the simple condenser and condensers in

series, later on showing how the various forms of insulator

used in practice are to be stucUed in the light of the theory
thus discu.ssed. The results obtained by the consideration of

these fundamental principles, together with the estimation of

surface leakage, are later on applied to the calculation of

various forms of terminal bushing. Practical rules are given

for the insulation of transformer windings and the clearances

necessary in air and with oil immersion.
In Chapter HI, devoted to the efficiency and heating of

tiansforjiiers, we have first the usual calculations of efficiency

and losses, with some useful curves and figures obtained from
actual practice and then a careful and detailed treatment of

the flow of heat in the transformer, cooling medium and case,'

with the various methods adopted for cooling and con.stants

or curves given for such practical matters as the effective

radiating surface of corrugated wrought-iron cases with
various forms of corrugation.
Chapter TV deals with magnetic leakage, reactance and the

determination of regulation. There is perhaps less scope for

originahty of treatment here, but the chapter is quite worthy
of the standard set by the rest of the volume.
The next chapter contains a description of the procedure to

be adopted in carrying out an actual design, and includes the
calculations for a 1,.300-k.v.a. single-phase transformer, with
detailed specification and a complete tabulated design sheet

drawn up in a useful form with full description of the methods
used for obtaining all the constants and data enumerated on
the sheet.

The final chapter discusses transformers designed for special

purposes, e.g., for very lai'ge currents at low pressure, con-

stant current transformers, instrument transformers, auto-

transformers and induction regulators.

Unfortunately there is no discussion of the important sub-

ject of costs—a matter which is often of special significance

in connection with transformer design, even when we use the

term " design " in its most restricted .sen.se. The financial

aspect is, of course, the determining factor in the adoption of

tiansfonning devices with legard to type, capacity and loca-

tion \Ahen the " design " of schemes is being approached in

the broader sense.

In conclusion, the review'er can cordially recommend this

little book to all students and young electrical engineers who
are at all interested in the subject of transformer design.

Few of those who read it v\-ill fail to gain fresh information

:>nd clearer insight into the subject from a study of its pages.

Its jierusiil is made the more pleasurable by the excellence of

the diagrams, drawings and letterpress, while the two in-

dices and the list of symbols employed add much to its vnlue

for purposes of reference. C.F.S.

Automobile Batteries. By H. H. U. Cross. Pp. v-l-lOl;

24 figs. Loudon : E. & F. X. Sixin, Ltd. Pi-ice 4s. net.

The author of this interesting little volume leads off with

the undeniable statement that " the modem motor-car is

liecoming mure 'electric' every day." Since this electrical

equipment always includes a battery which is generally the

least understood and most severely tried portion of the whole
car. there is no doubt that practical information such as is con-

tained in the volume under review is badly needed. The book
contains 100 pages divided into five chapters, and a short

api)endix of technical terms, iVc, the sub-title being, " A
practical handbook on the construction, charging, repair, and
maintenance of ignition, starting, lighting, and electric vehicle

batteries: 'dry.' lead, and alkaline types." C)n the whole,
this rather ambitious field is fairly well covered as far as it

can be in a book of the size, although very little is said of

the special problems relating to electric vehicle batteries,

about which alone a whole volume could be filled.

Chapter 1 deals mainly with the primary battery in its
' dry ' form as u.sed a good deal in America as a stand-by for

the ignition system, though not much in evidence in England.
.\ recent contributor to the ELKCTniCAL Review remarked that

on his car, an American, the reserve battery of five dry cells

had dried up three years ago (literally " dry " cells in this

oa.se), and as it was never required, he removed it and its

wiring bodily ; and a similar fate probably attends many
other spare dry batteries. However, the action of the primary
cell L9 interesting, and is useful to know in so far as it forms
the basis of the action of the secondary battery. This action

is well explained, and a good deal of practical information
given as to the use. testing, and capabilities of dry batteries

under various conditions. Some actual figures showing the

internal resistance of dry batteries in various sizes might
have been included for the sake of comparison with corre-

sponding fisures relating to secondary batteries.

Chapter 2, on the lead storage battery, contains clear infor-

mation on the principles, theory, and construction of this type,

all of which is useful. \ table is given from a manufacturer's

catalogue showing the enormous currcrits that are momentarily
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called for from the battery at starting, but no discharge curves

are reproduced to indicate the discharge from automobile

batteries under various conditions of load. A refexence might

have been made to the "block" form of construction.

Chapter 3 relates to charging batteries, not under running

conditions on the car, but separate charging in the garage or

otherwise. Full instructions are given for this, as to the first

and subsequent charges, mixing acid, testing, Ac. The differ-

ent methods of charging from dynamos, from primary bat-

teries, and froui house mains are also discussed. Charging

from alternating current supplies is also mentioned, and

various rectifiers described, though the kind most commonly
used, tlie Xodon valve, is only dealt with in a short paragraph.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the repair of lead batU'ries, and this

subject is dealt with very fully. Detailed insti-ucfions are

given for the repair of all parts of the cell, the treatment of

sulphatcd plates, &c.. and the fitting of new plates into a cell.

In chapter 5 an interesting and instructive account is given

of the alkaline battery, both the American Edison and the

Swedish ^'I-FE tyiJes being referred to. The theory and con-

struction are explained, and general notes given on the subject.

In the comparisonof the two batteries, aci<l and alkaline, one

atatemciit given is open to misapprehension. It is stated that

the alkaline type has "double the capacity weight for

weight." The author doubtless means capac:ty in ampere-

hours only, but if watt-houra are taken for comparieon, aa

they should be, the statement is by no means correct.

A few diagrams are given, and these are clear and well

drawn, but a good many illustrations are from catalogue blocks,

eome being rather " b;ick numbers," which tend to give the

book a somewhat out-of-date appearance not justified by the

text.

A few typographical errors occur, mostly unimportant, but
• N'octon " for Kodon valve, on page &), should have been

corrected, and also the statt-ment on page 98 that an accumu-
lator is the .synonym of a "strange" battery.

The comments given aliove are by no means intended to

disparage the value of this bix)k, which undoubtedly contains

much valuable and badly-noeded information, particularly to

the .student or to those undertaking repairs to batteries. It

is clearly written, and the matter is well arranged; the type

is easily read, .so that the information ean be assimilated

without undue effort. It bears the stamp of being written

by one having a practical and first-hand knowledge of his

subject.
F. H. HUTTON.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Headers are inviied to submit particulars of new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of suffieieni iiUerest,

A Safety Hand Lamp.

Mr. CJeoegk J. DncKETT, of " Hillcre-t." Uakl)ank Avenue,

Moston, Manchester, has developed a new form of portable

lamp designed to prevent unauthorised interference by intro-

ducing a locking arrangement so that the inside of the lamp

cannot be got at by other than authorised persons.

The ring carrying the safety cage is notched on the threaded

portion, and engaging with the notches is a catch k C, fig. 1.

The catch is pivoted, the opposite end forming an armature .4,

and this in turn is held in such a position by the spring as to

ensure that the catch k c is always in engagement with the

notehes in the safety cage ring.

It will be seen that it is impossible to unscrew the cage

ring until the cateh has been disengaged, and for this purpose

an electromagnet e m is employed.
The ca.=e of the lamp, which is of ferrous metal, forms one

pole of the magnetic circuit, and in order to restrict the
lines of force through the armature a the iron plug i p is

surrounded by non-magnetic metal.

principle as earlier ty()es, the chief difference in detail being

the weaker field to which the core is subjected. The two
principal advantages of putting the electro-magnet outside

are : Fust, the instrument will be most sensitive w-hen the

core is working at the point of maximum dift'erential per-

meability, and secondly, with low-frequency vibrators,- which

must be "of very small diameter, the effect of a strong magnetic

field upon the frequency of the vibrator introduces practical

difficulties in tuning, since the magnetic forces combine with

the elastic force to change the total restoring force, thus

altering the frequency. The beat results have been obtained

with cores of sheet silicon transfcjrmer steel. The vibrator

is mounted on a small soft steel base, and is held in place

magnetically by merely placing the base on the face of the

magnet. For convenience in changing vibrators for different

frequencies, an aluminium wire handle is fixed in the base.

Fig. I.—.Safety Ha.nd L.amp and Unlocking Magnet.

\\ hen the electromagnet is energised the lines of force are

restricted, and are directed through the annature to tho

case of the lamp. .As the armature is free to move it is drawn
towards the iron plug, and the catch is withdrawn from tho

notches in the cage ring.

In order to facilitate quick repair or renewal of lamps in

the workshop, the electrician in charge can carry about with
him a small electro-magnet supplied with an adapter plug.

The body portion of the lamp has been constructed in the

form of an electro-magnet, in order that the lamp may be
placed near or against any magnetic material, and held in

ixisition. until forcibly pulled away by hand.
The holder is insulated from the metal portions of the lamp,

which are held in position by the locking nut L n at the base
of the handle.

In order to overcome any excessive pull on the terminals
of the lamp the flexible jumper is locked by binding it round
with adhesive tape, after which it is compressed by a locking
nut.

A New Vibration Galvanometer.

A new form of vibration galvanometer is described in a recent
scientific paper (No. 370) of the U.S. Bureau of Standards
(fig. '2). In this device the electromagnet is placed outside

the gap of the permanent magnet, but in a position in which
an appreciable amount of flux from, the latter pas.ses through
tho rorof of the former. The arrangement is the same in

Fig. -VlBUATIOX GaI.VAXOMETER.

If the vibrator is polished and illuminated by a horizontal

beam of light, a .sharp line of light may be obtained in the

microscope. Satisfactory readings may also be made by
viewing the wire in the ordinary way.

The Woods Earthing Device.

k simple device for earthing pijies and lead-covered w-ires

of all sizes has been put on the market by Messrs. Faulkner
AND Co., of -5. Market Street, Manchester. It consists of a

strip of bare copper, with holes punched in it at 7/16-in.

centres. By lapping the strip round a pipe and drawing it

tight with a 3/16-in; bolt and nut, through the holes that

serve best, with spodally shaped washers, an excellent grip
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Hiul ii satisfai-tory aiiitait are obtaiiied with tbc iiiiniimim

of trouble. The same strip may bv claujped to any number
of adjoining pipes, and serves also as a terminal to which an
earthing wire ran be claiiiiied, any desired Icngtli being cut

off the strip to suit the requirements.

A Loud-speakiiij^ Marine Telephone.

Among the latest manufactures of Mes.shs. Siemh.ns Buos.
& Co., Lti>., Palace Place Man.'-ions, Ken.sington Court, W. 8.

is a series of loud-speaking marine telephones, one of which
is illustrated in fig. 3. This instrument is provided with a

LOUD-SPEAKINU MARINE TELEPHONE.

standard watertight capsule transmitter and twu .sound

trumpet tubes. It is unnecessary to raise the tubes to obtain
loud-.speaking effects, but in particularly noisy situations the

tubes, which are fitted with pneumatic rubber ear pads, can
be rai.sed to the ears to exclude external sounds.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Sefton-Jones, O'Dhll ani

Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

!).o9U.
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THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BILL
ADDENDUM.

[54,

When the Government declared its intention, in December

last, of introducing an amending Bill to enact the—shall

we say—penal clauses that were omitted from the first

version of the Electricity (Supply) Bill of 1919, we doubted

whether it would be as good as its word. For one thing, the

Act as it stood, shorn of its most controversial features, was

acceptable, for what it was worth, to every branch of the

industry : true, there were those who desired the compulsory

clauses—but there were practically none who objected to

the clauses actually passed into law. Further, it seemed tc

us, and not to us alone, that the unexpected loss of the

additional powers would prove a blessing in that it would

allow the Commissioners to look round and take stock of the

position, and to acquire some experience of the procedure by

which they could best attain the desired ends—first, and

most important, economy of fuel : secondly, but as a means

of attaining the first, the provision of a cheap and abundant

supply of electric power to all parts of the country.

However, for once a Parliamentary pledge has been

redeemed, and the Bill is before the House of Commons,
embodying with but little change the provisions that were
struck out by the House of Lords. Its progress will be a

thorny one ; its re-introduction affords an unhoped-for

opportunity of making good the errors of the past session,

and no stone will be left unturned by the opponents of the

measure to retrieve their losses. The issue is now a plain

one, between the representatives of private ownership and
communal ownership respectively. The main principle of

the original Bill—State Control—has become the law of

the realm : but the secondary purpose of some of its pro-

moters—to drive out private enterprise— has not yet been

achieved. Why should it be ? We have often expressed the

view, for which there is abundance of sanction in the

success attained in the United States and elsewhere, that

private enterprise under State control is the most effjcient

and progressive method of conducting a great business

undertaking such as that of electricity supply, and wp
adhere to that opinion. The fruits of national ownership

are familiar to all observers ; amongst the many lessons of

the war, that has been one of the most painful to learn and

most costly to the individual, who has also learnt that it is

most difficult to rid himself of the incubus, once he is in

its clutches.

Not only did the original Bill foredoom the private com-
pany to extinction, with few and unimportant exceptions ;

It also proposed to accomplish that achievement by methods
which were hardly one step removed from fraud. The terms

of purchase of generating stations and main transmission

lines were so flagrantly unjust, that even the Government,
for very shame, had to provide a partial remedy—but the

cure was little better than the disease : the companies were

offered the alternatives of staying in the business as dis-

tributors, with an utterly inadequate degree of compensation

for the loss of their plant, or going out of business alto

gether in order to secure the return of their capital, at the

sacrifice of their goodwill and the opportunity to recoup

themselves for their early losses. "The fact that they were

protected from such an eventuality by a definite agreement

with Parliament, which ought to have been regarded as

binding upon any Government, is undeniable ; they were to

have a concession for 42 years, ami at the end of it to

receive the fair market value— the then value—of their

plant, if it were purchased by the local authorities.

Their plant is now worth nominally twice its original value.
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and to return to them their capital outlay, in terms of the

present depreciated currency, is a manopuvre unworthy of any

Government. If justice is to be done, a way must be found

for the companies to remain in existence on tolerable terms,

unless they wish to leave the business ; to force them out

of it by imposing: upon them confiscation terms is robbery.

There are two points, therefore, which to our mind
require amendment. The first is the terms of compulsory

purchase : this should not be put in force until and unless

it is necessary in the interest of economy and progress, but

when it is, it should be on the basis of justice and equity.

The other item is the price of bulk supply. Under the

present Act. the whole benefit of any reduction in the price

is to enure to the consumer : it is, however, certain that

if the present undertakers were permitted to continue

generating electricity and extending their plant, they would

be as well able as the District Boards to reduce the generat-

ing costs, sharing the benefits with the consumer, and this

is included in their rights under the Parliamentary agree-

ment. Under the Act they are deprived of this right, with-

out compensation in any shape.

It is up to the supporters of private enterprise now to see

that it is afforded a fair opportunity of justifying its

existence, and of entering into voluntary co-operation with

other agencies for the purpose of economising fuel and labour.

The chance will never recur.

An echo of the Report on the Electric
Confidential

j ^^ Industry was heard at the meeting
Communications. , , ^ , A • ^ ^i_ -n j ..• r

of the Grand Council of the federation of

British Industries, last week, as reported in The Bulhfiit.

A letter from the Electric Lamp Manufacturers" Association

pointed out that the Committee had published information

which was supplied by the manufacturers on the under-

standing that it would be treated as confidential. A
resolution proposed by Mr. D. X. Dunlop, director of the

B.E.A.M.A., declaring that the publication was a breach of

the Profiteering Act, ^d was most detrimental to the

interests of British industry, was carried unanimously.

While no one will deny that, in the interests of truth, it

is essential that the Committees inquiring into questions

of profiteering shall be furnished with full information on

the points with which they deal, it is no less certain that

the unauthorised publication of such data, when obtained

under the seal of confidence, is the most effective method

imaginable of inducing manufacturers and traders to

endeavour in future to withhold them from the Committees.

In this case the mischief has been done, but an unmistak-

able warnine has been issued to manufacturers in other

branches of industry that they cannot rely upon the

integrity, or even the discretion, of such committees, and

they" will not be slow to learn the lesson. It is absurd that

measures intended for the benefit of British industry should

thus be turned to the advantage of our foreign competitors

by affording them priceless information regarding manu-

facturing costs and other conditions obtaining in this

country.

At the same meeting a resolution was adopted that steps

should be taken to ensure the appointment on such com-

mittees of members possessing technical qualifications.

While we agree that the personnel should include some

members competent to guide the Committee to lorrect con-

clusions, we would not have them all, or even a majority of

them, experts in the subject of their ini|uiry. It would in

many cases be exceedingly difficult to constitute a com-

mittee of experts that would not be even more objectionable

to the industry concerned, and it will be admitted that the

specialist, however upright and worthy, is not likely to be

able to occupy a position of judicial detachment and impar-

tiality. It is the established practice of the British law

courts to submit highly technical patent cases, for example,

to a judge who has no personal interest in the subject of

dispute, and the results of this jro:ednre have not proved

unsatisfactory. It is, however, most desirable that the

members of committees should be men of affairs and ac<;us-

tomed to the exercise of judiciail fuJjctions, which is certainly

(lot the case ^ 8 rtfle,

Ox November Ist, 1915, the Govem-
Tiie Budget and ment substituted and brought into force
Increase in tiie r ni ^ i r , -^

II d T 1 i5 h
'^ minimum of 9d. per telegram of 12

Rate.
words, and ^d. each additional word, for a

f)d. minimum which ruled before, an

increase of 3d. per telegram. The present Budget proposals

provide for a further increase in the rate to Is. minimum,

and Id. for each additional word, making a 100 per cent,

increase over the pre-war rate. Xo doubt the public have

dismissed the subject with the unpleasant reflection that

inland telegrams are to cost more, but they probably have

not realised the far-reaching effect the increase is likely to

have on international telegraph rates. When the increase

to Od. became effective in 191.5, cable and telegraph com-
panies maintained their rates, but as they will now have to

face a rate that has doubled, it is an open question if they

will adopt the same attitude. Working and maintenance

expenses have, like those of other concerns, risen enormously,

and, notwithstanding the additional burden, rates have not

been increased on this account so far. To arrive

at a rate from point to point various charges per

word and per message have to be added together,

and in this way a fixed rate from any place in the

United Kingdom can Ite arrived at to any place abroad. It

stands to reason, therefore, that the increased inland rat<;

must affect international rates if it be applied to such

traffic, and is not merely local in effect. The Western

Union Telegraph Co. has also increased landline rates in

North America by 20 per cent., and this increase, in addition

to the one proposed here, may well lead to all-round

alterations. It may be that the rate, say, from New York
to London and any other city to which the cable companies

lease their own landlines can be maintained at Is. per word

and the inland rate added to places where the companies

have not their own offices, but if. in addition, rentals for

leased line^, tubes, &c., are increased to any extent, the

Is.-per-word rate may have to be increased to all places to

meet the extra demands of the private and Government
landline systems. The mercantile community will, no

doubt, have to be prepared for changes.

Temporarily, at all events, the realisation of our hopes

for cheaper communication throughout the world may havt:

receded, but we cannot believe that it will be long before it

is secured. It is, of course, true that the cost of new cables

and working expenses are greatly increased, but wireless

will play an important part in the n^ar fatnre. If we
limit inter-Colonial communication by high rates, we

inevitably limit Empire development and prevent wealth

and revenue production.

Considerable irritation has been pro-
ompu sorj

d^ced in Labour circles in France in
Arbitration in

,. , i ,• i

France consequence of the introduction in the

Chamber by M. .lourdain. Minister for

Labour, of a Bill which provides for the adoption of com-

pulsory arbitration in order to settle disputes between

workmen and their employers. The undertakings affected

by the Bill are (1) railways, tramways, and other means of

transport in common by land, sea or waterway ; (2) gas and

electricity works ; (?0 coal mines : and (4) undertakings

for the distribution of water, light and power. Two pre-

liminary stages are provided for under the Bill before

reaching the state of compulsory arbitration. In the first

place, adeputation of five workmen can wait upon the heads

of the works to deal with the dispute ; and, secondly, con

ciliation can be resorted to before a competent committee or

before a magistrate. Should both these methods fail to

bring about a settlement, compulsory arbitration will come

into force, and strikes and lock-outs are suspended. The

Bill proposes the imposition of penalties for contraventions

of the law. These comprise (1) finesof from IG to 10,000 fr..

and imprisonment from six days to three months ; and (i')

the requisition by the Government of the buildings, plant,

and personne] in oase one of tbe parties jnfripges the

]-eg:ulations.
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EXTENSIONS IN THE CLYDE VALLEY POWER STATIONS.

The Clyde Valley Electrical Power C'o. has just put on

commercial load a large Metropolitan-Vickers turbo-generator

set at its Yoker power station. This station is situated on

the tidal portion of the River Clyde, and well placed for fuel,

water, and distribution ; it is illustra'^ed in fig. 3, p. .'148.

The new set (fig. 2) is rated at 18,7.^.0 k.v.a., giving a

normal output of 1.5,000 KW. at 0*8 power factor. The

The condenser, situated immediately under the turbine, is

of Messrs. Weir's land type, capable of dealing with

200,000 lb. of steam per hour, the normal vacuum carried

being 29 in. with barometer at 30 in. The pumps are also

by Messrs. Weir, being of their Dual make, electrically-

driven through spur gearing from a 40-H.r. three-phase,

2r)-cycle, 480-R.P.Jr. induction motor.

Fir.. 1.— Plax or Clyde Vallet Power Co.'s District.

turbine has Rateau blading with 14 expansion wheels, the

casing being of cast-steel for the high-pressure and cast-

iron for the low-pressure end. The working steam pressure

is 200 lb. per sq. in., with 160' F. superheat, and a special

arrangement is provided at the low-pressure end of the

turbine for drawing off steam for feed-heating under

vacuum, which is estimated to give
.") per cent, additional economy by

raising the temperature of the feed

water to 155° F. The governor is

of the oil relay type, the pump sup-

plying oil at a pressure of 70 lb.

per sq. in. The main bearings are

lubricated under pressure from a

second oil pump, also driven off the

main shaft, both pumps drawing
from a common tank in the turbine

bedplate. The oil is cooled during
use by Zimmermann nil -coolers.

The alternator generates three-

phase current at 11,000 volts, 25
cycles, at a speed of 1,500 r.p.M.

The two-pole rotor is machined from
a solid forging, and the end windings
of the star -connected stator are

specially braced to resist lateral

.stresses. Three air-cooled reactances,

giving a reactance value of 5 per

cent., are installed. Merz- Price

balanced protective gear is fitted to

protect the generator. The air for

cooling the machine windings is

circulated by fans carried on the

main shaft and within the generator

casing, the air being washed prior

to use in a Davidson air washer. Excitation current can
be supplied from the direct-coupled exciter on the turbine

shaft, or separately from the station d.c. bars.

The cables from the generator to the switchgear gallery

are 0"75 sq. in. single-core, lead-covered and armoured, six

in all, two to each phase, and arraneements are made on the

board for remote oontrol of the main machine switch,
ftf;

Tvell as of the generotor earth switoh,
'

-

The pumping plant at the river intake in the Clyde is

common to this set and to the other generators in the

station, the whole circulating plant operating into a 42-in.

main. Tvittle trouble is experienced with the water screen-

ing at the station, the screens used being of the ordinary

mesh pattern.

Fio. 2.—Metbopolitan-Vickebs 18,750-k.v.a. Tubbo-Geseratob.

The set is supplied with steam from the station range of

Babcock & Wilcox boilers ; the total steaming capacity of

the power house is 285,000 lb. with four boilers on induced

and eight on natural draught.

A similar turbo-alternator to that described is under con-

struction at the company's Clyde Mill Power Station, Cam-

buslang, and the installation of a second 15,000rK^v. set, \i

under oonsi^eratjon foy the Yoker po^er station,
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The company has now three large generating stations in

commission, with 180 sub-stations and swit<;h houses, as

shown in fig. 1, and its power and lighting business is pro-

FiR. 3.—VOKEB Power Station.

gressing very rapidly, the total contracts for supply at

present amounting to 145,000 h.p. We are indebted to the

company for the foregoing particulars and illustrations.

LOW-VOLTAQE LIGHTING OF
ELECTRICALLY-EQUIPPED FACTORIES.

By C. T. WILKIXSON.

It is to be regretted that the electric lighting of factories has

not yet received the close attention and study in England
which have been accorded it abroad. As a result, the

English engineer planning the lighting of an electrically-

equipped factory has not at his command the complete
regulations and suggestions that are available elsewhere.

The recent report of Mr. Scott Ram on fatal accidents in

electrically-equipped factories seems to point in the direc-

tion of low-voltage lighting, and, indeed, one such system is

therein mentioned.

It is the object of this article to draw attention to a low-

voltage lighting system of novel character, which claims to

have appreciable advantages over other methods, and which it

is thought might be worthy of the consideration of English
illuminating engineers. By the adoption of this system
low-voltage lighting was first applied to a factory at the time
under the direction of the Admiralty. A pressure of 12 volts

was selected, and this voltage was obtained by placing a

small fine-wire 12-volt coil at the bottom of the slots" of

the standard induction motors operating the individual

machine tools. The conditions governing the decision to

use this syst<^ni in the cflK<> of a modern fartnry were as

follows ;

—

The shop were laid out according to latest practice, with
plenty of space between the machines, and with steel tubes
carrying the wires in the concrete floor up to each motor.
Individual lighting pointsfrom .ibove were impossible, as

they would have prevented free movement of the overhead
cranes, and if the lighting wires were kept entirely separate
from the power circuit in the usual way, separate steel

tubes for these lighting circuits would have been necessary.

Further, the cost for individual lighting points for each
machine would have worked out at more than £3 per point.

However, the men to be employed on the machine tools

insisted on individual lights, and were backed up in this

preference by the technical operating staff and foreman.

Examination of the best intensity allowances available

for the different classes of factory work indicates that for

this particular work if individual machine lights were

used, the general overhead lighting of the shop

would require only a frastion of the wattage other-

wise necessary, and 11 great saving was made in this

direction, not only in first cost of equipment, but

in annual operating charges, this overhead lighting

being only such as was necessary to provide suffiiuent

illumination for the safe and fpeedy movement of overhead

cranes carryins material, other sLifting of material, and
general supervision of work.

If, therefore, while reducing the cost and operating

expenses of the overhead lighting, as previously mentioned,

the individual lights for machine tools could be put in

extraordinarily cheaply, at the same time consuming a

negligible amount of power, it was obvious that a consider-

able step forward could be accomplished in this class cf

work.

For such individual lights, a low voltage is very valuable,

enabling as it does the use of half-watt type 12-volt auto-

mobile headlight lamps. A number of these lamps could

be supplied from one low-voltage transformer, or alterna-

tively this small winding could be placed in each motor, so

that every individual motor supplied the lights for its own
machine tool.

It was decided to adopt the latter method after considera-

tion of the relative costs. The expense per point for the

individual lights would not have been appreciably lessened

by the adoption of the first method, whereas by utilising

the new method it was greatly reduced, the actual cost of

the small 12-volt coil being only a few shillings. The
leads from this coil were carried through fuses to a small

lighting plug-box situated adjoining the terminal-box for

the power leads, but in future installations these two boxes

would be made one, still further cheapening the device.

There then only remained a small plug, a few feet of flex,

and the usual universal joint reflectors enabling the lamps

to be held in any position convenient to the workman.
The total cost at the time was about half the price per

point for lighting in the usual way, and if the suggestion

for a common terminal-box just outlined were adopted, the

figure would be appreciably less.

The efficiency of these half-watt lamps is, of course, com-
paratively high, and their use only becomes possible

through the low voltage available.

The actual light required when thus brought right down
to the work is so small, that the wattase consumed is almost

LOW-TOLTAGE LlOHTIXG OF RaT)TAT. DSILL.

negligibie, as compared with the standard 100-volt or

200-volt system : moreover, these small 12-volt high-

efficiency lamps are very subs-tantial, and will stand far

more vibration than high-voltage lamps, with consequent

saving in replacements.

The saving obtained in power for a typical machine shop

is, say, 40 per cent, or more, depending on the type of

machme work and whether a larse number of tools have
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to be supplied. This further means an appreciable saving

in power-station equipment, and consequent reduction in

initial cost.

By the adoption of the above-mentioned arrangement, it

will be noticed that two sources of light are available, one

overhead from the separate lighting circuit and the other

individual from the main power circuit. This has the

further advantage that trouble on either of these circuits

does not leave the shop in total darkness.

It was at first considered that this system might have

two disadvantages : (1) That the light might flicker, or

that undue stress would perhaps be put on the lamp at

starting—but these defects were never realised ; and (2

)

that the light would not be available when the machine

was shut down. The latter was, however, overcome by

having two plug holes on each motor, so that in case of

shutting down of the machine the workman could plug

his light into his neighbour's mot<ir. In practice it will be

found that the need for this plugging into the neighbouring

motor seldom arises.

The second difficulty is also overcome by careful con-

sideration of the following determining factors ;—

•

(«) Proportion of working time spent in " setting up "

for each tool and class of tools.

(6) Tools provided with gear boxes for speed variation,

in which case a clutch is provided, and the motor is run

all the time.

(() Tools which keep motor running continuously owing
to very little time being absorbed in moving work.

((/) Tools for which group drive is used, and two, or

three, or four lights are supplied from one motor.

(e) Tools in which the interval for adjustment is

relatively long, and plugging into a neighbouring motor is

not too frequent, and causes no inconvenience.

In further connection with Mr. Scott Ram's report on

fatal accidents, it is claimed that with this 12-volt system

no accident could possibly occur. Such immunity was

ensured by placing the coil at the bottom of the induction

motor slot, and entirely separate from the power winding,

a full power insulation test beins; made between the lighting

coil and the power coil, as well as between the lighting coil

and the frame.

The above arrangement is fundamentally

an appreciation of the fact that the stator of

an induction motor is a transformer. Such
a scheme, therefore, must essentially be much
cheaper than any arrangement of separate

low-voltage transformers. In fact, whereas

it is greatly cheaper than the system of

obtaining a number of lights from one low-

voltage transformer, it is, of course, infinitely

cheaper than the arrangement— also con-

sidered at the time—of supplying a small

separate transformer for each light. It also

greatly simplifies the lay-out, wiring, and
operating of such a machine shop ; and the

conception of each machine shop having its

own general lighting, and each tool getting

its own special strong indi'^idual light straight

from its own motor, is thought to be a distinct step forward

in simplification, reduction of first cost, and economy of

operation.

To sum up, the writer would suggest the use of this light-

ing coil as a standard for any modern factory, and believes

that so few cases where it is not applicable will be found
that they can be altogether neglected. The low cost of

equipping the motors with the coil and the resulting

economy in initial outlay, operating cost, and saving in

power, would seem to be such that the system merits

extended use.

AN AMPLIFIER EMPLOYING THERMIONIC

INTER-VALVE RESISTANCE COUPLINGS

Bv JOHN SCOTT-TAGGABT.

The author has devised a large number of amplifying

devices in which the coupling between the valves consists

not in the usual form of resistances or transformers, but in

thermionic couplings. In place of ordinary conductors of

high impedance, it is proposed to use a conductive path

Ijetween the cathode and anode of a vacuum tube such as

the Fleming valve.

One form of the arrangement is shown in the accompanying

figure, which shows the application of the arrangement to

the reception of wireless signals.

An aerial circuit L, c, is coupled to a closed receiving

circuit, L., C.„ which is connected across the grid and

filament of the three- electrode vacuum tube v,. The plate

circuit of v, contains a two-electa'ode vacuum tube R. and the

plate battery h. The valve Ei may conveniently consist of

an ordinary three-electrode valve in which the grid and

anode are connected together. The filament, it will be

noticed, is heated by means of an accumulator Aj, prefer-

ably through the five-ohm rheostat E,. The electron

current from the filament f, of the vacuum tube v, flows to

the plate p„ to the filament f, of the vacuum tube Ri. thence

to the plate P^, and so back to the filament F, via the

battery H. The valve R, acts as a resistance of the

order of 100,000 ohms, which value, however, may
be conveniently varied by altering the emission from

the filament f, by adjusting Ro. We thus con-

veniently obtain a non-inductive resistance whose

value may be very readily varied, and whose normal

value approximates to that of the valve v,—a most desirable

condition for effective amplification. By this means the

voltage on the grid of v, will vary the resistance of v,, and,

consequently, vary the current in the circuit f,, Pj, Fj, p,,

H, Fi. Since the current through R, is increased, the

potential across p., and F.2 will also increase. If the grid of

\'i
is positive, i\ will become negative with respect to p,.

Dock Congestion at Constantinople.—The Department
of Overseas Trade is informed that, to relieve the congestion which
exists at the port of Constantinople, a compuUory sale will take
place very shortly of all goods which have been lying: in the
Custom House for more than one year and one day. A list of such
goods has been prepared, and it is stated that the British Chamber
of Commerce of Turkey and the Balkan States (Inc.), 34/35, Buyuk
Tunnel, Han, Galata, Constantinople, is in possession of full
information. ITaited Kingdom firms who are interested in this
matter are invited to communicate with that body without delay.

An Amplifier with Thermionic Couplings.

By connecting p, through the condenser c,, to the grid of

the second valve, the potential variations across Ej are

impressed on the grid G2, the condenser C3 ensuring that

grid G, is insulated from the high posiiive value which

would otherwise be given to it by the battery h. The
momentary negative potential on G» increases the resistance

of the tube v,^, and so lessens the current in the circuit v„

Rj, and H. Since the current through R^ is decreased, the

p3tential across R3 decreases, and, consequently, the grid of

the third three-electrode valve is given a positive pulse.

The third three-electrode vacuum tube acts in a manner
comparable to the first. The last vacuum tube is

intended to act not as a high-frequency amplifier, but as a

detector, and a pair of telephones is included in its plate

circuit, a suitable tapping being taken from the battery H.

To assist us in arranging that the last valve shall act as

a detector, we can conveniently make its filament current

variable by the use of a separate rheostat, R.,. The current

through the filament of the first three vacuum tubes may
be varied by means of a rheostat, R5. These three valves

act as amplifiers of the high-frequency oscillations, and are

not intended to act as detectors. Kesistances Kj and %,
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having a value of about i megohms, are connected as shown
and are intended primarily to prevent the accumulation of

electrons on the grids of the second and third vacuum
tubes. It is to be noted that the grids of the first three

valves are connected to the negative side of the filament-

heating accumulator ; moreover, the rheostat Rj is so con-

nected that the grids will always have a potential negative

with respect to the negative end of the filament. This will

tend to prevent the establishment of grid currents in the

tiret three valves.

If desired, the same effect could be produced by using a

fixed resistance of about 1"5 ohms in place of the rheostat,

R5, the filament currents being then regulated by means of

a rheostat connected between the positive side of the filament

and the positive terminal of the accumulator. This latter

arrangement is probably preferable.

A high resistance Rs of about 4 megohms is connected

between the grid of the last valve, and either the positive or

negative side of the filament accumulator, according to which

connection gives the best results.

In addition to the advantages gained by being able to

vary each of the plate circuit resistances, the valve

resistances R,, H^, &c., may be arranged to act as a limiting

device, in which case the strength of signals may be easily

controlled, and exceedingly loud signals or atmospherics

may be cut down by suitably adjusting the rheostats R^, &c.

The writer hopes in the near future to present a paper

on farther applications of thermionic inter-valve resistances,

including devices of practical importance and value.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY TARIFFS.

At the meeting of the North-Westebn Cextre of thi?

ixsTrruTiON of Electhical Knglneeks, which was heiu
ou February 24th at Manciiester, Mr. J. A. Kobebtso.n
presiding, an informal discussion ou electricity supply tarif};-

was opened by Mr. S. J. \Natson. He smumansed under
five headings the totaJ cost of supplying electrical energy :

I'ower station ; transmission ; translormation or conversion

;

ihstribution ; metering and accounting. The annual cost per
consumer of the expenses included in metering and accovmt-
ing was constant whether the number of imits used was largo
or small. In most of the other it^ems the expenditure per
annum was entirely unaffected by the number of imits, but
was fixed by the rate at which the supply was used. Sub-
stantially the only costs incmred in connection with each
actual unit delivered after the undertaking was placed in a
position to afford a supply, were 'those for fuel and part of
the losses in transmission, transformation (or conversion), and
distribution. Therefore, the jKiwer station cost could be re-
solved into two parts, the standing costs (taken at £.t yter

Kw. per annum of maximum demand), and the running cost
(taken at y pence per unit sent cut). For convenience he
took £5 per kw. as the standing cost and 0.4d. per unit as
the running cost, based on fuel at 32s. 6d. per ton. If the
whole of the output were utilised by one consumer in exactly
the same form as generated and without any expenditure
outside the power station, a charge on those lines would be
sufficient. But suppose there were three consumers, taking
the supply in rotation, between 12 midnight and 8 a.m.,
8 a.m. and 4 p.m., 4 p.m. and midnight. Clearly the ex-
penditure at the power station would remain the same, and
would be covered by a charge of £1 13s. 4d. per kw., plus
0.4d. per unit. Diversity of usage vitally affected the problem.
A 100 per cent, load factor at the station would be equally
attained whether a number of consumers had a load factor
of 1 per cent, with a diversity of 100 or a load factor of
100 per cent, with a diversity of 1. Therefore, the standing
cost could be fully secured by a charge per kw. of maximum
demand per annum varying from £b in the case of consumers
having a load factor of 100 per cent, and a diversity of 1 to
]s. in the ca.?e of consumers having a load factor of 1 per
cent, and a diversity of 100, the cost per unit supplied re-
maining unaltered.
He assumed £3 per annum per KW. of the rated capacity

to cover the equipment of the transmission, transfonnation
(or conversion), and distribution systems, and the constant
losses and the attendance and maintenance incurred in con-
nection therewith. This must be the charge if the supply
had to be available night and day for one consumer only,
whether it was used to the maximum extent for one hour
per day or for the whole 24. If three consumers were using
the equipment in rotation the charge would be £1 to each.
Therefore, the standing portion of the costs incurred in
transmission, ic, could be met by a charge per kw. of maxi-
mum demand per annum varying from £3 in the case of con-
sumers having a load factor of 100 per cent, with a diversity
of 1, to 7.2d. in the case of consumers having a load factor

of 1 per cent, and a diversity of 100. Some addition should

be made to the original running cost of 0.4d. per unit to

compensate for losses m transmission, i!tc., which varied

with the units consumed. KcaUy transmission,- transforma-

liou (or conversion), and di6tJibut:on should be considered

as three separate items, lor suppliers to large industrial

concerns two types of tariffs weic m general use : (1) A coui-

ixjund charge per kw. demand, plus a charge for each unit

Used. (2) .\ tlat rate roughly equal to the average per unit

w liich the compound charge was exi^-cteU to yield assummg
a certain load factor. In both cases provision was made for

a variation in the charge per unit to cover any change
111 the price paid per ton for fuel. If the assumption in

ut;ard to the load factor was correct, either method would
yi.ld ihe same return in revenue, but it was very difficult, if

lint iujix)ssible, to ensure that any particular load factor would
I'c reached and maintained, and a llat rate l)er unit

ivas often found insufficient owing to strikes, reduced hours
111 working, &c. For this reason the compound charge wa.s

becoming the standard practice, but there were considerable

differences in the methods of applying it. Some undertak-
ings combined a comparatively low standing charge with a

liigh running charge, others made a high standing chai'ge

and a low running charge, .\ssuniing a load factor of 33J per
cent., a compound charge of ±'b per kw., plus 0.41d. per unit

would yield the same income as £3 per kw., plus 0.66d. per
unit, or as a flat rate of 0.90d. per unit. He was strongly of

npinion that the running charge should be based as closely as

possible on the cost of fuel, subject to the additional cost of

losses incurred by each unit, and all other items of expense
>hould be treated as standing costs, subject to a reduction
based on diversity usage. The charges would then approxi-
mate as nearly as could be ascertained to the actual costs

incurred. With regard to large buUc or industrial supplies, the
;;eneral adoption of a 47 or 4S-hours' working week instead of

54 to 56 had reduced the load factor from about 31. -5 per
cent, to 27 per cent., and as the diversity of this particular

class of load rarely exceeded 1.2. the resultant usage of the
whole equipment had been reduced from 37.8 per cent, to

32.4 per cent. The late Dr. John Hopkinson first worked
out the details of a compound tariff, and recommended its

adoption by the Electricity Committee of Manchester. The
l>rinciples adopted by him in dividing up the costs were, with
.-light variations, accepted to-day. Dr. Hopkinson divided

the costs into two parts : (1) Those which were independent
of the hours during which the supply was used. (2) Those
which were directly proportional to the actual units supplied.
In its original form the Hopkinson tariff' had not been
generally apphed to the smaller consumers. Other forms
nf tariff were the following : (1) A sliding scale of charges
based on the number of units used per h.p. (2) Flat rates
liased solely on the number of units used. (3) The maximum
demand system (introduced by Mr. Arthur Wright at Brigh-
t m in 1893) in which a high price (say, 3d. to 4d. per imit)
' IS charged for the use of the maximum demand during a
< o"tain number of hours per annum, plus a much lower price
Nay. id. to Id. per unit) for all additional consumption.
Sometimes an intermediate late was charged for the units,
corresponding to the use of the maximum demand for a
certain number of additional hours before the lowest rate
was reached. (4) Flat rates per unit, depending on the
inirpose for which the supply was used. With the exception
of the sliding scale based on quantity, all these tariffs gave
results somewhat similar to those obtained by the Hopkinson
method. There were few cases now where one flat rate pei"

unit was adopted for power without any variation due to load
factor or quantity. Such a rate would be extremely detri-
mental to the supply undertaking, as it v^ould encourage
short-hour users and discourage the long-hour users. For
ordinary lighting purposes various tariffs, more or less akin
to the Hopkinson. v\ere in use. It was now generally re-
cognised that in the case of a supply for domestic purposes
the rates must vary from those applicable to ordinary lighting
consumers. For lighting only the income derived from houses
rated at £20 to £40 a year (which largely predominated in
industrial areas) would not exceed an average of £3 to £6
per house per annum, an amount inadequate to cover the
costs involved. Various si^ecial tariffs had been devised with
a view to increasing the revenue by encouraging the use
of the supply for purposes other than lighting. The require-
ments of such a tariff were that it should yield an income
closely approximating to the costs incurred, it should be
easily understood by the consumer, only one system of wiring
should be needed with one meter, it should encourage con-
sumers to use the supply for all purposes, and to wire for
the maximum points of usage. A number of tariffs conformed
broadly with those requirements by combining a fixed stand-
ing charge per annum with a low charge per unit. The
standing charge could be arrived at in different ways : (1) By
assuming a maximum demand based on the whole of the
lamps and apparatus installed or on all average use of such
appliances, and fixing the price per kw. for such assumed
demand. (2) By assessing the standing charge as a percentage
of the rateable value of the premises. (3) By fixing the
standing charge at so much per room per annum, with or
without allowances for each room in excess of a particular
number. Each method had its disadvantages. The standing
portion of the charge was obtained in a more or leas arbitrary
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fashion without regard to the value of the services actually

rendered. Despite these defects, some of those systems had

been found very effective in practice, and had resulted in

a large increase in the consumption, and consequently in

the revenue. Much less care was shown in using the supply

if a consumer realised that only W- or Id. per unit had to

be paid after the standing char-ge was met, and additional

consumption was thereby assured. The strict application of

the Hopkinson differential charge or of the maximum demand
system was unworkable for domestic purposes, but he ad-

vocated a form of tariff which would en;,ure a standing charge

per annum, plus a low running charge per unit. If any con-

siderable progress was to be made in the extended use of

heating and cooking apphanees the running charge must be

fixed as low as possible. One very impurtant factor was the

diversity demand of this class of load. No really definite

information on this point was availabli'. .\s applied to small

cottages and workmen's dwellings the system of a fixed an-

nual charge per lamp in.stalled, without any charge per unit

used, had the advantage of simplicity, but it was apt to lead

to a wasteful use of the supply, and could not be conveniently

adopted when heating or cooking appliances w'ere installed.

The fact should not be overlooked that the total quantity (if

coal consumed for domestic puriwses, in a district like Man-
chester, was much the same as the total quantity used by
the whole of the manufacturing concerns. Much go<jd

would result if an effort w'as made to standardise methods,
and remove the anomalies in the charges of adjoining under-

takings.

Mr. J. S. CoRLETT (Wigan), in a written cnuimunication,

said it was highly desirable that agieements should be
standardised, and the responsibility of the consumer defined

on reasonable and equitable lines. Unifonuity on such points

as i)eriod of time-lag, method of calculating coal increment,
and resetting meters to zero, w^ould be higlily beneficial to the

industry.

Mr. J. Feith explained that jan the system of the mixed
charge two consumers migh't have to pay equally, although
the cost of supply was very different, because their maximum
demands came on at diil'erent times. It was very difficult to

.see how the supply authorities could deal with that. He
agreed as to the uuportance of having a tariff' which was easily

understood. It was also important that the consumer should
be able to foretell what he would have to pay. Agreements
were not quite so black as they were pamted, but almost
everyone could be improved from the consumer's point of

view, and he found the authorities amenable to argument.
A very important point in considering these questions was the
nature of the supplying authority. V^hen it was a muni-
cipality the ratepayers were combming to supply themselves,
and the concern ought to be thoroughly co-operative, the
object being to extend the benefits of the sen'ice to as many
as possible of the owners {i.e., the ratepayers), and not ao

much to make a profit out of every consumer. From this

point of view it was to the good of the community that
cottage proixjrty should be lighted by electricity, and the
householders, being ratepayers, were entitled to share the
benefits of the concern in which they w-ere joint owners. But
a company was governed (and quite rightly so) by other con-
siderations. Its responsibilities were to the shareholders, and
its object to make a profit for them, the only limit to the
profit being what could be reasonably got out of the con-
surner to the ultimate good of the shareholder. A profit

which restricted the use of electricity w'ould not be to tlie

ultimate good of the shareholder. It might even be good
business to take on certain consumers at a temijorary loss

ui order to popularise the supply. But it was another thing
to compel a company to nm its -mains to a lot of cottage
property w^here it was very difficult to show any chance of
making a profit. A domestic tariff should encourage the use
of electricity all over the house.

Mr. W. J. H. Wood said it was essential for the good of the
cornmunity that tariffs should be simplified, and a common
basis of charge established, possibly by a division into several
classes. The fairest method was to make a fixed charge, plus
a charge per unit. After the consumer had reached a certain

limit he would be charged purely on the running cost. That
was a great inducement. Take the case of a lighting con-
sumer. The way to make greater use of the capital expended
on hi.s service, and at the same time improve the load factor,

was to induce him to take power for domestic purposes.
Usually two meters were adopt^ed, but it seemed to him
that they should strive for the one-meter service. He
sympathised with what had been said about agreements. It

should be borne in mind, however, that regulations must be
made to safeguard the interests of the supplying authority,
which should get a certain return on its money over a period
of years.

Mr. S. L. Pearce said at the present time a uniform charge,
even for various classes, was quite unattainable. The mo.st

they could hope for was to standardise the method by which
the charges were arrived at. All correct tariff systems must
be based upon correct coirtinc, and that raised the question
how was the expenditure to be analysed. The division into

fixed costs and running costs was easy, the difficulty came
in the application to the particular supply concerned. He
was surprised that Mr. Watson put the power factor as low

as 1.'2,, in Manchester it was substantially higher', the analyMo
for the last financial year showing "i.'l. That had the elletl

of bringing down the Kvv. demand charge very substantial!)

.

'the Hopkinson method of an alternative charge for hghtmg
was stul maintained in Manchester. Two-thirds of the
tutai hghtmg sales being on that pi-inciple. It was easily

understood, no second meter reading was required for a.

purely lighting system, and there was very little diversity

about it. 'Ihe combined tariff for domestic pmposes could
not be supported on scientific grounds, but it was appreaated
by consumers, and filled a useful place. Any power supply
agreement must make provision for variables, such as changes
in the cost of coal. \S hen District Boards had been set .up
the charges for bulk supply might become more or less

standardised and unifonn in a district.

Mr. L. fioMERO thought the Hopkinson system in a modified
form could be apijlied to lighting with advantage, the con-
sumers being divided into classes, and a maximum provided
for each according to the diversity factor. Electricity had a

promising field in the heating of rooms wheie artificial heat
was only occasionally required, and in places where other
forms of heating could not be applied, but he did not think
that at present continuous electric heating was a proposition
they could look forward to.

The Chaikm.'VN said he thought they were aiming at an
ideal which he was sure they would ne\er attain, in trying to

make every consumer pay for the energy he took preci.sely

what it cost to supply limi with it. X'he ditficulty about the
Hopkinson system was that it took no account of the time at

which the maximum demand was made. Ihat was a very
important point, especially m large towns which had a large
ligutiug load. However correct the maximum demand
.-.y.slem might be in principle variations had to be made to

meet particular cases. Subject to such variations, he thought
It could be applied to laige bulk supplies. In the case of

household lighting and household suppy, what did it matter
if one consumer got a slight advantage over another. It

might be sound policy for a Corporation to sell under cost to
artisans' dwelhngs, because of the indirect benefits in the
way of better health, reduction of smoke nuisance, and so

on. He had recently had a case before him in which a

sui^ply was required for about 500 houses, and he sug-
gested to the local authority concerned that it should, for

a year or two at any rate, charge a fixed sum. Is. 3d. to Is. 6d,

per week in proportion to the floor space of the houses, and
collect it with the rental. The time had come for a W'hole-

sale scrapping of the conditions which were made in the eaii,\

days to regulate the supply of electricity. Some might have
Ijeen necessary originally, but were not needed now. Other.s

were unfair. Tlie power factor condition should be made
very definite, and not bear too hardly upon the consume!',
Mr. Franks suggested that a great deteiTent to the more

extensive use of electrical power was the uncertainty whether
a breakdowm might not be followed by undue delay in re-

pairing and necessitate a return to the steam engine with
belting and shafting. There was also uncertainty as to

voltages, and whether motors installed would continue to be
suitable. If a manufactm'er knew that by faking the supplj'

at certain hours he would get it at a cheaper rate he might
modify his working hours in order to secure that advantage.
In his reply, Mr. Watson said changes cau.scd by the war

had entirely altered the bases on which prices were formerly
fixed, and he thought in future they would be subject auto-

matically to alteration as the changes in the conditions affected

the cost of production. It would still be necessary to enter
into agreements to ensure an adequate return on the money
expended on mains and other things. It was desirable to

reduce these matters to a common basis, and if engineers
would meet and discuss them there would be no difficulty in

doing so. Of all the systems applicable to domestic users, the
most satisfactory was that in which the i-ateable value was
adopted as the basis. Tlie householder could judge to within
a small margin what the cost to hun would be, and the supplj

authority was assured of an income whether the house was
occupied or not. It encouraged the use of electricity for

every possible purpose. But the charge must come down to

something in the neighbourhood of 0.4d. with coal at present

prices, or 0.25d. at the pie-war level. He was acquainted
with men who had entirely electrified their houses, and the

cost worked out at £1'30 per annum. But that was on the
basis of IJd. If there was a reduction to Jd., the price

would not be really excessive, and it would be worth whUe
to do it. He had recently calculated what the 10s. reduction
nn coal for domestic use meant in his own town, and he
found that the domestic units suppUed in the two winter
quarters was 5 per cent, of the total coal consumption, and
in the other two quarters 3 per cent. Those figures indicated

how little had been done in connection with domestic use.

Mr. Pearce's figure of 2.2 was not taken on the same linej*

as his 1.2. He was surprised to hear that the Hopkinson
method was apph'ed to two-thirds of the electric liahting in

Manchester, and still more surpri.'vd that Mr. Pearce ex-

pres.sed satisfaction with it. The experience of others waa
that consumers did not umlerstand it, and distnisted it. If

a 40-hours' week was introduced the men would probably
start at 9 and go on till 5 or 5,30, Therefore, the industrial

demand would continue during the busy period from 4 to 5
in the winter months.
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DISK-DEPRESSION WELDING.

1h£ disk-depiession metliod ol electric weJdmg was developed
pruuaniy as> a siiuple aua ellective means ol lorming a hiynij'

tiucient jomt oi" seaui oetween beavy commciual piatci. xnu
luiiowmg paiucuiaas relative to ttic lulIUoU are laKeu iroiii

lue Humucrn liuyiuft/-. Alter tile picpaxauou ol itie paits,

Dy Luaiuiig Uepie£>:>iuiLS 111 tue cUilace ul oue or UoLU piaies

aiid inuouaciiiy uiciem liuu oiiJis, ilie paiia aie Uiouylii iuu
lue piopci juAiapoiiuon ujud are tHeu suuje^;[ea to piesaiue

ami ncatiny electric cirrreut uetueeu tUe terlumals ol an
ciectrlc ueiujujj macliiue. itie rutermeuiaie oisils aie weldea
u. ootti piat-es, auQ aie solteneu and lorced mto tne depressions
.-o as to i>eniiii tde laces oi tuo plates lo some jalo im-

jiioiuate contact, ibe diameter ol tne disK is aiigmi) less

man mat oi lUc depiessiou, out tue tdicKness ol tue uiak is

fe.catei- tlian tUe deptU oi tUo depression, so as to nold the

plates out ol mitiai contact, 'ihe writ-cr ol lUe ai'ticlo in

ijaestion usually employed tlat disks lu flat-bottom depres-

sions, as he I'ound tual best results weic outamed by maKiny
tUe ai'ea ol initial contact substantially the same as the area

ol the desired weld, and applyiuy tlic pressure normally to

tins surtace. The surfaces ot contact are thereby brought

to a- weidmg heat at all pomts at about the same instant, and
a thorough lusion ol the metals at all pomts is obtained by

the time the intermediate metal is sottened sutticieutly to be

lorced mto conlormity with the depiession. A pluraiiii ol

.:uch W'clds, propeily staggered, maKes an eliicient jomt.

Simple flat dists may be placed loose m flat-bottom de-

pressions, as rliustrated in fig. 1, which shows disks in de

piessions between two plates which are subjected to pressm'e

and heating electric current between the terminals of an
electric welding machine. Disks of varying thickness, flat

on one side, and shghtly conical on the other, give good

results when placed in conical depressions. In order to hold

the disks at the centres of the depressions dm-tug the progress

of the work, small register projections on the disks fit svmgly

mto register holes in the bottom of the 'depressions. Fig. -

illustrates a drill for cutting the depressions and register

holes. The cutting edge of the driU cuts the depressions

while the small auxiliary drill cuts the register holes. The
<<illar on the driU limits and determines the depth of the

depressions. By means of multiple drills operating simul-

FiG. 3. Fio. i. Fig. Fig. U.

taneously, the depressions may be cut rapidly and economi-
cally. Movement of the disks may also be prevented by
sticking them to the bottom of the depressions, which may
be done by fusing them nt one or more points of the con-
tacting surfaces.

The depressions may be cut in the plates near their edges.
and the plates are brought into juxtaposition' with the de-
pressions overlapping or falhng beyond each other, so that,
in a welded joint, the fuU strain can never come on a plate
where it has been weakened in the least by such depressions.

.-Advantages of the disk-depression method of electric weld-
ing over riveting are claimed to be (1) a joint of greater
strength and ('2) greater economy in production. A joint of
\ery high efficiency is obtained. The plates are not weakened
liy the cutting a\\ay of material in punching rivet-holes. The
small amount of metal removed in making the depressions
is negligible, and even this is restored by the disk-material
which is fused into and completely fills the depressions. By
cutting depressions in both plates near their edges, the full
.strain never comes on a plate where depressions have been
cut. With proper means of bracing or mechanical framing,
the seam can be comiJeted for the present cost of rivets alone!
The amount of heating current is relatively small, and the
heating is limited to the immediate position of the weld.
As the neld can be made rapidly, the conduction of heat
by the plates causes very little heating of other parts.
The advantages of the disk-depression method over present

methods of spot welding are claimed to be : '(1) Greater thick-
ness of plates, with (2) greater economy of welding current,
(3) smaller capacity and less cost of welding machine, (4)
ixirtability of welding machine for verj- heavy work. As to
the thickness of the material, there do not appear to be other
drawbacks further than the matter of forcing through a very
small distance into close contact.

The disks ser\'e to confine the path of the welding current
(fig. 3) and thus concentrate its heating effect. The advan-
tage can be .seen by contrasting with the plain spot-welding
method (fig. 4). in w'hich the welding current spreads out
considerably and much heat is dissipated and causes dis-

tortion troubles. Similar trouble is experienced where it is

attempted to use disks without depressions (fig. 5). As the
disk is squeezed out (fig. 6) the heating current spreads con-
siderably, practically no further welding occurs, and much
difficulty is experienced in bringing the plates into close

contact. But in the disk-depression method most of the
heat is developed and concentrated at the disk surfaces (fig

3), and at once it becomes so intense as to fuse the thin disk

and to weld it to both plates before the surrounding portions
of the plate become heated to any great extent.

The depressions are \ery shallow, and do not have to be
spaced accurately The disks may be manufactured by being
cut in large quantities, as are small washers, and at less cost.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

UN Monday last the annual general meeting of the Institution

Wiis held at the offices of the Electrical Contractors' Associa-

tion. Mr. J. )l. Fletcher presided over a very small attend-

ance—it ma}' be an indication of satisfaction with the conduct
ot the Institution's affairs, but it is greatly to be regretted
that so few members feel it to be their duty to be present
at the annual meeting.

After the minutes of the pre'^nous meeting had been read
and approved, the secretary, Mr. F. B. O. Hawes, read the
report of the Committee of Management for the year 1919 It

stated that the income benefited by the special appeal of

Mr. C. E. Hunter, chairman in 191S, and that of Mr. H. J
Cash, who last year presided at the first festival since 1914.

The income from contributions was i''2,9i5, which, added to

receipts from dividends, Ac, brought the total income to

i;3,5f)'2, compared with i£l,16« in the previous year. The net
income for the year was £3,187, out of -n-hich four grants
had been made, and the balance of i'3,143 had been placed
to capital accqunt. The total amount of the invested fund
was ±'1'2..539. .Assistance had been given to every qualified

lierson who applied for it. The value of local advisory com-
mittees had been fm-ther manifested during the year; the
(jlasgow and Cardiff' committees had brought in new members
and additional funds, and an advisoi'y committee was being
formed at ^;e^A•castle-on-Tyne, where a committee had or-

ganised a reception and dance in December last in aid of the
Institution, with excellent results. Besides bringing in funds,
the local advisory committees would investigate cases requir-
ing assistance. The committee appealed to individuals and
firms to becouie or appoint collectors; in the present report
only three appear, but their efforts have been very successful.
Mr. H. J. Cash's appeal at the dinner, supjwrted by Mr.
Hugo Hirst and Mr. C. H. \\'ordingham, resulted in the
collection of d61,14B. The committee ch'aws attention to the
advantages of membership; as there is now more than ±'10,000
invested, a member (or his widow or dependents) is a.ssured
of the ability of the Institution to afford adequate assistance,
and by becoming a member one assists in helping others.
The subscription of a member is 10s. (or more, ad lib.) and
carries with it voting powers, when a pension is applied for.

The report concluded with thanks to the electrical Press for
assistance.

Commenting on the report, the chairman said that the
number of members had increased from 11.5 to 181, and the
immber of life members was now 81, compared with 61, the
.-ubscriptions from this source having increased by ^6391.

While the number of applications for assistance had been very
small, the time was not far distant when the condition of
the labour market would be ven' much changed, and there
would be heavy calls on the resources of the Institution. The
amount carried forward to capital account was £3,14;^, com-
pared with £962 in the previous \ear.

On the motion of the chairman, seconded by Mr. H. Bevis,
the report and accounts were unanimouslv adopted. Messrs.
W. B. Esson, E. Garcke, T. E. Gatehouse, C. E. Hunter,
Sir Ernest Spencer, and Mr. G. Sutton, members of com-
mittee retiring bv rotation, were unanimouslv re-elected,

together with Mr. J. Y. Fletcher and Mr. E.' B. Mitchell
(nominated by the Glasgow Committee). The hon. auditors,
Messrs. Price, ^^'aterhouse & Co., and the hon. sohcitors.
Messrs. Sugden & Hextall. were re-elected, with votes of
thanks for their .services. The chairman proposed that rule 17
.should be amended by raisins the limits respectively from
£6 to £V2 and from £50 to £100. to enable the committee to
give adequate grants to the children of deceased members.
Tliis was acreed to. and the necessary confii-matory meeting
will be hold on Mniulay. .Tune 7th. at 2.30 p.m., at the
secretary's office. 36-:-i8, Kint'-^way, "SS' .C.

The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Elec-
trical Contractors' .\ssociation for the use of the room, and
to the chairman for presiding.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Headers art invited to tubmit paHicula/rt of new or impro-ved demcet and apparatus, whioh will be publUhed
if considered of ruffieient interest.

A New Electric Seam Welding Machine.
The electric seam welding machine which is being placed

on the market by Messrs. Marryat & Place, 28, Hatton
Garden, London, E.C.I, embodies several new features which
lead to what are claimed to be improved results. Hitherto
seam welding has been carried out on a continuous process,
the work being held betweenTollers which move it steadily
forward and, at the same time, carry the welding current.
The metal between the electrodes at any moment is almost
instantaneously fused, and therefore it leaves the elec-
trodes in a plastic condition which renders the seam liable
to open under any stress to which it may be subjected during
welding. Another disadvantage of the continuous process is

that it involves the preliminary cleaning of the metal by
sand-blasting or pickling. As the scale on iron has a lower
melting point than the iron itself, it becomes fused in advance
of the metal, and introduces a plastic layer between the
electrodes and the metal. The coeiHcient of friction being

bears on a power-operated cam, while the other end i« oon-
nected to the rod carrying the spring which controls the
upper electrode, and which also actuates a trip switch to
control the welding current. The cam and switch are so
arranged that the current is switched on as soon as the elec-
trodes are pressed on the work; then the cam raises the
spring rod still further, simultaneously tripping the switch
and giving the electrodes a further squeeze. After the
interval for cooling the work is fed, either by hand or by
ix>wer, until it is gripped again by the electrodes, and the
same cycle of operations is repeated, giving a series of over-
lapping spot welds which form a watertight seam.

Application has been made for provisional protection for
this machine.

A Selector Switch Box.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Palace Place Man-
sions, Kensington Court, W.8, manufacture the 3-line selector
switch box shown in fig; 3, for use on merchant ships.
This apparatus is employed when it is necessary to send

instructions from one position to several outlying stations.
The orders can be given to each station separately or to several
stations simultaneously. The selector switch boxes are fitted
with a 3-in. bell for calling and a flag indicator to denote
which station is calling up.
A lamp, fitted inside the box. is lighted when a call signal

is given by any of the outlying stations, the illmnination
being sufficiently bright to enable the flag indicator to be
seen at night.

_
As the calling and speaking are carried out on distinct

circuits, no interference or cross talk is possible if one station

Fig. 2.-

FiG. 1.— .V Ni.w Si: \m-wi:i,I)Im; MAfiiiNK.
-A.c. End of G.E.C. 1,500-kw.

Rotary Converter. Fig Selector Switch Box.-

thus reduced, the electrodes are liable to slip and to feed the

work slowly and spasmodically. Those portions of the metal
which remain too long between the electrodes are burned, and
the clinging of the burned metail to the rollers aggravates the

trouble and causes more burning. Hence with the older

method there is necessity for constant cleaning of the elec-

trodes, which adds to the expense and the time occupied in

the process.

These drawbacks are entirely eliminated, it is claimed, 5y
the new machine, fig. 1, the essential feature of which is that
the electrodes remain stationary during the brief welding
period, and are revolved only to feed the work forward. A^
soon as the metal betweeri the electrodes is fused the current
is switched off, and a perfect weld is assured by a momentary
additional pres!5ure. Enough time is allowed to elapse to

allow the weld to cool off and set, then the rollers revolve and
feed the work forward for the next weld. Bv this arrange-
ment the rollers invariably grip on relatively cold metal,
giving a positive regular feed in spite of the scale on th»
surface.

The necessary series of onerations is ensured by a simple
and reliable cam action. In the first step the rollers are
brought together in the usual way by means of a pedal
operating through a spring. In the Marryat & Place
machine, however, the pedal mechanism carries a toggle and
a lever arm, and one end of the arm carries a roller which

rings up while the home station and one of the outlying
stations are already in communication.
For calling up from the home instrument, it is only neces-

sary to turn the selector switch handle of the station required

to the "on " position, and then to actuate the key or push
of the instrument in the usual manner.

Calling from the outlying station is carried out in exactly

the same manner as in the case of directly-connected instru-

ments.

A Large Rotary Converter.

A leaflet recently issued by the General Eleotrio Co.,
TjTD., 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.I, gives particulars of a
1..500-KW. converter supplied to the Battersea Borough Coun-
cil. It was required that the machine should convert either

A.o. to D.c. or vice versa with a ranse of voltage of 6,000

to 6.600 on the h.t. side and 470 to .5W on the D.o. side, the
power factor being maintained at unity at any voltage. In
order tn meet this wide range an alternating-current booster

was fitted, having a potentiometer regulator in its field cir-

cuit. For inverted running the fields are excited from a
direct coupled exciter so as to prevent the speed from rising

unduly on account of lagging wattless currents.

When running a.c. to n.c. the converter is used as a ehnnt
machine, but from d.o. to A.o. a compound field is put in

circuit to steady the speed during fluctuations of the inductive
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load. .\ change-over switch is mounted on the machine to

cut the compound winding in and out. The converter is

specified to start up from the d.c. side, but provision is made
for fitting an A.c. starting motor at a later date.. A thiee-polo

switch is mounted on the machine to open the a.c. circuit

during starting, and synchronising is effected on the h.t.

"side by means of an existing synchronising panel. Fig. 2

shows the A.c. end of the machine.

THE SOUTHAMPTON STRIKE.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter! received by m after 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondent! sKmldforward their communi-

catiom at the earliest pottible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Trading Restrictions.

With reference to the letter appearing in your issue of

April ItJth regarding trading restrictions on motal-filament

lamps, this is rather a surprise to many of the people in the

trade, and I think it would be of interest if Mr. Edgecombe
would reply to the following questions :

—
1. Can any contractor stock, advertise, or sell lamps which

are not controlled by his Association?

G. Can any graded retailer stock, advertise, or .tell metal-

filament lamps of any other than Association makes'.'

I notice he mentions that only factors (who it is agreed are

agents for Association lamps) are bound down by this agree-

ment, but I have before me a retaileT's agrermeyif on group

1 lamps, and one of the conditions reads as follows :
—

" We agree not to advertise, stock, or solicit orders for

metal-filament lamps of any type or group of other than Asso-

ciation makes (as set out in previous page)."

It would be interesting to have Mr. Edgecombe's reply.

Interested.

Newcastle,
Apnl iOth. 1920.

Electrolytic Iron.

I have read with interest an abstract from the series of

articles in Le Grnie Civil, by .Jean Escard. which appeared

in your issue of April 16th, and I should be much obliged

if you would allow me to point out one or two facts in con-

nection with the article of which Mr. Escard does not appear

to be aware, namely, that the process being worked by the

Societe " I^ Fer " is the process developed by myself, and
a licence was granted to that company under my patents,

which is the process it is using now. Mr. .lean Escard
also points out that T made iron tubes about the year 190R

by a process analogous to the copper cylinders manufactured
by the Elmore process, but this is not the case. The process

I employed was not analogous to the Elmore copper process,

as no burnisher was used to make the deposited iron smooth,
but the mandrels were revolved at a critical s))eed to give

the necessary skin friction between the deposited iron and the

electrolyte, as is now being done at the works of Messrs.

Bouchayer & Viallet, who hold a licence from " Le Fer."

Sunburv-on-Thamea.
April' 24fh. 1920.

S. Cowper=Coles.

Cost of Living in .4Igeria.

I notice that the Electrical Review frequently publishes
information as to the cost of living in various parts of the
world with a view to giving guidance to those who may Be
considering taking engagements abroad. I am sending you
a list of approximate prices ruling at the present in Algeria :

—
Rent fsmall flat suitable for two adults and two children!,

about 3.000 francs per annum; municipal tax on flat, -SfiO frs.

per annum; coal (per ton). 600 frs.; general servant, 100 frs.

per month; bread per kilo (2 lb. 2 oz.), 1 fr. ; meat t>er kilo,

10 to 12 frs.; buttc- per kilo. 20 frs.; fish per kilo, from
4 to 8 frs. : tea per kilo, 2-5 frs. ; coffee per kilo. 9 frs. ; cheese
per kilo. 1.5 frs. ; sugar r>er kOo. 4 frs. : rice per kilo. 4 frs.

;

potatoes per kilo. 1 fr. : lard per kUo. 12 frs.; clothing (man's
suit), about 450 frs.. (woman's dress), about 350 frs.; boots
(per pair), about 100 frs.

At the present time the rate of exchange is ereatly in favour
of anyone receivinc pavment in nonnds sterling, but a study
of these_ figures will show how high the prices of ordinary
commodities are in .Algeria at the present moment.

F. Dorrien Thoroton,
Sub-Commissione t , F B 1

.

.\lgicrs

April 22ti(l. 1920.

[We are very much indebted to our correspondent for these
interesting and useful data—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

In a statement which refers to the salient points of the

above strike, particulars of which were given in our last

two issues, Mr. Harry S. Ellis, borough electrical engineer,

informs us that both the Mayor and himself declined to inter-

fere between the two Unions concerned, and at 10 o'clock one
morning the men intimated that they would shut down the un(?er-

t.iking at 5 o'clock that night. They had irtiraated the same thing-

every night for a week during the trouble in connection with
Messrs. Pirelli, when the Corporation refused to cut otf the firm's

supply, and so helped it to break the strike. About .").30 p.m. on
the 13th inst., the shift engineer, junior shift engineer and switch-
board attendant walked out of the works and left the plant in tie
hands of Mr. Ellis, his chief assistant, and the power station

superintendent. At 10 p.m. the B.S.T. called out the whole of the
rest of the shift staff and left the three mentioned above in charge
of the whole of the running plant, with the full load of the station
on. Shortly after this, Mr. Dobson. the tramway manager, went
down with two of his men. and Mr. Bennett, consumers' enjiineer,

Went down and took charge of the canteen and telephune. This
staff kept the whole plant running with the full supply on, untO the
following morningat 10.30; at which time Mr. Ellis sent two of those
who had helped him home for a few hours' rest, in order to make sure
of the lighting load for the following eveningand night. This left Mr.
Ellis and Mr. Hooper and a lad of 1 ij in charge of the whole station.

One or two volunteers began to turn up, and they decided to

make an attempt to raise steam. By i o'clock they had stoked up
the boilers and raised the pressure to 90 lb., and had a .500-KW. set

running on the general supply bars. From that time onwards there
has been a full supply for lighting and power purposes, with the
exception of one small area where the supply was furnished from
a sub-station containing motor-generators. In order to ensure the
lighting supply, the tramways were not run for the time being.
The staff referred to. together with volunteers, maintained the
whole supply as described, the ifeak loaii being about 2,0Cu KW., for

four days, by which time skilled men had been appointed and
taken over their duties. As only three of the original staff were
left, it was necessary for them to work from l.") to 18 hours per
day on the average, as although the new men were skilled, it was
impossible for them to take complete control. The three not only
trained all the new men and volunteers, but by Sunday were able to

run the full traction supply, and by Monday morning the whole
supply was normal, including' lighting. traction and yower ; and every
consumer in the town whose service was still intact was getting
his supply in the ordinary way. This included the training of men
for sub-stations—one containing motor- generators and the other
two motor-generators and batteries. On the Monday afternoon the
Town Council met at 2.30. The Chief Conciliation Officer of the
Ministry of Labour went down to try and Iring the parties

together, as a general strike of all the workmen in the town had
been threatened. The E.T.T". claimed that Mr. Hooper should either

re-join the E.T T. or be discharged ; otherwise it would call a general
strike. As a result of the Committee having decided to take on new
men permanently, and to offer to old men only those jobs which were
still vacant, the Trades Council, consisting of all the Unions,
threatened a general strike unless the whole of the old staff were
allowed to return to work, and the new staff discharged. The
Council and the Conference sat from 2.30 p.m. on Monday until

5 a.m. on Tuesday, and as a result of the conference the Town
Council decided finally that the whole of the old men should return
to work, that the newly appointed men should have two months'
pay, and that the question of Mr. Hooper should be left over to be
settled by the two Unions concerned. Mr. Ellis felt so disgusted

that responsible members of his staff should walk out at a moment's
notice, that he came to the conclusion that he could not possibly

continue to work with them. His resignation was handed in to

the town clerk on the 22nd inst., and he stated that no matter what
they offered him he would not remain any longer a paid official of

the Corporation. He has. on the other hand, offered that if he can
do anything to assist with extensions in the capacity of an
independent consulting engineer, he is prepared to take over the
work upon terms to be arranged, but it must be distinctly under-
stood that whatever work he does is done from his own office, and
that he is an absolutely free agent to take up any other consulting
work that he can secure. The question at the moment is. what is

going to happen in the case of the chief assistant ; Mr. Hooper,
power station superintendent ; Sir. Bennett, consumers' engineer ;

and Mr. Brookes, meter test-room superintendent, who are all

members of the E.P.E.A. Mr. Ellis is not interfering with them
at all ; but he understands it is the intention of the secretary of the
E.P.E.A. to call upon all these men to hand in their resignations,

and to black-bEill the Southampton electricity undertaking so far

as E.P.E.A. men are concerned.
All the other Trade Union men. such as the A.S.E., general

workers, lilacksmiths. carpenters. \-c.. remained at their posts, but
they would not assist in any way whatever in operating the plant.

The strike affected every member of the shift staff', and the whole
of the mains and consumers' departments, with the exception of

the general labourers,

Mr. Mills, who was ohief assistant in Mr. Street's time, went
down and took charge of the mains department ; and in spite of the
fact that he had no muu to assist him, he single-handed attended
to all consumers service faults, and in addition, when » h.t. maiu
cut off one large district, he was able to get practically the whole
of that district going again, the only part of that section left out
being that on the Portswood side of the H.T. fault. By the time
he was ready to tackle this fault, arrangements had been made for
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the old staff to return to work again. Althouffh Mr. Ellis asked
the E.T.U. officials to send the whole of the men back to work
immediately, the mains staff did not tnrn up until the followiner

mornintr. with the result that part of the district referred to was
without light for one night.

Mr. Ellis states that before the strike took place, he wa? on
perfectly good terms with, so far as he krfew. every member of his

staff; and he believes that if it had been left with the staff to

decide what to do. there would have been no strike at all. He also

uoderstands that the strike was not recognised officially by the
principal officials of the E T.U. in London.
During the six days of the strike it was practically impossible

for Mr. Ellis or either of his assistants to leave the station for

meals, and all meals taken were provided and served by Mrs. Ellis,

with the asaistanoe of two or three of her friends. According

to the Southern Daily Echo, at the meeting of the Town Council
on the 21st inst., a letter from the Mayor, Mr. S. G. Kimber, was
coasidered, in which he tendered his resignation as chairman and
member of the Electricity Committee. Mr. Kimber stated that the
decision arrived at by the majority of the members of the Council not
to honour the definite pledge of permanent employment given by him-
self on behalf of the Electricity (Emergency! Sub-Committee to those
men who came forward to their assistance during the strike, and
their further determination to reinstate the strikers, showed a want
of appreciation of the successful efforts of his colleagues and him-
self to keep the station running. It showed a lack of confidence
in his own administrative action, and made continuance in his
office an impossibility. At the same meeting, Mr. Ellis's resig-

nation of the post of borough electrical engineer from May Slst
was also to be considered.

BUSINESS NOTES.

A Canadian loqairy.—TLj Department of Overseas Trade
has received a dispatch from H jI. Trade Commissioner at Toronto
stating that a firm in that city wants quotations for quantities of

.50 tons and upwards of electrical sheets for motor field magnets and
armatures of 21 B.(;. (0025 in.). A small sample of the material in

question was available for inspection on application to the Depart-
ment of Overseas Trade, Room 50a. up to April 29th, when it was
to be forwarded to firms in the provinces who may be unable to

inspect it in London. The name and address of the inquirer can
be ascertained at the Department.

Plant for Sale,— Clacton Urban District Council Elec-

tricity Department has for disposal two Davey-Paxman 150-b.h.p.

double-cylinder Q type gas engines, direct-coupled to 100-KW.
Thomas Parker D.c. generators ; "Whitby Urban District Council

Electricity Department invites offers for one 100-KW. Parsons
turbo-generator and one 28-H.P. vertical enclosed steam engine ;

Harrogate Corporation Electricity Department has for sale a

(JOO-H.P. triple vertical steam engine, &c. For particulars, see our
a Ivertisement pages today.

A Swedish Transformer Competition.—It has long been
considered in Sweden to be of national economic importance, from
the point of view of standardisation, to obtain the most economical
type, or series of types, of transformers which will meet the
different requirements of consumption for average Swedish condi-

tions. With the object of bringing about such a result, the Swedish
Academy of Engineering Science (Ingenjors Vetenskap Akademien).
of Stockholm, hai opened a competition for proposals, which are

to be submitted not later than October 31st, 1920, the sum of

2,.50O kr. being offered in prizes. The problem put forward for

solution is :

—
" Taking into consideration the costs of manufacture

and working, what is the most appropriate construction for trans-

formers, worked out on the basis of a systematic study of all the
factors influencing the problem .'

"

A Dutch Company.—The report for IDl'.i of the Alge-
raeine Nederlandsche Electriciteits Maatschappij (General Nether-
lands Flectricity Co.), late Groeneveld, Ruempel & Co., of

Amsterdam, states that the company's sphere of activity was
exteuded during the year. The turnover, however, was less than
ia 1918. owing to the general fall in the prices of machines and of

raw and other materials. It is intended to pay a dividend at the
rate of 12 per cent, out of net profits of 208,000 fl.. as compared
with 26 per cent., and 535,000 fl.. respectively, in 1918, the share
capital having increased from 1.000,000 fl. in the latter year to

LSOO.OOOfl. in 1919.

National Federated Electrical Association.^At the
annual meeting held on 20th inst., at the Chamber of Trade
Rooms, Bradford, the following officers were elected for the
ensuing 12 months : — Chairman of the Electrical Contractors'
Association Incorporated, The National Electrical Contractors'
Trading Association, Ltd.. and the National Federated Electrical

Association, Mr. A. Smith, of Messrs. Smith & Croft, Bradford
;

hon. secretary, Mr, H, Moss, 82. Leeds Road, Bradford ; delegates
to Chamber of Trade. Messrs. L. Jessop and H. Moss ; delegates to

the District Joint Industrial Council, Messrs. A. Smith, L, Jessop,
F. Collinson, Casse and H. Moss.

Telephone Works at Coventry.—The industrial develop-
ment of the Cop^ewood Estate, at Coventry, by the Peel-Coxneb
Telephone Co., Ltd., is making considerable progress, and includes
tie erection of upwards of 811 dwelling houses on land adjoining
the works. The works were designed by Mr. A. B. Strachan,
architect, and the contractors are Sir Robert MoAlpine & Sons, Ltd.
The buildings are planned on lines which provide healthy con-
ditions for the workers, and at the same time afford the maximum
facilities for securing the best results as regards output. Provision
is made for separate blocks of buildings set apart for the purpose
of offices and administration, main factory, ebonite works, cabinet
making, ic. The floor area of the factory buildings at present
{•reeled is about six acres in extent, but there is ample room for
possible extension in the future. With the completion of the new
works, this industry will be concentrated at Coventry, and existing
works at Manchester will be closed down.

Belgium.—With the title of Fils et Cables Electrique,
Societe Anonyme, a company has been formed at Brussels, with a
capital of 1,000,000 fr., for the manufacture and sale of electrical

material, and, in particular, electric wire and cables,

A Bohemian Glow Lamp Factory.—It is reported from
Prague that a glow lamp factory on a large scale is to be established

in that city by a group to which the A.E.G. and the Osram Works
belong, and in which English and American capital is said also to

be interested. The factory is to serve the purpose of meeting the
needs of Bohemia, the succession States, and the export trade.

Works In India.—In the report recently issued, Messrs.
FAlBiiiiRN Lawson Co.mbe Barboub, Ltd,, state that a commence-
ment has been made in the erection of works in India. For this

purpose a separate company has been formed under Indian law,
and a substantial issue of participating preferred shares o£ that
company has been successfully made in Calcutta.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.—Quain Electrical Co.,

Ltd,— 4. petition for the winding np has been presented to the
High Court by Messrs. R. & A. Main, Ltd., of Gothic Works, Angel
Road, Edmonton, and will be heard on May 1th.

Chesterfield Tube Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for

reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. J. G. Dixon, 6, Austin
Friars, E.C.

Unelma, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily ; liqu'ditor, Mr. F. T,

Shearcroft, 36 and 37. Queen Street, E.C, 4. Meeting of creditors,

May -1th, at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. Claims to be sent

to the liquidator by May 29th.

Alliance Electbical Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for

reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Miss E. MoArthur. Meeting
of creditors. May 3rd, at 32, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Tooley, Emberton & Bi'BROWS, builders, contractors, and elec-

trical engineers, 5, Lytton Grove, Seaforth, Lanes. —Messrs. T. A.
Tooley, H. A. Burrows, and N. Emberton have dissolved partner-

ship. Messrs. Tooley & Burrows will attend to debts,

French Electrical Companies.—The Societe Electrique

de la S derurgie Lorraine has been formed at Paris (63, Avenue
Victor Emmanuel III), with a capital of 8,000,000 fr,. for the erec-

tion and working of a motive power network knitting together the

central stations of the ironworks and mines in the Lorraine district.

The Societo Anonyme d'Appareillage Electrique Moderne (44 bis.

Rue de Villejist), has been formed at Paris (previously erroneously

described as the Societi' Anonyme Morse).

Under the style of the Electrique de Vendee, has been formed at

Paris (Rue de Belzunce 11), a company for the production and
utilisation of all forms of electric energy, especially in Vendee. Its

capital is 1,000,000 fr.

The electric cimpany styled Maison Breguet has decided to raise

its capital from 4,1100,000 to 8,000.000 fr.

La Compagnie des Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques is the
name of a new company which has just been formed in Paris

(29, Rue de Londres), with a capital of 10,000,000 fr.

Wages in the Electricity Supply Industry.—The recent

decision of the District Industrial Council for the West Midlands
.Vrea that, subject to the approval of the N.ational Council, all elec-

tricity undertakings in the area should be recommended to apply

Eugineering and Foundry Trades Award No. 180 to all manual
workers (except those workers whose wages are regulated by other

Trade Union organi.'sation.s), has now been approved by the Nations}

.loint Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry. It

will be remembered that the award gives an advance of 3s. per

week from the beginning of April, and a further 38. from the

beginning of June.
All electricity supply undertakings in the West Midlands Area

are. therefore, being notified to this effect, and are requested to

apply the award to their employes forthwith.

The National Council adopts the view put forward by the District

('ouncU that in future any alterations in wages or working condi-

tions are to be decided by the Industrial Council, without reference

to any decision which may be oome to by other industries.

Statforifihire Sentinel.
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Book Notices.
—"Commutators ii8 Structures" (30 pp.),

"The Critical Speed of Shufts " (43 pp ), "The Submarine '

(32 pp.), ' Deeipn ami Aiiplications of HiphSpeed Gearing"
(42 pp )," Lubrication of Bearings " (30 pp.),

" The Desijin of Flat

Plates" (G2 pp.), and " Steam-Raiainfr from Waste Material"
(27 pp.). Gateshead-on-Tyne ; G. W. Mason .k Co.—The Associa-

tion of EngineeriniT and Shipbuilding: Draujrhtsmen has been well

advised to publish these excellent papers l)y its members ; the
lecture on commutators by Mr. R. J. Roberts A.M.I. B.E.. includes
valuable data regardinff stresses and methods of dealing with
them. Every paper is illustrated by lucid detailed drawin^rs.

"Vickers News.' Vol. II, No. 14. Pp. 30. London: Viokers,

Ltd.—The present number of this journal contains many interesting

and informative features, including a description of the "B.B H."
oil switch, and an account of the changing over of the Sheffield

Armour Department from the production of war materiel to peace
products.

"British Standard List of Rubber Tires for British Standard
Rims." Pp. 22. London : Crosby Loekwood & Son. Price Is.

net.—This memorandum was urgently called for by the need for

reducing the great number of sizes in present use. Prepared by the
British Engineering Standards Association, these specifications

have been accepted by the British Rubber Tyre Manufacturers"
Association: Copies may be obtained from the offices of the former
Association, price Is. 2d. post free.

''Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol.LVIU.
March, 1920. No. 289.—This issue contains the following papers :

"Transformers for Electric Furnaces." by Mr. J. L. Thompson;
*' Direction and Position Finding," by Captain H. J. Round ; and an
address to the Students' Section, by Mr. R. T. Smith.
The Supplement to Vol. LVII (published April, 1920). Part 1,

contains the following papers :
" Electrical Methods of Measuring

Body Temperature, and Some Notes on the Cardiograph," by Mr.
R. S. Whipple ;

" The FuUerphone and Its Application to Military
and Civil Telegraphy," by Major A. C. Fuller ;

" The Oscillatory
Valve Relay : A Thermionic Trigger Device,'" by Captain L. B.
Turner ; and " Magnetomotive Force Calculations for Cylindrical-
Field Alternators under Steady Short-Circuit Conditions," by Mr.
A. E. Clayton. London : E. & F. N. Spon. Price 10s. 6d. each.

" On the Detecting Efficiency of the Thermionic Detector." By
H. J. van der BijI, M.A.. Ph.D. Reprint from the Proceedingx of

the Institute of Radio Engineers, New York.—In this paper the
author describes a method of determining the detecting efficiency

of vacuum tubes by feeding them with radio-frequency current,
modulated at audio-frequency, and gives the theory of the method,
The use of a receiver shunt calibrated in terms of miles of standard
cable is advocated. Details of the appiratus used are given, with
experimental data ; a method of comparing the efficiencies of tubes
is described, and a method of measuring tube amplification is

explained.

"The Book of the Ford Van" (120 pp.). By R. T. Nicholson.
London : Temple Press, Ltd. Price Ss. net.—This volume will be
invaluable to owners and drivers of Ford vans—an ever-increasing
section of the public. The work deals in a complete manner with
every aspect of the question, including costs, capacity, loading,
driving, and care and maintenance. Although the information
given is applied to the " Ford,"" its usefulness will be apparent to

owners of other makes as well.
" Silvanus Thompson, His Life and Letters." By J. S. Thompson

and H. G. Thompson. Pp. vi + 372. London ; T. Fisher Unwin.
Price 21b. net.

" Electric Welding and Welding Appliances." By H. Carpmael.
Pp. xii -f 128 ; figs. 84. London : Constable & Co., Ltd. Price
18s. net.

Three-Shift System.—A Special Committee of the
National Federation of General Workers has agreed to recommend
to the Central Conference that the question of hours and arrange-
ment for a three-shift system be left to the districts. At a meeting
of the Committee an agreement between the Manchester District

Engineering Trades Employers' Association and the .\.S.E., S.E.M.,
and the Electrical Trades Union for the introduction of three
shifts for maintenance men employed at the Pearson & Knowles
Coal and Iron Co., Ltd., and the Partington Steel and Iron Co.,

Ltd., was quoted. Under this the shifts are ;—First shift, 6 a.m.
to 2 p.m. ; second shift, 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. ; third shift, 10 p.m. to

6 a.m. The hours on the first shift, which ii termed the day shift,

are 48, for 4 7 hours of which the full week's wages are paid, the
remaining hour being at time-and-a-quarter. The second and third
shifts, termed night shifts, consist of 40 hours of five eight-hour
shifts, for which 48 hours are paid.

—

Matichexter Daily Despatch.

The Dutch East Indies.—A Rotterdam newspaper of

the date of April 20th, published a statement issued by the
Netherlands Indian Gas C!o. (Ned. Ind. Gas Mij.). The latter stated
that at an extraordinary general meeting held the previous day.
Mr. 0. S. Knottnerus, manager, announced that a concession had
been granted to the company for 40 years for the operation of gas
works at Medan, and in this connection the opportunity had been
taken again to seek to conclude an agreement with the Elec-
triciteits Maatschappij " Medan. ' The result of the negotiations
was that it had been determined that the gas company
should take over the shares of the electricity company on
the basis of an exchange of 6,000 fl. shares in the latter

for shares of 2,750 fl. in the former company. In this way
75 per cent, of the shares in the electricity company would
immediately pass into the possession of the gas company, whilst
the opportunity for acquiring the remainder in this manner would
remain open for five years. All the directors of the electricity

company were retiring, and the management had been taken over

by the gas company, and Mr. J. P. Jager, manager of the Medan
central station, had been appointed a director of the gas company.
The transaction had taken place at a price which was not too high,
as the Sledan station required to be entirely renewed, which would
naturally be at the cost of the gas company, which intended,
notwithstanding its own gas concession, to bring the working of the
electricity works up to date. The capital already issued by the gas
company was 4,190,000 fl., and as shares for 800,000 fl. were in

portfolio, the purchase price could be defrayed by the exchange of

44,000 fl. in shares out of the latter. After referring to the
extension of cprtam gas concessions, and the acquisition of a con-
cession for a gas works at Bandoeng, the statement mentioned that
an electric lighting concession had also been obtained at Maoa'sar,
where preparatory work had already been begun. In conclusion,
it is stated that all these proposals and transactions were approved
by the extraordinary general meeting. The address of the gas
company is Willemsplein 10, Rotterdam.

Conference of Manufacturers.—The National Union of

Manufacturers (Inc.) has called a conference of manufacturers,
which is to be held at the (iuildhall, E.G., on Friday, May 7th, at
2.30 p.m., when resolutions will be proposed :

—
1. Entering a vigorous protest against the continuance of the

Excess Profits Duty.
2. Making a request to the Prime Minister to set up a Committee

to examine and report as to whether Government Departments
which were created during the war as Departments of control,

should now in whole, or in part, be closed down.
3. Appointing a deputation to wait on the Prime Minister with

the resolutions of the conference.

The chair will be taken by Mr. George Terrell, M.P., the President
of the Union.

Australian Report on the British Trade Situation.

—

In the course of its report for 1919, the Australian Association of
British Manufacturers and their Representatives says -.

—
"Eiperi-

ence has proved that the optimistic views expre-sed as to the
prospects of post-war trade in the last annual report were not
warranted. The position of British trade during the past 12 mouths
has been little better than during the war years, mainly owing to
industrial troubles in the United Kingdom, the general feeling
or unrest caused by the sudden release from the intense nervous
and physical strain of war. increased and increasing costs of living
and the difficulty in estimating costs of manufacture. British
manufacturers are at the pres'ent time under a very great tempta-
tion to neglect their overseas connection, especially in such a
remote Dominion as Australia, owing to the large orders which
are placed in the home markets, and high prices ruling. The
majority, however, are sparing no effort to keep their overseas con-
nections together, and all should bear in mind the fact that there
is a certain value attaching to the goodwill which they have
individually built up in the overseas markets, and if they neglect

•to protect that goodwill, the result will b3 to make it a present to

their foreign competitors. Later, when orders from home markets
have been fulfilled, manufacturers will be compelled to look further
afield to find outlets for their goods, and they may find foreigners
well established in markets which before the war were theirs. It

would then be an expensive and laborious task to regain their old

ascendency, as those who have obtained a lucrative trade for the
asking, will not be inclined to give it away on the same terms.
British manufacturers are, therefore, studying their own interests

in resisting the temptation of disposing of the whole of their out-

put at their factory door and reserving a certain percentage for

keeping together or regaining their overseas connection, even if

this course may mean some present sacrifice. During the war
America and Japan have made great strides in their trade with
Australia, and there is a real danger that, unless British manu-
facturers are placed on the Australian markets in normal quantities,

and at competitive prices, Australian merchants may become so

used to dealing in foreign goods that they will continue to buy the
goods they know, rather than ' experiment ' with others."

British-made Electric Bulbs.—A private conference was
held, on Tuesday, between the Electric Lamp Manufacturers'
Association and manufacturersof glafs bulbp. The conference marks
a farther s'aje in the wresting the glass industry from Germany
and its rehabilitation in this country. It was called to discuss a
proposal for the further standardisation of British-made glass

bulbs.

—

Fina ncier.

Auction Sales.—By direction of the Disposals Board
Ministry of Munitions, Mr. C. A. Charlton will sell by auction at

the National Ordnance Factory (Cammell, Lairds), and the

Radford Gas Works, Nottingham, on May 19th, a quantity of

engineering plant and machinery, electric motors, centrifugal

pumps, fans, &c. Messrs. G. M. Di.xon & Co. will sell by auction

at Northwich on May 13th and 14th the chemical plant, tools, &o.,

of H.M. Factory, Gadbrook, and the works of Messrs. Brunner,
Mond & Co., Ltd., at Winnington. Full particulars are given ia

our advertisement pages today.

Swiss Enterprise in Rumania.—The Economic Review
quotes a French paper to the effect that a syndicate, consisting of

several electrical undertakings, metal works and engineers, has
been formed by Swiss manufacturers for the purpose of under-

taking, primarily, the repair of electrical plant and works in

Rumania. The necessary material will be supplied by four Swiss
factories. Workers and experts are to leave for Rumania very

shortly. The syndicate is also disposed to undertake the repair of

the railways and roads. Rumanian workers ar« to be employed,
»nd to be given teohnionl trainioe:.
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Lead.—In their report, dated April 24th, Messes.

James Fobster & Co. state :

—

On Thursday, on publication of a cable from the Broken Hill district to the

effect that the miners had refused to accept the tenns oflered them, there was

a strong demand in all positions, July selling up to £ii Ifs. and closing at

£41 10s. buyers.
The shipment of American lead round from Liverpool Stores has now practi-

cally ceased, and is not likely to be renewed. The lead was not at all liked,

and much of the recent drop in valuf s was undoubtedly due to it.

The scarcity of good brands is obvious, with premiums of 30s. to 40s. per

ton being freely paid for Australian and even Spanish brands both by the trade

and for export.

Id the course of their report, Messrs. G. Cawson i: Co say :—

These purchases appear to have been based on the idea that the Broken

Hill strike settlement has broken down. This does not appear to be a fact, ,is

negotiation* are still continuing and a settlement is expected next week.

The position generally has not changed, except that consumptive demand,
if anything, is not quite so good. The stopping of all large building operations

will tend to reduce consumption.
Supplies of lead are ample for all requirements, and are likely to contmue so.

The outlook would point to a declining market, but so long as speculators

continue to pay heavy premiums to finance their operations the market may
perhaps still be maintained at the present high level.

A Reuters dispatch from Melbourne, dated April 23rd, stated

that neg-otiationg for the settlement of the Broken Hill strike were

proceeding: satisfactorily. It was hoped that a settlement would

be reached.

Socials.—A concert was given, last week, in aid of the

Huddersfield Corporation Tramways Social and Athletic Club.

Pope's Electric Lamp Co.. Ltd.. Social Club held another

successful whist drive and dance on Wtdnesday, April !4th. About

500 were present, and the eveninp: was successful in every way.

The music was supplied by the Imperial Syncopated Orchestra, and

Mr. Trevor Carman, chief engineer, was amonjrst those present.

Mr. E A. Marx, sales manager, presented the prizes.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The Lea Recorder Co., Ltd .

28, Deansgate, Manchester.—Leaflets No. X 2, showing a cooling-

tower installation »t one of the Birmingham Corporation's power
stations where the tlow is registered by "Lea" recorders ; W2, a

photograph of ' Lea" integrating apparatus supplied to the N.S.W.
Government, ard several lists of users of "Lea" recorders in a

variety of industries.

London Electkic Stores, Fulwood House, High Holborn,

W.C. 2,— Illustrated and priced leaflet dealing with the " Holborn
"

fan regulator and the "Slidesie " fractional-H p. motor regulator.

The Improved Solidite Co.. Ltd., Advance Works, Jews Row,
Wandsworth, S.W. 18.— Illustrated and priced list of "Solidite"

insulating bushes, &c.

ExTEKPBi.SE Manufactubing Co.. Ltd., Gun street Electrical

Woiks, Bishopgate, E. 1.— Price-list of direct-current starters for

motors ranging from J to 25 H.P.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street.

E.G. 4.—Installation Leaflets Nos. E 10 and A 17. The first,

including eight illustrations, describes the electrical equipment of

the Berthlwyd Colliery, Gowerton, South Wales : and the second
illustrates a 1.500-KW. rotary converter supplied to the Battersea

Borough Council.

The Semaphore Engineering Co., Ltd., Advance Works,
Jews Row, Wandsworth, S.W. 18.—Leaflet dealing with dry cells,

and one describing a cycle electric lighting outfit, priced and
illustrated ; also order card for cells.

Messrs. T. E. Slaughter & Co., 172, Church Road, Mitcham,
S.W.—Leaflet illustrating and describing the "Lyto" dry cell.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co, Ltd, PaUce Place Mansions,
Kensington Couit, W. 8. — Pamphlet B 705, illustrating and
describing an electric helm indicator.

Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., a8i/i83, Gray's

Inn Bead, W C. 1.— Heat Treatment Bulletin No. 20, "Abnormal
Steels." Giving results of tests on samples of eutechtoid and
high carbon steels.

The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., Clifton Junc-
tion, Manchester.— Illustrated folder dealing with "Nine Points

of Special Excellence about the Exide Battery" for motorcar
B'arting, lighting, and ignition.

Surplus Aeronautical Material.—At the invitation of

the Aircraft Disposal Co., Ltd., of which Mr. Godfrey Isaacs is

chairman, and which has been incorporated for the disposal of all

the surplus aircraft and accessories of the British Government, we
had the privilege of seeing last week some small portion of the
material which has been acquired under the contract. The sole

managing and selling agents of the new concern are Messrs.

Handley Page, Ltd., of Crioklewood, X.W. 2, and the purchase price,

we understand, was £1,000,000, in addition to which 50 per cent.

of any profits realised by the company from the sale or other use

of the material taken over will acciue to the Government. After
the inspection of part of the aircraft, material and equipment pur-
chased under the contract, and now lying at Waddoa aerodrome, in

Surrey, a luncheon was given at the Savoy Hotel, at which a large

number of guests from all parts of the worid, besides repre-

sentatives of the technical and daily Press, were present. The
speakers were the Marquess of Londonderry, in the chair, General
Sir Frederick Sykes, and Mr. Handley Page.

It is difficult to visualise the whole amount of material taken
over when it is considered that the depot which we saw at Waddon
is but one of six which have been transferred, and that the contents
of 130 more stations have to be sorted out and turned over to the
new company. The material available for disposal includes lO.CCO

aeroplates, 30,000 aero engines, £1,000,000 worth of instruments,
and other accessories and materials in proportioaate quantities,

much of which is new and a large proportion in good condition.

Mr. Page, in the course of his remarks, explained that the material

ftnd gooda hai b«ea found to be readily adaptablt to other than

aeronautical purposes, and such things as the 1,000 tons of ball

bearings, 350,000 sparking plugs, 100,000 magnetos, bolts, nuts

and small acoessories were finding a very ready sale with the present

shortage of manufactured goods. Out of the large stock of instru-

ments which they had, instrument sets for motor-cars were easily

made up ; revolution counters could be changed into speedometers ;

and aneroid barometers for registering height could be made into

ordinary barometers for the more usual purpose of forecasting

weather conditions. This did not, however, exhaust the list of

possibilities . in engineering work large quantities of material were

also being utilised. Engines designed for aircraft work ran satis-

factorily on town gas : for instance, the Sunbeam "Arab " engine,

which "developed 200 H.P. as an aero engine, with its gearing

removed, was being used at a lower speed as an efficient electric

light and power plant, developing 50 h.p. Such a plant took but a

small space, and could be purchased at a very low cost compared

with the large low-speed gas engine which would otherwise be

required. All these were, however, but side issues to the main

problem of the disposal of aircraft, and it was to this that the

company had directed its attention. To-day the prestige of British

aircraft stood higher thin any other in the world. It was early aa

yet for him to give the results of the sale of aircraft by the new
company, but in the short period of its existence it had sold

many more machines than the Aircraft Disposal Board had done

during the whole period of its existence. It would ba their

endeavour still further to push the sale of British aircraft abroad,

and for the good name already gained for British aircraft and.

they hoped, for enterprise and energy, to remove the erroneous

impression that sometimes existed that Britain lagged behind in

selling efforts abroad.

Trade Announcements.— Messrs. Quead, Ltd., have

removed their offices to 118-120, Victoria Street, S.W. , to which

address all communications should be sent. Telephone number ;

" 37i;5, Victoria." The works are at Lewisham.
Messrs. Connollys (Blackley), Ltd., have opened offices and

stores at Bradfield House, 27, Hunslet Road, Leeds, for the con-

venience of Yorkshire and Northern clients, and stocks of wire, &o.,

will be carried there.

Messrs. Drake & Gorha.m, Ltd., of London and Manchester,

inform us that they are the sole concessionaires and manu-

facturers in the United Kingdom of the Ley-Allin electric time-

checking system, described in the Electrical Review of

September 7th, l!il7, and since improved. The French rights are

in the hands of Messrs. Burton, FUs, of Paris.

Messrs. W. E. Jones & Co , electrical engineers, have opened

premises at 17. Queen Street, Deal (Kent).

The Sloan Electrical Co., Ltd., announce that their tele-

phone number is altered to "2032 Clerkenwell " (1 lines).

Messrs. R. B. Hand & Co., Ltd , of High Holborn, W.C. 1,

having secured an additional telephone, their amended number for

all inward calls is " Museum 6286."

Automatic Telephone Developments.—It is announced

by Mr. D. Sinclair, vice-chairman of the International Automatic

Telephone Co., Ltd , of London, and managing director of its

subsidiary company, the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., of Liverpool, that the new International Co. is vigorously

prosecuting the introduction of automatic telephone equipment

in foreign fields, and has received substantial overseas orders.

Arrangements have been made by which the Western Electric Co.,

Ltd., of London, undertake under licence the distribution of Strowger

automatic equipment as manufactured at Liverpool in certain

territorv outtideof the United Kingdom and outside of the territory

controlled by the International Telephone Sales and Engineering

Corpora'.ion of New York and its subsidiary the Automatic

Electric Co. of Chicago, U.S.A., and also outside of territory

covered by the licences given by the Automatic Electric Co. of

Chicago to Thomson-Houston of Paris. A substantial amount of new

capital has been arranged for by the new International Co. for the

extension of the plant of the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., of Liverpool, and it is expected that the manufacture of

automaticson a large scale will be carried on there. The International

Automatic Telephone Co , Ltd., is controlled by an International

Syndicate composed of people who have been active in the manage-

ment of the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., of

Liverpool, and Theodore Gary and Company Syndicate of Kansas

City, Missouri, U.S.A., who control the International Telephone

Sales and Engineering Corporation of New York and the Auto-

matic Electric Co. of Chicago. Among the International Syndicate

members are Messrs. James Taylor and D. Sinclair, well known in

connection with British manufacturing interests, and Messrs.

Theodore Gary, A. F. Adams, and H. L Gary, who are, and have

been for many years, prominently connected with large independent

exchange and long-distance telephone properties in the United

States. The Liverpool organisation remains unchanged, and the

manufacture will proceed on the same lines as formerly, but the

new arrangement will enable ctistomers to benefit from quantity-

production of automatic equipment. It will also make available

for the beaefit of Strowger business throughout the world the

large staff of engineers controlled by the Automatic Electric Co. of

Chicago, who were the inventors of the automatic telephone, and

which company is the only organisation in the world to-day

manufacturing automatic telephones exclusively and on the basis of

quantity-production.

Electrical Factory in Jugo-Slavia.— An electrical

repairing works, the only one in Jngn-Slavia, has l)een establisheil

at Agram under the name Premiere I'sino pour I'lndustrie Elec-

trique Ivan Paspaet FiU. The section which makes electric torcheB

can turn out from 6,O0O to 8,000 a vreak.—Eti/nomic JUsitu;,
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Strike at Lever Brothers.—A few days ago our Liver-

pool correspondent reported that the strike of electricians at Lever

Brothers' Port Sunli;jht Works continued. The Electrical Trades

Union men were holdinj; a muss meetinjr this week.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—E. Ci.oney, tramway divi-

sional traffic superintendent, 5, St. Albans Koad, N.W. 5.—Last

day for proofs for dividend, May 11th. Mr. W. P. Bowyer, Official

Receiver, Carey Street, W.C.
H. H. Shave (H. H. Roberts), electrician, Portsmouth.— First

meetingr May 7th ;
public examination June 7th, both at Portsmouth.

Catalogues Wanted.—Mkssus. Ai-frkd Mumford and
Co., Ltd., of 14-20, St. Mary Axe, London, E.G. 3, who are electrical

shippers to India and East Africa, desire to receive catalogues and
other publicity matter.

Neuliaosen Alnmininni Co.—The directors recommend a

dividend at the rate of 1 S per cent, for 1919, as contrasted with

20 per cent, in the preceding year, leaving 79!l,000 fr. to be carried

forward.

Oerlikon Accnmnlator Co.— The dividend of the

Akkumulatoren Fabrik Oerlikon, of Zurich, is announced at 20 per

cent, for 1919, as in previous years. In addition, a bonus of 10 fr.

per share is being distributed in connection with the celebration of

the twenty-fifth year of the company's existence.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs F. Smith & Co.

and Messes. James A: Shakespeare report, April 28th : No change
in copper prices. Messrs. James & Shakespeare report, April 28th :

English pig lead, .€4.S lOs.—an increase of £3 on the week.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—Wages.—After conference with the E.T.U., a

Sub-Committee has recommended, and the Council has adopted, the

following scale of increased wages :—Electricity Department :

Plumber-jointer, £.3 17s. 6d. to £4 per week of 48 hours
;
jointer

(ex-Service men of nine months' training). £3 5s. ;
turbo-driver,

£3 17s. 4d. to £3 19s. 8d. ; stoker, £3 15s. 5d. ; meter inspectors,

£3 to £3 58. ; armature winder (as labourer), £3 12s. 6d. ;
motor

inspector, £3 5s. to £4 r>g. Lighting Department : One foreman,

£4 9s. lOd. ; two lamp trimmers, £3 Is. lOd. Tramway Depart-

ment ; One armature winder. Is. lOd. per hour ; one wireman.
Is. lOd. per hour. The meter inspectors, in addition to their pay,

receive uniforms.

Bognor.—Price Increase.—The company supplying

electricity to the town has decided to increase its charges as

follows :—Power, first 100 units in each quarter 6d. per unit,

from 100 to 200 4d., and beyond 3d. per unit. Heating, first 60

units 8d. per imit, from 50 to 100 6d., and beyond, Id. per unit.

Brazii.—Water Power.—According to a statement

recently made by the Brazilian Institute of Engineers, after a great

deal of investigation, there are 148 waterfalls in Brazil, capable of

developing about 30,000,000 H.P.

Burnley.—Increased Loan.—Owing to the increased

cost of materials since his estimate for extensions was made, the

electrical engineer states that .4:75,000 will be inadequate, and
advises application for a total of £150,000.
AcciDEST.—Owing to the recent bursting of a steam-pipe at the

Byng Street power station of the L. & Y.R. Co., a dynamo attendant
was severely scalded.

Blean.—Overheap Transmission.—The Rural Dis-
trict Council has granted permission to the Whitstable Electric Co.,

Ltd., to erect overhead lines in the parish of Heme for the trans-

mission of electricity.

Bromyard.—Electric Lighting.—The Urban District

Council has decided to adopt electric lighting for the town.

Continentai.— France. — A considerable increase in

supply prices is to come into operation on May Ist, as a result of a

decision of the Paris Municipal Council last week. An attempt
was made at the meeting to secure an adjournment of the question
of advancing prices until the problem of raising charges had been
more thoroughly investigated, but this was unsuccessful, and a
similar result attended a proposal to render uniform the charges for

the supply of power at high and low tension, and to introduce
rates for lighting graduated according to the consumption. The
final result is that the monopoly company and any others which
may come into consideration have been authorised as from May 1st,

to charge I'lO fr. per KW.-hour for lighting, 075 fr. per KW.-hour
for all other purposes for low-tension supply, and 0'55 fr. per KW.-
hour for high-pressure supply.

The Energie Electrique du Nord de la France has decided to
increase its share capital to 76,000,000 fr. by the issue of 260,000
250-fr. shares, and to augment its bond capital to the extent of

100,000,000 fr. The company is one of those which have suffered

from the invasion, but its daily energy production now reaches
10 per cent, of that before the war, while its plant capacity
will shortly be equal to that existing at the declaration of

war. Present circumstances, however, have now created such
a demand for energy that tne comcany finds itself forced to
contemplate the establishment of a large new station. This will
be situated at Commines, and planned for an output of 60,000 KW.,
being equipped with big gets of the most modern type. This

addition will suffice for the service of the existing network and its

more immediate developments. Eventually the station's capacity

will beraisetl to 120,000 KW.
The Commission nominated by the Conseil Geni'ral of the

Bouches-du-Rhone to examine the scheme for a doi)artmental

station has decided to apply to the State for a concession of a

fall on the Durance River, and the engineer of the Ponts et

Chaussues has been asked to draw up a list of the reiiuirementa :

(1) For departmental railway lines existing, and likely to be

built; (2) public lighting service in the department; and (3)

lighting of public monuments.
DENiMARK.—The country is at present supplied from 497 central

stations having a total output of 108,000,000 KW.-hours per annum.
The net sale to 205,000 consumers is 30,800,000 units for light, and

54,700,000 units for power.

The average net cost per unit in 73 towns is 4}d., in 387 villages

7Jd., and in 37 agricultural districts 3,'d. The high coat in the

villages is chiefly due to the load-factor, which seldom reaches 010,

and in a smaller degree to the high cost of fuel.

The supply of electrical energy from Norwegian waterfalls is

being carefully considered. The distance from the nearest suitable

falls to Copenhagen is about 75 miles, and it is proposed to send

26,000 KW. at a pressure of 50,000 volts by an overhead trans-

mission line running through Sweden to Malmii, and thence by

submarine cable across the Sound to Copenhagen.
The engineering difficulties in connection with this proposal are

easily overcome, but the economic question presents some difficulty,

as a low load factor would require a very expensive transmission

line, and necessitate high prices to consumers. The estimated

requirements of the country, provided cheap energy can be

supplied, are about 450 million KW. -hours per annum. No final

decision has, however, been arrived at.

—

Tech?iic<d lieriew.

Spain.—The Technical Review states that a report upon the

possibility and desirability of installing an industrial electrical

network has recently been published. By separating the genera-

tion of power, transmission and distribution, and by eliminating

too many independent lines, a great saving would be effected both

by reducing the initial expense and the working costs. Such a

network would also solve for the State the question of the provision

of its own power, either for electrifying the railways or for other

purposes, as the provisions made in the Bill would reserve to it

these rights. Low-calorific-power coal, unsuited for transport,

could be utilised to raise power. The main source of supply would
be the waterfalls of the country, especially those of high head ;

and the country is especially favoured in this direction because

high-water prevails at different seasons in different parts of Spaiu :

in the Pyrenees in spring and summer, and in other parts of the

country in winter. A careful investigation of the water power
resources available has shown that a total of 2,000,000 KW. could

be generated (excluding from the calculation falls yielding less than
2,000 KW.).

The proposed network would, as far as convenient, join up the
main centres of production and consumption. It would be a peri-

pheral polygonal network, with Madrid as the centre of con-
sumption. The total length of lines to be constructed would be
4.810 km.
As regards cost, three types of feeders are considered, according

to the quantity of power to be transmitted. These are 3 x 50,

3 X 75, and 3 x 100 sq. mm. cross-section. With the largest of
these cross-sections it would be possible to transmit 25,000 KW.
over a distance of 330 km., with a permissible voltage drop of

12 per cent. This particular line would serve Oviedo-Duero-
Madrid, Tremp-Madrid, Tremp-Bilbao, and Tremp-Barcelona. The
remaining sections of the polygonal network would be of
45 sq. mm. cross-section, with the exception of the section Seville-

Granada and Valencia-Tortosa, which would be 50 sq. mm. In
order to provide a reserve for emergencies, the Commission recom-
mends the construction of two parallel lines, suspended from the
same towers, with stations for line-protection every 100 km., and
change-over stations every 25 km. Provision is also made for an
earthing cable of 10 mm. diameter. Taking as a basis a price of

1 peseta per kg. for towers erected, and a price of 2 peseta per kg.

for copper wire, the cost of the project is estimated to be

130 million pesetas.

The report recommends the preliminary construction of a network
for 300,000 KW., which is about the power already available from
other sources. The old systems would be joined up to the new
one, thus giving initially an amount of 600,000 KW. available

for consumption. As regards the unification of voltage, this will

be an easy matter, since the frequency of 50 is practically universal

in Spain and the current is three-phase. The voltage proposed at

first is 150,000 volts.

Durliam.—Lighting Scheme Abandoned.—The Board
of Guardians has now definitely abandoned the scheme for electric

lighting for the workhouse, which was to cost £500.

Dublin.—Loss of Revenue It is calculated that over
.£2,000 has been lost by the City Corporation's decision to out off

all lighting at night as a protest against the order forbidding
inhabitants to be out in the city from midnight to 5 a.m.

Faversliam. — E.'^tensions.—The Town Council has
decided to carry out extensions to the electricity works, at an
estimated cost of £14,500.

Ireland.—Peat.—It is announced that Mr. Noel F.
Harrison, who has had considerable engineering experience in

hydroelectric work in the United States, expects to visit Ireland
during the year to secure the co-operation of Town Councils and
other bodies with a view to the development of the peat bogs of
that country for the generation of electricity.
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Java.~HYDEo-Ei.ECTRic Station—The Government
has granted a conceaaion to a Norwegian, stiitea the London and
China Express, allowing him to erect a hydro-electric power atation

on the River Moeai, above Bankolleu. The primary object of the

plant la to provide power for the manufacture of aynthetic nitrogen

compounds. It is atated that the totil available head is between

BOO and 550 metres, and the total development will be 150,000 H.P.

Lanark.—Electricity Srrrr.v.—The Town Council

haa under consideration proposals for the provision of an elec-

tricity aapply for the town.

Leicester.—New Station".—The Electricity Commis-
sioners have sanctioned the erection of a new 50,000-Kw. power
station on Freemen's Common, and as soon as permission to borrow
the necessary funds is obtained, the first installation of 20,000 Kw.
will be proceeded with.

Londonderry.—Pl'blic Lighting.—The Lighting Com-
mittee has decided for the continuance of public lighting after

midnight, on account of danger to citizens during recent riotous

outbreaks.

Nelson,— Bulk Sdpi'Ly.—The Town Council is to be

asked to authorise an application to the EUectricity Commissioners
for an order under the Electric Lighting Act, l;i09, permitting the

supply of electricity in bulk to the Colne Corporation.

Newport (L of W.),—Public Lighting.—The Town
Council has agreed to pay the Electric Light Co. a fixed sum of

£38 per quarter for public lighting, plus 4jd. per unit.

Oakengates.—Electric Lighting.—Consequent upon
the refusal of the local gas company to lay mains required by the

Urban District Council, the latter has appointed a Committee to

consider the question of the installation of electric lighting.

Southend.—Increased Loan.—The loan sanctioned in

1914 for the sub-stations at Leigh and Thorpe Bay has been found
inadequate, owing to the enhanced cost of plant, and the Council

is, therefore, applying for an additional sum of £13,591.

Spenborongh,—Bulk Supply.—The Council has ceased

to generate its own electricity, and now takes a bulk supply from
the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.

Swansea.—Railway Siding.—The Borough Council has

asked the Great Western Railway Co. to lay a siding to the rear of

the electricity works, the cost to be borne by the Council and the

company to pay a yearly acknowledgment of £10.

Coal Supply.—The engineer has been instructed to confer with
the Coal Controller and endeavour to obtain an adequate supply of

fuel for the power station.

Scunthorpe.—Electricity Supply.—Having had under
consideration the coat of a echeme for electrical diatribution, the
Scunthorpe and Frodingham Urban District Council has decidi d
to make a canvass of the district to ascertain what the demand is

likely to be in each part of the area.

Walsall.—Cottage Lighting.—The Corporation pro-

poses the following terma for electric lighting in the new
municipal cottages :—(«) Xa additional rent will be payable for

electricity supplied for lighting at the rate of 3d. per week per

lamp installed. Such additional rent will be payable weekly with
the rent for the house. The electricity supplied at this rate may
only be used for lighting purposes ; (,'/) The tenant will be
responsible for all missing, damaged, or defective lamps or shades,

and damage to the wiring or installation, glazing, replacement of

loose fixtures, and damage to any other part of the premises ; (c-) All

burned out, damaged or broken lamps or shades must be replaced by,

and at the expense of, the tenant, and to the satisfaction of the

Corporation, but the tenant will be allowed the free replacement
of one lamp per annum : (d) The teiaant has the option of being

supplied with electricity by meter at the tariff charges for the
time being in force and under the conditions of supjily issued by
the electricity supply department.

Warrington. — Price Increase. — The Town Council
has increased the prices of electricity, as from April 1st, by 10 per

cent, for lighting and traction purposes, and by 20 per cent, for

power and heating.

Worcester.—Loan.—The City Council is seeking per-

mission to borrow £15,000 for the provision of sub-stations, trans-

formers, switchgear, and cables.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Railway Electrification. — The Chief
Electrical Engineer for Tramways states that the Railway Com-
missioners have a large scheme of electrical extension in contem-
plation, not only including the metropolitan railways, but
eventually all the principal railways in X.S.W. The power-
houses at Sydney and Newcastle are being enlarged, and other
power-houses are to be constructed in more remote districts near
coal and water supplies. The plan is to give a cheap electric

supply to all the municipalities in New South Wales, to enable not
only electric lighting, but also power, to be supplied to private

consumers.

—

AuMralian Mining Standard.

Bradford.—Improved Service.—It is stated that the

Corporation Tramways Committee haa at last got back to its full

complement of cars for use on its system. The 2fi new oars, and
the 78 new motors for refitting to old cars, have been received.

The pre-war number of cars, 200, were used on Saturday, and it is

thought this number will soon be exceeded.

ContinentaK— Belgium.—The Economic Review, quoting
the Erlin de la Bonr.ir. states that the Chemin de Fer Electriqne

d'Ostende-Blankenberghe et Extensions Cie. reports that during 191!'

the various lines belonging to this combination have resumed service.

The line Ostende-Furne3 reached the latter place on August 23rd.

The line Ostende-Knocke, which was already in working order to

Blankenberghe, reached Knocke-Ie-Zoute on January 29th. For
the coming summer sea-son the line Coxyde-Village-la Panne, and
the electrified Ostende-Westende line are expected to be in running
order. The recovery of war damages is in active progress, a very
important sum being involved. The Central Electric Railway,
which began to run in November, 1918. will be entirely restored by
the end of 1920. The present financial year will presumably offer

a great many difficulties owing to labour troubles, and the
increase in the prices of raw material and fuel.

Norway.—The Norwegian Council of State has decided to place

before the Storthing a proposal to enter into a supplementary agree-

ment with the Swedish Kirunavara-Luossavara A.B. concerning
the transport of iron ore on the Norwegian Ofoten Railway, and
the electrification of the latter. It is estimated that the conversion

of the railway t3 electric traction will involve an expenditure of

5.500,000 kr., including the cost of four locomotives. If the

scheme is sanctioned, authority is to b3 sought to conclude an
agreement with the competent Swedish authorities for the delivery

of electrical energy from the hydro-electric works at Porjus. until

it is possible to obtain power from a Norwegian generating station.

A vote of 3,00o,00ii kr. is asked for so aa to be able to begin the
work in the financial year 1920-1921.

Spain.—It is announced from Saragossa that another general

strike has commenced which embraces the tramway workers.

Cork.—Coal Shortage.—The Cork Electric Tramway
and Lighting Co. having been informed by the Neath Abbey
Colliery Co. that, under order of the District Supplies Committee,
it must cease supplying coal to Cork until English electrical

requirements have been met. announced that it might be necessary

to close down the tramway service temporarily, in order to conserve

the small available stock for absolutely essential industries, and
that, in the circumstances, the supply of electricity to Queenstown
must cease. The coal shortage in all parts of Ireland is very acute, and
it is feared many electrical undertakings will have to close down.

London.—Electric Railway Exten^sfo.v.—The Centra!
London Railway will shortly open to traffic an imjijrtant exten-

sion, which will prolong its line from the present terminus at

Wood Lane, opposite the main entrance to the White City, to

Ealing Broadway. This extension will not only round off the

system, which originally only ran from Shepherd s Bush to the

Bank, and will now reach from Ealing to Liverpool Street, but by
linking up at Ealing Broatlway with the Great Western line, it will

provide a new and much-wanted through route between the City

and West End and the western suburbs.

—

Tlie Times.

L.C.C. Tramway Scheme.—On April 22nd the House of Com-
mons refused to suspend Standing Order No. 22 in favour of the

L CC. tramway scheme. This rule provides that the sanction of

local authorities whose districts are affected by such a scheme must
be obtained before Parliamentary Bills regarding the matter can
be proceeded with. Practically all the Metropolitan Boroughs
have protested against the scheme.

New Zealand.—Tramway Purchase.—The Auckland
Weekly Xews states that the amount paid by the City Council to

the Auckland Electric Tramways Co. for the whole of the latter's

undertaking was £1,229,463, paid in 5 and 5} per cent, debentures

maturing in 1940. The gross profit of the undertaking for 1917-18

and 1918-19 was £sl,162 and £60,856. The Council assumed
control on July 1st last.

Post-Office Railway.—Time Extension.—The Minister

of Transport has extended the time of the Post-Office (London)
Railway Act until August I5th. 1921, for the completion of the

railway and works.

Preston.—Renewals.—The Tramways Committee pro-

poses to carry out renewals of the permanent way at an estimated

cost of £10,000.

Swansea.—Tramway Strike.—The Corporation tram-

way employes ceased work on April 23rd, refusing to accept an

increase of 8s. per week offered by an official award.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Canada. — Aurora Borealis. — How the Aurora
Borealis recently provided power for transmitting telegraph

messages, is told by a Canadian newspaper. For 30 minutes, says

the account, a Canadian Pacific telegraph liue carried messages

from Vancouver to Calgary on power supplied in this way. The
Northern lights had been playing havoc with the circuits when
the experiment was made. At both ends of the circuit the line had

become earthed ; the batteries were finally disconnected, and for

half an hour the system worked perfectly, the power to transmit

the messages being induced from the air.
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Cable Operators' Grievance.—Trouble is brewing
amonjr the cable operators employed by the Western Union Cable
Telejrrapli Co. in consequence of the dismissal of Messrs. A. D.

Crisp and J. Doherty, two cable operators, who jointly edited the
Telegraph Cuble Herald, the official ortran of the Telegraph
Operators' Association. The dispute, according to the Ihi'Oij

JSd'press, arose over a stateraont published in the TJ.ll. rela-

tive to the death of Mr. E. Flexhel, an operator who, in the

opinion of his colleagues, collapsed from overwork. Mr. Blenheim,
traffic manager of the company at New York, telegraphed the
dismissal of Messrs. Crisp and Doherty, stating ;

" It is a libellous

statement, and such a charge is subversive of discipline." The
Association considers the case to be one of victimisation, and in

view of the fact that Mr. S. J. Goddard, the vice-president in

London, has refused to hear either of the editors, it has threatened
a general strike, in which the Electrical Trades Union may be

involved. The Minister of Labour is conferring with the interested

parties. According to the DaUy Herald, reinstatement of the
two men and recognition of the Association are demanded. The
Association was formed in 1H18, and has 600 members in London.
Amalgamation with the E.T.U. is under discussion.

Dover.—New Channel Cable.—Two cable vessels left

Dover on the 27th inst., says The Times, to lay a new submarine
cable across the Channel to Ostend.

Ireland, — Wire Cdttino. — At Midleton Quarter
Sessions, last week, the Recorder of Cork awarded the Postmaster-
General £27 compensation in respect of the malicious cutting of

telephone and telegraph wires in the East Cork district.

London.—New Telephone Exchanges.—Sixty new
telephone exchanges have been planned for London during the
next 20 years, and an increase of over 250,000 subscribers is

expected in that period. The exchanges to be enlarged number 17,

and among the new exchanges on which work has been begun are
those at Bishopsgate, Goldera Green, the Tower, Stratford, and
Hendon. Extensions are also being made at Barnet, East, Hampstead
and Harrow.
High-Speed Wireless.—In a written reply to a question in the

House of Commons regarding wireless telegraphic experiments at

Woolwich, Mr. Churchill stated that wireless messages had been
transmitted over considerable distances at the speed of 100 words
per minute, and very much greater speeds had been obtained under
laboratory conditions only. Funds at present available for
experimental work were limited, owing to the urgent need for

economy.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Tht date given in parentheses at the end of the paragraph indioattt

the issue of the Elbotbioal Review in whioh the " Official
Notice" appeared.)

Lochgelly (File).—May 5th, Town Council. Electric

Lighting. Seventy-four new houses. Architect, Mr. A. D. Haxton,

3, High Street, Leven.

London.—Lewisham.—May 3rd. Board of Guardians.
Installation of an electric fire-alarm at the Hospital, High Street.

(See this issue).

Hammersmith. — May 21st. Electricity Department. Two
I0,000-KW. turbines and alternators, with condensing plant. (See

this issue.)

Metropolitan Asylums Board. May 11th. Installation of

automatic internal telephones at the head office. (See this issue.)

Mancliester.—June 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary switchgear ; Section A, 3/i,000-voIt and tj,000-volt

mainswitchgear
; Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-volt A.c. auxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt D.c. auxiliary

switchgear. (See this issue).

New Zealand.—Wellington. .lune 30th. Tender Board
Public Works. Electrical equipment for the Arthur's Pass section

of the Midland Railway. Particulars from the Department of

Overseas Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, E.C.

Nuneaton.—May 5th. Electricity Department. 3 core

and 4-core, L.T., paper-insulated cables. (April 23rd.)

Roclidale.—One 1,250-kw. (alternatively 1,500-KW.)
rotary converter. Mr. F. H. Rudd, borough electrical engineer,
Electricity Works, Dane Street.

Salford.—May 10th. Concrete foundations for a 5,000-
turbo-alternator. Borough electrical engineer. Electricity Works,
Frederick Road.

Sheffield.—Corporation Water Works. Electric haulage
winch, pug mUl. (April 23rd.)

Soutli Africa.—Mossel Bay.—Electric lighting equip-
ment. (See this column, April 23rd.)

Spain.— May 30th. Construction and working of an
electric tramway between the Plaza de la Bonanova and the
Monasterio de Pedralba, Barcelona. The Direccion General de
Obras Publicas. Madrid.
M.^DRID.—May 18th. Concession for an electric railway from

La Corogne to Sarda, l.'^.OOO metres in length ; estimated cost,

2,000,000 pesetas, guarantee, 11,78579 pesetas. The Conoessionnaire
is to supply the whole of the material and rolling stock. General
Direccion des Obras Publicag, Madrid.

Tasmania.—Launceston.—June 7th. City Council.
One 1,000-K.v.A. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City
Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, Launceston.

Uruguay.—August 7th. Department of Posts, Telegraphs
and Telephones. Construction of a national telephone system for
the Department of Montevideo. Particulars from the Uruguayan
Legation in London, 3, Elvaston Place, South Kensington, S.W.

OPEN.
Algeria.—May 15th. Algerian Post and Telegraph

Authorities at Algiers. Tenders for 25 tons of bronze wire, and
19 tons of copper wire.

Auckland (N.Z,).—September Ist. Harbour Board.
For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. & A.
McArthur, Ltd., 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.C. 2.

Australia. — Perth. — May 3rd. Postmaster-General's
Department. Insulators, bolts, brackets, &c. Schedule 673.
(AprO 2nd,)

May 14th. Government of Western Australia. One 7,500-KW.
turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (April 9th.)
Melboorne.—June 18th. City Council. Gas-fllled metal-fila-

ment lamps. City Electrical Engineer's Office, Town Hall,
Melbourne.
May 31st. Victorian Railways Department. Four 4,500-KW.,

1,500-volt traction converter sets, and eight l,0O0-KW., 1,500-volt
ditto. (See this issue.)

Bacup.—Electricity Department. 30-ft. steel poles for
street lighting purposes. (See this issue.)

Belgium.—Antwerp.—Tune 28th. Harbour Authorities
(Town Hall). Two electric cranes of 30 tons and 10 tons respec-
tively, for the new dry dock, and No. 61 of the Bassin Lefebvre.
Copies of the specification in French, with tender form, price 4 fr.,

may be obtained on making application to : M. le Bourgmestre
d'Anvers, Hotel de Ville, Anvers, Belgique, but a copy may also be
consulted at the D.O.T. in London, on application to Mr. Shearer,
Room 50, until May 8th, after which it will be available for loan
to firms in the Provinces.
May 21st. Municipal authorities. Tenders for 10,690 metres of

armoured cables, lequired in connection with the electrical equip-
ment of the No8. 2 and 3 docks. Particulars may be obtained
for one franc from the Hotel de Ville, Antwerp.

Lincoln.—l^Iay 24th. Electricity Departmeno. Coal-
handling plant. (April 23rd.)

Leigli (Lanes.).—Electricity Department. One2,500-Kw.
turbo-alternator; e.h.t. & l.t. switchgear; one 500-KW. lotary
converter. (April 16th.)

CLOSED.

Australia.—Sydney—City Council. Recommended :—
H.T. insulators (speo.J No. ESI).—Lawrenoe & Hant*on (first alternative

tender, f3,387).

Sub-station equipment (spec. No. 658).—Section 1, with feeder switches of
48,000 K.v.A. capacity, i'n.SJO. Section 2.—Met.-Viokers, Ltd., £13,120.
Section 3.—Standard Waygood Hercules, £1,000.

Transformers, 5,000/33,000 V. (spec. No.674).—NoyesBros., £11,472.— Tfnifr».

Belgium.—The Belgian Post and Telegraph Authorities
in Brussels have just divided contracts for the supply of a large
quantity of telegraph and telephone apparatus between the
Antwerp Telephone and Electrical Works, of Berchem, Antwerp

;

the Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co., Antwerp ; and the Society
ElectricitC' et Mecanique, Carels Freres, of Ghent.
Three tenders were received by the municipal authorities of

Belgrade tProvince of Namur), for the installation and equipment
of a transformer cabin and distribution system in connection with
the electric lighting of the town, and also for the high-tension
feeder. The lowest was that of Messrs. N. Van Gastel & Mertens,
of Brussels, whose price for the two contracts was respectively

97,000 fr. and 3(j,358 fr.

Municipal authorities of Haocourt (Province of Liege) recently
invited tenders for the concession for the supply of electrical

energy for the electric lighting of the town, but no offers were
received.

Eastbourne.—Corporation. Electricity works. Cooling
tower and tank :

—

Treatment of timber.
Clyne Eng. Co., Ltd Pressure
C. Bradshaw & Co., \Ai. . . Dipped
Premier Cooler & Eng. Co., Ld. Vac. & Pres. (recom.)
Premier Cooler ,t Eng. Co., Ltd. Dipped
Film Coolinj Towers, Ltd. .. Diiiped
Davenport Eng. Co., Ltd. .. Vac & Pres. .

.

Davenport Eng. Co., Ltd. . . Dipped
Hudson Boon. Co., Ltd. .. Dipped
W. H. Roy & Co., Ltd Dipped

*For tower only.

Glasgow.—Tramways Committee. Accepted ;

Uail welding plant Hitchcock, Llovd & Co.
120 Too Cam brakes.—Dryers, Ltd.
Pneumatic hoist.—Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd.
Electric battery truck.—Hendry Bros., Ltd.
Two'2-ton motor lorries.—Bryson Broi,

£
2,6U«
3.660

3,805
3,670
4,010
4,312
4,192
4,666
4,250''
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Goveroment Contracts.— The following Government
•ontracts have been placed during- March, 1920.

Admiralty (Contract aso Purchase Dep.artm£nt}.

Electric lighting, heating and pt>\ver wiring.—G. E, Taylor Co., Ltd.
Internal electric wiring.—T. Fairie & Co., Ltd.
Electrodes.—Quasi-Arc Co., Ltd.

Feed pump.—Rces Roturbo Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Platinutn wire and sheets.—Johnson, Matthey & Co., Ltd.
Steam superheaters for boilers.—Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

Torch batteries.—British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd.
• Water-tube boilers.—Babcock S: Wilcox, Ltd.

Ministry of Munitions.

Copper wire.—T. Bolton & Sons; India-Rubber G.P. S: Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Electric batteries.—.Accumulators of Woking, Ltd.; Tudor .Accumulator
Co., Ltd.

Electricai equipment.—Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electric motors.—Bruce Peebles, Ltd.; General Electric Co., Ltd.; J. H.

Holmes & Co., Ltd. ; Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
Insulators.—Bullers, Ltd.

Insulated wire.—G.E. Co., Ltd.

Electric lamps.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Pump installation.—Variable Pumps & Motors, Ltd.
Rotary transformers.—Neftton Bros. (Derby), Ltd.

India Office ; Stores Department.
Cells.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.
Gutta-percha core.—Siemens Bros. & (To., Ltd.
Crucibles.—Morgan Crucible Co.
Cutting compound.—Dussek Bros. & Co.
Dynamo.—J. Stone & Co., Ltd.
Fans.^. Stone & Co., lltd.

Generator.— Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd.
Switchboarxfs.—Erskine Heap & Co.; 'Metropolitan-N'ickers Electrical Co.,

Ltd.
Train lighting equipment.—J. Stone & Co., Ltd.

Post Office.

Telegraph apparatus.—Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

;

British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.; International Elec-

tric Co., Ltd.; Phceni.x lelephone & Electric Works, Ltd.; Siemens
Brx>s. & Co., Ltd.; T. E. Thompson Ik Co., Ltd.; Whitfield Aviation,
Ltd.

Telephone apparatus.—Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

;

British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd. ; Edison Swan Electric

Co., Ltd.; General Electric C6., Ltd.; International Electric Co.,
Ltd.; C. Peacock & Co., Ltd.; Peel Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.;
Phoenix Telephone it Electric Works, Ltd.; Siemens Bros & Co., Ltd.;
Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Telephone and telegraph cable.—British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.;
Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd.; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co.,

Ltd.; Hooper's Telegraph &• l.R. Works, Ltd.; New Gutta-Percha
Co., Ltd. ; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Earth clips.—E. Showell & Sons.
Insulators.—J. Bourne & Son, Ltd.; Bullers, Ltd.; Doulton & Co., Ltd.;

Litholite Insulators Ltd.; Taylor, TunnicliSe & Co., Ltd.
Terminal irons.—D. Willetts, Ltd.
Earth plates.—T. & VV. Farmiloe, Ltd.
Distribution cable plugs.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Stay rods.—Bullers, Ltd.
Zinc rods.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Bronze wire.—T. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.; British Insulated & Helsbv
Cables, Ltd.

Enamelled and S.S.C. copper wire.—London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths,
Ltd.

Flexible twin, S:c., E.L. wire.—Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd.
G.I. strand wire.—Rvlands Bros. & Co., Ltd.; Whitecross Co., Ltd.
V.I.R. wire.—Hooper's Telegraph & l.R. Works, Ltd.
Circulating pump : P.O. central power station.—Rees Roturbo Manuf.tc-

turing Co., Ltd.
Laying conduits.—Spalding : Hodge Bros. (Contractors), Ltd. Hop-

Victoria : J. Mowlem Si Co., Ltd. Park-Ealing ; J. Mowlem & Co..
Ltd. Hop-Lee Green Junction : R. M. Parkinson. Greenwich-East
Junction : W. H. Wheeler & Co., Ltd. Willesden (Walm Lane) : O.
C. Summers. London-Southampton (section 1) : Hardy & Co. London-
Southampton (section II) : R. .Armistead. London-Bristol-Newpm t

(South Midland, section 1): J. F. Hodge & Co. Southall : G. I.

Anderson. Glasgow : R. & C. Murray.
Telephone Exchange equipment.—Malvern : Automatic Telephone Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd. Cardiff : Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. Ilkley : Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. Birmingham (south) : Peel

Conner Telephone Works, Ltd. Willesden : Peel Conner Telephone
Works, Ltd. Guildford : British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd.
H.M. Office of Works.

Engineering services, generating sets (or Ministry of Pensions.—Saltash :

Aster Engineering Co., Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Telephone cables, &c.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. British

Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Spares for Diesel engines.—British Electric Co., Ltd.
Telephone switchboards.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Telephone materials.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Train lighting spares.—J. Stone & Co., Ltd.
Bronze wire, &c.—F. Smith & Co., Ltd.

Dublin Electric Work!
Public Works, Dublin.

and supplies.—Handley i Robinson. Ltd.

London. — Hammers-Mith. — Electricity Committee.
Annual contracts for stores and materials. In view of the few
tenders and the conditions attached, the Committee considers it

would not be advantageous to accept any for the time beinp. and
recommends that it be authorised to obtain and aci^pt quotations
from various firms for the supplies of material required from
time to time within the estimates during the current year.

Mains E.xtbnsions.—8,000 yd. '15 e.h.t. six-core cable :—
Western Electric Co., Ltd £9,935*
Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd 10,066
W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd 10,100
B.I. & H. Cables, Ltd 10,100
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd 10,267
Union Cable Co., Ltd .. .. 10,333
Callender's Cable and Constmctlon Co., Ltd 10,400
W. T. Glover i Co., Ltd 10,400
Pirelli General Cable Works, Ltd 10,442
Johnson 4 Phillips 10,600

' Recommended for the supply of 5,000 yd.

2,000 yd. '15 L.T. three-core cable, £1,721 ; and 1,000 yd, '05 L.T.

•oncentric cable, £258—Western Electric Co., Ltd,

2,000 yd. •! K.H.T. ooDceatrio cable, £858 ; !,000 yd. '28 E.H.T.

concentric cable, £804 ; 2,000yd. "l L.T. three-core cable, £1,308 ; and
3.000 yd. 7/23 L.T. twin cable, £375—Enfield Ediawan Cabl«
Works, Ltd.

Cable Ducts.

4,000 yd. 1,000 yd. 2,000 yd. 2000 yd.
4way 4 in. 3way 3* in. i way SJ In. Iway SJ in.

Doulton f2,069 fSii in.) f394 iStO f281 (3 in.)

£380 (4 in.)

SnttoniCo. i-2,454 ±-371 £533 £380
Albion Clay Co., Ltd. i"2,5&» £394 £560 £282 13 in.)

Sankey 4 Co., Ltd. . £2,454 £371 £583 £629 14 in.)

Key Engineering Co., t^note lor fibre conduit.
Ltd.. mot according to specification) £321

The Committee recommends the acceptance of the tenders of

Messrs. Doulton & Co. for 2,000 yd. 1-way 3 in. cube ducts at £281,
and of Messrs. Sankey & Co. for 4,000 yd. 4-way 4 in. cable ducts at

£2,454, 1,000 yd. 3-way 3J in. cable ducts at £371, and 2,000 yd.

2-way 3* in. cable ducts at £533.
The Committee reports that the electrical engineer has carefully

considered the various tenders for switchgear, and upon his report

has decided, having regard to the high prices quoted, and the
unduly long periods stated for delivery, to amend the specification

and to invite fresh offers thereon.

Tbansfobmehf,
Four 1,000-K\v. single-phase transformers, £4,-26'2 ; two oOO-KW. single-phase

transformers, £1,319 : and three oCO-kw. three-phase transformerB
imesh star connected), £2,424. British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.

Battersea.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Switchgear for the tnrbo-altemator and rotary converter.—Edison and
Swan Co., Ltd.

Six lamp columns, £345.—Mackenzie & Moncur, Ltd.
Testing panel, £208.—Bertram Thomas.

Renewal of contracts for one year recommended :

—

Electricity meters—Chamberlain \ Hookham. Ltd., Perranti, Ltd.
Electrolytic metei-s.—Reason Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Box compound and "Trindite" bitnmen composition.—Dnssek Com-

pound Co., Ltd.
Coal.—Rose, Smith 4 Co.

Stepney.—Electricity Committee. Accepted. 5,000 pairs of
yellow-flame arc carbons ;

—

Sloan Electrical Co.. Ltd. (accepted) £112
G.E. Co., Ltd 127
W. While 4 Co., Ltd 148

Six feeder boxes :

—

W. Lucy & Co.. Ltd laccepted) £l98
Vniversal Electrical Manufacturing Co 207
Henley's Telegraph Works Co 2.52

British Insulated 4 Henley's Cables, Ltd 266

Turkey.—The Journal of the Bridsli Chamber of
Commerce just to hand, states that an important contract for the
electrical installation of the Haidar Pasha terminus station and
its various dependencies, buildings, and factories, was put up to

public adjudication, and the various electrical contractors of this

city of all nationalities participated keenly. "We are pleased to

learn that three British firms competed, and that one of them was
successful in obtaining the contract.

"

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.-Friday,
.\pril 30th. At the Literary and Philosophical Society, Xewcastle-on-Tyne.
At 6.15 p.m. Paper on " A Modem Power Station and its Development,"
by Mr. J. S. Watson.

Jnnlor Instltalion of Engineers.— Friday, April 30th. At 39, Victoria Street,
S.W'. At 7.30 p.m. Social evening.

Fridav, Mav 7th, At 7.30 p.m. Lecturette on " Pulverised Fuel," by
Mr. J. O. .McBryde.

London Association of Foremen En<ineei-s. — Saturday, May Ist. At
Cannon Street Hotel. M 6 p.m. 67th anniversary festival.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Western Centre).-Monday, May .3rd.

At the Public Library, Alexa"dra Road, owansea. Ai 6 30 p m. Kelvin
lecture on " Modern Marine Problems," by Dr. C. V. Drysdale.

(Students' Meeting). — Friday, April 30th. At Faraday House,
Southampton Row, W.C. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Tidal Power," by Mr. J.

E. Holmstrom.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, May 3rd. .\t Burlington House, W. At
.^.30 p.m. Paper on " The Assessment of Engineering Undertakings," by
Mr. W. G. Cooke.

Roentgen Society.—Tuesday, May 4th. At 11, Chandos Stree', W. AtP.lEr.ni.
Paper on "Some Problems in the .\ctinn of Radiation upon Tissues," by
the President. Demonstrations: "The Transmission of fcpeech by
Light," by Prof. .\. V. Kankine, and "A New Portable Viewing LanterD,"
by Dr. H. A. Eccles.

Faraday Bouse Old Students' Assoclalisn.— Tnesday, May 4tb. At the
Holbom Restaurant. At 6.30 p.m. Annual dinner.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association. — Thursday, May 6th. At
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. At 7 p.m. Resumed discnssiou on
"The Design and Equipment of Sub-etations."

Chemical Society.—Thursday. May 6tb. At Burlington House, Picoadilly, W.
.At 8 p.m. Ordinary Scientific Meeting.

Iron and Steel InslUute.—Thursday and Friday, Mav 6th and 7th. At the
Institutiun o( Civil Engineers, Qt. George Street, S.W. At 10 a.m.
Annual meeting.

Association of Engineers-in-Charge.—Saturday, May 8tb. At the Holbom
Uestaur&nt (Venetian Chamber). At 6 p.m. .\nnaal dinner.

The Kioema In School.—Ealing elementary school

children began to have lessons by film, this week, the Education
Committee having rented a local kinema theatre for the purpose of
showing educational pictures. It is hoped to develop the idea so

that a fortnightly visit will fall tu the lot of each child.
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NOTES.

London Electrical Engineers.—Smoking Concert.—The
old members of this Corps are holciiiifr a re-union amokinp concert

at Cannon Street Hotel, E.G., on Wednesday. June L'nd, at 7 p m.
Tickets (price 2s. (id.") may be obtained from the secretary, Mr. T.

Franklin, 108. Ileathwood Gardens. Charlton, S.E. 7. It is hopel
to inaujjurate an Old Comrades' Association at the concert.

Electric Vehicles in Sontli America.—A correspondent,

writing: to the Tiinex Trade Sxipplemen', says :

—"For town work,
especially for heavy haulage, there is frreat scope for a sound
electrical vehicle, as commercial electricity is generally pretty

cheap in South America, and electrical vehicles do not demand the

skilled handlinfr that petrol or steam vehicles do ; further, the
running- costs, upkeep. i:c., must be very low. It is unfortunate so

many millions have been sunk in internal combustion machines, as

if half the sum had been expended on electrical vehicles, we should
probably have no other by now. However, it is now stated that
Edison's battery has proved itself a success upon the streets of

London and elsewhere, so that there should be a good future for

the electrical vehicle in South America, where the use of electricity

is extending rapidly."

Faraday House O.S.A. Dinner.—The annual dinner of

the Faraday House Old Students' Association is to be held at the
Holborn Restaurant. London, W.C. 1, on Tuesday, May 4th, at 6.30

for 7 p.m. Mr. G. Scott Ram, M.I.E.E,. H.M. Electrical Inspector
of Factories, the President, will be in the chair, and the dinner
will be followed by an excellent musical programme. Old students
desirous of attending should communicate at once with the Hon.
Secretary.

Fatalities.—An employe of the Cork Electric Tramway
and Lighting Co.. Patrick Xoonan. 40. met with a tragic death on
the 22nd inst.. whilst working in a coal elevator, in which he was
caught when the machinery was in motion, and w.is imprisoned,
after the machinery was stopped, for some two hours. Every eifort

was made to get the unfortunate man out of his terrible position in

the elevator, but it became necessary to remove the steel plates

before this could be done, and then Noonan was dead.
At an inquest held at South Bank, near Middlesbrough, on

Tuesday, respecting the death of A. E. Richardson, aged 20. an
electric wireman employed at Messrs. Bolckow, 'Vaughan ..t Co.'s

steelworks, it was stated that deceased had been laying fresh cable.

He apparently began to disconnect a switch running on to which
were live wires. Mr. J. Hodges said the cause of the accident was
at first a mystery. On the covering of one of the wires, however,
two small cuts had been discovered. From marks on the pliers

which deceased was using it appeared as though Richardson had
been killed by that means. It was remarkable that he should be
attempting to disconnect live wires. The most probable explana-
tion was that, in a moment of forgetfulness, he had mistaken the
incoming and the outgoing wires. The Factory Inspector raised

the question whether deceased was competent to do such work, but
employes agreed that it was only ordinary routine work, and not
at all technical. The medical evidence was that the bums on
Richardson's hand were compatible with electric eCfeca. The
Coroner found that the man was competent to do the work, and
that death was due to accidental electric shock.

Aero-Engine Efficiency.—An average speed of 109 89
miles per hojr was maintained by Lieut. Holthouae and Lieut.
Debeer in the 1.000 milts flight between Cape Town and Pretoria,
which was accomplished in 9 hours il minutes. This speaks well
for the efficiency of the British engine and British magnetos which
form the propelling unit of the South African aeroplane "Vor-
treker " wliich was used for the flight.

Dublin Electricity Official Released from Jail.—
Mr. Fred. Allen, secretary, Dublin Corporation Electric Supply
Committee, was last week released from Mountjoy .Tail, Dublin, on
completion of three months' imprisonment, in default of giving bail,

for having in his possession Sinn Fein literature, which was found
in an election committee-room at Kingstown, with which he was
associated. On leaving the prison, Mr. Allen, who was in good
health and spirits,was greeted by members of the Corporation and
of the electrical department staff.

Water Power.—Committee's Rei'ort.—A scheme for

the utilisation of the water power of the United Kingdom is con-
tained in the report of the Government Water-Power Resources
Committee, which will shortly be published. The Committees
chief recommendation is the creation of a new authority, to be
known as the Water Commissioners, as a Department of the Board
of Trade, with general powers and functions similar to those
of the Electricity Commissioners already appointed. The Com-
mittee has divided England and Wales into districts, and calls for
the creation of Local Committees in counties, or groups of
counties, to arrange for the best use of the water supply in those
districts. The Committee concludes that there are large reserves
of power in British rivers which have not bsen utilised.

Appointments Vacant.—Cable jointer (87s. 2d.), mains
superintendent (£22s, rising to £270), for the City of York Elec-
tricity Department ; meter mechanician (92s.). for the Borough of
Wolverhampton Electrical Engineer's Department : meter tester
(94s,), for the Edinburgh Corporation Electricity Supply Depart-
ment ; mechanical maintenance engineer (£300), for the Leigh
Corporation. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Seed Electrification,—In order to be in a position to

express an opinion from direct personal observation, Messrs.

Sutton A: Sons, the well-known seedsmen, carried out some experi-

ments at Reading in 1919 with seeds electrified by the Wolfryn
process, of which particulars have been given from time to time in

our pages. In a report upon the experiments, Mr. Martin H. F.

Sutton, F.L.S.. states that the following series of trials was carried

out:—Seeds of mangold, .swede, cattle cabbsige, and carrot, were
sent for treatment to Mr. H. E. Fry, of Uodmanstone, one of the

patentees of the Wolfryn process, who returned them in due course.

The Wolfryn treatment consists in immersing the seeds in a

solution of common salt and water (4 07„ to the gallon), or calcium

chloride and water (S oz, to the gallon), to which an electric

current is then applied. The seeds are afterwards dried at a

temperature of 100" F.. and they are then ready for sowing.

The series of experiments made at Reading included two controls

of seeds untreated in any way ; seeds treated by the Wolfryn
process ; seeds unelectrified, but soaked for four hours in a solution

of salt and water (4 oz. per gallon), and afterwards dried at a

temjierature of 100° F. ; and seeds unelectrified. but soaked for

four hours in a solution of sulphate of ammonia asd water (4 oz.

per gallon), and subsequently dried at a temperature of 100° F.

In each case all the samples of seeds of one subject were drawn
from the same bag. Two distinct series of experiments were
made :—(I) A germination test under glass ; and (;i) a field test.

The conclusions come to were with regard to (1) that, notwith-

standing the one or two points which seemed to be slightly in

favour of the electrified seed, the results obtained by this series of

tests, as a whole, could only be regarded as inconclusive ; (2)

reviewing the outdoor tests as a whole, the results would ap)>ear to

be no more conclusive than were the tests for germination, the

returns from the electrified seed showing no advantage over the other

sections, except to a small extent in thecase of the mangold crop.

Summer Time in Canada.—Daylight saving is to be

generally adopted throughout the Province of Quebec, but

according to The Times the Canadian and American railways will

continue to run to standard time, and probably most Canadian
towns and cities wUl follow the same time as the railways.

The Pasadena Convention.—The American electrical

Press is, and has been for some time, full of details of the National

Electric Light Association Convention to be held at Pasadena,
California, from May 18th to 22nd next. The latest received copy
of the Association's Bulletin gives a complete programme of events,

and the names of the members of the many Committees. The
enormous amount of work (and pleasure) to be got through in the

short time at the disposal of the Convention will, judging by the

programme, tax the American characteristic of ''hustle" to the

utmost. Every branch of the industry is being dealt with from
the generation and distribution of power to the smallest details of

salesmanship and finance. Electric vehicles and hydro-electric

development are in charge of two special sections. The reader of

such a formidable scheme may well wonder where the " auto

"

rides, golf, and dances, are to come in.

Earthing.—An article in the Revue Generate de VElec-

rriciti- refers to the lack of precision in official regulations on the

earthing of electrical machines and installations, and gives a few
practical rules justified by experience. The French rules only deal

with the earthing of non-current-carrying parts. The question of

earthing windings and live parts is a controversial one, particularly

with regard to the earthing of the neutral points of three-phase

alternators and transformers. On the other hand, instruments and
instrument transformers must have their cores and windings
earthed, also arresters, i:c. The earthing should be done by means
of a copper conductor containing as few bends as possible, of

section calculated at 1 sq. mm. per 10 amperes of the normal load

current of the apparatus or installation to be protected, with a

minimum of 10 sq. mm. This refers only to the earthing of

machine frames and parts liable to be traversed by the full short-

circuit current. The earth contact should be a sheet of galvanised

iron at least 5 mm. thick, or a copper sheet at least 2 mm. thick,

placed in a bed of coke breeze ,'JO cm. thick. If a sheet of water is

available, the earth contact may be a metal cable or pipe immersed
therein. In either case, the surfaces and lengths must be such

that the resistance of the contact shall not exceed B = 50/1. i

being the maximum short-circuit current, equal in A.c. to eV c/l.

Therefore. B < (50/e)v/l/c^ l and c being the machine constants.

In practice Vl/c generally averages 70. We may thus take

K < 3.500/e, with a minimum of about 5 ohms. For direct current,

R can be taken as between 5 and 10 ohms. For earthing arresters,

the earth wire should be of 50 to 100 sn. mm., and the earth

resistance not over 10 ohms.

Electrical Work in Sydney.—Asked at the Mnnicipal
Council whether there was any shortness of work for skilled men.
such as those engaged in working overtime at the power-house, the

Lord Mayor of Sydney, N.S.W., replied :

—"I am not aware of any
such shortage, and I am advised by the city electrical engineer

that there is no shortage of work in Sydney at present for skilled

workmen. On the contrary, the city electrical engineer informs

me that any employer of skilled labour, if asked, will say that he

is short of the number of skilled men which he could usefully

employ. Moreover, if the office of a Trade Union of skilled workers

is applied to for men. the general answer is that there are no men
on the books of the Union out of employment. The city electrical

engineer has further reported that in one trade, for instance—that

of electrical installation work— several hundred electrical

mechanics could be employed immediately if they were available
;

l)Ut every electrical mechanic is already employed." -
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution ol Electrical Engineers. - Aruanijements kor May,
1920:

—

(Irilinarii Meethiqs.—13th :

" Permanent Maffnets in Theory
and Practice," by Mr. S. Evershed. 20th : Annual general meetinff

.

Territorial Crntret:.—11th.—Leeds : Annual freneral meeting.

Students' Section.—14th : Annual general meeting : paper by

Mr. E. G. Humfress on " Electrical Motor Control Devices."

The March Journal announces that in place of one premium of

£10 and several of £5 hitherto awarded each session for papers

read before the Students' Sections, the Council hag decided to award,

in future, thres premiums of £15 each. The Council has also

accepted an offer from the B.E..\..M.A. of prizes of £10 each (up to

a total value of £100 for the first year), for the best papers by

students of the Institution on electrical subjects suitable for

publication in the B.E.A.M.A. Journal.

Nobth-Westeen Centre.—The eleventh Kelvin lecture on
" Modem Marine Problems in Peace and War," was delivered at

the Manchester College of Technology by Dr. C. V. Drysdale on
April 20th. There was a large attendance.

Mb. J. A. ROHEBTSOM presided, and in introducing the lecturer,

said that in view of the great work which Lord Kelvin did for

marine purposes, it was fitting that the subject of this lecture

should be associated with his name. No one could question th

;

importance of what was done by Lord Kelvin and by the men who
successfully tackled vital problems during the recent war.
North-Eastsrn Ce.stre.—The annual meeting of the North-

Eastern Centre was held on April 19th at Armstrong College,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. W. Cross was in the chair. The annual

report of the Committee was submitted. It stated that the mem-
bership of the Centre had increased from 291 to 389. Th3
attendance at the meetings had averaged .58. In addition to the

ordinary programme of meetings, a special course of lectures upon
" The Foundations of the Theory of Electrical Power Traus-

mission " had been given by Prof.' Thornton, D.Sc.D.Eng., to the

members of the Centre. The first annual dinner held since the war
took place on January 30th, at Newcastle, at which 78 members
and guests were present. The Students' Section had held eight

meetings during the session, in addition to several visits to

works, &c.

The question of rules for the Centre had been given considerable

attention by the Committee, and at a special general meeting on
February 2 Jrd last the following resolutions were pa?sed relati/e to

the election of future committees :—(1) That the number of

ordinary members of committee be limited to 15 ; (2) that in

alditioQ tothe retiring committee's nominations, any four persons

entitled to vote (members, associate members and associates) may
nominate any other duly qualified person to fill any vacancy by
delivering such nomination in writing to the Hon. Secretary.

The Committea had prepared a full set of rules for the election of

officers, nnd for carrying out the business of the Centre. The draft

had been submitted to the Council, which was CDnsidering it with a

view to issuing a set of regulations, unifying the procedure of the

different Territorial Centres.

In order to give adequate attention to the large and variel

business which cime before the Committee, a number of standing
sub-Committees had been appointed, the result of whose work came
before the full Committee for confirmation before any action was
taken. The sub-Committees at present setup were :— ( I) Finance

;

(2) sessional arrangements; (3) rules; (4) engineers' club; (5)
Territorial Centre's improvement

; (6) Electricity Supply Bill ;

(7) Students' Advisory ; (.8) metric and decimal
; (9) wiring rules.

The election of officers resulted as follows :—Chairman, Mr. J. R.

Beard, M.Sc. ; vice-chairmen. Prof. W. M. Thornton, D.Sc, Messrs.

B. Fawsett, T. Carter, and F. G. C. Baldwin ; Ordinary Members of
Committee—Power Supply Undertakings:—Messrs. R. M. Longman,
W. F. T. Pinkney, G. L. Porter, C. Vernier. Manufacturers and
Contractors :—Messrs. H. W. Clothier, N. W. Prangnell, T. Carter,

A. Collins, J. Rosen. Municipal Engineers :—Mr. E. Moxon.
Constdting Engineers :—Mr. C. H. Davison ; Mr. R. W. Gregory.
Civil Service and Railways :—Mr. G. L. Drury ; H. Kitchen.
Miscellaneous Sections : —Dr. A. C. Mitchie. D.Sc. Hon. Treasurer :

—Mr. W. T. MacCall. Hon. Secretary : -Mr. H. B. Poynder.
The report of the Tees-side Sub-Centre also was read

; it statid
that they had had nine meetings, and in addition to these, the Com-
mittee had arranged for Dr. Thornton to give three lectures. It

was suggested that next session an earlier start should be made
with the meetings, and, if the necessary support was forthcoming,
they should, if possible, be held fortnightly.

Major T. Rich, O.B.E., then delivered a lecture upon 'Electricity
on the Western Front," which was highly appreciated.

Liverpool Sub-Centre.—The first annual general meeting was
held at Liverpool on April 2i;th, at which the new committee for

the session 1920-21 was elected, and the ,iunual report presented.
The meeting was followed by a smoking concert. The report
states that five general meetings have been held with an average
attendance of IQj'. It is recommended that the Liverpoal area
should be defined by straight lines between the following towns :

—
Southport, Prestatyn, Wrexham, Warrington, Wigan. and back to
Southport. Southport and Wigan are at present included in the
Preston area, but the members are to be invited to decide which
sub-Centre they wish to become attached. The total number of
members (including students) has inoreasetl from 220 in November.
1919. to 291 up to April, 1920.

Birmingham Metallurgical Society.—The subject of "Refrac-
tories and the Electric Furnace," was discussed by Mr. P. S.

Devebeu.x, before the Society on April 15th. Dealing with the
higher refractories, he pointed out that the rapid development and

rate of adoption of the electric furnace had been phenomenal, but

urged that it was greatly retarded by want of suitable refractories.

Only such materials as pure silicon carbide (SiC). fused alumina
(A|20,), sintered magnesia (MgO), fused spinel (MgO A,20,).

crystalline sillimainte (A|20, SiO.,), and calcined zirconia (ZRO,),

would meet the excessively high temperatures required, and have
at the same time the many other desired heat, strength, and
dielectric properties. Which of these refractory materials would
be most suitaole for a given case would be much more dependent

on physical than on chemical conditions, and the desired physical

properties could be obtained with greater certainty with such

refractories than with such materials as clay, bauxite, or calcined

magnesite, in which the physico-chemical reactions were only

partially completed in the finished refractory product. Fused
alumina was also an electric furnace product being manufactured
from bauxite and carbon. The great advantage of bricks made
from this material over those made of unfused alumina was the

absence ol shrinkage combined with high resistance to abrasion

and slags. Magnesia spinel (MgO A|20;, ) did not soften until a

temperature of 2,135° C. was attained, its entectics with MgO and
A|20:, melting at 2,030 and 1,925 C. respectively. Pure magnesia
did not liquefy until a temperature of 2,800 C. was attained. If

any quantit es of alumina, no matter how small and not exceeding

70 per cent., be mixed with the magnesia, the liquefactiou

temperature dropped from 2,800 to 2,030° C. By mixing together

magnesia and alumina in'the proportion of 72 of A12O3 to 28 of

magnesia, the compound magnesium aluminate would form even

at temperatures considerably below its melting point. Refractories

might, added Mr. Devereux, help in the conservation of fuel. In

a high temperature furnace or kiln where the internal temperature

required was higher than the refractory lining would withstand, it

was customary to protect this lining by artificial cooling, either by

means of air or water. Such artificial cooling resulted in a great

waste of heat, and a corresponding greater consumption of fuel.

The ideal arrangement would be to cover the outside of the furnace

with a goo 1 thermal insulator so as to retain the heat in the

furnace. Tie development of refraitory materials which would
permit the thermal insulation of industrial furnaces would result

in an enormojs fuel saving.

Warrington Electrical Society. —The inaugural meeting will be

held on Friday, 30th inst., at the Pelican Hotel, Warrington. A
comprehensive programme of lectures of an educational nature is

being arranged.

Iron and Steel Institute.—Responding to the toast of '' Kindretl

Associations," at the annual dinner of the Staffordshire Iron and

Steel Institute, at Dudley, on Saturday, Dr. C. C. Garrard, chairman

of the South Midland Centre of the I.E.E., said the electrical

engineering triide was indispensable to the iron and steel manu-
facturer. That was shown during the war, and he believed he was
correct in saying that there were installed during the war more
electrical rolling mills than the total number that existed before

the war. The electrical manufacturer was not getting the number
of steel forgings and the like that he wanted, and the future of

electrical engineering depended upon his ability to gtt an adequate

sapply of these materials. The industry at the present time stood

in great danger owing to the scarcity of these essentials, and to

the high prices. He had no doubt there were good reasons for the

increased prices, but steel plates had gone up four times and

forgings for electrical machinery three times. They were being

invited by everybody in authority to increase exports, in which

direction the question of prices was a very important one. Before

the war there was considerable competition from Germany in

exports, and now the war was over it was still a very difficult

proposition, but the competition had passed from the old world to

the new. There was no doubt in his mind that the cost of elec-

trical machinery in America was less than in this covmtry at the

present time. The future, he was afraid, was dark. They had

the workman continually asking for increased wages in his

endeavour to keep up with the increased cost of living, and

perhaps they could hardly blame him for that. On the other

hand, they had the manufacturer content to go on increasing his

prices, not only for iron and steel, inflating his capital to the

increased level of prices, and hoping that something would turn up

to avert the Nemesis that was in front of them. They had got to

increase their exports. Some people thought the Government

would provide the solution, but he had little faith in that. He
thought it w.as up the manufacturers themselves. They repre-

sented the knowledge, the intelligence, and the experience, and

they had got to provide the solution. He thought such Institutes

should discuss the commercial as well as the technical side of the

matter. They were continually told they must increase productiop,

but they must come forward with concrete proposals. It seemed

to him that if manufacturers, engineers, and ironmasters, could get

together and appoint Commissions it would be the best way out.

The Commissions should consist of the best brains in industry, to

suggest how production costs could be decreased. The key of the

solution was co-operation, and he was certa.n it would be best for

the country and for themselves. If they did not do this it would

be forced upon them either by fast-declining trade or the advent

of a Socialist Government, neither of which alternatives they

wanted.
Society of Chemical Industry.-On Friday lastat a conference of

the Chemical Engineering Group of this society at Birmingham Uni-

versity, Mr. H. Blyth read a paper on "Modern High-Speed Electric

Telpherage and its Applications in Chemical Works," giving details

as to the invention, early application, and development of electrical

telpherage in the United Kingdom, with notes on contemporary

progress abroad. Mr. H. J. H. King spoke on " Pneumatic Con-

veying of Coal and Similar Substances "

; Captain C. J. Goodwin

on " Portable Conveyors and Transporting Trucks "
;
Mr. Gordon S.
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LaytoQ OQ " Pneumatic OonTeyin; of Granular Substances "
; Mr.

A. E. Marshall on " The Development and Use of Labour-saving
Devices in the American Chemical Industry "

; Mr. H. Varndall on
"The Importanco of the Mechanical Handling of Material in its

Relation to Production Costa." " Automatic WeighinK and Filling

Machines for Liquids " was the subject of a paper by Mr. H. F.

Broadhurst.

Edinburgh Electrical Society.—On April 21st. Mr. J. McEwan
Brown, of the Post Otlice Telephone Service, lectured to the above
society on " Telephones. ' The paper was illustrated by diagrams
and apparatus, and dealt chiefly with the development of the tele-

phone. The theory of phantom circuits was explained in an
interesting manner, and discussed by the members.
On Saturday, April 24th. the society visited the works of Messrs.

Bruce Peebles la Co.. Ltd., at East Pilton, and was much impressed
with the variety, size, and quantity of the machines in process of

bii'ding for home and export use.

The annual meeting of the society, which is the last of this

session, will be held at the Philosophical Institute on Wednesday,
May 12th, when the council will be elected and prizes distributed.

Mr. G. M. Chapman has left the War Department employ
at Aldershot, where he was a, shift engineer, to take up an
appointment with a large industrial concern in Kent. Mr.
F. Philp, also until recently employed on the staff at the

central electric power station, Aldershot, has entered the
Bervice of Winchest-er Corporation electricity department.

Mr. \V. C. C.\MERON is leaving the staff of the central elec-

tric power station, Aldershot Command, where he has been
a shift engineer for the past 14 months, in order to take up
a position with the Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Co.
Mr. A. M.ARKS has been appointed representative for Messrs.

Albert Lee & Co.. Ltd., in the Southern and Eastern Counties
in the place of Mr. \V. P. Kerr, who has been transferred as
representative for the North of England.

Will The late Mr. E. N. Jackson, chairman of P. R.
Jackson & Co., Ltd., of Salford, left ;ei28,330 gross and
i'93,178 net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES RHQISTERED.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Ikt Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Eleotbical Review posted as to their mnvetne/Us.

Stepney B.C. Fmance and Parliamentary Committee, on
the recommendation of the General Purposes, Staff and Edu-
cation Committee, recommends that in lieu of the inclusive

salary now being paid to the borough electrical engineer and
manager, Mr. N\ . C. P. Tappeh, he be paid an inclusive Hat
rate salary of ±'1,7U0 per annum as from April 1st, that the
salary be in full discharge of all existing or future bonuses
unless and until the cost of living further increases to at least

1(30 per cent, over pre-war tigures as shown by the B.CJ.T.

retui-ns. The salary, according to the scale of the A.E.E.
of Great Britain would be ±'1,705; the present salary of the
electrical engineer is f1,200.

Dover Corporation has granted the following increases of
salary to officials at the electricity works : Chief engineer, to

j6530, including £2iO bonus; chief assistant engineer, to ±'400;

mains engineer, to ±300; all from April 1st last.

The following appointments have been made in connection
with the Tasmanian State hydroelectric department. Mr.
Butters, the chief engineer and general manager was leaving
on a business visit to America and England, and Mr. F. M.
NichoU (who for some years was in charge of electricity sta-
tions in England, and afterwards was chief of the Kolar Gold-
fields) was appointed deputy chief engineer and general man-
ager. Mr. R. Morse was appointed engineer for electrical
designs; Mr. F. W. Echlin is supply and transport superin-
tendent; Mr. E. F. Du Rieu was appointed engineer for
electrical construction; Mr. C. C. Halkyard will, at an early
date, take up the duties of engineer-in-charge of hydraulic
design.? in addition to present hydraulic de.-i;:ning, estimating,
and survey work, so as to free Mr. -\. H. Bastow from everj-
thing but construction in the field. Mr. Bastow, civil en-
gineer, will relinquish the design side of hydraulic work and
concentrate upon construction work.
Captain J. Hdxtixgtox has been appointed district manager

for Bristol and the South-West of England by Messrs. Simplex
Conduits, Ltd. He joined the firm IS years ago. In the
early days of the war he took a commission, saw much active
service, was mentioned in despatches, and gazetted captain.
He rejoined his old firm in 1919.

Rochdale Corporation Electricity Committee proposes that
the salary of the electrical engineer. Mr. F. H. Rudd, be
increased from ±500 to ±700 jier annum, with further in-
creases of ±50 next year and ±50 in 19'2-2. The Tramways
Committee recommends that the salary of the general man-
ager, Mr. G. Webster, be increased from ±600 to ±800 per
year.

Mr. J. E. LiLLEKER and Mr. C. H. Jessop, members of the
Rotherham Corporation electricitv staff, who are leaving,
have been presented by their colleacues with a gold watch
and a case of Treasury notes respectively.
Mr. C. H. Barrett, of Wendover, has been appointed mains

assistant at the Aylesbury Corporation electricitv works.
Mr. T. Turner has been appointed by the Boa'rd of Trade

secretarv to the Water Power Resources Committee in the
place of Mr. R. T. G. French, who will continue to assist in
the work of the Committee so far as his new duties as secre-
tary to the Electricity Commission will permit. Mr. Turner's
address is : Board of Trade Offices. Great George Street,
S.W.I.
Mr. C. T. Wilkinson-. London manager of the Milliken

Manufac4;arin? Svndicate, has been appointed by President
Townley. of the .American LE.E.. on the recommendation of

Mr. E. B. Mever, Chairman of the Transmission and Distri-

bution Committee, to membership of that committee, an
honour which we believe has not been conferred on any other
«ngin«er outside tb» United States.

Locomobile Engineering Co., Ltd. (166,717).—Private
company. Kegiitered .Ajirjl 21sl. Capiul, £oUU in £1 shares. To carry on
the business of general, motor and electrical engineers, blaclismiths, copper
and tin smiths, manufacturers of and dealers in motors, &c. The first

directors are: G. W. Capewell, 56, RawclilTe Road, Walton, Liverpool; Fred.
Ambler; Frank Ambler, 136, Carisbrooke Road, Walton, Liverpool, motor
haulage contractor. Registered o.ffice : 444, Eastbourne Street, Aintree, Liver-
pool.

Wm, Anderton & Co., Ltd. (166,308).—Private company.
Registered April 12th. Capital, £o,OUU in fl shares. To take over the busi-

ness of electrical engineers, &c., carried on bj W., C, and T. Anderton at

16 and 18, Fenney Street and 2, Cornett Street, Higher liroughton, Man-
chester, and the Promenade, Rhos.on-Sea, North Wales, as " William Ander-
ton & Co." The first directors are; W. Anderton, King's Mount, Rhos Road,
Rhos-on-Sca, Colwjn Bay; C. Anderton, Hazel Bank, Singleton Road,
Kersal; T. Anderton, Hill Crescent, Singleton Road, Kersal. Solicitor: F.
Wins, 22, Booth Street, MatKhester.

Spanish and General Corporation, Ltd. (166,682).

—

Registered April lath. Capital, fJUU.UuU in £1 shares. To take over the

business of the Spanish and General Wireless Trust, Ltd. (in liquidation), to

acquire, hold, seil and turn to account shares and securities of any company
established in the U.K., the British Colonies or dependencies, Spain or any
other foreign country, &c. The first directors are : Godfrey C. Isaacs, Lyne
Grove, \'irginia U'ater ; .-Mfonso Marconi, "5, Harley House. Regent's Park,
N.W.; Capt. M. H. P. R. Sankey, 57, Castlebar Road, Ealing; S. F. St.

Jermain Steadman, 4, Clever Road, N.W'.B. Qualification. ilOU. Remunera-
tion, jKOO each per annum, with an additional £200, divided between them,
for every 1 per cent, above 5 per cent, distributed as dividend on the ordi-

nary shares. Secretary : H. W. Corby. Solicitors : Coward and Hawksley,
Sons and Chance, 30, Mincing Lane, E.C. Registered office : Marconi House,
Strand, W.C.

A. Spooner & Co., Ltd. (166,602).—Private company.
Registered .\pril 19th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of electricians, electrical, motor, mechanical, telephone, heating, venti-

lating, consulting and general engineers. &c. The first directors are : A.
Peel. 239, Manchester Road, Nelson; \V. Ramsbottom, 34, Rock Mount,
Whalley Road, Accrington; J. Ramsbottom, 19, Owen Street, .Accrington

;

A. Spooner, 49, Aitken Street. Accrington. Secretarv : W. Ramsbottom.
Registered office : 96, Whalley Road, .Accrington.

Amalgamated Firms, Ltd. (166,503).—Registered .\pril
16th. Capital, £200,000 in £1 shares. To carry on Uie business of electricians,

ulator manufacturers, manufacturers of electrical applii

suppli<

clerks.

of

sha

Minii

:ily and electrical machinery, &c. The subscribers (each

re: \V. L. Hodges, The Twining, Grove Park, S.E.,

?n, 45, Morley Road, Lewisham, S.E., clerk; and five

ash subscription, £7. The subscribers are to appoint the

;itor : E. C. Simmons, 12, Finch Lane, E.C.

. 254. West' George
re : \V. Bennett, R. Simple
George Street, Glasgow.

-Registered April 16th.

Magstarlite, Ltd. (166,583).—Private company. Regis-
tered April 17th. Capital, £2,500 in £1 shares. To take over, as from April

12th, 1920, the undertaking of P. G. Broom and T. Cartledge, trading as the
" Magstarlite," and to carry on the business of mechanical and electrical

engineers, manufacturers and patentees of magnetos, car lighting sets,

dvnanios, insulators, accumulators. &x. The first directors are: P. G. Broom,
18 Avonwick Road, Heston, Hounslow; T. Cartledge. 284, Bath Road,
Hounslow; H. R, Harris (secretary), 4ti, Agamemnon Road. West Hampstead.
Registered office : 22, Western Broadway, King Street, W.6.

Bennett & Rutherford, Ltd. (11,134).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh April 14th. Capital. £10,000 in £1 shares. To take
over the business of mechanical and electrical engineers, merchants, agents

and manufacturers and suppliers of electric current carried on by \V. Bennett
and R. Simple at 254, West George Street, Glasgow, as " Bennett and
Rutherford." The subscribers (each with one share) are : W. Bennett, 254.

West George Street, Glasgow, electrical engineer; R. Simple, 179, \Vest

George Street, Glasgow, engineer; A. S. Patersc

Glasgow, electrical engineer. The first directors

and A. S. Pat£rson. Registered office : 254, We:

Kendall & Gent, Ltd. (166,527
Capital, £150.000 in £1 shares. To take over the business ol machine tool

makers carried on by Kendall & Gent, Ltd., at Victoria W'orks, Gorton,
Manchester. The first directors are: A. H. Baldwin, Southernhay, West
Didsbury, Manchester; E. Harper, 12, Sandeleigh Avenue, Withington. .Man-

chester; J. Westall. Cedar Villa, Highfield, Gorton, Manchester; A. Tongue.
Ua Vince House. Eccles; F. C. Mosley, Crumpsall Grove, Crumpsall, Man-
chester; C. E. H. Baldwin, Southernhay, West Didsbury, Manchester. Secre-
tary ; J. M.nguire. Registered oftice : Victoria W'orks, Williams Road, Gorton,
Manchester.

Telephos, Ltd. (166,495).—Registered April 15th. Capital
£30.000 in 35.652 ordinary and 40,000 '' A " preference and 44.348 " B "

preference shares of 5s. each. To adopt an agreement with the Telephos
Domestic and Street Lighting Co., Ltd., and H. H. Foster, the liquidator
for the acquisition ol certain rights and property referred to therein, to light,

extinguish and control at a distance all kinds of gas. to light with gas,
electricity or other illuminating means or appliances, roads, streets, houses,
shops, buildings, railways and wharves, &c. The first directors are : A.
St. J. Cooke. 40a, Hvde Park Gate, S.W'.7 (director. Gas and Coke Ovens,
Ltd., &c.); Sir James Heath, Bt., Oxenden Hall. -Market Harborough (director,
English Oilfields, Ltd.); F. W. Wright. 6 Vale Avenue, Chelsea, S.W.
(director, Cowie Harbour Coal Co., Ltd.); A. E. Broadberrv, Ellerslie, Buck-
hurst Hill, Essex: J. H. Swinson. 44. Oxford Mansions. W. Minimum cash
subscription. 7 sharet. Secretaries: C. L. Anderson & Co Regittered office:

W5-6-9, Silisbury Houx, E.C.
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Turner Brothers Asbestos Co., Ltd. (166,685).—Private
company. Registered April l»th. Capilal. 1100 in £1 shares. To acquire

tha business of a company of similar name, in,;orporated in 1899 and now
in liquidation, and to carry on the same and any other business for the lime

bting acquired or carried on by this company for the benefit and under the

control of Turner & Newall, Ltd., who are the permanent managers. Ilie

first directors are: Sir Sam Turner, Chaseley, Rochdale; R. Turner, Dcne-
hurst, Rochdale; C. H. Turner, Kalinge Corner, Rochdale; S. Turner, jun..

Spring Bank, Uamford Rochdale; R. H. Turner, Thrum Hall, Rochdale (all

directors of Turner, Newall & Co., Ltd., Samuel Turner Si Co., Ltd., and
.\sbeslos and Electrical Kittings Co.. Ltd.). Solicitors : Jackson & Co., Roch-
dale. Secretary : H. S. Howorth. Registered otfice ; Woodland Road, Spot-

land, Rochdale.

Newall's Insulation Co., Ltd. (166,700).—Private com-
pany. Registered April 19th. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To acquire the

business of a company of same name, incorporated in 1908 and now in

liquidation, and to carry on the same and any other business for the time

being acquired or carried on by this company for the benefit and under the

control of Turner & Newall, Ltd., who are the permanent managers. The
lirsl dirc.tors are: !•". S. Newall, Castle Hill, Wvlam. Northumberland; G.

S. Newalt, Sunniside, Hexham, Northumberland; N. D. Newall, Low Warden,
Hexham, Northumberland; M. Robson, The Cedars, Lyndhurst Ro.id, Benton.

Northumberland. The two first named are directors of the Washington
Chemical Co., Ltd.. and Turner & Newall, Ltd.. and K. S. Newall is also a

director of various electrical and other companies. Registered office ; -Wood-
land Ro.ad, Spotland, Rochdale.

Coventry Automatic Telephones, Ltd. (166.7o2>.—Private
company. Registered April •23rd. Capital, £UO,000 in £1 shares. To acquire

the benefit of certain inventions relating to automatic telephone systems,

exchanges or apparatus, to adopt agreements (1) with the North Electric

Manufacturing Co., of Gallon, Ohio, U.S.A., F. R. McBerty and K. B.

Miller, and (2) with the General Electric Co.. Ltd., Feel-Conner Telephone
Works, Ltd., and M. S. Conner; to carry on (with due regard in the U.K.
to any exclusive or other rights for the time being vested in H.M. Postmaster.

General) the business of a telephone, telegr;iph and electric light, heat and
power supply company, controllers of telephone exchanges, &c. Nominated
directors: M. S. Conner. Copsewood, Grange Stoke, Coventry; J. Fraser, 31.

Copthall Avenue. E.C.; H. T. Wells, 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. ; F. R.
McBertv, Gallon, Ohio. U.S.A.; K. B. Miller. Galion, Ohio, U.S.A. M. S.

Conner,' J. Fraser and H. P. Wells and any directors appointed in their

places by the General Electric Co., Ltd., are permanent. F. R. McBerty and
K. B. Miller and any directors appointed in their places by the North Electric

Manufacturing Co. may hold office so long as that company retains £7,500
ordinary shares. Secretary : P. P. Kipping. Registered office : 71a, Queen
N'ictoria Street, E.C.

F. W. Bland & Co., Ltd. (J66,755).—Private company.
Registered April 23rd. Capital. £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the busi-

ness of an electrical and mechanical engineer carried on by F. W. Bland
at 68, Crosby Street, Maryport, Cumbeiland, as " F. W. Bland." The first

directors are : I". W. Bland (permanent managing director), 27, Coronation
Street, Maryport; R. B. Ritson. Kirkby House, Maryport; R. Ferguson, 14.

Church Street, Maryport; E. Prior. 13, Curzon Street, Maryport. Qualifica-

tion. £50. Secretary : E. Prior. Registered office : 68. Crosby Street, Mary-
port.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Woodbridge and District Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars of £7,50U debentures created February 9th, 1920. Present issue £50.

fVoperty charged : the company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capilal. No trustees.

Trafford Power and Light Supply (1902), Ltd.—Satis-
faction in full of debentures dated June ablh, 1915, and June lOlh, 1918,

securing £15,000 and £50,000 respectively.

Heme Bay Gas and Electricity Co., Ltd.—Mortgage or
charge, by way of resolutTon, dated August 10th, 1911, to secure £9,600 de-

benture stock charged on company's undertaking. No trustees. (Registered

April 16th, 1920, pursuant to Order of Court.)

New Traft'ord Engineering Co., Ltd.—First mortgage
debenture dated .\pril 8th, la20, to secure £15,000, charged on the company's
undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Holders : U. A. Prosser and C. M. Jeram, 190-2, Portland Street, W.

Premier Electric Welding Co. (Swansea), Ltd. (166,422).
—Private company. Registered April 14th. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares.

To carry on the business indicated by the title. The subscribers (each with

one share) are: J. G. de C. Coke. Bank Buildings, St. James Street, S.W.;

A. L. Haggerty, Bank Buildings. St. James Street. S.W. The subscribers

are to appoint the first directors. Solicitors : Bircham & Co., 46, Parliament

Street, S.W.

James Scott, Ltd.—Equitable mortgage charged on cer-

tain freehold land and premises at Knowsley Road, Bootle, Lanes., dated

March 22nd, 1920, to secure all monevs due or to become due from company
to Bank of Liverpool and Marlins, Ltd., not exceeding £12,000.

Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated Marcli
31st, 19'20, to secure all monevs due or to become due from company to

London Joint City and Midland Bank, Ltd., charged on V:iuxhall Works,

South Lambeth Road, S.W.

Staffordshire Electrical Accessories Co., Ltd.—Debenture
dated April 8th, 1920, to secure £1,735 charged on company's undertaking

and property, including uncalled capital. Holders : H. F. Howells. 40, Lich-

field Street, Hanley.

Fredk. R. Butt & Co., Ltd Charge on 10, Devonshire
Grove, Old Kent Road, S.E.. dated April 8th, 1920, to secure all moneys due

or to become duo from company to London Joint City and Midland Bank, Ltd.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. B. Garcke jjresided at the annual
Brush meeting on Monday. He said that the

Electrical balance sheet .showed a further .substantial

Engineering improvement in the position of the com-
Co., Ltd. pany. The gro.ss profit amounted to

£Q!27,i66, compared with £159, '254 in the

pret;ediug year. The general charges had increased from

je22,8'29 to £25,352, The net profits were iJ148,685, an in-

crease of £57,687. He wished to repeat a statement that he

roade at the liaet meeting wheji he saitj ^hat if in future they

were able to declare dividends at what might be regarded a<

high rates, it should be borne in mind that the capital was
small in relation to the size of the undertaking, and the

volume of business now done. It was a small capital because

it was written down drastically at a time when it was im-

possible to earn profits in this country by the manufacture
of electrical apparatu.s, because of the legislative and fiscal con-

ditions then obtaining. The sum of ibo.CXX) which they were
carrying forward might apjtear large, but they had to pro'vide

for excess profits duty. The output from the works during

the year under review had been large in both the rolling stock

and the engineering departments, and the amount of work
in hand and the number of orders flowing m were consider-

able. The improvement in the business was due mainly to the

tlevelopment of their standard lines of manufacture, and only

to a small extent to residual war orders. Immediately on the

signing of the armistice in November, 1918, they took in

hand the change over from the production of war material

on which they were then exclusively engaged, to industrial

work, with the result that they were quickly in a [position

to resume their normal manufactures. Such extensions a.i

they were able to carry out during the war had been adapted
as far as possible for the purposes of their normal business,

but they had proved to be quite insufficient to meet the

increasing demands made upon them. During 1919 they had
increased their capacity for building railway, tramway, and
other rolling stock, and they were still improving and adding

to their facilities in that department. On the engineering

aide there had been great development in the order.s for

Brush-Ljungstrom turbo alternators and auxiliaries, and the

demand for that plant was now only limited by their capacity

to sujiply. The orders received this year exceeded by more
than 75 per cent, those for the corresponding period of 1919,

and already they amounted to more than half the total for the

whole of that year, which was in itself a record year.^ After

careful consideration of the whole situation, the directors

had authorised the erection of a large additional factory to

be devoted to the economical production of Bru.sh-T;jungstrom

electrical power sets. The transformer branch of the business

had also grown very much, and they had put up a large new
shop to help their production of transformers, which they

hoped would be in full operation in the course of the next
three or four months. .Additional buildings and plant were
of little use if they were not able to command sufficient labour
and they were experiencing great difficulty in attracting work-
men and their families because of the lack of housing facilities.

,

That was a very real difficulty at Loughborough, and it wa.s

clear that they must help themselves if they were to derive

early benefit from the extensions they had in hand. To th.it

end they had acquired a suitable site of six acres near the
works on which they propo.sed to erect a substantial number
of houses to meet their more pressing requirements. They
had been much handicapi^ed by labour unrest, and the con-
tinual advance in wages and materials. The uncertainties as

to labour conditions and as to cost affected their contracts
seriously. They, of course, covered themselves as far as they
could against those contingencies, but it was not sati.sfactory

either to themselves or their customers not to be able to carry
out their contracts at firm prices, and it was to be hoixid
that more settled conditions would soon be established in

order to permit of the resumption of normal terms of contract.
The moulders' strike had been far-reaching in its effects on
production, which had also suffered by the general shortage
of labour and by the stand taken by the trade unions again.st

overtime being worked except in cases of special urgency.
All their various extensions to factory and other buildings,

plant, and tools obviously called for more capital, and the
increase in the volume of business also required a larger work-
ing capital. They had, therefore, decided to increase the
authorised capital of the company from £'3.5.3.000 to £600,000.
That would take the form of ordinary shares, and arrange-
ments for the issue were now under consideration. In making
the issue, the interests of the existing shareholders, both
ordinary and debenture stockholders, would be protected, in

the sense that applications from them would receive pre-

ferential consideration in the allotment of the new shares.

In view, however, of the fact that some of the company's
profits had from time to time been carried to a general re-

st^rve fund and spent on extensions, or otherwise employed
in the business, and more especially in view of the heavy
writing down of the capital in former years, the directors

thought it only right before making jny new capital issue

and admitting new shareholders into a participation in the
profits, that the bulk of the general reserve fund should be
capitalised and di.stributed on a cent, per cent, basis to the

holders of the existing ordinary stock. As to the future, it

was full of hope for thein. Some years ago when the com-
pany was in dire distre.ss, the board took off their coats and
put their shoulders to the wheel with a determination to get

the cart out of the mire. It was a heavy task, and took_a.

long time, but it had been accomplished, and they felt satis-

fied that they were now on the high rn:iil to prosperity, anil

that with the recollection of past adversity deeplv rooted in

their minds, they had good guarantee that in the future tbey

would keep to the centre of th« road.

Subsequently an extraordinary general meeting was held,

at which a resolution was agreed to empowering the board (0

oftpita,lise part of the undivided! profits of the company. "•
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Mr. F. K. Qripper presided at the recent

Bromley (Kent) annual meeting. He referred to the sub-

Electric Light stantial iiuprovemeut over the previous

and Power vear. Costs had risen, but there had been

Co., Ltd. ii diL-idcd increase in output and consump-

tion. There was a considerable number of

new consumers, and tlic wirinii department had been busy

during the whole of the period. The result of removal of

rationing would be showu more fully during I'J'JO. They

obtained authoritv for the maximum rate to be increased from

Sd to yd., but the additional charge was only in force tor

three months of the year. Durmg the past few years they

had been unable to make substantial provision for the reserve

fund. On coming to renew the plant, Ac, the cost would

be double what was on the books at the present time. Bulk

supply was to be taken from the West Kent Power Co. to

supplement their own. .\ supplementary supply would be

an advantage, and w^ould save additional expenditure that

they would otherwise have to deal with before long.

Mr. Douglas Vickers, M.P.. presided at

Vickers, Ltd. the annual meeting, held at Shefdeld on

iSnd inst. He referred to the acquisition

since the last meeting of the Metropolitan Wagon A- Carriage

Co., Taylor Bros. & Co., and \N . T. Glover & Co. He briefly

mentioned the new industries that they had taken up to

replace the production of armaments, and to the purchase

jointlv with the iletropohtan Co. of the controlling interest

in the British Westinghouse Co., with its connections in

Erance and Italy. The name was subsequently changed to

the Metropohtan-Vickers Electrical Co. Relations with the

American Westinghouse Co.^ however, still continued on the

most intimate and friendly lines, and further, connections

had been made with Brown, Boveri lS; Co., the well-known

Swiss electrical firm. With this combination they would

have the benefit of a world-wide experience in the design of

a large range of materials which had been proved to suit

both Euroiwan practice and that ot other countries. The
electrical ^^orks of the company were very full of work, and

the present prospects were excellent. Sheffield works would

share, as certain sections of the material will be made there.

As far as Mckers' other interests were concerned, the Barrow

works had been extremely busy with shipbuilding, and they

had every reason to supixtse that they would continue to be
so for some time to come. Contracts for a term of years

had been made with the Cunard and other companies. The
first of the Cunarders had been launched, and another one

had been laid down. The Barrow works was also building

a large number of oil tankers, fitted with internal combustion
engines of their own tyije. On the engineering side of these

works also they were repairing and reboilering a large number
of locomotive engines, and were making several different

types of machinery, so that this section also was well provided

w'ith work.. The company's Crayford works were increasing

their output of sewing machines satisfactorily, and were also

helping the Wolseley Co. by manufactiu-ing certain standard

motor-car elements for them. The firm's works at Ipswich
had been transfened to a subsidiary company, formed jointly

with Fetters. Ltd., for the manufacture of medium-sized
internal combustion engines. These works were very busy.

The number of workmen employed b\- the firm had decreased
very much from that employed during the war, which, at

one time, rose to 107.0U0 in the company's factories, including
the Wolseley Co. It had now got down to about 44,00(1. of

which 3,600 were women. These figures did not include the
Metropolitan Co., Taylor Bros., Glovers, or Metropolitan-
Vickers' interests. Taking the yeai- as a whole, it had been
one of extreme difficulty, due to changes in trade, shortage
of materials, reduction in working hours, and rejieated in-

creases in wages. For a long time customers held off. think-
ing that prices would go down, and they were late in reali.sing

that there was no prospect of this for some time to come.
Manufacturers also were unable to quote firm prices for work
of any magnitude, owing to the continued rises of wages and
materials. In addition to this, there was an almost universal
restless spirit, and in many branches the output was at first

very low. The year ended unfortunately with the moulders'
strike, which lasted many weeks, and, in the end, was throw-
ing many of the firm's engineers out of employment through
want ot machining material. Happily, this strike ended early
this year, and the general opinion was that there was a

marked improvement iu the spirit of the workers amona all

classes, and it appeared as if 192(.* was proceeding, and likely to

continue, under very much more satisfactory conditions. The
s[ieaker alluded in some detail to their continued inabihty
to publish the accounts. Some negotiations with the Govern-
ment were outstanding even for 1916. The negotiations were
proceeding amicably, and they had no reason to suppose that
they would not be fairly treated.

Mr. J. B. Hamilton presided at the an-
Bath Electric nual meetine, in London, last week. He
Tramwavs, Ltd. said that like all statutorv undertakings

they had had n difficult vear. They
had bt-<-ii beltk-d \i\ the hue vf-ather. Owing to this

fact and to their being able in .^pril last vear to obtain
powers to increase fares the total revenue had been increased
by ^7,344 to ^6100.000. The expenses increased by £34,035,
leaving an excess surplus over the previous year of £3,300,

but they wero bound to deduct the cost of some renewato.

Then- increase in fares was made under a temporary Act.

After referring to the wage and hours of labour demands, and

to meetings that were taking place last week in regard to

such demands, the siieaker said that a further Act to keep

alive the previous increase in charges and extend its powers

had p;issed second reading in the House of Commons, and

if pjisscd the directors hoped to place the position before the

Ministrv so that their petition would be granted. The under-

taking had been in oi>eration for 16 to 17 years, and within

the next two or three } ears—perhaps earlier—they would

liave to spend upon the track sums equal to 2i times what

it cost to lay the original track. On this account he would

not be satisfied until they had doubled the amount of £45,000

standing to the contingencies and renewals account. Another

reason for not paying the dividend on the preferred ordinary

shares was to be" found in the terms of their Act regarding

higher fares. The directors contemplated the formation of a

subsidiary company to take over the motor omnibus and

char-a-banc busmess. If they did .so the shares would be

oft'ered in the first instance to the shareholders of Bath Tram-
wavs, Ltd. TTie motor company would pay a considerable

portion of the capital in cash to the tramway which would

have the necessary funds to carry out the necessary renewals.

Mr. A. F. Berry presided at the annual

British Electric meeting on April iOth. He said that they

Transformer had carried out large extensions to the

Co., Ltd. buildings at Hayes, and purchased free-

hold land for future developments. The

gross profit on trading had increased by nearly £-28.000. The

profit was over 70 per cent, more than that ol the previous

vear—the issued capital had been increased by over 60 per

cent.—and the position disclosed in the accounts w'as highly

satisfactory. Referring to the di\idend of 10 per cent., and

bonus of 2^ per cent, on the ordinary shares, he said he

hoped it might be possible, when the company got well into

its post-war stride, to do something still better for the ordinary

shareholders, who had so willingly agreed to improve the

fixed preference dividend. In regard to the new issue of

capital, he said that shareholders sometimes felt that they

alone should lie giveji an opportunity of taking further shares,

and these holding shares in this company would undoubtedly

feel that the present opportunity was even better than that

which the directors were able to aii'ord for investment last

year, but the directors desired as large a body of shareholders

as possible, and were particularly interested to receive the

applications of those who were in any way connected with

the electrical, engineering, or alUed industries, as such share-

holders, particularly the small active ones, could and did

help them in then business, to which they lent considerable

strength. So far as could be seen, it would not be necessary

to issue any further shares for some time to come. Replying

to a question by a shareholder, the chairman said that in

connection with the transformer business they were inundated

with orders from all over the world. They had orders booked

to the absolute limit of their present producing power, and
saw no limit to the demand for their product. They had
practically completed the building operations which they

determined upon and started as soon as possible after the

armistice. The issue they were making was a large one,

namely, £325,C)00, and the directors con.sidered it was a wise

policy, par-ticularly in these times, to have it underwritten,

especially as the issuing hou.se were very nearly presenting

the company with their ser\ices.

The first annual report (1919) states that

English the balance to the credit of profit and loss

Electric Co., Ltd. account (including certain undistributed

profits ou subsidiary companies at January

1st, 1919) is £410,835. Debenture interest and trustees' fees

absorb £23,943: expenses of debenture issue, £115,660; pre-

liminary expenses, £17,385; transfer to capital reserve,

i'100,00b: preference dividend 6 per cent., less tax, £79,842;

balance to carry forward £45,302. The company is. for the

time being, a iiolding one. deriving its profits in the main
from dividends on shares fioni its subsidiary companies. It

has always been, and still is. the intention of the directors

to consolidate the different constituents into one manufac-
turing entity, but the process is slow, especially at the

present time. During the greater part of the year under
review the several work's were occupied in the conversion

of the plant from war conditions to those suitable for com-
mercial requirements. As this company owns the whole of

the shares of the Coventry Ordnance Works. Ltd.. and the

Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., the directors have
been able to transfer from these companies sufficient of their

imdivided profits at January 1st. 1919, to permit of the

writing-off of the whole of the discount on, and expenses of,

the debenture issue, and of the preliminarv expenses of the

company, as well as the settina aside of £100,000 to capital

reserve account. During the vear. neaotiations for the pur-

chase of the Siemens Dynamo Works at Stafford were brought
to n satisfactory conclu.sioii, but as jmssession was obtained

only at the besiuuing of Di-oeuiber. no pidfits have been

taken iu from that 8<jurie Since the beginnim.' of 1920. an

opportunity has occurred for the disposal of the Scotstouu

works belonaina to the Coventrv Ordnance Co. on terms
which the directors consider satisfactory. The works, there-

fore, now controlled and operated by the English Electric Co.
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aie as follows : Dick, Kerr Works, Preston ; Ordnance Works,
Coventry; Phoenix Works, Bradford; Sieujens Works, Staf-

ford, and Willans Works, Paigby, and the products cover all

classes of electrical and allied machinery. The moulders'
strike has materially reduced output, and its effects are still

liampering production. The position of the company's order

book is good, and the directors hope that, given the absence
of further labour disorganisation, satisfactory result.ij will be
realised. During the year Sir John A. 1'". Aspinall and I.ord

Meston joined the board.

Tlie tiociite dca Cables LUccliiques hus

French declared a dividend at the rate of (54.70 frs.

Companies. per ordinary share for 1919, founder shares

receiving '2^^ frs. each.

The Hocitite A/tunymc pour ia Fabricatiun des Aiipareils dc

Chauffage par I'Electricite, whose general meeting was held

recently at Lyons, decided to pay a dividend of 70 frs. net per

share.

The Societii Ccnfralf pour Industrie Electrique reports

net protits of 1,049,000 frs. in 1919, as contrasted with 888,000

frs. in the previous year. A dividend at the rate of 26 frs.

per share has been sanctioned, being the .same as in 1918.

Tlie Socii'tJ I-'niucai.-ic des Electrvaes reports gross profits,

excluding the balance forward, of 1,530,000 frs. for 1919, as

compared with 1,033,000 frs. in the previous year. It is

proposed to pay a dividend of 40 frs. per share, or at the

rate of 8 per cent.

Tile accounts of Julius I'iiitscli A.U., of

German Berlin, after makiu^; provision for depre-

Companies. ciatiou, show net profits of •2,9.5"2,000 marks
for 1919, as compared with 1,889,000 marks

in the previous year. The directors recommend a dividend

at the rate of 15 per cent., this contrasting with 10 per cent.,

and a bonus of 47 marks per share in 1918.

The Trcuhand Bank fur Elektrischc Induslrte, of lierlin,

which belongs to the group of the A.E.C!., and the Felten

and Guilleaume Co., reports net profits of 948.000 marks for

1919, after having written off 1,139,000 marks for fosses

through depreciation of securities. It is proposed to pay a

dividend of 6 per cent., as compared with no distiibution in

1918, on a paid-up capital of 13,750,000 marks.
The directors of the Hamburg Hochbahii A.G. recommend

for 1919 a dividend at the rate of I5 per cent, on the "A"
shares, and i per cent, on the " B " shares, these contrasting
with 6 and 5 per cent, respectively in 1918. The guarantee
of the State of Hamburg, however, raises the rate on the
" A '" shares to 5 per cent. The net profits are returned at

764,000 marks, as compared with 2,289,000 marks in 1918.

The report of the Land und Seekabelwerkc A.G., of Cologne-
Nippes, stat-es that the degree of activity in 1919 was favour-

able and the working results satisfactory. After .setting aside

95,000 marks for depreciation as against .562.000 marks in

1918. the accounts show net profits of 1,038,000 marks, as

compared with 824,00 marks, and a dividend of 15 per cent,

is proposed, this contrasting with 12 per cent, in 1918. The
stock of orders brought over into 1920 is said to be cood, and
to have since been maintained on a favourable level.

The report of the Robert Bosch A.G.. of Stuitgarf. dealing

with the third financial year, ended on Sejitember .SOth, 1919,

states that the transition from war work to ordinary manu-
factures was completed, but despite the increase in sale prices

the value of the turnover was not inccm.^iderably less than in

the preceding year. .A considerable lof^s was incurred by the

sale offices in Frankfort, Vienna, and Buda Pesth, but only

that of the first mentioned affected the balance sheet, as the

losses in the other two cases concerned the inde(x>ndent

balance sheet of the Vienna company. The sale offices at

Geneva and Milan had been reoi>ened. but it had not yet
been possible to resume direct relations with England, Prance,
find Belainm. The directors recommend the issue of a loan

for 12.000,000 marks, and an increase of 8.000.000 marks in

the share capital to 20,000.000 marks. It is, however, sug-

gested that the augmentations in the latter should pro<'eed

graduallv. and shares for 2,000,000 marks be issued as a first

instalment. The net profits in 1918-19 amouni to 2,919,000

marks, as against 3,799,0(X) marks in the preceding year, and
it is recommended that instead of paying a dividend the sum
of 1,200.000 marks should be credited to the .shareiolders, cor-

responding to a dividend of 10 per cent., a« part payment
for the first instalment of new shares for 2.000.000 marks,
leaving the shareholders to pay 800,000 marks to complete the

transaction. No dividend was paid for 1917-18. as three-

fourths of the net profits were transferred to the ta.ication

reserve fund.

Stock Exchan^^e Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the undermentioned to be ofificially quoted :

—
Underground Electric Railways Co. of Tjondon. Ltd.—267

"A" ordinary shares of Is. each, fullv paid (Nos. 1,198,711

to 1.198.977).
'

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd Final divi-

dends of 3 per cent., less income tax. on the preference shares,

inakiut? per cent, for 1910. and of 6 per cent, on the ordinary
(f'ee of income ta^l. makinc 10 per cent, for the year; also

a bonus of 2 per cent, on the ordinary, free of tax.

Erinoid, Ltd.—Interim dividend of 15 r>er cent, per an-
num for the balf-vear.

Folkestone Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—The report for
1919 states that the equivalent of 13,330 8-c.p. lamps were
connected during the year (the largest increase in any year
since 1913), making the total 181,H'i7. Price of current ad-
vanced to 8d. from beginning of 1919; receipts show sub-
stantial increase, but cost of fuel, ^Vc, has continued to
mcreas,^.. The higher charges were authori.sed under the
provisions of the Statutory Cndertakiiigs Act, and one of
tire provisions wa.s that the company might pay a dividend
"

I ^?n'^
*''"". ^^ J''^'' ^'^'^'- 1'^''' iuiiiiim on the ordinary

capital. Ihe profat on revenue accounts from the three
undertakings was i;l4,,302, plus ±-9t;5 brought forward. In-
teiest on debenture stock ami preference diWdend are provided
lur, £(,,03 i,s carried to depiv.iation, U per cent, (less in-

i^mo ' "* ic'commeuded uu the ordinary shares, leaving
i^MJ to cai-ry forward. A note is attached to the report
stating

:
The payment of the dividend recommended is

subject to the consent of the Electricity Commissioners,

re ort
' ° obtained at the time of issue of this

River Plate Electricity Co.-The Times states that
the board con.sider that a part of the general reserve may
properly be capitahsed and divided among ordmary stock-
Uolilers, iurd they will submit the necessary resolution at the
general meeting to enable them forthwith to allot and issue
seven tully-paid ordinary shares of i'l each for each ±10 ofordinary .stock held In their report for 1919 (according to the
l-inancial limes) the directors ..ay that the improvement inrevenue has been materially helped by an exceptional profiton exchange account, due to the large premium on cash re-
mittances from the Argentine to this c»ountrv. The net revenue
tor the year after providing lor administration expenses, bad
in-t\ ,, depreciations, amounts to ±57,791, which, with
±l,,t)12 brought torxvard, makes ±75,403. The board recom-
meiids a dividend of 7 iier cent, for the year on the ordinarv

ward ±^4
15"° '

^''"'"'' '•<^^''^'<" ^40,000, and carrying for-

iyPQ"x'^U^'""''-,' * Carriage Co., Ltd.-Revenue for

i:.770«o .' ""'^"^S .^"J general expenses and renewals

x-S^fo 't?", ^f'^""<?
(including balance brought forward)

±90,319. Debenture and other interest ±22,575; interest (ear-ned to reserve) on uninvested portion of reserve fund ±6 48(j-
4 per cent, preference dividend (subject to tax) ±14 000- divi-dend on ordinary shai-es 7 i)er cent, for the vear ±.35 000-
carried forward ±12,258. The receipts of the tramwavs de-
partment showed an increase of ±.50,992, and those of the
carria^ge department an increase of ±36,142. Passengers car-
ried /2,b38,076, an increase of 11,024,952. The Minister of
Transport declined to accede to the Corporation s application
tor a further extension of time for the exercise of its option
to purchase. Mr. C. Challenger, after 40 vears' service and
tor reasons of ill-health, resigned the managership He will
join the board. Lieut.-Col. S. E. Smith has been appointed
manager.

.

^

Johnson & Phillipsi Ltd.—The profit for 1919 on tradin"
accounts, &c.. after providing for bad and doubtful debts and
charging to revenue upwards of ±27.000 for maintenance of
buildmgs plant, ic, is ±89,965. plus ±3S.,s:32 brought forward
less the dividend paid m May. 1919, ±17,500, and 1 per cent'
debenture bonus ±822. There are deducted : Directors' &c

'

remuneration, ±!,.521; debenture stock interest, ±4 109- de-"
benture sinking fund reserve, ±8,781; interest on second de-
bentures. ±2,500; depreciation ou machinerv and plant
±12,198; interest on loans. ±1,195; income tax and excess
profits duty, ±16,376; leaving ±63,795. A dividend of 121 per
cent, per annum, less tax, on the 350,000 ordinarv shares re-
quires ±30,625, leaving to carry forward subject to excess
profits duty for 1919, ±a3,170.

Prospectus.—Low Temperature Carbonisation, Ltd An
rssue of 2(Xl,a)0 ordinary shares of ±1 each at par is being
offered to the .shareholders. .\ contract has been made with
the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. at Barnslev for the supply
of power gas. and with the Rotherham firm" of Steel. Peech
and Tozer, Ltd.. for the supply of gas for use in steel making.
boiler firing, and other purposes. It is proposed to form a
subsidiary company to acquire the benefit of these contracts
and to obtain from the parent company the sole licence to
use its patented proces.ses in the County of Yorkshire.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The report cannot be issued
during May owing to unavoidable delays in obtaining returns
from stations abroad. Final dividend on the ordinary shares
for 1919. 51 per cent., free of tax. making a total of 10 per
cent, for the year. The usual distribution at the rate of
31 per cent, per annum, less tax, on the preference stock for
the first quarter of 1920, is announced.

.Montreal Companies.—Montreal Liqht, Heat k Power
Consoh'dafed has declared a dividend of TJ per cent, for the
quarter ended April. On the stock of the Montreal Light.
Heat & Power Co. the dividend for the same quarter is 2
per cent.

Lima Light, Power & Tramways Co.— ni\id.-nd of 2 per
cent.

Kaministiquia Power Co.—Dividend 2 per cent., less tax,

for the quarter.
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Hydro-Electric Power and Metallurgical Co.—A cable

received from the company at Melbourne states that the

works start-ed full capacity on March ^Tth.

Eastern Extension, Australasia & China Telegraph Co.,

Ltd.—Final dividend for 1919 5J per cent., making 10 per

cent., free of tax, as against 8 per cent, for 1918.

Merthyr Electric Traction & Lighting Co., Ltd.—.^fier

putting ;ei,200 to reserve, and paying 6 per cent., on the

ordinary shares, ^581 is carried forward.

ST0CK5 AND SHARES.
TUESD.4V Evening.

Stock Exch.^xoe markets in the main continue dull to heavy.

There is not much to make them otherwise. Taxation lies

like a blanket over companies and individuals alike. New

enterprise is likely to be hard hit by the Budget proposals

Shares in manufacturing companies of all classes are n<.>

longer the eagerly-sought investments by all classes. It is

the day once more of gilt-edged stocks, which are being

absorbed by the same pijople who, a couple of months ago,

were ardently pursuing the industrial boom checked, now, by

Bank Rate, Budget, labour, foreign politics, ct hos genus

omne.

Severe shrinkages are shown in the prices of the Under-

ground Railways group. Underground i'lO shares are lis. 6d.

lower at 40s., the A shares have dropped a florin to 5s., and

the income bonds shed 6J points to 61J. There has been a

good deal of pressure to sell, and the market in the Stock

Exchange, reluctant to take stock forced upon it, put down

the prices heavily. Until the company is granted Parlia-

mentary powers to raise fares, it is feared that even the 4 per

cent, dividend on the income bonds may be further reduced.

Metropolitans are down 1 to 19^ and Districts dropped to ITJ.

Would-be sellers complain, with some show of reason, of

the difficulties attendant uixin present-day reahsations. As

one instance Indo-Europeans may be cited. The middle price

is 40, but shares changed hands the other day at 35. Anglu

American Telegraph preferred is another case in point. Al-

though the nominal price is about 77^, a seller had to take

754 a few days back. In many other stocks and shares it is

not always easy to find a buyer at all, and dealings relapse

into that' uncomfortable state known as a " matter of nego-

ciation.".

Wlint has happened in the financial world is the unexpected

interference of dear money and increased taxation with the

speculative spirit that certainly overleapt the bounds of

prudence and of national advantage. The new issues that

rushed out ahead of the Budget were subscribed to some
appreciable extent by people whose object in applying was
simply to scalp a profit; permanent investment in the shares

was far from their intentions. Having to take up the shares

and pay the calls, financial assistance has to be obtained if

there are no buyers in the market, and this all helps to aggra-

vate the monetary stringency. While the profound di.s-

apix)intraent in connection with the Excess Profits Duty is

having a direct effect upon such shares as many of those com-
prised in our own hsts.

British Aluminium ordinary at 2l3. 3d. are about 2g. lower,

and so are Electric Constructions at the same price. Edison
Swan's lost their gain of a week ago, reverting to 22s. 6d.

General Electrics keep their quotations with firmness. The
company can claim to be in the van of the many which,
nowadays, are raising the rates of dividend on their prefer-

ence .shares. Callenders, it may be recalled, acted siinilarlv.

and at the present time hardly a day passes without furnish-
ing fresh examples of this latest development of financial

fashion. The suggestions are usually passed with an amount
of agreement that seems a httle surprising.

The River Plate Electricity Company is taking steps to in-

crease its capital, and proposes to issue, as a bonus, 70 per
cent, new shares for £iW ordinary st<x^k now held. The
price of the latter has accordingly risen 20 points to 170.
Para Electric Railways and Lighting shares are being dealt
in this week for the first time in their £1 shape, and the
ordinary are quoted 13s., the preference 17s. ITie Bombay
Electric Stipply and Tramways Company offers new ordinary
shares to its proprietors, and although the old shares stand
at 115 ex rights, a premium, that is. of 100 guineas, the pre-
mium on the new is called about £40. The preference shares
are now 15 ex rights.

City Lights have receded to 12J and County of London
ordinary to 9. Westminsters are lower at 5i. Metropolitans
have receded to 3J. City preference rallied to 9, at which
they appear fully-valued as compared with many other in-
vestments now offering. Proprietors of preference shares in
various companies will doubtless be on the look-out for addi-
tions to be made to their dividends on lines carried into effect
by others. The electric supply share market suffers with the

rest in the disappointment felt at the Government's deciaion

in regard to the Excess Profits Duty; besides which there is

the threatened big rise in the price of coal that renders people

nervous of entrusting their money to any industry likely to

be sharply ati'ected by the stAte of the coal outlook.

Subscription lists were due to be closed on Wednesday in

this week for the sale of 137,500 seven per cent, cumulative

preference shares of £1 each at 17s. 6d. and of 162,500 ordi-

nary shares of £1 each at 24s. in the British Electric Trans-

former Co., Ltd. The prospectus stated that preferential

treatment in allotment would be accorded to applications for

an equal number of both classes of shares, and from share-

holders in the company. Profits for the nine years 1911;1919

inclusive were set out in the "offer for sale," but no inde-

pendent statement of assets and liabilities was given, although

the auditors certify that according to the balance sheet dated

December 31st last there was a surplus of assets over liabili-

ties, excluding patents and goodwill, of £351,680, subject to

payment of the final dividend for 1919.

Foreign issues are weaker again. Mexican, Argentine and
Brazilian shares and bonds have fallen. British Columbia
Electrics are better. In the cable list, Indo Europeans have
lost 90s., Anglo-American preferred a couple of points. West
India and Panama fell back to 163. 3d., Marconis firmed up a

little. Certificates of some of the new Radio Corporation

shares (the old American Marconis) are beginning to arrive

in this country, and dealings may start again towards the

end of the week. Brush ordinary has gained 10 at 130. Eng-
lish Electrics are somewhat heavy at 22s. 6d. ; the 8 per cent,

dividend is not up to all expectations. India-Rubber shares

fell back to 13i. Rubber shares weakened on E.P.D. appre-

hensions, but the produce is a rather better market than of

late.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Bon ELaoTRioiTT OoHPiaiae,

DiTidena PHo«
, > . April i7, Tleia
1918. 1919, 1930. Bluorftll, i,.o.

Brompton Ordinary 8 18 6J — f9 4 8

Ch»riDg CroBB OrdinMy .... i 7 8i — 9 8

do. do. do iiPreJ. .. H H 9| — 8 8 8

Chelsea B 4 » — 634
City of liOndon 8 10 19J — j 8 6

do. do. 6per oenl. Pret. .. 6 8 9 + ^ 81? 4

Coanty of London 7 B —J 8 17 10

do do. 6 per cent. Pref, 6 6 PS — 8 17 3

Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 B — 700
London Electric Nil SJ 1| — 6 3 8

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 M — 9 4 8

Metropolitan 6 6 S2 — | 8 17 10

do. 4J per cent. Pref. .

.

<i 4i it I
— 8

Bt. James' and Pall Mall .... 10 13 65 — 8 16 10

South London S 6 98 — 7 12 8

South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 18/9 — 7

Westminster Ordinary . . .

.

8 10 61 — i 9 10 6

TKLKGaAFHS AHD TkI,SPHOIVBB,

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 77» —9 7 14 10

do. Def 88/6 li 18| — 8

Chile Telephone 8 6 6i
— •! 13 9

Onba Bnb. Ord 7 7 10 — «7

Eastern Extension 8 10 15J — "S 9 I

Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 160 —4 '6 6

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 15J
— •6 7

do. do. Pret 6 6 9 — 6 13 4

Great Northern Tel 89 — 994 — 9 J6 6
Indo-European 18 10 40 — 4J 6 6

Marconi 96 - 8f —A 6 18 4

Oriental Telephone Ord 10 — S{,' — BUG
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 7j — 'S 1 7

West India and Panama .... 1/8 — H — i>c 7 13 10

Western Telegraph 8 10 16f — "6 7

Houl Rails,

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 47J — 886
Metropolitan 1 li 19* -1 6 8 3

do. District . . NU Nil 174 — * NU
Underground Electric Ordinary. . NU Nil 2 — 8 Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 6/- -3/- Nil

do. do. Income ..6 4 614 —SJ 6 10 1

FORBIOH TsAMS,

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

Nil Nil 8i — —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — S — J
—

do. do. 6 Deb. ..6 6 69J —1 8 8

Brazil Tractions — — 49 —9 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 16 - 94 4

British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 56* — 8 17

do. do. Preferrred 94 6 60{ -1-1 9 18

do, do. Deferred NU 3 44| +2 » 14 10

do. do. Deb. .

.

4} 41 664 — 7 IB 9

MexlcoTrams6 percent. Bonds.. NU NU 314 —4 NU
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.

.

NU NU 909 -94 NU
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil NU 131 — NU
do. Pret NU NU 174 —

'

"U
do. Ist Bonds .

.

NU NU 80 —8 —
MAMCFAonr&nia Covpahiks.

Baboook 4 WUcox 16 — 8 — 'BOO
British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 10 10 1 J- — ^ 9 8 9
British Insulated Ord 134 15 'H — 7 14 8
Callenders 96 — 8} — 7 11 6

64 Pref 64 64 4i — 116 10

Oastner Kellner 90 — 4 — —
Orompton Ord 10 — SS/- — 9 1 10
Edison-Swan, " A " .. . . 10 — It —

.ff 8 17 10

do. do. 6 per cent, Deb. ..56 794 ~ 669
Electric Construction .. ..10 — 1^ —1,9 9 8 3
Qen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 18/6 — 7 6

do. Ord 10 — IJ — »SU t
Henley 96 15 3j — 7 13

do. 44 Pret 44 44 84 —

)

687
Indla-Rubber 10 - 13} — i '7 11

Met.-Vlckers Ptel — a 3i!,
— B 11 9

aiemensOrd 10 10 37/6 — Its
Telegraph Con 90 90 944 — •« IS

• DlTldends paid lies of Inoome Tax,
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TECHNICAL BOOKS.

By a. C. PUEDAY.

The lack of response to a recent letter of mine on the above

subject would appear to confirm one of the editorial com-

ments thereon, viz., that many English engineers and

students do not appreciate the value of good technical books,

However, a great many of the readers of this journal must

tiud it necessary to purchase books from time to time, and

anything that would help them to obtain reliable and useful

books at a reasonable oiitlav should be of interest to them.

The general body of readers of engineering books could

probably be classified under three headings, viz. :

—

1. Engineering students.

2. Engineering draughtsmen and designers.

3. Installacion and maintenance engineers.

For these three classes quite different types of books are

needed.

For the first, text-books dealing mainly with the scientific

principles underlying the particular branch of engineering

dealt with, though not neglecting some indication as to

how these principles are practically applied, are required ;

for the second class, books in which the principles

already understood are put into actual practice in designing

machines ; and for the last class, manuals of a practical

nature dealing with the problems which arise in the installa-

tion, running, and repair of engineering plant.

While it may not be impossible to get books which keep

within one of these limits, I think that a great many try to

deal with two or all, and in consequence some sections are

scrappy and of little practical use.

Again, their titles generally do not adequately disclose

the nature of their contents nor the class for which they

are written.

This may not be a matter of great importance in London
and the larger cities, where a man may go into many book

shops, publishers' book rooms, technical Press offices, &c.,

and look through many books without being compelled to

purchase ; but in the smaller towns this is not possible.

Some publishers' catalogues give a synopsis of contents

or headings of the chapters, which is a good custom ; but

many do not even do this.

There would appear to be still some room for very

practical manuals suitable for the third class.

Possibly engineers who are still in practice do not

always wish to give their hard-won experience away ; but

it appears to the writer that there is a scarcity of British

literature fnot so much of American) on the practical

points which arise in the daily life of the installation and

maintenance engineer.

Of course, this is to a large extent supplied by the

engineering Press, and the papers read before the engineering

institutions and recorded in their journals. The value of

the former cannot be too highly rated.

Any engineer who wishes to take an intelligent interest

in his profession and to keep abreast of the times, must read

the engineering periodicals regularly and thoroughly.

To read only one paper or one branch is not sufficient, I

think, and a good plan where there are several engineers or

draughtsmen in a works or office is to form a book club,

each member subscribing the same amount into a fund,

from which the papers are purchased.

It will be found that more interest is taken in the club

if there is one periodical per member, and if each

member is (as far as possible) allowed to keep the paper he

prefers after it has circulated to the other members.

With regard to the papers read before institutions, these, of

course, are often most valuable sources of information, the

discussions after the reading of the paper forming sometimes

the most valuable part.

Where these are not obtained through membership of the

particular institution, they can be referred to at the Patent

( »ffice Tiibrary, London, and at some of the larger public

libraries. Good abstracts of most of them also appear lin

the technical Press.

However, giving all due credit to the Press and insti-

tutions, books of a very practical nature, written by men of

standing, would, I think, be very welcome in gpreater

numbers than at present, provided always that they were

not too dear.

Possibly some saving of cost could be brought about by

publishing them in a somewhat similar style to Government

publications, i.e., in stiff paper or board covers, and printed

on paper not quite so good as that usually used for technical

publications.

Perhaps I may be allowed to digress here to remark that

there are a number of interesting Government publications

dealing with factory plant, &c., which may be obtained for

H few pence or a shilling or so from the sales offices of

H.M. Stationery .Office, or the printers, which are well

worth the money expended.

This reminds me that a number of engineering books are

issued with fairly full extracts from these Government

pamphlets, which seems quite unnecessary. A reference to

them should be quite sufficient, as one can obtain the full

pamphlet for much less cost than the number of pages it

occupies in the book.

To return to the argument. I think it must be the

experience of many that every-day factory work lags a good

deal behind the state of knowledge and the materials avail-

able at the time, and this may be partly due to the want of

such practical literature.

There is a very big temptation to put in the safe plant,

the operation of which the engineer has known for many

years, rather than the more efficient, but lesser known,

machine that is available.

If, however, it were known, through, say, the medium of

recent practical books, that such machines were thoroughly

reliable, the careful ones might take heart and gain increased

economy (and dividends '.) thereby.

1 should like to recapitulate the other points mentioned in

the letter referred to at the beginning of this article, viz. :

—

1. The provision of the date of writing in every edition

of the book, so that the purchaser can know whether he

is getting an up-to-date book or not. This should also be

stated in all catalogues of technical books.

•2. The discontinuance of issue (or otherwise complete

revision) of bonks which have become quite out of date.

.!. The undesirability (in many cases) of the common
practice of beginning a book with the elementary theory,

however advanced the main body of the book may be.

4. The possibility of a committee representative of

technical institutions, colleges. Press, publishers, and

writers, preparing a suitable graded series of standard books

on the various branches of engineering, one book of a series

leading to another more advanced.

Any remarks on the latter proposal would be welcomed

by the writer.

THE EARTHING OF PORTABLE APPARATUS.

By p. R. FRIEDLAENDER.

The fact that cases of more or less serious electric shock in

connection with the use of portable apparatus like drills,

electric irons, &c., are still occasionally reported, shows that

the question of earthing has not yet been completely solved.

The use of three-pin connectors, with the third pin con-

necting the frame of the apparatus to an earth wire specially

run throughout the installation, is a fairly reliable solution

if carefully carried out, but is expensive and clumsy, and is,

in fact, seldom used.

Since most supply systems to-day are already earthed

intentionally at some point (the neutral wire of three-wire

supplies, or one main of the ordinary two-wire supply, or the

neutral of four-wire three-phase supplies), it seems absurd

that an additional special earthing wire should have to be

run before a small piece of portable domestic or industrial

apparatus can be made entirely shock-proof.

All that should be necessary is to connect the frame of

the apparatus directly to the earthed main. This could be

effected by modifying the ordinary lampholder (from which

so much portable apparatus is still run) in such a way as to

give it a unidirectional character, e.(j., by making one of

the bayonet-cap slots a wide one, and providing the adsptoc

with a corresponding wide pin on one side.
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If then the earthed pole of the installation is always

connected to a particular (marked) terminal in the lamp-

holder, and the frame of the portable apparatus is

permanently connected to the wire leading to a paiticular

(marked) terminal in the adapter, the apparatus will

always be automatically and efficiently earthed when in use.

Sach a modiiication of the lampholder need in no way

interfere with the use of standard bayonet-cap lamps in it.

If screw-cap lamps and adapters are installed, the required

unidirectional character is, of course, already present with-

out any modification. In the same way, if the portable

apparatus were supplied from a wall plug, it would only be

necessary to adopt one of the various forms of non-reversible

plugs on the market to attain the same result.

The advantages of such a system would include the

important one of making the earthing reliable, as it would

practically be under the control of the supply authority,

instead of being the haphazard earthing of the individual

consumer.

The chief objection seems to be that the neutral wire

Avould be practically converted into an uninsulated return,

instead of being earthed only at one point in accordance

with the existing Board of Trade regulations, but this rule

should not prove an insuperable obstacle, and is, in fact,

seldom strictly complied with. Also the difficulty of

testing for earth faults on the live mains might be some-

what increased.

NEW AUSTRALIAN TARIFF.

The complete schedale is bow available iu this country

of the new Austrahan Customs Tariff which was recently in-

troduced into the Commonwealth Parliament. It was pub-

lished as a supplement to the April 2'2nd issue of the Board of

Trade Journal.

It has been known for .some time that the revision of the

Australian import duties was to be directed mainly towards
the protection of existing Austrahan industries and the en-

couragement of new ones. The schedule is not final, being

under discussion in the Commonwealth Legislature, but it

is not likely that any alterations will be passed which do not

conform to the underlying principle of the tariff policy, viz..

protection.

The items of chief interest • to the electrical and allied

trades are given below. The new rates under the British

preferential tariff are there compared with the old rates.

The revised tariff' provides also for a general tariff and an
intermediate tariff.

Tariff at New-
Sept. 26, l9ie. ta in.

Percent. Perient.

Electrical machines and appliances, electric

heating and cooking apphances. Ad. val. 10 30

Electrical fittings consisting W'hoUy or

partly of metal, viz., switches, fuses, and
lightning arresters. Ad. val. 20 30

Regulating, starting, and controlling ap-

paratus for all electrical purjxi.sfs. imkul-

mg distributing boards and switrliboard.-i,

except telephone switchboards and tele-

phone distributing boards Ad. val. 20 3(i

Uynamo electrical machines, static trans-

formers, and induction coils for all pui-

poses, electrical fans. Ad. val. •!') 'M

Telephones, telephone switchboards, tele-

phone distributing boards and appliances.

Ad. val. Free Free

Electroliers, gaseliers, chandehers, p<'n-

dants, brackets, zinc tubing, gas stoves,

and gas rings. 25 3.iJ

Metal filament lamps 20 Is. per lb.

Electrical articles and materials. Arc
lamps, covered cable and wire, except

cotton covered, electrical vacuum tubes,

measuring and recording instruments.
Ad. val. Free ^ Free

Cable and wire, cotton covered. Ad. val. Free 2.5

Carbon manufactures of aU kinds, including

carbon blocks. ."^d. val. Free 30

Electrical fittings not containing metal tn

be dutiable according to material not

elsewhere indicated, and therefore pic-

sumablv including batteries and accumi!-

lators (other than telephone). .\d. val. Fiee 27J

High speed reciprocating steam engines for

direct coupling or directly coupled to elec-

trical generators or to pumps, subject to

departmental by-laws. Ad. val. 25 27i

On most of the items mentioned the general tariff is 10 per

cent, above the British preferential tariff.

It will be noticed that in the case of electric lamps the

duty is now placed at Is. per lb. instead of 20 per cent. Under
the general tariff it would be 3s. per lb. This should go

some way towards removing the difficulties lately experienced

by British lamp manufacturers in comiietmg with the Dutch
lamp. It will be remembered that when the import duty

was on an "ad valorum " basis, the low cost of the foreign

lamp nullified the British preferential rat*.

The most ardent protectionist in the Commonwealth is

realising that new developments in its manufacturing in-

dustries do not depend solely upon the magnitude of the

iinjxnt duty payable upon competing imported manufactures.
AilditifuKil forms of encouragement will bavc to be offered

to capitalists and manufacturers if they are to be induced to

launch out in any big ventures. Some guarantee of more
settled labour conditions is essential. Restriction of output
and .strikes are too prevalent at present. It is true that

ill spite of such drawbacks, not a little progress has been
made in iron and steel production and in the manufacture of

numbers of metal products of the simpler forms. There is

a fair output, too, of machinery, and quite a lot of assembliug
plants where locally-made parts are brought together with
more complicated imported parts. But what is generally

required in any highly-protected industry is a broad and
growing home market. And there is room for doubt whether
the potential demand in Australia alone for all the manu-
factured goods which it desires to make within its tariff

barrier really justifies any lavish investment of capital in the
establishment of artificially protected industries. .About the
present demand there is no doubt. It would seem preferable,

however, in the interests of all, to satisfy it. e.snecially as

regards electrical material, by importing United Kingdom
goods. This would at any rate make the new tariff' a success
from the iwint of view of revenue.

We have received this week the annual report (1919) of

the .\ustialian As.sociation of British INIanufactmers, and then'

Representatives. It contains the following reference to the
new tariff :

—
"It is anticipated that the new Tariff Bill will be intro-

duced to Parliament almo.st as soon as it reassembles. It is

the avowed intention of the Government to grant substantial
preference to Australian manufacturers, and with this ftolicy

the Association has no fault to find so long as it is carried
out in an impartial manner, and without placing prohibitive
duties on British manufacturers or irksome duties on goods
which cannot be manufactured in the Commonwealth. The
Association is, however, not a free-trade organisation, but
recognises the wisdom of the protectionist pohcy of the people
of Australia, so long as that pohcy is not abused. Having
granted reasonable and adequate protection to local manu-
facturers, the -Association thenJooks for rea.scnable and ade-
qunte protection for British gooas as against foreign. It must
be recognised that the old preferential rates of 5 per cent., or
10 per cent., are no longer sufficient, owing to the enormout;
inerease in the costs of manufacture in the United Kingdom,
while the increase of costs in America and Japan are not so
high. These countries also have less distance to transport
their goods, and con.sequently lower freights. Therefore, to

be of any assistance to the United Kingdom, preferential rates

ranging from 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, must be granted
to goods of British origin."

Later the report refers to the prohibition of imports thus :
—

" Owing to representations received from local mauufac-
taicrs, the Government issued a proclamation towards the

<'iid of last year prohibiting the importation into Australia

of certain goods except under licence. Your Association im-
mediately approached the Chief Prices Commissioner, ui

whose hands the administration of this proi'lamation was
placed, and he assured us that hceuces would lie granted for

the importation of reasonable quantities of the prohibited

goods. The administration of this office has, however, proved

most irksome to traders, as applicants for hcences have been

required to satisfy the Commis-sioner with regard to numbers
of matters about which it is most difficult for a private trader

to obtain information. It is, however, hoped that the Govern-
ment win see the foUy of placing such irksome hindrances in

the way of legitimate trade, and wiU in the near future permit

merchants to carry on their bu-siness in a normal manner."
" FoUowing on. the passing of legislation by the V'ictoriaji

Government as to the marking of specified goods with the

name of the country of origin, the Association has collected

a Quantity of information from British
_
manufacturers and

British association? as to the goods which it is considered

should be so marked, and this information has been passed on

to the Government. The Governments of the other States

have also been approached and urged to pass similar legisla-

tion, but up to the present thev have not fallen into line."

The Council of the Association reports a considerable in-

crease in membership—the total being 761, as asainst 623 a

year ago: 466 are British manufacturers and 295 are repre-

sentatives of British manufacturers.

New Irish Industry.—The Electrolytic Copper Co. is

neKOtiating for the purchase of a larsje part of the eround of what

was until recently Kynoch's factory at Arklow, Co. Wioklow, for

the purpose of starting a new mineral industry.
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THE METROPOLITAN-VICKERS RATEAU PRESSURE-REDUCING STEAM TURBINE.

Wheue central heating' is employed for large buildings the
amount of steam required for this pm-pose might be utilised

to great advantage for the generation of electric power.
By generating heating steam at 150 to 250 lb. per sq. in.

and passing it through a back-pressure or pressure-reducing

turbine before it is exhausted to the heating main, a con
siderable amount 'f power may be generated for a small

additional expenditur of coal.

Where the whole oi the exhaust from the turbine can be
utihsed iirespective o' the load on the generator, a back-
pressure turbine is generally in.stalled; but the instances in

Fig. 1.

—

Section of Metropolit.4n-Vickers Pressure-reducing Tctebine

whiili this tyix? of tuibine can be employed are Umited, since

It generally .'lappens that the demand for heating steam is

irregular and does not coincide with the demand for power.
In other words, whereas with a back-pressure turbine there
is a direct connection between the amount of steam available

for heating purposes and the work which can be done by the
turbine, there are other and more numerous schemes of

power plant in regard tt. which the amount of power required
and the demand for heating steam bear

no relation to each other. A turbine is

therefore required which wiU give either

heating steam or electric power inde-

pendently, and as the demand tor either

varies. These requirements are met by
the pressure-reducing turbine, which
consists of a back-pressure tui'bine and
a low-pressure turbine an-anged within

one casing and having one shaft. The
chief merit of this combination is that

it possesses the advantages of an ordi-

nary high-pressure turbine, in that low-

pressure stages are provided, through
which can be economically expanded to

condenser pressure, all surplus steam
which has not been discharged into the
heating mains.

It is of vital importance in some heat-
ing processes that there should be no
trace of oil in the steam used for heat-

ing. This applies particularly to those
cases in which the heating steam comes
into direct contact with the liquid to be
heated. But even if a surface heater is

employed, the presence of oil is a serious
disadvantage, since it leads to fouling of

pipes and heating surface, thereby con-
siderably reducing the efficiency of the
heating apparatus.
With a back-pressure engine the difficulties of separating

the oil carried over with the exhaust steam are very great,
especially where superheated steam is employed.
The best result which can be expected from "an oil separator

is that the eteam leaving the separator wiU not contain more
than 0.35 grain of oil per gallon of condensed steam. As-
suming that this result is obtained on an installation where
40,000 lb. of heating steam per hour is required for 3,000

hours per annum, this would mean that in a year some 550 lb.

of oil would be cjirried over to the heating plant.

The steam discharged from a pressure-reducing turbine is

entirely free from oil, consequently there are many instances
in which a decision must be made in favour of the turbine on
this point only, especially as in many cases a pure water
supply is of considerable importance for boiler feed purposes.

.A. typical Metropolitau-Vickers pressure-reducing turbine i-

shown in diagrammatic form in fig. 1. In this illustration

the steam chest and valve gear are shown attached to the
top half of the cyhnder. This is merely for the sake of

facilitating an inspection of their func-

tions. In practice the steam chest and
valve gear are placed at the side of the
turbine. This arrangement has been
found satisfactory for many reasons, for

instance :
—

1. The mechanism of the governor
gear and valve is accessible and con-

venient from the point of view of opera-

tion.

•2. The pipe connections are simple
iind do not form a source of obstruction.

3. With the steam chest and valve

mechanism attached to the lower half of

the cylinder, there is nothing to inter-

fere with the removal of the top half of

the cylinder. It is not necessary to

break any pipe joints or dismantle any
valve mechanism in order to open up
the turbine for inspection.

Considering fig. 1, steam from the
high-pressure main, at some pressuie

usually between 150 and 220 lb. per sq.

in. by gauge with a superheat varyiu','

from zero to 300 deg., passes through
the stop valve and high-pressure
governor valve a into a steam belt which
feeds the nozzles of the first stage. It

then passes through a velocity wheel and
a Eateau stage before being discharged

at some pressure between 60 lb. per sq.

in. by gauge and atmospheric, into the
heating main via the non-return valve J

and the stop valve c.

When the load on the generator is

such as to require more steam than is

demanded for heating purposes, a cer-

tain quantity of steam is automatically by-passed by valve b

to the L.P. portion of the turbine in which it is expanded down
to vacuum in the condenser.
The automatic valve b depends for its operation upon

variation of steam pressure behind the first Bateau wheel,
this variation in steam pressure in turn depending upon
variation of load on the generator and adjustment, if any,
in the quantity of steam passed to the heating mains.. This

T29S;3'"s^'33fc*-«P

Fig. 2,000-KW. Metropoutan-Vickers Katead Peesscre-bedlcinu Tukwne.

automatic by-pass valve should maintain the heating eteam
pressure sensibly constant.

If at any time the amount of steam required for heating
exceeds that which correspond."; to the load on the generator,
the deficit is supphed from the high pressure steam supply
through the reducing valve R.

In order to prevent steam from the reducing valve R, or
from another set, passing through the heating main int*
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the low-pressure end of the turbine and causing the machine
to race, a non-return valve j is provided.
As a precaution against any undue increase of pressure

being produced in the hiph-pressure end of the turbine by
the automatic by-pass valve sticking in the event of stop
valve c being closed, an automatic relief valve is provided
on the heating steam outlet from the turbine.
When, with a given electrical load, the demand for heating

steam decreases and the supply is throttled at valve c, the
pressure behind the first Rateau stage at once increases.
This increase in pressure is communicated to the underside
of piston D, which is lifted, thereby admitting oil by means
of relay g to the underside of piston h, which in turn lifts

valve D, thus by-passing surplus steam to the low-pressure
stages.

When no heating steam is required, tlie \vhole of the steam
entering the turbine passe.4 through all the stages into the
condenser, and under these condition.'^ the machine oi>erate3
as an ordinary high-pressure turbine.

PROTECTION OF A.C. SYSTEMS WITHOUT
USE OF SPECIAL CONDUCTORS.

At Manchester, on March 23rd, Major K. Edgcumbe's paper
on the above subject, an abstract of which appeared in our
issue of February iOth, was read and discussed before the
North-Westeen Ce-vtre of the Ikstituiion of Electrical
Enolneers.

Mr. H. E. Eatcliffe thought that the various mgemous
devices described did not constitute the final solution of this
problem; m gear of that description the essential thing was
absolute simphcity. The author dealt with feeders and dis-
tributors indiscriminately; the line of demarcation beiweeu
H.T. feeders and distributors was rapidly disappearing, which
he thought was unfortunate. From it arose half the
necessity for this protective apparatus, half the troubles on
systems. At the present time by h.t. systems they meant
something between 5,000 and 10,000 volts, but in the majority
of cases the actual economic conditions would soon require
that those should be regarded as quite moderate pressures.
That, again, would be a very good thing, because he thought
it would simplify the problem to some extent when pressmes
were raised, as they would be, to anything between '20 00Lt
and 60,000 volts. New h.t. mains would be laid which they
would be able to reeogni.se as feeders pure and smiple, and
the present h.t. network would distribute only. That would
lacihtate the separation and isolation of the various com-
partments of the system and the use of some sucii devices
as the author had described, though in a very modified form.
He agreed that pilot leads did not provide the general solution
of the problem, but at the present time they provided the
simplest and most definite solution—at any rate with regard
to such apparatus as was available. Continuity of supply
became of verj- much greater importance with reduced work-
ing hours; to be shut down for half an hour was a very big
Item, therefore contmuity of supply must not be sacrificed
even tor some slight gam in efficiency; it was the more im-
portant consideration of the two. With regard to the '"•sim-
plicity of the apparatus involved," he could not altogether
agree that the apparatus the author had described fell within
that category. He had quite as much faith in the cable as
he had m the protective gear. He thought that much of the
time devoted to the protective devices and the expense could
be employed in another direction, and the return for the
outlay would be just as good as \\u.« afforded bv the protective
gear, \\ith all due respect to manufacturers potential trans-
iormers were notoriously the weakest link on a system and
he should not like to think that the safety of the svstem was
dependent upon such a device. It was niainlv old systems
that reqmred to be linked up and connected, and thev were
the very systems in which compromise was required He
considered one of the finest forms of cable protection was
a test sheet; it had the advantage that it did not wait for
the tault to occur, but gave warning that such a fault would
an.-e m the distant future, and one had ample time to cure
it before any actual operating troubles arose. With regard
to fireclay resistance in the various forms, and he had not,
as a rule, found them reliable. He was a great beUever in
metal, and did not feel the necessity for a resistance having
a negative temperature coefiicient. A resistance' in parallel
with the current transformer did not appeal to him; such a
transformer was not particularly suitable for operating in-
struments at any rate. The .same amount of protection would
be afforded to the transfoi-mer, and probably also to other
apparatus in circuit, if choke coils or something of that sort
were used. - . - ^~ ^^
Mr. G. A. Cheetham suggested tW^the difficulty was not

the iLse of special conductors for protective purposes, but the
fact that such systems were evolved at a rather late' stage ia

the development of tho art when a large number of transmis-

sion schemes were already in existenee. The introduction of

special conductors was only required for fault discrimination;

a, i>erfect system could readily be designed without such con-

ductors, where discrimination was unnecessary. For example,
a single feeder was completely protected by "core balance"
and overload relays. He agreed that there was considerable
ilungcr in disconnecting apparatus too early when that ap-

paratus had not itself developed a fault, but is merely dis-

turbed due to a fault at another portion of the network. He
was not in favour of retarding the operation of leakage
relays. Ho failed to see why the addition of fui?es in the
pilot wires of Merz-Price apparatus slowed down the operation
of the apparatus on the occurrence of an earth fault. With
reference to the adaptability of protective gear to various
portions of a network, he was impressed by the diversity and
complexity of recent developments in protective devices taking
jilaco in America, where the underlying principle was the
differential scheme as outlined by the author. As the system
grew the interlocking necessai-y to provide for the changed
conditions occa.sioned by the tripping of a breaker became
complicated. The " watertight " compartment principle of

the Merz-Price or Merz-Hunter schemes was here a decided
Mdvantage as it enabled a ready step-by-step extension without
further complication. He supported the author's opinion that
protective-gear connections should be kept entirely separate
from the instrument connections.

Mr. J. S. Peck thought that all oi^erating engineers vveie

rather sceptical of the relay. Some of the relays mentioned
by the author appeared to be a very great advance on any-
thing which had been done before. That the leakage
current could be limited by the amount of resistance in the
earth connection was true to a certain extent, but the charg-
ing current on the system also had a very great effect upon
the amount of current which flowed to earth or the earthed
point. When the amount of cable connected to the system
was comparatively small it was possible to run with an
earth fault for several minutes; but as the amount of cable
connected to the system increased the charging current be-

came of very great value, and an earth would develop into
a short circuit in a very short {period of time. No raattei-

how much resistance was put into the earth connection this
very heavy currerit would always flow to earth. To prevent
the risk of fire in the generator in the case of breakdown
it was necessary to disconnect it instantaneously.

Mr. Hawkins, an inventor and co-patentee of a protective
system which employs s]>ecial conductors, explained the
system for which he held himself responsible to some extent.
He and his colleague started with the maxim that a main
generating station should not be automafically disconnected
except in the event of a fault to earth. By a process of
elunination they came down to the Ferranti-field transformer
as. in their opinion, the most stable type of protective device.

The final idea \Aas to fix a Ferranti-field transformer at each
end of the feeder, and connect its secondaries by pilot wires.

This system would give the advantages that had been put
forward as desirable. In his opinion, pUot wires might in

themselves have other and distinct uses, and further uses
might arise in the future. Admitting that they might be
(iesirable for such things in the future the addition of a fevp

more was not really a very serious problem. The pilot cable
was the only known means of obtaining an instantaneous
valuation of the conditions prevailing at each end of the
cable at any moment. That the Merz-Price and split-con-

ductor systems worked in watertight compartments, he agreed
was an advantage. With regard to rapidity of action, he
claimed that the Ferranti-field transformer was one of the
most rapid acting gears at present in use. .\s far as feeder
cables were concerned, he asreed that the utmost rapidity of
action was desirable. He did not acree that it was the func-
tion of time lag to prevent the ill-effects of a fault left on the
system. With regard to the author's estimate of the possible
magnitude of a fault, the speaker thought that of itself was
a clear instance of the desirability of getting the fault off the
system as soon as possible.

Mr. Romero, referrina to the author's recommendation
that the same tvpe of differential reverse relay be used at the
generating station end as at the sub-station end of parallel

feeders, .said it appeared that this would be a very uncertain
system of nrotection. and almost as likely to trip the sound
feeder at the generating station end as the faulty feeder.

Mr. H. Williams asked whether the author was satisfied
that such close time-lag setting as J. J and IJ seconds could
be actually obtained in practice? Such tests could not be
taken with an ordinary stop watch. He had tested varioua
tvpes of time-lag devices on much coarser settings' than
those mentioned above, and as a rule the errors were very
conside'-able. In the speaker's opinion every effort should
be made to avoid direct-current tripping, especially where
batteries were required owing to the large inciea.se in main-
tenance cost. With regard to the checking of relay settings
he agreed that it was ino.st important to check the relays with
the current transformers, more narticularly in order to ascer-
tain if the ratio error was excessive as a result of the load on
the secondary .side being too high.

Mr. Ferguson thought that between the scheme put lor-

wwd lut • liag siaiB and the split conductor or Merz-Price
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gear, there could be little doubt but that the split conductor
or the Merz-Price would be inhrdtely prelerable. A scheme
employing overload and reverse lelays would be vei'y ditti-

cult tor tne operative engineer. It was all right to set relays

with a dillerence in setting ot a quarter ut a second, but then
account had to be taken o£ vanations in the time ior the
operation of the oil switches themselves, i'urthermore,
cnanges in existmg conditions would involve trouble, also

extension would necessitate readjustment of all the relays.

.The Merz-Price and the split-conductor gear were the right

forms of protective gear to employ for new systems. With
regard to the scheme employing dilferential reverse relays for

duphcate feeders, he thought this gear could be simplified

at the generating station end by the employment ot the
Ferranti- Waters protective gear, which was the same generaliv

in prmciple, the chief ditlerence being that core balancing
was eniployed. A ring transformer was slipped over each ol

the duphcate cables at the generating station end; there were
two wmdings on each of these transformers. Tv^o of the
windings wete opposed to one another, and were connecteti

to two reverse relays, the other two windings being kept in

series and were equivalent to the potential windings of the
reverse relay. Ihe result was that only two relays were
required instead of six. The current tiansformers were of

the ring type, and did not introduce trouble due to defective
insulation; the potential transformers were entirely eliminated.
For the generating station end. therefore, and double feeders,

the Ferranti-Waters gear, which, had not been described,
was infinitely preferable. It was also apphcable to sub-sta-

tions where there was an alternative source of supply. II

there were three or four feedrs in parallel, or if it was con-
nected up in the form of a ring, the same system was ap-
plicable. The tendency now was to eliminate relays as far

as possible, and oi>erate directly with the fault current or,

the oil switch, and thus do away with any necessity for an
independent source of supply.
Major K. Edgcumbe, in reply, said that the gear he em-

ployed was simple. It was well tried and well understood.
and there were no quaint devices about it, no contacts in

series or anything of that sort. It was false economy not to

spend a few pounds, it might be a matter of only ±'50 or MIW.
if one had a large amount of capital in which a much bigger
amount of capital was tied up. Potential transformers were
liable to break down, but that \\as not Ukely to happen just

at the moment they were required to trip; if the potential

transformers could be connected in star to earth it would
be an advantage. He did not recommend a time lag for
its own sake, but mentioned one or two incidental advantages
of » time lag if it was u.?ed for any other reason. In a- great

many cases, particularly on the smaller systems, a time lag
was not such a serious disadvantage, and it had a great many
advantages in giving discriminative action. Special conductors
unfortunately changed from year to year, so there was no
finality about them. He agreed that generator protection

should be as instantaneous as possible. If the machine was
still doing useful work on the busbars, he did not know that
it was necessary to cut it off instantly. He still thought
reversal was the criterion, but would not say that definitely.

Mr. Hawkins's scheme was very interesting. The Ferranti-
field arrangement did not embody a leakage trip and core
balance; it was simply a speciahsed form of transformer which
got over the inequality of the action of the various cores on
the transformer. Mr. Hawkins's scheme only dealt with
leakage trip. If he got a more or less equal fault on it. any
fault between phases, it would not trip his gear until it got

to earth. It was essential for those who were keen on getting

the thing out quickly to try to trip it out before it had got

to earth. Some of the old relays did trip on a forward cur

rent, which was about twenty times full load. That was due
to interaction between the fixed series winding and the fixed

pressure winding and the compensating %vinding. but that

had b^en pot over now by putting the motors in parallel and
not in series. He could not agree that d.c. tripping was a

mistake or that batteries were unsatisfactory. That was the

ideal method of tripping, and everybody .seemed to be coming
to that view now. In the States they were doing the same
thing. To trip with the lead current was un.satisfactory,

because it varied over such enormously wide limits. His
reason for not introducing the Ferraiiti-Water.'j scheme as a.

solution was that it was not quite univorsal enough. It was
perfecWy all right at the generator end. but if one was using

another relay at the furt.her end it was_ a mistake tr> change

the type of relay at the generator station end. because one
might get a different shape of curve and different times, and

so on. It was much better to use the same at both ends

-Also the Ferranti-Waters scheme would not do for a cable

where one might cet reversal

.\t Birmingham, on March 17th. Major K. Bdgcumbe's paper

wa.'? read and discussed before the Socth-Mimi.and Centrk of

the Institdtiqn.
Mr. G. Rogers thought the paper contained a lot that wa-^

well known, but there were one or two new features of

great interest, particularly the design of the reverse-current

relay, which would have many useful applications providing

that in practice the characteristics claimed in the paper wera

satisfactorily obtained. The leakage and overload protection

of a feeder seemed to be, where the neutral of the system

was earthed through a resistauc, an almost ideal arrange-

ment lor a single outgoing feeder or for a consumer's supply,

ine use of tuse-shunted solenoid protection for a simple

circuit m which a disciimmating time lag was not requued
was not only the simplest metnod available, but was per-

fectly satisfactory in operation. Air dash-iwts were not always

satisiactory, ana where the fuse-ahuntea solenoid could not

be used the induction pattern inverse time Umit overload

relay with separately adjustable current and inverse tune

settings was tbe most sansfactoiy device to adopt. \Vitn

reference to the sput conductor system, it would not be

advisable to rely enmely on the spht conductor relay. Over-

load relays should be put in circuit at laoth ends of tfie feeder

if it was possible for current to pass through the feeder from

either end. ihis provided a complete system of protection,

wJiich was equally as good as the combined leakage and
overload relay suggested by theau'thor. The suggestion for

the pvotectioii ot parallel feeders with differential reverse

relays was interesting, but since there was always the danger

of an unbalanced load on the feeders, this method was not

likely to have a very wide application. The author's sugges-

tions for the protection of a ring mam system was interestmg,

but, ^mce the reverse power relays on the inter-connector

cable between the two sub-stations might be called upon, in

the .event of one of the feeders from the generating station

being tripped out due to a fault, to carry the fuU load current

to the sub-station, it would be necessary for the setting of

the reverse power relay to be very high. It was not clear,

therefore, where the advantage of the reverse power relay

came in over an overload relay which would operate witu

current flowing in either direction.

Mr. NV. Wilson supported the use of suitable shunt

fuses for affording a tune-limit to trip coils, in spite

of the author's condemnation of these as being capricious

in their action. -A fuse-wire supported in such a manner
that it did not touch its supports except at its extremi-

ties, and composed of a metal that did not expand
sufficiently to permit sagging against the walls of the

glass tube in which the switchboard fuses were gener-

ally contained, would give a time curve of surprising regu-

larity. It was, however, true that the operation of a fuse

depended on other circumstances than the magnitude of the

overload. Conductors would come to grief sooner when they

were heated than when they were cool, and the fuse, by also

blowing more readily when hot. afforded sound protection

when an electromagnetic device would fail. The solenoid

and dash-pot pattern only gave an approximate protection,

for the plunger did not begin to move until the actual over-

load had occurred, irrespective of the state of the cables, &c.

when the overload had come on. The thermal relay (or

thermal breaker) would give the same, protection as the fuse,

in that it would represent the conductor in its behaviour,

and its condition would vary just as that of the circuit did;

it w-as much simpler, and was less susceptible to faulty use.

At the same time, tjoth fuses and circuit breakers gave excel-

lent adjustment, the former by the alteration of the gauge
111' wire, and the latter by the adjustment of the .sa-g of the

resistance strip.

Mr. R. G. .I.AKEM.v.v said, with regard to single interconnee-

tors, that if the fault occurred when the interconnector wa.<:

lightly loaded, the full overload current must flow into the

fault "before the relays wonld act. The author stated that

the circulating currents between two machines in parallel due

to hunting were very much out of phase with the voltage.

.\ctuallv. however, these currents were practically in phase

with the voltage, since they represented the svnchronising

power, which was the power tending to pull the maciine'

back into their correct relative position.^.

Dr. G. Kapp thought that engineers would be nleased to

learn that protection could be obtained without the use of

pilot wires. Their utility became doubtful when-, on account

of subsidences in the ground there \vh« a chancn of pilot

wires being broken without the staff nt the power hoii!«e

knowing it. The author's method had. further, the merit of

simplicitv. It did not. however, touch the protection of

machines from the heavy blow which the winding received

in the first moment of an explosive short circuit. To a certain

extent this wa.s also the ca.so with reg.nnl to heavy feeders.

When the grading of time lag in the different parts of the

distributing plant had to be done to the faction of n second.

It .-ould not he ••er'- definite. Tf it werp po;.=ible
'
fo pemiil

.) somewhat loncer time all round the gradinc could be

made more definite, and less delicate relays, not liable to act

prematurelv. micht be employed. This meant giving up the

use of circuit breakers in order to save machines or circuits

from the first rush of a short circuit current, and adopt for

this purpose the w-el!-knnwn method of added inductance.

This meant that thev mu=t lower the power factor of the whole

sv?t.rm to such a value that economical working became im-

poasible. But there was a- romedv. Tf they installed st the

deliverv end of the lines appnvatus to inject leading K.v..*.

thev again raised the power factor, and it was this pohcy

which seemed to solve the problem of somethinff very near

absolute protection. At a first clance the proposition might

seem paradoxical, incurring additional expense without im-

proving the general condition as regards protection, but Uus

reasoning would be falla<-;ous. If they recoffnised that only
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the P.r. at, say, from i load upwards mattered, they might
employ a cheaper source of leading k.v.a. thau either con-

densers or eyncJironous machines, namely, any type of phase
advancer fitt-ed to individual motors. If the consumer
used small motors or even large squirrel-cage motors static

condensers were the only possible means of his obtaining in

his own plant a good p.f. If he had large slip-ring motors
he could use a phase advancer, and ahhough his r.F. at light

loads would not be so good as with condensers, his r.K. at full

load or overload would be in the neighbourhood of unity,

and that was all the supply cmpany could reasonably demand
in return for the concession in a tariff sjiccially designed to

induce customers to counterbalance the lowering of the p.k.

due to the employment of inductances for protection of their

plant.

Mr. W. Brew said, with regard to the leakage transformer,

that special precautions would be advisable either in the
design or location of this transformer to shield it from stray

magnetic fields such as might be set up by violent disturbances

upon neighbouring circuits. In connection with the protec-

tion of parallel feeders, he hardly thought the method sug-

gested could be regarded as a general solution of the problem.
With two parallel feeders of equal lengths and sections, but

differing appreciably with regard to inductance and capacity

respectively, it was obvious that the larger share of the loail

would pass from one cable to the other and v'ce versa accord-

"nig as the power factor was leading or lagging. In the case

Oi short heavy current single cables also the current dis-

tribution might be seriously upset if the areas enclosed by
each pair of cables forming flow and return were unequal.

The magnitude of the triple frequency current loss as.sumed

was, he thought, larger than was likely to be experienced

with modern plant. Even wore it much less, however, the

annual loss capitalised should in the case of large generating-

units fully justify the adoption of efficient means to eliminate

it. These triple frequency lo.=!ses were not easily measured
with accuracy, but if a generator could be run as a synchro-

nous motor the difference between the two sets of watt-

meter readings would give the loss. The power required tn

drive the motor measured by the two watt-meter method did

not include the triple frequency loss, whilst the power mea-
sured under the same conditions by the three watt-meter
method with pressure coils connected to neutral point did

include it. He strongly urged that the most important^ feature

of a relay-control system should be its power to indicate

clearly when, and where, a fault had occurred. Under the

mental stress of an emergency apparently logical conclusions

might be quite misleading, and this was esi>ecially likely to

he the case where the seemingly erratic action of a numbev
of instruments and circuits had to be interpreted. A good

deal of expensive apparatus had been installed and " tied up
"

in the past on this score alone.

Mr. A. T. Thurman' said the arrancenient for the protection

of a system comprising two generating stations and four sub-

stations was all right providing the interconnector between

the generating stations was large enough to transfer load

from one to the other, in case of trouble at either station.
With regard to the checking of relay settings, the initial test

after the relay had been installed in its working position
.-hould be from the primary side of the <-urient transformer,
this method tested tnc current transformer, relay and wiring,
practically under working conditions.
Mr. J. Morton referring to the use of reverse relays for the

piot<>ction of generators, and that only an independent
.•upply for the pressure element of the instrument would
give any sense of security, said that such an independent
supply might easily be obtained by installing a unity ratio
potential transformer acioss a reactance, the voltage obtain-
able being governed by the current flowing in the reactor,

and, further, under faulty conditions the normal current
might be increased many times, thereby giving a propor-
tionate increase in the pressure across the terminals of the
potential transformer with a resultant increase in pow-er for

the satisfactory operation of the relays. It seemed to him
that some advantage might be gained by putting half the
total reactance in the machine itself, and the other half
external to the machine. With this arrangement there would
be no difficulty in providing the independent supply sug-
gested for the relay potential coils, but it might be necessary
to install some apparatus for the purpose of cutting the unity
ratio potential transformer out of circuit at some pre-deter-

mined pressure limit, say, 4(Hl volts, for in the event of the
reactor being called upon to ijerform the function for which
it was primarily installed, the voltage across its terminals
would rise to any figure between zero and full phase
volts.

Mr. W. E. Groves said the four cardinal points mentioned
at the commencement of the paper required a limitation of

the number of protective devices employed. These considera-
tions made the layout described more applicable to under-
takings of moderate size than to large systems. With an
unearthed neutral a fault on one phase only might hang on
lor a considerable time, ultimately developing a complemen-
tary fault on another phase and on an entirely independent
line. These faults between phases simultaneously pulUng
two lines out of commission might occur at a very incon-

venient time, and it was not possible to quickly locate a single-

phase fault without resorting: to earthing. A weak spot,

"hich would not stand the extra strain imposed by the
oiiginal fault, was better disclosed, but not when one was
occupied with another breakdown. The Merz-Price system
could be extended to cover any mains or cear, but it intro-

duced complexity. In connection with closed ring mains,

the speaker devised an adaptation of Merz-Price protection

tn cover a complete consumer's sub-station, and the adjacent

length of main. In order to reduce the amount of apparatus

iiverlapping current transformers were proposed, but even
this modification did not make the scheme worth pursuing,

and events had proved that it would not have lieen justified.

For mains laid under favourable conditions it was illogical to

imitect cables and leave the more vulnerable switchgear un-

protected.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC WEIGHING MACHINES AS USED WITH MACHINE PACKERS.

By VICTOR SIMS.

(Abstract oj a lecture delmered at the

Automatic weighmg machines comprise a- large and varied

held of mechanical ingenuity. Automatic electric weighing
machines, as used with machine packers, are adapted for

weighing granuiar and other substances. To appreciate fully

the functions of the weishing machines it will be well to

outline the process in which they play a part, in this case the
conversion of the 1-cwt. chests of tea as imported, into the
familiar packets. From the chests, the tMa passes through
a mill or grinder which is furnished with magnets for ex-

tracting nails, and an arrangement of inclined sieves by means
of which pieces of paper, wood, &c., are .separated from the
tea. After this it is blended in revolving drums, and trans-
ferred in sacks to hoppers which feed the weighing machines.
'These weighers are situated over packing machines in con-
junction with which they work.
The packing machines cut from a roll of paper, fold into

a bag, and at the right instant the weighers drop a weighed
quantity of tea, the bad is then folded at the top and pushed
out along a slide. The row-s of packets are next put by
hand on trays, and the trays on trolleys. The folded ends
of the packets are then sealed by sticking labels round them

;

this may ali^o be done by machinery.
There are two types of packers, the principles being some-

what similar, but the mechanical details vary. One type i«

by Job Day & Sons, the other by Rose Bro.s. The " Rose
"

tvpe rnay he fairly considered the more modern machine, as
the design is snch that it may ?afely he worked at double
the speed of the " Day." The latter is furnished with a

single funnel fed by two weighers, while the former ha*
twin funnels fed by four TTfigbers.

Junior iKSTiinTiox or Engineers.)

All types of weighers are operated by receiving an impul.se

from the timing switch. This starts a cycle of operations

nhich consists of the release of a weighed quantity, followed

liy the weighing of another in readiness for the next impulse.

By this means, any variation in speed of weighing occurs at

the end of the cycle, and this neces.sit.ates means to prevent

another cycle starting, if a previous quantity is not fuUy
weighed.
To obtain accurate weighing, the substance should l>e fed

on a beam in a line stream when nearly balanced, but in

many cases this would take too long to till, s<> means are

provided to perform the weighing in two or more operations.

The methods of doing this vary in the different machAes, but

sjieaking generally one type operates by dropping a certain

measure, and completes the weighing by means of a fine

dribble. The other type weighs both quantities on beams,
and a very excellent machine weighs any one quantity on

four consecutive beams, attainincr its full weight on the

fourth.

One type of ' Southall & Smith ' machine, the simplest of

which type has a single beam and performs the weighins in

one operation, consists essentially of a box-type frame which
contains the beam and a cam shaft. The pan consists of a

receptacle, the bottom of which is closed by a hinged counter-

balanced lid, which is normally held ticht by a small electro-

magnet. Behind the feed box is a slide, magnet, and con-

tacts, which constitute what may be called the " cut-off
"

mechanism. On the side of the machine is another magnet,
armature, slide, and clutch, so arranged that when the

circuit is closec^ through the timing switch and mngnet, the
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slide is released and the clutch operates, driviag the cam
shaft one revolution. During this single revolution, which
may occupy one second or more, the following operations are
executt;d. The circuit of the pan magnet is momentarily
broken, releasing the pieviou.siy weighed quantity. Ihe slide

behind the feed box is moved by cam and bell crank lever

up to the magnet, which retains it against the tension of a

spring. This opens a narrow channel from the feed box,
which contains a revolving star wtieel, ensuring a continuous
.and even feed. The feed continues till the beam is turned,
the rear end rising and bie.iking the circuit of the magnet
retaining the slide, which Hies back, cutting off the feed.

The machines for weighing larger quantities have the ad-

dition ot a " bulk feed." ihis is ootained by dividing tne feed

bo.\ into two portions. The hue teed is retained as described
above, but the capacity of the other portion can be adjusted
by means of a sciew and movable plate. A cam is timed to

depress the rear of the beam when the feeds open, to prevent
bouncing, afterwards rising to permit free motion, ior the
smaller quantities, the measures are merely opened at the

bottom during a brief interval. In the larger machines a

slide cuts off above, before opening below. In a lat«r type,

this first quantity is weighed on a beam against the tension
of a spring. The clutch for the fine feed is controlled by the
slide which performs the " cut off." The other is operated
by a magnet in circuit with a contact, which is closed when
the primary weighing is complete. In this position the clutch
is free, i.e., feed is stopped. In operation, the contents of

the first beam are dropped into the second, which has just

released its own contents. Directly the first beam is thus
lightened, contact is broken, a spring releases the trigger,

which causes the clutch to engage and drive the feed till

contact is again made. On all those types of " Southall
"

macliines a contact in series with the side magnet is ar-

ranged to be broken while the fine feed is open. This pre-

\ents premature release of an incomplete weight.
The construction of an early type of " Driver " machine

is somewhat different. IVo machines are built together,

constituting a twin or duplex weigher, but each may be con-
sidered as a separate unit. The clutches aic released by
magnets and plunger stops. The clutch for driving the fine

feed is also released by a magnet which is interconnected
with a relay on top of the machine. In operation, the
central traverse cam shaft is rotated for one revcjutiun, in

consequence of the magnet in series with the timing swatch
releasing the clutch. This shaft mechanically opens and
closes the pan, and electrically starts the second shaft, which
simultaneously closes two contacts for a brief period, and
operates the bulk feed by closing the measure at the top.

opening at the bottom, returning to its original position by
closing the. bottom, and opening again at the top. One
of the contacts is for energising a magnetic beam lock ; the
other starts the fine feed by releasing the clutch. When
weighing is complete, the beam falls and energi.«es the relay

which breaks the circuit of the magnet for the fine feed
clutch, thereby arresting its motion. Premature release is

guarded against by connecting the beam contacts in series

with the magnet which releases the first clutch. Thus, the
beam must be down before another operation can be started.

The later type of " Driver " machine is an excellent
design ; being far less complicated than any other, and if

adjusted correctly is quite as accurate. Weighing is per-

formed on two consecutive beams, except for the smallest
quantities. A friction clutch, when released, drives a cam
shaft one revolution, opening the two pans mechanically; the
full weight dropping down the funnel, and the half weight
dropping into the next pan as soon as it is closed. The two
beams are fed from a single trunk by means of roller feeds
driven by magnetically released friction clutches. The
magnets, in circuit with contacts on their respective beams,
release the clutches till the beams are turned. To dimini.=h
bouncing, the.ce are compounded. The cams are also con-
toured to steady them after opening the pans. A contact,
broken by the magnet when the fine feed is running, prevents
premature release.

The best, machine from a mechanical point of view is the
" Popoff." Here the weighing is performed on four con-
secutive beams. E.ssentially. it con.si.sts of four beam units
arranged under a table which is capable of intennittent
partial rotation. The table has five equally spaced circular
excisions, which loosely support on equal nninl>ei- of light
spun aluminium cups. In operation, a magnet in circuit witli
the timing switch, releases the one-revolution clutch. The
table lifts the cups off the beams, shoots round one-fifth of >

revolution, and lowers them on to their next The fifth cup
which has alreadv attained its full weight, is then tipped
A.T ench cnp attains its weight, the beam falls and complete?
the circuit through the magnet, drawing down the armature,
Tpleasinj the lever, therchv stooping the corresponding feed
hv withdrawing fh'- r]nU:h. The levers m falling open the
circuits by mean= of spring contacts, thus saving energv.
also taking the inductive break instead of the reL-rtively
de!'"'>at^ beam cont-'^t'. A fifth spring contn-'t is in series
with thp mncnet which releases the one-revolution clutch, and
constituteg the mean.<! for ensuring that all weighing opera-
tions are complete before being repeated.
Having now briefly described the vdriouu machine*. I will

indloBte the manner in which they are generally nrranifefl

with regard to the packer. The " Day " packer, makmg
about 3U bags a minute, is fed by two weigners, which are
usually built right and left hand constituting a 'duplex"
weigher. In this case the tunnels unite and teed through a
single one on the packer. The "Rose,' making about tiO a
minute, is led by two twin or duplex weighers lomung a '" qud
>^t." ' Southall " machines are arranged 1, 2, 3, 4, operating
i and 2, tfien d and 1; J. and 3, -Ji and 4 funnels unit into
two oscillating ones on the packer, filling two bags at a time.
i3y arranging one wide funnel under each twin, and wiring
so as to operate 1, 3, 2, 4, instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, a more sunple
tunnel arrangement is obtained. " Driver ' quads are ar-
ranged in this manner. The siieeds of both tvpe of packers
can be varied within limits; the actual speed is governed
by the best average speed of the weighers working in con-
junction. Small quantities can be weighed faster than larger.
Timing and Bag Switches.—The former are operated by

cam shafts on the packers, for making contact to start
the weighers. The latter are operated by the pressure of the
bags when they are about to be filled ; if the.^ are absent
the corresponding circuits are opened. A tumbler switch is
als9 included in cu-cuit on each packer, which should be
switched off when the packer is stopped, otherwise if it
happens to stop with the timing switch closed and a ba-
pressing against the bag switch, the weighers continue to
oi)eratc. filling the funnel. The timing switch con.si.sts of a
cam revolved, on a " Day " packer, at half the speed of the
packer, making contact for each weigher at every alternate
half revolution. It is set to make contact when "the bag is
pressing the bag switch, just before it is moved under the
funnel.

For a quad, the cam revolves at a quarter of the speed of
the packer, making two simultaneous contacts at every half
revolution. Timing may be adjusted by bodilv revolving the
frame of the switch, thus altering its po.sition in relation to
the cam. All weighers require contact to be made a «hort
period before the funnel is over the bag to be filled as a
brief interval must be allowed to enable the weighers to
start their cycle of operations, and for the substance to fall
through the funnel. For a quad set, therefore, contact is
made when the funnels are just rising, preparatory to movin''
backwards and descending on to two fresh b:igs, which were
at that time pressing their respective bag switches.

/Iccurttcy.—It is quite possible with a uniform degree of
granulation, to set the.se machines to weigh accurately to a
very small fraction of a dram. It is obvious, however, that
a true balance is never obtained on the beams; the inertia of
the beam, the degree of rapidity of cut off, and the impact of
the running feed aU affect the weighing. The first and second
of these factors, for a given machine, are practically constant
but the third varies v.-ith the degree of granulation of the
substance being weighed. A fine substance feeds at a higher
speed than a coar.se. making a greater impact on the beam.
In the machines with bulk feed also, the measures would
hold a greater weight for the same capacity. With the usual
blends of tea, the granulation is such "that four ounces
occupy between .32.5 and 37.5 cu. cm. of free space. In this
case, the best speed of the weighers allows the packers to
be dnven at the speeds already mentioned, which allows
about four seconds for each <-omplete cycle. It is best to
adjust the measures so that weighing is as" slow as the packer
will aUow. and then adjust the jockev weight on the beam
to obtain accurate weight. .\s mixing is seldom quite
thorough it is not considered advisable to constantly alter
the jockey or measures for the greatest accuracy. If the
pleasures are set too "close," missing is hable to occur; and
if the jockey is altered to obtain greater accuracy one minute.
it may be necessary to replace it soon after. If a coarse blend
is substituted for a fine one. attention is generally drawn bv
the weighers missing, but if the reverse occurs weighing is
usiially too fast, resultins in varying degrees of over-
weight. Machines with roller feeds may be finally adjusted
by varying the aperture between the feed roller and plate
by means of screws, instead of the jockey.
The mechanical power absorbed in any of the machines

'Icscribed is relatively very small. The electrical energy
•pquired varies according to type, but is not a great amount.
The usual pressure is 110 volts. The " Popoff " machine
l^robably takes the least quantity of energy, as current flovis
in any of the five parallel circuits only momentarily; while
current is flowim; continuously in certain circuits of the
"Southall" machine, only being interrupted during opera-
tion, resi.stnnces are. therefore, placed in series to limit the
lurrent.

I'pon ccin.siderntion. the •^"frf of varyinc degrees of granu
lation on accuracy of weichinc does not ?np"ar to depend
solely on the altered impT-t op ihn beim. hnt ^''o on thnt
auantitv which pa.'ses during the brief oner.?tion ef " rn*. off."
\s before mentioned, a fine snbsta"^— piesp, fh-'>Tigh the
feeds at a hicher rate than a rot-o'^. The eTeot of the jjrenter

impart on the beTm. alone, would apr>"Tr t'^ ein=e 'Tm V>eim
to be turned slichtlv early. resiiltinT in •< licht weicht, but
experience shows that the TP'^r""^ is ^he cse, yj^.. other
thintrs being equal, a fine subrtanco will weigh beivy com-
pared with n coar.oe.

It should be noted that the t'-'m " degrre if grnnnlation
"

used to definft fine or coarse substance."?, does not pecessarilv

imply a definite uniform gi^e of the (rraina. bnt nnifonn pro-
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portions of the various sizes throughout anv particular blend
Jhorough mixing will generally onsurc this.
Having regard to the \vidoly varvin;.- conditions met withm practice, it would be difficult to give definite figures relating

to accuracy, but withm tli.> limits of the author's experience
it has been found possible to set anv of the machines to
weigh ,-1 uniform suitable blend, such that inaccuracies could
harely be detected on balances sensitive to about 1 grain
Hut any change of blend involving a different degree of
granulation would cause an error. In extreme cases this
may amount to as much as half a dram, but this is soon
detected and remedied. Tlie only tvpe of machine described
which is not liable to inaccuracy on this account is the

PopoflF. due to the extremely fine final feed, notwith-
standing the speed of the mnchine being twice that of any of
the other types. Mechanical imi^erfections and the liab'iUtv
ol the feeds to get choked more or less, by pieces of paper
wood, and nails, however, demand constant vigilance and
cnecKing of any machines in operation.

T have said sufficient to outline the methods adopted for
rapidly weighing .small quantities of gi-anular substance.s
I nave bad no experience in dealing «ith finer substances
such as )iowders. or coar.ser ones, such as certain cereals but
If I h,nve managed to convey in an intelligible manner some
Idea of a few of the principles involved. I shall feci amplv
lownrded lor the preparation of these notes.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

CompiM MprMsljr for this journal by Messrs. Sbfton-Jonis. 0'D«ll .niStephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285. High Holbcrn, I.ondon. W C 1,

iLinutacture of electrodes." Metrodes. Ltd.
10.118. " .Apparatus

April 12th.

Stitf Ap';i.''ll7h':°r919T'""'
" ^"""^ =-«"»<' ^o. Apri, 12*. (united

u^'n*',.
" Production ol high-tension • unidirretional currents of impulses "

H. ti. .Mackenzie. April 12th.

W,184. " Thermo-electric systems for production of electrical enerov "
I;

M.Potter. April 12th. • "' <^"'^g>- '-

10,194 " Control of electric ignition systems of intemal-combustion
engines. R. M. B.VLSTpx. -April 12th.

10^4 "Radio-telegraphy signalling systems" W. J. MELU;Rsl.-J.,CKs^,^
(A. Taylor). April 12th.

10.216. " Telephonic apparatus permitting of .lutomatic calling ind con
nccting up." L. Tliscat. April ]2th. (France. March 6th, 1919.)

10.217. '.'.Automatic telephoriv." L. TuRciT. April I'th (Fr-,nrp
April lOlh, 1919.).

P -" <'•'^••'"'"'•

10,232. •• Electric circuit breal<ers. S.-C." R. A. R. Bolton. April 13th.

« ^"'i^^o 1-
'

'"°""'""°"^"^"'''''^'" voltage reducer cells." J. \V. Goodman
April 13th.

10,248. "Terminal connections for flexible electrical conduits." F. AGriffin. A|>ril 13th.

10,253. " Rotary electric transformers and converters " Acri Ks Jl SiielvoKE and H. F. L. Steventon. April 13th.

10,258. " Automatic telephone. Src. systems." A. I.ambot. April 1.3ih.

10,263. "Electric changing<olour sign." F. E. Ewer. Ewiii l M.>Nt;rvc-
TiRiNC Co. and P. A. Tillinchast. April 13th.

10,293. " Electric rotating furnaces." C. E. Corseiils. April I3lh
10.299. " Electric muffle furnaces " Aitomatic ,'S- E, ectkic Firnvcks I td

E. P. Barfield and L. W. Wild. April 13tli. '

10.300. • Electrrr clocks." F. T. Reip. .April ISdi.

_10,3]|. "Controlling" resistances for electric circuits." -- rr.Rlwc ElEClItic
Co. (Culler Hammer Manufacturing Co.) April 13th. . ,: 4" ,'...

10,363. " Dv namo-electric machines." E G. Barter. April. Uth. '

10,365. " Sparking plug." C. S. Harrison. April Uth.
10.373. "Distributing arrangements for telephone. . &c... systems." Auto-

MATIc TELErHONE Mancfacturing Co.. R. Mercer and J. .Savin. .April Uth
10.374. " Call-mdicators for telephone systems.'^ Ai-rOMATic, TsLErHONE

-MA.Nt;FACTL,RiNG Co. and S. R. Smith. April Uth.

Aprii*uih
"''"'"' '"'"^Sraphy." "F. O, ReiD and H. SbolT-TAGCART.

10.404. •' Multiples high-lrciiuency electrical, signalling systems." Western
Electric Co. .April Uth. • s v s s.j>":,ii».

10.405. "Electric burglar-alar,m systems."'" C^O'Vor'tch. .April 24th.
10,417. " Device Tor holdiiig telephone receiver vyhen in use." 1 ESaunders. April Uth. ^ ^

l«,-4«6. "Transmission and distributing with allerndling currents.'' A. MIaylqr. .April ]5lh. .

''

1M~, ".Mounting electric motors- on mnchin«." W. AsQimi. Ltd. andG. Feather. April 15th.

10490. "Means for electrically "mdicalin,- vacant' seats in thcnlrcs &c "
I-. H. AtJSTlN and R. R0EERT.SON. .April 1.5th.

i ic.nres. Ac.

111:512. • Elerlri.- t4le|.lu.n..s ••
11. I». Kefs. April ].^th

,
10,534. Elecri. motor r.,„rM ." Britis,, Ti.omson.Ho.-s^on To. „,d V^HL-ITLEWORIH April 15th , , .

-"'
'
.

-^

Pali. Insirlment Co. and F. Rowcliffe. April 15th

Jn'^"
" ^'""''^ g'-^-ignilion devices." J. O- Delen. April 15th.

Anrii I'ith
"'.S';-'r.%";"/>' ,^'''="-''^„, signalling." . Western - Electric Co..April I5th. (..united Stales. August 21st. 1915.)

J^'™
""''"^'''^ telephone transmitters." A. R. Taylor. April 16th

}n-^^-
'"''"'^'.i''" °'- reactance coils." A. R,' Taylor. April 15th.

lo'^- Fe^"'; r'''"" uJ-
•' G^A-v-LLE and W. S. SmL. April 15.h.

Aorii iVth m^, .^' c" """'l,'^-.
•'1"'^'-=""' ="" product." M. M. Merrptt.April Ijth. (United States, April 15th, 1919.)

^W,566. "Overhead electrical conauctors,. cafles,. &r.-' A. Watts. April

,Sth!''mb.)"''^''"''
''"'^'" "* " ""^' Apr" ICth.- (United State., April

in'S?' i;^'""""^
««"«= ="<< hammers," C. H. Nbwtos. April leih.

Pe^r'otn April'^is'h
'"^^""'' '*"?•" J' Lowe. S. B.- Palmer and N.

.
V.

10,li44. •; High-frequency dyn.mo-elcctric machines." British Thomson-
Hoi-STON Co. April 16th. (United States, June 22nd, 1915.)

10.646. " Electric lamps." W. R. Btl.llMORE. April 16th.
10.647. " Dc\ice for testing Sparking plugs." G. Bcrcil.j.. April 16th

i«".-*^>r,:Z"Ap?i;'^gi"n9ii)""'"'
'""'"'""'" "• "' "-' ^"""^- -^""^

10,661. " Electric relays." M. D. Dimitrievitch. Aprif Kiih.
10,6(56. " Devices (or protecting telephone, telegraph, ic, instrumentsMinst hghimng or excessive electric potentials." A. E. Beaitie. April 16lh.
10,669. "Telephones." G. B. B.i ey and C. Kearton. April 16th
10,690. Electrolysis needle for face treatm.nl." H. O. Brfmnek and MrsManning. April 17th.

10 691. " Locking device for switches of direct-current electric motors." G
(j. .Al>Dl.sON. .April lith.

10,702. " Device for testing sparking plugs." G. T. Waite. April 17th.
10,,07. " Electrical means for indicating relative movemenu of members olapparatus. VV. H. Eccles. April 17lh.

lO.nS. " Winding for electrical apparatus." G. Schroeder. April 17th.
10,719. " Insulated electric conductor." G. .Schroeder. April irth. '

10,748. " .Methods of preventing injurious earthing-currents in electrical

Trlh.WW)'
'" "' " '^'^- -^P'" "'^- (Switzerland, April

^_10,754. " Multi-pole junclion box." M. J. Railinc. and W. Saunders. April

10.760. "Sparking plugs." K E. L. Guinness. April 17lh.
10,763. " Brush-gear for dvnamo-.>lectric m.ichines." Fast Anhi un Et«;i

NEERiNr. Co. and H. C. Waters. April 17lh.
10.772. " Eleclri.- insulators," R. Cox. April 17lh.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will Iw

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

l.S>6.
16,250. ReUULATINC, mechanism for CONTROU-INC. SPEED OF INDUCTION MOTORS

,,7„"!5o T''°"'*°"'"°"^'°" ^°- (G^-'neral Eleclric Co.). November 13th, 1916
(140,476.)

1918.
18,683. ARRANGEMENT OF SEVER.VL ELECTRIC GENERATING CROUPS FOR THE PUR-

POSE OF SUPPLYING AN EQUAL NUMBER OF ELECTRIC MOTOR GROUPS. H CrOchal
November 14th. 1917. (140,491.)

" . .
n. i,rocn.i..

18,689. MeTHOT. OF electric arc welding. CUTTINC AND REPAIRING. C. JHolslag. April ?Otb, 1918. (126,271.)
^

,mo'^^;,„''™^°!""'^
.iccUMUUTOR PLATES. C. P. Elicson. November 35ih.

l'J18. (140,500.)

20,209. Lamp telepikSne relays. M. Latour. December 5th, 1917. (140,506

)

21.679. Magneto-electric m.vchines. R. B. North and A M Allen De-
cember 24th, 1918. 1140,518.)

'

21.680. MACNETO-E;KriRic MACHINES. R. B. North and .\. M. Allen De-
cember J4th, 1918. (140,519.)

'

21.681. Interrupter devices for magneto-electric machinis R B North
and A. M. Allen. December 24th, 1918. (140,520.)

1.918.
33. Electric generating arra,vgements for vehicles. C -I Kirk lanu-

ary 2nd, 1919, (140,525.)
'

291. Control of hydro-electric power stations. R. I Wilson lanu-
ary 4th. 1919. (140,528.)

"

1.255. Electrical switches. R. B. Beniamin au'l A N N^lsi.n Mn 4ili
1918. (126.607.)

- . . .
n.

,
i.i; i.n.

1.273. Wireless transmission. C. S. Franklin. January 17lh, 1919
(140,538.)

' '

3.136. Starting and synchronising of synchronous dynamo-electkIc «.\-
iiiiNEs. R- E. Grime and Mather & Piatt. February 8lh, 1919. (140..V>4.)

4.116. Intercommunication trlkphone system. . L. C. Bvcravc Februarv
19th. 1919. a40.561.)

•

4.382. Electeolvtic cell. J. Harris. Fehruaiy 21sl. 1919. (140,56.'*.)

4.848. ELECTRonrs ind welding and like rods used in soldering anp
DEPOsniNC METALS K H JoHBs and Allov AVeldihg Processes, Il.td

' Ptbruari
26th, 1919., (140.,ViS.)

,

6.124. Electric lamps for cycles and thf i iwe. M. H. Goldslone and H
O. Farrell. .March 12th. 1919. (140,582.)

6.593. Electric terminal J. Chatwin (A. & O. Christ. Sons & Co)
March 17th, 1919. (Convention date not granted.) (124.729.)

8,924. Electric switches. R. K. Damev and C. A. Damev. April 8th
1919. (140,607;)

. p o
.

10,336. HiCH-TEN.sioN MAGNETOS. J. H. Runbaken. April 25lh 1919
(140,629.)

13,007. .Automatic or semi-autom,itic telephone systems. .Automatic Tele-
phone Manufacturing Cx>. and. A. J. Ray. May 23rd, 1910. 1140.655.)

13,666. Electric coils, B. Ames and P. J. Gilinson. Mav 28th 1919
(140,661.)

•

*

16,268. Composition for insulating ind w.xraRpuoonNc elkctskxai.
elements. G. Tucker. June •28lh; 1919. (140,675.)

21,089. Dynamo-electric machines. Baron Cjifloni of ChuUli-ifih. (W- H
Clifford). August 27th, 1919. (140.693.) .' T ^

23,073. Electric induction coils for -medical purposes. M. H. Goldstone
September 19th, 1919. (IWJOS.)

36,014. ElECTRIC.XL means for FACII lT.\TINn NAVIGATIiiN UN PREDETERMINED
COURSES. Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. July lltli, 1918. 034,226.)

.31,199. Apparatus for rt ectricallv controlling railway TitAiNS or vehicles
THROUGH THE TRACK. A. R. Angus Oelnbei lOth. 1917 (Divided .anplir.ltion
on 15,863 18.) (136,570.1

31,200. Apparatus for ELECTRit^ALl.i controlling railway tratns or y-ehicles
THROUGH THE TRACK. A. R. Aogus. Octobcr 10th. 1917. (Divided application
on 15,863./18). (136,571.)

32,392. Sparking' plu-cs. E. F. Burrin. S. E. Grubb and T. E. Nankivell.
December 24th, 1919. (140,733.)

E.D.A. Activities.—The latest piece of propaganiia is8ue<i

by the E.D.A. is a poster (E.D A. 73, 28 in, by 18 in.), "Electric
Cookery saves Food and Fuel," depleting a younsr lady attending to
an electric cooker. It is attractiTely printed in several colours,
with, a space at the bottom for the insertion of the contractor's
n^me and address.
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With a courage that makes one marvel, if not admire, .'^ir

Dugald Clerk, in his " .Fames Vorrest " Lecture, resunies

his attack upon the Report of the Coal Conservation Com-
mittee, sets up figures of his own in place of theirs, and on
that basis proceeds to declare the (lovemment scheme a

"wash-out." He shows from his own figures that if the

scheme is carried out on the Committee's lines for the supply
of power, there will be an annual saving of 29'9 million
tons when all private installations and most of the existing
generating stations have been replaced by super-stations

—

and then he says :
" small fuel savings are possible by

limiting the use of electricity to light and power." Small'

f

Is 30 million tons a small saving .^ ,\nd that is out of
48'7 million tons, as stated by Sir Dugald, instead of 44-7
million tons out of (;5 millions, as estimated by the
Committee. If the railways are electrified, the total

saving may become .iT-i million tons per annum.
But a large amount of coal is used for heating purposes

in mining and industry and in domestic use. The latter

amount is estimated by the Committee at 35 million tons
(in 191:>); the former, on the basis of Jlr. Brownlie's
estimates, is given by Sir Dugald as 25 per cent, of 65
million tons, or 16-3 millions (in I'.IO?).

However, turning to the question of heat production. Sir
Dugald assumes that gasworks in existence use 18-,s million
tons to generate heat with an over-all eificiency of I'K-Z per
cent., the same amount of coal as would be required by the
electricity works to supply all the power required for
industry, at present. Why he takes this figure

—

18 8 millions—we do not know. Assuming that to produce
and distribute the same quantity of heat electrically would
consume l'-65 times as much coal, he finds that to supply
both power and heat electrically would require 18-8 -f 4()-8

= (!8'() million tons, instead of the present (assumed) total

of 6
7
'3 millions.

By this remarkable process he arrives at the conclusion
that the super-station scheme is unsound, although he
has demonstrated that a saving of about MO million
tons of coal would be effected by the scheme if electricity

were used for everything but heating and railway,^.

Sir Dugald ne.xt deals with the rosy future of the gas
industry under the new thermal-unit standard system. . Wc
reproduce elsewhere in this i.ssue a remarkable instance of
the possibilities that lie before the gas industry in this

respect, extracted from the recent report of the Fuel
Research Board ; the curve speaks for itself. The lecturer
states that " in a few years" the gas works will deliver to

the consumer (in the form of gas) 75 per cent, of the heat
in the coal, and the efficiency of use will rise from \-2 to

53 per cent. We sincerely hope that these forecasts will be
fulfilled; but 19 lines further on Sir Dugald says : "I
have shown that gas will shortly be produced and distri-

buted at 73 per cent., and used at 55 per cent, thermal
olliciency for general domestic purposes.'' " Shoint "—and
" nhorlli/.'" A mere forecast is not proof. It is quite in

order to attack the Committee's forecasts— hut not to claim
for the critic's own forecasts that they have been " shown

"

to be correct when they have merely been stated. . •. ...

On the whole. Sir Dugald\> address is a direct attack on
the Committees report, which signally fails so far as power
and lighting are concerned ; his only strong point is on the
subject of heating, which he belabours lustily. In the
meantime, under the existing conditions—without waiting
for the super-stations—in every large centre there is a long
list of would-be consumers clamouring for a supply of

electricity. Collieries, which use their own coal ; textile

mills which, Sir Dugald claims, generate power as econo-
mically as electricity works ; domestic consumers, for
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lighting, power, (///rf heating'—all alike want electricity, and

they want it now. Why ':

Simply because the advantages of " doing it electrically
"

are now appreciated by all classes ; many of them are not

capable of being set down in cash columns or in heat balance

sheets—but they exist, all the same, under both heads.

With electrical methods, far less energy is consumed than

the paper calculations indicate— that is proved by the bills

for energy ; the motor is stopped when not wanted—the gas

engine goes on running on light load, using nearly as

much gas a.< it does on full load ; the electric lamp is

switched off for five minutes—the gas lamp is left burninir :

the electric radiator is carried to the desk—the gas fire is

fixed in position, and therefore must be a big one—and so

on. How can one assess the saving due to the fact that

rooms lighted with electricity need redecoration only once

in five or six years, where gas-lit rooms look shabby in two ?

Moreover, as we have pointed out before—and thi> is a most

important point—the gas works cannot use the rubbish that

passes for coal at the electricity works and gives good

results when used by competent hands. Many electricity

works burn stuff that would otherwise be dumped as useless

waste.

No, Sir Dugald : calculations have many virtues—but

facte are stubborn things I

BRITISH PRESTIGE ABROAD.

Home time ago a Foreign Office Committee was appointed

to consider by what means the Government conld foster h

greater spirit of solidarity among British communities

abroad, and make British ideals more generally known and

appreciated by foreign nations. The subject is one of real

interest, whether we study it from the standpoint of the

Hritisher abroad, or with the object of securing a correct

appreciation of British character and achievement, and

enhancing British prestige generally, among other races.

Many witnesses appeared before the Committee, and from

the evidence given it was possible to form a number of

conclusions, and these are set forth in a White Paper, Cmd.
672."

Russia and the I'nited .'States were excluded from the scope

of the inquiry, the former because of the uncertainty as to

the conditions which will obtain in Russia in the future,

and the latter because the British community in the I'.S A.

differs greatly from that in other countries. On the

question to what extent State intervention is justiti ihlf,

marked difference of opinion was found to exist, and the

conclusion of the Committee is that H.M. (iovcrnmcnt

should take noactiou which would tend to interfere with the

deeply- rnoUd British spirit of independence, but hclpshouM
be given to our foreign communities whenever it could be

done legitimately and with acceptance. The(Tjvernment is

recommended to make it known without delay that it takes

a sympathetic interest in the activities of British communi-
ties in foreign countries, and is prepared in certain cases to

afford them practical support, even though a call upon the

taxpayer be thus involved. Such a call is considered

justified, in order to promote the solidarity of British com-
mnnities and the spread of British ideals.

Readers who arc alile to spare the time should secure the

document aud study it in its entirety. Under normal con-

ditions we should have devoted more space to its considera-

tion than we can now spare, but we wi.sh to indicate

generally the line of the recoyimendations which are

advanced, and to express a hope that even in these crowded
legislative hours with their overwhelming problemi, the

temptation to pigeon-hole the report and leave it to lie there

until it 16 forgotten under an accumulation of dust, will be

'•esisted. Among other things, it is proposed that there should

oe an effort to secure registration of all British subjects known
to be resident in a given district so that they may be kept in

touch with the British Consul, who will fnrnish their names
annually to the Foreign Office. As this will necessarily be

voluntary, it cannot be quite complete, but it will be most

' H.M, Stationery Office, 2d. net (Report of the Foreign Office

Coujaiitt-'e on British Communities Abroid).

helpful if it be fairly so. It is desired that every British

child abroad should have the opportunity of receiving an

English education, and provision therefor is necessary. The
Government should encourage the formation in foreign

countries of British Chambers of Commerce fully repre-

sentative of all British interests concerned. His Majesty's

Representatives should consult these Chambers on subjects

affecting British trade. Through such media as patriotic

societies, churches, and other institutions, the promotion of

British solidarity and the upholding of British ideals would

be assisted.

So far as commercial propaganda is concerned, the real

direction for Government assistance is considered to be

through the commercial side of the diplomatic and Consular

services, the organisation of missions to investigate foreign

markets, the dispatch of touring exhibitions, the organisa-

tion of showrooms abroad, and the supjxirt of the British

film industry.

Not the least important point dealt with is the dissemi-

nation of English technical books and journals and their

filing at all British Consulates for consultation by British

subjects. It is stated that in many foreign countries but

little use is made of English technical books ; translations

into foreign languages are but rarely made. •• It is not

surprising, therefore, that foreigners gain the impression

that Great Britain counts for little in the world of science."

Further :
" It was made quite evident that the English

have fallen behind some other countries in making known
their books abroad, confining their business to the sale of

books specifically asked for." The question of circulation

of English technical and other literature is one more

directly concei'ning publishers than the readers of the

Electbical Review, but the publishers need the co-opera-

tion of the Government if they are to set up a central

distributing organisation to assist in maintaining British

prestige in the interests of the nation ; they also require,

and it is recommended that they should have, cheaper and

i|uicker postal facilities and transport. Facilities arc

lacking for imparting to foreigners information concerning

new and current British books. It has been recommended

that Great Britain should join in the international arrange-

ments by which subscriptions to British papers and

periodicals can be placed through the medium of foreign

post offices ; and that a body should be set up to prepare and

issue catalogues of the most necessary technical and other

works. One suggestion advani-ed is that pulilishers be

invited to send copies of standard works included in such

catalogues to British Commercial Secretaries and Consuls,

in order that they may hrint' them to the notice of those

likely to be interesteil. Another is that the Board of

Fvducation should encourage the translation of standard

English technical works into foreign languages, the

universities on one side, and industrial and commercial

federations on the other, being asked to help in promoting

this object.

It is finally recommended that a Standing Committee be

appointed to give effect to such of the above and other

recommendations contained in the report, as may be

approved by the (Government.

We earnestly hope that this course will be adopted. If

the matter rests where it is, we despair of good emerging.

One matter which directly bears upon the whole subject

of British technical and scientific prestige abroad is the

postage rate for te<hnical and trade publications. Postage

rates at home are to be raised under the Budget provisions,

but the Government ought to remember in any proposals it

may contemplate for raising the distribution costs of such

juiblications in the Colonies and abroad, that the imjiosition

of restrictive postage rates will simply be playing into

the hand; of other natiouj which are flooding foreign

markete with their literature. If the maintenance and

expansion of British export trade are as vital as the

Government sajs, and as we are convinced they aie,

the Government departments responsible for fixing postal

rates and giving postal facilities, should not be indif-

ferent to appeals that are made to them. The provision

of technical journals for use on Consular and other public

tables abroad is a service which publishers have not been

unwilling to give in the interests of Biiti.sh manufacturing

and trade, but the maintenance of British scientific and
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trade reputation is not altogether a private matter for

publishers. If it is a national matter the nation should be

prepared to assist in other ways, and not rest contented with

appointing a committee which shall merely make recom-

mendations—valuable as these may be.

Under the auspices of the Industrial
Profit-Sharing:*

league and Council, an address was
Suggested Natioaal . ° ^, tt .i . •, ,

Scheme. given at Caxton Hall, on April 21st last,

by Mr. Herbert W. Jordan, on " A
National .Scheme of Profit-Sharing."

The scheme suggested is, briefly, that companies should

be encouraged by some such means as a remission or rebate

of income-tax, and the privilege of using the words " profit-

sharing" after the name, to make use of a standard scheme,

either formulated by the Board of Trade, or recommended

by the "Whitley Coimcil for the industry concerned. After

providing for depreciation under " the accepted scale

"

(whatever that may be), the net profits should, in Mr.

Jordan's opinion, be divided up in the following way :

—

Firet, in the payment of a G per cent, cumulative dividend

on the capital issued and paid up ; secondly, in the payment

of a further 3 per cent, non-cumulative dividend on the

same capital. Anything over this '.) per cent, would be

divided into three equal parts. Of these the first third

would be paid out as a further dividend to the shareholders,

the next divided among the employes, and the last applied

for pension purposes. The rate of dividend, mentioned in

this case as 6 per cent., would fluctuate according to the

average rate of return on trustee secmities.

The portion of profits available for distribution among
employes would be paid in cash or shares, and the

basis of distribution might be in proportion to remunera-

tion or to position in the concern.

Reference is made by Mr. Jordan to the Report of the

Ministry of Labour with which we dealt in our leading

article of April 23rd last, and he complains that " it seems

unfortunate that so valuable and comprehensive a Report

does not explain the cause of the apathy of the employes

(which is the root difficulty) or offer any suggestion as to

how their interest could be aroused." He goes on to state

his view that the reason for this apathy is that in general

the employes have to leave the whole matter in the hands

of their employers. That is true ; but tUe chief point is

that the amount receivable by each is insignificant. Human
nature is human nature ; and \vhat is the use of a board of

directcffs complacently nodding and smirking about their

enlightenment because they have a profit-sharing scheme

which results in an average extra remuneration of about

half-a-crown a week all round r 'J'his is no exaggeration,

and no isolated instance, as any interested person can dis-

cover by paying a shilling for a copy of the Iteport. And
Mr. Jordan's standard scheme will fall down for the same

reason. He gives 10 per cent, to the shareholders and

2 per cent, to the employes, half in cash or shares, and half

by way of the pension fund.

Payment by results is, we believe it is fair to say,

generally accepted as right in theory, so that the ([uestion

resolves itself into one of a fair division of the profits.

Each side takes, naturally and inevitably, the selfish view.

Certain Trade Unions object to payment by results, because

their control over the profits earned is not, in their opinion,

sufficient to justify them in depending upon those profits

for any substantial portion of their remuneration. Boards

of directors, particularly during the present boom, have in

several notable instances done away with bonus systems, and

reverted to flat salaries, for the sole and simple reason that

it is, on paper, the less expensive way. Whether it is not,

in the long run, by far the !)w?-e expensive way is. in our

view, scarcely open to question. That atmosphere of goodwill

and intensive co-operation which is so necessary to the

requirements of the exhausted world can only be attained

when both sides agree to lay their cards on the table, and

between them to evolve a scheme which, bearing the full

light of day, will make individual effort and collective

scccess the criterion of the reward which each shall receive

for his labours,

An appeal for assistance in the supply

FI zt I "i " °^ ""^^ materials to the industries in

Industry. German Austria has been issued by Dr.

Gustav Weiss-Wellerstein, secretary of

the General Union of (ierman Austria's Industry. The
secretary points out that about 70 per cent, of the Austrian

workmen find occupation in the metal and electrical

industries, and the production of electrical manufactures

which took place in old Austria is particularly located in

the present German Austria, the industry having formerly

supplied the requirements of the Austro-Hungarian market.

The reason why the electrical industry formerly had no
large market in the East was not backwardness, but
the fact that the Austrian electrical firms had formed
a syndicate with the works in fxermany, which resulted in a

division of the export markets, to the disadvantage of

Austria. Now, however, the secretary states, the situation

has become quite different, and the Austrian electrical

firms can export on their own account, the East coming into

consideration as their riatural market.

While the Electricity Commissioners
^°^'' E'ectricity

^^.^ ^ ^j^,^ ^^^^^ formation of big dis-
Undertakings. . •'

, , . . , ,
*

tricts and the reorganisation of the great

electricity supply undertakings of the country, there is a

risk that the fortunes—or misfortunes— of the smaller

undertakings may escape attention ; this ought not to be

allowed to happen, for the matter is one of pressing urgency

for them, and they are as much entitled to justice and con-

sideration as their big brothers. AVhere they are situated

within range of a bulk supply scheme, it is true, there is no

fear that they will be overlooked ; but what of the isolated

stations which are scattered about the country, in regions

where there is not the least prospect of a transmission line

approaching them for many years to come r What are they

to do f They cannot meet the demands for supply which

rain upon them, without new plant ; new plant costs money,

and they cannot raise funds for the purpose with the

prospect of extinction hanging over them. In the mean-

time they have no option but to struggle along with what

plant they have at command, while the public clamouring

for electricity, knowing little and caring less about

the national scheme, is becoming exasperated, and

lays the blame upon the shoulders of the long-

suffering undertakers. This ought not to be allowed

to continue. A decision should promptly be arrived at,

and carb such isolated undertaking should be put in a

position to raise the ne:ef-sai-y capital fur extensions by an

explicit assurance that it will not be affected liy the .-scheme.

This alone is not sufficient; a guarantee is necessary that

any capital so expended on Im/i/i tih extensions shall be

fuilv repaid if and when the undertaking is purchased by

an authority under the new Act. Even where it is definitely

known that a bulk supply is to be given, extreme annoyance

is being given both to contractors and the general public

by the enforced postponement of all new connections to an

unknown epoch in the future, owing to the existing station

being tally loaded. j\[any undertakings have been

authorised to carry out specified extensions, and no time

should be lost in regularising the position of all statutory

undertakers.

How seriously some of these are affected by the new con-

ditions is well exemplified by the attempt of Edmundson's

Eleciririty Corporation and other compmies to obtain

jroweis to increase their maximum prices : we regret to see

that a Select Committee of the House of Lords, on Monday,

summarily rejected the Bill without calling upon the

opposition to give evidence. Are these companies to be

compelled to fulfil their statutory obligations and yet to be

deprived of the possibility of paying a modest return on

the capital which they have invested ? What else is this

but a policy of confiscation ?

These small undertakings are usually almost wholly

dependent on the lighting load, and what that means may
lie imagined when to the introduction of the metallic-filament

lamp and the gas-filled lamp is added the adoption of

" Summer Time," together with the increased cost of labour,

materials, and fuel.
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ELECTRICAL HAIR-DRESSING.

By E. AUSTIN.

One of the easiest and quickest ways of making money at

the present time is to open an electrically-equipped hair-

dresser's shop. With the aid of electricity, barbers can

acquire wealth with extraordinary rapidity, and those who

are not taking advantage of the fact must either be very

dull and stupid or quite insane. This interesting and very

informative article is the outcome of an inspiration derived

from a well-known propagandist who directed the writer's

attention to certain advertisements appertaining to electrical

hair-dressing appliances, some intended for use in barbers'

shops, others in the home. Incidentally, it should also be

mentioned before proceeding further, that none of these

things are of the slightest "value to the writer, who lost

his hair years ago in "writing for the technical Press, but

others engaged on less arduous work, and especially ladies,

ought to find them extremely useful.

"Whilst electric hair-cutting and shaving machines have

not yet been introduced, there are nevertheless appliances

for hair-drying, waving, and singeing. The orthodox

method of singeing is gently to raise the hair from the

scalp with the aid of a comb, and to apply a lighted taper to

the extremities, thus causing the hair to be ignited or fused,

and producing an unpleasant odour. This method, it

study and experience before proficiency in the art can be

attained, but briefly, after .the hair has been shampooed,

sections are carefully twisted round small metal rollers and

then bound round with twine, which in turn is covered with

a damp fabric, charged with borax. Over each roll of hair

bound with the twine and fabric a paper capsule is then

slipped, the function of these capsules being to enable the

heaters (fig. 2) to raise steam from the damp boraxed fabric.

Readers who contemplate experimenting upon their lady

friends should note that the part of the process so far

described is the most important part, and that the succefs

of the system greatly depends upon the neatness with which

the hair is wound upon the rollers.

Having coiled the hair upon the rollers and applied the

twine, damp fabric, and capsules in the manner described,

the heaters, which have previously been connected up to

the supply circuit, and have attained their maximum tem-

perature, are slipped over the capsules as shown in lig. 3, and

all the operator has to do whilst the heaters (suspended on

'
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the hair-dressing industry. With an electrical machine as

shown in fig. 4, hair can be dried without spending half

the day in rubbing it with towels. The particular

machine illustrated is one of the products of the Dexter

Manufacturing Co., and, in common with the perhaps more
familiar portable pattern composed of a small motor and
blower with a handle, it is capable of supplying hot and cold

air. A special feature of the machine is that the tempera-

ture of the air discharged from the noz/.le and projected on

rf-^A
Fig. 4.-

—

Electric Haik i>Kii.ii.

to the lady's or gentleman's head can be regulated to a

nicety, simply by manipulating a 'small shutter. The
machine is fitted with a two-speed switch which enables the

fan to give a medium or strong air blast, which in the case

of this particular machine is heated by gas jets fixed to the

periphery of the fan case. When the motor is running at

full speed and the heat regulator is closed, the fan produces

a large volume of hot air, capable of drying the thickest of

hair very quickly. The cost of running the motor with

electricity at 5d. per unit is said to be a farthing per hour,

and the cost of the gas at 4s. 2d. per 1,000 cb. ft., exactly

a penny per hour, the total operating cost thus being 1 |d.

per hour, or Is. 3d. for 12 hours' contiuuous use. Hair
drying machines similar to the one illustrated, but with
electrical heaters, are also supplied by Messrs. C. B. Wright
and Co., and these heaters may be mounted on a pedestal

as shown, or be attached to a wall bracket. Another of

the Dexter Co.'s products is the electric stove (fig. .5) for

heating hair waving irons or tongs, which is constructed

of polished aluminium and made for all voltages ranging

from 100 to 250 volts, D.c. or A.c. Yet another device of

much use in hair-dressing operations is the electrically-

driven rotary hair brush made by the Light Electric Motor
Co., of Dundee.

Electric massage is, of course, an operation closely related

to hair-dr€*sing. Scalp massage is said to prevent dandruff,

baldness, itching scalps and so forth. Daily applications of

an electric massage vibrator invigorate the hair roots and

Fig. .5.

—

Electric Hair Tonos Hkater.

are claimed to promote hair growth. Electric massage is

also said to cure certain ailments, such as sciatica. Face
massage, however, is the most common form of treatment

practised by barbers, and those in any way interested in

this lucrative branch of the elecwical business should not

fail to remember that there is a great and ever-increasing

demand for face massage appliances.

THE REMOTE CONTROL OF ROTARY CONVERTER SUB-STATIONS.

By H. WILSON, Mains Superintendent, Maidstone Corporation Electricity Worlcs.

Most supply undertakings which operate on a low-tension

three-wire supply have outlying districts in which the

supply pressure is anything but satisfactory. An inquiry

from such a district for " (i-KW. cooking " or " 30 h.p.,"

generally leads to much speculation in the mains depart-

ment, and the sequel is often a courteous reply from the

supply authority, stating, that :
" We regret that with our

present mains, &c.," or " We are considering the installa-

tion of a sub-station, and hope to go into your inquiry at a

future date.'" Sooner or later that sub-station will have to

be put down, and will probably consist of a rotary con-

verter fed by an e.h.t. main througli a transformer. Often

the revenue from the section in question will hardly cover

the capital charges on plant installed at the sub-station,

and the e.h.t. main supplying it, and under these circum-

stances anything whirh will cut down the running expenses

is worthy of consideration.

It is probable that the sub-statiou may have to run from

7 a.m. to 10 p.m., and this means two attendants, and
possibly more. With the 47-hour week, and the proposed

basic rates for the electricity supply industry, this will

probably mean £8 to £10 per week in wages.

It is to those who have installed, or are about to install.

such a sub-station that the following suggestions are offered,

and the author may add that he has installed and successfully-

operated the scheme set out below.

The diagram, fig. 1, shows, as simply as possible, the

connections between the sub-station and generating station.

The principle of the remote control is that the voltage

regulation of the rotary at the sub-station can be accom-

plished either by the usual Keld rheostat provided at the

sub-station, or by means of an auxiliary rheostat on the

direct-current feeder panel at the works operating through

a pilot cable between the works and the sub-station.

It is also possible to shut down the rotary at the sub-

station from the works, provided that a second pilot wire is

available, and that the h.t. oil switch at the sub-station has

been fitted with a D.c. trip coil. When shutting down, the

D.c. rotary breakers at the sub-station are operated through

the second pilot wire by means of the over-speed trip coil,

which is usually present on a rotary control panel. The
same pilot wire operates the d.c. trip coil on the h.t. oil

switch, so that both this and the d.c. breakers are operated

at the same instant, current being admitted to the second

pilot wire by means of a push-button on the d.c. feeder

panel at the works.

The method of operation is tdat an attendant from the

works starts up the sub-station rotary in the ordinary way,

parallels with the d.c. supply, and when the rotary is

running light on the bus-bars, he notifies the works by tele-

phone that he has started up, and he is then at liberty to

return to the works, or to go on to another sub-station and

repeat the process.

The attendant at the works then watches the ammetere

on the D.c. feeder panel—which are of the centre zero type

— and when these begin to show that power is going out to the

sub-station, he increases the rotary voltage at the sub-station

by means of the auxiliary rheostat, until the ammeter pointers

return to zero, or if necessary to some specified value, on the

other side of the zero mark, representing power returned
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by the sub-station to the works bus-bars. Assuming that

there are no consumers connected on the d.c. feeder between

the works and the sub-station, a zero reading on the feeder

panel ammeters at tlie works means that the sub-station is

generating at the same pressure as the works' bus-bars.

With a go-and-return resistance of O'T) ohm in the d.c.

feeder, 20 amperes going to the sub-station means that the

sub-station pressure is 10 volts below the works' pressure.

On the other hand, 20 amperes back to the works means the

sub-station pressure is 10 volts high. These tigures can be

tabulated f(ii' all likely loads and placed on the feeder panel at

l\u: works, so tliuL tlip lie. ammeters at the works can be used

1,0 give u (rorrect iiulication ol tlie relative pressures at the

works and sub-station, and thus of the actual voltage at the

sub-station. This is important, as it may place at liberty

an existing voltmeter pilot cable to supply the two
conductors necessary for the remote control.

The works attendant proceeds during the day to regulate

the sub-station voltage by means of the auxiliary rheostat,

and when he decides that he can dispense with the sub-

station, and pick up the remaining load from the works, he

reduces the auxiliary rheostat to the last stop, and opens

the auxiliary single-pole field switch. This leaves the sub-

station running light, or exactly as it was left by the

attendant after starting up in the morning, and the works
attendant can then operate the h.t. oil switch and d.c.

breakere at the sub-station by means of the push-button

switch and the second pilot wire.

If two additional pilot wires are available between the

works and the sub-station, it is a distinct advantage to have

any case, and the control cable can be incorporated with

these.

There is usually room on the D.c. feeder panel at the

works for the hand-wheel of the auxiliary rheostat, the

single-pole auxiliary field switch, and the push-button

switch for shutting down. If not, these should be arrange il,

of course, as near the d.c. feeder ammeters as possilile, to

facilitate the regulation.

Where several sub-stations are in contemplation, the

saving accomplished in wages will be considerable, and the

initial cost of installation will be much below that of

automatic voltage regulators, while the maintenance will

also be much less.

INVERSE POWER FACTOR.

By C. TURNBULL.

ReMOTE-CoNT ROLLED ROTAKV CONVEIOTBR.

a pilot lamp on the works feeder panel, connected directly

iicross the rotary terminals at the sub-station, as when
shutting down this removes any question whether the a.i .

and D.c. switches have both been operated at the sub-

station.

It should be noted that not only can the control of the

sub-station be accomplished either from the works or the

sub-station, but that it can be transferred in a few moments
from either point to the other, without disturbing the dis-

tribution of the load at either end, simply by increasing the

current through one rheostat, and decreasing it through the

other, or i ire rcrsa.

These operations may appear rather lengthy and complex
on paper, but in practice they are easily understood and
accomplished by the average attendant.

In favour of the system outlined it may be urged that in

most rotary sub-stations the attendant does nothing after

starting up except regulate the voltage and then shut down.
Also, it is a great advantage to have the control of the plant

at the works and the sub-station under the hand of one
attendant, and saves a great deal of telephoning between the

two places.

With regard to pilot cables, these are often in existence as

voltmeter cables laid with the original d.c. feeder, and in

the case of new sub-stations, they can be laid with the e.h.t.

feeder ; telephone cables will probably have to be laid in

The converse or inverse of an idea is frequently of much
use ; indeed one may, not seldom, come upon an entirely new
idea by inverting one that is well known. Kelvin used the

method ([uite frequently. Before his day, people tried to

make the mariner's compass accurate by increasing the

strength of the magnet. Conversely it was possible to make
the compass work satisfactorily with a weak magnet, if one

lightened the moving parts suihciently. This seems obvious

enough to us now, but no one thought of it until Kelvin

introduced his improved compass. Similarly, it was possible

to state certain thermodynamic proposi-

tions in terms of the thermometer scale.

Kelvin inverted the process, and stated the

thermometer scale in terms of thermo-

dynamics.

Again, when everybody was working in

ohms, Kelvin invented the mho, which has

turned out to be so useful that we have now
added to it the terms admittance and sus-

ceptance.

The time is now overdue for a term

equivalent to " inverse power factor." It

is well known that one of the great diffi-

culties of charging adequately for energy

at low power factor arises from the fact

that commercial men cannot understand

power factor. It is certainly very puzzling

to a commercial man to understand that

his motor is using a large amount of current

because it has a power factor of Go per

cent, or 70 per cent. It sounds rather

as if the motor were only using some (10 pei'

cent, or 70 per cent, of the power that

it ought to, and it seems to be a parti-

cularly good motor. If instead of speaking of power factor

we used the term " current factor," and spoke of, say, 180
per cent. O.K., it would be much easier to get consumers to

understand what it all means. The current factor of

IHO per cent., indeed, would mean that the motor took

80 per cent, more current than it ought to. One can

further explain that this excessive current means that the

cables on the consumer's premises, and also the under-

taking's mains, have to be xO per cent, bigger than would be

necessary if the motor had been designed on more efficient

lines.

Xot only would the term be easier to explain to con-

sumers, but it would be more useful even to the technical

man. It would give him his results directly, and that would
lead to clear thinking.

Public Utility Companies Bill.—In the House of Lords,

last week, says The J'imes. Lord Somerlejton moved the second
reading: of the Public Utility Companies (Capital Issues) BUI.

which had come up from the Commons. The Bill provides for the

variation of the provisions regulating the raising of capital by
companies carrying on public utility undertakings for the supply

of tas. water, hydraulic power, and electricity and tramway under-

takings, including light railways constructed wholly or mainly on
public roads. The Bill was read a second time.
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COAL CONSERVATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

By SIR DLQALD CLERK, K.B.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., M.Inst C.E.

Uuit ^)re^.ent industrial civili^atiou depeuds upon our sup-

plies of fuel and motive power, and without coal, oil, and

motive power it would be impossible to support in compara-

tive comlort our population of 40 millions.

Accordmg to Prof. Bone's estimates, power, gasworks, and
domestic use consume between them liH milhon tons per an-

num, or about 71 per cent, of the whole coal consumption
of the L'nited Kingaom
The Coal Conservation Committee ainved at the conclusion

that 6Ci million tons of coal were oonsunied in thia country
in 1917 tor the production i.t jxiwer. including lailways; the>

considered that onl> ^i) mdlious would be requil'ed if the

whole of the existing steam engines in separate factories, and
the steam locomotives on railways wtie replaced by a gn-al

gi'ueral sy.'iteni of electrical generation and distribution.

.\re the facts dealt with by the Coal Conservation Conuuittee
jT^uch as to justify the sweeping conclusions arrived at? Many
competent electricians and most capable motive-power en-

gineers have the gravest doubt as to the accuracy of the data

presented and as to the outcome of the ambitious scheme
advocated.
The report assumes an approximate knowledge of four

values :

—

1. The amount of coal used in the United Kingdom for the
pioduction of ix)wer only.

•2. The amount uf mechanical or electrical energy produced
from this coal and used in driving workshops, mills, factories,

electrical generation and railways by steam engines, recipro-

cating and turbine.
:-!. .\ssumed (calculated from (I) and ("2) c>onsumption of

coal per brake horse-power hour at present.

i. Possible reduction of total consumption of coal by tlie

proposed super-stations.

With regard to (1), an attempt is made to arrive at this

value by consideration of the values returned in the census of

production for 1907. The conclusion is that in 1907 the esti-

mated coal consumption in indu.stry, including mining, wa-*

approximately 70 million tons, but the whole of this coal is

not used for power producti(jn because it inchides " im-
portant amounts of coal used for iiurpo.ses other than the
generation of power, as in brick making, in chemical trades

and in bakehouses."
It is assumed that only 75 per cent, of the total coal is used

for po\ver production in industry, that is 5'2.o million tons. If

railways be included the total consumption is stated to be at

least 65 million tons. It is further stated that the present
(1917) consumption including railways is SO millions.

In the hst of purposes recjuiring the reduction by 25 iwr
cent, above no allowance appears to be made for the large
amounts of steam consumed in factories and mines for heat-
ing and general technical processes in industries like dying.
bleaching, calico printing, tanning, hat manufacture, chemical
trades, heating premises and others. Mr. Brownlie considers
that the proportion of steam so included in power production
is from 20 to 30 per cent, of the total. The 65 million tons
consumed in mining and industry is thus subject to a deduc-
tion of, .say, 25 i>er cent., and the real value for power pro-
ducing purposes, including railways, is more probably 48.7

million tons.

With regard to (2), the total output of mechanical energy
produced from the coal used in driving workshops, mills,

factories, electrical generators by steam engines, reciprocating
and turbine (excepting railways), during the year of the
census 1907, is estimated by the Coal Conservation Committee
as 14.691 million n. p.-hours. To estimate tTiis value it is

assumed that the nominal h.p. of steam engines may be used.
The practice as to nominal h.p. of a steam engine is to expect
the actual power obtained to be at least one and a half times
the nominal value. This would cause the power of the
separate steam engines returned in the census to lie higher
than that used to determine the total H.P.-hours of the plant
per annum. For this reason I consider that the steam-engine
H.P.-hours per annum are too low. The total H.P.-hours in
1907 was more probably 20.987 milhon H.P.-hours.
With regard to (.3). my estimate of the total coal consump-

tion under (1) during 1907 for .-team motive power qbIv. in-
cluding railwavs. a.s explained i.s 48.7 million tons: deducting
for railways 12.5 millions we get 36.2 millions. The coal con-
sumption per H.p.-hour is therefore -36.2x2,240/20.987 = 3.9 lb.
nearly.

In the committee report the value arrived at. without
correcting for steam consumption other than motive power,
and without correcting the nominal H.p. for steam-engines, is
S.03 lb. Tliis number, however, is given up, and 5 lb. per
H.p.-hour is adonted from typical ca.ses.

.Vccording to Mr. T}. Wilson, technical advi.'^r to the Coal
Controller, the electricity supply undertakings of the T'nited
Kingdom utilising coal generated in the years 1917-18. 4.674
million Board of Trade units on an average consumption of

• " .Tames Forrest " I^ecture read before the Ixstiti-tion
or CrvTL Engineers. .Abstract.

3.47 lb. of coal per unit, or 2.59 lb. per electrical H.P.-hour.
\\ c have thus accurate knowledge of the fuel consumption of
at least 10 i>er cent, of the whole power of the country.
The textile trades are large power consumer;-., and their

reciprocating steam engines are highly ecouomic^il. Com-
pound •ugines working at about lOU lb. per sq. m., consume
about 2.7 lb. of coal per i.h.p. net. Compound high-pressure
engines consume about 1.65 lb. of coal per i.h.p. net, and
about 1.45 lb. when superheated steam is used. At 90 pei
cent mechanical elficiency the mean consumption is 2 33 lb.
ot coaJ per b h.p hour. AUowing loi some ol the older
engines, 2.5 lb. per h.u.v. seems a very probable figure for tlir-

textile industry.
Ill July, 1919, ilr. D. Biownlie published a critical examina

tion by him of tbe performances of 250 boiler plants in different
industries. He found tbat the maximum cvaiMjiatiou of watei-
lier ix)und of coal was 7.85 lb., and the minimum value was
4.96 lb. The average value was 6..56 lb. .Vt 20 lb. steam per
B.H.p.-hour this would give a mean of 3.05 lb. of coal per
B.H.p. A shnilar examination by Mr. Brownlie of 100 typical
colliery boiler plants gives 5.44 lb. of water per pound of coal.
It we assume that the colliery engines require 30 lb. of
steam per B.H.p.-hour because of the nature of their work, the
average coal consumption for the collieries per B.H.p.-hour is
5.5 lb. of coal. Pumping engines for mines, however, con-
sume about 2 lb. of coal [ler pump H.p.-hour.

. T° arrive at an approximate average for the whole country
it IS further necessary to study the distribution of the total
steam power of the country among the different engines of
greater and less economy. The data depend on the returns
made at the census of production of 1907.
On this basis the average for the United Kingdom is 4.05 lb.

of c<m1 per B.H.p.-hour. I have thus arrived at two values
The first is 3.9 lb. of coal per b.h.p.. e.stimated on census of
production data, and the second is 4.05 lb. of coal per B.H.p.-
hour, estimated by considering the average of many typical
steani engines. The agreement is close.
With regard to (4). it has been shown that after allowing

for steani used for purposes other than motive jwwer th.-
Coal Conservation Committee estimate of 66 million tons
consumption is reduced to 48.7 millions. If we assume with
the committee that super-.stations in the earlv future will
generate 1 e. H.p.-hour on 1..56 lb. of coal, then the possible
consumption by the complete substitution of such stations
for existmg stations and power-producing steam engines.
a.ssummg the figure of 4.05 lb. is 18.77 milhon tons. The
saving is 29.9 million tons.
The .saving, as contemplated by the committee, on 65

million tons, the consumption for stationary engines, is 44.7
million tons.

Mr. R. T. Smith, in his presidential address to the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers, states that if all the railways
of the country be electrified, it is pos.sible to save from 7 to
8 million tons of coal per annum ; we then get as total
"savingj' 29.94-7.5 = 37.4 million tons per annum. The sav-
ing of 55 milhon tons expected by the committee is, in mv
opimon, based on fallacious reasoning.
The foregoing discussion assumes that p<3wer and hght are

to be generated, not heat; but the committee report clearlv
intends to generate heat also and expects to do so with
economy superior to the existing systems of coal and gas com-
bustion. To test this matter it is desirable to consider first
the question of heat supply by electricity and bv coal gas.
The average efficiency of gas production for" the kingdom

is 46 per cent, and the efficiency of distribution is 9-5 per cent.,
so that the consumer receives at his premises 43.6 per cent.'
of the heat used at the gasworks ready to produce that quan-
tity of heat on combustion. The thermal efficiency of the
gas m use for domestic and manufactming purposes is 42 per
cent.

;
that is, the final efficiency referred to the heat con-

sumption at the gasworks is 4:3.6x0.42=18.3 per cent.
Electricity generated at a fuel consumption of 1.56 lb. of

coal per e.H.p.-hour gives a thermal efficiency of production
of 13 per cent. The efficiency of transmission for short dis-
tances is 90 per cent., and the electricity consumer receives
on his premises 13x0.9 = 11.7 p«r cent, of the heat consumed
m the thermodynamic transformation at the super-station.
The efficiency of electricity in use for domestic and indus-

trial purposes such as electric heating of rooms, electric heat-
ing and boiling water, and industrial metal heating and melt-
ing is estimated by me as 59 per cent. The consumer tBus
uses in his apparatus 11.7x0.59=6.9 per c-ent. of the heat
units consumed at the generating station.
For equal heat actually applied to the work, gas thus

returns ] 8.3 per cent, of the heat of production, distribution,
and use, while electricity only returns 6.9 per cent. For equal
heat work electricity thus consumes 2.65 times the coal of
the country to do the s;ime work. How would this fact effect
the conclusions of the committee report?

.\ssirme for the purpose of testing the matter that the sutler-
stations are in being—generating and distributing by elec-
tricity the whole of the power estimated as in present use

—

then the total coal consumption per annum will be 18.8
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luilliou tuus at 1.56 lb. of coal per E.H.i'.-hour. The old cou-

suuiption under the present system of industrial and not

collective power ycucratiou would be, as 1 have i>howu, 48.7

million tons; the saviut' shown is thus "29.9 million tons. This

assumes ail private power installations and nearly ail existing

yenerating stations to be abolished and replaced by the new
super-stations.

Assume now that gasworks in existence use 18.8 million

ions of coal to generate heat at 46 per cent, efficiency of

production and ltj.8 per cent, efficiency of production, dis-

tribution, and use. The total fuel consumption between
power by electricity andlieat by coal-gas will be 18 t<X'2=37.b

million tons. The total coal oon.sumed for the combined
supply of power and beat by way of electrical generation
wiiuki be b'>.,s-^-.j;i,,s = (;s.(j million tons, and the liw.* by adopt-

ing electricity lor licatiiiy is ylmillion toiw lK*r annum.
If then the ideas of tlu- committee be carried out as to the

supply of clecti-icity for heating, cooking, and iiulu.striai metal
melting and trc;itiiig, as well as for power, the whole assnmcd
saving on iiower will be lost, and GS.G millions of coal pei
annum will be consumed in.stead of 67. .5.

In my opinion, on the facts which I have -shown, the
.suiier-stations W'ill not justify their existence. The Govern-
ment scheme is wrong, aud the sweeping conclusions arrived
at by the Coal Conservation Committee are unjustifiable.

There is no possiblity of .saving 55 million tons i)er annum
of the fuel of the country by carrying out the full sehetue.
Small fuel .savings are ixissibie by limiting the use of elec-
tricity to light and power. In so far as electricity displaces
gas for heating purposes, in so far would the coal consump-
tion of the country be increased.
In considering a general scheme of fuel saving for the

United Kingdom, it is necessary to take a broader view than
has been done by the Government Committees. Not only
should the efficiency for motive power be considered, but the
whole heating systems of the country should be dealt with
in order to obtain a combined efficiency of heating, lighting,
and motive power.
In 1917 the gas industry carbonised 20 million tons of coal,

and the heat of 10.8 million tons was used to produce and
distribute the coal-gas utilised in the United Kingdom, while
the heat of 9.'2 million tons remained available for use in the
form of .solid coke and .semi-liquid tar and oil.

Great changes are now in olXMation throughout the gas
industry due to the adoption of the thermal-unit standard for
.sale and the passing away of the intrinsic illumination stan-
dards so long adopted. These changes allow of greatly im-
proved thermal efficiencies of pioduction and distribution.
In a few years the majority of gasworks will deliver to the
consumer in the form of gas 75 per cent, of the whole heat
of tlie coal used, and the improvements in gas apparatus,
construction, and design are so great that the efficiency of
use of the gas will rise from 42 per cent, to 55 per cent.
The effect of the.se two changes will cause the consumption

of coal to be reduced from 10.8 million tons per annum to
4.8 milhon tons giving the same .service of heat, light, and
power, as at present. If. however, the use of gas expands
at_ its present rate a double .service could be "iven on 9,6
million tons. If we retain the same service we save 6 million
tons per annum on the gas indu.stry alone.

I have shown that gas ^\ill shortly be produced and dis-
tributed at 75 jier cent, and used at 55 per cent .thermal
efficiency for general domestic purposes. That is, the ultimate
efficiency from coal consumed at the gas^vorks to heat utilised
by the consumer is 0.75X0.55 = 0.41. Pi-om this it is evident
that at the new hi.cher efficiencies of gas it will economi.se the
country's fuel resources to introduce gas to all households
instead of coal for all purposes \A-here coal is at present burned.
On the assumption of complete displacement of coal in house-
holds by gas, instead of using .35 million tons we should only
use 17,5 million tons. We save 17,5 million tons on this item',

- Further savings w-ill be made by the rapidly increasing use
of gas for industrial purpo.'^s. Savings of 4 million tons out
of the 20 millions estimated to be u.sed for raising steam for
heating purposes, and 4.4 million tons out of the 17 millions
used by collieries for motive power, can be effected bv im-
jiroved methods of working,

I welcome the progress of electricity as shown from the
Coal Controller's i-eturns. Electricity is doing good work in
the conservation of coal. The average consmnntion per b.h,p,
for the whole country I estimate at 4 lb, of coal," but the
electrical generation of the country has reached the lower
figure of 2.6 lb, per B.H.p,-hour; it has become as economical
of fuel as the textile industries, ' The purpose of reducing it

still further to l,5_lb. and even 1 lb, is good and commendable,
but the Coal - Con.servation Committee Reixirt advocates a
line of advance which' follows the direction of ,

"
colo.s.sal

"

standardisation so characteristic of Gemian ideas and develop-
ment which ultimately brouiiht that country to ruin wlien
pitted against the organised individualism of .the British Em-
pire.

The notion of the great gain to be expected from verv
large steam turbines is quite erroneous. Even with the most
modern plant which can be built an increa.se in power from
10,000 kilowatts to 100.000 kilowatts only reduces the steam
consumption per kilowatt-hour from 9 lb. to 8.5.

Of the whole 421 stations examined by Mr. Wilson, the most
economical station is one with an annual output of 40 mil-
lion Board of Trade units. The efficiency is 13,05 per cent.

In the actual examples dealt with by Mr. Wilson, a rise in size

of .station from 0.2 to over 40 million units per annum only

increases the thermal efficiency roughly from 11 per cent, to

13 per cent.

'I'lie town gas industry at present supplies about 44S,(R)li

B.ii.i'. of gas engines, or about 1,344 million H,P,-hours per

annum, at the elhcieiicj of 25 per cent, of the heat of the

gas transformed into ii,u.i'., and 10,9 per cent, referred to the

coal consumed at the gasworks. Electricity gives 6,8 per

cent. But with the higher gas-producing and distribution

efficiencies referred to, the gas of the near future would give

18-5 per cent, from gasworks to users' b.h p.

Electricity at 1.56 lb. coal per E.p.H.-hour, and 9(J per cent,

efficiency of distribution, gives 10.7 b.h. p. from motor, Oas
liuwer has thus the advantage of 18.5/1(1. 7=- U73.

(las iKiwer by suction and other producers mainly accounts
for over half a million ii,ll,i', in'niternal-combustion engines,

and here the ultimate tliermal efficiency exceeds 20 per cent.

This is the highest figure to which tlic electricians at pro.s<Mit

aspiie. A recent examination by me of the limits of thermal
efficiency of gas and oil engim^s, shows conclusively that 45

per cent, b,h,p. may be obtained in the near future. Sir

Charles Parsons at the same time prepared an estimate of the

limiting efficiency of the steam turbine as 28 per cent.

Obviously the use of the internal-combu.stion engine wdll

have a great effect in future in increasing the m)wer and
reducing the fuel consumption required for motive power,
and this without requiring any departure from the individual
generation of motive power in small units np to 3,000 h.p.

The great advantage of gas power is that small units such as

even 50 B.H.P, give efficiencies quite as high as that of the
larger units of gqs and super-units of electricity.

So far small gas power driving for factories, whether by
shaft and belt drive, or electric drive from a private w'orks

central station, has been superior in thermal and cost effi-

ciency as compared with any public supply from great centinl
electricity generating stations. The extension, of the small
power units, so long as it progresses in free competition with
best electricity distribution, tends to reduce the fuel con-
sumption and conserve the fuel resources of the country.
In factories lai-ge quantities of steam are used for many

manufacturing and chemical operations. In some ca.ses the
steam so used is the exhaust from steam engines, and in .such

cases the more economical plan for obtaining the maxunum
general thermal efficiency within the works consists in dis-

charging the exhaust steam from the engine at a pressure
slightly above atmosphere, so that its temperature for the
luirpose of heat supply or chemical action is above 212 deg. F.
Although the engine does not sliow the maximum thermal

efficiency, the combination of engine and heat-producing by
steam gives extremely high thermal efficiencies.

To make use of this combined system in using steam en-
gines, however, it is necessary to dispen,se with condensation
of the steam and the power obtained by working at pressures
below atuiosphere. In the case of the steam turbine, the very
high efficiency of 19 per cent, is obtained by the use of high
expansions and low pressure in a condenser. In great central
stations, turbine driven, the combined sy.stem therefore re-
quires the discharge of the steam from the turbine above
atmospheric pressure and therefoie the limitation of theniial
efficiency of the turbine to about 10 tier cent, instead of 19.
If the w-hole of the discharged heat, however, is required
for, say, domestic heating in a city, then the combined effi-

ciency will be very high.
The internal-combustion engine differs from the steam tur-

bine in this, that the thermal efficiency is not disturbed by
the use of the exhaust gases for the purpose of heating. It
can be more readily applied to the combined system of pro-
ducing heating and motive power than the steam engine.

If an electricity generating station is to seriously attempt
to supply heat as well as light and power, then the only
priicticable course appears to be the production of a turbine
using steam through a limited expansion, so that high-tem-
perature steam becomes available for heat distribution at
temperatures about the boiling point of water. Tlie use of
.such high-pressure steam turbines without vacuum would
be very convenient for other rea.eons. The choice of the
position for the central station would be greatly extended, as
the enormous quantity of water required for condensation
would be entirely dispensed with.
There is another method of obtaining heating from steam,

gas or electrical power, which was advocated liy Lord Kelvin
more than 30 years ago. In virtue of a perfect heat engine
being capable of being worked backwards, in the case of a
reversed engine working between 16 deg. 0. and 36 des:. C.
the heat equivalent of the electrical enersy put into the engine
is about 15* times the energy put into it. By this device
Ix>rd Kelvin considered that with a reversible encine driven
bv motive power, rooms might be heated and ventilated by
the same machine, with an expenditure of heat of 1/154 of the
heat in the air delivered. Tliis is a most interesting and
fa.scinating application of the Carnot cycle. It has never been
put into practice to my knowledge, and even as.suming only
•50 per cent, efficiency of rever.sed transformation, we .should
still get nearly eight times the heat equivalent of the power
used. I,ord Kelvin's proposal would enable electricians to
heat rooms to a moderate extent by interposing this machine,
and using electricitv to produce motive power and indirectly
heat air. The difficulties of application are practical, not
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theoretiosl. In my opinion the piactical difficnltiM can be
overcome.
Further great savings of fuel are still possible by the utili«&-

tion of the water-power of our country. By this meana we
could add 3 million h.p. to the work of the country without
consuming any additional coal.

Prom the preceding discussion it will be seen that I do not
accept the conclusion of the Coal Conservation Committee
that it is desirable to substitute the electric generation and
distribution of power, light, and heat, by means of great

euper-stations, for the existing means of supply, consisting
of smaller generating stations, works driven by steam-engines
on the premises, turbine or reciprocating, and internal com-
bustion engines supplied by town gas, producer-gas, oil, and
tar.

The Coal Conservation Committee are quite wrong in oon-
eidering that any advantage to conservation can arise from
the use of electricity to produce heat by the existing meana.

SWIS5 TRADE STATISTICS.

Thi following statistics, showing the import and export trade
of Switzerland in electrical and allied goods, have been taken
from the recently-issued official trade returns relating to the
year 1918. The figures for 1917 have been eet beside them,
and notes added of any increases or decreases.

IMPORTS.

1917
EUeeirtc cable, not insulated.— Frs.

Prom Germany 3,000

„ France 4,000

„ United States ... —

1918

Frs.

Inc. or dec.

Prs.

— - 8,000
— - 4,000

159,000 + 159,000

Total 7,000 159,000

EUotTxe cable not lead covered or iron armoured;
insulated wire.—

Prom Germanv 1,000

„ United Kingdom ... 6,000

„ Prance 18,000

„ Italy 8,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

-t- 152,000

1,000
4,000

17.000
1,000

Total 27,000 4,000

Cable ditto covered witK lead and iron armoured.-

Prom Germany — 1,000

Cable intulaied with rubber or paper and
covered with textiles.—

Prom Germany
„ Italy

„ United Kingdom
France

1,000

81,000
4,000

6,000

15,000
6.000

40,000

1,000

92,000 62,000Total

Cable ditto covered with lead.—
Total 3,000 3,000

Dynamo electric maehinet and electric trttniformeri.—
Prom Germany 644,000 174,000

Prance 10,000

Italy 6,000

United Kingdom ... 16,000

United States ... 66,000

Other countries ... 9,000

40,000

5,000

9,000

106,000

1,000

23,000

1,000

14,000
75,000

36,000

5,000

30,000

370,000

30,000

1,000

7,000

50,000

8,000

Total

Accumulators, dc. {other).

Prom Germany
„ Prance

Total

Electric locomotives.—
Total

641,000 335,000 - 306,000

32.000

68,000

19,000 13,000

68,000

100,000 19,000 - 81,000

43,500 — - 43,500

Steam engines, cranes, pumps, turbines, Sc.—
Prom Oermanv

,, United Kingdom
,, United States

,, Sweden
,, Other countries

Total ...

133,000

25.000

18,000

6,000

256.000
6,000

17,000

:+• 123,000
-- 6,000

8,000
- 18,000
- 6,000

182,000 279,000 97,000

Accumulators, batteries, electrodes in combinaiion with

rubber or celluloid.—
From Germany 8,000

„ Italy 20,000

,, Prance 4,000

„ United States ... 12,000

,, Other countries ... 5,000

40,000
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Cable, lead-covered.—

To Germany

Cable, Uad-couered and iron arttioured.—

1917 1918

Frs. Ftb.

10,000 —

To Argentine

„ Other countries

Total ...

41.0UO

31.000

72.000

1,000

1,000

. or dec.

Frs.

41,U00

30,000

71,000

Cable not lead-coccred or iron armoured, insulated wire.

To France 158,000 492,000 +
„ Brazil 1,000 —
„ Spain — 1,000 +
,, Other countries . . 3,000 — -

Total 462,000 493,000

34,000

1,000
1,000

3,000

31,000

Cable, insulated witli rubber or paper and covered

u-ith text'les.—
To
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Wiring Small Houses.

lu your issue of April 9th there appealed extracts horn

a paper read, I believe, at a meeting of the I.E.E., m which

some figures were given regarding the cost of wiring work-

men's houses. I do not know where the writer got his figures

nor have I the plans of the houses referred to before me,

but I feel confident in saying that the figures are too high.

For a house of nine points lu screwet.! tube £19 13s. 8d. is

quoted. This works out at £-Z 3s. 9d. per point. Bemg
estimator and supervisor of wiring contracts for a firm of

.electrical engineers, I was natui-ally interested in these figures,

and accordingly paid a visit to the much-discussed houses at

present being erected on Wormwood Scrubbs.

The house for the wiring of which I gave an estunate con-

sisted of hving room, scullery, bathroom, and three bed-

rooms, and would require the uj.stallation of seven points.

Incidentally, I may mention that these houses aie apparently

not to be electrically lighted as they have already been tubed

for gas.

My method of tubing this house would be -the American

method, in which no tees or elbows are used, and no boxes

of any description located under the floors. The tubing is

simply looped from point to point. The wiring would not

be looped in the usual Enghsh way, but connectors used at

the ceiling outlets. With this method of loop tubing a very

high speed can be attained.

I have worked on large jobs in America, where the mini-

mum permissible output of J-in. tube corresponding to

English l-in. was five hundred feet per day for a wireman
and mate.
The wiring would not be done until all plastering. &c., wa.<!

finished, and as the tubing would be run in such a way that

there would be only two wires in each tube the wiring

becomes a very simple matter indeed.

All tubes from ceiling points to switches could, if desired,

be of J-in., which would do away with any necessity to sink

them into the brick walls, as the plaster work even in this

type of house is quite thick enough to effectively conceal a

3-in. tube.

I find that the actual cost of wiring these seven points and
supplying and instaUing plain pendants, all necessary switches,

fuses. iSrc, would be £'S. If we allow the contractor a profit

of £2 10s. per house the price would be .£10 10s. for the job.

or £1 10s. per point. Where a large number of houses were
Roing up in the same locality a proper standardisation of

methods employed would considerably reduce this figure.

Archibald J. Inch.

London. N.W.
May 2nd, 1920.

City of York Advertisements.

What are we coming to? In your issue of the '20th ult.,

I see that the engineer and manager to the City of York
electricity department (.J. W. Hame) is advertising for a
mains superintendent at a salary of £228 per annum; in the
next paragraph he wants a cable jointer at Is. lOJd. per hour
for a 47-hour week.

If intending applicants .for the super's post take the trouble
to work out the weekly remuneration for each they will find

that the sui>er will receive one whole sixpence a week more
than the jointer, who will, presumably, be under him. The
jointer only has to work half an hour overtime to receive
more money than his super.

Moreover, under a recent award the jointer will be due
for another 3s. per week in about a month; he will then re-

ceive 2s. 6d. more for a normal week than his super.
What a grand inducement for young men to take up the

study of the higher branches of our profession !

If ever a man deserves" to be let down by his staff, an
engineer who can do such things as the above is surely that
man.

Fed Up.
May 3r(J, 1920.

would not make such extravagant promises to those who
survive a year; just fancy another fourpence a day extra

—

it's worth taking a little stimulant to try and keep alive

for that.

Mr. Hame and the Corjxjration of York are members of

the I.M.E.A. Does that body approve of such starvation
wages? and if it does not approve, has it the courage to pro-

test to its members who are bringing it into discredit, and
point out that they are not only a danger to the industry, but
a disgrace to their Association?

If there were some plain speaking when required we might
get a healthy public opinion formed. Besides, it is bad from a
business point of view, because basic rates are being fixed for

that grade, and it would pay the Corporation better to adver-
tise at a figure that would get it a qualified man than to

take on a man who only values himself at £90. and be
forced to pay him wage^ for a good man in a short time.
What have the -Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers

to say to this? They are trying to get their own salaries put
on a proper basis as at present they are only being paid from
two_ to three times the salary of their deputies. Electrical
engineers are not a superstitious race, but I would remind
them of that legend of Ancient Greece which Ukens retribu-
tion to a bloodhound from which there can be no escape,
and which, sooner or later, inevitably overtakes the culprit
and those associated with him.
That story appears in one form or other in the literature

of every nation, and is evidently the universal experience of
mankind.

" Aa you have measured so shall it be measured to you
again." is one of the few passages of the Bible, the tnith
of which the critics do not challenge.

John H. Parker.
Electricitv Works, Croydon.
May Sid, 1920.

I trust you will allow me a little space to comment on
your " Situations Vacant " in the current issue.
The engineer to the City of York electricity department

is advertising for a mains superintendent and a cable jointer,
and is prepared to pay 6d. a week more to the superintendent
than to the jointer provided that no overtime is worked,
when the latter will, of course, draw more pay than the
former. Presumably also the jointer will receive 3s. morfl
per week at the end of May, and will then draw more money
than his superintendent.
Many of us entered this profession with boundless en-

thusiasm. We spent our spare cash in purchasins technical
books and our spare time in attending classes. We are be-
ginnincr to realise that we were wasting our time. A profes-
sional footballer or a window-cleaner is far better off than a
technical man.

Personally. I intend to use whatever influence I have .in

dissuading young fellows from entering this profession, and
hope that in this wav the short-sighted action of such em-
ployers will meet with its due reward.

Disgusted.

Fault Localisation.

Two single 7/14 V.I.R. cables, each 100 yd. long, are laid
in glazed troughing. run in with pitch, and capped with
tiles. On one of these cables a high-resistance break de-
velops, due to water getting through tJie pitch, and eating
away the copi)er strands.
The " megger " te.st3 from each end are a.s follows : 60,000

ohms between each cable and between each cable and earth.
The only voltage available is 100 v., and this will not break
the fault down to E. There is continuity, through each cable,
but on one the continuity is only due to copper sulphate
between the two ends of the break. This acts as a con-
denser, with an amount of capacity.
Kindly state a quick and correct method of localisation.

April QBth, 1920. Kon. Denser.

I would draw your attention to an advertisement which
appeared in the last issue of your journal, and am sure that
it was with regret that you inserted it.

Mr, J. W. Hame, city electrical engineer of York, wants
a mains superintendent, experien<;ed not only in h.t., .a.c,

and L.T. D.c. cables, but also in the construction and main-
tenance of overhead transmission lines, and for this experi-
ence he is prepared to pay £90 per annum, plus the E.P.B.A.
awards.

Mr. Hame takes the trouble to point out that at the end
of four years of presumably satisfactorv service, this sum
would be increased by a further £42 per annum, but I am
sure that what is of more interest to your readers is not
what is to happen to the successful candidate in 1924, but
whether the Corporation would bury his remains (there
would not be much—just the boue.s and perhaps a little skin
still attached to them), or whether the sorrowing widow would
have to do that out of hi,^^ savings. Further, we would like
to know what happened to the orevioua wcupant of that
lucrative r^jsitinn, and how manv the job uses up in a twelve-
Uionth. They must have a pretty short life, else Mr. Hame

Rist T. Vulco Magneto Co. and Another.

Our attention has been called tn the report of this c&se.
which appears in your issue of .\pril 23rd, 1920, and we would
like to make a correction to the last paragraph, which,
through no fault of your own reporter, does not accurately
represent the facts.

The facts are that " the defendants have agreed to deliver
the 90 magnetos to the plaintiff as to .30 on the 15th May
promptlv. as to 30 nn the 15th Tune promptly, and as to 30
on the 15th .luly promptly, and that an independent expert
nominated by the secretary of the British Electrical Ignition
Co., Ltd.. shall inspect them and report the sum required to
he expended to complete them as second-hand magnetos, such
examin.ation to take place at Long Acre on the dates men-
tioned in the presence of one representative from each side.

Ordered that the action stand adjourned until a day before
the lAing Vacation to be arranged."

Kilner. Kilner & Co..

Sinjicitnn for the Phiinfiff.

London. E.C., April <X)th, 1990.
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The I.E.E. Council Election.

There has been in the past some considerable criticism
npon the purely metropolitan character of the Council of
the Institution, and it is interesting to note that of the
Council's new nominations for the forthcoming election, ap-
parently nine out of the twelve gentlemen mentioned live in

or near Ix)ndon.
A point often rai.sed in connection with the nomination of

provincial members is the question of the expense of attend-
ing the Council meetings. Fortunately, in many cases, those
provincial members who have served on the Council have had
business necessitating their frequent attendance in London,
but it is obviously unfair that, failing such, the provincial
members of the Council should be asked to bear the heavy
personal expen.'^e involved by the proper discharge of their
duties on behalf of the Institution.
One can quite understand that this question of expense

rwtricts the choice of representatives to those members who

live in or near London, but the general body of membeiis will,

no doubt, agree that wider representation is essential to the
well-being of the Institution, and therefore that the expenses
of the members of Council attending Council and committee
meetings should be paid by the In.stitution as is already done
in the case of the chaiimen of the territorial centres.

Members of the Institution will note that for the present

election outside nominations have been sent in in favour of

at least two provincid members, neither of whom require

any introduction to the members. Both have had previous
experience on the Council as chairmen of territorial centres,

and have the welfare of the Institution and the profession

generally at heart, and are real live men.
It is perhaps unfortunate that only a week elapses between

the sending out of the ballot papers and the last day for their

return.

R. M. Longmaa.
Middlesbrough.
May Srd, 1920.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Automobile Head-lamps-—In the Autocar of March
27th an account was fjiven of the demonstration orsanised by
Messrs. C. A. Vandebvell & Co.. Ltd., at Oxahott Woods, where a
variety of anti-dazzle devices were tested. It is stated that no device
was wholly satisfactory, but most of them effected an improvement.
Among:at the more successful were the Salabury, Liberty, and
Osgood lamps.

loqoiryfrom Nova Scotia.—H.M. Senior Trade Commis-
sioner in Canada (Capt. E. J. Elwards") has bsen notified by a
company in Nova Scotia that they are desirous of enterlnj? into
communication with UnitRd Kinu'dora firms who are in a position

to ^ive reasonably early delivery of jralvanised telephone and tele-

graph wire, and also of galvanised and leaded steel strand wire.

The material has to conform to the specifications which have been
received by the D.O.T. in London, and firms interested in the matter
should apply to the Department of Overseas Trade.

Nitrates from tlie Air.— The Times states that the
extensive site at Billingrham-on-Tees, in County Durham, which
the Government acciuired over two years apfo for the purpose of
buildinj; a nitrojren factory, has been purchased by a syndicate
comprisinsr Messrs. Brunner, Mond & Co., Ltd., and Explosives
Trades, Ltd., for the m>anufacture of ammonia from the nitropren
of the air, the capital required being- about 5 millions sterling:.

The Haber principle will be adopted, which employs a non-
electrical process.

Catalogues Wanted in India.—H.M. Trade Com-
missioner in India desires to receive from United Kingdom manu-
facturers additional copies of their catalogues for filing in his
office library, where they can be consulted by prospective buyers.
These should be sent in duplicate addressed to H.M. Trade Com-
missioner in India, Post Box 683, Allahabad Bank Buildings, (!,

Royal Exchange Place, Calcutta, India.

—

Board of Trade.Joumal.

Catalogues Wanted at Kuala Lumpur.—The Govern-
ment Electrical Engineer, Kuala Lumpur, Federated Malay States,
will be glad to receive lists of electric lifts, washing machines,
irons, vacuum cleaners, and fittings suitable for a large hospital

;

also of current limiters of small sizes.

Catalogues for Asia Minor.—Arrangements have been
made by Cap.ain Perring, the British High Commissioner's repre-
sentative at Samsouu, with the local manager of the Imperial
Ottoman Bank for British trade catalogues and literature to be
exhibited in the offices of the bank, where they wiU be available
for reference by the trading communities. Similar arrangements
are also in course of negotiation at other centres in Asia Minor.
British firms are inv^ed to forward copies of their catalogues, &c.,
direct to the British Control Officer, Samsouu, Asia Minor. Cata-
logues should preferably be printed in either the French, Greek, or
Turkish languages.

Industrial Administration,—The Institute of Industrial
Administration, of 110. Victoria Street, S.W. 1, held its first

general meeting at the Central Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday last
week, 150 members attending. The Hon. Secretary announced
very wide support from both London and the Provinces, and also a
promise by Lord Haldane to address the members on the subject of
administration. A strong Provisional Committee was appointed,
representing many branches of industry. As an immediate step in
the work of the Institute, a series of lectures on " The Ors-anisation
of Payment by Results " is being given at the Central Hall, West-
minster

; the series commenced yesterday (Thursday").

A Dutch Company.—The report for 1 9 19 of the N. V.
Hazemeyer Fabriek ven Electrische Apparaten of Hengelo, states that
special attention still had to be paid to the acquisition of raw
materials, although it wa? possible to complete the stocks, so that
no serious stoppage of manufacturing was experienced. The net
profits amount to 131,000 fl, and a dividend at the rate of 11 per
cent, is proposed on the ordinary shares, and 61 per cent, on the
cumulative preference shares.

Swimming Club. — Glasgow Corporation Electricity
Department has started a swimming club. Large attendances
have bsen recorded at the opening practices,

Lead,—In their report dated May Ist, Messrs. G.
Cawson & Co. say :

—

The position generaUy seems to be deteriorating, and lead is more plentifa
than ever. There is lead in the River still unsold. . . . Stocks of actual lead
are larger than at any time known, except at the time of the close of war.
Mexico continues to send lead regularly. If Prance has lead sent in direct
from producing countries, she will require less from England. America and
other countries are sending us considerable quantities of lead products, which
naturally interferes with the consumption of our own producers. We calculate
the stock of lead available in the country at present at 40,000 to 50,000 tons, o(
which 20,000 to 25,000 tons are held by the Government, and probably some
20,000 tons are stored and held privately. Considering that in pre-war days the
stook never exceeded 4,000 to 5,000 tons as maximum, there is ample margin
for any increase in consumption. Consumption, however, seems to be on the
decline, which is quite natural with the present unsettled state of flnanoes and
labour.

The Times of May 3rd stated that at a big mass meeting at

Broken Hill (Australia) the miners unanimously resolved to con-

tinue the strike untU a 3(i-hour week had been granted.

Electrical Machinery in S.A. Mines.—The following

particulars are extracted from the S.A. Mines Department return
of electrical machinery imported during 1919 :

—

Electric generators and engines driving same if

directly driven £3,479
Electric hoists, including motors... 31,639

Electric locomotives ... ... ... ... 13,440

Electric motors driving pumps, including pumps
it directly driven 27,582

Electric motors not included above ... ... 19,285

Power lines, transformers, ttc. ... ... ... 88,392

Electric bells, telephones, and other fixtures ... 36,629
Miscellaneous machinery not particularised above 37,132

Electrical machinery spares ... ... ... 86,176

£343,654

Electrical machinery manufactured in South Africa, £8,421
(including £6,430 electrical machinery spares).

British Magnetos.—In the international motor-boat races

at Monaco, successes were achieved by the Sunbeam engine in the
Cruiser Class from Lyons to Monaco, in the 21 -Footer Class for the

Championship of the British Motor-Boat Club, and in the Champion-
ship of the Sea. An important part was played by the British

magneto ; in the first-mentioned event a speed of 70 miles per

hour was accomplished—a severe test for any magneto.

Electrical Vehicles in Sweden.—The directors of the

A.B. Atlas-Diesel, reporting on the year 1919, mention that they
have formed in conjunction with the Asea (Allmauna Svenska
Elektriska A.B.) a company for the sale of the Diesel electric

motor vehicles, with a share capital of 225,0(10 kroner.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Electric and Geneeal
Works, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. F. H.
Christlieb, Sii, King Street, Cheapside, E.G. Meeting of creditors.

May 17th, at King Street. Claims to be sent to the liquidator by
June 30th.

Vaughan Engineering Wobks. Ltd., 22, Cross Street,

Islington, London.—Liquidator (Mr. H. de V. Brougham) released

April 26th.

Wakerley & Webb, Electrical Contractors, 266, Witton Road,
Aston, Birmingham.—Messrs. J. Wakerley and W. A. Webb (the

younger), :have dissolved partnership. Mr. Webb will attend to

debts and continue the business under the same style and the same
address.

Strike Threat.—The electrical power station men of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, Mersey Railway, and Overhead
Railwav employed at Formby, near Liverpool, threaten that, unless

their grievances are settled by May 15th, they will take drastic

action. At a meeting they held, tliey complained of being
left out of the recent enjineering award and the railway shopmen's
award, and said that the time had come when they should be paid
on a level with other skilled workers. The conditions affecting

power stations are supposed to have been the subject of negotiation

for the last 18 months, and the men express their impatience at

the delay in dealing with their claims.
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Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Beenard Poedes, 18-22,

Christopher Street. E.G., tradinp: as the United Electrical Manu-
facturers Co.—Creditors met at the London Bankruptcy Court on
April 29th, under thia receiving order. The proceedings were
instituted by S. G. Bailey & Co., Ltd. It appeared from the debtor's

statements that he had dealt chiefly in electric novelties, including

electric pocket lamps. During 1917 and r,M8 he was supplied

—

though he did not discover it till later—with defective chemicals
for the batteries, with the result that batteries were returneil to the

value of some thousands of pounds. He estimated his loss at some-
thing like £8.000. Subsequently, with a view to raising capital.

he formed the Unelma Co., Ltd.. to which he transferred his

business, and of which he became managing director. On April

loth a receiver was appointed in the interest of the debenture-

holders. No statement of affairs was filed, but the debtor estimated

his liabilities at £.5,ii01. whilst the assets comprised a surplus of

£150 from securities held by creditors, and £447 due from the

XJnelma Co., Ltd. In the absence of any offer. Mr. E. H. Hawkins,
chartered accountant, 4, Charterhouse Square. E.C., was elected

trustee to administer the estate in bankruptcy.
A. E. Chanson, H. S. Naden, and C. G. Channox (A. E.

Channon A: Co., electrical engineers), 8, Orrisdale Terrace and 425,

High Street, Cheltenham.—Receiving order made April 26th, on
debtors' own petition. First meeting May 14th. Public examina-
tion May 27th.

Fbedebick Mitchell, electrical engineer (trading with John
Mitchell as Fred Mitchell & Co ), 97, Stockport Road, Ardwick,
Manchester, and 58, Ashtnn Old Road, Openshaw, Manchester.

—

This debtor applied for his discharge from bankruptcy on
April 27th, at the Court House, Quay Street. Manchester.

The receiving order was made in March, 1913, on the part-

nership debtor's own petition, with liabilities amounting to

£215 and assets which realised £6 Os. 9d. No dividend had
been paid, or could be paid, to the partnership creditors. The
separate estate of Frederick Mitchell realised 5s. fid. in the

£ to the debtor's unsecured creditors. The Official Receiver

stated that the debtor comme^iced business whUe a minor. In
1905 he purchased the business of his employers, which was being

canied on in Stockport Road, Ardwick, Manchester. The firm's

apparent success led the debtor to embark on work beyond his

capacity ; material and labour were locked up in contracts for

which the firm was not paid, or only paid under pressure, with
the result that it could not, in turn, pay its own merchants. The
Official Receiver had no criticism to make on the debtor, except
his lack of judgment in selecting customers. It was obvious, he
said, that if the debtor's firms' debtors had paid their debts the

business would not have been in financial difficulties. His Honour,
Judge Mellor, granted the discharge, subject to two years'

suspension.

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposals Board
Ministry of Munitions Me3srs. J. T. Skelding ..t Co. will sell by
auction on June 9th and following days, and June Hth and follow-

ing days at the Royal Arsenal and Dockyard, Woolwich, the electric

equipment and stores comprising electric motors, generators, con-

verters, cable and wire, telephone and telegraph instruments,

lamps, kc. For particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Spreading the Light.—If you want to preach a sermon,

it is necessary not only to have the light within you, but to preach

it from the proper place. Unless the sermon be delivered from the

Mount, it will not be heard by the great audience to whom it is

intended to be addressed. The " Talks with Workers," which were
originally published in The Times Trade Supplement, would, we
think, have been surer of a popular audience, of getting home
to those for whom they were meant, if they had been published in

the Daily Mail or the Ereninrj Xeus. However, .38 of the talks

—

mainly, we understand, due to Jlr. G. W. Gough— have now been
collected together into the form of a handy little book, which w)Il

slip into the pocket, and published by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,

Ltd., at the modest price of 2s. They are written in language that

can be understood by all, but they are free from objectionable
" talking down," a detect for which we have examined them
closely, and with a hostile prejudice. Although it is made plain

that the workers referred to are the manual workers, there is much
in the talks that is well worthy of the careful attention of the
trained brain-worker whose function is, broadly speaking,
management, as well as of employers and members of boards of

directors. The explanations of what capital really is, what it does,

what money is. what banks do, and how credit works, are clear

and in the main well illustrated ; and it is precisely about these

things—which every business man, whether he be engaged as most
of our readers are, in some branch of electrical engineering, or in

drapery or stockbroking, comes up against daily—that so much
really lamentable ignorance and misconception exists. But it is a
great pity that the functions of management are almost without
exception, ascribed to the " bosses "

(p. 64), or to the "governor
"

(p. 82). Selling, in the first-mentioned case, and the organisation

of mass production in the second, are the function of, and in the
main due to, co-workers with those Mr. Gough and his coUeaguee
have in mind—men and women who work hard for their living,

and who sometimes, becausa of their lack of the organisation which
the manual workers have brought to such a state of advancement,
have to put up with very unfair conditions.

Some of the illustrations are not very logical, and that on p. 49,

drawing a comparison between too many wagons and too many
currency notes, is singularly inept. The argument on p. 89 seems
to prove the exact opposite of what it sets out to make clear. It

starts by saying :

'' Cfease to get w»g«8 and you oease to be free,"

Kid, if we read it rightly, oancludes by finding that both wage-

earning and wage-paying are oonditions of servitude. We hope it

is not true that neither employers nor employed are thinking of

serving society, " and no sensible person wanta them to " (p. 83).

It was precisely because the Building Trades' Parliameut set out
for national service that we said bigger ideas had gone to its making
than had gone to Whitley Councils.

Moreover, " ca' canny " is not indulged in for the reason given

on p. 117—that the worker cannot make an extra shilling without
putting an extra penny or so into the gorernor's pocket—but
because of the fear, only too well-grounded hitherto, that the

governor will cut the rate to sixpence.

We hope the book will be widely circulated, and that it may be
helpful in spreading sounder ideas on the subjects with which it

deals.

Inquiry into the Prices of Light Castings.—The Board
of Trade announce that a Light Castings Sectional Committee has
been appointed under the Profiteering Act to ascertain to what
extent supplies, prices, and costs of light castings in this country
are affected by trade combinations ; and. further, to ascertain to

what extent the manufacture of light castings is affected by trade

combinations. The Sectional Committee would be glad to receive

communications from any persons or firms who consider that their

operations, output, or prices, have been affected by any combination,
either of manufacturers, merchants, or tradesmen. Such state-

ments or offers to give evidence should be sent to the Secretary,

Central Committee, 54. Victoria .Street. London, S.W. 1.

—

Times.

Belgian Glassware Industry.—The Economic Review
quotes the Erlio de la Bourse of April 8th to the effect that the
Belgian glassware industry is at present one of the most flourishing

branches of industry. It was at first feared that the Japanese, who
only pay their workmen 3.50 fr. per diem, had, during the war,

captured all the Eastern markets, but this fear has proved
unfounded. Former customers are again giving large orders for

Belgian wares on account of their superior quality. About 6,000

workers, including 1,200 women, are engaged in the manufacture
of every description of glassware. Salaries and wages have mnch
increased since 1914, and are as follows :

—

1914. 1918.
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Gifts to Aston Technical School.—In connection with
the scheme for the development of Aston Technical School
(.Birmingrham), a prood deal of assistance has been rendered by
Midland manufacturers. The foUowinfr are among the gifts of
apparatus and samples recently received by the principal of the
school for use in the classes, viz. :—Reason Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., electric meters and indicator ; Henley's Telegraph Works,
showcase fitting.^ and samples ; Electric and Ordnance Accessories
Co., Ltd. (Vickers, Ltd.), motor generator, kc. induction motor,
and electric fittings : W. A: T. Glover. Ltd., cable samples : Attwater
and Co., samples of mica fibre, ka. : Ferranti. Ltd.. electric meter ;

Thomson-Bennett Magneto Co.. Ltd.. magneto, ic. ; E.I.C, Magneto
Co., Ltd., magneto ; Brown & Barlow, Ltd.. car carburetter.

Profit-shariog In Italian Industries.—The Easier
Xachrichten (.\pril 15th) learns from Rome that the Secretary-
General of the Italian Manufacturers' Association, Signer Olivetti,
has announced that Italian manufacturers are prepared to make
various concessions to the workers in the matter of profit-sharing,
if only the workers will realise that by striking about trifles they
harm themselves more than anyone else. Until production has
increased, the manufacturers can make no profits. The workers
ought to draw up a regular and final programme of their demands
which provides for increased production as well. The Government
will decide between the claims of the workers and employers and
so put an end to the continual friction which exists.

—

Economic
Reriew.

Book Notices.—'"Metals in Aircraft Construction."
By 'W- Hanby. Pp. viii + 112 ; figs. 5G. London : Standard Air
Press. Ltd. Price 63. net.

" The Motor Ship," Vol. I, No. 2. May, 1920. Pp. 28.—In the
second issue of this new journal, some remarkable proofs are given
of the progress made by the internal-combustion engined ves.sels

during the past month. A full description, with illustrations, is

published of the largest motor ship in the world, the Afrika. a
13,000-ton 12-knot cargo and passenger vessel. A full report of
the operation of standard motor ships over long periods, and a
comparison between these ships and corresponding steamers is

given, showing that the motor vessel effects a saving of over &200
per day in fuel cost. As an indication of the reliability of motor
ships, the log is published of one of these vessels, in which it is

proved that in voyages totalling well over 40,000 miles, there was
only one involuntary stop of one hour's duration. Another
illustrated article of great importance is a description of the
highest-powered marine Diesel engine now being built for British
standard 11.000-ton ships.

"Institution of Civil Engineers : Abstracts of Papers in
Scientific Transactions and Periodicals." New series. No. 3.

April, 1920. London : The Institution.
" The Theory and Practice of Lubrication : The ' Germ

'

Process." Pp. 37. By Henry M. 'Wells and James E. South-
oombe. M.Sc. London : Central House.—Reprinted from the
JovT)uzl of the Society of Chemical Industry, 1920. Also a
booklet containiag Press notices and criticisms of above paper
124 pp.).

"The Queen's Engineering Works Magazine." No. 17.
January. 1920. Pp. 90. Bedford : W. H. Allen, Sou & Co.—This
well-produced and splendidly-illustrated journal contains a great
deal of interesting matter, and includes articles upon " The
Coaling of Ships," and "CivU and Commercial Flying."

" Was Switzerland Pro-German .'
" By S. Croft. Pp. 127.

London : Hazell, Watson & Viney, Ltd.
"Industrial Administration : A Series of Lectures.'' Pp. vii -I-

203. London : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 7s. 6d.

^'Journal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."
Vol. XXSEX, No. i. April, 1920. New York : The Institute.
Price %l.

'Science Abstracts A and B." Vol. XXIII, Part 3. No. 267.
March 31st, 1920. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 2s. 6d.
each.

" The English Electric Journal." Vol. I, No. 2. Pp. 34.—The
April issue contains an interesting description of the Dick. Kerr
Works at Preston, and also an article on the Seewer system of
governing high-pressure water turbines,

" Tke Metropolitan-Vickers Gazette,'' Vol, V. No. 84. March,
1920. Pp. 23, Price 7d,. post free,—This number of the Gazette
includes a number of interesting articles, including notes on elec-
trically-driven spinning mUls, double-reduction gearing for marine
turbines, and an abstract of a paper by Mr, H. Jlensforth, C,B,E ,

io., on "Some Phases of Works Management."

B.T.H. Operatic Society.—Originally formed in 1911,
when an original topical play was performed, this society has con-
tinued to progress, and its latest departure is the presentation of
"lolanthe" at the Hippodrome, Rugby, from May 3rd to Sth.
The rehearsals of the opera were interrupted by the outbreak of
war, but were resumed a short time ago. The " cast "

is of full
strength, including about 50 members besides the principal
characters. A notable feature is the orchestra, which is 26 strong.
It is expected that the performance will compare very favourably
with those of professional companies, and judging by previous
standards (" H.M.S. Pinafore" and "The Mikado "), this would
appear to be a certainty. " The Yeomen of the Guard "

is to be
produced later on in the year.

Electrical Man Charged.—At the Westminster Police
Court, on April 28th, Edward Mason, aged 21, described as an
electrical engineer, of Holloway, was charged with being concerned
in stealing jewellery from a bedroom of a Chelsea residence, where
he called to examine the electric light fittings.

The Crystal Palace Exhibition.— On .Tune Oth the

King, iiccompanied by the ijueen and the Chief Officers of State,

will open at the Crystal Palace the Imperial War Museum, to

which is attached the Great Victory Exhibition, a dual enterprise

which will tax even the capacity of the Palace, the largest

exhibition building in the world. His Majesty's Office of Works
has taken the whole of the main floor for Naval. Military, and
Aircraft Exhibits. An important section of the Exhibition will be

that devoted to the oil exhibits. In addition, the sections com-
prising electricity, engineering, and gas, will have a commanding
interest. The Handel Festival is to be revived on June 22ud, 24th,

and 26th, under Sir Frederick Cowen's conductorship, and there

are to be nightly displays of Brock's fireworks, as in former days.

Australian Electrical Trade and 44-Honr Week,—The
New South Wales branch of the Electrical Trades Union decided in

March to. submit the following questions to a ballot of the

members :
—

1. Are you in favour of the hours of labour being reduced to 44

per week, with no Saturday work ?

2. Are you prepared, if necessary, to forego four hours' pay per

week in order to enforce the principle .'

3. In the event of the employers refusing to recognise the 44-hour

week, are you in favour of obtaining it by legislation instead of by
direct action .'

4. Are you prepared to enforce the same by direct action by
refusing to work on Saturday morning ?

—

Sydne>j Morning Herald.

Trade Announcements.—Mh. P. Wn.sox Ssoth, of

Messrs. Albert Lee & Co.. will be opening stock rooms showing a

comprehensive range of all the firm's specialities, from May 10th to

14th, at the Royal Hotel, Plymouth ; from May 19th to 2l8t, at

Queen's Hotel, Cardiff ; and from May 31st to June 4th, at the

Grand Hotel. Leicester. Me. W, P, Kebb will be having stock

rooms from May 31st to June 4th. at King's Head Hotel. Sheffield ;

June 7th to 11th. at the Griffin Hotel, Leeds ; from June 14th to

25th, at the Albion Hotel, Manchester ; and from June 28th to

July 2nd, at the Neptune Hotel. Liverpool.

The B.iSTiAS Electbic Co., Ltd.. announce that its com-
mercial department has been removed to Maymore Works, Wharf-
dale Road, Tysele.y, Birmingham. All communications relating to

orders, accounts. &c., will be dealt with there. The offices at 185.

Wardour Street, W.l. are being retained as the technical department,

and samples of the company's products can be seen there as

heretofore. The company has made a special exclusive manu-
facturing arrangement with Messrs. May cS: Padmore, Ltd., of

Birmingham, whose new large factory, just completed, is equipped
with modem plant and tools. New designs of electric fires, flat

irons, toasters, ovens, ka.. are now in hand, and will be produced
shortly for the coming season.

In our "New Companies '' section last week, we gave particulars

of the registration of the Coventby Automatic Telephones. Ltd.
The £60.000 capital is in 6J per cent., income-tax free, preference

shares of £ 1 each. The company has been formed for the purpose
of promoting the use of and designing, installing, and equipping
automatic telephone exchanges, and manufacturing and supplying
machine switching telephone apparatus.

The Electrical Supplies cLivebpool). Ltd., of North John
Street, Liverpool, have a new telephone number—" 1493 Bank."
The Covestby Electbical axd Exgineebixg Co,, of 23-24,

Hertford Street. Coventry, have been appointed agents there for the

Wild-Barfield electric furnaces. They are erecting a demonstration
furnace at the address given.

Gas Workers and a Strike.—It is stated that a ballot

of members of eight Unions of gas workers is to be taken on the
question of a strike to enforce their claim of 10s. per week increase,

and other alterations. The members of the National Amalgamated
Union of Enginemen. Firemen, Mechanics, Motormen, and Electrical

Workers are among the 100,000 concerned.

Catalogues and Lists.— I-eeds Electrical Coxstrcc-
Tios Co.. Ltd.. Charmouth Street, Leeds.—Three photographically-
illustrated leaflets dealing with electric furnaces for heating rivets

and carbon and alloy steels.

Messrs. Newtox & Wbight, Ltd., 72, Wigmore Street, W. 1.

—

Catalogue Section 11, with list of current prices for "Simplex"
apparatus for dental radiology and hospital-ward work. Illus-

trated. A brief description of this apparatus was given in the
Electbical Review of March 5th (page 320).

Messbs. Higgs Bbos., Dynamo Works. Sand Pits. Birmingham.
—Monthly Magazine (No. 3, Vol. 11). 24 pp. Contains stock list

of motors and dynamos, as well as the usual '' Hints and Tips."

Messrs. Isaacsox & Browx. Ltd., 39, Furnival Street. Holbom,
EC. 4.—Priced leaflet of copper earthing clips.

The Gexebal Electbic Co., Ltd.. 67, Queen Victoria Street,

E C. 4.—A coloured card advertising ' Osram " lamps.
The Londox Electbic Wibe Co. axd Smiths, Ltd., Play-

house Yard, (lolden Lane, E,C, 1,—Price-list, 1920 (56 pp,), and
trade-terms sheet. The latest price-list includes bare copper wire
and strip, trolley wire, rubber cable, flexible wires. i;c.

National X-Ray Reflectob Co., 31, West 46th Street, New
York, U.S.A.

—
" Eye Comfort "—a quantity of literature ' published

to aid advocates of good lighting, "containing articles upon theatre
lighting, measuring the strength of light, industrial lighting,

kc. Profusely illustrated by actual photographs.
Messrs. Davidson & Co., Ltd., Sirocco Engineering Works,

Belfast.— " Side Talks with Sir Occo, No. 1 —The Intelligent
Observer" (16 pp.). A breezily-written discussion on the merits of
the ' Sirocco Fan.

"
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The Chancellor and the Excess Profits lax,~ln the

House of Commone. last week, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
promised to take hard cases into consideration and to hold consulta-
tions before deciding what concessions he could make in respect of

the 60 per cent, excess profits tax. The Financial Secretary,

gpeakiner on his behalf, said that the Finance Bill would contain
substantial concessions to small and new bu-sinesses. An amend-
ment against the tax was negratived without a dirision, and
another amendment for reducin^r it from 60 per cent, to 40 per

cent, was defeated by 287 votes to 7.'). The new Corporation tax
was approved.
The Chancellor was to receive a deputation from the Federation

of British Industries and the Association of British Chambers of

Commerce on Wednesday.

Engineers and the Excess Profits Tax,—The Fimnicier

states that at the annual greneral meetinfr of the British Engrineers'

Association, a resolution was unanimously adopted protesting

against the proposed continuance and increase of the excess-profits

duty. As an alternative means of raising the required revenue,

the meeting supported the proposals submitted by the Federation
of British Industries for a flat-rate tax upon business profits of

all descriptions, including- agriculture.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Ammanford.—Purchase of Undkrtaking.—The Council

is arrangintr to purchase the electricity undertaking from Mr.

Herbert, the proprietor. The price agreed upon is £14,37.5, with a

Btipulation that Mr. Herbert be allowed to charge ^iO per cent,

more for electricity supplied during the six months succeeding the

expiration, on December 31st last, of a previous agreement.

Australia.—Electricity T-ariffs.—The Melbourne Age
states that the Minister in charge of the Tasmanian Hydro-Electric
Department has issued a return setting out that the price of elec-

tricity supplied by the Melbourne City Council per unit is 1^-d. ;

by the Jlelbourne Electric Supply Co., 2Jd. ; by the Sydney City

Council, Ijd. ; by companies at Geelong, 3d. : at Ballarat, lid. ; at

Adelaide, 24'd. ; Perth, l^d., and Brisbane, 33d. (first hour,

then Id.), while the Hobart price is Id., or Jd. for continuous

use. The Minister attributes the starting of new industries at

Hobart to the supply of .the cheapest power in the Commonwealth
and to the small number of strikes. While Victoria is not favoured

like Tasmania with abundant water power for the generation of

electricity, the opening up of the brown coal fields at Morwell will

provide a source of cheap electricity.

Blackpool.—Water Supply.—In connection with the

future development of the electricity undertaking, the Corporation

has appointed a deputation to interview Fylde Water Board, upon
which, in the event of the present works being extended, the Cor-

poration wOl depend for an adequate supply of water for condensing
purposes.

Bolton.
—New Generator.—The electrical engineer has

made arrangements for the purchase of a 6,000-KW. turbo-alternator

for immediate delivery and installation at Back-o'-th'-Bank works,

to be ready for use during next winter. The traders of the town
have asked for preferential rates for shop lighting.

Bnrnley.— Bulk Supply.—The Town Council has
sanctioned an application to the Electricity Commissioners for an
order permitting the supply of electricity in bulk to Colne
Corporation.

Chester,—Price Increase.—The Electricity Committee
proposes the following increases to take effect as from June 25th next

:

Lighting to be 5-}d. per unit ; small power consumers to be charged
2id. per unit for the first 1.000 units : 2Td. for the next 1,000 ; 2d.

for the third 1,000 ; Ud. for the fourth 1,000 : and thereafter IJd.

per unit. Large consumers, £6 per KW. of maximum demand plus

3d. per unit. These recommendations have been agreed to.

Chesterfield.—Lightlng Schesie Abandoned.—Owing
to the heavy cost of cables, estimated at £5,528, the Town Council
has abandoned the proposal to supply electricity to the houses to

be built on the Boythorpe Estate.

Dnblin,— Proposed Price Increase.—An application
for sanction to increase charges for electricity is being made by
the Corporation. The price of energy for private lighting is to be
raised by 30 per cent, (the present rate is 7d, per unif). For public
lighting, power, and heating purposes the proposed increase is Jd.

per unit. A proposal to refer the report back to Committee for
further investigation, upon the ground that the charges were
already too high, was defeated.

Ellesmere Port.—Power for Docks.—The Commis-
sioners have granted the Mersey Power Co. an order to supply
electricity to the Manchester Dry Docks Co., subject to revocation
when the Council is able and willing to give a supply on reasonable
terms.

Falkirk,—E.xtensions.—The Town Council is to ask the
Scottish Central Electric Power Co. for a further supply of elec-

tricity, and is negotiating with the Electricity Commissioners for

the installation of additional plant at the power station.

Glasgow. — Opposition to Bill. — The Electricity

Committee has in a report to the Parliamentary Bills Committee
requested the latter to take the necessary steps to oppose the Elec-
tricity Supply Act [Amendment] BUI recently introduced to Parli-
ament, or to make arrangements to safeguard the Corporation's
intere.^ts,

Ireland,—Coal Shortage.—The coal shortage in all

parts of Ireland remains acute, and an all-Ireland conference of
merchants, manufacturers and officials of electricity, gas and tram-
way companies has made urgent representations to the Irish
Coal Controller, who has been in consultation with the authorities
in London. Lack of shipping is the reason assigned for the
shortage.

Leyton.—Loans.—The Urban District Council has
applied for loans of £10,000 for mains extensions, and £2,000 for
services.

Morley. — Year's Working. — For the first time
since the woiks were established in 1898. the electricity under-
taking has made a profit, the amount being nearly £200. Last year
there was a loss of £1,758.

New Zealand.—Extensions at Auckland.—The city

electrical engineer recommends large extensions, for which it is

estimated a sum of £448,450 wUl be required. These include the
installation of one 3.000 and two o,000-KW. turbo-alternators and
the necessary boiler plant. It is also proposed to make one of the
present generating stations into a sub-station by the installation of
four 1,500-KW. rotary converters. It is stated a saving of £20,000
a year will be efltected if the scheme is proceeded with.

Oswaldtwistle.

—

Electricity Supply. — The Urban
District Council has written to the Accrington Corporation asking
upon what terms the latter would be prepared to supply electricity in

that district for power, lighting and heating, and a meeting is to be
held to consider the matter.

Rawtenstall.—Extensions Sanctioned.— The Town
Council has been informed that the extension of the Hareholm
Works may be proceeded with, and that no inquiry will be necessary.

Formal approval will be given by the Commissioners in due course.

The borrowing of £ 116,000, the cost of the extensions, has also been
informally sanctioned.

Rothwell.—Electric Lighting Scheme.—An expert
has been requested to prepare a scheme for the lighting of the
whole of the district by electricity.

Severn Valley.—Linkixg-up Scheme.—One of the first

pieces of work to be undertaken by the Electricity Commissioners
under the Electricity (Supply) Act. 1919, is what is knowTi as the
Lower Severn Valley scheme. The area includes a wide track of
country, and the idea is the linking up of centres of electric power
supply with a view to the promotion of economy and the pooling of
reserve plant. Objections to the scheme which may be raised by
municipal bodies and others, must reach the Ministry of Transport.
says The Times, by the end of July. It may be pointed out that the
proposal has no connection with the scheme known as the Severn
Barrage, a projected dam across the river to provide water-power,
which is not likely to materialise for the present at least.

South Wales,—Power Company's Bill.—The South
Wales Electrical Power Co.'s Bill, which is purely a financial one,

recently came before the House of Commons Committee as an
unopposed measure. The Bill seeks power to raise additional
capital of £500,000 for the purposes of the undertaking by the issue

of prior lien debentures, most of which would be taken up by
existing consumers in Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire.
Explanation of the company's present financial position having
been given, the Bill was passed for third reading.

—

South iVdUs
Daily Xeu:<.

Stoke-on-Trent,— Extensions.— A large scheme of

extensions, costing an aggregate of £260,000, is contemplated by
the Council ; 1,000-KW. turbo-alternators are to be installed in the
Burslem and Stoke stations, and a 5,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with
the necessary auxiliaries, at the Hanley station.

Walthamstow,— Extensions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has considered the report of the electrical engineer vrith

respect to the extension of the plant at the generating station and
sub-station, and recommends that application be made to the
Electricity Commissioners for their consent to the installation of

the following plant, and that application be made to the Ministry
of Health for sanction to the borrowing of the sum of £95,860,
made up as follows :—Induced draught plant, £2,500 ; water-tube
boiler, complete with economiser, pipework, Ac, £11,5(K); one
1,000-KW. converter. £7,850 ; cooling tower, £6.000 ; 5,000-KW.
turbo-alternator, complete with condensing plant, switchgear, kc,
£40,000; water-tube boiler, complete with economiser, £11,500;
extension to boiler house. £500; cooling tower, £6,000; sub-

station : one 1,500-KW. converter, £9,000 ; buildings and founda-
tions, £1,000.

Worcester.—Distribution of Power.—Although the
generating plant is at present able to cope with all demands, it is

stated that the distribution system requires attention, and an expen-
diture of £15,000 is proposed.

Yeovil.—The Minister of Transport has extended until

October, 1920, the time of the Yeovil Electric Lighting Order, 191i,

for the extension of mains, kc.
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TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Barrow.—Loss on Service.—At a recent Town Council
meeting-, the chairman of the Tramways Committee eaid that for
the first three months since the Corporation took over the service,

the receipts had been je9,857, and expenses £12,310; a deficiency
of £2,463. The receipts per car-mile were 16'46d., and the expenses
20'54d., a deficiency of 4'08d.

Bolton.—Depreciation Fund.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided to increase the contribution to the depreciation
fund from lid. to 2Jd. per car-mOe.

Bradford.—Strike Averted.—A ballot of the tramway
employts resulted in a decision in favour of a stoppajre on May Ist,

but this raised such a storm of public indignation that a second
ballot was resorted to, with the result that the motion in favour of
a strike was defeated.

Pkoposed Fake Inckease.—During: the past three months
there has been a loss on the running of the cars in the city, and.
the Tramways Committee is seriously considering the desirability
of increasing the fares still further. It is stated that an additional
£100.000 will be needed if the tramways are to be run on
a paying basis.

Bristol.—Women Employes.—Several cars were damaged
in the recent protest of ex-Service men against the continued
employment of women upon the tramways. The Tramways Co.
states that its attitude towards these men has always been sympa-
thetic, and 1,416 employes have been re-instated upon demobilisation.
whUe their dependents received allowances while the men were
with the Forces. Although it is not intended to make the
employment of women a permanent arrangement, it is considered
that those who have rendered good service are entitled to some
consideration.

Continental.—France.—In spite of the general strike in
Paris on May 1st, the "Metro " trains were kept running by volunteers
organised by the Union Civique Parisienne. Tramcars and
omnibuses were also kept on the roads, and the services were quite
as adequate as in ordinary times.
At Marseilles, the chief engineer of the tramway establishment

has formulated a new scheme for the linking up of the under-
ground r.aUway lines with those of the suburban tramways. The
realisation of the scheme will take from four to five years, and the
estimated cost totals as much as 100,000,000 fr., this outlay
includes construction of lines, supply of rolling stock, &c.

Doncaster. — "Wages. — The tramway employes are
insistent in their demand for an increase of 10s. per week
instead of the 5s. already granted. The Doncaster employes are
affiliated with the Sheffield Trades Union branch, and it is stated
the members of both towns are acting in concert on the question.

Dublin.—Tramway Purchase.—A report to the Cor-
poration on the proposed purchase of the United (Electric) Tram-
ways Co.'s interests by the CouncU, states that the only power of
purchase in existence would come into operation on December 31st,
1938, or at the end of any subsequent i)eriod of seven years, and
that if the Corporation wishes to anticipate this period, it can
only do so by promoting a private Bill.

Glasgow.—Fare Increase. — The Corporation has
decided to add Jd. to all fares on the tramway system. This
increase is necessitated chiefly by the increased wages bill which, it

is stated, means an increased expenditure of £100,000.
Renewals Fund.—The Council has agreed to contribute £700

per mile of route to the renewals fund as during the last period.
The renewal of 10 miles of track exceeded the sum reserved last
year by £42,606.

Halifax.—Stoppage.—Cars were recently stopped for an
hour on the Triangle route, in consequence of the breaking of
a trolley wire at one of the standards.

Hull.—Fare Revision.—The Tramways Committee has
recommended a revision of fares on the basis of lid., in place of the
existing Id., fares, and 2d. instead of lid., for the full journey.
The accounts for 1919 show a deficit of £8,726, which is to be met
out of the reserves. In future no cars are to be run between 2 a.m.
and 5 a.m., and the practice of allowmg soldiers in uniform to
travel for half-fare is to be abolished.

Japan.—Tramway " Strike."—The employes of the
municipal tramway department of Tokio, in order to enforce their
claims for a minimum wage of 5d. per hour, recently resolved on a
novel form of " strike." Each driver examined his car for defects,
and these being discovered in most cases, as the cars are in a bad
state of repair, practically every car was returned to its depot to be
overhauled. The strikers' claim was settled after the first day.

Leeds.—Fares.—A proposal to increase tramway fares
to the statutory limit of Id. per mUe was recently rejected by a
majority of the CouncU.

Manchester.—New Stock.—During the present financial
period, the Corporation proposes to expend £250,000 on rolling
stock, and £100,000 on buildings. The funds for this will
be obtained by means of loans.

Wages Award.—After protracted negotiations, the terms of the
award by the Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales District Joint
Industrial Council have been accepted by the Manchester and Salford

tramway employos. The men are to receive an increase of Jd. per

hour on the basic rates, and the total Increase will be 88. per week
with an additional Is. in June. The increase will cost Manchester
over £30,000 annually.

Motormen and Conductors' Wages.—Leeds Corporation
now pays experienced drivers 67s. 9d. for a 48-hours' week, and in

addition provides a uniform, and grants eight days' holiday, with
pay. At Birmingham motormen are paid 64s. to commence, and
"Os. maximum ; conductors receive (iOs. 6d. minimum, and 678.

maximum. At Sheffield the top rate for motormen with 14 years'

service is 69s. 8d. for a 48-hours' week, which includes 4d. per day
for a merit badge. The top rate for conductors is 65s. per week.
The motormen's minimum is 668., and that of conductors 60s. per
week. For Sunday work, time and a quarter is paid, employes
work only on alternate Sundays. Overtime is paid for at the rate

of time and a quarter. At Pontypridd motormen receive 688. At
Leicester the present bonus is 34s., in addition to the pre-war rate

of 32s. per week.

—

Tramway nnd Hailiray World.

Taunton.—Electric ^'EHICLE.—We learn from Mr.
A. J. Howard, borough electrical engineer, that an Edison 2-ton
electric lorry fitted with electrically-operated tipping gear has
been delivered to the Corporation, and is to be used for refuse

collection and general haulage purposes. A atreet watering tfuik,

which is interchangeable with the ordinary body, is also being
supplied.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Dutch Indies.—Wireless Telegraphy.—A report from
Bandoeng to the Dutch East Indian Locomotief, states that

from four to five years may elapse before it will be possible to

send wireless messages from Holland to the Dutch East Indies.

The installation sent out by the Telefunken Co. is not sufficiently

powerful to bridge over the distance. The receiving station on
Sonsbeek, which is ready, is less satisfactory than that at Blarikum.
The question of the personnel raises difficulties for the seven wire-

less connections with the authorities in the outer districts, and six

of the 15 technical officials have resigned in one month. The
newspaper adds that a telegraphic order has been received from
Holland not to begin the construction of five wireless towers to the
south of Bandoeng for the account of the Telefunken Co., the costs

of which would amount to 10,000,000 florins.

France.—On April 27th the French Administration
announced the withdrawal of all restrictions on telegrams to and
from Germany, occupied and not occupied. The Polish Office also

notifies the restoration of telegraphic service ria Germany, as from
April 24th.

A wireless telegraphic aerial has been set up on the eastern side

of Le Bourget aerodrome, near Paris, marked by fabric jpennons
during the day and a white light at night.— The Times.

Italy.
—The Times announces that the postal, telegraphic

and telephonic services are again working regularly in Rome,

Liverpool.—New Exchange.—Last Saturday, after the

usual hours of business, the tirst batch of 1,250 subscribers were
switched over from the Central to Bank Exchange. This step has
been rendered necessary owing to the growth of the telephone
system in Liverpool, and the unavoidable necessity for removing
the oldest of the Exchanges to the new Bank Exchange. The
total number of subscribers to both Bank and Central is 7,500, and
when the scheme is completed, there will be accommodation for

17,000. During the past nine months, in order to enable the
change to be effected, over 6,000 miles of underground cable had to
be laid.

New Cables.—We are informed that a contract has been
concluded, and the order placed, for a second cable between Bam-
field and Fanning Island, and that the laying of an Atlantic cable
is under consideration.

Czecho-Siovakia.— As from .lanuary 10th last, the
Republic of Czecho-Slovakia became an adherent to the Telegraphic
and Radio-Telegraphic Conventions.

Telephone Charges. — Select Committee. — Mr.
lUingworth, the Postmaster-General, stated in the House of

Commons, this week, that the Select Committee which is to inquire
Into telephone charges will be set up after Whitsun.

U.S.A.

—

Wired Wireless.—A further step forward has
been made by Major-General a. 0, Squier, chief signal officer, U.S.
Army, in what is termed " wired wireless " telegraphy. The possi-

bility has been demonstrated of using bare wires laid in the sea
for the transmission of messages by the new method which
consists of sending a radio current between two or more points
with the wire as a guide. The advantages of "wired wireless''

consist, it is said, of its multiple possibilities and its secrecy. It is

reported that experiments have been successfully conducted with
ordinary copper wires on the Potomac River, the messages being
sent, not through, but alongside the wire as a guide. General
Squier is to explain the method in a paper before the National
Academy of Sciences on " Multiplex Telephony and Telegraphy
over Open-Circuit Bare Wires Laid in Earth or Sea."
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

IThe datt gittn in parenthttet at th« end of tha paragraph indioattt

the Utue of ths EliEOTBiOAL Review in lohioH t/u " Official

Ifotiot " appeared.)

OPEN.

Anstralla. — Perth. — May 14th. Government of

Western Australia. One 7,B00-KW. turbo-alternator and condens-
ing plant. (April 9th.)

Melboubne.—June 18th. City CounoU. Gas-filled metal-fila-

ment lamps. City Electrical Engineer's Office, Town Hall,

Melbourne.
May Slat. Victorian Railways Department. Four 4,500-KW.,

1,500-volt traction converter sets, and eight 1,000-KW., 1,.500-volt

ditto. (April 30th.')

Sydney. — August ith. N.S.W. Government Railways and
Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief Electrical

Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
July 18th. City Council. Maximum demand indicators. Electric

Lighting Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

' Belfast.—May 19th. Electricity Department. Coal-

handling plant. (See this issue.)

Belginm.

—

Antwerp.—June 28th. Harbour Authorities

(Town Hall). Two electric cranes of 30 tons and 10 tons respec-

tively, for the new dry dock, and No. 61 of the Bassin Lefebvre.

Copies of the specification in French, with tender form, price 4 fr..

may be obtained on making application to : M. le Bourgmestre
d'Anvers, Hotel de Ville, Anvers, Belgique.

Formosa.—August l.')th. Specifications and blue prints

are on the way to the Department of Overseas Trade from H.M.
Ambassador in Tokio. particularising the machinery needed in

connection with the Formosan hydro-electric scheme. No British

firm is included in the preliminary inquiries made for turbines.

The power to be developed eventually in connection with this

scheme is 185,000 H.P. in two units, one of 130,000 H.P. and one of

55,000. Tenders for three water-driven turbo-electric generators,

each of 11,000 KW., to be used in the construction of the pre-

liminary works, were obtained some time ago. British firms will

probably desire to get into touch with the engineer of the Formosan
Hydo-Electrio Co., Ltd., Tamsui, Formosa, and in the first instance

they should approach the Department of Overseas Trade at 3.5, Old

Queen Street, S.W. 1.

Lincoln.—^lay 24th. Electricity Department. Coal-

handling plant. (April 23rd.)

May loth. Electricity Department. New or second-hand turbo-

alternator, 1,000 to 2,000 K.V.A., 6,600 or 3,300 v., 50 periods, com-
plete with condenser and all accessories. (See this issue.)

London,

—

St. Pancras.—The Electricity Committee
recommends that tenders be invited for the remaining two boilers

for the King's Road Power Station.

HiCKNEY.—June 9th. Electricity Department. Four water-

tube boilers, each 33,000 lb. per hour capacity, with superheateis,

mechanical stokers, &c. ; four induced-draught plants ; four fuel

eoonomisers ; one 10,000-K\v. turbo-alternator and exciter, with
ventilating fan and air filter or cooler ; one surface condensing

plant ; two circulating water motor-driven pumps ; e.h.t. switch-

gear ; two 20,000-KW. coupler panels ; one 10,000-KW. generator

panel ; six 2,000-kw. and one 4,000-KW. feeder panels. (See this

issue.)

Manchester,—-Tune 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary switchgear ; Section A, 33,000-volt and 6,0G0-volt

main switchgear ; Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-volt A.c. auxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt D.c. auxiliary

switchgear. (April 30th.)

New Zealand.

—

Wellindtox.—June :^Otb. Tender Board
Public Works. Electrical equipment for the Arthur's Pass section

of the Midland Railway. Particulars from the Department of

Overseas Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, E,C.

Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour Board. For the supply of

electric capstans and spares. Meserg. W. & A. McArthur, Ltd.,

18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.C. 2.

Rochdale,—One 1,250-k\v. (alternatively 1,500-K\v.)

rotary converter. Mr. F. H. Rudd, borough electrical engineer,

Electricity 'Works, Dane Street.

Salford,—River Irwell Conservancy Committee. Pumps
and motors at the Corporation Sewage Works, Weaate. J. Diggle

and Son, Civil Engineers, Hindhill Street, Heywood.

South Africa.

—

Mossel Bay.—Electric lighting equip-

ment. (See this column, April 23rd.)

Spain.—The municipal authorities of Santiago (Province
of Corunna) have recently invited tenders for the conoession for the
electric lighting of the town during a period of 10 years

Stockton-on-Tees.—May 10th. Board of GnardianB.

Electric lighting installation at the offices in Nelson Street. Mr.

.1. Rodham, 16, Finkle Street, Stockton-on-Tees.

St. Helens,—May 14th. Electricity Department. Rotary

converting plant. (See this issue.)

Tasmania,

—

Launceston.—June 7th. City Council.

One 1,000-K.v.A. hydro turbo-alternator, with switchgear. City

Electrical Engineer, Town Hall, Launceston.

CLOSED.

Ayr.—Education Committee.
Electrical installation, Xewton Park ^Schools.—Reid 4jCo.. ;6218.

Anstralia,

—

Sydxey.—City Council. Accepted :

—

L.T. insulators, f 1,161.— Australian Porcelain Co.
5-amp., 2i0-v., single-pole, a.c. Ferranti meters, £594,—Noyes Brofl.

5-amp., 290-v., n.c. and 10-amp., 230v., d.c, Chamberlain.Hookham amp.
hour meters, £-125.—British General Electric Co., Ltd.

In view of the requirements of the Council of bare copper

cable, and the diffictilty of obtaining supplies on account of the

importation of copper wire having been prohibited by the Federal

Government, except under licence issued by the Minister for

Customs, the Council has decided to enter into a contract with

Metal Manufacturers, Ltd., to take the whole of the bare capper

cable required by the Council for two years from the Company.
The price to be the published price of electrolytic wire bars on the

date of the receipt by the Company of the order, plus certain

figures per lb., representing cost of manufacture. These figures

per lb., representing cost of manufacture, vary from lOid. for the

smallest cable to 5d. for the largest.

—

Tenderx.

Commonwealth. Department of Works and Railways. Accepted.

Electrical materials for the new post office, Perth, W.A. :

—

Conduits and fittings and lighting fittings, £1,747— British General Elec-

tric Co.. Ltd.
Main switchboard, £395.—Elco. Equipment Manufacturers (Pty.), Ltd.

Distribution boards, £792.—W. Gumming i Co.
Cables and wires.—W. T. Henley's Teleg. Works Co., Ltd. —Tenderi.

P.M.G.'s Department, S. Australia :
—

4!0 wall-pattern magneto telephones, £2,373.—J. Bartram 4 Sons (Pty.), Ltd.

Victorian Railways :

—

One electric capstan, with tools, &c., £.o55.—Thompson & Co. (C'maine),
(Pty. I, Ltd. -~Tender$.

Glasgow.—Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

1 capstans for Dalmamock

Tramways Committee. Recommended :
—

One mile copper wire.—Western Electric Co., Ltd.

London.

—

St. Paxcras.—The Electricity and Public

Lighting Committee recommends that sanction be given to the

installation of an " Erith RUey " stoker in the No. 2 Niclansse

boiler at the King's Road station at an additional cost of £2,000

over the contract amount.

Shoreditch.—Lighting Committee. Accepted. Extension of

plant, Whiston Street generating station.

One 2,500 Ku., 3-phase, a.... feeder equipment, Ac. £1,935; one set of

protective gear: £5J idelivery 42 to 45 weeksi.— British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd.

Coronet Street sub-station.

One 2,600 kw., 3-phase, a.c, feeder equipment, &c., £1,230.

One 1,500 K,w. do. do. £1,190.

Two T..T. feeder panels, complete, f 1,700 1 delivery 27 weeksi.—Metropolitan-
Vickers Electric Co., Ltd.

Manchester.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Cable.—Enfield Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd., Connolly's (Blackley, Ltd.i,

Western Electric Co., Ltd.
lO-ton over-head travelling crane.—H. Morris, Ltd.
Cir.

- -
_,..,..

Tw

Education Committee. <d Accepted :

—

E.L. installation at Stretford Road Clinic.—R. Seddon A Soni

Rawtenstall.—Corporation. Accepted :

—

Coal bunkers and conveyors.— Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.

Salford.—Tramways Committee.
; agreed to, in consequence 'of the advance in wages, of 3 per cent,

on the tender of the English Electric Co., Ltd., for the supply of five

single-deck omnibus bodies and for the supply of two QB 1, Form B H.

tramway controllers.

600 tons Sandberg Silicon steel girder tramway rails, £13,250.—Bolckow,
Vaughan.)^ Co., Ltd. Accepted.

Electricity Committee :—
One 88-H.p. motor, complete, £202 : one armature for 105-h.p. circulating

pump motor, £219 : 100 k.v.a. transformer, £'20(5 ; extension cubicle for

the new e.h.t. switchgear with the addition of two new single phase
potential transformers, £837. — Metropolitan- Vickers Electrical Co.
Accepted.

Motor Tramway Cars.—The Ford Motor Co., of America,

and Henry Ford & Son, the latter being the tractor manufacturing
branch, are to be consolidated and reorganised, with a capital of

£20,000,000, to undertake the manufacture of airoraft, internal

combustion looomotivas and petroleum-driven tramway-cars.
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FORTMCOMINO EVENTS.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—r'ridnv, May 7tb. At 39, Victoria Street,

S.W. AtT.aOp.m. Lucturetteon" Pulverised Fuol,"by Mr. J. O. McBryde.

Association of Engineersln-Cliarge. -Saturday. May 8th. At the Holborn
Hestaurant (Venetian Chamber). At 6 p.m. ,\nnual dinner.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association. — Katurday, May 8tb.

Visit to Messrs. \V. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.'s Worl<s at Opensliaw.

liluminatiug Engineering Society.—Tuesday, May nth. At tlie Royal
Society of Arts, Jnhn Street, Adelphi, W.C. At 8 p.m. Annual meeting.
Lecture on " Recent Developments in Portable Types of Cinemii Outllts,"

by Capt. J. W. Barber.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, May 13th. At the Institu-
tion of Civil Engineers, Gt George Street, W. .\t (j p m. Paper on
" Permanent Mat,'nets in Thcon' and Practice," by Mr. S. Evershed.

(Nortli-Midland Centre.)—Tuesday, May 11th. At the Hotel Metro-
pole, Leeds. At 7 p.m. Annual geiUTal meeting.

(Students' Section).—Friday, May 14th. At King's College, Strand,
W.C. At 7 p.m. Annual general meeting. Paper on " Electrical Motor
Control Devices," by Mr. E. G. Humfries.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Derby and District Section).—
Saturday, May 15th. At the Arcadia Caf.'>, High Bridge, Lincoln, At
8,30 p,m. Open general meeting.

NOTES.

Tramcar Accident : Damages.—In the Sydney Courts, a

man who was driving an ice cart in Sydney when a tramcar
collided with the vehicle, was awarded £'2,000 as compensation for

iniaries to his head which impaired his mental faculties.

Service Notes.—Colonel C. G. Burnaby, who has just

retired from the Royal Engineers, was chief instructor of electric

lighting at Plymouth for some years, and was well known in

electrical professional circles as an expert.

The Admiralty ]ia.% drawn attention to the danger of high-power

telegraphy causing fire in woodwork topmasts and yards.

The following are the rates of pay provided in the Naval
Estimates of the current year for the various grades of naval

telegraphists :—Boy telegraphist, Is. 9d. per diem ; ordinary tele-

graphist, 23. yd, ; telegraphist, 4s, ,Sd, ; after three years' mans
time, 43. (id. ; after six years' man's time, 4s. 9d. ; leading tele-

graphist, Bs. 9d ; after one year as such, if passed for P.O.

telegraphist or higher standard, 68, ; petty officer telegraphist,

78 6d. : after one year, if recommended by his commanding officer,

or after three years in any case, Ts. lOd. ; after three years from
receiving the preceding rate, 8s. 2d. : chief petty ofiicer telegraphist,

98. ; after three years as such, 98. tid. per diem, with subsequent

triennial increments of 6d. a day.

The electrical apparatus, torpedo apparatus, and apparatus for

lighting at His Majesty's dockyards this year are put down at a

cost of £2,011,000, and for reconditioning electrical installations

in properties taken over under the Defence of the Realm Act.

A Central Hot-Water Supply.—A central hot-water

supply is to be established for the 2,000 houses which the Man-
chester Corporation proposes to erect on the Blackley and Hill Lane
estates, says the Diilt/ Dhpatch. A central station will be built

where water will be heated in boilers to about 150° F., and distri-

buted to the houses, which will have a constant supply of hot

water. No kitchen range will be provided, but there will be a gas

cooker and gas copper in the scullery, with an open fire in the

living room. It is estimated that the cost of upkeep and

management of the central plant, including labour, fuel, &c., will,

at present prices, be between 9d. and Is, per week on abasisof 2,"> gals,

of hot water supplied to each house for 24 hours. It is proposed

that this should be met by a charge on the rent. The saving on

the fitting of kitchen ranges and boilers will, it is stated, more

than meet the cost of the centi'al system.

Parliamentary.—The London Gazette, of May 4th, con-

tains the full oflScial notice respecting the provisional determination

of the Lower Severn Electricity District by the BUectricity Supply
Commissioners.

A Direct-Reading Amplifying Voltmeter.—In a paper

read before the Societe Fran(,'ii8e des Electriciens, by Messrs.

Abraham, E. Bloch, and L. Bloch, an account is given of a volt-

meter capable of reading very low voltages. Hitherto, the authors

point out, there has been no direct-reading electrometer for an

alternating pressure of one volt, and no direct-reading thermal

ammeter for one milliampere. With the aid of three-electrode

valves they have produced an instrument of higher sensibility than

has been previously attained. The alternating current to be

measured is first amplified, usually in two stages, but sometimes in

five, then rectified, and the rectified current is read by means of an

ammeter. The potential difference applied to the terminals can be

determine!.! from the ammeter reading with the aid of a calibration

curve. The instrument behaves like a voltmeter of very high

resistance, and is suitable for all freijuencies. It can detect a

millivolt at the terminals of any circuit ; if this circuit has a

resistance of 100,000 ohms, the pressure of one millivolt oorree-

ponds to a current of a hundredth of a microampere, and a cower

of one hundred-thousandth of a microwatt. The connections and
properties of the apparatus are fully described in the paper.

Inquiry.—Makers of an electric vulcaniser are asked

for.

Educational.—Faraday House Ei.ectrical Engineer-
ing COLi.KdK,—Mr. A. T. Morris, B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E., has been made
Superintendent of the Testing Department, in succession to Dr. F.

T, Chapman, M.I.E.E., who has been appointed one of His Majesty's

Inspectors of Technological Education. The Rev, L. Van Vestraut,

M,A, (Cantab), has been appointed Chief Assistant in the Testing

Department, Mr. J, K, Catterson-Smith, M,I,E,E,, has been

appointed Lecturer on Dynamo Design. Mr, A, Eegnauld, B,Sc„

A,M.I.E.E„ has been appointed Superintendent of the Workshop
Department.

Univebsity of London.—A course of four advanced lectures

on " High-Frequency Alternators for Radio-Telegraphy," by M.
Marius Latour, of Paris, has been arranged provisionally to be

given at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street,

on May 25th, 27th, 28th and Slst, at 5,30 p.m. For particulars see

oar advertisement pages to-day.

Summer 'Time in Canada.—Daylight saving came into

force on the morning of May 2nd in many cities in Canada. While
the cities of Montreal. Quebec, and nearly the whole of the

Province of Quebec advanced the clock, the Maritime Provinces
generally retained the standard time; as also did Ontario ; but the

cities of Toronto, Ottawa, Kitchener, Samia, and Niagara Falls

adopted the daylight-saving scheme. Some confusion is likely to be

experienced on account of the changes in the railway time-tables to

conform with local conditions,

—

Tlu' Timex,

Tlie Resources of India.—The Chemical Services Com-
mittee, presided over by Prof. Jocelyn Thorpe, recommends the

constitution of an Indian Chemical Service and the establishment

of an Imperial Research Institute at Dehra Dun (LTnited Provinces),

and a provincial institute in each province, also the creation of a

Ministry of Science as soon as possible. Prof, Thorpe states that

very few of the great natural resources of the country are being

exploited to advantage ; if they were developed to the fullest

extent, India would take its place in the front rank of industrial

communities,

—

TIte Times.

Appointments Vacant.—Cable jointers, for the Eccles

Corporation Electricity Works : assistant instructors in pattern

making, drawing office, electrical switchgear fitting department,

electrical maintenance department, general engineering fitting;

stores superintendent, for the Loughborough Technical College
;

power station superintendent (£750, with house, light and fuel),

for an English Railway Co. in Buenos Aires ; rental clerk (60s.),

for the Walsall Corporation Electric Supply Department ; shift

engineer (90s.), for the Kingston-on-Thames Corporation Elec-

tricity Department ;
plumber-jointer for the Borough of Derby

Electricity Supply Department ; assistant mains engineer (£290),

for the Walsall Corporation Electricity Works ; overhead linesman,

for the Rawtenstall Corporation Tramways, See our advertisement

pages to-day.

Fatality.—A verdict of " Accidental Death " was returned

at an inquest held last week on Arthur Alcock, aged 25, a married

man, who was killed whilst following his employment aa

assistant foreman at the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,

TraflEord Park. The fatality occurred when deceased waa taking

the temperature of the oil in the transformer. Immediately over

the tank was an electric wire charged at 5,750 volts, which
deceased had himself fixed up the previous day, and in a moment of

forgetfulness he did not switch off the current. He was seen to

fall from the ladder. Artificial respiration was continued for over

an hour. Alcock was badly burned about the face. The live wire had

only been temporarily put up for the purposes of testing, and

deceased had warned others about switching off the current when
taking temperatures. The Coroner said it was a pure accident, and
if anyone was to blame it was the deceased himself.

Plant Growtli.—The researches of Prof. Sir J. C. Bose
on plant growth have lately been somewhat prominently before the

scientific world in London, While admitting the beauty of the
" crescograph "—the exceedingly delicate instrument devised by
Prof. Bose to record the growth of the tissues of plants—Prof.

W. M. Bayliss suggested that, in view of certain adverse criticisms,

his apparatus should be tested in a laboratory before a number of

scientists. This has been done, and we are pleased to see that, in a

letter to T/ie Timex of May 4th, Profs. Bayliss, Blackman, Clark,

Clinton, Donnan, and Lord Rayleigh bear witness to the perfor-

mance of the crescograph as follows :

—

" In accordance with the results given by the application of

various tests, we are satisfied that the growth of plant tissues is

correctly recorded by this instrument and at a magnification of

from one to 10 million times. We saw in particular that a flower-

bud in active growth, if treated by immersion in a solution of

potassium cyanide for some hours, no longer gave a movement of

the recording spot of light. We conclude that such movement
when shown by a similar bud in the active state is not due to acci-

dental stretching or to undetected effects of currents of air, radiant

heat, &c. We agree that the instrument correctly records changes
of length in the growing tissue, or, indeed, of any substance

attached to the lever of the instrument, however such changes may
be produced. Naturally, under the conditions of the experiments,

it was impossible for us to analyse completely the complex effects

produced by the passage of an electrical current.

-Although not present at the demonstration. Profs, W, H, Bragg
and F, W, Oliver express their agreement with the statement,

havng witnessed similar demonstrations by Sir J. C. Bose. The
reliiability of the apparatus is, therefore, no longer in question,
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Fish Preservation.—As an outcome of several years'

eiperimentin?, Mr. Frank Croft, a fish merchant, of Grimsby,

claims to have inrented a new procesa of fish preservation. The
syetem embraces the nse of electricity and hot air. and Mr. Croft

has now in his possession fish that he cured seven years ago

which, it is claimed, is still in good condition.

Tlie Edison Medal.—A French newspaper publishes

a cable from New York, announcinfr that the American Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers has conferred the Edison Medal for

1919 on Mr. William Leroy Emmott as a reward for his' system for

the electric propulsion of ships.

Ttiermal-Standard Gas Snppiy.— The accompanjins
record is of considerable interest in connection with the proposal

to supply gas in future on a heat-unit basis. It is taken from the

recent report of the Fuel Research Board, which states that an

association of large consumers finding the gas supply irregular and
unsatisfactory, installed a Simmance total-heat recording calori-

meter, unknown to the gas examiner or the gas suppliers. The
slip reproduced was taken on January 17th. Iiil9. The calorific

value of the gas from midnight to .H a.m. was 450 b.th.u. At
4 a m. it had fallen to 440, at which value it remained till 2.15 p.m..

Ofthetotal power installed, 1,756.791 H.r., or 72'7 percent., i« in-

stalled in central stations. Central station power is sold for lightinir,

mining, electrochemical and electrometaUurgical industry, milling,

and general manufacturing. In the pulp and paper indoetry

473,265 H.P. is utilised, of which 381,031 H.P. is generated directly

from water in pulp and paper establishments, while 91,634 H.P. is

purchased from hydro-electric central stations.

Hydro power used for other purposes and other industries may be

listed as follows :—For lighting purposes, 434.613 H.P. ; in mining

industry, 177,728 H.P. ; in flour and grist mills, 42.736 H.P.
;
in

lumber and saw mills, 37,918 H.P. i in other manufacturing indus-

tries. 172,955 H.P. These figures are evidence of the widespread

manner in which the Dominion's water-power resources are being

applied to the furtherance of its industrial development.

The figures of 70 representative hydro-electric stations throughout

the Dominion, with an aggregate turbine installation of 745,797 H.P..

show a total construction cost of 550,740,468 (pre-war figures), or

an average of .*6911 per installed H.P. This cost includes the

capital invested in construction of dams, flumes, penstocks, and all

hydraulic works, and of power stations and etjuipment. It excludes

real estate and transmission and distribution equipment. The
figure in brief represents the capital cost of construction at the

power site.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

when it rose to 460. A sharp rise began at 3.15, reaching 560 at

4.15. after which a quick fall followed. By 5 p.m. the value was
480, and at 7.45 p.m. it was down to 450 again.

Some weeks later the Association learnt that at 3.30 p.m. on
.January 17th the Corporation gas examiner had made a test, which
gave 565 B.TH.U. as the calorific value of the gas. " The wave of

rich gas had evidently reached the calorimeter of the gas
examiner some little time before it reached the recording calori-

meter, for this slight lag is similarly shown on all the monthly
charts." The report states that the test was prearranged; it was
made at or near the summit of the wave. This experience, it is

remarked, may be regarded as exceptional. We hope it is.

It wUl be noted that the scale reads downwards, so that a dip

means an increase in the calorific value.

Sontli African Scientific Societies.—The scheme to

secure housing for the .Associated Scientific and Technical Societies

of the Rand has, through the munificence of the Chamber of Mines,

been brought to successful fruition by the acquisition of u building

at Johannesburg. The movement was, according to the South

African Mininii and Kngineerinq Jourital, originated five years ago,

when it was recognised that the financial position of several of the
local societies gave cause for anxiety, and that the return made to

members was in no way adequate. Another cause was the lack of

co-ordination between not only the societies themselves, but also

amongst their members individually. It was felt that if expenses
could be reduced and better provision made for the social amenities
for members, there would be an increase in the efficiency and use-

fulness of the societies. A small committee was appointed, con-
sisting of members from the three major societies responsible for

the movement, namely, the South African Institution of Engineers ;

the Chemical, Metallurgical and Mining Society of South Africa
;

and the South African Institute of Electrical Engineers, which has
carried into effect the resolutions agreed to. The terms of the
Chamber's offer are as follows ;—It will make a loan not exceeding
£10,000 on second mortgage on the property to be purchased at

6 per cent, interest ; provide the interest on this loan and also on
the first mortgage loan, which is not to exceed £12,500, for two
years i and undertakes to subscribe 10s. for every £1 raised by the
societies concerned, the total under this head not to exceed a con-
tribution of £5,000 from the Chamber. The societies concerned
number 13, and the building purchased will house them all, as well
as provide general club advantages for the members. The Asso-
ciated Societies will need a considerable sum of money before they
can qualify for the Chamber's generous offer, and every effort is

being made towards this end. The title of the Institution has
been agreed as the " Associated Scientific and Technical Societies

of South Africa."

Water- Power Development in Canada.—According to

the statistics just compiled, there is installed throuirhout the
Dominion some 2,418,000 turbine or water-wheel H.P., of which
2,215,000 H.P. is actually and regularly employed in useful work.
The larger figure includes the total installed capacity at full rate,

including reserve units. It does not, however, Include hydraulic
exciter units. A large number of the plants now operating are
designed for the addition of further units as the market demands,
The ultimate capacity of such plants, together with that of new
plants now under construction, totals some 3,385,000 H,p.

Institution of Electrical Engineers In addition to the Council's

nominations for the new ConncU. of which a list was given in our

issue of April 9th. the following names have been put forwar-d by

members of the Institution :—Mr. R. F. Ferguson, borough elec-

trical engineer, Hastings ; Mr. A. H. W. Marshall, engineer, Cleve-

land and Durham Electric Power, Ltd.. Middlesbrough ; Mr. C.

Vernier, mains engineer. Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd. The ballot papers have to be delivered at the Institution

offices not later than May 8th.

The arrangements for the remainder of the session, in addition

to those already notified, are as follows :

—

Ordinary .Veetiiit/^.—iTo be held at the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers.Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.). June 16th : Discus-

sion on the paper entitled " Distribution of Heat. Light, and Motive

Power by Gas and Electricity," read by Sir Dugald Clerk, K.B.E..

ice, before the Royal Society "of Arts, aud also on " The Report on

the Coal-Gas and Electrical Supply Industries of the United

Kingdom to the President of the Institution of Gas Engineers." by

Sir Dugald Clerk and Profs. Arthur Smithells, and J. W. Cobb.

June 30th : Paper on "Overhead and Live Rail Conductor Systems,

"

by Jlr. P. Dawson.

]Virele.\x Sectional Meeting.— June 9th: Paper on " High-

Frequency Machines," by Marius Latour.

Scottish Cextbe.—The following is a complete list of officers

and members of the Committee elected at the annual general

meeting : Chairman, Mr. J. G. Sayers ; vice-chairmen, Messrs.

E. T. Ooslin and Alex. Lindsay : hon. secretary, Mr. Joseph Taylor

(Glasgow) ; assistant hon. secretary, Mr. W. F. Mitchell ; chair

man of Students' Section, Mr. F. H. Whysall. Committee : Messrs.

A. S. Hampton. W. Wood. R. B, Mitchell. Frank Onslow, W. J.

Kelsey, J. M. Scott Maxwell. J. A. Bell. John Prentice. D. S. Munro,
H. Richardson, and J. L. Nicholson.

Mr. Roger T. Smith, President of the Institution, was present,

and gave a brief address. He congratulated the Scottish Section

on having given two memt)ers—Messrs. W. W. Lackie and Arch.

Page—as Electricity Commissioners. The electrical supply industry,

he said, after many attempts at legislation, was now in the hands

of Commissioners, the engineering members of which thoroughly

understood their job. One of the things the Commissioners would
have to do was to see that wherever it was economical the water-

power of this country should be applied for the generation of

electricity.

After ilB. J. M. M. MuNBO had read his paper on '' Highland
Water-power," the Chairman intimated that arrangements were
being made by the London Students' Section to visit Glasgow in

the last week in July. There would probably be a joint meeting

with the local Students' Section, and a programme of visits to

places of interest and entertainments.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—At the annual general meeting,

on April 27th, the result of the ballot for the election of officers for

the year 1920-21 was declared as follows :

—

President : Mr. John A. Brodie, M.Eng. Vice-presidents : Mr.
W. B. Worthington, Dr. W. H. Maw, Mr. Charles L. Morgan, C.B.E.,

Mr. Basil Nott, C.B. Other members of the Council : Mr. E. A. S.

Bell, CLE. ; Dr.C. C. Carpenter, C.B.E. ; Colonel R. E. B. Cromptou,
C.B. ; Mr. Maurice Deacon ; Sir .Archibald Denny ; Sir William H.
Ellis, G.B.E. ; Mr. Albert (Jordon ; Mr. W. 'W. Grierson, O.B.E. :

Sir Robert A. Hadfield, Bart. ; Sir Brodie H. Henderson, K.C.M.G. :

Messrs. E. P. Hill ; G. W. Humphreys. CB.E. ; Summers Hunter,

C.B.E. ; H. G. Kelley ; C. R, S. Ktrkpatrick ; James Marchbanis

;

H. H. G. Mitchell ; Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir Henry J. Oram,
K.C.B. ; Mr. Frederick Palmer, CLE. ; Captain H. Riall Sankey,

C.B., C.B.E. ; Sir John F. C. Snell ; Messrs. W. A. P. Tait, A. M.
Tippett, E. F. C. Trench ; Prof. W. H. Warren ; Sir Alfred F.

Yarrow, Bart.

This Council will take office on the first Tuesday in November,
1920.
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The Council has made the following awards for the Session
1919-1920:—Telford Gold Medals and Telford Premiums to Mr.
David Lyell, CM.O., C.B.E, D.S 0. (London), Mr. J. K. Robertson
(LondonX and Major-General Sir Llerald M. Heath, K.C.M.O., C.B.,
D.S.O., R E. (London) ; a George Stephenson Gold Medal and a
Telford Premium to Mr. Maurice F. Wilson (London) ; a Watt
Gold Medal and a Telford Premium to Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite,
B.A.I. (London) ; Telford Premiums to Major E. O. Henrici, R.E.
(London), Sir Francis J. E. Spring, K.C.IE., M.A.I. (London), Mr.
P. 0. Stanford. O.B.E. (London), Mr. James Mitchell (Hursley),
Mr. J. W. Sandeman (Newcastle-on-Tyne), and Mr. A. R. Fulton,
D.So. (Dundee).

Royal Institution.—The annual meeting- was held on May Ist,

Sir James Crichton-Browne, treasurer and vice-president, in the
chair. The annual report of the Committee of Visitors for the
year 1919, testifying to the continued prosperity and efficient

management of the Institution, was read and adopted, and the
report of the Davy Faraday Research Laboratory Committee was
also read. Sixty-tour new members were elected during the year,
and 62 lectures and 19 evening discourses were delivered. The
following gentlemen were unanimously elected as officers for the
ensuing year :—President, The Duke of Northumberland

; treasurer,
Sir James Crichton-Browne ; secretary. Colonel Edmond H. Hills.

At a general meeting on May 3rd, it was announced that the
President had nominated the following gentlemen as Vine-Presidents
for the ensuing year :—Mr. J. H. Balfour Browne, Mr. W. A. B.
Burdett Coutts, Dr. Donald Hood, Earl Iveagh, Sir Charles Parsons,
Sir James Reid, Sir James Crichton-Browne, and Colonel
E. H. Hills. .

Liverpool Wireless Association. — A meeting was held at
McGhies' Cafe, 5(1, Whitechapel, on Wednesday, April 28th, when
the subject of " Battery Power for Use with Valve Circuits " was
(Tone into. The next meeting is on Wednesday, May 12th. New
members are invited ; subscription, iis. per annum. Mr. S. Frith,
G, Cambridge Road, Crosby, Liverpool, is hon. sec.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association The National
Executive Council of the Association having considered the
nominations put forward for the members' vacancies on the Council
of the Institution, is of opinion that the list, as submitted, is

insufficiently representative of the electric supply industry, and has
accordingly issued a circular, of which we have received a copy,
recommending its members and friends who are corporate members
of the Institution to record their votes in favour of Messrs. C.
Vernier, A. H. Marshall, F. Gill, P. V. Hunter, and Dr. A. Russell.

The Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association The twenty-
fifth annual convention is to be held at Bradford and Ilkley,

June 21st to 25th. It will commence at likley on Monday, June
21st, with an informal reception at the Winter Gardens ; on Tues-
day the convention will be opened at " The Windsor " (Queen's
Hall), Bradford, when the Lord Mayor will welcome the Associa-
tion ; Mr. T. Roles, president, will deliver an address ; and a paper
on " The Design of Distributing Networks " will be read by Mr.
C. A. Giffin, mains engineer, Bradford. The afternoon will be
occupied with visits to works, and in the evening there will be a
reception at the Winter Gardens, Ilkley, followed by a social

evening.

On Wednesday, at the Kings Hall, Ilkley, Mr. I. V. Robinson, of
the B.E.A.M.A., wUl read a paper on " Power Station Design in
Belation to Thermal Efficiency "

; the afternoon will be devoted to
visits to places of interest, and in the evening the annual dinner
will be held.

On Thursday, at Bradford, a paper will be read by Mr. J. W.
Beauchamp, of the British Electrical Development Association, on
" The Standardisation of Tariffs." Visits to works, and a reception
by the Lord Mayor of Bradford, will occupy the afternoon ; in the
evening the "Committee" members and the Associated Municipal
Electrical Engineers will hold separate meetings.
On Friday the Council will meet at the Winter Gardens, and the

annual general meeting will be held in the morning ; a motor trip

to Pateley Bridge and the Nidd Valley in the afternoon will bring
the proceedings to a conclusion.

Accommodation is likely to present considerable difficulties ; all

communications on this subject should be addressed to Mr. T.
Roles, President I.M.E A., Town Hall, Bradford.
The papers and reports will be taken as read ; advance copies can

be obtained from the Secretary.

Institution of Gas Engineers (Inc.) Arrangements are being
made for the annual general meeting to be held in London on
June 1st, 2nd and 3rd, under the presidency of Sir Dugald Clerk,
K.B.E., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Soslety of Engineers (Incorporated).—A paper on "The
Assessment to the Poor Rite of Engineering Undertakings " was
read on 3rd inst., by Mk. W. G. Cooke. The flrat part of the paper
dealt with companies such as gas and water, where the rateable
value was ascertained from the yearly accounts as issued to their
shareholders ; the second with general engineering works, breweries
and the like, where the rating is ascertained on the basis of cost
and adaptability of the premises to the particular trade carried on.

Mr. Cooke showed that, the working expenses being increased, the
hypothetical tenants' share (a further deduction) was also increased
by the high prices of meters, tools, and other chattels. The most
marked increases were in the statutable deductions, that is, over
the cost of repairs, renewals and insurance. The cost had gone up
from 200 to 300 per cent, over pre-war figures, and even if the gross
value, accordin to the statutory definition, were unaffected, the
rateable value or basis upon which the rates were payable, should be
considerably reduced,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Iht EditoTt invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical <>r the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway ofKcials, to keep readers of the

Elkctricai, Review posted as to their mneenvents.

The electrical engineer at Barrow has been authorised to appoint
a charge engineer in place 'of Mr. II. F. Marshall, who has left

the Corporation service. Mb. C. Kilnek has been appointed junior

charge engineer at £100 plus 20 per cent, plus £120 per annum.
Through the appointment of Mr. W. W. Laqkie as an Electrical

Commissioner and the promotion of his assistant. Mb. R. B.

Mitchell as chief engineer and manager of the Glasgow Town
Council Electricity Department, a re-arrangement of the staff has
taken place. Mr. R. B. Maccall, chief clerk and accountant, has

been made secretary and treasurer, and Mr. G. L. Black, at present

superintendent of street mains, has been recommended for the
pDsition of assistant to the chief engineer. Other appointments
recommended are :

—

Mr. G. MOROAJg^ssistant power stations

superintendent, to be power staticnBiuperintendent ; Mr. J. R.
CowiE be continued as sub-stations superintendent; Mb. C. W.
Marshall, laboratory superintendent, to be appointed chief tech-

nical assistant ; Mr. D. Berrv. assistant mains superintendent, to

be mains superintendent ; Mr. W. T. Calderwood, chief draughts-
man, to be appointed constructional engineer. These officials will

be known as principal officers, and will hold their appointtuents

direct from the Town Council at such salaries as may be fixed by
the committee on conditions of service with the approval of the

Town Council.

Mr. Salter, chief engineer and manager of the Hamilton
Electricity Works, who is leaving for Tasmania, has been presented

by the staff with a sporting gun and case, and Mrs. Salter with a

case of silver fruit spoons.

The salaries of the electrical department staff of the Liverpool

Corporation have undergone a triennial revision, and most of the
members have received substant'til increases.

BHckburn General Purposes Committee recommends the Town
Council to increase the salary of Mr. J. H. Cowbll, the tramways
manager, from £600 to £800 per year.

Barnsley Town Council has adopted the scale of the A.M.E.E. for

the salary of the electrical engineer, Ma.tob Barker, which will

be approximately £740 a year..

A communication has been sent to municipal electrical under-
takings by the President of the Incorporated Municipal Electrical

Association, stating that the hon. secretary, Mr. H. Faraday
Proctor, found it necessary to relinquish his position in June last.

The Committee had passed a resolution that, in view of the great

services which he had rendered to municipal electricity supply
undertakings, the local authorities who are members of the
Association should be invited to associate themselves with a

scheme under which some tangible recognition could be made to

Mr. Proctor for the long and valuable services he has rendered in

a purely honorary capacity. It is suggested that contributions

might be made in accordance with a scale based on the number of

units sold per annum, under which the Council's contribution

would be six guineas.

Manchester Corporation Electricity Committee has appointed
Mr. W. G. McCbacken, resident civil engineer, during the con-

struction of the Barton power station, at a salary of £450 per

annum, which includes bonus.

The following increases of salaries are recommended by the

Sub-Finance Committee of the Leeds Corporation :—Tramways
department : Mr. J. Burrows, senior chief engineer, from £750 to

£780 ; Mr. J. S. Hamilton, chief assistant engineer, £.500 to £530
;

Mr. J. Burbridge, jun., second assistant engineer, £360 to £380 ; and
Mr. J. Kidd, power-station superintendent, £462 to £492. Elec-

tricity department : Mr. C. N. Hefford, manager, from £1.260 to

£1,510 ;
and Mr. W. T, Green, assistant manager £690 to £760.

Mr. Edwin T. Parker, an electrical engineer, residing at

Walsall, has been made an Officer of the Order of the British

Empire in recognition of war services as technical adviser

and chief dilution officer in the Labour Supply Department, West
Midlands Division.

At Cambridge, on May 2l8t, Honorary Degrees, Doctor of

Science, are to be conferred on Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., and Sir

Joseph Larmob, M.P.

Obituary.—Mr. J. H. Pope.—The death took place on
April 24th. after a short illness, of Mr. John Henry Pope, for a
long period assistant manager of Messrs. Newtons, Ltd , electrical

engineers, of Taunton. He was 47 years of age.

Mr. Edward Noyes.—Mr. Edward Noyes, governing director of

Messrs. Noyes Bros., Ltd., the well-known Australian firm, passed

away at Medlow, aged 61 years, after a few weeks' illness. Mr.
Noyes, who was born in England, went out to Australia in the
eighties of the last century, and founded the above firm, in con-

junction with his brother, Mr. Henry Noyes, in 1888. The
business was turned into a company in 1907, and Mr. Edward
Noyes became first governing director, and continued so until the
end. He was also a director of Noyes Bros. (Melbourne) Pro-

prietary, Ltd. The deceased gentleman carried out numeroug
important electrical contracts for tramway and other works in

Australia, New Zealand, &c. He was a vice-president of the
Electrical Association of New South Wales in 1906-7.

We regret to learn that Mr. Herbert Standrino. who had been
a director of the Oreengate and Irwell Rubbsr Co., Ltd., of Salford,

for many years, died, on Sunday last, from pneumonia.
We regret to learn of the death, at the age of 79 years, of Mr.

Henky Chablton Stewardson, who was for 47 years with ths
British Association for the Adrancement of Soienoe,
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

AUlance Electrical Co., Ltd. (166,835).—Private company.
Registered April S/lh. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business of electricians and electrical engineers, &c., carried on by the

.jAlliance Electrical Co., Ltd. lin liquidation). The first directors are; W. F.

White. 93, Hamlet Gardens, Ravenscourt Park, VV.C, engineer; H. J. Grant,

89, Carlton Mansions, Maida Vale, \V.9, engineer; Elizabeth McArthur, 11,

Dorset Road, Merton Park, S,\V.19, secretary. Secretary : Elizabeth

McArthur. Registered office ; »2, King Street, Covent Garden, VV.C.2.

Northern Electric Vehicle Services, Ltd. (166,883).—Re-
gistered April 28th. Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business oi manulacturers, builders, designers, repairers and owners of and

agents for electric or other mechanically-propelled vehicles, lorries, wagons,

locomotives, &c. The first directors are : G. S. Newall, Sunniside, Hexham,
Northumberland; R. S. Barrett, Brookside, Seaton Burn, Northumberland;

F. Nicholson, Silksworth Close, Sunderland, Durham. Minimum cash sub-

scription : 7 shares. Solicitor : C. L. Poyser, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. Registered office : Northumberland Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

London Armature Repair Co., Ltd. (166,916).—Private
company. Registered April 29th. Capital, £1,500 in £1 shares. To carry

on the business of manufacturers and repairers of and dealers in accumu-

lators, dynamos, magnetos and electrical apparatus and appliances. &c. The
permanent directors are; F. Poulter, 63, Well Street, Hackney. E.9, mantle

manufacturer; F. N. Feirn, 108, Earlham Grove, Forest Gate, engineer.

Solicitor: G. J. Dowse, Bank Chambers, 1, Kingsland High Street, E.8.

Registered oftice : Eastern Works, Forest Lane, Stratford, E.

Armature Winding Co., Ltd. (166,778).—Private com-
pany. Registered April 24th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on

the business of electric and steam engineers and contractors, suppliers of

electricity, manufacturers of tramway, electric, m.Tgnetic, galvanic, oil and

other apparatus, 5:c. The drst directors are: H. G. Wainscott, 9, Rochdale

Road, Edenfiold; G. Marshman, 18, Raymond Avenue, Bury. Registered

office : 44a, Bolton Street. Bury.

Premier Electric Welding Co. (Ireland), Ltd. (3,963).—
Private company. Registered in Dublin April 20th. Capital, £10.000 in £1

shares. To acquire the business carried on at Belfast by K. Edwards as

the " Premier Electric Welding Co." The subscribers (each with one share)

are: J. G. Coke, Bank Buildings. St. James's Street. London; A. Haggerty,

Bank Buildings, St. James's Street, London. The first director! are not

named. Solicitors : Moore, Kieley and Lloyd, 31, Molesworth Street, Dublin.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Hydro Electric Concessions, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on
April 12th. 1920, of mortgages dated June 29th and November 25th, 1914.

securing £750 and £250 respectively.

Unelma, Ltd.—F. T. Shearcroft, of 36 and 37, Queen
Street, E.C.. as receiver and manager on April 16th, 1920, under powers

contained in first mortgage debenture dated August 11th, 1919.

Correction.—For Howard Electrical Engineering Co.,

Ltd. (see Elec. Rev., p. 404, March 26th, 1920) read Howaid
Pneumatic Engineering Co., Ltd.

CITY NOTES.

At the annual meeting, on AprO 28th,

Indo-European Mr. J. Herbert Tritton, the chairman, said

Telegraph that the one great need of Russia was

Co., Ltd. economic, and foremost among all that this

word connoted were communications and

transports. The recognition of this fact was so universal and

so pressing that the telegraph system must be one of the first

cares of the authorities everywhere. Added to this, their route

of telegraphs throughout its length was not only of national,

but of international importance. On these two facts they

based much of their hope for the future. They had had an

anxious time during the year imder review. The question

that had chiefly engaged their attention was the re-establish-

ment of the Indo route, first as a political entity and next

as a physical line. After careful consideration of the various
alternatives, they came to the conclusion that the interests

of the company would be best served by the retention of the
portion of the route traversing Germany. They had to look

at the matter solely from the point of view of providing the
most efficient telegraph line possible, and there could be no
doubt that the German section fulfilled this requirement. Any
other route would have involved long and exceedingly e_xpen-

eive cables, the provision of which would have seriously altered

the financial outlook of the company. They had, therefore,

entered into negotiations with the German Government, and
had agreed with them the heads of a coiioes.sion sntisfactnrv

to both parties. They had no doubt that this conceesion would
soon be an accomplished fact. The maaaging director, Mr.
Stratford-.\ndrews, himself prot^eeded to Berlin and Warsaw
and conducted the negotiations under local conditions that
were in the former city, distinctly uncomfortable. He was
accompanied and assisted by Mr. Barg. On the route of their

old line the Poland a( the Peace Treaty extended farther west

than it did into Prussia, and a good deal farther east into

Russia; negotiations with the Polish Government for a conces-

sion were now in progress, and should offer no difficulty. The
portion of the new Russia traversed by the route extended from

Rowno to the Persian frontier; it was, however, not under

one Government as before, but under many, each of which

was at present claiming separate political control. The direc-

tors' difficulties had recently focussed in Odessa and its neigh-

bourhood, all British subjects having been evacuated. Odessa

was one of the most important stations, not only as a junction,

but as the one throuch which the maintenance of tEe whole

of their Russian section was kept supplied. They were hop-

ing to be able to reoccupy the station before long. East of

Odessa they anticipated no difficiiltv in agreeing terms with

the young and vigorous nationalities that had arisen as a

consequence of the war. The directors had long felt the great

desirability of providincr an alternative section to that through
the Caucasus, alwavs most exposed to interruptions, and had
initiated nesotiations with that object, which had at present

not 2one suffieientlv far t-o enable them to refer to the matter
in detail. Tlieir Persian conce.s.'sion and communications re-

main undisturbed, as before the war. Turning to the restora-

tion of the route from a nhvsical noint of view, their difficul-

ties onlv began East of Poland. Between Poland and Odessa
much of the country had been fousht over; the same remark
applied to a good deal of the line in the Caucasus. Notwith-
standing this fact, they had had communication between
Odessa and Teheran for weeks at a time. Tn neither case

was there any serious difficulty once the necessary material
was on the spot. This was the difficulty now confronting them.
The directors had concentrated the necessary staff at Odessa
and had provided a great deal of the material necessary, in

anticipation of reopenintr the line this snrinc, when it became
necessarv to evacuate Odessa. The material would. Eowever.
be found as near that nlace as practicable, and no time wonld
be lost as goon as political difficulties had been removed. The
sneaker went on to refer to the accounts, the dividend, and
the equalisation fund.

Sir Charles E. Ellis presided-, or April

English Electric .^nril 28th, at the Connaught Rooms.
Co., Ltd. W.C., over the fir.st annual meeting of

this comnanv. Referring to the proposala

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer recardins taxation for

the ensuing year, he said that it was doubtful whether any
alterations in the proposals were either possible or expedient
for this year. It was. however, imperative that definite steps

should at once be taken to prepare in time for the next
Budget some new scheme, which, whilst producing the
necessary revenue, would not react so unfavourably upon
young and only partiallv developed industries such as their

own—the electrical industry—which, after long years
_
of

unfair competition at home and abroad, was just besrinning

to raise its head. At December, 1919. the share capital stood
at just under two millions. Since then it had been increased

by dE2.53.921, allotments in exchanffe for additional shares
acquired in certain of their subsidiary companies, also in

respect of an exchange of shares arranged with J. G. ^\Tiite

and Co., Ltd., and an issue of shares in part payment of the
purchase of the works of Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Ltd., at Stafford. The entire expenses of the debenture
issue (including discount) amounting to £115.660. and also

the preliminary expenses of the company, amounting to

£17.3.95. had been written off in the profit and loss account,
so that they would start the next year's account with a clean
sheet in that respect. £100.000 had been placed to capital

reserve account. It was satisfactory for the company to be
in a position to place a substantial sum to re.serve in its first

financial year. This reserve would, of course, be available for

meeting any further expenses which might be incurred in

the issue of further capital or debentures, or it might be held
to meet any special depreciation in the assets should anv
unforeseen contingencv arise in years to come. They had,
of course, charged the profits of their subsidiary con-

cerns with proper depreciation, before taking them into

the accounts. From the " assets " side of the balance sheet
it was obvious that at the end of last year the company was
in the main a holding company, the item for " buildings,
plant, machinery, i^-c.." representina for the most part pur-
chases from the 'Ministry of Munitions. In next year's ac-

counts it was anticipated that certain assets in the subsidiary
companies would h.ive been transferred or leased to the
company. They had already made some proaress in this

direction. Dick. Kerr & Co., Ltd., were in liquidation, and
they hoped the liquidator would be in a po.sitinn to transfer

the assets during the current year. leases in favour of the
company of two of the other works had been prepared, and
it was expected that the.se would be completed shortly. The
most important transactions since the formation of the com-
pany were as follows: First, the purchase of the Stafford

works of Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. Ltd.. tocrether with
the endneering and sales organi.^ntion connected therewith.

This not onlv provided an immediate increase of mannfao-
tiirins cap.acity, but also provided a working arrangement
with the parent company—Siemens Bros. & Co._, Ltd.-^over-
ine the supply on favourable terrtis of their specialities.

notably cables of all sorts, which micht be required in ocm-

neotion wiUi omnivrebanfiive <^>ntnl<:^» undartakan by the
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English Electric. Secondly, an umalgaiuatioa oi the contiact

department of Dick, Kerr & Co., witl* that oi J. G. White

and Co., m the ioriu ol' the Cousolidated Construction Co.,

which eliminated one <ii the strongest competitors of the

past. This new company would be useful in carrying out

civil engineering work which it might be necessary to under-

take from time to time. It should be made clear that J. U.

White & Co., with their many ramiticatiuns, were unaffected

Other than in the contract department, and that while the

transaction had been carried out by exchange of shares, there

was no binding agreement between the two companies to

the exclusion of then' respective competitors. In the third

place, a. subsidiary company, the English Electric Supplies,

Ltd., had been formed to take over the assets of the Britan-

nia Lamp & .-Vccessories Co., Ltd., which formerly marketed

incandescent lamps and other accessory electrical apparatus

on behalf of Dick, Kerr & Co., and arrangements had been

made for considerably expanding the variety of this class of

manufacture. Finally, a negative transaction was the dis-

posal of the Scotstoun Works of the Coventry Ordnance

Works, Ltd. These works were built on the banks of the

Clyde by the Coventry Ordnance Works to deal with the

heaviest form of naval gun mountings. Having regard to

the problematical future of the armament industry it was

felt that if a satisfactory arrangement for their disposal could

be made, it would be good policy to take advantake of it,

and accordingly the sale had been completed on terms which

the board con.sidered reasonable. There were certain in-

dications that the relations between employers and employed

were becoming less strained. The disturbance which quite

naturally resulted from the rapid demobilisation of so many
workmen from the -A.rmy, and the quit« natural anxieties of

the trade unions concerning their post-war working condi-

tions were being slowly, but he felt nevertheless surely, over-

come, and the recent decision of the National Federation of

General Workers to accept payment by results, together with

the agreement of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers to

subject this question to a ballot of its members, weie favour-

able portents for the future. While, therefore, for the next

year or so the [X)sition could not be free from anxiety, he

believed that the more moderate elements of labour showed
indications of then- willingness to co-operate with them, pro-

vided they could see a fair and reasonable basis for compro-

mise. This was a general outline of the activities at home.
and, generally speaking, the year had been mainly devoted

to the con.soiidation and organisation of the different units.

It was believed that for the most part this had now been

accomplished, although much had yet to be done in detail.

During last year very little real production of electrical and
allied apparatus took place. The earlier part of the year was
devoted to rearrangement of shops and remodelling in design,

and they were just getting on to a producing basis when the

unfortunate strike of moulders found them with none of

the stocks of their raw material which would have been
available in normal times, and therefore they were under the

necessity of immediately reducing output by in some cases

discharge of employes, and in others the working of short

hours. The effect still remained even after 13 weeks since

the settlement. They were perhaps nioi'e fortunate than
Bome in that they had three most excellent foundries in their

group, but they were handicapped by the shorter hours
worked, and the fact that piece-work arrangements had not
been yet agreed to. The importance of this question could
not be over-e.stimated, as the engineering output of the
country was at present limited by its foundry capacity. Their
order book was large, sufficient to keep all our 10,000 em-
ployes fully employed for 18 months if only they could get

the necessary material : indeed, if material were forthcoming
they could double their pay-roll without any risk of running
short of work. They have now on the books orders amount-
ing in sale value to dOl,750,000, .some of which would cover
a long period of time to complete, but the bulk was what
might be termed quick turnover and repetition work, the
demand for which was practically unlimited if only they
could secure that production was sufficiently expeditious to
compete with America and other foreign makers. Abroad
they had not been idle. The manufacturing arrangements
made by Dick, Kerr & Co., with the Constructions Electri-
quea du Rhone in Prance and the Toyo Denki in Japan were
being taken over by the companv and considerable expansion
had taken place, especially in the case of the French com-
pany, now known as Constructions Electriques de France,
with a subsidiary company known as Leg Constructions Elec-
triques de Belsique. The combined capital of these two
concerns was 90,000,000 francs, and thev had granted them
extended manufacturing rights under their various designs
and patents. In Australia the English Electric Co. of Aus-
tralia. Ltd., had been formed with a capital of ;£600,000, all

subscribed locally,
_
This company, like themselves, was a

consolidation of existincr inanufacturers, and was now erect-
ing new shops especially for production under their various
desiens. Similar arrantrements would be entered into in other
Dominions when opportunity ottered. He would like, rn con-
clusion, to sav a few words on the present position and
prospects of the electrical industry cenerally both in thia
countrvand abroad. In thi= country (he Electricity fSunply)
-\ct which became law at the end of last year marked the
first step on the road towards the systematic development

and organisation of the supply of electric energy. La the

past the uncertainty of tenure, the lack of technical unifor-

mity and the unnatural areas of distribution which they
owed to the legislation of the eighties had hampered and
obstructed electrical progress. Now, for the fust time, it

might become possible to lo^k at the problem of providing a
cheap and efficient supply of electricity as a whole. In the
Electricity Commissioners there was created a competent
national authority with this express object. The new Act
was shorn of some of the features of the scheme contained
in the original Bill. In particular, the financial powers and
responsibilities of the authorities which it set up had been
severely restricted, and it was to be hoped tliat there vyould

be no iiuiuediate revolutionary change in the ownership of

the concerns which supplied and distributed electricity, even
if Parliament should find it advisable to grant the increased
powers now asked for. A comprehensive system would come
gradually, and there was reason to think that in that way
there was a better prospect of its successful introduction. An
essential part of the scheme contemplated by the Govern-
ment was the provision of a number of large generating
stations at strategic points, the so-called super power stations.

The most suitable centres for these stations and the type of

plant to be erected in each had not yet been determined,
and could not in fact be determined without the fullest pre-

liminary inquuy, which it was the duty of thfe Electricity

Commissioners to conduct. But it was clear that the attain-

ment of the cheapest possible national supply of electricity

would involve, inter aha, the construction of generating sta-

tions containing larger units and giving a greater total output
than had been commonly found in this country in the past.

This was a task which would give full scope for the designing
and manufacturing skill of the electrical industry. They
were already engaged on a comprehensive contract for the
con.struction and equipment at Blackburn of what, from its

strategic position and its ultimate destiny as the supplier of

a wide industrial area, might be described as the first of the
super-power stations. In another sphere, that of electric

traction, they looked forward to the progressive extension
of railway electrification. In the uncertainty which at pre-

sent surrounded the future ownership and management of

the transport system, it was not surprising that there was a

disjxisition to mark tune. But at least one important main
line electrification had already been decided on, and the

system to be ultimately adopted throughout the country was
now under consideration by a special Commission inquiring

into a number of important points of detail which must be
settled before electrification proceeded. In the next ten years
they would see important developments in electric traction.

.\broad, as at home, the future was full of promise, wherever
they turned they found in progress or in contemplation the

extended application of electric power to industry or to

transport. Where, as in India, abundant water power ex-

isted, hydroelectric .schemes were being developed. In South
.Africa an important scheme of railway electrification was
contemplated. Everywhere electric drive was being intro-

duced into collieries and mineral works, cotton and jute

mills, oilfields and sugar plantations, and various other in-

dustries. Coming nearer home, the French company with
which they were associated, the Constructions Electriques de
Prance, had recently obtained large contracts spread over a

term of years for the electrification of the greater part of the
system of the Chemins de Fer du Midi. He had indicated

the problems they had to face, and the road over which they
had to travel. .As days and years went by the English Elec-
tric Co. would maintain its high reputation for excellence
of design and good honest workmanship, and .so play an
honourable part in the development of this great indu.stry.

Mr. W. L. Hichens seconded the motion, and it was carried.

Mr. W. Claude Johnson presided at the
Johnson and annual meeting on .April 29th. He said

Phillips, Ltd. that the profit for the year, after charging
to revenue upwards of ^27,000 for main-

tenance of buildings, plant, &c., amounted to £89,964, or
very nearly £10,000 more than in the preceding year. The
share capital now st-ood at £350,0(X), and there was a
balance to the credit of share premium account amounting
to £7,790. On the other side of the account it would be seen
that they had expended during the year £53,581 on additions
to buildings and plant. The stocks and work in progress
amounted to £468,353, which was an increase over the pre-

ceding year of approximately fl.SO.OOC. The whole of that
increase was for work in progress and finished goods ready
for despatch, which would all show a reasonable profit aa
soon as sales and delivery were effected. The directors thought
the profit on the year might he considered very satisfactory,

although it was not as great as anticipated. That was due
to the many difficulties they had had to contend with in
changing over from war work to their ordinary commercial
business, and more particularly to the enormous trouble they
had had in obtaining raw materials. Had they been able
to obtain raw material more readily the turnover and profits

would h.ave been so much the greater. The orders booked
during the current vejir far exceeded anything that they
had had to deal with in the past. The orders in hand for
the Post Office alone at one time totalled well over £250,000.
Their foreign business had also increased very eati«fact<mly.

and included some imjKjrtant orders not only for Btirope, hot
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al«o for Japan and the United States of America. That in-

crease in the buaineaa was confidently expected by the direc-

tors, and it was for that reason that they had made such

extensive additions to the buildings and plans at the works.

Unfortunately those extensions had taken a great deal longer

to complete than was anticipated, owing to various circum-

stances, particularly to the shortage in steel work and build-

ing materials, and also to the strike in the foundry trade.

If these additions had been completed by the contract time

they could have given eiuployement to many more work-

people, increased the turnover, and the profits would have
been larger in proportion. The extensions were now nearing

completion. S<ime of the new building and plant had already

been in working ortler for the past two or three months, ami
he thought they might, therefore, look forward confidently

to further increased profits for the current year.

Following the transaction of the usual business, the chair-

man proposed a resolution increa.siug the nominal capital of

the company from i'350.()*X) to £100,00i) by the creation of a

further 350,000 £1 ordinary shares.

Mr. J. Macgregor, the managing diiector. said that the
extension of the works and the increased business which was
being done entailed further capital outlay, and if they were
to reap the full advantage of the enormous demand for their

manufactures they must have more money. They had a

great deal more work ofl'ered to them than they could at

present do, both for home and foreign markets. They had
the buildings and machinery, the staff, and everything ready
to do the business, but th^y had not sufficient money to tackle

the ever-increasing business which was offered. The directors,

after very careful consideration, had come to the conclusion

that it would be of great advantage to the company to have
that additional capital at command. It would indeed be a
pity if .such a golden op|>ortunity of using money at a very
profitable rate were mis.^ed. It was not proposed to i.ssne

all the new .shares at present : they wanted to go cautiously

and feel their way. and for that reason it was proposed to

is.=ue only 87. .500 at par. but to have the power to issue the
balance from time to time a.'* business and circumstances
demanded. That would mean that they could offer the share-

holders one new share for every four shares they now held.

The motion was agreed to.

Woking Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Revenue for 1919
f33,326. less expenses £20.116. Including balance brought
forward and income tax accumulations there is £14.193 avail-

able, out of which debenture interest absorbs ,£2.726, loan
interest £60.5 ; dividends of 6 per cent, on the cumulative
preference shares, and 7 {>er cent, on the "B" cumulative
preference shares are paid : £3,000 is put to depreciation and
renewals, £2,000 to reserve, £.5(X) is written off goodwill, 'and
other sums off other items; the dividend on the ordinary
shares is -5 per cent, per annum. The number of consumers
has increased from 2,227 to 2,317: the lamps connected from
14:3,490 to 167,710; and the revenue from £28,184 to £33,326.
There has been a considerable improvement in gross revenue.
A new turbo-alternator was put into commission in 1918. and
has effected n marked improvement in the working which has
more than offset the increase in the cost of fuel and wages.

Craigpark Electric Cable Co., Ltd.—Net profit for year
ended March, 1920. £17,4-54, after making provision for excess
nrofits and corporation taxes, plus £1..560 brought forward.
There is to be appropriated to depreoi.ition off buildings and
machinery ,£3,000; to reserve £.5,000; dividend on 6 per cent,

preference .shares £2.850 ; 12i per cent, dividend on the
ordinarv shares £4.687; carried forward (subject to directors'

fees) £3.476. Mr. O. .\. BH<dianan has resigned liLs seat on
the board. Mr. Donald Maclean has been appointed a man-
aging director.

Indian Electric Supply & Traction Co.. Ltd.—The sur-

plus on working in Cawnpore in 1919 was £27.9.33, against

£19.271 in 1918. The total to credit of net revenue is £28,243.

London expenditure was £2,.309 : debenture interest £3,796:
to depreciation and renewals reserve £6,000; general reserve
£2..5O0: debenture issue expenses written off £2,.500; final

dividend of 6 per cent., making .t total of 9 per cent, for the

vear: directors' commission on dividends £406; to be carried

forward £3,805.

Shant^hai Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—Dividend of

3 per cent, and n bonus of 6 per cent., less tax, on ordinary
shares, making 20 per cent, for vear; £43,000 to reserve for

excess profits dutv. £35 000 to general reserve, £10,000 to

reserve for renewals, £5,779 carried forward.

.lames Keith & Blarkman Co.. Ltd—The FStwnrIrr
states thft the directors have decided to offer to proprietors

40.000 ordinary shares at par.

Stock Exchange Notices.— Apnliration h.-<s been made to

the Committee to allow the following to he officially n"oted :
—

Adelaide F'ectrie Runply Co., Ltd.- "50,000 5 per cent, (free

of tax) " .\ " cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully

paid.

Doulton & Co., Ltd.—Dividend of .5 per cent., less tax,
on the preference shares for 1918.

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 25 per cent, on
the ordinary shares, against 24 per cent. The preference shares

receive a participating dividend of H per cent., making a

total of 9i per cent, for the year, the same as for last year.—
Times.

City Electric Light Co., Ltd. (Brisbane).—Credit balance

£42,519, plus balance brought forward, making £42,934.

Dividend on the preference shares has been paid and 5 per

cent, on the ordinary. Balance forward £431.

Adelaide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend on

the ordinary shares at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum,
free of British tax, for the half-year ended February 29th.

Melbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend

un the consolidated ordinary stock at the rate of 10 per cent,

per annum, free of British tax, for the half-year ended Feb-

ruary 29th.

Chiswick Electricity Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Dividend

7i per cent.; £2,000 to depreciation reserve; £1,208 carried

forward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

GovEHN-viENT borrowing is again a disturbing factor in the

financial world. Money is asked for 6 per cent. Housing
Bonds and for a new kind of Treasury Bond, to replace float-

ing debt, carrying variable rates of interest. The latter issue

offers 7 per cent, per annum for at least six months before

the interest can he changed, and its novelty con.sists, of course,

in the interest lieing subject to fluctuations. It is thought

that with these two Government loans before the pubhc, the

fear of an 8 per cent. Bank Rate no longer presses. On the

other baud, the City is under no misapprehension as to the

probable result, in the shape of a levy on capital, which a,

failure of the new Treasury bonds may entail. At the outset,

the bonds are attracting little more than languid attention

from the ordinary investor. His experience of the course of

prices of British Government loans from November, 1913, to

the recent 5f Exchequer bonds has hardly given him a keen
appetite for such securities.

All investment markets in the Stock Exchange are tem-

pered by the monetary outlook. Yet. as on previous occa-

sions, the presence of domestic difficulties leads capital to seek

the safer paths, and for this reason, gilt-edged issues manage
to maintain a less slippery tendency than many others.

The position of Underground Electric Railways 6 per cent,

income bonds interests .so wide a circle that even the modest
recovery of a couple of points affords sul)dued satisfaction.

Some of the holders do not entirely admire the extreme can-

dour with which the company advertises its financial

struggles with the ever-increasing burden of costs. They are

inclined to think that the policy may induce proprietors to

become nervous and to throw out their stock, although doubt-

less the advertisements are framed with the intention of pre-

paring the public for the increased fares that Parliamentary

sanction is sought to permit. Certainly, the statistics convey

the impression that under existing conditions the Tubes.

Undergrounds and 'buses can scarcely ho(ie to make more
than some meagre profit which may not suffice to pay. for

instance, even the 4 per cent, at present distributed to holders

of Underground incomes. The price therefore dropped very

close to 60 before longer-sighted buyers came in and picked

up a little stock to put away for future appreciation.

Metropolitan ordinary braced up to 20 on somewhat .similar

Durchases. The stock returns 6^ per cent, even now, on the

ba.sis of the IJ per cent, dividend paid last year. One
philosopher pointed out that buyers of the stock limit their

loss to 20 points at most, while on tlie other hand, they run

the risk of seeing the price double in a few years' time, and

that the outlav of a modest hundred nounds will secure £-500

stock. Districts have gone back to 17J, and Central London
assented ordinary is flat at 44J.
Fears of how the increased Excess Profits Dutv mav affect

dividends on commercial undertakings are considered onflfi-

cient reason to explain falls in such shares as General Elec-

trics, Callender's, Telegraph Constructions. S'emens, and
others. (Electric Constructions were marked down to 21 s.

3d. last week, but apparently somebody blurdc-ed and the

quotation is restored to 23s.) Doubtless this E.P.D. anxiety

has much to do with the declines in such shares, but another
cause for selling his been that when lo.sses arising out of

undue speculation have to be met. the oPerator=_ h.ive to

realise anything that will provide cash. Heavv liquidation

has been going on for at least five weeks. This selling is now
thought to he finished. Tn some Stock Exchange market," a

brighter tendency is disccnible. If the forced ^-iles are in-

deed at an end. prices will recover. There will he a di."-

counting of what shall happen next vear, ^ml the cheapness

of many sood inveo^•nellts is ur-denlable. But that the con

vale.s<'ent stage is still not far ndvance(l I'' manifest froui the

wav in which prices break whenever i little sellin" puts them
to the test. British Columbi-' Electric Rnilwav 4i per cent,

debentures fell 9 Points on Tue.sdav. to-dav. when attempts

were made to realise stock, and the company's i\ per cent.
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VonoouTor debentaroa dropped 7, both' pricoi meeting at th«
common level of 65§.

More revolutionary excitements are reported from Mexico,
and the Utilities continue flat. Calcutta Electric Supply
ordinarj' have sone back to 8J. Bombay Electric preference

are down to 13}, and the ordinary shares to 113—both being
ex rights. The allotments of the new River Plate shares are
now distributed. Melbourne Electric and Adelaide Electric

both declare interim dividends at the rate of 10 per cent, per
annum, free of tax.

Bnish ordinary at 1.50 is now ex the £15 dividend deducted
last week, and stock changed hands at this figure. Canadian
General Electric, quoted nominally at 116-119, was sold the
other day at HI. Victoria Falls preference are attracting a
little interest on the basis of a guinea. Brazilians exhibit
something of a heavy tendency. I^ondon and Suburban 5 per
cent, cumulative preference came to market this week at 3s.

9d. The last dividend paid was in .June, 1918.

Electricitv Supnlv shares are little changed. City Lights
have shed 5s. and South Ijondon 2s. 6d., the latter bringing
the price to 50s. It is doubtful, however, whether there are
many shares about. Business amongst cable issues is also

iminteresting. Cuba ordinary and Globe preference are both
lOs. lower. Marconis fell from 3J to 3 7-16 in sympathy with
dulness in other departments. Canadians gave way to lis.

3d. Armaments are lower, Vickers easing off to 31s. The
Rubber share market is unset bv considerations of the Excess
Profits Duty, nor does a slight fall in the price of the produce
encourage shareholders. Quotations are mostly lower on the
week. One of the older companies, the Selangor, has just
issued its report, showing all-in costs of only 8|d. per lb.,

which must he .something near a record of cheap working.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Bom Bliotbioity OoKFAxna.

Brompton Ordinary
Oharlcg Cross Ordinary .

.

do. do. do 4^ Pret. .

.

Chelsea
Olty of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .
.*

Ooanty of IJondon
do do. 6 per oent. Pref.

Kensington Ordinary
London Electrio

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref ..

.

Metropolitan..
do. ih per oent. Pref, .

.

B«. James' and Pall Mall .

.

Booth Lx>ndon
Bonth Metropolitan Pref
Westminster Ordinary

TIeU
Rise or fall, p.o,

— 29 4 8
— 9 8
— 8 8 8— 6 3 4
— J 8 8 4
— 6 18 4

— 8 17 10
— 6 17 a
— 7— 6 3 6— 9 4 8
— 8 17 10
— 8— 8 16 10
— J 9 la
— 7
— 9 10 6

TKLxaBAPaa ird TiupHoms,
Anglo-Am, Tel. Pref,

do. Def.
Ohlle Telephone
Cnba Bnb. Ord.
Eastern Extension .

.

Eastern Tel. Ord. .

.

Globe Tel. and T. Ord.
do. do. Pref.

Great Northern Tel.
Indo-Earopean
Marooni
Oriental Telephone Ord.
United R. Plate Tel.
West India and Panama
Western Telegraph .

.

8 11
•6 17
7 13 10

HOHB R^I1,8,

Central London Ord. Assented .

.

Metropolitan
do. District

Underground Electric Ordinary.

.

^fl
+ i- i

do. do. Income

FoRBiOR Tbaub,

Anglo-Aig. Trams. First Pref. . . Nil Nil
do. do. 2nd Pref, . . — —
do. do. 6 Deb. . . 6 6

Brazil Tractions — —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce. 6 6

do. do. Preferrred a) 6
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb.

HerlooTrams6 percent. Bonds.
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.

Mexican Light Common .

.

do. Pref.

do, 1st Bonds .

.

SQ Nil

m
MANITPAOnjRIHS CoKFAKXES.

Babcook 4 Wilcox 15 _ 3
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 l^'^

British Insulated Ord 13* 16 lij

Callenders 25
64 Pref 6J 6i

Castner Kellner 30 —
Crompton Ord 10 —
BdiBon-Swan, *'

A " .. ., 10 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .

.

6 6
Electric Construction . . .

.

10 —
Gen. Eleo. Pref 6i 6*

do. Ord 10 —
Henley 35 15

do. 4iPref 4i 4i
India-Rubber 10 —
Mel.-Vlokera Pref — 8
Siemens Ord 10 10
Telegraph Con 30 30

4J
4

22/-

li
794

ISJ

27/-

33i

9 IB
6 14 10
7 16 8

7 14 8
7 16 8

6 16 10

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making nae of the figures appearini;
in the following list, that, in some caaes the prices are only general,
and they may vary aooording to qaan titles and other olroumstanoes.

Tuesday. May 4tb.

CHEMICALS, dtc.
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THE EXPORT OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

The export of electrical energy is an obvious and ratiocal

development of the super-statiou and super-transmission

schemes now in more or less active operation or construction

in all civilised countries. For generations past, energy has

been espoited in the form of coal, the latent energy of

which is associated^! I) with mass and volume which
occupy railway and shipping space, and entail an expendi-

ture of energy equivalent to quite a serious percentage of

the energy in the coal itself : (2j with anything from 2 to

20 per cent, of ash, which is dead material, and represents

waste at every stage of its career from pit to ash-heap ; and

(3) with the bases of innumerable by-products which should

never be allowed to reoiaiu in coal, since most of them have

no fuel value, but have, on the other hand, a total

vilue (when separated for specific applications) comparable

with, or exceeding, that of the coal itself.

Electricity as a form of energy for export is subject to

none of these disadvantages. It is energy itself, and has

neither mass nor volume, so that it makes no demand upon
the roads, railways, and shipping which are essential to the

transport of material products. Transmission lines are

required, it is true, liut these act also as distribution lines

without impairing the efficiency of " through traffic." Also,

the rapid increase in the pressure at which electrical energy

can be transmitted, has reduced the investment on lines and
poles to a remarkably small sum per Kw.-year. There can

be no question that the overland export of electrical energy

—and possibly its submarine export over moderate dis-

tances—compares far more favourably than is yet generally

realised, with the cost of transporting and distributing

coal. Electricity is the only form in which energy as such

can be transmitted over any considerable distance, and in

Map or Swiss Phwer Transmission Lines.

view of the world-wide coal crisis, and the established

position to which electricity has attained in respect of bulk

production and distribution, it is reasonable to anticipate

tliat the export of electrical energy will become an important

f ictor in national economics within the next decade.

It is now several years since 3^ miles of 25,000-volt

three-phase cable was laid under the sea between Palajo

(Sweden) and Marienlyst (Denmark). Here the question of

exporting electri vil energy was involved, but this aspect of

the case was rather obscured by the interest attached to

installing a high-tension submarine cable for power service.

The clear-cut issue of electricity-export as a means of

utilising natural wealth qnd improving the over-all efficiency

of electricity works in the exporting country, is raised by
the foundation of the Schweizerische Kraftiibertragung A.(i.

This company was established in 1918 by the North-East

Swiss Power Co. (in which the cantons of Aargau, Schaff-

hausen, and Zug are interested), and the Berne Power Co.

(most of the shares in which are owned by the canton and
municipality of Berne). Whilst retaining the commercial
incentives of a trading company, the new concern has a

semi- State character which will secure public interests.

As explained by Dr. Bruno Bauer in the liuHelin of the

Swiss Electrotechiiical Association, the fundamental aim of

Mje new company is to ensure that the best use is made of

all Swiss power stations. This will ensure maximum
prosperity to the latter, and at the same time will provide

Swiss industries with abundant cheap power. The means
by which these results are to be attained, are :— (1 ) The
encouragemerit of new industries, particularly those capable

of adjustment to suit the seasonal variations of hydro-

electric power ; (2) the improvement of hydraulic storage

on a broad basis adapted to the best advantage of all the

power stations
; (3) the provision of extra high-tension

bus lines, not so much to equalise the load and output

between stations, as to provide for the efficient export of

electrical energy surplus to the requirements of the country.

It is considered that a number of the large power stations

proposed in Switzerland are only justified if full use is to be

made of their possible output by exporting energy. There is

not much room for improvement in the way of interchanging

energy between stations, the latter being subject to closely

similar variations in demand and to similar variations in

capacity, ^ince the nature of the load and of the water

power is much the same in each case. Also, groups of

existing stations are already interlinked sufBciently for

load-equalising purposes. Electricity for export is the

broad policy for major developments.

The provision of " liiO,000-volt bus lines from Geneva
to Lake Constance, to which all stations would be con-

nected," would not in itself constitute a rational solution to

the problem. Xothing is to be gained by duplicating or

replacing existing connecting and distributing lines. Use
should be made, wherever possible, of existing lines, and a

high-power, high-voltage network, with a few feeding points

at the main centres of energy distribution, .should be used

for .such energy interchange and balancing as is possible

between existing networks, the main function of the new
network being, however, to carry energy for export. The
total capacity of hydroelectric stations likely to be developed

in Switzerland during the next five or ten years will probably

far exceed the power requirements of the country, even

allowing for a large increase therein. The export of elec-

trical energy should, therefore, become an important

industry and a source of considerable national wealth.

In the conveyance of energy to the frontier export points,

the Schweizerische Kraftiibertragung A.<i., working with

the support of the individual electricity undertakings, should

be able to overcome technical and economic problems which

would be almost prohibitive to a less comprehensive organi-

sation. Provisional schemes for the network to be owned or

leased by the S.-K. Co. provide for the lines indicated on

the attached map. For mere interchange of energy between

existing stations or networks, a line pressure of 4.5,000 to

50,000 volts would be suflScient, but for the main trans-

mission lines carrying energy to new bulk consumers in the

country and to the frontier stations, a pressure of 120,000

to 150,000 volts should be employed. The main feeder, or

collecting points, would then be equipped as transformer

sub-stations for. say, 135 KV./50 KV., interconnecting local

networks with the extra high-tension system. For the latter

yet higher pressures may ultimately be employed, 220,000

volts being already contemplated in the United States for

long-distance work.

(L'ontrol of the output of some dozens of power stations

feeding the super-network will naturally be on the " load-

dispatcher " system which has already proved necessary and
satisfactory in a number of American installations. Wire-

less telegraphy or telephony is suggested for intercommuni-

cation between the load dispatcher and the individual

stations, and frequent conferences between the engineers of

all the undertakings concerned will, of course, be required

in order to allow properly for the individual circumstances

and requirements of each concern, and to deal with the

innumerable points which must receive attention if so wide-

spread a system is to be operated and maintained successfully.

The financial details will demand mu(-h attention, particularly

in view of the necessarily different costs in individual

stations, but it appears to be certain that reasonably uniform

selling prices must be established throughout the system.

At any rate, there must be no financial inducement for con-
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sumers to seek connection at points or in manners inimical
to the efficiency of the system as a whole. Penalisation of

low power factor by a tariff taking power factor into

account, cannot logically be omitted, since there is no valid
reason why consumers should operate at low net power
factor.

The first section to be built in the contemplated Swiss
network is the Gosgen-Liiterbach line which will at first

serve to interchange energy between Lliterbach in the

Berne Power Co.'s system and the Olten-Gosgen and Beznau
line. The line will be operated at 50,000 volts for about
two years, the pressure then being increased to 80 KV., and
finally to 135 KV. or higher, the line then being extended tu

Kallnach. In order to provide tor these developments, thi-

line is laid out with two .sets of three aluminium cables ul'

191 sq. mm. section, and an earth wire. The normal span
is 240 m., and to allow for the softness of aluminium, the

breaking stress is taken as lii-S kg. per sq. mm. ("hains of

eight suspension insulators are to be used, and the clearances

are sufficient for working at 150 Kv.

A 50-Kv. line from the traction station at Omsteg to

Lucerne is proposed to deal with surplus energy available

from the former, and this line would then connect with the

(iosgen-Kallnach line over the Central Swiss Co.'s Lucerne-

Gosgen line. The Rathausen-Etzel-Uznach line (probably

at 50 KV.) would be undertaken if a large surplus of energy

became available in Central Switzerland. Further develop-

ments, concerning which it is yet too early to speak definitely,

would be the extension of the western e.h.t. line to Toss,

and the completion of the Oberhasli project. Plans for the

requisite transformer and switching stations, which will

embody u number of interesting features, aic at present

under consideration. The policy adopted and the progress

already made indicate that the export of electrical energy

is a phase of international eeononiics of immediate im-

portance.

AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE DEVICES FOR A.C. SYSTEMS.

By A. E. McCOLL, A.M.I. E.E.

[Abstract of paper read before the In

The purpose of this paper is to deal with souie recent de-

velopments in protective apparatus tor .4.0. syst-em.s, and tu
describe a number of devices which have been omitted from
recent papers on the subject. Core balance or leakage protec-
tive devices are usually dependent for their inactive condition
on a summing up of the currents in a ciiouit, which may be
obtained in several ways. Devices of this type form a siujple,

cheap, and efficient means of protecting many parts of a

system. The author then discusses the magnetic balauce
relay as a leakage protective device appUcable to cases wheie
three transformers on a polyphase system are available; the
Ferraris disk employed as a mechanically-balanced leakage
protective device, also capable of protecting against unsym-
metrical loading; and other apphcations of the biased
principle to core-balancing devices.

Parallel feeder protection is next discussed. An advance in
the art of parallel feeder protection takes advantage of the
principle that, normally, parallel feeders of the same length
and cross section will share substantially in the distribution
of the load current. A breakdown on one feeder, however,
will alter the relative current values, so that usually the faulty
feeder carries the heavier current. A niuuber of" interesting
and useful devices have been developed which take advantage
of this condition. These devices are normally balanced against
one another, but immediately operate to' select the more
heavily loaded of two or more parallel feeders. In the future,
devices of this nature will find a lai-ger field of application.
The majority of interlocked relay devices operate on the
balanced principle; a few syst-ems have been developed, how-
ever, which employ the bias. The bia.sed principle as applied
to parallel feeder protection was first proposed by Mr. Wed-
more, and engineers generally have been slow to recognise
the good features inherent in devices operating on this prin-
ciple. With biased systems of protection, a definite measure
of st;ability is obtained and smaller fault settings are thereby
obtainable. This particularly applies to the larger power
schemes where the ratio of possible short-circuit current to
the normal rating of the parallel feeders is large.

Parallel feeder protection and di.scriminating relay protec-
tion with biased reactive type relays are then considered.
In the past a number of causes have contributed to unsatis-

factory oiseration of the reverse power relay when associated
with the end protection of parallel feeders. First, severe fault
conditions between phases near the feeder end in most cases
result in the potential being extinguished. Secondly, if the
connection for the potential coil is taken from the star poten-
tial of the circuit, and the current in the notential and current
coils is substantially in phase, there is a shift of 90 degrees
in the phase of the potential coil. This happens if the voltage
triangle collapses on one side due to a short-circuit between
two phases. If the current at the fault point is lagging, there
is a further shift in the relation of the potential and current
coils.

,
A connection which has recently been employed w^ith a fair

measure of success utifises the current, say. in phase 1 and
the delta potential across phases 2 and 3. The respective
vectors for current and potential are normally 90 degrees
apart. These are pulled into their proper phase relation, in
either the induction or reactive types of relay, by employing
the requisite proportion of resistance or reactance in the poten-
tial winding. In the event of a short circuit of magnitude
sufficient to distort the voltage triangle, it will be found that
the potential and current vectors retain their relative positions.
Any further shift in pha.se relation due to low power factor
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at the fault point will not be sufficient to rotate the respective
vectiu-s beyond their proper operating quarters, although the
relay may still remain unresponsive to the most severe con
ditions.

Fig. 1 shows a general .scheme for the protection of parallel

feeders wherein mechanically balanced relays are employed
at the end adjacent to the source of supply and reverse relays

at the remote end. The mechanically balanced discriminating
relays, including their respective transformers, are all con-
nected for circulating current.

Equipotential point.< on the various relays are connected
together liy a balancing lead. If tiie .symmetrical loading of

the loop is altered by one feeder becoming faulty, the trans-
former carrying the larger current diverts- its exces.s current
through the operating coil of its particular relay and by way

Fig. 1. -Pahau.ki, Feeder Protection with Discriminating
AND Reverse-current Relays.

of the balancing lead through the restraining coil of another
relay. The impedance of the relay and transformer of the
disconnected feeder may be cut out either by contacts mounted
on the relay it.self or by auxiliary switches operated by the
feeder oil-break switch.
At the remote end of the feeders there is reverse-current

relay protection, but differing from that usuaUy associated with
this type of relay. Instead of being dependent on the poten-
tial of the circuit to give the determinating action to the relay,
a sample of current is taken from the parallel-t-onnected series
of transformers at the source end by -means of pilot wires.
As consequent polarity will always be obtained in the relays
at the remote end immaterial of the direction of current flow,
the scheme is obviously unaffected by surges. The scheme
has the further advantage that the heavier the fault the more
definite is the action of the reverse relays.

In the past, protective gear on generating and transforming
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plant has been looked upon more from the point of view of

preserving the continuity of supply than of saving the faulty

plant from destruction. As power systems grow in capacity

and with them the output of individual units, it has come to

be realised that it is not only essential to preserve the cou-

tiniiit\- of the .service, but also ab.solutely necessary to save

the generating plant.

Clenerating and transforming plant is subject to three classes

of fault conditions, these conditions comprising leakage to

earth on individual phases, short circuit between phases, and
breakdown between turns of the same phase. Generating
plant is siibjeij, to further conditions such as accident to the

prime mover and loss of field. The development of the differ-

ential system has permitted of the first two conditions being

satisfactorily dealt with, and particularly wheie the neutral

is earthed through a limiting resistance. The third condition

can only be taken care of by the reverse power relay or somf-

f(jrm of split winding. The majority of fault conditions .;oui

prise those of the first mentioned .lass, nm.sequently. the

more .satisfactory protection is given by the differential system
which has the furtier advantage that it operates equally well

with only one unit on the bars.

The circulating current system which has been descrilietl

cLsewhere is inherently a sensitive protective means. Full

advantage may not be taken of this, however, owing to the

general unstable tendency of the series transformers under
severe emergency conditions. This unstable tendency has re-

sulted in the adoption of higlier fault settings, these averaging
about 30 per cent.

With large generating units a 30 per cent, setting is too

high. Witli a 30,(X)0-KW. generator this setting might repre-

sent a very large aujount of energy spent in continual

destruction of the windings without oiieration of the relay.

Generators may suffer from mechanical damage close up to

the star-ix)int end of the windings, and ultimately break
down to earth electrically, and, w'here the neutral point i.s

earthed through a resistance, there may be insufficient poten-

FiG. ±—Ge.nerator Photectiox (Be-4rd's System).

Fig. 3.

—

Genek.xtob Protected by Combined Differenti.vl

.VXD PiEVEKSE-CCRRENT PvEL.AY.

lial abi>vc <'arth to permit of the necessary current passing
to ol)erat€ the 30 ix-r cent, relay setting. Destruction of th<!

windiug.s may here take place due to the heat caused by the
prolonged arcing.

Tt .should 1)1' borne m mind that the lower fault settings

may mean all the difference between a lengthy and costly

lepair and merely a damaged coil which only requires the
disablement of the unit for a comparatively short period.

Protective systems have recently been developed which have
for their object a stability under severe emergency conditions
and a possible fault-setting not obtainable with the balanced
current system. One such .system, due to Mr. J. Pi. Beard, is

shown in fig. 2. We have here a device which is unaffected
by these unbalancing troubles, and the lowest possible fault

settings may therefore be adopted. In this sy.stem the input
and output of each phase winding is directly compared, and
any resulting difference due to faults between phases or leak-

ages to earth appears in the secondary of the core-balance
transformer. This system may likewise be employed for trans-
former protection, and readily lends itself for this application.
Developments of the circulating-current system as applied

both to transformers and generators are then explained.
The various arrangements, while capable of dealing effec-

tively with leakages to earth and faults between jihases. are
ineffective with a breakdown between turns of the same pha.«e
which does not develop into either of the preceding forms of

fault. One solution of the problem of uniting in one relay
a means of dealing with all the fault conditions, is .«hown
in fig. 3. In this arrangement the unbalanced circulating-

current system is employed. The unbalance may be obtained
either by inserting resistance in the circuit or, preferably,
by increasing the current capacity of No. '2 transformer, a local

cunent contributed by this transformer thereby flowing
through the moving coil of the relay. This current, in rela-

tion to the flow in the fixed element energised from the poten-
tial of the system, gives the necessary bias.

\\ ith the development of leakage to earth or between phases
the increase in current in No. 1 transformer balances the
circuit, and ultimately spills through the moving coil in the

reverse direction operating the relay, while normal delivery of

power continues to the busbars.

A reversed flow into the windings due to, say, a breakdown

between turns of the same phase will reverse the whole cur-

rent in the circulating-current system and, Ukewise, the local

current flowmg through the moving coil which previously

gave normal bias. The relay will, therefore, swing over to

the operatmg side and disconnect the generator.

The standard arrangement provides for No. 1 transformer

having a full-load secondary cuiTent of 7 amperes. No. 2

5-
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coil. Alternative methods may consist in incieasing the re-

sistance ol' each duplicate circuit by, say, 10 per cent, over
the resistance of the corresponding pilot wire. The effect of
this i8 to divert a larger sliare ol the transforiiier output
through the restraining coil of each relay. The same result

may be obtained by adding the requisite number of additional
turns to the restraining coils. In the case where a fault

develops on a dead-ended cable, that is to say, where no
Inverse flow w-ill ensue at the remote end, the fault com-
ponent of the transformer current divides and (lows through
the operating and restraining coils in the ratio of 3 to 1.

Should the feeding arrangements be such that a reverse cur-
rent may flow from the remote end, the transformers oppose
one another and divert their whole output into the duplicate
circuits at each end of the feeder. This <-urrent flow.'s entirely
ill the oi>erating coils of the relays.
Of tlie two circuits which each transformer supplies it is

apjtarent that only in one of these can capacity current flow.
This refers to the pilot wires, the capacity current of which
will traverse the restraining coil of each relay. Abnormal
current . flow, which may raise the potential of the series
transformers to liigh values and give rise to considerable
capacity current in the pilot wkes, has no other effect than
to increase the stability of the relay. Fig. 6 shows the operat-
ing characteristics of this scheme employing relays ^hich have
a mechanical or lever liias of 10 per cent, or a true bias of
5 per cent. In a relay of the mechanically balanced type
having oi)en-cucuit pluuger-tyiie coils the pull on the cores
increases as the square of the ampere-turns. In this case the
normal load current flowing in the coils of the relay produces
a high state of magnetisation in the cores, the relay becoming
immediately sensitive to the addition of a small amount of
leakage cuiTent to the operating coil.

Fig. 7 indicates the manner in whicli the scheme would
be applied to a three-phase feedei-.

A number of special cable designs have been developed
which in themselves parlially function as protective devices.
.Ml-. Whitaker's scheme which employs the shield-surrounded
core is illustrated in fig. 8. The trip coil in this scheme is

connected between the core and the .shield, and, conseqnentlv.
has to be insulated for the full-line potential. In the author's
opinion the -shield is employed to better advantage than in
the Hochstadter cable, as a greater thickness of dielectric
exists between the outer lead and the shield. Extraneous
influences, therefore, will not be so likely to nullify the pro-
tection .should the out<M' or lead sheath be damaged.

DiSCUSSlOX IX l.ONDO.X.

Dr. C. C. G.iKli.iRD, in opening the discussion, said that
Mr. E. B. Wedmore had developed many devices on the
lines discussed by the author, and he shoidd" receive credit for
his pioneer work. The author's diagrams, and his thorough
treatment of the subject might frighten some readers, but
the systems outlined were nevertheless simple ones. In the
speaker's opinion it was preferable to obtain adjustment of
bias mechanically than by the use of difterent current trans-
formers. The relays did not require to be ultra sensitive,
they were practically small motors, and rough hand adjust-
ment could be allowed without fear of disaster. Another
advantageous feature w-as that standard transformers with
iron cores could be employed, special ones with air gaps were
not necessary. Further, standard snitches could be used,
they did not require split-contact switches. A disadvantage of
using a pilot wire was that in the event of it breaking the
cable would be cut out. It was his opinion that engineers
had now reached the stage when they mu.st of necessity con-
sider some such system of protection as had been discus.sed
by the author.
Major K. Edgcumbe objected to the author's nomenclature

;

it was confusing, and he would have done better had he kept
to more standard terms. For instance, the word reactive was
objectionable in connection with relays. The paper con-
tained numerous diagrams, and described many devices, but
the author gave no indication of which -svere the best or the
ones he would recommend. With regard to parallel feeder
protection no schenie was outlined in the paper which did
nut employ pilot wires, except one where twin cables were
protected by biased reactive-type relays, but the scheme would
cut out both feeders, and, tiierefore, afforded no advantage.
A further disadvantage was that the author's scheme would
require very exact adjustment of resistance, &c.. and in
practice it was not possible to maintain such accurate adjust-
nient. He did not favour the promiscus introduction of fuses
in protective gear; fuses were erratic thincs in oneration, and
thev introduced a time lag element. V\iith .regard to the
author's fig. 6, showing parallel feeder protection bv dis-
criminating relays, he thought that the wrong feeder "would
be cut out. However, he was glad to hear the author em-
phasise the question of bias, but he did not favour the policv
of balancmg transformers; it was very difiicult to obtain a
proper balance in that way.
Mr. .1. E. CowiE suggested that the devices described could

be used as stabilisers on old systems which had not been made
a.s good as they should have been. With regard to the pilot
wires being used for telephone signals, &c., could thev not
ase the main telephone cable? Would there be any inter-

ference':' He had knowledge of four-figure earth currents,

and in one instance the earth current had reached a value

of '2,000 auipeies. Such conditions imixjscd an altogether

unnecessary strain on the plant. Concerning generator pro-

tection, he agreed that the field switch should be broken. He
thought that Beard's system, fig. '2, was the best, but he
would like to see also a system carried out which employed
biased beam relays. In his opinion, there was a large field

for the author's devices in connection with generator pro-

tection. Pilot wires were expensive, and their use meant
additional capital expenditure. It was very desirable that

the problem should be brought to finality, and he hope<i

eventually to see the use of series transformers and ordinary
switches.

Mr. E. B. Wedmore complained that although the author
ilcscribed a variety of devices, he gave no indication of which
he would recommend or his reasons for doing so. He agreed
with most of what the previous speaker had said, but thought
they would hear more of the Merz-Price system, which ha<l

lieen side tracked by other schemes. There were two types
of fault, leakage to earth and shorts between phases, and
he thought they should discriminate between them. The
object of the pajier was to describe the protective systems
developed by the author, but he had been too modest to say
so. He had shown much skill in developing in generator
protective systems, and that shown in fig. 2 was, the speaker
thought, the best. It was well designed, had been tested

out, and deserved to stay. With regard to the differential

system applied to feeder protection, the sheathed pilot w'ire

employed with the balanced-voltage system to neutralise the

effect of capacity current in the ])ilot wire was much too
expensive to come into favour. Whitaker's protective cable,

fig. 8. had not. he thought, hitherto received publicity, but
even the author had given no particulars of the sclieme.

Mr. H. W. Clothier also complained of the absence of

standard terms and requirements in the subject under dis-

cussion. It was very desirable to pick out by some means
or other information contained in such papers that con.stituted

a real advance in the subject W'ith a view to developing tin'

devices in question. For instance, what was meant by a
" sensitive " lelay, what volt-amperage was required to

oi>erate it? In the recent Kelvin lecture an extremely sensi-

tive device had been mentioned, and it would be interesting

to know what they were working to to-day. He had not yet

heard of the necessity to employ unbalanced phases, and he
was sceptical about a 1.5 per cent, fault setting tor long lines.

With regard to generator and transformer protection, the
>elf-balan«e system shown by the author's fig. 5 was the
simplest, and as it had proved to be eft'ective in practice,

there was little room for improvement by the introduction
lit the additional parts and connections which would be re-

quired for the biased system which the author illustrated in

the following diagrams. The sv'stem of " current balance
"

juotection with biased beam relays had the disadvantage of

an intricate relay and connections, wherea.s the self-balance

dispen.sed with the factors which created the need for the
bias. The arrangement shown in fig. 3. whilst providing for

additional protection, had the disadvantage of introducing
the potential element into the relay. A fault between turns
had not nearly so serious an effect on the system as a fault

between phases and to earth. Therefore, it was not so essen-
tial to cut it out instantly, and it might be left for the short

time which it required to develop in to an earth when it would
be isolated go quickly as to avoid much damage. The failing

prime mover gave sufficient warning for hand isolation. The
system (fig. 3) to be complete, must have in.stantaneous

release for the faults between phases and to earth, and time
limit to avoid premature operation on momentary reversals.

The essential feature in restricting damage to generators,

and this applied also to transfonners, was the rapidity of the
isolation of the fault between phases and to earth, and the
simultaneous destroying of the main field. Tlie rapiditv of

ojieration was of greater moment than highly sensitive fault

settings. It would be very helpful if they could have a panel
of experts to consider the whole subject.

Mr. H. Brazil emphasised what had been said by previous
speakers about the pa]ier containing descriptions of a variety
of apparatus without indicating which devices were most suit-

able for use. He spoke from the users' point of view, and
wanted to know whether the devices described worked as
well in practice as they did on paper. He thought that they
were cutting things too fine with respect to discrimination:
would a relay with a 5 or 6 per cent, setting really not trip

w-hcn it was not required to do so? There was other a))-

paratus which "«as not perhaps so good as. but it was more
reliable than, some of the newer devices. He objected to thn
word " leakage," would the 2,000 amp. earth current men-
tioned by a previous speaker be called a leak? The term
obviously required defining He would like the author to
t-'ive an indication of which devices he had tried and found
ti work well in practice.

Mr. WiLSox said that the schemes outlined by the author
\ve';e .simnle, and apparently sound, A feature was that
ordinary tvpes of transformers, &c.. could be used, and also
a very fine adjustment was not neces.sary. Personally, he
liked the svstem of generator protection by means of biased
lieam relays, because it was particularly simple, and the
system employing a combined differential and reverse-current
relay on account of the completeness of protection afforded.
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The method of feeder protection shown in fig. 5 was very

simple, and that shown in fig. 7 was not really complicated,

liut it looked so because it was drawn to show all three

phases. He suggested a method of simplifying the device

shown in the author's fig. 3, and submitted a sketch for

publication in the Institution Journal.

Mr. M-iB-SHAiiL objected to some of the terms used by the

author, and thought that only one device described in the

paper was of any real value. In his opinion, it was equally

difficult to obtain a good unbalance as it was to get a balance

on a system.
Mr. RicHAFiDS explained .that their object should not be to

protect a feeder itself, but the whole system from the shock

that followed as th"e result of a phort circuit.

Mr. EooER T. Smith, the president, referring to several of

the speakers' remarks on the nomenclature used by the

author, said that if .standardisation was re(iuiied it was the

Institution Council's place to put the matter before the

Engineering Standards Committee. If one or two members,
say, Messrs. Edgcumbe, Wedmore, and Clothier, \\-ould write

to the secretary of the Institution, setting out what was
requned, the Council would pa.ss it on to the committee for

consideration.

Mr. A. E. McCoLL, in reply, said that figs. .5 and 7 showed
the most practicable schemes of feeder protection ; a 5 per

cent, bias was employed in the tests on those systems. Mr.
Woduiore, to whom much credit was due, had dealt fully

with his own devices in a paper in. 191.5. 'With overhead
transmission trouble was not .so much due to capacity as to

induced currents in the pilot wires. In the .schemes illustrated

in figs. 5 and 7 it was not necessary to con.sider induced
currents when setting the relays. With regard to voltage
roUap.'ye, a scheme he had recently .suggested was to split the
busbars and to insert a 5 per cent, resistance across which
transformers were connected. In this way the voltage would
never collapse; under the worst conditions there would
always be 5 per cent, of the voltage available to operate the
relay.?.

PRODUCER & BLA5T FURNACE OASES.

.\t Birmingham, on March 31st. the paper by Mr. S. H.
FowLES, and also that by Mr. 'W. H. Patchell, abstracts of

which appeared in our issues of March 19th and 26th respec-

tively, were read and discussed before the South Midland
Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Opening the discussion on the first paper, Mr. F. Forrest

said that the utilisation of blast furnace gas which was now
going to waste in many places would undoubtedly receive

close attention from those responsible for the electric power

sui'ply in this country, but it was unlikely that any large

proportion of the national power supply would be made
dependent upon the utilisation of waste heat from any com-
mercial manufacturing process which was likely to be in-

tluenced by strikes of workmen or fluctuations in trade. The
pioductiou of gas by the bla.«t furnace plant was a fairly

continuous process whilst the furnaces were in operation,

whereas the load on an electric generating station would
fluctuate between wide hmits during the ii hours. The cost

of storing an adequate quantity of heat energy in the shape
of blast furnace gas of only 98 therms per cubic foot would
be an extremely expensive matter, and if storage was not
resorted to a great deal of gas would continue to be lost.

Mr. H. Bentham said the fact that practically 3,0IX) kw. of

power from blast furnaces was going to waste under the old

methods of working fully warranted the writing of the
exceUent paper. Mr. Bentham asked for further information
on a number of points.

Mr. Forrest, dealing with the second paper, said the author
stated' that the first installation put up by him at Messrs.
I loll'mann's works consisted of two 3(iII-kw. generating sets,

wliich cost i'4U.98 per kw., or :£'29,5ur. altogether. The .second

installation consisted of four similar sets, which were put
iti at a cost of iE50 per kw., or f7'2.(XX) for the four sets,

making the total exiwnditure for the generating station
l:-|(H..'i(Wi. The average cost per kw. of the '2.100 kw. iristallcil.

tbercrnrc. amounted (o i'(7. and not i'45. 19 as given in llic

table The capital charges per unit nere given as 2<.i7d pei'

unit The capital charges were taken at 10 per cent, per
annum. If based on the total cost phen above, this would
be £10,1.50 per annum, or £5,075 for the six months' period
dealt with. Dividing this sum by the number of units
delivered during that period, the cost per unit amounted to
0.fifi5d.

There was no mention in the table of cost of water, whicli
must be fairly heavy in the plant, especially as nio.st of it

went through the Pater.son water softener. The fact that
the Prenn'er gas engines t(X)k about <U per cent, of their
full load consumption when running light or with any load
up to half load would point to the absolute nece.s.s'itv of
obtaining always a. very high running plant load factor. 'Witli
the variations of the works load, this would point to the neces-

sity of instaUing a large number of comparatively small sets,

which could be staited up or shut down as the load varied,

in order to maintain the desirable high plant load factor.

The putting in of six sets .seemed to indicate that this was
just what the author had in mind, but the effect on the cost

of electricity was reflected in the high capital cost per unit.

The very low-grade fuels now being efficiently burned by
nuiny of the largest generatiiig stations was a type of material
which could not be satisfactorily dealt with in a producer gas
plant of the type described. Much of this fuel was below
y.Omj thcnus per lb. with a large percentage of ash. Pro-
ducer gas firing of boilers mentioned by the author could
only be justified if it could be shown that the extra capital

cost due to the producer plant, together with' the heat losses

incurred in operating the plant were more than offset by the
improved boiler-house efficiency, due to gas firing, plus the
revenue derived from the sale of the by-products. With pro-
ducer gas containing 45 per cent, of inert nitrogen, which
was likely to give a low flame temperature, and with the
very heavy cost of storing such lean gas, its use for boiler
firing was not likely to prove a success.

Mr. W. Wilson .said he had come into contact in the past
with a number of producer plants, very similar to that de-
scribed, with the .sole exception that the recovery of the by-
products was not attempted. These plants were situated in
a Colonial possession, and were partly for the supply of elec-
tricity to moderate-sized municipalities, and partly for in-

dustrial purposes. An interesting feature in connection with
many of the Colonial plants referred to v as the use of lignite,

which was successfully employed by Mr. Eraser, of the 'Waihi
Gold Mining Co., as far back as 1907 for the supply of power
t(j what was then the third biggest gold mine in the world.
The engines were not quite as large as those mentioned in
the pai>er, the biggest being four-cylinder horizontal Crossley
machines, of about 3()8 h.p. The Crossley tyi)e of producer
was employed, and the difficulties of gasifying the lignite
were successfully overcome. The cleaning apparatus was
in the main that described by Mr. PatcheU, and reliance was
chiefly placed uixin sawdust scrubbers, and upon centrifugal
extractors, vei-y nearly as described in the i^aper. Plenty of
water was employed in the latter machines, and the serious
tar problem was thus effectively cojied with. It was interest-
ing to note that the comparative cost of energy by gas and
by carefully operated steam engines, employed side by side
with the gas engines, was in 1910 about £9 IDs. per h.p. per
annum for gas and about £19 10s. for steam. Ajiother type
of plant that was successfully developed in this colony, over-
came the tar difficulty by means of a locally designed down-
draught producer, in which air was admitted to the incan-
descent fuel at various stages during its descent in the pro-
ducer, special valves being fitted for the purpose. This
method, however, nullified one of the principal objects that
the designer of Mr. Patchell's sy.stem had in view, namely.
the recovery of the by-products. Nevertheless, this meth'bd
had reached such a degree of perfection that small producers
were fitted to vessels of the lishing-boat and coastal class for

the oi-wration of their existing oil engines. This they did.

using the same lignite fuel, without requiring any other
cleaning than that afforded by a single washer, consisting of

a tank tilled with c-oke through which sea water was allowed
to drip. The author had mentioned the shortening of the
working week, and expres.sed a fear that it would have a

disturbing eft'ect upon the load factor. The present working
week was approximately that to which he had always been
accustomed, and it was worth recording that the load-factor

at the power house supplying the city of Christchurch. New
Zealand, was 45 per cent, when he last saw the official figures,

in October, 1915. By paying attention to opportunities for

suitable loads, as had been done in this case, the reduction
of the working hours should not cause any anxiety.

ifr. H. Bentham said the author had s'poiled an otherwise
excellent paper by trying to compare a one-shift private plant
with a public supply undertaking operating under ordinarv
conditions, much to the disadvantage of the latter. Sucli

comparisons might result in many misleading conclu.sions.

The results shown in the tables were good. Iiut thev were
not ordinary working conditions. Txiad factors of 73. fi jvr
cent., and 102 l>er cent., and S-l |K^r <-ent.. were not attainable
in any plant which omuated <'ontinuou.sly. It would be
interesting to know whether the results would be eijiiallv

satisfactory under fluctuating load conditions. Th<> load

fact<u- of most industrial el('ctri<' siiiiplv undcrtakiiiLrs \\a--

in the neighbourhood of .?<» ixu- cent., ami if tlie result.- given
were corrected to this load factor he e.-timated the total co.Ms

at 1.7.5d. instead of 0.7'?d. per unit, a very m.itenal difference

.Applying a similar revision to the plant under discus.sion in

connection with the Coal Controller's ficure.i. the thermal
efllcicney of the gas nlant would he R.15 per cent., a figure

somewhat less than that for the steam stations.

Strike of Railway WorkshoD Men in India.—Most of

the B.OOO employe? in tlip 'ocoTnotive workshops of the Northern-
Western Railway of India hava joined the railway power house
employes who are on strike.

—

T/ie Timex.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Beadtrs are incited to fiibiiiit particulart of new or improved devices and apparatus
if considered of ruffioient interest.

which will be published

Tubular Earths for Lightning Conductors,

The Kiilingworth Hedges patent tubular earths for hght-
ning eonductors were illustrated iu the Ei.ectkical Review of

May 3rd. 191S. Sinee that date they have been extensively

adopted by the Admiralty for the earthing of airship sheds

and other buildings whieh have to be specially protected.

Fig. 1 shows a new cheaijened design of the casting, in which
the electrical connection is made between the tape con-

ductor and driven tube. There are two sockets, so that two
<'ouduotors can be led into the same tube ; the loose washer .\

is first slid up to allow free access. In dry ground the carbon
ill the tube which surrounds the tape is watered either by
hand by means uf the pilie, -ivhich is generally enclosed in a

stoix'ock box, 01 by attaching a funnel-shaped top to collect

the surface rainfall. One of the advantages claimed for the

tubular earth is that the resistance tends to decrea.*; this

is shown by the following tests of a Hedges earth sunk at

one of H.M. Dockyards:—
Date of test. R. ohm:

December 3rd, 1917 ... 2'1

December 12th, 1917... 178
March 8th, 1918 ... 1-73

Messrs. E. C. Cuttino & Co

Date of test. R. ohms.

.Tune 6th, 1918 ... r68
October 18th, 1918 ... 163
April 10th, 1920 ... Vi

of 5G, I.udgate Hill. E.C., are

licensed manufacturers under Mr. Hedges' patents.

The Transportation of Radium.

A recent issue of Archives d'ElccliicHc Mcdicolc givtv a

description of a protective case to facilitate the transportation
of radium. The four points to be considered in the design of

such a case are (1) The radium must be enclosed in a thick

bed of lead to arrest the a anji fi rays and to reduce
the strength of the 7 rays. ('2) To arre-'^t the secondary
rays emitted by the lead when penetrated by the y rays
by means of an envelope of metal of a lesser density.

{i) To dispose the action <)f the radium in such a manner that

thus being entirely indciicndeut of the ordinary electric supply
on board ship. 'Ihe amoimt of current consumed is so smad
that under normal conditions the battery .should not need
renewal more than once yearly.

ihe angle of the rudder or helm is indicated ixisitively each
5 deg., absolutely without backlash, so that the usual trouble
exi>erienced with gear operated by chains and wire ropes is

entirely absent.
The gear, which is very simple and strong, consists of a

switch, an indicator (fig. 3), and a battery.

The switch is contained in a watertight case, and may be
placed either in the steering gear house or between decks
near to the nidder post. The angular movements of the
rudder are communicated to the switch by means of levers

and links which are connected to the rudder ixist on the
one hand and to the .spindle projecting from the switch case
on the other.

The indicator is mounted in a watertight gun-metal case
and is usually placed in the wheel house or on the navigating
luidge. It is provided internally with an electric lamp for

illuminating the dial at night, the lamp being fed by separate
wires from the ship's mains.
The electric connection between the transmitter switch and

the indicator, and between the latter and the battery, is by
means of two-core cables. The battery may be jilaced either

in the wheelhou.se or in the chart room. Should the cable
be broken, or sliould the current sujiply to the indicator be
interrupted from any other cause, the jiointcr of the indicator
disappears from .sight, .so that a wrong indication cannot be
given.

The " Lyto " Dry Cell.

Messrs. T. E. Slaughter & Co., of 172. Church Road. Lon-
don. S.W., have put on the market the " I.yto " dry cell, for

which high qualities are claimed, as the result of long experi-

ence and the iise of the best materials. The cell is of the

sack tyiie, with the maker's improved gelatinous paste, which

Pb

Cu

Fai. i.—Case for the
TRAXSrORT.^TION OF RADIUM.

HI. I.—Hedges Tubular Earth. Fiu. 3.

—

Elixtric Helm Indicuor,

the rays in the direction of the hand of the person carrying
the case .shall be reduced as much as possible, and (4) To suit-

ably fix the handle for carrying the apparatus. Fig. 2 shows
these precautions put into practice in the form of a carrier

combining safety with good design. This consists of a lead
c.vlinder (rb) enclosed in a cupi^er envelope (cu) '2 mm. thick.

In the (•"litre of the lead is a cavity (c) having a conical top
into which is fitted a lead cone (t) provided with a uickelled
copper button. The cylindrical cavity is capable of holding
from 50 to 90 mgr. of radium—six tubes 3 mm. in diameter
and 89 mm. long. The thickness of the lead is then 25 mm.
laterally and 30 mm. in the direction of the handle. A copper
cover (b) is provided fitted with a handle, and the whole
apparatus can then be put into a leather cover with a fairly

long loop to carry it by.

Electric Helm Indicator.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Palace Place Man.sions,
Kensington Court, W. 8, send us particulars of' a device to

indicate the angle of a ship's rudder.

It is operated by its own separate battery of one dry cell,

contains a larger percentage of moisture and active materials

than a blotting-pai^er or plaster lining, and therefore does not

tend to dry up so quickly: the well-known advantages of th'-

sack type, enabling the cell to give a long efiicient life, render

it cheaper in the long run than the less expensive types.

Besides the round tyix: (which is fitted with brass terminals

nn both poles), the company makes pocket-lamp batteries in

:( large variety of sizes, ,\ sample cell of the round type which
we have received gave a short-circuit current well over

15 amperes—the highest range at our command at the moment
—the pointer going up against the stop.

An Electric=arc Soldering Iron.

Most electric soldering irons are constructed so that they

.ire heated by the current passing through a resi.stance coil

enclosed in a tube attached to the top of the iron.

Fig. 4 shows an electric soldering iron heated by an electric

arc in the iron itself. A hole is bored in the centre of the

iron, having a diameter equal to the outside diameter of the

tube of a battery bushins. down to where the iron begins

to tai>er. A standard battery ixircelain bu.shing b is placed
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in the hole and a i-in. arc-lamp carbon c is placed in the
bushing, and allowed to come down into contact with the
bottom of the hole, then the carbon is withdrawn about i in.

to establish the arc. The iron should be connected to . a
110-volt cii'cuit and re^istance enough connected in series to

keep the current down to between two and three amperes

Fig. 4.

—

Ei-kctuic-.arc Soldeking Ikon.

as at R in the figure. The soldering ii'on is connected to the

circuit with the positive terminal on the carbon, as shown
at T.

The carbon is held iu place io the bushing b}' small metal
wedges, and adjustment of the carlion is made by tapping
it down to give the desiied length of arc. A .sec-ond hole s

is bored at right angles to the first, .so as to allow the arc
to be cleaned of the nitrate that forms around it.

—

Power.

REVIEWS.

Esientials of AUcmaiiny Currents. Bv \V. H. Timbie and
H. H. Higbie. Pp. viii + 374; figs. -IS). Ixnidon : Chap-
man vt Hall, Ltd. Price 8s. 6d. net.

This book is written as the result of teaching trade courses

fur electric wiremcn, and aims at including the essentials that

a workman who handles alternating appliances should know.
Having iu view the probable educational deficiencies of those

for whom it is written, it avoids the use of algebra and trigo-

nometry.
To have written a book on alternating currents of the size

and SL-ojx' of the present volume, without the use of algebra

aud trigonometry, is certainly an achievement which must
have required very careful consideration. At the same time,

one is inch'ned to doubt how many students w'ho are incapable
of mastering the elements of the^e branches of mathematics
wiU show themselves willing to follow the lengthy and c\o&e

reasoning which replaces in many plac<>s what might have
been a simple mathematical relation. Tiie reviewer believes

that a non-mathematical Kiook for the u.s<_> of working wiremen
and men of similar tyjie would have b<'en more useful if it

had been le.ss ambitious in its scoiie. and bad been more
purely de.scriptive and didactic, without such <-oiiiprehensive

reasoned explanations, wliich appear so laboured, and demand
so much concentration in order to follow them.
This is, however, a matter of opinion, and, taking the book

as it stands, it must be said at once that it is clearly and
capably worked out, as was only to be expected from its

authors.

The elementary method of approach to relatively complicated
prtiblems involves—almost necessarily it would appear—some
steps which are not logical and may be confusing. One point
of this nature occurs in the fir.st statements regarding the,

riitio of tran.sfoi'matioii of a transfoi'uier, where the student
is toUl that "If one volt is impressed on one turn of the
primary coil " certain voltages will be developed in the
.'Secondary windings, depending on the number of secondary
turns. This statement and the rea.soning based upon it are
ri'ally meaningless until some explanatioii of the liack E.M.F.
induced in the primary winding has been given. Without
this, the student cannot miderstand how you can " impresfl
(in4> volt" on a turn of a winding without a .<.hort-circuit

rc.-ultiug. Reactance and self-induction are not considered
until the next chapter, and ni> attcuipt is made U< explain
the absence of a short-^ircuil in ronnection with the state-

ment referred to.

In explaininq the ratio of currents in the primary and
secondary windings of the loaded transformer it would' prob-
ably have been simpler, and have given a clearer idea of the
actual and practical conditions (bearing in mind the type
of student for which the book is written) if it had been stated
definitely that the no-load currents arc neuligiblo in com-
parison with the load currents, and that the primary and
acond^rv nmnere-tu'-ns are always equal. In this way (i paffe
n'^d a hiilf of difficult reasoning would have been saved, and
the point of practical importance would have l)een given
greater prominence.

Many suggestions of this kind naturally occur to the reader
who has his own pet ways of envisaging the various problems
dealt with, and it would be a thankless task to continue to

put forward alternative methods of treatment in a bo<jk which
i.«, on the whole, excellently dear and accurate within the
limits marked out.

Vector diagrams—or, rather, diagrams of a .somewhat more
primitive type—are freely u.sed, while the diagrams of circuits,

and the connections of apparatus are admirably clear.

Each chapter concludes with a brief summary of the sub-
ject-matter and the results arrived at, followed by a set of

problems to be worked by the student.
Probably enough has been said to give a fair idea of the

treatment and method adopted in the liook, and it only re-

mains to enumerate some of the main subjects included in it,

eo as to indicate its scope. This scope, as will be .seen, is

considerably wider than would usually be exi>ected iu a com-
pletely non-mathematical work intended only for the use of

trade students.
After a general outline of the arrangement and purpose of

the machinery and apparatus to be found in a typical power-
transmission system, there follow chapters on transformers,
impedance, power and power-factor. After this, the current
and voltage relations in series and parallel circuits, and the
relation between impedance, resistance, and reactance are
considered.
Then come polyphase circuits and the calculation of .sizes

of wires for various distributing systems. A good deal of

ingenuity has been u-sed in dealing with these matters without
using the symbols of trigonometry—whether this has really

made the subject easier or more difficult to follow is oi)en

to question.

The next chapter deals with sv-nchronous and asynchronous
motors, under which are included polyphase and single-jvha.'^e

induction motors, repulsion and repulsion-induction motors
and series alternating current motors. In this case, the

authors adopt a more descriptive style, and arc content tf)

forgo a good deal of explanation as to the reasons under-

lying the phenomena described.

In the final chapter, converters and rectifiers are dealt with.

Considerable space is given to mercury-arc rectifiers, electro-

lytic rectifiers, and vibrating rectifiers, on account of the more
extensive use of these types of apparatus in America.

An appendix gives a number of useful tables, some of which
contain figures of an approximate nature which may perhaps

lead t.o inaccurate as.sumptions in the' hands of inexperienced

uf>ors, although their general utility is not questioned.

0. F. S.

.lllr mating Current Work: An Outline for Students of Wire-

leas Telegraphy. By A. Shore, A.M.I.E.E. London :

Wireless Press. I,td. Pp. ix -1-163. 1919. Price .3s. 6d. net.

A full knowledge of the elements of alternating current

work is a sine qua non to the student of wireless telegraphy.

Especially in the case of transmitting .stations, the operator

should have a good understanding of the reasons for the

various adjustments which he carries out. and this cap only

be acquired by a study of the general theory of alternating

currents. Prom the point of view of the ojwrator. hox^'ever.

there is usually a con.siderable amount of unnecessary detail

in many text-books on alternating current IMoreover. there

is no .special emphasis laid on those sections of the subject

which immediately coni:ern the man who is to use alternating

current for the generating of oscillations. There has conse-

quently been a need for some text-book which •5\ouId instnict

the student and operator in the theory of transformers,

chokes, alternators, motor-generators, resonance, power, and
all other phases of alternating current work which

_
concern

wireless transmitting sets. The volume
_
under review ade-

quately fills the rrap. It is written by a wireless engineer who
knows not onlv his subject, hut how to teach it.

_
Tlie .style

of writing and the presentation of the subject, if not alto-

gether original, are undouI)tedly very effective. Kot a sentence

is wasted. Problems of considerable difficulty to the beginner

are treated in such a manner as to rob the.m of most of their

comnlexity.
Chapter T is a general account of alternating currents. The

reader is introduced to sine curves, current curves. T?.!\I.R.

values, and form and amplitude factors. Chapter IT de-ils

with alternating current generators including rotating field,

mono-coil and muUi-coil nlfcrnators. .\riiiatuve. rintr. and
drum windings are also di.scus.sed. Chapters HI deals with

rotary converters, the voltage and current ratios, and a few
brief considerations. Chapter TV brings the reader to the

-ubject of the I'ower in an alternating current circuit Tlir

effect of the phase relatioushin of currents and r.M.F., the

power equation, the power factor, and other comnarflble

matters are discussed. Chanter V deals with self-induction.

Tjcn/'s law. angle of lag. coefficient of self-induction, reactance

and impedance, choking coils, eddy currents, measurement of

inductance, and air-core inductances. In Chapter VT the

author discusses the condenser fron-i the u=unl simple iviints

of view. Cliapter ^TF deals with the somewhat intricate

problem of resonance. Transformers next claim attention in

chnpterATTT and one only re<rrets that a few more ivil'cs were
not devoted to this important subiect. Hich-freqnencv resist-

ance forms the subiect of chapter TX. The next two ehapteri

deal effectively with electrical measuring instruments, and
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various up-to-date devices are described. Tlie whole con-

cludes with several pages of useful ruathematical tables.

The volume, as a, whole, deals essentially with the theory
of alternating currents, and the author, oxc-ept in the case

of measuring instnunents, has studiously avoided applying his

theories to particular apparatus. Thei'e is, for example, no
description given of any form of rotary converter, condenser,

or transformer. Nothing is said about the method of using
transformers in scries or parallel, although this is an im-
portant matter in commercial vcireless sets. The alternating

current motor is not described, nor methods of starting up
rotary converters.

The subject dealt with liy the author covers a very wide
field, and in a book of this size he has undoubtedly been
compelled to say less than he would have liked about many
of the aspects of alternating current work as applied to wire-

less telegi'aphy.

The book is one confidently to be recommended to the
student entering for his P.M.G. examination, and to those
who are interested in that branch of wireless telegraphy with
transmitting gear.—JorrN ScoTT-TAnoAHT.

NIC El (Culk-r-Ha

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Corofiiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. Ssfton-Jonbs, O'Dcll anc
Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

10,775. " Electro-pneumatic solo and harmony device for organs." G. E.

MORLEV. April 19th.

10,802. "Commutators for electric motors." E. Hornby. April 19th.

10,824. " Iixplosive-niixture ionising apparatus and spark plug." 1'.

Tav.wi. April 19th.

10,831. " Electrically-heated app.iratus." V, F. H. Colledge and E. R.
Lee. April 19th.

10.835. " Tungsten alloy." Briiish Thomson-Houston Co. (General Elec-

tric Co., U.S.A.) April 19th.

10.836. " Electric protective devices." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.) .\pril 19th.

10,867. " Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines.". R. BosCH
Akt. Ges. .\pril 19th. (Germany, January 6th, 1917.)

10,872. "Electro-magnetic generators and ntotors." SirW. G. .Armstrong
Whitwoeth & Co., R. Lacon, H. W. Lee and F. L. Robertson. -April 19th.

10,893. " Electrical fuse-boards." F. W. Cotton. April 20th.

10,898. ".Advertising index cards for recording leli-phonc calls, &c." J. A.

Creive. April 20tli.

10,902. " Electric furnace covers." W. C. Fox. April 20th.

10,J03. "Machines for exhausting electric lainj>s," E. H Vuston. A^i .i

20th.
10,905. " Electric conduit fittings." H. Lownik and Middlesbrough Steel

Tube «: Conduit Co. April 20th.

10,915. "Sparking plug." E. B. Morgan. April 20th.

10,931. " .Multip]e-.icting switch controls." J. S. HoilMEs. April 20th.

10,939. " Terminals for electric conductors." A. Greenwood. April 20lh.

10.943. " Electrical signalling systems." Western Electric Co. April

20th. (United Stales, Detcmbcr 31si, 1919.)

10.944. " Electron discharge devices." Bruism Tiiomson-11oU.ston Co.
(Cenoial Electric Co., U.S.A.) April 20th.

10,951. " Dvnamo-elcctric machines." H. A. Coi-E. (E. Ilaefely et Cie.)

.April 20th.

10,961. " .\rc welders." Lincoln Electric Co. April 20lli. (United

States, February aOth, 1915.) ...
10.979. "Starting rotary intcrnal-conibusliun

,
engines." R. Boscil Am.

Ges. April 20th. (Germany, Sentembc-l- 30th, 1918.)

10.980. " Ignition devices for starting inIernaU:ombustion cnLjiiics." R.

Coscn Akt. Ges. April 20th. (G..rm.-my, September 2ni1, i;ilH.)

10,99(i. " InlercomnuiniLalion, ,K. ., lcl..p]n,ne»." 11. ]. P.ti miu ;m.l Itu.-

PHONE M.tNUF.iCILKlSG <0. Api il 2lllll.

11,016. " Electric oH-break switches." R. T. .\orion. April 2Ut.

.

11,018. "Railway signalling apparatus." .\utom.itic . Telephone lylANUfAC-

TURING Co. April 21sl.

11,039. " Telephone indicators." C. Jenxek. April 21st.
'

''
'

11,045. "Electric light switch." V. E. Haluhan. April 21st.
'

'

11,066. " Electric wave filters." Western Electric Co. April Slst.

(United States, July l5th, 1915.)

11,078. "Storage battetics." J. A. Law (.A, P. Smith).- April 21st.

li,080. "Electric rel.iys." F. HEKGM.ixN- and Igr.\nic Electric . Co. April

21st.

11,105. " Electrical apparatus indicating value of quantities s.ubj'ccled lo

variations." C. M. f. dc Neuter. April 21st.

11,111. " Duplex telegraphy, &c." H. VV. Sullivan." April 21st.

11,117. " Means for electro-magnetie.dlv fixing work-pieces." J. Zehnuer
•V .SOHNE. April 21st. (Switzerland, April 22nd,' 1919.)

11,133. " Sp-.irking plug." R. II. A. Sbarle. April 22nd.

ll,15U. " Terrniiiiil electrical connections for ' sparking plugs." M. L
WiLLUMS. April 22nd.

11,161. " Electrical fog-signalling apparatus for railways." N. M. LiNDLi v

April 22nd.

11,165. " Eleclrp-niagnets."' J. NuAi.E. April 22miI.

11.1S2 " Magnelo-electrie inathine-.." IjRin-M 'I ii..mslin-11..iim,,n c. 1|W H. Warrek and A. P ^ouNr.; April 22nd.

11.183. "Electric signalling 'deiices." British- TiiOHSow-Hre . •
.

i

A. P. Young. April 22nd. -

11.184. " Systems of electric ship propulsion." British Tkomsox-Hou-igs
Co., F. H. Clough and J. M.MiiiN. April 22nd.

11,191. " Dynamo-electric machines." S. A. M. Rose. April 22nd.

, 11,198. " Secondary batteries or accumulators." E. H. N'.hlor and Rush-
mores. Ltd. April 22nd.

11,204. " Apparatus for testing magnetos and sparking plues " W H
Spiers. April 22nJ.

i- s f b

11.239. "Utilising an electric current to pro<luce a modified current, or
correspondingly modified magnetic flux." Igranic Electric, Co. (Cutler.
Hammer Manufacturing Co.). April 22nd.

11.240. "Apparatus for utilising an alternating current of a given fre-
quency to produce an alternating current of magnetic flux of a different
frequency." Igr.^nic Electric Co. (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). April

11.241. " Electrical discharge.
Manufacturing Co.). April 22nd

11.242. " Electro-ionic relays." Igranic Electric Co. (Culler-Hammer
Manufacturing Co.). April 22nd.

11.243. " Vapour arc devices." Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler-Hammer
.Manufacturing Co.). April 23nd.

11,255. " Electrical double-pole switching plug." H. C. Sanders. April
23rd.

11.277. " Telephone sets." Dictograph Products CoRPOR.vnoN. April 23rd.
(United States, August 21st, 1917.)

11.278. " Radio-navigation:ii systems." H. L. Crowtiier, G. P. Grenfell,

J. Erskine-Murrav and J. Robinson. April 23rd.

11,311. " Wireless direction-finding apparatus." C. K. Chandler. April
23rd.

11,312/3. " Electro-magnetic wave-receiving systems." H. L. Cuowthlr
and J. I<OBlNsON. April 23rd.

11,345. " Systems for supplying energy to electrical circuits." J. F. P.

Jaubert. April 23rd. (France, March 7lh, 1919.)

11,392. " Electrically-operated riveting, pressing, stamping, &c., machines."
E. Adamson. April 24th.

11,401. " Electric protective devices." British T'homson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). April 24th.

'

11,413. " Machine lor winding and shaping armature coils." J. Evans.
April 24th.

11,436. " Duplex, S:c., telegraphic systems." H. W. Sulliv.vn. April 24th.

11,443. " Ignition-testing devices." F. C. Harvev. April 24th.

11,445. "Apparatus for remagnetising magnetos." J. Hague. T. Hague
and S. Wood. April 24th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

16,248. Spark
(102,260.)

10,997. Treatment

1916.
Clergct, Blin et Cie. November 13th, 1915

1918.
VLS AND REFR.\CT0RV MATERIALS AND OF TOOLS OR
3 THE electric FURNACES USED THEREFOR. G.

.Marsh. July 4th, 1918. (140,835.)

13,014. Electrical svstems of power transmission. British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co.) May 23rd, 1919. (140,656.)

15,863. .ApPAR.OUS for electrically controlling railway trains or VEHICLES
THROUGH THE TRACK. A. R. Angus. OctoboT 10th, 1917. (119,868.)

19,785. Apparatus for converting alternating currents to direct cur-
rents AND VICE VERSA. J. E. Calvcrlcy and W. E. Highfield. November 29th,

1918. (140,853.)

21,813. Electric clocks. Coventry Electric Clock Co. and T. Rushton.
December 30th, 1918. (140,856.)

1919.
1,315. Tracker devices for elticthic piano-players. M. Compare and E.

Pizzi. January 18th, 1919. (140,864.)

1,738. Electric heating appamtus. M. Arcse. January 23rd, 1919.

(140,868.)

7,034. Ignition distributing and timing apparatus for internal-combustion
ENGINES and THE LIKE. Davtou Engineering Laboratories Co. March 23rd,
1918. (124,745.)

7,795. .Sparring plugs for internal-combustion engines. J. II. Terry it-

Sons and A. V. Terry. March 28th, 1919. (140,900.)

8,128. Electric LiGiiriNG systems .\s used on motor vehicles. I-:. Morris.

.\pril 1st, 1919. (140,903.)

10,063. Current-collecting devices ,fok dynamo-electric M.tcHmes. W. H.
.Scott and A. A. Pollock. April 22nd, 1919. (140,913.)

14,071. Improved brush-holder for electric M.tciiiNES. W. S. Bulpitt and
W. J. Denholm. June 4th, 1919. (140,936.)

16,652. Spark-gap device. G. R. Mcissncr. July 3rd, 1919. (140,949.)

20,188. Device for tiie prevention of t-NAL-TiioRtsEO iaking-ciff of curkeni
from ELtcTRIC CONDI'CIORS. R. D. CiiacoMla. February IKtli, 1919. rn9,14(;,)

21,897. AuToM.vric electric couplings. R. IJelfield. Si-|>lemb.-r .Oth,. 1919.

(140,970.) -
.

23,590. Holders for incandescent electric lamps. Fullers United Electric

Works, Ltd., and VV. S. Gilbert. September 25th, 1919. (140,975.)

25,485. Balancing means for polyphase electric current systems. Metro-

politan-Vickers Electrical Co. October 17th, 1918. (133,970.)

27,134. Means for obtaining electrical energy from the .vtmosphere. W.
Dunn. November 4th, 1919. (140,986.)

32,658. .\pparatus for electricallv controlling railw.yy trains or vehicles

THROUGH the irack. A. R. Angus. October 10th, 1917. (Divided .application

on 119,868.)

1920.
8,063. APPAR.OUS for ELtCimCALLV CONIROLLING KAIL-.VAl TRAINS OR VEHICLES

THROUGH THE TRACK. A. R. Angus. (JUober lOth, 1917. (Divided application

on 119,868.)

Zinc Ore Smelting Works in Norway.—It is eipected

that the .<.iiM-ltint; ol' zinc me will liu-iii this innntli

III, Hi.' works ,,( tin- \.y. Elrkl.ii,.|iilt ill (llninriiii-d. Mir .-poc-

(lou nl' whii.'b was tii-s-t •'r.iniiieiiced h- lar invk as I'^'I'i Tin

hydroelectric plant already available cmsists of two turbint.

sets each of 27,000-H.r.. although the full capacity of the

works will comprise 6 to 7 sets, for which adequate water
power is on hand for constant working. A total expenditure
of ;£1,648.000 has already been incurred, of which about
f988,(X)0 applies to the hydroelectric plant. Stocks of zinc

ore are already on the spot, and the company is said to have
assm'ed itself of further supplies for a long timefor.ward.
The ore, which costs from f-50 to ^60 per ton. contains about
40 per cent, of zinc, and the by-products are sulphuric acid

and lead, together with some silver. It is calculated that the
first parcels of zinc bars will be ready for export in June.
The electrical plant ha,s been obtained from the United
States.
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Chairmen of large manufacturing companies have better

opportunities than some other people for judging the

development of industrial relations. There have been

signs during the past few months that here and there the

good sense of the workers was gaining ascendancy over

the extremists, Viut there are so many demands for higher

wages following fleet of foot upon each other, and so many

evidences that the cost of living appears to be rising on

the whole, notwithstanding falls in certain commodities,

that we cannot pretend to believe that stable conditions

have yet been reached. In pessimistic mood one wonders

whether they ever will be. Yet when chairmen of great

engineering manufacturing concerns express satisfaction

with the rate of progress toward tolerable harmony,

we are encouraged to hope that, if things con-

tinue no worse than they are at present, industry in

our own department will be able to carry on without

very serious anxiety for a time. "We say for a time

advisedly, for none of iis can see far ahead, and it might be

unwise to be deluded by what may be only a temporary

lull. There are disquieting factors in the situation, as

everybody knows, and it remains to be seen how far the

movement of one trade after the other in the pursuit of

advances can be pursued without our heading for disaster.

In the electrical industry there is, of course, an abundance

of work waiting for everybody at present, but several straws

have shown during the last few weeks which way the wind

is blowing even here. We have recorded in these pages

several instances of electrical schemes having to be techni-

cally revised, and new tenders invited, owing to the price

being regarded as prohibitive ; and in one case a scheme

has been abandoned. We have not searched for these

developments : we refer to matters which have come more

or less casually under our notice. We have good

reason for believing that many more decisions of the

same kind could be produced were we to search for them.

But these alone are sufficient to form a warning regarding

the sure and certain tread of Xemesis in the wake of high

wages and other costs. Railway electrification develop-

ments are hardly likely to be proceeded with on any exten-

sive scale until the present uncertainty as to the question of

future ownership has been removed. There are other

industries of which we know a good deal, that might have

been engaging in iireat new enterprises giving employment

to thousands of additional men if the wage rate had become

steady, and if the entry of new labour had been freer from

restrictions, enabling plans to be proceeded with with

reasonable prospects of succes?.

Manufacturing interests were last week given to under-

stand that the Chancellor of the Exchequer must have that

GO per cent. Excess Profits tax in order to secure substantial

revenues from industry during a period when it is expected

to enjoy great prosperity. The alternatives ai'e either a

[609] B
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levy cm increased war wealth or a thit rate of from 5s. to

"8. ()d. in the £ upon profits, in place of the new Corporation

Tax. pjverybody must be in sympathy with the Chan-

cellor's determination to make great inroads into the

indebtedness of the country durint; the next few years. It is

suggested, and the suggestion is very significant, and needs

no elaboration, that in the mind of the Government there

are very strong social as well as economic reasons why

industry should bear a substantial burden at the present

time. It is clear then that industry has to bear heavy

burdens ; it is as well to know where we stand—if we do

stand. Sir Tom Callender is reported as stating that

nothing would settle unrest more promptly and thoroughly

than some means of taxing war wealth, and also that the

working classes are strongly up against what they consider

to be undue profits. Manufacturers at a fecial meeting

held last week to consider the Chancellor's reply desired

time to consider his alternatives, but they, with full justi-

fication, urged that energetic action should be taken to

amend the worst features of the Excess Profits Duty,

especially in respect of the hardships inflicted upon new

enterprises, small businesses and increases of capital. They

further declared that the Chancellor's advisers were seriously

over-estimating the probable revenue to be obtained from

any taxation on industry in view of the indications of

decreasing prosperity and diminishing trade in many

industries.

In a speech delivered in the House of Commons on

Tuesday Mr. Austin Chamberlain .'howed a very definite

leaning toward the alternative of a levy on war wealth

increases, to produce 500 millions, enabling him to revise

the Excess Profits Tax at once. It could thus be reduced

to 40 per cent., and extinguished altogether by a couple of

later stages.

Incessant wage demands and heavy tai demands alike are

beconiing something of a nightmare to those who are anxious

for British industry to prosper in the interests of all sections

of the community. There is a heavy drag on enterprise at

present, and we hope that the signs of slackening trade,

which are showing themselves on both sides of the Atlantic,

will dissolve. There are still many thousands of demobi-

lised ofticers and men awaiting positions, and in the interests

of these in particular, industry should be assisted to

Whitley Councils.
The question whether Whitley Councils

will eventually be granted statutory

powers to make their decisions binding upon the industries

which they respectively represent has been debated from

time to time ; whether it will be found advisable to confer

upon them this large measure of authority is as yet a

matter of conjecture—that they are still too young and

inexperienced for the experiment to be tried will be agreed

by all, but they are doing their best to justify their existence

in the face of extreme difficulties, and we believe the

prospect of their ultimate success is decidedly a bright one.

In the meantime, they are called upon to grapple with

problems of great perplexity, one of the most important of

which is that of bringing their constituents into line.

Unless the undertakings for which they act abide loyally by

their decisions, the Councils will soon become mere talking-

shops, doomed to early extinction. The unfortunate ten-

dency of the members of the Trade Unions to repudiate

agreements arrived at in their name by their own chosen

representatives has in the past been one of the most trouble-

some stumbling-blocks in the way of industrial harmony,

but it certainly has not attained prominence in connection

with the Whitley Council scheme. On the other hand, the

employers' side has not shown to advantage in this respect,

in the electrical field at any rate. How many of the elec-

tricity supply undertakings of the country are still holding

out against the official award in favour of members of the

E.P.E.A. :- That question, it is true, is not directly con-

nected with the AVhitley scheme, but it is of a very similar

order. An instance which is free from such objection is

given elsewhere in this issue, namely, that of the Home
Counties Industrial Council (So. 1) area), which finds that

some of the undertakings which it represents on the employers'

side have not complied with its award of March 31st, while

one of them fUillingham Corporation) has definitely

refused to adopt the recommendation in question. This

has led the Industrial Council to pass a resolution " that

this Council supports any action that the Trade Union side

of the Council decides to take in order to bring defaulting

undertakings into line .... since by the action

of such undertakings .... the matter of fixing

basic rates is being delayed, and further, the antagonistic

attitude thus indicated disturbs the whole of the relations

between employers and employed.'"

We whole-heartedly endorse the action of the Council in

this matter. Already the Trade Unions are complaining of

the burden of expense laid upon them by their representa-

tion on the Councils ; their claims have not been uniform'y

conceded, but so far they have generally accepted the

decisions of the Councils. If, however, they find that the

employers ignore awards that they do not like, the unionists

will lose confidence in the system, and will naturally con-

clude that they cannot expect justice, fair play, and loyalty

from its operation. And that will be the end of the

Whitley Councils.

It is with the sincere desire to avert that misfort ine

that we protest against such action as that of the G-illingham

Corporation. Undertakings which do not loyally carry out

the Industrial Councils' awards are wreckers cf industrial

peace, and while we abhor strikes in general, and hope

none will take place in this case, we cordially approve of the

action of the employers' representatives on the Industrial

Council, whose hand is plainly visible in the resolution.

It is of some interest to hear what the
eg an a way

(jji-ectors of a large company in Belsium
Conversion. , , ,

^
.
^

^
:~ ,

have had to say concerning the question of

the electrification of the railways in that country. Address-

ing the shareholders at the recent general meeting of the

Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charleroi, the chair-

man is reported to have stated that the company was

perfectly equipped for eventually dealing with orders for

plant for the conversion of the national railways, and in this

connection the company had supplied first-class plant to its

subsidiary at Jenmont for the electric lines of the ilidi

railway in France. Nevertheless, the directors estimated

that the moment was nDt opportune to think of the electii-

fication of the Belgian system, and the excessively high

expenditure which such a conversion would demand

would be imprudent at the present time when the Belgian

works were devoting their activity to the reconstruction of

the countrv. and could with ditfii-jlty bear this overload of

production. Cn the other hand, as it was scarcely probable

that the Belgian Government would be disposed to place orders

abroad which would fatally affect the exchange, it seemed

preferable, before thinking really of the transformation,

to wait until Belgian industry was able to undertake

it without prejudice to the reconstruction of the country.

There were certain trunk lines which called for electrifi-

cation, as, for instance, that between Brussels and Antwerp,

which had been under discussion for 20 years ; but the idea

of a general scheme of conversion was not yet ripe.
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THE KING'S CROSS KINEMA THEATRE.

Recentlt we had the pleasure of paying' a visit of

inspection to a new and up-to-date kinematograph theatre

that was opened to the public a few days ago at King's Cross.

The theatre, which is designed to afford seating accommo-
dation for 1,500 people, is well arranged and comfortably
fitted out, the scheme of decoration being pleasing to the eye.

A feature of the building is that ample room has been

provided both for seating accommodation and in the

Fig. 1.—Pro.iectors and Control Switchboard.

operators' rooms, &c., a point that is often neglected, to the

detriment of all concerned.

The ivhole of the electrical installation for lighting and
power, as well as the engineering plant provided for

heating and ventilation, was carried out to the specification

and under the direction of Mr. W. C. C. Hawtayne,
M.I.E.E., consulting engineer, and is

considered to be one of the most up-to-

date systems for buildings of this nature

in the country. As far as we could see,

nothing from the electrical engineer's

point of view, at least, that goes to

make the operation of a kinema theatre

safe, simple, and satisfactory, has been

overlooked. The whole of tke installa-

tion complies throughout with the

London County Council regulations.

The operating room, fig. 1. contains

one stationary picture lantern and
two projectors of Mr. Will Day's
" Daynish " type. They are composed
of all steel moving parts, including the

iiitirmittent sprocket wliicli, in this

instance, is specially hardened to with-

stuiid the heavy strain and hard wear
tn wliich this part of the projector

iiiechai ism is subjected. The gates of

the pn jectors are fitted with a special

fireproof attachment which eliminates

inarly all danger, as even in the event

of the film becoming ignited in the gate

ibelf, the flame from the small portion

in the ojjen aperture cannot spread

through either the top or the bottom of

the gate. The picture delivery is very steady, and the

machines, which are fitted with spool boxes of sufficient

capacity to hold 2,000 ft. of film, are electrically operated.

Motors are fitted to each projector and a perfectly level

drive is obtained.

The operating room contains nothing but the projectors

and a switchboard which controls the projectors, lights in

the hall, and the motor-generators. All arc resistances, <fec.,

are placed in a separate room so that the operatois are

not obstructed in any way. Further, the duplicate
motor-generators are installed in a third separate room,
fig. 2. The.se machines are quite free from vibration, as
shown by the fact that they are not bolted or fixed to their
foundations in any way ; they simply stand on coroa-nut
matting placed on top of the foundation beds.
The electric supply is taken direct from the mains of the

St. Pancras Borough Council, and enters the building at the
north and south ends ; it is on the

three-wire system at a pressure of 440
and 220 volts. Each intake is fed from
a difl'erent portion of the Council's supply
network. The south intake supplies

energy for power at 440 volts for the
ventilating fans, vacuum cleaner, and
circulating pump motors. A sub-main
is also taken to a change-over switch in

the north intake room to feed the motor-
generators supplying power to the pro-

jectors, in the event of failure of the
mains feeding that intake. The general
lighting of the basement, south tower,

balcony exit stairs, orchestra lighting,

and outside brackets is also fed from
this intake.

From the north intake a power supply
is taken to the top terminals of a d.p.

CO. switch, and from there to the motor-
generators which are installed on the
l»ilcony level immediately below the

operating room, the power for these

machines being normally taken from
this end of the building ; a duplicate

pair of mains is, however, brought from the south intake
to the bottom terminals of the change-over switch to pro-

vide a stand-by supply. The general lighting of the
hall, itc, is also fed from this service.

Taking the power service first, there are two 10-h.p.

motor-driven blowers supplying fresh air to the building,

Fig. 2.

—

Vickers Motob Generators.

four exhaust fans, and two accelerator pumps, for the water

supply to the heating system and coils for warming the

air. There is also an 8-h.p. motor driving the vacuum
cleaner plant, and last, but not least, a duplicate set of

motor-generators for the projectors.

The mains supplying the motor-generators are taken

up to a three-way main fuseboard fixed on the wall of the

generator room, one way to each generator, and the third

way is left spare for a service to a stand-by resistance, which
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is to be provided later, so that power for the projector arcs

can be taken direct from the supply mains in case of the

failure of both motor generators.

The motor-generators are by lyiessrs. A'ickers. and each

consists of a dynamo having an output of 11.'i amperes at

70 to 100 volts, <oupled by means of a flexible coupling

to a 14-H.P. 4-40-volt motor mounted on the same bedplate.

The service to each motor is taken through a d.p. switch

and tuses to one of Messrs. A'ickers's drum-type starting

pillars, the shunt leads being taken up to the operator's

board above. The mains from the generators are taken

Fio. 3,—Details of Ceiling Lamp.

direct to a d.p. c.O. switch on the main switchboard in the
operating room ; the centre terminals of this switch feed
direct on to busbars from which the supply is taken through
D.p. switches to the two projectors and the lantern.

The main switchboard deserves special mention. It con-
sists of a white marble panel built into the wall of the
operating room, the whole of the control gear being mounted
on the back of the board in a separate room, being operated
by handles passing through the panel. On the face of the
board there are mounted a voltmeter
reading the busbar- volts, an ammeter
for each projector arc and one for the

lantern ; there is also a chock ammeter
connected between the main change-over
switch and the busbars. On the back
of the board are switches and fuses for

each projector and the lantern, a tandem
resistance for the projectors operated
by a handwheel with index plates on the
front of the board, and a separate resist-

ance for the lantern arc : the two shunt
regulators for the generators are also

mounted on the back of the board, and
operated in a similar manner. On
this switchboard there is also mounted a metallic dimmer
for the lights in the auditorium. This makes a specially

neat arrangement, as none of the cables, with the exception
of the leads to the projectors which are run under the floor,

enter the operating room.

The general illumination of the theatre is worthy of note ;

it is specially effective. The lighting of the entrance hall,

crnsh hall, and foyer and auditorium, is carried out on

the semi-direct principle by means of half-watt* lamps
in bowl fittings. The lighting of the auditorium is on
the semi-direct and direct principles, that portion of the
hall below the balcony being lighted by half-watt lamps
in bowl fittings placed close to the underside of the
balcony. The main ceiling lighting is direct, the ar-

rangement of the fittings being novel. They consist,

figs. 3 and 4, of special octagonal lanterns built into the
roof, the main lighting being carried out by means
of a tubular half-watt fitting terminating in an obscured
howl in the centre of the lantern : the red lights are

arranged around this fitting, but inside the lantern proper,

being so placed as to cast a red glow through the latticed

openinirs which form the sides. There are none of the usual
raising and lowering gear, plugs, or loose flexible wire.

The conduit is carried right up to the lamp socket and

Fig. 4.—Ceilino Lamp.

every lamp is readily accessible from the roof. The lighting

of the hall is assisted by flambeau brackets around the

walls. The local lighting of exits, Ac, is carried out in

the ordinary way with metal-filament lamps.

The orchestra lighting has received special attention, and
is carried out in a most workmanlike manner. It is

arranged generally as follows :—A light tubular structure

carrying the music stands, fig. 5, also contains the

whole of the wiring, ironclad plugs being built into the

structure itself, adjacent to each music stand ; the whole of

the plugs are controlled by switches mounted in an iron

box adjacent to the conductor. This arrangement was
designed to do away with the tangle of flexible cord usually

present, and it has entirely fulfilled expectations, only about

four and a-half yards of cab- tire flex being used in the

whole orchestra.

The installation generally is carried out on modern
principles, the whole of the tubing being galvanised, and
so arranged as to be really continuous from the supply

terminals to the farthest lamp, all the switches being of

the ironclad type ; the fuses."however, are mounted in teak

cases, to comply with the supply authority's requirements,

bonding of conduits being secured by screwing the tubes

into metal bands passing round the cases. i4as brackets

are installed in addition to the electric lighting. All the

Fig. 5.—Orchestra Lighting and Music Fittings.

wiring for lighting and power and switchgear was supplied

and installed by llessrs. Pinching i Walton.

An intercommunication telephone service on the central-

battery system, supplied by the Sterling Telephone and
Electric Co., Ltd.. has also lieen installed to all parts of the

house, besides a system of control-signalling by means of

bells and indicators between the operator and the back of

the auditorium. Illuminated signs indicating the amount
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of accommodation available are also exhibited over each

pay-box.

The cleansing of the theatre is provided for by the

installation of a turbine vacuum plant supplied by the

Sturtevant Engineering Co., Ltd. Adapter plugs are

placed at frequent intervals throughout the building to

which the cleaning tools are easily attached.

The heating apparatus is of the low-pressure hot-water

type, with aeielemted circulation, so that the temperature

of the air in the theatre can be raised or lowered quickly, as

may be required to meet the fluctuating atmospheric con-

ditions. The entrance lobbies, vestibule, corridors, &c.,

are also heated by means of direct hot-water radiators, so

as to prevent cold draughts lilowing in through the open
doors, to the discomfort of the audience sitting in close

proximity to the entrance.

For ventilating the building, a hot-water battery has

been installed, through which fresh air is passed, and driven

into the building by powerful centrifugal electrically-driven

fans. These fans will give an air interchange throughout
the building four times per hour, and the inlets of the

fresh-air supplies have been so arranged to ensure at all and
every point an equable supply and distribution, thus ensur-

ing that the atmosphere is kept perfectly clear from smoke

or fog, and the light rays from the operating chamber are

not obstructed or distorted when playing on the screen.

The air, when being drawn into the battery chamber, is

thoroughly cleansed of all impurities, it being passed

over a patent glass screen and washed by water sprays

playing over the screen. This also enables the air to be

humidified as may be required in very dry weather, and

cooled in the summer.
The exhaust, or vitiated, air is extracted through open-

ings in the ceiling by means of volume fans, four in

numl ler, also electrically driven, fixed above the roof ; the

vitiated, air is so discharged that it cannot possibly be

drawn into the theatre again through the fresh-air supply

duct. The plant has been arranged in duplicate, so that

in case of a breakdown the stand-by plant can be brought

into operation.

All the heating and ventilating apparatus was supplied

and installed by Messrs. G. X. Haden & Sons, Ltd.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to Mr. Hawtayne for

affording us an opportunity of visiting the theatre, and to

his managing engineer, Mr. A. G. Dixon, under whose

supervision the work was carried out, for supplying

drawings, from which some of our illustrations were

reproduced.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN EUROPE.

By E. P. BENNETT.

To anyone having pre-war experience of general business

conditions in the southern countries of Europe, the con-

ditions of to-day revealed by an actual visit over the old

ground will come as a decided shock, at once establishing

the necessity of forming new ideas and adopting methods
suitable for post-war rei|uirement8 if a successful business

campaign in the interests of British manufacturers is to

be undertaken. This applies equally to any Continental

enterprise by private concerns or the new Government Trade
Departments. Perhaps it re([uires but little effort to realise

the full significance of the changes that have taken place

during the war in the countries under review. These
countries could be named in the following order :

—

France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal, three of

which have been waging war and organised for the pur-

pose of producing materials and securing men. The latter

point it is important to keep in mind, as the absence of men
from industry has been responsible for the initiation of

women into this sphere of usefulness—a sphere almost new
to female labour with the possible exception of some
specialised trades and agriculture.

Switzerland, though neutral, has been fully mobilised.,

while Spain, if enjoying greater immunity for geographical

or other reasons has been affected to a large degree,

resulting in a keen revival of industial ambition and a

stock-taking of the mineral, coal, and water wealth of the

country.

On the outbreak of war, supplies of all the cheap manu-
factured necessities and many of the luxury items hitherto

imported almost exclusively from (Germany naturally

stopped, and upon the sale or consumption of the purchased

and consignment stocks of these commodities, the utter

dependence upon Germany was shown to such an extent

that the war construction programme was largely planned

with a view to subsequent manufacture of these goods in the

countries affected, when conditions again became normal,

and if the inspection of some of the home-made goods

gives ample opportunity for criticism, the effort is not

without its significance, and in our future commercial

relationship will require to be taken very carefully into

consideration.

These notes have been written with a view to assisting

home manufacturers who may be contemplating activities

on the Continent and who have no established organisation

abroad to supply them with up-to-date information, and
have been collected from actual contact with the various

markets covered personally during the past few months. I

would also point out that the conditions are constantly

varying, the tendencies undeniably being in the direction

of easier trading facilities, although the actual time taken

between the official publication of new edicts, and their

active operation by executive departments is a longer

process than we are used to in this country. This delay is

often responsible for costly complications and irritating

tradinir dilRculties, which conditions, however, must be

faced with patience if the British manufacturer is to secure

a good proportion of the business to be obtained from these

countries. It must also be realised that until intensive,

or at least more energetic sales methods are adopted by the

local wholesale and retail establishments. " price "' is the

ruling factor in many negotiations for supplies in quantities,

a few points variation in the Exchange will often be a

deciding feature in the direction in which indents are

placed, and this, unfortunately, irrespective of the -merits

of the material offered.

Preparation for an extensive business tour through the

part of Europe covered by these notes will of necessity

require considerable thought and time. The known
channels for information relating to business houses on the

Continent are, to-day, of very little use, nor is it advisable to

rely upon the names of concerns that may have been

collected from past correspondence r ilany of the pre-war

firms are no longer in existence. This probably applies

more to the commission agent who may have had a sound

pre-war business connection, although quite a large number
of the old-established houses have undergone a considerable

change in personnel, and many of their trading titles have

been revised. It is more advantageous to carefully work
out the details of the tour and route, leaving the compiling

of a new Continental business indexitill after the completion

of the actual tour, as by adopting this method the concerns

which have come rapidly to the front under the strenuous war

conditions will have been located and their relative impor-

tance toother concerns established.

It is a noticeable feature of any visit to these countries

that many of the hitherto solely retail houses have already,

or are contemplating, purely wholesale departments, which

departments to the British manufacturer are of more impor-

tance than the retail side of the business, which may only

operate in a defined area.

During a visit to these countries, the pre-war conception

of business methods will be, as indicated in my opening
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remarks, very speedily dispelled, and valuable information

obtained about the new methods necessary to conduct
successful Continental business operations.

It will be found that many of the war-time factories are

now producing materials hitherto imported. This has an
important bearing on price and the conditions of supply,

as the concerns in question seem to be sufficiently well

financed to make local purchase conditions very favourable

for the buyer, and it certainlyestablishes a means of comparing
the price between local manufactures and similar apparatus

which have hitherto been imported from other countries.

The idea that orders will be placed for any reasons of

war sentiment is quite erroneous, for even at this ea"rly date

the meaning of the word "Allies'" has been largely for-

gotten, and is now substituted by the old title of " foreigner."'

This substitution is aided by many patriotic societies which
have sprung up in these countries for the protection of the

"enfant" industries and for recognised effort to exclude

the importation of any material which can possibly be

manufactured locally. This condition of affairs, added to

the unhealthy state of the exchange and foreign finance

generally, will at once indicate the enormous difficulties

with which the importer is faced. Fortunately for the

British manufacturer who has in the past built up a very

sound credit, this credit applies more particularly to the

quality of goods supplied, and the fulfilling of all conditions

of the contract entered into at the time of purchase. This
credit is certainly far above that of any other country which
has done in the past, or is now attempting to do, business in

this part of Europe.

It is difficult to refrain from some reference to Germany
and Germany's methods of trading, but perhaps it will be

sufficient to give a reminder that the easy conditions of supply

create a very strong temptation for the Continental buyer
to take a very keen interest in the possibilities of the early

resumption of business with Germany. The local evidence

points very strongly to the fact that Germany has already

attempted to resume the old relationship, and the ofi'ers

made through the medium of correspondence, are to-day as

tempting to the buyers in these countries as any offers that

have been made in the past by Germany.
Another obstacle in the way of successful business being

initiated by the concerns new to the Continental conditions.

is the attitude of practically all the business houses

endeavouring to secure exclusive agencies. These agencies,

if entered into, usually tie up the interests of a manu-
facturing concern to one firm, and unless the firm secured

under an arrangement of this sort is actually operating in

all parts of the country covered by the agency agreement,

the interests of that concern are likely to suffer for a con-

siderable period. I have seen records of one comparatively

small firm holding as many as 60 exclusive agencies

covering all classes of electrical and other material. This
firm would probably have no more than two men on the

sales side operating for the whole country, the 00 agencies

so arranged, but the revenue automatically received from
the commissions derived from various direct orders placed

with that country, would be sufiicient to maintain quite a

considerable establishment, and provide a very lucrative

position for the promoters.

During the business visit, inquiries should be instituted

regarding means of transport for merchandise sol. I. port

regulations. Government restrictions and Customs. Informa-

tion is also required in connection with the permits fur pay-

ment, which in some of these countries can only be secured

after considerable difficulty, and cover goods absolutely

necessary to the development of the local industries.

It would be difficult to give any indication of theduration

of a visit to the various countries owing to the uncertainty

of one's reception and the disappointment over interviews.

This poin'u is more noticeable in the countries furthest south.

To secure the best results the visits should not be timed
for any particular dates.

It is interesting to note the American method of lightning

tours, and it is to be hoped that they will continue by this

way to endeavour to open up European markets for American
manufactures, as, owing to the short duration of the visit,

it is very rarely that the American finds the best buyer, or

negotiates with a house in the premier position to promote
his interests.

By far the best method is to treat each country inde-

pendently ; in fact, the circular tour should be eliminated

in favour of an extended visit to each country, and time

given in all the principal cities to interview every concern

for handling electrical material, not devoting the entire

energies to the wholesale house, but visiting in turn the

principal contractors.

Certain information can be obtained from the various

Chambers of Commerce or Commercial Attaches of the

Embassies abroad, but unfortunately the method usually

adopted in securing information by the Chambers of Com-
merce or the Commercial Departments of the Embassies is

not such that gives bhe home manufacturer the name or

standing of the best concerns. These departments will go

so far as compiling and sending a schedule of traders' names
covering certain trades to the manufacturer applying for

them. These schedules, however, often omit the establish-

ments of the best standing, as the lists are usually compiled

from replies sent to the departments in response to a circular

letter or printed notice. This means that the list of names
will contain a higher proportion cf " the least desirable

"

agent-seeking concerns than the older established houses,

which are in a position to purchase stocks.

The only method of securing reliable information and
compiling serviceable lists is by a personal canvass by repre-

sentatives of the departments named.

At the present time the demand for all classes of elec-

trical material is particularly U'-gent, and manufacturers of

the following goods would have no difficulty, if oflfering at

the right price and conditions of supply, in securing large

contracts :

—

Domestic generating sets, motors, generators, switchgear.

accumulators, high and low-tension porcelains, insulators

and accessories of all descriptions made to Continental

standards, cable and flexible supplies, electric hair dryers,

vibrators, electric novelties, pocket lamps and torches, glass

shades, M.F. lamps (to compete in price with Phillips and

the Continental '• Z "
). and half-watt lamps.

Orders for these materials would be placed at once, but

stipulations would be made in connection with delivery.

These demands are likely to be maintained for a con-

siderable period, owing to the efforts to generate electricity

by water-power, for all purposes, to reduce coal consumptino.

The Americans are keenly alive to all these possibilities ;

many American concerns, having important concessions for a

supply of electricity, keep the American manufacturer

well informed concerning the local demands.

There are also a number of important German manu-
facturing concerns which have large and well-equipped estab-

lishments in the countries that were neutral during the war.

If " British financed "' concerns are to be found in these

countries, they appear to lack the prominence of their German
and American competitors, and now would be the time to

take advantage of the good feeling prevailing towards

Britain and British-made goods.

The distribution of all English catalogues throughout

these countries is of very little use in promoting business.

The temperament of the buyer abroad is not one which

enables him laboriously to study the catalogue of an

English manufacturer ; to convert our technical terms to

the relative meaning in his own language ; to struggle with

our currency or, to him, the intricate dimensions.

In compiling catalogues, the translation should certainly

be given into the hands of men specialising in this work in

the country for which the catalogues are intended.

The next best instruction aid would ronsist of points of

salesmanship neatly compiled and in the correct language,

and distributed broadcast to the trade throughout the coun-

tries, backed up by the visits of men capable of explaining in

the language of the country, the advantages of energetic

sales efforts. These men must be prepared for an active

campaign against the price ruling conditions, and the

general inertia prevailing almost universally in these

countries. This would be no easy undertaking for any

pioneer, however capable, owing largely to the apathy of

the actual trades, and in turn to the prejudices and

temperaments of the actual buyer. The aim, however,

should be on the lines of general educational propaganda,

and the ultimate result—the establishment of British trade

predominance in Southern Europe.
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SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE ELECTRICITY

SUPPLY.

An exhaustive inquiry is being conducted at Birmingliam by
a Government Committee, over which Sir Eichard Redmayne,
K.C.B., is presiding, into the threatened submersion by water
of the whole of the South Stalford shire coaJtield, and in con-
sidering this problem evidence was taken at the sittings last

week of .several well-known electrical engineers with a view-

to rinding out whether, having regard to the supply of water,

South Staftbrdshire would be a suitable place for one of the

proiX)sed super-stations, or for smaller generating plants.

Among the witnesses who dealt with this aspect of the ques-

tion were Mr. S. T. Allen, M.I.E.E., borough electrical

engineer of Wolverhampton, and Mr. G. E. J. Parkinson,
M.i.E.E., the thief engineer to the Midland Electric Cor-

poi-ation for Power Distribution, Ltd. The former said that

electric supply authorities in that district had set up a con-

ference and a committee of electrical engineers to inquire

into and report upon future requirements. A scheme of elec-

tricity supply by means of joint working had been devised
which included the erection of a new power station having a
capacity of '230,000 kw. The requirements of the Black
Country had been estimated at 150,000 kw. The water supply
was important, but it was vitally necessary that the supply
should be a regular one, and if possible of increasing quantity.

Water from the pumping of mines could not be of use for

the purpose of new electric power stations, as it diminished
in quantity, and would perhaps cease altogether. The only
mine water that would be of use was that from continuous
drainage. Electricity generating stations using steam tur-

bines required water principally for circulating through con-

densers. Mine drainage water could be u.sed for this purpose
provided it did not contain an excess of cori'osive or scale-

tormiug compound in solution. The working capacity of

the generating .stations contemplated was of the order of

100,000 KW., and for a station of this capacity the amount
of cold water for direct circulation, if such a load were
maintained, would be 200.000,000 gallons per day. He under-
stood that the quantity from the mines under investigation

would only be 12^ million gallons per day, and to be of use
for generating electricity it would be necessary to deliver

it at one place. The amount of 12^ million gallons would be
sufficient for direct circulation m condensers connected with
a plant of 6,000 KW. capacity only. He w'as of opinion that

this quantity of water would not warrant the erection of a
special power station. Supposing they took a 50,000-KW.
station, allowing less than half the load for the 24 hours the
cost for the circulating and for the cooling towers would be
about £60,000 more than the cost of generating on the Severn
without allowing a penny for the cost of the water. The
ai'ea of the proposed new- scheme was approximately 2,.oOO

sq. miles. The scheme liad been provisionally agreed upon, and
was at present before the Electricity

Commissioners. What the cost of

generating power under the new scheme
w'ould be was not known owing to the

rising of labour and coal cost.s. Assum-
ing a normal selling price of coal at 15s.

a ton, he thought they would be able to

.sell power at a halfpenny per unit. In

saying that he was relying on the

quality of the coal being good; nowa-
days it was a question of calorific value,

although they might pay five times as

much for the coal. If pumping was to

continue in South Staffordshire, he
thought they could supply current from

the new .station for the pumps at the

figure he had mentioned. There was
already 1,000 h.p. available for this pur-

pose. Witness then dealt with the
,

quality of the coal they had to use for

generation, and he advocated washing,

for which he thought they would be
willing t(j pay 5 per cent. more.

Mr. P.4RKINS0N said his company had
an area in South Staffordshire of about

70 sq. miles, and there w-as one generating .station at Ocker

Hill, which was in the Tipton mines area. At the present

tune there was a large and growing demand for electric power

in the Black Country, and although they had room for exten-

sions, they were faced with the difficulty that there was not

sufficient cooling water available from the canal for dealing

with any large extension of plant. In view of this difficulty

electrical supply authorities in the district were, at

the suggestion of the Electricity Commissioners, con-

sidering the advisability of building a large generating

station to which Mr. Allen had referred, but witness

considered that, although it might be necessary eventually

to adopt such a course, owing to the high cost of transmis-

*sion lines, and the losses involved in transmitting a large

amount of power such a long distance, it was advisable to

defer the proposition as long as possible. If sufficient cooling

water could be obtained at a reasonable cost to operate a

generating station of 20.00n-KW. capacitv. the larger .scheme

could be put off for a number of years. A generating station

of 20,000-KW. capacity, if supplied with cold water without

the use of cooling towers, would require about 1,800,000 gal-

lons of w-ater i^er hour. This water would be raised in tem-

perature about 15 or 20 deg. P., and would be discharged

without any appreciable lass. On the other hand, by the

utilisation of cooling towers, this same station would be

operated with a fresh supply of cold water of 4.50,000 gallons

l)er hour. The loss in the cooling towers would be about

10 per cent, of this water, and the balance of, say, 40O,00<i

gallons would be discharged at a temperature of about 90 to

loo deg. F. If, therefore, it was found practicable to con-

tinuously pump large quantities of cold water frorn the mines

and supply this at a suitable spot for a generating station,

the water could be utihsed for condensing, or for any other

purposes, and then discharged into the canal without serious

loss of water. There was no intention, he said, to have one

generating station for the new area; it would probably be

divided into two, one being erected at Rugeley on the Trent,

and the other at Ironbridge on the Severn. The question

of water supply from mines had a very important bearing

upon new electricity schemes.

A number of other experts on this and other aspects of the

question are to be called. The inquiry stands adjourned

until the 26th inst.

A.W.P. ARC WELDINQ FOR STRUCTURAL
STEEL WORK.

In view of the interest taken in their structural steelwork

exhibits at the Building Exhibition, Messrs. Alloy Welding

Processes, Ltd., gave a demonstration of their system on

Monday last at Brixton, where the first example of welded

tru.ss work on a practical scale in this country is being carried

out on the " A.W.P." system by the Welded Construction

Co., for Messrs. Stelfast Wheels, Ltd. The factory is a

modern brick building, arranged on one floor and covering

an area of about 22,000 sq. ft. The roof is of the north

light type, with 0:S steel trusses of 19 ft. span, supported

on H-section stanchions and joists. The whole of these

trusses are being assembled by " A.W' .P." welding, and

without the use of either rivets or bolts. Pig. 1 shows the

arrangement of a finished welded truss.

In addition, the cap and base plates are welded to the

stanchions, the joists are welded to the cap plates, and the

completed trusses are welded on to the joists. Cleats are

also welded to the top sides of the trusses to carry the timber

purlins for the attachment of the roofing and glazing. There

is, therefore, an almost complete absence of rivets and Bolts

in the whole of the steel structure.

The joists are hoisted on to the stanchion cap plates and
held in position by clamps while being welded. Steel bars

and angles are cut to the correct length on site. Jigs of a

Fia. 1.—Truss Assemhp-ed by Electric Welding.

simple type are prepared, into which the cut lengths of bars

and angles are dropped and held in correct position. The
joints are welded up in the jig and gusset plates welded in.

The truss is then removed and is ready for erection.

One welder and one labourer, having the material cut

to length, can assemble and weld complete one truss in au

average total time of IJ hours (on more than one occasion

they have been timed to do this work in 50 minutes) and

attain an output of over five complete trusses in one eight-

hour day. Allowing for imminent increases in wages, the

total cost of one truss works out as follows:—
Labour.—Welder at 2s. 6d. per hour, labourer at Is. 8d.,

6s. 3d.

Material.—Electrodes, 23 in., 2s. lOd.

Energv.—At 2d. the B.O.T. unit, 3d.

Total, 9s. 4d.

Each of these trusses weighs 3 cwt.. and the total cost

piT Inn for assembling and welding, therefore, anioiiuts to

i"! 2s. 3d.
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As regards the welding of the cap aud base plates to the
stanchions, it is foond that one welder and one labourer can
complete each stanchion in half-an-hour, and the total cost
of this work is '2s. 9d. per stanchion. Tlie total weight of
the stanchion is 3 c\»t., and the cost per ton is therefore
18s. 4d.

Nothhig has been allowed in these figures for cutting the
material and delivering it adjacent to the welder; the costs
of these oiierations would, of course, refer to either welded
or riveted construction, but by eliminating niarking-off and
drilling, the handling of juaterial is considei-ably reduced,
the niateri;il being delivered direct from the rolling mills or
stores to the site, and the cutting can take place close to
the welding jig.

*

The presi>nt cost of structural steel woik, apart from the
cost of materials, is £IH to it'20 per ton. Taking the most
expensive welded work (i.e., comparatively small trusses) at
the figures given, allowing .£'2 per ton for" cutting and hand-
ling to the welder. pUfs TOO ]xn- cent, overhead charges and
profit, a comparativ<- figure i.s obtained of under £11 per
ton. whicli shows that by the elimination of drilling, bolting,
and riveting, and .sub.stituting " A.W'.P." welding, a saving
of .50 per cent, can easily be effecied.

In the case of the roof at Brixton a joist can be fixed in
position on the cap plate in 15 minutes, and the trusses
can be fixed to the joists at both ends by one welder in 30
minutes.

The. plant required consists of a standard " A.W.P."
welding transformer, with a capacity for two welders, two
" ."V.W.P." reactances for controlling the current at the arc.
two switcliboards, and two complete sets of welders' equip-
Uieut; the whole at present prices would co.st about ±1.55.
This is equivalent to £18 per welder, but in the case of a
four or .six-welder plant this cost is decreased to about £'60

per welder. Such a plant could, of course, be used for several
contracts, and regarded as capital expenditure would form
only a small item at the usual rate of depreciation.
Where no electrical supply was available it would be

necessary to install a self-contained weidinrr plant driven bv
petrol or jiaraflSn

;
such a plant costs about £SM per welder.

.Allowing 20 per cent, for depreciation, this is equivalent to
±'(30 per welder per annum. Contractors need not themselves
carry out the welding work, but can .sublet it to firms asso-
ciated with Alloy Welding Proces.ses, Ltd.. who undertake
structural welding contracts, supplying all nece.ssary plant,
labour, and material.
On the work describeS at Brixton onlv two welding opera-

tors are employed. The art of "A.W.P." welding can be
a<'quired by unskilled workmen within four to six weeks.
and as the welding involved on structural work is of the
simplest tyi>c. and can be quickly and thoroughly inspected,
there is no difficulty in obtaining and training nien to carry
f)ut sound work. Alloy Welding Processes. Ltd., are always
ready to train men or to recommend suitable oiwrators, of
whom they already have a number on their books requiring
employment. The advantages of the processes are explained
in Bulletin No. 36 issued by the company.
The Welded Constniction Co. has also obtained the contract

for constructina and erecting a steel building for stabling
for the Hor.se Show to be held at Olympia next month. Two
welders and four labourers are turning out ten completed
tiusses per day. Such work can be done for cost of material
plus £10 per ton.

Our impression, after inspecting the w^ork in progress at
Brixton, was that the system was exceedingly simple to applv
and carry out. and that the economies which it effected
rendered it certain of very extended adoption.

Catalogues Wanted for Chile,—The Commercial Secre-
tary to H.M. Legation at Santiago de Chile (Mr. W. F. Vaughan
Scott), has written to the Department of Overseas Trade, stating
that frequeut inquiries are beiner received by him forthe catalogues
of t'nited Kingdom manufacturers, and that a useful purpose
would be served, if firms prepared to do business in Chile would
forward him duplicate copiee of any catalogues issued by them.
They should be printed in Spanish, if possible, and should be
addressed direct to the Commercial Secretary, his Britannic
Majesty's Legation, Santiago.

Electric Smelting of Iron Ore.—A scheme has been in
progress in Norway for some time past with the object of estab-
lishing iron and stpel works in Hardauger. and a proposal is now
being laid before Parliament in favour of State participation in
Sima II Company to the amount of .'iUO.OOO kr. The latter is a
subsidiary of S'ma I Company, s'hich has sought for powers to
utilise the Simadals waterfall, and has obtained patents for and the
services of experts in the construction and working of electric
smelting furnaces. An expert committee appointed last year by
the banking connection (Norsk Investment) of Sima I Company
has reached the conclusion that the future of the iron and steel
problem in Norway can only be Bolve<l by electrothermic methods,
and it recommends the erection of one furnace as a beginning.
It is then proposed to proceed with the construction of a large
works at Sima. capable of producing 80 000 tons of iron per
annum

; Norwegian ores and water-powers being utilised as tar as
possible.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS FOR APRIL, 1920.

Thk oflicial returns of electrical exports and imports for April

show as regards the export*, totals of J;H40,0I4, as compared with
£I.102,7»1 for March, a decrease in values of £1S2.000, the falling

off occurring in submarine cable exports, the figures being £88,278,

as against i;:W3.40ri. for the previous month, the values recorded for

the other items of the electrical exports being well maintained.

The electrical import values for the past month were £189. .597, as

against £i:!i;,310 lor March, an increase of £53,000; the principal

increases occurring in electrical goods and apparatus. .<; 20,000, and
electrical machinery, £29,000. Ihe re-exports totals ot foreign and
colonial electrical material show a slight increase (£5,UU0)on the

previous month. The total values being £15.491 for April, as com-
pared with £10,114 for March.
The weight of electrical machinery exported during the month

totalled 1,012 tons, as against 746 tons in 1919. and 2,267 tons

in 1913.

Values of Electrical Extorts and liitoais kok Ai'iiil, 1920.

Exports. Importa. Re-exports,

Electrical goods and apparatus I

(unenumerated) i

Insulated wire ...

Glow lamps
Arc lamps and parts
Batteries... ...

Meters
Carbons

£127,901 £56,545

266,613
15.315

1.754

35,382
36.357

11,202

Electrical machinery :

—

Railway and tramway motors...

Motors and generators ...

Elec. machinery (unenumerated)
Switchboards (not telegraph or

telephone)

Telegraph and telephone cable and apparatus :

Telegraph and telephone wires
and cables (not submarine)...

Submarine telegraph and tele-

phone cables

Telegraph and telephone instru-

ments and apparatus

2.034

94,507

86.944

6,550

87,727

88,278

80,450

6,926

1,967

1,862

9,900

4,264

6,616

86,321

17

£9.909

547

1,421

1,.522

£940.014 .€189,597 £15,494

LEGAL.

CHAHuii OK Stealing JSlectiucity.

At Haslingden la.«t \\eek. Horace Kay, electrical contractor,

wa.s fined ±'10 for fraudulently consuming electricity. It was
alleged that he made a connection from the Corporation
main, and though he had lamps and a radiator, he had no
meter. Defendant admitted to the officials that he had
obtained the current in this way, and said his father, the
Corporation electricity manager, knew nothing about the
matter. The defence was that in the rush of business and
with a great need for light, defendant made the connection,
but he put in a switchboard ready for the meter. Defendant
was ordered to pay £9 for electricity consumed, and the
Bench hoped he would not take such a false step again.

F.iCTORi Act Prosecution.

At the Eedcar Police CJourt, on the 7th inst., Messrs. Dorma-n,
l^ong & Co., Ltd., ironmasters, were charged under the
Factory Acts %\ith a breach regarding the use of electricity

by having failed to earth a wiie attached to a motor driving
a pump at their ^^'ar^enby V\orks. They were also charged
that in consequence of their failure to conform with regula-
tions, a boy was killed on Febniary 2nd.

.\ workman said he saw the boy collapse on the handle
of the starter of the pumi). The current was cut off and
artificial respiration was applied, but without avail.

Cross-examined, the witness said he knew nothing, about
electricity, and so far as he was aware, the lad might have
had a fit.

Elisha Price, an electrician, said he was .sent to repair
the bushes of a motor-driven pump. He connected it with
the starter. There was an earthed wire to the motor, and
he never noticed that there was not one connected with the
starter. The leakage of current had been caused by metal
dust which was blown about, '^^'itness added that on this
paiticular day he had been troubled because his child was
very iU.

For the defence, it was stated that the firm were prepared
to plead guilty to a technical offence, but they would resis»
the second and major charge against them.
Mr. S. E. Bexnt.tt. factory inspector, said he would with-

draw the second charge.
Mr. R, Cohen, for the firm, then urged that defendants,

tliDUgh pleading guilty to a technical offence, were not guilty
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1 law. The guilt, he said, obviously rested on one of their

mployda. It wae an unfortunate overaght; the man waa
arry ; and the firm, instead of sheltering behind him, took

he brunt of the matter on themeelves. He pointed out that

he firm took every precaution, and despite the fact that

hey had been large users of electricity for over 20 years,

hey had not had a single case of death by electricity, nor,

mder the present manager, had they been troubled with a

lome Office action. Relativea of the boy. he added, had been

enerously compensated.
. .

The Bench intimated that there would be no conviction,

)nt that the firm should pay the Court and witnesses' costs.

Gunt's CAUSEWAy Electric Tuamw.^y.

The Water Powbe Lease.

[n the Nisi Prius Court of the High Court of Justice in

[reland, Dublin, on Friday last, before Mr. Justice Moore,

m action waa brought by WUham Robert Young, of Galgorm
Caetle, Co. Antrim; George C. G. Young, of the same address,

hud Richard Grove Annealey, of Anjisgrove, Castletownroche,

Co. Cork, against William Acheson Traill, of PorbaUantrae,

feushmillfl, (5). Antrim, civil engineer, and the Giant's Cause-

-way, Portrush, and Bush Yalley Electric Railway & Tramway
Co., in which the plaintiffs claimed possession of premises

demised by indenture of leaae dated June 23rd, 188.3, made
between Pvobert J. Montgomerey of the one part, and Anthony
Traill and William Acheson TraiJl of the other part, for a

term of 35 years from November 1st. 1882. which has expired.

The premises in question were the mfll and mill premises

of WaUrmiUs, together with the water power belonging to

the mOl, and the right of way to the high road. The plaintiffs

were trustees of a term of a thousand years created by the

will, dated April, 1908, of Sir Francis Macnanghten, deceased.

The defendants were, and had been since the expiration of

the lease, in possession of the premises, and had withheld
possession from the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs claimed, in

addition, £-500 for mesne profits. The defendants in their

defence stated that they did not admit that the plaintiffs

were entitled to the reversion in the premises expectant on
the expiry of the term in the statement of claim. The de-

fendants also pleaded that if the plaintiffs recovered possession

the working of the Portrush and Giant's Can=pway_ PLaflwav.

which depended upon the supply of electricitv derived from
the water power demised by the lease, would cease, and thus
cause great inconvenience to the public. The defendants were
at all times ready to take a renewal of the lease upon reason-
able lerms. or to purcha.?e the premises and the water rights.

When the case was called. Mr. .\kdkews. K.C. for the
plaintiffs, said be and counsel for the defendants had agreed
on terms, which were that a decree for posse-ssion should
be given, with a stav mitil November 1st next. It was
further asreed. he continued, that for a period of six months
—May l.=Ft to November 1st—a sum of £-50 for mesne rates
should be paid for occupation of the premises, and that, in

regard to the mesne rates which were the snbiect of the
claim, they should be .<iettled by payment bv defendants of
a sum of :fil2.3, covering them from the exniration of the
lease in 1917 down to May 1st this year. Defendants had
asreed to pav the coct' of the action. It was hoped that
the parties would he able to come to terms during the in-
terval in regard tothe extension of the lease, and thus enable
matters to be satisfactorily ailjusted.

Mr. Jellett. K.C. M.P., for defendants, said the matter
had been very reasonably dealt with. The subfect matter
of the action was the water power of the River Bush, which
for 40 years had sunplied motive power for the tramway.
The continuance of that water power was vital not onlv to
the tramway company, but to the people of the district.
They had no defence in law. but he thought that they all

recogni.'ied that there was more at i-jsue in the action than
a mere fight bet-77een plaintiffs and dpfendaT!*-<!. and that th^v
must take a broad view of the situation. In his view. Sir
Malcolm Macnanshten recosnised that it wa." in nobodv's
interest that the Tramway Co. should cnme to an end.
Mr. Justice Moore =aid he trusted the negotiations wonld

not faU through. If thev did pos<;ession should be given bv
October .Slst.

Mr. Jeixrtt said the tramwav was being worked under
Government control.

A consultation led to a statement on behalf of the defen-
dants that thev could not undertake to give np possearion
and that they preferred that judgment should be marked on
the expiration of six months.
Mr .Tttstice Moore said in those circumstances the costs

would have to be taxed.

Carmarthen Electric Lioht Co. v. Thomjst
His Honour .Judob Lloyd MonaAN. K.C at Carmarthen
County C<rart on May Sth. gave his rp<a.rred indrment in an
action in which nlaintiff comnanv claimed from def<»ndant. a
solicitor. £1 1c. M for electric current gunnlied to him from
September 29t.h 1919. to Pec^mb^r 24th. 1919. nf the rate of
9d. per unit. Mr. Thomas had paid at the rate of 7d. per unit
and disputed the comnany'p rieht to charge 9d. per unit for
this period, for they did not receive the consent of the cor-

poration to increaae the price from 7d. to 9d. until January
8th, 1920.

The JcDGE said that on September 29th, 1919, the Board of

Trade, under the Statutory Undertakings Temporary Increase

of Charges Act, 1918, made an Order authorising plaintiSs to

charge a .sum not exceeding 9d. per unit, and on Octeber 27th

plaintiffs gave defendant notice that the price would be in-

creased from 7d. to 9d. as from Sr-ptember 29th. On the same
day plaintiffs applied to the corporation for their consent to

increase the charge to 9d-, but this consent was not given until

January 8th, 1920. The Judge said that, in his view, plaintiffs

were not entitled to charge ordinary customers more than 7d.

until they obtained the consent of the corporation. A fair

construction of the resolution of the council on January 8th,

1920, was that thev gave the company consent to charge the
corporation for pubb'c lighting as from September 29th, but
the resolution did not give consent to charge private customers
from September 29th. He did not think the council had power
to date it back. BQs Honour cave judsment for defendant,
arid allowed leave to appeal.

—

Wentern }.faH.

Charge Disinssro.

At Burnley Police Court, on May .5th. Berpard Birtw;ctl<5

^27), of Skipton, was summoned on a '•haree of havine stolen

certain parts of a desk fan while a servant of Burnley Oom-
Don^nts. Ltd. It was stated that defendant was engaeed
bv Burnley Components. Ltd.. as an armature winder, and
his wages were £i -Ss. per week, plus bonus. One of the
articles in which the company gnecialised was a deek fan.

and defendant had charge of the department in which certain

parts were kept. It came to the knowledge of the company
that defendant was sendin? out certain parts. of the fans
to persona with whom Ccannonents. Lt^.. dealt, and asking
for onotations for their manufacture. He was also making
inquiries from customers 3= to whether thev could find him
a market for desk fans in considerable quantities.

Mr. Mossop contended the man had no right whatever
to take any of the parts off the firm's premises.
Mr. AsTHt'K Charles, managing director of the firm, ad-

mitted defendant had written an apolosrv, and had said he
had no intention of injurin!? the company.
Mr. Harry Ogden. another director, eaid defendant ad-

mitted that he and another man were in partnership toffether

for th** manufacture of the fans. " There are no complaints
about his work while in the emplov of the eompanv." added
Mr. Offden. " and the pros^y-uHon have no desire to he vindic-
tive, and have only brouebt the case as a deterrent."
For the defence, it wa>» stated the carts were only oent

awav for the pu'-pose of obtaining quotations, and these
won]/] fv» returned.
The Bench held that whilst defendant had done wrong,

th^v did not think he bad any felonious intention.
The case was dismissed.

CORRESPONDENCE,
Lt^^rri r»r«ired hv 'n a^rr n P.M ON T'ue.odat can"/'' avptar untii

tfif follawinn weei-. Cfirrfi^vnndenf* fhov^/l ffyrtnardth^r em^-rnvni*

eatiimt at the earlitut pntribU vuymfvt. No Itttirr can ht> jmblitlled

unUis tn€ har€ the writer^s name and addrem in cur poste$ru>n.

The ElectrlflcatioD of Canals.

The resolution moved by the Birmingham Chamber of
Commerce and passed unanimously by the Association of
Chambers of Commerce on the 9f)th of last month is a sien
that the business community throughout the country is fully
alive to the canal situation, and the necessity for a develop-
ment of this national asset.

It Ls generallv felt fsuppo«rng it were impospibla at the
present time to carrv out all the recommendation? of the
Canal Commi.<ision_of 190f>l that the main art'^ries of the canal
system are de.aerving of the Transport Mini'^try's close atten-
tion, if onlv for the purpose of being used as auxiliary to
the congested railways.
The Association of Chambers of Commerce, together with

the Waterways .^.ssociatiou. for wh'ch Mr. Neville Chamber-
lain, the chairman, and Mr. FVank Imney, the secretary, have
done such good work, would no doubt be satisfied with a
less ambitions programme than that originaHv planned, and
they would be considerablv heartened bv ^rr\i^ tangible com-
mencement in the wav of dredging, electrification, or other
improvementR which might be looked npon as an earnest of
the Ministry's future intentions.
Birmingham, for instance, from its position in relation to

the seaboard, woujd enjov some heriefits from a nrodemToed
Kvstem of canals similar to tboo? which Mar'-hester now has
from its Ship Canal. Partimlarlv would thi<i be the case
in relation to the port? on the f>evem estuary.
The meagre amount of literature arailihle on thic «ubiec+

seems to be nnite in keeping with ihr- docdden* condition of
canals generally in this countrv. and na ro nmctical example^
apnear to exist at the moment, an- eWtrification ?>cheme
will be_ in . the nature of pioneer wnrV. Kumemnw examples
of foxing by loc<nnotiv« (either steam or cl'x^ric) are in
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•xisteoce, but no serious attempt has so far been ma-de to
find the best or most facile system to suit the cireumstanceg
in this countrj'.

I venture to submit that you would serve a most useful
purpose were you to collate particulars of canal electrification

in countries whoie water transport has beei' more fully de-
veloped. It would serve to encourage a form of enterprise
which would be of great value to the electrical industry.
Whatever method may be adopted, the type of electrifica-

tion mu.=t be the same through to the coast, and the parties
most nearly concerned or afFect<>d by the traflk' along the
canals must have a voice in this important question.

Canals.
London.
May 6th, 1920.

[We have always advocated the development and electrifica-

tion of our canals, and for years past have published particu-
lars of electrification schemes that have been carried out
abroad. Unfortunately, the pressure on our limited space
under present conditions precludes the possibility of accepting
our correspondent's suggestion.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Electrical Japanning Ovens.

I have read the letter on japanning ovens contained in the
Electrical Review for the 23rd ultimo, and I think the
statements made should he .supported by fuller details. Will
Mr. Rider kindly answer the following questions:—

1. Were the gas-heated ovens internally or estemaDy
heJited?

2. What temperature were the ovens worked at?
3. What size flue no/zles were used for carrying off the

products of combustion?
4. WTiat was the hourly gas consumption?
.">. What time was allowed for st-oving?
6. Were the gas ovens loaded to the full capacity?
7. 'WTiy is the control of heat easier with electricallv-heated

ovens?
fi. What form of heater is u.sed for the electric oven?
9. What is the quantity of electricitv used per oven per

hour?
10. WTiat is the working temperature of the electric oven?
The case is worth careful examination, as it is obviouslv

impossible for four electrically-heated ovens to do the work
of nine fas-heated ovens of the same size heated to the same
dcn-ee of heat. There must, therefore have been something
radicallv wroncr with the ras installation, which Pnswers to
the forecroing would nrobably make it possible to detect. So
much success has pttended other sas installations for eueh
work that T am quite certain there wrs a " nigger " some-
where in the case quoted by Mr. Rider.

W. M. Mason,
Secreiarv.

The British C"mmpTci(il Gas Association.
London. S.W.
May Sri, 1920.

The I.E.E. Building.

It ia a fjood idea- of. T think. Mr. Wordineham and others.
to trv and close the electrical profession, but it is not vet, I
fancy.

Can anv of vour readers tell me when we are, if ever, going
ItacVto the Institution building? Personallv. I think this
building ia ^ mistake, for several reasons, and ought to be
sold, if possible.

If the I.F.B. had a smaller building, fitted out more like
a club', in Westminster, it would be better in everv way.

London, S.W.
D. R. Broadbent.

The Cost of Living In India.

In -vour issue of March 26th last a correspondent signing
herself "Western India" draws attention to the inadequacv
of Dre-waT_ salaries paid to eneineers in view of the increased
cost of hving under nresent-dav conditions. It is nerfectlv
true that the cost of livinghas risen considerably, but it onlv
confuses the issue if criticisms are made upon salaries which
carry with theyn the perquisite of free quarters, when figures
are quoted giving the rentals of houses, flats, and rooms in
hotels. Obviouslv. when free quarters are eranted. the cost
of rentals in hotels, kc. has no bearing upon the gubiect
whatever, and tho letter may lead manv young men to refu.se
annointments which, s'-einu that free nuarters are given, are
adequatelv remunerated, and carry with them good prospects
of further advancement.
Tour correspondent ilso impliej: tbat all merchants' assis-

tants who draw less thsn Rs. 1.000 r>er month, nlus allow-
«n"ep. are few and far between, badlv off. and dissatisfied
T hnve i-i^t returned from a visit to India, and can state
with confidence that m-'iv voung rwn of pnblTc sch'X.1 and
oniver-^itv educatior> wiFlinalv eo innit ae afisi.«tauts in mer-
'hants' offices on salarie, on.^.h-ilf of that -nent^'oned where
there are sor„1 nrosnpcts. ind that, too where free quarters
are not provided. A sinsle young mechanic, therefore who
IS fortunate enough to start on Rs. 450 per month with free

quarters may consider himself very well paid indeed. The
rise in the exchange value of the rupee is already having its

effect on prices of commodities grown or produced in India,
and the cost of living should gradually become somewhat less.

The rentals of living accommodation are still very high, ami
arc not likely to fall, but engineers who may legitimately
expect the valuable perquisite of free quarters remain un-
affected thereby.

I con.sider that there are at the present time many openings
in India for engineers and mechanics, and I should be sorry
if young men are deterred from taking their chances by the
confused manner in which your previous correspondent has
.•stated her case.

It should also be borne in mind that a determined effort
is being made to train young Indiana as engineers, and if

Englishmen insist on excessive salaries, they will find their
placed filled by others.

A. H. Dykes.
London, S.W.
May 7th, 1920.

Battery Symbols.
" W.S.B." (Electrical Review. Mav 7th) has inquired

which is right : -fl|l||| -,or-f |l|l||-?
May I supplement your Editorial footnote? This rightly in-

forms " W.S.B." that " the correct form is a lone thin line for
Dositive and a short thick line for negative." You, Sir. have
here rightly assumed that, in customary circuit nomenclature,
the signs " + '• and " - " refer to battery polfs outside the
electrolyte, and not to batterv elements within the electrolyte.
The reverse, however, would have been right, had it been a

question concerning batterv elements.
This is. I think, where the authorities of various nationalities

consulted by " W.S.B." have apneared to contradict one an-
other. Some, when refen-ing to the subject, had poles in their
minds, and some elements.

Clearly : Zinc = + element, = - pole. Symbol : short
thick line.

Carbon or Copper = - element, = + pole. Symbol : long
thin line.

Of course. " -1- " and " — " are purely arbitrary terms, and
are merelv convenient modes of expression for describing two
rnnvrme electrical states or conditions.
lord Kelvin alwavs adhered to the names Vitreous (= +)

and Resinous (= — ).

E. R. B.

[Our correspondent, of course, is perfectlv correct. But our
experience has been that, unless one is addressinc men who
are thoroughly conversant with the subject, it is dangerous to
introduce the di.stinction between nole and element—confusion
is almost certain to arise. By adhering to the usual conven-
tion, the signs -f and — can be applied to all sources of
unidirectional eWtrici+v. dvnamos. batteries, &c.. without risk
of error.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

I always teach students to memorise the above by describ-
ing the Leclanch^ cell—the zinc is a short thick rod (nega-
tive) and the carbon in porous pot. a longer thin plate
(positive).

Earlier in the same lesson I lead them to remember which
is the negative (zinc) as the element having no standing
being attacked by the electrolyte, and the positive (carbon)
remaining in statu quo.

Eau Delun.
Bromsgrove.
May 8th, 1930.

The L.C.C. and the Awards.

We note that the Ij.C.C. tramways are never very slow at

the raising of fares, but the last always to pav the awards;
no wonder discontent is bred amongst the workers. Being a
constant reader and a mechanic, as I have informed yon before.
I believe in a straight deal both with employers and men

—

not shuffle, ddly and dally—a fair day's work and a fair day's
pay. with less oflBcialdom, tryins every subterfuse to delay and
excuse. Why do they do this?—to keep officials? They
should act like contractors, or be mftde to; what they
demand of them they fail to do themselves. Just Eke the
present Government—muddle and waste.

A Worker.
London, May lOth, 1920.

The Street Passenger Transport of London.

I have now the pleasure of sending you a copv of the paper
on this subject which I read before the Royal Society of Arts
on March 17th. and upon which von commented on the
9th nit.

With the tximnlete paper l>efore you. you will perhaps see
that Parliacnent had reasons for rejecting the London County
CV>uncil Tiamwavt) Bill for tramway extensions. These reasons
were at some length dwelt upon in the House of Commons
on tbe 22nd ult., as reported in the official report No. 46 of
that date.
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They appear to support youi- remarks when you eay :
" To

put the matter briefly, we look upon the motor 'bua as a
luxury, the tramcar as a necessity." Not only did the House
agree with this, but the London public will unhesitatingly
accept it. The difference between you and the House seems
to be that while the Hou.'^c accepted your eulogy of the 'bus
as a luxury, its members did not wish to have any further
" necessity " forced upon the street passengers of London.
Parliament no doubt recogni.ses the past usefulness of the

London tramways, and would probably encourage some ex-

penditure in the rein.statement of many of the existing tram-
ways, but it does not see in that past usefulness any reason
for perpetuating a past necessity or for creating a new one.
With you Parliament agrees that the Ijondon tramways

are " weiched down with enormous cipital charges due to

the adoption of the ' conduit system.' " and .so fully does it

agree, that it will not give its assent to an extension of that
system, or it may be expected, to anv other.
Being deficient in daring, it is with trepidation that I tell

you that you are. with a good many others, mistaken when
you suggest, that the motor 'bus does not nay anything for

the use of the roads. It pays heavilv, and hence one of the
causes of the recent deficienry. and if. as you suggest. " their

proper function is to ply on routes where there are no tram-
ways." the loss of financial pid to the cost of the maintenance
of roads would not only be heavy, but millions of passengers
would be left in the streets many hours, for the 'buses on
popular tramcar and 'bug routes carr\' twice as many nas-

seneers as the tramcars. and at crush hours in the morning,
between 8 and 9. carrv within 3 per cent, as many as the
tramcars, or between 8 and 10 a.m. they carry the greater
number, and nearly the same proportion obtains in the even-
ing frush hours, and peak load times The.=e facts are shown
by diaer-ims bv one of the L.C.C. officers. I meekly remind
vou of these ficrures. becau.se the public seem to look upon
the omnibus, not onlv b^i a luxury, but as a thing that is

ne'^RS!'rv to their avocations.
The heln siven by Parliament, to which you refer as giving

the tramwavs power to increase their fare's, and as "enablinfr
he omnihu'es on competitive routes to rai.sp their fai-es also

"

is anparentlv wanted bi' the tr-'mways only, for the 'bu.=es

.se"m tc be un^iindful of this heln-
You have. S'"-. charsed me with euloffv of the omnibus

"'f vnnnrn'yt. You have published an a^tiVle on "London
Transport." and yen have mentioned thf>t T had read a paper
before the RnvaT Soci^tv of Arts. In that article yon hive
not controverted ;> single one of the facts siven in that,

pane'" or p-nv nf +he ''ondusion'^ based on those fa'^ts, but
von have defen-'ed pnd eulcWsed the tramwavs of London,
and havA pi* allowed you'-oelf tc " seek a inst and true ner-
nentinn " nf the pati'ro of thf> problem of mechanical transport
ar'' of *hp means of its solution.

C!ons''''"-in£T recct evppts. the exnosifiop of the wioheo of
3II *V,p iiirrhwav authorJfies excent the J,.C.G. and the decision
of Parli'Tpont it TT'-iilrl spem that ""Tien tramwav ext<>"sions
are eytollori t-hp rmhl-" arr-^e again with you and say. "Really
we cannot help lauching."

W. Worby Beaumont.
Oi'ter Temple

St-and. Top-loT,.

May ifh. 1920.

[Mr. ReaumoPt makes sreat plav with the proceedincm
of the Ho'iso of r^omipons in copnect'on with the T .C.C.

Tramwav Bill : but this i<: a red hen-in'^ which he draws
ae'-oss the tr^ck. The oue.stion before the Pouse was whether
" "tan'l'nt? Order ?", be di=pep=ed with in respe<"t of the
'P'U. with a view *n the consideration of he propo.sals thereof."
That, is to sav. thp ouestion was whether ^he veto of o*^»r
local anthoritie'^ should be suspender' on th's occaoion. The
opposition to the motion, led bv Si- Herbert Niold. wa =

h?"d on the groii"d that the ''"Ui ou'^h* rot to be dispensed
with until a T>Ti'lon TrafPo Board had been hroi"^ht into
existen.^e T''-'p Ministry of Tr.an.sport n-Bed the House to
o'Tsnend the PtnndinT Orrler pnd allow the Bill to be /-on-

sidered it b^^in*^ a mat^^r -^f ^•rgepcv. whereas yearn mic^ht
na«s b^f'^re the Central Traffic Board could be got into work-
in e order.

The Ho"=^ of Oomrnono declined to Qiispend the vto, and
thno the Bill did not come, and cannot come, under con-
sideration.

To claim this incident as the deliberate verdict of Parl'a-
rnent on the snhiect of tramway extensions is to insult the
in'ellir^nee of our readers.

Mr. Beaumont again states that the motor 'bus pays heawlv
for the use of the roads. Willhe tell us what contribution the
London horoneh conpr-fls received from the omn'bus ''ompanv
last year? '^he L.r.C. tramwavs not only nav for the maip-
tenance of the roadway (£184 000 a vearV but are also roted
on the tra'-k (£^^.70?, in ^91S-^o^. „ total of mo.-e than -£5^0.000
a year. Tf Mr. Beaumont is referring to the fid. tax on petrol.
>-oT'- much of the product is paid to the London road authori-
ties'

^'ith regard to rai'^ipg fares, our correspondent is triflin<T

wnth the ouestion He kno-vs that the "bns fare« arp not
nbiect to any stat\itory limit, but it is only practicable to
'"freasp th^m 'f rai1w"v and trarnwa'- fares are a^eo increased.
The present attempt of the lyindon Underground Railways to

obtain sanction to increase fares is due to the fact that the
^buses have landed them in a mess. "The inclusion of the
'buses has the effect of converting the net income . . . from
i'.Sa3,500 to a deficit of £177,695 " (Report of the Ministry
of lYansport to the Advisory Committee on London Traffic).
In other words, the omnibus undertaking is to the railways
like the old man of the sea to Sindbad the Sailor. .\nd the
'busea are " unmindful "

!

Whether we have controverted any of Mr. Beaumont's
facts we leave to the iudgment of our readers. In the dis-
cussion on his paper Mr. Henry Ward said the author had
not written a paper on the Transport of London, but had
given a contribution which praised omnibuses and did not
mention a single one of their defects, and which from end
to end damned the tramways; and Mr. G. H. Hume said
everything had been .said that could have been said in favo\ir
of the omnibuses, and nothing at all had been said in favour
of the tramways. That is the substance of our criticism ; the
author assumed a judicial attitude, but his paper was intensely
partisan.

—

Eds. Blec. Rev.]

City of York Advertisements.

One reads with pleasure the spirited letters in the current
issue of the Review, in reference to the City of York Cor-
poration's advertisement for a mains superintendent at a
.salary of £90 per annum, plus the E.P.E.A. award.
To those intimate with the York undertaking, the salary

13 even more disgraceful than appears to readers of the
advertisement,

_
for the distribution system is bv no means

a small and unimportant one: it comprises e.h.t. 3-phase, and
H.T. 3-phase cables, and o.h. lines to outlying areas, rotarv
and static sub-stations. &c.. whilst there is also a S-'n-ire n.c.
network (L.and p.). and public lighting and tramway cables,
not to mention miles of tramwav o.h. work.
Mr. .1. H. Parker's lett-T is delichtful reading, and one

wonders that any self-resnecting chief (and member of the
T.M.E..\. !) would append his name to such an advertisement
in an imnortant journal like the ELECTTii«L Review.
The salary offered seems rather naradoxical. too. in view

of the_ fact that York is a strong labour centre, and the Citv
Council is in favour of paying adequate living wages to its
emAloy^g.
However. York will get its mains "superintendent." and

it is practically certain that the (say) ^100 p.a. saved on
salary will he far more than compensated for bv lack of
experience, knowledge, tact, and ability. &c.. and the world
will still roll round.
The ffreat moral lesson of it all is to see that we engineers

=tand back to ba-^k until our profession is placed on a nrnner
foundation like the medical and legal professions, and then
plumbers and easfitters will not be "electrical enripeers,"
and trained engineers will receive salaries instead of existence
money.

Tf entnneers would hasten that day let them supnort with
enthu,=ia,sm the P P.E..4 . in particular, and the T.E.E. in
general, in their efforts for the betterment of the profession,
and then, and nnhi ih^n. <;hall we see the la.st of such adver-
tisements as that of the York Corporation and its engineer
and manager.

An eX'Member of the Staff.
^f(lll 9f/i. 1920.

Turbine Explosion. — The April 20th issue of Poirfr
?'ves minute details of a turbine explosion causing the de.ath
of two men and iniuring ten others which happened at the
Waterbury station of the Connecticut Lisht and Power Co.
'Hie machine, which had a normal speed of 1 SnO r.p \f.. was
directly connected to a 3.(X)0-kw. Generator. The main shaft
was 13 in. in diameter turned do^vn tf^ 7 in at the governor
end

_
and six 48 in. wheels were keyed to it. The.se wheels

"arried two rows of buckets on an out^r face .5J in. wide.
The tiirbine was equipped with a centrifucral type governor.
actuatine ten steam valves throuffh a connectins-rod. and an
emergency stop arranged to onerate at about 8 per cent,
above the normal speed was also provided. The latter con-
sisted of an unbalapced rins mounted on the shaft, and at
normal sneed washeld in a concentric position with the shaft
bv means of .sDriprfs If the speed became excessive th«
sprintr tepsion would be overcome bv the unbalanced weicht
acting centrifugallv. and the 8 in, main throttle valve would
be clo=^d. The P'-ci'lent caused the shaft to break in twn
parts, the holts of the senerator coupling were torn out of
place and the bucket wheels were cast about '" all -lirections.
rnsnltinff in the total destruction of the machine. The cause
of the trouble is. of course, the centre of nmch d'^cus-sion.
apd^ various theories have been nut forward The most
f.^aoible /'onie''tiire is that the exciters op all the cenerntors
in w"r),-ing (there were f'^ur rnnninT at the t'me) .suddenly
1 -"it thci- excitation, resultin'^ in a loss of load on the t"r-
h^r./^9 Tliree of the four machines were shut down unon the
""dden '^crease of spe<^d by their emergency stops, hut the
oteam valve of th" wrecked turbine was fonnd after the acci-

dent t'. be not quite closed, and it 's thought that something
upop the valve sent p.pvepted its closin? and cutting off the
siinnly It is stated that the valve was in proper working
or^er ''Tving been tested only a short time before the disaster
occurred.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Deed of Assignment.—E. W. F. Heath (Heath, Wing-
field & Co ) electrical enjfineer. G, Hans Road, Brompton Road, S.W.
Particulars of claims, &c , must b« sent to the Trustee. Mr. A. J.

Osborne, Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement. E.G., by May 24th.

Ellison's Athletic Club : A Challenge.—At the close

of the war, the employes of Messrs. George Ellison, of Bir-

mingham, showed a desire for recreation and sports. The head
of the firm was heartily in sympathy with them, and fosterfd the

movement. The workppople were encourafred to form football,

hockey, cricket, swimming, and other sections of a comprehensive
athletic and recreation club. This took shape, and we are pleased

to learn that it is now a vigorous institution controlled by com-
mittees elected by the workers. The football section has won
laurels, its records being as follows :

—

Season 1918-19,—Champions of the .^th Division of Birmingham and District
Works League, winners of Mitton Challenge Cup, and winners of Cadbury
Challenge Shield.
Seaion 1919 J9?rt.—Finalists for Aston Villa Challenge Cup, Semi-Finalists for

Prudential Victory Cup, and winners of Vernon-Austin Challenge Cup. In
this last competition the club had a stiff struggle with Harper Son & Bean's
pien, drawing two games before beating them decisively by 2 goals to none.
The club have-only suffered one defeat in the Works League 'st Division, to

which it had been promoted, and but for the F.-\. ruling that all fixtures must
be played by May ist, Ellison's men would probably have been the League
Champions,

In addition to this team, the section successfully ran a second
men's football team and a boys' team. The boys are the probable

champions of the Welfare League, but a point is in dispute. They
have won 20 out of 22 games, and scored 16i goals against '31.

They are considered to be the most finished boys' football team in

the Midland district.

We are informed by Mr. Geo. Swales, the secretary of Ellisons

Athletic and Recreation Club, that the senior team is willing to

play a match against an amateur side from any electrical works in

London or the provinces, and we have pleasure in passing on the
challenge. If the secretary of such a club accepts this challenge,

and will write to Mr. Swales at Messrs. Ellison's works at Perry
Barr, Birmingham, a game could be arranged during this month.

High-Pressnre Transmission Lines in Japan.—Accord-
ing to " Commerce Reports," the proposed extension of hydro-
electric projects in Japan will involve the building of about 1,000

miles of high-pressure transmission lines within the nest two
years ; most of the construction will probably be of the steel-

^ower type. Aluminium is beirg considered by the Japanese
hydroelectric plants to replace copper in their heavy transmission
cables. Copper has been used exclusively for this purpose hereto-

fore, but even with a 25 per cent, duty, aluminium can compete
successfully on the basis of price.

U.S. Foreign Electrical Trade Outlook.—Figures fur-

nished by the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce show a slight falling off in the average of electrical goods
exported during January, and manufacturers say that incoming
orders from the foreign trade have shown a decrease since

November. Export shipments have held close to the record rate

established last fall, but they are beginning to reflect the slight

slump in bookings. This decrease is by no means regarded as a
lasting condition. Japan is considered a big prospective purchaser,
and it. is believed that large orders for manufacturing and water-
power equipment will be received from that country during the
sp'ing and summer. The impossibility of obtaining a sufficient

supply of coal is forcing Japan to an immediate development of her
uuused water-power. Practicaljy all of this equipment -will be

PVrchased in the United States. Very little equipment is being
esportecj to Europe, due to the fact that the larger electrical com-
panies have a,n important interest in almost »11 of the European
electrical plants. Execution of any of the numerous plans for the
electrification of European railways would mean some large orders
lor the leading American companies, but none of these plans has
so far been completed. Italy plans eventually to electrify 6,000 km.
of railway, and a dozen or more projects are said to be under
consideration in France. Orders received from South America com-
pare favourably with the high rate reai'-hed last fall. Improve-
ment in the industrial situation in Buenos Ayres is expected to be
reflected in an immediate increase in bookings. The conclusions to

be drawn from this information are that electrical exports will

ioon be on the increase, with the possibility of approaching figures

tiever before attained.

—

Electrical Review, Chicago, April 17th.

'' New 'French Company.'—La Societe Le Moteur Elec-
tiique is the name of a new undertaking which has lately been
formed in Lyons with a capital of 1,000,000 fr.

, An Australian Inquiry.—The D.O.T. has received from
Jjhe OSice of H M. Senior Trade Commissioner in Australia a com-
munication to the effect that a firm of electrical apparatus manu-
iacturers in Melbourne wish to get into touch with United
ISingdom firms who are in a position to Hupply core stampings for
armatures, field magnets, stators and rotors ; also commutators for
DC. motors from i to 5 H.P., and for AC. motors u,i to 10 H.P.
Fartiotilars as to the name and address, &c., can be obtained on
spplipatiou to the D.O.T. in London.

' Ci»p0er Prices.—Messes. F. Ssiith & Co. report,
May' litti : Nj obiuga in eleo^.rolytic. Mmsas. Jambs & Shakes-
PSABE report, Miy 12th: Copper bars f best seleoteii), sheets and
rods', £193, and intfrease of jga. Bngligli pig lead, *4C, a decrease
of £ 1 on the w«ek.

Liverpool Commercial Library.—We have received from
the Chief Librarian, Liverpool, a copy of the official " Handbook to

the Commercial Reference Library " which is in existence there at

Exchange Buildings. Two full-page photographic views are given,

and the several sections are as follows :—Alphabetical Index to

Commercial Subjects ; Classified Catalogue of Books in the Library
;

Alphabetical List of Briti»h and Foreign Directories ; Index ,to

Periodicals, including trade journals, trade reports, &c ; and
Commercial, Railway, and other Maps. From a study of the cata-

logue we feel justified -in congratulating those responsible for the
organisation upon having brought together a very representative and
useful collection of literature relating to trade and industry.

Electrical Plant for China.—There has recently been
in the United States the representative of a large flour-milling

company of China, who was arranging for the purchase of a

quantity of machinery, and for an electric generating plant, for

which over a million dollars will be spent.— Commerce Jte/jorrs.

Orders for Resistances.—Among the orders recently

received by the Electro-Mechanical Beake Co., Ltd., of West
Bromwich, for " E.M B. " unbreakable and jointless resistances,

"Maley's Patent," are the following :
—

Vigo Tramways iper English Electric Co. I, Midland Railway Co., Bourne-
mouth Corporation Tramways (per B.T.H. Co.), Yorkshire (Woollen District)

Tramways (per British Electric Federation), County Borough of Stockport,
Oldham Corporation Tramways, Sheffield Corporation Tramways, Dunferm-
line Corporation Tramways, Manchester Corporation Tramways, Dover
Corporation Tramways.

Glasgow Exhibition.— '^as imd Oil Po/r^r states that

the Corporation of Glasgow is promoting an Electrical, Engi-
neering, Shipbuilding, and Motor-boat Exhibition, which is to be
held at the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, from November 8th to

December 4 th.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Callender's Cablk
AND Construction Co., Ltd., Hamilton House, Victoria Embank-
ment, E.G. 4 —Booklet (24 pp.) illustrating and describing the
component parts and accessories of the " Kaleeco" wiring" system,
giving photographs of installations. Booklet (8 pp.) showing
boxes and wires for the above system finished in various art shades
to harmonise with interior decorations ; and a priced catalogue

(18 pp.) setting forth the different grades and applications of

"Kalanite" insulating ma'erial.

Messrs. William Sanders & Co., Falcon Electrical Works,
Wednesbury.—New illustrated and priced catalogue ('20 pp.) of

ironclad switch and fuse gear, to meet all voltages up to tiOO.

Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.. 210-212,

Tottenham Court Road, W. 1.—Publication No. 278 a 4-page
priced leaflet illustrating the " Equipoise" flexible telephone arm.
Sturtevant Engineering Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria

Street,, E.C. 4.—Catalogue No. 1,072 (32 pp.). A well-illustrated

description of the "Sturtevant" mechanical draught and its

various industrial applications.

Messrs. Alldays & Onions, Ltd., Great Western Works,
Birmingham.—Catalogue No. 464, a 4-page leaflet describing a
system of oil-firing for boilers. Priced and illustrated.

Mess_rs. Van Kaden & Co., Ltd., Great Heath, Coventry.

—

This business was purchased by Mr. R. Rankin, B.Sc, M.I.E.E.,

some time ago, and has been completely re-organised and equipped
for the rapid production and delivery of accumulators. Five
pamphlets recently to hand, give complete descriptions of the

firm's manufactures, including the special " Loopeci Grid " type
of plate. These pamphlets are fully priced and well illustrated.

Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd., 14-lti, Cockspur Street,

S.W. 1.—Folder (8 pp) describing the structural steel work at

Stelfast AVorks, Brixton, welded by the " A. W. P." process. Also
4 -page leaflet describing the all-welded steel stabling for Olympia
Horse Show.
Blackhhn Export Co., Ltd, ,'i74, Euston Road, N,W. 1.

—

Leaflet (April, 1920) illustrating and describing the " Blaokman '

CO.. tester. Priced.

Messrs. Dver & YonNO, Empire Works, Stansted, Essex.

—

Catalogue of spare parts for electric traction motors, including
armature and field coils, commutators, and contacts. Also eight

sheets illustrating various standard types of controller fingers,

16 in. X 24 in., brass bound for hanging on wall.

Plant for Sale.— Manchester (Ilounty Asylum authorities

have for disposal two steam dynamo sets by Mather & Piatt

;

Stockton-on-Tees Electricity Department invites offers for one
150-KW. Brush "Universal" vertical reciprocating engine, dirept-

ooupled to one 4i;0-volt Brush " Universal " shunt dynamo. Shore-

ditch Borough Council Electricity Department invites offers for

one 800-KW. generating set (marine-type compound engine),

complete with condenser pumps, &o. ; also one Davis-Perrett tyj)s

electro-mechanical oil separator, &o. For particulars see our
advertisement pages to-day.

American Railway Company's Profit-sharing Scheme.,

—

The Electric'd Xeivf (Canada) gives particulars of a profit-sharing

scheme which has been prepared by the Pittsburg, Butler, and
Harmony Consolidated Railway and Power Co. (US.A). The
emplojes will be given Si OOI,0(jO worth of stock by the company,
and will select three of their number to represent them on the
bo.vrd. About 400 employes are involved in the plan, which will

be tried for five years. It is hoped to put the plan into operation

at an early date. Tbe fund wljioh. will result from the diyidends
ac3ruing qn the $1,000,000 stock is to bediWded eqnalTy ptn'on'g tlie

employes, ^,
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Book Notices.—The Marconi International Code
Co., Ltd., haa publighed the Marconi Dictionary, containing

upwards of 38,000 leading English worda. Included in the

volume is a glossary of about 3,u00 technical worda used in con-

nection with wireless telegraphy and telephony. This haa been

compiled by Mr. Sidney H. Nayler, lecturer and demonstrator in

wireless telegraphy at Marconi House and King's College, London.
This volume, every word of which is numbered and defined, has

been published for three purposes : first, to serve as an auxiliary to

the Marconi International Code ; secondly, to be used, if desired, as

a verbatim code by which cable charges may be reduced ; and,

thirdly, to supply the need for a modern dictionary.

"Steam- Boiler Construction. Rules of the National Boiler and
General Insurance Co., Ltd." Second edition. 203 pp. By Edward
G. Hiller, B Sc. Manchester : Beth-11 & Co. Price 3s. (Id. net.

—Divided into 15 sections, this work deals with all olassea of

boiler- work in a very complete manner.
'Vickers News." Vol.11. No. 1.5. 20 pp. London : Vickera,

Ltd.—Contains a number of interesting contributions and good
photographs. The articles include descriptions of the dry dock

recently launched at Barrow, cleaning machinery for grain and
seed, and notes on the Contraflo condenser, &c., and a report of the

fifty-third annual general meeting of Vickers, Ltd.
•• The /««r«a/ of the RiJatgen Society." Vol. XVL No. 63. April,

1920. 40 pp. London : Percy Lund, Humphries & Co. 58. net.

—

Includes articles on " The Action of Induction CoDs," by Prof. E.

Taylor Jones, D.Sc, illustrated by oscillograph records ;
" Some

Aspects of Radiology," by Major G. W. C. Kaye, O.B.E., M.A.,

D.Sc. ; and " A Timing Device for Rapid Radiographic Exposures,"

by E. B. Burnside.
" The Metropolitan Vickera Gazette." Vol. V. No. 85. April,

1920. 22 pp. 7d. post free.—Includes articles on "The Modern

Cane Sugar Mill," by L. Millar, and a description of an electric-

bai*«ry locomotive built by Metropolitan-Vickers, Ltd.
" Aluminium." By G. Mortimer. ' Pp. viii -I- 152 ; 51 figs.

London : Sir I. Pitman i: Sons. 2a. Cd. net.
" Proceedings of the Rugby Engineering Society." Vol. III.

Session 1918-19. Rugby : The Society.—This volume sets out the
rules of the Society, and gives a list of members and officers. The
papers included are " The Decimal System," by G. Moores, B.Sc. :

" Polyphase A.c. Commutator Motors," by N. Shuttleworth, M.Sc.
;

and the " Tool Room." by E. Hayes. A large amount of space is

devoted to a record of the discussions upon the above papers.

Trade Aanonncemeats.—Messrs. Buckley, Saunders
AND Co., Ltd. CE. A.ChantloO, have secured the agencies for South
America for the Wild-Barfleld electric furnaces, and also for the

Argentine for the A.I. Manufao-.,iring Co.'s electric welding
machines. Demonstration plants are ciiready in operation at the

works in Buenos Aires, and can be inspected by applying at the

offices, 314, Bme Mitre. A demonstration Wild-Baifield electric

furnace will also be in operation shortlv in Rio ^e Janeiro.

TaE Overseas Engineering Co., Ltd., has rt^oved to 163-165,

Great Portland Street, London, W. 1, where it w'.a shortly open a
showroom.
The business of the late Mr. W. Rigden, eleotncq engineer, of

Princes Road. Ramsgate, has been purchased by Minggg. h. W.
Booth & C. H Bottom let.

The Economic Electric Co. have opened new w^jts at

Latchford Without, Warrington.

Foreign Trade.— April Figures.—The followii-j

are the values of imports and exports of electrical goods ana

machinery in AprU :

—

April. Inc. or 4 nu>nthl, 1920

1920. dee. Inc. or dec.

Importb. * * *

Electrical goods, fas. ... lOS 276 — 29,388 — 106,982

Machinery 1,883,162 + 789,474 + 683,510

Exports.
Electrical goods, &o. ... 766,529 -t- 392 407 -fl. 810,944

Machinery 4,051,663 +2,116,937 +7,003,485

Electrical' goods, &o. ... 13,522 + 8,864 + 16 881

Machinery 123,023 + 75,698 + 255,339

Britisli Empire Exliibition.— It is stated in the Press

that the President of the Board of Trade is shortly to introduce a

Bill for authority to contribute £100,000 to the guarantee fund of

the forthcoming British Empire Exhibition to be held in London.

It is understood that the Lord Mayor will shortly convene a public

meeting at the Mansion House, at which an appeal will be made

for contributions to the guarantee fund.

Lead.—In their report dated May 8th, Messrs. G.

Cawsos & Co. stated that there was an ample supply of lead for all

reqairements. The general demand, except for electrical purposes,

was exceedingly slack, and did not look like improving.

Mjcsses. James Forster & Co. reported under the same date ;

—

On toe 6th inst. a report reached London that some of the smaller Unions in

Anatraia had decided to accept the terms oflered by the mine owners, but

that the majority otthe miners still held out. This was, however, considered

in acme quarters to indicate that a settlement of the prolonged strike was at

laBtinsizht and some fairly heavy realisinc (or speculative account followed.

On 7th in't 'the market closed at the lowest, the final quotations being: i36

May i36 lOs. June, S37 July, .£a7 6s. .\ugost, and ±'37 Us. September. The

turnover fcr the week is approximately 7,000 tons. ..„,, „.„
Should i. prove to be the case that work on the miits in the Broken Hill

district be lenewed at an early date, we may look (or a rtnewal o( the normal

rate o( Bup-ily from this Qna.rt-.r next year, h^t in the meantime available

SMUrmnsfbl ^ttiog s-htm^, and .(his scklwHv will pi-*a\.fy mate Iteielf felt

kOQin n'ext 3aly-ATi(faM.

Manufacture ol Electrical Porcelain in Japan.—la the

couit,e ol a report on ttie coiuxuerciai pottery of Japan, the

United States (Jomtuercial Attache at Tokio remarks that pne

of the newer developments is the manufacture of electrical

accessories in connection with the rapidly expanding elec-

trical industry in Japan. The large high-tension insulators

demanded by hydroelectric development are made both in

large factories, such as the great Morimura plant at Kagoya,
and also by small individual workshops (on sub-contracts) in

villages. The large pole insujators are thrown on an ordi-

nary wheel which usually is motor driven. \A'hen shaped

they are passed to a second man who turns them to size

with a tool. Finally they are carefuUy finished by hand
before drying. They are glazed in the clay and fired once.

One man carrying through aU the processes will throw, turn,

and finish 400 insulators in a day, for which he gets about

1.70 yen (including a rice stipend). Smaller white porcelain

goods, insulators, cleats, rosettes, &c., are for the most part

manufactured in Japan in the households alongside of dolls

and teapots. They are moulded in plaster of Paris moulds,

with a lavish expenditure of time and energy, from clay

purchased ready for working, and are then fired in com-
munity kilns. With practically no overhead charges, such

smalt manufacturers are able to compete sucecssfuUy with

modern factories. In fact, one large estabhshment which put

in an insulator factory has been undercut in price by the
small independent potters to such an extent that it has almost

ceased to do business. Prices at the factory in October, 1919,

for various items were as follows : Two-piece ceiling rosette,

2J in. screw thread, 7J to 8i sen; cleats, 1.4 sen a pair; solid

knob No. 5, 1.20 to 1.30 yen per 100 (an advance of 60 per

cent, over 1918); solid knob No. 3, 2.50 yen per 100; eplit

knobs. 1.60 yen per 100.

[N.B.—Yen = 100; Sen = 2.0i.]

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposals Board

Ministry of Munitioui, Messrs. King & King will sell by auction

on May 2t;th and 27th, at H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth, machine

tools, plant, and electrical equipment. On May 28th, at Portishead

and Portbury, Mr. C. D. Phillips will sell by auction the plant,

ma"hine tools, electric motors, generating set'?, &c., of the national

shipyards. Beaf-hley, Portishead and Portbury. (Place of sale

notified in catalogue.^ Mr. M. Matthews will sell by auction at

the R.A..O. Depot, Georgetown, Glasgow, on May 19th, machinery

and plant in stores, including many electrical items. For particulars

see our advertisement pages.

Training Engineering Pupils.—Messrs. W. H. Allen,

Sons & Co., Ltd., of Bedford, have sent us a copy of their

prospectus of the engineering course which has been recently

revised The fee has been reduced co £150, and wages are paid to

the students. The course is intended only for those who will either

proceed to a university or tpchnical college upon completion of the

course, or who have already obtained a degree or diploma. A
typical four years' course is outlined in the prospectus, and the

time (four years) is distributed as follows :.—Forge, pattern shop,

and foundries, six months ; machine shops, six months ; fitting

shops, nine months ; dynamo shop, three monVhs
; test bays and

outdoor work, nine months ; drawing offices, nine months ; and
administiative offices, six months.

Catalogues Wanted for Chile.—The D.O.T, has received

^>*ioe from the Commercial Secretary to H.M LegatJou a* Santiago
de Cn-Ju (jif_ -vp p Vaughan Scott) that the Chilean AssoCatiou of

Electric i^-^ht Companies are desirous of obtaining complete sets in

Spanish of fi-, catalogues of United Kingdom manufacturers of

electrical machin,^py ^nd accessories, lamps, Sc. Catalogues in

triplicate should be
,gj]t, di-ect to the Commercial Seoietarj,

H.B.M. Legation, Santia^/, Chile.

Teleplione Directory.—^To bavo received fiom Messrs.
SwAKREN, Lld., of 9-11, Phoenis. Place, W.0. 1, oneof the handy
desk telephone directories which <-,hey are distributing to their

friends. Since reorganising their st!.ff and acquiring new works
in Holbom, where they undertake repiiirs to electricil machinery
(including rewindintrs, A.c. and D.c, in which they siecialise) up
to 2uO HP. their business has rapid iy extended; ammgst recent

contracts for power and lighting which they have obtaned is that;

of Cassidy's Distillery in Ireland.

Corrosion Researcli Committee.—We have re;eivcd a

copy of a circular letter which is being sent to users of bbes and
condensers by the above Committee. In accordance vith »he

opinion of the Department of Scientific and Industrial leseaich

users of tub's, &c., which are the subject of the Ccmmittee i

labours, should be ready to contribute to the cost of the work, and

an appeal is being made for aid. The Government has agreed to

contribute an equal amount to that received from users, vhioh

latter class includes shipbuilders and shipowners, and, in »d(iition

to these, insurers of ships are directly concerned. The letter sVates

that £1,000 per annum is being received from manufacturers who

are interested in the research work of the Committee, and it is

hoped that at least this amount wQl be forthcoming from the

users. The letter is aocompauied by a summary of the Fifth

Corrosion Report, and the full report will be sent to subscribers.

The secretary to the Committee states that Messrs. Kllerman

Lines, Ltd , b»vBoonteibnted £100, aad mmy others baYB respjwled

to the sf^al.
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Liquidations and Dissoiutions.-UNSLMA, liTD., elec-

trical (roods nmnufauturers. IS, Christopher Street. London, E.G.

—

A msetinff of the creditors of the above was held on May -Jth, at

Auderton's Hotel. E.G., muler the presidency of Mr. F.T. Shearcroft.

who had been appointed to act as liquidator in the voluntary

liquidation. The statement of affairs presented by the liquidator

showed liabilities of £20,8.'<8, made up as follows :—Share capital,

£3.027 ; debentures, £3,100 ; cash creditors, £.SiJ5 ; bank overdraft,

£yUl ; and trade creditors, £12,00.5. The assets were estimated to

realise £4,100, or a deficiency of £16,788. The assets consisted of :

—

Machinery and tools, £.1.211, estimated to realise £2,000 ; fixtures

and fittinjfs, £1,562, expected to produce .tSOO; stock in trade,

£1,500 ; and book debts, £938, valued at £100. The company was
registered on July 29th of last year, and took over the business

which had previously been carried on by Mr. B. Pordes. The cash

creditors were Mr. B. Pordes and his two sons. A portion of the

fixtures and fitting-e were sold when the lease of the premises was
disposed of. The lease was sold in February of the present year

for *; 10.000 payable in cash, and it was understood that the money
was used to pay pressintr creditors whilst the other creditors

received 20 per cent, of the amount due to them. The lease had
about 1 8 years to run. Complaint was made by creditors that plant

was ordered as recently as February 2Cth, and that goods were
ordered on March 19th last. The solicitor to the company said that

Mr. Pordes had been made a bankrupt, and but for that a prosperous

business would still be in existence. When the company was
formed, it took over the liabilities of Mr. Pordes, who waa sub-

stantially the only person in the company. The latter was formed
in order to obtain further capital, and about £5,000 was secured.

Mr. E. H. Hawkins said that when the company was formed, it

acquired machinery and tools valued at £3,l'>22. and stock of the

value of about £9,000, while the liabilities transferred were only in

the neig'hbourhood of £7,000. In other words, the company started

with solid assets of £12,000, a sum of £3,000 was obtained on
debentures, while the lease was sold for £ 10,000. That made a

total of 1:25,000, and the creditors wanted to know where the

money had pone. The solicitor said that a loss of about £10,000
had been sustained in connection with the manufacture of certain

batteries. Mr. Hawkins also pointed out that he had been
appointed to act as the trustee in the bankruptcy of Mr. Pordes,

and the accounts prepared showed that the business had been
making a profit of at least £1,500 per annum. It appeared that

the company had only discharged £3,000 of the liabilities, which it

took over at its formation.

Dissatisfaction was expressed at the position disclosed, and it was
decided that an application should be made to the Court for the

appointment of Mr. E. H. Hawkins, I. A., of Messrs. Poppleton,

Appleby & Hawkins, 4, Charterhouse Square, E.G., as the liquidator

of the company. A committee of inspection was also nominated,
consisting of Mr. W. Osborn (Messrs. Coleman & Appleby) ; Mr.
Simon Biheller (Messrs. Weiss >t Biheller) ; Mr. T. A. Pullen ; Mr.
E. Funk (Messrs. Duffield & Funk) ; and Mr. R. W. Vining
(K. W. Vining, Ltd.).

D. HuLETT & Co., Ltd —Particulars of claims must be sent to

the liquidator, Mr. J. D. Broad, 1, Walbrook, E.C . by June 7th.

WORSSAM k Edwards, electrical engineers and contractors. 302.

Upper Richmond Road East Sheen, and Newman Passage, Newman
Street. London, W.—Messrs. P. WorEsam, W. D. Edwards, and
S N. Fordyce have dissolved partnership. Messrs. Edwards and
Fordyce wUl attend to debts, c&c., and continue to trade only at

302, Upper Richmond Road, East Sheen.

Thackeb, Fell & Co.. Ltd.—Mr. F. H. Agar, of Pinner's Hall.

Austin Friars. E.G , has been appointed an additional liquidator by
an order of the Court.

Beitif^ Ei.iiuTRicAi, Accessories, Ltd.—Winding up wJun-

tarily. Liquidator, Mr. W. A. Judge, 72, Market Street, i^fadford.

Pe'.o & Radpord. Ltd.—A meeting of member"'^ called for

June 15th at 50, 'Jrosvenor Gardens, London, s.^-, to hear an
account of the winding up from the liquidate-- i^""- ^- ^- Hart.

New Pbto & Radford Accumulatof ^'o-. Ltd.—Meeting of

members is called for June 15th at 5'^ i^rosvenor Gardens, S.W.,

to hear an account of the windi'i^ "P from the li^idator, Mr.
F. G. Hart.

Sinclair, Paget & Co., electn«al engineers and manufacturers.

8, New Inn Vard, Shoreditch —Mr. W. P. St. John and Mr. H.
Ashdown have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. P. St. John will

attend to debts.

CAMAROKf & Harris, electrical engineers, llA, Cross Stamford
Street, LeedJ.—Mr. J. Csmaroff and Mr. L. Harris have dissolved

partnership Mr. J. Camaroff will attend to debts and continue
the bu8in(83 in his own name at the same address.

Banbroptcy Proceedings.—G. F. Kiveron, electrical

BDginee), Sheffield.—Receiving order made May 7th on debtor's

own pettion,

Offfce Equipment.—There is now running at the Royal
Agricultural Hall—it closes to-morrow. May 15th—a Business
Exhibition, where a great variety of office furniture and equipment
is eflfectively on view. The exhibits include roll-top and other
desks, filing cabinets, card-index systems, type-writing, time-
checking, tabulating, calculating, addressing, duplicating, and
other machines and devices, stationary and printing, publicity and
advertising literature, A:c., also illuminated signs and telephones.
The exhibitors of telephone equipments, include the Relay Auto-
matic Telephone Co., Ltd., the Telephone Jlftnufacturing Co., Ltd.
(West Dulwioh), and the Reliance Telephone Co.. Ltd. Rawl-
plug outfits are shown by the Rawlplug Co., Ltd. ; the Lazilite

Co. show extending brackets for telephones and electric lighting ;

the Phouotas Co., Ltd., exhibit their telephone cleansing and

•terilising "orvice ;
the Marconi International Oode Co. are present

with their coding system ; the " Dictaphone " Co., Ltd., exhibit

their time-saving system and apparatus; and the "Dictograph"
apparatus is demonstrated by the Dictograph Telephones, Ltd.

The Gledhill Brook time recorders, and the Magneto electric time

systems, are also in evidence. Quite a number of the machines

referred to are driven by very small electric motors.

Electrical Exports to Gnateniala.—The Department of

Overseas Trade has received a cablegram from H.M. Consul at

Guatemala stating that all restrictions on imports have been with-

drawn by the new Government. Manufacturers of electrical

appliances are now informed that export may be made to Guatemala
without difficulty being made by the authorities in their clearance

at Customs House, as has hitherto been the case. There is great

demand for telephone instruments.

Solidite Switchboards.—In view of the ditBculty

experienced in obtaining slate, porcelain, and marble, the Improved
Solidite Co., Ltd., of Advance Works, Jews Road, London,

S.W. 18, inform us that they are making a speciality of supplying

all sizes of slabs for fuses, switchboards, &c. There are many
advantages in using this material where large quantities are

required, there being no drilling to be done, as the company are

able to mould the holes into their material. Solidite is an excellent

insulator, and is non-hygroscopic.

Whitley Councils. — Home Counties iNDUSTRLiL
Council (No. 9 Area).—In view of the fact that certain under-

takings were not carrying out the recommendations of the Joint

Council, the Council viewed the situation with much concern, and

felt that it was incumbent upon it to take further action, and the

following special resolution was therefore passed :

—

" Resolved that this Council supports any action that the Tr»Je

Union side of the Council decides to take iu orJer to bnng
defaulting undertakings into Hue in conforming with the resolu-

tion of the Council dated March 31st, to the eflfect that an advance

of 3s. per week be paid to all employes by electricity supply under-

takings in the Home Counties (No. 9) Area, as from AprU 1st, 1920,

since by the action of such undertakings in not carrying out the

recommendations of the Council the matter of fising basic rates is

being delayed, and, further, the antagonistic attitude thus

indicated disturbs the whole of the relations between employers and

employed."
It being reported that the GUlingham Corporation had resolved

not to follow such recommendations of the Industrial Council, a

special letter was addressed to the 'own clerk requesting him to

draw the Councd's immediate att-^ition to the above resolution.

5t|.j^g, The labour dispute at the Enfield Ediswan

Cable Works has been i^ttled, and the men returned to work on

Wednesday last.

LIGHTING AND POWER N0TE5.

AKcrdeen. — New Boiler Plant. — The Electricity

C^amittee has approved the electrical engineer's proposal to

(turchase additional boilers and accessories, at a cost of £8,250.

Batley.—Loan.—On the recommendation of the Elec-
tricity Committee, the Corporation is applying for sanction to

borrow £10,000 for a rotary converter and switchgear, and £4,600
for mains extensions and services.

Barnstaple, — New Plaut and Price Increase.—
Mr. J. S. Highfield, the expert engaged by the Town Council to

report and advise on the electricity works, recommends the
installation of two 500-KW. steam turbines and two boilers and
engine sets, at an estimated cost of £39,000, and an application
for the maximum price of energy to be increased from 8d. to Is. 2d.

per unit.

Belfast.

—

Xew Plant.—It was announced at a recent
meeting of the Council that Lord Pirrie had placed a hall at the
Council's disposal for the installation of a 6,000-KW. generator, and
had also offered to provide the necessary boiler-power. This wiU
enable the Council to supply the additional power required by
Messrs. Harland & Wolff and the general public by November next.

Bideford (Devon).

—

Electricity Supply.—A survey
of the town has been made by Messrs. Crompton & Co., Ltd.,

with a view to forming a company to provide electricity before

next winter.

Birkenhead.

—

Additional Loan The Town Council

has decided to apply for sanction to borrow an additional stm of

£16,701 foi the provision of high-pressure electricity plant,

mains, &c,, to supplement the amount sanctioned on April 1 3th last.

Bristol.

—

Distribution Costs.—The Corporation has
informed the Warmley Rural District Council that charges for

electricity suppliei to outside areas cannot be reduced to the same
level as those in force within the city, owing to the ext a cost of

distribution. It is pointed out that the Corporation ias spent
several thousands of pounds on mains extensions in tht Warmley
area.

\
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Blackburn.—New Power Station.—The foundation

stone of Blackburn's ne* electricity generating: station at White-

birk is beine laid to-morrow. The enterprise will cost about

half a million sterling. The undertaking is being constructed

under the Elfotricity Supply Act to serve not only Blackburn, but

a wider area outside. The engineer-iu-chief is Mr. P. P. Wheel-

wright, M.I.E.E. The general work has been placed with the

English BUectric Co., Ltd., of Kingsway, London. The works have

the advantage of the close proximity of railway and canal, The
construction of the buildings and part of the foundation work has

been placed in the hands of the Consolidated Construction Co. The
foundation work is of reinforced concrete on the Hennebique
system, designed to give an evenly-distributed load over the whole

area. There are over 4-iO tons of steel reinforcing bars in the

foundation work. The bunkers will have a capeicity of 1,200 tons

of coal, and a 20-ton crane will assist in the work of unloading.

The steel bunkers and conveyor plant are being made by the

English Electric Co. with the Mitchell Conveyor and Trans-

porter Co. There will be eight boilers of the latest Babcock
"•^

. Wilcox type, with super-heaters, economisers, &c. In th.-

engine-i^m there will be two 10,000-KW. turbo-alternp.lora,
running at .. ,peed of 1,500 r,p,m. and generating at «,600 volts

three-phase. It is i^^ed the work will be sufaciently advanced to

enable one generating set to be pat into operation about the end
of the year. There will he ample scope tor future extensions.

There are to be dining-rooms for the stokers and engineering staif

.

lavatories, bath-rooms, dark-room, cleaners' equipment, stores,

laboratory, and a workshop, kc. A great quantity of peat is on the
site, and Mr. Wheelwright has been considering using it as fuel.

A Scandinavian expert has reported favourably on the question.

The proximity of this generating station to Greenbank Gasworks
will also make feasible the use of gas for fuel should circumstances
allow it,

Bradford.—Proposed Xew -Plant.—The Electricity

Committee has adopted a report by the engineer on the growth
of demand for electricity and the need for extension of plant.

The engineer recommends the obtaining of estimates for a new
boiler-house building, four boilers and necessary equipment, at the
Valley Road Works, at a total cost of £322,700, This is the last

extension which can be made at Valley Road, as the site will then
be taxed to the utmost limit. The ttation is already four times

the size contemplated when the foundations were laid. In view of

the certainty that the demand will continue to grow, and that the

only way to meet it will be by a new station, the Committee recom-
mends that a resolution be sent to the Electricity Commissioners,
pointing out the vital necessity for the immediate provision of a

capital generating station for an area which should include Brad-
ford : and, further, conveying the willingness of the Bradford Com-
mittee to proceed without delay with the construction of such a

station on the Bradford Corporation'-" large estate at Esholt if the

Commissioners deem such procedure desirable. The Esholt estate

i! close to the Midland Railway main Loudon-Scotland line and the

River Aire.

Fused Cable.—On May 5th a high-tension cable under City

Road fused, resulting in an explosion and the blowing up of two
manholes. The mishap is attribu'.ed to the soaking of the

ground by the recent heavy rains. An immediate result of the

occurrence was the cutting off of supply to one department of a

local iron works.

Bnrnley.—Conditions of .Supply.—In deciding to

grant an application by the Healey Wooii Mill Co. for a supply

of electricity to drive a 50-H.P. motor, the Electricity Com-
mittee, in addition to requiring an agreement as to the extent of

the supply, also stipulates for an undertaking by the company not

to consume electricity after It,15 p,m, in the winter months, if so

required by the electrical engineer,

Canada.—Owing to the inability of the Hydro-Electric

Commission to supply power, Baldwin's Canadian Steel Industry at

Toronto will probably move elsewhere,

—

The Times.

China. — Foochow Undertaking. — The Foochow
Electric Co,, which is owned by Chinese shareholders, and has a

monopoly of the sale of electrical energy in Foochow and its

suburbs, is extending its service as far as Hung Shan Chiao, about
eight mUes distant. The company has two I,000-KW. turbine

sets, employs about 100 people, and has installed over 17,500

lights of 16 c.p. average. Plans have been made to extend the

plant and install a tramway system in Foochow.

Coal Shortage.—Electricity Undertakings Affected.
—The coal shortage has become very acute in several districts.

The Swansea electrical engineer informed the Electricity Com-
mittee, on May 5th, that only half the proper supply was being
received, and the position regarding power supplies for local

industrial undertakings was becoming very serious. It was agreed
that the Mayor CAldermsin Sinclair') should consult the Coal
Controller, and endeavour to secure preference in the matter of

coal supplies. Last week the chairman of the Salford Electricity

Committee stated that only two and a-half days' supply of coal

remained in hand. The Manchester City Council recently expressed
the opinion that coal intended for Manchester was being diverted
elsewhere, and the reserve was only sutBcient for two weeks'
running. At Accrington the complaint is not merely of shortage.

but the quality of the coal is stated to be extremely bad.

Coleralne.—Electricity Supply.—The Urban District

Council has refused permission to a private company to carry out
an eleotric supply scheme, and has decided to call in a consulting
engineer with a view to adopting a municipal scheme.

Cnllompton. — Ej.ectbioitt Sdpply Stheice. — A
meeting of residents has adopted an electric liglt and power
scheme for the town, the capital for which is estimated at £10,000.

The use of overhead wires is proposed.

Dartford.—Plant E.vtension.—The Urban District

Council is recommended to extend the plant at the electricity

works, including the provision of a rotary converter of approxi-

mately 700-KW. capacity, and a boiler,

Darwen.—Year's Working.—The profit upon the elec-

tricity undertaking fo' the year ended March 31st, 1920, was £1,321,

the largest since tbt inception of the works 20 years ago. Last

year there was a loss of £1,140. The success is chiefly due to the

economy c/fected in fuel oonsumptiou, which has been decreased by
20 pe"- oent. per un it generat<xl.

Dominican Republic.—Hydro i;.^/^TRic Plant.—The
Compania Anonima Dominicana de Agua, Lu^ y Fuerza Motriz of

Santiago, Dominican Republic, will begin work a«: once upon the
construction of a hydro-electric plant on the Jimino« river in the
mountainous interior of the Pro^-ince of La Vega, Tie location

chosen is about 25 miles south of the nearest railway station, La
Vega, There is a rough trail from that city to Jarabacoa, but a
road will have to be buUt to cover the rest of the distance.

Because of the difficulty of transporting heavy machinery over

this rough trail, only a l,0CO-H,p, power plant w-ill be installed at

first, the intention being to build a light electiic tramway from La
Vega to the company's property before proceeding to install the

larger plant, which will then supply light and power to La Vega,
Salcedo, San Francisco de Macoris, Moca, and other small towns in

the Cibao, as well as to Santiago and Puerto Plata, which are now
suppUed by the company's plant at Puerto Plata,— Commerce
T?i'piirt.<.

Dover.—Loan.—The Town Council has applied for a

loan of £1.000 for cables, &c., for the new housing site.

Dublin.—IssCE of Stock.—At a recent meeting of the

Corporation, a resolution was adopted to issue City Stock to the

value of £27,500, the proceeds to be devoted to the extension of

the electricity supply undertaking,

Exeter.—New Plant.—The difficulty of obtaining

plant within a reasonable time has prompted the City Council

to look well ahead in order to be able to meet future requirements,

and the approval of the Electricity Commissioners to the purchase
of additional turbo-alternators is being sought.

Fintona (Co. Tyrone). — Public Lighting. — The
County CouncQ has given the new Electric Lighting Co. permission

to erect the poles and lines necessary for public lighting.

Kendal.—New Scheme.—It was stated at a Council

meeting on May 5th, during a discussion on the new electricity

scheme, that the cost wou'd be from £8,000 to £10,000, The Elec-

tricity Committee recommended that Major Milnes, electrical

engineer at Lancaster, be requested to prepare a report on the

development of the existing electricity undertaking so as to meet
prospective needs. It was decided to adopt the recommendation
subject to the Electricity Commissioners' approval,

Kirkcaldy.—Sale of Undertaking.—As the Elec-

tricity Commissioners will not sanction extensions to the Town
Council's power station, it has been decided to aeU the whole of the

undertaking to the Fife E,P, Co,, a course which has received the

Commissioners' approval.

Liverpool.—House Lighting.—It has been decided to

extend the electric mains in connection with the Housing Com-
mittee's schemes at a cost of £45,000. This includes the electric

lighting of artisans' dwellings in course of erection.

London.—St. Marylebone.—The Borough Council has

notified consumers that a rebate of I2J per cent, will be made on

all charges for the March quarter. This includes the allowance

made in respect of the reduction in the price of coal, which will

remain in force until the Coal Prices Order is revoked.

The Borough Council has offered to give z. bulk supply to

Hampstead Borough Council at the rate of £3 per KW. of

maximum demand plus ^d. per unit (with fuel averaging 25s.

per ton) plus 'OlSd, per unit for each incieag.? of 6d, per ton in

the price of coal. The Electricity Commissioners have approved

this, and the Hampstead Council is negotiating for a supply of

1,500 KW.

Loans.—The Finance Committee of the L.CC. recommends
sanction of the following loans ;—Hackney Borough Council.

£ll.,"i00, for the purchase of motor converters, and Hammersmith
Borough Council, £11,860, to defray the borough's share of the

cost of linking-up with the Battersea and Fulham undertakings.

Mid-Lancashire. — Electricity Distrk t.— A joint

gathering at Preston having discussed the delimitation of an area

under the new Electricity Act, passed a resolution that it was desirable

to define a separate electricity district of Mid-Lancashire, including

the areas of the following authorities :—Accrington, Bacup, Black-

burn, Blackpool, Burnley, Colne, Darwen, Haslingden, Xelson,

Preston, Rawtenstall, Brierfield, Fleetwood, Lytham, St, Annes,

and Whitworth.
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Portrosti,—Loan.—On tlie recommendation of Mr. W.
Pleiksanoe, ooraiUtinpr engineer, the Urban Oounoil hasdeoided to apply
for a further 5oan of £ 1,000, to cover the coat of buildingf the elec-

tricity (feneratiatr station, making the total loan for the electric

liphtinsr sihemeji" 1(1,000.

Tonbridge.—C.vbt.e Extensions.—The Urban District

Council is to apply for a loan for cables, and the supply is to be
extended to Harden Park, at an estimated cost of £1,800.

HorsiN'o Scheme.—Buildinp has bejrun on the 500 houses to

be provided under the local housinjr scheme. Electric light as well
as iras will be available in the houses.

Severn Valley.—Electricity Distuigt.—With reference
to our last week's note under the above headinpr, thu Tvew electricity
district proposed to be established by th? Electricity Coruinissioners.

is to include the cities and countioa of Bristol and Bath, and parts
of the counties of Glonoesitf-r, Worcester, Somerset, Wilts, Mon-
mouth, and Hereford. Objections or representations may be made
on account of the inclusion of any area in, or the exclusion of any
area from, the district so provisionally determined and all such
objections or representations must be made in writing addressed to

the Secretary, Eleotrioity Commission. Gwydyr House, Whitehall,
London, S.W. 1, statinpr the ffrounds upon which the objections or
representations are made, and must reach the said oflBces not later

than July 31st, 1920. It being apparent to the Electricity Com-
missioners that the esistinfr organisation for the supply of elec-

tricity in the district so provisionally determined should be
improved, notice is given in the Lomlon Gazette, May 4th, that they
iatend to hold a local inquiry into the matter, and any authorised
undertakers as defined in the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919. any
County Council or District Council, and railway company using or

proposing to use electricity for traction purposes, any large con-
sumer of electricity and any association or body directly concerned
with the production or use of electrical energy within the district

may before July 81st, 1920, submit in writing a scheme for
effecting such improvement in organisation, including the forma-
tion of a joint electricity authority for the district, and any
proposals for altering or adjusting the boundaries of the district so

provisionally determined.

Shipley.—Bradford's Thanks.—The District Council
has received from the Bradford Corporation thanks for its ready
co-operation in taking over portions of the Corporation electricity

load in the emergency caused by breakdown of plant in October,
1919.

Swansea.—JIains Extensions.—In accordance with the
recommendations of the electrical engineer, the Council is to carry
out extensions to the public supply mains, at a cost of £5,000, and
to lay a private main, costing £3,000, to a local brickworks and
laundry,

Tnrton.

—

Extensions.—Extensive alterations and exten-
sions in the electrical services are contemplated. Tlie scheme pro-
vides for four distinct areas—Bradshaw, Egerton, Horrobin and
Edgworth, and each undertaking, whilst complete in itself, will be
linked up with the other districts. The chairman of the Electricity
Committee states that if the scheme is carried out, it will enable
every part of the area to be supplied with the exception of
Belmont and Entwistle. A sub-station will have to be erected at
Bradshaw. A sum of £17,855 will be necessary to carry out the
work, and sanction is being sought for the borrowing of £20,000.

Twickenham.—ilAxiuuM Price Order.—An order has
been issued fixing the maximum price for electricity supplied by the
Twickenham and Teddington Electric Supply Co. at lOd. per unit,
as from December 31st last.

Wrexham.—Extensions.—The Town Council has applied
for a loan of £ 1 7,260 for a boUer, stoker, economisers, water softener,
buildings, &c., and has sealed an agreement with the Bernard
Oppenheimer Diamond Works, Ltd., for a supply of energy to its

works at Acton, the cable to be used for other supplies at Acton.

Wallasey.—Extensions.—The Corporation is about to
enter into contracts for the work of extending the electricity
undertaking. The cost is estimated at £76,210. As an indication
of the need for extension it is stated that the number of consumers
has increased from 5,217 a year ago to 5,584, and the number of
units generated has increased from 669,989 to 874,095. The question
of supplying electricity to Birkenhead is also being considered.

Wimbledon.—I-oan.—The Town Council has applied for
a loan of £40,000 for new steam-raising plant for the electricity
works.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Bary.—Emplotbs' Wages.—It having been reported
to the Tramways Committee that the Tramway Industrial CouncU
had agreed to the increasing of the Manchester and Salford
employes' basic rates by Jd. per hour, the Committee has decided to
prepare a case to be submitted to the Industrial CounoU, showing
that Bury cannot afford to grant such an increase to its tramway
workers.

Years Working.—The profit upon'the undertaking for the
past year, £5,376, is to be transferred to the reserve fund, and it is

stated that this is the first period in which the system hag faUed to
contribute to the relief of the rates,

Bristol.

—

Fare Increase.—It is announced that the

'iireotors of the Bristol Tramways Co. intend to increase all farea

on the system by at least 60 per cent, above the pre-war rat«s.

Canada.—Tramway Strike.—London (Ontario) tram-
ways, of wnich the staff is on strike, are being run by the Pro-
vincial Railway and Municipal Board, which is inquiring into the
tramway company's ability to pay the increased wages demanded
by the strikers.

—

The Times.

Croydon.—Fare Increase.—Tramway fares, which
were originally Id., are to be increaaed to 3d.

Continental. — Austria. — In connection with the
impending electrification of the Arlberg Railway, the State
Railway Administration propo.ses to electrify the Innsbruck-
Landeck section.

—

Economic Rerieir.

Darlington.—Transport Extensions.—A report upon
the proposed extension of passenger transport to the B'"""'""'"
Road district, has been presented to the Electricit.' a°d Light
Railways Committee by the manager. A si^s-M line tramway
track is estimated to cost about £17,000 r<=f mile, overhead equip-

ment £2,400 per mile, and a teeder ca^e £700. The cost of a

single-line track from Greenbank Ro»J corner to the N.E.R. offices

ri<i Greenbank Road, Hollyhurst Read, and Major Street, would be

£19,000 ; ria Salisbury Terrace and Wilson Street, £20,950 ;
from

Northgate, ria Hopetown Lane and Brinkbum Road, £16.050.

Two new double-deck cars would cost £2,760 each, but further

expense under this head might be obviated if a 12 minutes' car

service were introduced. A double-deck bus capable of holding 46

passengers would cost £1,920. The comparative total charges per

car-mile are estimated as follows ;—Greenbank Road route :

Tramway, 22'8d. ; raUless cars (double deck), 21'2d. ; buses (double

deck\ 29'3d. The respective charges for the SaHsbury Terrace
route would be 23d.. 2r2d., and 29'3d. ; and for the Hopetown Lane
route. 2r7d., 21'ld., 29 3d.

Darham.

—

Proposed TRAiiwAY.—At a meeting of Dur-
ham County Council, on May 5th, it was agreed that it was desirable

to apply for powers to construct either a tramway or a light railway
from the terminus of the Gateshead Co.'s system at Low Fell to

Chester-le-Street ; the surveyor was instructed to prepare a report

on the matter, and the Parliamentary Committee to consider the

question of promoting a Bill for the purpose.

Johannesburg.—TRA3nvAY Strike.—On May Hth the
tramway employes suddenly ceased work owing to the suspension
of a conductor.

Maidstone. — Ex-Service Men as Conductors. —
The Corporation I has decided to employ a number of ex-Service

men in place of women conductors on the borough tramway-
cars. It is understood that the whole of the women will be
gradually discharged in favour of partially disabled men.

—

The Times.

London.—Trailer Cars.—The London County Council
has secured the approval of the Ministry of Transport to a
temporary extension in the use of trailer cars which were intro-

duced during the war.
L.C.C. Fare Concession.—On May 10th the scheme of charging

a maximum fare of 2d. between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
which has been in operation on the L.C.C. system south of the
Thames since April 19th, was extended to the north of the river.

New Electric Railway Stock.—The Metropolitan Railway
Co. is expecting new electrical stock shortly. The electric loco-

motives now in use to haul steam stock over the electrified lines

are to be re-equipped so as to have a capacity of 1,200 H.P.. instead
of 800 H.P.

In 1913 the number of passengers carried by the London and
South-Western Railway Co. in the area it has since converted to
electric traction was 25 millions. The number fell in 1918 to

23 millions, but in 1919 it rose to 48 millions, an increase of 70,000
per day, as compared with 1915. The extension of the electrifica-

tion to GuUdford, ria Leatherhead and Cobham, is contemplated.
Accidents.—On Wednesday afternoon last week all the electric

train service to the Thames Valley was held up owing to the
derailment of an electric train at Waterloo Station. A Bakerloo
train caught fire on Friday evening last week ; the electricity

supply was cut off, and all the passengers were got out of the train
safely.

Owing to the fusing of a cable at the Lots Road power station
on May 9th electric trains were brought to a standstill for half an
hour.

Merthyr Tydfil.— Electric Vehicle. — The Town
CouncU has applied for a loan of £1,310 for the purchase of an
electric vehicle.

Nelson.—Fabe Increase.—Tramway fares are shortly
to be increased, and it is understood all Id, fares are to be
abolished.

St. Annes.—Tramway Purchase.—It is stated that the
Bill being promoted in connection with the purchase of the Black-
pool, St. Annes, and Lytham Tramway Co.'s undertaking by the
Council will soon be passed. The purchase price is to be £135,000,
and the system will change hands on November 1st next : 25 per
cent, of the profits earned in the Lytham area is to be paid to tha
Lytham Council.
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Reading.—Yeab'b Wohking.—The Corporation Tram-
ways Committee reports a deficit—the fixat recorded—on the year's

workinjT of £6,787, as oompared with a net profit of £5,061 last

year.

—

Thf Times.

Wages in the Tramway Industry.—The Joint Industrial

Council for the Tramway Industry for Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and
North Derbyshire, at Leeds last week, made the followint; recom-

mendations to the National Council. The area is divided into four

groups. Group number one embraces Huddersfield, Bradford and
Hull, in which the rates of pay are to be increased by Id. per hour ;

group two, Sheffield and Leeds, increase id- per hour
;
proup three,

Halifax, Doncaster, Chesterfield, Lincoln, York and Barnsley,

increase }d. per hour ; group four, Wakefield, Heavy Woollen Dis-

trict, Keighley, Rotherham, Mexboro', Dewsbury, Ossett and
Grimsby, no advance recommended. The men's representatives on

the Council are to ask the National Council for alterations to the

grading system ; Id. per hour on the basic rate, to make the total

advance in wages up to 10s., including 5s. and Is. granted by the

National Council last March. The advances recommended are

retrnspectlvB to March 29th. A meeting was held to consider the
employes' claim of a lOs. per week increase, the question of settle-

ment having been referred by the National Council to the areas.

Alderman Herbert Brown, of Leeds, presided over the meeting.
A complete agreement not being reached, the recommendations of

both sides were referred back to the National Council. The main
point of difference between the two sides was that of differentiation

between various towns" undertakings, the employers maintaining
that some differentiation was necessary, whereas the men's repre-

sentatives pressed for a flat rate all round.

York.—Further Fare Increase.—At a recent City

Council meeting it was stated that the increase of all fares by Jd.

had resulted in a decrease of 1 per cent, in the number of passengers

and an increase of 25 per cent, in the revenue. More revenue was
still required, and powers were beiag sought to raise workmen's and
children's fares, with a minimum of Id. In spite of strong
opposition by the Tramways Committee, owing to the financial loss

which will be involved, a resolution instructing the Committee to

institute penny fares for short stages as a three months' experi-

ment was carried.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia,—Wireless Telegraphy.—At the Associated
Chambers of Commerce's recent conference at Sydney, a motion was
unanimously passed "that the Commonwealth Government be
asked to do its utmost to have the present Pacific cable duplicated
at the earliest possible moment, and also arrange for wireless
communication with the U.S.A., Canada, and other parts of the
world."
Telephone Revenue.—Some instructive figures relating to

long-distance telephone trunk lines in Australia were also given
by a delegate at the conference. According to this information
the cost of upkeep and operation, including interest, for the year
ending June 30th, 1919, was;—Sydney-Melbourne, £2,799: Mel-
bourne-Adelaide, £1,897. The net profit on the Sydney-Melbourne
line for the last few years was as follows :—1913, £2,787 ; 1914,
£3,041; 1915, £4,283; 1916, £5,873 ; 1917, £7,643 ; 1918, £9,170;
1919, £9,300. The Adelaide-Melbourne line showed a profit in

1919 of £3,535. Last year the Sydney-Melbourne line showed a
revenue of £12,099 ; in 1918 it was £11,928 ; and in 1917 £10,358.
The Adelaide-Melbourne line showed the following revenue ;

—

1917, £4,256; 1918, £4,706 ; 1919, £5,432. The cost of the lines

was :—Sydney-Melbourne, £41,270 ; Melbourne-Adelaide, £16,690.

Belgium.—Time Signals.—M. Bijourdan, a member of

the Academy of Science, has been appointed a director of the
International Science Bureau, founded at Brussels, which is to
send time signals all over the world by wireless telegraphy. It is

reported that efforts are being made to transmit such signals by
means of musical continuous waves at 200,000 metres wave
length. The Bureau will transmit the time signals at 10.30 a.m.
and 11 p.m.

Cable Delays.—The Financial Times draws attention
to a curious consequence of the war, namely, that commercial
houses in England have drifted into the habit of handing in their
Continental traffic and long-distance cables rather late in the day.
This habit has continued, although the service is now improved.
The incidence of traffic as it is to-day is altogether different from
the incidence of traffic as it was in pre-war days, and it would be
as well perhaps that commercial firms and houses should realise

that telegrams handed in in the morning for the Continent or for
loug -distance transmission would now be given a service practically
equal to pre-war times.

Italy.—Wireless Communication.—Wireless commu-
nication has been established with Germany between stations at San
Paolo, near Rome, and Kiinigswsterhausen. The service is at
present only available for an hour at a time.

London.—Wireless Press News.—A wireless receiving
Bet has been installed in the London office of the Daily Mail. The
apparatus, which was put into experimental operation on May 10th,
is of the Marconi valve type, employing a 6-ft. wooden-frame
ewrial,

Sweden.—Telephonic communication has been estab-

lished Ijetween Finland and Sweden, the line between Tornea and
Haparanda having been completed.

—

Technical ReHew.

United States.— Caule Rates.—The trans-Atlantic

cable companies have decided that the rates from Germany to the

United States shall be the rates from Havre and Brest, plus the

charges from Germany to those places. The rates as from London
have been assimilated.

West Indies.—Cable Communication.—Cable com-
munications were among the subjects discussed at the recent meeting
of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of the West Indies, held

at Barbados. The existing cable service between Great Britain and
the West Indies received much adverse criticism. With the

exception of Jamaica, these Colonies have the most imperfect tele-

graphic communication with the Home Country of any British

possession throughout the world. This is evidenced by the
fact that messages frpm British Guiana and Trinidad rarely take
leas than 10 days in reaching London, and frequently take as long
as three weeks. Further, when they do arrive, they are so muti-
lated as to be frequently undecipherable. The conference proposed
as a remedy that an all-red cable route should be provided, and
agreed that the Law Officers of the Crown should be asked
whether the present broken state of the cables had not provided
sufficient cause for a termination of the existing agreement
between the Imperial Government and the West India and Panama
Telegraph Co.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(Th» date given in parentheiet at the end of tKe paragraph indicatu

the iitue of the E1.EOTBICAL Review in whioh the " Official

Notice" appeared.')

OPEN.
Australia.— Melbourne.—May 31st. Victorian Rail-

ways Department. Four 4,500-KW., 1,500-volt traction converter
sets, and eight I,000-KW., 1,500-volt ditto. (April 30th.")

Stdney. — August 4th. N.S.W. Government Railways and
Tramways. Two I,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief Electrical

Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
July 18th. City Council. Maximum demand indicators. Electric

Lighting Department, Town Hall, Sydney.
Perth. — July 14th. P.M.G.s Department. Telegraph and

telephone instruments (various parts). Schedule 674.

June 16th. P.MG.'s Department. Telegraph and telephone
instruments (various parts). Schedule 680. (See this issue.)

Barnes.—June 7th. Urban District Council Electricity

Department. Coal-handling plant and overhead steel or ferro-

concrete bunkers. (See this issue.)

Belfast.—May 19th. Electricity Department. Coal-
handling plant. (May 7th.)

Dundee.—May2l8t. Electricity Department. Excavations
and reinforced concrete foundations and extensions to Carolina
Port generating station. Mr. H. Richardson, M.Inst E E., General
Manager and Engineer, Electricity Department. Dundee.

Glasgow.—May 21st. Electricity Department. Cables
(small india-rubber cables and flexibles), meters, and arc lamp
carbons, for 12 months. (See this issue.)

Lincoln.—May 24th. Electricity Department. Coal-
handling plant. (April 23rd.)

May 1 5th. Eleotrioity Department. New or second-band turbo-
alternator, 1,000 to 2,000 K.V.A., 6,600 or 3,300 v., 50 periods, com-
plete with, condenser and all accessories. (May 7th.)

Leeds.— June 14th. Electricity Department. 12,000-k\\'.

steam turbine, alternator and condensing plant, (See this issue )

London.—Hackney.—June 9th. Electricity Department.
Four water-tube boilers, each 33,000 lb. per hour capacity, with super-

heaters, mechanical stokers, &c. ; four induced-draught plants ; lour
fuel economisers; one 10,000-KW. turbo-alternator and exciter, with
ventilating fan and air filter or cooler ; one surface condensing
plant ; two circulating water motor-driven pumps ; e.h.t. switch-
gear ; two 20,C00-KW. coupler panels ; one 10,000-KW. generator
panel ; six 2,000-K\v. and one 4,00U-KW. feeder panels. (May 7th,)

Manchester.—June 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary switchgear ; Section A, 33,000-volt and 6 000-volt
main switchgear ; Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-voltA.c.huxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt 0.C. auxiliary
switchgear. (April 30th.)

May 19th. Electricity Committee. Cable supplies and cable
laying work (33,000 v.). Mr. #. L. Hughes, Secretary, Electricity

Department, Town Hall.

New Zealand.—Wellington.—June 30th. Tender Board.
Public Works. Electrical equipment for the Arthur's Pass seotion
of the Midland Railway. Particulars from the Department of

Overseas Trade, 73, BasinghaU Street, E.C.

Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour Board. For the supply of
electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. k A. MoArthur, Ltd.,

18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.G. 2.

South Africa.—Mossel Bat.—Electric lighticg equip-
ment. (See this column, April 23rd.) ' '
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Sweden.— H.M. Oonsul nt Htockholm (Mr. S. E. Kay")

Wports that the Harbour Authoritiea at a Swedish port are now in

the market for four electric cranes, of 2i tons and 4 tons lifting

capacity. Those at present used at the Harbouf are of Qennan
mannfactura Further particulars on application to the Department
of Overseas Trade in Ivondon.

CLOSED.
Aberdeen,—Electricity Committee :

—

One 300-lb. pressure boiler, £1,505. -Babooek & Wilcox, Ltd.

Barrow.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :
—

Engine oils.-Vacuuni Oil Co., Ltd.
Copper wire.—B. 1. & Helsby Cftbles, Ltd.
Joint boxes.—W. T. Henley's Teleg. Works Co., Ltd.
Electricity meters.—Chamberlain & Hookliam, Ltd.
Prepayment meters —Ferranti, Ltd.
Half-watt lamps.—W. R. Thornton A Sons, Ltd.
Earthenware pipes —Doulton & Co., Ltd.
Wood casing.—E. Last & Son.
Bitumen.—Dussek Bitumen Co., Ltd.
Annual inspection of battery.—Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.
Re-stacking No. 2 cooling tower, £.'»-20.—Davenport Engineering Co., Ltd.
Two 2S0-KW. motor converters, £1,813.—Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd.

Canterbary.—Town Council :

—

Horizontal double-acting geared pump, electrically-driven.—Tangyes, Ltd.,

Doncaster.—Town Council .-

—

Two turbo-generating sets.-James Howden A Co., f 18,542.

Johannesburg.—Electricity Committee. In March, 1916.
the Council accepted the tender of Messrs. Sykes & Co., Ltd., for
two 3,000- KW. Parsons turbo-generatingf sets, but owinpr to war
conditions, these conld not be supplied. In Auprust, 1919, an offer
from Messrs. Sykes to supply two 3,000-KW. Parsons turbo-
erenerating sets, at £40,950, was accepted. Since then the demand
for electricity for tramways, power and lighting, has increased to
such an extent that the two 8,000-KW. sets will be insufficient for
the town's requirements. The Committee, therefore, recommends
that a 6,000-KW. Parsons set be substituted for the second 3,000-kw.
set. This Messrs. Sykes have offered to supply at an extra cost of
£17,325, and to give delivery only four months later than in the
case of the second original set. The Council has decided to accept
the offer.

London.—Wimbledon.—Town Council :

—

destructor.—Heenan i.Fronde, Ltd.,

St. Martlebone, — Electricity Committee. Recommended.
Plant extension scheme, 1919 :

—

_
Four cast-iron chutes for the coal bunkers and stoker hoppers of the two

new boilers, £310.—Alton & Co., Ltd.

E.H.T. switchgear :

—

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. .

.

Met.-Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd
A. Reyrolle A Co., Ltd. (part only)
Ferguson. Pailin & Co , Ltd. (r'ecom.)

•Not complete (Plus erection &c., am
and selector panels

Time for

delivery.

11* mths.
8/9 ,,

8/9 ,,

4/5 „

i e-xclusive {

£14,672'
£11,136'

£9,602!

£12.448
. gear

The space available for the accommodation of this gear being
limited, the Committee considers the tender of Messrs. Ferguson,
Pailin & Co., Ltd., is most suitable.

Pneumatic coal-handling plant, £1,600.—H. J. King & Co., Ltd. (reoom.l.
Lea recording apparatus, £226 plus £6, for tbe supervision and adjustment

after erection of the Council's workmen.—Lea Recorder Co. (recom.l
Cables.—Practically the whole of the e.h i. and i. i. cables required are

included in the schedules of the contract of the B. I. Sc Helsby Cables,
Ltd., and will be ordered as soon as the market is favourable.

Motherwell.—Town Council :

—

Electric light installation ; extensions to slaughter house.—The Belmos Co.,

Peterborough.—Town Council :

—

Cables.—Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., £13,750.

Wakefield.—The Corporation has accepted the tender of
the Reader Electrical Co., Ltd., at £769, for the electric lighting
of the Elm Street houses.

Wrexham.

—

Boiler for the electric
Ltd., £5,611.

-John Thompson (Water-Tube Boilers),

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Physical Society of London. — Friday, May 14th. At the Imperial
College of Science, South Kensington. At 6 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Derby and District Section).—
Saturday, May 15th. At the Arcadia Ca,U, High Bridge, Lmooln. At
3.30 p.m. Open general meeting.

(Manchester District Section). — Thursday, May 20tli. At the
Milton Hall, Deansgate, Manchester. At 7 p.m. Paper on " Sub stations :

Design and Equipment," by Mr. W. Kidd (resumed discussion).

Royal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, May 19th. At John Street. Adelphi,
W.C. Atl.SOp.m. Paper on "Electrical Osmosis," by Mr. J. 8. Highfleld.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, May 20th. At the Institu-
tion of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, S.W. At 6.3) p.m. Annual
general meeting.

(Students' Section).—Friday, May llth. At King's College, Strand,
W.C. At 7 p.m. Annual general meeting. Paper on " Electrical Motor
Control Devices," by Mr. E. G. Humfries.

British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association.—Thursday,
May 20th. At the Savoy Hotel. At 7.30 p.m. Annual dinner.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain. — Friday, May 21st. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 9 p.m. Lecture on "The Thermionic Valve in Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony," by Prof. J. A. Fleming, P,R.8,

Shot.
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Appointments Vacant.—Tracing clerk ffemale) for the

Newport Borough Electricity and Tramways Department ; two
assistant lecturers and demonstrators in electrical engineering
(,4;315, rising to £410) for the Battersea Polytechnic ; charge
engineer (ii316)for the Stalybridge, Hyde, itc, generating station

;

assistant mains engineer {Ai) for the Bridlington Corporation
Electricity Department ; constructional draughtsman (£325) for

the Borough of Doncaster Electricity Department ; assistant

power-station engineer (£400 to £500 + £200 to £220) for the
London County Council Greenwich power station ; mains super-

intendent (£300) for the Weymouth Borough Electricity Works.
See our advertisement pages to-day.

Electrically- Propelled Tugs.—According to " (jue.x " of

the Ereninq i\eivx, marine motor makers are attempting to displace

steam as the propelling agent of Thames tug boats, but up to the
present they have not been altogether successful. With the present
cost of coal the fact that a motor tug does not consume fuel while
standing by or waiting for a job is a big consideration. A tug
always has to be ready to answer an emergency call, which means
that many tons of coal are consumed without moving the tugs an inch.

Further, the motor takes up less space than that occupied by the
steam engine and its attendant boilers. But difficulties are
encountered in connection with the reversal and speed variation of

the internal combustion engine, and the conditions of the river are
such that the engine-room telegraph is constantly in use. The
result, says " Quex," will probably be that the Thames tugs will

be the first British vessels to adopt the electric drive that is

increasing in popularity in America. The Diesel engine will then
work steadily on, generating electricity, while on the bridge the
skipper will have a switchboard which will permit him to control
the propelling electric motors at his will.

Clyde Valley Power Co.'s Extensions.—Since publishing
our account of recent extensions of the Clyde Valley Co.'s power
stations, we have received a photograph of the station at Clyde's
Mill, Cambaslang, which is reproduced herewith.

people who reoeivo domestic electric lighting service in various
foreign countries. The estimates include only that portion of the
population actually living in electrically-lighted dwellings, and
have been made after a thorough search through Government con-
servation and consular reports, census figures, &c. Reliable data in

several of the larger foreign countries are not obtainable.

Country.

Argentina
Australia

Belgium
Chile
China ...

France
Holland
Italy

Japan ...

New Zealand ...

Norway
Portugal
Rumania
Russia...

Siam ...

Spain ...

Sweden
Union of South Africa
United Kingdom

Electric lighting in the homes of the Old 'World is as yet
undeveloped ; the number of electrically-lighted dwellings in this
portion of the world should materially increase in the next few
years. The New World, including in this term Australia, New
Zealand, and Japan, has adopted domestic electric lighting quite
generally, although a large proportion of the population of South
America can never be considered as potential users of electricity.

In Sweden the Government, in an effort to stem the tide of migra-
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A Liverpool Charge.—J. E. Pugh. butcher, was fined

£6 ODd 6ve (fuinens costs on a charze of having fraudulently con-
nmed electricity to the value of £1. the property of the Liverpool

Corporation. Accordinpr to a provincial paper the meter had been
removed from the shop before defendant commenced business there,

but certain fittiugrs remained, and it was aliened that at his insti-

gation a connection with the main had been effected. When the
lifihts were found on in the daytime, he explained that he had not

»rota meter, and was only testinar the light. On his behalf it was
urged that he had not acted fraudulently.

Edacational.—Manchester University.—In connection
with the publicity campaign now in progress by means of which
it is hoped to place the University on a sound financial footing the
Hanchexler G'tardian has published an eight-page supplement,
illustrated by drawings and photographs of the University, and
containing a number of interesting articles. Viscount Bryce, O.M.,
contributes reminiscences of the early days of the University, and
" Seventy Years of Progress " gives an outline of its history since

its institution in 1851. Two fine illustrations of the Whitworth
Hall are given.

Social Fanctions.—Electrical Contractors' Associa-
tion.—Members of the Bradford Branch of the Association and
friends held a dinner, on April 30th, at Bradford, to honour Mr.
Percy Collinson, their hon. secretary, who is to take up the presi-

dency of the E.C.A. in June. The chair was occupied by Mr. A.
Smith (Meesr*. Smith and Croft), and the guests, in addition to Mr.
Collinson. included Mr. Thomas Roles, M.I.E.E., Bradford city elec-

trical engineer; Mr. C. E. Allsop, commercial manager, Bradlord
electricity department ; Messrs. F. Barnett and W. H. Parker, con.

Burners' department of the Bradford electricity undertaking ; Messrs.

J. Dyson and L. W. Douthwaite, representing factors and wholesalers
;

Mr. A. Jowett. district chairman. Electrical Trades Union, and
chairman, Bradford District Joint Industrial Council ; and Mr.
r. Clarke, district secretary, E.T.U.

After the honouring of the loyal toast, Mr. L. Jessop (Messrs.

Jesaop & Boydell) proposed the toast of " The Guest of the
Evening." He referred to the valuable work done by Mr. Collinson
during his 10 years' secretaryship of the Bradford branch. Mr.
Collinson had been instrumental in preserving harmony between
the contractors, the municipal supply officials, the wholesalers, and
the Trade Union. The members of the Association all regretted

his having to relinquish active participation in business owing to

ill-health. The toast was drunk with musical honours, and the
chairman presented to Mr. Collinson a handsome silver cake-dish
and cake-knife.

Mr. Collinson, in response, thanked the gathering for their good
wishes and for the beautiful present.

Mr. H. Moss, proposing the toast of " The Visitors," said that
gathering was unique in the history of the electrical trade in

Bradford. It was the first time members of the trade had met in

such numbers, and had as their guests representatives of the
Corporation supply, the wholesale factors, and Trade Union officials.

With regard to the Trade Union officials, it would cement the
friendly feeling which had prevailed for some time between the
workers' representatives and the employers of labour in the district.

This had largely come about through the Joint Industrial CouncO.
Mr. L. W. Douthwaite, responding, said that at a meeting, the

previous day, of the Electrical Wholesalers' Federation, he had
been greatly struck to see on how many points the factors' interests

and aims coincided with those of the N.E.C.T.A.
Mr. F. Clarke, responding on behalf of the Electrical Trades

Union, wished Mr, Collinson a speedy recovery to health and many
more years' service to the industry.
Mr. Herbert Collinson, proposing the toast of " The Bradford

Electricity Department and its Engineers," said the trade had
enjoyed very pleasant relationships with the Corporation depart-
ment.

Mr. Thomas Roles, in response, said he was glad the industry was
not to lose the services of Mr. Collinson, and he hoped to see,

during Mr. t oUinson's presidency, closer relationships between the
supply and the contracting industries.

Mr. C. E. Allsop (commercial manager, Bradford electricity

department) proposed the toast of " The E ectrical Contractors'

Assoialion," and the Chairman suitably responded.
An excellent musical programme was provided by professional

entertainers during the evening.

The B.E.A.M.A. Annual Dinner. — The B.E.A.M.A.
annual dinner—the first since the war—will be held at the Savoy
Hotel on Thursday next at 7 for 7.30 p m. Lord Ampthill, Presi-

dent of the Association, will be in the chair, and amongst the
speakers are Sir John Snell, Sir C. Ellis, K.C.B,, Sir Allan Smith,
M.P.. K.B.E., Rear-Admiral F. L. Field, C.B„ Mr. Roger T. Smith,
President of the I.E.E., Mr. W. L. Hichens, and Mr.' James
Swinburne.

Tramcar Accident.—While a HuddersSeld tramcar driver

was reversing the trolley pole of' his car. another car close behind
moved, and he was crushed between the two. and had to be taken
to hospital. William Marsland, the driver of the second car, was
standing on the road at the time his car began to move. He'
instantly jumped on to the platform, and reversed the car, but
could not avoid the collision. Norman Davy, conductor of

Marsland 8 car, questioned as to how the car came to start without
the driver, said he heard the sound of a bell as if warning him
that the car was about to start, and he released the hand brake.

Both cars were full of passengers at the time of the collision.

Inquiries.—A correspondent wishes to find a college or

other institution where a course in electrochemistry is givien.

The B.E.A.M.A. ; New Members.—Wo are informed that
the following flrm^ have been recently elected members of the British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association :

—

Crabtree, J. A., 4 Co., Ltd. Walsall
CroBsley Bros., Ltl. .. Openshaw
Crypto Electrkial Co., Ltd . London
English Electrical Co., Ltd London
Fieldins i4 Piatt, Ltd . ; .. QlouceBter
Heatlt'y-GreHham Engineering Co., Ltd Lctchworth
Keighley Gas Eogine Co., Ltd Keighloy
National Gas Engine Co., Ltd Ashton-under-Lyne
New Switchgear ConBtruction Co., Ltd Sutton
Parsons, C. H., Ltd. Birmingham
Parsons Motor Co., Ltd 8o itbampton
Peam, Frank, i Co., Ltd Manchester
Premier Gas Engine Co., Ltd tiandiacre
Robion, John (8nipley), Ltd Ship ey
Roy, W. H , & Co Manchester
Shanks, Alex., S Son, Ltd London
Tok Mfg. Co., Ltd London

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Association of Englneers-la-Charge.—The thirteenth annual

dinner was held at the Holborn Restaurant, on Saturday last
; Mr.

Frank Bailey (president) was in the chair, and there was a large

attendance of members and guests. Amongst the latter were Dr.

Macnamara, Mr. G. W. Humphreys, Prof. J. E. Petavel, Mr. R. P.

Wilson, O.B.E., Major E. S. Saunders, O.B.E., Mr. T. A. Cooper,

Mr. H. P. Boulnois, Mr. W. C. Clifford Smith, O.B.E., Prof. H. 8.

Hele Shaw, Captain H. Riall Sankey, C.B., and Mr. W. H. Booth.

After the loyal toasts. Prof. Hele Shaw^jiroposing " Industry

and Education," said that they might congratulate themselves on the

changed position with regard to technical education ; now there

were abundant facilities, three-quarters of a million students were

in training, and large grants were made by the Government. The
new Education Act was of extraardinaril^ far-reaching scope

;

education would continue to the age of 18. Youth was the time
for learning, and every opportunity must t)e given to learn. The
engineer would have a great part to play in the future of the
country.

In reply, Dr. Macnamara said that the layman watched with
admiration the development of new agencies of communication,
transport, &c., the fruit of brains superlatively equipped. The
scientist and the artificer in co-operation wrought miracles. Many
of the disooveriei hastened by the war awaited application to the

peace needs of the world. Years ago he taught the three R's ;

now the three R's that the country wanted were " Research,

Research, and more Research." As Minister of Labour, he had a

profound belief in the sound good sense of the British people.

Proposing " The Association," Mr, Boulnois said that combina-
tion was in the air ; the Trade Unions apparently got all they
asked for—by combination. The members of the Association were
working for the good of mankind, but, in many ca^es, their emolu-
ments were far too small ; was it fair that they should go on
improving themselves for the benefit of their employers without
adequate reward .'

Mr. Bailey replied to the toast, referring to the difficulties under
which their work had been carried on during recent years, and
expressing the hope that their efforts would be more suitably

rewarded, though theirs was not a coercive Association. It was not

easy nowadays to control labour, but a little sympathy with the

men in their charge would go a long way. The Association had
been very active during the war ; the Metropolitan Munitions
Committee was formed in 1915, and two of their mern'oers (Messrs,

Strick and McFee) were the first to produce successful 18-pr.

shells. The chairman of the Association, Mr. J, E. Watkins. and
the officers, including Mr. W. McLaren, Mr. W. H. Ball. Mr. H. A.

Murray, and the hon. secretary, Mr. A. E Penn, had rendered
invaluable services He felt sure that goodwill, which was now
dormant, would be restored in due time.

Captain Sankey proposed " Guests and Friends.'' and urged that

the past-presidents should attend the meetings of the Association,

forming a link with the senior institutions. Prof. Petavel replied,

suggesting that the motto of the Association (
" Fides et Justitia ")

might be freely translated, " Loyalty and Fairplay."

Mr. J. E. Watkins (chairman of the Association), proposing "Our
President," expressed their gratitude to Mr. Bailey for his unfailing

assistance during the past six years. Xo matter how busy he was

—

and during the war he had shouldered many heavy duties—he was
always accessible to the officers of the Association. The Metro-
politan Munitions Committee had done splendid work under Mr.
Bailey, with the assistance of Captain Sankey, Major Conacher, and
Messrs. A. J. Claxton, E. McGegan, and Allcock. Captain Penn
(secretary) supported the toast in similar terms, pointing out that

Mr. Bailey was the originator of the Metropolitan Munitions Com-
mittee, backed by Captain Sankey ; for four years he was trustee

of the Committee, then chairman, and, later, chairman of the Park
Royal Filling Factory, which employed 8,000 people. The toast

was accorded musical honours, and Mr. Bailey returned thanks,

stating that the members of the Munitions Committee had formed
a most efficient staff, while the Lorldon County Council, through
its Educational Department, had afforded great assistance. Mr.
Allcock had brought the Perivale factory up to the highest pitch

of efficiency.

A musical entertainment was prcvided, Sind the proceedings wsto
very enioyable.
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Institution of CItII Engineers of Ireland.—'The PoesibUities

of Employing Electric Motive Power on Irish Railways " was the
subject of a paper read by Mr. P. A. McUee. A.C.6.I., in Dublin,
last week. Being predominantly an agricultural country, Ireland's

immediate potentiality to do work according to the power-house
teat was, he said, small. But, with a view to its development, a
study of her electrical possibilities was being made. With multiple
unit cars on the railwavs, the country could have a much better

service, at a much less cost than at present, whilst electric power
being available all over the country, could be utilised in industry
in almost every direction.

South African Institute of Engineers.—It is announced in the
April Journal that as a result of efforts to bring the scientific

societies of South Africa into closer working, a building is shortly

being obtained as a Centre. Substantial financial assistance is being
given by the Transvaal Chamber of Mines, which, in addition to

loans, has offered to subscribe lOs. for every £1 raised by the
societies concerned. The Johannesburg Club has been purchased
for the purpose for £22,500, but further additions would bring the

total up to £35,000. The chairman of the meeting at which these
stitements were made, stated that the assistance of the Chamber of

Mines was a fine tribute of appreciation of the work done by the
scientific and engineering bodies for the irdustries of the country,

and they accepted the gift with great thankfulness and a realisa-

tion of the trust which was imposed upon them.

Soath African Institute of Electrical Engineers The March
TransaHions records the formation of a new class of membership
to be called the Telegraph Associate, and the award of the Insti-

tute's gold medal for 1919 to Prof. G. V. Adendorff for his paper
entitled " Notes on the Application of Synchronous Condensers to

Large Power Systems."

Iron and Steel Institute.—At the annual Convention of the
Institute in London last week, reviewing the progress made in

the ferrous industries during the' last 50 years. Dr. J. E. Stead,

F.R S., President of the Institute, said, in connection with the
question of recovering the heat from blast-furnaco slag, that it

was a matter worthy of the most serious consideration of engineers.

Even if only 33 per cent, of the heat were recovered from the
15 million tons of slag produced in Great Britain alone, it would
reprpsent about 350,000 tons of carbon per annum.
The enormous rapidity of the development of the electric steel

furnace during the last five years was also referred to by Dr.
Stead. Before the war only a few electric furnaces were used in

connection with the iron and steel industry in Great Britain, but
soon after 1911 a large number of melting furnaces were erected

in Sheffield and other parts of the country to deal with the
enormous mass of shell borings produced. They had been largely

used to replace crucible melting, and had come to stay. Immense
quantities of special alloy steel were made by their aid.

Before the war progress had been most rapid in Germany, where
the conditions were particularly suitable. The United States came
second, with Italy and France a'so ahead of England. Now pro-

duction in this ciuntry was surpassed only by the United States

and (lermany. Germany still held second place, but only because
most of the steel there was refined basic Bessemer steel. whUe
British furnaces were in practically all cases melting cold scrap.

The actual number of furnaces and the power used was greater than
in Germany, By the end of 1918 our annual production had gone
up from 10,000 tons, which was the figure bsfore the war, to about
150,000 tons. During the war this steel was used for making
bullet-proof plates, aeroplanes, motor-cars, armour-piercing shells,

and steel helmets.

The President awarded the Bessemer Gold Medal for 1920 to

Mr. Harry Brearley (Sheffield). The Council's report, which was
approved, stated that the Prince of Wales had accepted honorary
membership of the Institute, the total membership of which now
stood at 2,181. There was adeficiton the year's working of £1,109.
— The Times.

National Association of Supervising Electricians.—A very
interesting and instructive lecture on " Wireless Telegraphy " was
given before a large gathering of members and visitors at St.

Bride's Institute, on May 1th, by Mr, Maurice Child. The subject

was dealt with in a clear and interesting manner, illustrated

by practical demonstrations. Messages were picked up from out-

side sources by arrangement with the G.P.O.

Institution of Electrical Engineers,

—

Western Centre.—At the
thirty-fifth ordinary general meeting held at Swansea on May 3rd,

Dr. C. V, Drysdale delivered his Kelvin lecture " Modern Marine
Problems," before a large attendance of members. The chair was
taken by Mr. A, J. Newman, \a the absence of the chairman of the
Centre, Mr, Arthur Ellis.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers The annual
meeting of the Yorkshire Branch took place at Leeds, on May 8th.

under the chairmanship of Mr. J. W. Mitchell. The following
gentlemen were elected as officers ;—President, Mr. J. W. Har-
bottle ; vice-presidents. Messrs. J. W. Mitchell and .T. R. Lee ; hon.
secretary and treasurer, Mr. H. Green. During the evening a
discussion ensued on "Sub-Station Practice."

Instltuteof Physics.—The need hns long been felt for a corporate

body analogous to the Institute of Chemistry, which would repre-

sent thn profession and strengthen the position of workers engaged
In physics, and which would also form a bond between the various

societies interested. At presen'; the physicist is hardly recognised
as a member of one of the professions, but the vital importance of

many developments of physics during the war and the certainty of

'ts growing importance both in science and industry, are bringing
about a change in this re3psct. It is one of the aims of the new

Institute of Physios to secure reoognition of the position and raJne
of the physicist, and it is felt that such recognition can only be
obtained by the co-operative action of all the physicists in the
country.

The Institute has been founded by the co-operation, in the first

instance, of the Faraday Society, the Optical Society, and the
Physical Society of London, and the first Board is constituted from
representatives appointed by the Councils of these Societies. It is

hoped that in the course of time other societies will associate

themselves with the Institute. Members of the Institute who are
also members of more than one of the co-operating societies will

obtain a reduction of the subscription to those societies.

There will be three classes of members ; Ordinary Members,
Associates (A.Inst.P.) and Fellows CF.Inst.P.). Only the twp latter

classes, membership of which will require full professional qualifi-

cations, will be Corporate members.
The Institute has already received promises of support from

leading physicists, and the initial expenses are covered by a
guarantee tund amounting to over £l,2o0.
The first President of the Institute is Sir Richard Glazebrook,

K.C.B., F.R.S, ; Sir Robert Hadfield, Bart., F,R.S., is treasurer, and
Prof. A. W. Porter, F,R,S., honorary secretary. The other members
of the Board are ;— Dr. H, S. .\llen, Inst. Commander T. Y. Baker,
R.N., Prof. F. J. Cheshire, C,B,E , Dr. R. S. Clay, Mr. W. R. Cooper,

Prof. W, H. Eccles, Major E. 0, Henrici, Dr. C. H. Lees, F.RS.,
Mr. C. C. Paterson, O.B,E., Major C. E, S. Phillips, Dr. E. H. Rayner,
Mr. T. Smith, and Mr. R. S, W hippie.

Sir. F. &. Spiers has been appomted Secretary to the Institute,

and further particulars and forms of application for membership
may be obtained from him at 10, Essex Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

Rugby Engineering Society The offices of this Society have
been moved to 10, Eiborow Street, Rugby,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Ili4 Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with ths

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

EliKCTBlCAL Review posted as to their movements.

When the Leeds City Council, last weelt, considered pro-

posals lor advancing the ealaiy of Mr. C. N. Hefford, aty
electrical engineer, from iil;M) to £1,500 per annum, and
a Riniiiar advance to the gas engineer, the Labour representa-
tives put up a hot opposition. The trend of their aigumenta
eeemed to be that they are now out to oppose everything
that tends to cause further increases in the cost of living,

direct or indirect. Increases of v/ages for their own workers,
presumably, aie not in tins category, but advances of salary

to otiicuds apparently ai'e. They suggested that the basic

standard of Living was now approximately il'iaO per year.

They admitted that men of unusual ability might be entitled

to two, three, or even four such " standards," but contended
that no man was entitled to more than four—that is, £1,000
a year—so they opposed the proposals to increase two Balaries

which are already above five "standards." Their somewhat
novel idea, which they said was likely to become the policy

of the National Labour Party, was not successful, and the
increases were adopted by 31 votes to 21. Their attitude re-

minds lis of the famous declaration of Mr. John Burns that

no man was worth more than £500 per annum, and his own
personal proof of its inaccuracy. .

.

Mr. ScoTT-T.'iGGART, lately in charge of the wireless valve

department of the Edison-Swan Electric Co., Ltd,, has
resigned for the purpose of taking up a more important posi-

tion with the Radio Communication Co., Ltd. His technical

services in connection with matters relating to thermionic
valves will at present be at the disposal of the Edison-Swan
Electric Co. when required.

Mr. E, TowNSE.ND, of the Penzance staff of the Weston
Union Cable Co., who is leaving to join the staff at New
York, has been presented by his colleagues with a gold

watch.
The Liverpool Corporation has made the following appoint-

ments : Mr. F. W. T. Turner, mains assistant; Messrs.
J. G. Q. Williams, J. A. Phillips, and W. Mayhew, high ten-

sion inspectors; and G. Preston, assista'nt inspector of in-

stallations.

The marriage took place on May 1st of Mr. P. Hiogks,
chief electrical engineer at the Winscombe Electrical Works,
Somerset, and Miss Clara Mitcham.
The staff and employes of the Stoke-on-Trent Corporation

electricity department recently pre.=ented Mr. and Mrs, S, G.
M.^RSTON with a silver tea set. Mr. Marston is takinp np
the position of distribution engineer with the Sunderland
Corporation electricity department,
Mr, H. .T, H,\WKINS, of the Karachi Electric Supply Cor-

poration. Tjtd,. to whose new developments we refer in our
" City Notes," to-day. is leaving for England this month.
While here on leave his address will be 8, Albert Boaa,

Brocklev, S.E. 4.
,

Mr, S. G. 0. EcssRLL has now retired from the control of

the electrical inspection department of the Phoenix Assurance

Co.. and is retained by the company for purely oorwultative

work. His ftddieea will hf a« hitherto. No. 17, EDiBrKrim*

lAne, King Willam Street, EG.
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Mr. E. B. Hunter hag been apponted by the directors as

electrical engineer to the Pha>iiix Assurance Co., Ltd., in

succession to Mr. S. G. C. Russell.

Mr. H. Brittan, for a nuiuher of years electrical engineer-

surveyor for the Vulciin Boiler & General Insurance Co., at

Newcastle-on-Tyne and North-East Coast, has joined Messrs.

J. J. Greenfield &, Co., Ltd., of Carliol Square, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, and he asks for trade catalogues to be sent to him
there.

Kettering Urban District Council has increased the salai'y

of Mr. C. B. TuTT, chief assistant electrical engineer from
f.S50 to f400 per year.

Blackpool Tramways and Electricity Committee recom-
mends that the salaries of the traffic superintendent and the

tramways engineer be increased from £400 to £500. and
that of the chief clerk and cashier from £305 to £400 per

annum.
Mr. G. F. ScHRETBER has been appointed inspector-general

of telegraphs and telephones in Egypt, vice Mr. .J. S. Tjiddell,

appointed Under Secretary of State to the Minister of Com-
muications.
Mr. 0. Jrrmyn Ford has resigned his seat on the board of

the British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.. and Mr. .T. S. Austen
has been elected a director.

Obituary.

—

Mr. E. Butr,.—The death occu'-red last week
nt Guildford. Surrey, of Mr. Edward Bull, who. we are in-

formed, was the onlv .surviving member of the party who
laid down the first cable across the Atlantic, linking up Great
Britain with the U.S..\. Mr. Bull, who was over ninetv
when he died, actually received the first messace transmitted
by cable to this country from America. For manv vears he
wa'j sunerintendent of the Eastern TeleTrar'h Co.'s .station

at Porthcawl. and maov cable operators in this country and
abroad owe much to his efforts in training voung men.

VV.C merch.i
N.W.e, engine
Jenkins, Bakei

New COMPANIES RHQISTEREn,

African Concessions Syndicate (1920). Ltd. C166 966).—
Private comp.inv. Resjisterecl Anril SOih. C.nit.il, f.l.OOO in 2s. shnre';. To
take over the business nf The New Afrii-iin Concessions Svndic.ite ltd. (in-

coroor.ited in 1910). and to c.irrv on the business of an "leetrir lirht. heat
and Dower suppiv comnanv. ,1c. The first directors are • Maior W A. Wills,
Cavalri- Club. Plccadillv. W.: \. H. D. Cochrane, niairlield. Siaplehurst.
Kont (director of Welgedacht Explor.-^tion Co.. United African Lands and
Transvaal Lands Co.); W. Praeeer. Burkminst-r. Granthatn (private secre-
tary to Earl of DvsariV Secretary : E. S Briggs. Solicitors Coward.
Hawkslev &• Co., 30, Mincing Lane, E.C. Registered office : 10-11, Broad
Street Avenue. E.C.

Atlas Welding Co.. Ltd. (11.384).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh April 30th. Capital, £3.000 in £1 shares. To carrT
on the business of welders, boilermakers, ship repairers, engineers, electririanl,

.l-c. The subscriBers (each with 200 shares) are : G. G. Musted, «, Saltown
Road. G|.--sgow, engineer and electric welder; A. H. Mlllen. 1. Melfort
Avenue. Dumbreck. Glasgow, constructional engineer. The first directors
are: G. G. Musted and Archibald "Ff. Mlllen. Oualificntion, £200. .Secretary:
G. G. Musted. Registered office : (f2. Saltown Street, Glasgow.

Wardley Smith, Ltd. a67,l.'54).—Private company. Re-
gistered May .'ith. Capita^ £2.000 in €1 shares. To take over the business
carried on at Vine Place. Mllkstone Road, Rochdale, as " Wardley Smith."
and to carry on the business of electricians, mechanical engineers and manu-
facturers, workers and dealers in el-^ctricitv, motive power, light and heat,
switchgear manufacturers, &, The first directors are : W. T. B. Ward. S,

\icholson Street. Deenlish. Rochdale, electrical engineer; K Brierley. 8fl,

Sootland Road, Rochdale, electrical engineer: F. Smith, M, King Street East.
Rochdale, electrical engineer. Solicitor : I. A. Hadson. The Butts, Rochdale.

Electrical Industries, Ltd. (167,108).—Private company.
Registered Mav 4th. Capital. £2,000 In £1 shares. To carry on in the U.K..
the Colonies, India and elsewhere the business of manufacturers of eleefrlc
fires, lamps, filaments and radiators of all kitrds, stoves, meters. &c. The
subscribers (each with one share) are : E Woodroffe, 9-10. Pancras Lane,
E.C.4, C.A.; T. Scott. 9-10, Pancras Lane. E.C. 4, C.A. E. Woodroffe signs an
director. Solicitor : P. S. Clark, 11, Pancras Lane, E.C. Registered office :

9-10. Pancras Lane, E.C.4.

E. I. C. Magnetos, Ltd. (167,OT2).—Private comoanv.
Registered Mav Srd. Capital. £7J.000 in £1 sb-.res. To take over the busi-
ness of E. I. C. Magnetos. Ltd. (incorporated in 1913). and to carry on the
business of manufactur.>rs of magnetos and aopliances of all kinds for Ignition
or starting in connection with internal-combustion engines. &c. The sub-
scribers (each with one share) are: W. H. Baker, The Elms, West Smeth.
wick, law clerk; W. A. Shaw, n, Court Lane, Erdington, Warwickshire,
clerk. The first directors are to be apnointe^ by the subscribers Secretary
E. C. Cole. Solicitor: S. Vernon, S3. ColmTe Row. Rirmlncham. Registered
office : Royal Wellington Works. Sampson Road North, Birmingham.

Alamo Electric. Ltd. (167,158).—Private company. Re-
gistered May Oth. Capital. £5.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business
of dealei^ in and agents for the sale of the " Alamo Lighting and Power
S«ts." The subscribers (each with one share) are : H. Gaskell, 244. St. James
Court, S.W.I, engineer; W. M. Carver, Coombe Wevbridge. engineer (both
directors of Drake Si Gorham, Ltd., and other companies). The first director!
are: H. Gaskell and W. M. Carver. Solicitor: G. D. Colclough, 24, Austki
Friars, E.C.2.

Heves & Co.. Ltd. (167,08.5).—Private company. Regis-
tered May 4th. Capital, £20.000 in fl shares. To take over the business of
an electrical engineer carried on by W. A, Heves at Water Heves Works
Waterside, Wigan, Lanes., as " Heves & Co." The first directors are W
A. Heves. 2fl. Marsden Road, Southporf: A. V ytfyps. 26. Marsden Road,
Southport. Secretary: J. C. Mulr. Solicitor- \. WMson 22, King Street
Wigan. Registered office : Waterside. Powell Street, Wigan.

Garrett. Oreen & Co.. Ltd. (166 W71.—Private company.
Registered April 29th. Capital. £4,000 in £1 sbar,.,. To taltt over lb.
business of electrical and mechflnicBl engineers carried on at I<W Derby Street
Burton-on-Trent, by G. W. Green a"d R. L, Calder. as "Garrett. Green' ji

Co." The first directors are : G. W. Green, 10. Grange S'reet Burton-on-
Trent: R. L. Calder. 3, Moor .Street. Burton-on-Trent; O W Green senr
Elderfield LoHTe, Coventry S-'eet. Kidd-ri"lnsl»r ; W. I Cadler. 40 ' Sark-
ville Street. W. Solicitor: W. Ashford, .W. Great Marlborough Street, W
Rtgistered ofl^ce : 139, Derby Street, Burton-on-Trent.

Brltisli " Dynamo," Ltd. (167,071).—Private company.
Registered May 4t'h. Capital, £25,000 in £1 shares (16,000 preference). To
carry on the business of electrical and general engineers, manufacturers of

and dealers in elcetrica! and other appliances, &c. The subscribers (each

nee share) are : A. Watt, Morley's Hotel, Trafalgar Square,
; L. C. Thornton, 48, Lyncrolt Gardens. West Hampstead.
The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Solicitors :

nd Co., 3, London W..II Buildings, E.C.

Ever^Ready Company (Great Britain), Ltd. (167,171).—
Registered May (ith. Capital, £500,000 in £1 shares (200,000 7 per cent,

cumulative participating preference). To carry on the business of electricians,

electrical engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in electrical appliances,

apparatus, novelties and specialities. Sic, and to enter into an agreement with
the British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd. The first directors are : C. H. C. Moller,

100. Chevne Walk, S.W.; S. Stern. 255. West 84 Street, New York: M. Good-
fellow, flillinorbon, Castle Hill, Maidenhead; C. H. Dade. 17, The Avenue.
BiK-kenham, Kent; A. H. Sheppard. Wayside, Fricrn Watch Avenue, N.12
(all directors of the British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd.). Qualification, £250.
Solicitor, : Courhc.uld-Ellis. Mitchell and Mawbv, 1, Church Court, Clement's
Lane, E.C.

Stanley Gayner & Co., Ltd. (166,855).—Private company.
Registered ."Vpril 27th. Capital, £3,000 in 2,500 shares of £1 each and 10,000
shares of Is. each. To carry on the business of electrical engineers, motor,
aeroplane, iron and steel manufacturers, &c. The subscribers (each with one
,hare) are: S. Gayner, 132. Claude Road, Cardiff, engineer; E. Pearse, 21,

.Marlborough Road, Cardiff, managing director. The subscribers are to ap-

point the permanent directors. Registered office : Park Lane, Queen Street,

Cardiff.

Maclnnes, Clark & Co.. Ltd. (11,166).—Private company.
Registered in Edinburgh April 26th. Capital, £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of electricians, mechanical, water supply and electrical engi-
neers, patternmakers, boilermakers, millwrights, plumbers, joiners, &c. The
subscribers (each with one share) are : J. Bruce. 7, Firpark Terrace, Dennls-
toun, Glasgow (director, Craig & Co.. Ltd.): W. Jack, Mainhirst Cottage,
Airdrie (director, Craig & Co,, Ltd.); D. B. Mungo, 137, West Regent Street,

Glasgow, solicitor. The first directors are: H. J. Maclnnes. 57. Airlie

Gardens. Hvndland. Glasgow: and W. R. Clark, 2. Hopetoun Place, Town-
head. Secretary : D. B. Mungo. Registered office : 18. Holland Street,

Tofield & Robinson, Ltd. (166,892).—Private company.
Registered April 28th. Capital, £10.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of electricians, electrical contractors, electrical, mechanical. lighting, motor
and general engineers, &c. The first directors are : H. C. Tofield. Mill House.
Thimble Mill Road. Smethwick; W. T. Hellaby, The Chestnuts, Water Orton,
Warwick: B. French, (59, Bewdley Hill, Kidderminster. Registered office: 165,

Edmund Street, Birmingham.

Watson=Norie, Ltd. (166,962).—Private company. Regis-
tered April 30th. Canital. £8,000 in £1 .shares. To take over the busines.s

carried on by R. Norie, R. C. Watson and I. Norie at Enrk Park Road and
2. Clvde Street, Wallsend-on-Tyne. Northumberland, as " Watson-Norle," and
to carry on the business of electricians, electrical and structural engineers. &c.
The subscribers (each with one share) are : R. Norie, 3, Bedford Gardens,
Monkseaton, electrical engineer; J. Norie. 117, Brighton Road, Gateshead,
electrical and mechanical engineer; R. C Watson, 13. Croft Avenue. Wallsentl.
electrical and mechanical engineer. The first directors are not named.
Solicitor: T. A. B. Forster. Colllngwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tvne. Regis-

tered office : 43. Hi.gh Street, Wallsend.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Smale & Collins, Ltd.—Further charge on land and here-
ditaments in Twiss Road and East Street, Hvthe, dated April 26th. 1920
(supplemental to mortgage dated Aoril Isl, 1920), to secure £727. Holder :

H- H. Smale, 20, Parkhill. Ealing, W.

Simms Motor Units (1920). Ltd.—Land registrv charge
on certain land and premises in Finchlev dated April 30th. 1920: to secure
£4.818 15s. Holder : T._ G. Payne, " Ingerthorpe," Great North Road, High-
gate, N.. also land registry charge on above-mentioned property dated April
29th. 1920. to secure all moneys due or to become due from company to

London loint Citv and Midland Bank, Ltd.

V. G. Middleton & Co., Ltd.—,£4.000 debentures autho-
rises April 29th, 1920, whole amount issued, ch.irged on the company's under-
taking and property, present anil future, including uncalled capital. No

Charing Cross, West End and CItv Electricity Supply
Co.. Ltd.—Trust deed dated April 12th. 1920, to secure
£250.000 6J per cent, ,5-vear secured notes, also deed dated April 9th, 1920
(5upplement.ll to trust deed dated Aoril 30th, 1901. and indentures dated
September 12th. 1902, :md lune 17th. 1904), to .secure £3,333 further debenture
stock ranking t<"i On.tju with £530,000 debenture stock secured bv trust deeds,
also deed dated April 9th. 1920 (supplemental to trust deeds dated March 31st,

1908, and December <)ih. 1909), to secure £82,264 further debenture stock rank-
ing pari passu with £650,000 debenture stock secured bv princioal deeds,
also deed dated April 10th, 1920 (sunnlemental to deeds .l-ted March 31st,

1908. Deeember 9th. 1909, and April 9th. 1920). securing £117.796 further de.
benture stock ranking pari passu with £752.264 debenture stock charged on
eomoanv's City undertaking and assets and money belonging to th'*
undertaking £125,500 4 per cent, and £225.000 4J per cent, debenture stock.
and electric undertakings, generating and distributing stations, cables, work*
and other assets, present and future. Including uncalled capital. Trustees ;

Law Debenture Corporation, Ltd.

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.—Mortgage debenture
dated April 28lh. 1990, to secure £5,000 and further advances (if any) up to a
maximum of £15.000, charged on the romp-*nv's property, tvresent and future.
Including uncalled capital. Holdcis: Indo-European Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Dick's Asbestos Co., Ltd.—Mortgage dated -April 16th,
1920. to secure all moneys due or to become due from comoanv to Nation*'
Provincial and I'nio" Bank of England, Ltd., charged on certain properties '.n

earning Town and East Ham.

Dartmoor Electric Supoly Co., Ltd.—Issue on .April 22nd,
1920 of £1.10 debentures, part ol a series already rejiistered.

Kartret Enaineering Co.. Ltd.—Debenture dated April
19th. 1920. to secure all moneys due or to become due from company to
Barclay's Bank. Ltd.. charged on the eomoanv's undertaking and property-,
present and future, including uncelled capital.

Spensers, Ltd.—Particulars of *20.0(X) debentures autho-
rised February 17th. 1920, present issue £16,100, charged on the comoanvN
undert.iklng and oroperty, present and future, including uncalled and unpaid
capital. No trustees

Kinetic Co., Ltd.—T. Rimmin^ton, of 43, Gallowtree
. Gate. Leicester, as Receiver on Aoril 23rd, 1920, under powers contained in

debentures dated January 13th, 1910.
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Underground Electric Railway Co. of London, Ltd.—
Trust deed dated April 8th, IWO, to secure £700,000 " three-year notes "

charged on £681,000 (nominal) London Electric Railway 4 per cent, debenture
•took. £412,000 (nominal) 4 per cent, perpetual debenture stock of the City
• nd South London Railway Co., £200,000 (nominal) London Electric Railway
4 per cent, preference and £10.000 6 per cnt. (fre« lax) cumulative prefer-
ence shares of £10 each (fully paid) in the Associated Equipment Co.. Ltd.
Trustees : National Provincial Union Bank of England.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.
—Issue on April 13th, 1920, of £25,000 debenture, part of a series already
registered.

, Weldings, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on March 9th, 1920,
of mortgage debenture dated April 39th. 1919, securing £1.500.

CITY N0TE5.

The gross profits for 1919 weie ±'59,S"25,

Urban Electric as against £(53,890 for 1918. The balance
Supply Co., Ltd. carried to net profit and loss is £55,(Wl.

Interest, debenture stooli redemption, and
income tax, absorb £17,998; £3,710 was brought forward;
^10,000 is put to reserve for depreciation, and £1,322 is to bo
carried forward. In common with other provincial untler-

takings the company has suffered severely during the past

year from its inability to adjust its charges sufficiently to

meet the constantly increasing costs of supply, with the result

that the profits do not admit of the payment of any dividend.

To overcome this difficulty the directors joined with Edmund-
sons' Electricity Corporation in promoting a Bill in the pre-

sent session of Parliament to enable the company to earn
a reasonable return on its capital. They regret to report
that the Bill was rejected by the committee to whom it was
referred. The directors are, therefore, now endea.vouring to

secure the ncessary relief by other means.

Load in kw. PfoBts.

1918. 1919. 1918. 1919.

Hawick S.S'IS 3,816 £S,509 £5,608
Stamford 1,766 1,824 2,287 2.r08

Wfybridge and Walton .. 3,918 4,170 4.690 4,990

Godalming 1,986 2,032 2,382 1.715

Twickenham and District .

.

10.171 11,416 14,716 11,919

Dartmoutli 1,070 1,121 607 1.859

Camborne and Redruth .. .. 8.3i>6 9,272 8,609 7,753

Newton Abljot 1,602 1,895 2,932 .3.226

Grantham 2,070 9,256 8,074 6,996

Glossop 1.433 1,546 3,470 4,9.39

Berwick 1,'61 1,250 479 loss. 750

Caterham 1,080 1,248 1,0.56 1.607

Newbury 1,320 1,459 905 710

Cornwall Co — - 7,200 7,200

Totals 39,508 43,299 £03.766 £69,784

Dublin & Lucan Electric Railway Co.^Dividend of 5s.

per share on 5 per cent, preference shaxea on account of

arrears for year ending December, 1919.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has specially

allowed dealings in the following under Temporary Regulation

4 (3) :-
British Electric Transformer Co.. Ltd.—137..500 7 jier cent,

cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully-paid, Nos.

325,001 to 462,.500; 162.500 ordinaiy shares of £1 each, fully-

paid. Xo.';. 462,501 to 625.000, after issue of letters of accept-

ance.
Simm.s Motor Units flMl), Ltd.—30,000 .shares of £1 each,

10s. paid, Nos. 1 to 30,000.

The committee has ordered the undermentioned to be offi-

ciallv quoted :
—

.\d6laide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—250,000 5 per cent.
" A " cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fiilly paid

(Nos. 1 to 250,000).

British Aluminium Co., Ltd.—400.414 ordinary shares of

£1 each, fully paid (Nos. 900.621 to 1..301.034).

london Electric Railway Co.—1.59 ordinary shares of £10"

each, fully paid (Nos. 30,358 to 36.-509).

London & Suburban Traction Co., Ltd.—The revenue for

1919 was £37,395, aeain.st £46.294 for 1918. plus £7.09*2

brought forward. Deducting oil expenses chargeable to

revenue, including debpnture and lonn interest, and oroviding

for the sinking fund charges upon the 5 per cent, debenture
etock, £1.205 remains to be carried forward. The increa.sed

costs of working have compelled the associated tramway com-
panies to deposit Bills in Parliament seeking authority to

increase their maximum nnwers of eharr»e. Txird Ashfield

has rejoined the board and been elected chaiiTnan.

Commonwealth Edison Co.—The report for 1919 shows:
Electric operating revennea. $30,366,426- expenses (including

amortisation and depreciation. $2,880,254). ?!19..519..506: net
electric operating reveniips. $10,846,919; uncollpctahle operat-
ing revenue. $119,938; taxp=, $2,355,000; mnmVinil compensa-
tion. $895,193: net operating income i«7.47fi.7R7 : other in-

come. $619,801- Tross income. iSS.096.589: deduction^ from
cross income S950 213. leavine $7146 375: mtprest on funded
dr-bt $2.299 236: .lividends paid $3,942,340; balauc-e carried
to surplus, $904,798.—f'lnaucini Timeii.

Dndlev. Stourbridge and District Electric Traction Cn..
Ltd.—Dividend 4 per rent, on the ordinarr shares for 1919.
.£1,000 to reserve; ^62,000 to renewals; i6.5 carried forward.

Potteries Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—Capital expenditure
during 1919, £3,903. Revenue £252,436, or £46,304 more than
1918. The expenses have increased by ,£51,590, although many
repairs and renew-als have again been deferred, .\fter deduct-
ing all expenses, including debenture interest, and .£15,000 for
renewals, £20,000 is put to reserve, 5 per cent, is paid on the
preference shares, and 5 per cent, on the ordinary, leaving
£12,082 to be carried forward. Owing to repeated w-age ad-
vances and the highei- cost of materials, expenses have very
largely incieased. Gross receipts have also increased by reason
of higher fares and other causes. " Wages continue to ad-
vance, and the raising of additional revenue becomes more
difficult." The Bill deposited by the Corporation to confirm
the agreement of sale of the undertaking to the Stoke-on-
'IVent Corporation was withdrawn, as it failed to obtain the
necessary approval of the ratepayers.

Karachi Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—This company
held an extraordinary meeting at Kaiachi on April 10th, when
it was resolved to increase the capital from ten lakhs to 3<J

lakhs of rupee.''. Three lakhs were to be offered to existing
shaaeholders at par. The chairman. Mr. M. de P. Webb
referred to the prospects ahead, especially with regard to
demands for energy for industrial purposes. In addition, over
three hundred applicants for energy for hghting pui-poses were
waiting to be connected. Three lakhs of rupees were required
at once to pay for the three new large engmes and dynamos,
two of which weie now on their way from England to
Karachi. The njanaging agents have "under preparation a
scheme for a greatly enlarged generating station to be equipped
with .steam turbo-generator, each of 1,000 kw.—that is, each
will be larger than the entire capacity of the present plant.
Industrial enterprises in and around Karachi are expected to
l)e greatly .stimulated as a result.

North of Scotland Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
The result of working during 1919 is satisfactory considering
the conditions. In Montrose, connections increased from
1,217 KW. to 1,555 KW.; Brechin from 857 to 908 kw.,- Inver-
ness from 1,996 KW. to 2,088 kw.; total 4,.551 kw. Gross profit
£6,409, against £6,644 in 1918. Debenture and loan interest
£2,615; after writing £71 off suspense account, providing
£208 for income tax on undivided profits, and including
£1.214 l)rought forwai-d, 3 per cent, dividend is to be paid,
,£2,.500 put to renewal reserve, and £729 carried forward. The
death of two directors (Mr. D. S. Campbell and Dr. Valentine
Stone) occurred during the year; Mr. D. l.ackie w-as co-opted
to fill one of the vacancies.

Northern General Transport Co., Ltd.—The company own
the mve.stments, which cost £438,706, in the Gateshead. 'Tj-ne-
mouth and Jarrow electric tramway undertakings. During
1919 the Gateshead and .Tanow companies made distributions
to their shareholders from their reserves. The amounts so
received by this company have been carried to reserve. The
gix)ss traffic receipts of the motor transport undertaking again
show an increase due to the larger number of vehicles in ser-
vice, but costs (if operation continue to rise rapidly. There
has been put to sinking fund £1,260; 6 per cent, preference
dividend £6,-522; 10 per <ent. on the ordinary shares £22,711-
carried forward £14,010.

Minehead Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Units sold during
1919 increased by 25. .560. Profit on trading after payment of
debenture iuterest Woij^ plus £37 brought forward". After
paying preference dividend, putting £330 to depreciation and
reserve, and paying 5 per cent., free of tax, on the ordinarj-
shares. £45 is to be carried forward. The new engine and
generator ordered in February, 1919, have only just commenced
running. The nominal capital is to be increased to £20,000,
and the existing 800 £10 preference .shares are to be converted
into 8.0OO shares of £1 each.

Shanghai Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—Supplementing
our note of last week the profit for 1919 w-as £154,567. com-
pared with £71,5.37. 'iue loss by exchange on subsidiary coin-
age m 1919 was £52.139. which is equal to 16.29 per cent, on
the capital of the company. The ratio of depreciation to gross
takings increased during the year, and still shows an un-
favourable tendency. The traffics and net receipts for the
current year continue to he satisfactory. The 15 trailers and
seven railless electric cars have not yet been brought into
.service owing to the difficulties and delays incidental to manu-
facture.

Indian Electric Supply and Traction Co.. Ltd.—Mr. J. G.
B. Stone, presiding at tne annual meeting on May 7th, said

that the year had been one of great difficulty. The position

had now improved. Units sold had increased in all depart-
ments, excepting for special contracts where there was a
decrease due to the temporary stoppage at some of the milla

owing to labour unrest. In order to provide an increased

margin of .safety a second-hand 500-kw. set had been secured.

Very considerable developments in the business were anti-

cipated. The tramway had been more remunerative than in

the previous year; i>assengers carried and traffic earnings
had improved, but a heavy expenditure on repairs had had to

be met.

Hurst, Nelson & Co.. Ltd.— Interim dividend of Is. per

share (5 percent., free of tax).
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Baitlan Meter Co., Ltd.—The net profit for 1919 (after

writing £1,250 off goodwill) was j£97b, plus £151 brought

forward. The directors recommend payment of the 6 per cent,

dividends on the cumulative preference shares for the two

years ended December, 1919, amounting to £341, also a divi-

dend of 3 per cent, on the ordinary shares for 1919, leaving

£588 to carry forward.

West African Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 2 per

cent., making 4 per cent., free of tax, for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tdesdax Evening.

Thbkb is everv indication in the Stock Exchange markets that

the pubhc are taking a hand amongst investment stocks and

shares Business, however, stiU comes tamely, and it is mi-

Dossible to gauge the tendency of the Stwk Exchange for long

ata time. Excels Profits Duty has now come to be regarded

as fixed, so fai- as this year is concerned, at 60 per cent., and

there is a disposition to wait and see how this is likely to attect

industrial companies. The past success with which sellers

have passed on taxes to the consumers encourages the idea

that there is not likely to be much diminution in dividends

but this remains to be seen, and meanwhile the buyer of

industrials treads .softly. Something of a feature is the

strength of rubber shares, which is somewhat surprising m
view of the low price of the raw material, though explainable

by reference to the fact that rubber companies are selling

their produce at excellent prices for forward dehvery. Conse-

quently, rubber shareholders are content to retain their m-

vestments for future profits.
. .r, ^ j

With so manv causes of unsettlement m the arr, tne tena-

encv is still to" buv gilt-edged stocks in preference to those

of the more speculative order. Therefore it comes about

that quite a number of good-class preference shares, which

lately have been inclined to droop, are now takmg a turn for

the "better. There is, indeed, a public demand for anything

of the sound order offering 7J to Si per cent, on the money.

While many of the recent comers afford the latter rate arid

more, the conservatism of the investor leads him to prefer

the older-established concerns, and to accept a lower rate of

interest from these than can be obtained from newer c9mers

Nevertheless, it happens occasionally, to the exasperation of

the proprietor of shares in which there is not much market,

that when he comes to sell he finds the nominal quotation is

not the correct market value, and he is offered some_ lower

figure tian that which appears in the list. The reason is that

unless shares should actually come to market, the prices are

left standing until somebody wants to deal, and it is only

then that the seller discovers that the 7 per cent. Bank Rate

has had a greater effect upon his stock than was apparent in

the price being left unaltered.

By refusing the offer of the London General Omnibus Com-
pany in regard to wages, the men have caused dulness

amongst the electrical railway issues, although Underground
incomes hold their price. London and Suburban Traction

preference fell away to 3s. on the report just out. The Toronto

Power Company invites tenders for repayment of their stock

by the 4i per cent, debenture holders, and allows until

May 28th for these to be sent in. Prior to the issue of the

circular, the price was standing at 57-60, and this is quoted

by the company in its invitation, but now the stock has risen

to 65i, and possibly might command still more. It is always

difficult for a stockholder to know at what price his tender is

likely to be accepted by a company in such circumstances as

these.

Bromptona are i down to 6|, bringing the yield to nearly

9J per cent, on the money. Westminsters pay 9i per cent,

and South Londons rather more. Kensingtons have come
down 5s. to 4|, the return in their case amounting to 7J per
cent, on the money. Metropolitans afford 10 per cent, at their

lowered price of 3. Considerations of yield seem to affect

these electric lighting shares hardly at all : the market is dull

and heavy. With coal higher, it is not likely that any
illumination shares will increase in popularity. Electric Con-
structions are easier at 22s. English Electric ordinary stand
about 22s. 6d. Yorkshire Electric Power ordinary, £4 paid,
were recently negotiated dt 29/16, while the 5 per cent, deben-
ture stock, which came out at R"^. la.<^ changed hands at 85J.
The £35 paid scrip is about 35^. Newcastle-on-Tyne 7 per
cent, preference keep very steady at 20s. 6d. Notting HOI
ordinary shares can be bought on the basis of 20s. 9d. ; the
company's 6 per cent, preference have not been dealt in for
five months in the Stock Exchange, when the last recorded
barcain was at 8i.
Melbnnme Electric Supply new shares, issued at 2os. and

with lOs. paid, maintain 1-16 premium. Indian Electric
Traction 7 per cent, convertible preference, fully paid, are at
Is. discount.

_
Permi.«sion has just been granted to deal in

the partly-paid British Electric Transformer shares, and the
nominal price, 5a. paid, is " a small discount to a smaller pre-
miniD." Shropshire and Staffordshire Electric Power 6 per
opet rrelerence are quot-ed about 14s., the .'>} per cent, first

debenture stock being 89. A snail lot of Urban Electric

Funded dividend certificates was sold the other day at a
llurin per £1. The preference remain at 278. 6d., in spite of

I he dividend having just been passed.
Fairly numerous dealings occur in the new shares of the

cable companies, and Westerns at 5 for the £1 paid and 13i
for the fcdly-paid are in some demand. Eastern Extensions
are 4 7-16 £1 paid and 13J fully paid. Eastern Telegraphs are
10s. 6d. for the 2s. paid and 27s. 6d. for the £1 paid, and the
new Globes, £1 paid, are 41 buyers. There is not much
doing in the senior issues. Eastern ordinary is 1 lower at

159J, and the others in thia group show no movements.
United River Plates drooped to 7i. West India and Panama
fell to 15s. on the passing of the interim dividend. Marconia
are again a poor market, the parent shares dropping back to

3|. and the new ordinary, issued at £3 and with 3.5s. paid,

falhng in unison to 36s. Canadian Marconis are dull at a
shade above 10a., and Marines at 2J have gone back slightly

on the week. Anglo-Americans show no change. The 6 per
cent, preferred offers good security and 7J per cent, on the
money, and the deferred yields the round 8 per cent. Tele-

graph Con.structions at 22J are again 20s. lower.

Most of the Mexican " securities " have gone back on account
of the rebels' successes of the past few davs. Brazilian Trac-
tions eased off to 48i, but rallied to 50. iTie preferred at 81i
are 2 dow-n. Bombay Electric preference at 12J are another
pound lower, the ordinary being 110. The Anglo-Argentine
issues remain duU, and British Columbia Electric Rails are
irregular. In the armament

_
list. Vickers keep somewhat

heavy on a good deal of provincial selling. The strength of

rubber shares underwent some trifling modification as the
price of the product slipped back to a florin per lb.

SHARE LIST OF
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FURTHER REMARKS ON THE EFFICIENCY OF DOMESTIC ELECTRIC HEATING.

By Q. W. STUBBINQS.

A RECENT series of articles in the Electrical Keview,
from the peu of Mr. B. L. Klemens, has been written with
the idea of denionsDratinj; the superior over-all efficiency of

the electrical method of domestic heating as compared with

the use of gas. The conclusion arrived at by the writer of

these articles is that the thermal efficiencies of the two
processes are in the ratio of 18 to 14 1 in favour of electricity,

such thermal efficiency being defined as the relation between
a given number of heat units actually available for domestic

use and the potential heat units contained in the coal used

to produce the former number of heat units.

This conclusion is interesting, and as gratifying to

electrical engineers interested in electricity supply as it

seems to have been unpalatable to engineers connected with

the gas industry. An examination of the arguments
employed to arrive at this conclusion reveals a considerable

lack of clearness, and the present writer has, therefore, gone
afresh into the whole matter with the idea of setting out

the problem in as concise a manner as possible, 'i'he

results do not quite agree with those of Mr. Klemens, and
it appears probable that sufficient justice has not been

done to the claims of gas. A further examination of the case

for electricity hardly makes it- appear that Mr. Klemens's
estimate of the efficiency of the electrical method is an

unfavourable one, but rather one representing more or less

ideal conditions not yet realised.

The method of domestic heating which, according to gas

engineers, offers the maximum economy and advantages, is

the use of certain of the products of the distillation of coal,

by direct combustion, these products being gas and coke.

The fact that ntber products have an enormous industrial

value is of the highest importance, but not strictly relevant

to the question of thermal efficiency. The fundamental
data concerning the process of gas production, as accepted

by Mr. Klemens, may be taken as follows :
—

Average B.TH.u. per lb. of coal

Gaa obtained per ton of coal destroyed

Averaffe B th.u. per cb. ft. of gas ...

Ooke obtained per ton of coal destroyed
Coke used for the destruction of 1 ton of coal

Net yield of coke per ton of coal destroyed
Average b.th u. per lb. of coke

13,000
1 r,,OOU ch. ft.

480
8 cwt.
4 „

4 „

11,000

From these data the efficiency of transformation from
coal to gas can easily be obtained. Taking as a basis 1 ton

of coal :

—

B.TH. u. contained in coal ... 2,240 x 13,000 = 29,120,000

„ in resultant ;i:a8 ... l."),000 a 480 = 7,200,000

„ „ coke ... 418 11,000 = 4,928,000
Total B.TH.n. in products of des-

truction of 1 ton of coal ... 12,128 000
Efficiency of conversion, 1213 X 100/2912 ... = 4r5 %
The next factor to be considered is the efficiency of

utilisation of the actual heat in the gas and coke by the

consumer, and the data which have been furnished by the

gas authorities, and accepted by Mr. Klemens, are as

follows :

—

(ias used in cooker and boilintr-rinjfs in ecjual <|iiantitie3 :

Efficiency of cooker, 13'6 ",.

Efficiency of rinejs, 50 '^..

Overall efficiency of utilisation of gm = ) (HO t- I3'6) = HI'S',;.

Efficiency of coke boiler, tiO %.

('onsidering again the products of destruction of one ton
of coal, these are used as follows :

—

4 cwt. of coke, containing I!I3 :•; 10" heat units at 60
;,

efficiency.

15,030 ob. ft. of Kas, containinfr 72 x 10'' heat units at 318 ";

efficiency.

Over-all efficiency of utLliBation= (7'2 - 3r8 )- 4>)3 \ 60)/(7 2
-f 4-93) = 430 '„.

A figure of 41-5 per cent, is then arrived at as the
efficiency of conversion of coal into coke and gas, and a
figure of -13 per cent, as the efficiency of utilisation 'of the
available heat content of these two products. Mr. Klemens.
in one of his articles, apparently doubts the possibility of
using the whole of this coke. This objection, however it

may apply to purely domestic uses, ignores the many other

possible uses of coke. One obvious use is for combustion
under steam boilers for power-raising purposes, in which
circumstances, it must be remembered, an efficiency of

utilisation in the neighbourhood of so per cent, is quite

practicable. It seems, therefore, that to accept an average
figure of ()0 per cent, for the efficiency of utilisation of the

heat content of coke is not unjustifiable.

Using the two efiiciencies arrived at, the over-all thermal
efficiency of the gas method of heating is given by their

product, and this efficiency is accordingly 0"43 x 0'
1 15, or

17-H per cent. This figure is appreciably better than that

of ll'GG per cent, deduced by Mr. Kiemans, and is practi-

cally the same as that taken by him to represent the over-all

efficiency of the electrical method.
This latter figure of 18 per cent, requires examination.

It is based on a 20 per cent, efficiency of conversion of the

potential heat units of coal into electfrical energy, and an
efficiency of utilisation of this electrical energy of itO per

cent. With the latter figure few will (|uarrel .seriously,

although it may, jjerhaps, be taken to represent fair average,

and not unfavourable, conditions. It must also be remem-
bered that an efficiency of 90 i)er cent, will not apply to

boiling appliances of the hot-plate type. The figure of
•20 per cent, efficiency of generation of electrical energy,

given by the gas authorities as the maximum possible

with the most up-to-date plant aud under most favourable

conditions, is tacitly assumed by Mr. Klemens to be a low
estimate of the actual efficiency obtainable under normal
average conditions. It will, therefore, be interesting to

see exactly what is meant by a 20 per cent, efficiency of

conversion. This inquiry may conveniently be set out as

follows :

—

1 Kw.-hour = 3,411 b.th. a.

To produce 1 KW.-hour at consumer's service requires 3,4 11 /JO ,,

= 17,055 m.th.d. at the works.
Averagre b.th.u. per lb. of coal used for electricity supply, 1 1 ,000.

Lb. of coal containing- 17.0.55 it. TH.U. = 17,055/11,000 = l'B5.

Lb. of coal per unit sold = r55.
Assuming 80 _ of units generated reach consumers' terminals.
Lb. of coal per unit generated = rB5 x 0'8 = r24.

A figure of 1-24 lb. of coal per unit generated can hardly
be considered an unfavourable estimate from the point of

view of electricity, and will perhaps for some considerable

time only be possible with a high load factor. The probable
load factor of an electric heating load would not appear to be
high. But this would depend largely upon the popularity

of electricity for heating purposes.

It may be interesting to assume an average good figure

obtainable in present-day circumstances, and to see what
over-all efficiency this leads to. The assumption of 2.', lb.

of coal per unit generated will not be on the high side for

the average undertaking, taken over an extended period, and
assuming as before an efficiency of distribution, &c., of 80
per cent., this will correspond to 2;") OS or ;3-12 lb. of coal

per unit sold. We then have

—

1 KW.-hour = 3,111 BTii.u.
Coal required to produce 1 KW.-hour = 312.
Average M t. 11. u. per lb. of coal = 11,000.
Total heat units required to produce 1 KW.-hoar = 3*12 x 11 OCO

= 34,320.

Efficiency of conversion = 3,411/34,320 = 10 '\ nearly.

It does not. therefore, seem unreasonable to conclude that
from the standpoint of thermal efficiency, the ,gas authorities
can offer a more economical system of domestic heating
than can the electricity supply undertakings at the present
time.

The most promising application of electricity for cooking
purposes is to be found in the electric oven, possessing f,s it

does the advantages of cleanliness and convenience, together
with that of turning out better cooked food with a markedly
less decrease in weight, than the gas oven can ever hope to

do. These advantages should be sufficiently weighty to

overcome any disability in point of thermal efficiency, bub
it will not be a waste of time to compare on this basis the
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gas with the electric oven. We have, then, considering the

gas oven :—
Average efficiency of conversion of coal to pas and coke = 4r5 %.
Efficiency of utilisation of gsm in oven. 13 6 %.
Overall thermal efficiency olsrasovcn = 13C"o x 415' = 5'i)5 %.

For the electric oven, on a present-day basis of -Jh lb. of

coal per unit generated:—
Efficiency of conversion of coal to electrical

energy = lO'O %
Efficiency of utilisation 90'0 %
Overall thermal efficiency of electric oven = 90 % X 10 % = 9 %

proving that from the standpoint of over-all efiBciency, the

electric oven is eminently superior to the gas oven.

The above figures relate to ultimate thermal efticiencies,

and would show that although the use of the electrical oven
gives superior results to those of gas, the combined
elBciency of the whole of the domestic heating processes,

including the provision of hot water, is more favourable

with gas than with electricity. The fact that the use of

electricity for heating purposes is makinir such rapid strides

in no wise contradicts this conclusion, but simply indicates

that ultimate thermal efficiency is not the only factor which
fixes the value of any system of heating in the judgment of

the actual user. A factor of far greater interest to the

actual user is that of cost of operation, since it does not

necessarily follow that a given amount of useful heat will

cost the same whether produced by the combustion of gas

or by electrical means. It may, therefore, be of interest

to work out the comparative figures for the cases of a gas and
an electric oven, taking for this purpose a basis of 3d. per

unit for electricity, and .'>s. per 1,000 cb. ft. for gas. We
have, then :

—

Cost of electricity per KW.-hour
B.TH.r. actually obtainable ...

Efficiency of utilisation in oven
Deefnl b.th.d. per unit.

Useful B.TH.u. per penny

Cost of g-aa per 1.000 cb. ft os.

B.TH.C. per cb. ft 480
B.TH.u. obtainable per 1,000 cb. ft. ... 480.000
Efficiency of utilisation 13'6 '^

Useful B.TH.u. per cb. ft. = 48C,000 X 0'136

Useful B.TH.u. per penny = 480.000 X 0'136/60 = 1,088

On the basis assumed, which does not unduly favour

electricity, gas and electricity are about equally advan-

tageous as regards cost of operation.

It therefore seems clear that, as regards cost of operation,

electricity will usually be more expensive than gas. But,

again, it must be remembered that, however important cost

of operation may be in industrial matters, it is not a factor

of paramount importance in domestic life. If. for instance,

means are required for boiling kettles of water in the

scullery of a house, the use of a gas ring is rational, but if

the same process is to be carried out in the dining room,

the inferior ultimate thermal efficiency of the electric

kettle will not stand in the way of its adoption, owing to

the fact that on the score of cleanliness, convenience, and
general desirability, it is the only possible device. It seems,

therefore, that electrical men can be quite content with

the manifold advantages of the apparatus they can place

before the householder—which advantages are quite weighty

enough to secure its introduction into a rapidly increasing

number of homes—without claiming for such apparatus a

thermal efficiency it does not really possess. The inherent

thermal inefficiency of the process of the conversion of the

potential energy of coal into the mechanical energy necessary

to drive electrical machinery seems to preclude the possi-

bility of electricity ever being the most economical method
of producing domestic heat. Considerations of ultimate

thermal efficiency are, however, of minor importance in a

very large number of homes—comfort, cleanliness, and con-

venience being accounted of sufficient moment to ensure that

electricity for heating purposes will find a rapidly increas-

ing use.

FAILURES OF TURBO-QENERATORS AND
SUQQESTIONS FOR I.MPROVEMENTS.

... 3d.

... 3.411

... 90',
= 3,411 X 0-9 = 3,070
= 3,070/3 = 1,023

Report on German Indastrial Conditions.—Mr. Bonar
Law states that a report of industrial and commercial conditions

in Germany at the close of the year 1919 wUl shortly be published.

Commercial Commissioners who are stationed at Berlin and Colcgne
will report p»riodieally on the conditions in Germany.

At a meeting of the North Midland Centre of the Institu-

tion of Ei.i:ctkic.\l Engixfkrs, at Leeds on March 9th, Mr. .1.

Shkphf.!!I> read his paper on the ahove subject, an abstract

of which apjieared in the Ei.fxtrical Rrvif.w of January 16th.

The chairman of the C-ciitre presided, and expressed the
pleasure of the n)ember.s at .seeing Mr. Shepherd once more
amongst them.

Oldening the discussion, the Chairman said the trend of ad-

vance in any class of machinery w5s always at a very rapid

rate of change. Mr. Shepherd was the first engineer who had
had the courage to come forward and point out the absolute

necessity now of considering the great step in advance. The
difficulties of obtaining clean air had been very much brought

to the front, and some of the memlters who were present
some time ago would remember Mr. Hellord's account of what
happened to one of the Leeds machines that was nominally
clean but really dirty. Mr. Shepherd had boldly brought
forward the proposition that the whole machine should be
one large water jacket, and Messrs. Parsons, who were always
pioneers, had definitely produced a water-cooled rotor. Mr.
shepherd went a long way in advance of that. He recog-
nised that they must tackle the vexed problem of the end
turns. The great merit of his solution was that in introduc-
ing those new appliances he at the same time tried to adopt
and improve on any of the old refinements in the way of

supportmg coils which had been found so necessary in iin-

proving the earlier types of machines. In fact, he attempted
to go a great deal further in supporting coils than had been
done yet. They could certainly record their appreciation

of the courage and foresight which Mr. Shepherd had shown
in writing his paper.

Mr. Johnson Wright said that stators had given them a
rough time during the past thirteen years, and he (Mr.
Wright) had had experience of many of the break-downs
referred to. In the early days a great deal of the trouble

on the stators was due to a loose core. He agreed with Mr.
Shepherd that many of the soft cores were due to insufficient

.supports in the teeth. He could remember where the sup-

ports only consisted of one-sixteenth steel dead edge up
against the lamination. The steel yielded and the teeth

vibrated, and after a short time they broke and the machine
was wrecked. Some of Mr. Shepherd's ideas for overcoming
the trouble with rotors were original. The weak point was
the end curve. Phosphor bronze had been shown to be
absolutely unreliable, because they could not calculate—no
matter how many test pieces they had—the strength of the

material. The casting might look all right, but when the

machine m as put up it might be found all wrong inside. Mr.
Shepherd had referred in his paper to steel bands, and these

were the solution of the matter. The speaker favoured either

a nickel chrome or a phosphor bronze cap. With the one
with steel strip or phosphor bronze wire they had all the

advantages of the metal as support and also the strength,

because they could calculate the strength of a steel strip or

phosphor bronze wire, whereas they could not ascertain the

strength of a casting. With regard to rotors, there was a

point always to be avoided in the design, to which Mr. Shep-

herd had not referred. It had been the practice a few years

ago to make the rotor end conical in form, and the cap also

conical in form. The idea was that the cap secured the

winding. That was an excellent idea, but in the case he had
in mind it was found that the tremendous end throws set

up the centrifugal forces acting on the plane, with the result

that a two-inch key was easily sheared off. Mr. Shepherd

. had shown on the screen photographs of machine? made by

Messrs. Parsons. He. personally, did not think that enough

credit bad been given to Mes.^rs. Parsons for the development

of the water-cooled rotor. It was a sound mechanical device,

and the rotors ran remarkably well. As to the figure in

which Mr. Shepherd .showed a diagram nf the stator on the

water coolmg principle, he did not much care for the

idea of making an outlet ?* 'he coupling. It .seemed to him
it would be impos-sible to make a watertight running joint

so that thev could keep the water out of the alternator.

Apart from finding room for the air ducts required in ships—

with large machines up to 20,000 Kw.. it was a hard enough

job to find room for the air ducts in a .station. As far as ship

propulsion was concerned, it seemed to him that water cooling

had got to come sometime or another.

Mr. Brown said it did not matter whether they were

dealing with 50.000-kw. or 5.000-kw. machines—there was

the question of insulation. He supposed 95 per cent of the

breakdowns in electrical machinery, particularly in some

small-sized machines, were first of all connected with the

failure of insulation. A few occasionally were due to mechani-

cal weaknesses, but there was no question about it that what
thev needed to make a satisfactory machine was better in-

sulation. The insulations which Mr. Shepherd had pointed

out to them in those large ii:achines were almost of necessity

built up with mica in some form or other, but at the same

time it was difficult to put mica in some machines. By
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reason of that one had to fall back on the ordinary cotton
covering, li did not seem to matter much what sort of
yarnisn they used or what method they adopted in the wind-
ing of the coils, it was not lung, if the mucnme was allowed
to get dusty or dirty, before they got insulation troubles.
The point which the auttior had put uefore them with regard
to the water-cooled machine, aituough it dealt largely with
the larger machines, and the difficulty of obtaining clean air,

seemed to point to him that there would be an opportunity
even with medium sized machines, particularly where they
were working in very awkward and dry and dusty situations.
Quite a number of such places existed in the country, and
it only a satisfactory method of water cooling could be
adopted he was sure it would meet with a great deal of suc-
cess. If better methods could be adopted for keeping down
temperature, the machines could be run at a very much
larger output than the normal rate. It had been mentioned
that it was imixissible almost to find out whether faults
existed in phosphor bronze castings or not, but with X-rays
inspection apparatus they could now pierce through five or
six inches of metal, and he hoped that in due course they
would be able to examiue a casting to a very much greater
extent than they could at present. The whole paper seemed
to show what troubles there were even to-day with insulation,
and he could only hope that Mr. Shepherd's paper would
be the means of lessening a great many of their existing
troubles in that direction.

Mr. TuoRPE (Leeds) said that he would be interested to

know whether Mr. Shepherd had considered the destructive
effect of suddenly generating steam in the event of a heavy
"short" producing local heat in the neighbourhood of the
water-cooled elements. He (Mr. Thorpe) had had a good
deal to do with the development of new ideas tither than
in electrical Hnes, and he knew the difficulties which had
to be encountered by those who endeavoured to bridge the
gap between the manufacturer and the user, and it was
very satisfactory to come across a paper of this type.

In his reply, Mr. Shefherii said that the problem of cooling
had only arisen within the last few years, and since the high
speed machines first began to be introduced. Ever since

1879 designer after designer with one exception had con-
etructed machines up to the present time relying on the
imperfect way of cooling by blowing air through them. Now
they had got to the size when the amount of heat
to be got rid of approached that of a small condenser.
When they got a "short" on a machine with a collective

power behind it. at large stations he did not think any in-

sulation supported in any other way than shown on the slides,

that was by clamps here and there, would ever hold the coils

adequately -against those enormous forces. The time was
coming when with high speed machines they would have
to have stresses greater still. This would force them to

introduce water-cooling or oil cooling, and when that had
been done then they could face the redesigning uf the sup-

ports something after the fa.shion which he had indicated.

He was glad that Mr. Johnson Wright agreed that the safest

band for supporting the rotor bindings was the high tensile

steel one. Steel flexible bands and tape and wire had been
used in the past, and had proved failures in a good many
cases. Bands had failed for two reasons. They were put
upon coils at a fairly high tension, and there was nothing to

prevent a coil sinking under the pressure of the bands upon
them. .\nd, secondly, there was nothing to support the

band except the coils, whereas if one had a device as shown
on the rotor in fig. 9, there was an adequate way of centring

and supporting a band quite irrespective of the coils under
it, and with drawn steel wire tape they were dealing with

the strongest and most reliable material known, because in

its manufacture it was subject to stresses as high or higher

than any which would be experienced in working. It had
been suggested that he had hardly given sufficient credit to

Messrs. Parsons. He would, however, remind them that on
page 9 of his paper he had stated: "Various designs have

been proposed using liquid cooling. Whilst the majority of

them are of foreign 6rigin the initial adoption of water cool-

ing to modern machines is to be credited to Messrs. C. A.

Parsons & Co.. Ltd." He. Mr. Shepherd, would have said

more when he wrote the paper it he had known, as he now
knew, that Mes.sra. Parsons had made so many of their

machines with water-cooled rotors, but it was not until he

read his paper at Newcastle that he had the first opportunity

of seeing their water-cooled machine. With regard to the

criticism of the device shown in fig. 13. that that was merely

a diagram of the discharge of the water at the couplina. and

had certain objections, he quite agreed. That was only one

way of getting rid of the water. .Another way was to drill

the rotor shaft and discharge the water at the low pre.ssure end

of the turbine. With regard to tlie size of cooling ducts witli

large machines, those were immense and of deep propjirtioii.

He did not see how with the usual amount of engine-room

space one could find room for those ducts.
_
In the paper he

had given some figures of representative ships with tlie sizes

of the cooling ducts necessiiry for air cooling, and in working

out those sizes he had allotted a hiah air velocity of 2,00(1 ft.

per minute. If they took that extreme example of modern
engineering, the battle cruiser of ISO.OOO h.p.. the diameter

of the air duct for both the generators and the motors was

19.6 ft. in diameter. He supposed most of them had lieen

on board a naodern battleship, and had seen how the machi-

nery was cramped together. In a very small space they
would cram in something like 12,000 h.p. Of course, such
condensation of power was only possible when oil fuel was
employed. In such cases, to get in large air ducts became
imi)ossible. In answer to Mr. Brown, he would say that

mica was certainly the best insulation provided it was
apphed correctly. An incidental advantage of water cooling

was that they kept dust from the machine, and the presence

of dust was a fairly frequent cause of surface leakage and
breakdown. Mr. Thori)e had helped him very consider-

ably in developing the idea of water cooling, so much so

that it was difficult to say which were his opinions and
which Mr. Thorpe's. He was much indebted to the latter

for his suggestions. The question whether one should

employ water or oil for cooling had been raised by various

l)eople. The advantage of water was that they could ea.sily

get it, and that its specific heat was about double. There-

fore they had the maximum cooling effect with water over

that of oil. If they were going to have leakage the question

•was, which would do least harm, water or oil'? He should

not recommend any method of construction in which there

was any possibility of leakage, and with modem methods of

construction one could construct devices in which there was
little or no risk of leakage. There was, however, the pos-

sibility of a bi'eakdown and subsequent leakage. In such a
case, before they got right down to the core, he thought ther<'

would be no doubt but that the protective relays of the

system would have operated, and the arc causing the burn
out would have disappeared before it got within reach of

oil or water. He would rather have water leaking into the

machine putting the fire nut round the in.sulation. than oil.

The particular w-ater device would be cut oft'. Hot water

could be circulated round the remainder, and the machine
could very rapidly be dried out, and unless the burn out was
a verv serious one the machine could be on load again very

quickly. He did not think there would be any danger of

any destructive effect as raised by Mr. Thorpe unless the

relays hung up and the steam was di.scharged into a very

active arc when there would be destruction. Generally they

would have that destruction whether they had oil or water,

but he could not contemplate on a big system a total failure

of protective relays so that they would have water playing

into an active arc.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Shepherd for

his paper.

ELECTRICAL PRECIPITATORS IN JAPAN.

A NUMBER of electrical precipitators Irive l)een installed in

.Japanese smelters since 1918 by the Metallurgical Research

Institute, which owns the Japanese rights of the Cottrell

process. The installations, according to Chemical and Metal-

lurgical Engineering, are all similar, consisting of from one

half to ten repeated sections, each containing 64 pipes, 12 in.

in diameter and 16 ft. long. Ordinarily one motor generator

serves two sections, each set comprising a 1.5-h.p., 50-cycIe.

500-volt. 3-phase motor, a 10-K.v.a., .50-cycle, 200-volt

generator, and a 10 or 15-K.V..V transformer capable of giving

100.000 volts on the secondary.

At the Ashio .smelter. Furukawa Mining Co., two treaters

were installed in 1918; one to treat the mixed gases from four

McDougall roasters, two copper blast furnaces, and four con-

verters ; and the other to treat the gases from a reverberatory

furnace after having passed through waste-heat boilers.

The gases are drawn through the main treater and dis-

charged directly from the fan casings, while those of the rever-

beratorv furnace are dra^\n through the reverberatory treater

by the natural draught of the stack. As the revergeiatory fur-

nace is not oix^rating continuously at present, the gases and

those of eleven put roasters, four bla.st furnaces and four

copper converters are mixed and treated entirely by the main

treater. Thus the gas volume now handled by the main

treater seems somewhat in excess of 1.50.000 eu. ft. per inin..

as designed. The niiinunt of dust collected varies from six to

ten long tons per ?{ hi. The elTiciencv of precipitation seeiiis

to depend unon the nature of the furnace charge and the

moisture and temperature of the gases treated. When the

conditions are very favourable, it runs as high as 98 per^cent..

passing a white siiuike. but sometimes it drops to about 70 per

cent., "when the s'lioke acquires a yellow tint. When the

conditions are such that the charging' voltage can be raised

above 80.000 volts with a comparatively small in<rease of the

current, precipitation is very satisfactory.

Several vears ago a largo dust chamber was instilled, using

the Roesing wire svste!ii. Tlie cases p^-ssed from this chamber

to four large stacks, in which th-y weie ililuted bv the forced

admission of fresh air. before being discharged into the atnio-

snheie. Tlie main treater was in.stalled at the side of this

dust chamber, so the cases pass through the du>t chamber

before going through the treater. The numerous susj^ended

wires in the dust chamber were removed, so that only the

heavier dust, which is of more value because of its higher
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percentage of metals, would be cauyht in the chamber and

all the lighter dust which cauiiot be eflicieutly collected by

gravity settling would be caught in the Cottrell treater.

The precipitated dust contains rather large quantities of the

oxides of arsenic. These oxides are extracted by subliming

the dust in a small reverberatory furnace, and the cinders

resulting, whi<h are quite rich in coppei-, are sent back to the

pot roasters aitcr being briquetted.

.-M the Kiiiiiioka .-iiiielter. Mitsui Mining Co., the gases

passing through the treater come from the following furnaces :

Three lead-.smelting blast furnaces, two liquation furnaces, tivt

softening furnaces, and all the lead-rehning fmnacei and

kettles. The Kamioka smelter is located in the heart of the

sericulture district, and the residents in the vicinity strenu-

ou^y objected and demanded heavy indemnities, claiming

that" the smelter smoke damaged the mulberry leaves and
killed the silkworms. Therefore, every effort was made to com-
plete and start the Cottrell plant at an early date. About
1 to li tons of dust are collected per day in a three-sectioii

treater.

At the Kaoshima smelter, Mitsubishi Mining Co., the

erection of a smelter was i>ermitted by the Government on

the condition that the smelter ga.-^s would be cleaned by the

Cottrell process. The operation of the treaters was, therefore,

begun when the smelter started up in March, 1919. It was
designed for a capacity of 80,(KIO cu. ft. per min., assuming
a velocity through the pipes of 5 ft. per sec. The lead-

bearing fumes from the lead-smelting furnaces and the fumes
from the McDougall roasters and converters of the copper
smelter are mixed, and aie both treated by the precipitator.

Natural draught is furnished by a stack 150 ft. high and 10 ft.

inside diameter.

The smelter being only recently started, the furnaces are

not yet running at their full capacity and the gas volume
handled runs from 40,0(iO to 4-5,0(X) cu. ft. per min. Visual
clearance by an S-section plant is practically perfect. The
dust collected every 24 hours amounts to about 1.5 tons.

The treater at the Ikuno smelter, Mitsubishi Mining Co.,

handles the gases from two blast furnaces smelting copper
ores. After passing through an old dust chamber, the gases
are drawn through the treater by an exhaust fan and are dis-

charged from the old stack. At the lirst trial the treater

showed good efficiency, but this lasted only a couple of days
and then the operation became so unsatisfactory that the
diminution of smoke could scarcely be recognised even when
the treater was chai-ged at a high potential. After experi-
menting in various ways, it was decided to humidify the gases,

a practice which was found necessary for satisfactory precipi-

tation in several American plant. A dozen orchard spray
nozzles of 1-16-in. diameter arranged in the dust chamber
using water at 120 lb. pressure per sq. in. injected a fine spray
into the gases before they entered the treater. Thus precipi-
tation was conspicuously improved and the efficiency raised to
about 95 per cent., and at the same time the operator can
raise the charging voltage to 80.000 volts while the current is

only 30 amp. When, in order to examine the effect upon
precipitation, the water sprays are turned off, the charging
potential drops and the current increases so that the clearance
bfM;omes as low as -50 per cent.
The amoimt of dust precipitated per '24 hours is about O.G

ton.

.A.t the Nikko electrolytic copper refinery, Furukawa Mining
Co., the gases from two cupellation and two reduction fur-
naces are treated to recover silver-bearing lead dust. The
treater consists of one section of 32 pipes arranged in a
rectangle. The treater w-as started in May, 1919.
The amount of the precipitate is about iOO lb. per 24 hours.

The power consumption is comparatively high, being from
2.5 to 5 Kw.

TRANSFORMERS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES.

On March 23rd before the Nortu Midund Centre of the
Instixution of Electr ic.il Engineers, at Sheffield. Mr. J.
Ldcdlei Thompson, M.Sc, read his paper on " Transformers
for Electric Furnaces," an abstract of which appeared in our
issue of January 30th, 1920.

Mr. W. M. Selvev, who presided, said that there was no
subject in which Sheffield had more right to take an interest
than that of electric furnaces. Sheffield had by far the
greatest percentage of furnace* in the kingdom, and Mr.
Thompson had been actively concerned with the design of
many transformers, not a few ol which had been applied to
furnaces in Sheffield.

Mr. Yerbckv (Sheffield) thought the troubles with their
transformers had been very largely attributable to their
having to work on two-phase furnaces. He asked the author
what conclusion his company came to regarding their investi-

gation into the suggestion that certain transformer failures in

Sheffield were attributable to resonance. Also what size of

transformer should l>«^ the maximum, having regard to the
heating effect. \-c., on very large sizes. The recommendations
on page 11 of the palmer were excellent, and would doubtless
be followed by those r.-.spon.>iible for instaJhng furnaces.

Mr. Hinings remarked that he was interested in the Berry
furnace transformer, which was a circular-shell type, having

a centre core upon which the wmdings were wound. It

would have been intele^tlng to members if the author had
explained that and other unique jlcsigns which had been
relerred to. His (Mr. Hinings) linn had turned out a large

nmiiber of transformers of the Berry type during the war.

In tig. 1 of Mr. Thompson's paper, he noticed that the inter-

leaving of the low-tension bars was carried right through to

the furnace, so that actual contact could only be luade on
one side of the busbars. He suggested that it was better to

bring that interleaving to just outside the top of the trans-

former tank, and then separate the polarities and connect the
busbars to them. By that means contact on both sides of

the busbars was obtained. The connection shown in tig. 1
appeared to be rather long compared with the width. U it

was drawn to scale it measured 2 ft. 8 in. by 8 in., and
required the use of a spring on each bolt for clamping. He
would like ilr. Thompson to tell them if the bottom right-

hand bolt in the side view of fig. 1 had to be jihosphor bronze,

or did he use steel? It seemed to him that that particular

bolt came within a field which might cause trouble. He was
interested to hear of Mr. Thompson's patent, but on looking

up his firm's records he learned that the half-turn design
was used by his company in the early part of the century,
although it was not patented. They had had transformers
of the half-turn design working quite -.satisfactorily during
the last hfteen years. On page 2 of his paper !Mr. Thompson
made a great point of having the tappings in the middle of

the winding. He .(Mr. Hinings) contended that they were
still liable to very high stresses, and required also to be
reinforced.. As far as the transformers were concerned, he
could see no limit to the size, but it was a question whether
the supply authorities could deal with the large loads of sruch

an intermittent nature. Mr. Thompson had talked about 8,000-

KW. furnaces. He wondered how many supply authorities

could deal with them, especially if they were installed a long
way from the generating station.

Mr. Eedmayne said that the steel manufacturer fonnd that
by taking one and a half full load he could melt steel quicker.

He did it, and the effect upon the "transformer was harmftil.

Mr. W.^lker said Mr. Thompson did not make any remarks
on the type of switeli gear, though that was an important
item in furnace installation. In many cases they found the
switch continually tripping, due to the time limit fuses blow-
ing. He had often fouaid the time limit fuse holder was dis-

carded, and he had come across ca.ses where a piece of No. 22
copper wire was wrapped round and round the contact clip,

fn one case of a bad breakdown which he thought was brought
about by there being four strands of Xo. 22 copper wire across
a time limit fuse, it blew the switch tank off. and played
havoc with the transformer plant in general. He believed
that the supply authorities in Sheffield had recommended that
each switch should be opened out at least every month.
Whilst once a month would do in ordin'ary cases, he personally
thought that once a week or fortnight at least the oil tank
should be lowered to note if the oil needed changing. In a
month the oO was badly carbonised, at least it was so when
the war was at its highest, and the transformers were worked
h:.rd. As to the transformers, could Mr. Thompson give them
any idea as to how often he would consider a transformer
winding .should be lifted for examination'.'

Mr. Thompson, replying, said the troubles referred to were
only in one case due to the transformer itself, through in-

efficient drawing out. All other troubles were traceable to
faulty switch gear, bad lay-out of furnace connections, or to
dampness in the sub-station, &c. On one transformer he
remembered the high tension pressure flashed over from the
high-tension lead to the low-pressme lead, a distance of some-
thing like 6 to 9 in. In that same sub-station another trans-
former flashed over in a similar manner—he thought it was
due to moisture coming in through the roof of the station
and causing the flash over. As to the maximum size of
transformer which Mr. Yerbury inquired about, he did not
think there was a maximum size. They could build up to
any size of transformer within loading hmits. There . was
no trouble in building transformers up to 50,000 K.v..t. The
size of the transformer was limited by the size of the furnaces
that could be made and used commercially. .\s to the 8,(XJ()

K.v..*. suggest<-d. he would advocate tha^ it be put in

three units so as to facilitate handling and accommodation.
The Berry transfoi-mer had certainly been used a great deal,

and was in use with furnaces. Shell-type transformers were
described in the paper, and he thought the same remarks
applied to the BeiTy as to the shell types there described.

.\s to the interleaving described by Mr. Hinings. he thought
that would be for a transformer of somewhere about 500
K.V.A., and would be for transformers located directly under
the furnace or close to it. He considered if they were to

take a furnace transformer of 2.000 k.v.a. capacity and try-

to run it with a single set of positive and negative leads they
would have no voltage across their furnaces when they got
to the other end of the leads. With regard to the bolts
shown in fig. 1. they made them of steel. The clamp plates

of the clamps were made of phosphor bronze so that they
had no magnetic circuit round the conductor. He did not
think he had seen auv transformer with a half turn other
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thaa that in which the half turn was taken out as a tappins

and used as a starter with rotors. He knew .several Berry
transforruers which had a half turn, but it was not on
balance. It was out of balance, the catch got hot if it was
run on that type. The patent covered all the plugs, &c._

The suggestion that the tapping should be in the middle of

the winding was not for the purpose of reducing the jxjssible

voltage pressure on the winding, but for reducing the voltage

across the winding, and that led the voltage to the wires in

connection with the winding. If the tappings were on the

winding when they were working at the minimum high
pressure the voltage across the whole of the wiring was in

ratio. If they had an 11,000-volt transformer on low pressure
of 75, 76, and 85, when tliey were working on the 85^ tapping
the voltage acro-ss the high-tension wires of that tapping was
approximately 16,000. He agreed that the tappings, wherever
they were, should be reinforced. The size of transformer
would depend on the supply company's main;?. If it was at

a moderate pressure it would have to be almost directly on
the station or adjacent to the station. He did not think there
would be much trouble about bulk supply from large systems.
In connection with the question of the currents, he found

.

that on practically all the installations there was only one
ammeter on the primary side of a three-phase .set, which was
very misleading, esjxx'ially with a Scott-connected trans-

former group which might be taking 50 i>er cent, overload.
In connection with two-phase furnaces, when the hearth was
not conducting one transformer could easily he loaded to

.50 per cent, above its normal value, whilst the meter on any
one phase might only read normal. He had known cases
where transformers had been running in that condition many
days before anjone found it out so far as the load was
concerned. It was a necessary condition in the case of two-
phase furnaces in order to dry out the bed of the furnace
when first putting it in. With regard to regulators, &c., there
were one or two installations in the country where regulating
transformers were used in preference to tappings. He did.

not know why they had not been more used, unless it was
the question of cost and perhaps floor space. The question
of switch gear had not been touched on in the paper since

it was entirely in connection with the transformer, and the
connections between the transformer and furnace that he was
interested in, and could give most information upon.
The oil ought to be examined at least once in sis months
if the transformer was run at anything like a reasonable
percentage. The transformer should be lifted if the oil showed
any sludge.~ The suggestion of having recording meters on
the panels of the furnace transfonner gear was quite a good
one. In fact he thought they ought to be ]ust as much
used as with the steam supply. In several cases he knew
of they had installed recording ammeters. He thought that
the only reason they were not u.sed more was because of the
question of cost, and possibly the trouble of changing and re-

changing the records.

K vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Thompson for his

very interesting paper.

object was a relief of oppressive rating in thinly populated

counties.

Water schemes now outlined would be profoundly modified

by detailed study of their areas. Insuflicient preliminary in-

fonnation was available regarding localised rainfall on high

and even on low levels, on seasonal and daily rates of outflow,

on stream contour levels, on nater storage possibilities, and
on all the long series of items requisite for reliable planning

and approximate costing of national water posibilities.

The extent and approximate value of lands to be eventually-

submerged, fishery rights, water power rights, amenities and
numerous allied matters needed investigation and possibly

parliamentary action before any proposition was approved. A
complete national scheme must precede any area scheme.
The lecture closed with a .short review of the possibilitie.=i

of trade development in the Highlands as incidental to the
general utilisation of the national water power resources for

the national benefit.

ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS.

Where oil is fired under a boiler it is necessary to have

steam to operate the oil pump and burner before the latter

can be lighted. This necessitates firing with other fuel for a

period before the main boilers are started in order to generate

the auxihary steam required. In order to save this fuel and

to obviate the necessity of paying the fireman overtime, a

Portland, Ore., U.S.A., manufactmer has, according to a
writer in the Electrical World, introduced into his works two
10-KW. induction electric water heaters to generate sufficient

steam to operate the oil pump and burner. These heaters

are brought into operation by means of a time switch, and
the pressure is controlled by a contact-making pressure gauge
which is set to cut in the heaters at 60 lb., and to cut them
out at 80 lb. pressure. The essential features of this instal-

latiAi. by means of w-hich steam is made available when the

factory commences work, are shown in fig 1, in which A is

Fig. 1.

—

Electric Steam Generator,

HIGHLAND WATER-POWER.

On April 1.3th. 1920, Mr. J. M. M. Monro. M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., gave an interesting lecture before the Scottish
Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, at

(Glasgow.

The lecture dealt with the nature, need, and urgency of a

preliminary investigation of the entire field of national potable
and power water supply, and the organisation necessary to
undertake it.

The problem was fully to utdise and equably to distribute

the whole water resources of the country for the maximum
benefit of all. In the highlands of Scotland, where special

conditions prevailed, the permanent interests of the local

highland i^eople must not- be overlooked. Water power and
improved transport were the keys of the only door separating
the highlands from a fair share of national prosperity. If that

door were not opened, the Highlands might become a second
Ireland. Its people would not for ever consent to live upon
a few sheep and the gratuities of sportsmen.

The preliminary inclusive general survey could mo't quickly

be accomplished under the auspices of interim district Water
Committees appointed by groups of County Councils.

Schemes ripe for accomplishment could be undertaken by
permanent .Area, Water Boards. These board.s would be
semi-public local water authorities trading under .statutory

powers. .\ Government contribution towards cost would
probably bo necessan', but the main capital would bo bor-

rowed through local authorities and others demanding or
reserving water or power supply. These boards would not
distribute beyond their area, but would sell water there to

local authorities, and electrical energy to the electricity dis-

trict authorities. It was suggested that water rights be vested

in County Councils empowered to collect from water boards
a small taxation rate on water taken from their county. The

the pipe line to the boiler, b the oil pump, c the indicating

pressure gauge; D the contact-making pressure gauge to main-
tain the steam pressure within the limits stated above; E the

induction water heaters; F the 50-gallon asbestos-lagged water
tank: G the time switeh ; and H the 240-volt \.c. supply mains.

It takes about one hour in the morning to obtain a steam
pressure of 80 lb., and about 20 kw. hr. is consumed. The
installation has been in use for over a year, and is giving

every satisfaction.

There are a number of industrial undertakings in diOiereut

countries which have isolated hydro-electric stations, and
surplus electric power is ordinarily available under such con-

ditions. If the electrical generating plant were operated at

full capacity and the surplus power used, the revenue ob-

tained therefrom would be practically 100 per cent, profit

For industrial purposes many undertakings require hot water

or steam. If the surplus electric power mentioned above

could be employed to heat the water, the cost of the fuel

saved, less the c-apital and depreciation charges on the heater,

would represent a net decrea.se in operating expenses. ,\n

electric water boater can be utilised either to heat water for

direct use. or as a " temperature booster " in the boiler feed-

water line between the usual feed-water heater and the

boilers.

A very simple, rugged, and inexpensive eloiHric wat«r

heater, built of ordinary .standard wrought-iron pipe, for use

under the circumstances outlined above, was described in a

recent issue of the General FAeciric Hrvior. The heater con-

sists of a length of iron pipe, through which the water to be

heated flows, and through the wall of which an eloctnc cur-

rent is pas.sed. thus generating the heat.

A heater designed to absorb 1,000 KW. is shown in plan and

elevation in fig. 2. while fig. 3 is a diagrammatic sketch of

the complete sv.steni of water and electrical connections.

The heater consists of three sections, in multiple so far a' 'ne

hvdraulic connections are concerned. Each section is built

up of 10 lengths of 1.5-in. wrought-iron pipe, eight standard

return bends, and one special return bend arranged to b«
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cooneited tu the Lni^baia. The three t.ections arc mount-cd
side by side on asbestos luiuber or other insulating supports,

and are connected to the inlet and outlet headers e and D.

All joints between the heater pii^es and bends or headers, in

addition to having standard pipe threads, are arc welded to

prevent water leakage, and provide good electrical contact.

The heater is eixlosed in a chamber, the w-alls of which are
built up of heat-insulating brick, with a c-over that is easily

removable for insi>ection. The dimensions of the complete
heater are relatively small, and it may be connected, as shown
in fig. ^, in an existing water system to " boost " the tem-
perature with almost no disturbance to the system, the only
changes required being the insertion of two pipe t's and the
valve A. The inlet and outlet pipes, i and o, of the heater

Fig. 2.—a 1,000-kw. Irox-pipe Electric 'Water HE.iTEg.

are connected one to each of the t's. and have a valve in
each pipe for cutting the heater out of the system. When
the heater is in use va.lves b and c are open,' and valve .k is
either wholly or partially closed, depending on the volume of
water flowing through the main. Circulation is assisted by
the cold water enteiing at the bottom and the hot water
leaving at the top

.\n indicating flow meter is connected at I in the inlet pipe
and determines the correct opening of the valve A to give the
desired water flow through the heater. The in.strument may
be made to trip the oil switch when the water flow falls to a
predetermined minimum value, or, when the heater is used

Fig. 3.—Hydraulic and Elkctkkal Co.Nxi-rTio.NS of Heater.

intermittently, to close the switch when the flow exceeds the
minimum safe value. Thus the operation of the heater can
be made automatic. From the electrical line terminals F, G.

and H. the three heater sections constitute three electn'cal

resistances connected together by the headers e and d. The
three sections are similar with equal resistances, and if the
terminals f. g, and h are connected to a 3-phase supply of
suitable voltage, the power input will constitute a balanced
3-phase load. On the 1.000-kw. heater in question, .50 volts

aie required across the terminals supplied by a water-cooled,
3-phase, step-down transformer. The entire equipment,
heater, transformer and switchboard occupies a floor space
8 ft. by 1-2 ft. and a height of 9 ft.

.At first sight it would seem that the operating power factor
of a device using iron pipe to carry a heavy a.c. must be low.
hut this is not the case. .\s the current density is increa.^ed

the ratio of reactance drop to resistance drop decreases with
a consequent increase in power factor. A cur\e plotted from
actual test results on an iron-pipe water heater operating on a

40-cycle circuit at a current density high enough to t.ake full

advantage of the foregoing characteristic, .shows that a power
factor of 90 per cent, on a 40 or io-cycle, and SO per cent, on
a fiO-cycle circuit is realised. Under average conditions the
over-all efticiency. including transformer losses, should always
be above 90 per cent.

The saving that can be effected by' the utilisation of .sur-

plus electric power to heat water that would otherwise have
to be heated by purchased fuel is in mo.st cases estimated to be
sufficient to make the installation of a heater of the type
described above well worth while.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Headers are invited to fubmit particulars of new or improved device) and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient interest.

An Electric Clothes Drier.

The Journal of ElectricHy recently gave the following details
of an electric clothes drier (fig. 1), invented by an American.
This is built for use in the home, and has approximately the
same capacity as the average washing machine. It operates
on the centrifugal principle, the outer diameter of the basket
which contains the clothes travelHng at 7,000 ft. per minute,
throwing the water out, which in turn is replaced by air

a i-H.P. electric motor through a goverpor clutch mounted
on the driven shaft, and is automatic in its action in picking

up the load, the load also governing the clutch. This clutch

makes it possible to start with a motor just big enough for

running the load.

.4 New Squirrel=cage Rotor.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., of Dynamo Works, Sherbourne
Road, Balsall Heath. Birmingham, have recently patented

a bar-winding particularly applicable to squirrel-cage rotors,

constructed in the following way :—Drawn copper of suit-

able rectangular section is u.sed. Before this is in-

serted in the rotor, one end of the bar is twisted at right

angles to itself, and then in.«crted in the rotor core, as shown

Fig.

Fio. 1.—Electric Clothes Drier.

drawn in from the centre and forced through the clothes.
It wiU dry for ironing in from 12 to 1-5 minutes with no
danger of injury to the finest piece of material and no broken
buttons.

The machine occupies a space of 24 in. by 30 in. and stands
26 in. high, weighing approsimat^ly 200 lb. It ii operated by

in fig. 2. The rotor is designed so that these bars, when
inserted, practically touch one another at the ends. When
all the bars are assembled, the other end of each bar is also

bent at right angles, then the ends are welded between the

joints. The finished rotor is shown in fig. 3. The advan-
tages of the rotor constructed by this method are obvious.

The usual rotor end rin^ are entirely dispensed wnth. The
extension of the bar itself foiins the ring. Ko flux or
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brazing compound is used ia making the joints, only pure

electrolytic copper throughout. They are preferably welded
with oxy-acetylene apparatus, and when this is done the ends
of the bar are a continuous ring. It is a sound mechanical
job, and there is not the usual fear of nuts, bolts, and screws
coming loose. When the rotors are constructed and the end
rings cast on, there is always the chance of poor joints. A

imtsidc. the finger will remain at zero. The instrument will

not only be found useful in the accumulator repair depart-

PlG. 3.

large number of these rotors are in use, and not in a single

instance has a complaint been received regarding them.

Battery Testers.

The H.B. Shoxtz Co.. of New York. has. after lengthy
experiments, recently placed on the market the " Shuro

"

cell tester, of which we give an illustration (fig. 2). The
instrument, which has been specially designed to meet the
requirements both of garages and private car owners, is pro-

vided with a simultaneous volt-ammeter, mounted in such a
position that it can he easily read, and is amply protected,

the light above the instrument giving a clear indication of

the condition of the battery. In the volt-ammeter the upper
scale indicates volts from to 2, and the lower one amperes
from to 250, the accurate voltage and amperage of the cell

to which the tester is applied being thus recorded under a

Fr;. 4.

—

The Shuro Battery Tester.

discharge test. Thus, if an eleven-plate cell shows 1.5.5 volts

and 180 amps., it may be regarded as doing well. The makers
point out. however, that voltage is not always a true guide to

the condition of a battery, as all the cells may be low and
uneven, and need only a recharge. Trouble is, on the other
hand, present when a cell stands at 0.1 volt or more below
the remaining cells, which are strong and show no tendency
to weaken when the tester is connected. The device is

claimed to test every cell of a battery individually and imder
full load, indicating the current and the voltage of each cell.

A bright light is shown by the lamp when the c«ll is strong
and a dim light when the cell is weak. The instrument,
which weighs 2 Hi., requires the u'e of a special l-J-volt bulb.

.\nother American invention of a similar nature is tin?

.
Springfield high-rate discharge instrument, made by the.

Service Products Co., of Springfield, Ohio, of w^hich an
illustration is given herewith (fig. 5).—It is intended for u.-c

in the detection of damaged or faulty cells, and. as will hr
seen, comprises a voltmeter with readinc '2-0-2. graduated m
tenths. ^ mounted on two steel posts which terminate in a

convenient handle. When the points of the instrument are
brought into contact with the terminals of the batterv
with a steady pressure and wipinti effect, the current is

through a fixed resistance which determines the rate
of discharge. The resistance has a current capacity of
80 amps, cold and 70 amps, when hot. Tf the insulation of
a cell is defective, the needle will gradually recede towards
the centre as the high-rate discharge takes place, while if

the cell has an open circuit or broken connection' inside or

Pig. 5.

—

The Si'ringfiei.d B.wteky Tester.

ment of motor garages, but it can be used to test batteries
in situ, the test of each cell only lasting from 10 to 2ii .^conds.

Milli=ampere Meter for the Blind.

.\ unique adaptation of a standard milli-ammeter has I'ecently

been made by the General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.4. In connection with electro-thera-
peutics a milli-ammeter was required which could be con-
veniently used by the blind to enable them to measure or
maintain a definite value of current. An instrument, which
reads from to 50 milli-amperes. r^ provided with an external

Fig. G.—Milli-ampere Meter eor the Bli.nd.

arm moving over an embossed .scale with the calibration
.similar to the instrument scale. Attached to this movable arm
in the interior of the instrument are two contacts, either of

which makes electrical connection with the pointer of the in-

strument. When in use the arm is set at the reading desired,

and by means of a clear toned bell ringing w-hen the pointer
is touching one contact, and a muffled toned bell ringing when
touching the other, the operator is able with a regulating
resistance to obtain any desired cunent. On the other hand.
if it is desired to read the current flowing, the instrument is

placed in circuit with the movable arm set at zero, and as soon
as the current is switched on. the clear bell commences to

ring and continues to do .so until the operator swings over the
arm beyond the position of rest of the pointer of the instru-

ment. Tlie muffled bell then rings, and by a nice adjustment
of the movable arm a position can be obtained in which
neither bell will ring, when the reading can be taken from the
embossed scale.

Electropercussive Welding.—The American Machinist
leceutly published an article on tlie method of joining wires
by connecting to the terminals of a charged condenser and
bringing them suddenly together. Suflicient electrical

energy is liberated by the discharge to melt the wires,
while the force of the blow welds them together. .\

machine suitable for jointing aluminium and other wires up
to No. 13 gauge is described. One wire is held in a chuck at
the base of the apparatus, while the other is clamped into a
holder free to slide in vertical guides. The holders are con-
nected to the terminals of an electrolytic condenser by a.

circuit containing an adnistable inductance, and are kept
short-circuited till required. The condenser is coupled un to

a source of supply through re.«i.stances. The wires have their

ends prepared liy a special cutter, the switch is opened and
the upper holder is allow-ed to fall. when, if all adjustments
are correct, a. perfect weld is immediately made. Oscillo-

graphic tests with No. LS B. A- S. aluminium wire show that

the power expended at the weld reaches 23 kw. for an instant,

but the entire weld is made in 0.0012 sec. ; the total energv
is about 0.00000123 Kw.-hour per weld. The process is vrell

adapted to welding copper connections to aluminium.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

1920.

Compiled eipresslv lor this journitl by M«ssRS. S»fton-]onjs. O'Dill and

Stjphins, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, Hii;h Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

11 488 " Application o( electricity to heating ol hot-bulb internal-com-

bustion engines for starting, &c." W. Bl^ir and T. J. Hi;atlib. April 26th.

11 493. " Port.ibic electric vacuum cleaners." G. A. Celui. April 26lh.

(Italy. April 24th, 1919.)

11,516. " Framework o( magneto armatures." L. E. Bruner and P. J. M.

Lefevre. April 26th

of electri SlEME i-Srm-

distar

April

sually."

2filh.

11,519 "Coni
April atith (Germany, February 7lh, 19

11.560. " Electric welding apparatus.'

(I'nitcd States, May 2nd, 1919.)

11,590. " Electrical method of reprodu

S. Baden-Powell. April 27th. .

11.616. "Electrical connectors for electric heating, &c., appliances." C. H.

Archer and Automatic Telepho-je M.\nufacturing Co. April 2rth.

11.617. " Telephone system.^." Altomatic TELErHONE ManufactuSino Co.

and C. GiLLlNCS. April '27th.

11.618. " Call indicators."

April 27th.

11.624. "Spark plug." J. M. McKtRN.AS. April 27th.

11.625. "Combination switches." R. K. Winning. April 37th.

11,638. " Harmonic generator or regenerator." Western Electric Co.

April 27th. (United States, April 28th, 1919.)

11,658. "Impregnating paper, &c.. with electrical insulating compounds,

&c." C. J. Beavek and E. A. Claremont. April 27th.

11,062. " Sparking plugs." G. Howell. April

..\l'rOMATIC 'I'elephone

. McKtRNA

L. Flxler and Fuller's L'n

H. MoRRIS-.AiR

motor-vehicles.'

11,665. " Portable electi

TRIG Works. April 27th.

11,667. " Wireless telephony and telegraphy.

Crowthee and L. A. McDougald. April 27th.

11,718. " Electric torch and attachment (

Paterson. April 28th.

11,721. " Terminal for cables for ignition and electrical systems on

combustion engines." R. S. Paterson. April 28th.

11,725. " Sparking plugs." E. S. Roberts. April 28thv

' Electric side lamps of motor vehicles and attaching

A. George and F. H. Lees. April 28th.

' Toy electric motors." F. HoRNBV. April 28th.

"Wireless telegraphy systems of the arc gap type."

Barker. .April 28th.

11 748. " Means of supporting electrodes in vacutun tubes for wirel

graphy, &c." F, O. Read & Co. and J. Scott-Taggari. April 28th.

11,757. " Sparking plugs." R. Colin. April 28th.

11,771. " Method of making .spark-plug insulators." A. E. Ali

(General Ceramics Co.) April 28th.

11,774. "Automatic circuit-breaker." Kilbak Elfctkic

C. Kratt. April 2Sth.
' Electric distant control apparatus." Soc. E

(France, May 26th, 1919.)

' Combined ejectric dynamo or motor and pui

Elec-

11,731.

amp body.'

11,733.

11,735.

Heater.

U,777. '

April 28th.

11.782. '

April 28th.

11,791. " Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines." H. W. F.

Ireund, H. Lucas and J. L. Miller. April 28th.

11,798. " Distributors for magneto-electric machines." C. B. Redrup.

April 28th.

11,819. " Magneto-electric machines." British Thomson Houston Co. and

A. P. Young. .April 28th.

11.824. " Means for starting internal-combustion engines." A. J. Adams.

.April -JSth.

11,837. " Conduits for electrical conductors." C. S. Davidscin and C. E.

Morris. April 29th.

11,842. " Electric switches." W, A. Lecgk. April 29th.

11,849. " Sparking plugs." T. L. Clark. April 29th.

11,852. " Ceiling-rose for electric wires or cables." A. J. Rowley. April

29th.

11,880. " Dynamo-electric machines adapted lor synchronous working." L.

J. Hunt and S.andycroft, Ltd. .April 29th.

11.888. " Electrical indicators lor railway signal, Sc, amps." W. H. I.

Welch. April 29th.

11,894. " Machine switching telephone e.\change systems." Western Elec-

tric Co. April 29th. t'Jni'ed States, September 14th, 1917.)

" Electrical condensers." J. Joseph and H. W. Sullivan. .April

' Sparking plugs." J.

* Electrical apparatus.'

E. Laker. April 29th.

jax, Ltd., C. .A. Cooper and D.

telegraphy." Eastern Telegk

C. A. Damey. April 29th.

Gallo

Sell.

nd
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The remarkable change in money values which has taken

place during the past few years is, of necessity, causing

cnn.siderable anxiety among business men throughout the

coiinliy. It is a difficulty which crops up at every turn,

because there are undoubtedly many cases in which serious

hardships will be caused if the pra'jtice of stereotyping

present values for any considerable number of years ahead

is resorted tn, as is threatened in some instances. The

problem is a peculiarly difficult one with regard to the

rating of propeity generally, and whilst we believe a broad

view may be taken in the matter of g^'neral rating, when

the quinquennial assessment is finally m idj this year, signs

are not wanting that in relation to the rating of machinery,

the full pound of flesh will be demanded.

An important principle is at stake here, becaus? con-

ditions are so fluctuating that whilst he would be a rash

person who would foretell any fall in the cost of labour,

nevertheless the ordinary laws of economics will almost

certainly come into play to bring about reductions in other

directions, yet what do we find some assessment authorities

doing in the matter of machinery assessments ? The new

valuation lists have not yet been prepared throughout the

country, but it is known that in some instances "where they

have been prepared, the assessments have been doubled and

even trebled. Hasty action of this sort is seriously to be

deprecated, and we can only imagine it is based on the

principle which was so strongly put forward in connection

with the Profiteering Act, that a man could not be said to

be profiteering if he charged for an article a price based

on the cost of replacing it. If the basis of the new

assessment is to be the replacement value of all esisting

plant, then, indeed, will an intolerable burden be placed

upon industry, and every step must be taken to bring that

point before the various Unions.

We are aware that the authorities in London are averse

to stereot}ping future legislation too much upon present

conditions, but although it may be said that a new

valuation will be made in five years' time, our know-

ledge and experience of rating authorities is such that

we wouW rather not have the trouble and expense of

arguing the case for a reduction at the next quinquennial

valuation. One of the leading valuation authorities in

London recently, before a Parliamentary Committee,

expressed the view that values would eventually settle down

at about 70 per cent, above the figures of 1014, and that is

a long way from the 200 and more per cent, which we are

informed is being placed upon existing assessments by some

authorities. There is need for concerted action, and it is

satisfactory to note that the Machinery Useis' .Association

is keenly alive to the injustice which may well lie per-

petrated unless a watchful eye is kept upon rating authori-

ties as a whole. Unhappily, it is no uncommon thing for

Government Departments to differ, and although there is a

desire on the one hand on the part of Departments which

have not to collect taxes, to go warily, on the oiher hand,

it cannot be overlooked that in giving evidence before the

Select Committee on War Wealth, the officials of Someruet

House espressPd (he view thai} vnUies in future should be

J)
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taken on the present basis. From more than one point of

view that is undeniably an unsound doctrine, desirable

though it may be from the tax-collector's point of view.

In the first place, such an expression of opinion will in-

evitably react upon the authorities throughout the country,

without investigation of the premises upon which it was

based, or the circumstances in which it was offered to the

Committee. More important than that, however, is the

position in which manufacturers and machinery users will

be placed where, as is the case almost invariably, plant

exists which was bought several years ago. This merely

serves to emphasise the serious position of machinery users.

Much plant bought years ago can only be replaced or

repaired at a very high cost, and under great difficulties

even then. Tiie result is that, if assessments are to be

made upon present values, there will be a large amount of

partly worn-out machinery standing in books at excessive

values. In the present condition of traJf, every encourage-

ment should be given to machinery us = rs to put their works

in goodjorder, quite apart from the general unsoundness of

the policy of stereotyping the future upon aondition of

affairs which must inevitably change for the better to some

extent within the next few years. There ought clearly to

be a differentiation between machinery, and the purchase

price, with an adequate allowance for depreciation, is the

only logical and sound basis.

Therk is, it must be confessed, a

I- 1. 11 I . ^ certain lack of distinction about manv of
Epoch-Marking

, ^ ^ ^ , ., ,

Paper. ^"® l.tib. papers; while they are often

of very great technical interest and value,

they seldom touch that pitch which, like Duddell's lecture

on the arc, arouses the audience to enthusiasm and marks a

day with a red letter in the annals of science. But on

Thursday last week Mr. Sydney Evershed, whose papers are

rare but always superlatively good, once more came forward

with a masterpiece of scientific literature, worthy to rank

with the most noted essays on electrical science that the

Institution has been privileged to hear. Indeed, in the

discussion, his paper was declared to do for permanent

magnets what Dr. Hopkinson's did for electromag.iets, in

that it swept away the devices of empiricism and established

the subject on a sound scientitio foundation.

The paper itself was somewhat uuinviting in appearance ;

it offered 4G pages of good Inrd reading, on a subject with

which the majority of the audience li id little direct associa-

tion. But the lecture which the auih jr delivered, without

the aid of notes, put a wholly different complexion on the

matter. Lucidly expres-ed, and relieved hy sparks of dry

humour, it lightly traversed the whole field of the 20 yea's'

work embodied in the paper, and leading on from molecular

theory to experimental study, finally made it clear that the

author had found a key to the secrets of permanent
magnetism—a key which all the time had been hanging on
the nail, so to speak, awaiting someone wiih the patience

and insight that would enable him to see it.

While we cannot do full justice to Mr. Evershed's

illuminating lecture, or to his monumental paper, we give

elsewhere a report of the proceedings ; and in con-

gratulating him upon a great achievement, we may assure

him that t'ae "practical" paper which he has promised will

be awaited with the keenest interest and anticipation.

The Chltty

Motor.

In our issue of October 10th, 1U13, we

drew attention to four motors installed at

the printing offices of Messrs. United

Newspapers, Ltd., which for five years had been driving two

big Hoe presses. We pointed out that these motors differed

in many respects from current practice, but most of all in

the remarkable output obtained in comparison with their

dimensions and weight, each giving 120 u h.p, at

230-G.50 R.i'.M., and weighing 30 cwt. They gave com-

plete satisfaction to the mechanical superintendent of

the company, Mr. G. W. Mascord, and ran at a safe

temperature. Moreover, their cost ti manufacture was

extremely low. We urged that, in the best interests of the

electrical industry, full advantage should be taken of the

possibilities of improvement in output for weight and size

that were evidently still far from exhau-ted.

Those motors were built by the Rees-Roturbn Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., to the designs of Mr. Henry Chitty.

As we fully anticipated, the accuracy of our statements was

immediately challenged, but we did not ask our readers to

accept them blindfold ; we urged them to go and see the

machines themselve.^. The corre-^pondence «hicli ensued

ran on for many weeks, without in the leist modifying the

fact that the machines were solid realities aud fulfilled the

claims we made for them.

Had not the war intervened, the manufacture of machines

of tbis type would, doubtless, have been developed. Over

six years have passed, and the subject— so far as publication

is concerned—has lain dorjnant, but not forgotten ; we

Inve looked forward to the resumption of activity in this

quarter, and we are gratified now to he in a position to say

that production has commenced, and arransrements are in

progress for the manufacture of these motors and dynamos

on "mass production" lines. I/ist week we had the

pleasure of seeing two machines rnnning on load ; they

were similar machines, on the Hopkinson— or rather,

the Kipp —test, one acting as motor, ami the other as

generator, and the losses being supplied electrically by a

third machine of another make. The normal rating of both

machines was .oOO amperes at 220 volts, 1,440 k p.m.
;

they ran without sparking or undue heating, both atnoiniil

load and with (iGO amperes on the nntor, which load was

thrown on and off repeatedly without effect on their

behaviour. The weight of each machine, including its bed-

plate, was 1,750 Hi, an 1 its dimensions were correspond-

ingly small. The normal input to the motor was 110 kw.,

and the mean efficiency 93 per cent. The specific weight

was 17 lb. per kw.

These figures speak for themselves to the expert ; for

those who are not dynamo designers, we may say that the

output is more than twice tiiat usually expected from

machines of this siz;—like that of the machines we

described in 1913.

It was with great pleasure that we
The Ayton ^^^^

^^ ^^ ^^^^^ recognition by the
Presentation. .^ , . , . , , ., ^ ,-,

electric vehicle industry of the splendid

work that Mr. Frank Ayton has accomplished as founder,

hon. secretary, and, finally, chairman of the Electric Vehicle

Committee ; a report of the pro eedings at the dinner at

which he was the guest of honour is given in our "Notes
"

columns to-day. The excellent progress that has already

been a' liieved in the face of innumerable obstacles was fully

recognised by the speakers, but the keynote of the speeches

was the magnificent pi'o-pect that lies before this branch of

the electrical industry. Never before has its future been

so rosy. The eight-hour day has sealed the fate of horse

traction, petrol is continually growing dearer and scarcer,

and the electric vehicle is going to be the saviour of

the situation. Moreover, the Electricity Commissioners

have announced their intention of encouraging the use of

electric vehicles, by granting powers to corporations to

establish garages and charging stations ; this is the supreme

need of the industry, which has always been hampered and

restricted in its development by the lack of charging

facilities.

In its early days the industry suffered from recurring

attempts, not so much to establish a sound business as to

exploit the investing public, but those times, we hope, are

past : the industry is now in the hands of men who are

determined to establish it on a firm industrial basis, it has

before it an unexampled opportunity, and we look forward to

an immense developmept in the near future.
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THE KINQSTON-UPON-THAIUES ELECTRICITY WORKS.

It will be remembered that during the Municipal Elec-

trical Convention of June, 1913, members of the M.E.A.

visited the riverside borough on the completion of ex-

tensions to the electricity works which cost about

£15,000. The new plant, which we described at the

time,* was inaugurated in September, 1913, and was

said to be practically the fir.^t of its kind to I)e installf(l

in this country. Two Diesel engine sets of the M.A.X.

it was decided to be less costly to install another Diecol

set rather than to keep boilers banked during the d.r..

A two-cycle engine was selected, which in addition to

stiiud-by duties, assisted the old steam plant on j)oak

Inuds. 'During the year ended March 31st, 191S. t! «

steam [ihint generated 939,122 units at a fuel c( t of

i;'.).l.'^'i. or 2.3-t6tl.. wliile the Diesel engines generated

I Hi !)|:t units at a fuel eo-t of £1.942, or O.G23d. ^ ei-

unit sold.

Fig. 1.—r,.jUNGSTROM Tlkbo-alterxatoks at Kingsto.\-dpon-Thame3

Fig. 2.—Crompton Thrke-phase Switchboard.

type, each coupled to a Siemens 270-kw. flywheel alter-

nator, were installed, the intention being to decrease
fuel costs and wages and repair costs in the boiler house.
One 4-cycle set with a low fuel consumption took the

whole load of the station for an average of 16 hours
per d,ay. the boilers being shut down entirely during
such hours. In order to obviate the risk of stoppage.

1
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Mr. T. A. Kinghiim, together with his assistant and

one or two representatives of the Brush Electrical En-

gineering Co., Ltd., commendably set to, and by work-

ing continuously through the holidays from December

2ith to January 1st, managed to get part of the new

turbo-generator' plant, which was then being delivered,

into commission, and were thereby able to maintain

the supply. Owing to the non-delivery of the e.h.t.

Fig. 4.—a 1,0(30-kw. Frequency Changer.

switchboard and ^ear the station was for three months

sufcessfullv run and controlled from the temporary

:3,300-volt," 3-phase switchboard, fig. 5, which was erected

during the above-mentioned holidays.

In February, 19 IS, owing to the constantly increas-

ing demand for power for munition works, the Town

Council entered into an agreement with the Ministry of

Munitions, which had approved of

a 3-phase scheme prepared by Mr.

J. E. Edgecombe, the then borough

electrical engineer, and now con-

sulting engineer to the Corporation,

and the sanction of the Local

Government Board was obtained to

a loan of £25,000 for a period of

20 years at 6 per cent, for the pur-

pose of purchasing additional

electrical plant and equipment.

The new installation consisted of

two water-tube boilers, buildings

and accessories; two 1,000-Kw.

steam turbo-alternators, with the

necessary engine-house plant ; and

switchgear, distributing plant, and

sub-station transforming gear. The

first instalment of the new plant,

consisting of a 1.000-Kw. turbo-

generator set, was put to work
as stated above in January, 1919 ; a

duplicate set was installed in June,

and the boilers were finally com-

pleted in July of the same j'ear. It

is interesting to note that in spite of

the conditions under which the first

set was put into commission it ran

continuously from January 1st to March 31st. I'.'

with but a single two hours' rest for the purpose of

cleaning out the condenser.

The Kingston-upon-Thames public supply was until

recently entirely single-phase, 77 periods, generation

being at 2,100 volts, and the pressure at consumers' ter-

jninals, who were supplied through stepdown trans-

.'foirmer Bub-stations nnd pillars, was 103 and 210 volts.

.The slngle-phflie generating plant ponsists, in addition

1(1 the two Diesel sets, of a number of Belliss steam reci-

procating sets coupled to Siemens disk-type alternators.

in the recent extensions, particulars of which are given

iu what follows, and wliich we recently had the pleasure

of inspecting, a breakaway has been made from single-

pliase generation, and a 3-phase system introduced.

Tliis has necessitated a link between the two systems

111 the shajie of two 1,000-KW. frequency-changing

motor generators, which form the

most interesting'portion of the new

plant. The new generating plant

consists of two Brush-Ljungstrom

turbo-alternators, fig. 1, each cap-

able of developing 1,000 kw. The

turbines, which are of the double-

rotation radial-flow type, operate

at a steam pressure of 200 lb. per

sq. in., and 200 deg. F. of super-

heat. Tlie steam consumption at

full load is 12.5 lb.; at | load, 13.1

lb. ; and at I load, 14.7 lb.

The two alternators of each set,

which generate 3-phase energy at

3,300 volts and 50 periods, are

identical in construction, and both

run at 3,000 r.p.m., but in opposite

directions. From the point of view

of switchgear, &c., both machines

are considered as a single set, the

stator windings being connected in

parallel. The series-connected field

windings are energised from a

single exciter mounted on the end

casing of one of the alternators.

The rotors each consist of a solid

steel forging. Axial ventilation is used throughout the

machine, and both stator and rotor are mica insulated.

The complete turbo-alternator is carried by its con-

denser, which is of the surface type, and is bolted direct

to the flange of the exhaust branch of the turbine. Each

turbo-generator has its own "Sirocco" air washer of

tlie water-spray type, and its own set of Edwards air

Tc.Ml'UUAKV K.U.T. SWITCHBOARD AT KINGSTON.

and Pulsometer circulating pumps. The condensers

are on the station floor level while the turbines are on

a platform on the switchboard gallery level.

The two new Stirling boilers are each capable of

evaporating 21.000 lb. from and at 212 deg. F. They

are fitted witji B. & W. chain grate stokers, and work

in conjunction with a Green eoonomiser, The feed

pumps arc of the turbine type, and their exhatist steam

is used to raise th^ temperature of the feed water prior
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to its delivery to the boiler.s. All water, which passes

through a Bracket rotary screening plant, fig. 7, is

drawn from and returned to the river Thames. Some
very excellent results are being obtained with the very

low-quality fuel that is being burnt ; at present coke

breeze with a calorific value of 8,000 b.th.u. per lb. is

being used. This is wheeled by means of hand trucks

from tlie stock yard over a weigh bridge, and dumped
before the boilers. It is tlieu shovelled by hand into

the hoppers. It is hoped at a later date to install coal-

handling plant wliich will greatly facilitate the stoking

arrangements.

The new three-pliase switrlibciard. fig. 2. and switch-

a solid coil and eliminate air spaces. The arrange-

ment of the winding is such that the voltage between

adjacent conductors is a minimum. A single steel cast-

ing forms the poles and hub of each rotor, the laminated
pole shoes being screwed on after the coils were placed

in position. A heavy amortisseur winding is provided
in the pole face. Bare copper strip of heavy section

wound on edge, and assembled under hydraulic pres-

sure form tlie field coils. Duplicate sets of carbon
brushes in box-tjpe holders are provided for the gun-
metal slip rings. In order to keep the peripheral
velocity within safe limits, owing to the high speed at

wliicli the sets run. verv long machines were necessary.

Sectjo.nal Elevation of Fkequencv Changer.

gear was manufactured by Messrs. Crompton & Co.,

of Chelmsford, and Messrs, Lucy &. Co., of Oxford,

to the order uf Mr. J. G. Statter. The new board

is composed of liandsome grey marble panels, the

synchronising panel being placed in the centre, on either

side of which are located the turbo-generator and motor-

generator panels, and on tlie outsides the feeder panels.

The 1,000-KW. frequency-changing sets consist each

of five machines as follows : A single-phase alternator,

a three-phase synchronous motor, a starting motor, and
two exciters, one for the alternator and the other for

the synchronous motor. The two exciters are provided

because the voltage of each synchronous machine has

to be controlled by a Tirrill regulator. The single-

phase alternator has a capacity of 1,000-kw. at 2,100

volts and 75 periods, with a power factor of O.S, and
is capable of carrying, a 25 per cent, overload for two

hours. The three-phase, 1,450-h.p. motor, driven from
the turbo-alternators, works at a pressure of 3, .300 volts,

50 periods, at unity power factor. The slip-ring start-

ing motor operates from the 3,300-volt, 50-period cir-

cuit, and is provided with a liquid starter. The com-
plete set, figs. 4 and 6, runs at 750 r.p.m., the machines
being mounted on a common bedplate with a flexible

coupling between the two exciters. The three main
bearings are forced lubricated, the oil being pumped
by a gear pump driven from the shaft of one of the

exciters: no oil cooler is fitted.

Special attention was given to the complicated pro-

blem of parallel running in connection with these sets,

the conditions being as under : (a) The sets must run
in parallel with each other on both the three- and
single-phase sides

;
(b) the three-phase motors must run

in parallel with the two turbo-generator sets
;

(c) the

single-phase alternators must run in parallel with the

Diesel and old Belliss reciprocating sets; (</) the load

must be adjustable between the sets.

The construction of the two synchronous machines
is generally the same throughout. The stator core in

each case is supported between two clamping rings

keyed into a cast-iron frame. It is built up of iron

segments, varnished on both sides, and held in position

by steel dove-tailed keys screwed to inwardly projecting

ribs on the cast-iron frame. The former-wound coils

were completely insulated before being placed in the

cere, and mica was used as the insulation between turns
for the whole length of the coils ; mica tubes insulate

the coils -on the slot portion and oiled linen and mica
on the end winding. Before the outer insulation was
put on the whole coils were dried under vacuum, and
then impregnated with a solid compound. The mica
tubes were then moulded on under pressure to ensure

To ensure a supply of cool air to the centres of the

machines fan blades a're fitted on the rotor hub with
a b.iffle attached to the solid' end shields. Further,
axial holes are provided right through the stator core
in addition to the usual radial vents; holes are also

drilled through the rotor hub. The motor stator is

carried on rollers mounted on ball bearings, and a rack-
ing gear is provided to enable the stator position to be
adjusted to assist in paralleling or adjustment of load.

It was not possible to carry out exhaustive tests at

the time these sets were built, as they were urgently

Fig. 7.—-Water Screenisq Punt.

required. They were, however, erected at the builder's

works, and tun for about two hours. They were then

sent to Kingston, and, after erection, were put at once
into service, and ran continuously day and night with-

out any adjustment.

The whole of the turbo-generator plant, with con-

densers, pumps, and auxiliary plant, as well as the

frequency changing sets, was constructed by the Brush
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., of Loughborough, to
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ti'C specification of Mr. J. li. lvlgecoin.be, \vli6 on liis l'e>

.sjguation in September, 1918. was appointed consulting'

emiucer. The extensions wt-ie carried on by lii.s chief

;'.ss;stant and successor, Mr. T. A. Kinglium, iindt-r

whoso management the undertaking now is.

Striking results have followed on the discarding of

the old plant. Last year the units sold numbered

] ,750,000, and this year it is estimated that they will

reach 2,500,000. It may be pointed out that only on

two o-casions in the histoi-y of the undertaking has a

surplus been shown on the " year's " working. It will

1.0 remembered that last year there was a deficit on the

x.r.dertaking of £(),000 ; this year, although the whole

or the new plant has not yet been in operation for 12

laonths. (liat loss has been converted to a surplus of

i;2.500.

The domand for power has grown to such an extent

ihat further extensions will be necessary in the near

future, and it is intended to do away with the whole

(if the old B. it W. boiler plant and Belliss-Sieniens re-

ciprocating steam sets, and to install in its place

.i-phase turbo-generating plant. The flexibility and

convenience of the 3-phase system of supply is recog-

nised, and the old single-phase system is to be elimi-

nated entirely from all future development.

In conclusion, we are indebted to Mr. T. A. Kingham,

borough electrical engineer, for facilitating the prepara-

tion of this article.

THE LOWER SEVERN ELECTRICITY DISTRICT.

By H. M. S.

i'nE Electricity Commissioners have taken their first

actisn under Sec. 5 of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1911>,

by issuing a notice in the terms of Subsec. (1) and (2)

of that Section, that they have provisionally determined

that the area shoivn on the map shall be constituted a

separate electricity district, to be known as the Lower

r-'e\ern Electricity District, and that it being apparent to

the Commissioners that the existing organisation for the

supply of the district should be improved, they intend to

hold a local inijuiry into the matter. Thiy invite

authorised undertaker.?, local authorities, and other parties

concerned to forward objections or representations on account

cf the inclusion or exclusion of any area in or from the

proposed district, and also invite such parties as aie

mentioned in Sab-sec. (2) to submit in writing schemes

for effecting such improvement in the existing organisa-

tion, including the formation of a joint electricity

authority for the district. The time limit for the receipt

of the objections, representations, or schemes, is .luly ?>lst,

1920.

This first action is of cir.siderable interest as an

indication of the policy which the Commissioners have
ad pted, but it cannot be taken as a binding precedent, as

the Section referred to permits them to take a somewhat
different course to that adopted in tliis first case.

Sub-section (1) says that the Commissioners may pro-

visionally determine that a district shall be constituted, and
that before finally determining the area to be included,

notices of the intention shall he published and given to the

County Councils, local authorities, and authorised under-

takers in the district, and if any olijection or representa-

tion is made on account of the inulusiuu or exclusion of anv
area, the Commissioners shall hold a local inquiry with
refe cnce to the area of the district.

Sub-section ( 2) says that where it appears to the Com-
missioners that the existing oigauisalioii for the supply nf

electricity within a district provisionally determined should

be improved, the Commissioners shall give notice of their

intention to hold a bcal inquiry into tlie matter, and shall

give to authorised undertakers, County Cjuncils, looal

authorities, railway companies using or intending tn uso

"ilectricity for traction purposes, large consumers of elc -

tricity, and other asso -iations or bodies which appear to be

interested, an oppirtunity to submit a scheme or schemc-i

for effecting an improvement, including proposals for

altering or adjusting the boundaries of the district, and for

setting up a .Joint Electricity Authority.

It is provided that the area of the district shall not be

fi .ally determined until after the inquiry into the improve-
ment of the organisation for supply has been held.

It. will be seen thit the notice under Sub- Section (2)
cannot be given until a district his been provisionally

determined, but ihit it nee I not be given at the same time,

or, indeed, within any prescribed time.

The Commissioners have chosen in this case to give the

two notices in one document—naturally in separate para-

graphs following the wording of the Act—and to name the

same date for the receipt of {a) objections to the delimita-

tion, [h) schemes for the improvement of the supply

organisation.

This may be taken as showing the disposition of the

Commissioners to save time, and to meet the convenience of

those interested by making one local inquiry serve the two
purposes of dealing with objections and representations con-

cerning the area, and with schemes for the improvement of

the supply. As the definitive delimitation of the area can only

be made after the local inquiry for the second purpose, and
as objections on that matter can be brought up then, it

appears that the Commissioners will be able to eliminate the

local inquiry dealing only with questions of area.

This action of the Commissioners may rather startle

regular civil servants and legal advisers of Government
Departments as taking a liberty with an Act of Parliament,

but any formal objection of that kind can be easily met by
a formal division of the one inquiry into two parts, if

thought desirable. As there is no limitation to the persons

or bodies who may submit objections to the area, whilst

there is a limitation— though one which is very wide—to

those who may submit schemes, such a division may be con-

venient. But if there are no objections to the area, no
inquiry on that is required by the Act.

Whatever views may be taken by the formalist, everyone

concerned will be grateful to the Commissioners for their

evident desire toxoncentrate and shorten the |iroceedings.

It may be noted that the Commissioners may (not shall)

make rnles to govern the holding of these inquiries and the

i-Dsts thereof. No such rules have yet been published, so

that little can be said about the procedure. I'resumably

soun rules, sufficient to guide the parties interested, will be

made known in good time, 'i he Cummi.-sioners may require

any person to attend as a witness, give evidence, and produce

documents under penalty for failure without reasonable

excuse.

To come back to the Lower Severn District, the cm ions

may wonder why this district has been selected for the first

action. No doubt the same question would have occurred

to them had any other district beeu selected. The Com-
mii-s^onei's have to start somewlu-rr, and they may even have

made the selection by lot. But it is perhaps not unconnected

with the choice made that sjme of the authorised under-

takers in the district, on the initiative—it is believed—of

Mr. Faraday Proctor, have been getting together and dis-

cussing the formation of a joint electricity authority. The
Cjuunissioners may have thought this evidence of the spirit

of co-operation a good omen for a satisfactory arrangement,

which they naturally desire to achieve by their first e.-say.

If the inquiry shows a general desire to cr-ope.'ate and an
absence of the jealousies which sometimes exist between
neighbouring authorities, it will establish a good example
which will have effects in other areas.
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The area delimited provokes a more useful line of inquiry.

Its extreme dimensions are about 7.") miles, north and south,

by 5f» miles east and west, covering somewhat over

2,000 sq. miles. Excepting for the eastern bank of the

Severn between a point about ',) miles east of Minehead, and

one opposite the mouth of the Wye, which forms about half

the length of the western boundary of the district, the

boundaries do not coincide with any particular topographical

features, or with county boundaries as a rule, though the

boundary of Gloucestershire, with Worcestershire and

Oxfordshire, is follnsved for some distance.

Gloucestershire is the only whole county in the area, which

otherwise covers parts of Herefordshire, Monmouthshire,

One remarkable feature of the district is that it covers

territory with a very wide range of character with respect to

industries and density of population. Bristol, with its

port of Avonmouth, is a busy manufacturing and shipping

district. Xone of the other towns have any considerable

industries, excepting Swindon, with its railway shops.

Gloucester also has some factories. Some of the smaller

towns, such as Frome, Bridgwater, and Westbury, have

some old-established industries, mostly of small magnitude

individually, ilost of the other towns in the area are of

the quiet market-town and residential t^pe, such as Bath,

Cheltenham, Hereford, AVells, and Marlborough. The

anticipated development of shipbuilding in the erstwhile

Map of Propo?ed Lowkk Seveun Ei.tcrRiciTY Disniicr.

Wiltshire, Somersetshire, and sime small parts of Worcester-

shire detached" in Gloucestershire. Tbe shape of the area

also shows that it has not been determined by simple

geometry. The most likely suggestion is that consideration

has been given to the posiLion of existing orproj'cted large

stations, and the distances to which they ran economical ly

supply. Colour is given to this' idea by the obvious fact

that the only large generating station in the art a is Bristol,

and that the Severn bank offers fuel and water facilities for

a super-station. Biistol is not exactly central to the aren,

but nearly enough so to suggest thnt that is the vicinity con-

templated for the fupply centre. If one takes population

as indicating potential demand, Bristol is much more
central with reference to this than with reference to area.

national jards on the Wye will change that district when

the development is realised. But by far the greater p;irt

of the area is rural, much of it pastoral. Without statistics

at hand, one does not care to hazard figures of population

density, but has a general impression that it is a pleasant,

quiet, uncrowded, country-holiday sort of territory.

Weston-super-Mare is, of course, a popular seaside resort.

{To he concluded
.)

The Proposed Capital Levy.— On l\[ay 12th the Executive

Committer of the Federation of British Industries instructed the

Taxation Committee cf the Federation to oppose by all means in its

power any sujjfjestion of a capital levy on so-called war wealth.
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AUTHORITIES AND THE LAW OF RATING.

By W. VALENTINE BALL, O.B.E.

This being the year of tlie quinquennial valuation,

those who are interested in the supply of electricity will

sooner or later be getting into touch with the rating

authorities.

Kven in normal times, there are reasons whj- a re-

valuation is necessary and desirable once in five j-ears ;

but much of an extraordinary character has occurred

since last there was a valuation. The cost of generating

electricity has gone up by leaps and bounds; special

legislation has enabled lighting authorities to increase

their charges ; while various Acts of Parliament passed

by a legislature which, in the exigency of the times, Tvas

Ijound to find revenue, has laid charges upon this as

upon many other forms of industry. In these circum-

stances a brief review of tlie principles of the la\y of

rating as it applies to electrical undertakings may be

found acceptable.

To ascertain the rateable value of an ordinary dwel-

ling house is a comparatively simple matter. The over-

seers are required, in making the new valuation" list, to

fix the gross value of all properties in the borough at

an amount corresponding to the annual rent which the

tenant might reasonably be expected, taking one year

with another, to pay for the premises, if the same were

let on an annual tenancy, and the landlord undertook

to bear the cost of repairs.

AVhen, however, we come to consider a highly compli-

cated piece of property like an electricity supply under-

taking, the ascertainment of the hypothetical rent is by
n-i means a simple matter.

As such a person as an actual "tenant" of an elec-

tricity supply undertaking is a creature unknown, it

has long been the practice, in rating gas companies and
similar undertakings, to have regard to the profits which

such a concern would bring in. Three leading principles

of law are as follows:—
(a) In valuing the works, mains, itc. of an electricity

supply company for the purposes of rating, the profits

earned by the company are taken into account.

(l)) The exercise of the right to lay down wires and
send electricity through them, amounts to an occupation

in law and so is rateable.

(c) If the electricity works belong to a municipal
corporation or other local authority, that body is rate-

able, although the profits earned are devoted to public

purposes.

Let us now examine the method by which the rating

authorities endeavour to ascertain the hypothetical rent.

The first step is to ascertain the net receipts. This

is done by taking the receipts of the company from every

source, and subtracting therefrom the ordinary working
expenses (other than the cost of repairs, insurance. >tc..

which come in later on). The very substantial items

coal and wages would, of course, be deducted. Having
ascertained the net receipts, it is necessary to inquire
how much of them a tenant would be willing to pay as

rent to a hypothetical landlord. He would not, of

course, pay the whole receipts as rent, as he would not
then have any incentive to embark on the undertaking.
There must be a deduction for '" tenant's profit." some-
times called ''tenant's share." It is worked out as a

percentage on the tenant's capital. The tenant's capital
is the value of his loose stock-in-trade, and a sufficient

capital sum to enable him to provide for working ex-

penses. It would not, of course, include the value of

the boilers, engines, dynamos, or other fixed machinery
at the generating station, but it would include the

meters on consumers' premises, and all the loose tools,

&c. A percentage is then taken on the tenant's capital,

and considerable difficulty is often experienced in de-

ciding what this should be. At the London Quarter
.Sessions the usual practice in rating the property of a

gas company is to take 5 per cent, for interest, 10 per

cent, for trade profits, and 2i per cent, for risks and
casualties, making 17i per cent, in all.

Having deducted the tenant's profit, we arrive at the
'

gross value of the undertaking. According to the rule

laid down in Statute (sui/ra), the cost ot repairs, re-

newals, and insurance sufficient to maintain tlie heredi-

tament in a state to command the rent .uiust be deducted

from this, inasmuch as these charges fall on the hypo-

thetical landlord. -Making a final deduction of the rates,

which the tenant has to pay, we arrive at the rateable

.value of the whole undertaking.

In London, as the rates are only revised once in five

years, it is necessary to determine whal year is to be

considered for the purposes of rating.

Hitherto we have proceeded upon the assumption that

the entire undertaking of the company is situated in

one parish or rating area. In such a case there is no
necessity to consider whether the profits, upon which

the rateable value is founded, are earned at the generat-

ing station or at the premises of the various consumers.

But where, as nearly always happens, the undertaking
is distriljuted over many parishes, difldcult questions

arise. For instance, the generating station, which is

only indirectly productive, may be in one parish, while

the directly ^iroductive part of the works may be dis-

tributed over the company's whole area. How are the

profits to be apportioned ? The difficulty is got over by
considering the claims of all the different rating areas

together.

In dealing with this question, rating authorities have
recognised the fact that the undertaking of a gas or a

water company is very similar to that of an electricity

supply company. The principle adopted in the case

of a water conipanv wa^ laid down in 1?47 in the case of

R. V. Overseers of Mile End Old Town (1817) 10 Q.B..

208. There the works of a water company extended into

.several parishes. The rateable value for tlie purposes of

poor rate, of the entire works, was £.30,800.

The rateable value of the reservoirs, buildinsrs.

ic, valued as land and buildings deriving value

from their capacity of beinir applied to the objects

of a water company wa-; £6,500. It was held that

the rateable value ought to be appcrtioned among
the several parishes in the following manner: "The
rateable value of the reservoirs, buildings, ic. valued

iis above, to be fir.-^t deducted from the total rateable

value, and distributed among the pari.shes in which this

portion of the works was situate, according to the extent

of such works in each parish : and the residue of the

rateable value to be apportioned among the parishes

containing the service pipes, in the ratio of the net

profits produced in each of those pari.shes.

Mr. C. A. Webb, in his " Law and Practice of Rating
and Assessment (1910)." p. 170. iioints out that re-

venues may be thus ascertained:—
(j-roi* receiptx—

Saleof pl'Ctricity £74,3G1
Rental of meters 4,620 £78,!'81

Deduct—
Pene'ation of elertricily (•") ... ... 19,053

Distribution of (lectricily ('/) 2 4fiO

Mansgrement and p' neral expenses (<•) ... 6,430 27,943

£ = 1 CSS

(u) In the item generation ol electricity are included

the following expenses : Coals, and other fuel. oil. waste,

water, engine-room charge, proportion of salaries ot

manager and superintendents, wages, Ac. at generating

and sub-stations.

(b) Distribution of electricity includes the following

expenses: Proportion of salaries of manager and en-

gineers, wages, repair and maintenance of meters, and
other apparatus at consumers' premises.
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(c) Management and general expenses include salaries

and remuneration of directors, secretary, clerks, collec-

tors, and auditors, stationary, printing, and general

establishment charges and law expenses.

Tenants' capital includes meters and other appliances

at consumers' premises, tools, furniture, and five weeks'

working expenses.

Rating of Wokks which Include Plant, &c., in

Excess of Existing Requirements.

It often happens that electrical undertakings have

extra space, and sometimes spare plant, which is in

excess of their existing requirements, and is laid down
for the purpose of meeting extensions in future years.

The question whether this part of the property is to be

included in the rating has been considered in a number
of cases, but not electric supply cases. In R. v. South
Stafford Waterworks, 1885, 16 Q.B.D., 359, the in-

directly productive works were largely in excess of the

then existing requirements of the company, and had
been constructed for use in future years. The rateable

value of the whole system was asrreed, the point in dis-

pute being the proper amount of deduction to be made
therefrom. It was found that if only so much of the

permanent works as was required for the purposes of

the present supply was included in the rating, the rate-

able value of the whole would be materially diminished.

The following passage from .Lord Esher's judgment in

the Cotirt of Appeal serves to show Hie attitude taken

up by the Court :
—

" There might be works of the undertakinsr which had
not become part of the actual svstem, as, for instance,

a reservoir or a second lot of ensrines not yet used at all,

but constructed with the view of becomini; part of the

works in the future. Such could be no part of the

existins system of works, but would be intended for

another svstem, and would, of course, be rejected in

making the calculation. But that is not the case, for

here every part of the works is in actual use, thoueh
they are too laree for the supply of water at present

required. . . . But as the works in use are in excess

of the present requirement, a tenant taking the whole
or part of the property in a particular parish outrht

not in Justice to be asked to pay the same rate of rent

as he would if all the works were earning profit. There-

fore, if the 3| per cent, mentioned by the arbitrator

is the ordinary percentage upon the value of the capital

laid out, one would think that the percentage in this

case should be reduced to 3 per cent., or less." It would

seem from this case that it would be perfectly proper for

- a rating authority to make a reduction on account of

the spare space inside a generating station. The ques-

tion whether there could be a reduction for a spare
" set " is rather diHerent, because prudent people would
not run a large station and undertake to give a con-

tinuous supply without making provision for break-

down.
There remains to be considered an important question

which h^s arisen in relation to excess profits duty. Is

this duty to be deducted before arriving at the profit

of the hypothetical tenant! It has long been recognised

that income tax was not so deductable. The question

arose, and was decided in the case of Port of London
Authority v. Overseers of the Parish of Chadwell St.

Mary, 35 T.L.R., 84, which came before the King's
Bench Division on November 13th, r918. The Autho-
rity had been assessed by the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue to pay a very considerable sum in respect of

excess profits duty, which they contended should be taken
into account before arriving at the profit for the pur-
poses of rating their docks. In the course of his judg-
ment, in which he decided that the excess profits duty
should be taken into account, Mr. Justice Darling said

:

"I do not think that he (meaning the hypothetical
tenant) could properly arrive at a good opinion as to

whether he would be wise in taking the Tilbury Docks
unless he did consider whether before he put anything
in his pocket he would have to pay the excess profits

duty; and if he said, " I will give such and such a rent
without considering it," I think he is a man who might
make a very bad bargain ; but that is not the kind of

man the Statute contemplates."
It is interesting to recall a fact noted in the Eleotm-

c.\L Review early in 1918 that the Hendon Electric
Supply Co. contested this point before the Assessment
Committee at Hendon, but the decision was held over
pending the decision in the above case.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S SOIREE.

On the night of May 12th a large and representative

gathering of Fellows of the Royal Society and their

friends assembled at Burlington House, London, on the
occasion of the first of the two annual conversaziones,
that confined to men only, that are held by the Society.

Sir Joseph J. Thomson, O.M., D.Sc, president, received
the guests. As usual on these occasions, main interest

centred on the exhibition of the new scientific discoveries
and developments of the year, and the keenest attention
was paid to the demonstrations which took place in the
course of the evening and to the inspection of apparatus,
much of which was seen in operation. There were about
47 exhibits, and although few could strictly be called
electrical in nature, some 13 of them employed either
electricity or magnetism in one form or another. We
shall confine our remarks to a brief reference to the
latter exhibits.

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S., president of
the Wireless Society of London, gave a short exposition
(illustrated by lantern slides) of wireless telephony in
connection with an experimental demonstration by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., from its work's
at Chehnsford. The apparatus consisted of an amplify-
ing detector and note magnifier to which was connected
a loud-speaking telephone, enabling speech to be heard
all over the lecture hall. The aerial consisted simply
of a 3-ft. square frame wound with a few turns of wire
and placed on the lecture table in the room.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., exhibited
wireless telegraph apparatus whi'-h consisted cf a marine

type direction finder, transmitting and receiving valves,

a double note magnifier, and auxiliary apparatus.
The Botany Department of the Imperial College of

Science and Technology had on view a recording poro-
meter which was in operation. The instrument
recorded the rate at which air, under slightly reduced
pressure, was drawn through the stomata (pores of a
plant leaf) into a glass cup fixed on the under surface
of the leaf. It thus gave a measure of the size of the
pores. Each time a bubble of air so drawn in escaped
from the lower tube it momentarily made contact between
a column of mercury and a platinum wire ; the electrical

current which then passed was made to move the record-
ing pen on the surface of a revolving drum.
Mr. A. V. Hill, F.R.S., showed thermopiles for in-

vestigating the thermal or the thermo-elastic properties
of muscles. When a muscle is stimulated heat is pro-
duced in four separate stages; first, in the development;
secondly, in the maintenance; thirdly, in the disappear-
ance of the mechanical response ; and Lastly, in the pro-
cess of oxidative recovery. The heat production is re-

corded by means of delicate insulated thermopiles, and
a sensitive photographic recording galvanometer. When
a muscle is stretched, or released after stretching, com-
plex thermal effects are shown by the use of the thermo-
piles; these thermal effects throw considerable light on
the mechanical and elastic properties of muscle.

Amongst the magnetic compasses illustrating recent

developments that were exhibited by the Admiralty com-
pass department were two standard typ»3 of nirTaft

E
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compasses, and examples of aperiodic compasses for use

in ships and aircraft. The aperiodic system adopted

in these instruments is the result of investigations of

Mr. (}. T. Bennett and the lute Lieut. -Com. C. Camp-

bell.

The .Meteorological Office liad on view new instru-

ments and diagrams, and amungst the latter records of

the magnetic disturbance of March 23rd and 24th, 1920,

were shown, together with photographs of aurora; for

height measurement; also records of the frequency of

thunderstorms on the route between England and Aus-

tralia and at selected stations in Africa and South

America.
Messrs. Adam Hilger, Ltd., exhibited a vacuum con-

cave grating spectrograph wliich has been specially de-

signed for the investigation of the Schumann & Lyman
regions of the spectrum. No refractive substance is

introduced, but the whole spectrum is obtained with

one setting of the grating by the use of two slits. A
magnetically-operated shutter is provided which enables

two exposures to be made.

The apparatus for air navigation that was shown by

the Air Ministry Laboratory included Capt. Weir's

(Littrow projection) diagram applied to the purpose of

obtaining position lines from wireless telegraphic bear-

ings, which application was suggested bj' Commander
Veater, R.N.

Clays treated by electro-osmosis, and photo-micro-

graphs of raw and purified clays, togetlier with crucibles

and other refractor}' specimens, were exhibited by the

Osmosis Co., Ltd. The phenomena of electrical osmosis.

whereby matter in a very finely divided state is capable

of being influenced by an electrical potential, are applied

in practice to the process of purification of clays. The

equipment necessary to obtain osmosed clay consists of a

blunger, settling tanks, and the osmosis machine. The

latter is composed of a rectangular trough in which is

arranged horizontally a cylindrical metal anode, which

is surrounded, beneath the surface of the slip and at a

short distance from it. by a laminated cathode, through
which the clay slip is driven by paddles. The cylinder

is made to revolve slowly, and the dried purified clay

is collected by means of a scraper.

Mr. E. A. Reeves's apparatus for showing the existence

of a true north and south directive force in the elec-

tricity of the atmosphere consisted of a large glass

bottle with an india-rubber stopper, from which was
suspended by a fibre of iinspun silk a gold-leaf paper
indicator. The inner side of the stopper was covered
with paraffin wax, and the bottle was coated inside and
out with shellac varnish, the whole being mounted on
a tripod stand. On a calm, clear day if the apparatus
is set up in a high open space, and screened from the
direct rays of the sun, it will be found that, after the
paper has been electrified by touching it with vulcanite
rubbed on dry cloth, and left for some time, it will

oscillate about evenly on either 'side of the true North
and South line, or come to rest approximately in that
direction.

Mr. A. Mallock, F.R.S., showed apparatus that he
used in experiments to determine the variation of
rigidity with temperature. The specimen to be tested
formed part of a torsion balance in which the restoring
couple was supplied by the torsion of a long thin
wire tosrether with that of the specimen, the latter being
in the form of a short wire or narrow strip aBout 2 in.

long. The specimen and lower part of the balance could
be immersed in a tube of fluid kept at anv desired tem-
perature. The periods of oscillation were automatically
recorded electrically for various temperatures, and the
ratio of these periods furnished the necessary data for
determining the ratio of the rigidities. In making an
experiment the oscillations were maintained continu-
ously by an electrical device, the specimen being im-
mersed successively in water at 100 deg.. at rooni^ tem-
perature, in carbonic acid, in alcohol and in liquid air.
Major G. W. C. Knve's collection of radiographs illus-

trating some recent developments in the use of X-ravs
for thp examination of metals and other substances was

of much interest. The specimens exhibited included,

.amongst others, Ileilbron's radiographs of paintings by

old masters, from an examination of which it was clearly

apparent that some of the figures depicted in the original

had been painted out or modified at a later date.

The Royal Observatory at Greenwich had on view

transparencies of the May 2!)th, 1919, total eclipse of

the sun, showing the eclipsed sun and surrounding

stars, corona, and great prominence; also photographs

of the sun and sun spots, together with records of the

magnetic disturbance of March 22nd-26th, 1920, and

a diagram showing the variation of latitude from 1912

to 1919.

Finally, Dr. J. C. Mottram and Dr. E. A. Cockayne

demonstrated the presence of fluorescence in Lepidn-ptern

by means of ultra-violet radiation. The beam of ultra-

violet rays was produced by a quartz mercury-vapour

lamp in a box with a window inade of glass invented by

Prof. Wood, which is transparent t^ r.ndiatinn of wave

lensrths lyins: between 3,900 azul 3,100 a.u., but opaque

to light. Only a small proportion of the T.ejndoptera

examined have proved to be fluorescent, the most bril-

liant being geometrid months of the genus Onra'pleryx

and allied genera.

A CLOUD-BELT OF SOLAR ELECTRONS.

(Note by Epsilon.) f

The following letter from the Rev. Fr. A. L. Cortie

Director of Stonyhurst College Observatory, recently

appeared in the Timea, and was reproduced in the

Tnhlet of April 17th.

As a striking sequel and supplement to cognate matter

presented in the Electrical Review of December 19th

.and 26th, 1919, also March 5th, 1920, Father Cortie's

glowing and vivid de.scription acquires additional

point owing to the electronic interest, attaching to his

reference to clouds of electrified particles—with all the

vistas his graphic picttire thus opens out.

Notwithstanding the few weeks elapsed since these

events happened, this matter is by no means obsolete,

or out-of-date, especially as time has been utilised to

obtain from ocean cable authorities some reply to Father

Cortie's final query as to the practical effect of the March
22nd-23rd disturbance upon the working of ocean cables.

Surely enough, we hear from a leading authority

responsible for the working of several ocean cables laid

fairly due east-west, that on March 22nd-23rd, earth-

currents were heavy—at times reaching GO volts. Prac-

tically, however, effective working Teas maintained almost

continuou-sly, actual stoppages h.aving been few. and

of quite short duration.

Father Oortie'.s Times Letter.

The indisputable connection which exists between a dis-

turbed state of the .mn's surfa<"P, as evidenced by sun spots,

and trerrestrial magnetic storms, was strikingly exhibited in

the great sim-spot croup which crossed the sun's visible

hemisphere. March lfith-29th, and the violent magnetic storm
of March 22nd-2.Srd, The sun-spot group, which was easilv

visible to the naked eye, was the greatrest that has appeared
since Aug\ist, 1917. It covererl .in area of ahoiit eiaht thousand
millions of .square miles, more than ten times the superficial

area of the whole earth. When crossing the sun's central

meridan it extended over .SO degrees of longitude, representing
a total length of about l.'fft.OOO miles. It was six degrees below
the sun's equator, almost in a. line with the earth.
This same region of the sun had begun to he disturbed at

the end of Inst December, and at the end of .Tannnvy a fine

long train of .spots had dcyeloi>pd, extendinrr over 2.5 degrees
of longitude, and similar in appearance to the great groiip of

March. In the intermediate rotation of February the region
of disturbance was marked bv a few small spots.
From this huge area of solar disturbance proceeded clouds

of electrified particles, driven into space most likely bv the
pressure of the sun's Hcht. Into this belt of invisible cloud<i
the earth entered at a few minutes na.st 9 a.m. on Manli '?2nd,'
and instantaneously the signal rf the event wis given to >ill

the magnetic observatoriea over the world by a .sharp to-and-fi-o
movement of the needles. The end of the storm occurred at
about _S..5n a.m. on March 23rd, The earth's orbital veloeitv is
ISl milcis per second, and in the stated intorvnl of time it

would have travelled more than s. million and a half miles,
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which number furnishes some idea of the lengthwise dimen-

aona of the cloud-belt through which it rushed.
.

Meanwhile the earth was turning on its axis, and durmg

the davlight hours the force of the earth's magnetic field was

increasing, and the direction needle was swmging westward,

while the opposite conditions obtained dunng the night hours

Upon this general movement of the needles many rapid and

violent oscillations were superposed, especially between lb

and 'iO hours on March 2'2nd, and between midnight and

4 hours on March 2:3rd. To give some idea of the violence ot

the storm, the spots of light, reflected from the mirrors at-

tached to the delicately suspended needles, went quite beyond

the limits of registration on either side of the drums carrying

the photographic sheets. This means that the total range

in force was at least forty times what it had been on magneti-

cally normal days dming January and February. The direc-

tion needle experienced swings of 90, 120, and 130 minutes of

arc W. and E. during short intervals of time. The total range

of this needle was 160 minutes of arc—that is, the compa.ss at

Stonyhur.<;t would at times have given directions more than

a degree from the true position. During this storm the swing

of the needle was increased thirty-two-fold its deviations during

the past two months. The supiwsed reception of extra-ter-

restial signals on the wireless npparatus of .several stations,

as recently announced, pales into insignificance beside such

movements of the needles, controlled from a distance of nearly

93 millions of miles. The wirele.^s signals could probably be

traced to a similar solar origin. The end of the storm was
marked by a rapid quivering of the needles, which was con-

tinuous during the last four hours.

The visible evidence of the passage of the earth through

the cloud-belt of particles wa.s furnished by a fine display of

the .\urora Borealis. As seen by Lieut.-Col. Penny. R.A.M.O.,
the commanding ofBcer of Queen Mary's Military Hospital,

Whalley. in our immediate neighbourhood, it consisted of broad

beams of flickering light which reached nearly to the zenith.

-Across the.se beams, near their 'summits, lay an oblique band
of light, waning and waxing in intensity. In colour the dis-

play was mostly white, with a red tinge in parts. It lay almost
symmetrically about the magnetic meridian.

It will be interesting to learn whether the eartE-rurrents.

which at times interfere .seriously -with the transmission of

telegraphic me.ssages. with cable-laying operations, and even
with the running of the tramways, were experienced in any
force on this occasion.

LEGAL.

The Importanck os'' Kegisteeing under the Business
N.AMES Act.

In the Shoreditch County Court, on May 11th, before Judge
Cluer, the Electrical Repair & Manufacturing Co., of 187,

(ioswell Road. E.C.. electrical engineers, sued Hettie Anders,
of So, Darenth Road, Stamford' Hill, as administratrix of the
estate of Nat .Vnders, to recover £7 12s. 6d. When the case
was called on Judge Cluer asked if the firm were registered

under the Business Names Act. and ascertained that through
ignorance they were not. His Honour then said he could not
hear the case, as a firm could not sue under a contract unless
they were registered under the Business Names .\ct. Their
solicitor, Mr. Whitton, would tell them how to get relief if

it had not been wilful. Plaintiffs' Representative : It has not
been wilful. Judge Cluer : Well, he will tell you, but I
cannot hear the case now; it is dismissed.

ladian Water Power.—The February iesue of huJiati

Industries and Power gives a brief history of hydroelectric
developments in India. It is stated that the Municipahty
of Darjeeling was the first authority to take advantage of
this cheap form of motive power by the installation, in 1897,
of two separate plants operating in parallel under heads of
275 and 650 ft. The Cauvery Falls, which is now one of
the principal sources of hydroelectricity in the country, was
first exploited in 1902, when the power was transmitted a
di-stance of 92 miles to the Kolar (Mysore) goldfields. In 1903
the Government erected a plant for the i)roduction of energy
for a cordite factory at Karteri Falls, Madras, obtaining an
effective head of 624 ft. Prom the rapids of the Jhelum river
[wwer was oljtained, in 1909, for dredging the river, by means
of a timber flume 6J miles long. There wore several .small

developments up to 1914, when the Tata Hydroelectric Power
Supply Co. made its first large in.'-tallation at Khopoli. Ob-
taining an effective head of 1,725 ft., maintained during the
dry season by means of exten.sivo re.^ervoirs fifled during
monsoon ijeriods, a total development of G7.(XX) n.p. was made.
The energy was traii.smitted. at a pressure of 100,000 volts.

a distance of 43 miles. The Tata Co. owns the largest hvdro-
electric plants in India, the Andhra Valley installation, which
is the largest mentioned in the article, possessing a total
development of 68,000 h.p.

ELECTRICAL HAPPENINQS OF INTEREST.

;
Nowadays the lay Press is not slow to cater for an enlifjhtened

public which appreciates technical news—especially if it relates to

the latest wonder-invention. It behoves us to move with the times.]

(From our Codford Representative.)

A strangle accident took place on Wednesday afternoon. It

appears that P.O. Eyesharp noticed a youne man perched on the

roof of a tramoar, and apparently tampering with the overhead

wire. He shouted a warning, and this so startled the young man
that he overbalanced, and, narrowly missing a fatal shock from the

wire, fell to the ground.
I called at the hospital later, and jrathered from the younu fellow

that he is a student at the local technical college, and had been

testing: a certain law of Umpire, a well-known scientist of the 17th

century. Armed with a compass, he had, prior to the disastrous

experiment on the tramcar. already derived great practical benefit

from tracing: our electric mains.

He pointed out that the msgrnetetic enerfry of the tramway and

other wires is sheer waste. With commendable zeal, he has already

bejrun a revolutionary article on " Our Wasteful Electric Systems."

(By Private Wireless from Sparkeville.)

A distressing fatality occurred on Mondsy in the presence of a

number of well-known electrical experts. The latter were investi-

gating the claims of a local man known as " The Voltage Diviner."

This worthy had found that high-tension currents did not harm
him, and that he could actually calibrate himself. The Meteoro-

logical Office having announced the imminence of a thunderstorm,

a demonstration before a number of experts was arranged. The
Voltage Diviner was to conclude by measuring the electric pressure

of a lightning flash.

After a series of startling tests on low and high voltages, and

briefly finding the strength and direction of passing wireless

waves, the Diviner connected himself to a lightning conductor.

When the flash occurred, the assembled experts eagerly leaned

forward to hear the verdict. At the inquest the Coroner touoh-

ingly commented on the fearlessness which characterises modern
investigators.

In the course of his duty in Mnggleton High Street, yesterday,

a constable's suspicions were aroused by the arrival of a fierce-

looking man with a portable electric generating set. This the

man proceeded to set up on the pavement. He then placed a sheet

of metal on one of the steps of No. 73 and ran a wire from it to the

engine, which he started-up.

Upon the constable questioning him. he replied that be was going

to take a film. The constable was satisfied, but remained nearby in

the hope that he might appear on the film. Shortly afterwards

the door of No. 73 opened, and a gentleman descended the steps.

After a loud ejaculation of rage, the man with the engine

collapsed in a fit. He was then given into custody.

It seems that the gentleman had recently dismissed the man
from his employment, and the latter had, with fiendish cunning,

planned to electrocute his former employer. Fortunately, the

miscreant had been unaware that one of the intended victim's

legs is of wood— this, of course, refusing to carry the deadly

current.

Our Ketchcm Correspondent writes :—During the week a number
of trials with a startling new invention have been carried out here.

The innovation takes the form of an original type of electric

vehicle which will run at an efficiency of no less than 1.SO per cent.

I have succeeded in gleaning a few details from the inventor.

Naturally, he was a little reticent—the many patents which cover

his invention not having yet been granted owing, as he tersely

explained, " to the inertia of those red-tape Patent Office officials."

The car is similar to the ordinary light car. but no bonnet or

wheels are visible. All the energy (electric) is generated under
one of the seats, and the " magnetic repulsor " (which only weighs
1 lb . and yet develops up to 40 H.P.) is mounted at the cat's centre

of gravity, and by its effect on the earth currents can give speeds

up to 140 .M.p.H. Wireless switches are used for the various

controls. As regards the source of current, the inventor would
say nothing further than that he had " collared the electrons, and
practically solved perpetual motion."

The inventor asserts with justifiable pride that hig car will

revolutionise the transport industry. As I left, the Screenit Co.

was filming the modest inventor and his wonderful machine.

British Trade witli Italy.—Mr. F. G. Kellaway, M.P..

Parliamentary Secretary to the Department of Overseas Trade, is

paying an official visit to the British Chamber of Commerce in

Italy. He will be accompanied bv Sir Frederick Butler. K.C.M.G.,

C.B., and Mr. T. D. Dunlop of that Department. Ho will attend the

annual dinner of the British Chauibor of Commerce for Italy at

Genoa, on May 15th, and will afterwards proceed to Rome, Milan,

and Turin to study on the spot questions affecting British trade

with Italy, and to inspect the work and equipment of His

Majesty's commercial, diplomatic, and consular services in Italy.— ,

financiiil Timra. _ . .

-^
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BUSINESS NOTES.

" Comiag of Age."—Congratulations to the firm of

Manx, Eoertos Jc Co., Ltd., of Xorwioh, on its " Cominfr of

Age." The business was founded in April, 1899, by the present

chairman and mana^ine director. Amonsst the 1.200 employt-3 of

the company, over 50 have served the firm for periods exceeding

10 ye»rs ; over 20 for periods exceeding- 15 years ; whilst four have

served 21 years.

Football.—The Hartonians Athletic Football Club,

which consists of the employes of the H\rt Accumulator Co.,

Ltd., of Stratford, London, has just concluded a most successful

footbaU season, having won the Eastern Suburban League (Div. 2.

See. A) Shield and Medals with the following record :
—

Played. Won. Drawn. Lost. For. .\gainst. Points.

20 16 1 3 58 18 33

Four friendly matches were also played, three of which were
won. and the remaining game drawn, with a goal record of 18

"for" and two " against." The team has been well led by the

captain (J. Smith), whose play at centre forward has been marked
throughout the feison with splendid consistency, he himself having
scored on 32 occasions. Other goxi records were F. Drew, who
scored 20 goals, and R. Killick, who U'tted on nine occasions.

F. Drew has been a hardworking and painstaking hon. secretary,

and he was also a capable inside left forward.

Aircraft Disposal.—The Aircraft Disposal Co., Ltd.,

who recently took over the whole of the surplus stock of aircraft

material from H M. Government, state that their sales depart-

ment is now established at Regent House, Kingsway, London,
WC. 2. for the purpose of dealing with inquiries and orders for

this stock, and from time to time offers for the disposal of the
Tarions materials will be circulated. Those interested in any
particular class of material should cimmunicate immediately, when
special attention will be given to their requirements. With regard

to aeroplanes and engines, it is the Intention of the company to

maintain a fixed price list, quoting definite prices from which a

rebate will be quoted to all British aircraft manufacturers, British
merchants, and firms dealing in aircraft accessories and
components.

Standards in Sweden.—The Swedish Electrical Standar-
dising Committee has issued a proposal for the adoption of the
Edison screw for lampholders and sockets. It is based upon the
standard adopted in France Hitherto German standards have
been exclusively used in Sweden.

Graphite Electrode Production in Norway. —The
directors of the Norske Hektrodeverker A.S., of Christiania, in the
course of an invitation for subscriptions to an issue of preference
shares, so as to provide the means for extending the number of
producing furnaces, state that the company has succeeded in
turning out graphite electrodes which are equal to the beat
American product?, and the first electrodes made have been tested
with very satisfactory results at a thermo-electric installation.
The prospects of business are considered to be very favourable, as
besides Scandinavia, the company will have a big market in practi-
cally the whole of Europe. In particular the English market, the
directors remark, is open for a quantity greater than the company's
present production, and on the investigation which the board
recently made in England, " it was shown that a Norwegian
product will be received with great goodwill."

New Engineering Union.— The new Amalgamated
Engineering Union, embracing the A.S E and 10 other societies
connected with the engiceering trades, will be formally constituted
on July Ist. Its membership will not be far short of 500.000. and
the funds are estimated at nearly £4.000,000. The programme of
the new Union is not yet complete, but its first energies will be
devoted to increasing ws^es. The present profosal is that the
Union should demand a minimum for skilled engineers of £6 lOs.
per week. The present average weekly waee of the members is
asserted to be between £i 10s. and £5 lva.~T/ie Times.

The B.E.D A,—Among the latest publications of the
British Electrical Development Association is a booklet detailing
the aims and objects of the society. A list is given of the members
of the council and executive committee, and the methods of
publicity are fully described, examples of B E D A.'s pamphlets
being illustrated. A rtport of activities is included, setting out
the various ways in which public attention has been attracted to
the benefits of " doing it electrically." At the end of the booklet
a form of application for full particulars of the scheme is inserted.
We have also received a reprint of an article entitled " Housing
Construction and Electricity Supply," which, originally published
by T/ie World .< Work, is being circulated by the Association.

The Employment of Demobilised Men.—The Rotary
Club is trying to place in employment the thousands of demobbed
men unable to find work. They are unearthing some valuable men.
and employers needing labour could not do better than send parti-
culars to the "Jobs for Damobbad Committee," "Rotary Room,"
Horress Hotel. Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

Plant for Disposal.—York City Electricity Department
invites offers for two 360-h.p. Willans high-speed "engines direct-
«>upled to 460-500-vo!t Crompton generators, and two 60-H.^.
4eo-TDlt D.C.O. motors. "Fcj -particulars soe this issue.

" Safety First."—The pioneer of the " Safety First
"

movement, which has gained so much groundand had such excellent
results in the U.S.A , the National Safety Council has fent us a
booklet dealing with its formation, methods of publicity, &c. It is

illustrated by reproductions of a few of the many posters published
by the Council, which are very compelling, and of definite local

interest. The Society claims a great reduction of accidents to
workpeople as the result of its propaganda, and, from the figures

given, this would seem to be amply justified. We have also

received a copy of the "National Safety News," published weekly
by the organisation, as well as an application form for membership.
It Is of interest to note that the British Government has applied lor
23 memberships of the Council for the Chief Inspectors of Mines
and Factories and for Superintending Inspectors of Factories in

London, Manchester, Birmingham. Glasgow, Leeds, and elsewhere.

The E.P.E.A. and the E.T.U. at Port Snnlight.—The
strike of Electrical Trades Union men at Messrs. Lever Bros', workg
at Port Sunlight, owing to the employment of men in the Elec-
trical Power Engineers' Association, has resulted in a temporary
agreement being reached between the two organisations, the terms
of whi^;h are as follows :

—

A. That the E.P.E A. circular dated February 21th, 1919, be
publicly withdrawn thrcu,'h the Electrical Review.

B. That the question of the fn'ifi ride.i of the E.P.E.A. as a
recognised Trade Union be temporarily dealt with by the Liverpool
or Birkenhead Trades Council whose decision shtill be without
prejudice to any final proceedings before, and shall not be submitted
as evidence to, the Trade Union Congress.

C. As an alternative to Clause B the E T.U. suggest a temporary
working agreement to be restricted to Lever's on the following
lines .—That the members of the E.P.E A. employed at Lever Bros.
shall in all matters connected with the firm, act in conformity in

every way with the decisions of the Electrical Trades Union,
Mersey District Committee, pending a joint meeting of the two
executives on May 2Sth. 1920.

D. That where under Clause C matters affecting the position of
the members of the E.P.E.A. are to be considered by the Mersey
District Committee of the Electrical Tradea Union, three repre-

sentatives of the E.P.E.A. shall be co-opted on such Committee
with full voting powers.

E. That in any case whfre members of the Electrical Trades
Union are in dispute at Messrs. Lever Bros., members of the
E.P.E.A. undertak" not to do anything calculated to defeat the
objects of such dispute. Further that the E.P.E.A. are prepared to

convey this in writing to Lever Bros.

The foregoing shall be a temporary agreement, and shall be
valid pending the meeting of the two executives, and shall be
without prejudice to the position of either one society or the
other.

The E.P.E.A. representatives indicated that they preferred to

adopt Clauses C ana D, instead of Clause B.

Both parties agreed to recommend these proposals to their
members for acceptance.

Book Notices.— Sjientific Paper Xo. 371 of the U.S.
Bureau of Standards, "A New Cadminm-VapDur ArcLamp" (6pp ).

Washington : Government Printing Office. Price 5 cents.
—

'This paper
deals with a new method of producing a cadmium vapour arc of
great brilliancy. Since gallium has a boiling point above 1.500' C,
the vapour pressure relation existing between cadmium and mercury
is reversed when compared with cadmium and gallium. The
cadmium, therefore, acts as the energy carrier when used in com-
bination with gallium in a quartz lamp.

"Journal of the Institution of EUectrical Engineers." Vol. LVIII,
No. 290. April. 1920. London : E. & F. N. Spon. Ltd. Price
10s. 6d.—This issue contains the following paper —" Eidy Currents
in Stator Windings" ; also, the annual accjunts for 1919, and the
Report of the Council for 1919-20.

" Proceeding.^ of the Physical Society of London." Vol. XXXII,
Part 3 (73 pp.). London : Fleetway Press. 4s. net.— Includes
pipers on "Testing Magnet Steel," by N. W. McLachlan, D.Sc.

(Eng.), and " Forces on Heated Metal Strips," by Gilbert D. West,
M.Sc. (Lond.).

" Wooiland Notes." (39 pp.).—This well-produced and illus-

trated ma?azine is described as " a brief account of Fuller's United
Electric Works. Ltd. The social activities of the employes, those
they work with, where they work, and what they make," and the
object is very well accomplished in this publication, which may be <

obtained by any member of the electrical industry from Messrs,

FuUer's.
" Rotary Converters : Their Design. Construction and Use " By

C. Sylvester. Pp. 59 ; 26 figs. London ; S. Rentell & Co., Ltd.

Price 2b. net.
" Electric Oscillations and Electric Waves." By G. W. Pierce.

Pp. ix -t- 517 ; figs. 133. London : Hill Publishing Co., Ltd.
Price 30s. net.

"Year Book of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony, 1920."

London : Wireless Press, Ltd. Price lOs. 6d. net.

The issue of Con// ue.it for May contains an article by K. Robert-
son on ' Power from Wa te," explaining how the waste gases from
blast furnaces are used for generating electricity, in addition to

heating the blast. Prof. Sir Chnnder Bose's remarkable work on
plant life, and his magnetic crescograph, are described by K. K.
Ohatterjee, and there is a variety of extremely interesting articles

on other subjects related to soieacs.
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UraZll. — bXJiKJL, WuKKri ANU ELEClKlilCAIiOA i.N

MiuuD viciae:>.

—

.\ lelegraiu irom kio ue jaiieiro uaita April

'zim, JCV.C1VCU uy lue iiiiica luiuujju lue ^ijvitcia <ui/iL/n,aiia,

6Va.u;s uiat uie leims (ji llie uuunacl ueiuctii tue Uuvem-
lutut ajjd tue iiaoua liou Uie Oo. tiave ueea puuiii>ued.

'lUey yiuviue lor me cuubuucuou at tuyn power uuKe lar-

iiaccs loi- tue piuducuon ol sletl witn a yuaiaiileed lumuumu
ptouucUuU ul IjvJ.VAJD loui ul iteei sUeeis, luyuls, Oic. lllis

tciegiam is oi paiticular mieieiil. wueu lead iu coiiuectiun

wiui uue lepoit wnicli lias uteu made uy tue Aiiieiican ooui-

nieicial Attaclie at Kio de Janeuo ot tiie ariivai in iiiazu at

tile uej^miimy oi llie yeai' ol lepieaentaiiveii ol a syndicate to

leoiyaiijoe and electiiiy the Viuiuiia Miiias Kailway Hum tlie

port ol Victuiia, biate ol iispuito bantu, to tne mmeial
section of me state ol Aimas Ueiaes. lue btaie oi iumaa
(jeiaes tias always contended that its immense non deposits

should be utuist-d to the lullest advantage ol the btate, and
theielore has luaintamed a somevvnat mdiUeient attitude to-

ward any proposals regarding the exportation ot uon and
manganese ores, in fact, one of the gieatest handicaps to the
exportation ot the latter has been the heavy taxes imposed by
the btate; the maaequacy of transportation facilities has hke-
wise been a drawoacK. It is understood that the syndicate
proposes lii'st to extend its railway to the mmeral region, to

instafl works for reducmg suflicient ore to meet the iron and
steel requuements of the country, and to develop the mines
and transportation facilities to permit the exportation of ore

in large quantities. (Steamers carrying the ore will return
loaded with coke and combustibles tor the local mills, as it is

evidently the opinion ot the syndicate's engmeers that
domestic coal cannot be used because ot the large percentage
of ash—over 30 per cent. Electrical furnaces, too, though
Tised to some extent in converting iron to steel, have not been
found economical for the reduction of ore to iron. One of

the problems involved in this study of the exportation of

Minas Geraes ore is the distance of the deposit from the coast,

some 550 kilometres (342 ryiles^; whereas deposits found in

Spain, Sweden, or northern Africa, whence British supplies
are at present taken, are only 180 to '200 kilometres distant.

In order to overcome this ditieronce the syndicate intends to

improve the Victoria Mmas Railway by reducing the grades
and lessening the curves. A second problem, that of ob-
taining return freight for the ore shipped, might weU be
solved by bringing back coke and fuel for the national indus-
tries. One of the technical directors engaged to install the
proposed steel plant recently arrived on the ground for study-
ing the problem with a view to selecting the best site for the
plant.

Association of German Indastries.—The German Press

bas paid considerable attention of late to the formation of the
above association, particulars of which are forwarded to the
Department of Overseas Trade by the British Ckjmmercial
Commissioner in Cologne. The association was formed in

1919, and has as its purpose the representation and develop-
ment of the German industries and the determination of

uniform policy of each separate trade and common action in

deahng with labour questions. The association has a
councU and directorate, the latter consisting of at least 30 and
not more than 60 members, who either occupy or have occu-
pied a leading position in an industrial undertaking, or have
held a position on a board of directorate. The council is em-
powered to nominate a further 10 members to the directorate.

The council, consisting of 7 to 15 members, is elected from
the members of the directorate. The chairman of the council
is Dr. Ingenieur Kurt Sorpe, Berlin ; first representative of
the chairman is Abraham Frowein, Elberfeld ; second repre-

sentative of the chairman is C. F. v. Siemens, Berlin-
Siemensstadt; managing director, Privy-Councillor Dr. W.
Simons. A Main Committee is nominated, states the
Deutsche Bcrgwrks Zeitnng, and consists of representatives
of each of the 25 industrial branches into which the asso-
ciation is graded. The total number of representatives ia

140, distributed as follows :

—

cs and metal semi-products 3, ma-
iron and steel gocxls 5. electro-

, boiI<Ts and fittings 2, automobile
manufactures 4. stone and earth 6,

lils and fats 3, paper 8. textiles 23,
[ills 3, sugar and foodstuffs 4, pro-

Mining 15, iron producing 10, metal wo
chines 5, railway wagons 2, h.nrdware -

technical precision instruments and optics

and bicvcles 3, timber 5, leather and leathe
building 3. pottery 3. glass 4. chemical 10,

clothing 3, breweries and llour and malt i

visions 3. shipping and transport 3,

In addition to the 140 members of the industrial groups the
Main Committee is further compo.'ied of 10 repre.sentntives

of agricultural associations, 10 representatives of home indus-
tries elected by members meeting at the suggestion of the
directorate, and 10 repre.=entatives of members ot the as.'^o-

ciation nominated at the suggestion of the directorate. The
Main Committee nominates special committees, and electa
from year to year a Committee of Investigation. The follow-
ing special committees have been formed :

—

(1) Committee for the carrying out of the Articles of the Treaty of Peec*.
(2) Tax Committee.
(3) Economic Committee.
(4) Social-political Committee.
(6) Press Committee.
(6) Committee of Investigation.

Mntnal Discassion.—Pnr the first time since its

inaugaration in 191 li. the National AUianoe of Employers and
Employed is holdine its annual meetiner in the provinces. Hitherto,
members of the AUianoe have met in London, but this year it was

decided that, in view of the important Joint Committees of

employ rs and Trade Unionists wh.ch the organisation ha« estab-

lished in many important provincial centres, the Annual Conft-rence

should take place on June 1st in a great industrial area. For this

reason, Birmingham, the headquarters of the West Midland Federa-

tion of the National Alliance, has been chosen. Extremists in

Labour ranks, reactionaries among employers, believe in the policy

of force. The Alliance stands for forbearance, and the work it has

accomplished is an assurance that steadily increasing numbers of

employers on one side, and representatives ot organised Labour on

the other, are massing themselves with this movement, and striving

for agreement over industrial problems—with goodwill. The
National Alliance takes a grave view of the present spirit of unrest

manifested in every section of the community. The price of com-

modities still increases, and with every rite in wages there is a

correspDnding increase in the cost of living. Labour blames

Capital, and Capital blames Labour, but there is no whole-hearted

effort on the part ot either side to grapple with the problem in

that spirit of unity which won us the war. The National Alliance

claims to be the only organisation which can provide the machinery

for a round table conference of employers and employed of till

traiies. who can discuss dispassionately the vital problems which

touch intimately their very lives, and strike at the root of the

trouble. In the great industrial centres where Alliance Committees

are established, problems such as housing have been pr.jfitably dis-

cussed by local employers and Trade Unionists, and at such

discussions the barriers of mutual suspicion and recrimination

between Capit,-!! and Labour have been broken down.

Trade Announcements.—The Bex.iamin Electhio,

Ltd., of Tottenham, have been appointed sole selling agents by the

Moto-Meter Co., Inc., for the Boyce Moto-Meter device, intended

for use on motor cars, which indicates the temperature of the water

in the radiator, thus notifying the driver of any undue overheating

1 5-20 minutes before he would otherwise be aware of the fact by

engine trouble.

Mr. J. Harrison announces that he is continuing the business

of Messrs Harrison & Wylde, electrical engineers, of Rotherham,

under the style of Harrison i; Co.

The Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., are removing to

14.S, Sloane Street, London, S.W.

In order to cope with the increased business of their Cardiff

branch, the British Thomson- Houston Co. have acquired, and
now occupy, much larger premises at 7, Park Place, Cardiff, a few
doors from the old address. Telephone number as before :

—

"Cardiff 4392." At the new office considerably larger stocks will

be held, especially of the company's many forms of lighting

appliances.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Delta Electrical Co.,

Temple Courts, Temple Row, Birmingham.—Pamphlet No. 100,

illustrating and describing a new patent dolly-operated watertight

tumbler switch.

Building Products, Ltd., Columbia House, 44-46, King's

Road, S'oane Square, S.W. 3. A leaflet illustrating the " Benquio"
bar-bending machine for steel rod of any section, up to li in.

diamoter circular.

Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., 2SI-283, Gray's

Inn Road, W.C. 1.
—

'' Heat Treatment Bulletin'' No. 21, describing

the construction and advantages of Wild-Barfield patent electric

furnaces. Includes a photograph of a typical radiation fuinacse

installation.

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Palace Place Mansions,

Kensington Court, W. 8.—Pamphlet S 535 (15 pp.) giving a fully

illustrated description ot " Autophone " No. 2 automatic telephone

system. The major portion of the pamphlet is devoted to a descrip-

tion of the ingenious switching apparatus and photographs of the

coniponent parts

Messhs. Brookes, Ltd., Lightcliffe Works, Halifax.
—

'' Science,

War and Commerce" (36 pp), a booklet describing the firm's war-

time activities ; and " Dreams and Realities" (16 pp), transcription

of an interview with the managing director.

Messrs. Imeson & Finch. Empress Works, Stockton on-Tees.

—

A 12-page catalogue illustrating and describing controllers,

armature coils, brush holders, trolley heads and wheels, com-
mutators, fuse-holders, &c.

Italian Companies.—There has been formed in Milan a
company styled Olficine Elettromeccaniche Monteggia, with a capital

of l.fiiiO.OUti lire.

At Montaldo has been launched the concern Segheria di Montaldo
Dora, with a capital of ISO.OnO lire, for the dual purpose of saw-
milling and the production and distribution of electrical energy.

The Societa Anonima Radiotelegrafica Italiana has been estab-

lished at Milan (Via Cavallotti 3), with a capital of 2.000.000 lire,

for the manufacture ot wireless telegraphic and telephonic

apparat us.

With headquarters at Milan (Via Carlo Alberto 4) Zanni e Pirini

have been incorporated as a company, with a capital of 150,000

lire, to conduit an eleotro-ealvanoplastio laboratory.

AUocchio, Bacchini e Ca have been formed into a company at

Milan (Via Rasori 14), with a capital of 400,000 lire, lor the
manufacture of electrical measuring apparatus.

Electrical Wages at Liverpool.—The Mersey District

Committee have given three months' advance notice ot an applica-

tion for an advance in wages from 28. 1 jJ. per hour to 28. 6d. per
hour for all electricians employed in the Liverpool arta. Applica-

tion is als) being made for a lOs. advance for youths over 18 years,

and 5s. a week for those under.
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Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Albert Edwaed Channok,
Humphrey Stakton Nadin, and Cybil Geobge Chanson
(.tradingr a« A. E. Channon A: Co.), electrical enfrineere, 8, Orria-

dale Terrace, and 426, Hieh Street, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

—

In this matter the receivinfr order was made on April 26th, 1920,

on the debtors' petition. The liabilities in the partnership

statement of affairs amount to £1,363, and the assets to

£387. The separate liabilities of Albert Edward Channon
amount to £22. and assets £25, thus showing a surplus

of his separate estate of -tS. The liabilities of the debtor Nadin
amount to £8 15s. C'd., and he has no assets. The separate state-

ment of 0. G. Channon show liabilities amounting to £i 10s. 6d.,

and he also has no assets. The causes of failure alleged by the

debtors are want of capital, losses on contracts, pressure by
creditors, and ill-health of A. E. and C. G. Channon. The debtors

were adjudged bankrupt on the same date as the reoeiying order

was made. An execution was levied on February 8th last, and the

debt and costs, amounting to £97, were paid. Two creditors have
issued writs for sums amounting to £103, and there are several

small judgments outstanding. The debtors, who are father, son-in-

law, and son. state that they commenced business as electrical

engineers at 425, High Street, Cheltenham, on January 1st. 1912.

Their joint capital did not exceed £10, but stock-in-trade to the

value of £200 was then obtained on credit. The books of account

kept were sold ledger, day, invoice, order, and estimate books.

The debtors further state that they took stock in February last, and.

according to a statement given to one of the creditors, at that time
they valued the assets at £617, and estimated the liabilities at

£613. Having regard to the debts now scheduled in the statement
of affairs, it would appear that the liabilities must have been

greatly under-estimated. The debtors state that they became aware
of their position in February last, and they have since contracted

debts in the expectation of being able to retrieve their position.

The unsecured liabilities on the separate estates of the debtors ^are

for domestic debts. The following are creditors :

—

Baxendale i Ck) 494 Metallic Electric Co., Ltd. .. fl2
Braalik, G « Olivant 39
Bill i Berrr .

.

25 Simplex Condaits, Ltd 15
Callender'E Cable Co., Ltd. .. 25 Simpson. Baker A Co 113
Drake & Gorham, Ltd 12i Sharp, Fisher, Ltd. . . .502
Elco Manufacturing Co. (Bristol) 54 Fisher, Jonn. i Sotis .. 12
Export Loofee Letter Sign Co. . . 11 Separate estate of A. E. Channon

:

Ediswan Co., Ltd 58 The Cheltenham and Gloucester
Falk, Stadelmann d: Co., Ltd. ,. 42 Building Society, Cheltenham
Henley's, W. T., Ltd 48 (Sec. £350) 320

The first meeting of creditors herein was fixed to be held

on May 11th at the County Court Buildings, Cheltenham,
but no creditors attended. The Official Receiver stated that

he had received several proxies, one of which was a special

proxy for £55, with directions that he should continue as trustee.

There were, however, he stated, two points which would require
investigation. One was in respect of the removal, by one of the
largest creditors of goods, to the value of about £200, on 16th and
17th ult., and application had already been made for their return.
The other point was with reference to the house and furniture.

The affairs will remain in the hands of the Official Receiver.

Lewsley, J. W., electrician, lately trading at 103, Mansfield
Road, Nottingham.—June 5th is the last day for the receipt of
proofs for dividend. Trustee, Mr. E. W. Humphreys, 4 Castle
Place, Park Street. Nottingham.

Q. F. KlVEBOS. electrical engineer, Sheffield.—First meeting.
May 21st

;
public examination, June 10th ; both at Sheffield.

Qnain Electric Co., Ltd.—In the Companies Winding- Up
Court on Tuesday, the petition of R. i: A. Main, Ltd . of Gothic
Works. Edmonton, for a compulsory order to wind-up Qnain
Oectric Co., Ltd., came before Mr. Justice Astbury. Mr. Jolly, for
the petitioners, said the petition had stood over for a fortnight in
view of negotiations for a compromise. The only parties opposing
the petition were the debenture-holders, and Mr. Bennett, who
appeared for them, had agreed with him that the petition should
be withdrawn without any order as to costs. Sir. Bennett : I agree.
His Lordship allowed the petition to be withdrawn, without costs.

Capital Expansion of the German Siemens Co.—As a
result of the great advance in the prices for raw materials and in
wages, together with the reduction in the working shift, and the
decreased efficiency of the workmen which have prolonged the
time of manufacturing as compared with former years, the directors
of the A.G. Siemens & Halske, of Berlin, have prepared a scheme
for doubling the spare capital and making alterations in the com-
pany's statutes so as to prevent foreign interests from acquiring
control over the undertaking. It ia proposed to increase the
present share capital of 63 millions of marks to 126 millions by the
issue of new bearer shares for 63 millions, which are to be offered
to existing shareholders at the price of 125 per cent., and to be
entitled to participate in the dividend for 1920 for one-half of the
year, and one new share can be subscribed for each existing share.
It is recognised in Germany that the influence and co-operation of
the Siemens family in connection with the company have ans wered
the purpose during the course of decades, and it is now mtended to
convert a large number of the old shares into preference shares, with a
manifold right of voting, namely, each preference share will be
endowed with 30 votes. It is assumed that the raising of further
capital in the future, and, if necessary, of obtaining capital from
abroad will be facilitated in this way without losing the existing
control and the German character of the undertaking. Thus, the
ordinary shares ranging from No. 1 to 9,500, now held by the
Siemens family, and representing a nominal amount of 9,5u0,000
marks, will be transformed into registered preference shares, and
with the manifold voting power mentioned will be equal to 285
miliiona of marks.

The special voting power conferred upon the preference,

shares is only to be exercised in the case of decisions of vital

importance, as, for instance, alterations in the company's statutes

increases or decreases in the share capital, changes in the object of

the undertaking, amalgamation or dissolution of the company,
elections to the board of directors, and voting in regard to the

dividends. On the other hand, limitations are to be imposed on
the transfer of the preference shares. For instance, the transfer

of shares to other persons is made dependent upon the sanction of

the president of the Berlin Chamber of Commerce, and can only

l)e granted if the prospective purchaser gives a guarantee that he

will protect the rights of the company as German, and if he is a

German residing permanently in Germany or in German Austria.

It is also intended to modify the statutes so that the majority of the

directors mi^st be Germans. The directors believe that the scheme,

without materially prejudicing the rights of the ordinary share-

holders, will prevent the company from passing under foreign

control. As bearing on this point it is mentioned that frequent

inquiries from abroad have already been made for ordinary shares

in the company. If the directors may think of taking advantage
of those offers for the future financing of the company, they at the

same time have considered it necessary already now to adopt the

measures referred to, in order to obviate undesirable consequences.

It is assumed that a considerable portion of the proposed new
capital is intended for the Siemens-Schuckert Works, either by way
of an increased loan or additional ordinary capital. If this

assumption should prove to be correct, there is no doubt that the

other joint partner in the Siemens-Schuckert Works—the Schuckert
Co., of Nuremberg—will have to undertake a new financial trans-

action if the respective capital investments in the Siemens-

Schuckert Works are to remain on an equality.

The F.B.I. Abroad.—We have received a summary of

the report prepared by Sir Charles Mandleberg on one year's

achievements of the Federation of British Industries Commissioner
Service. The following is a list of Commissioners and Repre-
sentatives abroad :

—

Place. Kame and address. Status.

Near East Major E. Kennard, Athens ,, .. Commissioner.
Greece.. .. Capt. R. C. Cumberbatch, Athens .. Sub-Commissioner.
Turkey .. Capt. Lafontaine, Athens (temporarily) Sub-Commissioner.
East Indies Mr. G. O. Blacker, Singapore .. .. Commissioner.
Spain . . . . Col. C. Thoroton, C.M.G., Madrid . . Commissioner.
Algiers . . , . Mr. D. Thoroton, Algiers Sub-Commiseioner.
Brazil . . . . Mr. P. J. McKellen, Rio de Janeiro . . Commissioner.
Scandinavia . . Mr. Montagu \'illier5, Copenhagen . . Commissioner.
Denmark . . Mr. Paul Christensen, Copenhagen . . Correspondent.
Australia Mr. R. H. Butler, Melbourne ., .. Correspondent.
Italy Mr. E. H. Eapp, Milan Representative.
Holland . . Anglo-Dutch Committee, Amsterdam . , Committee.
Canada.. .. U) Canadian Manufacturers' Associa- Correspondents,

tion, Toronto.
(2) Canadian Association of British Correspondents.

Manufacturers and their Repre-
sentatives, Toronto.

New Zealand.. New Zealand Association of British Correspondentfl.
Manufacturers and their Agents,
Wellington.

In addition to the foregoing, representation of a temporary nature was
arranged during the period under review in Portugal and in the Occupied Area
of Germany.
Arrangements have also been made for honorary Correspondents in the

following countrTes :—Denmark, Finland, U.S., Cuba, Mexico, Egypt, France,
China.

Applications for British Trade-Marlts.

—

Appended is a

summary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in

respect of goods connected with the electrical industries and
trades :

—

Atmos. No. 393,544. Class 8. Electric lamps and galvano-
meters. No. 393,545. Class 13. Electric bells and fittings.

No. 393,546. Class 18. Lighting contrivances and electric bell

systems.— General Electric Co., Ltd.. 67, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C. July 23rd, 1919.

Solanti. No. 400.762. Class 39. Goods manufactured from
india-rubber and gutta-percha.—India-rubber, Gutta-percha and
Telegraph Works, Ltd., luO. Cannon Street, London, E.C.

Triangle (design). No. 399,24 4. Class 8. Resistance rods, coils,

contact blocks and bearings, all parts of electrical apparatus.—The
Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., Church Road, Battersea, S.W. January
7th. 1920.

P.N. (design). No. 400,524. Class 13. Electric lamps.—The
Pyle National Co., 1534, Kostner Avenue, Chicago. February
2nd, 1920.

Isco. No. 400,650. Class 13. Electric fittings.—W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works, Ltd., 13-14, Blomfield Street, London, E.C.

February 11th. 1920.

Busy Bee. No. 396,862. Class 6. Electric motors and dynamos.
—W. J. Allen & Wallace D. Vick, 73J, Coleshill Street, Birmingham.
November 5th, 1919.

Bi-Spinefiex. No. 401.312. Class 16. Electric insulators made
of porcelain.—Taylor, Tunniclitf i: Co., Ltd., Eastwood Works,
Hanley. February 28th, 1920.

Majestic. No. 401,673. Class 13. Metal filament lamps, being
ordinary electric lamps.—General Engineering Co. (Salford), Ltd.,

74, Broad Street. Pendleton. Manchester. March 10th, 1920.

Morite. No. 400,239. Class 50. Electric insulators made of

one of the phenol formaldehyde condensation products or syn-
theses of same.—Arthur S. Gush, 5, Clifton Terrace, Edinburgh.
January 30th, 1920.

Blackcap-Ediswan (lettering combined with design). No. 400,154.

Class 8. Electric lamps for philosophical purposes.—Edison Swan
Electrical Co., Ltd., 123-5, Queen Victoria .Street, London, EC.
January 29th, 1920.

Kalecore. No. 400,948. Class 8. Paper-insulated electric cables.

—Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., Hamilton House,
Victoria Embankment, London, E.C. February 19th, 1920,
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French Company Notes.—Under the title of Le Tele-

phone Moiierne, Societc d'lnstallations Tcl^phoniques, a company
has been formed at Paris (12, Rue du Port Mahon), with a capital

of 150,000 fr., for the installation of telephones.

The Soeiote Gencrale de Force et Lumiore have raised their

capital from 30,000,000 to 50,000,000 fr. Eventual increase to

75,000,000 fr. is also authorised.

The capital of Le Fil Dynamo is to be raised from 500,000 to

.3,000,000 fr., for the buildinpr of a new works.
The Societe Hydroeleotrique du Verdon has raised its capital

from 1,000,000 to 2,500,000 fr. in order to secure rights on falls on

the upper Verdon River.

There has been formed at Paris (Rue de Londres 2',)), the com-
pany Lignes T^Iegraphiquea et Ti'lcphoniques, with a capital of

10,000,000 fr , for the planning, manufacture and working- of all

kinds of electric lines and cables. This company is a trust of

French cable and wire makers, embracing all the important firms

except the Societi- Alsaoienne, .Teumont, and the Societe Industrielle

des Telephones. Ou its board of management are representatives

of the Thomson -Houston, the Trcfileries et Laminoirs du Havre,

the Canalisation Electrique, the Berthoud-Boret, and the Materiel

Telephonique companies.
The Electrodes de la Savoie is the style of a company launched at

Paris (2, Rue Blanche), with a capital of 2,000,000 fr., for the

manufacture of electrodes.

The Societe Frani7aise de Lamps .a Incandescence " Luxor

"

(Floret et Cie.) has been constituted at Levallois-Perret, Seine

(8, Rue des Fnres Herbert), with a capital of 375,000 fr., for the

manufacture of glow lamps.
The Etablissements Andr^ Dauphin has been formed into a com-

pany (14, Rue St. Claude, Paris) for the manufacture and trade in

elejtric material. Its capital is 100,000 fr. in 100 fr. shares, 100

of which are allotted to the Societe Dauphin et Cie. for assets taken

over.

Under the style of the Ateliers de Construction et Installations

Electromeciniqups has been formed at Rouen (52, Rue St. Andre),

a company with 200,000 fr. capital, for the objects shown in its title.

The Compagnie Electro-Induatrielle has been constituted at

Levallois, Seine (Rue Jean Jaures 32), with a capital of 3,000,000 fr.,

for the manufacture and trade in electrical material of all kinds,

including metal working and mechanical.
The Etablissements Metallurgiques Rhone-Isere has been

established at Lyons with a capital of 1,000,000 fr., for the objects

set out in its title.

The Auxiliaire Industriel is the style of a company established at

Paris (5, Rue d'Athenes), with a capital of 600,000 fr., for the

study, manufacture, sale, and representation of all kinds of elec-

trical material.

With a capital of 200,000 fr., Le Materiel has been constituted a

company at Paris (21, Rue d'Edimbourg), for the trade in and
manufacture of electrical material for public works, especially

hydraulic, mechanical, and heating.

Under the title of Le Moteur Electrique has been formed at

Lyons (18, Route de Cremieux), a company for the manufacture,
purchase, and sale of motors, dynamos, and transformers ; also

their erection and repair. The capital is 1,000,000 fr.

Annual Outing.— No doubt there will be quite a
marked revival of the annual outing this year, notwithstanding
the high cost of everything. The first of the season, sa far as

reports have reached us, is that of the London branch of Messrs.

Malcolm i: Allan. Ltd., electiiod engineers and contractors. A
party of just over a hundred, including ladies, went to Maidenhead
and district by the steam-launch Empress of India, on Saturday,

May 15th. The company boarded the launch at Windsor. Luncheon
was served on board. The sports events were very successful

;

football, three-legged and other races, occupied so much time and
created such interest that there was not time for the cricket match.
On the return to Windsor a successful concert and dance were held.

The prizes for the sports were distributed by Mrs. H. S. Davidson.

The E.T.B.I. : Local Commtteee at Newcastle.—

A

meeting for the purpose of appointing a local Advisory Committee
of the Electrical Trades' Benevolent Institution for Newcastle and
District, was held at the Mining Institute, Newcastle on-Tyne, on
May 10th. Mr. W. C. Mountain, who presided, briefly explained
the objects of the Institution, and said that the Committee of
Management was in London, but he thought they should have a
Local Advisory Committee in the North-Eastern Area, which was
very naturally, from the Tyne to the Tees. Mr. Mountain said it

would not be very long before the present fictitiously prosperous
times would come to an end. He did not want to be pessimistic,
but there was no doubt that we were in for bad times before we
were very much older, and if they were ready to help those who
were unable to get employment, and who possibly might fall into
bad luck and in a position where this Institution eould help them,
they would be promoting a very good object. Mr Hawes, the secre-
tary, then outlined the work of the Institution, and gave typical
examples of cases that had come before the Institution for aid.

After a number of questions had been asked and answered, Mr.
Clothier proposed, Mr. Anns seconded, and it was unanimously
resolved, to elect a Committee for the district. Mr. Mountain is the
chairman of the Committee ; Mr. T. W. Anns, honorary secretary

;

Mr. J. Gledson, honorary treasurer
; and the following are on the

Committee :—Messrs. W. F. T. Pinkney, Newcastle Electric Supply
Co. ; D. Patterson, Newcastle and District Electric Lighting Co. ;

W. Dalton, Newcastle Corporation Tramways ; J. W. Dodds,
Electric and General Stores Co., Ltd. ; Alan Robson, Simplex'
Conduits, Ltd. ; II. P. Devereux, Devereux Moodie &Co. ; R. Robson,
Robaon A: Coleman ; H. Barkes, British Electrical and Manu-

facturing Co. ; J. Spenoe, General Electric Co., Ltd. ; W. Fletcher,

Fletcher Bros. ; Mr. Clothier, ReyroUe & Co. ; Mr. Stephens

Holmes, Messrs. J. H. Holmes A; Co. ; Mr. Raw, Mining Electrical

Engineers ; Mr. Wyand. Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. ;

Mr. Thompson, Cleveland and Durham Electric Power Co. ; Mr.

Sloan, Newcastle Electric Supply Co. ; and one nominee from each

of the following : Messrs. Clarke, Chapman & Co. ; Messrs. Sunder-

land Forge and Engineering Co. ; Society of Technical Engineers ;

Electrical Power Engineers' Association.

Liquidations and Dissolutions.—«iiatz, Ltd.—Wind-
ing up voluntarily for reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr.

E. V. Hayea-Gratze, Elidia, Woodstock Avenue, Hendon,N.W. 4.

IlYDito-ELECTBir CONCESSIONS, LTD. - Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator, Mr. W. Gain, 3 and 4, Great Winchester Street, E.G.

Meeting of creditors at 3 and 4, Great Winchester Street, E.G.,

May 25th. Claims to be sent to the liquidator forthwith.

British Evek-Rkady Co., Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily for

reconstruction purposes. Liquidator, Mr. W. T. Walker, 53, New
Broad Street, E.G. Meeting of creditors at Hercules Place,

HoUoway, May 25th.

British Electrical Accessories, Ltd.—Meeting of creditors

at 3, Cheapside, Bradford, May 2l8t.

Electrical and Mechanical Trades Supply, Russell Build-

ings, St. Mary Street, Swansea.—Mr. W. A. Roderick and Mr. R.

Scott have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. A. Roderick will attend

to debts and continue the business.

EcoNo.Mic Electric Co., automobile and electrical engineers,

63, Knutsford Road. Warrington.—Messrs. B. Nadin, W. Wright

and P. J. Dell have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended

to by Messrs. B. Nadin and P. J. Dell, who wUl continue the busi-

ness under the same style.

Parker & Parkes, electric welders, &c.. Union Street, Newport.

—Mr. W. G. Parkes and Mr. R, S. Parker have dissolved partner-

ship. Debts will be attended to by Mr. W. G. Parkes.

Northampton Plating Co., electro-metallurgists and enamellera,

71, St. Giles Street, Northampton.—Mr. W. F. White and Mr. E. H.

Nichols have dissolved partnership. Debts will be attended to by

Mr. E. H. Nichols, who will continue the business.

SIMMS Motor Units, Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily, in

view of the sale of the undertaking to a new company. Liquidator,

Mr. D. R. Duncan, Percy Buildings, Gresse Street, Rathbone Place,

W. 1. Meeting of creditors at Percy Buildings, May 27th.

Spanish and General Wireless Trust, Ltd.—Particulars
of claims must be sent to the liquidator, Mr. S. Pears, 14, George

Street, Mansion House, E.G., by June 22nd.

Socials.—The third of the Mazda House series of staff

entertainments took place at Slater's Cannon Street Restaurant, ou

May 7th. At 6.30 p.m. the party of 100 sat down to progressive

whist, and for upwards of 90 minutes played with relentless
' fervour for the prizes, which were distributed by Mr. F. Shaw, the

chairman, at supper. During the meal a collection was taken for

the waitresses, which, when counted, was found to include one

farthing. It was returned to the only Scotsman in the room.

After supper the company engaged in terpsichorean exercises,

interspersed with songs rendered by various members of the B.T.H.

staff.

Exeter Agricultural Show.— The Devon County Agri-

cultural Association held their exhibition at Exeter during May
)2th, 13th, and 14th. The exhibition generally was a huge

success. On the electrical side were the following stands :—Austin

Motor Co.. Ltd., showing their •75-KW. autoplant ; Studebaker, Ltd.,

Lalley light and power plants ; R. A. Lister ^t Co., Ltd., Liater-

Bruston plant ; Brooking & Co. The last-named firm appeared to

be the only electrical contracting and installation company

exhibiting, with the result that they had a free run of inquiries,

plus a very satisfactory order book, not only for their particular

goods on show, but also for the goods shown by the manufacturers

at the other stands. Brooking & Co. had on show the Madstrong

set, also the Ingeco set by Worthington of pump fame. The

Hoover vacuum cleaner was to be seen in operation, a special

demonstrator being in attendance. A particular feature of the

stand was the prominence given to Callender's Kaleeco wiring-

system, which is meeting with great success in the West of

England. At their stand, Messrs. Wood & Ball represented the

manufacturers with the idea of doing all that is possible to

popularise the use of electricity in agriculture and like industries,

and to render direct assistance to electrical contractors. They wiU

be showing at Salisbury Show. Their various exhibits included the

plants made by the New-Pelapone Engine Co., Ltd., of Leeds ; St.

Helens cab tires, C.T.S. cables and anti-corrosive fittings ;
lighting

fittings, by Electrical Supplies Co. ; electric self-starting switch-

boards, by Mr. T. Burgoyne, of Kingsbridge, Devon ;
batteries, by

Pritchett and Gold and E.P. Storage Co., Ltd. ;
and motors, by

Bruce Peebles and Co., of Edinburgh. We are informed that a par-

ticular feature of the Bbcetcr Show was the mutual good feeling

between the manufacturer and the contractor.

Important Armstrong-Whitworth Development.- It is

announced that Messrs. Sir W. G. Armstrono. Whitworth and

Co., Ltd., have entered into arrangements with an old-establishecl

Chriatiania firm of hydraulic engineers (Messrs. Jensen i: Dahl),

under which they will take up the manufacture in this country

of water turbines to Jensen & Dahl designs. Messrs. Armstrong,

Whitworth have opened a hydro-electric section at their offices at

8, Great Georgel Street, Westminster, 8.W. Messrs. Jensen & Dahl

have been responsible for many iniiwrtant Norwegian and other

hydro-electric enterprises. The British company referred to has

the exclusive righU for the British Empire and South America.
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A New Electric Heater. — The efficiency of electric

ik-aters ia limited by the melting point of the heating unita

and the lack of intimate contact between the heating unite

and the material to be heated. If the heaters are laid inside

the cxintaining vessel, there is no material of which they

can be constructed that will not be attacked by electrolysis

when saline or other solutions are being heated. A new form

of heater for a.c. circuits, described in ElectTotechnische

Zeitschrift, consists of a vessel provided with a vertical chan-

nel through its interior, through which the magnetic circuit

of a transformer passes. The energy is eupphed to » coil

wound around the magnetic circuit, and the heat is generated

in a metal cylindrical wall interlinked with the magnetic

circuit and forming the side or bottom of the vessel and acting

as a secondary circuit to the transformer. The efficiency oi

a vessel of this type is nearly unity.

Liverpool Exhibition.—An interesting feature of the

Liverpool Health and Homes Exhibition held at St. Georsre s Hall,

was the useful display of domestic electrical contrivances, for

lighting, motive power, heating, &g. The exhibition was visited

by thousands of people, who paid special attention to such

exhibits.

Patent Application.—On .Tune 16th, Mr. Justice Sargent,

in the Chancery Division, will hear the petition of the Reason
Mannfacturing Co., Ltd., of Brighton, for an extension of the

term of Patent No. 20,500. of 1905, for "Improvements in mercury
electrolytes for electrolytic cells," and of Patent No. 20,770, for
" Improvements in cathodes," both granted to H. S. Hatfield and
the Reason Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.

New Indian Companies.—Among the new companies
recently formed in India are the Indian Enfield Cable Co., 4,

Fairlie Place. Calcutta, capital 2,500,000 rupees, to manufacture and
deal in electric wires, cables, &c. : and the Coal Fields Power Co.,

Calcutta, capital 1,500,000 rupees, to establish plant to generate

electric energy for lighting and power purposes.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.— Company Report. — According to the

recently-issued report of the Societe d'Electricite de Roaario, the

company is now supplying power to the extent of 25.230 KW. to

21,630 clients, as compared with 23,820 and 20,074 respectively a
year ago. The output of the generating station during 1919
reached a total of 22,899,989 KW.-hours, an increase of 15 per cent,

over 1918. The boilers at the generating station have been con-

verted to use coal and petroleum as fuel in place of wood.

Anstralia. — Melbourne.—The recently - published
abstract of the accounts of the City Electricity Supply undertaking,
for the year ended December Slst last, shows that the total revenue
amounted to £240,081, and the total expenditure to £134,854,
leaving a gross balance of £105,227, apportioned as follows:

—

Interest on capital, &c., £23 885 : depreciation and renewals
account, £37,999 ; and appropriations, £43,343.

Ayr.— Proposed Extensio.\s.— The Corporation is

seeking authority from the Electricity Commissioners to install

additional plant or build new works. An alternative scheme is to

take a bulk supply from Kilmarnock.

Barnsley.

—

Charge for Meters.—The Electricity and
Lighting Committee recommends that arental of Is. (Id. per quarter
be charged on all electricity meters installed in premises the net
rateable value of which exceeds £10, the rental to come into force
as from June Ist.

Extensions Approved,—The Electricity Commissioners have
sanctioned proposed extensions to the present electricity works.
The Electricity Committee has received a report from the elec-

trical engineer in connection with the progress of such extensions.

Blackpool.

—

Future Developments.—The Electricity
Committee has authorised the electrical engineer to seek an inter-

view with the Electricity Commissioners, to place before them the
local position with regard to electricity generation and distribution,

and to ascertain, if possible, their proposals for the future develop-
ment of the electricity supply business on the West Coast. This
followed the Committee's adoption of the recommendation to install

additional boilers at the electricity works.

Bradford.

—

^'ew Condition of Supply.—The Elec-
tricity Committee has announced that in future applicants for
electricity must sign a special condition which provides that the
Corporation reserves the right to suspend the supply if it is found
necessary when the total demand for power exceeds the effective

capacity of the plant at the works. The condition is the outcome
of the difficulties which arose during the recent long breakdown
period at the generating station.

Bury.

—

Loan.—The Town Council is applying for

permission to borrow £4,341 in order to carry out extensions to
mains, services, and public lightiDg,

Burnley.

—

I^oposed "Extensions.—The demand for

eleotrio power for mills and workshops has increased to such an
extent, that steps will shortly have to be taken to provide addi-

tional generating plant. The Town Council has been recommended
to seek borrowing powers for £150,000 to provide this, although

under the new scheme for the Mid-Lancashire area it is probable

that at least two large generating stations will be erected at

approved centres.

Canada.

—

IIydro-Electrk Development.—An esti-

mate of £3,400,000 has been submitted to the Ontario Legislature

for the reciuirements this year of the provincial hydro-electric

system, over £2,000,000 being for power development at Chippewa
and yneenatown.— Tfie limex.

Clacton-on-Sea. — Proposed Price Intrease.— The
Urban District Council has applied to the Electricity Commissioners
for power to increase the price of electricity by not more than
50 per cent., to enable the undertaking to be ran without loss. A
new Diesel engine is to be installed at the works.

Continental.

—

France.—One of the greatest industrial

regions in France is formed by the suburbs of Paris, where the
Union d'Electricite has undertaken the task of providing a supply
of light and power on terms favourable to the consumers. The
company has already purcheised the works of the suburban under-
takers, and intends to retain as auxiliaries those which are able to

work on an economical basis, whilst the others will be disposed of

so as to redeem the purchase price. It has been decided to substi-

tute for these old works a super-station with a total capacity of

200,000 KW., and equipped with steam turbo-alternator sets of

from 35,000 to 40,000 KW., which sets will be, it is said, the largest

in France down to the present time. The primary network will

have a pressure of 60,000 volts, and it is expected that the com-
pany will be able to dispose of 500,000,000 Kw.-hours on the com-
pletion of the station. The company's share capital was recently
increased to 125,000,000 fr., and the issue of a loan of 80,000,000 is

now in contemplation.
The new station which the Compagnie Hydroelectrique et du Gaz

de Lyon has been building on the Gorges du Fier will shortly be
working ; it will have a capacity of 40,000 H.p.

The French Minister of Agriculture has just created an Upper
Council of Water and Rural Engineering entrusted with the
examination of all questions—technical, economic, financial, and
judicial—relating to the development of water resources, control of
water courses, and the application of electricity to agriculture. It

is divided into three sections—water, rural engineering, legislation,

and litigation.

Sweden.—Great strides have been made in Sweden in late years
in the use of electricity in agriculture. Three great hydro-electric
installations exist, which place at the disposal of farmers a con-
siderable amount of energy. One of these is situated near Troll-

hattan, a second is near Hjemsjo,andthethird belongs to theSouthern
Sweden Electric Co. The energy, in the first of the above installa-

tions, is transmitted to sub-stations, where the pressure is stepped
down from 70.000 to 20.000 volts ; to these substations are linked
others, which supply at from 1,500 to 3,000 volts, available for use
within a radius of three or four mUes, the subscribers themselves
forming a disbributing company and providing the capital for the
construction of their own local network. The State gives
help to companies of this kind by means of loans on favourable
terms. The distributing companies unite together into district or
central companies, with their own appointed engineers, who carry
out inspections and schemes of improvement, and, on demand,
give advice. The largest of these companies buys its own
materials, at a considerable saving of expense and with the best

guarantee of the type and quality of the purchases. The electric

energy serves the most varied uses and operations ; besides lighting,

it is used to drive threshing machines, straw-presses, winnowers,
straw-cutters, forage-cutters, lifts, cheese-churns, milkers, &o.

—

Bolletino d' Informazioni Agrari,

Among the new companies recently formed in Sweden, in

connection with the utDisation of water-power in the generation
and distribution of electrical energy are the Xasums Elektriska

Kraft Aktiebolag, organised at Osby, and the Vikbolandets Elek-
triska .A.ktiebolag, formed at Norrkoping,

SwiT/.KRLASD.—The recently issued report of the North-East
Swiss Power Works Co. gives interesting inlormation regarding the
large new stations for which a general meeting is being asked to
sanction an outlay of 114,000,000 fr. In the year 1916-17 the out-

put totalled 149,000,000 KW.-hours : in 1918-19 it rose to

222,000,000 KW.-hours; for 192t-5 the requirements will reach
346,000,000 KW.-hours, which cannot he supplied by the existing
stations at Beznau, Lontsoh and Eglisau, the last-named only com-
pleted this spring, as their totsil output only amounts to

186,000.000 KW. for 3.000 hours. The deficiency cannot be met
permanently by resort to outside supplies, which are both inareas-

ingly difficult to procure and ever rising in cost. Hence the
company is planning the building of three new power stations,

namely, the Etzelwerk, the Wiiggitalwerk and a station on the
A£ire, near Gippingen. The first-named station will be built near
Megglen, on the Sihl River, and will have a capacity of 70,OoO KW.
and a yearly output of 135,000,000 KW.-hours. Its estimated cost,

25 fold the outlay before the war, is 94,000,000 fr. The second-
named station will be built at Siebnen. on the Waggital River, and
will have a capacity of 60,000 KW., and a yearly output of
*0,000,000 KW.-hours. Its cost is estimated at 60,000,000 tr. The
third station will be situated on the Aare, near Koblenz, and will

have a capacity of 30,000 KW., and its output will bring the
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AfCgieg&te up to 260,000,000 Kw.-honre. The estimated cost of this

station is 65,000,000 fr. To defray the outlay on these several

stations to the extent of 114,000,000 fr., shares to the amount of

34,000,000 fr. will be created, and 80,000,000 fr. of bonds issued,

raisinpr the capital of the company to 70,000,00ii fr,, and the bond
indebtedness to 10.5,000,000 fr. Cantons interested in the under-

taking will take up the new shares in the following ratio :- Zurich,

42 per cent. ; Argau, 'A2 ; Thurgau, 14 : Sohaffhausen, !• : Glarus, 2 ;

and Zug, 1 per cent.

Bavabia.—A r" '.• limited liability company is being floated in

Mellrichstadt, whus*? object is the construction of a long-distance

power transmission station for the uniform supply of the Rhon,
Dernbac, Mellrichstnlt, Konigshofen, and Jleiningen district). The
electricity works in rach district are to be affiliated to the new
company. To me°t t'-e excess costs of construction, the communes
are paying a sub^'iy amounting to lOO marks per head of the

population—which 'n non-redeemable, and carries no interest.

—

Economic Rerieic.

Turkey.—La So?ir'fc Ottomane d'Electricite, of Constantinople,

has recently secured l om the Turkish Government an extension

of 33 years of its concession, the Government's right of purchase
having also been del.iyed until 1943. The number of clients of the

company increased during the past year from 12.137 to 12,804 ;
the

output of the generating station during the past year amounted to

2.5,696,500 KW.-hours. as against 2S,1 11,150 KW.-hours in 1913.

Italy.—In order to meet the increasing demand for electricity,

the Societa Bologlese di Elettricit.a has decided to considerably

enlarge its steam-operated generating plant, no further available

water power for the hydro-electric station being available.

Deal and Walmer.—Time Extension.—The Minister of

Transport has extended, to September 30th, the time under the

Deal and Walmer Gas and Electricity Act for the extension of

mains.

DoBglas (Isle of Man).—Electricity Supply.—The
Douglas Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd., and the Town Council

have asked leave from the Tynwald Court to introduce Bills for the

supply of electricity in the borough, and a committee has been

deputed to recommend that the petition be granted.

East Ham.—Linking up.—Writing to the Corporation,

the secretary of the Electricity Commission says :

—

"Applications for the extension of generating plant have been

received from the local authorities of East Ham, Barking and llford

respectively, and the Electricity Commissioners are of opinion that

it is inexpedient and contrary to the public interest that any further

extensions of generating plant should be made at the above-named
three places.

A Conference of the Electrical Engineers of the three boroughs
and districts and also of the Borough of West Ham was, therefore,

summoned, and the engineers were invited by the Commissioners to

state their views, it being understood that the Conference was to be

without prejudice to the interests of any of the Councils whose
engineers were present.

" As a result of this Conference, and at the request of the Com-
missioners, the engineers have inquired into the matter very fully

in order to ascertain the further demands that are likely to arise in

each district during the next three or four years, and an estimate of

the cost of laying a transmission line to interconnect these three

districts and the West Ham electricity undertaking has been
prepared.

" A comparison of the cost of energy in each district if the

further supply required be taken wholly from West Ham, with the

cost of generation from an extended local station, shows that East

Ham, Barking and llford would all benefit by such an arrangement.
' For the immediate additional supply of Barking and East Ham,

the llford Council's station, now being extended and approaching
completion, would be available, that is, for next winter's load, and
afterwards the West Ham undertaking would find a further increase

required."

Exeter.—New Plant.—The Town Council has applieil

to the Commissioners for consent to install an additional turbo-

alternator of 1,000 to 1,500 KW, capacity, for the winter load

of 1921, at a cost of from £22,057 to £30,426.

Emploves' Waqes.—The City Council, at a recent meeting,

decided to adopt the award to electrical workers of the National

Joint Industrial Council. A proposal to disregard this and with-
draw from the Board was defeated.

Holmfirth.—Price Increase.—The price of electricity

has been advanced to I'd. per unit on account of the continued
increases in the prices of materials.

Hove.—Bulk Supply.—The Town Council has decided

to adopt the Brighton Corporation's terms for a bulk supply. This
is being taken as an alternative to extending the Hove plant, which
has become out of date.

Iceland,—Water Power.—The exploitation of Iceland's

waterfalls is a matter of great importance. The latent power is

estimated at 1,000 million H.P., but has been very little utilised.

The Icelandic 'Waterfall Commission is at present considering the

granting of a concession to a Danish-Norwegian company which
wishes to exploit some of the falls. It is intended to tise the
power for the manufacture of nitrogen, and for an extensive

scheme of electrification. Among other schemes is one for the

construction of a 200-km. electric railway, running from Reykjavik,

east and south through the agricultural district, which, if carried

out, would be Iceland's first railway.

—

Economic Review.

Leeds.'^STRiKE.—About l'OO labourers employed by the

Electricity Department in laying cables, struck work because they

had not been brought within the scope of the wages award aa

applied to the engineering and allied trades. The Corporation

refused to negotiate on the matter till the men resumed work. The
men decided to go back to work on May 11th, and negotiations

were at once begun. The strikers are also claiming £5 per week,

alleged arrears in wages since December Ist last.

Midlands.— Joint Electricity Authority.—It ii

understood that it is proposed to form a joint electricity authority

to include Stafford, Wolverhamtton. Walsall, Wednesbury. West
Bromwich, and the awa covered by the Midland Electric Corpora-

tion, but eventually the authority will be extended to bring in

also the Potteries and Shrewsbury. The inclusion is also suggested

of a portion of the County of Cheshire, so that Crewe and Nantwich
can be supplied from the proposed power station at Stoke. The
area as outlined will comprise 2,100 sq. miles. It is considered

that sites at Rugeley on the Trent, and Ironbridge on the Severn,

offer the best facilities for the necessary supplies of water and fuel.

At the former place an area of 45 acres can be obtained, sufficient

to provide for a station of over 200.000-KW. capacity. The river

will give condensing water by direct circulation for 75,000 K\v. at

a minimum, but by means of a dam the working capacity can be

raised to 125,000 KW,, or even higher. The station at Rugelpy will

be limited by the quantity of water available for condensing

purposes, and the proposal is that the plant shall not be of a

greater capacity than 60,000 KW. The covering of this wide area

with a network of supply mains, it is considered, will create a

bigger demand for electricity for many purposes, industrial and

domestic. The total plant capacity of existing stations is some-

thing under 100.000 KW. The first portion of the new scheme to

supplement, and in some cases to supplant, present sources of

supply, is the erection of the new station at Stoke, the suggested

capacity being at the outset 20.000 KW. produced by four turbo-

alternators. The first section of the new station at Rugeley will

also be undertaken, its initial capacity to be 30,000 KW. As these

stations come into commission all plants other than those of the

three-phase 50-cycle turtrtne type will be closed down. The
capacity of the Stoke and Rugeley stations will be extended in

accord with the demand, and not until they have fully developed

will the Ironbridge station be built. In the initial stages the

capit.al expenditure will probably be between three and four

millions, but the cost of the completed scheme will be approxi-

mately 15 millions.

Stafford.—Year's Working.—The annual report of the

municipal electricity undertaking shows that after debiting loan

charges and income-tax, and crediting dividends and rents, the

result of the working for the year ended March 3 1st, 1920, was a

net deficit of £302, which added to that of £562 brought forward,

made a total deficit of £864. The sum of £1,000 out of the gross

profits of £3,818 had been placed to the depreciation fund. For

the year ending March last, the total sales amounted to 1,999,200

B. of T. unit3, as compared with 731,800 units for the 12 months
ending March, 1913.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY N0TE5.

Burton-on-Trent. — Year's Working.— The tramway

manager's recently-presented report states that, unless fares are

substantially increased or a subsidy is granted from the rates, the

undertaking will show a loss of £11.700 on the coming year. The
chairman of the Tramways Committee states that the deficiency on

the past year's working was £3,294, without the transfer of any-

thing to the depreciation and renewals funds. A suggestion to

substitute motor-omnibuses for the tramways met with no support

owing to the initial coat and greater running expenses.

Canada.—Railway Electrification.— One of the first

sections likely to be converted to electrical operation in the pro-

posed electrification of Canadian trunk lines will be the double-

track line of the Grand Trunk Railway between Toronto, Hamilton,

and Niagara Falls, a distance of X'i miles, says the Elecfrica! .Veicx.

The coal shortage has been very threatening for several seiisons,

making it urgently neueasiry to reduce the coal bill juat as soon as

the required additional elecirio power is available. Very important

undertakings are now in hand, and well advanced for the supply

of electric power. High-voltage D.c. operation is now beyond the

experimental stage, and firmly established on other truuk lines,

offering increased capacity and economy in operation beyond the

most optimistic views of 10 years ago. The electrification of

Toronto termiuals, covering 15 miles, will require much study to

overcome the many dittioulties likely to be met with, following

with the Hamilton terminals, a length of five miles. With these

two terminals converted, the trunk lines connecting could be

electrified early, including also the Niagara Falls terminal of two
miles.

Continental.—Italy.—In order to meet the excessive

cost of coal for steam-raising purposes, the Societe des Tramways
de Turin proposes to electrify the branch provincial lines at
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present worked by steam. In connection with the scheme an
application has been m<ide to the Italian Government for an annual
subvention.

Sweden.— Railway Electrification.—The Swedish Com-
mittee of State has approved the Government proposal for the

allotment in 1921 of a first instalment of 23,000,000 kroner in con-

nection with the projected conversion of the State railway between
Stockholm and IJothenbergr to electric traction. The Committee
expresses the expectation that the railway and hydro-electric

administrations will co-operate in solvinpf the question of the

methods of transmitting: power from the power network to the
railway system.

East Ham.—New Equipment.—The Town Council has
applied for a loan of £8,331 for 10 new sets of equipment for

reconstructed tramcars.

Ilford.— Electric Vehicles.—An unopposed inquiry

was held on May 13th into the application of the Urban District

Council for a loan of £8,050 for the purchase of six electric

vehicles for the collection of house refuse.

Liverpool.—Derailment.—Owing to a train being
derailed on the electrified part of the L. & Y. Railway between
Liverpool and Southport on May 14th, several hundreds of city

workers were unable to get home until late in the evening.
Electric Vehicles.—An order for the supply of certain electric

vehicles has been cancelled by the Liverpool Health Committee,
and the city engineer has been instructed to make fresh inquiries.

London.—Railway m en's Wages.—The Industrial Cou rt,

in an award governing the wages of employes in power and sub-

stations and electrical grades on railways in the London district,

issued on May 1 1th, gives an advance in time or day rates of (is.

per full ordinary week, or 1 Jd. per hour, according to the custom of

payment on the various railways. The advance applies to male
workers of 21 years and over who are in receipt of a war wage of
338. 6d. per week and a bonus of 12 J per cent, on earnings. Half
of the advance will be retrospective to March 31st, and the
remainder payable on May 3l8t. The case of the workers was put
to the C'ouit by the lUectrical Trades Union, which claimed an
advance of 15s. per week for those of 18 years of age and over, and
10a. for apprentices and boys under 18. Where the practice before
the war was to jjay those under 21 years of age who were in receipt
of the full rate for labourers the same advances as were granted
to those over 21, the Court decided that that practice should be
continued. A claim by the N.U.R. for an advance of 15s. per week
tor all men and women in the railway shops and Ts. 6d. for boys
and girls, including all those employed in electric generating
stations on railways in the United Kingdom, has also been decided
by the Industrial Court, which held that the workers who were in
receipt of a war wage of 33s. 6d a week and the bonus of 12^ per
cent, on earnings should receive the advances granted on March 23rd
to workers in railway shops. The general alteration then made
was similar to that reported above for electrical grades.

—

The Times.
UNDERORonND FARES.—The Bill promoted by the London

Electric Railways seeking powers to increase the maximum fares
came before a Select Committee of the House of Commons, on
May 11th. Mr. E. Honoratus Lloyd, K.C., on behalf of the pro-
motors, applied for an adjournment. He said that at the last
moment they had received from the Minister of Transport a report
on the Bill. The points raised by that report were very serious.
He had not had an opportunity of placing the report before any
one of the boards of directors of the companies. The report suggested
that the Committee should not deal with the Bill as a whole, but
that, at the most, some temporary powers should be granted, and
that the whole matter should be referred to the Minister of Trans-
port, so that he might decide on the actual rates to be charged.
The report, Mr. Lloyd added, differed materially from what was
said by the Minister in the House on the second reading of the
Bill. Counsel for the local bodies which are opposing the Bill
assented, and the Chairman adjourned the Committee until after
the Whitaun holiday. The Bill as it stands proposes to increase
the fares for first-class passengers to 3d. a mile, with a minimum
fare of 4d., and for other classes to l}d. a mile, with a minimum of
2d. Higher rates are also proposed for the conveyance of parcels.—The Times.

Accidents.—Traffic on the Victoria Embankment was held up on
Wednesday, last week, owing to the derailment of a tramway-car.

Traffic on the Central London Railway was delayed for half an
hour, early on the same day, between the Bank and Liverpool
Street stations, owing to signal trouble.
Twenty minutes' delay was caused by a tramcar failing to take

the points in Holborn on Thursday, last week.
As the result of a collision between a steam lorry and a tramcar

at Streatham, on Saturday last, the latter was badly damaged and
traffic was held up for a time.

Cab-designino Co.mi'etition.—The London County Council
is contemplating a scheme for awarding a prize of £1,000 for
what is considered the best design of car for the London services.
New Rolling Stock,—The Highways Committee of the

London County Council recommends the purchase of 125 new cars
of the " E. 1 " type, having seats for 78 passengers each,

Middlesbrough.—New Stock.—The Corporation has
sanctioned the purchase of nine new electric cars at a cost of
£3,420 each.

Nelson.—liOAN.—The Town Council has decided to

seek borrowing powers to the extent of £36,000, the estimated
cost of a new car-shed, workshops, machinery, and equipment for
the tramways. The original estimated cost was £25,000.

Oldliani.— Aruitration.— Arbitration proceedings in

connection with the purchaae of the Oldham, Ashton and Hyde
Electric Tramway Co.'s undertaking by the local authorities, will

take place in London next month.

Sunderland.—Converted Cars.—On the Corporation
system a new all-enclosed car has been put into service. It is the
first of six bogie-cars which are being converted at the local oar
sheds under the direction of the general manager, Mr. A. R. Dayson,
and the rolling stock superintendent, Mr. R. Haswell. A new
truck is used, which ensures smoother running, the motors are each
of 30 H.P., and there are front exit gates. The upper deck is of the
saloon pattern, with seats for 40 persons.

Tannton.—Price Dispute.— .^s the Tramway Co. will

not consent to pay more than 2d. per unit for electricity for power
(l'2d. per unit was paid under the agreement with the Corporation)
the Town Council has decided to apply for the agreement to be set

aside under the Courts (Emergency Powers) Act, 1919. The Town
Council had asked the company to pay an increase of 100 per cent.

United States,—Monorail Traction. — A monorail
system of the type built in Gennany 18 years ago has been offered

to Chicago's City Traction Commission as a solution of the traction

problem, says Electric Traction. A model was set up for demon-
stration by the National Suspended Monorail Co., and, according to

the promoters, the system can be operated at a saving of 65 per
cent, over the systems now in use. It is claimed that 70 per cent,

of the accidents would be eliminated, and that the time of journey
would be reduced 50 per oent. There would be no grade crossings,

and noise would be eliminated by fitting to the wheels tires made
of vulcanised wood fibre. With regard to cost, it is claimed that
the system would cost only $100,000 per double-track mile ; it is

estimated that the cars would have a speed of 130 m.p.h., but in

actual eervice would make 42 m.p.h. with one stop per mile, and
32 M.P.H. in local service. The cars would weigh 12 tons each, and
would contain 60 seats per car. The structure, from which the

cars would be suspended without the use of under wheels, would
be supported every 50 ft, by supports erected on one side of the
street only.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Bradford.—Wireless Telephony.—The newly-formed
Bradford Wireless Society is proposing to erect a wireless station,

if permission can be obtained from the Postmaster-General. On
May 12th, at a meeting of the Society held at Heaton by the
kindness of the President of the Society (Mr. Charles Wood), whose
apparatus was used, the members were able to enjoy a concert
which took place at the Chelsmsford Marconi station, 170 miles
away.

Lerwick.— Wireless Station.—The early closing of the
wireless station is foreshadowed in an Admiralty order stating that

all outstanding demands for stores from this station are to be con-
sidered as cancelled. The naval bise was closed down on December
13th last, and the Nab Port war signal station was closed on
December 18th.

—

The Times.

London.—Wireless Telephony.—The efficiency of

wireless telephony as a means of communication between the
scenes of fires and the Brigade headquarters in the City was tested

at a demonstration in London on Friday, last week. The trans-

mitting and receiving apparatus was carried on the back of a

tender, and as soon as it came into position at a pre-arranged

spot at Clapham Common, S.W., a pole was hoisted on the tender
bearing one end of the aerial wire, the other end being run out

and attached to the top of the nearest lamp-post. At the spot

chosen for the demonstration there was no ordinai-y telephone

within reasonable distance.

Post Office Employes' Wages.—The Union of Post
Office Workers at its annual conference at Morecambe on May 11th
accepted the Government offer on the claim made by the Union
for a flat wage increase of 10s. per week. The Government offered

an immediate increase of 3s. 6d. a week to men and 2s. Gd. to

women. This increase is for the main classes only—namely, out-

door postmen, telegraphists and telephonists, and indoor sorting

clerks. The usual increments continue, and such a reduction in

office classification is arranged as ensures earlier attainment of the
maximum. Apart from the money offer, there is secured a
1 eduction of provincial scales from five to three, an extension of

the London area to a 12 miles radius from Charing Cross, the

existing London area to be Division I, and the new outer area
Division II. The wage increases indicated date back to January Ist,

and are proportionately extended to overtime worked since that

date. Tije increases secured by the main classes will be the basis

of settlement for other classes, and will date back to January Ist.

Telegraph Rates.—The daily Press announces that the
new telegraph rates are to be dealt with in a Parliamentary Bill,

and will not come into operation on June 1st as was suggested.

Underground Cables.—Underground telephone cables
are now being laid by the General Post Office in most of the
business centres of the country with the object of improving the
stability of the service. One of the ducts now under construction
runs from London to Manchester, and is reported to be nearin^
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completion. A start has been made in drawinfr in the cables. A
duct has also been made for the greater part of the distance

between London and Bristol, while good progress is reported with
that which will connect London with Southampton. The cables

between Glasgow and Coatbridge, Dumbarton and Motherwell will

soon be ready, while on the short distance between Ormskirk and
Preston the arrangements are practically complete. Schemes for

linking up Manchester and Liverpool, Bolton and Rochdale, and for

connecting Liverpool and Chester are well in hand ; and prepara-

tions are being made for the underground linking-up of business

towns in the Midlands, particularly in the Birmingham district.

The Time.i says that it is expected that the whole scheme will be

nearing completion towards the end of the present year.

Trimdon.—May 25th. Parish Council. Overhauling
and repairing the whole of the electric lighting in the villages of
Trimdon Grange and Trimdon Colliery. Mr. T. W. Wilkinson,
Clerk to the Council, 24, Booth View, Trimdon Grange.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(TKi date givtn in parentheset at tht tnd of tht paragraph indioatei

till Urui of the Ei^OTBlOAL RsTlBW in wMoh the " Ofioial

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Anstralla.— Melbourne.—May Slst. Victorian Rail-

ways Department. Four 4,500-KW., 1,500-volt traction converter

sets, and eight 1,000-KW., 1,500-volt ditto. (April SOth.')

Sydney. — August 4th. N.S.W. Government Railways and
Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief Electrical

Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
August 3rd. Department of Public Works. Turbines and

geneiators for the Barren .Tack hydro-electric development scheme.
Department of Public Works. Sydney.
July 18th. City Council. Maximum demand indicators. Electric

Lighting Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

Perth. — July 14th. P.M.G.'s Department. Telegraph and
telephone instruments (various parts). Schedule 674.

June 16th. P.M G.'s Department. Telegraph and telephone

instruments (various parts). Schedule 680. (May 14th.)

Adelaide —June 23rd. P.M.G.'s Department. Telephone parts

(schedule 541). (See this issue.)

Barnes.—-fune 7th. Urban District Council Electricity

Department. Coal-handling plant and overhead steel or ferro-

concrete bunkers. (May 14th.)

Belgium.—June 18th. The municipal authorities of

Verlaine (Province of Li^ge) are inviting tenders for the concession

for the supply of electrical energy for lighting and power purposes

in the district. Particulars can be obtained from the Maison
Communale.

Dablin.— June 7th. Electricity Supply Committee.
12 months' supply of single-phase and three-phase meters.

June Ist. Electricity Supply Committee. 22 direct-current

magazine flame arc lamps. (See this issue.)

Edinburgh.—June 19th. Electricity Supply Department.
B H.T. and L T. gwitchgear, &c., for Portobello station. (See this

issue.)

Lincoln.—May 24th. Electricity Department. Coal-
handling plant. (April 23rd.)

Leeds.—June 14th. Electricity Department. 12,000-kw.
steam turbine, alternator and condensing plant. (iHay 14th.)

Lsndon.—Hackney.—June 9th. Electricity Department.
Four water-tube boilers, each 33,000 lb. per hour capacity, with super-
heaters, mechanical stokers, kc. ; four induced-draught plants ; four
fuel economisers; one 10,000-kw. turbo-alternator and exciter, with
ventilating fan and air filter or cooler ; one surface condensing
plant ; two circulating water motor-driven pumps ; e.h.t. switch-
gear ; two 20,C00-KW. coupler panels ; one 10,000-K\v. generator
panel ; six 2,000-KW. and one 4,U0U-KW. feeder panels. (May 7th.)

Bethnal Gbeen.—June 7th. Electricity Supply Department..
Two 500-K.v.A, transformers ; one e.h.t. and one L.T. panel ; L.T.

feeder cables ; section pillars and road work. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—June 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary switchgear ; Section A, 33,000-volt and 6,000-volt
main switchgear ; Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-volt A.c. auxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt D.c. auxiliary
switchgear. (April 30th.)

New Zealand.—Wellington.—June 30th. Tender Board.
Public Works. Electrical equipment for the Arthur's Pass section
of the Midland Railway. Particulars from the Department of
Overseas Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, B.C.

Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour Board. For the supply of
electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. & A. McArthur, Ltd..
18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.C. 2.

Salford.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 12 months'
supply of D.c. and A.c. meters. (See this issue.)

CLOSED.
Bradford,—Electricity Committee :

—

steelwork for firing floor of new boilery.—Redpatb, Brown A Co., \aA.
19 feeder and fuse pillars.—B. I. & Helsby Cablea, Ltd.
Steel gangways for pump room at Valley Road works.—F. Fn.K.

London.—iletropolitan Water Board. Works Committee.
Recommended :

—

I Kent, f 1,72J approx.—

Margate.—Town Council :
—

Pontefract,—Town Council :

—

Electric ligbt installation, assembly rooms.—A. Brook, £52.

Sunderland.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

J. Hewdins i Co.—Parts tor A.E.G. turbine.
Elliott Bros.—Test-room instruments.
Qeneral Electric Co., Ltd.—Seven circuit breakers.
B. I. & Helsljv Cables, Ltd. -Cable wagon, k.h.t. cable, 4.core r,.r. net

Wolverhampton.—Tramways Committee. Recommended :

S.OOO-gallon petrol storage tank, complete, £474.—Alexander & Steer.
One spare engine and spare back axle for motor omnibuses, £uOO.—Tilling-

Sterens Motors, Ltd.
Tbe Committee recomra^ds tbe Council to agree to the payment of £89fi,

being 7i% increase in the price of omnibases, under the emergency
clause of the contract with Tilliog-Stevens Motors, Ltd.

Two sets of Crellin's patent car body lifting apparatus, £304,—C. Booth
and Co.

Electricity Committee. Recommended :

—

Three self-balance current transformer^ ; one Faws5tt-Parry relay ; three
3:l,0OU-v. M.P. feeder-current transformers, £172, plus £tjfi cost of
erection.—ReyroUe & Co., Ltd.

Two 500-KW. converters, £3.762 each (revised tender).— Met. Elecl. Co., Ltd.
One 22 .-Kw. mercury arc rectifier equipment, £2,577. —Power Rectifiers, Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Uoyal Institution of Great Britain. — Friday, May 21st. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 9 p.m. Lecture on "The Thermionic Valve in Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony," by Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.B.

Friday, May 2Hh. At Albemarle Street, W. At 9 p.m. Lecture on
'* Crystal Structure," by Prof. Sir W. H. Bragg.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, May 21st. At 39, Victoria Street,

S.W. At 7.31) p.m. So.ilal evening.

Friday, May 28th. At 7.30 p.m. Lecturette on " Two Years as an
Engineer in the Grand Fleet," by Mr. A. Arnold.

Royal Society of Arts.—Friday, May 28th. At John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
At 4.30 p.m. Paper on " Lignite," by Prof. W. A. Bone, F.R.S.

Eiectrical Power Engineers' Association (Southern Division, London
Induitrial Section).— Friday, May -lnh. At And.>rton's Hotel, Fleet
Street. At 7.30 p.m. Open meeting.

Physical Society of London. — Friday, May 28th. At the Imperial
College of Science, South Kensington. At 5 p.m. Disscussion on " X-Ray
Spcctia," to be opened by the President, Sir W. H. Bragg, F.R.8.

NOTES.

British Oil.—In reply to a question in the House of

Commons, Mr. Kellaway stated, on May 11th, that of the 11 wells

which had been drilled, one had been abandoned owing to the

difficulty of eliminating large quantities of water encountered.

Tracas of oil had been found in five wells, and one well at Hard-
stoft, Derbyshire, had a natural How of 50 barrels per week. An
experiment had shown that it would be possible to increase the

yield to 2.50 barrels per week. The total oil produced to date was
about 2,S00 barrels, or 100,000 gallons. The oil was being stored

pending a decision concerning oil rights in this country. Drilling

was proceeding in nine other wells.

Mr. Bonar Law, in Piirliament on May 13th, stated that the

Government had reached a decision regarding the ownership of

royalties on oil deposits in Great Britain. A Bill had been drafted,

and was receiving the consideration of the Government.

Industrial League and Council.— The half-yearly

dinner is to be held in the Whamoliffe Room, Hotel Great Central,

ilarylebone Station, N.W., on Wednesday, May itJth, at 7 p.m.

Mr. H. E. Blain, C.B.E., will take the chair, and the speakers will

be Sir Allan M. Smith, K.B.E., M.P., and Mr. W. H. Hutchinson

(A S.E. Executive).

Inquiries.—Addresses of makers of the Stuart centrifugal

pump, and Kitching's Crownall shade carrier and light difFusinf;

globe, are asked for.
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Mr. F, Ayton and the Electric Vehicle Manufactnrers.

—

On Monday last, at the K-estaurant Frascati, the electric

vehicle manufacturers gave a drnner in honour of Mr. itrank

Ayton, M.l.E.ii., chairman and hon. secretary of the Electric

Veiiicle Comuuttee of Cjreyt Britain and Ireland, and chief

engineer and manager of the Electricity Supply and Tram-
ways Department ot the Corporation of Ipswich. Mr. W. H.
L. Watson, of Edison Accumulators, Ltd., presided over a
gathei'ing of some tiU members of the electric vehicle industry,

representing manufacturers of vehicles, batteries, switchgear,

and other components. After the toast of " The King " had
been houoiued, the Uhairman proposed the health of Mr.
Ayton, recalling the eai'ly days when things used to look very

black in the electric vehicle industry ; at tnat time Mr. Ayton
joined hands with him, and was responsible for the formation
of the Electric Vehicle Committee of the I.M.E.A. Smce
then Mr. Ayton had never relaxed his efforts, in spite of his

many onerous duties. Presentmg him wdth a draft for 250

guineas and a silver rose bowl, the Chaii'man expressed the

hope that they would continue to have his assistance in the

future. The toast was drunk with musical honours, and Mr.
Ayton, in responding, said he could find no words adequately

to thank them for their splendid appreciation of his work,
which wouUl have been of no avail had he not had the whole-
hearted support of the committee. He paid a special tribute

to the work of Mr. R. A. Chattock, the first chainnan of the

committee. They were on the threshold of a very big

development in the use of the electric vehicle not only of the

copimercial but also of the pleasure type.

Major Whittington, proposing "The Electric Vehicle Com-
mittee," said he had had experience with horse, petrol, and
electric vehicles; the horse drivers, by the adoption of the

8-hour system, had reduced the mileage of a horsed van to

20 or 2.5 miles a day, there was a prospect of great scarcity

of petrol, and the electric vehicle therefore had a great future

at hand. Mr. Shr.m'xell Smith responded, pointing out that

the electric vehicle had had to make headway here as a new-
comer, whereas m the United States it was in extended use

before the petrol ti-uck was developed.

Mr. A. S. Mavs-Smith (of Motor Manufacturers & Ti-aders,

Ltd.) proposed " The Electric Motor Industry," and Mr. E. C.

Raksome (of Messrs. Ransouies, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd.) re-

sponded, referring to the high esteem in which Mr. Ayton was
held in Ipswich. Mr. E. W. Cdrtis also replied with a

humorous speech. Mr. V. W. Bone proposed " The Chair-

man," suggesting that the gathering should become an annual
event, and Mr. Watson, in responding, said that an Electric

Vehicle Manufacturers' Association was in course of organi-

sation to co-operate with the Electric Vehicle Committee.
Mr. Kemp, proposing " The Visitors," said that in and around
Birmingham there were electric vehicles worth £'350,000 in

use. Charging facilities were the greatest need of the time.

Mr. W. E. Warrilow responded, referring to the hard times

in the past and the brilliant prospects for the future of the

electric vehicle. At a later stage Mr. Ayton stated that in the

past municipahties had met with great diiificulties in getting

sanction to loans for providing garages and charging facili-

ties; those troubles were now at an end. Applying to the

Electricity Commissioners for such powers for Ipswich Cor-
poration, he was assured that the Commissioners were anxious
to encourage the use of the electric vehicle, and such appli-

cations would receive favourable con,sideiation.

An excellent concert was provided, Mr. S. G. Trehearne
being the musical director; amongst the performers were
Messrs. Deverill, A. J. Makower, and Kemp, and a novel
feature was introduced in the fomi of two charming dances in

costume performed by Miss Mildred Challenger and Miss
Thelma Trehearne, which were highly appreciated by the
spectators.

Charges for Eiectricity Supply and Wages of Employes.
The following resolutimi was passed at the last meeting of the
Home Counties Industrial Council :

—
Resolved : That the Minister of Transport be asked to

receive a deputation from the Home Counties Industrial

Council for the Electricity Supply Industry with a view to

pressing that the statutory charges authorised for electricity

supply undertakings be increased where necessary to such
degree as to enable them to pay such wages as agreed upon
by the Industrial Councils as proi^er and reasonable for the
electricity supply industry, and that the Minister of Trans-
port embody an instruction that such increase shall be devoted
primai-Uy to such purposes and that such increases should be
given only to such undertakings carrying out the recommen-
dations of the Industrial Councils.

The deputation, fully representative of both the employers
and Trade Unions, were received by the Electricity Commis-
sioners, Sir John Snell, Sir Harry Haworth, and Mr. Harry
Booth, on Wednesday.
Alderman Wilkinson, of Luton, explained the position gener-

ally. He said that the Industrial Councils were ciarged
with the care of all matters concerning the relation of em-
ployers and employes, and that nothing could oe more i.)er-

tinent in this connection than the request in the resolution,

namely, that the Minister of Transport should afford relief

where necessary to undertakings, so that they should be in a
position to pay wages as recommended by the Industrial
OouncU. Many claimed that they could not do this at pre-

sent, and for these he asked that an increase in their maxi-
mum priws sboTild be accorded. But he specially emphasised

that each such increase should have a proviso that it was con-

ditional upon wages being paid as recommended by the In-

dustrial Council.

Mr. G. W. Spencer-Hawes supported the case by a detailed

statement on the financial position of the undertakings in

question.

Mr. J. Meakins, of the Enginemen'a Union, explained the

position of the Trade Union, followed by Mr. Morton and Mr.
W. T. Webb, of the Electrical Trades Union, who emphasised
the fact that the Union most strongly urged that the wages
question should be tied up with any increases granted, as that

was the only ground on which the Unions supported the de-

putation. It was suggested that in future whenever applica-

tions from undertakings were made to the Minister of Trans-

port for increase of charges, the Ministry should notify each
case to the Industrial Council concerned and if necessary give

it power to attend to oppose.

Sir John Snell, after dealing with the legal difficulties in-

volved, expressed himself as appreciating the points at issue,

and said that the matter would receive the immediate and
most careful attention of the Electricity Commissioners.

Appointments Vacant.— Shift engineer (£223), for the

Farn worth Urban District Council Electricity Department ; works
superintendent (£260 to £300), for the Aylesbury Urban District

Council Electricity Works ; cable jointer, for the Barrow-in-
Furnesa Co'pnration Electricity Department; temporary draushts-

man (£350), for University Colles:e, London ; meter tester (868.,

tieincr to £f<). for the Hull Corporation Electricity Depart-
ment ; woiking assistant engineer (£200). for the Hants County
Afylum ; mains engineer (Rs. 540 per month), for the Calcutta

Elei trie Supply Corporation ; sub-station attendant (778. 9d.). for

the Stalybridge, Hyde, cScc. Electricity Board ; shift engineer

(£229), for the City of York Electricity Department ; electrical

foreman (Rs. 360 per month), in the Locomotive Carriage and
Wagon Department, of the South Indian Railway Company. See

our advertisement pages to-day.

L.C.C. Appointments.—The Highways Committee of the

L.C.C. proposes to invite applications by public advertisement for

the three undermentioned vacancies, it being provided that

members of the Council's staff wUl not be precluded from
applying:—

(i) Electrical branch. Techanical assistaut, Grade I.—Salary, based on pre-
war conditions, £'300 to £400 a year. Total remimeration, including present
temporary additions, £iHQ to £600 a year.

(ii) Electrical branch. Technical assistants. Grade II —Salary, based on
pre-war conditions, £2'0 to £300 a year. Total remuneration, including
present temporaiy additions, i'430 to £480 a year.

(iii) Permanent way branch. Technical assistant, Grade III.—Salary, based
on pre-war conditions. £200 to £2.'iO a year. Total remuneration, including
present temporary additions, £320 to £385 a year.

Italian Agricultnral Machinery Exhibition.—Under the
auspices of the Ministero per I'Agricoltura and various societies,

including the Unione Esercenti Imprese Elettriche, there ia to be
held at Rome in Ausust and September, an International Exhibition
of Agricultural Machinery. Complementary applications of elec-

tricity in subsidiary agricultural operations will also be
represented.

The " Lyto " Dry Cell.—Messrs. T. E. Slaughter & Co.
ask us to say that their correct address is 172, Church Road.
Mituham, London. S.W,

Service Notes.— Orders have been issued by the Admiralty
to the effect ihat the greatest possible economy is to be exercised by
the ships which take electrical power and lighting from Dockyard
mains.

Commissioned Electrician F, B, Etherington has been appointed
to n.M S. Cttiturion. from the 6th inst, ; Warrant Electrician A, E.

Griffin, to H.M.S. Vernon, for the Mining School, from the 6th
inst.; Warrant Electrician R. Brimacombe, to H.M S. Sundhiirgt

;

Captain G. F. Bone, Devon Fortress Engineers (Electric Lights),

who recently ceased to do duty with the Machine Gun Corps, has
been restored to the establishment of his regiment, with which he
has served since 1915 ; Lieutenant N. W. L. Stafford Lancashire
Fortress Engineers, has been lestored to the establishment of his

regiment on ceasing to be employed on the staff.

Educational.—University of London.—A course of

four Advanced Lectures on HighFrequency Alternators for Radio-
Telegraphy, by M. Marius Latour, will be given at the Inet tution

of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, S.W., on May 26th and
following days, commencing at 5.30 p.m. Admi sion is fiee to the
lectures. For further particulars see our advertisement pages today .

The Kinema in School.— Ealing is considering the
extension of its school kinema enterprise by the punhase of film-

making apparatus.

Fatalities.—An inquest was held at South Shields last

week upon the body of Robert Henderson (37), an electric crane
driver, who was killed while following his employment at the
shipbuilding yard of Messrs. .John Redhead & Sons. Henderaon.it
was stated, wag cleaning the electric crane in the engine works,
and had been warned by the foreman and another man that the
current was on. He was engaged on the upper part of the crane
when he was beard to give a loud groan and seen to fall off the
crane. He struck some shafting and fell upon some boxes 25 ft.

below. When he was picked up, life was extinct. The foreman
of the jury expressed the opinion that deceased, instead of going
towards the permanent ladder, had been taking a short-out under
the live wires to another ladder which was standing against the
orane,—A verdict that death was the result of an electric nbocls

and fracture of the stall was returned,
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

InstltntlOD oJ Electrical Engineers.—Westbbn Centre.—At
Cardiff, on April 12th, Prof. F. Bacon lectured before this Centre

on " Thermionic Valves." The lecture wag followed by a discussion,

and various types of valves and valve apparatus were exhibited.

The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides, and a number of

experimental demonstrations were made by the lecturer.

Recapitulating the main points of the lecture, there was, said

the lecturer, first, a bread division between two-electrode valves,

or thermionic rectifiers, and three-electrode valves, in which a grid,

spiral, or other form of "control" electrode was interposed

between the filament and the plate. Then there was a tunda-

mental physical difference between the present-day hard valve, in

which the vacuum w.i3 so hiph that the pure electronic discharge

from the incandescent filament waa not perceptibly interfered with
by the molecules of the residual gas, in contradistinction to the
" soft " or " gas " valve, in which the molecules of the residual gas

played an essential part by supplying positive ions, which carried

the bulk of the current and largely neutralised the space-charge
effect. Considering a mechanical analogy, hard valves were like

hydraulic valves of small size closed by a stiff spring ; soft or

gas valves were like pneumatic valves of large area and closed by a
very weak spring. Next, one could draw distinctions between the
material nature of the cathode and the method employed for

causing it to emit electrons. By calling a valve " thermionic."
they limited themselves to the employment of cathodes in which
thermal agitation was used for provoking the emission of electrons.

In a broad review of the subject, however, it seemed legitimate

and desirable to include mercury rectifiers and Pointolites as .special

forms of soft thermionic valves, in which the hot spot on the
cathode was maintained by bombardment of positive ions

assisted by high current density. The standard form of cathode
for the ordinary thermionic valve was a filament of tungsten
heated by a separate source of low-tension supply, which
micht be either D.c. or A.c. For valves emploved in reception
circuits, which included telephones, every precaution had to

be taken to avoid coupling to sources of supply containing ripples

of audible frequency. For instance, the telephones would scream
if filament heating or plate voltage was obtained from ordinary
supply mains. In such cases it was imperative that only batteries

of primary or secondary cells be used. In other cases however, it

was quite satisfactory, and generally preferable to heat the filaments
with low-tension A.C. obtained from the secondary of a special

heating transformer. The only alternative to the tungsten filament
that had been used to any extent in thermionic valves was the
Wehnelt cathode consisting of a filament of platinum coated with
lime or other oxides. Such filaments had high efiBciency in that
they emitted a great number of electrons per watt expended in

heating ; but they rapidly disintegrated, and were not suitable for

the modern hard valve. Perhaps the very rapidity and com-
pleteness with which the three-electrode valve had fulfilled every
requirement and surpassed every expectation of the wireless

engineer had tended to distract attention from the useful possi-

bilities of the two-electrode valve, both of the hard and soft

varieties, to the electrical power engineer. In this connection, the
lecturer had attempted to draw attention to certain modest yet
useful functions which it could already discharge. The mercury
rectifier already bade fair to oust the rotary converter, and the
practical difficulties which stood in the way of building thermionic
valves in steel containing vessels, suitable for heavy currents, were
to a great extent the same as those which had just been sur-

mounted in the case of the mercury rectifier. It would be rash to

pooh-pooh the idea that they might be on the eve o'.' great things
due to the introduction of sOino improved, enlarged and robust

type of thermionic valve into the main distribution schemes of

heavy electrical engineering.

It will be remembered that a small deputation of members of
the Institution, representative of the various branches of the
industry, visited Holland in September, 1919, at the invitation of
the Dutch Assjciation of Electricity Works' Managers. Arrange-
ments are being made for a return visit of Dutch engineers to this

country in July next. It is hoped that the visitors will also take
part in the summer meatlug of the Institution at its Western
Centre.

Association ol Mining Electrical Engineers.—Developments in

the application of electrical machinery in mines were foreshadowed
in a paper read before the Yorkshire branch of the Association at

Waktfield on April 16th, by Mr. J. R. Haigh, engineer at the
Lofthouse Colliery, who said that the first requisite waste pass an
electrical wave of enthusiasm through the management, and
remove the bias from the minds of the majority of engineers at

most collieries. It could be proved that by the application of elec-

tricity, £200 per week had been saved in the boiler fuel consump-
tion alone. The whole training of a colliery engineer needed drastic
revision ; it was the worst policy to install valuable plant and then
advertise for the cheapest man to look after it. The first step
towards reducing the cost of working on the surface was to remove
that most prolific source of waste—the steam exhausted into the
atmosphere. This exhaust from the winding engines could be
made to generate sufficient electricity to drive the whole of the
auxiliary plant and leave a surplus for further extension. Scrap-
ping the old wasteful steam winding engines was too drastic a
policy, but by removing the old cvlinders and replacing them with
Corliss valve gear, a few more tons per shift could be wound. From
20 to 25 per cent, could be easily savtd by housing the boilers and
lagging the steam ranges, instead of leaving them exposed to the
elements. By the intnsduotion of stokers destgned to bum

unsaleable ooal, 200 to 250 tons per week could be burnt apon the
grates of Lancashire boilers. Every steam engine on the surface,

and all steam pumps in the shaft, should be superseded by electric

motors. With regard to new collieries, the author advocated still

more complete electrification. Electric winders would be employed
;

there %vas a limit to the depth from which coal could be wound by
steam plant, whereas by electric winders it would be possible to

win coal from depths not yet dreamt of. In the future when the
seams near the surface had been worked out, seams of thicker
sections th.an those at present worked would be found, and the only
means to win these seams would be by the electrical energy raising

the coal from the lower levels to those already worked out, by a
succession of winding gears, the tubs being electrically transferred

from one cage to the other. The system of ventilation could be
carried on in the same way. Electric winders gave smoother
acceleration, and the ropes lasted longer ; they gave easier methods
to secure safe working and freedom from over-winding, and auto-
matic arrangements were easier to adopt. Decking arrangements
could also be made more cheaply by electrical appliances. The
screening plant should also be electrically-driven, wagons under the
screens propelled by electric capstans, and any other haulage should
be by electric locomotives in preference to the expensive steam loco-

motives. The rest of the surface plant should be electricajly-

driven, and the provision of an electric welding shop, Mr. Haigh
showed, would effect great economies in the production of tubs, as

one man could weld the plates together and make a good strong
tub in three hours ; repairs to the various plant could also be
effected more economically and expeditiously by electric welding.
No animal should ba allowed underground in the colliery of the
future ; the whole of the haulage should be accomplished by
electric battery locomotives getting right up to the coal face.

Finally, Mr. Haigh urged the need of a school at each mine where
all the workers could see scientific experiments carried out and
hear lectures, so that they might intelligently understand the
mechanism which they were called upon to manipulate. Nothing
hindered production like ignorjince ; the miner should be educated
to understand the possibilities of the mysterious power which had
come to his assistance, and to treat it in a manner which could
only lead to the end in view— increased production.

At a meeting of the Association at Leeds, on May 8th, the
following officers were elected for the year 1920-21 :—President,

Mr. J. W. Harbottle (Fryston") ; vice presidents, Mr. J. W. Mitchell
(Barnsley) and Mr. J. T. Lee (Featherstone) ; hon. secretary and
treasurer, Mr. W. Winter (Castleford) ; auditor, Mr. H. Green

;

council, Messrs. R. Holiday (Ackton Hall), A. E Clayton (Dews-
bury), F. Mawson (Wakefield), Major F. Mellor (Leeds), Mr. J. H.
Haigh (Lofthouae), Mr. E. A. Moorhouse (Nostell) and Mr. T.

Crossley (Barnsley).

Royal Inslitutlon,—On Saturday, May 29th, Prof. J. H. Jeans
commences a course of two lectures on " Recent Revolutions in

Physical Science." (1) " The Theory of Relativity "
; (2) " The

Theory of Quanta." The Friday evening discourse on May 28th.

will be delivered by Prof. Sir W. H. Bragg on " Crystal Structure,"

and on June 4th by Sir Ronald Ross on "Science and Poetry."

Wireless Society of London.—At a meeting of the Society held
on April 30th, a paper was read on an automatic call device by
Major Basil Binyon, O.B.E. By means of an aerial which had
bsen erected. Major Binyon was able to give a practical working
demonstration of the mechanism. Pre-arranged messages were
received from his wireless station at Slough, and the selector

mechanism proved beyond doubt that it would respond only to

signals which it was set to receive. By the use of this apparatus
it is, therefore, possible to make use of only one operator on board
ship, so that during the less busy hours of the day the automatic
call device may be left to take incoming signals, and on the receipt

of a message giving the call signal of the ship in which it is

installed, or the distress signal S.O.S.. a relay is put iu action, a

bell rung, and the operator called to his instruments.
Twenty new members and associate members were elected,

including the Society's first lady member.

The Institute of Metals. —The annual autumn meeting will be

held at Barrow-in Furness, on September 16th and 16th next.

Particulars can be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. G. .Shaw Scott,

M.Sc 3ii, Victoria Street, S.W.I. The annual May Le.;ture will

be delivered by Prof. C. A F. Benedicks, Ph.D., at 8 p.m., on
June 10th, at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's

Gate, Westminster, the subject being " Re ent Progress in Thermo-
Electricity." Prior to the lectur* a ballot for the election of

members and students will take place. Persons so elected will be

entitled to be present both at the lecture and at the Barrow
meeting, whilst their first annual subscription will cover the
extended period ending June 30th, 1921. Membership forma can
be obtained from the above address,

Edinburgh Electrical Society At the annual meeting held on
May Pith, Mr. T S. Munnoch, chairman, referred to the excelleB

progress made by the society during the first year of its existence.

The treasurer submitted a gratifying account of the financial con-

dition of the society, which, without calling on the support of

p.atrons, was more than paying its way. Prizes were presented to

three apprentice members for papers which they had submitted for

competition, and president and secretary were thanked for their

good services during the year.

The office bearers for next session were elected as follows :

—

Chairman, Mr, Donald Macintosh ; vice-chairman, Mr. D. S. Munro
;

committee, Messrs. Law, McLean, Stark, and Bee ; hon. secretary and
treasurer, Mr. W. S. Johnson, 11, Comely Bank Street, Edinburgh.

It was decided to open next session with a social function, to be

held during September, and the secretary is now open to receive-

papers to be included in the new syllabus. • " j-^'
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North-East Coast Instltatlon of Engineers and Shipbnilders

—

At Newcaptleon-Tyne, on April 30th. Mr. J. S. Watson read a

paper on " A Modem Power Station and Its Derelopment," and

discussed the subject by tracinpr the development which had taken

place in connection with the ffenerating plant installed by the

Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd. The historical aspect

of the subject was dealt with by dividing the period of 29 years

into four stajrea. Before dealinpr with the various stages in detail,

Mr. Watson mentioned the important fact that plant in the

various stajres wa? superseded and scrapped, not because it was

worn out. but because in the march of science, other plant so much
more efficient had been developed that it no longer paid to run the

old plant. During the gradual development of Carville " A

"

station, the utilisation of waste heat in connection with the

working of coke ovens and blast furnaces received the special

attention of the company, and the third, or waste-heat, stage of

development was entered. The location of the waste-heat stations

was decided by the position of the coke-oven and blast-furnace plant

from which the waste power could be obtained. The turbines

consisted of either high-pre3?ure, or exhaust - steam, plant

depending on the class of power available. The object in view

being to utilise to the full the waste power available at the lowest

possible labour cost, no spare plant was provided, and the station

ran at the maximum capacity possible, any variation being met by

larger coal-fired stations. The waste - power stations ran con-

tinuously, except for the period of overhaul necessary from time to

time. Continued demands necessitated the provision of further

plant with the result that the fourth stage was arrived at. It

was then decided to erect another station now known as Carville
" B," having a capacity of 50 000 KW. As this was the last station

to be brought into commission, and as it showed a further marked
improvement in economy, the author gave a more detailed descrip-

tion of the plant.

It was claimed that the station described was the most efficient,

not only in this country, but probably in the world. The returns

issued by the Coal Mines Department of the Board of Trade showed
that on the Xorth-East Coast where coal was relatively abundant,

and of a low price, the most economical generating plant was in

operation. The author empha-sised the fact that the characteristic

changes which had taken place in all stages had been :—The
increase in boiler pressure, increase in steam pressure, the higher

speed of plant (consistent with the periodicity of the system), the

larger individual size of the generating units, and the more com-

plete utilisation of labour-saving appliances. The prircipal

features referred to were summarised as under :—Total capacity of

the system was 186,450 KW., which was contained in 18 stations, of

which four operated by means of coal firing ; three by coal firing

and coke-oven gas ; three by waste heat from coke ovens ; and eight

by exhaust steam from blowing engines. &c. The capacity of

individual stations had increased from 2,400 to 50,000 KW., and the

average capacity of boilers from 6.000 to 45,0001b. BoUer pressure

had risen from 120 to 270 lb., and the steam temperature from
350 to 675" F. Average capacity of machines increased from
267 to 10,000 KW., and the speed from 85 to 2,400 b.p.m. The
steam consumption had decreased from 2S'5 lb. to 10 lb. per kw.-

hour. The KW. capacity per sq. ft. of area occupied had increased

from 0'3 to 15 KW., and the KW. capacity per man engaged in

operation from 141 to 633 KW. A discussion followed the reading

of the paper, and Mr. Watson, in replying, said average cost of «

coal to the company had gone up by over 200 per cent., wages and
other items had gone up by 145 per cent., but the average receipts,

as a result of the extra costs incurred, had only increased by 54 per

cent. He strongly advocated the development of waste-heat

supplies.

South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies.—The twenty-fifth

annual Congress will be held at the Town Hall. Eastbourne, on
June 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th. The proceedings mainly relate to

biological and geological subjects, and include several visits to

places of interest. The hon. general secretary is Mr. H. Norman
Gray, 334, Commercial Road, London, E. 1.

Physical Society of London.—At the meeting held on April 23rd,

1920, the fourth Guthrie Lecture was delivered by M. Charles

Edouard GuUlaume. who lectured on " The Anomaly of the Nickel
Iron Alloys : Its Causes and its Applications " He showed and
explained curves showing the variation of magnetic properties, and
of the coefficients in the expansion equation for alloys, and showed
from the curves how it was possible to obtain alloys with any
desired coefficient. The chief weakness of the alloys, from the

point of view of the metrologist, was instability. With increasing

carbon content the instability very rapidly increased. The curve
connecting the instability and the carbon content passed through
zero, showing that the instability was due to the carbon. It was.

therefore, possible to get an invar of perfect stability. Among
the applications to which invar had been put, the speaker instanced

pendulum rods, leading-in wires for electric lamps (an alloy being

chosen from the curves, so as to have the required coefficient of

expansion, wire standards for base measurements in surveying, &c.

Another important application of tlioae alloys was in chronometer
construction. The temperature coefficient of the rate of a watch was
due to variation of the elasticity of the hair-spring. It was possible

to compensate the elasticity variation over the whole range. Sir

R. T. (jlazebrook, in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer, said

that it was largely to the work of M. Gnillaume in the early days
of the Bureau at Sevres that they owed their knowledge of mer-
curial thermometry. The lecturer had illustrated the important
connection between science and industry, and how, if that connec-

tion were to be strong and productive of the best results, it was
necessary that scientific investigations should be carried out to

their follest extent. They had seen how, in the first place, the

various physical properties of these steels had been examined, and
how the results so obtained had subsequently been of the highest
value in solving problems of great practical importance.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
2ht Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with tht

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Klectbical Review posted as to their m/yvements.

At ail investiture held in Newcastle by Prince Henry on
7th in.st., Capt. L. E. Mold, of Messrs. A. EeyroUe & Co.,

Ltd.. Hebbum-on-Tyne, was decorated with the O.B.E. (Mili-

tary DiNTsion) for services in France.
On May 7th the stafT engineers of the York

^
Corporation

electricity department held their first annual dinner at the
New White Swan Hotel. In the unavoidable absence of the
chief engineer, Mr. E. J. Nichols took the chair. After
dinner a musical programme was given by Messrs. J. P.
Wood, T. Gowland, E. J". Nichols, and other members of the
staff. The chairman, on behalf of the staff, presented a snit

case to Mr. E. M. Pearson, mains superintendent, who is

about to take up a similar post at Stepney.
Mr. A. B. MriEHEAD, who has been identified with the

busine.«s of D. Selby Bigge & Co., consulting engineers, of

53, Botbwell Street. Glasgow, for 20 years, has become a
partner in the firm, which will continue under the same title.

Mr. E. MoRG.^x.As,soc.M.In,=t.C.E.. A.M.I. E.E.. who for the
past ten years has served with the Yorkshire Electric Power
Co. (latterly as operation engineer), has been appointed tech-

nical and engineering assistant to the chief engineer and
general manager of the Wolverhampton Corporation electricity

undertaking.
The salary of Mr. T. B. Moseley, chief clerk of the Brad-

ford Corporation tramwavs department, has been increased
from £400 to £425.
Weymouth T.C. has appointed Mr. G. Nicholson, assistant

electrical engineer, as borough electrical engineer, at a salary

of £500 a year, with free residence, the question of salary

to be reconsidered at the end of six months.
Mr. H. England, the convener of the Yorkshire and Dis-

trict Tramway Managers' Association. Leeds.' was recently
presented bv the members with a silver rose bowl in recogni-

tion of services rendered to the .Association since its formation
in 1904.

Faversbam T.C. has increased the salary of the electrical

engineer (Mr. G. Sommerville) to £430 a year, plus £20 for

speeial services rendered at the sewage works.
Whitehaven T.C. has increased the salary of the borough

eloL'trical engineer (Mr. Hog.^rth) from_ £450 to £500.
_

It is proposed to increase the salaries of the Accrington
Corporation electrical engineer and tramways manager re-

spectively from £.500 to £0-50 as from Anril 1st last, with an
additional increase of £.50 each from April 1st. 1921.

The Timat states th.nt General Sir Arthur William Currie,

G.C.M.G.. K.C.B.. who formerly commanded the Canadian
Coi-ps in France, has been appointed Principal of McGill
University. Montreal, in succession to the Et. Hon. Sir Auck-
land Geddes.
Mr. E. S. Barralet. who has been manager of Messrs.

Pinchin. .Tohnson k Co.'s insulating varni.sh department for

the last 18 years, has been apjiointed a director of the com-
pany.

Tile Timen states that Dr. Dbutsch, head of the A.E.G..
arrived in Paris on Tuesday to take part in the forthcoming

economic negotiations between (3erman and French business

men.
The Highwavs Committee of the Ij.G.C. recommends the

following appointments in connection with the reoraanisation

of the Council's tramways department: Mr. J. R. Wignal to

be principal technical assistant in the permanent way branch
(as from August 1st. 1921); Mr. P. H. Wigner, senior technical

pssistant in the electrical branch; Messrs. A. W. L^aeh, F.

Cook, ,T. J. Harding, and C. W. Fourniss. technical assistants.

Grade H. in the rolling stock branch; Mr. E. H. Beal. tech-

nical assistant. Grade H. in the permanent way branch

;

Messrs. W. Press, C. E. WTieeler, and- A. Pearce. technical

assistants. Grade III, in the electrical branch; Mr. H.
_
S.

Sellar. motor school superintendent; Mr. A. F. Bentall. rolling

stock inspector: and Mr. .1. B. Walker, assistant power station

engineer, to be inspecting engineer in the electrical branch.

Mr. C. C. Valdf.r has been appointed supnlies manager of

Messrs. Siemens Brothers k Co.. Ltd. (Sheffield branch), 23.

Filey Street. Sheffield. He has been employed with the

firm since 1910. originally in the fittings department, and

since demobilisation in the estimating department of the lamp
and supplies department. Fnper Tliamps Street. London. _E.O.

He si^rvfd with the forces all through the war. and his military

record was particularly good. In 1914 he was a sapper in

the London Electrical Encineers. after which he was gazetted

second lieutenant in the King's Own Royal Lancashire Regi-

ment. Later he became captain in charge nf Divisional Artil-

lerv Signals, and wis eventually temporarily in command of

the 6(ith Division Signal Comrianv of the Eoval Engineers

from Julv. 1915. to .Tune. 1919. ^Miile in this position he

wad awarded the M.C. for meritorious service at Lnndracie*.
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTBRED.

Dunblane and District Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.
(11,193).—Private company. Registered in Edinburgh May 5th. Capital,

£500 in £1 shares. To carry on the business indicated by the title. The
first directors arc : H. J. Osborn, Wynlhorpe, Baxter Road, Sale, Cheshire,

engineer; W. Sharp, Hillside ot Keir, Dunblane, farmer. Registered office:

213,. West George Street, Glasgow.

Falkesley Electrical and Kinema Supplies, Ltd. (167,214).
—Private company. Registered May 7th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To
take over the business of film renters, agents and producers, electrical con-

tractors, patentees of a curtain controller, cinematograph agents, &c., cirried

on by F. E. Clipstone at Thurland Street, Xottingham. The first directors

are: F. E. Clipstone, Highburv .Avenue, Kevworth, Notts; S. H. Brown,
J. P., 92, Noel Street, Nottingham; B. Smith, '7, Sussex Street, Nottingham.
Qualilication, £25. Solicitor ; A. F. Ncane, Burton Street, Nottingh.nm. Re-
gistered office: (i, Thurland Street. Nottingham.

New Process Electric Lamp Co., Ltd. (167,268).—Pri-
vate company. Registered May 8th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares (3,000 pre.

ferenoe). To take over the business of electric lamp manufacturers and agents
carried on by S. Coson and W. A. Williams at Canning Place, Liverpool,
under a similar title. The first directors are : S. Coxon, 20, Catton Avenue,
Liverpool, electrical engineer; W. A. Williams, 56, Canterbury Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire, electrical engineer. Solicitor : Eskrigge, Roby & Carr,
5, Cook Street. Liverpool.

Goodall Electric, Ltd. (167,261).—Private company.
Registered May Sth. Capital, £2.000 in £1 shares. To take over the busi-

neis of electricians carried on by T. J. Stapley, W. J. Mills and T. C. Jones
at 17a, South Castle Street, Liverpool, as the " Standard Electric Co." The
first directors are; L. Jackson, 47, Saxonia Road, Walton. Liverpool; T. R.
M. Chetter, 64, County Road, Liverpool. Solicitor : F. I). Driffi.<ld, 20, Caslle
Street, Liverpool. Registered oftice : Gi, County Ro.id, Walton. Liverpool.

H. A. Bryce, Ltd. (167,372).—Private company. Regis-
tered May 12th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To take over the business of

an electrical engineer carried on at 69, Middlewoo<l Road, Sheffield, by Her-
bert A. Brvce. The' first directors are: H. A. Brvce, 60, Middlewood Road,
Hillsbrough, Sheffield, electrical and mechanical engineer; J. Enock. 3, Sear-
side Road, Sheffield, builder; J. R. Marsh. 1, Swaledale Road, Sheflield", elec-

ical engineer. Registered office: 69, Middlewoo.1 Ro.id, Hillsbrough, Sheffield.

Lester & Browne (London), Ltd. (167,288).—Private com.
pany. Registered May 10th. C.ipit.,1, £3,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of manufacturers of and dealers in electrical accessories, apparatus
and appliances, electrical, chemical and general engineers. &c. The first

directors are: G. W. Lester, 71, Carlton Road, Tufnell Park, N.; G. E. Lea
Wynne, SS. Hilldrop Crescent, N.7: E. H. Bonney, 11, Sunninghill Road.
Leivisham. S.E. Solicitor : H. Borradaile. Old Serjeants' Inn Chambers, E.C.
Registered office : 44 and 46. Surbiton Road, Kingston.

T. E. Slaughter & Co., Ltd. (167,338).—Private company.
Registered May 11th. Capital, £7,500 in £1 shares. To take over the busine"ss

of manufacturers of and dealers in '* Lyto " dry cell and other electric batteries

carried on by T. E. Slaughter and others at 172, Church Road. Mitcham.
The first directors are : Mrs. E. A. Dollar, 13, Hyde Park Square, \V. ; W. H.
Edridge, ?4, St Mary Abbott's Terrace, W.14; T. E. Slaughter, 5, King's
Road, Wimbledon. S.W.; E. E. G. Boite, 13. Portland Street, Cheltenham.
Solicitors : Edridge, Son & Marten, 4. High Street, Croydon. Registered
office : 172. Church Ro.ad, Mitcham, Surrey.

Taylor & Kay, Ltd. (167,339).—Private company. Re-
gistered May 11th. Capital, £2,(100 in £1 shares. To carry on the'business of

manufacturers of lamp shades and electrical accessories, electrical engineers,

&c. The subscribers (each with one share) are: W. M. Groom, 49, South
Croxted Ro.ad, West Dulwich, S.E.. survevor; L. Wheeler-Tavlor, 37. Essne-
dine Road, Maida Vale, W.9; H. Kay, 29, Colville Terrace, Bayswater, W.,
motor engineer. The first directors are : W. M. Groom. L. Wheeler-Tavlor,
H. Kay, H. E. Rainbow. Secrelarv : F. P. James. Registered office : '327,

Edgware Road, W.

Western Anglo>Swedish Electric Welding Co., Ltd.
(167.396).—Private company. Registered May 12th. Capital, fiS.OOO in £1
shares. To carry on the business of electric and other systems of welding,
engineering, dealing in plant, machinery, ships, vessels .and hardware, &c.

The subscribers (each with one share) are : H. J. Richards 1.33, The Exchange,
Cardiff, consulting engineer; E. H. N. Movon, 101, (.eadenhall Strwt, E.C,
shipbroker. The subscribers are to appoint the first direetois. Solicitor : P. I.

Nicholls, 17, Farrlngdon Street, E.C. Registered office : 2.'!, Mount Stuart
Square, C.r'K

John Porter Engineering Co., Ltd. (167,411) —Private
company. Registered Mav 13th. Capital. £10,000 in £1 shares. To take over
the business of a general electrical and motor engineer carried on by J. Porter
at North Shields. The permanent directors are : W. Lilburn, Netherton,
Healon Road, Newcastle; J. C. Patterson, 4, Churchill Gardens, Jesmond; J.

H. Richardson, 37, Linskill Terrace, North Shields; T. Porter, 117, CMrton.
West View, North Shields; A. Melrose, 22, Northumberland Square, North
Shields; R. Saunders, 46, Park Crescent East, North Shields;; R. \V.
Stranghan, 155. Grey Street, North Shields. Solicitor : F. C. Chitt, 34, Grev
Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

T. Emery's Automatic Power Generating Motors, Ltd.
a67,337).—Registered May 11th. Capital. £10.000 in 5,000 preference shares of

£1 each and 100,000 founders' shares of Is, each. To take over from T.
Emery certain inventions and patent rights, and to carry on the business of
manufacturers of self-starting automatic power generating motors for power
stations and factories, and for generating light and heat in public buildings,

hotels, theatres, kinemas and private buildings, high-speed motors for trains

and electrically-driven agricultural machinery, high-speed turbines for ships

and battleships (instant reverse motion), motor cars, motor cycles and scooters,

high-speed light motors for aeroplanes, timepi^es. town clocks, watches,
musical instruments, such as organs, gramophones and mechanical toys, Ac.
The memorandum of association as originally printed contained a clause as

follows :
" In view of the world-wide importance of Mr. Emery's inventions,

the company shall have power to increase its capital to £25,000.000. Upon
any such increase of capital such new shares shall l>.> issued in the same
terms, in the same proportions as the original share capital of the company."
but this clause has been d-leted and the deletion initialled hy all the sub-
scribers. Another extraordinary clause appears (i.e., remains in) the articles

of association, to the effect that Mr. T. Emery " intends to devote " not less

than 50 per cent, of the net proceeds he receives by way of dividends " to-

wards relieving the temporary distress that may result from the introduction
of this invention, and any surplus to anv other more needy and deserving
cases, or education of the poor." The subscribers (each with one preference
shafe) are: Dmitri Tchernine, 25. Windsor Court. Bavswnter. W. iournali.st;

W. T. C. Lock, " Totteridge," Temple Road. Epsnm. director of ...nipanles;

Maior C. E. New. O.B.E.. The Limes, Kingston Hill. Surrey; |i lenkins.
Bryntirrion. Aberporth, South Wales, shipowner; T. Emery, 26. Marshani
Street, S.W., British and foreign patentee; W. VV. Coltart, Tower House.
Epspm, surgeon; S. C. Robertson, 14, Disraeli Gardens, Putney, S.W.. engi-
neer drnyghtsman. The first director* are : Dmitri Tchernine, W. T. C.
Lock and T. Etnsry. nil ot whom nre permanent. T. Emery U managing «nd
technical iHfeetor. 'Remuneration ftf T. Emtry, 45,000 p«r innum] chtilrman.

£2,500 per annum; ordinary directors, £1,000 per annum. The purchase con-
sideration for the inventions is £5,000, payable wholly in founders' sharet, of

which the vendor directs 20,000 to be allotted to Mr. Cole Lock and 15,000

to the International Exchange and Banking Corporation, Ltd. The paper*
were filed by the last-named company. .Solicitor : C. B. Lumley, 130, Strand.
W.C. Registered office : 392, Strandi W.C.

B. Young & Co. (Birmingham), Ltd. (167,254).—Private
company. Registered May Sth. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. To carry on
the business of electrical and mechanical engineers, &c. The subscribers

(each with one share) :ire : S. F. Outon, 1,246, I'ershore Road, Stirchley,

Birmingham, engineer; B. Young, Mignon Cottage, Jordan Road, Four Oaks,
Warwick. B. Young is the first director. Registered oflicc : 100, Leek Street,

Birmingham.

British Electric Lamps, Ltd. (167,205).—Private com-
pany. Registered May 7th. Capital, £20,000 in £1 shares. To take over (1)

the business of manufacturers of and dealers in electric lamps carried on by
E. R. Grote at 173, Hartfield Road. Wimbledon, and ('2) the business of manu-
f.acturers of and dealers in electric candles, lights and stoves carried on bv

the Lux Candle Co., Ltd. The first directors are : E. R. Grote, Lynwood,
Church Lane. .Merton, Surrey; A. A. Barren. Headlands, Berkhamsted
(director. Lux Candle Co., Ltd.). Holders to be appointed by subscribers.

Solicitor : E. A. Davidson, 2, Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street, E.C. Re-
gistered office : Spencer Hill Road, W'imbledon, S.W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

J. C. H. Martin, Ltd.—Equitable mortgage on The Bear
Yard, dated April 29lli. 1920, to secure all moneys due or to become due
from company to Barclay's Bank, Ltd.

Thermo Electric, Ltd.—Sir Artliur F. VVliinncv, K.B.E.,
of 4C, Fredericks Place. Old Jewry, E.C, as Receiver on Api'il 29th, 1920.

under powers contained in certain debentures.

Coatbridge and Airdrie Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Charge
on the company's undertaking and property, present and future, including

uncalled capital and the Cu;itbridge anti Airdrie undertakings, benefit or cer-

tain agreements, contracts, \x., dated December 20lh, 1919 (supplemental to

mortgage dated March Ist, 1904), to sicure £7,1100. Holders : County of

London Electric Supply Co., Ld.

Brompton and Kensington Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.
(28,913).—Capital, £300,000 in '2U,00O preference and 40,000 ordinary shares of

£5 each. Return dated April l.-^t, 1920. 5,662 preference and 34,338 ordinary

shares taken up. £195,000 paid on 5,662 preference and 33,338 ordinary.

£5,000 consider«l as paid on 1,000 ordinary. Mortgages and charges, nil.

British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (79,061).
-Return dated March 31st, 1920. Capital, £200,000 in £1 shares (99,990 pre-

ference and 100,010 ordinary). All shares taken up. £170,000 paid (being £1

per share on 50,010 ordin:ir) and 99,990 preference and 8s. per share on 50,000

ordinary). £30,000 considered as paid on 50,000 shares (being 12s. per share).

Mortgages and charges, £.50,000.

Burgess Hill and District Electrical Supply Co., Ltd.—
Return dated March 19th, 1920. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares (3,000 ordinary

:md 3,000 preference). All shares taken up. £5,900 paid. £100 considered as

paid. Mortgages and charges, £l,'200.

City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—Return dated
April 7th, 1920. Capital, £1,'200.000 in £10 shares (80,000 ordinary and 40,000

preference). 70,595 ordinary and 40,000 preference shares taken up. £1.105,950

paid. Mortgages and charges, £800,000.

County of Durham Electrical Power Distribution Co., Ltd.
(61,591).—Return d;itej March 30th, 1930. Capital, £425,0110 in £1 shares.

400.000 shares taken up. £400.000 paid. Mortgages and charges, £2.50,000.

Kensington & Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.
(26,193).—Capitol, £350,000 in 50,000 ordinary, 10,000 Isl preference, and 10,000

2nd preference shares of £5 each. Return dated March 25th, 1920. '21,000

ordinary, 10,000 1st preference, and 10,000 2nd preference shares taken up.

£179,840 paid on 15,968 ordinary, 10,000 1st preference, and 10,000 2nd prefer-

ence. £25,160 considered as paid on 5,032 ordinary. Debt due from company
in respect of mortgages and charges at date of return, £115,000; ditto guar-

anteed jointly by this company and Nolting Hill Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.,

£22S,m. Registered since date of return. Issue on April 13th of £25,000

debenture, part of a --ries already registered.

CITY NOTES.

The gross earnings during 1919 were
Oriental £1'24,648, plus £U,50'2 brought forward.

Telephone and Worlsing expenses, maintenan<.'e, &c., ab-

Electric Co., Ltd. sorbed ±'70,91)9; debenture interest and re-

demption charges have been provided for.

The dividend on the ordinary shares is 10 per cent., and the

bonus 2 per cent., both free of tax; f5,000 is put to general

reserve; £2,000 to staff pension fund; and £11,013 carried

forward. The operations of the branches and stib.sidiarie.s

have continued to sdiow increa.^ed revenues. The great

obstacle to fuithor expansion lias been the difficulty in pro-

curing supplies of material and their shipment to the East.

An improvement in this direction is already apparent, with

the result that it should soon be possible to overtake arrears

and give facilities to intending .subscribers whose names are

now on the w.iiting li.sts. For this purpose several technical

assistants were .sent to the East durinc; 1919. The recon-

struction of the Singapore exchang<> builtling has been com-
pleted, and the new .switchboard equipment is now being

brought into use. At December 31st. 1919, the company had,

in all, 8,0'20 exchange and private lines in operation, a net

increase of 730. The following dividends have been declared

by the Indian local companiei, viz. : 18 per c«nt. by the
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Bombay Telephone Co., Ltd., as against 16 per cent, for the

year 1918; and 8 per cent, by the Bengal Telephone Co., Ltd.,

as against 7 per cent. At December 31st, 1919, the Bombay
Co. had 7,880 eschance and private lines in o)>eration, being

a net addition of 830 during the year, and the Bengal Co.

6,846 exchange and private lines, being a net addition of -547.

The gross revenue of the China and Japan Telephone & Elec-

tric Co., Ltd., has been increased, but the net result of the

working is rather less favourable than that of the previous

year on account of the high price of material and labour

and the adverse effect of the continued rise in exchange. At

December 31st, 1919, the company had 5.575 exchange and
private lines in operation, a net addition of 804. The previous

rate of dividend, viz., 10 per cent., free of income tax, has

been maintained. The liquid.ition of the Telephone Co. of

Esrvpt, Ltd., has not yet been completed. A distribution of

j629.6.S'2 announced by the liquidator on December 24th, 1919,

and the receipt by this company of that sum on January 1st,

1920. has enabled a further amount of 2s. 6d. per share to be
distributed as capital amongst the ordinary shareholders, and
the capital reserve account has thus Been reduced to f178,464
since the close of 1919.

The report of this company for 1919

General Electric shows that the value of the orders received

Co. (U.S.A.). was $237,623,932, as compared with
$234,134,037 for 1918. For some months

succeeding the armistice, the volume of business booked waa
much curtailed; but durina the last eight months of the year

orders st-eadilv and rapidly increased, so that the present

demand for the company's products is greatlv in excess of

the capacity of its fact-ories. At the close of the year the
amount of orders unfill»d was iti98,880,000, compared with
$80,000,000 at the end of 1918. The great increase in orders
for all cla.?Bes of apparatus manufactured by the company
makes it necessary to add substantially to its manufacturing
capacity. Thi.s is bein'^ accomplished partly by enlarging its

present plants and in part bv purchasinc. or leasino with
option to purchase, factories already constructed which offer
immediately avm'Iable facilifiV-s, thus enabling the company
to secure an earlier output than would be possible by erecting
and enuippincr new factories of like canar-itv. The totil
turffiTv flnnr space has been inrreased from 19,581,000 sq. ft. in
1918 to 20,681,000 sq. ft. in 1919.

The comp.iny Has for several vear:

tories and factories, in the develnpn
devices essential to the transtnission and rerention of \

Its inventions have had a far reaching effect on the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America is also
patents, rights, and licences, and it has seemed wise t<

of both companies that their research and engine
hereafter be used in closest co-operation. To this

•ecure the benefits of the long and varied electrical n
of the General Co. on the one hand, and the oper

of appa and

Mar. Co.

entire ratfio art. The
:he owner of valuable
the boards of directors
ring resources should
nd. and in order to

inufacturing expereince
ing experience of the

the other, a new company has been formed, kno
Radio Corporation of America, in which both the G.E. Co. and the Marconi
Co. have accepted a considerable participation.

In the report of the company for the vear ending December 31st. 1918,
reference was made to the incorooration of' the International General Electric
Co., Inc., for the purpose of taking over the assets, investments, and activities

of the company in foreign countries, covering manufacturing, selling, en-
gineering, utility enterprises, &c. In accordance with that announcement
the company subscribed for the entire capital stock of the International General
Electric Co., Inc., consisting of $10,000,000 of 7 per cent, preferred stock
at par and $10,000,000 of common stoik at 110, naving therefor the sum of

$21,000,000 cash (part before December 31st, i!>19, and the balance in

January, 1920), and sold to the International General Electric Co., Inc.,

securities and accounts of like value.
The widespread and diversified interests involved have prevented the com-

pletion, at December 31st, 1919, of all of the transfers and therefore this

report combines, for the sake of convenience, the assets and liabilities of the
International Co. with those of this company.

The report for 1919 of the directors of

The Swedish the Alkniinna Telefon Aktiebolog L. M.
Ericsson Co. Ericsson states that the reserve which was

manifested on the cessation of the war
continued during a large part of last year, and the demand
for manufactures only increased in the second half, when
'orders arrived in greater abundance. .As a result of the keen
competition in the world's markets, it was impossible to keep
.sale prices on the level demanded by the high costs of pro-
duction in Sweden. The company had orders on hand at the
beginning of 1920 for 10,000,000' kr., and orders had been
plentiful since, whilst in the matter of prices the changed
conditions in the most important foreign labour markets
seemed recently to have reduced the difficulties of the Swedish
export industries to some extent. Work at the Stockholm
shops proceeded -nnthout disputes during the vear. the number
employed there ha^ang ri.^en from 1,296 to 1.359 at the end
of the year; and a total bonus of 1,146.000 kr. was paid to
the personnel to meet the increased cost of living. The value
of the deliveries from the workshops amounted to 15 770 000
kr., as compared with 12,7.50,000 kr. in 1918; 10,840,000 kr.,
or 68.7 per cent, of the former represented exports, as acainst
7,5.50,000 kr. and 59.2 per cent, in 1918.
A new subsidiary company had been formed in Holland

which, together with the Dutch colonies, had become one
of the company's principal markets in recent years. The
lar!?est_ customers were composed of State and municipal
authorities, who had set up a strontJ demand that at least
some of the telephone material should be manufactured in
the country, having regard to the increased purchases which
were bemg made. In order to meet this demand the directors
"cce^jted an offer made bv a competitive undertaking in
Holland to tak* o'-er the business, and for this purposp »

Dutch company was constituted with the Swedish company
holding the majority of the share capital. The decision to this

effect was reached last autumn, but the business was only
taken over at the beginning of 1920. The factory could not
occupy more than 150 workmen, but it would be able advan-
tageously to carry out some of the work which formerly

involved high freight and Customs charges, and good possi-

bilities existed for its future extension. Coming to consider

the South American markets, the report mentions that the
importance of sales there had considerably increased during
the war, and the directors considered that the markets ought
to be worked in a more direct and energetic manner than
could be done through local agents. For this purpose a branch
was established in the middle of last year at Buenos Ayres
with the obiect partly of carrying on direct sales, and partly
of undertaking the construction of telephone installations and
acquiring telephone concessions. During the short time of
its existence the branch had not been able to show big results,

but judtring from everv'thing South America would become
a specially good market for the company's manufactures.
Tlie activity of the branch had hitherto been limited to

.Argentina and Uruguay, but the intention was also to cover
the remainder of South America, particularly Chile and
Brazil.

After dealing with the subsidiary companies in Petrograd,
Tjondon. Austria, Hungary, Buffalo, U.S., Paris, and Finland,
the report returns the net profits at 3,750,000 kr., as acainst
3,740,000 kr. in 1918. The directors recommend a dividend
at the rate of 5 per cent., this contrasting with 6 per cent,
in the previous year, when the share capital participating
was 61, .500.000 kr., as compared with 73,2.50,000 kr. at the
end of 1919.

The_ directors of the Kabelfabrik und
The Austrian Drahtindustrie A.G., of Vienna, reporting
Cable Works on the year 1919, state that it was only
and Wire possible partly to utilise the capacity of

Industry Co. the works, as was also the case in recent
vears; raw materials were more difficult to

obtain owing to the separation of the individual States in
Customs and transport mattes, and even some departments
had temporarily to cease working altogether. At the end of
the year the stocks in Vienna showed an increase as compared
with the close of 1918, as it had been possible for the company
to acquire various materials in connection with the demobili-
sation, for which payment was made in war loan, which waa
also utilised for the payment of the war tax. Relatively
favourable results were obtained both by the Zoptau & Stefan
Mining k Ironworks Co., and the Corinthian Iron & Steel
Works Co. TTie authority given a year affo to raise the share
capital to 10.000,000 kr. by the is.sue of 9,000 shares of 200 kr.
was exercised in .January, 1990, and the re.sult of the issue,
through which the company's own funds were increased by
approximately 9,000.000 kr., would be brought into the ac-
counts for the new financial year, .\fter writing off 986.000 kr.
for depreciation, the net profits arc returned at 3.815.000 kr.,
which sum is redu'-ed to 3.606,000 kr. bv a payment made
to the Pressburg Cable Works Co. under the ioint profit
equalisation contract between the two companies. The balance
forward from 1918 brings the total amount available for dis-
posal to 4,005,000 kr., and the dividend is at the rate of 18
per cent., or 36 kr. per share, on a share capital of
8,200,000 kr.

Arbroath Electric Ll^ht St Power Co.. Ltd.—The profits
for the year amounted to £3,62.8. plus £484 brought forward.
The directors recommend a dividend of 7 per cent, on the
ordinary shares, whi'^h carries an increase of 1 per cent, on
jireferenoe shares. The year was a prosperous one for the
company. A larce number of new con.sumers have been
connected up within the last few months, and at the present
time the demand is greater than the present installation can
supply. It will be necessary to lav down additional main.^
lipfore next winter, and furtb'^r enoine power apd other plant
will also be reauired soon. The expenditure will necessarily
he hpavy. but the prospects are excellent, and it is proposed
by the directors to increase the capital to £100.000, divided
into 10,000 £1 5 per cent, preference shares, participating up
to 6 per cent., and 90,000 £1 ordinary shares"

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd.—Dividend 10 per
cent, on the ordinary shares, tax free.

West India & Panama Telegraph Co., Ltd.—-Interim divi-
dends were paid in November last on the first and second
preference shares at 6s. per share, leaving £10,0.33, which the
directors think should be carried forward to the current vear'.s
account. According to the Financial Times the year 1919 was
the most disastrous in the company's history, the primary
cause being the unprecedentedly long delay of the cable-
steamer, the Hfnrii Hnlmex. at Trinidad in undergoing her
third survey. In the first three months of this year the losa
of traffic is estimated at £18.000. Every effort has been made
to obtain the services of cable-steamers of other telegrapTi
companies, and on three occasions the efforts were successful,
but for short periods only. An opportunity having recently
offered, it was decided, notwithstanding the expense, to
charter a cable-steamer for five months, and it is hoped in
that time to. restore several, if not all, of the most important
sections.
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stock Exchange Notices.—Application has been made to

the Comiiiittee to allow the iollowing to be officially liuoted :
—

iiiglish iJectric Co., Ltd.—l,4iii,509 ordinary snai-es ol

£1 each, fully paid (>sOS. 1 to 1,431,509); and - 05-2,526 6 per

cent, cumulative preference shaies of ±'1 each, fully paid

(Nos. 1 to 55-i,5-J6), and ±1,01X1.000 oi per cent, sinking tuna
nrst mortgage debentures.
. Submarine Cables Irust.—i,'20O eoupon.s of reversion (Nos.

1 to 4,-20U).-

The Committee has specially allowed dealings in the follow-

ing under temporaiy regulation i (3) :
—

Callender"s Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.—100,000 ordinary
shaies of £1 eaeh, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 4UO,0OO) ; and 400,000

bi per cent, cumulative preference shares of ±'1 each, fully

paid (Nos. 1 to 400,000).

Greenwood it Batley, Ltd.—%.000 7 per cent, cumulative
preference shares of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 90,000)

;

ItiS.lKIO ordinary shares of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to

1158.000) ; and 174.195 new ordinarv shares of £1 each, fully

paid (Nos. 180,391 to :354,585).

Para Electric Railways & Lighting Co., Ltd.—5,000 6 per
cent, cumulative preference shares of ±'1 each, fuUy paid,

(Nos. 3-20,001 to 325,000).

The Committee has ordered the undermentioned to be
officially quoted :

—
Para Electric Railways & Lighting Co.. Ltd.—5,000 6 per

cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fuUv paid
(Nos. 320,001 to 3-25,000). .

West London & Provincial Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—
Mr. H. Kahn presided at the annual meeting last

week. He said that the balance at profit and loss

of the West London showed an increase of ^1,151
over that of last year, chiefly due to the fact that
they received 7i per cent, dividend on their shares in

the Chiswiek Corpoi-ation, as -against 6 per cent, last year.

Out of £4, 711) available for distribution, they proposed to pay
a dividend on the cumulative preference shares of 6 per cent.,

less tax, and the interest in arrear for the years 1914, 1915,

and 1916 of 4J per cent, per annum on the fimding certificates,

the balance of £-251 being carried forward. He had reason to

hope that, barring unforeseen circiuustances, this time nest
year they would be able to wipe out the remaining arrears

of interest on tlie funding certificates. The results both at

Chiswiek and .\berystwyth had shown an improvement. The
outlook for the year 19-20 seemed quite good, in view of the
results already obtained, but, naturally, with the uncertainty
of prices both for fuel and labom-, it would not be safe to

be to optimistic.

Altrincham Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 7

per cent, per annum on tne ordinary shares is announced.

Submersible .Motors, Ltd.—.Mr. B. T. Rumble presided

at the annual meeting held at SouthaU on May l-2th. He
said it was not possible to lay the accounts before the meeting
as they were being audited. The negotiations with the
Admiralty as to prices had been completed, and the meet-
ing would be adjourned until the amoimt of the company's
liability for excess profits was known. In the meantime an
interim dividend of 5 per cent, for the year ended March,
1919, was being paid. In tlie fire of November last they lost

the whole of the records of the work in progress in the shops
at the time. Until the whole of the amount of the loss on
all items was known the insurance companies refused to deal

with any part of the claim.

Prospectus.—Aster Engineering Co. (1913), Lid.—This
company is offering for subscription (May 28th is the closing

day) 100,000 8 per cent, cumulative participating preference
shares of £1 each at par. The capital is being increased to

provide funds for the purpose of additions which are now
heing made to the existing works and equ'pment for the
execution of the increa.sing volume of profitable business.
Over 30,000 Aster engines are already in u.se. and njany of

them have been at work for 12 to 15 years: a considerable
and increasing business is now '.'rowing up in the manufac-
ture of spare parts and renewals.

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.—The report for 1919 states

that, after allowing £4,(515 for depreciation. &c., there is a

net profit of £-22.(>44. The S'per cent, dividend on the cumu-
lative participating preferred shares for 1918 has been paid,
absorbing £9.-255. The directors recommend a participating
dividend at the rate of IJ per cent, per annum, less tax. o?i

the preferred shares, making 9i i)er cent, for 1919, and a

dividend of '25 per cent., les.s tax, on the ordinary shares.
£5,77-2 is to be carried forward, subject to excess profits tax.

Tramways (M.E.T.) Omnibus Co., Ltd According to

the Financial Times, the accounts for 1919 show that, after
providing for the service of the debenture stock and for income
tax. itc and includinc i'15.000 transferred from reserve, the
credit balance of £1,055 brought forward is converted into a
debit of £7.265.

Rhondda Tramways Co., Ltd.—Dividend 8 per cent., less .

tax. on the preference shares on account of arrears (from
1914 onw:inls): £8,000 to reserve and renewals: £-25.694 for
repairs and maintenance: £1.-280 carried forward.

Loughrea. Co. (lalwav, Electric Power & Lighting Co.
Dividend at the rate of 5 per cent., free of tax, for the past
year.

Submarine Cables Trust, Ltd.—The report for the year
ended April 15th, 19-20, states that the revenue amounted to
£-2t5,-259 and the expenses to £1,8'20, leaving a balance ot
£-21,438. .\l'ter pro\nding £12,372 to meet payment of the
coupons, the sum of £12,066 has been transferred to the
redemption fund: £66 is carried forward.

Puebla Tramway, Light & Power Co.—.A meeting o(
holders of the first mortgage 35 year 5 per cent, gold bonds
IS called for June 15th, in Ijondon. to consider pinpf>se<l modi-
fication of their rights.

Dudley, Stourbridge & District Electric Traction Co..
L*"!-—Dividend of .i p«'r cent, on the ordinarv shares" for
1919. £l.<yX) to reserve; i;2.(K),) lu renewals; ' ,£6;5 carried
forward.

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.—The financial Press states that
the recent issue ol ts7..Xio £1 ordinarv shares was largely over-
subscribed.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of Is. per
share, free of tax, making a total dividend of 10 ijer cent
l>er annum, free of tax, for 1919.

Oldham, Ashton & Hvde Electric Tramway, Ltd.—Divi-
dend of 6 per cent, for the year 1919 on the ordinary shares.
Nairobi Electric Power & Lighting Co., Ltd.—Final divi-

dend of 2 per cent., making 10 per cent, for 1919.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

TuESD.iY EVEXING.
The course of the Stock E.xchauge markets nevel runs
smoothly when iwhtics interfere with it. The Chancellor of
the Exchequer is accused of not knowing his own mind suffi-
ciently to make him definite on the iwmt of what taxation
shall be miijosed, and what dropped. Flirtation with the
question of a War Wealth Levy is one of the factors which
make, at the present time, for hesitation and uncertainty in
the Stock Exchange markets. Ihe ellect of this is felt all
round. The man of wealth, not knowing where he is to be
attacked, sells a httle stock by way of precaution. The Stock
Exchange man, fearing that War Wealth taxation will bring a
lot more securities to market, puts down prices in case this
may happen. The whole of the House is affected bv these
considerations, while amongst industrials, the outlook is
ilarkened by the new difficulties which seem hkelv to sprin"
up m Labour circles as one result of the rise in coal.

°

Electricity Supply shares are heavy by reason of this latter
cause^ Channg Cross, City Lights, Westmmster, Kensington
and County of London ordmary shares are down | to i. The
preference shares remain unchanged. Amongst manufactur-
ing issues the same tendency prevails. Electric Constructions
and Cromptons are both lower. In the cable gioup, Henley's
lost 1/16. Elsew here, Castner Kellner developed flatness on
selling from the North, and the price dropjied to 35.
Eastern Extensions and Eastern Telegraph ordinary are

quoted ex dividend, and the former at 15 offer a \-ield to
6§ per cent., dividends being paid free of tax. A Bill gi\-ing
the I .S. Secretary of State the right to license all cables land"
ing on .American shores has been introduced at Wa.shington.
Its sponsor claims that American cable commimications with
South America were being hampered by a Brazilian grant of
exclusive rights to an English comixiny to oi)erate cables in
Its territory. The Stock Exchange market views the matter
without concern. Oriental Telephones have eased off to '21

:

the dividend is raised from 10 per cent, to 12 per cent,, tax
free, of whicli 2 per cent, is declared by way of bonus. West
India and Panama ordinary have fallen to i-2s. 6d., and both
classes of preference weakened. The recent rep<:>rt is not
relished. Marconis went back to 3 before rallviug to 3^.
Marconi Marines are flat at 37s. 6d.
Urban Electric preference were not immediately affected

by the passing of the di\idend. as mentioned here last week,
but shares came to market later on at '2'2s. 6d., at which price
they were taken. The ordinary are quoted about 6s., and
could perhaps be bought for rather less. Edmundson's ordi-
nary stand at the same level, and the 6 per cent, preference
last changed hands at 4;5s, IJd. These, like the Urban pre-
ference, are of the nominal value of £5, and are fullv pjiid.
The ordinary of both companies are £3 shares, also fullv jiaid.
River Plate E,lectricity ordmary stands at 105 ex dividend
and bonus, A'lctoria Fails preference are better at -208, the
5 per cent, first debentures are 94i, and the Seconds "l0-2i,
while the ordinary, in which there is not much market, stand
at l-2s. English Electrics remain fairiy steady at -203. 9d.
British .\luminium new ordinary are a pound. General Electric
new ordinary -298. 6d.. the "i per cent. B preference IQ,"!. 3d.,
and the 6} per cent, preference have gone back to 17s. (5d.

The Underground Railway group is weak because of the
unsettlement—up to the time of writing—amongst the omni-
bus men. Central London i>iefcrre(i at 45} i.s 2 lower. Of
other traction issues, Mexicans have imjudvcd. on the assump-
tion that any Government other than that if Carranza might
make an agree.ible change from the chaotit- conditions pre-
vailing under his regime. Bombay Electric preference have
started to mount again, and are ISs. up at 13i. Brisbane
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Elortric T}niu\v;i>s IJ jier cent, debenture stock is quoted
liifihiT ;!t 'J4. I'lidcr tlie Trust Deed the stock becomes re-

payable at lUU on January Lst next, and a full year'.? interest

will have become due by then. Ihis would look a " dead-
.snip " for the investor were it not for the lurking doubt as

to the ledemption being carried out at due date.

Metropolitan-Vickers ordinary are tirnier at '27s. 6d., and
the preference retain their last week's advance at 2 5/16.

.\nnanient and engineering shares show a dwindling tendency.

A fall of -is. Gd. lowered Babcock A Wilcox to -ij. The
rubber market went down sharply in company with the raw
material, but recovery from the worst ensued.

Before the war, one of the best reference books available in

connection with electric lighting and traction was Atkin's
" Manual," privately published by a well-known Stock Ex-
change firm for circulation amongst their friends and fellow-

members. The volume has made a welcome reappearance,
and is a power-house of information. How up to date it is

may be exemplified by the details of the British Electric

Ti-ansformer's new issue of 137,51)0 7 per cent, preference (at

17s. 6u.) and 1&2..500 ordinary shares (at 24s.) made last month.
The English Electric Company's figures for 1919, which were
announced in April, are duly shown, the ordinary receiving

8 per cent, dividend, i6100,000 going to capital reserve ac-

count, £133,04.5 expenses written off, and £45,301 being carried

forward. Mention is made of the General Electric's offer, in

Mai-ch last, of 400,000 new ordinary at '283. and £'1,i.!(((i,(kii)

new 7i per cent. B preference shares at 20s., existing linliL^i-v

being offered at the same time the right to subscribe fur mie
new ordinary shaie at 28s. in the proportion of one new for

every three old shares held. Tlie " Manual " is in other
respects fully up to date, and is admirably produced.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTBICAL COMPANIES.
Bom Eliotkioitt Ookpuubs.

Dirtdena^ Price
, ' V May 18,

1918. 1919. 1990. Rise or (all,

Brompton Ordinsry 8 19 6g — i

Ohsrlng CrosB Ordinary .... 4 7 BJ - J
do. do. do IJPref. .. » «4 9i -

Ohclssa -8 4 8 —
City of London 8 10 llg —J

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

6 6 9 —
County of London 7 8 8s — J

do do. 6 per cent, Pie(. 6 6 8g —
Kensington Ordinary . , ,

,

6 7 4g — \
London Electric NU SJ Ig —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 8 6 BJ —
Metropolitan.. B 6 8 —

do. 4i per cent. Pref. .. tj) 4i 91| —
Bt. James' and Pall Mall .... 10 19 6| —
Sonth London 6 6 2i —
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 18/9 —
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 6 — \

Tbleoraphs ^md Tblspbovrs
Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 77i —

do. Del 8B/6 \\ \ii —
Chile Telephone 8 6 fi* —
Cuba Bub. Ord 7 7 9J —
Eastern Extension 6 10 I6xd —
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 I53jxd —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 16J —

do. do. Pref 6 6 8J —
Great Northern Tel 99 — 91i - 1

Indo-European IB 10 in _
Marconi 96 - B* -

}
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 li j — fi
United R. Plate Tel 8 — li — «

West India and Pinama .. .

.

1/8 —
% - J

Western Telegraph 8 10 16J
—

Hous RAn.H.

Central London Ord. Assented ..4 4 41) —
Metropolitan 1 IJ \i\ - J

do. D'strict .. NU Nil 1S» _1J
Underground Electric Ordinary.

.

Nil Nil \\ — i
do. do. "A" .. NU Nil 4 6 -fd.
do. do. Income .

.

5 4 60^ - 3

Foreign Trams.

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

Nil Nil Bi —
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. — — S —
do. do. 6 Deb ..6 6 P7* —

Brazil Tractions — — 491 — i
Bomb»y Electric Pref 6 6 13} + j
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 65J —

do. do. Preferrred 9i 6 48j —
do. do. Deferred Nil 3 44i —
do. do. Deb. . . 4J 4} 52 —

Mexico Trams 6 percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 28i —
do. 6 percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 30 -

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil Nil 12) —
do. Pref Nil Nil 2

'J
- 5

do. lst Bonds.. .. Nil Nil aa +3

MANtTFACTTJRINa CoUPANIRS ,

Babcock * Wilcox 15 — VJ - i

British Aluminium Ord 10 10 Ij; —
British Insulated Ord 19) 15 1^ —
Callenders 2.'; — 8 —

6J Pref 6J 64 4} —
Castner Kellner 90 — 3} — J
Crompton Ord 10 — 9116 -6d.
Bdison-Swan, " A " .... 10 — 1} —

do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. . . 5 6 79^ —
Eleotrio Construction .. ..10 — 2i/. — 1/-

Gen. Eleo. Pre! 84 64 n/6 —
do. Ord 10 — li _

Henley 96 15 2' — A
do. 44 Pre! 44 44 8J —

Indla-Rubber 10 —
13J —

Met.-Vlokers Pre! — 8 'If, —
Siemens Ord 10 10 26 6 —
Telegraph Ooo 90 90 924 —

* Dividends paid Iree of Inoome Taj

,

8 8 8
6 3 4

8 12

6 13 4

9 2 10
6 17 9

7 11 5
6 9 6
9 4 8

7 14 8
7 16 8

6 16 10

6 18
•7 11

6 18
'7 II

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in making: aae of the flfrurea appearing

in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they miy vary according to quantities and other circumatances.

Tuesday. May lath.

CHEMICALS. Ac.

, Acid, Oxalic
I Ammoniac Sal

I Ammonia, Muriate (large crystal)

1 Bisulphide of Carbon
I Borax
I Copper Sulphate
r Potash, Chlorate
I ,, Perchlorate
.Shellac

I Soda, Chlorate
I „ Crystals

I Sodium Bichromate, casks

METALS. &c.

r
Babbitt's Metal Ingots
Brass (rolled metal 2" to 12" basis)

Tubes (solid drawn)
Wii , basif

: Tubes (solid drawn)
Bars ibest selected)

Sheet
Rod
(Electrolytic) Bars

,, tsheets

Ebonite Rod
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PERMANENT MAGNETS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE.

By S. EVERSHED, M I.E.E.

[Risuini- of paper read before the Institution OF Electrical EnginekrsJ

RErEBRiNG to the difficulty of compreasinff the paper, which
represented the work of 20 years, into the time available, the
author made no attempt to read it, but delivered an exceedingly
interestinfr lecture on its contents, of which the followiog is an
outline :

-

.\mpere suftgested that the maarnetism of a permanent magnet
was due to electric currents flowing in molecular circuits ; this

hypothesis was now accepted, and Ewing's theory of the inter-

aciions between neighbouring magnetic molecules with its aid fully

explained the phenomena of the cyclic curve of magneitisation.

The electron theory showed how the Ampere elements were con-
stituted, consisting of a system of electrons moving with very high
velocity in orbits round a nucleus ; the existence of the molecular
currents would be assumed, but for simplicity the molecule with
icg system of electronic currents would be represented by an
imaginary circuit or " current ring," carrying a permanent and
constant current, and behaving magnetically like the actual

molecule. It was assumed that the rings were immersed in

the universal magnetic medium of space.

Magnetisation of iron was effected by turning the molecules so

as to co-operate, by the application of an extraneous magnetic field,

which applied an orienting torque to the current rings (it did not
"magnetise" anything). On removing the applied field, the ma=s
of current rings was left in a more or less oriented condition,

defined by their orientation angle 6. The magnetised iron would
now possess an inherent magnetomotive force F in the direction of

the field, the oriented mass of rings creating induction in that

direction.

Ohm's law held good in the magnetic as in the electric circuit.

An electric current could be changed by changing the resistance in

the circuit, or by making an addition to the electromotive force.

In a short-circuited battery of electromotive force E and resistance

R the current li = e/r—here called the " self-absorbed " condi-

tion. If now an external inert resistance r were added to the
circuit (an "extended" circuit), the current would be decreased,

requiring less e.m.f. to maintain it in the original resistance R. and
setting free a surplus motive force which, when equ'librium was
restored, would just suffice to maintain the diminished current in

the external resistance r, so that I., = e/(r -I- /•), or if V = L, /,

E = I, R + V. Or ihe current may be equally diminished by
inserting an opposing E m.f. p in the circuit, when 1.. = (B — e)/R

or E = I.J K -1- e. It would b'> seen tha^ v = c, or the opposing
motive force applied to the self-absorbed circuit to produce the
same change mu&t he numerically equal to the surplus motive force

6et free in the extended circuit, but of opposite sign.

The statement was equally true for complete magnetic circuits,

whether containing iron or not. because in the magnetic medium
there was strict proportionality between motive force and flux.

On the hypothesis of molecular currents and one universal magnetic
medium, the word '' permeability ' ceased to have any meaning.
The author showed that, as in the case of the electric circuits,

so in a magnetic circuit the flax could be diminished either by
extending the circuit, or by applying an extraneous motive force in

the negative direction without altering the circuit. In the former
case (extended circuit) he obtained the numerical relation

V =
ft + 4> where k = inherent magnetomotive force per cm.,

ft
= the magnetic induction, and r/j = the surplus magnetomotive

iorce not required to maintain the flux in the magnetised body
icself. In the latter case (self-absorbed circuit) he obtained
F = B -I- H, where H was the extraneously applied motive force,

and B was the resultant flux density, due to the combined action of
1' and H per cm. If H were chosen so that B =

ft, and f the same
in both cases, it followed that </> = H ; for equal change in the
magnetic flux, the positive surplus motive force per cm. of steel

in the extended circuit was numerically equal to the negative
extraneous motive force per cm. of steel applied to the self-absorbed

circuit.

After showing, on the basis of known and assumed electronic

data that the electron theory would fully account for the magneto-
motive force inherent in iron (svhich was equivalent to a magne-
tising force of 17,000 ampere-turns per cm ), the author proceeded
to discufs the design and predetermination of permanent magnets.
The function of these, he said, was to maintain magnetic energy in

some particular space such at an air gap. The primitive equations
were, for terminal flux, B =

ft A. and for terminal potential

difference v = (p L. The magnetic energy was B v. To pre-

determine the characteristics of a magnet it was firfct necessary to

determine the B H curve of demagnetisation of the steel. A typical

curve for tungsten magnet steel was shown (fig. I) in which
B = flux density, and H the extraneously applied motive force per
cm., to which (p, the surplus motive force, was numerically equal.
Neglecting leakage, and denoting the length and sectional area nf

the core by L and A respectively, the relation.s between the facto)

s

of energy b and v and the dimensions of the magnet were b =
ft A

and V = L. Any flux density ft might be chosen, and by making
A = Bjft, the core would deliver the desired terminal
flux ; and if the corresponding value of </> were taken,

bv making L = v/0, the required terminal potential
difference would be provided. But; if ecjnomy of steel or of
space were aimed at, such haphazard design would not serve.

Tbe energy requirement must be taken into account. The energy
equation was obtained by multiplying the two primitive equations

together, BV — ft<pLA, where by was the amount of energy

maintained in external spice by a volume of steel L A in which the

flux density had the value ft. The product ft
ip was the available cr

useful energy per cubic cm. of magnetised steel. The volume of

steal = B \lft (p so that to use the least volume of steel, ft <p must be

a maximum. Its value might be plotted against flux density, as

shown on fig. 1, on the right, and the maximum value was then

seen at a glance, giving at once the " economic density." The
economic dimensions of the magnet core could then be determined
by inserting the values of ft and (p in the primitive equations.

Fig. 1.—Typical demagnetisation curve for magnet steel, showing
the derived curve of the energy product ft <p. N.B.—Numbers
on the energy scale when multiplied by 1000/8 7r give the energy

in ergs.

The author then dealt with the question of leakage, and showed
how the fortnu'a' coul I be applied to the design of economic
magnets and the predetermination of their performance, giving

examples which showed that a very high degree of accuracy was
attainable. In the course of a summary of the paper he said :

—
Throughout the paper the underlying purpose has been to gain a

clearer view of fundamental matters and to build up a theory of

the permanent magnet consistent with present-day knowledge, and
readily applicable to the practical problems of design and predeter-

mination.

The gathering together of molecules of equal magnetic moment
into concentrated groups need not be legarded as the sole possible

mode of departure from uniformity which will endow the mass
with the necessary power to form local bonds of mutual induction.

Any kind of molecular rariformiti/ which, in effect, brought about an

unequal distribution of the molecular magnetomotive forces, would
give rise to a similar state of things. And in view of the increased

ability to maintain itself in a partially-oriented state, which iron

exhibits when carbon and other non-magnetic substances have been

introduced, it seems by no means unlikely that the necessary

departure from uniformity may consist in the congregation, in one

mass of equally -spaced molecules possessing une(|ual magnetic
moments ; some stronger, some weaker, than the average. As a

limiting case, we may imagine the presence of non-magnetic
molecules distributed throughout a mass of magnetic molecules.

Such an airangement would provide magnetically vacant spaces for

the propagation of local fields of mutual induction, in much the

same way aa the concentrated groups which we have taken as a

simple example of variformity.

As a corollary to Ewing's theory, the hypothesis of molecular
variformity appears to be necessary lo account for the facts of

permanent magnetism.

DrSCU.SSIU.N IN Lo.NDON.

Mr. H. B. Atkin.sox opened the discussion, and described

the excellent paper as the result of 25' year.s' work on the

part of the author. It would rank as a classic with those
papers presented by Hopkinson and Kapp in 18S(3; it was a
monumental work. The paper contained the fir.st clear state-

ment on the subject that had been put before the electrical

world. The author's metliod of predetcniiination for the

purpo.se of the design of magnets was one that could be u.sed

by engineers. The trouble to-day. he tliought, was that

engineers were not thinking sufficiently in terms of electrons,

of electron cuiTents. With regard to the author's statement
that the "energy of an electric current being kinetic, any
two or more current rings will tend to turn on their pivotal

axes in directions which will increase their joint etiergy " he
thought that only held if the energy was maintained constant
by external means. Again, the statement that the"enegry
of the ma.ss will be increastnl if any two or more rings turn
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round imtU they possess a masuetic axis m coiuuiou was

eiroueous; on tile conu-ary, ine energy wuuia cummish, ui

uis opmiou, M per cent. 'ino»e siaieiuenis ot me auiiior

leierred to wnai would liappeu omy ii tne curieuis ui tne

cous were uiamtained coustaut by au exiernal Daiiery and

not unaer other condiuons. \\ iin regard to the predeter-

mmation of a ring magnet by step-by-step integrauon, the

author in this w ay obtained a nuinoer of corresponding values

of width of au- gap and teriumal flux, but the late J-)r. b. 1'.

Xhompson had snown experuuentally that no change in flux

whatever accomijanied variation of the air gap. 'itiese mat-

ters were referred to in the tenth Kelvm lectur-e delivered

by the siiealier last year. However, the speaker thought that

the author's reasoning was correct, and would help greatly

to clear up many doubtful points. Both the author's and his

own theories, he felt, were coi'rect mathematically, but some
change in the interior mechanism of the author's was neces-

sary so that it would conform with experimental facts.

Dr. G. K.4PP complimented the author on the extremely

able luanner in which he had prepared his paper, 'then-

object, he thought, should be to strive to help the steel

maker; to tell him how to vary the constituents or the treat-

ment of his materials so that he could produce the desu-ed

material. In the early days wrought iron was specified for

dynamo magnets, but to-day- he thought that Shetheld could

say that it dad produced cast steel which would give equal,

if not better, results than iron. He thought it very desu-able

to formulate a theory that was capable of bemg put into

everyday phraseology, so that they could give the steel-

maker the information he required. Fm'ther information

about the iron-cobalt-caruoa-chromium steel mentioned in the

paper would be very welcome.

Major K. Edgcumbe thought they were indebted to the

author for giving them a classic paper which contamed much
information of which they had long been m need. They
vcould now be able to deal with iron magnets as easily as

they could with coils, but his opinion was that the pre-

determination of the qualities of a magnet and its design

should be kept separate. The author's apparent object of

obtaining the maximum possible energy from a minimum
volume of steel was gcxid, but was he sure that that method
would give the desired i)ermanency '.' There were two forms

of permanency; first, for magnets used in such devices as

magnetos, ifec. ; and secondly, for instrument magnets. 'The

former magnets had to withstand a good deal of vibration,

&c., and it was not of much consequence if their total flux

decreased shghtly, but with the latter type of magnet it was
a, serious matter if the flux varied by more than 1 per cent.

With regard to symbols, some of those used in the paper

did not meet with the speaker's approval. Some of them
were in exact opposition to those select<>d by the International

Electrotechuical Commission after a great deal of labour, and

it was to be regretted that the author had struck out on his

own instead of falling into line and adopting the standardised

symbols.
Prof. E. W. Marchant said that the paper very clearly

explained the position of the subject under discussion. It

gave promise of much improvement in magnetic materials.

The fact that the atomic weights of all strongly magnetic
materials were very nearly the same w-as of nmch intere.st.

Some substances, such as maganese and silicon, had the

power of destroying magneti.sm, but could not produce it

themselves. The atomic weights of non-magnetic substances

differed appreciably from thope of magnetic materials, and
it would be of much interest to know whether any relation-

ship existed between them. The paper raised hopes of

obtaining the required steels by means of he.nt treatment,

or by altering the molecular structure, the tribal arrange-

ment as the author termed it. of the material. The author

had shown them how to look at the subject from a new
point of view which would be of extreme value.

Mr. H. M. DowsETT. whose lemarks were illustrated by
lantern slides, .said that the very determined effort the author
had made to build up a consistent theory of magnetism pro-

ceeding step bv step from the inter-atomic electron rina to

the commercial permanent magnet, would he welcomed by
everyone who desired to see physics and encineeiing practice

brought into one con-sistent scheme of evolutionary develop-

ment. Tlip weak link in the chain was the charact.er of the

inter-atomic electron curr<-nt, which dejiended on the struc-

ture they postulated for ihe atom. In order to endow the

atom with magnetism it was necessary to assume that the

electrons were rotating rings, and were themselves magnetic.
Some years ago he attempted to construct an atomic model
which would satisfv the requirements of the physicist and
of the chemist, and vet w-ould he subject to the gravitational

and electrodynamical laws. The principal obstacle in the

way was the physicists' assumption, as the result of many
experiments, that the total number of electrons in the atom
could not very much exceed the number representing its

relntive atomic weiffht in the periodic series of the elements,

.)nd that the positive charse whoso constitution and place

in the atomic st'-ucture they knew- nothing about, must,
therefore, be credited with prac'tically the whole mass of the

ptom. If the whole mass of the atom could be said to be

due to the united masses of the electrons—as -n-as at first

iis^^uraed bv T. ,T. Thomson—and the positive charge and the

balance of the electrons above the atomic number could be

so arranged m the atom as to be practically insensitive to

most means of expermiental researcn, that ddficulty would

be removed. Proceedmg on these hnes, the speaker said

be had devised a modei, which he illustrated by lantern

;,lides which was able to act electrically, chemically, and

radioactivelv m a manner which could satisfactorily explam

expeiimental results. His present object was to sfiow that

it was possible to devise a simple tyi^e of atom which con-

lormed to the laws of electrodynamics, and also afforded a

reasonable basis for a complete theory of magnetism which

would start with the constitutional movement of the elec-

tions in the atom.

Mr \ P Young, in congratulating the author on his work,

said that they had imagmed that they had discovered some-

thing new when during the past five years they" began to

plot betaphi cm'ves in order to judge the quality of magnet

.steels, and to apply the product curve to the design of a

permanent magnet. The author, however, told them that

he had first used the method 18 years ago, which showed

how far behind they had been. It was cm-ious that although

an alloy of thi-ee pai-ts iron to one pai-t nickel produced a

non-magnetic metal, when heated to a temperatm-e of l,(XXi

de" and cooled in air the substance immediately bec-ame

magnetic. He had recently heard that an American claim

was that the permanent flux was improved by magnetising

the material at a temperature of '200 deg. below zero. Another

interesting metal was the cobalt steel mentioned by the

author The paper would cause them to think about the

why and wherefore of such effects as he had mentioned;

thev had been given a lead, and good results would foUow.

In the future they needed to think more m terms of the

atom -svhen seeking solutions to their difliculties.

Dr. E. H. RaYxNEE said that the paper raised agam the

question, what was the basis of the characteristic of ferro-

magnetism? The modern conception of the atom was a

planetarv svstem of electrons, each possessing a charge of

negative' electricity, gyrating round a central positive system.

The number, and perhaps arrangement, of electrons was

directlv associated with the atomic weight; and, therefore,

with the characteristics of the atom, and gave each element

its particular properties. In the general case such a system,

if the electronic orbits of a smgle atom were arranged in-

definitely in space, would exhibit no magnetic polarity. In

order to exhibit polarity there must be more or less con-

centration of the motion of the electrons into one direction

such as existed in the solar system, all circulating roughly

in one plane, or at least on the sm-faces of something like

cylinders. An atom, or _system of atoms, which possessed

a polarisation of such a type, would in general have its

external field largely neutralised by neighbouring ones, as

thev would tend to "line up so as to produce a closed field.

In "order to exhibit polarity in the mass, it w'ould appear

necessary that, under the influence of an external field, for

instance, the motion of the individual electrons in large

numbers of atoms must be induced to rotate about axes

more or less parallel. It was possible that in many atoms

there was some particular constraint, associated with the

distribution of electronic motion, which prevented the action

of an external field producing this orderliness of motion

necessary for the production of general magnetic polarisation.

Such bodies would be non-magnetic. This w-ould also be the

ca.se if, in spite of orderliness being pait of the nature of

the electronic motion in the atom, the constraint were due

to the arrangement of the molecular or larger aggregation.

There remained the crux of the problem, if such ideas cor-

lesixjnded to anything approachmg the structure of the atom,

how to explain why iron was almost unique in its properties.

The electronic theory differentiated atoms of the variou.s

elements largely by the number of electrons in the atom. If

they had a system of N' electrons, or electronic systems,

it w-as possible to arrange such a number of electrons in very

simple symmetrical systems, which might be illustrated by

the corners of a cube w-hich had 2' corners, or by the sides

of an octahedron which had 2' sides. A similar symmetry
was obtainable if they had mX2" systems. The atomic

weight of iron was about 5 6, or 7X2^, and it might be

that this chance po.ssibility of a peculiar symmetry endowed
tlie atom and its aaglomerates with the properties of ferro-

magnetic bodies. There -was also a peculiar symmetry asso-

ciated with the number 7. For instance, a regular hexagon
• was formed by one central ]X)int and six surrounding it at

equal distances from the centre and from each other. Such
a .system micht be regarded as composed of six equilateral

triangles, and such a figure in one plane could only be

formed bv a 7-point type of symmetry-. The other element.'i

which exhibited magnetic properties, and which, alone, or

associated with certain other elements, as in the case of

manganese in the Hensler alloys, were aU verv^ close to 5(3

in atomic weight as Prof. Marchant had stated. The four,

manganese, iron, nickel, and cobalt lay between .55 and .59.

wh'le there w-ns a relativelv large jump to chronium .52 below,

and to copper C\i above, both of which were non-magnetic.

If thev a.ssuined that electronic number distribution de-

termined atomic properties, including magnetism, then it

would appear that atomic weight, which was associated witli

electronic number, must govern such things as magnetic
pi-o|>evties, .nnd magnetic properties must be the result of

.something dependent upon number and probably upon a

peculiar symmetry associated with number,
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Colonel R. B. B. Crompton, C.B., welcomed the paper as

an epoch-makms one, and said it reminded hua of the old

days Ihe discu.ssion would not end that night; the paper

would continue to be discussed by electrical engineers the

world over tor some considerable time to come. It had given

him keen delight to sentl copies of the paiier across the water

to Dr. Stemmetz and others, to show them that they were

still capable of doing things in this country. He, however,

wished the author had adopted a thfferent course with regard

to the symbols be had u.sed. There was no reason why he

should have selected a new set when there already existed

an international set.

Mr. S. EvKRSHKD, in his reply, said it was impossible to

reply to the discussion in the time at his di.sposal, and he,

therefore, reserved his full reply for publication in the

Institution Journal. He would feel that his work had not

been in vain if the paper, as Mr. Young had said, would

start other men thinking, and lead to something being done.

It was not permissible to discuss the Kelvin lectures, ami

thev had, therefore, not had the opportunity of pointing out

the' fallacy in Mr. .Atkinson's argument. With hi.s theory it

was difficult to see how there would be any magnetism at all.

and there would certainly be no permanent magnetism what-

ever. The si^eaker felt that there must have licen .son)ething

wrong with Dr. S. P. Thoni|ison's exiieriment mentioned by
Mr. .\tkinson. The flux variations were so small that unless

the experiment were made with extraordinary accuracy they

were liable to escai>e notice. Finally, the author defended

the use of his own set of symbols in preference to the inter-

national ones .'elected by the International Electrotechnical

Commi.ssion.

CORRESPQNDENCE.
Ltttfri receired by u» after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot njipear until

the following week. CorrespimdeiUs s/ioald/orward th^tr communr
catiom at the earliest pottible nwnwnt. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Trading Restrictions.

Referring to a letter headed as above and signed " In-

terested," which appeared in your issnie of the bOth ult., I

have pleasure in sending herewith raphes to the writer's ques-

tions:

—

1. Can any contractor stock, advertise, or sell lamps which
are not controlled by his Association',' (Viz., E.L.M.A.)

Yes, excepting as provided for in answer to the second
question.

•2. Can any graded retailer stock, advertise, or sell metal
filament lamps of any other than Association makes','

- A graded retailer agrees not to advei'tise, stock, or solicit

orders for lamps of non-Association make in return for special

discounts over and above trade terms, but may sell such
lamps on demand.
The writer quotes the following clause from a retailer's

agreement ;
—

" We agree not to advertise, stock, or .solicit orders for

metal-lilament lamjjs of any type or group of other than Asso-
ciation, makes (as set out in previous pagfe)."

This clause means exactly what it says. A graded retailer

may supply non-.\ssociation lamps in fulfilment of an order
received by him, but in consideration of special terms agrees
not to push the sale of other than .-ARsociation lamps. If a

contractoi' wishes to reserve the right to advertise, stock, or
solicit orders for non-Association Innips then lie can do this
and still buy Association lamps at ordinary trade terms.

J. E. Edgecombe,
Dirfclor.

Klcrtrir J.amp Mmnifacl iinrs' .\ss„ri,il In,,

l.dndi.n. K.C. «f Great lirilahi. 1.1,1.

Miili ]1//i. 19'20.

City of York Advertisements.

With reference to the York advertisement and the com-
ments in your issue of May 7th, I am glad to see that someone
has raised the question of .salaries of staff- engineers, and I
am quite in agreement with your corresixmdents. As they
state, present .salaries are a poor return for time and money
spent in technical training.
The manual workers are in a much better relative iv.isitinn.

because years ago they realised the value of co-operation. In-
dividual effort, however praiseworthy.- is not much use. The
Electrical Power Engineers' A.ssociation has for the past two
years done its best to improve the status of staff engineers,
and has at la,st .secured consideration of our claims.
Should this letter come to the notice of .staff engineers who

are not members. I would ask them seriously to consider
whether they wish to go on taking benefits for which the\
have not worked, and towards the attainment of whi<>h thp\'
have not contributed? .Association inf<anR strength. R^m>"mv
bei- the bundle of sticks.

Join the AsHociation now Work for it. Don't bo content
until f^Vfry nvnilahlft mnn in your etAtion is n membnr.

8lc («ur,

Emergency Braking.

.A short while ago, there appeared in your " Correspond-

ence " colmnns a series of letters dealing with the emergency

braking of an electric street car.

If the mechanical and magnetic brakes had failed, and by

some means such as a section breaker oijening or the trolley

leaving the wire, and thereby cutting the hue current off,

it was necessary to stop the car, one would proceed by open-

ing the main switch, placing the reversing lever of the con-

troller in the reverse position, and feeding up to the first

parallel notch. This method will, without a doubt, stop the

car. assuming that both motors are working.

But suppo.siug that previously there had been a defective

motor, and that it had been " cut-out " in the controller,

then the braking effect would be nil. For it will be seen that

when both motors are in operation they are acting as genera-

tors, and as such they are revolving in opposite directions,

and they will, through the medium of a contiolI'M-, tend to pull

each other up. thus giving a powerful electric braking eft'ect.

But when there is only one motor working, and the other

is electrically cut out, there will be no effect. I have tested

this method on a car equipped with Westinghouse type T.I;C.

controllers and Westinghouse type 323 motors.

It would be exceedingly interesting if someone could, .sug-

gest a method of stopping a car assuming the above con-
'''*'™^'

C. E. Slack.

Chesterfield.

May loth, 19-20.

Battery Symbols.

Sui-ely Eau Dehm " (ELECTRicii. Review, May 14th), on

second thoughts, will icalise that his reference to "the nega-

tive (zinc) as the element having no standing" casts an
uiulcserveil slur on an e/cmpiit which not only is positive, but

IS, m truth, the fuel, and to' a certain extent the veritable

s<jurce of the cell's energy, in generating which, it (the zinc)

is gradually consumed.
The veiy same energy ^^hich, in circuit tracing, is referred

to as leaving the battery at the carbon or copper or positioe

pole, is due to the self-sacrifice of the zinc.

Outside the cell, the carlwn or positive pole gets all the

credit for the nine or negative pole's hard work. However,
for simplicity in circuit tracing, it is advi.sable that this some-
what paradoxical convention be adhered to.

This reminds me of a tragic episode 5ong ago in the late

seventies, before inspiriting theory had—in certain quarters

—

been to any great extent called in to vitalise stolid practice.

What in these days would be described as a frantic S.O.S.

once reached me from a distant official. He had been ordered

by H.Q. to make some tests with a fair number of Ix>-

clanche cells sent out for the purpo.se—a class of battery he
had never before seen, his previous experience having been
confined to Minottos—a kind of Sawdust Daniell, a cell of the
" constant " type.

In those days, when Minottos were set up. it was customary
to u,se water with which to .soak the sawdust ; the necessary

sulphate of zinc in solution being subsequently obtained by
the simple proces.s of short-circuiting the battery on itself for

.something like 24 hours.

Our friend havrng set up the 1 eclanchis, had straightway
short-cii-cuited them, and. 24 hours later, was mystified and
aghast to find that the zincs had melted into airy nothing-
ness, Tlicv had vanished.

E. R. B.

The Policy of the E.P.E.A.

.May \W' lir allow I'll tin- liospitiil:ty of your columns to refer

to the published ^titeinent of policy during contemporary
inilustrial disputes issued bv this .\.s.s<K-!ation in February.
11119. -

The National Executive Council of the Electrical Power
Engineers' .Association in Decendier la.'t unanimously agreed
to ies<ind this policy bceiuKst' cf its incoiiuiatibility with the

other funetion.s of the E.P.E..A. as a protective organisation.

Considerable misunderstanding is ari.sing on account of the

prevailing impression that this policy is ' still being adhered
to by the .V.s.sociation. and in order to lo'iiove the misappro-
hension, we take this opportuir'tv i-f notifying its rescission.

W. Arthur Jones,
(rrnerni Hecrrliini,

t-'.lrcl i-icid I'ou-rr Kntiiiierrs' .ixsociatioii

.

I.ondi.n. W.C.
Mail IK//), 1920.

[The statement of poliev was niiblished in our issue of

February 2iSth, 1919, p. 2:J1.—Ens. Elec. Rev.]

Electricity on tlie Farm.—A f^palding farmer, Mr. F. TV.

Farrow, hns hud plans of rntta^eg for his worlcp'oplo approved by

the MinUtry of Health, and 40 cottBgeB are to be built forthwith

OD buneralow lines. According: to the daily Press, telephoDes are

Ut be Installed In each bouie, which are aUo to be eleotrically

equipped througrho\)t.
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A VISIT TO LOUGHBOROUGH TECHNICAL COLLEGE AND THE BRUSH WORKS.

The uicinbers of the South Midland Centre of the Institution

ol ji-lectiicaf Engmeers wtue very fortunate in their choice of

a day for their visit to the Technical College and the Brush
iiileetrical Jiiigmeering Co.'s works at Loughuorough lait weeij.

About nmety availed themselves of tne opportunity, and
the bulk of the»c came by motor omnibus from Birmingham,
a lour hours' journey. Ine main part\ lurived at the college

shortly alter ii a.m., and the tour ol inspection commenced
at about Ii.3b. Small detachments of aDout eight visitors

were put under the guidance of various members of the

statf, who, with the gieatest courtesy, replied to the various

questions fired at them jiracticaUy conimuously. ihe hist

.section of the college wnich came under notice was the

cabinet-making department. Here, in what was originally

a chai>el, some beautiful work was being turned out by a
number of ex-service men, who showed by actual results

• that at least one educational scheme was ot great practical

value. In one bay of this building one caught sight of a

splendidly-fini.shed bookcase, and a great variety of other

furniture stamped with the hall-mark ol good material and
workmanshiii—dressing-tables, wardrobes, and bedsteads—ahso

called forth admiration from the visitors.

I^eaving the building, the party had to traverse a street or

two to reach the next department. (Owing to the central

position of the institute extensions cannot be made to the
main building, and in consequence several other buildings

withii- a short distance of the body of the college have been
taken over.) This was the first of the machine shops, and
the main item of interest was the gear shaping and cutting

work being done there. The smithy was next visited, and
a deiiion.stration given on a pneumatic hammer in the centre
of the shop. The three forges were hard at work, and the
.shop, although small, had a remarkably efficient appearance,
l^pon entering the heavy lathe shop the most noticeable

features were a large variable-si>eed lathe, and another upon
whicli hand-wheels were being turned up. The visitors were
shown some good examples of elliptical collars and eccentrics

in .steel and brass made upon the latter machine. The next
rcx)m to be .seen was the automatic grinding and polishing

department, where eight or nine machines were running.

In the next shop, where screws were being manufactured,
the party inspected some highly finished machine, vices of

very sound and accurate construction, and the guide stated

that a large contract for these vices was being executed for

Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd. Every screw turned out is

thoroughly tried on a special testing device, indicating by
means of a pointer on a dial any inaccuracy in the thread.
Welding by the electric arc, and also by oxy-acetylene ap-

paratus was being carried out in the welding .shop. The
electrode in rise was a sihca-asbestos covered soft iron wue
with a fine thread of aluminium incorporated. Tn the heat-

eimine testing shop the party were shown a six-cylinder optical

indicator in course of construction, with which indicati)r

diagrams will be taken simultaneously from six cylinders by
means of a tube and diaphragm arrangement oscillating a
small muTor which projects a beam upon a photographic
plate. A demonstration of the principles involved w'as made
upon a .single-cylinder .T.A.P. motor. A Daimler and an
SO-H.i\ I^ Rhone aero engine were .started up for the visitors'

benefit, which left them rather deafened. Resistance and
gas furnaces were then inspected, and the party next entered
the X-rays room, where photographs of insiwcted work were
exhibited. One or two sound-looking joints were shown
to the party, and when the rays were applied the way in

which the joints had been patched up was very forcibly

brought out. Some very beautiful and costly photomicro-
graphic apparatus was .seen in the next department, and in

the same room samples of iron were being subjected to heat-
ing and cooUng tests by means of a small re.sistance furnace,

a thermo-couple, and a- temperature indicating mirror scale.

As the allotted time had then reached its conclusion the party
was forced to terminate the inspection, and passing through a
nicely appointed students' reading-room, arrived at the dining
hall at 1.30 p.m., where luncheon was efficiently seiwed by the
kitchen staff.

Dr. G.ARR.ARD. on behalf of the members of the South Midland
Centre, rendered thanks to the Principal for his hospitality

and for the opportunity given to members of seeing such a
splendidly equipped institute, remarking that it w-as not his
first sisit to the college.

Mr. Roger T. Smith (President I.E.E.). in seconding Dr.
Oarrard's vote of thanks, said that he would extend it by
offering the appreciation of not only the South Midland Centre
but of the whole Institution.

Responding to the vote, Mr. H. Schofield, M.B.E., ex-
plained that the enterprise was started with a great deal ot
misgiving as to its success, but he was glad to say that it had
more than justified its existence. The college, he .said, was
based on an American idea of bringing education and experi-
ence into closer contact, and followed the lines of similar in-

stitutions at Worcester (Massachusetts) and Cincinnati. The
greatest proof of its practical value was afforded by the fact

that engineers, men who knew the kind of training required,
were sending their sons and other relatives to IjOuahborough.
The usual complete course was for five years, but a .shorter

course of three years, had also been arranged. The college had
been organised on a commercial basis, and all products were
sold at pievailing market prices, and contracts had been
entered into with several firms for the supply of the articles

manufactured.
Mr. \\ . .\. Brocki.notox, edut-ation officer of the Leicester-

shire County Council, endorsed the Principals remarks, and
said that the County Council educational authorities looked
w;th gieat pride upon their "child." It then being nearly
'Lav, tlie party had to leave rather hurriedly in order to com-
mence the sec(ind part of its vi.sit punctually.

I'pon ai riving at the Brush works the party was met by
members of the company's stall', and was agahi split up into
det;i<hiiieiit^. and the inspection commenced right :away, it

iH'iii:^ .xplained that there was a great deal to see in a very
sliiiit ,~[i:i. r iif time. The works cover a large area, and
coiL-cqucutly the inspection had to be carried out at a fairly

quick pac-e, which at times made one wish that it had been
IKj.ssible to allot a greater time to the visit. The first shop
entered was the winding department, where was seen the

construction of many sizes and types of stators and rotors

in various stages of progress. Some of the most interesting

features presented to the party in this department were
coils, &c., of the largest Ljungstrom turbine-driven generator
constructed by the company up to the pre.sent time. This
is being built to the order of the Midland Electric Corpora-
tion, Ltd., and is to have a capacity of 8,000 k.v..\. at 7,.50(l

volts (.6 power factor). It is of the two-phase type, designed
to run at a speed of 3,000 r.p.m. Here w-as also .seen a single-

[ihase alternator from the works of the Uxbridge & District

Electric Supply Co., which was being rewound for three-

pha.se. The jxiwer used in the works is supplied by the
municipal authorities of Loughborough, whose supply is 230
volts, three-wire d.c, and so it is necessary to employ a num-
Ijer of machines to convert the supply to meet the needs
of the Brush Co. for testing purposes, itc. In the winding
shop the party was shown a motor-generator set which is

used to test and dry out the coils of every machine before

leaving the works. Each phase is tested separately before

the machine is assembled. The rotor coils show'n to the
party consisted of alternate windings of bare copper and
copper strip insulated with mica, and impregnated " Empire

"

cloth. The coils of the stator are made up and completely
insulated before being placed in position, and they are wound
so as to give the smallest possible potential difference between
any pair of conductors. The visitors upon leaving the winding
department were taken to a machine shop where the smaller

I>arts of the Ljungstrom turbine were in process of manu-
facture. Here there were a number of vertical lathes, which
were stated to be .some of the best in the counti-y-. One of

the products of this department is the gland fitted to the

turbine shaft to prevent the esca]x^ of steam. This consists

of concentric rings, in which the vents are so small as to

pennit the escajie of only a negligible amount. In the turbine

shop, wliich was next visited, the party was shown the manu-
facture and assembly of the blades. Lengths of channel-

shaped steel strip are passed over drums and ground to a
very thin size before being cut into suitable lengths. The
rings into which the blades are fitted are mounted on an
automatic punching machine, which prepares them for

the reception of the blades. The latter are then fitted by
hand through a soft metal strip, and are thus supported
while being placed in position in the outer rings. WTien the

t-op cover is fixed, these soft metal supports are sheared out.

The cover plates when fitted are cut out in the centre, and
are then used for the smaller stages of the turbine—this

effects a great economy in metal. A seventeen-stage turbine

was on view in thLs shop, the inner stages of which were
arranged axially. and the final stage, catching the exhau.st

steam, was radial. The heavy machine shop came next on

the route, and here the vi.sitors .saw the rotors, which are

.solid forgings, being turned up and slotted ready for the

windings. The turbine casings are also machined in this

department, and one of the time-saving devices showia to

the party was a Lanca.=hire Dynamo Co.'s " quick return
"

planing machine. The casting being operated upon required

three small cuts at distances of from two to three feet.

Travelling slowlv over the surface of the cut the bed was
released 'at a hi^'h speed, falling to low .siieed aanin at

the next cut. When the third cut had been miide the bed

reversed and quickly returned to its starting point. The
testing department, at one end of the shop, where the

machines are mounted on a platform above a standard con-

denser, has a capacity for the rial of two l,o00-KW. sets, and
arrangements are being made for the accommodation of the

larger sizes. At this end of the shop were the turbines of

a twin-screw vessel undergoing final adjustment. The tram-

way-car and omnibus depirtment was then visited, and the

advancing stages of construction were explained. One out-

standing feature of the work inspected was the great amount
of bent wood in use which was turned out in splendid con-

dition. In one nart of this shon the vehicles were beina

wired in an early stage nf construction which, althnucrh p

ireat advantage in many respects, cave an impression of

inaccessibility in the case of the development of a fault.
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Among the many vehicles undergoing finishing touches were
cara for Birmingham and other Midland towns. There were
also two or three of the latest type of L.G.O.C. 'bus with
wide bodies and side rails in lieu of straps. The last depart-
ment to be visited was the transformer shop, where var'ious

points of interest were noted. The largest transformer in

hand was a 6.'2-50-K.v..\., 3-phase type. The highest voltage
transformer previously made by the Brush Co. had a pressure
of 7.5,(KX) volts, but one at present under construction will be
capable of dealing with loO.OOll volts. The largest contracts
for transformers in hand for use with rotarv converters are
m,(m K.y.A. in 38 units, for the B.T.H. Co., knd -21,259 k.v.a.

in 24 units, for the G.E. Co. An order for 48 standard trans-
formers, with a total capacity of 24,000 k.v..a., is being exe-
cuted for the Yorkshue E.P. Co. In addition to winding,
testing, iVc, the company also makes the cases for its trans-
formers, two old-tyjie " guillotines " being used for corrugat-
ing the sheet iron which is built up and welded at the joints

by oxy-acetylene apparatus.
Upon the conclusion of the tour of inspe.ction, the visitors

sat do\^^l to a " high tea," provided by the management, and
votes of thanks were accorded to the Brush Co. for a very
enjoyable and instructive afternoon. The party left the works
for Birmingham at ab.iut 6 o'clock.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

A.NXL'AL RkI'OUT.

Thk annual reixjrt ut the CouuciJ of the Im-tituliun for the
year 1919-20 shows that the membei.^h;p at April 1st, 192U,

uiuounted to 8,017, a net mcrease of 994 on last year's tiguie;

It consisted of nine lion. Meujbers, 1,.5S7 Members, 4,172

Associate Members, 020 Graduates, 1,1-32 Students, and 447
Associates. One hou. member. Prof. Hendrik Antoon Lorentz,
of Leydeii University, Hollantl, was elected during the year.

The miUtary honours and distinctions arising out of the
war that have been awarded to members durmg the year
numbered 171.

The death of 55 members during the year is ta be deplored,

of whom nine laid down their lives on naval or miUtary service.

A .sen'ice in memory of the members of the engineering
profession who gave their lives in the war was held at West-
minster Abbey on June ISth, 1918. The number of depen-
dents of fallen members whote circumstances would warrant
assistance from the War Memorial Fund is negligible, with
the result that a larger proportion of the amoimt subscribed
uill be available for a suitable ujemonal in tlie Institution

building. The book of biographies and portraits of members
who gave their lives in the war is in active preparation.

Owing to the limited number of vacancies reported, the
Electrical Appointments Board has decided that, for the pre-

sent, members who have served in H.M. Forces shall continue
to receive primary consideration.

On December 31st, 1919, the capital account of the Bene-
volent Pund of the Institution stood at :fi5,709, and the
accumulated income at ±'1,750. The donations and subscrip-

tions to the fund in 1919 amounted to £537. In the course
of the year 24 grants were made, ai^iounting to £291.
On behalf of the In.stitution the Council has aecejjted a

benefaction from a donor who desires to remain ationymous
during his lifetime; it consists of the transfer to trustees

for the Institution, as a thank-ottering to God for mercies
vouchsafed to the donor during the war, of a sum of £2,000
5 per cent. War Loan stock on the U)llowing terms : The
interest on the stock to be applied in such a way as the
Council in its uncoijtrolled discretion may think fit («) in

the first place, to as.sist the education of one, or more, of

tho-w of our countrymen, not being a conscript, w^ho has
served overseas during the great war, and who is anxious
to enter the profession of electrical engineering, and (b) in the
second place, and .subject thereto, to promote general elec-

trical research.

The Council has rescinded the suspension of the a.ssociate

membership examination rules, and in future, unless other-
wise exempt, candidates will be required to pa.ss the examina-
tion. In the case of applicants who have attained the, age
of 35, the Council may in its di.scretion dispen.se with the
examination and the thesis.

Ari-angements are being made for a deputation of the
Council to wait on H.M. Commissioner of Works to urge the
necessity for early rein.statemeut in the Institution building.

The return of the Institution to its own premi.ses will comi>el
special reconsideration, of financial provision for the future,

and some increase in the subscriptions may have to be pro-
posed.
During the year 67 books and pamphlets were presented

to the reference library by members and others. The lending
library is available to those who wish- to borrow books, and
during the year 6fi7 books were issued to 300 borrowers, the
corresponding ficures in the previous jear being 497 and 205
respectively. The catalogue is under revision. .A number
of valuable acquisitions linve been made to the museum during

the year, notably from the laboratory of the late Sir WiUiajn
Crooks, O.M.

'The ordinary meetings held in London have been well
attended ; 17 ordinary, IS Council, and 121 committee meet-
ings were held during the year. I'he papers read during
the session numbered 32, and 17 lectures were delivered at

territorial and sub-centres, besides which five papers not read
at meetings were published in the Institution Journal.

During the session the president visited each of the terri-

torial and sub-centres in Great Britain, and also the sub-
centies at Liverpo<-)l and Sheffield. Sub-centres were formed
at -Aberdeen., Dundee, Liverpool. Preston, Loughborough, and
Sheffield. Ihe meetings hekl by territorial centres numbered
35, and those held by .sub-C'enties 23.

The Wireless Section of the Institution was formed in the
spring of 1918; it has held eight meetings, at which the
average attendance was over 140. Ihe Council has diawn
up rules for conducting the bu.~ine.'is of the section, which
come into operation at the beginning ol next session.

The Intormal Meetings Committee has lepoited sati.sfac-

torily; eight meetings were held at which the att-endance

ranged up to 80, and a successful smoking conceit was held

in March, 1919. The meetings aic now held fortnightly.

Since the armistice the Students' Sections have shown con-
siderably inciea.sed activity, and a lu \v Students' Section has
been formed in connection with the Liverpool Sub<-entiv.

The total number of Students' meeti!ig.~ was 27, in addition

to a number of visits to works.
The scliolarships awarded by th'^ Council included thee

David Hughes, th:ee Salomons, and one Paul scholarships,

all t.enable for one year, the foni e;- being of the value of

£.50. and the ktter of £25. This is the first occasion on which
effect has been given ta the Council's decision to extend the

scoiJe of the David Hughes and Sabmorvs scholarships by
opening theui to students in the provinces.

A local centre of the Institution has been established for

Argentina, with headquarters at Buenos .Aires.

The National Electrical Proving House Committee's repoit

has been con.sidered by tlie Board of Trade, and in the sum-
mary of the Government's proposals publi;hed in August, 1919,

the matter was referred to as follows :

" It is propo.'^d to

set up at the Board of Trade a Department of Standards, (1)

to promote and co-ordinate standardisation generally, and (2)

to establish and administer such testing in.'ititutions as may
be founa neoe,s.sary, and authori.'e and, so far as may he

required, sujiervise the testing wcuk carried out by technical

institutions, trade organisations, or private concerns."

The ett'orts of the Institution Patents Committee to obtain

•certain improvements in tie patent law were continued in

association with other institutions in connection with the
passing through Parliament of the new law (Patents and
Designs Act, 1919). with the eft'ect that certain modifications

were made, but on the whole the re.sult was disappointing.

During the session several deputations representative of

electricity supply, and organised liy the Institution, were
received by the Controller of Coal Mines with regard to coal

prices and supplies, and giving to the con.sumer the benefit

of the rebate on coal used for domestic purposes. From the

point of view of electricity supply stations the question of

coal prices and supplies is still on a very unsatisfactory basis,

and the Council is to make further lepresentations to the

Government departments interested.

The committee appointed to report on loaulations for over-

head power lines (excludinu tramway workimx conductors) w'ill

shortly present its first reivirt to the Council.

The Civil Engineers' Registration Bill, promoted by the

Institution of Civil Engineers, leceived the attention of the

Council and of a special committee durina the period under
I'pview. It is not the intention of the Institution of Civil

Engineers to proceed with the Bill in the present session of

Parliament.
The he-ivy cost <'f publication h"s luevented the publica-

tion of valuable )i'''ttprs which would otherwise have apiXMred
in the Journal. With the object of makina the Journal of the

areatest value to the members a Committee of the Council
has under consideration the question of it-; future fo'ni. anil

whether with a view to economy it should be divided into

sectionsof interest to various groups and circulated accordingly.

The C'^uncil has decided to undert-ake a complete revision

of the wiring rules. The committee h^s been strengthened
by an additional representative of the Electrical Contractors'

Association and by a representative of the .Association of Super-
vising Electricians.

The reaul-itions for the electrical equinment of ships were
published in September. 1919, and we'e favourably received.

Lloyd's Register of Shipping is to issue a new set of elec-

trical remilalions for work done under its survey, and ha.s

embodied in them the Institution's regulation.s. During the

year one meeting was held of the Standing Sub-com-
mittee, when an important discussion took pliice on the status

of .«ea-goin2 electricians, with the result that the Council

communicated the following resolution to the Board of Trade :

" Thnt in vicw^ of the growth in the use of electrical power
on -ships, it would be desirable that the Board of Trade
should consider the advisjbilitv of holdina examinations .ind

granting rertificates to duly q\ialifi.d electricians on ,sea-going

ships." The Council .'l.so expressed willingness to prepare an

examination .scheme, if i-equired.

During the pa.st year a large expansion has taken place in
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the work of the electrical section of the British Engmeermg
Standards Association. Considerable piogiess has been made

With uiauv matters of great importance to the electrical in-

dustry, ihe closest posible co-operation with the Electrical

iiesea'roh Committee is assured, and some of the B.E.S.A.

panels have taken «teps in conjunction with that committee

to inaugurate the' necessary research work, particularly with

practice of radiography. .

The organ isaliim oi the Electrical Besearch Committee is

now nearlv complete. The researches already in hand have

been brought into full activity, and a comprehensive pro-

giUmme lur the future has been prepaied. 'Ih*; researches

initiated by the In.stitLition are being continued under the

control of the Committc^e, and arrungemeuts are in hand for

a rapid extension of programme.
The draft meuiorandum and articles of association of the

proposed Society of Radiographers have been approved by the

Board of Trade. The piincipal objet-t.s of the society are to

ensure that only adiquately trained radiograiihers_ are em-
ployed in electromedical work, and to promote the science and
practice of radiography.

The Council was asked by the Ministry of Munitions m
1916 to nominate a lepioentative of the Institution to serve

upon the Kitrngt^n I'riHbicts Committee. The Institution's

repre.'^entativ.' u;i- ;i|i|)(iintiil chairman of the I'ower Sub-com-

inittet- of the .XitmLim I'l-nhuts Ciuniiiittc e, and a letter of

appreciation b;i.- Ijclu lorciwd from the Ministry of Munitions

acknowledging the services which the Institution rendered in

tliis important work.
In response to a request from the Ministry of Transport,

the Council has nominated members to represent the Institu-

tion on the advisory panels from which committees of the

Ministry are selected.

The annual accounts .show that there is a margin to the

good on the revenue account for 1919 of £1,495, which amount
compares with i;J.'270 in J918, an increa.se ot i"2'24. The assets

stand at i^l41,'21'2. again.st liabilities of ±'43,22'2. lewing a

surplus of £97,990, an improvement of £6,241 on last year's

figures.

The annual report of the Committee of the Ijondon Students'

Section states that the Council con.sidered all Students' papers

read in the years 1915-19 for the revival of the award ot

premiums, which was made at the end of last session as

follows:—A premium of £10 to Mr. R. L. Smith-Ro.^. B.Sc.,

and premiums of £5 each to Mes.srs. A. G. Everett, R. T.

Fleming, E. Gates, E. A. Guthrie and A. G. Ramsey. In
future the Council has decided to award three luemiums of

the value of £15 each. In the present .session these have been
awarded to Mes.srs. C. E. Webb. B.Sc., E. T. Norris and J.»

Scott-Taggart, M.C. The Briti.sh Electrical and Allied Manu-
facturers' Association has offered prizes of £l(l each for papers

by Students suitable for publication in tin' B.E.A.:M.A. Journal.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED,)

Compiled eipressly lor this journal by MissRs. Sefton-Jonbs, O'Dill /

Stiphins, Chartered Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, WC.

13,13C. " l£k-ct.rol\t;c iii:iniiIailuro ol mc-l.illic Mjl.nliid. s f..r u,,- .is iulc:,nis.

ing pigments." C. O. Grifi--ith. M<^y 3rd.

12,16:). " Electric ma,:hin«s for perforating designs in p.ipcr, leather,

fabrics, &e." H. H. Gilbert and J. H. Moblev. IVIay 3rd.

12.181. • .Means iot operatin;; diaphragm horns." J. Etcimi.. s. May 3rd.

12.182. " Electric switches." J. Etchells. .May 3r<l.

12,21.5. " .'\pparatus for self-regulation of d\nanii>s running at var>in,i;

speeds." .\. H. B..EZ.VRi>. May 3rd.

12,222 "Spark plugs." J. Iacono and S. E. r.\r.E. .May 3rd. (United

States, \ovemb.T 27th, 1918.)

12,225. " Devices for controlling electric di.scharges through gases ami

vapours and methods of operating said devices." Ukitisii TllOMSON-Housrnx
Co. (General i:i.,iri. I -...I. May 3rd.

12.223. "
1 iin. ..,ni,,.n,.l circuit-controllers." G. I,. H.\li.. May :)rd.

12.231. "
.\l .in- I. a .itranging ek-clrodes in v icuum luh.s." Et>IsoN Sw.iM

Electric Cu. .md .1. Si. ci t i-'lAnoART. May 3rd.

12.263. " liiectrodes for electric batteries, &c." A. I'oi ciiMX. M.iy 3rd.

12.264. " Negative electrode for electric accuniulnlors." .\. PncclLMX. May
3rd'.

12.273. " (Sittings or sockets for electrical conduits." J. J.^r.^.ER. May 4t'i.

02,273. " 1-lectric light fittings." W. S. T. Hards. May 4th.

12,2"<I. " I-:ieelrlc l.interns." Ef.4ndem Co. and A. H. Wl.liams. May 4tli.

i:,:v- ••
I i,,r for electric bells." C. LoVEKSlDC.li. May 4th.

.^u Ma
(.\ii!. I I Co.). M.ay 4th.

la.ai, II ,„,„ motor." 1). SL'CIIOST.WER. M.ay 4th.

12,307. " .\rr.ingeinent for production of sustained clectric.il vibrations for

wireless telephony and tejegr.iphv. &c." Soc. Indki-endante de Telegrapiiie

sans Kil. May 4th. (Fr.ince, November 5th, 1919.)

12,312. " Telephone systems." Western Electric Co. May 4th. (United

States, May 5th, 1919.)

12,332. " Electric switches, &r." H. E. DoNNlTHORKE. May 4th.

12,334. " ./^ir-cooled electric motors." M. J. Peltz. M. Stamm and H.

Tccker. May 4th.

12.338. "Remote-control circuit-breakers. S:c" 1 H.all. May 4th.

12.342. " High-voltage distributors for electrical ignition apparatus." .\kt.

Ges. Brown. Boveri ei Cie. May 4th. (Switzerland, May 14th, 1919.)

12.343. " .\rrangement of distributor brusll-holders in loagneto-ij^nition

.apparatus for internal-comhustion pngines." SciST|J,L«, May 4th, (Swlljer,

land. May 15th, 1919.)

12,943. " Thormoaiatlc uppai'ntm." W, MooN oncl J, Kii:i,i, (cxDcutore ot

C. E. Hoarsen). May 4th.

18,852. " Devices (or cooling clcfitric tnochlnei." P. EhRMSNWi May <lt*.

(frsncc, April 4th, WO.)

May 4th. (Italy, April

Liu.

12,372. "Electric crucible ovens." C. S

25th, 1919.) „ ,, „ ,

12,375, " Starting devices for internal-combustion -engines. K. lioscH .'^kt.

Ghs, May 4th. (Germany, February 13th, 1915.)
.. . „ .,

12,389. " Electric cooking apparatus." S. Percival (De Mattetis Broiler

System Co.). May 4th.

12,402. " Electric operated hammers." S. W. M. Kol.LOCK. May 4th.

12,407. "High-speed telegraphy." J. Swinbuune. May 5th.

12,435, " \acuum-cleaner electric cord take-up." B. J. Tamakin. May 5th.

12,439. " Electrically-driven winches." \V. H. Scorr. May 5th.

12,45(>. " Electro-chemical de-rusting and defining process." li

May 5th.

12,47a. " Reversing of alternating-current shunt motors.

Schuckertwerke. May 5th. (Germany, .April 8th, 1914.)

12,476. " Methods of transmitting wireless mes-sages.' Silmen

\KI. Ges. .Mav 5th. (Germany, April 24th, 1918.)

12.480. " Electric vehicles." R. slabv. May 5th.

12.481. " Electric furnaces." British Tho.mson-Hocston Co. and G. J,

J.) _(,<_> •-,!, .,\ -tniiUiin tiiviiLs for oleclric rheostats and controllcis,

|;k,Tis,; lii.-,..,s-lli,. s,,.v Cii. anil J. SUGDEN. May 5th.

IJi^s •|„ ,,a eli.tiK w.ives in wireless telegraphy, \c." H. J. 1>.

S: Hal

WusiEUN Electric Co. May 5th.

R. Boscil Akt.
(I ,7i -. \a-ust 17th', 1916.)'

!• ,1, -. I- device for internal-combustion engi

(„.s. .\l.,v .1,1,. (Germany, July 14th, 1915.)
. , ,

. ...
12,022,3. " Electrical contact-makers (or steering-wheels of motor-vehicles

J. L. Scott. May 5th

12,523. " Telephones T. M. iNMAN^'and TiiE Relav Automatic Telephone

Ma 5th.

lil lamps for motor cars, &c." E. Jones. May 6th.

12.531. " Electric switches." E. Cunningham. May 6th.

12 541 " IVoleclive apparatus for alternating-current systems." C. •-*.

GMtRAKl), A. E. McCoLL and A. H. RAiaNC. May 6th.

12,567. " Electro<ics for secondary or storage batteries. '
J. M. Allen.

May 6th.
, . ,

• •

12,584, " Means for insulating circuits and for supply of electricity to cir-

cuits." A. R, Angus, May 6th,
, ,. „

12,.'i8l).
" .Method of fixing electrodes to insulators of sparking plugs. \\ .

K. MvRsHAi.L, May 6th,

12,,'il12. " Electric tumbler switches." \V. Ma
6th,

ESTER and M, J, Railing,

gn telegraphs," H. K.ding mechanism for ele

HfliRls, Mav 0th,
, , . , . ,

12,599, " ,MtMhod of driving electric ce-ntr.fugal machines having mechancial

unloiders " \V HtNi iS S. Hepworth & Co and E. M, Mackintosh), May 6th,

12(il6 " Manulaeiure of electric wires and cables," H, Deb.vuge, May 6th,

(I--|.a'nce, December 23rd, 1919,) ^ ^
12,656, " EK-etric lr,mnvay safety guard for trolley," J, S: R, F, Ellis,

May 7th, „ ,, „ ,

12,662, "IN ai. pnMiion of iron alloys." S. O, Cowi'er-Coles, May 7th,

12.669, "l.l.iii. il Uises." F, Whipi', May 7th,

12.670, " Eleiiricai terminals," F, Wllipp, .May 7th.

12.678. " Improving cutting qualities of razor blades, &c., by electricity,"

T, I^, Gavnor, ' May 7th,
, , ^ o

12,682, " Means for amplifying sounds of receivers of telephonic. &c.. in-

struments," F, H, GoRi.EUER, iMay "th,
, , „ „ ^ r^

12 701 " Process of manufacture <>f perborates by electrolysis, n. G. c.

Fair'weather (Fredriksstad Elcktrokemiske Aktiesclskabel). May 7th.

1,7 ji'->
" Means for advancing and retarding spark in internal-combustion

engines " C A Vandervell & Co, and W, G, Ward, May 7th,

12,716, " X-ray plates," A, L, Land.w and L, A. LEVV,_May 7th_._

12717, " Systems of electric ship propuisi

Co. (General 'Electric Co.). May 7th.

12.718. " Electric heating de'
'

[Electric Co.), Mav 7th,

12,720. " iMeans' for drying ink and discharging electric

British Thomson-Hous

British Thomson-Houston Co, (Gen

H
elec allv-dr

I h M I

\ s 1.. VV., and W. J. Keast. May 8th.

ia'7ss saiikin -nUn-'." H . I! K tx s, ..M and F. J . S. THOMSON. May 8th.

12;798. " Portable electric lamps." J. H, Berrv and D. W. John, May 8th.

12,808, "High-frequency signalling systems."

o, (General Electric Co,i, May 8th.

Thomson-Ho

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses ape thoee under which the specification

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

101 e.
15.468, Wireless telephone svstems, British Thomson-Houston Co,

(General Electric Co,), Otober 30th, 191(i, (141,386.)

ISX"/.
6 932. Electric motor control systems. IVitlsh Thumson-Hcuislon Co.

(General Electric Co.). .May Wth. 1917. (141,387.)

1918.
•'0

-,,=i7 Rai w IV SIGNA. 1 ING SVSTEMS. McKenzic, Holland & Westinghouse

Powi'r Signal Co. and T, J. Hornblow.-r, Dcember 10;h, WIS, (141.402,)

20,7.57, "electricvl firing of explosive mines, J, L, \\ da Cruz, Decem-

ber 17th. 1918, (141,404,)

1819.
,390 Miners' safety t vmps, G, & J, Oldham, January 6th, 1910, (141,40!).)

1,115. Sparking plugs for intern.^l-combustion engines. W J..ly, Janu-

ary 5th, 1919. (141,435.) .

6,7(KI. Eleciric transformers, H, S. Binns and l-erranli. Ltd, March

IStli, 1019, (141,480,)

7,102. Arc LAMPS, S, E. Crick, March 21st. 1919. (141,483.)

13,290. Sparking plug. W. U. R. Gorcham. May 27th. 1919. (141,539.)

14!409. Mixed manual and machine-switching telephone exchange m'STEms

AND THE DESIGNATION OF SUBSCRIBERS LINES THEREIN. Western Electrlc Co. anfl

G. Deakin. June 6th, 1919. (141,550.)

15,335. ME.ANS FOR MOUNTING ELECTRODES EMPLOVED IN THE PREVENTION OF

CORROSION IN STEAM BOILERS. CONDENSERS. AND THE LIKE. A. S. GuSh. June

18th, 1919. (141,559.) ^ „ „ ,. , ,c j in ,
17''16 Electricil fire-»larm systems. E. C. R. Marks (Spardon Elec-

trical Products Co.), Julv 9th, 1919, (141.577,)

18.027. Apparatus for converting direct electric current into high-

FREQUENCY ALTERN.ATING CURRENT. A, W, Dale, JulV 18th 1919 (1",584 )

18,522, Wireless direction-finding apparatus, C, K, Chandtt*r. July -otn,

*^1M77! Electric switches, E. M, Hewlett, 0«tober 31st, 1918. (134^519)

83,345, Sendinq-kevs for biottric tei,bgraphs H, >^°^"'':
f ".,„„.-,

J'

Malson Febtuaiy 19th, 1919, (DlvWotl uppUcnUon on 139,^59,) (141,604,)

flD.lK). Moulds poh the mahupactuub oi- (.lass-insoutko bpab^nq pluo-,

for iNTERNAkCQMWsTioN ENOiNSa. V. E. acrbaud, Novmibn' g3nc|, HUil.
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FOREIGN CAPITAL IN GERMANY.

As it is asserted to be difficult to raise fresh capital in

Crermany, the (Termans seem to be inclined to welcome the

investment of foreign capital in their industrial under-

takinjjs, provided that their national character is maintained

and adequate safeguards are adopted to ensure the continu-

ance of a majority of the votes in Teutonii- hands— ae, for

instance, by endowing specified blocks of shares with mani-

fold voting powers or the creation of preference shares for

this purpose. In the case of the impending issue of shares

by the A.E.G., of Berlin, the amountof 2.i,000,000 marks haa

been taken over by an American group at a price which would

probably not exceed l,.500,0i»0 marks in normal times, and

further transactions are said to be in prospect. At the recent

extraordinary general meeting of the A.E.G., the names of the

American purchasers were not mentioned, but an American

copper and banking group (Guggenheim-Kuhn-Loeb group)

are stated to be the buyers. In this connection a French

contemporary, apparently anxious to ascertain whether the

General Electric Co. of the Ignited States was a party

to the operation, has received a cable from Xew York in

the negative. Naturally, in view of recent international

developments in the electrical industry, the French were

highly desirous of being satisfied on this point, the denial

in question having been given, it is said, by the General

Electric Co. itself.

Herr Karl F. von Siemens, addressing the shareholders at

the recent meeting of the Siemens & Halske Co., when it

was decided to increase the share capital from 63 to 126

millions of marks and to confer 30-fold voting rights on

the 0,.500 shares held by the Siemens family, is reported to

have stated that it was necessary to interest foreign

capitalists in German industry, and the electrical industry,

in particular, had still many duties to perform in connection

with the scarcity of coal. It was, however, only possible to

prevent foreign control by means of preference shares having

a dominating voting power. Coming to consider the

question of current business, the chairman remarked that

definite predictions could not be made ; prices and wages

changed day by day ; at the moment new wages demands

had been put forward which exceeded by far those made

previously. But an assured peace was desirable, as the

exchange was more favourable to the (Jernians, and would

probably steadily improve to the point of intersection of

the internal and external purchasing power of their

money if they correctly took cognisance of the present

period and supported the improving movement by increased

production, that is, by higher etiiciency. As a consequence,

everything should be avoided which would further depreciate

the internal purchasing power of money. When they had

reached the point of intersection, difficulties in exports

would take place, and already the inland prices of

electrical engineering products exceeded the world's

market/ prices. The si)eaker blamed the rise in the

prices of iron and steel as being the principal cause which

had led to this effect. The requirements for electrical

manufactures throughout the world would continue for a

long time forward, but the demand had fallen off owing to

the high prices resulting from reduced production in

general.

[673]
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Imp;rial

Telegraphs.

So much has already been said in tlie

columns of the public Press, including our

own, and so many resolutions have

been passed by representative trade and commercial bodies

the world over on the subject of providing an up-to-date

and efficient Imperial Telegraphic system, that it may seem

almost unnecessary to revert to the subject at this date.

The policy of our Government in the past has been to

appoint Imperial Departmental Committees and Snb-

Committees to make a study of the existing conditions and

reoommendations for their betterment. Their reports are

shelved and possibly forgotten as each new Government

Chief is promoted to another field of activities, and it is

left to men who have the interests of the Empire at heart,

the Press and others, to keep interest in the subject alive,

and to remind their successors in office of the nation's

desires.

For the maintenance of an Empire like ours, it will be

agreed that two things are necessary and of paramount

importance, viz. :—Steamship and telegraphic facilities.

Without these the guarding of our enormous interests and

the proper expansion of the productive capacity of our

world-wide colonial possessions is rendered practically

impossible. The lack of these facilities makes trade and other

relations between the ilother Country and her children

most difficult, and profitable transactions are diverted to

foreign countries and make onr peoples across the seas to a

large extent economically dependent on them. For

strategic reasons alone the call for world-wide and all-red

Imperial communications is so strong and well known that

the necessity for emphasising their urgency should not exist,

but so many important problems have to be faced by our

legislators at the present time that the policy of making
the Empire telegraphically self-contained may be permitted

to remain in abeyance, and for this reason we ag^in call

attention to it. The need for prompt action is imperative

in view of our late experiences, and for the purpose of

maintaining the Imperial spirit which so largely assisted us

to victory.

At one time the controlling cenJjTe of telegraphs was
undoubtedly London, but changes occurred as other

countries adopted a national policy, and laid their own
cables and erected their own high-power wireless stations,

freeing themselves to that extent from dependence on
British-owned lines, and steps in that direction are still

being taken. It is, therefore, essential that no weakening
of our existing network or failure to strengthen and expand
it be permitted. Nor should the control of our lines be

l)ermitted to pass into foreign hands. Unfortunately,

British Atlantic and West Indian cable companies have
been allowed to pass under the ownership and management
of American companies, and while the United States is a

friendly nation, yet with the expansion of her diplomatic

and trade interests, political complications may very well

arise whereby such ownership may injuriously affect our
interests. The lessons of the Spanish-American War, when
the telegraphic correspondence of all British West Indian
Islands, except Jamaica, was censored and delayed by the
American authorities, who controlled the Key West cable
route, should not be forgotten. All German cables were
cut on the declaration of the European war, and had it

not been for her high-power wireless stations. Germany
\vould have been completely isolated. The United States

has established a large number of these stations, and is

rapidly building more, and eventually communication by
wireless will be available to all European countries. South
America, &c. Other countries are also going ahead in this

direction. High-power wireless stations are as essential to

a country as ships and aeroplanes, and our legislators should
Jose no time in supplying the necessities of our Empire in

the way of cables and wireless stations. It will not need
much investigation or study to decide what shall be done,
but we hold the opinion very firmly that much has been left

undone in the past, and that leeway has to be made up, and
that rapidly.

The Reama
Dinner.

The leading feature of the proceedings

at the dinner of the B.E.A.M.A., last

week, was the optimism of Sir .Tohn Snell,

who made on that occasion, we believe, his first public

speech since his appointment as Chief Commissioner. As
u result of— or, as a later speaker implied, in spite of— the

attentions of no fewer than .seven Departmental Committees

since l!il(i. Sir .lohn said, the Electricity Supply Act had
been passed—" the great charter of electricity "—and the

electrical industries were on the brink of an era of

unimagined prosperity. We earnestly hope that his view
is correct ; every indication certainly points in that

direction, and, as has happened before, whether other

industries thrive or languish, the electrical industry is

' inherently certain to develop. The Utopia is placed by
Sir John at five to ten years hence ; in the mean-
time, the Commissioners are struggling with the accumu-
lated arrears of five years, and appeal for the patience

and forbearance of the industry. We are sure that they

have the sincere sympathy of all electrical men, and will do

their utmost to get the machine into full operation. Apart

from the routine duties of various other departments and
bodies which have fallen upon their shoulders, we venture

to urge them to settle the broad principles as quickly as

possible ; in particular, we would again draw their attention

to the case of the small isolated stations, and the urgent

need for these " to know where they stand," so that they

can at once get on with the extensions that are urgently

called for. The revision of the various codes of regulations

is also a matter of most pressing importance, particularly in

respect of the prehistoric and obsolete regulations for over-

head mains, on which a committee has been sitting for some
18 months, so that the ground must have been pretty well

covered by now. Sharing out the country into districts is

a matter of less urgency than the settlement of these

questions, and if completely satisfactory solutions to them
cannot be given at the moment, let us have the best approxi-

mation to them that can be given now.

The Station

Men.

At the dinner above-mentioned, Mr.

James Swinburne, who, unfortunately, is

too seldom seen and heard at electrical

gatherings nowadays, pleaded the cause of the salaried

men with an earnestness and sympathy which commanded

attention. In view of the commotion set up recently by an

advertisement in our pages, which placed a technical officer

on a pecuniary par with a fitter, and Mr. Swinburne's

remarks, the arrival of a batch of papers from the Elec-

trical Power Engineers' Association this week, embodying

particulars regarding the National .loint Board which is

dealing with the case of the station men, and the schedules

of wages agreed upon, is very timely. The Board will

play the part of a Whitley Council for the station technical

and clerical staffs, which are otherwise unprovided for in

this respect, having been omitted frotn that scheme by an

extraordinary oversight. As we jninted out recently, it is

incumbent upon all electricity supply authorities to accept

the decisions of the National and District Joint Boards

under this scheme ; they cannot expect their staffs to do so

if they themselves do not. Whilst writing, we have received

particulars of a dispute between Wimbledon Corporation and

the National Joint Board, in whirh the Corporation turned

down the recommendation of its own Electricity Committee

that an award by the Board of an increase of salary of f30

per annum, from January 1st, l'.)20, should be adopted.

As we have already pointed out, the workers are not

going to play at "heads I win, tails you lose," to please

the employers. Loyal compliance with the decisions of the

.loint Boards is essential to industrial harmony. The

electrical staff of the Corporation threaten to cease work oa

Monday next: the Executive Council of the E.P.B.A.

will support them, unless the decision of the Corporation is

reversed, and who will blame them ^ Certainly we shall

not. We hope, however, that wiser councils will prevail,

and that peaceful methods will be found to settle the dispute,

in which the Corporation of Wimbledon is in an utterly

untenable position.
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A STUDY IN LOAD FACTORS.
Based on an Experiment carried out by the (ilas^ow Corporation.

By COUNCILLOR DENNY, Member of Glasgow Town Council.

In August-September, 1 9is, (ilasgow Corporation Electricity

Department fitted up two tenement dwelling-houses with

electrical apparatu.s for all domestic purposes. Ammeters
were put in circuit in each case for record- keeping purposes.

The rate of charge waion the basis of 4.Jd. per B.O.T. unit

for 70 units, and jd. per unit for all further units con-

sumed. In the one case the coc'^umption for a year

amounted to 10,0.'ii' units, and tli'! amount of the electricity

bill for the year was £32. In the second case, the consump-
tion for the same period was 10,981 units, and the bill £3.5.

In the two houses in question no coal or tras was used for

any purpose during the period of the experiment. It is

estimated that had coal and gas been used for the purposes

covered by the electrical energy consumed, the cost would

have been £It;. The houses in question comprised two

rooms, kitchen and bathroom in each case. In one house the

equipment consisted of:— One3-KW. oven with hot-plate

on top ; one 2-pint kettle : one 1-kw. immersion heater

;

one smoothirif iron, 2-ampere : two 3-kw. radiators ; one

l-KW. radiator ; one 1%")-kw. Belling tire. In the other

house the apparatus consisted of :—Cooker ; two hot-plates ;

one oven with top grill ; one 2-pint little ; three radiators :

one smoothing iron.

Having established the fact by experiment that the use of

electricity is entirely practicable for all domestic purposes,

and knowing that electricity so used has many advantages

from the point of view of health and convenience, it is

1
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would more than double the present output, with an

addition of only 67 per cent, in plant capacity.

Fig. 3 is a combination of fig^. 1 and 2. It shows an

annual load factor of 55 per cent, as compared with the present

load factor of 27 per cent., or 63 per cent, as compared with

40 per cent, week day load factor referred to in fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the domestic curve multiplied by two, and

superimposed on fig. 1, by means of which we obtain a curve
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at the same time keep to the orderly arrangement of

panels originally installed. When an alteration or ex-

tension is required the board as a whole is unnecessarily
complicated, say, by adding generator panels at the

end of the existing board beyond the feeder panels, or

vice-versa.

Now, if all macliines, feeders, Ac, luid their cables

run to tlie nearest point on the wall behind the switch-
board, or preferably on a separate frame mounted just

clear of the wall, and were then cross-connected to their

"%-%
^

Fig.

particular control panel, a far more flexible arrange-

ment would be obtained. The wall or back frame would
be the permanent board, but the front frame would
carry panels which could be rearranged.

Referring to fig. 1 . .\ is the back frame where all

feeder or machine cables terminate, b is the switchboard
proper which can be added to or any section moved if

the cross connecting cables are lengthened or shortened
to suit. If these consisted of standard lengths and
sections of copper rod with clamping connectors, this

could easily be done.

On the type of board suggested Ijusbars would not

cross the panels, but would have a panel to themselves,

and need be only of suflBcient length to take all the

required connections. This need not necessarily entail

extra expense in copper if the connecting cables take

the shortest possible route.

.\uother point is that the switchboard cannot usually

be safely worked on when alive, chiefly owing' to over-

crowding. But it should be possible to do so, in order

to avoid shutting down for tliis purpose, and tlie avoid-

ance of crossing busbars would distinctly assist in this

direction, combined with the use of box spanners well

taped or insulated. These can be purchased verj'

cheaply nowadays.
The writ<3r suggests that all boards should be made

as simple at the back as on the front, and that rheostats,

&c., should not be mounted directly on the back unless

one can easily get at the cable lugs. Where they are

difficult of access a separate slate terminal block might
very well be used.

Frames should be of a uniform size. say. 7 ft. 6 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in., if the size of the largest apparatus will

allow, and should have adjustable horizontal members.
One wonders why the American system of tubular

frames is not more often adopted, being simple to build

up. extend, or dismantle.

Some lengths of piping and a stock of fittings take

up little space, and would be much appreciated by the

engineer called upon to put up a temporary board for

testing or other purpose, or a back and front frame
might be made up, and kept in stock, ready to be joined

up by two or more pieces of piping to make a box frame
which would stand anywhere. Apparatus or slates could

be hung on the tubing by simple hooks or clamps for

temporary use, as in fig. 2. This frame would be used

up in the main switchboard when it was required to

extend it.

When we really do get our cheap electricity, extensions

and alterations will be of more importance than they

are, perhaps, at the present time, but the time will

come, and users of power will be well advised to keep

in mind this possibility when installing plant, and
pvit in switchboards capable of some such flexibility as

outlined above.

HEAT TRANSMISSION AND BOILER EFFICIENCY.

By EDWARD INQHAM, A.M.I.Mech.E.

jVi.iHoruH the question of heat transmission througli

metal plates is one of great importance to all engineers,

and particularly to designers of steam boilers, econo-

misers, and feed water heaters, ifec, very few subjects

are so imperfectly understood. It is perhaps no exag-

geration to say that comparatively few engineers are

acquainted with the laws of heat transmission, and in

the light of the numerous experiments and researches

which have been made during recent years, this is a

matter of surprise. A thorough knowledge of the subject

is absolutely essential if improvement in existing designs

of steam boilers and similar vessels is to be effected.

In the early days of steam boilers, it was commonly
believed that the efficiency of the heat transmission
through a metal plate depended almost entirely on the

nature of the metal, and on the thickness of the plates.

Hence it was thought that, since copper was a better con-

ductor of heat than steel, this metal, although inferior

in tensile strength, was a more suitable material for

the construction of a boiler. As time went on, and
more experience of the working of steam boilers had
been obtained, it was found that soot and dirt, scale and
grease, offered a far greater resistance to the passage;

01 heat from the furnace gases to the water in the boiler

than did the plates themselves.

The prevailing idea at the present time appears to be
that the principal factor in preventing the free flow of

heat from the hot gases to the water is scale, and figures
are frequently given to show how seriously the efficiency

of the boiler falls off if scale be allowed to accunmlate

on the plates. Thus, it is stated by one authority that

the percentage loss of fuel due to layers of scale l/G-l in.,

1 IG in., ^ in., and ^ in. thick are respectively 2 per

cent., i) per cent., It! per cent., and 38 per cent. Too
much reliance should not be placed on such figures, since

so much depends upon the particular nature of the

scale. They will, however, serve to show that scale is

an important factor in reducing the efficiency of a

boiler. In the same way, soot, being a very bad con-

ductor of heat, has also a serious effect. The import-

ance, therefore, of maintaining the plates clean on both

the water side and the tire siile cannot be too strongly

urged.

Supposing, however, the plates to be perfectly clean,

the amount of heat which is actually transmitted through
them under working conditions is surprisingly small.

For example, the amount of heat which may be trans-

mitted through 1 sq. ft. of clean plate per hour is given

by the formula :
—

T

where q~the quantity of heat transmitted in Briitsh

thermal units per hour.

<_. = the temperature of the hot side of the plate.

^i = the temperature of the cooler side.

T = the thickness of the plate in inches.

/: = a constant, which for mild steel is 450.
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If we apply this forinulii to the furnace plates of,

say, a Lancashire boiler, where the temperature of the

hot gases is 1,400 deg. !•'., and the temperature of the

water 360, we find that the heat transmitted per sq. ft.

per hour through, say, ^-in. plates, should be:—

, = 450JM00^^) ^ 9,5 000 , ,jj ,,

Now ill actual practice, the amount of heat actually

tran.smitted will he only about 5,000 British thermal

units per sq. ft. of heating surface per hour. It will

be .seen, then, tiiat the heat actually transmitted through

a boiler plate is only a verj- small fraction of the heat

which would be transmitted through a clean plate of

the same material and thickness, with the same tem-

perature range. Evidently, in the case of a boiler, there

must be present on the plates certain agents which are

seriously impeding the free flow of heat from the hot

gases to the water. It would appear that these agents

comprise a stationary film of gas on the fire side, and
a similar film of water on the water side.

The experiments already referred to have served to

show that if these stationary films, particularly the gas

film, be removed, the heat transniission is enormously
increased, and such removal may be effected by compel-

ling the gases to move over the plates at high velocity.

The generally accepted opinion amongst engineers lias

liitiieito been that if a maximum of heat is to be ex-

tracted from the furuace gases, the latter shall not be

allowed to move too rapidly over the plates, and hence

Fig. 1.

designers have been inclined to arrange that the gases

shall remain in contact with the hot surfaces long

eimugh for them to give up as much as possible of their

heat to tlie water. For example, it is sometimes argued

that the l)rick-work flues of Lancashire boilers should

he made of large sectional area in order that the speed

of flow of the gases will be slow. There can, however, be

no longer any question that if a high rate of heat trans-

mission is to be obtained, the gases must How rapidly

over the hot plates.

More than forty yeais ago. Prof. Osborne Reynolds
showed that the rate of heat transmission increases as

the speed of flow of the gases increases, and a year or

two later, some experiments made in France proved that

by closing up one-half of the tubes in a locomotive

boiler, the heat transmission was again increased.

The late Prof. Nicolson, of Manchester, after carrying
out exhaustive experiments, concluded that the rate of

licat transmission depended principally upon the pro-

duct of the speed and the density of the gases, but that

the average value of the gas and metal wall tempera-
tures, the nature of the metal surface in contact with
the gas, and the hydraulic mean depth of the tubes

tlirough which the gases passed, were also factors which
influenced the rate of heat transmission. As the result

of his experiments, he designed a boiler of a modified

Cornish form, in which the gases were forced through

the tubes at high velocity by means of a powerful fan.

Tlie boiler was, in fact, a forced draught steam plant,

wliere the draught was an unusually high one. The rate

of evaporation in this boiler was extremely high, higher,

in fact, than had previously been obtained in any other

boiler, but the etticienc}' was seriously reduced because

a large amount of steam was idnsumed in driving the

fail.

From what has been said, it will be evident that the

problem to be solved b}' boiler designers who desire to

obtain a high efficiency is tiiat of procuring a high speed •

of gas flow with the expenditure of only a small amount
of power for whatever device is employed for forcing

the gases over the heating surfaces.

Many years ago. Prof. Perry, in his well-known book

on the " Steam Engine," stated that " the surfaces of

the metal wall must be scrubbed, the one with hot gases

and the other with circulating water," and further,
" the best boiler will be one in which a flame or a

hot gas tube surrounds or is surrounded by a water tube,

the gas and water flowing fast in opposite directions."

It will be seen that there is much scope for research

and experiment on the part of boiler designers.

It may be mentioned that the principle of high speed

flow has been employed to great advantage in the design

of certain feed water heaters. A well-known firm of

engineers, who specialise on suih apparatus, have de-

signed what they term a "high velocity heater," the

result of experiments in which water was passed over

the steam heated surfaces at a considerable velocity.

It was found that the quantity of heat transmitted was
veiy much greater when the flow was rapid than when
sluggish. It is claimed for this high velocity heater

that the feed water may be heated some 20 deg. F. higher

than is possible with lieaters of tlie ordinary type.

Those who wish for furtiier information on this im-

portant question of heat transmission will find the sub-

ject fully treated in a paper by Prof. Nicolson, entitled
" Boiler Economics and tlie Use of High Gas Speeds,"

published in tlie Traiisacfi'uiix of the Institution of En-
gineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, 1911. Although
we are unable to discuss this paper here in detail, we
have thought it advisable to re]iroduce a diagram (see

fig. 1), whicli Prof. Nicolson has given to show the

enormous effect of a stationary film of gas on a boiler

plate in impeding the passage of heat from the

furnace gases to tlie water in the boiler. It will be

noted that the original temperature of the gases is

taken to be a little over 2,000 deg. F., but the tempera-

ture at the point of entering the plate has fallen to

180 deg.. and at the other side of the plate, to 450 deg.

A further drop then occurs, due to the presence of scale,

the final temperature of the water being 340 deg. F.,

which corresponds to a steam pressure of approximately
100 lb. per s(|. in. •gauge. According to Prof. Dalby,

the fall in temperature due to tlie resistance of the

gas film, is alioiit 97 per cent. : that due to resistance

of the plate. 1 per cent. ; and the frfll due to the resist-

ance of the water film, 2 per cent. Evidently, so far as

heat transmission is concerned, the resistance offered

liy the boiler plates is so slight that it is of practically

no importance.

Another Oil-Elctlric Yacht.—The Westin^'iiouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co has liceii awarded the contract forsnpp'ying

the electrical propulsion equipment for the yacht /r>i>iiii-ere. which
is being built by George Lawley it Son Corp.. Neponset, Mass , for a

member of the New York Yacht Ciub. The (tii in if re is to be a
three-masted schooner, with oil-electric auxiliary power, and will

be 19^ ft. OTerall, l.iO ft, water-lire, and 32J in. beam. Her
draught is 15 ft., and her displacement 642 tons. Her power plant

is to consist of two six-cylinder, ;<.')0-H,F. Winton-Diesel oil engines

ot 225 R.P,M., each of which is directly connected to a 225-KW.,

125-volt, D.c. generator. Each engine drives also, thiough a chain,

a 15- KW. exciter, which supplies the tield current for its generator

and the propeller motor, and, in addition power for other purposes.

The propeller is connected through a clutch to a 550-H.P., 2oU volt

motor of 220 R.P M. Normally, the two generators connected in

series will supply current to the proptller motor, but the coutrol is

so arranged that either can b,' used alone to operate the propeller at

reduced speeds or in case of emergency,

—

Electrical Xews, Canada,
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readen are invited to submit particulari of new or Impr&red devices and apparatus, whieh will be published

if' (•lymidered of iufficietit interest.

A Liquid Mnlor Slurler.

Among tlie inoic ivci-iit ilrvriii|iiii<-iit>: of the Of.nekal
Electric Co., I.td., df . Qiieon N'ictoria Street, E.C. 4, is

the hquid starter sliown in li^'. J. This consists of a sheet
steel tank, three earthenware chambers, top and bott<jm
electrodes, operating gear, and accessories. The eartheinvare
chambers, in which the electrolyte is placed, are enclo.^ed in

the tank, thus preventing leakage should the earthenware
be cracked. The ca.st-iron electrodes htted to the lower
ends of the chambers are connected through porcelain in-

sulators to the cables from the lotor terminals. The insnlat-

ing bushes on the lower side nf the bottom contacts are
protected by a shield against any leakage which might <-au.^e

short circuits. The electrodes are supported on mild steel

Fig. 1.—CI. E.C. \,\qv\\< St.\rter.

rods, and connected together at the top with laminated copper
strips. These dipping contacts make an efficient contact

with the bottom electrode, and there is no residual resistance.

To obviate Ha.shing the starter is .so designed that the elec-

trodes are always iminersed. The operating mechanism is

provided with springs which are compressed as the hand-
wheel is screwed down. At its lowest position the hand-
wheel comes against a stop which prevents overwinding and
ensures that neither the pots nor insulating bushes are over-

strained. It is claimed for this starter that it is capable of

starting a motor against twice full-load torque in IJ minutes
three times e\ery half-lioiii'.

A Watertight Tumbler Switch.

The Delta Electrical Co., of Temple Courts, Temple Row,
Birmingham, has recently placed on the market a 5-aiiip.

tumbler switch which possesses the following features : It is

operated by an external dolly, as shown in fig. '2, and it is

Baking Carbon Electrodes tor Electric Furnaces.

i.tt Technique Mudcrnc states that French patent No.
4NS,778/I9la bas been granted to Uet Xor.ske Aktieselskab

for Elektrokemisk Industri Norsk Industri-Hypotckbank in

respect of improvements designed to overcome the low initial

conductivity which prevents the baking, by electricity, of

mixtures of carbonaceous matter and binders forming elec-

trodes for electrolysis or electric furnaces. The difficulty is

that the initial condiictivity of the formed electrode is so

low that it is only pos.sible to send through it a current of

about i amp., whereas some hundreds or even thousands
of amperes would be required to bake the material. The
invention provides for the mixture of coke, graphite, tar,

and piteh being fomied in a mould round one or more iron

or other metal rods extending the length of the mould. The
current used for baking passes at first through the metal

bars and gradually extends to the whole of the electrode

as the conductivity of the latter unproves. The specification

states that 20 electrodes in series may be connected to the

.'econdary of a variable voltage, 220 amp., lio volt trans-

lormer. Commencing at SOU amps., the current is increased

to 2.500 or 3.0C0 amps, during the final stages of baking.

The baking occupies 2-5 to 35 hours, and the electrodes are

allowed to cool in the furnace for 36 hours. The size of elec-

tiode is not stated.

Electrodes of this type for lofty metallurgical furnaces

may be baked in s'tu if arrangements be made for continuous

mixing and baking. Waste heat from the furnace then
contributes to the baking. Fresh sections of electrode are

Fin. ArK.WGEMENT for B.iKING C.ARBO.N EI.F.CTR0DE3.

moulded and baked to keep pace with the consumption in

the furnace. By employing the arrangement shown dia-

grammatically in fig. 3 the current required tor baking and

the cross section of the metaUic reinforcement iu the elec-

trode may be reduced to a minimum. The furnace a, charge

B, lower electrode c, and main transformer d are arranged

as usual. The equipment for continuous moulding of the

upper electrode is omitted for simplicity. The lower part of

E is baked completely, and carries IS.OiK) amperes. The
upper portion f is newly moulded, and is heated by 2,0tKJ

amps, derived from the auxiliary transformer o. The rein-

forcing bars I., and the connections M have only to carry

2,000 amps.

Templet for Cutting Commutator Mica Segments.

Comuuitator micas aie usually cut by first laying one of the

.segments on a sheet of mica- and marking out the desired

form, after which the segment is cut out with a pair of

shears. This method, even at the very best, does not pro-

duce segments that are of miiform shajx^ If a rigid con-

struction of the commutator is to be obtained, not only must

Fig. 2.—Watfrtight Ti mbi.er SwiTrn. Fio. 4.—Templet f(ir Mkh Segments.

wired without the removal of the interior. .All external metal
parts are in eleetrical continuity, so that it is impossible to

.sustain a shock when the switch box is earthed. It is ren-

dered watertight by a packing washer between the liil and
box. This washer is niade of speciallv-treated asbestos, and
is claimed to be acid, steam, and moisture proof.

the insidating segments be of the proper thickness, but the

V's in them must be uniform in shape and size, as also the

part of the segment on the in.sidc of the commutator.
To obtain uniformity a templet, similar to that shown in

the figure, may be used as a guide in cutting the segments.

It is made of a piece of 1/lG in. iron bent in the shape
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iuclicated. After tbis has been done the two sides of the
t<?mp]ct are gripped in a vice and the V's cut the exact shape
of those in the commutator for which the insulator is being
cut. A notch is cut at a to indicate the maximum width
of the mica, and another at u to give the minimmn width.
The mica is cut to the approximate width of the segments,
and then the templet is filled tight with these strips. While
being held in a vice^the insulating segments are cut to the
required shape with a hacksaw. A notch is cut in the mica
at A and b to give the maximum and minimum width, so
that after the segments are removed from the templet the
excess mateiial can be cut ott' with a pair of shears. The
outside dimensions of the .segments need only be approximate,
BJnce the excess material can be removed when the com
mutator is turned down.

—

Poiter.

THE COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OF
ELECTRICAL OSMOSIS.

In a paper bearing the above title, read- before the
EoY.\L Society of Arts on May 19th, Messre. J. S. Highfield,
M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E., W. R. Ormandy, D.Sc., and D.
Worthall-Laurie, F.I.C., put forward the results of practical
work in this direction. The first part of the pajjer dealt with
the definition of terms and the history of the study of matter
in a colloidal state. After a brief general survey of the
subject the pajjer was devoted to the application of the
principles involved to the purification or practically the re-
construction of clay. The late Count Schwerin demonstrated
that the addition of small quantities of an alkali to a suspen-
sion of clay in water resulted in the particles becoming highly
mobile, and in the impurities such as pyrites, mica, &c.,
falling to the bottom of the vessel. The addition of an acid
caused coagulation of the particles. Mr. Highfield proved to
the audience by exix'riiiient that this was so. It was found
that bodies in suspension in an electrolytic solution which
tended to move to the cathode required an acid electrolyte
to bring about the necessary dispersion or peptisation, whereas
bodies with a tendency toward the anode required a solution
of an alkaline character. By means of a simple device, a
copper anode in an alkaline solution in which clay was sus-
pended, the principle was demonstrated, and the audience
was shown how in a remarkably short space of time the
anode became covered with a thick layer of purified clay.
Photomicrographs taken by means of iwlarised light showing
the osmosed material and the deposits of felspar, quaitz,
mica, &c., were exhibited.
The commercial development of the principle of osmosis

was described. The machine used consists of a tank, containing
in its lower part two paddles which keep the suspension
in continual movement, and drive it in a steady stream
between the cathode and anode. The latter is a metal
cylinder revolving at a speed of about o)ie revolution in three
minutes. The cathode surrounds the lower half of this
cylinder, and there is a space of three-quarters of an inch
between the two. A scraper is fixed against the direction of
rotation of the anode and takes off the deposit to a chute
over which the clay moves in a continuous " blanket."
Fresh clay suspension is introduced into the lower part of
the trough in a continuous stream, and the effluent water is
returned to be mixed with more clay. Tlie action of the
machine is as follows : The clay in suspension, passing
through the perforated cathode, becomes negatively charged,
and immediately moves to the anode, while the water is
attracted to the cathode forming a wateiy zone. Fiesh clay
entering the machine pas.ses tljrough this zone, and all the
impurities are washed away with the effluent from the
machine. .\s the effluent invariably contains some clay iu
addition it is taken to a settling tank, where the mica and
other impurities settle out, and the rest of the effluent is

then put into a mixing machine from which the osmosis
machine is fed. The clay leaves the machine in the form
of a sheet varying from one-quarter to one-half of an inch
in thickness containing a little water which, owing to the
loose form of the material, is easily expelled. By means of
such a machine with a cylinder five feet long and two feet
in diameter a total of 1,000 tons of purified clay may be
produced per annum. The working cost varies widely witli the
class of clay treated, the aujouut of energy requiied rangina
from 20 to 70 B.O.T. units per ton of material produc^ed. A
small-scale working model was put into motion, and operated
very effectively. Another application of electro-osmosis was
then described. This is a filt*M- press which has been developed
for the de-watering and purifying of many substances in a
finely divided state. In its simplest form the press consists
of a series of chambers into which the susivnsion is fed at
a sufficient head to ensure a rapid filling. The chambers are
closed in on both sides by filter cloths, but the latter are
held in position by grooved or perforated ujetal or carbon
plates, one forming an anode and one a cathode. An elec-
trical pressure of from '20 to 100 volts, depending on the
substance being operated upon, is established between the
plates, and the water is forced towards the cathode. Mate-
rials fine enough to choke the ordinary filter press can by
this means be de-watered, and the press can, therefore, be

used for filtering clays and other colloidal materials which
the ordinary press cannot deal with.

In the discussion which ensued upon the conclusion of the

reading of the paper. Sir Herbert J.\ckso.n paid a glowing
tribute to the results obtained by electeo-osmosis in the pro-

iluction of purified clay. Owing to the high temperatures
to which vessels made of this clay could be subjected, com-
bined with a low sintering temperature, the manufactme of

high-grade optical glass had been facilitated to a great extent.

Mr. \\ .4LTER H.4XC0CK also sjKjke of the great advantages to

be obtained from clay produced by this process 'in the pro-

duction of optical glass, and said that after using the "ore"
for so many centuries they had at last got down to the
" metal."
Mr. MiRR.AV Morrison predicted a large field of application

of electro-osmosis in the near future.

Mr. Patchell referred to the fact that prior to 1910 the
process was in use in Germany, but had been " turned down "

by this country chiefly on the part of Cornish manufacturers,
whose methods were hard to change, especially as sales were
already abreast of suppUes.
Mr. Goodwin asked if the principles could not lie applied

to peat production and the decomposition of sewage.
Dr. Ormaxdv, in his reply, said that crucibles made of clay

produced by electro-osmosis had been found to withstand a
temperature of 1,500 deg. C. for fifteen journeys, whereas
the ordinary crucibles, besides introducing iron and other
colouring matter, would not withstand three charges. Peat
could easily be dealt with by the process, but the treatment
of sewage was a much more difficult and complicated matter.
There were at present several ^^orks in Austria producing clay

in very large quantities by electro-osmosis, and even Spain
had become alive to its possibilities.

THE SYNTHETIC MANUFACTURE OF
NITRATES.'

In the fixation of atmosijheric nitrogen by the electiic arc, the
leactiou depends mainly upon contact of the air with the arc,

and tlie best device is clearly that which brings most air imder
the action of the arc. in smgle-phase furnaces a considerable
peicentage of air escapes this action; thus iu the Birkeland-
liyde furnace, the arc alternately fills the higher and lower
halves, but never both sunultaueously. Then as the aii- pene-
trates into the chamber of reaction through all the orifices it

results that only half this au- is on the side where the arc
has been emitted at the same instant, whence there is a loss

of air, especially for the orifices near the ciicumfereuce. Ana-
logous inconveniences have occurred with the Schbnherr and
Pauling furnaces.

In three-phase furnaces the three electro<les, separated by
refractory bricks, are placed so as to entirely surround a
pyramidal space with srx sides, which air, entering at the
base, gradually fills before passing out through the single
oijening at the top. The three-phase currents which feed the
electrodes produce an arc rotating \\ith the frequency of the
source, viz., at the rate of 50 revolutions per second, and as
the ail- requires more than 1/50 second to pass through the
reaction chamber, each particle is brought into contact with
the dame.
For good working of the furnaces it is essential to blow the

arc. This can be done either with a permanent magnetic field

(Birkeland-Eyde) or a variable magnetic field (Moscicki), or
by the aid of the air pa.ssing through the furnace (Schonherr,
Pauling,Kilburn-Scott). The inconvenience of magnetic blow-
ing is that it necessitates direct current to feed the electro-
inagnets. The substance of the electrodes exerts considerable
influence on the production. The Birkeland-Eyde electrodes,
for example, are copper alloy, which experience has demon-
strated to be very advantageous. In some Pauling furnaces,
at l.egnano. Dr. Bossi utilises electrodes made of an aluminium
alloy, which, it appears, exerts a catalytic action favourable
to the reaction. Single-phase furnaces are set working by
bringing the electrodes together until the voltage apphed is

sufficient to produce the arc. With the high voltages usually
employed, there is danger of inten.se rushes of current anil
excessive voltage. In three-phase furnaces there is no regula-
tion, the arcs are excited with auxiliaiy sijarks; this enables
the electrodes to be kept at the optimum distance.
In all electric furnaces it is of very great importance to

make working continuous, because extinguishing and igniting
the arcs may cause excessive voltages and other harmful
phenomena. The three-phase furnace ha.s a marked advantage
in this respect, because the phases aie always traversed by
currents, and the arcs are mutually maintained. The power-
is always practically at a maximum, whereas in a single-phase
furnace it passes from zero to the maximum value, twice per
period.

Preliminary heating of the air gives economy in heat, raises
the temi^erature of the furnace, and also dries the air.' This,
according to Prof. Guye. gives a shght increase in production!
It facilitates ionisation also, and consequently the working of
the arc. A temperature of 'iSO deg. C. gives good results. It

* From L'Engrais, January 9th, 1930.
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ia profitable to obtain this heating with gaa from the reaction

chambers.
A high-efficiency heater can feed several furnaces.

The chemical reaction being reversible, it is important

to cool the nitric oxide produced rapidly. In single-pha.se

furnaces this cooling is obtained with excess of air blown into

the reaction chamber.
Mr. Kilburn-Scott prefers to make the upper part of the

furnace in the form of a boiler upon which the blown electric

arc acts much the same as an ordinary flame. The centre

of the flame is the neutral point, and the boiler being earthed

there is no disturbance in the electric connections. The metal
of the boiler is not attacked by nitric oxide (NO). It might
be so by nitrogen peroxide (No^) at a tmeperature below 600

deg. C. The attack, however, is alow, and necessitates the
presence of humidity.
The generally accepted production for single-phase furnaces

ia 50 to 60 grammes of nitric acid, pure, per kilowatt-hour,

corresponding to one metric ton of acid per kilowatt-year.

With three-phase furnaces, Kitburn-Scott obtained a 50 per

cent, greater efficiency. By placing a boiler above the furnace
the same author states that about 10 per cent, of the total

energy can be recovered.

The voltage is about 1,500 volts. With properly working
furnaces one can obtain a power factor of 0.5. The most
commonly utilised system of absorption is constituted by a
series of high towers, built of bricks, acid proof, and filled

with quart?, pebbles or other materiala which resist acids.

The first condition to obtain good absorption is a very slow
circulation of the gases. The surface of contact must also be
as great as possible. Moscicki runs the liquid down, inter-

mittently, so that the substances in contact will be alternately

wet and dry. This, it appears, greatly improves absorption
(97 per cent.), and gives nitric acid with a concentration of

40 to 50 per cent.

DUPLEX WIRELESS TELEPHONY AND
SELECTIVE RECEPTION.

The first part of a paper which was read by Mr. E. P. W.
Alexanderson before the Institute of Radio Engineers, N.Y.,

deals with duplex wireless telephony, and the second part with
a, highly selective " barrage " receiver. In the duplex method
described, the .speaker can hear the called party without mnni-
pulating a switch to transfer from sending to receiving. For
this to be possible it is necessary to neutralise the intensity

of the transmitted signal, and the first method that yielded

Potential differeocc
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Duplex Wireless Telephont with Capacitativi
Neutralisation.

practical results was the use of separate sending and receiving
antennae, located sufficiently far apart that the selectivity of
ordinary receiving instruments could differentiate between
the wave lengths of the receiving and sending stations. Tho
eubscriber and sending stations are connected like two ordinary
Bubscribera on a central exchange, with the only difference
that a trauaforiuer with its primary winding connected acroa«
the hue from the receiving station is. by its secondary, per-
manently introduced in series with the line to th« sendinB
station. A teVphone current originating in the r«>r^iving

station i« thu» tran«form«d into a current flowing in the clo«cd

circuit between the subacriber'g instrument and the instrument
in the sending station. A telephone current originating in
the subscriber's instrmiient will follow exactly the eame
path. Both these currents will, therefore, be transmitted by
the sending station, and both sides of the conversation may.
in fact, be heard by a third party tuning his apparatus to the
two wave lengths. This system is suitable for inter-connec-
tion with wire telephone exchanges.
The most practical method consists in mounting the sending

and receiving antennae on the same masts, and preventing
mutu.il interference between them by inductive or capacitativo
neutralisation. In the former method, an inductive coupling
is provided between the two aerials by a transformer con-
nected in such a manner that it creates in the receiving
antenna a potential opposite in phase to the potential directly

induced by the sending antenna. The .second (capacitative
neutralisation) method is explained by the figure.

The bridge receiving set connections are an.ilogous to a

Wheatstone bridge. By adjusting the condensers in the bridge
arms extremely perfect neutralisation is possible of the effect

of one antenna on the other. Local strays may be effectively

neutralised by intercepting them on a wire loop in the
neighbourhood of the receiving set and impressing t'-ie poten-
tial so generated on a little coil mounted with an adjustable
coupling close to the secondary loading coil of the receiving
set.

The " barrage receiver " is a highly directional combina-
tion of aperiodic antennas with unilateral directional charac-
teristics. When two antennae are u.?ed, the phase difference

of the received currents depends on the direction of the in-

coming signals. By phase-shifting devices and differential

coupling to a common receiver the signals from any given
direction can be balanced out. Each antenna is connected lO

earth through an intensity coupler, the secondary of which
is connected to the primary of a phase adjuster, built in the
form of an induction regulator. The primary current is

connected in split phase so as to produce a rotating field that

cuts the secondary windings. The neutralisation of the signals

from any particular direction is effected by adjustment of the

intensity couplers and phase adjusters.

.\n experimental set was erected three miles from the New-
Brunswick station, the wave length of which is 13,600

metres. Nevertheless, signals from Carnarvon, Wales, with
H.'JdO metres wave length, were received, the signals from
the New Brunswick station being entirely eliminated, not-

withstanding their intensity and small difference in _wav«
length. Bv using a double set of phase adjusters, signals

from two .ttntions in different directions may be neutralised

•imultaneouelv.

—

Technical Revieu'.

SOME DEFECTS IN ELECTRODEPOSITED
IRON.

By W. B. HUGHES, B.A.

(Abstract of paper read before the Iron and Steei; Institotb.)

The electrodeposition of iron has latelv been employed to al

considerable extent for the purpose of " building np " worn
and under-gauge parts—both of aeroplanes and guns. This

work has not been done under proper scientific control; and
the observations made during this research show that results

obtaineti in the workshop, though apparently satisfactory,

are very far from being so in fact.

Micro,=copic and macroscopic examination shows that electro-

deposited iron is subject to the following defects :

—

1. Pin-holea.

2. Lumps (or roughness).

3. Inclusions (of foreign matter).

4. Cracks and quasi-cracks.

5. Differences of structure—at different parts of the same
specimen.

Pin-hole,'? (or " pits ") are due to cats which is liberated by
the current during electrolysis, and which adheres in the form
of bubbles to the article-? on which the deposit is being formed.

The gag bubble acts as a screen or insulator. The deposili

grows up round it, and thus a hole of circular cross-section is

formed in the deposited iron. The hubWes are usuallv said

to consist of hydrogen, and probably in the majoritvof cases

that is so. It is necessary so to choose the conditions of

deposition that hydrogen evolution is reduced to a minimum,
and then to direct one's efforts to removincf by mechanical

means (agitation of the solution or movement of the article.'?

being deposited upon) the gaa formed and adhering to the

work.
Tiumps very often are paused by the plating solution contain-

ing tinv particles in susnension. Sometimes the lumps ar«

rounded and smooth. This result is due to snsnended par-

ticles having been initially present, and, after settline. Having

left the scilution clear. A lumpy deposit of this kind will

often be formed after a platincf bath has been for some reason

stirred up (e.n.. when new salts have Keen added), and suflfi-

ciVnt time has not been allowed in which the sediment, that

is always present at the bott<^m of plating baths, could settle

down.
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At other times a deposit will be rough to the touch. la
this case, though the that settled particles have become
covered, other layers are being continually formed. This
kind of thing will result from the use of anodes that do not
wear well, or, la the case of ii-on, from using anodes con-
taining a high percentage of carbon. The eft'ect on the struc-

ture is that it is of a more or less porous type, instead of

being compact and dense.
Of the substances oecuiriug as inclusions in electrolytic

iron, the following are probably most often recurrent :
—

(o) Oxide or hydroxide of iron, produced by oxidation of
the solution.

(b) Hydrogen, produced at the cathode by electrolysis; and
(c) Carbon or carbide, that comes from the anodes used,

or is derived from a c<instituent of the electrolyte.
Oxidation takes place quickly and extensively, even when

the solution contains acid. The resulting oxide (or hydi'oxide)
becomes disseminated throughout the solution by reason of
its disturbance in the practical operations, and is caught up
by the deposit. This defect is diminished— (1) If the bath
continually contains sufficient acid to prevent the formation
of any large amount of oxide (or hydroxide)

; (2) if the solu-
tion be allowed to " settle out," and bo then siphoned, at
frequent intervals; (3) if care be taken to disturb the solution
as little as po.ssible dm-ing the operations of putting in and
removing the articles to be deposited upon.
Many writers

_
have made statements to the effect that

eJectrodeposited iron owes its brittleness (when it is brittle)
to the fact that hydrogen is in Rome way or other included
in the deposit. Such statements are quite inaccurate.

It remains unpi-oven that the can.se of brittleness (where it

occurs) in electrolytic iron is the presence, in some form or
other, of included hydrogen.
Carbon is found in electrolytic iron, but there is nothing to

show that it causes any structural effect.
Electrolytic iron is commonly thought to be very pure.

It may be. and it may not. The impurities, other than hydro-
gen,

_ probably come, for the most part, from the anodes used.
AU impurities must be considered as causing the iron to be
defective, and, from this point of view, the deix)sits obtained
from .solutions containing organic substances must be looked
upon with suspicion. Cracks frequently exist, and thev form
a very serious defect in electrolytic iron.
The manifold differences of crystalline stiucture that are

to be foHnd_ in electrodeposited iron must be accounted as
a defect in it. Sometimes complete differences of structure
will be found to occur in the same cross-section of one and
the same sample.
These defects arise from causes which can be largely

elimmated by efficient control and conduct of the deposition
process.

It is beUeved that electrodeposited iron could be used with
advantage to a much greater extent than it is at the present
time, and that a great saving of material and expen.se would
be effected by such extended employment of it. But the
author is sure from long experience that if the electrndeposi-
tion process is to be used with success this will have to be
done hy methods and under workshop and other conditions
that are much less lackadaisical and much more scientific than
is at present the case.

METHODS OF REDUCING FLUCTUATION
IN RECTIFIED CURRENTS.

Pio. 1 iUustratefl the circuit arrangements of the well-known
Nodon system of aluminium rectifiers. Each cell consists of
aluminium^ and lead or carbon plates immersed in a salt solu-
tion. T is the transformer through which the current is
fed to the circuit, and l is the load. It is found that although
this arrangement completely rectifies the current (at no time
does it reach a zero value), the fluctuation is very large.

H|i|l[ih^i|i|i|tJ

^^-r^

Fios. 1 AND 2.—CiRcnrr Arr.\noements for Aldminidm
Rectifier and Loads.

Two methods may be employed to " smooth out " the
current

:
(a) the introduction of inductance in series with the

load, and (b) the placing of a condenser in parallel with the
load. The effect of the first method is shown in fig. .S, where
the upj-ier and lower curves represent the i-nrient and voltage
respectively. In fig. 4 the curve which just touches the zero
line represents the voltage when the load is a non-inductiv^
resistance. The curve that falls slightly below the line re-
presents the voltage with the same total resistance, and th«

addition of an inductance of 33 miUihenries. The upper curve
shows the current with the inductance in the circuit.

Fig. 5 is an oscillogram showing a current in the load of
2.5 amps, rectified with the four-cell combination shown ia
fig. 1. An inductance of 33 millihenries is placde in series
with the load, and a 25 mf. condenser in parallel with it.

The fluctuation has a maximum value of 1 per cent, of the
mean current.
A high voltage can be obtained by employing the induct-

ance without the condenser, but the current is small. This
is illustrated in fig. 6. The curve showing the larger variations
is the voltage without a condenser. The effect of connecting
a condenser of 2.8 mf. capacity across the load is shown by
the other curve.
The arrangement shown in fig. 2 makes it possible to obtain

a direct e.m.f. more than twice as large as the effective value

?Iy3
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wagea had risen by some 130 per cent. Figures supplied by
the borough electrical engineer, Mr. T. Dawson Clothier,

showed that for the year ending March 31st, 1915, the costs

with respect to : (1) Capital and standing costs per kilowatt

of maximum demand tor aU consumers were il 123. per kilo-

watt per quarter; and (2) the average running cost per unit

of electricity sold to all consumers was (i.435d. per unit. The
charge then made to the defendants of £1 per kw. and
0.375d. per unit were fair and reasonable, and in the year

in question the undertaking showed a surplus of ±'3,014 over
expenses, but for the yeaj* ending March 31st, 1919, very
diti'erent results appeared, for the figures were: (1) Capital

and standing costs, &c., ±'2 14s. 3d. per kUowatt per quarter;

(2) average ranning cost per unit 0.84d., and a deficit of

iS7,670 resulted, although the charges for electricity were
increased to every other consumer. Since March 31st, 1919,

costs had risen still further, and the figures were : (1) Capital

and standing costs, &c., i'2 19s. 6d. per kilowatt per quarter;

(2) average running cost per unit l.(>6d. In the case of other
consumers the charge for energy had been increased by 3sd.

per unit for lighting and from O.Sod. to l.Td. per unit for

power. Mr. MiUer, K.C., submitted that this was just the
type of case that the Act intended to relieve. Ha relied on
the words in the clause to the effect " alteration of trade

conditions occasioned by the war . . . which involved serious

hardship in carrying out the contract.
'

Mr. Clothier gave evidence, and was cross-examined by
Mr. Wright for the defendants. He said it was true that

the defendants had a reduced charge because they took the
supply at a time when there would not be a general demand.
ITiey had a summer day load and used it in daylight. The Cor-
poration had another pre-war contract with Harland & Wolf.
Later contracts had a coal clause and a percentage clause.

There was another cold storage company called the Union Co.
now taking supplies. The coal 'clause meant an increase of

over 100 per cent, on the basis price per unit. The bulk of

the increased cost was for coal. Witness said that the defen-
dants did offer to pay three-quarters of the coal clause in-

crease dating back to 1918, which would involve an extra
payment of £1,200.

Mr. Wright : If your contract is annulled you would not
get that retrospective relief, you would have to start from
now and make a new contract?—I suppose so, and they would
be treated as new consumers.

I understand that in your arrangement with the other
company (the Union Cold Storage Co.) you eliminated coal
altogether for the pm-poses of determining if there has been
an increase of cost of production, and then you charge a
percentage to be settled by arbitration.—Yes.
His Lordship : .A.nd the percentage in that way might turn

out to be very small on the total price?—Yes, it might turn
out to be nothing at all.

Mr. Justice Bailhache : This agreement with the defen-
dants really has only two years to run.
Mr. Miller : Yes, and the parties have been at loggerheads

since 1917.

His Lordship said it would api)ear that if the Corporation
allowed the defendants to go on the terms of their offer of
three-quarters of the coal clause increase they would be on
slightly better terms than were the Union C<iid Storage Co.
Mr Wright : Yes, thev would start with 0.3d. instead of

0..375d.

Mr. Clothier explained that there were several differences
in the basis on which the Union Cold Storage and the de-
fendants were supplied—which were favourable to the defen-
dants as compared with the other firm.

.\t the close of the evidence Mr. R. .\. Wright said there
were two alternatives—one was agreement between the parties
and the other was whether the circumstances were such as
would justify the Court in annulling the contract. Mr.
Wright said the iwsition of his clients was that they had
got a contract—they had offered to have the agreement re-
vised to the extent of three-quarters of the coal clause increase
with retrospective effect. The defendants' offer was retro-
spective. He submitted that the position could not be dealt
with as if there was no contract at all. The Court must
consider the fact that the contract existed. The Corporation's
offer was after .Tune. 1918. the whole of the coal increa.se and
up to then three-quarters of it.

Mr. Miller. K.C. said the Corporation made a fair offer in
December. 1917, that had been modified since. The defen-
dants had brought the Corpointion to Court to have the
matter discussed, and he submitted the plaintiffs should have
the costs in any event. It was agreed that the case should
be adjourned until the following day for the parties in the
meantime to discuss the matter with a view to an agreement,
and Mr. -Tustice Bailhache intimated that subject to Mr.
Wright's argument he thought that failing an agreement the
contract should be annulled.
^Tien the ca.se was further mentioned. Mr. R. A. Wright.

K.C. for the defendant company, announced that his clients
had agreed to accept the offer of the Cortxiration. so th.it
the contract by consent would be amended, incre.ising the
contract price by three-quarters of the coal clause charges as
from January 1st. 1918, to June 30th. 1919. and-as to the
whole of the coal clause charges from -July Ist. 1919, to the
<>nd of the contract. As thi.«i was an application by the
plaintiffs for relief, he submitted there should not b« any
costs on either nde.

Mr. Justice Bailhache : I do not agree. I think the de-

fendants were unreasonable in the matter. They forced the

plaintiii's to come here, and defendants must pay the costs.

The contract was accordingly amended on the terms in-

dicated, and the plaintiffs were given the costs of the pro-

ceedings.

Improvements in Electrodes for Secondary Batteries.

In the King's Bench Division, on Wednesday, May 19th,

Mr. Justice Greer had before him an action relating to the

commercial exploitation of a patent covering improvements
in electrodes for secondary batteries (No. 120,671 of 1914-

1915). The plaintiff was Mr. Herman Edward Gluck, of

Priory Road, West Hampstead, and the action was brought
against Mr. S. Willncr, of Turle Road. ToUington Park, and
Mr. .\lfred ConneU. Philpot Lane, London, plaintiff claiming
damages for alleged breach of contract.

Plaintiff's case was that in February, 1916, Willner re-

quested him to assist defendants with the necessary finance

for commercially exploiting the patent. It was alleged that

Willner stated to plaintiff that he was the owner of the
patent, that he had sold the German and American rights,

that he wanted to exploit the English, Colonial, and other
foreign rights, and that the patent was held in trust for him
by Connell, to whom he would have to allow a small interest

for services rendered. In May. 1916. it was verbally agreed
that plaintiff should provide the necessary finance for com-
mercially exploiting the patent, and should take offices and
register or obtain control of a company with limited liability,

and that in consideration plaintiff .should have in addition to

payment of the money advanced and expenses incurred by
him under the agreement, one-third share of the EngHish and
Colonial rights or one-third of the profits to be made from
the sale of the patent. It was further agreed that Willner
should act as secretary of the proposed company. Certain
personal loans were made by plaintiff to Willner. who under-
took not to dispose of his rights in the patent unless with
the plaintiff's consent. Plaintiff said he advanced money
and incurred expenses, and took offices at Wormwood Street,

E.O. In May, 1917, Connell assigned the letters patent to

a gentleman, who afterwards as,signed them to the .Apex

Electric Accumulator Symdicate, Ltd.. and plaintiff said he
wag entitled to one-third of the profit made by defendant"!

from the sale.

The defendant Willner denied that he was interested in

the letters patent as owner or partner or joint owner with his

co-defendant Connell. or that he ever acted or had any
authority to act as principal or agent as aliened. It was
alleged by the defence that in January. 1916. Willner intro-

duced plaintiff to the defendant Connell as a person who
was able and willing to provide the capital required for

exploiting the letters patent commercially, but plaintiff failed

to find the required capital, and in .\usnist. 1916. Willner
informed him that Connell would dispo.«e of the letters patent.
The defendant Willner denied that the agreement alleged by
plaintiff was ever made.
The defendant Connell also pleaded that there never was

any agreement at all between him and the plaintiff. The
letters patent were granted to him and were eventually as-

signed to the .\pex Electric Accumulator Svndicate. Ltd.
.\fter hearing the evidence and counsel's address. Mr.

.Justice Greer said Mr. Willner's own evidence satisfied him
that he knew Mr. Glnck was undertaking liabilities and meet-
ing expenses in consideration of a promise made to him. He
could not find that Mr. Connell was liable. The breach of
contract was due to what Mr. Willner did. He had decided
to pive Mr. Gluck against Mr. Willner flOO bevnnd the f91
which the plaintiff had expended, and to which he was
entitled, and there would be judgment against the defendant
Willner for £194, and judgment for the defendant ConneU.

The Belgian Charleroi Works.—The report for 1919 of
the directors of the Ateliers de Constructiona Electriqnes de
Charleroi states that the expectations entertained a year apo
regarding- the reRumption of production had been reabsed. It was
possible for the Marcinella works, from which but little machinerv
had been removed, to make a fresh start in Febraarv. and in

Ausrust the construction of lars-e motors and liftinc appliances waii

resumed nt the works of La ViUette. The foundry and pattern
shop, which had not suffered any damnee, were ah'e to work on a
normal basis as early as January, but the cable factory had been
stripped of all the plant, and was only able to turn ont the first

cables and insulated wires in September. The equipment of the
cold rollinsr mill had been recovered, and its installation was practi-
cally completed, whilst it was hoped to start the new phopa for
tnbea and insulatinc material in a short time. In addition, the
constrnction of small motors in bulk had been begun at Ruyshroeok.
where the signal department was to be transferretl from La Villette.

Altlious;h orders of anv importance were not booked until the end
of May. the value of the orders received in the whole of 1919 was
45,454,000 fr.. and the present .vear promised to be etill more
favourable. The accounts for last .vear show profits of 2.546,000 ft.
but after dednctlnfr the Ion* of 2..'»37,000 fr.', inonrred in the year*
1918 to 1918, the mm of 209,000 fr. remoini to be o»rrted forward
to 1930.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
L4tt»ri reorked by ut aft*r 5 P.M. OH Tuesday cannot appear tmtil

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their oommuni-

eatUmt at the earliest possible Tturment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's naTnt and address in our possession.

The Policy of the E.P.E.A.

With reference to letters in your issue of May 21st, written

by " Sic Itur " and Mr. Jones, Secretary E.P.E..A.., I should

like to ask them : (1) How many of their members receive the

awards they claim for? (2) Have they cleared their minds_ as

to whether they are what they claim to be, viz., genuine

trade unionists? (3) If they have, why do they want con-

firmation at the hands of the T.O.P.O.?
And, further, all their claims are based on the basic rates

obtained by the E.T.U., the members of which get what they

are awarded. Mr. Jones in his letter does net state that he
was absolutely forced to publish something of the sort by a

trade union, as a result of two conferences with the E.T.U.,

at one of which I was present. .And the defence they put up
was pathetic. There is only one thing for the E.P.E.A. to

face, and that is absorption by the E.T.U.

\V. E. Weston,
No. 1 Station Engineera, E.T.V.

Tendon, S.E„ May 2Qih, 1920.

Electrical Japanning OTeni.

I was expecting to see some comment re the above, and

the following will answer Mr. W. M. Mason's ten ques-

tions :
—

No. 1.—Fittings in gas stove replaced with electric fittings.

No. 2.—See " Electric Japanning Ovens " (Electrical Re-

view, April 23rd).

No. 3.—The same exhaust flue in use for electric stoves as

for gas stoves.

No. 4.—Suificient to complete the stoving of the work in

the ovens.
No. 5.—Long enough to turn out a satisfactory job.

No. 6.—Yes.
No. 7.—To regulate gas-heated stoves requires more oar«

than is required in switching off electric current.

No. 8.—Electric heaters.

No. 9.—Sufficient for the work in the ovens according to

the temperature required.

No. 10.—See answer No. 2.

I am not certain what is implied by the term " nigger,"

but Mr. Mason can take it for granted that my electric

stoves are not " white elephants."
Alfred Rider.

Hull.
May 18th, 1920.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Small Electric Lighting Sets for Cuba.—The D.O.T.

has received a report from the Commercial Secretary to H.M.

Lepatioa at Havana (Mr._ G. T. Milne, O.B.E.) stating that there is

an opening for the sale of small electric lighting seta of British

manufacture. Already some American manufacturers are in the

Cuban market, which is not a very large one, but British manu-

facturers should be able to secure orders, provided they can supply

a suitable type of lighting set. H is suggested that firms interested

should forward catalogues, lists, &c., to the Commercial Secretary.

British Legation, Havana, Cuba, indicating at the same time the

present prices and conditions of delivery.

Illuminating Engineering Society. — The Council's

report for the 1919-20 session was presented at the annual meeting

of the Society, held on May llth. The arrangement by which

positions on the Council are held by the presidents of kindred

societies has been extended to include the Illuminating Engineering

Society of the U.S.A.-, the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the

Institution of Gas Engineers, the Illuminating Engineering Society

in Japan, the Council of British Ophthalmologists, the Ophthal-

raological Society, the Physiological Society, the Electrical Con-

tractors' Association, and the Association of Railway Electrical

and Telegraph Engineers. A list of the subjects dealt with at

meetings of the Society includes " Colour-Matching by Natural and

Artificial Light," by Mr. L. C. Martin ;

" Lighting Conditions in

Mines, with Special Reference to the Eyesight of Miners," by Dr.

T. Lister Llewellyn, as weU as reports of Committees, &c. Among
the questions investigated by Committees was " Eyestrain in

Kinemas," an inquiry entered upon at the instance of the London

County Council. Committees were also set up to report upon
railway lighting, and progress in lamps and lighting appliances.

Dual Tickets.—The Jmimal of the National Association

of Supervising Electricians for May gives correspondence between

the -iasociation and the E.T.U. in which the former asked whether

the latter would countenance joint membership of more than one

Trade Union. The E.T.U. replied that the Executive Council had
definitely decided that no member of the E.T.U. could hold two
Trade Union tickets.

Motor Fuels Committee.—The Imperial :\[otor Transport

Council, of which Prince Arthur of Connaught is President, and
the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley chairman, has appointed an Empire
Motor Fuels Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. E. S.

Shrapnell-Smith. The terms of reference are the following ;

—

1. To take immediate steps to encourage and develop the pro-

duction and utilisation of additional motor fuel supplies and of raw
materials therefor in all parts of the Empire, and more particularly

to ensure increasing shipments of motor fuels to Great Britain, and,

80 far as may be necessary, to the Empire Overseas.

2. To co-operate with any Government or incorporated or

unincorporated body of persons in order to further the objects set

forth in (1) hereof.

.3. To offer for the purposes in view bonuses or other rewards and
to incur such expenditure as may be desirable, all such expenditure

being subject to the approval of the Council.

Captain F. G. Bristow, F.C.I.S,, will give his services as secretary

to the committee, and any communications are to be addressed to

him at 50, Pall MaU, Loudon. S.W. \.—The Times.

Tests on Hjgh-Pressure Box Compound.—Very good
result 3 Were recorded in a recent report by the National Physical
Laboratory on " fisrry's " high-tension box compound, supplied by
the Premier BiTUMBN and Asphaltb Co.. Ltd., of Stratford

Market, London, E. 15. We understand that a cube of the material

to meet Admiralty irequirements, placed in a metal box, was

immersed in boiling water for 30 minutes, and fulfilled the require-

ments of the specification. The material was then subjected to a
pressure of 2,000 volts between electrodes placed j^'s iu- apart, for

half-an-hour, without breakdown, and when tested again under a

temperature of 100° C. for a period of half an hour, an alternating

pressure of 2,000 volts was withstood. Two 2-in. cubes of the

compound were immersed in distilled and sea-water for a week,
and showed an increase in weight of '06 per cent, and '04 per cent,

respectively ; the specification stated that the weight of neither

cube was to be increased by more than '5 per cent.

Tliree 8-Hour Shifts at Sheffield.—In response to an
application by five societies representing the steam service men, the
Sheffield and District Engineering Trades Employers' Association

have decided to put into operation .Vward 84 on May 30th. This
means that the three eight-hour shifts system will be worked by
over 10,000 men, instead of two shifts per day. This arrangement
is expected to increase employment and abolish overtime.

—

Times.

Dynamo Manufacturers' Amalgamation.—An amalga-
mation of interests has been arranged between the Lancashire
Dynamo and Motor Co., Ltd., of Manchester, and the Crypto
Electrical Co., Ltd., of Willesden. It is intended that all machines
below about 10 h.p. shall be manufactured at the Willesden Works,
and that machines above this size shall be manufactured at

Manchester. Special arrangements have been made to meet the
requirements of customers who require to duplicate existing

machines of either make.
The Crypto Electrical Co.'s works at Willesden are being extended

to double their present size. The extensions are practically com-
plete, and a greatly increased output will be available within a

short time. It is hoped that the extensions will ensure the pro-

duction of approximately four times the existing output of motors
from about i b.h.p. up to 10 b.h.p.

The selling organisations of the two companies have been
combined throughout the British Isles. The associated firms have
branch offices in London. Glasgow, Newcastle, Birmingham,
Dublin, Cardiff, and Bristol, and full information regarding the

products of both works can be obtained from any of these offices,

or from the head offices and works of either firm.

The directors are confident that the increased efficiency obtained

by limiting the range of manufacture of each works will greatly

increase the combined output, with corresponding benefits in

regard to price and delivery.

Canadian Exhibition.-Sir George Perley, K.C.M.G.,
High Commissioner for Canada, will open the Exhibition of

Canadian Products at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, on
Thursday, June 3rQ, at 12 o'clock. The Exhibition will be open
from II a.m. to 9 p.m., and will close on June 17th. Up to 2 p.m.
each day the Exhibition will be open to traders only. After that

hour the general public will be admitted.

The exhibits include iron and steel products, minerals, chemicals,

tools, sheet-metal goods, agricultural machinery, furniture,

provisions, confectionery, footwear, musical instruments, building

materials, &c.

Employment for Disabled Men.—In an endeavour to

find work for the 630 disabled ex-Service men at present

unemployed in Greater Manchester, local ex-Service Associations

recently called a meeting, inviting the men and about 30 employers.

This resulted in placing about 60 men in employment. Further
steps are being taken, including the sending of a circular letter to

all employers in the district. When this task is ended, efforts will

be made to secure employment for the other unemployed ex-Servioe

men—about 6,000 at present.
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National Joint Board of Employers and Members of

staff (Electricity Supply Industry).—We have receive! from the
Secretary of the Electrical Power Engineers' Association a
pamphlet containiiier an account of the constitution and functions
of the National Joint Board, which was formed on December 12th,

1919. A list of membera of the Board is given, Aid. W. Walker
being the chairman, and Mr. J. H. Parker, vice-chairman ; the
secretary is Mr. A. C. Tappenden, 1 and 2, Great Winchester Street,

E.C. 2. In addition to Aid. Walker, the representatives of the
I.M.E.A. are Aid. A. E. Jephoott, M.P., Aid. E. Vaughan, Bailie

W. B. Smith, Mr. H. Faraday Proctor, and Aid. J. A. G. Beaumont
;

the Incorporated Association of Electrical Power Companies is

represented by Messrs. R. P. Sloan, C.B.E,, and W. B. Woodhouse
;

the Conference of the Chief Officials of the London Electric Supply
Companies by Messrs. F. Bailey and F. J. Walker ; and the Pro-
vincial Electric Supply Committee of the United Kingdom by
Messrs. K. A. ScDtt-Moncrieff and J. C. Wigham. For the employe!,
the E.P.E.A. is represented by Messrs. J. H. Parker, W. J. Cooper,
G. W. Essex, A. L. Lunn, W. A. Jones, and J. W. Thomas ; and the
Electricity Supply Commercial Association by Messrs. P. Burr,

N. A. Chesterfield, W. Goodson, P. R. Jackson, G. R. Smith, and
A. J. Squire. Meetings are held monthly. Areas for 13 District

Joint Boards have b^en defined, covering Great Britain. The
organisation is based upsn that of the Whitley Councils, and the
object is to secure the largest possible measure of joint action

between employers and members of the staff for the safeguarding
and development of the industry, and for the general improvement
of conditions, with a view to promoting the best interests of all

parties. The functions and procedure of the Boird are fully set out
in the pamphlet.
We have also received a pamphlet, dated May 12th, defining the

'' conditions of employment and schedule of salaries for technical

engineers on the staffs of electricity supply undertakings." It is

stated that the Board has beei officially recognised by the Ministry
of Labour as the competent authority to deal with all matters
affecting salaries and CDnditions of employment, and that the
Board has agreed to the conditions and schedule, which apply to
all members of the technical staffs from 'student engineer" up to

and including the deputy chief official.

The conditions define the " week" as consisting of 48 hours, and
cover the questions of te nporarily increased responsibilities, sick
leave, holidays, termination of employment. &o. The schedule is

based upon plant capacity, which is closely defined ; undertakings
are graded in nine classes, from 1,000 to over 100,000 KW., and there
are four basic grades :—(1) Deputy chief official ; (.S) power station

superintendent
;

(,S) mains superintendent ; and (,8) shift charge
engineer. Intermediate grades are provided in the schedule. The
total rate of salary and bonus, as at March 1st, 1920, is adopted as

a basis of cilculation. The salary of a shift charge engineer in the
lowest size of station scheduled is to be £293 per annum, or more
if he is already paid at a higher rate. The salaries are subject to

re-adjustment in proportion to the official figures as to cost of

living. The conditions and scbedule come into operation as from
May 21st, or June 1st, 1920. We print the schedule herewith.
No doubt copies of these pamphlets will be in great demand from
the secretary daring the next week ;

—

SCHEDULE OP SALARIES.
Plant Capacity in Kilowatts.
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Liquidations and Dissolutions.—Signal Electric Co.,

Ltd.—Windiutr up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. G. L. Winn,
c/o Briatowe ct Co., Ltd., 11, Tothill Street, S.W. A meeting of

creditors was hold at Cannon Street Hotel on May 26th.

The followinft is a list of the principal creditors :

—

Fisher & Ludlow, Ltd. .

W.& J. Dangerficld (judgment,
including costs)

Abbey Indu8trit?s, Ltd. (con-

tract amount)
Jas. Cartland A Sons, Ltd. .

.

Bphraim Phillips
Drycells, Ltd. (judgment in-

deluding costs)

H. Lovelace (including

ctary

Walthamstow Urban District
Council (rates)

Concordia Electric Wire Co.
(judgment, including costs).

.

John Matthey & Co., Ltd. (con-
tract amount) .

.

British Insulated and Helsby
Cables, Ltd

H. K. Brownrigg,
(salary)

D. Gilson & Co
W. E. Baker
Leopold Norman (commission)
H. Drewitt, a director (ex-

penses, &c.)

S, A. Bailey, solicitor (costs,

approx.)
C.D.Flint
Lea Bridge Qas Co. (deposit,

£5, held)
C. 8t. John, a director (balance

of account)

Contingent Liabilities
Pref. share interest, appro.x.

Directors' fees, approx. ,

The loss for the period from May 31st, 1919, to May 5th, 1920,
was £4,375.

Globe Electric Co., Ltd.—In this liquidation Mr. W. Osborne
is acting as liquidator in place of the late Mr. G. E. Corfield. We
understand that a small dividend is available.

Thacker Bell k Co.—Particulars of claims must be sent by
June 30th to Messrs. Woodcock, Rylands & Parker, 15, Bloomsbury
Square, W.C., solicitors to the liquidators.

The British Electrical Acces.'^ories, Ltd., Fawcett Row,
Bradford.—In pursuance of Sec. 188 of the Companies CConsoli-
dation) Act, a meeting of the creditors of the above was held on
May 21st, at the offices of Mr. F. W. Rhodes, solicitor, Cheapside,
Bradford. A statement of affairs was presented by Mr. W. A.
Judge, I. A., the liquidator of the company, which showed liabilities

of £9,122. The assets were estimated to realise £2,281, from
which had to be deducted £192 for preferential claims, leaving net
assets of £2,089, or a deficiency as regarded the unsecured creditors
of £ 7,034. The issued share capital of the company was £ 965, and as
regarded the contributories there was a deficiency of £7,999. The
liquidator stated that the company went into voluntary liquidation
on May 5th of the present year, as it was unable to meet its

liabilities. The following day the Sheriff attempted to enter into
possession, but the liquidator's title held good, and the Sheriff
retired. With regard to the unsecured liabilities, it appeared that
about £4,000 was in respect of moneys advanced. During the
year to April 30th, 1918, the trading resulted in a profit of rather
more than £1,300, and at that date the assets were valued at
£7,400. During the following 12 months there was a loss on the
trading of between £400 and £500. Further accounts had been
prepared covering a period of 23 months to March 3l8t, 1920. It
was estimated that the stock at the commencement of the period
was £3,981, while at the close it amounted to £1,330. The
trading appeared to have resulted in the 23 months in a net loss of
rather more than £5,600, while in the period the purchases aggre-
gated £16,615, against sales of £17,425. The company was formed
in May, 1914, with a nominal capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, but
in view of last year the capital was increased to £15,000. The
position disclosed was discussed at some length by the creditors,
and eventually it was resolved to confirm the voluntary liquidation
of the company, with Mr. Judge as liquidator, and a Committee of
Inspection was appointed, consisting of the representatives of
Messrs. Driver, Drennan ^ Cooper, Ltd., W. Sanders 4: Co., W. D.
WOson, J. H. Rushworth, and Parkin S. Booth.
Coalite, Ltd., and British Coalite Co., Ltd.—Meetings are

called for June 30th, at 62, London Wall, E.C., to hear an account
of the winding-up by the liquidators, Messrs. H. Bacon and J. H.
Maoaulay.
Endall & SOTHERAN, electrical, mechanical, and automobile

engineers. Canal Motor Works, Canal Bridge, Church Street, St.
Helens.—Mr. G. W. Endall and Mr. A. W. Sotheran have dissolved
pa,rtnership. Debts will be attended to by Mr. G. W. Endall, who
will continue the business at the same address, under the style of
Endall & Co.

A Glasgow Exhibition.—We have received an advance
prospectus of the Shipbuilding, Engineering, and Electrical
Exhibition which is to be held in the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, from
November 8th to December 4th, 1920. The Exhibition is being
promoted by the Corporation of Glasgow with Mr. J. M. Freer, as
general manager, and applications for space are now being received.
The Engineering Section will inclu(3e prime movers, traction]
mechanical devices, and models. The Electrical Section will cover
instruments, magnetos, dynamos, and wireless apparatus. Other
sections will be :—Shipbuilding, motor boats, motor cycles, and
miscellaneous (including all articles applying to the foregoing trades').
The prospectus contains rules and regulations, particulars of
space, charges, specimens of stands, and information relating to
the Kelvin Hall.

A South African Steel Corporation.—It is announced
that the South African Iron and Steel Corporation, Ltd., has been
registered at Cape Town, with a capital of £1,500,000.

—

Times.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—F. ilixcHELL (F. Mitchell
and Co.), elestrical engineer, Manchester.—Discharge suspended for
two years until April 27th, 1922.

E. Clonev, tramways divisional traffic superintendent, 5, Albaas
Road, N.W. 5.— Second dividend of 58. in the £, payable at Carey
Street, W.C.

Auction Sale.—Messrs. P. Huddleston & Co. will sell

by auction, on June 7th, at Dalling Road, Hammersmith, a quantity
of electrical apparatus, including dynamos, motors, generators, &c.

For full particulars, see our advertisement pages to-day.

Catalogues )Vanted.—Mr. K. Amks, consulting electrical

engineer, 12, Whitehall Crescent, Dundee, having closed his office at

the beginning of 1915 to join the B.E.F., has re-opened to continue
his practice. He will be glad to receive catalogues, price lists, and
any particulars from electrical manufacturers, gas and steam
engineering firms.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. F. Law, electrical engi-
neer, contractor and automobile electrician, of Grove Gardens,
Headingley, Leeds, has opened premises at Tower Buildings, Ilkley,

and invites manufacturers to send catalogues, lists, &c.

Buck i Hickman, Ltd., announce that their Birmingham ware-
house and offices have been removed from 55, Station Street, to

23, Newton Street, Corporation Street, Birmingham.
The Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., have removed their

showroom and offices from Blandford Street to 143, Sloane Street,

London, S.W., and all communications should be sent there.

As from May 31st the telephone number of the West End depot
(Arthur Street, New Oxford Street, W.C. 2) of Pope's Electric
Lamp Co., Ltd., is changed from " Gerrard 3000 " to " Gerrard
(i074 " (two lines). Larger stocks will be held there.

Gas Regulation Bill.—The text of the Bill recently
introduced into Parliament by the President of the Board of Trade
has now been published. This Bill seeks to fix the quality and
price of gas, to institute penalties for deficient values, and to set

up the means of making periodical tests. One of the alterations

suggested in the present practice of gas undertakings is a system
of charging according to the heat value of the gas supplied.

Plant for Sale.—City of Gloucester Electricity Depart-
ment has for disposal one 150-kw. Belliss-Silvertown generating
set, two Blake-Knowles and one Summers 10,000 lb. Scott steam-
driven jet condensers. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Liverpool Corporation Electricity Supply Department has for
disposal two 2,000-KW. Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-alternators
with condensers, air and circulating pumps, Sro. See our advertise-
ment pages to-day.

Fire.—Early on WhiJ, Monday morning fire broke out in
the power house of Messrs. Brown's engineering works in

Chapman Street, Byker, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and considerable
damage was done to the installation.

Trade Openings in Italy.—The British Chamber o'^

Commerce for Italy (Inc.), whose headquarters are at Genoa, have
issued a lengthy list of openings for British firms to do business
with Italian purchasers and agents.

Strike at Liverpool.—Cable jointers employed by the
Liverpool Corporation are on strike for the same conditions as
obtain in the building section of their Union. About 100 men are
affected.

Dispute in Wimbledon Electricity Department.—Accord-
ing t« statements issued by the E.P.E.A., a recommendation that
the award of the National Joint Board for the Electricity Supply
Industry of an increase of salary to station engineers of £30 per
annum from January 1st, 1920, was submitted by the Electric

Lighting Committee to the Wimbledon Town Council ; the matter
was referred to the Staffing Committee, and on the advice of the
latter, the Council rejected the reoommendation. The technical

staff members have, therefore, given notice that they will cease
work on Monday, May 3'st, unless the Corporation adopts the
recommendation of the Electric Lighting Committee, and the
executive council of the E.P.E.A. is prepared to support the local

members.

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co.
report May 25th :—Electrolytic copper bars, £109, £5 decrease

;

electrolytic wire rods, £124, £5 decrease ; electrolytic B.C. wire.

Is. 4d., }d. decrease ; silicium bronze wire, Is. ll^d., Jd. increase.

Messrs. James & Shakespeare report May 26th :—Copper bars
(best selected) sheets and rods, no change. English pig-lead

£41 10s., an increase of from 10s. to 30b. on the week.

Juvenile Employment.—The fourteenth annual report of

the Skilled Employment and Apprenticeship Association has
recently been published. Fifteen Committees were affiliated during
the period covered by the report, but seven of these have announced
their inability to carry on owing principally to the lack of funds
and voluntary workers. The Association has been approached
with a view to its taking over the management of the East London
Apprenticing Fund, established some years ago by the late Lord
Swaythling to provide loans for non-.Iewi8h boys residing in the
Tower Hamlets entering trades. The Association has expieissd its

willingness to take over this fund. The office of hon. treasurer has
been taken over by Mr. Alfred P. Griffiths. The expenditure for

the year exceeded the income by £65, but an appeal for funds is

being made, and it is hoped to secure a number of regular sub-
scribers. The Association was successful in finding places for

40 per cent, of the boys who applied and 47 per cent, of the girli,

the same proportion as in 1918.
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Turkey.—The report of the Societc des Tramways et

Eleotriciti' de Constantinople for the year ending June 30th, 1919,
which has only just been issued, states that the year 191S proved
an exc^ediuHfly difficult one for the company owing to the scarcity
of coal, and the need for tramway material, the service havinjj for
these reasons to be suspended for a certain period of time. Thanks to
the influence of the Allied missions the tram fares have been greatly
increased, which has considerably improved the running con-
ditions. The demand for current is steadily increasing, but the
company is not yet in a position to satisfy all the demands owing
to it not being possible to promptly secure the necessary material.

New French Company.—La Societc des Electrodes de la

Seine is the name of a new company which has lately been formed
at Paris (2 Rue Blanche), with a capital of 2,000,000 fr., to manu-
facture electrodes of all kinds.

Italian Company Note.—The shares in the Societii

Bolognese di Elettricita, of Bologna, which have hitherto been
mainly held in Belgium, have been acquired by an Italian
syndicate, so that the concern shall become a purely Italian

undertaking.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Birmingham.—Proposed Extensions.—The Electricity

Supply Committee recommends the City Council to approve of the
extension of the Nechells station at an estimated cost of £1,7.57,700.

In 1918 authority was given for the erection of the first portion of

the station and works at an estimated cost of £1,626,140. The
capacity of this new plant is 30,000 KW. It was anticipated that the

new station would be in commission for the winter 1920-21, and the
principal contracts were placed early last year ; but owing to labour
disputes which prevented deliveries of material, the station will

not be ready for duty before the winter of 1921-22, except possibly

to a partial extent. There is at present no reserve plant. The
simultaneous maximum daily load on the works during the past

winter was about 63,250 Kw. In the opinion of the engineer,

there should be in reterve not less than 12,000 kw. to allow for

normal overhaul of machinery and breakdown of plant. There
are at present applications aggregating 27,000 kw., awaiting
acoeptance, which total would have been bigger had the depart-

ment been able to deal with new business. The Committee has
been advised that the Nechells station should be increased in

capacity from the 30,000 kw. now in hand, to 90,000 kw. by the

addition of two 15,000-KW. sets. Provisional estimates have
been prepared, as follows :—Station buildings, £269,200 ; engine
house equipment, £380,000 ; boiler house, £603,500 ; cooling

towers, £81,600 ; switchgear, station transformers and cables,

£166,900; sub-station building and equipment, £74,100; 30,000-

volt trunk mains, £36,000 ; and 5,000-volt and low-tension mains,
£146,400.
Price Increase.—Owing to the advance in the price of coal,

the Electric Supply Committee has revised its rates. Making due
allowance for increased output, it finds it necessary to increase

the price of low-tension supplies by approximately Jd. to id. per

unit, according to the class of supply.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—During the year ended
March 31st last, the Corporation electricity undertaking had a total

income of £80,259. Working expenses, £54,913, and £20,077 for

the interest and sinking fund, left a profit of £5,269, compared
with a deficit last year of £2,727. The capital outlay on the
undertaking stacds at £273,057, loans and sinking fund, £46,045,
loans redeemed, £128,595, net indebtedness, £98,417, reserve fund
nil, working balance, £2,835.

Burnley.—Prospective Price Increase.—Owing to

the increase in the price of coal, it is anticipated that the cost of

electricity for lighting will be Jd. per unit more after the June
reading of the meters. The charges for supplies for power and
tramway purposes will also be increased.

Castleblaney (Co. Monaghan).—Public Lighting.—
The Urban Council has granted permission to the local electric

lighting company to erect poles, wires, &c., for the electric

lighting of the town.

Clones.—Public Lighting.—The Electric Light Co.
has written to the Urban Council denying statements alleging
wastage of electricity in public lighting, stating that the lighting
was carried out in accordance with the Council's instructions. The
opinion was expressed that economy was needed.

Corby.—Public Lighting Scheme.—Subject to the
observance of certain conditions, the Northants County Council
has decided to offer no objection to a scheme for public lighting
by electricity.

Dalkeith.—Unsatiskactorv Plant.—A Committee of

the Town Council has inspected the power station, and is of the
opinion that the plant is in an unsatisfactory condition and
requires immediate attention. Several breakdowns have occurred
recently, causing a great deal of inconvenience.

Darlington.—Extensions.—E.xtensions to the electricity

undertaking, involving an expenditure of £100,000, have been

approved by the Electricity Committee, to meet next winter's
prospective demands, and the Finance Committee has been asked
to apply for sanction to borrow this sum. The scheme provides
for four additional boilers and two 5,000-KW. sets ; with one set

boilers to be ordered immediately.

Dublin.—Dock Troubles.—Con.sei|iientupon the refusal

of dockers to handle military stores, the electric cranes and the
Port Board's power station were taken over by Royal Engineers.
The dock electricians threatened to call out the Corporation elec-

tricians, as a protest against the action taken by the military
authorities.

East Grinstead.— Power Station Building.— The
Urban District Council has decided to purchase premises with a
view to adapting them for the proposed electric light works.

Gillingham.—Wages.—Threatened with a strike, the
Council has agreed to increase the wages of electrical operatives.

Hamilton.—Electricity Supply.—Subject to a satis-

factory report from the consulting engineers, the Town Council
has approved of an application by Edmundsons, Ltd., to expRnd
£r),250 on the installation of a 500-KW. rotary converter, &c., and
£ 100 for the laying of a new feeder to Clydesdale Street.

Hatfield.—Mains Extensions Approved.—The Com-
missioners have informed the District Council that they have
informally apjjroved the proposal of the North Metropolitan Electric

Power Distribution Co. to lay mains between St. Albans and
Hatfield.

Kingstown (Co. Dublin).—Electricity Supply.—
The Urban Council has received a letter from the Law Agent
stating that an electricity supply might be obtained from the
Dublin Corporation or the Dublin United (Electric) Tramways Co.

without the erection of a special power station.

Kingston-on-Thames.— Loans.—The Town Council has
applied for loans of £6,000 for two new chain-grate stokers, super-

heaters, and a steel stack with induced-draught plant ; and £9,200
for H.T. and l.t. mains and the cost of converting consumers' plant

for a three-phase supply.

Lanark.—Electric Light Scheme.—The Town Council
has decided that an expert shall be consulted respecting the
suggested electric lighting scheme for the town.

Liverpool.— Special Rates.— The Corporation has
approved an agreement for the supply of electrical energy for trade

purposes to be charged at power rates.

Navan.—Electric Light Scheme.—Mr. L. J. Lawless,

consulting electrical engineer, reporting to the Council on a scheme
for electric lighting of the town, estimates the cost at £10,750,

plus £1,713 working expenses, and revenue at £2,350. The charge

to private consumers to be Is. per unit. The Council has resolved

to ask another expert to furnish a separate report.

Perth.—Extensions.—The Town Council is communi-
cating with the Electricity Commissioners with regard to an
extension of plant at the power station and the construction of a

railway siding.

Price and Supply of Electricity.—In the House of

Commons, Mr. W. H. Sugden asked the Minister of Transport if he

would say when he hoped to have a definite economical price fixed

and increased electrical power at the disposal of industrial under-

takings, bearing in mind the fact that the first portion of the cycle

of trade activity had now been entered upon, and could assurances

be given that some definite portion of the scheme would be operative

before the trade activity passed. Mr. Neal (Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Transport") said there would be a fixed economical

price, which would be of general application. The fixing of the

price or prices would depend on the operations of the new authori-

ties to be set up under the Electricity (Supply) Act of last session.

The Electricity Commissioners were engaged on work preliminary

to the determination of the new districts, in accordance with the

provisions of the Act. It would then be for existing electrical

undertakings, local authorities, and others in each district to form-

ulate schemes for submission to the Commissioners embodying
improvements in the supply of electricity in such districts. The
Commissioners were fully aware of thelimport.ance of expediting the

work of reorganisation under the Act, and had already made
substantial progress.

—

Manclieder Guardian,

South Shields.—Training Electricians.—A scheme
formulated by the Electricity Committee to train boys in the muni-
cipal station as electricians was adopted by the Town Council.

Trainees will receive no payment for the first six months, but after

that time a scale rising from 10s. to £2 per week will be put into

force. A proposal for training ex-officers in this work was referred

back to the Committee for further report.

Warrington.—E.xtensions.—Official sanction has been

received to the expenditure of £183,000 on extensions to the elec-

tricity works.

Wrexham.—Extensions.—Application has been made by
the Town Council for sanction to borrow £17.000 for the extension

of the electricity undertaking. It is intended to provide a new
boiler, complete with stoker, coal bunkers, foundations, pumps,

&c., at a cost of £ 1 1,350 ; economisers, flues, &c., £2,230 ; buildinga,

£2,000 ; and water-softener, £1,260.
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Wilton,—Eleotricity Sdpply.—The Urban District

Council has asked the Carlisle Town Council the price at which
electricity cau be supplied to the district.

York,—Time Extension.—The Minister of Transport
has extended the time of the York Electric Ligfhting (Extension)

Order, 1914, until April 30th, 1921, for the extension of mains, &c.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—Wage Demand. — Railway and tramway
men in Victoria and New South Wales are demanding double wagres

during^ the visit of the Prince of Wales.

—

The Times.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—The Corporation tram-
ways made a profit during the finanoialyear ended March 31at last.

of £16,583, compared with £30,052 the preceding year. The
receipts were £186,475, as against £140,929, but the working
expenses totalled £147,770, compared with £90,033 for the previous
period.

Bradford.—Proposed Fare Incueasb.—At a special

meeting of the Tramways Committee last week, Mr. R. H.
Wilkinson, the manager of the department, presented a report con-
cerning the proposal to increase the fares. Additional information
is, however, required as to whether a scheme of short stages for a
penny and at the same time increasing the IJd. fare to 2d. is not
practicable, and the question is to be further discussed.

Brazil.—Railway Electrification.—The contract for

the electrification of the Paulista Railway Go.'s line between
Jundiaby and Campinas, has been secured by the International
General Electric Co. The total cost is estimated at J2,000,000, the
line being 28 miles in length, double track. The rolling stock is to
consist of 12 geared type 3,000-volt D.c. locomotives, four passenger
and eight freight engines. The power will be supplied by the Sao
Paulo Light and Power Co. at 88,000 volts, 60 cycles. Extension of
electrification as far as San Carlos is contemplated, which will
make a total length of 128 miles.

Continental.—Italy.—It has been decided to extend
the electrification of certain lines in the north-west, especially in
Liguria, Piedmont, and Lombardy. The three-phase system is

used on the lines already electrified in this region. The following
are the sections which the Railway Administration has been
authorised to electrify :—Turin-Alexandria-Rouco, 137 km. ;

Voghera-Novi, 35 km. ; Alexandria-Tortona, 22 km. ; Asti-Ovada-
Sampierdurena, 101 km. ; Trofarello-Eossano-Mondovi-Ceva, 80 km.

;

Bussoleno-Turin, 45 km. ; total, 420 km. A sum of 280 million
lire has been earmarked for the work, which will be crrried out by
the State Railway Department. A further 209 km., comprising
Turin-MUan and Milan-Voghera will be electrified. This part of
the work is being put to tender by private industry. The cost will
be some HO million lire.

—

L'ltidiistfia.

Doncaster.—Inadequate Service Some very caustic
comments were made at the last meeting of the Bentley District
Council anent the dilatory manner in which the village was being
served with tramways. The track is partly up, owing to repairs, and
only one car- has been running for the past three weeks. The
Council decided to lodge a complaint with the Ministry of
Transport.

Liverpool Electric Signalling.—On the Mersey Electric
Railway it is intended to introduce new automatic signalling, so
as to concentrate a larger volume of traffic in the busy hours' of
the day. The system will be similar to that in use on the under-
ground raUways in London. The contract for the work has been
placed, and it is expected that the new installation, which will be
of the most modern type, will be completed by October next in
time for the heavy winter traffic, which usually commences about
that time. The power for operating the apparatus will be supplied
by special sets installed at the power stations, and will be inde-
pendent of the main supply for operating the trains.

Huddersfield.—Coal Haulage.—It was reported at a
recent Council meeting that £1,687 had been received for the
haulage of coal along the tramlines to mills at Lindley and
Ontlane. The loss of revenue in consequence of the recent strike
of tramway employes was £7,536.

India. — Tramway Reconstructio.\.— The Bombay
Electric Supply and Tramways Co. has approved a scheme for the
reconstruction of the company, and it has been resolved to raise
the capital from £1,430,000 to ii\fi%QfiQO.—EH;iineei:

Johannesburg.—Overhanging Trees.—Unusual cir-
cumstances attended the payment by Johannesburg Town Council
of £2,000 to a man who lost the sight of an eye owing to an
accident while a passenger on a tramway car. The mishap was
due to a tree brushing against the top deck and striking him as
he sat in his seat. The Tramways Committee reported that it
had been advised that the other eye was affected, and on an
examination being made, its medical officer reported that the
sight of the other eye was limited to five-ninths of the normal.
The claim originally was for £4,500, but the passenger's solicitor
offered to settle, without prejudice, for the sum already mentioned.
That amount was voted " in full and final settlement of the claim."
The case is not without interest for other tramway and also omnibus

undertakings. It is the duty of owners of trees to keep them from
becoming a danger to traffic. In case of neglect the local authority
can demand a removal of the obstruction, and, if necessary, caury
out the operation. Such action has been taken in the metropolitan
district and elsewhere at the request of the London General Omnibus
Co. There have been occasions when in oases of delay the
company's employes have been seen undertaking the task, the
men working from the top of an omnibus. In the case of lamp-
posts situated too near the edge of the kerb, disputes have arisen
between a local authority and the company. While the former
has attributed collisions to the overhanging of the top deck, the
company has complained that the road has too pronounced a
camber. This is a matter that ought to come under the cognisance
of the Minister of Transport, at least on main thoroughfares.

—

Tramway and Hailimi/ ]\'(irlil,

Leeds.—Reserve Fund.—The Tramways Committee
recommends that in future any surplus receipts from that depart-

ment shall be paid into the tramway reserve fund, authorised by
the Act of 1905, and that the fund shall accumulate till £100,000
is reached. Previously the reserve fund was fixed at £25,000. In
1919 the department relieved the rates to the extent of £90,000.
Last year's working showed a net surplus of £83,757.
Proposkd Fare Incbeask.—The proposal to increase the tram-

way fares to Id. a mile is to be again brought before the full

Council for discussion, despite the fact that a similar proposal was
negatived by the Council about six weeks ago. It is stated on the
authority of the chairman of the Tramways Committee (Alderman
R. A. Smithson^ that the department is losing £300 a day on the
present fares.

Llanelly.—Strike Ended.—The tramway workers have
: esumed work, after being on strike for three weeks,

London.—Higher Fares.—At a recent meeting of the

L C.C., the chairman of the Highways Committee foreshadowed
further increases in fares in the near future. A proposal to

reserve cars for women only was not considered desirable.

Oxford.—Strike.—The employes of the Oxford Electric

Tramway Co. (which runs an omnibus service in the neighbourhood)
came out on strike for higher wages on May 19th, and no vehicles

were running. The city is very full of visitors, and the stoppage
caused great inconvenience.

—

The Times.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Argentina.—New Wiheless Stations.—According to

the Berieii' of the Hirer Plate, the wireless stations are inadequate
for a general public service as they are practically constantly
occupied in the transmission of official dispatches. They are,

therefore, to be augmented, and the wireless telegraph division

and the Ministry of Marine has formulated a plan which has been
approved by the Government, and a naval officer is to come to

England to make the necessary acquisitions. The project CDm-
prises the erection of three stations at the Patagonian ports of
Gayman, Rawson, and Puerto Gallegos, in addition to one at

Buenos Aires. These stations will be capable of transmitting over
a distance of 2,000 km. under all conditions. It is intended later

to supplement them with four other stations of 8O0-km. capacity

situated at Corrientes, Puerto Militar, Comodoro Rivadavia, and
Ushuaia.

Cable Repairs.—The work of repairing the Stornoway,
Castlebay, and Skye cables is being carried out quickly. The
services of the Lochboisdale and Tobermory wireless stations are

no longer necessary, and the repairs to the Stomoway and Poolewe
cables would have been completed had the weather remained
favourable.

Canada.—Telegraph Rates.—According to the Times,
a ruling of the Railway Commission permits the increase of rates

on telegrams in Eastern Canada by 32 per cent., and in Western
Canada by 20 per cent. This ruling does not, however, apply to

Press messages.

United States.—Wireless Telephony.—The Telephone
Engineer announces that tests in the U.vS.A. have proved that it is

passible to communicate by wireless telephony over a distance of

1,500 miles, using a generator having a capacity of only 3 KW. The
De Forest Radio Co., of New York, enlisted the aid of members of

the American Radio Relay League in its experiments. Tests,

which commenced in February last, were carried out nightly with
many members of the League listening in, and Mr, R. F. Gowan,
engineer to the De Forest Co., at the New York end, and Mr. R. H. G.

Matthews, vice-president of the League, at the receiving station at

Chicago. Eventually communication was established between the
two cities, a distance of 750 miles, with the power mentioned
above. Later, letters were received from observers at Topeka,
Kas., 1,500 miles away; Valley City, N.D. ; Battle Creek, Mich.;
and Gaffney, S.C., announcing that they also had heard the
conversation.

The U.S.A. Department of the Interior has equipped its rangers
in the forests of the West with small wireless telephone sets having
a small range to facilitate communication.
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CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

lT)u datt given in parenthtset at the end of the paragraph inOoatet

the iitue of the EleotbioaIi Beyiew in which the " Official

Notice" appeared^

OPEN.

Anstralla.— Melhourne.—May 31st. Victorian Rail-

ways Department. Four 4,500-KW., 1,500-voIt traction converter

sets, and eight 1.000-KW., 1,500-volt ditto. (April 30th.")

Sydney. — Aufruat 4th. N.S.W. Governjient Railways and
Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief Electrical

Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
August Std. D, partment of Public Works. Turbines and

generators for the Barren Jack hydro-electric development scheme.
Department of Public Works, Sydney.
July 18th. City Council. Maximum demand indicators. Electric

Lighting Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

Peeth. — July 14th. P.M.G.'s Department. Telegraph and
telephone instruments (various parts). Schedule 674.

June 16th. P.M.G.'s Department. Telegraph and telephone
instruments (various parts). Schedule 680. (May 14th.~)

Adelaide —June 2,^rd. P.M.G.'s Department. Telephone parts

(schedule 541). (May 21st.)

Barnes.—June 7th. Urban District Council Electricity

Department. Coal-handling plant and overhead steel or ferro-

concrete bunkers. (May 14th.)

Belginm.—Jnne 2nd. La Society Nationale de Chemins
de Fer Vicinaux. 48, Rue Montoyer, Brussels. Installation of the

overhead electric equipment of the Namur La L'itadelle line and
branches. Particulars from the 'department of the Services Elec-

triques at the above address.

July 9th. Brussels Municipal Authorities. A turbo-alternator

at the generating station on the Quai des Usines, Laeken. Speci-

fication 2 francs and drawings H francs, from the Hotel de Ville,

15, Rue des Augustins, Brussels.

Carlisle,—-Tune 25th. Electricity Department. One
3,000-KW. turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (See this issue.)

Dublin.— June 7th. Electricity .'Supply Committee.
12 months' supply of single-phase and three-phase meters.

June Ist. Electricity Supply Committee. 22 direct-current
magazine flame arc lamps. (May 21st.)

June 10th. Electricity Supply Committee. Feed pump, tanks,

pipework, &c.. for Pigeon House generating station. (See this

issue.)

Dundalk.—June 1.5th. Trban District Council. Elec-
tricity Department. 750 yd., l.t., 3-core, paper-insulated, lead-

covered and armoured cable : disconnecting boxes (pavement type)
and joint boxes. (See this issue.)

Edinbargli.—June 19th. Electricity Supply Department.
E.H.T. and L.T. switchgear, &c., for Portobello station. (May 21st.)

Grimsby.—June 7th. Electricity Department, e.h.t.

cables and pilot cables (specification Xo. 146). (See this is.':ue.)

Ince-in-Makerfleld.—June 15th. Urban District Council.

Waterworks Department. Motor-driven pumping sets ; cables ;

alterations to winding engine from steam to electric drive ; switch-

gear. (See this issue.")

Leeds.—June 14th. Electricity Department. 12,000-k\v.

steam turbine, alternator and condensing plant. (May 14th.)

London.—Hackney.—June 0th. Electricity Department.
Four water-tube boilers, each 33,000 lb. per hour capacity, with super-

heaters, mechanical stokers, &c. ; four induced-draught plants ; four
fuel economisers; one 10,000-KW. turbo-alternator and exciter, with
ventilating fan and air filter or cooler ; one surface condensing
plant ; two circulating water motor-driven pumps ; e.h.t. switch-
gear ; two 20,C00-KW. coupler panels ; one 10,000-KW. generator
panel ; six 2,000-KW. and one 4,000-KW. feeder panels. (May 7th.)

Bethnal Green.—June 7th. Electricity Supply Department.
Two 500-K.v.A. transformers : one e.h.t. and one l.t. panel ; l.t.

feeder cables ; section pillars and road work. (May 21st.)

St. Pascras.—June 10th. Electricity Department. 45,000 tons
steam coal for the Regent's Park and King's Road electricity stations.

Electricity Department 57, Pratt Street, Camden Town, >'.W.

Wimbledon.—June 12th. Electric Lighting Committee. Two
boilers, with mechanical stokers, induced-draught fan and motor,
pipework, steel chimney, &;c. (See this issue.)

Manchester.—June 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary switchgear ; Section A, 33,000-volt and 6,000-volt

main switchgear ;
Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-volt A.C. auxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt D.c. auxiliary
switchgear. (April 30th.)

Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour Board. For the supply of
electric capstans and spares. Messrs. W. k A. McArthur, Ltd.
18-19, SUk Street, Cripplegate, London, E.C. 2.

Salford.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 12 months'
supply of D.c. and A.c, meters. (May 2l8t,)

Southampton.— June 14th. Electricity Department.

k.h.t. and H.T. sfl-itchgear and D.c. control panel. (See this issue.)

Spain.—June 2nd. (Jijon-Musel Harbour authorities.

Three 3-ton electric cranes. Tenders to the Junta de Obras del

Puerto de Gijon-Musel.

Warrington.—June 15th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Motors and transformers. (See this issue.)

CLOSED.

Government Contracts.— The following Government
contracts were placed during April, 1920 :

—

Admiralty (Contract a.nd Puhchase Dbpartuknt).

Conduit tubing and accessories.—Barton & Sons, Ltd.; Oriental Tube Co.,

Ltd.
Electrical plant.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Electric lighting.—Foote & Milne, Ltd.
Reconstruction of motor-generators, &c.—British Electric Plant Co., Ltd.

Turbo-generator armature.—.Metropolitan.\'ickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

MiNISTRV OF MU.SITIONS.

.\rmoured cable^—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
India Office : Stoke Department.

Accumulator battery.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

Cells.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Creed printers.—Creed & Co., Ltd.
Insulator cups.—BuUers, Ltd.
Generating sets.—Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co.
Insulators.—BuUers, Ltd.
X-ray plates.—Kodak, Ltd.
Insulator stalks.—Bullers, Ltd.
Switchboard.—Bertram Thomas, Ltd.
Desk telephone sets.—Peel-Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.

Coolidge tubes.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Post Office.

Laying conduits.—London-York (Sections 1 and 2): W. Dobson; Notting-

ham-Derby (Sections 2 and 3): W. Dobson; Glasgow (South): A.

Duncan; .\ewcastie-on-Tvne (Sections 1, 2, 4 and 6): W. Turner
(Ardwick), Ltd.; Leeds-Harrogate, Leeds-York (Section 1): \V. Ellis.

London-Bristol-Newport (South Midland, Section 2): J. F. Hodge &
Co. ; Nottingham-DerDV (Section 1) : Kettle & Son ; London-Southampton
(Section 2): Hodge Bros. (Contractors), Ltd.; Lee (High Road): J.

Mowlem S: Co., Ltd.; Toll Exchange area: J. Mowlem & Co., Ltd.;

Penge-Anerley : \V. H. Wheeler & Co., Ltd.; Brompton Road, S.W. :

O. C. Summers; Nottingham-Derby (Section 4): Chandler Bros.

Manufacture, supply, drawing-in and jointing cable.—London-Southamp-

ton (London-Gu'ildford section) : Callender's Cable & Construction Co.,

Ltd.
Repairing battery. East London Telephone Exchange : Hart Accumulator

Co., Ltd.
Runaway, ash hoist, overhead travelling crane and geared trolley.

—

Mount Pleasant E.C. Boiler House and Sub-station : H. Morris, Ltd.

Telephone exchange equipment.—Port Talbot, New Cross. Bradford

(central), Crosby, Trafford Park : Western Electric Co., Ltd. ; North-

wich : .Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Sub-contractors for batteries.—Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

Starting switch and field rheost.-^t.—Crompton & Co.

Switches, D.P., and measuring instruments.—Park Royal Engineering Co.,

Ltd.
Fuse switch.—Berry's Electric Co.
Charging rheostat.—Geipel & Co.
Circuit-breaker.—W'hipp & Bourne.
Scartxjrough Telephone Exchange equipment.—Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd,

Sub-contractors for accumulators.—Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd.

Charging machine.—English Electric Co.. Ltd.

Ringing machine.—Crompton & Co., Ltd.

Knife and meter switches, starting switches, field regulator (switchgear

on power board).- -English Electric Co., Ltd.

Indicating meters.—Everett, Edgcumbe & Co., Ltd.

Circuit-breaker for generator.—I.T.E. Electric Co.

Fuse switch (switchgear on power board).—Berry's Electric Co.

Protective apparatus.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.; International Electric

Co., Ltd.
Telegraph apparatus.—W. Sanders & Co.
Telephone apparatus—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;

International Electric Co., Ltd.; Pcel-Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.;

Phcenix Telephone and Electric Works, Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co.,

Ltd.
Terminal blocks.—Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

Bolts for insulator spindles.—Horton & Son; Portland Bolt and Nut (To.,

Ltd.
Iron brackets.—D. Willetts, Ltd.

Telegraph and telephone cable.—British I. & H. Cables, Ltd.; Enfield

Ediswan Cable Works, Ltd.; Fuller's Lnited Electric Works, Ltd.;

Hackbridge Cable Co,, Ltd.; Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.;

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.; Union Cable Co., Ltd.

Artificial cables.—H. W. Sullivan.

Dry cells.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

I.eclanche cells.—Siemens Bros. Si Co., Ltd.

Secondary cells.—Van Raden & Co., Ltd.

Joint box channels.-^Bailev Pcgg & Co., Ltd.; Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd.;

McDowall, Steven & Co., Ltd.

Stoneware ducts.—Donington Sanitary Pipe and Firebrick Co., Ltd.; G.
Jennings; Robinson & Dowler, ' Ltd. ; Stanley Bros., Ltd.; J. H.
Turner & Lesney, Ltd.

Stoneware Leclanche jars.—J. Bourne & Sons, Ltd.

Glow lamps.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.; Edison Swan Electric

Co., Ltd. ; General Electric Co., Ltd. ; Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Ltd.

Earth plates.—Walls, Ltd.

Insulator spindles.—T. W. Leach, Ltd.; Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, Ltd.

Swivel stays.—Bullers, Ltd.
Voltoids.—Brunner, Mond & Co., Ltd.

Bronze wire.—T. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.

Enamelled, ic, copper wire.-London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Lid.

H.D. copper wire.—T. Bolton Si Sons, Ltd.; British 1. S; H. Cables, Ltd.;

Elliott's Metal Works, Ltd.; R. Johnson & Nephew, Ltd.; Shropshire

Iron Co., Ltd.; F. Smith Si Co. (incorporated m the London Electric

Wire Co. Si Snuths, Ltd.); J. Wilkes. Son & Mapplebeck, Ltd.

Tinned copper wire.—T. Bolton S Sons, Ltd.

Switchboard wire.—Macintosli Cable Co., Ltd.

H.M. Offici of Works.

Engineering work. Sic-Birmingham Hostels electric storage bsttery :

Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd.; Hampstead Research Institute

switchboard : Drake 8i Gorham, Ltd.

Crown .Agents for the Colonies.
.Aerial cable.—Callender's C.ible & Construction Co., Ltd.

Copper cable conductors.—Siemens Bros. S; Co., Ltd.

Electrical fittings.—General Electric Co., Ltd
Telegraph ire

'
. . -and line material.—Si Broa, & Co., Ltd.
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Shrewsbnry.

—

Tno new economisere tor the generaciiig statiOD, il,155.—Messrs. Lowcock.

Senthend-on-Sea.—Town Council :

—

24 40-H.p. traction motors, £6,720 ; and 12 electric brakes and equipment,
il.800.—English Electric Co., Ltd.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Janlor InsUtallon of Engineers.—Friday, May 9Eth. At 39, Victoria Street,
S.W. At 7.30 p.m. Lecturette on " Two Years as an EIngineer in the
Grand Fleet,' by Mr. A. Arnold.

iSouth-Western Local Sectioni.—Friday, May 28th. At the Public
Library, Piymouth. At 7.30 p.m. Inaa^ral meeting.

Boyal Society of Arts.—Friday, May aSth. At John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
At 4.90 p.m. Paper on •• Lignite," by Prof. W. A. Bone, F.R.S.

Friday, June 4th. At John Sjeet, Adelphi, W.C. At4..90p.m. Paper
on " The OU Resources of the British Empire," by Prof. Sir J. Cadman.

Electrical Power Engineers' Association (Sonthem Division, London
Industrial Section. — Fndav, May ajth. At Anderton's Hotel, Fleet
Stree:. A^-.iDp.m. Open meeting.'

Physical Society of London. — Friday, May 23th. At the Imperial
CoUege of Sc-ience, South Kensington. At 5 p.m. Di&scussion on " S-Ray
Spectra," to be opened by the President, Sir W. H. Bragg, F.R.S.

Uoyal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, May 29th. At Albemarle
Street. W. At 3 p.m. Tyndall lecture on " Recent Reyolations in Physical
Science , ;!' the Theory of Relatiyity," by Prof. J. H. .Jeans, F.R.S.

North of England Institnte of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday. May 29th. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcaslle-on-Tyne.
At 2 p.m. General meeting.

Chief Teclinlcal Assistants' Association. — Thursday, Jane 3rd. At
Aaderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.G. At 7 p.m. Paper on "Maintenance
of Tramway Equipment," by Messrs. Manley i Stanley.

NOTES.

Parliamentary.—Oa May 17th the Tramways (Temporary
Increase of Charges) Bill was read a third time and was passed.

Electric Vehicle Charging Garages.—We are informed
by the chairman and hon. secretary of the Electric Vehicle Com-
mittee. Mr. Frank Ayton. that the Electricity Commissioners are

prepared to consider applications from local authorities, being
authorised undertakers, for sanction to loans for the ptirpose of

providiugr public electric vehicle-charging garages and the equip-
ment thereof. Provisional sanction has already been given to the
borrowing by the Ipswich Corporation of the sum of £4.000 for

this purpose.

Brevities.—Work varies inversely as the s<iuare of the

talk.

The torque of a rotor gets things done ; the rot of some talkers

doesn't.

If you want to lose your good name, have it stamped on your
two-foot rule.

He that will not be ruled by the rudder will be wrecked by
the rtxiks.

There are no half measures about automatic plants : they are

either automatic or antoblazes.

Increase of resistance means decrease of current. Some fellows

go through life as if this were the last word. What's the matter
with increasing the pressure and getting a move on;

—

"Beola."
in the Journal, X.A.S.E.

The Nobel Prizes.—The distribution of the 1918 and
1919 yobel prizes will take plaoe in Stockholm on June Ist.

Among those who wUl be present are Prof. Sir W. H. Bragg and
his son. Prof. W. J. Bragg, and Prof. Charles G. Barkla. of

Edinburgh.

Inquiry.— Makers of the " Hough " watertight ship
fitting are asked for.

The Electricity Supply Amending Bill.—According to

The Timet the Electrical £ind Allied Trades' Section of the London
Chamber of Commerce has passed a resolution expressing alarm and
regret at the introduction of the Bill for the purpose of reviving
the "objectionable clauses' which were dropped from the Elec-
tricity (Supply) Act of 1919, largely at the instance of
associations (including that chamber) representative of consumers
and producers alike.

The Metric System in U.S.A.—In the May issue of

the Journal of the American Society of Mechanical Engrineers, a

resolution of the Council is recorded, stating, in view of the
publication of ajticles to the effect that the Society is opposed
to the metric system, that the Society has not taken any
stand either for or against the metric system. This declara-
tion is important, seeing that the Society has repeatedly been
represented as the leading opponent to the adoption of the metric
system in the United States.

Oil-Electric Locomotives.—AccordinR to The Times,

oil-electric locomotives have been tried on the French Nord Railway
with great success, and it is now proposed to make a more general

use of such engines owing to their practicability in case of strikes.

Edncational.—Prince Arthur of Connaught has received

two important donations to the University College Engineering

Fund from America, namely. £.500 from Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan,
and £500 from Mr. E. K. Stettinius. Other donations received

recently include Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd. £50 ; and a promise of

apparattis to the value of £ 50 from Messrs. Nalder Bros, jc 'Thompson.

Ltd. The total of the fund up to date amounts to £32.375.

At a recent conference of technical teachers, it was resolved to

press for the formation of a Bumham Committee to deal with

salaries of teachers in technical institutions. An immediate

increase is being asked for, to bring salaries up to the level which
would have been reached if the Civil Service bonuses had been

awarded.

Legal.—Cork.—At the Fermoy (Co. Cork) Quarter

Sessions on June 7th. the Eecorder of Cork will have before

him for hearing the claim of the Postmaster-General for £230
compensation for the cutting of many telegraph and telephone

wires in several parts of East Cork on Saturday night. May 8th.

Judgment was given by Sheriff Substitute Macleod at the Sheriff

Court. Edinburgh, in the case in which James Cameron, electrician,

37. Saughton Hall Drive, Edinburgh, was charged with having,

between February 11th and 23rd last, resetted in his premises at

Haymarket Terrace, three electric motor engines. Evidence had
been heard last week. His Lordship, in finding the charge proved.

said that accused had yielded to temptation tmder very special

circumstances. It was thus an exceptional case, and therefore

he dealt with it by imposing a fine instead of a term of imprison-

ment. But the fine mu=t be a substantial one of £25.

Turbine Steam Consumption.—In discussing Mr. W. T.

Lane's recent paper on " Fnel Economy in Power Production [or

Utilisation of Waste Heat^ " before the South 'SVales Institute of

Engineers. Prof. F. Bacon said that the figures which the author
gave of a turbine of 5.000 Kw. capacity, with a guaranteed steam
consumption of 102 lb. per Kw.-hour. were very interesting, and
persnmably they were based on a turbine which was on order for

the Powell Duffryn Co. This showed that South Wales was to

possess about the most economical steam turbine yet produced.

Particulars had been recently published of the super-power station

at Rotherham. and they learned of a Parsons turbine there of more
than double the size of that mentioned by Mr. Lane, namely, of

12 503-irw. capacity, with a guaranteed steam consumption of
11 '.'1 lb. per Kw.-hotir. Then there was a 30 OTO-KW. turbo-

generator being erected at the same station, with a guaranteed
steam consumption of ll'l lb. per KW.-hour. Thus, in South Wales
they had a turbine only one-sixth the size with a consumption of

1 lb. less of steam per KW.-hour. Xo doubt the explanation was
that in this case they were making use of exceptional steam pres-

sures and exceptional super-heat—he imagined not less than 350 lb.

per sq. in., and temperatures running up to 750° F.. which must be

getting near the limit of what could be attained with steel castings

and steam valves such as were now available.

The Electrical Trades Benevolent Institntion,

—

The
report of the committee and accounts for the year 1919 have come
to hand : the volume includes the report of the annual general

meeting. 1919. and the festival held on Xovembsr 12th. 1919, as

well as a list of governors, members, subscribers and donors, and
the rules. The report and accotmts for the year were presented at

the annual general meeting, of which we gave a report on p. 552

of otir issue of April 30tb/ 1920. A special meeting wUl be held on
June 7th at 2.30 p.m., at the secretary's oflSce. 36-38, Kingsway. to

confirm a resolution altering Rule 17 which was passed at the

annual meeting.

Appointments Vacant.—Technical assistant (£80-t) for

the London County Council Fire Brigade Depjtrtment ; meter
repairer (mechanician) (4os. -I- 338. 6d. + 12J per cent.) for the

Borough of Lancaster Electricity Department ; lecturer in electro-

technics (£390—£463) for the Salt River Technical Institute, Cape
Town ; temporary technical assistant for the Chesterfield Corpora-

tion Electricity and Tramways Department ; charge engineer (£3
-t- E.P.E.A. award) for the Southwark Borough Council Electricity

Department ; power-station engineer (£300 — £120 -i- 20 per cent.)

for the Woolwich Borough Council Electricity Department

:

plumber-jointer (9l8.) for the Rhyl U.D.C. Electricity Department.
See our advertising pages to-day.

A general manager and engineer is required for the Tees-side

Railless Traction Board at Middlesbrough (£500).

New Method of Erecting Poles.—An interesting method
of erecting poles by means of a combination tractor and earth-

boring machine, which digs a hole and sets the pole in about eight

minutes, is mentioned in the Telephone Engi/teer. The earth-

boring machine is mounted on the frame of the tractor, which carries

it over any obstacles that may be encountered in an ordinary day's

travel. The poles, cross arms and instilators. &c., are aU assembled
beforehand, and when the spot at which the pole to be erected is

reached, the power from the Monarch tractor engine is switched to

the earth-boring machine. This, in reality, is a giant auger which
wUl bore a hole in the ground any size from 2 to 30 in. in diameter,

and as deep as 8 ft. When the hole is bored, the steel tower in

which the anger is contained is used as a crane to lift the

pole and set it in position. The whole operation is r^niarkably

expeditious, and when once it is seen at work, the mantUM process

ordinarily used seems incredibly slow and awkward.
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The Educational Kinema.—The Dean of Worcester,
speakinfj at a lecture, said that he considered the kinema of the

greatest educational value, and he was in negotiation with the
lessee of a leading kinema in Worcester to take it over for a week,
when he intended to have children's days, and exhibitions which
would elevate and educate adults.

Mnnicipalisation.—Although the methods of munici-
palities on this side of the Atlantic are often severely criticised, it

is, perhaps, comforting to reflect that public opinion on this subject

The Infldence of the Art of Millet on the Modern
Municipal Street Gang.

in the United States of America, justly or otherwise, is much
stronger, as the picture reproduced above will testify. This is

taken from the INanonal Electric Light Association JiuUetiri. -which

reproduced it from the well-known Sew Vorl: Tribune.

Alnmina as a Refractory.—In Technique Moderne
(Vol. la, JNo. 3) a note on tbe use of products oi aluminium as

refractory materials is printed. While these products are not
suitable lor large furnaces, they serve admirably lor laboratory

furnaces, proviaed that they are prepared by the process indicated

in the note, for temperatures up to l,Goo° U.

The New Motor Taxes.—The petrol world is greatly

exercised over the change Irom a petrol tax to a vehicle tax
based on horse-power or weight, i'he special committee ap-

pomted by the Minister ot Iransport to report on the matter
decided to brmg in all power-prupeUcd vehicles, on a basis

which would allord an approximation to the distmctive use
of the road. Motor cycles are to be assessed according to

category, private motor cars on horse-power, hackney vehrdea
on seating capacity, and commercial and agricultural vehicles

on unladen weight. The new scale will not come into force

until January ist, 19^1. Some editorial reflections on the
matter in the current issue of the Electric Vehicle will not be
out of place; they are :

—
" So far as electric vehicles are concerned, there is httle

ground for complaint. The committee has, we imagine, not
overlooked the fact that battery-propelled vehicles, thanks
to their easy runnmg and smooth speed control, are much
less severe on road surfaces than other vehicles equivalent in

weight and average speed. Un this and other grounds the
weight of the accumulators is to be excluded from the vehicles

in ascertaining the unladen weight of commercial vehicles.
" The minimum tax for private cars is £6, and electrically-

propelled cars of this class pay only this amount. Electrically

or mechanically-propelled bath-chairs or other vehicles for

invalids, not exceeding 5 cvvt. m weight inclusive, pay five

shillings. In this case the batteries aie included, ibr com-
mercial goods vehicles the rate proposed is from j£10 for

vehicles not exceeding 12 cwt. unladen weight up to ±'30

for vehicles over i tons unladen weight. Hackney vehicles

(other than tramcars, which are to be chargeable as hackney
carriages as at present) are to pay according to seating cap-
acity from £\o for a vehicle with a seating capacity from one
to five passengers to i'84 for a vehicle with a seating capacity
of over 32.

" On motor scooters and other motor assisted cycles and
motor cycles, up to and including 200 lb. in weight, the tax is

thirty shillings, and above that limit it is £3, with an
extra £1 on all motor cycles with the right to draw a trailer

or side car. These taxes seem rather heavy. A tax of SOs.

on a scooter propelled by batteries is manifestly onerous,
and a similar observation may be made in the case of a light

car propelled electrically. If it is a three-wheeler, it will

pay M; if it is a four-wheeler, it will pay ^66, no matter
now trifling its efficiency as a destroyer of roads. The apph-

cation of battery traction to scooters and other smaU vehicles

is as yet in an experimental condition, but when development
does occur there ought to be some concession to the electric

method, on account of its reduced wear and tear on the
roads. The low rating of luotor bath-chahs and other vehicles

for invalids is welcome, but it rather throws into relief the
fact that an electric chair, similar to those used at American
exhibitions, would be taxed at the rate of £i a year, as if it

were a high-speed vehicle instead of a handy means of pro-

gression at a walking pace. And when some bright genius
uses a small battery to push along a perambulator he will

pay handsomely for the privilege. Another form of electric

traction which the committee has overlooked is the industrial

truck. The great majority of industrial trucks are u.sed on
private ground—in factories, railway stations, docks, and so
on—but in a few cases, notably that of the B.S..\. works in

Birmingham, they traverse the public streets on their way
to and from various departments. In the latter instance
they bear the usual identification plates, and are otherwise
regulated as motor vehicles, but it would be absurd to class

them, for taxation on behalf of road wear, on the same basis

as the ordinary commercial vehicle. One has only to look
down the classified list of vehicles in the committee's report
to realise that nobody contemplated the possibUity of factory
trucks using the highway occasionally in the execution of

their duty. Presumably they would come under the classifica-

tion of " commercial goods vehicles," and would pay a mini-
mum of £12—±'10 for the truck itself and £2 extra for the
right to draw a trailer. This is a preposterous tax for a
means of factory tran.sport which involves only a trifling use
of the road, and is of a totally different character from the
ordinary commercial vehicle. The simplest way out of the
difficulty is to exempt electric industrial trucks from taxation
or to impose a merely nominal rate. We may note that loco-

motive ploughing engines, agricultural tractors not exceeding
5 tons unladen weight, or other agricultural engines drawing
necessary gear, threshing appliances, farming implements,
or supplies of fuel or water shall pay a duty of 5s. per annum
only, if not used on roads for other haulage work. The
addition of electric industrial trucks to this category would
remove the anomaly into which the committee has fallen."

Submarine Cable Magnetic Fields.—Some experiments
described in E.T.Z. were carried out in 1918 by the Under
Water Signalling Section of the Kiel Torpedo Inspection De-
partment, and consisted in an investigation of the magnetic
field in the neighbourhood of the surface of the water cover-
ing a cable carrying alternating currents of frequencies of 50,

500, and 1,000 cycles. The current was fed in at one end by
the generator and out at the other end through an earth con-
nection, and was usually 2 amps. The field was explored by
observers in boats equipped with search coils connected to

amplifiers and telephones, and in the case of 50-cycle experi-
ments the CKScillations were rendered audible by a method
that is not disclosed. At 50 cycles the field above the cable
was of the distribution shown at («) below, and just

as one would expect, but at 500 and 1,000 cycles the hues of

force took the form of (b) of the figm-e. It will be seen that
the lines a represent the circular field due to the current in

the cable, and the lines in the zones b and c are produced by
eddy currents induced in the water. The double change of

Surface of IViler

OCable

Submarine Cable Magnetic ITiELog.

direction of the field at the junctions of the zones A and b and
A and c was corroborated by various tests. If iron ships are
used, it is found that the lines of force follow the direction
of the sides of the ship and run at right angles to the axis
of the ship—that is to say, the ship becomes a conductor of
the current, which is absorbs from the water. The intensity
fif the field decreases inversely as the square of the distance
from the cable. Proceeding along the cable from the end that
is fed by the generator, both the current and the magnetic
field decreased a<'Cording to an exponential law. The effect

of the depth of water was ascertained by laying the cable
so that it gradually increased in depth from 10 m. to 100 m.
in a length of 60 km. At 500 cycles the field at the surface of

the water decreased to the i/1.4'2nd part for each 10 m.
increase in depth. At l.fKX) cycles the corresponding fraction
was 1/1.51. This exponential decrea.se ptiints to the formation
of eddy currents in the water. The electric field w-as examined
by immersing two electrodes in the water and connecting
them to a search coil electromagnetically coupled to the ac-

oustical receiving apparatus. Only few tests were made, but
it was found that the electric field decreased inversely as tbit

square of the distance from the cable.
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The Optophone.—!^ome years ago we described an instru-

inentl for enabling the blind to read ordinary print, called the
" optophone.'' At the time the idea was considered ffood, but

rather impracticable for ordinary purposes, and it is with great

admiration for the work of Dr. E E. Fournier d'Albe, Mr. \V. Forster

Brown, and Messrs. Barry's Stroud, Ltd., of Glasgow, that we read of

the success attained by recent developments of the apparatus. The
latest form is described in detail in a recent i^sue of \afiire, and

the writer. Dr. Fournier d'Albe, considers that 'the problem

of opening the world's literature to the blind ii now definitely

solved."

A Rat on the Bas-bars.

—

The presence of rats, and the

subsequent damage to switchgear, &c., seems to be a very prevalent

form of " fault '' nowadays. Yet another report of such an

occurrence reaches us from Mr. R. Gossage, chief electrician to

Messrs. Alldays & Onions, " Matchless " Works sub-station. On the

morning of May 2nd, Mr. Gossage went to the switchboard to

switch on the power for some pumping operations ; imme-
diately the switch wa3 closed there was an explosion, and an h.t.

A Rat ox the Bus-BiRS.

cubicle burst into flimes, scorching Mr. Gossage's arm and hand.

The bus-bars and contacts were damaged considerably, and six h.t.

insulators were smashed, Upon subsequent investigation, it was
discovered that a large rat had got across the bars, as the accom-

panying photograph shows—with fatal results to itself, of course.

It seems as though a rat-trap will soon have to be a recognised item

in power-station equipment, as the present method of destroying

rats is far too costly.

Fraternity.—By " Rnddigore." A little poem dedicated

to the Corporation of York, which recently advertised for a jointer

at a wage of £4 "s, Cd, per week, and for a mains superintendent

at a wage of 6d, a week more,

When I was young and very fly

I thought the world was all awry ;

I studied books on politics

Learnt all its " isms " and its trick?.

In short —I found for perfect rhythm
We all should plump for communism.

So when my father said to me,
" Now, boy. what do you choose to be .'

"

All his proposals I turned down—
They might bring money, fame, renown.
I answered, ''

I shun profiteering.

My predilection's engineering."
" For there, no matter what your age,

Y'^ou always get the same low wage.
And though you rise to be the chief

It never brings you much relief.

The slide-rule calculating joker

Is just the equal of the stoker,"

But now I'm nearing fifty-four

My views are not quite those of yore.

My communistic life has seemed
Not quite the heaven that I dreamed.
In fact—I fear I'm growing slacker,

I've thought of selling tripe, or 'bacca.

Corona Discharge.—Vnder this title a recent issue of

T/ie Iron and ('ml Trade) Rerlew gives details of an exhaustive
investigation carried out at the University of Illinois,

The authors considered that a study of the corona caused by
continuous potentials may produce engineering data of value owing
to the increasing devolopment of high-tension direct-current

generation and transmission, and for this reason the experiments
were conducted with continuous potential.

The type of the corona discharge tube used in most of the
experiments was a cylinder with a wire strung along its axis.

This type of tube was chosen for several reasons :— (l) The corona
phenomena occurring when this type of apparatus is used lend
themselves peculiarly well to mathematical analysis. (2) The
construction, manipulation, operation, and repair of the apparatus

are extremely simple. (3) The field distribution is symmetrical

with respect to the wire, and any irregularities in the wire are

immediately recognisable in the discharge. (4) This type of

apparatus has been used by other investigators ; thus results could

be compared with greater assurance of reliability.

As the voltage across the corona apparatus is gradually raised, a

juint is reached when a marked increase in the current occurs, and
a further increase in voltage causes the current to increase very

rapidly. The voltage at which this sudden increase occurs is

called the " critical voltage." " Visible glow voltage " means the

voltage at which the light about the wire first appears. The
visible glow voltage may be identical with, or higher than, the

critical voltage.

The positive and negative coronas have entirely different

appearances.
Wire Positive in Air.—For all pressures and sizes of wire used

a uniform purple glow surrounds tne positive wire. The wire has

a tendency to vibrate at high pressures and high current densities,

The thickness of the luminous film seems to be a constant for all

current densities and pressures, the density or brilliance of the

discharge only varying with the current and pressure.

Hire yeijntiie in Air.—'With the wire negative the appearance

of the corona is changed in a very marked degree. The following

prop3rties can be observed :—(1) With a constant wire diameter

and decreasing pressure the discharge gradually changes from a

fairly uniform luminous ma's with ragged boundaries to a beady

discharge, (i) For a constant pressure and decreasing wire radii

the fairly uniform luminous discharge gradually changes to the

beady discharge, so that for small wires (less than 0'17 mm. in

diameter) the beady discharge occurs at all pressures between
atmospheric and 50 mm. of mercury. Under certain conditions of

pressure and voltage these negative beads, or brushes, distribute

themselves uniformly along the wire. For the lowest pressures

the bsads consist of a bright cylindrical core along the wire, this

core being surrounded by a narrow dark space and enveloped in

turn bv a purple glow of relatively large diameter. For increasing

pressures the central core contracts to a point on the wire, from
which the discharge spreads out fanlike in a plane at right-angles

to the wire. For still higher pressures the fan seems to close and
finally to degenerate to a small brush.

Moi.-i'ure.—To determine whether the presence of moisture in the

air has an efi'ect upon the critical voltage, a test was run as follows

under a pressure of 73fi mm. and humidity (iS h per cent. Air was
drawn from the room through the tube, and the voltage was noted

at which the initial jump of the galvanometer occurred for the

wire positive. The positive glow voltage and the negative glow
voltage were then determined. Then dry air was pumped through the

tube and the same measurements were taken. The results we e :
—

Wet air. Dry air.

Positive critical voltage 4,30D 4,190

Positive glow voltage 4,350 4,260

Negative glow voltage ... ... 4,275 4,370

The effect of moisture apparently is to raise slightly the starting

point of the positive corona, but the reverse is true for the

negative polarity.

Slight differences in the starting points for the different metals

were noticed : these differences, however, are of such a nature that

they cannot be explained as being experimental errors. Steel and
copper seem to have about the same starting point, while that for

aluminium is a little higher and silver has a value stUl greater.

The different metals not only affect the behaviour of the charac-

teristic curves but also the starting points of the corona glow.

The voltage used for the experiments varied considerably, but

did not much exceed 9,000 volts.

Naval Wireless Telegraphists.—In order to assist ratings

of the wireless telegraph branch of the Royal Navy due for dis-

charge in obtaining posts as civilian wireless telegraph operators,

the Admiralty hsa arranged with the Postmaster-General for the

issue of the latter's certificate of proficiency to such ratings on
their passing an examination in the naval signal schools while still

serving. It has not been possible for the Admira'ty to make
similar arrangements for the examination of telegraphists who
have been discharged or demobilised, and such men should apply

for the certificate direct to the Secretary of the General Post Office,

who will inform them of the conditions of the examination.

—

The

Times.

Service Notes.

—

The Admiralty announces that rules

have been approve! for determining the dates from which officers

specialising in engineering shall become eligible for the higher

rates of pay laid down for the engineer branch in July last, as a

result of the Halsey Committee's recommendations.

Lower-deck Improvements,—A recent note in The Times
foreshadows a great improvement in the living conditions of petty

officers of some of the Navy's light cruisers. Electric lighting is

to be installed in messes and reading-rooms, and electric heaters for

keeping meals hot, as well as radiators and other appliances.

INSTITUTION NOTES.
Institution of Electrical Eogineers.—The forty-eighth annual

general meeting of the Institution was held on the 20th inst.
;

there was a very small attendance, and few comments were made.

The Pbesidext, Mr, Roger T. Smith, announced the result of

the election of members of Council, as follows :
—

President, Mb. LI B. Atkinson ; vice-presidents, Db, W. H.
EocLEs, Messes, J. S. Hiohfield, and S. L. Peabce, C.B.E
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hon. treasurer, Sir J. Devonshire ; ordinary members of Oouncil,

Messrs. F. Gill, P. V. Hunter, A. H. W. Marshall, W. Noble,
C. Vernier, and Dr. A. Russell.

Out of the total of 1,526 ballot papers that were returned, 21)

were spoiled, leavingf 1.497, or about 32 per cent, of those issued,

which was a g'ood improvement on past years.

. The President introduced the report of the Council for the

year 1919-20, an abstract of which appeared in our last issue, with
a running: commentary, in the course of which he mentioned that

the gratifying increase in membership was to some extent an
estimate, as there were a number of members whose subscriptions

had lapsed, and they were not yet sure how many of them had
definitely ceased to be members. He pointed out that although
the number of subscribers to the Benevolent Fund had increased

substantially, the amount subscribed had remained practically at

the same level as before. Referring to the benefaction to the

Institution announced in the report, he said that both the donation
and the manner in which it was given, were admirable examples
to them all, and trustees had been appointed for the Institution.

To the list of territorial centres and sub-centres that had been
visited by the President during the session, Loughborough could
now be added. Owing to the continued increase in the cost of

publication, the Council regretted that it had been compelled
to increase the subscription rates for Science Ahstraets. The
premiums awarded by the Council for papers read before the
Institution during the period .\pril 10th, 1919, to April 15th, 1920,

were then announced, as follows :—The Institution premium,
valued at £25, to Mr. M. B. Field for his paper on ''The Naviga-
tional Magnetic Compass "

; Ajiton premium (£10) to Mr. W. H.
Patchell for his "Notes on Operating a By-product Producer-Gas
Plant for Power and Heating"; Fahie premium (£10) to Messrs.

E. A. Laidlaw and W. H. Grinsted for their joint paper on "The
Telephone Service of Large Cities, with Special Reference to

London "
; John Hopkinson premium (£ 10) to Mr. J, C. Thompson

for his paper on " Transformers' for Electric Furnaces "
; Kelvin

premium (£10) to Mr. H. W. Taylor for his paper on " Eddy
Currents in Stator Windings "

; Paris premium (£10) to Mr. G.

Stead for his paper on " The Short Tungsten Filament as a Source
of Light and Electrons "

; Webber premium (£10) to Major A. C.

Fuller for his paper on '' The FuUerphone, and its Application to

Military and Civil Telegraphy" ; an extra premium (£5) to^Captain

J. M. Scott Maxwell for his paper on " Scientific Management : a

Solution to the Capital and Labour Problem "
; and another extra

premium (£5) to Major K. Edgcumbe for his paper on " The
Protection of A.c. Systems without the LTse of Special Conductors."
The motion to receive the report was seconded by Mr. J.

Shepherd, and, without comment, the report was adopted
unanimously.
Sir James Devonshire, in moving the adoption of the

accounts for the year ended December Slst, 1919. said that that

was his first presentation of the accounts since the resignation of

his able predecessor, Mr. Kingsbury. The cost of publication of

the Journal continued to increase. The temporary housing of the

Institution at Albemarle Street was, from a financial point of

view, entirely fatisfactory, as the Institution thereby benefited to

the extent of nearly £4,000. Negotiations had been opened for

the sale of the Tothill Street property, and he was glad to

announce that there were prospects of disposing of the property on
favourable terms. The accounts showed a margin to the good of

£1,495, an increase of £225.
Prof. J. T. MacGregor-Morris seconded the motion ; few

remarks were made, and the accounts were adopted unanimously.

Messrs. Allen, Attfield & Co. were appointed hon. auditors for the

year 1920-21, and the proceedings terminated with votes of thanks
to the Institution of Civil Engineers for the use of its premises and
library, and to the hon. ofBcers of the Institution at home and
abroad.

North Midland Centre.—The annual meeting of the Centre
was held at Leeds on May 11th. The chairman (Mr. W. M. Selvey)

presided. The accounts for the past year were unanimously
approved. The ballot for members of the committee for the
ensuing year resulted in Messrs. Furness, Jones, Spurr, Turner,
Col. Vignole and Mr. Wraith being elected. Mr. Leonard Milne
then read his paper on the " Electrical Equipment of Artisan
Dwellings," and a discussion followed.

Local Centre in Argentina.—The first Committee is made
up of the following members :

—

Chairman : Vernon Lindop.
Vice-chairman : W. C. Laidler.

Members : J. T. Cornish, H. L. Randolph, L. B. Trant, and J.

Wilson.

Secretary : A. C. Kelly, 783 calle Florida, Buenos Aires.

The Committee will be glad to be of assistance in any matter
affecting the interests of the British Electrical Industry and of
British Electrical Engineers.

—

Bfriew of the Hirer Piute.

Society of Chemical Induslry Modern Highspeed Electric
Telpherage was the subject of a paper at a Conference of the
Chemical Engineering Group (National) of the Society of Chemical
Industry, at Birmingham, on April 23rd. The author, Mr. H.
Btyth (Straohan & Henshaw, Bristol"), pointed out that in all

branches of industry there was a necessity to-day for doing every-
thing at high speed and with the greatest all-round economy. The
electric telpher was a particularly convenient and simple machine for

conveying any class of goods or materials over a moderate distance
with a minimum consumption of energy and at a low maintenance
cost. Telpherage had been very extensively adopted in gas works
for handling coke and other materials, and also in electricity works
for coal and ashes.

A coal telpher, fed by orane, was installed at Stepney elec-

tricity works. It was not permissible in this case to have the
telpher structure overhanging the barge, and a three-motion
orane had to be used to transfer the coal from the barge, first

to the hopper of the automatic weighing machine, which in turn
discharged the coal to the bui.ker which fed the telpher skip. The
supply of coal was kept up in the bunker, and the telpher operator
lowered his skip in front of the automatic shoot ; the skip was
filled in about 10 seconds (two tons of coal), lifted 40 ft., and
carried a maximum distance of about 300 ft. The capacity
(guaranteed) of the plant was 40 tons per hour, but in an emergency
70 tons per hour had been handled.

In 1916 Messrs. Nobels required to unload coal from 10-ton
wagons and store it evenly over an area of 350 ft. x 136 ft. x
10 ft. deep, and it was necessary to provide for a storage of 12,000
tons. The coal trucks are emptied by a Eraser & Chalmers tipper, at
the rate of eight to ten per hour, into a pit which has a partition
at a depth of 15 ft. and a chamber 7 ft. deep below this partition.
Coal can be lifted by the telpher and grab from the upper portion
of the pit at the rate of 40 to 50 tons per hour, and conveyed to
store, and simultaneously conducted at about the same rate by means
of a rotary feed table, below the partitions, to an elevator, and thence
by a band conveyor to the boiler-house bunkers. The special feature
of the telpher installation lies in the fact that the track itself is

made to travel the full length of the store ground, and by means of
a running switch maintains contact with the fixed track leading to
the grabbing pit. The telpher machine can thus lift the coal
from the pit and convey it directly to any part of the store ground,
and similarly pick up from any point of the store and carry it back
to the pit for feeding the elevator and conveyor for the boiler house.
It iWas not possible in this case to run the track through to
the boiler house, as the structure for the latter had already lieen

determined when the telpher was ordered for the store.

The telpher has a lifting motor of 20 h.p. and a travel motor of
8 HP., the energy consumption per hour being 6 units—that is,

015 unit per ton. The present-day labour cost would be id. to Jd.
per ton. The elevator is driven by a 10-h.p. motor, and the band
conveyor. 5 H.P. ; total consumption, 11 units per hour.

Soclete des Ingenleurs Civilg de France.—This institution is

organising a tour in France, from June 22nd to 25th, primarily for
its British section, but it has l>een decided to admit members of any
recognised British engineering institution. The tour, which
embraces Paris and the factories and mines of the north-eastern
war area, including Amiens, Lens, Lille and Vimy, will cost about
£ 12, and a programme has been arranged and can be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary of the British Section, 45, Great Marlborough
Street, W. 1.

Institute of Transport Reading a paper on " Some Railway
•Operating Problems," on May 17th, Major-General Sir H. W.
Thornton, general manager and engineer-in-chief of the G.E. RaU-
%vay, said he hoped to increase the already heavy train service
during the rush periods by 40 per cent. The trend of thought was
towards private ownership and administration under Government
regulations. To deal with the London traffic problem, in addition
to other improvements, they must employ electricity in the suburban
zone on a very large scale.

British Science Guild.—At the annual meeting of the Guild, to
be held at the (roldsmiths' Hall, Foster Lane, E.C., on Tuesday,
June 8th, at 3 p.m.. Lord Sj-denham, G.C.S.I.. F.R.S., in vacating a
Presidency marked by two most successful Scientific Products
Exhibitions, will djliver an address on "Science and the Nation," and
this will be followed by an address on " Some National Aspects of
Transport," by the incoming President. Lord Montagu of Beaulieu.
Lord Bledisloe and Sir Gilbert Parker will indicate what has been
done in the past year in this connection, and describe the significant
efforts now contemplated by the Guild. Applications for invita-

tions to the meeting should be addressed to the Secretary of the
British Science Guild, 6, John Street, Adelphi, W,C. 2,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
2kt Editor! invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

techniccil &r the commercial side of the profession, and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

EliSCTBlCAL Review potted as to their m^n-ements.

Mr. Weston has resigned from the Sterling Telephone and
Electric Co,, Ltd,, and has joined Cryselco, Ltd., as London repre-

sentative, with office at Craven House, Kingsway.
Mk. E. G. Phillips, M.I.E.E , who for the last 12 years has

been chief engineer to Messrs. Boots Chemists, Nottingham, has
resigned that position and opened offices at <,)ueen's Chambei,
King Street, Nottingham, as a consulting engineer, specialising in

power plants working against back pressures, and utilising the

exhaust for "process" work. On Friday last at the Island Street

works, over 100 of the power house staff and engineering

department presented Mr. Phillips with a secretarial desk. Mr.
T. S. Ratcliffe, general manager, made the presentation, and Mr.

H, B. Clarke, chief teohnioal assistant, expressed the staff's esteem
and appreciation.

Recent changes in the civilian staff at the Admiralty outports,

include the following ;—Electrical Engineering Department—Mn.
H. Martin, to Electrical Engineer, Lower Grade, Portsmouth
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Yard (Actinp) ; Mr. \V. A. Knight, to 1st Assistant Electrical

Engrineer, Portsmouth Yard ; Mr. G. R. Da vies, to 1st Assistant
Electrical Engineer, Dover Yard (Acting).
Me. J. W. A. Renshaw, assistant electrical engineer of Fleet-

wood, has been granted an additional bonus of £30 per annum.
On May 2Ist. Mr. F. C. Edgars, foreman armature winder to

the Halifax Tramways Committee, was presented with a silver

flower vase by the members of the staff. He is about to start

business in the electrical trade on his own account. He had been
with the Corporation over 20 years.

Lieut. H. Foster Smith, R.E., M.C , has been appointed chief
engineer to the Electric Lighting and Tramways Co , Para, North
Brazil.

LIE0T. Breeds, of Morecambe, has been appointed traflSc

manager to the Morecambe Corporation.
A Renter dispatch states that Sir Auckland Geddes, on

May 19th, received the Franklin Medal from the Franklin Institute
for Sir Charles Parsons.
Messrs. Charles P. Sparks & Partners have changed their

address to Blackfriars House, New Bridge Street, London, E.C. 4.

Telephone Nos. " 4 725 and 4 726 Central."
Mr. T. MacLennan, first engineer at Lake Coleridge hydro-

electric station. New Zealand, has been appointed public works
electrical engineer at Hamilton (N.Z.), and will take charge of the
Hora Hora works. Mr. H. S. Dix, engineer and manager of the
Prahran and Malvern tramways trust, has been appointed acting
chief manager and acting chief engineer of the Melbourne Tram-
ways Board, which controls the cable and electric tramway services
of the metropolitan and suburban areas.— Commonwealth Engineer.

Obilnary.—Mr. R. SniRf.—The death has taken place of Mr.
Robert Sharp, of Briercliffe Road, Burnley, who haA been for many
years in business as an electrician. He waa in his 59th year.

CITY NOTES.

Lord Ashfield presided at the annual
London and meeting on May 19th. He said that the
Suburban result was disappointinf:, but no other
Traction result could have been expected cunsider-
Co., Ltd. ing the expenses and how httle the fares,

if., had been advanced. Inci'eased operating
expenses more than counterbalanced the increase in revenue
of thfc three companies. There were no signs of any de-
crease in the price of materials necessary for the operation
and upkeep of the undertakings, and further demands were
received for increases in the wages of the opeiating staff.
It was therefore essential that more revenue .should be earned.
The Government had introduced the Tramwavs (Temporary
Increase of Charges) Bill, which, while it did not afford a
permanent measure of relief, would give the companies an
opportunity of increasing their revenue by bringing the
tares niore into relation with the present economic position
and with the expenses of carrying the traffic. It remained
to be seen to what extent the pubUc would accept this addi-
tional burden, but he could not but believe that they would
be willing to pay such fares as might be necessary to meet
reasonable working expenses and to provide adequate sums
for depreciation and a fair return on capital. There was a
rate of fare which would secure the maximum earnings,
and to go beyond that rate of fare would reduce the earnings
and bring disaster to the undertakings. He would, there-
fore, take that opportunity of warning those who were
constantly agitating for increased wages that thev could
overburden the undertakings and bring disaster to them-
selves and to all those associated with them. Th.e tramway
and omnibus undertakings in which their cornpany was
interested were not earning sufficient to meet their actual
expenses, and until fares had been increased and it was
known definitely just how much the public would pay. and
whether sufficient revenue could be obtained to meet even
the present expenses, including depreciation and a reasonable
return on capital, it was difficult to see how further increases
ni expenses could be incurred.

Calcat(a '^® report for 1919 shows as follows :

Hlectric Supply P^its sold 31.881.710, as against .30.431.132

Corporation, '° l^^^. Houses connected 10.271, an in-

Ltd crease of 374. Gross revenue £3.59.949.
against i£304.9.5.5. Net revenue f2.37 20fi

agamst £173,949. The net profit for 1919. plus balance brought
forward and interest received, totalled £298.459. £.34 408 has
been placed to the credit of the depreciation and renewals
account. The balance of excess profits dutv in respect of
1917-18 £27,724, and an estimated liability in' respect of 1919
for similar duty £.34,070, is provided for. £.55.000 is put to
reserve, £5,000 to the insurance fund. £5,000 to the pension
fund, and a final dividend is recommended on the ordinary
shares for the second half-year of G per cent, actual, making
10 per cent, for the year. Further, it is recommended that""
subject to the shareholders' approval and to the alteration
of the articles of association, one fully-paid preference" share
shall_ be issued as bonus for each 10 ordinary shares "held
fractions to be paid in cash. A balance estimated at £45,693
IS earned forward after providing for the directors' additional
rfcamnerabon of f4,000. Expenditure on capital account last

year £.51,653. Total outlay to December 31st la.st £1,438,009.
The demand for electrical energy still continues to increase.
In order to meet the same, after considering a report on the
situation from their consulting engineers in conjunction with
the company's engineer, that the capital should be increased,
the dii'ectors find themselves inevitably committed to an
increase of the system involving 11 millions .<-terling. The
power station must be more than doubled, ami the network
of distribution in proportion : thev therefore recommend that
the capital shall be increased from £1,500,000 to £3,0(10,000

by the issue of 300,000 additional shares of £5 each, also

that the rate of dividend payable in respect of the preference
shares be increa.'-cd from 5 to tjj per cent.

The Elektriska Altticbolag ]'nUa reports
Swedish that a total loss of 1,129,000 kr. was in-

Companies. curbed in 1919, of which 6.56,0(X) kr. con-
cerned the manufacturing departments, as

compared with net profits of 555,000 kr. in the previous year
on a share capital of 5,000,000 ki". All the subsidiary com-
panies are being liquidated, and the Volta company itself is

to be reorganised by the formation of a new company with
a share capital of 6.500,000 kr.

The directors of the Telefon A.B. Cedergren, nf Stockhuhii,
reporting on the past year, states that the network in War-
saw was for the most part restored after the damages caused
during the German occupation. The company's concession
expired on November 14th. 1919, and a provisional agreement
was entered into with the Polish Ministry to continue working
until July 1st, 1920. whilst negotiations were proceeding as
to the conditions for further maintaining the service. The
total lo.ss for the year amounts to 1,889.000 kr., of which
883,tKX) kr. represents the writing down of Russian debts.
The report of the A.B. Elektrarerken states that the situa-

tion of the market in 1919 was not satisfactory for the com-
pany's manufactures. The unfavourable conditions of ex-
change facilitated foreign competition, and compelled the com-
pany for the present to cease the production of batteries and
thermo flasks, and rendered impossible the export of other
manufactures. The results were also prejudicially affected by
a three months' strike at the installation materials factory,

and the great advance in wages. As net profits the accounts
show the sum of 557,000 kr., as against 713,000 kr. in 1918,
when a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, was paid. It is,

however, not proposed to make any distribution for last year.
but to dispose of the surplus available by allocations to the
renewal and reserve funds, and bv the carrying forward of
318,000 kr., as compared with 157,000 kr. in 1918.

The Compagnie dc Telegraphie Sans Fil

French reports net profits of 2,525,000 fr. for 1919
Companies. and a dividend of 40 fr. per share, this

comparing with 27.22 fr. per share for the
eleven months comprising the previous financial year.
The Societe d'Elecfro-Chcmie de Bozcl has declared a di^n-

dend at the rate of 22 fr. per share out of net profits of
762.0(Xi fr. in 1919, as against 22 fr. and 766,000 fr. respectively
in the previous year.

The net profits of the Societe Gramme ui 1919 are reported
,it 697,(XXt fr., as compared with 703,000 fr. in the previous
year. After making allocations to the legal reserve fund and
provision for the tax on war profits, there remains a balance
of 402,000 fr., permitting of the payment of a dividend of
50 fr.. as against 48 fr. per old share and 25 fr. per new share
in 1918.

The Sociefe d' Elcctro-Cliimie et d'Electro-MeiaUurgie, which
last year_ absorbed the Electro-Chimique du Gillre et des Car-
bures Metallurgiques and increased the share capital from 18
to 35 millions of francs, reports net profits of 3,855,000 fr. for

1919 as compared with 1,546,000 fr. in 1918. It has been
decided to pay a dividend of 45 fr. per share on the augmented
capital, this contra.sting with 50 fr. per share in the previous
vear.

The net profit for 1919 was £455,089,
Babcock & plus £92,089 brought forward. After pay-

Wilcox, Ltd. ing the interim dividends of 3 per cent,

and 2J per cent, on the preference
shares, and 6 per cent, on the ordinary, further divi-

dends at the same rates on the preference and 9 per
cent., free of income tax. on the ordinary shares, are to
be paid; £150,000 is to be put to reserve; £10,000 is to be put
to staff pension fund; and £123,225 carried forward. The
capital has been increased by 500,000 ordinary shares, but these
do not rank for the dividend now announced on the old ordi-

nary shares. The construction of the works of the Sociedad
Espanola de Construcciones Babcock it Wilcox wiU be com-
pleted this year. The company is equipping auxiliary works
in Au.stralia and Italy, and is extending its .Iapane.=« works.
The French B. & W. works, in which the company is in-

terested, have been enlarged and the capital of that company
increased. At Renfrew considerable extensions are being
undertaken; a new foundry and pipe shop are being built,

the crane making department is being enlarged, and new
offices are being erected. Extensions are in progress at the
Dumbarton works. The use of B. & W. marine boilers is in-

creasing, and the ainoiint of orders in hand for all the com-
pany's manufactures is satisfactory. " 'V\Tiilst there is some
improvement noticeable in the output of our workmen, it ia

still below the pre-war standard, and there are also continual
interruptions, through trade disputes, to contend with."
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The accounts of the Ateliers de Const rue-

Belgian ttoim Electriques de Cliaiieroi show total

Companies. profits of '^703,000 Ir. for 1919. It is there-

fore possible to extinguish the provisional

debit balance of •2,337,UUO fr. which existed at the end of

1918, pay interest on the loans, and curry 'JU9,(K.HJ fr. forward.

The Cumpagnie des liailways et dc I'Elcctncitd reports net

prohts of 359,000 fr. for 1919, which sum has been carried

forward. At the recent tjenerai meeting the chairman stated

that the company hojted to resume the payment of dividends

next year, and the directors were devoting special attention

to industrial undertakings which were more remunerative
than tramways and supply works.

Tlie Socictc (jeneialc Beige d'Etit reprises Electriques re-

ports net profits of 784,000 fr. for 1919, and a dividend at the

rate of '2£> fr. per share has been declared on the old capital

and 1.67 fr. per share on the partly-paid shares. The reixirt

states that the supply works in which the company is in-

terested have profited in general by the resumption of in-

dustrial activity, especially as the use of electricity is becoming
general, and electric motors are being increasingly adopted
both by small and big industries. At the same time, the
public authorities in most cases have sanctioned an advance
in supply tariffs and in tramway fares.

The directors of Voigt £ Haefjner A.O.,

German of Fninkfort-on-Main, recommend a divi-

Companies. dend at the rate of 18 per cent, for 1919,

being the same as in the previous year.

The accounts of the Elcktro-Salpetenccrks A.G., of BerUa,
show net profits for 1919 which i>ermits of the reduction of

the debit balance from 1,420,000 marks to 1,380,000 marks.
The Norddeutsche Seekabel W'crke A.G., of Nordenham,

after making provision for depreciation and losses on invest-

ments, reports a loss of 47,000 iuarks for 1919, as compared
with net profits of 291.000 marks in 1918.

The Ver. holatoren ]Verke A.G., of Berlin-Pankow. after

making provision for depreciation, reports net profits of

166,000 marks for 1919, as compared with 126.000 marks in

the preceding year. The directors recommend a dividend at

the rate of 12 per cent., this comparing with 10 per cent,

in 1918.

The accounts of the Elektrochemische Werke, of Bcrlm,
after writing off 2.100.000 marks for special depreciation on
new plant in 1919, as against 900,000 marks in 1918, show net
profits of 2,629,000 marks, a.s compared with 1,926,000 marks
in the previous year. It is intended to distribute a rate of

15 per cent., this comparing with 12 per cent, in 1918.

The accounts of the Bergmnnn Elektrizitats Werke A.G.,

of Berlin, show gross profits of 22.102,000 marks for 1919, aa

compared with 23,683,000 marks in the preceding vear. After
providing 1,9;^7,000 for depreciation, as against 2,578,(X)0

marks, the net profits are returned nt 7,448,000 marks, as

compared with 7,149,000 marks in 1918. It is proposed to

pay a dividend of 12 per cent, on the paid capital of 47.7.50,000

marks as in the previous year. The unpaid capital is to be
called up, and the share capital then increased by 28,000,000

marks to 80,000,000 marks.

The report for 1919 of the Aluminium
Neuhausen Industrie .^.G.. of Neuhausen, .states that

Aluminium the expectations that with the conclusion
Industry Co. of peace the conditions of production and

S!ile would revert to normal paths, and
relief take place in the provision of raw materials, had not
been fulfilled. On the contrary, increased difficulties had to

be contended with in order to supply the works with raw
materials. With the exception of the Tvend works in German
Austria it was possible to maintain restricted working at aU
the manufacturing plants, and the production under these
circumstances was less than in tht^ preceding year. In addi-
tion to the large decline in the output, the unfavourable con-
ditions of exchange, the enormously increa.sed wages, and
the advance in the cost of raw materials and freights, were
the causes of the less favouralile re,sults as contrasted with
the preceding year. The cross profits including the balance
forward declined from 38.062.000 fr. in 1018 to 16,390,000 fr.

last vear.
_
.^fter considerably rpduoinu the amount provirled

for depreciation as compared with 1918. the net nrofits h:ive
fallen from 12.093.000 fr. in the Intter vear to 8,821.000 fr. in
1919. As recently mentioned, the dividend is nt the rate of
]S per cent, on ordinary .share capital of 42.000.000 fr.. this
comparing with 20 per cent, in 1918 and 20 per cent, in
each of the three preceding vears on considernhlv loss capital.
The renort further states that the seizure of the works in
France had not yet been raised, although speedv settlement
was to be foreseen. The Hungarian Bauxite Co. had to su,'!-

pend activity after the revolution, and had not yet been
able to resume. Nevertheless the Neuhausen Go. posse.s.sed
large stocks of bauxite which would last a long time forward.

Edison Swan Electric Co., Md.—The finanrinl Press
states that the directors propose to increase the borrowing
powers of the company.

Brisbane Electric Tramways Investment Co.. Ltd. Divi-
dend of 8 per cent, per annuni. free of tax, on ordinary shares
for half-year, making 8 per cent, for the year; £20,000 to
reserve; £38,876 carried forward.

Potteries Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—Mr. R. J. Howley,
presiding at the annual meeting, said that the traffic re-

ceipts amounted to £251,745, an increase of £46,221, due to a
small increase in trattic and a further increase in fares. The
administration and general expenses increased by ±'5,022.

The introduction of the 48-hour week in April, 1919, had
cau.sed the largest single increase in wages which they had
had to meet in any year, being equivalent to 13s. per man
per week on the old basis of a 60-hour week. In November
a further 4s. a week had been granted by an award of the
Committee on Production. A further increase of 8s. per
man per week, which would rise to 9s. on June 1st next,

recently recommended by the National Industrial Council,

was now being paid. lucrea.ses in wages during the year
had out-distanced the increased cost of living, and there must
be some finality to the increases which could be granted.
Wages continued to advance, and the raising of additional

revenue became _more difficult. Their efforts had not been
unsuccessful during the year under review in maintaining
the balance available for distribution, but there was a limit

to which fares could be raised.

Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd.—The profit for the
year ended December 31st, after providing for estimated
liabilities to the Government, amounts to £185,040, against
£133,275 in 1918, to which is added £23,818 brought forward.
One year's arrears of preference dividend to April 30th, 1912,

paid June 17th, absorbed .£'21.000; two years' arrears of prefer-

ence dividend to April ;Mth, 1914, paid November 28th, £42,000.
It is proposed to allocate .£45,000 to depreciation for 1919

;

portion of capital expenditure in 1919. written off, £13,.565

;

leaving a credit balance of £48,842. The company's hability

for excess profits duty for the past four years has not yet been
finally adjusted, but it is estimated, .says the Times, that out
of the retainable profits for the year 1919 a total payment of

£105.000 can be made to the preference shareholders. Of this

sum, a distribution of £63,000. as .shown above, has already
been made, and it is now proposed to pay £42,000 out of the
balance of profit remaining; the dividend on the preference
shares will then have been paid to April .30th. 1916.

Arbroath Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Mr. George
Balfour, M.P., said at the annual meeting that the present
consumption of current was about .30 per cent, greater than
that of a year ago. Naturally this increase of bu.siness, he
said, required an extension of their plant and machinery and
cables, and each, of course, meant additional capital. After
referring to the arrangements for the increase of capital, he
said it was not the intention to issue all the new shares at

one time, but the directors had thought it wise to make ample
provision, and shares would be issued as and when fresh

capital was required. A special vote of thanks was passed
to the engineer (Mr. J. Cathcart Christie) and his staff.

Anglo=American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The three quarterly
interim dividends on the preferred and ordinary .stock absorbed
£157,500, and the directors on January 31st last paid the final

dividend of .30s. per cent, for the year on these shares and on
the deferred stock. The.se payments absorbed altogether
£262,.500, being the rent paid by the Western Union Telegraph
Co. for the year, equal to 3j per cent, on the ordinary stock,

6 per cent, on the preferred stock, and ^^ per cent, on the
deferred stock. The balance at credit of revenue account
(£68.822) includes £3.197 interest received, and the balance of

£65,625 is available for the pavment of dividends for the
quarter to March .31st, 1920.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the undermentioned to be officially quoted :

—
Erinoid. T,td.^100,000 shares of 5s. each fully paid (Nos.

600,001 to 700,000).

Greenwood & Batley, Ltd.—168.000 ordinarv shares of £1
each, fully paid (Nos. 1 to 168.000): and 96.000 7 per cent,

cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fullv paid (Xos. 1 to

96,000).

The Committee has sepcially allowed dealing in the follow-

ing under temporary regulation 4 (3) :

—

River Plate Electricity Co., Ltd.—122,440 ordinarv shares
of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 175,001 to 297,440).

Ramsgate & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Profit

for 1919 £4,217. as against £2.026 for 1918. After deducting
interest on outstanding accounts due to contractors (£1.13-2)

and adding £743 brought forward, the balance is £3,857.

Dividend 5 per cent.; £2,000 to reserve; £857 carried for-

ward. Mr. A. N. Rye has been elected a director in place

of Mr . A. D. Chamen, resigned.

Mirrlees Bickerton & Day, Ltd.—The report for the year
ended March. 1920, states that the net profit, after providing

for depreciation and excess profits dutv. A'C., is £41.842, plus

.£5,720 brought forward. It is proposed to pay a dividend on
the ordinary shares, making 12J per cent., free of tax, placing

£5,000 to reserve, and carrying forward £7,510.

British Mannesmann Tube Co,, Ltd.—Interim dividend of

4 per cent., less tax.
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Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway Co.—At the annual

meeting Mr. J. W. Hill said that the grosa income had largely

exceeded that of any previous year. The increase was
accounted for to a certain extent by the increased passenger

fares, but the increase in the number of passengers as against

those carried in the previous year was almost 52,000. The
service was still curtailed, but it was hoped to improve it. As

to expenditure, wages were double the amount of 1918 and

coal was dearer, while the coal supply prospects were anything

but reassuring.

Companies Struck off the Register.—The following have

been struck off the register and are dissolved :
—

Faringdon Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.

Star Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.

share, free of tax.

-Interim dividend of 5s. per

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Stock Exchange markets appear to be the better for the'"

Whitsun holiday, and a fair amount of busfness rewarded

those who were sufficiently conscientious to return to town

to-day (Tuesday). The holiday passed without givin'^ riscs to

any unexpected complications at home and abroad, so there

was nothing to check the mildly better tone established at the

end of last week.

The dramatic drop in many prices in the commodity, food

and metal markets is regarded from various points of view.

New York sends apprehensions as to its further course being

undesirable in view of possible slump consequences in the

market for Government and other securities, and this aspect

naturally occurs to the holder of stocks and shares, the prices

of which are bound to suffer if forced liquidation goes to

extremes. At the same tune, it is well recognised that the

fall in Stock Exchange prices has been extremely severe dur-

ing the past two months, and that the forced selling has been

accomplished to no small extent already. The City, tEerefore,

is not alarmed at the outlook, and the manner in which gilt-

edged stocks are supported is evidence of the investors' frame
of mind.
People are buying preference shares and fixed interest stocks

to-day on the ground that dividends oh ordinary shares are
likely to be eaten into by the additional E.P.D., and that this

may make material difference to the dividends on ordinary
shares. In these circumstances, the attractions stand out from
euch investments as General Electric 7i per cent. B prefer-
ence, which can be bought at about 19s. 3d., and are repre-
sentative of the class of shares for which the investor is now
asking. No doubt the course of time will bring the ordinary
shares into favour again, but—equally no doubt—preference
issues are more popular with the public at present.

Electricity Supply shares are weaker on account of several
decreased accounts which have come to market this week.
County ordinary and preference have felt this more particu-
larly, but London Electrics and Metropolitans also gave wav.
City Lights are quoted in their £1 (instead of £10) guise, the
ordinary being called U and the preference 17s. At these
prices the former give a return of nearly 9 per cent, on the
money, and the preference offer a httle over 7 per cent. Cal-
cutta Electric Supply are -ds. lower at 8, although the report
is regarded as being quite a good one.
Edisons at 23s. 9d. have hardened up; otherwise the manu-

facturing group is dullish, with General Electrics easier at
31s. 3d., and Siemens at 26s. Henleys shed 1-16 to 40s.
Castner Kellners recovered to 4 on the declaration of an in-
terim dividend at the rate of 20 per cent.
The International, which took over a large part of the Auto-

matic Telephone shares, issues a report dealing with the shaie
capital and other figures, but which is otherwise colourless.
Amencan and other dollar securities are lower in many cases,
the New York Stock Exchange being subject to depressing
conditions due to causes not unlike those which have made
pnces dull over here. Cuban Telephone 6 per cent, prefer-
ence fell 2 to 120, and American Telephone and Telegraph
capital stock dropped to U7i Rio Tramways 1st mortgage
bonds weakened to S2J. Biazilian Tractions reacted to 49}
after being above 50. The Anglo-Argentine Tramways list i.9

rather firmer, the first preference hardening to 3J. Mexican
•^i".* ^^ Power firsts at 41 are 5 points better on the fort-

night. The death of President Carranza has had little effect
other than this upon Mexican issues. Stock Exchange opmion
already quoted, persists that no change can be for the worse in
Mexico.
Cable stocks are as langourous as the weather. Anglo-

American deferred continues its downward course Globe
ordinary shares are 5s. lower. West India and Panama have
Biven away further to lOs. owing to the poor report. Shares
changed hands down to 8a. 6d. Marconis remain a firm

market at 3J, but the new ordinary are still at 28. 6d. discount,

and Marines are 1-16 better at 38s. 9d.

Reference was made here last week to Atkin's " Manual."
To quote further from its pages may appear to savour
of laziness on the part of the commentator, yet, in

these kaleidoscopic days, it is very interesting to have
a lucid reminder of the Electricity Bill (1919) which
is now law. Risking the charge just mentioned, we
rei^eat from the Manual before us: " Ttus BiU, owing to

strong opposition in the House of Lords, directed specially

against its financial proposals, was considerably modified . . .

all its compulsory features withcLrawn, and the proposals re-

lating to the appointment of Commissioners and the control

and advice which they are enabled by the Act to give in con-
nection with the development of electricity were retained."
The power enjoyed by the London County Council to purchase
in 1931 the undertakings of all the companies together for fair

market value without goodwill (Electric Lighting Act, 1888)

is now transferred to the Joint Electricity Authorities for the
area in which a company operates. This is how the position

stands at present, and the element of uncertainty which ob-
viously continues to exist is sometimes held responsible for

the reluctance that many investors entertain in regard to

putting money into electric lighting shares.

Home Railway stocks are more or less moribund. The
vast numbers .of passengers carried by the motor-'buses during
the Whitsim hoUday has failed to infuse any interest into the
market for the Underground Railways group. Arinament
shares make a fairly good showing, with Vickera hardening
slightly. Rubber shares rallied on the raw material picking
up to a florin per lb., which brought in a few buyers and a
great many inquiries.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
HoMK Electricity Companies,

Price
May 25,
1920.

Brompton Ordinary 8

Oharlng Cross Ordinary . . .

,

4

do. do. do 4JPrel. .. 4
Chelsea 8

City of London 8

do. do. 6 per oent. Fret. .

.

6

County of tiondon 7
do do. 6 per oent. Pret. 6

Eensln^on Ordinary .. .. 6

Iiondon Electric HU
do. do, 6 per oent. Pret. .

.

6
Metropolitan.. 6

do. 4^ per cent. Pret. .

.

4)
St. JameB' and Pall Mall . . .

.

10
Sonth London 6
South Metropolitan Pret 7
Westminster Ordinary . . .

.

8

Rise or fall. p.c.

88
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THE LOWER SEVERN ELECTRICITY DISTRICT.

By H. M. S.

{Co?ichi(Ied from page 647.)

If tiie Commissioners sought for an area in which
the industrial and population factors vary widely with

a larg:e proportion electrically undeveloped, so that their

first scheme may be tested throufjh a considerable ran^e

of conditions, this area seems to offer a good opportunity.

It may be only a coincidence that Hereford, which is in

the district, has the only supply undertaking which has

definitely tried to cater for agricultural demands. There
are those who think that electric supply in rural districts

will prove of social and economic value, providing some
encouragement to the development of village and home
industries, some social amenities, as well as assistance to

the agriculturist, and thereby promote an increase in the

rural populations which social reformers agree to be

desirable.

This district gives the Commissioners an opportunity of

testing the theory, if they or others can finance the

enterprise.

Another feature of the district is that outside Bristol and

Bath the existing supply stations are on the small side,

situated in small towns, each' isolated from its colleagues

by relatively considerable distances, so that interlinking is

hardly practicable or of advantage. Also, no part of the

area, excepting the Severn shore, appears to offer any

facilities for the operation of a large economical station,

whilst all parts of it can be reached by transmission lines

not exceeding about 50 miles in length, a length which is

very moderate compared with American and Continental

practice. The conditions, therefore, give a super-station a

rather better opening to show its utility, than will be the case

in some other areas. It may prove that some of the small

isolated stations will find a bulk supply cheaper than their

own generating costs, especially as regards any increase in

load.

Clearly, if this idea is in tli'; Commissioners' minds, its

success depends very much upm the way in which the

possibility of supply stimulates the growth of demand
throughout the district. As so much of it, including many
large villages and small towns, is without a supply now, it

is safe to suppose that there is already some unsatisfied

demand to start with.

Authorised undertakers within the proposed district will

naturally wish to know how the proposals of the Commis-
sioners will affect them, and may bring forward a scheme

which will propose the formation of a joint electricity

authority with the proposers as the undertaker members.

It would not be surprising to hear that such a scheme has

already been put before the Commissioners in some form,

though this is only guesswork.

But two things may be kept in mind. The first is that

if a joint electricity authority is set up, that authority

beionies ac authorised undertaker for the whole of the

district not covered by the areas of supply of existing

undertakers, and is under the general obligation of an
authorised undertaker to give supplies in the area. This
obligation is not unlimited, but may be made mandatory by
the Commissioners in respect of any area. It is, therefore,

distinctly onerous.

The other is that the Commissioners may not accept any
scheme submitted to them, but may amend it or formulate

, one of their own, and give effect to the amended or substi-

tuted scheme. These facts may have a considerable bearing

upon the future of existing undertakings. The authorised

undertakings in the district are somewhat scattered. Some
of them are quite isolated, surrounded by rural territory

outside their areas of supply, which does not tempt them to

obtain extended powers. The extended power to use over-

head lines, and the power of the Commissioners to make
orders having the effect of provisional orders, may modify
the conditions. What steps can they take to safeguard

their interests 'i Circumstances differ so much in different

cases that it would be foolish to offer any general advice.

The owners of each undertaking should consider whether

the organisation of the supply throughout the district is

likely to benefit them, or whether they have anything to

fear from it, and shape their course accordingly. The 1919
Act is not very difficult to understand, and a careful perusal

of it will reveal the powers, duties, and responsibilities of

the authority with reference to individual undertakings.

As before stated, it is known that some of the most
important undertakings have conferred, with a view to

co-operation in establishing a joint authority, and it may
be expected that such a scheme will be put forward with

Bristol in the forefront. Any authorised undertakers may,
jointly or separately, propose schemes. Whilst other bodies

than authorised undertakers may submit schemes, it does

not seem likely that any such will propose schemes for this

particular district.

The point is that no undertaker can be sure of being left

outside the operations of a joint authority by merely refrain-

ing from acting with others in preparing a scheme. If

such an authority is Set up, every undertaking in the district

will become subject to its supervision, and at the same time
have a right to such benefits as the authority may be able

to dispense.

Theie is, however, nothing to prevent any authorised
undertaker from submitting a scheme for the improvement
of the supply in its own vicinity.

If all the authorised undertakers in the district can agree

upon a scheme in which their separate interests will be
equitably treated, and the supply organisation demon-
strably improved, the Commissioners will have to uive such
an agreed scheme very serious consideration. Naturally,

in such an event, they will examine it rather closely from
the public point of view, but the fact of unanimity will be
a strong point. If discussion between the undertakers
leaves some of them dissatisfied with the arrangement
favoured by the majority, the dissentients will at least have
the advantage of knowing what case they will have to meet
at the local inquiry, and be prepared to set out their own
objections and proposals for amendment.

Some of the undertakers, especially those who are most
isolated, may fail to see any advantages to themselves from
the operations of a .Joint Authority. It appears to be open

to them to submit schemes for local improvements, including

the extensions of their own areas of supply. The powers
given by the Act for the use of overhead lines and the

compulsory acquisition of wayleaves may in some cases

make this course i|uite attractive. But the Commissioners
cannot grant them an extension of tenure, the one thing
needful for small companies.

Another course open to any undertaker is to ask that the

proposed area of the district may be altered by excluding

the undertaker's area of supply. This can be done by
submitting an objection or representation to the delimita-

tion notice under Section b. Sub-section (1 ), or the point

can be raised at the local inquiry to be held under
Sub-sec. (2). The prudent course is to submit an
objection. The succesis of such an objection seems to be
the only way in which an undertaking preferring to be left

alone can attain that object. I'>ut success does not seem
very likely, unless it can be shown that the isolition desired

will enable the said undertaking to serve the public better

than when working under a joint authority. The Com-
missioners may be expected to examine such a proposition

very critically.

It must be remembered that the Commissioners may
approve one of the schemes submitted with or without
modification, or if no scheme submitted is approved, the

Commissioners may themselves formulate such a scheme.
Also that the scheme approved does not necessarily include

the formation of a joint authority. But as the Com-
missioners have formally stated that it appears to them
that the existing organisation for the supply should be
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improved, it is extremely unlikel.v that things will be left

in statu quo. That would be an admission by the Com-
missioners that what they have said should be done, cannot

be done.

Under the Act of 191!* no generating station or other

property of an authorised undei'taker can be acquired by a

joint electricity authority without the consent of the owner.

Hut the amending Rill of this Session proposes to empower

the Comiuissioners to establish either a joint electricity

authority or a District Electricity Board in any district.

A District Electricity Board will take over all the generat-

iog stations in the district by compulsory purchase on the

terms which were so strongly opposed in the discussions on the

1019 Bill. The opposition last session, and the pressure

of time, led to the Government withdrawing these pro-

visions. The 1920 Bill seeks to restore them, with the

very important addition that the compulsory purchase

powers may (but not shall) be conferred on joint electricity

authorities, as well as district electricity boards.

Whether the (ioramis-iioners will be in possession of tliese

additional powers when they come to approve or foruiulate

a scheme for the Lower Severn district, cannot yet be said.

The Bill has not yet passed its second reading in the House

of Commons, a good deal of opposition has been organised,

largely on the (iovernment side of the House, and the Irish

Bill will block the way for some weeks.

But as the local inquiry will take place after July a 1st

—

one would say in September at the earliest—the fate of the

Bill will be decided before tlie Commissioners liave to

approve or formulate a scheme. It is not uncharitable to

suppose that this fact had something to do with the fixing

of the date. It is, however, rather emljarrassing for the

undertakers who do not know whether the Commissioners

will, or will not, have the power to make a scheme with

compulsory purchasing powers. It may conceivably make
all the difference to their attitude towards any scheme

which may be discussed among themselves.

There is this to be said about it. If the authorised

undertakers, or a substantial majority of them, can agree

upon a scheme which is calculated to meet the public

requirements without the iutroduction of compulsory

purchase powers, there seems no particular reason why the

Commissioners should put in those powers, supposing that

the present liill has been pissed. And if any undertaker

considers that it would lie to his advantage 10 transfer a

part, or the whole, of his undertaking to the Joint

Authority, the scheme may include provision for such

transfer on agreed terms.

The weak point of the 1919 Act is that there is no pro-

vision for financing Joint Electricity Authorities. Whilst

the Act contemplates that these bodies may purchase land,

generating stations, and whole undertakings, and prescribes

that the consent of the Electricity Commissioners shall be

obtained to any proposed capital expenditure, there is not

a word showing how the authorities arc to raise the necessary

capital. It is true that the scheme setting up an authority

"may contain any consei|uential, incidental, and supple-

mental provisions which appeal' to be expedient or proper

for the purpose of the scheme," and perhaps borrowing and
other financial powers may be held to be covered by the

words quoted. Also the scheme may provide for the

exercise by the Joint Authority " of all or any of tlie

powers of the authorised undertakers within the elec-

tricity district," which ci-rtainly seems to cover borrowing

and other financial powers, including the borrowing powers
of municipal undertakings on the security of the rates.

It seems, therefore, that any scheme approved or formu-
late! by the Commissioners must incorporate provisions for

financing the authority, with sufficient elasticity to allow

for future development. This part of the scheme will not

be the easiest to arrange.

To revert to procedure. When the Electricity Commis-
sioners have approved or formulated a scheme, they are to

publish it, and to hold a public inquiry on it. After that,

they make an order giving effect to the scheme, possibly

with modifications resulting. from the last-named inquiry,

present it to the Ministry of Transport, which may confirm

the order, with or without modifications. The order has

then to be laid before each House of Parliament, and is not

to come into operation until it has been approved—with or

without modification—by a resolution passed by each House.

With these approvals the order giving effect to the scheme

will have the validity of an Act of Parliament. It may be

altered at any future date by an order which has passed

through the same procedure.

It may be usePnl to recapitulatr the steps of this

procedure :

—

1. Notice of provisional delimitation of electricity dis-

trict by the Commissioners.

Objections oi' representations regarding the inclusion or

exclusion of any area in the proposed district may be

submitted, and if such are submitted the Commissioners

have to hold a Local Inquiry Xo. 1.

2. Notice that it appears to the Commissioners that the

organisation of supply in the district should be improved,

and inviting authorised undertakers and certain other

bodies to submit schemes for its improvement within a

definite time.

The Commissioners have to hold a Local Inquiry No. 2

into this matter. At this inquiry (|uestions of the inclusion

or exclusion of any area in the district may be raised,

whether Local Inquiry No. 1 has been held, or not, and it

is only after No. 2 inquiry that the area is to be finally

determined.

The Commissioners evidently consider that these two

notices may be issued simultaneously.

3. Publication by the Commissioners of any scheme

which they may have approved or formulated, and the

holding of Local Inquiry Xo. 3 thereon.

4. Presentation by the Commissioners of an order giving

effect to the scheme decided on as the result of Inquiry No. 3

to the Ministry of Transport.

5. Confirmation, with or without modification, of an order

so presented, by the ilinistry of Transport.

(I. Approval by each House of Parliament by a resolution

of an order so confirmed, \vith or without modification.

There will be opportunities for parties interested to

present their case :

—

1. As to the inclusion or exclusion of any area, by objec-

tion or representation, at Local Inquiry No. 1 ; and at Local

Inquiry No. 2.

2. As to schemes for the improvement of supply, by the

submission of such schemes, at Local Inquiry No. 2, and

at Local In(|uiry No. 3.

3. (ienerall^by representations to the Ministry of Trans-

port wiili respect to an order giving effect to any scheme,

before the Ministry confirm it.

4. Generally, in discussion in Parliament on the resolu-

tion to confirm any order, if they can find a member of

either or both Houses to put forward their views.

The Commissioners and the Ministry of Transpoit may
make rules in relation to the various inquiries and other

proceedings above summarised. Until these rules—which

have to be laid before Parliament—have been made, nothing

more definite can be said as to how action is to be taken

under headings 1, 2 and 3. As to No. 4, there are no rules,

but there are manners.

The Electrical Resistivity of Iroa.—At the annual

meetinj; of the Iron and Steel Institute, Mr. A. L. Norbury dia-

cussed the effect of various elements on the electrical reaistivity of

iron, and gave a resinur of the most important papers on the

subject, up to and including- that of Benedicks in 1902. He showed
that Benedicks'a method of plotting the reaistivity values of

(luenehed carbon steels on a straight line, and extrapolating to

7'(i microhms as the reaistivity of pure iron, could not be considered

correct. Recent determinations gave 9'9 microhms per centimetre

cube as the resistivity of pare iron at 20°. The results obtained by

recent investigators showed that equi-atomic quantitiea of

different elementa dissolved in iron did not increase the electrical

resistivity to exactly the same amount. A new factor depending

on the electronic properties of the particular element in solution

determined the atomic resistivity increase in each case. The
problem of calculating the electrical resistivity of a steel from ita

chemical composition was briefly discussed.

In a paper by Prof. <-'. A. Edwards and Mr. A. L. Norbury on the

effect of heat treatment on electrical resistivity, it was stated that

in the annealed condition the effect of chromium was to raise the

resistivity of iron by 3'75 microhms for each I'O per cent, in excess

of 4 3 times the carbon content. It appeared that the ett'ect of

•chromium upon the resistivity of iron was to cauae an increase of

about 5'1 microhm? per cubic centimetre for 10 per cent, held in

solid solution.
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THE ELECTRIC PROPULSION OF SHIPS.

By R. J. BUTLER, M.I.N. A.

(Abstract of paper read before the Greenoc

It is the purpose of this pajwr to consider some aspects of
what appears to the author to be the logical outcome of the
geared turbine for ship prupulsiou, namely, the .substitution
for the mechanical means of speed reduction of a method
which shall be more in keeping with developments in the
transmis.sion of pow'er in other industries, i.e., an electrical
one. In putting forward a proposition, no matter how great
the technical merits of the scheme may be, it is necessary to
offer the prospective buyer either a cheaper price or to "pro-

duce indisputable evidence that an extra outlay will be more
than recouped in a short period ; and that definite advantages
result from this increased initial expenditure. To the ship-
owner the cost per ton-mile of goods carried is the criterion
by which his machinery is Judged, always, of course, assum-
ing reliability of the equipment.
In the original pajjer a list of the electrically-propelled vessels

.so far completed is given, besides which there have been
six other installations completed, including three S.OOO-h.p.
set by Japanese firms, some smaller repeat vessels for
Swedish owners, and some 40 vessels aggregating about
70,000 HP., aif under construction, principally for Scandina-
vian owners; all these sets are equipped with Ljungstrom type
generators. It must be conceded that there is another side
to the picture, and the principal objections levelled against
the system are :

—
1. Additional first cost. It- may be stated broadly that the

average increase of cost over, say, double mechanical reduc
tion turbines should not exce«jd '20-'2.o per cent, for a tramp
steamer of moderate .size and diminishes with an increase
of power.

'2. Difficulties of cooling the generators and motors. This
is a serious problem, as 5 to per ctnt. of the total energy
through the machines is dissipated in heat, but can be mucii
assisted by intelligent grappling with the ventilation system.
Sir Charles Parsons employed water to cool the rotors of

generators .some years ago, with very successful results. Foi-

marine propuLsion the provision of cooling water to the
stator also appears to be a veiy desirable object, and Mr. J.

Shepherd has shown how this can be arranged.' Practically

the whole of the heat so generat-ed can be returned to the
boiler. Further, the system would practically eliminate fire

risks; at present a flash over is led by the forced draught
of the cooling air. It is realised that very careful construc-

tion would be necessary to obviate damage to the electrical

parts by water leakage, but the .system appears feasible, and,
moreover, prevents deterioration and other troubles from salt

air, which is extremely destructive when moist and warm.
'

3. Speed regulation and drop in motor efficiency. This
cannot be stnctly alleged as a di-sadvantage, and will be

touched upon later.

4. The effect of helm on propelling motors running at

synchronous speeds. In a twin screw vessel, when the

helm is put over, the revolutions of one of the propellers

show a large drop, depending on the direction of turning or,

in other words, to keep up the revolutions requires a large

increase of power. In the case of \.c. motors running at

approximately synchronous speed, the effect of this is equiva-

lent to an increase of propeller torque, and the motors must
be designed to meet tliis virtual overload. Moreover, w'hen

going astern, full motor torque will be available, seeing ihat

the .synchronous speed will be maintained or nearly so. .\t

the same time, mduction motors could not lose their speed
to the same extent as "a steam turbine, without falling out.

but trial results on the point are, as far as I know, not yet

published. As an offset to this, if the load be removed, for

example, by shedding a blade or breaking a shaft, the motor
will not race.

5. The loss involved in transniission ilue to the inherent
principle of converting mechanical into electrical energy and
then back again to mechanical. Whilst it may be conceded that

the loss is to some extent greater than with straight mechani-
cal transmission, yet the disparity is very small, and is more
than balanced by the advantages obtained.* The average
figure taken for single reduction gear loss is '2 per cent.,

and it has been common practice to assume 4 to 5 per cent, for

double reduction gearing. This figure is, probably, too low.
particularly at fractional loads. Some exjierimeuts carried
out by the G.E. Co. of .\merica showed an efficiency of

94 i per cent, for double reduction gearing, and a figure of

93 per cent, is attainable with tlie electric drive if properly
designed. Bearing in mind that a considerable gain accrues
from not having to drive an astern turbine whilst running
ahead, li--2 per cent, should be about the difference involved.
Further, mechanical gearing can hardly be expected to main-
tain its prime efficiency over a number ol years of working.

It appears that the greatest scope for the system is in
large vessels of the battleship aud cruiser type where economy
is vital at reduced' powers and speeds and where the military
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and strategic asi>ects of the installation are unequalled by any
other. Also in the case of high-powered mercantile vessels

the .system offers advantages in weight and space occupied.

The case of small steamers of the tramp type is not so

attractive, although the steam and fuel consTimption of

vessels tried out is certainly excellent. In the case of the

W'ulstii Castle* the results of three long voyages come out

at 1.0-5 lb. of coal of poor quality per i.H.i'.-hour for all pro-

pelling purposes, which is some O-IO tons better per day than

a reciprocater of the same size. This, together with the

increased cargo capacity attainable by placing the motors
aft, the most prominent feature.

One of the objections urged against electrical driving is

that it involves the carrying of skilled electrical as well as

steam engineers. All engineers, if worthy of the name, have
at least a smattering of electrical knowdedge, and provided

the gear* be made of the simplest character and as fool

proof as possible, and of the same general nature as is alread\

found on ships, it is submitted that this argument does not

carry a great deal of weight.
As regards reversibility, the writer himself saw the ease

with which this was done on the Wulsty Castle, the average
time being 7 seconds ahead to astern, whilst the Neiv Afexicof

is stated to take from 7 to 9 seconds for the same opera-

tion. The turbines can also be started from cold in about
1'2 minutes, a vast difference from the old lengthy period of

warming up.
D.c. is neither technically nor commercially a sound pro-

po.sition for any but the smallest installations. The limita-

tion of pressure means that veiT high current densities must
be carried, and the .size of the cables, commutators, brush
gear, and windings becomes so large as to make the expense
prohibitive. Moreover, large commutators and brush gear

limit again the speed of the prime movers, so that, unless

mechanical gearing is introduced, the turbine speed neces-

sary is not the most economical one, and the turbine is

itself of increased .size, due to the restricted rate of revolu-

tion. With large commutators, moreover, a flash over might
possibly stop the ship. The.^e considerations, together with

the heavy upkeep of commutators and brushes, have ruled

out the D.c. machine for all but .submarines, where cur-rent

is supplied from storage batteries. All other installations have
employed a.c. to date.

The main turbo generators will not differ largely from land

practice, until the advent of water cooling mentioned earlier;

they are usually of the 3-phase bipolar type with, in small

machines, an integral type exciter, and in large sets with
separate source of supply for this piirix).se. The number of

turbines should, in any case, be tuo, and in all installations

so far no stand-by generator has been provided, but both

generators operate in parallel. In the case of the S'eir Mexico

the machines are of two-phase design, but this is the only

example of the type I am aware of. The voltage at which
the machines work is partially determined by the methoil

of driving auxiliaries, but in practice the pressure has been

increasing up to 4,'24'2 volts in the \eiv Merico: 3,000 volts

would appear to be the most suitable figure, giving moderate
size cables, but there seems to be no reason why, in the

future on large vessels, pressures of 6,ti00 volts or even higher

should not be employed.
The turbines should be arranged for as high a superheat

as is possible without unduly affecting the economy of the

steam generators, so as to take every advantage of the

absence of an astern turbine, and it is in this re.spect that

the Ljungstrom type with its known capability of standing

any practicable temperature without distortion is so satis

factory, irrespective of its high economy.
The vacuum should be as high as is obtainable compatible

with the sea tem[jerature conditions of the waters tradeii

in and provided that the power exi)ended in obtaining it

does not neutralise the gain in efticiency.

In designing both the gentuators and motors, it must Im'

borne in mind that a large overload torque is necessary to

pull up the ship when going full ahead and then suddenly
reversed. In the case of the AVie Mcrico, this condition was
met by temporary over-excitation of the generator fields, a

booster being put in for this purpose, .^s this overload only

occurs for a very short period, and is automatically cut out.

there is no danger of overheating, and the generators can
be designed for normal load, if provision lor this condition

is made. The main motors can be either of the squirrel

cage or slip ring type.

If motors of the squirrel cage tyije are desired, the rotor

conductors must be specially arranged so as to provide the
characteristic of starting on load, which the ordinary squirrel-

cage motor will not do. In the New Mexico the rotors are
provided with inner and outer conductors, one of high

Elec. Rev., May 17th, 1918.
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resistance and one of ]ow resistance with a deep air gap
between the windings; this, lioworer, is the only modern
example of this method. The advantages thereof aj-e so great,
viz., it eliminates the necessity of fitting liquid resistance
in the circuit, that it is thought the scheme will be more
generally adopted. In the case of other vessels, the slip-ring
type of motor is used with liquid variable resistances in the
circuit for providing the necessary starting torque, if t«o
economical s;>eeds are required double windings on the
motors will be provided, but this should only be necessary in
the case of battleships, and will not, of course, be required
in the case of mechant steamers running at constant speed,
for which the motors can be wound of the ordinary induction
type. In some cases of high power and low propeller re-
volutions, it may be necessary to insert a helical gear reduc-
tion between the motors and the shaft, but this should be
avoided if at all possible.

Speed regulation is at present accomplished by : (a) Chang-
ing the speed of the turbine, i.e., altering the periodicity and
voltage, (b) Insertion of resistances, (c) Change of voltage
without change of generator speed, (a) and (6) are the usual
methods in modern ships, and can be done readily on all

A.c. installations. In ordinary land practice, the revolutions
are maintained constant with change of load and steam con-
sumptions of turbo-alternators are given by makers at full
and fractional loads with the speed constant. This condition
does not apply at sea, the revolutions being a function of
the ship's speed required to overcoine the resistance to move-
ment through the water. Information concerning alternator
and rnotor eflieiency under these conditions is practically
impossible to obtain. In this connection, when the Nciv
Mexico was built a propeller model was made and the torque
and si>eed plotted ; the motors w-ere then designed from the
information so obtained, one of the figures obtained being
the overload torque on rapid reversal already discussed. In
most cases, it is to be presumed, the motors have been made
of amply large si7e. without elaborate investigation, and the
appearance of existing sets goes to confirm this supposition.
Much yet remains to be done in the evolution of the con-

trol gear suitable for use on shipboard, where the conditions
are so very different from those obtaining in power stations.
Great care in the design and fitting up of all switchgear,
instruments, &c., must be exercised to exclude wet salt air,
and sometimes coal dust. The provision for running cables
where out of reach, but readily accessible for examination,
must he very carefully considered, and they should be placed
in positions where there is no danger of flooding; particularly
-should they be kept out of bilges.

The Diesel engine is now rapidly overcoming prejudice and
gaining the confidence of shipowners, and for reasonably low-
powers, say, up to 3,000 b.h.p., is a powerful rival to the
steam equipment.
the disadvantages of the lack of experience of builders

leading to breakdown at sea; the weight of machinery per
B.H.P. develoi)ed, and the comparatively high price of the
equipment compared with steam plant, ai-e being steadily
reduced, and the day appears not far distant when the two
systems wiU have drawn level on all three scores.
The average consumption of i lb. of oil per B.H.p.-hr. cannot

be approached by steam, although the consumption of lubri-
cating oil to some extent oif.sets the saving in running costs.
With diiect-counected Diesel engines, where the speed of
rotation is moderately low, say. 125 for 1,000 b.h.p., the weight
heretofore has been excessive, and should higher speeds be
adopted with a view to cutting weight and price, a diminished
propeller eflieiency results. Mechanical gear has been fitted
in one or two recent American vessels, with apparentlv suc-
cessful results, but the insertion of an electrical reduction
appears preferable, in that it abolishes the great bugbear of
starting and reversing the Diesel engine. The maximum
speed of, say, 500 r.p.m., corresponding to highest submarine
practice, is eminently suitable for d.c. generation so that in
this respect d.o. generators and Diesel engines approach their
maximum suitable power and speed together. It is doubtful,
howevei-, if this fast-running type will ever prove to have the
necessary reliability, which it must have in the rough and
tumble of commercial w'ork ; submarine engines being notori-
ously of a kind that require much nursing and tuning up.

It will be seen, then, that the Diesel electric combination
drive lius not th.- attractions of a turbo-electrie drive, where
both tiirljine and alternator essentiallv need high speed for
.iperatiiig at iiiaxiiuuin eflieiency. It .should be added that
110 electrical difliculty should arise, except that overload cnn-
nitions cannot be met so readilv as in the turbo-driven plant
esnecially when the boilers are oil fired.
Turning now to a consideration of the auxiliarv machinery,

on enormous saving of fuel consumption results from the
ability to drive these electrically, at a cost of, say, 15 lb
of steam per H.p.-hr. (including all losses), against some 40 lb
(a very conservative figure) for the direct steam-driven
machmes. It will be noted that the source of supply of
exhaust steam for feed heating is removed, but as shown
above, either the water-cooled alternators themselves can be
arranged as feed heaters, or if cooling air is adhered to, a
supply of low-pressure steam can be bled from the turbines
at a stage where the pressure is appropriate. The absence
of auxiliary steam and exhaust pipes, with their accompany-
ing radiation losses, is a .=ource of further economv, and re-
lieves space congestion.

It has always appeared remarkable that the electric driving
of auxiliaries in ordinary vessels, with an internal combustion
engine generator, has not appealed to superintending en-
gineers as a fuel-saving proposition of high merit. It remains
to be discussed 'n'hether the auxiliary plant motors should be
D.c. or A.c, and at what voltage. These are questions which
must be dealt with on the merits of each specific case. In
the first place, in a small vessel, where the percentage of
auxiliary power to propelling power is high, the demand for
energy in harbour will be the determining factor, and it

would probably pay to run one of the main generators (there
.should never be less than two installed) at reduced load,
rather than fit a separate unit for auxiliai-y purposes.
In larger ships where the power required for auxiliary pur-

poses is fairly considerable, but a sniall percentage of that of
one of the main generators, it would pay to install one
or more machines solely for this purpose, and if the auxiliaries
are to be run with d.c. motors, these supplementary sets may
be arranged to excite the mam fields also, with, of course,
provision for regulating independently.
In any case, we are confronted with fitting the auxiliary

motors to take a supply either : (a) .4.c. direct at voltage of the
main or auxiliary generator. (6) a.c. at reduced voltage
through static transformers, either from main or auxiliary
.sets, (c) D.c. at reduced voltage through a motor converter,
either from main or auxiliary sets, [d] D.c. at any desired
voltage direct from separate D.c. machines.

(a) Unless the propelling power is very small, the generator
voltage will not be sufficiently low to enable it to be used
on the corresponding sniall A.c. motors direct. Moreover,
high-voltage A.c. motors of small h.p. are difficult to build
and maintain, have not very flexible characteristics, nor in
the case of a breakdown can they be readily repaired or re-

placed from stock, unless the voltage and periodicity are the
standard of the country in which the ship happens to be.
This system is fitted in the Wvlsty Castle, but has little

except simplicity to recommend it; in this case the voltage
is 650 and periodicity 60, which voltage is not a standard in
any country.

(6) This is a more satisfactory method. The periodicity
question stiU holds here, and in both ca.ses (a) and (b) when
annual suiTey is being carried out and aU steam raising
plant is out of operation, it is very unlikely that the shore
supply would be of the same voltage and frequency as that
provided on board.
The control of small motors, e.g., for air and circulating

pumps, where flexibility is such a desideratum, is not so
readily effected with a.c. motors, so that whilst (&) is suiierior
to method (a), (c) appeals to me as readily meeting all the
conditions. As far as is known the system is not yet fitted

in any ship, and it suffers from the introduction of another
moving link in the chain, and whilst tlie efficiency of the
converter is not so high, nor is it so cheap as the static
transformer, yet seeing that the auxiUary current wiU usually
lie some 6-8 per cent, of the main, the loss of economy wUl
not be serious, and there are very great advantages to be
derived from its employment.
Method id) is that fitted in the American battleships, and

fulfils the .same requirements as (c). Two 300-KW. sets of
which 60 KW. are used for exciting, are fitted, and their
exhaust is led either to the feed heater or main turbines.
So far as weight and fuel consumption are concerned, there

api)ears on paper very little to choose l)etween the rival ele<'-

tiic and mechanical double reduction gears, but reliable con-
sumjition data for the double reduction gear drive are not
\et to hand, and such figures as have been quoted certainly
do not bear out the glowing estimates whii'h have been
made.
In the opinion of the writer, the system of electrically-

propelling ships has come to stay, particularly for large high-
powered vessels. The Scandinavian nations and the U.S.A.
are going ahead vigorously. Unfortunately the war dislocated
all the British plans, but a revival should appear in the near
future.

National Health Insurance.—The Ministry of Health
makes the following' announcement :

—

The Xational Health Insurance Bill, which has ju.5t received the
Royal Assent, makes important chang:es in the benelits and contri-
butions under the National Health Insurance Scheme, to operate
from July 5th next.

The object of the changes is to provide for an increase in the
rates of benefit in view of the fall in the value of money. The
normal rate of sickness benefit will be raised from lOs. to IBs.

a week in the case of men, and from Vs. Gd. to 128. in the case of
women ; disablement benefit will be raised from 58. a week to
73. (id. for both men and women ; and the amount of maternity
benefit will be raised from 30s. to 10s.

In order to provide for the increase of benefits, the joint weekly
contribution is to be increased from 7d. to lud. in the case of men,
and from 6d. to fld. in the case of women, of which the employer's
portion will normally be 5d. in each case. In certain cases where
low watres are paid the employer will pay a largrer. and the worker
a smaller, portion of the joint contribution. The contribution
cards from the week besfinning; July 5th next must in all cases
be stamped at the rate of lOd. a week for men and 9d. tor women

;

stamps of these values will be on sale at post offices.
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A NEW TYPE OF SHIPYARD CRANE.

By W. HOK.

(Abstract of paper read before the IxsTiTDTloN OF Engineers and tJHU-uuibDLKs i.s Scoilakd.)

Some eight years ago it was decided by the Lindhobnea
shipbuilding and Engineering Co., of Gothenbui"g, to lay

down three new berths for the construction of ships up to

1'2.(XKJ tons deadweight. It became imperative to decide what
kind of hoisting apphanoes should be adopted for the new
berths, and in 1913 I set out to visit about 40 shipyards. I

found that a large number of very efficient yards adhered to

the ordmary ma.^t and derrick arrangement. Invaiiably ihe
hoisting winch, whether steam or electric, common to two
or more derricks, was placed on tlie ground level, with the

attendant trouble of having the hoistmg rope leading from
the winch to the deiTick mast always entangled in bars and
plates, staging uprights, and all sorts of rubbish. Besides,

signal men placed here and there were part of this equipment,
as the winch operator could not a.^; a rule see what he was
doing. Other yards were equipped with all kinds of expensive
overhead travelling cranes, cantilever cranes, and revolving
cranes.

Nobody seemed entirely satisfied with the crane arrange-
ment-s he possessed. On the whole the tendency was to

discard very expensive crane sheds, covered in or not, and
to substitute cheaper arrangements.

I came to the following broad conclusions :

—

1. The mast and derrick arrangement is quite satisfactory,

prcn'ided it can be so arranged that all side staying of masts
can be done away with.

2. The operator's platform should *be placed high up above
the ground so that the operator can see what he is doing, thus
obviating the necessity of using signal men.

•3. The lead from the hoisting winch to the derrick mast
should be free from all obstructions.

4. A space or passage-way is desirable between contiguous
ships to enable building material to be brought down between

-Side axd End Ei.kv.ation.s of the Hok SHii'VAnn

Crane.

ships and hoisti?d on board from the nearest point at the
ship's side, and not from the ship's end only.
Guided by the leading features iust mentioned, I designed

the stationary building-berth crane here illustrated, eight
of which are erected at the L'mdholmen Works, and have
been in good use since 1914.

It wiU be seen that the new type of berth crane is chiefly
composed of a stationary main structure and two swinging
arms, the former consisting of two lattice-work masts placed
about 1.5 ft. 3 in. apart from centre to centre, and rigidly
connected to one another by cross .stays and trusses, making
the main .structure stable in the thwartship direction, thus
obviating the neces.sity of fitting the objectionable side-stays
which are an inevitable essential of the ordinary mast and
derrick arrangement.
Each derrick frame carrie."! two derricks or arms a, fig. 1, as

shown, which can swing about 1'2(> degrees to each side of
a vertical thwartship plane through the derrick frame, i.e.,
well past the centre line of railway b, laid down in the pas-
sage-vyay bet^veen contiguous ships. The derri<-k frame is
held in place by fore and aft wire stays onlv, as shown in
figs 1 and 2, i.r., by two sets of stays, the lower ones c being
fitted, partly for giving rigidity to the frames in a fore and

aft duection, partly for preventing collapse of a whole group
of interconnected cranes in case tor some reason the top end
stays K, tig. '2, or some of the top stays d, tigs. 1 and 2,

fatted from crane top t-o craue top of that group should
give way.
At a suitable place above the ground two operators' or

winch platforms E, are built into the derrick frame, one
above the other, access to which is obtained by ladders inside

the frame legs F.

Each crane arm and the load are in the present case con-

trolled from their appropriate platform e by a single ordinary
A.c. electric shipyard-wmch G, that is to say, controlled by
one electric motor only. Hoisting and lowering are done
with the winch centre baiTel in the ordmary way, and slew-

ing with the extended winch ends by taking a couple of

turns round the appropriate extended winch end with the
loose end of a tackle h, actuating the wire .j which is carried

round and fastened to the rim of the horizontal wheel K on
top of the crane. The wheel is fixed to the top centre pin

of the craue arm.
A spiral spring n is introduced above the slewing tackle

for the purpose of taking up the inertia of the crane arm
when it arrives at the extreme end of the swing, in this

way preventing damage and unnecessary straining of the

coimections in case of rough usage or ignorance on the part

of the man handling the crane; for the crane is so easy to

manipulate that any ordinary platers' helper or labourer
can officiate.

Racking is done with a small hand winch l. It will be
noticed that the lower member of the arm along which the
troUey moves is not horizontal, but sUghtly sloping. It is

in this case purposely so arranged in order to make it com-
paratively easy to move the trolley towards the outer point

of the arm, when there is no weight on the crane hook, and
to make it very easy to move the trolley towards the derrick

frame when the load is on : and for these reasons the trolley

M is always moved, before the weight is on, as far out towards
the extreme end of the arm as considered necessary in each
individual case, after which it is a very simple matter
to adjust the trolley in the duection of the derrick frame,
if necessary, after the load is on. In practice this method
has shown itself to be satisfactory and quite sufficient. If it

should be preferred to manipulate the crane with three motors,
one for hoisting, one for slewing, and one for racking (the

member on which the trolley travels being in that ease
horizontal); it can, of course, be easily done.

Fig. 2.—Berth Equii-ped with Chaxes.

The frame legs stand on joists p, laid thwartship, and about
3 ft. apart

—

i.e., the fore and aft dimension of the frame
legs apait. These two joists are securely fixed to the solid

rock, and the frame legs are .securely bolted to the upper
flanges of the joists. In this way is the transverse stability

of the crane doubly secured.
The present cranes were built flat on the ground. When

the arms had bt>en fitted on to the frames and secured, the
cranes were raised into a Tertical position, and then screw-
jacked into their absolute po-sition. The frames have a height
above the ground of 110 ft. ; the section of each frame leg
is 22 in. wide and 36 in. in a fore and aft direction. The
crane arms are about 40 ft. long; tlie upper winch platform
is about 60 ft. above the ground, the lower platform about
8 ft. below the upper one. and the height from the grouml
to the underside of crane hook in its highest position is about
90 ft. Ball bearings are fitted throughout. The clear di.stance

between the frame legs is 1.'! ft. 6 in., thus admitting one
or perhaps even two parallel railways between the frame
legs and between contiguous ships. With the.se cranes 22 ft.

only are required between contiguous hulls.
They were built to lift 2J tons at the extreme end of the

arm. but it was found that with a slislit strengthening they
inuld be made to lift 5 tons at the cxticiiu' end of the arm and
J(l tons at about 10 ft. from the derrick fiaMic.

One or both groups of cranes suriMiinding a ship can be
.shifted sideways without great dilliciilty.

Eacli crane, including one complete frame and two arms,
but excluding winches and hoisting wire, weighs about •S'^

tons. These cranes are cheaper than any other existing hoist-
ing appliance with the exception of the ordinary mast and
derrick arrangement.
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THE BRITISH ELECTRICAL AND ALLIED

MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION'S DINNER.

UN Thursdav liit-t ut-ek Ibo annua! dLuner of tbf Ass.n-iation

was held at'the Savoy Hotel. The Eight Hon. Lord .•\inpthill,

G.C.S.L. Pre.'sident of the As.sociation, was in the chair, and

there was » very lar^ie attendance, some 400 members and

guests being pre.sent. Amongst the guests were Sir J. For-

t«scue Flannerv, if.P., Mr. George Balfour, M.P., Sir John

Wormald. C.B E.. Mr. C. Hamilton Wiokes, C.B.E.. Lord

Carmichael. (i.C.S.L. Sir John Snell, Lord Yaux of Harrow-

den Engineer A'i<?e-.\dmiral Sir George Goodwin. K.C.B.,

Rear-\dmiral F. L. Field, C.B.. Lord Ashfield, Lient.-Col.

Sir J. Dunlop Smith, K.C.S.L, Lord Sydenham, G.C.S.L,

Mr \ndrew Fi?her. Sir John A. .\.spinall. Mr. James Sw^in-

burne. F.E.S.. Mr. Roger T. Smith, President LE.E., Sir

Allan Smith, K.B.E., M.P., Sir Bichard E-edmayne, K.C.B.,

Sir J. E. Petave), K.B.E., Sir PbDip Nash, K.C.M.G., Sir

William Clark, K.C.S.L, Mr. W. W. Lackie, Sir Harry

Haward. Mr. C. H. Wordingham. C.B.E., Sir Frank H.

Heath, K.C.B.. Mr. G. Scott Earn, Mr. Archibald Page, Mr.

C. Le Maistre, C.B.E.. Mr. P. F. Eoweii. Mr. Summers
Hunter. C.B.E.. Lieut. -Uol. Mervyn O'Gorman, Mr. Michael

Longridge, C.B.E., Mr. S. L. Pearce, C.B.E., Sir Ihomas
Eobin.son. C.B.E., M.P.. and many other well-known en-

gineers and leaders of industry.

Proposing "The King." thfe Ch.mhm.\n described him as the

kevstone of the arch of the constitution, and the bond of

Eiripire. and eulogised his high qualities; he also drew atten-

tion, when introducing the following toast, to the .splendid

work of the Prince of Wales.

Sir John Snell piopo,sed "The Industry." remarking that

.since 1916 no fewer than ."even departmental committees had

been appointed, on six of which he had served. The Elec-

trical Trades Committee under Sir Charles Parsons showed

that electricity was a key industry ; combination at home
was essential to successful competition abroad. The Electricity

Supply Committee gave rise to the Electricity Supply Act,

which was regarded on all hands as the great charter of

electricity. The Coal Conservation, and Water-Power Ee-

sources Committees showed how the national stores of energy

could be better utilised, and the Committee on Electroculture

had shown that an increased yield of 30 to 40 per cent, of

grain and straw was obtainable. These comrnittees, together

with those on Imperial Wii-eless Communication and the

Electrification of Eailways, covered the whole gamut of elec-

trical enterprise, and their work would bring about an era of

prosperity in the electrical uorld such as had never been

dreamt of in the old davs. The output of energy from British

electricitv works rose .from 1.-300,000,000 units in 1913 to

4..50O.0(X)!0(k;i units in 1919; five years of war had shown what

an essential nece.s.sity electricity supply was. and in the next

five years the output would be more than doubled again. The
accompanying increased output of plant T\ould bring improved

methods of manufacture and lower the costs, besides develop-

ing export trade, and he predicted in ten years an unimagined

prosperity for the whole electrical industry. He was glad

to see that the .Association was promoting the cause of educa-

tion and research; we should train our own water-power

engineers, for if the designing was done at home the trade

would he kept at home—as a rule work followed the en-

gineer. He was grateful to the Government tor the colleagues

given him as Electricity Commissioners. So far they were

an extremely harmonious and hard-working body. No one

could realise the immense amount of work that had accu-

mulated ; tliev had to perform all the electrical duties of the

L.G.B.. Board of Trade. L.C.C.. &c., and in addition they

had to develop their new procedure, bring the electricity

regulations up to date (they were rather behind the times),

.study the whole country, and divide it into districts,

promote new legislation, and deal with an immense number
of extensions of plant. They had got under way with some
celerity—the first district was published two weeks ago, the

next was about to issue—but the industry mu.st be patient till

they had overcome the accumulation of five years. Thev had

no idea of sweeping away all the existing stations and .«ub-

stituting 16 new ones, as the lay Press had it; they would
weed out the bad ones, improve others, and add large coin-

plementaiw ones as required to meet industrial needs.

Sir C. Ellis (Vice-pre.sident), in his reply, emphasised the

importance of education and the provision of scholarships.

Mr. W. L. HiCHENS proposed "The Profession." describing

consulting engineers as the watch-dogs who prevented undue
inflation of prices, and thereby benefited the industry, for it

was important to keep prices low in order to retain the export

trade. The Research C<immittcc <;f the Association, he .said,

was doing excellent ^ork, but every business should do some
re.'e.irch of its own. and that wa^- the soundest araument in

support of the big amalgamations that bad been taking place.

The industry should also support research work at the imiver-

sities more generously. -He paid a tribute of admiration to

the work of Mr. A. P. M. Fleming and his committee, which
had produced a report on engineering training which every-

one ought to read. They needed also a research into the

ultimate aims of industry. Was it toamass private riches,

or to produce the maximum wealth for the benefit of the

community, or was it to promote the glory of God and the

advancenieiu of humanity? The root cause of industrial

miicM was that they had no common ideal; co-operation was
essential to the country's progress, but how could they expect
it without an ideal?

Mr. EooEii T. Smith, President I.E.E., replied, and pointed
out that the war made it clear that science and research were
the niainspiings of electrical industry. Only production was
lequired m addition. The industrial cngine«^r and the con-
sulting engineer were of equal merit; the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers had for many years ceased to be a profes-

sional in.stitution, and sought to represent every section of

the industry, none more than the manufacturers' section.

Their association, in connection with the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Eesearch, was a most important step;

the .Association and the Institution were al-so jointly repre-

sented on the Conimittees of the British Engineering Stan-
dards Association, whose specifications were a fonn ot " pro-

tection " to which no party could take exception, and ought
to become national standards.
Mr. J.4MES Swinburne also replied, putting in a strong

plea on behalf of the salaried members of the industry. He
accused the Government of blank ignorance of the fundamen-
tal principles of the currency problem ; it first debased the
currency to half its pre-war value, and then, when an en-
gineer was paid at double the pre-war rate to compensate for

this, it took away one-third of his income by taxation. People
had little idea how badly off the unfortunate salaried man
«as; let those who ^ere in control of salaries reali.^e that the
Bradbury was only worth half a sovereign, if as much as that.

The Ch.airm.^n proposed "The. Guests," remarking upon
the happy relations which prevailed between the buyers anfl

sellers at that table.

Eear-Admiral F. L. Field, in reply, said that nothing had
increased so rapidly in the Navy in the last few years as
electrical plant. The Navy was now to be reduced, but he
maintained that the smaller it was. the more perfect the
materia! must be, and they must spend more money on re-

.•-eaich than ever before.

Sir .All.an Smith also replied, remarking that as the in-

dustry had .survived seven committees, he was confident in

its ability to continue to prosper.
Mr. W. O. Smith (Chairman of Council), proposing "The

Chairman." said that the absence of Ixird .Ampthill on mili-

tary service for five years had been a serious loss to the
B.E.A.M.A., but during the war their membership had
doubled.
The Chairman, in reply, expressed his pride in presiding

over the Association, which was helping to " ^\-in the peace."
National security depended on economic security, which in-

volved the ability of the nation to provide for itself all

es.sential commodities without dependence on any foreign

nation. The electrical industry, the handmaid to all other
industries, was a key industry—and the B.E.A.M.-A. was
going to see that that key remained in the hands of Britain.

During the evening the band of H.M. Scots Guards played
a programme of music, and all the arrangements were ad-

mirably conceived and carried out. The gathering will rank
as one of the most important social functions of the electrical

industrv.

REVIEWS.

Telephonic Transmission, Theoretical and Apphed. By J. G.

Hill, Assistant Staff Engineer. General Post Office.

London. Pp. xvi-f 398, 196 diagrams. London : Long-
mans, Green & Co. Price '21s. net.

This volume on telephonic transmission is the first of a

series of manuals on telegraph and telephone engineering

edited by the late Engineer-in-Chief of the Post Office, and
now in cour.se of preparation. If those which are yet to

appear are analogous to the present one in their general

structure and method of treatment, we shall be provided with

material which will be of immense service to all telegraph

and telephone engineers in everything api>ertaining to the

linos and apparatus with which they have to deal.

Following a plan which a number of recent writers of text

books involving somewhat advanced mathematics have

adopted, the author gives a preliminary chapter to a state-

ment of the more important formulae which are brought into

use throughout the book. This chapter wDl be particularly

helpful to the student by the clearness with which the struc-

ture of the various formulae, particularly those of hyperbolic

functions is arrived at. although it is to be feared that the

reader whose knowledge is confined to algebra up to the

theory of indices, and a knowledge of ordinary trigonometrical

forinute, will have some difficulty in recogni.sing f"=cosa;

-t-; sin X as de Moivre's theorem.

The succeeding thirteen chapters deal with the " infinite
"

line and equivalent circuit, the loading and design of cables

(all from the direct current standpoint), the human voice in

telephonv. application of alternating currents to lines, re-

flection and power in telephone circuits, the constants of

telephone circuits, the loading of circuits, measurements on

transmission lines, the standard cable and its uses, cost pro-

blems in transmission, transmission formulae for lines in
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series with apparatus in series and in leak, an<l the Hur
inionic valve as a telephone relay. It will thu.s be seen that

Mr. Hill covers a wide field in his treatment dl' the subjoct.

The student, however, will iind it necessary, before com-
mencing a serious study of the transmission problems to

thoroughly acquaint himself with the mathematical proofs

given in the appendices at the end of the volume, having done
which ho will be in a position to follow the mathematical por-

tions of the book. These portions are more or less restato

meuts of the work done by the pioneers in the subject, along
with their application, in illustrative e.^amples, to present-day
problems.

In Chapter IX the author deals with the loading <if Me-
phone circuits comprising overhead, underground, and sub-

marine lines, and the three types of loading, viz., continuous,

serie.s, and leak. Much useful information is given on this

extremely important branch of telephonic transmission which
h.Ts < ontiiluited so largely to the extension of the limits over

wbii-h onlinary commercial speech was practicable. Not only

ha,^ Mr. Hill dealt exhaustively with the advantages incidental

to the several types of loading, but he also' enumerates the
disadvantages which may likewise be-operative, e.g., in the

case of continuous loading, the limitations of the method are

set forth seriatim. It would be interesting to know, in this

connection, if the unequal ageing of the iron windings is

still a iK)ssible objection to the method or whether it has
been borne out by actual experience.
Chapter X is a particularly useful one, inasmuch as it is

devoted to the measurement of imjvedance. and line constants;

worked .examples being freely interspersed in the text. A
full description of the Franke machine, and its application

to impedance measurements, is also given. An interesting

account follows of the W.E. Co.'s cross-talk meter, and the
method of using it in the estimation of cross talk from any
disturbing .source.

Not the least interesting chapter in the book is that dealing
with cost problems in telephonic transmission, and here the
author has not confined himself to purely academic statements
or generalities. Starting from the electrical constants of snnie

specific type of line, the equations of cost are built up, and
curves are given which embody the results arrived at.

The final chapter is appropriately devoted to the lale.'^t

development in the field of practical telephony, viz.. the

thermionic valve and its use as a telephone relay. Many at-

tempts liave been made since, the telephone be<'amp a com-
mercial Ruc<"ess to introduce repeating devices, isuch as in the
ease of the telegraph, that would enable signals to be re-

peated at one or more points, and hence extend the limit to

which it was possible to communicate; but all have proved
more or less unsatisfactory. With the advent of the thermio-
nic valve, however, new possibilities suggested them.selves,

and telephone engineers were not slow to avail themselves
of the .solution of a problem that had so long baffled them,
which the valve offered them. IVfnch good work has been
done in the application of the valve amplifier as a telephone
relay by the Briti-sh Post Office; and although finality cannot
be said to have been reached, even with Mr, Hill's anticipated

27 miles of standard cable improvement, we are nevertheless
in possession of an agent which has given an entirely new-
trend to the efforts of tho.^e who are dealing with long-distance
telephony, and which in its revolutionary aspect, as regards
existing means of communication, 'appears to be fraught with
far-reaching consequences.

In seven appendices are given the mathematical proofs of

the formula^ en^p]o^•ed throughout, and an eighth appendix
.shows graphically the relation between .r and e-<' from .r-

to .)'= I.'i..S. and from «•-' =1 to «"'' == 1 x 10~^ which will be
found useful.

The book appears to be extreinely free from typographical
errors, but attention is drawn to page 16fi. fourth line from
bottom, where " 171 mib's " .should read " 171 mils"; mid
on page 224. eleventh line from top, the final " d " c.f " de-

signed " is invert<^d.

We expe<'t that this volume will liave a. wide t'irrulation.

not only for its own intrinsic merits but because it is the
production of one who has already dime so miicli careful and
extensive work in the field of telc|dionie transmissi(ui ; and
if the remaining volumes of the .scries promi.'=ed by Messrs.
I.<)nginans are at all similar to the present one, in so far as

letterpress and illustrations are concerned, little will have
been left to be desired. A. F.

Gui,ir lo Ihr Sliidii of fhr Ionic Vnlrr. Bv W. D. Owen.
.\.M.I.E.E. I^ondon : Sir Isaac, Pitman k Sons. Pp. vii

-fo.'^. Price 2s. 6d. net.

.\t a time when technical education is of such paramount
importance, every new publication which w-ill increa.se populai-
knowledge in the accomplishments of science has its value.
During the war. the progress of wirele.ss telegraphy was
\erv rapid, and, owing to the conditions, the general publii-
and the amateurs interested in wireless have had little op
portunity of studying the new advances. The result is that
there is now- a general thirst for knowledge. That it helps
to supply this knowledge to a slight extent apnears to be the
onlv excuse for the publication of this booklet.
The price of the book .seems rather high for about fiftv small

.
pages of large type. There are fifteen chapters, each of them

\cry elementary and discursive. The first contains the state-

iiient that " the assumption that electricity travels from posi-

tive to negative is incorrect." This sweeping as.sertioii in

capital letters is likely to give the elementary reader an
unnec-essai-ily rude shock, esi^ecially since no real explanation

IS given for the dramatic statement.
On page II, after discussing the Fleming valve as a liot-to

cold electrode rectifier, the reader is directed to fig. 6. A
iilate battery, however, is shown in this figure, and the b<-

gimier for whom the book is written will undoubtedly woniUr
uliat object it serves. It is only later that rectification due.

to non-linear plate current variation is explained.

No mention is made of rectification at the saturation bend
of the curve.

lielennig lo the use of a grid, the author states that " the

additional electrode must be such as to have capacity with
le.sj'ei-t to the filament." As a matter of fact, the smaller the
capacity of the grid the less will be the energy required to

charge it to a given potential. It is an advantage to have
the grid capacity as small as possible.

In chapter VH the author oi>ens his remarks by an extraor-

dinary demonstration of the principle of the valve as an
amplifier. Two lines are drawn, one a steep one I'epresenting

the straight portion of the grid voltage-plate current curve
of a 3-electrode. valve, and the other a straight line at 4-5 deg.
representing Ohm's equation C = E/E. The explanation is

that the valve "curve," being steeper, gives an amplifying
effect. It is hoped that the reader will reaU,se that the slope
of the C = E/R curve depends merely on the value of the R
chosen. In any case, it is not pos,sible to compare the result
of Ohm's law with the effect of voltage in one circuit on cur-

rent in another.
On page 39 the author tells his readeis that the various

types of tubes now used vary intentionally in degrees of
vacuum. With the exception of admittedly soft valves, every
attempt is made to exhaust valves to the highest possible

degree in .all cases.

The .second half of the booklet contains practically no in-

formation, but is a hurried attempt to say somrihing about
each of the different applications of the valve. If pubUshed
in 1917. the book uiiglit have been of some .slight u.se, but
now. when so much more complete information has been
published in book form, there seems no need for a sketchy
introduction to the subject.—John Scott-T.aggart.

!,;i

M

Diesel Knyinc Dciinii. Bv H. F. P. Purd.w. London:
Constahlc & Co. Pp. xiii+3Ul, 271 figs. I9I9. Price
21s. net.

This liook, ba.sed on 12 years' experience of Diesel engines,
mainly from the drawing office point of view, presents an
account ot the main consiilerations which control the design
of these engines.
The design of Diesel engines is now long past the rule-of-

thumb stage; designers have agreed on many funda-
mental principles and general ideas of construction, and these
same principles are not likely to be greatly changed. It is

MOW po.ssible to compute with accuracy the various stresses
occurring in the component parts, and results can be fore-

told almost as closely as w'ith the steam engine and turbine.
The progress made in the manufacture of Diesel engines

can be .seen from the fact that one foreign firm has built over
.'ill sets with an average indicated horse-power of 2,700, and
is now building sets of engines up to 8,000 indicated horse-
power, ahso one English firm is constructing four-cycle
<'.ngines having an inclicated horse-power of G.CiOO, which are
pioving a great suc<'ess.

The first two chapters of the book deal with first principles
and thermal efficiency. Tbc-e provide a u.seful introduction
to engine design and detail, and will be read with advantage
b\ the student and engineering draughtsman.

Mxhaust. sui-tioii and scavenge are dealt with very
tlioKiughly. and the methods used in <-alculating areas are
fully sliow-M.

The principle of similitude, a very inipoidiiil ,,uliic. I when
(-oiisidei-iug new tyix-s of engines, is (h'all witli in Cliiipter 1\'.

I'he figin-es and tables given are based on a practical know-
Icilgp of modern engine design, and are very reliable.

Chapter V deal.s with <-rank shafts, and a considerable
aminint of space is devoted to the arrangement of cranks.
order of firing, proi-H)rtions of journals, twdsting moments, aiul

lubrication.

The design of lly wheels, and theii- application to Diesel
engines, is fully considered, and a large number of examples
are worked out.

Framework, design of cylinders and cylinder covers, and
running gear are all dealt with in a very able manner, and
fully illustrated.

.\ description of the Viirious fuel oil systems, both a.-- re-

gards the storage tflnks and piping which are external to the
engine, and the organs of the engine itself which are directly

concerned with the delivery of the fuel to the working
cylinder, is given and illustrated with useful bne drawings,

.\\r and exhau.st systems and valve gears are dealt with at

the end of the book.
Mr Purdnv's book is an extremely valuable and practical

contribution to the literature on the Die.sel encine; it is a
pleasure to read, and can be strongly recommended to both
students and designers for its completeness, conciseness, and
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intelligent selection of examples and illustrations. The whole

book points to a thorough practical knowledge of the subject.

The reference to literature (authors and publishers) whicii

is inserted at the end ol each chapter is to be commended.

E. P.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Camciled «pressly for this journal bv Messrs. SBrros-JoNM. O'Deu. AMD

Stiphins, Chartered Patent Agents, 285. High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

12.812. " Dvnamo-electric generators for lighting cycles, &c."' .A. B»

and \V. A. Hvmas. May 8th.

12.819. " Circuit-controllers for internal-combustion en£:inr-=." G. Fu

and H. Schmid. .May 8th. (United States. July 18th. 1917.)

12.820. " Magnetos for internal-combustion engines." G. Fcegel and

Schmid. M.ny Sth. (United States. July 18th. 1917.)

12 831 " .\pparatus for rectifving high and low frequencv alternating

rents." J. .NiFvliOLD. May Sth". (Germany. May 15th, 1917.)

12,833. " Positive electrodes for electric accumulators." A. PocCHAlN.

8th.

12.834. " Electric accumulators." A. Pocchais. May 8th.

12.835. " Rectifiers of alternating currents." N.iamlooze Venooischap

Philips' Gloeilampe.vfabrieken. May Sth. (Holland. December 2nd. 1919.)

12,868. " Secondary or storage batteries." R. C. HofSTON. May lOlh.

12.871. " Device lor testing electric ignition plugs of internal-combustion

engines." T. Marsh.>h, and J. Mirtach. -May 10th.

12.879. " .Apparatus for testing sparking plugs and inducli<

Clegg. May 10th.

12.909. " Selector apparatus for automatic, &c., telephon

Lenagh.an. May lOth.

12,929. " Means for measuring voltage variation in electric

Harris. May 10th.

12.931. " Producing alternating currents.

(General Electric Co.). May 10th.

12.934. " Apparatus for electrical transin

and A. H. Sprocle. May 10th.

12.935. " Variable electrical recistance.'

Sproule. May lOtb.

' Positive electrodes ol electric

system.

T. H.

British Tho .»-HocsioN C.

n of power." J. H. McKenv

J. H. McKekzie and A. 1

ilators." .A. Pouchaik. M?

*' Electrical heating and cooking apparatus." \V. H." Miller.

13.939
10th.

12,940. " Primary electric battery." A. Pouchain. May 10th.

12,943. " Electrical connectors." Western Electric Co. May 10th. (France,

August 16th, 1918.)

12,945. " Telegraph cables," H. W. Svllivan. May 10th.

12.947. " Electric glow discharge lamps." H. Filippo. D. Lely and N.A.AM-

looze \essootsch.ap Philips" Gi.ceiuampen'-f.4Bkiekek. May 10th. (Holland.

June 2«lh. 1919.)

12.953. " Electric lurnaces having resistance conduits." J. R. de Zcbiria v

Smith. May 10th. (Spain. May 2ist, 1919.)

12.954. " Electric lurnaces having resistance conduits." J. R. DE Zubiria y

Smrh. May 10th. (Spain, May 22nd, 1919.)

12,970. " Thermo-electric apparatus." W. H. Wilsos. May 10th.

12,975. " Electrical mechanism and drive lor gramophones, &c." R. H..

Taylor. May 11th.

12,985. '• Insulation for electrical conductors, &c." W. A. Powell. M.iy

Uth.
12,986.

11th.

. 12.996. " Grips for electric lamp wire-holders." .A. B. Goldsmith. May
Uth.

12,999. " Electric lighting generator for cycles, &c." Ex.iCT M.a.nufacturixc,

Ltd., and H. T. Moores. May 11th.

13,026. " Magneto drive lor tractors." J. \V. Thompson. May Uth.

13.029. " Device for testing and adjusting ignition coils and sparking

plugs." J. Napier. May 11th.

13.039. " Telephone svstems." Western Electric Co. Mav Uth. (United

States, June 5th. 1919.)
'

13.042. " Means for producing alternating currents." British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co.). May Uth.

13.053. " Electric switches, S;c." T. Watson. May Uth.

13.067. " .Apparatus for extracting fuses or links on electric circuits."

Callender's Cable & Construction Co. and A. E, Wilson. May 11th.

13.070. " Electrolysers." J. F. Webb. May Uth.

13.071. " Telephone svstems." Westers Electric Co. Mav 11th. (United

States. September 10th, 1919.)

13,077. " Sparking plugs, &c." C. W. V. Harris. C. Johnson. A. W.
Smith. T. E. T.wlor and The LTnivers.al Welding &• Engineering Co. May
Uth.

13,086.
telephony.

13.154.

(Germany
13.15'1

'

May 12th

13.160.

* Thermionic valve transmitting circuits for wireless telegraphy and
' A. K. Macrorie and G. She.aring. May 11th.

• Telegraphic transmitter." Siemens & H.^LSKE Akt. Ges. May 12th.

February 28th, 1919.)
" Dynamo-electric generators and motors." F. R. F. Ramsay.

" Radiogoniometers for wireless dircctit

Wright. May 12lh.

13.166. " Eli-ctricallv operated cranes, hoists, S,c

.Scott. May 12th.

13.171. " Electric time-controlled switches." L. J. Lai

13,182. " Electric switches." M. Manskll. M,ay 12th.

13.184. " Electric reading lamps." Soc.
.May 12lh. (France. May 3blh, 1914.)

13.185. " Device for bonding and linking up steel tubing of electrical in

stallations." C. Ferccson and A. E. Ryland. May 12ih.

13.194. " Telegraph printing sv=toms." .AnoMATic Telephone Mancfactvf
INC. Co.. H. H. Harrison and S'p. Smith. May 13th.

Glass reflector lor electric safety lamps." -A. G. Gilliford. Ma

finding, &c." G. .M.

'

J. Bestley and W. H.

lay 12lh.

FrERES ET Dl'BOIS.

13.212.

13th.

13.216. Electric switches." S. E. & W. Hau., May 13th.

13.217. " Short-circuiting electrical devices." .A. A. T. Creser. May 13th.

Signalling apparatus." D. M. & W. Ritchie and J. Smith. May

Electro-plating bv electrolvlic thermic means." J. Hess and F.

May 13th. (Austria, October 10th, 1917.)

Electric burglar alarm." L. J. & W. J. Allbricht. May 13tb.

Incandescent electric lamps." E. Beroery. May 13th.

Galvanic batteries." L. FcLLER and Fcller's United Electric

13.239.

13th.

13.240. '

KlRSCIINER

13.245.

13.357.

13.262.

Works. May 13th

13,272. " App
May 13th.

13.275. " Self-induction coils for telephone circuits." Soc. Industrielle des

Telephones. May 13th. (France, May 22nd. 1919.)

13.276. " Electric heating de\ices tor treatment of hair." F. Rerka and
.Marcel's Permanent. Ltd. May 13th.

13,277/8/9/0. " Resistance switches lor controlling intensity ol electric cur-

rents." N. C. Fr-ancis, A. E. Ql'ennell and J. Watkisson. May 13th.

13.281. " Receiving-apparatus for wireless telegraphy." C. T. Hlghes.
May 13th.

13.298. " Sparking plugs." C. M. E. L. Monnier. Mav 13th. (France,

March 26lh. 1919.)

13.300. " Thermo-electric apparatus." W. H. Wilson. May 13lh.

13.309. " Electro-plating barrels, dipping baskets, &c." F. R. Tubbs. May
14th.

13.327. " Electricallv-opcrated motor vehicles." H.anso-Llovd Werke. Mav
14th. (Germany, July Sth. 1919.)

13.330. " Means for connecting ends of electric. &c.. cables." H. ScHO-
field. May 14th.

13.340. " \\ ireless telegraph and telephone circuits." C. RoMER. May 14th.

13.352. " Thermionic devices." Western Electric Co. .Mav 14th. (United
States. November 1st. 1916.)

13,359. " Electric switches." E. T. R. Mcrkav and G. F. Shotter. May
14th. (United States'. May 14th, 1919.)

13.379. " Electrical cell.i." Ever-Ready Co. and C. S. Mummery. May ]4th.

13.410. '* Electric lanterns. &c." F. W. Thorpe and Veritys, Lid. Mav
loth.

13.417. " Electric switches." R. H. Baker and C. W. Parsons. May 15th.

13.418. " Portable electric lamps." K. Bestley. May 15th.

13,428. " Electric heater lor perlbraling. &c., devices." A. B. Campbell.
May 15th.

13,431. " Magneto motor." D. Suchostawer. May 15th.

13.437. " Electric switches." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Elec-
tric Co.). May 15th.

13.438. " Multiple electric cables." H. Bevis and Pirelli General Cable
WORK.S. Mav 15th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in pan

printed and abridged.
ne those under which the speci6cation« will b«
ubsequent proceedings will b« taken.

lor electro-deposition of S. O. Cow I-Coles,

X91S.
14.567. Sic.NALUNG APP.AR.ATUS. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Elec-

tric Co.). • September 7th, 1918. (141,764.)

17.650. Method op a.nd apparatus for electrolysing a solution of nickel
S-ALT. C. Heberlein. October 29th, 1918. (141,766.)

1919.
1,420. Telephonic systems. E. A. Graham. January 20th. 1919. (141.797.)

1.457. Electric signalling apparatus. P. Francois. Januarv 20th, 1919.

(141,803.)

January 21st. 1919. (141,808.)

1.571. Electrically heated crucibles for use in type-casting. W. J.
Mellersh-Jackson (Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co.). January 21st, 1919.

(141,812.)

1.643. Electric motors. British Thomson-Houston Co. and J. Martin.
January 22nd, 1919. (141,814.)

1,668. Electric motor control systems. T. Zweigbergk. January 22nd,
1919. (141.816.)

1.747. Means operated by a rise in temper.ature for cutting-out electrical
APPAR.ATUS and for EFFECTING MECH.ASiCAL opER.ATioss. A. Dunhill. January
23rd, 1919. a41.830.)

2.054. Electro-magnetic variable-speed mech.anism. E. Whiteley and R.
Whiteley. January 28th, 1919. (141,823.)

2,810. Governors or speed-regulators for electric motors and other
machines. H. G- Turnell. February Sth, 1919. (141,830.)

4,836. Electric lock-olt switches. .X. West & Co., V. Breeze and R. P.

liossom. February 26th. 1919. (141.849.)

6.140. Electoically-heateo domestic or laundry irons. W. Cross & Son
and J. I. Kirby. .March 12th. 1919. (141.862.)

6.987. Systems of electric power tra'nsmission. British Thomson-Houston
Co. (General Electric Co.). March 20th, 1919. (141.867.)

7.173. Control of electric motors. W. Brooke and E. M. Kerr. March
23nd. 1919. (141.870.)

7.478. Means for ensurisc. ignition of the working charges and prevent-
ing carbonising of the sparking plugs of INTERN.AL-COMBUSTION E.NGINES. .AuIO-

niters. Ltd.. F. W. Hudlass and H. D. Smith. March 25th. 1919. (141.877.)

Ela'ndem Co., W. Owen and F. E. Cutler. April Pth. 1919. (141.892.)

9.003. Electric time-indicating apparati s. H. E. Warren. April 15th, 1918.

(125.953.)

9,655. Thermionic relay valves. R. Whiddington. April 15th, 1919.

(141.900.)

10.158. Electrical connector for engine sparking plugs and other pur-
poses. \'. Bardin. January 16th, 1919. (137.803.)

10,770. Methods of and APP.'.r.ATUS for automatically removing gases from
electric discharge tubes and the like. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co.). April 30th. 1919. (141,913.)

13,494. Oil-immersed water-cooled electric transformers. W. Lulofs &
Firranti, Ltd. .May 28th, 1919. (141.946.)

14,790/1. M.agneto-klectkic mvcuises. C. Olivetti. June Uth, 1919.

(14.554/5.)

17.276. Tool for use in cleaning sparking plugs. H. R. Wilks. July lOlh,

1919. 041.975.)

18 632. St.artisg mechanism for magnetos of intern.al-combustion engines.

W- Whiteley and F. Smith. July 28th. 1919. (141.980.)

23.108. Elecfkic termin.al-plates. terminal-sockets, and the like. A.

Parkinson and F. & A. Parkinson. September 19th. 1919. (142,023.)

33.9a3, Electric switches. S. dc P. Gorsky. November 9th, 1918.

(135,167.)

24.719. Electric pocket lamps. Galvanophoren Werke S. Szubert Komman-
dit Ges. October 10th, 1918. (133.699.)

25 285. Electric pocket lamps. Cosmophos-Werke .Akt. Ges. C. Boltsliauser.

October 15th. 1919. (142.031.)

27.250. Winding machine for the manit;acture of hollow-insl-latisg

CYLINDERS for eleciko-techsical PURPOSES. E. Haefclev et Cie. September

2nd. 1919. (142,039.)

28 160 Measured service telephone systems. .Automatic Telephone Manu-

facturing Co. February 12th. 1919. (138,857.)

31.164. Ignition systems. Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co. February

22nd. 1917. (Divided application on 21.177 ,a8.). (136,566.)
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All users of machinery have been concerned on occasions

at the necessity for scrapping important and valuable parts

owing to a small portion having become worn. In

high-speed machinery, such as aeroplanes and internal-

combustion engines, and also in connection with guns,

during the war, this became a serious problem, and

considerable progress was made in developing the process of

the electro-deposition of iron upon the worn parts. This

not only had the effect of saving valualile parts from the

sirap heap, but the saving in time and the greater speed in

getting aeroplanes, guns, &c., back again into action, was

of even greater importance. In commercial engineering of

all kinds the process of electro-deposition of iron should

find an important place, although, so far as we have been

able to ascertain, the application of the process on a

commercial scale is only being attempted to a small extent.

Yet quite a considerable amount of research has been

carried out upon it, and much valuable practical experience

was obtained in the Motor Transport and R.A.F. repair

depots in France, and also at Farnborough. The practical

repair work by means of the process in the field was

necessarily of a more or less unscientific nature viewed from

the standpoint of the laboratoiy research worker, but the

greatest possible credit is due to certain officers whose

enthusiasm led to really wonderful results in the face of

difficulties from both outside and inside. It was found

possible, for instance, to deposit a layer of iron

up to about 2 mm. in thickness on any simple

cylindrical surface of wrought iron or steel, mild

or cast, and although, in a paper just read before the

Iron and Steel Institute*, Mr. W. E. Hughes, late chief

research chemist to the Electro-Metallurgical Committee of

the Ministry of Munitions, points out that the work was

not done under proper scientific control, and that the results,

although apparently satisfactory, were very far from being

so in fact, an earlier paper before the Institution of Auto-

mobile Engineers, by Major B. H. Thomas, described the

conditions under which the work in the field was carried

out, which were very different from those obtaining in a

laboratory. At the same time, Mr. Hughes did not intend

his comment to be taken as adverse criticism, but only as

pointing out some of the defects which may occur unless

workshop conditions, in commeroial practice, are much

more scientific than they were, of necessity, under war con-

ditions.

The necessity for quickly building up worn parts

made itself felt in 11)15, and in the third heavy motor

transport repair shop in France, the process was applied

under difficulties. The solution which was found to yield

the best results was made up of ferrous ammonium sulphate

at a strength of 75 grammes per litre of water, with a

current density of 0' 1 ampere per 30 sq. cm. The rate of

deposition was 0-005 mm. thickness per hour, and the

operation was carried out in separate vats of approximately

30 litres capacity. The general method of operation was

to suspend the work in a vertical position in the vat,

[705]

• Electrical Review, May 28th, p. 681.
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by means of standards fixed to the bench, which were

provided with universally jointed arms fitted with clamps

at the end tn hold the work. The anode was then

suspended from a rocker arm, and made to surround the

work concentrically as, especially with thick deposits, it

appears to be important to keep the anode as nearly as

possible equidistant from the work at all points. The

anodes were made of Swedish iron wire about Ifi s.w.n.,

thoroughly annealed and wound into the form of a woven

cylinder. They were suspended and stiffened by means of a

J-in. iron rod on one side, which was attached at the

top to the rocker arm. The anodes were fitted, in addition,

with two celluloid cones to produce an upward pumping

action. The effect of this action was found to be important,

as it is essential to avoid having stagnant solution in contact

with the work, and it is also desirable to keep the ferrous

carbonate in the solution in a state of suspension. Some

difference of opinion existed between the motor transport

repair officers and the R.A.F. repair officers as to whether

it was better to deposit the metal direct or on a thin film

of copper. The latter view was held by the R.A.F., but on

the other side, the efficacy of such a method was contested.

The R.A.F. people apparently found thatgood results followed

the practice of applying a thin film of copper and then a

layer of iron, repeating the process when greater thicknesses

were required. However, the advantages of one method

over another are subjects for investigation and experiment.

The point is that the work which was carried out during

the war has opened up a prospect of considerable economies

for machinery usera by electro- deposition, and it is to be

hoped that this valuable experience, gained at the public

expense, will not be allowed to be wasted. It is improbable

that private individuals in normal times would have been

able to undertake such work, and good use should now be

made of it.

It has been known for a long time past
German Electric ,, , ,... ,. .., ,,

„. , that conditions in connection with the
Tramways.

electric tramways in Germany have been

going from bad to worse, and the situation with regard to

many undertakings is now becoming desperate. The chair-

man of one of the principal electrical manufacturing com-

panies, which is also interested in a number of tramways,

recently stated that nothing further could be gained by

increasing fares. This statement is more than confirmed

by the directors of a tramway company in Rhineland. They
point out that it has been necessary to have recourse to

raising fares in order to meet the increase in working

expenses, but in this respect they have been opposed by the

local authorities, who have placed great difficulties in the

way of the introduction of higher fares. On the other hand,

the municipal tramway fares have been advanced time after

time, and in some cases the municipal councils have also

increased the rates in order to endeavour to relieve the

tramways—at the expense of the ratepayers in general. It
is now proposed to attempt to solve the question of fares
bj arbitration, as in the case of the fixing of charges for the
supply of energy, but experience has shown lately that
increases in fares, far from yielding a larger revenue, are
actually resulting in a decreased income.
The new advances made in the prices of coal with the

consequential rise in the prices of materials, &c., will further
prejudicially affect the working of the tramways. The
charge made for power before the war to tramways not
having their own generating stations, ranged from 5 to
10 pfennigs per Kw.-hour ; it now amounts to iO to
50 pfennigs, and will further advance in the next few weeks,
owing to the higher cost of coal. The question of intro-
ducing minimum fares of 60, 70, or even 80 pfennigs has
been discussed hj a number pf tramway managements, bu^

these have been vetoed by municipal bodies, on the ground
of political considerations, recourse being again had to the
indirect method of increased rates and taxes.

Some interesting examples are given in order to demon-
strate the great increase in the cost of permanent-way
material, rolling stock, &c., during the war. For instance,

the sale price of tramway rails, which amounted to 139
marks (i'O 1 9s.) per ton on the outbreak of war, reached
300 marks in March, 1919, and is now 3,200 marks per ton.

The price of copper has risen from 1-50 to :>2 marks per
kilof;ramme in the same period of years ; and the cost of a

motor-tramcar has advanced from 15,000 to l'00,000
marks, while the cost of maintaining or renewing the

surface of the tramway tracks has also enormously
increased. It is contended that the tramways can no longer
continue to meet the heavy expenditure, and that they
will be brought to a standstill in the near future—as
has already taken place in the case of both private and
municipal lines of minor importance—unless an improve-
ment is brought about in some form or another.

,_
In our " Correspondence " columns

Vacant " to-day, " J. C." approaches the vexed

question of " Box numbers " and their

associations from a somewhat novel point of view. As
regards the inability of the applicant to guess at the

identity of the advertiser, we may point out that our

Advertising Department makes provision for the case in

which the applicant desires that, if the advertiser is, say,

" Mr. X," his letter shall not be forwarded to that quarter

— such letters are destroyed. Again, the failure to

acknowledge the receipt of replies to an advertisement, and

to inform unsuccessful applicants as to the result, shows a

lack of ordinary courtesy to which we have previously drawn

attention ; why should a man who answers an advertise-

ment, but fails to secure selection, be treated as though he

were a dog ? To our mind the practice is a serious breach

of good manners. The neglect to communicate with

an applicant who has been granted an interview, and whose

hopes have been raised thereby, is a still graver dis-

courtesy, and may involve serious injury to the victim's

interests, for he may refuse good openings whilst waiting

in the confident expectation of securing the appointment.

He has a clear right to be informed of his fate as soon as

possible after the decision is made.

Rut the main point which our correspondent makes is of

graver import. The suspicion that employers who are

members of certain great associations have secret arrange-

ments for preventing members of their staffs from moving
from one firm to another within the same association, whether

well-founded or not, has in the past given rise to much
bitter feeling, and if it were justified in fact, would con-

stitute not only a gross and illegal infraction of the rights

of a free man, but also would be fraught with dire results

to British industry in the long run. Our best and most

worthy engineers and artisans would miss no opportunity of

transferring their services to some country where freedom

could still be found ; to remain here under such a tyran-

nical ivf/ime would be unbearable.

Such suspicions, as our correspondent says, if not true

should be allayed, and his suggestion that the subject should

be brought to the notice of the .loint Industrial Councils

is very commendable. It can, however, apply only to the

case of members of Trade Unions, for the Councils as yet

afford no representation to members of technical staffs, and

the only instance in which this omission has been rectified

is that of the staffs of power stations, who now have their

Joint Industrial Board. So far as the field remains

uncovered, apparently, we must look to the Society of Tech-

nical Engineers for appropriate action ; and we are so

frequently asked nowadays what that society is and what it

is doing, that we suggest to its directors the desirability, or

even the nei.esBity, of its abandoning, at least in part, its

customary secretiveness and telling the public something

more of it;s aims aijd worl^.
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A MODERN ALL-ELECTRIC COUNTRY HOUSE.

By THOS. B. WRIGHT. A.M.I.E.E.

In December, 191.s, the writer was instructed to prepare a

scheme for lighting;, heating and cooking required at a large

country house, and told that it was all to be done with

water power. In January, 1010, a few diiys were spent on

the job, taking particulars, and principally surveying and

levelling off the various alternative water-power schemes.

Work was actually started early in February, and the

installation was working on August 4th, 1010.

So far as we know, this is the first large completely

electrical counti'v house in the kingdom.

About 200 ft. of 2(i-in. bore riveted steel piping is carried

on concrete piers downhill to the power house, special

anchorage arrangements being made for the piping, which
ends in a large cast-iron " Y " bend, each tail having a large

slow-acting sluice-valve fitted.

The measured head is 0(i ft., including 17 ft. of suction

tail piping. The suction pipe discharges vertically into a

concrete duct, from which the water returns to the river.

At present one turbo-dynamo set of 1 10 b.h.p., consisting

of a Oilkes Francis turbine and an E.C.C. dynamo, is installed,

The Dam, krom Up-stream side. View of Dam, showing Overflow and Intake Tank.

The river passes near the house and is fast flowing,

running in a rocky ravine, and is subject to very rapid rise

and fall. Ii is fed by many good springs and a large

hill loch.

A (i-ft. dam wall is built across the river, about 2b ft.

thick at bottom and sloping up to about G ft. thick at top.

The overall length is about 65 ft., and both ends are

securely built into the solid rock. At the high end of the

dam, starting behind the centre line is built a large

concrete intake tank measuring 11 ft. 4 in. by f^ ft. 3 in,,

connected to the reservoir by a concrete duct aliout li ft.

long by 4 ft. wide and 2 ft. G in. high. A heavy rough

bar iron strainer of about SO sq. ft. area is fitted outside

and a second set of 50 b.h.p. is on order. The working

pressure is 250 volts, but the generators are over-compounded

to give from 250 volts at light load to 2G5 at full load. An
oil governor is provided.

The main power house switchboard is built up of heavy

marble slabs mounted in angle-iron framework, two panels

control the generatore, and a third panel the outgoing mains.

The usual meters, switches, and fuse gear. Sec, are fitted on

each panel.

Three pairs of V.I.K. cables in tubing connect the

switchboard with the outside overhead line. This line

consi.^ts of three pairs nf 37/14 s.w.G. hare copper wires

run on poles about 20 ft. above ground level, protected ai

Steel Pipe Line helow I^TAKE.

this duct, in adlition to a large cast-iron gale sluice.

Inside the intake tank is the fine strainer made of per-

forated cast-iron plates.

From the intake tank about 2Go ft. of 2G-iii. bore

riveted steel pipe is cari-ied on stone piers built on the river

bank to a concrete connection tank, with manhole, and from
this tank about 800 ft. of 27-in. bare special rock concrete

pipes are carried underground to a second concrete

tank with manhole. The head of water oh this tank is

about 20 ft. The relief pressure open-epded concrete pipe

is taken from the base of this tank.
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mounted with free access to all parts both back and front.

The whole of the wiring work is carried out with CM.A.

cables run in heavy screwed steel tube in the contractor's

usual standard manner.

The heating: installation consists of about thirty .'O-amp.

radiator sockets and switches, fitted in all cases in special

iron boxes in the skirtings, with brass face places. Double-

pole diamond h switches are used throughout. Each
radiator socket forms a separate circuit from the main board.

The radiators are generally of 3-kw. capacity each, with

three-heat control, having elements made up of flat wire

wound on mica. The heating of the house is much better

than when coal fires were used. Normally the radiators

are turned on full for from half an hour to an hour, then

turned to half heat.

with four S-in. 1,100-watt and two 6-in. COO-watt hot-

plates in addition to a plate-warmer and a 1.5-in. by 10-in.

srill loaded to I'.OOO watts. Each separate unit has three-

heat regulation fitted. All swituhts, fuses, and indicators

are mounted on iron barrel standards above the range. Two
fish kettles or stewing pans are fitted, one of IS in. size, and
one of 2"_' in. size, and in addition a baker plate and various

sizes of boilini; pans, both lined and unlined, are provided.

A hot closet loaded to 1 kw. is fitted in the pantry, close to

the dining-room service door. Small table sets of toasters,

egg boilers, coffee pots, &c., are also in use.

Special circuits are fitted for the motor washing machine,
ironing machine, mangle and drying room, and in the

laundry for the usual hand electric irons. The heating

apparatus is mostly of the Falkirk make.

GiLKEs-E.C.C. Tubbo-Dynamo, with Oil Go\ krnor.

For water heating four calorifiers are used. One of

70 gallons capacity supplies hot water to the kitchen,

scullery, wash-house, pantry, and to two dressing rooms and

bathroom overhead. Another of 70 gallons capacity is

erected in a clothes drying-room—where its waste hea;t is

used—and supplies two bathrooms and four lavatory basins.

One of ;J0 gallons capacity is fitted in the principal

dressing-room, supplying bath, basin, &c.. and another of

.")0 gallons capacity is fitted on the top floor, supplying a

bathroom and basins there. Two instantaneous water-

heating geysers are fitted experimentally, but these are not

needed.

The 70-gallon calorifiers are each fitted with immersers

of s K\v.,but normally only Kw. are used. The 50-gallon

calorifiers are each fitted with immersers of d kw. All the

calorifiers are fitted with therrao-control double-action

1 il 1, -GALLd.N Calobifier.

switchgear, combined with a double-coil relay which makes
and breaks the* main current in mercury cups. Thethermo-
switch and relay are operated by means of a battery of dry

cells. The water is always maintaiued at a constant pre-

arranged temperature of 17u'^ F.. night and day, but could

equally well be kept at any desired temperature less than
boiling point.

The cooking apparatus consists of one double oven range,

each oven being provided with three-heat regulation. Each
oven is loaded to 3 Kw. capacity, and the internal size is

18 in. X 18 in. x 14 in. The hot table above is fitted

Scullery Switchboard for Cooking Apparatus, '

AND CaLORIFIER ReLAY.

The estate cottages and ofiices are also being lighted and

heated in the same way, and provided with electric

cooking.

The whole of the arrangements have been worked out in

such a way that one of the estate men is able to attend to

the running of the installation, in addition to his other

duties. The turbines run night and day. The running

cost, therefore, is very small, and is made up of part of this

man's wages plus the cost of lubricating oil, and a periodical

inspection visit of a skilled man every four months.

The maintenance cost so far has been nothing, no renewals

of any kind having been supplied. All the elements used

for heating are of the easily replaceable type, so that when
any do burn out they can be replaced by the man on the job.

The domestics are highly delighted with the working

arrangements, and in the course of a few days were working

the electrical apparatus freely and confidently. One of the

first things found out was that instead of having to get up

before 6 a.m. in order to be -ready for breakfast time, they

do not require to be down till after 7 a.m. This is owing

principally to having no fires to clean and lay, hot water

always being ready, and the absence of dirt.

The contractors for the whole survey, design, and carrying

out of the complete installation were Messrs. Anderson and

Munro, Ltd., electrical engineers, Glasgow. It is interesting

to note that this most modern electrical installation was

carried out by the oldest firm of electrical engineers and

contractors in the kingdom.

Anglo-Swiss Commercial Relations.—An article on

this subject is contributed to tlie first number of the Anglu-Swiss

Review (May 1st) published at Basle. The author is Mr. J. E.

Cahil], the British Commercial Attache at Berne. He gives

tabulated statistics relating to trade between Switzerland and the

British Empire, discusses where British methods of dealinjj with

the market have fallen short in the past, and refers to the

recently established British Chamber of Commerce for Switzerland,

and the service which it should be able to render. He states that

the eflfort on the British side to secure Swiss business has been

sadly wanting in the past, and ur?es British firms to explore more

minutely the potentialities of the market, and to make organised

efforts on settled lines to start or to develop trade. Membership

of the new Chamber of Commerce should greatly assist them to

that end. Among the other articles in the Heriew is one on " Mutual

Interests of British and Swiss Machine Industries." by 0. Oattani,

and one on " University Matters : the Case for Exchange of Swiss

und English Students," by 3. H. Sraith.
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CABLE-FAULT LOCALISATION.

By EDWARD RAYMOND-BARKER

To tbe " Con'espondence " columns of the Electrical
Review of May 7th, 11)20, a writer communicated a

decidedly instructive inquiry as to a quick and correct

method of localising a certain unusual type of cable fault.

Advisedly is the adjective " instructive " here used, for few

data are more so than those descriptive of some fresh,

puzzling experience ; an experience utilised—may-be— by
an intelligent observer, to arouse sympathetic interest of, and
further imjuiry from, some fellow-reader of the Electrical
Review, with ultimate acquisition of corroborative data

and—perhaps— assistance.

The correspondent has written over the appropriate

pseudonym " Kon Denser," as if. in pursuing elucidation

of his problem, he, with true instinct, already scented the

track of his cable's own electrostatic inductive capacity.
" Kon Denser's " inquiry has brought to the present writer

—across a quarter of a century of time— a salt-laden gust, or

two, from stormy seas, with distinct recollection of curious

characteristics evinced by a fault (of a hitherto unheard-of

species) in cable coiled in a ship's tank—a fault, however,

now seen to be not without certain points of resemblance to

that which has caused our fellow-reader " Kon Denser " to

send out a somewhat urgent SOS.
Almost exactly 25 years ago, during a fairly long voyage

from port to port, through—as it happened—heavy seas and
generally bad weather, we had to turn over cable and bring

about redistribution of cable in the ship's tanks.

One .section of india-rubber core cable was 4;!'(J84 n.m.

in length, and consisted of 2;j'9.S() n.m. spliced on to

l'J-704. This length, at an observed temperature of .58" F.,

ought to have shown a conductor resistance of just over

463 ohms, and an inductive capacity of a little over 14

mfds.

Yet tests on this piece of cable presented curious, and, at

fir.st sight, inconsistent features.

Ii/sula/io//.—Whether test was applied to top end in tank
while bottom end fire, or rire rersCi, or into both ends
looped, insulation was good, and showed normal dielectric

resistance for the whole 43-084: n.m.

Capnriti/.—(Whether by comparison of deflection throws,

or by the Kelvin method.)

Results of tests (1) into top end while bottom end y'/ee,

or (2) vice versa, or (3) with ends looped, always gave the

correct total capacity of just over 14 mfds.

Uoruhictor Ucshhiwe.—Here was the mystery. Tested
by various methods the c R of this piece of cable, instead of

being what it ought to have been, namely, about 463 ohms,
persistently gave a steady three hundred and fourteen

thousand ohms (314,000'").

All this appeared to point to a broken conductor with
ends separated within the rubber covering. Yet with some
degree of continuity through, perhaps, a conducting film,

on the inner surface of the rubber, sufficient for passage of

static charges in the inductive-capacity tests.

How, then, if capacity charges always got past the break,

over tbe film, was the break in the conductor to be

localised ?

The late Mr. C. N. C. Evers, then acting, on board, as

the present writer's senior assistant, made a very good
suggestion as to the possibility of obtaining by the use of

slides, relative distances from the two ends of the 43'G84 n..m.

cable by means of charging simultaneously the two ends of

the cable from opposite xiijn. potentials, from some very

low E.M.F.

* On May 20th this article was posited to the Editors of the
Electrical Review. On May 23rd the writer received privately
from " Kon Denser " intereatingf data and incidental proof that, at
3 p.m. on April 2Ith, he was called upon to tackle the fault-localisa-
tion, and that, by capacity methods, not only was the fault
successfully localised, but by 6 p.m. the repair had been effected,

and the plant was ajrain runnm^ O K. Owincr to academic and
theoretical interest attaching- to an unusual type of fault, " Kon
Denser" wrote to the Electrical Kevikw the letter which
appeared on May 7th. Ou his own initiative does the present
writer add this note to show that, after all, it was ''off> hia own
bat " that '' Kon Denser " attained success.—E. R.-B.

'I'his happy suggestion, due to Mr. C. N. 0. Evers, was

successfully effected by the present writer using Kelvin

capacity test connections with Kelvin- Varley slides.

Instead of the cable being balanced against a standard

condenser, one cable end of the 4;!-(J.s4 x.m. was balanced

against the other, the high-resistance film at the break

being, in this case, of a resistance sufficiently high to keep

separate the two adjacent but opposite shpi charges.

In this manner, then, two charges were to be adjusted,

by means of the Kelvin-Varley slides, to balance each other

when blended or mixed, the slide-reading then indicating

not only relative charging potentials, but also the relative

amounts of the two cable charges in the two portions of the

total length of 43"(<S4 n.m. This, of course, is tantamount

to giving the relative lengths on either side of the fault.

Thus the fault is localised.

The connections as arranged by the present writer are

shown in the accompanying diagram :

—

Ci = 23'!I80 N..^L of LR. cable,

c, = 19-704

K V

K ^1 k., /;

43*684 „ total cable section joined through

at splice s, and coiled in ship's cable-tank.

= High-resistance break of conductor inside

dielectric.

= ("able-sheathing " earth " connection.

= One Leclanche cell.

= Sullivan mirror galvanometer ("Marine"
pattern).

= Kelvin-A'arley slide resistances = 100,000".

= Lambert mixing key for Kelvin capacity tests,

causes /;, /.., to connect up c, and c.

respectively to opposite sign battery potentials.

K raised causes Tt^ and 1:., to rise and to connect and blend

(converse electrical cable charges balanced by means of the

K V slides till depression of 1:-^, after the said mixing, gives

deflection throw nil on o.

[Sole.—The Lambert mixing key is shown here as it

lends itself well, in the various stages of the test, to

diagrammatic clearness. See H. R. Kempe's " Handbook
of Electrical Testing." Seventh edition, p. 40.'>. The key

actually used by the present writer was W. A. Price's

excellent (Silvertown) mixing key, as shown in H. 1).

Wilkinson's " Submarine Cable Laying and Repairing."

Latest edition, p. 4.S3.]

Dotted lines ./ and //show relative position of high-

resistance break (u R h) as deduced from test with k v

slides, ?/, «2 = slide reading of 2,."i.">0, i.e., 2,.5;")!t out of

100 X 100 = 10,000 total subdivisions of the slides
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causini; relative charges oa each side of the hi^h-resistance

interior fault H R b to neutralise each other, so that deflection

throw on o when /-, is depressed becomes >iil.

The slide-reading 2, .559 gives the proportion :

—

2,559 : 10,000 :: x ; 43684 N.m. or « = iri79N.M.
7,441 : 10,000 :: y : 43 684 N.m. or y = 32'505 n.ii.

10,000 43684 N.M.
Distance of fault from splice = 23'980 N.M. — 11 '179

= 12801 N.M.

This merely approximate value was sufficiently accurate

to point to the fault being at the sist'i joint in this length

of cable, which joint, by section-book, was 1l''111 n.m.

from splice s.

This cable was then turned over from one tank to another.

When the cable was purposrly bent at the sixth joint-mark,
tije electrical control test gave indications of the fault being
there. On the cable being cut, the conductor was found to

have been broken at the braze of the sixth joint. Although
the conductor, together with its lapping of fine copper wire,

had been severed, and the two portions of the braze slightly

drawn apart, a liigh-reeistance. but nevertheless conducting
film (= 314,000 ohms), due to chemical action between the

braze and the surrounding india-rubber, had formed on the

inner surface of the rubber, just, in fact, as the curious
behaviour of the cable when first tested successively for

insulation, capacity and conductor resistance, had led one to

suspect.

To sum up :—It appears to the present writer that, in
certain respects, the foregoing instance is somewhat
analogous to the case cited by " Kon Denser."

In the latter instance, one of the copper conductors of a

twin cable embeilded in glazed troughing run in with pitch
and capped with tiles, had developed a fault owing, appar-
ently, to water getting through the pitch and eating away
the copper strand. The resulting sulphate of copper at the
fault gradually came to constitute a comparatively non-
conductive block, this block virtually insulating, one from
the other, each side of the severed copper strand.

Except that, in this instance, the insulation of the calile

appears to have been affected primarily, from the outside,

by water—whereas in the case cited by the present writer,

cable insulation remained unimpaired— the two cases seem
fairly analogous.

Hence it would be most interesting to know if electrical

tests on lines similar to those afore-described—namely,

by balancing, in the Kelvin mixing method, the two cable

capacities separated by the copper sulphate crystal block

—

have helped in any way to solve the problems so interest-

ingly described by the Electrical Rlview correspondent
' Kon Denser." To him, by the kind courtesy of the

Editors of the Eleitrical Review, the present writer has
already been privileged to communicate some suggestions.

Since the above matter was written the writer has heard
that '• Kon Denser's " two cables are without any metallic

sheathing or wire armouring.

This leaves one rather in doubt (1) as to the inductive

capacity of the two braided wires laid in glazed troughing
run in with pitch, the nature of the bed in which the trough
lies being doubtful, and (i') as to whether the inductive

capacity conditions— whatever they may be— (/;t uniform
along the entire length of " Kon Denser's" two braided
conductors.

If conditions be not uniform, tbt- dittiL'ulty of localising an
insulated break is much greater than it would otherwise be.

It might, however, be feasible to act in the following

manner : Earth the good cable, and, with one pole of

testing cell likewise to earth, measure relative inductive

capacities between the faulty line ( respectively on each side

of the high-resistance break fault) and the good line which
has been earthed.

Actual capacities in terms of microfarads would not be
necessary. Relative discharge throws, in terms of scale

divisions on a mirror galvanometer scale, from the two cable

ends would be sufficient so long as exactly similar testing

conditions prevailed at both ends of the faulty line.

Relative charge, or discharge, deflection throws—from
any really insulated break—would indicate relative cable

lengths out of the total length of 100 yards which,
according. to " Kon Denser," is the length of his twin
cables.

Similarly, with the faulty cable earthed at both ends,

a charge, or discharge, deflection from the good cable

(insulated at the far end) in terms of galvanometer-scale

divisions, ought to be equivalent to the sum of the two
deflection throws from the two separated sections of the

faulty cable, when the good cable was earthed.

'WIRED WIRELESS" TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY.

Reference has from time to time been made in our pages to
the exi>enments that have been carried out by the L.S..\.
Signal Corps in connection with multiplex telephony and
telegraphy over open-circuit bare wires laid in the earth or
under water. A paper on this subject presented to the
Aational Academy ot Sciences in April last bv Major-Geul.
G. O. Squier, chief signal officer, U.S. War Department, was
recently abstracted by Science, from which the following par-
ticulars are taken.
The "key problem " in the procurement of essential Signal

Corps supplies in the United States during the war, curiousiv
enough turned out tu be the production of the necessai'v
braidmg machines for finishing insulated wire. The bare
wire Itself and the msulating materials could be obtained, but
the necessary machinery for braiding the thread was never
anything hke adequate for the enormous supplies required
in the field.

The braiding capacity of the entue L'nited States at
Septeiuber ist, 191S, was about S.OtIO miles of twisted pair
msulated wire jJer month, while the requirements for the
Amencan forces alone at that date were about 4tl.0OO miles
a month. The Allied Council decided that beginning March
1st, 1919. the United States should furnish all of this tvpe
ot wire used by the Alhed armies in the field. To supplv this
amount of insulated wire would have required cai-go space for
overseas shipment to the amount of 14.U(.KJ ship tons a month
but had it been ixissible to use single conductor bai-e wirem place of the twisted pair insulated wire, the space required
would have been reduced to 2,5U0 ship tons a month, thus
releasing the balance for transportation of other vitally neces-
sary supphes.
The above facts show the necessity of developing, if pos-

sible, new methods by which a reduction may be effected in
the enormous quantities of expensive and bulky insulated
wire, which was so difficult to procure, and whici must now
be buried in the earth to a depth of 8 or 10 ft, throughout
the advance sectors of the front line of a moderu army

The following reasoning led to the (iinyiiig out of the ex-
periments to be described:—

1. Since we can already cuimuunicate by radio means
l)etween one submarine and anotlier submarine both com-
pletely submerged, it was consideied that connecting two
such stations by a submerged copper wire could have no other
ettect than to facilitate the propagation of the electric waves
lietween the stations.

2. It was considered possible that the behaviour of earth
or water under the action of high frequency cuiTents might
exhibit greatly different properties from those with which
we are famihar at direct or low frequency currents.

3. It was realised that whatever high frequency energy
los.ses might occur in the case of bare wires laid in earth or
water, yet the over-all efficiency would be higher than in the
case of radio space transmission where the plant efficiency
is so very low.

4. It was noted by the writer in September. 1910. that the
three-electrode audion could be used as a potentially operated
device on open circuits. This arrangement was considered
: iiitable for the reception of the signals over bare wires in
earth or water.

The first experiment was a simple one : A bare No. IS phos-
phor bronze v\ire was laid across the \\ashington Channel
of the Potomac river. It was paid out with sufficient slack
to lie on the bottom of the river, A standard Signal Corps
wireless telephone and telegraph set. SCR 76. was directly
connected to each end ot the wire, one set serving as a trans-
mitter and the other as a receiver. At the receiving end of
the line the bare wire was directly connected to the grid of
the receiving set and the usual ground connection left open,
A frequency of about GOO.lXX) cycles a second was used, and
the line tuned at each end by the usual methods. Excellent
telegraphy and telephony W'ere obtained. Care was taken
to make this preliminary experiment as simple and ba,sic as
possible and piecaution taken to ensure that the wire itself
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should be bright and clean and entirely free fi'om any grease
or other insulating material.
This success immediately led to more thorough consideration

of the entire subject. The following experiment was made:—
A strip of wire netting was buried in the snow outside an

office in Washington and a wire attached thereto leading to
the second story of the building. The upper end of this wire
was connected dii'ectly to the grid of an electron tube, which
was to be used as a, potentially operated devi<'e. It was neces-
sary for maxuuum sensitiveness to connect it to the point of
maximum potential of the antenna which in the case of a-

linear o.scillator occurs at the op>en end. By this arrange-
ment, messages were readily received from distant ixiints iu
the United States.
These two simple experiments demon.strated the possibility

of transmitting electromagnetic waves along bare wires sub-
merged in water and the use of an electron tube as a poten-
tially operated device fur the reception of .signals. The Signal
Corps has recently undertaken <;ertam investigations in the
phenomena connected with the transmission of high-frequency
electromagnetic waves over bare wues m earth and in water.
lu attackmg the problems from various angles, the lesearch
atatf of the Signal Corps laboratory at (Jamp Alfred Vail, Little

Silver, i>iew Jersey, was directed to carry out experiments on
bare wires laid on the surface of moist ground and also buried
in earth. The Signal Corps research laboratory at the Bureau
of Standards was directed to investigate fundamentally the
transmission of electromagnetic waves over bare wires in fresh
water. In addition to this, the office of the Chief Signal
Officer has carried out from time to time certain exi>eriments
of a more or less crucial character whicli have come up for

solution in the prosec-ution of this work at the other labora-
tories. The phenomena associated with the transmission of

high-freiiuency waves over bare wires in earth or water are
obscure and complex, and the writer has formulated no de-

finite theory at the present time.
The results obtained are as follows :

—
1. Telephone and telegraph conmuinication has been estab-

lished across the Potomac river, below the city of Washington,
over a distance of about three-quarters of a mile, by the use
of a bare No. I'l phosphor bronze wire laid in the water to

connect the stations. The tramsmitter consisted of an electron
tube oscillator which delivered a current of about '210 milli-

ajnperes to the line at a frequency of about 600,000 cycles a
second. At the receiving end of the line an electron tube
and a 6^tage amplifier were used without any ground con-
nection. With this arrangement good tuning was obtained
at both ends of the line, and telegraphic and telephonic trans-

mi.ssion secured over the bare wires immersed in fresh water.
'2. A resonance wave coil has been developed in the form

of a long helix wound with a large number of turns on which
stationary waves are produced by the incoming wireless

signals. An electron tube is u.sed as the detector, the grid

being connected to the ix)int of maximum potential on the
coil. The wave coil may be used eithei' as a part of the usual

antenna system or a part of a line wiic, or it may act itself

as the antenna for picking up the energy of the signals. In
the latter case the coil may be either free at both ends or
grounded at one end. Good results have been obtained in
either case It has been also found that the open cod has
directional properties and can be used as a goniometer not
only for horizontal un-asureraents, but for vertical measure
ments as well. This form of wirele.ss goniometi^r has the
great advantage that it jwiiuits n<.t oidy of determining the
plane where the signals are strongest, but ai.so tlu; direction
from which such .signals prix-ecd.

Telegraph and telephone coniijiunication has been also estab-
lished between two stations at Camp .\lfred Vail, using a
bare No. 10 copper wire buried in the earth to a depth of
about 8 in. to connect the stations. The distance between
the two stations was three-quarters of a mile. Frequencies
as high as one million cycles a se(«nd were used. Similar
communication has been carried on over a bare wire one
and three-quarter miles long laid on the .surface of moist
earth. The current at the tran.smitting station in these
installations was about ItX) milliamperes. It has been shown
that a bare wire bulled in moist earth with the distant end
open can be tuned lioth at the transmitting end and at the
receiving end.
In the older art of o<-ean telegraphy, the elaborateness of

line construction has already reached a practical limit. The
most promising hope of improving the line construction for
ocean cables is believed to be to abandon the present method
of design and construction, and to start with the -simple case
of bare wires in water, using high-frequency currents, am!
study the necessary changes to produce optimum transmission.
The use of a high-frequency "carrier" has tin- inherent
advantage that the distortion phenomena accompanying pre-

.sent methods of long-distance transmission are eliminated.
and we are principaUy concerned with the problem of reduc-
ing attenuation. The most suitable voltage may be employed
and present multiplex methods may be utilised. The electron
tube is available for both the generation and the reception
of the waves.
During the last few years an intensive .study has been made

of the surface conditions of wires necessary to produce the
emission of electrons, and to this intensive study, both by
nniver.sities and industrial research laboratories, is due the
high state of efficiency of the present electron tube. Nothing
short of a similar .study of the .surface conditions of wires for

preventing the emission of electrons instead of producing
them, will finally give us the wire conductor of the future.

The development of types of resonance wave coils, both
ojien at one end and at both ends, for general wireless work
offers an interesting field for investigation. This involves the
study of the electron tube as a potentially operated device.

The application of .such coils projjerly designed foi- specific

purpo.ses may lead to the practical solution of a number of

wirele.ss problems such as directional effects, and wave coil

antennae of very small dimensions.

THE ELECTRIFICATION OF : HOLLAND.

A NATIONAL SCHEME.

One of Holland's greatest difficulties as an industrial country
has been the high cost and consumption of coal in all her
industrial undertakings. This it is now proposed to remedy
by au extensive scheme of electrification, embracing practi-

cally the whole country. According to the Board of Trade
Journal, a network of H.T. transmission lines has been planned
(fig. 8), and it is hoped that in due course Dutch industries

shall enjoy the advantages of cheap power in order to be
more favourably placed for export purposes against more
'brtunate competitors. In any case, it is considered that

fair proportion of this will be placed abroad, .Mready order;^

amounting to over i' I
,(ia»,ilOO have been secured in this

country.

There are several companies in Holland supplying electrical

power, ice. in various localities. Their activities, under the

new scheme, will be allied to those of the State—the former

Fig, 1,

—

Electric
Winder.

i'lu. '2.—OooMNc Towers.
LlMHL'Hli SWTK CoAl, Ml,NES

great economies will be effected by <'(jncentrating the various
electricity supply undertakings into a national scheme whi<-h,
at the same time, will be useful to develop the smaller manu-
factories all over the country.
The sc'heme, as at present estimated, is to cost 12.5,000.(XK)

florins, and it is understood that as Dutch nianufactureis
are not in a position to tender for all the plant required, a

:i,--L.Muii, l'r\ir

(Iasino,

FlC, I.—OlTDOOR ;3,IKKI Vol.T

Switch \t .k V\hm.

being c-haiged with the lO.OOO-volt, and the latter undertaking
the 50,0(Xl-volt distribution. Such a .scheme will ne<'essitate

the surmounting of many difficulties in sudi a eountry aa

Holland, which lacks any assistance from water power.

The following table illustrates the very considerable in-

crease that has taken place in the consumption of electrical

power, itc, in Holland since 1913 :
—
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ALL-BRITISH SWITCHQEAR,

Messrs. A. Reykollb & Co., Ltd., Hebbdrn-on-Tyne.

The now well-known business of Messrs. Reyrolle was opened
in 1901 with the manufacture of ordinary designs of open-
type switchgear and accessories, including motor starters,
knife switches, tubular fuses, wall plugs, &c. At that time
it supplied a much-felt want for electrical apparatus of a
more substantial design and sounder workmanship than was
usually procurable, and as the late Mr. EeyroUe had in hia
earlier works in LouJou already established a reputation for
these qualities, the business was soon thriving.
Two or three years later, other experts were added to the

staff, and attention was given to the production of special
forms of switchgear and protective systems which were found
to be necessary as more experience was gained on larger
power supply systems and the uses of higher electrical pres-
sures. Certain novel principles of design were introduced,
including the complete enclosure and immersion of aU con-
ductors, for safety to hfe and plant. New methods of locat-
ing and isolating faults were developed and successfully ap-
plied to the power station and sub-station equipment of the
enterprising local power companies, which were thus assisted
in maintaining continuity of supply to their consumers.
For many years these local users absorbed practically the

whole of the output of this special design from this company's
works, and in the meantime much valuable information was
obtained of working conditions, progress was made, and
designs were strengthened as required to withstand the
increased stresses which were met with aa the generating
plant of the power companies grew in dimensions. Thus a
verj' sound foundation of experience was quietly laid, prior
to putting the new principles to the test of the market outside
this district. This was first successfully attempted on a scale

station apparatus to Capetown Corporation. Other work
includes sub-station switchgear for railway electrification in
South America

; power and sub-station switchgear for the
Corporations of Shanghai and Madras; and track feed and
signal pillars and 20,0(X)-voIt sub-station switchgear for the
Melbourne railways. As an example of the influence of this
British practice on the Continent, much interest is evinced
in Holland, whose engineers for the Government interlinking
scheme ^described elsewhere in this issue) have visited thia
country and have ordered armour-clad switchgear.

Messrs. Revrolle & Co. have taken full advantage of their
npportiinities in all hut quantity and speed of production: this
-exception is due only to want of material, room, and plant.
As to material, improvements have been made in the organisa-
tion to ensure gnnplies as and when reouired by the shops;
the handican of limited room and plant has created the need
fir increased capital. New shops have recentiv been opened,
of which we give a view. ,nnd with more adequate facilitiea
for production, a more fruitful effort to supply the increasing
demands will become possible.

CORRESPONDENCE.
LrH«T» rtcfired bv us a^tr fi p.m ov TlTBsnAT ainnM anptar until

t.h» follmniiin inetk. Corrummdtntsiihcvl'IfnnnaTdtlwirenmmvm-
luztimif at ttit eiTliext Bntrihle m/>m*nt. Vo Utter can hf jruhlUhed
unless we have the utriter's nam* and address in our possesswn.

Composition t. Porcelain Insulators.

There ha.s recently conip into my hands a brochnre. nuK-
li.shed by Thos. de La Paie, upon a composition insulator

Messrs. A. Reyrolle & Co.'s New Shops.

large enough to be of importance, in reply to a call for
tenders issued by the Stepney Corporation. Notwithstanding
the substantial nature of the EeyroUe apparatus, it was found
possible to offer it in the open market at a competitive price.
Since that time a demand has consistently grown from the

largest power supply undertakings in this country, including
the Corporations of Sheffield and Glasgow. The designs have
become firmly established in British practice, and one fre-
quently hears that whatever may be thought of the general
electrical engineering develo]iiiients of foreign countries, at
least the switchgear standards set by this company without
doubt testify to the superiority of British origin.

The orders at present in hand include the largest and most
important contracts ever placed for switchgear for use in

Great Britain. For instance, one is for the main 20,0(X)-volt

controlling apparatus at Dalmarnock ix>wer station, one of
the first super-power stations of this new eJectrical era.
Another is for similar apparatus for Nechells, the future
great generating station of the Birmingham Corporation.
The fact that both these important contrai-ts were placed
at higher prices than

_
those of competitors liears witness to

the merits of the designs and the quality of the workman-
ship, but these r,f_ themselves might not be sufficient to
satisfy a large public body if they were not also backed up
bv economies effected in other ways, such as reduced costs
of building accommodation, every-day operation, and general
maintenance.
The restricted .size of the works, and. the difficulties of

manufacture, have, to a srrent extent, limited the Bcope of
the supplies to the home market, and even there many new
tields are untapped, but some time and material has been
resen'ed to keep in touch with the fringe of the Colonial and
foreign markets: for instance, switch panels for many years
have been supplied to the Rand, Soutji Africa, and to the
Durban Corporation, and some important 10,000-Tolt eub-

named " Telenduron," in which this material is compared
with porcelain, to the disparagement of the latter.

It is granted, of course, that almost any copiposition ma-
terial is less brittle than porcelain, though good English porce-
lain is much tougher and more resistant to breakage than
many people imagine, more especially when the porcelain is

fairly thick, as used in transmission w-ork.

In this brochure, however, porcelain is condemned as de-
pendinu upon its glaze for its insulation, and it is stated that
upon the failure of the fflaze by hair cracks the porcelain
absorbs moisture (.?!». This may be true of nibbish. mostly
foreign, styled porcelain, but it is surprising that it should
still be necessary to inform some people that proper English
porcelain as made by reputable firms for the purposes men-
tioned (all of which porcelain is made by the wet process)

does not depend upon the glaze for insulation, the porcelain
being vitreous and homogeneous, and the glaze being added
merely for finish and possibly colour.
" Telenduron " is set up as being non -hygroscopic and of

marked superiority to porcelain, but this is not corroborated
bv the tests which thev publish, made bv the National
Physical Laboraton-, as shown in the following comparison :—

'

Tests on Post Olfice
Rinall insulator.
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pense of its electrical charact'eristics. 'Phis, no doubt, is justi-

fied in many cases, but I note ttat in their covering letter

they make reference to the use of this material for high-

voltage transmission work; in this connection, electrical con-

siderations are the primary considerations, and all others are
secondary.
Then there is the quotiou of durability, having regai'd to

the deleterious atmospb<ric conditions which obtain in some
manufacturing districts in which insulators have to work. No
t«sts ajp given here, but in this respect a composite material

(which often incorporates vegetable and animal sulistances)

can scarcely be expected to compare with porcelain, which is

ma<le from rocks of the earth itself,

Twiss Engineering & Transmission, Ltd.

G. W. V. TWI.SS, M.I.E.E..

Managing Director.

Loudon. E.G., May Q6th, 19-20.

Mutual Discussion.

My attention has been drawn to the enclosed report pub-
lished in your last issue with regard to the National Alliance
of Employers and Employed. In the section which I have
underlined you will note it is staffed :

" The National Alliance

justly claims to be the only organisation which can provide
the machinery for a round-table conference of employers and
employed."

I feel pure this has been inserted in error, and should
therefore be greatly obliged if you would point out in your
next issue that the Industrial League and Council, which is

engaged in this work, has been in existence since 191-5, and
is an organisation well known to the nuhlic. its presidents
being the Rt. Hon, G. H, Roberts. M.P. (ex-Minister of

Food), and the Rt, Hon, J. H. Whitlov. M.P. (Deputv Speaker
of the House of Gommons), The primary work on which the
Industrial I/eague is engaged is to encourage the establishing

of Whitley Councils, which are the effective channels of round-
table conferences of employers and employed.

London. S.W.I.
May mh, 1920.

John Ames.
General Secrefarij.

Industrial League and Counril.

[Why does our correspondent misquote US'* The word
"justly" does not appear in the Electrical Review (" Mu-
tual Discussion," Mav '31st. p, 6.5.31, The Alliance is entitled

to make any claim that it likes. We do not feel called upon
to decide which is the more suitable organisation for the
purpose indicated: it was for that reason that we omitted
the word " justly," All Alliances, Councils, or League.s that
are working to encourage more harmonious relations between
employer!? and employed have our support and cordial good
wishes. But why this jarring note of rivalry, evoking the

rejoinder "Physician Heal Thyself"? Com)->etition in good
works is good: co-operation is better: complete union might
be best—we do not know.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The Policy of the E.P.I;..4.

My attention has been drawn to the letter signed by our Mr.
W. E. Weston, and I would like to point out that in the
opinion of myself and my committee this letter is very ill-

advised, and is only the personal opinion of our Mr, W. E.
Weston, and in no way represents the policy of my committee.

W. J. Webb,
London District Secretary,

Electrical Trades Union.
London, E.G., June 1st, 19-20,

" Situations Vacant."

The above heading I have no doubt will be very familiar
to most readers of your jom-nal, for it has as long as I re-
member been famous as the heading of a column eagerly
watched and criticised by tho;^ in the electrical industry.
The criticism is, of course, of a varied nature, and I have
known readers who have been highly annoyed and somewhat
amused at the .'scandalously low salaries offered by employers
(usually represented by a bos number). There have been
many letters in your " Correspondence " column pointing
out the unfairness to the employe of the Box No, system,
and -while this is not the point I am getting at, T should like

to point out that the employe is as necessarv to the Stato
a.s the employer: each dejiends upon the other. Therefore
it should not be made so difficult for the .-mployp to g<-t

comfurtabl> thriiugh tliis life as compared with the employer
(generally speaking). For instance, an employe wishes to
better himself, or even to change his job; he answers an
adTertisement, ' but has to send his history to a Pox No.

He is exisected to do this, and is not allowed to know to

whom he has written, and in some cases, if he only knew
it, he has apphed to his present employer. Then again,
after takuig this trouble, he frequently hears nothing, and
.simply wonders where his application landed. 1 consider
that no just mind can consider this matter thoroughly without
coming to one conclusion. 1 will come to my point and
suggestion. This point I do not think has been quite so much
considered. In some cases an apiilicaut will receive an ack-
nowledgment and an interview; he leaves the employer's
office after being treated very nicely, and often given many
details of the new duties connected with the post, with a
promise that he will in due course hear the result of the
interview, and he feels confident that he has given satisfac-

tion, and will get the post. He, however, waits and waits,

and hears nothing, the employer not keeping his promise.
The applicant is not to know one way or the other. I cer-

tainly think an applicant should be informed whether suc-
cessful or not; I suppose I dare not suggest that he should
be given a reason why not successful, although the fact that
the employe is never given any satisfaction is responsible for

a. very serious suspicion which exists to-day amongst the
employed that their present employers do not give satisfac-

tory references, or adopt some means to prevent men from
leaving their present jobs. If there are no grounds for this

suspicion, why cannot some action be taken to remove it?

There is no doubt that the suspicion exists. Again, in certain

cases employers, after receiving applications, select certain

ones and send an official form of application, with details

of the vacant post. The employe, to suit the employer, makes
a fresh application with further information, and returns
it, to hear nothing further one way or the other. I consider
these tactics totally wrong and unbusinesslike, and my sug-
gestion is as follows : That these matters should be brought
before the .Joint Industrial Councils with a view to an agree-

ment being come to, that all applications sent to Box Nos.
should be acknowledged by the firm concerned, and the
applicant informed whether successful or not, w'ithin a reason-

able time, I believe very much in the D,J,I.C, idea, and
if such matters as these were properly dealt with it would
certainly promote the purpose of Industrial Councils, and in

this particular case would soon do away with the Box No.
principle. In conclusion, I give tw'o extracts from the

Whitley scheme :
—

1. To make and consider suggestions for securing a, per-

manent improvement in the relations between employers and
w-orknien.

'2. To recommend means for securing that industrial con-

ditions affecting the relations between employers and work-
men shall be sy.stematically reviewed by those concerned,

with a view to improving conditions in the future.

J. C.

[We refer to this matter in our leading columns.

—

Eds.
Elec. Rev.]

The Efficiency of Domestic Electric Heating.

I was extremely pleased to see Mr. G. W. Stubbings's

article under the above heading, because, fai' more important
than that a truer aai>ect of the question should have been
set forth than that placed before the public by the gas com-
panies, is the understanding of the subject by all those who
deal in the apparatus, and this can only be obtained by
thorough discussion and au earnest attempt on the part of

your readers to understand the meaning of the figures, anU
not just to skim them over and take them for gianted.

I am sure that Mr. Stubbings will forgive me if I say that

although he refers to a series of articles, he practically only

deals with one (the first) ; for the second article corrected

the efficiency of the gas oven from 13.6 per cent, to 7.4 per

cent,, while the third pointed out that the taking of i cwt.

of coke as the net amount of coke available for sale after

treating 1 ton of coal was due to the gas companies' error,

and should be 8 cwt.
If Mr. Stubbings had devoted the same earnest attention

to the second article that he did to the first he would have
seen that this is a much fairer method of comparing the

two systems, as it allows for gas and electricity for hghting

purposes, and, of course, the use of j^ercentages in this con-

nection is impossible, as there is no standai'd from which
to calculate the efficiency of either system.

If articles two and three are considered together it will be

apparent that electricity produced at an efficiency of 20 per

cent, will do, with coal of a thermal value of 16.4, what gas

requires coal of a thermal value of .34.8 to do, and this figure

allows the total potential value of the coke and tar to be
deducted. The actual value of the coal used by the gas

companies would be 58.24. and the gross value of the coke

and tar products 22.624.

When I stated that I had a doubt of the possibility of the

vvhole of the coke being utihsed, I thought I made it clear

that I was not questioning the 00 per cent, efficiency whether
the loke was usfil for domestic or industrial heating. Tlie

point is that iudustiv at present absorbs practically all the

coke it can. while if gas engines are to be subs^tuted for

electric motors and gas lighting for electric lighting a cor-

respondingly larger make of gas will be made with its con-
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sequent increased supply of coke, and it is this quantity

of whose use I was dubious. If in addition the report of

ijord HaJdane's Committee and Sir Dugald Clerk's " .Tame.s

['"'orrest
" lecture are studied side by side the matter stands

nut even more cleaxly. Lord Haldane's Committee contem-

|)lated the substitution of electricity for the .stationajy en-

gines of this country, and arrived at certain figures for the

amount of electricity required and the amount of coal neces-

sary to give that amount. Sir Dugald Clerk takes the figure

for' the H.r. required, and says that a certain amount of gas

would do the work, which could he produced from a certain

amount of coal. Ignoring the fact that his figure for the effi-

ciency of production is both wrong and mi.sleading. it wlU be

;een that the Riih.<:titution of ga.= engines for stationary steam

engines will immediately do away with the largest market

for coke; so the comparison should really be made between

16.4 for electricity and 58.24 for gas.

In conclusion, I must say that the reason the '20 per cent.

cfficiencv of production for electricity was taken was that

both the B.C.G.A.'s advertisements and Sir Dugald Clerk's

lectures selected this figuie, and endeavoured to show that

even then gas was more efficient, probably with the idea at

the back of their minds that if gas is better than electricity

when it can be produced at a 20 i)er cent, efficiency, how
much more so must it be at the present time?

London, S.E.
May 31 .sf, 1920.

B. S. Klemens.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Dr. Arnold's New Steel.—According to the Times, Dr.

.T. 0. Arnold, who wag formerly Professor of Metallurgy in the

Univerity of Sheffield, has sold his production rifrhts in the new
high-speed steel invented by him to Mr. ,1. D. Moffat, one of the

directors of Sir Thomas Salter Pyne & Co., and the new steel is to

be made in Sheffield.

A T.E.T. Dinner.—On Thursday last week the first

annual dinner of the Twiss Engineering and Electric Trans-
.MissioN, Ltd,, was held at the Criterion. The chairman. Mr.

(Jacar Andersen, presided, and was supported by Mr. G. V. Twiss,

managiner director, Mr. S. G. Leech. Mr. Rex Andersen, and other

members of the firm. Proposinsr "The Company," Mr. J. Davie

congratulated the directors on havinp laid a sound foundation for

their business, and referred to the unfair incidence of the excess

profits duty as between old firms 'and new ones. In responding.

Mr. Twiss agreed that legislation which tended to retard the

progress of yonni;- concerns was contrary to the interests of the

country as a whole. Over a year ago he saw that the necessity of

cheap power, involving the centralisation of grenerating plant,

would lead to the erection of cross-country overhead mains, and
(he company, which w8uld be known as the " T.E.T. ," was formed
for that purpose ; it was now carrying out the biggest scheme of

the kind in this country, in the North Wales district, as well as

many other transmission schemes both at home and abroad, a very

creditable result for one year's workinc, and that not a favourable

year for industrial enterprise. They had started at the psycho-

logical instant, and thf ir prospects were so good that Messrs, .1. B.

Saunders it Co. and Messrs. Laing, Whf^rtou & Co. had joined hands

with them. They had laid the foundations, and were now ready,

with a well-organised staff, to erect upon them a worthy super-

structure ; they were doing work which would help to rehabilitate

the country and improve social conditions Mr. H. P. Allison,

works manager, proposed " The Guests," for whom Mr. C.

O'Malley responded, describing Mr. Twiss as himself a '" live wire.

"

who inspired those around him with his own enthusiasm for work.

Proposing " The Personnel, " Mr. Twiss said the success of the

company was largely due to the cooperation and ex/irit de vor/is of

the personnel, from the chairman downwards. The company was
employing its full share of ex-service men, and Mr. R. C. Andersen

had gained the Military Cross. Their duty was not first to make
jjrofits but rather to render service to the country, and in return

for such service to receive profits whereby they would be able

to continue that service in an ever-increasing manner : the motto
of the company would be "Service First." They intended to raise

abroad the standing of this country in the transmission of power.

After Mr. Davie, at the request of Mr Twiss, had de.sorihed the pro-

found impression of British predominance which be had gained

during his recent travels on the Continent, Mr. S. G. Leech responded,

I xpressing full confidence in the future of the company and in its

founder—provided that the latter did network himself to death.

After the health of "The Chairman " had been duly honoured and
ackaowledged, the very successful and enjoyable function came to

a close at a late hour.

Siemens Lamps and Supplies.—Messrs. Siemkns Buok.
AND Co., Ltd.. inform us that they are taking over the lamp and
supplies department of Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

Contemporaneously with this change, the company is making pro-

vision for a largely increased output in metal filament lamps, and
it is announced that henceforth these lamps will be sold by the

company under the distinctive trade name of " Xcel." This trade

name will apply to all types of metal filament lamps manufactured
liy the company, which include the following :—Standard vacuum
lamp". half-Wiitt lamps, automobile and battery lampj (vacuum and
gas-filled), helical filament traction lamps. As from June Ist,

1920, Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., will conduct the business

in lamps and supplies from the same addresses in London and the
provinces as hitherto, where, in addition to fittings and lighting

supplies, attention will be given to inquiries regarding the whole
of the material manufactured by the company at its Woolwich
Works, such as wires, cables, Stannos wires, telephone and telegraph
apparatus, fluid and dry Icells, Hashlight and torch batteries, &c.

The company's showrooms at 38-39, Upper ThamBS Street, London,
K.C.. have been redecorated and refitted, and all hinu'i fide trade buyers
are invited to call. We are asked further to remind the trade

that the advice of the Illuminating Engineering Department of the

company is at the disposal of coatraotorg to assist them in the

development of any lighting sohemei which they may have in band.

Power Station Firemen.—Firemen employed in the

Liverpool, Birkenhead and Wallasey power stations, are claiming

advances through their Trade Union, the National Amalgamated

Union of Enginemen and Firemen. Strike notices had been issued

to the Birkenhead Corporation, but have been suspended, on a

meeting being promised.

The Development of Derby.—The Derby Borough

Development Committee, having come to the conclusion that there

is nothing so effective as publicity, is arranging with Mr. E. J.

Burrows, of Cheltenham, tor the issue of a handbook adver-

tising the town at a cost not exceeding £50. The Committee is

also contributing £5 towards the cost of an advertisement of Derby

and its electricity undertaking in the Electrical Review.

Round and Round.—We r( produce herewith a very

telling cartoon issued by the London Underground Electric Rail-

ways Ulnstrating the dangerous and frantic chase that is taking

place round and round the vicious circle. The educational effect

of such posters upon the public mind should be considerable ; the

principal object, of course, is to show the railway and tramway

passenger how handicapped are the authorities by the chain and

deadweight of " maximum powers " restricting fares and preventing

them from catching up either costs, wages, or prices.

The following verses accompany the picture ;

—

Here we go roimcl the Underground
Tree,

I (-'base you and you chase me.
Round and round-and so you see,

Nobody gets any further.

Round and round and round wo tear.

Cost and Price and Wage and Fare.
With never a chance of " Retting

there "—
» And other folks all cry "Murthorl"

Oh, what a;

Oh, wha

Round and round and roundabout,
Starting again where we first set out

;

One of these days we'll stop, no
doubt.

Under the Tree for shelter.

J. H. B.

Social.
—

'riie termination of a popular series of social

evenings held by Pope's Social Club throughout the winter wa«

marked by a successful Whist Drive and Fancy Dress Ball held on

May llith, at which Mr. Stanley Carman, works manager, Pope's

Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., was present. There were many striking

costumes to be seen among those worn by the 600 members and

friends who attended, one of the prize winners being Miss Nunny,

who represented an up-to-date " Pope " electric lamp. At the

close of the proceedings MV, G. A, Marx (sales manager) distributed

the prizes.
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London Coal Prices.— In a written reply to Captain
Bowyer. Mr. Bridjeman states that the present maximum retail

price of best Derby coal in Central London is 578. 2d. per ton, as
compared with 27a. per ton in 1913. He gives the following-
analysis of these prices :

—

1913. I'JJU.

s. d. s. d.

Pit price 13 33 5

Railway rate ... 6 4 8 2
Wag-on hire 10 16
Factorage — 4

Distribution charges :
—

Wages, loaders, and carmen ... ... ... 1 10 4 9
Other cartage charges, including sacks 1 1| 3 7

Loss on smalls ... ... ... ... ... 4 7

Establishment charges, inoludinc siding rent ... 2 5J 3 4

Management and interest — 3
Profit lOJ 13

27 57 2—The Times.

A Swedish Company.—The directors of the A. B. Luth
and Rosen, of Stockholm, reporting on the year 1919, state that a
considerable set-back took place in the electrical industry as com
pared with the favourable situation which prevailed in 1918. The
reaction specially affected the company, as laru-e stocks of raw
materials were purchased on account of the great influx of orders
in 1918. In the accounts for 1918 these stocks were entered at the
prices of purchase, which also corresponded with the market prices
whioh existed at the beginning of 1919. The great and rapid fall

in prices during 1919, however, rendered it necessary for the stocks
to be written down considerably. A circumstance which con-
tributed towards this loss was tnat the company, as in the case of
other Swedish electrical firms, could not help participating in the
purchases of copper made through the Government's Industrial
Commission. The sudden legislation concerning the prohibition of
iron-zinc conductors for electrical purposes also brought about a
loss of 500,000 kr. Moreover, the losses were contributed towards
partly by export difficulties and partly by the decline in the home
demand in the latter half of the year ; the removal of mechanical
manufactures to the Eskilstuna branch, so as to provide greater
space for electrical production at the head works in Stockholm, aiso
affected the results, as also did the lack of success with the heating
element according to the Cardellska patents, and with a new type
of motor-plough. In addition, the manufacture of electrical
machinery at Stcckholm proceeded with less favourable results,
owing to labour conditions and the difficulties in the question of
materials. The prospects at present (May), however, seemed to be
brighter. All the shops were well supplied with orders, prices
were steadily advancing, and the deliveries of materials were more
certain, so that it was no longer necessary to keep large stocks.
During the year the company were successful in forming some new
export connections, and the directors hoped that this part of the
business would be carried on satisfactorily, especially if exchange
conditions became regular. The accounts show a loss of 5,390,000 kr.
for 1919. as compared with ret profits of 2.960,000 kr. in the
previous year, on a share capital of 16,650,000 kr. It is now
proposed to reconstruct the company by the formation of a new
company, under which the loss wDl be written off, and one new
share be offered for two old shares, and cumulative preference
shares for 4,000,000 kr. are to be issued.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—British Eleoteical
Accessories, Ltd., Fawcett Row, Bradford. List of creditors in
this voluntary liquidation :

—

Albion Electric Stores .. .. £834 Bankers f2,2!5
.•Accumulators, Ltd 19 Lund, Miss .

.

35.5
Benjamin Electric, Ltd. .. 109 Lund, Percy. P. Lund, Hum-
Brearley, H 37 phries 294
British Westinghouse Elec. Co. 33 Liverpool Electric Cabl 2 Co. .

.

30
Baxendale & Co., Ltd 54 Leach, S. G., & Co., Ltd. 24
Brooklehurst, W. H 15 Pirelli, Ltd 63
British Insa. & Helsby Cables U Paterson & Service .. .. 12
Crowther & Osborn, Ltd. 141 Rushworth, J. W .52i
Cable .\ccessorie8 Co., Ltd. .

.

1-27 Rhodes, J. S 29fi
Cambridge & Paul Inst. Co.,Ltd. 52 Rvlands Glass * Eng. Co., Ltd. 34
Crompton & Co., Ltd 26 . Resrolle, A., & Co. .. 21
ConnoUy Bros., Ltd. .. 37 Stephenson, H. A J 165
Driver, Drennan & Cooper, Ltd. 1,17.S Sanders, W., & Co. 107
Battery D. P. Co., Ltd 156 Sterling Tel. and Electric Co..

.

73
English Electric Supplies, Ltd. 18 Star Electrical Co. . m
Falk, Stadelmann & Co. .

.

328 Sperryn & Co. .

.

36
Forward Electric Co., Ltd. .

.

89 Sun Electrical Co. 14
Gillespie, R. P 3a Taylor, F. W 451
Hodgson, Mrs 113 Tividale Enamel Co 28
Hurst Electrical Plant, Ltd. .. 75 Taylor, W., & Co 16
.Judge, W. 4,. .. .. .. 150 Underwood, Ltd 105
Jarrett, Pyrah & .\rmitage .. 63 -Wilson, W. D 1,048

Signal Electric Co., Ltd , Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney
Hill, Cannon Street, London, E.G.—A meeting of the creditors of
the above was held recently at the Cannon Street Hotel, when it

was reported that the shareholders had passed the usual resolution
in favour of voluntary liquidation, and had appointed Mr. G. L.
Wynn to act as liquidator. A statement was presented showing
the position as at May 5th last, and this disclosed unsecured
liabilities of £3,152. The indebtedness to the tradeVas £2,380,
while the directors were shown as creditors for fees amounting to
£637, and the balance of £ 134 was due in respect of interest on the
preference shares. The assets were estimated to realise £3,937,
and as regarded the unsecured oreditors a surplus was shown. The
assets oonsiated of cash in hand, £4 18s. 8d. ; deposits, £lO;
furniture, £3i

;
plant at Walthamstow, £44 13a.

; patents, trade
marks, and secret prooeseea, =62,388

;
preliminary eipenaes, (6200

;

and stock at factory, at cost, £1,262. The issued share capital of
the company was £5,160, and as regarded the contributories there
was a deficiency of £4.375. The company was registered on
May 3Ist, 1919, with a nominal capital of £12 500, divided into
10,000 pioference shares of £1 each, bearing interest at the rate of
7 per cent, per annum, and 5,000 ordinary shares of lOs. each. The
company had issued 3,402 preference shares for cash, but there
were unpaid calls of £125, leaving the net amount received by the
company at the sum of £3,277. The company had also issued
3.706 ordinary shares, and the total issued capital was, therefore,

^5,160. The company had worked at a factory in Walthamstow,
and there was some doubt whether the lease of the premises
had been secured. The lease had about 14 years to run, at a rental
of £470 per annum, and a portion of the premises was sublet at
£300 yfarly. The chief director of the company was Mr. C. St.

.lohn, who transferred the patents, &c., to the company. It was
impossible to say what their present value was. A portion of the
stock had not been made up, and might have to be completed by
the liquidator. It was also stated that there were contracts still

running, and it might be that the liabilities would be increased.

The opinion was expressed that the crfditors should be represented
in the liquidation of the company, and it was decided that an
application should be made to the Court for the appointment of

Mr. E. H. Hawkins, of Messrs. Popp'eton, Appleby & Hawkins,
4, Charterhouse Square, E.C., as liquidator of the company, while a

committee of three of the principal creditors was also nominated.
The following are creditors :

—

Fish lS: Ludlow. Ltd f60S British Insulated and Helsby
Dangerfield, W. 4 .J 395 Cables, Ltd 469
.\bhev Industries, Ltd 518 Brownrigg, H. K 45
Cartlaiul, .lames, tit Sons, Ltd... 168 Gilson, D.. & Co 69
Phillips, Ephraim .. .. 168 Baker, W. E 24
Drvcells, Ltd 113 Norman, L ii
Lovelace, R. E. H 112 Druitt, H 21
Walthamstow Urban District Bailey, S. A 20
CounciUrates) .. .99 Flint, C. D 17

Concordia Eleo. Wire Co., Ltd. 81 Lea Bridge Gas Co 14
Matthey. .lohnson, & Co., Ltd. 19 St. John, C 12

Little Wonder Battery Co.. Ltd.—Winding up voluntarily.

Liquidator, Mr. R. G. Pye, 26, Budge Row, B.C. Meeting of

creditors, June 8th.

SiEBE, Gorman & Co., Ltd.—Particulars of claims must be sent
to the liquidator, Mr. R. B. Petre, 11, Ironmonger Lane, E.C., by
June 30th.

RoTASPHERE Co , Ltd.—Claims must be sent to the liquidator,

Jlr. A. S. Jopp, 82, Belvedere Road, S.E., by June 22nd.
Ernest King k Co., electricians, engineers and contractors, 97,

Bridge Street, WalealL—Messrs. S. Birch, P. H. Tomkins and E.

King have dissolved partnership. Messrs. S. Birch and P. H.
Tomkins will attend to debts.

Jenner, Chitham .V Co., electrical engineers, 11, Red Lion
Square.W.C. 1.—Mr. H. Jenner and Mr. R. M. Chitham have dissolved

partnership. Debts will be attended to by Mr. H. Jenner, who
will continue the business at the same address under the style of
H. .Tenner k Co.

Brltisli Trade-Mark Applications.—Appended is a sum-
mary of the recent applications for British trade-marks in respect
of goods associated with the electrical trades and industries ;

—

SoUac. No. 400.442. Class 1. Electrolytes, l)eing chemical
substances.— Haslam & Stretton, Ltd., 11, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

February 5th, 1920.

Quixpark, the Best of Fellows (lettering combined with name
and address of firm and design"). No. 396.037. Class 6. Magnetos.
—Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd , Park Royal, Willesden, N.W.
October 23rd, 1919.

E.A.C. (monogram design). No. 401,343. Class 6. Electrical

machinery.—Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.iVauxhall Works, South
Lambeth Road, London, S.W., 8. March 1st, 1920.

Elephant on Scooter (design). No. 394 361. Class 13. Electric

cut-outs and terminals, electric switches, electric fittings, &c.

—

Leonard B. Hough, 246, High Street, Lewisham, SB. August
16th, 1919,

Konled. No. 400,513. Class 13. Electric light and cable
fittings.—Faulkner & Co., 5, Market Street, Manchester. Februarv
7th, 1920.

A E.G. (letters combined with design). No. 359.820. Class 13.

Electrical goods of metal.—AUgemeine Elektticitats Gesellschaft,
2-4. Friedrich Karl Ufer. Berlin, N.W., 10. March 23rd, 1914.

(The registration of this trade-mark has apparently been held up
during the war, having only just been piissed.)

Rajah. No. 401,790. Class 15, also No. 401,791. Class 16.

Fittings of glass and porcelain for use in electric lighting. &c.

—

Herbert & James Stevenson, Ltd., 16, Water Lane, Great Tower
Street, London, E.G. March 12th, 1920.

Boreas. No. 398,548. Class 18. Electric and pneumatic bells

(as systems in buildings, &c.).—Lacy-Hulbert & Co., Ltd., 91,

Victoria Street, London, S.W. December 18th, 1919.

Electrical Exiiibition in Holland.—The British Vice-
Consul at Leeuwarden, Holland, reports that an exhibition of
electrical products will be held by the municipality of that town
from August 14th to September 15th, 1920. The Vice-Consul, who
is chairman of the Executive Committee, suggests that United
Kingdom firms should unite to make up a British Section for which
it is possible to allocate a space in a favourable position. A trans-
lation of the ofllcial regulations has been prepared, and is available
to callers at the D.O.T. in London, in Room 48 (Mr. Cresswell).

Catalogues Wanted.

—

The Electrical Engineering and
Maiutenanoe Co., 87. Main Street, PortriisU, desire to reoeiva

oataloffuea and other publicity matter,
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Lead.—In their report, dated May 29th, Messrs. G.

Cawson & Co. Bay :—
The general consumptive trade still remains rather stagnant. Electrical

works, however, continue busy, and are taking good quantities of lead, and
appear likely to do so for some considerable time. This demand keeps the
market firmer than it otherwise would be.

Supplies continue to come in rather freely, so that there need be no alarm
on the part of consumers as to any shortage. With general consumptive
demand at about i>0 per cent, below the pre-war normal, we cannot see how
any shortage in supplies is likely to arise.
The outlook points to a steady market, and should speculators again begin

operations, a£ other metals appear to be reviving, some fr^sh advance iniprice
is not unlikely.

Messbs James Forsteb ^^ Co., reporting under the same date,

say :—
The metal market continues under the depressing intiuence of outside

markets and finance, supply and demand havinf< very little to do with the
course of values. Consumers generally have been buying with hesitation and
only for near delivery, but towards the week-end there has been much more
disposition shown to negotiate, and inquiries have been received from different
parts of the country which have resulted in business at considerably above the
market rates.
The ditficulty in obtaining suitable brands is again in evidence, but this ba^

be=n relieved somewhat by the discharge of steamers this week from .\ustralia.

after lying in the docks in one case tor over two months and in others for

weeks. The shipments from .\ustralia for April are advised at 2,300 tons,
against arrivals here in ,\pril from this source of 5,750 tons, so that June will

be a short month for Australian brands.

Italian Company Notes.—There has beea formed at

Milan the Consorzio per I'Alienazione degli Impan e Materiali

Elettrici e Telefonici Reaiduati della Guerra with a capital of

5,00U,0u0 lire, of which 1.570,OjO lire are paid up, for the liquida-

tion of war plant,

With a capital of 6,000,000 lire the Societa Anonima Elettrica

Ghise e Acciai ha? been established at Genoa for the output of

electric current for the proiuction and trade in malleable iron and
sp?cial steel and other industrial purpoaes.

The Societa Anonima Elettricita Alta Italia, of Turin, has
decided to increase its capital from 30,000,000 to i8,000,000 lire, a

portion being allotted to the Societa S.I.P. for its Biellese distri-

bution network.
Other companies increasing their capitals are :—The Societa

Idroelettrica iVIonviso, at Verzuolo, from 5,000,000 to 20,000,000

lire ; the Societa Italianaper I'tltilizzazione delle Forzi Idrauliche

delle Veneto, at Veuezio, from 21,(jOJ,uOO to 26,250,000 lire ; the

Societa Elettrica Bresciana, at Brescia, from 36,000,000 lire to a

sum unnamed; the Societa Emiliana di Esceizizi Elettrici, of

Parma, from 10,500,000 to 17,600,000 lire; the Societa Materiali

Elettro-Trazione, of Florence, from 1,000,0U0 to 2,430,000 lire ; the

Societa Elettrica Radio di Sperone, of Avellano, up to 1,000,000

lire ; the Societa lesina di Elettricita, of lesi, from 800,000 to

l,20O,O0j lire ; the Societa Imprese Elettriche, of Macerata, from
1,200,000 to 1,50J,000 lire ; the Societa Industrie Elettriche

Calabresi, of Radioena, increases from 2,000.000 to 3,00 J,000 lire, and
amalgamates with the Sjcieta Elettrica lonica, of Siderno ; and
the Societa Fabbrica Apparechi Riscaldameato Elettrico. of Milan,

from 2,U00,00U to 5,000,000 lire.

The Offioina di Energia Elettrica, of Novara, has reduced its

capital from 2,OO0,Ou0 to 800,UOO lire by assigning to its share-

holders 8,000 12-lire shares of the Societa Padaua di Elettricita for

one of the Offioina.

Book Notices.
—" The Problem of Dock Labour." By

Arthur Shadwell, M A., LL.D. Reprinted fiom The 'Aoies. London:
Longmaus, Green & Co. Price Is.— This is a most thoughtful
and valuable pamphlet. Eveiy student of the pressing social and
industrial prooleunot theje critical times should secure a copy and
read it carefully.

"Industriil Arts Index." Vol. VIII, No. 4. April, 1920.

(62 pp). New York: The H. W. Wilson Co.—A comprehensive
index to articles which have recently appeared in engineering, trade

and business periodicals, placed under subject-headings.

•'Welfare Work." Vol. 1, No. 5. (lb pp.).— The May number
of the Journal of the Welfare Workers' Institute contains articles

by E. D. Newcomb, 'Foremen and Forewomen," and A. Rowland-
Entwistle, " The Democratisation of Industry."

"Armature Windiug and Motor Repatr." By D. H. Bradymer.
Pp. xxi + 615 ; figs. 298. London : Hill Publishing Co., .Ltd.

Price 188. net.
" Engineers' Desk-Book and Diary. " 1920. Leeds : Trades

Publicity Co.—This handy publication contains a brief calendar,

a diary giving ample space for notes and 96 pages of indexed in-

formation of a comprehensive character, including trade statistioj

and legal notes, as well as a small railway map of the British

Isles.

•Ozone." By E. K. Rideal. Pp. is -f 198; 21 figs. London:
Constable & Co.. Lid. Price 12s.

"Questions and Solutions in Telegraphy and Telephony." By
H. P. Few. London : S. Rentell & Co., Ltd. Price 5s. 6d.—This
useful handbook is now in its filth edition—the last was pub-
lished in 191-1. It has been brought up to date by the addition

of the papers and solutions of the City and Guilds of London
Institute in Grade 1 of Telegraphy and Telephony for the last five

years. Although the papers given in the first part of the volume
no longer represent current practice, they are retained as illus-

trative of the various steps of progress.
" Induction Coil Design.' By M. A. Codd. Pp viii + 238 ;

figs. 105. London : E. i>c F. N, Spon, Ltd. Price 2l8. net.

"Journal of the Institution of Elejtrioal Engineers.'' Vol. LVIU,
No. 291. May, i9iU. London : E. ,S; F. N. Spon, L'.d. Price

10s. 6d.—The May issue contains the following papers :

—
"Scientific

Management : A Solution of the Capital and Labour Problem," by
Cap;. J. M. Scott-Maxwell ;

'" Wireless Telephoay on Aeroplanes," by
Major C. E Prinoa ; and " The Protection of Alternating-Corrent

Systems without the use of Special Conductors," by Major K.

Edgcumb ;.

"Science Abstracts "(A and HI. Vol. XXIII, Part 4. April30th,

1920. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. each.

"The Peat Resources of Ireland." (25 pp). A lecture given

before the Royal Dublin Society on March 5th, 1919, by Prof.

Pierce F. Purcell. London : H.M. Stationery Office. Price 9d.

net.—This is described in a prefatory note by the Director of

Fuel Research as " a clear and fair-minded exposition of the

situation . . . written by an exp3rt with a wide and intimate

knowledge of the subject. " The first part of the lecture is devoted

to a description of the various forms and characteristics of peat

deposits, and then the elimination of water, which forms the greater

part of bog peat, is dealt with. Figure^ of the present-day con-

sumption are given, as well as an eitimate of the quantities avail-

able—a figure of 3.700 million tons of anhydrous peat. Tables

comparing the peat and coal deposits of Ireland and the areas of the

peat deposits of the world are included. The various methods of

winning peat are described, and the production of power from this

fuel is illustrated by an efficiency diagram.

"The Motor Ship." Vol. I., No. 3. (30 pp.). London : Teuple

Press, Ltd. Price Is.—The June number of this well-produced and

highly illustrated journal contains an interesting description of the

10,000-ton motor-tank ship Xamininhieft, built by Messrs. Vickers.

The largest American motor-ship is also described among other

informative articles.

"Vickers News." Vol. II, No. 17. June Ist. (20 pp.) London:

Vickers, Ltd.—Presenting articles on " Trans-Continental Flying,''
" Transformers in Collieries," " A Simple Form of Refrigeration,"

to., all well illustrated.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—A. E.Channon, H. S. Xadin,

and C. G. Chaxnon (trading as A. E. Channon i: Co.) electrical

engineers, 8, Orrisdale Terrace, Cheltenham, and 425, High Street,

Cheltenham.—The public examination of these debtors was held on

May 27th, at the Court House, Cheltenham, before Mr. Registrar

Williams. In reply to the Official Receiver, the debtor, H. S.

Nadin, stated that he had acted as managing partner, and that the

partnership commenced in January, 1919. He had had various

occupations before commencing in partnership. They started

business without any stock or capital. They had an offer of goods

up to £250 on credit. The Official Receiver stated that the busi-

ness had been carried on at a loss, owing to want of business

knowledge, want of capital and negligence in book-keeping.

Debtor admitted several losses on contracts which partly accounted

for their deficiency. He also admitted that a statement prepared

and sent to one of the creditors was misleading, though he

suggested that he did not know it at the time. This creditor, who
had removed debtors' goods just before the petition to the value of

£200, had now written to the Official Receiver, that these goods

were now held at the Official Receiver's disposal. The debtor,

A. E. Channon, generally agreed with the answers given by the

previous partner. He declared that by a deed made in September,

1918, he gave all his furniture to his wife, but the Official Receiver

remarked that the wife had now withdrawn her claim. C. G.

Channon was also examined as to the conduct of the business. On
the application of the Official Receiver, the examination of the

debtors was adjourned : meanwhile. Nadin was ordered to furnish a

cash account of receipts and payments during the partnership.

W.IP. O'Reilly, manufacturing electrician, 397, Edgware Road,

and Old Broad Street, E C.—Last day for proofs for dividend June

18th. Mr. D. Williams, OfScial Receiver, trustee, Carey Street, W.C.

Trade Announcements.—The offices of the Peninsular
EsoiNEEBiNG CO., LTD., have been removed to Amberley House,

Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C. 2. Telephone number unchanged.

Telegrams " Pensuleco Estrand London."

The Hackbridge Cable Co., Ltd., have now closed down their

London offices, and all communications should be addressed to the

company at Hackbridge, Surrey.

The Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co, Ltd., have

removed their London office from Norfolk Street to No. 2, Central

Buildings, Westminster, London, S.W. 1.

Mr. Farmer, electrical engineer, of Broadhnret, Skelmersdale

Road, Clacton-on-Sea, has entered into partnership with Mr. U. R.

Small & Wall Bros., and the firm will trade as The Clacton Elec-
trical Co.

The Twiss Engineering & Electric Transmission, Ltd.,

announce that they have now concluiei arrangements whereby
they acquire the Transmission Line Contracting Department of

Messrs. J. B. Saunders & Co., Ltd.. which will therefore become
incorporated in the company's organisation, together with the

services of Mr. S. G. Leech, M I.E.E., as the director of contracts,

with a staff of erecting engineers, linesmen, &c. The Twiss Engi-

neering ..V: Electric Transmission, Ltd., are also expanding their

works at Mildmay Park, and laying down new plant to facilitate

the manufacture of transmission line material. The directors have

also decided to simplify and shorten the name of the company by

the deletion of the words engineering and," and the necessary

formalities having bjen completed, the name of the company will

in future be : Twiss Electric Transmission, Ltd. The head office

remains at 6.!/o3, Queen Street, E.C. 4. The capital of the company
has been increased in order to deal with the increasing volume of

business.

Mr. Thomas J. Digbt, electrical engineer and contractor, hia

removed hia offices and stores to 12, Gerrard Street, London, W. 1.

The address of Ma. Ja.mes Fekgi'son, electrical instrument

maker and engineer, has been changed to Stepps Engineering

Works, Stepps Road, Glasgow.
Messrs. Downes i: Daviks, of Liverpool, have removed their

Manchester offices and stores to 26/27, Faulkner Street, City,
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Catalogues and Lists.—Mkssrs. F. J. Shenton & Cu.,

Ltd., of 68 and 69, Shoe Lane, London, B.C. 4, have sent us a couple

of calendar noveltiea on behalf of Messrs. Flather & Co.. Ltd.,

dynamo and motor manufacturers, of Park Electrical Works,

Leeds, for whom they are sole representative?. One takes the form

of a glass paper-weifrht. with ohansjing calendar afRxed at base

thereof. The other is a daily tear-off date pad for use on the wall
;

it has bold red fiuuring.

Messrs. Ward & Crichton, 41, Chapel Walks, South Castle Street.

Liverpool.—A booklet and two leaflets dealingr with the " Tompkins "

Boiler Steam Dryer (Patent No. 113,701"). and Ulustrated by

detailed drawin^rs. The agent for Scotland is Mr. I. Ferguson,

27, Oswald Street, Glasgow.
The Co.x-Cavendish Electrical Co. Ltd., Twyford Abbey

Works, 84, Acton Lane. Harlesden, N.W. 10.—" The X-Ray Exami-
nation of Materials " (20 pp.), a reprint from the Americnn Machinist

giving full details and illustrations of the apparatus required for

this work. The paper is priced, and directions for treating films

are given.

The Overseas Enciineerini; Ci>., Ltd., 75, Curtain Road,

E.G.—List 23, a folder illustrating and describing the " Overseas
"

electric lighting plant. Full details of working costs are given.

The J.L. Electric Co., 30, Church Street, Birmingham.

—

Particulars and samples of a universal cable clip, to secure cables

from 1/'014 single up to 7/20 twin, in c.T.s., lead-sheathed, or

armoured types, whicli can be supplied from stock.

Messbs. Mickelwright. Ltd., Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex.

—

Pamphlet illustrating and describing arc and sliding resistances,

dimmers, shunt regulators, switchboards, Src.

Messrs. Hioos Bros., Dynamo Works, Sand Pits, Birmingham.
—"Monthly Magazine." Vol. 2. No. 4, June, 1920 (24 pp.). The
present issue contains the usual features, including a stock list of

motors and dynamos, and " Hints and Tips," giving notes on
turning commutators.

Messrs. Buck & Hickman, Ltd., 2 and 4, Whitechapel Road,

E. 1.—An eight-page booklet dealing with machine tools, gauges,

&c., and the " Buckman " training centre where prospective

purchasers may not only see the desired machines running, but

may, in addition, have work of their own operated upon.
The Sterling Telephone and Electric Co . Ltd , 210-12.

Tottenham Court Road, W.—Publication No. 279, being a revised

price list to the eleventh edition catalogue. Catalogue number and
prices only are given.

Adto.matic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., 281-283, Gray's

Inn Road, W 1.—Heat Treatment Bulletin No. 22, "The Hardness
of High-Speed Steel." illustrated by two curves of hardness tests.

Japanese Financial Crisis: Sliipment of Goods.

—

The
Bulletin of the F.B.L this week contains the following notice ;

—

" In view of the present financial crisis in Japan, members who
are in doubt as to their position in connection with goods for ship-

ment to that country are advised to communicate in the first

instance with the Japan Section, Overseas Trade Organisation,

F.B.I., 39, St. James's Street, S.W. 1.

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board,
Ministry of Munitions, Messrs. Oliver .\ppleton i: Kitchen
will sell by auction, on June l,"ith and following days, at the C.D.S.

stores, Benbow, near Leeds, a quantity of electrical plant, fittings,

engines, Lancashire boilers, machinery, and miscellaneous stores,

&o. For particulars, see our advertisement pages to-day.

Manchester Turbo-Generators.—At the annual meeting
of shareholders of Messrs. Hichabdsons, Westgabth & Co., Ltd.,

held at Hartlepool on Monday, Mr. D. B. Morrison, who presided,

gaid a notable contract in the "land" department of their engine
works was a 25,000-KW. electric generating set for Manchester, of

which they supplied the turbine and condensing plant and Metro-
politan-Vickers the generator. This set was the largest in

operation in the United Kingdom, and although the technical

requirements were very severe, they had been successfully met, and
the plant continued to give highly satisfactory results.

Derby Housing Scheme,—The Derby Town Council has
received communications from the Derby Engineering Co. with
respect to the wages and conditions of labour of men employed in

connection with the electrical work on the municipal housing
scheme. It has decided to inform the electrical contractors
that they must observe the fair wages clause or the Contracts will

be cancelled.

Generating Plant for Sale.—Ipswich Corporation Elec-
tric Supply Department has for disposal two 80-1.h. p. Reavell
high-speed tandem compound engines, direct-coupled to two 24-KW..
230/260-volt D.c. shunt-wound generators ; also one 200-KW.,
460|520-volt Electrical Co.'s D.c. generator. For particulars see

our advertisement pages to-day.

Wigan Corporation Electricity Committee invites offers for one
Willans high-speed compound engine (3 S. size), complete with
Korting ejector condenser, direct coupled to 560-v. Dick, Kerr
generator, &c. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Light-Weight Motors.—Referring to a note under this

heading which appeared in our issue of December 13th, 19ls,

Messrs. Newton Brothers (Derby), Ltd., inform us that the
machine in question was probably one of their dynamos, as illus-

trated and described in their " Aircraft Dynamo Electric Machinery
Supplement." This machine has an output of 500 watts at 12 to

14 volts, and weighs only 12 lb. Many other types of extreme
lightness have been developed by the company for aircraft, vehicle

motors, &c.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Athlone.—Electricitt Supply.—The total cost of the

new electric lighting scheme, promoted by the Turban Council, is

now stated to be £20,000, but an estimate for a second scheme

amounts to £17,653. The gross financial result is estimated aa

follows :—Revenue, £4,360 ; working expenses. £2,C82 ; balance,

£2,179 ; loan charges. £2,000 ; and net profit. £378. Mr. Kenny,
representing Messrs. Tiesney, consulting engineers, said the cost of

electricity would be Is. per unit. For public lighting 120 lamps

would be provided. A (Committee of the Council is considering the

whole matter.

Australia.—^"E^v Undkrtakikgs.—A large number
of townships in Victoria have schemes for electricity undertakings

in hand or under consideration ; among these are the towns of

Stowell, Avoca. Beaufort. Colac. Mount Gambler, and Kyneton.

Birmingham.—Canal Strikk.—The electricity supply

department was seriously affected by the recent strike of canal

boatmen, as practically the whole of its fuel is water borne. While
the strike was in progress, officials and members of the staff under-

took the boatmen's work, and in this way a minimum supply of

coal was got through to keep the service going. When a ten-

tative settlement was reached, the Corporation boatmen, who had

ceased work in sympathy witfi the other boatmen, resumed their

duties.

Bolton.— Price Increase.— The electrical engineer

reported, on May 27th, on the need for increasing the price of

electricity. The Committee decided to advance the charge for both

lighting and power by a tenth of a penny per unit. The request

of the Chamber of Trade for a preferential rate was declined.

Bo'ness.—E.xtension Scheme.—Mr. Munro, consulting

engineer, has reported to the Town Council on the proposed exten-

sion of the electricity works, and a decision regarding this will be

made at a meeting of the Council at an early date. The cost of

the scheme is given as £ 40,000.

Burnley.—Extensions.—On May 27th the chairman of

the Electricity Committee reported that tenders had been obtained

for the prop39ed extensions at the eleetricity supply station and
for the installation of the required plant. The lowest tender at

the present time wai £120,000, and at least 16 months would bt'

required in which to complete the work. The amount would be

subject to variation in the event of increases occurring. Thi:

£120,000 was made up as follows ;—Three water-tube boilers,

with superheaters, economisers, valves, itc, £39,200; one 3,000-KW.
turbo-alternator, with condenser, pumps, \c., £27,100 ; external

pipe-work and valves, £6.270 ; water strainer, with motor pump,
£577 ; cooling tower. £5,200 ; Venturi meters, £232 ; boiler feed-

pump, £473 ; 1,U00-KW. rotary set, £7,097 ; switchgear, booster,

and cables, £6,600; ash-handling plant, £2,200; constructional

work, cable and pipe trenches, £12,000; and contingencies,

£13,051. It was anticipated that further rises in wages and materials

would occur before the completion of the work, and the final cost

would be greater than the £120,000.

The Council intends to apply for borrowing powers for the latter

amount, and for an additional £20,000 for electricity mains.

China.
—Shanghai.—Contracts for electrical generating

plant for power and lighting are probable in connection with pro-

jects for supplying electricity outside the Settlement limits at

Shanghai. In the ordinary course the proposed extensions of the

electricity department of the Shanghai Municipal Council, aa set

out in March last, would have covered such requirements, but the

extensions have been opposed on the ground that they are for the

benefit of mills and factories outside the Settlement limits, which
pay no taxes to the Municipal Council. It is probable, therefore,

that independent power stations may be erected for such outlying

establishments. Already works are being erected in Chinese

territory in order to obtain power from the native city station. A
way out of the difficulty has been provided by the proposal

that outlying factories requiring current for power purposes

should take up municipal debentures, but a very general response

to this scheme is not anticipated.— i.'uj^er« Engiiteering.

Colne.—Price Increase.—The Town Council has decided

to increase the charge for electricity for lighting from 4Jd., plus

75 percent., to 8d. per unit allowed under the provisional order
;

for power purposes, from 85 per cent, to 95 per cent. ; and for

heating, from 75 per cent, to 85 per cent, on the scale charge

of IJd.

Continental.—Switzerland.—The Nordostschweizerische

Kraftwerke A.-G. (N.E. Swiss Power Works), which increased its

capital from 18 million to 36 million fr. in 1918, is now about to

effect a further increase of 34 million fr. The following parti-

culars concerning the future development of supply and demand
and the construction of new power stations are extracted from tbs

company's report of January 30th, 1920 :

—

In the financial year 1918-19 production amounted to 22222
million KW.-hours, as against 185'tJ6 million KW.-hours in 1917-18.

It is estimated that requirements for the current year will increase

by 13 per cent. As a return of pre-war coal prices cannot bi

luoked for within a measurable time, electricity will be able to

compete with coal for many years to come. Its use in the home,

for hot water supply, and for metallurgical purposes has increasjd.

The electrification of the railways is proceeding apace. Only fur
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electrochemical purposes has the demand materially decreased and
the present stagnation will, no donbt, continue until such time as

the products of the industry are in a position to compete with
foreig^n prices.

In view of the fact that the Swiss power stations are unable to

cover home requirements, the X.O.K.. which is responsible for the
electricity supply of North-East Switzerland, is aiming at the

construction of new power stations, so as to make the country
independent of foreig'n supplies. It had been hoped that the con-

cession for several small stations in the canton of Glarus would
have been granted, but unexpected difficulties have arisen. The
concession has, however, been obtained for a low-pressure station

in the Canton of Aargau, viz., the Buttstein-Gipptng-en Power
Station. In addition, subject to the sanction of the Admini-
stration of the Swiss Federal Railways, the project for the con-

struction and working of the Etzel Power Station jointly by the

S.F. Railways and the N.O.K. has been prepared and, finally, it is

hoped that the construction of the WSggital power station can be
carried out in conjunction with the town of Zurich.

—

Ecmwmic
J/eview.

Germany.—According to plans prepared by Mr. Hallinger, of

Munich, it is proposed to divert water from the high level rivers in

Southern Germany to the low level system of the Main. The fall

of the River Lech, for instance, which now flows south and joins

the Danube, would be increased from 300 ft. to 1.080 ft., resulting

in a total of 500,000 h.p. if arnanged with open canals and falls at

three points. The Hrst fall would be at Nurnberg. where
200,000 H.P. is obtainable, the second at Wurtzburg, delivering

150,000 H.P., and the balance of 1 .".0,000 H.P. at Frankfort, as

against 60,000 h,p. if the river is to continue to flow south as at

present. Goal-fired installations to produce the same power would
require 3,000.000 tons of good quality coal annually, which at the
present price in Germany is worth £15,000,000.

—

Technical Beriew.

AusTKi.i.—A report on the development of water-power and
electricity works has been presented to Vienna Town Council.

In view of the present restrictions in the use of electricity and
the high prices, the Council was compelled to ascertain the quickest

and cheapest method of obtaining water power. In contrast to the

length of time required for the Danube power works, the Ybbs and
the falls of the Alpine water-system near Kienberg-Gaming. can
be developed in three or four years. Also the technical prepara-

tion for the Ybbs works are so far advanced that in a few weeks
the sanction for proceeding may be expected. The average yearly

output of the Danube works would be 140,000 h.p., and of the

Ybbs works 18,000 h.p. The cost of the former is estimated at the
lowest at Kr. 211 mUl. (peace value), of the latter at Kr. 30..S mill.

The production of the electrical works amounts at present to

250 mill. KW.-hours, and will be increased to at least 320 mUl.
The yearly increase of electrical output averages 18J mill. KW.-
hours, and wUl in future be still greater because the gas lighting

from foreign gas coal is to cease and electricity alone to be used,

especially in the largest industrial district of Austria between
Vienna and Vienna-Neustadt. A yearly increase of 200 mUl. KW.-
hours can, therefore, be estimated. In 15 years' time, the earliest

date for the completion of the Danube works, the municipal elec-

tricity works would be producing 020 mill. KW.-hours. But the

Danube works will supply only 305 mill, and the Ybbs works
200 mUl., leaving a balance to be supplied by steam. For this

reason a large increase of coal production is essential.

It has been decided that Vienna shall establish a co-operative

company in which the Province of Lower Austria, the State Rail-

ways and the Danube Control Commission will participate, that
the commune of Vienna shall proceed with the immediate develop-

ment of the Ybbs Valley Works, and approach the Government and
Lower Austria for active support in this matter.

—

Ecoiumic
Be view.

NOBWAY.—Plans are under consideration for the conveyance of
electricity from Norwegian waterfalls to Denmark. This would
necessitate the construction of a cable about 100 km. in length,
extending across the Skager Rack to a point on the coast of Jutland
between Hirtshals and Hanstholmen. The longest cable at present
in existence connects Helsingborg with Elsinore, a distance of

only 7 to 8 km. It is estimated that the total cost of carrying out
these plans, including the erection of stations and the extension of

the exploitation of the Norwegian waterfalls, would amount to

Kr. 30 to 40 million.

—

Economic Beriew.

Spain.—A commission of the Portuguese Ministry of Public
Works has arrived in Madrid with the object of drawing up an
agreement in connection with the division of power to be obtained
from the Douro. It is estimated that a total of 150,000 h.p. is

available from this source.

—

Tlie Times.

Derby.—Pumping Plant.—Owing to the initial expense,

the Town Council has decided not to install electrical pumping
plant at the Little Eaton Waterworks.

Dublin.—Proposed Price Increase.—The Corporation
has given notice of application made to the Ministry of Transport
for an order under the Statutory Undertakings (Temporary
Increase of Charges) Act. 1918, to provide that the maximum rates

of charge within the municipal area, shall be increased by 50 per
cent., viz., from £2 to £3 for any amount up to 00 units, and from
7d. to lO-Jd. per unit over 00 units, so as to enable the electricity

undertaking to be carried on without lose.

Strike.—The strike of the Irish railwaymen who object to the
importation of arms and ammunition extended on May 27th to the
L.N.W.R. power house employes. This station not only supplies

the power for cranes, &c., but also for lighting the railway hotel.

Dnngarvan (Co, Waterford). — Electric Lightins
ScHEMK.— .\ representative public meeting has approved a scheme
for public electric lighting, the power to be derived from the

CoUigan river. Nearly half the re'iuired capital (£11.000) was
promised at the meeting.

Halifax,—Sliding Scale.—The Tramways and Elec-

tricity Committee has decided that as from the last meter reading

taken for the June quarter, the following clause in the power
supply agreement shall apply to all power consumers of electricity,

viz. :

—
" If in any quarter the average price of coal (pea slack)

delivered at the Corporation's electricity works is above or below
8s. per ton, the price per unit to be paid by the consumer shall

during such quarter, be increased or reduced by 2i per cent, for

every 6d. or portion of Od., provided, however, that no such increase

or reduction shall be made or allowed unless the average price of

coal exceeds !is, per ton, or is lower than 7s. per ton.
"

Heston and Isleworth.— Year's Working.— The
report upon the electricity undertaking for the paat year shows
that the sale of energy produced was £21,721, against £17.019 for

the previous year ; meter rents realised £284, against £255
;

and public lighting £2,140, against £1,308. Fuel cost £8,92«,

compared with £6,557 ; and wages rose to £2,009 from £1,559.

A profit of £442 was made, this being £6 above the previous year's

figure.

Japan.—Hydro-Electric Schemes.—The organisation

of the Hida-Gawa Electric Co. now under consideration is for the

development of power from the Hida River, in the vicinity of

Nagoya. An alternative scheme aims at the unification of the

power supply of Nagoya and neighbouring districts under the
control of the Nagoya Electric Light Co., which has bought half

of the shares of the Bishu Electric Co., and is negotiating to secure

control of the Ichinomiya Electric Light Co., the Inazawa Electric

Co., the Gifu Electric Co., and the Yokkaichi Electric Co. As a

result of the efforts of the governor, representatives of six big

electrical companies in Miye Prefecture, the Hofcusei, Iwaknra, Tsu,

Matsuzaka, Ise, and Toba, have been in consultation with regard to a

possible combination of all the electrical companies within the Pre-

fecture. With the double purpose of obtaining additional income
and of controlling water rights, the authorities of Toyama Prefec-

ture are contemplating the establishment of a large hydro-electric

plant under Prefectural administration, to develop 37,000 KW. from
the Joganji River. It is expected that this will be sufficient to

supply all present demands for power within the Prefecture and
leave a surplus to be sold to Kyoto and Osaka. Another power
company recently organised in this district is known as the Etchu
Electric Power Co., having been granted a licence to utilise the

Wada River, from which it is expected to develop 10,000 KW.

—

Eastern. Engineering.

Liverpool.—Price Increase.—An addition of 25 per

cent, on the present charges is to be made after June 30th. This
will not apply to charges based upon the cost of coal, and subject

to adjustment according to increases or decreases. These will only
be increased by 15 per cent.

London.—Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee
strongly recommends the laying of mains for the supply of elec-

tricity to the new housing estate. The total cost is estimated at

£27,000, including services. The system of charging favoured is

the prepayment meter, the fixed price and limiter systems being
considered a restriction upon the use of electricity for other than
lighting purposes, while the Committee wishes to encourage the
employment of the supply for all domestic purposes in order to

cover the initial expenditure in a short time. If a tenant prefers

an ordinary meter, this may be installed in lieu of a prepayment
meter. Tenders are being invited for the erection of the first of

the sub-stations required under this supply scheme.
Owing to increased costs, the estimated surplus of £3,582 at the

end of March, 1921, will be changed to a deficit of £13,688 unless
prices are increased immediately ; and the Electricity Committee,
therefore, proposes the following increases, to take effect from
July 1st :—Lighting to be raised to 7d. per unit, and all supplies

for power, heating, cooking, and industrial purposes to be increased
by a further 50 per cent., bringing the prices up to double the pre-

war rates.

The Works Committee recommends the purchase and conversion
of 73 gas-lamp standards to electricity, at a total cost of £ 765. It

is statied that the present yearly maintenance cost is £5 8s. 9d. per
lamp, which will be reduced upon conversion to £3 18s. Id.

Shoreditch.—The Electricity Committee deems its desirable to

abolish the present system of charging for electricity which con-
sists of atlding percentages to the pre-war rate. -\ revised scale, to

take effect from the June meter readings, is proposed as follows :

—

Lighting—maximum demand, 8d. for the first 14 hours daily, and
3 id. per unit for all electricity consumed thereafter. Flat rate,

Ojd. per unit; theatres and music halls, 6d. ; and outside arc

lighting and electric signs. 4d. per unit. Heating— lid. per unit

if taken in conjunction with a lighting supply. Power 308. per
quarter per EH. P. of maximum demand, plus lid. per unit (maxi-
mum charge, 2 id. per unit). A special rate of Id. per unit for trade

and testing purposes is also proposed. Disconnta varying with the
amount consumed from 2' to 10 per cent., are to be allowed. A
new scale of meter rents is being introduced at the same time.

Largan (Co. Armagh).—Electricity Supply.—Just
before the war, the firm of Messrs. Wanside Jc Co., Belfast,

submitted an electric lighting and power scheme to the Urbaa
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Ooimcil, but the war intervening, the goheme was postponed. Mr.

Pleasance, of the firm, recently waited on the Council and explained

the trreac increase in the cost of ]iroduction since 1914, and, as a

result of the discussion, the firm was asked to bring the 19H
scheme up to date and rc-suliinit it.

Mid-Lancashire.—EiiEUTuioiTy District.—Tlie Elec-

tricity Commissioners have provisionally determined that the

undermentioned area shall be constituted a separate electricity

district for the purposes of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1919, that

is to say :—The county boroughs of Blackburn, Blackpool, Burnley

and Preston. The boroughs of Accrington, Bacup, Chorley,

Clitheroe, Colne, Darwen, Haslingden, Nelson and Rawtenstall.

The urban districts of Barrowford, Brierfield, Church, Clayton-le-

Moors, Croston, Fleetwood, Fulwood, Great Harwood, Kirkham,
Leyland, Longridge, Lytham, Oswaldtwistle, Padiham, Poulton-le-

Fylde, Preesall, Rishton. St. Annes-on-Sea, Thornton, Trawden,
Walton-le-Dale and Withnell. The rural districts of Blackburn.

Burnley, Chorley, Clitheroe, The Fylde, Garstang and Preston. It

being apparent to the Electricity Commissioners that the existing

organisation for the supply of electricity in the district so pro-

visionally determined should be improved, notice is further given

that they intend to hold a local inquiry into the matter. Objections

or representations may be made not later than September
30th, 1920.

Morley.'—Year's Working.—The seventeenth annual
report covering the year ended March 31st, 1920, shows that

the total revenue for the year was £7,8S4, an increase of

£2,907 on the previous year's figure. The total expenditure in-

creased by £877 to £5,11:!, leaving a gross profit of £2,421. The
net result, after payment of interest, Sc, was a credit balance of

£282, which, compared with a deficit of £1,759 for 1919-20, was
very satisfactory. The report states that the plant is often sub-

jected to overloads owing to its inability to meet the requirements

of consumers. There is no reserve in case of a breakdown, and
many applicants are waiting to be connected. Unless additional

plant is installed before next winter it will probably be necessary

to restrict the consumption of power during certain hours.

Plymouth.—Year's Working.—The recently-published

accounts for the year ended March 3 1st last show a total income
of £92,957, against an expenditure of £09,785, and a gross profit

of £23,172. The net result, after the payment of loan interest,

&c., was a credit balance of .•t274, comparing favourably with the

loss of about £2,000 on the previous year's working.

Rotherham,—Price Increase.—The Town Council has

increased the charges for electricity as under as from the June Ist

quarter :—Power and heating, to 100 per cent., and lighting to 50

per cent, above the pre-war rates,

Swansea.—Strike.—A lightning strike of power-house
workers, on Wednesday last week, caused the suspension of

electricity supply to the docks,

>\orcester.—Year's Working.—The accounts of the

city electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st show a
total income of £33.116, compared with £32,235 for 1918-19. The
cost of generation and distribution of electricity was £19,835,

leaving a gross profit of £ 13,280. After payment of interest, redemp-
tion of capital and income-tax, there remained a profit of £1.224.

Carried forward to the appropriation account, this makes, with last

year's surplus, £4,406 ; £l,8U0 is being contributed to rate relief,

and the electrical engineer (Mr. C. M. Shaw) suggests that the

balance shall be placed to a reserve account. He points out that

there is an urgent need for building up an adequate reserve.

There is every probability that the demand upon the department
will grow, and that a third turbo-alternator, of not less than
3,000-KW. capacity, may have to be provided within the next year

or so. It would be of great banefit to the department if at least

half the cost of the new equipment could be met out of a reserve

fund. The number of units generated by water power was
563,020, compared with 61.">,703 in the previous year, and this had
affected the cost of production. The total works costs were
1'52 par unit sold compared with 1'04 per unit last year. There
was a likelibood that higher salaries and wages would have to be

paid, and a possibility of a large increase in the cost of fuel. To
meet the Jd. increase in the cost of production, and to provide a
reasonable surplus each year to build up a reserve fund of at least

£15,000, he recommends increases in the charges. These suggestions

include :—Lighting to be increased to a flat rate of 75d. per unit
(with certain exceptions), charges for power supplies to be increased

to 76 per cent, over pre-war rates ; a labour clause to be added to

special contract agreements ; heating supply, by separate meter,

from Id., plus 20 per cent., to IJd. per unit. The Electricity

Committee recommends the adoption of these increased charges.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Ashton-under-Lyne.—Fares.—Hurst District Council
applied to the Corporation Tramways Committee for a revision of

the rates on the Hurst section, with a view to bringing the mini-
mum stage from IJd. to Id., but the Committee replied that the
introduction of the three-halfpenny fare was due to increased
wages, c&o., and any alteration would more probably be in the
direction of an increase.

Australia.—^^Adelaide Tramway Trust.—The state-

uiont of accounts of the municipal tramway trust, Adelaide, for the

half-year ended .January 31st, 1920. shows that the total receipts

for the period amounted to £242,894, contrasted with £218,550 for

the corresponding term in 1919. The revenue pur car-mile on the

Adelaide service was 22'259d. : expenses per car-mile, 14'770d.

;

percentage of operating expenses to revenue, 66'080. On the Port

Adelaide line the figures for the items enumerated were— 18'305d.,

13"408d., and 73'25:id. The total expenditure incurred in operating

the whole services amounted to £239,339, leaving a balance of

£3,555.— Coiniiuinirealf/i Engiiifer.

Strike Settled.—The threatened strike of tramway employes
at Melbourne was averted early last week, a compromise having
been effected.

Bath.—Proposed Fare Increase.—The case of the

Bath Electric Tramways, Ltd., showing the necessity for an
immediate increase of fares was placed before a special City Council

subcommittee by the general manager on May 20th. Thecompany
proposes an addition of Id. to all ordinary fares, irrespective of

distance, and an increase of 50 per cent, on workmen's tickets.

Even with these additions, the company states that it will not have
sufficient funds to carry out the track renewals required by the

Council. The sub-committee viewed the proposals favourably and
recommends their acceptance by the City Council. The consent of

the Ministry of Transport has also been applied for.

Batley.—Breakdown of Plant.—In consequence of a

breakdown of a portion of the main generating plant at the elec-

tricity works, there was no supply during the whole of May 26th
and 27th on the Thorncliffe Road and Healey car routes. The
other sections were temporarily able to be supplied with power by
neighbouring authorities till the plant was repaired. The lighting

and power services were not affected.

Blaclipool,—Wage Increase.—By a further bonus
advance on June 1st, the tramway employes have now an increase

of 173 per cent, on pre-war rates, whilst on the Fleetwood section

the increase is much larger. The minimum wage for a motorman
is now £3 Kis. (id. for a week of 48 hours. The total war advances

are costing the Corporation £40,000 a year, the last 98. increasing

the wage bill by over £8,000 a year.

Bolton.—Employes' Wages l'>y a recent award the

tramway workers are to receive an advance in wages of 3s. per

week retrospective to March 29th last.

Bradford.—Traffic Delay.—About a hundred yards

of the overhead wire on the Manningham section of the Corpora-

tion tramways became detached on the night of May 24th, and
caused much congestion of traffic on the road for upwards of halt

an hour.

Continental.—Spain.—According to statements by the

financial Press of Brussels, confirmed by that of Bilbao, a Spanish
syndicate, formed by the Banco Vizcaino and the Hidroelectrica

Iberica, is in treaty in Belgium for the purchase of all the shares

in the Bilbao tramway company. The capital of this company
consists ot 7'5 mill. fr. in shares of 100 fr. each, and of as many
founders' shares, the value of which is not stated. The purchase
price is said to be 40 mill. fr. The chief Belgian shareholders of

the company are the Societc Financicre de Transport ; the Societe

G«nerale d'liatreprises Electriques ; the Societe Geaerale Beiges des

Chemins de Fer, and the Banque de Bruxelles, the latter holding
founders' shares only.

—

Eeorioiiiic Jieriew.

PoRTnciAL.—The Lisbon tramoars ceased running on May 23rd,

owing to the rejection by the Socialist members of the city council

of an arrangement negotiated by a special committee permitting
modifications of the conditions ot the contract, including an
increase in fares on account of the high price of coal and increased

working expenses. There were no disturbances. The municipality

has appointed a fresh committee, mainly Socialist, to deal with
the question.

—

The Times.

Greenock.—PfiOPOSED Municipalisation.—The Corpo-

ration has appointed a Committee for the purpose of negotiating

with the local Tramways Co. regarding the proposed purchase of

the system by the town.

Huddersfleld.—Year's Working.—The report on the

tramway undertaking for the year ended March 3l8t, 1920, shows
that the capital outlay up to date was £477,607. The income was
£261,147: wages, £70,726; power, £35,733; total working
expenditure, £217,526, leaving a gross surplus of £43,620. The net

surplus, after deducting redemption of debt, depreciation, &c., waa
£485. Reserve accounts show a net total of £64,835.

Twenty-four cars are to be ordered, in addition to the six in

course of erection.

Tr.vmway Services.—It is stated that if the Halifax Corpora-

tion extends its tramway system to EUand, ria 'Woodside, the

HuddersEeld Tramway Committee will seriously consider the

question of pulling up the tramway lines bjtween Elland and
West Vale. This service has proved a most profitable one, and the

Greenland people, whom it serves primarily, are showing concern

at the prospect of being neglected. If the Halifax project comes
into being, there will not be sufficient passengers to warrant a

Bervice to West Vale only.
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Kelghley. — EXTENSIONS. — The railless trolley-car

BjPBtera of the Corporation ia about to be extended, it ia 8tate<l, as

far as Oxenhope (at the head of the Worth Valley). At present

the service stops at Lees (Haworth). In 1916 the overhead equip-

ment was erected as far as Oxhenhope, but the Local Government
CEmerjfency Provisions) Act of tliat year barred further profrress.

Despite the difficulties with the present raillesa-trolley system on
the other routes, by reason of the shortage of cars and the need

for repairs, the Corporation is endeavourinfr to put the new service

into operation at an early date.

LDndon,—Floods.—A thunderstorm broke over south-

west London on Wednesday eveninsr last week, and the torrential

rain cau^d considerable dislocation of traffic. At Ealingr the

tramway and District Railway services were interrupted owing- to

the flooding of the tracks. The Richmond railway service on the

District line was suspended owing to the track being flooded

to a depth of 12 in. at Chiswick Park, and a train on this line was
derailed about 9 p.m. by damage to the track. At Kew Bridge the

London and South-Western Railway was flooded to platform level,

and the water entered the driver's compartment of an electric

train.

An electrical defect at Holloway Road caused a suspension of

traffic north of York Road on the Piccadilly Tube Railway on the

same day.

Tramway and omnibus stopping places are being considered by
the Ministry of Transport.

Fare Increase.—An arrangement has been come to between
the London Uaited Tramway Co. and the local authorities in

Middlesex and Surrey that the company shall add 50 per cent, to

its fares, as from June lat, except in the case of workmen's fares,

which are to remain unaltered. The company's lines run for more
than 100 miles in the southern and western outer suburbs of London.
Whitsun Traffic.—During Whitsuntide the number of pas-

sengers carried on the train?, omnibuses and tramcars operated by
the Underground Co. was as follows :—Saturday, 4 ,500 000 ; Sunday,

4,250,000 ; Monday, 5,250,000. The Whit Monday figure is con-

siderably in excess of any previous record of passengers carried on
any one day.

—

Tlie limes.

Point failure on the City and South London Railway held up
trains between Euston and the Angel for three-quarters of an hour
early on Monday.

United States,—Railway Strike.—The employes of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transport Co. struck for higher wages on May
28th, causing the closing down of the Brooklyn elevated railroads to

the great inconvenience of the travelling public.

Rothwell.—Oppo.sitxox to Extension.—The Urban
District Council has affirmsd its opposition to any extension of

time baing granted to the local tramway company for completing
its schemes, powers for which have been obtained.

Swansea. — Strike Endkd. — After five weeks of

inactivity, the tramway services were resumed on May 30th. the

employes returning to work, and unconditionally accepting the Joint

Industrial Council's recjnt award.

Tramway Workers' Wages.—The meeting of the Joint

Industrial Council of the Tramway Industry, held on May 2Sth,

was concluded without a settlement being arrived at. The
employers wished to introduce a scale of increases varying from
Is. to 33., according to th? district, but the employee' representa-

tives hjld out for a uniform increaie of 9s. (on the old rates) for

all districts. Th? employes in Scotland hive refused to submit
their claims to arbitration.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cable Delays.—Canada.—Representatives of newspapers
from all the provinces attended the annual meeting of the

Canadian Press Association held at Toronto last month. The Times

understands that proposals for the improvement of the cable

services, which are entirely within the control of the Canadian
Press, were approved. While expressing gratitude to the British

Government lor its offer of financial aid, the Association decided

not to burden the British tax-payers, but it is prepared, from its

own resources, and with such aid as the Canadian Government may
grant, to improve the Imperial news services.

West Indies.—Cabling facilities from Trinidad are, according

to the Financial Times, worse than ever. The repair ship of the

West India and Panama Telegraph Co. has been for a considerable

time laid up at Port of Spain for repairs, which are not expected to

be completed for some months yet. Meanwhile the old ca'ole is

said to be breaking down in all directions, and the company is

unable to obtain the services of a repair ship. Wireless telegraphy

does not afford much relief as far as the West Indies are concerned.

Messages from London reach Canada, but from thence it is quite

uncertain how they are forwarded.

Finland.— Wireless Telegraphy.— A system of

wireless telegraphy for Press messages will shortly he estxblished

between Helsingfors and Copenhagen. The Danish arrangements
are complete, but the Finnish Military Authorities have not yet
given their consent to the use of the Finnish wireless stations.

—

£conomic Review.

France.— Telephone Subscribers' liEAouE.— The
outcry against the telephone service has become so insistent that

subscribers with grievances have formed themselves into a league,

the object of which is to guard the interests of telephone users

generally. The council of the league, says the Daily /'elegrap/t,

includes several hundred suoscribers, and its duty will be to

receive and examine all complaints of its members, and to suggest

to the authorities improvements that might be effected.

Imperial Wireless Communication. — Committee's
Report.—The Cabinet is now in possession, saya The Times, of the

report of the Imperial Wireless Telegraphy Committee appointed

la^t November. The report, which has not yet been pijbliahed, is

unanimous.

Liverpool.—Wireless Demonstration.—The Applied

Electricity Department of the University recently held a three

days' demonstration of Marconi apparatus marvels, including a

portable wireless telegraph and telephone set. The demonstration

was of considerable interest to shipowners and those engaged in the

electrical business. University students attended in large numbers.

London.—Storji Damage.—As a result of last week's

thunderstorm, over 1,000 telephone subscribers were cut off—

about 500 at Chijwick, 600 at Waltham Cross, and 60 at Hammer-
smith. The defect, which was soon put right, is said to have been

due to the sudden rise of water in manholes where work was in

progress, the water reaching the cables before they could be sealed.

Wireless Telephony.—For the first time in the hi ttory of British

journalism, spoken news messages for publication were received

by wireless telephony from Chelmsford. Essex, direct by means of

the receiving apparatus recently installed at the Daily Mail offices,

London. The news was transmitted from the Marconi station, and

related to local aflrairs and to the demonstration before members of

the London Chamber of Commerce and the Chartered Institute of

Secretaries, which took place on May 26th, and listeners-ln at

different parts of the country, at distances varying from 100 to 450

miles, reported that the messages were heard distinctly.

Pacific Cable.—Proposed Duplication.—Mr. Milward,

manager of the Pacific Cable Co , announces that a project is under

consideration to duplicate the Vancouver to Norfolk Island cable.

The cable cannot be completed until lii2I. It will cost nearly

£4,000,000. The Pacific "All-Red" cable, which was completed

in October, 1902, was the outcome of the desire for an all-British

telegraphic route between Great Britain and the Dominions. The

distance from '^^ancouver to Norfolk Island, whence the cable

proceeds to New Zealand and Australia, is 6,000 miles. There are

two intermediate stations between Vancouver and Norfolk—

namely. Fanning Island and Fiji. The cable between Vancouver

and Fanning is the longest hitherto laid in one piece.— TVk' Times.

Private Wireless Installations.—Fire Risk.—The range

and capacity of many privately owned and operated wireless

stations have been greatly increased, and many of these stations

are located in private dwellings which are equipped with combina-

tion gas and electric lighting fixtures, the electric lighting equip-

ment being connected to a 1 lO-volt A.c. system which is grounded.

DelaUs are given in the Electrical Jlerirtr, of Chicago, of a case

in which troub'.e was experienced owing to fuses blowing and

static discharges and even arcing in the fixtures, kc, when the

wireless equipment was in use. Investigation showed that with

the sending set in operation, the wiring of the house was subj<;cted

to an induced pressure of about 5,000 volts in addition to the line

vijitage. Further tests must be made before definite conclusioni

can be drawn, but it is suggested that :—(1) Insulating joints be

not permitted on electric lighting fixtures in building containing

wireless stations ; (2) the wiring of such fixtures should be with

conductors having a rubber insulation at least /j in. in thickness
;

(3 ) some provision be made for the draining of induced current

from the ungrounded wire of the lighting system before the

induced pressure reaches dangerous values
; (4) it may be necessary

to insist upon wireless stations which take energy from a public

service being connected to an independent transformer. It has

still to be investigated to what extent parallelism between the

antenna and the wiring affects the results.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

(.Thi date given in parentheset at tin end of the paragraph indieaUt

the ittue of the Bubotbioai. Rbvibw in which tht " Ofieial

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—Auiriist 4th. N.S.W. Government

Railways and Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief

Electrical Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.

August 3rd. Department of Public Works. Turbines and

generators for the Barren Jack hydro-electric development scheme.

Department of Public Works, Sydney.

July 1 8th. City Council. Maximum demand indicators. Electrio

Lighting Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

Perth. — July I4th. P.M.G.'s Department. Tele(fr»ph and

telephone instruments (various parts). Schedule 674.

June I6th. P.M.G.'s Department. Telegraph and telephone

instruments (various parts). Schedule 680. (May 1 4th.)
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ADEI4AIDK.—June 23rd. P.M.G.'s Department. Telephone parts

(schedule 6i 1 ). (May 2 1 at.)

Barnes.—-June 7tli. Urban District Council Electricity

Department. Coal-handlingr plant and overhead steel or ferro-

concrete bunkers. (May Hth.)

Bedford. — June ilst. Electricity Department. One
2-ton locomotive jib crane, with grab and track rails, steam tiud

other pipework. (See this issue.)

Belginm.—June 8th. Tenders are being invited by the

municipal authorities of Horlon-Hozemont (Province of Liege)

for the concession for the supply of electricity for lighting and

power purposes.

The Belgian State Railway authorities at La Salle Made-
leine, Brussels, are shortly inviting tenders for the supply

of a quantity of material, in connection with the Stone

train electric lighting system, including 636 dynamo suspensions.

1,075 battery cases and 1)36 driving pulleys, with safety guards.

June 19th. The Belgian Post and Telegraph authorities at La
Salle JIadeleine. Brussels, are inviting tenders for the supply of

1,710 kilometres of covered copper wire, comprising several varieties.

Carlisle.—^une 25th. Electricity Department. One
3,000-KW. turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (May 28th.)

Crewe.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 12 months"

supply of slack (about 4,000 tons). Borough Electrical Engineer.

Dablin.— June 7th. Electricity Supply Committee.

12 months' supply of single-phase and three-phase meters. (May
2l8t.)

June 10th. Electricity Supply Committee. Feed pump, tanks,

pipework, &c.. for Pigeon House generating station. (May 28th.)

Dundalk.—June 15th. Urban District Council. Elec-

tricity Department. 750 yd., l.t., 3-core, paper-insulated, lead-

covered and armoured cable : disconnecting boxes (pavement type)

and joint boxes. (May 28th.)

Edlnbnrgh.—June 19th. Electr.city Supply Department.
E.H.T. and L.T. switohgear, &c., for Portobello station. (May 21st.)

France.—The French Post & Telegraph authorities in

Paris have just invited tenders for the supply of 170 tons of bronze

and copper wire, to be made from old wire supplied by the depart-

ment.

Grimsby.—June 7th. Electricity Department, e.h.t.

cables and pilot cables (specification No. 146). (May 28th.)

Ince-in-Makerfleld.—June 15th. Urban District Council.

Waterworks Department. Motor-driven pumping sets ; cables ;

alterations to winding engine from steam to electric drive: switch-

gear. (May 28th.)

Leeds.—June 14th. Electricity Department. 12,000-k\v.

steam turbine, alternator and condensing plant. (May Hth.)

London.

—

Hacknev.—June 9th. Electricity Department.
Four water-tube boilers, esich 33,000 lb. per hour capacity, with super-

heaters, mechanical stokers, &c. ; four induced-draught plants ; four

fuel economisers; one 10,000-K\v. turbo-alternator and exciter, with
ventilating fan and air filter or cooler ; one surface condensing
plant ; two circulating water motor-driven pumps ; E.H.T. switch-

gear ; two 20,C00-KW. coupler panels ; one 10,C00-KW. generator

panel ; six 2,000-KW. and one 4,000-KW. feeder panels. (May 7th.)

Bethnal Gbeen.—June 7th. Electricity Supply Departmeht.
Two 500- K.v.A. transformers : one EH.T. and one L.T. panel ; l.t.

feeder cables ; section pillars and road work. (May 21st.)

Wimbledon.—June 12th. Electric Lighting Committee. Two
boilers, with mechanical stokers, induced-draught fan and motor,

pipework, steel chimney, &c. (May 28th.)

Manchester.—June 7th. Electricity Department. Main
and auxiliary awitchgear ; Section A, 33,000-volt and 6,000-volt

main switchgear ; Section B, pressure-testing switchgear ; Section C,

420-volt A.c. auxiliary switchgear ; Section D, 240-volt D.c. auxiliary

switchgear. (April 30th.)

New Zealand.

—

Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour
Board. For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs.

W. & A. McArthur, Ltd., 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London,
E.C. 2.

Newport.—June 26th. Electricity Department. Turbo-
altemating plant, surface-condensing plant, boilers, economisers,
draught plant, steel flue and stack, &c. (See this issue.)

Nuneaton. — June 30th. Electricity Department.
1,000-KW.. DC, geared turbo alternator, surface-condensing
plant and pipework. (See this issue.)

Rochdale.—Tune 5th. Corporation. Electric lighting

installation in 52 houses on Spotland site. Particulars from
Architects' Office, Town Hall.

Salford.—June 5th. Electricity Department. 12 months'
supply of D.c. and A.c. meters. (May 2l8t.)

Seychelles Islands.—-^u electric light system is being
introduced in the Seychelles, and tenders for the lighting-np of
Pott Victoria, in Mahe, are invited in the latest issue of the
Oocernment Gazette to reach thiscoaatry.

—

Timee Trade Sujipleimnt

.

Southampton.— July Srd. Electricity Department.
E.H.T. and H.T. switchgear and D.c. control panel. (See this issue.)

Spain.—The Spanish Government has just invited tenders

for the supply of the material necessary for the equipment of 12

wireless telegraph and telephone stations in the Madrid military

area.

Warrington.—June 15th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Motors and transformers. (May 28th.)

CLOSED.

Belgium. — Four Belgian and one British concern

(B.I. k Helsby Cables. Ltd.) submitted tenders recently to the

municipal authorities of Antwerp, for the supply of the 10,690

metres of armoured electric mains required for the electrical

equipment of the Nos. 2 and 3 docks at the port. The result of the

tendering has not yet been made known.

Chesterfield.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Glasgow.—Town Council. Accepted :

—

Gear wheels.—A. Wiseman, Ltd.
V.I.E. cable.—Liverpool Electric CaMe Co., Ltd. ; Western Electric Co.,

Ltd.
Car wheels.—J. Baker A Co.
Rotary converter and switchgear.—Met.-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

The Health Ck)mmittee has accepted the offer of Messrs. W. C.

Martin k Co., for the installation of electric lighting, &c., at the

Knightswood Hospital, the tender being £7,579.

Town Council. Accepted. Supplies for 12 months :

—

Copper bonds.—B. L i Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Armature coils.—Manchester Armature Repair Co., Ltd.
7/20 v.i.K. cable.- Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.
Trolley wire.—P. Smith 4 Co., Ltd.

Halifax.—TramwaysandElectricityCommittee. Accepted :

Babcoek Ji Wilcox, Ltd.—One patent cross-type marine boiler (or the elec.

tricity works, i'10,110.

E. Green & Son, Ltd.- One economiser ol 240 tnbes, £9,063.
Crompton 4 Co Three new motors, £777 ; starting gear (or same, £170.

Manchester.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

Trolley wire.—F. Smith i

Co. & Smiths, Ltd.)
Fishplates for traTyway r

tincorporated in the London Electric Wi

-Vnited States Steel Prodnets Co.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Laying cable.—Callender's Cable i Constniction Co., Ltd.
IvnUe switches.—Ferguson, Pailin ,y Co., Ltd. ; Park Royal Engineering

Works, Ltd. : Whipp ,& Bourne, Ltfl.

Extension to balancer board, Dickinson Street Station.—Whipp and
Bourne, Ltd.

One 8.00/10.000-Kw. turbo-alternator and condensing plant (or Stuart Street

Station.—Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd. Contract and licence to

sublet the alternator to C. A. Parsons ft Co., Ltd., to be prepared
and sealed.

Steel %vork on workshop. Barton S:ation.—F. Morton & Co., Ltd.

Salford.—Tramways Committee. Accepted :

—

Metal-fllament lamps during the year, Is. 8d. each (approx. £7501.—Britilh
Union Lamp Works, Ltd.

Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Additions to buildings and construction o( foundations for the r.,000-Kw.

turbo-alternator set, £3,220.—Smith 4 Briggs, Ltd.
Switchgear for the sub-station of the C.W.8. at Weastle, i'1,234. Switch-

gear for controlling the supply to second feeder cable to Eccles, £2&i :

one K.H.T. switch-cubicle, iiHl : two fiOO-h.v.A. transformers, in con-

nection with the supply of electricity to the sewage works, £2,048.—
Met.-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

PORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Uoial Institution of Great Britain.-Saturday. .June 5th. At Albemarle
Street, W. At 3 p.m. Tvndall lecture on " The Theory of guanta," by

Dr. .J. H. Jeans, F.B.S.

North of England Instltate of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, June 5th. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-oDvTyne. .\t

2.1.'! p.m. General meeting.

Royal Society.—Monday, June 7th. At John Street, Adelpbi. At 7 p.m.
Cantor lecture (postponed (rom April 26th) on " .\lominitun and its Alloys,*'

by Dr. W. Rosenhain.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution. Monday, June 7th. At 36/38,

Ringsway, W.C. At 3.30 p.m. General meeting.

British Science Guild —Tuesday, June 8th. At Goldsmiths' Hall, Foster
Lane, E.G. At 3 p.m. Annual meeting.

Institution of Electrical Engineers iScotUsh Centre).—June 9th to 12th.
Summer outing. June 11th. Visit to Kinlochleven,

iWlreless Sectional Meeting). — Wednesday, June 9th. At the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, S.W. At C p.m. Paper
on "High-frequency Machines," by Mr. M. Latour.

Instltntion of Mining Engineers.-Thursday, June 10th. At 11 a.m. At
Burlington House, Piccadilly. Annual meeting. At 7 p.m. At the Con-
naught Rooms, Gt. Queen Street, W.C. Annual dinner.

Friday, June 11th. .\t 10 a.m. Visit to the Royal School o( Mines and
the Science Museum, South Kensington, S.W.

Institute of Metals.—Thursday, June 10th. At the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Storey's Gate, S.W. 1. .4t 8 p.m. Annual May lecture on " The
Recent Progress in I'hermo-Electricity," by Prof. C. A. F. Benedicks.
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NOTES.

National Joint Board of Employers and Staff Members
(or the Blectrlclty Supply Industry FoUowiner on the announce-
ment reg:arding power-station enprineers in our last issue, we are

now able to give the recommendations as to commercial and
clerical staffs, which have been settled by the National Joint
Board. The followinfc schedule of salaries is applicable to all

electricity supply undertakings, statutory or non-statutory, for

public or private supply in Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Basic rates of wages or Amount to be paid as from
Salary per annum. April 1st, 1920.

£75 and under. An additional £135 per annum
to the basic rates.

100 K2i0 per annum.
150 300
200 360
250 420
300 480
3S0 540
400 600
4S0 6R0
500 720
550 780
600 840
650 900
700 960
750 1,020

The basic rates are based upon the net amounts paid on April lat,

1919, after deduction of all awards, grants, and bonuses paid in

respeat of increased cost of living, and include all merit, scale, or

grade increases granted up to that date. Any increases granted
since that date are to be deemed to-be increases in the basic rates as

from the same dates that such increases were paid.

Where total salaries and bonus paid since April 1st, 1919, amount
to more than the amounts shown in the table, no reduction is to be
made. The increases shown are to apply to all male employes
over 21 years of age only, except temporary ones. The rates to

the extent of 75 per cent, are to apply generally to women employes
over the age of 21 years who were in receipt of the basic rates set

out in the table, but exceptional cases may be considered on their

merits. The remuneration of juniors is not fixed.

The increases are to apply until January Ist, 1901, by which
date it is anticipated a graded schedule will be agreed, or until a
revised scale is adopted on account of a material variation in the
cost of living.

British Oil.—It was officially stated on May 27th that

80 far as the research work in Derbyshire is concerned, which has
received Government support, it will take another six months to
establish whether oil can be obtained in sufficient quantities to

make oilfields in Britain a commercial possibility.

Fatalities.—The Baili/ Telegraph reports that on Sunday
night, while, at the entrance to the Forth Goods Station, New-
castle-on-Tyne, a gang of a dozen linesmen employed by the
Newcastle and District Electric Lighting Co. was repairing a
faulty main in Neville Street, the current was switched on
unexpectedly. Two of the men, Thomas Farrar and Murray
Kennedy, were immediately killed, while another, Thomas
Lawrence, was injured.

At an inquiry held into the death of a foreman electrician

named Henry Spurr, aged 37, who was kiUed while making
alterations to the electrical installation at the Cerebos Salt Works,
Greatham, near West Hartlepool, Mr. S. R. Bennett, H.M.
Factory Inspector, mentioned that this case was the third in a
fortnight in which death had been caused by the 220-volt current
in the Tees-side district. The evidence showed that while Spurr
was behind the switchboard at the works on Saturday, May 22nd,
there was a flash, and he was found unconscious. Artificial

respiration was used for 40 minutes without effect. Mr. Neve,
works manager, said that immediately after an accident a year
ago, when a boy touched a live wire and was killed, they had
instructions to do certain work to bring the installation up to
Home Office standard, and Spurr and others had been engaged on
the work pretty continuously for six months. Mr. Edgar PhUlips,
the contractor, thought that Spurr had been using a screwdriver,
and that his hand had slipped and caught a bare conductor. The
jury returned a verdict of " Accidental death," no blame being
attached to anyone. Mr. Bennett mentioned that in the view of
the Home Office, artificial respiration in those cases should be kept
up for two hours, and a notice to this effect was being issued.

Inquiries.— -^^ correspondent desires information regard-
ing the details of the treatment of wood separators with soda ash,

for accumulators. Makers of small insulators, known as " fish-

backbone" insulators, and French makers of Steatite for insu-

lation, are asked for. Suppliers of " Micarta, ' " Bakelite, ' or
substitutes, and Swe<lish iron rod and sheet are wanted.

The Association of Consulting Engineers (Inc.).—The
.luuual dinner of the Association was held at the ConuaugLt
Rooms, London, on May '28th. Ma-, H. J. Rofe, chairman
of the committee of the Association, g^'esided, and a thoroughl.v
enjoyable evening was spent; some 70 members and guests
were present and partnf)k of an excellent menu, after which
the usual toasts were honoured.
Following the toast of "The King," Mr, W. B, Clodk.

K.C, proposed the " Association of Consulting Engineers,"

and referred to the engineer as a, romantic person who har-

nessed the powers of nature in the service ol mankind. The
Chairman, who responded, also proposed " Engineering In-

stitutions," mentionmg the good work done by tfce Institu-

tions of Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineers, He then

outlined some of the aims and objects of their own Association.

Capt. H, Ruu, Sa.nkey, C.B., C,B,E., president I.Mech,E.,

and member of Council, Inst.CE., rephed, and pomted out

that besides the Institutions mentioned by the chairman there

were a number of others which fultiUed important functions

in their respective spheres. He also referred to the desirability

from all points of view of the registration of qualified en-

gineers.

Mr, Roger T. Smith, President I.E.E,, who also rephed,

said that the Institution of Electrical Engineers had long

ago ceased to represent solely the professional section of the

industry ; its aim now was to represent the electrical industry

as a whole, which accounted for its policy of decentralisa^

tion. The various territorial centres scattered over the country

were doing very valuable work. The desii-ability of register-

ing all qualified engineers was admitted, but he was told that

it took the medical profession 20 years to carry its registration

through. The present difficulty was to settle upon an adequate

tlefinition of a civil or any other engineer.

The "Future of British Industries" was proposed by Mr.

G, MiDGLEY Taylor, who gave it as his opinion that the future

prosperity of industries in this country depended on cheap

power, and in this connection he hoped that the schemes

proposed by Sir John Snell, who was present, and his Com-
mission would be brought to early fruition. Further, the

water powers of this country should not be neglected

;

although they were not so abundant as those to be found in

other countries, still they were of sufficient imi»rtance to

render useful aid. He had no fear for the luture of British

industries. One thing did trouble him, however, and that

was labour. He did wish that they could by some means or

other rouse the working man's sense of responsibility, to

make him endeavour to do an honest day's work.

The toast was responded to by Viscount Cowdray, P.C,
President of the Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors,

who dealt with the financial side of the matter, and said in

part that the present state of affairs with regard to labour

was due to the lack of decisive action on the part of the

Government in dealing with wages and claims put forward.

Labour could not be dealt with in sections, it could only be

considered as a whole. When they .sought information or

advice on technical engineering questions they need go no

further than this country, but when it came to business

matters they had to go, he was sorry to say, to the U,S,A.

It was very wasteful to burn oil under boilers; it should be

reserved for internal-combustion engines. The oil existing

within the British Empire, in his opinion, should be kept

for use within the Empire.
Mr. LI, B, Atkinson, secretary of the Cable Makers' Asso-

ciation, and president-elect I.E,E,. did not think the prospect

Isefore them was so rosy as was thought by some; it was
time they pau.sed to consider to what they were heading.

He need not emphasise the dangers that attended constantly

increasing wages and their attendant evils. They w-ere suffer-

ing from lack of production, the reason for which was the

fear of unemployment on the part of the workers. That was

the first problem they must solve, and in his opinion the

only way of doing so was by each particular industn- guaran-

teeing the employment of a full complement of oix-ratives in

lean as well as in prosperous times. To do that co-operation

was essential between factories so that work could be dis-

tributed evenly over the whole, and also co-operation in selhng

the finished products abroad. The next problem they had

to solve was that of standardisation, and what they were in

need of was co-operative effort. He asked consulting en-

gineers to give their assistance in solving those problems;

there was just as much skill required to select the necessary

plant for a particular job from standardised as from unstan-

dardi.sed material, and they would need their help to break

the economic front, which must be broken if the future of

British industries was to be assured.

Mr. Sidney R, Lowcock proposed " Our Guests," Sir F. J.

Wilms, assistant secretary. Ministrj- of Health, and Mr.
Arthur J, Lees, secretary. Urban District Councils' Associa-

tion, responded, and the final toast of the evening, that of
" Our Hon. Officers," was propo.sed by Mr. H, W, Couzens.

and responded to by Messrs, A. H. Dykes, hon. secretary, and
F, E. Wright, hon, solicitor to the .Association.

Service Notes.— On return from Constantinople, Mr.

T, S, Harvey, acting assistant electrical engineer, has been

iwsted to De.vonport Dockyard. Lieut. H, C. Crossley, Cinque

Ports Fortress Engineers (Electric Lights Company), has re-

signed his commission after four years' service, and has been

granted the rank of captain, Lieut, H. F. Hecking, Lanca-

shire Fortress Engineers (Electric Lights Company), has re-

signed his commission. He served in the corps from 1910,

Lieut. G. V. Waterhouse has re.signed his commission in the

Electric Lights Company of the Fortress Engineers (Terri-

torial Force). .\ large number of wireless operators, soma
1.50. are wanted for the army, as well as a lot of electricians

(wireless) fitters, and instrument makers for the Army Signal

Service. The service is competing against private firms by
offering a bounty of £100 to wireless operators and £50 to thf
others.
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Kinema Operators' Strike.—A number of kinema

operators are on strike in Manchester and Salford for a wage of

from £3 lOs. to £1 lOs. a week according to the size of the hall,

locality, and charge for admission. The Electrical Trades I'nion

has declared the strike, and the men's officials state that over SO per

cent, of the proprietors have met the demands in full. To these

permits to perform have been granted. The remaining kinemas

are being picketed.

The Women's Engineering Society.—At the first annual

general meeting of the Society, which was incorporated this year,

the Hon. Lady Parsons presided, and said, in the course of an

address, that in orderto gain theirobjects theymust exercise patience

and continue their struggle. Miss Rachel M. Parsons was elected

president. Miss Selby hon. secretary, and Lady Parsons treasurer,

with a strong Council. The annual report stated that the work of

the Society was meeting with success. A small quarlerly. entitled

"The Woman Engineer." had been established and a clnb-room

opened at 46. Dover Street, W. A resolution deprecating the con-

tinued exclusion of women from training and employment in many
industries, and calling upon all leaders of industry and Trade

Unions to uuite with them in overcoming all artificial barriers to

progress, was carried, and a discussion took place on " The Present

Position of Women in the Various Branches of Engineering."

Appointments Vacant.—Mains engineer (£6), for the

Greenock CorpDration Electricity Department : switchboard

attendant (92s. 3d.l for Rawtenstall Corporation Electricity

Works; lecturer in mathematics (£315). assistant lecturers in

mechanical or electrical engineering (£275 or £315), for the

Woolwich Polytechnic : mains assistant, for the Colombo Electric

Tramways and Lighting Co.. Ltd. : secDnd assistant superintendent.

for Central Canal Works. Amritsar. Punjab (Rs. 725 to 1.025 per

month) ; charge engineer (£270). for the Bootle Corporation

Electricity Works : meter superintendent (£5 5s ). for the Paisley

Corporation Electricity Department ; E.H.T. plumber-jointer (£5),

for the Swansea B.C. Electricity Department
;
junior tor the mains

department (Sis.), for the Bradford Corporation Electricity and

Tramways Department ; engineering draughtsman (£200 + 20%
-f £120). for the Hammersmith B.C. Electricity Department. See

our advertisement pages to-day.

whole question had now been re-opened. The Institntlon was

revising the model general conditions, and had invited the Asso-

ciation to send a representative to sit on a committee formed of all

the various interests connected with electrical work. The manu-

facturers had agreed to modify practically every clause to which

the Association raised objections, and he thought that eventually

the Electrical Conditions of Contract would come into line with

the general conditions that were inserted in their civil engineering

contracts. The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers

suggested that the rise in the cost of work automatically increased

the engineer's remuneration to the extent necessary to meet his

increased expenses, but that in certain cases he was jastifiedin

charging an extra fee ; in respect of reports, inqniries. Parlia-

mentary work, and general advice on engineering matters, the

Council was of opinion that civil engineers were justified in making
an advance of 50 per cent, on pre-war rates. These views supported

the action recently taken by the Committee of the Association.

During the year the British Engineering Standards Association

had asked the Association to appoint representatives on various

Sub-Committees.
The Foreign Office and the Board of Trade had recently written

to the Association suggesting that members who were going abroad

should give notice to the Department of Overseas Trade of their

intention, so that the Department could notify H.M. Diplomatic

Consular and other officers concerned, and give them the oppor-

tunity of rendering assistance and of discussing matters connected

with British trade of very great interest to them. This, he

thought, was a very valuable suggestion. The report was carried

unanimously.
The accounts for the year showed a balance of income over

expenditure of £24.
The ballot for new members of the Committee resulted as

follows :

—

Lnadou Meiiiherii.—yiefSTS. Kenneth P. Hawksley, W. Vaux
Graham, A. M Sillar, H. R. J. Barstall. and John H. Rider.

Cfluntri/ Memhers.—Messrs. James Caldwell and F. W. Hodson.

Totes of thanks were accocded to the honorary solicitor, Mr.

F. E. Wright ; to Messrs. Cash, Stone & Co.. the honorary auditors
;

to Mr. H. J. Rofe for acting as chairman ; and to the honorary

secretary (Mr. A. H. Dykes) and the honorary treasurer (Mr. S. R.

Lowcock) for their valuable services during the past year.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Institution of Electrical Engineers The Secretary of the Insti-

tution announces that applications for the following scholarships

may be sent to the Secretary. R.E. War Benefits Committee, R.E.

Institute. Chatham:—"A" Scholarships of £40 per annum for

children of officers and other ranks of the Royal Engineers of all

branches who. prior to the war. were in a position to give their

children a public school education. Ten of these scholarships,

tenable between the ages of 10 and IS. are available. " B " Scholar-

ships of £15 per annum for children of warrant officers, X.C.O.'s

and men. to assist in educating them at a technical or secondary

school. Tenable between the ages of 13 and 16 years—40 avail-

able. "C" Kitchener Scholarships, at present limited to one of

£40 and two of £15, under the same conditions as " A" and '' B "

respectively. Owing to the large number of casualties, these

scholarships will be confined, for the present, to children or

dependents of members of the Corps killed in action, ..*cc., or per-

manently disabled, and in all cases primary consideration will be

given to cases of necessity. The applications to be considered in

the first adjudication were to be sent in by June 1st, and the neces-

sary forms are obtainable from the Secretary of the R.E. War
Benefits Committee.
Wireless Sectional Meeting.—On Wednesday, June 23rd, at

6 p.m . at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Storey's Gate.

Westminster, S.W.. a paper will be read by Mr. B. S. Gossling on
" The Development of Thermionic Valves for Xaval Uses."

Liverpool Wireless Association.—The usual semi-monthly meeting

was held at 66. Whitechapel. Liverpool, on May 26th, when the

subject under review was the " Winding of Inductances " and
'Loose Couplers." Snmerous methods of construction were dis-

cussed, and varying experiences under numerous conditions related.

A member also exhibited a piece of apparatus for winding honey-

comb coils.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.—Engineers or

others who are specially interested in the subjects of papers to be

read at the forthcoming I.M E.A. Bradford Convention, and who
wish to be present to spesik thereon, should communicate with the

Secretary. I.M.E.A.. Electricity Works. Factory Lane. Croydon.

Association of Consulting Engineers.—The annual general

meeting was held on May 2Sth, Mr. H. J. Rofe presiding. Moving
the adoption of the report of the committee for the past year, the

chairman said a sub-committee had been engaged in drawing up a

model general set of conditions for use in work carried out on a

prime cost and profit basis, a method of carrying out work which
had become more and more general. Another matter that had
called for attention was the formation of the Federation of Civil

Engineering Contractors by the leading firms in the country ; they

were asking for an over-riding clause to be inserted in all engineer-

ing contracts, which in its present form the Association could not

accept. As far back as 1914, the Committee had had under con-

sideration a model set of general conditions of contract for elec-

trical work, drawn up by the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

to several clauses of which the Committee took exception. The
matter had been in atjeyanoe sincj the beginning of 1915, but the

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

2he Editor! invite eUctrical engineers, whether connected with tht

technical or the commercial side of the profession and indv-ftry,

also electric tramicay and railway otKcials, to keep readers of the

Electbical Review posted as to their mnrementi.

Mb. Stevenson, telegraph and electrical engineer to the Cale-

donian EaUway Co.. Glasgow, on the occasion of his retirement on

reaching the age limit, was waited upon on Friday by his office

staff and a few friends and presented with a gold watch for

himself, and a diamond ring for Mrs. Stevenson. The presentation

was made by Mr. A. S. Humpton, his successor in office.

The King' has granted permission for Mb. C. D. Leys, electrical

engineer. Malta Dockyard, to wear the Japanese Order of the

Rising Sun (Fourth Class), conferred upon him in recognition of

valuable services.

Mb. E. H. W. Cooke, who was chief accountant with the Bir-

mingham Corporation Gas Depirtment for many yea-s, and has

been appointed chief accountant with the Metropolitan-Vickers

Electrical Co., :M inchester, bade farewell to the Gas Committee on

Monday.
Leei (Staffordshire) Urban District Council has decided to

increase the salary of the electrical engineer to £400 per annum.

Horsham Urban District Council has increased the salary of the

assistant engineer at the electric lighting works from £230 to

£ 250 a year.

Me. F. HARMiN Lewis, chief electrical engineer to the Leyton

Urban District CouncQ, on completing 21 years' service, has been

presented by the staff and employes with a clook with Westminster

tubular chimes.

Mr. a. W. J. Bedbbook has resigned his position as managing

director of the C.B A . Ltd. His address is 140, Delaware Mansions,

Maida Va e W.
Messrs. Robinson & Hands Electrical Co., Ltd.. of Birmingham,

have just engaged Mb S. Gray, late of Messrs. J. H. Tucker& Co.,

Ltd.. to take complete charge of their case-making department for

the manufacture of fuseboard cases and general electrical

woodwork.
The honour of O.B.E. has been conferred upon Captain Johs

Wilson, chief electrical engineer, Bjenos Aires Western Railway,

superintending engineer of the Shandon Experimental Station.

Captain Theodore William Suvihe, Master of the Eastern

Telegraph Co.'s cable ship Elect ra, has received a similar diatiaction.

Mr. p. F. Johnson, late Chief Officer of Messrs. Siemens's cable

ship Faraday, is made M.B.E.
Obituary.—Mb. J. Findlat.—The death is announced of Mr.

James Findlay, for many years managing director of the Rngby
Lamp Co., Ltd., whose premises were taken over by the B.T.H.

Co , Ltd.
Majo2 S. C. A. Wace.—Thedeath is announced to have taken

place at Hampstead of Major S. C. A. Wace. C.B.E., Royal Marine

Artillery, head of the Wireless Telegraphy Board. He was in

charge of the wireless station at Malat during the war. and was

the author of a hand-book on " Wireless Telegraphy."
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED,

AnglO'Russian Engineering Co. (Birmingham), Ltd.
(167,4joj.— Frivale company. KegistereU May Uth. Capilal, £1,000 in 5s.

shares. To carry on the business of electricians, mechanical engineers, sup-
pliers of electricity, manufacturers of and dealers in electrical apparatus, Sic.

Ihe subscribers (each with one share) are: J. B. Webb, 1, Tellord Avenue.
Streatham, S.W. (managing director, Anglo-Kussian Engineering Co., Ltd.);

J. Hastings, I.ee Mount, \ardley Wood Koad, Moseley, iiirmingnam, accoun-
tam; V. t. VVhalley, Alyon, Dora Road, Small Heath, Birmingham, engi-
neer. Ihe subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Secretary: J.
Hastings. Registered office: 2G, Ouildhall Buildings, Stephenson Street. Bir-

mingham.

Wilkins Wire and Wire Ropes, Ltd. (167,584).—Private
company. Registered May 18th. Capilal, £12j,(lM in £1 shares. To take
over the undertaking, assets and liabilities of the Wilkins Wire Rope Co.,

Ltd. (incorporated in 1904), and to carry on the business of wire and wire
rope manufacturers, manufacturers of and dealers in mining, colliery and
electrical machinery, electrical, mechanical, hydraulTc, heating and ventilating

engineers, Stc. The subscribers (each with one share) are: Elsie L. Trollope,

28, Crossways, Stoke Newington, N.lti; A. J. Taylor, 28, Duncombe Road,
Hornsey Rise, N.19, clerk, ihe first directors are: S. H. Hudson (chairman
and permanent director), T. H. Hudson, General \V. Wright Bemrose and A.
S. Watson. Secretary: W. E. Bowley. Solicitor: H. Clifton, 4, New Court,
Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

Catchpole & Maurice, Ltd. (167,513).—Privala company.
Registered May irth. Capital, ia.OOU in £1 shares. To take over the busi-

ness of wholt-sale and export electrical and mechanical engineers and mer-
chants formerly carried on by A. E. Catchpole and E. Maurice at Albion
House, New Oxford Street, W.C. The first directors are: A. E. Catchpole,
17, Broxholm Road, S.E.27; C. B. Maurice, Russell Square Mansions, W.C;
F. W. Dennis, 15, Ventnor Villas, Hove; W. N. Scovell 41, Lee Park, Black-
heath. Solicitor: A. G. Hardy, 27, Chancery Lane, W.C. Registered office:

Albion House, 59-61, New Oxford Street, W.

McReynolds Trolley Wheel Co., Ltd. (167,495).—Private
company. Registered .May 15th. Capital, £5,000 in 5s. shares. To carry on
the business indicated by the title, and that of electric, railway, tramway,
naval, marine and general engineers, &'C. The subscribers (each with one
share) are: E. M. Lloyd. 113, Mount View Road, Stroud Green, N.4, secre-

tary: A. E. Hutlon, 55, Kimberley Road, Stockwell, S.W.9, secretary. The
subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Solicitors : Roney & Co., 42,

New Broad Street, E.C. Registered office : 11, Angel Court, E.C.

Dux Electric Quilt & Fibril, Ltd. (167,727),—Private com-
pany. Registered .May 28th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares. To take over
the business of mattress manufacturers, engineers and agents carried on by
W'. Fairclough, H. Speakman, T. R. Greonough and R. E, Beddoe as
" Hall and Co." and " Fibril and Co.," together with certain British and
Colonial patents for improvements in the manuf-icture of horsehair, devices
for fastening or securing ropes, rope handles, cords and the like, and im-
provements in electric heating quilts, blankets and the like. The first

directors are: H. Speakman, The Walmsleys, Leigh Road, Leigh, Lanes.;
T. R. Greenough, Beachwood, Leigh Road, Leigh, Lanes. ; E. C. Beddoe,
Tower Buildings, Wallgate, VVigan; E. R. Davies, 3, King Street, Wigan;
G. A. Kirk, Electrical Works, Wilcock Street, VVigan; P. Gaskell, jun., 112,

Park Road, Hindley. Registered office : Dobb's Fold, Wallgate, Wigan.

Telephone Manufacturing Co. (1920), Ltd. (167,634).—
Registered May 20th. Capital, £«JO,000 in £1 shares. To take over the

business of the Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and to carry on so far

as is lawful the business of makers, sellers, hirers out, maintainers and
workers of and dealers in telephones and telegraphs, &c. The first directors

are: F. T. Jackson, 20, Heme Hill, S.E.; C. Cochran, 58, Newark Drive,

Pollokshields, Glasgow; J. MacMahon, SheriS Park House, Rutherglen, N.B.
(all directors of London Telephone (N.S.) Co., Ltd, and other companies);
T. H. Walker, 7, Linden Gardens, W. ; C. E. Walker, 43. Clifton Hill,

Maida Vale, W.; C. Clare, 33, Eaton Terrace, S.W. (managing director,

George Clare .S; Co., Ltd., &c.). Minimum cash subscription, 7 shares.

Solicitors : Durrant, Cooper and Hambling, 70-71, Gracechurch Street, E.C.
Registered office : HoUingsworth Works, Martell Road, West Dulwich, S.E.

H. & F. Moore, Ltd. (167,649).—Private company. Re-
gistered May 21st. Capital, £3,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of machine builders, electricians, electrical, mechanical, motor, telephone

and general engineers, &c., and to adopt an agreement with H. Moore. The
subscribers (each with one share) are : Mrs. C. Stanton, Albert Road, Hinck-
ley ; B. Gill, 49, Winchester Avenue, Leicester. Mrs. C. Stanton is first

director. Secret.iry : F. E. Fordhain, 19. Cank Street, Leicester. Registered
office : Albert Mill, Hinckfey, Leicestershire.

National Electric Welding Co., Ltd. (167,631).—Private
company. Registered May 30th. Capital, £10,000 in £1 shares (4,000 pre-

ference). To carry on the business indicated by the title. The first directors

are: F. E. Saunders, 63, Leigham Court Road, Streatham, S.W. ; P. Bucklev.
New Oxford and Cambridge Club, 6S, Pall Mall, S.W.; N. D. R. Bruci,
Blythswood, 63. Leigham Court Road, Streatham, S.W.; H. C. Wright,
Wychwood, Arlington Drive, Mapperlev Park. Nottingham. Solicitor: W. H.
Bellam.v Walter House, 418-422, Strand, W.C. Registered office : 6, Old
Queen Street, Westminster.

Taggart & Wilson, Ltd. (11,252).—Private companv.
Registered in Edinburgh Miy 20th. Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares. To carry
on the business of general merxh.ints, electricians, mechanical, electrical, gas,
structural, water and general engineers, ironmongers, builders, &c. The
subscribers (each with one share) are : R. Taggart, Arcadia, Cathcart Street,
Motherwell, builder; J. Wilson, Anwoth, Douglas Street, Motherwell, elec-

trical engineer; J. Taggart, Coradinn, Catherine Street, Motherwell, motor
engineer; T. Taggart, Kilnkoln, Catherine Street, Motherwell, motor engi-
neer. The first directors are not named. Secretary : R. T. Ballantyne, 2,

Windmillhill Street, Motherwell.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

International Electric Co., Ltd.—Mortgage debenture
charged on freehold land, factorv and premises at Tottenham and company's
general assets, including uncalled capital, dated May 6th. 1920, to secure all
moneys due or to become due from company to Williams Deacons Banks, Ltd.
Also satisfaction in full on Mav .'ith, 1920 (a) of charge dated January 21st,
1919, securing £25,500; (b) of mortgage dated February 8th, 1917, securing the
sum then due or to become due.

Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Ltd.—Particulars
of £100.000 prior lien debenture stock authorised January 15th, and covered
by trust de<^ of January 13th, 1920; whole amount issued, charged on mort-
gage debentures in various companies «nd company's eeneral ataeu
Trustees: British Trust Association, Ltd.

<
,

m

Lamplough Radiator and Engineering Co., Ltd .^atis-
faction In full on April 30lh, 1920 (a) of morttrat-e or choree as collateral
^curlty dated September 8th, 1910. spring £12,000 and M mor^aM M
ehsfge, iiUi Mi} ISth, ISiT, ««urlng ovWraft and genenl fndebtednU.

Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works, Ltd.—Satisfaction in
lull on May 6th, rj20. of trust deed dated June 10th, 1907, securing £200,000
debentures.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full
of debentures dated October 29lh, 1901, July 21st, 1913, and May 11th, 1915,
securing £1,300.

National Telewriter Co., Ltd.—Issue on May 12th, 1920,
of £130 debentures, part of a series.

Smale & Collins, Ltd.—Particulars of ^2,473 debentures
authorised .April 2btli, 1930, whole amount issued; charged on the company's
undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital sub-
ject to prior charges. No trustees.

Edmundson's Electricity Corporation, Ltd.—Particulars
of £75,000 three-year notes authorised January loth, and covered by trust

deed dated April Uth, 193U, whole amount issued; charged on £100,000 prior
lien debenture stock. Trustees ; British Trusts .Associatio.n, Ltd.

Heme Bay Gas and Electricity Co., Ltd.—Issue on May
6th, 1920, ol £2,600 debentures, part of a series.

Surrey Electrical Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on May
7th, 1920, of debentures dated June 12th, 1919, securing £1,000.

CITY NOTES.

In the coui-se of his speeL-h at the annual
Richardsons, luot-ting, held at West Hartleixxjl, on
»estgarth Monday, Mr. D. B. Alorison said that a

and Co., Ltd. dividend of Iti per cent, had already been
paid, and a further dividend of 12 per

cent, was now due tor payment, making 30 per cent, for
the year. During the whole of last year only three months
were unaffected by labour troubles either in their own works
or in the shipyards to which they supphed machinery. Re-
ferring to the heavy demands of the Inland Revenue, the
.speaker said that as provision for efficient production was
imperative, thiere was gtxid reason why sufficient money
should be left to them by the Inland lievenue to make good
the destructive ell'ects on their jjlant due to the highly
abnormal conditions of working which prevailed throughout
the war period. It was not a question of the relative money
values of this or that machine before and after the war.
The present inflation was simply a passing phase; what they
as manufaeturers had a right to expect was that the produc-
tive efficiency of their plant should be adequately restored,
lifficient production was vital to manufacturing success, and,
if that efficiency had to remain seriously impaired because
of the ravages of taxation, then their manufacturing position
would be prejudiced to an extent that could only be revealed,
all t(X) late, when they were brought face to face with cora-
l)etition that they might be unable to withstand. With
regard to the outlook, they had a very full order book, but,
on the other hand, the rate of production waa deplorably
low. Before the war the standard week was 53 hours, and
after making allowance for overtime on the one hand and
sickness on the other, the average hours actually worked
per man per week were approximately 53. Now, when the
standard week was 47 hours, after making allowance for
overtime and sickness, the average hours actually worked
jjer man per week was 44. There was thus a net decrease
in time worked of nine hours per week per man—or about
17 per cent. Furthermore, and what was worse, the actual
time now taken to complete a given amount of work was,
on an average, nearly half as long again as before the war.
In a business in which a vast amount of highly expensive
machinery was employed the effect of such a decrease in its

productive capacity as these facts and figures indicated,
combined with the corresponding increase in working ex-
j>enses per unit of work, must obviously be serious. For-
tunately there was indications of an appreciation of the un-
doubted fact that the costs of production were now so extra-
vagantly high that, if the continuous demands for still

higher wages were persisted in. commercial success would
ultimately become impos.sible. Demand would then cease,
and a slump—and unemployment—must inevitably follow.
The desideratum at the moment was the restoration of at
least the pre-war output per man per hour.

At the annual meeting, held on May
Calcutta 37th, the chairman said that the coal posi-

Electric Supply tion in India was now easier, and they
Corporation, had been able to place new contracts, but

Ltd, the cost per ton had considerably in-

creased. The increased cost of generation
and distribution was referred to. Excess profits duty at
£61,794 showed an increase of £29,794. The assessments for
excess profits duty in respect of the years 1917 and 1918 which
had now been received, showed £27,724 over and above the
amount reserved for this purjKise in the 191S accounts, and
this Slim added to the .£34,070 reserved in respect of 1919
made the total £61,794. He now placed before the meetint*
the .scheme for a retiring gratuity fund for the staff, which
was sanctioned in 1917. They had reverted to the pre-war
system of a bonus to emploves based on not profits. This
bonus had been fixed at 2 per cent, on the 1919 net profits,
and amounted to £4.834. The further reduction to a general
3 annaa flat rate was put into force from March Ist^ 1990.
Considering that so many electric supply undertakings had
raised tbeir rates, their customers had every reason to b«
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satisfied with the reductiou as regards the cost of their hght-

ing and fans. To the company it was a costly reduction, but

they looked for increased demands lor current at the very

low rates now chai-ged. After referring to the proposed bonus
share distribution, for whu-h they were capitahsing £o5,WO
of the reserve fund, the speaker discussed the excess profits

duty and the new corporatiuu tax. He said h was to be

hoped that before long some means would be louud to obtain

the necessary Stat<; revenue by a method which would bear

less hardly on those companies whose datum level was a

low one. in the case of this company, the increase of profits

since 1914 had in no way been due to the war, but to the

large increase in business due to capital expenditure shortly

before 1914. Apart from the onus of taxation, the prospects

were decidedly bright. After five years of stagnation during

the war, there were signs of great activity in busmess m
Calcutta, and a corresponding demand for electric power.

Mr. Donkin, consulting engineer, visited Calcutta last winter-',

and he had reported as to the best way of arranging a pro-

gramme to meet the situation. He recommended a very

lajge and costly extension. Notwithstanding that electric

pla^t now cost just about double what it did before the war,

they had decided to order two 15,(X)U-kw. turbo-alternator sets

with all accessories, for delivery towards the end of next

year. That order, large as it was, was justified, nay, neces-

sitated, by the actual apphcations for current which had

been so tar received. In addition, very large extensions of

the general system were in hand, including new sub-stations

and new cables. Tne total cost incurred, or about to be in-

curred, was well over- one mLilion sterhng. Application had
been made for an extension of the already large area of the

company's supply, and arrangements were being made for

spanning the Hooghley at Cossiixire, to enable the new de-

mands of districts on the opiKwite side of the river to be met.

The new exijendituie would involve more capital, and they

wanted to increase the capital from li to 3 millions, part of

which would be requiied at an early date. They expected

to be able to arrange easy terms of payment. In the exten-

sions alluded to no mention was made of such projects as

the electrification of suburban railways, and the introduction

of tube railways, because although the subject was under
discussion, there was, so far, nothing definite to go upon.
There were immense possibdities in Calcutta as regarded
the demands for electric power, and at no very distant date

they might have to come again for still further increase of

capital. The chairman briefiy referred to the Indian ex-

change, and spoke highly of the work of the staff in Calcutta
contributing to a very successful year in 1919. Mr. \Yink-
field, the agent and engineer in Calcutta, had retired after

15 years' service, and Mr. J. T. Mertens, for many years
deputy agent, had been appointed in his place.

An extraordinary general meeting followed, at which the
resolution was passed altering the articles so as to raise the
preference dividend rate on the old shares from 5 per cent,

to 6i per cent., raising new capital, &c.

Mr. H. R. Beeton, presiding at the an-
Brisbane Electric nual meeting, on May •27th. said that the

Tramways present position as compareo with the pre-

Investment vious year was that whilst the oiieratmg
Co., Ltd. expenses in Brisbane had increased by

£30,830, the receipts in Brisbane had in-

creased by £34,2'20, but British and Colonial income tax had
increased by £17.689. 4nd in igi.-^ a refund was received of

±'11.414 on account of excess profits duty, w'hereas last year
only £3,486 was received on the same account. There had been
increases of w'ages since October. 1918. of between 12 and 16

per cent., and 10 and 16 jier cent, of the total receipts in

Brisbane of £468.892, the amount paid in wages ^n op)eratinn

account w-as £209,000. The speaker gave figures showing the
growth of the undertaking, and said he believed that they
were the only company in the Commonwealth which had not
raised its fares. Mr. Badger had felt it necessary, owing to

failing health, to tender his resignation, and had left Brisbane.
They were keeping his resignation in abeyance, and were con-
stantly getting the benefit of his advice by correspondence.
In the extraordinary circumstances prevailing they had ap-
pointed a local board. The speaker proceeded to outline the
main features of the Purchase Act passed bv the State of
Queensland for the purchase of the company's undertaking.
Most of the electric light business had already lieen sold, k
special resolution was passed recording deep gratitude to Mr.
Badger for his long and corispicuous services to the company,
and expressing hope for his speedy recovery.

Mr. James Gray, presiding at the an-
Madras Electric nual meeting, on Mav 2.8th. said that

Supply almost everv branch of the bu.sine.ss had
Corporation, Ltd. developed during 1919. The chief trouble

was to procure plant and materials to con-
nect new consumers. Additional distributing plant was now
neoessarv, and until this was obtainable early next year the
engineerinET staff would be considerably taxed to meet de-

mands. The revenue from lighting and fans increased by
d611,262, due. principally, to the oidiuary expan.sion of busi-

ne.ss, but to some extent ;dso to an increase of An. 1 in the
flat rate, which came into force on August 1st. and would
operate for a period of three years. The revenue from power
increased by the comparatively small sum of £542. but this
was entirely accounted for by a reduction in demand for the

tramways in consequence of a strike in the spring of last

year, which lasted over three weeks. The total revenue
showed an improvement of £22,452 on that of 1918. On the

debit side of the revenue account there was an increase under
every heading, in consequence of the larger volume of business

and of the upward trend in wages and cost of materials. The
aggregate was £4,469 more than last year. The net revenue

account was enhanced by ±4,581, the dividend from their

holding in the tramway company. 'The provision for depre-

ciation and renewals had been increased from ±9,000 to

±14,0UU. which some might consider excessive. Having regard

however, to the greatly enhanced cost of renewals which
might continue for some years, and to the ordinary deprecia-

tion of electrical apparatus which prevailed in Madras in

consequence of the atmospheric conditions, it was in the best

interests of the company to make liberal contributions until

a substantial fund had been built up. After referring to the

exchange adjustment account, the chairman mentioned the

proposed further extensions of mains. They had on order

four 2o0-KW. rotary converters and one water-tube boiler of

a similar capacity to those now installed, and it was hoped
shipment would be made about the end of the year. Addi-

tional mains would be available about the same time. They
also contemplated ordering one 3,000-KW. turbo alternator.

In consequence of the steady growth of the demand, they

had practically no spares when one unit of the plant ^vas

shut down for overhauling, and to remedy this and to provide

for new business an additional turbo alternator was necessary,

but shipment could not be expected in less than 12 months.
The cost of carrying out this programme would be approxi-

mately £60,(XK) to £70,000. In view of the improved prospects

the directors decided to po.stpone the issue of new shares until

the results for 1919 had been ascertained, .\dvautage would
be taken of a favourable opportunity of placing new capital,

and, meantime, temiwrary arrangements had been made for

their requirements. The tramways company again yielded a

dividend of 8 per cent., free of income tax. The traffic receipts

increased 9 per cent., but expenditure in Madras rose 19.6

per cent., due to higher wages and increased cost of materials.

However, the net revenue was sufficient to pay the usual

dividend, to make proivr provision for depreciation and re-

newals, and to provide £1.000 for an employes' gratuity fund,

al.so ±3.000 for general reserve. Further labour troubles have
been experienced in Madras from which the tramways had
not been exempt, another strike having occurred on .Tanuary

26th last, and continued until February 4th. It having been
demonstrated that the cost of living had risen in greater ratio

than wages, further increases and allowances were made in

addition tn the voluntary increases which had been granted

by both of their companies. Application had been made to

Government, however, for sanction to increase the statutory

fares, w^hich were framed 28 years ago. when the spending

value of the rupee was much greater than at pre.sent.

The N.V. Electrotechnischc Artikelm
Dutch (late Jnhn \Volff <{: Co.). of Gouda, has

Companies. resolved to pay a dividend of 12 per cent,

for 1919 out of net profits amounting to

60.000 florins.

The N.V. XedcrUuidiiclie Kabel Fabriek, of the Hague, has

declared a dividend at the rate of 34 per cent, out of net

profits of 707.000 florins in 1919. as compared with 28 per

cent, and 582.000 florins resj^ectively in the preceding year.

The N.V. Metaaldrnad Lampenfabrick VoU. of TUburg. has

decided to pay a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, on the

cumulative preference .shares for 1919. As the company is

entering on a community of interests w-ith another under-

taking the balance of the net profits for la.=t year, instead of

being applied to the payment of a dividend on the ordinary

shares, is being devoted to the redemption of the profit par-

ticipating certificates.

The report for 1919 of L. Zelander's Electrotechnischc c>'

Technische Hatideh Vennootschap, of Amsterdam, states that

the home demand for materials and motors was not so great

as in the previous years, and prices declined, whilst falling

exchange rendered it difficult to export at remunerative prices.

The net profits permit of the payment of a dividend of 7 per

cent, on the ordinary shares, this rate contrasting with 11 per

cent, in 1918.

The report of the Socieia Gencrale ita-

Italian liana di Eletfricita Edison (of Milan)--the

Companies. largest Italian electrical company—with a

capital of 96.000.000 lire, of which 74.400.000

lire are paid up. gives an exhaustive exposition of the diffi-

culties with which the Italian industry has at present to

contend. Reference is made to the scarcity and incredible

dearness of materials. daUy increasing delay in the execution

of work by contractors, disorganisation of transport, con-

tinuous increase in the cost, and the demands of workmen..

These causes, tlie report says, constitute a powerful brake

on the construction of new plant, with, in consequence, grave

shortage in the amount of electrical energy available, to

the pitch of sapping the industrial energies of the coutrtry.

.Allusion is then made to the efforts put forth by the Govern-

ment to help the electrical industi-y. and the 40 lire

per H.p. subvention is characterised as absolutely laugh-

able; with the present cost of materials, it amounts to

no more than 5 per cent, of the prime cost. "Die

tariff rises authorised are also regarded as absolutely inade-

quate in view of the greater cost of workinc. The

report calls for a reviedon of all these decrees, which should
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be made more in harmony with existing economic conditions.

An acute examination is also given ot questions of capital

and labour, the evils of workmen's organisations and their

fallacious pretensions being thrown into relief. The balance
sheet .showed a net profit of 9,746,299 lire, allowing of divi-

dends ul 34 lire to the old shaies to Ijearer, 34,otJ8 lire among
other shares, and I'J.TtJG lire to .shares issued during the
pre.sent year, 107,345 lire being cariied to the reserve.

Of siuiilar gloomy tenor are the reports of other companies,
and noteworthilv those of the Societa Industrie telefonithe

italiane Diglio (Milan), which, on its G,0(XI.OUU li/e^ capital,

was unable to declare a dividend, its net profits being only
HO,447 lire. Workmen's agitations and the low output of the

labourer are the reasons given. The (Jhicine Elettroferroviarie

(Milan), with 8,W)0,IKXJ lire capital, was only able to dis-

tribute 9 lire on its 100 lire shares, the cause alleged being
the plight in which the whole manufacturing industry lay, in

consequence of reduced production and the agitations of work-
men. The Sixieta Anonima Ing. V. Tedeschi (Turin), while
distributing 12 lire on its 100 lire shares, also lays strong
emphasis on the difficulties of all kinds besetting the working,
esivcially those of labour, which, it says, is becoming daily

dearer, and more undisciplined, new taxes, rising ex-

change, &c.

Electric Construction Co., Ltd.—The net profit for the
y«ar ended March 31st, 1920, after providing ^6,304 for

debenture interest and £10,000 for depreciation is £66,169,
plus £38,669 brought forward, less £'20,000 paid on account
of excess profits duty for the year ended March, 1919, making
£84,839. After paying 7 ix?r cent, on the preference shares
and 7i per cent, tor the year on the ordinary, both less tax.

a bonus of 2^ per cent, is to be paid on the ordinary, leaving

£10,663 carried t-o general reserve (making it £100,000), ami
'

£39,781 to be carried forward, subject to liability for excess
profits duty. The extensions of the works were only com-
pleted in time to permit of their contributing in a small
degree to the profits of the past year. The moulders' strike,

which lasted for 18 weeks, caused great disorganisation, which
will continue to be felt during the new financial year. The
enlarged premises, however, will ijeruiit of an increased
turnover, and the volume of unexecuted orders exceeds that

of any previous period.

Peel-Conner Telephone Works, Ltd.—The profit and loss

account shows a net profit for the year ended March 31st,

1920, of £31,59.5. Of this, £10,000 has been put to general
reserve and £5,000 to depreciation reserve. £16,595 remains,
plus £8,560 brought forward. After paying the preference
dividend, a dividend of 2s. per share, free of tax, and a bonus
of Is. per share, free of tax, are to be paid on the ordinary
shares, leaving £8,155 to be carried forward. The works
have been fully employed during the year. The great amount
of orders in hand, as well as the growing demand for tele-

phone equipment throughout the world, necessitates a con-
siderable extension of the works. A site has been acquired
near Coventry; factory buildings are in course of erection,

and a quantity of plant has already been secured. The neoes-
.sary funds for the.se extensions are being provided by the
General Electric Co., Ltd.

Austin Motor Co., Ltd.—.After payint; preference dividends
for 1919, a bonus of one ordinary shai-e is given for every
two ordinary shares held, and there is carried to general
reserve £425.000 to provide for liabilities to the Inland Re-
venue and to leave a substantial proportion available for other
contingencies. ^Yith the same object it is propcsed that the
ordinary shareholders should not take any dividend in cash.

Sir Reginald H. Brade (late Seci«tarv to the War Office) has
joined the board. The accounts for 1916. 1917, and 1918 are
also now presented.

Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Llectric rramnays Co., Ltd.—
Net profit for 1919 £16,529, plus £4,957 Inought forward.
To reserve £10,000: 6 per cent, dividend on the ordinary
shares: carried forward £5.987. The local authorities have
given notice of intention to purchase the undertaking, and
arbitration proceedings relating to price will begin shortly.

Bordeaux Electric Tramways Co.—The directors of the
Compagnie Francai.se des Tramways Electriques et Omnibus
de Bordeaux announce payment of dividend as follows : 11.875

frs. on registered shares by endorsement on certificate: 10,7.56

frs. on bearer shares against coupon No. 33 ; 297. .50 frs. for

drawn shares, plus an "action de jouissance."

—

Financial
Times.

Brisbane Electric Tramways Investment Co., Ltd.—Divi-
dend of 8 per cent, per annum, free of tax, nn the ordinary
shares for the half-vear, making 8 per cent, for the vear,

£20,000 to reserve, carrying £.38,876 forward.

Corlt Electric Tramways & Lighting Co., Ltd.—.\fter

putting £6. .500 to reserve ifor depreciation and renewals and
£4.000 to maintenance reserve. 5 per cent, is paid on the pre-

ference shares and J62,512 is carried forward.

Anglo-Argentine Tramways Co., Ltd.—Dividend of .")s. Gd.
per share, less tax. on the 5} per cent, cumulative first pre-
ference shares, being 12 mouths' arrears to .Tune, 1918.

Anderston Foundry Co., Ltd.—Final dividend 15s. per
share, making 18s. per share for vear ended March, 19?0.
,£10,000 to reserve.

Cork Electric Tramways & Lighting Co., Ltd.—Dividend
of 5 per cent, on the cumulative preference shares for 1919.

Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 2 per

cent, on the common stock for the June quarter.

Braziliali Traction, Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Quarterly
dividend of IJ per cent, on cumulative preference shares.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tdesday Evenlng.

Interest this week has been taken up a good deal more by

sport than by finance. Nevertheless, the latter absorbs a good

deal of attention, and the tone in the Stock Exchange markets

is a little firmer than it was. This is due to the expectation

that the War Profits Levy will be entirely chopped. On the

other hand, cautious people aver- that the Chancellor will have

to get the money somehow, and that as the Treasury 51 per

cent. 5-15 year bonds have so far proved a fiasco, more drastic

taxation will be introduced later. Accordingly, it cannot be

said that the clouds of uncertainty are lightened to any great

extent. This being so, it is natural enough that investment

demand should run mostly upon the gilt-edged stocks which

have been in such favour for the past three or four weeks.

Once more it is preference shares which command more sup-

port than ordinary, while as for good debentures in well-

known industrial concerns, such stocks are so scai'ce as to

make their acquisition a matter of si>eculation as well as in-

vestment.
The dulness of electric lighting shares continues to be a

matter for some surprise, ibis does not materialise into buy-

ing orders, and consequently the pressure to sell a hundred
or two shares in any particular company has a pronounced
effect. County of Loudon ordinaiy can be bought about 8 or

a shade over, and at the level price they show a return of

10 per cent, on the money, while the yield on W'estminsters,

as already indicated here, comes also to the round double
figures. Kensingtons are lower at ii, Chelseas at 50s. Why
this should be so is a matter difficult to explain, but the fact

remains, and investors decline to be tempted with the oppor-

tunities offei-ed them in this department.
General Electric 6i- per cent, first preference can be bought

at 18s. 6d., giving 7 per cent, on the money, and the 7J per

cent. " B " preference at 19s. 6d. return I'i per cent. 'Vickers

5 per cent, preference, tax free up to 6s., are on offer at 19s.,

returning 5i per cent, net, equal to 7J per cent., less tax. The
company's issued capital is six miUion sterUug, and there are

reserves of rather over 2h millions sterling. Armstrong 6J per

cent, new third preference stand at 18s., affording 7^ per cent,

on the money. .Another tax-free investment is the "A " pre-

ference of "Adelaide Electric Supply. The shares can be
bought at 19s. 6d., giving ok per cent, on the money net,

equal to 7i per cent., less tax, and the Lancashire Power
Construction 6 per cent, tax free first preference at 19s. 6d.

vield 6; net, the shares being convertible into ordinary up to

.June, 1923.

The remarkable traffics published by the London General

Omnibus Company of the number of passengers carried in the

Whitsun week, together with the forthcoming developments
in the way of extending motor-'buses into the country, and
on pneumatic tires, strengthens the impression that the

Underground Electric 6 per cent, income bonds are by no
means over-valued at their present price of 61J. It is pos-

sible enough there may be further reduction in the dividend

this half-year, and those who buy the bonds will do so with
the intention of puttincr them away and waiting for bc^tter

times. Until the company is given power to raise its fares,

there is not likely to be much attention paid to the bonds,

but as soon as the Undergrounds do get upon a businf«s

basis, there will come sharp improvements in the various

issues. It is. of course, as a lock-up that the bonds are pointed

out as unduly depressed. For income purposes, they hold out

httle attraction as present.

One of the features of the week is a sniart rise in Brazilian

Traction Common .shares, the price spurting to -54 before any
number of shares were dislodged. The price at 53 is 3.} higher

on balance. Talk is reviving of the company being able to

resume its one per cent, quarterly dividends in the near
future. The last distribution made was in .January. 1917, so

.shareholders have been wandering in the wilderness for 3}

vears without any reward for their patience. The shares

having been held largely in Paris and Bru.sscls. recent Con-
tinental selling included these amongst other securities which
the foreign holders endeavoured to melt into ca.sh for what
the shares could fetch. It may be argued that even a re-

sumption of 4 per cent, annual dividends would not make the

.shares pttrti<ularly attractive .it 53. hut h.iv again it must be

recognised that iu the enornious field opeu fur profitable wurk-

inp in Brazil, as soon fls the unfavourable conditions become
dissolved, prospects will brighten materially. Meanwhile,
dollar securities of Brazil and the United States have been
hardening up a little after their fall of a week ago, but prices
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are put up and down, more in aLcordance, of course, with the
movement.^ in rat€3 of exchange than with any particular

business in the stocks.

Mexican securities are a little better, although the actual

alterations are small, .\nglo-.\rgentine Trams keep their im-
provement. British Columbian deferred is harder at 45i, and
the 4k pel' cent, debenture gained J at 52^.

Amongst telegraphs and cable shares, a fail of 5 has lowered
Indo-European to 3-5. The price has dropped sharply since

the announcement of the reduction in dividend. West India

and Panama have recovered a trifle after their heavy fall.

The first and second preferences, however, remain about £5
per share nominally, the first having last changed hands at

80s. ten days ago. Marconis developed a fair amount of

strength, and at 3 5/16 show a gain of 3/16 on the week.
Marconi Marines have risen to '2J.

Callenders are now quoted in their £1 shape, instead of £5
as heretofore. The price at IJ is nominally 10s. lower than
it stood at £8 before the splitting. The preference shares at

18s. 9d. are practically the same as they were before the altera-

tion occurred in them also. General Electric ordinary at 8'2s.

are ninepence better. British Insulated have eased off a trifle,

and other movements are of little moment. Paibber shares

keep tolerably steady, and with the price of the commodity
once more over a florin per lb., there is a slight disposition

on the part of the public to pick up shares when the latter

come in cheaply. The armament group is fairly hard, but
in all the sections devoted to industrial shares, the fear of

what effect may be produced upon profits by the 60 per cent,

B.P.D. is a predominant factor. Rumour stiU sports with the

idea that the increase of 30 per cent, may be dropped, but no
particular importance attaches to this improbability.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Price
June 1,

1920. :

Brompton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary .

.

do. do. do 44 Pre(. .

.

Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. .

.

County of London
do da. 6 per cent. Pret.

Kenslncrton Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 percent. Pref. ..

Metropolitan..
do. 44 per cent. Pref. .

.

Bt. James' and Fall Mall .

.

South London
South Metropolitan Pref
Westminster Ordinary

Anglo-Am. Tel. PreJ 8

do. Del 88(8

Chile Telephone 8

Cuba Sub. Ord 7

Eastern Extension 8

Eastern Tel. Ord 8

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8

do. do. Pre! 6

Great Northern Tel M
Indo-European 18

Marconi 36

Oriental Telephone Ord 10

tinited R. Plate Tel 8

West India and Panama . . .

.

1/8 —
f^

Western Telegraph 8 10 16J

H.OIK RAIL5.

Central London Ord. Assented .

.

4 4 44J
Metropolitan 1 IJ ''>

do. District .

.

Nil Nil 15J
Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil If

do. do. "A" .. NU Nil 4/-

do. do. Income .. 5 4 60^

FoEEir.N Tr-»ms, 4c.

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

Nil Nil 8J
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. — — 6

do. do. 6 Deb. .. 6 6 6fxd
Brazil Tractions — — 53

Bombay Electric Pref 6 8 ISJ
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 65i

do. do. Preferrred Qi 6 48j
do. do. Deferred Nil 8 45}
do. do. Deb. .

.

4i « 62i
MeilcoTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil aSJ

do. 6 per cent. Bonds.. NU NU 20 i

Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 12i

do. Pref NU NU 2!J
do. Ist Bonds . . .

.

Nil NU 42$

MANUFAOTTTBma CoMPANlXS.

Babcook 4 Wilcox 16 — SJ
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 lA
British Insulated Ord laj 15 li"

Callenders 25 — Ij

„ ejPref 6J 6i 18,U

Oastner Kellner 20 — 4

Orompton Ord 10 — 32/-

Kdison-Swan, " A " .. ..10 — lA
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .. 6 6 794

Electric Construction . . .

.

10 — 21/-

Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 18/6

do. Ord 10 — say-

Henley 26 16 2

do. 44 Pre! 44 44 Bi
IndlB-Rnbber 10 - ISJ

Mel,-Vlokei8 Pret — 8 2^
Siemens Old 10 10 26/.

TalegnpiiOaD W 90 924

' Piridendi paidlree ol Income.Tax,

li
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WHAT IS THE CONTRACTOR DOING?

[communicated.]

Domestic electrification is in a state of arrested develop-

ment : not technically, for lack of enterprise and

inventiveness cannot be charged against the engineer. He
has done his part, and has designed a wonderful range of

highly-efficient appliances for heating, cooking, cleaning

—

in fact, for every household purpose involving the use of

heat or mechanical energy. Supply stations are partly to

blame, because many of them have not encouraged, and

some have quite definitely discouraged by the imposition of

high rates, the non-lighting applications of electricity.

This, of course, is a serious handicap ; but undoubtedly

the chief responsibility for the suspended animation of the

electrical industry rests on the shoulders of the contractor.

After all, it is his business to create a demand for electrical

appliances, and once the demand is created, everything else

must inevitably follow. The attitude of the average con-

tractor seems to be one of hopeless resignation to an unkind

and gas-engineered fate. He does not seem to realise his

responsibility in the matter ; he cannot see ihat he is the

master of his own fate. And yet there is no doubt but that

if the retail side of the business would only bestir itself, we
might soon look for that happy day when electric boilers

shall be as common and unregarded as the gas ring.

What is the contractor doing to advance electrical

interests ? In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, the

answer is " Nothing." He opens a small shop, fills the

window with a miscellaneous collection of uninteresting

articles, such as tumbler switches, ceiling roses, Ac, with,

perhaps, a single fiat- iron and a kettle to give an air of

modernity to the display. And then he waits for business

to come to him. Occasionally he carries out a small

wiring job, and, perhaps, supplies the fittings therefor,

although frequently the householder has already bought them
from a West-End showroom. But he does not. and apparently

will not, regard his business jH-euiises primarily as a shop

where goods are stocked in sufficient quantities and sold

over the counter. Ten to one. if you call on any suburban

electrical contractor, and ask for any ordinary heating or

cooking device, you will be told that it can only be obtained

by placing an order in advance. There may be a single

piece of apparatus for demonstration purposes, but even

that is doubtful. Sometimes bread and butter articles,

like lamps and shades and simple fittings, cannot be

obtained.

Bad deliveries, small production, and other manufacturing

shortcomings may be urged as an excuse, but the excuse

is not adequate. Things were just as had before the war.

The trouble is that the ordinary contractor will not place

a stock order for anything beyond a few wiring accessories.

It is obviously impossible to conduct a successful retail

business without a stock ; people simply will not buy
without seeing. Naturally enough, when a householder

does want any piece of electrical apparatus, he goes to one

of the big electrical showrooms in the West End or City,

or to a department stores, where he can almost be certain of

finding the things he desires to purchase. That this pro-

cedure should be necessary is a damning indictment against

the contractor, and constitutes a serious hindrance to the

extension of electrical service.

It would probably improve matters if the manufacturers

of cookers, irons, fans, >tc., were to advertise their products*

to the general public. This would create a demand ; but,

after all, the contractor has no business to rely on the

advertising of his suppliers. He should be able to create

and supply his own demand.

Thefirst essential of a successful electrical retail business is,

therefore, an adequate stock of every sort of domestic appli-

ance. This would naturally involve capital expenditure, but
nothing can be done nowadays without capital ; and, in any
case, an enterprising man should experience no difficulty in

raising the necessary money.

Having acquired a stock the i|uestion of disjiosal arises ;

and it may be taken for granted that, without some form of

publicity, electrical appliances cannot be sold. On the

other hand, we know from American experience that pro-

perly advertised (and any piece of electrical appliance

simply bristles with talking points), these things can be
sold with the greatest ease, and with a good margin of

profit. Electric cookers, cleaners, &c., are necessarily more
expensive than their prototypes, and, therefore, although
they may tempt, they do not compel the casual customer.

When demonstrated, or otherwise advertised, their advan-
tages are so obvious and convincing, that most people will

pay any reasonable price to secure such valuable domestic
help. They can be made to consider the transaction, not as an
unrelated acquisition, but as a productive investment, with
regard to which it would be absurd to grudge ha'pennies in

first cost.

How is the contractor to advertise his wares ? As a rule,

Press advertising will not be suitable because the con-
tractor's field is necessarily local, and local papers are not
generally read by the kind of people who are most likely to

buy. One very effective and cheap method of advertising
is by means of window displays. Not the sort of display
indulged in by the ordinary contractor, who appears to imagine
that passers-by will be cajoled by a dusty and variegated
collection of wiring accessories which remains essentially

unchanged from season to season and from year to

year. The window must be made arresting, attractive,

and convincing, and in order to secure these charac-
teristics there must always be a central point of

interest, such as a vacuum sweeper, a washer, or a show
of fans or irons, which should be fully described by
means of legibly-written cards. It is not enough to mark
an article, " Washing machine, 100 volts "— that will never
sell a thing costing upwards of ±'40. The window-caid
should enumerate the chief advantages of the appliance in

such a way that he who runs may read, and he who stays

will be, if not induced to purchase, at least convinced that

by not doing so he is neglecting a duty to his household.

A lot may also be done with the form (or, preferably, the
personal) letter. A carefully-written letter, describing a

particular piece of apparatus and mentioning others, and
asking for an appointment, will almost certainly liring a

considerable number of inquiries, of which a good propor-

tion might, by skilful demonstration, be turned into sales.

It is the writer's personal opinion that a great deal of

business could be done by simply calling on consumers with
small appliances and trying to sell them on the spot. This
work, of course, would require a man (or woman) of good
address and appearance, who knows the talking points fi'om

A to Z. There is little doubt but that hundreds of irons,

hot-plates, kettles, fans, &c., could be sold in this way to

people who might never enter the contractor's shop.

There is a block of moderately expensive flats in a western
suburb of London, in which 90 per cent, of the tenants

use electric light, but not more than 1 or :.* per cent, use

electricity for any other purpose. These people could well

afford to buy and use any of the small appliances suitable

for lighting circuits, and a pleasant and persuasive sales-

man who succeeded in interviewing the tenants (and why
should he not ?) would do excellent business. A demon-
stration on site is so much more convincing than in a shop,

although, of course, every contractor should possess a well-

equipped demonstration room.

The fringe of the electrical appliance business has hardly
been touched as yet. it is evident that the contractor is

the most potent factor in the problem, and that without his

intelligent co-operation the most valuable public utility in

the world will stay where it is—playing second fiddle to the
enterprising mediocrity of coal gas. The contractor must
stock and advertise the things he hopes to sell. To expect
to sell them in any other way betokens the foolish optimism
of the proverb-maker who said that good wine needs no
bush. As a matter of fact, it needs the best and most
elaborate bush available.
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THE FOREMAN IN THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIES.

By HARTLA.ND SEYMOUR.

The exact status and responsibilities of the foreman are,

just now, receiving a good deal of attention in the engin-

eering industries. Having held the position of a foreman in

a machine shop, the writer is naturally exceedingly interested

in the various discussions to which he has listened during

the past few weeks.

Apparently the foreman in the engineering industries is

the " guide, philosopher, and friend " of the shop operative.

His business is to represent the management. Among his

duties he is primarily responsible for the discipline of his

men, finding jobs to suit these men, and seeing to it that

they keep to schedule on the work.

The foremost (|uality of any foreman always has been,

is, and always will be, in spite of scientifically-planned

schedules, the knack of handling men. Not that this is

the only essential quality of a srood foreman—he must know
his trade thoroughly, besides which, he should possess

teaching qualities, in order that he may impart bis know-
ledge to his subordinates.

He should, moreover, be a keen observer of men and
methods, so that on one hand he may l)e able to size a man
up and pigeonhole him for a job, and, on the other hand,

that he may be able to suggest improvements in methods of

production.

Now that manufacturing processes are becoming more
specialised and standardised, technical knowledge is more
essential in a foreman. That is to say, in the " line," or

military type of works organisation, the foreman was more
of an organiser than a technical expert.

In this type of management the foreman was usually

trained in the shop over which he was subsequently placed

in authority. The fact that he was a better workman than

his colleagues, and that he possessed tact and loyalty, usually

secured for him the position of authority. Now, however,

in the "staff," or functional organisation, the foreman must
be a technical expert, so that he can convey the orders of the

chemist or the engineer to operatives engaged on that

particular line, irrespective of departmental or shop
authority.

To fulfil his duties and responsibilities in the latter type

of organisition, the foreman must not possess technical

knowledge only, he must have executive ability, and be

able to impart knowledge and convey instructions in a

simple and straightforward manner.
In che " line " management organisations, superin-

tendents, as a rule, preferred to make a foreman of one of

their own men — that is, a man who had been trained

in their own shops. It is quite obvious that this system
possesses many advantages. The foreman will be acquainted

with the jHrsonnel of the works, will understand the various

trades in the shops, and will be conversant with the firm's

methods. Further, if a man is selected from among his

fellow-workmen and placed in authority, it will encourage the

others, which is not the case if positions of authority are

given to " imported " men. Moreover, each man is then

given an objective, so to speak.

The writer very well remembers atypical case of a man
in the shops who showed he w.is suited to authoritative

control. This man was a first-class mechanic. But, more
than this, he was a born leader. Middle-aged, his sane

counsels and foresight were constantly being appealed to by
younger and less-experienced men. He was generally called

upon to arbitrate in quarrels between the men, he was
invariably their spokesman at interviews with the managi^-

ment, and was often consulted by the existing foreman on

such matters as discipline and manufacturing methods.

When the existing foreman left, this man was promoted,

but the authorities were in doubt about placing him
over his fellow men. They considered that jealousy and
consequent friction would be avoided if he were placed in

authority over another department. However, he was tried

in his old shop, and proved a complete success. He is now
works manager of the same factory.

Various authoriiies have declared that the position of

foreman is one of the most difficult to undertake. When
one considers what the majority of managers expect from
their foreman, this statement is not surprising. He was
considered a very convenient executive to " come down on

"

if things dill not go properly, and some managers did not

worry very much if the foreman was provided with the

necessary accessories to perform his task in an efficient

manner or not.

It is not always necessary for a foreman to be a manipu-

lator, but this quality is always desirable, as a man without

it lacks the demonstrative quality when directing operations,

which quality is, of course, of more practical utility than

any other. Further, the workmen will always respect a man
who is better at their jobs than they themselves are far

more than they will a man who is an expert organiser an4
capable of co-ordinating their efforts to obtain the best

results, but, at the same time, who lacks the ability to show
exactly " how."

Opinion apparently Taries from factory to factory on the

subject of education as a necessary quality in a fore-

man. Some managers hold that education is unnecessary

as long as the foreman has a thorough knowledge of his

trade and possesses executive ability. Others maintain that

education is highly important—in fact, is essential in a

foreman.

However, most progressive managers, to the writer's

knowledge, hold to the former view. That is to say, these

managers do not believe that education of a high order is

essential to an organiser. Theory alone would not, of course,

make a good foreman. S( ime of the best of this class are

men who have lieen right through the shops from apprentice-

ship, who have attended evening classes at technical schools,

and who are wide readers and students of manufacturing

processes and industrial economics.

Foremen, along with works managers, are rapidly

becoming more clearly defined—in fact, industrial adminis-

tration is going to be a definite profession. Some day this

will he attained, with degrees and diplomas from an

institute formed for the purpose of training organisers on

scientific lines, and combining, in their proper proportions,

theory and practice.

POWER FACTOR FROM THE BUSINESS
MAN'S POINT OF VIEW.

By C. TURNBULL.

Introduction :—The importance of power factor to the

commercial welfare of electricity undertakings can hardly

be over-estimated. Engineers are now coming to the

conclusion that low-power-factor energy must be charged

for at a higher rate than the energy taken at unity power

factor. The difficulty in doing this is that, so far, it haa

been found very difficult to explain the meaning of the

phrase " power factor" to consumers whose training is of a

commercial nature. If one cannot explain it to the con-

sumer, it becuiues almost impossible to charge him for it.

Engineers have frequently tried to explain it from a

technical point of view, but thiy usually leave the con-

sumer in a hopeless fog, with his mind firmly made up

that he will not pay for anything so elusive as wattless

current.

In the following article an attempt is made to explain

power factor from the business man's point of view. If

this method makes it possible to charge consumers for the

waste of energy and money involved by low power factor,

its inclusion in the columns of the Ec.ectkical Review
will be justified.

Power I-'autou Explained (lo.MMKRCiAr,i.v.

If a man were to draw £180 from the bank, and then

immediately afterwards return L';iO, he would be debited

with £100. In that respect he would stand in the books

just as if he had drawn £1(10 in the first case, but he would

have caused unich unnecessary work, and would be a

nuisance.
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Now certain electric motors act like the undesirable

bank customer. Instead of drawing their current from the

wains, to convert it right away into useful work, during

part of a revolution they draw more current than they need,

and return the surplus to the mains during the other part

of the revolution.

Thus certain 100-h.p. motors will take 130 h.p. for part

of the time, but instead of using the extra 30 h.p., like the

undesirable bank customer, they keep putting it back into

the mains immediately afterwards.

The effect, therefore, is that the mains must have

sufficient capacity to deal with the additional 30 h.p. which

oscillates to and fro between them and the motor, in

addition to the 100 h.p. actually required, making a mains

capacity of 130 h.p. altogether.

An ordinary measuring instrument, in fact, shows a

consumption of 130 h.p., but a specially-designed instru-

ment discloses the fact that 30 h.p. is what may be called

an oscillating power ; that is, instead of being used, it

passes into the motor for a short time, and immediately

afterwards passes from the motor back again into the mains.

It is, in fact, like the £30 which the man drew from the

bank in excess of his requirements, but which he imme-
diately returned.

The banks have recognised that such transactions should

not pass without charge. The man who pays, say,

£10,000 into the bank, and draws out £11,000 by

numerous cheques, leaving an overdraft of £1,000, pays

more bank charges than the man who gets a clean over-

draft of £1,000. In short, a bank customer pays on his

turnover, and not merely on the balance.

Suppliers of electricity have found out that they must
follow the precedent set by the bankers. If two consumers
liave lOO-H.p. motors, and if the motor of one takes a clean

100 H.p. from the mains, while that of the other takes an

additional 30 h.p., which it immediately returns to the

mains, then the first one must have a lower rate than the

second.

For the imperfect type of motor the electricity works
must lay down, in some cases, hundreds of thousands of

pounds'worth of plant which produces no useful effect, but

which is merely occupied in dealing with the useless power

which oscillates to and fro from the mains to the motors, and

back again from the motors to the mains.

To this explanation we may add some technical terms,

which consumers will find useful.

The power factor of a motor is the correction which must

be applied to give its real power. Thus in the case of the

motor which takes 100 h.p. from the mains without any

oscillating power at all, the power factor is 100 per cent.

All the power is used.

Where the motor takes 130 h.p. from the mains, while it

returns :!0 h.p. back again as an oscillating power, the

power factor is 77 per cent. The reason for this is that if

we take 77 percent, of the apparent power, namely, 130 h.p.,

we get 100 H.P., which is the real power which the motor

absorbs from the mains.

Turning to our analogy, if a bank customer continually

presented cheques for sums of £130 at a time, and imme-

diately returned £30 before leaving the bank counter, he

might be called a 77 per cent, man, because he only took

out 77 per cent, of the money indicated on his cheque.

Users of electric motors may naturally ask if they

cannot get motors which will use the energy directly

without developing an oscillating current. The answer to

this is not only that such motors can be got, but that the

imperfect type of motor can be corrected so that it will

work without oscillating currents. While these improve-

ments cost money, they bring about a great saving in the

cost of supply, which is naturally beneficial to users of

electric motors.

These facts haye been set out to enlist the sympathies

of consumers in the problem, and to get their help to reduce

the cost of energy. If the supply authorities have to deal

with motors which, as many do, return to the mains as much
as half the current which they take, then the plant which

supplies the current must cost something like double the

money that it would cost if the motors were efficient.

Efficient motors mean economy in supply, and that means,

what everyone wants

—

cheap enepgy.

GAS TURBINE DEVELOPMENT.

Thu (levelopnient of aoQ efficient commercial gas turbine is a
proDlem ot much interest. In his contnbutiou to a recent
aiscussion at the Institution of Electrical Engmeers on the
use of producer and blast furnace gases tor power production,

Mr. i^yiun mentioned experiments that had been carried out
in Germany on the Holzwarth gas turbine since 1914. \\c
are now able in what follows to give further details of thesi'

investigations.

Shortly before the outbreak of war tests were commenced on
a 1,000-u.p. vertical gas turbine built by Messrs. Thyssen and
Co., at Miilheim, Ruhr. The tests were discontinued during
the war, but recouimeuced in 191.S. The Thyssen turbine does
not differ in external appearance from the machine previously
built at Mannheim, but differs from it m several particulars

of design. The tests aimed at the evolution of a simple and
effective gas turbine capable of being manufactured in large

units, but with a lower cost of production than the steam
turbine, including its steam-raising plant,

."According to the Journal of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, in which is abstracted Hans Holz-
warth's article on the subject published in the Zeitschrift

des Vereines deufsclier Ingrnicure, higher charge and explo-
sion pressures were adopted to increa.st- the output per ciibii-

unit of chamber capacity and the thermal efficiency. The
average explosion pre.s.'iure for continuous operation was rai.'^d

from 12 to 14 atmos. abs., compared with .5 to ti in the Mann-
heim machine. Holzwarth thinks it possible to raise this

figure still higher by increasing the charge pressure above
'2.3 atmos. abs. Curve 1 shows the thermal efficiency (pro-

ducer gas of 500 kg.-cal. per cu. in.; temp, of mixture, 77
deg. C), and cune 2 the specific output of the Holzwarth
gas turbine (assumed to be free from losses) as a function
of the charge pressure previous to the explosion.
The combustion period of the gas turbine is now 0.1 sec

compared with 0.33 sec. for large 90 r.p.m. gas engines and
0.02 sec. for 1,500 r.p.m. aero engines. Fundamentally there
is nothing to prevent reducing the expansion period still more,
but it nould involve an increase of the nozzle cross section,
which in turn would lead to an increa.se in blade length and
in flow resistance.

Decreasing the ])eri()d of expansion increases the pressure
on the blades, and the jet in explosion turbines, unlike a

steam jet, acts intermittently for short periods, and is of

the character of a blow. Because of this new blade shapes

and fastenings had to l)e develoi)ei] to with.stand the added

stresses. The blade caps, blades, and blade roots were de-

signed in one piece, as in the De Laval steam turbine, which
design has given satisfactory results.

w
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and Bssuies, electric steel apix;ai-s to be capable of withstand-
ing wear and is also resi.stant against surface corrosion and
erosion, provided, iiowever, no substantial amounts of wet
steam or water are present in the gases of combustion. The
chief difficulty in gas turbines is caused bj" deterioration of

the blades and wheels owing to the high temperature neces-

sary, 600 deg. C. and over, and metals used must be reason-

ably indifferent to changes of temi)erature and the action

of the gas. Kgures j-elatuig to other te.sts made in Germany
on alloys foi- the same purpose are given in the Mining
JouriHil. and it is .sliown that tlie material which is considered

to liave the liest pro.spccts for use on a large scale in the

construction of gas turbines is a nickel-chrome steel (74 per

qent. Fe. '20 ix-r cent. Or, 6 per cent. Ni, 0.3 per cent,

carbon). At GOO deg. C. its strength was 47 kilos., with 19

per cent, ductility, and an elastic limit of 16 kilos.; at 700

deg. C. the .strength was 24 kilos, and the ductility 7 per

cent. : and in an air bath at 700 deg. C. the surface remained
free from scale.

With regard to nozzle shapes, on the whole it was found

that .steam turbine experience applied within reason to the

design of gas turbines. Thorough tests on nozzles showed
the De Laval type to be .satisfactory, provided the angle of

are shown in Table II. In the present tests all the combustion
chambers were in operation, but in futm'e the governor gear
is to be arranged to cut out certain combustion chambers,
th'hs increasing the efficiency on pai'tial loads. Fig. 3 shows the
efficiency as measured at the wheel iseriphery, and fig. 4 the
heat supphed, as a function of the power output at the wheel,
to the turbine per hour. The work consumed in compressing
the bla,st air and g^s imounted to b.l per <-ent. of the exhaust
heat, so that the power consumption for the blowers can be
well taken care of by exhaust heat.

(las turbines of the horizontal type 'ap'pear to be preferable
in sevei'al ways; working parts are more accessible, and the
generator can be kept separate, and it is intended in the
future to build only this type.

TABLE I.
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attachment. If that was dono, the maintenance costs would

soi5n wipe out the saving on the twin flexible, which was
only 40 jjer cent, on a, small sum. The author propo.sed that

the supply from house to house of a group should be made
by means of bare overhead wires. There, too, the initial

saving would be wiped out by subsequent troubles in main-
tenance. Where telephone \Aires were wanted, bare telephone

wires and bare electric wires did not go together. The author's

suggestion that a group of houses .should be taken, and a
cdninioii charge made on the occupiers, would be quite un-

workable, when a number of people .shared one meter, even
in one firju. there was everlasting trouble in linding out where
there had been excessive use of current.

Mr. W. WR.4ITH (I>eedsj remarked that the idea of havuig
these group-s of houses was a vexy economical one, and ought
to be applied. He did not agree that an extra charge should

be made for small domestic apparatus. The electric iron

and anything of that sort usually took only a very small

current. Electric heating was not as cheap as tiers were now.
In his office he had an electric radiator which in the winter
took two kilowatts to keep the room faiidy comfortable the

whole day. The cost at the old price, id., was 8d. for the

day, whereas a bucket-full of coal at 8d. lasted them two
days.

Mr. W. H. Brown (Shipley) was dubious as to the desir-

ability of the lightly insulated neutral wire, particularly if

one came acrof>s damp cellars or anything of that sort. It

was liable to lead to all sorts of trouble. The voltage of the

iaeutral was not usually much above earth potential, but he
had found tliat in the case of a fault coming on, under certain

circum-stances, there might be a very considerable increase of

potential between earth and the neutral wire. Having one
meter for a number of houses might be found quite suitable

in the majority of cases. He gave a copy of the paper to

one of his workmen, and asked him to talk the matter over
with his wdfe; she thought this electrically-equipped house
would be a fine thing if it could only be done ; but she said

that the gentleman who wrote the paper had entirely for-

gotten about the washing day. They wanted as much hot
water then as they did for the rest of the week. The woman
was also up against the idea of having " this chemical busi-

ness," as she called it—the nitrate of soda and that sort of

thing—when the kiddies were about. The question of cost

came in. Who was to provide this electrical tackle?

Mr. Davidson (Leeds) said the cost of wiring with twin
wu'es for a heating plug was given as about 18s. ; the cost

of a moderately good combined switch plug to-day, without
any wiring or anything else, was in the region of 18s. Only
a few days before, he had to cost up .500 houses on one estate.

Those houses were to be wdred in screwed tube, with O.M..\.

cable, complete with opal shades and lamps, and the prices

as thev worked out were : For a seven-light house, lighting

only, i"32 5s. ; 8 lights, f 2.5 10s. ; 8 lights in blwks of four,

±'29 10s. per house. The variation in those prices was due
to the cost of interconnecting mains. The supply authority

proposed to put in one service for each pair of houses, and
one .service for blocks of four, and it was suggested to inter-

connect inside by 7/16 mains. Those were the lowe.st prices

at which the work couid be carried out. Cleat wiring he
did not agree with at all; after the houses had been occupied

a week, the wires in the kitchen would be used for hanging
up the clothes, and the cost in repairs would be very heavy.

The lamps should be fairly high, and probably in the living

room should be .suspended by a tube rather tiian a flexible

cord. It was desirable that there should be a separate meter
for each house; it would encourage people to use special

apparatus such as washing machines, irons, and .so. on. if they

could afford them.* It was also very desirable to ])ut in a very

good type of switch, and that switch should be earthefl. The
average cost of a house was in the region of ±1,000, and if ±20
to ±'2.5 of that was spent on electric lighting it was a very low
figure. The cost of an oven with hot plates suitable for the

Yorkshire wife was con.siderably higher than the cost of the

chimneys in the house, which the author gave as ±2-).

Mr. In.nes (Leeds) asked what the author took as the cost

—the net cost t» the contractor, or the co.st to the builder?

—

Mr. Milne rephed that the cost was the price that the con-

tractor would charge, and provided for his establishment
charges and profit, for W'hich a provision of 20 per cent,

was made. Mr. Innes observed that dealing with it from
that point of view, in clo.se-joint conduit with continuity

fittings, he did not think the author would to-day be able

to do it at anything approaching the cost he had given. His
firm was carrying out work at some of those hou.'^es. for

which the cost was given at 29s.. including lamps and fittiiiL-s.

It worked out at that without lamps and shades, and only the

cost to themselves. His firm had carried out a good deal

of clejit wiring for the Office of Works, but were not satisfied

with it: the Corporation would not allow it e.xcept as a tem-
porary expedient, .\fter it had been done for a short time
they found the wires sagging in all directions. They could
con.siderably cheapen the wiring by the use of a combined
switch and ceiling rose; it would practically do away with
inspection fittings and tees, which were to-day co.sting more
than .50 per cent, of the cost of the tubing. As regarded the
special flexible, the total saving was not a very serious item
to put' against the danger which would come about throu'ih

eareles,s workmen putting thinly insulated flexibles on the
live side, or by the owners themselves tinkering with tb*

wiriug. .\s regarded working in conjunction with the archi-
tects and builders, it certainly .sliould be done in every ca.se,

Ijut it was not, because they often came on to the job very
much too late. With rcg;u'd to .service, in a block one service
was quite sufficient as a general rule, in a central position.
He did not think the running of overhead mains between the
blocks could bo recommended. In many cases they could
dispense with meters where lighting only was required. Two
meters ought not to be iiecessaiy, if some system of charging
like the rateable value sy.stem was adopted, he thought it

was certainly the best system. ITiere was a big future for
electric cookmg, once they could educate the public to know
that they could .save actually on the food alone in cooking;
but the people they had to educate in the first instajice were
those who had the money to pay for the apparatus.
The ijeople who were building the ai'tisans' dw-elhngs would
not be ju.stified in going to the expense of putting electric
cooking apparatus in. Electric washers were very expensive,
but no one who had used one would be without one. With
regard to heating by electricity, the present type of radiator
got hot within a minute, and he did not think they could
expect anything quicker than that. For continuous heating
it might be more exi)ensive than gas, but for rooms only
used for short periods, he did not think there was any ques-
tion about its being economical, provided they could educat-e
the people into using it in the proper way. He agreed that
the best way of getting a hot water supply would be by a
sej>arately fired boiler, with anthracite or coke, which was
the most economical method they could find, and would
probably solve the problem of getting plenty of hot water
on washing day, as well. The experience he had had of the
theimal storage system so far was unsatisfactoiw. For linen
cupboards a small, low-temperature heater taking about 1(K»

watts was fairly economical. The people they had to educate
to the use of electricity first were those who had the
money to spen.d on the appai-atus, and they were educating
them in that direction with vei-y little trouble, for those elec-
'tric helps did away with the dependence on servants, and
people were becoming more and more converted to their use.

ilr. H. Moss (Bradford) could not see how a house could
be wu-ed at ±14 in close-joint tubes with continuity fittings.
Overhead mams were highly satisfactory for distribution from
house to house when blocks of buildings were being put up
together; and it was far cheaper than running supply mains
thi-ough basements in a row of houses. He had been con-
nected with installations where they had adopted overhead
mains, cheapening the cost considerably. The wires could
be put out of the way by running on the backs of the houses,
and would be far more out of sight than if run along the
chimneys. In a case he had in mind there were telephone
wires; there had been an electric supply for the last ten
years, and he had never heard yet of any difliculty arising
through the telephone wires coming in contact •s\ith the
lighting wires. Every customer should pay for what he used,
and must have a meter. There were numbers of consumers
who w-ould buy these meters outright rather than pay the
rental year after year. In the paper the use of all kinds of
electric apparatus ^\-as advocated : they would have to have
separate meters and let those inxiple who used electric radiators
and irons pay for what they u.sed. When the author came
to suggest that a 9-light in.stallation could be put in for ±7,
an average cost of IGs. 9d. per light, and that radiator plugs
should be put in for 18s. ijer point, he thought it was im-
possible to put in wiring that would pass any regulations for
that figure. ±5 per plug was a common price to-day for

radiator plugs in houses, and he did not see how they were
going to reduce that price. The smallest radiator it was safe

to wire for was a two-unit. They must have cables to suit, a
switch of ample capacity, a suitable plug, and separate fuses.

It would be a long time before they got electricity adopted
universally for heating and cooking in artisans' dwelling.s.

Mr. Adams observed that gas or electricity had to be put
in; the electric installation would be more expensive, but
the cost of the gas installation should be taken off that. With
regard to co-oiieration with the architects in building, if they
would put wood plugs in and make the runs properly they
would considerably reduce the cost in tubing, and tubing
would quite ea.sily be put in if all the runs were made out.

.\s regarded the leading-in wires, the overhead proposal had
great weaknes.<es in the way of faults and leakace. Would
not it be better to have .some system of block wiring, similar

to that which the Post Office used at the present time in a
large building? The .sunply was brought up to a pot head
outside and liranched off to the various offices. A flat rate

would undoubtedly lead to <'xtravagance. If ±''.5 would '"

saved by not making chimneys, an electric installation could

be put in for that, therefore why economise on the installa-

tion? If thr'y put electric installations in wjjich apivjared

to be cieaji but were not chean. and did not last, they would
do hai-m to the electrical trade.

Mr. PicKERsciiLL (Cleckheaton) said the Council at Cleck-

heaton '^xpected to put up 300 hou.ses on the garden city

plan. The question of wiring the houses and how the service

was to he run was rather a moot point. Going in from the

chimney points did not seers to him to be feasible so for

as their area was concerned, owing to the sulnhur and acids

in the air which came up from the dyeworks. The wire,s

would soon be corroded.- One man quoted him ±5 a light

to do about 40 lights in a motor garage. He 8*t it done -fpr
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3-2p. per light, twiu Icid-t-overed wire, and a good job too.

Five years ago thev could wire lor £1 a light. They were

coming now and wanting I'H a light. They all knew the

cost ot material had gone up, but it had not gone up as much
as the wages and the drop in the amount of work done tor

the money. Until they could get the workman to do more

work in the time, now that he had got hLs hours lowered,

thev could not reduce the cost.
, .

, , ,

Air. Reip (Morlev) .said he was connected with the housing

scheme at Morlev.' and he would like to point out that the

most imixirtant question had not Iwen touched upon at all

in that di.H-ussion. The Hou.sing Comiuis-sioner was the mo.st

extraordinarv barrier to progress. He tound that they had

got gas in for £V1 for a seven-ixiint installation. I nle.ss an

electric installation was going to comi>ete with that, he thought

It would be almast hopeless to induce the Hou.sing Commis-

sioner to accept it at all. He would propo.^e to bring the

wires to the eave.s of the buildings, which were mostly about

1.5 ft. in. from the floor level, and then lead them down

to the hrst-Hoor level, and take them below the ceiling level

through the wall, put the replacement fuses there and the

meter, and from there take the -wires through the under-

drawing, and for the ground floor drop ceiling roses at the

various points required. The other points on the hrst flcHjr.

for the bedrooms, might be on the wall sides like gas brackets,

and the only switches in the building would be the replace-

ment fuses and a switch at each lampholder or the ordinary

kev switch. Some years ago he installed lamps with cord

attachments to operate them from the ceiling ro^e. and they

proved a complete failure, even with rod attachments. For

the bedroom lights there might be. in place of the key switch

ordinary light dimmers or resistances with the combined

swit<'h arrangement mounted on the wall-liracket base or on a

common plug, which would reduce the cost considerably. Re-

garding the cost of doing away with chimneys, he did not

agree with the author. The average arti.^an was educated to

use the ordinarv grate and get plenty of hot water from the

ordinarv fire and set pot. Regarding gas-heated geysers, three

of them were in.stalled at a hospital in Morley. and they were

never .satisfactory. With regard to cooking apparatu.s. he did

not think those would come in, although lie had installed

quite a number some twelve years ago at Calcutta, anurngst

a comniunitv educated to the use of electvicitv. They were

not of the artisan tyi>e. and they proved quite a success.

Open cleat wiring was also a succe-ss. and' if they could install

that in a nlace like Calcutta where the climate was very

damp and the walls got damp, it should suit any other climate.

There were practically no fires from cleat wiring: they used

to use cleat wiring and tapeless cable manufactured by the

General Electric Co.. and they all proved quite successful.

Mr. Jessop (Bradford) said with regard to the author's

suggestion to use switches and ceiling roses combined, or

fixed together, he had fixed thousands of them in factories,

and had some thousands under maintenance at the present

time; he found that those switches would last four or five

vears without any maintenance. That was the usual Wads-
worth Tucker fish-tail type with a couple of chains attached.

In addition, he liked to put an additional chain on to hold

the weight ot the lamp, and he did not see any obiection to

using that in an artisan's dwelling. The artisan had been

accustomed to going to the gas and turning on a tap. Re-

lieve him of the match, but give him the tap. and he thought

they would make a good job there. With regard to colla-

borating with the architect, he thought if they did that, con-

tractors would find that it would cost them more, because the

architect would put a cimdition in the contract that as the

building was going along they woidd have to send a man
to put in the plugs for the switches. If he put it on to the

builder, the builder was going to charge an exorbitant price.

becau.se in turn he had to turn it over to his bricklayer and

leave him to mea.<;ure out the exact nosition and put it in.

I hey had had to do it for some architects, and had to have

a man on the job watching the bricklayer. With regard to

metering, there was one sy.steni that had not been dealt with

—the lighting of these arti.snns' dwellings from A.f. supply,

using a conden,=er for limiting the current. He had had
opportunities of inspectmg some houses which had been done
on that system, and with a charge of 6d. per week the com-
pany supplying electricity made a profit. The house had five

or six lights, with -ifl-r.p. lamps in the living rooms and .30-c.r.

in the bedrooms, which he thought was equal to what they

got with the ordinary incandescent ga-s. In those houses they

had a considerable saving in the charges for meters. He had
asked one of the ladies resident in the houses, an ordinary

workingmnn's house, if she was satisfied with the light, be-

cause he thotight a .50-c.r. lamp would not be sufficient. She
said that she was quite satisfied, and preferred the light far

above gas. Tbe wiring for that could be done almost entireb

with single wiring, simply running a smgle wire m series

round the whole of the house. Instead of being switched out

the lights were short-circuited. They could nut in a good

quality wire, and certainly the co.=t of seven lights including

a condenser, reasonable shades, and lamps, would not come
to over i'lOlOs. for a seven-light installation. For D.c. supph
he did not see why a reasonable current limiter should not
be used instead of a meter, that would limit the supply, say,

to two 50-c.P. or one 50-c.P. and two 2o-c.p. lamps.

ilr. Firth 'Dewsburyi supported the two speakers who
had mentioned the question of camparlEon of coBts with gas

and the question of the Health Commissioner or Building
Commissioner. In Dewsbury there were probably two hun-
dred houses to be built, and they had come on the scene after
the prices had been fixed. They had to compete against
l"2s. Bd. per ix)int for gas. The lowest figure came out at about
•2os. per light.

Replying to the discussion, Mr. Milne agreed that gas was
more economical than electricity for heating, but he did not
think the question of economy in running cost was of any
impoitance whatever as regarded the heating of such rooms
as bedrixims, whei^e the heating would ixjssibly be used for

one night in the year. He did not think that they could
advocate the electrical heating of rooms that were in constant
use. The important iioint was that if they used gas they
must have flues, and practically did not save anything at all

on their building, and they had to provide gas .stoves lor

the bedrcMJius. An electric stove could be carted in when it

was wanted, hired from the landlord, and fixed without any
noise or fuss at all. They could not do that with a gas stove.

it must be permanently fixed and bought and paid for by
the landlord. He did not think the maintenance would be
at all heavy if the scheme was carried out in its complete
form, for the reason that none of the wiring was within hand-
reach, and if a <.-leat wire was run along a ceiling it was not
going to be touched except maliciously. Of all the small
economies that he had suggested, the one that effected the.

largest saving was the doing-away with the switch drops.

That saved an enormous amount of labour. They should
.siiend money in the factory, and not on the job. One or
two speakers had suggested that the thing was not safe.

Experience was against that. He could not find that any
speaker had ever brought forward at any of the meetings
they had had a suggestion that a fire had been coincident
with the development of a fault on a system, and surely that

must have happened if the want of insulation on the neutral
side was a danger. In nine installations out of ten the
insulation on the neutral side of a three-wire distribution was
practically nil. and when they had to put a neutral side on
to an outer, they blew fuses time after time, .\rtisan dwel-
lings had no cellars at all. Those who had had experience
of overhead systems in ^•illages did not find that their bare
services were a heavy cost for maintenance. In .some cases

it might be advi.sable to run under the eaves and not on the.

chimneys, and, indeed, in some cases to run through the false

roofs of the houses. Elach case would have to be dealt with
on its own merits. If they lixiked at the figures which he
had suggested for hot water they would find that very fair

provision was made for ordinary wa.-ihing. When he started

his paper he thought that the electrical heating of water was
not a commercial projwsition at all. He was astonished to

find that the electrical heating of hot water was cheaper than
a separately-run anthracite .stove for a .small house, and al.so

cheaper than a gas gey.ser if they provided a pilot burner.
If they cut out the pilot burner it was not. but then thev
had not got anything like the facilities. If one made a
comparison between the two. they must make it with a gas

geyser fitted with a pilot burner, and he had found to his

astonishment that the gas-heated geyser was dearer than an

electrical heater. This subject of heating water merited
very much greater consideration than had been given to it at

present. The figure of 18s. per point for w;iring plug points

was perfectly sound for the time at which it was given—last

autumn. It had to go up because wages had risen, and
material had risen a little. It was based on the twin wiie

that he was .suggesting. It would cost a bit more if it was
run in a tube or casing or even lead-covered wire. He had
allowed for .a bed-room, which was a very .small room, 1 KW.

;

and in the .MuUery, where cooking might go on. 2 KW., and
taking the average price all round, it worked out at 18s. per

IKiint. providing "20 jier cent, for contractors' establishment

charges and profit. He did not include in that price the

control apparatus of the stove. The prices given for the cost

of screwed tube were considerably above his figures. They
pointed to the importance of introducing some cheaper form

of wiring if they were goina to get this work at all. If they

had to charge anything like f'22 to £'29 for wiring an artisan

dwelling to-day for lighting onlv. they would not get it.

The landlord, it seemed to him. should bear the cost of cook-

ing apparatus, just as he bore the cost of a coal range, if a

range was put into the house. He had found in village sup-

plies for which he was responsible that in some cases where

a fixed charge was being made there had been gross extrava-

gance. That sort of thing would have to be stopped. The
system he propo.sed was not going to be unsightly; the wire

was about half the diameter of a pencil, run on small cleats

dose np to the ceiling. It would be verv inconspicuous indeed,

and distempering would not do an\ harm The figure civen

bv Mr Reid of the cost of the aas installation of seven licht.,

at l-2s. per light showed that if they adopted one of those

cheap forms they could cut under that price easily. Of that

he was convinced. The proposition they wanted to put for-

ward was this ; that they could provide the whole advantage^

of an electrically-eauipixrd house, and sjive money on the job.

They could co^er the whole cost of their electrical iustallntion

by the saving which they effected in the buildincs. When
thev came to 1.000 or 500 houses of the same pattern, it was

worth their while to go carefullv into the plan with the

architect and fix the positions in which they wanted their

fixing blocks.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQ5 AND PLANT.

are invited to submU particulars of new or improved dsrices and apparatus, which will be publiihed

if considered of sufficient interest.

The " Ibsco " Battery Steamer and Still.

A simple combined pure water condensing .still and genera-

tor for .steaming the interior of pitch-sealed accumulators

preliminary to o]iening them out for inspection ha.s recently

been introduced by the Bailev-Dr.ake Co.. of 1,120, South

Michigan Avenue. Chicago. U.S.A. The now large and aliiiost

universal use of electrically-started and lighted motor vehicles

indicates that there is a corresponding scope for apparatus

(if this kind, at least in garages where motor vehicles are

.stoicd and maintained in running order.

at a speed of 3,000 b.p.m., and is directly connected with a
1,000-KW., 3.000-volt, three-phase, 30-cycle alternator. The
power factor is .H, and the alternator will maintain a

ij per cent, overload for two hours without exces-sive heating.

The conductor insulating tubes are of micanitc moulded on
to the coil. The complete coil i.s pu.shed through the slots

fiom one end. and for this purpose one end of the con is

left straight. To prevent ,any movement of the conductors
or coils heavy metal clamps with spacing blocks are placed

round the windings. The rotor is one solid forging which
gi\es it great mechanical strength. The rotor winding is

Fig. 1.

—

The "Ibsco ' Battery Steamer anh Still. liG i— " Remca " P.atent Electric Eiveter.

As will be seen from the accompanying illustration (fig. 1)

the apparatus consists of a cast-metal base for a Bunsen gas
ur other burner, a generator. IS in. by 10 in., with taps and
pipes tjr leading into the vent plug holes of the respective

cells for softening the pitch prepai'atory to exposing the

plates, and .superimposed under a cover a coil-still made up
of 5 ft. of i in. soft copper tube, the combined generator and
still being '21 in. high. The details are of 14 gauge .seamless

spun aluminium and brass. .\ low-pres.sure safety valve and
level gauge glass are fitted, and provision made for hand
feeding the generator by connecting it up to a service supply.
There is also a load from the still as an outlet for the dis-

tilled .steam-water into a gla.ss vessel. The weight of the
apparatus ranges from 8 to VI lb. Four varieties are made,
viz.. with combined steamer and still as illustrated. ('2) auto-

matic steamer without still, l-i) steancer and still not auto-
matic, and (II the steamer only.

A Patent Electric Riveter.

The advantages possessed by the electric riveter over the
pneumatic and hydraulic types are many and varied .A.mong
them may be mentioned the absence of auxiliary apparatus,
and the small power consumption leading to reduced costs.

The Mada E.ngixeering Co.. Ltd.. 1-3. Bevington Hill, Liver-
pool, are the makers of the " Remca." a very compact and
efficient riveting machine shown in (ig. 2. Referring to

the illustration, a is a magnet with a plunger b attached to the
end of which are .side plates bearing three rollers. When
the circuit switch is closed the plunger ik attracted into the
magnet, and the rollers are drawn back along a slide c. and
the top roller forces a cast steel lever upwards, causing it

to rotate about a pin k. The opposite end of the lever pushes
down the riveting ram v. to which is attached the top die
for forming the rivet head. When the power is .switched off

the moving parts are returned to their origmal position hv
means of springs Tests have shown that a |-m. iron rivet
can be snapped up with a current of 16 amps, at -230 volts
D.c. in 3 seconds. This means that one B.O.T. unit is suffi-

cient for 3(X) of such rivets.

A G.E.C. Turbine drii en ^iternatcr

.\mon« the plant installed at the Berthlwyd Collierv,
Gowerton. by the General Electric Co.. Ltd., was the new
turbincdriveu alternator shown in Ug. il. The turbine runa

made up of coils which are completely shaped before they
are embedded in slots milled out of the solid drum. The
turbine, of compact design, is of the impulse type, and the

FlO. 3.—G.E.I. . irK.HI.VK-DltlNKN .Vl.Ti:n\ATOK.

exhaust .steam is dealt with by a Cole. Maivhent i Morlev
condenser The circulating and air pumps are driven by a
3,000-volt, 50-cycle, 3-phase " Witton " motor of 55 b.h.p.

A New Squirrel-cage Rotor.

Referring to the description of their new rotor in own issue

of May 14th, Messrs. Higgs Brothers write pointing out that
they left the address there given some years ago : the correct

address is Sand Fit« and Sammar Hill Street, Biroiiogliam.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled expressly [ur thi.s juunuii by Messrs. Sf.fi nN-JuNEs, O'Dei.l am
Stephens, Charlcred' Patent Agcnlsi 285, High Holboin, Lon.Jon, W.C. I.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
1 ho iiumbcis in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

13,487. " EIe<-tric distributing sy.stems." F. .A. Ross. May 17th. -

13.490. ".Variable electrical resistance." W. Mann. May 17th.

13.491. " Electric motor controlling switchgear." C. C. Gakkakh. M.
Solomon, and W. Wilson. May 17th.

13.516. " Protective (uses tor electric circuits." K. \V. I'ren. Mayl7lh.
13.517. " Means for detecting and indicating <U'lecli\e sparking plugs." .S.

L. Varvel. May 17th.

13.518. "Electric switches, &c." B. H. Lessor and A. Rimjulle S: Cr,.

May 17th.

13,5.38. "Thermionic devices." Westi kn KLEcrRic Co. Mas 17tli. (United
States. November 1st, 1916.)

13.,M2. " .Spark plugs." J. Uaktha and A. E. I.',lassman. May 17th.

13.572. " Electrodes." Chile E.\rLOKATloN Co. Mav 17th. (United States,

January 21st.)

13,.587. "Means (,„ .nnplifv in:; sounds of receivers or transmitters of tele-

phones." K. H. i;.iiii'H iiK. M.,1 17th.

13,602. "Storage ,n.| ,„,,|,h ,,( electrical cnergv." F. P. H.\8ICIIT. Mav
17th. (Switzerland. May ITili, I'll!).)

13,622. " Operating-handles of electrical resistance boards, switchboards,
&c." F. V. Breeden and Hocklf.v Chemical Co. May 18lh.

13,645. " Selecting devices- for automatic telephone- svstems." [. I-.

COLLVER, E. A. PetITHORV nnri Sn Ml v.s Re..s. S . o. Mris ISth

13.670. " Manufacture ol innmn,." 11 j|i,,k,mns. M,.v ISlh. (F'-m...
September 29th, 1919.)

13.671. "Manufacture of .|.,!,h i. i.lniny n,.,l. i .., I

"
II Hikkmass-

May 18th. (France, November 7th. iniO.j

13.672. "Electric insulating material and manul:iclur.- ol same." 11.

Herrmann. May 18th. (France, November 8th, 1919.1

13.673. "Electrical colleri„r= ronimu: itnrs X'C." H. Heurmvnn. M.iv
18th. iFrance. October 2nih, I'lVi i

13.674. " Eleclrienl eclle, i..; ,>. ,,i',:.,^, Sc., anil manulaclur.- of s.ime."
H. Herrmvss. M,n> 18lh ,. .

,
I- I.Mi.iry 27th.)

13.675. "11.1,1, Iiu;hli.i; in! ,11 iliuns." BRITISH THOMSON-Hm>STON Co.
(General EL. :,,. i .. i M ,, Is, I,

13,692. " \|.,. ,1 ,..,-
1 jnl.iinrt voltage of dvnamo-electric machines."

A. J. JuLiis. \I.iv iMh il ,.„.., April 30th, 19184
13,694. " lli^!. I. r....ii .1 II. deposifing-plantS." SlEMENS-.ScHUCKERT\VERKE.

May 18th. K.i.n im. M ml. :;1-l. 1916.)

13,700. " Fl..iii.-n,,,i;". II. .«iTeh..s." Ir.R*(Nic Electric Co: (Cutlci-
H.immer Manul.neturing to.). May 18th.

13,714. " M^ihod of generation of clectricilv from water turbines" (" V
Lahth. May 18th.

13.721, "FUirle faucets" H, K. Clover. May 18th..

l:'7::s 'l|,,,.i, ,i plu-j." J. A. r,-h,ek. .May'lOth.'
l-'-'tl " '''

'I ni. ,..111111- in.t,i,i,..,n's." a' Monkhol-se. May 19th.
I'.'-'.t " M. iiiv l.„- imhing ,1. .In, ,lv to the soil for agricultural pur-

poses." \V. Bean. May Ipth.

13.766. " .Sound indicator for protecting users of non-luminous electric heat-
ing appliances." G. H. Lofts. May 19th.

13.767. " Electrically-heated articles." G. H. Lofts. May 19th.

13,775. " Electrolytic separation of metals." C. Langer. May 19th.

13,780. " Electrically-heated pei^forator." A. B. Campbell. May 19th.

13,784. "Starting devices for internal-combustion engines." C. Setier-
bero. May 19th. (Sweden, February 10th.)

13,793. " Magnetos." D. Y- L. Fellows. May 19th.

13,813. " Telephone e\eh;jnge svstetn." W'estern Electric Co. Mav 19lh.
(Unite.1 States. July 22nd, 1918.)

13.821. "Thermionic apparatus," F. .\. Gr.miam and W. J. Rickfis.

Thomson-Hous
Mav inth.

13.824. " Control of ele,

J. Martin. May ]9th.

13.836. " Ma.xinumi demand ronlroller and load
'

indicator for electric
power inslallntions." D. F. Campbell and C. C. Gow. May 19lh.

1.3.R:in. "C.iiiirix.n, ,. for applying metal filament to carrier in electric
Ur fl. Nahnsen Spkengestoffwerke & Co. May 19th.

(G llih. 1919.)

13.S4I. "I rank ,!,,uils for automatic. &c., telephone svst.
LF.icTLRiNo Co. May 19'h. (United' Stales, Sepi

An
b<-r 18th, 1919.)

13,861. " Incandescent gas burners, electric plow lamn ho'ders, S:c." A. C.
Jones. Messencisr & Son. and S. P. Stubbs. Mav 20th.'

13.867. " Acrumulator cases." H. R. Richardson. Mav 20lh.

13.873. "Electric contacts." J. B. TucKiR and I. H. Tucker & Co. Mav
20th.

13,895. "Automatic telephone systems." 1). A. Ciirisilin and Siemens
Bros. & Co. Mav 20th.

13.905/6. " Duplex electric welding machines," J. LrmviNKA. Mav 20th.
13,909. "Jigs for electricallv welding autoinohile bodies, &c."'j Led-

winka: Mav 20th.
.

,

s

13.912. "Transformers." J. Ledwinka. May 20th.

13.913. " .Method of electricallv welding galvani^d melal sheets, plates.
S:c." J. Ledwinka. May 20th. '

^
,

P .

13,928. " Polarised electric bell." A. Fisk. Mav 2llih

13,931. "Systems of electric control." Hk-iTisii Tii..,ms,,s-Houston Co
(General Electric Co.). May 20th.

13,934. "Telegraph and telephone systems." t. Horhx. May 20th.

13,947. " Electric switches." \V. A'. Coates and Metropolitan-Vickfus
Electrical Co. May 20th.

13,9.')5. " Electric accumulators. &c." Greenwood Si Batley. H. Leitner
and G. E. Wood. May 20th.

13.968. ".Apparatus for detecting or translating electric impulses." Rai>io
CoMMi-NicATiON Co. and J. Scott-Taggart. Mav 20th.

13.969. " Dynamo-electric m.achines." P. H.'h. Jantzen and Siemens Bros.
Dynamo Works. May 20th.

14;015. "-Electric motor car lamps, &c." E. G. SangT'INETTI. May 2Ist.

14.031. " Holder for .sparking plugs." Blrns & Co.. J. Byrne and O.
Deutsch. May 21st.

14,038. " Electric sign-,lling means." W. P. Thompson (Soc. Franraise
Radio-Electrique). May 21st.

14,043. "Wireless directional svstems." J. Robinson and R T Smith
May 21st.

14,067. " Non-conducting supports for electrical accumulator plates " H
Leitner. May 21st.

14,093. " Elet;tric Ijeater for liquids." ,E. C. R. .Marks (Longguth &
Haar). May 21st.

14.097. " Receiving electrical tindamped continuous oscillations, &c.'
Svenska Radioaktiedolacet.. May 2l5t. j-Swedcn. May 23rd. 1919.)

14,105. " Electrieal. app«
Tver & Co. May 21st.

isie.
13,760. Sli.NALLINi. IN WIKLLliSS TELEGRAnn . U. I,. d'E. Skipivorlll. 11. A.

Madge-and H. Morris.Airev. .September 27th, 1016. (Complete :,. lepte.l.

May 31sl, 1917. Patent sc.d'ed. May 31st, 1917.) (142,141.)

1918.
17.'245. H1GH-IEN.SION CONTlNtmUS C.-RRENT DYNAMO-ELECTRIC M.MI.IMS. .A.

Hoihg.r. October 2-2nd, 1917. (120,883.)

1919.
1,423. Electro-magnetic AiIpAU.vfus for Use in steering moving vehicles.

J. G. Gray. August 19th, 1919. (142,164.)
1,991- Electrical CONNECTIONS. H. Garde and C. G. Bennett. Januarv

27th, 1919. (142,175.)

2,038. Construction of magneto-electric machines. G. M. Turner. Janu-
.-iry 28th, 1919. (143,177.)

2,109. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion- engines: J. K. White
and Baynes & Partners. January 28th, 1919. (142,180.)

W.'Bucher. January 28th, 1919. (142,182.)'

2,216. DVNAMO-B.VTTERY IGNITION SYSTEM. F. H. Hockiiig and A. \V.- Pear-
son. January 29th, 1919. (142,187.)

2.253. Electrical switches. T. W. A. AtHvaler and Southern Transport
Co. January 29th, 1919, (142,^90.)

2.254. .Magnetic chucks and other magnetic holding-on devices. A. C.
.Norman .ind Southern Transport Co. January 29th, 19W. (142,191.)

2,39,",. Ignition devices for internal-combustion engines. F. A, Smith.
Januarv Ullth. 1919. (142,196.)

2.396. lost I ion devices foic internal-combustion engines. F. a. Smith.
Januarx :illih. l:ii:i lU-!,!:!; i

2,492. .s« ,i„i, 1 i. i.ili. January 31st, 1919. (142,199.)

3.047. lai.jKi- 11x11,1
1 iiM.is. liriti.sh Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co.). l-iluu.iu Tih, r.llll. (142,207.)

3,301. Electric siep-bv-siep mechanism. C. L. Walker. (142,211.)

3,724. .Apparatus for controlling the supply of limited quantities of
electric energy. M. Anninger. February 14th, 1919. (142,214.)

3,761. Attachment to the trolley of overhead electric ticams, trains

on the wire. T. Forsyth. February lath, 1919. (142,215.)

3,828. Dowel for attaching electric-bell covers, box lids, and other
SIMILAR purposes. F. E. Wallis and A. E. B. Lloyd. February 17th, 1919.

(142,217.)

3,947. Sound-wave concentrators. A. Marr. February 18th, 1919.

(142,218.)

4.216. Electric switches. J. A. Crabtree. February 20th, 1919. (142,224.)

4.217. Electric switches. J. A. Crabtree, February 20th, 1919. (142,225.)

4,488. Multiplex telegraphs. G. di L. Pestarini. -April 3rd, 1917.

(123,758.)

5,012. Switches or apparatus for controlling electric batteries. Accles

& Shelvoke and H. F. Steventon. February 28th, 1919. (142,232.)

8.084. Cooling of electric transformers and like apparatus. British

Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.). March 31st, 1919. (142,255.)

8.432. Electric switches for electrically-driven compressing apparatus.

C. Mclano (F. Borgarello). April 3rd, 1919. (142,260.)

8,751. Telephone svsiems. Relav Automatic Telephone Co., L. C. Bygrave
and T. M. Inman. .April 7th, 1919. (142.265.)

10.0.33. Polyphase electric-he.atinc furnaces. E. C. R. Marks (Armour
Fertiliser Works). April 22nd, 1919. (142,283.)

10,0116. Regenerative braking system for electricvllv-driven vehicles.,

CRANES. AND THE LIKE. K. H. O. Lubeck. April 20th, 1918. (125,988.)

10,608. Protective devices for EuECTRIc.il distribution systems. British

Thomson-Houston Co. (General Elc-clric Co.). April 29th, 1919. (142,292.)

10,769. Insulators. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.),

April 3Ulh. 1919. (142,295.)

13,663. Magnetic- cores and method of making same. B. Ames. May 29th,

1919. (142,329.)

14,068, Elecfric relays and electric relay circuits. L. B. Turner. June

4th, 1919. (142,333.)

15,047. Induction coils. F. Weniherill. June 14lh, 1919. (142,341.)

15,369. Coupling for electric cdndiiis. ok for tubes, ph'ES, shafts, or

THE LIKE. H. E. Hadwen and H. Willis. June 19th, 1919. (142,343.)

16.118. Electric he.itini-. elements. A. Selvatico. June 26th, 1919.

(142,349.)

17,14H. Arc-welding generators. H. Pollock and T. G. McKay. July 9th,

1919. (142,363.)

17,787. Protective transformer for preventing the passage of currents

OF dangerously high tension over electric-signalling circuits, a. Perego.

July 16th, 1919. (142.367.)

18.119. Method and apparatus allowing a magneto, in a state of rest, to

re utilised for starting an explosion engine. N. Herzmark. .April 2nd,

1919. (141,008.)

18.829. High-frequency electric-signalling systems. Western Electric Co.

(Western Electric Co.). July 29th, 1919. (142,.371.)

19,709. Telegraph systems. Western Electiric Co. (Western Electric Co.).

August 11th. 1919, (142,375.)

19,723. Means of* att.aching the handle for varying the point of ignition

to the interrupter in electric-ignition dynamos. Scintilla. September 13th.

1918. (132,500.)

19 725 Distributors for the high-volt.\ge current of magneto-electric

ignition machines. Scintilla. October 1st, 1918. (133,292.)

19,728. Pocket electric lamp. Nurmberger Mctall & Lackierwaarcn-fabrik

Vorm. Geb. Bing Akt. Ges. May 1st, 1915. (131,294.)

24,618. Sparking plug. G. Dubreiul and E. L. Nachon. October 8th, 1919.

(142,396.)

25.307. Bar-windings for electric m.4Chinf.s. F. Punga and H. Roos. May
4th, 1918. (133,961.)

1920.
1,216. B,tTTERV ARRANGEMENT FOR SM,\LL -ELECTRIC.VLLY-DKIVEN VEHICLES. R.

Slabv. January 22nd, 1919. (138,072.)

5.136. Electric switches. J. A. Crabtre.-. Februarv 20th, 1919. (Divided

application on 140,180.) (142.430.)

(.Sweden. May 23rd.

aifway signalHiiq." F, nd

Electrically-drivea Battleships.—The siiper-dreaf^iiought

Marylmid, the foui-th battleship of ihe XT.S. Navy to be

equipped for electrical driving, was launched at Newport
New.s, 'Va-., on March 20th last. This veissel is sister ship

to the Tennescc, launched in .\pril, and the California,

launched in November, 1919, at the Mare Island Navy Yard,

Cahfornia, and to the Nor Mcriro already in conamissitan.

All four ships are similar in size and- equipment. The Ten-

neasee was expected to be commissioned last month.
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Sr'inire states that Dr. Van H. Manning, Director of the I'.S.

Bureau of Mines, has resigned his post to take the position

of Director of Research with the American Petroleum

Institute, after 34 years' 8ervi<'e. In his letter of resigna-

tion he points out that within the last few years it has been

impo.ssible for many men to remain in Government service ;

the competition of industry is taking the highly trained men

of the scientific bureaus at salaries which the (Government

does not pay, or even approach.

Dr. Fred. G. Cottrell, Assistant Director, has been nomi-

nated by President Wilson to fill the vacancy ; his process

(based on the Lodge process) for precipitating fumes and

dust is in world-wide use, but he assigned his patents to a

non-dividend paying body, the Research Corporation, in

order to encourage scientific research.

Prof. E. F. Nichols, of Yale University, has also resigned

his post, to become the Director of Pure Science in the Nela

Research Laboratory of the National Lamp Works of the

General Electric Co., at Cleveland, U.S.A. He remarks

that " the position offers complete freedom in the choice of

research problems, and places at my unhampered disposal

such human and material resources as no university I know

of can at present afford. . . . The heightened oppor-

tunities of the new position are in everything else so

advantageous, that the offer becomes finally irresistible."

Here is matter for earnest thought. Scientific experts

are being welcomed with open arms—and purses— in the

industrial world of the United States ; the academic

profession and the Government alike are unable to make it

worth their while from any point of view to disregard the

voice of the charmer. And be it noted that Prof. Nichols

has a free hand to undertake any research in pure science

that he thinks fit. This is very significant ; it is not,

however, surprising, for the General Electric Co., U.S.A.,

has proved beyond doubt that pure scientific research pays

it handsomely. It .would, on the other hand, be exceedingly

surprising if any firm in this country adopted such a policy.

We do not say this in a fault-finding spirit ; we know only

too well that circumstances in the past have not permitted

of the adoption of so enlightened a policy. There is.

however, a certain tendency to emphasise the importance of

" industrial research " at the expense of " scientific

research," a distinction of which we do not altogether

approve ; by the former is meant research which is

obviously utilitarian, while by the latter is denoted research

without an immediate utilitarian objective, research for the

pure love of research, but oTiviously " research " which is

not scientific is not worthy of the name.

Returning from this digression, we wish to point out

that in this country also scientific men are leaving the

employment of the Government and of teaching institutions

for appointments in connection with industry. This is an

excellent thing for industry at the moment ; but it is a

very serious matter for our scientific institutions in the

present, and for industry in the near future. The teaching

profession, always underpaid in this country in normal

times, and now absolutely starved, is in danger of losing

[737]
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its a'ientific staff, and the students, who were never nearly

so numerous as now, are in danger of being left without

competent instructors. What that means to industry is only

too plain.

Here again we have to face new conditions, brought about

by the Great War. Industry now recognises the value of

scientific training—colleges and universities are in urgent

need of funds to make good the fall in value of the

currency, and tn provide for larger numbers of students.

The key to the whole situation is, as usual, a golden one.

If the universities and colleges are to be in a position to

supply the demands of industry for scientifically-trained

men, industry must supply them with the means. It will

be a profitable investment, and the need is so pressing that

delay will involve the gravest consequences.

' Situations

Vacant."

In our last two issues we have published
The All-Electric »• i j i

• lu i i
articles describing, on the one hand.

House.
, , , ,

expeneni'e obtained by the Glasgow

Corporation electricity dejiartment in the use of electricity

for all domestic purposes—lighting, heating, and cooking

—

in two houses, over a period of one year ; and, on the other,

a complete installation from the source nf energy to the

consuming apparatus in a large country house, which,

together with the estate cottages and offices, has been

equipped for " all-electric " operation. These articles are of

exceptional interest at the present time, when the merits of

electricity are being closely scrutinised and debated by

unfriendly critics, and are about to be discussed at a special

meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Regarding the latter example, it is, of course, somewhat
exceptional ; not many estates have at command 150 h.p.

But there are many places where 10 to 2(i h.p. could be

obtained, and this would be ample for most requirements,

with the aid of a storage battery. What can be done in

this direction was well shown in the article by Mr. Thomas
Smith in our issue of August aoth, 1018, in which he gave

some particulars of :.'73 water-power electric installa-

tions carried out in 10 years in Wales by a single firm,

the power developed ranging from l' to 27 u.i'. Complete
records are being kept of the operation of this all-electric

e(|uipinent, and we hope that eventually they will be avail-

able for publication : we understand that they are extremely
interesting.

The former instance, however, is of much wider appli-

cation, and deserves close study. The author, Councillor
Denny, states that conclusive confirmation has been
obtained of the fact that the domestic load is better dis-

triliuted throughout the day, and may become far more
important, than the pi'wer load, while if combined
with the existing load it would greatly improve the load
factor.

The advantages gained by the consumer by the use of

electricity for all purposes are too well known to our readers
to call for recapitulation here ; they are obtained at a total

annual cost for energy of £32 to £35 per house, which could
certainly be reduced, as the author points out, by one-third
if the domestic load were developed, and would then involve
no great increase over the cost of coal and gas. We were
about to say " for equivalent service," but this would be
wrong ; coal and gas cannot by any possibility render
service equivalent to that of electricity, but they can, and
do, introduce an intolerable amount of dirt, dust, labour,
and pollution of the atmosphere, all of which have to be
paid for in terms of health and pocket. Could these items be
accurately costed, we have no doubt at all that the actual
inclusive cost of the electrical supply would come below
that of its grimy rivals—or rather, competitor, not rivals.

As we have said before, paper calculations regarding
thermal units, &c., are incapable of demonstrating the facts
in the comparison ; they deal with only one aspect of the
subject, and they entirely fail to take account of factors
which cannot be neglected, not least of which is the great
saving of labour effected by electrical methods. Public
opinion does take these factors into accQunt, i^nd there is

uo room for doubt as to its verdict.

East week we commented on the defects

of the customary practice in connection

with the filling of appointments which

have been advertised in our pages, and urged that unsuc-

cessful applicants ought not to be left in the dark as to the

result of their applications. We might have mentioned

that some of our advertisers in such cases notify the fact

that a post has been filled, and courteously convey their

thanks to those who have answered the advertisement by

means of an announcement under the heading " Appoint-

ments Filled "
; but human nature being what it is, the

thought that our attitude was not altogether disinterested

misht have suggested itself to the cynical reader—if any
of our readers are cynical.

We have, however, found a solution to the problem which

we hoije will commend itself to both advertisers and appli-

cants. ( )ur advertisement department has arranged to

insert, free of charge, notices stating that specified appoint-

ments have been filled. An announcement to this effect

appears in our advertising pages to-day, and in the interests

ot applicants we trust that advertisers will make use of this

method of closing correspondence, which will involve the

minimum of effort and expense while, we believe, fully

meeting the needs of the case.

An Imperial

University ?

The demand of the Imperial College of

Science and Technology for university

status ana the power to confer degrees

was further pressed at a public meeting in London on

Friday last ; the audience consisted mainly of students, and

several eminent men gave addressee in support of the claim.

The Imperial College is independent of the University of

London, but is recognised as a school of the University, so

that its students may take the "internal" degree. It ig

pointed out that the diplomas of the College, while of

deservedly high I'epute, do not carry the same weight as a

University degree, which is recognised as a " hall-mark,"

and has a commercial value.

It cannot be denied that there is room for more than one

University in London ; three or four universities would not

be too many for a population of seven millions. But what

is a university, and what is the meaning of a university

degree !- It is not now given to any man to study all

branches of knowledge, and even in a university specialisa-

tion is inevitable, but at least a university must provide

instruction in all those subjects which are embraced in a

liberal education, and afford facilities for the absorption of

that general culture which is the only sound foundation

upon which to erect a superstructure of specialised know-

ledge. Essential elements of that culture are the study of

mankind, and the polish which is imparted by constant

association with one's fellows in the atmosphere inherent to

a university, where all are equals and comrades.

In those functions of a university the Imperial College is

unquestionably deficient, at present : it makes no claim to

teach the " arts," or, rather, the •' humanities," a term

which has been falsely arrogated to classical studies, but

which in truth denotes " the highest and most harmonious

culture of all the human faculties and powers " (Trench,

ihi the S/i/d// of Words). We are not finding fault with the

College on this score ; on the contrary, we have the higheto

admiration and respect for it as a truly Imperial College of

Science and Technology, an institutiou worthy of its great

calling as the scientific focus of the Ejipire. But it is uod

at present organised or equipped to fultil the functions of a

university : what guarantee have we tliat, if endowed with

authority to confer degrees upon its alumni, the new
university will develop itself into a university in fact as

well as in name ?

That is the sole consideration which deters us from

supporting the claim of the Governing body, the staff, and

the students. In the absence of that development, the

College will remain a College, while it becomes a pseudo-

university, its degrees will be technological diplomas in

disguise, and its graduates will lack breadth of culture.
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THE GLORY OF THE DAY'S WORK.
By "FEMINA."

It is said tliat Walt Whitman, on seeing some labourers

returning from their daily toil, exilaimed to his

friends: "Ah, the glory of the day's work, whetlier

witii hiuid or brain! ' Whatever may be thought of

Walt Whitman's poetry, one cannot help feeling that it

came from his heart; and as, according to an Arab pro-

verb, he who speaks from the heart speaks to the heart,

we may be sure that this utterance of his met with a

ready response from all those who were working heart

and soul, in any way whatever, to make America tlie

great power in the world she is to-day. The greatest

nation that this world will ever know will be the nation

that feels in its inmost soul that the day's work, faith-

fully and conscientiously performed by every one of its

jieople, man, woman and child, is indeed a glorious

tiling. This truth must be brought home to every

worker, from the humblest drudge to the most gifted

genius, before any nation can become in reality one of

tlie Great Powers of the World.
The great masterpieces of the world are 'silent wit

nesses to the fact that this sense of glory existed in the

past, and we have only to turn to the Old Testament to

see that it was " as a burning fire " in the heart of the

Jewish nation. I may (jnote as instances the making of

the Tabernacle, the building of the Temple and the re-

building of the Wall of Jerusalem. I suppose that in

England to-day the majorit}' of employers and workers
would regard as idealistic nonsense the idea of there

being any glory about the day's work—the idea of work
for work's sake, for the sake of the prosperity of tlie

industry, the prosperity of the country. They have be-

come more accustomed to Mr. John Masefield's " ring

o' roses " point of view :
" Men work to get enough to

eat, so that they may have strength to work to get

enough to eat." Yet this glory has not really departed,

any more than the sun departs from the heavens during
M dense fog or a thunderstorm. It shone clear and iin-

di mined during the war, although darkness has returned
t(i the national .soul since.

" There is no sentiment in business " we are told by

both emiiloyers and employed, but then most popular
catchwords are either fallacies or half-truths. We can-

not afford to disregard the spiritual factor in industry

or anything else, for it is the vital principle.

If this .sense of glory once became general it would
solve automatically many labour problems. The ac-

count in the Book of Nehemiah of the rebuilding of the

^^'all of Jerusalem is well worth studying by both em-

iiloyers and workers to-day, for it is a splendid story

of a great engineering feat, a mighty effort made under
great diHiculty and in the face of the most strenuous
opposition. We read that not only were the workers
protected by armed guards, but the Iniilders had their

swords girded on at their sides and other workers had a

tool in one hand and a weapon in the other. Yet the

work of rebuilding tlie wall and restoring the many
gates was tinally brought to a most successful conclusion

in record time. The secret of success is explained in.

one simple statement :
" (he people had a mind to work.''

Moreover, there was a marvellous system of organisation
and co-operation. The whole story makes one feel

ashamed of the toluation in England s darkest hour of

such treasonable tactics as the " ca' canny " policy, the

limitation of output, and the exclusion from employ-
ment of the men who kept this country safe for those

who stayed at liome.

It is not now a question of rebuilding a city wall, but
of reconstructing an entire continent—one might almost
s:iy a world. Yet where to-day shall wp find men with
the s|iiiit of .\ehemiah to say to those who would divert
their attention from their colossal task: " I am doing a
great work so that I cannot come down ; why should the
work cease whilst I leave it and come down to you? "

And yet for want of such men reconstruction inav share
the fate of the ToMVr of Balrel.

This is perhaps partly the fault of our system of

education. For centuries we have been teaching our

children that work is a curse—a punishment inflicted

on the entire human race because of one man's sin; when
we xhould have taught them that, like the other so-called

curse—suffering— it is a means of salvation and redemp-

tion. As Emerson tells us: "A man's task is his life-

preserver."

We also teach them to repeat glibly: " The whole is

greater than its part," without showing them the

spiritual meaning of this somewhat obvious statement,

or its corollary—that the most infinitesimal part is

essential to the completeness of the whole, or, as Kipling
puts it, " The game is more than the player of the game,
and the ship is more than the crew."

What we want is education for Life— not merely edu-

tation for examinations. For this we must begin at

the beginning—with the baby in the nursery school.

Let us teach the child before his imagination is crushed

out of him that there is a clory about his day's work,

that it matters, and matters greatly, not only to the

worker himself, but to his country and his God.

We must also get rid of the idea that there is only a

glory about skilled or artistic work, and none about

physical or mental drudgery. .A. man cannot become a

skilled craftsman or an artist without serving a certain

apprenticeship of drudgery. The world is learning

slowly and painfully the lesson that each nation should

perform its own drudgery, that it is a grave mistake to

employ slave labour or foreign labour for this purpose.

We are also gradually learning that it is a reproach

rather than a distinction to belong to the "leisured

classes." As the absolute necessity for increased pro-

duction becomes more and more apparent, it is being

brought home to all that, if England is to be saved

from financial and national ruin, she can no longer

afford to maintain idlers in her midst. Every man and
every woman should have hours of work and hours of

leisure. Alfred the Great was not so very far wrong
when he divided the '2\ hours' day into three parts

—

eights hours for work, eight hours for recreation, and
eight hours for sleep ; in other words, eight hours for

useful work and 16 hours for recuperation. It is im-

jiossible to lay down general rules for the employment
of leisure hours, as this depends on the kind of energy

expended during the working hours ; but part of the

time should be devoted to the development of those

faculties, talents, or powers that lie dormant during the

performance of the daily round.

It has been said that labour leaders are the only

politicians with vision and high ideals. But recent

events and utterances seem to show that the vision is

somewhat limited, and the ideals not so very high after

all. The aims of Labour since the war have net reached

any higher than the financial betterment of the working
classes without regard to the prosperity of the industries

to which they belong—the prosperity of their country so

grievously afflicted by the Great War. They talk of

" bringing the capitalist edifice crashing to the

ground. " Perhaps they do not remember the fate of

Samson who brought a certain other edifice crashing to

the ground. They are fond of saying that Capital is

useless without Labour. May one be allowed to point

out that Labour is also useless without brains to direct

it and capital to finance it? In f.act. Reconstruction in

every direction is being hampered instead of helped by

Tjabour. With regard to the housing difficulty the

Dailii Telegraph tells us :

"The building trades are very much under-manned.

Their numbers are less by 200.000 .... than they

were before the w.T. Yet clouhle tiiHt uumhtr of c.\-

Servire men are uiieinployed at the present time, who
would be very glad to join these and similar unions if

admittance were not denied them. The whole country

is cryiner out for houses . . . and yet, though tens of

thousands of men arc earnestly seeking work, they are

shut out from the most obvious and most under-staffed

field. The situation is aggravated by the decreased out-
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put of the men actually at work, and thus a situation is

created which is preposterous in flie circuiiistances and
utterly incapable of defence."

There seems only one way of ending the present

lamentable deadlock, and that is to make all concerned
in any way in any industry realise that " a house

divided against itself cannot stand," that they are

members one of another—fellow-workers each doing his

part in a great work, and fellow countrymen each con-

tributing to the jjrosperity of his country. As long as

the antagonism between Capital and Labour lasts we
cannot hope to draw any nearer to the promised New
Earth. " Hatred will never cease by hatred."
A just and at the same time practicable system of

profit-sharing would, no doubt, do much to dispel the

mists that at present obscure " the glory of the day's
work." It has not yet been sufficiently recognised that

profits are produced by the conjunction of money,
brains and labour, and that any one of these factors is

useless without the other two. But a greater incentive

even than personal gain would be a change of heart, a

change of attitude towards work, a re-kindling of that

enthusiasm without which nothing great can be done.

A BRITISH MAGNETO WITH MANY
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.

By F. H. HTTTTOX.

Ix these times it is pleasing to come across an industry

which is in a thoroughly healthy state, producing machines
of the very highest quality which embody many improvements
over pre-war practice, and turning them out in satisfactory

numbers to meet the enormous demand. A recent visit to

the magneto works of Jlessrs. R. B. North & Sons, at

Watford, showed all the foregoing remarks to be true in

A, Armature complete ; b, Sliding pole shoes "

attached to cam ring ; c, Magneto poles

;

It, Armature, magnet poles and sliding pole
shoes assembled.

Fig. 1.

—

Magneto Parts.

K, Rocker (cut away to show bush housing)
y. Unshrinkable (ibre bush ; c, Rocker with
spring attached ; h, Contact breaker assembled.

Fig. 2.

—

Contact Breaker.

this instance. Being one of the firms who were up to the
neck in magneto work all through the war, straining every
nerve to produce machines for the arduous service then
required, they can well claim that their present magnetos
have come through an ordeal of fire in every sense.

A visit to these works is a real treat to anyone interested
in fine engineering ; the rows of beautiful little precision
lathes, milling machines and grinders, the wonderful
miniature automatics. &c., are an exhibition in themselves,

while the foundry, a spot generally resembling a near

approach to the lower regions, in this case is an apartment
which might well be used as a dining hall I Such con-

ditions, although they may not affect the design of the pro-

duct, are generally to be found reflected in the class of

workmanship turned out. Although a great deal might be

said on this score, and on the extraordinary accuracy in the

gauging of parts all through the works, it is time to

proceed to details of the article manufactured— the new
Watford magneto, of which the most noteworthy parts are

shown in the illustrations. Briefly, the two main objects

aimed at are to make the spark equally efficient throughout

the whole timing range, and to improve the action of the

contact-breaker by alterations in design. Dealing with the

first point, we may remember that the worst fault of an
ordinary magneto is that it produces its most effective

spark only when the timing is set at one particular place.

Since this place has to be arranged so that it suits normal
running engine speeds {i.e., high speeds) it follows that the

correct positions for slow running and starting cannot be

much used in practice. The reason is that a strong spark

is only produced by the contact-breaker opening when the

armature is in the most favourable position with regard to

the magnets, in other words, when it is in the strongest

magnetic field. These positions occur twice in a revohi-

tion, and are only momentary. The difference is made in

the new Watford magneto by providing sliding pole-pieces

or shoes for the magnet as shown in fig. 1, b and D. These
extra pole-pieces, made of steel, are attached to the brass

cam-ring, and project into the body of the magneto, fitting

between the magnet itself and the armature. When the

timing is altered by moving the cam-ring these extra pole-

pieces move with it, the consequence being that when the

contact-points open the magnetic conditions are always at

their best. That is, whether the spark is timed early or

late within the range provided, the spark is equal to that

from an ordinary magneto at its maximum position. The
idea of this improvement is admittedly not a new one, but

in order to carry it out successfully

the very highest class of workmanship
is necessary, and to maintain this

degree of accurate workmanship under

the stress of ordinary commercial pro-

duction is no easy task. This is the

problem that Messrs. Xorth i Sons

claim to have solved. It will be

realised that the sliding poles must
be manufactured to the finest limits,

and must maintain their position

accurately under ordinary working

conditions. In order to ensure this

a small recess is cut in the end of the

pole-shoes which engages with a

spigot on the driving end-plate of

the magneto, thus forming a guide

and materially helping to keep the

pole-shoes in place. The other parts

illustrated in fig. 1 are the armature

complete, the driving end-plate and

the fixed pole-pieces.

The new contact-breaker, shown
in fig. 2, is full of interesting features.

The moving " arm "' in this case

consists of a triangular structure, very

strong, but very light, being milled

out of the solid with the greatest

accuracy. The balance of this " arm "

has been carefully studied with regard

to neutralising the effects of centri-

fugal force at high speeds. An out-

standing feature is the design of the

fibre bush. Messrs. Xorth & Sons are convinced that fibre

is still the best material for this purpose, in spite of the

alternatives which are available. They have therefore set

about devising a bush made of this well-tried material

which shall absolutely avoid the old trouble of swelling, and
so causing the arm to bind. The result of their researches

is seen in the illustrations e, f, and G, fig. 2. It will be

noticed that the bush is larger than usual, that fine

slits are made in certain places, and that a special
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maimer of fixing is employed. It is claimed that this

bash has been tried to the utmost under the worst possible

conditions, and that it is absolutely proof against swelling.

A buffer is provided over the moving arm to restrain the

flinging action at high speeds. Other details of this

interesting contact-breaker are shown in the illustration, the

complete view being at the top. This design of contact-

breaker, being a further improvement on the pattern used so

successfully on Watford magnetos in air service during the

war, is well worth attention.

LEAVES FROM AN INSPECTOR'S NOTEBOOK

Bi "AXODE."

OxE of the most interesting tliiugs in an insurance in-

spector's life is the examination of breakdowns. To
sa}- nothing of the uncertainty of these, it is distinctly

exhilarating after a hard day's work, probably under-

ground, to arrive at home and find a wire awaiting you,

informing you of a breakdown, probably not two miles

from the place -you have been at all day.

I remember on one occasion receiving a wire asking

me to proceed to a town some hundred odd miles away,

after a journey in the corridor of a train for three

hours. 1 left home next morning in no very amiable

spirit, and on arriving at the scene of the catastrophe

I found it was nothing more than a break in the shuat

windings of a 2-h.p. motor. As the break was between

the field coils, it was remedied in a few minutes, and
naturally it did not improve my peace of mind ; still it

might have been worse, and for small mercies we must
be thankful. Not all breakdowns, however, are so

simple. Once I was out making an inspection of a

large plant some distance from a station and had to hire

a conveyance, and could only hire the car for the day.

I did the inspection, and decided to visit a colliery

some miles away, and make a part in.spection at any
rate. The electrician was a personal friend, both of us

having worked in the same shop, so the visit was likely

to be a pleasant one. On inquiring at the power
house for my friend, I was informed that he was under-

ground, and had been there for the past 24 hours, hav-

ing had trouble with a 2oO-h.p. motor, which was in-

sured. Now this was very awkward, as spats and light

boots are not exactly healthy underground ; and this

colliery prided itself on its own particular and exclusive

lirand of slush underneath. If I had my way I would
make it a criminal offence to have any colliery under-
ground ; they all ought to be on the surface, and near an
important station. But we cannot always get what we
want, so I had to make the best of it. I then had an
idea that probably the trouble was with the pump, and
not the motor, in which case my worthy colleague, the

mechanical inspector, would have the jubilee. I got

hold of the electrician on the 'phone and asked for the

news, devoutly hoping that it was the pump. This
leminds me of the occasion when I visited a friend in a

liospital early one morning. He was in a bad way, and
no hope could be entertained of his recovery. The
iiur.se hoped that he would last out till 8 o'clock, and
she seemed quite concerned about it. On myinquiring
why she was so anxious, she cahnly told me that if he
died before eight she would liave to lay out the remains,
but if he lasted till after eight, the day nurses would
liave tlie job. I felt something like the nurse, thinking
of my beautiful spats. But my luck at this part of the

])roceedings was dead out; it was the motor, so I re-

luctantly descended, and ruined my pretty spats.

On entering the chamber of horrors I was told that

the trouble was overheating of the rotor, and that everv-

thing possible and impossible had been done, even to the

extent of fitting new bearings and altering the taps on
the starter. Now I knew this particular breed of

machine. I looked very carefully at the junction of the

rotor bars and short-circuiting ring, and found that the
joints were black; this proved to be the trouble—resist-

ance in the rotor circuit. Mv friend was not by anv

means pleased at the diagnosis, especially at the differ-

ence between his 24 hours and my 24 minutes.

It is surprising what a little thing will cause trouble

in a motor. 1 well remember on one occasion being

asked to look at a small motor which was sparking

badly. It was an old type of machine, and had run for

seven years without any trouble till then, when it

started eating a set of. brushes u\> in a week or so. I

tried altering the brush position, but without effect;

tested the armature thoroughly, everything correct;

when I noticed that there were no flexibles on the

brushes. The attendant, a new man, told me that he

did not see the use of them, so he cut them off. On
fitting a new set with leads on, the trouble ceased.

Sometimes it is very easy to be too particular, and on

one occasion I got badly let down, and my company let

in for £20. At a large restaurant there was a small

single-phase motor used for driving an ice-cream

freezer, and the starting device was the usual phase

splitter, the handle of which was missing. I pointed

this out on my reports for some considerable time, until

I decided that it was time my recommendation was

carried into effect, so I interviewed the proprietor, and

pointed out the danger of the attendant putting liis

fingers inside the starter to get hold of the cross bar,

mentioning that 210 volts at a frequency of 93 was not

healthy, and that if he had a weak heart, or status

lymphaticus, there would be a coroner's inquest, and he

would not come off lightly. That " status lymphaticus
"

fetched him, and he promised that the necessary would

be done instantly, immediately, forthwith, and person-

ally. This was on a Thursday, and on the following

Monday I received a wire asking me to attend at a break-

down at this establishment. On arrival I found the

motor burnt to rags and cinders. The machine was

left O.K. on the Saturday night, and it was found burnt

out on the Monday morning, when they opened the pre-

mises. All that I could find was that the starter was

discovered to be in the running position, but the atten-

dant was positive that he left it in the off position. In

addition to having to report the details of the break-

down. I had to give the cause of it. which was not easy

in this particular instance. While I was thinking it

over, a cut jumped up to a window, via the starter, and

in doing so it fouled the new handle, and pushed it

into the running position.

Q. E. D.

SINQLE-PHASE METERS ON BALANCED
THREE-PHASE, THREE-WIRE SYSTEMS.

Bv H. G. SOLOMON.

The use of one single-phase meter to register the consump-

tion in a three-pha.se, three-wire network is still largely

prevalent when the system is regarded as balanced. The
method is, however, almost invariably wrong, and in many
instances leads to totally incorrect results, even though the

load actually constitutes a balanced load in itself. It

should be entirely discarded, as it is not difficult to prove

that a single-phase meter will only correctly indicate the

three-phase consumption on the fulfilment of two condi-

tions—perfect balance and unity posver factor—which never

obtain tOL'ether in practice. These two conditions must
go hand-in-hand, as however well-balanced the system may
be, if a power factor less than unity be present, considerable

inaccuracy dependent upon the magnitude of the power

factor will ensue, apart from the characteristic errors of

the meter itself.

The only proper method of measuring the consumption

is the employment either of two single-phase meters on

the well-known two-wattmeter connection, as indicated

in the accompanying diagram, or of a three-phase, three-

wire meter. The latter is simply a combination of two
single-phase meter elements to form a single instrument,

with one counter which registers the total consumption,

and is connected in exactly the same manner as when
two separate single-phase meters are employed. In the
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latter case the consumption is the algebraic sum of the two

meter readings.

Referrine; to the diagram, if the phase voltages pass

through their maxima in the sequence of 1,2, and 3, then

meter a will be in the leading phase, and meter b will be

in the lagging phase. Since the system is supposed to be

balanced, the voltages between any two of the mains will

be equal to one another, and the currents in the mains will

be the same, lieprescnting the voltage and the current by

V and c, as given by a voltmeter and ammeter respectively,

and denoting the power factor by cos i^, then the mean
power is

—

p = V c cos (<^ — 30°) + v c cos (</, + 30°)

= -v/g vc cos </).

Regarding the power as remaining constant over a given

interval of, say, one hour, then the energy consumption in

watt-hours will be represented by the same equation. The
one meter a in the leading phase will read v c cos (</,

— 30°),

the other meter k in the lagging phase will indicate

V c cos (if, + SO''), and the total consumption will be their

sum, namely, s/ 3 v c cos <^.

A. Cnity Poirer Factor.—When there is no displace-

ment between the phase voltages and the currents, i.e., when

the power factor is unity, cos ,^ = 1 and <^ = 0. a

will thus give v c cos '30 , i.e., \ n/3 v c, b will indicate

the same amount, and their sum is >/ .'3 v 0, the total con-

sumption. It will be observed that in this case each meter,

independently of whether it is in a leading or lagging phase,

will register one-half of the total energy. Consequently, if

one be employed, say a, connected in any one of the three-

phase mains as a two-wire meter, and its dial reading be

multiplied by 2, it will correctly give the total three-phase

energy, but in this case only. When a single-phase meter

is used in this manner, the dial reading, in general, gives

i-WVWAAA-
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CONNRCTIOKS OF Mf.TKHS.

the total amount directly, without the use of the multi-

plier 2, as this is taken into account in the gearing between

the integrating train and the rotor spindle.

B. Power Factor less than Unilij.—In this case the total

energy is still V 3 v c cos </>, and the two meters read as

before v c cos (</,
— 30 ) and v c cos [4^ -\- ;'.0 ).

Suppose the load consists of a three-phase motor running

at full load with a power factor of 80 'ti per cent, for the

given interval of one hour. Then cos </, = 86 '6 per cent.,

and <^ = 30°. The three-phase energy absorbed by the

motor is \/ 3 v c cos 30°. Meter a shows v c cos (30° — 30")

= V C ; meter b indicates v c cos 60 = ^ v r. Their

sum equals 3 vc/2 which is v^ 3 v c v 3/2 = V 3 v c

cos 30 , the total energy.

Although the load is a really balanced one, miller b, it

will be seen, registers 33' per cent., and meter a cOs per

cent, of the total consumption, which is simply tl.uir sum.

There is, of course, nothing astonishing about this. It is

merely a reiteration in different terms of the preceding

statement, and is made in this way to emphasise ibe fact,

which does not appear always to be fully realised, thnt.

despite the balance of the system, when a power factor lecS

than unity exists it is quite impossible from the three-

phase principle for the meter readings to be equal. Their

inequality does not point to a want of balance, but to an

inductive load. If, therefore, the single-phase meter for

three-phase balanced loads be used, for example, in the

leading phase, such as a, it will read 2 x v c cos (<^ — 30°),

and since ,^ = 30", its indication will be 2 x v c. The

true amount is >/ 3 v c cos 30 , which is the same as f v c.

Hence the single-phase meter when in the leading phase

will be orer-rct/is/erin// by 33g per cent, of the true amount.

If connected, on the other hand, in the lagging phase as

B, it can be shown in a similar manner that it will be under-

ref/isteri/iff to the same extent.

Next, suppose that the motor is running light, when its

power factor may be of the order of 50 per cent., i.e.,

cos Kj, = '5, which means that 4, = 60 . The true load is

\^a v c cos <^, or i x/ 3 v c (c is now different in value from

the full-load current). Meter a correctly gives v c cos

(60 — 30") = vc n/m/-' which is the total energy,

and meter b gives no reading at all, as it has stopped (v c

cos (60° -I- 30°) = 0). Hence the single-phase meter for

three-phase balanced loads in the leading phase will give

2 X V c cos 3^, i.e., v'3 v c, which is twice the true total

energy, and will thus indicate 100 percent, high. Of course,

in the lagging phase the meter will stop and !iot give any

reading, whereas the actual total consumption is still

h n/3 vc.

Even with so high a power factor as 97 per cent., which is

rarely exceeded with purely lighting loads, the errors aie

not so negligible as they are commonly supposed to be.

With this power factor the corresponding angle of lag is

14°, the true total energy is 1M18 vc, whereas, as is easily

shown in the same way as in the other examples, the one

single-phase meter for polyphase loads will have an error

of -I- or — 14'3 per cent, of the total amount according as

it is in a leading or lagging phase.

THE PROGRESS OF THE SPANISH ELEC-

TRICAL INDUSTRY IN 1919-20.

In reviewing the progress of the Spanish electrical industry in

1919-20, the Energia ElecMca places in the forefront the

' tranit'ormation into Spanish of a great German electric

uiuiertaking," as it terms it, namely the Deutsch-Ueber-
•seeische Elektricitats Geseliscliaft, under the style of the

Sociedad Transatlantica Alemana de Electricidad. The trans-

formation is due, it appears, to the exertions of the late

Minister of Patronage, Don Francisco Camb6, to whom are

owing other important financial and industiial innovations.

The present financial situation in (iermany and the enormous
depreciation of the mark have forced the (ierman company,
in order to obtain capital for extensions and acquisitions of

raw materials, to consider either a sale of the assets or the

transformation of the company. The English and the Ameri-
cans, according to the Spanish paper, contended together

in offers for the many light .and power concessions of the

German company in the numerous cities of South America;
but the outcome arrived at is owing to the exertions of Senor
Cambo, and " the sympathy shown for Germany by Spain
during the war." The headquarters of the new company
will be in Madrid and its te^^hnical offices in Barcelona. Its

capital will be 300,000,000 pesetas, a portion of which will be

taken up by a Spanish group of bankers.

Besides the important event above chronicled, other note-

worthy occurrences show plainly that, far from interruption

of the rapid unfolding of the Spanish industry initiated some
twelve years ago, that industry has continued to develop with

ever-increasing speed. Passing by the 20(I,(K)0,(KK) pesetas in-

vested in electric installations now completed, new companies
with strong capitals have been formed in the past year, to

carry out already planned schemes which, it is to be hoped,

will rapidly pass into the state of tangible realisation.

The Sociedad Eleotrica de Lima, which during 1919 raised

its capital from 4,000,000 to 10,000,000 pe,setas, has finished the

erection of machinery for the first hydroelectiic group of

8,750 KW., and has founded an offshoot, the Union Electrica

Portuguesa, which, like the company of the same name in

Madrid, is engaged in distributing current in Oporto, Braga,

and other localities in the neighbouring country, the current

being draw n from the falls of Lindoso. 12 kilometres from the

frontier; it has both carried out the erection of the trans-

mission lines to Oporto (80 km.) and completed the trans-

former station in that city. A Portuguese group subscribed

.50 per cent, of the capital of the Union Electrica Portuguesa,

the balance being put up by Spanish offshoots of the Hidro-

electrica Iberica y Espanola, owning the Lima falls whose
capacity is '20,000 h.p.

The Sociedad Hidroelectrica Iberica is continuing its works

at the Cinca falls (Huesca), and to obtain further resources

and to develop the Cinqueta falls (47.000 kw. from the two
falls), besides the 20,000,000 ijesetas of bonds raised in 1918,

decided last month to increase its capital by 20,000,000 pesetas,

bringinc its total capital up to 6(1,000,000 pesetas.

The Hidroelectrica Espanola. prosecuting its development

of the Dos Aguas falls, for which it has ordered two -23,000-

H.P. Escher Wvss turbines, hopes bv the end of the year to

have working 20,000 h.p. of the 100,0(10 available.

The Sociedad Productora de Puerzas Morticea issued in 1919

4,000 .500-pesetas bonds in order to install a third electrogene
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group at its falls, already completed, of 20,000 h.p. capacity
on the river Flamisell (Lerida); the greater part of its output
(16,000 H.p.) is supplied to the Energia Electrica de Cataluna.
This important company, whose capital is over 100,000,(K_in

pesetas, fini.shed in 1919 the installation at its Molino falls on
the River Flamisell, its •X),iMM h.p., with 40,(KX) h.p. from the
Capdella station on the Flamisell, being supplied to Barcelona.
Sabadell, Manre.sa. Granollers, Cornelia, Badalona, (Jerona,
Palarno.'*. Palafrugell and other localities in Cataluna.
The Cataluna. de Uas y Klectricidad, u hich is the oldest

company supplying energy to Barcelona (having been con-
stituted in 1843) and has a capital of (jy,00a.0(;)U pesetas, con-
tinued its works at the falls of Puente Argone, on the Eiver
E-sera, in 1919, where it has just started a Piccard-Pictet-
Oerlikon .5,00(J-h.p. hydroelectric group. As this company
harnes.sed in 191.S the Pun fall, of 3tj,000 h.p., in three 1'2,(J()U-

H.p. units (the hydraulic installations and central being
planned for four units, which with two groups of exciters,

total .50,0(J(» H.p. at the .shafts of the turbines), it has dispos-

able this year 41,(HWI h.p., which is absorbed by Barcelona and
its industrial belt.

The huge S<iciedad Fuerzas y liiegos del Ebro, which
already disposes of 10(1,000 hydrcxdectric horse-power, ha.s con-
tinued to pro.'^cute its operations at the Camarasa fall at

Noguera Pallaresa. without, however, installing the two
groups yielding 3lJ,0<X) h.p.. which it expects to obtain from
this irLstallati(jn. Similarly it has continued its operations at

Electra del Viesgo on the Torina, capable of producing 10,000
to 1'2,0(XI H.P., and at the Camarmena fall (P2.000 h.p.)' on the
river Cases, for whicli the machinery was ordered some
months since in Switzerland. The Sindicato de Saltos de
Agua del Cantabrico has continued its hydraulic operations at

the group of three falls at Saja (15,00(> h.p.) and bought the
turbines for the equipment of an auxiliary fall of '200 h.p. to

assist the works.
The Hidroelectrica de Navarra has inaugurated its works,

built in the J,aguna del Duque, fthere 1,000 h.p. is obtained
from a 'ilo-metre fall, supplying (j().(KXI volts to Salamanca and
Penaranda; this power is capable of being raised to (J.dOO h.p.

by means of works already projected on the Laguna and at

Trampal.
The Energia e Industrias .\ragone.sas Company, with a

i-apital of 10,000,000 pe.«etas (formerly the Compaiiia Catalana
de Productos Quimicos), began this year the budding of a

station at Biescas, and proposes to develop six falls, estimated
to yield -50.000 h.p., at localities on the rivers Gallego and Ara.

The greater consumption of energy which has become
noticeable in all centres of jxjpulation and industry of any
importance has forced electric undertakings to increase theii'

means of hydroelectric production, .\inong those which have
carried out works with this object may be cited the Fnion
Electrica Madrilena. which formed last .Januaiy the Electrica

de Ca.stilla. with a capital of 7..5I10,0(X) pesetas, which concern
has begun works at El .Tucar falls to yield li).000 h.p., whose
plant will be linked up, by a ](Hl.fKlO-volt transmission line,

to the Falls of Bolarque whii-h supply Madrid.

The Hidraulica del Cantabrico, 15,000,000 pesetas capital,

has likewise undertaken construction, at its second fall, in

order to increase to 1'2,000 h.p. the O.IKKJ h.i'. now obtained
at Gijoii and Oviedo, at the same time acquiring the Candas
fall, lines, power station, and distribution network of the

Electra Asturiana.
The Sociedad .\nonima Mengemor, which obtains tj,:5(lO up.

fnjm its five falls on the rivers Uhanes, Quadelimar and
(iuadalquivir. issued in .January last bonds for 7,.5(KI.IKIIl pesitas

to continue the works at its El Carpio tall, to yield 7,000 M.P..

which will be absorbed in the provmces of Conloba and .Jaen.

The Compania Scviliana de Electricidad is developing the

fall of Las Buitrcras, alfording .j,(K«J h.p. at Cortes de la

Frontera (Malaga) to .supply the .\ndalusian capital.

The Sociedad Electricas Reunidas do Saragoza has begun
the operations of development of a (),0(X)-h.p. fall on the

( ;allego river.

Lastly, the Electro Industrial Corune.sa, owner of tlie

Capela fall on the River Eume, is iiicrea.sing its hydi'oelectric

installations in pre.-^nce of the growing calls of its clients in

La Coruna and El Ferrol. where the lack of electric current,

as also in Vigo, is principally owing to the great hnpulse given

to maritime constructions. More than the ll.LKKJ h.p. to be

supplied by the works on the River Tanibre now under con-

struction will certainly be required by the Electra Popular
de Vigo y Redondela to meet the demands of its customers.

Among the various concessions of water rights are worthy
of mention (apart from the 3(XI.(X)0-h.p. scheme of the Sociedad

llispanoportuguesa) that recently secured by the Electra de

Viesgo. of ;j.5.lXXj h.p. <in the River Sil. Its objective is mainly

tlu" development of mining operations in these regions. For

this purpose it has further acquired the assets of the Energia
Electrica de 'Asturias. with its Casomera fall yielding •i.lKIO

H.I'., and intends to acquire others.

Pas.sing to electric traction, it may be mentioned that last

year was oi>ened to the public the first section (four kilo-

metres) of the north to .south line of the Madrid Metropolitan :

following which are those of Barcelona and Bilbao, already

under construction. There has been inaugurated the last

section (Eubi to Tarra.sa—9.-24'2 metres) of the Barcelona to

Tarra^a railway, which makes a total of '29.0 kilometres.

F.lectricity has replaced animal traction on the Irnn to Fuen-
tcirabia tramway. Service has begun on the Vigo to Porrino

tramway, the first section of the Vigo to Mondariz line,

and a junction has been made at Pinos Puente with the

(Iranada suburban sy.stem, owned by the Tranvias Electricos

lie Granada, which has an extent of 43 kilometres.

What has been said above justifies fully the .statement, says

the Kneryia FJrctiirn, that the past year has seen a remark-

able spurt in the Spanish electrical industry, the most notice-

able feature of which has been thp ab.sorption of large capitals

and the amalgamation of companies. Ko one can doubt that

tv)wer is produced much more economically from the large

hydraulic works than from the medium-sized or the small,

hence these enlargements are more advantageous for the lu-

iliistrv and the country.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Readers are invited to sulmit particulars of new or irtiprored dec-ices and apparatus^ which will be published

if ctrruiidered of sufficient interest.

A New Earthing Clip.

.\n ingenious and etfective earthing clip has been brought

out by the Mf.t.\i.i-ic Electkicm. Enoinkering Co., Ltd., of

1.53. Corporation Street. Birmingham. It is shown in the

figure, which explains itself. The <lip is made of brass, and

Fio. EMiTuiNii Clip.

a sample before us shows that there is plenty of metal in it.

No soldering is necessary, and the earth lead is firudy held.

Five sizes are made, to tit tubes from 5 to 1 in.

A New Switch.

An ingenious tele-.switch intended to replace the ordinary

two-way switch, and to enable lamps to be controlled by
means of pushes and bell wire, has been introduced by Messrs.

1. ClAi.vETTF. Ltd., 11. Little St. Audiow Street, St. Maitin's

Lane. Ix)ndon, W.C.-i. The switch itself is shown in fig. 'l.

and a diagram of connections indicating the general principle

in fig. 3. It will be perceived that the tele-switch which con-

trols the lamp or lamps is composed of a vertical electro-

C.Ai-VETTE Tele-switch.

magnet with tlie yxiles extended hurizoutally. with a niov

arinature .i pivoted ti> the lower pole. The electro-iuagn.

energised by means of a single dry cell, and the circuit is i

pleted by pu.sh buttons, which can be fixed in any numU'

positions. If, for instance, the armature of the telesw

able
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is in the left-hand position as shown in fig. 2, and one of the

buttons is pressed, the armatm-e will take up the vertical posi-

tion between the p*les, and the small catch to be seen near

the top of the annatuie will fit into the slot just beneath it,

but when the pUh^U biittou is released, the armatm;e falls to

the right and closes the spring contacts seen in fig. i.

causing the lamp to be switched on. On again pressing the

.same button, or one of the other buttons, the armature i.s

again acted ii]ium by tlie electm-magnet and moved into line

with the poles, thus opening the contacts, and when the

press button is released, the armature falls to the left. Thus
lamps can be controlled at any point where the press buttons

are fixed, and bell wiring can be used instead of the more
expensive electric light wiring enclosed in tubing or casing.

Any number of pushes can. of course, be used, and the tele-

switch can control a number of lamps, a fan, motor, or any
other electrically operated apparatus, the only variation in the

design necessary being that when heavy currents have to be

dealt with mercury contacts b are used instead of the spring

contacts illustrated. With a separate tele-sT\itch connected in

ea/ch pole of the main supply circuit it is possible to extingui.sh

the whole of the lamps in a buildintr .simply Iiy pressing a

button. For hotel lighting this tele-.switch is particularly use-

ful, for pushes can be fixed outside doors in pas.sages, in rooms,
or pear-shaped pushes can be suspended near beds. All the

lamps on staircases can be controlled by a push button at the

eci-eet door, and if desired by similar pushes on each landing.

Ttere are many possible applications of the switch. When it

is used in conjunction with a clock movement and battery cii--

cuit, electric signs can be controlled in various ways, and the

switch can also be employed with advantage for controlling

Melbourne Railway Signalling Gear.

A new form of switchgear, specially designed for signalling

circuits, is shown in the accompanying illustrations, figs. 4

and o. This, in itself, is a complete small power-station switch-

board, consisting of two generator and two outgoing feeder

panels. The switches are for 30 amperes, '2,000 volts. The
busbars also are completely enclosed, and are run in solid with

compound.' For synchronising purposes potential transformers

are required with each panel, and these, as shown in the

figures, are carried at the back of the busbars, where they are

plugged in a similar way to the switches. Fig. 4 shows one
potential transformer in position with the tank on, and
another with the carriage drawn out and the tank lowered.

It is claimed that the interlocking features of this geai- are

very perfect. It is impossible, without interference ^vith the
mechanism, to lower the tanks to get access to the conductors
until the switches are drawn out and therefore safe to handle.

Moreover, the switch or potential transformer may not- be
plugged in until the tank is reinstated in its correct position,

thus ensming great safety to the oi^erators. The diagram,

iig. 6, shows the connections of two panels, which form part

of one of three inter-connecting boai'ds. The apparatus was
made by Messhk. A. Revrollk it Co.. Lth., of Hebbumi-oo-
Tviie.

G.E.C. Oil=break Switch.

.\mong the appliances illu.strated in a recently published
catalogue listing high ten.sion switchgear manufa<-turcd by the
(lENERAL Electuic Co.. Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4,-
is an oil-break switch with an ammeter attachment for mount-

-

ing on a wall. This switch is suitable for three-phase circuits,

and is fitted with two overload I'eleases and time la*gs. The

Pig. 3.

—

Connections of Cai.vette Switch Fig. 7. (l.E.C. Oii.-RREAK Switches. Fig. S.

stage lighting. The tele-switch can, of course, readily be
applied to existing installations. There is nothing that is

liable to get out of order, and as low voltage bell wiring is used
for the control circuits, the erection of the wiring is greatly

facilitated and extreme neatness easily secured.

maximum current the apparatus will carry is CO amps., and
the overload trip coils can be w-oiind for normal currents of

10, ,10, and GO amps. Fig. 7 shows the complete switch and
attachment, and fig. 8 illustrates details, the tank .'Uid cover
being removed.

To Synchronisers.

FiCS. i AM) 5. -Reyrolle Signalllng Switchgear. Shcwix.; Saniiii-

Transformers in Position and Drawn Out.

Fig. G.—Diagram of Con.\eci:ons
OK Two Panels.
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LEGAL.

British Thomson-Houston Co. and Duuasi Litigation.

In the Chancery Divifiion on Friday Mr. Justice Aatbury

heard a summons taken out by the plaintiffs in this action.

Plaintiffs in their action allego infringenieut of their patent

for -the manufacture of tungsten hlanjents for electric lamps.

The validity of the patent ia denied by the defendants, and
the infringement is put in issue. The summons of the plain-

tiffs was that they might be at liberty by their general

managers, solicitors, and scientitic witnesses to enter the

premises and works of the defendants at Hanwell and to

inspect work, and examine the process used by the defen-

dants for tlie manufacture of their drawn tungsten wire.

Defendants opuosed mspection, and set up a secret process.

Sir A. Coleiax, K.C., Mr. J. Hunter Gray, K.C., and Mr.
Trevor Watson appeared for the plaintiff's; and Mr. T. Terrell,

K.G., Mr. Kerby, K.C., and Mr. Courtney Terrell for the

defendants.
His LoKDSHiF, in deciding the question raised by the sum-

mons, said the circumstances under which inspection ought
to be ordered in this case and the safeguards which ought
to be imposed required to be most carefully considered.

Defendants set up a secret process, and it was obvious that

there w'as a difficulty where a secret process was set up in

infringement actions of this character to devise a course which
would do real and substantial justice to both parties without
doing a grave injustice to either. He was not prepared to

accept entirely the view expressed in the expert evidence
submitted. Tne specification of plaintiffs' patent was a long
and intricate one, and apparently was for an improvement
in certain earlier processes in patents of 190<5 and 1907, and
there were five claims. He had suggested that before decid-

ing whether inspection was or was not necessary the defen-
dants should answer candidly and plainly a series of interro-

gatories to be delivered by the plaintiffs, \yith the object of

asking defendants as to each step which in their judgment
was indicated and protected by their own letters patent.
This defendants had offered to accept, and they had also

offered to give a full admission that they produced their tung-
sten rods under heat, and that the rod was drawn down by
successive stages to the finest wire. Plaintiffs were desirous,
however, of having an inspection at once, but having regard
to the defendants' expressed willingness to answer questions
which the plaintiffs would be permitted to frame as they
were advised, he proposed to allow the summons to stand
over until after he had seen the answers which the defen-
dants were willing to make to the plaintiffs' questions.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lettert rectived by us after 5 P.M. ON Tttesdat cannot appear until

the following week, CorresportderUt sko%ldforward their communi-
cations at the earlie.it possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we hare the writer's name and address in our possession.

Wiring Small Houses.

In the Electrical Review of May 7th there is an interest-
ing letter from Mr. Inch on the wiring of small houses, deal-
ing with the American method, in which no tees or elbows
are used, the tubing being looped from point to point.

It would be very interesting if Mr. Inch would give further
details of this method of wiring, particularly as many small
houses are now being wired.

Installation.
June 1st, 1920.

" Situations Vacant."

I have just one httle quota to add to the testimony of those
who decry the use of box numbers by advertisers of vacant
situations.

Recently I applied for a vacancy advertised under a Box
No. in your journal. Being one of the very humble fry in
this most excellent of all professions (or callings), I am in
the habit of receiving many dismal reminders of my insignifi-
cance; especially subject am I and are mine to the snubs of
those who by fortunate circumstance have climbed from
among us. But there was one thing we would not stand,
and that was a starvation wage, so we became members ol
a trade union, and thereby increased oui- remuneration double-
fold, as well as established a fixed schedule of wages for our
class of employment.
There are many economically minded chiefs who have very

narrow views of what is adequate remuneration for their
staffs, and who do not scorn the use of any method which
will allow them to escape their obligations.

"

In reply to my applicition, I received a request to attend
for an interview. This I did. At the interview I was offered
a wage about 17s. 6d. \>cr weok less than the st.-indard sche-
dule rate, under the specious plea that the appointment was
probationary—probationary for an undefined period.

I submit that the Box No. was used as a deliberate cloak

to hide the identity of the advertiser in order that thia in-

dividual might perpetrate his meanness undiscovered. To
suggest a probationary period at less than standard wagas
to skilled, trained men of over 20 years' experience, ia some-
thing which would not be done by the engineer and manager
of a London municipal undertaking in an open public adver-

tisement.
F "N K

June 1th, 1920.

Emergency Braking.

In your issue of the 21st May Mr. C. E. Slack asks -f

anyone can suggest a simple method of using regenerative
control for emergency braking, with one motor defective and
cut out of circuit. I cannot think of any means to this end
without some addition to the wiring, and herewith offer the
simplest method which has occurred to me. Either a two-
way canopy switch or an additional one-way switch would
be required; if the latter, it would preferably be interlocked

with the canopy switch, so that both cannot be closed

together.

The following sketch will probably explain my idea:—

75 Trolley^

C.S.

^ R

C.R.S.

C.S. = Canopy switch. A. = Armature.
R. = Grid resistance. F. = Series field.

O.R.S. = Controller reversing switch.

To obtain braking effect :

—

1. Throw C.S. across to other contact. " Notching " arm
of controller, of course, must be at " zero " position.

2. PuU reversing handle back.

3. Move "notching" arm carefuUy up on the 3<?r!>»

notches: the last notch will not be reached, as some resist-

ance will alw,iys be required in circuit, at least until the

speed has dropped to a low value.

I have not shown all of the main dntm nf the controller,

but instead have dotted the leads to denote that other switches

and apparatus lie between the canony switch and the reverser,

and also between the armature and ground.

As no alterations are required on the controller wiring or

contacts, Jcc, thi;' will not confute anvbodv.
W. 0. Stnart.

Trethomas, Ua:a 26?ft, 1920.

An A. E.G. Tnrh,o=Alternalor.

May I he allowed the hospitality nf your columns to bring

to the notice of those interested in the electricity industry the

proposal of the electrical engineer for the Newport (Mon.) Cor-

poration Electricity Department t.n place the order for reoair

t<5, and a new rotor for. the A.E.G. turbo-alternator installed

at the power station with the .A.E.G. of Berlin?

It would he interesting to know if our own manufacturers

hnve been a?ked to quote for this work.

It may be that there are special features connected with this

machine which maJte it essential to have the " Jerrys " on the

job.
. .

If such be the case, the quicker this machine is ont out of

cnmmissinn the better, and replaced with one of British manu-
facture, made and capable of being repaired, if necessary, by
Briti.=h labour.

Bnitlsh.

The London Hospital.

Probably many of your readers have seen my recent letter

in the Times. The Txindon Hospital—the biggeet in England
and in Ix)ndon's most crowded comer—ia on the roeks.

A few dave ago we could not pay onr week's bills, and
we are still faced with the tragedy of closing.

The week's bills require f4.000, and I am thankful to say

I have received two cheques for that amount from two gentle-

men in the Cit>'—who prefer to remain unkndwn'-^»(Sh
undertaking the upkeep for one week.
This way seems to he salvation.

May I appeal to anvone whose business is flourishiniJ to

keep the whole hospital for a week? Faihng that for a day
or an hour—not a difficult calculation I

Knntsterd,
Chtxirman

Whitechapel.
June 5<;i, 1920.
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ELECTROLYTIC CAUSTIC SODA-CHLORINE CELLS.

The principle of the electrolysis of brine for the production

(if caustic soda and chlorine is exceedingly simple. On the

passage of a current of electricity through a solution of

common salt chlorine ^'as is evolved at the anode, or remains

dissolved in the liquid surrounding it, while at the cathode

hydioyen is liberated and caustic soda is formed. Owing,

however, to the secondary reactions which ensue the primary

[uoduots of electrolysis are not available in a simple cell to the

extent theoretically possible. In consequence numerous
modifications have been introduced with the object of elimi-

nating or controlling these secondary reactions.

If it were possible to remove the chlorine, caustic soda,

ami hydrogen as rapidly as they were formed, no current

would be used in the secondary reactions, and the ampere-

hour efficiency would be KXI per cent. In other words, each

ampere-hour would yield LSSiW gm. of chlorine, 1.4910 gm.
of caustic soda, and 0.03759 gm. of hydrogen. In actual

practice the ampere-hour efficiency ranges from 90 to 98 per

cent.

The energy efficiency depends upon both the current and

the voltage of the cell. The cell voltage comprises two parts,

the voltage required to decompose the solution and the voltage

necessary to overcome the resistance of the solution and cvf

the electrodes. The decomposition vnltnge of brine is approxi-

mately '2.3 volts, and no current will pass through the cell

until
'
the applied voltage exceeds this value. The usual

operating voltages are from 3 to 7 volts per cell dependent
upon the design, temperature, and current density. With
a cell having 100 per cent, ampere-hour efficiency operating

at a pressure of '2.3 volts the energy efficiency would be 100

per cent. In practice the energy efficiency is between 30

and 7.5 per cent. The difference in the voltage of different

cells depends almost entirely upon the current densitv and
the length of the current path in the electrolyte. This is

due to the fact that the resistivity of a '25 per cent., or nearly

saturated, brine solution is 1.76 ohms per inch, or 2i

million times that of pure copper. Consequently a creat area

of electrolyte and a short current path are required to avoid

an excessive voltage drop.
Of the electrolytic chlorine cells in commercial operation

the diaphragm type is the most satisfactory at present on
the market. In this type a porous partition, usually con-

sisting of a moulded asbestos compound, separates the anode
and cathode compartments, and the flow of the electrolyte

itself is made to oppose the passage of the caustic soda to the
anode compartment. The gases, chlorine and hydrogen, ac-

cumulate above the surface of the electrolyte and are readily

drawn off. The cau.stic soda is removed from the cathode
partially by the flowing salt solution and partially by gravity.

The earliest successful diaphragm cell was the Gricsheim.
first used in Germanv in 1890. In thLs cell an iron container

serves as the cathode The anodes are plates of magnetic
iron oxide, and the diaphragms formed of a composition of

salt, cement and hydrochloric acid compose the walls of the

box-shaped anode compartments. In use the salt dissolves

and leaves a very fine porous wall. These cells are steam-
jacketed, and the temperature of the electrode is kept between
80 deg. C. and 90 deg. C. The anode current density is

from 10 to 20 amperes per square foot.

0? the diaphragm cells in use mav be mentioned the Har-
crreaves-Bird in England; the Finlay in Belfast: the Cuthenin-
rhalandre extensivelv employed in France. Switzerland, and
Spain; the Billeter-T.eykam in .Austria: the Townsend, I>e

Sueur's. Billeter-Siemens. -\llen-Moore. Wheeler. Jewel, and
Nelson in the Ignited States of .America.

The largest single chlorine plant in the world is the U.S.

A

Government plant at Edgewood Arsenal. Baltimore, where
over 8..500 Nelson cells are installed for the production of

100 tons of chlorine gas per 24 hours. This plant was installed

during the war in four months. In fig. 1 is given an ilUistra

tion of the Nelson cell embodying the latest improvements.
The body of the cell consists of a rectangular tank of } in.

steel nlate in which a U-shaped cathode of perforated sheet
steel is mounted, and acts as the form for the anode com-
partment. The cathode supports the asbestos dianhragm.
snd the U-shaped anode compartment is <-losed at the endu
by blocks of cement mortar. The top of the anode compart-
ment is closed bv an inverted rectangular box of slate slabs
which support thie araphite blocks that form the anode
proper. The anode blocks are 4 in. bv 4 in. by 17 in., and
the lugs are 2i in. in diameter bv 12 in. long. Thev are
speciallv treated, with a consequent increase in their life of

more than two years, and they have but one ioint. which
en.sures maximum conductance. The eell? are fitted with an
automatic feeding device which is simple and has proved
reliable in service. It consists of a float on which is mounted
% dull knife edge which presses against a- piece of nih'ier
tubing through which the brine is supplied to the cell. The
slightest rise of the float ents off the feed entirely, and the
•traallest drop permits the flow to start again. No
^rouble is caused bv dirt in the brine, as it is purified
before Passing into the cells, it being essenti.al in the operation
of a chlorine cell for iron, alumina, lime, and magnesia to bo
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excluded. The rate of percolation of the brine through
the diaphragm is kept uniform by means of steam in the
cathode compartment, and this steam also assists in dissolving

the caustic soda formed at the cathode as well a.s in heating
the cell, and thu.s reducmg its resistance. Should the pores

of the diaphragm begin to close, due to the presence of exce.s-

sively strong caustic hquor, they can be freed by increasing

the amount of steam.
The normal operating period between lenewals of the dia-

phragm is from .six to eight months, and during this period

the operating conditions remain practically constant. The
cells are rated at l,iM amperes, at whi^-h current the most
efficient results are obtained, although they can be run ax

low as 600 amperes without serious loss of efficiency, and will

stand a continuous overload of 10 per cent, without damage
to the plant or product. The voltage drop is from 3.5 to

3.8 volts with a usual average of 3.7 volts over six months.
Plant records show about 90 per cent, ampere-hour efficiency

and a. 60 per cent, energy efficiency. One of the best

features of the cell is that it can be shut down either acci-

dentally or intentionally for short or long periods as often
as desired without damage to the cell or serious loss of effi-

ciency. When operated at 1.000 amperes these cells are
guaranteed to produce 60 lb. of chlorine and 68 lb. of sodium
hydroxide per cell per 24 hours when supplied with a brine
solution not exceeding ]'20 lb. of salt.

In the mercury type of cell anodes of carbon with a cathode
of mercury are used. The sodium liberated by electrolysis

amalgamates with the mercury, and the amalgam is trans-

ferred mechanically to an adjacent compartment containing

FiQ. 1.—The Nelson Electrolitic Cell.

water, by which it is decomposed. Sodium hydroxide ia

formed with the evolution of hydrogen, and the mercury is

freed, and is returned to the electrolytic chamber. The
chlorine ia collected above the anodes, and the caustic soda
•o formed is very pure.
In England the Castner-Keliner cell was an early represen-

tative of this type. Although the efficiencies are good the
initial cost is extremely high. A plant having a capacity of

one ton of chlorine per day would contain about 13,000 lb.

of mercury. Other mercury cells are the Solvay-Kellner. the

Rhodin. and the Wildermann.
The many advantages of the mercury cell are offset by the

comparatively large capital outlay involved, and the large

floor space required, coupled with the difficulty of removing
the impurities from the mercury. The high fixed charces
can only be compensated for by low energy costs, so that

the mercury cell would appear to be restricted to regions of

cheap electric power.
With the lifll process no diaphragm or mercury is used

:

the partial separation of the caustic soda and salt solutions is

effected by gravity. A bell of non-condnctinp material coated

on its outer surface with sheet iron forms the cathode, and
is supported in an open tank. Inside the bell a horizontally

surpended carbon plate acts as the anode from which the
current flows down through the salt solution, which is fed

into the anode compartment, under the edge of the bell and
up to the cathode. The chlorine evolved is drawn off through
an opening in the top of the bell, and the heavy caustic soda
formed at the cathode sinks and is drawn off at the bottom
of the tank. The sodium chloride drawn off with the caustic

soda crystallises out on concentration of the caustic soda by
evaporation. In practice a tank contains 25 bells operating

in parallel. Modifications of the original Aussig cell are the

Jewell and the Jenkins.

The bell cells are free from diaphragm troubles, reliable in

operation, and have small capital and maintenance costs, but
they take up a large amount of room, and their energy effi-

cieucy is low.
Electrolytic chlorine plants constitute a load of the mosi

attractive type for central stations. For many types of cells

the steady amperage at low voltage may be taken directly

from a rotary converter at the available pressure,
.
say 110

to -500 volts. For example, cells using 1,500 amperes at 3.5

Tolta could be connected 30 in series on 110 volts, in which
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case the required codverier capacity would be 165 KW. Such
a plant would produce, say, 2,880 lb. of chlorine per 24 hour?.

Voltage regulation is unnecessary. In addition, such a plant,

equipped with the proper type of cell, would permit of ofl-

peak operation.
The increasing demand for chlorine, its numerous products

and by-producta must lead to the development of a recognis^'d

standard type of cell comparable in efl'ii-iency, durability, and
ease of operation with other electrical apparatus. This ulti-

mate type of cell will doubtless have an energy efficiency

above 80 per cent. ; it will operate with little attention ; it

will be unaffected by any interruption in the electrical supply;
its elements will, as in the case of the storage battery, require

hut infrequent renewals; and ordinary impurities in the salt

and water will produce no effect upon its efficiency, and will

be periodically removed as simply as a boiler is blown off.

That a wonderful expansion is assured to the electrical

chlorine industry in the immediate future is an undeniable
I'act, and is one which cannot fail to attract the closest atten-

tion, not only on the part of the chlorine manufacturer and
the industrial engineer, but those in charge uf eleetricity

eupply.

TIDAL POWER.

So far no tidal power development of any appreciable

size has been carried out, although the idea is an old

one. The presAit high cost of fuel and water power develop-

ment in general has. however, revived interest in the subject,

and the commercial possibility of such schemes is at the

moment receiving serious consideration both in this country

and in France, .\ccording to an article on the subject in

the June 3rd issue of Nature, from which the following

particulars are derived, the power which may be de-

veloped from a tidal basin of given area depends on the

•quare of the tidal range, and since the cost per H.P. of the
necessary turbines and generating machinery increases rapidiv
as the working head is diminished, the cost per H.p. of a tidal-

power installation, other things being equal, will be smallest

where the tidal range is greatest. Tt is for this reason that
the western, and especially the .south-western, coast.'' of Grr.it

Britain, and the we.stern coast of France, are particularly well

adapted for such developments, since the tidal ranges are

greater than in any other nart of the world, with the possible

exceptions of the Bay of Fundy, Hudson's Bay, and Port
Gallelos. in Patagonia.
In Great Britain the highest tides are found in the estuarv

of the Severn, the mean range of the spring tides at Chepstow
lieing 42 ft., and of the neap tides 21 ft. In France the maxi-
mum range occurs at St. Malo, where it amounts to 42.-5 ft.

at spring tides, and about 18 ft. at neap tides. The tidal ranee
in the Dee is 26 ft. at springs, and 12 ft. at neans, while the
mean range of spring tides around the coast of Great Britain
i.i 16.4 ft., and of neap tides 8.6 ft. The article briefly

outlines and compares the five most promising schemes of

development that have been suggested, and goes on to point
out that the great difficulty in developing a tidal scheme as

compared with an orthodox low head water-power scheme
arises from the relatively great fluctuations in hend. In the
case of the Severn, for example, the working head at springs
would be twice as great as at neaps, and the energy output
per tide would be four times as great at .springs as at neaps,
while at St. Malo the output would be 5.5 times as great at

gprinffl as at neaps.
Not only is the installation .subject to this cvclical fluctuation

of head, but in any simple scheme the turbines also cease tn

operate for a more or less extended period on each tide: a"'!

this idle period will gradually work around the clock, and will,

at regular intervals, be included in the normal industrial work-
ing day.

In any in.stallation. then, desitrned for an ordinary industri.nl

load, unless the output is rut down to that obtainable under
the minimum head pvailable at the worst period of a nean
tide, in which case only a very small f-netion of the total avail-

able energy is utili.sed and the cost of the neresoary entrineer-

ing works per H.P. will, except in exceptionally favourable cir-

cumstances, he prohibitive, .some form of storage system forms
an essential feature of the .<:eheme.

Variou.=i storage systems have been suggested. Electrical
acc.nmulators must be ruled out. if onlv en arenunt of the cost

and the same applies to all systems making use of enmpressed
»!r. The only feasible svstem appears to eonsist of a storace
re.nervoir above the level of the tidal b.-sip. Wi^-iever th"
output of the primary turbines exceeds the industrial demand,
the exeess energv is utilised to pnmp water mto tb" reservoir,

and when the demand exceeds the oiitput from the primarv
turbines it is supplied bv a series of generators driven by a
batlery of secondary turbines operated by the water from the
storace reservoir.

Evident'v ihU metb"d is available onlv when the pln-sf-'nl

copflguration of the district affords a suitable rppprvnir sit<»

within a reasonable distance of the tidal baoip. Unfortunately
also considerable losses are inevitable in the process. Where

two tidal schemes at some distance apart differ aufficiently in

phase, it is possible to work the two in conjunction, but
this docs not affect the necessity of storage as between spring
and neap tides.

The prospects of tidal-power schemes would be much naore

promising if the whole of the output could be utilised as it is

generated. By feeding into a distributing main in conjunction

with a large steam station and/or inland water power scheme,
and delivering to an industrial district capable of absorbing

a comparatively large night load, such a state of affairs might
be reahsed, at all events approximately. There is also the

possibility that the intermittent operation of certain electro-

chemical processes may be develoj^ed bo as to enable any sur-

plus power to be absorbed as and when available, and, if so,

power developed tidally will probably prove cheaper in this

country than that developed from any other source.

Owing to the relatively large variations in working head in

any simple scheme, and to the small working heads, the design

of hydraulic turbines capable of giving constant speed with

reasonable efficiencies, and of moderately high speeds of rota-

tion, is a matter of considerable difficulty. Modem develop-

ments, however, promise much better results in both these

respects.

Even with such turbines, the number of technical problems
to be solved before a tidal scheme of any magnitude can be
embarked upon with confidence is large. The questions of

single- versus double-way operation, of storage, of the effect

of sudden changes of water-level due to strong winds, of wave
effects, of silting in the tidal basin and of scour on the down-
stream side of the sluices, of the best form of turbine and of

generator, and of their regulation and of that of the sluice-

gates, are probably the most important, though not the only,

subjects to consider.

On the other hand, the possibilities of tidal power, if it can

be developed commercially, are very great. Assuming a mean
tidal range of only 20 ft. at springs, and 10 ft. at neaps, and
adopting the single-basin method of development with opera-

tion on both rising and falling tides, each square mile of basin

area would be capable, without .storage, of giving an average

daily output of approximately 110.000 h.p.-hours. In such an
estuary as the Severn, where an area of 20 square miles could

readily be utilised with a spring tidal range of 42 ft., the aver-

age dailv output, without storage, would be approximately

10.000,000 H.r. -hours.

At the present time it is difficult to obtain even a rough
estimate of the total cost of such a .scheme, owing to the un-

certainty regarding many of the factors involved. The whole
question would appear to merit investigation, especially on
matters of detail, by a technical committee with fund.s avail-

able for exi>erimental work.

British Canals.—A Committee on Inland Waterways
has been appointed of which Mr. Neville Chamberlain, M.P.,
is chairman, and Mr. Arthur Sharp, Development Depart-
ment. Ministry of Transport, 8, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I,
is the secretary.

The terms of reference are : To consider and report as to :
—

i. What portions, if any, of the inland waterway system
of the country should be acquired by the Ministry of Trans-

port with a view to improvement, and npon what terms;
what should be the form of ownership of such acquired por-

tions, whether under the State, through a Department of the

Ministry of Transport, or through a Regional Trust, or by any
other methods ; and

2. If a trust be recommended, what should be its con-

stitution and the nature of its governing body?
3. What improvement should be carried out in such acquired

portions? What would be the cost of the improvement, and
how should the necessary funds be raised? Whether sucJi

acquired or improved portions would become self-supporting,

and, if not. what deficit would be involved, also what in-

lUrect advantage would be obtained to compensate therefor?

4. What method should be adopted to ensure that ar^ im-

provement in the value of the frontages should bo secured.

m part at least, to the body carrying out the improvement
to the waterway?

5. In what manner could co-operation best be developed

between transport by water and transport by rail or road?

The Oatput of Coal.—According to figures (luoted in

the Times, the output of coal for the week ended May 22nd
was 4.830,707 tons, against 4,8tjO,ti(),S tons in the previous week
.and 4,674,302 tons in the corresponding long week in North-

umberland and Durham. The output of coal from mines
under the Goal Mines Act. which had fallen from 287.411,869

tons in 1913 to 227.714..579 tons in 1018. rose to 229,743. laS tons

in 1919. The number of persons employed was 1.191.313. an

increase of 182.446 persons on the figures for the year 1918,

and an increase of G^.423 persons on the [ire-war year of 1913.

The figures show an increase on the pre-war figures of 5.6 per

cent, in the numbers employed, but a decreast^ of about 20.1

[>er cent, in the output. The average output per person em-
ployed underground fell from 3.32 tons in 1913 to 253 tons in

1919, and the average output p«'r per.son employed under and
above ground from 267 tons to 201 tons.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

^"Cycles for Disabled Men.—A Rally aud Demonstration
of Cycles for war-maimed men is takings place to-morrow,
Saturday, ,Time 12th, at 2.30 p.m., in the Inner Circle, Reerent's
Park, London, N.W. It has been orffanised by the editor of the
Motor- Cjicle itnd Motor Trader. Eigfhteen British makers of hand-
propelled and motor-assisted cycles have sigrnified their intention
of-takin;? part in the Rally, with close upon 50 machines, but an
open invitation is extended to all actual users of hand-propelled
cycles in the London area to take part, and it is expected that in

consequence fully 100 machines will be present. One of the firms
participating^ ife Messrs. Carters, Ltd., of New Cavendish Street,
W., who are sending- one of their electrically-propelled bath chairs.

Manchester Steam Users' Association.—The annual
report of the above association for 11119, announces that the total
number of members is now 2,00(;, and the total revenue for the year
was £27,850, but there was a resultant deficit of £5,121. The
gross number of inspections carried out was 22,250, aild no boiler
under inspection and guarantee burst during the year. The chief
engineer received the honour of B.E. during the period covered
by the report, for services in connection with the war.

Extension of tlie Uses of Rubber.—The Rubber
Growers' Association has decided to offer £5,000 as prizes, in the
form Of a competition for ideas and suggestions for extending the
present uses, or for encouraging new uses, of rubber. A pamphlet
has been issued containing full particulars and conditions of the
competition. Copies can be obt.iined from the Secretary of the
Association, at 38, Eastcheap, London, E.C. 3. There will be one
prize Of £1,000, three of £500, ten of £100, and £1,500 will be
divided between the remaining competitors whose suggestions are
considered to be of value.

A Congress and Exiiibition at the Hague.—A Congress
of the Government and Local Ro.ads Authorities will be held at
the Hague from September 15th to the 26th this year. The Con-
gress will consist of the Government engineers who have charge of
the main roads, and the provincial councils and engineers who are
responsible for the maintenance of the smaller roads, also the
municipal authorities who have under their charge streets and town
thoroughfares. An important feature will be that an exhibition
is to be held at the same time of road-making materials, machinery,
etc., and of the various makes of commercial motors suitable for
road transport. As the question of road-making and maintenance
IS of increasing importance, in view of the development of road
transport, the Exhibition Section of the Federation of British
Industries, for the convenience of British manufacturers, has
undertaken the representation of this exhibition in England.
With regard to commercial motor-cars suitable for road transport,

no lorry manufacturers exist in Holland. There is only one firm
manufacturing ordinary passenger automobiles, and only two firms
mtmufacturing motor tires on a small scale. For the interest of
British firms, manufacturers, and engineers, it may be said that
the exhibits will cover everything to do with roads, including
niaps, models, aud statistics, machines used in road-making, and
all the equipment necessary for the beautifying and illumination
of streets and thoroughfares. On the transport side, exhibits will
cover motor-lorries, commercial vehicles, spare parts, tires, acces-
sories, motor fuel, motoring equipment and clothing. The
Federation is in possession of full information, and can arrange all
details for those who wish to exhibit or to visit the exhibition.
Inquiries should bfl addressed to the Exhibition Section of the
Federation of British Industries, 39, St. James's Street, Loudon,

Annual Outings.—The staff of Messrs. Primrose and
PRniROsE, electrical engineers, Glasgow, held their annual sports
outing at Whistlefield, on Saturday last. The principals, Messrs
.lames and Clifford Primrose and Mr. R. Spencer Smith, were
present. There were several exciting and amusing contests
including a five-a-side football match between the various depart-
ments. Mrs. James Primrose presented the prizes.
The staff outing of the Electrical Supplies Co., of 233

Tottenham Court Road, took place on Saturday, June 5th. The
party travelled by motor char-a-bancs to Marlow, and carried
through a very fine programme. At the luncheon, Mr. Percy
L. Davieg (managing director) thanked the staff for their ener-
getic work during the past 12 months, particularly those who
had borne the anxiety of the early days, and congratulated them
on their having brought the year to such a successful termination
In the evening a concert programme, under the direction of Mr
S. A. Coleman, waa rendered and thoroughly enjoyed.

TheStrilie at Levers and Co-partnership.—The elec-
tricians, E.T.U. men, who were recently on strike at Lever Bros

lied"
^^ Works, have had their co-partnership benefits'

The Wimbledon Dispute.—The djspute between the
Corporation and E.P.E.A. with reference to the previous decision
of the Corporation not to pay the bonus of £30 granted by the
National Joint Board of Employers and Members of Staffs to the
technical staffs of electricity supply undertakings has now been
settled. The E.P.E.A. at the request of the Ministry of Labour and
other authorities agreed to defer any action until after the meeting
of the Council on the 2nd inst., whereat a resolution agreeing topay the bonus was passed by the Council. This has been made

effective by another resolution of the CouncU passed on the
4th inst., rescinding the previous resolution not to pay the bonus.
Mr. W. A. Jones, general secretary to the E.P.E.A., informs ua

that the satisfactory settlement of this dispute is due in no small
measure to the persistent interest of the Electric Lighting Com-
mittee and its chairman, Councillor Hatherly-Mynott, in the staff
of the department under its control, and the energetic measures
taken by the Mayor, Alderman D. Stuart, to deal with the situation
that had arisen.

The influence of the National Joint Board through its consti-
tuent associations was also an effective contributory factor to the
settlement.

The Merchant Trade in Germany.—It is .announced
that a number of merchant and export firms in the electrical
industry have formed a community of interests to protect them-
selves against the inconveniences which have arisen in connection
with the supply of electrical manufactures to merchants and
exporters by makers, and against the threatened stoppage of the
export trade by Government measures, particularly the export duty
of 6 to 10 per cent, of the value.

Motor-Cycle Records.—The new British motor-cycle records
recently set up for 100, 150, 350, 400, 450, and 500 miles, and for
1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 hours were made by riders using British
magnetos—the C.A.V.

French Company Notes.—There has been established at
Paris (95, Rue Saint Lazare) the Societc Phenicienne de Force et
Lumii-re, with a capital of 500,000 fr. for the utilisation of all
forms of electric energy.
With a capital of 300,000 fr., the Societe 'Voltampt're has been

constituted at Paris (30, Rue des Trois Bornes) for the manu-
facture and trade in electrical fittings.

Ferdinand et Jean Guerpillon is the style of a company formed
at Paris (4, Rue du Borrego) to carry on the business of electric
measuring apparatus makers of Mrs. Graindorge. The capital is

250,000 fr.

There has been constituted at Paris, under the name of Chesni
et Cie. (4, Rue Leon Cosnaro) a company with 100,000 fr. capital
for the purchase, sale, and installation of electro-mechanical
appliances, the installation or high and low-tension networks,
power stations, transformer posts, &c.
The Societe Andelysienne d'Electricitc (11, Rue de la Tour des

Dames, Paris) has written down its capital from 1,500,000 fr. to
750,000 fr., and increased its capital to 5,000,000 fr. Eventual
increase to 10,000,000 fr. rests with the Directorate.
Hames, Laborie et Cie. has been incorporated (109, Rue de Sevres,

Paris) for trade in electrical apparatus, more particularly an
apparatus to prevent motor-car thefts.

The Societe Hydroeleotrique de la Haute Bourne, of Grenoble
(capital 500,000 fr.) has been dissolved, its assets having been
acquired by the Societe Hydroeleotrique de Vizille, which dis-
charges the former's liabilities.

There has been formed at Lilas (Avenue Pasteur 98) as a com-
pany, 0. Demarquest et Cie., for electrical and mechanical con-
struction. Its capital is 150,000 fr.

Under the style of Le Progres Mecanique L.Parmentier et Cie.
has been constituted a company at Clichy (39, Rue de Villeneuve),
with a capital of 100,000 fr. for the manufacture and sale of all

kinds of telephonic, electrical and mechanical apparatiis and
accessories.

Australian Tariff Affects Tramways.—Schemes of tram-
way development in the Commonwealth, it is said, are likely to be
checked, if not crippled, by the extra duties placed in the new
tariff upon imported rails. A scrutiny of the tariff reveals that the
duties on all steel rails, including tramway rails, have been raised
from 17s. 6d. to 356. and (i.5s. a ton, according to the country of
origin. While these duties are intended to give extra protection to
Australian manufacturers, it is pointed out that owing to plant
suitable for the manufacture of tramway rails not being available it

will be impossible for some considerable time to come to draw
supplies from Australian sources.

—

Melbourne Herald.

British Empire Exhibition in London.—It is intended
to hold in London iir 1923, or at such earlier date as may prove
possible, a great British Empire Exhibition, which will demon-
strate the magnitude of the resources and productive power of all
parts of the Empire. A meeting was held at the Mansion House
on Monday last, at which communications from the Prince of
Wales and the Prime Minister were read. Viscount Milner,
Secretary of State for the Colonies, urged the claims of the
Exhibition, and other speakers were the Right Hon. W. A. Watt,
Sir George Perly, and Sir Robt. Home (President of the Board of
Trade). Mr. H. G. Williams, secretary of the Machine Tool Trade
Association, speaking from the body of the hall, expressed regret
that the Government had given approval to a long-period exhibition.
Exhibitions were among the best advertising media, but six-months'
exhibitions which formed a fair ground were not the best method
of promoting British trade.

Plant for Sale.—Whitby Urban District Council invites
offers for one 100-KW. Parsons turbo-alternator, and one 28-H.p.
vertical-enclosed engine complete. Heokmondwike Urban District
Council Electricity Department has for disposal oneTS-KW. Reavell-
Fowler generating set; »nd one 486/55fl-vx)lt D.C. Fowler generating
set. For further information, see our advertisement pages to-day
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Catalogues Wanted at Charleroi—The British Viee-

Gonsul at Charleroi (Mr. J. P. Jlicorregor) reporta that a special

catalogue and sample room haa been op3ned there, and he would be

glai to receive catalogues (if possible in French) from British

manufacturers, as well aa small samples of all kinds, for exhibition.

Notices are sent to the local Press at regular intervals of all

catalogues and samples received, and every effort is made to bring

these to the notice of Belgian importers.

Lead.—Under date June 5th, Messrs. G. Cawsox & Co.

report :

—

The export demand has been very poor, and general trade seems to have

become decidedly worse, so that home consumers are only taking very limited

quantities of lead. Even the demand for electrical purposes appears to be

falling off. If this situation continues, we are afraid the prices may further

decline. There is no lack of lead coming forward ; in fact, it is sometimes
difficult to get rid of metal, as it arrives without going to the expense of ware-

housing. Reports from producing countries look more favourable.

On the same date Messrs. James Fobsteb & Co. reported :—
There is no change in the general position. . . . There is still no quota-

tion of read on the Nc%v York market, a condition which has existed for weeks

past. On the other hand, consumers, as is usual in such market conditions as

this weeli, are little in evidence. Export business is quiet, and conditions in

the City, flaancial and otherwise, continue to exert an adverse influence all

round. It may safely be said that, with anything like normal consumption and
conditions, the supplies to be expected in the next few months are totally

inadequate.

Tasmanian Hydro -Electric Piant. — A newspaper

report from Tasmania states that the State Hydro-electric Depart-

is making extensive purchases of niichinery in connection with

developmental work at Waddamana. Lake Rolleston, Launceaton.

and Bridgewater. It is alleged by the Department that, despite the

fact that all machinery which cannot be minufactured in Australia

is supposed to be admitted free of Customs duty. Tasmania has to

pay many thousands of pounds a year in duty on machinery from

England and America which admittedly cannot be made in the

Commonwealth. Mr. Hayes (Minister _for Works) stated, in April,

that under the new tariff the Hydro-electric Department would be

hit very hard, and he hoped that something would be done by way of

amendment before the proposals passe i the Federal Parliament.

The Norwegian Aluminiani Co.—The report of the

A. S. Hoyangfaldene Norsk Aluminium Co., which was presented

at the annual meeting held at Christiania on June Ist, states that

the production of carbide, iron and electrodes had been discontinued

and the remainder of the raw materials been sold. The production

of aluminium waa started, and would be increased gradually as

larger supplies of alumina were received, which would depend, in

the first plaee. upon the output in France. Unfortunately, con-

siderable disappointment had been caused through the delay in the

delivery of machinery by the European firms, but the machinery
had now arrived, and experimental working for the essential part

of the works had been begun. The work undertaken in the

direction of the production of alumina from Norwegian raw
materials was continued and brought to a close in the course of the

year. The method had been carried out by an expert committee,

who characterised it both technically and economically as possess-

insr the competitive capability of solving the question of the pro-

duction of alumina from native clay. As. however, the war was over,

and the delivery of supplies of alumina could be reckoned on from
France, the directors did not find any reason for the present for

taking up the production according to this method. During the

work of endeavouring to ensure further supplies of raw materials,

they had paid special attention to comprehensive and valuable

deposits in Surinam, Dutch Guiana. The jubsidiary formed by
the company—the N.V. Nederlandsche Miin Exploratie en
Exploitatie Maatschappij—in which the company held the majority

of the shares, had now been granted a concession by the Dutch
Government for these deposits. In the ca?e of the A. S. Nordisk
Aluminium Industri, of Holmeatrand, which ia also a s-ibsidiary

company, the report states that the installation had so Sar been
completed that it had been possible to commence production. The
accounts show a deficit of 1.336,00C kr. for the year, during nine
months of which practically no manufacturing waa carried on. As
to the future prospects, the directors remark that the demand Sor

tduminium is considerable, and prices are favourable, and shouU
yield good profits as soon as the works are in full operation.

Italian Government Electrical Contracts.— During
1919 the Italian Government placed contracts for the following

electrical plant :

—

Copper wire ... 10,000,000 lire

Telephone cable... ' ... 4,000,500 „

Telephonic apparatus 1,000,000 „

Cord ... ... ..."'..."";.." 350,000 „

Dry and wet batteries „ , 230,000 .,

Covered wire ... J.
''

.."i"^
".7."' 220,000 .,

Insulators... 1,300,000 „

Poles 760,000 „

The above is exclusive of contracts for la^g:e ofti^alimtiqp, woiksi,

power station equipment, A:c. ., ,,. ; . -^i

German Representation.—-Tudging by copies of s letter

which we have received personally, and had brought to our notice

otherwise, a German firm of meter makers is circularising the elec-

trical profession broadcast with a view to securing a London repre-

sentative. A correspondent suggests that this is the beginning of
" peaoefol penetration"; bat that, we believe, began again -in

November, iai 8, ,, .
,';.% -ij ,>Lu; ^»ii, fj. j— -i-I. ..i o ,"i~ti -'

A Canadian Exhibition in London.-The Canadian

Induatries Exhibition, which waa formally declared open by Sir

G, McLaren Brown, of the C.P.R., on Monday last, remains open

until 17th inst. It is being held at the Royal Agricultural Hall,

Islington, and any reader who wants to come closely into touch

with Canadian affairs should make an effort to inspect the exhibits

during the remaining few days. The display affords a very

convincing evidence of the great Industrial strides that Canada has

made since 19U. directly as the result ot war-time manufacturing

operations. Six years ago the exports of Canadian products were

chiefly of agricultural and raw-material descriptions, but since the

war-time factories have turned over to peace-time operations, an

export trade in manufactured goods has been developed, which
bids fair to reach large proportions. Sir G. McLaren Brown said

that the possibilities of Canada industrially were limitless, by

reason of her geographical position, her vast and varied national

resources, her practically unlimited navigable waterways, her

healthy climate, and the energy of her people all of which made for

low cost of production, operation, and distribution. This had been

recognised already by their cousins to the south of the border, and

many American factories had been established in Canadian terri-

tory. As a Canadian, he was glad that the advantages of Canada
as a country for manufacturing were coming to be recognised by

manufacturers in England who proposed to establish branch factories.

They would never regret it.

The exhibits are of a varied nature, indicating activity in steJel

products, polishes, gas engines, bicycles, steam-heating apparatus,

leather gooia, agricultural machinery, paints and varnishes, electric

irons, toasters and vacuum cleaners, enamelled ware, furniture,

pianos and organs, lathes and hand-saws, petrol engines, engineers"

tools, and produots of the Canadian Electro-Products Co , Ltd., and

the Canada Carbide Co., whose works are at the Shawinigan Falls.

At the time of our visit the Hoover electric suction cleaner was
receiving a good deal of attention. Cinematograph films of general

life in Canada, also industrial films, are being shown free in the

King Edward's Hall, morning, afternoon, and evening. Mr. H.
Greville Montgomery, who has been responsible for the Exhibition,

is to be congratulated upon the measure of sucoess that has attended

his efforts, in spite of most exceptional difBcnlties. The Exhibition

is the first of its kind held in London, bu^, it will, unless we are

mistaken, be followed by many others as Canadian export trade

grows, as it seems destined to do, in the coming years.

British Engineering Firms and Manufacturing in

Australia.—According to the Melbourne A'je for April 12th. repre-

sentatives of Vickers, Ltd., have been on a tour of inspection of the

varioua engineering works in the Commonwealth for the purpose

of investigating the possibilitiea of the extension of the engineering

industry in Australia. The members of the party included J. S.

Redshaw, shipbuilding expert ; L. Lawrence, marine engines ;

Captain F. W. Turner, Rolls Royce engines ; A. E. Meaden. motor

cars. 'It is believed that the firm of Vickers, Ltd., which at

present has a contract for the construction of three of the 15,000<-

ton vessels for the Commonwealth Government, is contemplating

the extension to Australia of the various b.-anches of its activities,

including shipbuilding, aeroplanes. &c." Amongst the party was
Mr. W. L. More, the representative in Australasia for Boving and

Co., manufacturers of water turbines, and he was also investigating

the possibility of the machines being constructed in Australia

instead of. as hitherto, being imported.

The Salvage of Oily Rags, &c.—Oily rags have

hitherto been numbered amongst the things that are difficult to

dispose of, except in a furnace ; but the war has taught us many
things with regard to the salvage of waste materials, and the

Ministry of Munitions erected special plant for extracting oil from

rags, which were afterwards cleansed and sold to textile or paper

mills. The manager of thia plant waa Mr. L. St. Clare Roberts,

who purchased it after the Armistice was signed, and transferred

it to his new mills at Plaistow. A company has been formed

under the style of Roberts. Paton & Co., Ltd., Chapel MUls, Eve

Road, London, E. 15, which delivers steel drums, free of charge, to

customers in the London area, or free on rails for country

customers, and collects them when full of oily rags, paying for the

latter. Rags are much cheaper than cotton waste, and are more
absorbent ; for these reasons they were adopted in aU the work-

shops of the Royal Air Force, and engineering firms are following

tills example.

Company Liquidations.—Electric Smelting Co., Ltd.

—Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. G. A. V. Narraway,

3t. Queen Victoria Street, E.G. Meeting of creditors, June 11th.

Si-BBEsr Electbical Co.. Ltd.—Meeting of creditors is called

for June 17th. at 227-8, Gresham House, Old Broad Street, E.G.

Ele^tbio Tbain Lightixg Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting is

called for July 6th, at 4, Central Bank Chambers, Leeds, to hear an

account ol the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. G. Parish.

ROTASPatRE, Ltd.^A meeting of creditors was called for June

10th. Liquidator, Mr. A. S. Jopp.
Fuller's Wike and Cable Co., Ltd., Fuller's Carbos and

Elkotbicau Co.. Ltd., The Fdlleb Accumulator Co, Ltd.,

and J. C. Fuller 4 Sok, Ltd.- -Final meetings of members are

called for July 7th at Keenans House, Crown Court, Oheapside, E.G.

Liquidator, Mr. H. M. Morris.

i). Hulett i: Co.. Ltd.—A meeting of members is called for

July 1st, at 1. Walbrook, E.C.. to hear an aceount of the winding-

up from the liquidator, Mr. J. D. Broad.
Falkirk Iro.n Co.. Ltd.—Meeting of creditors at 43, Vicar

Street, Falkirk, on June 2l8t. Liquidator, Mr. J. Hastings.,

This liqaiidation is for purposes of reconstruction. All creditors^

will be paid in full. '.
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Catalogues and Lists. — The Imperial Electric
WoBKS, 7-12, Imperial Mews, St. Martin's Avenne, East Ham, E.tl.

—Illustrated leaflet deecribinff Browning's electrically-heated
soldering iron.

'• Rainbow " Artistic Shade Co., 30, Laurel Road, Fairfield,

Liverpool.—An illustrated folder giving designs and prices of

various types of silk lamp shades.
Messrs. Bruce Peehles Co., Ltd., Edinburgh.—Pamphlet

No. 21 D (20 pp.). An Ulnstrated catalogue of self-contained,

medium-size D.c. dynamos and motors. The list gives full

specifications and weights and dimensions in British and metric
units.

lORANic Electric Co., Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4.

—Pamphlet No. 6,OU7, an illustrated leaflet entitled " EUectric Coil

Winding," showing various types of coils and windings.

Book Notices.—" Report of the Labour Co-partnership
Association for the Year 1918." London. 3d.—The annual meet-
ing takes place in London (at the Guildhall), on Wednesday,
June 16th, at 3 o'clock. Lord Robert Cecil. K.C., M.P., will pre-
side ; Mr. W. A. Appleton will deliver address, and Sir George Gibb
will be one of the other speakers.

" Umsturz der Einsteinschen Relativitatstheorie." By A. Patschke.
Berlin-WUmersdorf : from the author.

" Lectures on Industrial Administration." Edited by B. Muscio.
Pp. vii + 276. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Price
68. net.

Scientific Paper No. 374 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, " An
Integration Method of Deriving the Alternating Current Resist-

ance and Inductance of Conductors" (32 pp.). Washington;
(lovernment Printing Office. Price 10 cents.

" Report of the British Chamber of Commerce of Turkey and
the Balkan States (Inc.) for the Years 1914-19." Constantinople.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—C. J. T. Hay.man, electrical

engineer, 76, Malvern Road, Leytonstone.—Receiving order made
June 2nd, on debtor's own petition. First meeting, June 15th

;

public examination, July 16th, both at Carey Street. W.C.
Bernard Pordes, lately carrying on business under the style of

the United Electrical Manufacturers Co., at 18-22, Christopher
Street, E.C.—Accounts have been filed at the London Bankruptcy
Court showing total liabilities £7.190 (unsecured £6.525), and
assets consisting of book debts for £448, estimated to produce
£160. The debtor manufactured electric pocket-lamp batteries,

and he attributes his present position chiefly to losses, estimated
at £12,000, sustained through the supply of bad chemicals ; also
to loss of £2,000, costs of an action brought against him by a
foreman for unjustifiable dismissal. The public examination was
to have been held on June 8th, before Mr. Registrar Mellor, but
Mr. W. Boyle, Official Receiver, reported that he had called upon
the debtor to file cash and goods accounts, and both he and the
trustee required time for purposes of investigation. By general
consent the sitting was adjourned till July 20th.

A German Order.—According to the South Wales Daily
Sews for June 4th, the A.E.G. turbo-alternator of the Newport
Corporation Electricity Committee is out of repair, and the
engineer reported that it was very likely it would be found
impossible to find any firm in the United Kingdom willing to
undertake the repairs. He thought that the Committee would
have no alternative but to place the work with the A.E.G. Co.,
Berlin

;
but if this course was adopted it would be advisable to

place an order for a new rotor, for which they had quoted £1,000 at
a rate of exchange of 200 marks to the £ 1. The Committee recom-
mended that the new rotor be purchased. The Uaily Sketch of
June 8th gave the price as £1,600, and stated that a section of the
Council strenuously opposed the proposal to place the order in
Germany, but the chairman of the Tramways Committee pointed
out that as the original machine came from Germany, English
firms would not consider its repair for fear their employes would
refuse to handle it, and because they said they were overwhelmed
with orders. The recommendation was adopted.

Cape Town.—The Electrical Trades Union sent in a
demand, through the Federation of Trades' secretary, to the
Electrical Contractors' Association at Cape Town for a minimum
wage of 3s. 6d. per hour, with 75 per cent, of this amount for
apprentices of four years' standing. The time limit was June 8th,
at which date the demand of the building trades' employes for
4s. per hour also matured.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. E. M. Parsons, electrical
contractor, who has been established at 67, King Edward Street,
Hull, for over 17 years, is removing, on 14th inst.. to larger
premises at 38a, Brook Street, Hull. Telephone number uniltered :

'•Central 5180.'

Mb. F. J. HuBST, for many years associated with the selling
organisation of Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., motor and aircraft
factors, has recently gone over to the Aircraft Pisposal Co.. Ltd.,
and is now installed at their salss headquarters at Regent House,
Kingsway.
Mr. p. Ba.xteb has commenced business as an electrical engineer

at 29, Westgate, Grantham.
Mb. G. C. Babnes, electrical engineer, has opened new premises

at Regent Street South, Barnsley.
Mb. a. B. Cartland has opened an office at 3, Creechurch Lane,

Leadenhall Street, E.C. 3, where he is specialising in fuel-econo-
mising and smoke-abatement appliances, including the patent
Sandwich system of boiler firing and the Gallagher-Crompton
baffle bridge, also the boiler efficiency caloolator.

Auction Sale.—By direction of the Disposal Board

Ministry of Munitions, Mr. C. D. Phillips will sell by auction on

June 22nd and following days at the National Carriage and Box
Repair Factory. Newport, Mon., the factory plant, maohina tools,

electric motors, generating sets, &c. For full particulars see onr

advertisement pages to-day.

Dissolution of Partnership.—Munday & Prior, agenta

and engineers, Belfast and Dublin.—Partnership dissolved. Mr.

E. P. Prior has opened offices and stores at 44, King Street, Belfast,

as wholesale electrical engineer, and has been appointed agent in

Ireland for the Electric Construction Co , Ltd., the Sun Electrical

Co., Ltd., and the New Pelapone Engine Co., Ltd.

Foreign Trade. — May Figures.—The following are

the values of imports and exports of electrical goods and machinery

in May :

—

May. Inc. or 5 months, 1920

1920. dec. Inc. or dec.

Impobts. £ £ *
Electrical goods, &c. ... 111,417 — 12,717 — 119,699

Machinery 1,517,839 -I- 404,834 + 988,344

ExpoBxa.

Electrical goods, &c. ... 1,005,210 -1- 555,640 -f 2,366,684

Machinery 4,851,193 -f-2,348,683 -1-9,352,068

Rk-e.\pobts.

Electrical goods, &c. ... 15,913 - 8,422 -t- 8,450

Machinery 157,067 + 94,657 + 349,996

Copper and Lead Prices.—Messrs. F. Smith & Co.

report, June 8thi:—Copper (eleotrolytic) bars, £110, £1 increase ;

ditto sheets, no change ; ditto wire rods, £125, £1 increase ; ditto

H.C. wire, no change ; silicium bronze wire, no change.

Messbs. James & Shakespeare report, June 9th :—Copper bars

(best selected), sheets and rods, no change ; English pig lead, £39,

a reduction of 80s. on the week.

Draughtmen's Association.—At the half-yearly Con-

ference of the Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding

Draughtsmen, concluded at Blackpool, yesterday, the membership
was stated to be over 15,000. Success in securing improved con-

ditions was reported, and it was announced that the activities of

the Association with regard to technical matters were increasing.

Resolutions were passed protesting against the inclusion of

draughtsmen and staff workers generally within the Unemploy-

ment Bill, and objecting to the further waste of public money on

the maintenance of Employment Exchanges.

—

Daily Telegraph.

LIQHTINQ AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—Price Revision.—The Corporation ba»

appointed a Sub-Committee to consider a further revision in

the prices of electricity, consequent on recent increases in coal and
working charges.

Australia.— Tasmania^ AVater Power.—Operations

are to be commenced shortly upon the Lake RoUeston hydro-

electric scheme, which has been designed to supply power to the

Read-Rosebery Co. for treating zinc ore.

Sydney Electbictty Sipply.—TheSydney undertaking supplies

over 30 municipalities with electricity, and, as all the agreements

were made before the war, charges have not been increased, with

consequent loss to the city. The only safeguard possessed by the

Council at present ia to demand a guarantee that a certain minimum
quantity of power will be taken, before new mains are laid. The
City CoancU is endeavouring to get the municipalities concerned to

agree to an increase in prices to place the undertaking in a better

financial condition.

Barnstaple. — Extensions.— The Town Council, on
May 31st, adopted a scheme for extending the electricity works
»t an estimated cost of £39,000. Mr. J. S. Highfield, the expert

called in to advise on the extension, is to carry out the scheme
on the terms quoted by him, namely, 6 per cent, on the total outlay.

Batley.—Loan.—The Electric Lighting Committee is

applying to the Ministry of Health for sanction to borrow £4,600
for mains extensions and services.

Belfast.— Loan.— The Corporation is applying for

sanction to a loan of £30,000 for expenditure upon the electricity

undertaking.

Birmingbam.—Committee's Report.— A report of

importance was presented at a recent meeting of the City Council

by the Electric Supply Committee. It dealt with, among other

things, the annual accounts of the department, which showed that the

additional capital raised during the year amounted to £101.091, and
the capital redeemed to £158,240. The outstanding debt was thus

reduced by £57.149 to £1,881,628. The total amount of capital

redeemed to date was equal to 34'3 per cent . and the net expendi-

ture on this account was £110,879, chiefly in respect of the

Nechells permanent station scheme. Dealing with revenue, the

Committee stated that the quantity of electrical energy sold was
nearly 128 million units, being a decrease of about 13 millions, or

9'22 per cent. There was a heavy fall during the earlier part of

the year, but during the last half, the sales improved progressively,
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beiujj 221 percout. (xreaterdurinjr the March (luarter than in March,
1919. This improvement waa maintained, and the jirosa revenue
from consumers exceeded the previous year's total by 12'4 per cent.

The increased expenditure and costs per unit were, to some extent,

met by the authorised increases in cliarges to consumers whicli

applied to the last seven months of the year. The principal

increases in expenditure were in respect of coal, repairs, and rates

and taxes, and wa^es had also advanced. The Committee explained

further that considerable capital payments would have to be met
before March, 1921, in respect of the Nechells permanent station

scheme, and it was deemed necessary to set aside a further £10,000
towards meetingj interest charg^es, &c., on this temporarily unpro-
ductive expenditure during: the construction i>eriod. They con-

sidered also that it was necessary to strengthen the renewals and
special expenditure reserve, in view of the present heavy costs of

engrineerinpr works which were likely to remain at a hijrh level

for some time. Having regard to the recent advance of coal, it was
necessary to revise the charges for electricity supplies. It was
recalled that the City Council had sanctioned an increase in July,

1919, since which date, in addition to the present advance in coal

prices, many other costs of production had increased. The
additional rates on the assessment of the undertaking this year

would amount to nearly £30,000 more than in the year just ended,

whilst wages, salaries, repairs, kc, were estimated to cost a further

£32,000. The addition to the department's coal bill, due to the

present advance, would be nearly £70,000 ; a large proportion of

this was, however, automatically recovered from the large power
users on the terms of their high-tension agreements, and this also

applied to traction supplies.

Blackbnrn.—Auxiliary Turbine.—Blackburn Corpora-

tion has authorised the purchase of a turbine at Throstle Street

Destructor Works, in order that it may be run by steam supplied

by the cleansing department to relieve the pressure on the elec-

tricity works during the winter months.

Barnley. — District Cojimittee. — Burnley, Colne,

Nelson, Accrington, and Rawtenstall have formed a District Com-
mittee to act together in all matters arising from the formation
of a Joint Electricity Authority for this area under the Electricity

(Supply) Act, 1919.

Loan.—The Town Council is making application to the Elec-

tricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow £45.000 (making,
with £75,000 previously applied for, .4; 120,000) for carrying out
proposed extensions at the electricity works, and the purchase and
installation of the necessary plant ; also for sanction to borrow
£20,000 for the installation of mains during the ensuing two
years.

Barton-on^Trent.—Year's Working.—There was a net

profit on the electricity undertaking during the paatyear of £1,427,
as compared with £5,258 in the previous year. An additional

capital expenditure of £2,.385, however, has been contributed out
of revenue this year, including £1,288 for an electric lorry.

£1,000 of the profit has been contributed towards the relief of the
rates, the balance being transferred to the renewal fund.

Ceylon.—Hydro-electric Prciect.—The Timrs of
India states that the Ceylon authorities are considering a proposal to

develop the island's water power. The initial cost of the scheme
would be about nine million rupees, and a further three millions

would be required for later extensions. The difficulty in obtain-

ing machinery and the probable reluctance of power-plant owners
to scrap their present plant are two great difficulties in the way of

this proposal.

Darlington.—E.xtEjNSIONs.—The Town Council is applying

for sanction to borrow £104,000 for extensions to buildings and
plant. Accommodation is to be made for two 5,000-K\v. sets, but

only one set and boilers will be installed at present.

Dartford.—Extensions.—The Urban District Council

has applied for a loan of £14,928 for a boUer, duplicate bus-bars,

mains extensions, and a rotary converter. A low-tension main to

cost £1,865 is to be laid, in order to supply electricity to the works
of Burroughs, 'Wellcome &; Co., Ltd., and the Monazite Products,

Ltd.

Darwen.—Mains E.ytknsions.—Sanction to borrow
£27,145 for extension of mains is being sought by the Corporation.

De'wsbury.—IjOAN.—The Electricity Committee recom-

mends application for a loan of £4,000 to cover the coat of mains
and services for supplying electricity to Savile Town.

Dover.—Loan Sanctioned.—Sanction to borrow £1,000
for mains extensions has been accorded the Town Council by the

Electricity Commissioners.

Falkirk.— Extensions Approved. — The Electricity

Commissioners have sanctioned the carrying-out of extensions to

the electricity works. These extensions consist of generating and
converting plant and mains.

Grays.—Loan.—The Urban District Council has applied
for a loan of £ 1 , 500 for additional plant and mains.

liford.—Deficiency.—The Electricity Committee has
received a letter from the Ministry of Health, stating that the
appeal submitted by the Council against the disallowance of

£10,261 8s. Id., made by the district auditor at hia audit of the

accounts of the Council for the year ended March :Ust, 1919, has

been considered by the Minister of Health, and that it appears that

the sum in question represents a deficiency on the Council's elec-

trical undertaking at March Hist, 1919; that the Minister is of

opinion that the disallowance was lawfully made, and he accord-

ingly confirms the same, but before expressing any opinion as to

the steps to be taken in dealing with this deficiency, he desires to be

furnished with a report by the Council as to the prospects of its

extinction. The Committee instructed the Clerk to inform the

Ministry, in reply, that a rate of 5d. in the £ had been made for the

ensuing half-year, to meet the deficiency on last year's working.

Leyton.—Year's Working The gross profit for the

year ended March 31st last was £6,000. Of this amount half will

be absorbed in payment of interest, and the other half placed to

the reserve fund.

London.—Bethnal Green.—The Electricity Committee
has recommended the installation of two 500-k.v.a. transformers at

an estimated cost of £1,800; switchgear, £600 ;land the carrying-out
of mains extensions at a cost of £7,740.

Morley.—Year's Working.—For the year ended
March 31st last, the accounts of the electricity undertaking showed
a total expenditure of £5,412, and a revenue of £7,883. the gross
profit being £2,420. After paying oflf £2,138 in respect of interest

on loans and sinking fund, there was a net profit of £281. as

against a deficit of £1,7.59 in the previous year.

Bulk Sipply.—The Corporation is considering terms for a
supply of electricity in bulk for power purposes, and is in commu-
nication with the Electricity Commissioners regarding the matter.

Nottingham,—Electricity Supply.—A report, which
was passed for its first reading, was presented at the last meeting
of the Nottingham City Council, dealing with future provision for

electricity supply. Mr. J. H. Rider had been engaged by the
responsible committee to deal with the question of a modern power
station for the Nottingham district, such station to form a part of

the general scheme for the East Midlands, and to aupply an area
extending in all directiona beyond the boundary of the city. He
has recommended the erection of a new station on the banks of the
Trent, the plant installed, in the first instance, to be two 10,000-KW.
seta, and future extenaions to consist either of 20,000-KW. or

25,000-KW. sets. Hia estimate of the cost of the complete plant,

including land, buildings, machinery, &c., is for the first section

of 20,000 KW. installed, £752,000 or £37'G3 per KW. ; first and
second sections for 40,000 KW. installed, £1,009,000 or £25'225 per

KW. Theee figurea, which are based upon actual costs at the

present time, include a certain amount of expenditure on behalf of

the future, viz., the whole of the land, river works for discharge
channel, engine and pump cranes, accumulators, &c. The estimate
for the first section also includes buildings sufficient for 40,000 KW.
of plant. It will also be necessary to provide high-pressure feeder

cables between the new power station and the present generating
stations in the city at an estimated coat of about £50,000. A
certain amount of transformer plant will be required. The
economies to be gained by operating the new power station, as

compared with the two existing stations, will be very great. The
committee proposes that application be made to the Electricity

Commission for sanction to the borrowing of £8(J8,000 for

carrying out the first portion of the scheme.
^'eab's Working.—The annual report of the Electricity Com-

mittee, presented at a recent meeting of the Corporation, showed a

surplus of £11,389, compared with a deficit of £8,912 in the pre-

ceding year. This is largely due to the increaaed charges which
were put in operation for the laat nine months of the period,

together with the increase in the number of units sold. The
demand is stated to be increasing both for lighting and power
purposes, but there has been inevitable delay in making new
installations, owing to the lack of necessary materials. The
mileage of distributing mains at the end of the year waa 72'793.

The number of units sold during the year was 17,056,592—an
increase of 764,422 for lighting, 624,360 for power, and 1,162,932

for traction.

New Zealand.—Extensions at Auckland In view
of the inadequacy of the present plant, and of the fact that there
is no immediate prospect of a hydro-electric supply, the City

Council has decided to make large extensions to the electricity

undertaking. The scheme adopted will entail an expenditure of

£600,000.
Water Power.—Three large hydro-electric schemes are under

consideration. The Wellington City Council proposes to develop
the power of the Orongoronga River at a cost of £337.000, and the
Wanganui Borough Council is borrowing £250,000 for the purpose
of constructing a hydro-electricity works at the source of the

Wangaehu River, about 30 mUes from the town. The third scheme
is for the development of Lake Monowai to provide power for

Southland. The cost of this undertaking will be £1,600,000.

Price Increases.—Conseiiuent upon the recent increase

in the price of coal, a large number of undertakings have found it

necessary to raise their charges for electricity. Among these are :

—

Dewabury, Swansea, Leicester, Barnstaple, Lincoln, Bangor.
Darwen, Canterbury, Chester, Crewe, Dover, Maidstone, Mother-
well, South Shields and Nottingham. The local comjiany under-
takings at Windsor, Sevenoaks and Carshalton have notified their

intention to apply for permission to increase their charges.
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Rotherham.—Strike.—The frreater part of tbe electri-

city worka mw shut down on June 3rd, the employes strikiDR iu

symimthy with the Sheffield workers. The men returned on

Sunday, June (Sth, and normal conditions were soon resumed.

South Shields.

—

Lo.\ns Sanctioned.—The Electricity

Commissioners hare agreed to sanction the borrowing of the

sum of £31,4:)9 repayable within 20 years.

With reg-ard to a further application for sanction to borrow

£37,513 for transformers, mains, sub-stations, &;c., the Com-

missioners authorise the town clerk to let any urgent contracts or

accept tenders for the works covered by the amplication, pending

further examination of the figures by the Commissioners.

Tarton.

—

Electricity Supi-i.y.—The Urban District

Council has had before it a scheme prepared by the Lancashire

Electric Power Co. for the extension of the electricity undertaking.

This provides for four distinct areas which, whilst complete in

themselves, will be linked together. The estimated cost for the

four areas is ;—Bradshaw, £5,300 ; Egerton, £6,015 ; Horrobin

£300 ; and Edgworth, £6,210 : a total of £17,855.

The Council has accepted the scheme, and decided to apply to

the Electricity Commissioners for power to borrow £20,0ii0.

Wallasey.

—

I^ock Disaster.—Following the Mersey

Djck disaster, caused by the breaking down of a dock gate and the

release of many thousands of tons of water from the Albert Dock,

BiAenhead, the electrical services of the Wallasey Corporation

were seriously interfered with at the beginning of the week. The

generating station is near the Birkenhead Float, which immediately

adjoins the Albert Dock, from which the station obtainefl its water

supply. In consequence of the sudden drop of 8 ft., the water

supply was practically cut off. The power supply was considerably

reduced, with the result that the electric lighting throughout the

town was very poor, and between 40 and 45 tramcars had to be

taken off the various services.

Whitchurch (Hants).—Lighting Sckeme Abandoned.
—Owing to the lack of local support, the scheme to supply the

parish with electricity by water power at the Tower Mill has been

abandoned.

Wigan.

—

Year's Working.—A profit of £13,071 was

made during the year ended March 31st last, in spite ol the fact

that prices are much lower than the present average.

Woolston.

—

Purchase of Station—The Town Council

is considering the purchase of a local electricity undertaking, at a

cost of £12.i,000.

Worthing.

—

Year's Working.—A surplus of £1,206
was the result of working of the electricity undertaking for the

year ended March 3l8t last, which compares favourably with the

deficit of £2.154 on the previous year's working. The capital

expenditure upon the electricity works is £100,000, of which

£43,000 has been paid off.

Wrexham.

—

Loan Sanctioned.—The Town Council has

been informed that there wUl be no inquiry with regard to the

application for a loan of £17,000 for extensions to the electricity

works.

Yorlc.

—

New Plant.—The city electrical engineer has

reported as to the cost of purchasing two Diesel engines, and of

erecting and putting them in working order, together with founda-

tions, cables, connections and contingencies, the whole amounting
to the estimated sum of £18,640. The Electricity Committee
recommends that it be authorised to proceed with the necessary

purchases and completion of these works, and that application be

made to the Electricity Commission for sanction to borrow the

requisite amount.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Ashton-under-Lyne.— Fares. — The Tramways Com-
mittee has refused to accede to an application from the Hui-st

Urban District Council to reintroduce penny stages.

Birmingham.

—

Canal Electrification.—It is reported

that electrification of an important part of the canal connecting

Birmingham with the Severn at Stourport is to be undertaken
shortly. It is calculated that the speed of the barges will be

raised to 4 J miles per hour, about double that of horse haulage,

and thit the method of propulsion wUl allow of this speed without
injury to the oaual banks. An overhead trolley wire system is

proposed. There is a considerable existing traffic on this portion

of the canal, and scope for the development which electrification

should render possible.

—

Enijineeriitg.

Annual Report.—The Birmingham Tramways Committee has
recommended the increase of the existing tramway fares by ^id. to

meet the higher cost of administration. It states that it has

had under consideration the estimated results of the current year's

working of the undertaking, from which it would appear there

would he a deficit of £283,537. The latter sum includes the cost of

permanent-way renewals estimated at £200,000, which must be
carried out during the year to enable the car services on some of

the routes in the city to be operated with safety. The deficit could
only be met by further increase of tramway fares. The Committee,
in its annual statement of expenditure, points out that the amount
borrowed for the tramway undertaking is £2,496,4i'i4. On the

te serve account it is stated that the operating expenses show an

increase of £l(;il.0'.a due chiefly to the enormouily increased cost

of labour and material, and in a lesser degree to extra mileage—the

averege cost per mile being 17'184d., compared with 15 '01 3d. for

1918-l:t, an increase of 2'171d. per car-mile. The receipts, which

constitute a record in the history of the undertaking, amounted to

£1,378,704, an increase of £131.433, the net result being, however,

a loss of £84,659, as compared with last year's working. By the

•Id. increase per fare, it is hoped to raise the additional income

required to meet present liabOities. The Committee points out

that the tram track has a length of 79 miles, or 123 miles (reduced

to single); the traffic revenue last year was £1.371.978; averse
traffic revenue per car-mile, 2r538d. ; and number of car-miles,

15,288,095. The average number of mUes per car per day was 82,

the average number of car-hours daily 10'92
; the number of

passengers carried was 225 millions ; and the percentage of

working expenses to receipts was 79 per cent. In a special report

on the subject of fares, the Finance Committee urges that the

Tramways Committee might with advantage report to the Council

after, say, three months' experience of the proposed new fares in

order that the Council might have an opportunity of considering

whether the fares were sufficiently increased to cover the rapidly

rising working expenses. The loss of the profits of the tramways
was in itself a sufficiently serious matter for the Corporation with-

out running the danger of the tramways becoming a charge upon

the rates.

Bolton.

—

Extensions.—The Tramways Committee has

under'consideration the question of extending its system from the

present terminus at Dunscar to a point near the Cross Guns,

Egerton, and from the terminus at Tonge Moor along Bradshaw
Brow, Lea Gate, to Longsight, Harwood. The Turton Urban
District Council has deputed a Sub-Committee to meet the Tram-
ways Committee to discuss the matter.

Bournemouth.

—

Strike Ended.—Employes who were
working upon the tramway track resumed work on June 2nd, after

being on strike for a month.

Continental.

—

France.—The following particulars are

gathered by the Railway Jtetiew from a statement by M. ClaveUle,

Minister of Public Works and Transport :—It being highly
important for France to make the most of its water power for

generating electricity, particularly at a time when its supplies of

coal are not sufficient to meet the needs of its industries,

an inventory was made, at the end of 1916. of the available

hydraulic power of the public water courses. The Special Com-
mittee on railroad service recommended the electrification of 5,220

miles of track as follows : Paris-Orleans, 1,926 miles out of a total

of 4,839 miles ; Paris-Lyons and Mediterranean, 1,367 miles out of

a total of 6,040 miles ; Midi, 1,926 miles out of a total of 2,525
miles. With the traffic of 1913, the energy consumption would
have reached ; Paris-Orleans, 280,000,000 KW.-hours

; Paris-Lyons
and Mediterranean, 550,000,000 KW.-hours ; Midi, 330,000,000
KW.-hours ; total, 1,600,000,000 KW.-hours a year. With the esti-

mated traffic in the immediate future, the consumption would he :

Paris-Orleans, 500,000.000 KW.-hours
; Paris-Lyons and Mediter-

ranean. 1,100,000,000 KW.-hours ; Midi, GOO.OOO.OOO KW.-hours
; total,

2,260,000,000 KW.-hours. In determining upon lines to \x electrified,

the Midi and the Paris-Orleans considered the relation of the cost

of electric power as compared with the cost of power w4th steam
locomotives, and the comparison showed that mountain lines with
sufficient traffic should be among the first to be electrified. They
also considered the location of the source of hydro-electric energy
in relation to the lines, and the importance of this power to other
industries. On the Paris-Lyons and Mediterranean, however, the
possibility has been considered of using electricity on lines of low
grades where there is a heavy traffic, even before mountain lines

where the traffic is very small. The proposed sources of electric

power are the following : For the Paris-Orleans, the Upper
Dordogne river and its branches ; for the Midi, the Pyrenees
mountains ; for the Paris-Lyons and Mediterranean, waterfalls in

the central plateau and in the Alps, and the plant at present

existing, or about to be constructed, in the region. The probable
cost is estimated as follows, based on prices before the war : Paris-

Orleans, S94,000,000 ; Paris-Lyons and Mediterranean. $93,000,000
;

Midi, §148,000,000; total, .^335,000,000.

Austria.—In connection with the projected electrification of

that part of the State railway system which is situated in the

Alpine districts, it is proposed to extend existing and erect new
hydro-electric power stations in different parts of the country,

which are to supply 24,000 h.p. The length of the railways to

be electrified is about 650 km., and the cost is estimated at

3,560 million crowns, which amount would have to be raised by a

loan. According to figures supplied by the Government, the

pre-war cost of the proposed works and of the rolling stock

required probibly would not have exceeded 80 million crowns.

—

Fiiuiin'ier.

Hungary.—The State Railway authorities propose to electrify

their lines, covering a total of about 1.400 km. This work is to be

carried out during a pariod of nine years. Owing to the fact that

all the waterfalls have been lost to Hungary, it will not be possible

to utilise hydro-electric power, so other means will have to be used

to generate the necessary power.

—

financier,

Doncaster.

—

Probable Fare Increase.—The tramway
tares in the town and district will shortly be increased in conse-

quence of the heavy costs which have now to be borne in main-
tenance, wages, kc. The present fares are only Id., and it is

stated that since March last the Corporation has teen losing £100
per week on the undertaking. It is probable that new routes will be

opened out to the Carr House, Rosiington, and Kirk Sandall district*,
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Exeter.—Year's Working.—The total of the traffic

receipts for the past year was £31,336, and the expenditure,

exclusive of loan interest, &c., was £28,444, leaving a proas profit

of £2,892.

Leeds.—Fare Increase.—At a recent City Council

meeting, it was decided to increase the fares, after the first Id.

stage—which remains as it is—by id. per fare. About one-third of

the passengers will not be affected by the increase, and about ."lO

per cent, will have to pay the increase from lid. to 2d. A loss of

about £300 per day was being incurred, and it is expected that the

present deficiency of £100,000 will be liquidated by the advanced
fares. The Labour Party put up a strong opposition to the pro-

posal, but their amendment to again refer the matter back for con-

sideration was defeated. The increased charges will come into

operation immediately.

Liacoln.—Fare Increase.—There was a net profit on
the tramway undertaking of £313 on the past year's working. It

has been decided to increase the tramway fares from 1 Id. to 2d.,

the 3d. (workmen's four-journey) fares to 4d., and the parcel rates

in the same proportion.

Liverpool.—-Price Increase.—The Corporation has

decided to increase the basic charge of Id. per unit for electrical

energy supplied to the tramway undertaking by 15 per cent, from
June 30th, and a variation for fuel price adjustment is to be added
to the increased charges.

London.—High-Speed Cars.—A new main road from
West Ham to Tilbury, to serve the new suburb which the London
County Council is erecting at Dagenham, is to have a double

tramway track down the centre, fencsd off from the rest of the

road, to allow the cars to run at high speed.

Manchester.—Stage Keduction.—To meet the antici-

pated serious deficit on the current year's working of the tram-
ways, the Tramways Committee'decided to reduce the Id. stage in

distance from 2 to IJ miles, and this has been confirmed by the

City Council.

Salford.—Stage Reduction.—To meet the increased

cost of running the tramways, the Town Council last week decided

to reduce the Id. stage to 1} mUes, instead of 2 miles, as at present.

An amendment was propo3ed to put an extra |d. on Id. fares, but

was defeated.

Sandwich.—Tnis Extension.—The East Kent Light
Railway Co. has informed the Town Council that it is applying
for an extension of time for the construction of the line from
Shepherdswill to Sandwich, ria Barfrestone, Eythorne, Eastry,

Woodnesborough, Ash and Stonar, and the application is to be

assented to.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia. — Arc Wireless Installations.— The
Minister for the Navy stated that the Naval Board had approved
of the installation of the arc system of wireless telegraphy at

certain Australian stations. The four installations that had been
made were working successfully. The cost of the Melbourne .ind

Perth stations was approximately £890. The Randwiok wireless

works had made 2.5 wireless receiving sets at a cost of £ 1 10

per set.

Commnnication with Rassia.—The Great Northern
Telegraph Co. has been negotiating lately with Litvinoff, over the
resumption of telegraphicconnection with Russia, which was broken
off at the beginning of the war. The company's two cables can
quickly be resumed, only the cable between Liban and Petrograd
needing r<pvirs — Central Keics.

Greece.—Foreign Telegrams.—The Greek Administra-
t'on notifies that the English, French, Italian, and German
languages are admitted in international telegraphic correspondence
until further notice.

High-speed Telegraphy.—A telegram to the Prince of

Wales, giving the result of the Derby, w,as handed in by the King at
Eosom at 3.11) p.m. It was transmitted to London, thence to Halifax
(Nova Scotia), reaching Canada at 3.19 p.m., crossed the countrv.
and by means of the Imperial Pacific cable the message leached
Australia 23 minutes after the finish of the race.

Japan.—Telephone Extensions.—According to the
Titialiu Nielli, the Jajiapese Communications Department plans a
big extension of the telephone service to be carried into effect

during the next ei»ht years beginning with the next fi«o%l year
(from April 1st) at the estimated co.st of yen 337,ii00.000. The
present number of subscribers in Tokio is to be inoreaspd to
l.'')2.000 ; in Osaka to 91,000; in Kyoto to 30.000; in 'i'okohama
to 21,000 ;

in Kobe to 31,000 ; in Nagoya to 2.'<,000
; and in other

places to 327,000. The above figures show the proportion of 49
subscribers per 1,000 population for Tokio

; Osaka of 41 ; Kobe of
43 ; while others come to a rateof 40 or so. By 19211 Kobe will
have six telephone exchanges, including the present three, to deal
with the proposed extension. The city of Kobe now contains 9.100
or so subscribers, a number which, is to be increased to 31,000. The
Communications Department is at present studying the automatic
exchange system now in vogue in America and Europe. The
presmt 40 telephone circuits between Osaka and Kobe are to be
increased to 100 in some t)laoes'.—^rtrto«n> Jferieiv,

Proposed New Cables.—^'a^ious announcements have

been made from time to time regarding the laying of new cables,

and the following particulars will show that cable factories will

be very busy for some time to come :—The Commercial Cable Co.

contemplates the laying of another Atlantic cable. Another
Atlantic cable is contemplated by the Imperial Covernment, and

one between Scandinavia and America. The Eastern companies

are laying cables between England and Gibraltar ; Malta and

Alexandria ; Aden and Bombay ; Gibraltar and Malta ; Madras and

Singapore. A duplication of the British Columbia-Fanning Island

cable may also be undertaken. Further cables are to be laid

between Miami and Barbados ; Barbados and Para ; Buenos Aires

and Monte-Video ; Monte-Video and Santos. The WestCoast of South

America Co. intends extending its cables northwards ; the Commer-
cial Pacific Cable Co. will be duplicating its cables and the South

American Cable Co. is establishing landlines between Buenos Aires

and Monte-Video, and laying a cable between the latter place and
Rio Janeiro. There has also been talk of connecting San Francisco

by cable to Central America.
The Timex announces that the Pacific Cable Board points out

that the duplication of the Vancouver to Norfolk Island cable has

not yet been considerei by the Governments interested.

Signal Service Vacancies.—The War Office is appealing

for a number of wireless operators and wireless electricians for the

Signal Service. The normal period of engagement will be for six

years with the Colours and six with the Reserve, but ex-soldiers

and men who have not been in the Army will be accepted for two,

three, or four years. A bounty of £100 will be paid to operators

and £.50 to electricians who pass the necessary tests.

—

Timex.

Spain.—New Cable.—The Government intends, says

the T- and T. Age, to lay a submarine cable between Cadiz, Spain

,

and Larache, in Morocco.

Telephone Exchanges. — Bdilding Stopped. — The
Cabinet Sub-Committee on Retrenchment has decided that all

buildings for, amongst other things, telephone exchanges, are not

to be proceeded with for the present.

Telephones in Rural Districts.—Mr. IlliogTOrth, Post-

master-General, states that during the last 15 months over 500 new
telephone call offices have been approved in rural districts, and
some of these could be of benefit to farmers.

" I hope," he adds, "that when more progress has been made in

overtaking the arrears of work which accumulated during the

war, it may be possible more freely to extend the 'phone facilities

in rural areas."

—

Daily Disjiatvh.

Wireless Meteorological Reports.—The Air Ministry

states that on and after June Ist meteorological reports for general

use will be circulated by wireless telegraphy daily. Synoptic

telegrams in the code hitherto used will be issued at 3.15 a.m.,

8.45 a.m., and 8.15 p.m. A General Inference, in plain language,

based upon the 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. observations, will be issued at

9.15 a.m. and 8 p.m. Call sign G.F.A., wave length 1,400 metres

(C.W.). The synoptic telegrams from Aberdeen at 2.30 am. and
2 30 p.m. are unaltered. Call sign B.Y.D., wave length 3,300

metres (C.W.). The times given are G.M.T.

Wireless Telephones.—Radio-telephone stations to be

used primarily for giving information as to the whereabouts of

aircraft travelling, or about to travel, along a route, and for

reporting weather conditions along the route to the machine, are

being opened in various parts of this country, France, and Belgium.

Stations are already open for work at Croydon and Lympne for the

London—Paris and London—Brussels routes, and stations will

shortly be opened for the London—Birmingham—Manchester

—

Glasgow route at -Castle Bromwich, Didsbury, and Renfrew.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.

( TKi data given in parittthem at the end of the paragraph indicaUi

the istue of the Elbotbioaii Review in which the " Ofioial

Notice" appeared.)

OPEN.
Australia.—Sydney.—August 4th. N.S.W. Government

Railways and Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief
Electrical Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
August 3rd. Department of Public Works. Turbines and

generators for the Barren Jack hydro-electric development scheme.
Department of Public Works, Sydney.
N.S.W.—Postmaster General's Department. August 2nd and

6th. Aluminium sheet, brass rod, .tc, scheduled 7C9
;
platinum

wire, gold and silver wire, scheduled 7fi8. (See this issue.)

Western Australia. — Postmaster-General's Department.
August 3rd. 326 accumulators, schedule 6r.S. (See this issue.)

Barnsley.—Electric light installation at Westgate Primi-
tive Methodist Church. Mr. P. Pickersgill, 122. Dodworth Road.

Belgium.—'unc 2;5rd. The Soci<t<' Nationaledes Chemins
deFer'\'icinaux, 48, Rue Monteyer, Brussels. Tenders forabout 3,400

metres of underground armoured feeders for the electric railways

in the Namur district. Particulars from the Services Electriquea

Department, at the address given abDve.

Bedford. — .Tune 21st. Electricity Department. One
2-ton locomotive jib crane, with grab and traok rails, steam and
other pipework. (June 4th.)
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Belgium,—.lune IDth. The Itelgian Post and Telegraph
aathorities at La Salle Madeleine. Brussels, are inviting tenders
for the supply of 1,710 kilometres of covered copper wire.

Canterbury. — June 22nd. Electricity Department.
1,210 yards 25 sq. in. x '25 sq. in. X •125 sq. in. L.T. triple-con-
centric paper-insulated cable. (See this issue.)

CarlisIe.^June 25th. Electricity Department. One
3,000-KW. turbo-alternator and condensiiig plant. (May 28th.)

Colne.—Electricity Department. Steam and water piping.
(See this issue.)

Dartford.—June 26'th. Electricity undertaking. Rotary
converter, transformers, switchg-ear, &c., L.T. twin cable-feeder,
pillar and feeder-panel. (See this issue.)

Dundalk.—June 15th. Urban District Council. Elec-
tricity Department. 750 yd., l.t., 3-core, paper-insulated, lead-
covered and armoured cable ; disconnecting boxes (pavement type)
and joint boxes. (May 28th.)

Dundee.—June 24th. Electricity Department. Steam
feed and water piping, two turbine-driven feed pumps. (See this
issue.)

Edinburgh.—June 19th. Electricity Supply Department.
E.H.T. and L.T. switchgear, ko., for Portobello station. (May 2l8t,)

Halifax.—June 18th. Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee. Two natural draught chimney type water-cooling towers.
(See this issue.)

Ince-in-Makerfield.—June 15th. Urban District Council.
Waterworks Department. Motor-driven pumping sets ; cables ;

alterations to winding engine from steam to electric drive ; switch-
gear. (May 28th.')

Ingleton.—Ingleton Electric Lighting and Power Co.,
Ltd. Waterway across the River Greta. Particulars from Elec-
trical Engineer to the Company, Elestricity Works, Ingleton, rUi
Carnforth.

Leeds.—June 14th. Electricity Department. 12,000-kw.
steam turbine, alternator and condensing plant. (May 14th.)

London.—WiMiiLEDON.—June 12th. Electric Tjighting
Committee. Two boilers, with mechanical stokers, induced-draught
fan and motor pipework, steel chimney, kc. (May 2.'^th.)

Manchester.—June 25th. Electricity Committee. Twelve
months' supply electricity meters, time switches, potential and
current transformers, motor-starting switches, CO. and A.c. motors.
(See this issue.)

New Zealand.—Auckland.—September Ist. Harbour
Board. For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs.
W. k A. McArthur, Ltd., 18-19, SUk Street, Cripplegate, London.

Newport.—June 26th. Electricity Department. Turbo-
alternating plant, surface-condensing plant, boUers, economiserg,
draught plant, steel Hue and stack, &c. (June 4th.)

Nottingham. — June 17th. Electricity Committee.
Twelve months' supply of general stores. (See this issue.)

Nuneaton. — June 30th. Electricity Department.
1,000-KW., D.c, geared turbo-alternator, surface-condensing
plant and pipework. (June 4th.)

Southampton.— July 3rd. Electricity Department.
E.H.T. and H.T. switchgear and D.c. control panel. (June 4th.)

Swindon.—June 26tli. Electricity Department. 2,000
yards 3-in. four-way stoneware conduits, light steel poles for over-
head lines. (See this issue.)

Warrington.—June 15th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Motors and transformers. (May 28th.)
June 29th. Electricity Department. Truck type aah elevator

and hopper. (See this issue.)

Bradford.—Tramways Committee

CLOSED.
Australia.—Sydney.—City Council. Accepted.
Motor starters (spec. 590 sec. a. b. c. d.;, ;£63l ; two 2,030-k.v.a. 5,000/10,000

three-phase oil-insulated water-cooled transformers for Pyrmont Power
House (spec. B71), £5,016 : two 2,000-kw. rotary converters (spec. SSJi),
i31,40O, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Commonwealth, P.M.G.'s Department, Victoria.

Melbourne City Council. Accepted :

2,000 condenser tubes, £1,278.—H. V. McKay.— r^nderj.

Belgium.— Seven home concerns submitted tenders
recently to the municipal authorities of Antwerp for the electrical
equipment of three transformer cabins at the Nos. 2 and 3 dock, the
lowest being that of M. L. Desmedt, of Brussels.

Electricity Committee :

Meter-testing generator, A'50,^.--J. H. Holmes & Co.
Steam wagon for cable-drums and transformers, i:l,30ii.— Yorkshire Com-

mercial Motor Co., Ltd.
Steam piping, £855.—Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.
Fibre cable conduits, £2,512.—Key Engineering Co., Ltd.
Feed-water heater, £340.—Worthington Pump Co., Ltd,
Two hand-operated overhead cranes, £873.—Herbert Morris, Ltd.

Bolton.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

Worthington-aimpson, Ltd.—Condensing plant.
Stewarts cS Lloyds, Ltd.—Steel piping for extensions at the Backo'-th'-

Bank electricity works.

Dartford.—Urban District Council

:

Boiler.—John Thompson Water-Tube Boilers, Ltd.—£5,641.
Duplicate bus-bars,—Johnson & Phillips, Ltd,, £765.
Improvement of flre-alarm system.—E, E. Beaven, £460.

Dover—Board of Guardians :

Electric light installation, workhouse.—E. A. Pinto, £46.1.

Hammersmith.—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

198 meters, various sizes, £662.—Electrical Apparatus Co.
148 house service boxes, £148; two disconnecting boxes, £15; 150 fuse

boxes, £211.—W. Lucy & Co., Ltd.

Mains Mt-tensionx.—Switchgear ; two-phase H.T. board, three"

phase E.H.T. gear, sub-station equipment, isolating switches for

existing boards :

—

Fergoson & PaUin . . . . £1 1,107 DeliveiT 18 to 19 weeks. Recom.
G.E.C. Co., Ltd 19,984 „ 40 „
A. Reyrolle &Co.,Ltd. .. 20,147 „ Not stated
Switchgear & Cowans, Ltd, .

.

20,148 ,, 32 to 86 weeks
Park Royal Engineering Co. .

.

23,390 ,, 78 ,,

Met,-Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd... 24,546 „ 40 „
New Switchgear Con. Co., Ltd. 25,430 „ 40 „
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd. .

.

27,260 „ 52 „

Cahle Ducts.—Reference to the tender of Messrs, Sankey & Co.

for cable ducts, accepted by the Council on April 28th. The firm

notify that an award of the Industrial Reconstruction Committee
for the clay industries has advanced the wages of the men by 8s.

per week, and that this will increase the estimate by £153. As a

stipulation was made in the company's tender providing for

increased prices, the Committee has agreed to accept the revised

oifer,

C'ai;«.—1,000 yards '1 L.T. concentric cable, £358 ; 600 yards
•2 L.T. ditto, £304 :—

Western Electric Co., Ltd., accepted.

Kingston-on-Thames.—Education Committee :

Electric light installation, manual training centre. — H. Offer.

Liverpool.—Corporation. Metropolitan-Vickers Electric

Co., Ltd.—Switchgear, &c., in connection with the new 12,600-KW.

generating set for the Lister Driv« power station.

The Corporation has rescinded the acceptance of the tender of the

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., for the supply of insulated cables

and wires for the 12 months ending March 31st next, and has

accepted that of the Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.

London.—St. Marylebone.—Electricity Supply Com-
mittee recommended four 35-h.p. slow-speed motors and switch-

gear for the cooling-tower fans.

W. Hallen, Son & Co. (recommended) .. £2,763 delivery 7 to 8 months.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. .. 2,793 ,, 8 ,,

English Electric Co., Ltd 3,116 „ 12 to 14 „
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd. 3,914 ,, 10 „

Two turbine-driven rotary pumps, capacity 15,000 gallons per

hour : £1,179, Messrs. Weir (recommended).
Circulating water pipes and valves : Alton \; Co., £1,856

(recommended).
Cables for generator and rotary converters :

British Insulated and Helsb; Cables, Ltd. (recommendedl £2,779
Western Klectric Co., Ltd ... 2,853

Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd 8,089
Pirelli-Ueneral Cable Works, Ltd 3,152

House-service Meters.—The Committee recommends that the
Council enter into contracts with Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd., and Ferranti. Ltd., for an indefinite number of meters, on the

basis of their second alternative offer, for a period of one year.

General Purposes Committee. Set of Magneta electric clocks

for the Town Hall, including master clock, 39 secondary wall
clocks, and nine secondary mantlepiece clocks, ice. : £357, Magneta
Time Co., Ltd. (recommended).

Motherwell.—Town Council

:

Electricity meters for a year.—Chamberlain it Hookham, Ltd.

Poplar.—Borough Council :

Electric light installation, 144 houses.—Famdons Electric Co.

South Africa.— Strand (Cape Province). — Electric
lighting for the municipality, Hubert Davies .'t Co., Ltd.
OnDTSHOOBN (Cape Pbovince).—Hubert Davies & Co., Ltd., for

the supply of the additional generating plant.
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PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Pbysloal Soolet; of London. — Friday, Jane 11th. At the Imperial
College of Science, 8outh Kensington, S.W. At 5 p.m. Ordinary meeting.

Faraday Society.—Monday, June 14th. At Buiiington House, Piccadilly,

W. At 8 p.m. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, June 14th. .\t Burlington House, Piccadilly,
W. At 5.a0 p.m. Lecture on "Great Engineering Adventures," by Mr.
E. Cressy.

Institution of Electrical Engineers — Wednesday, June 16tb. At the
Institution of Civil Engineers, Gt. George Street, 8.W. At 6 p.m. Dis-

cussion on the following : Paper read by Sir Dugald Clerk. P.R.S., before
the Royal Society of Arts, on "Distribution of Heat, Light and Motive
Power by Gas and Electricity "

; and on "The Report of the Coal-Gas and
Electrical Supply Industries of the U.K. to the President of the Institution

of Gas Engineers," by Sir Dugald Clerk. F.R.S.. Prof. A. Smithells, F.R.8.,
and Prof. J. W. Cobb.

NOTES.

Inquiry.—Agents for the " Edel " electric iron are

aaked for.

Appointments Vacant.— Lecturer in electrical wirinpr, for

L.C.C. Hackney Institute ; armature winder, for the Rochdale
Corporation Tramways ; electrical engineer (£1.000). for the

Southampton Corporation; head of mining: department (£376),

head of enprineering department (£375), for the St. Helena Muni-
cipal Technical School ; electrical engrineer (S10.200 ; the Straits

dollar is fixed at 28. 4d.), for the George Town (Penang) Municipal
Commissioners : two cable foremen (550 rupees per calendar

month), for the Telegraph Department of the Government of

India ; shift engineer (949. 2d.), for the Rawtenstall Corporation

Electricity Department ; maiijs assistant, for the Sale Urban
District Council Electricity Department : assistant mains engineer

(£290). shift charge engineer (£276), for the Walsall Borough
Electricity Supply Department ; lecturers in physics, electrical and
mechanical engineering for the Birmingham Municipal Technical

School. See our advertisement pages for particulars.

Educational. — Imperiaj, College of Science and
Technology.—On Friday last a public meeting was held at the

Central Hall, Westminster, in support of the claim of the College

to be invested with the power to confer degrees. Lord Morris pre-

sided, and amongst the speakers were Prof. Watts. Mr. H. G.

Wells, Sir Ernest Rutherford, Mr. J. A. Spender, and Sir Alfred

Keogh. The great majority of the large audience consisted of

students of the Imperial College. A resolution urging the Prime
Minister and educational departments to consider the matter
seriously was moved from the chair. Lord Morris adding that if

their aim was not accomplished in the regular way, there was
another way to attain it. The resolution was carried, with one
dissentient.

Cambbidge University.—The Commercial Union Assurance

Co. has presented a sum of £165,000 to build and endow a laboratory

for research in biochemistry.

Electricity in Steel Making.—At a meeting of the London
Section of the Igranic Engineering Society on June 2nd, an
interesting lecture on "' Our Part in Steel Making " was delivered

by Mr. C. W. Yerger, M.A.I.E.E. The lecture covered a great deal

of ground, the industry being traced from the coal and iron mines
and limestone quarries to the finished products of a variety of

descriptions. Dealing with the mines, the lecturer enumerated the

many ways in which electricity entered into the working and
described hoists, air compressors, pumps, locomotives, &c. The
coke ovens then received attention, and many facts concerning

belt conveyors, cranes, breakers, crushers, door-operating gear and
other plant were presented to the audience, and by means of

lantern slides, members were enabled to obtain a good idea of the

ingenuity of the machinery. The electrical plant utilised in the

blast-furnace process was given a good deal of time, and some
excellent photographs of car conveyors for delivering the iron,

coke, kc, at the furnace top were exhibited. Methods of using the
blast-furnace gas were detailed, part being used for heating pur-

poses, and part for the generation of electricity. The steel works
and rolling mills with their powerful motors and generators were
illustrated and described. Special attention was accorded the

electric cranes, and the magnetic braking devices for operating

upon any failure of power were exhaustively dealt with, much
interest being evinced in the arrangement by which a torque motor
connected in parallel with the main motor, operating a cam gear
acts against a spring while in motion, releasing this to operate the

brakes when the power is cut oflE.

Fatalities.—The Deputy-Coroner for Newcastle-on-Tyne
ifiquired, on June 2nd, into the death of two men. which occurred

while they were working on the mains of the Newcastle and
District Electric Lighting O)., Ltd. The two victims were Thomas
Farrer. a foreman jointer, and Murray Kennedy, an assistant fore-

man. GeorgeCarr, mains superintendent to the company, said on Jlay

29th a complaint was received from a picture hall in Scotawood Road
that they could get no light. Upon an inspection of the mains,

witness found that the fault was in a pipe at the junction-box at

the top of Forth Banks. A short circuit had been set up on a

Scotswood Road cable, which had set fire to other cables. The
junotion-box contained eight pairs of cables. The circuits were
disconnected at the sub-station, and left till Sunday, when repair-

work was recommenced. Seven pairs of cables were discovered to

have been burned through iu the pipe, some 2 to 4 ft. from th«

box. One cable was intact. In order to identify the oablea, the

whole were pulled out and labelled. After testing the cables to

see they were otherwise all right, it was decided to rejoin those

cables necessary to get the current on to supply places of worship

with light, and leave the Scotswood cable till last. At 5.30, five

nairs of cables were jointed, and it was decided to Jput the current

on. Before doing so. witness read to Farrer a list he had received

from Mr. Cowe, the foreman in charge of the jointing. That was

done ill Mr. Cowe's presence, and witness asked if it were correct.

The reply was in the affirmative. Witness then went to the power

station and gave the list to the station engineer ; proceeding thence

to the sub-station, the switches were put in. In a few minutes a

telephone message was received, asking that the circuits should be

made dead. On examining the cables afterwards, witness found

that the Scotswood B cable was fully jointed, but the Westgate

B cable was only partly jointed, and he found that the two men
had- been working on the Westgate B when the current had been

turned on. It was evident that the deceased must have made a

mistake, and connected Scotswood B. instead of Westgate B, and

given Westgate B as a finished circuit. R. T. Cowe, foreman cable

layer, spoke to receiving the names of the finished cables from

Farrer. After the accident he pulled Kennedy off the wire. Farrer

had evidently made a mistake between the two cables. Witness

did not check the cables, but accepted Farrer's word. A
verdict of "Accidental death" was returned, and the Coroner

expressed the opinion that Farrer had made a mistake.

Whilst following his employment as a colliery mechanic at

Lord Ellesmere's No. 2 Mosley Common Pit, near Walkden, on

June 3rd, Thomas Crook (35) was killed. He was seen to

open a switchbox, although he had been warned not long before

not to go near it, and had no business with it whatever. A lad named
John Ivill, on going to him shortly afterwards, could get no reply

from him, and he was found to be dead. The current was shut off,

and the body removed.

Electric Vehicles for Invalids.—^Ir. Granville Brad-

shaw, of A.B.C. Motors, Ltd., Walton-on-Thames, who was

responsible for the A.B.C. aircraft engine, ic. has designed an

electrical vehicle for the use of invalids. The machine, which has

already undergone preliminary tests, consists practically of a

motor-cycle side-car body on four wheels. A single electric motor

drives the rear axle by chain, and a battery is carried having

capacity for a distance of 35 miles on one charge. It is stated that

simplicity is the keynote of the machine, which is so arranged that

it can be controlled either entirely by hand or entirely by foot, or

by any suitable compromise between these two methods.

Power Without Fuel.—According to a statement com-

municated to the International Press Service by Mr. Tom Emery,

within a few weeks the public will see his invention in operation ;

it is described as an automatic, self-staiting, self-stopping motor,

which generates power without fuel " by an application of hitherto

unexplored principles of mechanics." It is going to put the

thermal engine out of commission, he says, and can drive anything

from a watch to a super-Dreadnougbt. Strange to say, when the

inventor advertised inviting applications for licences to manu-
facture his motors, only a few replies were received ; so he has

transferred all his rights to a limited company. The use of fuel

being abolished, the cost of living is to be enormously reduced, the

atmosphere of cities will be purified, the population will be

diffused, and the National Debt will cease to be a burden. With
wages high and working hours low, Bolshevism will be struck a

mortal blow. There is nothing new under the sim, said the

Preacher, and this epoch-making device is a familiar phenomenon

to us. That Mr. Emery is an inventor is not open to question : and

his description of the Emery motor is strictly accurate, in one

respect. He says it is self-stopping.

Birmingham Electric Supply Department. — War
Memorial.—The employes of the Birmingham Electric Supply

Department have subscribed for and erected a memorial to their

31 colleagues who gave their lives in the war. It takes the form of

a bronze tablet placed in the entrance hall to the offices in Dale

End. It is a very artistic production. Surmounted by the City

Arms, worked iu enamel, it bears the following inscription on its

centre panel :

—

" Tliis tablet was erected by the employes of this Department to perpetuate
the glorious memory of their'CoUeagues who fell in the great war, 19U-1919."

Two side panels give a record of the names of the 31 employes

who made the supreme sacrifice. Last Saturday afternoon, in the

presence of a company representative of all sections of the depart-

ment, the memorial tablet was unveiled by Mr. R. A. Chattock, the

city electrical engineer. As befitted the occasion, which coincided

with the fourth anniversary of Kitchener's death, the ceremony
was a simple one, not unmingled with touches of emotion. After

the unveiling, a few words from Mr. Councillor Beale, chairman

of the Electric Supply Committee, and Mr. Jennings, secretary,

brought the proceedings to a close. It has been arranged for photo-

graphic copies of the memorial to be sent to the relatives of the

men whose names it l>eara.

Accident.—At the Oldham Corporation electricity works,

last week, William Humphries, turbine driver, somehow touched

one of the isolator switches and received a shock at 6.000 volts.

He was rendered unconscious, but artificial respiration was resorted

to, and after an hour-and-a-half the man was brought round. In

a few hours Humphries had fuUy recovered his faoullies. In such

cases artificial respiration should be continued, if uecessary, for

three hours.
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The Gas Regulation Bill—Tie Board ol Trade Jmtmal
gives a rtsume of the objects of this measure.

It is proposed to provide :
—

1. That charges for gas shall be based upon the number
of heat units supplied to the consumer instead of upon the
number of cubic feet of gas supplied as at present.

•2. For the necessary adjustment of standard and maximum
prices and sliding scale provisions, and for an addition to the

price to compensate for the increased cost of production and
supply of gas.

3. For the more efficient testing of the gas; and

4. For facilities for the obtaining by gas undertakers of

further powers vrithout direct recourse to Parliament.

In effect, the Bill is one for the reconstruction of the gas

industry and the adjustment of the statutory obligations

imposed upon the industry with regard to the quality and price

of gas in the light of modern requirements. The Fuel Re-
search Board in a report dated Januarj' '29th, 1919 (Crud.

108), recommended as a central principle that the existing

system of charging the consumer for the volume of gas of a
certain nominal illuminating or calorific value which passes

through his meter, should be replaced by one in which he is

charged directly for the potential thermal units he receives.

The alteration in the system of charging necessitates a more
efficient system of testing the gas, and the Bill, while allow-

ing gas undertakers to supply gas of any calorific value,

which they declare that they propose to supply, makes pro-

vision for the extension of the functions of the gas referees

and of the chief gas examiner, which are at present confined

to London, to the whole country, so that testing everywhere
will in future be carried out according to their directions. It

is proposed in Clause I to gi\e the Board of Trade power to

make departmental orders under which effect will be given

to the principles of the Bill in accordance with the conditions

of the individual undertakings.
The second clause contains the statutory requirements with

which undertakers, who have obtained orders from the Board
of TradCj will have to comply with regard to the composition
and pressure of the gas supplied by them. Power is taken
if necessary to inijxise a limitation on the proportion of inert

constituents of the gas, but an important protection of the

consumer against an excessive proportion of such constituents

will lie in the fact that under the new system of charging
by heat value he will not have to pay for them.
A restriction on the proportion ol carbon monoxide in the

gas has been advocated in the interests of public health by
the Fuel Economy Committee of the British Association.

The Bill places an obligation on the Board of Ti'ade to cause
an inquiry to be held into this question, and if as a result

of the inquin- any such restriction is found to be desirable

the Board will be authorised to make a special order relating

to the matter.
It is intended under the Bill that the additional costs of

production and supply shall be allovxed for with a view to

enabling undertakings as a general rule to earn approximately
their pre-war rate of profit.

The costs of administering the Act are proposed to be met
bv the formation of a gas fund for which a lew not exceed-
ing £1-5 for each 100.000.000 cu. ft. of gas is "to be made;
that is to sav, not more than one pennv for everv 14.000
cu. ft. of gas. Undertakings making less than 100,000,000
cu. ft. in the year will not be required to contribute.

Concrete Pipe Mannfacture.—The May Journal of the
S..\. Institution of Electrical Engineers contains a paper
upon the manufacture of concrete pipes by the Hume centri-
fugal process (Hume Pipe Co. (S.A.), Ltd.). The materials
employed are crushed stone from the mines in the Witwaters-
rand area, cement from the Pretoria Portland Cement Co.,
and, for reinforcement, discarded winding ropes, of which
large quantities are available. The ropes are cut into suitable
lengths, annealed, and then unstranded. They are then
woven n.-'.to cages which are placed in the pipe moulds. The
latter are made of light galvanised steel sheet with cast-iron
end rings, which serve a treble purpose, securing the steel

casing, forming the thickness of the pipe, and providing the
running treads which come into contact with the revolving
disks of the moulding machine. Tliese machines are of simple
design operated by variable speed motors or long cone pulleys.
The moulds are placed on the machine and rotated slowly.
The concrete is thrown into the moulds until the required
amount is furnished, the machine is gradually speeded up.
and the centrifugal force causes the material to be evenly
distributed throughout the length of the moulds; water is

also driven out by this method. If an exceptionally smooth
internal surface is desired, a polishing bar of steel pipe is

firmly applied to the surface of the concrete. The lengths
of the pii>es are usually as follows : Up to 15 in. diameter,
(5 ft., and from 18 to 72 in. in diameter, 8 ft. Six 4 or 6-in.

diameter pipes can be completed in eight or nine minutes,
and four 1.5 or 18-in. pipes in fifteen minutes. Larger sizes
UT^ to (V) in. diameter can he finished in about twenty minutes.
The joints are made by slipping a collar of the same material
over the pipes, and packing with a sand and cement mixture
for low pressures or a special plastic mixture for high pres-
sures. Sizes up to 9 in. diameter will withstand a working
pressure of from 300 to 350 lb. per sq. in., while larger eizefi

have been tested up to 210 lb. per sq. in.

Industrial League Convention.—The Industrial League
and CJouncil ia ortranisinpr a convention of employers and employed
to be held on Tuesday and Wednesday next, 16th and Itith inst., in

Manchester. We understand that the Manchester En^rineering

Council is .cordially co-operatinjr with the representatives ot the

League in the district in making the necessary arrangements.

The Conference will be held in the Town Hall.

Registration of Engineers.— The May issue of the

Journal of the Engineering Institute of Canada gives the testa

of the professional engineering Acts that have become law m
British C-olumbia and Manitoba to incorporate the associa-

tions of professional engineers. In New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia it is expected that during the present sessions

of the iJegislative A.ssembly other Acts will have been passed,

and the Alberta Act has been passed recently. In Quebec
there has been established the Corporation of Professional

Engineers. In Ontario the formulation of an acceptable Bill

is in the hands of an Advisory Conference Committee estab-

lished by the suggestion of the Ontario Provincial Division.

Jn Saskatchewan changes were suggested by the Premier
which caused the Bill to he withdrawn. In the Bills that

have become law " professional engineer " means any person
registered as a professional engineer under the provisions

of the Act; "professional engineering" or "the practice of

a professional engineer " embraces the designing, supervision,

the advising on the design, or supervision and the advising- oo
the making of measurements for the construction, enlarge-

ment, alteration, improvement, maintenance, or valuation, of

public or private utilities, industrial work, I'ailways, bridges,

tunnels, highways, roads, canals, harbour works, harbours,
river improvements, lighthoiLses, wet docks, dry docks, floating

docks, dredges, cranes, and other similar work, steam engines,

turbines, pumps, internal combustion engines, and other
similar mechanical structures, airships jind aeroplanes, elec-

trical machinery and apparatus, chemical and metallurgical

ina.chinery, and works for the development, transmission, or
application of power, mining operations, and apparatus for

carrying out such operations, municipal works, irrigation

works, water works, water purification plants, sewerage
works, sewage disposal works, drainage works, incinerators,

hydraulicworks, and all other engineering works. The execu-
tion by a contractor or his assistants of work designed by a
professional engineer, or the direction of Tiork as otherwise
defined in this clause by superintendent of construction, or
superintendent of maintenance, or their subordinates when
working from de.signs or upon adivice of a professional^ en-
gineer, shall not be deemed to be the practice of professional

engineering within the meaning of this Act.

In the U.S.A. a committee has reported to the Society of
Civil Engineers on the advisability of legislation -providing

for the registration of licensing of practitioners of professional

engineerirtg. architecture, and land surveyitig, and has re-

commended a uniform registration law. The report states

that in fixing the qualifications for registration these were
purposely made high, but they have not been made unneces-
sarily difficult for reasonably competent men to meet. It is

not intended that candidates would ordinarily be subjected
to written examinations, but rather fhat the board of regis-

tration would pass upon the sufficiency of the professiojjal

rcford of each candidate. Minimum qualifications have been
provided. In order to enable the board to pa.ss upon can-
didates fairly certain quaUfications are specified as, prima
facie, evidence of fitness, which (unless other facts derogatgry
to a candidate are also in evidence) will permit the hoard to,

pass the candidate. The principal qualifications are : Long
continued practice, graduation from a technical Bchool of,

approved standing, with subsequent years of practice or mem-
bership in high-grade technical societies, in t^ie absence of

disqualifying facts. ',,
.

Electrical Pumping in the U.S A.—During; the winter

and spring of 1918-19. according to the Engineering World, 27
of the 206 public water works systems in Indiana were visited

by members of the engineering experiment station staff of

Purdue University, with a view to ascertaining the present
status of electrical operation of such plant. Among the con-
clusions given are : (3) The energy consumption in properly
designed plant may be expected to vary from 0,2 to 2,0 K*.-
hours per 1.000 gal. per 100 ft. head, with 1.0 as a fair average.

(4) The operating expenses for an electrically operated plant
are low—considerably below those for a steam plant and ap-

preciably below those for an internal combustion engine plant.—Technical Revicu'. ,

U.S.A. National Electrical Code Revision.—The Xational
Electrical Code was first promulgated 23 years ago, and has
grown until to-day its rules are not much short of absolute
law. The committee that revises tile code includes represen-
tatives of the National Electric Light Association. American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Electric Railway
.Association. National Electric Contractors' Association, U.S. .4.

Btireau of Standards, besides representatives of national and
municipal bodies interested in fire prevention and under-,
w'riters' organisations. In March last, at New York City, the.

Electrical Committee of the National Fire Prevention Asso-
ciation held a public meeting on the recommended changes
in the code. After the public hearing the committee held
a closed meeting, at which the recommended changes were
adopted with some few exceptions.
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INSTITUTION NOTES.

Sdvth ' African Institution of Engineers.—The May Mmmal
iviek further and more complete details of the scheme for pro-

vidinir a meeting: place for the South African technical and scientific

institutions and societies. The Institution will be known as the

"Associated Scientific and Technical Societies of South Africa."

The Institute of Engineers is contributing £500 from its funds,

and the members are endeavouring to raise at least another £2,000
towards the cost of the scheme. The purchase of the Johannes-

burg Club will cost £22,500, and the Chamber of Mines has agreed

to contribute 10a. for every £1 subscribed up to a total of £.5,000,

and J.leb to meet interest charges on mortgages for the first two
years.

Soulh African Association of Municipal Electrical Engineers

—

According to Eniiineerimj in South Africa, the Annual Convention
will be held this year during the week September 13th to 18th

at Pretoria, where Mr. T. C. WoUey-Dod, town electrical engineer,

will act as President. Provisional promises for papers have been

received from Mr. A. E. Val Davies. of Cape Town, Mr. Mordy
Lambe, of East London, and Mr. G. Mercier, of Bethel.

Since the last Convention, says our contemporary, the Association

has suffered the loss of a number of prominent members, amongst
whom may be mentioned Col. Dobson, D.S.O., Johannesburg (Past
President), Mr. D. A. Stewart, Bloemfontein (Member of Council),

Mr. W. Bellad Ellis, Queenstown (Member of Council), and Mr. E. T.

Price, Johannesburg (Member of Council), and their places will be

h^rd to fill.

' Most of these past members are making the change from
municipal to commercial life, and it would appear that the muni-
cipalities to-day have not a sufficient appreciation of the opportuni-

ties offering to technical men of initiative and experience, or else on
the other hand, there must be a feeling that the restrictions and
vexations of municipal work put-too great a curb on their energies

and ambition."

S.A. Institute of Electrical Engineers.—In the course of a
discussion, on April 22nd, on the use of electricity in developing
the resources of the Union, Mr. J. W. Kirkland, past president,

referring to the use of electricity in connection with agriculture,

said that he believed that the time of the dark farm, when the
farmer and hia wife got up in the dark of the morning to milk
their cows, and went to bed by candle light, had passed, and that
electricity was going to change farming into a more normal kind
of life. It could only be done by electricity. The farming
population would increase their happiness and increase the output
of the farms by electricity ; having learned the advantages of

electricity by reason of the electric I'.ght, they would then find the
other advantages of using electric power.

Mr. 0. J. M. Constancon said that before the war a director of a
largeCtermanelectrical manufacturing firmtold him that in Germany
agricultural progress was principally due to the adoption of modern
and scientific methods, and that electricity had made in this direction

a great stride forward. He pointed out that one of their big items
of manufacture came under the heading of electrical material for

agriculture, such as motors, high-tension sets for electroculture,

and special types of tractor sets. He also said that for certain

types of cultivation, electricity had been extensively employed ;

that meant that bad soil had been greatly improved. Another
great factor which showed in what measure electricity was used
for agriculture, was the great system of generating stations

which had l)een erected all over the country, and was known as

the overland centrals. Mr. Constancon had also visited one of the
large testates in Silesia, and was surprised to see what they were
doing by means of electricity. Electrical ploughing was going on
night and day, and most of the work, such as the milking of the
cows, the pumping, milling, cutting, and pressing was all done
by electricity. There was a great future for electricity in

connection with agriculture, and especially for those farms which
were near large generating stations.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
2ht Ed/Uort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the comvvercial side of the profes»Uyn aiid iTidiistry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

BliBCTBlCAL Review posted as to their m/n>ements.

Oaptain H. L. Dixon, late E.A.F., has resigned hia position
as chief engineer and manager to the Leatherhead & District
Electricity Co., Ltd., held since 1906, to take up private
work.
Watford U.D.O. has granted the following increases of

salary: Chief electrical engineer, from' f650 to £800; chief
assistant and station superintendent (Mr. C. E. Geeenhalgh),
from £384 to £602 10s. (graded as power station superinten-
dent); mains superintendent (Mr.- J. B. Wallers), from £342
to £538.
Mr. A. S. HooppELL, late iunior assistant engineer at the

Southend-on-Sea Corporation power station, hag been ap-
pointed a charge engineer at the Torquay Corporation works.

Mr. L. OsTiCK, mains assistant at the Bridlington electri-
city works, has been appointed to a similar position with the
Finchley Council.
Dover T.C. has appointed Mr. B. L. Shoesmitb^ charge en-

gineer, 8t a aalary of £200 a. y«ir, to be reviewed at the end
of three niODths. -

Mr. R.: Li HoRst-iELD, manager of the Walsall C)orporatioa
Tramways, who is leaving for a similar appointment at

Cardiff, has been presented by the staff with an inscribed
oak bureau bookcase.
The salary of Mr. Wishabt, electrical engineer at Mother-

well, is to be increased by £100 to £550 per annum. The
A.M.E.E. requested the payment of £773, with £60 bonus,
plug 30 per cent.
The American AMdemy of .-Vrts and Sciences has awarded

the Rumford Premium to Dr. Irving Langmdir, for hia re-

.searches in thermionic and allied phenomena.
The Willard Gibbs medal hag been presented to Dr. F. G.

COTTRELL, director of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, by the Chicago
Section of the American Chemical Society in recognition of

his researches on the precipitation of fumes and dust.
Bath City Council has increased the salary of Mr. F.

Teagde, the City Electrical Engineer, from £700 to £850 per
annum.

The Birthday Honours List.—In the list of Birthday
Honours, which was published on Saturday last, the follow-
ing gentlemen are awarded the honour of knighthood :

—
Mr. Philip Dawson, for service rendered as a member of

the Disposal Board, Ministry of Munitions.
Mr. William Noble, chief engineer to the General Post

Office.

Professor J. B. Henderson, D.Sc, Professor of Applied
Mechanics, R.N. College, Greenwich.
The Electrical Review tenders its congratulations to these

three gentlemen.

Obituary.—Mr. 0. V. Thomas.—We regret to read in the
Times of the death which occurred on May 30th, at Marseilles,
from pneumonia, of Mr. Orlo Venning Thomas, Slunicipal
electrical engineer, Penang, late P.W.D., Straits Settlements,
age 51.

Prop. Augosto Righi.—The Tmies correspondent at Milan
reports that Prof. Augusto Righi, who held the Chair of
Physics at Bologna University and was well known for hig
experiments in magnetism and electricity and light, died at
Bologna on Tuesday at the age of 70 years.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

W. Canning & Co., Ltd. (167,927).—Public company.
Registered June 1st. Capital, £450,000 in £1 shares. The objej:ts are: To
carrjr on the business o( manufacturers of and dealers in polishing and
plating plant, machinery, apparatus, and materials and preparations for the
businesses of electro platers, polishers, electro depositors, enamellers. and
lacquerers, metallurgical chemists and analysts, drysallers, electrical and
general engineers, ic, and to adopt an agreement with E. R. Canning.
The first directors are : E. R. Canning, Grey House. Hamstead Hall Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham; T. R. Canning. The Tan House. Lapworth,
Warwick; A. 13. Canning, 5, Park Avenue, Handsworth, Birmingham: E.
Williams. Benson Works, Foundry Lane. Birmingham; G. A. Pope Southam
Road, Hall Green, Birmingham. Solicitor: E. P. Beale, 13, Newhall Street.
Birmingham. Registered office : 137. Great Hampton Street, Birmingham.

Vickers.British East Africa, Ltd. (188,013).—Private com-
pany. Registercil June Ith. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the
business of manufacturers of and dealers in steel, iron, brass, and metals,
shipbuilders, shipwrights, ordnance manufacturers, electricians, &c. The
firs: directors ai-e : Sir Francis Barker, Lowndes House, Lowndes Square,
S.W.; S. V. Dardier. 4S. Grange Road, Ealing. W.; N. Robinson, Westmoor,
Green House, Slough (all of v.nrious other companies). Solicitors: Linklater
and Paines, 2, Bond Court, Walbrook, E.C. Registered, office : Vickers
House, Broadway, Westminster.

Uno Co., Ltd. (167,790).—Private company. Registered
May 27th. Capital, £5.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business of electrical
and general engineers, manufacturers of the " Uno " roaster. &c. The first
directors are: P. B. Benkert. 159. Venner Road, Sydenham. S.E.; W. Bennett,
""

• ' Park, Stamford Hill. N.; C. P. Bennett. 28. Amhurst Park.
iford Hill, N. Solicitor : W. N. VVyle
:: 90, Minories, Tower Hill. E. 1.

,

4, Walbrook, E.C. Registered

Hays. Standen & Co., Ltd. (167,8
31st. Capital, £50,000 in £1 shares. To take ov
merchants and manufacturers carried
' Hays, Hunter & Standen. Ltd.." and to
business ol dealers in machinery and plant,
and allied industries, switches, iamp holders,

J. D. Garrett, 88. Ebury Street, S.W.; P. J
Surrey: H. W. Standen. Canterbury House. Si

)
.—Registered May

the business of engineers.
71. Soulhwark Street, S'.E.,

carry on the same and tht

:astings for electrical, motor
&c. The first directors are

Havs. Bleangate, Purlev
T. \V,

Hall, Gl, West Smithficld. EC. Registered office : 71. Soulhwark Street, S.E.

City Electric Welding Co. (Newcastle). Ltd. (167,863).—
Private company. Registered May 31st. Capital, £5.000 in £1 shares. To
carry on the business of electric and oxy-acetylene welders, automobile en-
gineers, agents for motor lorries, cars, cycles, scooters, and motor and aero-
plane accessories, marine engineers, ship builders and repairers, &c. The
first directors are: A. Atkinson. 1, Lesbury Road. Newcastle-on-Tvne; W. C.
Waller, Elderhurst, Granville Road. Newcastle-on-Tyne; C. DeuchaV. Ovcrdale
Lindislarne Ro.id. NewcastlcKjn-Tvne. Secretary : W. C. Waller. Registered
office : 2 and 4, Stephen Street, Bridge End, Bykor, Newcastle^n-Tyne.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Crampton & Co., Ltd. (109.328).—Capital, ^2,500 in il
'hares. Return dated April 8tfl, 1920. All shares taken up and paid for
in full. Mortgages and charges nil.

Lymington Electric Light & Power Co.. Ltd. (57,98^).—
Capital, £.30,000 In £5 shares (4,600 ordintirv and 1,400 prFferred). Return
dated March 31st, 1920. 3..M8 ordin.%ry and 1,285 preferred (baret taken up.
£24,37,? paid, including £10 on shares forreiled. Moitg.ng.j and char'oes,
£9,000.
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Crossley Bros., LW. (61,970).—Return dated Mav 9th,
1980. Capital. £2,000,000 in £1 shares (403,390 preferred, 1.015,414 ordinary,

and 581.196 unissued). .\ll preferred and ordinary sh.ices taken up. £533.^0
paid. £885,604 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges, nil.

Chas W. Webber, Ltd.—Debentures dated May 17th, 1920,
to secure £500, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present

and future, including uncalled capital. Holder : F. E. Dove, Chandos
Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.

British Union Lamp Works, Ltd Particulars of i20,000
debentures authorised Ma\ 'JOth, 1920; whale amount issued. Property

charged : The company's 'undertaking and property, present and future,

including uncalled capital, subject to £10.000 first mortgage debentures. No

SuttoninAshfield Motor & Electrical Engineering Co.,

Ltd.—Debentures charged on certain land and premises in

.Sutton-in-.\5hfield, and the co'mpanv's undertaking and property, present and

future, including uncalled capital, dated May 14th, 1920 to secure all moneys
due or to becom.' due from the company to London County Westminster and

Parr's Bank, Ltd.

Lighting & General Traders, Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on
.\pril 14th, 1920. of debentures dated November 6th, 1919, securing £682 10s.

Whitchurch & Pangbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—
Satisfaction in full on April 3l)th, ID'iO, of charge datecf .August 14th, 1919.

CITY NOTES.

The gross earnings for the year 1919

United River were £976,168, and the gross maintenance
Plate Telephone and other charges in Argentina and Lon-

Co., Ltd. don were £764.076, leaving £'212,092, from
which debenture interest and preference

dividend are deducted; 8 per cent., free of tax, is paid on
the ordinary shares; £50.000 is put to reserve; £10.000 to

reserve (war contingencies) fund; £35,700 is carried forward,

as against £.36.707 brought in. The directors have .sanctioned

the introduction into Buenos .\ires of the automatic system.

The shareholders are to be asked to authorise the increase

of the capital to £2.500,000, with power to the directors to

issue new shares at such times and upon such terms and
conditions as they shall determine, as the general expansion
of the undertaking of the company and the necessity of

coping with the ever-increasing demand for new telephone
facilities entail an outlay which can only be met by the
provision of additional capital.

The report for 1919 shows a balance to

Callender's the credit of profit and loss account of

Cable and £161..5'25. Debentuie interest absorbs
Construction £13.500; preference dividend £26.000; de-

Co., Ltd. pieciation of buildings, plant, and machi-
nery £37,500; depreciation of office furni-

ture £500. The balance brought forward was £114,779, and
the available balance is £198,803; 15 per cent., less income
tax, on the ordinary shares requires £60,000; there is put
to special reserve for war taxation £33.000, and carried for-

ward £105,803. During the year an entire change has taken
place in the business of the company, as the factories both
at Erith and of the .\nchor Co. at Leigh, have been converted
from manufacturing war materials to ordinary commercial
production. This conversion has involved much work, and
has taken considerable time. During that period output was
seriously interfered with, but the chanee-over is now com-
plete, with most satisfactory results. • The urgent necessity
to increa.se the company's production, notwithstanding the
working week being reduced to 47 hours, required a reor-

ganisation of the factory conditions, and. after lengthy nego-
tiation, a system of continuous working by three rotary shifts
was established, with the result that output has now been
substantially increased. Tn the early part of the year it be-
came evident to the directors that additional "plant and
machinery were required to meet the increasing demands
of the industry for cables capable of working at much higher
voltages tha» in the past. Extensive new workshops were
therefore erected for the manufacture of super tension mains
of 33.000 volts and upwards, and these are now practically
completed. The Picardy works, which were specially erected
and equipped with machinery for the rapid manufacture of
field telephone cables for the army, have been comnletely
converted and re-equipped with plant for the manufacture
of telephone cables for general use. The financial results of
1919 are regarded as eminentlv satisfactory, especiallv when
consideration is given to the difficulties inseparable from the
great change-over which has occurred, and the general re-
organisation of industry. They believe that the full re.sults
of the new plant will onlv be apparent in the future, and.
seeing that the volume of orders obtained is exceptionallv
large, they have every hope that the financial results of the
current vear will be even more favourable. The business of
the .\nchor Cable Co.. Ltd.. a subsidiary nf this company,
suffered from the process of conversion referred to above, but,
nevertheless, the financial results have been satisfactorv.
-\n excellent feeling prevails between the operatives and the
management. As the financial resources of the company,
even with the additional capital issued in 1918, have not
sufficiently met the requirements of the companv's increasing
tradei, the directors, earlv in .\pril last, took the necessary
steps to_increa.se the capital bv the creation of 400,000 "B '"'

cumulative preference srares of £1 each ; these will be ia»ued
shortly and, with them, the unissued balance of 100,000
ordinary shares.

The report for 1919 states that tbe bud-
Marconi ness continues to show substantial expan-

International sion. Gross revenue £772,019, an increase

Marine uf £'208,813 over 1918. This increase is in

Communication part due to an advance in ship subsidies

Co., Ltd. in consequence of a large advance in

salaries of telegraphists during the period,

and it is counter-balanced to a considerable extent by th«
increase in expendituie.

In consequence of unfavourable rates of exchange which obtained at the

end of the year, considerable sums of money have been allowed to remain
abroad on deposit or Invested in foreign Government securities. A sum
approximating £50,000 has been debited to profit and loss account, calculating

the rate of exchange on December 31st, as though the money had been
brought home at that date, and the loss incurred. The loss, however, ha«
not been actually incurred, and when in the course of time exchanges improve.
as no doubt they will do, the sums written off will figure in a futurt

balance she^t as a profit.

.Notwithstanding this temporary depreciation and the writing off of some
£20,000 representing depreciation in investments in Government securities,

the profit for the year shows an increase over the preceding year.

Final dividend of 10 per cent, for 1919, making 15 per cent,

for the year. 748 debentures of a par value of £14,960 were
redeemed. The total number of public telegraph stations

owned and worked by the company on the high seas increased

from 2,549 to 2,842. The organisation of the company,
together with that of its associated companies, has continued
to render inestimable service in the saving of life and pro-

perty. The .\malgainated Wireless (.\ustralasia), Ltd., in

which this company is interested, has paid a dividend of 5

per cent, in respect of the year ended June 30th, 1919. Of
the 600,000 new shares offered to shareholders, at par, an
May 10th, 1919, 592,7'26 shares were subscribed. Lord Her-
schell. G.C.V.O.. has been appointed a director.

The revenue for 1919 was £90.860 and the
Corli Electric expenses were £70,734, leaving £'20,127

Tramways tV plus £3,649 brought forward. Interest on
Lighting Co., the debentuies absorbs £4,600; there is put

Ltd. to reserve for depreciation and renewals
£6,500; to maintenance reserve, £4,000;

5 per cent, dividend on the preference shares requires £6,163,
leaving £2,512 to carry forward. The revenue increased by
£11,941 as compared with 1918 (of which £4,930 was from the
tramways and £6,2:32 from lighting and ^lower). Expenses
increased by £13,349, chiefly due to higher salaries and wages
and cost of coal and other materials. The gross profit shows
a reduction of £1,408 as compared with 1918. An increase in

fares was authorised in .\ugust. 1919, and the revenue since

that date has materially improved. The increased revenue
from fighting and power is mainly due to increased charges.
Expenses have materially increased since the last revision of

fares, and lighting and power tariffs and further adjustments
of chai'ges are now under consideration. Capital expended
during the year (£13,290) was mainly for house services, cable*
and plant. A 2,000-kw. Curtis turbine is now in course of

construction. The lease of the Lighting Order from the Cork
Corporation which expired in August, 1918, has, after pro-

longed negotiations, been renewed for a period of 40 years;
the approval of the Board of Trade i.« awaited.

Presiding at the annual meeting recently
Urban Electric Mr. P. D. Tuckett said that last year.

Supply Co., Ltd. lohowing on an increase of £'28.000 in

1918, the higher price of coal and the rise

in wages account for a further increase of £36.000, making
a total increa.se of £l'20.tKXl since 1914 for those two items
alone. They had re))eatedly applied to the Board of Trade
for sanction to increases in their charges to meet these in-

creased costs, but the relief obtained had been wholly in-

adequate. They had hoped that the Bill which, together
with Edmundsous' Electricity Corporation, they had pro-
moted, would have given them the right to earn the reason-
able return on their capital to which they were entitled and
without which thev could not properly discharge their statu-
tory obligations. Whereas every other trader, mcludin" the
Government, had long since met the conditions by a corre-
sponding adjustment of price, this company was still suffering,

and, indeed, all but perishing, from inability to make such
adjustment. It was the only remedy open to them, and it

would be a monstrous injustice if it was much longer denied
them—both to shareholders and to the staff. It was with
much regret that he had to report the rejection of the Bill
by the Select Committee of the House of Lords. Since then
they had had an interview with tht Electricity Commis-
sioners, and they appeared to be alive to the seriousness of
the position and professed their anxiety to find a remedy
without delay. They were unable to specify the exact forrn
which the remedy would take. The company would leave
no stone unturned to get the Commissioners' good intentions
converted into definite action at the earliest " possilde date-
No further capital would be put into the business until
there was a satisfactory assiurance of a reasonable return
thereon: yet no_ business was more dependent on a steady
flow of new capital, if healthy development was to continue.
But for the war thev would have been able to show an
available balance to-dav of between £50.000 and £60.000
which would have amply sufficed to provide for depreciation
and for the payment of a enbstantial ordinary dividend.
In.stead, however, of their being in a position to pay an
ordinary dividend, they were unable to pay anv preference
dividend, and were not even able to provide .at all adeqnatelv
for the increased depreciation which the increased cost of
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plant renewala now entailed. The results were deplorable,

and unless the conditions which had produced them were very

shortly relaxed, it was quit-e obvious that the industry, so

far as" most of the smaller provincial undertakings were con-

cerned, was going to be brought to a standstill. They were

not only denied the right to earn a profit, but were com-

pelled to supply at a heavy loss which it was altogether

beyond their capacity to bear. So desperate were the straits

towhich some of the undertakings were reduced, that from

sheer lack of funds it was no longer possible for them to

pay their men the increased scale of wages which recent

awards entitled them to claim. They had, therefore, most

reluctantly been forced to adopt, as the only policy open to

them, the purely retrograde one of doing everything in their

power to discourage development. In the present uncer-

tainty as to the treatment they were to receive, he hesitated

to offer any advice as to the value of the shares, but it would

be a pity if they were to allow the natural disappointment

and discouragement of the moment to induce them lightly

to throw their holdings. The enormous increase in the cost

of plant and buildings had greatly enhanced the value of the

property, and it was only the artificial and unfair restriction

of their rates of charge that prevented it from producing a

satisfactory return. Provided therefore that they were given

the right to charge higher prices, which they were satisfied

their consumers would readily pay, he saw no reason why
they should look to the futm-e with any less confidence than

formerly. The demand promised to be greater than ever,

but before they could increase their obligations they must
have a reasonable expectation of earning a commercial return.

Under the most favourable circumstances some little time

was bound to elapse before they could make good the injury,

and fully restore the position to what it .should be.

The directors of the A.G. Mix £ Geiiest,

German of Berlin, recommend the payment of a

Companies. dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, for

1919, this contrasting with no distribution

in the preceding year.

The Lloyd Dynamo Werke A.G., of Bremen, proposes to

pay a dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, out of net profits

of 188,000 marks in 1919, as compared with 7 per cent, and
201,000 marks respectively in the preceding year.

The accounts of the I)cut.iehe. Kabelwerhr .4.(3., of Berlin,

including the balance forward, and after making provision for

depreciation, show net profits of 1,39'2,000 marks for 1919, as

compared with 890.000 marks in the previous year. It is

intended to pay a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent., being

the same as in 1918.

The report of Voigt <{ Haeffner A.G., of FranTcforf-on-Main

,

states that a scarcity of raw materials continued in 1919

and caused great restrictions in the production. The net

profits amounted to 1.840.000 marks, as compared with

2,003,000 marks in 1918, the dividend being at the rate of

18 per cent., as in the preceding year. It is said that the

prospects are not unfavourable provided that a sufiicient

supply of raw and semi-finished materials is available.

The report of the Dr. Paul Meyer A.G.. of Berlin, states

that the difficulties experienced in obtaining raw materials

rendered it impossible fully to meet the demand in 1919,

particularly in the new department for electricity meters.

The net profits amounted to 67.5.000 marks, as against 437,000

marks, and a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, has been
declared on the increased capital of C.tKXt.OOO marks, being
the same rate as in 1918.

The Ges. fur Elekirische Unternchmungen, of Berlin, states

that the tramways in which the company is interested ex-

perienced still more unfavourable results in 1919 than in the
preceding year. The net profits were derived partly from
the sale of foreign investments and partly from the improved
results of electricity supply works, they having amounted
to 5.792,000 marks, as compared with 4,48.5,000 marks in 1918.

It is proposed to pay a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent.,

as against 6 per cent, in the previous year, and to devote

greater attention to investments in manufacturing works in

the future.

The report of the Bcrjimann Elektrizitats Werke A.G., (if

Berlin, whose accounts have previously been published (12

per cent, for 1919. as in the preceding year) states that an
abundance of orders was received for all departments,
although the irregularity in the production specially preju-

diced the export trade, as it was impossible fully to execute
the orders resulting from the resumption of relations. In
general manufacturing was limited to the satisfying of normal
commercial requirements. Numerous light and power in-

stallations and portable motors were delivered for agricultural
purpases. and the railway department was chiefly occupied
with the completion of heavy high-speed kx^omntives.
The report of the directors of Unrtmann if Bmim .\.G.,

of Frankforf-on-Main . states that the net profits in 1919 were
the lowest in the history of the company, .\fter applying
.513,000 marks to depreciation, as again.st 425.000 marks in

1918. the ac-couuts show net profits of 71,00(1 marks, as com
pared with 295.(KKI marks. Including the balance forward
and 1(X),000 marks transfened from the transition reserve
fund, the .sum available for disposal is 267.(XX) marks, as
contrasted with Sol.OOO marks in the previous year. It is

proposed to pay a dividend of 6 per cent., as compared with
9 per cent, and 15 per cent, in the two preceding years respec-

tively. As to the cause of the leas satisfactory results last

year, it wa« stated at the recent general meeting to be ex-

tremely difficult to calculate prime co.sts and sale jirices in

times of economic fluctuations, whilst if the coal supply
became further reduced the worst apprehensions would be
justified. It was also necessary to take into consideration

the reserve manifested in the general business, and they

would have to be prepared for still further reserve and exten-

sive cancellations of orders.

Havana Electric Railway, Light & Power Co.—For 1919
the gi-oss earnings totalled $9,397,452. Operating ex-

penses and taxes !t)4.979,tJ»o, leaving net income $4,417,767.

-Set profits from operation and miscellaneous income
$3,502,594, out of which has been set aside as reserve for

depreciation $622,121, leaving $2.>SS0.473, plus $2,6;39,(J2o

brought forward, making together $5,519,498, from which
has been deducted amortisation of bond discount and ex-

penses $21,250, provision for sinking fund in respect to Eng-
lish bonds of (i'ompania de (ias y Electricidad de la Habana
$13,533, provision for sinking fund in respect of consolidated

mortgage bonds of Havana Electric Railway $114,870, pro-

vision for sinking fund in respect to general mortgage bonds
of Havana Electric Railway, Light & Power, $52, (28. divi-

dends paid during year (6 per cent, on preferred and com-
mon) $2.1.55,612, leaving to be carried forward $3,158,503.

.4 Swiss Investment Co.—The directors of the Motor
A.G. fur Angewandte Elektrizitat, of Baden, Switzerland,

which is a holding company connected with the Brown-
Boveri group, state that the undertakings in which the com-
pany is interested developed favourably in 1919. The net

profits amount to 2,150,000 fr., as compared with 2,271,000 fr.

in 1918, and a dividend of 5 per cent, has been declared, as

against 7 per cent. .\ loss of 3.(304,t.KJ0 fr. in exchange is

recorded on foreign investments and credits, and has been
placed to an exchange account to be redeemed.

Great Nortliern Telegrapli Co., Ltd.—The directors pro-

pose for 1919 the distribution of a total dividend and bonus
of 22 per cent., including the 5 per cent, already paid, and
to transfer i'61,111 to the reserve and renewal fund and
£.55,.5.56 to the renewal fund for cable steamers; ^641.667 has

been allotted to the pension fund. It is further proposed to

set aside £305,556 for extraordinarv taxes, and to carrv for-

ward fl41,607 to 1920,

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.—The annual meeting was
held on Tuesday. The dividend, 10 per cent, for the year,

has already been mentioned here. According to the Financial

Times, £5,000 has been placed to buildings reserve. £7.329 to

pension fund and retiring allowances, £'25,000 to write ofE

from discount the sale of debenture stock, reducing the item

to £.37..500. £15,000 to general reserve, making £75.00(J, carry-

ing £315,776 forward, subject to excess profits duty.

At the meeting, Mr. G. Mure Ritchie, the chairman, de-

livered a very interesting speech on the progress that was
taking place in all departments of the business. ^Ve shall

deal with the matter in our next issue.

Public Issue.

—

W. Canning d Co., Ltd.—The I/mfs states

that " another industrial flotation that is to be made in the

very near future is the century-old business of W. Canning
and Co.. the Birmingham firm of electro-plate manufacturers

and dealers. The present issue is 30t),(XK) ordinary shares of

£1. of which 100.000 will be taken by the vendor as part of

the purchase consideration."

Stock E.xchange Notices.—.application has been made to

the Committee to allow the undermentioned to be officially

quoted :
—

London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.—400.000 7i per

cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each, fully paid (Xos.

1 to 400.000).

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The number
of units sold to consumers has amounted to ; Four weeks
ended Februarv 27th. 1920, 2.:342,3f30; 1919. 2.009.647. Four

weeks ended March 26th, 192t). 2.624.680; 1919. 2,379,613.

Five weeks ended April 30th. 1920, 3,764.065; 1919, 3.283,030.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.

—Interim dividend of 3 per cent., less tax, on the 6 iicr

cent, cumulative preference shares for half-year ending June

:;iOth.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—Final dividend of 6s. 6d.

per share, free of tax. making 10 per cent, for 1919 on the

ordinary shares.

Greenwood & Batlev. Ltd.—Net profits for year ended

March, 1920, £60,044. plus £14.422 brought forward Total

dividend for the vear on the ordinary shares 15 per cent.

;

£6.000 to depreciation; £10.000 to contingencies; £25,308

carried forward. £174.105 of reserve has been capitalised,

aud share for share distributed. As a result of revaluation

(if the works £150.0(A) appreciation on book value has been

adiled to reserve.

British Electric Traction Co.. Ltd.—Dividend of 4 per

cent, on the ordinary stock for year ended March, 1930, carry-

ing forward £150,000.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.
TuESDAV Evening.

The droppiny of tl.o idea of a War Wealth Levy had less

effect iu the Stock Exchange tliaii it might have done had it

not been for the fears of dearer money ^^hlch make them-

selves felt amongst all the investment markets. Nor is the

anxiety confined to investment markets only, inasmuch as the

possibilities of an 8 per cent. Bank Rate weigh also upon

enterprise as it concerns more speculative operations, and

checks business generally. There are those in the City who

scoff at the idea of an 8 per cent, rate on this side of Sep-

tember, but the Bank and Treasury have given too recent

evidence of their capacity for springing surprises on the

monied community for a great deal of certainty to be felt ;n

regard to Bank Rate stability at present. This, m fact, is the

predominant influence in markets at the moment, and natur-

ally it has a depressing influence.

the Home Railway market is troubled again by another

batch of demands from the railwaymen. As the eel gets

accustomed to skinning, so the market for these stocks is by

now famihar with the persistent rise in expenses. Therefore

prices are not flat. They are simply heavy. Underground

Electric Incomes at 58J are 2 points down, but the shilling

shares came into some little request, and moved up to 5s.

Districts are lower at 15. Metropolitans have been left un-

changed at 19J. It may be worth mentioning that Metro-

pohtan Sh per cent, debenture can be bought at 57^, with an

interest payment due in July, and the yield at this price -s

6J per cent, on the money. London Electric 4 per cent,

preference at 50J.pays practically 8 per cent., and District

4J per cent, preference is on offer at 56, paying 8J per cent.

In spite of the demand that there is for a good many Home

Railway prior-charge stocks, these Underground descriptions

are somewhat out of favour, though for the longer shot some

people regard them as worth picking up at current quotations

in order to mix with securities that return less on the money.

Amongst foreign traction varieties, the principal feature is

the strength of Anglo-Argentine Tramways 1st preference.

The price touched 3i before coming back to 3i the latter

showing a rise of 6s. on the week. This is due to the

directors' announcement that the company will pay off one

year's arrears of dividend to the middle of 1918, leaving two

years more, which in money is equal to Us. per share, to be

met later on. This resumption of dividends will have been

expected for some time past by those who have followed this

column. The company's 5 per cent, debenture stock gained

3i at 59i, and the second- preferences at 3J are the fraction to

the good. Brazil Tractions lost 2 points of their last week's

jump, and in Mexicans there is nothing fresh to report. A
rise of 2 in British Columbia Electric preference advanced the

price to 57J. The various dollar securities are a little better

on the week, but the ri^cs are mostly confined to a point or

so apiece, and no dramatic change has taken place through-

out the list. Canadian General Electric preference at 109J are

2 higher.
Cable companies' stocks exhibit a tendency to sympathise

with dulness elsewhere. Eastern ordinary is 3 lower, and
Westerns have shed 5s. The various recent issues in this

group are somewhat lower, except Western Telegraph new at

3J premium for the £1 paid shares. Eastern Extension new-

are 3 to 3 J premium, and Globe new 3^-3^ premium, both £1
paid. The Eastern Telegraph .shares, 2s. paid, have been 9s.,

but eased off to 7s. 6d. There is no rally from the slump in

Indo-Europeans which occurred last week. United River
Plate Telephones are to receive their usual dividend of 5 per
cent., making 8 per cent, for the year, tax free. It is pro-
posed to increase the capital by half-a-miUion pounds to 2J
millions, though not to make an immediate issue. The shares
are of the nominal^ value of £5, and as the ordinary are quoted
at 7i, there is a hint here of a possible bonus presently.
Active business is in progress in the !\Iarooni group, and the

shares of the parent company touched 3J before there was a
shght reaction. The price has come up steadily from 2| to
the present level of 3 7/16. As already stated here, the sup-
port is declared in the market to have come from Italian
.sources, it being said that certain Italian holders who had sold
Marconis heavily, are now taking them back again. The
gossip is repeated for what it may be worth, but at anv rate
the market is in a much more healthy condition than it haa
been for some time past. With the rise in Marconis has
come a sympathetic improvement in Marconi Marines, the
price advancing to 2i. but reacting to 2 later on. The report
just out shows that the gra=s revenue of £772.000 is .£'208.000

more than that of the preceding 12 months. The dividend of 10
per cent., making 15 per cent, for the year, is the same, how-
ever, as that paid for the last three years. The capital was in-
creased .some 13 months ago by fiOO.OOO new shares, and, of
course, the dividend has to bo paid on the extra money then

provided. Canadian Marconis remain at half-a-guinea. .No

market has yet developed in Radios, and, although some of

the certificates issued in exchange for the American Marconis

have reached this side, the Stock Exchange Committee have
not yet given their permission for dealings to take place.

^

There is little fresh to say with reference to electric lighting

shares. It is reported that a certain number of inquiries for

the cheapest shares have reached the market, but they have

not materialised into buying orders, and prices all round are

dull. As one jobber remarked, it is hardly to be expected

that people will buy electric hghting shares when they can

see to read up to nine o'clock at night. On balance, the only

quotable alteration on the week is a decUne of 5s. in London
Electric preference.
Manufacturing shares are quiet. General Electric ordinary

hardened to 32s. 6d., while Henleys at Ig are 2s. 6d. lower.

Cromptons retained their rise at 22s.. and British Insulated

keep firm at 37s. Babcock & Wilcox at 2J show no change.

A new issue of Callender's Cable shares of 100,000 ordinary
and 400,000 preference is announced. Underwriters were
offered one new ordinary at 24s., in company with four new
" B " preference at £1. The old ordinary stand about 30s.

in the market, and the 6^ per cent, preference at 18s. 9d. Net
profit for the year amounts to £161,500, and a 15 per cent,

dividend is declared. Armament shares show a tendency to

decline. Armstrongs and Vickers both leaning to the heavy
side. The rubber market is steady, with the .raw material
dose to a florin per lb. The public are taking little interest
in rubber -shares at the present time, and the same remark
may be extended, indeed, to many of the other industrial
.sections which make up the Miscellaneous Market of the
Stock Exchange.

SHARE LIST OK ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electbjcitv Companies.

Dividend Price
. '

V Jane 8, Yield
1918. 1919, 1920. Rise or fall. p.o.

Urompton Ordinary 8 19 68 — £9 8 1
Ohsring Cross Ordinary .... 4 7 Bf — 968

do. do. do 4iPref. .. 4} 4) 33 — 8 8 8
Chelsea S 4 Q) — 800
Oltv of London 8 10 U — 8 IT 10

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. . . 6 6 17/- — 7 18
County of London 7 8 8i — 9 17

do do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 8} — 7 6 5
Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 4* — 7 16 6
London Electric Nil 9) 1} — 6

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref... 6 6 8 —J 10 00
MetroDoUtan . . 6 6 92 — 10 8 8

do. il, per cent. Pref. . . 4) 4) 9V| — 8
St. James' and Fall Mall .... 10 19 6; — 8 16 10
South London 6 6 JM — -9 19
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 18/9 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 6 — 10

Telegraphs and Telephones,

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 8 77J — 7 14 10
do. Det B8|8 1} 18 —

) 8 6 8
Chile Telephone B 6 64 — *4 13 9
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 9i — •7 7 4
Eastern Extension 8 10 16 — *6 13 4
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 150i —3 *8 18
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 15* — 6 7

do. do. Pref 6 6 8J — 7 19
Qreat Northern Tel. ,. ..99 — st^ — 9 15 6
Indo.European .. .... 18 10 15 — 7 3 10
Marconi 26 Sfj + J 7 5 6
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 19 s4 — '4 16
United B. Plate Tel 8 ' 8 7J — •6 6 8
West India and Panama .. .. 1/8 Nil ,"„ — Nil
Western Telegraph 8 10 16J —J '6 9

Home Rails.

Central London Ord. Assented ..44 44i — 8 19 9
Metropolitan 1 1} 19J — 6 8 2

do. District . . Nil Nil 16 — J Nil
Undereround Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil IJ — Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil .)/- +1/. Nil
do, do. Income ..6 4 58J —2 6 16 9

FORF.KiN TRAM9, *C.

Anglo-Arg. Trams. First Pref. .

.

Nil .ij 3J
do. do. 2nd Pref. .

.

— — 8i
do. do. 6 Deb. .

.

6 6 69|
Brazil Tractions — — 51
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 ISJ
Britieh Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfce. 6 6 67?

do, do, Preferrred 2* 6 48i
do, do. Deferred Nil 8 454
do. do. Deb. .. 4J 4i 621

MexlcoTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 28J
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.

.

Nil Nil 30a
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 12i
do. Pref Nil Nil 214
do, Ist Bonds . . .

.

Nil Nil 42^

MANtJFAOTURIHa OoMPAHIBS.

Babcock & WUcox le _ jj
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 It^
British Insulated Ord 12J 15 1J4
Oallenders 25 15 Ij"

,, OiPref 64 6J 18.9
Castner-Eellner 20 4
Orompton Ord 10 92/-
Bdison-Swan, " A

"

.. ..10 — lA
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. .

.

5 6 794
Bleotric Construction . . ,

.

lo 21/.
Gen. Eleo. Pref 64 64 18/6

do. Ord 10 _ 82/6
Henley 26 15 1|

do. 44 Pre! 44 41 m
Indla-Rubber 10 iS
Met,-Vickers Pref _ 8 2'
Siemens Ord 10 10 96/?
tTelegiaph Oon go 90 934

* Dividends laidilree^of lucerne Tax

7 17 3

H 8 8

6 18 6
•7 11

6 18 6
•7 13 10
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DIRECT CURRENT COMPARED WITH 3-PHASE CURRENT FOR DRIVING STEEL WORKS PLANT.

By C. A. ABLETT, M.Inst.C.E.

(Abstnwt of paper read before

The piinciijal advantage uf a three-phase system is thai? it

enables power to be transmitted cheaply over long distances

at high voltages. It has, however, the disadvantage that

three-phase motors are not capable of speed vaiiation without
considerable loss of ix>\ver, miless they are of a compUcated
and costly type, and therefore not weii suited to many steel-

works purposes.
Direct cuiTent does not lend itself to cheap transmission

of power over long distances, but in most iron and steel

works this point is not of importance. Du-ect-current motors
are cai^ble of speed variation over a wide i-ange without
loss of power, and this and other natural chai-acteristics

render them very suitable for many steelworks purposes.

Most of the merchant mills and bai" mills in the British

Isles roll a large number of dift'erent sections, of which the
heavier should be rolled at low sl)eeds and the lighter at high
.^jx'eds. To get the best I'esults and output from the mihs,
each section should be rolled at its own particular speed.
If such a mill be di'iven by a D.c. motor, the speed can
ea.sily be regulated through a very wide range by a shunt
regulator in the motor held without entailing any loss of
power, and, as the speed of the motor is reduced, the turning
moment increases, so that the maximum turning moment
is available where it is required for rolling the heavy sections

at slow speeds. The speed remains at about the basis speed
coi-responding with the setting of the shunt regulator, so
that the mill does not run up to high .speeds when the bar
is out of the rolls.

If an ordinary three-phase motor were employed, the speed
couJd only be reduced by inserting resistances in the rotor
circuit, which would cause waste of power nearly propor-
tional to the reduction in speed of the motor. The three-

phase motor cannot give any increased turning moment at

the low speeds, but on the contrary tends to lose its overload
capacity as the speed is reduced, so that to obtain large

the Iron and Steel Institute.)

duced if it were driven by a three-pha.se motoi-, owing to

the imjiossibility of keeping the speed under control.

A number of devices have been used to overcome these

inherent difficulties ol the three-phase motor; wtule they

enable speed regulations to be obtained without excessive

lo.ss of power, and some of them enable the si>eed to be kept

reasonably under control, they usually entail the use of

more than one machine, are always much more expensive in

capital exiwnditure. are less economical, and more com-
plicated than the plain d.c. motor.
The operation of a rolling-mill motor and flywheel must

next be considered, as the majority of rolhng-mills are pro-

vided with flywheels. To enable the flywheel to take a part

of the power required during a pass, the motor must auto-

matically fall in speed during the pass. This variation in

speed under practical condition.s—that is, with a flywheel

of moderate size and without undue variation in the power
taken by the motor—can easily be 10 per cent, to 1.5 per

cent, of the motor speed.

If a I I.e. motor be used to drive the mill, this automatic
variation in speed can easily be arranged by providing a com-
pound winding in the motor field, which does not entail

loss of power. On the other hand, if a three-phase motor he
used, the variation in speed is obtained by inserting re-

sistances in the rotor circuit, so that, when the speed falls

by 15 per cent., practically 15 per cent, of the motor jwwer
is wasted. If the si)eed variation is to be less than this

—

which is. of course, an advantage from the point of view
of obtaining a greater output from the mill—either a greater
variation in the motor power must be allowed or a heavier
flywheel mu.st be used; and there is not much scope in the
latte_r direction, as the practical limit in flywheel weight is

.s(X)n reached.
Devices employed for varying the speed of mill motora

intermittently, such as the so-called automatic slip regulator.

OUT OF ROLLS

Time in seconds.

?ir,. 1.—Spekd Yari.4tio.\ op DiREcr-CrRRENT and Three- Fig. 2.—Loss of Power in d.c. and Three-phase Motors
THASB Motors when Speed is Reduced. Under the Same Conditions as Fig. 1.

Loss OF Power in Three-phase Motor is '2.9-2 Times that of Direct Current Motor.

turning moments at reduced speed, a large and more €x-
pensive motor umst lie installed. When driving a mill at

reduced speed, the three-phase motor tends to nin up to

full speed as soon as the bar leaves the rolls, and also tends
to fall greatly in speed while rolling a heavy sectitn; .so that
the speed varies greatly, which means a poor tonnage from
the mill.

Pigs. 1 and 2, which give a compari.<on between the work-
ing of a l,20U-H.p. D.c. motor and a l,2tK)-H.H. three-phase
motor driving a mill, illu.strate the^e ix)ints.

The full speed of both is 1.50 h.p.m.. and the speed of each
motor is reduced so as to drive the mill at 115 k.p.m. .\ few
passes only are .shown in the hgurcs for the sake of sim-
plicity.

Fig. 2 .shows that the power lost in the three-phase motor
is Ideally three times as great as in the D.c. motor, and it

should be p<iinted out that while, if the mill were driven
by a three-pha.se motor, a l,2U0-H.p. motor would be required,
on the other hand, if it were driven by a D.c. motor, a smaller
motor than this could be employed with a corresponding
reduction in the r.mount of power lost.

Fig. 1 sliows that the speed of the three-phase motor can-
not be properly controlled, as it varies from 95.2 r.p.m. to

147 R.P.M.—a variation of 44.8 per cent.—the speed rising

to 147 R.P.M. when the bar leaves the rolls. The variation
in speed of the D.c. motor is 8.5 iier cent,, this variation
being allowed to enable the flywheel to assist the motor,
and this speed variation is capalile of l>eing reduced. Pig. I

shows how greatly the output from the mill would be re-

are too slow in action to be of value with the type of mill

which is here, referred to.

The foregoing remarks show that three-phase current is

unsuitable for driving merchant and bar mills. Compared
with dire<t current it is either wasteful of power, involves
loss of output from the mdl, or involves an unduly high
capital co.st. Three-phase current has, however, been exten-
sively used in America for driving mills, but there commer-
cial conditions are dillerent from those prevailing in the
British Isles, for the tendency in .\inerica is for large ton-
nages of a particular section to he rolled in one mill, .so that
the question of sl>e«d regulation becomes of less imixirtance
than in Clreat Britain, and consequently the three-plia.s*'

motor is not at .st) great a disadvantage. In visiting .\merican
mills the author has nevertheless .seen a number of ca.se.s

where three-phase current has been used w'here better result.s

would be obtainable with direct current.
It niay be pointed out that where means are available for

readily varying the speed of tlie mill. inciea.sed output is

sometimes to be obtained by gradually increasing the speed
of the mill as each billet is being rolled, so that the first

passes on the billet are made at a moderate speed, and the
last passes on the finished section ar<> made at a high speed.
This method of working has l^en dcveloiied to a considerable
extent in certain large three high continental mills where
very large tonnages are obtained. While the majority of
mills of this description have Iwen driven, with giiod resmlts,

'

by a motor coupled to a flywheel, there is, in the authorV
opinion, too great a tendency to accept the flywheel without
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considering the possibility of obtaining an increased output
if it were dispensed with. When a new mill is being put
down, this point should receive fuU consideration. A rolling-
mill motor should not be regarded merely as a motor to
drive a i-olling-mill, but, if the best results are to be obtained
by electric driving, the rolling-mill plant, if new, and the-
mill motor should be siiit.ed to one another, and both the
mill and motor be considered as a combined plant.

It should be remembered that rolling-mill plants have been
develo]>ed in romiccti(jn with the .steam drive. The electric
motor has leitain different chara<'teri.stics from the steam-
engine, and full advantage should be taken of these difler-

ences.

The proportion of sheet and tinplate mills which are driven
electrically is not so great as the proiK)rtion of merchant and
bar mills, and the statement has fretjueutly been made that
it is cheaper to drive hot mills by .^team than electrically.

The author believes that there is a. foundation for this state-
ment, and that the reason is as follows:—
The speed of the rolls in such mills is usually fiom 30 to

40 R.P.M., dejjending on the roll diameter, and when driven
by a steam-engine, the engine is generally direct coupled.
Where electrical driving has been adopted, a motor running
at a comparatively high .speed has been used which drives
the mill by ropes or by gearing. Now, the variations in
the power required to drive .such mills are very great indeed,
perhaps greater than -with any other type of mill, so that
the average iwwer consumption .is only a small fraction of
the maximum power.
The rope or gear drive entails' a certain loss of power

which is going on continuously, so that, while this loss of
power may be only a smaJl percentage of the maximum
power, it still fonns a very substantial addition to the aver-
age power, so that if materially increa.ses the energy con-
sumption measured in kilowatt-hours per ton rolled.

If a three-phase motor were installed to drive such a mill,
this loss of power would be accentuated by the loss whi<-li

occurred in the i-esistances connected in the rotor circuit,
which are necessary to enable the flywheel to give up powei-
when required, and these losses, while they may be only a
small percentage of the maximum jjower, make a substantial
addition to the average power taken, thus materially increas-
ing the energy consumption expressed in kilowatt-hours per
ton rolled. Now, in the author's opinion, if .such a mill be
driven by a low-speed motor running at 30 to 40 r.p.m., tlie

running costs uf the electrical drive would be found to l)e

considerably cheaper than those of the steam-engine, foi-

these various losses of power wouJd be eliminated. i"'rom
results in the author's pos.session, he considers that the adoji-
tion of the direct drive would be found to reduce the con-
sumption expressed in kilowatt-hours per ton by something
like 40 per cent.

There is no engineering difficulty in installing a it.c. motor
running at a speed of 30 r.p.m. for driving a sheet mill.
Such a motor would be larger and more costly than a high-
speed motor, but when all the circumstances are taken into
account the .savings to be effected should be found to make
a very substantial return on the extra capital cost. On the
other hand, there are serious engineering difficulties in con-
.strncting a three-phase motor to run at a speed of. say, 30
R.P.M. If the electrical supply were 50 cycles, the motor
would have to have '200 jxilcs, and the power factor would
be so low that the operation of the power generating plant
and supply .sy.stem would be very adversely affected.
The above remarks apply only to the hot mills in sheet and

tinplate works, and not to the cold rolls, which lequire
practically constant power to drive them at a constant speed,
so that for cold-roll driving there is vei-y little to choose
between direct and alternating current.
The reversing mill is driven by a direct current motor,

supplied with cuirent from a motor-generator set coupled
to a heavy flywheel.
The motor of the motor-generator set would have a noiiiial

power of about one-fifth or one-sixth of the power given by
the mill motor when at work, and the question is whether
it is better that this set should be driven bv an a.c. or a
D.c, motor. For example, a '2,000-h.p. motor may be used
to drive the set, of which the flvwheel at full sjaeed would
have a total stored energy of '200,(K«I H.p.-seconds, of which
72,000 H.P.-.seconds would become available for neutralising
the variations iu the power.
The speed of this motor would be so varied bv some form of

relay connected in the circuit supplying the "motor that the
power in the circuit would be maintained at as nearlv a steady
value as possible—that is to say, that the speed of the motor
would be reduced when the bar was in the rolls, .so that the
flywheel coufd supply part of the power required by the
mill motor, and when the bar- was out of the rolls the "speed
of the motor would be increased, thus increasing the stored
energy of the flywheel. In some works this relav has been
connected in the main power circuits of the power-house, so
that the flywheel of the reversing rolling-mill equipment is
not used merely to maintain the power required to drive
the reversing mill at a constant value, but for a much more
useful purpose—namely, to keep the power supplied by the
power-house as constant as possible by providing the power
required for heavy peaks of short duration, which may be
caused by other parts of the plant, from the stored energy
of the flywheel. This is a valuable asset, because if the
power is supplied from a gas-engine station, of which the

overload capacity is not very great, it may eave an additional
engine, and in any case the more constant the power-house
load is kept, the cheaper the supply of electrical jxiwer
becomes.

If the 'i,00tl-H.P. motor driving the motor-generator set is

a D.c. motor, it will not only cease to take power from the
power .station if a heavy peak occurs elsewhere in the works,
biit can act as a generator and supply electrical power drawn
from the stcjred energy of the flywheel to help the ixjvver

.station. For a jieak of .short duration the motor thus acting
as a generator can work up to double its normal capacity,

and can help the ixjwer station to the extent of something
approaching 6,000 h.p. for a short time. If, however, a
three-phase induction motor be used to drive the motor-
generator set, it cannot generate power to help tiie power
station, but can only cease to take a considerable portion
of its power from the power station. Thus the d.c. motor
is about three times as effective as the three-phase motor in

helping the power house to ovei'come peaks.

It has also been pointed out that the motor-generator set

has to be made to fall in sl>eed ai'tificially so that the flywheel
i-an give the surplus ix>wer required by the I'eveising mill

motor; this fall in speed would be of the order of 'Ji) per cent.

If a. D.c. motor be used to drive the motor-generator set,

this fall in speed does not entail any loss of power, but
if a three-phase induction motor be used, the '20 jjer cent,

fall in speed means that a considerable proportion of the

ix)wer supplied to the motor is wasted.
On the average it may be taken that 10 per cent, of the

(lower supplied to the three-phase motor is wasted, which
would increa.se the kilowatt-hours l>er ton and consequently
the cost of energy for rolling by 10 per cent.

A motor-generating set driven by a three-phase alternating

motor is limited to certain speeds corresponding to the syn-
chronous speed of this motor. If the supply be .^O-cycle, the
synchronous speeds within the practicable range are 000, .5011,

4'i'^. and 375 r.p.m. It may hapjjen that the flywheel or the
variable-voltage generators can run at higher speeds than
the corresponding synchronous speed, so that it they are
driven by thi'ee-phase A.c. motors they are not being used
to the best advantage, and if a D.c. motor were used the
motor-generator set could be run at a higher speed, and thus
the capital cost of the reversing rolling-mill plant could be
reduc"ed

.

The electrical drive of the live roller gear requires careful

consideration, for if live rolls cannot be handled rapidly a
good output cannot be obtained from the mill, however good

it may be. The following considerations will .show that live

roller gear driven by D.c. motors can be handled moie rapidly

than if it were driven by three-pha.se motbrs.

The turning moment of the d.c. series motor varies with
the square of the current, while that of the a.c. motor varies

directly as the current. Therefoie the d.c. motor can accele-

rate tiie hve rolls much more rapidly than the a.c. luotoi-.

Conversely, in decelerating the live roller gear, the inc.

motor gives a much more powerful retarding effect than the

three-plia.se motor, so that the former proves a niore effective

machine for reversing live roller gear than the latter.

.\nother disadvantage of the three-phase motor is that its

turning moment is proportional to the square of the voltage,

so that if the voltage falls, say. 10 per cent, the turning
moment is decreased by 19 per cent. The turning moment
of the D.c. motor is directly proiiortional to the voltage. This
tends to make the three-phase motor sluggish where voltage

variations <K-cur.

In a certain large American .steelworks where there is a
large power house in the works generating three-phase cur-

rent, direct-current live-roll motors have been installed

thi-oughout for this very reason, and the whole of the power
for driving these motors is converted to direct current by
rotary converters supplied for this purpose.

The cheapest way of obtaining power in iron and steel

works is to utilise the blast-furnace and coke-oven gases, or

other sources of waste heat, to the fullest extent. If tlie.se

natural resources of the works are utilised in the most econo-

mical manner it will generally be found that they will pro-

vide all the power required by the works.

Where large low-speed alternators are driven by gas engines
some peculiar resonance eff'ects can be produced, and the.se

have proved exceedingly troubU'some in certain power houses.

If the alternator be driven at a uniform .speed by its engine,

it can be set swinging, say, by a sudden overload or other
causes, at its natural time of vibration about its uniform
.speed of rotation. If the alternator and flywheel are pro-

perly designed, these vibrations, when once started, wfll die

away quickly. If, however, the natural time of vibration

happens to coincide with the time which elapses between
the successive working strokes of the engine or certain

multiples of them, the vibration may become .so violent that

it is impossible to run the engine.

If a number of gas engine-driven alternators be running
in parallel, serious difficulties can occur by the natural time
of 'Vibration of one of the alternators coincidina with the
time between the working strokes of an engine driving
another machine, so that it becomes impossible to run the
two machines in parallel. The author has had experience of
several cases of this kind.
To avoid the pos.sibility of .such resonance the proper

weight of the flywheel has to be .selec'ted. Gas engine-driven
D.C. machines are usually cheaper in capital cost than gas
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engine-driven alternators, and have the advantage from the
ent-'ineering standpoint that these resonance troubles do not
take place.

Steam turbines directly coupled to three-phase alternators
have been built in such large sizes and have proved them-
selves to be so i-eliable that they call for no special com-
ment.

Direct-current turbo-generators with a high-speed turbine
driving a comparatively slow-speed dynamo through some
lonn of double-helical gearing have been built in sizes up
ti) <),O0O kilowatts, and it is probable that natural develop-
ment will lead to the construction of considerably larger
sizes and that the turbines will mn at higher speeds than
3.0(KJ E.P.M., which is the highest possible speed of a three-
pha.se, 50-cycle turbo-alternator. Such gear-driven sets have
proved verj- reliable in operation, and from the engineering
.standpoint there is little to choose between three-phase and
D.r. turbo-generators.
The capital cost of the u.c. geared turbo-generator is higher

than that of a three-phase turbo-generator. The question to

be decided, therefore, is what return the more economical
application of direct current in the steelworks will make on
the increased cost of the power house.

It has been shown that direct current should be adopted
as the system of supply ot a steelworks, and this leads to the
consideration of the question of linking-up with power supply
authorities which supply three-phase alternating current.
The following reasons have been advanced in favour of

linking up :
—

(a) That the power supply authority provides a standby
to the works power house.

(h) That the power supply authority provides a po.ssilde

market for the surplus power of the work.*.

It is evident that if a power supply authority undertakes
to provide a standby of, say, l.WX) kilowatts, it must invest
capital in an additional l.lKXl kilowatts of plant in its boiler

house and power station, and aliw) invest a considerable capital
.sum upon its distribution sy.-^tem over an<l above the plant
needed for its normal requirements.
The authority has capital, depreciation, and maintenance

charges to meet on this additional plant, and must provide for

a definite payment per kikiwatt which it contracts to keep
as a standby.
For the purpose of illustration, assume the capital cost to

the supplv authoritv of the plant and distributing svstem
for providing 1,000 kilowatts standby to \ye f40,(Kt(). "Then
the power supply authority would make a minimum annual
charge of the order of £H,iW to recompense it for out-of-

pocket expenses—namely, capital, depreciation, maintenance
charges, &c.—on the standby plant, whether this plant is

used to supply power or cot. and in addition if i»wer is

required from this plant it would make the ordinary charge
per unit of electricity supplied.

The standby supply may be regarded as an insurance
against exceptional circumstances. It is necessary for the
works owner to assure himself that the power .supply autho-

rity is <-arrying out its obligation by installing the plant

necessary for providing a standby supply at any time.

It would appear better for works having blast-furnace gas,

coke-oven gas. or other sources of jxiwer. to in.stall their

own standby plant rather than pay other people to do it.

If they install their own plant and charge them.selves annually

a similar sum to that which they would be paying a power
supply authority, the cost of the plant will soon be paid

off. if, on the other hand, they rely upon the authority, this

annual charge goes on perjietually.

In considering the second point, the question ari.se!? wliat

price the power supply authority would be willing to pay
for surplus power. A power .supply authority is usually

willing to pay 0.0.5d. per unit of surplus energy delivered to

it by a works, and as on the other hand the authority usually

charges about 0.5d. to l.Od. per unit in selling its power to

a works, the authority is apparently making a very sub-
stantial profit on any surplus power which it buys. If this

be considered from the authority's point of view, it will be
seen that surplus power is not of great value because, as a
rule, it cannot be supplied when it is of value.

The works as a rule need the full output of their own
power plant for themselves during the ordinary working
hours of the day. and could only supply surplus power to the
power supply authority at other times, when the authority

does not need it, and when it is in eonsequeuce of little

value.

It is evident, therefore, that the interests of the iron and
steel works having their own power resources and those of

a power supply authority do not coincide ; there appears to

be no advantage in linking-up with the power supply autho-
rity, and it would be more profitable to the iron and steel

works to find a means for using their own surplus pov.er,

whicii is one of their valuable a.ssets.

WATER POWER IN SCANDINAVIA.

Thk Council of the Swedi.sh Water Power Association

(Sven.-;ka Vattenkraft Forening), reporting to the members
at the tenth annual meeting, held in Stockholm, on May •27th,

stated that the active interest manifested in the utilisation

of the national water powers during the years oi war
slackened somewhat during the past year. Iri explanation

<if this fact it was mentioned that the construction of hydro-

electric works, and the prosecution of the electrification of

the country districts, were proceeded with at a slightly slo\yer

rate in 1919 than in the preceding years owing to the decline

in the period of prosperity in certain districts and " the

increased supply of fuel oil."

Mr. Sven Lubeck then discu.s.sed the present situation of

the question of power and fuel supplies. At present, he
.•tated, the water powers already in .service represent

1,1.50,(HX) turbine horse-power, whilst plant for a further

2.'A),iM) H.F. is in course of construction. The normal imports

of pit coal at the beginning of the war ranged from 5,000,(KHi

to G.U(io,00O tons per annum. On the a.ssumption that

further water power representing -2,000,000 H.P. is brought

into use within a period of 40 years forward, corresponding

to .50,000 H.P. per annum, and allowing for normal develop-

ment of consumption, it is calculated that it will afterwards

still be necessary to import 5,725,000 tons of fuel per annum.
including 250,006 tons of crude oil. jjetroleum, and lienzine.

In the opinion of the author, the hydroelectric industry is

confronted with three principal problems: (1) The rational

utilisation of available water powers by the regulation of the

lakes and profiles; (21 the electrification of the country in

<-onnection with the economic distribution of power on a
systematic basis; and (-3) the facilitation of the industrial

use of the Norrland water powers. In judging the question

(if economy in power, it is submitted that consideration must
lie given to the circumstance that after years of normal
development the water powers in the South and in Central

Sweden have practically all been brought into use. The
solution of the power question in different parts of the country

must gradually take place by the exercise of the greatest

ixissible economy in the water power resources, the uniform
legulation of the waters, the provision of reserve stations

at appropriate places, particularly along the coast line, the

use of peat, and the supply of power from the more richly

endowed district of Norrland, and po.ssibly also from Norway
in the course of time. Indeed, the author is of opinion that

some of the Norwegian water powers in future may find use

in connection with Swedish interests to the advantage of

both parties. At present hydroelectric power finds an in-

creasing use in the Swedish wood and iron and steel and
textile industries, Ijut more particularly in the electro-

chemical industry, and the future prospects for the use of

the power lie ciiiefly in the electrochemical and electrometal-

lurgical branches.
The second contribution to the meeting was made by Mi-.

Ingvar Kristen.sen, director of the Norwegian waterfall ad-

ministration, who dealt with the question in relation to Nor-

way. I^eaving falls of less than 1.000 h.p. out of consideration

the author mentioned that the available water power repre-

sents 12,0(X),(KKI to 13,IKX),(KK) turbine H.P. per annum, of

which only 1.400,000 h.p. is being utilised. The (lovern-

ment has purchased water powers amounting to 2,000,000

H.P. in different parts of the country so as to be able to have
power available in connection with the conversion of the

railways and the general supply of power, and for other

public purposes. In fact, by this means and by the revision <if

the legislation concerning water cour.ses and the strengthen-

ing of the water administration, the State is able to exercise

a regulating influence over the use of water powers, which
can now only be utilised on the grant of a State concession

for the purpose.

QAS ON TRAIN5.

Protection against X-Rays.—Ai the Academy of Sciences,

on May 27th. il. Daniel Berthelot announced that an important
discovery htid been made by Dr. Pech, which would ensure the

protection of operators against the effects of X-rays. It consists of

a process which neutralises the ultraviolet royg by the simul-

taneous application of infra-red rays.

\Vr recently mentioned briefly the report of a collision on

an Inilian luihvay, which was followed b.v a file in whi<li

manv people were bnrned to death. Particulars have been

published in the Pioneer Muil of April 30tli from which we
derive the following details :--

The collision occurred near Mewa Newada station. Oudh
and Rohilkhand Railway, near Moradabad, between an express

and a goods train. Two vehicles at the rear of the goods

train were smashed. Two vehicles at the rear of the goods

gas fitted, were smashed and burned.

The accident occurred at 2.;30 a.m. on April 26tK.

The first three bogie carriages were completely smashed,

and with the bursting of the gas-holder, caught fire. All the

carriages were overcrowded, and among the passengers were

three Hindu marriage parties and -50 Gurkha soldiers. Of the

former onlv three, and ot the latter only four, are reported

to have escaped. All the rest were either killed outright

or burned to death. The first bogie was a third-class and the
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second an inter-class; the third was half full of men and half
full of women passengers. Few of the women and children
came out alive. Sixty-two wounded were brought to Morada-
bad in a relief train.

An eye-witue.ss gives a heartrending account of the suffer-

ings of those who were killed, burnt to death, or wounded.
Most of th<? woundeil went without any medical aid for ten or
twelve hour.*, until thev were admitted to the hospital.

Profes.sor W. (J. P. Wail, of the Training College. .Allahabad,
gave the following details:

—

•
There were only four Europeans in the carriage in the

centre of tbe train. So far as the Indian i)assengers (mainly
third-clas.';) were concerned, the train, unhappily, was
crow-ded.

Professor Wall wiis awakened l)y a violent shock, and was
first out of the train to see what had haiiiiened, closely fol-

lowed by othei- Europeans. The train was at ' a standstill,

and the first portion was even then blazing furiou.sly. Tliey
ran along the train, and as they ran they saw an Indian
running across a field with his clothes on fire. They ex-
tinguished the flames, but the man was so terribly burnt that
he died a few hours later.

They then hniried to the wrecked eariiages, where the sight
which met them was a terrible one. The day had been very
hot and diy, niiil all the woodwork was like tinder. The

THE MID-LANCASHIRE ELECTRICITY

DISTRICT.

The Electricity Coniriiissibners, as briefly stated in our last

issue, have taken their second step, under Sec. 5 of the Elec-

tricity (Supply) Act, 1919, this tune with reference to the

re-orgaiii.'<ation of electricity- supply in part of the comity of

I/ancaster, by the issue of a notice that they have provi>iun-

ally determined that th6 undermentioned area shall be con-

stituted a separate electricity district for the purposes of the'

.\ct. that is to say : The county boroughs of Blackburn, Black-
pool, Burnley, and Preston; the boroughs of Aecrington,

IJacup, Chorlcy, Clitheroe, Colne, Darwen, Haslingden,
Nelson, and Eawtenstall; the urban districts of Barrowford,
Briertield. Church, Clayton-le-Moors, Croston, Fleetwood, FHil-

wood. Great Harwcxid, Kirkham, l^eyland, Longridge, Lytham,
Oswaldtwistle, I'adiham. Poulton-le-Fylde, Preesall, Eishton,

St. Aune.s-on-the-Sea, Thornton, Trawden, Walton-le-Dale.

and W'ithnell ; and the rural districts of Blackburn, Burnley.
Chorley, Clitheroe, The Fylde, Carstang, and Preston; which
area is more particulaiiy delineated on the .accompanying map.

Ubjec'tioiis or reprc.-^<-iitationK may be made on account

ELECTRICITY DISTRICT, SOUNDAR*

RURAL DISTRICT BOUNDARIES

OTHER BOUNDARIES

MaI' 111' riiOI'OSKLl Min-LAXCASHIUF. El.rCTUKlTV DlSTinCT.

collision must have shattered the gas cylinders under the
third-class carriages, and when the gas caught fire all the
wreckage burnt rapidly and inextinguishably.
Meanwhile, the dry wind %\hich had been blowing seemed

to increase greatly in strength and carried the flames along
the train. Most of the passengers succeeded in escaping out of
the third bogie with slight injuries, though the bogie it.self

was burnt; but in the first two bogies the majority of the
passengers were pinned under the heavy tangled wreckage,
from W'hich it was impossible to extricate them.

After the Euroiiean passengers, w'ith two or three Indians
who rendered eager and useful help, had pulled out all the
injured who could be reached, there were still a large number
of seixjys in the first carriages and men, women and children
in the second bogie, caught under bent steel framework or
woodwork, who could not be brought out.
They could be seen struggUug vainly with the flames rapidly

.spreading towards them, but nothing could be done. "1
could not sleep last night,'.' said Mr. \\'all,- " because of the,

memory of it."

We do not wonder at this; it is painful enough to imagine
the scene ' without having witnessed its hon'ors. When will
the u.se of gas on trains, -nith the frightful ixjssibilities by
which it is accompanied, be abolished':' It is like carrying
live shell with the .safety devices I'emoved—but worse," for
instantaneous destniction is vastly preferable to the mental
torture of the apju-oaching flame, followed by the physical
agony of roasting to death.

of the inclusion of any area in, or the exchr^ion of any area"
from, the dr^tiict so provi.sioually determined, and ali such
representations iiiiist jeach the oflices of the Commisisiohers

"

not later than September 30th, 1920.

It being apparent to the Electricity Commissioners that th^
existing organisation for the supply of electricity ia the
district so provisionally determined should be improved, notice
is further given that they intend to hold a local inquiry into
the matter, and any authorised undertakeis as defined in
the Act may, before September ;:iOth, 19'i(l, .submit a .seheme
for ett'ecting such improvement iu oigauisatiou. iucluiling the
formation of a Joint Electricity .\utbority for the district, and
any proposals for altering or adjusting the boundaries of tlie

di.strict .so provisionally determined.
Notice is to be given of the date of the nropo.^ed inquiry.
It will be noted that the two notices have again, as in the

ca.se of the Lover "Severn District, been issued in one docu-
luent, which may be taken 'as a desire ' to concentrate and
curtail the proceedings.

In contrast to thu first provisional district, the present
area is a thickly populated industrial one. Except for the
western boundary of. the district which follows- the -sea coast,
the boundaries aie not marked by any topographical .featui'es..

On the east and north-east the county boundary is followed,,
while on the north and south rural district boundaries mai-k
the limits.

Blackburn and Preston form the centre, of the area, an.d it

is in these two adjacent districts that the two largest generat-
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ing stations will in all probability be located, indeed the

building oi one oi them has already been commenced.
Several of the larger electricity supply undertakings included

in the district are in ui'gent need of extension of theu: plant,

and a, commencement has already been made on such work
in some instances. It wrU be remembered that the founda-
tion stone of the new Whitebirk station at Blackburn was
laid last mouth. This ectei'prise will cost about half a. million

sterling, and there is ample scope for future extension. The
initial installation will comprise two 1U.ikkj-kw. turbo-alterna-

tor sets generating at 6,600 volts three-phase, and it is hoped
to have one set in operation by the end of this year. The
station is in close proximity to railway and canal ; there is

also 3' lai'ge quantity of peat on the site, and a Scandinavian
expert has reported favourably on its use as a fuel. Mr. P. P.
WiieelWright, engineer-in-chiel;, may also have considered
the feasibility of the use of gas from the Greenbank gasworks
as a fuel should circumstances necessitate such a course. A
second new station will very hkely be estabhshed in the area.

This will probably be commenced next year on the south
bank of the Eibble at Preston, w-here a dam is proposed to

be constructed. A-hnk between the Preston, Blackburn, and
Burnley stations is also contemplated, and the latter under-
taking is proposing to borrow £1.50,000 to cover the cost of

extensions that are needed. In April the chief engineer at

Burnley reported on the extensions required in the under-
taking, and the propi>sed linking up with other undertakings
in connection with the establishment . of the area. Nelson
contemplates the expenditure of over i;15'2.000. and tenders
for part of the extension were accepted in February last.

At Blackpool new plant is also to be installed and negotia-
tions have taken place between the Corporation and the
Fylde Water Board. ui>on which, in the event of the present
works being extended, the Corporation will be dependent
for an adequate supply of water for condensing purposes.
The whole of this activity has taken place this year, but

the demand for electricity is increasing to such an extent,
owing to the electrification of mills and factories, &c., in the
area, that most of the additional output that will be avail-

able when the various extensions are completed has already
been fully booked up.
To make a prediction in conclusion, the next area to be

provisionally determined will most likely be that of the North-
West Midlands in the Black Country. Such an area would
include the two propo.'^i'd large stations at St-oke and Rugeley
on the river Trent, and that at Ironbridge on the Severn.
This district would embrace Staffordshire, with the imixirtant

ELECTRIC FURNACES.

The electric furnace, which by rea.son of its cleaner and mora
economical working is still finding more and more favour in
the eyes of the metal industries, is rapidly extending its field.

The Leeds Electrical Construction Co. has recently supphcd
us with details of its products, which include furnaces of
many types for various employments, and some of these are
now described. The heat treatment of carbon and special
steels to be a success requires above all a method of adjust-
ing and maintaining temperature within very fine limits. By
the use of an electric furnace this is assured to a reasonable
degree of accuracy. The special typo manufactured by the

Fig. 2.—Elkcthic Tilting Furnace (Tilted).

company for this purpo.se is the R.M.D. rotary furnace, an
illustration of which is given (fig. 1). This is of" the resistance
type, the furnace chamber being constructed of special re-
fractory material to withstand a maximum working tempera-
ture of 1060 deg. C. and po.ssessing high thermal conductivity
and a low coefQcient of expansion. The chamber containing
the heating element is effectively heat insulated from the out-
side case of the furnace by material of low conductivity. The
energy is conveyed to the heating chamber by means of
ph<3sphor-bron2e sUp-rings mounted on a refractory extension

Fig. l.-r-ELECTtuc Rotary^,Fcbn.ui

stations existing at Wolverhampton. Walsall. Tipton. West
Bromwich, and Stourhtridge

; part of Shropshire, including
Shrewsbury; and part of Cheshire, including Crewe. More-
over, it would lie between the two areas that have already
been defined on the south and north.

An Electrically- Propelled Ferry,—Sketches were recently
published by the Pn,-!p<- Marine Berieir of a double-deck ferry
boat 191 ft. lonpr by 41 ft. beam ; the propelliner machinery consists
of two Diesel eng-ines driving dynamos which in turn supply a
motor directly connected to the paddle wheel shaft, and in order
to ensure efficiency at a low late of revolution, the motor is made
of large diameter.

—

Technical Rm-iew.

of the chamber, and the connections are enclosed in a cast-

iron protecting cover. The furnace ig encircled by a worm-
wheel which engages with a worm on a shaft rotated by a
small motor. This motor and the heating element ,ire con-
nected in parallel so that when the motor is switched off the
heating energy ig also cut off. The control panel includes a
thermostat and cut-out \ihich can be set to switch the power
on or off within limits of a few degrees. The current through
the heating element is. adjusted by means of the resistance
.shown in the illustration, .\nother type of rotary furnace
suitable for heating rivets is built on similar lines, and is

supphed either for stationary work or as a portable unit ; in

the latter case it is the usual practice to mount the furnace
on a trolley. In this set the motor-shaft, ending in a wonn,
engages directlv w-ith the wheel encircling the body of the
furnace, and the rotation automatically produces travel of
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the, rivets through the furnace. The rivets are fed into one

end of the furnace, and the speed of output at the other end

is adjusted to suit the various sizes. A notable feature of this

furnace is its portability, as owing to its size, roughly 2 ft. X
•2 ft X IJ ft., the complete equipment can be located in the

hull of a ship and other parts generally difficult of access.

It is stated that the total energy consumption of this type,

when heating i in. diameter rivets at the rate of four per

minute, is three units per hour, including the necessary

IK)wer for the motor. Tilting furnaces such as that shownin

fig. 2 are also among the manufactures of this firm. The

furnace illustrated is primaiily irtended for the melting of

aluminium brass and other non-ferrous metals, and is of the

resistance tvpe. The metal is contained in a chamber possess-

ing a non-oxidising atmosphere, and there are no products of

combustion to be dealt with. The temiierature is under con-

trol, and the metal can be poured at any definite predeter-

mined degree most suitable for the work in hand. The sizes

in which this tvpe are manufactured range from 50 to 300 lb.

per charge, and the time taken to melt a full charge is from

3.5 to 40 minutes, starting from ordinary temperatures, and

the period is, of cour.se, considerably reduced after the first

" heat." The calculated cost of melting brass, on the basis

of Id. per unit for energy, is .Hi. per pound. Another tilt-

ing furnace manufactured by the Leeds firm is one designed

for the heat treatment of carbon and alloy steels, and parti-

cularly for use in tool production. In this furnace there are

two separate heat chambers, each under independent tem-

perature control, and by this means two separate operations

can be carried out at once. When the material under treat-

ment reaches the desired temperature the furnace is tilted by

means of a hand-wheel at the side, and a spring latch arrange-

ment releases the contents of one or both chambers into a

quenching tank. Steel can be hardened in this furnace at a

cost of 32s. per ton with electricity at Id. per unit, and a

temperature of 1,000 deg. C. can be reached in 25 or 30

minutes.
Other types of furnaces suitable 'for the continuous harden-

ing and tempering of steel wire and strip ensuring the same
degree throughout, and plant for the annealing of non-

ferrous metal wires are also manufactured by the Leeds Elec-

trical Construction Co.

THE BRITISH ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.

.•Vt the annual meeting of the British Engineers' Association

recently held in London, Mr. D. A. Bremner. O.B.E., the

Director, submitted his report on the work of the Association

in the past year, during which time he had held his

appointment. The .Association had held a watching brief for

the engineering industry, and as occasion arose, had taken

appropriate action to safeguard its interests, sometimes alone,

and sometimes acting in conjunction with the Federation of

British Industries and other organisations. The matters re-

ceiving such attention were ; Import, export, and anti-dump-

ing legislation, taxation, transportation, coal supply, fuel oil.

Iietrol, standard forms of contract, and Boai'd of Trade statis-

tics. Considerable attention had been devoted to the de-

velopment of the utility of the Trade Inquiry, Inspection, and

Information Bureau. The offices had been extended to pro-

vide for its expansion, and though the staff was a small one,

they were able to deal with communications in eight foreign

languages. From May. 1919. to March, 1920. 693 trade in-

quiries were sent out to the appropriate groups of members.
Foreign embassies, legations, banks at home and abroad had
frequently applied to the Association for information and
assistance, and visitors from overseas, having engineering
business to transact in this country, had also received help-

ful information and introductions. Nine thousand copies of

the Anglo-Spanish. Anglo-Portugue.se, and Anglo-Italian edi-

tions of the B.E.A. official directory of members had been
dispatched to carefully selected addresses. The 1920 directory
^vould"be an all-English edition for circulation at home and
in English-speaking countries overseas. Mr. Bremner referred
to the reports that had been .sent home by Mr. G. C. Sander-
son, the As.sociation's special commissioner in Brazil. Sixteen
reports had already been circulated to members, and others
were to follow. He had sent home privately a good deal of
valuable infoi-mation relating to Brazilian trade matters.
Reports were now coming forward from the West Coast of
South America, from Capt. E. T. Hird. their special com-
missioner for Chile. Peru, and Bohvia. In many matters the
Association acted in close co-operation with the F.B.I. , the
National Union of Manufacturers, the British Common-
wealth Fnion. the Industrial League and Council, and
National Propagaiida. An intensive recruiting campaign was
in progress which .should lead to an increase in the member-
.ship, which was now 580, as against 539 a year previously.
.\ number of members had increased their voluntary assess-
ments for subscription, but the A.ssociation must further in-
crease its income or it could not develop.

The annual meeting, held on April 29th, was presided over

by Col. O. C. Armstrong, D.S.O. Among other points re-

feiTed to by him was the burdensome nature of the Cor-

poration tax. .\fter the deduction of fixed interest bearing

charges, the whole tax of Is. in the £ on the total profits

would be borne by the ordinary shareholders, and in many
cases it might amount to 2s. in the £ on the profits divisible

among them, thereby reducing their dividend by 1 per cent.

The corporation tax was therefore a more serious matter

than would appear at first sight. Later speeches emphasised

the need for members to support the Association in its work
and in obtaining new members. A resolution was passed

recording an emphatic protest against the continuance and
increase of the excess profits duty. Mr. Bre.mner referred

to the need for members to strengthen the organisation in

every way possible, making it more representative and there-

fore more powerful, placing at its command the financial

resources necessary to make it really effective. Their poUcy
was to serve their members, who were all busy men, rather

than to call upon them to sit on innumerable committees,
coming up to town from time to time to attend meetings,

and more or less dissipating their energies which might be
much more usefully applied at their own seat of wealth
production. He and the B.E..\. staff were the 'people who
should do the work. In sending out communications their

difficulty was to get at the men who mattered : it was
difficult to get past the office boy. They were, with
that in mind, limiting the number of their communications
to those that appeared to be really justifiable to the minds
of bu.siness men. Mr. H. Allcock referred to the fact that
they had in the B.E.A. a weapon to carve their way into the
markets of the world. " We want that weapon to be kept
bright and sharp and clean and strong, so that when we
need it we shall find that it has not rusted in the mean-
time."

REVIEWS.

The Propagation of Electric Currents in Telephone and Tele-
graph Conductors. By J. A. Fleming, M.A.. D.Sc.,
F.E.S. Third edition, revised and extended. London :

Messrs. Constable & Co., Ltd. Pp. xiv-)-370, figs. 19.

Price 21s. net.

In the rapidly extending field of the literature deahng with
the propagation of eleetric currents, this new edition of Pro-
fessor Fleming's work wiU be given a cordial reception by
those not only who are approaching the subject for the first

time, but also by those who wish to keep themselves an
cotiranf with its later developments. When the lectures,
which formed the basis of the work, were first delivered at

L'niversity College in 1910-11 the utter hopelessness of trying
to take notes and at the same time intelligently follow the
amazing rapidity with which Dr. Fleming filled and refilled

the blackboard with mathematical proofs, mu,^t have been felt

by most of those who attended. The present volume will go
a long way to supply the saps in the notes of that time, and
in other respects to amplify them. It is a long cry from
' Short Ijectures to Electrical Artizans " to the volume before
us, but the same clarity of expression of treatment which
characterised the author's early work is .still conspicuous in

his latest. The distracting mistakes which marred the first

is,«ue of the work have been rectified, and the reader is fairly

.safe to besin the perusal of the book without fear of beinc
arrested by misleadin? expressions for the value of tanh

(a+jb) or of that for / sin pt dt.

Of the later additions to the original volume, the chapter
on the vibrations of loaded strings and their analogies with
loaded telephone cables is particularly interesting, inasmuch
as it provides the reader with a means of actuallv reproducing
on a length of ordinarv string bv simple mechanical means all

the phenomena of reflection and diminution of amplitude ob-
served on lines whose electrical constants are non-uniform in

character. In the chapter dealing with the speed of signalling
in cables reference is made to the " cablo constant," which is

defined as the product of the capacitv of the cable, its resist-

ance and the letters per minute which can be sent throuffh it.

This, however, is a very arbitrary quantity, which has already
Iveen badly unset bv such delicate receiving instruments a= the
Orling and Heurtley relays, to say nothing of the possibilities

inherent in the modern amplifier.

The method and description of the Fleming-Dykes capacity
bridge for the determination of capacities at any temperature
and frequency, as well as the d'electric constant and specific

conductivity, is interestins. Values are given for the ratio

S/C for various cable dielectrics.

.\ brief description, with diaCrams. i« furni.shed of the
Franke alternator for the measnrempnt of the attenuation con-
stant of cables, and .> fpirlv len^'thv ontlinc of ri'-e'ent day
pra'-tice in the use of loaded cables and loaded aerial Imes.
The remaining chanters deal mathematicpllv with the effect

of leakance on loaded cables, the ptedetorminat'on of the -nn.

'tanta S/C and R,/L,, and on reflection losses at their
junctions.

A. F.
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Machine Drawinu fur Klcctricul Engineers. By Ehwaud
Blvthe, A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 81; 18 plates. IamuIou : The
Cambridge University Press. 21s. uet.

Text books on machine drawing for mechanical enyiueers

are innumerable, and many excellent works have been pub-

lished; for some reason, ha\\e\er, very little has been done in

this direction fur electrical engineers and students.

In the majority of Technical In.stitutes and Engineering

Schools, electrical students take the ordinary course of in-

fctructiou in mechanical engineering detail, very little eftort

having been made to «i5eeialise in electrical engineering

details.

The great development in recent years iu the science of

electrical engineering and the important part that this branch

of engineering will play in the future. <leiiuind suitable text

books. The above work is an excellent attempt to till the gap
which undoubtedly exists, and is the outcome of the experi-

ence of the author, both as an electrical engineer and a
technical teacher.

The author has pre.s<'nted a number of systematical pro-

gressive e.xercises, which lead the student through the elemen-

tary stages of projection of simple pieces of apparatus, to the

preparation fif drawings of a .similar nature to those found in

the modern workshop, and it has been attempted to familiarise

him with the method of constructing and reading workshop
drawings dealing with purely electrical fittings and detail.

It is pointed out that from contact with i)upils In the draw-

ing office, the author has found that most beginners encounter
considerable difficulty in forming anything like a clear con-

ception of the construction of an object, from the plans eleva-

tion and .section executed on the orthographic projection prin-

ciple, and ff)r that reason small isometric or perspective views
have been inserted, with the object of affording assistance in

overcoming that difficulty.

The illustrations in the book are large and clear, and are

first-class examples of draughtsmanship. The various

examples have been selected with the view of illustrating not

only the fundamental principles, but also modern types of

electrical apparatus. The book will be of great use for teach-

ing purpose.*: in Technical Institutes, and also to all those en-

gaged in preparing electrical drawings. It is a well-thought-

out and e.xcellentiv arranged work, and will have many
imitators in the near future.

E. P.

The Management Problem. Bv Edwahd T. EbBOunNE. Lon-
don : The Library Press,' Ltd. Pp. xi-f ]44-f-'24. Price

4s. 6d. net.

Thia book is one of those included in the Manufacturing
Problem Series, of which series the author is the general
editor.

It opens encouragingly enough by saying that while there

is to-day great talk of the relations between capital and labour
there is too little talk of the connecting link—management.
Our readers are already aware that we have lately devoted
a good deal of attention, in our editorial columns, to various
aspects of industrial iielatious. and we had hoped to find that

Mr. Elbourne's book was one which we <-ould I'ecommend
to their notice as carrying the matter further at a single

journey than is ixissible in a weekly paper. The limitations of

space, and the demands made upon it by other topics of

current interest and imnortance. exerci.'re inevitable restraint

in the case of the periodical; while the book may be expanded
to anv reasonable length required to carry its subject to a

definite point.

We were, therefore, sorry to find, on proceeding with the

book, that except for the opening sentence and a passing
reference to the unwisdom of management in acting almost
entirely as the agent of capital, whereby the distrust of labour
had been aroused, it rapidly degenerated into a dissertation
on the handling of the workpeople at a factor'V at Ponders
End. Certain general conclusions are drawn from the war-
time experience obtained there, but the whole book can best
be described as an exprcs.^ion of the author's views and
opinions on the right way to nm an employuient department.
Of the relations between capital and management, manaae-

ment and labour, in their various spheres, we find no helpful
"ord. and of the dutv of management to itself no word at all.

There is .still room for someone to deal at length w'ith this

last problem, and it should be done nuicklv. If management,
or. as we have called them, the trained brain workers, will

cret properlv into their place in indnst'-v. they will be able
to contribute more to the solution of industrial problems than
eWlipr capital or l.nbour. The management problem is. for

this reason, quite the most urgent of all at the present time.

Elrcfricilii. Bv R. E. Nkalk, B.Sc. .\.M.I E.V Pp. viii + MC.
London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons. Ltd. Price '2s. 6d. net.

The aim of this book is to review in a simple wa^ " the

"oneral nature of electricity, the methods of producin" it. •'nd

th° spi-vices to which it is applied." Th's forms a "-.Tther for-

midable task but on the whole the author succeeds remark-
ably well. He starts off \iith a chanter on the " sources of
electricity " and " kinds of current." This chapter is the
weakest invt- of the book, but those wbieh follow amply com-
pensate for it. .\ vast amount of useful information is packed
into the 130 avifilable pages, and where fuudamentai prin-

ciples are dealt with they are clearly and convincingly stated.

The author uses arithmetical values to illustrate practical appli-

cations at every optx)rtunity, and these should be useful in

fixing the ideas of the class of reader most likely to use the
book. Chapters VII, VIII and IX, dealing with domestic
applicationsof electricity, are very valuable, and supply autho-
rities would do well to disseminate the information contained
therein amongst their consumers. The chapter on electric

welding and cutting (No. XIII) is particularly interesting, and
is quite up to date. It is singled out for special mention, as
its very suggestiveness brings into prominence one of the few
stH'ious failing.s of the book, namely, the lack of references to

works on special subjects. Another useful addition would be
a short glossary of the technical terms, as it will be impos-
sible for the average reader to get fuU benefit from the book
without this. It would also be advisable to state definitely the
relation between the standard units of heat and of electrical

energy, as this would provide an ab.solute base for all the
figures quoted relating to costs of electrical processes. The
literary style of the work is well up to the usual standard of

scientific books, although the value of effusions such as " elec-

trical energy is employed in many forms and degrees between
which there are distinctions analogous to those between the
mountain and the grain of .sand, the precipitous ravine, the
undulating foothills and the plain," is not apparent to the
reviewer. There are few actual mistakes—kilowatt-amperes
(p. 39), within, for with (p. 40), the rectifiers . . . y/cW high
efficiency (p. 44) being the most glaring. The illustrations a^j

u.sual are drawn from the catalogues of manufacturers, but
this is not very objectionable considering the object of the
book, and the author takes the unusual course of honestly
acknowledging their source in all cases. Generally they are
good, but fig. 17d ia almost valueless. The idea of fig. 13,

which shows the principal features of a generating and distri-

bution system, is go(xl. The execution is, however, only
mediocre. The printing and binding of the book are excel-

lent, and it can be recommended to all who wish to acquire
an intelligent view of modern electrical practice without going
deeply into anv special part.

C. W. M.

I'Inie iiikI MeasuremeiU of Air and Gases. By .\lec B. Eason,
M.A., A.M.I.E.E. Pp. xii-i-'2.51. tigs. .56. "London: Charles
Ciritfin and Co., Ltd. Price 2.5s.

.A perusal of this book gives rise to two outstanding im-
pres.sions, the one a feeling of admiration for the great and
painstaking industry of the writer; the other a realisation of

the extreme difficulty in arriving at even an approximate
generalisation of the laws of flow of gases in pipes.

Whatever formula is adopted, the varying value of the
coefficient of friction militates against reliability in practical

applications. Mr. Eason fully realises this. He still makes
a brave effort. to produce order out of chaos, and in Chapter II,

after an examination of formulae of various authorities, gives
figures for the value of the i-oetficient of friction applicable
to different classes of work. These no doubt offer a w-orking
compromise. ^
The chapter dealing with loss of pressure in fittings breaks

no new ground, and again emphasises the conflict between
the values of losses given by various authors.

In his treatment of pneumatic tube problems the author
displays a ready familiarity with the subject. There is a not
unwelcome lack of that copious quotation of authorities which
marks the greater part of the book.

Kig. 4.1 connecting quantities of air used, velocities of air

and transit times is particularly interesting. Its usefulness,

however, would be enhanced by an account of practical ex-
periments made by the author to test the accuracy of the
curves.
One would have liked to see the theoretical aspect of various

types of meter supplemented by illustrations and sketches
of actual meters, with some remarks upon their- practical

behaviour. In this connection, the author mostly draws atten-
tion to the excellent paper, by Hodgson, on the commercial
metering of air, gas. and steam, read before the I.O.E.
In the la.--t few chapters of the book, a return is made to

the mathematical di.squisition upon the work of various ex-

perimenters, only the briefe.st mention beinc made of prac-

tical matters. Mr. Eason has given us an able summarised
mathematical compilation of the work of various authorities.

His contribution to the literature on the subject of gas
measurement and flow pressure will, however, be regarded
by the average engineer as academic. To the designer, the
book will prove of value. The curves are well drawn, but
would be more valuable if accompanied by fuller explanations,
without recourse being necessary to the context.
Two good features of the book are the list of reports, books,

and authorities consulted, and. at the end of each chapter, a
.-mnmari-i-d explanation of the syuibols used.—T.W.

The Costing Problem. By Edward T. Elbourne. Pp. 138.

London: The Library Press. Ltd. Price 4s. 6d. net.

This book contains, in addition to the author's remarks,

extracts from the cost-findim,' system of the Federation of

Master Printers of the T'nited Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland; Federation of British Industries' Report "Commer-
cial Efficiency." and I;ieut.-Col. O'Mcara's paper on " The
Functions of tho Engineer."
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Chapter I, "The necessity for costing," deals with certain

fundamentals, the relationship between capital and labour,

the technical use of costs for establishinR production efficiency,

which, the author states is au instrument of management
that' has been sadly neglected. Scientific management as
pra<-tised in .\merica. evidently does not apj>eal to the author,

Kho states that " it cannot i>e said to give much inspiration

to us in this country: it is our privilege and responsibility to

work along different lines." This .statement is rather difficult

to understand, as most of these works on scientific manage-
ment deal very thoroughly and minutely with the very sub-

jeet the author chooses for his title.

Chapter II. " AU-in Costs," deals with the well-known
principles of allocation of costs between prime cost and pro-

tluction "on cost," etc.

Chapter III, "The Functions of Factory .\ccounts," is self-

texplanatory.

Chapter TV, " .Approximation in Factory .Accounting," deals

w-ith the distribution of burden charges, A'C.

.Appendix A, extracts from the Federation printers' cost-

finding sy.stem, is an example of an up-to-date sy!5tem, and
it is not the first time printing trade costing systems have
been quoted in works on costing.

Appendix B. extracts from report of CVjmraittee on Com-
mercial Efficiency appointed by Federation of British Indus-
tries, dated September, 1918. deahng with fundamentals of

costing, is a valuable general treatii?e. The work concludes
with an extract of that very able paper " The Fimctions of

the Engineer: His education and training," by Lieut.-Col.

W. A. J. O'Meara, C.M.ri.. which was read before the In-
stitution of Electrical Engineers in February, 1919. .Although

this work does not contain anything that has not already been
dealt with previously in auite a number of works on costing
and scientific management, the book, with many more of its

type, is welcome, inasmuch as they emphasi.?e. the necessity of
ascertaining " true costs of production," which is a sine qua
nnn if British industry is to compete successfully in the
world's markets.

J. C. P.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

Compiled exprcsslv for this journal bv Messrs. Sefton-Jokes, O'Dell and
Stephens, Chartered Patent Agents. 285. High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

]4,l:i7. " .-Vmplific.Tlion of Inlephoiie currents." T. K. Wall. Mav 25th.

14,17-.;. • Dvnamomelcrs." HiiENAN & Froldf. and G. H. Walker. May
25th.

14,179. "Insulating fish-plates from rails iiT electric railway tr.ick circuits."

T. Hardiman and T. J. Wheeler. May 25th.

14,186. " Electric projector lamps for motor-vehicles." A. J. Curnow and
Howes & Burley. May 25th.

14,224. Control of dvnamo-electric machinery." D. P. .Alexander. May
25th.

14,268. " Machines for laying-up or twinning conductors for dry-core, &-c.,

cables." W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. and H. S.uage. May 25th.

14,290. " Electric systems containing X-ray, &c., apparatus." H. PiLON.

May 25th. (France, August 19th, 1915.)

14,309. " Electric heating apparatus." D. CoRSl. Mav 25th. (France,

February 7th, 1919.)

14,313. " Electric soldering-irons." R. K. Hsarn. May 26th.

14.318. " Railway signalling systems." .'Vlto.matic Telephone Mamfacilk-
INO Co. and A. E. HuDD. May 26th.

14,321. " Distributors for high-tension electric currents." A. KtKK.

May 26th.

14.333. " Electric conduit fittings." M. J. Railinc. and T. Taylor. May
26th.

14,348. " Electrical magnetic self-driving power unit." F. Read. .May 26th.

14,354. " Means for regulating speed of electrically-driven rolls on paper-

making machines." A. L. Boyle. May 26th.

14,357. " Sound airiplifier." P. R. GoNSKV. ,May 26th.

14.360. "Dual ignition for starting internal-combustion engines." H. A.

Savage. May 26th.

14.361. " Dynamo-electric machinery." H. K. WHtTEHoRN. May 26lh.

14,4i0. " Electric switches." F. E. Williamson. May 2"th.

14.414. " Electrical cut-out." W. H. Illingworth. May 27th.

14.415. " Electrically-heated kettles, &c." \\. \V. Soutter. May 27th.

14,433. " Electric starting and regulating switches." G. O. Donov.an.
May 27th.

14,4g9. " fuses for protecting elcctrically-hc.itcd utensils from over-heat-

ing-'* E. G. Nicholson. May 27th.

14,500. '"Electric accumulators." A. Pot;cH.(iN. May 27th.

14,509. "Electro-magnets." G. C. Cummings. .May 27th.

14,'514. ' " Controllers for electric motors, &c." Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler

Hammer Manufacturing Co.). May 27th.

14,531. " Sparking plugs." W. & W. H. Gold. .May 28th.

14,536. " Starting devices for motor-veWclcs." A. E. C. and W. Benson.
May 28th.

14.541. " Motor-starters, rheostats. &a" L. K-. \'i«k. Ma) 28th.

14.542. "Electrical switch control mechanism . for trucks, &c." H. J.

Carey. May 28th.

14.543. " Means for suspending bowls, shades, &c., for electric lights, &c."
B. Richardson. May 28th.

14,548. " Electric switches for lighting-sets of motor-vehicles." J. Eaton
and Efandem Co. May 28th.

14.565. " Electric switches." Hokslmann Cars. Ltd.. and S. A. Horsi-
.MANN. May 28lh.

14,571. "Electric railway, &c., track systems." N. Prior. May 28th.

14,587. "Sparking plugs." J. Baker. W. C. Bayuss, H. W. .Merrill and
A. L. Wood. May 28th.

14.590. "Telephone exchange systems." Westeka- Electric Co. May 28th.

(United States. July 'JUnd. 1918.) ,,

14,593. "Variable electric condensers." A. W. Isenihal. May 2bth.

14,604. " Short-circuit terminals io> nlafincto-ignrtion apparatus of internal-
combustion engines." Scintilla. Ma. 28th. .(Switzerland, May -28th, 1919.)

14,630. " Electric burglar alarms." W. DoMS. May 28th. (Germany,
.\pril lllh, 1918.)

14,6,16. "Dvnamo-electric m.ichinerv." Metrol-olhan-Vickfrs 1-iecjr:cal
Co. and M. Walker. May 28th.

14,639. "Electric cables and terminals thccefor." British l.ji.iirtNC it

IcNinoN Co. and E. O. Turner. May 28th.

14,652. " Induction electricity supply meters." .\. Schuster. May 2!Mh
(Germany. August 15th. 1918.)

14.669. " Electro-magnclically operated plate or bar handling skids." D.
CoLVILLE & .Sons and J. J. Ingli.s. .May 29th.

14,672. " Reflection of high-tension alternating currents." Soc. Anon, dks
Etablissemests H. Pilon. May 29th. (France, April 9th, 1919.)

14.679. "Modulation systems for wireless signalling, &e." RvDiii (-o.m-
MCNicATioN Co. and J. .Scott-Taggart. Miiy 29th.

14.680. " Vacuum tube relay devices, &c„ for wireless signalling s)stemB,
&c." Radio Communication Co. and J. .Scott-Taggart. May 2l)th.

14.683. " Wireless receiving apparatus." C. K. Chandler. May 29th.

14,687. " Terminals for electric conductors." G. H. Sykes. May 29th.

14,703. " Wireless receiving systems." N. Lea and The Radio Communi-
cation Co. May 29th.

Correction.—For the reference under No. 13,185 in our issue of May 28lh
the following should be substituted : 13,185. " Device for bonding and linking
up steel tubing of electrical installations." .-A. E. Ryeland & C. Fe
May 12th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specifications will be
printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings will be taken.

ISXS.
velding trans C. J. Holslag. Janu-

X819.
46. F.LECTRic switches and switch fuses. F. G. Warburton. Janu-irv 2nd.

1919. (142,523.)

65. SiiBMARlNB TELEGRAPH CABLES. F. G. Crced. January 2nd. 1919.

(142.524.)

2.761. Tools for slotting commutators. J. Gardner and C. ^^ Knight.
February 4th, 1919. (142,548.)

2.966. Electric heaters or r.vdiators. A. Pritzker. February 6rh. 1919.
(142,5.W.)

2.984. .Memoranda or writing appliance for use in connection with tele-
phones. J. M. Hatterslcy. February 7th, 1919. (142,559.)

3.419. Method and system for producing and selectively tkan.smittinc.
harmonics of electric oscillations. Western Electric Co. February 12tli,

1919.
, (142,571)

3,592. Gas-filled electric lamps. Edison Swan Elcceric Co. and P. Freed-
man. February 13th. 1919. (M2..i74.l

4.168. Rotary current collectors for electric m.vchines. G. di I.. Pest-
irini. February 19th, 1919. (142,578.).

5,387. Ignition devices' for use in explosion motors. G. Caliano. March
lih. 1919. (142,593.)

5,766. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. H. F. Holworthv.
August 30th, 1919." (142,596.)

7.110. .ANTENN.C FOR WIRELESS-SIGNALLING SYSTEMS. British ThomSOH-
Hnu«ton Co. (General Electric Co.). March 21st, 1919. (142,610.)

8.901. Regulators for electric (.fneraiors. British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co.). .^pril 8tb, 1919. (142.630.)

9.311. Junction boxes for electric cables. H. B. Smith and Callcnder's
Cable Si Construction Co. April 11th, 1919. (142,635.)

9,934. Switches for electric lamps. Clifford Bros, and J. Riddel. April
22nd. 1919. (142,643:)

9,994. Speed-control ce.\r for electric motors, especially applicable for
CRANE motors ,\nd THE LIKE. Vaughan Crane Co. and J. W. Stanley. April
23nd. 1919. (142.645.)

11.032. Electrical resistance and manufacture of same. G. Turnuck. Mav
3rd, 1919. (Cognate application, 26.935/19.) (142.655.)

12,080. Elbctric horns. C. H. f)flord and W. E. Parker. May Hlh, 1919.

(142,665.)

12,970. Means for measuring electric currents. M. H. Field. Mav 23rd.

1919. (142.673.)

13.058. Electric terminal conmctions. H. S. Cooke. Mav 24lh. 191:1.

(142.674.)

13.627. Coil-winding machines. Igranic Electric Co. and S. R. Wright.
May 29th, 1919. (142,680.)

13.628. Method of and means for applying the insulation of high-tension
coils, Igranic Electric Co. and S.' R. Wright. .May 29th, 1919. (142,681.)

18.941. Sparking plug. D. V. I.. Fcllowcs. July 30th, 1919. (142.716.)

19.378. Electric furnaces. E. F. Collins. September 21st, 1918. (133,026.)

19.459. Incandescent electric lamp sockets or holders. Benjamin Elec-

tric, Ltd.. E. Fowler and R. A. Ives. August 7th. 1919. (142,717.)

19,599. Electrical apparatus for heating liquids. H. C. Sanders. August
8th. 1919. (142,719.)

23,659. Ceiling-roses and junction-roses for electric light and power
' INST.ILLATIONS. J. B. Tanna.hill. September 25th, 1919. (142,734.)

24.154. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. C. F. Burton.

October 3rd. 1919. (142,737.)

25,134. Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines. G. E. Parker.

October 14th-, 1919. (142.741.)

20,936. Magneto-electric m-agmines. British Thomson-Houston Co. and A.

P. Young. October 23rd, 1919. (142.744.)

28,461. Electric couplings. W. E. Barber and E. Hoyle. November 17th,

1919. (142.754.) .

29,532. Spark plugs. Marmon Chicago Co. December 16th, 1918. (136,811.)

32,013. Sparking plug for internal-combustion engines. E. Chasseraux.

January Tlth. 1919. 037.816.1-

The E.T.U.—The Daily 0era/rf states that no canditiate

having secured a clear majority over all the other nomineeB for the

post of extra assistant general secretary of the Electrical Trades

Union, a second ballot ia to be taken this month on the names of
.

W. M. Citrine and A. H. Stewart.
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The convention to be held at Bradford, ne.xt week, under the

presidency of the city electrical engineer, Mr. Thomas Roles,

meets under rather unusual circurastances ; its headquarters

are at Ilkley, in charming surroundings, but those very

charms have made the district so popular that the summer

population in normal times ta.xes its resources to the utmost,

so that the influx of some hundreds of additional visitors

attending the convention has almost reduced the accom-

modation available to " .'>tanding Room Only," and has

brought home to the residents the reality of the housing

problem in its acutest terms. However, Mr. Roles, who
during the last few years has ac(juired an e.xtensive and
peculiar experience of dealing with overloads of 100 per

cent., or more, can be relied upon to cope with the new
peak load thus laid upon his shoulders. We understand

that the members' quarters are distributed over a fairly

wide area, not only in hotels and boarding houses, but also

in private apartments, and that even the latter are at a

premium. As the local train service is somewhat indif-

ferent, some inconvenience to members is unavoidable, but

we are sure that they will not allow this to detract materially

from their enjoyment of the occasion.

Papers on the design of distributing networks, by Mr.

C. A. Gillin (Bradford), and power station design, by Mr.

I. V. Robinson (of the B.E.A,.M.A.), will afford abundant

scope for technical discussion, and one on the standardisa-

tion of tariffs by Mr. .1. W. Beaucharap (of the E.D.A.)

will give an opportunity for the Committee members to

join in the debate : they will be taken as read, a procedure

which we have long advocated, so that the whole time of

the meetings will be available for the discussions. The
programme of visits, e.xcursions, and receptions will command
general approval, and, granted fine weather, the Convention
ought to compare favourably witli any of its predecessors.

Besides the subjects above mentioned, the municipal
engineers and managers will have plenty to discuss, whether
ti'te-ii-tilf or in open meeting. Both the Committee
members and the engineers at their sectional meetings will

doubtless be interested in the schedules of salaries which
have recently been in the public eye, and now the Trade
Unions have thrown down a new challenge which, although
at the moment restricted to the (ireater London area, is

bound ultimately to affect the wiiole country. The Unions'
claim is simple and comprehensive ; in effect, they demand
that non-union labour shall have no place in the electricity

supply industry, in the service of either supply authorities

or contractors, and they fi.x a time limit expiring on July Ist

for the decision.

This act on the part of the Unions raises two very
important (juestions : first, the operation of the Whitley
Council system, and, secondly, the ((uestion whether a British

citizen is entitled to earn his living without belonging to a
Trade Union.

With regard to the former, while it is to be regretted
that an agreed decision could not be arrived at in the
bosom of the Joint Industrial Council, and that one " side

"

of the Council should feel called upon to act independently,
we do not think the fact indicates the failure of the system.
The machine is of very recent construction, and has hardly
" found itself " yet ; nevertheless, excellent work has already
been accomplished by the Whitley scheme, and if it drop a

stitch now and then, it does not follow that the scheme is

inherently faulty. We believe that as conditions improve,

9] D
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and the adjustments and hibvication of the mechanism are

perfected, harmony will prevail over discord, and the system

will work smoothly. In the meantime, the right to strike

being inalienable,, the Unions cannot be exjiected to forgo

the use of this weapon to press their views when a deadlock

is reached on the Council.

As regards the second question, however, we strongly

disapprove of the action of tUe Unions. The question is

in no respect one of urgency, and there was no necessity

whatever to resort to the big stick in order to compel an

immediate decision. Jforeover, we must emphatically

protest against the claim implied, that every tradesman must
belong to a Trade Union. It is true that the (iovernment

policy, as embodied in the Whitley Council scheme, favours

the extension of the Trade Union principle, as well as the

association of employers, because by no other means is it

possible to organise a rational system of representation and
a channel for negotiation ; but, on the other hand, it leaves

to every man the right to decide whether he shall or shall

not join a Trade Union, a right which is as inalienable in a

free country as the right to strike. We earnestly hope that

there will be no yielding on this point ; to accept tyranny
and call it peace is not the way to industrial salvation, and
we strongly commend the subject to the attention of the

Convention.

Another item that will arouse debate is the bombshell
thrown by the Shefheld Town Council into the electricity

supply industry. The Council, overriding the advice of the

Electricity Committee and the city electrical engineer, has
decided to adopt the same rate of charging for both lighting

and power. This is a consummation to which all station

managers have long looked forward wistfully—but is the

time yet ripe for so drastic a proceeding ? Xo doubt the

question will crop up in the discussion on Mr. Beauchamp's
paper, and we look forward with interest to the views that

will there find expression.

The situation of the transport under-
''''* Tfansport takings in France, as a consequence of
Position In ,u j i u- j

i . •

Paris
^^'' ^^ resulting developments, is

not materially different from that in other

countries which have been directly involved in the war.

particularly in Paris and the Department of the Seine in

general. Notwithstanding the increases in fares which
have been sanctioned by the responsible authorities, it is

impassible for most of the electric railways and tramways to

balance expenditure and income owing to the enormous
advance in working expenses through the rise in the prices

of all kinds of raw and semi-tinished materials, augmenta-
tions in wages, the introduction of the eight-hour day, and
the consequential employment of a larger body of men and
other matters. If any profits are earned, the amount is too

small to affect the accumulated deficits of previous years.

The Metropolitan Railway reports a further deficit for 1919,

whilst the inconsiderable profits of the Xord-Sud Railway
last year do not prevent the deficit from growing still

further, although each is able to pay a small dividend as a

result of financial arrangements with the City of Paris. In
the case of the tramways in Paris and the Department of the

Seine, the companies have been living for a year past under
a system of loans, the CTity of Paris and the Council of the

Seine covering the deficits incm-red. This method was
introduced in order to permit the Municipal Council and
the General Council to pursue the question of the purchase

of the various tramway networks and their reorganisation

in the general interest, particularly with reirard to the facili-

ties of communication to be established between Paris and
the outskirts. In this connection M. Dausset, President of

the Commission des Transports, has just informed his

colleagues of the course of the discussions which have taken
place with the companies. He states that it appears
possible for an agreement to be reached with some of them
on the basis of a friendly purchase. It is expected that the

systems will be unified under one company, in which the

responsible authorities will be jointly interested. At least,

this is the impression gathered from the statement attributed

to the President of the Commission.

'\\'iTH the characteristic enterprise of
Electrical Trailing ;, , t ^u -rt- ^

, ... " the nation one of the U estern agri-
for Women.

, , ,, .,,,., °
cultural colleges in the I nited States has

announced a course in electrical study for young women,

which will teach the repair of household electrical appli-

ances. Amongst the subjects to be taught are the localisa-

tion and replacement of blown fuses, the repair of broken

appliances and lamp cords, the care and simple repair of

washing machines, care and operation of home lighting

plant, and other problems that are apt to arise.

This is a subject of much interest, and the innovation

is one that is worthy of careful consideration in this

country, for with the increasing use of domestic electrical

devices, the majority of which are used by the lady of the

household, some knowledge of the care and maintenance of

the apparatus should be taught her.

Perhaps the E.D.A. and other parties interested have

not lost sight of the fact that the adoption of such methods

would lead to a better understanding of the possibilities of

the various appliances, which, with better treatment, would
last longer.

Such a course of study would not only be beneficial to

the housewife, but also to the electricity supply authority

and the dealer in such appliances ; for, with better under-

standing, more would be sold and more electricity used.

It should not be difficult to formulate some such scheme
in this country. An educational campaign would abolish

the timidity with which most women regard electricity,

and restrain a few of the bolder souls who, by their

ignorance, cause so much unjustified censure to fall upon
the industrv.

Elsewhere in this issue we give
^^'^^

particulars of a desien for a 300,000-
Developmeots

, , ^ .

""

in U S A
K.v.A. steam-electric generating station

which, we believe, may be regarded as

embodying the latest American ideas on super-power

stations. At the present stage of progress, whatever the

future may have in store, the main features of a large

power station are fairly stereotyped, and variations must be

looked for only in the general arrangement, the selection of

known methods and apparatus, steam pressures and temper-

atures, \-c. ; nevertheless, there is considerable scope for

improvement on current practice, and in several respects

the proposed design differs materially from its forerunners.

It will be noted that the steam pressure in this case is

350 lb. per S(i. in., superheated 350' P., so that the maximum
temperature of the steam is about 780" F., near the melting

point of zinc. The heated air from the turbo-generators is

fed to the boilers, and the economisers are supplemented

with pre-heaters, while the jet condensers of the separate

" house " turbines are operated with the condensate from

the main turbines—a novel scheme. The boilere also

present new features, tending towards simplicity, and over-

head coal storage is reduced to a minimum.

It is interesting to observe that the generating sets are

of 35,000-KW. rating. It is very questionable whether it

is advisable, on the score either of economy or expediency,

to concentrate much more than this in a single set, even in

the largest station.

In the course of a discussion on the development of

electric power supply before the American I.E.E., also

reported in our pages to-day, it was claimed that the

kilowatt-hour could be generated with a consumption of

less than 1-5 lb. of good coal with generators of 60,000

to 75.000 KW.. and station outputs up to 500,000 Kvr.

were considered, with transmission lines operating at

250.000 volts. Such proposals are exceedingly interesting,

and we believe that they afford a true indication of the

magnificent prospects that lie before the electrical engineering

industry, not only in the United States, but in this country

also.
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DISTRIBUTION MAINS FOR NEW HOUSING SCHEMES.

By H. W1L50N, Mains Superintendent, Maidstone.

Most mains engineers have during the last year had

put before tlieni a blocii plan of a new estate comprising

anything up to two or three hundred houses, and have

had to consider the best arrangement of mains to supply

these houses with electricity.

This should be to them a problem requiring careful

consideration, and at the same time, an opportunity.

A problem, because at the least initial cost they have to

give the best possible .service, not only for innnediate

needs, but with an eye for possible requirements during

the life of the mains which they are laying. It should

be an opportunity, because never before have we had,

so to speak, a clean slate to start on. Hitherto we have

had to make the best of mains " already laid "—and
often not laid with a view to ease in maintenance. We
have had up to now to deal with houses built in pairs,

with often a great uncertainty as to the future develop-

ment of the roads in which they are erected. We now
have to deal with complete estates—with the concen-

trated accumulation of six years' building. This gives

us a much better chance to strike out from the old

approved methods, and to profit by the difficulties which
we have encountered in the past years.

The demand of the estate in question will probably
make it impossible to supply from distributors already

in the neighbourhood, and will usually mean a new
feeder from the generating station or the nearest sub-

station. The nature of the feeder will, of course, de-

pend on the type of generating plant in use at the

works, but the suggestions set out below will apply
either to a direct or alternating current supply. If

the supply undertaking is fortunate enough to have
an E.H.T. supply for outlying districts, the feeder will

take the form of a .3-core, h.t. feeder finishing up In

a static sub-station, which should be as nearh- as pos-

sible in the centre of the new estate.

Now, assuming that the supply is to be given bv
means of a .3-phase, 4-wire system, with the consumers
connected between one phase and the neutral, a four-
conductor main in each street is a clumsy arrangement,
and unnecessarily complicated. It is a difficult main to

connect service cables to. and, when the houses have
been connected in equal numbers between each of the
three phases and the neutral, there is no control of

the balance of the phases, i.e., of the relative load on
each phase. In the early days of the supply, with onlv
lighting in use. this will be quite satisfactory, but
with the gradual installation of heating and cooking
apparatus in some of the houses, the system will in-
evitably get out of balance, and there will be no easy
means of correcting this.

As an alternative system the laying of a two-con-
ductor distributor along the front oif each row of houses
has many advantages; moreover, if the main is dipped
in and out from house to house, the main and service
cables can be combined, and all underground joints
and T-boxes can be dispensed with. This calls for a
special cut-out on the consumers' premises which re-
places the tisual T-box on the main and the ordinary
two-pole cut-out usually fixed.

A brief consideration of the accompanying diagram—
which is of an actual housing scheme now under con-
struction—will be better than a great deal of descrip-
tion.

" S " is a static sub-.station from which three feeder
cables are taken to feeder boxes A, B, and C. situated
in the rectangular bases of lamp columns. The feeder
cables are not sliown on the diagram, in order to avoid
confusion with the distributor cables which are. Each
feeder cable consists of a concentric cable with two con-
ductors, the outer being a 0.1 sq. in. conductor con-
nected to the neutral point of the transformer, and the
inner being a 0.2 sq. in. conductor supplied from one

phase. The copper has been cut down in the neutral

conductor, as when the system is in a state of balance

tliis conductor should carry no current, and the neutral

conductors are inter-connected at each of the distribu-

The four points marked " L " are i-way distribution

boxes also situated in lamp column bases.

In the case of the 24 houses marked in groups as

1), E, F, G, and H, the distributor which is dipped

in and out from house to house is a .022 sq. in. twin,

[laiier. lead, armoured cable laid direct. All other

distributors consist of 0.05 sq. in. twin cables of similar

construction.

Should the distributors become overloaded due to

increased load for cooking and heating, it is proposed

to extend the feeder cables from the points A, B, and
t', to the four distribution boxes marked " L."
The advantages to be claimed for the system here

set out may be summarised briefly as follows:—
1 . It gives a permanent control of the balance

because the area supplied by each phase can be

Fig. 1.—DuGRASi of Distributio.m System.

altered by adjustment of the links in the lamp column
distribution bases or in the houses.

2. It gives a duplicate supply to most of the houses,

as by " feeding " from two ways a faulty length of

cable between two houses can be disconnected without
opening the ground, and can be dispensed with for the
time being, without leaving any consumer disconnected.

3. It gives great accessibility to the mains, in the
event of a fault developing anywhere on the network.
Mains engineers will appreciate the fact that they can
get at both ends of a faulty length for testing purposes
without opening any ground. It also provides great
facilities for rapidly localising any fault which may
occur, and for the restoration of the supply. With the
advent of electric cooking this will be more important
than it has been in purely lighting districts. At the
points on the estate where a duplicate supply is not
available, that is, where it is impossible to feed from
both ends, it is very easy to replace a faulty length
with a temporary overhead cable and so restore the
supply for the time being, and in this event it is not
necessary to open the ground to clear the fault, before
the supply can be restored to consumers past the point
of breakdown.
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4. The system as set out should be fairly immune from

breakdowns. It has boen the author's experience that

faults do not often occur in the middle of lengths of

armoured cable laid direct, but usually at points at

which the cables have been worked, such as service T-

boxes or joints.

5. By the use of armoured cables laid direct, a large

proportion of unskilled labour can be used in the in-

stallation.

6. It gives the full capacity of the main in each

house.

Apart from the question of supply to the new houses,

the following points should be kept in mind in the

design of the sub-station:—
1. Space should be left for spare h.t. cubicles so that

in the future the h.t. supply can be extended further

afield with a minimum expense and disturbance of

existing arrangements.

The static sub-station which the author has in mind
is one of several distribution points on a partly com-
pleted H.T. loop main. It is hoped eventually to com-
plete this loop main back to the generating station

four circuits which can be balanced up with the new
houses on the 3-phase suppl3^ The 3-phase voltage,

one phase to neutral, is 230 volts with 400 volts between

phases, while the d.c. voltage is 230 volts outer to neu-

tral, and as the district in question is a residential

one without large power consumers, it is hoped to

accomplish the change-over without mucli disturbance

other than the changing of the consumers' meters. It

should be kept in mind that under modern conditions

most power is generated as a.c, and if it can bo dis-

tributed as such it saves loss both in conversion and
distribution.

The cut-out box used in tiie houses replaces the

ordinary cut-out and also the T-box used on the

main, and must therefore be of special construc-

tion (fig. 2). The first batch of these had to be made
(luring the moulders' strike, and consisted of rectangular

boxes 15 in. by 7 in. by 4 in. deep, made of stout sheet

iron and treated with a preservative paint. The front

of the box is removable, and is made in two sections.

The bottom of the box consists of a rectangular hard-

wood bush grooved on two sides so as to slip into the

Jl /^ A- .

Fig. 2.—Details of Cut-out Box.

through other distribution points so as to have a dupli-

cate supply at each point. It would then be possible

to cut out an}' one section of the loop and still supply

at all points.

2. Space should be left either for increasing the size

of the transformer or for putting in an additional one.

The probable increase in the heating and cooking de-

mand in the next few years is a debatable matter, but
the least we can do is to allow for a substantial increase

for these purposes.

3. Where old mains suppljnng adjoining districts

run anywhere near the new sub-station they should be

diverted into it where possible—even if they are direct

current mains—as it may be desirable to take thein

over on to the new supply at some future date. In the

author's own case, a three-wire d.c. distributor passes

within 200 yards of the new sub-station, and this will

probably be taken in and out of the sub-station with
a view to changing over to an a.c. supply on account of

increasing load and distance from the generating sta-

tion.

• lit, is suggested that the two n.c. '"outers" up the

road, and the two '' outers" down the road will make

sheet metal box. This bush can be put through t!i3

middle so that the front half can be slid in a-ter the

cables are in position. The bottom section ^f the metal

front, which is 4 in. in height, forms the front of the

sealing trough, and is held in position by two set-

screws. It is not put in until the work on the cables

is completed, so as to give every facility to the cable

jointer when opening out the cables. The fittings in

the cut-out box consist of two horizontal 1 in. by J in.

copper strips as shown, the top one being the live con-

ductor, the lower one the neutral. The top bar is set

2 in. further back in the box than the bottom one, s.)

that the conductors coming up to it shall clear the

bottom bar. The bars are supported on hard-wood

blocks, from which they are insulated by an ordinary

meter board insulator and mica washers.

Each cut-out will take if necessary three .05 sq. in.

twin lahlos, ^\llich permits of any cut-out being used

practically as a three-way box. It is proposed to run

all street lamp services from the nearest house by means

of a .013 two-core paper, lead, armoured cable taken

off the bars in the cut-out.

The lamp columns are of the usual type of small
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column except that the bases for 18 in. above the ground

are rectangular and are 12 in. by 10 in. The under

ground portion or root is made as a separate casting,

and the column will be lifted on to this and secured by

four bolts after the sealing ends and rubber tails have

been put on the incoming cables. The bars in the lamp
coliinms will be arranged and supported as in the con-

sumers' cut-outs, and the feeder cables will run with

the distributors on to these bars. There will be no

fuses other than those on each phase, in the sub-station,

it being the author's experience that fuses in distribu-

tion boxes, unless under constant inspection, have to

be set at such a high value to avoid overheating, that

they seldom operate satisfactorily when required, and if

set only slightly above the working current they are

very likely to operate through overload and age, when
not required to do so.

All cables will be carefully labelled at the start bv

means of a stamped zinc label attached to the rubber

tails below the bars, and a tracing showing position

of all feeders and distributors on the estate will be

framed and hung up ready for reference, in the sub-

station.

.A.S previously stated, spare ways will be left in all

feeder and distribution boxes so as to extend the feeders

to the distribution boxes should the future developments

require it.

Since writing the above, prices and particulars of a

cut-out on the lines indicated for dipping cables in

and out, have been received. These prices compare
very satisfactorily with the combined cost of an ordinary
cut-out and T-box, and the fact that a cut-out of this

description will very shortly be on the market for im-
mediate delivery in large quantities, should make the

dipping-in s\-stem very popular with those responsible

for the mains and services to the new housine schemes.

CHARGING ELECTRIC BATTERY HAND LAMPS.

By a. J. DUCKETT.

The charging of electric battery hand lamps is usually done

in a more or less happy-go-lucky way ; users of lead-plate

sulphuric-acid cells do not appreciate their delicacy, of

which there is no gainsaying, but acid cells properly charged

and used (that is, not allowed to stand discharged, when

sulphation sets in and causes disintegration of the positive

plates and swelling of the material, eventually bursting the

celluloid case, and resulting in total destruction of the cell)

are a most reliable type of electrical apparatus. The writer

forsees a great future for the small-capacity electrical

.storage battery, and therefore a few remarks on the system

of charging he has devised may be of .some value to those

who intend utilising electric lamps

in lieu of the old-fashioned gas or oil

hand lamps.

Many people have an unfounded

horror of things electrical : owing to

lack of instruction, or too great caution,

they fight shy of any apparatus which

looks electrical. I have borne this

point in mind when devising a charging

set which is capable of charging any

number of cells up to six at one time.

Moreover, one or more cells can

be taken off charge without interfering

with the remainder, and it is not

necessary to switch off the current for

the purpose of putting on or taking off

a cell, as there is no actual breaking

of the circuit, and therefore no fusing

of the contacts.

The potential difference between the

battery-charging terminals is approxi-

mately 2".") volts when the battery is on

charge, but when the battery is taken

off charge, the voltage immediately rises

to 24, whereas under normal conditions

the voltage across the terminals, when
the battery has been taken off charge,

would be equal to the voltage of the

supply mains— in this particular case,

250 volts.

It is common knowledge that the

gases given off the plates of accumula-

tors when on charge, have, if combined

with a certain amount of air, very explosive pro])erties ;

therefore, it will be readily seen that if a cell is defective

internally, that is, say, if a lug is broken away from the top

of the plates, there is a tendency for high-voltage current

when charging otV 250-volt mains to pass across the gap at

the break, and the voltage is sufficient to set up an arc of

sufficient intensity to ignite the gases contained within the

celluloid case. .Such an explosion of the gases is, of couree.

ruinous to the battery. As I have mentioned before, the

voltage across the battery in the an-angement I am
describing cannot at any time exceed 24, therefore a break

in the cell as above described will not ignite the gases con-

tained within the cell, the voltage being insufficient to cause

current to bridge the gap and set up arcing.

The sketch, fig. 1, shows a general view of the charging

arrangement, which is capable of charging up six cells at a

time, and fig. 2 shows the general wiring diagram.

Say, for instance, that Xo. 4 cell is fully charged and is

required, the cell is pulled forward and lifted out of

the guides ; the action of removing the cell shunts the

Fins. 1 4 2.

—

Arrangement fob Charoinq Batteries, and
DiAORAU OF- Connections.

main current through the 24-volt lamp immediately above

the cell compartment, and it lights up, thus indicating that

the cell compartment is empty.

It will now be seen that it is impossible to put a cell on

charge inaccurately, and, therefore, it is not necessary to

use pole-testing paper. Sec as is customary wiih the

ordinary type of charging apparatus. If a cell is defective

(say a broken lug internally), and is put on charge, the
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defect is indicated by the illumination of the 24-volt lamp

according to the internal resistance of the battery set up

by the fracture in the lug. For instance, if the defect sets

up a resistance which raises the battery terminal voltage to

12 or 15 volts, the indicator lamp will glow a dull red,

which, of course, draws the operator's attention to the matter,

and the battery is put on one side for inspection.

Although there is no necessity to touch any of the live

parts of the apparatus, if by chance a pair of battery termi-

nals are bridged across by hand, the potential difference

between them is so small that even the slightest shock is

very unlikely. Therefore, although at first sight the

apparatus appears to consume more current than the ordinary

series method, there is very little in it, the actual loss being

•004 unit per charge.

The cost of charging six 2-volt, 25-ampere-hour cells

from a 250-volt main is as follows :

—

250 volts X 25 ampere-hours = 6,250 watt-hours, or

6"25 units, which, at 2d. per unit, = Is. .\d., or 2d. per

cell, when six are on charge at one time.

The 24-volt indicator lamps and resistance consume

2 amperes at a terminal voltage of 24, therefore their resist-

ance is 2-1/2 = 12 ohms, but when the cells are on charge

the 24 volts are ireduced to 2'0 volts, and, therefore, the

current then flowing through this circuit is 2 12 = 0'16

ampere, or 0'16 x 2 = 0'32 watt, or for a complete

charge it becomes 3'8. say, 4 watt hours, or 4/1,000 x 2

= d-00«d.

The principal claim put forward for this method of

charging accumulators is that it is entirely foolproof,

and the cells can be charged up l)y an inexperienced

person ; there is no technical process to go through, as

it is only necessary to put the cells in the compartment

if they recjuire charging, and to pull them out of the

compartment when fully charged. The best method of

ascertaining when the cell is fully charged is to take

the density of the electrolyte with the ordinary simple

bulb hydrometer.

Fully charged cells should give a reading of 1*250

specific gravity.

THE I.E.E. (SCOTTISH CENTRE) VISIT TO KINLOCHLEVEN.

[5Y OUR SPECIAL REPEESENTATIVE.]

On Thursday, June 10th, a party of members of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers and their friends

left Glasgow for a three days' tour in the Highlands.
The excursion was the outcome of an invitation by Mr.
W. Murray Morrison^ general manager of the Britisli

Aluminium Co., to visit their works on Lock Leven.
The revival of interest in Scottish water power, the

somewhat mysterious glamour which hangs over the pro-

cesses of alununium making, and the pleasant prospects

of good company and glorious scenery all combined to

lure about sixty members up into the North-West.
Going by the West Highland Railway, the journey led

by mountain and loch and across the desolate Moor of

Kannoch—wliere only startled herds of deer broke the

empty solitude of the boulder-studded waste; then by
tumbling rivers and fresh birchwoods to Fort William
at the foot of snow-capped Ben Nevis.

FouT William.

Here the party was marshalled by Mr. William
McWhirter for a tour of inspection of the local electri-

city works.*

The Fort William Electric Light Co.'s plant affords a

pioneer example of highland town lighting by means of

water power. The head of water is 100 ft., and two
(iiibert Gilkes Vortex turbines, eacli of 100 h.p., drive a

pair of General Electric Co.'s d.c. generators at (iSO

levs. per minute.

The main turbines are situated at Blamafoldnch, 2J
miles across the hills from Fort William, and the energy,
at 560 volts, is conveyed by bare overhead lines to a
battery and distribution station in the centre of the

town. The town station has, in addition to the battery,

a small emergency water turbine and a 40-h.p. Hornsby
oil engine, both arranged by lielt to drive a battery-

cliarging dynamo, the output of wjiicli is 70 amps, it

450 volts.

The standard lighting pressure in the town is 150

volts, and the power pressure is .!500 volts. The battery

is divided in the centre, with regulating cells at eitlier

end, and is charged as a single unit. The town station

plant includes a small booster for regulating the pres-

sure of a pair of feeders which go overiiead to Corpach
—a distance of about four miles.

Mr. McWhirter, while not responsible for the original

lay-out of the scheme, lias been superintending tlie

supply for the last 20 years. Two typical examples of

trouble peculiar to highland installations have been
dealt with by him. One of these was frequent inter-

ruption by static discharge from the overiiead mountain
lines. This was effectively stopped by the fittings of

non-gap carbon arresters connected to large earth plates.

* Described in the Electrical Review of March 5th, 1897.

The other annoyance was the pitting of the 25-in. steel

pipe line at the turbines. The pitting was on the outer

surface of the pipe, and was caused by the peaty water

in which it lay. It has now been raised on piers to put

it above the influence of the corrosive moisture.

The new diamond-cutting factory of Mr. Bernard
Oppenheimer was also visited, this being now one of the

chief power loads on tlie town supply. The factory is

an offshoot from the larger one established at Brighton,

and affords congenial work for disabled soldiers, who
are pleasantly housed in the imposing hotel building

adjoining. The processes of cutting, grinding, and
polishing the stones were watched with interest. The
mills and lathes are driven by five G.E.C. motors, having
a total output of about 50 h.p.

The vibration caused by the high speed of the polish-

ing disks, togetlier with the need of individual lamps to

light each mill, combined at first to produce a high

mortality in filaments. It has been found, however,

that Ediswan traction type lamps stand up to the seveie

conditions caused by vibration and constant liandling.

KiNLOCHLEVEN.

Tlie visitors were up early on Friday morning for the

23-mile motor run to the head of Locli Leven. The
journey, despite the (jualms of those who occupied the

seaward seats, was safely accomplished, and at eleven

o'clock the party reached the strange town of Kiidoch-

leven, which lies deep between the mountains.

After passing glens and caves, inhabited only by the

ghosts of long dead clansmen, and having scanned miles

of rocky coast line where not a smoke curl is visible, one

experiences a shock on coming upon Kinlochleven, witli

its wharves and electric locomotives and its shops with

wedding cakes advertised for sale. Kinlochleven is a

fully equipped town with about 1,500 inhabitants, and

wliile tliere are churches, schools, and a police office, the

dominating feature is the power liou.se with its impres-

sive column of parallel pipes sloping up the hill side.

The power house is a spacious, well-lit, rectangular

building having 11 large and two smaller turbine sets.

Each set consists of a Pelton wheel turbine and two

D.c. generators on one shaft.

The larger or main sets are useil each for a battery

of furnaces, and the smaller sets are foi- Jjower, lighting

ami exciting.

finder the floor and along the length of the power

house are a pair of aluminium busbars, which enable

any set or group of sets to be coupled to any battery of

furnaces.

The main turliines have a guaranteed efficiency of

80 per cent, each, developing 2,900 b.h.p. at a head of

900 ft. and at .'iOO-JOO revolutions per minute. They
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have two water jets, and on the majority of the machines
the governors are of the hydraulic type, operating gun-
metal spear-head valves. Two of the sets have oil-con-

trolled governing gear; while these are more sensitive,

they are also more complicated. The users appear to

favour the more robust water governors for furnace
.work, where very fine voltage regulation i.s not essential.

The main generators are shunt-wound, without inter-

poles, and have slot-wound drum armatures. The two
generators composing a set are connected in parallel,

and tlie maximum output of each pair is 2,1*00 Kw. at

275 volts D.c.

Electrical regulation is provided to prevent flashing

over, which might occur through differences in the cur-

rents flowing in the two armatures on one shaft. The
field circuits are separate up. to their rheostats, but have
a connnon return in which is placed the cut-out. The
cut-out is operated by two solenoids. One pressure

solenoid breaks the field circuit when the terminal volt-

age rises to 350, and the current solenoid is connected

across the two leads of the same polarity on one pair of

dynamos. It is adjusted in relation to the voltage sole-

noid so that an out-of-balance current short-circuits the

field through a discharge resistance.

The two smaller turbine sets are of approximately half

the capacity of the main furnace sets. While they also

tei^k
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take pipe from some upper lochan, and on the left far

belo-n* wag the gorge ciit by the River Blackwater.

The Dam.

The first sight of the dam is impressive. The upper
part of the valley is blocked off by this great wall,

measuring 86 ft. high at some parts and with a straight

sliyline of 3,112 ft. The top of the dam is 1,008 ft.

above sea level, and it holds in check a loch reservoir

over seven miles long and half a mile wide. The catch-

ment area from which the water is collected is 65 sq.

miles, and the reservoir holds more than 20,000 million

gallons of water. The average annual rainfall over the

catchment area is about 70 in. The dam is bedded
everywhere on solid rock. The top thickness is 10 ft.,

and the upper face is plumb for the first 40 ft., when
there ig a batter of 1 in 20 to the base. At the base

the dam is 60 ft. from back to front at some parts. At
the centre of the dam is the valve tower; the vfilves

control three 40-in. diameter pipes. The diffei^ence

between the levels of these three intake valves and the

six pipe valves at the power-house is 993 ft.

Mr. Hird had tlie energy and the honour to arrive

first at the valve tower, and there for a little time he held

a reception of the, wayfarers as they came straggling uji

to inspect the tower and its interesting contents.

It was noted that the war had made a considerable

demand on the I'esources of the whole scheme. Advan-
tage has been taken of the presence of a band of German
prisoners to connect up Loch Eilde Mor with the reser-

voir. This has been done by means of concrete pipes

and 4 ft. 6 in. bore which were made in Kinlochleven,

and stretch for a length of some four miles along the

hillside on the opposite side of the valley to that of the

main conduit track.

Thk Finish.

On leaving the dam several took the old bridle path
down by the rocky bed of the Blackwater back to the

town of Kinlochleven. After dinner those who had not

elected to stay the night at Kinlochleven' motored back
to Fort William.

Saturday forenoon was spent in visiting local beauty

spots, in which this district abounds, and while some
were left to climb Ben Nevis or go further afield, Ihe

tour officiall}- ended with the departure of the noonday
train for Glasgow.

The arrangements for this thoroughh* enjoyable ex-

cursion were chiefly in the hands of the Scottish I.E.E.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Joseph Taylor, and those of Mr.
Thomson, of the British Aluminium Co. Perfect weather

and the hospitable services of tlie ladies and the staff at

Kinlochleven did much to make tlie visit a delightful

'"^'""'y-
D. S. M.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Headers are invited to suhmit particulart of new or improred devices and apparatus, which will be pvhlithti

if considered of tufioient interest.

New Cooking Apparatus.

-^mong the latest products of the Bkitish Electric Tr.^ns-
FORMER Co., Ltd., 50, Oxford Street, W. 1, are the ovens anil

boiling table illustrated in fig. 1 and the plate heating cup-
board shown in fig. \i. I'he boiling table measures 6 ft. 2 in.

by '2 ft. \i in., and has eight "'hot spots"—four with 1-kw.
loadings and four having 1.5-KW. loadings—each controlled
by a heat regulating switch. The top and legs ai'e of cast
iron. Kg. 1 shows four ovens with hot shelves between the
two sets, and at the top. The total maximum loading is

1,600 watts controlled by switches designed to put in various
combinations of the heating elements. The cupboard (fig. '2)

is of oak, and measuivs ^i ft. by IJ ft. by "2 ft. 10 in. It

is divided into two compartments having drop doors fitted

with nickel-plated handles and tops—the latter lieing utilised

as hot plates. The interior is lined with aluminium lagged
with a-sbestos. The totai maximum loading is 1 KW. Racks
to hold '2'2 platee may be fitted or the raliinet may be u.sed

for keeping tood warm.

House Lighting Plant.

Messrs. Mark Webber, Ltd., Church .A.cre Works, Guild-

ford, have sent us particulars of an eflicieut and economical
single cylinder petrol engine suitable for supplying lighting

and power to a country house. The "Webber" engine,

which is illustrated in fig. 3, possesses many good pijints.

aimong which anay be included the low fuel consumption
which is obtained by a number of devices. The piston fric-

tion is reduced by the u.se of a slipper piston, and the crank-
shaft is mounted on ball-bearings. Forced lubrication of the

big end is made by an oscillating plunger pump without the

use of pipe work, the oil being delivered through the plunger
itself. The camshaft and cams and bearings are contained
in a trough which is filled with oil fiung out from the hig

end, and are consequently always immersed. The overfiow

from this trough feeds the timing gears and governor. The
use of very light reciprocating parts eliminates a great deal

of vibration. The magneto is operat<>d by a cbain drive, and
the chain runs in an oil bath. Cooling water is applied direct

Fig. 1.—Boiling Table and Ovens. Oak Plate-heati.vg Cdpboard.
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to valve seats where it is most needed, and all working parts

are easy of access. The dynamo can be coupled direct to the

shaft of the engine, and fixed on the same bedplate. The fuel

consumption of this engine when running on petrol is about

.6 pint per B.H.P.-hour, and the lubricating oil required is

Fig. 3.—The " Webber'" Engine.

.012 pint per B.H.P.-hour. The size of the lighting sets ranges
from 2 to 16 b.h.p., or from 1 to 9 kw. These machines can
be adapted to run on gas or paraffin by making the necessary
alterations in valves and ignition.

New Wiring Devices.

Mr. H. White, .\.M.I.E.B., 1, Cumberland Street, Deans-

gate, Manchester, has sent us details of some new wiring

devices he has recently designed. One of these, a " Univer-

sal " connector box, i.s shown diagrammatically in fig. 5. By
means of this it is possible to obtain any combination of ways
for two or three or four wires while ensuring that no other

openings are left in the box. The object is attained by divid-

ing the circumference of the box into sixteen equal parts,

slots being cut at 1. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14 and 16 as shown
in the diagram. A tight-fitting lid has four openings at

J~\

uruu m
^tl,li,,,III,,>,,,,,,M I,......,,,., .^-n

Fig. 4.—Bonding Clamp. Fig. 5.—" Univers.^l
'

Connector Box.

90 deg. By revolving the box it is then possible to obtain
any combination desired (4-way, tee. straight tlirough or right
angle) only the openings to be u.5ed coinciding with the slots

in the li(l. Another device i.-^ sliowii in lig. 4. This is a,

circular piece of metal, fitting into the connector box, with
four strips for binding over the cables, thus forming an
eflBcient " universal " bonding clamp and ensuring electrical
continuity in the sheathing of the wires. j-.i ..:

'•

LEGAL.

Stobie v. Newcastle-on-Tyne Electhic Supply Co.

The action brought by Mr. Victor Stobie, carrying on busi-

ness as the Stobie Steel Co. at Dunston-on-Tyue, in the
County of Durham, against the Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric

Supply Co. came before Mr. Justice Peterson in the Chancery
Division upon an adjourned summons on June 8th, and waa
continued on subsequent days.

Mr. ToMLiN, K.C., appearing for the defendant company
(the Electric Supply Co.), said that the, summons had been
issued to detennine a question that had arisen in taking an
account directed by a judgment of his Ix)rdship on .\pril 30th
last year.* The account ordered was one relating to the profits

made by Mr. Stobie in his business, his Lordship having held
that under certain agreements the defendants were entitled to

.share in tho.se pnjfits. The matter went before the Master ^n

Chambers, when Mr. Stobie produced two balance sheets of

profit and loss. A question then arose which the Master
was not in a position to determine, in consequence of which
this sinninons was i.ssued. It asked for a declaration that new
works establi.shed by the plaintiff adjacent to the works at

Dunston-on-Tyne formed part of the assets of the Stable Steel

Co., and were not the property to which the plaintiff was bene-
ficially entitled, and that the bu.^iness carried on by the
plaintiff at the new works under the title of the Stobie Con-
struction Co. formed part of the business of the Stobie Steel

Co. and that accounts be ordered upon the footing of such
declaration. Counsel contended that defendants were entitled

to a share in the profits of the Stobie Steel Co. under agree-

ments w-hich he read. an<l said that .since his Lordship's judg-

ment Mr. Stobie had adopted the name of Stobie' Construction
(jO. in relation to the new works with a view to excluding the

Newcastle Electric Supply Co. from their share of the profits

from this undertaking. It appeared that in June 1917, there

were for sale certain works adjoining the works of the Stobie

Steel Works at Dunston. These were known as the Bradley
Williams Works, which were used for the treatment of ore.

Mr. Stobie went to the committee with a proposal that these

works, which were then in the market, should be purchased.

The committee asked Mr. Stobie to get out an estimate for pur-

chasing and equipping them. What Mr. Stobie proposed was
to set up there an electric furnace plant for the manufacture
of white pig iron. At the next meeting of the committee on
.lune 20th Mr. Stobie reported that he had bought the Bradley
Williams Works for £2.000, and that he proposed to install

a furnace for the manufacture of pig iron and after the war
to install cogging or. rolling plant. Cogging or rolling plant

was acquired for converting steel ingots into bUlets. The
Stobie Steel Co. had not at the time on their works any
cogging and rolling plant, and they sold their steel in ingots

or got it converted into billets by outside firms. The instal-

lation of a cogging and rolling plant would therefore be of

great service to the Stobie Steel Co. Mr. Stobie's estimate of

equipping the Bradley Williams Works with the necessary

machinery was £'3,000, and the coinmittee agreed that the

matter should go forward on these lines.

Mr. Upjohn, K.C, counsel for the plaintiff, said thatthe
functions of the committee had come to an end at this time,

and they had no power to authorise anything.

Mr. ToMMN said that whether there was a formal authori-

sation by the committee or whether the committee had any
express power to authorise or not there was no doubt that

what Mr. Stobie contemplated was submitted bv him to the

committee for approval. He further contended that the busi-

ness established at the Bradley Williams Works was part of 'he

Stobie Steel Works, and was administered by one staff, the

employes being paid by one official.

The hearing was adjourned.

On resuming on June 9th. Mr. Tomlin continued his open-

ing for the Electric Supply Co., referring to numerous^ hooks,

documents and accounts in proof of the business relationship

between the parties.

Mr. Ur.TOHN contended that the two businesses were dis-

tinct, and read an affidavit of Mr. Victor Stobie which stated

that from 1906 thenceforward he carried on at Sheffield

the business of designing and building works and plant

such as steel-smelting furnaces and colliery plant manu-
factured in accordance with several inventions made by hina

and protected by letters patent. He was also a consultant in

metallurgy, and such business he referred to as his construc-

tion business. This included the (uircha.se of steel plates and
other sections of constructional steel and the cutting, proving

and riveting together of such steel to form fnmaee and other

works plant, purchasimr motors, transformers and other elec-

trical apparatus. Tlie business carried on under the style if

the Stobie Steel Co. mentioned in the agreements in this case

was a business entirely different and distinct from his con'

struetion business, ft consisted of the purchase of steel scrap

and ferro-alloys and the melting by means of electricity of such

scrap and alloys into a liquid form in a cheinically controlled

bath and the casting of the liquid steel Into the form of ingots

to be sold to manufarturers. It did n.it <'omprise any con-

sti'uctional work. It was not true that his constructional

business was in anv way a. part or an extension of that carried

on under the name of" the Stobie Steel Co. It had become

* Ei.ECJTRiOAL Rbvirw, May Pth, 1919.

E
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very difficult in consequence of the war to get regular suppliea

of scrap steel, ferro-aUoys and other materials for the steel

works, and it was necessary to acquire and store a large

amount of them. There was not sutficient space at the steel

works to store this material, and before he was able to restore

his construction business be permitted, as a temporary
expedient, the storayo of scrap steel in considerable quantities

at the new works. Tu 1918 he commenced to fit up the new-

works with plant and with his own Stobie electiic fm'naces.

The business carried on there occupied exclusively about three-

quarters of the works, aud he carried ou the construction

business there under the style of the Stobie Metallurgic Con-
struction Co. For the purpose of his construction business he
had taken over from the steel works goods at the price at

which they were sold in the ordinary course of business, the
cost of such goods being debited and credited in the books of

the two companies. That had also been done when men had
been engaged in either business while in the employ of the

other. There had been no community of business as between
the steel works and the Bradley Williams Works.

Mr. R. P. Sloan, director and manager of the defendant
company, gave evidence in support of the defendant's ca*e

to the effect that there was aujple room ou the site of the

Stobie Steel Works to store the .scrap metal required, and said

that to the best of his recollection the Control Committee of

the Stobie Steel Co. approved of the purchase of the new
works, the object of which was to extend the steel works.
The hearing was continued on June 10th. when further

evidence was given to prove that the new works were carried

out for the Stobie Steel Co., who had been debited with the
charges for materials and labom'.

The evidence of other witnesses was taken on June 11th,

when the hearing was adjourned until June 16th.

{To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttttrt received by ui after 6 P.M. ON Txtbsdat oanTwt appear until

the following week. Correspondenit thouldforward their crnnmiimi-

catiom at the earlitit potHble moment. No letter can be publishsd
unlesi we have the toriter's name and address in our posseition.

Morrow v. Stepney CoRroRATioN.

In the Chancery Division, on June 9th and 10th, Mr. Justice
P. O. I/awrence was engaged in hearing an action against the
Stepney Corporation to restrain them from causing a nuisance
by smoke, &c., from their electric power station at Lime-
house.
Mr. Owen Thompson, K.C., and Mr. E. S. Northcote were

counsel for the plaintiff, and Mi". Jenkins, K.O., with Mr,
J. E. Harman, appeared for the defendants.
The plaintiff' carried on the business of a mast, oar, and

scuU maker in Brightlingsea Place, Limehouse. His pre-

mises consisted of a workshop, a dwelling house, and a timber
yard, which were opposite to the defendants' power station.

His allegation was that the grit and a.shes from the works
caused him and his family great discomfort, and created an
intolerable nuisance, and he asked for an injunction to re-

.strajn the Corporation from continuing to discharge grit and
ashea from the chimney stack of the works. At the defen-
dants' works there were 13 boilers, nine of which were
generally in use, and eight or nine chimney .shafts about
80 ft. in height. They consumed about 40,000 tons of coal a
year, and they supplied about two square miles with elec-

tricity, and had some 3,800 customers for electric hght or
power.
Mr. Justice P. O. Lawrence, after hearing evidence and

the arguments of coun,seI. in giving judgment, .said that, in

his opinion, the plaintiff and his witnesses had given their evi-

dence very fairly and without exaageration, and he (plain-

tiff! had proved to his satisfaction that the effect of the grit

and ashes from the defendants' chimneys deposited upon
his premises was to block the gutters and st.ick pipes on his
workshop and to cause the premises to be flooded when it

rained. Further, the gritty deposits penetrated the cracks
in the timber in his yard with the result that when he worked
at the timber the edges of his tools were blunted. Plaintiff

also showed that his dwelling house was rendered so uncom-
fortable by the gritty dust and a.shes which fell on the beds
and clothing that he was justified in moving to another house.
The evidence, said his Lordship, proved conclu.sively the ex-

tent of the denosit. and it satisfied him beyond doubt that
the discharge from the chimneys of the defendants' works
had rendered the nlaintiff's premises less suitable for business
and residence. The defendants .t^aid that there had been
delay in bringing the action. In one sense there had been
some delay, but it was to the credit of the plaintiff that he
had not taken steps to stop the nuisanc« until it became
intolerable. No exceptional circumstances had be«n proved
by the defendants to induce the Court to exercise its judicial
discretion to award damaces in lieu of an injunction. The
nlaintiff was therefore entitled to an injunction which would
be suspended for a short period to give the defendants time,

to abate the nuisance. No special damages had been proved,
but he thought he was justified in granting plaintiff iE.50 as
general damages for the discomfort which he had suffered,
with the cO(3ts of the action.

It wag subsequently arranged that the iujimction should
be suspeuded until November 12th next.

German Representation.

Judging by the name on the envelope, we also have re-
ceived one of the letters from the German firm of meter
makers referred to in your " Business Notes " in your last

issue.

We did not open it, but—not being members of the New-
port Corporation—^replaced it in the post, after writing over
our signature " No letters received from Huns are opened
in this office."

E. P. Allam & Co.
London.
June 12th, 1920.

" Situations Vacant."

I feel very grateful to you for the " Special Notice " in this
week's Electrical Review re situations vacant, and hope
that your kind offer wOl be accepted by all advertisers of
vacant situations. Personally, I have during the last six months
replied to no less than 50 adverti.iements in the Review ; one of

the applications resulted in an interview, about five employers
had the courtesy to inform me that the position had been
filled, the rest made no response whatever. However, I still

hope to be successful in obtaining a situation.

X.
June mil, 1920.

Buenos Aires Port and City Tramways.

In the Chancery Division, on Monday, Mr. Justice Eve
sanctioned a scheme for the reorganisation of this company
and ah agreement giving effect thereto.

We are very interested in your " Appointments Filled
"

column, which we think is a step in the right direction; but
we have a better suggestion to make to solve the difficulty,

and that is to recommend that everyone applying for a job
should religiously eschew answering advertisements under
box numbers; it is little short of an anonymous letter. The
writer's poUcy with letters of that sort is to put them in the
waste-paper basket, and he would treat advertisements under
box numbers in the same way. Surely we are British enough
to be able to trust each other when a berth is adverti.sed, and
when an honourable application is made for the same.

For the Walsall Elecfrical Co., Ltd.,

J. Delebecqde, Works Mauuycr.
Walsall,
June V2ih, 1920.

" M'hat is the Contractor Doing? "

Some of the remarks made by your contributor in your
issue of June 4th are quite correct, in my opinion. The
electrical contractor certainly doen need to wake up; at the
same, time the electrical manufactiuer has not done all that
he could. For instance, take tlie leading electrical manu-
facturers' lists of cooking and heating appliances, and you will

find in most instances that :
—

1. The actual current consumption of the apparatus is care-

fully left out.

2. There are no details as to the length of time necessary to

do the work required.

If these details are not given in the makers' catalogues, they
should be prepared to supply the contractor with suitable

circular letters in which full details are given.

The current consumption should be stated in language ea.sily

under.stood by non-technical persons. Instead of saying
7.50 watts, why not state that " the current consumption is

three-quarters of a unit per hour?
"

I am afraid that the average electrical contractor has not the

time or patience to prepare suitable circular letters advertising

cooking appU.Tnces. although the v.ilue of these goods is now
becoming well knovni.
With gas at its present high price and low quality, electric

cooking should experience a great boom, and I think it is up
to the manufacturer to help this forward without relying too

much upon the contractor. A^'hen the contractor .sees that it

is worth while, he will do all that is necessary with regard to

stocks.
Electra.

June 8th, 1920.

The Chief and the Staff.

In a few days the T.M.E.A. Convention wnll meet, and jt

would be well that the members present should take this

particular gathering very seriously, for it is certain that there

wUl be much talk and more thought over that very ominous
word " Ri'hediile." Fir.st, engineers as oaents of emplovers

should reuiember that employ^ lose public sympathy when
fhey fail to stand bv any agreement between masters and

men! very well, .so also will the employers lose pubUc sym-

pathy when they fail to carrv out a joint agreement between

masters and men. Secondly, engineers never have annre-

eiated their own value because they have been too selfish,

and in years gone by, having got on a little way themselves,

refused to allow their unfortunate juniors to do likewise ; they
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neither valued their own brains nor other men's, until now
engineers' brains are counted of no value at aU in the com-
mercial world. It is perfectly true that you cannot damn
another's career without doing damage to your own ; nor can
one keep a slave without becoming a slave also. Chief engi-
neers are in lots of cases finding this out. Their status is low,
whoUy because they set out with the object of making their
subordinates' status low. The engineer has been a fool, and
instead of the elder brother helping the younger, he has
trodden on him; now the worm has turned, and the tragedy
is that the reformation of status and conditions of labour ha.s

come from the lowest rung of the ladder, instead of coming
down from the top, as it ought to have done. Now, of course,
unless the engineers are still fools they will press the claims
of the junior and thus their own status will improve, if they
have the influence that is claimed, and all without any effort

on their part. If not, then they will have a taste of their
own medicine, that is, receive little more than their assistants.

as they made their assistants receive little more and often less

than the labom'ers. I should .-iuggest that engineer members
talk the matter over very seriously before any such expression
as "ridiculous " is used with reference to the schedule of the
National Joint Board

;
pre-war values were neither right nor

reasonable. This schedule represents only a smaJl per cent,
advance on the real pre-war value, the just value of a man's
brain and knowledge. To say that it was then a case of
" supply and demand " justifies any extreme demand that
employes may now make. Employers made a moral prin-

ciple which it is not logical for them to alter and whine over
because it is against them now. It is a law of nature that if

you injure others you injure yourself, and all the .talk in the
world will not make right for one wrong for the other. If

an undeftaking cannot stand the charges and make a profit,

then the charges must be raised until they do; I have yet to

hear of the chief engineer who considered the profits of his

undertaking when urging his own claims. There is no justi-

fication for a commercial undertaking to pay top price for

manual labour and squeeze the technical man on such a plea.

The engineer has been cheap, and now is an opportune time
if only all will pull together to make the non-technical man
understand that the electrical supply engineers consider them-
selves of some value which has to be paid for; but if we have
amongst us at the top men who have no use for any other
pronoun besides " I," then harm must be done. At present
the technical worker is not prepared to throw in his lot com-
pletely with the manual worker, though there is a struggle nt

present to induce him to do so. I only hope that it will not
prove that any member of the I.M.E.A. has it in his mind to

be one of the means to bring this about at once, or he may
live to reap the bitter fruit of his thoughts. We are all mem-
bers of one grand profession; some day others wUI follow you.
It depends on you now whether you will be honoured as a

credit to a noble calling or despised as a hindrance to the
attainment of its proper dignity.

A Technical Worker.
June Sth, 1920.

Non=Union Labour and Supply Undertakings.

At a meeting of District Council, -\rea No. 10 (Greater
lx)ndon), for the electricity supply industry, the question of

connecting-up jobs or work done by non-union labour to the
supply undertakings mains was discussed at very great length.

No agreement was reached on the matter, but the following
resolution was passed unanimously by the employes' side:—
"That the trade unions' side of District Council for Area

No. 10, for the electricity supply industry, decide that on
and after July 1st, in.structions will be issued to their membei's
that they are not to connect up any jobs or work done by
non-imion labour or scab labour in the area covered by this

District Council."
In adchtion. the consent of the various executives of the

unions concerned has been asked for, for permission to cease
work on July 1st again-st any or all non-union labour employed
in all or every electricity undertaking in the area covered by
District Council No. 10.

W. J. Webb,
London District Secretary of the E.T.U. and
Secretary for the employes' side of District

Council, Area No. 10, for the Electricity Supply
Industry.

London.
June Uth, 1920.

Fault Localisation.

Having read with great interest the article in the Review
of May 28th on " Cable Fault Localisation." by Mr. Raymond-
Barker, also " Kon Denser's " letter in the issue of May 7th.

it might interest your correspondents to know that the writer

had a similar experience some years ago.

A high-tension, 3-phase, 3-core cable about two miles in

length developed an open circuit on one Une. Tests for in-

sulation resistance between conductors and also between each
line and earth gave no clue, so the writer suggested a capacity

test.

A tangent galvanometer was used, and the cable charged
from a 500-volt circuit, each line separately. The conductors

were discharged through the galvanometer, and deflections of

the needle were noted. The faulty line gave half the defle&
tion given by each good line, both of which gave equal throws.
The test was then repeated under identical conditions but
from the other end of the cable, with the same result aa
before. Since the cable was uniform throughout its length
and the lead sheath continuous and efficiently earthed, it was
assumed that the galvanometer deflections would be propor-

tional to the length of the cable. The nearest joint-box to the
middle of the cable length was broken down, and it was found
that one line had open-circuited at the sleeve joint in this

box and the other two were almost separated but stiU making
metalhc contact with the other half of the cable. In this case

the faulty line was well insulated at the break, the compound
having sealed the ends.

i. M'. H.
June 1th, 1920.

Composition v. Porcelain Insulators.

In your issue of June 4th, Mr. Geo. V. Twiss, M.I.E.E..
writes to find fault with a brochure we have recently issued

dealing with " Telenduron " insulators.

Perhaps we have failed to make sufficiently clear that

"Telenduron" is manufactmed to different specifications to

suit the special requirements of different articles. For
"Telenduron " as used for telegraph and telephone insulators

supphed by us to the G.P.O., we claim :
—

1. That it is less brittle than porcelain.

2. That whUe ordinary commercial porcelain to some extent

depends ujwn its glaze for its insulation, in the case of

""Telenduron " the surface finish is of no importance.

3. That its electrical properties as substantiated by N.P.L.
reports are ample for all ordinary low-voltage requirements.

For high-voltage transmission we manufacture " Tefendu-
ron " to other specifications to suit the special requireraents

of the consulting electrical engineer.
" Telenduron " is more durable than porcelain. While,

like porcelain, it does not incorporate vegetable and animal
.substances, but is made from " rocks of the earth itself '_'

—

to quote Mr. 1\viss—it also stands knocking aBont—which
porcelain does not.

per pro Thomas De La Rue & Co., Ltd..

H. C. Parker, A.M.I.E.E..
MariageT.

Walthamstow,
June 15th, 1900.

Composition '. PoBCELAru Insulators. — Cobbection. — A
serious printer's error occurred in the schedule given in the letter

of Mr. G. V. Twiss on this subject, in our issue of June 4th. The
Schedule should read :

—

Telenduron. Porcelain.

Flash-over voltage, dry... 40 K.v. 40 K.v.

Puncture voltage ... 25 K.v. At least 75 K.v.

... ,„o I Immeasurably small.
1 to d/„

(Certainly below01%Absorption

Recent Magneto Improvements.—Kecent improvemenU
in magneto design have much reduced the minimum speed

at which the magneto will produce regularly sparks of some
given intensity. .A certain four-cylinder magneto, tor example,
will spark regularly across a 5. .5 mm. three-point gap at about
6(t i;.p..M. with the timing lever fully advanced. This type
of machine has been found to give good starting on a 3-ton

lorry engine, which was always difficult to start with the

much larger type of magneto (of older pattern) that it dis-

placed.

This, however, according to Messrs. A. P. Young and H.
Warren, Frocs. Inst, of Automobile Engineers, is not

enough; and as an alternative to the complicated and costly

electric starter, what is called by Americans an " impulse
starter," opens up largo possibihties. I'his device is designed

to take the place of the ordinary coupling. It comprises, in

essence, two members, one of which is rigidly secured to the

magneto-spindle and linked to the other, which is attached

to the driving spindle by a stout helical spring. When the

crankshaft is slowly rotated the two members will move
together until a pawl carried by the member on the magneto
spindle is held by a stop fixed to the frame of the magneto.

Any further motion of the member on the driving spindle

causes the spring to be wound up, during which time the

armature remains stationary. After a definite movement of

this meml>er the pawl is released, and the armature then

suddenly flicks over, producing during its rapid motion an

inten.so spark. This is sufficient to .<tart the engine, which
rapidly accelerates. .\t a verv low speed, the pawl is thrown

out of action by leutrifugal force, and the two members
rotate as a single unit. As compared with an electric starting

eystem. this device is nafurallv much cheaper, and, being a

compact and single mechanical unit, it obviously has—other

things being equal—enormous advantages from the stand-

point of reliability.— rechni'cal Review.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Notice to Readers.—Ab several correspondents have

placed before ub particulars of certain business transactions of a

diaappointin? and unsatisfactory character relating to purchases of

coliduit, it is thought that there may be others who have been

similarly inconvenienced. If so, will they communicate with the

Editors of the ELECTRICAL Beview, 4, Ludgate Hill, E.G. 4.

Siemens Sports' Club,—The directors of Siemens Bros.

and Co., Ltd., have presented to the Siemens's Sports Club,

formed bv the employ^ of the conapany at its Woolwich

works, a " football challenge shield for competition between

the various departments. The presentation, which took

place on May 28th, was made by two of the directors—the

Rt. Hon. Sir William BuU, M.P., and Mr. G. Chauvm,
managing director—who at the same time handed over a

room for the accommodation of the club until such time as

a. suitable sports ground can be found. Sir William Bull

congratulated the club upon its success in having over 1,300

members already enrolled. The first winner was the Ap-
paratus Machine Shop, which thus heads the hst of names to

be engraved upon the shield.

The shield,

many unique
upon which,
company, viz

instrument, 2

hich was designed and made at the Woolwich Works, possesses

nd emblematic features. It is constructed in fine figured oak,
arved in has relief, are shown some of the products of the

overhead telegraph and power lines, an automatic telephone

searchlight projector and primary cells. The carving also in-

cludes a representation of the .company's cableship Faraday, and of a deep

sea grapnel, used for picking up submarine cable at great depths. Above the

shield proper is a full size football in wrought copper, beneath which appears

the Arms of the Borough of Woolwich. The shield is six feet in height, and
is arranged for suspension by means of a suitable length of an actual cable

which played no inconsiderable part in the successful defeat of the

late ' ^-hich ured at the Woolwich works.

Lead.—In their report dated June 12th, Messns. James
Forster & Co. give the following information :

—

The imports for June
The exports for June

Left for home absorptio

BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS,

given as

Tons.
14.568

3,317

11,251

The latter figure for the

ons: against this we ventu
stimate of consumption ir

seven months November-May (inclusive) is 29,954

e to give the following figures as a conservative

the three principal trades, viz :

—

Pre-war. This year.

White lead, red lead, &c.

Electric cables and accun
Sheet and pipe lead, &c.

en.ooo
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Capital of Italian Electrical Companies.—The Economic
Review repioduoes from L'Economista d'ltalia of May 23rd,

the followmg table showing the amount of capital invested in

electricaJ coiapames up to October 3ist, 1919, according to

etatifitica publihed by the Electrical Engineers' Association ;
—

Pi«dmont
Lombardy
Venetia
Liguria
EmiUa
Tuscany
The Marches . .

Umbria
Abruzzi and Molise
Campania
Pugha
Calabria
Sardinia
Sicily

No. of Capitat in

companies L.1,000

31 r22,394.o

94 536,811.9

24 120,268.0

17 168,630.0

8 26.7

32 132,494.7

12 12,505.0

3 1.9

8 2,297.0

30 183,260.05

12 8,4.54.0

11 6,266.0

1 120.0

9 18,430.7

Rubber-covdred Wire: Conditions of Importation into

Australia.—Kubber-covered wire imported mto Australia

must comply with the conditions set out in a proclamation

issued in the Commonwealth on April 2nd, 1919. This pro-

clamation, originally notified to operate from July 1st, 1919,

was not actually enforced until April 1st, 1920.

We regret that we have not space to spare to print the

full proclamation setting forth in detail the conditions and
tests that have to be complied with, but these particulars

can be obtained by those interested from the office of the

official secretary, Austrahan Commonwealth Offices, Australia

House, London, W.C. 2.

Since the issue of the proclamation the Commonwealth
authorities have decided to accept compliance with the under-

mentioned conditions as a satisfactory alternative to com-
phance with the corresponding conditions specified in the

proclamation, viz. :
—

1. The insertion of a tape marked as required between the
vulcanised tape and outer covering will be accepted in lieu

of marking on the tape.

2. The requirements laid down in the British Engineering
Standards Association, Report Ko. 7 of 1919, revised July,

1919, wLU be accepted for the respective grades of cable.

It is understood that rubber-covered wire purchased from
the Disposal Board is being exported to Australia not marked
as required by the proclamation. The High Commissioner
for Australia has been asked by the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Trade and Customs to give publicity to the fact that
it is not proposed to exempt such wire from the requirements
in question.

Large British Water Turbines for Canvery River Scheme.—^The order has just been placed with Messrs. Boving & Co.,
Ltd., for four 5,600-h.p. turbmes by the Mysore Government
for the Cauvery river scheme. It is beheved that these will

be the largest Francis turbines ever built in this country,
though Pelton wheels up to 8,000 h.p. have been built here,
five of this size being supphed by Messrs. Boving & Co.,
Ltd., to the Tasmanian Government. The turbines now
ordered by the Government of Mysore will be of the single
discharge spiral type for a head of 415 ft., and will run at
500 R.p.M. In addition two Pelton wheels of 4.50 h.p. are
required for driving the exciters. These new units form
the first group of the large machines which are to replace
the smaller machines now installed, in order to better utihse
the power available.

Electrical and Engineering Wage Demands.— The
Manchester Daily Dispatch states that a ballot is being taken
among the 55,000 members of the Electrical Trades Union
throughout the United Kingdom to decide whether, if neces-
sary, they shall cease work in order to enforce a demand for
a flat rate of half-a-crown an hour. The date for the return
of the ballot papers has not yet been fixed, but it is anticipated
that there will be a big majority in favour of steps being
taken to secure the rate mentioned. Half-a-crown per hour,
it is said, would mean an increase of 7d. for the men in the
Manchester area, 3d. for those in London, a httle over 4d.
for those in Liverpool, and as much as 8d. for workers in
Scotland and other parts. It is stated that before any notices
are handed in the Union wiU make an offer to negotiate with
the Electrical Trades Federation, the employers' body con-
cerned.
The Birmingham Post reports that at a private meeting at

Edinburgh of employers in the engineering trades the position
brought about by the latest demands of the men for increased
wages was considered, and it was decided to resist those de-
mands. The men put their claims forward in the form of an
ultimatum, giving the employers three weeks to decide. The
employers' me.eting was private, but it was decided that not
another penny should be conceded to the men. Tlie industry
is now strained to the utmost to meet the concessions already
granted, and when the three weeks have expired the men
must either withdraw their demand or all engineering works
win be closed down and hundreds of thousands of workers
locked out. .\t the jpeeting practically eVerr firm of conse-
quence was represented.

State Industries in Germany.—The Exchange Telegraph

correspondent at Berlin states that although the German
Government has abandoned plans to nationalise whole
branches of industry, and has substituted compulsory trusts,

the State has of late taken into its hands a considerable

number of important producing concerns. From the General
Electricity Co. the State has purchased power works near

Bitterfeld with a capacity of 100,000 kw., which supplies

Berlin City. The State has taken over the brown coal mines
in Niederlausitz, and is running the electrically-driven Lauta
aluminium works, which also produce artificial nitre. A
large number of other power stations have been taken over

under the Electricity Law of 1919. The State is also largely

engaged in nitre production by the Haber and Frank-Caro
processes, and has control of almost the whole aluminium
production, which is mainly an outcome of the Government's
investment of 300,000,000 marks in 1915. The State has also

taken over the important Ilseder smelting works in Hanover.

Wages in German Industries.—The WirtschattUche

Rundschau (May 13th) ha.s an article showing the extraordi-

nary increase in wages in the various German industries in

the past few years, from which it appears that the very high
wages earned by individual categories during the war became
general after the revolution. The result is that Germany's
economic life is seriously imperilled, as may be gathered from
the following statistics :

—

In the Rhine Province and Westphalia the ratio of wages
to every ton of crude steel produced rose from Mk. 16, at the

beginning of 1914, to Mk. 208 in December, 1919, making a
twelfold increase in wages alone. The wage advances in

the war industries between July, 1914, and July, 1918, varied

from 300 to 400 per cent. The wages of individual categories

of workers reached a fabulous height. Apart frorn cases—by
no means rare—in which, for example, a Berlin highly-

skilled worker earned Mk. 980, in a 52-hour week, wages of

Mk. 200 per week were not unusual; a skilled tinsmith earn-

ing less than Mk. 100 per week wotild have been looked for

in vain in Berlin. In addition to the wages, war allowances

and other benefits were received by the workers, which cost

the undertakings considerable sums of money. After the

revolution, the wave of wage-increases rose to an absolutely

unprecedented height. According to the Reichsarheitshlatt,

the average daily wage of an industrial worker (juveniles

included) rose from Mk. 5.18 in March, 1914, to Mk. 13.52 in

March, 1919; that of a woman worker from Mk. 2.28 to

Mk. 6, i.e., an advance of 261.0 per cent, for the former, and
of 263.2 per cent, for the latter.

The increase in the metal-working, engineering, and elec-

trical industries is shown in the following table:—
Average daily eamings in marks.

Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. Mar. Inc.

1914. 1915. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919. p.c.

(a) for male workers.
Metal-working ... 5.54 6.29 7.46 9.88 12.61 14.13 155.1

Engineering ... 5.37 6.39 7.33 8.95 12.10 14.79 175.4

Electrical Industry 4.52 4.99 5.76 9.25 12.06 13.13 190.5

(6) for female workers.
Metal-working ... 2.04 2.22 3.46 4.68 5.88 5.69 178.6

Engineering ... 2.28 2.80 3.65 4.34 5.65 6.31 176.8

Electrical Industry 2.75 3.01 3.91 5.24 6..58 7.96 189.5—Economic Revieu-.

Company Liquidations.-Surrey Electrical Co., Ltd.

Windirpr up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. E. W. E. Blandford,

227-8, Gresham House, Old Broad Street, EC. 2.

Kinetic Co., Ltd—A meeting of the creditors was called for

June 16th, at 4.3, Gallowgate, Leicester, on June 16th. Liquidator,

Mr. T. Rimington.
Torquay Tramways Co.nstbuction Svsdicate, Ltd. — A

meeting of members is called for July 12th, at 62 and 68, Qneen
Street, E.G., to hear an account of the winding up from the

liquidator.

Alexander Dcckham & Co , Ltd.—Meeting called for July 19th,

at 4, Broad Street Place, E.G.. to hear au account of the winding-np
from the liquidator, Mr. L. A. Anderson.
W. A. S. Benson & Co., Ltd., London.—This company is winding

up voluntarily, with Mr. H. C. Rabbidee, 32, Poultry. E.G., as

liquidator. Meeting of creditors, Jane 28th.

Trade Announcements.—^fESSRs. Tofield* Robinson,
Ltd., of 16.5, Edmund Street (and Lionel Street"), Birmingham,
have recently purchased the Birmingham business of Messrs.

Handley & Robinson, Ltd., of tlie same addresses. They have also

acquired offices and stores in London. In addition to being con-

tracting engineers, they hold a stock of A.c. and D c. motors.

Mr. Ben Crosland, electrical engineer and contractor, of Brad*
ford Road, and 3, Branch Road, Batley (Yorks.). has been joined in

partnership by Mr. H. Bateaon, of Bradford, and the business will

be conducted under the style of Crojland & Bateson.

Mr. J. G. ROYCE. of 37, Victoria Street, Bristol, has been

appointed by the Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd., of Stratford, London,
as their agent for the sale of the " Hart " storage battery in the

sou tb- west district of England (the counties of Gloucester, Somerset,

Devon, Cornwall and Dorset").

The BE. Co. (ok London and Bibmixgham), Ltd., states that

it is desirous of appjinting agents for many parts of the United
Kingdom.
The British Electric Transformer Co.. Ltd., of "Tricity"

Showrooms. Oxford Street. W. 1, has had an additional telephone

line installed (" Museum 5880 ") to cope with iner«<i€d bosiiiesr. '
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The German Transmarine Electricity Co.—The share-

holders in the Deutsch-reberseeisohe Elektrizitats GeaelUohaft of

Berlin have now approved the transfer of the undertakinp to a

Spanish proup. At the recent meetinjf the chairman mentioned
that offers had been received from countries of the Entente to take

over the concern, and also from a Swiss frroup, but the most
favourable proposal to the company was that made by the Spanish

group of banks. The company realised net profits of 2,116.000

marks in 1919, as compared with 2,372,000 marks in the preceding

year, and a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, has been declared on

the preference capital, as in 1918.

Catalogues Wanted.—Messrs. .Steel Morrison and
Co.. Sprowston Works, Sprowston Road, Forest Gate, E. 7, electrical

and general engineers, wish to receive catalogues and lists from
electrical manufacturers and dealers.

Messrs. Burrell, Ru.ssbll & Co., 104, Shenley Road, Camber-
well, S.E. o. ask for manufacturers' catalogues of everything
electrical suitable for contractors, also shafting.

Dissolntion of Partnership.—Baker A 1

1

yman. electrical

manufacturers, automobile and general engineers, 11 and 13, Port-

land Crescent, Leeds.—Messrs. W. T. Baker, H. W. Baker, and
H. Hyman have dissolved partnership. Messrs. W. T. Baker and
H. Hyman will attend to debts and continue the business.

For Sale.—The Disposal Board, Ministry of Muni-
tions, is offering for sale by tender the plant for the production of

hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis, situated at Grand Tuevilly,

near Rouen. For full particulars see our advertisement pages
to-day.

Manchester Corporation electricity department invites offers for

13,000 pairs of Columbia carbons, and 2,000 pairs Conradty carbons
for open-type arc lamps. For particulars see our advertisement
pages to-day.

Book Notices.
—" Caledon Welfare Magazine." Vol. I,

No. 1. (24 pp.) Price 6d. London: Industrial Welfare Society.

—

A new works journal just issued by the Caledon Shipbuilding Co.

The first number includes, among notices of the many social activi-

ties of the firm, an article on the ethics of Sportsmanship, by Lieut.-

Col. E. A. Berrisford, M.C., President of the Oxford University
Boating Club, and a clever cartoon by Mr. Bert Thomas, carica-

turing the suggestion that music might be introduced to accompany
the more monotonous tasks in industry. There are other contri-

butions on motor cycling, athletics, allotments, the effect of

mechanical inventions on the working man and boy life in China,
with two pages devoted specially to women. The magazine is well
printed on good paper, amply illustrated, and neatly laid out. »

" Safety First." The Journul of the British Industrial Safety
First Association, No. 2. May, 1920. (16 pp ). —A report of the
first annual general meeting and the first annual dinner is included
in this issue. Other interesting items are notes on " Safety First,"

from a variety of sources, industrial and otherwise.
" Faraday House Journal. Vol. III. No. 6. (Summer Term,

1920). (18 pp.).—This issue includes an interesting and inform-
ative paper on " The Electrostatic Capacities of Cylindrical Con-
ductors." by Dr. Alexander Russell (Principal), as well as an account
of the annual dinner of the Old Students' Association. Lists of
examination results and recent appointments secured by students
are given.

Scientific Paper No. 378 of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, '' A
New Spectropyrheliometer and Measurements of the Component
Radiations from the Sun and from a Quartz Mercury Vapour
Lamp." Pp. 17. Washington : Government Printing Office.

Price 5 cents.—The instrument described consists of a quartz
spectrograph and cylindrical condensing lens, placed upon an
equatorial mounting. In this manner the ultra-violet absorption
in heliostat mirrors is avoided. Notes on the relative components
of infra-red, visible and ultra-violet rays from the sun and from a
quartz mercury arc lamp, are given.

' Elements of EUectrotechnics." By A. P. Young. Pp. viii -f

348 ; 179 figs. London : Sir I. Pitman & Sons. Price 7s. 6d. net.
"Steam Turbines." By J. A. Moyer. Pp. xi -1-496: 222 figs.

London : Chapman & Hall. Price 21s. net.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.— Horace Henry Shave
(trading as H. H. Roberts), electrician, 228, Sultan Road, Ports-
mouth.—The public examination of this debtor was held at Ports-
mouth on June 7th. In answer to the interrogation of Mr. G. S. Hop-
kins, the Deputy Official Receiver, the debtor said he joined the Navy
as a domestic in November, 1906, and left in March, 1908 ; he rejoined
aa officers' cook in December, 1913, and finally left in September,
1916, for medical reasons. He then travelled in the sale of
enamelled letters, out of which he made a livelihood, until
October, 1919, when he commenced trading on his own account as
an electrician. He had had some experience in electrical work,
having previously been employed in the telephone service.

When he commenced on his own account he had no capital beyond
£13 5s., the amount of his gratuity on leaving the Service. The
six months which he had been in business had barely paid him a
living profit, and in October he was obliged to suspend his operations,
owing chiefly to the difficulty in getting the necessary tubing. He
continued for some time after the knowledge of his insolvency, in

the hope that matters would improve. He became aware of his
insolvency about five weeks prior to filing his petition. He had
kept no books of account of any description, and in applying for
work he had underestimated the cost of it, and this had been one
of the things which led to his faUnre. The liabilities amounted
to about £85, and the assets were of the net value of £11, leaving
a defioieuoy of £74, The examination was closed.

E. S. Blam and J. Walton (Elam, Walton & Co.), electricians,

63, King Edward Street, Kingston-upon-HuU.—Receiving order

made June 8th. First meeting June 25th ; public examination,
July 12th.

Geoeoe Frederick Kiveron, electrical engineer. Goulders
Place, Attercliffe Common, Sheffield, late 38, Shrewsbury Road,
Sheffield.—The public examination of this debtor was held on
June 10th, at the County Court Hall, Bank Street, Sheffield.

According to the statement of affairs submitted, his liabilities

amounted to £064, and assets £330. Debtor stated he was Dutch,
and came to this country in 1909, and set up business in 1918 after

serving in the Army. His stock was supplied on credit, and the
business was very successful at first. His business was so

successful that at one time he had to employ nine men. Since July
last, however, the business had not been so successful, and he had
lost money on contracts. He had started hooks, but as he could

not write English very well, he had got mixed up. The examina-
tion was adjourned.

Catalogues and Lists.—Autoalatic axd Electric
Furnaces, Ltd., 281-2.S3, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. 1.—Advance copy
of a new catalogue (15 pp.) of " Wild-Barfield " electric furnaces.

Owing to the advance in mass production methods, larger sizes

have been developed, and furnaces for the hardening of long
articles, such as cam-shafts, tools, &c., are being manufactured.
The Bbitish-Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.—Descrip-

tive List No. 4154 B (32 p.p.), dealing with ironclad oil-break

switchgear of many types. Profusely illustrated throughout, and
giving ordering instructions.

Messrs. Webtheimkr & White, 64, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.

—

Leaflet describing Dawson hardened copper and its various uses.

The B.E. Co. (of London and Birmingham), Ltd., Hendou
House. 57, Upper Thames Street, E.G. 4.—Illustrated leaflet giving
descriptions and prices of " Hendon " British-made drawn wire
lamps.

Messrs. Watson *: Sons (Electko-Medical), Ltd., Sunic
House, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C. 2.—Bulletin 25 S. An
Olustrated and priced pamphlet (16 pp.) dealing with " Sunic

"

X-rays tube stands and radiographic couch.
The Ilford Dry Battery Co., Ltd., 83, Wool Exchange,

Coleman Street, E.G. 2.—Illustrated leaflet dealing with the " Inert
"

combined battery and case.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

E.G. 4.—A well-illustrated catalogue (X section, 13th edition,

36 pp.) dealing with switchboards and switchgear, sealing boxes,

&c. Fully priced.

The Anti-Dumping Biil.—The Prime Minister cannot
at present name a date for the re-introduction of the Anti-
Dumping Bill.

Holidays.—Mes.sr8. A. Reyrolle A Co., Ltd., of

Hebburn-on-Tyne, notify that their works will be closed from
Saturday, June 19th, until Monday morning, June 28th, it being
Race Week.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—Year's Working.—A loss of £989 was
incurred by the electricity undertaking during the year ended
March 31st last. Although the units sold fell from 6,948,390 to

6,705,274, the revenue increased from £45,223 to £57,450.

Athy (Co. Kiidare).—Electric Lightinc; Scheme.—
The estimated cost of the proposed electric lighting scheme for the
town is stated at £13,000.

Australia.— Tasmania.— Hydro-electric Scheme.—
Giving evidence at Queenstown before the Public Works Committee
on the matter of the construction of a road to link up Hobart and
the West Coast, Mr. Huntly Clark, engineer of the Mount Lyell
Co., said that the proposed King River hydro-electric power scheme
would be capable of yielding 70,000 h.p. He had the data of
four schemes within 10 miles of Queenstown, with a total of
110,000 H.P. The proposed road from Gormanston to Lake St.

Clair would be invaluable for the distribution of power to other
parts of the State.

Melbourne Strike.—Owing to a strike of employes at the
power stations, the public services have been susx)ended. It is

feared that the strike will become general.

Municipal Undertakings in N.S.W.—The report of the Local
Government Department of the New South Wales Legislature for the
year ended June, 1919, shows that 7 out of 1 4 electricity trading under-
takings sold electricity at less than its cost price, the loss ranging
from 5'33d. per unit to '21d. per unit. The largest losslper unit of
electricity was incurred by the undertaking at Tenterfield, but as
trading operations did not commence until 1917, the result for the
year under review cannot be considered as indicating the result
which will be obtained when the undertaking has become
thoroughly established. Five undertakings show profits varying
from r29d. per unit in the case of Broken Hill to 44d. per unit at
Goulburn. The particulars of the units of electricity sold by the
undertakings at Moss Vale and Penrith were not furnished to the
Department. There was, however, a loss in trading at Moss Vale,
and a profit at Penrith. All but three of the electricity trading
undertakings show a net return on the capital invested. The
highest return, viz., 1321 per cent, on the capital invested, is shown
by the undertaking at Broken Hill. The undertaking at Goulburn
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showi a return of 8'4fi per cent., that at Tamworth 8'16 per cent.,

and that at Newcastle 7'69 per cent, on the capital invested. The
most striking result is shown by the Newcastle undertaking. It

has been converted from an unprofitable to a very profitable concern
during recent years. Moreover, this result has been achieved by
trading operations only. The ratepayers have not been asked to

assist the undertaking by levies in the form of loan rates.

Ballycastle (Co. Antrim).—Public Lighting.—At the
last monthly meeting of the Urban Council a communication was
read offering the local gasworks for sale. The chairman said that,

80 far from buying over the gasworks, the town should be lighted

by electricity, and several members concurred that when the

Council had waited so long it should wait till it could have
electric light.

Bangor,—Year's Working.—In his annual report for

the year ended March Slst last, the electrical engineer announces
a gross profit of £1,058. The Corporation is urged to reopen
negotiations with the North Wales Power Co. for a bulk supply, in

order to obviate the increases in price which will be necessary if

the present plant remains the sole source of supply.

Barrow.—Electricity Supply.—In Committee, the

Council decided to defer a recommendation from the Electricity

Committee to approve of a resolution '' that an adequate supply of

electricity is necessary for the industrial development and well-

being of this district. In order that this supply may be provided,

and the sources of power available in the district may be utilised

to the greatest advantage, this Council considers that a Joint
Electricity Authority should, with the least possible delay, be

constituted for the Fumess and South Cumberland District, under
the Electricity Supply Act, 1919, and undertakes to co-operate in the
formation of such authority. The Council, therefore, requests the
Electricity Commissioners to take th& necessary steps for deter-

mining the area of the district, and for the establishment of a Joint
Electricity Authority."

. Bootle,—Proposkd Extensions.—It was stated at a

recent Council meeting that Liverpool was unable to meet the

obligation to provide a bulk supply at a moment's notice under the
Unking up agreement, and it was, therefore, decided to apply for

permission to augment the generating plant. Sanction is being
sought to a loan of £40,000.

Brighton.—Extension of Area.—The supply area of

the Brighton undertaking will, no doubt, be greatly extended in

the near future. Hove has already accepted the terms for a bulk
supply, and Portslade, Southwick, Shoreham, Newhaven, and
Rottingdean, are also considering taking supplies from Brighton.

Bnrton-on-Trent.—Power Supply.—The Town Council
has applied to the Board of Trade for permission to supply elec-

tricity to several South Derbyshire manufacturers whose works are

outside the area of supply.

Bnry St. Edmunds.—Extensions.—In adopting the

Electricity Committee's report, the Council decided to apply for

sanction to borrow £12,200 to carry out necessary extensions, and
to cover expenditure already made in this connection.

Continental-—France.—The Brussels company, which
is the concession-holder for the supply of electricity in many
localities of the Departement du Nord, has applied to the French
Government for an increase of the rebate allowed on English coal

from 150 to 250 fr. per ton ; also for an increase in the tariff

charges for gas and electricity allowed in the localities served.

The high cost of imported coals causes a loss on the undertaking.
Another aspect of the coal question has arisen in connection with
the Government's restrictions of the periods of electric lighting.

The Mayor of Toulon had applied to the Minister of the Interior

for exemption from the restrictions on the ground that the elec-

tricity supplied to the city was water-generated. The argument
was cogent, and seemed unanswerable ; but the Minister replied

that the surplus in Toulon resulting from the restrictions would be
available in neighbouring localities, and, moreover, no exception
could be made in the case of any city, like Toulon, more favourably
situated than others.

Spain.—The report of the Sociedad Hidroelectrica Espanola, at

the general meeting in March, was mainly concerned with the
progress made with the new station at the Dos Aguas Falls, on the
Jucar River. This, if no unforeseen hindrances occur, is expected
to be completed by the middle of next year, in anticipation of

which contracts have been placed for all the hydraulic and electrical

plant needed for its working. The output of all the company's
undertakings in the past year totalled 1.30,175,158 KW. -hours, or

14,129,420 more than in the foregoing year. The price of coal,

which continued abnormally high, had caused heavy losses in the
thermic stations, having amounted to 2,075,000 pesetas, or about
1,300,000 more than in normal years. In hopes of the early

inauguration of the Dos Aguaa Falls station, demands for power
had come in from the whole region of the Levant, the most
important industries being represented, and, if success crowned
their efforts, as was confidently expected, all the places which con-
stituted their market would be amply served. The profit and loss

account showed a profit, including the balance from previous years,

of .S, 708,804 pesetajs, which is distributed as follows :—5 per cent,

to reserve, 1H5,440 pesetas ; Council's fees, 7J per cent., 278,160
pesetas ; dividend of 5 per cent, on Coupon No. 11, 1,000,000
pesetas; ditto on Coupon No. 12,1,000,000 pesetas; dividend tax.

65,740 pesetas; company's Benevolent Fund, 20,000 pesetas, and
balance carried forward, 1,159,464 pesetas. This result confirmed

the anticipations of the reix)rt for l!tl!t, and constitutwl an assur-

ance for the future. The Electra de Lima (Portugal) -an offshoot

ot the company—had increased its capital from 4,000,000 to

10,000,000 pesetas, which had been distributed among holders of

shares in circulation. With the help of most important industrial

concerns, the Hidroelectrica had contributed to the creation of the

Sociedad de Electrificaoion Industrial, with a capital of 5,000,000

pesetas. The objects of this company were the electric conversion

of transport, the study and development of large waterfals, and the

manufacture of electrical machinery. Other companies in which
the Hidroelectrica has interests are the Union Electrica de

Cartagena and the Co-oporativa Electra de Madrid.
Concessions have recently been granted for the establishment of

plants to utilise the water power of the Tajo by the Sociedad

Hidroelectrica Lobinillas, and of the rivers Bairola, Chisaguer and
Cinea, in the Province of Huesa, by the Sociedad Hidroelectrica,

Iberica.

Darwen,—Bulk Supply.—The Corporation has decided

to arrange for an additional supply of electricity from Blackburn.

High-tension mains are to be laid underground from the borough
boundary to the electricity works, at an estimated cost of £27,000.

It is anticipated that the supply will be available for the coming
winter.

Dorciiester.—Proposed Municipal Purchase.—The
Town Council has decided, in response to a letter from the Electric

Light Co., to re-open negotiations for the purchase of the local

electricity undertaking. An offer of £8.500 had been made, but

this was refused by the company.

Hongliton-Ie-Spring.— House Lighting.—The Urban
District Council has decided to approach the Electric Light Co. as

to a supply of electricity to the houses being erected by the Council.

India.— Mysore Electrical Scheme.— There are

several schemes before the Government for the purpose of still

further developing the Canvery Falls. The immediate needs of the

State of Mysore, the cities of Mysore and Bangalore, the Gold

Fields of Kolar. &c., are met by the existing 25,000 H.P., but in

the near future more power will be needed, and to that end the

Government has sanctioned a sixth installation at Sivasamndram.

Much of ithe old plant, which has done good service, is to be

scrapped. The new installation will supply the Kolar Gold Fields

and Bangalore. In addition to this, the other schemes before the

(iovernment include the harnessing of the Shimsha Falls and the

Mekadatu Falls. The potentialities of the Shimsha Falls are said

to be great. The late Captain Dawes, who lost his life in the

survey of the Canvery, expected to get by pipe line a elear fall of

720 ft,, taking the supply 40 miles up river. The scheme would

probably cost about 70 lakhs of rupees. The scheme at Mekadatu

is much smaller, and would cost about 39 lakhs of rupees. The
electrical engineer has given his opinion to the effect that the Falls

should be utilised as speedily as possible. It is estimated that when
all the schemes have materialised the combined power will repre-

sent 100,000 H.p. at the very least. The price of coal in India is

now prohibitive, so that a cheap power supply is absolutely

necessary.

Kettering.—Loans Sanctioned.—The Electricity Com-
missioners have sanctioned loans for £9,284 for plant at the Urban
District Council's electricity works.

Lincoln.—Year's Working.—The report on the elec-

tricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st last, records an

increase in revenue of £25,332 and an additional expenditure of

£22,202. The net profit for the year was £3,141, which, with the

balance brought forward, totals £5,124. £5,000 is to be placed in

the depreciation fund.

Extensions.—The ultimate cost of the St. Swithin's extension

scheme, which was originally estimated at £250,000, is now stated

to be £400,000.

Liverpool.—New Switchgear.—Switchgear in connec-

tion with the new generating plant at Lister Drive power station

is to be purchased by the Liverpool Corporation at a coat of

£6,693.

London.—St. Marylebone.—The Borough Council ia

applying to the Electricity Commissioners for permission to give a

bulk supply to the Hampstead Borough Council, and for sanction

to the expenditure of £9,500 for the provision of the necessary

cables.

Electbicity Consumption.—The London County Council has

prepared a return relating to the supply of electricity in and
around the County of London. The total number of units sold

during the year 1917-18 was, after allowing for intersales,

449,686,063 by the London undertakings, and 167,204,097 by the

extra-London undertakings. These figures show increases in the

period of four years since 1913-14 of 130,715,453 units, or 41 per

cent., and 39,868,827 units, or 31'3 [>er cent, respectively. The
analysis of the 419,686,063 units sold by the London undertakings

gives the following results :—Public street lighting, 9,018,088 ;

other lighting, 1 15,105,312 ; power, heat, and traction, 318,903,616
;

and bulk, 6,659,047, It will be seen that power and heat supplies

account for 71 per cent, of the total units sold, and that such sup-

plies were nearly three times as great as those for private lighting.

Non-Union LABonK.—As announced in our "Correspondence"
columns, the Trade Unions represented on the Joint Industrial

Council for Electricity Supply, No. 10 (Greater London) Area, have

decided to cease work on July 1st if any non-Union labour is

employed in any supply undertaking in the district, and from that

dat« will refuse to connect up work done by non-Union labour.
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Malton (Yorks.).— T'Li'iJC Lightjng. — The Urban
District Oouucil has accepted the tender of the Northern Counties

Electric Supply Co. for lisrhtin^' by 121: 50C.P. lamps for three

years, at £5.^0 129. 6d. per annum.

Manchester.—Sale of XTndektaking.—The Corpora-

tion h!M> accepted an offer from the Stockport Corporation for the

purchase of the Ileaton Norris undertaking. It has also arranged

to give a bulk supply to Stockport for a period of 10 years.

BrLK Sil'Pi.T.—An applioetion from the Lancashire Power

Supply Co. for a supply of electricity from the new power station

at Barton, when aompleted, is under the consideration of the Elec-

tricity Committee.

Market Drayton.—Pubi-tc Lighting.—The Urban District

CouncU has asked the Electric Light Co. to submit an estimate for

public lighting, and the conversion of the gas lamps.

Naran (Co. Meath).—Lightikg Scheme.—At a special

meeting of the Council, on Thursday last. Mr. J. J. Woods, con-

sulting engineer, was in attendance, and submitted three alter-

native schemes for the lighting of the town. The first was
estimated at £12,090, and the generating and distributing costs at

lOjd. per unit, suction gas engines to be the prime movers.

The second scheme included the purchase of the local gas company's

premises, and generating with town gas. The estimated cost,

esclusiTC of the purchase of the gas works, was £10,215, and the

generating and distributing costs, ir4d. The third scheme was

the offer of a local saw mill owner to supply power, the Council

installing all the necessary electric plant. The estimated cost was

£7.835, and the distributing cost (VlSd. After the various schemes

had been explained in detaU, the last was adopted, subject to the

Council's ability to obtain a satisfactory lease of the land for

generator, battery and switchboard-room.s.

Newhaven.—Electricity Supply.—It is stated that

the cost of providing the necessary plant for supplying Seaford and

Newhaven from the Eastbourne station would be £25,000, and the

Electricity Commissioners consider that it will be more advan-

tageous to supply the towns from Brighton.

Nottingbam.—Electricity Supply.—The Corporation

received a letter from the Berbyshire and Notts. Electric Power

Co., stating that the company was about to erect a new station on

the Tr»nt in accordance with a programme arranged prioi' to the

war, but temporarily suspended. The company intimated its

preparedness to enter into an arrangement to supply the Corpora-

tion, but the chairman of the Electricity Committee urged the

Corporation to reterve the right to supply electricity in the

Nottingham area to itself. Amotion to postpone consideration of

the Electricity Committee's report upon extensions was negatived,

and the proposed scheme will be proceeded with.

Portrush.—Exclusion from Area.—At a meeting of

the Urban District Council a petition was submitted from residents

of Dhu Yarren protesting against the exclusion of that area from
the proposed electrical supply scheme. It was explained, however,

at the meeting that if the loan of £13.000 was sufficient, both the

old and new areas would be embraced ^in the scheme, but. if not.

Dhu Yarren would be provided for in a separate scheme.

Rochfele.—Year's AVorking, &c.—The electricity out-

put for the year ended March 31st, amounted to 15,295,789 units,

an increase of 5'4 per cent, on the previous year. The increase in

consumers, particularly for lighting has been the greatest recorded,

and the result for the year's working shows a surplus of

£14,320 183. lid., of which the Committee recommends that

£5,000 be placed to the relief of the rates, and the remainder
allotted to the reserve fund, which now stands at £12,871. The
Committee has decided to negotiate for a further bulk supply
from the Lancaskire Electric Power Co. of 8,000 KW.. and to lay

new B.H.T. mains to the districts of Firgrove, Balderstone, and
Spotland. The application made for sanction to the .borrowing
of £6S,500 has been granted without the necessity of a local

inquiry.

Sheffield.—Xe\v Policy.—When the question of increased
charges was introduced at the recent Council meeting, Mr. J. G.
Graves moved the rejection of the report, and put forward a pro-

posal h5 charge for lighting and power on the same basis. From
the subsequent discussion, in the course of which Mr. Graves's
proposal was designated as sentimental and unbusinesslike, it

would appear that his object was to reduce lighting charges to tie
same le^ as power charges, which, it was stated, would cause an
annual loss of £51,211. Mr. Graves's contention was that as the
same machinery and cables were used for both purposes, the cost

to each class of consumer should be the same. The amendment
was carried by a vote of 24 to 21.

South Africa. — Extensions at Pretoria.— The
Pretoria Town Council has received authorisation from the
Government for capital expenditure amounting to £261,000. The
Ijulk of the money will provide for additional electric power
stations, consisting of a new generating station at Mitchell Street,

equipped with 6.000 KW. of plant, and a 3,000-KW. sub-station at
Schoeman Street. The estimated coat is £200,000, inclusive of

£15,000 for the construction of a dam on the western town lands
to provide water for a new power station, Pretoria iron mines, and
other industrial undertakings. To provide for a " make-up " of at

least 500,000 gallons per day, an additional expenditure of £25,000

wUl be necessary on the dam. These proposals are part and

parcel of the development of Pretoria West as an industrial centre.

-Board of Trade Jouriml.

Electric Lighting Scheme.—The Standerton Town Council

lias approved a scheme prepared by Mr. Hodge, the town engineer,

which provides for a steam engine and generator for three-phase

current at 3,300 volts. 50 cycles, with high-tension cables laid to

distributing centres, transformed down to 415 volts for power,

and 230 volts for lighting, and for the pumping station a 3,300-volt

overhead transmission line. Following are the figures of estimated

cost :—Buildings, £2,000 ; 130-KW. plant, £8,450 ;
water service,

£100 ; distribution, £1,500 ;
transmission line to pumping station,

£1,950; electrification of pumping station, £1,650; for con-

tingencies and possible advance in prices, £1,350 ; total, £17,000.

—

Enfiincerinfj in Sovth Africa.

Stoke-on-Trent.—Electricity Supply—It was stated

at a recent Council meeting that consumers in the Fenton district

had complained of an inadequate supply of electricity, although a

bulk supply was being transmitted to Newcastle. The chairman

of the Electricity Committee pointed out that the Electricity Com-

missioners had ordered this bulk supply as a part of a general

scheme, and the Council was bound by a 10 years' agreement.

Stratford-on-Avon. — Purchase Abandoned. — The
Town Council lias decided to discontinue the negotiations for the

purchase of the -undertaking of the electricity company. The
Council has agreed to the company increasing the charge for

electricity up to Is. per unit.

Sndbnry.—Electricity Supply.—Unanimous approval

has been given by the Council to a scheme for the supply of elec

tricity to the town, proposed by the East Anglian Electricity, Ltd.

The company intends to erect a 600-H.p. station, and to utilise the old

post oflttce as a showroom. Distribution will be effected by low-

voltage overhead lines, and it is hoped to be able to supply at

cheap rates.

Snnderland.—Extensions.—The Corporation electricity

department has engaged the British Engine, Boiler, and Electrical

Insurance Co. to supervise the construction of the new boiler house

plant and installation at Sunderland ; 3,208 square yards of land have

been bought in Farrington Row, at a cost of 10s. per square yard,

for the purpose of the extensions.

Trowbridge.—Public Lighting.—The Urban District

Council has invited the E.S. Co. to submit a price for public

lighting in competition with the gas company.

Walsall. — Extensions. — The Corporation Electric

Supply Committee proposes that, with a view to meeting demands
for electricity, extensions of mains and feeders be carried out

to supply current to certain premises, at a cost of £1,470 ; and,

further, that application be made to the Electricity Commission
for sanction to borrow £15,000 for the purposes of the undertaking,

including £12,000 for extensions of mains.

Wimbledon,—Loans Sanctioned.—The Town Council

has received consent to a loan of £15,000 for mains and services,

and £2,100 for transformer sub-stations, and also permission to

install two boilers, &c.

Wolverhampton.—New Plant.—The electrical engineer

has been authorised to negotiate and arrange for the supply of an
additional 500 KW. of converter plant, at a cost not exceeding

£3,000, plus 10 per cent, for contingencies.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY N0TE5.

Accrington.—Year's Working.—There was a loss of

£295 on the tramway undertaking for the past year. Revenue
increased to £50.153 from £41,633. and the working expenses also

increased in proportion. The total amount taken from the rates

since the system was inaugurated, and not yet repaid, is £4,558.

Renewal or Track.— It was stated at a meeting of the Town
Council that in three years' time it would be necessary to relay the
tramway track at an estimated cost of £60,000 to £70,000. The
fares are to be increased 50 per cent.

Bolton.—Probable Extension.—The Tramways Com-
mittee here, faced with possible motor-omnibus opposition from
Wigan, is considering extending the tramway system to the
industrial township of 'Westhampton.

Bradford.—Tramway Losses.—At last week's full City

Council meeting it was stated that the tramway undertaking was
losing money at the rate of £30,000 a year. It was decided to call

a special Committee meeting to deal with the matter, and recom-
mend to the Council what steps should be taken to increase the
revenue. It is considered extremely likely that some adjustment
of stages will be made whereby Id. stages, but for shorter distances,

can again be introduced.
IsspECTOBS' Wages.—At a recent City Council meeting the

weekly wages of tramway inspectors were raised to £5, instead of

£4 15b.. a? had been previously recommended.
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Burtoa-on-Trent.—Fark Increase.—The proposal of

the Public Works and Tramways Committees to increase the

fares and make 2d. the new minimum, with the exception of work-
men's and children's tickets, has been approved by the Town
Council. An amendment in favour of overlapping Id. stagres was
defeated.

Continental.— Spain.— The Commercial Secretary to

H.JI. Embassy, Madrid, states that application has been made by
the "Banco Espatol de Credito" for authorisation to install a

Metropolitan Railway at Bilbao, the estimated cost of which is

13 million pesetas.

The scheme consists of two lines. The first starts from the

Square de los Santos Juanes, and passes through a tunnel and in

a straigrht line to the Institute, with an underground station which
will link up the Lezama Railway. The line continues to the

railway station of Las Arenas, and here another underground
station is to be constructed, which will be called Arenal, between
the Church of San Xicolas and the Bank of Bilbao ; from here, in

a straight line, and passing under the River Nervion, the line goes

on to the Plaza Circular, where there will be another station, with
lifts ; it then continues along the Gran Via, with a station at

Diputacion, Plaza Eliptica, Park, and San Mamos, and twists to the

left, following the Alameda, with two stations, called Alameda and
Baaurto, and going on to La Casilla, where the first line terminates.

The second concession starts from the Casilla Station, the

terminus of the first line, and goes on through the Calle de la

Autonomia, with stations at Echaniz, Amezola, and Plaza de
Zalalburu ; it then passes through the San Friincisco quarter, with
stations called San Francisco, Miravilla, and Bilbao la Vieja, and,

crossing the river over the San Anton Bridge, joins the first line at

the station at Achuri.

The lengths of these two lines are respectively 3,458 and l,9i9

metres, and the estimated cost respectively is 8,205,679 and
4,551,192 pesetas.

A double line will be constructed of 1 -metre gauge, as it has

been considered preferable to adopt this kind of line, which allows

of the joining up of the Metropolitano with all the narrow-gauge
stations of Bilbao, which will then be able to carry goods trains

during the night, when the passenger traBic has ceased.

In consequence of the large number of stations projected,

situated at distances between 200 and 300 m. apart, all the principal

centres of the town wUl be served, reducing the congestion in the

streets, and increasing the rapidity and economy of communication
between the different quarters.

Doblin.—Wage Increase.—Negotiations between the

Dublin United (Electric) Tramway Co. and their employes have
resulted in an increase of 8s. per week for every worker over

18 years of age, youths under 18 to receive 4s. per week, vanmen
and parcel 'checkers 63., women 4s., and boys 2s. Before this latest

arrangement motormen were paid £3 lOs. od. for a six-day week,
and conductors £3 8s. Id., with extra pay for Sunday work.

Huddersfield.—Fare Increase. — The car fares were
increased on June 12th. No alteration has been made in the IJd.

and 2d. fares, but the longer distance fares have been advanced
by approximately 50 per cent. Children's fares have now a Id.

minimum, as against id., with half-fares for other rates. The
recent wages award of 10s. per week will cost the Commiltee
£16,000 a year.

In consequence of numerous public requests for more, and later.

Sunday evening car facilities, the tramway manager has requested

the tramwaymen to work an hour longer on Sunday evenings, A
ballot is being taken by the men on the question.

Leeds.—Fare Increase.—The increased tramway fares

decided upon by the City Council took effect on June 10th. The
receipts on that day were £2,451, from 359,381 passengers carried.

On the previous Thursday the figures were £2,129 from 363,804

passengers. The returns at pres'ent are fluctuating and unreliable

as a basis upon which to j udge the efl:ect of the increase.

London.—Underground Fares A .Select Committee
of the House of Commons has passed the London Electric Railway
Companies (Fares) Bill, thereby giving assent to the temporary
raising of the maximum scale of fares and charges proposed by the

promoters. Clauses were adjusted, and the effect of the Bill,

as it now stands, is to give the companies a temporary power to

charge a maximum fare at the rate of 1 id. a mile third-class and
3d. a mile first-class. They have also obtained the power to charge

a minimum initial fare of 2d. third-class and 4d. first-class, however
short a distance the passenger may travel. Workmen's return

tickets may be issued at the price of a single ordinary fare.

—

Mormiii] Poit.

Short Strike.—On June 10th the wiremen at the Brimsdown
power station ceased work owing to delay in paying increased rates.

The matter was settled in a few hours, and a stoppage of the

Metropolitan Electric Tramways thereby averted.

New Zealand.—Christchurch.—The revenue account

of the Christchurch Tramway Board for the year ended March 3l8t

shows a deficiency of £1,237, as against a surplus qf £2,741 for the

previous year. The earnings were £205,976. operating expenses
£145,9t'0, and standing charges £61,253. The position was
regarded as satisfactory considering the increases in wages and
cost of material and the trouble incurred during the year. The
deficiency is the first since the inception of the tramways.— .^lao*-

liiiid 11 'eekly Xeuja,

North-Eastern Railway.—Experiment.—In order to

determine whether it was practicable to employ a third-rail system

with a shoe fitting underneath the flange of the rail, the N.E.

Railway Co. has been conducting experiments on a specially con-

structed part of the track between York and Scarborough. The

chief point of investigation was the engaging of the shoe with the

rail after the passing of a " railless ' portion of the track, as it is in-

tended to use this method in conjunction with an overhead trolley

system, the latter to be employed in negotiating long crossings, shunt-

ing yards, and stations. It is understood that the system proved quite

satisfactory in this respect even when high speeds were employed.

This is the first trial of the system in this country, although it is

being satisfactorily employed on the Central Argentine Railway.

The latter system was described in the Electbical Ebv:ew of

November Ist, 1918(p. 411).

Nottingham.—Year's Working.—The total revenue for

the past year's working was £378,948, and the expenditure totalled

£294,224. The balance of £84,724 (which fell from £103,988 for

the previous year) was distributed as follows :—£21,000 to rate

relief, £24,280 to redemption of capital, £18,270 to rejerve and

renewals funds, £16,168 to interest on loans, and £2,000 to the

accidents reserve fund. The total number of passengers carried

increased by about 6 millions to 58,749,654, and the total mileage

from 3,572,973 to 4,088,570. The total contributed to rate relief

by the undertaking since 1902 amounts to £350,000.

South Africa.—.Johannesburg.—The tramway strike

was settled on May 2uth ; the men gave way on all points, but the

Council promised that an inquiry should be held into the working

of the Advisory Committee. The feeling of the community was

very strongly indicated against the strikers, and the Citizens' Pro-

tection League was able to maintain a voluntary system of motor

transport for women workers and aged people. The strikers did

not have the support of the other Unions.

East London.—The strike of tramway employes is not settled,

and the cars are still idle. The latest development is that the

Council has given notice to the strikers to send in their uniforms,

and has invited applications from men to run the service. These

applications have been sufiiciently numerous to enable the Council

to decide to re-start the service with a freah staff.

Thornaby.—Power Sdpply.—It was reported to the

Town Council that in connection with the Teesside tramway arbi-

tration the Joint Committee for Stockton and Thornaby had agreed

that the pawer for this part of the system should be purchased

from the Stockton Corporation Electricity Department, the latter

undertaking not to make any " undue profit." The Corporation

feels, however, that this is not sufficiently explicit, and Stockton

has been asked to agree to a definite maximum rate of profit based

upon the bank rate.

Tramway Dispute Settled,—The latest claim for hig;her

wages by tramway employes has been settled. A flat rate increase

of 9s. will be applied to the London area, and District Industrial

Councils are to ^make awards of from 7s. to 93. increase in their

areas.

West Hartlepool.—Year's Working.—There was a

gross profit of £6,625 on the working of the tramways during th«

pa3t year, and a surplus of £863 was carried to reserve.

Wolverhampton.—Year's Working.—The gross profit

on the tramways for the past year was £21,828, making with

profits from the motor-char- a bancs undertaking a total of £22,204.

This has been distributed as follows :—Interest on capital. £4,660 ;

income-tax. £4,214 ; repayment of loans, £6,564 ;
additions and

improvements, £928 ; and to reserve and renewals fund, £5,838.

It is anticipated tha^ £11,000 will be spant on reconstruction

during the current period.

Change of System. — The Tramways Committee recently

reported to the Corporation upon the question of changing

over from the present (Lorain anrfacj-contact) system to overhead

trolley working. The proposal was most opportune, as the

existing track requires thorough renewal and a double track was
already under consideration. The present single track is totally

inadequate to meet requirements, and many arguments in favour of

the introduction of the double-track overhead system were put

forward. The cost of the scheme is estimated at £396.000, made
up of the following items .—Overhead equipment, £50,000 ; 20

miles of track, £320,000 ; street alterations, £12,00ii; and special

work, £14,000. The sale of old materials is expected to realise

£21,000, leaving the estimated net cost at £375,000. The Council

has decided to proceed with the change-over by easy stages ; the

first amount to be spent will be £50,000.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Argentina. — Wireless Co.—The Compania Trans-

atlantioa Radio Telegraphioa is reported to have been formed at

Buenos Ayres to work the wireless concession granted to the Siemens

and Schuckert group on JIareh 15th, 1919. The ordinary shares

for 4,600,000 Argentine dollars are intended to pay for the

machinery and apparatus awaiting shipment in Germany, whilst

the proceeds of the 3,000,uOO dollars in preference shares are to

defray the cost of erection of the installation and other works
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Direction-Finding Stations.—The following are the

wireless direction-finding stations operated by the Royal Navy,
under the conditions laid down for the use of these stations by the

Mercantile Marine :—Amlwch, Berwick, Carnsore, Flamborough,
Larne, Lizard, Peterhead, Rhyl, and Seaview (Malin Head). Rhyl
is not fitted with transmitting apparatus, and is controlled by
Amlwch. Seaview also has no tranimittin^ apparatus, and is

controlled by Malin Head, which keeps watch on 600 metres.

—

.Vanchfster Oiiarilinn.

France,—Wireless Telegraphs.—It is announced that

the French wireless system is to be reorg^anised, special attention

being paid to Colonial communication. Stations are to be erected,

or existing: stations are to be improved, at Jibuti, Dakar, Marti-

nique, French Guiana, Tahiti, ki. It is also proposed to erect

stations at Bordeaux and Lyons for commercial communication with
the U.S.A.

India,—New Cable.—It is understood that the fourth

cable line which was to be laid between Bombay and Aden is now
in working- order

; according to a mail dispatch it had developed
some faults. The cable was laid by the Eastern Telegraph Co.

London.— Telei>uone Service.— In an article con-
tributed to the Tele(iraj)h and Teleplioiie Jmirnal, Captain J. G. Hine
states that 160 miles of new pole route were constructed in London
during the past 12 months, bringing the total mileage of pole route
to 2,780, aiKi the open wire mileage to over 60,000. (A considerable
amount of the open wire acquired from the National Telephone
Co. has been replaced by underground wire.) Fifty miles of single

pipe were laid, bringing the total to 3.625. Oyer 45,000 miles of

underground wires were laid, bringing the total to over one million
miles. Over 20,000 new lines were brought into use, and over
30,000 telephone stations connected with these lines.

Automatic Telephones.—Mr. Illingworth (P.M.G.), in the
House of Commons, said : The provision of a system of automatic
telephone exchanges for so large an area as London presents
peculiar difficulties. It is proposed to install one automatic
exchange as soon as possible, and I hope the experience thus
obtained may make it possible to frame a complete scheme. The
existing exchanges would be replaced gradually, and it would
be some years before an automatic system for the whole of
London could be completed.

—

Daihj Telegraph.

Strike of Wireless Operators.

—

The failure of the
Marconi Co. to deal with a wages claim made on behalf of operators
by the Association of Wireless Telegraphists led to a general strike,

which commenced at 11.30 a.m. on June 15th. The Association
states that the claim was made last September ; but the Marconi
Co., in a notice issued in reply, says that the request was not actually
received until May 17th, and confirmed in writing five days later,

and the matter has been placed in the hands of the Association
o£ Engineering Employers. The claim is for a scale of pay rising
from 48s. per week for the first year to 120s. in the ninth year, an
eight-hour day, and the continuance of " war-risk bonus " as long
as it applies to other seafarers. Upwards of 4,000 operators
are affected, some of them being employed by Siemens Bros, and
the Radio Communication Co.

Teleplione Improvements,—Replying to a deputation
which waited upon him at the General Post Office, on the defects of
the telephone service, especially in districts swept by strong winds
and severe storms, the Postmaster-General said the department was
already engaged in a large extension of underground telephone
lines in various parts of Lancashire and Yorkshire, which it was
hoped would go far to obviate the trouble. Increased facilities

were also being provided by the laying of new wires between
Oldham, Manchester, Huddersfield, Liverpool, and other centres.

—

Daily Telegraph,

Bedford.— June 2 Ist. Electricity Department. One
2-ton locomotive jib crane, with grab and track rails, steam and
other pipework. (June 4th.)

Canterbury. — June 22nd. Electricity Department.

1,210 yards 25 sq. in. x '25 sq. in. x '125 sq. in. l.t. triple-con-

centric paper-insulated cable. (June 11th.)

Carlisle.—June 25th. Electricity Department. One
3,000-KW. turbo-alternator and condensing plant. (May 28th.)

Colne.—Electricity Department. Steam and water piping.

(June 11th.)

Dartford.—June 26th. Electricity undertaking. Rotary

converter, transformers, switchgear, &c., l.t. twin cable-feeder,

pillar and feeder-panel. (June 11th.)

Dundee.—June 24th. Electricity Department. Steam
feed and water piping, two turbine-driven feed pumps. (June 11 th.)

Edinburgh,—June 19th. Electricity Supply Department.
E.H.T. and L.T. switchgear, &c., for Portobello station. (May 21st.)

Glasgow.—July 6th. Tramways Department. One
10,000-KW. steam turbo-alternator, with condensing plant. (See

this issue.)

Liverpool,—June 2 1st. Board of Guardians. Electrical

supplies (three months) for the township of Toxteth Park.

R. Albert James, Clerk to Guardians, 15, High Park Street.

Manchester.—June 25th. Electricity Committee. Twelve
months' supply electricity meters, time switches, potential and
current transformers, motor-starting switches, C.C. and A.c. motors.

(June 11th.)

New Zealand,—Auckland.—September Ist. Harbour
Board. For the supply of electric capstans and spares. Messrs.

W. t A. McArthur, Ltd., 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London.

Newport,—June 26th. Electricity Department. Turbo-
altemating plant, surface-condensing plant, boilers, economisers,
draught plant, steel flue and stack, &c. (June 4th.)

Nuneaton. — June 30th. Electricity Department.
1,000-KW.. D.c, geared turbo alternator, surface-condensing
plant and pipework. (June 4th.)

Salford.—June 21st. Electricity Committee, h.p. steel

steam pipes and separator, and steel exhaust steam pipes and sup-

ports. Borough Electrical Engineer, Electricity Works.

Southampton.— July 3rd. Electricity Department.
E.H.T. and H.T. switchgear and D.c. control panel. (June 4th.)

Swindon.—June 26tli. Electricity Department. 2,000
yards 3-in. four-way stoneware conduits, light steel poles for over-

head lines. (June 11th.)

Warrington. — June 29th. Electricity Department.
Truck type ash elevator and hopper. (June 11th.)

July 13th. Electricity and Tramways Committee. Two
6,000-KW. turbo-alternators. (S^e this issue.)

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
(7%« iatt given in parenthttei at the end of the paragraph indioatei

the iitue of the ElbotbioaIi Rbyibw in tohioh the " Ofioial
Notice" appeared.')

OPEN.
Australia,—Sydney.—August 4th. N.S.W. Government

Railways and Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units. Chief
Electrical Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.
August 3rd. Department of Public Works. Turbines and

generators for the Barren Jack hydro-electric development scheme.
Department of Public Works, Sydney.
N.S.W.—Postmaster General's Department. August 2nd and

5th. Aluminium sheet, brass rod, &o., scheduled 769
;
platinum

wire, gold and silver wire, scheduled 768. (June 11th.)
Western Austbalia. — Postmaster-CJeneral's Department.

August 3rd. 326 accumulators, schedule 668. (June 11th.)

Belgium. — June 22nd. Municipal authorities of
Wevelghem. Tenders for two sub-transformer stations for con-
verting three-phase, A c. Particulars can be obtained from
M. Goffin, 113, Avenue Albert, Brussels, and tenders are to be sent
to La Salle Communale, Wevelghem.
June 26th. Municipal authorities of Voroux-Goreux (Province

of Liege). Tenders for the concession for the electric lighting of
the town.

CLOSED.

Bedford, — The Education Committee has appointed

H. Bacchus, Ltd., as electricians for six months.

Clacton-on-Sea,—Urban District Council :

—

English Electric Co.—Diesel engine, £7,010 : generator, £1,714.

Doncaster,—Mr. R. B. Isle has secured the contract for

the electric light installation at St. Andrew's Church.

Dundee.—The Tramways Committee has placed an order

with an American firm for 1,000 tons of rails, at £24 6b. per ton,

thereby hoping to save £4,000. The City Engineer was unable to

obtain a lower estimate than £28 7g. Bd. per ton, including carriage,

from a Middlesbrough firm.

India.—]\IessrB. Boving & Co. have received an order

from the Mysore Government for four 5,600-h.p. turbines for the

Cauvery River Scheme. Further reference to this contract appears

in our "Business Notices" to-day.

London,—Shoreditch Electricity Committee.

5,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with
condensing plant :

—

Met.'Vlckers Elecl. Co.. Ltd. (recom.l £39,095
C. A. Parsons* Co 48,000

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. . . 39,880

13*13 56 weeks.
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Clarke, Chapman & Co

The remainingr offers, owiner to low efficiency or high price, were

not oonsidered. 13 tenders were received, 10 from British firms,

two from Swiss lirms and one from Sweden.

BoiLFR Plant.

Price. Efficiency. Delivery.

£18,196 80/81% —
18.10.^) — —
17.740 — —

Baldwin Loco. Co. of America 18,500 about not stated aboutSmths.
Babcock& Wilcox, Ltd. 16,620 82",;, 11 months.

„ ,, (land type) 15,960 80<;„ U months.
Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd. 16.SS0 (recom.) 82';o 10 months.

„ „ (land type) 15,8,50 — 10 months.

The Committee recommends the accieptance of the tender of the

Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd., for one marine-type water-tube boiler,

with chftin-grate stoker, superheater, economiser, ateel chimney,

&c., at .t 16,560.

Sunderland,—Electricity Committee. Accepted :

—

New Switchgear Construction Co., Ltd —k.h.t. switchgear.

JTerguson, Pailin A Co., Ltd.—l.t. links.

W. G. Farrow & Co.— Box frames and covers.

•Tames Allan Box frames and covers,

Wolverhampton.—Corporation. Accepteil :

—
Six E.H.T. crucibles, £2,360. -Ferguson, Pailin & Co., Ltd.
Transformer oil filter, £178.—G. Lister.
One 500-Kw. rotary-converter set, £3,210.—Met.-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

PORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Batii Wallabs' Society.—Monday, June 21st. At the Holborn Restaurant.

Luncheon (Mr. Guy Campbell will tell of his recent trip to the United
States of America).

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section). — Wednesday,
June abrd. At 6 p.m. At the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
Paper on "The Development of Thermionic Valves for Naval Uses," by
Mr. B. S. liossling.

NOTES.

Appointments Vacant.—Chief instructor in electrical

iostiilation and maintenance work, for the Bradford Technical

College (£250) (training: of disabled saUors and soldiers) ;
chief

telegraph inspector (Rs. 350 per month), for the Burma Railways
Co., Ltd. ; oar-shed foreman for the London County Council tram-

ways ; assistant (£300 to £400) on the staff of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers ; evening lecturers in electrical engineering

(Grades II and III), evening assistant lecturer (in one or all of the

following : fitting and machinery, machine drawing, machine
design, and practical mathematics), evening instructor in metal-

plate work. Grade II evening assistant demonstrator in electrical

engineering (labour) for the Goldsmiths' College, New Cross
;

technical assistant (Grade I) electrical branch (£300 + war bonus),

ditto Grade II (£250 + war bonus), ditto Grade III (£200 + war
bonus) for the London County Council tramways department

;

engineering draughtsman (£220 -<- £192), two ditto(£l,SO + £171)
for Metropolitan Asylums Board; telegraph mechanicians (£410),

for the Government of the Gold Coast Posts and Telegraph

Department. For particulars see our advertisement pages to day

.

Hydro-electric Engineering.—Recently, at the request

of Major C. E. Inglis, Professor of Engineering at Cambridge
University, Mr. Douglas Spencer, of Messrs. Armstrong's Hydro-
Electric Section, read a paper before the Cambridge engineering

students on the subject of hydro-electrics and the British engineer,

and at the close of the paper a selection of 12 candidates was made
to undertake a journey to Norway to see Norwegian power plants,

with a view eventually to a selection being made from their

number to undergo a course of training in practical manufacture
and construction in Norway.

—

B'manrial Times.

Birmingliam Electrical Golfing Society.—The next com-
petition will be held on the Castle Bromwich Course on Monday
afternoon, June 21st, when the Electrical Trades Challenge Cup
will be played for. There will be other prizes. The annual sub-

scription is 7s. 6d., covering three meetings. Applications for

membership should be addressed to Mr. W. A. Millinger (Hon. Sec. ),

9, Livery Street, Birmingham.

Electrically-Propelled Ships.-The new U.S. battle

cruisers Saratoga and I'nUed States, the keels of which have just

been laid, will, says the daily Press, be equipped with a main
battery of eight 18-in. guns. The vessels will be 850 ft. long, and
of 43,500 tons displacement, with engines of 180,000 H. P., developing

a speed of 33'25 knots. Four other battle cruisers, the t'n'ixii-

tution, Consfellat'nin, Lerinijton, and Banger, will mount main
batteries each of eight 16-in. guns. All these ships are to be

equipped to burn oil fuel, and are to be electrically driven.

A Corona Voltmeter.—An interesting paper in the May,
1 920, issue of the American I.B.E. Journal describes an improved

form of corona voltmeter. Precision measurements of crest values

of high alternating voltage taken in the high-tension circuit are

compared with the indicatio"S of the corona voltmeter. The law

of corona has been determined to a higher degree of accuracy, and

a modification in the form of the law as heretofore accepted is

revealed. As based on the precision voltage measurements, the

uorona voltmeter is proposed as a natural secondary standard of

high voltages. Its .^dvantage8 as a standard, and its practical

oiieration, are described.

Nickel-Plating of Aluminium and Alumininm Alloys.—
Mes.-frs. Guillet & Gasnior, in a paper read recently before the

French Academy of Sciences, described some tests they had carried

out to determine the possibility of obtaining satisfactory deposits

of nickel on aluminium and its alloys. Another French worker

had already obtained partial success by first scouring the metal in a

solution of hydrochloric acid, but the resultant deposit was very

uneven. The method of the two writers mentioned above consists

in, first of all, sand-blasting the metal to be treated, the pressure

of blast being 500 grams per sq. cm., and the sand just passing

through a screen of 02 mm. mesh. This was followed by nickel-

plating to a depth of some 6/lOOths mm. The duration of the

operation is half-an-hour, and the mean current-density 0'8 ampere

per sq. dm. After this the nickel surface is copper-plated to

a depth of 0'02 mm. for two hours, with a current density

of 1 ampere per sq. dm., the surface obtained being carefully

polished. The copper surface is then coated with nickel to a depth

of 0'05 mm., the operation lasting for one hour, and the current-

density being 0'5 ampere per sq. dm. Finally, the nickel-

plated surface is polished. When this procedure is followed, the

mechanical tests are satisfactory. The following were applied :—
Penetration test for cracking ; bending through an angle of 120°

;

burnishing. The chemical test consisted in subjecting the nickel-

plated surface to a 15 per cent, solution of NaOII at a temperature

of 100° C, and under these conditions the nickel-plating was found

to be intact. The copper solution used in the tests in question con-

sisted of 150 grams of copper sulphate, and 20 grams of sulphuric

acid, with water to make up to 1 litre. The nickel bath was formed

of 150 grams of double sulphate of nickel and ammonium and

50 grams of water, to make up to 1 litre.

Educational.—M.vnchester Coli.e(;e ok Technologv,
—According to The Times, an important decision affecting the

College of Technology has been taken. The college is a municipal

establishment which has become the Faculty of Technology in

the University of Manchester. Its degree courses have become
more and more popular, and the college has attracted students

from a wide area. It has, however, baen urged that the develop-

ment of the higher instruction of the college has been detrimental

to the interests of young Manchester students not intending to

take a degree course. The Education Committee has decided to

recommen(i the City Council not to admit more than 80 new degree

students at the Michaelmas term. There would bs room, it is

officially stated, for 240. According to one view, the question is

whether the institution is to remain a college of University status,

or fall to the rank of a technical school. The other view is that

bright working youths of JIanchester are losing the chance of

technological instruction qualifying them for their trades, in order

that the sons of the well-to-do from the whole of the North

of England may obtain degrees, partly at the expense of

Manchester's ratepayers.

Celebration of Demobilisation.— I^ast Saturday after-

noon the Manchester Corporation Electricity (Installation) Depart-

ment celebrated the demobilising of the ex-Service members of the

staff. A char-a-banc tour was arranged into " Peakland," and tea

was taken at Buxton.

Inquiries.—Makers of the ^[orse push-button for marine

signalling, Whyte k. Thomson patent ; motors using the mark
R. D. M. Co.; and ironclad switchgear marked "W.W.," are

asked for.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—The subject of connecting-rod

bolts was further discussed at the last meeting of the Association.

Mr. J. L. Chaloner thought that a definite period might be fixed,

after which a connecting rod bolt should be subjected to a careful

examination by means of suitable measuring marks, and that it

should then be left to the discretion of the chief engineer whether

the bolt was to be renewed.

Mr. Geoffrey Porter referred to the desirability of calculating

bolt sections on the basis of the elastic limit rather than on that

of the ultimate stress.

Mr. G. W. F. Horner submitted a sketch of an arrangement he

had made use of in carrying out a series of tensile teste with

loading conditions similar to those set up in the bolts under dis-

cussion, and a series of diagrams giving the results of the teats.

He said that heat treatment of steel bolts should be carried out by

experienced persons, as it was very easy to obtain a high elastic

limit and ultimate stress with a very low percentage elongation,

and these were undesirable conditions. With regard to the packing
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pieces between the halves of the bi?-end bearings, it was advisable

to use one uniform thick piece rather than a few thin pieces.

In a communication, Mr. Charles Day gave the results of investi-

gations which had been carried out at Stockport for some time

past with regard to connecting-rod bolts. He said that the

material should be heat-treated in the bar ; the bar being of

uniform section, internal strains were avoided, whereas when bolts

were heat-treated there was a danger of such internal strains

occurring at the bottom of the threads, and at any other parts

where changes of section occurred. Mr. Day condemned the

aractioe of drilling only one pin hole through a bolt in connection

with the use of castellated nuts. The castellations should be as

numerous as the diameter would permit, and several holes should

be put through the bolt. With regard to renewal of bolts, he

thought that any general recommendation was Illogical. Certain

bolts might work with safety for many years, whereas other bolts

failed after a very short time, the failure being due to the bolts

having been subjected to improper conditions. He described a

method of marking bolts so as to permit of accurate measurements
being taken which would show at any time if they had been

stretched or twisted. Whenever a bolt had been materially

stretched or twisted it should be rejected and replaced by a

new one.

The President (Mr. Charles Gould) announced that at the follow-

ing meeting of the Association, Mr. A. Abbott, of the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research, would address the members on
the general scheme of the Research Association for Liquid Fuels.

The Tramways and Light Railways Association.—The twelfth

annual congress of the Association is to be held in the Council

Chamber, Caxton Hall, S.W. 1. on July 2nd, at 2.30 p.m.

Institute of Metals.—A lecture on " Recent Progress in Thermo-
electricity " was delivered by Prof. C. A. F. Benedicks, Ph.D., of

Stockholm University, before the Institute on June 10th.

Prof. Benedicks first gave a short summary of his theoretical

views upon the metallic conduction of electricity, which explained
many matLers not made clear by the former electron theory. A
consequence of this new theory was that one had to conclude that

even in a single homogeneous metal thermoelectric currents did

occur : hitherto such currents were believed to be produced only
when two different metals were present. Prof. Benedicks gave a

concise demonstration of the most important experimental evidence

of the truth of this conclusion, utilising for this purpose various

metals.

In liquid mercury it had been possible for him definitely to prove
the existence of thermoelectric currents, thus disproving the nega-
tive results of previous workers. A consequence of what the lecturer

termed his " homogeneous thermoelectric effect ' was that there

must exist the reverse effect,' the " homogeneous electrothermic
effect," including as a special case the well-known Thomson effect.

The realityof this effect was duly made clear. A specially interesting

demonstration was of a new rotating thermoelectric apparatus,

made entirely of copper, and rotating in a magnetic field, the
driving force originating solely from unequal heating (by means of

a tiny gas jet) of thin strips of copper.
The point at which the new knowledge brought forward by

Prof. Bduedieks might have some practical interest lay in the
possibility of reducing the thermal conductivity of metals by
insulated sub-division into fine wires without impairing the
electrical conductivity. The demonstrations were carried out with
the aid of a galvanometer provided by the Cambridge & Paul
Instrument Co.

Liverpool Wireless Association.—A meeting of the Association
was held on June 9th. As many members are now joining who
have had no previous experience in wireless telegraphy, consider-

able time was devoted to coaching and assisting the " raw
recruits," and it is intended at each meeting to set apart a certain

portion of time for dealing with the very elementary stages of
wireless for the benefit of new members, in order to make the
subject attractive and popular to both old members and beginners.

New members are cordially invited, and should apply to Mr. S.

Frith, hon. secretary, 6, Cambridge Road, Crosby, Liverpool.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

2he Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th«

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their mm-ements.

Major Philip Dawson, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.M.E., M.I.E.E.,
upon whom, as stated in oui' last issue, the King has conferred

the honour of knighthood in recognition of his services ren-

dered as a member of the Disposals Board of the Ministrj' of

Munitions, has been a member of that Board practically since

its inception. Sir Philip is a man of boundless energy and
enthusiasm, and his public activities are manifold. To elec-

trical men he is best known by reason of his standing as

an expert on electric traction matters, with w'hich he has
been practically and intimately connected ever since electric

tramway and railway work really began to develop in the
British Isles. His reputation is world-wide through his

authorship of many weU-knowp text-books dealing with elec-

Itjfic traction and power eupply. He is a partner in the con-

sultmg engineering firm of Messrs. Kincaid, Waller, Man-
\ille & Dawson, of Westminster, who are intimately connected

'

with dock, harbour, electric traction, and power developments
in Great Britain, South and North America, India, and Aus-
tralia. The new knight, who may be rehed upon to worthily
carry so high a distinction, is, of course, well known as

consulting electrical engineer to the L.B. & S.C. Railway
Co., and is responsible for its electrification. He is also

responsible for that of the Great Eastern Railway Co. He ia

further a member of the Railway Electrification Advisory
Committee of the Ministry of Ti'ansport, and was appointed
by the President of the Board of Trade as a member of the
Water Power Resources Committee. In 1919 he was created
Chevalher de I'Ordre de Leopold by King Albert for technical
services rendered in Belgium during the war. He is \'ice-

President of the Belgian Royal Commission appointed by the
Belgian Government to investigate and report on the "elec-
trification of the Belgian State railways and on the unification
of Belgian electric power supply; President of the Associa-
tion des Ingenieurs Electriciens of the Institut Electrotech-
nique Montefiore, Liege. Among many local and general
activities we note that Sir Philip is one of the members of
the L.O.C. for W'est Lewisham, and is on the Housing, High-
ways, and Electricity Committees.
Mr. E. M0RG.4N, of Dewsbury. has been appointed technical

and engineering assistant to the Wolverhampton electrical
engineer, at a salary (including bonus) of ^500 per annum,
increasing to f550 after twelve months' satisfactory service.

Wakefield Electricity Committee recommends that Mr. H. 0.
FR.4SER be appointed acting city electrical engineer for twelve
months, at a salary of i'.D.jO per annum.
Mr. S. M. G. Te.4l has been appointed deputy chief engineer

to the Calcutta Electricity Supply Corporation,
The marriage took place, on June 11th, at the Cathedral

Church of St. Mary, Glasgow, of Major H. R. Tuppen, M.C,
A.M.I.E.E., of Tanners Manor, Horeiam Road, near East-
bourne, and Miss Elizabeth Rhind, younger daughter of the
late Mr. Andrew Rhind, C.M.E., Bengal-Nagpur Railway,
India.

Taunton T.C. has fixed the salary of the electrical engineer
(Mr. Howard) at ^450, plus the civil service scale of bonus,
making a total of i'660 a year, instead of his present salary
of i-5-20.

ilr. W. T. Tallent-Bateman, who about a year ago was
appointed works manager to Messrs. Dorman & Smith, Ltd.,
of Manchester, manufacturers of switchgear and accessories,
has recently joined the board of dii'ectors, at the same time
retaining his position of works manager. Mr. Bateman was
fonnerly chief switchgear engineer to the British Westing-
house Co.
Mr. F. L. Ward, station superintendent with the W.D.

Ontral Power Station, Aldershot Ckimmand, has resigned his
position to take up an appointment in Africa.

Mr. Harry S. Ellis, who recently resigned the position
of borough electrical engineer at Southampton under
circumstances with which our readers are familiar, is joining
his brother, Mr. Arthur Elhs, of Cardiff, who is in practice as
a consulting engineer. The business addresses of both gentle-
men are : 9, Park Place, Cardiff (kead office), and 103, Cannon
Street, London. E.C. Mr. Arthur Ellis's business, which Uas
already developed to a very considerable extent, embraces elec-

tricity supply, tramways and transport work, and Parlia-

mentary matters. Mr. Harry EUis has been connected with
the profession for twenty years or so. Prior to going to

Southampton, a year ago, he held important appointments at

South Shields, Bradford and Cardiff, where he was identified

with electrical and mechanical engineering in shipyards, textile

mills, public supply and engineering undertukings. He is a

M.I.E.E. and M.I.Mech.E., and was for some years a member
of the committee of the Newcastle Section of the I.E.E.

The Albert iledal of the Royal Society of Arts for 1920 has
been awai'ded to Mr. .\. A. Michelson, For.Memb.R.S., Pro-
fessor of Physics in the University of Ctiicago, whose optical

inventions have rendered possible the reproduction of accurate
metric standards, and have provided the means of carrying out
measurements with a minute precision hitherto unobtainab'e.

Obituary.

—

Mr. J. W. P.ayter.—Australian papers just to

hand record the death in April of Mr. J, W. Payter, who died

at his home at Toorak, at the age of 87 years. The deceased
received the first cable message which reached Australia. He
retired from the State Public Service 27 years ago. He spent
38 years in the service of the telegraph department, and had
reached the pcsition of co-manager at the time of his retire-

ment, kt the time of the Boer war he was conducting experi-

ments in wireless telegraphy.

Mr. J. T. Crowe.—We regret to record the death from
pneumonia, after a very short illness, of Mr. John Tudor
Crowe. Mr. Crowe, who passed away on Friday last at his

residence at Crouch End, London, was 66 years of age. He
was staff manager of the Eastern Telegraph Co., and was
well known in the electrical industry.

Mr. H, a. Jones.—The death has occurred, as the result

of an accident, of Mr. Herbert .Alexander Jones, electrical

engineer, of St. Kilda, Queen's Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

Mr. Jones, who was 49 years of age. was cychng home from
the West Essex golf links, when he collided with a rnotor

car, and he died on June 7th from the injuries he eustained,
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

H. W. Smith & Co. (1920), Ltd. (168,161).—Private com.
ftay. Registered June 10th. Capital, £60.000 in £1 shares (50.000 cum.
pref.). To take over the business of electrioal wire and cable manufacturers
carried on bv H. \V. Smith & Co.. Ltd.. at Lvdbrook, Glos. The subscribers
leach with one share) are: H. W. Hill, 74. Grantham Ro.id. Stockwell.
S.W.9, clerk; E. Newton, 3a. Marys\ille Terrace, Colney Hatch Lane. N.ll.
solicitor. The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Registered
office ; Lydbrook, Glos.

A. H. Hunt. Ltd. 168,116).—Private company. Regis-
tered June 9th. Capital, £40,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business
of gas, electrical, and mechanical engineers, electricians, automobile and
motor car engineers, &c. The first directors are : A. H. Hunt (permanent
director and chairman). Court Green, Court Hill, Banstead ; C. H. Hunt,
Court Green. Court Hill, Banstead. Qualification. 5 shares. Registered office ;

H. A. H. Works: Tunstall Road. Croydon.

Newcastle Electrical & Motor Accessories, Ltd. (168,103).
—Private company. Registered June 8th. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares.
To carry on business as indicated^ by the title. The first directors are

:

W. E. B. Dove, 45, Woodlands Terrace. Darlington, electrical engineer; J.
Cowper, 19, Dean Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne; T. Sloan, 103, Shrotridge
Terrace, Newcastle.<sn-Tyne. Solicitor : A. M. Tait, 46, Grainger Street,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Manager : G. G. Gorrill. Registered ofBce : 39, High
Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

New Italian Art Association, Ltd. (168,003).—Private
company. Registered June 4th. , Capital, £15,000 in 10.000 10 per cent, cumu-
lative preference shares of £1 each and 100.000 ordianry shares of Is. each.
To take over the Italian .^rt Association, Ltd.. and to carry on the business
of importers and exporters of and dealers in works of art. and in particular
marble, alabaster, and other materials used in the manufacture of electrical
fittings, &c. The first directors are : Sir Alan Hutchings. K.B.E.. 0.

Grosvenor Street, W. 1 ; Lieut-Col. the Hon. E. Thesiger, D.S.O. 16, Prince
of Wales Terrace. W. 8 ; .Major-Gen. P. E. F. Hobbs. C.B., C.M.G.'. Barnaboy.
Farnborough Park. Hants.; G. H. Gascoigne. Morav House. Adelaide Road.
Surbiton; Capt. the Baron George Marochetti. M.V.O., O.B.E.. 60. South
Audlev Street. W. ; Lieut.-Col. F. Lucas. O.B.E.. 26, Stanhope Gardens,
S.W. 7. Secretary : P. H. Goodwin. Solicitors : Kenneth Brown & Co.,
Lennox House, Norfolk Street, W.C.

A.R. Engineering Co. (Soutljampton), Ltd. (167,986).—
Private company. Registered June 4th. Capital, £1.000 in 5s. shares. To
carry on the business of engineers, electricians. &c. The subscribers (each
with one share) are : J. B. Webb. 1, Telford Avenue. S.W. 2 (director of

Anglo-Russian Engineering Co., Ltd.. and the Anglo-Russian Engineering
Co., Birmingham, Ltd.); H. J. Veitch, 56, .Moorgate Street. E.C.2, char-

tered accountant. The first directors are : J. B. Webb (chairman). H.
Walker, and A. E. Webb. Registered office; V>6. High Street, Southampton.

Hartford Engineering Co., Ltd. (168.085).—Private com-
pany. Register.-d June Sth. Capital. £5.000 in £1 shares. To take over

the business of the H.Trtford Engineering Co., now carried on under the
proprietorship of the Southport Electrical Supply Co.. Ltd. The subscribers

(each with one share) are : W. Sharrock, 17, Dunkirk Road. Birkdale, en-

gineer; G. Pendleton, 19, Bridge Street, Southport, confectioner. The first

directors are to be appointed by the subscribers. Registered office : Pine

Grow, Southport.

Bnkwood Engineering Co., Ltd. (168,034).—Private com-
pany. Registered June 8lh. Capital. £1,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of tool makers, general and electrical engineers. &c., to adopt on
agreement with G. St. J. Wood. W. J. Butler, and H. S. Kemshead. The
first directors are: G. St. J. Wood. 29. Gunterstone Road. West Kensington.
W., electrical engineer; H. S. Kemshead. 70. Cranlev Gardens, Palmers
Grwn. N.13. engineer: W. J. Butler. 17, Wayland' Avenue, Hackney.
Registered office : 31a. St. Jude Street. Stoke Newington, N. 16.

Durelco. Ltd. (167,994) .—Registered Tune 4th. Capital,
£300.000 in £1 shares. To acquire all or" the majority of the shares in. and
the undertakings of Duram. Ltd., Cryselco. Ltd., and Mela! Manufacturers.

Ltd.. carrying on business in England, and to carry on the business of

manufacturers of drawn wire and electric lamos, and all articles made of

molvbdenum and other metal, &c. The first directors are : W. L. T. Ark-
wright J. P.. 4. Wilbraham Mansions. Sloane Street, S.W. ; the Earl of

Kintore. 10. Park Place, St. James's. S.W.: P. H. G. Powell-Cotton. Ouex
Place. Birchington: Capt. E. G. S. Churchill. D.I... J. P.. Northwick Park.

Blockley, Worcs. : G. G. Craig, 10. New Square, Lincoln's Inn. WC; W. W.
Worthington, J. P., Maple Haves. Lichfield; J. C. Moulden. 19, Carew Road,

Norlhwoo<l. Middlesex. Qualification. £500. Remuneration (except manag-

ing directors) £400 each per annum (£100 extra for the chairman) and 5 per

cent, of the net profits divided between them. Solicitors : Speechly, Mumford
and Craie, 10, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C. Registered office : Thanet

House. 231-2, Strand, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Penrith Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Deposit on Mav 12th,
1920. of deeds of land in Friar Street, Penrith, to secure all monevs due

or to become due from company to Lloyds Bank, not exceeding £2,500.

Richmond Light Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Debenture'^
dated May 14th. 1920, to secure £2.500 charged on the company's under

taking and property present and futur*. including uncalled capital. Holder :

A. K. Fordham, 90, Cannon Street, R.H

Swltchgear & Cowans, Ltd.—Issue on June 1st, 1920, nS

«3,000 debentures, part of a aeriej.

CITY NOTES.

The report for 1919, which w;is stib-

Siemens mitted at the annual meeting on .Tune 8th,

Brothers & Co., stated that the result of operations, despite

Ltd. tlie dislocation caused by the chance over

from war to civil work, was quite satis-

factory. Valuable contracts, notably for submarine telegninh

cables, were secured, and outnnt was well maintained. The
Stafford works of Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works. Ltd.

(of which all the canital is held by this company), had been
sola to th.e En^sh EJ^ric Co.. Ltd.. and an apreemeijt bad
been entered into Ke^een the English Electric Oo. and this

company whereby each company would confine its mannfac-
tures and trade to particular lines of electrical plant, and
would have the support and assistance of the other company
in obtaining orders for such business. The cottage property
at Stafford, standing among this company's assets at £'53,344,
had been included in the sale at that figure. The agreement
for sale was entered into in November, 1919, but the property
had only been legally conveyed in this year, so that the values
in the balance sheet in respect of it remained untiisturbed at
December 31st last. The Dynamo Co. would continue its

existence for the ptupose of completing its contracts for
dynamos and motors, and for carrying on its other electrical
business. The profit for the year was i-211,'309, plus f'244,567
brought forward, making £4.5-5. 776; 10 per cent, dividend for
the year requires ±'100,000; there is written off from the
discount on the sale of debenture stock i'io.OOO, put to reserve
i'15,000, and carried forward to 19'20 (subject to excess profits
duty for 1918 and 1919) £315,776. Lieut.-General Sir Hubert
Gough has been elected to the board.
In the course of his speech at the annual meeting, Mr.

G. Mure Ritchie said that the balance sheet showed the
company to be in a generally healthy condition. The net
profit was £'211,'209, compared with £229,647 for 1918. All
sections of the business had contributed towards the profit,
which represented an average of 10 per cent, on the total
capital employed in the business and about 8 per cent? on
the turnover. The di\'idends and appropriations would absorb
altogether £140.000, leaving a sum of £71,209 out of the year's
profits from which to pay the excess profits duty to which
the company might be assessable for 1919. Adding to that
the balance of £'244,567 from 1918 there was an amount of
£315,776 to carry forward. In regard to the sale of the
Stafford works of the company, the transaction arose out of
lengthy negotiations with the English Electric Co., Ltd.
That cornpany was engaged in the manufacture of machinery
for hghting and power purposes, whilst Siemens Brothers'
manufactures at their principal works at Woolwich mainly
consisted of telegraph and telephone plant, and electrical
cables. A similar class of work to that undertaken by the
factories of the English Electric Co. was carried on at
Stafford by Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works, but inasmuch
as modern developments in electrical power plant steadily
tended in the direction of the manufacture of larger and
even larger units, it became obvious to the dii-ectors that that
branch of the company's business, while superbly well equip-
ped up to a certain point, would require, if it wag to continue
profitable in the future, to receive extensive additions both
to the works and to the staff. Under existing conditions it

would have taken several weeks to build and equip new
workshops and train new men for the work, and the expendi-
ture would have been very great, involving the issue of
further capital. They had made a friendly business arrange-
ment with the English Electric Co. for mutual support, lie
Stafford works were sold at a valuation made by Mr. Michael
Faraday on behalf of the company, and the valuation showed
a substantial balance over the book figures. Dealing with
the manufacturing 5vork of the company, the chairman said
that owing to the diversion for nearly five years of cable
rnanufacture to war purposes, the demand since the conclu-
sion of peace for submarine telegraph and telephone cables
was very large, and substantial contracts had been completed,
or were still in hand, for both those classes of cable for various
' iovernments and cable companies, among which might be
named the Danish and Norwegian Governments, for whom
they had made special types of inductance-loaded submarine
cables of a larger capacity than any hitherto made, and for
the manufacture of which the plant was specially designed
and erected. For electric light and power cables the demand
was great and was still growing, and their manufacturing
facilities had been employed to the utmost. That had also
occurred in the case of the output required of them for the
development of the telephone service of the Post Oflttce, for
whom they had made and laid cables in a large number of
towns in the Northern and Scottish districts. That contract
had further given considerable employment outside the fac-
tory, as it had necessitated the opening up of the 'thorough-
fares, the laying of conduits and pipes, and the installation
of telephone cables in no less than 50 towns. Like all other
industries they had had special difljculties to face arising
from the ferment in the labour world, affecting, on
the one hand, the adequate and prompt supply of

their raw material which they required in very large
quantities, and on the other, the preparation of tenders
covering manufacture extending over lengthy periods in

a way satisfactory to their shareholders and fair to their

customers. They might claim that those difficulties had
been met and conquered, and as far as lay in their power
their relations with their own employes were maintained
on a friendly and satisfactory footing through the assistance

afforded to their various committee.s. charities, sports club,

&c. Their cable ship " Faraday " after repairing the Direct

United States Co.'s cable in the summer, was employed dur-

ing the autumn and winter carrying freight, but was now
back again on her regular work of cable laying. In reviewing

the business transacted by the cable sales department duruag

the past year, it could reasonabJv he said that the result of

the trading might be considered very satisfactorj', and the

turnover of the department for th^ year had exceeded that

of any pre-war y^r, not only in v.ilue but also in regard to
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the quantity and output. Among the orders secured during

the year, one of particular interest was the contract for the

supply aud erection of the cables for the electrification of

the Great Western Railway from Shepherds Bush to Ealing.

Thev had also been successful in obtaining several large

orders from abroad for extra high tension cables. A very

considerable increase hud taken place in the sale of cable

accessories aud joint boxes, particularly in the latter, and
although that shop was considerably enlarged during the

year it was still kept fully occupied. Several large contracts

had been enteied into with corporations and municipalities

for their requirements in those goods. The trading in rubber
insulated wires and cables showed an increase over any
pre-war year- both in value and mileage, and the sales were
steadily improving. Special attention might be drawn to

their " Stannos " wires, which were now in great demand
all over the kingdom, and another of their manufactures
which called for special mention was ebonite. The quality

of their ebonite had now attained a reputation second to

none, and the demand far exceeded the supply. Steps were
being taken to meet the situation, and they hoped in the
near future to be in a position to satisfy the requirements of

all their cUents. The battery business had been fully main-
tained. The connection which they enjoyed prior to the war
had in the majority of cases been re-established, and the
demand for their batteries was increasing. The construction
of overhead lines for telegraph and power purposes had been
revived, and there was every sign of considerable business,
especially in the construction of power transmission lines. In
the early part of 1919 they had to face the task of diverting
their efforts from the supply of war material to the supply
of those goods for the manufacture of which their works were
originally laid out, and in that they met with the same diffi-

culties as other companies. Raw material was hard to get
and it was oft*n of inferior quality, and output was diminished
by the general compul.sory reduction in working hours. How-
ever, m spite of all those difficulties, and of the long delivery
times which they necessitated, the demand for their producte
was so great as to rapidly fill their order book. Their business
in telegraph apparatus had revived satisfactorily, and con-
tinued as before to be ahnost exclusively for export, their
chief customers being foreign Governments or radnav ad-
ministrations. Their business in wireless telegraph installa-
tions took a considerable step forward during the vear. and
continued to develop .satisfactorily. The Post Office had
placed considerable orders for telephone exchanges, of which
thev had secured a fair share, having booked no' less than
three public exchanges during the year. In conclusion, he
referred to the fact that arrangements had recentlv been
made which would ensure the manufacturing output of their
lamps being doubled in the near future. The increased cost
of labour and raw materials had. he siiid. reduced the net
profits in comparison with the turnover made bv the lamp
department last year to less than half of that reahsed durin"
the preceding year. That fact should appease the minds of
any who, through the sketchy accounts concerning the report
of the Standing Committ.ee on Trusts, which recentlv appeared
in the daily Press, might have formed the opinion that the
company was profiteering in lamps.
Tord Queenborough seconded the motion, which was adopted

without discussion.

Presiding at the annual meeting on
Electrical .Tune 10th. Mr. .Tames Grav, the managin"

Construction director, said the balance of profit and
Co., Ltd. loss account showed a small reduction on

that of last year. Having regard, however,
to the fact that during the two previous vears the worki
had been operatmg up to their full capacitv. there could
hardly fail to be some set-back in profits this vear. due to
reduced horns of labour and the restrictions prevailing as to
overtime &c. The extensions of the works did not add
appreciably to the output during the vear. and the moulders'
strike caused great disorganisation. The eflects of this strike
were still felt, but would, it was hoped, soon be overcome-
and a larger turnover than ever was anticipated, though it
must be kept in view that labour conditions would tend to
modify the effect of the extensions which had been carried
out. Companng the past two vears. the cross profits from
manufacturing and contracting in 1919-30 were i£121 764
and w 1918-19 f121,364. the increase beinc £400 The net
nrofit decreased from f68.&S0 in 1918-19 to £66.169 in 1919-20
Ihese fimires showed that though the gross profit was prac-
tically the same m each of the two vears. the net profit last
vear was f2.D61 less than in the preceding vear. This was
accounted for by an increase of £4.993 in general charge";
though there was a set-off of £1,183 reduction in debenture

"J norit
and mamtenance of plant and machinerv. and also

of ±b9.s additional dividends and interest and transfer fees
Having regard to all the conditions, the results were quite
satisfactorv. The net profits were £66.169. and the sum
brought forward (after nayment of £30.000 exce.ss profits
duty for the year ended March 31st. 1919) was £18 669 mak-
ing a total of £84.839. Referring to various items in the
balance sheet, Mi-. Gray explained that the reference to pro-
ceeds of sale of leasehold property at Milhvall £5 398 con-
cerned premise." which were fornieilv sublet to the Electrical
Power Storage Co., but had since 1916 be^n in occupation of a
shipping company, which had made an offer to purchase and
this had been accepted. " Additions to plant and buOdings

£44,883," included the extension of the works to which refer-

ence had already been made. It consisted of three ba>-s, mea-
suring in the aggregate 330 ft. by 110 ft. The beneficial use of
these was not obtained as early as anticipated, but the whole of

the switchgear department had now been transferred to the
new shops and a greatlv increased output from that de-

partment would be pos.sible. When the shops had been
completed they would be second to none in the country in

lay-out and equipment, both of which were vital to cheap
production. Tiie item shares in allied companies had been
reduced considerably, advant.ige having been taken of favour-

able offers to purchase. The company was not a holding
company, and the proceeds of the sale could be more profitably

employed in its own business. The shares realised a surplus
over their book value, and this was applied in reducing in-

vestments to market value. On the liability side, the ordinary

capital had been increased by the issue made in .^pril, 1919:

the debentures had been reduced by £8.000. The general

reserve, with the present allo<-ation, would stand at £100.000,

equal to one-third of the ordinary share capital. The float-

ins assets exceeded the floating liabihties by £326.918; a most
satisfactory position. With recard to the nayment of excess

profits tax. when the war broke out the manufacturing
electrical industry was emerging from a long period of de-

pression caused by strenuous and unfair foreign competition,

and the excess profits duty had. therefore, weighed heavily

upon the industry in consequence of low pre-war standards.

In the case of their own company, the sums naid in excess

profits duty and munition levies .since their inception, had
exceeded the dividends to the ordinary shareholders after

deducting income tax. It would be difficult to find words
more forcible than those used by the Chan'-ellor of the

Exchequer last year in favour of abolishing the dutv, but

to the surprise of the community he had not only decided

to continue it. but to increase it from 40 to 60 per cent.

Every reasonable person acknowledged that the money had
to be found, and was willing to pay his share, but he objected

to an unfair distribution of the burden. Excess profits duty
was im nosed in a time of stress and served its purpose, but

to continue it was a direct encouragement to extravaaance.

and it would not conduce to increased production, which was
vital to the rehabihtation of the country's finances. The
labour outlook was still uncertain, but their relations witt

their own men were quite satisfactory, and provided there

was no dislocation by strikes or otherwise, they might look

forward with complete confidence to the results of the new
financial vear. The speaker referred to the valuable services

rendered by the staff and workmen durincr the year.

The report was seconded by Sir Henry Mance, and unani-

mously adopted.
During 1919 109 new installations were •

Altrincham connected, making the number of actual

Electrir. Sunoly, consumers 1.940. After providing for de-

Ltd.
' benture interest. Ac. the profit was £6.913.

plus £384 brouaht forward. After paying

the nreferenc dividend, and putting £.i00 to depreciation, a

dividend of 75 per cent, per annum is to be paid on the

ordinary shares for the half year ended December, and a

dividend of -Ds. per share for the vear on the deferred shares.

£.517 is to be carried forward. The revenue for the year was
.somewhat disappointing, as the price that the company wa."

a'ole to charge for ''urrent for domestic purposes was not
commensurate with the in'-rea.sed cost of labour and coal, and
during the fir.st half-year the operation of the Household Phiel

and Lighting Order adversely affected the revenue.

The recovery of industrial activity in the area has been unexpectedly slow.

.Tnd this, in addition to affecting the revenue from existing consumers of

plectrical power, h.^s delayed the completion of new factories being erected

in the district, and to which the company are already supplying a certain

amount of power. When the fresh capital was issued in July. 1919, it was
anticipated th.nt the maior part of it would be required at an early date in

payments for the exten<Hons to plant. It has not vet. however, been possible

to obtain delivery of the major oortion of this, includinij a 2.000-KW. turbo

alternator. .^ large proportion of the new capital has therefore been practi-

cally unproductive, and h-Ts been invested for the time being in 5^ per cent.

Treasury Bills, and the anticipated increased nrofit for the past year has, for

this reason, not been realised. The Broadheath district is continuing to find

favour as a manufacturing centre, and. unless unfortunate set backs occur, the

directors look forward to satisfactory results for the current year's working.

Delhi Electric Tramways & Lightinj? Co., Ltd.—For 1919
the gro.ss receipts of the tramway undertakinff were £15,092.
and those of the electric supply undertaking £.32.498 ; increaaes
of 1| per cent, and 13 per cent, respectively. The tramway
revenue was affected bv the disturbances which occurred in

Delhi in .April. 1919. The combined undertakings show a net

revenue of £30.4-30. i-s compared -nHth £18.010 in 1918. After
providing for general expenditure, debenture interest, depre-
ciation, putting £2. .500 to renewals reserve, and writing £5.000
off preliminary expenses. 7 jier cent., less income tax. is paid
on the preferred and participating shares, and Is. 4Jd. per
share, less tax. on the ordinary shares, and £1.362 is to he
carried forward. Additions to plant amount to £3,073.
Further plant, equipment, aud mains required to meet the
grow'ing demands have been ordered, and the question of
providine for future developments is receiving careful con-
sideration.

Manila Electric Railroad & Lighting Corporation.—Divi-
dend of li per cent, on the common stock for the quarter
ending June.
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United Electric Tramways of Monte Video, Ltd.—The re-

port for the year ended March 31st, 1920, states that the credit

balance for the year to October, 1919 (the fiscal year of the
Uruguayan company), after providing for administration ex-

penses and debenture intere.«t is £86,344, plus £10,669 brought
forward. £4,981 is applied to redemption of debenture sto<:'k

;

£2,500 to redemption of preference and ordinary share capital;

£30,(KX) to renewals and contingencies; 6 per cent., less tax, is

paid on the cumulative preference shares in respect of the
year to September 30th, 1918, and G per cent, is recouinieiided
on the same shares for the half-year to March, 1919, and for

the year to March, 1920; carried forward £7,032. The opera-
tion of the tramway system .showed gross receipts at an ex-
change of $4.7 to the £ of £443,694, an increase of £6;3,394.

The operating expenses were increased by £29,823, leaving
a net increase of £33,571. Passengers carried 54,883,919, an
increa.se of 6,955,313. Car miles run 7,756,6.34, an increase of

718,207. The decrease in cost of fuel has been less than was
hoped for a year ago, while expenditure on repair.?, main-
tenance, and wages has continued to advance.

Calcutta Electric Tramways. Ltd.—Presiding at the an-
nual meeting in T/ondon. on Monday la.st. Sir Henry Kimber.
Bart., said that the capital outlav of the year, £9.671, wag small
aa compared with the increased revenue earned. The traffic

receipts increased by £39,581 on a mileage run increase of 21
per cent. The passengers carried increased by nearly 7 mil-

lions to 50 millions. They were now considering the question
of overhauling the power house witli a view to providing
more up-to-date machinery or other facilities to meet the
growing traffic. In regard to the prospects for the current
year, the traffic receipts continued to improve, the increa^se

to date being over IJ lakhs. In order to meet the growing
morning and evening traffic they had ordered eight motor
'buses, which they hor*d to have ready to start a service
during the latter half of the year. The costs of running were,
of course, much higher than those of the tramwav service,

but the experiment would be closely watched with a view
to the extension of the service if it was warranted by results.

Prospectuses.

—

A. ReyroUe d Co., Ltd.—The prospectus has
been advertised for the issue at par of 160,000 £1 ordinary
shares in this weU-known company of switchgear manufac-
tnrers. The demand for the company's nroduct since the
war has exceeded all previous records, both in quantity and
value. The works at pre.sent cover five acres, and the em-
ploves number nearly 1.000. The proceeds of the present issue

wUl be devoted to completing the extensions and providing
working capital. Very full particulars were given in our
advertising pages last week.
The lists wOl be closed on Saturday. June 19th, but appli-

cations received by post on Monday, June 21st, will receive

consideration.
TT'. Canning d Co., Ltd.—^The list is to close to-morrow,

Saturday, in an issue of 200,000 ordinary shares of £1
each at par, in this corananv, which has been formed
to acquire the old-established business of W. Canning & Co.,

of Birmingham and T.ondon, electro-platers' engineers, manu-
facturers of electro-plnting plant and materials, &c. The
issue will provide additional capital in respect of premises
purchased in Tx)ndon, for exten.sions to meet increa.sing trade,

and to enable the practice of carrying large stocks to be
extended. Particulars of the registration appeared in our
last is.sue (page 757).

Marconi's Wireless Telei^rapli Co., Ltd.—The report for

1919 shows that the credit balance of nrofit and loss account
amounted to £1.220.740. The total distribution on the M
ordinary shares is 25 per cent, for the year, on the preference

22 ner cent., and a bonus of 5s. per share, without reduction

of income tax, is to be paid on the old ordinary shares and
on the preference .shares.

Kali^oorlie Electric Power & Li^litini? Corporation. Lti).—
For 1919 there is a- decreased profit. Tt fell from £10,62'2 In

1918 to £5,4.51 mainly on account of the closin" down of t'le

principal mines by reason of labour troubles. Since the stiike

ended early this year the returns have shown an imprnxe-

ment.

Lewes & District Electric Supniv Co.. Ltd.—Total re-

venue £5,018; working expenses £3,8.56; balance to net re-

venue £1.1.56. .^fter meeting debenture interest. &'.. and
adding £868 brought foi-ward, £600 is put to renewals fund,

and £8.37 is earned forward.

Stock Exchange Notices.—The Committee has sijecially

allowed dealings in the following under temporary regula-

tion 4 (3) :
—

Mather Sc Piatt. I^td .—450.000 ordinary shares of £1 each,

fully paid, Nos, 600,001 to 1,050,000.

La Plata Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—.After meetint;

debenture interest the net profit is £3,024, phis £7,628 brought
forward. Both sums are to be carried forward.

Globe Telegia'ph & Trust Co., Ltd.—Dividend of Us. per

share on the ordinary shares, making 10 per cent, total for the

year.

Lancashire Power Construction Co., Ltd.—Dividend at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum for 1919 on the ordinary

shares.

Ruston & Hornsbys, Ltd.—Dividend on the ordinary
shares at the rate of .5 per cent, per annum. To credit of
employes' aid account, £1,00<); £41,175 to depreciation on
buildings, plant, and machinery; carried forward £37,240.

Companies to be struck off the Register.—The follow-
ing is to be struck off the regi.ster within three months unless
cause is shown to the contrary ;

—
Autoelectric Transmission, Ltd.

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend of 6 per
cent, per annum, less tax, on the preference and ordinary
shares for the half-year.

Howard & Bullough, Ltd.—Final dividend on the ordinary
shares, making 10 i>er cent, for the year. ,£57,207 carried
forward.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Dividend on ordinary
shares for yeair ended March, 1920, at the rate of 20 per cent,

l>er annum, free of tax. To reserve £13,780; forward £18,559.

C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 10 per cent.
per annum, less tax, for the quarter ended June 30th on 10
per cent, preferred ordinary shares.

Provincial Tramways Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend of 8d.
[>er ordinary share.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

The Stock Exchange is troubled with a good deal of selling
from somewhat mysterious sources. Apparently the liquida-
tion emanates from Paris, but it is so persistent and so heavy
that suspicion arises as to whether some, at any rate, of the
sales are inspired near home. The outlook in regard to money
is unchanged, though there does seem to be some awakening
on the part of the Government to the fact that trade w'U be
much better served by eheaiier money than it can be by the
Bank Rate rising. Consequently, optimism is already begin-
ning to talk about a fall, instead of a rise, in the Bank Rate,
though the position is still sufficiently unsettled and obscure
to cause hesitation on the part of investment or speculative
enterprise.

There is a breath of improvement in the issues of the Under-
ground Electric Railways Company, on the assvmaption that
the company is bound to be allowed to put up its fares before
very long, and that when this is done, the enormous volume of

traffic handled will begin to make itself felt. As soon aa
profits do come into the picture, they should be on the sub-
stantial scale, and the speculative investor is prophesying a
retm'n, sooner or later, to the days when the Undergroimd
Company paid 6 per cent, on its income notes. For the next
half-year, or the next few half-years, it may be safely con-
jectured that these Notes wUl receive considerably less than
their proper dividend, but the price, in anticipation of the fare-

raising being conceded, has hardened to oO^, whUe the shares

at 1| are i higher. The shilling shares, on the other hand, are

easier at 4s. 6d..

The talk of serious financial trouble in Paris has caused
Brazil Tractions to recede to 49. Other Brazilian issues are

also duU and heavy, apparently in consequence of the delay

which has occurred in allowing Brazilian companies to raise

their freight rates. The strength of .\nglo-Argentine Tram-
ways is scarcely maintained, the first preference losing 2s. 6d,

of the recent advance, but British Columbia deferred at 49i
and the preferred at 50J are 4 and 2 points higher respectively,

Mexican issues are no better. Indeed the tendency is for them
to slide back, with the exception of Mexico Tramways 6 per

c-ent. bonds, which have gained 2. The Calcutta Ti-amways
raises its dividend from 8i per cent, to 10 per cent., free of

tax. and the price is firm at 7i. The report is an excellent

one. Bombay Electric Tramways preference at 13 are 5s,

lower.
Of the new cable shares. Westerns are 4J, Globes 4i, Eastern

Extensions 4 and Eastern Telegraphs 9s. 6d., with a fair

amoimt of business doing in them all. .\mongst the senior

stocks. Eastern ordinary has given w-ay to 147}. a fall of 3

points, and Easteni Extensions at 14i are 10s. lower, though

Westerns lemain at 15}. Tlie principal excitement in this

market, however, has been another rise in Marconis. the price

putting on 3-16 to 3J. The company's report is exceedingly

good. The dividend is made up to i") per cent, for the year

on the ordinary shares, and these, together with the prefer-

ence, receive in addition a bonus of 5s. per share paid free of

tax. The market has been strong for some two or three weeks

past, and the price has come up from 3 to 3J with .scarcely a

break. The new shares, which rank equally with the old as

soon as the latter have received tlie dividends just declared,

stand at 3|, the same price as the preference sliares, which are

to receive 22 p<^r cent., and the bonus just mentioned. Cana-

dian Marconis are lOs. 3d. and Marines 38s. 9d., the latteor

showing a distinct diainclination to respond to the recent good

report. No particular heed is paid in the Stock Exchange

market to the strike of Marconi operators.
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It may be well to point out that the calculation of the yield
on Marconi shares, in our tabular list, takes no account of the
OS. bonus. The return is worked out on the 25 per cent, divi-

dend only.

Amongst the manufacturing shares, Calleuders have attracted
a little attention and a rise of 1-16, in consequence of the new
issue, while the report shows up well. It is interestini.' to

notice the available balance during the past four years from
1916 onwards, and the annual figures are: £311,444, £207,491,
£232,978, £262,808. For 1913, the year before the war,
Callender's had .£170,000 to di.spose of, and the dividend then
was 15 per cent., the same as it is in respect of the year just

ended, the latter, of course, including the new shares distri-

buted by w;iy of bonus some time ago. Castner-KeUners ire
weak at 3i ex dividend. Babcocks at 2| xd show little change,
allowing for the deduction. Henleys have risen J to f.

Siemen.s at 26s. show recovery of the Is. dividend, while Tele-
graph Constructions are £1 lower at 21 J owing to monetary
conditions.

Electricity Supply shares are unchanged, from Bromptons
to Westminsters. Nobody is taking any interest in them.
The strike which has plunged Melbourne into nightly darkness
failed to influence the price of Melbourne Electric Supply
shares. The rubber share market is quiet to duU, with the
price of fhe commodity once more a trifle below 2s. per Ih.

Armament shares are weak, Vickers and Armstrongs both
giving way on provincial sales. In these, as in many other of
the Stock Exchange industrial departments, business is slow

;

prospective buyers profess that they prefer to wait and see
whether the 60 per cent. E.P.D. will remain, or whether the
continuance of vigorous attacks may force its partial abandon-
ment even at this twentv-fifth hour.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
It should be remembered, in makinof use of the figures appearing
in the following: list, that in some cases the prices are only freneral,

and they may vary aooording to quantities and other circumstances.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES,
Home Electmcity Companies,

Dividend Price
, s June 15, Yield
1918. 1919, 1920, Rise or fall. p.o.

Btomption Ordinary % 19 61 — ^£9 8 2
Oharlng Oross Ordinary .... 4 7 B| — 968

do. do, do 4i Pref , ,.4)4) 31 — 8 8 8
Otaelsea 8 4 3) — 800
City of London 8 10 li — 8 n 10

do, do. 6 per cent, Pief, . . 6 6 n/- — 7 12
Oonnty of London 7 8 8i — 9 17

do do. 6 per oent. Pref, 6 8 ^ — 7 5 6
Kensington Ordinary .... 6 7 41 — 7 16 6
Iiondon Electric Mil 3) IJ — 6

do, do. 6 per oent, Pref, . . 6 8 B — 10
Metropolitan 6 6 92 — 10 8 8

do, 4) per cent. Pref, . . 4) 4) Sff — 8
Bt, James' and Pall Mall .... 10 19 61 — 8 16 10
Bontb London 6 6 9) — 9 12
Bonth Metropolitan Pref 7 7 18/9 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 6 — 10

Telegraphs and Telephones,

Aii(lo-Am, Tel, Pref 6 6 TTi — 7 14 10
do, Det 88/6 U 18 — 8 6 8

Obile Telephone 8 6 6) — •4 18 3
Cuba Sub. Ord 7 7 9J — •7 7 4
Eastern Extension 8 10 14? —1 •6 18
Eastern Tel. Ord B 10 ll7i -8 *6 15 7
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 15^ — *6 7

do. do. Pref 6 6 8* — 7 19
Great Northern Tel. .... 9:1 — Slj — 9 15 6
Indo-European IB 10 85 — 7 3 10
Marconi 96 36 38 -I- vV 6 18
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 13 ^TlrXd — *4 18 4
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7^

' . _ •6 6 8
West India and Piinama . . . . 1/S Nil ^ — Nil
Western Telegraph 8 10 16^ — •& 9

Home Rails,

Central Louden Ord, Assented ..4 4 44) — 8 19 9
Metropolitan 1 IJ 19J _ 6 8 9

do. District .. Nil Nil 16 — NU
UnderCTOund Electric Ordinary.. Nil NU Ij -^ 1 Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 46 -6d. Nil
do, do. Income .. 6 4 69) +1 6 14 8

Foreign Trams, &c,

Anglo-Arg, Trams. First Pref. . . Nil Sit 38 — 4 S 3
do, do, 3nd Pref, . . Nil Nil nj — _
do. do. 6 Deb. . . 6 6 GO +1 8 6 8

Brazil Tractions Nil — i\\ — Q _
Bombay Electric Pref 6 8 13 J 4 10 3
British Columbia Eleo. RIy. Ptoe. 6 6 67) — 8 13 10

do, do, Preterrred 3) 6 ,i04 -f^9 ') 10 6
• do, do. Deferred Nil 8 49J +4 6 18

.. , ^"m ,
^°- ^''^- • • H y 62* - 8 2MeilooTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil ml 284 — NU

do. 6 per oent. Bonds.. NU NU 32) +2 NU
Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil NU 12* — Nil

do, Pref NU NU 191 -2 NU
do, Ist Bonds.. .. NU NU 49J — _

Mandfaoturiho Ooupanies,

Baboock & Wiloox 16 15 SSxd — 'e 14 4
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 lA — 9 8 9
British Insulated Ord 12J 15 ik — 8 2 8
Oallenders 36 1,5 1>, .4. _i ,, ]o n

„ .. 6) Pref 6) 6) 18,9 _ '*
« 18 6

Castner Kelhier 90 17 Slxd —J 6 4 7CromptonOrd 10 — 22/- — 9 1 in
Bdison-Swan, " A " .... 10 — lA _ 8 8

do, do. 6 per cent, Deb, ,. 6 6 79*'" — 6 6')
Electric Oonstruction .. ..10 — 21/- — q in c
Gen. Elea. Pref 6) 6) 18 6 - ? 6

„ ?» Ord 10 _ 32/6 - .6 8
Henley 36 16 12 ^ \ SOB
do. 4iPret 4i 4« to 1' r la S

India-Rlbber.. .

.'

.V W lo' J* 13? T .? U \
Met,-Vlokers Pref — e' 2A — 6 18 r
BlemenaOrd 10 lo" 96/.xd +1/. 7 18 10ITBlemph Oon, .. ..so SO 91) -i .fins

* Dividends paid free of Income Tax,

Tuesday, June 15tli.
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WHERE AMERICA LAGS BEHIND.

[communicated.]

We are so used to having it dinned into our ears that

America is the iiome of every electrical virtue, and has

originated every worth-while improvement and develop-

ment, that it may not be an easy task, to make people

believe that at least one of her feet is formed of un-

substantial clay, or (to employ a more appropriate

simile), of bituminous compound.
In some wajs America is ahead of this country elec-

trically. The natural wealth, large population, and
the important fact that a very big proportion of

American buildings have been erected during the last

30 years, are sufficient to account for the wider use of

electrical service on the other side of the herring pond.

Electrically, America has not had to contend, as we have

here, with a strongly entrenched and admirably or-

ganised gas industry, which has piped every town in

the country, and has established a sort of dingy but

sacred tradition in ninety-nine houses out of every

hundred.
Apart, however, from the question of extent of use,

America lags, in many ways, behind English practice.

Particularly is this so in what may be called the refine-

ments of electric lighting—the little contrivances which

mean so much in the way of convenience and adapta-

bilit}-. With regard to switches, for example, America

is apparently only just realising the superiority of the

tumbler switch for ordinary domestic use. At least,

one must infer this from recent advertising in American

papers, calling attention to a new form of switch, which

can be turned on with the elbow if the hands are other-

wise engaged.

In small houses and apartments, and probably in

some large ones, wall switches do not seem to be used

at all. Instead, the fittings are equipped with pendant

switches which have to be found and operated in the

dark. This has led some clever person to place on the

market phosphorescent pins or tabs which can be at-

tached to the switches. It is extraordinary that, in a

country which is supposed to be teeming with genius,

such alarming stupidity shoiild be exhibited in the use

of electric lighting; that its outstanding advantage of

easy control should go almost unregarded. No doubt

it is a little cheaper to dispense with wall switches, but

cheapness is certainly not the ruling motive of Ameri-

can industry; indeed, the general tendency is to spend

a great deal of money in order to save a little time or

work. As evidence of this, one has only to consider the

enormous sales of electric washing machines at an aver-

age cost of about £40. The onl}- probable explanation

of America's deficiency in wall switches is that people

have simply not realised the, one would have supposed,

evident advantages of being able to control the light

at the entrance rather than at the end of an adventurous

and frequently damaging passage half-way across the

room.

In the matter of wall plugs, too. the American user

of electric light is unfortunately situated. At present

there is a sort of crusade in progress, advocating the

installation of what are called "base-board outlets."

Reading the advertisements and booklets issued in

support of this propaganda, one is forced to the con-

clusion that, in the average American household, small

cooking appliances, fans, portable lamps, A-c, are gene-

rally connected to the lampholders of ceiling fittings.

.\s these lampholders are always of the Edison screw

type, one can imagine the disproportionate amount nf

trouble involved in connecting up, say, a hot-plate or

hair-drier which is only wanted for a few minutes.

One visualises the average American house as being

replete with every conceivable sort of electrical a]i|>li-

ance, from a washing machine to an electric chair for

the removal of superfluous kittens : and if all these

devices are connected to lampholders, our trans-Atlantic

cousins must pass their lives amidst trailing clouds of

flexible cord, using their lamps only on those rare occa-

sions when the holders are not otherwise occupied.

With relief one notes that, as in the case of the switch,

English practice is just beginning to nnd favour, and
that a two-pin wall plug has recently been evolved.

This, if generally used, will probably save a lot of time

hitherto wasted in screwing home the absurd contrap-

tion at present employed. Unhappily, the American
designer, although he had sufficient intelligence to see

somewhat belatedly the advantages of the two-pin idea,

seems to have made rather a bad job of the actual manu-
facture. Instead of providing substantial split pins,

as in the English variety, he went in for thin brass

strips which are bound to crumple up should one miss

the holes at the first plunge.

America prides herself on her progress in the develop-

ment of electric lighting fittings, and certainly in this

respect her complacency is not altogether unjustified.

Even in this department, however, she seems to have
overlooked some of the small conveniences to which we
in this countrj- are accustomed. The counter-weight

pendant, for example, is almost unknown in America ;

yet for certain purposes it is extraordinarily useful.

It seems that the insurance companies are supposed to

have some objection on the score of fire risk ; but, as a

matter of fact, this risk is practically non-existent. At
any rate, the counter-weight is considered, and indeed

has proved itself, to' be entirely safe in this country.

It is possible that the Americans possess certain light-

ing conveniences of which we are as yet ignorant, but

nothing they have could neutralise our advantage in

tlie matter of int<?lligent switch design and location,

and the free use of wall-plugs.

Apart from the lack of certain devices in America,
there is also observable a degree of crudity and bad
workmanship in electrical accessories which would be

quite inconceivable in this country. Of course, many
wiring accessories used in England are poorly made,
but, in comparison with the fragility and unsound con-

struction of the American varieties, they seem to be
almost perfect. The threads of English lampholders.

switches, <fec., for instance, are often a source of irrita-

tion and delay, owing to insufficient tapering, but at

least they are threaded and, once assembled, will re-

main so indefinitely. In the States, however, many
devices, such as pendant switches, are made to fit

together like a cigarette case or blacking tin. That is

to say, there is no thread, the parts being kept together

by the coincidence of a niche and a projection. Sucii a

method of securing (save the mark !) the cover of an elec-

trical device is simply abhorrent to the English mind.
To sum up, it may be said that America has advanced

a great deal more than we have in the variety of its

electrical applications, and in the degree of electrical

saturation achieved in the larger towns. But no single

wiring device has been perfected: while such matters

.as the design and convenient arrangement of switches

and wall-plugs have been almost entirely ignored. The
home of the multi-millionaire may be an Aladdin's cave

of electrical delight, but the ordinary middle-class homes
in America, although they may contain many heating

and cleaning appliances rarely seen in tliis country,

are a long way behind tlieir Englisli "opposite num-
bers " in respect of some of the elementary conveniences

and refinements of electric lighting. In America,
lighting seems to be a cheap and hastily arranged means
of inducing the consumer to use an electric washing
machine. In England, electric ligliting is an end. and
a very excellent end. in itself: althougli we must not.

for that reason, allow ourselves to overlook the economic

necessity of persuading the people of this favoured isle

to use electricity for otiiei- purposes.
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THE DE5IQN OF A SUPER-POWER STATION."

By H. (JOODWIN, Junr., and A. R. SMITH, of the tieneral Electric Co., U.S.A.

Thk genera] ti-mlem-y towui-ds tlie constilitlatiou of existing

power plants and trau.snii.ssiou .sy.steiu.s and the probabLlity

of the eun.'itruction of super-power lines will undoubtedly
Jesuit in the ere<'tion of Jarge generating stations which can

be ojX!iated at praetieally full Joad throughout the year.

Whether suc-h plants he located near coal mines where fuel

is reasonably cieap or in loailities where the transiwrtation

cost of fuel is considerable, the fact that the load factor is

high will justify the construction of a most economical plant.

Apart from the economy of fuel based entirely on its

present value per ton, consideration must be given to its

possible value many years hence. Another fact that is often

lost sight of is that the more coal consumed per kilowatt-hour

the greater must be the capacity of boilers, stokers, and coal

and ash handling facilities; and the greater the steam con-

tlie sign are :
—The more unusual features

High steani pressure, 350 lb.

High superheat, 350 deg. l'\

Independent power .supply for .station auxiliaries.

Air pre-heaters for stokers.

All auxiliaries electrically driven.

Minimum overhead coal storage.

Simplicity of boiler-room building.

Outdoor switchgear lor 66,tK30-volt distribution.

Means of cleaning circulating water tunnels and po.ssible

utilisation of circulating pumps in case of flood.

Tlie ratings of the principal pieces of apparatus are:

—

Seven main generators of 35,000 kw., 0.8 p-f., 43,750 k.v.a.

capacity at 13,'20O volts, 3-phase, driven by steam turbines.

Fig. 1.—A Power Station of 245,000 kw. Plan and Elevation.

smnption the lai'ger the piping, condensers and water tunnels.
In brief, the cost of much of the apparatus that is necessary
only for economic reasons may be largely offset by the re-
duction in cost of the essential apparatus because of the
reduced demands on it.

The design herein desciibed was developed for a particular
condition where some of the fundamental con.siderations were :

High fuel cost, moderately gixid load factor, extreme river
floods, and high voltage underground distribution. This de-

sign is of recent origin, and has therefore not been fully

developed ; consequently some of the apparatus shown, par-
ticularly the boilers, economisers and pre-heaters, are pro-
posed designs.

• Prom the General Electric Review, May, 1920. Abstract.

Seven 45,000-k.v.a. transforuiei- banks for stepping from
generator voltage to 66,000 volts, each bank composed of
three 15,000-K.v.A. single-phase units. One generator and one
transfonner bank are designated as reserve capacity.

Ten underground and two overhead feeders, all at 66,000
volts. The underground feeders will each be composed of

three single-conductor underground lead<-overed cables and
will have an individual capacity of 45.0(X) k.v.a. The over-
head feeder capacity is approximately 10,000 k.v.a. each.

The coal-handling equipment has been designed with the
idea that the bulk of the coal will be unloaded from barges
by means of travelling crane towers at the dock and trans-
ported by two belt conveyors directly to the four receiving

hoppers and crushers. Fig. 1 shows the construction. There
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are no travelling trippers, aa all belts are dead-ended. From
the receiving hopper the coal is delivered directly to the
outside storage or through a. crusher and skip hoist to the
overhead outside bins. These overhead bins are connected
by an emergency belt conveyor so that in case of faOure of

a skip hoist, a crusher, or any part of a receiving hopper
tower, the crushed coal can be transported from the adjacent
overhead bin.

The intention is that one operator located in a control cab
above each receiving hopper will operate the revolving gantry
crane, the crusher, the skip hoist, A-c. Another operator will

be located on each electrically operated larry to transport

and weigh the coal from the overhead liins to each boiler.

The emergency coal storage handled by the locomotive
travelhng crane will be operated only when the excess coal

is being stored or reclaimed.
It will be observed that the revolving gantry crane re-

claims the coal from the circular storage without moving the
bridge; thus, this method is very rapid when recfainiing

coal, although in distributing the coal the bridge will have
to be moved slightly from time to time, but to minimi.se this

movement outside .shoots are shown on the four sides of each
receiving hopper tower. The revolving gantry cranes overlap

so that coal can be transferred from one pile to another.

The design shown can be partially built and extended from
time to time without interfering with operation, or without
changing existing structures.

high price of fuel than by the high load factor. Where the
load is uniform the stokers must have a greater relative

combustion area.

With the use of economisers and preheaters, induced-
draught fans win be necessary because of the increased
draught loss and the low temperature of gas entering the
stacks. These fans might be of the ordinary plate type, or
possibly of the multi-vane type, because the temx>erature is

low and the pressure comparatively high. However, the
induction type of stack employing high-pre.ssure blowers may
be substituted.

Both the induced-draught fans and the stoker blowers are
in duplicate for each boiler, although each would be of only
half the ma.ximuin capacity required per boiler.

Wrought tube economisers of the same construction a.'^

the boilens. that is, with headers inclined with relation to

the tubes, are proposed. The economi.sers will be practically

the same width as the boilers; thus, there will be no change
in the sectional area of the Hue connecting the boiler and
the economisers. The economisers will be cleaned with
steam soot blowers instead of scrapers, and it is anticipated

that there will be no moist .soot deposit because the water
t-ntering the economi.sers will first be heated to 150 deg. or

Ifti deg. with exhaust steam, thus bringing the temperature
well above the dew point of the gases.

Special attention is called to the natural thermo-sipbon
flow of water in both the vertical tubes and the headers,

Fig. 2.

—

Section oi' Boiler House.

It is proposed to dispense with all kinds of ash conveyors,

which are at best troublesome. The a.sh hopper under each
boiler will be of such capacity as to contain Vi or '24 hours'

storage .so that ashes need be removed only once or twice

(luring the day. The ash hoppers will empty directly into

standard railroad cars, which will be hauled by a storage

battery locomotive.
The boilers (shown in figs. 2 and 3) will have a rating of

some l.tJtXJ H.P. or 16,000 sq. ft. of heating surface. The
propo.sed separatioii of the two banks of tubes with the
superheater between is suggested for two rea.sons : First, to

permit using a two-pass boiler and keep the economisers on
the main floor, which means a greater number of tubes in

height; second, to get a high amount of superheat without
an excessive amount of superheat surface. The baffling of

this boiler is simple. All of the heating surface should be
effective, as there are no idle pockets, and the draught loss,

because of the two passes instead of three, will probably be
less in spite of the fact that the boilers may be several rows
of tubes higher than the usual standard.

Four boilers per turbine are shown, but as there will l>e

one spare turbine, there will naturally be four spare boilers.

and some steam may have to be transmitted through the

interconnecting steam header.

The " extra long " underfeed .stoker has been shown, as

the grate area mu.st be commensurate with the increased

heating surface resulting from a very high boiler. In this

case the demand for economy was prompted more by the

and the counter-current flow of the gases and the water in

the economi.sers ; also, to the convenience of piping the feed

water from the headers in the basement through the econo-
misers to the boiler drums.
To avoid internal corrosion of the wrought steel economiser

tubes, it is propo.sed to eliminate as completely as ixissible all

air from the feed water, either in tlie condenser or between
that and the economisers.
The air from each turbo-generator is discharged into a duct

leading from the generator room to the end of the boiler

hou.se. This is shown clearly in lig. ;i The tunnel is

shown in section in fig. 2. The far end of this duct, being
open to the atmosphere, gives a free di.^charge for the
generators in ca.se no blowers are in operation, and any air

required for the boilers over and above that supplied by the
generator will be taken in at this end. From this main duct
the air passes through the heating tul>es in each preheater.

the preheater being divided into two units per boiler to make
a more practical design. With tliis arrangement the boilers

nearest to the turbine room will burn the heated air dis-

charged from the generators, whereas the boilers at the far

end will burn tlie air from outside.

Preheaters have not been in general use in stationarv

plants, although they have been applied for many years on
board ship. If the cost of coal is at all high, they can un-
doubtedly be made to .show a good return on the investment.
On account of the high pressure and high superheat in-

volved, it is proposed to simpUfy the steam piping as much
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as possible. There are no steam headers in the general sense
of the word, but there is a transfer header for equalising
pressures and transferring steam between boiler rooms. The
omission of all steam-driven auxiliaries except the house or
auxiliary turbines, of which there is one for every two main
units, greatly simplifies the steam piping, and materially

reduces the cost of the plant.

should be aiTanged so that either one can be taken out of

service for cleaning or for repairs. This statement applies

most forcibly to the intake tunnels, which invariably fill

up with sand or ."silt. Sluice gates have therefore been diown
connecting between the intake tunnels and a centre chamber.
There is one centre chamber for each main turbo-generator;
thus, any one or all the circulating pumps can get suction

1 cl"j3 u.Lji Cd .!: cga nQ e;

gss^SE^&SS

Fig. 3.—Sectional Pl.an Showino Two Main Sets and

Their Complementary Boilers and .Auxiliary T-drbine.

Fio. 4

There is a group of feed pumps for each boiler room. The
piping, therefore, can be segregated in a most advantageous
manner and the sizes of the pijjes kept very small.

Fig. 4 shows a cross section of the turbine room, and below
this the circulating-water tunnels. On account of the large
fiize of these tunnels it appeared best to divide thein into
two parts. With two intake and two discharge tunnels they

-Sections of Turbine Room.

from either tunnel. In the event of a flood with the water
entering the power station basement, any one or all of the
circulating pumps could pump this drainage by simply <losing
the sluice gates on both sides of any or all of these centre
chambers.
The dischai-ge tunnels are connected together to reduce

the head loss.
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The very high steam temperature involved with .320 dcg. V.
t-iiperlieat at i!'25 lb. gauge at the turbines practi«illy pre-
cludes the use of any small steam-driven auxiliaries, such as
boiier feed pumps, &c. Since the water in the boUers would
be evaporated to a dangerous level in a very few minutes,
were the boiler feed shut off, a most reliable source of power
must be provided for the supply of boiler-feed water. Power
for driving the feed pumps is not considered sufficiently
reliable when supplied from the main bus-bars.

In order to provide a very i-eliable supply of power to drive
all essential station auxiliaries electrically, it is proposed to
use one 2,500-KW. auxiliary or house turbine for each pair
of main turbines. Each hou.se turbine will be provided with
a low jet condenser which will normally produce about lo
inches of vacuum. The circulating water for this condenser
is the condensate from the m.ain units.
The auxiliary power and therefore the load on the house

tm-jjo-generator w-ill not be proportional to the load on the
jnain imits; consequently, with a fluctuating quantity of
circulating water the vacuum will tend to vary through a,

wide range. It is therefore intended that the house alternator
be paralleled with the main bus so that a portion of the
auxiliary load can be shifted automatically or manually from
the house alternator to the main alternators to maintain a
constant vacuum under aU conditions. This electrical inter-
connection would be so made that a drop in potential or a
lowering of the frequency, due to disturbances on the main
system, would automatically disconnect the two and keep
the auxiliaries connected to the house alternators.
In (ii-der to ]5rovide for a constant flow of water through the

condenser of the house turbine, .some of the water may Re
recu-culated. In other words, if a condenser is designed for

a. quantity of water equivalent to J load on two main units
and only one main unit is- in operation, the circulating pump
for the house turbine cf)ndenser will recirculate, half of the
water. This condenser obviously serves as a feed-water heater.
The tank shown ,iust in front of the condenser (fig. 4) is a
storage or sm'ge tank for the boiler feed supply. This per-
forms an important function, because it is impossible to feed

the boilers at the same rate as the condensate is being re-

turned from the main condenser^. This surge tank there-
fore equalises the discrepancy and prevents overflowing of

hot distilled water and the use of excessive cold, raw, or
treated water.
The main condensers are of ordinary standard design, each

being supphed with two chculating pumps, two hot-well
pumps, and two air pumps. The hot-well pumps are each
of full capacity. The others are of half the maximum capa-
city. It is expected that with a reasonably tight condenser
system only one air pump will have to be ooerat<^d at a time,

and in case of very cold water one circulating pump will be
sufficient. One circulating pump may give 60 per cent, to

70 per cent, of the capacity of two pumps, due to the reduc-
tion in condenser and pipe friction resulting from the reduced
flow of water.
The conden,sers wOl be mounted on springs to take care

of expansion and to avoid the introduction of an expensive
and undesirable expansion joint between the turbine and the
condenser.

All of the power supply for the less essential auxiliaries,

such as cranes, coal lon-ies. conveyors, lighting, miscel-

laneous pumps. &c.. will be from transformers connected to

the main bus and supplied through a switchboard located in

the first gallery. .Ml the es.sential auxiliaries, such as cen-

denser pumf)s. feed pumps, blowers, etc., will be controlled

from switchboards located on the main turbine room floor

at each auxiliary turbine. The operator at the switchboard
will have immediate control of all the turbine-room auxiliaries

within his vision and the control of the supply of power to

all of the boiler-room auxiliaries supplyinc that particular

section of the turbine room : thus, there will be four switch-

board operators on the turbine room floor in addition to the

main switchboard oiierators in the galleries.

ECONOMICAL SUPPLY OF ELECTRIC
POWER IN THE UNITED STATES.

[To be continued.)

British Canals.—The Development Department of the

Sheffield Corporation is pursuing its programme of canal de-

velopment, and is now making representations to the Ministry
of Transport for the improvement of the canal s,v.stem linking

Sheffield with the Humber ports. The interest of Rotherham,
Doncaster, Mexborough, and Thorne traders has been .s<:'cureii.

and it is hoped that the necessary pres.sure may be placed upon
the Government to secure the carrying nut of the scheme.
The propo.sal put forward is that the Sheffield and South
York.shire Navigation shall be acquired by the Government
or another public authority and that the canals which link

the South Yorkshire industrial area through the Trent and
Ousr with the Humber shall be widened and deepened to

enable boats drawing 7 ft. of water and having a capacity
of 110 tons to be used without the- need of transhipment.
The estimated cost of the improvement scheme is £1.7.50.000.

and to this has to be added the purchase price for the Sheffield
and South Yorkshire Navigation Co.'s Waterways.

—

The
Times.

A Sl/fek-power Zone.
The proposal that a .super-power zone be created in the U.S.A.m a sMtion of the North-East Atlantic seaboard, calls for the
electrification of the railways and industries in this congested
district, and for the installation of comparatively few large
generating stations to economically supply the necessary elec-
tric power. This plan, and .some of the engmeenng problems
It involves, were pre.sented at the mid-winter convention of
the American I.E.E., held at New York in February last
in the torm of a symposium, by ten of the leading consulting
tlesigning, and iwwer-plant engmeers, and discu,s.>^d bv anumber of others. The following details of the .scheme "are
ab.stracted from Power. Mr. W. S, Murray briefly outlined
the plan as providing a means by which a present estimated
plant capacity ot 17.000,000 h.p.. divided into 10,000.000 for
industrial purix)ses and 7.000,000 for the railroads, in a region
4o0 mi es long, between Boston and Wa.shington and ext?nd-nu inland from the coast 1.30 miles, now operated with a
load factor not exceeding 1.5 per cent., could be lifted to a load
tactor greater than 50 per cent., and a means bv which one
k- .^^' i'*''^"''^

''" ^^'^ "'"'•1^ "^ *"'«. anfl the railroads
within the aliove zone and thos*. carrymg coal into that zone
would be relieved of transporting one-half of the amount
required tor power and litthting purposes. The value ofmachine cap.aeity from a utilisation standpoint would be in-
creased from threefold to fourfold, and coal resources for the
purpose narned would be conserved twofold. This means that
a present plant capacity of 17.000.000 H.r. can be replaced bv

^%^'!L^?''^'' ^^^. .5,.50O,00O H.P.. and that not less than
.i(i,(AK_>,(W» tons of coal per annum can be saved, which at $5
per ton will represent $150,000,000 per year

Besides the foregoing .savings, two great departments ofeconomy will be created; one applying both to the railroads
and industries, in the reduced cost of maintenance of machi-
nery, and the other applying to the railroads alone in the
reduction of tram miles. It is estimated that these latter
economies will effect a .savincr of another $150,000,000 annually
thus making a saving of $.300,000,000. The foregoing are the
direct savings as estimated from data collected from actual
past operation o fthe specific order contemplated to be put
into force m the zone under consideration.

'"nils plan offers immediate relief from the pre.sent intoler-
able congestion of our railroads bv automatically increasing
rail capacity without increa.smg track mileage, and reducing
power equipment to a minimum; the present cargo snace now
required for indu.stnal coal will be cut in half; train equip-ment in all classes will have its .service practicallv doubled
and the present steam-power equinment, replaced bv elec-
trical equipment, can be transferred to other divisions where
it IS so vitally needed."
Mr. W. L. R. Emmet pointed out that " the best steam-

turbine station equipment, operating under favourable con-
ditions, can deliver a H.P.-hour in the form of electricity with
an expenditure of one pound of coal, where four pounds are
required to deliver a H.P.-hour to the draw bar of a good
locomotive. While the comparison of efficiency between the
large power station and the smaller engine or turbine equip-
ment used in small stations and isolated plant is le.sg striking
than that with the locomotives, it is nevertheless hifhlv
unfavourable to the small plant."

°

Mr J. P. .Johnson expressed the opinion that " Reliability
w-ould have to be the fir.st aim of the designer. Generatm"
stations of some 200,000- to 300,000-kw. capacitv. employing
generatmg units of some 60,000- to 75,000-Kw. capacitv. each
operated on .steam conditions of 300-lb. pres.sure. 200 dec F
superheat, and 29 in. vacuum referred to a barometer of
30 in., would involve no difficulties of design, construction,
or operation, and from such stations a steam consumption
rate of 10 lb. or less per KW.-hour and a total station rate of
less than J.5 lb. of good quality coal per KW.-hour output
should be obtained."

'^-nrJJ;
^'' ^^'^^ '"'"''^

•
" ^" '"'"i.v generators of from .30.000

to .-)0.000_ K.v.A. are at pre.sent in operation, giving satisjfac-
tory service, that there need be no hesitancy in considering
generators as large as thase now in use or larger. The
ixitential of the.se generators should be within the" limits of
our experience: that is. not above 13.200 volts, and preferably
lower, if this does not cause inconvenience in the lines leading
from the generators to the step-up transformers. The losses
may be expected to be less than 2 per cent, of the output
of the machine. On account of the great capacitv of the
lines in such a larce sy.stem, there raav be some advantages
in the use of induction generators. Roughly, the size of
induction gener.itors would probably he from 25 to 30 per
cent, larger than a synchronous generator and the cost of the
machine in proportion."
Mr. F, T>. Newbury's point of view was that " the generat-

ing element in (he proposed system does not involve anything
new or untried, .^ny probable station could he designed
with steam or electric generating units of a size now available
Suppo.se we assume a station of .300.000 to 500.000 kw. total
capacity. We have available single-.shaft generating units up
to lO.CXXl KW, w-ith generators of .50,000-k;v..\. capacity. The
preferred speed for such units would he 1.200 r.p.m., fiO

cycles. Eight to twelve such units would give the assumed
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tutal .station i-iipacitv. There have been developed and built

triple-shaft compound units of fiO.OOO Kw. Five to eight

such units woyld constitute as large a- station as has be^n

suggested. All the generating units referred to are actually

conservative in size, and by no means represent the largest

unit of the speed in question that could be designed."

From a consideration of data available on railway oiieration,

Mr. W. B. Potter draws the conclusions that " of the whole

mileage included in the zone, a not very large proportion has

been electrified. The traffic within the zone now handled

bv steam locomotives, if handled elec-trically, would require

ail average output of less than 7-50 .(XK» kw.. and if produced

entirely by loabburning electric power stations, would reduce

the coal requirements for transportation purposes from

'il.OOO.OCHi to 7,(_)00,000 tons annually. As a certain proportion

of ele<-tric power would be produced from hydraulic power

stations, this coal requirement would be reduced in proportion

as advantage is taken of hydraulic operations. The reduction

in cost of maintaining the motive power units would be a

large amount, which, estimated from the locomotive mileage,

would be of the order of $l-5.000.(tOO or more annually.

Mr. Philip Torchio discussed the relative values of water

versus steam-power development, and said: "The Western
States. Mountain, and Pacific, have resources in both coal

and water to meet indefinitely all the heat and power re-

quired from either source of supply, the pot-ential w;ater

powers alone being large enough to supply over six time^

all the heat and power requirements in 191-5. The other

States, with corresponding heat and power requirements

forty time? greater than the Western States, have actually

."^mailer resources in coal and potential water power, the latter

capable of supplying only S per cent, of their total heat and

both voltage and frequency making the problem involved,

and illustrated this point by experience during the war,
when New Jersey was ehort of power, and in New York
City lOO.fKXi n.r. was available, but could not be connected
with New Jersey's power system on account of a difference of

2J cycles between the two systems; this difference, however,
no longer existed, since the New York Edison Co. had re-

cently changed the frequency of its system from 62i cycles

to 60 cycles. Mr. Lieh laid great .stress on the necessity of

continuity of service, and said that in a community like New-
York City, the seriousness of interrupted service, even for

a short time, would be impossible to exaggerate.

REVIEWS.

Mat Show-isg the Proposed Super-poweb Zone.

power requirements. It follows, then, that these States must
mdefinitely. as far as present human knowledge can foresee,

depend upon the use of coal to supply the great bulk of these

needs. The.se States, compai-atively so deficient in water
powers, consumed in 1915 .5-28.000,000 tons of coal, about one-

half for generating power and one-half for generating heat.

They obtained an average eificiency from coal of 5 per cent,

for the power and 50 per- cent, for the heat."

In a comparison of the cost of steam power plant and
hydroelectric developments, Mr. Torchio pointed out that the

former cost about one-third to one-quarter that of the latter,

consequently one dollar invested in steam plant would make
available several times more power for industries than a

dollar invested in hydroelectric plant. The author urged

development of water powers esi')ecially in connection with

electrochemical and metal refining processes using immen.se

amounts of power continuously, where the net cost of hydi'o-

electric power may be considerably less than steam power.

Mr. Percy H. Thomas assumed a transmission line extend-

ing from Law'rence, Mass.. to Washington, d.c, operating

at 250,000 volts, with tap lines running to the various sources

of powder and large centres of power consumption, and showed
that it was within the scope of present engineering practice

to constnict and operate such a system. (See Elec. Eev.,

Sept. 19th. 1919, p. 371.)

Mr. J. W. Lieb called attention to the fact that an adequate
power supply was one of the most important economical

problems before the nation at the present time. The engineer

should view the problem with a broad national outlook, and
not make the mistake of the railroads by a battle over the

different systems. The speaker referred to the question of

ir/rp/fss Transmission of Phoiographs. By MaeCDS J. M.ARTIN.

Second edition, revised and enlarged. 1919. 143 pages.

London : Wireless Press, Ltd. Price 5s. net.

This book should prove of interest to two classes of readers.

To the serious worker engaged in endeavouring to produce
a commercially efficient method for the transmission of photo-

graphs by wireless telegraphy it gives an up-to-date account
uf the work which has already been done in this field, and
suggests the lines along which progress might most profitably

be made. On the other hand, to the amateur, who is. per-

haps, not sufficiently trained in mathematics and physics to

cany out quantitative experiments with wireless gear, and
who finds, after he has constructed his

ordinary wireless apparatus and used it

for a little while, that his interest in

the subject has begun to flag, it offers a
new field in which his inventive talents

and mechanical ingenuity can have full

play, and of which he will be long in

exhausting the possibilities.

The book is divided into five chapters,

to which are added three appendices.

In the introductory chapter a brief

account is given of the work which has
already been done in the tran.smission of

photographs over land-lines and cables,

and of the difficulties which are met
with due to the retaiding effect of the

capacity of the line. The second chapter
deals with transmitting apparatus, and
the third with receiving apparatus used
for sending photographs by wireless

telegraphy.
The problem of driving the trans-

mitting and receiving gear in synchron-
i.siu with one another is discussed in the
fom-th chapter, while in the fifth chap-
ter a description is given of the " Tele-

phograph," a system for the transmis-

sion of photogi-aphs by wireless tele-

graphy devised by the author. In addi-

tion, this chapter contains some useful

information on the Nemst lamp, and on
photographic films.

Appendix .\ deals with the construc-

tion and action of the selenium cell. In
appendix B detailed instructions are

given for the preparation of the photographs on metal plates,

bv which the actual transmission is controlled, and in appen-

dix C a brief outline is given of the theory of the action of

lenses as used in photography.
, _

We notice, on page 57, when describing the receiving ap-

paratus, in
' which the final reproduction of the image is

brought about by means of a Bain chemical recorder, that

the author expresses surprise that the point of the iron stylus

used as the electrode shows signs of wear after it has been

in use for some time. He remarks that " no explanation of

this peculiarity on the part of the stylus can be given, as

there is nothing very corrosive in the solution used, and the

pressure of the stylus upon the paper is so slight as to be

almost negligible." We do not think that any of our readers

with a knowledge of the elementary facts of electrolysis will

share in the author's wonderment at the wearing away of

the stylus

!

There is very little else in the book which we have to

criticise. The printing is good, the descriptions of the various

pieces of apparatus and the diagrams are clear, and anyone

with a small work.^hop at his disposal should be able to make
most of the apparatus required to carry out experiments in

this fascinating branch of wireless telegraphy.

Graphical and Mechanical Compufaiion. Bv Joseph Lipk.\,

Ph.D. London : Chapman i Hall, Ltd. Price 18i. 6d.

This book describes how to draw up alignment charts (also

called nomographic chart? or abaci) of all types, and should

be of use to engineers and designers whose work entails the

solution of equations or formulae such as Hazen's for the
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velocity .(' water flowing in piin-.-, n = c /x""' (^l-jl)" ', where
u = the velocity, fi = hydraulic mean depth, A = height,

J = length, /i/l= slope of pipe; c is a constant depending on the
material of the pipe. To calculate u numerically, c, fn, and h/l
being given, is laborious. If a nomographic chart is drawn,
the values of any two quantities can be read off at once when
the other quantities are given.

The author explains how variou.s tyi^es of chart, i.e., plain,

Z V, &c.. can be drawn. Twenty-nine detailed charts are
given, such as those for giving deflection of beams, adiabatic

expansion of ga.ses, flow of water according to various for-

mulae, discharge of gases through an orifice, h.p. transmitted
by belting, ttc. Chapter 1 deals with scales, ordinary sUde
rules, log—log rules, circular slide rules. &c. Chapter II deals

with log paper and solution of equations by co-ordinate paper;
some of the methods of solution and types of graph are seldom
used or mentioned in the Engli.sh technical Press. Chapters
III, IV and V deal with nomographic charts; this forms the

most important portion of the book.

The well-known chart for tinding the combined i-esistance

of two or more parallel resistance paths is given on pages 41

and 104.

To assist engineers in drawing up charts, two sheets of

transparent paper, one with uniform scaling and with square
root scaling and one with log scaling are enclosed in the book.
These types of scaling can thus easily be marked off on lines

.less than 2-5 cm. long, and charts can be quickly made. On
page 107 the author explains the derivation of charts with
curved lines, representing formulas such as q=3.33 (b— 0.2/i)

h^'- where Q = quantity of water, B = width of weir, /i = head
of water. Many examples are worked out, and many exercises
are given for students t-o practise upon.
Chapter VI de.scribes the deduction of empirical formulae to

represent observed data, and the determination of suitable
con.stants either by .selection of particular points, or by aver-
ages or by the method of least squares. The figures showing
typical parabolas, hyperbolas, exponential curves, and y = x
(a-l-6x) curves, may be of ut.e in suggesting a solution to
engineers who are not familiar with the asiject of such curves,

when they are trying to find the law of a curve to represent
a set of phy.sical ob.servations.

^

On page 1.52 ff. the derivation of constants in equations of

the form y = a -f *.; -I- c e"", and i/=a e^, -(- c «<", is described
exhaustively.

.\t the end of Chapter VI are 47 examples, observed values
of data from various engineering tests are quoted (along with
the type of law underlying theui in some ca.ses). The .student

has to deduce the numerical values of the constants for him-
self. These exercises will be valuable for students. Chapter
VII deals with the derivation of numerical coefficients of

periodic curves by means of Fomier's .series. References are

given in other papers and books on the subject and to

mechanical harmonic analysers, two of which are described in

fair detail.

Chapter VIII deals with interpolation, by graphical estima-
tion, by the use of successive differentiation and then by
Newton's interpolation formula, and I^agrange's formula.
Chapter IX deals with numerical integration and differentia-

tion, and mentions various meclianisms for performing such
work. This subject is more widely known than the alignment
charts dealt with in the earlier portions of the book, but
should be of considerable use for reference when dealing
graphically with the results of tests and observations.

It might have been convenient if in addition to footnotes,

references to books had been collected in one place ; the index
though fairly complete, might have a few- additional entries
giving directly the reference to charts, viz.. " water flow,"
or "flow of water." pages .58. 109. &c.. instead of only being
referred to under "Charts."

—

k. B. Eason.

Kdiicaiion and Training for the Electrical and Allied En-
gineeriny Industrie.^. Pp. 64. 1920. London: Edwin
-Aj-nold. Price 3s. Od. net.

This little book is the Report of the Education Committee
of the British Electrical and .\llied Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, wiiich was appointed during the war by the Council of
the Association with directions t-o consider the whole subject
of technical education in the electrical and allied indu.stries.

and to suggest a uniform system. The committee consisted
of ten representatives of various sections of these industries,
of whom the chairman was Mr. .\. P. M. Fleming, C.B.E..
who has for several years shei)herded the apprentices of what
is now the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

- pie w(.)rk occupied a little less than two years, and when
it is considered that nearly every manufacturing firm of im-
portance has devoted a great deal of thought to this important
question, and that many have taken action, necessarily in-
dependent, on the lines which appeared be.st to themselves,
it will be agreed that the co-ordination of this " immense
amount of unrelated work " (to use the \\ords of the preface),
and its presentation to the public in permanent form, has
been accomplished in a remarkably short space of time.
The individuals who are intended to be broucht within the

scope of the scheme are classified into: (1) Trade apprentices-
(2) engineering apprentices; (3) student apprentices; and (4)
research apprentices. The.se. are to be trained respectivelv
to become : (1) Skilled workmen, foremen. &c. : (2) members
of engineering, commercial, erecting, drafting, testing, or

other .staffs; (3) senior officers of the same .stati.s; and (4)

members of the research staff.

The several classes of apprentice are to be drawn from dif-

ferent classes of educational establishment, ranging from the
primary school to the university, and at various ages between
14 and 22 years. The research apprentices would be .selected

from the student apprentices, and given a post-graduate re-

search cour.se.

The importance of careful selection is duly emphasised, and
the organisation of games, so that team-work in after life

may not be unfamiliar, is recommended. It is pointed out
that practical training is a vital nec-e.ssity in every case.

The situation as regards scholarships is surveyed, and re-

commendations are made that more .should be founded. This
is in agreement with th*- policy we have for many years advo-
cated, and we feel that if the industry in general, and the
Briti.sh industry in particular, is to make the strides which
in the whole world's interest it oucht to make, it !.<) an
essential condition that in no case shall talent be withheld
or diverted by reason of tho lack of pecuniary support for its

develfipment.

The committee has arrived at a somewhat strange conclusion
in paragraph 6-5, page 4-3: "Hitherto the scholarship system
in (ireat Britain has been directed almost exclusively towards
encouraging students to enter the so-called learned professions
—law. medicine, teaching, and the Church. Scholarships
founded in recent years for the express purpose of encouraging
tho.se engaged in industry to obtain technical training have
frequently merely provided reci-uits for the staffs of technical
institutions and universities." No doubt evidence was brought
before the committee which appeared to iustify this view,
but there are very many individuals engaged in indu.stry who
owe their technical training entirely to the facilities provided
by scholarships. It is. of course, only to be expected that
the older branches of learning should be more adequately
provided for in this respect, but w-e think it highly probable
that the technical engineers engaged in industry who are
.scholarshi]) men outnumber considerably the whole of the
technical teachers of the country. The proportion of scholar-
ship-trained teachers is doubtless higher than the proportion
of scholarship-trained engineers, but this does not prove the
accuracy of the committee's conclusion, and we should like
to see more of the facf.s—if anv—on which it w-as based.
With the recommendations for a uniform system -we are

in cordial agreement, and the B.E.A.M..^^. is to be con-
gratulated on having produced a report which, if acted upon,
will exercise a great influence on the future of our industry.

Principles of RadiotelegTaphy. By C. M. J.iNSKV. London

:

Hill Publishing Co. Price 8s. 6d. net.

This is a. well-c-ompiled work of some '236 pages and 179
illustrations in eleven chapters. The general get up is in
accordance with the usual high standard of the McGraw-Hill
Co. The opening chapters deal with elementary electric and
magnetic principles, tersely but quite eft'ectively". The subject
of electric waves is reached in Chapter V. and is dealt with
in a w-ay that is calculated to appeal well to students. The
method of explanation of waves as pulses throw-n along
electric strain hnes in a field of force is. however, open to
.some criticism.

_
and perhaps rather dangerous to students.

The strength of an electric field is. in general, proportional
to the inverse cube of the distance from the charge, whilst
wave intensity is only as the inverse square. Wave energy
travels to distances and reaches positions from which the
electric hnes are completely cut off. Wave motion along
the electric lines is therefore not a good explanation. Ele-
mentary altei-nating current theory is dealt with in Chapter
VI, and the remaining chapters deal with subjects which may
be properly regarded as immediately concerning radiotele-
graphy. The distinguishing ciaracteristics of different
methods and systems of wireless telegraphy are fairly well
treated, but expressions occur occasionally which require
modification. For instance, on page 182, the energy radiated
per second from an antenna is said to be 14.3 KW. "

ITie final
chapter deals satisfactorily with the vacuum tube as a re-
ceiver and amplifier, though the author seems to be rather
over iinbucd with the electron theory of electric currents
without adequate grounds.—J.E.T.

Iron Losses In A.C. Fields.—It is not always possible
to eliminate all iron parts from high-frequency apparatus.
The losses in iron exposed to such fields have been examined,
according to the German Physical Society, by producing the
field in a coil into the field of "which iron parta
could be brought. The coil and iron parts were im-
mersed in a calorimeter for the determination of the losses.
It w-as found that placing a sheet of iron of 31.5 rara. diameter
and 2.fi mm. thickness in front of one end of the coil lli mm.
from tlie end of the coil increa.sed the effective resistance of
the coil to 2.3 times its value without the iron, and the inser-
tion of an iron tube of 3 cm. diameter and 2.6 mm. thicknesa
into the interior of the coil increased the effective resistance
seven-fold. The coating of the sheet of iron with a deposit of
0.3 mm. of copper, or 0.1 mm. of zinc eliminated the additional
losses completely.—Tfc/inira? Revietv.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS FOR MAY, 1920.

LiNirtD HLtcrmc

The May returns of electrical business show considerably increased
values in the export section, as compared with the previous month,
and an increase of, roughly, £50,000 on the March total of
£1,102,781.
The electrical exports for May reached the total value of

£1,1.50,234, .as compared with £940,011 for April, an increase of
£210,'J20. This excellent result is larjrely accounted for by the
increase in insulated wire exports of £147,000; telephone and
telefrraph cable aud apparatus, £40,000 ; and electrical groods,

£35,000 ; while batteries, meters, and lamp exports reached
higher values than in April, machinery exports fell off in value to
the extent of about £40,000.
The electrical imports for the mouth were v.ilued at £193,255,

as comp.ared with £189,597 for April, decreases occurrrner in
batteries, machinery, and telegraph aud telephone imports, but in
other directions increased values obtained.
The re-exports for May at £18,699 show a slight increase on the

previous mouth's total of £15,494.
The total weight of electrical machinery exported during the

month amounted to 697 tons, as compared with 1,102 tons in
April, and 809 tons in May, 1919, and 2,347 tons in May, 1913.

Values op Electrical Expobts and Imposts for May, 1920.

Exports. IraportB. Re-exports.
Electrical goods and apparatus )

413,350
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The report of the directors of the Comps^ie Frantjaise

pour I'Exploitation des Procodes Thnrason-Housfcon states

that 1910 was a year of transition, and the reorganisation

of the whole of the works wliich was proceeded with after

the fusion with the Eclairage Electrique, had not taken

place ivithout some inconvenience in the activity of certain

departments. During the year the company continued to

clear up pre-war orders which had not been settled, and

with the spirit of conciliation shown by all parties, it had

been possible to bring them to a satisfactory issue in nearly

all cases, without legal proceedings, and without excessive

sacrifices. After referring to the capital augmentation from

120 to 200 millions of francs, the report approaches the

question of exchange, particularly with the United States,

in consequence of the company's purchases from the General

Electric Co. It mentions that the rise in exchange might

be followed by a very onerous burden on the French com-

pany for t!ie purchases made for its own account, and much

more still for its customers. I»esirous, indeed, of not

running any risks, the directors adopted the principle of

fixing their sale prices for American material almost always

in dollars. Thanks to the co-operation of their New York

friends, who endeavoured to spare them this injury, and

who understood that the exorbitant rise in exchange could

not fail to be seriously prejudicial even to the United States

by rendering exports more and more difficult, the French

company had been able to carry through successfully an

important credit transaction in dollars for a period of five

years. It was hoped that in the course of this period the

improvement in the public financial situation would permit

both the company and its customers to pay off the debts

under conditions which were less onerous than those existing

at present.

After referring to the previously announced programme

for the organisation and extension of the different works,

the report stated that the work was being pushed for-

ward as actively as possible, having regard to existing

difficulties. The investigation services, centralised and

reorganised, had devoted their attention to the standardi-

sation of the constituent parts of the company's manu-

factures, particularly production in bulk, in order to increase

the output and reduce prices. They had developed the

study of large alternators up to 25,000 kw., transformers

of 15,000 KW., and pressures up to 120,000 volts

;

high-tension apparatus, motors and apparatus specially

intended for the equipment of Rumanian oil wells, and

new ventilated motors for tramways. Special attention

was also paid to the study of plant for the electrifica-

tion of the French main railway lines, and the technical

co-operation of the General Electric Co. was assured, as

b'eing infitiit'ely pre'ci'ous in the case of all this spA-a'al pTatit

[801]
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and the organisation of its manufacture. Pafisins; on from

details of the various sales departments and the orders

received, the directors stated that several large schemes in

which they were co-operating were under examination,

including the proposed installation of electric haulage on

the canals of the Marne to the Rhine, extending over 217

miles. Concerning the projected electrification of various

French railways and the conclusion reached to adopt the

high-tension direct-current system as being the most sui -

able on main lines, the directors mentioned that this was

the conclusion which they themselves had maintained for

years past in agreement with the General Electric Co. The

complete experience which the American company possessed

nf the construction and working of plant of this type would

place the French company in a favourable position when

the time arrived for the realisation of this great enterprise.

M. Charles Laurent, chairman of the company, addressing

the shareholders at the recent annual meeting, referred at

some length to the question of coal and coa! prices and

tn the situation of England in this respect. If it was

necessary for us to economise in the consumption of

coal, he submitted that it was all the more essential for

France to do so, seeing that her coal resources were

extremely limited. It was necessary to substitute for coal

other fuels as far as possible, as, for instance, mazout and

petroleum, but the future salvation of the country lay in

the utilisation of white coal—this source of inexhaustible

energy which was offered by the mountains, the torrents and
the rivers over a large portion of the territory, and which it

was only essential to collect in order to serve the needs of

industry, agriculture, transport and large centres of popu-

lation. The company was particularly well situated for

taking a large share in the execution of this great work.

In conclusion, the chairman paid a warm tribute to the

French soldiers for having driven back the German hordes,

and for now having given the same answer— <>it m pnsse

pas—to the new enemy which had risen before them,
namely, revolution, anarchy and Bolshevism.

Our comments on this subject, in our

UniStT? ^*^"® °^ '^^^ "*'^' ^^^® 'wrought us a

letter from ^h. F. Peake Sexton, which

will be found in our "Correspondence" columns to-day.

The letter is charmingly inconsequential. Having demon-

strated, to his own satisfaction, that the University of

London does not fulfil our ideal, our correspondent invites

our support for the claim of the Imperial College of Science

and Technology to rank as a university. But " two blacks

do not make one white "
; he has not met our case in the

least, for his argument, if well founded, merely shows that

the TTniversity of London, like the Imperial College, ought

mf to rank as a university.

However, his argument, or rather his contention, is not
well-founded. Whether our views with regard to the
functions of a university are " slowly dying out" or not is

a matter of opinion, which we need not discuss, but the
extent to which the University of London fulfils our ideal
is a question of fact, and we happen to possess exceptional
opportunities of knowing the facts in this connection. Mr.
Sexton himself admits that the cultural facilities for which
we contend " may be found " in some of the " recognised
schools" of which the Imperial College is one group ; we
know that it is found in the constituent Colleges of the
University, some of which are seething with social and
intellectual activity, outside the class-rooms. The handicaps
under which the University labours—widely scattered
colleges, lack of funds, and that worst handicap of all, its

situation in a city so vast that the residential suburbs are
remote from one another and from the Colleges—hinder it

from attaining the efficiency in this respect that can be
justly claimed by most other universities ; but steps are
being taken to remove such of these disadvantages ^s ap§

capable of removal, and even now there is a striking contrast

between the social amenities of the constituent colleges of

the University and those of the Imperial College. At work,

the latter is unrivalled ; at " play "—the play that culti-

vates the best qualities of a man, or woman, as no course of

study can do it—it is literally not in the running.

But it was not, and is not, our aim to champion the

cause of the University, which is well able to look after

itself ; we asked, quite explicitly, whether the Imperial

College, if granted a charter, would undertake to become a

university in fact as well as in name, and we have had no
answer. As Mr. Sexton says :

—" Here we have a large

group of colleges combined for the purpose of technical

education "—and they fulfil that purpose exceedingly well.

But that is all.

Incidentally, we may note that Manchester University is

experiencing a difficulty of similar origin but different

nature. The College of Technology, originally established

by the Corporation for Technical Training, has become the

Faculty of Technology in the University of Manchester ; it

has earned a high reputation, and there are so many candi-

dates for the degree course that, as reported in our last

issue, the Education Committee has found it necessary to

limit the number in order to leave room for the local tech-

nological students who do not aim at the degree.

The incident illustrates the intensity of the modern demand
for scientific training in both categories, and the only right

solution, to our mind, is to provide accommodation sufficient

for all comers in our educational institutions.

A SHORT time ago Herr Walter

h!
Rathenau, addressing the shareholders

(iermanv
"

''''^ ^ special meeting of the A.E.G.,

referred in strong terms to the enormous

prices charged for raw and semi-finished materials, and

remarked that they were living under the dictatorship of the

heavy industries, meaning the coal and iron and steel

industries. Since then various German newspapers have

taken up the challenge on behalf of the heavy industries,

but the best statement on the subject probably is that

which has just been published giving a comparison of the

A.E.G. list-prices early in 1914 and in 1920. . The figures

are of such interest as to be worthy of being set out

prominently. They are as follows :
—

A.E.G. List-prices in 1914-1920.
Percentage
addition

MarkB. Marks, over 1914.

Normal rotary-current motor of 20 H.P. 1,100 28,362 2,478

Normal rotary-current motor of 40 H.P. 1,600 39,270 2,354

Normal rotary-current motor of 50 H.P. 1,800 44,968 2,398

Direct-current motor of 16 KW. and
1,400 revolutions 1,000 26,180 2,518

Direct-current motor of 40 KW. and

1,050 revolutions ... 2,000 59,290 2,866

Osram lamp of 1,000 C.P., 90 to 260 volts 8'65 245 2,733

Dynamo wire (per n 2 to 3 70 to 80 3,000

The percentages are given from the original statement,

and have not been checked. On the other hand, the

prices of coal between 1914 and the present time have been

raised by l,.5oO per cent., coke by 1,000 per cent., pig-iron

by 3,300 per cent., and steel ingots by 3,000 per cent.

Included in the price of coal are burdens which are beyond

the control of the colliery owners. Thus, there are the

20 per cent, ad valorem tax imposed upon the production

of coal, the tax on the turnover, the tax of fi marks per ton

to defray part of the cost of providing miners' dwellings, and

the additional expenditure for the payment of special over-

time rates to the miners. All these causes re-act upon the

prices of iron and steel, apart from the fabulous prices

which have to be paid for Swedish and other foreign ores.

Moreover, the prices of coal and iron and steel are under

the public control of the Federal Coal Board and the

Federation of the Steel Industry, which have been created

by the Government, and which include representatives of

both consumers and workmen. Such control, however,

does not exist in the electrical industry, and so long as this

kind of iregulation is absent it is considered that Herr

Eathenau has the least justification of all to speak of

dictatorship in the heavy industries.
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THE INCORPORATED MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Annual Convention at Ilkley.

Thk Convention of the I.M.E.A. this year opened under the

most favourable conditions that could be wished for. The
headquarters, at Ilkley, were situated in one of Britain's

most famous beauty-spots in Wharfedale, the heart of the

Yorkshire moors, a district which afforded an abundant
choice of enjoyable excursions for those on pleasure bent,

while its midland situation i-endered it comparatively easy

of access from all parts. Regarding the site from an indus-

trial point of view, it is interesting to note that Bradford,

which as the President's " home town," was the determining

factor in the choice of venue, was one of the first English

municipalities to embark on the business of electricity

supply ; the original power station at Bolton Road, which
commenced public supply in l.s89, was, in fact, the first of

its kind to employ direct-coupled engines and dynamos, and
it is amusing, in the light of modern developments, to

record that the plant comprised three sets of 81 K^x. and
two of li'5-Kw. output, all, of course, being bipolar

machines. Since those early days two other stations have

been erected at Valley Road, in 1897 and 1902 respectively ;

the former was but a modest step in advance of its proto-

type, ihe largest set being of 375'-kw. output, but the third

station contained sets of 1,000 kw. each, and was typical of

the final stage of development of the direct-current power
station. Much of the D.c. plant is still in use at

Valley Road, but the rapid increase in the demand
for power in Bradford, led to the inevitable change of

system to three-phase generation. Mr. T. Roles came into

office as chief electrical engineer and manager in 1912, and
under his control the undertaking has been developed on

up-to-date lines, the plant now including turbo-alternators

of some 30,000-K\r. capacity, of which the largest set is

rated at 15,000 kw.—with another of the same size on
order. Toe station forms an epitome of the progress of

steam generating plant, examples of bipolar high- speed and
multipolar low-speed d.c. generators, and both vertical and
horizontal, Curtis and Parsons, turbo-alternators being at

work together.

The Convention, which commenced with an informal

reception and social evening at the Winter Garden, Ilkley,

on Monday, was formally inaugurated on Tuesday morning
at the Queen's Hall, " The Windsor," Bradford, when the

Lord Mayor, Alderman Wm. Wade, J. P., extended a hearty

welcome to the Association. He said that Bradford claimed
to be the first local authority to use powers to supply
electricity, in 188li. Mr. Roles returned thanks and then
delivered his address, of which an abstract follows.

The leading feature of the address was his commentary
on the recent and pending legislation with regard to elec-

tricity supply. Incidentally, Mr. Roles referred to the

removal of the obstacle which has hitherto restricted the
attendance of representatives of local authorities at the

Convention, a concession which was certainly long overdue,

and which should not only prove helpful to the Associa-

tion, but should also facilitate attendance at various other
gatherings in the public interest. Mr. Roles endorsed the

complaint of members of the Association that the powers to

carry on the hire-purchase system and to sell apparatus
outright, for which they have long yearned, had not been
granted by the Act, and expressed the hope that these

additional powers might ultimately be secured by agreement
with the Electrical Contractors' Association. His natural

optimism is here revealed ; we hope it will be justified

by the event, but at the moment the prospects of the
attainment of that desirable consummation seem remote.

Turning to the major theme, Mr. Roles plumps for the
compulsory and financial clauses of the new Electricity

Bill, although he complains that municipal authorities in
general are singularly indifferent to the matter, and some
are openly hostile to the Bill. He admits that the terms
of purchase might with advantage be amended, a view with
which we cordially agree, and which, we think, will find

few objectors ; but he is not disposed to allow the com-
pulsory powers of purchase to bte dropptd, or even dfelayed,

His contention that such powers are indispensable, in order
to coerce recalcitrant authorities, " either municipal or
private," as he says, is one that we ourselves advanced
when the Bill of 1919 was before Parliament; we are,

however, inclined to sympathise with those who hold that
the existing Act should be given a trial before any further
legislation on these lines is enacted. The Commissioners have
their hands full already with schemes in active progress ; a
considerable time is likely to elapse before they feel the
need of compulsory powers of purchase, and in that time
valuable experience will be gained on which to base legisla-

tion. Purchase by agreement is already authorised under
the Act of 1919, and is free from the objections justly
raised to the terms of purchase that were foisted upon the
companies in the original Bill. Apart from the question
of purchase, voluntary co-operation in the establishment of
.loint Electricity Supply Authorities is producing valuable
results, and is very much to be preferred to compulsion. It
may be that considerations such as these are at the root of
that municipal indifference to the new Bill which IMr.

Roles deplores.

The financial clauses, however, stand on a different foot-
ing. Finance is the stumbling-block in ihe path of the
progress of the embryo Joint Authorities, which, unlike the
individual municipalities, have not the rates at their backs.
Xo such authority can mortgage the rates of any of its con-
stituents, some of which, moreover, will be private under-
takings. Nor can it even pledge the plant and mains of the
undertakings which it controls. It will be impossible for
.loint Authorities to raise the necessary capital for any
developments outside the constituent undertakings, under
the existing conditions. We are of the same mind as Mr.
Roles that Government ownership and control of power
stations and mains would be in the last degree unwelcome
and contrary -to the public interest, bat that the provision
of funds for the purposesof the Joint Electricity Authorities
is a vital necessity, and, as he says, the financial clauses are
the most important part of the amending Bill.

It is interesting to learn from the address that the Asso-
ciation is likely to appoint a salaried secretary and to secure
suitable office accommodation. We were pleased to sec

that Mr. Roles commended the E.D.A. to the attention
of the members ; seeing that the great majority of elec-
tricity supply undertakings in this country are in municipal
hands, and that the operations of the E.D.A. are directed
towards the increased utilisation of electricity, it is obvious
that i,he I.M.E.A. is in duty bound to give its whole-hearted
support to the Electrical Development Association.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Roles was moved by Councillor
Barge, of West Ham, who eulogised the work of tHe Presi-

dent for the Association, especially during the past year.

Mr. Gillin read his paper in abstract, after which Mr.
Roles presented the author with a Premium in the form of

a stop-watch. A lively discussion followed, in which
Messrs. Wordingham, Staniland, Ayton, Bell, Fedden,
Purse, Watson, Brooking, Webber, and Ferranti partici-

pated. Later the Association was entertained to luncheon
by the Bradford Electricity Committee. Councillor
Wilfrid Turner, the chairman, presided. Alderman
Sinclair, Mayor of Swansea, proposed the toast, " The City
of Bradford," and the Lord Mayor responded. Mr. Cliattock,

formerly city electrical engineer there, proposed the health
of the chairman, who duly responded. Tlie delegates

proceeded by char-a-bancs to the Phcrnix Works of the
English Electric Co., where they were entertained to tea.

Jlr. Roles expressed the members' thanks, and Mr. Pybus,
joint-managing director, acknowledged. The Corporation
electricity works were then visited. After returning to

Ilkley there was a reception by Councillor Dixon, chairman
of the Urban Council, at the Winter Gardens. In this very
enjoyable function singing, dancing, and light refreshments
each had a place.

Up to the time of writing, the weather has been tine,

and thb Convention has procetedfed succelssfully in eveVy way.
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Presidential Address.

By THOMAS ROLES (fitv E^ctrical Engineer and
Manager, Bradlurd). (Abstract.)

As far as the electricity supply industry is concerned, the

past year must lor ever reujain memuiable, as during its

ooui-se the Electricity (Supply) Bill received the attention

of both Houses of Parliament, and the Electricity (Supply)

Act, 1919, which resulted, came into operation. ITiis Act

hae been vi-ell referred to as " the great charter of electricity,"

and it cannot fail to have far-reaching eiiects on electricity

supply in the British Isles.

Many of the provisions of the Act give powers which the

Association has itself for years laboured to secure, and a

number of such powers have been obtained directly as the

outcome of the efforts of the Association's Council. Repre-

sentatives of a number of local authorities are for the first

tune attending the Convention without fear of their reason-

able expenses being questioned by a Cjovemment auditor.

The removal of the disabihty which previously existed as

regards subscribing to associations has been of distinct

advantage to the Association, in that its membership has

increased during the year as a result, and under the circum-

stances now existing it is to be hoijed that no municipal

electricity supply undertaking will fail to avail itself of the

advantages which membership of the Association affords.

As regards the section of the -A.ct which authorises the

supply of apparatus on hire, considerable disappointment has

been expressed by many members of this Association that the

powers given are restricted to the hiring of such apparatus,

as it is considered that powers to provide apparatus on the

hire-purchase system and to sell outright are very necessary

ia the interests of municipal undertakings. Personally. I

have every sympathy with these views, and consider that

such powers, if given, could be utihsed for the benefit of

consumers of electricity, electricity supply undertakings,

electrical manufacturers, and electrical contractors; and I

sincerely hope that in the course of time the relations between

the Electrical Contractors' Association (Incorporated) and this

Association may become such that some agreement may be

reached under which a successful attempt may be made by

municipal electricity supply undertakings to secure powers

for hire-purchase and sale, to be utilised under certain agreed

conditions which may be recognised by the electrical con-

tractors as reasonable and just, and as being likely to advance

rather than in any way to militate against theii- interests.

It is a matter for regret that the Government found it

necessary, iu order to save those portions with which more
or less general agreement had been expressed by the whole

of the electrical industry, to withdraw certain clauses from

the original BUI, This regret, I am aware, is not shared by

a large number of those who are connected with the industry,

who are of the opinion that the Act as it now stands is

sufficiently comprehensive for all practical pm-poses, and that

its provisions should be given a trial prior to any further

legislation on electricity supply matters being promoted.

The Government, however, and it must be remembered that

the Government has now the advantage of the advice of the

Electricity Commission, appears to be of the opinion that it is

desirable " that the whole of the powers sought under the

original Bill should be obtained. The clauses in the new Bill

may be divided into t-no groups, those in the first of which

have for then object the setting-up of District Electricity

Boards and the compulsory acquisition of generating stations

and main transmission hnes belonging to existing electricity

Bupplv undertakings ; the clauses in the second group, usually

referred to as "the financial clauses," have for their object

the empowering of the -Joint Electricity .\uthorities which

are to be constituted under the existing Act, as well as the

District Electricity Boards contemplated under the Bill, to

borrow monevs, and to authorise the issue of stock. They

will also allow authorised undertakers to give financial assist-

ance to Joint Electricity Authorities and District Electricity

Boards, and the Electricity Commissioners, under certain

circumstances, to lend money to such authorities and boards.

Pi-om the point of view of the electricity supply industry

the financial clauses may be said to be the roost important.

as it has become clear to all who have been considering the

setting-up of Joint Electricity Authorities that the financing

of such authorities is impracticable until .some such provisions

as are contained in the clauses in question are made.

With regard to that part of the Bill which concerns the

setting-up of District Electricity Boards and the compulsory

acquisition of generfrting stations and main transmission lines,

it appears to me that, although in many cases such powers

mav not prove necessary, yet it is essential that the Com-
mis"sioners should be provided with them, as otherwise it is

difficult to see how the Commissioners are to enforce the

carrying-out of a desirable scheme in face of unreasonable

opposition which mav be experienced from one or more elec

tricitv undertakings m the district to which such scheme is

to applv. .\s things are at present, it would appear that one

unreasonable electricity supply authority might hold up for

a considerable thne. or even permanently, a scheme which

would be to the benefit of the consumers of electricity m a

very large area. In view of the general satisfaction which

has been expressed throughout the country with the appoint-

jaents which have been made to the Electricity Commission

I consider there is no reason why the Commissioners should

not be fnmiphed wdth the poVeTS necessary to enable them

to enforce the carrying-out of proposals which they deem to

be in the pubhc interest. It is possible that the terms of

compulsory purchase, as set forth in the Bill, may, with
advantage, be to some extent amended, but I think it will

be generally conceded tliat provision should be made under
which generating stations and main transmission lines may,
under certain circumstances, be compulsorUy acquii-ed.

.As a private citizen having some knowledge of the subject
I hold that the provision of an adequate supply of electricity

at the cheapest possible price is an absolute necessity to the
welfare of this country and its inhabitants, and I should not
be prepared to allow any interest, either municipal or private,

to stand in the way of such an adequate and cheap supply
being furnished. As President of this Association and chief
officer of a municipal electricity supply undertaking, it is my
duty to ensme as far as possible that municipal interests are
conserved and furthered.

In the light of these remarks. I feel that on general prin-
ciples the Bill befoi'e Parhament should command the sup-
port of local authorities. Of the two noble lords who first

opposed last year's Bill on its being introduced into the
Upper House, one is a duector of certain electricity supply
companies, and the other was very recently the President of
the British Commercial Gas Association. Havmg in view^ the
som-ces from which opposition to the measure emanated, I
think local authorities would not be wrong in coming to the
conclusion that last year's BUI, including the clauses which
were deleted, was one which on the whole njight be regarded
as in no way inimical to theii- interests. If such conclusion
is come to. it follows that municipalities should look with
favour oa the BUI at present before Parliament, but up to the
present there seem to be few signs that this BUI is receiving

any great amount of support from local authorities. I would
suggest it is high time that mtmicipalities and the Associa-

tions representing them came to some decision with regard
to this matter, and defined a policy which their representa-
tives and officials may pursue on their behalf.

It has been put forward as an objection to the formation
of Joint Electricity .iVuthorities and District Electricity Boards
that, in view of the heavy financial liabilities which munici-
palities are having to incur in connection with housing and
other matters, tuey cannot be expected to incur further

responsibiUties of this nature by financing electricity supply
schemes. It is, I think, advisable to consider the probable

result should this attitude be generally taken up. Ihe very

great demand for electricity which is now being made must
be met, and the Government has apparently rightly deter-

mined that it shaU be met. If the principle of pubhc control

is to be given effect to, this must be done either by schemes
financed by the Government or by municipal bodies individu-

ally or in association. It appears quite clear that under pre-

sent ckcumstances the Government is not in a position to

finance such schemes, and were it able to do so I think

it is generaUy felt that Government control of the generation

and main transmission of electricity would not be in the

interests of the community. If the Government will not or

cannot supply electricity under a national scheme, and muni-

cipalities object to cai-ry out the work by reason of the

financial risks involved, the only alternative of the Govern-

ment will be to hand over the task of the development of

electricity supply to private enterprise.

PersonaUy, I cannot bring myself to believe that grounds

for serious apprehension with regard to the financial position

exist. The Engineering Commissioners are gentlemen fuUy

acquainted with the principles underlying the giving of sup-

phes of electricity under conditions which are likely to prove

satisfactory from a financial point of view, and one cannot

conceive that they would urge any authority to embark on

any rash scheme, or sanction the carrying-out of an unsound

.scheme put forward by any such authority. Moreover, one

of the Commissioners has been specially appointed to give

attention to financial matters in relation to electricity suppl.>,

and therefore, one mav expect him to place his veto on any

scheme the financial aspects of which may appeal" to him

un.satisfactory. , , . ., , • , ,- n.- u
To my mind the principle underlymg the legislation which

has been enacted and which is proposed is as foUovvs :—

\ great demand for supplies of electricity is bemg made

throughout the country, and this demand will be an increas-

ing one The supplies can be given by existing authorities

actin" for the most part individually as they are domg at

present If however, such authorities wUl co-operate or

amalgamate 'in order that electricity may be generated on a

larcer and more efficient scale, cheaper and more reliable

supplies should be avaUable than if individual generation is

'^The^Stuation would probably be best dealt with in 'the

following manner :

—

. ., .1
Immediate demands for electncity must in the national

interest be met. and this will for the time bemg entail the

extension of manv existing generatmg stations, whether good,

bad or indifferent. Generating stations m reasonably close

proximity to each other should be linked up. by main trans-

mission cables, and on this being accomplished the most

"ffiSent stations of those so Unked would naturaUy. for econo-

mic reasons, be called upon to meet the greater part of the

demand, the least efficient stations l^i^g operated for as

short periods as possible. As far. as pwcticable ^xtenaons

should only «e allffwrt in' ccmnectiop with the moSt efficient
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stations. Where and when the demand renders it necessary,

a capital station should be erected and equipped for the pro-

vision of the supply required in the district, instead of several

smaller generating stations being erected, each of which would
supply the needs of one particular distributing area only.

On the capital station being put into commission it should,

owing to its efficiency, be run at a high load factor. The
most efhcient of the previously existing generating stations

would be run at moderate load factors, and the smaller and
less eihcient stations w'ould only be utilised at peak load

periods or otherwise would be entirely dispensed with. On
the.se lines an efficient system of generating electricity would
be gradually evolved, which should tend to cheap production

and reliability of supply, and at the same time the capital

ah-eady sunk in the industry would for the most part continue

to be utih&ed to full advantage.
As far as one is able to judge from decisions which the

Electricity Commissioners have from time to time been re-

ported to have made, it is on these lines they are proceeding.

It is somewhat remarkable that power companies seem to

be expressing no fear of taking the financial risks involved

in supplying electricity over large areas; on the other hand,

they appear eager to accept such risks, and I have little doubt

in many ca.ses would be prepared to relieve municipalities

of the financial responsibility regarding which some are so

apprehensive.
I would, therefore, repeat that it is for municipal authori-

ties to decide uixin the line of action they intend to pursue,

both with regard to the new Bill and the formation of Joint

Electricity Authorities, and that their decisions should be

come to mthout delay, as, if public control of the .supplv of

electricity is desired, there is unlikely to be a better time

than now for obtaining it.

The Design of Distributing Networks.

Bi- C. A. GILLIX, A.M.I.E.E. (Bradford Electricity

Department), {.ibstract.)

Practically all generating stations (in the United Kingdom)
have been at one period of their evolution the sole distribut-

ing centres in their areas of supply. In the larger areas they

have been superseded by larger generating stations and by
virtue of their positions they have automatically become dis-

tributing centres for their respective districts.

The objects to be aimed at in designing distributing net-

works are : (1) Economical service and distribution ; (2) con-

tinuity of supply; (3) satisfactorj- operation; (4) minimum
expenditure on repairs.

I (a). E.H.T. DlSTRIBCTIOX.

In figs. 1 and 2 the four squares A. b. c, d represent

diagrammatically four districts in a supply area having a

reasonably uniform density of load, the centre of each being

at the points X, and to represent scattered districts one

merely thinks of the squares as being .separated by as many
miles as their boundaries are apart.

i~n.H

cubicles in each chamber; total permissible pressure drop on
cables 7J per cent.

If the situation of a generating station is such as to allow of

its later use both as a station for the economical generation, of

large supphes of energy and as a distributing centre for its

immediate district, the voltage for the latter purpose should
be from 6,000 to 10,000; but for even comparatively short

distances the most economical voltage for the transmis^on of

reasonably heavy loads from the generating station to dis-

tributing centres in other districts will be 30,000 volts or
more. The curves shown in fig. i illustrate this fact. The
figures upon which the curves are based are as foOows :

—

The total permissible pressure drop (including transformers)

is within 10 per cent. ; all transmission losses have been
neglected, the figures being only capital outlay; step-up and
step-down transformers ai-e included in the 30,0(X)-volt curves,

but no transformers are necessary in the case of 6,000 volts;

only 6,000-volt switchgear has been provided for, it being
assumed that transformers and cables wlil be treated as one
complete unit for each 30,000-volt hne; one spare cable and
the necessary transformers have been allowed for in each
instance considered. In all curves and data in this paper
jiresent-day prices form the basis, with copper at i'125 per

ton, lead £40 per ton ; cables unarmoured, taped, laid direct

under average roadway conditions.

If the correctness of the above principles be conceded, the

logical deduction is that a supply area would ultimately

resolve itself into a number of districts whose boundaries
should be a maximum distance of approximately 5 to 8 miles

from their respective distribution centres; the latter (unless

themselves generating statione) receiving the requisite supplies

from a generating station and transforming down to a pres-

sure of from 6,000 to 10,000 volts for district distribution.

This spUtting-up of a supply area into constituent districts

will be a natural process consequent upon the size of the

existing cables connecting the districts to the soui'ces of supply

having become inadequate to cope with the increased demands.
The distributing centres will not necessarily be near the

centres of their respective districts, as their positions wiU be
determined by power demands in unexpected directions and
their strategic value for directional distribution.

The lay-out of the e.h.t. distributing network is intimately

bound up with the question of the section of the cables, the

system of electrical protection from the effects of faults, the

satisfactory isolation of the faulty apparatus, and the main-

tenance of the continuity of supply despite break/lowns. The
early provision of an adequate number of telephone lines for

point to point communication is a factor of importance.

AU feeders as soon as possible after leaving the source of

supply should be laid along different routes. After a few

years they become a united fmaily again and the network is

thus created. All future extensions must be made with one

eye on finance, the other on potential consumers, and the

mind on prospective distributing centres. TJnfortunately,

good finance often means bad engineering (in distribution

schemes), but this could and should be altered by judiciously

~
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In the early days practically all cables laid were too

small, chiefly perhaps because of difficulties with regard

to capital expenditure; the practice .should not be repeated

All cable sizes should be decided more by the dictates of

experience than as the result of calculation. The only limits

to the sizes of cables between generating stations and dis-

tributing centres should be those due to difficulties in hand-

ling, desirabihty of duplication, hmitation of reliability of

switchgear operation under extraordinary loads, and financial

checkmates.
., , i u •

The sectional area of network cables will depend upon their

position relative to the other portions of the network, and

on the loads thev mav be called upon to carry in the event

of faults on neighbouring or co-related cables. It is generally

uneconomical to load up cables to their .safe carrying capacity.

The curves in figs. 5 and 7 give an interesting illustration of

the extent to which cables may be .siifely loaded. The re.sults

shown should be used ihscreetly for a.c. pressures higher than

400 volts, as L.T. A.c. currents were used in determining the

curve values, and allowance must be made for heating due

to energy loss in the dielectric. The curves in fig. 5 shows

the temperature rise due to a steady current of uniform value,

and those in fig. 7 have been obtained by increasing the

cuneiit in any particular cahle in successive stages after the

~:::.T

90 X

70 jtj— :t
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an area, the said section being controlled by a heavy fuse at
the feeding point and connected to adjoining section.s of the
same area and to neighbouj-ing areas througli sectional fuse
pillars in whicli the fuse? are carclully graded to suit then-
local obligations. Between these points network disconnect-

.
ing boxes, switch pillars, and other fuse pillars should be

.
inserted at strategical intervals. Intelligently followed out,
these provisions will restrict to a minimum the inconvenience

^

due to faults, facihtate the quick restoration of health>
I'irouits, and allow of comparatively rapid location of
"earths" and other troubles.

It would be a good plan to provide a sum annually out (if

revenue to be used for the sole purpose of converting into a

decent engineering job tho.'se ca.ses where capital expenditure
is curtailed in order to inake an extension to a prospective
consumer a paying proposition. The use of a provision of
this sort should be exercised with careful discretion, but it

would certainly be of great advantage to be able to propose
a scheme for approval at a specified cost, with an addition
from such a fund for engineering purposes.
A hmited range of cable sizes should be definitely stan-

dardised for all the above purposes. For feeders two sizes,

viz., 0.5 sq. in. and 1.0 sq. in. .sectional area, with a smaller
neutral for p.c. districts, .should be sufficient, keeping in mind
the desirability of increasing the number of feeders rather
than their carrying capacity. Pilot cables are .sometimes not
very satisf.actory w^hen laid up under the same .sheath as the
feeder cables, but several instances have occurred where they
have saved very inconvenient interruptions to dfi^trict sup-
plies by indicating incipient faults before the.se have affected

the cores of the feeder. For this reason, amongst other.-.,

pilot wires should always be protected by a light fu.se at the
feeding point as well as at the station.

For distributors, sizes varying from about 0.3 sq. in. to

0.05 sq. in. sectional area in 'four stages should be adopted,
the existence of the smaller sizes being forgotten wherever
possible. A smaller neutral would, of course, be used on d.c.

networks but not on a.c. networks, as it must be remembered
that an out-of-balance on the tw'o systems has not always
the same etfect in the neutral cable. The .same sizes, with
the range extended to a minimum of 0.022 sq. in., would
also be used for .services. It seems hardly worth while con-

sidering a .smaller size than 0.0'22 sq. in. nowadays when the

size of the house is no longer an indication of the affluence of

the resident.

{To he concluded.)

THE KEEPING OF BATTERY RECORDS.

Accumulators, although necessarily only a minor part of

most generating stations, are nevertheless very important

articles, and unless accurate records are kept of them it is

very unlikely that the best possible results will be

obtained from them. The study of accumulator behaviour

is almost a science in itself, and one which a large number

of engineers are inclinea to treat somewhat lightly Of the

value of complete records of the behaviour of accumulator

batteries there can be no doubt ; indeed, practically all the

should be entered on this every half-hour. From it we can

see at a glance the exact condition of the battery. We can

see whether it is charging or discharging, its capacity in

ampere hours, and the rate of charge or discharge. As it

is impracticable to test each cell in the battery every half-

hour, we can select one cell as the "pilot cell," and its

condition as indicative of the condition of the remaining

cells. The voltage, specific gravity, and temperature of this

cell are noted every half-hour, and from these readings we

can get a very accurate conception of the condition of the

battery. In very large batteries two, or even more, cells

may be used as pilot cells.

In addition to the pilot cell readings, however, a careful

examination of the battery should lie made every night at a

specified time (preferably when the load on the station is

at a minimum). These readings should be entered in the

" Individual Cell Readings," columns, and upon the voltage

or specific gravity of any cell varying from the average, a

careful investigation of its condition can be made. A
record of all work done on the battery should be noted in

tlie remarks column. Special log sheets could be printed

for the battery only, Imt the Ijetter way is to embody it in

the station log sheet.

LEGAL.

STOBih e. Newc.\stle-on-Tv.ne Electkic SorPLV Co.

{Couiiimed from p. 778.)

Mr. Norm.^n West, electrical engineer on the staff of the

Supply Co., said that he first met Mr. Stobie when he got

in touch with the Supply Co. with a view to that company
financing him. That was in 1911, at which time he (Mr.

Stobie) had a small works at Sheffield. He (witness) was

directly connected with the construction of the Stobie Steel

Works at Dtmston, which were lent by the Supply Co. In

J915 he became secretary of the Stobie Steel Co,, the busines-^

(if which, at that time, was going very badly, and a .--upplr

mental agreement was entered into to get over the difficult),

.\ control committee of the Stobie Steel Co. was appointed,

and witness was a member of that committee from that time

until July 31st, 1917. He was at the Stobie Steel Works

practically seven days a week, being in charge when Mr.

Stobie was away. Mr. Stobie had no separate office in

Newcastle, but used to work in a room in his private house.

Between 1913 and the early part of 1917 he never heard

that Mr, Stobie w-as carrying on any separate business m
the nature of a construction business, and so far as he knew
he had no building where he could do any construction. In

lH;, I,— Si'>i(ii;sTi:iJ Fokm ok B.^itkuv l.uo Sm;ET,

leading battery manufacturers who guarantee their goods

demand that full records be sent to them regularly in order

that they may watch very carefully the life of the cells

themselves, and in many cases they are able, by this method,

to prevent serious damage to the battery.

When keeping records of accumulators it is well to

remember two things : one, the record should show at a

glance everything of importance, and two, everything that

is not of importance should be left out. as it only occupies

valuable space and helps to confuse the issue. We can now

ask ourselves what records are necessary in order that the

engineer may see clearly what is taking place in the battery.

A suggested form of log sheet is shown in fig. 1 ; readings

1917 the plant of the Bradley Williams works at Duustun
was sold by auction. Witne.s.s attended the sale with Mr.
Stobie and bought for the Stobie Steel Co. a store and 114

yards of main line sidings. That was bought for removal to

the steel works. M that time there had been no suggestion

of the purchase of the site of the Bradley Williams works.

Shortly afterwards, however, Mr, Stobie reported to the

committee that he had had an offer from the liquidators of

the Bradley Williams Co. to sell the site for £2,00t>, and
gave a glowing account of the possibilities if it were pur-

chased. Mr. Sloan, the managing director of the Supply

Co., and a member of the Stobie Control Committee, was
against the proposal at first, but in the end he was won
over bv Mr. Stobie'.s plowing account of the possibilities.

In the end the committee asked Mr. Stobie to prepare au
estimate of the cost of equipping the new works with plant

and machinery. The object of that was to see to what extent

the Stobie Steel Co, would be committed if the project was
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gone on witii. Already they had made pig iron in the elec-

trical (uniaces at the Stobie Steel Works. Mr. Stobie's idea

in acquiring the Bradley Williams works was to manufacture
synthetic " pig," and he gave a glowing account of the profits

which could be made out of synthetic pig iron, and said he
had entered into negotiations with a Sheffield firm, Messrs.

Dunford & Elliott, Ltd., to purchase all their output of

esynthetic pig. He also said that the machinery used for the

manufacture of synthetic pig could afterwards be adapted

to steel production, and that it would revolutionise the

manufacture of steel by the electric smelting process. Upon
that the committee sanctioned the project.

Although the hearing had stood adjourned until Wednesday,
June l(5th. Mr. Tomhn, K.C., mentioned the case on June
15th in the form of an application for postponement. He
said that both sides had received telegrams from their respec-

tive clients suggesting the desirability of an adjournment with

a view to a settlement, and he asked that the case might be

allowed to stand out of the list wliile negotiations were taking

place.

His Lordship agreed to this, and the further hearing was
ultimately adjourned for three weeks.

COMFEN'SATIOX Ol.«M.

At Sunderland County Court, on June 17th, Robert Lawsou
Black, of Southwick-on-Wear, claimed compensation from
Messrs. William Gray & Co., Ltd., of the Wear Shipbuilding
Yard, for the death of his son, P^obert Allan Black.
Defendants were not legally represented, but \vrote offering

a payment of £75 in settlement of the claim.

Mr. Malone, barrister, on behalf of the appellant, stated

that on December 16th last the deceased youth was repairing

an electric wir-e at the Wear shipyard when the current was
inadvertently switched on by some person unknown, 'and he
was instantaneously killed. Although only 16 years of age,

deceased was over six feet in height, and doing journeyman's
work. He took a keen interest in his profession, and was
attending technical classes with a view to improving his

prospects. Under those circumstances he asked his Honour
to fix the amount of compensation at £'150.

Judge Moore complied and allowed costs on C scale.

At a later stage of the day Mr. Thos. Rich.\bdson, bar-

rister, entered the Court and informed the judge that he
bad been instructed to appear for the defendant company,
but owing to the unsatisfactory train .service the solicitor

concerned and himself did not arrive in the town untO the
case was over. He therefore asked for a re-heariug on the
ground that his clients considered the sum paid into Court
wa« adequate.

Plaintiff's solicitor said Mr. Malone had then gone, but
he {the sohcitor) would raise no objection to the case being
jeopened.
His HoNOUB said he would grant a rehearing at the next

sitting of the Court, but on the facts as placed before him,
he did not think there was much chance of his decision being
altered. .

In view of this expression from the judge, Mr. Eichardstm
said his clients would again consider the matter.

CdDDON v. EOBINSON.

A NOVEL and interesting point of law, arising out of the
special war legislation, involving the question as to whether
electrical installation for lighting purposes could be regarded
as coming within the term "decorations" was raised in an
action before Sir Francis Newbolt, High Courts Official Re-
feree, which terminated on June 15th, after a hearing which
occupied five days. The plaintill's, Messrs. John Cuddon and
Co., buQders, of West Norwood, claimed from Mr. Henry
Taylor Robinson, of Rosendale Road, Dulwich, the sum of

;£89, balance of account of f6U9 for work done and materials
supplied, and the defence set up was that the contract being
one for over i;500 the work required the .sanction of the
Minister of Munitions, and such sanction not having been
obtained, the money was ii'recoverable. The plaintiffs' case
in answer to this plea was that the work was done under
orders given from time to time, and that even if the work
could be regarded as coming within the terms of the order,
after deducting the expense of putting in the electric light

(£123) the cost would be brought down to a figure con-
siderably below the ±'500.

Mr. Henriqdes, representing the plaintiff', ai'gued that elec-

tric Ughting was not decoration, and therefore did not come
within the regulation laid down by the order of July, 1916,
whici made it lawful for the iliuister of Munitions to autho-
rise or prohibit the carrying on of building work. But the
regulation was in relation to construction work or demolition,
and the question was whether the work in question could be
called either the one or the other. The electric lighting was
carried out by Mr. Seagrove, electrical engineer, of Dulwich,
whose charges included the supply of Osram lamps, brackets,
and fittings, and defendant said that when an estimate of the
probable cost of the work was given to him he understood it

was to include the electric light installation.

The evidence related chiefly to matters of detail, after
hearing which, judgment was reserved.

The Ofeicul Referee; in giving judgment on June 18th,

decided that the defence of illegality had not been made out.

It was, he said, abundantly clear that when the contract
was made it was thought by both par'ties to be a smaller
job than it turned out to be, although, even now, including

the cost of electric lighting, it scarcely exceeded the limit

of £500 named in the order of the Ministry of Munitions. The
work was certainly not illegal ab initio, and the defendants
contended that it became illegal when items were ordered
bringing the cost over the limit at which time the parties

ought to have known that a licence would be required, but
he was not conxinced that the electrical installation which
amounted to £1QS 16s. 3d. was included in the words " con-
struction, alteration, repairs, decoration, or the demolition
of buildings," and it was clear to his mind that in this par-

ticular case the total cost of the whole completed work in

contemplation relating to repairs and decorations never ex-

ceeded ±'500. That defence, therefore, failed. It was common
ground that until the work was fini.shed and the final account
prepared neither party knew that a licence was necessary.

In deciding, upon an analysis of the evidence, that plaintiffs

were duly entitled to the reduced amount of £il 5s. 3d. on
the claim. Sir Francis said that although the defendant had
succeeded in reducing the claim, the expenses had been in-

creased by the defence of illegality, and he therefore, in giving

judgment for the plaintiff's for £21 5s. 3d., ordered the defen-
dants to pay to plaintiffs half of the taxed costs on the High
Court scale.

Hoghes v. British Engine, Boiler X- Electrical
Insorance Co., Ltd.

Mr. Justice P. O. Lawrence, in the Chancery Division, on
June 17th, heard an action in which Edwin Hughes, an
insurance broker, of Swansea, sued the defendant company,
of Manchester, for payment of commission on all policies of

insurance effected with the defendant company through his

introduction, and for an allowance for expenses and services

rendered in connection with a scheme of " Engine Time
Lost " insurance which was dropi>ed.

Mr. R. A. WiLLES, for the plaintiff, said he acted as the
defendant company's whole-time agent in South Wales for

ten years, viz., from 1908 to 1918, and the connection came
to an end as a result of a dispute concerning the payment
<tf expenses. The terms upon which he worked w-ere 15 per
cent, on all boiler, engine, and electrical plant insurances.
There was no agreement about expenses, but the defendant
company told him that if they found that he had incurred
travelling expenses on their behalf, they would act in a
businesslike and reasonable way.
Mr. Beebee, for the defendant company, said they dis-

puted the rate of commission. While it was 15 per cent,

on boiler and electi'ical plant policies, it was only 10 per cent,

on engines.
Mr. WiLLES went on to say that the " Engine Time Lost

"

scheme was for insurance in case of engine breakdowns, but
iilthough the plaintiff' made considerable preparations for

working the scheme and obtained favourable terms for

underwriting the poli< ies at Lloyd's, the defendant company
were compelled to drop it, as they were bound by an arrange-
ment with their otmi London underwriters to do the business
thi'ough them. The plaintiff' claimed something on account
of the time and trouble he had been put to in connection
with the matter.
Following an intimation from the judge, the parties agreed

to an account being taken of the commission to be paid.

With regard to the claim for expenses and services ren-
dered. Mr. Beebee submitted that there was no contract
between the plaintiff' and the defendant company.
His Lordship said he should allow him sgmething for his

trouble.

Mr. Beebee then said the defendants were prepared to

make him an entirely ex gratia payment of ±'10.

His LoRDSHiF said that this would meet the case, and the

plaintiff' accepting, he made an order for this payment in

full discharge of all claims under this head, and reserved the

further consideration of other questions, including that of

costs, until after the account had been taken.

Unfenced Machinery.

At the Hang East Petty Sessions the Masham &, District

Electric Supply Co., Ltd., were summoned for failing to have
the projecting end of the main horizontal shaft at the Masham
Electric Power Station securely fenced on April 15th. • Mr.
S. R. Bennett, H.M. In.sjsector of Factories and Workshops,
prosecuted.
Mr. Bennett stated that on kpvil 15th a fatal accident

occmTed at the power station, and it was arising out of. that
that the case had been brought before the comt. The shaft
was 3J in. in diameter, and was the main driving shaft of

the dynamo. It was situated horizontally about 3 ft. above
the floor and the end of it projected 8 in. from tiie Ijearmg.
quite close to the passage, which was used for eutcrinc and
leaving the station. On the date mentioned a youth, Fi-ank
Atkinson, aged 19, w'ho was not an employ^, visited the
place for the purpose of seeing someone. His coat was i;auget
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in the shaft which was a revolving one, and he received
injuries to which he later succumbed.
Evidence showed that the youth who was jjilled was wear-

ing a mackintosh which was wet owing to a heavy shower
of rain.

Mr. Heddon, for the defendants, admitted the facts, and
said the death of the youth was a most lamentable affair.

The shaft was a perfectly smooth one, and it appeared that
the mackintosh had stuck to it. There had now been a proper
fence placed round.
The Chaieman said the magistrates thought that the in-

spector did quite right in bringing the case, but they felt

that no useful purpose could be served by inflicting a fine,

as it was the publicity which was needed. They thought
justice would be met by the payment of costs by the com-
pany.

—

Yorkshire Herald.

Pawcett v. Lindsell.

At Devon Assizes, at Exeter, before Mr. Justice Bray, this

action was down for hearing. Plaintiff, an electrical en-
gineer, of Plymouth, claimed from defendant, Mr. W. J.

Lindsell, of New Street, Paignton, £147 for work and mate-
rial supplied in connection with an engine for a kinema
theatre. There was a counter-claim, the defendant alleging
that the engine was defective.

Mr. Egberts, for the defendant, informed his lordship
that Mr. Lindsell had agreed to judgment for the full amount
claimed and the dismissal of the counter-claim with costs on

the plaintiff undertaking to repair the defect in the engine
to the satisfaction of some engineer to be mutually agreed on.
Judgment was' entered accordingly.

Charge of Ste,vling I^amps.

At the West London Police Court, on Saturday, before Mr.
Boyd, Jack West, 17, electrical engineer, 21.3, Hampton Road,
Twickenham, was charged with stealing, by means of a trick,

30 electric lamps, valued at lu guineas, belonging to Messrs.
W. C. Tackley & Co., electrical engineers, 93, Hammersmith
Road, W. ; also '24 electric lamps belonging to the Delta Elec-

trical Co., .584, High Road, Chiswick, and 36 electric lamps
belonging to Ernest Chamberlen, electrical engineer, 196,

King Street, Hammersmith.
Mr. D'Arcy Hamilton, manager to Messrs. Tackley, said

that on May 38th the accused entered the shop, and, repre-

senting himself as an agent of the City, Hall & Ellerman
Shipping Co., ordered 30 half-watt lamps. He requested that
a messenger should accompany him to the docks with the
lamps, and said that payment would be made at the com-
pany's office. Witness dispatched a messenger with the
lamps, but the lad afterwards returned without the money,
and witness informed the police.

Evidence having been given, Det.-Sergt. Parsons told the
magistrates that the accused had confessed to 17 cases, and
had promised to assist the police to recover the property.

A remand was ordered.

THE DESIGN OF A SUPER-POWER STATION.'

By H. GOODWIN, Junr., and A. R. SMITH, of the General Electric Co,, U.S.A.

(.Cotitinued from pai/e 797.)

The first consideration in the electrical design is the de-
termination of the fundamental connections between the
generators, buses and feeders.

In this pai'ticular case one of the specified conditions was
distribution by means of 66,000-volt underground single-con-

ductor cables. It was decided that the concentration of energy
in a short circuit on these cables should be limited to 500,000
K.v.A. on account of the po.ssible resulting damage to adjacent
cables. Comparing this with the rupturing capacity of avail-

able 66,000-volt oil switches showed that a switch having a

low-tension bus was not only found unnecessary, but made the
problem much more difficult. The reactance of the trans-

formers added directly to the generators before either were
connected to the bus would assist in reducing the short-

circuit intensities very considerably.

The transformers in any case would have a reactance- of
8 per cent. The generators would have a minimum reactance
of 12.3 per cent., and under certain conditions this might
be increased to 28.5 per cent. Therefore, the calculations

were carried through for various values of generator reactance.

Pig. 5.—Main Single-line .Wiring Dugram.

rupturing cap.acity of 583,000 k.v.a. would best suit the ser-
vice. It should be noted that the capacity of a generator is

practically equal to the capacity of a transformer bank, and
that one feeder working at full capacity would distribute the
entii-e'load of a generator and transformer bank.

Preliminary calculations proved the nece.';sity of sectionalis-
ing the station bus by reactors in order to approach the
lOO.OOO-K.v.A. limit which had been set. Both low-tension
ind high-tension buses were considered, but the use of a

• Prom the General BJectrio Review, Mfqy. 1320. Abstract.

The minimum size of reactor which could be used with gene-
rator reactance of 15 per cent, in order to limit the short circuit

intensity to approximately 500,000 k.v.a. was 9 per cent. A
synchronising bus is necessary in ordei- to limit the reactors
to a reasonable size. The reactors should be rated to carry
the total output of a generator.

It was desired to keep a unit arrangement right through
the station, and this meant that tlio switehgear for each
generator and its group of feeders should not occupy more
length than would be required for the corresponding mechani-
cal equipment of geTjerator and boilers. Forttmately theaa

S
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all work togethei- very well and allow enough space on each

generator stub-bus for the feeders required.

Kg. shows the final solution. The neutral point of each

generator will be earthed directly and positively. Since

there is no low-tension bus, earthing ot all generators

cannot cause cii-culating harmonic currents between the gene-

rators. The main loads of each generator are connected

directly to the eoi responding transformer bank and through

a main oil switch to a stub-bus.

The transformer eoimection is delta on the low-tension

side and y grouniied on the high-tension side. It is par-

ticularly necessary that the earth resistance be made very

low eo that in case of short circuit on one of the single-

conductor cables the neutral may not be distorted, thus

placing an increased voltage stress on all the cables of the

From each generator stub-bus three connections are made;

one through the reactor to the synchronising bus and the

other two to double feeder stub-buses. The three selector

switches connecting to the buses are non-automatic. The

main switch is arranged for automatic opening in case of

internal failure in the generator or transformer. This is

accomplished by the use of relays differentially connected

around the generator and around the transformer bank. Oil

switches are shown for breaking the synchronising bus at two

points, so that a section may be readily cleared for cleaning,

extension, or repair.s. The stub-buses are also arranged to

be connected together so that at times of light load a small

number of generators may carry the load of the whole station

without feeding through the reactors. Referring to fig. 5,

connection between the stub-buses in the lower line is pro-

vided for by oil switches, and in the upiier line by horn-pipe

air-break switches. The oil switches would be operated from

the main bench board and the air break switches locally by

hand through permanent levers.

Each feeder is equipped with two oil switches to select

either of the two stub-buses. Each would be equipped with

induction-type overload or other suitable type of relay, de-

pending on the detail connection and interconnection of the

distribution system.

It is thus seen that a very complete and flexible arrangement

is provided. Normally, the generators are operated in parallel

through the reactors and synchronising bus, but it is possible

by proper interconnection of the feeder stub-buses to transfer

loads from one generator to another in almost any manner

desired.

Each generator wiU have a direct-connected exciter con-

trolled by an automatic regulator. With this method no main

field rheostat is necessiry. The exciter will be provided with

a field rheostat. For emergency excitation two motor-gene-

rator sets are proposed, supplying a sectionalised bus. These

spare exciters will also be provided with automatic regulators.

The motors driving the exciters will be supplied from the

main station power board, but will be controlled from the

main auxiliary board opposite the bench board. Indicating

lampa on the power board will show the position of the

switches so that there may be no danger of the operator of

the station power board pulling disconnecting switches or

otherwise interrupting service to a motor-generator exciter

set while in operation.

As previously outlined, it was determined that turbines for

auxiliary power would be necessaiy and that these should

be connected with the main buses through a central auxiliary

switchboard and transformers. A detailed study showed that

one auxiliary turbine could best be used in connection with

two main turbines, and that these auxdiai-y units should be

rated at 2,500 kw., 0.7 p-f., 3,570 k.v.a.

For the control of the auxiliary turbines and the supply of

essential auxiliary power it was found necessary to provide

a switchboard near each auxiUary turbine, and for the general

auxiliary power a central switchboard located on the switch-

board gallery with tie cables to the four auxiliary units.

Fig. 5 shows two banks of station power transformers. It

it proposed that each bank be composed of three single-phase

1,250-K.v.A. units, making a bank capacity of 3,750 k.v.a.

connected delta-delta. These transformers would be located

out of doors. The high-tension switches would be controlled

from the main bench board and the low-tension switches from

the auxiliary power board.

The reactance of the auxiliary transformers must be con-

sidered in connection with the reactance of the main uiiits

in order to hmit the concentration of energy on the station

power bus to a value which can be handled by reasonably

small switches. Reactors are required in each of the four

feeders connecting to the turbine auxiliary switchboards to

limit the short-circuit intensity and permit the use of small

rupturing capacity switches. It is proposed that these tie

feeders to the turbine auxiliary boards be protected by differen-

tial relays connected to current transformers at each end
of ea<Ji line. In case of trouble on a cable it will be auto-

matically disconnected and will allow the auxiliary turbine

to continue supplying the essential auxiliaries without inter-

ruption. Reverse energy protection at the turbine auxiliary

boards is also provided so that in case of a severe drop in

voltage or frequency on the main system, the auxiliary tur-

bines will be automatically disconnected and allowed to run
iiHiependeutly, carrying the es.sential auxiliaries.

The central auxiliary board would be a vertical one with
mimic buses and electrically-operated remote-control oil

switches.
For station lighting three 75-kw. single-phase transformers

controlled independently would form the supply. It is pro-

posed that all hghting feeders be 3-wire, 115/230 volts, and
be arranged in three groups which will normally operate on
different transformers, but which in case of failure of a

transformer can be manually thrown to one of the other

transformers. By a connection from the 125-volt d.c. board,

which will control the storage battery for circuit-breaker

control, in case of failure of service on the A.c. lighting system
certain emergency lights will be automatically connected to

the battery.

The low-voltage power board i? supplied by two 150-k.v.a.

transformer banks operating at 340 volts, 3-phase. This board

is arranged for miscellaneous power supply, such as the

machine shop, turbine room cranes, house supply pumps.
iVc. also for the supply of motor-generator sets for charging

the storage battery and a spare motor-generator exciter set

for the auxiliary turbines.

{To be concluded.)

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS AND PLANT.

Rsaders are invited to submit particulart of new or improved devices and apparatus, which will be published

if considered of sufficient itderest.

A New Car Lighting Dynamo.

A new dynamo for the lighting systems of hght cars has
recently been developed by Messrs. H. P. Foster & Co.,

Ltd., Ashley Works, Epsom, and is illustrated in fig. 1.

The output regulation of this small dynamo at varying speeds
is achieved by a novel method, namely, by slightly shifting

the brush rocker .so as to give the bnishes a greater " lead
"

as the speed increases. This movement is imparted auto-
matically by means of either a control arm or, if desired, a
Bowden wire, one end of which is attached to the brush rocker
and the other either to the accelerator pedal or to the throttle

lever of the carburettor, so that as the throttle is opened the
lead of the brushes is automatically increased. The aSvan-
tages claimed for this method are, first, a very close and
accurate regulation of output at widely differing .speeds:

."secondly, the ability to fix the point in the output curve at
which it is desired to conmience the regulation at any figure
desired, either for fast or slow tralBc; and thirdly, the fact
that until this predetermined point is reached the output is

not inteife.red with in anv way. the dynamo generating up
to such point as a simple shunt wound machine. The dynamo
is .so designed as to ensure siiarkless commutation at all

positions of the brush rocker. The M-tvpe model for light
cars is extremely compact, the dijuen.sions of the magnet
frame being only some 4 in. by 4 in. by 5 in., and generates
ite full rated output of .50 watts at 6 volts at the exceedingly
low speed, for such a .small machine, of approximately l,.50O

R.p.M. The automatic cut-out is incorporated a

tained unit in the dynamo, avoiding the necessity

a separate instrument on the dash board of the

s a self-con

-

of mounting
motor car.

J'iG. 1.

—

Oak ijR.iniNo Di:
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A B.T.H. Pedestal Switch.

A recently published catalogue of oil-break switchgear liv

the British Thomson-Houston Co., L/td., of Rugby, mclurlt-'s

the jiedestal switch illustrated in fig. 2. This is composed uf
an od-breaJi switch (3W amps, at 660 volts), time lags, am-
meter, voltmeter (up to 660 volts), and a low voltage release.

" Weico " Fixing Frames.

In view of the constantly increasing cost of labour, any
device which effects a saving in that quarter is sure of a
welcome. All opera'tiorus that can be performed in the
factory should be done there, and as little as pos.sible should
bo left tn dn on site.

Fig. 3.—Welco Fixing
Frames in Use.

n
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Fig. 2.—a B.T.H.
Pedkstal Switch.
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Fig. 4.

—

Welco I-kames
and m.weriai.s.

These principles are embodied in the "fixing frames"
brought out by Messrs. Welco P.ments, of 1.50, Alma Street,

Birmingham. The frames consist of slotted channel bars,

which are fixed direct to the wall ; across the.-ie any number
of slotted channel bars can be mounted with the greatest
ease, forming a framework of any shape or size to carry
switchgear, motor starters, meters, &c. Drilling, tapping,
forging, and fitting are completely dispensed with. The bars
are made in standard sizes, and in addition, mild steel channel,
llat, and angle bars are stocked, all ready slotted for mounting
on the frames, .so that practically all requirements can be
met. The simphcity and adaptability of this device are
obvious, and it is certain to be found extremely useful in a
great v.ariety of applications. Fig. 3 shows a meter and
switch mounted on the frame, and fig. 4 .shows some of the
patterns of bars and materials that have been standardised.
The fixing frames are provided with lugs giving a clearance

between the frame and the wall of l.j in. The slotted liars are

made up to S it. long, and the slots can be adjusted to meet
any screw or bolt holes in the apparatus to be fixed thereon

;

should it be necessary to fix new apparatus on the frame, it

can be readjusted to suit the new spacing of the holes with
facility.

Lugs for Clamping Bands.

Tn many ca.-ics a flexible band is ne<es8ary wherewith to

cou.straiu to a certain diameter ;i numlier of pieces to com-
plete a whole circle. These pieces must be .securely held
while certain operations of boring, turning, or facing, or
!^11 of these, are being performed. The usual way is to rivet

Ij-shapcd lugs on a steel band, but this is useless for holding

the segments under the lugs, as the band pulls away &x>m
the segments and these become loose. Tn fig. 5 a-

band is shown, devised by Mr. J. T. Towlson, of
Silvertown, which removes this objection. The fore feet
protect the Jugs from bending, and so long as the lugs do

Fig. 5.

—

TjUOs for Clamping Bands.

not bend the whole of the segments are securely held. The
lugs may be riveted, but the up-to-date method is to weld
them on.

An Electric Soldering Iron.

.\n electric soldering iron, designed by Mr. W. H. Brown-
ing and manufactured at the Imperial Electrical Works,
7-12. Imperial l\Iews. St. Martin's Avenue. East Ham, E.6,
is illustrated in fig. 6. This is a veiy compact device weigh
ing only 2J lb. and measuring 165 in. in length. The main

Electric Soldering Iron.

feature of this iron is that no screws are used in the con-
stniction of the heating portion, and scaling, with consequent
loss of heat, is eliminated. Every part is easily renewable,
and a six months' guarantee of reUability is given. The
element is woimd for any standard voltage, and the total
loading is 300 watts.

The Decimal Association.—The report of the Association
for 1919-20 gives a complete record of activities in many direc-
tions. A list of bodies to whom lectures on the subjects of
decimal coinage and the metric system have been given is

included, as well as the names of Chambers of Commerce
and other associations and councils which have passed resolu-
tions in favour of the adoption of the schemes for which the
Decimal Association stands. In recording the Majority Eeport
of the Royal Commission on Decimal Coinage, the Association
makes it clear that the adverse result will only serve to
stimulate its energies. The result of a questionnaire sent to
over 1-5,000 firms, &c., resulted in an overwhelming majority
in favour of the metric system. The financial statement for
the year shows a deficit of i'578. and it is hoped that special
donations will be received from subscribers to ensure a better
result for the present period.

Liglitlng the Albert Hall.—The Albert Hall, after pre-
.serving for so many years its Victorian atmosphere has at last

linked itself with modernity through the installation of up-to-
date lighting. The present lighting is provided by Ki 1,000-

watt Mazda half-watt type lamps in large Mazdalux metal
reflectors. These units are fixed high up in the central dome,
from which position they shed an intense illumination over
the whole auditorium. The great heij;ht of the lamps elimi-

nates any risk of glare, because it is impossible to see them
without looking directly upwards. The improvement in the
illumination, as compared with that given by the arc lampe,
is extraordinary, and is due, not to any increase in the light

generated, but rather to its more effective distribution, and
the audience is able to read its programmes and papers with
perfect ease.

In a place like the .Albert Hall, whore the lighting units

are necessarily very difficult to get at. the question of main-
tenance is of <'\treme importance. Oliviously, the new method
of illumination is vastly superior to the iirc lamps in this

respect. I'ho half-watt lamps need no attention whatever
until the time arrives for replacement, and with the vitreous

enamelled Mazdalux reflectors used the_ amount of cleaning

required is reduced to the absolute minimum.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Openings for Salesmen.—Messrs. Fuller's United
Electric Works, Ltd., wish to secure the services of a number of

well-educated youug: men for their outdoor sales staff who have a

live connection amonfrst parages and electrical engineers.

The King's Car.

—

Messrs. Yandervell & Co., Ltd.,

the manufacturers of the C.A.V. electrical products, have jast

completed the addition of their new coil ignition system to the

lighting and starting installation already fitted to His Majesty's

57-H.p. Daimler. This company recently received the Royal

Warrant, its equipment being fitted to the whole of the Koyal iieet

of aatomobiles.

Efficiency Exhibition.—We have received an advance

prospectus of an " Efficiency Exhibition ' which is being organised

by the Daiiy Mail to be held at Olympia from February 10th to 26th,

1!I21. Special attention is being devoted to the place of science in

Industry, and the Electrical Development Association, the

Federation of British Industries, the British Science Guild and
similar bodies have offered their assistance to the scheme.

Annual Outings.—The staff of the General Electric
Co., Ltd., Glasgow branch, held their annual outmg on Saturday,

June 12th, at Tighnabruaich. A fine programme of sports was
carried through in very fine weather. After tea Mr. P. J. Sims,

manager, thanked the staff for the splendid support given him
during the year just closed. Mr. A. G. Hawkins, assistant

manager, also addressed the staff; Mrs. P. J. Sims presented the

prizes. •
•-•''

The Designs Section of the Engineer-in-Chief's Oflice, G.P.O.,

held their fifth annual outing on Saturday, June 19th. The party

of 24 visited Richmond, walked through the Park, Ham Common,
and the tow-path to Kingston, where tea was provided. After a

short stay at Kingston, the party divided and made for Hampton
Court by tram and steam launch respectively. The Maze proved a

severe test of the mechanical training and bump of location

possessed by those entering it. The glorious weather helped to

make the outing the most successful yet held.

Trade with Spain.—The Board of Trade Journal for

June 17th contains some notes giving advice to firms anxious to

establish connections in the Spanish market. Those who are not
quite familiar with that market would be well advised to study the

suggestions that are made, as the result of reports from British

COnsulEir officers and others, respecting signature of letters,

language, addresses, and style of correspondence.

- American Cable for Sweden.—According to a Stockholm
newspaper, a contract has been concluded with an American firm

for the supply of an underground cable, to bs laid between Stock-

holm and Gothenburg. It will be from 250 to 300 km. long, and
will cost about §3,200,000. The cable, it is said, wiU be the longest

underground cable in Europe, and the third largest in the world.

Liverpool Electrical Strike.—The strike of the Liver-
pool cable-jointers and street-box examiners. Electrical Trades Union
men, and 200 navvies employed in cable-laying for the Liverpool
Corporation electrical supply department, has been in progress now
over five weeks, and there seems no prospect of an immediate
settlement being arrived at. The navvies' grievance is that they
are not being paid the town rate of 2s. per hour, which is paid by the
Master Builders' Association. The work of relaying and repairing

the Corporation cables is. therefore, being held up.

Conduits for Canada.—United Kingdom firms who can
quote for early delivery of standard sizes of conduits for electrical

installations are invited to cable to H.M. Trade Commissioner at

Toronto (,'' Toronoom, Toronto "), who has telegraphed to the
D.O.T. in London on behalf of an inquirer in Ontario.

Hydro- Electric Strike in Canada.—The Times stated

on June I9th that practically all the employes of the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission engaged on the Chippewa power canal
were striking for a 10 per cent, increase in wages, which would
add about £4.50,000 to the cost of the work. Two days later our
contemporary reported that owing to the strike, the Commission
had decided to suspend work there, and 1,500 employes would be
obliged to seek work elsewhere.

Copper and Lead Prices.

—

Messrs. F. Smith & Co.,
report tiune 22nd:—Electrolytic copper bars, £105, £5 decrease;
electrolytic sheets, no change ; electrolytic wire rod*, £120, £5
decrease ; electrolytic HO. wire. Is. SJd., Jd. decrease ; silicium
bronze wire, Is. lljd., id. decrease.

Messrs. Jambs & Shakespeare report June 23rd :—Copper
bars (best selected) sheets and rods, £158, £3 decrease; English
pig-lead, £35 10s., 10a. increase, on last week's prices.

Lamp Manufacture in Belgium.—With the title La
Societe Beige pour la Fabrication de Lampes Electriques L E B , a
new company has lately been formed in Brussels (I, Montague du
Pace), with a capital of 2,000,000 fr., to manufacture electric lamps.

International Commerce.—Meetings are now in progress
in Paris, attended by representatives of various British banking
and commsroial organisations, for the purpose of establishinff an
International Chamber of Qomwerce.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The General Electric Co,,

Ltd., G7. Queen Victoria Street, E.G. 4.—Installation Leaflet

No. P 2.327 (4 pp.). An illustrated description of the electrification

of a large Scotch hosiery mill.

The Vaughan Crane Co., Ltd., Openshaw, Manchester.

—

Booklet No. 7 (29 pp.). A well-produced, photographically-Ulustrated

booklet describing the " Vaughan '' electric block and its applica-

tion to various types of cranes.

The Anglo-Me.xican PETKOLEnM Co., Ltd., 16, Finsbury
Circus. EC. 2.

—
" The Story of Mexican Petroleum " (35 pp.). A

photographic record of the work of the company, reproducing
from pictures on exhibition at the Crystal Palace some excellent

views of Mexican oilfields, &c.

Messrs. Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd., Norwich.—Booklet,
" The Sign of Service,' giving a resume of the firm's various
departments and their activities and addresses.

Messrs. Higgs Bros., Dynamo 'Works, Sand Pits and Summer
Hill Street, Birmingham.—Latest abridged list of A.c. and D.c.

motors. Priced and illustrated.

Messrs. Charles Chdrchill & Co., Ltd., 9-15, Leonard Street,

Finsbury, E.G. 2.—Pamphlet illustrating " Fluxio '' high-speed
tipped cutting tools of various types.

Messrs. R. B. Hand & Co., Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C. 1.—
Up-to-date price-list of electrical fittings, including most wiring
necessaries, conduits, cables, switches. &c.

Messrs, Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical). Ltd., Sunic
House, Parker Street. W.C. 2.—Leaflet (265) dealing with clocks
for timing X-ray exposures and the Smart-Bristow medical coil.

Illustrated and priced.

British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot,

Lanes.—Two illustrated leaflets. No. H 89, dealing with Leclanche
batteries ; and P 161. describing "Prescot" jointing materials
and accessories, including compounds, tapes, and connectors. The
latter is fully priced.

Dissolutions of Partnerships.

—

Wheeler & Isox, elec-

trical and mechanical engineers, Homeleigh',Whippendell Road,
and 1110, Harwoods Road, Watford.—Messrs. G. Wheeler and. W.
Isou have dissolved partnership.

Wood & Hague, ignition and lighting specialists, lA, Saunders
Street, Southport. Messrs. T. & J. Hague and S. Wood have dis-

solved partnership. The Messrs. Hague will attend to debts and
continue the business.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. W. Johnston, for over
30 years with Messrs. Wm. Dow ..t Sons, Ltd., has, with his son, com-
menced business as electricians at 20, St. Andrew Street, Kilmar-
nock, under the style of William Johnston & Son.

Mr. R. Millett has been recently appointed by the Electric
Construction Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton, as their sole Lancashire
and Yorkshire agent. Offices, 30, Gross Street, Manchester.
Tel. No. : 7772 City.

Messrs. E. Shipton & Go., of 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway,
W.C. 2, announce that on June 28th their business will be trans-

ferred to larger premises at 52, Floral Street, Covent Garden.
W.C. 2. Telephone No. : Gerrard 374.

Owing to expiration of lease, Mb. E. Goldston, electrical engi-

neer, 28, Marefair, Northampton, has removed to temporary
premises at 13, Horsemarket, Northampton.
The be. Co. (of London and Birmingha.m), Ltd., is desirous

of appointing agents for its Hendon drawn-wire lamps, not for its

general supplies.

Company Liquidations.—The Kinetic Co., Ltd.—
Winding up voluntarily. Liquidator, Mr. T. Rimington, 43,

Gallowtree Gate. Leicester.

Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Winding up volun-

tarily for reconstruction purposes. Liquidators, Mr. F. T. Jackson
and Mr. C. W. Rooke.
Selson Engineering Co. (France). Ltd.—Meeting of creditors

is called for June 28th, at 85, Queen Victoria Street, E G.

Norman, Johnson & Co., Ltd.—Voluntary liquidation. Mr.
J. K. Garioch, 16, King Street, E.G. 2, liquidator. Meeting of

creditors, June 30th.

For Sale.—West Hartlepool Corporation Electricity

Department has for disposal one 600-KW. Belliss-Parker D.c
generator set ; also one 100-KW. Belliss-Crompton D c. genarator.

By direction of the Disposal Board, Ministry of Muuitiors Mr. H.
Baskett will sell by auction, on July 13th, 14th and I5th. at the
Ordnance Stores. Abbey Field, Colchester, a quantity of electrical

stores, including cable, telephone sets, switchboards, kc.

Assets Auctions Co., Ltd.. wUl sell by auction, at 119-121, New-
ington Causeway, S.E., on June 30th, the stock of an electrical

goods factor.

Wigan Corporation Electricity Department invites offers for one
Willans high-speed compound engine and condenser, direct-coupled

to Dick, Kerr 5B0-volt generator ; also a quantity of spares. Full
particulars are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

White City Motor Show.—There is to be a great motor
show at the White City in November. The buildings there have
now been vacated by the Government, and members of the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and Traders are to fully co-operate in the

display. A further series of exliibitions representative of Ul%
v»rion« trades anij indwtriee of th« wtintry will follow.
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Lead.—In their report dated June 19th, Messrs. James
Forster & Co. say :

—

We estimated last week a current consumption of 145,000 tons per annum,
which we considered less than the actual. We are informed by actual con-
sumers that the consumption of sheets and pipe has averaged 5/6,000 tons per
month since May last year. We are also informed that the consumption of
the electrical trades is nearer 100,000 tons a year than our figure of 00,000
tons. Our total should therefore be increased to 180,000 tons, or 15,000 tons
per month, against which we have in available imported lead 30,000 tons in

the last seven months. This condition of things is certainy not reflected on
the London Metal Market, where values have been knocked down daily by
continued realisation of old *' 13ull '* accounts, and on Wednesday reached the
heavy fall of £3 per ton on the day. . . . Consumers, naturally, have been
absent, and there has been little export demand.

Messrs. G. Cawaon & Co. state :

—

The liquidation of the June account in lead has continued ; in fact this

account has turned out to be much larger than anticipated. June lead sold
down to £31 5s. At the decline consumers have come forward and bought
considerable quantities. The lower prices no doubt have encouraged them to
cover not only prompt but also some of their forward requirements. Quite a
good business has been done in alt positions. The market has now a healthier
appearance. There has been a little more export enquiry. . . . We calculate
roughly that the total quantity of Australian lead still to be shipped is about
30,000 tons. Part of this, however, may go to the States, so that if the strike
is not soon settled we may perhaps see some scarcity of lead later in the
year. Many things, however, may happen before this occurs. Meanwhile, the
supply of lead is ample. . . . The outlook is now decidedly more encouraging,
and the lower level of prices will no doubt bring fresh buyers.

Electrical Window Displays.—The contributor of a
recent article entitled " What is the Contractor Doing?

"

mentioned among other matters the want of attractive window
displays. The criticism appears to be justified, and it is to

be hoped that at a time when the public interest can be easily
drawn to electrical labour and coal saving and dirt-avoiding
appUances, there will be a greater display of show-window
originality and enterprise in all our big centres. Messrs. A.
Emanuel & Sons, Ltd., of George Street, Manchester Square,
W. 1, who have written to us on this matter, hold that the
criticism is particularly applicable to Brifish manufacturers,
while American firms in this coiintry are alive to this im-
portant side of electrical selling. They have sent us the
accompanying photograph of a window display of elec-

trical cooking devices, which shows the c8-operation that

Electrical Window Dispwv.

is sometimes noticeable between the contractor and the
American manufacturer. The contractor in this case was not
very easily persuaded to agree to the window display, but
we are assured that the results have been remarkable con-
sidering that this was his only shop, and that it was in a,

side thoroughfare. We would urge manufacturers and con-
tractors to co-operate enthusiastically along such lines, for
we beheve that the effort would be well worth while.

Herr Deutscli on German Industrial Conditions.—Accord-
ing to the Economic Review, the Excelsior publishes a state-
ment by Herr Deutsch. a director of the A. E.G., concerning
the effect of a Franco-German economic rapprochement and
present conditions in Germany. Such a rapprochement would,
he averred, have excellent results, and France need not fear
Germany's competition, as the latter was scarcely in a position
to carry out the orders already in hand. The whole world was
inundating Germany with orders far beyond her present
capacity. The word "sale" had no longer any meaning;
in future, it would only be possible to speak of " production."
The eight-hniir day was a calamity for the whole world. If

normal conditions were ever to be restored the miners must
work ten hours, and all other workers twelve hours a day.
Production was everywhere hampered by the lack of labour.
Germany would call upon her workers to .strain every nerve,
and they would obey without fail, if only wholesome and
ample food could be assured; otherwise all efforts would be
in vain. In reply to the question whether the Customs tariff

would have to be altered if an agreement were reached, Herr
Deut.«ch said that no change would be made at present, but
the commci'fial treaties would have to be revi-^^cd at a later

date. With regard to Germany's foreign exchange, he de-
clared that it would recover for a space, but would then, he
believed, experience another heavy faU.

—

Neue Freie Prcaae,

May 26th,

Notes on Trade with Japan.—The Coiamercial Counsel
lor to H.M. Embassy at Tokio (Mr. E. F. Crowe, C.M.G.),
has recently ma^le a tour among firms and works in ttiis

country. In the Board of Trade Journal he writes :

—

" This is my third experience in visiting the industrial

centres in this country, and on each occasion I have found
that the interest displayed in foreign trade has grown. In
the past, complaints have often been made about British

manufacturers not adapting themselves to the needs of par-

ticular markets, but as far as my own experience goes I have
been surprised at the wonderful adaptability of the British

manufacturer and his keenness to seek trade abroad, and his

anxiety to conform to foreign requirements. Many of tho
firms are, of course, booked far ahead, but they are prepared
to allot part of their output to foreign buyers, and aU
of them appear to be anxious to avail themselves of the
machinery which the Government have now placed at their

disposal for the purpose of collecting information abroad.
In the course of my tour I have met several associations of

manufacturers and merchants, and it has been possible, with
their assistance, to draw up forms of questionnaires giving
the kind of information which is needed by firms in this

country. It is hoped that by adopting this system a gr6at
mass of useful information will be collected and will be im-
mediately available i'or those who require it."

He says that the subject which has come up for discussion
most frequently has been that of trade marks. It is well-nigh
impossible in England to talk about trade with the Far
East without touching on this complicated subject, compli-
cated for two reasons : (1) That in China there is as yet no
trade mark law, and that the arrangements for the mutuail
protection of trade marks as between the various countries,
nave not yet been completed ; and (2) that unfortunately as
regards Japan there have been a very great number of
piracies. Goods bearing imitations of British trade marks
have found their way into many parts of the world, and the
complaints received have been very numerous. Japan is a
signatory of the International Convention for the Protection
of Industrial Property, and due protection is given to firms

who have registered their trade marks in

.Tapan, but much of the trouble has arLsen
from the fact that there have been imita-
tions of marks of those fiiTos who have not
actually done business in Japan, and have
consequently not registered their marks
there, while there have also been imita-
tions which, though not exactly close
copies, are near enough to deceive the
ordinary purchaser who is not well ac-

quainted with the Enghsh language.
" At the present moment interest in

Japanese trade undoubtedly centres in the
immediate crisis. At a time when nothing
but cancellations of orders are ih the air, it

is practically impossible to place new
business, but I feel convinced that the
future is rosy, and that very shortly matters
will be adjusted, and a great many orders
win once more be placed in England for

those types of British goods which have
deservedly earned so high a reputation ih

Japan in the past."

There has been a good deal of misappre-
hension about wages in Japan. Many

people in England still think that a Japanese workman gets
about sixpence a day and a bowl of rice. It is difficult, after
there has been much talk of cheap Japanese competition, to

make people realise that the cost of living has advanced more
in Japan since the war than in either England or the United
States; and that the average Japanese workman expects to
receive about 7s. a day.
There are a large number of minor questions sffectiug

Japanese trade, but on the whole it rcij oo saw tnat the
fhief problems at the moment are, on the one side, trade
marks,and quality of export goods, and on the other delivery
(if cotton spinning machinery. For the moment there is to
be added also the all-important question of the cancellation
of contracts above referred to, but it is to be hoped that when
the banks find themselves in a position to render the usual
facilities these difficulties will be got over and trade will
once more run in its normal channels. The storm will have
cleared the air, conditions wOl be much healfiier, and the
ordinary business man will be able to continue his steady
and profitable business unhampered by the wild alarums and
'excursions introduced by the irresponsible siJeculator whose
innings has now been terminated.

Banliruptcy Proceedings.—C. J. F. Hayman, electrical

engineer, lately carrying on business at 90. Woodhouse"Road.
Leytonstone, and 1, Goodmayes Road, Goodmayes.—The first

meeting of creditors was held on .Tune 15th at the London
Bankruptcy Court, before Mr. D. Williams, Official Receiver,
under this failure. The debtor filed his own ' petition on
June '2nd. He has stated that iu January, 1019. being with-
out capital, he took an empty shop at 90, Woodhouse Road,
and there commenced to trade in the name ot Cuthbert Hay-
man, as an electrical engineer. At first he was successful,

but owing to difficulty in obtaining copper wire, he was unable
to carry out aU his orders. He was further handicapped by
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la<^^k of capital, and in liecenibor last he was advised to con-

vert the business into a company. A Mr. Wood, to whom
he was introduced, told him that he had several friends willing

to take up shares, and early in December Hayuian, Wood
and Co., Ltd.. was registered with a nominal capital of i;4,000,

of which £8i") was subscribed within a week. He (debtor)

was appointed manaping director at a salary of i£500 per

annum, but in all he only received about four weeks' salary.

.•\s vendor he was allotted 700 shares for the stock (valued at

between £300 and .£400) and the goodwill; the registered

office was at 45, Cheapside, E.G., but the business was carried

on from Leytonstone and Goodmayes. The trading at the

latter place was a failure, and the company gradually declined

through want of capital, with the result that the business

was closed down, and he w-as now employed as a fitter. The
company agreed to take over the whole of his habilities with
the assets, but was unable to carry out its obligations to pay
the debts, and in March last one of the creditors obtained

judgment and levied execution upon his furnitm-e. Further
pres.sure followed, to escape which the debtor filed his petition.

He now owes between £200 and £30t) and has no assets

whatever. The case was left in the hands of the Official

R.eceiver to be administered in bankruptcy.

I. J. HoDSON and B. H. Newj.i.4N (Hodson & Newman),
electrical engineers, 85, Queen Street, Exeter.—Receiving
order made June 17th on debtors' own jietition. First meet-
mg, July ist; public examination, July 8th, both at Exeter.

George Frederick Kiverson, electrical engineer, Goulders
Place, Atterchffe Common, Sheffield, late 38, Shrewsbury
Boad, Sheffield.—The following are creditors:—

Cieneral Eleclric Co £188
Siemens Bros., Ltd. 76
Siemens Bros. & Co., Lid 139
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd 178
Metropoiitan-Vickers Electrical CO;, Ltd. ... ... ... 31
Western Engineering Co. 12

A Modern Installation. — The electric lighting and
power installation at the Metropolitan Water Board's new
offices has been earned out by Messrs. Strode & Co., Ltd.,
(in their improved steel conduit system of wiring; they have
also installed their sfiecial system of telephones, fire alarms,
and electric bells. From the electric lightmg mains sub-mains
are carried to sub-distributing boards, from which circuits are
run to the vajious hghts, the whole of the cables and wires
being in heavy gauge screwed enamelled steel conduit.
Similar mains are also taken to the main power panel, from
which sub-power mains are run to distributing boards for

various motors. The lighting installation includes about 3,000
lights, and the ix)wer installation for the various motors totals

about '200 H.P. Approximately 100,000 ft. of steel tube has
been fitted for the lighting and power wii-ing, and about 40
miles of cable. For the electric bells and telephones about
'20 miles of wire has been employed. A special system of

telephone communication has been provided to 74 stations, in

addition to the G.P.O. system for which Messrs. Strode have
provided the necessary steel conduit.s. Forty tire alarms have
been fitted at various points, and a si>ecial call system to ring
up the various departments has been installed at 32 stations.

Sixty " Magueta " clocks have been fitted throughout the
building. The electric hght fittings were manufactured to

special designs of the architect.

Garden Settlements for Steel Workers.—A considerable
number of houses, in every way superior to those to which
most workers have hitherto been accustomed, is now being
built by John Brown & Co., Ltd., for the steel workers em-
ployed at tlieir new steel foundry at Scunthorpe, Lincoln-
shire. These houses are of the bungalow type, constructed
of concrete slabs, and with a careful regard to interior do-
mestic conveniences. Each house, moreover, is provided with
its own allotment plot, or garden. An extension of the same
idea is, in addition, being carried out by the company in

conjunction with several other large firms in the Scunthorpe
district; a considerable estate is being developed there on
garden city lines. A large number of houses is being erected,
mostly of brick, and all the resources of modern town-plan-
ning utilised to provide in this busy manufacturing centre a
healthy and picturesque residential quarter equipped with
ample open spaces, and amenities associated with country,
rather than industrial life.

Insurance Against llnemployment.—In the course of

discussion at the annual meetmg of the National Alliance of
Employers and Employed at Birmingham, it was strongly
urged that the .\lliance should take up this problem and
produce a scheme satisfactory to both parties. As a result
the following committee has been appointed :—On the trade
union side,

Mr. Arthur Pugh, o{ the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation.
.\liss Julia Varley, Women's Branch of the Workers' Union.
Mr. Harry Dubery, of the Federation of Post Oflice Supervising Trade

The employers' lepresentativea are :

—

Mr. Charles Tennyson, of the Federation of British Industries.
Mr. Philip H. Lockhart. of Messrs. W. & A. Bales, Ltd.
Mr. T. E. Jackson, of the incorporated Association of I^etail Distributors.

This committee will meet at an early date to make investiga-
tions, set out a general questionnaire, and obtaLn evidence.

Enip!o>es' Investment Scheme. ~ Mesera. Rashleigh,

Phipps & Co., Ltd., elci-trical engineers and contractors, of

Oxford Street. W., have adopted an investment scheme gi"ving

an opportunity to their employes to take an interest in the

business. Out of an issued capital of £'2:3.(X10 in £1 shares,

2,00() are described as employes' shares. The profits are divi-

sible as follows : First payment, 6 per cent, per annum on
employes' shares; second payment, 6 per cent, per annum
on the ordinary shares; third payment, division of the surplus

among both classes of shareholders in proportion to the

capital paid up. The employes' per cent, has therefore first

claim. If there were a bad year and the 6 per cent, could not
be paid, the dividend would be cumulative, and have first

claim in the following year if that were not also a bad year.

In the event of liquidation the employes' payments for shares

would be repaid in full after the satisfaction of the company's
creditors. Shares may be bought either outright or in in-

stalments. If an employe leaves he must sell his shares to

the directors for re-issue to other employtis; he can only hold

them at the directors' discretion. A pamphlet explaining the

.scheme has been issued, and no doubt the company would
forward a copy to anybody interested.

Book Notices.
—" The Decimal Educator." June, 1920.

(31 pp.). London : The Decimal Asaociation. Price 6d.—This

little quarterly maiotains its high, standard, and the number before

us is particularly interestinfr. The report of the Royal Commission
on Decimal Coinage is ably criticised ; we note that although 74

per cent, of the evidence from individuals or bodies outside ofEclal

circles- was favourable to decimal coinage, the majority reported

s^'ainst the very principle of decimalisation, a verdict which haa

never before been given by any inquiry, and which we venture to

assert is contrary to the judgment of the great majority of the

community, '

" Jiilima I oi the British Science Guild, No. 11" (obtainable on

application to the Secretary, 6, John Street, Adelphi, W.O. 2, price

la. IJd., including postage). Contains annual report of Guild for

litl9-20 ; and memoranda on the Milk Question ; State Awards
for Scientific and Medical Discovery ; Utiliaation of Science in

Public Departments ; Army Hygiene in the War and After, &o.
" The How and Why of Radio Apparatus. " By H. W. Seoor.

New York Experimenter Publiahing Co., Ltd. Price $1.75.

"A Theory of Metallic Arc Welding." (11 pp.) By Ralph
G. Hudson. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.—An illus-

trated reprint from the Jniirnal of the American Welding Society,

recording obaervationa of the electric arc during welding operations,

and deducing an explanation of the nature of the welded joint.

The " Bulletin " for 1 918 of rAseociation des Ingcnieurs sortia

de I'Ecole de Li^ge. (163 pp.).—Accounts of the six sections of

the Aasooiation are given, and the commencement of a seventh at

Hasselt is recorded. It is noticeable in the reports of meetings of

the Association that purely technical discussions have been replaced

by the study of the new economic conditions and problems attending

the reconstruction of devastated Belgium.
" Juiirnal of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."

Vol. -\XXIX,No. 6. June, 1920. Annual Convention number. New
York : The Inatitute. Price Si.

" Elements of Radiotelegraphy." By E. W. Stone. Pp. xii +
267 ; 125 figs, -f 33 plates. London : Crosby Lockwood & Son.

Price 168. 6d. net.

"The Tramways and Light Railways Association Journal."

Special Congress number. No. 210, .lune, 1920. London : The
Association, Caxton House, S W. Price 2a.

" Ubersichtskarte der Elektrizitiita-unternehmungen und Gaa-

werke in den Xationalstaaten der ehemaligen oaterreichisch-

ungariachen Monarchic, ' and " Ubersichtakarte der Elektrisohen

Eigenanlagen in den ehemaligen cisterreichiachen Liindern."

Vienna : Verlag fiir Fachliteratur.—Two large mapa compiled by
Dr. Viktor Stoger, showing undertakinga in Austria, Hungary,
Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, Galicia, &e , indicating aize and type
of plant.

Strike.— Tjast week there was a strike of 300 employes of

Messrs. Falk, Stadelmann & Co . Ltd., of Farringdon Road,
London, on the question of wagea and union membership.

Electricity Supply Rifle League. — We have received

from Mr. E. Mathews, hon. aec, particulara of the matches of the
league up to May, 1 920, from an inapection of which it appears
that very creditable results have been achieved. The Metropolitan
Go's team that won the championship last year is unbeaten for the
first half of the season, whilst Shoreditch haa put up the best

score—viz., 582—and Mr. Marriott, of Hackney, ia the first to score
a posaible in this season's competition.

The Australian Trade Commissioner's Visit.—H.M.
Senior Trade Commiaaioner in Australia (Mr. S. W. D. McGregor),
who ia now in this country, will commence a tour of certain areas
on Tueaday, July 13th. He will begin in London, and firms who
are deairoua of meeting him ahould communicate with the
Department of Overseas Trade, at 35, Old Queen Street, S.W. 1.

Provincial firms should apply to the Secretary of their Chamber of
Commerce.

Home Counties (No. 9) Electric Supply Industrial Council.
—The schedule of consolidated rates has been got out by the Home
Counties (No. 9 Area) Industrial Council, and approved by the
National Council and circulated to the Member-Companies, the date
from which the schedule becomes operative being May Ist.
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LIGHTING AND POWER N0TE5.

Ayr.—Bulk .Supply.—The ('orpoiaLion has been recom-

mended by the Electricity Commissionera to iu^(;ot'*t6 for a bulk

supply of electricity from the Kilmarnock Corporation.

Australia.—Melhourne Strike Setti,ei).—The City

Council ratified a proposal to grant the electricians an increase in

wages of .Ss. 6d. a day, and the strikers resumed work on June 18th.

The whole trouble relating to the electricity supply is now ended,

and lighting and power for the tramways will he made available.

Birmingham.— V'ear's Workinc—The total revenue

for the past year's working of the electricity undertaking was
£l,0(;8,82i;, and expenditure £776,291, leaving a gross balance of

£2!»2,5.35. The payment of loan charges, &c., left a net surplus of

£15,324. The total number of units sold was 127,938,1124, at an

average price of 2'005d. per unit.

Canada. — Hydro-Electric Developments. — The
Canidian Enginrer gives details of a new hydro-electric develop-

ment, plans and specifications of which have been recently prepared

by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario. This project

is to utilise the power afforded by the Ranney Falls, about one

mile below Campbellford, Ontario. Two 5,000-h.p. turbines are to

be installed, coupled to two three-phase, liO-cycle, 6,li00-volt

generators, each of 1,500 k.v.a. capacity. Under normal conditions

a head of 47 ft. will be available. This will be the ninth installa-

tion in the Trent and Severn divisions.

Carlisle.—Supply Scheme.—A scheme for supplying a

number of Cumberland villages, including Wigton, is under con-

sideration.

Burnley.—E.xten.sions.—In connection with the exten-

sive scheme for the improvement of the undertaking, the Electricity

Committee has now recommended the Council to place the contract

for the work with the English Electric Co., Ltd., Preston, the total

amount of the tender being £107,400.

Bnry.—Linking-up.— In connection with the scheme for

inter-supplies of electricity between the Corporation electricity

department and the Lancashire Electric Power Co.'s works at

R£Micli£fe,lthe Town Council proposes to apply for sanction to borrow
£95,000 for the necessary extensions at the electricity works.

After consultation with the company, the engineer has placed

orders for the tranformers required. To meet present obligations,

Heywood requires 1,870 H.p. and Radcliffe 1,410 H.P. in addition

to their present supplies. Subject to the scheme being approved

by the Electricity Commission, and the sanction of the Minister of

Health being obtained to borrow the money, a contract is to be

placed for the supply of an 8,000-10,000-KW. set.

No change is to be made in the charges for electricity by the

Corporation until the end of the present quarter.

Chester-le-Street.—Proposed Electricity Supply.—
The Rural District Council has decided to obtain prices for the

supply of electricity for comparison with prices of gas supply

to the Council's housing scheme at Washington.

Chirii.—Electric Liohting.—At a special meeting of

the Rural District Council, held to consider the lighting question,

the chairman stated that, in view of the small population, he did

not think that electric lighting would be remunerative, while

another member urged that the gasworks should not be proceeded

with until it was known what an electricity scheme would cost.

Ultimately it was decided to aak Mr. <;. Bremner Smith to advise

the Council on the matter.

Co. Dublin.—Electricity Sipply.—The question of

having a centralised electricity supply for the Co. Dublin coast

townships was mentioned at the Blackrock Urban Council, when a

letter was received from the Electricity Commission to the effect

that the Commissioners were in communication with the Dublin
Corporation, and were suggesting that a bulk supply should be

given to Blackrock and Pembroke. It was hoped to deal with the

matter as soon as the Corporation had gone into it. The Kingstown
Urban Council appointed a Committee to consider a scheme for the

lighting of the township by electricity, with a view to having a

centralised source of supply for the other townships of the

surrounding district, a conference is being convened to eonsiderthe

proposal, to which representatives of Blackrock, Dalkey, Killiney,

and Rathdown, are being invited.

Colwyn Bay.—Year's Working.—The chairman of the

Lighting Committee announces a profit of £217 for the year ended
March 3 1st last.

Cnllompton (Devon).—Lighting Scheme.—The pro-

moters of the electric light scheme have decided to go on with the

project, a circular letter to householders to ascertain the probable

number of consumers having proved highly satisfactory.

Dalkeith.—Expert Advice.—The Town Council has

requested the Electric Supply Corporation to allow an independent

engineer to examine and report on the plant in the works at

Croft Street, in view of the unsatisfactory lighting provided in

the town last winter.

Devonshire.—Elkctricity Supply.— For the purposai
of electricity supply, Devonshire has been divided into four sections,

with centres at Plymouth, Exeter, Tonjuay, and Barnstaple. Since
this partition wa.s made, a map has lieen prepared, introducing a part

of Somerset and part of (Cornwall into the scheme. A Committee
of the Devonshire County Council will meet the Electricity Com-
missioners on .lunc 2;ith in London, to confer on the scheme.

Electricity Districts.—The Electricity Commissioners
have provisionally determined that the undermentioned areas shall

be constituted separate electricity districts for the purposes of the

Electricity (Supply) Act, 19i:i :

—

West Riding. -The cities and county boroughs of Bradford,

Leeds and Wakefield ; the county Iwroughs of Barnsley, Dewabury,
Halifax and Huddersfield ; the municipal boroughs of Batley,

Brighouae, Keighley, Morley. Ossett, Pontefract, Pudsey and
Todmorden ; the urban districts of Altofts, Ardsley, Ardsley East

and West, Baildon, Barkisland. Barnoldswick, Bingley, Birkcushaw,
Birstall, Burley-in-Wharfedale, Calverley, Castleford, Clayton,

Clayton West, Cudworth, Darfield, Darton, Denby andCumberworth,
Denholme, Dodworth, Drighlington, Earby, Elland, Emley, F-mley
Tyas, Farsley, Feathcrstone, Flockton, Garforth, Gildersome,

Golcar, Goole, Greetlaid, Guiseley, Gunthwaite and Ingbirch-

worth, Haworth, Helxlen 15ri<lge, Heckmondwike, Hipperholme,
Holme, llolmfirth, Honley, Horbury, Horsforth, Hoylandflwaine,

Hunsworth, llkley, Kirkburton, Kirkheatou, Knottingley, Lepton,

Linthwaite.Luddenden Foot, Marsden, Meltham, Methley, Midgley,

Mirfield, Monk Bretton, Mytholiuroyd, New Mill, Norraanton,

Oakworth, Otley, Oxenhope, Penistone, Queensbury, Rawdon,
Rishworth, Rothwell, Royston, Scammonden, Selby, Shelf, Shelley,

Shepley, Shipley, Silsden, Skelmanthorpe, Skipton, Slaithwaite,

South Crosland, Southowram, Sowerby, Sowerby Bridge, Soyland,

Spenborough, Stainland, Stanley, Thurlstone, Thurstonland, Whitley

Upper, Whitwood. Wombwell. Worsborough and Yeadon ; the

rural districts of Barnsley, Goole, Halifax, Hemsworth, Hunslet,

Keighley, Penistone, Pontefract, Selby. Tadcaster, Todmorden,
Wakefield, Wetherby and Wharfedale and the parishes or townships

of Addingham, Bank Newton, Beamsley, Bolton Abbey, Bracewell,

Bradleys Both, Brockden, Broughton, Carlton, Coates, Cold Coniston.

Cononley, Cowling, Draughton, Elslack, Embsay-with-Eastby,

Farnhill, Gargrave, Glusburn, Halton Bast, Hazlewood-with-

Storiths, Kildwick, Lothersdale, Martens Both, Salterforth, Thorlby-

with-Stirton and Thornton, in the rural district of Skipton.

South-East Lancs.—In the County of Lancaster : The City and

County Borough of Manchester The County Borough of Bolton,

Bury, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford and Wigan : The Municipal

Boroughs of Ashton-under-Lyne, Eccles, Heywood, Leigh, Middleton

and Mossley : The Urban Districts of Abram, jVshton-in -Maker

field, AspuU, Atherton, lAudenshaw, Billinge, Blackrod, Chad
derton, Crompton, Denton, Droylesden, Failsworth, Famworth
Golborne, Haydock, Hindley, Horwich, Hurst, Ince-in-Makerfield

Irlam, Kearsley, Lees, Littleborough. Little Hulton, Little Lever

Milnrow, Norden, Orrell, Prestwich. Radcliffe, Ramsbottom
Royton, Standish-with-Langtree, Stretford, Swinton and Pendle

bury, Tottington, Turton, TyldesIey-with-Shakerley, UphoUand
Urmston, Wardle, Westhoughton, Whitefield, Whitworth and
Worsley : The Rural Districts of Barton-upon-IrweU, Bury, Leigh

Limehurst and Wigan ; and the Township of Rixton-with-Glaze

brook in the Rural District of Warrington.

In the County of Chester : The County Borough of Stockport

The Municipal Boroughs of Dukinfield, Hyde and Stalybridge : The
Urban Districts of Alderley Edge, Altrincham, Ashton-upon

Mersey, Bowdon, Bredbury and Romiley, Cheadle and Gatley

Hale, Handforth, Hazel Grove and Bramhall, HoUingworth, Knuts'

ford, Lymm, Marple, Mottram-in-Longendale, Sale and Wilmslow
The Rural Districts of Bucklow and Tintwistle.

In the County of Derby : The Municipal Borough of Glossop

The Rural District of Glossop Dale.

In the West Riding of the County of York : The Urban Dis-

tricts of Saddleworth and Springhead.

Objections or representations may be made on account of the

inclusion of any area in, or the exclusion of any area from, the

districts so provisionally determined, and all such objections or

representations must be made in writing addressed to the Secre-

tary, Electricity Commission, Gwydyr House, Whitehall, London,

S.W. 1, stating the grounds upon which the objections or represen-

tations are mside, and must reach the said offices of the Commis-
sioners not later than October 3 1st, 1920.

It being apparent to the lilectricity Commissioners that the

existing organisation for the supply of electricity in the districts

so provisionally iletermined should l)e improved, notice is further

given that they intend to hold local inquiries into the matter,

and any authorised undertakers, as defined in the Electricity

(SnpjdyJ Act, 191'.i, any (bounty Coimcil, any local authority, any
railway company using, or proposing to use, electricity for traction

purposes, any large consumer of electricity, and any association or

body directly concerned with the production or use of electrical

energy within the districts, may, on or before the said Slst day of

October, 1920, submit in writing schemes for effecting such im-

provement in organisation, including the formation of joint elec-

tricity authorities for the districts, and any proposals for altering

or adjusting the boundaries of the districts so proviaionally

determined.
Notice will be given of the dates of the proposed inquiries.

Exeter.—YiCAit's AVorking.—The electrical engineer

reports a surplus of £1,833 for the year ended March 31 at, com-
paring favourably with a deficit of £1,735 for the previous yew.

This result is attributed partly to increased prices, and partly to

the removal of lighting and power restrictions.
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Derby.—Payment of "Award."—The failure of the

Corporation to ffive effect to the £30 bonus award, as from Jan.

1st, led to the presentation of notice to withdraw by members of

the statf. A special meetiue: was called, when it was decided to

accede to the terms of the award by paying the bonus from the

stipulated date.

Federated Malay States.—Electricity Supply.—The
Board .'/ fradr Journal states that the Governor of the F.M.S.

recently foreshadowed a scheme for the uniform supply of elec-

tricity to the States and Straits Settlements for power, drainage,

and railways. An expert has been enerasred to investigate and
formulate a scheme.

Fleetwood.—Loan.—Application is to be made to the

Electricity Commissioners for sanction to borrow £5,000 for new
mains and services, and £2,000 for the provision of meters for the
Council's housing- scheme.
Price Revision.—The Urban District Council has decided to

apply to the B.O.T. for an order under the Statutory Undertakings
(Temporary Increase of Charges) Act, 1918, for such modifications
of the Fleetwood Electric Lighting Order, 1908, as will enable the
Council to charge a flat rate of S'id. per B.O.T. unit.

Hinderwell.—Electric Lighting Scheme Deferred.
—The Cleveland and Durham E P. Co. has informed the Urban
District Council that with reference to the electric lighting scheme
it would be necessary for the Council to lay its own cables, as the
town is outside the company's area. The cost would be at least

£6,000, in addition to from £2,000 to £3,000 for a sub-station, and
the cost of a prov. order. The Council has decided to defer the
matter, and to await mining developments in the district.

Kingston-apon-Hull.—Year's Working.—The state-

ment of accounts for the year ended March 31st last records a total

income of £218,136, as against £144,369 for the previous period.

The expenditure increased by 32 per cent, to £166',724, leaving a
gross surplus of £51,412. The deduction of income-tax, loan
interest, &c., resulted in a net balance of £8,931, of which £7,987
was transferred to the reserve fund, the remainder cancelling a
deficit of £944 from last year.

Leeds.—Year's Workinu.—The total income of the
electricity undertaking for the year ended March 3l8t, was
£230,895, as against £141,767 for the previous year. Expenditure,
including loan charges, income-tax, 4c., amounted to £186,486
against £141,118, leaving a gross surplus of £44,409, comparing
with a profit of £649 for 1918-19. The total number of units sold
increased from 63,387,433 to 63,023,502, and the average price psr
unit from r26d. to r79d.

Littleborough.—Housing Scheme.—The General Pur-
purposes Committee of the Urban District Council has instructed
Mr. Hawtayne, electrical engineer, to prepare plans and estimates
for cables and fittings for the supply of electricity to the houses
which are to be erected by the Council at Calderbrook, as well as
for the street lighting in connection with the scheme.

Liverpool.—Strike.—The Executive Committee of the
Electrical Trades Union has ratified the action of the cable
jointers and street-bos men employed by the Liverpool Corpora-
tion, who are on strike tor higher wages. The Mersey District
Secretary of the Electrical Trades Union has resigned from the
Joint Industrial Council for the Electricity Supply Industry, one
of the reasons, we understand, being that the Council has not held
a meeting during the several weeks this dispute has been in
progress.

London.— St. Marylebone.—The statement of accounts
of the electricity imdertaking for the year ended March 31st, 1920,
records a total revenue of £307,073, as against £245,156 for the
previous year. The total expenditure was £174,007, as against
£134,707, leaving a gross balance of £133,Ci!6. compared with
£110,449. Interest charges, loan repayments, &c., amounted to
£109,954, as against £111,452, and the net result was therefore a
surplus of £23,112, which compared very favourably with last
year's deficit of £1,003.' A total of 19,770,781 units was sold at •

an average price of l'798d. Last year's figures were 16,245,133
and l'712d. respectively.

Loughborough.—Year's Working.—After meeting all
interest aud sinking fund charges for the year ended March 3 1st
last, the electricity undertaking showed a balance of £1,144—the
highest since its inception. The average price per unit sold was
l'95d., and a total of 2,964,096 units was generated.

Manchester.—House Lighting.—The Gas and Elec-
tricity Committees are to prepare and submit a joint report as to
the system of illumination most desirable for the Corporation's
housing scheme.

Nottingham.— Electricity Scheme.— An admirable
site contiguous to the Trent, and at no great distance from
Clifton Colliery, one of the largest undertakings in the immediate
neighbourhood of the city, has been acquired for Nottingham's
new electricity generating station, but considerable criticism has
been already forthcoming locally as to the alleged undue haste
with which the report of the responsible Committee dealing with
the matter, was presented and adopted, involving as to the first
section of the work an expenditure of over £800,000. Mr. A. R.
Atkey, M.P., a member of the Corporation, and one of the City's
Parliamentary representatives, questions whether the Council
was wise in summarily ignoring the offer to supply electricity,

which was made by the Notts, and Derbyshire Power Co.,

possessing statutory powers for the area outside the municipal
boundary. He urges that this alternative plan should have

received a larger measure of consideration before the Council

arrived at its precipitate decision.

Price Increases.—In consequence of additional working
expenses, the following towns have adopted increased scales of

charges :—Ascot, Barnes, Basingstoke, Batley, Birmingham,
Clacton-on-Sea, Darlington, Doncaster, Dublin. Dundee, Fleetwood,

GiUingham, Glossop, Godalming. Heywood, High Wycombe,
Meeksham, Paisley, Ramsgate, St. Annes, Southend-on-Sea,

Taunton, Warrington, Whitehaven, Wolverhampton and Worksop.

Wallasey.—Extensions.—To meet immediate demands,
Wallasey Corporation has decided to lay a high-tension main
to New Brighton, with the necessary transformer and switch-

gear at a total cost of £2,728. The Corporation has taken into

account the anticipated load for the next five years. A rebate of

id. per unit is to be allowed consumers from the June quarter bills,

as defined by the Coal (Pit's Mouth) Prices Order, 1919, in respect

of energy consumed for the whole period from December Ist, 1919,

to May 12th, 1920.

Worksop. — E.XTENSiON OF Supply. — Considerable

extension of the existing system of electricity supply was decided

upon at the last meeting of the Worksop Urban District Council,

the estimated cost being over £50,000. The original lighting

scheme entailed an expenditure of £37,000, of which £26,000 has

been repaid. The Committee had had two schemes under con-

sideration, one for taking energy from Manton Colliery and the

other involving an extension of the Council's own plant, the Com-
mittee being favourable to the first-named plan. One of the items

of £17,830 included in the estimate would only be spent, it was
explained, when necessary, and extensions would not be undertaken
unless there was guarantee of an adequate return.

Yeovil.—Electric Lighting Order.— Messrs. Petters,

Ltd., have informed the Town Council that it is not their intention

to carry out the Electric Lighting Order they obtained in 1914, and
asked if the Council would consider taking on the rights. The
Council has declined the offer.

TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY NOTES.

Ayr,—Fare Increase. — The raising of additional

revenue from the tramways has been under the consideration of

the Town Council. The deficit of £3,227 last year was taken from
the reserve fund, reducing the latter to £1,772. The estimated
deficiency for the year ended May 15th, 1921, is £5,617. It was
decided to adopt certain recommendations of the Tramways Com-
mittee permitting increases in the fares, discontinuing privilege

and permit tickets, and readjusting workmen's fares. By these

means it is estimated an extra income of £ 4,867 will be obtained.

Belfast.—Fare Revision.—The question of revision of

fares and stages was on the agenda at a meeting of the Corpora-
tion Tramways Committee, lust week, and was adjourned for

further consideration. Mr. J. Johnstone, of the National Amalga-
mated Union of Labour, and Mr. .John Malcolm, of the Municipal
Employes Association, appeared before the Committee in support
of an application for an advance of 1 Id. per hour on the basic rates

for motormen, conductors, and the depot staffs. After some dis-

cussion the matter was adjourned pending a report from the
general manager.

Bolton.—Wages.—Following the action of the Corporation
Tramways Committee in refusing the tramway men double pay for

the four days of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Show, the
employes have asked the Committee to reconsider its decision, and to

receive a deputation. The men are also applying for an alteration

in the basic rates of pay.

Continental. — Italy.— Railway Electrification.—
Steps are being taken by the Italian Ministry of Public Works
for the electrification of the Ligurian and Piedmontese rail-

ways, including the Genoa-Turin-Modaneline. the Union of Central
and Northern Italian railways, the Rome to Naples and Sulmona
and other Southern lines. Similar operations will be carried out
on the Brenner Pass and the Florence to Bologna and Faience lines.

It is estimated that altogether 1,400 km. of railway lines will be
electrified at a cost of 800 million lire.

—

Economic Reciew.

Darlington.—Extensions Deferred.—Consideration of

the proposal to lay a tramway track from Market Place to the
\7ictoria Road entrance to Bank Top Station, at an estimated cost

of £15,000, has been deferred.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—Tramway Deficiencies.—At a
meeting of the Town Council on June 1 6th, a letter was read from
the Ministry of Transport with reference to complaints regarding .

the tramway services in Gateshead. The Director-General of
Traffic wrote that on the information which had been obtained and
which had been laid before him, the Minister of Transport was
satisfied that the Gateshead and District Tramways Co. was honestly
endeavouring to cope with post-war conditions, having, as was
natural, due regard to the interests of the undertaking. There
appeared to be no sovereign remedy for the conditions to be
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immediately applied by either the company, the Corporation, or

the Ministry of Transport. It was considered, however, that the

aotion which tho company had agreed to take was calculated to

improve the situation as quickly as was practicable. The Minister

suffg-ested the followinfr action by the Corporation, which he
thought would contribute to this end :

—

1. Co-operation with the tramway company in keeping the loading
of cars within reasonable limits, and stopping the practice of

travelling on platforms, steps and buffers.

2. Keeping the company advised of any specific requirements, and
particularly definite cases of shortage of accommodation.

3. Further consider.ition, as an important means of relieving con-

gestion under the cii-cu instances, of the question of admitting to the
borough, 'buses bringing passengers in from the surrounding
dstrict.

i. Consideration whether it was possible to take any steps to

spread the " peak " load over a longer period.

5. If possible, removal of the cab rank from Wellington Street to

one of the adjacent streets.

Hnddersfield.—Car Buildinu.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided that as soon as possible cars will be constructed
by the Department.

Leeds.—Wages.—Leeds tramwaymen are to receive

£2,000 in retrospective advances in wages from March 29th last.

Motormen now receive £3 ISs. for a week of -18 hours, compared
with £1 189. 6d. for a week of liO hours before the war, and con-
ductors get £3 148., as against £1 13s. 6d.

—

Financial Times.

Accident.—One of the Corporation's trackless cars travelling
from Guiseley to Otley, on June 14th, crashed into a wall on the
roadside at Menston. The driver was badly shaken, and received
cuts on the hand from the broken glass, but the 16 passengers
escaped injury. The front of thfe car was wrecked. It is thought
that something went wrong with the steering gear.

London.—L.C.C. Motor-'Bus Scheme.—Having been
compelled to withdraw the clauses of the L.C.C. (Tramways and
Improvements) Bill, providing for extensions to tramways, the
L.C.C. has asked for powers to provide a subsidiary omnibus system
at a cost of £400,000. The object is to link up the termini of the
tramway system, and to serve new housicg schemes, &c. Mr. Vesey
Knox, K.C.. on behalf of the County Council, siid that the refusal

of the local authorities to permit the laying of new lines in their
districts had given the L.G.O. Co. an opportunity to raise its rates

in these localities, thus enabling it to compete with the cheaper
tramways in other parts. Mr. G. H. Hume, answering Mr.
Freeman. K.C., who appeared for a number of London authorities,

and Mr. Honoratus Lloyd, K.C., for the L.G.O. Co., denied that the
idea of the scheme was to run in opposition to existing omnibus
services, although he admitted that the Bill as drafted would
enable the Council to do this. Mr. Hume also deprecated the
suggestion that the Council wished to be authorised to run an
omnibus service before the setting up of a traffic authority.

London,—Fake Increase.—Acting on the authority of

the Ministry of Transport, the Metropolitan Electric Tramways
raised the fares on their system on June 22nd. The new
scale of charges is:—Two stages for IJd. (minimum fare);

three stages for 2d. : five stages for 3d. ; and for each additional
two stages. Id. Some of the new fa-es are :—Golders Green -

Barnet, 6d.. instead of .')d ; Finsbury Park—Waltham Cross, ICd..

instead of Sd. ; Edgware Road—Sudbury. Sd., instead of 6d.

Workmen's fares, single fare for return journey. The fares on the
omnibuses serving the same districts will be revised on the same
scale.

Stoppino Places.—Several alterations in stopping places for

tramcars and omnibuses at Greenwich, Rattersea, Heme Hill, &o.,

were made on June Kith, upon the recommendation of the Advisory
Committee on London Traific.

Preston.—Additional Plant.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has authorised the engineer to olitain tenders for the supply
of additional plant at the power station, in view of the increase in

the service.

Railless Cars.—Mr. A. H. Wilkinson, Bradford, in a
paper at the annual meeting of the Municipal Tramways Associa-

tion (managers' section), at Birmingham, hist week, said he had
been favourably impressed with the performances of railless electric

vehicles, and could see a brighter future in store for them. Up to

the present they had been considered as an auxiliary or adjunct to

the .main tramway service, but under existing conditions a con-
siderable extension of railless electric transportation appeared very
probable.— Financier.

West Riding.—Wages Award.—The award which has
been made by the Joint Industrial Council to the tramway industry
affects the towns in the West Riding area as follows :—Group 1

(39. per week increase): Leeds, Sheffield, Br.adford, Hull and
Hnddersfield ;

Group 2 (28. per week) : Halifax, Doncaster, York
and Barnsley ; Group 3 (Is. per week) : Wakefield, York, Keighley,
Rotherham, Mexboro' and Swinton, Dewsbury and Ossett. The
award is retrospective from March 2yth last, and is in addition to

the award of Os. per week made by the National Council.

Weston-super-Mare.—Time E.xtension.—The Electric

Supply Co., Ltd., has applied to the Ministiy of Transport for an
extension of time until August 6th, 1922, for .completing' the
tramways under the Older of 1900.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE NOTES.

Ecuador.— New Wireless Stations. — A wireless

station has been erected at Quito by the Socicte Francaise Radio

Electrique on account of the Government of Ecuador, and similar

stations are also being erected at Guayaquil and Esmeraldas. These

stations are of 10 KW.
A Presidential Decree was published in the " Registro Oficial''

of March 13th, prohibiting all private parties from importing and

establishing wireless apparatus in the Republic.

—

Board oj Iraie

Journal.

Finland.—Telephone E.ktension.—The South Finland

Inter-Urban Telephone Co. proposes to extend its network of lines

over another 1,000 km., which will involve an expenditure of

F.Mk.3 mill. With this end in view, the capital wUl be increased

from F.Mk.5 to 7 mill.

French Colonies.— New Wireless Stations.—The
J. (!e Marine Marchande (May 20th) gives an account of the

wireless telegraphy stations in course of construction in the French

Colonies.

In 1917 it was decided that the military colonial wireless system

should include powerful stations at Saida, in Southern Algeria.

Bamako, in French West Africa, Brazzaville, in French Equatorial

Africa. Antananarivo, in Madagascar, and Saigon, in Cochiu China.

The construction of the four latter stations has reached the following

Bamako : The buildings are nearly finished ; a great deal of the

material is already to hand or in place, and the electrical fittings

will be forwarded in June.
Brazzaville : The buildings are started, the yards having been

opened in December, 1919 ; the plans for the establishment of a

hydro-electrical works are drawn up.

Antananarivo : A site for the station has been definitely fixed ;
a

contract for the supply of electrical energy has been drawn up
;

the electrical fittings will arrive at the end of the year.

Saigon : The buildings are nearly finished ; the contract for the

supply of electrical energy is signed ; the material will be delivered

at the beginning of 1921.

These four large stations, planned for military purposes, will be

transferred, when finished, to the Administration of the Postes,

Tel(jgraphes et Telephones. Smaller stations, established by the

colonies themselves, and intended for communication in West

Africa between neighbouring colonies or between certain centres

in the same colony, will be at Port-Etienne, Dakar and Rufisque in

the Senegal, Monrovia in Liberia, Conakry in iJuinea. Tabou on

the Ivory Coast, Bamako—a small temporary station—and Kabara.
—Economic Heriew.

Telephone Service.—Deficit.—The Postmaster-General

announces that a deficit of £1.750,000 is expected as a result of

working for 1919-20. This allows for the payment of interest on

capital to the extent of £880,000.

Select Committee —The Government has decided to ask the

House of Commons to appoint a Select Committee to examine the

present charges made to the public for the use of the telephone

service and to report in what respect these charges require revision,

in order to place the service on a remunerative basis. The pro-

posal is that the Committee should consist of Sir Eiward Coates,

Sir Harry Brittain, Mr. Archdale, Sir Hamilton Benn, Mr. Briant,

Mr. Tyson Wilson, Mr. John Robertson, Mr. Carr, and Mr.

Purchase.

—

The Times.

Wireless Operators' Strllje.—Developments. — T/tc

Times states that the Association of Wireless Telegraphists has

announced its agreement to negotiate oa the wages question, out

will not advise the men to resume work while negotiations are in

progress. The suspension of the order that vessels of 1,600 tons

and above must have wireless installations and operators, has

resulted in one or two cases in the refusal of crews to sail, causing

inconvenience to passengers. The Joint Seafarers' CouncU has

not " recognised '' the strike, and other seamen are, therefore,
" permitting " the employment of »on-Union operators.

CONTRACTS OPEN AND CLOSED.
( Tlie ila'.e ijieeii in //ire/itheses at the end of the paragraph indicates

the issue of the Elbotbioal Bstikw, in which the " Othcial

.\olice" appeared.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—August 4th. N.S.W. Government
Railways and Tramways. Two 1,000-KW. sub-station units; Chiei

Electrical Engineer, 61, Hunter Street, Sydney.

August 3rd. Department of Public Works. Turbines and
generators for the Barren Jack hydro-electric development scheme.

Department of Public Works, Sydney.
X.S.W.—Postmaster- General's Department. August 2nd and

5th. Aluminium sheet, brass rod, itc, scheduled 769
;
platinum

wire, gold and silver wire, scheduled 768. (June 11th.)

Wbsteen AnsTBALi.\. — Postmaster-General's Department.

August 3rd, 326 accumulators, schedule 668. (June llth.)
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Belgiom.

—

June 26th. Municipal authorities of Bierset

CProvince of Liege). Tenders for the concession for supply of

electrical enerjry for lighting: and power purposes in the town.

Colne.—Electricity Department. Steam and water piping.

(June nth.')

Darlington.—July liJth. Electricity Department. One
6,000-KW. turbo-alternator and aurface-condenging plant. (See

this issue.)

Dartford.—June 26th. Electricity undertaking. Rotary
converter, transformers, awitchgear, &c., l,t, twin cable-feeder,

pillar and feeder-panel, (June 11th,)

Edinburgh,—July 13th. Corporation. Electric lighting

installations of houses at (Jorgie. The Town Clerk.

Glasgow.—July 6th. Tramways Department. One
10,0U0-KW, steam turbo-alternator, with condensing plant, (June
18th,)

Hnddersfield.—Electricians" work in girls' high school.

Greenhead. H, Sntcliffe, Borough Architect, 1, Peel Street,

Hull.—July 12th. Electricity Department, One three-

motor electrically-operated overhead travelling crane, (See this

issue.)

Hoylake and West Kirby.—Coal for a year, for the Urlian

Diatriet Council Electricity Works. Electrical Engineer, Carr

Lane, Hoylake,

Electric lamps andMiddlesbrough. — Corporation,

general stores. Town Clerk,

New Zealand.—Auckland.—September 1st. Harbour
Board, For the anpply of electric capstans and spares, Messrs,
W, & A, McArthur, Ltd,, 18-19, Silk Street, Cripplegate, London,

Newport,—June 26th. Electricity Department, Turbo-
altemating plant, surface-condensing plant, boilers, economisers,
draught plant, steel flue and stack, kc. (June 4th,)

Nuneaton. — June 30th, Electricity Department.
1,000-KW., D.c, geared turbo-alternator, surface-condensing
plant and pipework, (June 4th,)

Southampton,— July 3rd. Electricity Department.
K,H,T. and H,T, switohgear and D,c, control panel, (June 4th,)

Swindon.—June 26tli. Electricity Department. 2.000
yards 3-in. four-way stoneware conduits, light steel poles for over-
head lines, (June 11th,)

Warrington, — June 29th. Electricity Department.
Truck type ash elevator and hopper. (June 11th,)

July 13th, Electricity and Tramways Committee, Two
S,O0O-KW, turbo-alternators, (June 18th,)

CLOSED.

Belgium.—The municipal authoritiesof Horion-llozemont
(Province of Liege) recently invited tenders for the concession for
the supply of electrical energy for lighting and power purposes in
the town. Not a single offer was received.

Burnley.—The Electricity Committee recommends that
the contract for the extensions, at the electricity works, be placed
with the English Electric Co., Ltd., the total amount of their
tender being £107,400.

Mansfield.—Town Council :

—

Cables.—Western Electric Co., f9,838.

Southend-on-Sea,—To^vn Council :

—

600 tubes and .100 bends tor condenser Ledward it Beckett, f4,675.

Swansea.—Corporation. Accepted :

—

Worcester,—Town Council :

—

Messrs, Ward,—Electric bells for police cells, £13 ; electric fan, £49,

PORTMCOMINQ EVENTS.

Institution ol Electrical Engineers. — Wednesday. June 80th. At the
Institution of Mechanioal Engineers, Storey's Gate, 8.W. At 6 p.m.
Paper on *' Overhead and Live Rail Conductor Systems," by Sir Philip
Dawson.

Thursday, July 1st, At the Natural Historv Muse
South Kensington, From 8 p,m, to 11 p,m. Annual <

Junior Instltalion ol Engineers,—Wednesday, June SOth. At the Cafr
Monico, Piccadilly Circus, 6,30 p,m, for? p.m. Dinner to celebrate 36th
anniversary.

Tramways and Light Bailways Association, -

Caiton Han, Westminster, S,W. At 2.80 p,m
7,30 p,m, at the Connaught Kooms : Annual dinn

NOTES.

The I.M.E.A. Meeting.—Continuing the report of the
LM.E,A, Convention, appearing on page 803, the proceedings were
resumed on Wednesday morning. The paper by Mr, I. V,

Robinson, Wh.Sc. of the B,E,A,M,.\ , on " Power Station Design in

Relation to Thermal Efficiency," was discussed by Messrs,
Carnegie, Selvey, Ferranti, Wilkinson, Swallow, Ayton, Lea, and
Hunter. Mr. Robinson replied. In the afternoon an excursion to

Bolton Abbey took clace, also a golf handicap. Mr. Robinson's
paper was contributed as the result of an invitation to the
B.E.A.3I,A, to give the views of manufacturers. Copies of the
specifications and tests agreed between the B,E,A,M,A. and the
Association were circulated at the meeting.

Industrial Research,—The Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research has approved the Research Association for the
British Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Industry, The Secretary of the
Committee engaged in the establishment of this Association is

Major H, R, Watling, " The Towers," Warwick Road, Coventry,

Vulcanised Rubber.—A new vulcanising process has been
invented by Mr, S. J. Peachey, of the Manchester College of Tech-
nology. It is stated that instead of the usual high temperatures,
the new method employs sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphur
dioxide at ordinary temperatures. The process will enable a large
class of materials to be treated, which could not be used previously
on account of the high temperature involved.

Electricity on South African Farms.—None can doubt
the complete present supremacy of the oil (engine as a
power motor on South African farms, withthe wind motor

—

invariably of foreign manufacture owing to the strange
indifference of British makers—a good second. Nevertheless,

there are signs that these will soon be faced with a growing
competition from small and self-contained electrical plant.

Attention is just now being vigorously drawn to the waste of

water power in the numerous districts where it is available, and
useful attempts are being made to educate the agriculturist as to

the possibilities open in this direction. The common impression has
hitherto been that a greater and more forceful flow is required than
can be continuously relied upon from the average small stream, and
the farmer has yet to learn how small and irregular a flow will

give a sufficient horse-power to work a plant capable of driving big
farm and dairy machines, and also lighting a homestead. Little

or no conception exists of the high peak loads obtainable by the
use of the storage battery on a low, but more or less continuous,

rate of feed. As information on this subject spreads, we foresee a
widely-extended demand for small electricity-generating plant in

the farming districts of every part of South Africa,

The subject is one which may well engage the practical attention

of machinery importing firms, which should be assured of the
sympathetic co operation and support of Home manufacturers of

the type of plant referred to. The South African farmer was
never before so prosperous or in such a good position to spend
money on new ideas and developments. .^11 that is needed is a certain

amount of propaganda, both by advertising and personal advice,

and he will see the important economies and facilities he can effect

by utilising the power now generally running to waste. With a
stream 10 ft. wide, from 2 ft. to 4 ft. deep, and with about 5 ft,

head, the farmer has a free supply of something like 20 h,p„ but
the trouble is that in few cases does he know this. The
opportunity open to machinery firms strikes us as an extremely
valuable one, the more so because the commercial opportunities are
not limited to the handling of small dynamos and the necessary
material, but the door is opened to a new and highly-profitable

business in lighting fittings and such domestic conveniences as

eleatric fans, irons, washing machines, and cooking and heating
apparatus. Such plants are not unknown in South Africa.

Isolated cases exist where enterprising farmers have had them in

successful operation for some years. Such cases are certain to

multiply, and the commercial opportunities involved will be
recognised and fostered by wide-awake firms. In fact, one such
house in British East .Africa, holding an American agency, has been
making a big push lately with electric motors adapted for agri-

cultural purposes, and. we believe, with considerable success.

South Africa should provide a still larger field if similar propa-
ganda were pursued in districts offering the necessary water-power
facilities, and, in spite of popular misconceptions, it should be
realised that there are few which do not.

—

B. and S.A. E-rport

Gazette.

U.S.A. Production of Electric Power and Fne'
Consumption,—Data collected and compiled by the Committee on
Division of Power Resources, United States Geological Survey,
giving the production of electric power and consumption of fuel

by publi'; utility plant in the United States for the month of
January, 1920, show an increase of approximately 15 per cent, over
the figure for the same month in 1919. The figures for January
are based on returns received from about 2,800 power plant of
100-KW. capacity or more engaged in public service, including
central stations, electric railways and certain other plant which
contribute to the public supply. The capacity of plant submitting
reports of operations is about 90 per cent, of the capacity of all

plant. The average daily production of electricity during January
was 124,300,000 KW.-hours. 33 per cent, of which was produced by
water power. The total production of electricity by public-utility

plant during 1919 was 403 billion KW.-hours, 14'7ii billion KW.-
hours. or 36'6 per cent, by water power, and 25'54 billion KW.-houra,
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or 634 i)er cent, by fuels. The mean daily output for lyli» was
UO'4 million KW.-hours. The mean daily production for January,
1919, waa about 108 million KW.-hours ; the mean for January,

1920, was 1243 million KW.-hours. The value for January, 1919,

is estimated. The fuel consumption for the year was as follows :

—

35 million short tons of coal, 1106 million barrels of oil, and 2r7
million M. cb. ft. of gas. Converting the oil and gaa consumed to

coal, the equivalent coal for all fuels consumed during 1919 would
be 38'34 7 million tons. With 25'540 billion K\v.-hours, produced
by fuels in 1919, an average of practically 3 lb. of coal was
required per Kw.-hour of electricity produced. On this basis it

would have required the consumption of 22,140,000 tons to have
generated the KW.-hours produced by water power. The estimated

production of bituminous coal in 1919 is 458,063,000 short tons.

The amount of coal used by electric public utility plant during
1919 was 7'6 per cent, of the total produced.

—

Power.

Charges for Electricity Supply and Wages of Employes.
—The fullowing is a L-ojiy of a letter addrussed to thu secre-

tai'ies of the Houie Counties (No. 9 area) Joint Industrial

Council for the Electricity Supply Indastry, by the Ministry
of Transport :

—
COPY.

Ministry of Transport,
Secretarial and Legal Department,

6, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 1.

June Wh, I'J-Jl.

Gknti.kmen,

I am directed by the Minister of Transport to refer to Mr.
Webb's letter of the 13th ult., and to the copy of the resolution

passed by the Home Counties Council on May 12th, 19211. aud
also to the conference which Sir John SneLl had with a.

deputation from the Industrial Council on the 19th ult.

The Minister has decided that companies seeking an in-

crease in their maximum rates of charge may no\v make
application to hiiii under section 32 of the Electric Lighting;

(Clauses) Act, 1899, instead of under the Statutory tjndei-

takings (Temporary Increase of Char-ges) Act, 1918. This

will enable aU companies with very few exceptions to make
application should that course be necessary. The few excep-

tions are those companies whose orders were granted to

local authorities prior to the passing of the 1899 Clauses Act,

and subsequently transferred to the companies.
Such companies and local authorities to whom Section 32

of the Act of 1899 does not apply may make application under
the Statutory Undertakings (Temporary Increase of Charges)

Act, 1918.

The Commissioners will conduct any inquiries that may
be necessary, and they will be always willing to hear any
representations which the Industrial Council for the district

may desire to make, and the Industrial Council for the dis-

trict will be notified when any application for an increase

of charges is made.
With regard to the second point raised by the deputation,

I am to say that the Minister has no power to allocate to any
particular purpose any part of the sum produced by the

sanctioned increase of maximum charge, but representatives

of the Industrial Council can attend any inquiry and be heard
thereat.

As regards the third point raised by the deputation, I am
to state that the Mini.ster is advised that he cannot restrict

the grant of an increase only to undertakers who agree to

carry out the recommendations of the Industrial Council.

I am, Gentlemen,
Yoirr obedient servant,

(Signed) R. FRANCIS DUNNELI-.

The Joiut Secretaries,

Home Countias (No. 9 Area) Joint Industrial Council

for the Electricity Supply Industry.

The Costs of Gas Fittings.—The electrical engineer,

with characteristic modesty, and a lively remembrance of the

time when new houses were fitted for gag with a mixture of

small iron and compo pipes held up for the most part by the

plaster, ia apt to assume that hia wiring estimates ai-e still

much in advance of the expenditure called for by his com-
petitors. Only a few years ago small houses were wired in

carcass for 8s. to 10s. a point, without fittings, and gas could

be run for half that amount. To-day however, it would
appear that high cost of installation and of apparatus ia a more
serious difficulty to the gas engineer than to ourselves, check-

ing the popular wiring schemes and radically altering the

relation lietween the cost of gas apparatus and the revenue

to be derived from its use. A correspondent of the Gas Journal

recently complained that a speaker had given a figure of £1
per point as the present cost of simple gas installation work,

including inverted pendants, burners, outlets for fires, cooker,

&c., at the same time stating that the lowest tender known
i to him for electric wiring without fittings was 25s. per point;

whereas the correspondent considered that it could not be

done with material up over 100 per cent. ; wages of gaa fitter

Is. 9d. per hour; wages of gas fitter_ mate Is. per hour. The
results were given of two housea piped in carcass. to deter-

mine the costs for 600, as follows :
—

Houses : 3 bedrooms, parlour, living room, scullery, bath-

room, uaual offices.

Points : 10 lighting, 1 cooker, 1 hot water, 4 fires; total, 16.

Net cost without establishment charges, eupervision, use of

tools or waste, £M 6s. per house.

FiTTI.N'GS.

1 2-light peudant
2 Burners at us. 4d
8 1-light pendants at os. 6d. ..

8 Burners at 4s. 8d
10 Mantles at 6d
10 Patteresses at 6d., labour, &c

£ 8. d.

14 6
10 «

... 2 4

... 1 17 4
5

3

£5 16 6

or a total of over JBIS actual net cost for a house with 16 points,

only the lighting points being completed with fittings. It

woubi appear that after providing the cooker, wat<?r heater,

and fires, an expenditure approaching £50 per house might be

anticipated.

The Fiat Motor-car Works.—When the Italian auto-

mobile industry is under consideration, Italy's lack of coal is

often cited as one of the handicaps which will prevent the

industry attaining the same development as that of other

nations more favourably situated in this respect, but Italy has

been so favoured by nature in the matter of water power

that coal can almost be dispensed with. There is proof of

this in the Fiat motor works, which, whilst being one of the

largest in Europe, are also completely electrified, the whole of

the electrcity being obtained from water power in the Alps.

At the present time no coal whatsoever is used for driving

machinery. For power and light the big works of the Fiat

Company consmue 15,000 KW . daily, out of a total consump-

tion of 50,000 KW. for the whole of the city of Turin. When
the new steel works and the forges were laid out, they were

designed to be operated entirely by electricity secm-ed from

water power; the electric furnaces, in paxticular, are very

fine. The essential features of these furnaces are the subject

of a Fiat patent, and excellent results are obtained. It was

in 1917, soon after the Fiat Company had bought up the Pie-

raontaise steel works and forges, that the problem was tackled

of securing sufficient hydraulic power and designing such a

plant that no coal whatsoever would be required in the big

Turin factory. Control was obtained of the Mont Cenifl

Hydrauhc Power Co., which, by reason of its topographical

and geological conditions, offered good possibilities for obtain-

ing electricity. The plant existing at that time on the

Cenischia River was able to supply 65,000,000 KW.-hours, of

which 38,000,000 were available in summer and 27,000,000

during the winter months. Tliis quantity will be considerably

increased in the near future, for extensive works are being

carried out on the Cenischia River. In addition to this, by

increasing the size of the natural lake on the top of the Mont
Oenis, the power available wiU be increased to 200,000,000 kw.-

hours, of which a large portion will be available during the

winter months. When these extensions have been completed,

the whole of the electricity produced by the Mont Cenis Elec-

tric Power Co. will be reserved for the Fiat motor works at

Turin.

Eiectro-deposition of Iron.—In a paper recently read

before the Institution of Automobile Engineers, Mr. B. H.

Thomas gave an interesting account of the progress of repair-

ing or building up worn motor parts by means of electrically

deposited iron. Ball race housings, stub axles, and tho

various other parts that, subject to continuous wear, become

slack must, under ordinary circumstances, either be allowed

to run on to the detriment of the engine in general or on the

other hand must be replaced—a costly alternative. In such

cases the only satisfactory remedy is the deposition of copper

(ir iron, and it has been found possible to coat with a layer

2 mm. thick any cyUndrical wrought iron or steel surface.

Properly done this layer cannot be chipped off with a chisel,

and when carbonised and hardened the dividing line, shown
by micro-photographs, entirely disappears. The surface can

be filed or ground and given a high finisli. At the Third

Heavy Repair Shop, described by the writer, 6,000 parts were

rendered serviceable by this method in less than two years,

aud several examples of the various types of work are given

in the paper. The plant consisted of two depositing benches

with 24 depo.siting vats each and a large vat for siniple re-

petition work; machine tools for finishing off repairs; two

electrolytic cleaning vats; a set of accumulators coupled in

groups for 2, 4, 8 and 12 volts; three i H.r. motors for rocking

anodes, besides other necessary smaller appliances. The
method of working is detailed by Mr. Thomas. The import-

ance of properly cleaning the material is emphassiEed by the

fact that it is put through .seven stages, including two electro-

lytic baths. Any portion of the work to be left as it stands

is then stopped off by means of wax or a .similar composition.

The bath that gave the most satisfactory results was com-

posed of 75 grammes of ferrous ammonium sulphate to 1 litre

of water, with a current density of 1 amp. per 30 sq. cm.

The work is suspended in the vat from a standard fixed to

the bench, and in order to ensure a uniform deposit the

anode is moved about the work by means of a .<«mall motor.

The best anode proved to be that made up of If. s.w.o

Swedish iron wire wound into the form of a cylinder and

thoroughlv annealed. The temperature of the solution should

be kept above 68 clog. F., and it is de,<!irable to decant and

settle it everv throe days or .so to remove oxides of foreign

matter which cause roughness in the deposited metal.
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The Cracking of H.T. Insnlators—A writer in EM-
troUchnik uml Mtisc/iinenhaii, diBcUb>iin!f this question, points out

that cracking in petticoat H.T. insulators is nearly always caused

by the cem«nt u?ed in cementintr the different parts together (he is.

of course.' speaking of built-ui> insulators). Most ordinary cementB

become very hard with time, and havintra diflerent thermal expan-

sion to the porcelain used, they cause the latter to become mechani-

cally stressed, and so cause cracking- and breaking when the

insulators are heated up. A number of firms use an elastic com-

jiound between the cement and the porcelain, but here also the

same trouble is experienced with the lapse of time, as the elastic

medium also oxidises and hardens. The remedy suggested by this

article is to add to the cement (only the best Portland cement

should be used) materials having a lower thermal expansion than

the cement, so that the thermal expansion of the compound is

reduced to approximately the same value as that of the porcelain.

A compound of this type, termed "Teleo" cement, has been

patented bv the Porzellanfabrik Freibergi. S., and has given very

satisfact'^ry results in use. It has also a higher mechanical

strength than pure cement.

E.P.E.A, Bonus of .1:30.—We understand that a situation

of serious concern to the inhabitants of Derby, Nottingham, and

Leicester was recently created by the Councils in these boroughs

On account of their not agreeing to pay the above bonus in accor-

dance with the recommendation of the N.ational Joint Board of

Employers and members of staff (Electricity Supply Industry).

The members conoprned. supported by the E.P.E.A.. had intimated

their intention of withdrawing their services on Friday last, if the

Councils did not reconsider their decision and agree to pay the

bonus as recommended. We are glad to state that the Corporations

have since reconsidered the matter and have decided to pay the

bonus to the technical staffs, as from January 1st, 1920.

Appointments Vacant.—Armature winder, for the Oldham
Corporation Tramways : foreman (Ks. BOO per week), for the

Ammunition Power House, Kerkee. India ; meter superintendent

(I0.5s.), for the Loughborough Corporation Electricity Department

;

mechanical and electrical engineer, for the Yorkshire Electrical

Power Co. : resident electrical engineer (£450) for the Borough of

Wrexbam Electricity Department ; mains and meter assistant for

Alloa Town Council Electricity Department. See our advertisement

pages to-day.

London and Chicago. From his colleagues, Mr. Abbott received a

silver coffee service.

Ayr Town Council has granted the electrical engineer a bonus

of £150. and the tramway manager a bonus of £135, into which aU

war bonuses are merged.

Me. W. C. Ma LLINS, general manager of the Liverpool Corpora-

tion tramways, was presented on his retirement with a silver rose

bowl, salver, and vases, at a luncheon given by the chairman of the

Tramways Committee (CounciUer F. C. Wilson), at the London and

North-Western Hotel, Liverpool. Warm tributes were paid to his

work as tramway manager.
Kilmarnock Town CouncU has appointed Mk. J. H. Mbn/.IES, ot

Dundee as tramway manager.
.

Obituary Mb. Cecil Teeherne, who was killed by lightning

on June 1 2th, was an apprentice to electrical engineering with the

British Westinghouse Co., at Manchester, and was about to enter

Manchester University to take an engineering degree. He was 19

years of age.

Mb. T. Goodyeab.—The death has taken place of Mr. Thomas

(roodyear, who was for over 21 years electrical engineer to the late

Lord Nunburnholme, at Warter Priory (Yorks.). He was 63 years

of age.

Mr. John Cooper.—We regret to record the death of Mr. John

Cooper, accountant, who was in the employ of the Edison Swan

Electric Co.. Ltd., for 30 years.

Will Mr. H. P. Smallpeice, chairman of the Guildford Elec-

tricity Supply Co., Ltd., left £138,265 gross and £114,424 net

personalty.

INSTITUTION NOTES.

lostihition of Electrical Eogineers. —There was a good

attendance of members on June 16th. when Sir Dugald Clerk,

K.B E., &c., read his "Note on the Thermal Efficiency of the •

Generation and ITse of Gas and Electricity." The subsequent dis-

cussion, which will' appear in a later issue of the ELECTRICAL

Review, raistd points of great importatce. Among the speakers

were Messrs. Merz. Highfield. Patchell and Wordingham, Colonel

Crompton, and Profs. Cobb and Smithells.

Students' Section.-The London Students' Section of the

Institution is to visit Scotland this summer from July 21th to

31st. An attractive programme has been arranged, which will

include social functions and visits to power stations, works, and

other places of interest at Glasgow and Clydebank.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—A conversazione is to be held

at the Institution. Great George Street, S.W., on Tuesday, July 6th,

from 8.30 p m. to 11 p.m.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Jht Editor! invite electrical engineers, whether cmMiected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Emictkical Review posted as to their mnvements.

NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

Mb. Oswald G. Cook, late assistant electrical engineer at

H.M. power station, Ripon, has been appointed a director of Messrs.

Arthur Cook, Ltd., hauling contractors, Leeds.

The Council of the Koyal l^ociety of Arts has awarded medals

for the following papjrs read during the session 1919-20 :

—

Mb.
Sydney Preston, CLE., " English Canals and Inland Waterways ''

;

Sir James Currie, K.B.E., C.M.G,, "Industrial Training.'

Mr. -\. E. Firth, of the Camp power station at Ripon, has been

appointed shift engineer at the York electricity works.

Mr. J. Allan Wilson has resigned his position as branch

manager of Messrs. Johnson A: Phillips's Glasgow office, as from

June 30th.

The Highways Committee of the London County Council

recommends that Mr. J. R. Walker, assistant power-station

engineer in the tramways department, be appointed inspecting

engineer, at a salary of £440 a year, plus war bonus of 20 per cent.,

plus .*;r20, making £648.

The marriage took place at Tunbridge Wells, on June 14th, of

Mr. Frank Abbott, of the staff of the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

and Miss B. K. Maxwell, daughter of the late Mr. W. Maxwell, of

Greenling Electric Supplies, Ltd. (168,25.5).—Private coitl-

pany. Registered June 14th. Capilal, £5.000 in £1 shares (4,000 participating

preferred). To carry on the business of electrical, mechanical, motor and

general engineers, manufacturers of and dealers in transformers, radiators,

dynamos, motors, &c. The subscribers (each ivith one share) are: W. H.

Roslington, 15, Duke's Avenue. Chiswick, W.4, merchant; H. W. Humphries,

23. King Street. Cheapside, E.C., C.A. The first directors are : W. H.

Roslington (governing director) and others to be appointed by him. Solicitor :

E. J. B. Hobrow, 9, Ironmonger Lane, E.C.

Garner, Holt & Co., Ltd. (168,355).—Private company.
Re-istered June 17th. Capital, fo.OOO in £1 shares. To take over the busi-

nes*s of an electrical engineer antT constructor carried on by G. Garner at 2,

Grange Terrace. Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester, as " Garner, Voyce.

& Co." The permanent directors arc: G. Garner, 2, Grange Terrace, Wilms-

low Road, Rusholme, Manchester, electrical engineer; A. O. Holt, 2, Grange

Terrace. Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester, electrical engineer. Solicitor :

S. Bishop, 23, Fountain Street, Manchester.

Northern Radiators, Ltd. (168,201).—Private company.
Registered June Uth. Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. To carry on the business

of Radiator manufacturers, motor, electrical and general engineers, &c. Tlie

subscribers (each with one share) are: E. C. Q. Henriqucs, 477, Bury New
Road, Manchester, engineer; K. Howell, 83, Stockport Road, Marple, clerk.

The subscribers are to appoint the first directors. Qualification, £100. Secre-

tary ; E. C. Q. Henriques. Registered office: Sheepscar Street, Leeds,

Industrial Electroplant, Ltd. (168,192).—Private company.
Registered June Mth. Capital. £2.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the busi-

ness of manufacturers of and dealers in electric and galvanic machinery, motor

cars, motor and other cvcles, aircraft, range finders, steering gear, gyro-

scopes dynamos, cables, switchgear. S:c. The subscribers (each with one share)

are- F C Austin Thorncroft, Warlingham, Surrey; H. A. Rawlin, 179, St.

limes' Road, S.E.l. The first directors are : F. Pooley, E. C. Austin. W. L.

Wrclord F. Creedv and H. St. Hill .Mawdsley. Registered office : 34, Broad-

way, Westminster, S.W.

Sinclair, Paget & Co., Ltd. (168,209).—Private company.
Registered June 11th. Capital, £2,000 in £1 shares. To take over the business

of electricians, electrical engineers, &c., carried on by G. F. A. Paul at 8, New
Inn Yard, Shoreditch, E.l. The first directors are: W. P. St. John, 151,

Fore Street Edmonton, N.18, accountant; G. F. A. Paul, 32, Falncr Road,

Enfield, electrical engineer; L. Lambert, 21, Aldebert Terrace, Clapham,

S.W.8, accountant. Secretary : L. Lambert. Registered office : 8, New Inn

Yard, Shoreditch, E.l.

Fred Price & Co. (1920). Ltd. (168,229).—Private com-
rany Registered June 12th. Capital, £50.000 in £1 shares. To carry on the

business of electrical engineers and contractors, niechanical engineers, f-c.

The subscribers (each with one share) are: R. Lane. 3-4, Duke Street, Cardiff;

F Price 9 Gold Street. Cardiff; A. W. Horton, 39-31, St. Mary Street,

Cardiff; C. W. King, Pentre Gwy'im. Llanishen. The first directors are

:

Sir Edward Nicholl, Sir Wm. Diamond, R. Lane and C. W. King. Secre-

tary : T. C. Evans. Solicitors : Forsdike, Buchanan and Giles, Cardiff. Regis-

tered office : Institute Lane, Park Place, Cardiff.

Bougie Pognon, Ltd. (163,249).—Private company. Re-
gistered June 14tH. Capital, £100 in £1 shares. To acquire and turn to

account the patent and trade mark relating to the Pognon sparking plugs The

subscribers (each with one share) are: A. Peters. 4, Mount Road, VVimbledon

Park, S.W.19; A. Keston, Wcstgrove, 339, Amhurst Road, Stoke Newlngton,

N 16. clerk. The first directors are to be appointed by the subscriber..

Solicitor: A. Baker, Lennox House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.L.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Accessories Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Old Co.).—H. A.

McCann, of 8, Queen Street, E.C. 4, ceases to act as receiver or manager on

June 8th, 1920'.

Penrith Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Satisfaction in full on
.'\pril 29ih, 1920; of mortgage dated December 5th, 1918, securing all moneys

due or to become due from the company to bankers.

Kent=AIitchell, Ltd.—Satisfaction to the extent of ^£1,000

on February 20th, IMO, of. debentures dated July Illh, 1919, securing £3,000.

Llanrwst Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—W. J- Parry, of

Caetmor Chambers, Bethesia, Carnarvon, ^l receiver and manager by order

of Court dated May 2l3t, 1920.
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F. E. Baker, Ltd.—Particulars of .£10,000 debentures
created May 19th, 1920, whole amount being now issued, charged on the

company's undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled

capital.

Honiton & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—^500 de-
bentures dated May 25th, 1920, charged on the company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders ; C. Harding.
Burwood, Honiton, and others.

Llangollen & District Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
Debentures, and as collateral security, a mortgage, both dated May 13th,

1930, to secure £1.000, charged on company's undertaking and property,

present and future, and lease of portion of Deel Mills, Llangollen, with
powers therein granted to install dynamos and generators, &c. Holders

;

E. F. Jones, Llangollen, Denbigh.

W. Saunders, Ltd.—Mortgage dated May 20th, 1920,
.securing £2,200. charged on 24. 2^, and 28. Crouch .Street, Colchester.

Holders: Miss F. Fitchelt, Halstead ; W. J. Hankin, 3, Winchester Street.

Basingstoke; and F. V. Hankin, Ash Cottage. Clarence Road. Fleet. Hants.

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd, (61,447).—Return
dated December 31st. 1919. Capital. £250,000 in £1 shares (200.000 ordinarv
and 50.000 preferred), 150,000 ordinarv and 48,800 preferred shares taken up.

fl98,800 paid. Mortgages and charges, £75,000.

CITY NOTES.

As a result of the Parliamentary Co.'s

Lancashire operations for the year 1919 that company
Power has, alter paying debenture interest and

(jonstruction putting £15,0U0 to reserve, declared a divi-

! Co., Ltd. dend of 7 per cent, upon its shares, all

of which are held by this company. This
will produce i;3.5,660, plus i'l.oOU interest on the debenture
helc by this company, plus interest. &c., received i;l,317,

maiing £41,477. Debentui'fe interest payable, general ex-

penes, &c., absorb £17,219, leaving .£24,2-58, plus £8,441
broi^ht forward. Dividends of 6 per cent., tax free, on the
cumUative convertible first preference .shai-es, 7 per cent, on
the 'i per cent, cumulative participating preference shares,

and Gper cent, on the ordinary shares, are to be paid, leaving

£9,64( to be carried forward. To enable the extension of the
generating station and mains of the Parliamentary Co. to

be p.-Ciceeded with, the company in December last made an
issue of 400,000 6 per cent, cumulative convertible first pre-

fererce shares of ;61 each. The following figures indicate the

derelopment of the Parhameutary Co.'s business during the

yeir :—
T 1918. 1919.

I Units generated 49,.581,893 50,671,5.36
' Maximum load in kw. ... 14.000 18,600

H.p. connected 35,600 ' 39,000

Receipts ^136,745 £173,338
Expenditure £88,731 deU9,960

Profit on trading £48,014 £53,378

Ocing to the change from war to peace conditions, and
eapqially to the reduction in working hours in practically

all ildustries, the Parliamentary Co.'s output has not quite

mainained the normal rate of expansion, but in spite of

many difficulties the trading result has improved, and the

Parliamentary Co. has been able to increase its dividend to

this Ctopany from 6 to 7 per cent. New contracts entered
into dying the year, which are now maturing, will have the
effect { approximately doubhng the company's output as
60on auhe plant on order is in commission. In addition
inquirie have been received considerably in excess of the
company capacity to supply, even when the present exten-
sions ar<completed. These inquiries are receiving the careful

considerdon of the board. The continued high price of

coal has \-ought home to power users in every industry the

great advHages of central electric povser supply. The exten-
sions at t? power station, although somewhat behindhand,
are now nting good progress, and it is hoped that the first

of the twtJO.OOO KW. sets on order will be operating in

October, at the second about four months later; labour
difficulties, id particularly the moulders' strike, are respon-
sible for thdelay in the delivery of the new plant.

\ Mr. A. W. Tait, C.B.E.. in the course
Delhi Elect^ of his speech at the annual meeting, said

Tramways al that the accounts were the most satisfac-

Lighting tory since the formation of the company.
Co., Ltd. The position had been strengthened, and

the first dividend on the ordinary shares

was recommeni(J ; the preference shareholders began to get

some retuVn in gpect of their participating right. They had
received conside^ie assistance to these ends from the profit

obtained on remipnces to this country (^7.137). an abnormal
circumstance, wl^i they could not expect to lie repented to

the same extent ithe current year. The sati.«!factory feature
of the accounts V the increase in the revenue from both
branches of the ufcrtaking. This would have been greater

but for the comrte boycott of the cars which took place

in April. 1919. T. net revenue increased by 13 per cent.

It was inadvisable) increase the tramway fare.';, liut thoy
were considering sjjt increases in the lichting and power
rates. There had .en a slight fall in the cost per unit
generated due to ar.mprovement in the freight charges on
oil fuel. They wereoaking arrangements to'oope with th'\

demand which was expected during the coming winter. There
would be an exceptional demand during the visit of the Prince
of Wales. Despite the difficulties of obtaining electrical
materials of all kinds, 195 consumers were added, against 117
in the previous year. .'Vs they had been able to obtain better
supplies of materials the new consumers this year showed
a further substantial increase. They had selected a type of
car which was at present before the municipal authorities
for approval. Rolling stock was costly, and there was diffi-

culty m obtaining delivery and accommodation to India, so
they might not be able to supplement their rolling stock to
any matei'ial extent for some time. It was too early to give
a reliable estimate of the prospects for the current year, but
the returns s'o far to hand .showed that if conditions remained
normal they might hope for as good a result as that now
submitted so far as the, net revenue of the combined under-
takings was concerned—leaving out of account the question
of exchange. The general manager. Mr. Griffin, was returning
to this country for a rest owing to the state of his health.
It was improbable that he would be able to return to India
for any extended period, and they would have to consider
the question of a successor at an early date.

Col. O. C. Armstrong, D.S.O., presiding
Greenwood and at the annual meeting on loth inst., said

Batley, Ltd. that regardmg future prospects they need
have no anxiety as to orders; they were m

the fortunate position of being able to pick and choose their
orders, though under existing couditions this was not always
an infallible indication of results. The many factors which
might intervene between the acceptance and the completion
of a contract were at present abnonnally indeterminate,
and these in turn were aggravated by the crushing effect of
prospective taxation. It was confidently anticipated that
within eighteen months of the actual conclusion of the war
they would all be in a position to reorganise and develop to
their fuUest extent the industrial powers of this country.
Everyone accepted that industry would have to bear its full

and direct share in the taxation necessary to liquidate the vast
debt that had been incurred, since, carried to its ultimate
conclusion, industry, directly or intlirectly, in one form or
another, would eventually have to find by far the greater part
of the money required for the repayment of the war debt.
It was, however, generally and justifiably assumed that in

course of time a wise and statesmanlike policy would be ini-

tiated which would adjust the bufden of taxation in such a
manner that it would leave the most important factor in this

cnuntrv. the manufacturing industry, the freest po-ssible use
of all its powers of development both in the home as well as
111 foreign markets. So far from this being the case we are
apparently to have an extension of the E.P.D. in an aggravated
form—an inequitable and deleterious form of taxation ad-
missible at best as a temporary expedient under war condi-
tions, where the Governrnent practically consumed or con-
trolled the entire output of our factories, and mass production
of standard articles was more or less universal. The orders
already booked were sufficient to keep all the various depart-
ments in the works fully employed for the next twelve months,
and, given freedom from labour troubles and loyal co-opera-

tion of the men, he thought they could look ahead, in so far

as the immediate future was concerned, without any cause
for anxiety. A very fair proporiton of the orders are for

export, and they found many of their old customers from
abroad were again asking them to supply their needs.

Sir J. Fortescue Flannery, M.P., presided

Callender's Cable on June 17th at the Hall of the ]iistitute

and Construction of Journalists over the annual meeting.

Co., Ltd. He said the results were extremely satis-

factory, and when it was remembered that

they wei'e achieved in the face of unusual difficulties, they
w-ere all the more gratifying. The war had made things

difficult for the company, but they had had one steady custo-

mer in the Government, who had taken the greater part of

then- output to the great advantage of both the Admiralty
and the War Office. .\s a result of the suspension of hostih-

ties the Government stopped its war orders within 24 hours,

and left on the company's hands large quantities of practically

manufactured materials, and a factory which had been built to

meet its special requirements. Their original factories, as they

had been converted again to meet the special requirements of

the Government, were to a large extent in a condition unsuit-

able for commercial work. The problem left to the company,
therefore, w-as to obtain orders suflicient to fill the works,

rearrange the factories to make such work profitable, and
at the same time in order to keep their promise to re-engage

and re-employ over 800 men. These briefly were the con-

ditions under which they began in 1919, and it was testimony
to the inherent strength of the company that first its world-

wide agencies, secondly, its sales organisation, and last, but

not lea.st. the skill and grit of its management, led by Sir

Tom Callender, enabled it to secure the orders, deliver the

goods, and obtain the profit which was shown in the accounts.

The profit was made between January l.st and December 31st,

1910. and so went to the credit of the whole year, but a
large part of the year had elapsed before the changes required

by the altered conditions of manufacture were completed, and
although the factories were turning out cables in larce quan-

tities dming the whole of 1019. obviou.sly they could not do

80 efficiently, and consequently profitably until the changes
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in equipment and organisation were completed. Tlie profit

made was, therefore, eajned after these changes had been
made, and consequently during u portion only of the year
under review. The present year was handicapped by no euch
difficulties, and they expected corresponding improvements in

the results. Attention \\as drawn in the report to the re-ar-

rangement of the factory routine, owing to the working week
having been reduced to 47 hours, i.e., by over 10 per
cent. The volume of orders recorded was colossal, and quite

beyond the capacity of the factories at the present time
working for 47 houi-s a week only, and it was clear- that the
fullest and most complete employment of the plant must be
obtained to achieve the delivery to time of the large contracts

for cable w'hich were placed in their hands. Negotiations
were opened with the men's unions, and the whole situation

explained, reviewed, and discussed, and, alter prolonged and
difficult negotiations, a scheme of rotary shifts for the cable

shops was formulated and agieed, so that the cable works
could, to all intents and puiposes, keep up a continuous
process o£ manufacture. Such an arrangement enabled them
to deal with the extraordinary volume of orders received,

and to a limited extent eflect some improvement in the cost

of manufacture. In this connection, however, the higher
rates of pay and the lower efficiency of night work had to be
set off against some reduction in general charges per ton of

cable manufactured following, as such reduction should follow,

upon continuous oi>eration of their plant. All this augured
well for the company's future, and forecasted even better

results than those shown in the accounts. The volume --f

orders received after the cessation of hostilities ' had been
prodigious, large contracts had been secured, and others were
apparently coming their way, the output of the work was
continuously increasing, arid, moreover, a new factory had
been erected at the Erith works to manufacture super-tension

cable for 33,000 to (30,000 volts. Until comparatively recently

voltages higher than ll.tKX) volts were not euiployed in this

country. Now that the supply and application of electricity

was increasing so enormously, huge stations were built to dis-

tribute current over large areas, higher pressures were em-
ployed, and the demand for super-tension cables was already
urgent, and was obviously bound to develop. Their employ-
ment, however, was not restricted to this countiy. In every
pai't of the world where electricity was developing the same
demand was arising, and as they intended to obtain their share
of the orders, they had designed and built a factory especially

to manufacture efficiently this class of cable. The factoi y was
now complete, and would commence operations immediately.
The prospects of the company as they found them to-day
were never more hopeful. The books were fuU of orders,

works were operating efficiently, and the new factory was
ready. The network of agents throughout the country and
abroad poured into the headquarters a .steady stream of in-

quiries and orders, and the difficulty was not to obtain work,
but how to avoid " biting otf more than we can chew." The
directors intended to seize the opportunity now before them
to di-ive ahead the enterprise for which they were responsible,

along the path of even more successful progress. To do so.

however, financial resources beyond those already possessed

by the company were necessary; and, in a few days' time,

the boai-d would apix?al to the public to provide them with
further funds to develop this successful business towards an
even greater financial return. The general terms of the issue

were known to them. They were 400,0(,10 7J per cent. " B "

preference shares of £1 each at par, and 100,000 ordinary

shares of ±'1 each at '2'2s. per share—terms attractive enough,
it seemed to them, in themselves to ensure the same great

success as occurred iu their issue of 191S, which was sub-

scribed nine times over. Supported, however, by the results

and the favourable prospects which they had indicated, tlie

new issue should induce shareholders to take a still greatei'

.share in the successful enterprise they owned. Touching on
the accounts, the chairman said that the balance to the credit

of profit and loss account was ;£161,(K)0. as compareJl with

.£134,000 a year ago. After provision for interest on deben-

ture stock, dividend on preference .shares, and depreciation,

and adding the balance brought from 1918, there was an
available total of £'198.(XK3, as compared with £184,000 a year

ago. They were carrying to special reserve for war taxation

£33.000. and after payment of a dividend for the year of 1-5

per cent, on the ordinary shares, they were carrying forward

£105,000. Referring to the reserve for war taxation, he said

that the excess profits duty at 60 per cent, was a terrible

impost on industry; it must tend to check enterprise, and

must cripple industry to a considerable extent. That crippling

process aitected every company, and this company, of course,

did not escape. It was to be hoped that the discussions which

were now going on might enable the Government to see their

way to some reduction of this very serious taxation.

Sir T. O. Callender (managing director), in seconding the

motion, said that 1919 has admittedly been a year of great

effort and very hard work, in view of the change of circum-

stances under which the company had had to operate, and

he wished to a<'knowledfie the gieat help he had received

from all the members of the stall duiing this trying time.

In every direction fhey had endeavoured to push the interests

of the comiwnv. TTiey had opened up new connections,

although they had very large ones already existing before

the war. and an interesting item he might mention in this

connection was that in the somewhat unlikely country of

Ireland they had succeeded in opening up a small but satis-

factory business account. They had pushed ahead in South
America, ^vhere they had opened their own offices on the
West Coast with what he hoped would be very satisfactory
results. They had widely extended their field of operations
in India, and he was confident there would be much business
to the good of the company there. The new factory for the
manufacture of sufyer-tension cable would relieve the strain
on the existing workshops to a considerable extent, and give
them an entiiely new field of operations. He hoped that
before the present month closed tney would be actually mak-
ing this cable in the new shops, and he was sure the results
would in every way justify the considerable expenditure in-
curred. There was still room for improvement in thetr output.
He desired to say, however, that the relations which prevails
between the company and their men—especially in their cable
shops—were friendly and wholesome, and by the working of
the ^^"hitley Council they got into very close touch with each
other without the necessity of disputes which had been very
unfortunate in some trades, though not in their own, in
the past. From all this, and from his knowledge of what was
being done, he saw ahead ample work for the company for
some time to come, and unless some great disaster occurred
to stop all industry throughout the world, he felt sure that
the electrical cable manufacturing of which this company
stood at the very head, would find during the next three or
four years, at any rate, ample scope for all that it could do.

Sir Frederick Green, K.B.E., presided at
United River the annual meeting, last week.- He said

Plate Telephone that the net results, though somewiat
Co., Ltd. less than those of 1918, were decidfdly

satisfactory considering the position of the
^^-orld's business even-where. The eai-nings in Argentina ind
London amounted to £976.168, an increase of 75 pev cjnt.

But, on the other hand, maintenance and other expensfs of
management in Argentina and London increased by '24 per
cent., resulting in a profit of £212.092, a decrease of £80,4*7 as

compared with 1918, or 27^ per cent. Negotiations we* in

progress for obtaining permission to increase their rates and
they had reason to hope that their request might som be
granted. As regards Argentina, the increase in workirg ex-

pen.ses amounted to £127,097, of which .502 ijer cent was
represented by increased oi^erators' wages, lOi per ceit. by
increased cost of plant maintenance, and the balance, 33i per

cent., by increased cost of administration, taxation, and
sundry other items of management. They had to set agiinst

this increased expenditure an increase of £66,151 in earnings,

making the net decrease for the year in Argentina £60,^6.

The London expenditur-e, including income tax, amounted to

£105,167—a considerable increase over 1918, but one whch
was almo.st entirely due to increased income tax. The additon

to the plant account was £148,236, and to real estate £53,'3S.

The latter item was principally due to payments on accomt

of a new building in the city of Buenos Ayres now neamg
completion, which would eventually house two 10,000ine

exchanges, as well as provide accommodation for a nuiber

of the staff. Stocks of material stood at £207,464, narly

double the figure fur 1918, and were largely due to havy
shipments during the latter part of 1919 for the pmpce of

capital extensions. Higher prices, too, played their pft in

the increased value of this asset. The shortage of_ maerials

still prevented them from doing as much renewal wrk as

they desired. At the present moment the waiting listm the

city of Buenos .'Vyres numbered considerably over 5,000.which

it would be impossible to reduce to any extent u(il the

additional switchboards (some of which were now in curse of

erection) were completed. These new switchboards, owever,

with the exception of one, were merely additions trexisting

exchanges. To provide the further telephone facilit-s which

were urgently needed, but which during the war 'Si's they

could not supply, it had been necessary for the c^pany to

prepare schemes for altogether new exchanges in 'her parts

of the capital. Accordingly, it had to be decided aether the

present Central Battery manual system should b continued

for these new exchanges, or whether they shou' adopt the

automatic svstem which thev had had in U! 'or some

vears in CoVdoba and Eosario. Until recentl? there were

difficulties in connection with the introductioioi an auto-

matic svstem into a citv where telephone servii was already

being given by manually-operated exchanges, it these diffi-

culties had now been overcome, and so, aft careful con-

.sideration, they came to the decision to adop*he automatic

svstem, and had therefore ordered one of the'trowger type,

similar, in the main, to that m use a yO''"™"* 3"'

Rosario. It was being manufactured m Eng"a- and it was

hoped deliverv would be made during the e'/ Part ot next

vear This decision to adopt the automatic f'tem for Buenos

Avres would not mean any alteration in tl numbers of the

present operating .staff, as the exchanges J Question were

entirelv ne^- ones; but it should reduce th.i"mber of opera-

tors necessary for future development! The Argentine

Government had suspended the regulatioi ^'hich since 1912

had seriously retarded telephonic developpit- and they were

now free to proceed with important worl which, had it not

been for these regulations, would have <^n completed long

ago T^iifortunatelv, however, the obtaif .
of the necessar.y

niaterial to-day was very difficult, an^l^is /ould piTvent

them from making the rapid progress^ey desired. These

new works, together with the conlipd expansion of the

company's business, would naturally lean a considerable
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expenditure, and it would be necessary to provide further
capital. Though there was no need to make a new issue
of shares forthwith, they were asking for sanction to an
increased shai'e capital, so that, probably next year, they
would be in a position to make an issue. The increase of
capital would be from £'2,000,000 to i'2,.500,000.

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, presiding at the
• Marconi Inter:' annual meeting, on June 18th, said that
national Marine the yt'ar had been a somewhat difficult one
Communication in con.sequenec of the di.smantling of a

Co., Ltd. great many ships following the cessation
of war and for other leasous. Ii}_ regard

to the statement that was frequently made that their
charges were far too high, the public did not understand that
they received only '2d. per word of the lUjd. charged; 6Jd.
went to the Post Ofdce and •2d. to the shipowners. Last year
he told them it was probable that an additional source of

reveuue to the company would arise from the use of the
direction tinder on board ships. This apparatus had been
further improved, and was now becoming a really valuable
device in assisting navigation, and would become a serious

factor in the protection of life at sea. It had been installed

on a number of .ships, and they looked foiward to it beiug
largely euipluyed. The speaker referred to the strike of wire-

less operatois and the negotiations that had taken place prior

to the strike. He said that the demands would cost the
company £500,000 per annum, and they could not be conceded
without reference to the shipowners.

The rciKJi t tor J919 shows a credit balance
Marconi's Wire= of i'i,'220,740 plus i;4<33,7S7 brought for-

less Telegrapli ward, making il,684,a'26. Dividends of 'i'i

Co., Ltd. per cent, on the preference shares and '25

per cent, on the ordinary, also a bonus of

5s. per share, v/ithout deduction of income tax, on the old

ordinar}' and the preference shares will leave i;955,'20'2 to be
carried forward. The report says:

—"There having been no
settlement with any of the Government Departments in re-

spect of any of the company's claims arising out of the war
or for services rendered during the war, no sum iu respect of

any of these claims figures in the year's accounts. In conse-
quence of unfavourable rates of exchange which obtained at

the end of the year, considerable .sums of money have been
allowed to lemain abroad on deposit or invested in foreign

Government .securities. A sum approximating i'58,000 has
been debited to prolit and loss account, calculating the rate

of exchange on December 31st as though the money had been
brought home at that date and the loss incurred. The loss,

however, has not been actually incurred, and when in the
course of time exchanges improve, as no doubt they wiU do,

the sums written off will figure in a futme balance sheet as a
profit. Further, a sum of £56,000 has been written off, repre-

.senting depreciation in investments in British and foreign

Government securities. Meeting : June '29th.

The gross receipts for 1919 were
Anglo=Argentine i'3,'290,957, less expenditure £'2,578,510,

Tramways leaving £718,441, plus interest, &c,,

Co., Ltd. £39,5'21, and £83,043 brought forward,
making £841,005. Deduct : Annuity to

City of Buenos Ayres Tramways Go. (1904), Ltd., £70,660;
debenture interest and sinking funds, i687,8'21 ; sinking fund
for redemption of preference and ordinary stocks, £7,014.

The balance to net revenue was £175,510. The directors

recommend a dividend of 5^ per cent, on the cumulative first

preference shares, being the arrears for the year to June 30th,

1918, less income tax. This absorbs £l'23,'20O, and leaves

£52,309 to be carried forward. Traffic receipts increased 6.52

per cent. This would have been considerably augmented but
for the interruption of services caused by strikes. Passengers
carried 370,734,985, being 21,448,647 in excess of 1918. an in-

crease equal to 6.14 per cent. The ojierating expenses show an
increase of £198,178, due to extra cost of all materials and
higher wages, a special exjienditure during the strikes of

£.35,737, and a further addition of £54.670 to lenewals reserve.

The abnormal price of fuel continued to act adversely upon
the cost of working, but the second half of the year showed
a slight improvement. After protracted negotiations and full

investigation by the municipality, the justice of the company's
claim for a revision of tariffs was recognised, and an ordinance
was promulgated authorising an increase from 10 to 12 cents

to take effect as from .\pril 10th this year. The directors

record their appreciation of the manner in which the negotia-

tions were conducted by Mr. Pedriali. Sir George Touohe.
Bart., has been elected chairman of the company in place of

the late Mr. J. B. Concanon. Baron L. Janssen and Count
C. Cicogna, who joined the board in 1908, have retired. The
vacancies on the board were filled by the election of Mon-
sieur Mourice Despret, President of the Societe Financi^re do

Ti-an.sports et d'Bntrepri.ses Industrielles. Brussels, Sir Philip

Lloyd-Greamo, K.B.E., M.P., and Major J. B. Dunning,
D.S.O. Mr. Joseph Pedriali, the general manager in Buenos
Ayres since 1909, has also been elected to the board. Ijengthy

extracts from the report by the general manager accompany
the .statement. Among other matters covered therein are

the conditions imder which the ordinance relating to the in-

crea.sed tariff was :idopted. There are to be a.<! from .\pril lOtli.

minimum wagea of $4 and $4.-50 respectively for lalinurers and
aU employes; an S-hours' working day; an increase of 10 per

cent, on all wages over the minimum ; contribution of 8 per

cent, on wages by company towao-ds pension funds. The

increased tariff is for three years, at the end of which it is

to be revised. Any extra profits after allowing 8 per cent,
on full capital actually invested, to go to the municipality.
30 km. of new track to be constructed by the company within
three years; arbitration to be provided in case of labour dis-

putes. Although the new obligations are very heavy, it is

anticipated that the now tariff, combined with greatly in-

creased traffic and decreased exi>ense in cost of electricity, will

have a favourable effect upon the finances of the company
during the present year. In regard to prospects, Mr. Pedriali
says :

—
The year 1919 gave proof ol how rapidly this country can recovor from a

critical situation, when it is aided by good harvests, which are the back-
bone of all business here. When writing my report for 1918, at this time
last year, the outlook was not brilliant owing principally to the very grav«
state of afTairs existing as regards Labour, but the professional agitator was
side-tracked, with the result that confidence was gradually re-established. Wc
are at the present moment experiencing increases in receipts that are greater
than we have had before. It would be practically impossible for this rate of
increase to continue during the entire year, but I have no doubt that we
shall continue to have big traffics. The shortage of cars which we are now
beginning to experience is responsible to a great extent for the very high
crnings per tar kilometre run, and this will continue through the year.

Prospectuses.

—

Callendn-'n Cable <t Construction Co., Ltd.—
The list is to close on or before June '26th (to-morrow) in an
issue of 400,000 7^ per cent. " B " cumulative preference shares
of £1 each at par, and 100,000 ordinary shares of £1 each
at 2'28. per share. The proceeds of the issue are required for
erecting additional workshops at Erith, providing further
working capital to cope with the increased turnover of the
company and its subsidiary, the .\nchor Cable Co. The report
of the annual meeting of the company appears in this issue

of the REvraw.
A. ReyroUe d Co., Ltd.—^The list of applications for the

160,000 ordinary shares w-as closed on Saturday last, the
amount being over-subscribed.

Stocli Exchange Notices.—The Committee has ordered
the undermentioned to be officially quoted ;

—

Marconi International Marine Communication Co., Ltd.

—

440 shares of £1 each, fully paid (Nos. 1,192,287 to 1.192,726).

Mather & Piatt. Ltd.—450,000 ordinary shares of £1 each,
fully paid (Nos. (300,001 to 1,050,000).

Dealings in the undermentioned have been specially allowed
bv the Committee under Temporarv Regulation 4 (3) :

—

"Aster Engineering Co. (1913), Ltd.—100,000 eight per cent.
cumulative participating preference shares of £1 each, 53.

paid, Nos. 1 to 100,000.

Keith (James) and Blackman Co., Ltd.—40,0f)0 new ordinarv
.shares of £1 eiich, fullv paid. Nos. 160,001 to '200,000; and
80.000 ordinarv shares of £1 each, fullv paid, Nos. 80,001 to

160,000.

Soutti Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co.—The re-

port for 1919 states that units sold .show an increase of

8,534,082. After payment of all expenses, the credit balance
of the past year's working was £"25,627, which with £2,670
to the credit of suspense account, makes £28. '297. Deducting
interest on prior lien debenture stock and original debenture
stock, and making provision for depreciation of new plant,

there remains a balance of £676 to be carried forward.

—

Financial Times.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividend at the rate of 3J
per cent, per annum, less income tax, on the preference stock

for the quarter ended June 30th, and a first quarterly interim

dividend of 2J per cent, on the ordinary stock, free of income
tax, in respect of profits for the vear ending December 31st,

1920.

Electro-Bleach & ByProducts, Ltd.—Profit for 1919
£M.&i7. plus £394 brought forward. Total dividend on the

ordinary shares 14 per cent, for the year. £5,000 to reserve;

£4,277 carried forward.

Fetters, Ltd.—Ordinarv share dividend at the rate of 10
per cent, per annum, free of tax, for the year ended March,
19'20. To reserve £8,000; written off expenses of issue of ad-

ditional capital £5,645 ; carried forward £'20,219.

W. & T. Avery, Ltd.—Further dividend of 10 per cent.,

making 15 per cent, for the vear ended March. To reserve,

£'20,000; carry forward, £'2:3,003.

Wavgood-Otis. Ltd.—Dividend 7; per cent, on the ordi-

nary shares for the vear ended March, 19'20. Carry forward,

£14,446.

Imperial Tramways Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the ordinary

.shares 4 per cent., fcss income tax, £5,600; carried forward

£966.

Eastern Extension, Australasia & China Telegraph Co.,

Ltd.—Interim dividend for the three months ended March
31st last of 5s. per share, free of income tax.

British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—Net profit for vear

ended March. 1920, £'2n,316. against £213,,324. Dividend

4 per cent. <.n the ordinarv stfnk. Carried foiward .l'l."iO,422,

as against £130,9.52 brought in.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the

ordinary 7 per cent, and a bonus of 3 per cent. ; to reserve

£5,000 ; carried forward, subject to excess profits duty ^620,328.
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J. G. White & Co., Ltd.—Dividend on ordinary shares

for Year ended February, 1920, 7 per cent., less tax. To
reserve f30,(K)0; carried forward ,£1.5,386.

International Light & Power Co.—Dividend 1^ per cent.,

le.'is British inconje tax, on preference shares for the quarter.

Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd.—Dividend on the ordi-

nary shares 5 per cenl. per annum; carried forward .£36,354.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
ToBSDAY Evening.

With the approach of the end of the first half-year, the Stock

Exchange does not look for any particular increase in the

volume of business, and it cannot be said that the House is

disappointed. So far as the money market is concerned, New
South Wales has broken fresh ground by offering 6J per cent,

stock at 100. This is the highest rate to be paid by such a

borrower for a long time past, and cannot fail to have its effect

upon investment securities of aU kinds. The industrial

markets, however, are fairly well maintained, owing to the
lurking hope that the 60 per cent. Excess Profits Duty may
not be imposed after all, although, seeing how far away we
are from the Budget, the more cautious observers are inclined
to think that the 60 per cent, will have to stand in respect of
the current financial year, and that it will not be lowered until
next April.

Something of a feature is the way in which Edison Swan
shares have risen from 23s. 9d. to 26s. 8d. Various rumours
are afloat to account for the improvement. Of two authorities
who were consulted in regard to the rise, one said that there
is an amalgamation scheme in the air, while the second one
stoutly denied the existence of any such thing. That well-
infoiTued people have been buying is, however, indisputable,
and a good deal of interest attaches as to what may be the
upshot of the present advance. Other electrical manufacturing
shares have hardly moved. General Electrics and Siemens,
which are being closely watched, remain at 2-3s. 6d. (for the
new shares) and 26s. respectively. Callenders new issue of
preference and ordinary is out, and the ordinary shares are
l>eing offered at 22s.—not 34s. as it was originally reported that
the issue price would be. The prospectus will certainly appeal
to those who are connected with the industry, and in ordinary
times when investors are ready to take good stock, there would
be no doubt in prophesying a signal success for the issue.
Sharp recovery has occurred in Home Railway etooks, in the
course of which most of the steam issues have gone up from
10s. to 50s. per cent. Up to the present, however, the Under-
grounds have made little advance upon their improvement of
a week ago. As before indicated, however, it will require but
a little increase in fares for the Underground Electric Railways
of London to find all the difference between loss and profit,
and, when this aspect becomes more generally recognised, the
company's 6 per cent, income bonds will not remain at their
present price of 59J for long.
The American Marconi Company has notified that a further

and final extension has been made to June 30th as the last
day upon which certificates in the companv can be received in
New York for exchange into the shares of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America. It may be recalled that holders of American
Marconi will receive one new ordinary and one new preferred
in exchange for one American Marconi share. Moreover, the
old certificates will he returned to the proprietor, to be held in
case there may be any residue of assets left over in respect of
matters at present in suspense. When a market starts in the
new shares, it is likely that there will be active dealings in
them, but further delay has occurred in obtaining permission
to start tran.sactions. The parent shares, after dipping to
3 9/16, recovered to 3 11/16. The new .shares and the ^pre-
ference, both at 3J, .'^how little change on the week Marines
remain at 38p. 9d. In the cable market, the Eastern group
continues to be somewhat heavy. In reply to a good many
inquiries on the subject, it may be as well to point out that
there is comparatively little difference, relativelv speakin-' be-
tween the old and the new issues of the four'principarcom-
panies, though, of course, the new .shares, standinc at lower-
looking prices, appear to be rather more attractive. The
Eastern Company has declared its usual quarterly dividend of
2J per cent., and the Eastern Extension 5s. a share Globe
preference hardened to 8?. The company's report shows an
increase of .-£.36,000, at £264,000, in the net revenue for the
year just ended.
The Mexican li^t is decidedly harder. Advices have been

received to the effect that tlie Mexican Railway Company has
been ofificially handed back to its proprietors.' This gave a
fillip to all Mexican issues, and most of the Government rail-
way and utility descriptions are substantially better on the
week. Business, however, is veiy quiet, and the improve-
ments are the result more of .sentiment than orders Com-
petent experts in the Stock Exciange declare that the present
Mexican administration gives more substantial hopes for settle-
ment of the country th.an the.y have seen for several veara

past, and it is claimed that the present governors are pro-
ceeding upon businesslike and sensible lines in the direction
uf restoring order in Mexico. In the circumstanes, it is not
.surprising to find Mexican Light and Power first bonds 3J up
at 46, while the seconds have risen to 27^ and the preferred to

21J. Pachuca bonds at 36 are 3 to the good. Mexico Tram-
way bonds of both classes are 3 higher. Elsewhere, British

Columbia preferred and deferred are again noticeably better,

there being a good deal of quiet buying of the semi-invest-
ment order. Brazilian Tractions have fallen to 47, this being
due partly to financial weakness in Paris.

In the electrical supply market. Charing Cross and Kensing-
tons are both lower, but City of Londons hardened up a little

to 24s. 4Jd. The British Electric Traction report had no effect

upon the price of the stocks. Some people hoped for rather
better figures to be shown, but the dividend, as already men-
tioned, has been raised from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent., and
the price of the m-dinary is left at 36 middle, the per cent,

cumulative participating preference being 62J. The company's
5 per cent, first debenture changed hands on Monday at 67,

and the 4i per cent, second debenture stock is quoted 57i
middle. London United Tramways 4 per cent, debenture
stock can be bought at 37. Armament shares are still dull.

An issue of short-term notes bearing interest at 6^ per cent, ia

expected from the Armstrong Company, at par. Several
engineering and siniilar issues have spurted sharply during the
past few days. Babcock & Wilcox, however, remain at 2|.

Metropolitan-Vickers preference eased off to 2^. Rubber shares
are quiet, the steadiness of the raw material being put for-

ward as the reason why the principal shares vary so little in

price from day to day. Business throughout, the Stock Ex-
change is far from active, and the tone may best be described
as mixed.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electmcity Companies.

Dividend Price
, '

^ June 22, Yield
1918. 1919. 1920. Rise or fall. p.o.

Brompton Ordinary 8 12 6i — £9 8 9
Oharing Oroes Ordinary .... 4 7 Bi —

}

10 00
do. do, do 4i Pref, . . 4i 4i 2| — 8 8 8

Chelsea 8 4 2J — 800
City of London 8 10 1; + ,:, 8 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref,. . 6 8 n/- — " 7 12
County of London 7 8 84 — 9 17

do do. 6 par cent. Pref. 6 8 8} — 7 5 5
Kensington Ordinary ....8 7 4 —

J

8150
London Electric Nil 2) IJ — 6

do. do. 6 percent. Pref... 6 6 B — 10
Metropolitan 6 S 2^ — 10 8 8

do. 4i per cent. Pref, . . 4i 4) 2|| — BOO
Bt. James' and Pall Mall .... 10 12 6| — 8 16 10
South London 6 6 9$ — 9 12
South Metropolitan Pref 7 7 18/9 — 7
Westminster Ordinary .... 8 10 6 — 10

Telegraphs and Telephones,

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref B 6 78) -fl 7 12 10
do. Det 88(8 li 18 — 8 6 8

Chile Telephone 8 6 8) — '•4 18 2
CubaSub. Ord 7 7 9 — J »7 16 7
Eastern Extension B 10 14) — *6 18
Eastern Tel. Ord 8 10 U7J — 6 15 7
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 8 10 16« — •6 7

do. do. Pref 6 6 8J + i 6 17 2
Oreat Northern Tel 29 — Slj — 9 16 6
Indo-European IB 10 86 — 7 2 10
Marconi 25 25 8),' + ^'^ 6 15 6
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 12 2Vr — •4 18 4
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 7i

'

— i 'S 11 4
West India and Panama .. .. 1/8 Nil y^ — Nil
Western Telegraph 8 10 16) — »6 9

Home Rails,

Central London Ord, Assented . . 4 4 44) — 8 19 9
Metropolitan 1 1} 20 -(-

) 6 6

do. District .. Nil Nil 15 — Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary.. Nil Nil 11 — Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 4/ti — Nil
do. do. Income ..5 4 59) — 6 14 6

Foreign Trams, &c.

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. .

.

Nil 5) 3g — 8 3
do. do. 2nd Pref. .. Nil Nil 8J — —
do. do. 5 Deb. ..66 00 — 868

Brazil Tractions Nil — 47 —2 —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 8 13 — 4 10 3
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfoe, 6 6 67) — 8 13 10

do. do. Preferrred 2) 6 63) -^8 9 7
do, do. Deferred Nil 8 51) +3 5 14 3
do. do. Deb. •• ^i ^ ^2) — 8 2

MezlcoTramsS percent. Bonds.. Nil Nil 31) +3 Nil
do. 6 per cent. Bonds.

.

Nil Nil 26) -|-3 Nil
Mexican Light Common . . .

.

Nil Nil 12) — Nil
do. Pref Nil Nil 21) +2 NU
do, Ist Bonds.. .. Nil Nil 46 -i-3) —

MANDFAornsiNa Ooufahiis.

Baboock & Wilcox 16 15 Sgxd — •6 14 4
British Aluminium Ord 10 10 1^ — 9 8 2
British Insulated Ord 12) 15 IjJ — 8 2 8
Callenders 26 15 l/;, — 9 12

„ 6) Pref 6) 6) 18,9 — 8 18 6
OastnerKellner 20 17 SJxd — 6 4 7
Orompton Ord 10 — 22/- — 9 1 10
Bdison-Swan, "A" .. ..10 — l,s + i 7 19 4

do. do. 6 per cent, Deb, ..5 6 79) — 6 6 9
Bleotric Construction . . . . 10 — 21/- — 9 10 6
Gen, Elec. Pref 64 6) 18/6 — 7 6

do. Ord 10 — 32/6 — •6 8
Henley 96 16 IJ — 8
do. 4) Pref 4) 4) 8i — 6 18 6

Indla-Bubber 10 —
13J — •7 11

Met.-VlckerB Fiel — 8 2i — ^ 7 9 3
BlemensOrd 10 10 96/- — •7 18 IQ
Telegrtph Ocn ilO 90 91) — •£ U

' Dividends paid free of InoJme Tax,
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POWER FACTOR FROM THE BUSINESS MAN'S POINT OF VIEW.

[Some coitiiENTs from a correspondent.]

A SIMPLE explanation of a subject may contain incom
plete statements, but it ought not to include any that

are misleading or open to question ^vith regard to their

correctness. There are so man}' parts of Mr. Turnbull's
article on Power Factor in the Electuical Review for

June -tth, 1920, that seem to be both incorrect and
misleading that some comment on them is necessary.

Supply companies are indeed desirous of charging for

the units they deliver on a sliding scale based on power
factor, but surely the difficulty is rather the lack of

a meter which will register adequately according to such
a scale than the impossibility of making the consmner
pay for something he does not understand. We all pay
for things that we neither understand nor ever think of

trying to understand; we are doing so now for services

alleged to be rendered in connection with cheese and
coal and clothes and many other things beginning with
" c," besides several that do not begin with " c." Why
is wattless current any more " elusive " than any other

sort of curx-ent? And does any consumer actually
'" understand " what he is paying for, even in the

simplest case? If wattless 'current is explained so that

it is " elusive," it is not necessarily the fault of the

consumer or of the current.

For wattless current, in spite of what Mr. TurnbuU
suggests, has a useful function. The analogy of the

bank is almost altogether fallacious. The £30 that

is bandied about is of no use either to the bank or to

the customer, but the '' oscilhiting current,' to use Mr.
• Turnbull's good and illuminating phrase, is of so much
use to tlie motor that it would not be a motor at all

without it. It is, in fact, its magnetising current, and
is, therefore, absolutely essential to its working. So it

is not correct to write of a motor drawing more current
from the mains than it requires. It draws all the time
just what it needs, neither more nor less. It is perfectly

true that, other things being equal, an alternating

current motor will take more current from the mains,
the lower its power factor is, but the whole problem is

one of compromise, and is solved by answering the

question whether it is cheaper to put copper in the

mains and elsewhere to accommodate the larger current,

or to provide a more expensive motor whicli will work
with less current? And the fact that induction motors
without power factor correction are so largely used seems

to show that that is, on the whole, the cheapest practice

in the case of alternating current supply. But if cer-

tain consumers are utilising an undue share of the

mains and plant by having motors with an abnormally
low power factor, they should be asked to pay something
towards the cost of the plant that they use more than
their neighbours. Even then, it may- be cheaper for

them to do so than to improve their power factor.

There is apparently some confusion between horse

power and current in parts of the article. An " ordi-

nary measuring instrument," presumably an ammeter,
would show a greater current tlian would be taken at

iiuitv power factor, but what "' ordinary measuring
instrument " will show a consumption of l."50 h.p. in a

circuit using only 100 H.P.? If it does, its place is in

the repair shop or on the scrap heap. An indicator dia-

gram taken from the engine driving the generator would
not show it, except that a little extra ])ower is used to

supply tiie losses due to the additional current. The
article describes a motor which takes 130 h.p. from
the mains, and returns 30 h.p. to the mains as an
" oscillating power." But it is not correct to say that

the motor takes 130 h.p. ; its continuous demand from
the mains is for just enough power to keep it doing its

required work. The reference is, no doubt, to a motor
which, if it had a 100 per cent, power factor, would
take a certain current, say, 100 amperes, but actually

takes 130 amperes, because its power factor is less than

100 per cent. Mr. Turnbull seems to suggest at several

points that 30 amperes is tne value of the "' oscillating

current" iu such a -case; it is, however, really 83.1

amperes.

It is perfectly true that means can be used to prevent
the o.scillating currents" in the supply mains; but
"oscillating currents" must be provided somewhere,
to act as magnetising currents, and if they are not in

the supply mains they must be elsewhere. Here is the

crux of the whole matter : Mr. Turnbull says that while

these correcting devices '' cost money, they bring about
a great saving in the cost of supply, which is naturally
beneficial to users of electric motors." But no; it is

not •"naturally" beneficial. It is beneficial only if

the cost of the improvement is less than the cost of

doing without it. Had these correcting devices been
as cheap as Mr. Turnbull suggests, would not supply
<-ompanies have provided them to counteract the baleful

effects of these horrid motors? And is there not at least

a case for examination, in view of the fact that the
supply companies have not made a general provision
of them, whether the additional plant and mains
that are required to supply current to "imperfect"
motors are not cheaper than smaller plant and "per-
fect " motors? Of course, if the consumer is going to

pay for the improvement the supply company will

no doubt be able to make a joyful noise and say,
" Behold the cheapness of our power! " But if I were
to say to Mr. Turnbull, " Here is some excellent coffee.

It costs but one penny a pound, but you will never taste

coffee as good as this anywhere except here. Only, ygu
must provide a solid gold cup to drink it from, as

otherwise it will poison you." I believe Mr. Turnbull,
being human, would prefer the old-fashioned coffee in

the old-fashioned cup, and think it good enough ; and
lie would be right. So let him tell the business man
the whole story, lest the business man some day, with
foaming mouth, turn and rend him, and his last .state

be worse than his first.

Even if a system had a 50 per cent, power factor, the

cost of plant would not be doubled on account of the

doubled current. The prime mover would be practi-

cally the same size, and an alternator does not double
its price when its k.v.a. output is doubled; the esti-

mate is, therefore, hopelessly fallacious. It is unfor-
tunate to use the word " eflficient " as it is used q,t the

end of the article, because " efficiency " in connection

with a motor has a special technical meaning that is

wholly apart from the idea of power factor. But, even
admitting that the " efficient

'

' motor results iu che^p
energy, I do not want cheap energy unless I can use it

cheaply ; and 1 do not find any help in the article

towards a decision as to the total cost to me of the

energy I am going to use. In fact, 1 think Mr. Turn-
bull's method would leave the consumer in as dense a

fog, though possibly a different kind of fog, as any
of the alternative technical explanations he rejects, as
u.seless.

.'Vnd now. as fools rush in where angels fear to tread,

I liave my own suggestion to make. Were I the busi-

ness man, without expert knowledge, to whom Mr. Turn-
bull was explaining things, I should be very content
if he just said this to me: " It pays us, as a supply
company, to use what is known as alternating current.

-Motors which use this current demand rather a large

amount of it, but tlie current they take really represents

less power than it would do if it were put into certain

other kinds of apparatus, and the amount required by
your motor of 100 h.p. on our system depends on the

design of the motor. If we put iu an ordinary meter,

that meter will register, and you will pay for, just

tlie power you actually use. and tlie amount of your
bill will be practically tiie same, therefore, however
your motor be designed iu respect of its demand for

additional current, so long as we decide to charge you
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exactly on the indication of your meter. I can prove

this to you experimentally, if you doubt it, but I am
sure you will take my word for it as an expert. Only

remember this: Although the meter will register ac-

cording to the real power you take, and not according

to the additional current I have told you of, we have

to provide means to cari-y the additional current, and

so we have to lay out more capital, and you, as a busi-

ness man, know what that implies; we must have more
revenue because of it. Now, the motor that demands
less additional current is more expensive to buy than

the motor that demands more; if, therefore, you like

to put in the more expensive motor, and so really allow

us to increase the capacity of our plant without in-

creasing its size, we shall ask you to pay us less per

unit than your neighbour, whose motor requires more
current for the same power, even though his meter

registers the same as yours, because he has used more
of our plant in doing the same work. The total cost

to you, allowing for the interest on your additional

outlay, will be about the same, but you will be helping

us, and I am sure you will be glad to do that." Then

I, as a plain business man, should say to Mr. Turnbull

:

" You, too, are evidently a business man, and I under-

stand clearly what you have told me. I am perfectly

willing to help you, especially if it is going to cost me
nothing." So I should get from him his tariffs, and

ask the manufacturers for comparative prices for dif-

ferent designs of motors, on the lines of Mr. TurnbulFs
explanation : and I should strike a nice balance between

debit and credit, and might even feel the richer because,

of the glow of satisfaction within my bosom that at

last this matter was clear to me. So we should all be

happy; and blessed above all men would be Mr. Turn-

bull, who had shed light on my darkness, and yet had

never once mentioned power factor in all that he had

said.

FRENCH RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

The French Minister of Public Works formed in Kovember,
1918, in accordance with the upper chamber of Public ^Yorks,
a committee to examine the propositions submitted by the
raDway systems of the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean, the Orleans,
and the Midi for the electrification of about 10,000 km. ol

the lines of their systems. The committee .sent a commission
of Government and railway engineer specialists to the U.S.A.
in order to study American practice. Apart from the general
duty of the Mission, consisting of collecting documents on
railway electrification and the distribution of electricity at
high pressure, its principal duty was to find out, on sum-
ming up all the information gained by study of the Swiss
and Italian electric railways on one side and the American
on the other, if a system of electric traction existed for large
railways distinctly superior to all others, and able to be
adopted to the exclusion of all others by aU the different
companies interested for the projected electrification in the
centre and South of France.
FVom the four systems in operation, i.e., single-phase. 3-

phase. single-to-S-phase, and h.t., d.c, the 3-phase had
already been studied in Italy, where it is largely used, but
not to any appreciable extent elsewhere. Ihe single-phase
had been equally studied in operation in France on the Midi
rail-way and in Switzerland on the Loetchberg lines, and in

construction on the Swiss Federal Railways, which have
adopted this system for the gradual electrification of all their
systems, and in course of construction, lor the Gothard rail-

way. The single-to-3-phase and the h.t., d.c. systems are used
mostly in the U.S.A., and so became the principal object of
the Mission's work. At the same time the examination of
American single-phase installations (•25-cycle, while the analo-
gous French installations are 16-cycle) completed the study
of monophase installation.

Information gathered iu the U.S.A. forms the subject of a

detailed report by M. Manduit, secretary of the Mission, and
Professor of the Faculty of Science of the University of

Nancy, France, of which a translated summary from the
JovrnaJ Official de la Republique Francois, August 13th, 1919,
is given in the General Electric Review. Briefly, the chief
points set out are as under :

—

The principal hues equipped with monophase current in

America are suburban lines, but the system is applicable to

larger lines, and is the same as that of the French Midi, save
that the frequency is '2-5 instead of 16 cycles. The American
monophase installations, especially on account of the high fre-

quency adopted, and the employment of motors often not so
good as those found on the Midi and in Switzerland, showed

an installation less perfect than similar ones in Europe.

At the same time the struggle against interference with tele-

phone and telegraph lines has been carried to considerable

perfection; also the troUey lines with catenary suspension

are remarkably well made. The assembled experience of

France, Switzerland, and America points to the conclusion

that the monophase system is still far from presenting the

solution to a number of problems insufficiently solved in

actual practice, notably the production of a motor capable

of exertmg a heavy torque for a considerable time without
rotating in order to be able to start heavy trains on important
grades, and of regenerative l)raking. Furthermore, the systeni

leads to complicated equipment for the protection of neigh-

bouring telephone circuits, which considerably augments the

cost of installation. Without this consideration the cost would
be distinctly less than similar costs with the 3-phase and
H.T., D.c. systems. The expenses of maintenance of the rolling

stock are always higher than in the latter two systems, and
the motors are less rugged and capable of less overload.

The single-to-3-phase, or spht-phase, system is only em-
ployed on one line, namely, from Bluefield to Vivian on the
Norfolk and Western Railway in the Appalachian mountains
in Virginia, U.S.A., for a length of 48 km., with two or three

tracks, and numerous curves and grades reaching 20 mm.
per metre. The locomotives are flexible and robust, but their

operation brings out mechanical and electrical faults which
have not been corrected up to the present in an adequate
fashion, and on account of which the installation may be
considered to be as yet only in the test period. The main-
tenance expense of the rolling stock is greater than that of

other systems. The system, which on first sight appears
very interesting, has not yet fulfilled the hopes that were
held out at the commencement.
The greater part of the inter-m'ban lines in the U.S.A.

operate at 1,200 volts d.c. with an overhead trolley wire, and
many of them are really railways with both passenger and
freight traffic, and speeds of GO to 80 km. p.h. are attained.

The equipment for this voltage is now as standard as that for

tramways. Equal success has attended the use of 2,400 and
3,000 volts. All members of the Commission were unanimous
in considering that the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul elec-

trification, by far the most imix)rtant in the world, was at

the same time greatly superior to all others on account of

the excellence of its technical operation from all points of

view.
Three-phase power at 100.000 volts is converted by motor-

generators, each of which consists of a synchronous niotoi'

and two D.c generators mounted on the same shaft and
coupled electrically in series in such a manner that each pro-

duces only 1,500 volts at the commutator. The sub-stations

are the most delicate and the most costly part of this traction

.system, but they only number 14, about one to every 50 km.,
and they operate excellently, requiring only three men each
for continuous oi>eration with capacities of from 4,000 to

6.000 Kw. By the use of flash barriers on the commutators
and of high-speed circuit breakers in the main line accidents
resulting from flash overs have been eliminated. The excel-

lence of the installation of these sub-stations accounts for a
good deal of the success obtained by the H.T., D.c. project.

At the relatively low pressure of 3,000 volts on the

trolley wire experience shows that with a double trolley

wire and a pantograph trolley with a double shoe and quad-
ruple contact a current of 2.000 amperes is easily obtainable
at a speed of 80 to 95 km. p.h,, and 4,(X)0 amps, at 25 km.
P.H., which is more than sufficient for the heaviest trains

and the highest powers. The locomotives are very easy to

run and operate perfectly, the series D.c. motors being the
ideal type for traction purposes. They are capable of regenera-

tive braking, marvellously regulated, which assures the most
flexible progress on down grades and occasions an important
economy of power, wheel tires, and brake shoes. A single

armature winder with an assistant assures the operation of

the 336 motors of the 42 locomotives in the service. A single

locomotive is sufficient to haul passenger trains of 1,000

.\merican tons, even on grades of 20 mm. per metre. Freight
trains of 2.800 .\merican tons are hauled by a single locomo-
tive on grades of 10 mm., the tractive effort being then 32.8

metric tons. In trains hauled by two locomotives, the second
machine is placed in the middle of the train and not at

the end ; in America all freight trains, like the passenger
trains, are provided with an automatic air brake on every
car. A considerable advantage of the d.c. system is that the
interference with telegraph and telephone lines is insignifi-

cant. In spite of the losses due to conversion from 3-phase
to d.c. the efficiency of the system is good; 27 watt-hours
per metric ton km., which corresponds to an over-all efficiency

of 50 per cent, from the point of purcha.se from the producer

up to the point of consumption.
With regard to the conclusions come to relative to the

choice of an electric traction system, the writer of the report,

on account of the remarkable results in America with 3,000-

volt D.c, " docs not hesitate to formally conclude in favour

of the adoption of this system," and he believes it to be
"actually the only system suitable for the electrification of

heavy traction lines." The D.c. system presents the incon-

venience of being a little more expensive in first cost, on
account of the rotary sub-stations required, but this is balanced

by the fact that frequency changers would have to be em-
ployed if the single phase system were adopted in Prance.
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So far as the expense of operation is concerned, the difference
would not be great, and would not come into consideration
in the choice of the system.

It is possible that with the single-phase system, which at
the first glance shows the advantage of lending itself to a
large variety of combinations, satisfactory operation may
some day be obtained, but it is, without a doubt, a fact that
the actual practice is far from being desirable at the present
time.

Despite certain advantages obtained in Italy with the 3-

pha.se system, it is the opinion of the Mission that it should
be rejected, especially in consequence of the complexity and
of the high price of in.staIlation and maintenance of the twu
trollev wires.

WATER POWERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

This is one of the most remarkal)le of the series of official

pubhcations yet issued by the Canadian Commission of Con-
servation, a series which deserves to be more widely known
than is at present the case. It is now just over ten years

since the Commission commenced its investigation of the
character and extent of the various natural resources of

Canada. A preliminary report in 1911 merely made evident

the paucity of information concerning the water power re-

sources of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Britisli

Columbia. The deficiency so far as concerned the first-named

thi'ee provinces was made good by a report published in 1916,

and the present volume (which completes the programme
undertaken in 1910) is a compendium of data relating to the

water power resources of .British Columbia. The physical

difficulties of investigating streams in this province are im-
mense, and the season available for useful reconnaissance is

very short, since the work has to be performed when the

streams are neither approaching nor at their floor. The
greater credit is consequently due to the engineers responsible

for collecting the data presented.

The opening chapters comprise a .statement of guiding

principles which should govern the conservation and utilisa-

tion of water power, and a description of the morQ important
features which should characterise relialile water power data.

This information is of quite general applicability, and experi-

ence has shown that loss of time and waste of effort have
resulted from ignorance or imperfect knowledge of these

fundamentals. The abnormal price and short supplies of coal

during recent years have aroused widespread interest in

water-power possibilities. In so far as the latter are techni-

cally and commercially sound propositions, this awakening of

interest is all to the good, but the idea is still too prevalent

that wherever there is running water there is boundless energy
to be had at next to no cost. Mistakes of this nature are

by no means confined to the general public ; for instance,

during ten or twelve years preceding 1915, eighteen large

hydroelectric plant in the U,S,A,—totalling over 6(XJ,000 de-

veloped horse-power, and involving about .$12-5,000,000 invest-

ment—proved financially unprofitable. It is stated that most
of these failures have resulted from mistakes of engineers,

especially in estimating the quantity of water available (the

errors ranging from 30 to 200 per cent,), and in estimating
the cost of development (some of the projects costing nearly
twice the sum estimated). The possibilities of power develop-

ment from coal must always be considered, both as regards
direct competition with hydroelectric energy and as a means
of supplementing the latter during periods of low water.

Naturally it is the low water flow which determines the
maximum output which can be supplied continuously by a
water-power station. Estimates should be based on records
extending backwards for as many years as possible, and the
normal ratio of flood to minimum flow mu.st be determined.
Owing to the vast natural storage capacity of tbe Great Lakes,
the St, Lawrence river has a more uniform flow than any
other large river in North America or probably in the world,
the ratio of flood to minimum flow being only 2 to 1, On
the Winnipeg river, above English river, the ratio is about
6 to 1 : on the Ottawa river and on the Pend d'Oreille river
(B,C,) it exceeds 15 to 1; on the Delaware river at Port Jervi.s

(N,J,), it is 375 to 1; and there are, of course, many
streams draining quite large water.sheds which dry up during
the summer. The importance of studying records relating
to as long a period as possible is illu.strated by the fact that
the ratio of flood to minimum flow in the Columbia river at
DaUes (Oregon) was 28 to 1 average for 37 years, and
only 15 to 1 during the five-year iipiiod ending 1915, Ob-
viously it would be easy to make serious mi.'Jtakes even bv the
conservative application of data collected during a period of
five years. Similarly a single century-old instance of back-
flooding may condemn a proposal to dam a stream. Another
Hoint which is emphasised in the present report is the im-
portance of making the preliminary installation of dams and
other main works with regard to the pos.sible future develop-
ment of more power than is at first required. Often a partial
development unwisely planned has made subsequent full-

development impossible save at prohibitive cost. The data

and explanations given in this report make it easy for the

engineer, and even for the non-technical financier, to deter-

mine how much u.seful information there is available con-
cerning a proposed development, and to check the funda-
mental figures of flow, head, and .storage on which depends
the possible success of the scheme. Reliance should \>e placed
only upon actual measurements, and great caution is needed
if meteorological records are not available for a; period of at

least ten or fifteen years.
The voluminous data concerning the principal streams of

British Columbia are, naturally, quite unsuitable for treat-

ment in abstract. The province is divided into five main
divisions, viz., t heColumbia river and its tributaries; the
Eraser river and its tributaries; Vancouver island; the main-
land Pacific Coast north of the Eraser (including the Skeena,
Nass, and Stikine) ; and tributaries of the Mackenzie river.

For each river and its chief tributaries, tables are presented
specifying the w^atershed, head, and probahle horse-power,
and giving notes concerning the character of the ground and
the probable method of development. In addition, there is

a large number of tables of meteorological and hydrometric
data and others referring to publications of all .sorts bearing
on water-power development in this district. In round figures
there is from 2 to 3 million 24-hour horse-power available in
the province, but this total must be considered in relation
to a great number of factors and conditions which are enu-
merated in the report.

Needless to say, the report is absolutely indispensable to
anyone concerned with hydroelectric projects in British
Columbia and with the related subjects of domestic and
niunicipal supply, agriculture and irrigation, navigation,
fisheries and riparian rights. The report has also a wider
function in that its preliminary chapters deal so admirably
with general questions of water power legislation and polic.v,

with the importance of maintaining the balance of Nature,
and with the fundamental distinctions between water ami
water power. No pains have been spared to prevent the in-
experienced or the unscrupulous promoter from foisting upon
the public, projects which are commercially or both technically
and commercially unsound. Whilst there are enormous quan-
tities of water power still undeveloped in various parts of
the world, it is also a fact that a large percentage of this
power cannot be developed economically under conditions
existent now, or likely to be existent, within the next
century or so. It is desirable that water power be
developed fuUy wherever this is economicallv po.s.sible.
but, on the other hand, it must l;ie remembered that
"most of the best sites are already developed or held bv
various interests for future development," and that the
residual power available for development with undoubted
profit is strictly limited. Water-ijower rights should, there-
fore, be granted with circumspection and under proper safe-
guards. The dis.semination of generalities concerning enor
inous amounts of potential water power is too often part of
a plan to make easy the acqui.sition, by interested parties, of
the most coveted privileges.

* " Water Powers of British Columbia." By A. V. White
and C. J. Vick. 644 pp, 46 plates, 3 maps. "Commission of
Conservation, Ottawa, Canada, (1919.)

HYDROELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE.

In the Kecue Giiiierah de VElecirkite for May 1st an account
is given of a scheme which was carried out in 1918-19 to
enable the Compagnie Lorraine d'Electricite to receive a
supply ol energy from the power station of the Societe Motor
de_ Baden, at Goesgen, on the river Aai-. The distance i.s

185 km. (115 miles), and the pressure adopted was llO.OOti
volts, though provisionaUy the service is being carried on at
70,000 volts. The project was formulateil under the pressure
ol war requirements at the beginning of 1918, bv the Com-
pagnie Generale d'Electricite. at the request of the Ministry
ol Munitions, and took the place of a previous scheme which
had become unrealisable owing to the war; tiie frontier wa.s
to be crossed at Delle, near Belfort, The French and Swiss
constructors were helped in obtaining tbe neces.sary material
by the Motive Power Department of the Ministry, yyhich
enabled them to secure uniformity and quick delivery. The
work was begun in .luly, ]91,S, "and was completed' in one
.year, the line being put into u.se on .\ugiist 10th. 1919. The
power to be transmitted yvas '20,lX)0 H.i'., necessitatin" a
l>ressure of 110,000 volts, in order that with a poyver factor
of 0.8 at Pouxeux, the transformer station of the Lorraine
Co., the ohmic losses ou the 185-km. line should not exceed
10 per cent., or the pressure drop 15 per cent., and the line
was built for that pressure ; but in order to supply the 70,000-
volt network of the company without delay, the latter voltage
was adopted for the time being.
The power .station eniplovs a fall of 17 m. (56 ft.) and a

flow of 350 m." (12,360 cu, ft,) per second; it contains six
sets ot 7,600 h,p, each, out of eight provided for, and generates
at 8,000 volts, 3-phase, 50 c.vcles per sec.
The line traverses mountainous and wooded districts, with

about half its length in each country ; at the frontier jtost at
Delle the energy is metered. The highest point reached by
the line is at Belfahy, in France, 825 m. (2,700 ft.) above
sea-level, but it attains nearly the same elevation in Switzer-
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land. It is cairkd on steel towers, and consists ol three copper

cables of 78 mm.- (0.12 sq. in.) cross section, supported by
suspension insulators. A steel cable of 40 mm." {O.U6'3 sq. in.)

cross section is suspended above the hne and earthed at the

masts. On the ground that the insulators are the weak points

of a high-pressuie hne (4-5 per cent, of line faults are due

to them) long spans were adopted, the most economical being

found to be ISi' to 200 m. (WO to 650 ft.); in some cases it

was necessary to use a span of 300 m. {1,<X)0 ft.), and on the

Swiss side even upwaids of 500 m. (1,6(X> ft.).

Two tyix's of towers were used, one for straight runs and
the other for anchoring and angles. The former has a
safety factor of over 3, but at road crossings the span is

shortened to give a factor of safety of 5; the weight of this

tower is 1,300 kg. (2,866 lb.). The anchor tower weighs 2,500

kg. (5,.5r2 lb.), and in both cases the tower is constructed in

three sections bolted together. The height of the towers is

19.7 m. (64.6 ft.), and the lowest conductor is slung at 14 m.
(46 ft.), so as to give a clearance of about 7 m. between the

lowest point of the span and the ground. All the towers

are fixed into concrete foundations. The conductors are sus-

pended at the corners of a triangle measuiing 3.25 m. (10.7

ft.) vertically, and 4.5 to 4.75 m. (15 to 15.6 ft.) cm the other

sides. To avoid possible contact between the cables, the sup-

ports of the two on the same side are staggered 500 mm.
(20 in.). Each tower is provided with a copper earth-plate

400 by 300 by 2.5 mm. (16 by 12 by 0.1 in.). At railway

crossings the cables are supported inside a. rectangular lattice

frame, with double chains of insulators.

Each chain consists of eight porcelain disk elements as a

rule, but a ninth is added at anchor or angle towers; each

disk is 'i50 mm. (9.84 in.) in diameter and weighs 3.6 kg.

(8 lb.). The complete chain is 1.3 m. (4.26 ft.) in length.

The breaking strain is 4.200 kg. (9,260 lb.), and brush dis-

charge commences (over one element) at 50 kv. ; sparking-over

AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL.

'*K RESEJUI'LLA \
•hi' <rjni;:c.yiL LomAwtY""
k\^\- iiELECTman. \
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In the-.third oa6e the traiu may then proceed, but only

under automatic speed control, until the next block signal

is encountered, -svhen, if the block be clear, unlimited speed
will be automatically restored.

No part of the automatic train control system is located in

the engine cab, its operation being entirely independent of

the engineman. It does not in any way interfere with the

control or operation of the train by the enginemen si> long

as he obeys signal indications. It is intended to operate if,

for an\' reason, the engineman fails.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters rereived hij tix after 5 P.M. ON Tdesdav cannot apprar until

the following week. CarrenpimdI'ntk should forward their comminii-

ratiojis at the earliest possihle moment. Nn letter can he pvhlislicd

unlets we hare the writer's name and address in our /<('.«.ve.«s/'i«.

The Glory of the Day's Work.

Will you kindly allow me to say how very much I appre-
ciate the article by " Femina " in your issue of June 11th,
1920, on " The Glory of the Day's Work."

If the sentiments therein expressed were firmly implanted
in the hearts of everyone taking any part in the industrial

life of our nation, and if one and all could realise the value
of a day's work conscientiously accomplished, both to them-
selves and the community at large, most of our labour
troubles would vanish, and a spirit of contentment with " our
daily round and common task," would prevail.

I consider the article to be of great value in view of the

pre,sent unrest prevailing. '

.lay Oee.
June mh, 1920.

The Electro=depo$ition of Iron.

My attention has been called to the article on the electro-

deposition of iron appearing in your paper.
I should hke to point out that the process originated in

my works here. Some undersized gauges for tail shafts for

the Admiralty were built up here, with very satisTactory re-

sults. This was communicated to the Aii- Board, with the
result that a number of officials visited my works at Sunbury.
and the process was taken up by them and developed for a
variety of purposes during the war,

Sherard Cowper= Coles.
Sunbury-on-Thames.
Jvne 9tk, 1920.

Single^phase Meters on Three-phase, Three=wire Systems.

With reference to the article in the Review of June 11th
re "Single-phase Meters on Three-phase, Three-wire Systems,"
Mr. Solomon states a fact w'hich ought to be well known to

all qualified engineers who have to deal with measurement
of A.c. power. He points out that the proper method is to

use two single-phase meters connected on the two-wattmeter
principle, or a three-pha.?e two-element meter. He omiis to

mention the fact that three-phase power in a balanced three-

phase three-wire circuit can be measured by creating an arti-

ficial neutral point by means of a star resistance and the use of

a single-phase meter having a constant of 3.

If E is the star voltage and i the current in the correspond-
ing meter element, the single-phase meter will read e i cos (p.

The total power will be .3 e i cos (p.

Hence if the meter is geared so that the dial reads three
times the power actually nn^asnred, the, total three-phase
power will be registered.

J, Henderson.
Glasgow.
June 15th. 1920.

A Technical University.

Your editorial comment on the recent meeting for the
formation of a technical university in London calls for some
reply.

I w'iU say little with reference to your views on the mean-
ing and function of a university, except that these views are
slowly dying out. but the poini; that I do wish to raise is

in what manner the University of London fulfils your ideal.

Where in this University " itself " is " the polish whicli (.s

imparted by constant association with one's fcUow.i in the

atmosphere inherent to a university '"^ It may be found
in some of the recognised schools of which the Imperial
College is one group. -

-

The degrees of I-jOndon have been maintained at the highest
standard, and are evei^ywhere accepted as second to none,
yet however highly one values the London degree, one cannot
but roniembcr that it may only represent .1 .series of examina-
tions without the .solid background of a college training. In
my early days, we at the Royal College of Science were taught.

I think wTongly. to undervalue these diplomas, and some
of U8 only regarded the University as a store for serving out

The present need is to provide a technical degree on a par
^Mth the bachelor, master, and doctor's degree's n( the ordi

nary universities and known by the.se names and abbrevia-
tions, 60 that the ordinary commercial man and the man
about town ciiu uudcr.stand .something of the training of the
holder without having to carefully obtain information of the
relative merits of the A.R.C.Sc.. A.K.G.. B.Sc. &c.

_
In

provincial centres, as far as I know, the modern universities?

fulfil the needs of the times, but in London the case is

wholly diffei'ent, for here we have a large grouj) of colleges

combined for the purpose of technical education, more power-
ful than the University, and yet without the epecial privilege^

of a university.

Now, sir, having shown that the University of London
{fait accompli) does not fulfil your own ideals as a university,

I hope you will give the Imperial College of Science your
influential support in its claim for a charter.

F. Peake Sexton.
Westminster.
June 15th, 1920.

[We refer to this subject in our leadmg column.s.

—

Eds.
Elec. Rev.]

What is the Contractor Doing?

1 have read with great interest the article which, under the
above heading, appeared in your issue of June 4th. and from
many years' experience can fully endorse the remarks of your
contributor.

" Electra," in his reply last week, agrees that there is every
prosi^ect of a great boom in electric cooking, but prefers
to wait until the manufacturer has created the demand before
doing anything himself to foster it.

This sums up the situation exactly, both are waiting for

each other, with the result that much profitable business is

lost. Have neither of them heard of " Co-operation '"?

If this can be accomplished there wUl then be no need for

further ai'ticles like the above, and I venture to suggest that
their various associations could do much good by putting this

subject on their agenda for discussion.

In the meantime the manufacturer can greatly help matters
forward by providing the contractor with attractive show-
cards and non-technic,il pamphlets. He needs these to make
sales as much as a miner does his pickaxe to obtain gold.

The contractor for his part must carry stocks, for it is most
essential he should be in the position to satisfy his customer
immediately, otherwise the opportunity may be lost.

With only these two things accomplished, sales wiU flow

faster, but it still needs the high explosive of organised pub-
licity to create the mighty volume, and this, in my opinion,

can only be done by the co-operative efforts of the various

associations.

What have they to say on the matter?
A. G. Blake.

June 21sf, 1920.

Your articles headed "What is the Contractor Doing," and
tube subsequent correspondence interests us very greatly.

We feel that the contractor has, in the past, developed the

wiring and engineering side of the business only, fof the

reason that the necessity of electric labour-saving apphanccs
ia the home was not apparent in view of the fact that domestic

labour was plentiful and inexiiensive. Now conditions have
changed—domestic help is scarce and costly^those fortunate

enough to secure any, must do as our American cousins have
done in necessity, viz., purchase electric labour-saving ap-

pliances to retain, the help—those less fortunate must have

similar appliances to get along without it. In view of this

"double market" which is crying out for appliances to aid

domestic conditions, we are absolutely confident that the

contractors will not fail to reorganise and develop the com-
r}>ercial sales side of their business, even more energetically

than their friends in the States, who a few years ago. utilised

their shop windows as more or less " rubbish durnps," but are

now second to none as merchandising display windows. We.
as manufacturers realise that without co-operation nothing

worth while can be accomplished; hence our reason for having

representatives continually in .America keeping up with the

times, and profiting by what has already been done. Now
we have ready some of our co-operative .sales help for the

contractors' use. which will enable thorn to make good window
shows of labour-saving appliances which will appeal to the

womenfolk of this counti-y.

It may interest your readers to know that we have com-
plete window display material, showcards. life-size cutouts;

also wp are willing to loan electros to assist their local adver

tisiog. and supply advertising folders for distribution. This

IS onlv the beginning of what we intend to do to assist our

contractor friends in their task of building up a sales organisa-

tion, which most certainly is necessary to them if they are

to do their part in supplying the existing demands. The
electrical contractor is as shrewd a business man as there is.

and will most certainly profit by the unexpected opportunity

which has arisen, and he wiU do h-is slmre and thoroughly.

L. G. Hawkins & Co.

Loadoo, WX3.
Jiiite 2l8t, 1920.
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Non=LJnion Labour and Supply Undertakings.

(Jn behalf oi the Rochdale Branch of the E.T.U., 1 aui

pleased to note that District Coimcil, No. 10 Area (Greater

l/indon), is taking the same standpoint as we did on March
1st, .19'io, and may say that it has been a great advantage
to our membership, since our members on the supply staff

refused to connect any job or installation done by plumbers
and non-unionists. As noted in another part of your valuable

journal, the Rochdale supply undertaking has established a

record in lighting consumers during the year, and placed

4^5,000 to relieve the rates. We hope every E.T.U. branch
will adopt this stand, which will guarantee quality and work-

manship to consumers.
H. Turner.

Rochdale. Srrrrfnrn.

June 19th, 1920.

Technical Woriis.

Referring to the article of Mr. Purday, which appeareil

m your issue of April 30th, pressure of business at that time

caused that particular issue to be put aside for later con-

sideration; if not too late, I would like to make a few com-
ments.

I fully appreciate Mr. Purday 's feeling in the matter, having
myself "helped to get out technical work.
Generally speakmg, when searching through technical books

for any special information, one obtains, say, one ounce of

hard fact out of 4 or 5 lb. of extraneous matter, which causes

the cost to be considerable.

There are several books which, although very valuable in

themselves, are too expensive to purchase for the small amount
of special information in each.

Some works also which come out annually should be re-

edited, and if before they were issued, the editor or compiler

of such books would communicate with engineers (dealing

practically with the various subjects) he. would oft^en obtain

valuable assistance.

I know of one book which I sent for, and after some diffi-

culty I found one paragraph dealing with the particular

subject in which I was interested. Ihis paragraph was in-

correct and out of date.

There are very few books dealmg specifically with one
subject or branch of engineering, probably because the demand
for them would not be satisfactory. Even when .".uch a book
is compiled, it is very advisable to carefully consider every

page before issuing a new edition, as during the past five or

six years there have been many changes.

For instance, in 1914, a technical book dealing with a

certain speciahty was issued, and a surplus stock of matter
printed (but not bound up) ready to make up another edition

in the following year, but in 1919, when a new issue was
imperative, the surplus sheets were found to be very trouble-

some, owing to altered conditions, and it was necessary, tor

the time being, to insert a supplement; it now means an
entire revision, and practically a new book.

Mr. Pm'day's suggestion that the date should always be
inserted is very necessary. I adopted the plan of printing

the year of issue on the cover.

I enclose cop\' of the technical book referi'ed to, which
perhaps you will forward to ^fr. PunUi\.

Fred Bland.
Sheffield.

Junr -il.s./, 19'2ll.

Government Waste.

In the Press at the present moment public attention
IS being directed to a series of articles under the above head-
ing. While these are dra'ning forth criticisms from all

quarters it would be entirely misleading for the pubUc to

consider that such wilful waste takes place in all Government
departments, regarding the wages of their employes.
Some time ago an article in the Review drew attention to

the fact that certain individuals employed by the War De-
partment in, their power stations had not received any benefit

under the E.P.E.A. .Award No, 9,281. How-ever, after more
than 12 months' delay, these individuals were put in receipt of

the above.
It would be interesting to know whether the Minister of

Labour is aware of his sanction of an additional i'i-iO (ler

annum to be added to the above award. Up to the present
it is a minus quantity, as far as the W.D. stations are con-
cerned.
The same article also made reference to the workers now

coming under the Whitley Council scheme.
The previous increases of .5s.. 3s. and 3s., granted to these

men has in practically all other concerns been paid, but not
so to the workers of the War Department, as will be seen from
the following.

Some weeks ago a conference was held between delegates
of a certain union and a representative of the War Office to

settle the question of wages. However, after the representa-
tive was informed that certain parts of the district had re-

(•ogni.=cd the claim, the conference closed, the only result

being a waste of tune on both sides, as nothing is forthcoming.
It is argued that the party which approves and sanctions

these awards cannot take the lead, therefore,, the. humble
employe* must eit tight and " w'ait and gee" if there is

.•n\ thing left after the squandering is finished. The upset
and discontent in various central stations between employer
and employed cannot be wondered at when the vei^y thing
we are striving to conquer in this country at the present
time is being put into practice by these Government depart-
ments.
But there is an end to everything, the inevitable clash ia

bound to come .sooner or later, and the Government, as in

the majority of cases, must be considered as the ringleaders
of the present dissatisfaction amongst workers.

Otozel.

Distribution Mains for new Housing Schemes.

The article in your i.ssue of the 18th inst., by Mr. Wilson,
mains superintendent of Maidstone, is mo.st valuable and
timely.

The very arrangement of the new colonies, giving as it doea
more space between the houses and more irregular outline
than the stereotyped fonn of street, increases the cost of. ser-

vice work, and consideration of this distribution problem to
small properties is urgently required.

Some years ago an opportunity arose for providing elec-

tricity supply to a new and compai-atively large estate of .small

villas, built, however, on comparatively old-fashioned lines;

that is to say, in rows, and with small gardens.
In this case the .supply was distributed in the form of

.-^ingle-phase .4.C., and the method adopted—which proved
inexpensive and satisfactor \-—was to lay down each side of

each road one lead-covered armoured cable consisting of four

cores, two outers and one neutral for balanced three-wire
single-phase supply, and in addition one switch wire for pubHc
lighting.

This cable wa.s not looped into the houses, services being
put on in the old-fashioned manner with "T" joints.

The public lamps were also connected in the same way,
liut through the switch wire so that a large number could
lie turrned "on " and "off " in groups from a central point.

.\t the junctions of roads a public lamp was fitted, the i>ost

having a special and enlarged base containing simple link

year to which the various cables at that point were brought,
constituting in fact a small feeder pillai".

This arrangement worked very well, permitting services

to be put on from time to time with minimum expense, made
sectionising and testing easy, and provided for an inexpensive

form of street lighting control.

The provision of a small switch wire in the main cable was
probably not new. but is certainly worthy of attention even
if public lighting is not immediately required, as the extra

cost is very small. There are perhaps manufacturing diffi-

culties in including the small switch wire in a cable of which
the other cores are relatively large, but for the requirements
nf the ordinary housing colony, runs of J to i mile from
transformer kiosks, and work of that kind, the method offers

many advantages.
The British Electrical Development

Association, Inc.

London. W.C. •_'.

Jiinr 1\st, 1930.

Situations Vacant.

With reference to the correspondence appearing in the

Elertric.^l Review with regard to the use of box numbers by
advertisers, I think that it will interest your readers to con-

sider the question from the advertiser's point of view.

I wish first of all to state that I am not an employer, but

an employe (also a trade unionist) engaged by a large firm

of engineers. Amongst my duties for my principals I have

to engage assistants for various positions.

During the past years, having read many letters in the

Electrical Review on the much-debated subject of using

box numbers by advertisers, I sided with the views expressed

by your many correspondents, that this system of advertising

vacant positions was a pernicious one. I therefore determined

when advertising to use my firm's name and address; but

after a few trials I had to revert to the box number again,

as the results obtained by giving a name and address can

hardly be credited. In reply to an advertitement. I have

leceived at times hundreds of applications for a job. and then

the trouble commences. Customers and friends will telephone

ur write asking that their friend Mr. So-and-So should be

given the appointment, rarely discriminating whether the

man's qualifications are suitable or not. I am not exaggerat-

ing w^hen I state it is the rule rather than the exception to

get a large numjjer of these appeals, and in addition, although

an advertisement may distinctly state that application is to be

made by letter only. appUcants from near and far will per-

sistently call, resulting in a great loss of time to themselves

and the advertisers. Now, most of the firms that u.5e a box

number are manufacturers, and from the above facts one can

easilv reaUse it would not be good policy on their part to risk

the goodwill of various customers and their friends by creat-

ini? disappointment.
Again, on the question of " state salary," I am afraid that

this is primarily attributable to certain applicants, who, when
applying for a position, apd w4ier€ a definite salary is offered,

endeaVoTir to secure the job by offering to take it at a Ibwer
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fisiiie. I ;im sorry to state that in luy experience I have had
such oti'ers. Needless to state, with any reputable firm these
applications find their way to the waste-paper basket. How-
ever, in these days, there should not be any trouble in the
question of " state salary," as every staff engineer should join
either the E.P.B.A. or the S.T.E., whose officials will assist
them in every way on this particular point. My view is, that
where an applicant replies to an advertisement under a box
number he is fairly. sure of a square deal, since his application
is con.sidcred on his merits alone.

Resident Engineer.

|'lhi> <'iirre.s[xindence is now closed.—Ens. Er,F.c. Rev.]

Staff Salaries and Conditions of Service.

In the ElectbicaFj Review of June 4th appeared a leading
article headed " Situations Vacant," which, after commenting
pithily on some of the practices of certain employers, issued
Hu invitation to the Society of Technical Engineers to abandon
it.<i secretive attitude. In the same week's issue of The Elec-
trician there appeared two leaderettes referring to the recently-
made agreement between the employers and staffs of the
electrical supply industry. The latter of these two articles
sounded a note of warning about the dangers of standardisa-
tion of salaries.

During the last few months such comments, usually brief,
and directed towards one particular section of the general
problem, have become increasingly common, but so far no
general resume of the whole subject covered by the title above
has appeared in any of the technical papers concerned.

r think we are justified in assuming from the evidence that
the engineer, both electrical and mechanical, long-suttermg
though he may be, is at last becoming vocal under the pres-
sure of conditions which, bad as- they have been dm-ing the last
two decades, are fast becoming almost intolerable.

,

There is a deal of confused thinking about the subject, and
it will be my attempt in this article to focus attention upon
what appear to be the fundamental points requiring con-
.sideration.

I think that the following summary will meet with the
agreement of all concerned :

—

1. That in relation to other professions and businesses de-
manding the same degree of education, training and sens«'.

of responsibility, the electrical engineer was very poorly paid
even before the war, and his conditions of service were often
unnecessarily harsh.

3. That advances of salary, especially in the higher grades,
during the last five years, have been totally disproportionate
to the increase in cost of maintenance of a home and famOy,
and conditions of service have deteriorated rather than im-
proved .

.S. That only by raising the remuneration and improving
the conditions of seiwice of the average man shall we obtain
a contented staff fitted to give its whole mind to its special
task of increasing the efficiency of the joint action of Capital
and Labour.

4. That whatever the defects and dangers of association may
be it is an incontrovertible fact that association with other
individuals and groups is usually necessary before any improve-
ment in the conditions of the general mass of those affected

ran be secured.

.5. That failing the central station statl's. which are repre-

.sented by the E.P.E..\., no section of the industry has a staff

as.sociation which is of the sUghtest use to it.

It may be said that the S.T.E. represents other sections
of the industry, but it is at least doubtful wtet^er this is

really the case or not. In the opinions of many engineers
who have watched the operations of this concern, both from
the inside and the outside, it seems clear that as at present
constituted and directed, this society is likely to be of very
little use. I would go further, and would say that personally
r have come to the conclusion that the symptoms indicate
that it has fallen a victim to an infantile form of that most
insidious of all association diseases, namely, paralysis.

In evidence of this, I caU attention to the apparent abandon-
ment by its Council of all attempts to adequately control the
actions of its paid servants, and its failure to publicly pro-

<-laim a definite policy and secure the help of the technical

jn\irnals and friendly employers.
The Society's public, or rather semi-public utterances, are

chiefly noticeable for their <-ontradictovy character, and the
fact that they never by any chance indicate that there is

any real guiding principle or inspiration behind its efforts.

.•\t one of the propaganda meetings which I attended, the

s|3eakers. almost without exception, voiced adherence to a
poUcy which it is compiiuventary to describe as wholly op-

portunist and unworthy of any as.sociation with any real idea

of its own dignity or that of its members.
I fear that at present the S.T.E. is not merely useless, but

is actually dangerous, because it is still occupying tho time
of men who might more usefully help a real and progressive

association, and it is at the same time making enemies even
amongst those employers who sympathise with the legitimate

aims and objects of the profession as a whole.
In this connection it mu.st not be forgotten that whilst

many employers show that they fully appreciate the position,

they, after all, are in the minority, and are restricted from
giving full effect to their views by tte force of competition.

and occasionally by the operations of theji various employers'
associations.

The central station staff's agreement reterred to above,
should be welcomed by all electrical men, for the reason that
if salaries and conditions can be improved in this branch,
bound down as it is by limitations on its charges for .services

I'endered, &c.. these improved salaries will eventually form
the base for further improvement in the other branches of
the industry which are not so bound.

It may be argued that this will further increase the cost
(if rnanufacture, and contribute to the much talked of forth-
coming " slump," but it does not seem to be generally realised
that the increases of " staff " pay in electrical manufacturing
industries have had only a microscopic effect upon the total

cost of production.
I lie hlectrician, in the article referred to above, drew atten-

tion to the dangers of standardising salaries, but surely this

danger only exists if an attempt is made to bind down mem-
bers of the association not to take more than the basic

salary. I cannot, in the published reiwrts referring to the
agreement in question, find any indication that this stupid
policy of the workmen's trade unions has even been con-
templated. Provided that there is no such limitation it is?

obvious that the man above the average will still be able
to command a higher salary than the basic rate, but whereas,
if the normal rate were f.SOO he would have to consider him-
.self well paid at £750, he would probably have no difficulty

in obtaining £1,100 to £1.200 if the basic rate became, say,

£800 to £900, and so on throughout all the grades.

I contend that wha tis required is a real live association

governed and directed by men of reasonable but determined
character, who could earn and maintain the respect of the
employers' representatives, and who would be able to com-
mand the allegiance of their fellow employes. They must
be men to whom principle means more than opportunism,
and to whom secrecy as regards policy and negotiations ia

abhorrent.
Further, I think that the efforts of all men who have the

interests of the industry at heart should be directed towards
making both employes, staff', and what is usually called

Labour, realise that the technical and management .staff's in

the engineering industry (and for that matter in all industries)

are. and must remain, a iliird party in industry.

They cannot exist without Capital on the one hand, and
Labour on the other; but nevertheless it is true that neither

Labour nor Capital can produce anything without them ex-

cept where the capitalists themselves possess both the neces-

sary ability and time to direct their own businesses. Such
cases are becoming more rare every year, although many
cases of partial direction still exist.

The staffs cannot ally themselves entirely with Capital

because they are after all in the position of workers, and
they cannot ally themselves definitely with Labour, because

they must stand as representatives or judges between Capital

and Labour.
They cannot serve the best interests of either Capital or

I .abour unless they are impartial and free to foiTn and voice

independent opinions, and they cannot be impartial if they

aie members of an association controlled by either Labour
or Capital. Nor. being sufficiently conscious of their own
.strength and requirements, need they take up any such false

position.
Garton I.e Roet.

.hnir -lOth. \<.m.

fWe regret that pressure upon our space compels us to hold

liver .several letters until next week.—Eds. Elec. Rr,v.]

Oversea Transmission.—Mr. Aarstad, chairman of the

Norwegion Waterfall Commission, has been asked about the

standpoint he had assumed concerning the possible transmis-

sion of electrical energy from Norway to Denmark. In reply,

he is reported to have stated that the question had been put

before the Commission for the expression of an opinion, and

they had recommended the dispatch of a friendly reply to

Denmark's application for the appointment of a joint com-
mittee. There was no doubt, he said, that Norway could

give a supply to Denmark, and the i ommittee would have

In consider the extent of such transmission, both technically

and economically. He apprehended that the power wmild be

\. IV costly oil reac-hing lonsumcrs in Denmark.

Electrical Workers and the Military—Onr Dublin cor-

respondent writes : In connection with the decision of Dublin

dockers nut to handle military munitions or equipment,

the North Wall electric crane men last week refused to work

the <'rane for assisting the miUtary in the discharge of stores

which had arrived from Southampton by the s.s. Agneii

DuHCOji. "the military then commandeered the electric power

house belonging to the Dublin Port and Docks Board, but

the employes there refused to work tho plant, and it was

intimated that if the military themselves attempted to do

so, the entire electric power at the port would be stopped

liv the men, all the other critne-drivers refusing to work. This

w'ould have led to general dislocation. Ultimately the military

withdrew from the power house, and the employes resumed

work there as usual. Later, the military discharged the cargo

of the Agnes Dundan With the aid of the ship's steam winches

and derricks.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1920.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED.)

urnal bv Messrs. Seftok-Jokes. O'Dexx *kd
Agenxs. 385. High Holborn, London. W.C. 1.

1^^516. '^* Electric" signalling systems." Western Electric Co. June 7th.

15,317. '* Electrode-locking devices lor electric welding machines.'* J

.

Ledwinka. June 7ih. (United States, May 19th, 1919.)

15.326. "Switch for electrical circuits." A. Messinger and L. Pap. June
rth.

15,335. "Electrical fuses of the cartridge type."' Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co. June 7th. (United States, July ;ith. 1919.)

15i336. " .Automatic spark advance for magnetos." G. B. Gousset. June
7lh. (France. June 20th. 1919.)

15,33". " Contact-breaker for ignition magnetos." G. B.' Gousset. June
7th. (France, June 20th. 1919.)

15,338: " Collector ring for four-cvlinder engines without commutator." G.
B. Gousset. June 7th. (France, June 20th, 1919.)

15,341. " Generation of alternating current." I>rit]SH Tho.«son-Houston
Co. June 7th. (United States, October 29[h. 1913.)

15.346. " Electric meters." British Thomson-Houston Co. and A- 1*.

YouKG. June 7th.

15.347. " Electric lamps." British Thomson-Houston Co. (Genera! Electric

Co.). June 7th.

15.348. " Mercury, &c., vapour electric lamps." Silicia Sv.vdicate. June 7th.

15.349. " Manufacture and production of graphite electrodes." United
ALKAi.1 Co., C. L. HiGGiNS and D. A. Pkitchakd. June 7th.

15.350. " Piezo-electric device.*' A. F. R. Cotton and E. \V. C. Russell.
June 7th.

15.358. *' Arc lamps." FJ Porter and J. \V. Smith. June 7th.

15,378. " Transmission- of messages. &c., by electrical means." Evershed

& V'icNOLES and A. G. .Moore. June 7th.

15;3S0. " Tubular electric condenser and method of manufacturing same."
G. Giles. June 7th. (Switzerland. June 16th, 1919.)

15,399. " Electrical power transmission systems." A. M. Ta^or. June 8ih.

15,434. " Ignition apparatus for internal-combustion engines." H. \".

Chandler. June- 8th.

15,441. ** Electric furnaces." B. E. D. Kilburn (Norske Aktieselskab lor

El^tro-kemisk Industri Norsk Irtdustri-Hypotekbank). June 8th.

15,449. " Electrical signalling-apparatus." W. L. Walker. Jime 8th.

15,468. " Multi-phase machines." Siemens Schuckertwerke. June 8th.

{Germany, December 14th, 1917.)

15,478. " Coupling for magnetos of internal-combustion engines." F. M.
Padian and F. R. Ram. June 8th.

15,485. " Vibrating-apparatus for sound-signalling:*' Signal Gcsi June 8th.
(Gprmany, October 23rd, 1915.)

15,498. "Storage batter\- plates." J. F. Monnot. June 8th.

15,517. " .Apparatus for electric transmission of angular indications." A.
L. Rawlings and S. Ward. June 8th.

15,544. " Electrically-operated curtain-controlling mechanism." F. E.

Clipstone. June 9th.

15,570. " Electro-magnetic drill stand." L. R. Horne. June 9th.

15,573. *' Overhead trolleys for electric tramways, &c., vehicles." T.
Blaney and D. Williams. June 9th.

15,576. " Electric push-button switches." E. >.'. Bray &: Bray. Markham &
Reiss. June 9th.

15,587. " Electric heating apparatus." Soc. .Anon, des Etablissements L.
Bleriot. June 9th. (France, Februar>' 5th, 1919.)

15,590. "Sparking plugs, couplings, tenninals, &c." J. 1. D. and K.
Stbvensos. June 9ih.

15,593. " Electro-deposition of metals." R. W. Lawson and A. I. G
Warren. June 9ih.

15,596. " Combined electrical conductors and casing therefor." N. Prentice
: 9th.

15,599.

une 9th.

' Dev for supporting

and

of desk telephones." D. R. Loch

." Sig.'Jal Ges. June 9ih. (Ger

y. June 9th

15.601. " Sound prodi
many, March 9th. 1916.)

15.602. " Electric lamps." British Thomson-Hou;
(United Slates, November 30lh. 1917.)

15,631. " Electrical measuring-instruments." A. Copelin and Edison SwA^
Electric Co. June 9th.

15,t)32. "Wireless telegraph valves." F. .A. Couldlng and Edison SwA^
Electric Co. June 9th.

15,646. " Manufacture of thermo-electric metals and allovs. " W. C
Heraeus Ges. June 9th.

15,655. " Electro-magnetic clutches and change-speed gearing -
> --

Forbes. June 9th. --/ .

^

15.659. "Tejephone apparatus." P. J. H.4Ckett. June 9th

15.660. " Signalling circuits." P. J. Hackett. June 9th.

15,668. "Electrical alarm clock." C. C. Brol-gh. June lOth.

15,673. " Portable electric dust exhauster." G. R. Bimm. June 10th
(France, January 17th, 1914.)

15,679. " Electric step-by-step. &c.. motors." C. L. W.uker. June 10th.

15,687. " Electrical contacts for fuse boards, distribution boards, &c." B
Qdarmby. June 10th.

15,692. "' Electro-magnetic mechanism." C. L. Walker. June 10th.

15,700. " Electric switches." A. Christie and R. Metcalfe. June 10th.

15,704. " Electric switches." E. Bolton and the Coventry Movement Cc
Jtine 10th.

15,706. " Electrical appliance for cleaning and polishing." I. D. Orr
June 10th.

15.717. *' X'ncuum tubes, &c." Radio CoH.MUNicATtON Co. and J. Scott
Taggart. June lOlh.

15.726. " Electrical indicators." J. C. Wrighton and Edison Swan Elec
trio Co. June 10th.

15.727. " Telephone transmitter." Western Electric Co. June lOih,

(Norway. June 22nd. 1914.)

15.728. " Electric lighting apparatus for cvcles. &c." Soc. Anon.
mobiles et C\'Cles Peugeot. June lOth. (France. June LSth. 1919.)

15,731. " Telephonic call systems." R. C. M. Hastings. June lOth.

15,734. " Electrically-operated implement for cutlihg crops." G. pRiEK
June 10th.

15,740. " Electric lamps for motor vehicles." P. Fr.ank and Kynoch, Ltd.
June 10th.

15.746. " Electrical precipitation of solid materials from gases." J. E.
LiLiENFiELD and Metalleank USD Met.ui-CRgische Ges. June 10th. (Ger-
many, March 6th. 1916.)

15.775. *' Electro-osmotic separation of substances." Elektro-Osmose -Akt
Ges. (Graf. Schwerin Ges.). June 10th. (Germany. April 8th, 1918.)

15.791. " Sparic plugs." W. Hovsman. June 10th. (United States, Novem
ber 36th, 1917.)

15,793. " Systems of electrical distribution." A. E. White (U.S. Light &
He^^ .Corporation). Jiinfe 10th.

lo.TOr. " SpaVkih^ plufg^/' H; Wiujams. June 10th.

15.812. "Handle for electric arc welding." ]. Doolkv. June Ulh,

15.814. " Electric switch." A. G. Bullen, A. G. Blxlen & Co.. and R. L.

JKNKINSO.N, JuneUth.
15,850. " Electric wiring." G. F. A. Stone. June 11th.

15,857. "Telephone systems." Western Electric Co. June 11th.

15^.861. "Process for manufacture of metallic diaphragms of electroKtic

cells." R. Pechkranz. June 11th. (Switzerland, June 12th. 1919.)

15,862. " Conversion of continuous or direct currents into alternating cur-

rents,^' F. Bkejsig. June 11th. (Germany, March 11th. 1919.)

15,872. " High-voltage electric installations." Siemens SchuckertweKke.
June Uth. (Germany. July 30th, 1919.)

15,888. " Means for preventing actuation of electric switches, gas cocks,

&c." G. FiNLAY. June 11th.

15,902. " Apparatus for protection of three-phase current circuits." C.
Zorzi. June lllh.

15,905. " Electrical insulating bushings." F. M. Denton. June 11th.

15,909. "Electrical transformers." E. de H. Duval. June 12th.

15,912. " De\-ice for aligning trolley wheels with overhead transmission

wires." H. George. June 12th.

15,924. " Primary galvanic batteries and electrodes and manufacture of such
electrodes." E. W. Jungner. June 12th. (Sweden. June 17th, 1919.)

15.935. " Electrical transmission systems." .A. JL Ta^xor. June 12th.

15.936. " Electric lamp holders." A. B. Goldsmith. June 12th.

15,947. " Electrical transformers." G. Schroeder. June 12th.

16,957. " Tuning-instruments for wireless telegraphy and tel^hony." H. P.

Rees. June 12th.

15.986. " Systems of electric ship propulsion." British Thomson-Houston
Co. and D. E. Jewett. June 12th.

15.987. " Dvnamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. and
H. W. Taylor. June 12th.

15,995. " Leading-in insulators." G. V. Twiss. June 12ih.

15,997. " Starting, generating and ignition apparatus for internal-com-

bustion engines." W. B. Moses. June 12th. (United States. June 29th. 1917.)

16,008. " Multiple twin telephone and telegraph electric cables." C. R.
Bolton and British Insulated & Helsbv Cables, Ltd. June 12th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
The numbers in parentheses are those under which the specificatjojM will ht

printed and abridged, and all subsequent proceedings wilt b« tak«n.

1J01.G.

1,434 Multi-speed alternati.ng-cl-rrent ^:OTOR5. British ^Thomson-Houston
Co. (General Electric 06.). - January 2»th, 1916. (113,272.)

19X8.
7,309. Machine-swiichin'G telephone exch.«;ge systems. Western Electric

Co. and L. Polinkoftsky. M-iv 1st, ISIS. (143,277.)

11,478. Electric insul.ation. Eleklro-Material "Ges. -April 11th, 1918.

(143,280.)

1919. , ^. ,
.;•..

3.693. Electric furnaces. W. E. Moore. February 14th, 1919- ^43,292.)

4,057. Couplings for protected or armoured electric cables for use
u.sDER WAiER and ELSEWHERE. V". C H. GibbOn. February 18lh, 1919.

(143,308.)

4,065. Reduction of distortion of high-freouesxv currents PARxlctjLARLV
APPLICABLE TO WIRELESS telepuonv. Western Electric Co. February- 18th. 1919.

(143,309.)

4,387. .ASSEUBLING of ELECTRIC BATTERIES. London Batterv Co. and E. W.
Clarke. February Slst, 1319. (143,322.)

4,509. Electrical accumulators. C. H. Worsnop. February 24fh, 1919.

(143.327.)

4,579. Arrangement and connector for jointing of electrical wires. J. S.

Mqllerhoj. Februaiy 24th, MIJ. (143,328.)

4,743. Electric connectors. G. Duve.iu. March 18th. 1914. (133,770.)

0,185. Cutting .and wei ding metals by the electric arc. C' G. 'Conradi.
March old. 1919. (143,331.)

8,943. Electric-lighting sets more especially for use wfth motor-cycles.
Efandem Co., W. Owen and F. t. Culler. .April 9th, 1919. (143,358.)

10.197. Machines for making bobbins for electric batxeries. National
Carbon Co. January 10th. 1918. 1123.991.)

10.198. M.ACHtNES for making bobbins for electric b.\ttfri£S. National
Carbon Co. January 10th, 1918. (12o,9»2.)

10.644. Electrical tR-ansmission disengaging LOCK-swrrcH. J.' J. Wheallev.
.April 3Dth. 1919. (143,372.1

11,123. Controlling and regul.*.ting systems for d^-na.mos. appuc.able also
AS MoioR-si-^RTlNG SYSTEMS. W. J. Ritkets. May oth, 1919. (143,378.)

12.613. Portable electric lamp speclaluy adapted for use by police officers
ON DUTY. F. W. Dowty. May 20th, 1919. (143.3S7.)

13,527. Sparking plugs for intern.il-combustion engines. L. Macquaire.
-May 28th, 1919. (143,o93.>

14.464. SuproRT for electric incandescent lamps. J. p. Johansson. June
6th. 1919. (143,404.)

14,977. Wire couplings for spark-plcgs. Soc. .Anon, des .Automobiles tl

Cycles Peugeot. July 23rd, 1D18. (130,321.;

lo.CbO. Regulating-systems for di-namg-electric m.^chtces. W. J. Ricket*.

June 16th, 1919. (143,413.)

15,116. Electric switches. Benjamin Electric, Ltd. September 13th, 1918.

(132,492.)

18.6S7. Tr.*ffic-controlling appar.atus for railw.ays and the like.

McKenzie. Holland & Westin^house Power Signal Co., H. H. D\er and R. G.
Davey. July ibth, 1919. (143.437.)

18,711. Method of and apf.\r.atus for recognising aircr-aft by acoustic

means and for .acoustic-tu.vgr.aphy between aikckaft and the earth. .a.

Berniri. Juiy 27th, 1918. (130.605 ,

20.830. ExiensielE eleciric lamps for motor and other vehicles, boats.

A.ND THE like. B. J. Gri^sby. .August iKth. 1S19. ,143.448.)

21..>86. Electric .miner's lamps. O. ScI neider anJ K. Schlegel. Novcmb.^r
3th. 19l8. aSo.lb-J.)

22.127. Electro. ^4'^.NEI1C wave n-vicmionu, "iYsTtMs. \\ . P. Thompson (J.

BentnodV Sepiembct 9lb 1S19. (143.4o.".,_

22,173. ,A*-I-ARATUS FfR DIMIMSHl'.'G THE INp."R10US EARTHLNC CURRENTS !V

E.ARTHED HTGH-PKEi.-^UKE NFTS HAVING A CAt.ACITY TJ1.\I IS NON-SYM METRICALLY DIS

TR18UTED OVER THE PHASES OF THE Nil. .Akt. Gt-S. Drown. Bovcri Ct ClC. Dc-

cen.ber 23rd. 1916. (137.032.)

25.302. E_ECTR1C pusil-BUlTON swncHES. -A. Ces.-.ro. Februarv 8th. 1919.

('•*.854.)

28.388. FixiKG-.\RR.vNCEMENT »x>R ELEtTTRlc MEASU."*INC INSTRUMENTS. Siemens

& Halske .Akt. Ges. .August 23rd. 1918. (135.211.)

1920.
579. Magneto-electric m.xchines wni; osaLLAXiNr, ARM.ATniEs. O. Imrav

(Eisemann Magneto Corporation). January 7ih. r.'20. (143.480.)

1,570. MKiatJoS t* WtBratrtSG electric NETWbRKS COilPRlSING ARMOliRED

CABLSS WTT^ .MCLTi'PLE cqndVctoks. P. M. J. BOTKhe«>t and Soc. .Alsacienne

de Constructions Mecaniques .Miy 1st, 1914. (138,075.)
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